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PREFACE OF THE AMERICAN EDITOR.
T H E volume here presented to the American public is one of a series of Dictionaries prepared under the editorial supervision of Dr. William Smith, aided by a
number of learned men, and designed to present in an English dress the valuable
historical and archaeological researches of the scholars of Germany. For it is a
fact not to be denied, that classical learning has found its proper abode in the
latter country, and that whatever of value on these subjects has appeared in
England for m a n y years past, has been, with a few honorable exceptions—ran
mantes in gurgite vasto— derived immediately or remotely from G e r m a n sources.
For instance, an English " Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge " desires
a "History of Greek Literature;" none but a G e r m a n can be found competent to
prepare it, and when death removes him in the midst of his noble efforts, a
continuator can not be found on English soil, and the ablest history of Greek
literature (as far as it goes) remains a fragment. Turn over the pages of the most
elaborate and valuable English histories of Greece, and h o w few names are there
quoted as authorities out of the limits of the land of antiquarian research. Thirlwall's and Grote's splendid superstructures rest on Teutonic foundations. ' The
text-books used even in the Universities, which claim a Bentley and a Porson
among theif illustrious dead, and where Gaisford still labors in a green old age,
ihe Nestor of English scholarship, are mere reprints from, or based on, German
recensions. T h e University press sends forth an Aristotle, an ^Eschylus, a
Sophocles, and what English alumnus of Oxford or Cambridge performs the critical
revision—we read on the title-page the Teutonic names of Bekker, Dindorf, &c.
A s in every other department of classical learning English scholarship is indebted
to German labors, so, until the appearance of the present series of dictionaries
(mostly the result of G e r m a n erudition), she had nothing to put in comparison
with the valuable classical encyclopaedias of Germany but the miserable compendiums of Lempriere and Dymock—compilations in which the errors were so glaring
and so absurd, that when the American editor of the present work prepared a
revised edition of Lempriere, pruning away m a n y of its faults, correcting m a n y of
its misstatements, supplying m a n y of its deficiencies, and introducing to his coun
trymen the latest results of German scholarship, his work w a s immediately
reprinted, and found extensive circulation in England. Though he had to work
single-handed, and amid m a n y discouragements and disadvantages, yet his labors
seemed to meet with favor abroad, and this approbation was distinctly manifested
in the fact that his last revision of Lempriere was republished in its native land in
several different forms and in abridgments. W h a t he sought to do unaided, and
in the intervals of laborious professional duties, has n o w been undertaken on a
more extended scale b y an association of scholars, both English and foreign. T h e
increased attention paid to this department in Germany, the recent discoveries
made by travellers in more through explorations, the vast amount of literary
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material collected in separate works, or scattered through the pablished proceed
ings of learned societies, at length suggested to these scholars the propriety of
exhibiting in one body the latest results of G e r m a n learning. A n able and usefuj
guide was found at hand in the learned and copious " Real-Encyclcpadie der Alter
tlmmswissenschaft von Aug. Pauly." Following in the footsteps of Pauly and his
fellow-laborers, and usingfreelythe materials and the references of these writers,
as well as other works of standard excellence not otherwise accessible to English
students, D r . William Smith, aided b y some twenty-eight collaborateun; English
and German, prepared,
1st. A Dictionary of Greek and R o m a n Antiquities, London, 1842, in one vol.
8vo., of 1121 pages j reprinted in a n e w edition, London, 1850.
2dly. A Dictionary of Greek and R o m a n Biography and Mythology, in 3 vols.
8vo., of about 3600 pages; to be followed by,
Sdly. A Dictionary of Ancient Geography, now in preparation.
After the completion of the second of these works, Dr. W . Smith. and his
brother, the Rev. Philip Smith, from that work, from Pauly's Encyclopadie, and
other works, drew up a " Classical Dictionary for Schools" (of Greek and R o m a n
Biography, Mythology, and Geography), which should by its size and price be
accessible to all students, a,nd present in a brief and convenient form the latest and
most reliable results in these departments. The plan and detail of the work are
stated at length in the preface of the English editor, subjoined to this, on p. xiii.xv., to which the reader is referred. W h e n the printing of this work commenced,
the publishers of the American edition immediately m a d e an arrangement with the
English publishers, and purchased at a considerable cost the sheets in advance, to
be revised and edited for circulation in this country ; and the two books were lo
appear nearly simultaneously. The present work is the revised edition of the
English one, and will be found, the editor believes, greatly improved, as well as
m u c h more complete. It is not, however designed to, and, in the editor's opinion,
will not supersede his o w n " Classical Dictionary" published in 1841, since the
articles are purposely brief, and results only are stated, without that fullness of
detail which is desirable to the more advanced scholar and the educated m a n
of leisure ; but it is intended for the use of those whose means will not allow a
ihore expensive, or their scanty time the use of a more copious work; in other
words, it is meant to take the place, by reason of its convenient size and low price,
of Lempriere's old dictionary, which, with all its absurd errors and defects, still
has a lingering existence in certain parts of our country on account of its cheapne&s.
O n this head the English editor speaks strongly; in point of literary or scientific
value, Lempriere's dictionary is d e a d — " requiescat in pace"—and to put it into a
boy's hands n o w as a guide in classical matters would be as wise and as useful as
giving him some mystic treatise of the Middle Ages on alchemy to serve as a textbook in chemistry. The present work contains all the names of any value to a
schoolboy occurring in Lempriere, and a great m a n y not in that work, while tho
information is derived from the fountain-head, and not from the diluted stream of
French encyclopedias.
A s regards the plan pursued in revising the work, the editor has been guided by
the wants of the class for w h o m it is specially designed; he ha'3 therefore inserted
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more fully than in the original the names occurring in the authors most frequently
read by younger students, as Ceesar, Sallust, Virgil, Cicero, Ovid, Xenophon, H e r o
dotus, H o m e r , & c , and has endeavored to give briefly such information as a boy
meeting with any of these names in his author would seek in a classical dictionary.
For this purpose, he has used freely the most recent and most reliable authorities;
he has added brief notices from D r . Smith's Dictionary of Biography and Mythology, and from his o w n Classical Dictionary, of course, abridging to suit tba
character of the w o r k ; he has also, among other works less frequently consulted,
and single books on special topics unnecessary to be enumerated, derived materials
from Ersch and Gruber's Allgemeine Encyclopadie ( A - F , H-Italien, O-Phokyl
ides), 97 vols. 4to, from Kitto's and Winer's Bible Cyclopaedia, from the indexes
and notes to the best editions of the classic authors, especially the valuable index
to Groskurd's translation of Strabo, and the Onomasticon Ciceronianum and Platonicum of Orelli, from Gruber's Mythologisches Lexicon, 3 vols. 8vo, from M a n nert's, Ukert's, and especially Forbiger's Alte Geographie, from Cramer's Ancient
Greece, Italy, and Asia Minor, from numerous recent books of travel in classic and
sacred lands, from Grote's and Thirlwall's Greece, and Niebuhr's R o m e and Leetures ; but particularly would he acknowledge, in the most explicit terms, his obligations to Pauly's Real-Encyclopadie der Alterthumswissenschaft ( A - T h y m n a ) , and
to Kraft and Miiller's improved edition of Funke's Real-Schullexicon (of which,
unfortunately, only the first volume, A - K , has appeared): from these two works
he has derived m a n y of his o w n articles, and has been enabled to correct m a n y of
those in the English work taken from the same sources. In this connection, the
editor regrets to find that D r . W . Smith and some of his coadjutors have studiously avoided, in all their dictionaries hitherto published, making any direct
acknowledgment of their indebtedness to the former of these two works. Although
the plan and m u c h of the detail of the works in question are taken from Pauly's,
there is no indication of the existence of such a book in the preface to the Diction
ary of Antiquities, or to the Dictionary of Biography and Mythology, and this
omission has led a distinguished G e r m a n scholar, in a notice of the latter work in
the Leipziger Repertorium for February, 1846, to complain of this conduct as
unscholarlike and reprehensible: he says, " Under this head the editor (Dr. W .
Smith) ought not to have omitted stating of h o w great service to him and severaj
of his coadjutors the 'Encyclopedia of Classical Antiquity,' begun b y Aug. Paulj
and continued after his (Pauly's) death b y Chr. W a l z and W . Teuffel, has 'been,
and especially since w e can show that the above-named production of G e r m a n
scholars has been actually adopted as the basis of the English Dictionary, although
the plan of the latter is considerably altered." . . . . " In regard to its (Smith's
Dictionary of Biography and Mythology) relation to the Stuttgard (Pauly's) Ency
elopssdia, w e have still further to remark, that the articles which have been bor
rowed from it, namely, by Dr. Schmitz and the editor, have been.revised, and in
some respects considerably enlarged!" *
* " Hier hatte der Herausgeber niehtverschweigen sollen, von wie grossem Nutzen ihia
and mehreren seiner mitarbeiter die von Aug. Pauly begonnene und nach dessen Tode voa
fill. Walz and W . Teuffel forgesetzte ' Real-Encyclopadie der Classischen Alterthuraswi&
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T h e present edition is called an enlarged and corrected one, and the editor thinks
he m a y justly claim to have improved as well as enlarged the woik; his o w n additions are inclosed in brackets, and amount to m o r e than 1400 independent articles,
while the additions to articles already in the work, but either too briefly or incorrectly stated, or omitting s o m e important matter, are not a few. T h e editor has
bestowed considerable care on the department of bibliography, and under this head
m a n y additions will be found. D r . Smith has been content in most cases to copy
the statements in the Dictionary of Biography and Mythology, without noticing
m a n y valuable books which have appeared since the publication of that work.
M a n y corrections of names, or erroneous statements too short to b e marked in the
text, will also be found on a comparison of the two editions ; w e have kept a list
of these, and subjoin s o m e of the m o r e important of them here, that the public m a y
see that the revision of the w o r k has been pretty thorough. M a n y mere verbal
alterations and corrections of oversight or carelessness in reading the proofs might
also be adduced.
ABJE IS said to be in Phocis, on the boundaries of Eubma !
iEsAcus ! Thetis is used for Teihys, and the error is very frequently repeated, in most
cases copied from the Dictionary of Biography and Mythology, in the present instancfl
adopted by Dr. Schmitz from Pauly, s. v.
A L E X A N D R I A : oftener ia, rarely 8a, a statement just the reverse of the fact, and for correction, vide the article in the Dictionary.
A N C & U S : the Greek quotation is wrong : the line as given by us from the scholiast is a
hexameter verse, as it is also given by Thirlwall in the Philological Museum, vol. i., pags
107, quoted by Dr. Schmitz for his authority, though he copies the altered Greek from
Pauly.
A N I U S : Dryope is copied erroneously from the Dictionary of Biography and Mythology,
and the account of the daughters of Anius is taken incorrectly from Kraft and Mullei
though right in the Dictionary of Biography and Mythology.
A N T O N I A 1 is called husband of L. Domitius Ahenobarbus, and A N T O N I A 2, the husband
oi Drusus ; where the editor, copying from the German of Kraft and Miiller, has taken Gemahlin (wife) for Gemahl (husband) ; and so again under
C R E T H E U S , by w a y probably of compensation, Kraft and Miiller's Gemahl (husband) is
translated wife, and Cretheus is made " wife of Tyro."
A P H R O D I T O P O L I S , No. 3, 1, from Kraft and Miiller, Aphroditopofc Nomos for -lites.
A P I S (the city) is said to be 10 stadia west of Parsetonium for 100, which erroneous
statement, probably a typographical slip in the German work, is copied from Kraft and
Miiller.
Assus. ruins near Berarai, a typographical error from Kraft and Miiller for Beram or
Beiram.
A R C A D I A (p. 70), the greatest river of Peloponnesus is said to be the Achelous ! !
A R B O N A U T J E (p. 76): " A n d w h e n Pollux was slain by Amycus," copied from an article
gensehaft,' gewesen ist, und zwar u m so weniger, da wir diese Arbeit deutscher Gelehrten
geradezu als die Grundlage des englischen Dictionary bezeichnen diirfen, obschon der Plan
dcraelben vielfach anders angelegt ist." * * * " Ueber das verhiiltniss zu der Stuttgartei
Encyklopadie ist noch zu bemerken, das die Artikel, welche daher entlehnt sind, namcntlick
von Schmitz uud dem Herausgeber; aufs Neue durchgesehen und z u m Theil schatzbar crwei
tert sind."
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in the Dictionary of Biography and Mythology by Dr. L. Sehmitz, who has compiled
the account from Grotefend's in Pauly, and falls into Grotefend's unaccountable blun
der of making Amycus slay Pollux, though Apollodorus, whose narrative both profess tc
follow, says plainly enough the reverse (Ho?.vdevK7ictie,iirooxo/ievcs mucTevauv wpb; a
irAjyfaf Kara rdv avx&»a a-Kmrave, i., 9, 20, § 2), and yet Dr. Schmitz, at the end of his article,
quotes Schoenemann, de Geogr. Argonaut.; Ukert, Geographie der Griech. und Rb'mer; Mil]
kr, Orchomenos, &c., but says not a word about Pauly's Encyclopadie- or Grotefend.
Other instances of similarity to Pauly's work are frequent in the articles of this contributor, but this is not the place to point them out.
A U L I S : a strange fatality seems to hang over this unfortunate place: the editors,
infected with the American spirit of annexation, transfer it, port and all, from the main
land to the island of Eubma ! !
B E B R Y C E S , after Craft and Miiller, for Bebryces, or, at least, Bebryces; and in the
account of their king, the editor, copying hastily from Pauly, has mistaken the German
Ihren for Ihrer. Pauly has " Ihren Konig Amycus ersehlug Pollux," the termination of
the accusative indicating sufficiently the object; but Dr. Smith, in following the same
order in English, has made quite a difference in the result: "whose king, Amycus, slew
Pollux !"
C E S A R , N O . 5: L. Caesar is called the uncle, and afterward nephew, of M . A.ntony m
the same article.
C H A R E S (at the end), the colossus overthrown B.C. 224, and removed A.D. 672; ol
course it could not have remained on the ground 923 years, as stated.
C H I O N : thirteen letters for seventeen.
C O C A L U S : it is said that he received Daedalus, and afterward killed him, when M m o s
came in pursuit of him. It was Minos that was killed; the error is taken from Dr.
Schmitz, in the Dictionary of Biography and Mythology.
C R A T O S : " Uranus and G e " for " Pallas and Styx;" taken from Dr. Schmitz, in the Dictionary of Biography and Mythology.
C Y M E , in iEolis : it is said to have been Hesiod's birth-place ! though, under H E S I O D , it
IB correctly stated that " w e learn from his own poem that he was born in the village of
A.scra, in Bosotia."
E R I N N Y E S : reference is made to Eumenids.' for a feminine plural; and so again.
under Phaethon, his sisters are called Heliadte / the same error occurs under Tisiphone
(EumenidtB.') and under Valens (the islands Stceohada.' for des), in part from the Diction
ary of Biography and Mythology.
H A L E S U S : he is said to have been slain by •" Evander" for "Pallas," copied from Dr
Schmitz in the larger dictionary.
H A L M Y R I S : w e have 'Aljivpis, sc. VLJIIJV for Xlfivq.
, H A L O S Y D N E : Thetys (or Thetis), as usual, for Tethys; from Dr. Schmitz, in the Diction.
ary of Biography and Mythology.
H E L I O S : Phaeiusa, and, under Heliades, Phae'ion, for " th."
H E R C U L E S (p. 310): he is said to have taken Pylos and slain Periclymenus, a son of
I'Teleus : elsewhere, all the sons of Neleus, except Nestor.
I T H O M E : " last" Messenian war for " first."
L E A N D E R : " Herois " is made the genitive of " Hero."
L E O N T I A D E S : Spartan " exiles for " Theban."
L E U O I P P U S : his birth-place is inferred to be Elis ! ! because he was of the '' Elsalit *
school, instead of " Elea," in Italy ! copied from the Dictionary of Biography ani1
Mythology.
M A X I M U S No. 2: DionysiuE is sty'ed Halicarnassws /
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MTCENJE : the treasury of Atreus, in Mycenae, is called the treasury of Athens.' and
<>ame error is repeated under Pelasgi (near the end).
M Y R O N I D E S : Megara is used for Megan's.
NISRKUS : just as Proteus, in the story of Ulysses, for Menelaus.
NITRIDE: vo/tds has the feminine adjective NtT/>tcorf£ 1 agreeing with it.
OASIS : al 'Oaalrai is used for ol 'Oao.
O G Y R I S : 2000 stadia = 20 geographical miles for 200.
P A D U S : Mount VesuZa for -lus!
P A N D A : the Siraces for Siraci, as used by Tacitus.
PASITIGRIS : it is said to be n o w Karoon, which name is given to the Eulaeus, s. v.
P A U L I N U S (p. 531): " Nero's" for " Otho's."
P E L O P O N N E S U S : in the enumeration of its provinces, Argolis is strangely omitted.
P H O C I S : Daphnus is placed on the Eubcean Sea, between the Locri Ozola. I I and
Opuntii.
P H O C I S : The Crisstean plain is placed in the southeast, on the borders of Locri Ozolse !
and anti-historical for ante-historical.
P I C E N U M : along the northern! coast of the Adriatic for western.
P I R I T H O U S : Theseus is said to have placed Helen at " JSthra!" under the care of
" Phwdra !"
P O S E I D O N (p. 610}: Pasiphae is made " daughter !" of Minos.
SASSULA : Tiber for Tibur /
SCOPAS, No. 1 : he is put to death B.C. 296, though alive in B.C. 204; copied from the
larger dictionary.
SILANUS, No. 6: the dates refer to B.C. for A.D.
T A V I U M : n o w Boghaz-Kieni for Kieui is a typographical error copied from Pauly.
T H E O P H R A S T U S (p. 763) is said to have presided in the Academy! (for Lyceum), 35 years
T E R E N I ik, the wife of Cicero, is called Tullia, and this error is copied from the Diction« y of Biography and Mythology.
In some instances references are made to articles which are omitted ; these the
*ditor has been careful to supply, while in other cases important names have been
passed over altogether: a few of these are given in the English w o r k in the
addenda, and m a n y others not there supplied might be quoted, but any one running
over the additions marked with brackets can judge of the extent of this improvement in the American edition for himself. T h e editor ought to add on this point,
that, before receiving the page of addenda, he had already inserted in their proper
places the only important articles there given. T h e biographical and mythological
notices in the present work, which have been chiefly taken from the Dictionary of
Biography and Mythology, have been compared with the corresponding ones in
that work, and several errors are found to have been m a d e in the process of
abridgment, e. g.,
FEHONIA (p 263) is said to have had her chief sanctuary at Terracina, near Mount
Jktracte !! N o w Terracina is in Latium, southeast of Rome, while Mount Soracte was in
Etruria, some distance north of R o m e : the larger dictionary says, " Besides the sanctua
rfes at Terracina and near Mount Soracte, she had others at," &c.
Other errors from the same cause will be found (in the English work, corrected in this)
tinder Ootavius No. 8, Masinissa, Orestes, Tissaphernes, &c.
Another great blemish in the English work is the utter carelessness exhibited in
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the accentuation of the Greek names. If it be desirable to have the Greek
accented at all, it should be done correctly. The editor has carefully revised this
portion of the work also, and hopes no gross error will be found uncorrected. In
the historical and mythological names the errors are copied from the Dictionary
of Biography and Mythology, which exhibits the same carelessness in this respect,
and these errors are not of that nature that they might result merely from haste,
or a disinalination to turn to the pages of a lexicon or an author to find the place
of the accent, but such as the slightest acquaintance with the principles of Greek
accentuation would indicate to the eye at once ; e. g., dissyllables with long penult
and short final syllable having the acute on the penult; the circumflex placed on
the antepenult; the acute placed on the penult of feminine adjectives in lg and ag;
or final syllable long by nature, with circumflex on the penult, &c.; as instances
almost at random, BouSaaVij, KXsav^j, Kr^diag, 'ApTjr/as, revsraloj, VXauxog, K a X "k'lpzSoiv, 'ItffAvjvos, "IXoj, Mioas, Kpijvai, MoipoxXifc, ©aXaiTa, nsXia6"sj, &c. &c.
the English edition the Greek names of the Greek divinities are commonly given.
but with considerable inconsistency; e. g., G e is usually employed, though it does
.lot occur in the work as a separate article at all, Gasa being the form in the alphabetical order, and this isfrequentlyused instead of G e ; Pluto or Aidoneus sometimes instead of Hades, Bacchus interchangeably with Dionysius; while, on the
other hand, ^Esculapius and Hercules, Ulysses and Pollux, Ajax, and other heroes,
are uniformly written after the Latin form of the n a m e ; these the editor has
allowed to stand, and so, too, he has retained the Greek names of the divinities,
but has placed by the side of this form the more usual one inclosed in parentheses,
or has placed the parentheses around the former. The change, familiar enough to
Ihe Germans and those well acquainted with G e r m a n literature, seems yet, a m o n g
us, too great and radical a one to be m a d e at once. T i m e m a y effect this, but at
present, as a matter of expediency, " sub judice lis est."
T o impart additional value to the work, and render it still more complete as a
classical guide and book of reference, the editor has appended from the Dictionary
of Biography and Mythology the " Chronological Tables of Greek and R o m a n
History" subjoined to that work, and which have been drawn up with great care
from the Fasti Hellenici and Eomani of Clinton, the Griechische and Romische
Zeittafeln of Fischer and Soetbeer, and the Annales Veterum Regnorum et Populorum of Zumpt, and in addition to these, the " Tables of Weights, Measures,
and Money," from the Dictionary of Greek 'and R o m a n Antiquities. "With these
various improvements and additions, the editor n o w presents the book to the American
public, and ventures to recommend it as a reliable guide to those, for w h o m it is
designed, in the various departments which on its title-page it professes to comprise.
In conclusion, the editor would be guilty of great injustice were he not to
acknowledge in the warmest terms the obligations which he is under to -his learned
and accurate friend Professor Drisler, whose very efficient co-operation has been
secured in the revisal and correction of the entire work. Every article has been
read over and examined in c o m m o n , and a frank interchange of opinions has been
m a d e wherever any point occurred of sufficient importance to warrant this. A n d
it is on this account that he ventures .0 recommend the present volume with more
confidence to the young student, than if it had been the result merely of hia o w e
individual exertions.
COLUMBIA COLLEGE, December. 1850.
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PREFACE
T H E great progress which classical studies have m a d e in Europe, and more especially in Germany, during the present century, has superseded most of the works
usually employed in the elucidation of the Greek and R o m a n writers. It had long
been felt by our best scholars and teachers that something better was required thau
w e yet possessed in the English language for illustrating the Antiquities, Literature, Mythology, and Geography of the ancient writers, and for enabling a diligent
student to read them in the most profitable manner. It was with a view of supplying this acknowledged want that the series of classical dictionaries was undertaken ; and the very favorable manner in which these works have been received
by the scholars and teachers of this country demands from the editor his most
grateful acknowledgments. The approbation with which he has been favored has
encouraged him to proceed in the design which he had formed from the beginning,
of preparing a series of works which might be useful not only to the scholar and
the more advanced student, but also to those w h o were entering on their classical
studies. The dictionaries of " Greek and R o m a n Antiquities " and of "Greek and
R o m a n Biography and Mythology," which are already completed, and the " Dictionary of Gieek and R o m a n Geography," on which the editor is n o w engaged,
sire intended to meet the wants of the more advanced scholar ; but these works
<*re on too extended a scale, and enter too m u c h into details, to be suitable for the
use of junior students. For the latter class of persons a work is required of the
same kind as Lempriere's well-known dictionary, containing in a single volume
the most important names, biographical, mythological, and geographical, occurring
in the Greek and R o m a n writers usually read in our public schools. It is invidious
for an author to speak of the defects of his predecessors; but it m a y safely be
said that Lempriere's work, which originally contained the most serious mistakes,
has long since become obsolete, and that since the time it was compiled w e
have attained to more correct knowledge on a vast number of subjects comprised
in that work.
•
•
The present dictionary is designed, as already remarked, chiefly to elucidate the
Greek and R o m a n writers usually read in schools; but, at the same time, it has
not been considered expedient to omit any proper names connected with classical
antiquity, of which it is expected that some knowledge ought to be possessed by
every person w h o aspires to a liberal education. Accordingly, while more spac«
has been given to the prominent Greek and E o m a n writers, and to the more distinguished characters of Greek and R o m a n history, other names have not been
omitted altogether, but only treated with greater brevity. The chief difficulty
which every author has to contend with in a work like the present is the vastness
of his subject and the copiousness of his'materials. It has therefore been neces:
sary in all cases to study the greatest possible brevity, to avoid all discussions,
and to be satisfied with giving simply the results, at which the best modern scholars
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have ai rived. The writer is fully aware that in adopting this plan he has frequently stated dogmatically conclusions which m a y be open to m u c h dispute; but
he has thought it better to run this risk, rather than to encumber and bewilder the
junior student with conflicting opinions. . W i t h the, view likewise of economizing
space, few references have oeen given to ancient and modern writers. In fact, such
references are rarely of service to the persons for w h o m such a work as the present is intended, and serve more for parade than for any useful purpose; and it
has been the less necessary to give them in this work, as it is supposed that the
persons w h o really require them will be in possession of the larger dictionaries.
The present work m a y be divided into the three distinct parts, Biography, M y t h
ology, and Geography, on each of which a few words m a y be necessary.
The biographical portion m a y again be divided into the three departments of
History, Literature, and Art. The historical articles include all the names of any
importance which occur in the Greek and R o m a n writers, from the earliest time?
down to the extinction of the Western Empire, in the year 476 of our era. Very
few names are inserted which are not included in this period, but still there are
some persons w h o lived after the fall of the Western Empire w h o could not with
propriety be omitted in a classical dictionary. Such is the case with Justinian,
whose legislation has exerted such an important influence upon the nations of
Western Europe; with Theodoric, king of the Ostrogoths, at whose court lived
Cassiodorus and Boethius ; and with a few others. The lives of the later Western
emperors and their contemporaries are given with greater brevity than the lives
of such persons as lived in the more important epochs of Greek and R o m a n his
tory, since the students for w h o m the present work is intended will rarely require
information respecting the later period of the empire. The Romans, as a general
rule, have been given under the cognomens, and not under the gentile names; but
in cases where a person is more usually mentioned under the n a m e of his gens
than under that of his cognomen, he will be found under the former. Thus, for
example, the two celebrated conspirators against Caesar, Brutus and Cassius, are
given under these names respectively, though uniformity would require either that
Cassius should be inserted under his cognomen of Longinus, or Brutus under his
gentile name of Junius. But in this as in all other cases, it has been considered
more advisable to consult utility than to adhere to any prescribed rule, which
would be attended with practical inconveniences.
T o the literary articles considerable space has been devoted. Not only are all
Greek and R o m a n writers inserted whose works are extant, but also all such as
exercised any important influence upon Greek and R o m a n literature, although their
writings have not come down to us. It has been thought quite unnecessary, however, to give the vast number of writers mentioned only by Athenaeus, Stobseus,
the Lexicographers, and the Scholiasts; for, though such names ought to be found
in a complete history of Greek and R o m a n literature, they would be clearly out
of place in a work like the present. In the case of all writers whose works are
extant, a brief account of their works, as well as of their lives, is given; and at
the end of each article one or two of the best modern editions are specified. A s
the present work is designed for the elucidation of the classical writers, the Christian writers are omitted, with the exception of the more distinguished fathers, w h o
form a constituent part of the history of Greek and R o m a n literature. Th«
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Byzantine historians are, for the same reason, inserted, though it their case, as
well as in the case of the Christian Fathers, it has been impossible to give a complete account either of their lives or of their writings.
The lives of all the more important artists have been inserted, and an account
has also been given of their extant works. The history of ancient art has received
so little attention from the scholars of this country, that it has been deemed advi
sable to devote as m u c h space to this important subject as the limits of the work
would allow. Accordingly, some artists are noticed on account of their celebrity
in the history of art, although their names are not even mentioned in the ancient
writers. This remark applies to Agasias, the sculptor of the Borghese gladiator,
which is still preserved in the Louvre at Paris ; to Agesander, one of the sculptors
of the group of Laocoon; to Glycon, the sculptor of the Farnese Hercules, and
to others. O n the contrary, m a n y of the names of the artists in Pliny's long list
ire omitted, because they possess no importance in the history of art.
In writing the mythological articles, care has been taken to avoid, as far as possible, all indelicate allusions, as the work will probably be m u c h in the hands of
young persons. It is of so m u c h importance to discriminate between the Greek
and R o m a n mythology, that an account of the Greek divinities is given under their
Greek names, and of the R o m a n divinities under their Latin names, a practice
which is univt rsally adopted by the Continental writers, which has received the
sanction of some of our o w n scholars, and which is, moreover, of such great
utility in guarding against endless confusions and mistakes as to require no apology
for its introduction into this work.
Foi the geographical articles the editor is alone responsible. The biographical
and mythological articles are founded upon those in the " Dictionary of Greek and
R o m a n Biography and Mythology," but the geographical articles are written
entirely anew for the present work. In addition to the original sources, the editor
has availed himself of the best modern treatises on the subject, and of the valuable works of travels in Greece, Italy, and the East, which have appeared within
the last few years, both in England and in Germany. It would have been impossible to give references to these treatises without interfering with the general plan
of the present work, but this omission will be supplied in the forthcoming " Dictionary of Greek and R o m a n Geography." It is hoped that in the geographical
portion of the work very few omissions will be discovered of names occurring in
the chief classical writers; but the great number of names found only in Strabo,
Pliny, Ptolemy, and the Itineraries, have been purposely omitted, except in cases
where such names have become of historical celebrity, or have given rise to
important towns in modern times. A t the commencement of every geographical
article the Ethnic n a m e and the modern n a m e have been given, whenever they
eould be ascertained. In conclusion, the editor has to express his obligations to
his brother, the Rev. Philip Smith, w h o ha1! rendered him valuable assistance by
writing the geographical articles relating to Asia and Africa.

WILLIAM SMITH.
Lownos Avgust 12th, 1850.
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AARASSLJS.

ABAS.

themore
father of Aratus, B.C. 264, but was soon
[ AAKABSUS ('Aapaaaog), a city of Pisidia;
correctly, perhaps, Arassus, as given in some after assassinated.
[ABANTIS
('AOWTJ'C), an early name of Euboea,
MSS,; the old Latin version of Strabo having
from the Abantes.]
also Arasum.]
[ A B A B B A E E A ('A6ap6ape7i), name of a Naiad,
[ A B A (*A6a), daughter of Zenophanes, made
herself queen of Olbe in Cilieia; her authority mother of iEsepus and Pedasus.]
[ABARIS ("A6api£), son of Seuthes, was a HyMas confirmed by Antony and Cleopatra: she
perborean priest of Apollo, and came from the
was subsequently deposed and driven out]
country about the Caucasus to Greece, while
[ A B A {"A6aj, more usually Abm, q. «.]
own country was visited by a plague. . In
ABACSOTJM ('Adanalvov or r<2 'ABqucuva: his
'A6aKcuvlvor: ruins near Tripi), an ancient townhis
of travels through Greece he carried with hhu
the Siculi in Sieily, west of Messana, and south an arrow as the symbol of Apollo, and gave
oracles. His history is entirely mythical, and
of Tyndaris.
is related in various ways: he is said to have
AB^E ("Aliai.: 'ACaiog: ruins near Exarcho),
an ancient town of Phocis, on the boundaries taken no earthly food, and to have ridden on
of Boeotia, said to have been founded by the Ar- his arrow, the gift of Apollo, through the air.
give Abas, but see ABANTES. It possessed an H e cured diseases by incantations, and delivered
ancient temple and oracle of Apollo, who hence the world from a plague. Later writers asderived the surname of Abceus. The temple cribe to him several works; but if such works
was destroyed by the Persians in the invasion were really current in ancient times, they were
of Xerxes, and a second time by the Boeotians not genuine. The time of his appearance in
in the sacred war: it was rebuilt by Hadrian. Greece is stated differently: he may, perhaps,
[ABALUS, an island in the Worth or German be placed about B.C. 570. [Abaris occurs in
Ocean, where amber was said to have been Nonnus, Dionys, 11, 132, but the short quantity
washed up by the waves, and used by the in- seems preferable.—2. A Latin hero, who fought
habitants for fuel. The more usual name was on the side of Tumus against iEneas: he.was
slain by Euryalus.—3. Called Oaucasius by Ovid,
Basilia.]
[ABABN2B or ABANNI, a people of Mauretania, a friend of Phineas, slain by Perseus.]
[ABAEIS ("A6apic or Avapic), a city of Egypt.
brought into subjection to the Roman power by
Theodosius, father of the Emperor Theodosius.] called, also, Avaris. Manetho places it to the
east of the Bubastie mouth of the Wile, in the
[ABANTES ("ABavrec), the ancient inhabitants
Saitic nome, while Mannert identifies it with
of Euboea. (Horn., 11,, ii., 636). They are said
to have been of Thracian origin, to have firstwhat was afterward called Pelusium.]
ABAKNIS ("ABapvie or "ABapvos: 'ABapvevg), a
settled in Phocis, where they built Abse, and
afterward to have crossed over to Eubosa. The town and promontory close to Lampsacus on
Abantes of Euboea assisted in colonizing several the Asiatic side of the Hellespont. [Abarnh
was also the name of the country lying around
tf the Ionic cities of Asia Minor.
ABANTIADES ('ABavnddr/g), any descendantand
of adjacent to the city.l
[ABARTUS ("ABaproc), one of the Oodridae, chosen
Abas, but especially Perseus, great-grandson of
Abas, and Acrisius, son of Abas. A female de-king of the Phoca3ans.]
A B A S ("Aeac). 1. Son of Metanira, was chaOg
scendant of Abas, as Danae and Atalante, was
ed by Ceres (Demeter) into a lizard, because
sailed Auantias.
he mocked the goddess when she had come on
ABANTIAS. Vid. ABANTIADES.
her wanderings into the house of his mother
ABAMTIDAS ('ABavriSag), son of Paseas, beeame i yrant of Sicyon, after murdering Clinias,and drank eagerly to quench her thirst—8
1

ABASITTJS.
Twelth king of Argos, son of Lynceus and Hy-

ABORRHAS.
A B O X E U S , A C B I R U S , or A U G A E O S ('ASyapvy

permnestra, grandson of Dauaus, and father of "AnBapog, Avyapog), a n a m e c o m m o n to many
Acrisius and Prcetus. W h e n he informed his rulers of Edessa, the capital of the district ol
father ol the death of Danaiis, he was rewarded Osrhoene in Mesopotamia. Of these rulers, on«
with the shield of his grandfather, which was is supposed by Eusebius to have been the author
sacred to Juno (Hera). This shield performed of a letter written to Christ, which he found in
various marvels, and the mere sight of it could a church at Edessa and translated from the
raduce a revolted people to submission. H e is Syriac. The letter is believed to be spurious.
described as a successful conqueror and as the A B I A (rj ABia: near Zarnata), a town of Mesfounder of the town of Abae in Phocis, and of senia on the Messenian Gulf. It is said to
the Pelaegic Argos in Thessaly.—[3. A centaur, have been the same town as the Ire of the Iliad
son ol Ixion and Nephele, a celebrated hunter, (ix., 292), and to have acquired the n a m e of
one of those w h o escaped the fury of the Lap- Abia in honor of Abia, the nurse of Hyllus, a
thse in thefightthat arose at the nuptials of son of Hercules. A t a iater time Abia belonged
Pirithovis and Deidamia.—4. A follower of Per- to the Achaean League.
A B I I ('Afoot), a tribe mentioned by H o m e r
seus, w h o slew Pelates in the contest with Phineus.—5. A warrior in the Trojan: army, son of (II., xiii., 6), and apparently a Thracian people.
Eurydamas, slain by Diomede.—Others of this This matter is discussed by Strabo (p. 296).
A B I L A (ra 'ABi/ia: 'AbiXryvbg, probably Nebi
n a m e occur in Virgil and Ovid, w h o probably
derived their accounts of them from the Cyclic Abel), a town of Ccele-Syria, afterward called
Claudiopolis, and the capital of the tetrarchy of
poets.]
AbilSne (Luke iii., 1). The position seems
[ABASITIS ('ABaatTig), a district of Phrygia
doubtful. A town of the same name is m e n
Major, on the borders of Lydia.]
[ A B A T O S {"ABaroc; n o w BiggeK), a small rockytioned by Josephus as being sixty stadia east of
i&land near Philse in the Nile, to which priests the Jordan.—[2. A mountain of Mauretania:
Vid. A B Y L A . ]
alone were allowed access, whence the name.]
[ A B I L E N E ('ABIXTJVJJ), vid. A B I L A No. 1.]
[ A B D A G E S E S , a Parthian nobleman w h o revoltA B I S A R E S ('ABiodpijc), also nailed Embisaras,
ed from his king Artabanus, and aided Tirian Indian king beyond the River Hydaspes, sent
dates.]
A B D E R A (ra "kBSripa, Abdera, se, and Abdera,embassies to Alexander the Great, w h o not only
him to retain his kingdom, but increased
orum : 'Aftdijpfriic, Ab'derites and AbdSrita).allowed
1.
(Now Polystilo), a town of Thrace, near theit, and on his death appointed his son his sucmouth of the Nestus, which flowed through the cessor.
[ A B L E E C S ("ABlripog), a Trojan, slain by Antown. According to mythology, it was founded
y Hercules in honor of his favorite A B D E E U S ; tilochus.]
A B N O B A M O N S , the range of hills covered by
ut according to history, it was colonized by
Timesius of Clazomenae about B.C. 656. Time- the Black Forest in Germany, not a single
aius was expelled b y the Thracians, and the mountain.
town was colonized a second time by the in- [ A B O B K J C A (now Bayonne), a city of Gallseeia in
habitants of Teos in Ionia, w h o settled there Hispania Tarraconensis, near the mouth of the
after their o w n town had been taken by the Minius.]
Persians, B.C. 544. Abdera w a s a flourishing [ABOOC:S (now Aboo Simbel), a city of ^Ethitown when Xerxes invaded Greece, and con- opia, on the western bank of the Nile, with very
tinued a place of importance under the Romans, remarkable ruins.]
A B O N T T I O H O S ('ABUVOV relxog), a town of Paph
who m a d e it a free city. It w a s the birthplace
of Democritus, Protagoras, Anaxarchus, and lagonia, on the Black Sea, with a harbor, after!>iher distinguished m e n ; but its inhabitants, ward called Ionopolis ^lovbnoXic), whence its
notwithstanding, were accounted stupid, and an modern name Ineboli, the birth-place of the pre" Abderite" was a term of reproach.—2. ( N o w tended prophet A L E X A N D E R , of w h o m Lueian has
Adra), a town of Hispania Beetica on the coast, left us an account.
A B O R I G I N E S , the original inhabitants of a
founded by the Phoenicians.
country, equivalent to the Greek airoxBoveg.
A B D E E U S ("ABdijpoe), a favorite of Hercules,
was torn to pieces by the mares of Diomedes, But the Aborigines in Italy are not in the Latin
which Hercules had given him to [guard while writers the original inhabitants of all Italy, but
he himself] pursued the Bistones. Hercules is the name of the ancient people w h o drove the
laid to have built the town of Abdera in honor Sieuli out of Latium, and (here became the progenitors of the Latini.
of him.
A B O E E H A S ('ABof/fiag: n o w Khabur), a branch
A B B O L O N Y M D S or A B D A L O N I M U S , also called
Ballonymus, a gardener, but of royal descent, of the Euphrates, which joins that river on the
was made king of Sidon by Alexander the Great. east side near Arcesium. It is called the AraxA B E L L A or A V E L L A ("ABehXa: Abellanus; nowes by Xenophon (Anab., i., 4, § 19), and was
Avella Yeochid), a town of Campania, not far fromcrossed by the army of Cyrus the Younger in
Nola, founded by a colony from Chalcis in Eu- the march from Sardis to the neighborhood of
boea. It was celebrated for its apples, whence Babylon, B.C. 401. A branch of this river
Virgil (^JSn., vii., 740) calls it mdlifera, and which
for risesnear Nisibis, and is n o w called Jakh
jakhah, is probably the ancient Mygdouius. Th«
its great hazel-nuts, nuces Avellance.
A B E L L I N U M (Abellinas: n o w Avellino), a town Khaburrisesnear Orfah, and is joined near th«
of tie Hirpini in Samuium, near the sources of Lake of Khatuniyah by the Jakbjakhah, after
the S abates.—[2. ( N o w Marsico Vetere), a townwhich the united stream flows into the Eur
of Lvcania, near the sources of the Aciris, called,phrates. The course of the Khatar is verv u»
correctly represented in the maps.
£>r distinction' sake. Abellinum Marsieum ]
2

ABRADATAS

AlACETES

ABBADATAS ('ABpaSdrag), a king of Susa,
kindly,
aid received by king Alcinous, w h o refuse*
an ally of the Assyrians against Cyrus, accord- to surrender her to Absyrtus. W h e n he over
ing to Xenophon's Cyropasdia. His wife, Pan- took her a second time in certain islands off the
thea, was taken on the conquest of the Assyrian Illyrian coast, he was slain by Jason. The son
eamp. In consequence of the honorable treat- of jEetes, w h o was murdered by Medea, is called
ment which she received from Cyrus, Abrada- by some writers JEgialeus.
A B U L I T E S ('Afou/Urijc), the satrap of Susiana,
las joined the latter with his forces. H e fell in
thefirstbattle in which he fought for him, while surrendered Susa to Alexander. • The satrapy
fighting against the Egyptians in the army of was restored to him by Alexander, but he anc
Crcesus at Thymbrana, on the Pactolus. In- his son Oxyathres were afterward executed by
consolable at her loss, Panthea put an end to Alexander for the crimes they had committed
ABUENUS VALENS.
Vid. VAJ.KNS.
her own life. Cyrus had a high mound raised
A B D S (now Humber), a river in Britain.
in honor of them.
[
A
B
U
S
("A6og
:
n
o
w
Aghri-Dagh), a mountain
[ A B E E T T E N E ('ABperrTjvJi), a region of Mysia,
on the borders of Bithynia, said to have been chain of Armenia Major, and believed by the
natives at the present day to be the Ararat of
BO called from the n y m p h Abretia.]
A B R I N O A T U I , a people of Gallia Lugdunensis, Scripture.]
A B Y D E N C S ('A&vdqvog), a Grtek historian, w h o
in the neighborhood of the modern Avranches.
wrote a history of Assyria. Hii date is uncer
A B E O O O M A S ('ABpoicofiag), one of the satraps
of Artaxerxes Mnemon, was sent with an army tain: he m a d e use of the works of Megastheto oppose Cyrus on his march into Upper Asia, nes and Berosus, and he wrote in the Ionic diB.C. 401. H e retreated on the approach of Cy- alect. His work was particularly valuable for
rus, but did not join the king in time for the chronology. The fragments of his history have
been published by Scaliger, Be Emendatione
battle of Cunaxa.
Temporum;
and Richter, Berosi Chaldmorum
[ A B E O O O M E S ('ASpoKofiqg, Jon.), son of Darius
and Phratagune, accompanied the army of Xerx- Historic, <ke., Lips., 1826.
A B Y D O S ( "A&vSog : 'ABvSnvog). 1. A town oi
es to Greece, and was slain at Thermopylae.]
the Troad on the Hellespont, and a Milesian
[ A B E O N ("ABpuiv), son of the Attic orator Lycurgus.—2. Son of Oallias, of the deme of Bate colony. It was nearly opposite to Sestos, but a
in Attica, w h o wrote on the festivals of the little lower down the stream. The bridge .of
boats which Xerxes constructed over the HelGreeks.]
A B E O N Y O H U S ('ABpuvvxog), an Athenian, w h olespont, B.C. 480, commenced a little higher u p
served in the Persian war, B.C. 480, and w a s than Abydos, and touched the European shore
subsequently sent as ambassador to Sparta, with between Sestos and Madytus. The site of AbyThemistooles and Aristides, respecting the for- dos is a little north of Sullania or the old castle
of Asia, which is opposite to the old castle of
tifications of Athens.
Europe.'—2. (Ruins near Arabat el Matfoon and
A B R O T O N U M , mother of T H E M I S T O O L E S .
El Birbeh), a city of Upper Egypt, near the west
A B E O T O N O M ('ABporovov : n o w Sabart or Old
Tripoli), a eity on the coast of Africa, betweenbank of the Nile; once second only to Thebes,
the Syrtes, founded by the Phoenicians; a colony but in Strabo's time (A.D. 14) a small village.
under the Romans. It was also called Sabrata It had a temple of Osiris and a Memnonium, both
sod Neapolis, and it formed, with Gila and Lep- still standing, and an oracle. Here was found
the inscription known as the Table of Abydos^
tiie Magna, the African Tripolis.
[ A B E O N I U S SILO, a Latin poet of the Augustan which contains a list of the Egyptian kings.
A B Y L A or A B I L A M O N S or C O L C M N A ('ABVTIIJ or
age, pupil of Porcius Latro. According to Vossius, there were two of this name, father and 'ABiKn arrilrj or opog: n o w Jebel Zatout. i. e.
Apes' Hill, above Oeuta), a mountain in Maureeon.]
tania Tingitana, forming the eastern extremity
[ A B R O Z E L M E S ('ABpoghfiijg), a Thracian, interpreter of the Thracian king Seuthes, mentioned of the south or African coast of the Fretum
Gaditanum. This and Mount Calpe (Gibraltar),
in the Anabasis of Xenophon.]
opposite to it on the Spanish coast, were called
A B S T R T I D E S or A P S Y R T I D E S , SO. insulae ('Aipvpthe Columns of Hercules, from the faVe that they
riSeg: now Glierso, Osero, Ferosina, and Chao),
the name of four islands off the coast of Illyri- were originally one mountain, wbicl was torn
cum, [the principal one of which was A B S O E U S , asunder by Hercules.
A C A O A L L I S ('Aicarca/l/uc), daughter of Minos,
with a town of the same name.] According to
one tradition, Absyrtus was slain in these isl- by w h o m Apollo begot a son, Miletus, as well as
other children. Acaeallis was in Crete a comands by his sister Medea and by Jason.
m o n name for a narcissus.
A B S Y R T O S or A P S Y E T D S ("Aipvprog), son of
AcAcfisiuii ('AicaK?jmov : 'Ananrioiog), a town
,/Eetes, king of Colchis, and brother of Medea,
W h e n Medea fled witl; Jason, she took her of Arcadia, at the foot of a hill of the same name,
A C A C E S I U S ('Ananrjoiog), a surname of M e r
brother Absyrtus with her ; and when she was
nearly overtaken by her father, she murdered cury (Hermes), for which H o m e r uses the form
Absyrtus, cut his body in pieces and screwed Acacetes. S o m e writers derive it from the Ai
them on the road, that her father might thus be cadian town of Acacesium, in which he was be
detained by gathering the limbs of his child. lieved to have been brought up ; others from a
Tomi, the place where this horror was com- priv. and /ca/coc, and suppose it to mean " the
mitted, was believed to have derived its name god w h o does not hurt." The same surname
from rs/iva, " to cut." According to another tra-is given to Prometheus, whence it m a y be indition, Absyrtus did not accompany Medea, but ferred that its meaning is that of benefactor ol
Vas sent out by his father in pursuit of her. H e deliverer from evil.
ACACETES.
Vid. A C A C E S I U S .
avertook her in Corcyra, where she had been

AOACUfcj.

ACCA

LAURENT1A

(AcXcus ("A/M/COC), son of Lycaoh, a king in ni, son of Alcmax>n and CallirrhoS, and r.Mth«i
Arcadia, who brought up Mercury (Hermes), of Amphoteras. Their father was murdere i ifcsy
vid founded Acacesium: vid. ACACESIUS.]
Phegeus when they were very young, and CallirA O A D E M I A ('A/ctt&J/ieta or 'AjcaKdrj/ila: also
rhoe prayed to Jupiter (Zeus) to m a k e her sons
Academia in the ;lder Latin writers), a piece of grow quickly, that they might be able to avenge
land on the Cephissus, six stadia from Athens, the death of their father. The prayer was grantoriginally belonging to the hero A O A D E M U S , and ed, and Acarnan with his brother slew Phegeus,
subsequently a gymnasium, which was adorned his wife, and his two sons. The inhabitants of
by Cimon with plane and olive plantations, Psophis, where the sons had been slain, pursued
itatues, and other works of art Here taught the murderers as far as Tegea, where, however,
Plato, w h o possessed a piece of land in the they were received and rescued. They afterneighborhood, and after him his followers, w h o ward went to Epirus, where Acarnan foucdec'
were hence called the Academiei, or Academic the state called after him Acarnania.
philosophers. W h e n Sulla besieged Athens in
A C A R N A N I A ('Aicaovavia : 'Anapvdv, -dvog), the
B.C. 87, he out down the plane trees in order to most westerly province of Greece, w a s boundconstruct his military machines; but the place ed on the north by the Ambracian Gulf, on ths
was restored soon afterward. Cicero gave the west and southwest by the Ionian Sea, on the
name of Academia to his villa near Puteoli, northeast by Amphilochia, which is sometimes
where he wrote his " Qusestiones Academies."
included in Acarnania, and on the east by ^EtoAOADEMICI.
Vid. A O A D E M I A .
lia, from which at a later time it was separated
A O A D E M U S ('AxaSn/xog), an Attic hero, w h o be
by the Achelous. The name of Acarnania does
trayed to Castor and Pollux, when they invaded not occur in Homer. In the most ancient times
Attica to liberate their sister Helen, that she the land was inhabited by the Taphii, Teleboee,
was kept concealed at Aphidnse. For this the and Leleges, and subsequently by the Curetes,
Tyndarids always Bhowed him gratitude, and w h o emigrated from iEtolia and settled there.
whenever the Lacedaemonians invaded Attica, A t a later time a colony from Argos, said to
they spared the land belonging to Academus. have been led by A C A R N A N , the son of Alemreon,
Via. A C A D E M I A .
settled in the country. In the seventh century
A C A L A N D E U S (now Salandretta), a river in Lu-B.C. the Corinthians founded several towns on
eania,flowinginto the Gulf of Tarentum.
the coast. The Acarnaniansfire*,emerge from
[ A O A L A N T H I S ('AmhavBig), daughter of Pierus,obscurity at the beginning of the Peloponnesian
changed by the muses into a thistle finch. Vid. war, B.C. 431. They were then a rude people,
PIERUS.]
living by piracy and robbery, and they always
[ A O A M A N T I S ('AKa/iavrig), one of the Attic
remained behind the rest of the Greeks in civilitribes, so named from the hero Acamas I.]
zation and refinement. They were good stingA O A M A S ('Aicd/iag).. 1. Son of Theseus and
ers, and are praised for theirfidelityand courage.
Phaadra, accompanied Diomedes to Troy to de-The different towns formed a league with a
mand the surrender of Helen. During his stay strategus at their head in time of war: the m e n *
at Troy he won the affection of Laodice, daughter bers of the league met at Stratos, and subseof Priam, and begot by her a son, Munitus. H e quently at Thyrium or Leucas. Under the
was one of the Greeks concealed in the wooden Romans Acarnania formed part of the province
horse at the taking of Troy. The Attic tribe of Macedonia.
Acamantis derived its name from him.—2. Son
[ A O A S T E ('AicdoTri), a daughter of Oceanus sad
of Antenor and Theano, one of the bravest Tro- Tethys.]
jans, slain by Meriones.—3. Son of Eussorus, one A C A S T U S ("AKOGTog), son of Pelias, k h g of
of the leaders of the Thracians in the Trojan Iolcus, and of Anaxibia or Philomache. H e
war, slain by the Telamonian Ajax.—[4. Son of was one of the Argonauts, and also took part in
Asius, fought on the side of the Trojans, slain by the Calydonian hunt. His sisters were induced
Merione?).]
by Medea to cut up their father and boil him,
[ A O A M A S ('And/lag : now Cape Salizano or St.
in order to m a k e him young again. Acastus,
Pifano), a promontory at the northwest end of in consequence, drove Jason and Medea from
Cyprus.]
Iolcus, and instituted funeral games in honor
[ A O A M P S I S ("AKa/ifig : now Tschorak or Biluof his father. During these games Astydamia,
>ni), a river of Asia forming the boundary be-the wife of Acastus, also called Hippolyte, first
tween Pontus and Colchis, and so named from saw Peleus, w h o m Acastus had purified from
its impetuous course, a priv. and KU/IKTO. It wasthe murder of Eurytion. W h e n Peleus, faithful
called by the natives themselves Boas.]
to his benefactor, refused to listen to her adA C A N T H U S ("AmvBog: 'AadvBuig). 1. (Ruins dresses, she accused him to her husband of imnear Erso), a town on the Isthmus, which con- proper conduct. Shortly afterward, when Aeasta*
nects the peninsula of Athos with Chalcidiee, on and Peleus were hunting on Mount Pelion, and
the canal cut by Xerxes (vid. A T H O S ) . It was the latter had fallen asleep, Aeastus took his
founded by the inhabitants of Andros, and con- sword from him, and left him alone. H e was, in
tinued to be a place of considerable importance consequence, nearly destroyed by the Centaurs:
from the time of Xerxes to that of the Romans. but he was saved by Chiron or Mercury (Hermes),
— 2 . ( N o w Bashur), a town on the west bank of returned to Acastus, and killed him, together
the Nile, 120 stadia south of Memphis, with a with his wife.—[2. A king of Dulichium, mentemple of Osiris.
tioned in the Odyssey.]
[ A C A N T H U S ("AicavBog), a Lacedaemonian, victorA C B A R U S . Vid. A B G A E U S .
4t Olympia in the diavXog, was said to have been [ A C C A , a companion of the Volseiaia heroine
thefirstw h o ran naked at these games.]
Camilla.]
Afi-tRNAN ('Aitapvdv, -dvog), one of the Epigo-A COA I A T O E N T I A or L A R E N T X A , a mytbica
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W o m a n ic early R o m a n story. According to Apollo, expressive of his beautiful tail whiot
one account, she was the wife of the shepherd was never cut or shorn.
[ A C E S ("AXTJC), a river in the interior of Asia;
Faustulus, and the nurse of Romulus and R e m u s
after they had been taken from the she-wolf. from which the country of the HyrcaDraus, ParAnother account connects her with the legend thians, Ohorasmians, &«., was watered Dy meanr
of Hercules, by whose advice she succeeded in of canals. O n the conquest of this region by
making Carutius or Tarrutius, an Etruscan, the Persian king, the stoppage of this irrigation
love and marry her. After his death she in- converted m a n y fertile lands into barren wastes
iteriisd his large property, which she left to the This river has been supposed to be the sam«
R O B ' X Q people. Ancus Marcius, in gratitude with the Ochns or Oxus, and Wilson (Ariana, p
for this, allowed her to be buried in the Vela- 129), following Gatterer, inclines to the latter.]
[ A O E S A M E N U S ('Ajceaa/ievog), a king of Thrace^
brum, and instituted an annual festival, the
Larentalia, at which sacrifices were offered to father of Peribcea, and said to have founded the
the Lares. According to other accounts, again, city Aeesamenaa in Macedonia.]
[ A C E S A N D E R ('AKsaavdpog), a Greek historian,
Bhe was not the wife of Faustulus, but a prostitute, who, from her mode of life, was called w h o wrote an account of Cyrene.]
lupa by the shepherds, and w h o left the property A C E S A S ('AKsadg), a native of Salamis in Cyshe gained in that w a y to the R o m a n people. prus, famed for his skill in weaving cloth with
Thus m u c h seems certain, whatever w e m a y vamgated patterns (polymitarius). H e and his
think of the stories, that she was of Etruscan son Helicon were thefirstw h o made a peplus
origin, and connected with the worship of the for Minerva (Athena) Polias. They must have
Lares, from which her name Larentia seems to lived before the time of Euripides and Plato,
w h o mention this peplus.
be derived.
[ A O E S I M B R O T U S ('AKeG-L/iBporog), an admiral oL. Aocius or A T T I U S , an early R o m a n tragic
poet and the son of a freedman, was born B.C. the Rhodians, and a delegate to the conference
170, and lived to a great age. Cicero, when a between T. Flamininus and Philippus.]
A O E S I N E S ('AKsolvrjc : 'Aneolvog). 1. ( N o w
young man, frequently conversed with him.
His tragedies were chiefly imitated from the Chenaub), a river in India, into which the HydasGresk, but he also wrote some on R o m a n sub- pesflows,and which itself flows intothe Indus.
— 2 . ( N o w Alcantara), a river in Sicily, near
jects (Praitextata); one of which, entitled Brutus,
was probably in honor of his patron, D. Brutus. Tauromenium, called also Onobalas.
[ A O E S I U S ('Aahiog), an appellation of Apollo,
W e possess only fragments of his tragedies,
but they are spoken of in terms of admiration " the healer," from dneofiat,.!
oy the ancient writers. Aceius also Wrote An[AOESTA. Vid. SEGESTA.]
nates in verse, containing the history of R o m e ,
A C E S T E S ('AKeorng), son of a Trojan w o m a n
like those of Ennius; and a prose work, Libri of the name of Egesta or Segesta, w h o was sent
Didascalion, which seems to have been a his-by her father to Sicily, that she might not be
tory of poetry. The fragments of his tragedies devoured by the monsters which infested the
are given by Bothe, Poet. Scenici Latin., vol. v.,
territory of Troy. W h e n Egesta arrived in SicLips., 1834; and those of the Didascalia by ily, the river-god Crimisus begot by her a son,
Madvig, Be L. Attii, Bidasaaliis Comment, H a fAcestes, w h o was afterward regarded as the
nice, 1831.
hero w h o had founded the town of Segesta.
Aoco, a chief of the Senones in Gaul, w h o in- JSneas, on his arrival in Sicily, was hospitably
duced his countrymen to revolt against Caesar, received by Acestes.
B.C. 53, by w h o m he was put to death.
[ A C E S T O D O R U S (''AiceGTodopog), a Greek histoAOE.
Vid. P T O L E M A I S .
rian from w h o m Plutarch quotes some incidents
[ A C E B A T U S ('AnijpaTog), a priest and prophet
relating to the battle of Salamis, in his Life of
at Delphi, w h o with sixty m e n alone did not Themistooles.]
abandon the place on the' approach of Xerxes and
A C E S T O R ('AicEGTup). 1. Surnamed Sacas, on
his army.—2. A poet of the Greek anthology.]
account of his foreign origin, was a tragic poet
A C E E B A S , a Tyrian priest of Hercules, w h o at Athens, and a contemporary of Aristophanes.
married Elissa, the sister of King Pygmalion. — 2 . A sculptor of Cnosus, w h oflourishedabout
H e had concealed his treasures in the earth, B.C. 452.]
Knowing- the avarice of Pygmalion, but he was
[ A O E S T O R I D E S ('AneaTopidng), a Corinthian
murdered by Pygmalion, w h o hoped to obtain chosea general by the Syracusans, but banished
his treasures through his sister. The prudence from Syracuse by Agathocles.]
of Elissa saved the treasures, and she emigrated
AcHiKA ('Axaia, from uxog, " grief"), " the
from Phoenicia. In this account, taken from distressed one," a surname of Ceres (Demeter)
Justin, Acerbas is the same person as Sichaaus, at Athens, so called on account of her sorrow for
and Elissa the same as Dido in Virgil (JEn., i, the loss of her daughter.
843, seq.). The names in Justin are undoubtedly
A C H ^ E I ('Axawi), one of the chief Hellenic
more correct than in Virgil: for Virgil here, as in races, were, according to tradition, descended
other eases, has changed a foreign name into one from Achaaus, w h o was the son of Xuthus and
wore convenient to him.
Creusa, and grandson of Hellen. The Achasi
A O E R R J E (Acerranus). 1. ( N o w Acerra), a originally dwelt in Thessaly, and from thence
town in Campania on the Clanius, received migrated to Peloponnesus, the whole of which
the R o m a n franchise in B.C. 332. It was de- became subject to them, with the exception
stroyed by Hannibal, but was rebuilt. 2. ( N o w Df Arcadia, and the country afterward called
Gerra), a town of the Insubres in Gallia Trans- Achaia. A s they were the ruling nation in
{radana.
Peloponnesus in the heroic times, H o m e r freA . C E R S E O O M E S {'A <epe tbuni:), a surname quently
of
gives the name of Achaei to the collect
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ive Greeks. On the conquest of the greater w h o left him behind in,Sicily when heftsdft-oni
part of Pelopounesuj by the Heraclidae, and, the the Cyclopes.. Here he w a s found t y 4?nea»
Dorians eighty years after the .Trojan war, w h o took him with him,
m a n y of the Achaei under Tisamenus, the son A C H ^ E U S ('Axawg). 1. Son of Xnthus, the
of Orestes, left their country and took posses- mythical ancestor of the A C P L B I . — 2 . Governor
sion of the northern coast of Peloponnesus, then under Antiochus III. of all Asia west of Mount
called Mg\a\ea, and inhabited by the Ionians, Taurus. H e revolted against AntiochuB, but wa»
w h o m , they expelled from the country, which defeated b y the latter, taken prisoner at SardU
was henceforth called Achaia. T h e expelled and put to death B.C. 214.—3. Of Eretria k
onians migrated to Attica and Asia Minor. T h e Euboea, a tragic poet, born B.C. 484. In 447, h»
Acheai settled in twelve cities: Pellene, ^Egira,contended with Sophocles and Euripides, anrt
JJgaa, Bura, Helice, ^Egium, Rhypae, Patrae, though he subsequently brought out m a n y dra
Pharae, Olenus, D y m e , and Tritaea. These mas, according to some as m a n y as thirty-four
tities are said to have been governed by Tisa- or forty, he nevertheless only gained the prize
menus and his descendants till Ogyges, upon once, in the satyrieal drama he possessed
whose death a democratieal form of govern- considerable merit. The fragments of his pieces
ment was established in each state; but the have been published by Urlichs, Bonn, 1834 twelve states formed a league for mutual de- [and by Wagner in his Fragmenta Tragicorum
fence and protection. In the Persian war the Grcecorum (in Didot's Biblioth. Graac), p. 36-52.
Achaei took no part; and they had little influ- The satjric pieces have been published sepaence in the affairs of Greece till the time of rately in Friebel's Grcecorum Satyrographorum
the successors of Alexander. In B.C. 281 the Fragmenta, Berlin, 1837.—i. A Greek tragic
Achaei, w h o were then subject to the Macedo- poet of Syracuse, w h oflourishedat a later period
nians, resolved to renew their ancient league for than the foregoing, belonging to the Alexandrine
the purpose of shaking off the Macedonian yoke. period: he was said to have written ten or fourThis was the origin of the celebrated Achaean teen tragedies.]
League. It atfirstconsisted of only four towns, A C H A I A ('Axawg: 'Axatd). 1. The northern
D y m e , Patrae, Tritaea, and Pharae, but was sub-coast of the Peloponnesus, originally called iEgisequently joined by the other towns of Achaia, alSa (AlyiaXua) or iEgialus (AlyiaXbg), i. e. the
with the exception of Olenus and Helice. It coast land, w a s bounded on the north by the
did not, however, obtain m u c h importance till Corinthian Gulf and the Ionian Sea, on the south
B.C. 251, when Aratus united to it, his native by Elis and Arcadia, on the west by the Ionian
town, Sieyon. T h e example of Sicyon w a s sea, and on the east by Sicyonia. It was a narfollowed by Corinth and m a n y other towns in row slip of country sloping down from the mounGreece, and the league soon became the chief tains to the sea. The coast is generally low, and
political power in Greece. A t length the Achaei has few good ports. Respecting its inhabitants,
declared war against the Romans, w h o destroyed vid. A C H - E I . — 2 . A district in Thessaly, which
the league, and thus put an end to the independ- appears to have been the original seat of the
ence , of Greece. Corinth, then the chief town Achaei. It retained the n a m e of Achaia in the
of the league, was taken by the R o m a n general time of Herodotus.—3. The R o m a n province inM u m m i u s , in B.C. 146, and the whole of south- cluded Peloponnesus and northern Greece south
ern Greece, m a d e a R o m a n province under the of Thessaly. It was formed oh the dissolution
name of A C H A I A . The different states composing of the Achaean League in B. C. 146, and hence
the Achaean League had equal rights. v The derived its name.
[ A C H A I A , ('Axata), a city and harbor on tb*
assemblies of the league were held twice a year,
in the spring and autumn, in a grove of Jupiter northeastern coast of the Euxine, mentioned by
(Zeus) Homagyrius near jEgium. A t these Arrian in his Periplus.]
assemblies all the business of the league was [ A C H A R A O A ('Axdpaica), a village near Nysa in
conducted, and at the spring meeting the public Lydia, having a celebrated Plutonium, and an
functionaries were chosen. These were: 1. A oracular cave of Charon, where intimations were
strategus (arparnyog) or general, and a hippar-given to the sick respecting the cure of the:?
ehus (iinrapxog) or commander of the cavalry;maladies.]
2. A secretary (ypafiftaTe&g); and, 3. Ten demi- [ A O H A E D E U S ('Axapdeog: r o w Egorlik), a. rivef.
of Asiatic Sarmatia,flowingfrom the Caucasus
urgi (dnuiovpyoi, also called upxovreg), w h o appear
to have had therightof convening the assembly. into the Palus Meeotis.]
For further particulars, vid. Bid. of Ant, art. A O H A R N ^ E ('Axapvai: 'Axapveig, pi, 'A;r,api%V
the principal demus of Attica, belonging to the
Achaicum Foedus.
. A C H J J M B N E S ('Axai/ievng). 1. The ancestor tribe
of CEne'is, sixty stadia north of Athens, posthe Persian kings, w h o founded the family of the sessed a rough and warlike population, w h o were
Achcemenidce ('AxatuevlSai), which was the able
no- to furnish three thousand hoplitas at th»
blest family of the Pasarga,doe, the noblest of the commencement of the Peloponnesian war. Their
Persian,tribes. The R o m a n poets use the adjec- land was fertile, and they carried on considerable
traffic in charcoal. One of the plays of Aristo, tive Achiernenius in the sense, of Persian. [Some
writers identify him with the Bjemschid of the phanes bears the name of the inhabitants of thif
Oriental historians.]—2. Son of Darius I, gover- demus.
A C H A B B J E , a town in Thessaliotis in Thessaly
nor of Egypt, commanded the Egyptianfleetin
4he expedition of Xerxes against Greece, B.C. on the River Pamisus.
[ A C H A T E S , a friend and companion of .iEneas,
480. . H e was defeated and killed in battle by
so remarkable for thefidel'*^of bis attachment,
Inarus the Libyan, B.C. 460.
. A e a a a d N i D i s or A C H E M E N I D E S , son of A d a - that "fidusAchates" be< >ue subsequently «
nastus of, Ithaca, and a companion of Ulysses, proverb ]
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ACHATES (now Birillo), a river, in southern
name were • near Hermione in Argolis, between
Sicily, between Camarina and Gela, in which the Cumaa and Cape Misenum in Campania, and
first agate is said to have been found.
lastly in Egypt^ near Memphis. Acherusia waa
AcHiiLoiDES, a surname of the Sirens, the also the n a m e of a peninsula, near HeraclSa in
daughters of Aehelous and a Muse ; also a sur- Bithynia, with a deep chasm, into which Hername of water nymphs.
,
cules is said to have descended to brins1 u p the
A O H E L O D S ('AxeXyog: 'AxeXuiog in Horn,: n o w
dog Cerberus.
Atpro Potamo), more anciently called Thoas,
A C H E T U M , a small town in Sicily, the site of
Axanus, and Thestius, the largest river in which is uncertain.
Greece. It rises in Mount Pindus, and flows
A C H I L L A or A O H O L L A ("AxoXXa: 'AxoXXaiot
southwa.-d, forming the boundary between Acar- Achillitanus: n o w El Aliah, ruins), a town o»
caniii and jEtolia, and falls into the Tqnian Sea the sea-coast of Africa, in the Carthaginian teropposite the islands called Eehinades, [which ritory (Byzaeena), a little above the northern
Were supposed to have been formed in part by point of the Syrtis Minor.
the depositions of this very rapid river.] It is A C H I L L A S ('AxiXXdg), one of the guardians
about one hundred and thirty miles in length. of the Egyptian king Ptolemy Dionysius, and
The god of this river is described as the offspring commander of the troops when P o m p e y fled to
of Oceanus and Tethys, and as the eldest of theirEgypt, B.C. 48. It was he and L. Septimius
three thousand sons. H e fought with Hercules w h o killed Pompey. H e subsequently joined
for Deianira, but was conquered in the contest. the eunuch Pothinus in resisting Caesar, and
H e then took the form of a bull, but was again obtained possession of the greatest part of Alex
overcome by Hercules, w h o deprived him of andrea. H e was shortly afterwards put t<
one of his horns, which, however, he recovered death by Arsinoe, the youngest sister of Ptolemy,
by giving u p the horn of Amalthea. According B.C. 47.
to Ovid (Met., ix, 87), the Naiads changed the [ACHILLEIS, a poem of Statius, turning on the
horn which Hercules took from Aehelous into story of Achilles. Vid. STATTUS.]
the horn of plenty. Aehelous was, from the
A C H I L L E S ('AxiXXevg), the great hero of the
earliest times, considered to be a great divinity Iliad.—Homeric story. Achilles was the son of
throughout Greece, and was invoked in prayers, Peleus, king of the Myrmidones in Phthiotis, in
sacrifices, &o. O n several coins of Acarnania, TheBsaly, and of the Nereid Thetis. From his
the god is represented as a bull with the head father's name, he is often called Pelides, Peleioy
of an old man. Aehelous was also the name of des, or Pellon, and from his grandfather's, uEaci& river in Arcadia, and of another in Phthiotis des. H e w a s educated by Phoanix, w h o taught
ra Thessaly.
him eloquence and the ai-ts of war, and accomAOHEMEKIDES. Vid. AcaEMENIDES.
panied him to the Trojan war. In the healing
A C H E R O N ('Axlpov), the n a m e of several riv-art he w a s instructed by Chiron, the centaur
ers, all of which were, at least at one time, be- His mother, Thetis, foretold him that his fate
lieved to be connected with the lower world.—1. was either to gain glory and die early, or to live
[ N o w Gurla, or River of Buli.] A river in Thes- a long but inglorious life. The hero chose the
protia in Epirus, which flows through the Lake former, and took part in the Trojan war, from
Acherusia into the Ionian Sea.—2. A river in which he knew that he w a s not to return. In
Elis, which flows into the Alpheus.—3. [Proba- fifty ships, he led his hosts of Myrmidones, Helbly Lese or Arconli.'] A river in southern Italy, lenes, and Achaaans, against Troy. Here the
in the country of the Bruttii, on which Alexan- swift footed Achilles was the great bulwark of
der of Epirus perished.—4. The river of the the Greeks, and the worthy favorite of Minerva
lower world, round which the shades hover, and ( Athena) and Juno (Hera). Previous to the disnto which the Pyriphlegethon and Coeytus flow. pute with Agamemnon, he ravaged the country
In late writers the n a m e of Acheron is used, in around Troy, and destroyed twelve towns on
n general sense, to designate the whole of the the coast and eleven in the interior of the counlower world. ' The Etruscans were acquainted try. W h e n A g a m e m n o n was obliged to give
with the worship of Acheron (Acheruus) from up Chryseis to her father, he threatened to take
very early times, as w e must infer from their away Briseis from Achilles, w h o surrendered
Acheruntici libri, which treated of the deification
her on the persuasion of Minerva (Athena), but
of souls, and of the sacrifices (Acheruntia sacra)
at the same time refused to take any further
by which this was to be effected.
part in the war, and shut himself up in his tent.
A C H E R O N T I A . 1. ( N o w Acerenza), a town in Jupiter (Zeus), on the entreaty of Thetis, promApulia, on a summit of Mount Vultur, whence ised that victory should be on the side of the
Horace (Carm., iii, 4, 14) speaks of celsce nidumTrojans, until the Achaeans should have honAcherontia.—2. A town on the River Acheron, ored her son. The affairs of the Greeks dein the country of the Bruttii. Vid. A C H E R O N , clined in consequence, and they were at last
No. 3.
pressed so hard, that an embassy w a s sent to
A O H E B U S I A ('Axcpovaia Xi/ivn or 'Axepovatg),
Achilles, offering him rich presents and the re»
the n a m e of several lakes and swamps, which, toration of Briseis; but in vain. Finally, how*
like the various rivers of the n a m e of Acheron, ever, he was persuaded by Patraclus, his dear
were at the same time believed to be connected est Mend, to allow him to m a k e use of his men,
with the lower world, until, at last the Ache- his horses, and his armor. Pali oclus was slain
rusia came to be considered to be in the lower and when this news reached Achilles, he w a
world itself. The lake to which this belief seized with unspeakable grief. Thetis consoled
teems to have beenfirstattached w a s the Ache- him, and promised n e w arms, to be m a d e by
rusia in Thesprotia, through which the Acheron Vulcan (Hephaestus), and Iris appeared to rouws
lowed. Other lakes or swamps of the same him from his lamentations, and exhorted bill
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to rescue the body of Patroclus. Achilles n o w thesilea, an Amazon. H e also fought vritl
rose, and his thundering voice alone put the M e m n o n and Troilus. T h e accounts oi hi«
Trojans to flight. W h e n his n e w armor was death differ very much, though all agree in
brought to him, he hurried to thefieldof battle, stating that he did not fall by h u m a n hands, or,
disdaining to take any drink or food until the at least, not without the interference of the god
death of his friend should be avenged. H e Apollo. According to some traditions, he was
wounded and slew numbers of Trojans, and at killed by Apollo himself; according to others,
length met Hector, w h o m he chased thrice Apollo assumed the appearance of Paris in killaround the walls of the city. H e then slew ing him, while others say that Apollo merely
him, tied his body to his chariot, and dragged directed the weapon of Paris against Achilles,
him to the ships of the Greeks. After this, he and thus caused his death, as had been sugburned the body of Patroclus, together with gested by the dying Hector. Others, again, retwelve young captive Trojans, w h o were sac- late that Achilles loved Polyxena, a daughter of
rificed to appease the spirit of his friend; and Priam, and, tempted by the promise that he
subsequently gave up the body of Hector to should receive her as his wife, if he would join
Priam, w h o came in person to beg for it. Achil- the Trojans, he went without arms into the
les himself fell in the battle at the Scaaan gate, temple of Apollo at Thymbra, and was assasbefore Troy was taken. His death itself does sinated there by Paris. His body was rescued
not occur in the Iliad, but it is alluded to in a by Ulysses and Ajax the Telamonian; his arfew passages (xxii, 358; xxi, 278). It is ex- m o r was promised by Thetis to the bravest
pressly mentioned in the' Odyssey (xxiv., 36), among the Greeks, which gave rise to a conwhere it is said that his fall—his conqueror is test between the two heroes w h o had rescued
not mentioned—was lamented by gods and men, his body. Vid. A J A X . After his death, Aehil-.
that his remains, together with those of Patro- les became one of the judges in the lower world,
clus, were buried in a golden urn, which Bac- and dwelled in the islands of the blessed, where
chus (Dionysus) had given as a present to The- he was united with Medea or Iphigenla—[2. A
tis, and were deposited in a place on the coast son of the Earth (yqyevrjg), to w h o m Juno (Hera)
of the Hellespont, where a mound was raised fled for refuge from the pursuit of Jupiter (Zeus),
over them. Achilles is the principal hero of and w h o persuaded her to return and marry that
the Iliad: he is the handsomest and bravest of deity. Jupiter (Zeus), grateful for this service,
all the Greeks; he is affectionate toward his promised him that all w h o bore this n a m e for
mother and his friends: formidable in battles, the time to come should be illustrious person
which are his delight; open-hearted and without ages.—3. The preceptor of Chiron, after w h o m
fear, and, at the same time, susceptible of theChiron named the son of Peleus.—4. The in
jentle and quiet joys of home. His greatest ventor of the ostracism in Athens, according
passion is ambition, and when his sense of hon- to one account.—5. Son of Jupiter (Zeus) ana
or is hurt, he is unrelenting in his revenge and Lamia, so beautiful that Pan awarded to him
anger, but withal submits obediently to the will the prize of beauty over every competitor. V e of the gfds.—Later traditions. These chieflynus was so offended at this, that she inspired
consist in accounts whichfillup the history of Pan with a fruitless passion for the n y m p h
his youth &sd death. His mother, wishing to Echo, and also wrought a hideous change in his
make her son immortal, is said to have con- person.]
A O H I L L E S TATIUS, or, as others call him, Achilcealed him by night in thefire,in order to de
stroy the mortal parts he had inherited from his les Statius, an Alexandrine rhetorician, lived in
father, and by day to have anointed him with the latter half of thefifthor the beginning of
ambrosia. But Peleus one night discovered his the sixth century of our era. H e is the author
child in thefire,and cried out in terror. Thetis of a Greek romance in eight books, containing
left her son andfled,and Peleus intrusted him the adventures of two lovers, Clitophon and
to Chiron, w h o educated and instructed him in Leucippe, which has come down to us. The
the arts of riding, hunting, and playing the phor- best edition is by Fr. Jacobs, Lips, 1821. Suiminx, and also changed his original name, Li- das ascribes to this Achilles a work on the
gyron, i. e., the " whining," into Achilles. Chi-sphere (wept aipaipag), a fragment of which, proron fed his pupil with the hearts of lions and the fessing to be an introduction to the Phenomena
marrow of bears. According to other accounts, of Aratus, is still extant. But this work was
Thetis endeavored to m a k e Achilles immortal written at an earlier period. It is printed in
by dipping him in the River Styx, and succeed- Petavius, Uranologia, Paris, 1630, and Amstered with the exception of the ankles, by which dam, 1703.
A O H I L L E U M ('AxiXXeiov), a fortified place near
she held him. W h e n he w a s nine years old,
Calchas declared that Troy could not be taken the promontory SigSum in the Troad, [founded
without his aid, and Thetis, knowing that this by the Mytileneans, and in the neighborhood of
War would be fatal to him, disguised him as a which Achilles w a s supposed to have been
maiden, and introduced him among the daugh- buried.] There was a place of the same name
ters of Lycomedes of Scyros, where he w a s on the Cimmerian Bosporus, Straits of Kaffa, oo
called by the name of Pyrrha on account of his the Asiatic side.
golden locks. But his real character did not A O H I L L E U S assumed the title of emperor unremain concealed long, for one of his compan- der Diocletian, and reigned over Egypt for some
ions, De'idamla, became mother of a son, Pyr- time. H e w a s taken by Diocletian after a siege
rhus or Neoptolemus, by him. Ulysses at last of eight months in Alexandrea, and put to death
discovered his place of concealment, and Achil- A.D. 296.
A O H I L L E L U S D R O M O S ( A#> \Xewg Spofwg: now
les immediately promised his assistance. During the war against Troy, Achilles slew Pen- Tendera or Tendra), a narrow tongue of land iu

AOHILLEUS.

ACR^EA

[ A O M O N ("AKUOV). 1. A companion of Din
tue Euxine Sea, not far from the mouth of the
Borysthenes, where Achilles is said to, have medes, who was changed into a bird for disremade a race-course. Before it lay the cele-spect to Venus. 2. Son of Elytius of Lymesbrated Island of Achilles (Insula Achillis) sus,
or a companion of iEneas.]
Leuce (AevKij), where there was a temple ofA O M O N I A ('AK/iovia: 'A/cfiovirng: Ar.mor.e
a city of the Greater Phrygia.
Achilles.
AOMONIDES, one of the three Cyclopes in Ovid.
AOHILLEUS PORTUS ('AxlXXswg Xijirrv), a harbor in Laconia, near the promontory Taanarum. is the same as Pyracmon in Virgil, and as ArgeJ
AOHILLIDES, a patronymic of Pyrrhus, son of in most other accounts of the Cyclopes.
ACCETES ('AKOCTTIC), son of a poor fishermai
ohilles.
of Maeonia, who served as a pilot in a ship
AOHILLIS INSULA.
Vid. A O H I L L E U S D R O M O S .
After landing at the Island of Naxos, the sailors
A O H I R O E ('Axipori), daughter of Nilus and wife
of Belus, by w h o m she became the mother of brought with them on board a beautiful boy
asleep, w h o m they wished to take with them •
JSgyptuB and Danaus.
ACHIVI, the name of the Achaei in the Latin but Acoates, who recognized in the boy the god
writers, and frequently used, like Achaei, to sig-Bacchus, dissuaded them from it, but in vain.
When the ship had reached the open sea, the
nify the whole Greek nation. Vid. ACHAEI.
boy awoke, and desired to be carried back to
ACHOLLA.
Vid. ACHILLA.
Naxo3. The sailors promised to do so, but did
ACHOLOE.
Vid. H A R P Y L A
not keep their word. Hereupon the god disA C H E A D I N A or A O R A D I N A .
Vid. SYKACUS^E.*
closed himself to them in his majesty; vines
AOICHSEIUS ({Aiax&pwg), one of the leaders of
the Gauls, who invaded Thrace and Macedonia began to twine round the vessel, tigers appearin B. C. 280. In the following year he accom- ed, and the sailors, seized with madness, jumppanied Brennus in his invasion of Greece. Some ed into the sea and perished. Acoates alone
writers suppose that Brennus and Acichorius are was saved and conveyed back to Naxos, where
the same person, the former being only a title,he was initiated into the Bacchic mysteries.
This is the account of Ovid (Met, iii., 582, <fcc.)
and the latter the real name.
AOIDALIA (mater), a surname of Venus, from Other writers call the crew of the ship Tyrrhethe well Acidalius, near Orchomenos, where she nian pirates, and derive the name of the Tyrrhenian Sea from them.
ased to bathe with the Graces.
AOONTIUS ('AKovrwg), a beautiful youth of the
[AOID'AS ('Aicidag), a small river of Triphylian
Island of Ceos. On one occasion he came to
EUs, which ran into the Anigrus.]
Anfopujg, L. MANLIUS. 1. One of the Roman Delos to celebrate the annual festival of Diana,
generals in the second Punic war, praetor ur- and fell in love with Cydippe, the daughter of a
DSBUS, B. 0. 210, served against Hasdrubal in noble Athenian. In ordertogain her, he had
207, and was sent into Spain in 206, where he recourse to a stratagem. While she was sitting
remained till 199.—2. Surnamed FULVIANUS, be- in the temple of Diana, he threw before her
cause he originally belonged to the Fulvia gens, an apple, upon which he had written the wordn,
praetor B. C. 188 in Nearer Spain, and consul in " I swear by the sanctuary of Diana to marry
179 with his own brother Q. Fulvius Flaccus, Acontius." The nurse took up the apple and
which is the only instance of two brothers hold- handed it to Cydippe, who read aloud what was
written upon it, and then threw the apple away
Dig the consulship at the same time.
[ACLOON ('AKIOWV), same as the AOIDAS, q. *.] But the goddess had heard her vow, and the
AOILIA GENS, plebeian. Its members are repeated illness of the maiden, when she wa*
mentioned under the family names of AVIOLA, abouttomarry another man, at length compelled her father to give her in marriage to AconBALBCS, and GLABRIO.
tius. This story is related by Ovid (Heroid*
[AOILISENE ('AKiXid7]V7j), a district of Armenia
Major, between Antitaurus and the Euphrates.] 20, 21), who borrowed it from a lost poem of
[AOIMINCUM or A O U M I N O U M (now Peterward-Callimachus, entitled " Cydippe."
ein), a town in Lower Pannonia, on the Danube.] AOOEIS ("Aicopig), king of Egypt, assisted Evag[ACINOUM or A Q U I N C U M (now Buda or Old oras, king of Cyprus, against Artaxerxes, king
of Persia, about B. C. 885. H e died about 874,
Of en,) a strongly fortified town of Pannonia, on
before the Persians entered Egypt, vhich was
the Danube.]
[AOINIPO (ruins near Ponda), a town of His- in the following year.
pania Baatica, of which some remarkable remains [ A O E A ("Aicoa), a name of many places situ
ated on heights and promontories. 1. A vil
still exist]
lage on the Cimmerian Bosporus.—2. A town
[AOIEIS ("Axipig: now Agri), a river of Luin Euboaa.—3. A town in Arcadia.—4. A O R A
cania, flowing into the Sinus Tarentinus.]
L E U C E (levicy), a town in Hispania TarraconenAois ('AKig) son of Faunus and Symsathis, was
beloved by the nymph Galatea: Polyphemus sis, founded by Hamilcar Barcas.]
AOE^S ("A/coat). 1. (Ruins near Palaszalo), a
the Cyclops, jealous of him, crushed him under
a huge rock. His blood, gushing forth from un- town in Sicily, west of Syracuse, and ten stadia
der the rook, was changed by the nymph into from the River Anapus, was founded by the Syr
the River Acis or Acinius (now Fiume di Jaci).aeusans seventy years after the foundation Oi
at the foot of Mount jEtna. This story, which their own city.—2. A town in ./Etolia.
.9 related only by Ovid (Met, xiii, 750, seq.), is[ A O E ^ A ('Aicpaia), a daughter of the river-go
Eerhaps no more than a happy_fictionsuggested Asterion (near Mycenae), one of the nurses of
y the manner in which the little river springs Juno. A mountain in Argolis, opposite to (ha
Her8eum, was named after her Acrcea.']
forth from under a rock.
[Aoia (*A/£(f), a river of Sicily. Vid the f JI e- AORJEA ('Axpaia) and A O E ^ U S are surnames
given to various goddesses and gods wl»oa«
|oing.l
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ACKiEPHKUS.

AOTJEUS.

tcmpiea were situated upon hills, such as Jupi- Sicily, is said to have been in Athens during
ter (Zeus), Juno (Hera), Venus (Aphrodite), the great, plasaie (B.C. 430) in the Peloponne
Minerva (Pallas), Diana (Artemis), and others. sian war, ar*i to have ordered largefiresto b«
Actt^BPHEUS. Vid. ACR^EPHIA.
kindled in the streets for the' purpose of purifyA C E ^ B P H I A , A C R J E P H I S , or A C R ^ P H T O N ('Anpai-ing the air, which proved of great service to
4<a, 'Aicpaujiiai, 'AKpaifywv: 'Aicpac^t-ogiseveral
'Aicpaiof the sick. This fact, however, in not
fictiog: now Kardhitza), a town in Boetia,
on
mentioned
by Thucydides. The medical sec
the Lake Copais, said to have been founded by of the Empirici, in order to boast of a greate
Asraepheus, the son of Apollo.
antiquity than the Dogmatiei (founded about B
EAOREUS.
Vid. A O E ^ A . |
0. 400), claimed Acron as their founder, though
A O R A G A S ('AKpdyag: n o w Girgenti or Fiume
they did not really exist before the third cen
di S. Biagio), a small river of Sicily, on which
tury B.C.—[S. A n Etrurian of Corythus, an ally
was the celebrated city of Acragas or Agrigen- of ^Eneas, slain by Mezentius.]
tum.]
A O R O N , H E L E N I U S , a R o m a n grammarian,
AORAGAS.
Vid. AGRIGENTUM.
probably of thefifthcentury A . D , wrote notes
[ A C R A T H O S ('AKpuBag aKpov, i. e., "Axpog
on Horace, part of which are extant, and also,
AQog: now Cape Monte Santo), the northeast-according to some critics, the scholia which w e
ern promontory in the peninsula Acte in Mace- have on Persius.
donia.]
[AOEONIUS LACUS.
Vid., B R I G A N T I N U S LAOUS.]
A O E A T U S , a freedman of Nero, sent into Asia
ACROPOLIS.
Vid. A T H E N E .
and Achaia (A.D. 64) to plunder the temples
A O R O P O L I T A G E O E G I U S (Teapyiog 'A/cpOKoXi
and take away the statues of the gods.
rye), a Byzantine writer, was born at Constan*
, A O E L E ('AMpial or 'Aapalac), a town in Latinople in A.D. 1220, and died in 1282. H e
tonia, not far from the mouth .of the Eurotas.
wrote several works which have come down
AORILL^E, a town in Sicily between Agrigen- to us. The most important of them is a histum and Acrae.
tory of the Byzantine empire, from the taking
A C E I S I O N E ('AKpiaiuvn), a patronymic of Daof Constantinople by the Latins in 1204, down
uae, daughter of Aerisius. Perseus, grandson to the year 1261, when Michael Palaeologus de&f Aerisius, was called, in the same way ; Aeris- livered the city from the foreign yoke. Edited
KSniadgs.
by Leo Allatius, Paris, 1651; reprinted at VenAOEISIUS ('AKpiowg), son of Abas, king of Arice, 1729.
gos, and of Ocalia, grandson of Lynceus, and
A O E O R E A (# 'Atcpapua), a mountainous tract
great grandson of Danaus. His twin brother of country in the north of Elis.
was Prcetus, with w h o m he is said to have quarA O E O T A T U S ('AjcpoTaTog). 1. Son of Cleomerelled even in the w o m b of his mother. Acris- nes II, king of Sparta, sailed to Sicily in B.O
ftis expelled Proetus from his inheritance; but,
814 to assist the Agrigentines against Agatho•upported by his father-in-law Iobates, the Ly- cles of Syracuse. O n his arrival at Agrigenaan, Prcetus returned, and Aerisius was com- tum, he acted with such tyranny that the inpelled to share his kingdom with his brother by habitants compelled him to leave the city. H e
giving up to him Tiryns, while he retained Ar- returned to Sparta, and died before his father,
gos for himself. A n oracle had declared that leaving a son, Areus.—2. Grandson of the preDanae, the daughter of Aerisius, would give ceding, and the son of Areus I., king of Sparta;
birth to a son w h o would kill his grandfather. bravely defended Sparta against Pyrrhus, in B.O.
For this reason he kept Danae shut up in a sub- 272; succeeded his father as king in 265, but
terraneous, apartment, or in a brazen tower, was killed in the same year in battle against
but here she became mother of Perseus, not- Aristodemus, the tyrant of Megalopolis.
withstanding the precautions of her father, ac- A C E O T H O U M or A C E O T H O I ('Anpodoov, 'Ajcpocording to some accounts by her uncle Proetus, Oaoi: 'AKpoBairng: n o w Lavra), afterward calland according to others by Jupiter (Zeus), w h o ed Uranopolis, a town near the extremity of the
visited her in the form of a shower of gold. peninsula of Athos.
Aerisius ordered mother and child to be exA O T ^ E A ('AKraia), daughter of Nereus and
posed on the wide sea in a ches';; but the chest Doris.
floated toward the Island of Seriphus, where
A C T I O N ('AnTaiuv). 1. A celebrated huntsboth were rescued by Dictys. A s to the man- man, son of Aristaeus and Autonoe, a daughter
ner in which the oracle was subsequently ful- of Cadmus, was trained in the art of hunting by
filled, vid. PEBSEUS.
the centaur Chiron. One day as he w-as huntA C E I T A S ('AjcpeiTag: now Cape Gallo), ing,
the he saw Diana (Artemis) with her nymphs
most southerly promontory in Messenia.
bathing in the vale of Gargaphia, whereupon
A O R O C E E A U N I A (rd 'Ajcpoicepavvia, sc. bpn:
the goddess changed him into a stag, in which
B o w Cape Linguetta), a promontory in Epirus,form he was torn to pieces by hisfiftydogs on
jutting out into the Ionian sea, was the most Mount Cithaeron. Others relate that he prowesterly part of the C E E A U N H M O N I E S . The voked the anger of the goddess by boasting
coast of the Aeroceraunia was dangerous to that he excelled her in hunting. 2. Son of M e •bips, whence Horace (Carm. 1, 3, 20) speaks lissus, and grandson of Abron, w h o had fled
of infames scopulos Aeroceraunia.
from Argos to Corinth for fear of the tyrant
A O E O O O E I N T H U S . . Vid. C O E I N T H U S .
Phidon. Archias, a Corinthian, enamored with
AOBOLISSUS. Vid. Lissns.
the beauty of Actaeon, endeavored to carry him
A C R O N . 1. King of the Caeninenses, w h o m off; but in • the struggle which ensued between
Romulus slew in battle, and whose arms he Melissus and Archias, Aetaeon.was killed. Vid,
dedicated to Jupiter Feretrius as Spolia Opima. A R C H I A S .
AOTJSUS VAxTalog), son of Erisichthon, araJ
— 2 . A n eminent physician of Agrigentum in
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AOTE.

ADHERBAL.

the earhest king of Attica. H e had three daugh- A O U L E O , 0 , an eminent R o m a n lawyer, w &
ters, Agraulos, Herse, and Pandrosus, and was married the sister of Helvia, the mother of Cio
succeeded by Cecrops, who married Agraulos. ero: his son w a s C. Visellius Varro; whence it
ACTE, the concubine of Nero, was originally would appear that Aculeo w a s only a surname
a slave from Asia Minor. Nero at one time given to the father from his aen^eness, and that
thought of marrying her; whence he pretend- his full n a m e w a s C. Visellius Varro Aculeo.
sd that she was descended from King Attalus.
[ A C U M E N U S ('Aitovfievog), a celebrated physiShe survived Nero.
cian of Athens, w h o lived in thefifthcentury, beA O T E ('AKTij), properly a piece of land runfore Christ, a friend and companion of Socrates.]
otg into the sea, and attached to another larger
A O U S I L A U S ('AKovoiXaog), of Argos, one of th«
piece of land, but not necessarily by a narrow earlier Greek logographers, flourished about B
neck. 1. A n ancient name of Attica, used espe- C. 525. Three books of his Genealogies ari>
cially by the poets.—2. The eastern coast of quoted, which were, for the most part, only a
Peloponnesus, near Trcezen and Epidaurus.— translation of Hesiod into prose. H e wrote in
3. The peninsula between the Strymonie and the Ionic dialect His fragments are published
Singitie gulfs, on which Mount Athos is.
by Sturz, Lips, 1824, and in Didot's Fragment,
AOTIACUS.
Vid. ACTTUM.
Hislor. Grcec, p. 100, seq.—[2. A n Athenian,
[AOTIS, one of the Heliadaa, who, according w h o taught rhetoric at R o m e in the time of
to Diodorus, migrated from Rhodes to Egypt, Galba, and having amassed there great wealth,
founded Heliopolis, which he named after his left it at his death to his countrymen.]
father, and taught the Egyptians astrology. The [ A D . This preposition w a s often prefixed b y
same writer states that the Greeks, having lost the R o m a n s to some natural object on the line
by a deluge nearly all the memorials of previ- of their marches,toindicate their stopping-place,
ous events, became ignorant of their claim to especially w h e n encamping in any quarter where
the invention of this science, and allowed the they did notfindany habitation or settlement by
Egyptians to arrogate it to themselves. Wesse- which the spot might be designated. Sometimes
ling considers this a mere fable, based on the na-the preposition was prefixed to the ordinal numtional vanity of the Greeks.]
ber, designating the distance in miles. ThuSj
ACTISANES ('AKTio-dvng), a king of ^Ethiopia,
Ad Aquas indicated a spot near which there w a s
who conquered Egypt and governed it with jus- water, or an encampment near water; Ad Quartice, in the reign of Amasis. This Amasis is turn, " at the fourth mile stone:" supply lapideti,
either a more ancient king than the contempo- <Stc.]
rary of Cyrus, [or else we must read Ammosis
A D A ("ASa), daughter of Hecatomnus, king ot
for Amasis.]
Caria, and sister of Mausolus, Artemisia, HiA C T I U M ("AKTIOV : 'AKTianbg, "A/crwg: n o w drieus, and Pixodarus. She was married to her
la Punta, not Azio), a promontory, and likewise brother Hidrieus, on whose death (B.C. 344) sha
a place in Acarnania, at the entrance of the succeeded to the throne of Caria, but w a s exAmbracian Gulf, off which Augustus gained the pelled by her brother Pixodarus in 340. W h e n
celebrated victory over Antony and Cleopatra, Alexander entered Caria in 334, Ada, w h o w a a
on September 2, B.C. 31. A t Actium there w a s in possession of the fortress of Alinda, surrenoriginally no town, but only a temple of Apollo, dered this place to him. After taking Hah>.arw h o w a s hence called Aotiacus and Actius. This nassus, Alexander committed the government
temple w a s beautified by Augustus, w h o estab- of Caria to her.
lished, or rather revived a festival to Apollo,
ADAMANTEA.
Vid. A M A L T H E A .
called Actia (vid. Bict. of Ant, s. v.), and erect- ADAMANTIUS ('Ada/idvTwg), a Greek physician,
ed N I O O P O L I S on the opposite coast, in c o m m e m - flourished about A.D. 416, the author of a Greek
oration of his victory. A few buildings sprung treatise on Physiognomy, which is borrowed in
up around the temple at .Actium, but the place a great measure from Polemo's work on the
was only a kind of suburb of Nicopolis.
same subject. Edited by Franzius, in Scrip
[ A O T I U S ("A/cnoj-), an appellation of Apollo tores. Physiognomic Veteres, 1780, 8vo.
from his temple at ActiuraJ
[ A D A M A S ('Add/iag), a Trojan hero, slain b y
AOTIUS.
Vid. A T T I U S .
Meriones.]
A O T O E ('A/crap). 1. Son of Deion and Dio- [ A D A M A S ('ASd/iag), a river of India, where
rnede, father of Menoetius, and grandfather of diamonds were found. It is n o w the Soank,
Patroclus.—2. Son of Phorbas and Hyrmine, but near its month is called Brammi.
and husband of Molione,—3. A companion of
[ A D A N A (ra "ASava : 'ASavevg: n o w Adana),
iEneas, of whose conquered lance Turnus m a d e a city in the interior of Cilicia, on the west sid<
a boast This story seems to have given rise of the River Sarus, in a fruitful district of conn
to the proverb Actoris spolium (Juv., ii., 100)ADDUA (now Adda), a river ot Gallia Cfcalfor any poor spoil.
pina, which rises in the Raatian Alps, and flowi
A O T O R I D E S or A C T O R I O N ('AKTopiSng or 'AKTO-through the Lacus Larius (now Logo di Como)
oiav), patronymics of descendants of an Actor, into the Po, about eight miles above Cremona.
such as Patroclus, Erithus, Eurytus, and OteaA D H E R B A L , ('ArdpSag), son of Micipsa, and
tus.,
grandson of Masinissa, had the kingdom of N u A O T U A R I U S , J O A N N E S , a Greek physician of midia left to h i m b y his father in conjunetioL
Constantinople, probably lived in the reign of with his brother Hiempsal and Jugurtha, B.C.
Andronicus II. Palaeologus, A.D. 1281-1328. 118. After the murder of his brother b y JuH e w a s the author of several medical works, gurtha, Adherbalfledto R o m e , and was restored
which are extant, [and most of which have been to his share of the kingdom b y the R o m a n s in
published b y Ideler in his " Physici et Medici 117. B u t he was again stripped of his domin
Graeci Minores," Berlin, 1841, xeq.]

ADIABENE.

ADRAbMA

Ions by Jugurtha, and besieged in Oirta, where [months the tree burst, and Adonis was lore
be was treacherously killed by Jugurtha in 112. Venus (Aphrodite) was so m u c h charmed witfc
[According to Gesenius, the more Oriental form the beauty of the infant, that she concealed it in
of the name is Atherbal, signifying " the wor- a chest which she intrusted to Proserpina (Pejshipper of Baal:" from this the softer form Ad- sephone); but the latter refused to give it up
herbal arose.]
Zeus decided the dispute by declaring that dur
A D I A B E N E ('AdiaBnvTJ), a district of Assyria,
ing four months of every year Adonis should b«
east of the Tigris, and between the River Lycus, left to himself, during four months he should
railed Zabatus in the Anabasis of Xenophon, belong to Proserpina (Persephone), and during
and the Caprus, both of which are branches of the remaining four to Venus (Aphrodite). Adothe Tigris.
nis, however, preferring to live with Venui
A D I M A N T U S ('AtietuavTog). 1. The commander
(Aphrodite), also spent with her the four months
of the Corinthian fleet when Xerxes invaded over which he had control. Adonis afterward
Greece (B.C. 480), vehemently opposed the ad- died of a wound which he received from a boar
vice of Themistooles to give battle to the Per- during the chase. The grief of the goddess at
sians.—2. A n Athenian, one of the command- the loss of her favorite was so great, that the
ers at the battle of jEgospotami, B.C. 405, where gods of the lower world allowed him to spend
he was taken prisoner. H e was accused of six months of every year with Venus (Aphrotreachery in this battle, and is ridiculed by Aris- dite) upon the earth. The worship of Adonis,
tophanes in the " Frogs."—3. The brother of which in later times was spread over nearly all
Plato, frequently mentioned by the latter.
the countries round the Mediterranean, was, as
A D I S ('Adtg: n o w Shades ?), a considerablethe story itself sufficiently indicates, of Asiatic,
town on the coast of Africa, in the territory of or more especially of Phoenician origin. Thence
Carthage (Zeugitana), a short distance east of it was transferred to Assyria, Egypt, Greece,
Tunis. Under the Romans it appears to have and even to Italy, though, of course, with varibeen supplanted by a new city, named Maxula. ous Diodifications. In the Homeric poems no
A D M E T E ('ASfaJTi]). 1. Daughter of Oceanus
trace tf it occurs, and ihe later Greek poets
and Tethys.—2. Daughter of Eurystheus and changed the original symbolic account of AdoAntimache or Admete. Hercules was obliged nis into a poetical story. In the Asiatic religions
by her father to fetch for her the girdle of Mars Venus (Aphrodite) was the passive or vegeta(Ares), which was worn by Hippolyte, queen of tive principle of nature. [Adonis represented
the Amazons.
the sun as the fructifying principle, while the
A D M E T U S ("Ad/inTog). 1. Son of Pheres and
boar, said to have killed him, was the emblem
Periolymene or Clymene, was king of Pheraa in of winter, during which the productive powers
Thessaly. H e took part in the Calydonian hunt of nature beiug suspended, Venus (Aphrodite)
and in the expedition of the Argonauts. H e sued was said to lament the loss of Adonis until he
for the hand of Alcestis, the daughter of Pelias, was again restored to life.] Hence he spends
w h o promised her to him on condition that he six months in the lower and six in the upper
should come to her in a chariot drawn by lions world. His death and his return to life were
and boars. This task Admetus performed by celebrated in annual festivals (Adonia) at Bythe assistance of Apollo, who'served him, ao- bios, Alexandrea in Egypt, Athens, and other
tording to some accounts, out of attachment to places.
him, or, according to others, because he was
A D O N I S ("Adavir: now Nahr Ibrahim), a small
obliged to serve a mortal for one year for hav- river of Phoenicia, which rises in the range of
ing slain the Cyclopes. O n the day of his mar- Libanus. [At the anniversary of the death of
riage with Alcestis, Admetus neglected to offer Adonis, which was in the rainy season, its waa sacrifice to Diana (Artemis), but Apollo recon- ters were tinged red with the oehrous particles
ciled the goddess to him, and at the same time from the mountains of Libanus, and were hence
induced the Moirae to grant to Admetus deliver- fabled to flow with his blood.]
ance from death, if at the hour of his death his
A D R A M Y T T I U M ('Adpa/ivTreiov or 'ASpa/xvmov:
father, mother, or wife would die for him. Al- 'A6pap,VTT7/v6g: n o w Adramyti), a town of Myscestis died in his stead, but was brought back ia, near the head of the Gulf of Adramyttium,
by Hercules from the lower world.—2. King of and opposite to the Island of Lesbos.
the Molossians, to w h o m T H E M I S T O O L E S fled for
A D E A N A (now Eder), a river in Germany,
protection, when pursued as a party to ,the trea- which flows into the Fulda, near Cassel.
son of Pausanias.
A D R A N U M or H A D R A N U M ("Adpavov, "ASpavov,
A D O N I S ("Adavig), a beautiful youth, beloved'A&paviTJig: n o w Aderno), a town in Sicily, on
by Venus (Aphrodite). H e was, according to the river Adranus, at the foot of Mount jEtna,
Apollodorus, a son of Cinyras and Medarme, or, was built by Dionysius, and was the seat of tha
According to the cyclic poet Panyasis, a son of worship of the god Adranus.
Theias, king of Assyria, and Smyrna (Myrrha).
A D R A N U S ('ASpavog). Vid. A D E A N C M .
The ancient story ran thus: Smyrna had negA D E A S T I A ('Aipdoreia). 1. A Cretan nymph,
lected the worship of Venus (Aphrodite), and daughter of Melisseus, to w h o m Rhea intrusted
was punished by the goddess with an unnatural the infant Jupiter (Zeus), to be reared in the
love for her father. With the assistance of her Dictaean grotto.—2. A surname of Nemesis, denurse she contrived to share her father's bed. rived by some writers from Adrastus, w h o is
W h e n he discovered the crime he wished to said to have built the first sanctuary of Nemesis
Kill her; but shefled,and on being nearly over- on the River Asopus, and by others from a, privn
taken, prayed to the gods to m a k e her invisible. and didpdmceiv, i. e., the goddess w h o m none
They were moved to pity and changed her into can escape.
i trea called o/ivpva. After the lapse of nine [ A D E A S T I A ('AfiodoTeia), a district of Mysia,
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jUoap; the Propontis, through which the Granicus ed from ,ihe town Adria [No. 1], was, in itt
flowed, containing a city of the same name, saidwidest signification, the sea between Italy OH
!o have been founded by a King Adrastus, in the west, and Illyricum, Epirus, and Greece oil
which were a temple and oracle of Apollo and the east. By the Greeks the name Adrias was
Diana.]
only applied to the northern part of this sea, ths
ADRASTUS ("Afipao-Tog).
1. Son of Talaus,
southern part being called the Ionian Sea.
king of Argos, and Lysimache, or Lysianassa, or [ADRIANOPOLIS. Vid. HADRIANOPOLIS.]
Eurynome. Adrastus was expelled from Argos
ADEIANUS.
Vid. HADEIANUS.
by Amphiaraus, and fled to Polybus, king of
A D R I A N U S ('ASpiavog), a Greek rhetorician
Sicyon, w h o m he succeeded on the throne of b irn at Tyre in Phoenicia, was the pupil of HeSicyon, and instituted the Nemean games. Af- rodes Attieus, and obtained the choir of philosterward he became reconciled to Amphiaraus, ophy at Athens during the lifetime of his masand returned to his kingdom of Argos. H e ter. H e was invited by M. Antoninus to Rome,
married his two daughters, Deipyle and Argia, where he died about A.D. 192. Three of his dethe former to Tydeus of Calydon. and the latter clamations are extant, edited by Walz in Rheto Polynices of Thebes, both fugitives from their tores Grceci, vol. i, p. 526-33, Stuitg, 1882.
native countries. H e now prepared to restore
[ADRIATIOUM M A K E .
Vid. ADLIA.]
Polynices to Thebes, who had been expelled by
ADRUMETUM.
Vid. HADRUMETCTM.
his brother Eteoeles, although Amphiaraus fore- ADUATUOA, a castle of the Eburones in Gaul
told that all who should engage in the war shouldprobably the same as the later Aiuaca Tongroperish, with the exception of Adrastus. Thus rum (now Tongern).
arose the celebrated war of the " Seven against
A D U A T U C I or ADUATIOI, a powerful people of
Thebes," in which Adrastus was joined by' six Gallia Belgica in the time of C3>~;», "were th.]
other heroes, viz., Polymces, Tydeus, Amphia- descendants of the Cimbri and Teutoni, an.1.
raus, Capaneus, Hippomedon, and Partheno- lived between the Scaldis (now bu^dde) ans)
paeus. Instead of Tydeus and Polynices other Mosa (now Maas).
legends mention Eteoeles and Mecisteus. This
A D U L A MONS.
Vid. ALPES.
war ended as unfortunately as Amphiaraus had
A D O L E or A D U L I S ('AdovXn, "ASovXtg, and alsi
predicted, and Adrastus alone was saved by the other forms: 'ASovXlrrig, Adulitanus: ruins ai
swiftness of his hor6e Arlon, the gift of Hercu- Zida), a maritime city of ^Ethiopia, on a baj
les. Creon of Thebes refusing to allow the of the Red Sea, called Adulitanus Sinus ('Aiot.
bodies of the six heroes to be buried, Adrastus XiriKbg KoXwog, Annesley Bay). It was believed
went to Athens and implored the assistance of to have been founded by slaves whofledfrom
the Athenians. Theseus was persuaded to un- Egypt, and afterward to have fallen into the
dertake an expedition against Thebes; he took power of the Auxumitaa, for whose trade it
the city, and delivered up the bodies of the fallenbecame the great Empoiium. Cosma3 Irdicoheroes to their friends for burial. Ten years pleustes (A.D. 535) found here the Monumentum
after this, Adrastns persuaded the seven sons of Adulitanum, a Greek inscription recounting the
the heroes who KM fallen in the war to make a conquests of Ptolemy II. Euergetes in Asia and
new attack upon Thebes, and the oracle now Thrace.
promised success. This war is known as the
ADYRMAOHIDJE ('A6°vp/taxid*ai), a Lybian pe
war of the " Epigoni" ('Eiriyovoi), or descendple, who appear to have once possessed the
ants. Thebes was taken and ra2ed to the whole coast of Africa from the Canopic mouth
ground. The only Argive hero that fell in this of the Nile to the Catabathmus Major, but were
war was iEgialeus, the son of Adrastus: the afterward pressed further inland. In their manlatter died of grief at Megara, on his way back ners and customs they resembled the Egyptian*,
to Argos, and was buried in the former city. to whom they were the nearest neighbors.
H e was worshiped in several parts of Greece,
MA (Ala), sometimes with the addition cf
as at Megara, at Sicyon, where his memory wasthe word Colchis, may be considered either a
celebrated in tragic choruses, and in Attica. part of Colchis or another name for the country
The legends about Adrastus, and the two wars (Herod, i, 2.) [According to the scholium oi
against Thebes, furnished ample materials for Apoll. Rhod, the royal city of ^Eetes, on the
the epic as well as tragic poets of Greece.—2. Phasis, in Cholcis.]
Son of the Phrygian king Gordius, having unJEAOES (AlaKng), son of Syloson, and grandintentionally killed his brother,fledto Croesus, son of MaoM, was tyrant of Samos, but was dewho received him kindly. While hunting, he prived of his tyranny by Aristagoras, when the
accidentally killed Atys, the son of Croasus, and lonians revolted from the Persians, B.C. 500.
in despair put an end to his own life.—[8. Son H e then fled to the Persians, who restored him
of Merops, an ally of the Trojans, probable to the tyranny of Samos, B.C. 494.
founder of the city Adrastia, q. v.~]
J E A C E U M (Aldiceiov).
Vid. JEGINA.
A D R I A or H A D E I A 1. (Now Adria), also call- J35ACIDES (AlauSr/g), a patronymic of the deed Atria, a town in Gallia Cisalpina, between scendants of JEacus, as Peleus, Telamon, and
the mouths of the Po and the Athesis (now Phoous, sons of Jiacus ; Achilles, son of Peleus,
Adige), from which the Adriatic Sea takes itsand grandson of JEacus; Pyrrhus, son of Achilname. It was originally a powerful town of les, and great-grandson of iEaciss • and Pyrrhug,
the Etruscans.—2. (Now Atri), a town of Pice- king of Epirus, who claimed to be a descendant
num in Italy, probably an Etrusean town origin- of Achilles.
ally, afterward a Roman colony, at which place JEACIDES, son of Arymbas, king of Epirus,
the family of the Emperor Hadrian lived.
succeeded to the throne on the death of hia
A D R I A ('Adpiag, Ion. 'ASpivg: 'Adpiavog)
cous:'norAlexander, who was slain in Italy, B.C
M A R E ADEJATICUM, also M A R E S U P E R U M SO call- 326. iEaeides married Phthia, by w h o m he had
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uie celebrated P Y E R H U S . H e took an active of her brother Amphion, w h o had six sons and
Eart in favor of Olympias against Oassander; six daughters, she resolved to killflueldest of
ut his subjects disliked the war, rose against Niobe's sons, but by mistake slew her own sou
their king, and drove him from the kingdom. Itylus. Jupiter (Zeusj relieved her grief by
H e was recalled to his kingdom by his subjects changing her into a nightingale, whoso melanin B.C. 313: Cassander sent an army against choly notes are represented b y the poets r
him under Philip, w h o conquered him the same Aedon's lamentations about her child. Aedon o
year in two battles, in the last of which he was story is related differently in a later tradition.
J E D U I or H E D U I , one of the most powerful
felled.
people in Gaul, lived between the Ligei (now
M A W * , (Alairag), son of Jupiter (Zeus) and
JSgiua, a daughter of the river god Asopus. Loire) and the Arar (now Saone). They were
H e was born in the Island of GLnone or OEno- the first Gallic people w h o m a d e an alliancu
pia, whither iEgina had been carried by Ju- with the Romans, by w h o m they were called
piter (Zeus), and from w h o m this island w a s "brothers and relations." O n Caesar's arrival
afterward called -<Egina. S o m e traditions re- in Gaul, B.C. 58, they were subject tc Ariovislated that at the birth of ^Eacus, -<Egina was not tus, but were restored by Caesar to tleir former
yet inhabited, and that Jupiter (Zeus) changed power. In B.C. 52 they joined in the insurrecthe ants (uvp/inKeg) of the island into m e n (Myr-tion of Vercingetorix against the Romans, but
midones), over w h o m .^Eaeus ruled. Ovid (Met, were at the close of it treated leniently by Caevii, 520) relates the story a little differently. sar. Their principal town was BIBRAOTE. Their
.dEacus was renowned iu all Greece for his jus- chief magistrate, elected annually by the priests,
tice and piety, and was frequently called upon was called Vergobretus.
TESTES or ^ E E T A (AiiJTng), son of Helios (the
to settle disputes not only among men, but even
among the gods themselves. H e was such a Sun) and PersSis, and brother of Circe, Pasifavorite with the gods, that, when Greece w a s phajs, and Perses. His wife was Idyia, a daughvisited by a drought, rain w a s at length sent ter of Oceanus, by w h o m he had two daughters,
upon the earth in consequence of his prayers. Medea and Chalciope, and one son, Absyrtus,
Respecting the temple which ^Eacus erected to H e was king of Colchis at the time when PhrixJupiter (Zeus) Panhellenius, and the jEaceum, us came thither on the r a m with the golden
where he was worshiped by the ^Eginetans, see fleece. For the remainder of his history, see
^EGINA. After his death, ^Eacus became one of A B S Y R T U S , A R G O N A U T S , J A S O N , M E D E A , and
the three judges in Hades. The iEginetans re- P H R I X U S . — [ 2 . This name was also borne by
garded him as the tutelary deity of their island. later kings of Colchis, as mentioned by XenoA&&A (Alaia). 1. A surname of Circe, the phon in the Anabasis, and Strabo, w h o says it
sister of iEetes. H e r sen, Telegonus, likewise was a common appellation of the kings of Colbore the surname JEceus.—2. A surname of Ca- chis.]
-IEETIS, JEETIAS, and J E E T I N E , patronymics of
lypso, w h o w a s believed to have inhabited a
small island of the name of iEaea in the straits Medea, daughter of jEStes.
-<EGA (Alyn), daughter of Olenus, who, with
between Italy and Sicily.
[ ^ E A N E S (Aldvng), a Locrian, slain by Patro- her sister Helice, nursed the infant Jupiter
clus, to w h o m a grove (Aldvewv re/ievog) near(Zeus) in Crete, and w a s changed by the god
into the constellation Capella.
Opus, in Looris, was consecrated.]
[ J E X N I S (Alavig), a celebrated fountain near Max (Alyai: Alyalog). 1. A town in Acha
ia on the Crathis, with a celebrated temple of
Opus, in Locris.]
[ J E A N T E U M (Aiavrewv), a tomb and temple of Neptune (Poseidon), w a s originally one of tlu
the Telamonian Ajax, on the Rhoatean promon- twelve Achaean towns, but its inhabitants subsequently removed to jEgira.—2. A town io
tory in Troas.]
J E A N T I D E S (AlavTiSng), tyrant of Lampsacus,Emathia, in Macedonia, the burial-place of the
to w h o m Hippias gave his daughter Archedice Macedonian kings, was probably a different
in marriage.—2. A tragic poet of Alexandrea, place from E D E S S A . — 3 . A town in Eubcea with
one of the tragic Pleiades. , H e lived in the time a celebrated temple of Neptune (Poseidon), w h o
was hence called jEgasus.—4. Also M Q & M (A£of the second Ptolemy.]
yalai: Alyedrng), one of the twelve cities of
[iEAS (Alag), more commonly Aous, q. «.]
J E B U R A (now Cuervo), a town of the Oarpe- jEolis in Asia Minor, north of Smyrna, on the
River Hyllus: it suffered greatly from an earthtani, in Hispania Tarracouensis.
J E B U T I A G E N S , patrician, was distinguished quake in the time of Tiberius.—5. (Now Ayas),
in the early ages of the R o m a n republic, when a seaport town of Cilicia Campestris, at the
many of its members were consuls, viz, in B.C. mouth of the Pyramus.
[JEG^EA (Alyala), an appellation of V e n u
499, 463, and 442.
J E O A or &02& (vEcanus), a town of Apulia, on (Aphrodite), from her being worshiped in th
Vhe road from Aquilonia in Samnium to Venusia. isles,of the jEgean.]
M G M O N (Alyaiav), son of Uranus by Gaea.
^ E O U L A N U M or iEoLANUM. a town of the Hirpini in,Samnium, a few miles south of Bene- jEgaeon and his brothers Gyges and Oottus are
known under the name of the Uranids, and are
rentura.
described as huge monsters with a hundred
-53DEPSUS (AiSm/iog: AlSippiog: n o w Bipso),
l town on the western coast of Euboaa, north arms (inaToyxciper) andfiftyheads. Most writ»i Chalcis, with w a r m baths (still famous), sa- ers mention the third Uranid under the name
tred to Herci.les, which the dictator Sulla used. of Briareus instead of ^Egaaon, which is explainA E D O N ('Ai}3av), daughter of Pandareus ofed by H o m e r (11., i, 403), w h o says that m e n
Kphesus, wife of Zethus, king of Thebes, and called him jEgaeon, but the gods Briareus. A c
oiother of Itylus. Envious of Niobe, the wif3 cording to the most ancient tradition, Mssdon
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and his brothers conquered the Titans when thefiftysons of his uncle Pallas, w h > had mad*
they made w a r upon the gods, and secured the war upon jEgeus, and had deposed him. Mgvictory to Jupiter (Zeus), w h o thrust the Titans eus was n o w restored. W h e n Thes-sus went to
into Tartarus, and placed JEgaeon and his broth- Crete to deliver Athens from the tribute it had
ers to guard them. Other legends represent to pay to Minos, he promised his father that oa
jEgaeon as one of the giants w h o attacked Olym- his return he would hoist white sails as a sigDal
put.; and m a n y writers represent him as a m a - of his safety. O n approaching the coast of A t
rine god liviog in the jEgean Sea. jEgaeon and tica he forgot his promise, and his father, per
his brothers must be regarded as personifica- ceiving the black sail, thought that his son had
tions of the extraordinary powers of nature, perished, and threw himself into the sea, which,
uch as earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, and theaccording to some traditions, received from this
event the name of the jEgean. JSgeus was one
like.
of the eponymous heroes of Attica ; and one of
J E G J E U M M A R E (rb Alyaiov ir&Xayog, 6 Alyaiog
irovTog), the part of the Mediterranean n o wthe Attic tribes (jEgSis) derived its name from
called the Archipelago. It was bounded on the him.—2. The eponymous hero of the phyle
north b y Thrace and Macedonia, on the west called the jEgidaa at Sparta, son of QSolycus,
by Greece, and on the east by Asia Minor. It and grandson of Theras, the founder of the col
contains in its southern part two groups of ony in Thera. All the jEgeids were believed
islands, the Cyclades, which were separated to be Cadmeans, w h o formed a settlement at
from the coasts of Attica and Peloponnesus by Sparta previous to the Dorian conquest.
J E G L E (Alyeial, Alyalai), a small town in Lathe Myrtoan Sea, and the Sporades, lying off
the coasts of Caria and Ionia. The part of the conia, not far from' Gythium, the Augiaa of H o /
jEgaean which washed the Sporades was called mer (11., ii, 683).
the Icarian Sea, from the Island Icaria, one of J E G I A L E or J E G I A L E A (Alyidln, AlyidXeia\
the Sporades. The origin of the name of jEgae- daughter of Adrastus and Amphithea, or of
an is uncertain; some derive it from jEgaaus, jEgialeus, the son of Adrastus, whence she is
the king of Athens w h o threw himself into it; called Adrastine. She w a s married to Diomeothers from jEgaea, a queen of the Amazons, des, who, on his return from Troy, found her
w h o perished there: others from jEgae in Eu- living in adultery with Cometes. The hero attributed this misfortune to the auger of Venus
boea ; and others from alylg, a squall, on account
(Aphrodite), w h o m he had wounded in the war
of its storms.
against Troy: when jEgiale threatened his life,
J E G ^ U S (Alyaiog). Vid. Max, No. 3.
J E G A L E O S (AlydXeag, rb AlydXeav bpog: n o whefledinto Italy.
JEGIALEA, JEGIALOS.
Vid. A C H A I A : Siaronr.
Skarmanga), a mountain in Attica, opposite Salamis, from which Xerxes saw the defeat of his J E G I A L E U S (AlyiaXevg). 1. Son of Adrastus,
fleet, B.C. 480.—[2. (TO AlyaXeov, n o w Mali),the only one among the Epigoni that fell in the
a mountain of Messenia, extending to Cory- war against Thebes. Vid. A D R A S T U S . — 2 . SoE
of Inachus and the Oceanid Melia, from w h o m
phasium.]
J E G A T E S , the goat islands, were three 'islands the part of Peloponnesus afterward called Achaoff the west coast of Sicily, between Drepanum ia [was fabledtohave] derived its name jEgiaand Lilybaeum, near which the Romans gained lea : he is said to have been thefirstking of
a naval victory over the Carthaginians, and Sicyon.—3. Son of jEetes, and brother of Medea,
thus brought thefirstPunic w a r to an end,commonly called Absyrtus.
J E G I D E S (Alyeldng), a patronymic from MgB.C. 241. The islands were jEgusa (Alyovoaa)
or Capraria (now Favignana), Phorbantia (now eus, especially his son Theseus.
J E G I L A (rd AlyiXa), a town of Laccnia, with
Levanzo), and Hiera (now Maretimo).
J S G E R I A or E G E R I A , one of the Camenas in a temple of Ceres (Demeter).
JEGILIA (AlytXia : AlyiXievc). 1. A demus
R o m a n mythology, from w h o m N u m a received
bis instructions respecting the forms of worship of Attica belonging to the tribe Antiochis, celewhich he introduced, The grove in which the brated for itsfigs.—2.( N o w Cerigotto), an island
king had his interviews with the goddess, and between Crete and Cythera.—3 [jEgilia (Aiyiin which a well gushed forth from a dark re- Xeia, Hdtl).] A n island west of Euboaa and opcess, w a s dedicated by him to the Camenae. posite Attica.
J E G I M I U S (Alyiuwg), the mythical ancestor of
The R o m a n legends point out two distinct
places sacred to jEgeria, one near Aricia, and the Dorians, whose king he was when the/ were
the other near R o m e , at the Porta Capena, in yet inhabiting the northern parts of Thessaly.
the valley n o w called Caparella. ./Egeria was Involved in a war with the Lapithae, he called
regarded as a prophetic divinity, and also as theHercules to his assistance, and promised him
giver of life, whence she was invoked by preg- the third part of his territory if he delivered
nant w o m e n . [Niebuhr places the grove of him from his enemies. The Lapitbas were conEgeria below S. Balbina, near the baths of Car-quered. Hercules did not take the territory for
acalla. Wagner, in a dissertation on this sub- himself, but left it to the king, w h o was, to preserve it for the sons of Hercules. jEgimiui
ject, is in favor of the valley of Caffarella, some
few miles from the present gate of S. Sebastian^ had two sons, D y m a s and Pamphyhn, w h o m i
grated to Peloponnesus, and were rtgarded as
./EGESTA.
Vid. S E G E S T A
the ancestors of two branches of the Doric race
JEGESTUS.
Vid. A C E S T E S .
J S G E U S (Aiyevg). 1. Son of Pandion and king (Dymanes and Pamphylians), while the third
of Athens. H e had no children by hisfirsttwo branch derived its name from Hyllus (Hylic
wives, but he afterward begot T H E S E U S by ans,) the sen of Hercules, w h o had been adepfr
iEthra at Troezen. W h e n Theseus had grown ed by jEgimius. There existed in antiquity all
tjy to nanlrod, he went to Athens and defeated epic poem called JEgimius, which described till
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war of jEgiiiius and Hercules syainst the La[JSGIRUS (Aiyeipog), a village in the island ol
Dithae.
Lesbos, supposed by some scholars to be th«
J E G I M ' R U S (Alyi/tovpog, jEgimori Arae, _£7m,
town of iEotis alluded to by Herodotus undei
and probably the Araa of Virg, jEn., i, 108; the name jEgirussa, but Herodotus says explinow Zowimour or Zembra), a lofty island, sur- citly that the towns there mentioned were on the
rounded by cliffs, off the African coa3t, at the main land.]
mouth of the Gulf of Carthage.
J E G I R U S S A (Alyipoeaaa, AiyipoZaoa), one of
M^isA (A lyiva : AlyiVTJTng: n o w Eghina), the
a cities of jEolis in Asia Minor.
rooky island in the middle of the Saronie Gulf,
JEGISTHUS (Alyiodog), son of Thy est es, w h o
about two hundred stadia in circumference. It unwittingly begot him by his o w n daughter P e
was originally called GLnone or QSnopia, and is lopia. Immediately after his birth he was ex
said to have obtained the name of jEgina from posed, but was saved by shepherds, and suckleo
35gin"a, the daughter of the river-god Asopus, by a goat (atf), whence his name. His uncle
who was carried to the island by Jupiter (Zeus), Atreus brought him up as his son. W h e n Peund there bore him a son, jEaeus. A s the island lopia lay with her father, she took from him hisi
had then no inhabitants, Jupiter (Zeus) changed sword, which she afterward gave to jEgisthus
the ants into m e n (Myrmidones), over w h o m This sword was the means of revealing the
jEacus ruled. Vid. JEACUS. It wasfirstcolo- crime of Thyestes, and Pelopia thereupon put
nized by Achaaans, and afterward by Dorians an end to her o w n life. jEgisthus murdered
from Epidaurus, whence the Doric dialect and Atreus, because he had- ordered him to slay bis
customs prevailed in the island. It was at firstfather Thyestes, and he placed Thyestes upon
closely connected with Epidaurus, and was sub- the throne, of which he had been deprived by
ject to the Argive Phidon, w h o is said to have Atreus. H o m e r appears to know nothing of
established a silver mint in the island. It early these tragic events; and w e learn from hkn
became a place of great commercial importance, only that jEgisthus succeeded his father Thyand its silver coinage was the standard in most estes in a part of his dominions. According to
of the Dorian states. In the sixth century B.C. Homer, jEgisthus took no part in the Trojan
jEgina became independent, and for a century war, and during the absence of Agamemnon,
before the Persian war was a prosperous and the son of Atreus, jEgisthus seduced his wife
powerful state. The jEginetans fought with Clytemuestra. jEgisthus murdered A g a m e m thirty ships against the fleet of Xerxes at the non on his return home, and reigned seven
battle of Salamis, B.C. 480, and are allowed to years over Myeenaa. In the eighth, Orestes,
nave distinguished themselves above all the the son of Agamemnon, avenged the death of
other Greeks by their bravery. After this time his father by putting the adulterer to death
:ts power declined. In B.C. 429 the Athenians Vid. A G A M E M N O N , C L Y T E M N E S T R A , O R E S T E S .
took possession of the island and expelled its
J E G I T H A L L U S (AlyWaXXog: now C. di S. Tea
inhabitants, and though a portion of them were doro), a promontory in Sicily, between Lily
yestored by Lysander in B.C. 404, the island baeum and Drepanum, near which was she towi
uevar recovered its former prosperity. In the jEgithallum.
northwest of the island there was a city of the JEGITIUM (Aly'tTWV : near Varnakova, Leake)
same name, which contained the jEacSum or a town in jEtolia, on the borders of Looris.
temple of jEacus, and on a hill in the northeast
J E G I U M (Alyiov: Alyievg: n o w Vostitza), a
of the island was the celebrated temple of Jupi- town of Achaia, and the capital after the deter (Zeus) Panhellenius, said to have been built struction of Helice. The meetings of the
by jEacus, the ruins of which are still extant. Achaean League were held at jEgium in a grove
The sculptures which occupied the tympana of of Jupiter (Zeus), called Homarium,
the pediment of this temple were discovered in
J E G L E (AlyXn), that in,'' Brightness" or * Splen
1811, and are now preserved at Munich. In dor," is the name of 8<i-.'eral mythological fs
the half century preceding the Persian war, and males, such as, 1. The daughter of Jupiter (Zeus)
for a few years afterward, jEgina was the chief and Neaara, the most beautiful of the Naiads.—
seat of Greek art: the most eminent artists of 2. A sister of Phaethon.—3. One of the Hesper
the jEginetan school were C A L L O N , A N A X A G O R A S , ides.—4. A n y m p h beloved by Theseus, foi
GLAUOIAS, S I M O N , and O N A T A S .
w h o m he forsook Ariadne.—5. One of the daugh
[JEGINA (Atyiva), daughter of Asopus, and ters of jEseulapius.
mother of jEacus, q. v. and foregoing article.]
J E G L E T E S (AlyX-ijTng), that is, the radiant god
JEGINETA PAULUS.
Vid. P A U L U S JEGINETA.
a surname of Apollo,
J E O I N I U M (Alyivwv: Alyivievg: n o w Stagus), J E G O O E R U S (AlyoKepag), a surname of Pan
a town of the Tymphaai in Thessaly, on the con- descriptive of his figure with the hoi™ of a
fines of Athamania.
goat, but more commonly the name of one of
J E G I 6 O H C S (Alyloxog), a surname of Jupiterthe signs of the Zodiac, Capricornus.
(Zeus), because he bore the aagis.
J E G O S - P O T A M O S (Alyog irorapog [more usually
J E G I P A N (kiy'mav), that is, Goat Pan, was,in good authors, Alybg Tcorafiol; in Leftin writers
according to some, a being distinct from Pan, jEgos Flumen: Alyog iroTa/UTng]), the "goaf
while others regard him as identical with Pan. river," a smallriver,with a (cnn of the sam«
His story appears to be of late origin. Vid. P A N . name on it, [now probably Galata'], in the Thra
JEGIPLANOTUS M O N S (rd AlyiwXayicTov bpog),cian Chersonesus, flows into the Hellesponi
a mountain in Megaris.
Here the Athenians were defeated by Lysandei
J E G I R A (Alyeipa: Alyecpdrng), formerly Hy-B.O. 405,
peresia ('Ynepriaia), a town in Achaia on a steep J E G O S T H E N A (Alyoadeva : Alyoodevevg : Aiyo
hill, with a sea-port about twelve stadia from cQevirrjc), a town in Megaris, on the borders of
(he town. Vid. MUM, N O . 1
[ Boaotia, with a sanctuary of M elampt>"
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JEGUS ana ROSOILLUS, two chiefs of the Alloiroges, w h o had served Caesar withfidelityin
the Gallic war, deserted to P o m p e y in Greece
(B.O. 48).
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northwest, and the eastern. range strikes off tt
the east, and the river divides into branchei
(seven in ancient time, but n o w only two), which
flow through a low alluvial land, calleu, from its
JEGUSA.
Vid. J E G A T E S .
shape, the Belta, into the Mediterranean. i„
J E G Y P S U S or J E G Y S U S , a town of Mcesia on this valley and Delta must be added the counthe Danube.
try round the great natural lake Moaris (now
. [JEGYPTTOS (Alyvtmog), an Ithacan hero, of Birket-el-Keroun), called N o m O s Arsinoites (nc iv
noble descent and m u c h experience, w h o open- Faioum), lying northwest of Heracleopolis, an
ed thefirstassembly of the people called after connected with the Valley of the Nile by a brea
he departure of Ulysses for Troy.]
in the western range of hills. The whole dis
J E G Y P T U S (AXyvurog), a son of Belus and A n - trict thus described is periodically laid unde.
ehinoe or Achiroe, and twin brother of Dahaus. water by the overflowing of the Nile from April
Belus assigned Libya to Danaus, and Arabia to to October. The river, in subsiding, leaves be/Egyptus, but the latter subdued the country of hind a rich deposit of fine mud, which forms
the Melampodes, which he called Egypt, after the soil of Egypt. All beyond the reach of the
his o w n name. jEgyptus by his several wives inundation is rock or sand. Hence Egypt was
had fifty sons, and his brother Dauaus fifty called the " Gift of the Nile." The extent of the
daughters. Danaus had reason to fear the sons cultivable land of Egypt is in the Delta about
of his brother, and fled with his daughters to 45U0 square miles, in the valley about 2255, in
Argos in Peloponnesus. Thither he w a s fol- Faioum about 340, and in all about 7095 square
lowed by the sons of jEgyptus, w h o demanded miles. The outlying portions of ancient Egypt
nis daughters for their wives, and promised consisted of three cultivable valleys (called Oafaithful alliance. Danaus complied with their ses), in the midst of the Western or Libyan
request, and distributed his daughters among Desert, a valley in the western range of hills on
them, but to each of them he gave a dagger, the west of the Delta, called N o m o s Nitriotes
with which they were to kill their husbands in from the Natron Lakes which it contains, some
the bridal night. All the sons of jEgyptus were settlements on the coast of the R e d Sea, and in
thus murdered, with the exception of Lynceus, the mountain passes between it and the Nile,
w h o was saved by Hypermnestra. The Danaids and a strip of coast on the Mediterranean, exburied the heads of their murdered husbands in tending east as far as Rhinocolura (now El'
Lerna, and their bodies outside the town, and Arish), and west as far (according to some of
were afterwards purified of their crime by Mi- the ancients) as the Catabathmus Magnus (long.
nerva (Athena) and Mercury (Hermes) at the about 25° 10' E.). The only river of Egypt is
c o m m a n d of Jupiter (Zeus).
the Nile. Vid. NILUS. A great artificial canal
J E G Y P T U S (ij AXyviTTog: Alyvirrwg, jEgyptius:
(the Bahr-Tussouf i. e, Joseph's Canal) runs
now Egypt), a country in the northeastern cor- paralleltotheriver,at the distance of about si
ner of Africa, bounded on the north by the Med- miles from Diospolis Parva, in the Thebais, t
iterranean, on the east by Palestine, Arabia Pe- a point on the west mouth of the river abou
traaa, and the R e d Sea, on the south by Ethiopia, half w a y between Memphis and the sea. M a n y
<he division between the two countries being at smaller canals were cut to regulate the irriga
the First or Little Cataract of the Nile, close to tion of the country. A canal from the eastert
Syene (now Assouan: lat. 24° 8'), and on the mouth of the Nile to the head of the Red Sea
west by the Great Lybian Desert. This is the was commenced under the native kings, and
extent usually assigned to the country; but it finished by Darius, son of Hystaspes. There
would be more strictly correct to define it as were several lakes in the country, respecting
that part of the basin of the Nile which lies be- which vid. M C E R I S , M A E E O T I S , B U T O S , T A N K ,
low the First Cataract.
SIRBONIS, and L A C U S A M A E L
1. Physical Bescription of Egypt—The
River 2. Ancient History.—At the earliest period to
Nile,flowingfrom south to north through a nar- which civil history reaches back, Egypt was
row valley, encounters, in lat. 24° 8', a natural inhabited b y a highly civilized agricultural pe<*
barrier, composed of two islands (Philaa and Ele- pie, under a settled monarchical government,
phantine), and between them a bed of sunken divided into castes, the highest of which was
rocks, by which it is m a d e to fall in a series composed of the priests, w h o were the minis
of cataracts, or rather rapids, (ra Karddovira, 6 ters of a religion based on a pantheistic worship
lUKpbg K arafipdnTng, Catarrhactes Minor, com-of nature, and having for its sacred symbols not
pare C A T A B E H A C T E S ) , which have always been only images, but also living animals and even
regarded as the southern limit assigned b y na- plants. The priests were also in possession of
ture to Egypt. , The river flows due north be- all the literature and science of the country, and
tween two ranges of hills, 60 near each other all the employments based upon Buch knowlas to leave scarcely any cultivable land, as far edge. The otter castes were, second, the sci
as Silsilis (now Jebel Selseleh), about forty miles
diers; third, the husbandmen; fourth, the art
below Syene, where the valley is enlarged by ificers and tradesmen; and last, held in great
the western range :of hills retiring from the contempt, the shepherds or herdsmen, poulter
river. Thus the Nile flows for about five hun- ers, fishermen, and servants. The Egyptians
dred miles, through a valley whose average possessed a written language, which appears to
breadth is about seven miles, between hills have had affinities with both the great families
which in one place (west of Thebes) attain the of Language, the Semitic and the Indo-Euro
height of ten or twelve hundred feet above the pean; ana the priestly caBte had, moreover
,iea, to a point some few miles below Menrjjua, the exclusive knowlege of a sacred system of
where the western range csf hills runs to the writing, the characters of which are known bj
2
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the n a m e of Hieroglyphics, in contradistinctiongiving orders for the building of Alexandres. In
to which the c o m m o n characters are called En- the partition of the empire of Alexander after
chorial (i.e, of the country). They were ac- his death in B.C. 323, Egypt fell to the shar«
quainted with all the processes of manufacture of Ptolemy, the son of Lagus, w h o assumed the
which are essential to a highly civilized com- title of King in B.C. 306, and founded the dynasmunity : they had m a d e great advances in the ty of the Ptolemies, under w h o m the country
fine arts, especially architecture and sculpture greatlyflourished,and became the chief seat ol
(tor in painting their progress was impeded by a Greek learning. But soon came the period of
want of knowledge of perspective); they were decline. W a r s with the adjacent kingdom of
deterred from commercial enterprise by the poli- Syria, and the vices, weaknesses, and disset.
ey of the priests, but they obtained foreign pro- sions of the royal family, wore out the state
ductions to a great extent, chiefly through the till in B.C. 81 the R o m a n s were called upon to
Phoenicians, and at a later period they engaged interfere in«the disputes for the crown, and in
in maritime expeditions; in science they do not B.C. 55 the dynasty of the Ptolemies came to
seem to have advanced so far as some have be entirely dependent on R o m a n protection, and
thought, but their religion led them to cultivate at last, after the battle of Actium and tfie death
astronomy and its application to chronology, and of Cleopatra, w h o was the last of the Ptolemies,
the nature of their country m a d e a knowledge Egypt was m a d e a R o m a n province, B.C. SO.
of geometry (in its literal sense) indispensable, (4.) Egypt under the Romans, down to its eonand their application of its principles to architect- quest by (he Arabs in A.D. 638. A s a R o m a n
ure is attested by their extant edifices. There province, Egypt was one of the most flourishcan be little doubt that the origin of this remark- ing portions of the empire. The fertility of its
able people and of their early civilization is to soil, and its position between Europe and Arabe traced to the same Asiatic source as the bia and India, together with the possession of
early civilization of Assyria and India. The such a port as Alexandrea, gave it the full beneancient history of Egypt m a y be divided into fit of the two great sources of wealth, agriculfour great periods: (1.) F r o m the earliest times ture aud commerce. Learning continued to
to its conquest by Cambyses; during which it flourish at Alexandrea, and the patriarchs of the
was ruled by a succession of native princes, into Christian Church in that city became so powerthe difficulties of whose history this is not the ful as to contend for supremacy with those of
place to inquire. The last of them, P s a m m e n - Antioch, Constantinople, and R o m e , while a
ltus, was conquered and dethroned by Cambyses succession of teachers, such as Origen and
in B.C. 525, w h e n Egypt became a province of Clement of Alexandrea, conferred real lustre
the Persian empire. During this period Egypt on the ecclesiastical annals of the country,
w a a b u t little known to the Greeks. The Ho- W h e n the Arabs m a d e their great inroad upon
meric poems show some slight acquaintance the Eastern empire, the geographical position
with the country and its river (which is also of Egypt naturally caused it to fall an immeealled Alymrcg, Od., xiv, 25), and refer to the diate victim to that attack, which its wealth
wealth and splendor of " Thebes with the Hund- and the peaceful character of its inhabitants inred Gates." In the latter part of the period vited. It w a s conquered by A m r o u , the lieulearned m e n among the Greeks began to travel tenant of the Calif Omar, in A.D. 638.
to Egypt for the sake of studying its institu3. Political Geography.—From
the earliest
tions ; among others, it w a s visited b y Pythag- times the country w a s divided into (1.) The
oras, Thales, and Solon. (2.) F r o m the Persian Delta, or Lower Egypt (rd AeXra, ii Kara x^Pa
conquest in B.C. 525, to the transference of their n o w El-Bahari, El-Kebit); (2.) The Heptanomis,
dominion to the Macedonians in B.C. 332. This or Middle Egypt CEirravo/ilg, rj jiera^v x^pa, n o w
period was one of almost constant struggles be- Mesr Mostani); (3.) The Thebais, or Upper Egypt,
tween the Egyptians and their conquerors, until (Qritiatg, i) dva x&pa, n o w Said): and it was furB.C. 340, when Nectanebo II, the last native ther subdivided into thirty-six nomes or governruler of Egypt, was defeated by Darius Ochus. ments. [Under the Ptolemies the number of
It w a s during this period that the Greeks acquir- nomes became enlarged, partly by reason of the
ed a considerable knowledge of Egypt. In the n e w and improved state of things in that quarwars between Egypt and Persia, the two leading ter of Egypt where Alexandrea was situated,
3_tates of Greece, Athens and Sparta, at different partly by the addition of the Greater or Lessei
times assisted the Egyptians, according to the Oasis to Egypt, and partly, also, by the alterastate of their relations to each other and to Per- tions which an active commerce had produced
sia; and, during the intervals <jf those wars, along the borders of the Sinus Arabicus. A
Egypt w a s visited by Greek historians and phi- change also took place about this same period
losophers, such as Hellanicus, Herodotus, An- in the three main divisions of the country.
axagoras, Plato, and others, w h o brought back Lower Egypt, n o w no longer confined itself to
to Greece the knowledge of the country which the limits of the Delta, but had its extent enthey acquired from the priests and through per- larged by the addition of some of the neighbor
sonal observation. (S.) .The dynasty of Mace- ing nomes. In like manner, U p p e r Egypt, or
donian kings, from the accession of Ptolemy, the Thebais, received a portiou of what had
the son of Lagus, in B.C. 328, d o w n to B.C. 80, formerly been included within the limits of Mid
when Egypt became a province of the R o m a n die Egypt, so that eventually but seven nomes
empire. W h e n Alexander invaded Egypt in B. remained to this last-mentioned section of tho
0. 382, the country submitted to him without a country, which, therefore, received the n.ims
struggle ; and while he left it behind him to re- of Heptanomis. The number of nomes became
turn to the conquest of Persia, he conferred upon still further increased, at a subsequent period,
'<*• (he greatest benefit that was in his power, byby various subdivisions of the older ones A *
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»still later period w e hear little more of the assumed the imperial purple in Gaul, but was
Aomes. A new division of the country took killed by his own soldiers.]
place under the Eastern empire. A n imperial
JELIANUS MECCIUS, an ancient physician, who
prefect exercised sway not only over Egypt, must have lived in the second century after
but also over Libya as far as Cyrene, while a Christ, as he is mentioned by Galen as the
Comes Militaris had charge of the forces. From
oldest of his tutors.
this time the whole of Middle Egypt, previous- JELIANUS TAOTICUS, a Greek writer, who lived
ly named Heptanomti, bore the name of Arcadia,
in Rome and wrote a work on the Military Tacin honor of Arcadius, eldest son of Theodosius.tics of the Greeks (Hepl 'ZrparnyLK&v Td&wv
A new province had also arisen, a considerable 'EXXnviK&v), dedicated to the Emperor Hadrian.
fcne before this, called Augustamnica, from its
H e also gives a brief account of the constitu
lying chiefly along the Nile. It comprised the tion of a Roman army at that time.—Editions.
eastern half of the Delta, together with a por- By Franciseus Robortellus, Venice, 1552; and
tion of Arabia, as far as the Arabian Gulf, andby Elzevir, Leyden, 1613.
also the cities on the Mediterranean as far as A E L L O , one of the Harpies. Vid. H A E P Y L B .
the frontiers of Syria. Its capital was Pelu- A E L L O P U S ('AeXXoirovg), a Burname of Iris, the
sium.] Respecting the Oases, vid. OASIS.
messenger of the gods, by which she is described
J E G Y S (Alyvg, Alyvrng, Alyvevg: near Ghioras swift-footed as a storm-wind.
gitza), a town of Laeonia on the borders of Ar- JEMILIA. 1. The third daughter of L. jEmilcadia.
ius Paulus, who fell in the battle of Cannae, was
JELANA (AlXava: AlXavirng: now Akaba),the
a wife of Seipio Afrieanus I. and the mother
town on the northern arm of the Red Sea, near of the celebrated Cornelia, the mother of the
the Bahr-el-Akaba, which was called by the
Gracchi.—2. jEmilia Lepida. Vid. L E P I D A . —
Greeks jElanites, from the name of the town. It
3. A Vestal virgin, put to death B.C. 114 for
is the Elath of the Hebrews, and one of the sea- having violated her vows upon several occaports of which Solomon possessed himself, to sions.
carry on trade with Ophir and the remote East.
JEMILIA GENS, one of the most ancient patriJELIA G E N S , plebeian, the members of which cian gentes at Rome, saidtohave been descendare given under their surnames, GALLUS, LAMIA, ed from Mamercus, who received the name of
PiETUS, SEJANUS, STILO, TUBERO.
jEmilius on account of the persuasiveness of
JELIA, a name given to Jerusalem after its his language (6V al/wXlav Xbyov). This Mamerrestoration by the Roman emperor jElius Ha- cus is represented by some as the son of Pydrianus.
thagoras, and by others as the son of Numa,
LEIJA, a name of females of the iElia gens. The most distinguished members of the gem
1 Wife of Sulla.—2. Paatlna, of the family of are given under their surnames, BAE'BULA, LEPthe Tuberos, and wife of the Emperor Claudius. IDUS, M A M E R C U S or MAMERCINUS, PAPUS, PAUShe was repudiated by him in order to make LUS, REGILLUS, SOAURUS.
JEMILIA VIA, made by M. jEmilius Lepidus,
way for Messalina.]
JELIANUS, CLAUDIUS, was born at Praaneste cos. B.C. 187, continued the Via Flaminia from
in Italy, and lived at Rome about the middle of Ariminum, and traversed the heart of Cisalpine
the third century of the Christian era. Though Gaul through Bononia, Mutina, Parma, Placenan Italian, he spoke and wrote Greek as well as tia (where it crossed the Po) to Mediolanuim It
a native Athenian. H e never married, and lived was subsequently continued as far as Aquileia.
JEMILIANUS. 1. The son of L. jEmihus Pau
to the age of sixty. T w o of bis works have
come down to us: one a collection of miscel- lus Macedomcus, was adopted by P. Cornelius
laneous history (Ho'KiXn aropia), in fourteenSeipio, the son of P. Cornelius Seipio AfrieanuB,
books, commonly called Varia Historia; andand was thus called P. Cornelius Seipio jEmilthe other a work on the peculiarities of animals ianus Afrieanus. Vid. SOIPIO.—2. The governor of Pannonia and Mcesia in the reign of Gal(Hepl Zuav ISibrnTog), in seventeen books, commonly called Be Animalium Natura. The for- lus, was proclaimed emperor by his soldiers in
mer work contains short narrations and anec- A.D. 253, but was slain by them after reigning
dotes, historical, biographical, antiquarian, <fee,a few months.—3. One of the thirty tyrants
selected from various authors, generally with- (A.D. 259-268), assumed the purple m Egypt,
out their names being given, and on a great but was taken prisoner and strangled by order
variety of subjects. The latter work is of the of Gallienus.
JEMILIUS PEOBUS.
Vid. N E P O S , CORNELIUS.;
same kind, scrappy and gossipping. It is part[JEMODJE INSULA.
Vid. ,1LEMOD2E.]
ly collected from older writers, and partly the
J E M O N A or E M O N A (now Laibaeh), a fortified
result of his own observations both in Italy and
town
in
Pannonia,
and
an important Roman
abroad. There are also attributed to him twencolony, said to have been built by the Argonauta
ty letters on husbandry ('Aypouuieal 'JZiuo-roXai),
JENAEIA, also called PITHECUSA and I N A R I M E
written in a rhetorical style and of no value.—
(now Ischia), a volcanic island off the coast of
Editions: Of the Varia Historia, by Perizonius,
Leyden, 1701; by Gronovius, Leyden, 1731; Campania, at the entrance of the Bay of Naand by Kuhn, Leipsio, 1780. Of the Be Ani- ples, under which the' Roman poets representmalium Natura, by Gronovius, London, 1744; ed Typhoeus as lying.
by J. Schneider, Leipsic, 1784; and by Fr. Ja- J E N E A (Alvua: Alveisvg, Alvudrng), a town
in Chalcidice, on the Thermaie Gulf.—[2. J E N E A
cobs, Jena, 1832. Of the Letters, by Aldus
VETUS, a city near the Aehelous, in Acarnania,
Manutius, in the Collectio Epistolarum Grcecoin Strabo's time destroyed: further south was
rum, Venice, 1499, 4to.
[JELIANUS, LUCIUS, one of the thirty tyrants JEnea Nova, now in ruins, near Palmo Catouna.]
JENEADES (AlvndSng), a patronymic from
tnder the Roman empire, about 267 A ,D, who
IP
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tineas, given to his son Ascanius or lulus, and after Lavinia; the daughter of LatiLus, w h o m h$
to those w h o were believed to be descended married. A n e w war then followed between
from him, such as Augustus, and the Romans Latinus and Turnus, in which both chiefs fell
in general.
whereupon jEneas became sole ruler of th«
2 E N E A S (Alvdag) 1. Homeric Story. jEfieas Aborigines and Trojans, and both nations were
was the son of Anchises and Venus (Aphrodite), united into one. Soon after this jEneas fell in a
and born on Mount Ida. O n his father's side battle with the Rutulians, w h o were assisted
he was a great-grandson of Tros, and thus near- by Mezentius, king of the Etruscans. A s his
ly related to the royal house of Troy, as Priam body was not found after the battle, it was behimsslf w a s a grandson of Tros. H e was edu- lieved that it had been carried up to heaven,
cated from his infancy at Dardanus, in the house or that he had perished in the River Numicius.
of Alcathous, the husband of his sister. A t first The Latins erected a monument to him, with
he took no part in, the Trojan war ; and it w a s the inscription To the father and native god.
not till Achilles attacked him on Mount Ida, Virgil represents jEneas landing in Italy seven
and drove away hisflocks,that he led his Dar- years after the fall of Troy, and comprises all
danians against the Greeks. Henceforth he the events in Italy from the landing to the death
and Hector are the great bulwarks of the Tro- of Turnus, within the space of twenty days.
jans against the Greeks, and jEneas appears The story of the descent of the Romans from
beloved by g'ods and men. O n more than one the Trojans through jEneas was believed at an
occasion he is saved in battle by the gods: early period, but probably rests on no historical
Venus (Aphrodite) carried him off when he was foundation.—2. J E N E A S SILVIUS, son of Silvius,
wounded by Diomedes, and Neptune (Poseidon), and grandson of Ascanius, is the third in the list
when he was on the point of perishing by the of the mythical kings of Alba in Latium: the Silhands of Achilles. H o m e r makes no allusion vii regarded him as the founder of their house.
to the emigration of jEneas after the capture
J E N E A S GAZ^EUS, S O called from Gaza, his
of Troy, but, on the contrary, he evidently con- birth place, flourished A.D. 487. H e was at
ceives jEneas and his descendants as reigning first a Platonist and a Sophist, but afterward
at Troy after the extinction of the house of became a Christian, when he composed a diaPriam,—Later Stories. The later stories pre- logue, on the Immortality of the Soul, called
sent the greatest variations respecting the con- Theophrastus.—Editions ; B y Barthius, Lips,
duct of jEneas at the capture of Troy and in 1655 ; B y Boissonade, Par, 1836.
the events immediately following. Most acJ E W E A S TAOTICUS, a Greek writer, may be tht
counts, ' however, agree that after the city had same as the JSneas of Stymphalus, the general
fallen, he withdrew to Mount Ida with his friends of the Arcadians, B.C. 362 (Xen, Hell, vii, 8
and the images of the gods, especially that of 8 1 ) ; and he probably lived about that period
Pallas (the Palladium); and that from thence H e wrote a work on the art of war, of which s.
he crossed over to Europe, andfinallysettled in portion only is preserved, commonly called Com
Latium in Italy, where he became the ancestral mentarius Poliorceticus, showing h o w a siege
hero of the Romans. A description of the wan- shpuld be resisted. A n epitome of the whole
derings of jEneas before he reached Latium, book was m a d e by Cineas. (Cic, ad Fam., ix,
and of the various towns and temples he w a s 25.)—Editions: B y Ernesti, Lips, 1763; by
believed to have founded during his wander- Orelli, Lips, 1818.
ings, is given by Dionysius of Haliearnassus
J E N E S I D E M U S (Alvnatdnpior), a celebrated skop
(i, 50, &e.), whose account is, on the whole, the tic, born at Cnosus in Crete, probably lived a
same as the one followed by Virgil in his jEneid, little later than Cicero. H e differed on m a n y
although the latter makes various embellish- points from the ordinary skeptics. The grand
ments and additions, some of which, such as peculiarity of his system was the attempt to
his landing at Carthage and meeting with Dido, unite skepticism with the earlier philosophy, to
are irreconcilable with mythical chronology. raise a positive foundation for it by accounting
From Pallene, where jEneas stayed the winter from the nature of things for the never-ceasing
after the taking of Troy, he sailed with his com- changes both in the material and spiritual world
panions to Delos, Cythera, Boiae in Laconia, None of the works of jEnesidemus have com*
Zacynthus, Leucas, Actium, Ambracia, and to down to us. T o them Sextus Empirieus wa->
Dodona, where he met the Trojan Helenus. indebted for a considerable part of his work.—
F r o m Epirus he sailed across the Ionian Sea to [2. (Dor. Alvno(6ap.og), father of Theron, tyrant
Italy, where he landed at the Iapygiau promon- of Agrigentum. Vid. T H E R O N . ]
tory. Thence he crossed over to Sicily, where
[JENIA. Vid. JENEA.]
he met the Trojans, Elymus and jEgestus (Aces- J E N I A N E S (Alvidveg, Ion. 'T&virrveg), an ancient
tes), and built the towns of Elyme and jEgesta. Greek race, originally near Ossa, afterward in
F r o m Sicily he sailed back to Italy, landed in southern Thessaly, between Gita and Othrys,
the port of Palinurus, came to the Island of on the banks of the SperchSus.
Leucasia, and at last to the coast of Latium.
[JENI P O N S (now Innsbruck), a town of Rsetia,
Various signs pointed out this place as the end on the jEnus.]
of his wanderings, and he and his Trojans acJ E N U S (Alvog: Alviog, Alviarn;: n o w End),
cordingly settled in Latium. The place where an ancient town in Thrace, near the mouth cf
they had landed was called Troy. Latinus, the Hebrus, mentioned in the Iliad. It was colking of the Aborigines, prepared for war, but onized by the jEolians of Asia Minor. Virgil
afterward concluded an alliance with the stran- (JEn., iii, 18) supposes jEnos to have been bunt
gers, gave up to them part of his dominions, and by jEneas, but he confounds it with J E N E A in
•with their assistance conquered the Rutulians. Chaloidice. Under the R o m a n s Enos was t
/Eneas fcunded the town of Lavinium, called free town, and a place of importance
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-. A&xvs (now Inn), a river in Raetia, the boundof country which this race occupied probably
ary between Raetia and Noricum.
gave rise to the varying accounts about ths
J E O L E S or J E O L H (AloXelg), one of the chiefnumber of his children.—2. Son of Hippotes, or,
branches of the Hellenic race, supposed to be according to others, of Neptune (Poseidon) and
descended from jEolus, the son of Hellen. Vid. Arne, a descendant of the previous jEolus. His
J E O L U S , N O . 1. They originally dwelt in Thes- story probably refers to the emigration of a
saly, from whence they spread over various branch of the jEolians to the west. His mother
parts of Greece, and also settled in jEolis in was carried to Metapontum in Italy, where she
Asia Minor, and in the Island of LESBOS.
gave birth to iEolus and his brother Boaotns
J E O L L E INSTJIUE (al AloXov vijooi.: n o w Lipari
The two brothers afterwardfledfrom MetaponIslands), a group of islands northeast of Sicily,
tum, and JEolus went to some islands in the
where jEolus, the god of the winds, reigned. Tyrrhenian Sea, which received from him the
H o m e r (Od., x , 1) mentions only one jEolian name of the jEolian Islands. Here he reigned
island, and Virgil (jEn., i, 52) accordingly as a just and pious king, tanght the natives the
speaks of only one ^Eolia (sc. insula), whereuse of sails for ships, and foretold them the nayEolus reigned, supposed to be Strongyle or ture of the winds that were to rise. In these
Lipara. These islands were also called Hephces- accounts jEolus, the father of the jEolian race,
tiades or Vulcanic, because Hephaestus or Vul-is placed in relationship with JEolus, the ruler
can was supposed to have had his workshop in and god of the winds. In Homer, however,
one of them, called Hiera. (Virg, JEn., viii, jEolus, the son of Hippotes, is neither the god
415, seq.) They were also named LipUrenses, nor the father of the winds, but merely the
from Lipara, the largest of them. The names happy ruler of the jEolian Island, to w h o m Juof these islands were Lipara (now Lipari), Hiera piter (Zeus) had given dominion over the winds,
(now Volcano), Strongyle (now Stromboli), Phce-which he might soothe or excite according to his
nicusa (now Felicudi), Ericusa (now Alicudi),
pleasure. (Od., x, 1,' seq.) This statement of
Euonymus (now Panaria), Didyme (now Sa- Homer, and the etymology of the name of Molina), Hieesia (now Lisca Bianco), Basilidia (nowlus from aeXXa, led to jEolus being regarded in
Basilizzo), Osteodes (now Ustica).
later times as the god and king of the winds,
J E O L I D E S (AloXUng), a patronymic given to which he kept inclosed in a mountain. It is,
the sons of jEolus, as Athamas, Cretheus, Sis- therefore, to M m . that Juno applies when she
yphus, Salmoneus, <Ssc, and to his grandsons, wishes to destroy the fleet of the Trojans.
as Cephalus, Ulysses, and Phrixus. [The name (Virg, ^En., i, 78.) The jEolian Island of HojEolides, applied b y Virgil (^En., 6, 164) to Mimer was in later times believed to be Lipara or
senus, is supposed by some to have arisen from Strongyle, and w a s accordingly regarded as the
th.i legendary connection between the JEolian place in which the god of the winds dwelt. V.d.
and Campanian Cumaa; others suppose that, as J E O L L E INSULJI
J E P E A (Alneia: AlwedTng). 1. A town in
Misenus played upon a wind-instrument, the
poet, by afigurativegenealogy, makes him the Messenia on the sea-coast, afterward T H U B I A ,
son of the wind-god iEolus. It is much more [as Strabo says, but, according to Pausanias,
probable, however, that Virgil calls him sEolidesthe later C O E O N E . ] — 2 . A town in Cyprus, afteras indicating merely his descent from a mortal ward SOLI.
J E P Y (AITTO), a town in Elis, situated on a
father named jEolus, the same, probably, with
the one slain in battle with the Latins (jJ?ra, 12, height, as its name indicates.
542, seq.).~\ jEolis is the patronymic of the fe- J E P Y T U S (AtmiTog). A mythical king of Armalo descendants of jEolus, given to his daugh- cadia, from w h o m a part of the country w a s
called jEpytis.—2. Youngest son of the Heraters Canace and Alcyone.
J E O L I S (AloXtg), or JEOLIA, a district of Mysiaclid Cresphontes, king of Messenia, and of Mer»
in Asia Minor, was peopled by jEolian Greeks, ope, daughter of the Arcadian king Cypselus
whose cities extended from the Troad along the W h e n his father and brothers were murdered
shores of the jEgean to the River Hermus. during an insurrection, JSpytus alone, w h o w a s
In early times their twelve most important with his grandfather Cypselus, escaped the danThe throne of Cresphontes was, in the
cities were independent, and formed a league, ger.
the members of which celebrated an annual fes- mean time, occupied by the Heraclid Polyphontival (the Panaeolium) at Cyme. The twelve tes, w h o also forced Merope to become his wife.
cities comprising this league were C y m e , La- W h e n jEpytus had grown to manhood, he rerissae, NeontJehos, Temnus, Cilia, Notium, turned to his kingdom, and put Polyphontes to
jEgirusa, Pitane, JEgaaae, Myrina, Grynea, and death. From him the kings of Messenia were
Smyrna; but S M Y R N A subsequently became a called jEpytids instead of the more general
m e m b e r of the Ionian confederacy. (Herod, name Heraclids.—3. Son of Hippothous, king
i, 149, seq.) These cities were subdued by of Arcadia, and great-grandson of the jEpytus
Croesus, and were incorporated in the Per- mentioned first—[4. Son of Neleus, grandson
sian empire on the conquest of Croesus by of Codrus, founder of Priene.]
' JEQUI, JEQUIOOLI, J E Q U I O O L A E , J E Q U I O U L A N I ,
Cyrus.
J E B L U S (AloXog). Son of Hellen and the an ancient warlike people of Italy, dwelling m
n y m p h Orseis, and brother of Dorus and X u - the upper valley of the Anio, in the mountains
tnus. H e w a s the ruler of Thessaly, and the forming the eastern boundary of L a t u m , and
founder of the jEolic branch of the Greek na- between the Latini, Sabini, Hernici, and Marsi.
tion. His children are said to have been very In conjunction with the Volsci, w h o were of the
numerous; but the most ancient story men- same race, they carried on constant hostilitiei
tions only four sons, viz, Sisyphus, Athamas, with R o m e , but were finally subdued in B.C.
O n e of their chief seats w a s Moun<
Cretheus and Salrowjus. The great extern". 302.
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Algidus, S om which they were accustomed to time he appears as the friend of the Macedonia*
party and as the opponent of Demosthenes
noake their marauding expeditions.
Shortly afterward jEschines formed one of the
iEijui F A L I S C I
Vid FALERII.
second embassy sent to Philip to receive tha
JEQUQLELIUM.
Vid. M E L I U S .
oath of Philip to the treaty which had been conE J E Q U U M TUTICUM.
Vid. E Q U U S TUTIOUS.]
A E R I A (now Mont Venteux), a city of Gallia cluded with the Athenians; but, as the delay
Narbonensis, having an elevated and airy situa- of the ambassadors in obtaining the ratificatio*
had been favorable to (he interests of Philip.
tion.]
[AERIAS, an ancient king of Cyprus, who is jEschines, on his return to Athens, was acsaid to have founded the temple of Venus (Aph- cused by Timarchus. H e evaded the danger by
bringing forward a counter-accusation against
rodite) at Paphos.]
Timarchus (345), and by showing that the moral
A E R O P E ('Aepornj), daughter of Catreus, king
of Crete, and grand-daughter of Minos. Her conduct of his accuser was such that he had no
father, w h o had received an oracle that he right to speak before the people. The speech
should lose his life by one of his children, gave in which jEschines attacked Timarchus is still
her and her sister Clymene to Nauplius, w h o extant: Timarchus was condemned, and JEswas to sell them in a foreign land. Aerope mar- chines gained a brilliant triumph. In 343, Deried Plisthenes, the son of Atreus, and became mosthenes renewed the charge against jEsehiby him the mother of A g a m e m n o n and Menelaus. nes of treachery during his second embassy to
After the death of Plisthenes, Aerope married Philip. This charge of Demosthenes (•Kepi iroAtreus; and her two sons, w h o were educated parrpeaBeiag) was not spoken, but published as a
by Atreus, were generally believed to be his memorial, and jEschines answered it in a simsons. Aerope was faithless to Atreus, being ilar memorial on the embassy (trepl naparcpea
Belag), which was likewise published. Shortseduced by Thyestes.
ly after the battle of ChaaronSa, in 338, which
[ A E R O P U S ('Aeponog), brother of Perdiccas,
w h o was thefirstMacedonian king of the race gave Philip the supremacy in Greece, Ctesiphon
of Temenus, B.C. 670.—2. Aeropus I, king of proposed that Demosthenes should be rewarded
Macedonia, great-grandson of Perdiccas, father for his services with a golden crown in ths theof Aleetas.—3. Aeropus II., king of Macedonia, atre at the great Dionysia. Eschines availed
guardian of Orestes, the son of Archelaus, w h o m himself of the illegal form in which this reward
he murdered, after reigning jointly with him for was proposed to be given to bring a charge
four years; after this he ruled for two years against Ctesiphon on that ground, but he did
alone, and was then succeeded by his son Pausa- not prosecute the charge till eight years later
330. The speech which he delivered on the
nias.]
[ J E E R O P U S M O N S (now Tnbusin), a mountain occasion is extant, and was answered by Derange of Illyricum, at the base of which flows mosthenes in his celebrated oration on the
crown (nepl are^dvov). jEschines was defeatthe Aous.]
J E S A C C S (AlaaKog), son of Priam and Alex- ed, and withdrew from Athens. H e went to
irrhoe. H e lived far from his father's court, Asia Minor, and at length established a school
in the solitude of mountain forests. Hespe- of eloquence at Rhodes. O n one occasion he
ria, however, the daughter of Cebren, kindled read to his audience in Rhodes his speech
love in his heart, and on one occasion, while he against Ctesiphon,' [and, after receiving much
was pursuing her, she was stung by a viper and applause, he was desired to read the speech of
died. jEsacus in his grief threw himself into his antagonist. W h e n he had done this, his
the sea, and was changed by Tethys into an auditors expressed great admiration; " but,"
aquatic bird. This is the story related by Ovid exclaimed jEschines, " how m u c h greater would
have been your admiration if you had heard (De(Met., xi, 761, seq.), but it is told differently by
mosthenes) himself 1"] From Rhodes he went
Apollodorus.
JESAR, the name of the deity among the to Samos, where he died in 314. Besides the
three orations extant, w e also possess twelve
Etruscans.
J E S A E or J E S A R U S (now Esaro), a river near letters which are ascribed to jEschines, but
Croton, in the country of the Brutti, in Southern which are the work of late sophists.—Editions.
In the editions of the Attic orators (vid. D E M O S Italy.
JESOHINES (Alaxlvvg). 1. The Athenian ora- THENES), and by Bremi, Zurich, 1828.—2. A n
tor, born B.C. 389, was the son of Atrometus Athenian philosopher and rhetorician, and a
and Glaueothea. According to Demosthenes, disciple of Socrates. After the death of Ids
his political antagonist, his parents were of dis- master, he went to Syracuse; but returned to
reputable character, and not even citizens of Athens after the expulsion of Dionysius, and
Athens; but jEschines himself says that his supported himself, receiving money for his infather was descended from an honorable family, structions. H e wrote several dialogues, but
and lost his property during the Peloponnesian the three which have come down to us undei
war. In his youth, jEschines appears to have his name are not genuine.—Editions: B y Fisassisted his father in his school; he next acted cher, Lips, 1786; by Bockh, Heidel, 1810; and
as seoretary to Aristophon, and afterward to in m a n y editions of Plato.—8. Of Nea polls, a
Eubulus; he subsequently tried his fortune as Peripatetic philosopher, w h o was at the head
an actor, but was unsuccessful; and at length, of the Academy at Athens, together with Charafter serving with distinction in the army, came madas and Clitomaehus, about B.C. 109.—4. Of
forward as a public speaker, and soon acquired Miletus, a contemporary of Oiisero, and a disgreat reputation. In 847 he was sent, along tinguished orator in the Asiatic style of elowith Demosthenes, as one of the ten ambassa- quence.—[5. A distinguished individual among
dors to negotiate a peace with Philip: from this the Eretrians, w h o disclosed to the Athenian*
3*8
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'he treacherors designs of some of his country- sources of art in its exhibition. Thus he «
men, when the former had come to their aid said to have availed himself of tin skill of Agagainst the Pers'ans.—6. An Acarnanian, com- atharehus, who painted for him thefirstscene«
mander of a company of light armed troops in which had ever been drawn according to the
tne retreat of the ten thousand under Xeno- principles of linear perspective. H e also fmv
phon.]
nished his actors with more suitable and magMammies (Aloxpiav). 1. Of Syracuse, whose
nificent dresses, with significant and varion
wife Pippa was one of the mistresses ol Verres, masks, and with the thick-soled cothurnus, to
and who was himself one of the scandalous in- raise their stature to the height of heroes. H e
struments of Verres.—2. A n iambic poet, a na- moreover bestowed so much attention on the
tive of Samos. There was an epic poet of the choral dances, that he is said to have invented
same name, who was a native of Mytilene and variousfigureshimself, and to have instructed
a pupil of Aristotle, and who accompanied Alex- the choristers in them without the aid of the
ander on some of his expeditions. H e may regular ballet-masters. With him, also arose
perhaps be the same person as the Samian.— the usage of representing at the same time a
3. A native of Pergamus, and a physician in trilogy of plays connected in subject, so that
the second century after Christ, wpfi one of each formed one act, as it were, of a great whole,
Galen's tutors.
which might be compared with some of ShaksJESOHYLUS (AloxvXog). 1. The celebrated peare's historical plays. Even before the time
tragic poet, was born at Eleusis in Attica, B.C.of jEsehylus, it had been customary to contepd
525, so that he was thirty-five years of age at for the prize of tragedy with three plays exhibitthe time of the battle of Marathon, and contem- ed at the same time, but it was reserved for him
porary with Simonides and Pindar. His father to show how each of three tragedies might be
Euphorion was probably connected with the complete in itself, and independent of the rest,
worship of Ceres (Demeter), and jEschylus and nevertheless form a part of an harmonious
himself was, according to some authorities, ini and connected whole. The only example still
dated in the mysteries of this goddess. At the extant of such a trilogy is the Oresteia, as it
age of twenty-five (B.C. 499), he made his first
was called. A satyrical play commonly followappearance as a competitor for the prize of ed each tragic trilogy. jEsohylus is said to
tragedy, without being successful. He, with have written seventy tragedies. Of these only
his brothers Cynaegirus and Aminius. fought at seven are extant, namely, the Persians, the
the battle of Marathon (490), and also at those Seven against Tliebes, the Suppliants, the Pro
of Salamis (480) and Plataea (479). In 484 he metheus, the Agamemnon, the Ghoephori, and Eugainod the prize of tragedy; and in 472 he gain- menides; the last three forming, as already reed the prize with the trilogy, of which the Per- marked, the trilogy of the Oresteia. The Perise, the earliest of hi» extant dramas, was one sians was acted in 472, and the Seven against
piece. In 468 he was defeated in a tragic con- Thebes a year afterward. The Oresteia was reptest by his youngerrival,Sophocles; and he is resented in 458; the Suppliants and the Prosaid in consequence to have quitted Athens in metheus were brought; out some time between
disgust, and to have gone to the court of Hiero, the Seven against Thtbes and the Oresteia. I
king of Syracuse, where he found Simonides, has been supposed from some allusions in the
the lyric poet. In 467 his friend and patron Suppliants, that this play was acted in 461,
King Hiero died; and in 458 it appears that when Athens was allied with Argos.—Editions:
jEschylus was again at Athens, from the fact By Schiitz, third edition, Hal. Sax, 1808-21; by
that the trilogy of the Oresteia was produced Wellauer, Lips, 1823: by W . Dindorf, Lips,
in that year. In the same or the following 1827, and Oxon, 1882; and by Scholefield,
year he again visited Sicily, and he died at Camb, 1830. [The best edition, so far as it
Gela in 456, in the sixty-ninth year of his age.goes, is that by Blomfield, which unfortunately
It is said that an eagle, mistaking the poet's was never completed, containing only five of
bald head for a stone, let a tortoise fall upon it the seven remaining tragedies.—2. of Cnidus,
to break the shell, and so fulfilled an oracle, ac-a contemporary of Cicero, and one of the most
cording to which jEschylus'was fated to die by celebrated rhetoricians of Asia Minor.—3. Of.
a blow from heaven. The alterations made by Rhodes, was appointed by Alexander the Great
jEnchylus in the composition and dramatic rep- one of the inspectors of the governors of that
resentation of Tragedy were so great, that he country after its conquest, in B.C. 332.]
was considered by the Athenians as the father
JESCULAPIUS ('AciiXnmog), the god of the medof it, just as Homer was of Epic poetry and ical art. In the Homeric poems jEsculapius is
Herodotus of History. Even the improve- not a divinity, but simply the " blameless physiments and alterations introduced by his suc- cian" (InTtjp dfivfiav), whose sons, Machaon an
cessors were the natural results and sugges- Podalirius, were the physicians in the Greek
tions of those of jEschylus. Thefirstand prin- army, and ruled over Tricca, Ithome, and QSchacipal alteration which he made was the intro- lia. Homer says nothing of the descent of JESduction of a second actor (6evTepayo>vi.<STr}g),
culapius.
and The common story relates that h»
the consequeLt formation of the dialogue prop- was a son of Apollo and Ccironis, and that whoa
erly so called, and the limitation of the choral Coronis was with child by Apollo, she becama
Earta. The innovation was of course adopted enamored with Ischys, an Arcadian. Apollo,
y his contemporaries, just as iEschylus him- informed of this by a raven, which he had set
self followed tie example of Sophocles, in sub- to watch her, or, according to others, by his own
sequently introducing a third actor. But the prophetic powers, sent his sister Artemis to kill
improvements ef jEsehylus were not limited to Coronis. Artemis accordingly destroyed CoVhe composition of tragedy: he added the re- ronis in her own house at Laceria in Thessalf
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J E S E B N I A (jEsernlnus: n o w hernia), a tows
on tie shore of Lake Baebia. According to Ovid
(Met, ii, 606), it was Apollo himself w h o killed in Samnium, m a d e a R o m a n colony in the first
Coronis and Ischys. W h e n the body of Coronis Punic war.
JESIS (now Esino or Fiumesino), a river which
was to be bra-ned, either Apollo or Mercury
(Hermes) saved the child jEsculapius from the formed the boundary between Picenum and
flames, and carried it to Chiron, w h o instructed Umbria, was anciently the southern boundary
the boy in the art of healing and in hunting. of the Senones, and the northeastern bcuidary
There are various other narratives respecting of Italy proper.
JESIS or J E S I U M (jEsinas: now Jesi), a towi^
his birth, according to some of which he was
a native of Epidaurus, and this was a c o m m o n and a R o m a n colony in Umbria, on the River
opinion in later times. After he had grown jEsis, celebrated for its cheese, JEs%nas caseus.
J E S O N (Alow), son of Cretheus, the founder
up, reports spread over all countries, that he
not only cured all the sick, but called the dead of Iolcus, and of Tyro, the daughter of Salmoto life again. But while he was restoring neus, and father of Jason and Promachus. H e
Glaucus to life, Jupiter (Zeus) killed him with was excluded from the throne by his half-brother
aflashof lightning, as he feared lest m e n might Pelias, w h o endeavored to keep the kingdom to
contrive to escape death altogether, or because himself by sending Jason away with the ArgoPluto had complained of JEseulapius diminish- nauts. Pelias subsequently attempted to get
ing the number of the dead. But on the rid of jEson by force, but the latter put an end
request of Apollo, Jupiter (Zeus) placed jEscu- to his own life. According to Ovid (Met, vii.,
lapius among the stars. jEsculapius is also 162, seq.), jEson survived the return of the Argosaid to have taken part in the expedition of the nauts, and w a s m a d e young again by Medea.
[ J E S O N I D E S (AlaoviSng), a patronymic givea
Argonauts aud in the Calydoman hunt. H e
was married to Epione, and besides the two to the sons of JESOD, especially Jason.]
jEsopus (AIOUTTOC).
1. A writer of fables,
sons spoken of by Homer, w e also find mention
of the following children of his: Ianiseus, Alex- lived about B.C. 570, and was a contemporary
enor, Aratus, Hygieia, Mg\e, Iaso, and Pana- of Solon. H e was originally a slave, and receia, most of w h o m are only personifications of ceived his freedom from his master Iadmon the
the powers ascribed to their father. jEscula- Samian. U p o n this he visited Croasus, w h o
pius was worshipped all over Greece. His sent him to Delphi, to distribute among the cititemples were usually built in healthy places, on zens four minae apiece; but in consequence of
hills outside the town, and near wells which some dispute on the subject, he refused to givft
were believed to have healing powers. These any money at all, upon which the enraged Deltemples were not only places of worship, but phians threw him from a precipice. Plagues
were frequented by great numbers of sick per- were sent upon them from the gods for the ofsons, and m a y therefore be compared to modern fence, and they proclaimed their willingness to
hospitals. The principal seat of his worship in give a compensation for his death to any one w h o
Greece was Epidaurus, where he had a temple could claim it. A t length Iadmon, the grandson
surrounded with an extensive grove. Serpents of jEsop's old master, received the compensaTrace everywhere connected with his worship, tion, since no nearer connection eould be found.
probably because they were a symbol of pru- A life of jEsop prefixed to a book of fables purdence and renovation, and were believed to porting to be his, and collected by Maximua
have the power of discovering herbs of won- Planudes, a m o n k of the fourteenth century,
drous powers. For these reasons, a peculiar represents jEsop as a perfect monster of uglikind of tame serpents, in which Epidaurus ness and deformity; a notion for which there is
abounded, was not only kept in his temple, but no authority whatever in the classical authors.
the god himself frequently appeared in the form Whether JEsop left any written works at all,
of a serpent. A t R o m e the worship of jEscu- is a question which affords considerable room
lapius was introduced from Epidaurus at the for doubt; though it is certain that fables, bearcommand of the Delphic oracle or of the Sybil- ing jEsop's name, were popular at Athens in its
line hooks, in B.C. 293, for the purpose of avert- most intellectual age. W e find them frequently
ing a pestilence. The supposed descendants of noticed by Aristophanes. They were in prose,
' jEseulapius were called by the patronymic name and were turned into poetry by several writers.
Socrates turned some of them into verse during
Asclepiadce ('AoicXnmddai), and their principal
seats were Cos and Cnidus. They were an order his imprisonment, and Demetrius Phalereus
or caste of priests, and for a long period the (B.C. 320) imitated his example. The only
practice of medicine was intimately connected Greek versifier of jEsop, of whose writings any
with religion. The knowledge of medicine w a s whole fables are preserved, is Babrius. VuL
regarded as a sacred secret, which was trans- BABRIUS. Of the Latin writers of jEsopean
mitted from father to son in the families of the fables, Phaadrus is the most celebrated. Vid
Asclepiadaa. Respecting the festivals of JESCU- PHJEDRUS. T V F n M ° ° now "Ttfrnt '" prose
bearjng_tijJejaajn£^pj]_jEjon^Temiqi^t,ionably
apius, vid. Bid. of Antiq.
[JESEPUS (Alannoc), son of Bueolion and the sp^iojjs^a^^'proveifTJy BehTteymEis dissern y m p h Abarbarea, slain by EuryaluB before taticifon the fables of jEsop appended to hi*
celebrated letters on Phalaris.—Editions: B y
Troy.]
^ E S E P U S (Alanirog:) [now Boklu according toErnesti, Lips, 1781; by D e Furia, Lips, 1810
Leake, but usually considered the modern Sm&al- reprinted by Coray at Paris, 1810; and by
iere~], a river which rises in the mountains ofSchaefer, Lips, 1821.—2. A Greek historian,
Ida, and flows by a north vrly course into the w h o wrote a life of Alexander the Great. The
Propontis, which it enters west of Cyzieus and original is lost, but there is a Latin translating
of it by Julius V A L E R I U S .
*
jast of the Granicus.
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JESOPUS, CLAUDIUS, or CLODIUS, was the great- Caesar, B.C. 44, and from other official document*
est tragic actor at R o m e , and a contemporary Edited by Gronovius, in his edition of P o m p o
of Roscius, the greatest comic actor; and both nius Mela, Leyden, 1722.
J E T H I L L A (AldiXXa or AWvXXa), daughter ol
of them lived on intimate terms with Cicero.
jEsoput appeared for the last time on the stage, Laomedon and sister of Priam, became after the
at an advanced age, at the dedication of the fall of Troy the captive of Protesilaus, [according
theatre of P o m p e y (B.C. 55), w h e n his voice to a late legend, for the Homeric account makes
failed him, and he could not go through with the Protesilaus to have been the first Greek slain
speech. jEsopus realized an immense fortune before Troy. Vid. PROTESILAUS.]
[JETHION, a seer and friend of Phineus, slain
y his profession, which w a s squandered by his
ion, a foolish spendthrift. It is said, for instance,at the nuptials of Perseus and Andromeda.—
that this son dissolved in vinegar and drank a 2. Son of a Heliconian nymph, fell in the expo,
pearl worth about £8000, which he took from dition of the Seven against Thebes.]
J E T H I O P E S (AWloneg, said to be from aWa and
the ear-ring of Caacilia Metella.
JESTII, JESTYL, or JESTUI, a people dwelling Hip, but perhaps really a foreign name corrupton the sea-coast, in the northeast of Germany, ed), was a n a m e applied, (1.) most generally to
probably in the modern Kurland, w h o collected all black or dark races of m e n ; (2.) to the inhabamber, which they called glessum. Their cus- itants of all the regions south of those with
toms, says Tacitus, resembled the Suevic, and which the early Greeks were well acquainted,
their language the British. They were proba- extending even as far north as Cyprus and Phoebly a Sarmatian or Slavonic race, and not a nicia ; (8.) to all the inhabitants of Inner Africa,
south of Mauretania, the Great Desert, and
Germanic.
J E S U L A (jEsiilanus), a town of the jEqui, on a Egypt, from the Atlantic to the R e d Sea and
mountain between Praeneste and Tibur. (jEsulaa Indian Ocean, and to some of the dark races of
Asia; and (4.) most specifically to the inhabideclive arvum, K o r , Carm., iii, 29.)
[ J E S Y E T E S (AlovijTng), a Trojan hero, whosetants of the land south of Egypt, which was
son Alcathous married a daughter of Anchises. called ^ETHIOPIA.
^ E T H I O P I A (AWwiria, AW. inlp Alyvnrov : AlHis tomb is alluded to by Homer, according to
w h o m it served as a post of observation, and is Bioip, AWwirevg, Horn, fem. Afflwnig: jEthiops
said by Strabo to have been five stadia distant n o w Nubia, Kordofan, Sennaar, Abyssinia), a
from Troy, on the road leading to Alexandrea country of Africa, south of Egypt, the boundary
Troas. A conical mound is still pointed out in of the countries being at Syene (now Assouan)
that vicinity as the tomb of jEsyetes, and bears and the Smaller Cataract of the Nile, and extending on the easttothe R e d Sea, and to the south
the appellation Udjek-Tepe.']
and southwest indefinitely, as far apparently as
[ J E S Y M N E T E S (Alavpv?}Tj]g), an appellation of
Bacchus (Dionysus), which means "Lord," the knowledge of the ancients extended In
" King," and under which he w a s honored espe- its most exact political sense the word jEthiopia seems to have denoted the kingdom of
cially at Aroe in Achaia.]
M E R O E ; but in its wider sense it included also
[ J E T H J E A (AlBata), a city of Laconia.]
J E T H A L L A (AlBaXia, AlBdXn), called I L V A (now the kingdom of the A X O M I T J E , besides several
Elba) by the Romans, a small island in the Tus- other peoples, such as the Troglodytes and the
ean Sea, opposite the town of Populonia, cele- Iehthyophagi on the R e d Sea, the Blemmyes
brated for its iron mines. It had on the north- and Megabari and Nubae in the interior. The
east a good harbor, " Argous Portus" (now Porto country was watered by the Nile and its tribuFerraio), in which the Argonaut Jason is said totaries, the Astapus (Bohr-el-Azrek or Blue Nile)
and the Astaboras (Atbara or Tacazze). The
have landed.
J E T H A L I D E S (AldaklSng), son of Mercury (Her-people of ^Ethiopia seem to have been of the
mes) and Eupolemia, the herald of the Argonauts. Caucasian race, and to have spoken a language
H e had received from his father the faculty of allied to the Arabic. Monuments are found in
remembering every thing, even in Hades, and the country closely resembling those of Egypt,
Was allowed to reside alternately in the upper hut of an inferior style. The religion of the
and in the lower world. His soul, after m a n y ./Ethiopians appears to have been similar to that
migrations, at length took possession of the body of the Egyptians, but free from the grosser suof Pythagoras, in which it still recollected its perstitions of the latter, such as the worship of
animals. S o m e traditions m a d e Meroe the
former migrations.
J E T H E R (AlBtjp), a personified idea of theparent of Egyptian civilization, while others
mythical cosmogonies, in which jEther was con- ascribed the civilization of ^Ethiopia to Egyptian
sidered as one of the elementary substances out colonization. So great w a s the power of the
of which the Universe w a s formed. jEther was ^Ethiopians, that more than once in its history
regarded by the poets as the pure upper air, Egypt was governed by ^Ethiopian kings; and
the residence of the gods, and Jupiter (Zeus) even the most powerful kings of Egypt, though
as the Lord of the Mther, or jEther itself, per-they m a d e successful incursions into ^Ethiopia,
do not appear to have had any extensive oi
sonified.
permanent hold upon the country. Under thfc
J E T H I O E S (AffiiKe.), a Thessalian or Epirot
Ptolemies Graeeo-Egyptian colonies established
people, near Mount Pindus.
JETHICUS, H I S T E E or ISTEE, a R o m a n writer themselves in ./Ethiopia, and Greek manners
of the fourth century afte.* Christ, a native of and philosophy had a considerable influence on
[stria, the author of a geographical work called the upper classes; but the country w a s nevel
JEthici Cosmographia. which appears to have subdued. The Romans failed to extend their
been chiefly drawn up from the measurement empire over ^Ethiopia, though they m a d e expe
of the whole R o m a n world ordered by Julius I ditions into the country, in one of which C P »
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tronius, preftct of Egypt under Augustus, Ad- ral eruptions }f Mount jEtna in antiquity. Oa«
vanced as far as Napata, and defeated the war- occurred in B.C. 475, to which JEschylus pnd
rior queen Candace (B.C. 22). Christianity veryPindar probably allude, and another in B.C. 425,
«arly extended to /Ethiopia, probably in conse- which Thucydides says (iii, 116) was the third
quence ot the conversion of the treasurer of on record since the Greeks had settled in Sicily.
Queen Candace (Acts, viii, 27). The history jf The form of the mountain seems to have been
the downfall of the great ^Ethiopian kingdom much the same in antiquity as it is at present
Its base covers an area of nearly ninety miles
f>f Meroe is very obscure.
AKTHLIUS ('AE8XWC),firstking of Elis, fatherin circumference, and its highest point is 10,874
of Endymion, was son of Jupiter (Zeus) and feet above the level of the sea. The circumProtogenla, daughter of Deucalion; according toference of the crater is variously estimated
from two and a half to four miles, and the depth
others, a son of jEolus.
[JETHON (AWav from aWa), father of Tantalus. from six hundred to eight hundred feet.—2.
— 2 . Appellation assumed by Ulyssestoescape (jEtnenses: now S. Maria di Licodia or S. Nicdetection on his return to Ithaca.—3. Name of a olas di Arenis), a town at the foot of Mount
horse of the Sun; also of one of Pluto's; and jEtna, on the road to Catana, formerly called
of Aurora (Eos), of Hector, and of several otherInessa or Innesa. It was founded in B.C. 461,
by the inhabitants of Catana, who had been exheroes.]
JETHRA (AWpa). 1. Daughter of Pittheus of pelled from their own town by the Siculi. They
Troazen, was mother of Theseus by jEgeus. gave the name of /Etna to Inessa, because their
She afterward lived in Attica, from whence she own town Catana had been called /Etna by
was carried off to Lacedaemon by Castor and Hiero I.
Pollux, and became a slave of Helen, with whom JETNJEUS (Alrvalog), an epithet of several gods
she was taken to Troy. At the capture of Troy and mythical beings connected with Mount /Etna:
she was restored to liberty by her grandson of Jupiter (Zeus), of whom there was a statue
Aoamas or Demophon.—2. Daughter of Oceanus, on Mount /Etna, and to whom a festival was
by whom Atlas begot the twelve Hyades and a celebrated there, called /Etnea; of Vulcan (Hephaestus) ; and of the Cyclopes.
son, Hyas.
[JETHCSA (AlBovaa), daughter of Neptune and /ETOLIA (AlruXia: AhuXog), a division of
Greece, was bounded on the west by AcarnaAlcyone, and mother by Apollo of Eleuther.]
nia, from which it was separated by the River
[JETHTIA (AlBvia), an appellation of Minerva
(Athena), as the inventress of ship-building or Aehelous, on the north by Epirus and Thessaly,
on the east by the Ozolian Loerians, and on the
navigation.]
south by the entrance to the Corinthian Oulf,
A J M O N ('Aerlav). 1. A sculptor of Amphipolis,flourishedabout the middle of the third cen- It was divided into two parts, Old /Etolia, fi")m
tury B.C.—2. A celebrated painter, whose best the Aehelous to the Evenus and Calydon, and
picture represented the marriage of Alexander N e w /Etolia, or the Acquired (eiriKTTiTog), from
and Roxana. It is commonly suppbsed that he the Evenus and Calydon to the Ozolian Loerilived in the time of Alexander the Great; but ans. On the coast the country is level and
fruitful, but in the interior mountainous and
the words of Lucian (Herod., 4) show that he
must have lived about the time of Hadrian and unproductive. The mountains contained many
wild beasts, and were celebrated in mythology
the Autonines.
•AETIUS. 1. [Son of Anthas, king of Trcezen,for the hunt of the Calydonian boar. The counwhose descendants founded Halicarnassus and try was originally inhabited by Curetes and
Myndus.]—2. A celebrat id Roman general, de-Leleges, but was at an early period colonized
fended the Western emp.re against the barba- by Greeks from Elis, led by the mythical JETOrians during the reign of Valentinian III. In LUS. The /Etolians took part in the Trojan
A.D. 451 he gained a great victory over Attila, war, under their king, Thoas. They continued
near Chalons, in Gaul; but he was treacherously for a long time a rude and uncivilized people,
murdered by Valentinian in 454.—3. A Greek living to a great extent by robbery; and even
medical writer, born at Amida in Mesopotamia, in the time of Thucydides (B.C. 410) many of
lived at the end of thefifthor the beginning of their tribes spoke a language which was not
the sixth century after Christ. His work BiBXla Greek, and were in the habit of eating raw flesh.
Like the other Greeks, they abolished, at an
'larputa 'EnKaid'eKa," Sixteen Books on Medicine,"
is one of the most valuable medical remains of early time, the monarchical form of governantiquity, as being a judicious compilation from ment, and lived under a democracy. They apmany authors whose works are lost. The whole pear to have been early united by a kind of
of it has never appeared in the original Greek, league, but this leaguefirstacquired political
but a corrupt translation of it into Latin was importance about the middle of the third cenpublished by Cornarius, Basil, 1542, often re- tury B.C., and became a formidable rival to the
Macedonian monarchs and the Achaaan League,
printed, and in H. Stephens's Medicos Artis PrinThe jEtolian League at one time included not
eipes, Paris, 1567.
JETNA (Alrvn). 1. (Now Monte Gibello),only
a iEtolia Proper, but Acarnania, part of Thesvolcanic mountain in the northeast of Sicily, saly, Locris, and the Island of Cephallenia; and
between Tauromenium and Catana. It is said it also had close alliances with Elis and several
to have derived its name from jEtna, a Sicilian towns in the Peloponnesus, and likewise with
nymph, a daughter of Uranus and Gaaa, or of Cius on the Propontis. Its annual meetings,
Briareus. Jupiter, (Zeus) buried under it Ty-called Pancetolica, were held in the autumn at
phon or Enceladus; and in its interior Vulcan Thermus, and at them were chosen a general
(Hephaestus) and the Cyclopes forged the thun- (aTparriyog), who was at the head of the 1 eague,
derbolts for Jupiter (Zeus). Therefrereseve- an hipparehus or master of the horso, a secre26
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Ury, and a select committee called ipoeliti continent of Africa, and (2.) for the porticn ol
(dTzbuXnToi). For further particulars respectingNorthern Africa which constituted the territory
the constitution of the league, vid. Bict. of Ant, of Carthage, and which the Romans erected
art. /ETOLICTOM FOSDUS. The /Etolians took the into a province, under the name of Africa Proside of Al tiochus III. against the Romans, and pria.—-1. In the more general sense the n a m e
on the defeat of that monarch B.C. 189, they was not used by the Greek writers; and it*
became virtually the subjects of Rome. O n use by the R o m a n s arose from the extension
the conquest of the Achaaans, B.C. 146, /Etolia to the whole continent of the n a m e of a part of
was included in the R o m a n province of Achaia. it. The proper Greek n a m e for the continent
After the battle of Actium, B.C. 31, a consider- is Libya (AiBvrj). Considerably before the hisable part of the population of /Etolia was trans- torical period of Greece begins, the Phoeniplanted to the city of NIOOPOLIS, which Augus- cians extended their commerce over the Mediterranean, and founded several colonies on the
tus built in commemoration of his victory.
/ E T O L U S (AlruXbg), son of Endymion and northern coast of Africa, of which Carthage was
Neis, or Ipbianassa, married Pronoe, by w h o m the chief. Vid. C A R T H A G O . The Greeks k n e w •
he had two sons, Pleuron and Calydon. H e very little of the country until the foundation
was kiDg of Elis, but was obliged to leave Pel- of the Dorian colony of C Y E E N E (B.C. 620), and
oponnesus, because he had slain Apis, the son the intercourse of Greek travellers with Egypt
of Jason or Salmoneus. H e went to the coun- in the sixth andfifthcenturies; and even then
try near the Aehelous, which was called /Etolia their knowledge of all but the part near Cyrene
was derived from the Egyptians and Phceuiafter him.
w h o sent out some remarkable expediZ E X O N E (A/Jww? and Al^avrjlg: Aigovevg: n o cians,
w
Asani I), an Attic demus of the tribe Cecropis tions to explore the country. A Phoenician
or Pandionis. Its inhabitants had the reputa- fleet, sent by the Egyptian king Pharaoh Neeho
(about B.C. 600), was said to have sailed from
tion of being mockers and slanderers.
A F E R , DOMITIUS, of Nemausus (Nismes) in the Red Sea, round Africa, and so into the
Gaul, was the teacher of Quintilian, and one of Mediterranean: the authenticity of this story
the most distinguished orators in the reigns of is still a matter of dispute. W e still possess
Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius, and Nero, but hean authentic account of another expedition,
sacrificed his character by conducting accusa- which the Carthaginians dispatched under Hantions for the government. H e w a s consul suf- no (about B.C. 510), and which reached a point
fectus in A.D. 39, and died in 60. Quintilian on the western coast nearly, if not quite, as far
mentions several works of his on oratory, which as latitude ten degrees north. O n the opposite
side of the continent, the coast appears to have
are all lost.
[ A F R A N I A G A I A or CAIA, the wife of the sen- been very little known beyond the southern
ator Licinius Buccio, a very litigious woman, boundary of Egypt, till the time of the Ptolew h o always pleaded her o w n causes before the mies. In the interior, the Great Desert (Sahara)
praetor. Hence her n a m e became proverbial interposed a formidable obstacle to discovery
but even before the time of Herodotus, the
for a litigious w o m a n . She died 48 B.C.]
A F R A N I U S . 1. L , A R o m a n comic poet, flour-people on the northern coasttoldof individuals
ished about B.C. 100. His comedies described w h o had crossed the Desert and had reached a
great river flowing toward the east, with crosR o m a n scenes and manners (Comcediai togatce),
and the subjects were mostly taken from the odiles in it, and black m e n living on its banks,
which, if the story be true, w a s probably the
life of the lower classes (Comcedice tabernaria).
They were frequently polluted with disgraceful Niger in its upper course, near Timbuctoo. That
amours ; but he depicted R o m a n life with such the Carthaginians had considerable intercourse
iiccuracy that he is classed with Menander with the regions south of the Sahara, has been
(Hor, Ep., ii, 1, 67). His comedies continued inferred from the abundance of elephants they
to be acted under the empire. The names and kept. Later expeditions and inquiries extendfragments of between twenty and thirty are still ed the knowledge which the ancients possessed
preserved: [these fragments have been pub- of the eastern coast to about ten degrees south
lished by Bothe, in the 5th vol. of his Poelm Sce- latitude, and gave them, as it seems, some
nici Lat, and by Neukireh, Be Fabula togata further acquaintance with the interior, about
Bomana.'] 2. L , a person of obscure origin, Lake Tchad, but the southern part of the eonti
and a faithful adherent of Pompey. H e served nent w a s so totally unknown, that Ptolemy,
under P o m p e y against Sertorius and Mithra- w h ofinallyfixedthe limits of ancient geographdates, and was, through Pompey's influence, ical science, recurred to the old notion, which
m a d e consul, B.C. 60. W h e n P o m p e y obtained seems to have prevailed before the time of H e the provinces of the two Spains in his second rodotus, that the southern parts of Africa m o t
consulship (B.C. 55), he sent Afranius and Pe-the southeastern part of Asia, and that the Intreius to govern them, while he himself remain- dian Ocean was a vast lake. The greatest geed in R o m e . In B.C. 49, Afranius and Petreius ographers w h o lived before Ptolemy, namely,
were defeated by Caesar in Spain. Afranius Eratosthenes and Strabo, had accepted the trathereupon passed over to P o m p e y in Greece; dition that Africa w a s circumnavigable. Th«
was present at the battle of Pharsalia, B.C. 4 8 ; shape of the continent they conceived to be tha
and subsequently at the battle of Thapsus in of a right-angled triangle, having for its hypotAfrica, B C. 46. H e then attempted toflyinto enuse a line drawn from the Pillars of Hercules
Mauretania, but w a s taken prisoner by P. Sit- to the south of the Red Sea: and, as to its extent, they did not suppose it to reach nearly so
ti*is, and killed.
far as the equator. Ptolemy supposed the westA F R I C A ('AQplicn: Afrieanus), w a s used by
the ancients in two senses, (1.) for the whole ern coast to stretch north and south from tht
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Pillars of Hercules, and he gave the continent by the latest of the anoient geographers. Th«
an indefinite extent toward the south. There northern district was better known to the R o
were also great differences of opinion as to the mans than it is to us, and was extremely pop
boundaries of the continent. S o m e divided the ulous and flourishing ; and, if w e m a y judgs by
whole world into only two parts, Europe and the list of tribes in Ptolemy, the interior of the
Asia, and they were not agreed to which of country, especially between the Little and Great
these two Lybia (i. e., Africa) belonged; andAltars, must have supported m a n y more inhabthose w h o recognized three divisions differed itants than it does at present. Further inforagain in placing the boundary between Libya mation respecting the several portions of the
and £aia either on the west of Egypt, or along country will be found in the separate articles.—
tbs Nile, or at the Isthmus of Suez and the Red 2. A F R I C A P E O P E I A or P R O V I N C I A , or simply AfSea : the last opinion gradually prevailed. A s rica, w a s the n a m e under which the Romans,
to the subdivision of the country itself, Herodo- after the Third Punic W a r (B.C. 146), erected
tus distributes it into /Egyptus, /Ethiopia (i. e.,
into a province the whole of the former territory
all the regions south of Egypt and the Sahara), of Carthage. It extended from the River Tusand Libya, properly so called; and he subdi- ca, on the west, which divided it from Numidia,
vides Libya into three parts, according to their to the bottom of the Syrtis Minor, on the southphysical distinctions, namely, (1.) the Inhabit- east. It was divided into two districts (regioed Country along the Mediterranean, in which nes), namely, (1.) Zeugis or Zeugitana, the disdwelt the N o m a d Libyans (ol •xapaBaXdaawi TUV trict round Carthage, (2.) Byzacium or ByzavopuSuv AiBvav : the Barbary States); (2.) thecena, south of Zeugitana, as far as the bottom
Country of Wild Beasts (ft S-npiaSng), south of
of the Syrtis Minor. It corresponds to the modthe former, that is, the region between the Little ern regency of Tunis. T h e province was full
and Great Atlas, which still abounds in wild offlourishingtowns, and was extremely fertile,
beasts, but takes its name from its prevailing especially Byzacena: it furnished R o m e with
vegetation (Beled et-Jerid, i. e, the Country of
its chief supplies of corn. The above limits are
Palms), and, (3.) the Sandy Desert (rj ipdp/iog;
assigned to the province by Pliny: Ptolemy
the Sahara), that is, the table-land bounded by makes it extend from the River Ampsaga, on
the Atlas on the north and the margin of the the west, to the borders of Cyrenaiea, at the
Nile valley on the east, which is a vast tract of bottom of the Great Syrtis, on the east, so as
sand broken only b y a few habitable islands, to include Numidia and Tripolitana.
caUed Oases. As to the people,, Herodotus disA F R I C A N U S . a surname given to the Scipios
tinguishes ibur races, two native, namely, the on account of their victories in Africa. Vid.
Libyans and Ethiopians, and two foreign, name- SCIPIO.
A F R I C A N U S . 1. S E X . C/EOILIUS, a R o m a n july, the Phoenicians and the Greeks. T h e Libyans, however, were a Caucasian race: the risconsult, lived under Antoninus Pius (A.D.
/Ethiopians of Herodotus correspond to our Ne- 138-161), and wroteLibri IX. Qucestionum,iror&
gro races. T h e Phoenician colonies were plant- which m a n y extracts are m a d e in the Digest
ed chiefly along, andtothe west of, the great — 2 . JULIUS, a celebrated orator in the reign of
recess in the middle of the north coast, which Nero, is m u c h praised by Quintilian, w h o speaks
formed the two S Y R T E S , by far the most im- of him and Domitius Afer as the best orators
portant of them being Carthage; and the Greek of their time.—3. S E X . JULIUS, a learned Chriscolonies were fixed on the coast along and be- tian writer at the beginning of the third cenyond the east side of the Syrtes; the chief of tury, passed the greater part of his life at E m them was C Y R E N E , and the region w a s called mans in Palestine, and afterward lived at AlexCyrenaiea. Between this and Egypt were Lib- andrea. His principal work w a s a Chronicon
yan tribes, and the whole region between the in five books, from the creation of the world,
Carthaginian dominions and Egypt, including which he placed in 5499 B.C., to A.D. 221. This
Cyrenaiea, was called by the same name as the work is lost, but part of it is extracted by Eusewhole continent, Lybia. The chief native tribes bius in his Chronicon, and m a n y fragments of
of this region were the A D Y R M A C H I D ^ E , M A R - it are preserved by Georgius Syncellus, CedreMABJDZE, P S Y L L I , and N A S A M O N E S . T h e last ex- nus, and in the Pasohale Chronicon. There
tended into the Oai'thaginian territory. To the was another work written by Africanus, entiwest of the Carthaginian possessions, the coun- tled Cesti (KeoTot), that is, embroidered girdles,
try was called by the general names of N U M I D I A so called from the celebrated Cestus of Venus
and M A U E E T A N I A , and was possessed partly by (Aphrodite). It treated of a vast variety of subCarthaginian colonies on the coast, and partly jects—medicine, agriculture, natural history,
by Libyan tribes under various names, the chief the military art, &a. T h e work itself is losf^
of which were the N U M I D J E , MASSYLII, M A S - but some extracts from it are published by The
venot in the Mathematici Veteres, Paris, 1693
ftfiSYLii, and M A U R I , and to the south of them
the GJETULI. T h e whole of this northern re- and also in the Geoponica.
A F E I C U S (Xhp by the Greeks), the southwest
gion fell successively under the power of R o m e ,
and w a sfinallydivided into provinces as fol- wind, so called because -it blew from Africa,
lows: (1.) Egypt; (2.) Libya, including, (a)frequently brought storms with it (creberque proLibyae N o m o s or Libya Exterior; (6) Marma- cellis Africus, Virg, jEn., i, 85.)
rica; (c) Cyrenaiea; (3.) Africa Propria, the [ A G A C L E S ( 'AyanXrig) a Myrmidon hero, father
formar empire of Carthage (see below, No. 2 ) ; of Epigeus.]
[ A G A L L I S ^AyaXXig), of Corcyra, a femalfl
!4.) Numidia; (5.) Mauretania, divided into,
a) Sitifensis; (6) Caesariensis; (c) Tingitana: grammarian, w h o wrote upon H o m e r : but from
these, with (6.) /Ethiopia, m a k e up the whole two passages in Suidas some have supposed
of Africa, aooording to th" divisions recognized < that the true n a m e is AnagallUll

AGAMEDE.

AGAPENOR.

A O A M S . D E ('A yaufjSri), daughter of AugTas and
the port of Aulis in Boeotia. A t this pi ice A g a
wife of Mulius, who, according to H o m e r (11, xL,m e m n o n killed a stag which was sacred to Diana
989), was acquainted with the healing powers (Artemis), w h o in return visited the Greek army
of all the plants that grow upon the earth.
with a pestilence, and produced a calm which
A G A M E D E S ('Ayauijdiie), commonly called son
prevented the Greeks from leaving the port. In
of Erginus, king of Orchomenus, and brother of order to appease her wrath, A g a m e m n o n conTiophonius, though his family connections are sented to sacrifice his daughter Iphigenia; but
related differently by different writers. Agame- at the moment she was to be sacrificed, she was
des and Trophonius distinguished themselves carried off by Diana (Artemis) herself to Tauris,
as architects: they built a temple of Apollo at and another victim was substituted in her place.
Delphi, and a treasury of Hyrieus, king of Hyria The calm n o w ceased, and the army sailed to
in Bceotia. The story about this treasury re- the coast of Troy. A g a m e m n o n alone had one
sembles the one which Herodotus (ii, 121)hundred ships, independent of sixty which he
relates of the treasury of the Egyptian king had lent to the Arcadians. In the tenth year
Rhampsmitus. In the construction of the treas- of the siege of Troy w e find A g a m e m n o n inury of Hyrieus. Agamedes and Trophonius con- volved in a quarrel with Achilles respecting
trived to place one stone in such a manner the possession of Briseis, w h o m Achilles was
that it could be taken away outside, and thus obliged to give up to Agamemnon. Achilles
formed an entrance to the treasury, without withdrew from the field of battle, and the
any body perceiving it. Agamedes and Tro- Greeks were visited by successive disasters.
phonius n o w constantly robbed the treasury The danger of the Greeks at last induced Paand the king, seeing that locks and seals were troclus, the friend of Achilles, to take part in
uninjured, while his treasures were constantly the battle, and his fall led to the reconciliation
decreasing, set traps to catch the thief. Aga- of Achilles and Agamemnon. Vid. A C H I L L E S .
medes was thus ensnared, and Trophonius cut Agamemnon, although the chief commander of
off his head to avert the discovery. After this the Greeks, is not the hero of the Iliad, and in
Trophonius was immediately swallowed up by chivalrous spirit, bravery, and character altothe earth. O n this spot there was afterward, gether inferior to Achilles. But he neverthein the grove of Lebadea, the cave of Agamedes. less rises above all the Greeks by his dignity,
with a column by the side of it Here was also power, and majesty: his eyes and head are
the oracle of Trophonius, and those w h o con- likened to those of Jupiter (Zeus), his girdle to
sulted itfirstoffered a ram to Agamedes and that of Mars (Ares), and his breast to that of
invoked him, A tradition mentioned by Cieero Neptune (Poseidon). The emblem of his power
(Tusc. Quast, i, 47) states that Agamedes is a sceptre, the work of Vulcan (Hephaestus),
and Trophonius, after building the temple of which Jupiter (Zeus) had once given to MerApollo at Delphi, prayed to the god to grant cury (Hermes), and Mercury (Hermes) to Pethem in reward for their labor what was best lops, from w h o m it descended to A g a m e m n o n
for men. The god promised to do so on a cer- A t the capture of Troy he received Cassandra
tain day, and when the day came the two broth- the daughter of Priam, as his, prize. O n his
ers died.
return home he was murdered by zEgisthus, w h o
A G A M E M N O N ('Aya/teuvav), son of Plisthenes
had seduced Clytemnestra during the absence
and Aerope or Eriphyle, and grandson of Atreus, of her husband. The tragic poets m a k e Clyking of Mycenae; but H o m e r and others call him temnestra alone murder A g a m e m n o n : her motive
a son of Atreus and grandson of Pelops. Aga- is in zEschylus her jealousy of Cassandra, in
m e m n o n and his brother Menelaus were brought Sophocles and Euripides her wrath at the death
up together with zEgisthus, the son of Thyes- of Iphigenia.
tes, in the house of Atreus. After the murder
A G A M E M N O N I D E S ('Aya/iepvovidng), the son of
of Atreus by zEgisthus and Thyestes, w h o suc- Agamemnon, i. e., Orestes.
ceeded Atreus in the kingdom of Mycenae (vid.
[ A G A N I O E ('Ayavian) or A G L A O N I C E ('AyXaoZEGISTHUS), A g a m e m n o n and Menelaus went to VIKV), daughter of the Thessalian Hegetor: she
Sparta, where A g a m e m n o n married Clytemnes- was acquainted with the eclipses of the moon,
tra, the daughter of Tyndareus, by w h o m he be- and gave out that she could draw down the
came the father of Iphianassa (Iphigenia), Chry- moon itself from the sky.]
sothemis, Laodice (Electra), and Orestes. The
A G A N I P P E ^Ayavlmrrj), a n y m p h of the well
manner in which A g a m e m n o n obtained the of the same name at the foot of Mount Helicon,
kingdom of Mycenae is differently related. in Boaotia, which was considered sacred to the
F r o m Homer, it appears as if he had peaceably Muses (who were hence called Aganippides), and
succeeded Thyestes, while, according to others, which was believed to have the power of inspirhe expelled Thyespes, and usurped his throne. ing those w h o drank of it. [The n y m p h is called
H e n o w became the most powerful prince in a daughter of the river-god Permessus.] The
Greece. A catalogue of his dominions is given fountain of HippocrSne has the epithet Aganippit
in the Iliad (ii, 569, Ac.) W h e n H o m e r attri- (Or., Fast, v, 7), from its being sacred to the
butes to A g a m e m n o n the sovereignty over all Muses, like that of Aganippe.
|
Argos, the name Argos signifies Peloponnesus,
A G A P E N O E ('Ayamfvap), a eon of Ancaeus,
or the greater part of it, for the city of Argos king of the Arcadians, received sixty ships from
was governed by Diomedes. W h e n Helen, the Agamemnon, in which he led his Arcadians to
wife of Menelaus, was carried off by Paris, and Troy. O n his return from Troy he was cist b y
the Greek chiefs resolved to recover her by a storm on the coast of Cyprus, where, accordforce of arms, A g a m e m n o n was chosen their ing to some accounts, he founded the town u»
commander-in-chief. After two years of prepa- Paphus, and in it the famous temple of Venui
ration, the Greek armv andfleetasseral l«d in (Aphrodite).

AGAPTOLEMUS.
[AGAPTOLEMUS ('A.yawToXe/iog\ a
zEgyptus, slain by the Danaid Pirene.]
[ A G A R , a city of Byzaeium in Africa Propria.
S h a w regards it as the modern Boohadjar, where
ruins of a destroyed city are found.]
[ A G A R A (now Agra), a city of India intra
Gangem, on the southern bank of the lomaneB
(now Bschumna).']

AGATHOCLEB.

son
a contemporrry
of
of Alcibiades and Zeuxis, and
must not be confounded with the contemporary
of zEschylus.—[3. A Syracusan, w h o was placed
by the Syracusans over afleetof twelve ships in
B.C. 413, to visit their allies and harass the
Athenians. H e was one of the commanders, in
the same year, in the decisive battle fought in
the harbor of Syracuse.]
[ A G A T H A ('AydBn : 'AyaBalog: n o w Agde), &
[ A G A R I O U S S I N U S (now Gulf of Artingeri), a
city of Gallia Narbonensis on the Arauris.]
gulf of India intra Gangem.]
A G A R I S T A ('Ayapio-Tn). 1. Daughter of Clls- A G A T H E M E R U S ('AyaBq/zepog), the author of
thenes, tyrant of Sicyon, wife of Megaclea, and " A Sketch of Geography in Epitome" (rr/g yea
mother of Cllsthenes, w h o divided the Athenians ypaflag vTrorviraGeig iv IniTOfiy), probably lived
into ten tribes, and of Hippocrates.—2. Daugh- about the beginning of the third century after
ter of the above mentioned Hippocrates, and Christ. The work consists chiefly of extracts
grand-daughter of No. 1, wife of Xanthippus, from Ptolemy and other early writers. . It is
printed in Hudson's Geogr. Script. Gr. Minores,
and mother of Pericles.
A G A S I A S ('Ayaalag), a son of Dositheus, a[and by Hoffman with Anion's Periplus, ifec
sculptor of Ephesus, probably a contemporary Lips, 1842.]
A G A T H I A S ('AyaBlag), a Byzantine writer, born
of Alexander the Great (B.C. 330), sculptured
the statue known by the name of the Borghese about A.D. 636 at Myrina in zEolis, practiced
gladiator, which is still preserved in the gallery as an advocate at Constantinople, whence he obof the Louvre. This statue, as well as the tained the n a m e Scholasticus (which word signiApollo Belvidere, was discovered among the fied an advocate in his time), and died about
ruins of a palace of the R o m a n emperors on the A.D. 582. H e wrote m a n y poems, of which
site of the ancient Antrum (now Capo d'Anzo). several have come down to us; but his prinF r o m the attitude of thefigure,it is clear that cipal work was his History in five books, which
the statue represents not a gladiator, but a war- is also extant, and is of considerable value. It
rior contending with a mounted combatant. Per- contains the history from A D . 653 to 658, a
haps it was intended to represent Achilles fight-period remarkable for important events, such
ing with Penthesilea.—[2. Another Ephesian as the conquest of Italy by Narses and the exsculptor, son of Menophilus, w h o exercised his ploits of Belisarius over the Huns and other
art in Delos, while it was under the R o m a n barbarians. The best edition is by Nicbuhr,
away.—3. Of Stymphalus in Arcadia, an officer Bonn, 1828.
[ A G A T H I N U S ('AyaBlvog), an eminent Greek
in the army of the ten thousand, often mentioned
physician, born at Sparta, and flourished in the
by Xenophon in his Anabasis.]
A G A S I O L E S , A G E S I O L E S , or H E G E S I O L E S ('Ayaa- first century after Christ: he was a pupil of
Athenaeus of Attalia in Cilicia, the founder of
ncXjjg, 'AyvcwcXijg, 'HynoiKXijg), king of Sparta,
succeeded his father Archidamas I, about B.C. the Pneumatic sect: he did not follow strictly
the tenets of his master, but united with them
600 or 590.^
those of others, and thus became himself found[ A G A S T H E N E S ('JLyaaBevng), son of Augias, and
king in Elis: his son Polyxenus is mentioned er of a n e w medical sect called Hectici or Episynthetici.—2. Of Elis, son of Thrasybulus, acamong the suitors of Helen.]
[ A G A S T R O P H U S ('AydaTpofog), son of Paeon, wascording to Bceckh, an Iamid, whose father w a s a
seer among the Mantineans in the time of Araslain by Diomedes before Troy. J
[ A G A S U S P O R T U S (now Porto Greco), a harbor tus: he was a celebrated athlete, and gained the
prize at the Olympic games.—3. A Corinthian
of Apulia on the Adriatic]
commander, w h o had charge of afleetin
A G A T H A R O H I D E S ('AyaBapxid'Tig) or A G A T H Anaval
RO H U S ('AydBapxog), a Greek grammarian, bornthe Corinthian Gulf]
A G A T H O O L E A ('AyaBoKXeta), mistress of Ptoleat Cnidos, lived at Alexandrea, probably about
B.C. 130. H e wrote a considerable number of m y IV. Philopator, king of Egypt, and sister of
geographical and historical works ; but w e have his minister Agathocles. She and her brother
only an epitome of a portion of his work on the were put to death on the death of Ptolemy (B.
Erythraean Sea, which was m a d e by Photius: 0. 205).
it is printed in Hudson's Geogr. Script. Gr. Mi- A G A T H O C L E S ('AyaBoKXijg). 1. A Sicilian raised
nores .- [of his works on Europe and Asia some himself from the station of a potter to that of
fragments are preserved in Athenaeus and other tyrant of Syracuse and king of Sicily. Born at
writers, which have been published by Miiller in Thermae, a town of Sicily subject to Carthage,
Didot's Fragmenta Historicorwn Grcecorum, vol. he is said to have been exposed when an infant
by his father, Carcinus of Rhegium, in conselii, p. 190-197.]
• A G A T H A R C H U S ('AydBapxog), an Athenian art-quence of a succession of troublesome dreams,
ist, said to have invented scene-painting, and portending that he would be a source of much
to have painted a scene for a tragedy which evil to Sicily. His mother, however, secretly
jEsohylua exhibited. It was probably not till preserved his life, and at seven years old ha
toward the end of zEschylus's career that scene- was restored to his father, w h o had long repainting was introduced, and not till the time of pented of bis conduct to the child. B y him he
Sophocles that it was generally m a d e use of; was taken to Syracuse, and brought up as a pcowhich m a y account for Aristotle's assertion ter. His strength and personal beauty recom(Poet, iv, 16) that scene-painting was intro- mended him to Damas, a noble Syracusan, w h o
duced by Sophocles.—2. A Greek painter, a na- drew him from obscurity, and on whose death he
tive of Samos, and s-m of Eudemus. H e was married his rich widow, a'ld so became on»'
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AGATHOD/EMON.

AGENOR.

Of the wealthiest citizens in Syracuse. His 1.6 gained his first victory in 415: in honor oi
ambitious schemes then developed themselves, which Plato represents the Symposium to hav«
and he was driven into exile. After several been given, which he has made the occasion of
changes of fortune, he collected an army which his dialogue so called. In 407 he visited the
overawed both the Syracusans and Carthaginians,court of Archelaus, king of Macedonia, where
and was restored under an oath that he would his friend Euripides was also a guest at the
not interfere with the democracy, which oath he same time. H e died about 400, at the age of
Kept by murdering four thousand and banishing forty-seven. The poetic merits of Agathon
six thousand citizens. H e was immediately were considerable, but his compositions were
declared sovereign of Syracuse, under the titlemore remarkable for elegance andfloweryornaof Autocrator, B.C. 817. In the course of a fewments than force, vigor, or sublimity. In the
years the whole of Sicily which was under the Thesmophoriazniai of Aristophanes he is rididominion of Carthage, submitted to him. In culed for his effeminacy, being brought on the
B.C. 310 he was defeated at Himera by the stage in female dress. [The fragments of AgaCarthaginians, under Hamilcar, who Btraightway thon have been published by Wagner in Didof a
laid siege to Syracuse; whereupon he formed Fragmenta Tragicorum Grose, p. 52-61.—2. A
the bold design of averting the ruin which threat-son of Priam.—3. Son of Tyrimmas, commander
ened him, by carrying the war into Africa. His of the Odrysian cavalry under Alexander the
successes were most brilliant and rapid. H e Great.]
constantly defeated the troops of Carthage, but
A G A T H Y R N A , A G A T H Y R N U M ('AydBvpva, -ov:
was at length summoned from Africa by the 'AyaBvpvalog: now Agatha), a town on the
affairs of Sicily, where many cities had revoltednorthern coast of Sicily, between Tyndaris and
from him, B.C. 307. These he reduced, after Calacta.
making a treaty with the Carthaginians. H e
[ A G A T H Y R N U S ('AydBvpvog), son of zEolus, and
had previously assumed the title of King of founder of the city Agathyma, q. v."]
Sicily. H e afterward plundered the Lipari
A G A T H Y R S I ('AydBvpaoi), a people in European
Isles, and also carried his arms into Italy, in Sarmatia, on the River Maris (now Marosch) in
order to attack the Bruttii. But his last days Transylvania. From their practice of painting
were embittered by family misfortunes. His or tattooing their skin, they are called by Virgil
grandson Archagathus murdered his son Aga- (JEn., iv, 146) picti Agathyrsi.
thocles, for the sake of succeeding to the crown, A G A V E ('Ayavq), daughter of Cadmus, wife of
and the old king feared that the rest of his familyEchion, and mother of Pentheus. When Pentheus
would share his fate. H e accordingly sent his attempted to prevent the women from celebratwife Texena and her two children to Egypt, her ing the Dionysiac festivals on Mount Cithaeron,
native country; and his own death followed he was torn to pieces there by his own mother
almost immediately, B.C. 289, after a reign of Agave, who in her phrensy believed him to b«
twenty-eight years, and in the seventy-second a wild beast. Vid. PENTHEUS.—One of the Neyear of his age. Other authors relate an incre- reids, one of the Danaids, and one of the Amadible story of his being poisoned by Maano, an zons were also called Agavaa.
«ssociate of Archagathus. The poison, we are
AGBATANA.
Vid. EOBATANA.
told, was concealed in the quill with which he
AGDISTIS ("AySiortg), an androgynous deity
eleaned his teeth, and reduced him to so fright-the offspring of Jupiter (Zeus) and Earth, con
ful a condition, that he was placed on the funeralnected with the Phrygian worship of Attes or
pile and burned while yet living, being unable A t v s - „
to give any signs that he was not dead.—2. Of
A G E L A D A S ('AyeXddag), an eminent statuary
Pella, father of Lysimachus.—3. Son of Lysima-of Argos, the instructor of the three great maschus, was defeated and taken prisoner by Dro- ters, Phidias, Myron, and Polycletus. Many
michaatis, king of the Getaa, about B.C. 292, but
modern writers suppose that there were two
was sent back to his father with presents. In artists of this name: one an Argive, the in287 he defeated Demetrius Polioreetes. At the structor of Phidias, born about B.C. 540, the
instigation of his step-mother, Arsinoe, Lysima-other a native of Sicyon, who flourished about
chus cast him into prison, where he was mur- B.C. 432.
dered (284) by Ptolemaeus Ceraunus.—4. Brother A G E L A U S ('AyeXaog). 1. Son of Hercules and
of AGATHOOLEA.—5. A Greek historian, of uncer-Omphale, and founder of the house of Croasus.—
tain date, wrote the history of Cyzicus, which 2. Son of Damastor and one of the suitors of
was extensively read in antiquity, and is referredPenelope, slain by Ulysses.—3. A slave of Priam,
to by Cicero (Be Biv. i, 24).
who exposed the infant Paris on Mount Ida, in
AGATHODZEMON (' AyaBo&aiuuv or 'AyaBbg iJeoc).
consequence of a dream of his mother.—[4. Son
I. The " Good Deity," in honor of w h o m the of the Heraclid Temenus.—5. A Trojan, son of
Greeks drank a cup of unmixed wine at the end Phradmon, slain by Diomedes.]
of every repast.—[2. A name applied by the
A G E N D I O U M or A G E D I C U M (now Sens), the chief
Greeks to the Egyptian Kneph, and also to a town of the Senones in Gallia Lugdunensis.
apeoies of snake as his symbol.—3. A name given A G E N O R ('Ayijvap). 1. Son of Neptune (Poby the Greek residents to the Canopic arm of seidon) and Libya, king of Phoenicia, twin-brothe Nile.]—4. Of Alexandrea, the designer of ther of Belus, and father of Cadmua, Phoanix,
iome maps to accompany Ptolemy's Geography. Cilix, Thasus, Phineus, and, according ta some, of
Copies of these maps are found appended to Europa also. Virgil (zfii, i„ 338) calk Carthage
several MSS. of Ptolemy.
the city of Agenor, since Dido was descended
A G A T H O N ('AydBuv), an Athenian tragic poet,
from Agenor.—2. Son of Iasus, and father of
born about B.C. 447, of a rich and respectable' Argus Panoptes, king of Argos.—3 Son and
family, waf a friend of Euripides and Plato. ' successor of Triopas, in the kingdom i Argos

AGENORIDES.

AGLAOPHON.

—A Son of Pleuron and Xanthippe, and grand- minor, in B.C. 394, and reigned fourteen years
son of zEtolus.—6. Son of Phegeus, king of A s soon as his minority ceased, he took an active
Psophis, in Arcadia. H e and his brother Pron- part in the wars in which Sparta was then enous slew Alcmaeon, when he wanted to give the gaged with the other states of Greece. In 390
celebrated necklace and peplus of Harmonia to he invaded Argolis with success; in 385 be took
las second wife Callirrhoe. Vid. P H E G E U S . The the city of Mantinga; in 381 he wen> to the
two biothers were afterward killed by A m p h o - assistance of Acanthus and Apollonia ag.-Dstth.
terus and Acarnan, the sons of Alemaaon and Olynthians, and died in 380 during this ^ar im
Callirrhoe.—6. Son of the Trojan Antenor and the peninsula of Pallene.—2. Son of Cleombrotus.
Theano, one of the bravest among the Trojans, reigned one year B.C. 871.—8. Succeeded Cleoengaged in single combat with Achilles, but was menes in B.C. 220, but was soon deposed by hi"
colleague Lycurgus: he afterward took refuge
reBeued by Apollo.
with the Romans.
A G E N O R I D E S ('AyvvoptdTic), a patronymic deA G E T O R ('AyjJTap), " the leader," a surname
aoting a descendant of an Agenor, such as Cadof Jupiter (Zeus) at Lacedaemon, of Apollo, and
mus, Phineus, and Perseus.
A G E S A N D E E , a sculptor of Rhodes, who, in of Mercury (Hermes), w h o conducts the souls A
jonjunction with Polydorus and Athenodorus, m e n to the lower world.
A G G E N U S URBIOUS, a writer on the science of
sculptured the group of Laocoon, one of the most
perfect specimens of art. This celebrated group the Agrimensores, m a y perhaps have lived at
was discovered in the year 1506, near the baths the latter part of the fourth century of our era.
of Titus on the Esquiline Hill: it is now preserv- His works are printed in Goesius, Rei Agraria
ed in the museum of the Vatican. The artists Auctores.
A G G R A M M E S or X A N D R A M E S (EavSpd/ir/g), the
probably lived in the reign of Titus, and sculpruler of the Gangaridaa and Prasii in India, when
tured the group expressly for that emperor.
Alexander invaded India, B.C. 327.
A G E S I L A U S ('AynoiXaog), kings of Sparta. 1.
A G I A S ('Ayiag), a Greek epic poet, erroneouslv
Son of Doryssus. reigned forty-four years, and
died about B.C. 886. H e was contemporary called Augias, a native of Trcezen, flourished
with the legislation of Lycurgus.—2. Son of about B.C. 740, and was the author of a poem
Archidamus II, succeeded his half brother Agis called Nosti (Noaroi), i. e., the history of the reII, B.C. 398, excluding, on the ground of spu- turn of the Achaean heroes from Troy.
rious birth, and by the interest of Lysander, his A G I N N U M (now Agen), the chief town of the
nephew LEOTYOHIDES. From 396 to 894 he Nitiobriges in Gallia Aquitanica.
A G I S (*Ayjc), kings of Sparta. 1. Son of
tarried on the war in Asia Minor with great
success, and was preparing to advance into the Eurysthenes, the founder of the family of the
heart of the Persian empire, when he was Agidaa.—2. Son of Archidamus II, reigned B.C.
summoned h o m e to defend his country against 427-398. H e took an active part in the PelThebes, Corinth, and Argos, which had been oponnesiau war, and invaded Attica several
induced by Artaxerxes to take up arms against times. While Alcibiades was at Sparta he was
Sparta. Though full of disappointment, he the guest of Agis, and is said to have seduced
promptly obeyed; and in the course of the his wife Timaea; in consequence of which Leosame year (394), he met and defeated at Ooro- tyohides, the son of Agis, was excluded from the
nea, in Boaotia, the allied forces. During the throne as illegitimate.—3. Son of Archidamus
next four years he regained for his country III, reigned B.C. 338-330, attempted to overmuch of its former supremacy, till at length the throw the Macedonian power in Europe, whil6
fatal battle of Leuctra, 371, overthrew forever Alexander the Great was in Asia, but was dethe power of Sparta, and gave the supremacy feated and killed in battle by Antipater in 330
for a time to Thebes. For the next few years — 4 . Son of Eudamidas II, reigned B.C. 244-Sparta had almost to struggle for its existence 240. H e attempted to re establish the instituamid dangers without and within, and it was tions of Lycurgus, and to effect a thorough rechiefly owing to the skill, courage, and presence form in the Spartan state; but he was resisted
of mind of Agesilaus that she weathered the by his colleague Leonidas IL and the wealthy,
storm. In 361 he crossed with a body of Lace- was thrown into prison, and was there put to
daemonian mercenaries into Egypt. Here, after death by command of the ephors, along with
displaying m u c h of his ancient skill, he died, his mother Agesistrata, and his grandmother
while preparing for his voyage home, in the win- Arehidamia.
AGIS, a Greek poet of Argos, a notorious flat
ter of 361-360, after a life of above eighty years
and a reign of thirty-eight. His body was em- terer of Alexander the Great.
[ A G I Z Y M B A , the name applied by Ptolemy to
balmed in wax, and splendidly buried at Sparta.
In person Agesilaus was small, mean-looking, the part of Africa lying under the equator, the
and lame, on which last ground objection had southernmost portion of that country with which
been made to his accession, an oracle, curiously the Greeks were acquainted.]
fulfilled, ha ?ing warned Sparta of evils awaiting A G L A I A ('AyXata), "the bright one." 1. One
her under a "lame sovereignty." In his reign, of the C H A R I T E S or Graces.—2. Wife of Charopna
indeed, her fall took place, but not through him,and mother of Nireus, who came from the Island
for he was one of the best citizens and generals of S y m e against Troy.
[AGLAONICE.
Vid. A G A N I C E . ]
that Sparta ever had.
[ A G E S I M B B O T U S , admiral of the Rhodian fleet, A G L A O P H E M E . Vid. S I E E N E S .
A G L A O P H O N ('AyXaotjiGJv). 1. Painter of Thawhich aided the consul P. Sulpicius in the war
sos, father and instructor of Polygnotus and
pgainst Philip, king of Macedonia, B.C. 200.]
lived about B.C. 500.—2. Painter
A G E S I P O L I S ('Ayno-faoXig), kings of Sparta. Aristophon,
1.
Succeeded his father Pausanias, while yet a lived about B.C. 420, probably grandson of No. 1
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oracle had declared that the Atheman3 wouis
f AGLAUROS. Vid. AGRAULOS.]
A G L A U S ('AyXaog), a poor citizen of Psophis inconquer if some one would sacrifice himself foi
Arcadia, w h o m the Delphic oracle declared hap- his country. The Athenians, in gratitude, bi'.ill
pier than Gyges, king of Lydia, on account of her a temple on the Acropolis, in which it Dehis contented disposition. Pausanias places him came customary for the young Athenians, on receiving theirfirstsuit of armor, to take an oath
m the time of Croesus.
[ A G N I U S ("Ayvwg), father of the Argonaut Ty- that they would always defend their country to
the last. One of the Attic demi (Agraule) da
phys, the pilot of the Argo.]
A G N O D I O E ('AyvoSiKn), an Athenian maiden,rived its name from this heroine, and a festiva
was the first of her sex to learn midwifery, and mysteries (Agraulia) were celebrated a
which a law at Athens forbade any w o m a n to Athens in honor of her.
A G R E U S ('Aypevg), a hunter, a surname of Pan
learn. Dressed as a man, she obtained instruction from a physician named Hierophilus, and and Aristaaus.
A G R I D E C U M A T E S , tithe lands, the n a m e given
afterward practiced her art with success. Summoned before the Ar eopogus by the envy of the by the Romans to a part of Germany, east of the
other practitioners, she was obliged to disclose Rhine and north of the Danube, which they took
her sex, and was not only acquitted, but obtain- possession of when the Germans retired easted the repeal of the obnoxious law. This tale, ward, and which they gave to Gauls and subsethough often repeated, does not deserve m u c h quently to their o w n veterans on the payment of
credit, as it rests on the authority of Hyginus a tenth of the produce (deciima). Toward the
end of thefirstor beginning of the second cenalone.
A G N O N I D E S ('Ayvavldng), an Athenian dema-tury after Christ, these lands were incorporated
gogue, induced the Athenians to sentence Pho- in the R o m a n empire.
[ A G E I A N E S ('Aypidvng, n o w Ergene), a river of
eion to death (B.O. 318), but was shortly afterThrace, joining the Hebrus.]
ward put to death himself by the Athenians.
A G O S A C R I T U S ('AyopaKpirog), a statuary of Pa- [ A G R I A N E S ('Aypidveg), a Thracian race dwellros,flourishedB.C. 440-428, and was the favorite ing around Mount Haamus, in the vicinity of the
pupil of Phidias. His greatest work was a River Agrianes, a rude and warlike people, and
statue of Venus (Aphrodite), which he changed excellent archers.]
A G R I C O L A , O N . JULIUS, born June 13th, A.D.
into a statue of Nemesis, and sold it to the
people of Rhamnus, because he was indignant 37, at Forum Julii (Frejus in Provence), was the
that the Athenians had given the preference to a son of Julius Graeoinus, w h o was executed by
statue by Alcamenes, w h o was another distin- Caligula, and of Julia Procilla. H e received a
careful education; he first served in Britain,
guished pupil of Phidias.
A G O R Z E A and A G O R Z E U S ('Ayopaia and 'Ayo-A.D. 60, under Suetonius Paulinus; was quaestor
palog), epithets of several divinities w h o were in Asia in 63; was governor of Aquitama from
considered as the protectors of the assemblies of 74 to 76 ; and was consul in 77, when he bethe people in the agora, such as Jupiter (Zeus), trothed his daughter to the historian Tacitus, anj
Minerva (Athena), Diana (Artemis), and Mer- in the following year gave her to him in marriage. In 78 he received the government of
cury (Hermes).
Britain, which he held for seven years, during
[ A G R A ("Aypa) or Agraa ("Aypai), an Attic dem u s south of Athens on the Ilissus: it contained which time he subdued the whole of the country
a temple of Diana (Artemis) Agrotera, and a with the exception of the highlands of Caledonia, and by his wise administration introduced
temple of Ceres (Demeter).]
among the inhabitants the language and civilizaA G R Z E I ('Aypaloi), a people of zEtolia, on the
tion of Rome. H e was recalled in 85 through
Aehelous.
the jealousy of Domitian, and on his return lived
A G R A U L E ('AypavXtj and 'AypiXn : 'AypvXsvg),
an Attic demus of the tribe Ereehtheis, named in retirement till his death in 93, which, according to some, was occasioned b y poison, adminisafter A G R A U L O S , N O . 2.
A G R A U L O S ("AypavXog, also "AyXavpog). 1.tered by order of Domitian. Hie character is
Daughter of Actaaus,firstking of Athens, and drawn in the brightest colors by his son in-law
wife of Cecrops.—2. Daughter of Cecrops and Tacitus, whose Life of Agricola has come dow-,
Agraulos, is an important personage in the le- to us.
A G R I G E N T U M ('Ajcpdyag: 'Axpayavrivog, Agrigends of Attica, and there were three different
stories about her. 1. According to some writ- gentinus: n o w Girgenti), a town on the southern
ers, Minerva (Athena) gave Erichthonius in a coast of Sicily, about two and a half miles from
chest to Agraulos and her sister Herse, with the the sea, between theriversAcragas (now Fiume
command not to open it; but, unable to control di S. Biagio) and Hypsas (now Fiume Brago).
their curiosity, they opened it, and thereupon It was celebrated for its wealth and populouswere seized with madness at the sight of Erich- ness, and,tillits destruction by the Carthaginithonius, and threw themselves d o w n from the ans (B.C. 405), was one of the most splendid cities of the ancient world. It w a s the birth-place
Acropolis. 2. Accoruing to Ovid (Met., ii, 710),
Agraulos and her siater survived opening the of Empedocles. It was founded by a Doric colehest, but Agraulos was subsequently punished ony from Gela about B.O. 579, was under the
by being changed into a stone by Mercury (Her- government of the cruel tyrant PhalSris (about
mes), because she attem pted to prevent the god 660), and subsequently under that of Thero
from entering the house of Herse, when he had (488-472), whose praises are celebrated by Phi
(alien in love with the latter. 3. The third le- dar. After its destruction by the Carthaginians,
gend relates that Athens was once involved in it was rebuilt by Timoleon, but it never regained
a long-protracted war, and that Agraulos threw its former greatness. After undergoing m a n y
herself down from the Acropolis because an ]I vicissitt des, it at length came into the pcwei
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01 tne Romans (210), in whose hands it remainmanded thefleetof Augustus, at tr / battle of
ed. There are still gigantic remains of the an- Actium; w a s consul a second tune in 28, and
cient city, especially of the Olympieum, or tem- a third time in 27, when he built the Pantheon,
In 21 he married Julia, daughter of Augustua,
ple of the Olympian Jupiter (Zeus).
H e had been married twice before,firsttoPomA G E I N I U M ('Ayplviov), a town in zEtolia, perponia, daughter of T. Pomponius Atticus, and
haps near the sources of the Thermissus.
A G R I P P A ,firsta praenomen, and afterward a next to Marcella, niece of Augustus. H s con.
aogooittfin among the Romans, signifies a child tinued to be employed in various military commands in Gaul, Spain, Syria, and Pannonia, till
presented at its birth with its feet foremost.
A G R I P P A , H E R O D E S . I. Called "Agrippa the his death in B.C. 12. B y hisfirstwife PompoGreat," son of Aristobulus and Berenice, and nia, Agrippa had Vipsania, married to Tiberius.
grandson of Herod the Great. H e was edu- the successor of Augustus; and by his third
cated at R o m e with the future Emperor Clau- wife, Julia, he had two daughters, Julia, married
dius, and Drusus, the son of Tiberius. Having to L. zEmilius Paulus, and Agrippina, married
given offence to Tiberius, he w a s thrown into to Germanicus, and three sons, Caius Caesar,
prison; but Caligula, on his accession ( A D .37), Lucius Caesar (vid CZESAR), and Agrippa Posset him at liberty, and gave him the tetrar- tumus, w h o was banished by Augustus to the
chies of Abilene, Batanaaa, Trachonitis, and Island of Planasia, and was put to death by TiAuranitis. O n the death of Caligula (41), Agrip- berius at his accession, A.D. 14.
AGRIPPINA.
1. Daughter of M . Vipsaniug
pa, w h o w a s at the time in R o m e , assisted Claudius in gaining possession of the empire. A s a* Agrippa and of Julia, the daughter of Augustus,
ceward for his services, Judaea and Samaria married Germanicus, by w h o m she had nine
jrere annexed to bis dominions. His govern- children, among w h o m was the Emperor Calig
ment was mild and gentle, and he w a s exceed- ula, and Agrippina, the mother of Nero. She
ingly popular among the Jews. It was probably was distinguished for her virtues and heroism,
to increase his popularity with the Jews that and shared all the dangers of her husband's
ne caused the Apostle James to be beheaded, campaigns. O n his death in A.D. 17, she reand Peter to be cast into prison (44). The turned to Italy; but the favor with which she
manner of his death, which took place at Caesa- was received by the people, increased the hatred
rea in the same year, is related in Acts, xii. B y and jealousy which Tiberius and his mother
his wife Cvpros he had a son, Agrippa, and three Livia had long entertained toward her. For
daughters, Berenice, Mariamne,. and Drusilla.— some years Tiberius disguised bis hatred, but at
i. Son of Agrippa I, was educated at the court length, under the pretext that she w a s forming
of Oladius, and at the time of his father's death ambitious plans, he banished her to the Island
was seventeen years old. Claudius kept him of Pandataria (A.D. 30), where she died tliree
at Rome, and sent Cuspius Fadus as procurator years afterward, (A.D. 33), probably by volunof the kingdom, which thus again became a Ro- tary starvation.—2. Daughter of Germameus and
m a n province. O n the death of Herodes, king Agrippina [No. 1.], and mother of the Emperor
of Chalchis (48), his little principality was given Nero, was born at Oppidum Ubiorum, afterward
to Agrippa, w h o subsequently received an ac- called in honor of her Colonia Agrippina, n o w
cession of territory. Before the outbreak of Cologne. She was beautiful and intelhgent, but
the war with the Romans, Agrippa attempted licentious, cruel, and ambitious. She was first
in vain to dissuade the Jews from rebelling. married to Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus (A.D. 28),
H e sided with the Romans in the w a r ; and af- by w h o m she had a son, afterward the Emperor
ter the capture of Jerusalem, he went with his Nero; next to Crispus Passienus; and thirdly
sister Berenice to R o m e , and died in the sev- to the Emperor Cladius (49), although she was
enty-third year of his age, A.D. 100. It was his niece. In 50, she prevailed upon Claudius
before this Agrippa that the Apostle Paul m a d e to adopt her son, to the prejudice of his o w n
son Britannicus; and in order to secure the
his defence, A.D. 60 (Acts, xxv, xxvi.).
A G R I P P A , M . V I P S A N I U S , , born in B.C. 63, of succession for her son, she poisoned the eman obscure family, studied with young Octavius peror in 54. U p o n the accession of her son
(afterward the Emperor Augustus) at Apollonia Nero, w h o was then only seventeen yeara of
in Hlyria; and upon the murder of Caesar in age, she governed the R o m a n empire for a few
44, w a s one of the friends of Octavius, w h o ad- years in his name. The young emperor soon
vised him to proceed immediately to Rome. In became tired of the ascepdency of his mother,
the civil wars which followed, and which ter- and after making several attempts to shake ofl
minated in giving Augustus the sovereignity of her author .ty, he caused her to be assassinated
the R o m a n world, Agrippa took an active part; in 59.
AGRIPPINENSES.
Vid. O O L O N I A A G R I P P I N A
and his mihtary abilities, combined with his
A G R I U S ("Aypiog), son of Porthaon and Euryte,
promptitude and energy, contributed greatly to
that result. In 41, Agrippa, w h o was then prae- and brother of QSneus, ting of Calydon in /Eto
tor, commanded part of the forces of Augustus lia: his six sons deprived GSneus of his king ,
in the Perusinian war. In 38 he obtained great dom, and gave it to their father; but Agrius an,.'
successes in Gaul and Germany; in 37 he w a s his sons were afterward slain by Diomedes, fh«
)nsul; and in 36 he defeated S e x Pompey by grandson of GLneus.
aea. In 83 he was eadile, and in this office ex- A G R C E O I U S or AGROSTIUS, a R o m a n gi-amma
pended immense sums of money upon great rian, probably lived in thefifthcentury after
public works. H e restored old aqueducts, con- Christ, and wrote an extant work, Be Orthostructed a new one, to which he gave the name graphia et Proprietute el Bifferentia Setmonis
of the Julian, in honor of Augustus, and also which is printed in Putsehius, Grammatical L»
erected several public buildings. In 31 he com- tince Auctores Antiqui, p. 2266-22*''
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oricians; but otherwise their censorship wa»
[AGROLAS ('AypoXag), of Sicily, an architect,
who, with Hyperbius, surrounded the citadel of marked by their violent disputes.—5. L, brothAthenB with walls, except that part which was er of No. 4, praator in Sicily, probably in 96 and
consul in 94, belonged to the party of Sulla, jnd
afterward built by Cimon.]
murdered at Rome in 82, by order of tin
A G E O N ("Aypav). I. Son of Ninus, the firswas
t
of the Lydian dynasty of the Heraclldae.—2. younger Marius.—6, C N , son of No. 4, marrieo
Son of Pleuratus, king of Illyria, died B.C. 231, Cornelia, daughter of L. Cinna, consul in 87
and was succeeded by his wife Teuta, though and joined the Marian party. H e was pro
he left a son, Pinnes or Pinneus, by his firstscribed by Sulla in 82, andfledto Africa, where
he was defeated and killed by Cn. Pompey in
wife, Triteuta, w h o m he had divorced.
A G B O T E B A ('Ayporepa), the huntress, a sur- 81.—7. L, son of No. 4, married Porcia, thf
name of Diana (Artemis). Vid A G E A . There sister of M. Cato, and was a stanch and a com
was a festival celebrated to her honor at Athens ageous supporter of the aristooratical party.
H e was aedile in 61, praator in 58, and consul in
under this name. Vid. Bict. of Antiq.
54. On the breaking out of the civil war in 49
AGEYLE.
Vid. A G R A U L E .
[AGUSIUS T, a faithful friend of Cicero, who he threw himself into Corfinium, but was comadhered to him in his banishment, and was the pelled by his own troops to surrender to Caesar.
sharer of all his labors and sufferings during H e next went to Massilia, and, after the surrender of that town, repaired to Pompey in
that period.]
he fell in the battle of Pharsalia (48),
AGYIEUS ('Ayvievg), a surname of Apollo,Greece:
as
the protector of the streets and public places. where he commanded the left wing, and, according to Cicero's assertion in the second Philippic,
A G Y L L A ("AyvXXa), the ancient Greek name
by the hand of Antony.—8. C N , son of No. 7,
of the Etruscan town of CZERE.
was taken with his father at Corfinium (49),
A G Y R I U M ('Ayvpiov: 'Ayvpivalog, Agyrinenwas present at the battle of Pharsalia (48), and
ais: now S. Filipo oVArgiro), a town in Sicily on
the Oyamosorus, northwest of Centuripaa and returned to Italy in 46, when he was pardoned
northeast of Enna, the birth-place of the histo- by Cassar. After Caasar's death in 44, he com
manded the republican fleet in the Ionian Sea
rian Diodorus.
e afterward became reconciled to Antony,
A G Y R R H I U S ('Ayvfipwg), an Athenian, afterHbeing in prison many years for embezzlement of whom he accompanied in his campaign against
public money, obtained, about B.C. 395, the res- the Parthians in 36. H e was consul in 32, and
toration of the Theoricon, and also tripled the paydeserted to Augustus shortly before the battle
for attending the assembly; hence he became of Actium.—9. L, son of No. 8, married Anto popular, that he was appointed general in 389. tonia, the daughter of' Antony by Octavia; was
A H A L A , SEKYILIUS, the name of Bceral dis- aedile in 22, and consul in 16; and after his
tinguished Romans, who held various high of- consulship, commanded the Roman army in
fices in the state from B.C. 478 to 342. Of Germany and crossed the Elbe. H e died A. D.
these the best known is 0. Servilius Ahala, 25.—10. C N , son of No. 9, consul A.D. 32, mar
magister equitum in 439 to the dictator L. Cin- ried Agrippina, daughter of Germanicus, and
cinnatus, when he slew SP. MZELIUS in the•was father of the Emperor Nero. Vid. AGRIPforum, because he refused to appear before the PINA.
A J A X (Alag). 1. Son of Telamon, king of Saldictator. Ahala was afterward brought to trial,
and only escaped condemnation by a voluntary amis, by Periboaa or Eribcea, and grandson of
zEacus. Homer calls him Ajax the Telamoexile. Vid. SAVILII.
nian, Ajax the Great, or simply Ajax, whereas
A H A E N A [now Bargiano ?~\, a town in Etruria,
the other Ajax, son of Oileus, is always distinnortheast of Volsinii.
AHENOBARBUS, DOMITIUS, the name of a dis- guished from the former by some epithet. H e
tinguished Roman family. They are said to sailed against Troy in twelve ships, and is rephave obtained the surname of Ahenobarbus, ». resented in the Iliad as second only to Achilles
e, " Brazen-Beard" or " Red-Beard," because in bravery, and as the hero most worthy, in the
the Dioscuri announced to one of their ances- absence of Achilles, to contend with Hector.
tors the victory of the Romans over the Latins In the contest for the armor, of Achilles, he was
at Lake Regillus (B.C. 496), and, to confirm the conquered by Ulysses, and this, Bays Homer,
(ruth of what they said, stroked his black hair was the cause of his death. (Od. xi, 541, seq.)
and beard, which immediately became red.— Homer gives no further particulars respecting
1. O H , plebeian aedile B.C. 196, praator 194, and his death ; but later poets relate that his defeat
consul 192, when he fought against the Boii. by Ulysses threw him into an awful state of
— 2 . O K , son of No. 1, consul suffectus in 162. madness; that he rushed from his tent and
— 8 , C N , son of No. 2, consul 122, conquered slaughtered the sheep of the Greek army, fanthe Allobroges in Gaul, in 121; at the confluence cying they were his enemies; and that at length
of the Sulga and Rhodanus. H e was censor in he put an end to his own life. From his blood
115 with Ceecilius Metellus. The Via Domitia there sprang up a purpleflowerbearing the letin Gaul was made by him.—i. C N , son of No. ters at on its leaves, which were at once the
8, tribune of the plebs 104, brought forward the initials of his name and expressive of a sigK.
law (Lex Bomitia), by which the election of the Homer does not mention his mistress TEOMESSA.
priests was transferred from the collegiatothe Ajax was worshipped at Salamis, and was hon
people. The people afterward elected him Pon- ored with a festival (Aiavreia). H e was also
Uficus Maximus out of gratitude. H e was con- worshipped at Athens, and one of the Attie
aul in 96, and censor in 92, with Licinius Oras- tribes (Mantis) was called after him.—2. Soc
•us the orator. In bis censorship he and his of Oileus, king of the Locrians, also called th«
eollsague shut up the schools of the Latin rhet- lesser Ajax, sailed against Troy in forty ships

AIDEb.

ALBANIA.

lie is describee, di small of stature, and wears Scythians, but probably a branch of the M a s
.a linen cuirass (XcvoBapnf), but is brave and in-sagetaa. They were a nation of warlike hors»
trepid, skilled in throwing the spear, and, next men. They arefirstfound about the eastern
to Achilles, the most swift-footed among the part of the Caucasus, in the country called AlGreeks. O n his return from Troy his vessel bania, which appears to be only another form
was wrecked on the Whirling Rocks (Tvpal ire-of the same name. In the reign of Vespasian
rpai); he himself got safe upon a rock through they made incursions into Media and Armenia
the assistance of Neptune (Poseidon); but as and at a later time they pressed into Europe, as
he boasted that he wbuld escape in defiance of far as the banks of the Lower Danube, whera
fiie immortals, Neptune (Poseidon) split the toward the end of thefifthcentury, they wer«
ock with his trident, and Ajax w a s swallowed routed by the Huns, w h o then compelled them
up by the sea. This is the account of Homer, to become their allies. In A.D. 406, some of the
but his death is related somewhat differently by Alani took part with the Vandals in their irrupVirgil and other writers, w h o also tell us that tion into Gaul and Spain, where they gradually
the anger of Minerva (Athena) was excited disappear from history.
A L A R I O U S , in German Al-rie, i. e., " All-rich,"
against him, because on the night of the capture of Troy, he violated Cassandra in the tem- elected king of the Visigoths in A J). 398, had
ple of the goddess, where she had taken refuge. previously commanded the Gothic auxiliaries of
The Opuntian Loerians worshipped Ajax as their Theodosius. H e twice invaded Italy,firstin A.D.
402-403, when he was defeated by Stilicho at
national hero.
the battle of Pollentia, and a second time in 408A I D E S ('Aidng).
Vid. H A D E S .
410; in his second invasion he took and plundered
A I D O N E U S ('Aldavevg). 1. A lengthened form
of Aides. Vid. H A D E S . — 2 . A mythical king of Rome, 24th of August, 410. H e died shortly
the Molossians in Epirus, husband of Proserpina afterward, at Consentia in Bruttium, while pre(Persephone), and father of Core. W h e n The- paring to invade Sicily.
A L A S T O R ('AXdoTop). 1. A surname of Jupiseus and Pirithous attempted to carry off Core,
Aidoneus had Pirithous killed by Cerberus, and ter (Zeus) as the avenger of evil, and also, in
kept Theseus in captivity till he was released by general, any deity w h o avenges wicked deeds.—
[2. Son of Neleus and Chloris, was slain, togeHercules.
Arus L O C U T I U S or L O Q U E N S , a R o m a n divinity. ther with his brothers, except Nestor, by HercuA short time before the Gauls took R o m e (B.C. les, when that hero took Pylos.]—3. A Lycian,
890), a voice was heard at R o m e in the Via and companion of Sarpedon, slain by Ulysses.—
Nova, during the silence of night, announcing that [4. A Greek who rescued Teucer, the brother of
the Gauls were approaching. N o attention was Ajax, when wounded, and also Hypsenor when
\t the time paid to the warning, but the Romans struck down by Deiphobus.]
A L B A SILVIUS, one of the mythical kings of
afterwards erected on the spot where the voice
tad been heard, an altar with a sacred inclos- Alba, son of Latinus, reigned tlurty-nine yeare
•.ire around it, to Aius Locutius, or the " Announc- A L B A . 1. ( N o w Abia), a town of the Bastitanj
in Spain.—2. ( N o w Alvanna), a town of the Bar>ng Speaker."
A L A B A N D A (fi 'AXdBavSa or ra 'AXdBavSa:duli in Spain.—3. A U G U S T A (now Aulps, near BitAXaBavdevg or 'AXdBavdog: n o w Arabissar), an ranee), a town of the Elicoci in Gallia Narboninland town of Caria, near the Marsyas, to the ensis.—4. F B O E N T I A or F U O E N T I S (Albenses: now
<outh of the Maaander, was situated between two Alba or Albi), a town of the Marsi, and subsehills: it was a prosperous place, but one of the quently a R o m a n colony, was situated on a lofty
most corrupt and luxurious towns in Asia Minor. rock near the Lake Fucinus. It was a strong
Under the Romans it was the seat of a eonveu- fortress, and was used by the Romans as a state
prison.—5. L O N G A (Albani), the most ancient
tus juridicus.
town in Latium, is said to have been built by
[ A L A B A S T R O N ('AXaBaarpav ttbXtg), a city in
Upper or Middle Egypt, in the Arabian mountain AseaniuB, and to have founded Rome. It was
chain, and famed for its artists, who, from the ala-called Longa, from its stretching in a long linft
baster dug in Mons Alabastrinus, carved all d o w n the Alban Mount towards the Alban
Lake, perhaps near the modern convent of Palkinds of vases and ornaments.]
A L A B O N ('AXaBov), a river and town in Sicily,azzolo. It was destroyed by Tullus Hostilius,
and was never rebuilt: its inhabitants were
north of Syracuse.
A L A G O N I A ('AXayovta), a town of the Eleuthe-removed to Rome. A t a later time the surrounding country, which was highly cultivated and
ro Laconians on the frontiers of Messenia.
covered with vineyards, was studded with the
A L A L O O M E N Z E ('AXaXKO/ievai: 'AXaXnofievalog,
splendid villas of the R o m a n aristocracy and
kXaXitopevievg). 1. ( N o w Suiinari), an ancient
town of Baaotia, east of Coronea, with a temple emperors (Pompey's, Domitian's, &a.), each of
ef Minerva (Athena), w h o is said to have been which was called Albanum, and out of which a
aorn in the town, and w h o was hence called n e w town at length grew, also called Albanum
(now Albano), on the Appian Road, ruins oi
Alalcomeneis ('AXa/Ucopevnig, ISog). The name
of the town wap derived either from Alalcome- which are extant.—6. P O M P E I A (Albenses Pomnia, a daughter of Ogyges, or from the Boaotian peiani: n o w Alba), a town in Liguria, founded
hero Alalcomenes.—2. A town in Ithaca, or in by Seipio Afrieanus I, and colonized b y Pomfee Island Asteria, between Ithaca and Cephal- peius Magnus, the birth-place of the Emperor
Pertinax.
lenia.
A L B A N I A ('AX6avia: 'AXBavoi, Albani r now
ALALIA.
Vid. A L E R I A .
Schirwan and part of Baghestan, in the southA L A N I ('AXavol, 'AXavvol, i. e, mountaineers,
from the Sarmatian word ala), a great Asiatic eastern part of Georgia), a country of Asia or
people, included under the general name of the western side of the Caspian, extending fronr
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the Rivers Cyrus and Araxes on the south to the Samnites, but they refused to accept them
Mount Ceraunius (the eastern part of the Cau- — i . L , consul 234, and again 229. In 216 h«
casus) on the north, and bounded on the west was praetor, and w a s killed in battle by the Boit
by Iberia. It was a fertile plain, abounding in — 5 . S P , consul in 186, when the senates consulpasture and vineyards; but the inhabitants were turn was passed, which is extant, for suppressfierce and warlike. They were a Scythian tribe,ing the worship of Bacchus in Rome. H e died
probably a branch of the Massagetae, and identi- in 179.—6. A , consul 180, when he fought against
cal with the A L A N I . The Romansfirstbecame the Ligurians, and censor 174. H e was subseacquainted with them at the time of the Mithra- quently engaged in m a n y public missions. Livy
lafao war, when they encountered Pompey with calls him Luscus, from which it would seem
large army.
that he was blind of one eye.—7. L , praetor
ALBANUM.
Vid A L B A , N O . 5.
180, in Further Spain, where he remained two
A L B A N U S L A C U S (now Lago di Albano), a small years, and conquered the Vaceaei and Lusitani
lake about five miles in circumference, west of H e was consul in 173, and afterward served
the Mons Albanus, between Bovillae and Alba under zEmilius Paulus in Macedonia in 168.—
Longa. is the crater of an extinct volcano, and is 8. A , consul 151, accompanied L. M u m m i u s
many hundred feet deep. The emissarium which into Greece in 146. H e was well acquainted
the Romans bored through the solid rock during with Greek literature, and wrote in that lanthe siege of Veii, in order to carry off the super- guage a poem and a R o m a n history, which is
fluous water of the lake, is extant at the presentcensured by Polybius.—9. S P , consul 110, carday.
ried on war against'Jugurtha in Numidia, but
A L B A N U S M O N S (now Monte Cava or Albano), effected nothing. W h e n Albinus departed from
was, in its narrower signification, the mountain Africa, he left his brother Aulus in command,
in Latium on whose declivity the town of Alba w h o was defeated by Jugurtha. Spurius was
Longa was situated. It was the sacred mountain condemned by the Mamilia Lex, as guilty of
of the Latins, on which the religious festivals of treasonable practices with Jugurtha.—10. A ,
the Latin League were celebrated (Ferice Latinos),
consul B.C. 99, with M . Antonius, is said by
and on its highest summit was the temple of Cicero to have been a good speaker.
Jupiter Latiaris,towhich the R o m a n generals
A L B I N U S ('AXBlvog), a Platonic philosopher,
ascended in triumph, when this honor was denied lived at Smyrna iu the second oentury after
them in Rome. T h e Mons Albanus in its wider Christ, and wrote an Introduction to the Diasignification included the Mons A L G I D U S and the logues of Plato, which contains hardly any thing
mountains about Tuseuium.
of importance.—Editions. In thefirstedition
A L B I M O N I E S , a lofty range of mountains in of Fabricius's Bibl. Grcec, vol. ii, and prefixed
Hie west of Crete, three hundred stadia in length, to Etwall's edition of three dialogues of Plato,
covered with snow the greater part of the year. Oxon, 1771: and to Fischer's four dialogues of
• A L B I O I ('AXBIOIKOI, 'AXBielg), a warlike Gallic
Plato, Lips, 1783.
people, inhabiting the mountains north of Mas- A L B I N U S , CLODIUS, whose full name wa3 Be
ejlia.
ci?nus Clodius Ceionius Septimius Albinus, was
ALBINGAUNUM.
Vid. A L B I U M I N G A U N U M .
born at Adrumetum in Africa. The Emperor
A L B I N O V A N U S , 0. P E D O , a friend of Ovid, w h o C o m m o d u s made him governor of Gaul and
addresses to him one of his epistles from Pontus afterward of Britain, where he was at the death
(iv, 10). Three Latin elegies are attributed to of C o m m o d u s in A.D. 192. In order to secure
Albinovanus, printed by Wernsdorf, in his Poetaethe neutrality of Albinus, Septimius Severus
Latini Minores, vol. iii, iv, and by Meinecke, made him Caesar; but after, Severus had deQuedlinburg, 1819.—[2. A L B . CELSUS, a Latin feated hisrivals,he turned his arms against
poet, friend of Horace.]
Albinus. A great battle was fought between
, A L B I N O V A N U S , P. TULLIUS, belonged to the them at Lugdunum (Lyons), in Gaul, tho 19th
Marian party, w a s proscribed in B.C. 87, butof February, 197, in which Albinus was defeated
was pardoned by Sulla in 81, in consequence of and killed.
his putting to death m a n y of the officers of NorA L B I O N or A L E B I O N ('AXBtov, 'AXeBiuv), son
banus, w h o m he had invited to a banquet at of Neptune (Poseidon) and brother of Dercynus
Ariminum.
or Bergion, with w h o m he attacked Hercules,
A L B I N U S or A L B U S , P O S T U M I U S , the n a m e of a when he passed through their country (Liguria)
patrician family at Rome, m a n y of the members with the oxen of Geryon. They were slain by
of which held the highest offices of the state Hercules.
from the commencement of the republic to its A L B I O N , another name of BRITANNIA, the white
downfall.—1. A , surnamed Regillensis, dictator
land, from its white cliffs opposite the coast of
B.O. 498, when he conquered the Latins in the Gaui: [more correctly, perhaps, the high land,
great battle near Lake Regillus, and consul 496, from the Celtic root Alb or Alp, high, in refera which year some of the annals placed the ence to its lofty coasts, as it lies facing Gaul]
battle.—2. S P , consul 466, and a member of the
A L B I S (now Elbe), one of the great rivers in
first deeemvirate 451.—3. S P , consul 344, and Germany, the most easterly which the Romans
again 821. In the latter year he marched became acquainted with, rises, according to
against the Samnites, but was defeated near Tacitus, in the country of the Hermunduri. The
Caudium, and obliged to surrender with his Romans reached the Elbe for thefirsttime :in
whole army, w h o were sent under the yoke. B.C. 9, under Drusus, and crossed it for the firBt
The Senate, on the advice of Albinus, refused time in B.C. 3, under Domitius Ahenobarbus
to ratify the peace which he had made with the The last R o m a n general w h o saw the Elbe was
Sattmites, and resolved that all persons w h o Tiberius, in A.D. 5.
had sworn to the peacr should be given up to
A L R T J M I N G A U N U M O ALBiNGArNUM (now A>
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bengo), a town of the Ingauni on the coast ofwhich remain, and the excellent lmitatbna of
Liguria, and a municipium.
Horace, enable us to understand something of
A L B I U M INTEMELIUM or A L B I N T E M E L I U M (now their character. Those which have received tha
Vlntimiglia), a* town of the Ihtemehi on the
highest praise are his warlike odes, in which he
coast of "Liguria, and a municipium,
tried to rouse the spirits of the nobles, the Alcusi
[ A L B U O E L L A or A R B O O A L A ('ApBovudXri, Polyb.:
minaces Camenm of Horace (Garm, iv. 9, 7^
n o w Villa Fasila), a city of Hispania Tarraco-In others he described the hardships of exil%
nensis, southwest of Pallantia: according to Poly-and his perils by sea (dura navis, dura fugm,
bius, it was the largest city of the Vaccaai, andmala dura belli, Hor, Carm, ii. 13, 27). AlcaBua
was taken b y Hannibal after a brave and long is said to have invented the well-known Alcaic
resistance.]
metre.—Editions: B y Matthiae, AleaA MytilenaA
A L B U O I U S or A L B O T I U S , T , studied at Athens, reliquias, Lips, 1827; and by Bergk, in Poeta
and belonged to the Epicurean sect; he was well Lyrici Grasci, Lips, 1843.—2. A comic poet at
acquainted with Greek literature, but was satir- Athens,flourishedabout B.C. 388, and exhibited
ized by Lueilius on account of his affecting on plays of that mixed comedy, which formed the
every occasion the Greek language and philoso- transition between the old and the middle
phy. H e w a s praetor in Sardinia in B.C. 105; [Some fragments remain, which have been puband in 103 was accused of repetundae by C. lished by Meineke, Fragmenta Comicorum Grot
Julius Cassar, and condemned. H e retired to coram, vol. i, p. 457-461, edit, minor.]—3. Of
Athens, and pursued the study of philosophy. Messene, the author of twenty-two epigrams in
[2. C. Albuoius Silus. Vid. SILUS.] _
the Greek Anthology, written between B.C. 219
A L B U L A , an ancient name of the River TIBER. and 196.
A L B U L Z E AqVM.
Vid. A L B U N E A .
A L O A M E N E S ('AXicap,£vng). 1. Son of Teleclus,
A L B U N E A or A L B U N A , a prophetic n y m p h or king of Sparta, from B.C. 779 to 742.-2. A
Sibyl, to w h o m a grove w a s consecrated in thestatuary of Athens,flourishedfrom B.C. 444 to
neighborhood of Tibur (now Tivoli), with a foun-400, and was the most famous of the pupils of
tain and a temple. This fountain was the Phidias. His greatest work w a s a statue of
largest of the Albulae aquae, still called Aeque Venus (Aphrodite).
Albule, sulphureous springs at Tibur, which
A L O A N D E R CAXKavSpog), a young Spartan, w h o
flow into the Anio. Near it was the oracle of thrust out one of the eyes of Lycurgus, when his
Taunus Fatidicus. The temple is still extant at fellow-citizens were discontented with the laws
Tivoli.
he proposed. Lycurgus pardoned the outrage,
A X B U R N U S M O N S , [now Monte di Posliglione~\,
and thus converted Aloander into one of his
a mountain in Lncania, covered with wood, be- warmest friends.—[2. A Lycian, slain by Ulysses
hind Paastum.—[2. P O R T U S , a harbor near Paas- before Troy.—3. A companion of /Eneas, slain by
tum, at the mouth of the Silarus (now Sele)].
Turnus in Italy.]
[ A L B U S P O R T U S ("the White Haven," n o w
[ A L O A N D B A ('AXKavSpa), wife of Polybus, a
Algesiras), a town on the coast of Baatica inwealthy Egyptian of Egyptian Thebes, b y w h o m
Spain.]
Helen was kindly received and entertained on
[ A L B U S V I C U S (^ AevKi) Kauri: n o w lambo t), her
a arrival in Egypt.]
harbor in Arabia, from which Gallus set out on [ A L O A N O E , a Trojan, whose sons Paudarus and
his expedition into the interior.]
Bitias accompanied zEneas to Italy.—2. A war[ALBUTIUS.
Vid. ALBUOIUS.]
rior in tie army of the Rutulians, wounded by
ALOZEUS ('A/UatJf), son of Perseus and An- zEneas.]
dromeda, and father of Amphitryon and Anaxo.
A L O A T H O E or A L O I T H O E ('AXuaBon or AXuiBori),
— [ 2 . Son of Hercules and a female slave of daughter of Minyas, refused, with her sisters
Jardanus, from w h o m the Heraclid dynasty in Leucippe and Arsippe, to join in the worship of
Lydia, e. g., Oandaules (Myrsilus), &c, were deBacchus (Dionysus) when it was introduced into
scended. Diodorus gives to this son of Hercules B'ceotia, and were accordingly changed by the
the name of Cleolaus.—3. Son of Androgeus, god into bats, and their work into vines. Vid.
grandson of Minos.]
Bict of Ant, art. AGRIONIA.
ALOZEUS. 1. Of Mytilene in Lesbos, the earli- A L O X T H O U S ('AXudBooe). 1. Son of Pelopa
est of the /Eolian lyric poets, begantoflourish and Hippodamia, brother of Atreus and Thyesabout B.C. 611. In the war between the Athen- tes, obtained as his wife Euaaehme, the daughians and Mytilenaeans for the possession of Sigeum. ter of Megareus, by slaying the Cithasronian lion,
(B.C. 606), he incurred the disgrace of leaving and succeeded his father-in-law as king of M e his arms on thefieldof battle: these arms were gara. H e restored the wafls of Megara, in
hung up as a trophy by the Athenians in the which work he was assisted by Apollo. The
temple of Pallas at Sigeum. Alcaaus took an stone upon which the god used to place his lyre
active part in the struggles between the nobles while he was at work, w a s believed, even in
and people of Mytilene: he belonged by birth to late times, to give forth a sound, when sti uck,
the nobles, and was driven into exile with his similar to that of a lyre (Ov, Met., viii, 1 5 ) . —
brother Anthnenidas, when the popular party 2. Son of zEsyetes and husband of Hippodamia,
got the upper hand. H e attempted, by force of the daughter of Anchises and sister of zEneas,
arms,toregain his country; but all his attempts was one of the bravest of the Trojan leaders
were frustrated by PITTAOUS, w h o had been in the war of Troy, and was slain by Idomechosen by the people zEsymnetes, or dictator, neus.—[3. Son of Porthaon and Euryte, killed by
for the purpose of resisting him and the other Tydeus.—4. A companion of zEneas, slain by
exiles. Alcaeus and his brother afterward tra- Caedicus.]
velled into various countries: the time of his A L C E S T I S or A L O E S T E ('AXienoTig or 'A/UIOTI/";
death is uncertain. S o m e fragments of his poems daughter of Pelias and Anaxibia, wife of A d
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Vid. A D - he acted as the avowed enemy of his country
A t Athens sentence of death was passed upon
ALOETis ('AXuerag), two kings of Epirus. him,
1. and his property was confiscated. A t
Son of Tharypus, was expelled frori his king- Sparta he rendered himself popular by the fadom, and was restored by the elder Dionysius cility with which he adopted the Spartan manof Syracuse. H e w a s the ally of the Atheni- ners ; but the machinations of his enemy, Aoia
ans in B.O. 373,—2. Son of Arymbas, and grand- II, induced him to abandon the Spartans and
ion of Alcetas I, reigned B.C. 313-303, and take refuge with Tissaphernes (412), whose fawas put to death by his subjects.
vor he soon gained. Through his influence Tis.
A L O E T A S . 1. Ring of Macedonia, reigned saphernes deserted the Spartans and professed
twenty-nine years, and w a s father of Amyntas his willingness to assist the Athenians, w h o ao
I.—2. Brother of Perdiccas and son of Orontes, cordingly recalled Aloibiades from banishment
was one of Alexander's generals. O n the death in 411. H e did not immediately return to A t h
of Alexander, he espoused his brother's party; ens, but remained abroad for the next four years,
and upon the murder of the latter in Egypt in during which the Athenians under his com821, he joined Eumenes. H e killed himself at m a n d gained the victories of Cynossema, AbyTermessus in Pisidia in 320, to avoid falling dos, and Cyzicus, and got possession of Chalinto the hands of Antigonus.
cedon and Byzantium. In 401 he returned to
A L O I B I A D E S ('AXKiBiddric).—[1. Of Athens,
Athens, where he was received with great enfather of Clinias, and grandfather of the cele- thusiasm, and w a s appointed commander-inbrated Aloibiades, deduced his descent from chief of all the laDd and sea forces. But the
Eurysaces, the son of Telamonian Ajax. H e defeat at Notium, occasioned during his absence
joined Clisthenes in an attempt to procure the by the imprudence of his lieutenant, Antioehus,
banishment of the Pisistratidaa; but was ban- furnished his enemies with a handle against
ished with him B.C. 512.]—2. Son of Clinias him, and he w a s superseded in his command
and Dinomache, was born at Athens about B.C. (B.C. 406). H e n o w went into voluntary ex460, and on the death of his father in 447, was ile to. his fortified domain at Bisanthe in th
brought u p by his relation Pericles. H e pos- Thracian Chersonesus, where he m a d e w a r on
sessed a beautiful person, transcendent abilities, the neighboring Thracians. Before the fatal
and great wealth, which received a large ac- battle of zEgos-Potami (405), he gave an inefcession through his marriage with Hipparete, fectual warning to the Athenian generals. After
the daughter of Hipponicus. His youth waB the fall of Athens (404), he was condemned tc
disgraasd by his amours and debaucheries, and banishment, and took refuge with PharnabaSocrates, w h o saw his vast capabilities, at-zus; he was about to proceed to the court of
tempted to win him to the paths of virtue, but Artaxerxes, when one night his house w a s surin vain. Their intimacy was strengthened by rounded by a band of armed men, and set or
mutual services. A t the battle of Potidaaa fire. H e rushed out sword in hand, but felL
(B.C. 432) his life was saved by Socrates, and pierced =with arrows (404). The assassins were
at that of Delium (424) he saved the life of Soc- probably either employed b y the Spartans, or
rates. H e did not take m u c h part in public af- by the brothers of a lady w h o m Aloibiades had
fairs till after the death of Cleon (422), but he seduced. H e left a son by his wife Hipparete,
then became one of the leading politicians, and named Aloibiades, w h o never distinguished himthe head of the w a r party in opposition to Nic- self. It w a s for h'm that Isocrates wrote the
ias. Enraged at the affront put upon him by speech "Slept rov Zev jovg.
the Lacedaemonians, w h o had not chosen to
A L O I D A M A S ( 'AXKidd/iag), a Greek rhetorician
\dnploy his intervention in the negotiations of Elaea in zEolis, in Asia Minor, was a pupil of
which ended in the peace of 421, and had pre- Gorgias, and resided at Athens between B.C.
ferred Nicias to him, he induced the Athenians 432 and 411. His works were characterized by
to form an alliance with Argos, Mantinea, and pompous diction, and the extravagant use of
Elis, and to attack the allies of Sparta. In 415 poetical epithets and phrases. There are two
he was foremost amongst the advocates of the declamations extant which bear his name, enSicilian expedition, which he believed would be titled Llysses, and On the Sophists, but they
a step toward the conquest of Italy, Carthage, were probably not written by him.—Editions;
and Peloponnesus. While the preparations for In Reiske's Oratores Graci, voL viii, and in
the expedition were going on, there occurred Bekker's Oratores Attici, vol. vii.
the mysterious mutilation of the Hermes-busts,
A L O I D A S ('AXn'idag Dor = 'AXKeUng), a Sparwhich the popular fears connected in some un- tan commander of thefleetin the Peloponnesian
accountable manner with an attempt to over- war, B.C. 428-427. In the former year he was
throw the Athenian constitution. Aloibiades sent to Mytilene, and in the latter to Coreyra.
was charged with being the ringleader in this
A L O I D E S ('AXKEibrjc), a name of Amphitryon,
attempt. H e had been already appointed along the son of Alcaeus, and more especially of Herwith Nicias and Lamachus as commander of the cules, the grandson of Alcaeus.
expedition to Sicily, and he n o w demanded an
A L O I M E D E ('AXui/iedri), daughter of Phylacug
investigation before he set sail. This, however, and Clymene, wife of zEson, and mother of
his enemies would not grant, as they hoped to Jason.
increase the popular odium against him in his [ A L C I M E D O N ('AXxi/icSav), an Arcadian hero,
absence. H e was, therefore, obliged to depart father of Phillo. From him the Arcadian plain
for Sicily; but he had not been there long, be- Alcimedon derived its name.—2. Son of Laeices,
fore he was recalled to stand his trial. O n his one of the commanders of the Myrmidons unreturn homeward, he managed to escape at der Achilles.—3. One of the Tyrrhenian sailors,
Thurii, and thepee proceeded to Sparta, whare w h o wished to carry off from Naxos the god
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Ba«ohus, w h o had taken the form of an infant, sons to murder Alcmaaon. Alcrnaeon was wor
and for this w a s metamorphosed into a dolphin.] shipped as a hero at Thebes, and at PsoplLg hit
[ A L C I M E D O N , an embosser or chaser, spoken of tomb was shown, surrounded with cypresses.—
by Virgil (Eclog., hi, 37, 44), w h o mentions some[2. Sou of Sillus, and great grandson of Nestor,
goblets of his workmanship.]
founder of the celebrated family of the A L O M Z E O N A L O I M U S ( A V I T U S ) A L E T H T O S , the writer of TDZE (q. v.) in Athens.]—3. Son of Megacles, wai
seven short poems, a rhetorician in Aquitania, in greatly enriched by Croesus.—4. Of Crotona in
Gaul is spoken of in terms of praise b y Sidonius Italy, said to have been a pupil of Pythagoras,
Apollinaris and Ausonius.—Editions: In Meier's though this is very doubtful H e is said to
Anthologia Latina,p. 254-260, and in Wernsdo- have been thefirstperson w h o dissected aniri's Poetas Latini Minores, vol vi.
mals, and he m a d e some important discoveries
A L O I N O U S ('AXKIVOOC). 1. Son of Nausithous, in anatomy and natural philosophy. H e wrote
and grandson of Neptune (Poseidon), is celebra- several medical and philosophical works, which
ted in the story of the Argonauts, and still more are lost.
'
in the Odyssey. H o m e r represents him as the A L C M ^ E O N I D ^ ; ('AXKjj.aiuvldai), a noble family
happy ruler of the Phaaacians in the Island of at Athens, members of which fill a space in
Seheria, w h o has by Aretefivesons and one daugh- Grecian history from B.C. 750 to 400. They
ter, Nausicaa. The w a y in which he received were a branch of the family of the Nelldae, w h o
* Ulysses, and the stories which the latter related were driven out of Pylus in Messenia by the Doto the king about his wanderings, occupy a con- rians, and settled at Athens. In consequence o:
siderable portion of the Odyssey (books vi. tothe w a y in which Megacles, one of the family
xiii.).—2. A. Platonic philosopher, w h o probably treated the insurgents under C Y L O N (B.C. 612),
lived under the Caasars, wrote a work entitled they brought upon themselves the guilt of sacriEpitome of the Boctrines of Plato —Editions: lege, and were in consequence banished from
B y Fell, Oxon, 1667, and by J. F. Fischer, Lips, Athens, about 595. About 560 they returned
1783, 8vo.
from exile, but were again expelled by PisistraA L C I P H R O N ('AXicfypov), the most distinguished
tus. In 548 they contracted with the Amphic
of the Greek epistolary writers, was perhaps a tyonic council to rebuild the temple of Delphi
contemporary of Lucian about A.D. 170. T h e and obtained great popularity throughout Greece
letters (one hundred and thirteen in number, in by executing the work in a style of magnificonee
three books) are written byfictitiousperson- which m u c h exceeded their engagement. O n the
ages, and the language is distinguished by its expulsion of Hippias in 610, they were again repurity and elegance. The n e w Attic comedy stored to Athens. They n o w joined the popular
W a s the principal source from which the author party, and Clisthenes, w h o was at that tune the
erived his information respecting the characters head of the family, gave a n e w constitution to
nd manners which he describes, and for this Athens. Vid. CLISTHENES.
rjason they contain m u c h valuable information
A L C M A N ('AXnpdv, [Doric form of the name,
bout the privatefifeof the Athenians of that which was properly] 'AXu/ialav), the chief lyria
4ime.—Editions: B y Bergler, Lips, 1716, and by poet of Sparta, by birth a Lydian of Sardis, was
Wagner, Lips, 1798.
Drought to Laconia as a slave, when very young,
[ A L O I P P E ('AXalmrn), a daughter of Mars andand w a s emancipated by his master, w h o dis
Agraulos. Vid. HALIREHOTHIUS.]
covered his genius. H e probably flourished
ALOITHOE.
Vid. A L O A T H O E .
about B.C. 631, and most of his poems were comA L C M Z E O N ('AXic/iaiav). 1. Son of Amphiaraus
posed after the conclusion of the second Messenian
and Eriphyle, and brother of Amphilochus. His war; H e is said to have died, like Sulla, of the
mother w a s induced by the necklace of Harmo- morbus pedicularis. Alcman's poems were comnia, which she received from Polynices, to per- prised in six books : m a n y of them were erotic,
suade her husband Amphiaraustotake part in and he is said b y some ancient writers to have
the expedition against Thebes; and as he knew been the inventor of erotic poetry. His metres
he should perish there, he enjoined his sonstokill were very various. The Cretic hexameter w a s
their mother as soon as they should be grown up. named Alcmanic from his being its inventor. His
Alcmaaon took part in the expedition of the Epi- dialect w a s the Spartan Doric, with an intergoni against Thebes, and on his return h o m e mixture of the zEolic The Alexandreau gramafter the capture of the city, he slew his mother, marians placed Alcman at the head of their
according to the injunction of his father. For canon of the nine lyric poets. The fragments
this deed he became mad, and was haunted b y of his poems are edited b y Welcker, Gicsthe Erinnyes. H e went to Phegeus in Psophis, sen, 1815; and by Bergk,in Poetas Lyrici Grceci,
and being purified b y the latter, he married 1843.
his daughter Arsinoe or Alphesiboaa, to w h o m
A L C M E N E ('AlKpiivn), daughter of Electryoa
lie gave the necklace and peplus of Harmonia. king of Myeenaa, by Anaxo or Lysidice. The
But as the land of this country ceased to brothers of Alcmene were slain by the sons of
bear, on account of its harboring a matricide, Pterelaus; and their father set out to avenge
he left Psophis and repaired to the country their death, leaving to Amphitryon his kingdom
at the mouth of the River Aehelous. The and his daughter Alcmene, w h o m Amphitryon
god Aehelous gave him his daughter Callirrhoe was to marry. But Amphitryon having uninui marriage; and as the latter wished to possess tentit nally killed Electryon before the marriage,
the necklace and peplus of Harmonia, Alcmaaon Sthenelus expelled both Amphitryon and Alcwent to Psophis and obtained them from Phe- mene, w h o went to Thebes. But here, instead
geus, under the pretext of dedicating them at of marrying Amphitryon, Alcmene declared that
Delphi; but when Phegeus heard that the trea- she would only mairy the m a n w h o shoala
sures were fetched for Callirrhoe. he caused his avenge the death of her brothers. Amubitrvoa
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undertook the task; and invited Creon of Thebes
[ALEOTRYON ('AXeKTpvav), a youth stationed
to assist him. Durjig his absence, Jupiter (Zeus),by Mars, during bis interview with Venus, at the
<a the disguise of Amphitryon, visited Alcmene, door to guard against surprise. Having fallen
»nd, having related in what way he had avenged asleep, he was changed by Mars into a cock
the death of her brothers, [finally persuaded her (dXenTpvav) for his neglect of duty.—% The
to a union], Amphitryon himself returned the lather of the Argonaut Lei'tus, called by ApolloDext day; Alcmene became the mother of Her- dorus Alector.1
cules by Jupiter (Zeus), and of Iphicles by A m A L E I U S C A M P U S or A L S I I C A M P I (rb 'AXr/ius
phitryon. Vid. HERCULES. After the death of ire6iov), an extensive and fruitful plain of Cnieia,
Amphitryon, Alcmene married Rhadamanthys, not far from Mallus, between the Rivers Pyraat Ocalia in Boeotia. W h e n Hercules was mus and Sarus (in Homer's Lycia, 11., 6, 201)
raised to the rank of a god, Alcmene, fearing It derives its name from the circumstance that
Eurystheus,fledwith the sons of Hercules to Bellerophon in his old age fell into melancholy
Athens.
and madness, and wandered about here (from
[ A L O O N ("AXicav), son of Hippocoon, a CalydodXn, wandering). Another legend makes Belnian hunter, slain by Hercules.—2. Son of the lerophon to have been thrown from Pegasus when
Athenian King Erechtheus, so skillful an archer,attempting to mount to heaven, and to have wanthat he shot a serpent which had entwined itself dered about here lame and blind.]
around his son, without wounding his child.
A L E M A N N I , or A L A M A N N I , or A L A M A N I (from the
In Virgil (Eel., 5, 11) an Alcon is mentioned,
German alle Manner, all men), a confederacy of
whom Servius calls a Cretan, and a companion German tribes, chiefly of Suevic extraction, beof Hercules, and relates of him nearly the tween the Danube, the Rhine, and the Main,
story just given.—3. A statuary, who made a though w e subsequently find them extending
statue of Hercules at Thebes, of iron, to their territories as far as the Alps and the Jura
symbolize thereby the hero's powers of endur- The different tribes of the confederacy were govance.]
erned by their own kings, but in time of wai
ALOYONE
or H A L O Y O N E ('AXuvovri).
1. they
A obeyed a common leader. They were br»va
Pleiad, daughter of Atlas and Pleione, and be- and warlike, and proved formidable enemies to
loved by Neptune (Poseidon).—2. Daughter of the Romans. Theyfirstcame into contact with the
zEolus and Enarete or zEgiale, and wife of Ceyx, Romans in the reign of Caraealla, who assumed
They lived so happily that they were presump- the surname of Alemannicus on account of a pretuous enough to call each other Jupiter (Zeus) tended victory over them (A.D. 214). They
and Juno (Hera), for which Jupiter (Zeus) me-were attacked by Alexander Severus (234), and
tamorphosed them into birds, alcyon and ceyx,
by Maximin (237). They invaded Italy in 270,
Others relate that Ceyx perished in a shipwreck, but were driven back by Aurelian, and were
that Alcyone for grief threw herself into the again defeated by Probus in 282. After this
<ea, and that the gods, out of compassion, time they continually invaded the Roman domichanged the two into birds. It was fabled that nions in Germany, and, though defeated by
during the seven days before, and as many after, Constantius I, Julian (857), Valentinian, and
the shortest day of the year, while the bird Gratian, they gradually became more and
alcyon was breeding, there always prevailed more powerful, and in thefifthcentury were
calms at sea.—[2. Daughter of Idas and Marpessa,in possession of Alsace and of German
wife of Meleager, called by her parents Alcyone,
Switzerland. ,
from the plaintive cries uttered by her mother
A L E R L A ('AXepia : 'AXaXta in Herod.), one of
Marpessa when carried off by Apollo.]
the chief cities of Corsica, on the east of the
A L O Y O N E U S ('AXuvovevg), a giant, killed island,
by
on the southern bank of the Rivsr RhotaHercules at the Isthmus of Corinth.
nus (now Tavignano), near its mouth. It was
[ALOYONIA PALUS ('AXKvavla Xlpvrj), a lake
founded by the Phocaaans B.C. 564, was plunin Argolis, of small size, but unfathomable depth,
dered by L. Seipio in thefirstPuni" war, and
by which Bacchus descended to the lower world, was made a Roman colony by Sulla.
when he sought to bring back Semele. It is re- A L E S A . Vid. H A L E S A .
garded by Leake as a part of Lerna.]
A L E S I A ('AXeola), an ancient town of the M a n
A L O Y O N I U M M A R E (n 'AXuvovlg -daXanaa), dubii
the in Gallia Lugdunensis, said to have been
eastern part of the Corinthian Gulf.
founded by Hercules, and situated on a high hill
A L E A ('AXea), a surname of Minerva (Athena),
(now Auxois, [at the foot of which is a village
under which she was worshipped at Alea, Man- called Alisej), which was washed by the two
tinea, and Tegea. Her temple at the latter placerivers Lutosa (now Oze) and Osera (now (herwas one of the most celebrated in Greece. It is ain). It was taken and destroyed by Caasar, in
aaid to have been built by Aleus, son of Aphldas,B.C. 52, after a memorable siege, but was afterking of Tegea, from w h o m the goddess is sup- ward rebuilt.
posed to have derived this surname.
A L E S L E ('AXealai), a town in Laeonia, west of
A L E A ('AXei : 'AXevg), a town in Arcadia, east
Sparta, or. the road to Pheraa.
of the Stymphalian Lake, with a celebrated temA L E S I U M ('AXeiawv), a to-wn in Elis, not far
ple of Minerva (Athena), the ruins of which are from Olympia, afterward cal ed Alesiceum.
Bear Piali.
ALESIUS M O N S (rb 'AXijawv bpog), a mountain
ALEBION.
Vid ALBION.
in Arcadia with a temple of Neptune (Poseidon)
J\LECTO.
Vid. FUEIZS.
Hippius and a grove of Ceres (Demeter).
[ALEIITOR ('AkeKrap), son of Pelops, and fa-A L E T E S ('AXrJTr/g), son of Hippotes, and a dether of lpbiloche, who married Megapenthes, sonscendant of Hercules, is said to have taken posof Menelaus.—2. S m of Anaxagoras, father of session of Corinth, and to have expelled the
\phis, King •$ Argos,]
Sisyphids, thirty yews after thefirs'invasior
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of Peloponnes-is by the Heraclids. His family, r.nder tht Great In his quarrel with his elite'
called the Aletidaa, maintained themselves at brother Antipater for the government (vid. A s Corinth down to the time of Bacchis.—[2. A TIPATEE), he called in the aid of Pyrrhus oi
companion of zEneas, w h o was held in venera- Epirus. and Demetrius Poliorcetes, by the lacier
of w h o m he was murdered B.C. 294.—5. J A N tion on account of his age and wisdom.]
NZEUS, th« son of Joannes Hyrcanus, and broth"
A L E T I U M (Aletinus), a town of Calabria.
A L E T R I U M or A L A T R I U M (Aletrinas, atis: n o w er of Aristobulus I, king of the Jews B.C. 104Alatri), an ancient town of the Hernici, subse-77. A t the commencement of his reign he w a s
quently a municipium and a R o m a n colony, engaged in w a r with Ptolemy Lathyrus, king of
Cyprus; and subsequently he had to carry on for
west of Sora and east of Anagnia.
six years a dangerous struggle with his o w n
ALEUAD/E.
Vid. A L E U A S .
subjects, to w h o m he had rendered himself ob• A L E U A S , ('AXevae) a descendant of Hercules,
T»as the ruler of Larissa in Thessaly, and the noxious b y his cruelties and b y opposing the
reputed founder of the celebrated family of the Pharisees. H e signalized his victory b y the
Aleuadaa. Before the time of Pisistratus (B.C.most frightful butchery of his subjects.—6. Sur560), the family of the Aleuadaa appears to have named Isius, the chief commander of ths zEtobecome divided into two branches, the Aleuadaa lians, took an active part in opposing Philip of
and the Scopadae. The Scopadae inhabited Cran- Macedc ia (B.C. 198, 197), and in the various
non and perhaps Pharsalus also, while the main negoti/ dons with the Romans.—7. Tyrant of
branch, the Aleuadaa, remained at Larissa. The PHERAE, was a relation of Jason, and succeeded
influence of the families, however, was not con- either Polydorus or Polyphron, as Tagus of
fined to these towns, but extended more or less Thessaly, about B.C. 369. In consequence of
over the greater part of Thessaly. They form- his tyrannical government, the Thessalians aped, in reality, a powerful aristocratic party in op- plied for aidfirstto Alexander II, king of Maceposition to the great body of the Thessalians. donia, and next to Thebes. The Thebans sent
In the invasion of Greece by Xerxes (480), the Pelopidas into Thessaly to succor the malconAleuadaa espoused the cause of the Persians, tents; but having ventured incautiously within
and the family continued to be the predominant the power of the tyrant, he was seized by Alexone in Thessaly for a long time afterward. But ander, and thrown into prison B.C. 368. The
after the end of the Poloponnesian w a r (404), Thebans sent a large army into Thessaly to
another Thessalian family, the dynasts of Phersa, rescue Pelopidas, but they were defeated in the
gradually rose to power and influence, and gave first campaign, and did not obtain their object
a giaat shock to the power of the Aleuadaa. till the next year, 367. In 364 Pelopidas again
The most formidable of these princes was Jason entered Thessaly with a small force, but was
of Pherae, w h o succeeded, after various strug- slain in battle by Alexander. The Thebans
gles, in raising himself to the dignity of Tagus, n o w sent a large army against the tyrant, and
compelled him to become a dependent ally of
or supreme ruler of Thessaly. Vid. JASON.
Thebes. W e afterwards hear of Alexander
ALEUS.
Vid. A L E A .
A L E X or H A L E X (now Alece), a smallriverinmaking piratical descents on m a n y of the AtheSouthern Italy, w a s the boundary between the nian dependencies, and even on Attica itself.
territorv of Rhegium and of the Locri Epi- H e was murdered in 867, b y his wife Thebe,
with the assistance of her three brothers.—8.
zephyrh,
Son of P O L Y S P E E O H O N , the Macedonian, was
[ A L E X A M E N U S ('AXetjafievog), an zEtolian leader, sent by his countrymen with .one thousand chiefly employed by his father in the command
m e n to Sparta, w h o slew Nabis the Spartan of the armies which he sent against Cassander.
Thus he was sent against Athens in B.C. 318,
tyrant.
and was engaged in military operations during
A L E X A N D E R ('AXil-avSpog), the usual name of
the next year in various parts of Greece. But
Paiis in the Iliad.
in 315 he became reconciled to Cassander, and
A L E X A N D E R S E V E R U S . Vid. S E V E R U S .
A L E X A N D E R . 1. Minor Historical Persons. w e find him in 314 commanding on behalf of
1. Son of ZEEOPUS, a native of the Macedoni- the latter H e w a s murdered at Sicyon in 314,
Vid. P T O L E M Z E U S . — 1 0 . Tian district called Lyncestis, whence he is usually — 9 . P T O L E M Z E U S .
called Alexander Lyncestis. H e was an accom- BEEIUS, born at Alexandrea, of Jewish parents,
plice in the murder of Philip, B.C. 836, but and nephew of the writer Philo. H e deserted
was pardoned by- Alexander the Great. H e ac- the faith of his ancestors, and was rewarded
companied Alexander to Asia; but in 334 he for his apostaey b y various public appointments.
was detected in carrying on a, treasonable cor- In the reign of Claudius he succeeded Fadus as
respondence with Darius, was kept in confine- procurator of Judaea (A.D. 46), and was apment, and put to death in, 330. 2. Son of A N - pointed b y Nero procurator of Egypt. H e w a s
TONIUS the triumvir, and Cleopatra, born, with thefirstR o m a n governor w h o declared in favor
his twin-sister Cleopatra, B.C. 40., After the of Vespasian; and he accompanied Titus in the
battle of Actium they were taken to R o m e b y war against Judaaa, and was present at th-* tak'
Augustus, and were generously educated by ing of Jerusalem.
IT. Kings of Epirus.
Octavia,. the wife of Antonius, with her o w n
1. Son of Neoptolemus, and brother of Olym
children.—3. Eldest son of A E I S T O B U L U S II,
king of Judea, rose in arms in B.C. 57, against pias, the mother of Alexander the Great. Phil
Hyrcanus, w h o was supported by, the Romans. lp made him king of Epirus in plaee of his cousin
Alexander was defeated b y the Romans in 56 zEacides, and gave him his daughter Cleopatra
and 55, and was put to death b y P o m p e y at A n - in marriage (B.C. 336). In 832, Alexander, at
tioch in 49.-7-4. Third son of C A S S A N I B B , king the request of the Tarentines, crossed over into
ef, Macedonia, by Thessalonica, sister of Alex42
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Italy, to aid them' against the < Lucanians ana death having reached Greece, tho Thebans uM««
Bruttii. After meeting with considerable suc- more took up arms. But a terrible punish
cess, he was defeated and slain in battle in 326* ment awaited, them. H e advanced into Boaotui
near Pandosia, on the banks of the Acheron in by rapid marches, took Thebes by assault, desSouthern Italy.—2. Son of Phyrrns and Lanas- troyed all the • buildings, with the exception of
sa,' daughter. of the Sicilian tyrant Agathocles, the house of Pindar, killed most of the inhabisucceeded his father in B.C. 272, and drove A n - tants, and sold the rest asi slaves. Alexander
tigonus Gonatus out of Macedonia. H e w a s n o w prepared for his great expedition against
•hortly afterward deprived of both Macedonia Persia. In the spring of 834, he crossed the
*nd Epirus b y Demetrius, the son of Antigonus; Hellespont with about thirty-five thousand men.
but he recovered Epirus b y the aid of the Acar- Of these thirty thousand were foot and fiv«
thousand horse, and of the former only twelve
tanians.
thousand were Macedonians. Alexander's first
III. Kings of Macedonia.
engagement with the Persians w a s on the River
1. Son of Amyntas I, distinguished himself
Granicus in Mysia (May 334), where they were
•u the lifetime of his father b y killing the Per- entirely defeated by him. This ba*tle was folsian ambassadors w h o had come to demand the lowed by the capture or submission of the chief
rabmission of Amyntas, because they attempted towns on the west coast of Asia Minor. H a h
to offer indignities to the ladies of the court, aboutcarnassus w a s not taken till late in the autumn,
B.C. 507. H e succeeded his father shortly after a vigorous defence by Memnon, the ablest
afterward, was obliged to submit to the Per- general of Darius, and whose death in tho folsians, and accompanied Xerxes in his invasion lowing year (333) relieved Alexander from a
of Greece (B.C. 480). H e gained the confidence formidable opponent. H e n o w marched along
of Mardonius, w h o sent him to Athens to propose the coast of Iiycia and Pamphylia, and then
peace to the Athenians, which w a s rejected. north into Phrygia andtoGordium, where he cut
H e w a s secretly inclined to the cause of the or untied the celebrated Gordian knot, which, it
Greeks, and informed them the night before the w a s said, w a s to be loosened only b y the conbattle of Plataeae of the intention of Mardonius to queror of Asia. In 333, he marched from Gorfight on thefollowingday. H e died about B.C.dium through the centre of Asia Minor into
45b, and w a s succeeded b y Perdiccas n . — 2 . Cilicia, where he nearly lost his life at Tarsus by
tion of Amyntas II, w h o m he succeeded, a fever, brought on by his great exertions or
reigned B.C. 369-367. A usurper of the n a m e through throwing <himself, w h e n heated, into the
of Ptolomey Alorites having risen against him, cold waters of tie Oydnus. Darius, meantime,
Pelopidas, w h o was called in to mediate between had collected an army offivehundred thousand
them, left Alexander in possession of the king- or six hundred thousand men, with thirty thou
dom, but took with him to Thebes several hos- sand Greek • mercenaries, w h o m Alexander
tages; among w h o m w a s Philip, the youngest defeated in the narrow plain of Issus. Daring
brother of Alexander, afterward King of Mace- escaped across the Euphrates b y the ford of
donia. Alexander was shortly afterward mur- Thapsaeus; but his mother, wife, and children
dered b y Ptolomey Alorites.—3. Surnamed the fell into the hands of Alexander, w h o treateo
G R E A T , son of Philip II. and Olympias, w a s born them with the utmost delicacy and respect. Alexat Pella, B.O. 856. His early education w a s ander n o w directed his arms against the oities
committed to Leonidas and Lysimachus; and of Phoenicia, most of which submitted; but Tyre
he w a s also placed under the care of Aris- w a s not taken till the middle of 332, after an
totle, w h o acquired an influence over his mind obstinate defence of seven months. Next foland character, which w a s manifest to the latest lowed the, siege of Gaza, which again delayed
period of his life. A t the age of sixteen, Alex- Alexander two months. Afterward, according
ander w a s intrusted with the government of to Josephus,he marchedtoJerusalem, intending te
Macedonia b y his father, while he w a s obliged punish the people for refusing to assist hirn,
to leave his kingdom to march against Byzan- tut he w a s diverted from his, purpose by
tium. H e first distinguished' himself, however, the appearance of the high-priest, and par
at the battle of ChaaronBa (838), where the vic- doned the people. This story is not mentioned
tory w a s mainly owing to his impetuosity and by Arrian, and rests on questionable evicourage.' O n the murder of Philip (336), Alex- dence. Alexander next marched into • E g y p t
ander ascended the throne, at the age of twenty, which willingly submitted to him, for the Egypand found himself surrounded b y enemies on tians had ever hated the Persians. A t the beginevery side. H efirstput d o w n rebellion in his ning of 331, Alexander founded at the moutfc
o w n kingdom, and then rapidly marched into of the western branch of the Nile the city
Greece. His unexpected activity overawed all of A L E X A N D R E A , and about the same timj
opposition; Thebes, which had been most active visited the, temple of Jupiter A m m o n , in fh«
against him, submitted when he appeared at its desert of Libya, and w a s saluted by the prieste
gates; and the assembled Greeks at the Isth- as the son of Jupiter A m m o n
In the spring
mus of Corinth, "with the sole exception of the of the .same, year (331), Alexander set, out
Lacedaemonians, elected him to the c o m m a n d to meet Darius, w h o had collected anothei
against Persia, which had previously been army. H e marched through Phrenicia and
bestowed upon his father. H e n o w directed his Syria to the Euphrates, which he crossed
arms against, the barbarians of the north, marched at the ford of Thapsaeus; thence he pro(early in 835) across Mount Haemns, defeated the ceeded through Mesopotamia, crossed tho Tigi$
Triballi, and advanced as far as the Danube, and at length m e t with the immense hosti
which he crossed; and, on his return, subdued of Darius, said to have amounted to more than
'JKS Ulyrians and Taulantii. A report of his a million of men, in the plains of Gaiiga-
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mela. The battle w a s fought in the month of no resistance till he reached the Hyd«.spa(5
Oetobei, 331, and ended in the complete defeat where he was opposed by Porus, an Indian king,
of the Persians. Alexander pursued the fugi- w h o m he defeated after a gallant resistance
tives to Arbela (now Erbil), which place has and took prisoner. Alexander restored to him
given its name to the battle, though distant about his kingdom, and treated him with distinguished
fifty miles from the spot where it w a s foughthonor. H e founded two towns, one on each
Darius, w h o had left the field of battle early in bank of the Hydaspes: one called Bueephala, in
the day,fledto Ecbatana (now Hamadan), in honor of his horse Bucephalus, w h o died here,
Media. Alexander was n o w the conqueror of after carrying him through so m a n y victories;
Asia, and began to adopt Persian habits and cus- and the other Nieaaa, to commemorate his victoms, by which he conciliated the affections of tory. F r o m thenee he marched across the
his n e w subjects. F r o m Arbela he marched to Acesines (now the Chinab) and the Hydraotes
Babylon, Susa, and Persepolis, all of which sur-(now the Bavee), and penetrated as far as the
rendered to him. H e is said to have set fire to Hyphasis (now Garra). This w a s the furthest
the palace of Persepolis, and, according to some point which he reached, for the Macedonians
accounts, in the revelry of a banquet, at the in-worn out b y long service, and tired of the war,
stigation of Thais, an Athenian courtesan. A t refused to advance further; and Alexander, notthe beginning of 330 Alexander marched from withstanding his entreaties and prayers, was
Persepolis into Media, in pursuit of Darius, obliged to lead them back. H e returned to the
w h o m he followed through Rhagaa and the passes Hydaspes, where he had previously given orders
of the Elburz Mountains, called by the ancients for the building of afleet,and then sailed down
the Caspian Gate's, into the deserts of Parthia, the river with about eight thousand men, while
where the unfortunate king w a s murdered by the remainder marched along the banks in two
Bessus, satrap of Bactria, and his associates. divisions. This w a s late in the autumn of 327.
Alexander sent his body to Persepolis, to be The people on each side of the river submitted
ouried in the tombs of the Persian kings. Bes- without resistance, except the Malli, in the conBus escaped to Bactria, and assumed the title of quest of one of whose places Alexander w a s
King of Persia. Alexander was engaged during severely wounded. A t the confluence of the
the remainder of the year in subduing the Acesines and the Indus, Alexander founded a
northern provinces of Asia between the Caspian city, and left Philip as satrap, with a consideraand the Indus, namely, Hyrcania, Parthia, Aria, ble body of Greeks. Here he built some fresh
the Drangaa, and Sarangaa. , it w a s during ships, and continued his voyage down the Indus,
this campaign that PHILOTAS, his father P A R M E - founded a eity at Pattala, the apex of the delta
SION, and other Macedonians were executed on of the Indus, and sailed into the Indian Ocean,
a charge of treason. In 329 Alexander crossed which he reached about the middle of. 326.
the mountains of the Paropamisus (now the Nearchus w a s sent with thefleetto sail along
Hindoo Koosh), and marched into Bactria the coast to the Persian Gulf (vid. N E A R C H U S )
Against Bessus, w h o m he pursued across the and Alexander marched with the rest of hia
Oxua into Sogdiana. In this country Bessus forces through Gedrosia, in which country las arwas betrayed to him, and w a s put to death. m y suffered greatly from want of water and proviF r o m the Oxus he advanced as far as the Jax- sions. H e reached Susa at the beginning of 325.
artes (now the Sir), which he crossed, and de- Here he allowed himself and his troops some
feated several Scythian tribes north of that rest from their labors; and anxious to form his
river. After founding a city, Alexandrea, on the European and Asiatic subjects into one people,
Jaxartes, he retraced his steps, and returned tohe assigned to about eighty of his generals AsiaZariaspa or Bactra, where he spent the winter- tie wives, and gave with them rich dowries.
of 329. It w a s here that he killed his friend H e himself took a second wife, Barsine, the
Clitus in a drunken revel. In 328, Alexander eldest daughter of Darius, and, according to
again crossed the Oxus to complete the subjuga- some accounts, a third, Parysatis, the daughter
tion of Sogdiana, but was not able to effect it in of Ochus. About ten thousand Macedonians
the year, and accordingly went into winter- followed the example of their king and generals,
quarters at Nautaca, a' place in the middle of and married Asiatic women. Alexander also
the province. A t the beginning of 827, he took enrolled large numbers of Asiatics among his
a mountain fortress, in which Oxyartes, a Bac- troops, and taught them the Macedonian tactics.
trian prince, had deposited his wife and daugh- He, moreover, directed his attention to the inters. The beauty of Roxana, one of the latter,crease of commerce, and for this purpose had
captivated the conqueror, and he accordingly the Euphrates and Tigris m a d e navigable, by
made her his wife. This marriage with one of removing the artificial obstructions which lad
his Eastern subjects w a s in accordance with been m a d e in the river for the purpose of irrigathe whole of his policy. Having' completed the tion. The Macedonians, w h o were discontented
conquest of Sogdiana, he marched south into with several of the n e w arrangements of
Bactria, and m a d e preparations for the invasion the king, rose in mutiny against him, which
of India. While ic Bactria another conspiracy he quelled with some difficulty. Toward tho
was discovered for the murder' of the king. close of the same year (326),' he went to
T h e plot was formed by Hermolaus with a Ecbatana, where he lost his great favorite,
number of the royal pages, and Calhsthenes, HEPHZESTION. F r o m Ecbatana he marched to
a pupil of Aristotle, was involved in it All Babylon, subduing in his w a y the Cossaei,
the conspirators were put to death. Alex- a mountain tribe; and before le reached
ander did not leave Bactria till late in Babylon he w a s m e t by ambassadors from althe spring of 327, and crossed the Indus, pro- most every part of the known world. A l
bably near the mc dern Attock. H e met with exander entered Babylon in the spring ol
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824, about a year before his death, notwithstand- in thefirstcentury after Christ, w a s lufoi to t N
ing the warnings of the Chaldaaans, 'who pre- Emperor Nero.—2. The ZETOLIAN, of Pleuroa
dicted evilto.him if he entered the city at that in zEtolia, a Greek poet, lived in tLo reign of
time. H e intended to m a k e Babylon the capital Ptolemaaus Philadelphus (B.C. 286-247), at
»f his empire, as the best point of communication Alexandrea, where he w a s reckoned one of the
between his eastern and western dominions. His seven tragic poets w h o constituted the tragic
schemes were numerous and gigantic. His firstpleiad. H e also wrote other poems, besidea
object w a s the conquest of Arabia, which was to tragedies. His fragmenta are collected b y Ca«
be followed, it w a s said, b y the subjugation of pellmann, Alexandri jEtoli Fragmtnia, B C D D ,
Italy, Carthage, and the West. But his views 1829.—3. O f A P H R O D I S I A S , in Caria, fee most
were not confined merely to conquest. H e or- celebrated, of the commentators on Aristotle,
dered afleetto be built on the Caspian, in order lived about A D . 200. About half hia voliiminto explore that sea. H e also intended to im- ous works were edited and translated into Latin
prove the distribution of waters in the Babylon- at the revival of literature; there are a few
ian plain, and for that purpose sailed down the more extant in the original Greek, which have
Euphrates to inspect the canal called Palla- never been printed, and an Arabic version is
copas. O n his return to Babylon he w a s at- preserved of-several others. His most importacked b y a fever, probably brought on b y his tant treatise is entitled Be Fato, an inquiry into
recent exertions in the marshy districts around the opinions of Aristotle on the subject of Fato
Babylon, and aggravated b y the quantity of and Free-will: edited b y Orelli, Zurich, 1824.—
wine he had <hnink at a banquet given to his 4. CORNELIUS, surnamed POLYHISTOR, a Greek
principal officers. H e died after an illness of writer, w a s m a d e prisoner during the war of
eleven days, in the month of M a y or June, B.C. Sulla in Greece (B.C. 87-84), a<> sold as a slave
323, at the age of thirty-two, after a reign of to Cornelius Lentulua, w h o took him to R o m e ,
twelve years and eight months. H e appointed m a d e him the teacher of his children, and subno one as his successor, but just before his death sequently restored him to freedom. The surhe gave his ring to Perdiccas. Roxana w a s name of Polyhistor was given to him on account
with child at the time of his death, and after- of his prodigious learning. H e is said to have
ward bore a son w h o is known b y the name written a vast number of works, all of which
of Alexander zEgus. The history of Alexander have perished, [with the exception of a few
forms an important epoch in the history of man- fragments]: the most important of them w a s
kind, Unlike other Asiatic conquerors, his pro-one in forty-two books, containing historical and
fress w a s marked b y something more than geographical accounts of nearly all countries of
evastation and ruin; at every step of his course the ancient world. [ A list of his works is given
the Greek language and civilization took root by Miiller, w h o has collected and published the
andflourished;and after his death Greek king- fragments of his writings in the third volume of
doms were formed in all parts of Asia, which Fragmenta Historicorum Grascorum, p. 206-244.J
continued to exist for centuries. B y his con- — 5 . Surnamed L Y C H N U S , of Ephesus, a Greek
quests the knowledge of mankind w a s increased; rhetorician and poet, lived about B.C. SO. A
the sciences of geography, natural history, and few fragments of M s geographical and astro
others, received vast additions; and it w a s nomical poems are extant—6. Of M Y N D U S , in
through him that a road w a s opened to India, Caria, a Greek writer on zoology of uncertair.
and that Europeans became acquainted with the date.—7. N U M E N I U S , a Greek rhetorician, w h o
products of the remote East.—4. zEGUs/son of lived in the second century of the Christian era.
Alexander the Great and Roxana, w a s born T w o works are ascribed to him, one Be Figurit
shortly after the death of his father, in B.C. 323, Sententiarum et Elocutionis,fromwhich Aquila
and w a s acknowledged as the partner of Philip Romanus took, his materials for his work on the
Arrhidsaus in the empire, under the guardian- same subject; and the other On Show-speeches,
ship of Perdiccas, Antipater,' and Polysperehon which was written b y a later grammarian of the
in succession. Alexander and his mother Roxana name of Alexander. Edited in Walz's Bhetores
were imprisoned b y Cassander, when he ob- Grceei, vol, viii.—8. The P A P H L A G O N I A N , a celetained possession of Macedonia in 316, and re- brated impostor, w h o flourished about the bemained in prison till 811, when they were put to ginning of the second century after Christ, of
w h o m Lucian has given an amusing account,
death by Cassander.
chiefly of the various contrivances by which he
IV. Kings of Syria.
1. Surnamed B A L A S , a person of low origin, established and maintained the credit of an orapretended to be the son of Antiochus IV. Epiph- cle. The influence he attained over the popuanes, and reigned in Syria B.C. 150-146. H e lace seems incredible; indeed, the narrative of
defeated and slew in battle Demetrius L Soter, Lucian would appear to be a mere romance,
Dut w a s afterward defeated and dethroned b y were it not confirmed by some medals of A n
Demetrius II. Nicator.—2. Surnamed Z E B I N A or toninus and M . Aurelius.—9. Surnamed PEI.OZABINAS, son of a merchant, w a s set u p by PLATON, a Greek rhetorician of Seleucia in
Ptolemy Physcon as a pretender to the throne of Cilieia, w a s appointed Greek secretary to M .
Syria, shortly after the return of Demetrius IL Antoninus, about A D . 174. A t Athens, he
Nicator from his captivity among the Parthians, conquered the celebrated rhetorician Herodes
B.C. 128. H e defeated Demetrius in 125, but Atticus, in a rhetorical con>*st All persons, howwas afterward defeated by Antiochus Grypus, ever, did not admit his abilities;fora Corinthian
of the name of Seeptes said that he had found
by w h o m he w a s put to death, 122.
in Alexander " the clay ("HijXog), but not Plato,'
V . Literary.
alluding to his surname of " Peloplaton."—10.
1, Of ZEG/E, a peripatetic philosopher at R o m e P S I L A L E T H E S , an indent Greek physician, lived
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probably toward the end of the first ceatary of the Praefeetus Egypti. It retained its Com
B.O., and succeeded Zeuxis as head of a cele- mercial and literary importance, and bceama
brated Herophilean school of medicine, estab- also a chief seat of Christianity and theological
lished in Phrygia between Laodicea and Carura. learning. Its site is now covered by a mass of
—11. Of TEALLES m Lydia, an eminent physi- ruins, among which are the remains of the ciscian, lived in the sixth century after Christ, andterns by which the whole city was supplied with
is fie author of two extant Greek works: 1. water, house by house; the two obelisks (vulg.
Cleopatra's Needles), which adorned the gateLilri Buodecim de Be Medico ; 2. Be Lumbrieis.
A L E X A N D E E A , [sometimes -dria, though, as way of the royal palace, and, outside the waUa,
Madvig says (Cic, Be Fin., v., 19, 54), the Latin to the Bouth, the column of- Diocletian (vulg.
writers always preferred the e, and this was al- Pompey'a Pillar). The modern city stands on
ways the form on coins and inscriptions; ef. the dike uniting the Island of Pharos to the
main land.—2. A. TROAS, also T E O A S simply,
Fea, ad Hor, Od, iv, 14, 86] ('AXetidvb'peia:
('A. ii Tpadg : cow Eskistamboul, i. e., tha Ol
'AXeljavdpevg, Alexandiinus), the name of several cities founded by, or in memory of Alex- City), on the sea-coast, southwest of Troy, was
enlarged by Antigonus, hence called Antigoni*
ander the Great—1. (Alexandrea, Arab. Iskanbut afterward it resumed itsfirstname. It
deria), the capital of Egypt under the Ptolemies,
ordered by Alexander to be founded in B.C. 332. flourished greatly, both under the Greeks and
It was built on the narrow neck of land between the Romans; it was made acolooia; and both
the Lake Mareotis and the Mediterranean, op- Julius Caesar and Constantine tnought of estab
posite to the Island of Pharos, which was joined fishing-the seat of empire in it—3. A. A D ISSUM
to the city by an artificial dike, called Hepta- ('A. Hard '\cobv: now Iskenderoon, Scanderoun,
atadium, which formed, with the island, the twoAlexandrette), a sea-port at the entrance of Syrharbors of the city, that on the northeast of the ia, a little south of Issus.—4. In Susiana, afterdike being named the Great Harbor (now the ward Antiochia, afterward Cliarax Spasini (XaNew Port), that, on the southwest Eunostos pal; Haaivov or Snao.), at the mouth of the Tigris, built by Alexander; destroyed by a flood;
(eivoaTog, the Old Port). These harbors communicated with each other by two channels cut restored by Antiochus Epiphanes: birth-place
through the Heptastadium, one at each end of of Dionysius Periegetes and, Isidorus Charait; and there was a canal from the Eunostos to cenus.—5. A. A B L E ('A. h iv 'Aploig: row Hethe Lake Mareotis. The city was built on a rat),foundedby Alexander on the River Arius,
regular plan, and was intersected by two prin- in the Persian province of Aria, a very flourishcipal streets, above one hundred feet wide, the ing city, on • the great caravan road to India.—
one extending thirty stadia from east to west, 6. A. A R A C H O S L S or A L E X A N D R O P O L I S (now Kanthe other across this, from the sea toward the dahar ?), on the River Arachotus, was probably
lake, to the length of ten stadia. At the east- not founded till after the time of Alexander.
ern extremity of the city was the royal quarter, — 7 . A. BACTRIANA ('A. Kara Ba/crpa : probably
called Bruchium, and at the other end of the Khooloom, ruins), east of Bactra (Balkh).—8. A,
chief street, outside of the city, the Necropolis A D CAUOASUM, or apud Paropamisidas ('A. h>
or cemetery. A great light-house was built on flapojra/Mcra&Kc), at tho foot of Mount Paropamthe Island of Pharos in the reign of Ptolemy isus (now Hindoo Koosh), probably near CaPhiladelphus (B.C. 288). Under the care of the boot.—9. A. U L T I M A or A L E X A N D R E S O H A T A ('A.
Ptolemies, as the capital of a great kingdom i) iaxdrn : now Kokand?), in Sogdiana, on tho
and of the most fertile country on the earth, , Jaxartes, a little east of Cyropolis or Cyreschaand commanding by its position all the com- ta, marked the furthest point reached by Alexmerce of Europe with the East, Alexandrea ander in his Scythian expedition. These are not
soon became the most wealthy and Bplendid all the cities of the name.
ALEXICAOUS ('AXetjiicaiiog), the averter of evU
city of the known world, Greeks, Jews, and
other foreignersflockedtoit, and its population a surname of several deities, but particularly of
probably amounted to three quarters of a mil- Jupiter (Zeus), Apollo, and Hercules.
ALEXINUS ('A/Ufjvoc), of Ehs, a philosopher
lion. But a still greater distinction was conferred upon it through the foundation, by the of the Dialectic or Megarian school, and a disciple of Eubulides, lived about the beginningof the
first two Ptolemies, of the Museum, an establishment in which men devoted to literature were third century B.C.
maintained at the public cost, and of the Library, ALEXIS ("AXeSjig). 1. A comic poet, born at
which contained ninety thousand distinct works, Thurii in Italy, and an Athenian citizen. H e
and four hundred thousand volumes, and the in- was the uncle and instructor of' Menander, was
crease of which made it necessary to establish born about B.C. 394, and lived to the age of
another library, in the Serapeum (Temple of one hundred and six. Some of his plays, of
Serapis), which reached to forty-two thousand which he is said to have written two hundred
eight hundred volumes, but which was destroyed and forty-five, belonged to the Middle, and others
by the Bishop Theophilus, at the time of the to the N e w Comedy. [The fragments of hia
general overthrow of the heathen temples under plays have been published by Meineke, FragIVodosius (A.D. 389). The Great Library suf- menta Oomieorzim Grcecorum, vol. ii, p. 688-768,
fered severely by fire, when Julius Caesar was edit, rninor,]—2. 'A sculptor and statuary,one of
besieged in Alexandrea, and wasfinallydestroy- the pupils of Polycletus.
ed lay Amrou, the lieutenant of the Calif Omar, A L F E N U S V A R U S . Vid. V A R U S .
A L G I D U M or A L G I D U S (ruins near Cava?), a
in A.D. 651. These institutions made Alexandrea the chief centre of literary activity. small but strongly fortified town of the zEqus on
W h e n Egypt became a Roman province (vid. one of the bills of Mount Algidnei, of which at
jEorrma), Alexandrea was made the residence trace has now disappeared.
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ALOILUS MONS, a range of mountains in La- 218. Cfcey were conquered, in B.C. 121, liy Q
titan, extending south from Praaneste to MountFabius Maximus Allobrogicus, and made subAlbanus, cold, but covered with wood, and con- jects of Rome, but they bore the yoke unwillingly, and were always disposed to rebellioa
taining good pasturage (gelido Algido; Hor,
In the time of Ammianus the eastern part of
Carm., i, 21, 6: nigra feraci frondis in Algido;
id, iv, 4, 58). It was an ancient seat of thetheir country was called Sapaudia, i e. Savoy.
A L M O (now Almone), a smallriver,rises near
worship of Diana. From it the zEqui usually
made their incursions into the Roman territory. Bovillaa, andflowsinto the Tiber south of Rome,
in which the statue and sacred things of Cybele
A L I E N U S CZECINA. Vid. CZECINA.
ALIMENTUS, L. CINOIUS, a celebrated Roman were washed annually.
A L M O P E S ('AXpaveg), a people in Macedonia,
annalist, antiquary, and jurist, was praator in
Sicily, B.C. 209, and wrote several works, of inhabiting the district Almopia between Eordasa
which the best known was bis Annates, which and Pelagonia.
A L O E U S i^AXaeig), son of Neptune (Poseidon)
contained an account of the second Punic war
[His fragments have been published in the and Canace, married Iphimedla, the daughter
Triops. His wife was beloved by Neptune
Scriptores Historici Bomani of Popma, 1620,ofand
(Poseidon), by w h o m she had two sons, Otus
more recently by Krause, in his Vitas et Fragand Ephialtes, who are usually called the Aloimenta veterum Hist. Lat, Berlin, 1833.]
das, from their reputed father Aloeus. They
A L I N D A (rh "AXivSa: 'AXivdevg), a fortress
and small town, southeast of Stratonlce, where were renowned for their extraordinary strength
Ada, queen of Caria,fixedher residence, whenand daring spirit When they were nine years
she was driven out of Halicarnassus (B.C. 840). old, the body of each measured nine cubits in
breadth and twenty-seven in height. At this
A L I P H E R A ('AXfyeipa, 'AXltyripa: ' AXifyeipalog,
early age, they threatened the Olympian gods
'AXitynpevg: ruins near Nerovitza), a fortified
town in Arcadia, situated on a mountain on the with war, and attempted to pile Ossa upon
borders of Elis, south of the Alpheus, said to Olympus, and Pelion upon Ossa. They would
have been founded by the hero Alipherus, sonhave accomplished their object, says Homer,
had they been allowed to grow uptothe age of
of Lycaon.
manhood; but Apollo destroyed them before
ALIPHERUS. Vid. ALIPHERA.
their beards began to appear (Od, xi, 305, seq.)
[ALISIUM ('AXetawv), a town of Elis, the same,
probably, with that caned ALESI/EUM by Strabo, They also put the god Mars (Ares) in chains,
and placed by him between Elis and Olympia.] and kept him imprisoned for thirteen months
A L I S O (now Elsen), a strong fortress built by Other stories are related of them by latei
Drusus B.C. 11, at the confluence of the Luppia writers.
ALOIDM.
Vid. ALOEUS.
(now Lippe) and the Eliso (now Alme).
ALISONTIA (now Alsitz), a riverflowinginto [ A L O N E ('AXaval: now Benidorme or Torre At
Salinas), a town of Hispania Tarraconensis, a
the Mosella (now MoseX).
ALLEOTUS, the chief officer of Carausius in colony of the Massilians.—2. A town of BritaiE,
Britain, w h o m he murdered in A.D. 293. H e somewhat south of Keswick ; by some supposad
then assumed the imperial title himself, but was to correspond to Ambleside.']
A L O N T A ('AXbvra: now Terek), ariverof Aldefeated and slain in 296 by the general of Conbania, in Sarmatia Asiatica,flowinginto the
stantius.
Caspian.
ALLIA, or, more correctly, ALIA, a small river,
whichrisesabout eleven miles from Rome, in A L O P E ('AMirn), daughter of Cercyon, belie neighborhood of Crustumerium, and flows came by Neptune (Poseidon) the mother of
into the Tiber about six miles from Rome. It HIPPOTHOUS. She was put to death by her fais memorable by the defeat of the Romans by ther, but her body was changed by Neptune
the Gauls on its banks, July 16th, B.C. 390;(Poseidon) into a well, which bore the same
which day, dies Alliensis, was hence markedname.
as
A L O P E ('A^om/: 'AXorcevg, 'AXomr't/g). 1. A
an unlucky day in the Roman calendar.
ALLIENUS, A. 1. A friend of Cicero, was the town in tie Opuntian Loeris, opposite Euboaa.
legate of Q. Cicero in Asia, B.C. 60, praetor in— 2 . A town in Phthiotis in Thessaly (77, ii,
49, and governor of Sicily on behalf of Caesar in 682).
A L O P E O E ('AXaxeKii and 'AXarrenal: 'AXa-K
48 and 47.—2. A legate of Dolabella, by w h o m
aevg), a demus of Attica, of the tribe Antiochis,
he was sent into Egypt in 43.
ALLIFZE or ALIFZE (Allifanus: now Allife), aeleven stadia east of Athens, on the Hill A n
town of Samnium, on the Vulturnus, in a fertile chesmus. [Here the parents of Socrates dwelt,
country. It was celebratedforthe manufacture who therefore belonged to this demus, as did
also Aristides.]
of its large drinking-cups (Allifana so. pocida,
A L O P E C I A ('AXaxeKta) or A L O P E C E (Plin.), an
Hor, Sat, ii, 8, 39).
A L L O B R O G E S (nom. sing, Allobrox: 'AXX6-island in the Palus Maaotis, near the mouth of
the
Tanais.]
6poyeg, 'AXXbSpvyeg, 'AXXbBpiyeg: perhaps from
tie Celtic aill, "rock" or "mountain," and brog,ALOPEOONNESUS ('AXaKeicbvvTjOog: 'AXaneit
"dwelling," consequently "dwellers in the xirjmoi: now AleKif), a town in the Thracian
mountains"), a powerful people of Gaul dwell- Chersonesus, founded by the zEolians.
A L P E N U S ('AXirnvog, 'AXnTjvot), a town of t
ing between the Rhodanus (now Bhone) and
the Isara (now Isere), as far as the Lake Leman-Epicnemidii Locri at the entrance of the pass of
Thermopylae.
nus (now Lake of Geneva), consequently in the
A L P E S (al "AXireig, i) "A^m?, rb 'KXveiva ba
modern Dauphine and Savoy. Their chief town
was V L B V N A (now Vienne) on the Rhone. Theyrd 'AXneta bpn; probably from tbe Celtic Alb oi
arefirstmentioned in Hannibal's invasion, B.C.Alp, "a height"), the mountains forming ih«
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Boundary of Northern Italy, are a part of the mountains of Southern Tyrol, in which fki
great mountain chain which extends from the Athesis (now Adige)rises,with ihe pass of tba
Gulf of Genoa across Europe to the Black Sea, Brenner.—8. A L P E S NORICZE, tie Noric Alpi,
of which the Apennines and the mountains of northeast of the Tridentine Alps, comprising the
the Grecian peninsula may be regarded as off- mountains in the neighborhood of Salzburg.—
shoots. Of the Alps proper, the Greeks had 9. A L P E S CAENIOZE, the Comic Alps, east of the
very little knowledge, and included them under Tridentine, and south of the Noric, to Mouni
the general name of the Rhipaean Mountains. Terglu.—10. A L P E S JULL>E, the Julian Alps,
The Romansfirstobtained some knowledge of from Mount Terglu to the commencement of
(hem by Hannibal's passage across them: this the Hlyrian or Dalmatian Mountains, which ar«
knowledge was gradually extended by their va- known by the name of the Alpes Dalmaticaa,
rious wars with the inhabitants of the mount- further north by the name of the Alpes Panains, who were notfinallysubdued till the reignnonicae. The Alpes Juliae were so called beof Augustus. In the time of the emperors the cause Julius Caesar or Augustus constructed
different parts of the Alps were distinguished roads across them: they are also called Alpes
by the following names, most of which are still Venetaa.
[ALPHEZEA ('AXQeata). Vid. ALPHEUS, near
retained. W e enumerate them in order from
west to east. 1. A L P E S MARITIMZE, the Mari- the end.]
time or Ligurian Alps, from Genua (now Genoa), [ A L P H E N O R ('AXrfijvup), a son of Amphion and
where the Apennines begin, run west as far Niobe, slain by Apollo.]
A L P H E N U S VARUS.
Vid. V A R U S .
as the River Varus (now Par) and Mount Cema
(now La Caillole), and then north to Mount Ve- ALPHESIBOJA ('AXfeoiBoia). 1. Mother of Adosulus (now Monte Viso), one of the highestnis. Vid. ADONIS.—2. Daughter of Phegeus,
points of the Alps.—2. A L P E S COTTIZE or COT- married Alomaeon. Vid. ALOMMON.
TIANM, the Cottian Alps (so called from a King A L P H E U S MYTILENZEUS ('AXfeibg MvnXnvalog),
Cottius in the time of Augustus), from Monte the author of about twelve epigrams in tie
Viso to Mont Cenis, contained Mount Matrona, Greek Anthology, was probably a contemporary
afterward called Mount Janus or Janua (now of the Emperor Augustus.
Mont Genevre), across which Cottius construct- A L P H E U S ('AXfeibg : Doric, 'AX<j>eog : now AV
ed a road, which became the chief means of feo, Rofeo, Ryfo, Rufea), the chiefriverof Tel
communieation between Italy and Gaul: this oponnesus, rises at Phylace in Arcadia, shortroad leads from the Valley of the Durance in ly afterward sinks under ground, appears again
France to Segusio (now Susa) and the Valley near Asea, and then mingles its waters with
si the Dora in Piedmont. The pass over Mont those of tie Eurotas. After flowing twenty
Cenis, now one of the mostfrequentedof the stadia, the tworiversdisappear under ground:
Alpine passes, appears to have been unknown the Alpheus again rises at Pegaa in Arcadia,
in antiquity.—3. A L P E S G R A L E , also Saltusand, increased Dy many affluents,flowsnorthGrains (the name is probably Oeltie, and has west through Arcadia and Elis, not far from
nothing to do with Greece), the Graian Alps, Olympia, and falls into the Ionian Sea. The
from Mont Cenis to the Little St. Bernard in- subterranean descent of the river, which is conclusive, contained the Jugum Cremonis (now Le firmed by modern travellers, gave rise to the
Cramont) and the Centronicaa Alpes, apparent-story about the river-god Alpheus .and tha
ly the Little St. Bernard and the surrounding nymph Arethusa. The latter, pursued by Almountains. The Little St. Bernard, which is pheus, was changed by Diana (Artemis) into
sometimes called Alpis Graia, is probably the the fountain of Arethusa, in the Island of Ortypass by which Hannibal crossed the Alps; the gia at Syracuse, but the god continued to purroad over it, which was improved by Augustus, sue her under the sea, and attempted to mingle
led to Augusta (now Aosta) in the territory of his stream with the fountain in Ortygia. Hence
the Salassi.—4. A L P E S PENNINZE, the Pennine it was said that a cup thrown into the Alpheus
Alps, from the Great St. Bernard to the Simplon would appear again in the fountain of Arethusa
inclusive, the highest portion of the chain, in- in Ortygia. Other accounts related that Diana
cluding Mont Blanc, Monte Rosa, and Mont (Artemis) herself was beloved by Alpheus: the
Cervin. The Great St. Bernard was called goddess was worshipped, under the name of
Mount Pennlnus, and on its summit the inhab- Alpheasa, both in Elis and Ortygia.
A L P H I U S AVITUS.
Vid. Avrros.
tants worshipped a deity, w h o m the Romans
ALPINUS, a name which Horace gives, in ridicalled Jupiter Penninus. The name is probably derived from -the Celtic pen, " a height."— cule, to a bombastic poet. H e probably means
5. A L P E S L E P O N T I O E U M or LEPONTIZE, the Lepon- BIBAOULUS.

tian or Helvetian Alps, from the Simplon to the [ALSA (now Ansa), a river of Italy, in the
St Gothard.—6. A L P E S RZETICZB, the Bastianterritory of the Veneti, just west of Aquileia.
Alpi,fromthe St Gothard to the Orteler by the Here the younger Constantino lost his hfe in a
pass of the Stelvio. Mount Adula is usually battle against his brother Constantius.]
A L S I U M (Alsiensis: now Palo), one of the
supposed to be the St Gothard, but it must be
another name for the whole range, if Strabo is most ancient Etruscan towns on the coast neai
right in stating that both the Rhine and the Caere, and a Roman colony after thefirstP U D M
Adda rise in Mount Adula. The Romans were war. In its neighborhood Pompey had a coun
acquainted with two passes across the Raatian try seat (Villa Alsiensis).
Alps, connecting Curia (now Coire) and Milan, [ALTES ("AXTng), a king of the Leleges, at
one across the Spliigen and the other across Pedasus, father of Laothoe.]
A L T H ^ A ('AX8ata\ daughter of the /Etoliaa
Kont Septimer, and both meeting at Clavenna
King Thestius and "turythemis, married GSneua,
'new (Th'avenna).—-7 A L P E S TRIBENTIN.S, the
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Ring ol Calydon, by w h o m she became the reconciled to one another by TLrasybulus, th«
mother of several children, and among others Athenian commander, in 390, and induced b y
of M E L E A G E E , upon whose death she killed her- him to become the allies of Athens.—2. A ruler
in Thrace, who, in conjunction with Berisadea
self.
A L T H Z B A (now Orgaz I), the chief town of theand Cersobleptes, succeeded Cotys in 358.
AMAGETOBRIA.
Vid. M A G E T O B R I A .
Olcades in the country of the Oretani, in His[ A M A L O H I U S O O E A N U S , a part of the Northern
pania Tarraeonensis.
Ocean, extending, according to Hecataaus, along
A L T H E M E N E S ('AXBnfievng or 'AXBaipevng), son
of Catreus, king of Crete. In consequence of the coast of Scytiia.]
[ A M A L L O B E I G A (now probably Medino del Ri
an oracle, that Catreus would lose Illsfifeb y
one of his children, Althemene3 quitted Crete Seeo), a city of the Vaccaai, in Hispania Tarra
and went to Rhodes. There he unwittingly conensis.]
A M A L T H E A ('ApaXBeid). 1. The nurse of the
killed his father, w h o had come in search of his
infant Jupiter (Zeus) in Crete. According to
son,
A L T I N U M (Altinas: n o w Altino), a wealthy some traditions, Amalthea is the goat which
municipium in the land of the Veneti in the suckled Jupiter (Zeus), and which w a s reward
north of Italy, at tho mouth of the River Silis ed by being placed among the stars. Vid. zEgA.
and on the road from Patavium to Aquileia, According to others, Amalthea w a s a nymph,
was a wealthy manufacturing town, and the daughter of Oceanus, Helios, Haemonius, or of
ahief emporium of all the goods which were the Cretan king, Melisseus, w h o fed Jupiter
sent from Southern Italy to the countries of the (Zeus) with the milk of a goat. W h e n this goat
north. Goods could be brought from Ravenna broke off one of her horns, Amaltheafilled,it
to Altinum through the Lagoons and the nu-with fresh herbs and gave it to Jupiter (Zeus),
merous canals of the Po, safe from storms and w h o placed it among the stars. According to
pirates. There were m a n y beautiful villas other accounts, Jupiter (Zeus) himself broke off
one of the horns of the goat Amalthea, and gave
around the town. (Mart, iv, 25.)
A L T I S ("AXrig), the sacred grove of Jupiterit to the daughters of Melisseus, and endowed
it with the wonderful power of becoming filled
(Zeus) at O L Y M P I A .
A L U N T I U M or H A L U N T I U M (fAXoiimov), a town with whatever the possessor might wish. This
on the north eoast of Sicily, not far from Calac- is the story about the origin of the celebrated
horn of Amalthea, commonly called the Horn of
ta, on a steep hill, celebrated for its wine.
Plenty or Cornucopia, which w a s used in later
A L U S or H A L U S ("AXog, "AXog: 'AXevg: ruins
near Kefalosi), a town in Phthiotis in Thessaly,times as the symbol of plenty; in general.—2.
at the extremity of Mount Othrys, built b y the One of the Sibyls, identified with the Oumaaaa
Sibyl, w h o sold to King Tarquinius the cele
hero Athamas.
brated Sibylline books.
A L Y A T T E S ('AXvuTTng), king of Lydia, B.C.
617-660, succeeded his father Sadyattes, and A M A L T H E U M or A M A L T H S A , a villa of Attica
was himself succeeded by his son Croesus. H e on the River Thyamis in Epirus, was perhapa
carried on w a r with Miletus from 617 to 612,originally a shrine of the n y m p h Amalthea,
and with Cyaxares, king of Media, from 590 to which Atticus adorned with statues and bass685; an eclipse of the sun, which happened in reliefs, and converted into a beautiful summer
Cicero, in imitation, constructed a
585, during a battle between Alyattes and Cy- retreat
axares, led to a peace between them. Alyattes similar retreat on bis estate at Arpinum.
A M A N T I A ('A/iavTia: Amantlnus, Amantianns,
drove the Cimmerians out of Asia and took
Smyrna. The tomb of Alyattes, north of Sar- or Amantes, pi: n o w Nivitza), a Greek town
dis, near the Lake Gygaaa, which consisted of and district in lllyricum: the town, said to have
a large mound of earth, raised upon a founda- been founded by the Abantes of Euboea, lay at
tion of great stones, still exists. Mr. Hamilton some distance from the coast, east of Orieum.
A M A N U S (6 'Afiavbg, rb 'Apavbv: 'Ajiavirng,
says that it took him about ten minutes to ride
round its base, which would give it a circum- Amaniensis: n o w Almadagh), a branch of Mount
Taurus, which runs from the head of the Gulf
ference of nearly a mile.
of Issus northeast to the principal chain dividA L Y B A ('AXvBrf), a town on the south coast of
ing Syria from Cilicia and Cappadocia. There
the Euxine. (Horn, R, ii, 857.)
A L Y P I U S ('AXvvwg), of Alexandrea, probably were two passes in it; the one, called the Syrlived in the fourth century of the Christian era,ian Gates (al ivplai nxiXai, Syriae Portae: n o w
and is the author of a Greek musical treatise, Bylan), near the Bea; tie other, called tbs
called "Introduction to Music" (elaayoyr) pov-Amanian Gates ('Apavib'eg or 'Apavtnal wtiA. t.
oinrj), printed by Meibomius in Antique MusicasAmaniesa Pylaa, Portae A m a n i Montis: n o w
Bmnir Kapu, i. e, the Iron Gate), further to the
Auctores Septem, Amstel, 1652.
A L Y Z I A or A L Y Z E A , ('AXVfta, ,'AXv&a: 'AXv- north. The former pass w a s on the road from
Calog: ruins in the Valley of Kandili), a town inCilicia to Antioch, the latter on that to the disAcarnania, near the sea, opposite Leucas, with trict Oommagene; but, on account of its great
a harbor and a temple both sacred to Hercules. difficulty, the latter pass w a s rarely used, until
The temple contained one of the works of Ly- the Romans m a d e a road through it. The in
sippus, representing the labors of Hercules, habitants of A m a n u s were wild banditti.
A M A E D I or M A R D I ( ^ Apapdoi,'M.dpSoi),a,-povterwhich the Romans carried^off.
ful, warlike, and predatory tribe, w h o dwelt on
A M A D O C U S ('ApddoKog) or M E D O O U S (ii^SoKog)
1
1. King of the Odrysaa in Thrace, when Xeno- the south shore of the Caspian Sea.
A M A R D U S or M A R D U S ("Apapdog, MdpcSoc: n o w
phon visited tue country in B.C. 400. H e and
Seuthes, w h o were the most powerful Thracian Kizil Ozien or SefidRud), ariverflowingthrough
kings, were frequently at variance, but were the country of the Mardi into the Caspian Sea.
4<>
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pie of Venus (Aphrodite), w h o w a * hence jailed
[ A M A R I L A O U S (al irmpal Xtuvai: now Scheib),
in Lower Egypt, derived their name from their Amathusta. There were copper mines iu the
bitter, brackish taste, which was subsequently neighborhood of the town (fecundam Amathunta
t&angod and rendered sweet by the Canal of metalli, O v , Met, x, 220).—[2. ( N o w Amatah),
Ptolemy, letting into them the water of the a fortified town of Persaa or Palestine, beyond
the Jordan.]
Nile.]
A M A R Y N C E U S ('A/iapvyKevg), a chief of the A M A T I U S , surnamed Pseudomarius, pretended
Eleans, is said b y some writers to have fought to be either the son or grandson of the great
against Troy: but H o m e r only mentions his son Marius, and was put to death by Antony in B.O.
Diores (Amarunctdes) as taking part in the Tro- 44. S o m e call him Herophilus.
A M A Z O N E S ('Apatfveg), a mythical race of warjan war.
A M A R Y N T H U S ('ApdpvvBog: 'ApapvvBiog), alike females, are said to have come from the
town in Euboaa, seven stadia from Eretria, to Caucasus, and to have settled in the country
which it belonged, with a celebrated temple of about the River Thermodon, where they foundDiana (Artemis), w h o was hence called Ama- ed the city Themiscyra, west of the m o d e m
rynthia or Amarysia, and in whose honor there Trebizond. Their country was inhabited only
was a festival of the name both in Euboaa and by the Amazons, w h o were governed by a queen;
Attica. Vid. Bid. of Antiq., art. A M A R Y N T H I A . but, in order to propagate their race, they met
A M A S E N U S (now Amaseno), a river in Latium, once a year the Gargareans in Mount Caucasus.
rises in the Volscian Mountains, flows by Pri- The children of the female sex were brought up
vernum, and after being joined by the Ufens (now by the Amazons, and each had her right breast
Vfente), which flows from Setia, falls into the cut off; the male children were sent to the
sea between Circeii and Terracina, though the Gargareans or put to death. The foundation
greater part of its waters are lost in the Pontine of several towns in Asia Minor and in the isl
ands of the zEgean is ascribed to them. e. g, of
marshes.
Smyrna, Cyme, Myrina, and Paphos,
A M A S I A or - E A ('Afido-eta: 'A/iaoevg: Ephesus,
now
Amasiah), the capital of the kings of Pontus, The Greeks believed in their existence as a real
was a strongly fortified city on both banks of the historical race down to a late period; and hence
River Iris. It was the birth-place of Mithra- it is said that Thalestris, the queen of the A m a zons, hastened to Alexander, in order to bedates the Great and of the geographer Strabo.
A M A S I S ("Apaaig). 1. King of Egypt, B.C. come a mother by the conqueror of Asia. This
570-526, succeeded Apries, w h o m he dethroned. belief of the Greeks m a y have arisen from the
During his long reign Egypt was ki a very pros- peculiar w a y in which the w o m e n of some of
perous condition, and the Greeks were brought the Caucasian districts lived, and performed
into much closer intercourse with the Egyptians the duties which in other countries devolve
than had existed previously. Amasis married upon men, as well as from their bravery and
Ladice, a Cyrenaic lady, contracted an alliance courage, which are noticed as remarkable even
with Cyrene and Polycrates of Samos, and also by modern travellers. Vague and obscure resent presents to several of the Greek cities.— ports about them probably reached the inhabit2. A Persian, sent in the reign of Cambyses ants of Western Asia and the Greeks, and these
(BO. 525) against Cyrene, took Barca, but did reports were subsequently worked out and embellished by popular tradition and poetry. The
not succeed in taking Cyrene.
following are the chief mythical adventures with
A M A S T R I S ("Apaarpig, Ion. "Apnorpig). 1.
Wife of Xerxes, and mother of Artaxerxes I, which the Amazons are connected: they are said
was of a cruel and vindictive character.—2. to have invaded Lycia in the reign of Iobates, but
Also called Amastrine, niece of Darius, the last were destroyed by Bellerophontes, w h o happenking of Persia. She married, 1. Craterus; 2. ed to be staying at the king's court. Vid. B E L They also invaded
Dionysius, tyrant of Heraelea in Bithynia, B.C. L E R O P H O N T E S , L A O M E D O N .
322; and, 3. Lysimachus, B.C. 302. Having Phrygia, and fought with the Phrygians and
been abandoned by Lysimachus upon his mar- Trojans when Priam was a young man. The
riage with Arsinoe, she retired to Heraelea, ninth among the labors imposed upon Hercules
where she reigned, and was drowned by her by Eurystheus was to take from Hippolyte, the
queen of the Amazons, her girdle, the ensign
two sons about 288.
A M A S T R I S ("Apaorpig: 'Apaarpiavbg: nowof her kingly power, which she had received as
Vid. H E R C U L E S .
Amasera), a large and beautiful city, with two a present from Mars (Ares).
harbors, on the coast of Paphlagonia, built by In the reign of Theseus they invaded Attica.
Amastris after her separation from Lysimachus Vid. THESEUS. Toward the end of the Trojan
(about B.C. '300), on the site of the old town of war, the Amazons, under their Queen PentheSesSmus, which n a m e the citadel retained. The silSa, came to the assistance of Priam; but she
new city was built and peopled by the inhabit- was killed by Achilles. The Amazons and their
battles are frequently represented in the reants of Cytorus and "Simna.
A M A T A , wife of king Latinus and mother of mains of ancient Greek art.
A M X Z O N I O I or -IUS M O N S , a mountain rang*
Lavinia, opposed Lavinia being given in marriage to /Eneas, because she had already prom- parallel and near to the coast of Pontus, con
ised her to Turnus, W h e n she heard that Tur- taming the sources of the Thermodon and othei
streams which water the supposed country of
nus had fallen in battle, she hung herself.
[ A M A T H I A t'ApdBua), one of the Nereids the Amazons.
A M B A R R I , » people of Gaul, on the Arar (now
(Horn]].
Saone) east of the zEdui, and cf the same stoci
A M A T H U S , -UNITS, ('ApaBovg, -ovvrog : 'ApaBovas the latter.
awg: now Limasol), an ancient town on the
A M B L A N I , a Belgie people, between the Bella
south coast of Cyprus, with a celebrated tern
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TOCI and Atrebates, conquered by Caesar in B. led to an open conflict between the Arians and
0. 57. Their chief town was Samarobrlva, aft- Catholics. Ambrose exerted his influence to
erward called Ambiani: n o w Amiens.
restore peace, and addressed the people in a
AMBIATINUS VIOUS, a place in the country of conciliatory speech, at the conclusion of which
the Treviri near Coblents, where the Emperora child in the further part of the crowd cried
Caligula was born.
out "Ambrosius episcopus." The words were
AMBISARI, an Armoric people in Gaul near received as an oracle from heaven, and Ambrose
the modern Ambieres in Normandy.
was elected bishop by the acclamation of ths
[AMBIGATUS, a king of the Celts in Gaul in the whole multitude, the bishops of both parties
wign Of Tarquinius Priscus.]
uniting in his election. It was in vain that he
AMBILIATI, a Gallic people, perhaps in Brit- adopted the strangest devices to alter the detony.
termination of the people; nothing eould m a k e
A M B I O E I X , a chief of the Eburones in Gaul, them change their mind; and at length he
cut to pieces, in conjunction with Cativolcus, yielded to the express command of the emperthe R o m a n troops under Sabinus and Cotta, w h o or (Valentinian I.), and was consecrated on the
were stationed for the winter in the territories eighth day after his baptism, for at the time of
of the Eburones,' B.C. 54. H e failed in taking his election he was only a catechumen. A m
the camp of Q. Cicero, and was defeated on the brose was a m a n of eloquence,firmness,and
arrival of Caesar, w h o was unable to obtain pos- ability, and distinguished himseif by maintainsession of the person of Ambiorix, notwithstand- ing and enlarging the authority of the church,
ing his active pursuit of the latter.
H e was a zealous opponent of the Arians, and
AMBIVARETI, the clientes or vassals of the thus came into open conflict with Justina, the
/Edui, probably dwelt north of the latter.
mother of Valentinian II, w h o demanded the
AMBIVAEITI, a Gallic people west of the Maas, use of one of the churches of Milan for the Ari
in the neighborhood of Namur.
ans. Ambrose refused to give it; he was sup
A M B I V I U S TURPIO.
Vid. T U E P I O .
ported by the people; and the contest was at
A M B L A D A (ra "ApBXaSa: 'ApSXaSevg), a townlength decided by the miracles which are re
in Pisidia, on the borders of Caria; famous for ported to have attended the discovery of the
:tswine. , .
reliques of two martyrs, Gervasius and ProtaAMBfiioiA ('Apirpania, afterward 'Apbpaua:
sius. Although these miracles were denied by
Ap&oaKiaT7]g, 'A/iBpaiaevg, Ambraeiensis: n
o wArians, the impression made by them upon
the
Arta), a town on the left bank of the Arachthus, the people in general was so strong, that Justina
eighty stadia from the coast, north of the A m - thought it prudent to give way. The state of
tracian Gulf, was originally included in Acar- the parties was quite altered by the death of
nania, hut afterward in Epirus. It was colo- Justina in 387, when Valentinian became a Cathnized by the Corinthians about B.C. 660, and at olic, and still more completely by the victory of
an early period acquired wealth and importance. Theodosius over Maximus (388). This event
It became subject to the kings of Epirus about put the whole power of the empire into tha
the time of Alexander the Great. Pyrrhus hands of a prince w h o was a firm Catholic, and
made it the capital of his kingdom, and adorned over w h o m Ambrose acquired such influence,
it with public buildings and statues. A t a later that, after the massacre at Thessalonica in 390,
time it joined the zEtolian League, was taken he refused Theodosius admission to the Church
by the Romans in B.C. 189, and stripped of its of Milan for a period of eight months, and only
works of art. Its inhabitants were transplanted restored him after he had performed a public
to the new city of NIOOPOLIS, founded by Au- penance. The best edition of the works of
gustus after the battle of Actium, B.C. 31.Ambrose is that of the Benedictines, Paris, 1686
South of Ambracia, on the east of the Arach- and 1690.
thus, and close to the sea, was the fort Ambracus. A M B R Y S U S or A M P H R Y S U S ("ApBpvaog: 'AptA M B R A O I U S SINUS ('Aunpaiiivdg or 'Ap.BpaiaK.bg
Bpvosvg: near Bhistomo), a town in Phocis,
noXitog: n o w Gulf of Arta), a gulf of the Ionianstrongly fortified, south of Mount Parnassus
Sea between Epirus and Acarnania, said by in the neighborhood were numerous vineyards.
Polybius to be three hundred stadia long and
A M B U S T U S , FABIUS. 1. M , pontifex maxione hundred wide, and with an entrance only m u s in the year that R o m e was taken by the
five stadia in width. Its real length is twenty- Gauls, B.C. 390. His three sons, Keeso, N u five miles and its width ten : the narrowest partmerius, and Quintus, were sent as ambassadors
of the entrance is only seven hundred yards, but to the Gauls, when the latter were besieging
its general width is about half a mile.
Clusium, and took part in a sally of the besieged
A M B E O N E S ("ApBpaveg), a Celtic people, w h o
against the Gauls (B.O 391). The Gauls de
joined the Cimbri and Teutoni in their invasion manded that the Fabii should be surrendered
of the R o m a n dominions, and were defeated by to them for violating the law of nations; and
Marius near Aquas Sextioa (now Aix) in B.C. 102.upon the Senate refusing to give up the guilty
AUBBOBIUS,
usually called ST. A M B R O S E , one parties, they marched against Rome.
Tho
of the most celebrated Christian fathers, was three sons were in the same year elected conborn in A.D. 840, probably at Augusta Treviro- sular tribunes.—2. M , consular tribune in B.G
r u m (now Treves.) After a careful education 381 and 369, and censor in 363, had two daughat R o m e , he practiced with great success as an ters, of w h o m the elder was married to Ser.
advocate at Milan; and about A.D. 370 was Sulpicius, and the younger to C. Licinius Stolo,
appointed prefect Of the provinces of Liguria the author of the Liciuian Rogations. Accord
and zEmilia, whose seat of government was ing to the story recorded by Livy, the youngei
Milan. O n the death of Auxentius, bishop of Fabia induced her father to assist her husband
Milan, in 374, the appomtmer-t of his successor in obtaining the consulship for the plebeian oi
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der into which she had married.—3. M , thnCe at an early age among the imperial body guard*
consul, in B.C. 860, when he conquered the H e served many years under Ursioinus, one of
Hernica; a second time in 356, when he con- the generals of Constantius, both in tie West
quered the Falisci and Tarquinienses; and a and East, and he subsequently attended tho Emthird time in 354, when he conquered the Ti- peror Julian in his campaign against the Perburtes. H e was dictator in 351. H e was the sians (A.D. 363). EventuaUy he established
father of the celebrated Q. Fabius Maximus himself at Rome, where he composed his history, and was alive at least as late as 390. His
Rullianus. Vid. MAXIMUS.
history,
written in Latin, extended from th«
A M E N A N U S ('A/ievavbg, Dor. Aphvag: [now
Juaccession of Nerva, A.D. 96, the point at which
HeelloJ), a river in Sicily near Catana, only
the histories of Tacitus terminated,tothe death
flowed occasionally (nuncfiuit,interdum suppresses fontibus aret, Ov, Met, xv, 280.) of Valens, A.D. 378, comprising a period of two
A M E R I A (Amerinus: now Amelia), an ancient hundred and eighty-two years. It was divided
town in Umbria, and a municipium, the birth- into thirty-one books of which thefirstthirteen
place of Sex. Roscius defendedTby Cicero, was are lost. The remaining eighteen embrace the
situate in a districtrichin vines (Virg, Georg,acts of Constantius from A.D. 853, the seventeenth year of his reign, together with the whole
i, 265). ^
AMEEIOLA, a town in the land of the Sabines, career of Gallus, Julianus, Jovianus, Valentindestroyed by the Romans at a very early period. ianus, and Valens. The portion preserved was
the more important part of the work, as he was
A M E S T R A T U S ('Apr/aTparog: Amestratinus:
a contemporary of the events described in these
now Mistretta), a town in the north of Sicily,
books. The style of Ammianus is harsh and
not far from the coast, the same as the Myitistratum of Polybius, and the Amastra of Silius inflated, but his accuracy,fidelity,and impartiItalicus, taken by tie Romans from the Cartha- ality deserve praise.—Editions: By Gronovius,
Lugd. Bat, 1693; by Ernesti, Lips, 1773; by
ginians in thefirstPunic war.
Wagner and Erfurdt, Lips, 1808, 3 vols. 8vo.
AMESTRIS. Vid. AMASTRIS.
A M I D A (h "ApiSa: now Biarbekr), a town in [AMMOOHOSTUS ('Ap/i6xaoTog: now C. Grego)
Sophene (Armenia Major), on the Upper Tigris. a sandy promontory near Salamis in Cyprus,
which gives name by corruption to the modern
AMILDAR.
Vid. H A M I L O A E .
AMINIAS ('Aftetviag), brother of zEsehylus,Famagusta.~]
distinguished himself at the battle of Salamis (B.C. A M M O N ("Appav), originally an /Ethiopian «.r
480): he and Eumenes were judged to have Libyan, afterward an Egyptian divinity The
been the bravest on this occasion among all the real Egyptian name was A m u n or A m m u n ; the
Greeks called him Zeus A m m o n , the Romans
Athenians.
Jupiter A m m o n , and the Hebrews Amon. The
AMIPSIAS ('Apeiijiiag), a comic poet of Athens,
contemporary with Aristophanes, w h o m he most ancient seat of his worship was Meroe,
twice conquered in the dramatic contests, gain- where he had an oracle: thence it was introing the second prize with his Connus when duced into Egypt, where the worship took the
Aristophanes was third with the Clouds (B.C.firmest root at Thebes in Upper Egypt, which
423), and thefirstwith his Comastm when Aris-was therefore frequently called by the Greeks
tophanes gained the second with the Birds (B.C. Diospolis, or the city of Zeus. Another famous
414). [Some fragments of his plays remain, seat of tie god, with a celebrated oraele, was
which are collected in Meineke's Fragmenta in the oasis of Ammonium (now Siwah) in the
Libyan desert; the worship was also established
Comicorum Gracorum, vol. i, p. 402—407, edit.
in Cyrenaiea. The god was represented either
minor.]
in the form of a ram, or as a human being with
AMISIA or AMISIUS I^Audaiog, Strab.: now
Ems), ariverin northern Germany well known the head of a ram; but there are some repreto the Romans, on which Drusus had a naval sentations in which he appears altogether as a
human being, with only the horns of a ram. It
engagement with the Bructeri, B.C. 12.
clear that the original idea of A m m o n
AMISIA ('Auicla and 'Audaeia: now Emden seems
?),
a fortress on the left bank of the river of the was that of a protector and leader of the flocks.
The /Ethiopians were a nomad people, flocks
same name.
of sheep constituted their principal wealth, and
A M I S O D A E U S ('ApiaaSapog), a king of Lyeia,
said to have brought up the monster Chimaara: it is perfectly in accordance with the notions
nis sons Atymnius and Maris were slain at of the /Ethiopians as well as Egyptianstoworship the animal which is the leader and proTroy by the sons of Nestor.
A M I S U S ('A/iurog: A'pwnvog, Amisenus:tector
now of the flock. This view is supported by
Samsun\ a large city on the coast of Pontus, the various stories related about A m m o n .
AMMONIUM.
Vid. OASIS.
on a bay of the Euxine Sea, called after it
A M M O N I U S ('Appdvwg).
1. GRAMMAIICUS, of
(Amisenus Sinus). Mithradates enlarged it,
Alexandrea, left this city on the overthrow of
end made it one of his residences.
A M I T E R N U M (Amiternlnus: now Amatrica or the heathen temples in A.D. 389, and Bettled
at Constantinople. H e wrote, in Greek, a valu.Torre d'Amiterno), one of the most ancient towns
,of the Sabines, on the Aternus, the birth-place able work On the Bifferences of Words of like Signification (irepl bpoiav ndl diafyopov Xtljeav)
of the historian Sallust
tions: By "V alekenaer, Lugd. Bat., 1739; by
A M M I A N U S ('Ap/tiavog), a Greek epigrammatist, but probably a Roman by birth, the authorSchafer, Lips. 1822.—2. S O N O F H E R M E A S , studof nearly thirty epigrams in the Greek Anthol- ied at Athens under Proclus (who died A J )
484), and was the master of Simplicius, Damats
ogy, lived under Trajan and Hadrian.
A M M I A N U S MAEOELLINUS, by birth a Greek, cius, and others. H e wrote numerous com
*nd a native of Syrian Antioch, was aimitted mentaries in Greek on the works of the earlier

'AMN1STJS.

AMPHIL'AMAS.

philosophers. His extant works are CommentA M P H E A ("Apf-eta: 'Aufyevg), a small town v
aries on the Isagoge of Porphyry, or the FiveMessenia on tie borders of Laconia and M e w
Predicables,firstpublished at Venice in 1500;
senia, conquered b y the Spartans in the first
and On the Categories of Aristotle and Be InterMessenian war.
pretatione, published by Brandis in his edition of [ A M P H I A L U S ('ApQtaXog), a Phaeacian, w h o
the Scholia on Aristotle.—3. Of L A M P R Z E , in At- gained the prize in the games, in which Uljsses
tica, a Peripatetic philosopher, lived in the firsttook part (Od, viii, 114).]
century of the Christian era, and w a s the in- [ A M P H I A N A X ('Apfadvalj), king of Lycia, w h o
structor ci Plutarch.—4. Surnamed SAOOAS, or received Prcetus when driven out of Argolis,
lack-oanier, because his employment was car- gave him his daughter Antea in marriage, and
rying the corn, landed at Alexandrea, as a pub- restored him to Argos.]
lic porter, w a s born of Christian parents. Some
A M P H I A R A U S ('A/ifadoaog), son of Oicles and
(vriters assert, and others deny, that he aposta- Hypermnestra, daughter of Thestius, was detized from the faith. A t any rate, he combined scended on his father's side from the famous
ihe study of philosophy with Christianity, and seer Melampus, and was himself a great prophet
<s regarded b y those w h o maintain his apostasy and a great hero at Argos. B y his wife Erias the founder of the later Platonic SchooL phyle, the sister of Adrastus, he was the father
A m o n g his disciples were Longinus, Herennius, of Alcmaaon, Amphiaraus, Eurydiee, and DePlotinus, and Ongen. H e died A.D. 243, at the monassa. H e took part in the hunt of the Calyage of more than eighty years.—[6. Of A L E X - donian boar and in the Argonautic voyage. H e
ANDREA, a pupil of Aristarchus, a celebrated also joined Adrastus in the expedition against
grammarian, w h o composed oommentaries on Thebes, although he foresaw its fatal terminaHomer, Pindar, and others, none of which are tion, through the persuasions of his wife Eriextant—6. Styled L I T H O T O M U S , an eminent sur- pbyle, w h o had been induced to persuade her
geon of Alexandrea, celebrated for his skill in husband by the necklace of Harmonia which
cutting for the stone/!
Polynices had given her. O n leaving Argos,
A M N I S U S ('Apviabg), % town in the north ofhowever, he enjoined on his sons to punisi
Crete and the harbor of Cnosus, situated on a their mother for his death. During the war
river of the same name, the nymphs of which,against Thebes, Amphiaraus fought bravely,
ealled Amnistades, were in the service of Diana but could not escape his fate. Pursued b y Peri(Artemis).
clymenus, he fled toward the River lsmenius,
A M O R , the god of love, had no place in the re- and the earth swallowed him up, together with.
ligion of the Romans, w h o only translate the his chariot, before he was overtaken by his eneGieek name Bros into Amor. Vid E R O S .
my. Jupiter (ZeuB) m a d e him immortal and
A M O R G U S ("Apopyog: 'Afiopylvog: n o w Amorhenceforth he was worshipped as a hero, first
go), an island in tie Grecian Archipelago, one of at Oropus and afterward m all Greece. His
the Sporades, the birth-place of Simonides, and,oracle between Potnioa and Thebes, where he
under the R o m a n emperors, a place of banish- was said to have been swallowed up, enjoyed
ment.
great celebrity. Vid. Bid. of Ant, art. OEACU-*
A M S R I U M ('Apbpwv), a city of Phrygia Major LUM. His son, Alcmaaon, is called Amphiaraor Galatia, on the River Sangarius; the reputed ides.
birth-place of zEsop.
A M P H H L E A or A M P H I O L S A (Ap<j>iicaia,' 'ApflA M P E ("A/inn, Herod.) or A M P E L O N E (Plin.),
aXcia: 'ApQiicaievg: nowBhadhior Oglunitzal),
a town at the mouth of the Tigris, where Darius a town in the north of Phocis, with an adytum
1 planted the Milesians w h o m he removed from of Bacchus (Dionysus), was called for a long
their o w n city after the Ionian revolt (B.C. 494). time Ophitea ('Ofirela), by command of the A m A M P E L I U S , L , the author of a small work, en- phictyons.
titled Liber Memorialis, probably lived in the [ A M P H I C L U S ('AptjiucXog), a Trojan, slain by
second or third century of the Christian era. Meges.]
His work is a sort of common-place book, con[ A M P H I O R A T E S ('AfujuKparng), an early king of
taining a meagre summary of the most striking Samos, in whose reign the Samians made war
atural objects and of the most remarkable on the zEginetans.—2. A sophist and rhetorician
vents, divided intofiftychapters. It is gener- of Athens, w h oflourishedabout 70 B.C.]
uly printed with Floras, and has been published
A M P H I O T Y O N ('ApQiKTvav), a son of Deucalion
separately by Beck, Lips, 1826.
and Pyrrha. Othera represent him as a king of
A M P E L U S ("ApireXog), a promontory at the exAttica, w h o expelled from the kingdom his fatremity of the peninsula Sithonia in Chalcidice, ther-in-law Cranaus, ruled for twelve years,
in Macedonia, near Torpne.—2. [ A promontory and was then in turn expelled by Eriehthonius.
of Crate, on the eastern coast south of Sam- M a n y writers represent him as the founder of
monium, with a city of same name, n o w prob- the amphietyony of Thermopylaa; in conseably Cape Sacro.—3. A mountain ending in a quence of this belief a sanctuary of Amphicfryon
pronontory in the Island of Samos, opposite was built in the village of Anthela on the Asoicaria, n o w Cape Bominico.']
pus, which was the most ancient place of meetAMI-ELUSIA ('ApireXovaia: n o w C. EsparteV),
ing of this amphietyony.
the promontory at the west end of the Bouth or
A M P H I D A M A S ('ApQta'duag), son, or, according*
African coast of the Fretum Gaditanum (now to others, brother of Lycurgus, one of the ArStraits of Gibraltar). The natives of the coun- gonauts.—[2. Son of B.jaris, king of Egypt,
try called itxCotes (al Karetg).
slain by Hercules along with his father. Vid
A M P H A X I T I S ('Autyafrrig), a district of M y BUSIRIS.—3.
gA hero of Seandia in Cythera, to
doma in Macedonia, at the mouths of the A s m s w h o m Autolyeus sent a helmet set round with
•jad Eohedorus.
boar's tusks, afterward borne by Merionea b *
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fcre Troy.—4. A king of Chalcis in Euboaa: had repudiated, and had then married Dirce m
he fell in battle against the Erythraeans, and her stead. They took the city, and as Lycua
his sons celebrated in his honor funereal games, and Dirce had treated their mother with great
at which Hesiod gained thefirstprize of poetry, cruelty, the two brothers killed them both.
viz., a golden tripod, which he dedicated to theThey put Dirce to death by tying hertoa bull
Muses.]
w h o dragged her about till she perished; and
[ A M P H I D O L I ('ApflboXoi), a city of Triphylian
they then threw her body into a well, which
was from this time called the Well of Dirce.
Ehs.]
After they had obtained possession of Thebes
A M P H I L O O H I A ('A/KJuXoxla), the country of the
they
Amphilochi ('A/i<j>iXoxoi), an Epirot race, at
thefortified it by a wall. It is said that when
Amphion
played his lyre, the stones moved of
astern end of the Ambracian Gulf, usually intheir
o w n accord and formed the wall (movit
cluded in Acarnania.
Their chief town was
Amphion lapides canendo, H o r , Garni, iii, 11).
A R G O S AMPHILOOHICUM.
A M P H I L O C H U S ('ApfiXoxog), son of AmphiarausAmphion afterward married Niobe, w h o bore
and Eriphyle, and brother of Alcmaaon. H e him m a n y sons and daughters, all of w h o m were
took an active part in the expedition of the Epi- killed by Apollo. His death is differently regoni against Thebes, assisted his brother in the lated: some say, that he killed himself from
murder of their mother (vid. A L C M Z E O N ) , and grief at the loss of his children (Ov, Met, vi,
afterward fought against Troy. O n his return 270), and others tell us that be was killed by
from Troy, together with Mopsus, who was, like Apoilo because he made an assault on the PythAmphion and his brothhimself, a seer, he founded the town of Mallos ian temple of the god.
in Cilicia. Hence he proceeded to his native er were buried at Thebes. The punishment inplace, Argos, but returned to Mallos, where he flicted upon Dirce is represented in the celewas killed in single combat by Mopsus. Others brated Farnese bull, the work of Apollonius and
relate (Time, ii, 68) that, after leaving Argos, Tauriseus, which was discovered in 1546, and
Amphilochus founded Argos Amphilochicum on placed in the palace Farnese at Rome.—2. Son
the Ambracian Gulf. H e was worshipped at of Jasus and father of Chloris. In Homer, this
Amphion, king of Orehomenos, is distinct from
Mallos in Cilicia, at Oropus, and at Athens.
Amphion, the husband of Niobe ; but in earlier
A M P H I L Y T U S ('A/K/iiXvTog), a celebrated seer
in the time of Pisistratus (B.C. 659), is called traditions they seem to have been regarded as
, both an Aearnanian and an Athenian: he m a y the same person.—[3. A leader of the Epeans
bziye been an Aearnanian w h o received the before Troy.—4. Son of Hyperewus of Pallene,
an Argonaut.—6. A king of Coiinth, father of
franchise at Athens.
A M P H I M A C H U S ('Apftpaxog). 1. Son of Ctea-Labda.]
tus, grandson of Neptune (Poseidon), one of the A M P H I P O L I S ('ApQ'nroXig : 'ApQiTcoXirng : new
four leaders of the Epeans against Troy, was Neokhorio, in Turkish Jeni-Keui), a town in
slain by Hector.—2. Son of Nomion, with his Macedonia on the left or eastern bank of the
brother Nastes, led the Carians to the assist- Strymon, just below its egress from the Lake
ance of the Trojans, and was slain by Achilles. Cercinitis, and about three miles from the sea.
A M P H I M A L L A (ra 'ApflpaXXa), a town on the The Strymon flowed almost round the town,
northern coast of Crete, on a bay called after nearly forming a circle, whence its name A m it (now Gulf of Armiro).
phi-polis. It was originally called " E w r a bdol,
[ A M P H I M A R U S ('AiiH.iJ.apog), son of Neptune,
"the Nine Ways," and belonged to the Edonifather of the minstrel Linus by Urania.]
ans, a Thracian people. Aristagoras of Miletus
A M P H I M E D O N ('A/upipedav), of Ithaca, a guestfirst attempted to colonize it, but was cut off
. friend of Agamemnon, and a suitor of Penelope, with his followers by the Edonians in B.C. 497
was slain by Telemachus.—[2. A Libyan slain The Athenians m a d e a next attempt with ten
at the nuptials of Perseus.]
thousand colonists, but they were all destroyed
[ A M P H I N O M E ('Apfivopn), one of the Nereids.
by the Edonians in 465. In 437 the Athenians
•—2. Wife of zEson and mother of Jason, slew were more successful, and drove the Edonians
herself when Pelias had slain her husband.—3. out of the " Nine Ways," which was henceforth
Daughter of Pelias, married by Jason to An- called Amphipolis. It was one of the most imdraemon.]
portant of the Athenian possessions, being ad[ A M P H I N O M U S ('Ap(j>tvofiog), son of Nisus
vantageously
of
situated for trade on a navigable
Dunchiurn, one of the suitors of Penelope, slain river in the midst of a fertile country, and near
bj Telemachus.]
the gold mines of Mount Pangaeus. Hence the
A M P H I O N ('Apflav). 1. Son of Jupiter (Zeus) indignation of the Athenians when it fell into
and Antiope, the daughter of Nycteus of Thebes, the hands of Brasidas (B.C. 424) and of Philip
and twin-brother of Zethus. (Ov, Met, vi, (358). Under the Romans it was a free city,
110, seq.) Amphion and Zethus were born and the capital of Macedonia prima: the Via
either at Eleutheras in Boaotia or on Mount Ci- Egnatia ran through it. The port of Amphipthaeron, whither their mother hadfled,and grew olis was EION.
up among the shepherds, not knowing their de- A M P H I S ("Apfig), an Athenian comic poet, of
scent Mercury (Hermes) (according to others, the middle comedy, contemporary with the phiApollo, or the Muses) gave Amphion a lyre, losopher Plato. W e have thetitlesof twentyw h o henceforth practiced soDg and music, while six of his plays, and a few fragments of them
his brother spent his time in hunting and tend- [These fragments have been published by Meiing the flocks. (Hor, Ep, i, 18, 41.) Hav- neke, Fragmenta Comieorum Grcecorum, vol. i
ing become acquainted with their origin, they p. 645-666, edit minor.]
marched against Thebes, where Lycus reigned,
AM2W>$$A(? Aptfriaaa : 'Aufywoevg, 'Ap<j> caaiog
tie husband of their mother Antiope, w h o m he n o w Salona), one of the chief towns of tht- I*
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A M P H O T E E U S ('AufyoTepog). Via. AcAttXAjr —
cn Oztlae on the borders of Phocis, seven miles
from Delphi, said to have been named after [2. A Trojan slain by Patroclus.]
A M P H R Y S L S ('A/it/ipvtjog). 1. A small river
Amphissa, daughter of Macareus, and beloved
by Apollo. In consequence of the Sacred W a r Thessaly which flowed into the Pagasasan Gulf,
declared against Amphissa by the Amphictyons, •a the banks of which Apollo fed the herds of
the town was destroyed by Philip, B.C. 338, Admetus (pastor ab Amphryso, Virg, Georg, ra,
but it was soon afterward rebuilt, and under the 2).—2. Vid. AMBRYSUS.
[ A M P I U S BALBUS, T. Vid. JSALBUS.]
Romans was a free state.
A M P S A G A (now Wad el-Kabir, or Sufjimar),
AMPHISTEATUS ('A/j.(j>iaTpaTog) and his brother
Itt^cas, the charioteers of the Dioscuri, were river of Northern Africa, which divided Numidia
ss to have taken part in the expedition of Ja- from Mauretania Sitifensis. Itflowspast the
K * to Colchis, and to have occupied a part of town of Cirta (now Constantino).
A M P S A N C T U S or A M S A N O T U S L A O U S (now Logo
that country which was called after them HeniAnsanti or Mufiti), a small lake in Samnium
ochia, as heniochus (i/vloxoc) signifies a a"
charinear
zEculanum, from which mephitic vapors
oteer.
arose. Near it was a chapel sacred to Mephi[AMPHITHEA ('ApijiiBea), wife of Autolycus,
grandmother of Ulysses.—2. Wife of Adrastus.] tis, with a cavern from which mephitic vapors
also
[AMPHITHEMIS ('ApipiBep-ig), son of Apollo
andcame, and which was therefore regarded as
Acaeallis, and fatier of Nasamon and Caphau- an entrance to the lower world. (Virg, uEa,
rus by Tritonis.—2. A Theban general, who re- vii, 563, seq.)
AMPSIVARII. Vid ANSIBAEII.
ceived money sent by the Persians into Greece
to excite disturbances there, for the purpose of A M P Y O U S ("Apiruicoc). 1. Son of Pelias, husband of Chloris, and father of the famous seer
causing the recall of Agesilaus from Asia.]
Mopsus, who is hence called Ampycides. Pau[ A M P H I T H O E ('ApipiBon), one of the Nereids.]
calls him Ampyx.—2. Son of Iapetus, a
AMPHITRITE ('Ap.(j>i.TpiTn), a Nereid sanias
or an
Oeeanid, wife of Neptune (Poseidon) and god- bard and priest of Ceres, killed by Pettalus at
dess of the sea, especially of the Mediterranean. the marriage of Perseus.
AMPYX.
Vid. AMPYOUS.—[2. A friend of
In Homer Amphitrite is merely the name of the
sea, and she first occurs as a goddess in Hesiod. Phineus, changed to stone by PerseM by the
Later poets again use the word as equivalent to head of Medusa.—3. One of the Lapithee, who
the sea in general. She became by Neptune slew the Centaur Gilelus at the nuptials of Pirithous.]
(Poseidon) the mother of Triton, Rhode or Rhodos,
AMULIUS.
Vid. R O M U L U S .
and Benthesieyme.
AMYOL/E.
1. ('ApmXac: 'ApvaXaievg, 'kpvA M P H I T R S P E ('Ap<j>iTpoi:n 'Apfarpoiratevg),
an
Attic demus belonging to the tribe Antioehis, in icXalog: now Sklavokhori or Aia KyriaM I), an
i e neighborhood of the silver-mines of Laurium. ancient town of Laeonia on the Eurotas, in a
country, twenty miles southeast of
A M P H I T R Y O N or A M P H I T R U O ('AfKfiiTpvav),beautiful
son
of Alcaeus, king of Tiryns, and Hipponorne. A\-Sparta. It is mentioned in the Iliad (ii, 684),
eaeus had a brother Electryon, who reigned at and is saidtohave been founded by the ancient
Mycenae. Between Electryon and Pterelaus, Lacedaemonian King Amyclas, father of Hyacinking of the Taphians, a furious war raged, in thus, and to have been the abode of Tyndarus,
which Electryon lost all his sons except Lieym- and of Castor and Pollux, who are hence called
nius, and was robbed of his oxen. Amphitryon Amyclasi Fratres. After the conquest of Pelorecovered the oxen, but on his return to Myce- ponnesus by the Dorians, the Achaeans mainnaa - accidentally killed his uncle Electryon. H e tained themselves in Amyclae for a long time;
was now expelled from Mycenae, together with and it was only shortly before thefirstMesseAlcmene the daughter of Electryon, by Sthen- nian war that the town was taken and destroyelus the brotb-ar of Electryon, and went to ed by the Lacedaamonians under Teleelus. The
Thebes, where he was purified by Creon. In tale ran that the inhabitants had been so often
order to win the hand of Alcmene, Amphitryon alarmed by false reports of the approach of the
prepared to avenge the death of Alcmene's enemy, that they passed a law that no one
brothers on the Taphians, and conquered them, should speak of the enemy; and accordingly,
after Oomaetho, the daughter of Pterelaus, when the Lacedaemonians at last came, and no
through her love for Amphitryon, cut off the one dared to announce their approach, "Amyone golden hair on her father's head, which clae perished through silence:" hence arose the
'endered him immortal. During the absence proverb Amyclis ipsis tacitwrnior. After its de
of Amphitryon from Thebes, Jupiter visited struction by the Lacedaemonians Amyclae beA L C M E N E , who became by the god the mother came a village, and was only memorable by the
festival of tie Hyacinthia (vid. Bid. of Antiq,
of Hercules ; the latter is called Amphitryoniades
in allusion to his reputed father. Amphitryon s. v.) celebrated at the place annually, and by the
fell in a war against Ergicus, king of the Miny-temple and colossal statue of Apollo, who wa*
ans. The comedy of Plautus, called Amphitruo,henee called Amyclasus.—2. (Amyolanus), an
is a ludicrous representation of the visit of Ju- ancient town of Latium, east of Terracina, on
piter (Zeus)toAlcmene in the disguise of her the Sinus Amyclanus, was, according to tradition, an Achaean colony from Laeonia. In tie
lover Amphitryon.
[AMPHIUS ("Ap<j>iog), son of Lelagus, antime
ally of Augustus the town had disappeared
of the Trojans, siain by the Telamonian Ajazx. the inhabitants were said to have deserted it
— 2 . Son of Merops, the celebrated seer, againston account nof its being infested by serpents
whose wish his trvo sons Amphius and Adrastus whence Virgil (Jin, x, 664) speaks oi'tacita
wenttothe Trojan war: _sey were both slain by Amyclas, though some commentators suppose
that he transfers to this town the epithet beDioraedes.]
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longing to tho Amyclae in Laeonia (No. 1). Near (Sradpot) probably on account of the different
Amyolao was the Spelunca (Sperlonga), or nat-halting-places of Alexander the Great in hk
oral grotto, a favorite retreat of thj Emperor Asiatic expedition.
Tiberius.
A M Y N T O E ('Apvvrop), son of Ormenus of EicAMYOLAS.
Vid. A M Y O L Z E .
on in Thessaly, where Autolycus broke into his
A M Y O L I D E S , a n a m e of Hyaejnthus, as the son house, and father of PHOENIX, w h o m he cursed on
if Amyclas.
account of unlawful intercourse with his misA M Y O U S ("A^VKOC), son of Neptune (Poseidon) tress. According to Apollodorus he was a kirg
«nd Bithynis, king of the Bebryces, was cele- of Ormenium, and was slain by Hercules, to
brated for his skill in boxing, and used to chal- w h o m he refused a passage through his dominlenge strangers to box with him. W h e n the ions, and the hand of his daughter A S T Y D A M I A .
Argonauts came to his dominions, Pollux accepted According to Ovid (Met, xi, 364), he was king
the challenge and killed him.
of the Dolopes.
[ A M Y D O N ('Apvdav), an ancient city of Paaonia A M Y B M O T ('AuvpraZog), an Egyptian, asin Macedonia, on the Axius, spoken of by H o m e r sumed the title of king, and joined Inarus th«
(22, ii, 849).]
Libyan in the revolt against the Persians in
A M Y M O N E ('Apvpavn), one of the daughters of B.C. 460. They atfirstdefeated the Persians
Danaus and Elephantis. W h e n Danaus ar- (vid. A O H ^ M E N E S ) , but were subsequently totally
rived in Argos, the country w a s suffering from defeated, 455. Amyrtaaus escaped, and maina drought, and Danaus sent out A m y m o n e to tained himself as king in the marshy districts
fetch water. She w a s attacked by a satyr, but of Lower Egypt till about 414, when the E g y p
was rescued from his violence by Neptune (Po- tians expelled the Persians, and Amyrtaaus reign
seidon), w h o appropriated her to himself, and ed six years.
then Bhowed her the wells at Lerna. According
A M Y E U S ("Apvpog), a river in Thessaly, with
to another aeeount, he bade her draw his trident a town of the same name upon it,flowinginto
from the rock, from which a three-fold spring the Lake Bcebeis: the country around was called
gushed forth, which was called after her the the 'Apvpuibv ixe&Lov.
Well and River of A m y m o n e . H e r son by NepA M Y T H A O N ('Ap.v6dav), son of Cretheus and
tune.(Poseidon) was called Nauplius.
Tyro, father of Bias and of the seer Melampus,
A M Y N A N D E E ('Apvvavbpog), king of the Athaw h o is henee called Amythaonius (Virg, Georg,
nianes in Epirus, an ally of the Romans in their iii, 550). H e dwelt at Pylus in Messenia, and
war with Philip of Macedonia, about B.C. 198, is mentioned among those to w h o m the restorabut an ally of Antiochus, B.C. 189.
tion of the Olympian games was ascribed.
A M Y N T A S ('Apvvrag). 1. I. King of Macedo- A N A B O N ('AvaBav), a district of the Persian
nia, reigned from about B.C. 540 to 500, and province of Aria, south of Aria Proper, containw a s succeeded b y his son Alexander I.—2. TI. ing four towns, which still exist, Phra (now
King of Macedonia, son of Philip, the brother Ferrah), Bis (now Beest or Bost), Gari (now
of Perdiccas II, reigned B.C. 393-369, and ob- Ghore), Nii (now Neh).
tained the crown by the murder of the usurper
[ A N A B U E A (rd 'AvdSovpa), a city of Pisidia.]
Pausanias. Soon after his accession he was
A N A O E S ("AvaKeg). Vid. A N A X , N O . 2.
driven from Macedonia b y the Hlyrians, but was A N A O H A E S I S ('Avdxapaig), a Scythian of
restored to his kingdom by the Thessalians. princely rank, left his native country to travel
O n his return he w a s engaged in war with the in pursuit of knowledge, and came to Athens
Olynthians, in which he was assisted by the about B.C. 594. H e became acquainted with SoSpartans, and by their aid Olynthus was reduced lon, and by his talents and acute observations, h«
in 379. Amyntas united himself also with Ja- excited general admiration. The fame of hi*
son of Pheraa, and carefully cultivated the friend- wisdom was such, that he w a s even reckoned
ship of Athens. Amyntas left by his wife Eu- by some among the seven sages. H e was killed
ridice three sons, Alexander, Perdiccas, and by his brother Saulius on his return to his native
the famous Philip.—3. Grandson of Amyntas country. Cicero (1'usc. Bisp, v., 32) quotes
II, was excluded by Philip from the succession from one of his letters, of which several, but
on the death of his father, Perdiccas III, in B.C.spurious, are still extant
S60. H e was put to death in thefirstyear of
A N A O R E O N ('AvaKpiav), a celebrated lyric
the reign of Alexander the Great, 836, for a plot poet, born at Teos, an Ionian city in Asia Miagainst the king's life.—4. A Macedonian officer nor.
H e removed from his native city, with
in Alexander's army, son of Andromenes. H e the great body of its inhabitants, to Abdera, in
and his brothers were accused of being privy to Thrace, when Teos was taken by the Persians
the conspiracy of Philotas in 330, but were ac- (about B.C. 540), but lived chiefly at Samos,
quitted. S o m e little time after he was killed under the patronage of Polyerates, in whose
at the siege of a village.—5. A Macedonian praise he wrote many songs. After the death
traitor, son of Antiochus, took refuge at the of Polyerates (522), he went to Athens at thi
court of Darius, and became one of the com- invitation of the tyrant Hipparehus, where he
manders of the Greek mercenaries. H e was became acquainted with Simonides and other
present at the battle of Issus (B.C. 333), and Eoets. H e died at the age of eighty-five, probaafterward fled to Egypt, where he w a s put to ly about 478, but the place of his death is un
death by Mazaces, the Persian governor.—6. A certain. The universal tradition of antiquity rapking of Galatia, supported Antony, and fought resents Anaereon as a consummate voluptuary,
on his side against Augustus at tie battle of and his poems prove the truth of the tradition
-Actium (B.C. 31). H e fell in an expedition H e sings of love and wine with hearty good will
against the town of Homonada or H o m o n a . — and w e see in him the luxury of the Ionian in> A Greek writer of a work ert'itled Stathmi flamed by the fervor of tfco poet Tbi tale thaf
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he loved Sappho is very improbable. Of his site the Island Eleussa, called after Anaphly*
poems only a few ganuine fragments have ca ae tus, son of Neptune (Poseidon).
A N I P U S ("AVairog). 1. A river in Aci.rnauiai
d o w n to us: for the " Odes" attributed to him
are n o w admitted to be spurious.—Editions: B y flowing into the Aehelous.—2. ( N o w Anapo), a
river in Sicily,flowinginto the sea south of Syr
Fischer, Lips, 1793 ; Bergk, Lips, 1834.
through the marshes of Lysimella.
A N A C T O R I U M ('AvanTopiov: 'Avatcropwg), acuse
a
A N A R T E S or -ra, a people of Dacia, n,>rth of the
town in Acarnania, built b y the Corinthians,
upon a promontory of the same n a m e (near La Theiss.
A N A S ("Avar: n o w Guadiana), one of the chisf
Madonna) at the entrance of the Ambracian
Gult its inhabitants were removed by Augus- rivers of Spain,risingin Celtiberia in the mounttus after the battle of Actium (B.C. 31) to Ni- ains near Laminium, formed the boundary between Lusitania and Baatiea, and flowed into
copolis.
the ocean by two mouths (now only one).
A N A D Y O M I S B S ('Avadvouevn), the goddess rising
[ A N A S S U S (now Stella), a small river in the
out of the sea, a surname given to Venus (Aphrodite), in allusion to the story of her being territory of the Veneti]
A N A T O L I U S . 1. Bishop of Laodicea, A.D, 270,.
born from the foam of the sea. This surname
had not m u c h celebrity before the time of Apel- an Alexandrean by birth, was the author of sevles, but his famous painting of Aphrodite Ana- eral mathematical and arithmetical works, of
dyomene excited the emulation of other art- which some fragments have been preserved.—
ists, painters as well as sculptors. Vid. A P E L - 2. A n eminent' jurist, was a native of Berytus,
LES.
and afterward P. P. (prasfedusprcetorio) of lllyr[ A N Z E A or A N N Z E A ('Avaia or 'Avvaia), a Caicum. H e died in A.D. 861. A work on agrirtas city on the Ionian coast of Asia Minor, op-culture, often cited in the Geoponica, and a
posite the Island of Samos, deriving its n a m e treatise concerning Sympathies and Antipathies,
from an Amazon, Ancea: it was the place of are assigned by m a n y to this Anatolius. The
refuge in the Peloponnesian war for the Samian latter work, however, was probably written by
exiles.]
Anatolius tie philosopher, w h o was the master
A N A G N I A (Anagnlnus: n o w Anagni), an an- of Iamblichus, and to w h o m Porphyry addressed
cient town of Latium, the chief town of the Homeric Questions.—3. Professor of law at BeHernici, and subsequently both a municipium rytus, is mentioned by Justinian among those
and a R o m a n colony. It lay in a very beauti- w h o were employed in compiling the Digest
ful and fertile country on a hill, at the foot of H e wrote notes on the Digest, and a very concise
which the Via Lavicana and Via Pranestina commentary on Justinian's Code. Both of
united (now Compitum Anagninum).
In the these works are cited in the Basilica. H e per
neighborhood Cicero had a beautiful estate, ished A.D. 557, in an earthquake at Byzantium,
Ancegninum (so. prcedium).
whither he had removed from Berytus.
A N A G Y R U S ('Avayvpovg, -ovvrog : 'Avayvpdaiog,
A N A U R U S ('Avavpbg), a river of Thessaly flow'AvayvpovvrbBsv : ruins near Vari), a demus of ing into the Pagasaaan Gulf. [It was in this
Attica, belonging to the tribe Ereehtheis, not,stream that Jason lost his sandal, and thus ful
as some say, zEantis, south of Athens, near the filled the words of the oracle. Vid. JASON.]
Promontory Zoster.
A N A V A ("Avava), an ancient, but early decayed
A N A I T I O A ('AvairiKij), a district of Armenia,city
in of Great Phrygia, on tie salt lake of the
which the goddess Anaitis was worshipped; same name, between Celaanaa and Colossaa (now
also called Aeilisene.
Hagee Ghioul).
A N A I T I S ('AvalTig) an Asiatic divinity, whose A N A X ("Aval;). 1. A giant, son of Uranus and
n a m e is also written Anasa, Aneitis, Tanais, orGaea, and father of Asterius.—2. A n epithet of
Nancea. Her worship prevailed in Armenia, the gods in general, characterizing them as the
Cappadoeia, Assyria, Persis, &c, and seems to rulers of tie world; but the plural forms,
have been a part of the worship so c o m m o n "Avaaeg, or "AvatCTsg, or "Avaneg naldeg, were
among the Asiatics, of the creative powers of na- used to designate the Dioscuri
ture, both male and female. The Greek writers
A N A X A G O R A S ('Ava^aybpag), a celebrated
sometimes identify Anaitis with Diana (Ar- Greek philosopher of the Ionian school, was
temis), and sometimes with Venus (Aphro- born at Clazomenaa in Ionia, B.C. 500* H e gave
dite).
up his property to his relations, as he inA N A M A R I or -RES, a Gallic people in the plain tended to devote his life to higher ends, and
of the Po, in whose land the Romans founded went to Athens at the age of twenty; here he
Placentia.
remained thirty years, and became the intimate
A N A N E S , a Gallic people west of the Trebia, friend and teacher of the most eminent m e n of
between tie P o and the Apennines.
the time, such as Euripides and Pericles. His
A N A N I U S ('Avdvwg), a Greek iambic poet,doctrinas gave offence to the religious feelings
contemporary with Hipponax, about B.C. 540.of the Athenians; and the enemies of Pericles
[His remains have been collected b y Weleker, availed themselves of this circumstance to acand published at the end of his edition of Hip- cuse him of impiety, B.C. 450. It w a s only
ponax, q, u.]
through the eloquence of Pericles that he was
A N A P H E ('Avd<j>n : 'Ava$alo<,. n o w Anaphi,
not put to death; but he was sentenced to pay
Nanfio), a small island in the south of the zEge- a fine of five talents, and to quit Athens. H e
an Sea, east of Thera, with a temple of Apollo retired to Lampsacus, where he died in 428, at
/Egletes, w h o was hence called Anapheus.
the age of seventy-two. Anaxagoras w a s disA N A P H L Y S T U S ('AvdtyXvarog : AvafyXvoriog :satisfied with the systems of his predecessors
n o w Anavyso), an Attic demus of the tribe A n - the Ionic philosophers, und struck into a new
tnclus on the southwest coast ot Attica, oppo- path. The Ionic philosoj-hers had endeavored
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«o explain nature and its various phenomena l u. his Fragmenta Comicorum Grose, lot ii, pi
by regarding matter in its different forms and 667-675, »'dit. minor.]—4. A physician and
modifications as the cause of all things. A n vx- Pythagorean philosopher, born at Larissa, w a s
agoras, on the other hand, conceived the neces- banished b y Augustus from Italy, B.C. 28, on the
sity of seeking a higher cause, independent of charge of magic.
A N A X I M A N D E E ('Av<.!jifiavdpog), of Miletus, wa»
matter, and this cause he considered to be nous
(vovg), that is, mind, thought, or intelligence.born B.C. 610 and died 547, in his sixty-fourth
[Editions of tie fragments by Schaubach, Lips, year. H e w a s one of the earliest philosophers
1827, and by Schom, Bonn, 1829.—-2. Son of of the Ionian school, and the immediate successArgeus, grandson of Megapenthes, monarch of or of Thales, itsfirstfounder. H efirstused the
Argos. H e shared the sovereign power with word dpxv to denote the origin of things, or
Bias and Melampus, w h o had cured the Argive rather the material out of which they were
w o m e n of madness—3, A n Athenian orator, formed: he held that this dpxv was the mfinite
(rb direipov), everlasting, and divine, though not
pupil of Isocrates.]
attributing to it a spiritual. or intelligent naA N A X A N D E R ('Ava^avSpog), king of Sparta, son
of Eurycrates, fought in the second Messenian ture ; and that it was the substance into which
all things were resolved on their dissolution
war, about B.C. 668.
A N A X A N D R I D E S ('Ava^avdplSng). 1. Son of H e w a s a careful observer of nature, and w a s
Theopompus, king of Sparta.—2. King of Spar- distinguished b y his astronomical, mathematta, son of Leon, rjigned from about B.C. 560 to ical, and geographical knowledge: he is said
620. Having a barren wife w h o m he would not to iave introduced the use of the gnomon into
divorce, the ephors m a d e him take with her a Greece.
A N A X T M E N E S ('Ava&pevng). 1. Of Miletus,
second. B y her he had Cleomenes; and after
this by his first wife, Dorieus, Leonidas, and the third in the series of Ionian philosophers,
Cleombrotos — 3 . A n Athenian comic poet of flourished about B.C. 544; but as he w a s the
the middle comedy, a native of Camirus in teacher of Anaxagoras B.C. 480, he must have
Rhodes, began to exhibit comedies in B.C. 376. lived to a great age. H e considered air to be
Aristotle held him in high esteem. [The frag- thefirstcause of all things, the primary form,
ments of his plays are collected in Meineke's as it were, of matter, into which the other eleFragmenta Comicorum Grose, vol. i, p. 574-594, ments of the universe were resolvable.—2. Of
Lampsaeus, accompanied Alexander the Great
edit, minor.]
to Asia (B.C. 334), and wrote a history of Philip
A N A X A R O H U S ('Avdljapxog), a philosopher of
Abdera, of the school of Demoeritus, accom- of Macedonia; a history of Alexander the
panied Alexander into Asia (B.C. 384), and Great; and a liistory of Greece, in twelve books,
gained his favor byflatteryand wit After the from the earliest mythical age down to the
death of Alexander (323), Anaxarchus w a s death of Epaminondas. H e also enjoyed great
thrown by shipwreck into the power of Nico- reputation as a rhetorician, and is the author of a
creon, king of Cyprus, to w h o m he had given scientific treatise on rhetoric, the 'VnTopmij vpbg
mortal offence, and w h o had him pounded to 'AXe&vSpov, usually printed among the worfcs of
Aristotle. H e was an enemy of Tkeophrattus,
death in a stone mortar.
and published under the name of the latter a
A N A X A E E T E ('AvaljapeTn), a maiden of Cyprus,
remained unmoved by the love of Iphis, w h o work calumniating Sparta, Athens, and Thebes,
at last, in despair, hung himself at her door. She which produced great exasperation against
looked with indifference at the funeral of the Theophrastus. [The Ars Rhetorica, edited by
youth, but Venus changed her into a stone L. Spengel, Turici, 1844; the fragments of
the history of Alexander, by Geier, in his " Scripstatue.
tores Historiarum Ale^'indri M. cetate suppares,"
A N A X I B I A ('AvatjiBia), daughter of Plisthenes,
sister of Agamemnon, wife of Strophius, and Lips, 1844.]
[ A N A X I P P U S ('Avd^mnog). 1. A general of
mother of Pylades.—[2. Daughter of Bias, wife
of Pelias of Iolcos, and mother of Acastus, Pi- Alexander the Great.—2. A comic poet of the
n e w comedy, w h oflourishedabout B.C. 303. The
sidice, Hippothoe, and Alcestis.]
titles of four of his plays have come down to
A N A X I B I U S ('AvafiBiog), the Spartan admiral
stationed at Byzantium on the return of the us: his fragments are collected by Meineke,
Cyrean Greeks from Asia, B.C. 400. In 389 he Fragm. Comic Grcec, vol. ii, p. 1112-1116, edit
succeeded Dercyllidas in the command in the minor, w h o adds a fragment from Athenaeus,
zEgean, but fell in battle against Iphicrates, attributed to Anthippus in the ordinary text,
but supposed to be an error for Anaxippus.]
near Antandrus, in 388.
A N A X I D A M U S ('Ava^id'apog), king of Sparta,A N A Z A R B U S or -A ('Ava&pBog or -a : Avofaroson of Zeuxidamus, lived to the conclusion of the Bsiig, AnazarbSnus: ruins at Anasarba or Noversa), a considerable city of Cilicia Campestris,
second Messenian war, B.C 668.
on the left bank of the River Pyramus, at the
A N A X I L A U S ('AvaljiXaog), or A N A X I L A S ('AvaljiXag. 1. Tyrant J{ Rhegium, of Messenian ori- foot of a mountain of the same name. Augusgin, took possession of Zancle in Sicily about tus conferred upon it the n a m e of Ceesarea (ad
B.C. 494, peopled it with fresh inhabitants, and Anazarbum); and, on the division of Cilicia
changed its name into Messene. H e died in into the two provinces of Prima and Secunda, it
476.—2. Of Byzantium, surrendered Byzantium was m a d e the capital of the latter. It was alto the Athenians in B.C. 408.—3. A n Athenian most destroyed by earthquakes in the reigns of
comic poet of the middle comedy, contemporary Justinian and Justin. [It w a s *he birth-place of
with Plato and Demosthenes. W e have a few Dioscorides and Oppian.]
fragments, and the titles of nineteen of his com- A N C Z E U S ('Ayicaioc). 1. Son of the Arcadian
edies. [His fragments are collected bv Meineke Lvcurgus and Cleophile or Eur«nome, and fa5<*
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ther o^ Agapenor. H e was one ol the Argo- jorthwest of Mautinea, where A ehises is Jaid t*
nauts, and took part in the Calydonian hunt, in have been buried, according to one traditi tu.
which he was killed by the boar.—2. Son of
[ A N O H U E U S ("Ayxovpog), son of Mit'as, king of
Neptune (Poseidon) and Astypalaea or Alta, king Phrygia. A large chasm having opened neaJ
of the Leleges in Samos, husband of Samia, OeUenae, Anchurus threw himself into it, a>
and father of Perilaus, Enodos, Samos, Alither- an oracle had said that it would not close xstges, and Parthenope. H e seems to have been til he had thrown what he regarded as most
confounded by some mythographers with A n - precious into it O n this the chasm closed imeeeus, the son of Lycurgus. The son of Nep- mediately.]
tune (Poseidon) is also represented as one of the
A N O O N (AevKoaipav 'Ay/tap), a harbor and
Argonauts, and is said to have become the town at the mouth of the River Iris (now Yesk',*
helmsman of the ship Argo after the death of ermak) in Pontus.
Tiphys. A well-known proverb is said to have
A N O O N A or A N O O N ('Ayicav : A P ^iiitanus .
originated with this Aneaaus. H e had been told n o w Ancona), a town in Picenu»> -.n the Adriby a seer that he would notfiveto taste the wine atic Sea, lying in a bend of * J coast between
of his vineyard; and when he was afterward on two promontories, and henOo called Ancon or an
the point of drinking a cup of wine, the growth " elbow." It was built by the Syracusans, w h o
of his o w n vineyard, he laughed at the seer, settled there about B.C. 392, discontented with
who, however, answered, -KoXXd pera^i neXei the rule of the elder Dionysius; and under the
xvXiKog Kal xelXeog dicpov, "There is m a n y aRomans, w h o m a d e it a colony, it became one
slip between the cup and the lip."
A t the same of the most important sea-ports of the Adriinstant Ancaeus was informed that a wild boar atic. It possessed an excellent harbor, comwas near. H e put down his cup, went out pleted by Trajan, and it carried on an active
against the animal, and was killed by it.
trade with the opposite coast of Hlyricum. The
ANOALITES, a people of Britain, probably a town was celebrated for its temple of Venus and
part of the A T R E B A T E S .
its purple dye: the surrounding country proA N O H A E I U S , Q , tribune of the plebs, B.C. 59, duced good wine and wheat
took an active part in opposing the agrarian law
A N C O R A E I U S M O N S , a mountain in Mauretania
of Caasar. H e was praator in 56, and succeeded Caasariensis, south of Caesarea, abounding in citL. Piso in the province of Macedonia.
ron trees, the wood of which w a s used b y the
[ A N O H E M A L U S , son of Rhoetus, king of the Romans for furniture.
Marrubii in Italy, was expelled b y his father for A N O O R E . Vid. N K L E A .
criminal conduct toward his step-mother, fled A N O U S M A R O I U S , fourth king of Rome, reignto Turnus, and was slain by Pallas, son of ed twenty-four years, B.C. 64&-616, and is said
Evander, in the w a r with zEneas.]
to have been the son of Numa's daughter. H e
A N C H E S M U S ('Ayxea/J.6g), a hill not far from
conquered the Latins, took m a n y Latin towns,
Athens, with a temple of Jupiter (Zeus), w h o was transported the inhabitants to R o m e , and gave
hence called Anchesmius.
them the Aventine to dwell on: theBe conquerA N O H I A L E and -LUS (^AyxidXn). 1. ( N o w ed Latins formed the original Plebs. H e also
Akiali), a town in Thrace on the Black Sea, on founded a colony at Ostia, at the mouth of the
the borders of Moasia.—2. Also A N O H I A L O S , an Tiber; built a fortress on the Janiculum as a
ancient city of Cilicia, west of the Cydnus near protection against Etruria, and united it with
the coast, said to have been built by Sardana- the city by a bridge across the Tiber; dug the
palus.
ditch of the Quirites, which was a defence for
[ A N O H I A L U S ('AyxiaXog). 1. King of the Taphi-the open ground between the Caalian and the
ans, father of Mentes, united in guest-friendship Palatine; and built a prison. H e was succeeded
with Ulysses.—2. A Greek, slain by Hector be- by Tarquinius Priseus.
fore Troy.—3. A Phaeacian. All these are menA N C Y E A ("AyKvpa: 'Ayxvpavog, Ancyranus).
tioned in Homer.]
1. ( N o w Angora), a city of Galatia in Asia Minor
A N O H I S E S ('Ayxlong), son of Capys and The-in 39° 66' north latitude. In the, time of A u mis, the daughter of Bus, king of Dardanus on gustus, when Galatia became a R o m a n province,
Mount Ida. In beauty he equalled the immor- Aneyra was the capital: it w a s originally the
tal gods, and was beloved b y Venus (Aphrodite), chief city of a Gallic tribe named the Tectosaby w h o m he became the father of zEneas, w h o ges, w h o came from the south of France. U n is hence called Anchisiades. The goddess warn- der the R o m a n empire it had the name of Seed him never to betray the real mother of the baste, which in Greek is equivalent to Augusta
child; but as on one occasion he boasted of his in Latin. W h e n Augustus recorded the chief
intercourse with the goddess, he w a s struck b y events of his life on bronze tablets at Rome,
a flash of lightning, which, according to some the citizens of Aneyra had a copy made, which
traditions, killed, but according to others, only was cut on marble blocks and placed at Aneyra
blinded or lamed him. Virgil, in his zEneid, in a temple dedicated to Augustus and Rcme.
makes .Anehises survive the capture of Troy, This inscription is called the Monumentum
Anand zEneas carries his father on his shoulders cyranum. The Latin inscription wasfirstcopied
from the burning city. H e further relates that by Tournefort in 1701, and it has been copied
Anehises died soon after the first arrival of several times since. One of the latest copies
zEneas in Sicily, and w a s buried on Mount Eryx. has been m a d e by Mr. Hamilton, w h o also copied
This tradition seems to have been believed in as much of the Greek inscription as is legible,
Sieily, for Anehises had a sanctuary at Egesta, [Near this place Bajazet was defeated and madt
and tie funeral games celebrated in Sicily in his prisoner b y Timur, or, as he is commonly called,
honor continued down to a late period.
Tamerlane.]—2. A town in Phrygia Epiotetua.
A N C H I S I A ('Ayx'ala), a mountain in Arcadia,
on the borders of Mysia.
'
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A N D I N I A ('Avdavta . 'Avdavievg, 'Av&dviog:
Oxylus, and husband of Dryope, w h o was moffo
[now Andorossa, and the ruins near Crano]), a er of Amphissus by Apollo
town in Messenia, between Megalopolis and
[ A N D R I A O A ('Avdpja/of: n o w Andraki), port of
Messene, the capital of the kings of the race of Myra in Lycia.]
the Leleges, abandoned by its inhabitants in the A N D R I S O U S ('AvdptaKog), a m a n of low origin,
eecond Messenian war, and from that time only a w h o pretended to be a natural son of Perseus,
village.
long of Macedonia, was seized b y Demetrius,
A N D E O A V I , A N D E G A V I , or A N D E S , a Gallic peo- king of Syria, and sent to Rome. H e escaped
ple north of the Loire, with a town of the same from Rome, assumed the name of Philip, and
name, also called Juliomagus, n o w Angers.
obtained possession of Macedonia, B.C. 149. H e
ANDEMATUNNUM.
Vid. L'INGONES.
defeated the praetor Juventius, but was conquerA N D S R A (rd "AvSeipa: 'AvSeipnvbg), a city of
ed by Caacilius Metellus, and taken to R o m e to
Mysia, celebrated for its temple of Cybele, sur- adorn the triumph of the latter, 148.
named 'Avdeipnvrj.
A N D R O O L E S ('AvdpoKXi/g), an Athenian demaA S D E E I T U M (now Anterieux), a town of the gogue and orator. H e w a s an enemy of AloiGabali in Aquitania.
biades ; and it was chiefly owing to his exertions
A N D E S . 1. Vid. A N D E O A V I . — 2. N o w Pie- that Alcibiades was banished. After this event
tola), a village near Mantua, the birth-place of
Androcles w a s for a time at the head of the
Virgil.
democratical party; but in B.O. 411 he was put
A N D O C I D E S ('AVSOKISIIC), one of the ten Attic to death by the oligarchical government of the
jrators, son of Leogoras, w a s born at Athens Four Hundred.
in B.C. 467. H e belonged to a noble family,
[ A N D R O O L I D E S ('AvSpoKXsUng), a Theban offiand was a supporter of the oligarchical party at cer, one of those w h o received money from the
Athens. In 436 he was one of the commanders Persians to induce the Thebans to make war on
of the fleet sent by the Athenians to the assist- Sparta, so astobring about the recall of Agesiance of the Corcyreans a> zist the Corinthians. laus from Asia.]
In 415 he became involve! in the charge brought
A N D R O O L U S i("AvdpoK.Xog). 1. Son :{ Codrus,
against Aloibiadesforhaving profaned the mys- leader of a colony of Ionians to Asia Minor, and
teries and mutilated the Hermae, and was thrown founder of Ephesus.]—2. The slave of a R o m a n
into prison; but he recovered his liberty by consular, w a s sentenced to be exposed to the
promising to reveal the names of the real per- wild beasts in the circus ; but a lion which w a s
petrators of the crime. H e is said to have de- let loose upon him, instead of springing upon
nounced his o w n father among others, but to his victim, exhibited signs of recognition, and
have rescued him again in the hour of danger. began licking him. U p o n inquiry, it appeared
But as Andocides was unable to clear himself that Androclus had been compelled by the seentirely, he was deprived of his rights as a eiti- verity of his master, while in Africa, to run
een, and left Athens. H e returned to Athens away from him. Having one day taken refuge
on the establishment of the government of thein a cave from the heat of the sun, a Hon enterFour Hundred in 411, but w a s soon obliged to ed, apparently in great pain, and, seeing him,
fly again. In the following year he ventured went up to him and held out his paw. Androonce more to return to Athens, and it was at clus found that a large thorn had pierced it,
this time that he delivered the speech, still ex- which he drew out, and the Hon was soon alle
tant, On his Return, in which he petitioned for to use his p a w again. They lived together for
permission to reside at Athens, but in vaiu. H e some time in the eave, the lion catering for his
was thus driven into exile a third time, and benefactor. But at last, tired of this savage
went to reside at Elis. In 403 he again return- fife, Androclus left the cave, was apprehended
ed to Athens upon the overthrow of the tyran- by some soldiers, brought to Rome, and conny of the Thirty by Thrasybulus, and the proc- demned to the wild beasts. H e was pardoned,
lamation of the general amnesty. H e was n o w and presented with the Hon, which he used to
allowed to remain quietly at Athens for thelead about the city.
next three years, but in 400 bis enemies ac[ A N D R O O R A T E S ('AvdpoicpdTqc), an ancient hero
cused him of having profaned the mysteries: of the Plataaans, w h o had a temple consecrated
he defended himself in the oration still extant, to him at Plataeae.]
On the Mysteries, and was acquitted. In 894 A N D R O G E O S ('AvSpoyeag), son of Minos and
he w a s sent as ambassador to Sparta to con- Pasiphae, or Crete, conquered all his opponents
clude a peace, and on his return in 393 he w a s in the games of the Panathenaaa at Athens
accused of illegal conduct during his embassy This extraordinary good luck, however, became
(irapawpea&elag) • he defended himself in the exthe cause of his destruction, though the mode
tant speech On the Peace with Lacedcemon, but of his death is related differently. According
was found guilty, and sent into exileforthe to some accounts, zEgeus sent the m a n he dread
fourth time. H e seems to have died soon aft- ed tofightagainst the Marathonian bull, w h o
erward in exile. Besides the three orations al- killed him; according to others, he w a s assasready mentioned, there is a fourth against Aloi- sinated by his defeated rivals on his road to
biades, said to have been delivered in 415, but Thebes, whither he was going to take part in a
which is in all probability spurious—Editions: solemn contest A third account related that
In the collections of the Greek orators; also, he was assassinated b y zEgeus himself. Minos
«eparately by Baiter and Sauppe, Zurich, 1838. m a d e war on the Athenians in consequence of
A N D R . E M O N ('AvSpaiuav). 1. Husband of the death of his son, and imposed upon them
Gorge, daughter of G3ii.eus, king of Calydon, in
the shameful tribute, from which they were de/Etolia, w h o m he succeeded, and father of Thoas, livered by T H E S E U S . H e w a s worshipped a
Hiw is hence called Andrasmonides.—2 Son ofAttica as a hero, and gam-ss were celebrated in
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ids hoaor every year in the Ceramicus. Vid. His fragments are given b y Muller, 1. «., p.
348-9.—Two other historians of this name are
Bid. of Ant, art A N D E O G E O N I A .
A N D R O M A C H E ('Avdpopdxv), daughter of Eetion,mentioned, one of Alexandrea, author of a
king of the Cilieian Tiebe, and one of the no- Chronica, a fragment of whiei is given by
blest and most amiable female characters in the Muller, p. 352; the other of Ephesus, author
Diad. Her father and her seven brothers were of a work entitled Tripus: fragments of it are
slain by Achilles at the taking of Thebe, and given in Muller, p. 347-8.—8. A n Athenian, son
her mother, w h o had purchased her freedom by of Androtion, and father of the orator Androtion.]
A N D E O N I O U S ('AvdpoviKog). 1. C Y R E H E S T E S ,
a large ransom, w a s killed b y Diana (Artemis).
She was married to Hector, by w h o m she had so called from his native place, Oyrrha, probaa son, Scamandrius (Astyanax), and for w h o m bly lived about B.C. 100, and built the octagonal
she entertained the most tender love. O n the tower >at Athens, vulgarly called " the Tower
taking of Troy her son was hurled from the of the Winds." Vid. Bid. of Ant, p. 616, 2d
wall of the city, and she herself felltothe share ed, where a drawing of the building is given.
of Neoptolemus (Pyrrhus), the son of Achilles, — 2 . Lrvius A N D E O N I O U S , the earliest R o m a n
w h o took her to Epirus, and to w h o m she bore poet, was a Greek, probably a native of Tarenthree sons, Molossus, Pielus, and Pergamus. tum, and the slave of M . Livius Salinator, by
She afterward married Helenus, a brother of w h o m he w a s manumitted, and from w h o m he
Hector, w h o ruled over Ohaonia, a part of Epi- received the R o m a n name Livius. H e obtainrus, and to w h o m she bore Cestrinus. After the ed at R o m e a perfect knowledge of the Latin
leath of Helenus, she followed her son Perga- language. H e wrote both tragedies and comem u s to Asia, where a heroum was erected to her. dies in Latin, and w e still possess the titles and
A N D R O M A O H U S ('Avdpopaxog). 1. Ruler of fragments of at least fourteen of his dramas, all
Tauromenium in Sicily about B.C. 344, and fa- of which were borrowed from the Greek: his
ther of the historian Timaaus.—2. Of Crete, first drama w a s acted in B.C. 240. H e also
physician to the Emperor '"Tero, A D . 54-68; wrote an Odyssey in the Saturnian verse and
was thefirstperson on whon* \>titleof Arehi- Hymns. (Vid. Diintzer, Livii Andronici Fragater was conferred, and was celebrated as the menta Colleda, &e, Bert, 1835).— 3. Of R H O D E S ,
inventor of a famous compound medicine and a Peripatetic philosopher at R o m e , about B.O.
antidote called T/teriaca Andromachi, which re-58. H e published a n e w edition of the works
tains its place in some foreign Pharmacopoeias of Aristotle and Theophrastus, which formerly
to the present day. Andromachus has left the belonged to the library of Apellicon, and which
directions for making this mixture in a Greek were brought to R o m e by Sulla with the rest
elegiac poem, consisting of one hundred and of Apellicon's library in B.C. 84. Tyrannio
seventy-four lines, edited by Tidicaaus, Tiguri, commenced this task, but apparently did not dc
1607, and Leinker, Norimb, 1754.—[3. Son of much toward it. The arrangement which A n the former, commonly called the Younger, held dronieus m a d e of Aristotle's writings seems to
the same office, that of physician to Nero, after be the one which forms the basis of our present
his father's death. H e is generally supposed to editions. H e wrote m a n y commentaries upon
have been the author of a work on pharmacy in the works of Aristotle ; but none of these is exthree books, of which only a few fragments re- tant, for the paraphrase of the Nieomachean
Ethics, which is ascribed to Andronicus of
main.]
Rhodes, w a s written b y some one else, and
A N D R O M E D A ('Avdpouedif), daughter of the
/Ethiopian king Cepheus and Cassiopea. H e r m a y have been the work of Andronicus Callistus
mother boasted that the beauty of her daughter of Thessalonica, w h o was professor in Italy in
surpassed that of the Nereids, w h o prevailed the latter half of the fifteenth century.
A N D E O P O L I S ('AvSpav rroXig: n o w Chabur), a
on Neptune (Poseidon) to visit the country by
an inundation and a sea-monster. The oracle city of Lower Egypt, on the western bank of
of A m m o n promised deliverance if Andromeda the Canopic branch of the Nile, was the capital
was given up to the monster; and Cepheus, of the N o m o s Andropolites, and, under the R o
obliged to yield to the wishes of his people, mans, the station of a legion.
A N D E O S (^Avdpog: "AvSptog: n o w Andro), the
chained Andromeda to a rock. Here she w a s
found and saved by Perseus, w h o slew the mon- most northerly and one of the largest islands of
ster and obtained her as his wife. Andromeda the Cyelades, southeast of Eubcea, twenty-one
had previously been promised to Phineus, and miles long and eight broad, early attained importthis gave rise to the famous fight of Phineus ance, and colonized Acanthus and Stagira about
and Perseus at the wedding, in which the for- B.C. 654. It w a s taken by the Persians in their
mer and all his associates were slain. (Ov, invasion of Greece, was afterward subject to the
Met, v, 1, seq.) After her death, she w a s Athenians, at a later time to the Macedonians,
and at length to Attalus H I , king of Pergamus,
place J among the stars.
[ A N D E O N ("AvSpav), of Halicarnassus, a Greekon whose death (B.O. 133) it passed, with the
historian, w h o wrote a work entitled Svyyhiatai,rest of his dominions, to the Romans. It was
of which he himself made an epitome. Muller celebrated for its wine, whence the whole is!
assigns to this Andron a work, wepl •dvmav, and was regarded as sacred to Bacchus (Diony
which some ascribe to the following. His frag- BUS). Its chief town, also called Andros, conments are collected by Muller, Fragm. Hist. tained a celebrated temple of Bacchus (Diony
BUS), and a harbor of the name of Gaureleon,
G-rcec, vol. ii, p. 349-352.—2. Of Teos, author
of a Periplus, perhaps the same with tie Teian and a Fort Gaurion
[ A N D E O S T H E N E S ('AvbpooBevrig). of Thasus,
Andron, son of Cebaleus, w h o m Arrian mentions as a companion of Alexander the Great, one of Alexander's admirals, sailed with Near.and one of the leaders of the Indian explf ration. chus, and w a s also sent by Alexander to ex
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plore the coast of the Persian Gulf. H e wrote ('Aviypidtg or 'Aviypiddeg), where persons Witt
an account of his voyage, and also a Tijg 'IvoVcutaneous diseases were cured by the waters
of the river.
Krig HaodnXovp.'}
ANDROTION ('AvSporiav).
1. A n AthenianANIO, anciently A N I E N (hence, gen, Anienisj
orator, and a contemporary of Demosthenes, now Teverone or L'Aniene), a river, the most
against whom the latter delivered an oration, celebrated of the tributaries of the Tiber, rises
which is still extant.—2. The author of an At- in the mountains of the Hernici, near Treba
thii, or -a work on the history of Attica. [Frag-(now Trevi),flowsfirstnorthwest and then
ments published by Siebelis with Philoehorus, southwest through narrow mountain-valleys, relips, 1811, and by Miiller in his Frogm. Hist.ceives the brook Digentia (now Licenza), above
Tibur, forms at Tibur beautiful waterfalls (hence
Orasc, vol. i, p. 371-377.]
prasceps Anio, Hor, Carm, i, 7, 13), and flows,
A N E M O R E A , afterward A N E M O L E A ('Avep.apeia,
the boundary between Latium and the
'AvepuXeia; 'Avepaptevg), a town on a hillforming
on
land of the Sabines, into the Tiber, three miles
the borders of Phocis and Delphi
above Rome, where the town of Antemnaa stood.
A N E M U E I U M ('Avepovpwv : now Anamur, with
ruins), a town and promontory at the southern The water of the Anio was conveyed to Rome
by two aqueducts, the Anio vetus and Anio nopoint of Cilicia, opposite to Cyprus.
vus. Vid. Bid. of Ant, p. 110, 111, 2d ed.
[ANGELION ('AyyeXiav), an artist always men[ANITORGIS or ANISTORGIS, a city of Hispania
tioned in connection witi Tectaeus: they were
Baatica, near which a battle was fought between
pupils of Dipcenus and Scyllis, and flourished
Hasdrubal and the Scipios.]
about 548 B.C.]
ANIUS ("AOTOC), son of Apollo by Creiisa, or
A N G E E O N A or ANGERONIA, a Roman goddess,
respecting w h o m w e have different statements, Rhoao, and priest of ApoEo at Delos. By Dosome representing her as the goddess of silence, rippe he had three daughters, GSno, Spermo,
others as the goddess of anguish and fear; that and Elais, to w h o m Bacchus (Dionysus) gave
is, the goddess who not only produces this state the power of producing at will any quantity of
of mind, but also relieves men from it. Her wine, corn, and oil, whence they were called
statue stood in the temple of Volupia, with her QSnotropce. When the Greeks, on their expedimouth bound and sealed up. Her festival, An- tiontoTroy, landed in Delos, Anius endeavored
to persuade them to stay with him for nine
geronalia, was celebrated yearly on the twelfth
years, as it was decreed by fate that they should
of December.
not take Troy until the tenth year; and he
ANGITES ('Ayyhng: now Anghista), a river
promised, with the help of his three daughters,
in Macedonia,flowinginto the Strymon.
ANGITIA or ANGUITIA, a goddess worshipped to supply them with all they wanted during that
by the Marsians and Marrubians, who lived period. After the fall of Troy, zEneas was
kindly received by Anius.
about the shores of the Lake Fucinus.
A N N A , daugter of Belus and sister of Dido.
A N G L I or A N G L H , a German people of the
race of the Suevi, on the left bank of the Elbe, After the death of the latter, she fled from
afterward passed over with the Saxons into Carthage to Italy, where she was kindly re
Britain, which was called after them England. eeived by zEneas. Here she excited the jealVid. SAXONES. A portion of them appear to ousy of Lavinia, and being warned in a dream
by Dido, she fled and threw herself into the
have settled in Angeln in Schleswig.
ANSRIVARII, a German people dwelling on River Numieius. Henceforth she was woiboth sides of the Visurgis (now Weser), separa-shipped as the nymph of that river, under the
ted from the Cherusci by an agger or mound of nam-> of A N N A PERENNA. There are various
earth. The name is usually derived from An- other stories respecting the origin of her worgern, that is, meadows. They were generally ship. Ovid relates that she was considered by
anfriendlyterms with the Romans, but rebelled some as Luna, by others as Themis, by others
in A D . 16, and were subdued. Toward the end as Io, daughter of Inachus, by others as the
of thefirstcentury they extended their terri- Anna of Bovillaa, who supplied the plebs with
tories southward, and, in conjunction with the food, when they seceded to the Mons Sacer.
Ohamavi, took possession of part of the terri- (Ov, Fast, hi, 523.) Her festival was celetory of tie Bructeri, south and east of the Lippe,brated on the 15th of March. She was, in reality, an old Italian divinity, who was regarded as
the Angaria or Engern of the Middle Ages.
ANIOSTUS [('AviKiyroc). 1. Son of Hercules, the giver of life, health, and plenty, as the godby Hebe, after bis admissiontothe abode of the dess whose powers were most manifest at the
gods.]—2. A freedman of Nero, and formerly return of spring, when her festival was celeSis tutor, was employed by the emperor in thebrated. The identification of this goddess with
execution of many of his crimes: he was after- Anna, the sister of Dido, is undoubtedly of late
origin.
rard banished to Sardinia, where he died.
A N N A COMNENA, daughter of Alexis L ComANIOIUS GALLUS.
Vid. GALLUS.
[ANICIUS, 0, a senator andfriendof Cicero, nenus (reigned A.D. 1081-1118), wrote the life
of
her father Alexis infifteenbooks, which is
whose villa was near the hitter's; mentioned
one of the most interesting and valuable hisin the letters of Cicero.]
A N I G E U S ("Aviypog: now Mavro-Potamo),tories
a of the Byzantine literature. Editions,
By Possinus, Paris, 1651; by Schopen, Bonn.
smallriverin the Triphylian Elis, the Minye'ius
1839, Svo.
(ii.voijlog) of Homer (22, xi, 721),risesin Mount
ANNALIS, a cognomen of the Villia Gens, first
Lapithas, and flows into the Ionian Sea near
Samicum: its waters have a disagreeable smeE, acquired by L. Villius, tribune of the plebs, in
and its fish are not eatable. Near Samieum B.C. 179, because he introduced a law fixing
was a cave sacrad to the N y m p ) i Anigridesthe year (annus) at which it was lawful for a
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person to be a candidate for each of the public retain only Lemnos, Imbros, and Scyros; an«
all the other Greek cities were to be indeoffices.
A N N E I U S , M , legate of M . Cicero during his pendent
A N T A N D E R ("Avravbpog). 1 Brother of Agathgovernment of Cilicia, B.C. 51.
[ANNIA, wife of L. Cinna, and, after his ocles, king of Syracuse, wrote the life of hij
brother. [ Afragment,preserved by Diodorus, is
death, of M . Piso Calpm'nianus.]
A N N I A N U S , T , a R o m a n poet, lived in the time given by Muller, Frag. Hist. Grasc, vol. ii, p.
of Trajan and Hadrian, and wrote Fescennine 383.—2. General of the Messenians, and commander of cavalry in thefirstMessenian war
verses.
,
A N N I O E R I S ('Awtnepic), a Cyrenaic philoso-against the Lacedaamonians.]
pher, of w h o m the ancients have left us contra- A N T A N D R U S ("Avravdpog: 'AvravSpwg: n o w
dictory accounts. M a n y modern writers have Antandro), a city of Great Mysia, on the Adrasupposed that there were two philosophers of myttian Gulf, at the foot of Mount Ida; an
this name, the one contemporary witi Plato, zEolian colony. Virgil represents zEneas as
w h o m he is said to have ransomed for twenty touching here after leaving Troy (jEn, in, 106).
A N T A R A D U S ('Avrdpadog: n o w Tortosa), a
minaa from Dionysius of Syracuse, and the other
town on the northern border of Phoenicia, op
with Alexander the Great
posite the island of Aradus.
A N N I U S C I M B E R . Vid. C I M B E R .
A N N I U S MILO.

Vid. M I L O .

ANTEA

or A N T I A ("Avreca), daughter of the

A N S E E , a poet of the Augustan age, a friend Lycian king Iobates, wife of Proetus of Argos,
of the triumvir Marcus Antonius, and one of the She is also called Sthenobcea. Respecting hei
detractors of Virgil Hence Virgil plays upon love for Bellerophontes, see B E L L E E O P H O N T E S .
his name (Eel, ix, 86). Ovid (Trist, ii, 435) [ANTEIUS, P., appointed governor of Syria 56
A.D.
O n account of the favor in which he stood
calls him proeax.
A N S I B A R I I or A M P S I V A R I I , a German people, with Agrippina, he was an object of hatred tc
originally dwelt south of the Bructeri, between Nero: being accused of a conspiracy, he took
the sources of the E m s and the Weser: driven poison, but, finding this too slow, he opened his
out of their country b y the Chauci in the reign veins.]
of Nero (A.D. 69), they asked the Romans for A N T E M N Z E (Antemnas, -atis), an ancient Sapermission to settle in the R o m a n territory be- bine town at the junction of the Anio and tho
tween the Rhine and the Tssel, but when their Tiber, destroyed by the Romans in the earliest
request was refused they wandered into the in- times.
A N T E N O E ('Av-rijvup).
1. A Trojan, son of
terior of the country to the Cherusci, and were
at length extirpated, according to Tacitus. W e zEsyetes and Cleomestra, and husband of Thefind their name, however, among the Franks in ano. According to Homer, he was one of the
wisest among the elders at Troy: he received
the time of Julian.
Menelaus and Ulysses into his house when they
A N T Z E O P O L I S ('AvTawnoXig: near Gau-el-Kebir), an ancient city of Upper Egypt (the The- came to Troy as ambassadors, and advised his
bais), on the east side of the Nile, but at some fellow-citizens to restore Helen to Menelaus.
distance from the river, was the capital of theThus he is represented as a traitor to his counN o m o s Antaaopolites, and one of the chief seats try, and when sent to Agamemnon, just before
the taking of Troy, to negotiate peace, he conof the worship of Osiris.
certed a plan of delivering the city, and even
A N T / E U S ('AvTalog). 1. Son of Neptune (Poseidon) and Ge, a mighty giant and wrestler in the pauadium, into the hands of the Greeks.
Libya, whose strength w a s invincible so long O n the capture of Troy, Antenor was spared by
as he remained in contact with his mother the Greeks. His history after this event is reearth. The strangers w h o came to his country lated differently. S o m e writers relate that he
were compelled to wrestle with him; the con- founded a new kingdom at Troy; according to
quered were slain, and out of their skulls he others, he embarked with Menelaus and Helen,
built a house to Neptune (Poseidon). Hercules was carried to Libya, and settled at Cyrene •
discovered the source of his strength, lifted him while a third account states that he went with
from the earth, and crushed him in the air.the Heneti to Thrace, and thence to the western coast of the Adriatic, where the foundation
The tomb of Antaeus (Anted collis), which formed a moderate lull in the shape of a m a n stretch- of Patavium and several other towns is ascribec
ed out at full length, was shown near the town to him. The sons and descendants- of Antenqr
of Tingis in Mauretania down to a late period. were called Antenbridas.—2. Son of Euphranpi— 2 . [ A companion of Turnus, slain b y zEneas.] an Athenian sculptor, made the first bronze
statues of Harmodius and Aristogiton, which
A N T A G O R A S ('AvTaybpag), of Rhodes, flourished about B.C. 270, a friend of Antigonus Gona- the Athenians set up in the Ceramicus, B.C.
These statues were carried offtoSusa by
tas and a contemporary of Aratus. H e wrote 609
an epic p o e m entitled Thebais, and also epi-Xerxes, and their place was supplied by others
m
a
d
e
either
by Callias or by Praxiteles. After
grams, of which specimens are still extant [in
the conquest of Persia, Alexander the Great
fie GreekAnthology.]
A N T A L O I D A S ('AvraXKiSag), a Spartan, son sent
of the statues back to Athens, where thef
Leon, is chiefly known by tie celebrated treaty were again set up in the Ceramicus.
ANTEEOS.
Vid. E E O S .
concluded with Persia in B.C. 387, usually called
A N T E V O R T A , also called P O E E I M A or P R O R S A ,
the peace of Antalcidas, since it was the fruit
of his diplomacy. According to this treaty, all together with Postvorta, are described cither
the Greek cities in Asia Minor, together with as the twe sisters or companions of the R o m a n
Clazomenaa and Cyprus, were to belong to the goddess Carmenta; but originally they wer«
Versian king the Athenians were allowed to only two attributes of the one goddess Oar
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nsflnta, tl.e former describing her knowledge of
[ANTICRIGVS ('AvrlKpayog: now 8oumbourlu\
the future, and the latter that of the past, anal-a lofty and steep mountain range in Lycia, ruri
ogous to tie two-headed Janus.
ning m a northeast direction along the coast
[ A N T H E A ("AvBew), a city of Messenia, menof tie Sinus Glaucus.]
tioned by Homer (22, 9, 161); the later Thuria, [ANTIORATES ('AvTiKparrig), a Spartan, who
Dr, accordingtoothers, identical with Asine.']claimed the merit of having dealt the blow tha
A N T H E D O N ('AvBnbuv : 'AvSijdovwg: now proved
Lu- fatal to Epaminondas at Mantinea.]
kni I). 1. A town of Boaotia with a harbor, on the ANTICYRA, more aneiently ANTIOIEEHA, ('AH
coast of the Eubcean Sea, at the foot of Mount TUip'p'a or 'Avrlicvpa : 'Avnuvpevg, 'AvTinvpa
Messapius, said to have derived its name from 1. (Now Aspra Spitia), a town in Phocis, with
a nymph Anthedon, or from Anthedon, son of a harbor on a peninsula on the western side of
Glaucus, who was here changed into a god. the Sinus Anticyranus, a bay of the Crissaaan
(Ov, Met, vii, 282; xiii, 905.) The inhabit Gulf, called in ancient times Cyparissus, and
ants lived chiefly byfishing.—[2.A sea-port of celebrated for its hellebore. It continued to be
Argolis on the Saronic Gulf, near the borders a place of importance under the Romans.—2,
of Corinthia, called by Ptolemy 'ABnvatav Xipfiv,
A town in Thessaly, on the Spercheus, not far
— 3 . A harbor in the southern part of Palestine, from its month. Both towns were celebrated
afterward called 'Aypiimmg.~]
for their hellebore, the chief remedy in antiquity
[ A N T H E L A ('AvBijXij), a village of Thessaly,
forbemadness; hence the proverb, 'AvriKip'p'ag ae
tween the entrance of the Asopus into the Ma- bet, when a person acted senselessly, and Naliac Gulf and Thermopylae, containing a temple isiget Anticyram. (Hor, Sat, ii, 3, 166.)
of Ceres: it was one of the places of meetmg
ANTIGENES ('Avriyevng), a general of Alexan
of the Amphietyonic council.]
der the Great on whose death he obtained tha
ANTHEMIUS, emperor of the West, A.D. 467- satrapy of Susiana, and espoused the side of
472, was killed on the capture of Rome by Ri- Eumenes. On the defeat of the latter in B.C.
cimer, who made Olybrius emperor.
316, Antigenes fell into the hands of his enemy
A N T H E M B S ('AvBepovg -ovvrjg : 'AvBepovaiog),
Antigonus, and was burned alive by him.
a Maoedonian town in Chaleidiee.
ANTIGENIDAS ('AvTiyevibag), a Theban, a celeA N T H E M U S I A or A N T H E M U S ('Av6e/j.ovoca),
a flute-player,and a poet, lived in the time
brated
city of Mesopotamia, southwest of Edessa, and of Alexander the Great
a little east of the Euphrates. The surroundA N T I G O N E ('Avnyovj)). 1. Daughter of GSdipus
ing district was called by the same name, but by his mother Jocaste, and sister of Ismene, and
Was generally included under the name of Os- of Eteoeles and Polymces. In the tragic story
ftHOENE.
of OEdipus, Antigone appears as a noble maiden,
A N T H E N E (Av6fp>rf), a place in Cynuria, in the
with a truly heroic attachment to her father
Peloponnesus.
and brothers. When G M p u s had blinded him[ANTHERMUS, a statuary of Chios, father of self, and was obliged to quit Thebes, he was
Bupalus and Athenis: as the name is cliflerently accompanied by Antigone, who remained with
given in different M S S , Sillig has proposed Ar- him till he died in Colonus, and then returned
chennus instead of Antiermus.
to Thebes. After her two brothers had killed
[ANTHEUS ('AvBevg), a Trojan, a companion
each other in battle, and Creon, the king of
of zEneas.]
Thebes, would not allow Polynices to be buried,
A N T H Y L L A ("AvBvXXa), a considerable city of
Antigone alone defied the tyrant, and buried the
Lower Egypt, near the mouth of the Canopic body of her brother. Creon thereupon ordered
branch of the Nile, below Naucratis, the reve- her to be shut up in a subterranean cave, where
nues of which, under the Persians, were as- she killed herself. Haemon, the son of Creon,
signed to the wife of the satrap of Egypt, to who was in love with her, killed himself by her
provide her with shoes.
side.—[2. Daughter of the Trojan king LaomeANTIAS, Q. VALERIUS, a Roman historian, don, changed by Juno (Hera) into a stork, beflourished about B.C. 80, and wrote the history
cause she presumed to vie with her in the beauof Rome from the earliest times downtothose ty of her hair.—3. (Historical) Daughter of
of Sulla. H e is frequently referred to by Livy, Cassander, second wife of Ptolemy Lagus, and
who speaks of him as the most lying of all the mother of Berenice.]
annalists, and seldom mentions his name withANTIGONEA or -LA and -1A ('Avi) bveca, 'AVTIout terms of reproach: there can be little doubt yovia). 1. (Now Tepeleni), a town in Epirus
that Livy's judgment is correct
[The frag- (Blyricum), at the junction of a tributary with
ments of his work are collected by Krause in the Aous, and near a narrow pass of the Acrobis Vitas et Dragm. veterum Hist. Rom, Berlin,
ceraunian Mountains. — 2. A Macedonian town
1833, p. 271-88.]
in Chaleidiee.—3. Vid. MANTINEA.—1. A town
ASTICLEA (^AvTucXeia), daughter of Autolycus,
on the Orontes in Syria, founded by Antigonus as
wife of Laertes, and mother of Ulysses, died of the capital of his empire (B.C. 306), but moat
grief at the long absence of her son. It is said of its inhabitants were transferred by Seleueus
that, before marrying Laertes, she lived on in- to ANTIOOHIA, which was built in its neighbortimate terms with Sisyphus; whence Euripides hood.—5. A town in Bithynia, afterward Nicees
calls Ulysses a son of Sisyphus.
— 6 . A town in the Troas. Vid. ALEXANDEEA,
ASTICLIDES ('AvTiKXelong), of Athens, lived
No. 2.
after thetimeof Alexander the Great, and was [ANTIGONIS ('Avnyovig), an Athenian tribe, se
the author of several works, the most import- called in honor of Antigonus, father of Demeant of which was entitled Nosti (Nbaroi), con-trius.]
taining an account of the return of the Greeks1
ANTIGONUS ('AvTiyovog). 1. King of ASIA
from their mythical expeditions.
surnamed the pne-eved son of Philip of Ely
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miotis, and father of Demetrius Poliorcetes by ceeds in height Its highest summit is Mots*
Stratonlce. H e w a s one of the generals of Hermon (also Jebel-es-Sheikh).
Alexander the Great, and in the division of the
A N T I L O O H U S ('AvTlXoxog), son of Nestor and
empire after the death of the latter (B.O 323), Anaxibia or Eurydice, accompanied his father
he received the provinces of the Greater Phryg- to Troy, ar.d distinguished himself by his brav
ia, Lycia, and Pamphylia. O n the death of ery. H e was slain before Troy by M e m n o n the
the regent Antipater in 319, he aspired to the /Ethiopian, and w a s buried by tho side of bii
sovereignty of Asia. In 316 he defeated and friends Achilles and Patroclus.
put Eumenes to death, liter a struggle of nearA N T I M A O H U S ('Avripaxog) ]. A Trojan, per
ly three years. F r o m 815 to 311 he carried on auaded his countrymen not to surrender Hele
war, with varying success, against Seleueus, to the Greeks. H e had three sons, two of whoi
Ptolemy, Cassander, and Lysimachus. B y the were put to death b y Menelaus.—2. Of Claroi
peace m a d e in 311, Antigonus was allowed to or Colophon, a Greek epic and elegiac poet, was
nave the government of all Asia; but peace did probably a native of Claros, but was called a Colnot last more than a year. After the defeat of ophonian, because Claros belonged to Colophon.
Ptolemy's fleet in 306, Antigonus assumed the (Cla/riuspoeta, O v , Trist, i, 6, 1.) H e flourishtitle of king, and his example was followed by ed toward the end of the Peloponnesian w a r :
Ptolemy, Lysimachus, and Seleueus. In thehis chief work w a s an epic poem of great length
same year, Antigonus invaded Egypt, but w a s called Thebais (QnbaiQ. Antimaehus was one
compelled to retreat His son Demetrius car- of the forerunners of the poets of the Alexanried on the war with success against Cassander drine school, w h o wrote more for the learned
in Greece; but he was compelled to return to than for the public at large. The Alexandrine
Asia to the assistance of his father, against grammarians assigned to him the second place
w h o m Cassander, Seleueus, Ptolemy, and Ly-among the epic poets, and the Emperor HadriaD
simachus had formed a fresh confederacy. A n - preferred his works even to those of Homer.
tigonus and Demetrius were defeated by Lysim- H e also wrote a celebrated elegiac poem called
achus at the decisive battle of Ipsus in Phryg- Lyde, which was the name of his wife or mis?
ia, in 301. Antigonus fell in the battle in the tress, as well as other works. There w a s like'
eighty-first year of his age.—2. G O N A T A S , son wise a tradition that he m a d e a recension of thS
of 'Demetrius Poliorcetes, and grandson of the text of the Homeric poems. [His fragments
preceding. H e assumed the title of King of have been collected and published by SchellenMacedonia, after his father's death in Asia in berg, Halle, 1786; some additional fragments
B,C. 283, but he did not obtain possession of in Stall's Aniinadversiones in AntimocM
Fragm,
the throne till 277. H e was driven out of his Gotting, 1840; the epic fragments in Dtintzers
s'ngdom b y Pyrrhus of Epirus in 273, but re- Fragm. der Episch. Foes, der Griech. bis auf A lexcovered it in the following year: he was agai» ander, p. 99.]
expelled by Alexander, the son of Pyrrhus, and
[ANTIMOSRUS ('AvTtpoipof), a sophist of M e n d
again recovered his dominions. H e attempted in Thrace, a pupil of Protagoras, mentioned ly
to prevent the formation of the Achaean League, Plato (Protac/, 315, A.)] ^
and died in 239. H e was succeeded by DemeA N T I N O O P O L I S ('Avrivoov iroXig or 'Avnvoeia:
trius II. His surname Gonatas is usually de- ruins at Enseneh), a splendid city, built by H a rived from Gonnos or Gonni in Thessaly; but drian, in m e m o r y of his favorite A N T I N O U S , on
some think that Gonatas is a Macedonian word, the eastern bank of the Nile, upon the site of the
signifying an iron plate protecting the knee. ancient Besa, in Middle Egypt (Heptanomis).
— 3 . D O S O N (so called because he w a s always It w a s the capital of the N o m o s Antino'ites, and
about to give, but never did,) son of Demetrius had an oracle of the goddess Besa.
of Cyrene, and grandson of Demetrius PoliorA N T I N O U S ('Avrivoog).
1. Son of Eapithes
cetes. O n the death of Demetrius II. in B.C. of Ithaca, and one of the suitors of Penelope,
229, he was left guardian of his son Philip, but was slain by Ulysses.—2. A youth of extraorhe married the widow of Demetrius, and became dinary beauty, born at Claudiopolis in Bithynia,
King of Macedonia himself; H e supported Ara- was the favorite of the Emperor Hadrian, and
tus and the Achiean League against CleomeneS} his companion in all his journeys. H e w a s
king of Sparta, w h o m he defeated at Sellasia in drowned in the Nile, A.D. 122, whether acci
221, and took Sparta. O n his return to Mace- dentally or on pvu'pose, is uncertain. The grief
donia, he defeated the Illyrians, and died a fewof the emperor knew no bounds. H e enrolled
days afterward, 220.—4. King of JUDZEA, son Antinous among the gods, eaused a temple to
of Aristobulus II, was placed on the throne b y be erected to him at Mantinea, and founded the
the Parthians in B.C. 40, but w a s taken prison- city of A N T I N O O P O L I S in honor of him. A large
er by Sosius, the lieutenant of Antony, and w a s number of works of art of all kinds were exeput to death b y the latter in 37.—5. Of C A R Y S - cuted in lu's honor, and m a n y of them are still
TUS, lived at Alexandrea about B.C. 250, andextant.
wrote a work, still extant, entitled Historice Mi- A N T I O C H I A and - E A ('Avnbxeia: 'AVTWXCH
rdblles, which is only of value from its preservand -oxeibg, fern, 'hvrwxh and -oxioaa, Antioing extracts from other and better works.— chSnus), the name of several cities of Asia, sixEditions: B y J. Beckmann, Lips, 1791, and b y teen of which are said to have been built by
Westermann in his Paradoxographi, Brans, Seleueus L Nicator, and named in honor of h n
1889. ^
father Antiochus. 1. A . E P I D A P H N E S , or A D
A N T I L I B A N U S ('AvnXi6avog: n o w Jebel-esD A P H N E M , or A D O E O N T E M ('A. eirl Aapvy: so
Rheikh -r Anti-Lebanon), a mountain on thecalled from a neighboring grove: 'A. enl Opbw
tonfines of Palestine, Phoenicia, and Syria, •cn : ruins at Aniakia), the capital of the Greel
Jtarallel 'w Libanus (now Lebanon), which it ex- khigdcm of Syria, and long the chief city of
5
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Asia, and ptrhaps of the world, stood on the left
ANTIOCHUS ('AVT--.ixog). 1. Kings of Syria.
bank of the Orontes, about twenty miles (geog.)
1. S O T E E (reigned B.C. 280-261), was the son
from the sea, in a beautiful valley, about ten miles of Seleueus I, the founder of the Syrian king
long andfiveor six broad, inclosed by the ranges dom of the Seleucidaa. H e married his stepof Amanus on the northwest, and Casius on the ' mother Stratouice, with whom he fell violently
southeast It was built by Seleueus Nicator,' in love, and w h o m his father surrendered to
about B.C 300, and peopled chiefly from the ! him. H e fell in battle against the Gauls in 26i
neighboring city of ANTIGONIA. Itflourishedso ' — 2 . T H E O S (B.C. 261-246), son and successor
rapidly as soon to need enlargement; and other of No. 1. The Milesians gave him his Burnam©
tdditions were again made to it by Seleueus II.of Theos, because he delivered them from their
Callinicus (about B.C. 240), and Antiochus IV. tyrant, Timarchus. H e carried on war with
Epiphanes (about B.C. 170). Hence it obtained Ptolemy Philadelphus, King of Egypt, which
was brought to a close by his putting away
the name of Tetrapolis (TerpdnoXig, i. e. four
his wife Laodico, and marrying Berenice, tho
•sities). Besides being the capital of the greatest
kingdom of the world, it had a considerable com- daughter of Ptolemy. After the death of Ptolemerce, the Orontes being navigable up to the my, he recalled Laodice; but, in revenge for the
city, and the high road between Asia and Europe insult she had received, she caused Antiochus
passing through it. Under the Romans it was and Berenice to be murdered. During the reign
the residence of the proconsuls of Syria; it was of Antiochus, Arsaces founded the Parthian
favored and visited by emperors; and was made empire (25f), and Theodotus established an
a colonia with the Jus Italicum by Antoninus independent zrfagdom in Bactria. H e was sucPius. It was one of the earliest strongholds of ceeded by his son Seleueus Callinicus. His
the Christian faith; thefirstplace where the younger son Antiochus Hierax also assumed
Christian name was used (Acts, xi, 26); the the crown, and carried on war some years witL
centre of missionary efforts in the Apostolic his brother. Vid. SELEUCUS II.—3. The G R E A T
age; and the see of one of the four chief bishops, (B.C. 223-187), second son of Seleucus Calliniwho were called Patriarchs. Though far inferior cus, succeeded to the throne on the death of
to Alexandrea as a seat of learning, yet it his brother Seleueus Ceraunus, when he wa«
derived some distinction in this respect from the only in his fifteenth year. After defeating (220)
teaching of Libanius and other Sophists; and Molou. satrap of Media, and his brother Alexits eminence in art is attested by the beautiful ander, satrap of Persis, who had attempted to
gems and medals still found among its ruins. make themselves independent, he carried i-n
It was destroyed by the Persian King Chosroes war against Ptolemy Philopator, king of Egypt,
(A.D. 540), but rebuilt by Justinian, who gave itin order to obtain Coale-Syria, Phoenicia, and
the new name Theupolis (QeomoXig). The Palestine, but was obliged to cede these prov«aoient walls which still surround the insignifi- inces to Ptolemy, in consequence of his defeat
cant modern town are probably those built at the battle of Raphia near Gaza, in 217. H e
£y Justinian. The name of Antiochia was next marched against Achaaus, who had revolted
also given to the surrounding district, i. e, thein Asia Minor, and w h o m he put to death,
northwestern part of Syria, which bordered when he fell into hi* hands in 214. Vid. ACHZEUS
upon Cilicia.—2. A. A D M ^ A N D R U M ('A. irpbgShortly after this he was engaged for seven
Maidvipa: ruins near Yenishehr), a city ofyears (212-205) in an attempt to regain the
Caria, on the Maaander, built by Antiochus I. eastern provinces of Asia, which had revolted
Soter, on the site of the old city of Pythopolis. during the reign of Antroehus III.; but though
— 3 . A. PISIDIZE or A D PISIDIAM ('A. Hiaiblag orhe met with great success, be found it hopeless
to effect the subjugation of the Parthian and
irpbg n«7j<St(z), a considerable city on the borders
of Phrygia Paroreios and Pisidia; built by Bactrian kingdoms, and accordingly concluded
colonists from Magnesia; declared a free city by a peace with them. In 205 he renewed his wai
the Romans after their victory over Antiochus against Egypt with more success, and in 198
the Great (B.C. 189); made a colony under conquered Palestine and Coale Syria, which he
Augustus, and called Caasarea. It was celebra- afterward gave as a dowry with his daughtei
ted for tie worship and the great temple of Cleopatra upon her marriage with Ptolemy
Epiphanes. In 196 he crossed over w>to Europe,
Men Arcaaus (M^v 'Apxaiog, the Phrygian Moongod), which the Romans suppressed.—4. A. M A E - and took possession of the Thracian Ohersonese.
brought him into contact with the
GIANA ('A. Mapyiavq: now Meru Shah-Jehan I), This
a
city in the Persian province of Margiana, on the Romans, who commanded him to restore the
River Margus, founded by Alexander, and at Chersonese to the Macedonian long; but ho
first called Alexandrea ; destroyed by the bar -efused to comply with their demand, in
barians, rebuilt by Antiochus I. Soter, and which resolution he was strengther ed by Hancalled Antiochia. It was beautifully situated, nibcl, who arrived at his court in 195 Hanniand was surrounded by a wall seventy stadia bal urged him to invade Italy without loss of
(about eight miles) in circuit. Among the less timt; £>ut Antiochus did not follow his advice,
important cities of the name were: (5.) A. A D and it v* is not till 192 'rhat he crossed over into
T A U R U M in Commagene; (6.) A. A D C R A G U M ; and Greece. In 191 he w a defeated by the Romans
7.) A. A D P Y R A M U M , in Cilicia. The followingat Thermopylae, and compelled to return to
Antiochs are better known by other names: A. Asia; his fleet was also vanquished in two
A D S A R U M (vid. A D A N A ) ; A. C H A R A O E N E S (vid. engagements, In 190 he was again defeated by
C H A R A X ) ; A. C A L L I R R H O E (vid. E D E S S A ) ; A. A D the Romans undsr L. Seipio at Mount Sipylus,
H I P P U M (Vid. G A D A E A ) ; A. MIGDONIZE (vid. NISI- near Magnesia, an-1 compelled to sue for peace,
which was granted in 188, on condition of his
BIS) ; in Cilicia (vid. TARSUS) ; in Caria or Lydia
ceding all his domioiona east of Mount TamiM
fviil. TEALLES).
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paying fifteen thousand Euboic talents within IX. in 95.—11. E P I P H A N E S , son of A . VIII. Gry
twelve years, giving up his elephants and ships pus and brother of Seleueus Epiphanes, carried
of war, and surrendering the R o m a n enemies; on war against A. X . Eusebes, but was defeatout he allowed Hannibal to escape. In order ed by the latter, -and drowned in the River
to raise the money to pay the Romans, he at- Orontes.—12. D I O N Y S U S , brother of No. II, i.eld
tacked a wealthy temple in Elymais, but was the crown for a short time, but fell in battle
killed by the people of the place (187). H e was against Aretas, king of the Arabians. The Syr•mcceeded by his sou Seleucus Philopator.—4. ians, worn out with the civil broils of the Se
E P I P H A N E S (B.C. 175-164), son of Antiochus leucidae, offered the kingdom to Tigranes, king
III, was given in hostage to the Romans in of Armenia, w h o united Syria to his o w n domin
188, and was released from captivity in 175 ions in 83, and held it till his defeat by the Rothrough his brother Seleucus Philopator, w h o m mans in 69.—18. ASIATIOUS, son of A. X . Euhe succeeded in the same year. H e carried on sebes, became King of Syria on the defeat of
war against Egypt from 171-168 with great suc- Tigranes by Lucullus in 69; but he was decess in order to obtain Coale-Syria and Pales- prived of it in 65 by Pompey, w h o reduced Syria
tine, which had been given as a dowry with his to a R o m a n province. In tills year the Seleusister, and he was preparing to lay siege to cidaa ceasedtoreign.
Alexandrea in 168, when the Romans compelled
H. Kings of Commagene.
him to retire. H e endeavored to root out the
1. M a d e an alliance with the Romans about
Jewish religion and to introduce the worship
of the Greek divinities ; but this attempt led to B.C. 64. H e assisted Pompey with troops in
arisingof the Jewish people, under Mattathias 49, and was attacked by Antony in 38. H e wae
and his heroic sons the Maccabees, which A n - succeeded by Mithradates I.; about 31.—2. Suctiochusi was unable to put down. H e attempt-ceeded Mithradates I, and was put to death at
ed to plunder a temple in Elymais in 164, but R o m e by Augustus in 29.—3. Succeeded Mithhe was repulsed, and died shortly afterward in radates II, and died in A.D. 17. U p o n his
a state of raving madness, which the Jews and death, Commagene became a R o m a n province,
Greeks equally altrajuted to his sacrilegious and remained so till A.D. 38.—i. Surnamed
crimes. His subjects gave him the name of E P I P H A N E S , apparently a son of Antiochus H i ,
Epimanes (" the madman") in parody of Epiph- received his paternal dominion from Caligula in
anes.—5. E U P A T O R (B.C. 164-162), son and suc- A.D. 88. H e was subsequently deposed by
cessor of Epiphanes, was nine years old at his Caligula, but regained his kingdom on the acfather's death, and reigned under the guardian- cession of Claudius in 41. H e was a faithful
ship of Lysias. H e was dethroned and put to ally of the Romans, and assisted them in their
ieath by Demetrius Soter, the son of Seleucus wars against the Parthians under Nero, and
Philopator, w h o had hitherto lived at R o m e as against the Jews under Vespasian. A t length,
\ hostage.—6. T H E O S , son of Alexander Balas. in 72, he was accused of conspiring with the
H e was brought forward as a claimant to the Parthians against the Romans, was deprived of
arown in 144, against Demetrius Nicator by his kingdom, and retired to R o m e , where he
Tryphon, but he was murdered by the latter, passed the remainder of his life.
who ascended the throne himself in 142.—7. III. Literary.
S I D E T E S (B.C. 137-128), so called from Side in
1. Of ZEG.E in Cilicia, a Sophist, or, as he
Pamphyha, where he was brought up, younger himself pretended to be, a Cynic philosopher.
eon of Demetrius Soter, succeeded Tryphon H e flourished about A.D. 200, during the reigu
H e married Cleopatra, wife of his elder brother of Severus and Caracalla. During the war of
Demetrius Nicator, w h o was a prisoner with Caracalla against the Parthians, he deserted to
the Parthians. H e carried on war against the the Parthians together withTiridates. H e w a s
Partiians, atfirstwith success, but was after- one of the most distinguished rhetoricians of
ward defeated and slain in battle in 128.—8. his time, and also acquired some reputation as
G E Y P U S , or Hook-nosed (B.C. 125-96), second a writer.—2. Of A S C A L C N , the founder of the
son of Demetrius Nicator and Cleopatra. H e fifth Academy, was a friend of Lucullus and the
was placed upon the throne in 125 by bis moth- teacher of Cicero during his studies at Athens
er Cleopatra, w h o put to death his elder broth- (B.C. 79); but he had a school at Alexandria
er Seleucus, because she wished to have the also, as well as in Syria, where he seems to
Dower in her o w n hands. H e poisoned his have ended his fife. His principal teacher was
mother in 120, and subsequently carried on war Philo, w h o succeeded Plato, Arcesilas, and Car:br some time with his half-brother A . IX. neades, as the founder of the fourth Academy,
Cyzicenus. A t length, in 112, the two broth- H e is, however, better known as the adversary
ers agreed to share the kingdom between them, than the discipie of Philo; and Cicero mentions
A. Cyzicenus having Coele-Syria and Phoenicia, a treatise called Sosus, written by him against
and A . Grypus the remainder of the provinces. his master, in which he refutes the skepticism
Grypus w a s assassinated in 96.—9. CYZICENUS, of the Academics.—3. Of S Y E A O U S E , a Greek
from Cyzicus, where he was brought up, son of historian, lived about B.C. 423, and wrote hisA . VII. Sidetes and Cleopatra, reigned over tories of Sicily and Italy. [The fragments of
Coale-Syria and Phoenicia from 112 to 96, but his writings are collected in Midler's Fragmenta
fell in battle in 95 against Seleucus Epiphanes, Hist. Grose, vol. i, p. 181-184.—i. Of A L E X
non if A. VIIL Grypus.—10. EUSEBES, son of A N D E E A , author of a history of the comic poets
A IX. Cyzicenus, defeated Seleucus Epiph- of Greece.]
anes, w h o had slain his father in battle, and A N T I O P E ('AvTtbirn). 1. Daughter of Nyateu'
maintained th«, throne against the brothers of and Polyxo, or o>." the river-god Asopus in I k w
Sdciicus H « succeeded his father Antiochus

ANTIPATER.
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t.a, b*came by Jupiter (Zeus) the mother of 100, and lived to a great a g e — 8 . 01 Thessa
Amphion and Zethus. Vid A M P H I O N . Bac- lonica, the author of several epigrams in the
chus (Dionysus) threw her into a state of mad- Greek Anthology, lived in the latter part of the
ness on account of the vengeance which her reign of Augustus.
A N T I P A T E E , L. CZELIUS, a R o m a n jurist and
sons had taken on Dirce. In this condition she
wandered through Greece, until Phocus, the historian, and a contemporary of C. Gracchus
grandson of Sisyphus, cured and married her. (B.C. 123) and L. Crassus, the orator, wrote An— 2 . A n Amazon, sister of Hippolyte, wife of nates, which were epitomized by Brutus, arA
whici contained a valuable account of the secIhescus, and mother of Hippolytus.
ond Punic war. [The fragments of this work
A N T I P A T E R ('AvTliraTpog). 1. The Macedonian, an officer greatly trusted by Philip and Alex- have been published by Krause in his Vitas et
Fragmenta
veteram Hist. Roman. Berlin, 1838,
ander the Great, was left by the latter regent in
Macedonia, when he crossed over into Asia in p. 182-201.]
A N T I P A T R I A ('AvTmurpia: n o w Berat F), a
B.C. 334. In consequence of dissensions between Olympias and Antipater, the latter w a s town in Biyrieum on the borders of Macedonia,
summoned to Asia in 324, and Craterus appoint- on the left bank of the Apsus.
[ANTIPATRIS ('AvT'irarplg), a city of Judaaa be
ed to the regency of Macedonia, but the death
of Alexander in the following year prevented tween Jerusalem and Caesarea, in a beautiful
these arrangements from taking effect An- and fruitful plain: it was built on the site of an
tipater n o w obtained Macedonia again, and in older town called Capharsaba, enlarged by H e r
conjunction with Craterus, w h o was associated od the Great, and nan>ed Antipatris in honor of
with him in the government, carried on war his father Antipatei I
A N T I F H A N E S ('AV, fdvijg). 1. A comic poet
against the Greeks, w h o endeavored to establish
their independence. This war, usually called of the middle Attic comedy, born about B.C. 404,
the Lamian war, from Lamia, where Antipater and died 330. H e wrote 365, or at the least
was besieged in 323, w a s terminated by Antip- 260 plays, which were distinguished by eleater's victory over the confederates at Cran- gance of language. [The fragments of his
aon in 822. This was followed by the submis- plays are collected h\ Meineke in his Fragsion of Athens and the death of D E M O S T H E N E S . menta Comic. Grasc, vol. i, p. 491-574, edit
In 321 Antipater passed over into Asia in or- minor.]—2. Of Rerga in Thrace, a Greek writder to oppose Perdiccas; but the murder of er on marvelous and incredible things.—8 A n
P E R D I C C A S m Egypt put an end to this war, and epigrammatic poet, several of whose epigrams
left Antipater supreme regent. Antipater died are still extant in the Greek Anthology, lived
in 819, after appointing Polysperchon regent, about the reign of Augustus.—[4. Of Argos, a
and his o w n son C A S S A N D E R to a subordinate sculptor, disciple of Polycletus, and teacher cf
position.—2. Grandson of the preceding, and Cleon.—5. A physician of Delos, w h o lived
second son of Cassander and Thessaloniea. about the beginning of the second century A.D.]
A N T I P H A T E S ('AvntpuTng). 1. King of the
After the death of his elder brother Philip IV.
(B.C. 295), great dissensions ensued between mythical Laastrygones in Sicily, w h o are repraAntipater and his younger brother Alexander sented as giants and cannibals. They destroy
for the kingdom of Macedonia. Antipater, be- ed eleven of the ships of Ulysses, w h o escaped
lieving that Alexander w a s favored by his moth- with only one vessel.—[2. Son of the diviner
er, put her to death. The younger brother upon Melampus, and father of OEcles, mentioned in,
this applied for aid at once to Pyrrhus of Epirus the Odyssey.—3. A companion of /Eneas, son
and Demetrius Poliorcetes. The remaining of Sarpedon, slain by Turnus.]
A N T I P H E L L U S ('AvriijieXXog: n o w Antiphiio),
history is related differently; but so much is
certain, that both Antipater and Alexander were a town on the coast of Lycia, between Patara
subsequently put to death, either by Uemetri- and Aperlaa, originally the port of P H E L L U S .
us or at bis instigation, and that Demetrius be- A N T I P H E M U S ('Avrfynpog), the Rhodian, foundcame King of Macedonia.—3. Father of Herod er of Gela in Sicily, B.C. 690.
A N T I P H I L U S ('AvTifiXog).
1. Of Byzantium,
the Great, son of a noble Idumaean of the same
name, espoused the cause of Hyrcanus against an epigrammatic poet, author of several excelhis brother Aristobulus. H e ingratiated himself lent epigrams in the Greek Anthology, w a s a
with the Romans, and in B.C. 47 was appointed by contemporary of the Emperor Nero.—2. Of
Caesar procurator of Judaea, which appointment Egypt, a distinguished painter, the rival of
he held till his death in 43, when he was carried Apelles, painted for Philip and Alexander the
off by poison, which Maliehus, whoBe life he had Great.—[3. A n Athenian general in the Lamitwice saved, bribed the cup-bearer of Hyrcanus an war, appointed in the place of Leosthenes.]
A N T I P H O N ('AVTI^UV). 1. The most ancient
to administer to him.—4. Eldest son of Herod
the Great by hisfirstwife, Doris, brought aboutof the ten orators in the Alexandrine canoi^
the death of his two half-brothers, Alexander was a son of Sophilus the Sophist, and born at
and Aristobulus, in B. C. 6, but was himself con- Rhamnus in Attica, in B.C. 430. H e belonged
demned as guilty of a conspiracy against his fa- to the oligarchical party at Athens, and took an
ther's life, and was executed five days before active part in the establishment of the governHerod's dtath.—5. Of Tarsus, a Stoic philoso- ment of the Four Hundred (B.C. 411), after the
pher, the successor of Diogenes and the teach- overthrow of which he w a s brought to trial,
er of Panaatius, about B.C. 144.—6. Of Tyre, a condemned, and put to death. The oratorical
Stoic philosopher, died shortly before B.C. 45, powers of Antiphon are highly praised by the
and wrote a work on Duties (Be Officiis)—1.ancients. H e introduced great improvements
Of Sidon, the author of several epigrams in the in piblic speaking, and w a s thefirstw h o laid
Qres'k Anthology, flourished about B.C. 108- down theoretical laws for practical eloquence

ANTIPHONUS.

AJSITiak

*te opemd a school in which he taught rhetoric,founder of the sect of the Cynic philosophers
and the historian Thucydides is said to have His mother was a Thracian. In his youth h*
been one of his pupilt. The orations which he fought at Tanagra (B.C. 426), and was a discicomposed were written for others; and the ple first of Gorgias, and then of Socrates, w h o m
only time that he spoke in public himself was he never quitted, and at whose death he was
when he w a s accused and condemned to death. present. H e died at Athens, at the age of sevThis speech, which w a s considered in antiqui- enty. H e taught in the Cynosarges, a g y m n a
ty a master-piece of eloquence, is n o w lost sium for the use of Athenians born of foreiga
(Tb.ua, viii, 68 ; Cic, Brut, 12.) W e still pos-mothers; whence probably his followers were
sessfifteenorations of Antiphon, three of which called Cynic3 (KWIICOI), though others derive
were written b y him for others, and the remain- their name from the dog-like neglect of all
ing twelve as specimens for his school, or ex- forms and usages of society.
His writings
ercises onfictitiouscases. They are printed were very numerous, and chiefly dialogues; his
h the collections of the Attic orators, and sep- style was pure and elegant; and he possessed
arately, edited b y Baiter and Sauppe, Zurich, considerable powers of wit and sarcasm. T w o
1838, and Matzner, Berlin, 1838.—2. A tragic declamations of bis are preserved, named Ajax
poet, w h o m m a n y writers confound with tie and Ulysses, which are purely rhetorical. H e
Attic orator, lived at Syracuse, at the court of was an enemy to all speculation, and thus was
the elder Dionysius, b y w h o m he was put to opposed to Plato, w h o m he' attacked furiously
death.—3. Of Athens, a Sophist and an epic in one of his dialogues. His philosopical syspoet, wrote a work on the interpretation of tem was confined almost entirely to ethics, and
dreams, which is referred to b y Cicero and he taught that virtue is the sole thing necessaothers. H e is the same person as the Anti- ry. H e showed his contempt of all the luxuries
phon w h o was an opponent of Socrates. (Xen, and outward comforts of life by his mean clothMem., i, 6.)—[4. The youngest brother of Pla- ing and hard fare. F r o m his school the Stoics
to, mentioned in the Parmenides.—5. A n Athe- subsequently sprung. In one of his works ennian, w h o was arrested for favoring the cause titled Physicus, he contended for the unity of
of Macedonia, at the instigation of Demosthe- the Deity. (Cic, Be Nat. Beor, i, 13.) [The
lies, and put to death.
fragments of his writings have been collect[ A N T I P H O N U S ('AvriQovog), one of the sons of
ed and published by Wiuokelmann, Antistheni
Priam, accompanied his father when he went Fragmenta, Turici, 1842. — 2. Of Rhodes, a
to solicit the body of Hector from Achilles.]
Greek historian, w h oflourishedabout 200 B.C.
| A N T I P H R Z E ('Avritppa and 'Avrlfpat), a city
H eof wrote a history of his o w n times which
Africa, in the Libyan nome, at some distance has perished.]
froni the sea: it w a s here that the c o m m o n
ANTISTIUS, P., tribune of the plebs, B.C. 88
Libyan wine was made, which formed the drink a distinguished orator, supported the party of
of the lower orders at Alexandrea.]
Sulla, and was put to death by order of young
A N T I P H U S ("AvrKpog). 1. Son of Priam and
Marius in 82. His daughter Antistia was mar
Hecuba, slain b y Agamemnon.—2. Son of Thes- ried to Pompeius Magnus.
salus, and one of the Greek heroes at Troy.—
ANTISTIUS L A B E O .
Vid. L A B E O .
[8. Son of Pylaamenes and the n y m p h Gygaea,
ANTISTIUS V E T U S .
Vid. V E T U S .
ally of the Trojans, joint leader with his brother A N T I T A U R U S ('Avriravpog: n o w Ali-Bagh), a
Mesthles of the Maaonians from Mount Tmolus. chain of mountains, which strikes off northeast
— 4 . Son of zEgyptius of Ithaca, a companion of from the main chain of the Taurus on the southUlysses in his wanderings; devoured by Poly- ern border of Cappadocia, in the centre of which
phemus.—5. Another Ithacan, a friend of Te- district it turns to the east and runs parallel to
lemachus.]
the Taurus as far as the Euphrates, Its averA N T I P O L I S ('AvTiiroXig: n o w Antibes, proage height exceeds that of the Taurus; and
nounced b y the inhabitants Antiboul), a town in one of its summits, Mount Argaaus, near M a Gallia Narbonensis on the coast, in the territory zaca, is the loftiest mountain of Asia Minor.
of the Deeiates, a few miles west of Nicaaa, was A N T I U M (Antias: n o w Torre or Porto d'Anzo),
founded b y Massilia: the muria, or salt pickle a very ancient town of Latium, on a rocky prommade offish,prepared at this towD, was very ontory running out some distance into the Tyrcelebrated.
rhenian Sea. It was founded by Tyrrhenians
A N T I R R H I C M ('Avrip'p'wv: n o w Castello diand
Bo- Pelasgians, and in earlier and even latjsf
rn did), a promontory on the borders of zEtolia times was noted for its piracy. Although unitand Locris, opposite Rhium (now Castello di Mo-ed by Tarquinius Superbus to the Latin League,
red) in Achaia, with which it formed the nar- it generally sided with the Volscians against
row entrance of the Corinthian Gulf: the straits Rome. It was taken b y the Romans in B.O.
are sometimes called the Little Bardanelles.
468, and a colony was sent thither, but it revoltA N T I S S A ("AvTioaa: 'Avnaaalog: n o w Kolased, was taken a second time by tie Romans ia
IAmneonas), a town in Lesbos with a harbor, B.C. S38, w a s deprived of all its ships, the beak«
I the western coast between Methymna and of which (Rostra) served to ornament the platthe promontory Sigrium, was originally on a form of the speakers in the R o m a n forum, was
small island opposite Lesbos, which w a s after- forbidden to have any ships in future, and reward united with Lesbos. [It was the birth- ceived another R o m a n colony. But it gradeplaos of the poet Terpander.] It was destroy- ally recovered its former importance, was al>.>«
ed by the Romans, B.C. 168, and its inhabitants ed in course of time again to be used as a s< i
removed to Methymna, because they had as- port, and in the latter times of the republic and
wnted Antiochus.
under the empire, became a favorite residence
A ^ T I S T H E N E S ('AvnoBivng). 1. A n Athenian, of m a n y of the R o m a n nobles and emperorn
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Hie Emperor Nero was born here, and in the he persuaded them to grant to his fitfv.r lis
remains of his palace the celebrated Apollo Bel- drian the apotheosis and the other honors usual
vedere was found. Antium possessed a cele- ly paid to deceased emperors, fisich they had
Orated temple of Fortune (0 Biva, gratum quce at first refused to bestow upon Hadrian. Ths
regis Antium, H o r , Carm, i, 35), of zEscula- reign of Antoninus is almost a blank in history
pius, and at the port of Ceno, a little to the east— a blank caused by the suspension foi a time
of Antium, a temple of Neptune, on which ac- of war, viplence, and crime. H e was one of
count the place is n o w called Nettuno.
the best princes that ever mounted a throne,
A N T I U S RESTIO. Vid. RESTIO.
and all his thoughts and energies ^?eie dedi
ANTONIA.
1. Major, elder daughter of M . cated to the happiness of his people, N o at
Antonius and Octavia, wife of L. Domitius tempt was made to achieve n e w conquests, an
Ahenobarbus, and mother of Cn. Domitius, the various insurrections among the Germans, Da»
father of the Emperor Nero.
Tacitus calls cians, Jews, Moors, /Egyptians, and Britons,
this Antonia the younger daughter.—2. Minor, were easily quelled by his legates. In all the
younger sister of the preceding, wife of Drusus, relations of private life the character of Antothe brother of the Emperor Tiberius, and mother ninus was without reproach. H e was faithful
of Germanicus, the father of the Emperor Calig- to his wife Faustina, notwithstanding her profliula, of Livia or Livilla, and of the Emperor Clau- gate life, and after her death loaded her memory
dius. She died A.D. 38, soon after the acces- with honors. H e died at Lorium, March 7th,
sion of her grandson Caligula, She was cele- 161, in his seventy-fifth year. H e was sucbrated for her beauty, virtue, and chastity.— ceeded by Marcus Aurelius, w h o m he had adopt3. Daughter of the Emperor Claudius, married ed, when he himself was adopted by Hadrian,
first to Pompeius Magnus, and afterward to and to w h o m he gave his daughter FAUSTINA
Faustus Sulla. Nero wished to marry her after in marriage.
the death of his wife Poppaaa, A.D. 66; and on
A N T O N I N U S LIBEBALIS, a Greek grammarian,
her refusal he caused her to be put to death on probably lived in the reign of the Antonines,
a charge of treason.
about A.D. 147, and wrote a work on Meta
A N T O N I A TURRIS, a castle on a rock at the morphoses (Merapopfaaeav avvayayij) in forty
northwest corner of the temple at Jerusalem, one chapters, which is extant.—Editions: B y
which commanded both the temple and the city. Verheyk, Lugd. Bat, 1774; b y Koeh, Lips,
It was atfirstcalled Baris: Herod the Great 1832; by Westermann, in his Mythographi.
changed its name in honor of Marcus Antonius. Brunsv, 1843.
It contained the residence of the Procurator
A K T O N I U S . 1. M , the orator, b o m B.C. 143 ;
Judaeae.
quaestor in 113; praator in 104, when he fought
A N T O S I N I ITINEEAEIUM, the title of an extant against the pirates in Cilicia ; consul in 99 -, and
work, which is a very valuable itinerary of the censor in 97. H e belonged to Sulla's party, and
whole R o m a n empire, in which both the prin- was put to death by Marius and Cinna when
oipal and the cross-roads are described by a list they entered R o m e in 87 : his head was cut off
of all the places and stations upon them, the and placed on the Rostra. Cicero mentions
distances from place to place being given in him and L. Crassus as the most distinguished
R o m a n miles. It is usually attributed to the orators of their age; and he is introduced as
Emperor Marcus Aurelius Antonius, but it ap- one of the speakers in Cicero's Be Oratore.—2.
pears to have been commenced by order of M , surnamed CRETICUS, elder son of the orator,
Julius Caasar, and to have been completed in the and father of the triumvir, was praetor in 75,
reign of Augustus, though it is probable that and received the command of thefleetand all
it received important additions and revision the coasts of the Mediterranean, in order to clear
under one or both of the Antonines.—Editions : the sea of pirates; but he did not succeed in
B y Wesseling, A m s t , 1735; by Parthey and his object, and used his power to plunder the
Pinder, Berlin, 1848.
provinces. H e died shortly afterward in Crete,
A N T O N I N O P O L I S ('AvravivoTroXig: -irvg, -anus),
and was called Creticus in derision. — 3. C ,
a city of Mesopotamia, betweeu Edessa and younger son of the orator, and uncle of the triDara, afterward Maximianapolis, and afterward umvir, was expelled the Senate in 70, and was
Constantia.
the colleague of Cicero in the praatorship {65)
ANTONINUS, M. AUEELIUS.
Vid. A U R E L I U S , M . and consulship (63). H e was one of Catiline's
A N T O N I N U S PIUS, R o m a n emperor, A.D. 138- conspirators, but deserted the latter by Cicero's
161. His name in the early part of his life, at promising him the province of Macedonia. H e
full length, was Titus Aurelius Fulvus Boionius had to lead an army against Catiline, "r.', unArrins Antoninus. His paternal ancestors came willing to fight against his former friend, he
from Nemausus (now Nismes) in Gaul; but An- gave the command on the day of battle to his
toninus himself was born near Lanuvium, Sep- legate, M . Petreius. A t the conclusion of the
tember 19th, A.D. 86. F r o m an early age he war, Antony went into his province, which he
gave promise of his future worth. In 120 he plundered shamefully; and on his return to
was consul, and subsequently proconsul of the R o m e in 59, was accused both of taking part in
province of Asia: on his return to Rome, he Catiline's conspiracy and of extortion in his
lived on terms of the greatest intimacy with province. H e was defended by Cicero, but was
Hadrian, w h o adopted him on February 26th, condemned, and retired to the island of Cephal
138.
Henceforward l.t bore the name of T.lenia. H e was subsequently recalled, probably
jflllius Hadrianus Antoninus Gassar, and on b
the
y Caesar, and w a s in R o m e at the beginning of
death of Hadrian, July 2d, 138, he ascended the 44.—4. M , the T R I U M V I R , w a s son;of No. 2, and
throne. The Senate conferred upon him ihe Julia, the sister of L. Julius Caesar, eonsid. in
'atle of Pius, or the dutifully affectionate, because
64, and was born about 83 B O . His fathei
"0
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PRIMUS

died while he was still young, and he was with Cleopatra, and followed her to Egypt, •
brought up by Cornelius Lentulus, w h j married captive to her charms. In 41 Fulvia, the wife
{lis mother Julia, and who was put to death by of Antony, and his brother L. Antoniiis, made
Cicero in 63 as one of Catiline's conspirators; war upon Octavianus in Italy. Antony pre
whence he became a personal enemy of Cicero. pared to support his relatives, but the war
Antony indulged in his earliest youth in every was brought to a close at the beginning of 40,
kind of dissipation, and his affairs soon became before Antony could reach Italy. The oppordeeply involved. In 58 he went to Syria, where tune death of Fulvia facilitated the reco-oihation
he served with distinction under A . Gabinius. of Antony and Octavianus, which was cemented
H e took part in the campaigns against Aristo- by Antony marrying Octavia, the sister of Octabulus in Palestine (57, 66), and in the restora- vianus. Antony remained in Italy till 89, when
tion of Ptolemy Auletes to Egypt in 65. In 54 the triumvirs concluded a peace with Sext. P o m
he went to Caasar in Gaul, and by the influence pey. and he afterward went to his provinces
of the latter w a s elected quaastor. A s quaastor in the East In this year and the following,
(52) he returned to Gaul, and served under Ventidius, the lieutenant of Antony, defeated the
Caasar for the next two years (52, 51). H e re- Parthians. In 37 Antony crossed over to Italy,
turned to R o m e in 60, and became one of the when the triumvirate was renewed forfiveyears.
most active partisans of Caasar. H e was trib- H e then returned to the East and shortly afterune of the plebs in 49, and in January fled to ward sent Octavia back to her brother, and
Caasar's c a m p in Cisalpine Gaul, after putting surrendered himself entirely to the charms of
his veto upon the decree of the Senate which Cleopatra. In 36 he invaded Parthia, but he
deprived Cffisar of his command. H e accom- lost a great number of his troops, and was
panied Caesar in his victorious march into Italy, obliged to retreat. H e w a s more successful
and was left b y Caesar in the command of Italy, in his invasion of Armenia in 34, for he obtained
while the latter carried on the w a r in Spain. possession of the person of Artavasdes, the
In 48 Antony was present at the battle of Phar- Armenian king, and carried him to Alexandrea
salia, where he commanded the left wing; and Antony n o w laid aside entirely the character
In 47 he w a s again left in the command of Italy of a R o m a n citizen, and assumed the p o m p
during Caesar's absence in Africa. In 44 he was and ceremony of an eastern despot. His conconsul with Caasar, when he offered him the duct, and the unbounded influence which Clco
kingly diadem at tie festival of the Lupercalia. patra had acquired over him, alienated m a n y of
After Caesar's murder on the 15th of March, his friends and supporters; and Octavianus
Antony endeavored to succeed to his power. thought that the time had n o w come for crush
H e therefore used every means to appear as ing his rival The contest was decided b y the
bis representative; he pronounced the speech memorable sea-fight off Actium, September 2d,
over Caasar's body, and read his will to the peo- 31, in which Antony's fleet w a s completely
ple ; and he also obtained the papers and private defeated. Antony, accompanied by Cleopatra,
property of Caasar. But he found a n e w and un- fled to Alexandrea, where he put an endtohis
expected rival in young Octavianus, the adopted o w n life in the following year (30), when Octavison and great nephew of the dictator, w h o came anus appeared before the city.—5. C, brother of
from Apollonia to Rome, assumed the n a m e the triumvir, w a s praator in Macedonia, B.C. 44,
>f Caasar, and at first joined the Senate in fell into the hands of Marcus Brutus in 43, and
->rder to crush Antony. Toward the end of the was put to death by Brutus in 42, to revenge
year Antony proceeded to Cisalpine Gaul, which the murder of Cicero.—6. L , youngest brother
had been previously granted him by the Senate; of the triumvir, w a s consul in 41, w h e n he
but Dec. Brutus refused to surrender the pro- engaged in war against Octavianus at the instivince to Antony and threw himself into Mutina, gation of Fulvia, his brother's wife. H e was
where he was besieged b y Antony. The Senate unable to resist Octavianus, and threw himself
approved of the conduct of Brutus, declared into the town of Perusia, which he was obliged
Antony a public enemy, and intrusted the con- to surrender in the following year; hence the
duct of the w a r against him to Octavianus. war is usually called that of Perusia. His life
Antony was defeated at the battle of Mutina, in was spared, and he was afterwards appointed by
April, 43, and was obliged to cross the Alps. Octavianus to the command of Baena. Cicero
Both the consuls, however, had fallen, and the draws a frightful picture of Lucius's character.
Senate n o w began to show their jealousy of H e calls him a gladiator and a robber, and heaps
Octavianus. Meantime Antony w a s joined b y upon him every term of reproach and contempt
Lepidus with a powerful army: Octavianus be- M u c h of this is of course exaggeration.—1. M ,
came reconciled to Antony; and it w a s agreed called by the Greek writers Antyllus, which ia
that the government of the state should be probably only a corrupt form of Antonillus
vested in Antony, Octavianus, and Lepidus, under (young Antonius), elder son of the triumvir by
Fulvia, was executed b y order of Octavianus,
tha title of Triumviri Reipublicm Constituendas,
for the next five years. The mutual friends after tie death of his father in B.C. 30.—-8. Iuof each were proscribed, and in the numerous LUS, younger son of the triumvir by Fulvii, wa«
executions that followed, Cicero, w h o had at- brought u p b y his step-mother Octavia at R o m e
tacked Antony in the most unmeasured manner and received great marks of favor from Augus
in his Philippic Orations, fell a victim to A n - tus. H e was consul in B.C. 10, but was put t»
tony." In 42, Antony and Octavianus crushed death in 2, in consequence of his adulterous inter
the republican party b y the battle of Philippi course with Julia, the daughter of Augustuii
A N T O N I U S FELIX.
Vid. FJSLIX.
in which Brutus and Cassius fell Antony then
ANTONIUS MUSA.
Vid. M I S A .
went to Asia, which he had received as his
ANTONIUS PEIMUS.
Vid. P r m u s .
ihare of the R o m a n world. In Cilicia he met
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A N T S D N ('Avrpav and ol 'Avrpaveg: 'AxrpaBactra in importance, having a strong and loftj
vwg: now Fano), a town in Phthiotis in Thes- citadel, but taken by Alexander the Great
saly, at tha entrance of the Sinus Maliacus.
Wilson regards the name as of Sanscrit origin
A N T U N N A : 3 U M (now Andernach), a town of the (from Awarana), and meaning " an ine/osure"
Ubii on the Rhine.
or " stockade."—2. A mountain fastness of Indik.
A N U B I S ("Avovtig), an Egyptian divinity, woron this side of the Indus, between the Cophen
shipped in the form of a human being with a and Indus, to which the inhabitants of Bazira
dog's head. H e was originally worshipped sim- fled from before Alexander.]
ply as the representative of the dog, which aniA O R S I ("Aopaot) or A D O E S I , a powerful people
mal, like the eat, w a s sacred in Egypt; but bis of Asiatic Sarmatia, w h o appear to have ha J
worship was subsequently mixed up with other their original settlements on the northeast of
religious systems, and Anubis thus assumed a the Caspian, but are chiefly found between the
symbolical or astronomical character, at least Palus Maaotis (now Sea of Azof) and the Caswith the learned. His worship prevailed through- pian, to the southeast of the River Tanais (now
out Egypt, but he was most honored at Cynopo- Bon), whence they spread far into European SarUs in Middle Egypt. Later myths relate that matia. They carried on a considerable traffic
Anubis was the son of Osiris and Nephthys, in Babylonian merchandise, which they fetched
born after the death of his father; and that Isis on camels out of Media and Armenia.
brought him up, and made him her guard and
Aous or Z E A S ('Acpof or Alag: now YiotH,
companion, w h o thus performed to her the same Viussa or Vovussa), the principal river of tl«
service that dogs perform to men. In the tem- Greek part of Illy ricum, rises in Mount Lacmi /n,
ples of Egypt Anubis seems to have been rep- the northern part of Pindus, and flows into .he
resented as the guard of other gods, and the Ionian Sea near Apollonia.
place in the front of a temple was particularly
[ A P A M A ('Ajraua or 'Airdprf), wife of Seleucus
sacred to him. The Greeks identified him with Nicator, and mother of Antiochus Soter.]
their own Hermes, and thus speak of HermanuA P A M E A or-iA ('Airu/ieM: 'Anapievg, ApamEus,
bis in the same manner as of Zeus Amnion. -enus, -ensis), the name of Beveral Asiatic cities,
His worship w a s introduced at R o m e toward three of which were founded by Seleucus I. Nithe end of the republic, and, under the empire, cator, and named in honor of his wife A p a m a . ]
spread very widely both in Greece and at Rome. A. A D O E O N T E M (now Famiah), the capital of the
A N X U R . . Vid. T A R E A O I N A .
Syrian province Apamene, and, under the Ro[ A N X U R , an ally of Turnus in Italy, wounded mans, of Syria Secunda, was built by Seleucus
by zEneas.]
Nicator on the site of the older city of P E L L A
A N X U R U S , an Italian divinity, w h o w a s wor- in a very strong position on the River Orontes
hipped in a grove near Anxur (Tarracina), to- or Axius, the citadel being on the left (west)
gether with Feronia. H e w a s regarded as a bank of the river, and the city on the right It
Truthful Jupiter, and Feronia as Juno. O n was surrounded by rich pastures, in which Seooins his name appears as Axur or Anxur.
leucus kept a splendid stud of horses and five
A N Y S I S ("Awaig), an ancient king of Egypthundred elephants.—2. In O S R O E N E in Mesopoin whose reign Egypt was invaded by the /Ethi- tamia (now Balasir), a town built by Seleueus
opians under their king, Sabaco.
Nicator on the east bank of the Euphrates, op
A N Y T E ('Avorn), of Tegea, the authoress ofposite to Z E U G M A , with which it was connected
several epigrams in the Greek Anthology, flour-by a bridge, commanded by a castle, called Se
ished about B.C. 800, [a date which some writ- leueia. In Pliny's time ( A D . 77) it was only
ers, on mere conjecture, have changed to 700 a ruin.—3. A . C I B O T U S or A D M Z E A N D E U M ('A. 4
B.C.] The epigrams areforthe most part in Kc6aTog, or irpbg Maiavdpov), a great city of
the style of the ancient Doric choral songs.
Phrygia, on the Maaauder, close above its conA N Y T U S ("Avvrvg), a wealthy Athenian, sonfluence with the Marsyas. It w a s built by Anof Anthemion, the most influential and formida- tiochus I. Soter, w h o named it in honor of hie
ble of the accusers of Socrates, B.C. 399 (hence mother A p a m a , and peopled it with the inhabitSocrates is called Anyti reus, Hor, Sat. ii, 4,ants of the neighboring Celaante. It became
3). H e was a leading m a n of the democratic- one of the greatest cities of Asia within the
al party, and took an active part along with Euphrates ; and, under the Romnns, it was the
Thrasybulus, in the overthrow of the Thirty seat of a Conventus Juridicus. The surroundTyrants. The Athenians, having repented of ing country, watered by the Masander and its
their condemnation of Socrates, sent Anytus into tributaries, was called A p a m S n a Regio.—4. A
banishment
M Y R L E O N , in Bithynia.
Vid. M Y R L E A . — 5 . A
[AfEDE ('Aot&q), one of the three oldest Muses,
town built by Antiochus Soter, in the district
whose worship w a s introduced into Boaotia by of Assyria called Sittacene, at the junction of
the Aloidaa.]
the Tigris with the Royal Canal which connectA O N ("ACJJ»), son of Neptune, and an ancient ed the Tigris with the Euphrates, and at the
Boaotian hero, from w h o m the Aones, an ancient northern extremity of the island called Mesene,
race in Boaotia, were believed to have derived which was formed by this canal and the two
their name. Adnla was the name of the part rivers.—6. A. M E S E N E S (now Korna), in Babyof Boaotia near Phocis, in which were Mount lonia, at the south point of the same Island of
Helicon and the fountain Aganippe (Aonim aquae, Mesene, and at the junction of the Tigris anq
O v , Fast, iii, 456). The Muses are also called Euphrates.—7. A . R H A G I A N A ('A. # rrpdg 'PaAonides, since they frequented Helicon and theyalg), a Greek c'ty in the district of Choarene
fountain of Aganippe. (Ov, Met, v, 333.)
in Parthia (fjrmerly in Media), south of the
AONIDES.
Vid. A O N .
Caspian Gates.
T A O E N O S ("Aooivg), a city of Bact ia, next to [ A P E L L A , a very c o m m o n n a m e cf Romai
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Ireedmei.' the Jews in Rome, mostly freedmen,summer (nivali vertice se attolUns Apenmnu*,
dwelt on the further side of the Tiber, and were Virg, uEn, xii, 70S).
regarded as superstitious; hence Apetta came to A P E R , M., a Roman orator and a native of
be used proverbially for a superstitious person. Gaul, rose by his eloquence to the rank of quaestor, tribune, and praetor, successively. H e is one
\Gredat Judceus Apella, Hor, Sat, i, 5, 100.)]
A P E L L E S ('ATreXXrjg), the most celebratedofofthe speakers in the Dialogue Be Oratoribnt,
Grecian painters, was born, most probably, at attributed to Tacitus.
Colophon in Ionia, though some ancient writers A P E R , ARRIDS, praetorian prefect, and son-incall him a Coan, and others an Ephesian. H e law of the Emperor Numerian, whom he was
was the contemporary and friend of Alexander said to have murdered: he was himself put to
Hie Great (B.C. 336-323), w h o m he probably death by Diocletian on his accession in A.D. 284.
APEEANTIA, a town and district of zEtolia near
accompanied to Asia, and who entertained so
high an opinion of him, that he was the only the Aehelous, inhabited by the Aperantii.
[APEEOPIA ('Airepoma: now Bhoko or Bello
person w h o m Alexander would permit to take
his portrait After Alexander's death he ap- Poulo), a small island in the Argolic Gulf, near
pears to have travelled through the western Hydrea.]
A P E S A S ('Aneaag: now Fukai), a mountain
parts of Asia. Being driven by a storm to
Alexandrea, after the assumption of the regal on the borders of Phliasia and Argolis, with a
title by Ptolemy (B.C. 306), whose favor he had temple of Jupiter (Zeus), who was hence called
not gained while he was with Alexander, his Apesantius, and to w h o m Perseus herefirstsacrivals laid a plot to ruin him, which he defeated rificed.
by an ingenious use of his skill in drawing. W e A P H X O A (ra "Afaica : now Afka t), a town of
are nottoldwhen or where he died. Through- Coele-Syria, between Heliopohs and Byblus,
out his life Apelles labored to improve himself, celebrated for the worship and oracle of Venus
especially in drawing, which he never spent a (Aphrodite) Aphacltis ('Alanine).
A P H A R E U S ('Afapeig), son of the Messenian
day without practicing. Hence the proverb
king Perieres and Gorgophone, and founder of
Nulla dies sine linea. A list of his works is
given by Pliny (xxxv, 36). They are for the the town of Arene in Messenia, which he called
most part singlefigures,or groups of a very few after his wife. His two sons, Idas and Lynceus,
figures. Of his portraits the most celebrated the Apharetidas (Aphareia proles, Ov, Met, viii,
was that of Alexander wielding a thunderbolt; 304), are celebrated for their fight with the Diosbut the most admired of all his pictures was the curi, which is described by Pindar. (Nem, x,
111.)—[2. Son of Caletor, slain by zEneas beforo
" Venus Anadyomene" (w dva&vopevn 'Atypodirn),
or Venusrisingout of the sea. The goddess Troy.—3. A centaur, wiose arm was crushed
was wringing her hair, and the falling drops of by Theseus with the trunk of an oak at the nupwater formed a transparent silver veil around tials of Pirithoiis.]—4. A n Athenian orator and
Jier form. H e commenced another picture of tragic poet,flourishedB.C. 369-342. , After the
Venus, which he intended should surpass the death of his father, his mother married the oraVenus Anadyomene, but which he left unfinished tor Isocrates, who adopted Aphareus as his son.
H e wrote thirty-five or thirty-seven tragedies,
%t his death.
and gained four prizes.
APELLICON ('AneXXiKav), of Teos, a PeripaA P H E T Z E ('A^rai and 'Aferat. • 'AQeralog
tetic philosopher and great collector of books.
His valuable library at Athens, containing the [now Fdio?]), a sea-port and promontory of
autographs of Aristotle's works, was carried to Thessaly, at the entrance of the Sinus Malia
Rome by Sulla (B.C. 83): Apellicon had died cus, from which the ship Argo is said to have
sailed.
just before.
APENNINUS M O N S (6 'Anevvwog and rb 'Anev-A P H I D A S ('A<j>sldag), son of Areas, obtained
bis father Tegea and the surrounding tervivov bpog, probably from the Celtic Pen, "from
a
height"), the Apennines, a chain of mountainsritory. H e had a son, Aleus.—[2. Son of Polywhich runs throughout Italy from northtosouth, pemon, for w h o m Ulysses, on his return to Ithaand forms the backbone of the peninsula. It is aca, passed himself off to Eumaaus.—3. A cen
continuation of the Maritime Alps (vid ALPES), taur, slain by Theseus at the nuptials of Piri
begins near Genua, and ends at the Sicilian Sea, thous.]
and throughout its whole course sends off nu- A P H I D N A ("AfaSva and "Afitivat: 'AfyiSval
merous branches in all directions. Itrisesto an Attic demus not far from Decelea, originally
its greatest height in the country of the Sabines,belonged to the tribe zEantis, afterward to Leon
where one of its points (now Monte Corno) istis, and last to Hadrianis. It was in ancient
9521 feet above the sea; and further south, at times one of the twelve towns and districts into
the boundaries of Samnium, Apulia, and Lu- which Cecrops is said to have divided Attica,
cania, it divides into two main branches, one in it Theseus concealed Helen, but her brothers,
of wiich runs east through Apulia and Calabria, Castor and Pollux,tookthe place and rescued
and terminates at the Salentine promontory, their sister.
and the other west, through Bruttium, termina- [APHIDNUS, one of the companions of zEneas,
ting apparently at Rhegium and the Straits of slain by Turnus.]
APHEODISIAS ('AfpoSimdg : 'A<j>podioievg: A
Messina, but in reality continued throughout
Sicily. The greater part of the Apennines is rodisiensis), the name of several places famous
eomposed of limestone, abounding in numerous for the worship of Aphrodite (Venus). 1. A
caverns and recesses, which, in ancient as well CARIZE (now Gheira, rums), on the site :i a»
as modern times, were the resort af numerous old town of the Leleges, named Ninoe: undei
robbers: the highest points of the mountains the Romans a free city and asylum, and a flour
are cove-ed wilh snow, even during most of the ishinc school of art — 2 . V E N E E I S OPPIDUM (now
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Porto Cai'dliere), a town, harbor, and island on
3. In Upper Egypt, or, the Thebais: (I.) Ven»
the coast of Cilica, opposite to Cyprus.—3. A ris Oppidum (now Tachta), a little w a y from tha
town, harbor.'and island on the coast of Cyrena- west bank of the Nile ; the chief city of the N >
<ca, iu North Africa.—4. Vid. G A D E S . — [ 5 . ( N o w mos Aphroditopolites; (2.) In the N o m o s HerKaisch), an island in the Persian Gulf, on the monthites (now Beir, northwest of Esneh), on Jhe
toast ->f Cannania, earlier called Cataea.]
west bank of the Nile.
[ A I H R O D I S I U M ('A(fipo6tawv), a town on theA P H T H O N I U S ('AtjiBovwg), of Antioch, a GreeS
aoithem coast of Cyprus.—2. A village of Arca- rhetorician, lived about A.D. 315, and wrote the
dia, east of Megalopolis.—3. One of the three introduction to the study of rhetoric, entitled
minor harbors into which the Piraeus was sub- Progymnasmata (vpoyvpvdapara). It was condivided.—4. A . P E O M O N T O R I U M , a promontory at structed on the basis of the Progymnasmata of
the eastern base of the Pyrenees, with a temple Hermogenes, and became so popular that it was
of Aphrodite (Venus).]
used as the c o m m o n school-book in this branch
A P H E O D I T E ('A<j>po6iTn), one of the great of
di-education for several centuries. O n the revinities of the Greeks, the goddess of love and vival of letters it recovered its ancient popubeauty. In the Iliad she is represented as the larity, and during the sixteenth and seventeenth
daughter of Jupiter (Zeus) and Dione, and, in centuries was used every where, but more eslater traditions, as a daughter of Saturn (Cronos) pecially in Germany, as the text book for rhetand Euonyme, or of Uranus and H e m e r a ;, but oric. The number of editions and translations
the poets most frequently relate that she was which were published during that period is
sprung from the foam (d<ppbg) of the sea, whencegreater than that of any other ancient writer.
they derive her name. She is commonly rep- The best edition is in Walz's Rhetores Grausi,
resented as the wife of Vulcan (Hephaestus); vol. i
Aphthonius also wrote some zEsopia
but she proved faithless to her iusband, and fables, which are extant
was in love with Mars (Ares), the god of war,
A P H Y T I S ('A<j>vng: now Athyto), a town in
to w h o m she bore Phobos, Deimos, Harmonia, the peninsula Pallene in Macedonia, with a cele«
and, according to later traditions, Eros and An- brated temple and oracle of Jupiter A m m o n .
teros also. She also loved the gods Bacchus
A P I A ('Airin, so. yrj), the Apian land, an an(Dionysus), Mercury (Hermes), and Neptune cient name of Peloponnesus, especially Argolis,
(Poseidon), and the mortals A N C H I S E S , A D O N I S , said to have been so called from Apis, a mythical
and B U T E S . She surpassed all the other god- king of Argos.
desses in beauty, and hence received the prize
A P I O A T A , wife of Sejanus, was divorced by
of baauty from Paris. She likewise had the him, A.D. 23, after she had borne him three
power of granting beauty and invincible charms children, and put an end to her o w n life on the
to others, and whoever wore her magic girdle execution of Sejanus, 31.
iramediately became an object of love and deAPICIUS, the n a m e of three notorious gluttons,
sire. In the vegetable kingdom the myrtle, — 1 . The first lived in the time of Sulla, and is
rose, apple, poppy, &e, were sacred to her. said to have procured the condemnation of R u
The animals sacred to her, which are often tilius Rufus, B.C. 92.—2. The second and most
mentioned as drawing her chariot or serving renowned, M. Gabius Apicius,flourishedunder
as her messengers, are the sparrow, the dove, Tiberius. [It is stated by Seneca that after
the swan, the swallow, and a bird called iynx. having spent upon his culinary dainties one
The planet Venus and the spring-month of April hundred millions of sesterces (sestertium millies),
were likewise sacred to her. The principal upward of^ifaree millions of dollars, he became
places of her worship in Greece were the isl- overwhelmed with debts, and was thus forced,
ands of Cyprus and Cythera. The sacrifices for thefirsttime,tolook into his accounts. H e
offered to her consisted mostly of incense and found that he would have only ten millions of
garlands offlowers,but in some places animals sesterces (sestertium centies), a sum somewhat
were sacrificed to her. Respecting her festi- over three hundred thousand dollars, left after
vals, vid. Bid. of Antiq, art. A D O N I A , A N A G O G I A , paying his debts;] upon which, despairing of
A P H E O D I S I A , C A T A G O G I A . Her worsiip was of being able to satisfy the cravings of hunger from
Eastern origin, and probably introduced by the such a pittance, he forthwith put an end to his
Phoenicians into tho islands of Cyprus,, Cyth- fife by poison. But he was not forgotten. Sunera, and others, whence it spread all over dry cakes (Apicia) and sauces long kept alive
Greece. She appears to have been originally his m e m o r y ; Apion, the grammarian, composed
identical with Astarte, called by the Hebrews a work upon his luxurious labors, and his name
Ashtoreth, and her connection with Adonis clear- passed into a proverb in all matters connected
ly points to Syria. Respecting the R o m a n god- with the pleasures of the table.—3. A contem
dess Venus, vid. V E N U S .
porary of Trajan, sent to this emperor, when
A P H R O D I T O P O L I S ( A<f>po8lrrig iroXig), the nhe
a m ewas in Parthia, fresh oysters, preserved by
of several cities in E g y p t 1. In Lower Egypt: a skillful process of his own. The treatise w e
(1.) In the N o m o s Leontopolites, in the Delta, n o w possess, bearing the title CZELII APIOII dt
between Arthribis and Leontopolis; (2.) ( N o w Opsoniis et Condimentis, sive de Re Culinaria
Qhybin-el-Koum), in the N o m o s Prosopites, in Libri decern, is a sort of Cook and Confectionthe Delta, on a navigable branch of the Nile, er's Manual, containing a multitude of receipts
between Naucratis and Sais ; probably the same for cookery. It was probably compiled at a late
as Atarbechis, which is an Egyptian n a m e of the period by some one w h o prefixed the name of
Bame meaning as the Greek Aphroditopolis.— Apicius, in order to insure the circulation of his
2. In Middle Egypt or Heptanomis (now Atfyh), book.—Editions : B y Almeloveen, Amstelod,
a considerable city on the east bank of the Nile; 1709 ; and by Bernhold, Ansbach, 1800.
Uie chief city of the N o m o s Aphroditopolites.—
A P I D A N U S ('Anidavbg, Ion. 'Hmbavoc), a ri vei
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m Thessaly, which receives the Empeus hear on the sea,'jot far from Thyrea, where Danaui
is saidtohave landed.
Pharsalus, and empties into the Peneus.
APIOLJE, a town of Latium, destroyed by Tar- [ A P O B A T H E A ('Air66a6pa : now Boja), a place
near Sestos, where Xerxes's bridge of boat*
quinius Priscus.
ended.]
, A P I O N (^Amav), a Greek grammarian, and a
native of Oasis Magna in Egypt, studied at Alex- A P O D O T I and A P O D E O T Z E ('ATTOSOTOI and 'Am*
andrea, and taught rhetoric at Rome in the doToi); a people in the southeast of zEtoEa, bereigns of Tiberius and Claudius. In the reign tween the Evenus and Hylaathus.
oi Caligula he left Rome, and in A D . 38 he was APOI.LINA.RIS, SIDONIUS. Vid. SIDONIUS.
[APOLLINARIS, SULPIOIUS. PiW.'SuLPiorcs,J
«ent by the inhabitants of Alexandrea at the
APOLLINIS P R O M O N T O R I U M ('A7ro/U<<woc HKOOV:
head of an embassytoCaligulatobring forward
complaints against the Jews residing in their now Cape Zibeeb or Cape Farina), a promontory
city. Apion was the author of many works, all of Zeugitana in Northern Africa,formingth#
of which are now lost [with the exception of a western point of the Gulf of Carthage.
[APOLLINOPOLIS ('A-KoXXavog iroXig). 1. M A G N A
few fragments]. Of these the most celebrated
were upon the Homeric poems. H e is said not noXig /ieydX.n 'AicoXXavog : now Edfou), the cap
ital
of the nome named after it Apolloniates, ir.
only to have made the best recension of the text
of the poems, but to have written explanations Upper Egypt, on the west bank of the Nile. The'
of phrases and words in the form of a diction- people of this city were haters and destroyers of
the crocodile.—2. P A R V A ('AnoXXavog r\- piKpd:
ary (Xe%tig 'Ounpucai). H e also wrote a work
now Kuss), a city of Upper Egypt, on the east
on Egypt infivebooks, and a work against the
Jews, to which Josephus replied in his treatise bank of the Nile, in the Nomos Goptites, between
Ooptos and Thebes.]
Against Apion.
A T O L L O ('AirbXXav), one of the great divini• APION, PTOLEMZEUS.
Vid PTOLEMZEUS, A P I ON.
ties of the Greeks, son of Jupiter (Zeus) and
A P I S ('Anr), 1. Son of Phoroneus and La-Latona (Leto), and twin-brother of Diana (Arodice, king of Argos, from w h o m Peloponnesus temis), was born in the Island of Delos, whither
was called A P I A : he ruled tyrannically, and wasLatona (Leto) hadfledfrom the jealous Juno
killed by Thelxion and Telchis.—2. The Bull of (Hera). Vid. LETO. After nine days' labor,
Memphis, worshipped with the greatest rever- the god was born under a palm or olive tree at
ence as a god among the Egyptians. ,The Egyp- the foot of Mount Cynthus, and was fed by
tians believed that he was the offspring of a Themis with ambrosia and neetar. The powyoung cow, fructified by a ray from heaven. ers ascribed to Apollo are apparently of different
There were certain signs by which he was rec- kinds, but all are connected with one another,
ognized to be the god. It was requisite that and may be said to be only ramifications of one
IK should be quite black, have a white square and the same, as will be >seen from the followmaik on the forehead, on his back a.figure simi-ing classification. H e is: 1. The god who pun
lar to that of an eagle, have two kinds of hair inishes, whence some of the ancients, der.veu his
his tail, and on his tongue a knot resembling anname from airolXvpi, destroy. ' (zEseh, Agam.
insect called cantharus. W h e n all these signs
1081.) A s the god who punishes, he is reprewere discovered,, the animal was consecrated sented with bow and arrows, the gift of Vutcac
with great pomp, and was conveyed to Mem- (Hephaestus); whence his epithets, gnarog, indphis, where he had a splendid residence, con- epyog, ixarnBoXog, nXvTbroZog and- dpryvporo
taining extensive walks and courts for hisarcitenens, &e. All sudden deaths were beamusement. His birth-day, which was celebrat- lieved to be the effect of the arrows of Apollo;
ed every year, was his most solemn festival: itand with them he sent the plague into the camp
was a day of rejoicing for all Egypt. The god of the Greeks.-r-2. The god who affords help and
was allowed to live only a certain number of wards off evil. A s he had the power of punishyears, probably twenty-five. If, he had not dieding men, so he was also able to deliver wen, if
before the expiration of that period, he was killedduly propitiated; hence his epithets, dicfawg,
and buried in a sacred well, the place of which aKeoTop, dXel-iKaicog, oarqp, anoTpo-Kamg,
was • unknown except to the initiated. But ifKovpwg, larpbpavng, opifer, salutifer, <fec. F
he died a natural death, he was buried publicly his being the god who afforded help, he'is the
and solemnly; and as his birthfilledall Egypt father of zEsculapius, the god of the healing art
with joy and festivities, sO his death threw theand was also identified in later times with
whole country into grief and mourning. The Paeeon, the god of the healing art in Homer
worship of Apis was originally nothing but the Vid. P.EEON.—3. T/ie god of prophecy. Apollo
simple worship of the bull; but in the course of exercised this power in his numerous oracles, and
time, the bull, like other animals, was regarded
especially in that of Delphi. Vid. Bid. of Ant,
as a symbol, and Apis is hence identified with art ORAOULUM. H e had also the power of
Osiris or the Sun.
communicating the gift of prophecy both to
A P I S ('Amg: now Kasser Sehama I) a citygods and men, and all the ancient seers and pro
of Egypt on the coast of the Mediterranean, on phets are placed in some relationship to him.
the border of the country toward Libya, about — 4 . The god of song and music. W efindhim
one hundred stadia west of Paraatonium; cele- in the Iliad (i, 603) delighting the immortal
brated for the worship of the god Apis.
gods with his phprminx; and the Homeric
[APISAON ('Arnodav), son of Phausius, slain
bards derived their art of Bong either from
by Eurypylus before Troy.—2. Son of Hippasus, Apollo or the Muses. Later traditions ascribed
a leader of the Paeonians, slain by Lycomedes to Apollo even the. invention of theflutean«J
before Troy.]
lyre, while it is more commonly related that h«
A POBATHMI ('Aitb6a6poi)i % place in Argolis,
received the lyre from Mercury (Hermes). R e
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meeting his musical contests, vid. MARSYAS, in B.C 379, Bid exercised it with the utmost
M I D A S . — 5 . The god who protects the flocks andcruelty. H e was conquered and put to deatl
tattle (vb/uog &eac,fromvopbg or Xoprj, a m e aby
d o wAntigonus Gonatas.—3. Of C A R Y S T U S , a
»r pasture land). There are in H o m e r only a comic poet, probably lived B.C. 800-260, ard
"ew allusionstothis feature in the character of was one of the most distinguished of the poets
Apollo, but in later writers it assumes a very of the n e w Attic comedy. It was from him that
prominent form, and in the story of Apollo tend- Terence took his Hecyra and Phormio.—4. Oi
Big the flocks of Admetus at Pheraa in Thessaly, G E L A in Sicily, a comic poet and a contempo
the idea reaches its height—6. The god who de- rary of Menander, lived B.C. 340-290. H e m
lights in the foundation of towns and the estabfrequently confounded with Apollcdorus of C a
lishment of civil constitutions. Hence a townrystus.—5.
or
A G R A M M A R I A N of Athens, son of
a colony w a s never founded by the Greeks with- Asclepiades, and pupil of Aristarchus and Pause
out consulting an oracle of Apollo, so that in tius, flourished about B.C. 140. H e wrote a
every case he became, as it were, their spiritual great number cf worka^ nil of which have perleader.—7. The god of the Sun. In Homer, ished with the exception of bis Bibliotheca
Apollo and Helios, or the Sun, are perfectly This work consists of three books, and is b y far
distinct, and his identification with the Sun,
the best among the extant works of the kind.
though almost universal among later writers, It contains a well-arranged account of the m y was the result of later speculations and of for- thology and the heroic age of Greece : it begins
eign, chiefly Egyptian, influence. Apollo had with the origin of the gods, and goes down to
more influence upon the Greeks than any other the time of Theseus, when the work suddenly
god. It m a y safely be asserted that the Greeks breaks off.—Editions: B y K^yne, Gottingen,
would never have become what they were with- 1803, 2d ed.; by Clavier, Paris, 1806, with a
out the worship of Apollo: in him the brightest French translation; and b y Westermann in tho
side of the Grecian mind is reflected. Respect- Mythographi, Brunswick, 1843. Of the m a n y
ing his festivals, vid. Bid, of Ant, art. A P O L - other works of Apollodorus, one of the most imLONIA. T H A E G E L I A , and others. In the religion portant was a chronicle in iambic verses, comof the early Romans there is no trace of the prising the history of one thousand and forty
worship of Apollo. The Romans became ac- years, from the destruction of Troy (1184) down
quainted with this divinity through the Greeks, to his o w n time, B.C. 143.—6. Of P E R G A M U S , a
and adopted all their notions and ideas about Greek rhetorician, taught rhetoric at Apollonia in
him from the latter people. There is no doubt his advanced age, and had as a pupil the young
that the Romans knew of his worship among the Octavius, afterward the Emperor Augustus.—7,
Greeks at a very early time, and tradition says A painter of Athens,flourishedabout B.C. 408
that they consulted his oracle at Delphi, even with w h o m commenced a n e w period in the hisbefore the expulsion of the kings. But thetory of the art H e m a d e a great advance in
first time that w e hear of his worship at R o m ecoloring, and invented chiaroscuro.—8. A n aris in B.C. 430, when, for the purpose of avert- chitect of Damascus, lived under Trajan anr
ing a plague, a temple w a s raised to him, and Hadrian, b y the latter of w h o m he was put to
soon after dedicated by the consul, C. Julius. death.—[9. O f P H A L E R U M , one of the intimata
A second temple w a s builttohim in 350. Dur- friends of Socrates, and w h o was present at hig
ing the second Punic war, in 212, the ludi Apol- death.—10. O f L E M N O S , a writer on agriculture
linares were instituted in his honor. • Vid. Bid. previous to the time of Aristotle.]
of Ant, art. L U D I A P O L L I N A E E S . His worship,
A P O L L O N I A (^AnoXXavla : 'ArroX\avidTrtg). 1.
however, did not form a very prominent part in ( N o w Pollina or Pollona), an important town in
the religion of the Romanstillthe time of A u - Blyria or N e w Epirus, not far from the mouth
gustus, who, after the battle of Actium, dedicat- of the Aous, and sixty stadia from the sea. It
ed to him apportion of the spoils, built or embel- w a s founded b y the Corinthians and Corcyraalished his temple at Actium, and founded a n e w ans, ind was equally celebrated as a place of
one at R o m e on the Palatine, and instituted commerce and learning: m a n y distinguished
quinquennial games, at Actium. The most beau- Romans, among others the young Octavius, aftiful and celebrated among the extant repre- terward the Emperor Augustus, pursued their
sentations of Apollo are the Apollo Belvedere studies here. Persons travelling from Italy to
at R o m e , which w a s discovered in 1503 at Ret- Greece and the East, usually landed either at
tuno,, and the Apollino at Florence. In theApollonia or Dyrrhaeiium; and the Via Egnatia,
Apollo Belvedere, the god is represented with the great high road to the East, commenced at
commanding but serene majesty; sublime intel- Apollonia, or, according to others, at Dyrrhalect and physical beauty are combined in the chium. Vid. E G N A T I A V I A . — 2 . ( N o w Polina),
most wonderful manner.
a town in Macedonia, on the Via Egnatia, beA P O L L O C R I T E S ('ATroXXoKpaTng), elder son of
tween Thessalonica and Amphipolis, and south
Dionysius the Younger, w a s left by his father in of the Lake of Bolbe.—3. ( N o w Sizeboli), a
command of the island and citadel of Syracuse, town in Thrace on the Black Sea, with two
but was compeBed by famine to surrender them harbors, a colony of Miletus, afterward called
to Dion, about B.C. 354.
Sozopolis, whence its modern n a m e : it had a
A F O L L O D O E U S ('AnoXXoSopog). 1. Of A M P H I P - celebrated temple of Apollo, from which LuculOLIS. one of the generals of Alexander the lus carried away a colossus of this god, and
Great; was intrusted in B.C. 381, together with erected it on the Capitol at R o m e . — 4 . A castle
Menes, with the administration of Babylon and or fortified town of the Locri Ozolae, near Naucf all the satrapies as far as Cilicia.—2. Tyrant paetus.—5. A town in Sicily, on the northern
' of C A S S A N D R E A (formerly Potidaea), in the pen- coast, of uncertain site.—6. ( N o w Abullionte),t
insula of Pallene, obtained the supreme power town in Bithynia, on the Lake Apolloniatis,
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'Arongr which the River Rhyndacus flows.—1.Xoyoi pepav, " D e Constructione Oratiouis," o.
A town on the borders of Mysia and Lydia, be- " D e Ordinations sive Constructione Dicbotween Pergamus and Sardis.—8. A town in num," in four books ; edited by Fr. Sylburg,
Palestine, between Caasarea and Joppa.—9. A Frankf., 1590, and by I. Bekker, Berlin, 1817
lontf in Assyria, in the district of Apolloniatis, 2. Hepl dvravvpiag, " D e Pronomine ;" edited
through which the Delas or Durus (now Biala) by I. Bekker, Berlin, 1814. 3. Hepl o n beauav,
Hows.—(10. N o w Marza Susa), a town in Cy- " D e Conjunctionibus," and, 4. Hepl eiufifin/zdrav,
renai 3a, and the harbor of Cyrene, one of the five
" D e Adverbiis," printed in Bekker's Anecdot,
towns of the Pentapolis in Libya: it was the ii, p. 477, <Scc. A m o n g the works ascribed to
birth-place of Eratosthenes.
Apollonius by Suidas there is one, nepl Kare^/evj[APOLLONIATIS.
Vid. A S S Y R I A , 1.]
p'evng loropiag, onfictitiousor forged histories:
, i A P O L L O N I D A S (^AiroXXaviSag), a Greek poet,
this has been erroneously supposed to be the
under whose name there are tiirty^one pieces same as the extant work 'laropiat (ravpaalai,
extant in the Greek Anthology. H e flourishedwhich purports to be written by an Apollonius
under Augustus and Tiberius.]
(published by Westermann, Paradoxographi,
[ A P O L L O N I D E S ('AizoXXavidng, Dor. 'ArtoXXavBrunswick, 1839); but it is n o w admitted that
ibag). 1. Commander of the cavalry in Olyn- the latter work was written by an Apollonius
., thus, w h o opposed Philip of Macedon, and pre-w h o is otherwise unknown.—5. PEEGZSUS, from
vented the surrender of the town to him. Philip, Perga in Pamphylia, one of the greatest mathehowever, by his agents in Olynthus, procured maticians of antiquity, commonly called the
his banishment—2. A Boeotian officer in the " Great Geometer, was educated at Alexanarmy of Cyrus the Younger, w h o was, after the drea under the successors of Euclid, and flourdeath of Cyrus, deprived of his office, and de- ished about B.C. 250-220. . His most important
graded to a menial condition.—3. Of CHIOS, work was a treatise on Conic Sections in eight
w h o betrayed Chios to the Persian general books, of which the first four, with the comM e m n o n during Alexander's eastern expedi- mentary of Eutocius, are extant in Greek; and
tion: he was afterward taken and put in con- all but the eighth in Arabic. W e have also infinement.—4. A Stoic philosopher, friend of the troductory lemmata to all the eight by Pappus
younger Cato, with w h o m he conversed on the Edited by Halley, " Apoll. Perg. Conic, lib. vui,"
allowableness of suicide before committing that <fec, Oxon, 1710, fbl. The eighth book is a
act at Utiea.—5. A Greek physician and sur- conjectural restoration founded on the introduc
geon, born at Cos, obtained reputation and hon- tory lemmata of Pappus.—6. R H O D I U S , a poet
or at the Persian court under Artaxerxes Lon- and grammarian, son of Silleus or Uleus and
gimanus. H e became engaged in a disreputa- Rhode, was born at Alexandrea, or, according
ble attempt, and w a s put to death by torture.] to one statement, at Naueratis, and flourished
A P O L L O N I S ('ArroXXavlg), a city in Lydia, bein the reigns of Ptolemy Philopator and Ptolemy
tween Pergamus and Sardis, named after Apol- Epiphanes (B.C. 222-181). In his youth he was
lonis, the mother of King Eumenes. It w a s instructed by Callimachus; but they afterward
one of the twelve cities of Asia which were became bitter enemies. Their tastes were en
destroyed by an earthquake in the reign of Ti- tirely different; for Apollonius admired and imi
berius (A.D. 17).
tated the simplicity of the ancient epic poets
A P O L L O N I U S ('AiroXXuvwg). 1. Of A L A B A N D Aand disliked and despised the artificial and learn
in Caria, a rhetorician, taught rhetoric at Rhodes ed poetry of Callimachus. W h e n ApoUonius
about B.O. 100. H e w a s a very distinguished read at Alexandrea his poem on the Argonautie
teacher of rhetoric, and used toridiculeand de- expedition (Arg'onautica), it did not meet with
spise philosophy. H e w a s Burnamed 6 MaXanog. the approbation of tie audience; he attributed
and must be distinguished from the following. its failure to the intrigues of Callimachus, and
— 2 . Of A L A B A N D A , surnamed M O L O , likewise a revenged himself by writing a bitter epigram
rhetorician, taught rhetoric at Rhodes, and also on Callimachus which is still extant. (Anth
distinguished himself as a pleader in the courts Grasc, xi, 275.) Callimaohus, in return, attackof justice. In B.O. 81, when Sulla was dicta- ed Apollonius in his Ibis, whici was imitated by
tor, Apollonius came to R o m e as ambassador Ovid in a poem of the same name. Apollonius
of the Rhodians, on which occasion Cicero n o w left Alexandrea and went to Rhodes, where
heard him; Cicero also received instruction he taught rhetoric with so much success, that
from Apollonius at Rhodes a few years later.— the Romans honored him with their franchise.
3. Son of A R O H E B U L U S , a grammarian of Alexr hence he was called the " Rhodian." H e afterandrea, in thefirstcentury of the Christian era, ward returned to Alexandrea, where he read a
and a pupil of Didymus. H e wrote an Homeric revised edition of his Argonautica with great
Lexicon, which is still extant, and, though much applause. H e succeeded Eratosthenes as cbiei
interpolated, is a work of great value.—Edi- librarian at Alexandrea, in the reign of Ptolemy
tions: B y Villoison, Paris, 1773 ; by H . Tollius,
Epiphanes, about B.C. 194, and appears to have
Lugd. Bat, 1788: and by Bekker, Berlin, 1833. held this office till his death. Tho Argonaut— 3 . Surnamed D Y S O O L U S , " the ill-tempered," ica, which consists of four books, and is still exa grammarian at Alexandrea, in the reigns of tant, gives a straightforward and simple descripHadrian and Antoninus Pius (A.D. 117-161), tion of the adventures of the Argonauts: it is a
taught at R o m e as well as Alexandrea. H e close imitation of the Homeric language and
and his son H E R O D I A N U S are called by Priscian style, but exhibits marks of art and labor, and
the greatest of all grammarians
Apollonius tius forms, notwithstanding its m a n y resemwas the first w h o reduced grammar to any blances, a contrast with the natur»l and easy
thing like a system. Of his numerous works flow of the Homeric poems. A m o n g the Ror
•nly four are extart. 1. Heat avvrdSeag TOV n: ans the work was m u c h read, arid P. Teres
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trus Varro Abicinus acquired great reputation thefifeof Apollonius was not written with a
by his Wislation of it. The Argonautica ofcontroversial aim, as the resemblances, although
Valerius Flaccus is only a free imitation of real, only indicate that a few things were borit.—Editions: B y Brunek, Argentorat, 1780; rowed, and exhibit no trace of a systematic
by G. Schaafer, Lips, 1810-13; by Wellauer, parallel. Vid. PHILOSTRATUS. — 8. Of T Y R E , a
laps, 1828. Apollonius wrote several other Stoic philosopher, who lived in the reign of
works which are now lost—1. TYANENSIS or Ptolemy Auletes, wrote a history of the Stoio
TTANZKUS, i. e, of TySna in Cappadocia, a Pyphilosophy from the time of Zeno.-^-9. APOLLOthagorean philosopher, was born about four NIUS and TAUEISOUS of Tralles, were two broth
years before the Christian era. At a period era, and the sculptors of the group which is comwhen there was a general belief in magical monly known as the Farnese bull, representing
powers, it would appear that Apollonius obtain- the punishment of Diree by Zethus and Amphied great influence by pretending to them; and on. Vid DIRCE. It was taken from Rhodes to
w e m a y believe that his Life by Philostratus Rome by Asinius Pollio, and afterward placed in
gives a just idea of his character and reputation, the baths of Caracalla, where it was dug up in
however inconsistent in its facts and absurd in the sixteenth century, and deposited in the Farits marvels. Apollonius, according to Philos- nese palace. It is now at Naples. Apollonius
tratus, was of noble ancestry, and studied first
and Tauriscus probablyflourishedin thefirstcenunder Euthydemus of Tarsus; but, being dis- tury of the Christian era.
gusted at the luxury of the inhabitants, he reA P O L L O P H A N E S ('A7roXXo<j>dvng), a poet of th
tired to the neighboring town of zEgaa, where old Attic comedy, of whose comedies a few fraghe studied the whole circle of the Platonic,ments are extant, lived about B.C. 400. [The
Skeptic, Epicurean, and Peripatetic philosophy, fragments are collected in Meineke's Fragm. Com.
and ended by giving his preference to the Pyth- Grose, vol. i, p. 482-484, edit, minor.]
agorean. H e devoted himself to the strictest A P O N U S or A P O N I F O N S (now Abano), warm
asceticism, and subsequently travelled through- medicinal springs near Patavium, hence called
out the East, visiting Nineveh, Babylon, and Aquae Patavinaa, were much frequented by the
India. On his return to Asia Minor, w e firstsick.
hear of his pretensions to miraculous power,
A P P I A or A P I A ('Amria, 'Aria), a city of Phryfounded, as it would seem, on the possession of gia Paeatiana.
some divine knowledge derived from the East.
A P P I A VIA, the most celebrated of the Roman
From Ionia he crossed over into Greece, and roads (regina viarum, Stat, Silv, ii, 2, 12,), was
came thence to Rome, where he arrived just commenced by Appius Claudius Caacus when
after an edict against magicians had been issued censor, B.C. 319, and was the great line of comby Nero. H e accordingly remained only a short munication between Rome and Southern Italy.
time at Rome, and next went to Spain and Af-It issued from the Porta Capena, and, passing
rica; at Alexandrea he was of assistance to through Aricia, Tres Tabernce, Appii Forum,
Vespasian, who was preparing to seize the em-Tarracina, Fundi, Formic, Mintumce, Sinuessa,
pire. The last journey of Apollonius was to and Casilinum, terminated at Capua, but was
zEthiopia, whence he returned to settle in the eventually extended through Calatia and CauIonian cities. On the accession of Domitian, diumtoBeneventum, andfinallythence through
Apollonius was accused of exciting an insur- Venusia, Tarentum, and Dria, to Brundisium,
rection against the tyrant: he voluntarily surA P P I A N U S ('Airmavog), the Roman historian,
rendered himself, and appeared at Rome before was born at Alexandrea, and lived at Rome
the emperor; but, as his destruction seemed during the reigns of Trajan, Hadrian, and Animpending, he escaped by the exertion of bis toninus Pius. H e wrote a Roman history
supernatural powers. The last years of his fife('Papaind or Papain?/ laropia) in twenty-four
were spent at Ephesus, where he is said to have books, arranged, not synchronistically, but ethproclaimed the death of the tyrant Domitian at nographicaUy, tiat is, ie did not relate the histhe instant it took place. Many of the won- tory of the Roman empire as a whole in chroders which Philostratus relates in connection nological order, but he gave a separate account
with Apollonius are a clumsy imitation of the of the affairs of each country, till it was finally
Christian miracles. The proclamation of theincorporated in the Roman empire. The subbirth of Apollonius to his mother by Proteus, jects of the different books were: 1. The kingand the incarnation of Proteus himself, the cho- ly period. 2. Italy. 3. The Samnites. 4. The
rus of swans which sang for joy on the occa- Gauls or Celts. 5. Sicily and the other islands.
sion, the casting out of devils, raising the dead,6., Spain. 7. Hannibal's wars. 8. Libya, Car
and healing the sick, the sudden disappearances thage, and Numidia. 9. Macedonia. 10. Greece
and reappearances of Apollonius, his adventures and the Greek states in Asia Minor. 11. Syria
in the cave of Trophonius, and the sacred voice and Parthia. 12. The war with Mithradates,
which called him at his death, to which may be 13-21. The civil wars, in nine books, froir.
added his claim as a teacher having authority to those of Marius and Sulla to the battle of A c
reform the world, can not fail to suggest the tium. 22. 'EnaTovTaeTta, comprised the history
parallel passages in the Gospel history, [from of a hundred years, from the battle of Actium
which they have evidently been borrowed] to the beginning of Vespasian's reign. 23. The
W e know,too,that Apollonius was one among wars with Hlyria. 24. Those with Arabia
manyrivalsset up by the Eclectics to our Sa- W e possess only eleven of these complete,
viour, an attempt renewed by the English free-namely, the sixth, seventh, eighth, eleventh.
thinkers Blount and Lord Herbert. Still it must twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth,fifteenth,sixbe, allowed that the resemblances are very gen- teenth, seventeenth, and twenty-third: thers
eral, and, on the whole, it seems probable that are fragments of several of the others, Thn
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APPIAS.
Parthian history which has come down to us
as part of the eleventh book, is not a work of
Appian, but merely a compilation from Plutarch's Lives of Antony and Crassus. Appian's
work is a compilation. His style is clear and
siiaple; but he possesses few merits as an historian, and he frequently makes the most absurd blunders. Thus, for instance, he places
Saguntum on the north of the llierus, and states
that it takes only half a day to sail from Spain
to Britain. The best edition is that of Schweighauser, Lips, 1785.
A P P I A S , a n y m p h of the Appian well, which
was situated near the temple of Venus Genetrix
in the forum of Julius Caasar. It was surrounded
by statues of nymphs, called Appiades.

APULIA.
tracts from various orations and dissertations,
collected, probably, by some admirer. III. Be
Beo Socratis Liber. IV. Be Bogmate Platonis
Libri tres. The first book contains some account of the speculative doctrines of Plato, the
second of his morals, the third of his hglc. V
Be Mjtndo Liber. A translation of the work
•Kept Koo/iov, at one time ascribed to Aristotle.
V i Apologia sive Be Magia Liber. The oration
described above, delivered before Claudius Max,
imus. The best edition of thb whole works of
Appuleius is by Hildebrand, Lips, 1842.
A P P U L E I U S SATURNINUS.

Vid. S A T U R N I N U S .

A P R I E S ('Anplng, 'Airpiag), a king of Egypt
the Pharaoh-Hophra of Scripture, succeeded his
father Psammis, and reigned B.C. 595-570. After an unsuccessful attack upon Cyrene he was
APPII FORUM.
Vid F O E U M APPII.
[APPIOLZE, an old city of Latium, said to have dethroned and put to death by A M A S I S .
A P R O N I U S . 1. Q , one of the worst instrubeen taken and burned by Tarquinius Priseus,
and to have furnished from its spoils the sums ments of Verres in oppressing the Sicilians.—
necessary for the construction of the Circus 2. L , served under Drusus (A.D. 14) and Ger
manicus (15) in Germany. In 20 he was proMaximus.]
consul of Africa, and praator of Lower Germany,
[APPIUS CLAUDIUS.
Vid. CLAUDIUS.]
A P P U L E I U S or A P U L E I U S , of Medaura in Africa, where he lost his life in a war against the Frisii
was born about A D . 130, of respectable parents. Apronius had two daughters, one of w h o m was
H e received thefirstrudiments of education at married to Plautius Silvanus, the other to LenCarthage, and afterward studied the Platonic tulus Gaatulicus, consul in 26.
[ A P R U S A (now Ausa), a river of Umbria in
philosophy at Athens. H e next travelled extensively, visiting Italy, Greece, and Asia, and Italy,flowingnear Ariminum.]
[ A P S E U D E S ('Aipevbijg), a Nereid, mentioned in
becoming initiated in most mysteries. A t length
he returned home, but soon afterward undertook the Iliad of Homer.]
APSILZE ('AiplXai), a Scythian people in Cola new journey to Alexandrea. O n his w a y
thither he was taken ill at the town of Q3a, and chis, north of tie River Phasis.
A P S I N E S ('Aflvng), of Gadara in Phoenicia, a
was hospitably received into the house of a
young man, Sicinius Pontianus, whose mother, Greek Sophist and rhetorician, taught rhetorie
a very rich widow of the name of Pudentilla, at Athens about A.D. 235. T w o of his works
he married. Her relatives, being indignant that are extant: Hepl r&v pepav TOV ITOXITIKOV Xbyem
so much wealth should pass out of the family, Texvn, which is m u c i interpolated; and Hep}
impeached Appuleius of gaining the affections TOV koxnuaTiopevav irpoBXnpdrav, both of whiel.
of Pudentilla by charms and magic spells. The are printed in Walz, Bhetor. Greet, vol. ix, p
cause was heard at Sabrata before Claudius 465, sqq, and p. 534, sqq.
[APSINTHII ('AiplvBwi), a people of Thrace,
Maximus, proconsul of Africa, A.D. 173, and
the defence spoken by Appuleius is still extant. said by Herodotus to border on the Thracian
Of his subsequent career w e know little: he Chersonesus.]
A P S U S (now Crevasta), a river in Ulyria (Nova
occasionally declaimed in public with great applause. Tie most important of the extant works Epirus), which flows Into the Ionian Sea.
APSYRTUS.
Vid. A B S Y R T U S .
of Appuleius are, 1. Metamorphoseon sen de Asino
Aureo Libri XI. This celebrated romance, to- A P T A JULIA (now Apt), chief town of the Vulgether with the Asinus of Lucian, is said to have gientes in Gallia Narbonensis, and a R o m a n
been founded upon a work bearing the same colony.
A P T E E A ('Anrepa : 'Airrepalog: n o w Palasotitle by a certain,Lucius of Patrae.. It seems to
have been intended simply as a satire upon the kastron on tie Gulf of Suda), a town on the wesl
hypocrisy and debauchery of certain orders of coast of Crete, eighty stadia from Cydonia.
A P U A N I , a Ligurian people on the Macra, wer«
priests, the frauds of juggling pretenders to supernatural powers, and the general profligacy subdued by the Romans after a long resistance
of public morals. There are some, however, and transplanted to Samnium, B.C. 180.
APULEIUS.
Vid. A P P U L E I U S .
who discover a more recondite meaning, and
A P U L I A (Apulus), included, in its widest sig
especially Bishop Warburton, in his Divine Legation of Moses, w h o has at great length en- nification, the whole of the southeast of ItalJ
deavored to prove that the Golden Ass was from the River Frento to the promontory Iapy
written with the view of recommending the Pa- gium, and was bounded on the north by the
gan religion in opposition to Christianity, and Frenfani, on the east by the Adriatic, on the
especially of inculcating the importance of initia- south by the Tarentine Gulf, and on the west
tion into the purer mysteries. The well-known by Samnium and Lueania, thus including the
and beautiful episode of Cupid and Psyche is in- modern provinces of Bari, Otranto, and Capitroduced in the fourth,fifth,and sixth books. tanata, in the kingdom of Naples. Apulia, in its
This, whatever opinion w e m a y form of the prin- narrower sense, was the country east of Samcipal narrative, is evidently an allegory, and is nium on both sides of the Aufidus, the Daunia
generally understood to shadow forth the pro- and Peucetia of the Greeks: the whole of the
gress of the soul to perfection. II. Floridorum southeast part was called Calabria by the RoLibri IV. A n Anthology containing select ex- mans. The Greeks gave the name of Dau:iia
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to tha north part of the country from the Frento of Hermaeum Promontorium (now Caps Bon,.
to the Aufidus, of Peucetia to the country from the eastern extremity of the Gulf of Carthag«
the Aufidus to Tarentum and Brundisium, and It was a good landing-place in summer.
of Iapygia or Messapia to the whole of the reA Q U I L E I A (Aquileiensis: n o w Aquileia ol
maining south part, though they sometimes in- Aglar), a town in Gallia Transpadana, at tha
cluded under Iapygia all Apulia in its widest very top of the Adriatic, between the rivers
meaning. The northwest of Apulia is a plain, Sontius and Natiso, about sixty stadia from the
but the south part is traversed by the east branch sea. It w a s founded by the Romans in B.C.
of the Apennines, and has only a small tract of 182 as a bulwark against the northern barbariland on the coast on each side of the mountains. ans, and is said to have derived its name from
The country was very fertile, especially in the the favorable omen of an eagle (aquila) appearneighborhood of Tarentum, and the mountains ing to the colonists. A s it was the key of Italy
afforded excellent pasturage. The population on the northeast it was m a d e one of the strongwas of a mixed nature: they were, for tie most est fortresses of the Romans. From its posipart, of Blyrian origin, and are said to have set- tion it became also a mostflourishingplace of
tled in the country under the guidance of Iapyx, commerce: the Via zEmilia was continued to
Daunus, and Peucetius, three sons of an Illyr- this town, and from it all the roads to Raeian king, Lycaon. Subsequently m a n y towns tia, Noricum, Pannonia, Istria, and Dalmatia
were founded by Greek colonists. The Apu- branched off. It was taken and completely delians joined the Samnites against the Remans, stroyed by Attila in A.D. 452: its inhabitants
and became subject to the latter on the conquest escaped to the Lagoons, where Venice was afterof the Samnites.
ward built.
A Q U Z E , the name given b y the Romans to
A Q U I L L I A V I A , began at Capua, and ran south
m a n y medical springs and bathing-places. 1. through Nolo and Nuceria to Salernum; from
A U E E L I Z E or C O L O N I A A U E E L I A A Q U E N S I S
(now thence it ran through the very heart of LucaBaden-Baden). 2. CALIDZE or SOLIS (now Bath) nia and the country of the Bruttii, passing Neruin Britain. 3. CUTILIZE, mineral springs in Sam- lum, Interamnia, Cosentia, Vibo, and Medma, and
nium near the ancient town of Cutilia, which terminated at Bliegium.
perished in early times, and east of Reate.
A Q U I L L I U S or A Q U I L I U S . 1. M'., consul B.C
There was a celebrated lake in its neighborhood 129, finished the war against Aristonicus, son
with afloatingisland, which was regarded as of Eumenes of Pergamus. O n his return to
the umbilicus or centre of Italy. Vespasian R o m e he was accused of maladministration in
died at this place. 4. MATTIAOZE or F O N T E S his province, but was acquitted by bribing the
M A T T I A O I (now Wiesbaden), in the land of the judges.—2. M'., consul in B.C. 101, conquered
Mattiaci in Germany. 5. PATAVINZE (vid. A P O N I the slaves in Sicily, w h o had revolted under
F O N S ) . 6. SEXTIZE (now Aix), a R o m a n colony Athenion. In 98 he was accused of maladminm Gallia Narbonensis, founded by Sextius Cal- istration in Sicily, but was acquitted. In 88 he
vinus, B.C. 122 ; its mineral waters were long went into Asia as one of the consular legates
celebrated, but were thought to have lost much in the Mithradatic w a r : he was defeated, and
of their efficacy in the time of Augustus. Near handed over by the inhabitants of Mytilene to
this place Marius defeated the Teutoni, B.C. Mithradates, w h o put him to death by pouring
102. 7. STATIELLZE (now Acqui), a town of the molten gold down his throat.
Statielli in Liguria, celebrated for its w a r m
AQUILLIUS GALLUS.
Vid. G A L L U S .
baths.
A Q U I L O N I A (Aquilonus), a town of Samnium,,
AQU^E, in Africa. 1. (Now Meriga, ruins), in east of Bovianum, destroyed by the Romans in
the interior of Mauretania Caasariensis.—2. C A - the Samnite wars.
LIDZE (now Gurbos or Hammam
V Enf), on the
A Q U I N U M (Aquinas: n o w Aquino), a town of
Gulf of Carthage.—3. REGIZE (now
Hammam the Volseians, east of the River Melpis, in a ferTruzza), in the north part of Byzaeena.—4. tile country; a R o m a n municipium, and afterTACAPITANZE (now Hammat-el-Khabs), at the ward a colony; the birth-place of Juvenal; celsouthern extremity of Byzaeena, close to the ebrated for its purple dye. (Hor, Ep, i, 10,
large city of Tacape (now Khabs).
27.)
A Q U I L A . 1. Of Pontus, translated the Old
A Q U I T A N I A . 1. The country of the Aquitani,
Testament into Greek in the reign of Hadrian, extended from the Garumna (now Garonne) to
probably about A.D. 130. Only a few fragments the Pyrenees, and from the ocean to Gallia Narremain, which have been published in the edi- bonensis : it was first conquered by Caesar's letions of the Hexapla of Origen.—2. JULIUS gates, and again upon a revolt of the inhabitants
AQUILA, a R o m a n jurist quoted in the Digest, in the time of Augustus.—2. The R o m a n provprobably lived under or before the reign of Sep- ince of Aquitania, formed in the reign of A u
timius Severus, A.D. 193-198.—3. L. PONTIUS guBtus, was of much wider extent, and was
AQUILA, a friend of Cicero, and one of Caesar's bounded on the north by the Ligeris (now Loire),
murdererB, was killed at tie battle of Mutina, on the west by the ocean, on the south by the
B.C. 43.—4. A Q U I L A R O M A N U S , a rhetorician w h o Pyrenees, and on the east by the Mons Cevenprobably lived in the third century after Christ na, which separated it from Gallia Narbonensis.
wrote a small work entitled De Mguris Senten- The Aquitani were one of the three races which
tiarum et Eloeutionis, which is usually printedinhabited Gaul; they were of Iberian or Spanwith Rutilius Lupus.—Editions: B y Ruhnken, ish origin, and differed from the Gauls and BelLugd. Bat, 1768, reprinted with additional notes gians in language, customs, and physical pecuby Frotscher, Lips, 1831.
liarity.
AQITILAEIA (now A^howareah), a town on tie A B A UBioRum, * place in the neighborhood of
eoast of Zeugitana in Africa, on the west side Bonn in Germany, perhaps Godesbtrg: othert
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Ktippose h tofc«another name tf Coloma Agrip- and Romans call td the inhabitants by ttie uuim
of NABATHZEI, whose capital was Petra. Tho
pinti (now Cologne).
people of Arabia Deserta were called Arabes
A R A B I A (TJ 'ApaBla: "Apaip, pi. "AoaBec, "ApaBoi,
Scenitaa (^/cnvlrai), from their dwelling in tents,
Arabs, Arabus, pi. Arabes, Arab!: now Arabia),
a country at the southwest extremity of Asia, and Arabes Nomades (No/id<5ej), from their
forming a large peninsula, of a sort of hatchet- mode of life, which was- that of wandering
shape, • bounded on the west by the ARABICUSherdsmen, who supported themselves partly by
SINUS (now Red Sea), on the south and south- theii cattle, and to a great extent, also, by tic
east by the ERYTHEZSUM M A E E (now Gulf of plun ler of caravans, as their unchanged descendants, the Bedouins or Bedawee, still d
Bab-el-Mandeb and Indian Ocean), and on the
northeast by the Persicus Sinus (now Persian The people of the Tehamah were (and are) o
Gulf). On tho north or land side its bounda- the same race; but their position led them ac
ries were somewhat indefinite, but it seems to an early period to cultivate both agriculture
have included the whole of the desert country and' commerce, and to build considerable cities.
between Egypt and Syria on the one side, and Their chief tribes were known by the fallowthe banks oi the Euphrates on the other; and it ing names, beginning south of the Nabathaai
was often considered to extend even further on on the western coast: the Thamydeni and Minaai
both sides, so as to include, on the east, the (in the southern part of Hejaz), in the neighsouthern part of Mesopotamia along the left borhood of Macoraba (now Mecca); the Sabaej
bank of the Euphrates, and on the west, the and Homeritea, in the southwestern part of the
part of Palestine east of the Jordan, and the penmsula (now Yemen); on the southeastern
part of Egypt between the Red Sea and the coast, the Chatramolitaa and Adramitae (in Eleastern margin of the Nile valley, which, even Hadramaut, a country very little known, even
as a part of Egypt was called Arabiae Nomos. to the present day); on the eastern and northIn the stricter sense of the name, which confines eastern coast, the Omanitaa and DaraehSni- (in
it to the peninsula itself, Arabia may be consid- Oman, and El-Ahsa or El-Hejer). From the
ered as bounded on the north by a line from the earliest known period a considerable traffic
head of the Red Sea (at Suez) to the mouth of was carried on by the people in the north (espe
cially the Nabathaei) by means of caravans,
the Tigris (now Shat-el-Arab), which just about
coincides with the parallel of thirty degrees northand by those on the southern and eastern coast
latitude. It was divided into three parts: (1.) by sea, in the productions of their own country
(chiefly gums, spiceB, and precious stones), and:
A R A B I A PETRZEA (fy nerpata 'ApaBla: northweBt
in those of India and Arabia. Besides thin
part of El-Hejaz), including the triangular piece
of land between the two heads of the Red Sea peaceful intercourse with the neighboring corn;
(the peninsula of Mount Sinai) and the country tries, they seem to have made military expe
immediately to the north and northeast, and ditions at an early period, for there can be nc
called, from its capital, Petra, while the literal doubt that the Hyksos or " Shapherd kings,
1
signification of the name," Rocky Arabia," agrees who for some time ruled over Lower Egyp "
also with the nature of the country: (2.) A R A - were Arabians. On the other hand, they hav
successfully resisted all attempts to subjugateBIA DESERTA (now El-Jebel), including the great
Syrian Desert, and a portion of the interior of them. The alleged conquests of some of the
the Arabian peninsula: (8.) A R A B I A FELIX (now Assyrian kings could only have affected small
portions of the country on the north. Of the
El-Nejed, El-Hejaz, El-Yemen, El-Hadramaut,
Oman, and El Hejer) consisted of the wholePersian empire w e are expressly told that they
country not included in the other two divisions; were independent. Alexander the Great died
the ignorance of the ancients respecting the too • soon even to attempt his contemplated
interior of the peninsula leading them to class scheme of circumnavigating the peninsula and
it with Arabia Felix, although it properly be- subduing the inhabitants. The Greek kings of
longs to Arabia Deserta, for it consists, so far asSyria made unsuccessful attacks upon the Nabait is known, of a sandy desert of steppes and thaai. Under Augustus, zElius Gallus, assisted
table land, interspersed with Oases ( Wadis), andby the Nabathaai, made an expedition into Arafringed with mountains, between which and the bia Felix, but was compelled to retreat into
sea, especially on the western coast, lies a belt Egypt to save his army from famine and the
of low land (called Tehamah), intersected by climate. Under Trajan, Arabia Petrasa was
numerous mountain torrents, which irrigate the conquered by A. Cornelius Palma (A.D. 107),
strips of land on their banks, and produce that and the country of the Nabathaai became a Ro>
fertility which caused the ancients to apply man province. Some partial and temporary
the epithet of Felix to the whole peninsula. footing was gained at a much later period, on the
The width of the Tehamah is, in some places southwestern coast, by the /Ethiopians; and
on the western coast, as muci as from one to both in this direction and from the north Chris
two days' journey, but on the other sides it tianity was early introduced into the eountry,
is very narrow, except at the eastern end of where it spread to a great extent, and continued
the peninsula (about Muskat in Oman), where to exist side by side with the old religion (which
for a small space its width is again a day's was Sabaism, or the worship of heavenly bojourney. The inhabitants of Arabia were of dies), and with some admixture of Judaism,
the race called Semitic or Aramaean, and closely until the total revolution produeed by the rise
related to the Israelites. The northwestern dis- of Mohammedanism in 622. • While maintain
trict (Arabia Petraaa) was inhabited by the ing their independence, the Arabs of the Desert
various tribes which constantly appear in Jew- have also preserved to this day their ancient
ish history : the Amalekites, Midianites, Edom- form of government, which is strietly patri
il*« Moabites, Ammonites, &a. The Greeks archal. under the heads of tribes and familiei
SI
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[Emirs ani Sheiks). In the more settled dis-it is deep and difi.oult tc cross, and navigable «p
tricts, tne patriarchal authority passed into the to Ambracia.
hands of kings, and the people were divided
[AEACIA ('Apania), or Alexandri Insula (n.w
into the several castes of scholars, warriors, Charedsch or Karek), an island in the Pers.ar
agriculturists, merchants, and mechanics. The Gulf, opposite the coast of Persis, containing a
Mohammedan revolution lies beyond our limits. mountain sacred to Neptune.]
ARABIOCS SINUS (6 'ApaBmbg noXwog: now
A R A O Y N T H U S ('ApaKwBog: now Zigos), a mountRed Sea), a long narrow gulf between Africa ain on the southwest coast of /Etolia, near PleuMid Arabia, connected on the south with the ron, sometimes placed in Acarnania. Later
Indian Ocean by the Angustiaa Divaa (now Straits
writers erroneously make it a mountain between
of Bab-el-Mandeb), and on the north divided into
Boaotia and Attica, and hence mention it in con
two heads by the peninsula of Arabia Petraea nection witb Amphion, the Boeotian hero. (Pro
(now Peninsula of Sinai), the east of which was
pert, iii, 13, 41; Actco (i. e. Attico) Aracyntho,
called Sinus zElanites or zElanitieus (now Gulf Virg, Eel, ii, 24.)
of Akaba), and the west Sinus Heroopolites or
A E A D U S ( "Apabog: 'Apdbiog, Aradius: in Old
Heroopoliticua (now Gulf of Suez). The upper Testament, Arvad: now Ruad), an island off
part of the sea was known at a very early pe- the coast of Phoenicia, at the distance of twenty
riod, but it was not explored in its whole ex- stadia (two geographical miles), with a city which
tent till the maritime expeditions of the Ptole- occupied the whole surface of the island, seven
mies. Respecting its other name, see EEYTH- stadia in circumference, which was said to have
RZEUM M A E E .
been founded by exiles from Sidon, and which
A E A B I S ("ApaBig, also 'ApdBwg, "ApBig,was
'Apraa veryflourishingplace under its own kings,
kg, and 'AprdSwg: now Poorally or Agbor),under
a
the Seleucidaa, and under the Romans
river of Gedrosia, falling into the Indian OceanIt possessed a harbor on the main land, called
1000 stadia (100 geographical miles) west of the A N T A E A D U S .
mouth of the Indus, and dividing the Oritaa on
A R Z E PHILZENORUM.
Vid. PHILZSNORUM AR/E.
its west from the Arabitaa or Arbies on its
A R Z K T H Y R E A ('ApaiBvpea), daughter of Aras,
east, who had a city named Arbis on its eastern an autochthon who was believed to have built
bank.
Arantea, the most ancient town in Phliasia
AaABfrza. Vid. AEABIS.
After her death, her brother Aoris called th«
[AEABIUS (Seholasticus), a Grecian poet, prob-country of Phliasia Araathyrea, in honor of hii
ably in the time of Justinian, who has left seven sister.
epigrams, which are found in the Anthologia
A R A P H E N ('Apatpijv: 'ApaQjjviog, 'Apa<j>i
Graaea.]
now Rafina), an Attic demus belonging to the
ARAOHNZEUM (Apaxvalov), a mountain form tribe zEgeis, on the east of Attica, north of ths
ng the boundary between Argolis and Corin- River Erasmus, not far from its mouth.
thia.
A R A B or A E A B I S (now Sadne), ariverof GauL
A R A O H N E , a Lydian maiden, daughter of Id- rises in the Vosges, receives the Dubis (now
mon of Colophon, a famous dyer in purple. Boubs) from the east, after which it beeomea
Arachne excelled in the art of weaving, and, navigable, andflowswith a quiet stream into the
proud of her talent, ventured to challenge Mi- Rhone at Lugdunum (now Lyon). In the time
nerva (Athena) to compete with her. Arachne of Ammianus (A.D. 870) it was also called Salt
produced a piece of cloth in which the amours of conna, and in the Middle Ages Sang ma, whence
the gods were woven, and as Minerva (Athena) its modern name Sadne.
couldfindno fault with it, Bhetorethe work to [ A E A E E N E ('ApapnvTJ), a barren district of
pieces. Arachne, in despair, hung herself: theArabia Felix, inhabited by nomad tribes, through
goddess loosened the rope and saved her life, but which zElius Gallus had to make his way in his
the rope was changed into a cobweb and Arachne unsuccessful attempt to subjugate Arabia.]
herself into a spider (apdxvn), the animal most A E A R O S ('Apapdg), an Athenian poet of the
jdious to Minerva (Athena). (Ov, Met., vi, 1,
Middle Comedy, son of Aristophanes, flourishx!
«eq.) This fable seems to suggest the idea that B.C. 375. [The fragments of his comedies are
nan learned the art of weaving from the spider, collected in Meineke's Fragm. Comic. Grose, vol
and that it was invented in Lydia.
i, p. 630-632, edit, minor.]
A R A O H O S I A ('Apaxaata: 'Apaxaroi or -urai:
ARAS.
Vid. A R ^ T H Y R E A .
southeastern part of Afghanistan and northeastA R A S P E S ('Apdcirng), a Mede, and a friend of
ern part of Beloochistan), one of the extreme eastthe elder Cyrus, is one of the characters in Xen
ern provinces of the Persian (and afterward of the ophon's Oyropaadia. H e contends with Cyrus
Parthian) empire, bounded on the east by the that love has no power over him, but shortly af
Indus, on the north by the Paropamisadaa, on theterward refutes himself by falling in love with
west by Drangiana, and on the south by Gedro- Panthea, w h o m Cyrus had committed to hia
sia. It was a fertile country, watered by the charge. Vid ABRADATAS.
River Arachotus, with a town of the same name, A R A T U S ("Aparog). 1. The celebrated general
built by Semiramis, and which was the capital of the Achaaans, son of Clinias, was born at
of the province until the foundation of A L E X A N - Sicyon, B.C. 271. On the murder of his father
B>REA. The shortest road from Persia to India by ABANTIDAS, Aratus, who was then a child, was
passed through Arachosia.
conveyed to Argos, where he was brought up
A R A C H O T U S . Vid. ARAOHOSLA.
When he had reached the age of twenty, he
A E A C H T H U S or A R E T H O ("ApaxBog or 'ApeBav:
gained possession of b^» native city, B.C. 251,
now Arta), a river of Epirus,risesin Mount deprived the usurper Nicocles of his power, and
Lacmon or the 'i'ymphean Mountains, and flowsunited Sicyon to the Achaaan league, which
•nto the Ambracian Gulf, south of Ambracia: gained, in consequence, a great accession of
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wnwer Vid. A C H Z E I In 245 he was elected TAXATA, flows trough a plain, which was cattgeneral of the league, which office he frequently ed rb 'Apa£nvbv nebiov. The Araxes was proheld in subsequent years. Through his influ- verbial for tie force of its current; and hence
ence a great number of the Greek cities joined Virgil (JBht, viii, 728) says pontem indignatut
the league; but he excelled more in negotiation Araxes, with special reference to the failure of
than in war, and in his war with the /Etolians both Xerxes and Alexander in throwing a bridgs
and Spartans he was often defeated. In order over it. It seems to be the Phasis of Xeno
Vid. A B O R R H A S .
to resist these enemies, he cultivated the friend- phon.—2. In Mesopotamia.
ship of Antigonus Doson, king of Macedonia, — 3 . In Persis (now Bend-Emir), the river on
and of his successor Philip; but as Philip was which Persepolis stood, rises in the mountains
evidently anxious to m a k e himself master of all east of the head of the Persian Gulf, and flows
Greece, dissensions arose between him and Ara- southeast into a salt lake (now Bakhtegan) not
tus, and the latter w a s eventuaUy poisoned in far below Persepolis.—4. It is doubtful whether
213, by the king's order. Divine honors were the Araxes of Herodotus is the same as the
paid to him by his countrymen, and an annual Oxus, J A X A R T E S , or Volga.—5. The P E N E U S , in
Thessaly, was called Araxes from the violence
festival ('Apdreia, vid. Bid. of Antiq.) established. Aratus wrote Commentaries, being a his- of its torrent (from dpdaoa).
A E A X U S ("Apa^og: n o w Cape Papa), a promtory of his o w n times down to B.C. 220, at
which point P O L Y B I U S commenced his history. ontory of Achaia, near the confines of Elis.
A E B A C E S ("Ap6uK7]g), the founder of the Medi— 2 . Of Sol), afterward Pompeiopolis, in Cilicia,
or (according to one authority) of Tarsus, flour-an empire, according to Otesias, is said to have
ished B.C. 270, and spent all the latter part of taken Nineveh in conjunction with Belesis, the
his life at the court of Antigonus Gonatas, king Babylonian, and to have destroyed the old Asof Macedonia. H e wrote two astronomical po- syrian empire under. the reign of Sardanapalus,
ems, entitled Phenomena ($aivbpeva), consisting B.C. 876. Ctesias assigns twenty-eight years
of 732 verses, and Biosemeia (dwanpela), of 422.to the reign of Arbaees, B.C. 876-848, and
The design of the Phenomena is to give an in- makes his dynasty consist of eight kings. This
troduction to the knowledge of the constella account differs from that of Herodotus, w h o
tions, with the rules for their risings and set-makes D E I O C E S thefirstking of Media, and astings. The Biosemeia consists of prognostics signs only four kings to his dynasty.
A R B E L A (TU "ApbnXa : n o w Erbille), a city of
of the weather from astronomical phaenomena,
with an account of its effects upon auimals." It Adiabene in Assyria, between theriversLycus
appears to be an imitation of Hesiod, and to and Caprus; celebrated as the head quarters of
have been imitated by Virgil in some parts of Darius Codomannus before the last battle in
the Georgies. The style of these two poems is which be was overthrown by Alexander (B.C.
distinguished by elegance and accuracy, but it 331), which is hence frequently called the battle
wants originality and poetic elevation. That of Arbela, though it was really fought near G A U
thay became very popular both in the Grecian G A M E L A , about fifty miles west of Arbela. The
and R o m a n world (cum sole et luna semper Ara- district about Arbela was called Arbelitis ('Aptus erit, O v , Am, i, 15, 16), is proved by theBnXlrig).
ARBIS.
Vid. A R A B I S .
number of commentaries and Latin translations.
[ARBITER.
Vid. P E T R O N I U S . ]
Parts of three poetical Latin translations are
A R B U O A L A or A R B O C A L A (now Villa Fasila t)
preserved. One written by Cicero when very
young, one by Caesar Germanicus, the grand- the chief town of the Vaccaei in Hispania Tarson of Augustus, and one by Festus Avienus. raeonensis, taken by Hannibal after a long re—Editions, [Most copious and complete, by sistance.
A R B U S C U L A , a celebrated female actor in panBuhle, Lips, 1798-1801, 2 vols.; later, with revised text], by Voss, Heidelb, 1824, with a Ger- tomimes in the time of Cicero.
A R C A or -ze ("Apicn or -ai: n o w Tell-Arka), a
m a n poetical version; by Buttmann, Berol,
very ancient city in the north of Phoenicia, not
1826 ; and by Bekker, Berol, 1828.
[ A E A U R A (now St. Tiberi), earlier Cessero, afar from the sea coast, at the foot of Mount
town of the Volcaa Arecom'ici, on the Arauris, Lebanon: a colony under the Romans, named
Arca Oaasarea or Ceasarea Libani: the birthin Gallia Narbonensis.]
A R A U R I S (now Herault), erroneously Rauraris place of the Emperor Alexander Severus.
A R C A D I A ('ApKabla: "Apnag, pi. 'Apicdbeg), a
m Strabo, a river in Gallia Narbonensis, rises
in Mount Cevenna, and flows into the Mediter- country in the middle of Peloponnesus, was
bounded on the east by Argolis, on the north by
ranean.
A R A U S I O (now Orange?) a town of the Cavari Achaia, on the west by Elis, and on the south
or Cavares, and a R o m a n colony, in Gallia Nar- by Messenia and Laconica. Next to Laconics
bonensis, on the road from Arelate to Vienna: it was the largest country in the Peloponnesus
it still contains remains of an amphitheatre, its greatest length was about fifty miles, its
breadth from tlurty-five to forty-one miles. It
circus, acqueduet, triumphal arch, &,e.
was surrounded on all sides by mountains
A R A X E S ('Apagng), the name of several rivers.
— 1 . In Armenia Major (now Eraskh. or Aras), which likewise traversed it in every direction.
riBesin Mount A b a or Abus (near Erzeroum), and it m a y be regarded as the Switzerland of
from the opposite Bide of which the Euphrates Greece. Its principal mountains were Cyllent
flows; and, after a great bend southeast and and Erymanthus in the north, Artemisius in the
then northeast, joins the Cyrus (now Kour), east, and Parthenius, Maanalus, and Lycaaus in
which flows down from the Caucasus, and falls the south and soutiwest The Alpheus, the
with it into the Caspian by two mouths, in about greatestriverof Peloponnesus, rises in Arcadia.
S81' 20' north latitude. The lower part, past A B - and flows through a consideralle part of th«
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eouukry, ..'eeiving numerous affluents. The on accents (nepl rovav), which is extaat— Eih
northern and eastern parts of the country were tions: B y Barker, Leipzig, 1820, and by Din tori
barren and unproductive; the western and in his Grammat. Grasci, Leipzig, 1823.]
nouthern were more fertile, with numerous valARCANUM.
Vid. A R P I N U M .
leys where corn w a s grown. The Arcadians,
A R O A S ("ApKag), king and eponymous hero of
said to be descended from the eponymous hero the Arcadians, son of Jupiter (Zeus) and CalA R C A S , regarded thenselves as the most ancient listo, grandson of Lycaon, and father of Ajjridai
people in Greece: the Greek writers call them and Elatus. Arcas was the boy whose flesh
indigenous (avrbxBovcg) and Pelasgians. In con- his grandfather Lycaon placed Before Jupiter
sequence of the physical peculiarity of the coun- (Zeus), to try his divine character. Jupiter
try, they were chiefly employed in hunting and (Zeus) upset the table (rpavrefa) which bore the
the tending of cattle, whence their worship of dish, and destroyed the iouse of Lycaon by lightPan, w h o was especially the god of Arcadia, and ning, but restored Arcas to life. W h e n Arcas
of Diana (Artemis). They were a people sim- had grown up, he built on the site of his father's
ple in their habits and moderate in their desires: house the town of Trapezus. Areas and his
they were pissionately fond of music, and cul- mother were placed by Jupiter (Zaus) among
tivated it with great success (soli cantare periti
the stars.
Arcades, Virg, Eel, x, 32), which circumstance A R C E S I L A U S or A R O E S I L A S ('ApKealXaog, 'Apuewas supposed to soften tie natural roughness aiXag), a Greek philosopher, son of Sauthes or
of their character. The Arcadians experienced Scythes, w a s born at Pitane in zEolis, and flour
fewer changes than any other people in Greece, ished about B.C. 250. H e studied atfirstin
and retained possession of their country upon his native town under Autolycus, a mathemathe conquest of the rest of Peloponnesus by the tician and afterward went to Athens, where he
Dorians. Like the other Greek communities, became the disciplefirstof Theophrastus, and
they were originally governed by kings, but are next of Polemo and of Cranlor. - H e succeeded
said to have abolished monarchy toward the Crates about B.C. 241 in the chair of the Acadclose of the second Messenian war, and to have emy, and became the founder of the second or
stoned to death their last king Aristocrates, be- middle (pearf) Academy. H e is said to have
cause he betrayed his allies the Messenians. died in his seventy-sixth year from a fit of
The different towns then became independent drunkenness. His philosophy w a s of a skeprepublics, of which the most important were tical character, though it did not go so far as
M A N T I N E A , T E G E A , O R C H O M E N U S , P S O P H I S , and that of the followers of Pyrrhon. H e did not
P H E N E O S . Like the Swiss, the Arcadians fre- doubt the existence of truth in itself, only o m
quently served as mercenaries, and in the Pelo- capacities for obtaining it, and he combatci'
poEnesian war, they were found in the armies most strongly the dogmatism of the Stoics.
of both the Lacedaemonians and Athenians.
A R C E S I L A U S ('AplieolXaoc).• 1. Son of Lyeus
The Lacedaemonians m a d e m a n y attempts to and Theobule, leader of the Boeotians in the
obtain possession of parts of Arcadia, but these Trojan war, slain by Hector.—2. The name of
attempts were finally frustrated by the battle four kings of Cyrene. Vid. B A T T U S and B A T of Leuctra (B.C. 371); and in order to resist TIADZE. — [3.
A Sicilian, w h o accompanied
all future aggressions on the part of Sparta, Agathocles to Africa, but, on the departure of
the Arcadians, upon the advice of Epami- the latter from that country, murdered his soc
nondas, built the city of M E G A L O P O L I S , and in- Archagathus.—4. A sculptor in the Brat censtituted a general assembly of the whole na- tury B.C., w h o was held in high' esteem at
tion, called the Myrii (Mvploi, vid. Bid. of Antiq,
R o m e : he was intimate with L. Lentulus, and
s. v.). They subsequently joined the Achaaan was greatly commended by Varro.]
League, and finaUy became subject to the Ro- A R O E S I U S ('ApKeiawg), son of Jupiter (Zeus)
mans.
and Euryodia, father of Laertes, and grandfather
A R C A D I U S , emperor of the East (A.D. 395-of Ulysses. Hence both Laertes and Ulyssss
408), elder son of Theodosius I, was born in are called Arcesiades ('ApKeiaidSng).
Spain, A.D. 883. O n the death of Theodosius
A R C H . E O P O L I S ('Apxaio-KoXig), the later capital
he became emperor of the East, while the West of Colchis, near the River Phasis.
was given to his younger brother Honorius.
[ARCHAGATHUS.
Vid. A R C E S I L A U S , 3.]
Arcadius possessed neither physical nor intelA R C H A N D R O P O L I S ('Apxdvbpov nbXig), a city of
lectual vigor, and was entirely governed by un- Lower Egypt, on the Nile, between Canopus
worthy favorites. A tfirsthe was ruled by Ru- and Cercasorus.
finua, the praafect of the East; and on the mur- [ A R C H E B A T E S ('ApxeBdrng), son of Lycaon,
der of the latter soon after the accession of destroyed by Jupiter (Zeus) by lightning.]
Arcadius, the government fell into the hands of
A R C H E D E M U S ('Apxebnpog; Dor. 'Apxsba/iog)
the eunuch Eutropius. Eutropius was put to 1. A popular leader at Athens, took the Irst
death in 399, and his power n o w devolved upon step against the generals w h o bad gained the
Gaiuas, the Goth; but upon his revolt and death battle of Arginusaa, B.C. 406. The comic poets
in 401, Arcadius became entirely dependent upon called him " blear-eyed" (yXdpav), and said that
bis wife Eudoxia, and it was through her influ- he was a foreigner, and iad obtained the franence that Saint Chrysostom wi.s exiled in 404. chise by fraud.—2. A n zEtolian (called ArchiArcadius died on thefirstof May, 408, leaving damus by Livy), commanded the zEtolian troops
the empire to his son, Theodosius II, w h o was which assisted the Romans in their war with
a minor.
Philip (B.C. 199-197). H e afterward took an
[ A R O A D I U S ('ApKabwg), a Greek grammarianactive part against the Romans, and eventual,)f Antioch, of uncertain date, but certainly not ly joined Perseus, w h o m he accompanied in his
iiu-lier than 200 A.D. H e wrote a useful work flight after his defeat in 168.—3 Of Tarsus, >
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Btoic philosopher, mentioned by Cieero, Stfitca,the accession of Tiberius and Moused ol treason. His life w a s spared, but he was obliged
and other ancient writers.
A R C H E D I O U S (ApxebiKog), an Athenian comic to remain at R o m e , where he died soon after
poet of the n e w comedy, supported Antipater A.D. 17. Cappadoeia was then made a R o m a n
province.—7. A philosopher, probably born at
and the Macedonian party.
Athens, though others m a k e him a native of
A E O H E G E T E S ('Apxiyerng), a ' surname of
Apollo, probably in reference to his being a Miletus, flourished about B.C. 460. The philo
leader of colonies. It was also a surname of sophieal system of Archelaus is remarkable, aa
forming a point of transition from the older to
other gods.
A R O H E L A I S ('ApxeXaig). 1. In Cappadoeia the newer form of philosophy in Greece. A s a
(now Akserai), on the Cappadox, a tributary of pupil of Anaxagoras, he belongedtothe Ioniar
the Halys, a city founded by Archelaus, the last school, but he added to the piysical system of
king of Cappadoeia, and m a d e a R o m a n colony his teacher some attempts at moral speculation.
by the Emperor Claudius.—2. A town of Pales- — 8 . A Greek poet, in Egypt, lived under the
tine, near Jericho, founded by Archelaus, the Ptolemies, and wrote epigrams, some of which
are still extant in the Greek Anthology.—9. A
son of Herod the Great
A R C H E L A U S ('ApxeXaog). 1. Son of H E E O D sculptor of Priene, son of Apollonius, made the
the Great, was appointed by his father as his marble bas relief representing the Apotheosis of
successor, and received from Augustus Judaaa, Homer, which formerly belonged to the ColonSamaria, and Idumaea, with the title of ethnarch.na family at Rome, and is n o w in the Townley
In consequence of his tyrannical government, Gallery of the British Museum. H e probably
the Jews accused him before Augustus in thelived in the reign of ClaudiuB.
[ A E O H E L O O H U S ('Apx^Xoxog), son of the Trotenth year of his reign (A.D. 7 ) : Augustus
banished him to Vienna in Gaul, where he died. jan Antenor; slain by Ajax.]
[ A R C H E M A O H U S ('Apxiuaxog), a greek his— 2 . King of M A C E D O N I A (B.C. 413-399), an illegitimate son of Perdiccas II, obtained the torian of Euboaa, w h o wrote a work on his nathrone by the murder of his half brother. H e tive country (rd EiBoiKu), consisting of at least
improved the internal condition of his kingdom, three books.]
and was a w a r m patron of art and literature. A E C H E M O R U S ('Apxtyopog), or O P H E L T E S , son
His palace was adorned with magnificent paint- of the Nemean king Lycurgus and Eurydice.
ings by Zeuxis; and Euripides, Agathon, and W h e n the Seven heroes, on their expedition
other m e n of eminence, were among his guests. against Thebes, stopped at N e m e a to obtaic
Accordingtosome accounts, Archelaus was ae- water, Hypsipyle, the nurse of the child Ophelcidently slain in a hunting party by his favorite, tes, while showing the w a y to the Seven, left
Craterus or Crateuas; but, according to other the child alone. In the meantime, the child
accounts, he was murdered by Craterus.—3. A was killed by a dragon, and buried by the Seven.
distinguished general of M I T H E A D A T E S . In B. But as Amphiaraus saw in this accidCI)/« ai:
C. 87 he was sent into Greece by Mithradates omen boding destruction to him and lus(QDm
with a large fleet and army; atfirsthe m e tpanions, they called the child ArchemorugJ that
with considerable success, but w a s twice de- is, " Forerunner of Death," and instituted the
feated by Sulla in 86, near Chaaronea and Or- N e m e a n games in honor of him.
[ A E O H E P T O L E M U S ('Apxe7rToXepog), son of Iph
chomenos in Boaotia, with immense loss. Thereupon he was commissioned by Mithradates to itus, charioteer of Hector, was slain by Teucer.]
[ A R O H E S T E A T L S ('Apxeo-Tparog), one of the ten
sue for peace, which he obtained; but subsequently being suspected of treachery by the generals appointed to supersede Aloibiades in
krog, he deserted to the Romans just before the command of the Athenianfleet,after the
the commeneemeut of the second Mithradatic battle of Notium, B.C. 407.—2. A member of
war, B.C. 81,—4. Son of the preceding, w a s thefiovXrjat Athens, who, during the siege of
raised by Pompey, in B.C. 63, to the dignity of the city, after the battle of /Egospotami, B C
priest of the goddess (Enyo or Bellona) at Co- 405, was thrown into prison for advising capitumana in Pontus or Cappadoeia. In 56 or 55 lation on the terms proposed by Sparta.]
Archelaus became king of Egypt by marrying A R O H E S T P A T U S ('ApxiarpaTog), of Gela or SyrBerenice, the daughter of Ptolemy Auletes, who,acuse, about B.C. 350, wrote a poem on the Art
after the expulsion of her father, had obtained of Cookery, which was imitated or translated
Jhe sovereignty of Egypt. Archelaus, however, byEnnius in his Carmina Hedypathetica or Hedywas king of Egypt onlyforsix months,forGa-pathica (from r/dv-TrdBeia).
[ A E C H E T I U S , a companion of Turnus, slain by
oinius marched with an army into Egypt in ordertorestore Ptolemy Auletes, and in the bat- Mnestheus.]
tle which ensued, Archelaus perished.—5. Son A R C H I A S ('Apxtag). 1. A n Heraclid of Corinth
of No. 4, and his successor in the office of high- left bis country in consequence of the death of
priest. A Comana, was deprived of his dignity AOTZSON, and founded Syracuse, B.C. 784, by
by Julius Caesar in 47.—6. Son of No. 5, re-command of the Delphic oracle.—[2. A Theban
ceived from Antony, in B.C. 36, the kingdom w h o betrayed the citadel (Cadmea) to the Spar
cf Cappadoeia, a favcr which he owed to the tan commander Phcebidas, B.C. 382. H e wag
charms of his mother Glaphyra. After the bat- at the head of the party in the interest of Spartle of Actium, Octavianus not only left Arche- ta, but was slain by the Theban exiles under
laus in the possession of his kingdom, but sub- Pelopidas.—3. Of THURII, originally an actor
sequently added to it a part of Cilicia and Lesser was sent, B.C. 322, after the battle of Cranon.
Armenia. B u t having incurred the enmity of to apprehend the orators w h o m Antipater had
Tiberius by the attention which he had paid to demanded of the Athenians, anil w h o had flee'
0 Caesar ha was sumraonei' tc R o m e soon after from Athens. Vid. H Y P E E I D E S and D I M M T I I B
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RES. He was nicknamed ivyaboB^pag, "exiledefeated the Arcadians ..nd Argives ,B O M
hunto1'," and ended his life, as he deserved, in " Tearless Battle." so called because he bail
poverty and disgrace.]—4. A . LICINIUS A R C H I A S , w o n it without losing a man. In 362 he dea Greek poet born at Antioch in Syria, about fended Sparta against Epaminondas. In the
B.C. 120, very early obtained celebrity by his third Sacred w a r (B.C. 356-346) he assisted
verses. In 102 he came to R o m e , and w a s re- the Phocians. In 338 he went to Italy to aid
ceived in the most friendly w a y by m a n y of the the Tarentines against the Lucanians, and ther#
R o m a n nobles, especially by the Luculli, from fell in battle.—4. Grandson of No. -3, and son
w h o m he afterward obtained the gentile n a m e of Eudomidas I, was king in B.C. 296, when
of Licinius. After a short stay at R o m e he ac- be was defeated by Demetrius Polxrcetes.—5,
companied L. Lucullus, the elder, to Sicily, and Son of Eudamidas II, and the brother of Agie
followed him, in the banishment to which he IV. O n the murder of Agis, in B.C. 240, A r
was sentenced for his management of the slave chidamns fled from Sparta, but afterward ob
war in that island, to Heraelea in Lucania, in tained the throne by means of Aratus. H e was,
which town Archias w a s enrolled as a citizen; however, slain almost immediately after his re
and as this town was a state united with R o m e turn to Sparta. H e was the last king of the
by afedus, he subsequently obtained the Ro- Eurypontid race.
m a n franchise in accordance with the lex PlauA E C H I G E N E S ('Apxiyevng), an eminent Greek
tia Papiria passed in B.C. 89. A t a later time physician born at A p a m e a in Syria, practiced
he accompanied L. Lucullus the younger to at R o m e in the time of Trajan, A.D. 98-117.
the Mithradatic war. Soon after his return, a H e published a treatise on the pulse, on which
charge was brought against him in 61 of as- Galen wrote a Commentary. H e was the most
suming the citizenship illegally, and the trial eminent physician of the sect of the Eclectici,
came on before Q. Cicero, w h o w a s praetor this and is mentioned by Juvenal as well as by other
year. H e was defended by his friend M . Cicero writers. Only a few fragments of his works rein the extant speech Pro Archia, in which the main.
orator, after briefly discussing the legal points
A E O H I L O O H U S ('ApxiXoxog), of Paros, was one
of the case, rests the defence of his client upon of the earliest Ionian lyric poets, and the first
his surpassing merits as a poet, which entitled Greek poet w h o composed Iambic verses accordhim to the R o m a n citizenship. W e m a y pre- ing tofixedrules. H eflourishedabout B.C. 714sume that Archias w a s acquitted, though w e 676. H e was descended from a noble family,
have no foimal statement of the fact. Archias w h o held the priesthood in Paros. " His grandwrote a poem on the Cimbric war in honor of father was Tellis, his father Telesicles and his
Marius; another on the Mithradatic war in hon- mother a slave, named Enipo. In the flower
or of LviSullus; and at the time of his trial Was of his age (between B.C. 710 and 700), Archiloengaged on a poem in honor of Cicero's con- ehus went from Paros to Thasos with a colony,
sulship. N o fragments of these works are ex- of which one account makes him the leader.
tant ; and it is doubtful whether the epigrams The motive for this emigration can only be conpreserved under the n a m e of Archias in the jectured. It was most probably the result of
Greek Anthology were really written by him. a political change, to which cause was added,
[ A R O H I D A M I A ('Apxib'dpeia), the priestess of
in the case of Archiloehus, a sense of personal
Ceres (Demeter) at Sparta, who, through love wrongs. H e had been a suitor to Neobule, one
of Aristomenes, set him at liberty when he had of the daughters of Lyoambes, w h ofirstprombeen taken prisoner.—2. A Spartan w o m a n , w h o ised and afterward refused to give his daughter
distinguished herself by her heroic spirit when to the poet. Enraged at this treatment, ArchilSparta was nearly taken by Pyrrhus in B.C. oehus attacked the whole family in an Iambic
272, and opposed the plan which had been en- poem, accusing Lycambes of perjury, and his
tertained of sending the w o m e n to Crete.]
daughters of the most abandoned lives. The
A E O H I D A M U S ('Apxiba/tog), the n a m e of five
verses were recited at the festival of Ceres
kings of Sparta. 1. Son of Anaxidamus, con- (Demeter), and produced such an effect, that
temporary with the Tegeatan war, which fol- the daugiters of Lycambes are said to have
lowed soon after the second Messenian, B.C. hung themselves through shame. The bitter668.—2. Son of Zeuxidamus, succeeded his ness which he expresses in his poems toward
grandfather Leotyehides, and reigned B.C. 469- his native island seems to have arisen in part
427. During his reign, B.C. 464, Sparta was also from the low estimation in which he was
made a heap of ruins by a tremendous earth- held, as being the son of <i slave. Neither was
quake ; and for the next ten years he was en-he more happy at Thasos. H e draws the most
gaged in war against the revolted Helots and melancholy picture of his adopted country, wl ich
Messenians. Toward the end of his reign the he at length quitted in disgust. While at Tha
Peloponnesian war broke out: he recommend- sos, he incurred the disgrace of losing his shield
ed his countrymen not rashly to embark in the in an engagement with the Thracians of the opwar, and he appears to have taken a more cor- posite continent; but instead of being ashamed
rect view of the real strength of Athens than of the disaster, ie recorded it in his verse. A t
any other Spartan. After the war had been de- length he returned to Paros, and in a war beclared (B.C. 431) he invaded Attica, and held tween the Parians and the people of Naxos,
the supreme command of the Peloponnesian he fell by the hand of a Naxian named Calondaa
forces till his death in 429.—3. Grandson of No.
or Corax. Archiloehus shared with his con2, and son of Agesilaus II, reigned B.C. 361- temporaries, Thaletas and Terpander in th«
S38. During the lifetime of his father he took honor of establishing lyric poetry throughout
an active part in resisting the Thebans and the Greece. The invention of the elegy is ascribed
various other enemies of Sparta, and in 367 he to him, as well as to Callinus; but it was on
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Hh oatiru Iambic poetry that his fame was glish translation of the Arenarius by G. Ande(
tomicied. His Iambics expressed the strongest son, London, 1784.
A E O H I N U S ('Apxlvog), one of the leading Athe
feelings in the most unmeasured language. The
licence of Ionian democracy and the bitterness nians, who, with Thrasybulus and Anytus, overof a disappointed man were united with the threw the government of the Thirty, B.C. 403.
ARCHIPPUS ("Apxtirwog). an Athenian poet of
highest degree of poetical power to give them
force and point The emotion accounted most the old comedy, about B.C.- 415. [The frag
conspicuous in his verses was " rage," " Arehi- ments of Archippus are collected in Meineke's
iochuir, iroprio rabies armavit iambo." (Hor,Fragm. Comic. Grcecor, vol. i, p. 408-415, edit.
An, Poet, 79.) The fragments of Archiloehus minor.]
are collected in Bergk's Poet. Lyrici Grcec, and[ARCHIPPUS, an ancient king of the Marrubh
Italy, one of the allies of Turnus in his war
by Liebel, Archilochi Beliquic,IA\>&, 1812,in8vo;
with zEneas.]
[2d edit, somewhat enlarged, Vienna, 1818, 8vo.]
1. Of Amphissa, a
A E C H I M E D E S ('Apxipybng), of Syracuse, theA R O H Y T A S ('Apxvrag).
most famous of ancient mathematicians, was Greek epic poet,flourishedaliout B.C. 300.—2
Dorn B.C. 287. H e was a friend, if not a kins- Of Tarentum, a distinguished philosopher, mathman, of Hiero, though his actual condition in ematician, general, and statesman, probably liv
life does not seem to have been elevated. In ed about B.C. 400, and onward, so that he was
the early part of his life he travelled into Egypt,contemporary with Plato, whose life he is said
where he studied under Conon the Samian, a to have saved by his influence with the tyrant
mathematician and astronomer. After visiting Dionysius. H e was seven times the general of
other countries, he returned to Syracuse. Here his city, and he commanded in several camhe constructed for Hiero various engines of war, paigns, in all of which he was victorious. After
which, many years afterward, were so far ef a life which secured to him a place among the
fectual in the defence of Syracuse against Mar- very greatest men of antiquity, he was drowned
eellus as to convert the siege into a blockade, while upon a voyage on the Adriatic. (Hor,
and delay the taking of the city for a consider- Carm, i, 28.) A s a philosopher, he belonged
able time. The accounts of the performances to the Pythagorean school, and he appears to
of these engines are evidently exaggerated; and have been himself the founder of a new sect.
the story of the burning of the Roman ships by Like the Pythagoreans in general, he paid much
the reflected rays of the sun, though very cur- attention to mathematics. Horace calls him
i-ent in later times, is probably afiction.H e maris et terras numeroque carentis arenas Mens
superintended the building of a ship of extraor- rem. To his theoretical science he added the
dinary size for Hiero, of which a description is skill of a pratical mechanician, and constructed
given in Athenaeus (v, p. 206, d.), where he is various machines and automatons, among which
also said to have moved it to the sea by the helphis woodenflyingdove in particular was the
of a screw. H e invented a machine called, from wonder of antiquity. H e also applied mathematics with success to musical science, and
its form, Cochlea, and now known as the waterscrew of Archimedes, for pumping the water even to metaphysical philosophy. His influence
out of the hold of this vessel. His most cele- as a philosopher was so great, that Plato was
brated performance was the construction of a undoubtedly indebted to him for some of his
views; and Aristotle is thought by some writers
sphere ; a kind of orrery, representing the movements of the heavenly bodies. When Syracuse to have borrowed the idea of his categories, as
was taken (B.C. 212), Archimedes was killed well as some of his ethical principles, from Arby the Roman soldiers, being at the time intent ehytas. [The fragments of Archytas are pubUpon a mathematical problem. Upon his tomb lished in part by Gale, Opusc. Mythol, Cantab,
was placed thefigureof a sphere inscribed in 1671, Amst, 1688; and more fully by OreDi,
a cylinder. When Cicero was quaestor in Sicily Opusc. Sentent. et Moral, vol. ii, p. 234, seqql
A R O O N N E S U S ('ApKowncog : 'ApKovvijawg). 1.
(75), he found this tomb near one of the gates
of the city, almost hid among briers, and for- A n island off the coast of Ionia, near Lebedus,
gotten by the Syracusans. The intellect of Ar- also called Aspis and Maoris.—2. (Now Orak
chimedes was of the very highest order. H e Ada), an island off the coast of Caria, opposite
Eossessed, in a degree never exceeded, unless Halicarnassus, of which it formed the harbor.
y Newton, the inventive genius which discov- AEOTINUS ('ApKTtvog), of Miletus, the most
ers new provinces of inquiry, and finds new distinguished among the cyclio poets, probably
points of view for old and familiar objects ; thelived about B.C. 776. Two epic poems were
clearness of conception which is essential to attributed to him. 1. The uEthiopis, which was
the resolution of complex phenomena into their a kind of continuation of Homer's Iliad: its
constituent elements; and the power and habit chief heroes were Memnon, king of the /Ethioof intense and persevering thought, without pians, and AchiUes, who slew him. 2. The Bewhich other intellectual gifts are comparatively stniction of llion, which contained a description
fruitless. The following works of Archimedes of the destruction of Troy, and the subsequent
have come down to us: 1. On Equiponderantsevents until the departure of the Greeks. [The
fragments
of Arctinus have been collected by
and Centres of Gravity. 2. The Quadrature
of
Diibner, Homeri Carm. et Cycli Epici Beliq,
the Parabola. 3. On the Sphere and Cylinder.
Paris, 1837, and by Diintzer, Die Fragm. des ep.
4. On Bimension of the Circle. 5. On Spirals.
Poesie bis auf Alex, Koln, 1840 ; and Nachtrag,
6. On Conoids and Spheroids. 7. The Arenarius.
8. On Floating Bodies. 9. Lemmata. The bestp. 16, K61n, 1841.]
AECTOPHYLAX.
Vid. ABCTOS.
edition of his wcrks is by Torelli, Oxon, 1792.
There is a French translation of his works, with A E C T O S ("ApKTog), " the Bear," two constellations
near
the
North
Pole. 1. T H E G R E A T B E A B
notes, by F. Peyrard. i-oris, 1808, and an En87
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phrates was so diverted from its cojrse that rt
(AoKTOf [iF/dXn: Ursa Major), aUa called the
Wagon (apa£a: plaustrum). Tho ancient Ital- passed three times through this place— 2 A
ian name of this constellation was Septem Tri-town of Susiana, not far from Susa; perhaps the
anes, that is, the Seven Ploughing Oxen, alsosame
Sep- as the Aracca of later writers, where Darius Hystaspis settled the captured Eretrians.]
tentrio, and with the epithet Major to distinguish
it from the Septentrio Minor, or Lesser Bear:[ARDESCUS ("Apdrjoitoe), a river of European
Sarmalia,flowinginto lie Ister; the god of this
hence Virgil (JEn, iii, 356) speaks of geminosstream was, according to Hesiod, a son of Oceque Triones. The Great Bear was also called Heanus and Tethys.]
lice (iXkn) from its sweeping round in a curve.—
A R D U E N N A SILVA (now the Ardennes), a vast
2. T H E L E S S E E or LITTLE B E A R ("ApicTog putpd:
Ursa Minor), likewise called the Wagon, was forest in the northwest of Gaul, extended from
the Rhine and the Treviri to the Nervii and
first added to the Greek catalogues by Thales,
by whom it was probably imported from the Remi, and north as far as the Scheldt: there
are still considerable remains of this forest,
East. It was also called Phonics (fyoivixn), from
the circumstance that it was selected by thethough the greater part of it has disappeared.
A E D Y S ("ApSvg), son of Gyges, king of Lydia,
Fnoenicians as the guide by which they shaped
their course at sea, the Greek mariners with reigned B.C. 678-629: he took Prieue, and made
less judgment employing the Great Bear for the war against Miletus.
A R E A or ARETIAS ("Apeia or 'Apnridg vr/aog
purpose; and Gynosura (Kvvogovpa), dog's tail,
from the resemblance of the constellation to the i. e, the island of Ares: now Kerasunt Ada),
upturned curl of a dog's tail. The constella- also called Chalcerttis, an island off the coast
tion before the Great Bear was called Bootes of Pontus, close to PharnacSa, celebrated in the
legend of the Argonauts.
CBourrig) Arctophylax f'ApnTofvXaf), or Ardurus
[AESGONIS ('Apnyovig), wife of Ampyeus, and
('ApKTOupog, from ovpog, guard); the two latter
names suppose the constellation to represent a mother of Mopsus.]
[AREILYCUS ('Ap7]lXvKog), a Trojan warrior,
man upon the watch, and denote simply the position of the figure in reference to the Great slain by Patroclus.]
Bear, while Boiites, which is found in Homer, A R E I T H O U S ('Apnidoog). 1. King of Arne in
refers to the Wagon, the imaginaryfigureof Boaotia, and husbaud of Philomedusa, is called
Bootes being fancied to occupy the place of the in the Iliad (vii, 8) Kopvvyrng, because he fought
with a club: he fell by the hand of the Arcadian
driver of the team. At a later time Arctophylax
became the general name of the constellation, Lycurgus.—[2. Charioteer of Rhigmus, «lain
and the word Ardurus was confinedtothe chief by Achilles.]
A R E L A T E , A R E L A S , or A R E L A T U M (Arelatei us
star in it. All these constellations are connected in mythology with the Arcadian nymph CAL- now Aries), a town in Gallia Narbonensis, at
ISTO, the daughter of Lycaon. Metamorphosed the head of the delta of the Rhone on the left
;;y Jupiter (Zeus) upon the earth into a she- bank, and a Roman colony founded by the solbear, Callisto was pursued by her son Arcas in diers of the sixth legion, Oolonia Arelate Sextathe chase, and when he was on the point of kill- uorum. It isfirstmentioned by Caasar, and uning her, Jupiter (Zeus) placed them both among der the emperors it became one of the most
the stars, Callisto becoming the Great Bear, and flourishing towns on this side of the Alps. ConAreas the Little Bear, or Bootes. In the poets stantine the Great built an extensive suburb on
the ephithets of these stars have constant refer- the right bank, which he connected with the
ence to the family and country of Callisto : thus original city by a bridge. The Roman remains
wefindthem called Lycaonis Arctos; Mcnaliaat Aries attest the greatness of the ancient city:
Arctos and Mcnalis Ursa (from Mount Maanalusthere are still to be seen an obelisk of granite,
in Arcadia): Erymanthis Ursa (from Mount Ery-and the ruins of an aqueduct, theatre, amphitheatre, palace of Constantine, and a large Romanthus in Arcadia): Parrhasides Stellas (from
the Arcadian town Parrhasia). Though most man cemetery.
[ARELLIUS FUSCUS.
Vid. Fuscus.]
traditions identified Bootes with Arcas, others
AREMORIOA.
Vid. ARMORICA.
pronounced him to be Icarus or his daughter
A R E N A O U M (now Aruheim or JErt ?), a town
Erigone. Hence the Septentriones are called
the Batavi in Gallia Belgica.
Boves Icarii. Vid. Diet, of Antiq, p. 147, of
148,
[ARENZS M O N T E S (now Arenas Gordas), high
159, 2d ed.
sand hills in Hispania Baetiea, between the BaeAEOTURUS.
Vid. ARCTOS.
A E D E A (Ardeas, -atis: now Ardea). 1. The tis and Urium.]
chief town of the Rutuli in Latium, a little to [ A R E N E ('Apijvn). 1. Daughter of the Spartan
the left of the River Numicus, three miles from king CEbalus, wife of Aphareus.—2. A city of
the sea, was situated on a rock surrounded by Elis, on the River Minyeius, said to have been
marshes, ia an unhealthy district It was one named after the foregoing: it was the residence
of the most ancient places in Italy, and was said of Aphareus.]
to have been the capital of Turnus. It was A R E O P A G U S . Vid. ATHENZE.
A R E S ("Apng), (the Latin 3fars), the Greek
conquered and colonized by the Romans, B.C.
442, from which time its importance declined. god of war and one of the great Olympian pods,
In its neighborhood was the Latin Aphrodisium is represented as the son of Zeus (Jupiter j and
or temple of Venus, which was under the super- Hera (Juno). The character of Ares (Mars) in
intendence of the Ardeates.—2. (Now Arde-Greek mythology will be best understood by
kdn I), an important town in Persis, southwest comparing it with that of other divinities who
are likewise in some way connected Tvith war
of Persepolis.
Athena (Minerva) represents thoughtfulness and
[ARDEEICCA ('ApdspiKKa, now Akkerkuf? Heeren) 1. A town above Babylon, where the Eu- wisdom in the affairs of war, and protect? m n
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and their habitations daring its ravages. Ares of Arabia Petraaa. 1. A co:,empu'ary of Pono
(Mars), on the other hand, is nothing but the pey, invaded Judaea in B.C. 15, in order to plac«
personification of bold force and strength, and Hyrcanus on the throne, but was driven back by
not so much the god of war as of its tumult, con- the Romans, w h o espoused the cause of Aristobufusion, and horrors. His sister Eris eaUs forth lus. His dominions were subsequently invadied
war, Zeus (Jupiter) directs its course, but Ares by Seaurus, the lieutenant of Pompey.—2. The
(Mars) loves war for its o w n sake, and delights father-in-law of Herod Antipas, invaded Judaea
in the din and roar of battles, in' the slaughter because Herod had dismissed the daughter of
of men, and the destruction of towns. H e is Aretas in consequence of his connection with
not even influenced by party spirit, but some- Herodias. This Aretas seems to have been
times assists the one, and sometimes the other the same w h o had possession of Damascus
side, just as his inclination m a y dictate; whence at the time of the conversion of the Apostle
Zeus (Jupiter) calls him uXXoirpbaaXXog. (22, v.,
Paul, A.D. 81.
S89.) This savage and sanguinary character of
A R E T E ('Ap/jrv). 1. Wife of Alcinous, king
Ares (Mars) makes him hated by the other of the Phaaacians, received Ulysses with hospigods and by his o w n parents. It was contrary tality.—2. [ A R E T E , in Greek 'Aperrj], daughter
to the spirit of the Greeks to represent a being of the elder Dionysins and Aristomacie, wife of
like Ares (Mars), with all his overwhelming Thearides, and after his death of her uncle
physical strength, as always victorious; and Dion. After Dion had fled from Syracuse
when he comes in contact with higher powers, Arete w a s compelled by her brother to marry
he is usually conquered. H e was wounded by Timocrates, one of his friends; but she was
Diomedes, w h o was assisted by Athena (Miner- again received by Dion as his wife when he hac
va), and in. his fall he roared like ten thousand obtained possession of Syracuse, and expelled
warriors. The gigantic Aloidaa had likewise the younger Dionysius. After the assassination
conquered him, and kept him a prisoner for thir- of Dion in 353, she was drowned by his enemies.
teen months, until he was delivered by Hermes — 3 . Daughter of Aristippus, the founder of the
(Mercury). H e was also conquered by Hercules, Cyrenaic school of philosophy, was instructed
with w h o m he fought on account of his son Cyc- by him in the principles of his system, which
nus, and was obliged to return to Olympus. she transmitted to her son, the younger ArisThis,fierceand gigantic, but, withal, handsome tippus.
god, loved and was beloved by Aphrodite (VeA R E T H U S A ('ApeBovaa), one of the Nereids, and
nus). Vid. A P H R O D I T E . W h e n Aphrodite (Ve- the n y m p h of tie famous fountain of Arethusa,
nus) loved Adonis, Ares (Mars), in his jealousy, in the island of Ortygia, near Syracuse. For
metamorphosed "himself into a boar, and killed details, see A L P H E U S . Virgil (Eclog, iv, 1; x, 1)
his rival. Vid A D O N I S . According to a late reckons her among the Sicilian nymphs, and as
tradition, Ares (Mars) slew HaUrrhothius, the the divinity w h o inspired pastoral poetry. There
son of Poseidon (Neptune), when he was on the were several other fountains in Greece whick
point of violating Alcippe, the daughter of Ares bore the name of Arethusa, of which the mcst
(Mars). Hereupon Poseidon (Neptune) accused important w a s one in Ithaca, n o w Lebado, and
Ares (Mars) in the Areopagus, where the Olym- another in Euboaa, near Chalcis.
pian gods were assembled in court Ares (Mars)
A R E T H U S A ('ApeBovaa: n o w Er-Bestun). 1. A
was acquitted, and this event was believed to town and fortress on the Orontes, in Syria: it
have given rise to the name Areopagus. The Strabo's time, the seat of a petty Arabian prinwarlike character of the tribes of Thrace led to cipality.—[2. a city of Macedonia, between A m
the belief that the god's residence was in that phipolis and the Lake Bolbe.—3. A bituminous
aountry, and here and in Scythia were the prin-lake in Greater Armenia, through which the
cipal seats of his worship. In Scythia he was Tigris was said to flow without mingling its
worshipped under the, form of a sword, to which waters, at no great distance from its source.
not only horses and other cattle, but m e n also, Strabo gives as the Oriental names of this lake,
were sacrificed. - In Greece itself the worship of Arsene and Thospilis.]
Ares (Mars) was "not very general. All the A E E T L A S . Vid. A R E A .
stories about Ares (Mars); and his worship in the A E E T I U M . Vid. A R R E T I U M .
countries north of Greece, seem to indicate that
[ A R E T U S ('ApnTog). 1. Son of Priam, slain by
his worship was introduced into the latter coun- Automedon.—2. Son of Nestor.]
try from Thrace. The Romans identified their
A R E U S ('Apnic), two kings of Sparta. 1. Sucgod Mars with the Greek Ares. Vid. M A E S .
ceeded his grandfather, Cleomenes II, sinco his
[ARESIAS ('Apealag), one of the thirty tyrants
father Acrotatus had died before him, and
in Athens under the Spartan ascendency.]
reigned B.C. 309-265. H e m a d e several un• A E E S T O R ('Apeorop), father of Argus, the successful attempts to deliver Greece from th>
guardian of Io, w h o is therefore called Arestor-dominion of Antigonus Gonatas, and at length
ides.
fell in battle agairst the Macedonians in 265,
A R E T Z E U S ('ApeTalog), the Cappadocian, one
and was succeeded by his son Acrotatus.—
of the most celebrated of the ancient Greek 2. Grandson of No. 1, reigned for eight years
physicians, probably lived in the reign of Ves- (the duration of his life) under the guardianship
pasian. H e wrote in Ionic Greek a ijeneral of his uncle Leonidas II, w h o succeeded him
troatise on diseases in eight books, which is still about B.C. 256.
extant The best edition is by 0. G. Kuhn,
[ A R E U S ('Apesoc), of Alexandria, a Stoic or
Li*i, 1828.
Pythagorean philosopher, w h o enjoyed in a high
[ A E E T A O S ('Af.erduv), a Trojan, slain by Teidegree the confidence of Augustus, and w a s said
cer.]
to have been bis instructor in philosophy.]
A R K T X S CAohac). the came o\ several kings
[ A R E V A (now Alanzon or, according to Floret
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AEGIIUS ("ApyiXog : 'ApytXwg), a town in Bi
Pceio), a tributary of the Dnrius, in Hispania
saltia, the eastern part cf Mygdonia, in MaceTarraeonensis.]
AEEVAOZE or AREVAOI, the most powerful donia, between Amphipolis and Bromiscus, a col
tribe of the Celtiberians in Spain, near the ony of Andros."
ARGINUSZE ('Apyivovoai or 'Aoyivovaaai), three
sources <>f the Tagus, derived their name from
small islands off the coast of zEolis, opposite
the River Areva (q. v.).
Mytilene in Lesbos, celebrated for the naval vicARGZSUS ('Apyalog). 1, K k g of Macedonia,
ecn and successor of Perdiccas I, the founder of tory of the Athenians over the Lacedaamonians
the dynasty.—2. A pretender to the Macedonian under Callicratidas, B.C. 406.
[ARGIOPE ('Apyjom?), a nymph, mother of the
croiro, dethroned Perdiccas II, and reigned two
Thracian bard Thamyris by Philammon.]
rears.
ARGIPHONTES ('Apyeictovrng), " the slayer of
ARGZEUS M O N S ('Apyalog : now Erdjish-Bagh),
a. lofty snow-capped mountain nearly in the cen-Argus," a surname of H E R M E S .
tre of Cappadoeia; an offset of the Anti-Taurus. ARGIPPZEI ('Apyiimalot,), a Scythian tribe in
At its foot stood the celebrated city of Mazaea Sarmatia Asiatica, who appear,fromthe description of them by Herodotus (iv, 23), to have been
or Caasarea.
of the Calmuc race.
ARGANTHONIUS ('ApyavBuviog), king of Tartes«us in Spain, in the sixth century B.C., is said to ARGISSA. Vid. A R G U R A .
ARGITHEA, the chief town of Athamania, in
have reigned eighty years, and to have lived one
Epirus.
hundred and twenty.
AEGIVA, a surname of Hera or Juno, from ArA R G A N T H O N I U S or A E G A N T H U S M O N S (rb 'ApyavBavwv bpog: now Katirli), a mountain ingos, where, as well as in the whole of PeloponBithynia, running out into the Propontis, formingnesus, she was especially honored. Vid. A R G O S .
the Promontorium Posidium (Cape Bouz), and AEGIVI. Vid. A R G O S .
ARGO.
Vid. ARGONAUTZE.
separating the bays of Cios and Astacus.
[ A E G E ("Apyn), a Hyperborean maiden, who [ARGOLICUS SINUS. Vid. ARGOS.]
ARGOLIS.
Vid. A R G O S .
came with OpistoDelos.]
ARGONAUTZE ('ApyovavTai), the Argonauts,
A E G E N N L M or A R G I N U M ("Apyevvov, 'Apyivov:
now Cape Blanco). 1. A promontory on the " the sailors of tie Argo," were the heroes who
Ionian coast, opposite to Chios.—[2. A promon- sailed to zEa (afterward called Colchis) for the
tory of the eastern coast of Sicily, now Capo purpose of fetching the golden fleece. The
story of the Argonauts is variously related by
San Alessio.J
[ARGENNUSA, an island with a city of same the ancient writers, but the common tale ran as
name between the promontory of Argennum, follows: In Iolcus in Thessaly reigned Pelias,
and the Ionian coast, and the promontorium Po- who had deprived his half-brother zEson of the
sovereignty. In order to get rid of JASON, the
sidium in the island of Chios.]
[ A R G E N T A N U M (now San Marco), a city of son of zEson, PELIAS persuaded Jason to fetch
the goldenfleece,which was suspended on an
Bruttium.]
[ A R G E N T A R I A or A E G E N T U A R I A , also A E G E N T O - oak-tree in the grove of Ares (Mars) in Colchis,
VAEIA (now Arzenheim), the capital city of Gal- and was guarded day and night by a dragon
lia Belgica, where Gratian defeated the Ale- Jason willingly undertook the enterprise, and
commanded Argus, the son of Phrixus, to build
manni A.D. 378.]
A R G E N T E U S (now Argens), a small' river ina ship withfiftyoars; which was called Argo
Gallia Narbonensis, which flows into the Medi- ('Apyu) after the name of the builder. Jason
was accompanied by all the great heroes of the
terranean near Forum Julii.
age, and their number is usually said to have
A R G E N T O R A T U M or -TUS (now Strassburg), an
important town on the Rhine, in Gallia Belgica, beenfifty.Among these were Hercules, Casthe head-quarters of the eighth legion, and a tor and Pollux, Zetes and Calais, the sons of
Roman municipium. In its neighborhood Ju- Boreas, the singer Orpheus, the seer Mopsus,
lian gained a brilliant victory over the Aleman- Philammon, Tydeus, Theseus, Amphiaraus, Pe
ni, A.D. 357. It was subsequently called Strate-leus, Nestor, Admetus, ka. After leaving Iol
cus theyfirstlanded at Lemnos, where they
burgum and Stratisburguni, whence its modern
united themselves with the women of the island,
name.
who had just before murdered their fathers and
ARGES.
Vid. CYCLOPES.
husbands. From Lemnos they sailed to the
A R G I A ('Apye(a). 1. Daughter of Adrastus and
Amphithea, and wife of Polynices.—[2. Daugh- Doliones at Cyzicus, where King Cyzicus reer of Autesion, wife of the Spartan king Aris- ceived them hospitably. They left the counodemus, by w h o m she became the mother of try during the night, and being thrown back
on the coast by a contrary wind, they were
Eurysthenes and Proeles.]
taken for Pelasgians, the enemies of the DoA E G J A ('ApyEia).
Vid. A E G O S .
liones, and a struggle ensued, in which Oyzi
[ARGILEONIS ('Apy/,Xeavig),a. Spartan female,
cus was slain; but, being recognized by the
mother of the celebrated general Brasidas.]
ARGILETUM, a district in Rome, which extend- Argonauts, they buried him, and mourned over
ed from the south of the Quirinal to the Capito- his fate. They next landed in Mysia, where
line and the Forum. It was chiefly inhabited they left behind Hercules and Polyphemus, who
by mechanics and booksellers. The origin of had gone into the country in search of Hylas,
the name is uncertain: the most obvious deri- w h o m a nymph had carried off while he was
fetching water for his companions. In the
vation is from argilla, "potter's clay;" but the
more common explanation in antiquity was Argi- country of the Bebryces, King Amycus challetum, " death of Argus," from a hero Argus wholenged the Argonauts tofightwith him; anc
when he was killed by Pollux, [the Bebiyces
was buried there.
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to avenge the death of their king, m a d e an ucing aL'-jred by them. Butes, however, swi.n»
attack on Pollux, but the Argonauts, having to them, but V e n is (Aphrodite) carried him U
seized their arms, repulsed them, and slew m a n y Lilybaaum. Thetis and the Nereids conducted
in theirflight• they then] sailed to Salmydes- them through Scylla and'Charybdis ard between
sus in Thrace, where the seer Phineus w a s tor- the whirling rocks (irerpai ixXayKra'i); and, sailmented by the Harpies. W h e n the Argonauts ing by the Thracian island with its oxtn of
consulted him about their voyage, he promised Helios, they came to the Phaeacian inland of
them his advice on condition of tieir delivering Corcyra, where they were received by Alcinous.
him from the Harpies. This w a s done by Zetes In the m e a n time, some of the Colchians, not
and Calais, two sons of Boreas; and Phineus being abletodiscover the Argonauts, had settled
now advised them, before sailing through the at the foot of the Ceraunian Mountains; others
Symplegades, to m a r k theflightof a dove, andoccupied the Absyrtian islands near the coast of
to judge from its fate what they themselves Illyricum ; and a third band overtook the Argowould have to do. W h e n they approached the nauts in the island of the Phaeacians. But as
Symplegades, they sent out a dove, which, in itstheir hopes of recovering Medea were deceived
rapidflightbetween the rocks, lost only the end by Arete, the queen of Alcinous, they settled in
of its tail. The Argonauts now, with the assist- the island, ana the Argonauts continued their
ance of Juno (Hera), followed the example of voyage. During the nigit they were overtaken '
the dove, sailed quickly between the rocks, and by a storm ; but Apollo sent brilliantflashesof
succeeded in passing without injurytotheir ship, lightning, which enabled them to discover a
v/ith the exception of some ornaments at theneighboring island, which they called Anaphe.
stern. Henceforth the Symplegades stood im- Here they erected an altar to Apollo, and solemn
movable in the sea. O n tieir arrival at the rites were instituted, which continuedtobe obcountry of the Mariandyni, the Argonauts were served down to very late times. Their attempt
kindly received by their king, Lycus.' The seer to land in Crete w a s prevented by Talus, w h o
Idmon and the helmsman Tiphys died here, and guarded the island, but was killed by the arti.
the place of the latter was supplied by Ancaaus. fices of Medea. F r o m Crete they sailed to
They n o w sailed along the coast until they arriv- zEgina, and from thence between Euboaa and
ed at the mouth of the River Phasis. The Col- Loeris to Iolcus. Respecting the events subchian king zEetes promised to give u p the golden sequent to their arrival in Iolcus, vid, Z E S O N ,
fleece if Jason alone would yoke to a plough M E D E A , J A S O N , PELIAS. The story of the Argotwo fire breathing oxen with brazen feet, and nauts probably arose out of accounts of comsow the teeth of the dragon which had not been mercial enterprises which the wealthy Minyans,
used by Cadmus at Thebes, and which he had w h o lived in the neighborhood of Iolcus, m a d e
teeeived from Minerva (Athena). The love of to the coasts of the Euxine. T h e expedition of
Medea furnished Jason with means to resist the Argonauts is related by Pindar in the fourth
fire and steel, on condition of his taking her asPythian ode, by Apollonius Rhodius in hi*
his wife; and she taught him h o w he w a s toArgonautica, and by his R o m a n imitator, Valekill the warriors that were to spring up from rius Flacbus.
A R G O S (rb "Apyog, -eog), is said b y Strabo (p.
the teeth of the dragon. While Jason w a s
engaged upon his task, zEetes formed plans for 372) to have signified a plain in the language of
burning the ship Argo and for killing all the the Macedonians and Thessalians, and it m a y
Greek heroes. But Medea's magic powers lulled therefore contain the same root as the Latin'
to sleep the dragon w h o guarded the golden word ager. In H o m e r w e find mention of the '
fleece; and after Jason had taken possession of Pelasgic Argos, that is, a town or district of
the treasure,: he and his Argonauts, together Thessaly, and of the Aehasan Argos, by which
with Medea and her young brother Absyrtus, he means sometimes the whole Peloponnesus
embarked by night and sailed away. zEetes sometimes Agamemnon's kingdom of Argos, of
pursued them; but, before he overtook them, which Mycenae w a s the capital, and sometimes
Medea murdered her brother, cut him into pieces, the town of Argos. A s Argos frequently sigand threw his limbs overboard, that her father nifies the whole Peloponnesus, the most importmight be detained in his pursuit by collecting ant part of Greece, so the 'Apyeloi often occur
the limbs of his child. zEetes at last returned in H o m e r as a n a m e of the whole body of the
home, but sent out a great number of Colchians, Greeks, in which sense the R o m a n poets also
threatening them with the punishment intended use Argivi.—1. A R G O S , a district of Peloponnefor Medea if they returned without her. While sus, called Argolis (rj 'ApyoXlg) by Herodotus, but
the Colchians were dispersed in all directions, more frequently by other Greek writers either
the Argonauts had already reached the mouth Argos, Argla (v 'Apyeia), or Argolice (ri 'Apyoof the River Eridanus. But Jupiter (Zeus), XCKTJ). Under the Romans Argolis became the
angry at the murder of Absyrtus, raised a storm usual name of the country, while the word Argos
which cast the ship from its course. W h e n or Argi was confined to the town. Argolis, undriven on the Absyrtian Islands, the ship began der the Romans, signified the country bounded
to speak, and declared that the anger of Jupiter on the north by the Corinthian territory, on tha
(Zeus) would not cease unless they sailed toward west by Arcadia, on the south b y Laeonia, and
Ausonia, and got purified by Circe. They n o w included toward the east the whole Acte or pen
sailed along the coasts of the Ligyans and Celts, insula between the Saronic and Argolic gulfsand through the sea of Sardinia, and, continuing but, during the time of Grecian independence,
their course along the coast of Tyrrhenia, they Argolis or Argos was only the country lying
arrived in the Island of zEaea, where Circe puri- round the Argolicus Sinus (now Gulf of Nauplia)
fied them. W h e n they were passing by thebounded on the west by the Arcadian Mountains,
Suena Orpheus sang to prevent the Argonauts I and separated on the north by a range of mount'
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Bins from Corinth, Cleonae, and Thlius. Argolis,tyrants. In the Peloponnesian war Argos sided
as understood by the Romans, was, for the most with Athens against Sparta. In B.C. 248 it
part, a mountainous and unproductive country: joined the Achaean League, and on the conquest
the only extensive plain adapted for agriculture of the latter by the Romans, 146, it became a
was in the neighborhood of the city of Argos. part of the Roman province of Achaia. zi.t an
Its rivers were insignificant, and mostly dry in early time Argos was distinguished by its cultisummer: the most important was the Inachus. vation of music and poetry (vid. SACADAS, TELThe country was divided into the districts of Ar- ESILLA) ; but at the time of the intellectual
gia or Argos proper, EPIDAUEIA, TEQJZENIA, and greatness of Athens, literature and science seem
HERMIONIS. , The original inhabitants of the to have been entirely neglected at Argos. It
country 'were, 'according to mythology, the Cj-produced some great sculptors, of w h o m AGELAnurii; but the main part of the population con- DAS and POLYCLETUS are the most celebrated.
»isted of Pelasgi and Achaai, to whom Dorians
A R G O S AMPHILOOHIOUM ('Apyog rb 'Ap<pu.ox.
were added after the conquest of Peloponnesus KOV), the chief town of Amphilochia in Acarnaby the Dorians. See below, No. 2.—2. ARGOS, or nia, situated on the Ambracian Gulf, and foundARGI, -OEUM, in the Latin writers, now Argo, theed by the Argive AMPHILOOHUS.
capital of Argolis, and, next to Sparta, the most A R G O S HIPPIUM. Vid. A R P I .
important town of Peloponnesus, situated in a
[ A E G O S PELASGICUM ("Apyog TO HeXaoyatbv),
level plain a little to the west of the Inachus. It an ancient city and district of Thessaly, men
had an ancient Pelasgic citadel, called Larissa, tioned by Homer; but in Strabo's time tin. city
and another built subsequently on another height no longer existed.]
(duas arces habent Argi, Liv, xxxiv, 25). ItA E G O U S POETUS (now Porto Ferraio), a town
Eossessed Dnmerous temples, and was particu- and harbor in the Island of Ilva (now Elba).
irly celebrated for the worship of Juno (Hera), A E G U E A ("Apyovpa), a town in Pelasgiotis in
whose great temple, Herceum, lay between ArgosThessaly, called Argissa by Homer (11, ii, 738).
and Mycenaa. The remains of the Cyelopian
A R G U S ("Apyoc). 1. Son of Jupiter (Zeus) and
walls of Argos are still to be seen. The city isNiobe, third king of Argos, from w h o m Argos
said to have been built by INACHUS or his son derived its name.—2. Surnamed Panoptes, " the
PHORONEUS, or grandson A R G U S . The descend- all-seeing," because he had a hundred eyes, son
ants of Inaetus, who may be regarded as the of Agenor, Arestor, Inachus, or Argus. Juno
Pelasgian kings, reigned over the country for (Hera) appointed him guardian of the cow into
nine generations, but were at length deprived which Io had been metamorphosed; but Mercury
of the sovereignty by DANAUS, who is said to (Hermes), at the command of Jupiter (Zeus),
have coma from Egypt. The descendants of put Argus to death, either by stoning him, or by
.Danaus were in their time obliged to submit to cutting off his head after sendimj; him to sleep
the Achaean race of the Pelopidaa. Under the by the sweet notes of hisflute.Juno (Hera)
rule of the Pelopidaa Mycenaa became the capi- transplanted his eyes to the tail of the peacock,
tal of the kingdom, and Argos was a dependent her favorite bird.—3. The builder of the Argo,
state. Thus Mycenaa was the royal residence son of Phrixus, Arestor, or Polybus, was sent by
of Atreus and of his son Agamemnon; but under zEetes, his grandfather, after the death of PhrixOrestes Argos again recovered its supremacy. us, to take possession of his inheritance in Greece.
Upon the conquest of Peloponnesus by the Do- On his voyage thither he suffered shipwreck, was
rians Argos felltothe share of Temenus, whosofound by Jason in the Island of Aretias, and cardescendants ruled over the country; but the ried back to Colchis.
great bulk of the population continued to be
A E G Y E A t'Apyvpd), a town in Aehaia near PaAchaean. All these events belong to Mythol- trae, with a fountain of the same name.
ogy ; and Argosfirstappears in history about
AEGYEIPA.
Vid. A R P I .
B.C. 750, as tho chief state of Peloponnesus,
A R I A ('Apeia, 'Apia -. "Apswg, "Apiog : the e
under its ruler PHIDON. After the time of Phi- em part of Khorassan, and the western and northdon its power declined, and it was not even able western part of Afghanistan), the most importto maintain its supremacy over the other towns ant of the eastern provinces of the ancient Per
of Argolis. Its power was greatly weakened sian Empire, was bounded on the east by the
by its wars with Sparta. The two states long Paropamisadae, on the north by Margiana and
contended for the district of Cynuria, which lay Hyreania, on the west by Parthia, and on the
between Argolis and Laeonia, and which the south by the great desert of Carmania. It was
Spartans at length obtained by the victory of a vast plain, bordered on the north and east by
their three hundred champions, about B.C. 550. mountains, and on the west and south by sandy
In B.C. 524, Cleomenes, the Spartan king, de- deserts ; and, though forming a part of the great
feated the Argives with such loss near Tiryns sandy table-land, now called the Desert of Iran,
that Sparta was left without arivalin Pelopon- it contained several very fertile oases, especially
nesus. In consequence of its weakness and of in its northern part, along the base of the Sari
its jealousy of Sparta, Argos took no part in the phi (now Kohistan and Hazarah) Mountains,
Persian war. In order to strengthen itself, Ar- which was watered by the river ARIUS or -AS
gos attacked the neighboring towns of Tiryns, (now Herirood), on which stood the later capital
Mycenaa, &e, destroyed them, and transplanted Alexandrea (now Herat). The river is lost in
their inhabitants to Argos. The introduction the sand. The lower course of the great rivei
of so many new citizens was followed by the E T Y M A N D R U S (now Helmund) also belonged ta
abolition of royalty and of Doric institutions, Aria, and the lake into whici it falls was called
and by the establishment c f a democracy, which A R I A LACUS (now Zurrah). From Aria was de
continued to be the form of government till later rived the name under which aU the east ern pro
times, when the city fell under the power of vinces were included. Vid. A U I A N A
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was treacherously murdered by Spargapithcs,
ABIABIGNES (ApiaBtyvng), son of Darius Hys- king of the Agathyrsi]
[ A E I A E A T H E A ('ApiapdBeia), a city of Cappa
taspis, one of tie commanders of the fleet
of Xerxes, fell in the battle of Salamis, B.C. docia, founded by the Cappadocian ting Ariara
thes IV.: it lay between Sebastia and Comana
480.
Aurea.]
A R I A D N E ('Apidbvi]), daughter of Minos and
A R I A E A T H E S ('ApiapdBng), the name of several
Pasiphae' or Greta, fell in love with Theseus
when he was sent by his father to convey the kings of Cappadoeia.—1. Son of Ariamnes I,
tribute of the Athenians to Minotaurus, and assisted Ochus in the recovery of E g y p t B.C.
Ariarathes was defeated by Perdiccas,
gave him the clew of thread by means of which 350.
he found his w a y out of the Labyrinth, and and crucified 322. Eumenes then obtained
which she herself had received from Vulcan possession of Cappadoeia.—2. Son of Holopher(Hephaastus). Theseus, in return, promised to nes, and nephew of Ariarathes I, recovered
marry her, and she accordingly left Crete with Cappadoeia after the death of Eumenes, B.C.
him; but on their arrival in the Island of Dia 315. H e was succeeded by Ariamnes II.—3
(Naxos), she was killed by Diana (Artemis). Son of Ariamnes II, and grandson of No. 2,
This is the Homeric account (Od, xi, 322);married Stratomee, daughter of Antiochus II,
but the more c o m m o n tradition related that king of Syria.—4. Son of No. 3, reigned B.C.
Theseus left Ariadne in Naxos alive, either be- 220-162. H e married Antioehis, the daughter
cause he was forced by Bacchus (Dionysus) to of Antiochus III, king of Syria, and assisted
leave her, or because he w a s ashamed to bring Antiochus in his war against the Romans.
a foreign wife to Athens. Bacchus (Dionysus) After the defeat of Antiochus, Ariarathes sued
found her at Naxos, m a d e her his wife, and for peace in 188, which he obtained on favorable
placed among the stars the crown which he terms. In 183-179, he assisted Eumenes in his
gave her at their marriage. There are several war against Pharnaces.—5. Son of No. 4, precircumstances in the story of Ariadne which viously called Mithradates, reigned B.C. 163offered the happiest subjects for works of art, 130. H e was surnamed Philopator, and .was
and some of thefinestancient works, on gems distinguished b y the excellence of his character
as well as paintings, are still extant, of which and his cultivation of philosophy and the liberal
arts. H e assisted the Romans in their war
Ariadne is the subject.
against Aristonieus of Pergamus, and fell in
ARIZBUS ('Apjatoc) or A R I D ^ U S ('Apw'atog),
the friend of Cyrus, commanded the left wing this war, 130.—6. Son of No. 5, reigned B.C.
of the army at the battle of Cunaxa, B.C. 401. 130-96. H e married Laodice, sister of MithraAfter the death of Cyrus he purchased his par- dates V I , king of Pontus, and was put to death
by Mithradates by means of Gordius. O n his
don from Artaxerxes by deserting the Greeks.
death the kingdom was seized by Nicomedes,
A R I A M N E S ('ApM/ivng), the name of two kings
of Cappadoeia, one the father of Ariarathes I, king of Bithynia, w h o married Laodiee, the
and the other the son and successor of Ariara- widow of the late king. But Nicomedes was
soon expelled by Mithradates, w h o placed upon
thes II.
A R I A N A ('Apiavq : n o w Iran), derived fromthe throne,—7. Son of No. 6. H e was, howA R I A , from the specific sense of which it must ever, also murdered by Mithradates in a short
be carefully distinguished, was the general n a m e time, w h o n o w took possession of his kingdom.
of the eastern provinces of the ancient Persian The Cappadoeians rebelled against Mithradates,
Empire, and included the portion of Asia bound- and placed upon the throne,—8. Second son of
ed on the west by an imaginary line drawn No. 6 ; but he was speedily driven out of the
from the Caspian to the mouth of the Persian kingdom by Mithradates, and shortly afterward
Gulf, on the south by the Indian Ocean, on the died. Both Mithradates and Nicomedes ateast by the Indus, and on the north by the great tempted to give a king to the Cappadoeians; but
chain of mountains called by the general name the Romans allowed the people to choose w h o m
of the Indian Caucasus, embracing the provin- they pleased, and their choice fell upon Arioces of Parthia, Aria, the Paropamisadaa, Ara- barzanes.—9. Son of Ariobarzanes II, reigned
chosia, Drangiana, Gedrosia, and Carmania B.C. 42-36. H e was deposed and put to death
(now Khorassan, Afghanistan, Beloochistan, andby Antony,'who appointed Archelaus as his sucKirman). But the name was often extended to cessor.
A R I A S P Z E or A G R I A S P Z E ('Apidonai, 'Aypidathe country as far west as the margin of the
Tigris valley, so as to include Media and Persis, irai), a people in the southern part of the Perand also to the provinces north of the Indian sian province of Drangiana, on the very borders
Caucasus, namely, Bactria and Sogdiana (now of Gedrosia, with a capital city, Ariaspe ('Apt
Bokhara). The knowledge of the ancients re- dann). In return for the services which they
specting the greater part of this region was con- rendered to the army of Cyrus the Great when
finedtowhat was picked up in the expeditions he marched through the desert of Carmania,
of Alexander and the wars of the Greek kings they were honored with the name of Evsoyeof Syria, and what was learned from merchant rat, and were allowed by the Persians to retain their independence, which was confirmed
earavans
[ A R I A N T A S , a king of the Scythians, who, in to them by Alexander as the reward of similar
order to take a census of his subjects, ordered services to himself.
[ A R I A S P E S ('Apidomjg), called by Jus'Jo (10,
each to bring him an arrow-head. So great a
number was collected, that he caused a bronze 1) Ariarates, son of the Persian king Artaxerxes
Mnemon.]
vessel to be m a d e from them, and this he pre[ARIBZEUS ('AotSawg), king of the Cappadoserved as a memorial.]
[AEIAPITHES, a king of the Scythians, w h o eians, was slain by the Hvrcanians in the tinu
in
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of the elder Cyrus, according to Xenophon in times expelled from his kingdom by Mithriaa
his Cyropaadia.]
tes, but wasfinallyrestored by Pom;iey in 63,
ARJOIA (Aricinus: now Ariceia or Biccia), an
shortly before his death.—2. Surnamed Philoancient town of Latium, at the foot of the Alban pator, succeeded his father in 63. The time of
Mount, on the Appian Way, sixteen miles from his death is not known, but it must have been
Rome. It was a member of the Latin confed- before 51, in which year his son was reigning
eracy, was subdued by the Romans, with the — 8. Surnamed Eusebes and Philoromcus, son
other Latin towns, in B.O. 338, and received of No. 2, w h o m he succeeded about 51. H e asthe Roman franchise. In its neighborhood was sisted Pompey against Caesar in 48, but was
the celebrated grove and temple of Diana Ari- nevertheless pardoned by Caesar, who even encina, on the borders of the Laeus Nemorensis larged his territories. H e was slain in 42 by
(now Nemi). Diana was worshipped here with Cassius, because he was plotting against him
barbarous customs: her priest called rex nemo-in Asia.
rensis, was always a runaway slave, who obtain- A R I O N ('Aplov). 1. Of Methymna in Lesbos,
ed his office by killing his predecessor in single an ancient Greek bard and celebrated player
combat. The priest was obliged tofightwith on the cithara, is called the inventor of the
any slave who succeeded in breaking off a dithyrambic poetry and of the name dithyramb.
branch of a certain tree in the sacred grove.
H e lived about B.O. 625, and spent a great part
AEIDZEUS. Vid. AEIZEUS, AERHIDZEUS.
of his life at the court of Periauder, tyrant ol
[ARIDOLIS ('ApiSaXig), tyrant of Alabanda Coriuth.
in
Of his life scarcely any thing is known.
Oaria, accompanied Xerxes in his expedition beyond the beautiful story of his escape from
against Greece, and was taken captive by the the sailors with whom he sailed [from Taren
Greeks off Artemisium, B.C. 480.]
turn in Italy] to Corinth. On one occasion,
AEII, is the name applied to the inhabitants thus runs the story, Arion went to Sicilytotake
of the province of ARIA, but it is probably, also,part in some musical contest H e won tho
a form of the generic name of the whole Per- prize, and, laden with presents, he embarked in
sian race, derived from the root ar, which meansa Corinthian ship to return to his friend Perinoble, and which forms thefirstsyllable of aander. The rude sailors coveted his treasures,
great number of Persian names. Compare and meditated his murder. After trying in vain
ARTZEI.
to save his life, he at length obtained permission
ARIMASPI ('Apipao-iroi), a people in the north
once more to play on the cithara. In festal atof Scythia, of whom a fabulous account is given tire, he placed himself in the prow of the ship,
by Hsrodotus (iv, 27). The germ of the fable and invoked the gods in inspired strains, and
is perhaps to be recognized in the fact that the then threw himself into the sea. But many
Ural Mountains abound in gold.
song-loving dolphins had assembled round the
A R I M A Z E S ('Apipd^ng) or A R I O M A Z E S ('Apw/iuvessel, and one of them now took the bard on
tyjg), a chief in Sogdiana, whose fortress was
its back and carried him to Taanarus, from
taken by Alexander in B.C. 328. In it Alex- whence he returned to Corinth in safety, and
ander found Roxana, the daughter of the Bac- related his adventure to Periander. Upon the
trian chief Oxyartes, w h o m he made his wife. arrival of the Corinthian vessel, Periander inA R I M I ("Apifioi) and A E I M A (T& "Aptpa, sc.
bprj),
quired
of the sailors after Arion, who replied
the names of a mythical people, district and that he had remained behind at Tarentum ; but
range of mountains in Asia Minor, which the when Arion, at the bidding of Periander, came
old Greek poets made the scene of the punish- forward, the sailors owned their guilt, and were
ment of the monster Typhoeus. Vigil (JEn, punished according to their desert. In the times
ix, 716) has misunderstood the elv 'Apipotg of
of Herodotus and Pausanias there existed at
Homer (II, ii, 783), and made Typhoeus lie beTaanarus a brass monument representing Arion
neath Inarime, an island off the coast of Italy, riding on a dolphin. Arion and his cithara (lyre)
namely, Pithecusa or zEnaria (now Ischia).
were placed among the stars. A fragment of a
A R I M I N U M (Ariminensis: now Bimini), a town hymn to Neptune (Poseidon), ascribed to Arion
In Umbria, on the coast, at the mouth of the littlis
e contained in Bergk's Poetas Lyrici Grasci, p
River Ariminus (now Marotchia). It was origin- 566, &c.—2. A fabulous horse, which Neptune
ally inhabited by Umbrians and Pelasgians, was (PoBeidon) begot by Ceres (Demeter); for, in
afterward in the possession of the Senones, and order to escape from the pursuit of Neptune
was colonized by the Romans in B.C. 268, from (Poseidon), the goddess had metamorphosed
which time it appears as aflourishingplace. herself into a mare, and Neptune (Poseidon)
After leaving Oisalpioe GauL it was the firstdeceived her by assuming thefigureof a horse.
town which a person arrived at in the northeast There were many other traditions respecting
of Italia proper.
the origin of this horse, but all make Neptune
AEIOBAEZANES ('ApwBap&vng). I. Kings or
(Poseidon) its father, though its mother is difSatraps of Pontus.—1. Betrayed by his son ferent in the various legends.
Mithradates to the Persian king about B.C.
AEIOVISTUS, a German chief, who crossed the
400.—2. Son of Mithradates I, reigned B.C. Rhine at the request of the Sequani, when they
863-337. H e revolted from Artaxerxes in 362, were hard pressed by the zEdui. H e subdued
and may be regarded as the founder of the king- the zEdui, but appropriated to himself part of
dom of Pontus.—3. Son of Mithradates III, the territory of the Sequani, and threatened to
reigned 266-240, and was succeeded by Mith- take still more. The Sequani now united with
radates IV. II. Kings of Cappadoeia.—1. Sur-the zEdui in imploring the help of Caesar, whe
named Philoromcus, reigned B.C. 93-63, anddefeated Ariovistus about fifty miles from the
was elected king by the Cappadoeians, under Rhine, B.C 58. Ariovistus escapee acioss th.4
rt
>e direction of the Romans. H e was several river in a small boat.
at
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H e applied for assistant to the Spartans and
[Axr. HON ( Ap'ahav). 1. The father of Xmithipjius, and grandfather of Pericles.—2. Of Sic Athenians: the former refused, lut the latt«
yon, a Greek poet, author of a beautiful paean to sent him twenty ships and some troops. In
Health, preserved by Athenaeus: it is given in 499 his army captured and burned Sardis, but
was finally chased back to the coast. The
Bergk's Poetas Lyrici Grmci,,$i. 841.]
Athenians n o w departed; the Persians con[ A E I S B E ('AplaBrf). 1 Daughter of Merops,
first wife of Priam, to w h o m she bore zEsacus.quered most of the Ionian cities; and Aristag
— 2 . Daughter of Teucer, wile of Dardanus, oras, in despair, fled to Thrace, where he war
from w h o m the town Arisbe, in Troas, was said slain by the Edonians in 497 — [ 2 . Son of Heraclides, tyrant of C y m e in zEolis, one of the Ioto be named.]
[ A E I S B E ('ApioBn, n o w Mussa Koi). 1. A townnian chiefs left by Darius to guard the bridge
of Troas, on the Selleis, not far from Abydus, over the Danube.—8. Tyrant of Cyzicus, also
founded by the Lesbians, or, according to Anax- in the service of the Persian king, and left by
imenes of Lampsacus, by the Milesians, the ear- him as one of the guards of the bridge over the
lier town having been destroyed by Achilles in Danube.—4. A Greek author, w h o composed a
the Trojan war. It was occupied by the army of work on Egypt,flourishednear the time of PlaAlexander after the passage of the Hellespont: to.—5. A comic poet of the old comedy, of w h o m
at a later period it was captured by the Gauls, a few slight fragments remain, given by Mei
and in Strabo's time it no longer existed. It neke, Fragm. Comic. Grcc, vol. i, p. 427-428,
appears to have been subsequently rebuilt, and edit, minor.]
A R I S T A N D E R (' K-olaravSpog), the most celebra
to have become a considerable place under the
later emperors.—2. A city of Lesbos, m a d e trib- ted soothsayer ot Uexander the Great, wrote a
utary at an early period by the Methymnaaans: work on prodigies.
A E I S T A R O H U S ('ApiaTapxog). 1. A n Athenian,
it was destroyed by an earthquake.]
one of the leaders in the revolution of the " Four
[ A E I S B U S ("ApioBog), a river of Thrace, flowHundred," B.C. 411. H e w a s afterward put to
ing into the Hebrus.]
ARISTZENETUS ('ApwraiveTcg), the reputed au-death by the Athenians, not later than 406.—2. A
thor of two books of Love Letters, taken almost Lacedaamonian, succeeded Oleander as harmost
entirely from Plato, Lucian, Philostratus, aud of Byzantium in 400, and in various ways ill
Plutarch. O f the author nothing is known. treated the Greeks of Cyrus's army, w h o had
The best edition is b y Boissonade, Paris, 1822.recently returned from Asia.—3. Of T E G E A , a
tragic poet at Athens, contemporary with EuARISTZENUS ('Apiaraivog), of Megalopolis,
sometimes called Aristasnetus, was frequentlyripides, flourished about B.C. 454, and wrote
strategus or general of the Achaean League from seventy tragedies.—4. Of S A M O S , an eminent
B.C. 198 to 185. H e w a s the political opponent mathematician and astronomer at Alexandrea,
flourished between B.C. 280 and 264. H e e m
of Philopoamen. and a friend of the Romans.
ployed himself in the determination of some of
ARISTZEUS ('Apioraioc), a divinity worshipped
in various parts of Greece, w a s once a mortal, the most important elements of astronomy; but
w h o became a god through the benefits he had none of his works remain, except a treatise on
conferred upon mankind. The different ac- the magnitudes and distances of the sun and
counts about him seem to have arisen in differ- moon (nepl peyeBav not dirooTripdrav hXlov nal
ent places and independently of one another, so aeXijvng). Edited by Wallis, Oxon, 1688, and
that they referred to several 'distinct beings, reprinted in vol. iii of his works. There is a
w h o were subsequently identified and united French translation, and an edition of the text,
into one. H e is described either as a .son of Paris, 1810.—-5. O f SSAMOTHRACE, the celebrated
Uranus and Ge, or, according to a more general grammarian,flourishedB.C. 156. H e was edutradition, as the son of Apollo and Cyrene. His cated in the school of Aristophanes of Byzanmother Cyrene had been carried off by Apollo tium, at Alexandrea, where he himself founded
from Mount Pelion to Libya, where she gave a grammatical and critical school. A t an adbirth to Aristaaus. Aristaaus subsequently went vanced age he left Alexandrea and went to
to Thebes in Boaotia; but after the unfortunate Cyprus, where he is said to have died at the
death of his son ACTZEON, he left Thebes, and age of 72, of voluntary starvation, because he
visited almost all the Greek colonies on the was suffering from incurable drops}'. Aiistarcoasts of the Mediterranean. Finally he went chus w a s the greatest critic of antiquity. His
to Thrace, and after dwelling for some time labors were chiefly devoted to the Greek poets,
near Mount Haamus, where he founded the town but more especially to the Homeric poems, of
of Aristsaon, he disappeared. Aristaaus is one which he published a recension, which has been
of the most beneficent divinities in ancient m y - the basis of the text from his time to the presthology : he was worshipped as the protector ent day. The great object of his critical labors
offlocusand shepherds, of vine and olive plant- was to restore the genuine text of the Homeric
ations ; he taught m e n to keep bees, and avert-poems, andtoclear it of all later interpolations
ed from the fields the burning heat of the sun and corruptions. H e marked those verses which
he thought spurious with an obelos, and those
and other causes of destruction
A R I S T A G O E A S ('ApioTayopag). 1. Of Miletus, which he considered as particularly beautiful
brother in-law of Histiaeus, w a s left oy the latter,with an asterisk. H e divided the Iliad and
during his stay at the Persian court, in charge Odyssey into twenty-four books each. H e did
<t>i the government ot Miletus, Having failednot confine himself to a recension of the text
in an attempt upon Naxos (B.C. 501), which he but also explained and interpreted the poems:
had promised to subdue for the Persians, and he oppased the allegorical interpr^yjtion which
fearing the consequences of his failure, he in was th ?n beginning to find favor, and which at
duaed the Ionian cities to revolt from Persia. a later time became very general. Hi« gram
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matical principles were attacked by m a n y of his which was probably a romance; having Mileto*
contemporaries: the most eminent of his oppo- for its scene. It was written in prose, and wat
nents was C R A T E S of Mallun.
of a licentious character. It was translated into
A E I S T V S ('Apioreag). 1. Of Proconnesus, an
Latin by L. Cornelius Sisemia, r. contemporary
•-pie poet :f whose life w e have only fabulous of Sulla, and it semis to have become popular
accounts. His date is quite uncertain: some with the Romans. Aristides is reckoned as
place him in the time of Orcesus and Cyrus; the inventor of the Greek romance, and the
but other 1 raditions m a k e him earlier than Ho- title of his work gave rise to the term Milesian,
mer, or a contemporary and teacher of Homer. as applied to works of fiction. His age and
The ancient writers represent him as a magi- country are unknown, but the title of his workcian, w h o lose after his death, and whose soul is thought to favor the conjecture that he was a
sould leave ind reenter its body according to native of Miletus.—3. Of T H E B E S , a celebrated
its pleasure. H e was connected with the wor- Greek painter, flourished about B.C. 360-830.
ship of Apollo, which he was said to have in- The point in which he most excelled was in
troduced at Metapontum. H e is said to have depicting the feelings, expressions, and pastravelled through the countries north and east sions which m a y be observed in common life.
of the Euxine, and to have visited the Issedones, His pictures were so m u c h valued, that, long
Arimaspaa, Cirnmerii, Hyperborei, and other after his death, Attalus, king of Pergamus, offermythical nations, and after his return to have ed six hundred thousand sesterces for one of
written an epic poem hi three books, called The them.—4. Z E L I U S ARISTIDES, surnamed T H E O Arima-tpSa (T& 'ApipdaKeia). This work is fre-DORUS, a celebrated Greek rhetorician, was borr.
quently mentioned by the ancients, but it is at Adriani, in Mysia, in A.D. 117. H e studied
impo'uible to say w h o was the real author of under Herodes Attieus at Athens, and subseit.—[2. Of Chios, a distinguished officer in the quently travelled through Egypt, Greece, and
army of the Ten Thousand.—3. A n Argive, Italy. The fame of his talents and acquirew h o invited Pyrrhus to Argos, B.C. 272, as his ments was so great, that monuments were
rival Aristippus was supported by Antigonus erected to his honor in several towns which he
Gonatas.]
had honored with his presence. Shortly before
A E I S T E A S or ARISTZSUS, an officer of Ptolemy his return he was attacked by an illness which
Philadelphus (B.C. 285-247), the reputed author lasted for thirteen years, but this did not prevent
of a Gree£ work, giving an account of the man- him from prosecuting his studies. H e subsener in which the translation of the Septu'agint quently settled at Smyrna, and when this city
was executed, but which is generally admitted was nearly destroyed by an earthquake in 178,
Dy the best critics to be spurious. Printed at he used his influence with the emperor, M . A u Oxford, 1692, 8vo.
relius, to induce him to assist in rebuilding tho
ARi«riDE9 ('ApiaTetdnc). 1. A n Athenian, son
town. The Smyrnaaans showed their gratitude
of Lysimachus, surnamed the " Just," was of an to Aristides by offering him various honors and
ancient and noble family. H e was the political distinctions, most of which he refused : he acdisciple of Clisthenes, and partly on that ac- cepted only the office of priest of zEsculapius
count, partly from personal character, opposed (Asclepius), which he held until his death, about
from thefirsttoThemistoeles. Aristides fought A.D. 180. The works of Aristides which have
as the commander of his tribe at the battle of come down to.us arefifty-fiveorations and decMarathoD, B.O 490 ; and next year, 489, he was lamations, and two treatises on rhetorical subarchon. In 483 or 482 he suffered ostracism, jects of little value. His orations are much suprobably in consequence of the triumph of the perior to those of the rhetoricians of his time
maritime and democratic policy of his rival. H e His admirers compared him to Demosthenes,
was still in exile in 480 at the battle cf Salamis, and even Aristides did not think himself much
where he did good service by dislodging the inferior. This vanity and self sufficiency made
enemy, with a band raised and armed by him- him enemies and opponents; but the number
self, from the islet of Psyttaleia. H e was re- of his admirers was far greater, and several
called from banishment after the battle, was ap- learned grammarians wrote commentaries on
pointed general in the following year (479), and his orations, some of which are extant The
commanded the Athenians at tie battle of Pla- best edition of Aristides is by W . Dindorf, Lips,
taaae. In 477, when the allies had become dis- 1829.—5. QUINTILIANUS ARISTIDES, the author
gusted with the conduct of Pausanias and the of a treatise in three books on music, probably
Spartans, he and his colleague Cimon had the lived in thefirstcentury after Christ His work
glory of obtaining for Athens the command of the is perhaps the most valuable of all the ancient
maritime confederacy ; and to Aristides was by musical treatises : it is printed in the collection
general consent intrusted the task of drawing of Meibomius entitled Antique Musicas Auctores
up its laws and fixing its assessments. This Septem, A m s t , 1652.
first tribute (fopog) of 460 talents, paid into a A R I S T I O N ('Apiortav), a philosopher either of
common treasury at Delos, bore his name, and the Epicurean or Peripatetic school, made himwas regarded by the allies in after times as self tyrant of Athens through the influence of
marking their Saturnian age. This is his last Mithradates. H e held out against Sullsa in B,
recorded act. H e died after 471, the year of 0. 87; and when the city was taken by stoim,
the ostracism of Themistooles, and very likely he was put to death by Sulla's orders.
in 468. H e died so poor that he did not leave
ARISTIPPUS ('Ap'.OTnTiTog). 1. Son of Aritades,
enough to pay for his funeral: his chughters born at Cyrete, &nd founder of the Cyrenans
were portioned by the state, and his son, Ly- school of philosophy,flourishedabout B.C. 870.
iimachus, received a grant of land and of money The fame of Socrates brought him to Athens,
-2 The author of a work entitled Milei'iica and he remained with that philosopher alm<"<l
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sion of the Crown. At length,-in B.C. 68,-An
up to the time of his execution, B.C. 399.
Though a disciple of Socrates, he wandered bulus was deprived of the the sovereignty b^
. both in principle and practice veiy far from the Pompey, and carried away as a prisoner tc
teaching and example of his great master. H e Rome. In 57 he escaped from his confinement
was luxurious in his mode of living; he in- at Rome with his son Antigonus, and, return
dulged in sensual gratifications and the society ing to Judaea, renewed the war; but he was
•of the notorious Lais; and he took money for taken prisoner, and sent back to Rome by Gahis teaching (being the first of the disciples of binius. In 49 he was released i>y Julius Caesar,
Socrates who did so). H e passed part of his who sent him into Judaea, but he was poison*^
life at the court of Dionysius, tyrant of Syra- on the way bj some of Pompey's party.—3
cuse ; bul he appears at lasttohave returned to Grandson of No. 2, son of Alexander, and broth
Cyrene, and there to have spent his old age. er of Herod's wife Mariamne. H e was made
The anecdotes which are told of him, however, high priest by Herod when he was only sevendo not give us the notion of a person who was teen years old, but was afterward drowned at
the mere slave of his passiors, but rather of one Jericho, by order of Herod, B.C. 35.—4. Son of
who took a pride in extracting enjoyment from Herod the Great by Mariamne, was put to death
all circumstances of every kind, and in eon- in B.C. 6, with his brother Alexander, by order
trolling adversity and prosperity alike. They of their father, whose suspicions had been excitillustrate and confirm the two statements of ed against them by their brother ANTIPATER.—
Horace (Ep, i, 1, 18), that to observe the pre- 5. Surnamed " the Younger," son of Aristobulus
and Berenice, and grandson of Herod the Great
cepts of Aristippus is mihi res, non me rebus subH e was educated at Rome with his two brothers,
jungere, and (i, 17, 23) that omnis Aristippum
Agrippa I. and Herod the future king of
dKuit color et status et res. Thus, when reproached for his love of bodily indulgences, he Chalcis. H e died, as he had lived, in a private
answered that there was no shame in enjoy- station.—6. Son of Herod, king of Chalcis,
ing them, but that it would be disgraceful if he grandson of No. 4, and great-grandson of Herod
could not at any time give them up. To Xeno- the Great, In A.D. 55, Nero made himking
phon and Plato he was very obnoxious, as w e of Armenia Minor, and in 61 added to his dosee from the Memorabilia (ii, 1), where he main-minions some portion of the Greater Armenia.
tains an odious discussion against Socrates in which had been given to Tigranes. H e joined
defence of voluptuous enjoyment, and from the the Romans in the war against Antiochus, king
Phcdo, where his absence at the death of Soc- of Commagene, in 73.
rates, though he was only at /Egina, two hund- ARISTOBULUS. 1. Of Cassandrea, served unred stadia from Athens, is doubtless mentioned der Alexander the Great in Asia, and wrote a
as a reproach. He imparted his doctrine to his history of Alexander, which was one of the
daughter Arete, by w h o m it was communicated chief sources used by Arrian in the composition
to her son, the younger Aristippus.—[2. ARIS- of his work.—2. A n Alexaudrinft Jew, and a
TIPPUS, an Aleuad, of Larissa in Thessaly, re-Peripatetic philosopher, lived B.C. 170, undor
ceived money and troops from Cyrus, to resist a Ptolemy VI. Philometor. H e is said to have.
faction opposed to him, and for the ulterior been the author of commentaries upon the books
purposes of Cyrus, to w h o m he sent the troops of Moses, the object of which wastoprove that
under command of Menon.—3. A n Argive, who the Greek philosophy was taken from the books
obtained the supreme power in Argos through of Moses; but it is now admitted that this work
the aid of Antigonus Gonatas, about B.C. 272.— was written by a later writer, whose object wa>
4. A n Argive, tyrant of Argos after the the mur- to induce the Greeks to pay respect to the Jew
der of Aristomachus 1. Aratus made many at- ish literature.
tempts to deprive him of his tyranny, but at first ARISTOCLES ('ApioTOKXT/g). 1. Of Rhodesy a
without success: he fell at length in a battle Greek grammarian and rhetorician, a contemagainst Aratus, and was succeeded in tbi tyran- porary ,of Strabo.—2. Of Pergamus, a Sophist
ny by Aristomachus II. Vid. AEISTOI M H U S , and rhetorician, and a pupil of Herodes Atliaus,
lived under Trajan and Hadrian.—3. Of MesNos. 3 and 4.]
sene, a Peripatetic philosopher, probably lived
[ARISTIUS FUSCUS. Vid. Fuscus. No. 2.]
ARISTO, T, a distinguished Roman jurist, lived about the beginning of the third century after
under the Emperor Trajan, and was a friend of Christ. H e wrote a work on philosophy, some
the younger Pliny. His works are occasionally fragments of which are preserved by Eusebius.
mentioned in the Digest, but there is no di-— 4 . Sculptors. There were two sculptors of
rect extract from auy of them in that compi- this name: Aristocles the elder, who is called
lation. H e wrote notes on the Libri Poste-both a Cydonian and a Sicyonian, probably beliorum of Labeo, on Cassius, whose pupil he hadcause he was bom at Cydonia and practiced hia
art in Sicyon; and Aristocles the younger, of
been, and on Sabinus.
Sicyon, grandson of the former, son of Oleoatas,
ARISTO.
Vid. ARISTON.
ARISTOBULUS ^ApiaTotovXog'), princes of and
Ju- brother of Canachus. These artists founded
daaa. 1. Eldest son of Joannes Hyrcanus, as- a school of sculpture at Sicyon, which sesumed the title of King of Judaea on the death cured an hereditary reputation, and of which
of his father in B.C. 107. H e put to death his w e have the heads for several generations, namebrother Antigonus in ordertosecure his power, ly, Aristocles, Cleoatas, Aristocles and Canabut died in the followiug year, 106.—2. Younger chus, Synnoon, Ptolichus, Sostratus, and Pantias.
son of Alexander Jannaeus and Alexandra. The elder Aristocles probably lived about B.C.
After the death of his mother in B.C. 70, there 600-56,8 ; the younger about 540-508.—[5. Earwas a civil war for some years between Aristo- lier name of Plato. Vid. PLATO.]
ARISTOOEATES ('ApiaTOKparng). 1. Last K.!ng
kulus and his brother Hyrcanus for the nosses7
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ARISTOMENES.

•>t Arcadia, was the leader of the Arcadianj inand others, and defended himself in « aumuei
the/second Messenian war, when they assisted of orations which are lost. Among the extant
the Messenians against the Spartans. Having speeches of Demosthenes there are two against
"been bribed by the Spartans, he betrayed the Aristogiton, and among those of Dinarchus there
Messenians, and was, in consequence, stoned to is one
A R I S T O M A C H E ('Apwropdxv) [1. One of the
death by the Arcadians about B.C. 668, who
now abolished the kingly office.—2. A n Atheni- daughters of Priam, and wife of Critolaus.]—
an of wealth and influence, son of Scellias, was2. Daughter of Hipparinus of Syracuse sister
one of the Athenian generals at the battle of of Dion, and wife of the elder Dionysius, who
ArginusaJ, B.C. 406, and on his return to Athens married her and Doris of Locri on the same day. /
She afterward perished with her daughter
was brought to trial and executed.
ARETE.
• A E I S T O D E M U S (^ApiaroSijpog). 1. A descendARISTOMACHUS ( Apiarbpaxog). 1. Son of Taant of Hercules, son of Aristomachus, and father of Eurystienes and Procles. According laus and brother of Adrastus.—2. Son of Cleoto some traditions, Aristodemus was killed at demus or Cleodaaus, grandson of Hyllus, greatNaupactus ty a flash of Hghtning, just as he grandson of Hercules, and father of Temenus,
was setting out on his expedition into Pelopon- Cresphontes, and Aristodemus. H e fell in batnesus ; but a Lacedaemonian tradition related tle when he invaded Peloponnesus; but his
that Aristodemus himself came to Sparta, was three sons were more succc-ssful, and conquerthefirstking of his race, and died a natural ed Peloponnesus.—3. Tyrant of Argos, undei
death.—2. A JMessenhn, one of the chief heroes the patronage of Antigonus Gonatas, was as
m thefirstMessenian war. A s the Delphic sassinated, and succeeded by Aristippus II.—1
oracle had declared that the preservation of the Tyrant of Argos, succeeded Aristippus II.: he
Messenian state demanded that a maiden of the resigned his power upon the death of Demetrihouse of the zEpytids should be sacrificed, Aris- us in B.C. 229, and induced Argos to join the
todemus offered his own daughter. In order to Achaean League. H e afterward deserted the
save her life, her lover declared that she was Achaaans, and again assumed the tyranny of Arwith child by him; but Aristodemus, enraged at gos ; but the city having been taken by Antigo
this assertion, murdered his daughter, and open-nus Doson, Aristomachus fell into the hands of
ed her body to refute the calumny. Aristode- the Achaaans, and was by them put to death.
ARISTOMENES ('A^iawpevng).
1. The Messe
mus was afterward elected king in place of
Euphaes, who had fallen in battle against the nian, the hero of the second war with Sparta,
Spartans. H e continued the war against the belongs more to legend than to history. H e
Spartans, till at length,findingfurther resist- was a native of Andania, and was sprung from
ance hopeless, he put an end to his life, on thethe royal line of zEpytus. Tired of the yoke of
tomb of his daughter, about B.C. 723.—3. Ty- Sparta, he began the war in B.C. 685, thirtyrant of Cumaa in Campania, at whose court Tar- nine years after the end of thefirstwar. Soon
quinius Superbus died, B.C. 496.—4. One of the after its commencement, he so distinguished
three hundred Spartans at Thermopylae (B.C. himself by bis valor that he was offered the
480), was not present at the battle in which his throne, but refused it, and received the office
comrades fell, either in consequence of sick- of supreme commander. After the defeat of
ness, or because he had been sent on an errand the Messenians m the third year of the war,
from the camp. The Spartans punished him through the treachery of Aristocrates, the Arwith Atimia, or civil degradation. Stung with cadian leader, Aristomenes retreated to the
this treatment, he met his death at Plataaae in mountain fortress of Ira. and there maintained
the following year (479), after performing the the war eleven years, constantly ravaging the
wildest feats of valor.—5. A tragic actor of land of Laeonia. In one of his incursions, howAthens in the time of Demosthenes, took a ever, the Spartans overpowered him with suprominent part in the political affairs of his perior numbers, and carrying him, withfiftyof
time, and advocated peace with Macedonia. his comrades, to Sparta, cast them into tha
H e was employed by the Athenians in the ne- pit (aedSag) where condemned criminals were
gotiations with Philip, with w h o m he was a thrown. The rest perished; not so Aristome
nes, the favorite of the gods; for legends told
great favorite.—6. Of Miletus, a friend and flatterer of Antigonus, king of Asia, who sent him how an.eagle bore him up on its wings as he
into Greece in B.C. 315, in order to promote fell, and a fox guided birr on the third day from
his interests there.—7. There were many lit- the cavern. But haviu;; incurred the anger of
erary persons of this name referred to by the the Twin Brothers, his country was destined to
ancient grammarians, w h o m it is difficult to dis- ruin. The city of Ira, which he had so long
tinguish from one another. T w o were nativessuccessfully defended, fell into the hands of thi
of Nysa in Caria, both grammarians, one a teach-Spartans; Aristomenes, after performing prodi
er of Pompey, and the other of Strabo. There gies of valor, was obliged to leave his country
was also an Aristodemus of Elis, and another which was again compelled to submit to the
of Thebes, who are quoted as writers. [The Spartans, B.C. 668. H e afterward settled at'
fragments of these writers are collected and Ialysus in Rhodes, where he died. Damagetus,
published together by Muller, Fragm. Histor.king of Ialysus, had been enjoined by the Delphic oracle "tomarry the daughter of the bent
Grose, vol. iii, p. 307-311.]
of the Greeks," and he therefore took to wife ,
ARISTOGITON ('ApiaToyelTav)
1. The conspirator against the sons of Pisistratus. Vid the daughter of Aristomenes, who accompanied
HARMODIUS.—2. A n Athenian orator and ad- him to Rhodes. The Rhodians honored Arisversary of Demosthenes, Hyperides, and Dinar- tomenes as a hucc, and from him were descendchus. H e was often accused by Damosthenes ed the illustrious family of the Dia^oNda—*
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An Aearnanian, who governed Egypt with _ps- her restored to the state in which she wa^floiB
sioe and wisdom during the minority of Ptole- ishing in,the previous generation, and almost iD
m y V. Epiphanes, but was put to death by Ptole- his own childhood, before Pericles became ti?«
head of the government, and when the age oi
m y in 192.—3. A comic poet of Athens, flourished during the Peloponnesian war: [of his Miltiades and Aristides had but just passed
comedies only a few fragments remain, which are away. The first great evil of his own time
against which he inveighs is the Peloponnesian
collected in Meineke's Fragm. Comic. Grose,, vol.
war, which he regards as the work of Pericles.
t, p. 415-7, edit minor.]
To this fatal war, among a host of evils, he asARISTON ('Apiaruv).
1. Of. Chios, a Stoic
cribes the influence of demagogues like Cleon
philosopher, and a disciple of Zeno, flourished
about B.C. 260. Though he professed himself at Athens. Another great object of his indig
nation
was. the recently adopted system of edu
a Stoic, yet he differed from Zeno in several
points, and became the founder of a small cation, which had been introduced by the Sophschool. H e is said to have died of a coup de ists, acting on the, speculative and inquiring
turn given to the Athenian mind by the Ionian
soleil.—2. A Peripatetic philosopher of lulls in
the Island of Ceos, succeeded Lycon as head and Eleatic philosophers, and the extraordinary
of the Peripatetic, school about B.C. 230. H e intellectual development of the age following
wrote several philosophical works which are the Persian war. The new theories introduced
lost.—3. Of Alexandrea, a Peripatetic philoso- by the Sophists threatened to overthrow the
pher and a contemporary of Strabo, wrote a foundations of morality,, by making persuasion,
and not truth, the object of man in his intercourse
work on the Nile; [and another, trepl 'ABnvalav
i-rrocKtag, as Vossius has shown,, witi whomwith
also his fellows, and to substitute a universal
Muller agrees, who has given the fragments of skepticism for the religious creed of. the people.
The worst effects of such a system were seen in
these works, in his Fragm. Hist. Grcc, vol iii,
Alcibiades,who combined all the elements which
p. 324-5.]
ARiSTONAUTZs('ApjoTovatiTaj), atown in Achaia,Aristophanes most disliked, heading the war
party in polities, and protecting the sophistical
the harbor of Pallene.
AEISTONICUS ('ApiaroviKog). 1. [A tyrantschool
of in philosophy and also in .literature. Of
Methymna, in Lesbos, who oppressed the Les- this latter school—the literary and poetical Sophbians. H e was subsequently taken prisoner by ists—Euripides was the chief, whose works
the naval commanders of Alexander at Chios, are full of that pereapoaoijila which contrasts so
given up to the Methymneans, and by them offensively with the moral dignity of zEschylus
cruelly put to death.]—2. A natural son of Eu- and Sophocles, and for which Aristophanes inmenes IL of Pergamus. Upon the death of his troduces him as soaring in the air to write his
brother, Attains III, B.C. 133, who left his tragedies. Another feature of the times was
kingdom to the Romans, Aristonicus laid claim the excessive love for litigation at Athens, the
to the crown. Atfirsthe met with considerable consequent importance of the dicasts, and dissuccess. H e defeated in 131 the consul P. Li- graceful abuse of their power, all of which enorcinius Crassus; but in 130 he was defeated and mities are made by Aristophanes objects of contaken prisoner by M. Perperna, was carried to tinual attack. But though he saw what were
Rome by M'. Aquillius in 129, and. was there putthe evils of his time, he had not wisdomtofind
to death.—3. A n Alexandrine grammarian, a a remedy for them, except the hopeless and uncontemporary of Strabo, and the author of sev- desirable one of a movement backward; and
eral works, most of whici relatedtothe Homerictherefore, though we allow him to have been
honest and bold, we must deny him the epithet
poems.
of great The following is a list of his extant
ARISTONYMUS ('Apiardwpog), a comic poet and
contemporary of Aristophanes and Amipsias, [of comedies, with the year in which they were
whose plays scarcely any thing survives: two or performed: 425, Acharnians. Produced in the
three fragments are given in Meineke's Fragm. name of Callistratus. First prize.—424. 'hnrelf,
Comic. Grcec, vol. i, p. 401-2, edit minor.] Knights or Horsemen. Thefirstplay produced
in the name of Aristophanes himself. First
ARISTOPHANES ('ApiGTofydvng). 1. The celebrated comic poet, was born about B.C. 444, and prize; second Cratinus.—423. Clouds. First
probably at Athens. His father Philippus had prize, Cratinus ; second, Amipsias.—422. Wasps.
possessions in zEgina, and may originally have Second prize.—Clouds (second edition), failed in
come from that island, whence a question arose obtaining a prize. Some writers place this B.C.
whether Aristophanes was a genuine Athenian 411, and the whole subject is very uncertain,
litizen: his enemy Cleon brought against him —419. Peace. Second prize; Eupolis, first—
more than one accusation to deprive him of his Birds. Second prize; Amipsias,first;Phryuichus, third.—411. Lysistrata.—Thesmophoriacivicrights(l-eviag ypafai), but without success.
H e had- three sons, Philippus, Araros, and Ni- zusas. During the Oligarchy.—408. First Pincostratus, but of his private history we know tus.—405. Frogs. First prize; Phrynichus, secnothing. H e probably died about B.C. 380. The ond ; Plato, tiird. Death of Sophocles.—392.
comedies of Aristophanes are of the highest his- Ecclesiazusce.—388. Second edition of the Plutorical interest, containing as they do an admi- tes.—The last two comedies of Aristophanes
rable series of caricatures on the leading men were the jEolosicon and Cocalus, produced about
of the day, and a contemporary commentary on B.C. 387 (date of the peace of Antalcidas) by Arthe evils existing at Athens. Indeed, the cari- aros, one of his sons. Suidas tells us that Ariscature is the only feature in modern social fifetophanes was the author, in all, offifty-fourplays.
which at all resembles them. Aristophanes was As a poet Aristophanes possessed merits of tha
a bold and often a wise patriot H e had the highest order. HiB works contain snatches of
strongest affection for Athens and longed to see lyric poetry which are quite ncWe, and some ot
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las cliojtoses, particularly one in the Knights, inof Macedonia, and the author cf several treatises
whic)if the horses are represented as rowing tri- on subjects connected with natural science: his
re^^es in an expedition against Corinth, are writ- mother, Phaestis (or Phaestias), w a s descendea
!~da with a spirit and humor unrivalled in Greek,from a Chalcidian family. T i e studies and ocand are not very dissimilar to English ballads. cupation of IUB father account for the early in
H e was a complete master of the Attic dialect elination manifested by Aristotle for the inves
and in his hands the perfection of that glorious tigation of nature, an inclination which is perlanguage is wonderfully shown. N oflightsare ceived throughout his whole life. H e lost hia
too bold for the rang<i of his fancy: animals of father before he had attained his seventeenth
every kind are press jd into his service; frogs year, and he w a s intrusted to the guardianship
chaunt choruses, a dog is tried for stealing a of one Proxenus of Atarneus in Mysia, w h o w a s
cheese, and an iambic verse is composed of the settled in Stagira. In 367 he went to Athens
grunts of a pig.—Editions: T h e best of the col- to pursue his studies, and there became a pupil
lective plays are b y Invernizzi, completed by of Plato upon the return of the latter from Sici
Beck and Dindorf, 13 vols. Lips, 1794-1826; ly about 365. Plato soon distinguished him
by Bekker, 5 vols. 8vo, Lond, 1829 ; [and by Din- above all bis other disciples. H e named him
dorf, 4 vols, in 7 partu, 8vo, Oxford, 1835-38].—the " intellect of his school," and his house the
2. O f Byzantium, son of Apelles, and one of the house of the " reader."
Aristotle lived at
most eminent Greek grammarians at Alexan- Athens for twenty years, till 347. During thr,
drea. H e w a s a pi.pil of Zenodotus and Era- whole of this period the good understanding
tosthenes, and teacher of the celebrated Aristar-which subsisted between teacher and scholar
chus. H e lived about B.C. 264, in the reign of continued, with some trifling exceptions, undisPtolemy II. and Ptolemy III, and had the su- turbed, for the stories of the disrespect and inpreme management of the library at Alexandrea. gratitude of the latter toward the former ar«
Aristophanes w a s thefirstw h o introduced the nothing but calumnies invented b y his enemies
use of accents in the Greek language. H e de- During the last ten years of hisfirstresidence
voted himself chiefly to the criticism and inter- at Athens, Aristotle gave instruction in rhetoric.
pretation of the Greek poets, and more espe- and distinguished himself b y his opposition tc
cially of Homer, of whose works he m a d e a n e w Isoerates. It w a s at this time that he publishand critical edition (bwpBaaig). T h e philoso- ed hisfirstrhetorical writings. U p o n the death
phers Plato and Aristotle likewise engaged his of Plato (347) Aristotle left Athens; perhaps he
attention, and of the former, as of several of thew a s offended by Plato having appointed Speupoets, he m a d e n e w and critical editions. All sippus as his successor in the Academy. H s
w e possess of his numerous works consists of first repaired to his friend Hermias at Atarneus,
fragments scattered through the Scholia on the where he married Pythias, the adoptive daugh
poets, some arguments to the plays of the tragic ter of the prince. O n the death of H E R M I A S .
poets and of Aristophanes, and a part of his w h o w a s killed by the Persians (344), Aristotle
Aeieig, which is printed in Boissonade's edition fled from Atarneus to Mytilene. T w o years
of Herodian's Partitiones, London, 1819, p. 283- afterward (342) he accepted an invitation from
289. [ A collection of all the extant fragments Philip of Macedonia to undertake the instrucof Aristophanes has been m a d e b y Nauck, Halle, tion of his son Alexander, then thirteen years
lH8,8vo.]
of age. Here Aristotle w a s treated with the
A R I S T O P H O N ('Apioro(j>av). 1. Of the demus
most marked respect. His native city, Stagira
of Azenia in Attica, one of the most distinguish- which had been destroyed b y Philip, w a s re
ed Athenian orators about the close of the Pelo- built at his request, and Philip caused a g y m
ponnesian war. T h e number of laws which he nasium (called N y m p h s a u m ) to be built there in
proposed m a y be inferred from his o w n state- a pleasant grove expressly for Aristotle and hia
ment, as preserved by zEschines, that he w a s pupils. Several of the youths of the Macedoaccused seventy-five times of having m a d e ille- nian nobles were educated b y Aristotle aionjr
gal proposals, but that he had always come off with Alexander. Aristotle spent seven years
victorious. In B.C. 354 he, accused Iphicrates in Macedonia, but Alexander enjoyed his inand Timotheus, and in the same year he came struction without interruption for only four.
forward in the assembly to defend the law of Still, with such a pupil, even this short period
Leptines against Demosthenes.
The latter w a s sufficient for a teacher like Aristotle tc
treats him with great respect and reckons him fulfill the highest purposes of education, and to
among the most eloquent orators.—2. Of the create in his pupil that sense of the noble and
demus of Colyttus, a contemporary of Demos- great which distinguishes Alexander from all
thenes, and an orator of great distinction and those conquerors w h o have only swept like a^
influence. It was this Aristophon w h o m zEs- hurricane through the world. O n Alexander's
chines served as a clerk, and in whose service accession to the throne in 335, Aristotle' returnhe was trained for his public career. Vid. zEs- ed to Athens. Here he found his friend Xenoo
OHINES.—3. A comic poet of the middle comedy; rates president of the Academy. H e himseM
[the fragments of his plays remaining are col- had the Lyceum, a gymnasium sacred to Apolla
lected b y Meineke, in his Fragm Comic. Grasc, Lyceus, assigned to him b y the state. H e soon
voL ii, p. 675-679, ed. minor.]—4. A painter of assembled round him a large number of distin
some distinction, son and pupil of Aglaophon, guished scholars, to w h o m he delivered lecture*
and brother of Polygnotus.
on philosophy in the shady walks (irepliraroi)
A R I S T O T E L E S ('ApioTOTEXng), the philosopher,
which surrounded the Lyceum, while walking
was born at Stagira, a town in Chaleidiee in up and down (wepnrarav), and not sitting, whict
Macedonia, B.C. 384. His father, Nicomaehus, was the general practice of the philosophert
was phys,Van in ordinary to Amyntas II, king F r o m one or other of these circumstances U M
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name Peripatetic is derived, which was after;; into the following classes, according to the sub
ward given to his school. H e gave two dif- jects of which they treat: w e only mention the
ferent courses of lectures every day. Those most important in each class. I. DIALECTICS
which he delivered in the morning (eaBtvbg ite-A N D L O G I C .
The extant logical writings are
o'marog ) to a narrower circle of chosen (esote- comprehended as a whole under the title Orric) hearers, and which were called acroamatic ganon ("Opyavov, i. e, instrument of science)i
or acroatic, embraced subjects connected withThey are occupied with the investigation of the
the more abstruse philosophy (theology), phys- method by which m a n arrives at knowledge.
ics, and dialectics. Those which he delivered A n insight into the nature and formation of conin the afternoon (deiXivbg itepiicaTog), and intendclusions, and of proof by means of conclusions,
ed for a more promiscuous circle (which, accord- is the c o m m o n aim and centre of all the sepingly, he called exoteric), extended to rhetoric,arate six works composing the Organon : these
sophistics, and polities. H e appears to have separate works are, 1. KaTnyopiat, Prcdicamentaught not so m u c h in the w a y of conversation ta, in which Aristotle treats of the (ten) comas in regular-lectures. His school soon became prehensive generic ideas, under which all the
the most celebrated at Athens, and he continued attributes of things m a y be subordinated as
to preside over it for thirteen years (335-323). species.—2. Hepl epunveiac, Be Interpretatione,
During this time he also composed the greater concerning the expression of thought by means
part of his works. In these labors he was as- of speech.—3, 4. 'AvaXvrutd rrpbrepa and varepa,
sisted by the truly kingly liberality of his former Analytica, each in two books, on the theory of
pupil, w h o not only presented him with 800 conclusions, so called from the resolution of
talents, but also caused large collections of nat- the conclusion into its fundamental component
uial curiosities to be madt' for him, to which parts.—5. Tomicd, Be Locis, in eight books, of
posterity is indebted for one of his most excel- the general points of view (rbnot), from which
lent works, the History of Animals. Meanwhile conclusions m a y be drawn.—6. Hepl co^coTCfcav
various causes contributed to throw a cloud eXeyxav, concerning the fallacies which only
over the latter years of the philosopher's life. apparently prove something. The best edition
In thefirstplace he felt deeply the death of his of the Organon is by "Waitz, Lips, 1844. IL
wife Pythias, w h o left behind her a daughter of T H E O R E T I C A L P H I L O S O P H Y , consisting of Metathe same n a m e : he lived subsequently with a physics, Mathematics, and Physics, on all of
friend of his wife's, the slave Herpyllis, w h o which Aristotle wrote works.
1. The Metabore him a son, Nicomachus. But a source of physics, in fourteen books (TOV nerd rb tpvcaicd),
still greater grief was an interruption of the originally consisted of distinct treatises, indefriendly relation in which he had hitherto stood pendent of one another, and were put together
to his royal pupil. This w a s occasioned b y the as one work after Aristotle's death. The title,
eonduct of CALLISTIIENES, the nephew and pupil also, is of late origin, and was given to the work
of Aristotle, w h o had vehemently and injudi- from its being placed after (perd) the Physics
ciously opposed the changes in the conduct and (rd tyvoind). The best edition is by Brandis,
policy of Alexander. Still Alexander refrain- Berol, 1S23.—2. In Mathematics w e have twe
ed from any expression of hostility towards his treatises by Aristotle: (1.) Hepl drbpav ypap
former instructor, although their former cordial fiuv, i. «., concerning indivisible lines; (2.) M>
connection no ionger subsisted undisturbed. Xavatd •KpoBXr/para, Mechanical Problems.—:>.
The story that Aristotle had a share in poison- In Physics w e have, (1.) Physics ((j>vaiK>) dapoding the king is a fabrication of a later age; cig, called also, by others, nepl dpx&v), in eight
and, moreover, it is certain that Alexander died books. In these Aristotle develops the general
a natural death. After the death of Alexan- principles of natural science (Cosmology). (2.)
der (323), Aristotle was looked upon with suspi- Concerning the Heaven (nepl oipavov), in four
cion at Athens as a friend of Macedonia; but books. (3.) On Production and Bestruction (rrepl
as it was not easy to bring any political accusa- ysveaeag teal <j>Bopug, de Generations et Corruption against him, he was accused of impiety tione), in two books, develop the general laws
(uoebeiac) by the hierophant Eurymedon. H eof production and destruction. (4.) On Meteor
withdrew from Athens before his trial, and es- ology (uereapoXoyucd, de Meteoris), in four books
caped in the beginning of 322 to Chalcis in Eu- (5.) On the Universe (rtepl Koapov, de Mundo), a
boaa, where he died in the course of the same letter to Alexander, treats the subject of the
year, in the sixty-third year of his age, of a last two works in a popular tone and a rhetorchronic disease of the stomach. His body was ical style altogether foreign to Aristotle. The
' ransported to his native city Stagira, and his whole is probably a translation of a work with
memory was honored there, like that of a hero, the same title by Appuleius. (6.) The History
' by yearly festivals. H e bequeathed to Theo- of Animals (irepl £uuv laropia), in nine books,
phrastus his well-stored library and the origi- treats of all the peculiarities of this division of
nals of his writings. In person Aristotle was the natural kingdom, according to genera, classshort and of slender make, with small eyes, es, and species, especially giving all the char
and a lisp in his pronunciation, using L for B, acteristics of each animal according to its ex
and with a sort of sarcastic expression in his ternal and internal vital functions, according
countenance. H e exhibited remarkable atten- to the manner of its copulation, its m o d e of
tion to external appearance, asd bestowed m u c h life, and its character. The best edition is by
care on his dress and person. H e is described Schneider, Lips, 1811. The observations ir
as having been of ^eak health, which, consid- this work are the triumph of ancient sagacity
ering the astonishing extent of his studies, and have been confirmed by the results of the
shows all the more the energy of his mind. The most recent investigations (Cuvier). (7.) <Jr
tunierous works cf Aristotle m a v be divided' the parts of Animals (nepl £awv pop'iav). in f«»«
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books, in which Aristotle, after describing the the constitutions is the best (the ideal of a slate)
phaeaomena in each species, develops the causes The doctrine concerning education, as the most
qFlhese phaanomena by means of the idea to be important condition of this best state, forms th«
*>rmed of the purpose which is manifested in conclusion. Best editions, by Schneider, Fran
the formation of the animaL (8.) On the Gen-cof. ad. Viadr, 1809 ; Coray, Paris, 1821; Gott
eration of Animals (irepl Juaw yeveaeag) in
ling,
five
Jenae, 1824; Stahr, with a German transbooks, treats of the generation of animals and lation, Lips, 1837 ; Barthelemy St. Hilaire, with
the organs of generation.—-(9.) Be Incessu Ania French translation, Paris, 1837,—5. (Economics
malium (irepl (aov rcopelag). (10.) Three (ohovopiKd),
books
in two books, of which only the first
on the Soul (rzepl ipvxyi )• Aristotle defines
isthe
genuine. IV. "WORKS O N A R T , which have
soul to be the " internal formative principle of a for their subject the exercise of the creative
body which may be perceived by the senses, and faculty, or Art. To these belong the Poetics and
is capable of life." Best edition by Trendelen- Rhetoric. 1. The Poetics (Hepl •KoinriR^g). A
burg,, Jenaa, 1833. Several anatomical works
totle penetrated more deeply than any of the
, of /Aristotle have been lost. H e was the first
ancients into the essence of Hellenic art. H e
person who, in any special manner, advocated is the father of the esthetics of poetry, as he is
anatomical investigations, and showed the ne- the completer of Greek rhetoric as a science.
cessity of them for the study of the natural The greatest part of the treatise contains a
sciences. H efrequentlyrefers to investiga- theory of Tragedy ; nothing else is treated of,
tions of his own on the subject. III. PRACTI- with the exception of the epos ; comedy is
CAL PHILOSOPHY or POLITICS. All that falls merely alluded to. Best editions, by Tyrwbitt,
within the sphere of practical philosophy is com- Oxon, 1794; Hermann, Lips, 1802; Grafenhan,
prehended in three principal works : the Ethics,
Lips, 1821; Bekker, Berol, 1832; Ritter, Cothe Polities, and the (Economics. 1. Thelon,
Ni- 1839.—2. The Bhetoric (rexvrj p'nropiKTJ)
comachean Ethics ('HBinb Nmopuxeia), in three
ten books. Rhetoric, as > a science, according
books. Aristotle here begins with the highest to Aristotle, stands side by side with Dialectics.
and most universal end of life, for the individ- The only thing which maKes a scientific treatual as well as for the community in the state. ment of rhetoric possible is the argumentation
This is happiness (evdaipovia) • and its condiwhich awakens conviction : he therefore directs
tions are, on the one hand, perfect virtue ex- his chief attention to the theory of oratorical
hibiting itself in the actor, and, on the other argumentation. The second main division of
hand, corresponding bodily advantages and fa- the work treats of the production of that favor
vorable external circumstances. Virtue is the able disposition in the hearer, in consequence
readiness to act constantly and consciously ac- of which the orator appears to him to be worthy
cording to the laws of the rational nature of of credit The third part treats of oratorkal
man (bpBbg Xbyog). The nature of virtue showsexpression and arrangement. According to a
itself in its appearing as the medium between story current in antiquity, Aristotle bequeathed
two extremes. In accordance with this, the his library and M S S . to Theophrastus, his sue,
several virtues are enumerated and character- cessor in the Academy. Cn the death of Theoized. Best editions by Zell, Heidelb, 1820; phrastus, the libraries and M S S , both of Aris
Coray, Paris, 1822 ; Cardwell, Oxon, 1828; totle and Theophrastus, are said to have come
Michelet, Berol, 1848, 2d edition.—2. The Eu- into the hands of his relation and disciple, Nedemlan Ethics ('HBIKU Evdypeia), in several books,
leus of Scepsis. This Neleus sold both libraries
of which only books i, ii, iii, and vii are in- to Ptolemy H , king of Egypt, for the Alexandependent, while the remaining books iv, v.,drine library ; but he retained for himself, as
and vi. agree word for word with books v, vi, an heir-loom, the original M S S . of the works of
and vii. of the Nicomacheon Ethics. This eth- these two philosophers. The descendants of
ical work is perhaps a recension of Aristotle's Neleus, who were subjects of the King of Perlectures, edited by Eudemus.—3. 'HBIKU M E - gamus, knew of no other way of securing them
yaXa, in two books.- -4. Politics (HOXLTIKO), infrom the search of the Attali, who wished to
eight books. The Ethics conduct us to the Polrival the Ptolemies in forming a large library.
ities. The connection between the two works than concealing them in a cellar, where for a
is so close, that in the Ethics by the word VOTE-couple of centuries they were exposed to the
oov reference is made by Aristotle to the Poli- ravages of damp and worms. It was not till
tics, and in the latter by nporepov to the Ethics.
the beginning of the century before the birth of
The Politics show how happiness is to be attain- Christ that a wealthy book-collector, the Athe
ed/or the human community in the state ; fornian
the Apellicon of Teos, traced out these valu. object of the state is not merely the external ble relies, bought them from the ignorant heirL
preservation of life, " but happy life," as it is atand prepared from them a new edition of Aris-'
tained by '• means of virtue" (dperfi, perfect tdeotle's works. After the capture of Athens,
velopment of the whole man). Hence, also, ethSulla conveyed Apellicon's library to Rome, B,
icsfoiin thefirstand most general foundationC. 84. Vid. APELLICON. From this story an
of political life, because the state cannot attainerror arose, which has been handed down from
its highest object if morality does not prevail the time of Strabo to the present day. It was
among its citizens. The house, the family, is concluded from this account that neither Aristhe element of the state. Accordingly, Aristo- totle nor Theophrastus had published their writ
tle begins with the doctrine of domestic econo- ings, with the exception of some exoteric works,
my, tien proceeds to a description of the differ- which had no important bearing on their sys
ent forms of government, after which he gives tern, and that it was not till 200 years latei
a delineation of the most important Hellenic that they were brought to light by the above
constitutions, and then investigates which of menticned ApeHico>i. and published to the phil
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osophical world. That, however, was by no brated heretic, born shortly after the twiddle oi
means the cause. Aristotle, indeed, did not pre- the third century A.D. In the religious diaputet
pare a complete edition, as w e call it, of his at Alexandrea, A.D. 306, Arius atfirsttook' th«
writings. Nay, it is certain that death overtook part of Meletius, but afterward became reconci!
him before he could finish some of his works ed to the Bishop of Alexandrea, the opponent of
and put thefinishinghand to others. Never- Meletius, w h o m a d e Arius deacon. Soon aftei
theless, it can not be denied that Aristotle des- this he w a s excommunicated by Peter of Alex
tined all his works for publication, and published andrea, but w a s restored b y his successor Achil
several in hi3 life-time. This is indisputably las, and ordained priest A.D. 313. In 318 the
sertain with regard to the exoteric writings. celebrated controversy with Bishop Alexander
Those which had not been published by Aristo- broke out, a controversy which has had a greattle himself, were given to the world by Theo- er and more lasting influence upon the developphrastus and his disciples in a complete form. ment of the Christian religion than any other,
—Editions: The best edition of the complete So fierce did the dispute become, that the E m works of Aristotle is by Bekker, Berlin, 1831- peror Constantine w a s forced to convoke a gen1840, 4to, text in 2 vols, and a Latin translation eral council at Nicaaa (Nice), A.D. 325, at which
to one volume This edition has been reprint- upward of three hundred bishops were present
ed at Oxford in 11 vols. 8vo. There is a ste- The errors of Arius were condemned; and he
reotyped edition published b y Tauchnitz, Leip- was compelled to go into exile into Illyricum,
zig, 1832, 16mo, in 16 vols, and another edition where he remained until recalled b y the emaf the text by Weise, in one volume, Leipzig, peror in 830, and allowed to return to Alexan1843.—[2. One of the thirty tyrants established drea, through the influence of Eusebius of Nicoin Athens B.C. 404: he would also appear to media. His ever-wakeful opponent, however,
have been one of the 400, and to have taken an Athanasius, w a s not so easily deceived as the
active part in the scheme of fortifying Eetionea, emperor, and, notwithstanding the order of Conand admitting the Spartans into the Piraaeus, stantine, refused to receive him into the comB.C. 411. In B.C. 405 he w a s living in banish- munion of the Church. This led to a renewed
ment, and is mentioned by Xenophon as being application to the emperor; and when Arius
with Lysander during the siege of Athens.—3. finally seemed on the point of triumphing over
Of Sicily, a rhetorician, w h o wrote against the his sturdy orthodox opponents, he w a s removed
Panegyricus of Isocrates.—4. Of Athens, an suddenly by the hand of death, A.D. 836.]
A R I U S I A (r/ 'Apwvaia x^Pa\ a district on the
orator and statesman, under whose name some
forensic orations were known in the time of Di- north coast of Chios, where the best wine in
ogenes Laertius, which were distinguished for the island w a s grown (Ariusium Vinum, Virg,
their elegance.,—5. Of Argos, a Megaric or dia- Eel, v, 71.)
lectic philosopher, belonged to the party at Ar- A R M E N E ('Appevn or -i]vn : n o w Akliman), a
gos which w a s hostile to Cleomenes of Sparta.] town on the coast of Papblagonia, where 'the
10,000 Greeks, during their retreat, rested five
A R I S T O X E N U S ('ApiaroSjevog). 1. Of Tarentum,
a Peripatetic philosopher and a musician, flour-days, entertained by tie people of Sinope, a litished about B.C. 318. H e w a s a disciple of tle to the west of which Armene stood.
Aristotle, w h o m he appears to haverivalledin A R M E N I A ('Appevia : 'App.evwg, Armenius: now
the variety of his studies. According to Suidas, Armenia), a country of Asia, lying between Asia
he produced works to the number of 453 upon Minor and the Caspian, is a lofty table-land,
music, philosophy, history—in short, every de- backed b y the chain of the Caucasus, watered
partment of literature. "We know nothing of by the rivers Cyrus and Araxes, containing the
bis philosophical opinions except that he held sources also of the Tigris and of the Euphrates,
the soul to be a harmony of the body (Cic, Tuse, the latter of which divides the country into two
i, 10), a doctrine which had been already dis- unequal parts, which were called Major and Micussed by Plato in the Phasdo. Of his numer- nor. 1. A R M E N I A M A J O R or P R O P R I A ('A. fi fie
ous works, the only one extant is his Elements ydXn or i] Idiag naXovpevn : n o w Erzeroum, Kars,
Van, and Erivan), w a s bounded on the northof Harmony (dp/ioviKd aroixela), in three books,
edited by Meibomius, in the Antiquas Musicc east and north by the Cyrus (now Kur), which
Aiidores Septem, A m s t , 1652.—[2. Of Selinus divided it from Albania and Iberia; on the northin Sicily, a Greek poet, w h o is said to have been west and west by the Moschici Mountains (the
the first w h o wrote in anapaestic metres.—8. prolongation of the chain of the Anti-TauA celebrated Greek physician, w h o flourished rus), and the Euphrates (now Frat), which diabout the beginning of the Christian era, and vided it from Colchis and Armenia Minor; and
Was the author of a work Hepl rrjg 'Hpo^iXovon the south and southeast b y the mountains
called Masius, Niphates, and Gordiaai (the pro
Alpeaeag, Be Herophili Secta.]
A R I S T U S ("Apia-roc). 1. Of Salamis in Cyprus, longation of the Taurus), and the lower course
wrote a history of Alexander the Great.—2. A n of the A R A X E S , which divided it from Mesopo
Academic philosopher, a contemporary and friend tamia, Assyria, and Media: on the east the
country comes to a point at the confluence of
of Cicero, and teacher of M . Brutus.
the Cyrus and Araxes. It is intersected by
A R I U S , river. Vid. A R I A .
[ A R I U S ("Apewg). 1. A Pythagorean or ?4oic chains of mountains, between which run the
two
great rivers A R A X E S , flowing east into
philosopher of Alexandrea, an instructor of A u gustus in philosophy; highly esteemed b y Augus- the Caspian, and the Arsanias (now Murad), oi
tus, w h o declared, after the capture of Alexan- south branch of the Euphrates,flowingwest into
draa, that he spared the city chiefly for the sake the main stream (now Frat) just above Mount
of zlrius. Besides philosophy, he also taught Masius. The eastern extremity of the chain oi
rhetoric,! and wrote on that art.—2. The cele- mountains which separates the basins of thesf.
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A R M I N I U S (the Lathized form of Hermann
twc riyers, and which is an offshoot of the AntiTaietis, forms the Ararat of Scripture. In the "the chieftain"), son of Sigimon, "the consouth of the country is the great lake of Van, queror," and chief of the tribe of the Cherusci,
•Arsissa Palus, inclosed by mountain chains w h o inhabited the country to tlw north of the
• which connect Ararat with the southern range Hartz Mountains, n o w forming the south of
of mountains.—2. A R M E N I A M I N O E ('A. piupa or Hanover and Brunswick. H e was born in B.C.
fjpaxvTtpa), was bounded on the east by the1 8 ; and in his youth be led the warriors of
Euphrates, which divided it from Armenia M a - his tribe as auxiliaries of the R o m a n legions in
jor, on the north and northwest by the mount- Germany, where he learned the language and
ains Scodlses, Paryadres, and Anti-Taurus, di- military discipline of Rome, and was admitted
viding it from Pontus and Cappadoeia, and on the to the freedom of the city, and enrolled among
south by the Taurus, dividing it from C o m m a - the equites. In A.D. 9, Arminius, w h o was n o w
gene in Northern Syria, so that it contained the twenty-seven years old, and had succeeded his
country east and south of the city of Siwas (the father as chief of his tribe, persuaded his counancient Cabira or Sebaste) as far as the Euphra- trymen to rise against the Romans, w h o were
tes and the Taurus. The boundaries between n o w masters of this part of Germany, and which
Armenia Minor and Cappadoeia varied at dif- seemed destined to become, like Gaul, a R o m a n
ferent times; and, indeed, the whole country up province. His attempt was crowned with suc,'to the Euphrates is sometimes called Cappado- cess. Quintilius Varus, w h o was stationed in
eia, and, on the other hand, the whole of Asia the country with three legions, was destroyed
Minor east of the Halys seems at one time to with almost all his troops (vid. V A R U S ) ; and the
have been included under the n a m e of Armenia. Romans had to relinquish all their possessions
The people of Armenia claimed to be aboriginal; beyond the Rhine. In 14, Arminius had to deand there can be little doubt that they were one fend his country against Germanicus. A t first
of the most ancient families of that branch of he was successful; the Romans were defeated,
the human race which is called Caucasian. and Germanicus withdrew toward the Rhine
Their language, though possessing some re- followed by Arminius. But having been commarkable peculiarities of its own, was nearly pelled by his uncle, Inguiomer, against his o w n
allied to the Indo-Germanie family; and their wishes, to attack the Romans in their intrench'manners and religious ideas were similar to ed camp, his army was routed, and the Romans
those of the Medes and Persians, but with a m a d e good their retreat to tie Rhine. It w a s
greater tendency to the personification of the in the course of this campaign that Thusnelda,
powers of nature, as in the goddess Anaitis, the wife of Arminius, fell into the hands of the
whose worship was peculiar to Armenia. They Romans, and was reserved, with the infant boy
h.»d cemmercial dealings with Assyria and Phoe- to w h o m she soon after gave birth in her captivnicia In the time of Xenophon they had pre- ity, to adorn the triumph of Germanicus at Rome,
served a great degree of primitive simplicity, In 16, Arminius was again called upon to resist
but four hundred years later Tacitus gives an Germanicus, but he was defeated, and his coununfavorable view of their character. The ear- try was probably only saved from subjection by
liest Armenian traditions represent the country the jealousy of Tiberius, w h o recalled Germans
as governed by native kings, w h o had perpetu- cus in the following year. A t length Arminiui
ally to maintain their independence against at- aimed at absolute power, and was, in eonsotacks from Assyria. They were said to have quence, cut off by his o w n relations in the thirty
been conquered by Semiramis, but again threw seventi year of his age, A.D. 19.
A E M O E I C A or A R E M O R I O A , the n a m e of thu
off the yoke at the time of the Median and Babylonian revolt. Their relations to the Medes and northwest coast of Gaul from the Ligeris (now
Persians seem to have varied between success- Loire) to the Sequana (now Seine), derived from
ful resistance, unwilling subjection, and friendly the Celtic ar, air, " upon," and muir, mbv, " the
The Armoncc
civitates are enumerated
alliance. A body of Armenians formed a part sea."
of the army which Xexes led against Greece ; by Caasar (B. G, vii, 75).
A R N A (Arnas, -atis : now Civitella d'Arno), a
and they assisted Darius Codomaunus against
Alexander, and in this war they lost their kiDg, town in Umbria, near Perusia.
A R N Z E ("Apvai), a towu in Chahidice in Maceand became subject to the Macedonian empire
(B C. 828). After another interval of success- donia, south of Aulon and Bromiscus.
[ A R N ^ U S ('Apvatog), the proper name of the
ful revolt (B.C. 317-274), they submitted to the
Greek kings of Syria; but when Antiochus the beggar Irus, mentioned in the Odyssey. Vid
IRUS.]
Great was defeated by the Romans (](.C. 190),
A R N E ("Apvn). 1. A town in Boaotia, mentionthe country again regained its independ ence, and
it was at this period that it was divided into the ed by H o m e r (22, ii, 507), supposed by Pausa
two kingdoms of Armenia Major and Minor, nias to be the same as Chaaronea, but placed by
under two lifferent dynasties, founded respect- others near Acraephium, on the east of the Lake
ively by tlve noblws w h o headed the revolt Copais.—[2. A town of Magnesia in Thessaly, on
Artaxias and Zariadras. Ultimately, Armenia the Maliac Gulf, said to have derived its name
Minor w a s m a d e a R o m a n province by Trajan; from Arne, a daughter of zEolus.—3. A ioun
and Armenia Major, after being a perpetual ob- tain in the territory of Mantinea in Arcadia.]
[ A R N E ("Apvn). 1. A daughter of zEolus. Vid,
ject of contention between the Romans and the
Parthians, was subjected to the revived Persian the foregoing, No. 2.—2. The betrayer of her
empire by itsfirstking, Artaxerxes (Ardeshir), native country to King Minos, and, on this IM
count, changed into a jackdaw.^
in A.D. 226.
T
A R M E N I C S M O N S (TO 'Apuevwv bpo(), a branch A R N I S S A ("Apviaoa: n o w Osl rova f) a to r r. ii/
Eordaaa in Macedonia.
»f the Anti Taurus e'nin in Armenia Mteor.
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AiNObfua 1. The elder, a native of Africa, 1 [ A E R A B O (in Ptolemy HdpaBav, now Ralived about A.D. 300, in the reign of Diocletian. ]river in Pannoniai a tributary of the D a n u
H e wasfirsta teacier of rhetoric at Sicca in |At its mouth lay the city and fortress Arrabu.
Africa, but afterward embraced Christianity;. n o w Baab.J
and,toremove all doubts as to the reality of his • A R R E T I U M or A R E T I U M (Arrefinus: n o w Armconversion, be wrote, while yet a catechumen, •zo), one of the most important of the twelve
his celebrated work against the Pagans, in seven icities of Etruria, was situated in the northeast
books (Libri septem adversus Gentes), which w eof the country at the foot of the Apennines, and
•till possess. The best editions are b y Orelli, possessed a fertile territory near tie sources of
lips, 1816, [and by Hildebrand, Halle, 1844].— the Arnus and the Tiber, producing good wine
9. The Younger, lived about A.D. 460, and w a s and corn. It w a s thrice colonized by the Roprobably a bishop or presbyter in Gaul. H e mans, whence w e read of Arretini Veteres, Mwrote a commentary on the Psalms, still extant, denates, Julienses. It w a s particularly celebrated for its pottery, which w a s of red ware,
which shows that he was a Semi-Pelagian.
A R N O N ("Apvav: n o w Wad el Mojib), a con- The Gilnii, from w h o m Maecenas was descendsiderable river of East Palestine, rising in the ed, were a noble family of Art etium. The
Arabian Desert,' and flowing west through a ruins of a city two or three miles to the southtocky valley into the Lacus Asphaltites (now east of Arezzo, on a height called Poggio di San
Dead Sea). The surrounding district w a s caU Cornelio, or Gastel Secco, are probably the reed Arnorias ; and in it the Romans had a mili mains of the ancient Arretium.
A E R H A P A O H I T I S '('Afifiawaxiric), a district of
tary station, called Castra Arnonensia.
A R N U S (now Arno), the chiefriverof Etruria Assyria, between theriversLycus and Choatras.
A R R H I B ^ U S ('Ap'p'iBaiog), chieftain of the M a c e
rises in the Apennines, flows by Pisas, and falls
into the Tyrrienian Sea. It gave the n a m e tc donians of Lyncus, revolted against King Perdiccas in the Peloponnesian war. It w a s tc
the Tribus Arnierisis, formed B.C. 387.
A R O A ('Apoa or 'Apbrf), the ancient name ofreduce him that Perdiccas sent for Brasidas
PATRZE.
(B.C. 424), and against him took place the un[ A B O A N I U S ('Apodvwg), a river of Arcadia,successful joint expedition, in which Perdiccas
rises in Mount Cyllene, loses itself in some deserted Brasidas, and Brasidas effected his
natural cavities near Pieneus, then reappears bold and skillful retreat
at the foot of Penteleion, and joins the Ladon.
A R E H I D Z E U S ('AfifiiiSalog) or A E I D Z S U S ('Apt
The same name was given to two other streams, balog). 1. A half-brother of Alexander the Great
cne a tributary likewise of the Ladon, the other son of Philip and a female dancer, Philinna of
a tributary of the Erymanthus.]
Larissa, w a s of imbecile understanding. H e
AROMATA(rd'Apaaara','Apapdravdxpov: n o w was at Babylon at the time of Alexander's death,
Cape Guardafui),- the easternmost promontory B.C. 323, and was elected king under the n a m e
jf Africa, at the southern extremity of the Ara- of Philip. T h e young Alexander, the infant
bian Gulf: the surrounding district w a s also son of Roxana, w a s associated with him in the
called Aromata or Aromatophora Regio, with a government In 322 Arrhidaeus married Eurydtown 'Apapdrav ' ipizbpiov : BO named from the
ice..- O n their return to Macedonia, Eurydico
abundance of spices which the district produced. attempted to obtain the supreme power in op
A R P I (Arpanus: n o w • Arpi), an inland town position to Polysperchon; but Arrhidaeus and
in the Daunian Apulia, founded, according to Eurydice were m a d e prisoners, and put to death
tradition, by Diomedes, w h o called it "Apyoc 2ir- by order of Olympias, 817.—2. One of Alexannwv,. from which its later names of Argyrippa der's generals, obtained the province of the H e !
or Argyripa and Arpi are said to have arisen lespontine Phrygia at the division of the prov(Hie (Diomedes) wrbem Argyripdm, patric cog- inces in 321 at Triparadisus, but w a s deprived
nomine gentis,- Virg, JEn, xi, 246). • During the
of it by Antigonus in 319.
time of its independence it w a s a flourishing A R E I A . 1. Wife of Caacina Paetus. W h e n her
commercial town, using Salapia as its harbor. husband was ordered b y the Emperor Claudius
It was friendly to the R o m a n s in the Samnite to put an end to his life, A D . 42, and hesitated
wars, but revolted to HanniBal after the battle to do so, Arria stabbed herself, handed the dagof Cannaa, B.C. 216 :' it w a s taken by the Roger to her husband, and said, " Paetus, it does
mans in 213, deprived of its independence, and not paia me."—2. Daughter of the preceding,
neVer recovered its former prosperity. • •
and wife of Thrasea.
[ A R P I N A ("Apiuva), an ancient place in Elis, A E R I Z N U S ('Ap'p'iavog). 1. O f Nicomedia in
near the Alpheus, so called from a daughter of Bithynia, born about A.D. 90, w a s a pupil and
the Asopus: near it flowed the River Arpina- friend of Epictetus, andfirstattracted attention
as a philosopher b y publishing at Athens' the
tes.]
A R P I N U M (Arpinas, -atis: n o w Arpino), a town lectures of his master. In. 124 he gained the
of Latium, on the small river Fibrenus (now Fi- friendship of Hadrian during his stay in Greece,
breno), originally belonging to'the Volscians and and received from the emperor the R o m a n citi
afterward to the Samnites, from w h o m the Ro- zenship; from this time he assumed the name
mans wrested it w a s a R o m a n ' municipium, of Flavius.: In 136 he w a s appointed praafect of
and received the jus suffrdgii, or right of votingCappadoeia, which was invaded the year aftei
in the R o m a n comitia/B.C. 188. It was the by the'Alani or Massagetaa,' w h o m he defeated
birth-place of Marius and-Cicero; the latter of Under Antoninus' Pius, in 146, Arrian was con
w h o m w a s b 6 m in his father's villa,' situated 'sul; and about 150 he witharew from'public life,
on a small island formed by the River Fibrenus.' and from'this time lived in his native town of NiCicero's brother Quintus had'an'estate'south of comedia, as' priest "of Ceres (Demeter) and Pros
Arpimim. ei He'd Ar'canvm
. ' ' - erpina (Persephone). H e died at 'fin advanced
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.n the reign of M . Aurelius, Arrian was scendant of Achilles, and one oi tnt tarly king!
j of the most active and best writers of his of the Molossians in Epirus. H e is said to hav«
«ime. H e was a close imitator of Xenophon, been educated at Athens, and on his return te
both in the subjects of his works and in the his native country to have framed for the M o style in which they were written. H e regard- lossians a code of laws, and established a regued his relation to Epietetus as similar to that of lar constitution.
,
Xenophon to Socrates; and it was his endeavor
A E R I U S . Q. 1. Praetor B.C. 72, defeated
to carry out that resemblance. With this view Crixus, the leader of the runaway slaves, but
ne published, 1. The philosophical lectures of was afterward conquered by Spartacus. In 71,
his master (AiarpiBal 'Eitucn/jrov), in eight books,
Arrius was to have succeeded Veres as prothefirsthalf of which is still extant Edited in praetor in Sicily, but died on his w a y to Sicily
SehweighS user's Epietetece Philosophic Monu-— 2 . A Son of the preceding, was an unsuccess
menta, vol. iii, and in Corae's Hdpepya 'EXXnv.ful candidate for the consulship B.C. 59. H e
BiBXwB, voL viii—2. A n abstract of the prac- was an intimate friend of Cicero.
tical philosophy of Epietetus ('Eyxeiplbtov 'Em-A E R I U S A P E E . Vid. A P E E .
KTrjrov), which is still extant This celebrated A E R U N T I U S , L. 1. Proscribed by the trium
work maintained its authority for m a n y cen- virs in B.C. 43, but escaped to Sextus Pompey
turies, both with Christians and Pagans. The in Sicily, and was restored to the state with
nest editions are those of Schweighauser and Pompey. H e subsequently commanded the left
Oorae, in the collections above referred to. H e wing of thefleetof Octavianus at the battle of
also published other works relating to Epietetus, Actium, 31, and was consul in 22.—2. Son of
which are n o w lost His original works are: the preceding, consul A.D. 6. Augustus de3. A treatise on the chase (Kvvnyvriicog), which
clared in his last illness that Arruntius was not
forms a kind of supplement to Xenophon's work unworthy of the empire, and would have boldon the same subject, and is printed in most edi- ness enough to seize it, if • an opportunity pretions of Xenophon's works.-^-4. The History of sented. This rendered him an object of susthe Asiatic expedition of Alexander the Great picion to Tiberius. H e was charged in A.D,
('AvdBaoig 'AXe^dvbpov), in seven books, the37 as an accomplice in the crimes of Albueilla,
most important of Arrian's works. This great and put an end to his own life.
work remind* the reader of Xenophon's AnabA E S A (now Azunga), a town in Hispania Baaasis, not only by its title, but also by the ease tica.
and clearness of its style. It is also of great
A R S A C E S ('Apadieng), the name of the founder
value for its historical accuracy, being based of the Parthian empire, which was also borne
upon the most trustworthy histories written by by all his successors, w h o were hence called
the contemporaries of Alexander, especially the Arsacidc.—1. H e was of obscure origin,
Sh^se of Ptolemy, the son of Lagus, and of Aris-and seems to have come from the neighborhood
to! ,ulus, the sou of Aristobulus.—5. O n India of the Ochus. H e induced the Parthians to re('Ii bmrj or rd 'lvSind), which m a y be regarded
volt from the- Syrian empire of tha Seleucidae,
as a continuation of the Anabasis, at the end of and he became thefirstmonarch of the Parthiwhich it is usually printed. „ This work is writ-ans. This event probably took place about
ten in the Ionic dialect, probably in imitation B.C. 250, in the reign of Antiochus II.; but the
of Ctesias of Cnidus, whose work on the same history of the revolt, as well as of the events
eubject Arrian wished to supplant by a more which immediately followed, is stated very diftrustworthy and correct account. The best ferently by different historians. Arsaces reigneditions of the Anabasis are by Ellendt Regi- ed only two years, and was succeeded by his
moutii, 1832, and by 0. W . Kriiger, Berlin brother Tiridates.—2. TIRIDATIS, reigned thir1835-49, 2 vols.; of the Itidica by Schmieder,ty-seven years, B.C. 248-211, and defeated SeHalle, 1798.—6. A description of a voyage round leucus Callinicus, the successor of Antiochus II
the coasts of the Euxine (trepmXovg nbvrov £i>|-— 3 . A R T A B A N U S I, son of the preceding, was
elvov), which had undoubtedly been made by Ar-attacked by Antiochus III. (the Great), who,
rian himself during his government of Cappa- however, was unable to subdue his couutry, and
doeia. This Periplus has come down to us, to- at length recognized him as king about 210.—
gether with a Periplus of the Erythraean, and a 4. PRIAPATIUS, son of the preceding, reigned fifPeriplus of the Euxine and the Palus Maeotis, teen years, and left three sons, Phraates, Mithboth of which also bear the name of Arrian, but radates, and Artabanus.—5. P H R A A T E S 1, subthey belong undoubtedly to a later period. The dued the Mardi, and, though he had m a n y sons,
best editions are in Hudson's Geographi Minores, left the kingdom to his brother Mithradates.—
vol i, and in Gail's and Hoffmann's collections 6. M I T H R A D A T E S I, son of Arsaces I V , greatly
of the minor Geographers.—7. A work on Tac- enlarged the Parthian empire by his conquests.
tics (Xbyog raicriKog or rexvn raKniiij), of which
H e defeated Demetrius Nicator, king of Syria,
w e possess at present only a fragment: printed and took him prisoner in 138. Mithradates
in Blancard's collection of the minor works of treated Demetrius with respect, and gave him
Arrian. Arrian also wrote numerous other his daughter Rhodogune in marriage. Mithra•yorks, all of which are n o w lost.—2.- A R o m a n dates died during the captivity of Demetrius,
jurisconsult, probably lived under Trajan,, and between 138 and 130.—7. P H R A I T E S If, son of
is perhaps the same person with the orator A r the preceding, carried on war against Antiochuf
rianus, w h o corresponded with the younger VII. Sidetes, w h o m Phraates defeated and slew
Pliny, H e wrote a treatise Be Interdictis, of
in battle, B.C. 128. Phraates himself was
which the second book is quoted in the Digest. shortly after killed in battle by the Scythians,
A U R I B A S , A E R Y B A S , A R Y M B A S , or T H A R R Y T A S w h o had been invited by Autiochus to assist
['ApYib'ac, 'AfifivBag, 'ApvuBag, or Qabbiirac),
a de- Phraates, but w h o did not arrive
him against
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till after the fall of the formei -9. A R T A I A N P S king u his stead. Phraates, ha vcver, was K H K
II, youngest brother of Arsaces V I , and young- restored by the Scythians, and Tiridatesfledu>
est son of Arsaces IV, fell in battle against the Augustus, carrying with him the youngest son
Tlugarii or Tochari, apparently after a short of Phraates. Augustus restored his son to
reign.—9. M I T H R A D A T E S II, son of the preced- Phraates on condition of his surrendering the
ing, prosecuted many wars with success, and Roman standards and prisoners taken in the
addod many nations to the Parthian empire, war with Crassus and Antony. They were
whence he obtained the surname of Great, it given up in 20 ; their restoration caused univerwas in his reign that the Romansfirsthad any sal joy at Rome, and was celebrated not only
official communication with Parthia. Mithra- by the poets, but by festivals and commemmoradates sent an ambassador to Sulla, who had tive monuments. Phraates also sent to Auguscome into Asia B.C. 92, and requested alliance tus as hostages his four sons, with their wives
with the Romans.—10. ( M N A S C I R E S ? ) Noth- and children, who were carried to Rome. In
ing i& known of the successor of Arsaces IX. A.D. 2, Phraates was poisoned by his wife Ther
Even his name is uncertain—11. SANATROCES, musa and her son Pbraataces.—16. PHEAATAreigned seven years, and died about B.C. 70.— CES, reigned only a short time, as he was ex12. P H R A A T E S III. son of the preceding.
H e pelled by his subjects on account of his crimes.
lived at the time of the war between the Ro- The Parthian nobles then elected as king Oromans and Mithradates ef. Pontus, by both of des, who was of the family of the Arsacidaa.—•
whom he was courted. H e contracted an alli- 17. O R O D E S II, also reigned only a short time
ance with the Romans, but he took no part in as he was killed by the Parthians on account
the war. At a later period misunderstandings of his cruelty. Upon his death the Parthians
arose between Pompey and Phraates, but Pom- applied to the Romans for Vonones, one of
pey thought it more prudent to avoid a war with the sons of Phraates IV, who was according
the Parthians, although Phraates had invad- ly granted to them.—18. V O N O N E S I, son of
ed Armenia, and Tigranes, the Armenian king, Phraates IV, was also disliked by his subjects,
implored Pompey's assistance. Phraates was who therefore invited Artabanus, King of Media,
murdered soon afterward by his two sons, Mith- to take possession of the kingdom. Artabanus
-adates and Orodes.—MITHRADATES III, son of drove Vonones out of Parthia, who resided first
the preceding, succeeded his father during the in Armenia, next in Syria, and subsequently in
Armenian war. On his return from Armenia, Cilicia. H e was put to death in A.D. 19, ao
Mithradates was expelled from the throne on cording to some accounts by order of Tiberius
account of his cruelty, and was succeeded by on account of his great wealth.—19. ARTABAhis brother Orodes. Mithradates afterward NUS III, obtained the Parthian kingdom soon
made war upon his brother, but was taken pris- after the expulsion of Vonones, about A.D 16
oner and put to death.—14. Orodes I, brother Artabanus placed Arsaces, one of his sons, cvel
of the preceding, was the Parthian king whose Armenia, and assumed a hostile attitude toward
general Surenas defeated Crassus and the Ro- the Romans. His subjects, w h o m he oppressed
mans, B.C. 53. Vid. CRASSUS. After the death dispatched an embassy to Tiberius to beg bin"
of Crassus, Orodes gave the command of the to send Parthia Phraates, one of the sons of
army to hia son Paeorus, who entered Syria in Phraates IV. Tiberius willingly complied witl51 with a small force, but was driven back by the request; but Phraates, upon arriving in Sy
Crassius. In 50 Paeorus again crossed the Eu- ria, was carried off by a disease, A.D. 3*. Ar
phrates with a much larger army, and advanced soon as Tiberius heard of his death, he set up Tias far as Antioeh, but was defeated near Anti- ridates, another of the Arsacidaa, as a olaimant
gonea by Cassius. The Parthians now remained of the Parthian throne: Artabanus was obliged
quiet for some years. In 40 they crossed the to leave his kingdom, and fly for refuge to
Euphrates again, under the command of Paeo- the Hyrcanians and Carmamans. Hereupon
rus and Labienus, the son of T. Labienus. They Vitellius, the governor of Syria, ciossed the
overran Syria and part of Asia Mil? ">r, but wereEuphrates, and placed Tiridates on the throne.
defeated in 39 by Ventidius Bassus, ^e of An- Artabanus was, however, recalled next year
tony's legates: Labienus was [takeu and put (36) by hisficklesubjects. H e was once more
to death by Ventidius >fter the battle], and the expelled by his subjects, and once more restored.
Parthians retired to th\ • own dominions. In H e died soon after his last restoration, leaving
38, Paeorus again invaded ^yria, but was com- two sons, Bardanes and Gotarzes, whose civil
pletely defeated and fell in the battle. This wars are related differently by Josephus and
defeat was a severe blow to the aged king Tacitus.—20. GOTARZES, succeeded his father
Orodes, who shortly afterward surrendered the Artabanus III, but was defeated by his brother
crown to his son Phraates during his life-time. Bardanes and retired into Hyrcania,—21 B A E —15. P H R A A T E S IV, commenced his reign by DANES, brother of the preceding, was put to
murdering his father, his thirty brothers, and death by his subjects in 47 whereupon Gotarzes
his own son, who was grown up, that there again obtained the crown. But, as he ruled
might be none of the royal family whom the with cruelty, the Parthians secretly begged the
Parthians could place upon the throne in his Emperor Claudius to send them from Rome Mestead. In consequence of his cruelty, many of herdates, grandson of Phraates IV. Claudius
the Parthian nobles fled to Antony (37), who complied with their request, and commanded
invaded Parthia in 36, but was obliged to retreat the governor of Syria to assist Meherdates, but
after losing a great part of his army. A few the latter was defeated in battle, and taken prisyears afterward the cruelties of Phraates pro- oner by Gotarzes.—22. V O N O N E S II, succeeded
duced a rebellion against him; he was driven Gotarzes about 50. His reign was short.—28.
nut of the rtountry, and Tiridates proclaimed T O L O R E S E S I, son of Vonones II. or Artahana
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ARSACIA ('ApaaKta: loins southeaBil of Tek*
(IL< Soon after his accession he conquered
Armenia, which he gave to his brother Tiridates.ran), a great city of Media, south of the Ca»
In 55 he gave up Armenia to the Romans, but piaa Portae, originally named Rhagre ('Payai)
ro 58 he again placed his brother over Armenia, rebuilt by Seleucus Nicator, and called Euroand declared war against the Romans. This pus (Evpanbg); again destroyed hi the Parthian
war terminated in favor of the Romans: the wars, and rebuilt by Arsaces, who named it afiei
Parthians were repeatedly defeated by Domitius himself.
AESACIDZE, the name of a dynasty of Parthian
Corbulo, and Tiridates was driven out of Armenia, At length, in 62, peace was concluded kings. Vid AESAOES. It was also the name of
between Vologeses and the Romans on condi- a dynasty of Armenian kings, who reigned in Ar
tion that Nero would surrender Armenia to Ti- menia from B.C. 149 to A.D. 428. This dynasty
was founded by AETAXIAS I, who was related to
ridates, provided the latter would come to Rome
and receive it as a gift from the Roman em- the Parthian Arsacidaa.
[ A E S A M E N E S ('Apaapevng), son of Darius Hys
peror. Tiridates came to Rome in 63, where
he was received with extraordinary splendor, taspis, a commander in the army of Xerxes.]
[ A R S A M E S ('Apadpijg). 1. Father of Hystaspes,
and obtained from Nero the Armenian crown.
Vologeses afterward maintained friendly rela- and grandfather of Darius.—2. Son of Darius,
tions with Vespasian, and seems to have lived and Artystone, daughter of Cyrus, commanded
till the reign of Domitian.—24. PAOOEUS, suc- the Arabians and /Ethiopians, who lived above
ceeded his father, Vologeses I, and was a eon- Egypt, in the army of Xerxes.—3. A n illegititemporary of Domitian and Trajan.—25. CHOS- mate son of Artaxerxes Mnemon, murdered by
ROES or OSROES, succeeded his brother Paeorus his brother Artaxerxes Ochus.—4. A Persian
during the reign of Trajan. His conquest of Satrap of Lydia under Darius Oodomannus: by
Armenia occasioned the invasion of Parthia by not securing the Cilician passes, he afforded
Trajan, who stripped it of many of its provinces, Alexander an opportunity of a ready passage
<md made the Parthians for a time subject to into Upper Asia from Asia Minor.]
A R S A M O S A T A ('Apaapaaara, also wrongly abRome.
Vid. TRAJANUS. Upon the death of
Trajan in A.D. 117, the Parthians expelled Par- breviated 'Appaaara: now Shemshat), a town
thamaspates, w h o m Trajan had placed upon the and strong fortress in Armenia Major, between
throne, and recalled their former king, Chosroes.the Euphrates and the sources of the Tigris, near
Hadrian relinquished the conquests of Trajan, the most frequented pass of the Taurus.
and made the Euphrates, as before, the eastern ARSANIAS, -IUS, or -us ('Apaavlag, <Stc), the
boundary of the Roman empire. Chosroes died name of two rivers of Great Armenia.—1. (Now
during the reign of Hadrian.—26. V O L O G E S E S Murad), the southern arm of the Euphrates
H , succeeded his father Chosroes, and reigned Vid. A R M E N I A . — 2 . (Now Arslan?), a small
from about 122 to 149.—27. V O L O G E S E S III, be- stream rising near the sowes of the Tigris,
gan to reign in 149. H e invaded Syria in 162, andflowingwest into the Euphrates near Melbut the generals of the Emperor Verus drove itene.
him back into his own dominions, invaded Mes- A R S S N A R I A or -ENN- ('Apanvapia : now Aropotamia and Assyria, and took Seleucia and zaw, ruins), a town in Mauretania Caasariensis,
Ctesiphon; and Vologeses was obliged to pur- three miles (Roman) from the sea: a Roman
chase a peace by ceding Mesopotamia to the colony.
ARSENE.
Vid A R Z A N E N E .
Romans. From this time to the downfall of the
Parthian empire, there is great confusion in the A R S E S , N A R S E S , or O A R S E S ("Aporjg, Ndpong,
list of kings.—28. V O L O G E S E S IV, probably as- or 'Odpong), youngest son of King Artaxerxes III
eended the throne in the reign of Commodus. Ochus, was raised to the Persian throne by the
His dominions were invaded by Septimus Seve- eunuci Bagoas after he had poisoned Artaxerxes
rus, who took Ctesiphon in 199. On the death B.C. 339, but he was murdered by Bagoas in the
of Vologeses IV, at the beginning of the reign of third year of his reign, when he attempted to free
Caracalla, Parthia was torn asunder by contests himself from the bondage in which he was kept
for the crown between the sons of Vologeses. After the death of Arses, Bagoas made Darius
—29. V O L O G E S E S V , son of Vologeses IV, was III. king.
A E S I A (now Arsa), a river in Istria, forming
attacked by Caracalla in 215, and about the
same time was dethroned by his brother Arta- the boundary between Upper Italy and IUyribanus.—30. A R T A B A N U S IV, the last king of Par- cum, with a town of the same name upon it.
A R S I A SILVA, a wood in Etruria, celebrated
thia. The war commenced by Caracalla against
Vologeses, was continued against Artabanus; for the battle between the Tarquins and the
but Macrinus, the successor of Caracalla, con- Romans.
A R S I N O E ('Apaivotj). I. Mythological. 1. Th
cluded peace with the Parthians. In this war
Artabanus had lost the best of his troops, and daughter of Phegeus, and wife of Alemaaon
the Persians seized the opportunity of recover- A s she disapproved of the murder of zilcmaaon,
ing their long-lost independence. They were the sons of Phegeus put her into . a chest and
led by Ai taxerxes (Ardeshir), the son of Sassan, carried her to Agapenor at Tegea, where they
and defeated the Parthians in three great bat- accused her of having killed Alcmaaon. Via.
tles, in the last of Thich Artabanus was taken ALOMZEON, A G E N O E . — 2 . Nurse of Orestes, saved
prisonei and killed, A.D. 226. Thus ended the the latter from the hands of Clytemhestra, and
Parthian empire of the Arsacidaa, after it had carried in'm to Strophius, father of Pylades.
existed four hundred and seventy six years. Some accounts call her Laodamla.—3. Daughter
The Parthians were now obliged to submit to of Leucippus and Philodice, became by Apollo
Artaxerxes, the founder of the dynasty of the Sas- mother of Eriopis and /Escuiapius. II. HistoriMhidajj which continued to reign till A.D. 651. cal. 1 Mother of Ptolemy I, was a concubhwi
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' RSISSA or M A N T I A N A ("Apciaoa, rj M.uvri^tnf,
ef Philip, father of Alexander the Great, and
married Lagus while she was pregnant with now Van), a great lake abounding infish,.in
Ptolemy.—2- Daughter of Ptolemy I. and Ber- the south of Armenia Major. Vid. A R M E N I A .
enice, married Lysimachus, king of Thrace, in A R T A B A N U S ('AprdBavog). 1. Son of HystasB.C. 300 ; after the death of Lysimachus in 281, pes and brother of Darius, is frequently m e n
she married her half-brother, Ptolemy Cerau- tioned in the reign of his nephew Xerxes as a
nus, w h o murdered her children b y Lysima- wise and frank counsellor.—2. A n Hyreanian,
chus ; and, lastly, in 279, she married her o w n commander of the body-guard of Xerxes, asbrother Ptolemy II. Philadelphus. Though Ar- sassinating this king in B.C. 465, with the view
sinoe bore Ptolemy no children, she w a s ex-of setting himself upon the throne of Persia, but
ceedingly beloved by him: he gave her n a m e was shortly afterward killed by Artaxerxes —
to several cities, called a district (vopog) of3.1, II, III, I V , kings of Parthia. Vid. A E S A Egypt Arsinoites after her, and honored her OES III, VIII, X I X , X X X .
[ A R T A B A Z A N E S ('ApraSa^avng), oldest son of
memory in various ways.—3. Daughter of LyBimachus, married Ptolemy II. Philadelphus Darius Hystaspis, half-brother of Xerxes, and
soon after his accession, B.C. 285. In conse- called, also, Ariabignes. Vid A R I A B I G N E S ]
A R T A B A Z U S ('AprdBavog). 1. A Mede, acts a
quence of her plotting against her namesake
[No. 2.], when Ptolemy fell in love with her, prominent part in Xenophon's account of Cyrus
she was banished to Coptos, in Upper Egypt the Elder.—2. A distinguished Persian, a son
She had by Ptolemy three children, Ptolemy III. of Pharnaces. commanded the Parthians and
Evergetes, Lysimachus, and Berenice.—4. Also Choasmians in the expedition of Xerxes into
called Eurydice and Cleopatra, daughter of Ptol-Greece, B.C. 480. H e served under Mardonius
e m y III. Evergetes, wife of her brother Ptol- in 479, and after the defeat of the Persians at
e m y IV. Philopator, and mother of Ptolemy V . Plataaaa, he fled with forty thousand men, and
Epiphanes. She was killed by Philammon b y reached Asia in safety.—3. A general of Arorder of her husband.—5. Daughter of Ptolemy taxerxes I, fought against Inarus in Egypt,
XI. Auletes, escaped from Caesar when he was B.C. 462.—4. A Persian general, fought undei
besieging Alexandrea in B.C. 47, and was rec- Artaxerxes II. against Datames, satrap of Cap
ognized as queen by the Alexandreans. After padocia, B.C. 362. Under Artaxerxes III, Arthe capture of Alexandrea she was carried to tabazus, w h o was then satrap of Western Asia,
R o m e by Caasar, and led in triumph by him in revolted in B.C. 356, but w a s defeated and
46.
She was afterward dismissed by Caasar, obliged to take refuge with Philip of Macedonia.
and returned to Alexandrea; but her sister H e was afterward pardoned by Artaxerxes, and
Cleopatra persuaded Antony to have her put to returned to Persia; and he was one of the meet
faithful adherents of Darius III. Codomannus,
death in 41.
o raised him to high honors. O n the death
A R S I N O E ('Apcivon: 'Apaivoevg or -oijrng),w hthe
name of several cities of the times of the suc- of Darius (330) Artabazus received from Alexcessors of Alexander, each called after one or ander the satrapy of Bactria. One of hia
other of the persons of the same name (see daughters, Barsine, became by Alexander the
above).—1. In zEtolia, formerly Kovaira.—2. mother of Hercules; a second, Artocama, marO n the northern coast of Cyprus, on the site of ried Ptolemy, son of Lagus; and a third, Arthe older city of Marium (M.dpiov), which Ptol-tonis, married Eumenes.
A R T A B R I , afterward A R O T R E B / E , a Celtic peo
e m y I. had destroyed.—3. A port on the western coast of Cyprus.—4. (Now Famagosta), on pie in the northwest of Spain, near the Promon
the southeastern coast of Cyprus, between Sal- tory Nerium or Celtieum, also called Artabrum
amis and Leueolla.—5. In Cilicia, east of Ane- after them (now Gape Finisterre).
A E T A C E ('Aprdiiv : n o w Artaki), a sea port
uiurium.—6. (Now Ajeroud or Suez), in the Nomos Heroopolites in Lower Egypt near or upon town of the peninsula of Cyzicus, in the Pro
the head of the Sinus Heroopohtes or western pontis: also a mountain in the same peninsula.
A E T A C H Z E E S ('Apraxaing), a distinguished PerDranch of the Red Sea (now Gulf of Suez). It
was afterward called Cleopatris.—7. (Now Me- sian in the army of Xerxes, died while Xerxes
was at Athos. The mound which the king
dinet-el-Faioum, ruins), the chief city of the Nomos Arsinoites in the Heptanomis or Middle raised over him is still in existence.
[ A R T A C I E ('Apraicin), a fountain iu the counEgypt (vid. ZEGYPTUS, p. 18, b ) ; formerly called
Crocodilopolis (KpoKoSeiXuv nbXig), and the dis- try of the mythic Laastrygones.]
A E T A O O A N A ('ApraKoava or -Kuvva : n o w Sekhtrict N o m o s Croeodilopolites, from its bring the
chief seat of the Egyptian worship of the croc- van ?), the ancient capital of A R I A , not far from
odile. This nomos also contained the Lake Mao- the site of the later capital, A L E X A N D R E A .
ARTZEI ('Apraloi), was, according to Herodoris and the Labyrinth.—8. In Cyrenaiea, also
called Taueheira.—9. O n the coast of the Trog- tus (vi, 61), the old native name of the Perlodytaa on the Red Sea, east of Egypt. Its sians. It signifies noble, and appears in the
probable position is a little below the parallel of form Apra, as thefirstpart of a large number
Thebes. S o m e other cities called ArsinoS are of Persian proper names. Compare A R I L
[ A E T A G E E A or A E T A G E R . E ('Aprayijpai), a
better known by other names, such as E P H E S U S
mountain fortress in southern Armenia, on the
in Ionia and P A T A R A in Lycia.
Euphrates,]
[ A R S I N O U S ('Apalvoog), father of Heeamede;
[ A R T A G E E S E S ('ApTayepang), a commander in
ruler of Tenedos.]
the army of Artaxerxes.]
T A R S I T E S ('Apoirvg), satrap of the Helles[ A R T A N E S ('Apruvng), son of Hystaspcs and
pontiue Phrygia when Alexander the Great invaded Asia after the defeat of the Persians at brother of Darius, fought and fell at the bat'll
of Thermopylae.!
>he Gi uvicuM he put himselftodeath ]
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jitUTAiEa ('Aprdvng). . 1. A river in Thrace,
ksathra, " a king:" consequently Arlaoerxei
Sjjuing into tie Ister.—2. A river in Bithynia.
means " the honored king."
1. Surnamed
" [ A R T A O Z U S , ('Apraofoc), a. friend and supporter L O N G I M A N U S , from the circumstance of his right
of the younger Cyrus.]
hand being longer than his left, reigned B.C
A R T A P H E R N E S ('ApTa<pepvng). 1. Son of Hys465-426. H e ascended the throne after his fa
taspes and brother of Darius. H e was satrap ther, Xerxes I, had been murdered by Arta
of Sardis at the .time of the Ionian revolt, B.C. banus, and after he himself had put to death his
500. Vid. A R I S T A G O R A S — 2 , Son, of the former, brother Darius at the instigation of Artabanus.
commanded, along with Datis, the Persian army His reign was disturbed by several dangerocs in
of Darius, which was defeated at the battle of surrections of the satraps. The Egyptians also
Marathon, B.O. 490. Artaphernes commanded revolted in 460, under Inarus, w h o was supportthe Lydians and Mysians in the invasion of ed by the Athenians. The first army which
Greece by Xerxes in 480.—[3. A Persian, sent Artaxerxes sent under his.brother Achaamenes
by Artaxerxes I. to Sparta with a letter, ar- was defeated and Achaamenes slain. The secrested on his w a y by Aristides and taken to ond army which. he sent, under Artabazus and
Athens, where his letter was translated: the Megabyzus, was more successful. Inarus was
Athenians endeavored to turn this to their ad- defeated in, 456 or 455, but Amyrtaaus, another
vantage, and Bent Artaphernes in a galley, with chief of the insurgents, maintained himself in
their ambassadors, to Ephesus.]
the marshes of Lower E g y p t A t a later period
A R T A U N U M (now Salburg, near H o m b u r g ?), a (449) the, Athenians under Cimon sent assistR o m a n fortress in Germany on Mount Taunus, ance to Amyrtaaus; and even after the death
built by Drusus and restored by Germanicus.
of Cimon, the Athenians gained two victories
A E T A V A S D E S ('ApraovdaSng or 'ApraSdo-dng) over
or the Persians, one by land and the other by
A R T A B A Z E S ('ApraBdtJig). 1. King of the Great
sea, in the neighborhood of Salamis in Cyprus.
er Armenia, succeeded his father Tigranes. In After this defeat Artaxerxes is said to have conthe expedition of Crassus against the Parthians, cluded peace with the Greeks on terms very adB.C. 54, Artavasdes was an ally of the R o m a n s ; vantageous to the latter. Artaxerxes was sucbut after the defeat of the latter, he concluded ceeded by his son Xerxes II.—2. Surnamed
a peace with the Parthian king. In 36 he joined M N E M O N , from his good memory, succeeded his
Antony in his campaign against the Parthians, father, Darius II, and reigned B.C. 405-359
and persuaded him to invade Media, because he Cyrus, the younger brother of Artaxerxes, w h o
W A S at,enmity with his namesake ArtavasdeB, was satrap of Western Asia, revolted against
king of Media; but he treacherously deserted his brother, and, supported by Greek mercenaAntony in the middle of the campaign. Antony ries, invaded Upper Asia. In the neighborhood
accordingly invaded Armenia in 34, contrived of Cunaxa, near Babylon, a battle wan fought
to entice Artavasdes into his camp, where he between the armies of the two brothers, in
was immediately seized, carried him to Alex- which Cyrus feU, B.C 401. Vid. C Y R U S . Tisandrea and led him in triumph. H e remained saphernes was appointed satrap of Western
in captivity till 30, when Cleopatra had him Asia in the place of Cyrus, and was actively
killed after the battle of Actium, and sent his engaged in wars with the Greeks. Vid. THTMhead to his old enemy, Artavasdes of Media, in B E O N , D E R O Y L L I D A S , A G E S I L A U S . Notwithstandhopes of obtaining assistance from the, latter. ing these perpetual conflicts with the Greeks,
This Artavasdes was well acquainted with the Persian empire maintained itself by the disGreek literature, and wrote tragedies, speeches, union among the Greeks themselves, which w a s
and historical works.—2. King of Armenia, fomented and kept np by Persian money. The
probably a grandson of No. 1, was placed upon peace of Antalcidas, in B.C. 388, gave the Perthe throne by Augustus, but was deposed by sians even greater power and influence than
the Armenians.—3. King of Media Atropatene, they had possessed before. Vid. ANTALCIDAS.
and an enemy of Artavasdes L, king of Arme- But the empire was suffering from internal disnia. Antony invaded his country in 36, at the turbances, and Artaxerxes had to carry on freustigation of the Armenian king, but he was quent wars with tributary princes and satraps,
obliged to retire with great loss. Artavasdes w h o endeavored to make themselves independafterward concluded a peace with Antony, and ent Thus he maintained a long struggle against
gave his daughter Iotape in marriage to Alex- Evagoras of Cyprus, from 885 to 376; he also
ander, the son of Antony. Artavasdes was had to carry on war against the Cardusians, on
subsequently engaged in wars with the Par- the shores of the Caspian Sea; and his attempts
thians and Armenians. H e died shortly before to recover Egypt were unsuccessful. Toward
30B.C
the end of his reign he put to death his eldest
A R T A X A T A or -ZE (rd 'Apra^ara or -|j'aro: son Darius, w h o had formed a plot to assassi
rtULB at Ardavhat, above Nakshivan), the later nate him. His last days were still further e m
capital of Great Armenia, built by A E T A X I A S , bittered by the unnatural conduct of his son
under the advice of Hannibal, on a peninsula, Ochus, w h o caused the destruction of two of
surrounded by the River Araxes. After being his brothers, in order to secure the succession
burned by the Romans under Corbulo (A.D. 68), for himself. Artaxerxes was succeeded by
it was restored by Tiridates, and called Nero- Ochus, w h o ascended the throne under the
nia (Nepaveia). It was still standing in the name of Artaxerxes III.—3. Also called O C H U S
fourti century.
reigned B.C. 359-338. In order to secure his
A R T A X E R X E S or A R T O X E R X E S {'Apraljepljng throne,
or
he began his reign with a merciless exAorotjepljrig) the name of four Persian kings,
is
tirpation
of the members of his '<amily. H e
compounded of Arta, which means " honored," himself was a cowardly anr" reckless despot
and Xerx's, which is the^ same as the Zend and the great advantages tvhich the Persiar
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artns gained during his reign were owing only to rounded it. The style is simple, coircct, and
his Greek generals and mercenaries. These ad- elegant Tie best edition is by Roif", Lips.,
vantages consisted in the conquest of the revolted 1805.—4. Of E P H E S U S , a Greek geographer,
satrap ArtabazLs (vid. A R T A B A Z U S , N O . 4), and in lived about B.C. 100. H e m a d e voyages round
the reduction of Phoanicia, of several revolted the coasts of the Mediterranean, in the Red Sea,
towns in Cyprus, and of Egypt, 350. The reins and apparently even in the Southern Ocean. H e
of government were entirely in the hands of the alse visited Iberia and Gaul. The work, in
eunuch Bagoas and of Mentor the Rhodian. A t which he gave the results of his investigations
last he was poisoned by Bagoas, and was suc- consisted of eleven books, of which Mareianua
ceeded by his youngest son, A R S E S . — 4 . The aftei'ward m a d e an abridgment. The original
work is lost; but w e possess fragments of Marfounder of the dynasty of the SASSANID^:.
cianus's abridgment, which contain the periA R T A X I A S ('Apraijiag) or A R T A X E S ('Aprdljng),
the n a m e of three kings of Armenia. 1. The plus of the Pontus Euxinus, and accounts of
founder of the Armenian kingdom, was one of Bithynia and Paphlagonia. These fragments
the generals of Antiochus the Great, but revolt- are printed in Hudson's Geographi Mii.ores,
ed from him about B.C. 188, and became an in- vol. i.
A R T E M I S ("Aprepig), the Latin B"iana, one of
dependent sovereign. Hannibal took refuge at
the court of Artaxias, and he superintended the the great divinities of the Greeks. According
building of A R T A X A T A , the capital of Armenia. to the most ancient account, she was the daughArtaxias was conquered and taken prisoner by ter of Jupiter (Zeus) and Leto (Latona), aDd the
Antiochus IV. Epiphanes about 165.—2. Son twin sister of Apollo, born with him in the islof Artavasdes, was m a d e king by the Armeni- and of Delos. She was regarded in various
ans when his father was taken prisoner by A n - points of view by the Greeks, which must be
tony in 34. In 20, Augustus, at the request of carefully distinguished. 1. Artemis (Biana), an
the Armenians, sent Tiberius into Armenia in the sister of Apollo, is a kind of female Apollo,
order to depose Artaxias and place Tigranes on that is, she as a female divinity represented
the throne, but Artaxias was put to death before the same idea that Apollo did as a male diviniTiberius reached the country. Tiberius, however, ty. A s sister of Apollo, Artemis (Diana) is,
took the credit to himself of a successful expedi- like her brother, armed with a bow, quiver, and
tion, whence Horace (Epist, i. 12, 26) says, arrows, and sends plagues and death amoDg
Claudi virtute Neronis Armenius cecidit—3. Sonm e n and animals. Sudden deaths, but more
of Polemon, king of Pontus, was proclaimed king especially those of women, are described as the
cf Armenia by Germanicus in A.D. 18. H e died effect of her arrows. A s Apollo was net only
a destructive god, but also averted evils, so Arabout 35.
A R T A Y O T E S ('ApravKrng), Persian governor oftemis (Diana) likewise cured and alleviated the
Sestus on the Hellespont, when the town was ta- sufferings of mortals. In the Trojan war she
ken by the Greeks in B.C. 478, m e t with an igno- sided, like Apollo, with the Trojans. She was
minious death on account of the sacrilegious acts more especially the protectress of the young;
which he had committed against the tomb of the and from her watching over the young of females, she came to be regarded as the goddess
hero Protesilaus.
of the flocks and the chase. In this manner
[ A R T A Y N T E ('Apravvrri), a daughter of Masistes,
the brother of Xerxes I, w h o gave her in mar- she also became the huntress among the imriage to his son Darius, while he himself was se- mortals. Artemis (Diana), like Apollo, is uncretly in love with her: this, becoming known to married; she is a maiden divinity never con
Amastris, brought down her vengeance on the quered by love. She slew O R I O N with her ar
mother of Artaynte, w h o m she suspected of hav- rows, according to one account, because he
m a d e an attempt upon her chastity; and she
ing been the cause of the king's passion.]
changed A C T Z E O N into a stag simply because
[ A R T A Y N T E S ('Apravvriic), one of the generals
in the army of Xerxes; after the battle of Sala- he had seen her bathing. With her brother
mis, he, with several other generals, sailed to Apollo, she slew the children of N I O B E , w h o
Samos to watch the Iouians; but after the de- had deemed herself superior to Leto (Latona).
feat of the Persians at Plataaaa and Mycale, he W h e n Apollo was regarded as identical with
the sun or Helios, nothing was more natural
abandoned his post and returned to Persia.]
A R T E M I D O E U S ('Aprepidupog) 1. Surnamedthan that his .sister should be regarded as Se
ARISTOPHANIUS, from his being a disciple of the lene or the moon, and accordingly the Greek
celebrated grammarian Aristophanes, was him- Artemis is, at least in later times, the goddess
self a grammarian, and the author of several of the moon. Hence Artemis (Diana) is repre
woiks now lost.—2. Of CNIDUS, a friend of Ju- sauted in love with the fair youth E N D I M I O N ,
lius Caasar, was a rhetorician, and taught the w h o m she kissed in his sleep, but this legend
Greek language at Rome.—3. D A L D I A N U S , a na- properly relates to Selene or the Moon, and ia
tive of Ephesus, but called Daldianus, from foreign to the character of Artemis (Diana)
Daldis in Lydia, iis mother's birth place, to dis- who, as w e have observed, was a goddess un
tinguish him from the geographer Artemidorus.moved by love.—2. The Arcadiai Artemis is a
H e lived at R o m e in the reigns of Antoninus goddess of the nymphs, and w a s worshipped as
Pius and M . Aurelius (A.D. 138-180), and wrote such in Arcadia in very early times. She hunted with her nymphs on the Arcadian Mounta work on the interpretation of dreams ('OveipoKpiTLKu), infivebooks, which is still extant. Theains, and her chariot was drawn by four stags
object of the work is to prove that the future with golden antlers. There was no connection
is revealed to m a n in dreams, and to clear the between the Arcadian Artemis and Apollo —
science of interpreting them from the abuses 8. The Taurian Artemis. The worship of this
with which the fashion of the time had sur- goddess was connected, at least in early times
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AETEMISIUM ('Apreuioiov), propsrly a tempt*
witi> human sacrifices. Accordingtothe Greek
le»*end thert was in Taurus a goddess, whom of Artemis. 1. A tract of country on the norththe Greeks for some reason identified with their ern coast of Euboaa, opposite Magnesia, sc called
own Artemis (Diana), and to whom all sti angersfrom the temple of Artemis (Diana) belonging to
thrown on the coast of Tauris were sacrificed. the town of Hestiaaa: off this coast the Greeks
Iphigenia and Orestes brought her image from defeated thefleetof Xerxes, B.C. 48: .—2. A
thence, and landed at Brauron in Attica, whencepromontory of Caria, near the Gulf Glaucu3, so
the goddess derived the name of Brauronia. called from the temple of Artemis it its neigh
The Brauronian zVrtemis was worshipped at borhood.
Athens and Sparta, and in the latter place the A E T E M I T A ('Aprtplra). 1. (Now Shereban!)
boys were scourged at her altar till it was be- a city on the Silias, in the district of Apolloniasprinkled with their blood. This cruel cere- tis in Assyria.—2. A city of Great Armenia,
mony was believed to have been introduced by south of the Lake Arsissa.
Lycurgus, instead of the human sacrifices which A R T E M O N ('Aprepav), a Lacedaemonian, built
had ontil then been offered to her. Iphigenia, the military engines for Pericles in his war
who was atfirstto have been sacrificed to Ar- against Samos in B.C. 441. There were also
temis (Diana), and who then became her priest-several writers of this name, whose works are
ess, was afterward identified with the goddess, lost.
who was worshipped in some parts of Greece, [ARTIMAS ('Apripag), a Persian satrap, men
as at Hermione, under the name of Iphigenia.tinned in the Anabasis.]
[ARTISCUS ("AprtdKog: now Bujuk-Bere), a
Some traditions stated that Artemis made Iphigenia immortal, in the character of Hecate, theriver of Thrace, a tributary of the Hebrus.]
goddess of the moon.—4. The Ephesian Artemis [ARTONTES ('AprovTrig), son of Mardonius.]
(Biana) was a divinity totally distinct from the AETORIUS, M , a physician at Rome, was the
Greek goddess of the same name. She seems friend and physician of Augustus, whom he atto have been the personification of the fructify- tended iu his campaign against Brutus and Casing and all-nourishing powers of nature. She sius, B.C. 42. H e was drowned at sea shortly
was an ancient Asiatic divinity, whose worship after the battle of Actium, 31.
ARVEENI, a Gallic people in Aquitania, in the
the Greeks found established in Ionia when
they settled there, and to whom they gave the country of the Mons Cebenna, in the modern
name of Artemis. Her original character isAuvergne. In early times they were the most
sufficiently clear from the fact that her priests powerful people in the south of Gaul: they
were eunuchs, and that her image in the mag- were defeated by Domitius Ahenobarbus and
nificent temple of Ephesus represented her with Fabius Maximus in B.C. 121, but still possessed
considerable power in the time of Caasar (6«>).
many breasts (iro/iMpaarog). The representations
of the Greek Artemis in works of art are differ- Their capital was Nemossus, also named Augusent according as she is represented either as a tonemetum or Arverni on the Elaver (now Allier),
huntress or as the goddess of the moon. A s with a citadel, called at least in the Middle Ages
the huntress, she is tall, nimble, and has smallClarus Mons, whence the name of the modern
hip.; her forehead is high, her eyes glancing town, Clermont.
freely about, and her hair tied up, with a few AEVINA, a cognomen of the Cornelia gens,
locksfloatingdown her neck; her breast is borne by several of the Cornelii, of w h o m the
covered, and the legs up to. the knees are naked,most important was A. Cornelius Cossus Arvina,
the rest being covered by the chlamys. Her at- consul B.C. 843 and 322, and dictator 320. H e
tributes are ihe bow, quiver, and arrows, or a commanded the Roman armies against the Samst'«ar, stags, and dogs. A s the goddess of themites, whom he defeated in several battles.
A E U N S , an Etruscan word, was regarded by
moot she wears a long robe which reaches
down to her feet, a veil covers her head, andthe Romans as a proper name, but perhaps sigabove her forehead rises the crescent of thenified a younger son in general. 1. Younger
moon. In her hand she often appears holding a brother of Lueumo, i. e, L. Tarquinius Priscus.
torch. The Romans identified tieir goddess DI- — 2 . Younger brother of L. Tarquinius Superbus,
was murdered by his wife.—3. Y'ounger son of
ANA with the Greek Artemis.
Tarquinius Superbus, fell in combat with Brutus.
ARTEMISIA ('Apreptaia). 1. Daughter of Lygdamis, and queen of Haliearnassus in Caria, ac-— 4 . Son of Porsena, fell in battle before Aricia.
companied Xerxes, in his invasion of Greece, — 5 . Of Clusium, invited the Gauls across the
with five ships, and in the battle of Salamis Alps.
(B.C. 480) greatly distinguished herself by her ARUNTIUS. Vid. AERUNTIUS.
prudence and courage, for which she was after- ARUSIANUS, M E S S U S or MESSIUS, a Roman gramward highly honored by the Persian king.—2. marian, lived about A.D. 450, and wrote a Latin
Daughter of Heeatomnus, and sister, wife, andphrase book, entitled Quadriga, vel Exempla Elsuccessor of the Carian prince Mausolus, reigned ocutionum ex Virgilio, Sallustio, Terentio, et
B.C. 352-350. She is renowned in history forcerone per literas digesta.. It is called Quadrig
her extraordinary grief at the death of her hus- from its being composed from four authors. The
band Mausolus. She is said to have mixed his best edition is by Lindemann, in his Corpm
ashes iu her daily drink ; and to perpetuate his Grammaticorum Latin, vol. i, p. 199.
A E X A T A ("Ap^ara : now Nakshivan), the capimemory, she built at Haliearnassus the celebrated monument, Mausoleum, which was regardedtal of Great Armenia, before the building of Ar
as one of the seven wonders of the world, and taxata, lay lower down upon the Araxes, on th*
the name of which subsequently became the confines of Media.
A E Y A N D E S ('ApvuvSng), a Persian, who was
generic terra for any sphridid sepidcbral monuappointed by Cambyses governor «i Egypt bud
ment.
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was put to death by Darius, because he coined a sa\ D-water lake on the borders of Phryg
silver money of the purest metal, in imitation Pisidia, which supplied the neighboring coin.
of the gold money of that monarch.
with salt
[ARYBAS or A R Y M B A S .
Vid AEEIBAS.]
ASCANIUS ('Aaicdvwg). [1. A n ally of tho TroA K M ; A N D A ('Apvvavda), a small town of Lyjans from the Phrygian Aseania.—2. Son of
ola, east oi Xantaus, on the River Arycandns,Hippotion, also an ally of the Trojans.]—3. Soil
a tributary oi Vhe Limyrus.
of zEneas by Creusa. According to some traA B Z A N E N E ( Apispnvrj), a district of Armenia
ditions, Ascanius remained in Asia after the fall
Major, bounded on the south by the Tigris, on of Troy, and reigned either at Troy itself or a
the west by the Nymphius, and containing in it some other town in the neighborhood. Accord
the Lak« ArsSne ('Apanvij: now Erzen). ing
It toother accounts, he accompanied his fathe
formed pari of G O E K Y E N E .
to Italy. Other traditions, again, gave the nam
[ A E Z E N or -its, or ATEANUTZIN ('Ap$v, "Ap&g,
of Ascanius to the son of zEneas and Lavinia'Arpdvoyrtyv : now Erzeroum), a strong fortress
Livy states that on the death of his father Ascain Great Armenia, near the sources of the Eu- nius was too young to undertake the governphrates and the Araxes, founded in the fifthment, and that after he had attained the age of
century.
manhood, he left Lavinium in the hands of his
Aszsi ('Aoaloi), a people of Sarmatia Asiatica,
mother, and migiated to Alba Longa. Here he
near the mouth of the Tanais (now Bon).
was succeeded by his son Sil vius. Some writA S A N D E R ("AoavSpog).
1. Sou of Philotas,
ers relate that Ascanius was also called Has or
brother of Parmenion, and one of the generals lulus. The gens Julia at Rome tracedits-origin
of Alexander the Great. After the death of from lulus or Ascanius.
Alexander in 323, he obtained Caria for his sat- 1 ASOIBURGIUM (now Asburg, near Mors),, an aur
rapy, and took an active part in the wars which eient place on the left bank of the Rhine, foundfollowed. H e joined Ptolemy and Cassander in ed, according to fable, by Ulysses.
their league against Antigonus, but was deAsoii (UOKIOI, i. e, shadowless), a term applied
feated by Antigonus in 313.—2. A general of to the people living about the equator, between
Pharnaces II, king of Bosporus. H e put Phar- the tropics, who have, at certain times of the
aaees to death in 47, after the defeat of the year, the sun in their zenith at noon, when, con'.atter by Julius Caasar, in hopes of obtaining thesequently, erect objects can cast no shadow.
kingdom. But Caasar conferred the kingdom
ASOLEPIADZE, the reputed descendants of A s
ipon Mithradates of Pergamus, with w h o m clepius (zEsculapius). Vid, ZESCULAPIUS.
Isander carried on war. Augustus afterward
ASCLEPIADES ('AoicXnmdSiic). 1. A lyric poet
onfirmed Asander in the sovereignty. [He who is said to have invented the metre called
, lied of voluntary starvation in his ninety-thirdafter him (Metrum Asclepiadeum), but of whose
;-ear.]
life no particulars are recorded,—2. Of Tragilus
[ASBOLUS ("AaSoXog), a centaur, famed for in
his
Thrace, a contemporary and disciple of Isoe>
skill in prophesying from the.flightof birds; rates, about B.C. 360, wrote a work called.
fought against the Lapithaa at the nuptials ofTpayaSoipeva in six books, being an explanotPirithous H e was crucified by Hercules.]
tion of the subjects of the Greek tragedies
ASBYST^E ('AoBvorai.), a Libyan people, in[The
the fragments of this work are published in,
north of Cyrenaiea. Their country was called Muller's Fragm. Hist. Grcc, vol. id, p. 301-6.
uobvarlg.
— 3 . Of Samos, a bucolic poet, who flourished
A S O A ("AOKO), a city of Arabia Felix.
just before the time of Theocritus, as he is
ASCALABUS, son of Misme, respecting w h o m mentioned as his teacher: several epigrams iu
the same story istoldwhich w e alsofindrelat:the Anthology are ascribed to him.]—4. Of
ed of A B A S , son of Metanlra. Vid. A B A S , N O . L MyrlSa in Bithynia, in the middle of the first
ASCALAPHUS ('Ao-KuXa<pog). 1. Son of Mars
century B.C., wrote several grammatical works,;
(Ares) and Astyoehe, led, with his brother Ial- [and a history of Bithynia, in ten books : a few
menus, the Minyans of Orehomenos against fragments of this last work are collected in
Troy, and was slain by Deiphobus.—2. Son of Muller's Fragm. Hist. Grcc, vol. iii, p. 300-1.]
Acheron and Gorgyra or Orphne. When Pro- — 5 . There were a great many physicians of this
serpina (Persephone) was in the lower world, name, the most celebrated of whom was a naand Pluto gave her permission to return to the tive of Bithynia, who came to Rome in the
upper, providing she had not eaten any thing, middle of thefirstcentury B.C., where he ac
Ascalaphur. declared that she had eaten part of quired a great reputation by his successful cures
a pomegrarate. Ceres (Demeter) punished him Nothing remains of his writings but a few. frag
by burying him under a huge stone, and when ments published by Gampert, AsclepiadisBithyn,
this stone was subsequently removed by Her- Fragmenta, Vinar, 1794.
cules, Proserpina (Persephone) changed him
ASCLEPIODOEUS ('AoKXnmoSupog). 1. A gen
into an owl (dmcdXa{j>og), by sprinkling him with
eral of Alexander the Great, afterward mad*
Water from the River Phlegethon.
satrap of Persia by Antigonus, B.C. 317.—2. A
A S C A L O N ('AoicaXav : 'AaKaXavelrng • celebrated
now
Athenian painter, a contemporary of
Askaldn), < ne of the chief cities of the PhilisApelles.
tines, on tb i; coast of Palestine, between AzotusAsoLfirius. Vid ZESCULAPIUS.
and Gaza.
ASCONIUS PEDIANUS, Q , a Roman gramma
ASOANIA (h 'AaKavia Xipvn). 1. (Now Lakerian, born at Patavium (now Padua), about B.C
of hnik), i . Bithynia, a great fresh-water lake,
2, lost his sight in his seventy-third year, in th«
at the eaaUrn end of which stood the city of Ni- reign of, Vespasian,, and died in his eighty-fiftl
esea (now Janik). The surrounding district was year, in the reign of Domitian. His most import
also called Asoania.—2. (Now Lake of Buriur) ant work was a Commentary on th6 speeches
'
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aero, and w e still possess fragments of intercourse with the people of Asia Minor
Syria, and Egypt, on the other hand, indicate i
Commentaries on the Divinatio, the first
.wo speeches against Verres, and a portion of certain degree of knowledge of the coast from
the third, the speeches for Cornelius (i, ii),the mouth of the Phasis, at the eastern extrem
the speech In toga Candida, for Scaurus, against ity of the Black Sea, to the mouth of the Nile.
Piso, and for Milo. They are written in very This knowledge was improved and increased
pure language, and refer chiefly to points of by the colonization of the western, northern,
history and antiquities, great pains being be- and southern coasts of Asia Minor, and by the
stowed on the illustration of those constitutional relations into which these Greek colonies were
forms of the senate, the popular assemblies, andbrought,firstwith the Lydian, and then with
the courts of justice, which were fast falling the Persian empires, so that, in the middle of
into oblivion under the empire. This character, thefifthcentury B.C., Herodotus was able to
however, does not apply to the notes on thegive a pretty complete description of the PerVerrine orations, which were probably written sian empire, and some imperfect accounts of the
by a later grammarian. Edited in thefifthvol- parts beyond it; while some knowledge of
ume of Cicero's works by Orelli and Baiter.southern Asia was obtained by way of Egypt;
There is a valuable essay on Asconius by Mad- and its northern regions, with their wandering
tribes, formed the subject of marvellous stories
vig, Hafniaa, 1828.
ASCORDUS, a river in Macedonia, which rises which the traveller heard from the Greek coloin Mount Oiympus, and flows between Agassa nists on the northern shores of the Black Sea.
The conquests of Alexander, besides the perand Dium into tie Thermaic Gulf.
sonal acquaintance which they enabled the
A S O E A ("Aaupa: 'Aanpaiog), a town in Boaotia, on Mount Helicon, where Hesiod resided, Greeks to form with those provinces of the Perwho had removed thither with his father from sian empire hitherto only known to them by
Cyme in zEolis, and who is therefore called report, extended their knowledge over the regions watered by the Indus and its four great
Ascrasus.
A S O U L U M . 1. P I C E N U M (Asculanus: now As- tributaries (the Punjab and Scinde); the lower
course of the Indus and the shores between its
coli), the chief town of Picenum and a Roman
municipium, was destroyed by the Romans in mouth and the head of the Persian Gulf were
the Social War (B.C. 89), but was afterward explored by Nearchus ; and some further knowlrebuilt.—2. A P U L U M (Asculinus: now Ascoli diedge was gained of the nomad tribes which
Satriano), a town of Apulia, in Daunia, on theroamed (as they still do) over the vast steppes
confines of Samnium, near which the Romans of Central Asia by the attempt of Alexander to
penetrate, ou the northeast, beyond the Jaxartes
were defeated by Pyrrhus, B.C. 279.
ASCUEIS (now Ezero), a lake in Mount Olym-(now Sihoun); while, on all points, the Greck3
were placed in advanced positions from which to
pis in Perrhaabia in Thessaly, near Lapathus.
acquire further information, especially at Alt xASDEUBAL.
Vid. H A S D R U B A L .
andrea, whither voyagers constantly brought acA S E A (TJ 'Aaia), a town in Arcadia, not far
counts of the shores of Arabia and India, as fur
from Megalopolis.
ASELLIO, P. SEMPRONIUS, tribune of the sol- as the island of Taprobane, and even beyond
diers under P. Seipio Africanus at Numantia, this, to the Malay peninsula and the coasts of
B.C. 133. wrote a Roman history from the Pu- Cochin China. On the east and north the wars
nic wars inclusive to the times of the Gracchi. and commerce of the Greek kingdom of Syria
ASELLUS, TIB. CLAUDIUS, a Roman eques, was carried Greek knowledge of Asia no further,
deprived of his horse by Seipio Afrieanus Minor, except in the direction of India to a small exwhen censor, B.C. 142, and in his tribuneship tent, but of course more acquaintance was gainof the plebs in 139 accused Seipio Africanus be- ed with the countries already subdued, until the
conquests of the Parthians shut out the Greeks
fore the people.
from the country east of the Tigris valley; a
A S I A ('Aaia), daughter of Oceanus and Tethys,
wife of lapetus, and mother of Atlas, Prome- limit which the Romans, in their turn, were
theus, and Epimiwheus. According to som never able to pass. They pushed their arms,
traditions, the continent of Asia derived its however, further north than the Greeks had
done, into the mountains of Armenia, and they
name fronr her.
gained
information of a great caravan route beA S I A ('Aaia: 'Aaievg, -tavog, -lurrig,
-ariKO(:
India and the shores of the Caspian,
now zisia), also in the poets Asis ('aaig), onetween
of
the three great divisions which the ancients through Bactria, and of another commercial
made of the known world. It is doubtful wheth- track leading over Central Asia to the distant
er the name is of Greek or Eastern origin; but, regions of the Seres. This brief sketch will
in either ease, it seems to have beenfirstused show that all the accurate knowledge of tho
by the Greeks for the western part of Asia Mi- Greeks and Romans respecting Asia was connor, especially the plains watered by the riverfined to the countries which slope down southCayster, where the Ionian colonistsfirstsettled;ward from the great mountain chain formed by
and thence, as their geographical knowledge the Caucasus aud its prolongation beyond the
advanced, they extended it to the whole coun- Caspiantothe Himalayas : of the vast elevated
steppes between these mountains and the centry east, northeast, and southeast. The first
knowledge which the Greeks possessed of the tral range of the Altai (from which the northern
opposite shores of the zEgean Sea dates before regions of Siberia again slope down to the Arcthe earliest historical records. The legends tic Ocean) they only knew that they were inrespecting the Argonautic and the Trojan ex- habited by nomad tribes, except the country
peditions, and other mythical stories, on the onedirectly north of Ariana, where the Persian emland, and the allusions to commercial and other pire had extended beyond the mountain chain
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und wl ere the Greek kingdom of Bactria had ly, Mysia, Lydia, and Caria ou the west," lyera
been subsequently established. The notions of Pamphylia, and Cilicia on the south; Bith5'ma>
tne ancients respecting the size and form of Paphlagonia, and Pontus on the north; add
Asia were such as might be inferred from what Phrygia, Pisidia, Galatia, and Cappadoeia in the
has been stated. Distances computed from the centre: see, also, the articles T R O A S , ZEOLIA,
accounts of travellers are always exaggerated; IONIA, D O R I A , L Y C A O N I A , ISAURIA, P E R G A M U S ,
and hence the southern part of the continent H A L Y S , S A N G A R I U S , T A U R U S , &C.—3. A S I A lxowas supposed to extend much further to the P R I A ('A. i] l&iag KaXov/ih-n), or simply ASIA, the
east than it really does (about 60" of longitude R o m a n province, formed out of the kingdom of
too much, according to Ptolemy), while to the Pergamus, which was bequeathed to the Ronorth and northeastern parts, which were quite mans by A T T A L U S H I . (B.C. 130), and the Greek
unknown, m u c h too small an extent was assign- cities on the west coast, and the adjacent isi
ed. However, all the ancient geographers, ex- ands, with Rhodes. It iucluded the districts of
cept Pliny, agreed in considering it the largestMysia, Lydia, Caria, and Phrygia, and was govof the three divisions of the world, and all be- erned atfirstby propraators, afterward by pro
lieved it to be • surrounded by the ocean, with consuls. Under Constantine the Great a new
the curious exception of Ptolemy, w h o recurred division was made, and Asia only extended
to the early notion, which w e find in the poets, along the coast from the Promontorium Lectura
that the eastern parts of Asia and the south- to the mouth of the Maaander.
[ASIATICUS, a surname of the Scipios and Vaeastern parts of Africa were united by land
which inclosed the Indian Ocean on the east leni]
[ A S I D A T E S ('Aaibdrng), a Persian nobleman,
and south. The different opinions about the
boundaries of Asia on the side of Africa are whose castle was unsuccessfully attacked by Xenmentioned under A F R I C A : on the side of Europe ophon, but w h o was afterward captured with all
the boundary was formed by the River Tanais his property]
[ASINA, a surname of the Scipios.]
(now Bon), the Palus Moaotis (now Sea of Azof),
] ASINZEUS SINUS, another name of the MesseulPontus Euxinus (now Black Sea), Propontis
(now Sea of Marmara), and the JEgean (now acus Sinus. Vid. ASINE, No. 3.]
A S I N A E U S ('Aaivapog: now Flume di Noto or
Archipelago). The most general division of
Asia was into two parts, which were different Freddo ?), a river on the east side of Sicily, on
at different times, and known by different names. which the Athenians were defeated by the SyraT o the earliest Greek colonists the River Halys, eusans, B.C. 413: the Syracusans celebrated here
the eastern boundary of the Lydian kingdom, an annual festival called Asinaria.
A S I N E ('Aolvn : 'Aoivalog). 1. (Now Passawa)
formed a natural division between Upper and
Laser Asia (h dvu 'A., or rd uva 'Aa'nig, and a
h town in Laconica, on the coast between Taenarum and Gythium.—2. (Now Phurnos), a town
Kara 'A., or rd Kara rr/g 'Aavng, or 'A. TJ ivrbg
AXvog rtorapov) • and afterward the Euphratesin Argolis, west of Hermione, was built by th<s
was adopted as a more natural boundary. An- Dryopes, w h o were driven out of the town by
other division was m a d e by the Taurus into A. the Argives after thefirstMessenian war, and
intra Taurum, i. e, the part of Asia north and built No. 3.—3. ( N o w Saratzai), an important
northwest of the Taurus, and A. extra Taurum, town in Messenia, near the Promontory Acritas,
all the rest of the continent ('A. ivrbg rov Tav-on the Messenian Gulf, which was hence also
pou, and 'A. burbg rov Tavpov). The division called the Asinaaan Gulf.
ultimately adopted, but apparently not till the A S I N I A G E N S , plebeian, came from Teate, the
fourth century of our era, was that of Asia Ma- chief town of the Marrueini; and thefirstperjor and Asia Minor. 1. A S I A M A J O R ('A. fy son of the name mentioned is Herius Asinius, the
fieydXv) was the part of the continent east ofleader of the Marrueini in the Marsic war, B.C.
the Tanais, the Euxine, an imaginary line drawn 90. The Asinii are given under their surnames,
from the Euxine at Trapezus (now Trebizond) to G A L L U S and POLLIO.
A S I U S ("Atnog). 1. Son of Hyrtacus of Arisbe,
tie Gulf of Issus, and the Mediterranean: thus
it included the countries of Sarmatica Asiatica, and father of Acamas and Phaanops, an ally of
with all the Scythian tribes to the east, Colchis, the Trojans, slain by Idomeneus.—2. Son of DyIberia, Albania, Armenia, Syria, Arabia, Babylo-mas and brother of Hecuba, whose form Apollo
nia, Mesopotamia, Assyria, Media, Susiana, Per- assumed when he roused Hector tofightagainst
sis, Ariana, Hyrcania, Margiana, Baetriana, Sog- Patroclus.—[3. Son of Imbrasus, accompanied
diana, India, the land of the Sinaa and Serica; zEneas to Italy.]—4. Of Samos, one of the earlirespecting which, see the several articles.— est Greek poets, lived probably about B.C. 700.
H e wrote epic and elegiac poems, which have
2. A S I A M I N O R ('Ada i] fuitpd : n o w Anatolia),
was the peninsula on the extreme west of Asia, perished with the ex^-ption of a few fragments;
bounded by the Euxine, zEgean, and Mediter- [and these have been published with the fragranean on the north, west, and south ; and on the ments of Callinus and Tyrtaaus, by Bach; in the
east by the mountains on the west of the upper Minor Epic Poets, in Didot's Bibl. Grose.; and
course of the Euphrates. It was, for the most by Bergk, in his Poet. Lyrici Grcc]
ASMIEZSA, a district and city of Serica, in the
part, a fertile country, intersected with mountains and rivers, abounding in minerals, possess-north of Asia, near mountains called ASMIEZSI
ing excellent harbors, and peopled, from the M O N T E S , which are supposed to be the Altai
earliest known period, by a variety of tribes range, and the city to be Khamil, in the centi'6
•
from Asia, and from Europe. For particulars of Chinese Tartary.
[ A S O P I S ('Aaamgj. 1. Daughter of the riverrespecting the country, the reader is referred
to the separate articles upon the parts into god Asopus.—2. Daughter of Thespius mothei
which it was divided by the later Greeks, name- of Mentor.]
IIS
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AsSjgg (»i> 0-j7r6f). ]. ( N o w Basilikos), a riv-surrender Aspasia to him. The request eouM
er iD/p e ] 0 p 0;jrjesuS) rises near Phlius, and flows not be refused as coming from the king elect
^trough the Sicyonian territory into tl e Corinth- Artaxerxes, therefore, gave her up ; but he s o n
>an Gulf. Asopus, the god of this river, was after took her away again, and m a d e her a priestson of Oceanus and Tetliys, husband of Metope, ess of a temple at Ecbatana, where strict celibacy
and father of Evadne, Euboaa, and zEgina, eachwas requisite.
3f w h o m was therefore called Asopis ('Aaunlg). ASPASII. Vid. ASPII.
W h e n Jupiter (Zeus) carried off zEgina, AsoA S P A S I U S ('AoTtdawg). 1 A peripatetic phipus attempted to fight with him, but he was losopher, lived about A.D. 50 xnd wrote con
smitten by the thunderbolt of Jupiter (Zeus), and mentaries on most of the worEs of Aristoth
from that time the bed of the river contained A portion of his commentaries on the Nice
pieces ol charcoal. B y zEgina Asopus became machean Ethics is still preserved.—2. Of B y b
the grandfather of zEacus, w h o is therefore lus, a Greek sophist, lived about A.D. 180, an«
called Asopiades.—2. ( N o w Asopo), a river in wrote commentaries on Demosthenes and zEsBoaotia, forms the northern boundary of the ter- chines, of which a few extracts are preserved;
ritory of Platasae, flows through the south of [the extracts relating to him are collected by
Boaotia, and falls into the Eubcean Sea near Muller, in the third volume of Didot's Fragmenta
Delphinium in Attica. [On the banks of this Historicorum Grascorum, p. 676.—3. Of Tyre, a
river was fought the famous battle of Piataaaa.] rhetorician and historian, who, according to Sui— 3 . A river in Phthiotis in Thessaly. rises in das, wrote a history of Epirus and of things in
Mount GLta, and flows into the Maliac Gulf near it in twenty books; but Muller (Fragmenta HisThermopylaa.—4. A river in Phrygia,flowspast toricorum Grccorum, p. 576), with much probaLaodicSa into the Lycus.—5. ( N o w Esapo), a bility, suggests Tvpov for 'Hnetpov, and so the
town in Laeonica, on the east side of the Laco- account would be of Tyre.—4. Of Ravenna, a
uian Gulf.
distinguished sophist and rhetorician, w h o lived
A S P A D A N A ('Aoftaduva: n o w Ispahan?), a townabout 225 A . D , in the reign of Alexander Seveof the district Paraatacene in Persis.
rus. His works are n o w lost]
[ A S P A L I S ('AonaXig), daughter of Argaeus, A S P E N D U S (^Aarevdog: 'Aoivevd'i.og, Aspendius
concerning w i o m an interesting legend is pre- n o w Bashashkehr or Manaugat), a strong and
served in Antoninus Liberalis.]
flourishing city of Pamphylia, on the small navi[ A S P A E , a Numidiau, sent by Jugurtha to Boc gable river Eurymedon, sixty stadia (six geochus in order to learn his designs, when the lat- graphical miles) from its mouth: said to have
ter had sent for Sulla. H e was, however, de- been a colony of the Argives.
ceived by Bocchus.]
A S P E R , ZEMILIUS, a R o m a n grammarian, w h o
A S P A E A G I U M (now Iscarpar), a town in the ter- wrote commentaries on Terence and Virgil,
ritory of Dyrrhachium, in Illyria.
must be distinguished from another grammaA S P A S I A ('Aairaoia). 1. The elder, of Miletus,
rian, usually called Asper Junior, the author of
daughter of Axiochus, the most celebrated of a small work entitled Ars Grammatica, printed
the Greek Hetaaraa (vid. Bid. of Antiq, s. v.),in the Grammat Lat. Audores, by Putschius
came to reside at Athens, and there gained and Hanov, 1605.
fixed the affections of Pericles, not more by her A S P H A L T I T E S L A O U S or M A R E M O R T U U M ('AITbeauty than by her high mental accomplish- fyaXrlng or Sodopirtg Xipvr], or ri daXdaca i] vett
ments. Having parted with his wife, Pericles pd), the great salt and bituminous lake iu the
attached himself to Aspasia during the rest of southeast of Palestine, which receives tha
his life as closely as was allowed by the law, water of the Jordan, [is of an irregular oblong
which forbade marriage with a foreign w o m a n figure, about forty miles long and eight miles
under severe penalties. The enemies of Peri- broad.] It has no visible outlet, and its surface
cles accused Aspasia of impiety (da'eBeia), and
is [a little more than thirteen hundred feet] b-sit required all the personal influence of Pericles, low the level of the Mediterranean. [It is cal/sd
w h o defended her, and his most earnest en- the Bead Sea from the desolation prevail^
treaties and tears, to procure her acquittal. The along its shores, as well as from the belief that
house of Aspasia was the centre of the best no living creature can exist in its waters.] Alliterary and philosophical society of Athens, and though the tales about birds dropping down dead
was frequented even by Socrates. O n the death as theyflyover it are n o w proved to be fabuof Pericles (B.C. 429), Aspasia is said to have lous, [yet the waters and the surrounding soil
attached herself to one Lysicles, a dealer in cat- are so intensely impregnated with salt and sultle, and to have m a d e him, by her instructions, phur that no tree or plants grow on its banks:
afirst-rateorator. The son of Pericles by As- and it is doubted, with great probability, whether
pasia was legitimated by a special decree of the any fish live in its waters, for these, when expeople, and took his father's name.—2. The amined by a powerful microscope, have been
Younger, a Phocaean, daughter of Hermotimus, found to contain no animalcube ov animal matter
was the favorite concubine of Cyrus the Young- whatever. This sea has been very recently exer, -who called her Aspasia after the mistress plored for thefirsttime with accuracy by Lieu,
of Pericles, her previous n a m e having been Mil- tenant Lynch of tho United States navy, wheto [from plXrog,, vermilion, being so called on
lms proved that the bottom of the sea consist*
account of the brilliancy of her complexion.] of two submerged plains, an elevated and a deAfter the death of Cyrus at the battle of Cunaxa pressed one, the former averaging thirteen, the
T5.C. 401), *he fell into the hands of Artaxerxes, latter thirteen hundred feet below the surface
who likewise became deeply enamored of her. The shallow portion is to the south; the deeper,
W h e n Darius, son of Artaxerxes, was appointed which is also the larger, to Ihe noj'th Thii
successor to the throne, he asked his father to southern and shallow portion would 'appear tc
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fcave been originally the fertile plain of Siddim,gris, between tho mountains of Armenia o.n tin
north, those of Kurdistan on he east, and the
in which the guilty cities stood.
Desert on the west, so as to includq
ASPII or A S P A S I I ("Aairwi, 'Aoixdaioi), an Arabian
Indian tribe, in the district of the Paropamisadaa, besides Assyria proper, Mesopotamia and Babbetween the rivers Choes (now Kama) and Indus, ylonia; nay, there is sometimes an apparent
in the northeast of Afghanistan and the north- confusion between Assyria and Syria, which
gives ground for the supposition that the icrins
west of the Punjab.
originally identical—3. B y a further OS
A S P I S ('Aairtg). 1. C L Y P E A (now Klibiah).were
a
city on a promontory of the same name, near the tension the word is used to designate the Assyrian
Empire in its widest sense. The early
northeastern point of tbe Carthaginian territory,
founded by Agathocles, and taken in the first history of this great monarchy is too obscure to
Punic war by the Romans, w h o called it Clypea, be given here in any detail; and, indeed, it is
the translation of 'Aamg.—2. ( N o w Marsa Zaff- only just n o w that new means of investigating
ran 1 ruins), in the African Tripolitana, the best it are being acquired. The germ of this empire
harbor on the coast of the Great Syrtis.—8. Vid. was one of the first great states of which w o
AROONNESUS.
have any record, and was probably a powerful
A S P L E D O N ('Aa?rXndav : 'AawXvbbvwg) or S P L Eand civilized kingdom as early as E g y p t Its
DON, a town of the Minyaa, in Boaotia, on the reputed founder was Ninus, the builder of the
River Melas, near Orchomenus; built by the capital city; and in its widest extent it included
mythical Aspledon, son of Neptune (Poseidon) the countries just mentioned, with Media, Perand MidSa.
sia, and portions of the countries to the east
A S S A ("Aaaa : 'Acraalog), a town in Chaleidiee,
and northeast, Armenia, Syria, Phoenicia, and
in Macedonia, on the Singitic Gulf.
Palestine, except the kingdom of Judah; aud,
A S S A C E N I ('Aaoaicnvoi). an Indian tribe, iu the
beyond these limits, some of the Assyrian kings
district of the Paropamisadaa, between the I ivers m a d e incursions into Arabia and Egypt. The
Cophen (now Cabool) aud Indus, in the northwestfruitless expedition of Sennacherib against the
of the Punjab.
latter country aud the miraculous destruction
A S S A R A C U S ('AaadpaKog), king of Troy, son ofof his army before Jerusalem (B.C. 714), so
Tros, father of Capys, grandfather of Anehises, weakened the empire, that the Medes revolted
and great-grandfather of zEneas. Hence the Ro- and formed a separate kingdom, and at last, iu
mans, as descendants of zEneas, are called domus B.C. 606, the governor of Babylonia united with
Assaraci (Virg, JEn, i, 284).
Cyaxares, the king of Media, to conquer Assy rA S S E S U S ('Aoanaog), a town of Ionia, near M iia, which was divided between them, Assyria
letus, with a temple of Minerva (Athena), sur- Proper falling to the share of Media, and the
named 'Aoanala.
rest of the empire to Babylon. The Assyrian
A S S O R U S ('Aaaapbg or 'Aaoapwv : 'Aaaaplvogking
:
and all his family perished, and the city of
now Asaro), a small town in Sicily, between Ninus was razed to the ground. Compare
Enna and Agyrium.
B A B Y L O N and M E D I A . It must be noticed as a
Assus ("Aaaog: "Aoawg, 'Aoaevg: n o w Asso,caution, that some writers confound the Assyrruins near Beiram). 1. A flourishing city in the ian and Babylonian empires under the former
Tioad, on the Adramyttian Gulf, opposite to name.
Lesbos: afterward called Apollonia: the birthA S T A (Astensis). 1. ( N o w Asti in Piedmont),
place of Cleanthes the Stoic.—[2. A tributary of an inland town of Liguria on the Tanarus, a Rothe Cephisus, in Phocis and Boaotia.]
m a n colony.—2. ( N o w Mesa de Asta), a town in
A S S Y R I A ('Aaavpia : 'Aaavpwg, Assyrius: n o wHispania Baatica, near Gades, a R o m a n colony
Kurdistan). 1. The country properly so called, with the surname Regia.
in the narrowest sense, was a district of WestA S T A B O R A S ('AaraBbpag : n o w Atbarah or Taern Asia, extending along the eastern side of cazza) and A S T A P U S ('Aardirovg, n o w Bahr el-Azthe Tigris, which divided it on the west and rek or Blue Rives-), two rivers of /Ethiopia, havnorthwest from Mesopotamia and Babylonia, ing their sources in the highlands of Abyssinia,
and bounded on the north and east by Mount aud uniting in about 17 p north latitude to form
Niphates and Mount Zagrus, which separated the Nile. The land inclosed by them was the
it from Armenia and Media, and on the south- so called island of M E R O E .
east by Susiana. It was watered by several
A S T A C U S ("AaraKog). 1. A Theban, father of
streams, flowing into the Tigris from the east; Ismarus, Leades, Asphodicus, and Melanippus.
two of which, the Lyeus or Zabatus (now Great — [ 2 . Son of Neptune (Poseidon) and the n y m p h
Zab), and the Caprus, or Zabas, or Anzabas (now Olbia, reputed founder of the city A S T A C U S , q. v,
Little Zab), divided the country into three parts:2
'J .
that, between the Upper Tigris and the Lycus
A S T A O U S ("Aoraicog : ' Aoraunvog). 1. (Now
was called Aturia (a mere dialectic variety of
Assyria), was probably the most ancient seat Bragomestre), a city of Acarnania, on the Aeheof the monarchy, and contained the capital, lous.—2. A celebrated city of Bithynia, at the
Nineveh or NINIIS ; that between the Lyeus southeast corner of the Sinus Astacenue ('Aara
and the Caprus was called Adiabene; and the Krjvbg KoXnog), a bay of tbe Propontis, was a col
part southeast of the Caprus contained the dis- ony from Megara, but afterward received fresh
tricts of Apolloniatis and Sittacene. Another colonists from Athens, who called the place Olbia
division into districts, given by Ptolemy, is the ('OXSla). It was destroyed by Lysimachus, but
following: Arrhapachitis, Calacine, Adiabene, rebuilt on a neighboring site, at the northeast
Arbelitis; Apolloniatis, and Sittacene.—2. In a corner of the gulf, by Nicomedes I,'who named
wider serine the n a m e was app'ied to the whole his new city N I C O M E D I A .
A B T A P A (row Fstepa), a town :u 11 isrmna
sountry watered by the Euphrates and tie Ti
Baatica.
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AaffSpus. Vid. ASTABORAS.
father of the winds Zephyrus, Boreas, and Kotus, Eosphorus (the morning star), and aU the
^iisTARTE. Vid. APHRODITE and SYRIA DEA.
stars of heaven. Ovid (Met, say, 545) calls
.-* A S T E L E S H U S ('AareXefog), a river of Colchis,
tae hundred and twenty stadia (twelve geograph- the winds Astrasi (adj.) fratres, the "Astraaac
brothers."
ical miles) south of Sebastopolis.
[ A S T E R ('Aarijp), a skillful archer, one of the A S T U R A . 1. ( N o w La Stura), a river in Lagarrison of Methone in Macedonia, who, when tium, rises in the Alban Mountains, and flows
Philip was besieging that city, aimed an arrow at between Antium and Circeii into .he Tyrrhenian
him, with this inscription on it, 'Aar?)p $i?uniraSea. A t its mouth it formed a small island with
a an
town upon it, also ealled Astura (now Torn
•davdatpav irepirei (SeXog, and deprived him of
eye. Philip sent back an arrow into the town a"Astura): here Cicero had an estate.—2. (Now
Ezla), a river in Hispania Tarraeonensis, flowing
with the inscription on it, 'Aorepa QiXimzog, ijv
XdBn, upepvoerai. W h e n the place w a s taken,into the Durius.
A S T U R E S , a people in the northwest of Spain,
Phiiip crucified Aster.]
A S T E R I A ('Aorepta), daughter of the Titan Caaus bounded on the east by the Cantabri and Vacand Phcebe, sister of Leto (Latona), wife of Perses,caai, on the west by the Gallaeci, on the north b y
and mother of Hecate. In order to escape the the Ocean, and on the south by the Vettones, thus
embraces of Jupiter (Zeus), she is said to have inhabiting the modern Asturias and the northern
taken the form of a quail (ortyx, bprvl;,) aud part
to of Leon and Valladolid. They contained
have thrown herself down from heaven into the twenty-two tribes and two hundred and forty
thousand
freemen, and were divided into the
Bea, where she w a s metamorphosed into the
island Asteria (the island which had fallen from Augustani and Transmontani, the former of w h o m
heaven like a star), or Ortygia, afterward called dwelt Bouth of the mountains as far as the Durius,
and the latter north of the mountains down to
Delos.
the sea-coast The country of the Astures was
[ASTERIA. Vid. ASTERIS]
mountainous, rich in minerals, and celebrated for
A S T E E I O N or A S T E E I U S ('Aareptav or 'Aarepwg).
1. Son of Teutamus, and king of the Cretans, its horses: the people themselves were rude and
married Europa after she had been carried to warlike. Their chief town was Asturica Augusta
Crete by Jupiter (Zeus), and brought u p the (now Astorga).
three sons, Minos, Sarpedou, and Rhadamanthys, A S T Y A G E S ('Aarvdyng), son of Cyaxares, last
w h o m she had by the father of the gods.—2. Son king of Media, reigned B.C. 594-559. Alarmed
of Cometes, Pyremus, or Priscus, by Antigone, by a dream, he gave his daughter Mandane in
daughter of Pheres, was one of the Argonauts.— marriage to Cambyses, a Persian of good family.
[3. Son of Minos, slain by Theseus.—4. A small Another dream induced him to send Harpagus
; iver of Argolis, the god of which was father of to destroy the offspring of this marriage. The
child, the future conqueror of the Medes, w a s
Astraaa]
A S T E E I S or A S T E R I A ('Aoreptg, 'Aarepla),given
a to a herdsman to expose, but he brought it
up as his own. Years afterward, circumstances
small island between Ithaca and Cephallenia.
A S T E E I U M ('Aarepwv), a town in Magnesia, inoccurred which brought the young Cyrus under
the notice of Astyages, who, on inquiry, discovThessaly.
[ASTEEIUS ('Aaripwg). 1. Son of Hyperasius, ered his parentage. H e inflicted a cruel punishan Argonaut.—2. Son of Neleus, brother of Nes- ment on Harpagus, w h o waited his feme for revenge. W h e n Cyrus had grown up to man's
tor. Vid. also ASTEEION.]
estate, Harpagus induced him to instigate the
A S T E R O P Z E U S ('Aarepotralog), son of Pelegon,
leader of the Paaonians, and an ally of the Tro- Persians to revolt, and, having been appointed
general of the Median forces, he deserted with
jans, was slain by Achilles.
the greater part of them to Cyrus. Ar.tyagee
[ A S T E R O P E ('AarepowTi), daughter of the riverwas taken prisoner, and Cyrus mounted the throne
god Cebren, wife of /Esacus.]
H e treated the captive monarch with mildness,
[ A S T E R O P E A ('Aarepbireia). 1. Daughter of
Pelias.—2. Daughter of Deius in Phocis, sister but kept him in confinementtillhis death. Thil
is the account of Herodotus, and is to be preferof Cephalus.]
A S T I G I (now Eciga), a town in Hispania Baatiea, red to that of Xenophon, w h o makes Cyrus th«
on the River Singulis, a R o m a n colony with the grandson of Astyages, but says that Astyages
was succeeded by his son Cyaxares II, on whoss
Burname Augusta Flrma.
death Cyrus succeeded peaceably to the vaeanl
[ A S T B A B A C U S ('AarpdbaKog') a son of Irbus,
brother of Alopecus, of the family of the Eurys- throne.
thenidaa, an ancient Laeonian hero, w h o had a he- A S T Y A N A X ('Aarvdva^), son of Hector and A n
roum in Sparta, and was worshipped as a god.] dromache: his proper name w a s Seamandriua,
but he was called Astyanax or " lcrd of the city*
A S T E Z E A ('Aarpala) daughter of Jupiter (Zeus)
and Themis, or, according to others, of Astraaus by the Trojans, on account of the services of £is
and Eos. During the Golden Age, this star- father. After the taking of Troy the Greeks
bright maiden lived on earth and among men, hurled him down from the walls, that he might
w h o m she blessed ; but when that age had passed not restore the kingdom of Troy.
away, Astraaa, w h o tarried longest among men, A S T Y D A M A S ('Aarvbdpag), a tragic poet, son of
withdrew, and was placed among the stars, where Morsimus and of a sister of the poet zEsehylua
she was called HapBevog or Virgo. H e r sister and a pupil of Isocrates, wrote two hundred and
AMuf, or Pudicitia, left the earth along with her forty tragedies, and gained the prizefifteentimes
Hisfirsttragedy was acted B.C 399. ,
(adsuperos Astrca recessit, hac (Pudicitia) comite,
A S T Y D A M I A ('Aorvdupsia). 1. Daughter of
Juv., vi, 19.)
Amyntor, and mother of Tlepolemus by Herco
A S T R ^ U S ('Aarpaiog), a Titan, son of Crius
ies.—2.
Wife of A C A S T U S .
anil Eurybia, husband of Eos (Aurora), and
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[ASTJLCS ('AorvXog), of Crotona, a distinshe could not abstain from gathering thesn,' aou
guished athlete, gained several prizes at the Milanion thus gained the goal before her. She
Olympic games.]
accordingly became his wife. They were subA S I Y N O M E ('Aon vbpn), daughter )i Chryses,
sequently both metamorphosed into lions, bebetter known under her patronym'c CHRYSEIS.
cause they had profaned by their embraces tie
[ASTYNOUS ('Aarvvoog). 1. Son of Phaethon,
sacred grove of Jupiter (Zeus).—2. The Boeotian
father of Sandacus.—2. Son of Protiaon, a Tro- Atalanta. The same stories are related of her
jan, slain by Neoptolemus.—3. A Trojan, slain as of the Arcadian Atalanta, except that her
by Diomedes.]
parentage and the localities are described difA S T Y O O H E or A S J Y O O H I A (Aorvoxv or 'Aarvb-ferently. Thus she is said to have been a daughXeia). 1. Daughtei of Actor, by whom Marster of Schcenus, and to have been married to
(Ares) begot Asealaphus and Ialmenus.—2 Hippomenes. Her foot-race is transferred to
Daughter of Phylas, king of Ephyra in Thes- the Boaotian Onchestus, and the sanctuary which
protia, became by Hercules the mother of Tle- the newly-married couple profaned by their love
polemus.
was a temple of Cybele, who metamorphosed
A S T Y O O H U S ('Aarvoxog), the Lacedaemonian
them into lions, and yoked them to her chariot.
admiral in B.C. 412, commanded on the coast
A T A L A N T E ('AraXdvrn : 'AraXavralog).
1. A
of Asia Minor, where he was bribed by the small island in the Euripus, on the coast of the
Persians to remain inactive.
Opuntiau Locri, with a small town of the same
ASTYPALZEA ('AorvirdXaia: 'ArrrviraXaievg,
name.—[2. A small island on the coast of At'AarmaXaidrng: now Stampalia). 1. One of the
tica, near tho Piraeus.]—3. A town of MacedoSporades, in the southern part of the Grecian nia, on tbe Axius, in tie neighborhood of Gorarchipelagi with a town of the same name, tynia and Idomene.
founded 1 y the Megariaus, which was under the
A T A R A N T E S ('Arupavrng), a people in the cast
Romans a libera civitas. Astypaleia regno, i.
of e,
Libya, described by Herodotus (iv, 184).
Astypolosa, Ov, Met, vii, 461.) The inhabit- ATARBSOHIS. Vid. APHRODITOPOLIS.
ants worshipped Achilles.—[2. A point of land
A T A R N E U S ('Arapvevg : now Dikeli), a city on
in Attica, near Sunium.—3. A point of land in Mount Cane, on the coast of Mysia, opposite to
Caria, near Myndus.—4. A n ancient city in the Lesbos: a colony of the Chians: the residence
-sland Cos, which the inhabitants abandoned, of the tyrant Hermias, with whom Aristotle reand built tie city Cos instead.]
sided some time : destroyed before the time of
A S T Y R A (rd "Aarvpa), a town of Mysia, northPliny.
west of Adramyttium, on a marsh connected
ATAULPHUS, A T H A U L P H U S , A D A U L P H U S (i. e.
with the sea, with a grove sacred to Diana (Ar- Athaulf, " sworn helper," the same name as that
temis), surnamed 'Aorvplvn or -nvij.
which appears in later history under the form
ASYOHIS ("Aavxig), an ancient king of Egypt,
of Adolf or Adolphus), brother of Alaric's wife,
succeeded Mycerinus.
H e assisted Alaric in his invasion of Italy, and
ATABULUS, the name in Apulia of the parching on the death of that monarch in A.D. 410, he
southeast wind, the Sirocco, which is at present was elected king of the Visigoths. H e then
called Allino in Apulia.
made a peace with the Romans, married PlaA T A B Y R I S or A T A B Y R I U M ('AraBvpwv), tbe
cidia, sister of Honorius, retired with his nation
highest mountain in Rhodes on the soutiwest into the south of Gaul, audfinallywithdrew into
of that island, on which was a celebrated temple Spain, where he was murdered at Barcelona.
of Jupiter (Zeus) Atabyrius, said to have been
A T A X (now Aude), originally called Narbo, a
founded by Althaamenes, the grandson of Minos. river in Gallia Narbonensis, rises in the Pyre[ATAOINUS.
Vid. ATAX.]
nees, and flows by Narbo Martius into the Lacus
ATAGIS. Vid. ATHESIS.
Rubresus or Rubrensis, which is connected with
A T A L A N T A ('AraXdvrij). 1. The Arcadian Atathe sea. From this river the poet P. Terenlanta, was a daughter of Iasus (Iasion or Iasius)
tius Varro obtained the surname Atacinus. Vid,.
and Clymene. Her father, who had wished for VARRO.
a son, was disappointed at her birth, and exA T E ("Arn), daughter of Eris or Jupiter (Zeus),
posed her on the Parthenian (virgin) hill, wherewas an ancient Greek divinity, who led both
she was suckled by a she bear, the symbol of gods and men into rash and inconsiderate acDiana (Artemis). After she had grown up she tions. She once even induced Jupiter (Zeus),
lived in pure maidenhood, slew the centaurs at the birth of Hercules, to take an oath by
who pursued her, and took part in the Caly- which Juno (Hera) was afterward enabled to
donian hunt. Her father subsequently recog- give to Eurystheus the power which had been
nized her as his daughter; and when he desired destined for Hercules. W h e n Jupiter (Zeus)
her to marry, she required every suitor who discovered his rashness, he hurled Ate from
wanted to win her to contend with herfirstin Olympus, and banished her forever from the
the fool-race. If he conquered her, he was to abodes of the gods. In the tragic writers Ate
be rewarded with her hand ; if not, he was to appears in a different light: she avenges evil
be put to death. This she did because she was deeds and inflicts just punishments upon the
the most swift footed of mortals, and because offenders and their posterity, so that her charthe Delphic oracle had cautioned her against acter is almost the same as tiat of Nemesis and
marriage. She conquered many suitors, but Erinnys. She appears most prominent in the
was at length overcome by Milanion witi the dramas of zEschylus, and least in those of Euassistance of Venus (Aphrodite). The goddess ripides, with w h o m the idea of Dike (justice) ii
had given him three golden apples, and during more fully developed.
the, race he dropped them one after the other: ATSIUS, surnamed Prcetextatus and PhiloloUieir beauty charmed Atalanta so much that,, gus, a celebrated grammarian at Rome, about
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B.C. 40, and a friend of Sallust, for w h o m he
drew up an Epitome (Breviarium) of R o m a n
History. After the death of Sallnst Ateius lived
on intimate terms with Asinius Pollio, w h o m
he assisted in his literary pursuits.
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of fortune. H e was the great champion -it tha
orthodox faith, as it has been expounded at th*
Council at Nice in 352, and was therefore et
posed to persecution wienever the Arians got
the upper hand in the state. H e was thrice
A T E I U S CAPITO.
Vid. CAPITO.
driven from his see into exile through then
A T E L L A (Atellanus; n o w Aversa), a town in machinations, and thrice recalled. H e died in
Campania, between Capua and Neapolis, orig- 373. The Athanasian creed was not composed
inally inhabited by the Oscans, afterward a Ro- by Athanasius: its real author is unknown
m a n municipium and a colony. It revolted to The best edition of his works is by Montfaueon
Hannibal (B.C. 216) after the battle of Cannae, Paris, 1698, reprinted at Padua, 1777.
and the Romans, in consequence, transplanted
A T H E N A ('ABrjvn or 'ABnvd). (Roman Minema'),
its inhabitants to Calatia, and peopled the town one of the great divinities of the Greeks. H o
by new citizens from Nuceria. Atella owes mer calls her a daughter of Zeus (Jupiter), with
its celebrity to the Atellanc Fabulc or Osean out any allusion to the manner of her birti; but
farces, which took their name from this town. later traditions related that she was born from
(Vid. Bid. of Antiq, p. 347, second edition.)
the head of Zeus (Jupiter), and some added that
A T E R N U M (now Pescara), a town in Central she sprang forth with a mighty war shout and
Italy, on the Adriatic, at the mouth of the River in complete armor. The most ancient tradi
Aternus (now Pescara), was the c o m m o n harbor tion, as preserved by Hesiod, stated that Metis,
of the Vestini, Marrueini, and Peligni.
thefirstwife of Zeus (Jupiter), w a s the mother
of Athena (Minerva), but that Metis, when pregATERNUS. Vid. ATEENUM.
A T E S T E (Atestinus: now Este), a R o m a n col- nant with her, was, on the advice of G a m and
ony in the country of the Veneti, in Upper Italy. Uranus, swallowed up by Zeus (Jupiter), and
A T H A C U S , a town in Lyncestis, in Macedonia. that Zeus (Jupiter) afterward gave birth himA T H A M A N I A (^ABapavta: 'ABapuv, -dvog), a self to Athena (Minerva), w h o sprang from his
mountainous country in the south of Epirus, on head. Another set of traditions regarded her
the west side of Pindus, of Which Argithea was as the daughter of Pallas, the winged giant
the chief town. The Athamanes were a Thes- w h o m she afterward killed on account of his atsalian people, w h o had been driven out of Thes- tempting to violate her chastity; aud a third set
saly by the Lapithae. They were governed by carried her to Libya, and called her a daughter
jideLendent princes, the last of w h o m was A M Y - of Poseidon (Neptune) and Tritonis. These va
rious traditions' about Athena (Minerva) arose,
STANDEE.
A T H A M A S ('ABupag), son of zEolus and Enaas in most other cases, from local legends and
"ete, and king of Orchomenus in Boaotia. A t identifications of the Greek Athena wilh other
he command of Juno (Hera), Athamas married divinities. But, according to the general belief
Nephele, by w h o m he became the father of of the Greeks, she was the daughter of Zeus
Pnnixus and Helle. But he was secretly in (Jupiter); and if w e take Metis to haiebeen
love with the mortal Ino, the daughter of Cad- her mother, w e have at once the clew to the
mus, by w h o m he begot Learchus and Meli- character which she bears in the religion of
certes; and Nephele, on discovering that Ino Greece; for, as her father was the most power
had a greater hold on his affections than her- ful and her mother the wisest among the gods
self, disappeared in anger. Having thus incur- so Athena was a combination of the two, a godred the anger both of Juno (Hera) and of Neph- dess in w h o m power and wisdom were harmoele, Athamas was seized with madness, and in niously blended. From this fundamental idea
this state killed his o w n son, Learchus: Ino m a y be derived the various aspects under which
threw herself with Melicertes into the sea, and she apppears in the ancient writers. She seems
both were changed into mai-ine deities, Ino be- to have been a diviaity of a purely ethical charcoming Leucothea, and Melicertes Palaamon. acter ; her power and wisdom appear in her
Athamas, as the murderer of his son, was oblig- being the preserver of the state and of every
ed tofleefrom Boaotia, and settled in Thessaly. thing which gives to the state. strength and
Hence w e have AthamanttMes, son of Athamas, prosperity. A s the protectress of, agriculture,
i. e, Palaamon; and Athamantis, daughter of AtheDa (Minerva) is represented as inventing
Athamas, i. e, Helle.
the plough and rake; she created the olive-tree
A T H A N A G I A (now Agramunt ?), the chief town (vid. below), taught the people to yoke oxen to
of the Ilergetes, in Hispania Tarraconensis.
the plough, took care of the breeding of horses,
A T H A N A R I C C S , king of the Visigoths during and instructed m e n how to tame them by the
their stay in Dacia. In A.D. 367-369 he carried bridle, her o w n invention. Allusions to this
on war with the Emperor Valens, with w h o m feature of her character are contained in the
hefinallyconcluded a peace. In 374 Athanaric epithets jiovSeia, floappia, dypifa, liriria, or x"?
was defeated by the Huns, and, after defending ivVng. She is also represented as the patron
himself for some time in a stronghold in. the of various kinds of science, industry, and art
mountains of Dacia, was compelled toflyin and as inventing numbers, the trumpet, tht
880, and take refuge in the R o m a n territory. chariot, and navigation. She was further beH e died in 381.
lieved to have invented nearly every kind of
A T H A N A S I U S ('ABavdawg), S T , one of the most work in which w o m e n were employed, and she
celebrated of tie Christian fathers, was born at herself was skilled in such work. Hence w s
Alexandrea about A.D. 296, and was elected have the tale of the Lydian maiden Arachne,
archbishop of the city on the death of Alexan- w h o ventured to compete with Athena (Mider in 826. The history of his episcopate is nerva) in the art of weaving. Vid. A R A B H N B
Sill of sth'ring incidents and strange transitions Athena (Minerva), is, in fact, the patron*** of
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both the useful and elegant arts. Hence she very early period into Attica, where she becaiM
IB called epydvi], and later writers m a k e her thethe great national divinity of the city and the
goddess of all wisdom, knowledge, and art, and country. Here she w a s regarded as the ded'ifarepresent her as sitting on the right hand of her reipa, vyleia, and naiavla. T h e tale ran that in
father Zeus (Jupiter), and supporting him with the reign of Cecrops both Poseidon (Neptune)
her oounsel. She in therefore characterized by and Athena (Minerva) contended for tie possesvarious epithets and surnames, expressing the sion of Athens. T h e gods resolved that ~«vhichkeenness of her sight or the vigor of her intel- ever of them produced a gift most useful to
mortals should have possession of the land,
•e^t, such as b-xriXirig, bfBaXplng, b^ubepurig,
Poseidon (Neptune) struck the ground with
yXavnamg, iroXvBovXog, KoXvpnng, and unxavlrig.
A s the patron diviaity of the state, she w a s at his trident and straightway a horse appeared.
Athens the p-oteclress of the phratries and Athena (Minerva) then planted the olive. The
houses which formed the basis of the state. T h e gods thereupon decreed that the olive was more
festival of the Apaturia had a direct reference useful to m a n than the horse, and gave the city
to this particular point in the character of the to the goddess, from w h o m it was called Athenas
goddess. (Vid Bid. of Ant, art A P A T U R I A . ) A t Athens the magnificent festival of the PanaS h e also maintained the authority of the law, thenca w a s celebrated in honor of the goddess
justice, and order in the courts and the assem- A t this festival took place the grand procession,
bly of the people. This notion w a s as ancient which was represented on the frieze of the Paras the Homeric poems, in which she is described thenon. ( Via. Bid. of Ant, art. PANATHENZEA.)
as assisting Ulysses against the lawless conduct A t Lindus, in Rhodes, her worship was likewise
of the suitors. (Od, xiii, 394.) She was be- very ancient Respecting its introduction into
lieved to have instituted the ancient court of Italy, and the modifications which her character
A m o n g the
the Areopagus, and in cases where the votes of underwent there, vid. M I N E R V A .
the judges were equally divided, she gave the things sacred to her w e m a y mention the owl,
casting one in favor of the accused. T h e epi- serpent, cock, and olive-tree, which she w a s
thets which have reference to this part of the said to have created in her contest with Poseidon (Neptune) about the possession of Attica.
goddess's character are d^wiroivog, the avenger,
PovXala, and ayvpala. A s Athena (Minerva) The sacrifices offered to her consisted of bulls,
promoted the internal prosperity of the state, rams, and cows. Athena (Minerva) w a s freso she also protected the state from outward en- quently represented in works of art,,in which
emies, and thus assumes the character of a war- w e generally find some of the following characlike divinity, though in a very different sense teristics : 1. T h e helmet, which she usually
from Ares (Mars), Eris, or Enyo. According to wears on her head, but in a few instances carHomer, she does not even keep arms, but bor- ries in her hand. It is generally ornamented
rows them from Zeus (Jupiter); she preserves in the most beautiful manner with griffins,
lien from slaughter when prudence demands it, heads of rams, horses, and sphinxes. 2. The
and repels Ares's (Mars) savage love of war, aegis, which is represented on works of art, not
and conquers him. The epithets which she de- as a shield, but as a goat-skin, covered with
rives from her warlike character are uyeXela, scales, set with the appalling Gorgon's head, and
Xa^ipla, aXapdxri, Xaoaaoog, and others. Insurrounded with tassels. ( Vid. Bid. of Ant..
times of war, towns, fortresses, and harbors are art ZEGIS.) 2. T h e round Argolic shield, in the
under her especial care, whence she is desig- centre of which the head of Medusa likewise
4. Objects sacred to her, such as au
nated as kpvcriirroXig, dXaXnopevntg, woXidg,appears.
iroa serpent, an owl, a cock, and a
Xiovxog, dnpala, ditpia, KXnSovxog, rzvXaZrig,olive-branch,
rtpouaxbppa, and the like. In the war of Zeus (Ju- lance. H e r garment is usually the Spartan
piter) against the giants, she assisted her father tunic without sleeves, and over it she weara
and Hercules with her counsel, and also took an a cloak, the peplus, or, though rarely, tho
active part in it for she buried Eneeladus under chlamys.
A T H E N S ('ABtjvai, also 'ABiyvn in H o m e r : 'ABrithe island of Sicily, and slew Pallas. In the
Trojan w a r she sided with.the Greeks, though valog, ij 'ABnvala, Atheniensis: n o w Athens), the
on their return h o m e she visited them with capital of Attica, about thirty Btadia from the
storms, on account of the manner in which the sea, on the southwest slope of Mount LycabetLocrian Ajax had treated Cassandra in her tem- tua, between the small rivers Cephisus on the
ple. A s a goddess of w a r and the protectress west and Ilissus on the east the latter of which
of heroes, Athena (Minerva) usually appears in flowed close by the walls of the town. T h e
armor, with the aegis and a golden staff. The most ancient part of it, the Acropolis, is said to
character of Athena (Minerva), as w e , have have been built by the mythical Cecrops, but
traced it, holds a middle place between the the city itself is said to have owed its origin to
male and female, whence she is a virgin divin- Theseus, w h o united the twelve independent
ity, whose heart is inaccessible to the passion of states or townships of Attica into one state, ano
love. Tiresias was deprived of sight for having m a d e Athens their capital. T h e city was burn
eeon her in the bath; and Hephaestus (Vulcan), ed by Xerxes in B.C. 480, but w a s soon rebuilt
w h o m a d e au attempt upon her chastity, w a s under the administration of Themistocles, ana
obliged to take to flight. For this reason, the was adorned with public buildings by Cimoir
ancient traditions always describe the goddess and especially b y Pericles, in whose time (B.C
as dressed; and w h e n Ovid makes her appear 460-429) it reached its greatest splendor. Its
naked before Paris, he abandons the genuine beauty w a s chiefly owing to its public buildings
story. Athena (Minerva) w a s worshipped in all for the private houses were mostly insignificant
parts of Greece. H e r worship w a s introduced and its streets badly laid out Toward the end
'from the ancient towns on the Lake Copais at a of fie Peloponnesian wpr, it contained tea thou
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was the small temple of Nlicn "Am spot. lfc«
•and houses (Xen, Mem, iii, 6, § 14), which, at
the rate of twelve inhabitants to a house, would summit of the Acropolis was covered with tern
give a population of one hundred and twenty pies, statues of bronze and marble, and variom
thousand, though some writers make the in-other works of art Of the temples, the grandhabitants as many as one hundred and eighty est was the PARTHENON, sacred to the " Virgin"
thousand. Under the Romans Athens continued goddess Athena (Minerva); and north of the
to be a great andflourishingcity, and retainedParthenon was the magnificent ERECHTHEUM, conmany privileges and immunities when Southern taining three separate temples, one of Athena
Greece was formed into the Roman province Polias (HoXidg), or the " Protectress of tho State*
of Achaia. It suffered greatly on its capture tr s Erechtheum proper, or sanctuary of Erech
by Sulla, B.C. 86, and was deprived of many ,neus, and the Pandrosium, or sanctuary o.
of its privileges. It was at that time, and ako Pandrosos, the daughter of Cecrops. Between
during the early centuries of the Christiar era, the Parthenon and Erechtheum was the colossal
one of the chief seats of learning, j.,ia the statue of Athena Promachos (Hpopaxog), or the
Romans were accustomed to send the'r sons to " Fighter in the Front," whose helmet and spea.
Athens, a? to a University, for the completion was thefirstobject on the Acropolis visible
of their education. Hadrian, who was very from the sea.—2. T O P O G R A P H Y O F T H E L O W E B
partial to Athens, and frequently resided in the CITY. The lower city was built in the plain
city (A.D. 122, 128), adorned it with many new round the Acropolis, but the plain also COL
buildings, and his example was followed by tained several hills, especially in the southwestHerodes Atticus, who spent large sums of mon- ern part.—WALLS. The ancient walls embraced
ey upon beautifying the city in the reign of M. a much greater circuit than the modern ones.
Aurelius. Athens consisted of two distinct On the west they included the hill of the
Nymphs and the Pnyx, on the south they exparts: I. The City (rb darv), properly so called,
divided into, 1. The Upper City or Acropolis (htended a little beyond the Ilissus, and on the
they crossed the Ilissus, near the Lyceum,
dva iroXig, d/cponoXig,), and, 2. The Lowereast
City
which was outside the walls.—GATES. Their
(rj Kara irbXig), surrounded with walls by Themistocles. II. The three harbor-towns of Pi-number is unknown, and the position of many of
raaus, Muuychia, and Phalerum, also surroundedthem is uncertain; but the following list conwith walls by Themistooles, and connected with tains the most important. On the west side
were, 1. Bipylum (AlmsXov, more anciently Bpiathe city by means of the long walls (rd panpd
aiai or Kepapucai), the most frequented gate of
reixv), Duilt under the administration of Pericles. The long walls consisted of the wall to the city, ieading from the inner Ceramicus tc
Phalerum on the east, thirtyfivestadia long the outer Ceramicus, and to the Academy.—2.
(aboutfourmiles), and of the wall to Piraeus on2'/ie Sacred Gate (al 'lepal HiXai), where the
the w*st, forty stadia long (about four and a cred road to Eleusis began.—3. The Knight's
half miles); between these two, at a short dis- Gate (al 'ImrdSeg n), probably between the hill
tance from the latter and parallel to it, another of the Nymphs and tbe Pnyx"—4. The Pircan
wall was erected, thus making two walls leading Gate (ij tietpaiicij n.), between the Pnyx and
Museum, leading to the carriage road (dpd&rog)
to the Piraeus (sometimes called rd oiteXrj), with
a narrow passage between them. There were, between the Long Walls to the Piraaus.—5. The
therefore, three long walls in all; but the name Melilian Gate (al M.eXirlSeg n.), so called becau
of Long Walls seems to have been confined toit led to the demus Melite, within the city. On
the two leading to the Piraeus, while the one the south side, going from west to east,—6. The
leading to Phalerum was distinguished by the Gate of the Bead (al 'Hpiai iv.), in the neighbor
hood of the Museum, placed by many authoriname of the Phalerian Wall (rb ^aXnpmbv relXog). The entire circuit of the walls was one ties on the north side.—7. The Itonian Gate (ai
hundred and seventy-four and a half stadia 'Iraviai jr.), near the Ilissus, where the road to
(nearly twenty-two miles), of which forty-three Phalerum began. On the east side, going from
stadia (nearlyfiveand a half miles) belonged to south to north,—8. The Gate of Biochares (ai
the city, seventy-five stadia (nine and a half Awxdpovg 7r.), leading to the Lyceum.—9. The
miles)tothe long walk, andfifty-sixand a halfBiomlan Gate (h Aibpeta K.), leading to Cynostadia (seven miles) to Piraeus, Munyehia, and sarges and the demus Diomea. On the' north
Phalerum.—1. T O P O G R A P H Y O F T H E A O E O P O L I B side,—10. The Acharnian Gate (al 'Axapvinal ir.
O R U P P E R CITY. The Acropolis, also called Ce-leading to the demus Acharnaa.—CHIEF DISTRICTS. The inner Ceramicus (Kepapewog), oj
cropia, from its reputed founder, was a steeps
rock in the middle of the city, about one hundred " Potter's Quarter," in the west of the city, ex
andfiftyfeet high, eleven hundred andfiftyfeettending north as far as the gate Dipylum, by
long, andfivehundred broad: its sides were which it was separated from the outer Ceraminaturally scarped on all sides except the west- cus ; the southern part of the inner Ceramicus
e m end. It was originally surrounded by an contained the Agora (dyopd), or " market place,"
ancient Cyelopian wall, said to have been built the only one in the city (for there were not two
by the Pelasgians; at the time of the Pelopon- market places, as some suppose), lying southnesian war only the northern part of this wall west of the Acropolis, and between the Acropremained, and this portion was still called the olis, the Areopagus, the Pnyx, and the MusePelasgic Wall; while the southern part, whichum. The demus Melite, south of the inner
had been rebuilt by Cimon, was called the Ci- Ceramicus, and perhaps embracing the hill of
monian Wall. On the western end of the Acro- the Museum. The demus Scambonidc, west
polis, where access is alone practicable, were of the inner Ceramicus, between the Pnyx and
The Collytus, south
the magnificent PROPYLZEA, '• the Entrances," the Hill of the Nymphs
built hy Pericles, before the right wing of which of Melite. Gosle, a district south of Collvti)!
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end the Museum, along the Ilissus, in which mental music (vid, Bid. of An /., s. v.), au an
were the graves of Cimon and Thucydides. |cient one near the fountain Callirrhot', a second
Limnw, a district east of Melite and Collytus, built by Pericks, close to the theatre of Dionybetween the Acropolis and the Ilissus. Biamea, sus (Bacchus), on the southeastern slope of tie
a district in the east of the city, near the gateAcropolis, and a third built by Herodes Atticus,
»>i the same name and the Cynosarges. Agrc,in honor of his wife Regilla, on the southwestern
a district south of Diomea.—HILLS. The Areop- slope of the Acropolis, of which there are still
agus ('Api'.ov rrdyog or "Apewg izdyog), considerable
the " Hill remains.—7. Stadium (rb %rdSiov\
of Ares" (Mars), west of the Acropolis, which south of the Ilissus, in the district Agrae.—8
gave its name to the celebrated council that Monuments. The Monument of Andronicus
Cyrrhestes, formerly called the Tower of the
held its sittings there (vid. Bid. of Ant. s. v.),
was accessible on the south side by aflightof Winds, an octagonal building north of the Acrosteps cut out of the rock. The Hill of the polis, still extant, was an horologium. (Vid.
Nymphs, northwest of the Areopagus. The Bid. of Ant, p. 616, 2d ed.) The Choragic Mon
Pnyx (Hvv!;), a semicircular hil(, southwest ofument of Lysicrates, frequently but erroneously
the Areopagus, where the assemblies of the called tie Lantern of Bemosthenes, still extant,
people were held in earlier times, for afterward in the Street of the Tripods. The Monument of
the people usually met iu the Theatre of Diony- Harmodius and Aristogiton in the Agora, just
the ascent to the Acropolis.—SUBUEBS.
sus (Bacchus.) ( Vid. Bid. of Ant. p. 440, b, before
2d
ed.) The Museum, south of the Pnyx and the The Outer Ceramicus (6 e!-a tcaXov/ievog), no
Areopagus, on which was the monument of west of the city, was thefinestsuburb of Athens:
Philopappus, and where the Macedonians built a here were buried the Athenians who had fallen
fortress.—STREETS. Of these w e have little in-in war, and at the further end of it was the
ACADEMIA, six stadia from the city. Cynosarges
formation. W e read of the Pirtean Street, which
led from the Piraaan gate to the Agora ; of the (rb Kwbaapyeg), east of the city, before the gate
Diomea, a gymnasium sacred to Hercules,
Street of the Hermc, which ran along the Agora
between the Stoa Basileo.s and Stoa Poecile; of where Antisthenes, the founder of the Cynie
school, taught. Lyceum (rb AVKCWV), southeast
the Street of the Tripods, on the east of the
of the Cynosarges, a gymnasium sacred to
Acropolis, <fcc.—PUBLIC BUILDINGS. 1. Temples.
Of these the most important was the Olym- Apollo Lyceus, where Aristotle and the Peripatetics taught
pieum ('OXvpmeiov), or Temple of the Olympian Zeus (Jupiter), southeast of the Acropolis, A T H E N Z E ^ABijvai: now Atenah), a sea-port
near the Ilissus and the fountain Callirrhoe, town of Pontus, named from its temple of
which was long unfinished, and wasfirstcom- Athena (Minerva).
pleted by Hadrian. Theseum (Qncelov), or Tem- A T H E N Z E U M ('ABr/vawv), in general a temple of
ple of Theseus, on a hill north of the Areopagus,Athena, or any place consecrated to the goddess.
now converted into the Museum of Athens. The name was especially given to a sehool
The Temple of Ares (Mars), south of the Areop-founded by the Emperor Hadrian at Rome about
agus and west of the Acropolis. Metroum (Mj/- A.D. 133, for the promotion of literary and ssientific studies. It was in the neighborhood
rpipov), or temple of the mother of the gods,
east of the Agora, and south of the Acropolis, of the Forum, and at the foot of the Aventine
near the Senate House, and the Odeum of He- Hill: it had a staff of professors paid by the
rodes Atticus. Besides these, there was a vast government, and continued in repute till the fifth
number of other temples in all parts of the city.century of our era. (Vid. Bid. of Ant, s. v.)—
ATHENZEUM
was also the name of a town in Ar—r% The Senate House (fSovXewrfipiov), at
the
cadia, not far from Megalopolis, and of a place
south end of the Agora.—3. The Tholus (&bXog),
a round building close to the Senate House, in Athamania in Epirus.
ATHENZEUS ('ABnvawg). 1. A contemporary
which served as the new Prytaneum, in which
the Prytanestooktheir meals and offered their of Archimedes, the author of an extant work
Hepl Mnxavnuurav (on warlike engines), adsacrifices. (Vid. Bid. of Ant s. v.)—4. The
dressed to Mareellus (probably the conqueror of
Prytaneum (Hpvravelov), at the northeastern
foot of the Acropolis, where the Prytanes used Syracuse); printed in Thevenot's Mathematici
more anciently to take their meals, and where Veteres, Paris, 1698.-^5) A learned Greek gramthe laws of Solon were preserved.—5. Stoc marian, of Naucratis in Egypt lived about A.D.
230,firstat Alexandrea and afterward at Rome,
(aroai), or Halls, supported by pillars, and used
as places of resort in the heat of the day, of His extant work is entitled the Beipnosophistai
(Aeiirvoaofiarai), i. e, the Banquet of the Lea
which there were several in Athens. ( Vid. Bid.
of Ant, p. 944, 2d ed.) In the Agora there infifteenbooks, of which thefirsttwo books,
and parts of the third, eleventh, and fifteenth,
were three : the Stoa Basileos (orod ftaaiXewg),
the court of the King-Archon, on the west side exist only in an Epitome. The work may be
considered
one of the earliest collections of
of the Agora; the Stoa Pcecile (orod TCOiKiXn),
so
called because it was adorned with fresco paint- what are called Ana, being an immense mass of
anecdotes,
extracts
from the writings of poets,
ings of the battle of Marathon and other achievements by Polygnotus, Lycon, and others ; and thehistorians, dramatists, philosophers, orators, and
physicians,
of facts in natural history, criticisms
Stoa Eleutherius (orod iXevBepwg), or Hall of
Zeus
and discussions on almost every conceivable sub
Eleutherius, both on the south side of the Agora.—
ject, especially on gastronomy. Athenaeus re
6. Theatres. The Theatre of Bionysus (Bacchus),
on the southeastern slope of the Acropolis, was presents himself as describing to his friend Timocrates a full account of the conversation at t
the great theatre of the state (vid. Bid. of Ant.
p. 1129, 2d ed.); besides this there were three banquet at Rome, at which Galen, the physician,
Odea (yiela), for contests in vocal and instru-and Ulpian, the jurist, were among the guest*
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- Ecdtions: By Casaubon, Genev, 1597; byVid. ACANTHUS. The isthmus is about one and a
8 ihweighauser, Argentorati, 1801-1807 ; and byhalf miles across; and there are most distinc:
W . Dindorf, Lips, 1827.—8. A celebrated phy- traces of the canal to be seen in the present
sician, founder of the medical sect of the Pneu- day; so that w e must not imitate the skepticism
matici, was born al Attalla in Cilicia, and prac-of Juvenal (x, 174), and of mapv modern writticed at Rome about A.D. 50.
ers, who refused to believe that the canal was
A T H E N A G O B A S ('ABnvaybpag), an Athenian phiever cut The peninsula contained several flourlosopher, converted to the Christian religion inishing cities in antiquity, and is now studded
the second century of our era, is the author of with numerous monasteries, cloisters, and chapels,
two extant works, An Apology for Christians,
whence it derives its modern name. In these
addressedtothe emperors M. Aurelius and his monasteries some valuable MSS. of ancient auson Commodus, and a treatise in defence of the thors have been discovered.
tenet of the resurrection.—Editions: By Fell,
ATHRIBIS ("ABpiBig), a city in the Delta of
Oxon, 1682 ; Rechenberg, Lips, 1684-85 , De-Egypt; capital of tie Nomos Athribites.
chair, Oxon, 1706.
[ A T U R U L L A CAB^ovXXa : now Jathrib or MeA T H E N A I S ('ABnva'lg). Surnamed Philoslordina), a city of Arabia Felix, conquered by
gus, wife of Ariobarzanes II, king of Cappa- zElius Gallus.]
doeia, and mother of Ariobarzanes III. — 2.
ATIA, mother of AUGUSTUS.
Daughter of Leontius, afterward named EuATILIA or ATILLIA G E N S , the principal memCOCIA.
bers of which are given under their surnames,
A T H E N I O N ('ABnviav). 1. A Cilician, one of CALATINUS,
the
REGULUS, and SERRANUS.
Commanders of tie slaves in the second servile
ATILICINUS, a Roman jurist, who probably
war in Sicily, maintained his ground for some lived about A.D. 60, is referred to in the Digest
time successfully, and defeated L. Licinius Lu- ATILIUS. 1. L, one of the earliest of the Rocullus, but was at length conquered and killed inman jurists who gave public instruction in law,
B.C. 101 by the consul M'. Aquillius.—[2. A probably lived about B.C. 100. H e wrote comcomic poet of Athens, of whose plays only one mentaries on the laws of the Twelve Tables.—2.
fragment has been preserved; it is printed in M , one of the early Roman poets, wrote both
Meineke's Fragmenta Comic. Grcc, vol. ii, p.tragedies and comedies, but apparently a greater
j.165-6, edit, minor.—8. A painter, born at Marnumber of the latter tian of the former.
onea in Thrace. H e was a pupil of Glaucion of
A T I N A (AtJnas, -atis: now Atina), a town of
Corinth, and gave promise of high excellence, the Volsci in Latium, afterward a Roman colony.
but died young.]
ATINTANES ('Arivruveg), an Epirot people ha
A T H E N O D O R U S ('ABnvbbapog). 1. Of Tarsus,Illyria,
a
on the borders of Macedonia: their counStoic philosopher surnamed Cordylio, was the
try, Atintania, was reckoned part of Macedonia.
keeper of the library at Pergamus, and after- ATIUS V A R U S . Vid. V A R U S .
Ward removed to Rome, where he lived with M.
ATLANTICUM M A R E .
Vid. OCEANUS.
Cato, at whose house he died.—2. Of Tarsus, a ATLANTIS ('ArXavrlg, so. vrjoog), according to
Stoic philosopher, surnamed Cananiles, from
an ancient tradition, a great island west of the
Cana in Cilicia, the birth-place of his father, Pillars of Hercules in the Ocean, opposite Mount
whose name was Sandon. H e was a pupil of Atlas : it possessed a numerous population, and
Posidonius at Rhodes, and afterward taught at was adorned with every beauty; its powerful
Apollonia in Epirus, where the young Octavius princes invaded Africa and Europe, but were
subsequently the Emperor Augustus) was one defeated by the Athenians and their allies: its
of his disciples. H e accompanied the latter toinhabitants afterward became wicked and imRome, and became one of his intimate friends pious, and the island was in consequence swaland advisers. In his old age he returned to lowed up in the ocean in a day and a night.
Tarsus, where he died at the age of eighty-two. This legend is given by Plato in the Timcns
H e was the author of several works, which are and is saidtohave been related to Solon by the
not extant.—3. A sculptor, the son and pupil of Egyptian priests. The Canary Islands, or the
Agesander of Rhodes, whom he assisted in exe- Azores, which perhaps were visited by the Phoacuting the group of Laocoon. Vid. AGESANDER. nicians, may have given rise to the legend; but
ATHESIS (now Adige or Etsch), rises in the
some modern writers regard it as indicative of a
Raetian Alps, receives the A T A G I S (now Eisach),vague belief in antiquity in the existence of the
flows through Upper Italy past Verona, andwestern hemisphere.
falls into the Adriatic by many mouths.
A T L A S ("ArXag), son of Iapetus and Clymene,
A T H M O N E ('ABpovi/, also 'ABpovia and "ABpoand brother of Prometheus and Epimetheus
vov: 'ABpovevg, fem. 'ABpovlg), an Attic demus
H e made war with the other Titans upon Jupibelonging to tie tribe Cecropis, afterward to the ter (Zeus), and being conquered, was condemned
tribe Attalis.
to bear heaven on his head and hands: accord
AfHos ("A&ag, also "ABuv : 'AButrng: ing
nowto Homer, Atlas bears the long column
Ifaghion Oros, Monte Santo, i e, Holy Mountain),
which keep asunder heaven and earth. The
tt e mountainous peninsula, also called Acte,myth seems to have arisen from the idea that
which projects from Chaleidiee in Macedonia. lofty mountains support the heavens. Later
At the extremity of the peninsula the mountain traditions distort the original idea still more, by
rhts abruptly from the sea to a height of 6349 making Atlas a man who was metamorphosed
feet: there is no anchorage for ships at its base, into a mountain. Thus Ovid (Met, iv, 626,
and the voyage around it was so dreaded by seq.) relates that Perseus came to Atlas and
mariners that Xerxes had a canal cut through asked for shelter, which was refused, wherethe isthmus, which connects the peninsula with upon Perseus, by means of the head of Medusa,
the main land, to afford a passage to his fleet.
changed him into Mount Atlas, on which rested
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heaven with all its stars. Others go still fur- TOCENNA. Part of them crossed »ver to Brit ma,
ther, and represent Atlas as a powerful king, where they dwelt in the upp*r valley of th»
who possessed great knowledge o the courses Thames, Oxfordshire and Berkshire.
of the stars, and w h o was thefirstw h o taught A T E E U S ('Arpevg), son of Pelops aad Hippo,
m e n that heaven had the form of a globe. damia, grandson of Tantalus, and bother of
Hence the expression that heaven rested on bis Thyestes and Nicippe. Vtd. P E L O I S . H e was
shoulders was regarded as a merely figurative first marriedtoCleola, by w h o m he accame the
mode of speaking. A t first, the story of Atlas father of Plisthenes ; then to Aerop% the widow
referred to one mountain only, which was be- of his son Plisthenes, w h o was the mother of
lieved to exist on the extreme boundary of the A g a m e m n o n , Menelaus, and Auaxibia, either by
earth; but, as geographical knowledge extend- pisthenes or by Atreus (vid. A G A M E M N O N ) ; aud
ed, the name of Atlas was transferred to other lastly to Pelopia, the daughter of his brothel
places, and thus w e read of a Mauretanian, Ital- Thyestes. The tragic fate of the house of Tan
ian, Arcadian, and even of a Caucasian Atlas. talus afforded ample materials to the tragic
The c o m m o n opinion, however, was, that the poets of Greece, w h o relate the details in variheaven-bearing Atlas was in tie northwest of ous ways. In consequence of the murder of
Africa. See below. Atlas was the father of their half brother Chrysippus, Atreus and Th\
the Pleiades by Pleione or by Hesperis; of the estes were obliged to take toflight;they were
Hyades and Hesperides by zEthra; and of OEno- hospitably received at Mycenaa; and, after the
maus and Maia by Sterope. Dione and Calyp- death of Eurystheus, Atreus became king of
so, Hyas and Hesperus, are likewise called his Mycenae. Thyestes seduced Aerope, the wife
children. AtlanPtddes, a descendant of Atlas, es-of Atreus, and was, in consequence, banished by
pecially Mercury, his grandson b y Maia (comp. his brother: from his place of exile he sent
Mercuri facunde nepos Atlantis, H o r , Carm, l,Plisthenes, the son of Atreus, w h o m he had
10), and Hermaphroditus, son of Mercury. At- brought u p as his o w n child, in order to slay
lantias and Atlantis, a female descendant of AtAtreus; but Plisthenes fell by the hands of
las, especially the Pleiads aud Hyads.
Atreus, w h o did not know that he was his o w n
A T L A S M O N S ("ArAac: n o w Atlas), was the son. In order to take revenge, Atreus, pretendgeneral n a m e of the great mountain range ing to be reconciled to Thyestes, recalled him
which covers the surface of northern Africa, to Mycenaa, killed his two sons, and placed their
between the Mediterranean and Great Desert flesh before their father at a banquet, w h o un(now Sahara), on the north and south, and thewittingly partook of the horrid meal. Thyestes
Atlantic and the Lesser Syrtis on the west and fled with horror, and the gods cursed Atreus
east; the mountain chains southeast of the and his house. The kingdom of Atreus w a s
Lesser Syrtis, though connected with the Atlas, n o w visited by famine, and the oraele advised
do not properly belong to it, and were called Atreus to call back Thyestes. Atreas, w h o
by other names. The northern and southern went out in search of him, came to King Thesranges of this Bystem were distinguished by the protus, and as he did notfindhim there, he marnames of A T L A S M I N O R and A T L A S M A J O R , and ried his third wife, Pelopia, the daughter of Thya distinction was m a d e between the three re- estes, w h o m Atreus believed to be a daughter
gions into which they divided the country. Vid. of Thesprotus. Pelopia w a s at the time with
A F E I C A , p. 28, a.
child by her o w n father. This child, zEgisthus,
A T O S S A ("Aroaaa), daughter of Cyrus, and wifeafterward slew Atreus, because the latter had
successively of her brother Cambyses, of Smer- commanded him to slay his o w n father Thydis the Magian, and of Darius Hystaspis, over estes. Vid. ZEGISTHUS. The treasury of Atreus
w h o m she possessed great influence. She bore and his sons at Mycenaa, which is mentioned by
Darius four sons, Xerxes, Masistes, Achaamenes, Pausanias, is believed by some to exist still;
and Hystaspes.
but the ruins which remain are above ground,
A T E Z E or H A T R A ("Arpai, rd "Arpa : 'Arpnvog,
whereas Pausanias speaks of the building aa
Atrenus: n o w Had); southwest of Mosul), a under ground.
strongly-fortified city on a high mountain in MesATRIA.
Vid. A D R I A .
opotamia, inhabited by people of the Arab race.
A T R I D E S ('Arpeidng), a descendant of Atreua,
S E M P R O N I U S , A T R A T I N U S . 1. A , consul B.C. especially A g a m e m n o n and Menelaus.
497 aud 491.—2. L , consul 444 and censor
A T R O P A T E N E ('ArpoTrarnvi}), or Media Atropa443.—3. 0 , consul 423, fought unsuccessfully tia ('Arpoirarla or -or Mndla), the northwestern
against the Volsciahs, aud was in consequence part of Media, adjaevtit to Armenia, named after
condemned to pay a heavy fine.—4. L , accused Atropates, a native of the country, who, having
Marcus Caelius Rufus, w h o m Cicero defended, been made its governor by Alexander, founded
57 B.C.
there a kingdom, which long remained indeA T E A X ("Arpaf: 'ArpuKwg). 1. A town in pendent alike of the Seleucidaa, the Parthians,
Pelasgiotis in Thessaly, inhabited by the Per-and the Romans, but was at last subdued by the
fhasbi, so called from the mythical Atrax, son ofParthians.
PenSus and Bura, and father of Hippodamia and
A T R O P A T E S ('Arporturng), a Persian satrap,
Caenis. [It w a s famed for its green marble, fought at the battle of Gaugamela, B.C. 831, and
known by the name of Atracium
Marmor.— after the death of Darius was made satrap of
2. A small river of Pelasgiotis in Thessaly, a Media by Alexander. His daughter was mar-,
tributary of the Peneus.]
ried to Perdiccas in 324; and he received from
A T E E B A T E S , a people in Gallia Belgica, in thehis father-in-law, after Alexander's death, the
modern Artois, which is a corruption of their province of tbe Greater Media. In the northname. In Csasar's time (B.C. 67) they num- west of the country, called after him, Media
ber ;d 15,000 warriors • their capital was N E M E - Atropatene, he ota^lished an independen' kirg12»
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tola, which continued to exist down to the time A T T I C A (b 'ATTIKIJ sc. yrj), a division of Greece
of the Emperor Augustus.
has the form of a triangle, two sides of whick
ATROPOS.
Vid. MOIRZE.
are washed by the zEgean Sea, while the third
ATTA, T. QUINTII S, a Roman domic poet, diedis separated from Boaotia on the north by the
B.C. 78. His surname Atta was given him mountains Cithaaron and Parnes. Megaris,
from a defect in his feet, to which circumstance which bounds it on the northwest, w a s formerly
Horace probably alludes (Ep, ii, 1, 79). His a part of Attica. In ancient times it was called
plays were very popular, and were acted even Acte and Actice ('AKT-I/ and 'AKTIKTJ), or the
<n the time of Augustus. [The fragments of "coastland" (vid. A C T E ) , from which the later
Atta are collected by Bothe, Poet. Scenic. Lat,form Attica is said to have been derived; but
vol v, P. ii, p. 97-102; cf. Weichert, Rod. according to traditions, it derived its name from
Lat. Reliquic, p 345.]
Atthis, the daughter of the mythical king CraA T T A G I N U S ('Arrayivog), son of Phrynon, a
naus ; and it is not impossible that Att-ica m a y
Theban, betrayed Thebes to Xerxes, B.C. 480. eontain the root Att or Ath, which w e find in
After the battle of Plataaaa (479) the other Atthis and Athene. Attica is divided by m a n y
Greeks required Attaginus to be delivered up ancient writers into three districts. 1. The
to them, but he m a d e his escape.
Highlands (y Siapnia, also bpeivi) 'ArriKif), the
A T T A L I A ('ArrdXeia, 'ArraXearng or -arijg).—
northeast of the country, containing the range
1. A city of Lydia, formerly called Agrolra of Parnes and extending south to the Promon(Aypoeipa).—2. ( N o w Laara), a city on the tory Cynosura; the only level part of this discoast of Pamphylia, near the mouth of the Riv- trict was the small plain of Marathon opening
er Catarrhactes, founded by Attalus II. Phila- to the sea. 2. The Plain (b, -KeSidg, rb •KEIVIOV),
delphus, and subdued by the R o m a n s under P. the northwest of the country, included both the
Servilius Isaurieus.
plain round Athens and the plain round Eleusis,
A T T A L U S ("ArraXog). 1. A Macedonian, uncle and extended south to the Promontory Zoster.
of Cleopatra, w h o m Philip married in B.C. 337. 3. The Sea-coast District (i) rzapaXla), the southAt the nuptials of his niece, Attalus offered an ern part of the country, terminating in the Prominsult to Alexander, and, on the accession of the ontory Sunium. Besides these three divisions
latter, w a s put to deati by his order in Asia w e also read of a fourth. The Midland District
Minor, whither Philip had previously sent him (ueaoyaia), still called Mesogia, an undulating
to secure the Greek cities to his cause.—2. Son plain in the middle of the country, bounded by
of Andromenes the Stymphaean, and one of Mount Pentelicus on the north, Mount HymetAlexander's officers. After the death of Alex- tus on the west and the sea on the east. The
ander (B.C. 323), he served under Perdiccas, soil of Attica is not very fertile; tho greater
whose sister, Atalante, he had married; and part of it is not adapted for growing corn; but it
after the death of Perdiccas (321), he joined Al- produces olives,figs,and grapes, especially the
setas, the brother of Perdiccas; but their united two former, in great perfection. The country
forces were defeated in Pisidia by Antigonus is dry; the chief river is the Cephisus, which
in 320.—3. Kings of Pergamus.—(I.) Son of rises in Parnes and flows through the Athenian
Attalus, a brother of Philetaerus, succeeded his plain. T h e abundance of wild flowers in the
cousin, Eumenes I, and reigned B.C. 241-197. country m a d e the honey of Mount Hymettus
H e took part with the R o m a n s against Philip very celebrated in antiquity. Excellent marble
and the Achaaans. H e w a s a wise and just was obtained from the quarries of Pentelicus,
prince, and w a s distinguished by his patronage northeast of Athens, and a considerable supply
of literature.—(II.) Surnamed Philadelphus, r/>c.of silver from the mines of Laurium, near Suond son of Attalus I, succeeded his brother Eu- nium. The area of Attica, including the island
menes II, and reigned 159-138. Like his father, of Salamis, which belonged to it, contained behe was an ally of the Romans, and he also en- tween seven hundred and eight hundred square
couraged the arts and sciences.—(III.) Sur- miles; and its population in its flourishing penamed Philometor, son of Eumenes II, and riod was probably aboutfivehundred thousand,
Stratonice, succeeded his uncle Attalus II, and of which nearlyfourfifthswere slaves. Attica
reigned 138-133. H e is known to us chiefly for is said to have been originally inhabited by Pe
the extravagance of his conduct .and the murder lasgiaiis. Its most ancient political division
of his relations and friends. In his will he was into twelve independent states, attributed
made the Romans his heirs; but his kingdom to C E C E O P S , who, according to some legends,
Was claimed by Aristonicus. Vid. ARISTONI- came from Egypt. Subsequently Ion, the grandcus.—4. R o m a n emperor of the West, w a s son of Hellen, divided the people into four tribes,
raised to the throne by Alaric, but was deposed Geleontes, Hopleles, Argades and JEgicorcs ; and
by the latter, after a reign of one year ( A D . Theseus, w h o united the twelve independent
409, 410), on account of his acting without Ala- states of Attica into one political body, and
ric's advice.—5. A Stoic philosopher in the reignm a d e Athens the capital, again divided the naof Tiberius, w a s one of the teachers of the phi-tion into three classes, the Eupatridas, Geomori,
losopher Seneca, w h o speaks of him in the and Bemiurgi. Clisthenes (B.C. 510) abolished
highest terms.
the old tribes and created ten n e w ones, accordA T T E G U A , a town in Hispania Baatica, of un-ing to a geographical division: these tribes
certain site.
were subdivided into one hundred and seventyA T T H I S or A T T I S ("ArBig or "Atrig), daughter
four demi or townships. (For details, vid Bid.
of Cranaus, from w h o m Attica w a s believed to of Ant., art T E I B U S ) .
have derived its name. The two birds into
A T T I C U S H E R O D E S , T I B E R I U S C L A U D I U S , a celwhich Philomele and her sister Procne were ebrated Greek rhetorician, born about A.D. 104,
uiotani orphosed were likewise called Attis.
at Marathon in Attica, H e taught rhetoric b«tli
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it Athens and at R o m e , and his school was awe and fear of the whole ancient world, vfhich
frequented by the most distinguished m e n of ultimately expressed itself by affixing to hii
the age. The future emperors M . Aurelius and name the well-known epithet of "tbe Scoarga
L. Verus were among his pupils, and Antoni- of God." His career divides itself into two
nus Pius raised him to the consulship in 143. parts. Thefirst( A D . 445^460) consists of the
H e possessed immense wealth, a great part of ravage of the Eastern empire between the Euxwhich he spent in embellishing Athens. H e ine and the Adriatic and the negotiations with
died at the age of seventy-Bix, in 180. H e Theodosius II, which followed upon it. They
wrote numerous works, none of which have were ended by a treaty, which ceded to Attila a
come down to us, with the exception of an ora- large territory south of the Danube and an antion, entitled Hepl noXireiag, the genuineness of nual tribute. The second part of his career wai
which, however, is very doubtful. It is printed the invasion of the Western empire (460-452).
in the collections of the Greek orators, and by H e crossed the Rhine at Strassburg, but was
Fiorillo, in Herodis Attici que supersunt, Lips.,defeated at Chalons by Aetius, and Theodoric,
1801. ^
king of the Visigoths, in 451. H e then crossATTICUS, T. P O M P O N I U S , a R o m a n eques, born ed the Alps, and took Aquileia in 462, after a
at R o m e B.C. 109. His proper name, after his siege of three months, but he did not attack
adoption by Q. Caacilius, the brother of his moth- R o m e , in consequence, it is said, of his interer, was Q. Caacilius Pomponianus Atticus. His view with Pope Leo the Great. H e recrossed
surname, Atticus, was given him on account the Alps toward the end of the year, and died
of his long residence in Athens and his intimate in 453, on the night of his marriage with a beauacquaintance with the Greek language and lit- tiful girl, variously named Hilda, Ildico, Mycolth,
erature. H e w a s educated along with L. Tor- by the bursting of a blood-vessel. In person
quatus, the younger C. Marius, and M . Cicero. Attila was, like the Mongolian race in general, a
Soon after the breaking out of the civil war be- short, thick-set man, of stately gait, with a large
tween Marius and Sulla, he resolved to take no head, dark complexion,flatnose, thin beard, and
part in the contest, and accordingly removed to bald with the exception of a few white hairs, his
Athens. During the remainder of his life he eyes small, but of great brilliancy and quickness
kept aloof from all political affairs, and thus
ATTILIUS. Vid. A n n u s .
lived on the most intimate terms with the most
ATTIUS. Vid. Acoius.
distinguished m e n of all parties. H e was equalA T T I U S or A n u s N A V I U S .
Vid. N A V T C S ,
ly the friend of Caesar and Pompey, of Brutus
ATTIUS TULLIUS.
Vid. T U L L I U S .
and Cassius, of Antony and Augustus: but his
[ A T T U S CLAUSUS.
Vid. A P P I U S C L A U D I U S . |
most intimate friend was Cicero, whose corA T C E I A ('Arovpia).
Vid. A S S Y E I A .
respondence with him, beginning in 68 and conA T U R U S (now Adour), a river in Aquitania,
tinued down to Cicero's death, is one of the rises in the Pyrenees, and flows through the termost valuable remains of antiquity. H e pur- ritory of the Tarbelli into the ocean.
chased an estate at Buthrotum in Epirus, in
A T Y M N I U S ('Arvpvwg or "Arvpvog). 1. Son of
which place, as well as at Athens and R o m e , he Jupiter (Zeus) and Oassiopea, a beautiful boy,
spent the greater part of his time, engaged beloved by Sarpedon. Others call him son of
in literary pursuits and commercial undertak- Phoenix.—[2. Son of the Lycian king Amisodaings. H e died in 32, at the age of 77, of volun- rus, came as an ally of the Trojans to the war,
tary starvation, when he found that ie was at- was slain by Nestor.]
tacked by an incurable illness. His wife Pilia,
A T Y S , A T T Y S , A T T E S , A T T I S , or A T T I N ("ATI>
to w h o m he was married in 56, when he was fifty"Arrvg, "Arrng, "Arrig, or "Amv).
1. Son oi
three years of age, bore him only one child, a Nana, and a beautiful shepherd of the Phrygian
daughter, Pomponia or Caacilia, w h o m Cicero town Celaanae. H e was beloved by Cybele, but
sometimes calls Attica and Atticula. She was as he proved unfaithful to her, he was thrown
married in the life-time of her father to M . Vip- by her into a state of madness, in which he unsanius Agrippa. The sister of Atticus, Pom- manned himself. Cybele thereupon changed him
ponia, was married to Q. Cicero, the brother of into a fir-tree, which henceforth became sacred
the orator. The life of Atticus by Cornelius to her, and sie commanded that, in future, her
Nepos is to be regarded rather as a panegyric priests should be eunuchs. Such is the aceouut
upon an intimate friend, than, strictly speaking, iu Ovid (Fast, iv, 221), but his story is related
a biography. In philosophy Atticus belonged differently by other writers. Atys was worshipto the Epicurean sect. H e was thoroughly ac- ped in the temples of Cybele in c o m m o n with
quainted with the whole circle of Greek and this goddess. His worship appears to have been
R o m a n literature. So high an opinion was en- introduced into Greece at a comparatively late
tertained of his taste and critical acumen, that period. It is probable that the m y thus of Atys
m a n y of his friends, especially Cicero, were ac- represents the twofold character of nature, the
customed to send him their works for revision male and female concentrated in one.—2. 3on
and correction. None of his o w n writings have of Manes, king of the Maeonians, from wl ose
eome down to us.
son Lydus, his son and successor, the MaeoniA T T I L A ('ArrijXag or 'ArrlXag, German Etzel,
ans were afterward called Lydians.—3. A Latin
Hungarian Ethele), king of the Huns, attained chief, son of Alba, and fa tier of Capys, from
in A.D. 434, with his brother Bleda (in German w h o m the Atia Gens derived its origin, and from
Blodel), to the sovereignty of all the northern w h o m Augustus was believed to be descended oa
tribes between the frontier of Gaul and the fron- his mother's side.—4. Son of Croesus, slain by
tier of China, and to the c o m m a n d of an army A D R A S T U S .
of at least five hundred thousand barbarians.
[ A U C H E T Z E (Aiixdrai), a Scythian peoplt u
H e (Xvadually concentrated upon himself the I the sources of the Hypau',8 (now Bog).']
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AUFIDENA (Aufidenas, -atis: now Alfidend), ac. Sp. Maalius :n this year was appeased by At!
gurinus, w h o is said to have gone over to th«
town in Samnium, on the River Sagrus.
jiUEiDius. 1. C N , a learned historian, cele- plebs from the patricians, and to have been
brated by Ciceroforthe equanimity with which chosen by the tribunes one of their body. A u
he bore blindness, was quaastor B.C. 119, tribu- gurinus lowered the price of corn in three marksus plebis 114, andfinallypraetor 108.—2 T , a et days,fixingas the m a x i m u m an as for a m )
jurist, quaestor B.C. 86, and afterward propraetor dius. Tho people, in their gratitude, presented
in Asia.—3. BASSUS.
Vid. B A S S U S . — 4 . L U E O O . him with an ox having its horns gilt, and erected a statue to his honor outside the Porta TriVia. L U E O O . — 5 . O R E S T E S .
Vid. O E E S T E S .
A U F I D U S (now Ofanto), the principal river of gemina, for which every body subscribed an ounce
of
Apulia, rises in the Apennines, in the territory brass.
A U G U S T A , the name of several towns founded
if the Hirpini in Samnium, flows atfirstwith
i rapid current (henee violens and acer, H o ror
, colonized by Augustus. 1. A . ASTUEIOA.
Carm, iii, 30, 10; Sat, i, 1, 58), and then more Vid. A S T U R E S — 2 . A . E M E R I T A (now Merida), in
Lusitania, on the Anas (now Guadiana), coloslowly (stagna Aufida, Sil. ital, x, 171) into the
Adriatic. Venusia, tie birth-place of Horace, nized by Augustus with the veterans (emerit)
of thefifthand tenth legions, was a place of
was on the Aufidus.
considerable importance.—3. A . F I R M A . Vid,
AUGAEUS.
Vid. A O B A R U S .
A U G E or A U G I A (Avyn or Abyeld), daughter of A S T I G I — 4 . A . P E Z E T O R I A (now Aosta [contractAleus and Neaara, w a s a priestess of Athena ed from Augusta'], a town of the Salassi in U p (Minerva), and mother by Hercules of T E L E P H U S . per Italy, at the foot of the Graian and Pennine
She afterward married Teuthras, king of the Alps, colonized by Augustus with soldiers of
the praatorian cohorts. The modern town still
Mysians.
A U G E A S or A U G I A S (Avyeag or Avyeiag), son contains m a n y R o m a n remains, the most imof Phorbas or Helios (the Sun), and king of the portant of which are the town gates and c triEpeans in Elis. H e had a herd of three thou- umphal arch.—5. A. R A U R A O O R U M (now Augst),
sand oxen, whose stalls had not been cleansed the capital of the Rauraci, colonized by Munatius
for thirty years. It was one of the labors im- Plancus under Augustus, was on the left of the
posed upon Hercules by Eurystheus to cleanse Rhine near the modern Basle: the ruins of a Rothese stalls in one day. A s a reward the hero m a n amphitheatre are stilltobe seen.—6. A . Suwas to receive the tenth part of the oxen; but E S S O N U M (now Soissons), the capital of the Sueswhen he had accomplished his task by leading sones in Gallia Belgica, probably the Novioduthe rivers Alpheus and Peneus through the sta- num of Caasar.—7. A. T A U E I N O E U M (now Turin)
bles, Augeas refused to keep his promise. Her- more anciently called Taurasia, the capital of
cules thereupon killed him and his sons, with the Taurini on the Po, was an important town
tho exception of Phyleus, w h o w a s placed on in the time of Hannibal, and was colonized by
the throne of his father. Another tradition rep- Augustus.—8. A. T R E V I R O B U M . Vid. T R E Y I B L
resents Augeas as dying a natural death at an — 9 . T R I O A S T I N O R U M (now Aouste), the capital
advanced age, and as receiving heroic honors of the Tricastini in Gallia Narbonensis.—10. A
V I N D E L I O O R U M (now Augsburg), capital of Viufrom Oxylus.
[AuGEas (Avyeag), a Grecian comic poet of delicia or Raatia Secunda on the Licus (now
the middle comedy at Athens: of his plays Lech), colonized by Drusus under Augustus, after
only a few titles remain. For the Cyclic poet the conquest of Raatia, about B.C. 14.
A U G U S T I N U S , A U R E L I U S , usually called S T
whose name is sometimes thus given, vid. A G I A U G U S T I N E , the most illustrious of the Latin
AS.]
[ A U G I A (Avyeiai), name of two cities men-fathers, was born A.D. 354, at Tagaste, an intioned in the Iliad; one w a s in Laeonia, the land town in Numidia. His mother was a sincere Christian, w h o exerted herself in training
other in Locris.]
A U G I L A (rd AiiyiXa : n o w Aujilah), an oasis up her son in the practice of piety, but for a long
in the Great Desert of Africa, about three and time without effect. H e studied rhetoric at
a half degrees south of Cyrene, and ten days' Carthage, where he embraced the Manichaeac
journey west of the Oasis of A m m o n , abound- heresy, to which he adhered for nine years
ing in date palms, to gather the fruit of which H e afterward became a teacher of rhetoric at
a tribe of the Nasamones, called Augilaa (Av- Carthage, but in 383 he went to Italy, and in
yiXai), resorted to the Oasis, which at other Milan was led by the preaching and conversation of Ambrose to abandon his Manichaaan ertimes was uninhabited.
A U G U R I N U S , G E N U O I U S . 1. T , consul B.C. 451, rors and embrace Christianity. H e w a s bapand a m e m b e r of thefirstdecemvirate in thetized by Ambrose in 387, and then returned to
same year.—2. M., brother of the preceding, con- Africa, where he passed the next three years
in seclusion, devoting himself to religious exsul 445.
AUGURINUB, MINUCIUS.
1. M , consul B.C. ercises. In 391 he w a s ordained a priest by
497 and 491. H e took an active part iu the de- Valerius, then bishop of Hippo, and in 895 he
fence of Ooriolanus, w h o w a s brought to trial was consecrated bishop of Hippo. His history
in 491, but w a s unable to obtain his acquittal. from the time of his elevation to the see of Hip— 2 . L , consul 458, carried on w a r against the po, is so closely implicated with the Donatistio
/Equians, and was surrounded by the enemy on a nd Pelagian controversy, that it would be imMount Algidus, but was delivered b y the dicta- practicabletopursue its details withir. sur limtor Cincinnatus.—3. L , w a s appointed prefect its. H e died at Hippo in 430, whei- the city>f the corn-market (prafectus annonas) 439, aswas besieged by the Vandals. Of his numeroni
she people were suffering from grievous famine. works the two most interesting are, 1. His ConThe ferment occasioned bv the assassination Ifessions, in thirteen books, written iu 39/f, con12S
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inheritance which his uncle had left him. An
taming an account of his early life- 2. Be Clnlate Bci, in twenty-two books, commenced about gustus, therefore, resolved to crush Antony first
413, and notfinishedbefore 426. Thefirstten as the more dangerous of his two euimies, anc
nooks contain a refutation of the various sys- accordingly made overtures to the republicaL
tems of false religion, the last twelve present a party. These iwere so well received, especially
systematic view of the true religion. The best when two legions went over to him, that the
edition of the collected works jf Augustine is senate conferred upon him the title of prater
the Benedictine, 11 vols, fol, I iris, 1679-1700:and sent him, with the two consuls of the year,
Tthis valuable edition was reprinted at Paris, in C. Vibius Pansi and A. Hirtius, to attack A n
tony, w h o was besieging D. Brutus in Mutina
II vols, imperial 8 vo„ 1836-39.
A U G U S T O B O N A (now Troyes), afterAUird called Antony was defeated and obliged to fly acros
the Alps; and the death of the two consul
Tricassce, the capital of the Tricasii or Tricasses,
gave Augustus the command of all their troops
in Gallia Lugdunensis.
The Senate n o w became alarmed, and determ
AUGUSTODUNUM.
Vid. B I B R A C T E .
iuod to prevent Augustus from acquiring fur
AUGUSTONEMETUM.
Vid. A R V E R N L
ther power. But he soon showed that he did
AUGUSTORITUM.
Vid. L E M O V I C E S .
A U G U S T U I U S , R O M U L U S , last R o m a n emperor of not ,'ntendtobecome the senate's servant. Sup
the West, was placed upon the throne by his fa-ported by his troops, he marched upon R o m e and
ther Orestes (A.D. 475); after the latter had de- demanded the consulship, which the terrifiec
posed the Emperor Julius Nepos. In 476 Ores- senate was obliged to give him. H e was elect
tes was defeated by Odoacer and put to death: ed to the office along with Q. Pedius, and the
Romulus Augustuius was allowed to live, but murderers of the dictator were outlawed. H<
n o w marched into the north of Italy, professwas deprived of the sovereignty.
A U G U S T U S , the first R o m a n emperor, was born edly against Antony, w h o had been joined by
on the 23d of September, B.C. 63, and w a s the Lepidus, and w h o w a s descending from the Alps
son of C. Octav us by Atia, a daughter of Ju- along with the latter at the head of seventeen
lia, the sister of C. Julius Caasar. His original legions. Augustus and Antony n o w became
name was C. Octavius, and, after his adoptionreconciled; and it was agp-eed that the empire
by his great-uncle, C. Julius Cesar Octavianus, should be divided between Augustus, Antony,
but for the sake of brevity w e shall call him and Lepidus, under the title of triumviri let
Augustus, though1 this was only a title given publicc constituendc, and that this arraagement
aim by the senate and the people in B.C. 27, toshould last for the uext five years. They pubexpress their veneration for him. Augustus lished a proscriptio, or list of all their enemies,
lost his father at four years of age, but his edu- whose lives were to be sacrificed and their
cation was conducted with great care by his property confiscated: upward of two thousand
grandmother Julia, and by his mother aud step- equities and three hundred senators were put fe)
father, L. Marcius Philippus, w h o m his mother death. A m o n g w h o m was Cicero." Soon after
married soon after his father's death. C. Julius ward Augustus and Antony crossed over t
Caasar, w h o had no male issue, also watched Greece, and defeated Brutus and Cassius at th
over his education with solicitude. H e joined dicisive battle of Philippi in 42, by which the
'As uncle in Spain in 45. in the campaign against hopes of the republican party were ruined. The
the sons of Pompey, and in the course of the triumvirs thereupon made a n e w division of thesame year w a s sent by Cafsar to Apollonia in provinces. Lepidus obtained Africa, and Au- i
Dlyricum, where some legion were stationed, gustus returned to Italy to reward his veterana
that he might acquire a more thorough practical with the lands he had promised them. > Here a
training in military affairs, and. at ths aame time, new war awaited him (41), excited by Fulvia.
prosecute his studies. H e was at ApiUonia the wife of Antony. She w a s supported by L
when the news reached him of his uncle's inar- Antonius, the consul and brother of the triumder at R o m e in March, 44, and he forthwith set vir, w h o threw himself into the fortified town of
out for Italy, accompanied by Agrippa and a few Persia, which Augustus succeeded in taking
other friends. O n landing near Brundisium at in 40. Antony n o w made preparations for w a r
the beginning of April, he heard that Caesar had but the opportune death of Fulvia led to a rec
adopted him in his testament and made him his onciliation between the triumvirs, w h o con
heir. H e n o w assumed the name of Caesar, eluded a peace at Brundisium. A n e w divisioti
and was so saluted by the troops. O n reaching of the provinces was again m a d e : Augustus
R o m e about the beginning of May, he demanded obtained all the parts of the empire west of the
nothing but the private property which Caasar town of Scodra in Illyricum, and Antony the
had left him, but declared that he w a s resolved eastern provinces, while Italy w a stobelong to
to avenge the murder of his benefactor. The them in common. Antony married Octavia, th«
state of parties at R o m e was most perplexing; sister of Augustus, in order to cement their al
and one can not but admire the extraordinary liance. In 39 Augustus concluded a peeee with
*act and prudence which Augustus displayed, Sextus Pompey, whosefleetgave him the com
6"va the skill with which a youth of scarcely m a n d of the sea, and enabled him to prevent
*w«uty contrived to blind the most experienced corn from reaching Rome. But this peace was
•otesmen in R o m e , and eventually to carry all only transitory. A s long as Pompey w a s inde
h's designs into effect. Augustus had to con- pendent, Augustus could not hope to obtain the
tend against the republican party as well as dominion of the West, and he therefore eagerly
against zlutony; for the latter foresaw that Au- availed himself of the pretext that Pompey algustus would stand in the w a y of his views, and lowed piracy to go on in the Mediterranean for
had therefore attempted, though without sne- the purpose of declaring war against him.. In
»;ss, to prevent Aupiistr"* from accepting the 3fi the contest came to a final is,sue, The fl«>t
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»1 August JU, under the command of Marcus ducted some of them in person. Thus, in 2*7,
Agrippa, gained a decisive victory over that of he attacked the warlike Cantabri arid Asturee
Pompey, w h o abandoned Sicily andfledto Asia. in Spain, whose subjugation, however, w a s not
Lepidus, w h o had landed in Sicilytosupport A u - completed till 19, by Agrippa. In 21 Augustus
gustus, was impatient of the subordinate part travelled througi Sicily and Greece, and spent
which he had hitherto played, and claimed the the winter following at Samos. Next year
island for himself; but he was easily subdued (20) he went to Syria, where he received frorci
by Augustus, stripped of his power, and sent to Phraates, the Parthian monarch, tne standards!
Rome, where he resided for the remainder of and prisoners which had been taken from Cras-k>
his life, being allowed to retain the dignity of sus and Antony. In 16 the Romans suffered a
pontifex maximus. In 35 and 34 Augustus w a s defeat on the Lower Rhine by some German
engaged in w a r with the Blyrians and Dalma- tribes; whereupon Augustus went himself tc
tians. Meantime, Antony had repudiated Oc- Gaul, and spent four years there, to regulate
tavia, and had ahenated the minds of the Ro- the government of that province, and to m a k e
m a n people by his arbitrary and arrogant pro- the necessary preparations for defending it
ceedings in the East. Augustus found that the against the Germans. In 9 he again went to
Romans were quite prepared to desert his rival, Gaul, where he received German ambassadors,
and accordingly, in 32, the senate declared w a r w h o sued for peace; and from this time foragainst Cleopatra, for Antony w a s looked upon ward, he does not appear to have again taken
•only as her infatuated slave. The remainder any active part in the wars that were carried
of the year was occupied b y preparations for on. Those in Germany were the most formidw a r on both sides: In the spring of 81, A u - able, and lasted longer than the reign of Augusgustus passed over to Epirus, and in Septem- tus. H e died at Nola, on the 29th of August,
ber in the same year hisfleetgained a bril- A.D. 14, at the age of seventy six. Augustus
liant victory over Antony's near the promontory w a s first married, though only nominally, to
of Actium in Acarnania. In the following year Clodia, a daughter of Clodius and Fulvia. His
(30) Augustus sailed to E g y p t Antony and second wife, Scribonia, bore him his only daughCleopatra, w h o had ^scaped in safety from Ac- ter, Julia. His third wife w a s Livia Drusillfe,
tium, put an end to their lives to avoid falling the wife of Tiberius Nero. Augustus had at
into the hands of the conqueror; and Augustus firstfixedon M . Marcellus as his successor, the
nov* became the undisputed master of the Ro- son of his sister Octavia, w h o was married to
m a n world. H e returned to R o m e in 29, and his daughter Julia. After his death Julia w a s
after restoring order in all parts of the govern- married to Agrippa, and her two sons, Caius
ment, he proposed in the senate to lay down his and Lucius Caasar, were n o w destined by Aupowers, but pretended to be prevailed upon to gustus as his successors. O n tho death of these
cmain at the head of affairs for ten years long- two youths, Augustus w a s persuaded to adopt
er. This plan was afterward repeated several Tiberius, the son of Livia, aud to m a k e him hi&
times, and he apparently allowed himself to be colleague and successor. Vid. TIBERIUS.
A U L E R C I , a powerful Gallic people dwelling
always persuaded to retain his power either for
ten orfiveyears more. H e declined all honors between the Sequana (now Seine) and the Liger
and distinctions which were calculated to re- (now Loire), were divided into three great tribes.
mind the Romans of kingly power; but he ae- 1. A . E B U E O V I C E S , near the coast, on the left
aepted in 33 the imperium proconmlare and the bank of the Seine, in the modern Normandy:
their capital was Mediolanum, afterward called
tribunitia potestas for life, by which his inviolability was legally established, while by the impe- Eburovices (now Evreux).—2. A. C E N O M A N I ,
rium proconsulare he became the highest au- southwest of the preceding, near the Liger;
thority in all the R o m a n provinces. O n the their capital w a s Subdinnum (now le Mans). A t
death of Lepidus in 12 he became pontifex max- au early period some of the Cenomani crossed
imus ; but, though he had thus united in his o w n the Alps and settled in Upper Italy.—3. A. B R A N person all the great offices of state, yet he w a s NOVICES, east of the Cenomani, near the zEdui,
too prudent to show-to the Romans by any dis- whose clients they were. The Biablintes menplay of authority that he w a s the sole master. tioned by Caasar are said b y Ptolemy to have
H e had no ministers, in our sense of the word; been likewise a branch of the Aulerci.
but on state matters, which he did not choose to [AULESTES, a Tyrrhenian, an ally of zEneas,
be discussed in public, he consulted his per- slain by Messapus.]
A U L I S (AvXig), a harbor in Boaotia, on the Eusonal friends, C. Cilnius Maecenas, M . Vipsanius
Agrippa, M . Valerius Messalla Corvinus, and ripus, where the Greek fleet assembled before
Asinius Pollio. The people retained their re- sailiDg against Troy: it had a temple of Artemis
publican privileges, though they were mere (Diana).
forms: they still m e t iu their assemblies, and A U L O N (AvXwv: AiiXav'mii). 1. A district
eleeted consuls and other magistrates, but only and town on the borders of Elis aud Messenia,
tuch persons were elected as had been propos- with a temple of zEsculapius, w h o hence had
ed or recommended by the emperor. The al- the surname Aulonius.—2. A town in Chaleidmost uninterrupted festivities, games, distribu- iee in Macedonia, on the Strymonio G u n . — 3
tions of corn, and the like, m a d e the people for-( N o w Melone), a fertile valley near Tarenf.nn.
get the substance of their republican freedom, celebrated for its wine (amicus Aulon /<•> Ml'.
and obey cqntentedly their n e w ruler. The Baccho; H o r , Carm, ii, 6, 18.)—[4. R E U I U I
wars of Augustus were not aggressive, but were (AbXav d jicunXiK.bg), a valley of Syria, not fat
chiefly undertaken to protect the frontiers of from Damascus.—5. The valley of the Jordan,
the.Roman dominions. Most of them were car- extending from the Sea of Galilee, and ineludried on b y bis relations and friends, but he con- me tha Dead Sea ths southern purt. of il
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(s tie fertile plain of Jericho.—6. Cilicius, the completed until the reign cf Probus. Aftu a
strait between Cyprus and the coast of Cilicia.] short residence in the city, Aurelian visited, tht
provinces on the Danube. H e n o w entirely
[ A U L U S GELLIUS.
Vid. G E L L I U S ]
A U R A N I T I S (Avpavlrig : n o w Hauran), a dis- abandoned Dacia, which had been first contrict south of Damascus and east of Ituroaa and quered by Trajan, and made the southern bank
Batanaaa, on the eastern side of the Jordan, be-of the Danube, as in the time of Augustus, the
boundary of the empire. A large force was now
longing either to Palestine or to Arabia.
collected in Thrace in preparation for an expe
A I I R E A C H E R S O N E S U S (r/ Xbvoij Xepoovjiaog),
%e name given by the late geographers to the dition against the Persians; but while the e m
Malay Peninsula, [or, as others maintain, to theperor was on the march between Heraelea and
southern part of Pegu.'] They also mention an Byzantium, he was killed by some of his officers.
Aurea Regio beyond the Ganges, which is sup- They had been induced to conspire against him
by a certain Mnestlieus, the freedman of the e m
posed to be the country round Ava.
A U R E L I A , the wife of C Julius Caesar, by w h o m peror and his private secretary, who had betray
she became the mother of C. Julius Caasar, the ed his trust, and, fearful of punishment, had, by
dictator, and of two daughters. She carefully means of forged documents, organized the conwatched over the education of her children, and spiracy.
A U R E L I A N U S , CZELIUS or OCELLUS, a very celalways took a lively interest in the success of
her Bon. She died in B.C. 54, while Caasar was ebrated Latin physician, w a s a native of N u midia, and probably lived in the fourth centuryin Gaul.
A U R E L I A G E N S , plebeian, of which the most after Christ. Of his writings w e possess three
important members are given under their family books On Acute Biseases, " Celerum Passionum"
(or " D e Morbis Aoutis"), and five books On
names, C O T T A , O R E S T E S , and S O A U R U S .
A U R E L I A ORESTILLA, a beautiful but profligate Chronic Biseases, "Tardarum Passionum" (or
woman, w h o m Catiline married. A s Aurelia at " D e Morbis Chronicis"). Edited by A m m a n ,
first refused to marry him because he had a Amstel, 1709.
A U R E L I U S A N T O N I N U S , M , R o m a n emperor,
grown up son by a former marriage, Catiline is
said to have killed his o w n offspring in order to A.D. 161-180, commonly called "the philosopher," was born at R o m e on the 20th of April,
remove this impediment to their union.
A U R E L I A V I A , the great coast road from R o m e A.D. 121. H e was adopted by Antoninus Pius
to Transalpine Gaul, atfirstextended no further immediately after the latter had been himself
than Pise, but was afterward continued along adopted by Hadrian, received the title of Caasar,
and married Faustina, the daughter of Pius
the coast to Genua and Forum Julii in Gaul.
(138). O n the death of the latter in 161, he
AURELIANL
Vid. G E N A B U M .
A U R E L I A N U S , R o m a n emperor, A.D. 270-275, suceeeded to the throne, but he admitted to an
jvas born about A.D. 212, at Sirmium, in Pan equal share of the sovereign power L. Ceionius
noma. H e entered the army as a c o m m o n sol- Commodus, w h o had been adopted by Pius at
dier, and by his extraordinary bravery was rais- the same time as Marcus himself. The two
ed to offices of trust and honor by Valerian and emperors henceforward bore respectively the
Claudius II. O n the death of the latter, he w a s names of M . Aurelius Antoninus and L. Aureelected emperor by the legions at Sirmium. His lius Verus. Soon after their accession Verus
reign presents a succession of bi illiant exploits, was dispatched to the East and for four years
which restored for a while their ancient lustre (A.D. 162-165) carried on war with great sucto the arms of Rome. H e first defeated the cess against Vologeses III, king of Parthia,
Goths and Vandals, w h o had crossed the Dan- over w h o m his lieutenants, especially Avidius
ube, and were ravaging Pannonia. H e next Cassius, gained m a n y victories. A t the congained a great victory over the Alemanni and clusion of the war both emperors triumphed,
other German tribes: but they succeeded, not and assumed the titles of Armeniacus, Parthicus
withstanding, in crossing the Alps. Near Pla- Maximus, and Medicus. Meantime Italy was
eentia they defeated the Romans, but were threatened by the numerous tribes dwelling
eventually overcome by Aurehan in two deci- along the northern limits of the empire, from
sive engagements in Umbria. After crushing tbe sources of the Danube to the Illyrian border.
a formidable conspiracy at Rome, Aurelian next Both emperors set out to encounter the foe;
turned his arms against Zenobia, queen of Pal- and the contest with the northern nations was
myra, w h o m he defeated, took prisoner, and continued with varying success during the
carried with him to Rome. Vid. ZENOBIA. O n whole life of M. Aurelius, whose head-quarters
his return he marched to Alexandrea and put were generally fixed in Pannonia. After the
Firmus to death, w h o had assumed the title of death of Verus in 169, Aurelius prosecuted the
emperor. H e then proceeded to the West, war against the Marcomanni with great sue
where Gaul, Britain, and Spain were still in the cess, and in consequence of his victories over
hands of Tetricus, w h o had been declared em- them, he assumed iu 172 the title of Germani
peror a short time before the death of Galllenus. cus, which he also conferred upon his son ComTetricus surrendered to Aurelian in a battle modus. In 174 he gained a decisive victory
fought near Chalons. Vid. TETRICUS. The em- over the Quadi, mainly through a violent storm,
peror now devoted his attention to domestic im- which threw the barbarians into eoufusioa
provements and reforms. M a n y works of public This storm k said to have been owiug to the
utility were commenced: the most important prayers of a legion chiefly composed of Chris
of all was the erection of a n e w line of strongly tians. It has given rise to a famous controfortified walls, embracing a m u c h more ample versy among the historians of Christianity upon
en-suit than the old ones, which had long since what i» commonly termed the Miracle of th«
tallta into ruin; but this vast plan was not Thundering Legion. The Marcomann 1 and tin
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•••tber northern barbarians concluded a peace I A U S O N (Avaav). son of Ulysses and Calypso ot
with Aurelius in 175, w h o forthwith set out for ]Circe, from w h o m the country of the Auruneam
<,he East, where Avidius Cassius, urged on by was believed to have been called Ausonm.
Faustina, the unworthy wife of Aurelius, had A U S O N E S , A U S O N I A . Vid. ITALIA.
A U S O N I U S , D E O I M U S M A G N U S , a R o m a n poet
risen in rebellion and proclaimed himself emperor. But before Aurelius reached the East, born at Burdigala (now Bourdeaux), about A B
Cassius had been slain by his o w n officers. O n 810, taught grammar and rhetoric with such
bis arrival in the East, Aurelius acted with the reputation at his native town that he was f-pgreatest clemency; none of the accomplices of pointed tutor of Gratian, son of the Emperor
Oassius were put to death; and to establish Valentinian, and was afterward raised to the
perfect confidence in all, he ordered the papers highest honors of the state. H e was appointed
of Cassius to be destroyed without suffering by Gratian praafeetus of Latium, of Libya, and
them to be read. During this expedition, Faus- of Gaul, and in 379 was elevated to the consultina, w h o had accompanied her husband, died, ship. After the death of Gratian in 383, h«according to some, by her o w n hands. Aure- retired from public life, and ended his days in s
lius returned to R o m e toward the end of 176 ; country retreat near Bourdeaux, perhaps abou".
but in 178 he set out again for Germany, where 390. It is most probable that he was a Chris
the Marcomanni and their confederates had tian and not a heathen. His extant works are,
Liber, a collection of ona
again renewed the war. H e gained several 1. Epigrammatum
victories over them, but died, in the middle of hundred andfiftyepigrams.—2. Ephemeris, conthe, war, on March 17th, 180, in Pannonia, either taining an account of the business and proceedat Vindobona (now Vienna) or at Sirmium, in ings of a day.—3 Parentalia, a series of short
thefifty-niuthyear of his age and twentieth of poems, dedicated to the m e m o r y of deceased
his reign. The leading feature in the charac- friends and relations, and commemorating their
ter of M. Aurelius was his devotion to philoso- virtues.—4. Professores, notices of the Profesphy and literature. W h e n only twelve years sors of Bordeaux.—5. Epitaphia Heroum, epiold, he adopted the dress and practiced the aus- taphs on the heroes w h o fell in the Trojan war
terities of the Stoics, and he continued through- and a few others.—6. A metrical catalogue of
out his life a w a r m adherent and a bright orna- the first twelve Caesars.—7. Tetrasticha, on the
ment of the Stoic philosophy. W e still possess Caasars from Julius to Elagabalus.—8. Clara
a work by M . Aurelius, written in the Greek Urbes, the praises of fourteen illustrious cities,
language, aud entitled T & elg iavrov, or Medita-— 9 . Ludus Septem Sapientum, the doctrines of
tions, in twelve books. It is a sort of common-the seven sages expounded b y each in his o w n
place book, in which were registered from time person.—10. Idyllia, a collection of twenty
to time the thoughts and feelings of the author poems.—11. Eclogarium, short poems connected
upon moral and religious topics, without an at-with the Calendar, Ac.—12. Epistolas, twentytempt at order or arrangement N o remains of five letters, some in verse and some in prose.—
antiquity present a nobler view of philosophical 13. Gratiarum Actio pro Consulatu, in prose, adheathenism. The best edition of the Meditations dressed to Gratian.—14. Periochas, short arguis by Gataker, Cantab, 1652, and Lond, 1697. ments to each book of the Iliad and Odyssey.—
The chief, and perhaps the only stain upon the 15. Tree Prcfatiunculce. O f these works the
m e m o r y of Aurelius is his two persecutions of Idyls have attracted most notice, and of them the
the Christians; in the former of which, 166, the most pleasing is the Mosella, or a description of
martyrdom of Polycarp occurred, and in the lat- the River Moselle. Ausonius possesses skill iu
ter, 177, that of Irenaaus. Aurelius was succeed- versification, but is destitute of all the higher attributes of a poet The best edition of his comed by his son Commodus.
plete works is by Tollius, Amstel, 1671.
A U R E L I U S VICTOR,
Vid. Victor.
A U S T K E , called Notus (Nome) by the Greeks,
A U E E O L U S , one of the Thirty Tyrants (A.D.
260-267), w h o assumed the title of Augustus du- the south wind, or strictly the southwest wind, is
ring the feeble rule of Gallienus. Aureolus w a s personified as the god of tho south wind, son of
proclaimed emperor by the legions of Illyria in Astraaus and Eos (Aurora). It frequently brought
267, and m a d e himself master of Northern Italy, with it fogs and rain ; but at certain seasons of
but he w a s defeated and slain in battle in 268,the year it w a s a dry, sultry wind (hence called
plumbeus Auster, Hor, Sat, ii, 6,18), injurious
by Claudius II, the successor of Gallienus.
[AURINIA, a prophetess, held in great venera- bothtom a n and to vegetation, the Sirocco of the
tion by the Germans, spoken of in connection modern Italians.
A U T A R I A T Z E (Airapiurai), an Illyrian people
with Veleda by Tacitus.]
in the Dalmatian mountains, extinct in StiabVe
A U R O R A . Vid. Eos.
time.
AususaL Vid. ITALIA.
A U T E S I O D O R U M , - U R U M (now Auzerre), a town
AURUNOOLEIUS COTTA.
Vid, C O T T A .
of the Senones in Gallia Lugdunensis.
AUSA.
Vid. A U S E T A N I .
[ A U S A R (Avaap, n o w Serchio), a river of Etru- A U T E S I O N (Avreaiav), son of Tisamenus, father
ria, which anciently joined the Arnus; but at of Theras and Argia, left Thebes at the command
present they both flow into the sea by different of an oracle, and joined the Dorians in Peloponnesus.
channels.]
A U T O C H T H O N E S (avroxBoveg). Vid. A B O R I G I A u s a or Auscn, a powerful people in Aquitaaia w h o possessed the Latin franchise; their cap NES.
A U T O L O L E S , or -ZE (AvroXbXai) a Gaatuliau tribs
ital was celled Climberrum or Elimbemim, also
on the western coast of Africa, south of the At]ae
Augusta and Ausci (now Auch).
A IISETANI, a Spanish people in the modern | Mountains.
;
1. Son ot Mercurv
Oa'Jili 'iiia: their capital was Ausa (now Vique)I A U T O L Y O U S (AVTOXVKOC).
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(Hermes) and Chione, father of Anticlea, and
,AUZEA, sr -IA, or A U . M A (now Sur-Gustan ot
thus maternal grandfather of Ulysses. H e lived Hamza, ruins), a city in the interior of Maure
oh Mount Parnassus, and was renowned for his tania Caasariensis; a Roman colony under Marcunning and robberies. Ulysses, when staying cus Aurelius Antoninus.
with him on one occasion, was wounded by a
AVALITES (AvaXirng: now Zeilah), an empo
boar on Parnassus, and it was by the scar of rium in Southern ^Ethiopia, on a bay of th«
this wound that he was recognized by his aged Erythraean Sea, called AvalItes Sinus ('A. nbXDursc when he returned from Troy.—2. A Thes- nog), probably the Gulf of Bab-el Mandeb, or its
saliar., son of Deimachus, one of the Argonauts,innermost part, south of the Straits. A people
aud tie founder of Sinope.—3. A mathematician Avalitaa, are also mentioned in these parts
of Pitane in zEolis, lived about B.C. 840, and
AVARICUM.
Vid. BITURIGES.
wrote two astronomical treatises, which are the A V E L L A . Vid. A B E L L A .
most ancient existing tipecimens of the Greek
A V E N I O (now Avignon), a town of the Oavurut..
mathematics.—1. On the Motion of the Sphere in Gallia Narbonensis, on the left bank of the
(irepl mvovpivng afaipag).—2. On the risings
and
Rhone.
settings of thefixedstars (-Kepi kiuroXav
KOX
AVENTIOUM
(now Avenches), the chief town of
Svaeav). Edited by Dasypodius in his Sphasri-the Helvetii, and subsequently a Roman colony
cas Bodrinas Propositiones, Argent, 1572. with the name Pia Mavia Constans Emerita, of
A U T O M A L A (rd Avrop,a?,a), a fortified place on
which ruins are still to be seen in the modem
the Great Syrtis in Northern Africa.
town.
A U T O M E D O N (AvroueSuv). 1. Son of Diores, AVENTINENSIS, GENUOIUS. 1. L, consul B.C
the charioteer and companion of Achilles, and, 365, and again 362, was killed in battle againsl
after the death of the latter, the companion of the Hernicans in the latter of these years, and
his son Pyrrhus. Hence Automedon is the his army routed.—2. C N , consul 363.
name of any skillful charioteer. (Cic, pro Rose. AVENTJNUS, son of Hercules and the priestess
Am, 35 ; Juv, i, 61.)—2. Of Cyzicus, a Greek Rhea.
poet, twelve of whose epigrams are in the Greek
AVENTINUS M O N S .
Vid. R O M A .
Antiology, lived in the reign of Nerva, A.D.
A V E R N U S LACUS (h "Aopvog Xiavn: now Lugo
96-98.
Avemo), a lake close to the promontory which
A U T O M O L I (AvrbuoXoi), as a proper name, was
runs out into the sea between Cumaa aud Pu
applied to the Egyptian soldiers, who were said teoli. This lakefillsthe crater of an extinct
to have deserted from Psammetichus into zEthi- volcano: it is circular, about one and a half
opia, where they founded the kingdom of M E R O E . miles in circumference, is very deep, and is surA U T O N O E (Avrovon). 1. Daughter of Cadmus rounded by high banks, whici in antiquity were
lind Harmonia, wife of Aristaaus, and mother covered by a gloomy forest sacred to Hecate.
of Aetsaon. With her sister Agave, she tore From its waters mephitic vapors arose, which
Pentheus to pieces in their Bacchic fury: her are said to have killed the birds that attempted
tomb was shown in the territory of Megara.— to fly over it, from which circumstance its
[2. A handmaid of Penelope, mentioned in the Greek name was supposed to be derived (from
Odyssey.]
a, priv, and bpvig). The lake was celebrated
AUTEIGONES, a people in Hispania Tarraeo- in mythology on account of its connection with
nensis, between the ocean (Bay of Biscay) and the lower world. On its banks dwelt the Cimthe upper course of the Iberus: their chief town merians in constant darkness, and near it was
was FLAVIOBRIGA.
the cave of the Cumaaan Sibyl, through which
A U T E O N I U S PZETUS. Vid. PZETUS.
/Eneas descended to the lower world. Agrippa,
A U X E S I A (Abijno-ia), the goddess who grants
iu the time' of Augustus, cut down the forest
growth and prosperity to thefields,honored at which surrounded the lake, and connected the
Troazen and Epidaurus, was another name for latter with the Lueriue Lake; he also caused
Proserpina (Persephone). Damia, who was a tunneltobe made from the lake to Cumaa, of
honored along with Auxesia at Epidaurus and which a considerable part remains, and is known
Troazen, was only another name for Ceres (De- under the title of Grotta di Sibylla. The Lu
meter.)
crine Lake wasfittedup by an eruption in 1530
A U X I M U M (Auximas, -atis: now Osimo), an so that Avernus is again a separate lake.
important town of Picenum in .Italy, and a RoAVIANUS, FLAVIUS, the author of forty-two
man colony.
zEsopic fables in Latin elegiac verse, which arc
A U X U M E or Ax- (Av!;ovp,n or 'Af apn, and other
of very little merit both as respects the matter
forms: Ab^ovplrai or 'A^aplrai, &c.: now Axand the style. The date of Avianus is uncerum, ruins southwest of Adowa), the capital of a tain; he probably lived in the third or fourth
powerful kingdom in /Ethiopia,tothe southwest century of the Christian era.—Editions: By
of Meroe, in Habesh or Abyssinia, which eitherCannegieter, Amstel, 1731; by Nodell, Amstel.,
first arose or first became known to the Greeks
1787 ; and by Lachmann, Berol, 1845.
and Romans in the early part of the second cen[AVIDIUS CASSIUS. Vid. CASSIUS.]
tury of our era. It grew upon the decline of
AVIENUS, R U F U S FESTUS, a Latin poet toward
the kingdon of Meroe, and extended beyond the the end of the fourth century of the Christian
Straits of Bab-el-Mandeb into Arabia. Beingera.
a His poems are chiefly descriptive, and arc
mountainous region, watered by the numerous some of the best specimens of tbe poetry of
upper streams of the Astaboras and Astapus, that age. His works are, 1. Bescriptio Orbit
ana intersected by the caravan routes from the Terrm, also called Metaphrasis Periegeseos Biointerior of Africa to the Red Sea and the Gulf nysii, in 1394 hexameter lines, derived directly
if Bab-el-Mandeb, the country possessed great from the TrepLTJyijuig of Dionysius, and containing
mtcnal resources and aflourishingcommerce. a succinct account of the most remarkable . lr132
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Jects m the physical and political geography of are also the re mams of a splendid temple and
the known world.—2. Ora Maritima, a fragment of a theatre. This ancient site was discovered
in 703 iambic trimeters, describing the shores by Mr. Keppel.
of the Mediterranean from Marseilles to Cadiz.
A Z A N I A or BARBARIA ('A£avla, HapBapia : now
— 3 . Aratea Phasnomena and Aratea Prognostica,
Ajan), the region on the eastern coast of Afriboth in hexameter verse, thefirstcontaining ca, south of Aromata Promontorium (now Cap*
1325, the second 552 lines, being a paraphrase Guardafui), as far as Rhaptum Promontoriura
of the two works of Aratus. The poems are (now Cape Formosa ?).
edited by Wernsdo.'f, in his Poetc Latini Mino- A Z E N I A ('A&vla : 'Afyvievg), a demus in the
res, vol. v., pt ii, which, however, does not in-southwest of Attica, near Sunium, belonging to
slude the Aratea: [reprinted, with the addition the tribe Hippothoontis.
of the Aratea, by Lemaire, in thefifthvolume of A Z E U S ('A&vg), son of Clymenus of Orchomehis Poetoe Latini Minores, Paris, 1824-26.] nos, brotier of Erginus, Stratius, Arrhon, and
AVIONES, a people in the north of Germany, Pyleus, father of Actor and grandfather of Aswhose position is uncertain.
tyoehe.
AVITUS, ALPHIUS, a Latin poet under Augustus
[AZIRIS ("A&pig in Hdt, or "A&Xig in CalL
and Tiberius, the fragments of some of whose now Tetnmineh), a city cf Marmarica in Africa,
poems are preserved in the Anthologia Latina.opposite to the island of Platea, and founded by
AVITUS, CLUENTIUS.
Vid. CLUENTIUS.
the Theraaans.]
' AVITUS, M. MZEOILIUS, Emperor of the West, A Z O R U S or A Z O E I U M ("Afapog, 'A£apiov : 'Afuwas raised to the throne by the assistance of plrng,'AC,apiarng, 'A^apeig), a town in the nort
Theodoric II, king of the Visigoths, in A.D. of Tiessaly, on the western slope of Olympus,
455 ; but, after a year's reign, was deposed by formed, with Doliche and Pythium, the PerrhaaRicimer.
bian Tripolis.
[AXANTOS, another name of Uxantis (now
A Z O T U S ("A£arog: 'A^anog: now Aslidod or
Oueseant), on the northwestern coast of Gallia.]Ashdoud), a city of Palestine, near the sea-coast,
[ A X E L L O D U N U M (now Brugh ?), a castle of the nine miles northeast of Ascalon. It wa3 one
Brigantes in Britannia.]
of the free cities of the Philistines, which were
AXENUS.
Vid E U X I N U S PONTUS.
included within the portion of the tribe of Judah
A X I A (now Castell d'Asso), a fortress in the
B.
territory of Tarquinii in Etruria.
AxioN ('Ai;lav), son of Phegeus, brother of
Temenus, along with whom he killed Alcmaaon. BABRIUS (BdBpiog), a Greek poet, probably in
the time of Augustus, turned the fables of zEsop
[AXIONIOUS ('A^wviKog), an Athenian poet of
the middle comedy, of whose plays only a few into verse, of which only a few fragments were
fragments have been preserved in Athenaaus: known till within the last few years, when a
these are published collectively in Meineke's manuscript containing one hundred and twentythree fables was discovered on Mount Athos.
Fragmenta Comic. Grose, vol. ii, p. 769-72, edit.
Edited by Laehmann, BeroL, 1845; by Orelli
minor.]
and Baiter, Turic,, 1845 : by Lewis, Lond, 1847,
A X I O T H E A ('AfroBea), a maiden of Phlius, who
came to Athens, and, putting on male attire, was B A B Y L O N (BaBvXav: TSaBvXavtog, fem. BaBvfor some time a hearer of Plato, and afterward Xavlg: Babel in Old Testament: ruins at and
around Hillah), one of the oldest and greatest
of Speusippus.
Axius, Q, an intimate friend of Cicero and cities of the ancient world, the capital of a great
Varro, one of the speakers in the third book of empire, was built on both sides of the River
Euphrates, in about 32* 28' north latitude. Its
Varro's De Re Rustica.
foundation, and the establishment of a kingdom
Axius ("Afjoc: now Wardar or Vardhari), the
chief river in Macedonia, rises in Mount Scar- by Nimrod, with the city for a capital, are
dus, receives many affluents, of which the most among the first recorded facts subsequent to
important is the Erigon, and flows southeast the Deluge (Gen,x, 9, 10; xi, 1-10). Secuthrough Macedonia into the Thermaic Gulf. As lar history ascribes its origin to Belus (i. e,
a river-god, Axius begot by Periboaa a son, Pel- the god Baal), and its enlargement and defloration to Ninus, or his wife Semiramis; or, accord
agon, the father of ASTEROPZEUS.
A X O N A (now Aisne), ariverin Gallia Belgica,ing to another tradition, the country was subdued by Ninus, and the city was subsequently
which falls into the Isara (now Oise).
built by Semiramis, who made it the capital of
AXUME.
Vid. A U X U M E .
[Axus ('A£oc), capital of a small kingdom in the Assyrian empire. At all events, it is pretty
clear that Babylon was subject to the AssyrCrete.]
ian kings of Nineveh from a very early period;
[AXYLUS ("A^vXog), a Thracian prince, mentioned in the Biad, son of Teulhranus, slain byand the time at which the governors of Babyloo
first succeeded in making themselves virtually
Diomedes.]
A Z A N ('A&v), son of Arcas and the nymphindependent, can not be determined with any
Erato, brother of Aphidas and Elatus. The part certainty until we know more of the history
of Arcadia which he received from his father of the early Assyrian dynasties. Compare N A
was called Azania: it was on the borders of BONASSAR. The Babylonian empire begins with
the reign of Nabopolassar, the father of Nebu
Elis.
chadnezzar, who, with the aid of the Median
A Z A N I ('A&voi : 'A&vlrng), a town of Phrygia
on the River Rhyndacus, and twenty miles south- king Cyaxares, overthrew the Assyrian mou
west of Cotyaeium (now Kiutayah). The ruins ofarcby, and destroyed Nineveh (3.C. 606), and
columns, capitals, and other architectural frag- soon afterward defended his kingdom againsf
ments are scattered over the ground. There the aggressions (atfirstsuccessful) of Necno
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king of Egypt, in the battle of Circesium, B.C. heavenly bodies, not purely so, but symbolized
604. Under his son and successor, Nebuehad in the forms of idols, besides w h o m they had
nezzar (B.C. 604-562), the Babylonian empire other divinities, representing the powers of na
reached its height and extended from tbe Eu- tare. The priests formed a caste, and cultiphrates to Egypt, and froir' the mountains of vated science, especially astronomy ; in which
Armenia to the deserts of Arabia. After his they k n e w the apparent actions of tlie sun,
death it again declined, until it was overthrown moon, andfiveof the planets, the calculation of
by the captura of Babylon by the Medes and eclipses of the moon, the division of the zudiaa
Persians under Cyrus (B.C. 538), w h o made the into twelve constellations, and of the yeai into
city on-a of the capitals of the Persian empire, twelve months, and the measurement of time by
the others being Susa and Ecbatana. Under the sun dial. They must also have had other inhis successors the city rapidly sank. Darius I. struments for measuring time, such as the waterdismantled its fortifications, in consequence of a clock, for instance; and it is highly probable
revolt of its inhabitants; Xerxes carried off that tbe definite methods of determining such
the golden statue of Belus, and the temple in quantities, which the Chaldaaan astronomers inwhich it stood became a luin. After tbe death vented, were the origin of the systems ol
of Alexander, Babylon became a part of the weights and measures used by the Gie-eks anel
Syrian kingdom of Seleucus Nicator, w h o con Romans. Their buildings prove their knowledge
tribute'/ to its decline by the foundation of S E of mechanics; and their remains, slight as tbey
LEUCIA on the Tigris, which soon eclipsed it. are, show considerable progress in thefinearts.
A t the commencement of our era, the greater The Babylonian government was au unlimited
part of the city was in ruins; and at tbe pres- monarchy ; the king appears to have lived in
ent day, all its visible remains consist of moundsalmost total seclusion from his people, s/rof earth, ruined masses of brick walls, and a rounded by his court; and the provinces were
few scattered fragments. Its very site has administered by governors, like the Persian sabeen turned into a dreary marsh by repeated in- traps, responsible only to the monarch, whose
undations from the river. The city of Babylon commands they obeyed or defied according to
had reached the summit of its magnificence in his strength or weakness. The position of the
the reign of Nebuchadnezzar.
It formed a city on the lower course of the Euphrates, by
square, each side of which was one hundred which it was connected with the Persian Gulf.
and twenty stadia (twelve geographical miles) and at the meeting of natural routes between
in length. The walls, of burned brick, were Eastern Asia and India on the one side, and
two hundred cubits high and fifty thick; in Europe, Asia Minor, Syria, Egjpt, and Arabia
them were two hundred and fifty towers aud on the other, m a d e it the seat of a flourish
f ixty bronze gates ; and they were surrounded ing commerce, and of immense wealth and luxby a deep ditch. The Euphrates, which divided ury. The district around the city, bounded by
the city into two equal parts, was embanked the Tigris on tho east, Mesopotamia on the
with walls of brick, the openings of which, at north, the Arabian Desert on the west, and ex
the ends of the transverse streets, were closed by tending to the head of the Persian Gulf on the
gates of bronze. A bridge, built on piers of south, was known in later times by the name of
hewn stone, united the two quarters of the city ; B A B Y L O N I A (now Irak Arabi), sometimes also
and at each end of it stood a royal palace : these called Chaldaaa. But compare CHALDZEA. This
erections were ascribed to Semiramis. Of two district w a s a plain, subject to continual inundaother public buildings of the greatest celebrity, tions from the Tigris and Euphrates, which
the one was the temple of Belus, rising to a were regulated by canals, the chief of which
great height, and consisting of eight stories, was the Naarmalcha, i. e. Royal River or Canal
gradually diminishing in width, and ascended- by (irorapbg (3aaiXewg, Siwpv!; jiaaiXiKTi,flumenr
a flight of steps, which wound round the whole gium), which extended from the Tigris at Sebuilding on the outside; in the uppermost story leucia due west to the Euphrates, and was naviwas the golden statue of Belus, with a golden gable. The country was fertile, but deficient
altar aud other treasures: this building also in trees.
B A B Y L O N (BatmXov: near Fostat or Old Cairo)
was ascribed to Semiramis. The other edifiee
referred to was the "hanging gardens" of a fortress in Lower Egypt, on the right bank of
Nebuchadnezzar, laid out upon terraces which the Nile, exactly opposite to the pyramids, and
were raised above one another on arches. The at the beginning of the canal which connected
houses of the city were three or four stories in the Nile with the B e d Sea. Its origin was as'Height, and the streets were straight, intersect- cribed by tradition to a botly of Babylonian deing one another at right angles. The buildings serters. It first became an important place
were almost universally constructed of bricks, under the Romans. Augustus made it the stasome burned, and som« only sun-dried, cemented tion of one of the three Egyptian legions.
BABYLONIA.
Vid. B A B Y L O N .
together with hot bitumen, and in some cases
B A O C H Z E (BuK-xai), also called Masnades and
with mortar. The Babylonians were certainly a
Semitic race; but the ruling class, to which the Thyiades. 1. The female companions of Dionykings, and priests, aud the m e n of learning be- sus or Bacchus in his wanderings through the
longed, were the Chaldaaans, whose origin and East, are represented as crowned with vine
affinities are somewhat doubtful; the most leaves, clothed with fawn skins, and carrying ia
probable opinion, however, is that they were a their hands the thyrsus (vid. Bid. of Ant, s. v.)
tribe of invaders, w h o descended from the •—2. Priestesses of Bacchus (Dionysus), who, by
mountains on the borders of Armenia, and con- wine and other exciting causes, worked them
quered the Babylonians. The religion of the selves up to phrensy at the Dionysiac festivals.
BAOCIIIAPZE (Banxiddat), an Heraclid clan, do
Cl.aldaaans was Sabaism, or the worship of the
1
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rived their names from Bacchis, king c f Corinth, ernoi, revolts! from Antiochus II, aiid fouudeA
the Greek kingdom of Bactria, which lasted
and retained the supreme rule in that state, first
under a monarchical form of government, and till B.C. 134 or 125, when it was overthrown
next as a close oligarchy, till their deposition by by the Parthians, with w h o m , during its whole
Cypselus, about B.C. 657. They were, for the duration, its kings were sometimes at war, and
most part, driven into banishment, and are said sometimes in alliance against Syria. This Greek
to have taken refuge iu different parts of Greece kingdom extended beyond the limits of the
province of Bactria, and included at least a
and even Italy.
[ B A C C U I U M (Baudot'), an island in the zEgean part of Sogdiana. Bactria was watered by
Sea, lying before the hai bor of the city Phocaaa, the Oxus aud its tributaries, and contained
beautifully adorned with temples and works of much fertile land; and much of the comart, which were destroyed by the Romans under merce between Western Asia and India passed
through it.
zEmilius, B.C. 190.]
B A O O H I U S (Baicxeiog). 1. The author of a short [ B A C T K U S (BaK-pog), a river of Bactria. Vid.
BACTRIA.]
musical treatise called elaayayr) rexvng uovauoig,
[BAOUNTIUS (now Bos.mth), a river of Lower
printed by Meibomius, in the Antique Musicas
Auctores Septan, Amst, 1652.—2. Of Tanagra in Pannonia, which empties into the Savus near
Boaotia, one of the earliest commentators on the Sirmium.]
writings of Hippocrates : his writings have per- B A D U H E N N Z E L U C U S , a wood in Western Fries
ished.—3. Of Miletus, the author of a work on land.
BZEBIA G E N S , plebeian, the most important
agriculture.
members of which are given under their surBACCHUS.
Vid. D I O N Y S U S .
names, D I V E S , S U L C A , T A M P H I L U S .
B A O C H Y L I D E S (BaKxvXiSrig), one of the great lyric poets of Greece, born at lulis in Ceos, aud ne- B.ECULA, a town in Hispania Tarracouensi3,
phew as well as fellow-townsman of Simouides. west of Castulo, in the neighborhood of silver
H e flourished about B.C. 470, and lived a long mines.
[BZELON.
Vid. B E L O N . ]
time at the court of Hiero in Syracuse, together
[ B ^ S I P P O (now Porto Barbato), a harbor on
With Simonides and Pindar. H e wrote in the
Doric dialect H y m n s , Paaans, Dithyrambs, (fee.; Junonis Promontorium, not far from Qades, in
but all his poems have perished, with the ex- Hispania Baatica.]
B/ETERRZE (now Beziers) also called BITERREHception of a few fragments, and two epigrams in
the Greek Antho'agy. The fragments have SIS URBS, a town in Gallia Narbonensis, on tha
been published by Nciie, Bacchylidts Cei Frag-Obris, not far from Narbo, and a R o m a n colony •
menta, Berol, 1823, and by Bergk, Poetas Lyrici its neighborhood produced gooel wine.
B.ETICA.
Vid. HISPANIA.
Grasei, p. 820.
BJSTIS (now Guadalquiver), a river in SouthB A C B N I S SILVA, a forest which separated the
Suevi from the Cherusci, probably tbe western ern Spain, formerly called TAETESSUS, and by the
inhabitants CERTIS,risesin Hispania Tarraconenpart of the Thuringian Forest.
B A C I S (Bdnig), the n a m e of several prophets, sis, in the territory of the Oretani,flowssouthof w h o m the most celebrated was the Boeotian west through Baatica, to which it gives its name,
Beer, w h o delivered his oracles in hexameter past the cities of Corbuda and Hispalis, and falls
verse at Heleon in Boaotia. In later times there into the Atlantic Ocean by two mouths, north of
existed a collection of his oracles, similar to the Gades.
[ B ^ T U R I A (Bairovpia), the northwestern part
Sibylline books at Rome.
B A C T R A or ZARIAsrA (TU Bdnrpa, T U Zaplaana of Baatica, between the Anas and Mount M a rianus.]
and i) Zapido-trn : n o w Balkh), the capital of
B A G A C U M (now Bavai), the chief town of tha
BACTRIA, appears to have been founded by the
Nervii
iu Gallia Belgica: there are many R o m a n
early Persian kings, but not to have been a considerable city till the time of Alexander, w h o remains in the modern town.
B A G A U D Z E , a Gallic people, w h o revolted undei
settled in it his Greek mercenaries and his disabled Macedonian soldiers. It stood at the Diocletian, and were with difficulty subdued by
, northern foot of the Mount Paropamisus (the Maximian, A.D. 286.
[BAGISTANUS M O N S (rd Baylaravov bpog), %
Hindoo Koosh), on the River Bactrus (now Adirsiah or Behas), about twenty-five miles south of mountain range iu Media, southeast of Ecbatits junction with the O K U S . It was the centre of ana, and m a d e by the Greeks sa-ired to Jupi
a considerable traffic. The existing ruins, twenty ter: the region around was called liagistana.
miles in circuit, are all of the M o h a m m e d a n This mountain is now more conectly termea
the " sacred rock of Behistun." According to
period.
the ancients, it had thefigureof Semiramis cut
B A C T R I A or -IANA (Baicrpiavi]: Bunrpoi, -wi,
-tavol: n o w Bokhara), a province of the Persianupon it, with a Syrian inscription; but Major
empire, bounded on the'south by Mount Paropa- Rawlinson has shown that the inscription O D
misus, which separated it from Ariana, on the the rock was executed by order of Daring Hyseast by the northern branch of the same range, taspis.]
B A G O A S (Bayuag), a eunuch, highly trusted
which divided it from the Saeaa, on the northeast
by the Oxus, which separated it from Sogdiana, and favored by Artaxerxes III. (Ochus). w h o m
and on the west by Margiana. Vj was inhab- he poisoned B.C. 338. H e was put to death by
ited by a rude and warlike people, w h o were Darius III. Codomannus, w h o m he had attempted
subdued by Cyrus or biS next successors. It likewise to poison, 336. The name Bagoas fre
was included in the conquests of Alexander, quently occurs in Persian history, and is som,-,
and formed a part of the kingdom of the Seleu- times used by Latin pntws as synonymous With
eidaa until B.C. 255, when Theodotus, its gjv- a eunuch.
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B A O E A is (Baypdbag: now Mejerdah), a river
t ears after vard he was proconsul of Africa, and
of Northern Africa, falling into the Gulf of Car- triumphed over the Garamantes in 19. H e
thage near Utica.
built a magnificent theatre at Rome, which was
BAI.C (Baianus), a town iu Campania, on a dedicated in 13.
small bay west of Naples, and opposite Puteoli, BALBUS, LUCILIUS. 1. L, a jurist, and brothwas situated in a beautiful country, which er of the foBowing.—2. Q , a Stoic philosopher
abounded in warm mineral springs. The baths and a pupil of Panaatius, is introduced by Cicero
of Baiee were the most celebrated in Italy, and as one of the speakers in his Be Natura Beorum,
the town itself was the favorite watering place
B&LBUS, OCTAVIUS, a contemporary of Cicero,
of the Romans, whoflockedthither in crowds bor* a high character as a,judex; he was put
for health and pleasure; it was distinguished to death by the triumvirs, B.C. 43.
by licentiousness and immorality. The whole
BALBUS, SP. THOEIUS, tribune of the plebs
country was studded with the palaces of the ahwut B.C. Ill, proposed an agrarian law. Vid.
Roman nobles and emperors, which covered BUI. of Ant, art. L E X T?OSIA.
the coast from Baiaa to Puteoli: many of these
B A L E A R E S (BaXeapldeg, BaXiaplSec), also call
palaces were built out into the sea. (Hor, ed G Y M N E S L E (Tvpvrjaiai) by the Greeks, two
Carm, ii, 18, 20.) The site of ancient Baiaa islands hi the Mediterranean, off the coast of
is now, for the most part, covered by the sea.
Spain, distinguished by the epithets Major and
[B^LANZSA, (BaXavala: now Banias), a city of
Minor, whence their modern names Majorca and
Syria, on the coast, north of Aradus, by Ste- Minorca. They were early known to the Carphanus Byzantinus assigned to Phoenicia.]
thaginians, who established settlements there
[BALBILLUS, made governor of Egypt by Nero, for the purposes of trade; they afterward reand wrote an accou/.L of that province.]
ceived colonies from Rhodes ; and their populaBALBINCS, D. CZELIUS, was elected emperor tion was at a later time of a very mixed kind.
by fhe senate along with M. Clodius Pupienus Their inhabitants, also called Baleares, were
Maximus, after the murder of the two Gordians celebrated as stingers, and were employed as
in Africa at the beginning of A.D. 238; but the such in the armies of the Carthaginians and
new emperors were slain by the soldiers at Romans. Iu consequence of their piracies they
Rome in June in the same year.
provoked the hostility of the Romans, and were
BALBUS, M \ AOILIUS, the name of two con- finally subdued, B.C. 123, by Q. Metellus, who
suls, one in B.C. 150, and the other in 114.
assumed, accordingly, the surname Balearicus.
BALBUS, T. AMPIUS, tribune of the plebs B.C.
BALISTA, prefect of the praatorians under "V a63, was a supporter of Pompey, w h o m he join- lerian, w h o m he accompanied to the East. Afted in the civil war B.C. 49. H e was pardoned er the defeat and capture of that emperor (A.
by Caasar through the intercession of Cicero, D. 260), he rallied a body of Roman troop3 and
who wrote to him on the occasion (ad Fam, defeated the Persians in Cilicia. His subsefi, 12).
quent career is obscure; he is mentioned as
BALBUS, M. ATIUS, oi Aricia, married Julia, one of the thirty tyrants, and was probably pi t
the sister of Julius Caasar, who bore him a to death, about 264, by Odenathus.
daughter, Atia, the mother of Augustus Caasar.
[BALIUS (BaX'tog), one of the horses of Achil
BALBUS, L. CORNELIUS. 1. Of Gades, served les, offspring of Zephyrus and the harpy Po
under Q. Metellus and Pompey agaiust Serto- darge.]
rius in Spain, aud received from Pompey the
[BALSA and B A L S A F E L I X (now Tavira), a city
Roman citizenship H e accompanied Pompey of Lusitania.
on his return' to Rome, B.C. 71, and was for a
BAMBALIO, M. FULVIUS, father of Fulvia, the
long time one of his most intimate friends. At wife of M. Antonius, the triumvir, received the
the same time he gained the friendship of Caasar, nickname of Bambalio, on account fi a hesitancy
who placed great confidence in him. As the in his speech.
friend of Caasar and Pompey, he had numerous
BAMBYCE.
Vid. HIEEAPOLIS.
enemies, who accused him in 56 of having illeB A N A S A (now Mamora ? ruins), a city of M a u
gally assumed the Roman citizenship; he was retania Tingitana, on the River fubur (now
defended by Cicero, whose speech ias come Sebou), near the western coast: a colony undown to us, and was acquitted. In the civil der Augustus, Valentia Banasa.
war, 49, Balbus did not take any open part
B A N D U S L E F O N S (now Sambuco), a fountain lit
against Pompey; but he attached himself to Apulia, six miles from Venusia. (Hor, Carm,
Caasar, and, in conjunction with Oppius, had iii, 13.)
the entire management of Caesar's affairs at
BANTIA (Bantinus: now Banzi or Vanzi), a
Borne. After the death of Caesar (44) he was town in Apulia, near Venusia, in a woody disequally successful in gaining the favor of Octa- trict (saltus Bantini, Hor. Carm, iii, 4, 16):
vianus, who raised him to the consulship in 40.[near this place Marcellus fell a victim to tie
Balbus WY-ote a diary (Ephemeris), which haswell laid plans of Hannibal.]
iot come down to us, of the most remarkable
[ B A P H Y R A S (Bafvpag), a river of Pieria, in
occurrences in Caesar's life. H e took care that Macedonia, empties into the Thermaie G ulf]
Caesar's Commentaries on the Gallic war should
B A R B A N A (now Bojana), a river in Illyria,
be continued; and we accordingly find the eighth flows through the Palus Labeatis.
book dedicated to him.—2. Nephew of the preB A R B A E I (BdpBapoi), the name givej bj the
ceding, received the Roman franchise along Greeks to all foreigners whose laDguag e was
with his uncle. H e served under Caasar in the not Greek, and who were therefore regarded by
civil war; he was quaastor to Asinius Pollio in the Greeks as an inferior race. The Romans
Further Spain in B.C 43, and while there add- applied the nameto«allpeople who spoke neitfiej
ed tc hie native town, Gades, a suturb; many Greek nor Lathi.
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B A E I U M (Barinus: n o w Bari), a town in A poha, on the Adriatic, a municipium, and celebrated
for itsfisheries(Barium piscosum, Hor, Sat., i,
p'chel) a prciontory of Lusitania, just below
5, 97).
the mouth of t\e Tagus.]
BARSAT.NTES (Baoaaevrng) or B A R Z A E N T U S (BapB A R B A T I O , ccjnmander of the household troops
under Gallus, rrtiom he arrested by command of (devrog), satrap of the Arachoti and Drangse,
ponstantius, A.D. 354. In 855 he was made took part in the murder of Darius III, aud aftergeneral of the infantry, and sent into Gaul to ward fled to India, where he was seized by the
assist Julian against the Alemanni H e was inhabitants and delivered up to Alexander, w h o
put him to death.
pi t to death by Constantius in 359.
B A R S I N E (Bapaivn). 1. Daughter of ArtabaB A R B A T U S , M . H O E A T I U S , consul B.C. 449 with
"Valerius Publicola after the overthrow of the zus, and wife of M e m n o n the Rhodian, subsequently married Alexander the Great, to w h o m
iecemvirs. Vid. PUBLICOLA.
BiRLEStJLA, a city and river (now Guadiaro) she bore a son, Hercules. She aud her son were
a Hispania Bxtica, on the coast, north of Calpe.]put to death by Polysperchon in 309.—2. Also
called STATIRA, elder daughter of Darius III
BARBOSTUIINLS, a mountain east of Sparta.
B A R B U L A , .(EMILIUS.
1. Q , consul B.C. 317, w h o m Alexander married at Susa, B.C. 324
.vhen be sul dued Apulia, aud consul again in Shortly after Alexander's death she was mur511, when he fought against the Etruscans.—2. dered by Roxana.
L, consul in 281, carried on war against the Ta- [ B A R Y G A Z A (Bapvya^a, n o w Baroatsch), a city
rentines, Samnites, and Sallentines.—3. M , consulof India, on the eastern side of the River
N o m a d us, possessing an active and extensive
in 230, carried on war against the Ligurians.
B A R C A , the surname of H A M I L C A R , the father land and sea trade with Bactria, Arabia, and
of Hannibal, is probably the same as the Hebrew Africa.]
Barak, which signifies lightning. His family
[ B A R Z A E N T E S (Bap&evrng). Vid. B A R S A E N T E S . ]
was distinguished subsequently as the " Barcine
BASANITIS.
Vid. BATANZEA.
family," aud the democratical party, which supBASILIA (now Basel or Bdle), a town on the
ported this family, as the " Barcine party."
Rhine, in the neighborhood of which Valentinian
B A R C A or -E (Bapicn : Bapiurng, Bapnalog, Barbuilt a fortress.—[2. A n island. Vid. ABALUS.]
caeus). 1. (Now Merjeh, ruins), the second city
BASILINA, the mother of Julian the apostate,
of Cyrenaiea, iu northern Africa, one hundred being the second wife of Julius Constantius, brostadia (ten geographical miles) from the sea, ther of Constantine the Great.
appears to have been at first a settlement of a
BASILIUS (BaoiXtwc), commonly called Basi
Libyan tribe, the Barcsei, but about B.C. 560 the Great, was born A.D. 329, at Caasarea. H a
was colonized by the Greek seceders from Cy- studied at Antioch or Constantinople under Ligene, aud became so powerful as to make the banius, and subsequently continued his studies
yestern part of Cyrenaiea virtually independent for four years (351-355) at Athens, chiefly under
ai the mother city. In B.C. 510 it was taken the sophists Himerius and Prooaresius. A m o n g
by the Peisians, w h o removed most of its inhab- his fellow students were the Emperor Julian
itants to Bactria, and under the Ptolemies its and Gregory Nazianzen, the latter of w h o m beruin was completed by the erection of its port came his most intimate friend. After acquiring
into a n e w city, which was named PTOLEMAIS, the greatest reputation as a student for his
and which took the place of Barca as one of the knowledge of rhetoric, philosophy, and science,
cities of tho Cyrenaie Peutapolis.—2. A town in he returned to Caasarea, where he began to
Bactria, peopled by the removed inhabitants of plead causes, but soou abandoned his profesthe Cyrenaie Barca.
sion and devoted himself to a religious life. H e
B A R C I N O (now Barcelona), a town of the Lale- now led an ascetic life for m a n y years; he
tani, iu Hispania Tarraconensis, afterward a was elected Bishop of Caasarea in 370 iu place
R o m a n colony : the town was not large, but it of Eusebius; he died in 379. The best edition
possessed an excellent haibor.
of his works is by Gamier, Paris, 1721-1730,
BARDANES.
Vid. A R S A C E S X X I .
3 vols, folio.
B A E D Y L I S or B A R D Y L L I S (BdpSvXig, BdpbvXXig), BASJLUS, L. MINUCIUS, served under Ceasa? in
an Illyrian chieftain, carried on frequent wars Gaul, and commanded part of Caasar'sfleetin
'with the Macedonians, but was at length de- the civil war. H e was one of Caesar's assassins
feated and slain in battle by Philip, the father (B.C. 44), and in the following year was murof Alexander the Great, B.C. 359.
dered by his o w n slaves.
B A R E A S O R A N U S , consul suffectus in A.D. 52
[BASSANIA, a city of Illyria, not far from Lisunder Claudius, and afterward proconsul of Asia, sus.]
was a m a n of justice and integrity. H e was
B A S S A E E U S (Baoaapevg), a surname of Bacchus
accused of treason in the reign of Nero and was (Dionysus), probably derived from jiacoapig, a
condemed to death, together with his daughter fox skin, worn by the god himself and the
Se-rvilia. The chief witness against him was Maanads in Thrace.
P. Egnatius Celer, a Stoic philosopher, and the
BASSUS, AUFIDIUS, an orator and historian
teacher of Soranus. ( Vid. Juv, iii, 116.)
under Augustus and Tiberius, wrote an account
BAEGUSII, a people in the northeast of Spain, of the R o m a n wars in Germany, and a work
between the Pyrenees and the Iberus.
upon R o m a n history of a more general character
[ B A R G Y L I A or B A B G Y L I Z E (BapyvXta, rd; Bap- which was continued in thirty-one books by the
yvlidrng, BapyvXinrwoc), a city of Caria, lyingelder Pliny.
on the gulf, named from it, Bargylietieus Sinus, BASSUS, Q. CaaciLius, a R o m a n eques, and an
and named by the Carians Andanus ("Avbavog);adherent of Pompey,fledto Tyre after the,batfamed for a statue of Diana.]
tle of Pharsalia, B.C. 48 Shortly afterward he
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ol tained possession of Tyre, and was joined by
B A T H V C L E S (BaBvKXr/g), a celebrated, artist oi
most of the troop3 of Sextos Caasar, the govern- Magnesia on the Maeander, constructed for th«
or of Syria, w h o had been killed by his own sol- Lacedaunonians the colossal throne of the A n r p
diers ,at the instigation of Bassus. H e subse- claaan Apollo. H e probablyflourishedabout the
quently settled down in Apamea, where he main- time of Solon, or a little later.
tained himself for three years (46-43) against
B A T H Y L L U S . 1. Of Samos, a beautiful youth
C. Antistius Vetus, and afterward against Sta- beloved by Anacreon.—2. Of Alexandrea, tha
fcius Murcus and Marcius Crispus. O n the ar-freedman and favorite of Maaeenas, brought, to
rival of Cassius in Syria in 43, the troops of perfection, together with Pylades of pilieia, the
Bassus went ever to Cassius.
imitative dance fir ballet called Pantomimus,
BASSUS, Czssius, a R o m a n lyric poet, and a Bathyllus excelled in comic, and Pylades in
friend of Pcrsius, w h o addresses his sixth satire tragic personifications.
to him, was destroyed, along with his villa, in
[ B A T H Y S P O E T U S (BaBig Xtpijv), the large deep
A.D. 79, by the eruption of Vesuvius which harbor of Aulis, in which the Grecian fleet as»
overwhelmed Hereulaneum and Pompeii.
sembled before sailing to Troy.]
BASSUS, SALEIUS, a R o m a n epic poet of conB A T N Z E (Bdrvai: Barvalog). 1. (Now Saruj)
siderable merit, -ontemporaiy with Vespasian.
a city of OsroSne in Mesopotamia, east of tie
B A S T A E N Z S or BASTEENZE, a warlike German Euphrates, and southwest of Edessa, at about
people, w h o migrated to the country near the equal distances; founded by the Macedonians,
mouth of the Danube. They arefirstmentioned and taken by Trajan; celebrated for its anin the wars of Philip and Perseus against the nual fair of Indian and Syrian merchandise.—
Romans, and at a later period they frequently 2. ( N o w Bahali), a city of Cyrrhestice, in Syria,
devastated Thrace, and were engaged in wars between Beroea and Hierapolis.
with the R o m a n governors of the province of
B A T O (Bdrav). 1. The charioteer of AmphiMacedonia. In B.C. 30 they were defeated by araus, was swallowed up by the earth along
Marcus Crassus, and driven across the Danube ; with A M P H I A R A U S . — 2 . The name of two leaders
aud w e find them, at a later time, partly settled of the Pannonians and Dalmatians iu their inbetween the Tyras (now Bniester) and Borys- surrection of the reign of Augustus, A.D. 6.
thenes (now Bnieper). and partly at the mouth Tiberius and Germanicus were both sent against
of the Danube, under the name of Peucini, from them, and obtained some advantages over them,
their inhabiting the island of Peuce, at the in consequence of which the Pannonians and
mouth of this river.
Dalmatians concluded a peace with the Romans
[BASTI (now Baza), a city of the BASTITANL]
in A.D. 8. But the peace was of short duraB A S T I T A N I (also B A S T E I A N I , BASTULI), a peo- tion. The Dalmatian Bato put his namesake
ple in Hispania Baatica, on tha coast.
to death, and renewed the war. Tiberius n o w
[ B A T A (Bard, rd), a city and port of Sarmatia finally subdued Dalmatia; Bato surrendered tc
Asiatica, on the Euxine, opposite Sinope.]
him in A.D. 9, upon promise of pardon; he acB A T A N Z S A or BASANITIS (Baravata, Baaavlrig :companied Tiberius to Italy, and his life w a *
in the Old Testament, Basian, Basan), a district spared.
of Palestine, east of the Jordan, extending from
BiTTiAD/E (BarndSai.), kings of Cyrene dur
the river Jabbok on the south to Mount Her- ing eight generations. 1. B A T T U S I, of Thera,
mon, in the Antilibanus chain, on the north. led a colony to Africa at the command of the
The s and T are mere dialectic varieties.
Delphic oracle, and founded Cyrene about B.C,
B A T A V I or B A T X V I (Lucan, i, 431), a Celtic 631. H e was thefirstking of Cyrene; his govpeople w h o abandoned their homes in conse- ernment was gentle and just, and after his death
quence of civil dissensions before the time of in 599 he was worshipped as a hero..—2. A R C E S Julius Caesar, and settled in the island formed ILAUS I, son of No. 1, reigned B.C. 699-583.
by the Rhine, the Waal, and the Maas, which -—3. B A T T U S II, surnamed "the Happy," son
island was called after them, Insida Batavorum. of No. 2, reigned B.C. 583-560 ? In his reign
They were for a long time allies of the Romans Cyrene received a great number of colonists
in their wars against the Germans, and were of from various parts of Greece ; and in consegreat service to the former by their excellent quence of the increased strength of his kingcavalry ; but at length, exasperated by the op- dom, Battus was able to subdue the neighboring
pressions of the R o m a n officers, they rose in Libyan tribes, and to defeat Apries, king of
revolt under Claudius Civilis in A.D. 69, and Egypt (570), w h o had espoused the cause of the
were with great difficulty subdued. O n their Libyans.—4. A R C E S I L A U S II, son of No. S, sursubjugation they were treated by the Romans named " the Oppressive," reigned about B C.
with mildness, and were exempt from taxation. 560-550. In consequence of dissensions beTheir country, which also extended beyond the tween himself and his brothers, the latter with
island south of the Maas and the Waal, was drew from Cyrene and founded Barca. H *
.sailed at a later time, BATAVIA. Their chief was strangled by his biother or friend Learchus
towns were Lugdunum (now Leyden) and Ba — 5 . B A T T U S III, or " lie Lame," son of No.
tavodurum (now Wyk-Burstad?), between the 4, reigned about B.C. 550-530. In his time,
Maas and the Waal. The Caninefates or Can- Demonax, a Mantinean, gave a n e w constitunhiefates were a branch of the Batavi, andtion to the city, whereby the ro; al ; ower was
d eelt iu the west of the island.
reduced within very narrow limits.—6. AIICESBATA^ ODURUM.
Vid. B A T A V L
ILAUS III, son of No. 6, reigned about B.C.
[ B A T E A (Bdrua). 1. A Naiad, mother by GJba- 530-514, was driven from Cyrene in an attempt
lus of Tyndareus, Hippocoon, and Icarion.—2. to recover the ancient royal privileges, but re
Daughter of Teucer, wife of Dardanus, mother covered his kingdom with the aid of Samiai
of Bus and Erichthonius.]
auxiliaries. H e ecdeavoi ed to &tr< ngthen him
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leii by making submission to Cambyses in 525. SIONES, M O E I N I , M E N A P I I , A D U A T I O I . and others
H e was, however, again obliged to leave Cy- and tie collective forces of the whole natioe
'•ene; he fled to Alazir, king of Barca, whose were more than a million.
B E L G I C A . ' Vid. G A L L I A .
daughter he h a d married, and w a s there slain
B E L G I U M , the name generally applied to th?
by the Barcaeans and some Cyrenaaan exiles.
territory of the B E L L O V A C I , aryi of the tribes de
— 7 . B A T T U S I V , probably son of N o . 6, of
whose life w e iave no accounts.—8. A R C E S I - pendent upon the latter lamely, the Atrebates
L A U S I V , probably son of N o . 7, whose victory Ambiani, Velliocasses, Aulerci, and Caleti Belsn the eiariotrace at the Pythian games, B.C.gium did not include the whole country inhabi66,, is celebrated b y Pindar in hisfourtiandited by the Belgaa, for w e find the Nervii, Remi,
fifth Pythian odes. A t his death, about 450, a(fee, expressly excluded from it (Caes, B. G, v.
24.)
popular government w a s established.
[BELGIUS or B O L G I U S (BoXyiog), a leader of the
, [ B A T T I A D E S , a patronymic of Callimachus, from
Gauls, w h o invaded Macedonia and Illyria in
his father Battus.]
B A T T U S (Barroc), a shepherd w h o m Mercury B.C. 280. H e defeated the Macedonians in a
(Hermes) turned into a stone because he broke a great battle, in which their king, Ptolemy Ceraunus, was slain.]
promise which he m a d e to the god.
[BELIDES, patronymic of Palamedes, as de
B A T U L U M , a town in Campania of uncertain
scended from Belus.]
' site.
BELISIRIUS, the greatest general of Justinian,
BAUCIS.
Vid. P H I L E M O N .
B A U L I (now Bacolo), a collection of villas ratherwas a native of Blyria, and of mean extraction
than a town, between Misenum and Baiaa, in In A.D. 534 he overthrew the Vandal kingdom
in Africa, which had been established by GenCampania.
[BAUTIS, B A U T E S , or BAUTISUS, (now Hoangho), seric about one hundred years previously, and
took prisoner the Vandal king Gelimer, w h o m
a river of Serica.]
B A V I U S and MZEVIUS, two malevolent poe- he led in triumph to Constantinople. In 535tasters, w h o attacked the poetry of Virgil and 540, Belisarius carried on war against the Goths
in Italy, and conquered Sicily, but he was reHorace.
B A Z I E A or B E Z I R A (Bu&pa: Ba&poi: n o w Ba- called by the jealousy of Justinian. In 541-544
jour, northwest of Peshawur), a city in the Pa-he again carried on war against the Goths in
ropamisus, taken b y Alexander on his march into Italy, but was again recalled by Justinian, leaving his victories to be completed by his rival,
India.
B E B R Y C E S (BeBpvaeg). 1. A mythical people in Narses, in the complete overthrow of the Gothic
Bithynia, said to be of Thracian origin, whose kingdom, and the establishment of the exarchate
Sdag, A m y c u s , w a s slain b y Pollux (p. 90, b . ) — of Ravenna. The last victory of Belisarius was
2, A n ancient Iberian people on the coast of the gained in repelling an inroad of the Bulgarians,
Mediterranean, north and south of the Pyrenees: 559. Io 563, he was accused of a conspiracy
against the life of Justinian; according to a
they possessed numerous herds of cattle.
B E D R I A C U M , a small place in Cisalpine Gaul, popular tradition, he was deprived of his probetween Cremona and Verona, celebrated for the perty, his eyes were put out, and he wandered
defeat both of Otho and of the Vitellian troops, as a beggar through Constantinople; but according to the more authentic account, he was
AD. 69.
B E L B I N A (BeXBiva: BeXBivirng). 1. ( N o w St. merely imprisoned for a year in Iris own palace,
George d' Arbori), an island in the zEgaaan Sea, and then restored to his honors. H e died in
off the south coast of Attica.—2. Vid. B E L E - 565.
B E L L E R O P H O N or B E L L E E O P H O N T E S (JieXXepo-

MINA.

<j>av or BeXXepo^ovrng), son of the Corinthian
B E L E M I N A (BeXepiva, n o w Belemia), also called
, Belmina and Belbina, a town in the northwestking Glaucus and Eurymede, and grandson of
of Laeonia, on the borders of Arcadia. The sur- Sisyphus, was originally called Hipponous, and
rounding district was called Belminatis and B°l-received the name Bellerophon from slaying the
Corinthian Bellerus. To be purified from the
hinatis.
murder hefledto Prcetus, whose wife Antea fell
B E L E S I S or B E L E S Y S (BeXeaig, BeXeavg), a Chaldean priest at Babylon, w h o is said, in conjunc-in love with the young hero; but as her offers
tion with Arbaees the Mode, to have overthrown were rejected by him, she a-seused him to hsr
the old Assyrian empire. Vid. A R B A O E S . Bele- husband of having m a d e improper proposals to
sis afterward received the satrapy of Babylon her. Prcetus, unwilling to kill him with his
own hands, sent him to his father in law, Iofrom Arbaees.
BELGZE, one of the three great people into bates, king of Lycia, with a letter, in which tho
which Caasar divides the population of Gaul. latter was requested to put the young m a n to
They were bounded on the north by the Rhine, death. Iobates accordingly sent him to kill the
on the west by the ocean, on the south by themonster Chimaara, thinking that he w a s sure
Sequana (now Seine) and Matrona (now Marne), to perish in the contest After obtaining posand on tie east b y the territory of the Treviri session of the winged horse, PEGASUS, Seller
They were of German origin, and had settled in ophon rose with him in the air, and killed the
ths country, expelling or reducing to subjection Chimaara with his arrows. Iobates, thus dis'he former inhabitants. They were the bravest appointed, sent Bellerophon against the Solyof the inhabitants of Gaul, were subdued by mi, and next against the Amazons. In these
Caesar after a courageous resistance, and were the contests he w a s also victorious; and cn his re
first Gallic people w h o threw off the R o m a n do-turn to Lycia, being attacked b y the bra.vfsst
minion. T h e Belgaa were subdivided into the Lycians, w h o m Iobates had placed in ambush
. cibes of the N E R V U , B E L L O V A C I , R M I , S U E S - for the purpose, Bellerophon slew them al!,' Io
•W
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bates, n o w seeing that it was hopeless to kill In the Samnite wars it was subdued by the R*,
the hero, gave him his daughter (Philonoe, An- mans, w h o sent a colony thither in B.C, 268,
tielell, or Cassandra) in marriage, and m a d e himand changed its name Maleventum into Benehis successor on the throne. Bellerophon be- ventum. It was Colonized a second time by A u
came the father of Isander, Hippoloehus, and gustus, and w a s hence called Colouia Julia Gvif
Laodamla. A t last Bellerophon drew upon him- cordia Augusta Felix. The modern town tag
self the hatred of the gods, and, consumed by several R o m a n remains, among others i trigrief, wandered lonely through the Aleian field,
umphal arch of Trajan.
avoiding the paths of men. This is all that
B E R E C Y N T I A (Bepmvvria), a surname of CybH o m e r says respecting Bellerophon's later fate : ele, which she derived from Mount Ber*eynsome traditions related that he attempted to flytus where she was worshipped.
to heaven upon Pegasus, but that Jupiter (Zeus)
[ B E R E C Y N T U S M O N S (Bepenvvrog), a monnfr
sent a gad-fly to sting the horse, which threw ain in Phrygia, sacred to Cybele. Via. the
off the rider upon the earth, w h o became lame foregoing.]
or blind in consequence. (Horace, Carm, iv,
B E R E N I C E (Bepevlicn), a Macedonic form of
11, 26.)
Pherenlce (bepevlicn), i. e, "Bringing Victory."
[ B E L L E R U S , a Corinthian.
Via. B E L L E R O - 1. First the wife of [Philip, son of Amyntas, a
PHON.]
Macedonian officer], and afterward of Ptolemy
BELLI, a Celtiberian people in Hispania Tar- I. Soter, w h o fell in love with her when she
raconensis.
came to Egypt in attendance on his bride Eu[BELLIENUS, L. 1. Uncle of Catiline, proprae- rydice, Antipater's daughter. She was celetor in Afiica B.C. 104.—2. Originally a slave of brated for her beauty and virtue, and was the
Demetrius, was the occasion of an insurrection mother of Ptolemy II. Philadelphus.—2. Daugh
in Intemelium during the civil w a r between ter of Ptolemy II. Philadelphus, and wife of A n
Caesar and Pompey.]
tiochus Theos, king of Syria, w h o divorced L a
B E L L O N A , the R o m a n goddess of war, w a sodice in order to marry her, B.C. 249. O n the
probably a Sabine divinity. She is frequently death of Ptolemy, B.C. 247, Antiochus recalled
mentioned by the R o m a n poets as the compan- Laodice, who, notwithstanding, caused him to
ion of Mars, or even as his sister or his wife, be poisoned, and murdered Berenice and her
aud is described as armed with a bloody scourge. Bon.—3. Daughter of Magas, king of Cyrene,
(Virg, Mn, viii, 703.) During the Samnite and wife of Ptolemy III. Euergetes. She was
wars in B.C. 296, Appius Claudius Caaeus vowed put to death by her son Ptolemy IV. Philopator
a temple to her, which was erected in the Cam- on his accession to the throne, 221. The fapus Martius. H e r priests, called Bellonarii,mous hair of Berenice, which she dedicated for
wounded their o w n arms or legs when they her husband's safe return from his Syrian exoffered sacrificestoher.
pedition in the temple of Arsinoe at Zephyrium,
B E L L O V A C I , the most powerful of the Belgae, was said to have become a constellation. It
dwelt in the modern Beauvais, between the was celebrated by Callimachus in a poem, of
Seiue, Oise, S o m m e , and Bresle. In Caasar's which w e have a translation by Catullus.—4.
time they could bring one hundred thousand Otherwise called Cleopatra, daughter of Ptolem e n into thefield,but they were subdued by m y VIII. Lathyrus, succeeded her father cn the
Caasar with the other Belgae.
throne B.C. 81, and married Ptolemy X . (AlexB E L O N or B Z E L O N (BeXuv, BaiXav, near Bolo- ander II.), but was murdered by her husband
nia, ruins), a sea-port town in Hispania Baatica,nineteen days after her marriage.—5. Daughter
on a river of the same name, (now Barbate), theof Ptolemy X I . Auletes, and eldest sister of the
usual place for crossing over to Tingis in Mau- famous Cleopatra, was placed on the throne by
retania.
the Alexandrines when they drove out her faB E L U S (Bi/Xog), son of Neptune (Poseidon)ther, B.C. 68. She afterward married Archelaus,
and Libya or Eurynome, twin brother of Age- but was put to death, with her husband, when
nor, and father of zEgyptus and Danaus. H e Gabinius restored Auletes, 55.—6. Sister of Herwas believed to be the ancestral hero aud na- od the Great, married Aristobulus, w h o w a s put
tional divinity of several Eastern nations, from to death B.C. 6. She afterward went to R o m e ,
w h o m the legends about him were transplanted where she spent the remainder of her life. She
to Greece, and there became mixed up with was the mother of Agrippa I.—7. Daughter of
Greek myths.
Agrippa I, married her uncle Herod, king of
B E L U S (BijAog : n o w Nahr Naman), a river ofChalcis, by w h o m she had two sous. After the
i?hoamcia,risingat the foot of Mount Carmel,death of Herod, A.D. 48, Berenice, then twenty
sind falling into the sea close to the south of years old, lived with her brother Agrippa II, not
Ptolemais (now Acre), celebrated for the tradi- without suspicion of an incestuous commerce
tion that its fine sandfirstled the Phoenicians with him. She gained the love of Titus, w h o
to the invention of glass.
was only withheld from making her his wife by
B E N A C U S L A C U S (now Logo di Garda), a lake fear of offending the Romans by such a step.—
in the north of Italy (Gallia Transpadana), out[8. Wife of Mithradates the Great, put to death
of which the Mincius flows.
by him with his other wives, to prevent theii
B E N E V E N T U M (now Benevento), a town in Sam- falling alive into the hands of the Romans.]
nium, on the Appia Via, at the junction of the B E R E N I C E (Bepeviicti: Bepevmivg), the n a m e
two valleys through which the Sabatus and of several cities of the period of the Ptolemies.
Calor flow, formerly called Maleventum on ac 1. Formerly Eziongeber (ruins near Akabah), in
couut, it is said, of its bad air. It was one ofArabia, at the head of the Sinus zElamtes, oi
the most ancient towns in Italy, having been eastern branch of the R e d Sea.—2. In Uppei
foinded. according to tradition, by Diomede. Egypt (for so it w a s considered, though it la^
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a little south of the parallel of Syene), on the his work from the archives in the temjl& of
coast of the Red Sea, on a gulf called Sinus Belus. The work itself is lost, but considerably
Immundus (undBaprog KoXitog, n o w Foul Bay),
fragments of it are preserved in Josephu*
where its ruins are still visible. It was named Eusebius, Syncellus, and the Christian fathers
after the mother of Ptolemy II. Philadelphus, the best editions of tho fragments are by Rich
who built it, and m a d e a road hence to Coptos, ter, Lips, 1825, and in Didot's Fragmenta Histor
so that it became a chief emporium for the com- icorum Grccorum, vol. ii, Paris, 1848.
merce of Egypt with Arabia and India. Under
B E R Y T U S (Bnpvrog: Bnpvrwg: n o w Beirut,
the Romans it was the residence of a praafectus. ruins), one of tie oldest sea-ports of Phoenicia,
— 3 . B. P A N O H E Y S O S (B. Hdyxpvaog or # nard stood on a promontory near the mouth of the
YidBag), on the Red Sea eoast in /Ethiopia, conRiver Magoras (now Nahr Beirut), half w a y besiderably south of the above.—4 B. E P I D I E E S tween Byblus and Sidon. It was' destroyed by
(B. tnt Keipr)g), on the Promontory Dira, on the
the Syrian king Tryphon (B.C. 140), and restored
western side of the entrance to the Red Sea by Agrippa under Augustus, w h o m a d e it a col(now Straits of Bab el-Mandeb).—5. ( N o w Ben ony. It afterward became a celebrated seat of
Ghazi, ruins), in Cyrenaiea, formerly H E S P E E I S learning.
('Eairepig), the fabled site of the Gardens of theB E S A . Vid. A N T I N O O P O L I S .
Hesperides. It took its later name from the
BESSI, afierceand powerful Thracian people,
wife of Ptolemy III. Euergetes, and was the w h o dwelt along the whole of Mount Haamus as
westernmost of the five cities of the Libyan far as the Euxine. After the conquest of MacePentapolis. There were other cities of the donia by the Romans (B.C. 168), the Bessi were
name.
attacked by the latter, and subdued after a se
BEEGISTANI, a people in the northeast of Spain, vere struggle.
between the Iberus and the Pyrenees, whose
B E S S U S (B^OWOC), satrap of Bactria under D a
capital w a s Bergium.
rius III, seized Darius soon after the battle of
[ B E R G I U M (now Bamberg ?). 1. A place in the Arbela, B.C. 331. Pursued by Alexander in the
country of the Hermunduri, in Germania Magna. following year, Bessus put Darius to death, and
— 2 . Vid. BEEGISTANI.]
fled to Bactria, where he assumed the title of
B E E G O M U M (Bergomas, -atis: n o w Bergamo), king. H e w a s betrayed by two of bis follower!)
a town of the Orobii in Gallia Cisalpina, be- to Alexander, w h o put himtodeath.
tween C o m u m and Brixia, afterward a muniBESTIA, C A L F U R M U S .
1. L , tribune of the
cipium.
plebs B.C. 121, and consul 111, when he earned
[ B E R M I U S M O N S (Beppiov bpog: n o w Xero Li-on w a r against Jugurtha, but, having received
vadho), a mountain of Macedonia, a continuation large bribes, he concluded a peace with the N u
of the great range of Olympus.]
midian. O n his return to Rome, he was, in eonB E R O E (Bepon). 1. A Trojan woman, wife of sequence, accused and condemned.—2. L , one of
Doryclus, one of the companions of zEneas, the Catilinarian conspirators, B.C. 63, w a s at
Whose form Iris assumed when she persuaded the time tribune of the plebs designatus, and
the w o m e n to setfireto the ships of zEneas in not actually tribune, as Sallust says. In 59 he
Sicily.—[2. The nurse of Semele, whose form was aedile, and in 57 was an unsuccessful candiJuno (Hera) assumed for the purpose of per- date for the praatorship, notwithstanding his brisuading Semele to request Jupiter to visit her bery, for which offence he w a s brought to trial
in all his divine majesty.—3. One of the ocean in the following year, and condemned, although
nymphs.]
he was defended by Cicero.
B E R C E A (Bepoia, also Bep'p'oia, Hepon : Bepoievg,
BETASII, a people in Gallia Belgica, between
Beoomlog). 1. ( N o w Verria), one of the most the Tungri and Nervii, in the neighborhood of
ancient towns of Macedonia, on one of the low- Bcetz in Brabant
er ranges of Mount Bermius, and on the As- [ B E V U S (Bevog), a river of Macedonia, an af
traeus, a tributary of the Hahacmon, southwest fluent of the Erigon.]
of Pella, and about twenty miles from the sea. B E Z I R A . Vid. B A Z I R A .
— 2 . ( N o w Beria), a town in the interior of
B I A N O E . 1. Also called Ocnus or Aucnus,
Thrace, was under the later R o m a n empire, son of Tiberis and Manto, is said to have buili
together with Philippopolis, one of the most the town of Mantua, and to have called it after
important military posts.—3. ( N o w Aleppo or his mother.—2. A Bithynian, the author of
Haleb), a town in Syria near Antioch, enlarged twenty-one epigrams in the Greek Anthology,
by Seleucus Nicator, w h o gave it the Macedo- lived under Augustus and Tiberius.
nian n a m e of Bercea. It is called Helbon or
B I A S (Blag.) 1. Son of Amythaon, and brother
Chelbon in Ezekiel (xxvii, 18), and Ghalep in of the seer Melampus. H e married Pero
the Byzantine writers, a name still retained in daughter of Neleus, w h o m her father had re
the modern Haleb, for which Europeans have fused to give to any one unless he brought him
substituted Aleppo.
the oxen of Iphiclus. These Melampus obtained
B E R O S U S (Bnpaaog, or Bnpaoabg), a priest of by his courage and skill, and so w o n the princess
Belus at Babylon, lived in the reign of Antio- for his brother. Melampus also gained for Bias
chus IL (B.C. 261-246), and wrote in Greek a a third of the kingdom of Argos, in consequence
history of Babylonia, in nine books (called Ba- of his curing the daughters of Proatus and the
BvXaviKa, and sometimes XaXdaiKu or laroplaiother Argive w o m e n of their madness.—2. Of
XaXSalnai). It embraced the earliest traditions Priene in Ionia, one of the seven sages of Greece,
about the human race, a description of Babylo- flourished about B.C. 550.
nia and its population, and a chronological fist BIBACULUS, M . FUEIUS, a R o m a n poet, borL
of its kings down, to the time of the great Cyrus. at Cremona B.C. 103, wrote iambics, epigrams
Berosus says that he derived the materials for and a poem on Caasar's Gaulish wars tho r.oen142
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Bg lme In the latter pf-em is parodied by Horace and depth of feeling.— Editions, including M o *
(Furius hibernas cana nive conspuet Alpes, Sat,ehus, by Jacobs, Gotha, 1795 ; Wakefield, Lonii, 5, 41). It is' probable that Bibaculus also don, 1795; and Manso, Leipzig, 1807.—2, Oi
wrote a poem entitled jEthiopis, containing an Borysthenes, near the mouth of the Dnieper,
account of the death of M e m n o n b y Achilles, flourished about B.C. 250. H e was sold as a
and that the turgidus Alpinus of Horace (Sat, slave, when young, and received his liberty from
i, 10, 36) is no other than Bibaculus. The at-his master, a rhetorician. H e studied at Athens,
tacks of Horace against Bibaculus m a y probably and embraced the later Cyrenaie philosophy,
be owing to the fact that the poems of Bibaculus as expounded b y T H E O D O R U S , the Atheist. H e
contained insults against the Caesars. (Tac, Ann., lived a considerable time at the court of Antig
onus Gonatas, king of Macedonia. ,Bion was
iv., 34.)
B I B R A C T E (now Autun), the chief town of the noted for his sharp sayings, whence Horace
zEdui in Gallia Lugdanensis, afterward Augus- speaks of persons delighting Bioneis sermonibus
et sale nigro. (Epist, ii, 2, 60.)—[3. Of Soli in
lodunum.
B I B R A X (now Bievre), a town of the Remi in Cilicia, author of a work on /Ethiopia (AlBw
txiKu), of which a few fragments remain; he
Gallia Belgica, not far from the Aisne.
B I B U L U S CALPURNIUS. 1. L , eurule aadile B. wrote also a treatise on agriculture.—4. A math'
C. 65, praator 62, and consul 59, in each of which ematician of Abdera, the first w h o maintained
years he had C. Julius Caasar as his colleague. that there were certain regions where the night
H e was a stanch adherent of the aristocratical lasted six months, and the day the other six
party, but was unable in his consulship to re- months of the year.]
[ B I R T H A (ruins at Biradsjik), a city of Osrhosist the powerful combination of Caasar, Pompey, and Crassus. After an ineffectual attempt ene, on the Euphrates.]
[BISALTZS (BiodXrai). Vid. BISALTIA.]
to oppose Caasar's agrarian law, he withdrew
BISALTIA (BwaXrla : BiadXrng), a district in
from the popular assemblies altogether; whence
it was said in joke that it was the consulship Macedonia, on the western bank of the Stryof Julius and Caesar. In 51 Bibulus was pro- mon. The Bisaltsa were Thraeians, and at tie
consul of Syria; and in the civil war he com- invasion of Greece by Xerxes (B.C. 480) they
manded Pompey's fleet in the Adriatic, and were ruled by a Thracian prince, w h o was indied (48) while holding this command off Cor- dependent of Macedonia; but at the time of
eyra. H o married Poreia, the daughter of Cato the Peloponnesian war w e find them subject to
Uticensis, by w h o m he had three sons, two of Macedonia.
[BISALTIS, female patronymic from Bisdltes, i
w h o m were murdered by the soldiers of Gabinius, in Egypt, 50.—2. L , son of No. 1, was a e, T H E O P H A N E . ]
B I S A N T H E (BirydvBrt: BwavBnvog: n o w Royouth at his father's death, and was brought up
by M . Brutus, w h o married his mother Poreia. dosto), subsequently Rhcdestum or Rhosdesius, n
H e fought with Brutus at the battle of Philippi town in Thrace on the Propontis, with a good
iu 42, but he was afterward pardoned by Anto- harbor, was founded by the Samians, and was
ny, and was intrusted by the latter with im- in later times one of tho great bulwarks of the
Eortant commands. H e died shortly before the neighboring Byzantium.
B I S T O N E S (Bioroveg), a Thracian people be
attle of Actium.
[ B I C U R D I U M (now Erfurt ?), a city of the Che- tween Mount Rhodope and the zEgean Sea, on
the Lake BISTONIS, in the neighborhood of A b
rusci in Germany.]
BIDIS (Bidinus, Bidensis), a small town in Si-dera, through whose land Xerxes marched on
his invasion of Greece (B.C. 480).
From the
cily, west of Syracuse.
B I G E E R A (now Becerra ?), a town of the Ore-worship of Bacchus (Dionysus) in Thrace ths
Bacchic w o m e n are called Bistonides. (Hor,
tani in Hispania Tarraconensis.
B T G E R R I O N E S or B I G E E R I , a people in Aquita- Carm, ii, 19, 20.)
B I T H Y N I A (BiBvvia : BiBvvbg), a district of Asia
nia, near the Pyrenees.
BILBILIS (now Baubola), a town of the Celti- Minor, bounded on the west b y Mysia, on the
beri in Hispania Tarraconensis, and a munici- north by the Pontus Euxinus, on the east by
pium with the surname Augusta, on the River Paphlagonia, and on the south by Phrygia EpieSalo, also called Bilbilis (now Xalon), was the tetus, was possessed at an early period by Thra
birth-place of the poet Martial, and w a s cele- cian tribes from the neighborhood of the <3try
mon, called Thyni (Qvvoi) and Bithyni (BiBvvoi).
orated for its manufactories in iron and gold.
BILLZEUS (BiXXalog: n o w Filbas), a river of of w h o m the former dwelt on the coast; the
Bithynia, rising in the Hypii Montes, and fallinglatter in the interior. The earlier inhabitants
into the Pontus, Euxinus twenty stadia (two were the B E B R Y C E S , C A U C O N E S , and M Y G D O N E S
geographical miles) east of Tium. S o m e m a d e and the northeastern part of the district was
it the boundary between Bithynia and Paphla- possessed b y the M A R I A N D Y N I . The country
was subdued by the Lydians, and afterward be
gonia.
B I N G I U M (now Bingen), a town on the Rhine, came a part of the Persian empire under Cyrus,
and was governed by the satraps of Phrygia.
m Gallia Belgica.
B I O N (Biav). 1. Of Smyrna, a bucolic poet, D m i n g the decline of the PersiaD empire, the
flourished about B.C. 280, and spent the lastI northern part of the country became independyears of his life in Sicily, where he was poison- ent, under native princes called iwapxoi, w h o
ed. H e was older than Mosehus, who laments resisted Alexander and his successors, and es
his untimely death, and calls himself the pupil tablished a kingdom, which is usually considei
of Bion. (Moseh, Id,: iii.) The style of Bion ed to begin with Zipoates (about B.C. 287) or hi»
is refined, and his versification fluent and ele son Nicomedes I. (B.C. 278), and which lasted
pant, but he ie inferior to Theocritus in strength till the death of Nicomedes III. (B.C. 74), wh<>
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bequeathed his kingdom, to the Romans. By
BLASIO, M. HELVIUS, praator B.C. 197, dei'saied
them it wasfirstattached to the province of the Celtiberi in Spain, andtookIlliturgi
Asia, afterward to that of Pontus, and, under
[BLAUDUS (BXavdog). Vid. BLADUS.]
Augustus, it was made a proconsular province. BLAVIA (now Blaye), a town of the Santones
Several changes were made in its boundaries in Gallia Aquitanica, on the Garumna.
under the later emperors. It was a fertile
B L E M Y E S (BXzpvec BXeppveg), an /Ethiopian
country, intersected with wooded mountains, thepeople on the borcreis of Upper Egypt, to wliich
highest of which was the Mysian Olympus, on their predatory incursions were very troublesome
its southern border. Its chiefriverswere the in the times of the Roman emperors.
SANGARIUS and the BILL^SUS.
[BLENDIUM (now Bantanderl), a port of th«
B I T I I Y M U M (BiBvviov), afterward CLAUDIOPOCantabri in Hispania Tarraconensis.]
IIS, an inland city of Bithynia, the birth-place of B L E R A (Bleranus: now Bieda), a town in
Hadrian's favorite Antinous.
Etruria, on the Via Clodia, between Forum
BITON (Blrav). 1. A mathematician, the au- Clodii and Tuscania: there are many remains of
thor of an extant work on Military Machines (icathe ancient town at Bieda.
raaiceval -noXepiKav bpydvav ical KaraTTe?^n,tcav),
BLOSIUS or BLOSSIUS, the name of a noble
whose history is unknown. The work is printed family in Campania. One of this family, C.
in Vet. Mathem. Op., Paris, 1693, p. 105, seq.— Blosius of Cumaa, was a philosopher, a disciple
[2. A friend of Xenophon, who, with Euclides, of Antipater of Tarsus, aud a friend of Tiberius
showed him kindness, and relieved his wants at Gracchus. After the death of Gracchus (B.C
Ophrynium, on his return from Babylonia.]
133) he fled to Aristonicus, king of Pergamus,
BITON and CLEOBIS (KXi-oBig), sons of Cydippe,
and on the conquest of Aristonicus by the Ro
a priestess of Juno (Hera) at Argos. They weremans, Blo'sius put an end to his own life for feai
celebrated for their affection to their mother, of falling into the hands of the Romans.
whose chariot they once dragged during a fesBOADICEA, queen of the Iceni in Britain, hav
tival to the temple of Juno (Hera), a distanceing been shamefully treated by the Romans,
of forty-five stadia. The priestess prayed to who even ravished her two daughters, excited
the goddess to grant them what was best for an iusurrection of the Britons against their opmortals; and during the night they both died pressors during the absence of Suetonius Fauwhile asleep in the temple.
linus, the Roman governor, on an expedition tc
BITUITUS, in inscriptions BETULTUS, king of the island of Mona. She took the Roman colothe Arverni in Gaul, joined the Allobroges in nies of Camalodnnum, Londinium, and other
their war against the Romans. Both the Ar- places, and slew nearly seventy thousand Roverni and Allobroges were defeated B.C. 121, at mans and then- allies. She was at length dethe confluence of the Rhone and the Isara, by feated with great loss by Suetonius Paulinus, and
Q, Fabius Maximus. Bituitus was subsequently put an end to her own life, A.D. 61.
taken prisoner and sent to Rome.
[BOZE or B A V O (now Bud), an island on the
BITORIGES, a numerous and powerful Celtic coast of Dalmatia, used by the later Roman empeople in Gallia Aquitanica, had in early times perors as a place of exile for state criminals.]
the supremacy over the other Celts in Gaul.
BOAGRIUS (Bodypiog, now Terremotto), a river
(Liv, v, 34.) They were divided into, 1. BIT. in Locris, also called M A N E S , flows past ThroCUBI, separated from the Carnutes and zEdui nium into the Sinus Maliaeus.
by the Liger, and bounded on the south by the [BOBIUM (now Bobbio), a castrum of the LiLemoviecs, in the country of the modern Bour-gurians, on the Trebia.]
ses : their capital was AVARICUM. 2. BIT. V I - [BOCCIIAE. 1. A brave king of the Mauri in
VISCI or UBISCI on the Garumna : their capital Africa, a contemporary of Masinissa.—2. A n
tVaS BURDIGALA.
officer of King Syphax, who fought against
B L A D U S , BLANDUS, or B L A U D U S (BXd-, BXdv-,
Masinissa.]
BXavdog: BXavbiivbg: Blaudesius), a city of BOCCHUS (BSKXOC). 1. King of Mauretania,
Phrygia, near the borders of Mysia and Lydia. and father-in-law of Jugurtha, with w h o m at
BLZESUS, C. SEMPEONIUS, consul with Cn. Ser- first he made war against the Romans, but
vilius Caapio, B.C. 253, in thefirstPunic war. whom he afterward delivered up to Sulla, the
The two consuls sailed to the coast of Africa, quaestor of Marius, B.C. 106.—2. Son of the
and on their return were overtaken off Cape preceding, reigned along with his brother BoPalinurus by a tremendous storm, in which one gud over Mauretania. Bocchus and Bogud ashundred andfiftyships perished.
sisted Caesar in his war against the Pompeians
BLZESUS, JUNIUS, governor of Pannonia at the in Africa, B.C. 46 : and in 45 Bogud, joined
death of Augustus, A.D. 14, when the formid- Caesar in his war in Spain. After the murder
able insurrection of the legions broke out in of Caesar, Bocchus sided with Octaviauus, and
that province. H e obtained the government of Bogud with Antony. When Bogud was in
Africa in 21, where he gained a victory over Spain in 38, Bocchus usurped the sole governTacfarinas. On the fall of his uncle Sejacis in ment of Mauretania, in which he was confirmed
81, he was deprived of the priestly offices wnieh by Octavianus. H e died about S3, whereupon
he heh', and in 36 put an end to his own life, tohis kingdom became a Roman province. Bogud
nvoid falling by the hand of the executioner.
had previously betaken himself to Antony, and
BLANDA. 1. (Now Llanos), a town of thewas killed on the capture of Methone by AgripLacetani in Hispania Tarraconensis.—2. (Now pa in 81.
St. Biasio), a town iu Lucania.
[BODERIA (Bobepiz eicxvaig, Ptol). Vid. Bo
[BLANDUSIA FONS.

Vid. BANDUSIA.]

DOTEIA.]

BLASCON (now Brescou), a small island in the B O D E N O U S or BODINCUS. Vid. PADUS.
Gallieus Sinus, off the town of Agatha.
BODIOCASSES, a people in Gallia L'ie .'unen
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ti«. their capital was AUQUSTODURUM (now the confederacy were the Bceotarchs, elected
Bayeur).
j annually, two b y Thebes and one by each of
BOB-OTEIA or B O E K B I A Z E S T U A R I U M (now Firth the other states; but as the number of states
of Forth), an.aastuaiy on the eastern coast of w a s different at different times, that of the,
Boeotarehs also varied. The government kr
Scotland.
• [ B O D U O G N A T U S , leader of the Nervii in GalUa most states.was an aristocracy. Vid. Bid. oj
Ant, art. B O E O T A R C H E S .
in. the time of Julius Caesar 1
B O E T H I U S , whose full name was A N K S I U S M A S
BCBZE (Boiai: Boidrng: n o w Vatka), a town
LIUS S E V E E I N U S B O E T H I U S , a R o m a n statesman
in the south of.Laconica, near Cape Malea.
[BOSATIOUS SINUS, to the-east, or, rather, the and author, was born between A.D. 470 and 475
eastern part, of the Lacomcas Sinus, so called H e was famousforhis general learning, and es
peeially for his knowledge of Greek philosophy
from tho town of Boeae, and n o w Gulf of Vatka.']
B O S B E (BoiBn: BoiBevg), a town in Pelasgio- which, according to a c o m m o n account (tnouga
of doubtful authority), he studied under Procluf
tis in Thessaly, on the western shore of the
Lake BCEBEIS (BoiBnlg, n o w Bio), into whichat Athens. H e w a s consul in 510, and was
-treated with great distinction b y Theodoric the
severalriversof-Thessaly flow.
Great; but having incurred the suspicions of
B O E D R O M I U S (Bonbpo/uoc), "the harper in distress," a surname of Apollo at Athens, because the latter by advocating the cause of the Italhe had assisted the Athenians. Vid. Bid. of ians against the oppressions of the Goths, he
was puttodeath by Theodoric about 524. Du•Ant, art. B O E D R O M I A .
[BCEO (BOJCJ), a Grecian poetess of Delphi, ring his imprisonment he wrote his celebrated
composed a hymn, of which Pausanias has pre- work Be Consolatione Philosophic, infivebooks,
which is composed alternately in prose and
served a few lines.]
BOSOTIA (Boiaria : Boiarbg: part of Livadia), verse. The • diction is pure and elegant, and
a district of Greece, bounded north b y Opun- the sentiments are noble and exalted, showing
tian Loeris, east by the Euboean Sea, south b y that the author had a real belief in prayer and
Attica, Megaris, and the Corinthian Gulf, and Providence, though he makes no reference to
west by Phocis. It is nearly surrounded b y Christianity. Boethius was the last R o m a n of
mountains, namely, Helicon and Parnassus on any note w h o understood the language and
the west," Cithaaron and Parnes on the south, studied the literature of Greece. H e translated
the Opuntiau mountains on the north, and a m a n y of the works of the Greek philosophers,
range of mountains along the whole sea-coast especially of Aristotle, and wrote commenla
on the - east. The country contains several ries upon them, several of which have come
fertile plains, of which the two most important down to us. H e also wrote a commentary, in
were the valley of the Asopus in the south, the six books, upon the Topica of Cicero, which is
inhabitants of which were called Parasopii, and also extant In the ignorance of Greek writers
the valley of the Cephisus in the north (the which prevailed from the sixth to the fourupper part of which, however, belonged to Pho- teenth century, Boethius w a s looked upon ai
cis), the inhabitants of which were called Epi- the head and type of all philosophers, as Aueephisii. In the former valley the chief towns gustin was of ail theology, and Virgil of all literature ; but after the introduction of the works
were , T H E B Z E , T A N A G R A , .THESPIZE, and, P L A TZEZE ; in the latter the chief towns were O R - of Aristotle into Europe in the thirteenth cenC H O M E N U S , C H Z E R O N E A , C O E O N E A , L E B A D E A , and tury, Boethius's fame gradually died away
H A L I A B T U S ; the latter valley included the Lake The best edition of his collective works w a s
COPAIS. The surface of Boaotia is said to be printed at Basel, 1570;, the last edition of his
one thousand and eighty square miles. The at- Be Consolatione is by Obbarius, Jenaa, 1843.
B O E T H U S (BonBbg). 1. A Stoic philosophei of
mosphere was d a m p and thick, to which circumstance some of ,the ancients attributed the uncertain date, wrote several works, from on<j
dullness of the Boeotian intellect with which of which Cicero quotes.—2. A Peripatetic phi
the Atheniansfrequentlym a d e merry; but the losopher, was a native of Sidon in Phoenicia, a
deficiency,!of the Bceotians in this respect w a s disciple of Andronicus of Rhodes, and an hi
more probably owing, as has been well re- structor of the philosopher Strabo. H e there
marked, to the extraordinary fertility, of their foreflourishedabout B.C. 30. H e wrote sev
country, which probably depressed their intel- eral works, all of which are n o w lost—[8. A
lectual and moral energies. In the earliest native of Tarsus, w h o gained the favor of A n
times Bceotia was inhabited by various tribes, tony b y celebrating in verse the defeat of Brutus
the Aones (whence the country w a s called and Cassius at Philippi]
B C E U M (Boibv, Boiov, BOMM;. : Boidrng), an anAonia), Temmices, Hyantes, Thracians, Leleges, &e. Orchomenus was inhabited by the cient town of the Dorian Tetrapolis.
BOGUD.
Vid. B O C C H U S , N O . 2.
powerful tribe of the Minyans, and Thebes b y
Bon, one of the most powerful of the Celtlt
the Oadmeans, the reputed descendants of C A D ^
MUS. The Boeotians were an zEolian people, tribes, said to have dwelt originally in Gaul
«ho (.riginally occupied Arne in Thessaly, from (Transalpina), but in what part of the country
which they were expelled b y the Thessalians is uncertain. A t an early time they migrated
rixty years after the Trojan war, and migrated in two great swarms, one of which crossed the
it to the country called after them Boeotia, partly Alps and settled in tie country between the P o
expelling and partly incorporating with them- and the Apennines ; the other, crossed tie Rhine
selves the ancient inhabitants of the land. end settled in the part of .Germany called BoiBceotia w a s then divided into fourteen inde- h e m u m (now. Bohemia) after them, and between
pendent states, which formed a league, with the Danube anc the Tyrol The Boii m Italy
Vhebes, at its•.head. The .chief jr,agi«trates: of long carried on a fierce struggle with the R e
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mans, but they were at length subdued by the lemnities wtre conducted b y the /estals, and
consul P. Seipio in B.C. 191, and were subse- no male person w a s allowed to be in the house
quently incorporated in the province of Gallia at one of the festivals P. Clodius profaned the
•Cisalpina. The Boii in Germany maintained sacred ceremonies b y entering the house of
their poi\ er longer, but were at length subdued Caasar in the disguise of a woman, B.C. 62.
BONIFAOIUS, a R o m a n general, governor of
by the Marcomanm, and expelled from the country. W e find 32,000 Boii taking part in the Africa under Valentinian IH. Believing that
Helvetian migration; and after the defeat of the Empress Placidia meditated his destruction,'
the Helvetians (B.C. 58), Caesar allowed these he revolted against the emperor, and invited
Genseric, king of the Vandals, to settle in AfriBoii to dwell among the JEdui.
ca. In 430 he w a s reconciled to Placidia, and
[ B U I O D U R U M , (now Innstadt), a town of Vindeheia, at the junction of the zEnus (now Inn) attempted to drive the Vandals out of Africa,
but without success. H e quitted Africa in 431,
and the Danube.]
BOIOEIX. 1. A chieftain of the Boii, fought and in 432 he died of a wound received in comagainst the Romans in Cisalpine Gaul, B.C.bat with his rival Aetius.
B O N N A (now Bonn), a town on the left bank
194.—[2. King of the Cimbri, fought against the
Romans under Marius, and fell in battle near of the Rhine, in Lower Germany, and in the territory of the Ubii, was a strong fortress of the
Verona, B.C. 1C1.]
B O L A , BOLZS, or V O L . * (Bolanus), an ancient Romans and the regular quarters of a R o m a n
town of the zEqui, belonging to the Latin league, legion. Here Drusus constructed a bridge
across the Rhine.
not mentioned in later times.
B O N O N I A (Bononiensis). 1. ( N o w Bologna),
B O L A N U S , VETTIUS, governor of Britain in
A.D. 69, is praised by Statius in the poem (Silv, a town in Gallia Cispadana, originally called
v, 2) addressed to Crispinus, the son of Bo-FELSINA, w a s in ancient times an Etruscan city,
and the capital of northern Etruria. It afterlanus.
B O L B E (BoXBn: n o w Beshek), a lake in Mace- ward fell into the hands of the Boii, but it was
donia, empties itself by a short river into the colonized b y the Romans on the conquest of the
Strymonic Gulf near Bromiseus and Aulon: the Boii, B.C. 191, and its name of Felsina was then
lake is n o w about twelve miles in length, and changed into Bononia. It fell into decay in the
six or eight in breadth. There was a town of civil wars, but it w a s enlarged and adorned by
Augustus, 32.—2. ( N o w Boulogne), a town in the
the same name upon the lake.
BOLBITINE (BoXXirtvn : BoXBiriv^rng: n o w north of Gaul. Vid. G E S O R I A O U S . — 3 . ( N o w BaRosetta), a city of Lower Egypt, near tie mouthnostor ?), a town of Pannonia, on the Danube.
B O N O S U S , a Spaniard by birth, served with disof a branch of the Nile (the westernmost but
one), which was called the Bolbitine mouth (rd tinction under Aurelian, and usurped the imj tonal title in Gaul in the reign of Probus. H e was
BoXBinvov arbpd).
[BOLERIUM
P R O M O N T O R I U M , the
southwest defeated and slain by Probus, A D . 280 or 281.
BOOTES.
Vid. A R O T U R U S .
point of Britannia, n o w Land's End, in CornB O R B E T O M A G U S (now Worms), also called V A N wall.]
GIONES, at a later time W O R M A T I A , a town of the
B O L I N E (BoXivn : BoXivalog), a town in Achaia,
the inhabitants of which Augustus transplanted Vangiones, on the left bank of the Rhine, in Upper Germany.
to Patrae.
BOLISSUS (BoXiaobg: BoXlaawg, n o w Volisso), B O R E A S (Bopeag or Bopug), the north wind, or,
more strictly, the wind from the north-north
a town on the western coast of Cnios.
east, was, in mythology, a son of Astraaus and
B O M I L O A R (BoftlXitap, BoapiXitap). 1. Commander, with Hanno, of the Carthaginians Eos, and brother -of Hesperus, Zephyrus, and
igainst Agathocles, when the latter invaded Notus. H e dwelt in a cave of Mount Haamus,
Africa, B.C. 310. In 3G8 he attempted to seize in Thrace. H e carried off Orithyia, daughtei
the government of Carthage, but failed, and w a sof Erechtheus, king of Attica, b y w h o m he begot
erucified.—2. Commander of the Carthaginian Zetes, Calais, and Cleopatra, wife of Phineus,
supplies sent to Hannibal after the battle of w h o are therefore called Boreadc. In the Per
Cannae, 216. H e afterward attempted to re-sian war, Boreas showed his friendly disposition
lieve Syracuse when besieged b y Mareellus, toward the Athenians b y destroying the ships
but w a s unable to accomplish any thing.—3. A of the barbarians. According to an Homeric
Numidian, deep in the confidence of Jugurtha. tradition (II, xx, 223), Boreas begot twelve
W h e n Jugurtha w a s at Rome, 109, Bomilcar horses by the mares of Erichthonius, which is
effected for him the assassination of Massiva. commonly explained as a figurative m o d e of
expressing the extraordinary swiftness of those
In 107 he plotted against Jugurtha.
B O M I U S M O N S , (Ba/uog and ol Bapoi), the west- horses. Boreas was worshipped at Athens,
ern part of Mount (Eta in zEtolia, inhabited b y where a festival, Boreasmi, w a s celebrated in
his honor.
the Bomienses (Bapielg).
B O R E U M (Bbpswv). 1. ( N o w Malin Head), the
B O N A D E A , a R o m a n divinity, is described as
the sister, wife, or daughter of Faunus, and wasnorthern promontory of Hibernia (now Ireland\
Herself called Fauna, Fatua, or Oma. She w a s — 2 . ( N o w Ras Teyonas), a promontory on the
orshipped at R o m e as a chaste and prophetic western coast of Cyrenaiea, forming the eastern
divinity, she revealed her oracles only to fe-headland of the Great Syrtis.—3. The northern
males, as Faunus did only to males. H e r festi-extremity of the island of Taprobane (now
val w a s celebrated every year on thefirstof Ceylon).
May, in the house of the consul or praator, as B O R E U S M O N S (Bbpeiov bpog), a mountain in
the sacrifices on that occasion were offered on Arcadia, on the borders of Laeonia, containing
behalf of the whole S o m a n people. The so-the sources of the rivers Alpheus and Eurotas
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general,
BOREUS Poara libpeiog Xipi'/v), a harbor
in under Hasdrubal, in Spain, set at libthe island jf Tenedos, at the mouth of ariverof erty the Spanish hostages kept at Sagnntum.
hoping thereby to secure the affections of th«
Hie same name.
BoasrrrA (TO Bbpanrna : Bopmnrcnvbg: n o w Spaniards.
B O S T R A (rd Bbarpa, Old Testament Bozrah
Boursa), a city of Babylonia, on the western
bank of the Euphrates, a little south of Babylon, Boornvbg and -atog • now Busrah, ruins), a city
celebrated for its manufactures of linen, and as of Arabia, in an Oasis of the Syrian Desert
the chief residence of the Chaldean astrologers. little more than ten degrees south of Damascus.
The Greeks held it sacred to Apollo and Diana It was enlarged and beautified b / Trajan, w h o
m a d e it a colony. Under tha later emperors it
(Artemis).
B O R Y S T H E N E S (BopvaBhvg : n o w Bnieper), af-was the seat of an archbishopric.
BOTTIA, BoTTIZEA, BoTTIZEIS (BoTT?0, BoTTtterward D A N A P R I S , a river of European Sarmatia, flows into the Euxine, but its sources were aia, Borriaitg: Bornaiog), a district in Macedounknown to the ancients. Near its mouth, and nia, on the right bank of the River Axius, ex
at its junction with the Hypanis, lay the town tended in the time of Thucydides to Pieria on
B O R Y S T H E N E S or B O R Y S T H E N I S (now Kudak), the west It contained the towns of Pella and
The Bottiaai were a Thraalso called OLBIA, OLBIOPOLIS, and M I L E T O P O L I S , Iehnaa near the sea.
a colony of Miletus, and the most important cian people, who, being driven out of the counGreek city on the north of the Euxine. (Eth- try by the Macedonians, settled in that part of
the Macedonian Chaleidiee, north of Olynthus,
nic, BopvaBevlrng, 'OXBrnrroXtrnc.)
B O S P O R U S (Boo-7ropo?), i e. Ox-ford, the namewhich was called Bottice (BorriKif).
BOTTICE. Vid. BOTTIA.
of any straits among the Greeks, but especially
[ B O V E N N A (now Cabrera), a small island at
applied to the two foEowing: 1. T H E T H R A C I the northern extremity of Sardinia.]
A N B O S P O R U S , (now Channel of Constantinople),
B O V I A N U M (Bovianius: n o w Bqjano), the chief
unites the Propontis, or Sea of Marmara, with
the Euxine, or Black Sea. According to thetown of the Pentri in Samnium, was taken by
legend, it w a s called Bosporus from Io, w h othe Romans in the Samnite wars, and was col
crossed it in the form of a heifer. A t the en- onized by Augustus with veterans.
trance of the Bosporus were the celebrated BOVTLLJS (Bovillensi's), an ancient town in
SYMPLEGADES.
Darius constructed a bridge Latium, at the foot of the Alban Mountain, on
across the Bosporus when he invaded Scythia. the Appian W a y , about ten miles from Rome.
- 2 . T H E C I M M E R I A N B O S P O R U S (now Straits of Near it Clodius w a s killed by Milo (B.C. 52),
Kaffa) unites the Palus Maaotis, or Sea of Azof, and here was the saerarium of the Julia gens.^
B R A O A R A A U G U S T A (now Braga), the_ chief
with the Euxine or Black Sea. It formed, with
the Tanais (now Bon), the boundary between town of the Callaici Bracarii, in Hispania TarAsia and Europe, and it derived its name from raconensis : at Braga there are the ruins of an
the OIMMEBIT, w h o were supposed to have dwelt amphitheatre, aqueduct, Ac.
B R A C H M A N Z G or -I (Bpax/J.dveg), is a name used
in the neighborhood. O n the European side of
the Bosporus, the modern Crimea, the Milesians b y the ancient geographers, sometimes for a
founded the town of Panticapaaum, also called caste of priests in India (the Brahmins), someBosporus, and the inhabitants of Panticapaaum times, apparently, for all the people whose reimbsequently founded the town of Phanagoria ligion w a s Brahminism, and sometimes for a
on the Asiatic side of the Straits. These cities, particular tribe.
being favorably situated for commerce, soon be- B R A C H O D E S or C A P U T V A D A (BpaxdSng dupa .
came places of considerable importance ; and a n o w Ras Kapoudiah), a promontory on the coast
kingdom graduaHy arose, of which Panticapaa- of Byzaeena, in Northern Africa, forming the
u m was the capital, and which eventually in- northern headland of the Lesser Syrtis.
B R A C H Y L L E S or B R A O H Y L L A S (BpaxvXXng, Bpacluded the whole of the Crimea.
T h e first
kings w e read of were the Archaanactidaa, w h o XvXXag), a Boeotian, supported the Macedonian
interests in the reigns of Antigonus Doson and
reigned forty-two years, from B.C. 480 to 438.
They were succeeded by Spartacus I. and hisPhilip V. A t the battle of Cynoscephalae, B.C.
descendants.
Several of these kings were in 197, he commanded the Boeotian troops in Philclose alliance with the Athenians, w h o obtained ip's army, and was murdered in 196 at Thebes
annually a large supply of corn from the Bos- by the R o m a n party in that city.
porus. The last of these kings w a s Paarisades, [ B E A D A N U S (now Brandano), a river of Luwho, being hard pressed by the Scythians, vol- cania, which falls i»to the Sinus Tarentinus: it
untarily ceded his dominions to Mithradates the forms the boundary between Lucania and ApuGreat. O n the death of Mithradates, his sonlia/I
B R A N C H I D Z E (al Bpayxibai: n o w Jeronda,
Pharnaces was allowed by P o m p e y to succeed
to the dominion of Bosporus ; and w e subse- ruins) afterward D I D Y M A or -I (rd Aldvpa, oj
quently find a series of kings, w h o reigned in Al&vpoi), a place on the sea-coast of Ionia, a
the country till a late period, under the protec- little south of Miletus, celebrated for its temple
and oracle of Apollo, surnamed Didymeus (Attion of the R o m a n emperors.
B O S T A R (Baarap, Baorapog). _ 1. A Oartha- Svuevg). This oracle, which the Ionians held
giniar. general, who, with Hamucar and Has-in the highest esteem, w a s said to have been
drubal, the son of Hanno, fought against M . founded b y Branchus, son of Apollo or Smicrus
Atilius Regulus in Africa, B.C. 256, but w a sof Delphi, and a Milesian woman. The reputed
defeated, taken prisoner, and sent to Rome, descendants of this Branchus, the Branchidaa
where he is saidtohave perished in consequence (ol Bpayxibai), were the hereditary ministers of
of the barbarous treatment which he received this oracle. They delivered up the treasures
from'the sons of Regulus.—2. A Carthaginian of the temple to Darius or 3£«Bxes; and, wh<ffl
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Xerxes returned from, Greece, the Branchidae, Pannonians E C U Dalmatians against the R e
fearing the revenge of the GreekB, begged him mans, A.D. <5.
to remove them to a distant part of his empire.
B E E U N I , a EaaUim people, Iwelt in the Tyro,
They were accordingly settled in Bactria or near the Brenner. (Hor, Carm, iv.. 14, 11.)
Sogdiana, where their descendants are said to
BEIAREUS.
Vid. ZEGZEON.
have been punished by the army of. Alexander • BRIOINNIZE (Bpuawiai), a place hi Sicily not
for the treason of their forefathers. The tem- far from Leontini
ple, called Didymaeum, which w a s destroyed by
BRIGANTES, the most powerful of the British
Xerxes, was rebuilt, and its ruins contain some tribes, inhabited the whole of the north of the
beautiful specimens of the Ionic order of archi- island from the Abus (now Humber) to the Rotecture.
m a n wall, with the exception, of the southeast
B R A N C H U S (Bpdyxog). Vid. B E A N O H I D Z E .
corner of Yorkshire, which was inhabited by the
BEANNOVIOES.
Via. A U L E E O I .
Parisii. The Brigantes consequently inhabited
[ B R A N O D U N U M (now Brancasler), a city of thethe greater part of Yorkshire, and the whole of
Iceni or Simeni in Britannia Romana.]
Lancashire, Durham, Westmoreland, and Cum[ B R A N O G E N I U M (now Worcester) or B R A N O N I - berland.
Their capital w a s E B O R A O U M . They
UM, a town of the Boduni in Britannia Romana.] were conquered by Petilius Cerealis, in the reign
B R A S I D A S (BpaaiSag), son of Tellis, the mostof Vespasian. There was • also a tribe of Bridistingushed Spartan in the first part of the Pel- gantes in the south, of, Ireland, 'between the rivoponnesian war. In B.C. 424, at the head of ers Birgus (now Barrow) and, Dabrona (now
a small force, he effected a dexterous march Blackwater), in the counties of Waterford and
through the hostile country of Thessaly, and Tipperary.
joined Perdiccas of Macedonia, w h o had promBEIGANTII, a tribe in Vindelicia, on the Lake
ised co-operation against the Athenians. B y BRIGANTINUS, noted for their robberies.
his military skill, and the confidence which his
B R I G A N T I N U S L A C U S (now Bodensee. or Lake
character inspired, he gained possession of of Constance), also called V E N E T U S and Acaom a n y of the cities in Macedonia subject to NIUS, through which the Rhine flows, w a s inAthens ; his greatest acquisition was Amphip- habited by the Helvetii on the souti, by the
olis. In 422 he gamed a brilliant victory over Raatii on the southeast, and by the Vindelici on
Cleon, w h o bad been sent, with an Athenian the north. Near an island on it, probably Reiforce, to, recover Amphipolis, but he was slain chenau,, Tiberius defeated the VtndeUci in a
in the battle. He: w a s buried within the city, naval engagement.
and, the inhabitants honored him as a, hero by
B R I G A N T I U M . 1. ( N o w Briancon), a town of
yearly sacrifices and by games. , Vid. Bid. of the Segusiani in Gaul, at the foot, of the Cottian
Ant, art. BHASIDEIA.
Alps.—2. (Now, Corunna), a. sea-port town of
B E A T U S P A N T I U M (now Bratuspante,. near Bre-the Lueenses, in GaUaacia in Spain,.with a lightteuil), the chief town of the BeUovaci in Galliahouse, which is still used for the same, purpose,
Belgica,
having been repaired in 1791, and which is now
. B R A U R O N (Bpavpav: Bpavpaviog: n o w Vrao- called La Torre de Hercules.—3. ( N o w Bregenz),
na or Vrana), a demus in Attica, on the eastern a town of the Brigantini Vindelici, on the Lnke
coast, on .the River Erasinus, with a celebrated of Constance.
temple of Diana (Artemis), w h o w a s hence . BRILESSUS , (BpiXnaabg), a mountain in Attica,
called Brauronia, and in whose honor, the fes- northeast of Athens.
tival-Brauronia was celebrated in this place.
B R I M O (Bpipa), " the angry or the terrifying,"
Vid. Bid. of Ant, s. v.
a surname of Hecate and Proserpina (PersephB E E G E T I O (near, Szony, ruins, east of Co- one.)
morn), a R o m a n municipium in Lower Panno•BRiNiATES,a, people in Liguria, south of the
nia on the Danube, where Valentinian I. died.,
Po; near the modern Brignolo.
BRENNUS.
1. iThe leader of the Senonian . BRISEIS (Bpionig), daughter.of Brises of LyrGauls, who, in B.O. 390, crossed .the Apennines, nessus, fell. into the hands of Achilles, but w a s
defeated ;tie Romans at -the. Allia, and took seized by Agamemnon. Hence arose the dire
Rome. • After, besieging the Capitol for six feud between, the twoheroes. Vid. A C H I L L E S .
months, he quitted the city upon receiving one Her proper name was Hippodamia.
thousand pounds of gold as a ransom for the B R I T A N N I A (h BperraviKi] or Bperavinf), sc.
Capitol, -and returned home safe with his booty. v^aog,Ji Bpejravla or Bperavla: Bperravol, Bps
But it was subsequently related in the popular ravol, Britanni, Brittones), theisland of England
legends that Camillus and a R o m a n army ap- and Scotland, which was also called A L B I O N
peared at the moment the gold was being CAX6wv, 'AXoviav, Insula Albionum). H I B E K N I A
weighed, that Brennus was defeated by Camil- or Ireland is usually I spoken of as a separate
lus, .and that he himself and his whole army island, but it is sometimes included, under the genwere slain to a m a n — 2 . The chief leader of eral name .of, the INSULZS BBITANNICZE Bperothe Gauls w h o invaded Macedonia and Greece, VIKO-1 vqoot)i which also comprehended the smallB.C. 280, 279. In 280 Ptolemy Ceraunus was er islands around thecoast. of Great Britain. The
defeated by the Gauls under Belgius, and slain etymology of the word Britannia is uncertain,
in battle ; and Brennus in the following year but it is derived by most writers from the Celtic
penetrated into the south of Greece, but he was word brith or brit, " painted,", with reference to
defeated, near Delphi, most of his m e n •were the custom,of the inhabitants of staining their
slain, andihe himself put an endtohis, own life. bodies with a blue color: whatever m a y be the
;,BBEUOI, a powerful people of • Pannonia, near etymology of the word, it is certain that it was
the confluence of, the ,-Savus and tie Danube, used by the inhabitants themselves, since in' the
took- an ractive part in the. insurrection of the -Gaelic the inhabitants are ealled • Bryihcp. and
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Sueir language Brythoneg. The name AlUon is
island as far north as the Frith ol Forth eul th«
probably derived from the. white cliffs of theClyde, between which he erected a series of
island [for the more correct derivation, vid. A L - forts to protect the Roman dominions from the
BION] ; but writers who derived the names of incursions of the barbarians in the north of
all lands and people from a mythical ancestor, Scotland. The Roman part of Britain was now
ecanected the name with one Albion, the son called Britannia Romana, and the northern part,
of Neptune. The Britons were Celts, belong- inhabited by the Caledonians, Britannia Barbara
ing to that branch of the race called Cymry, or Caledonia. The Romans, however, gave up
and were apparently the aboriginal inhabitants the northern conquests.of Agricola in the reign
of ,the country. Their manners and customs of Hadrian, and made a rampart of: turf from
were in general the same as the Gauls; but, the zEstuarium Ituna (now Solway Frith) to the
separated more than the Gauls from intercourse German Ocean, which formed . the northern
with civilized nations, they preserved the Celtic boundary of their dominions. In the reign of
religion in a purer state than in Gaul, and hence Antoninus Pius the Romans again extended their
Druidism, according to Caasar, was transplanted boundary as far as the conquests of Agricola,
from Gaul to Britain. The Britons also retained and erected a rampart connecting the Forth and
many of the barbarous Celtic customs, which the Clyde, the remains of which are now called
the more civilized Gauls had laid aside. They Grimes Bike, Grime in the Celtic language sigEainted their bodies with a blue color extracted nifying great or powerful The Caledonians
•om woad, in order to appear more terrible in afterward broke through this wall; and in conbattle, and they had wives in common. At a sequence of their repeated ' devastations of the
later time the Belgae crossed over from Gaul, andRoman dominions, the Emperor Severus went
settled on the southern and eastern coasts, driv- to Britain in 208, in order to conduct the war
ing the Britons into the interior of the island. against them in person. H e died in the island
It was not till a late period that the Greeks and at Eboracum (now York) in 211, after erecting
Romans obtained any knowledge of Britain. In a solid stone wall from the Solway to the mouth
early times the Phosnicians visited the SciUy of the Tyne, a little north of the rampart of
Islands and the coast of Cornwall for the pur- Hadrian. • After the death of Severus, the Ropose of obtaining tin; but whatever! knowledge mans relinquished forever all their conquests
they acquired of the country they jealously kept north of this wall. In 287 Carausius assumed
secret, and it only transpired that there were the purple in Britain, and reigned as emperor,
OASSITEEIDES, or Tin Islands, in the northernindependent of Diocletian and Afaximian, till
parts of the ocean. The first certain know- his, assassination by Allectus in 293. Allectus
ledge which the Greeks obtained of Britain was reigned three years, and Britain was recovered
from the merchants of Massilia, about the time for the emperors in 296. Upon the resignation
of Alexander the Great, and especially from the of the empire by Diocletian and Maximian (305),
voyages of PYTHEAS, who sailed round a great Britain fell to the share of Constantius, who
part of Britain. From this time it was gener- died at Eboracum in 306, and his son Constanally believed that the island was in the form of tine assumed in the island the title of Caasar.
a triangle, an error which continued to prevail Shortly afterward, the Caledonians, who now
even at a later period. • Another important mis- appear under the names of Picts and Scots,
take, which likewise prevailed for a long time, broke through the wall of Severus, and the
was the position of Britain in relation to Gaul Saxons ravaged the coasts of Britain; and the
and Spain. A s the northwestern coast of Spain declining power of the Roman empire was unwas supposed to extendtoofartothe north, and able to afford the province any effectual assistthe western coast of Gaul to run northeast, the ance. In the reign of Valentinian I, Theodolower part of Britain was believed to lie between sius, the father of the emperor of that name
Spain and Gaul. The Romansfirstbecame per- defeated the Picts and Scots (367); but in th<
sonally acquainted with the island by Caesar's reign of Honorius, Constantine, who had beer
invasion. H e twice landed in Britain (B.C. proclaimed emperor in Britain (407), withdrew
55, 54), and though on the second occasion he all the Roman troops from the island, in order
conquered the greater part of the southeast to make himself master of Gaul. The Britons
of tie island, yet he did not take permanent were thus left exposed to the ravages of the
possession of any portion of the country, and Picts and Scots, and at length, in 447, they
after his departure the Britons continued as in- called in the assistance of the Saxons, who bedependent as before. The Romans made no came the masters of Britain. The Roman dofurther attemptstoconquer the island for nearly minions of Britain formed a single province till
one hundred years. In the reign of Claudius the time of Severus, and were governed by a
(A.D. 43), they again landed in Britain, and per- legatus of the emperor. Severus divided the
manently subdued the country south of the country into two provinces, Britannia Superior
Thames. They now began to extend their con- and Inferior, of which the latter contained the
quests, over the other parts of the island; and the earliest conquests of the Romans in the south
great victory (61) of Suetonius Paulinus over of the island, and the former the later conquests
the Britons who iad revolted under BOADIOEA, in the north, the territories of the Silures, Bri
still further consolidated the Roman dominions. gantes, <fec. Upon the new division of the prov
In the reign of Vespasian, Petiliiis Oerealis and inees in the reign of Diocletian, Britain was
Julius Frontinus made several successful expe- governed by a vic'arius, subject to the prasfeciu
ditions against the SILURES and the BEIGANTES ; prctorio of Gaul and was divided intofourprovand the conquest of South Britain was at length inces : (1.) Britannia Prima, the country south
finally completed by Agricola, who in sevenof the Thames;-(2.) BritanniaSecunda, Wales;
eainpaigns (78- -84) Eubdued the whole of the'(3.) Maxima Cassariensis, the country betwee*
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the Thames and the H u m b e r ; (4.) Flavia Cesar- its im^iortance. The Appia Via terminated a
iensis, the country between the H u m b e r and theBrundisium, and it w a s the usual place of emR o m a n wall Besides these, there w a s also a barkation for Greece and the East It was am
fifth province, Valentia, which existed for a short
ancient town, and probably not of Greek origin,
time, inclu ling the conquests of Theodosius be- although its foundation is ascribed by some
yond the R o m a n waU.
writerstothe Cretans, and by others to DiomeBRITANNICUS, son of the Emperor Claudius des. It w a s atfirstgoverned b y kings cf ita
and Messalina, w a s born A.D 42. Agrippina, own, but w a s conquered and colonized by the
the second wife of Claudius, induced the em- Romans, B.C. 245. The poet Pacuvius w a s b o m
peroi to adopt her o w n son, and give him pre- at this town, and Virgil died here on his return
«edence over Britannicus. This son, the Emper- from Greece, B.C. 19.
or Nero, ascended the throne in 54, and caused
RRUTIDIUS NIGER.
Vid. N I G E R . ]
Britannicus to be poisoned in thefollowingyear.
'BRUTTIANUS LUSTRIOUS. Vid. L U S T R I O U S J
[BEITOMARIS, a leader of the Galli Senones,
'BRUTTIUS. 1. A R o m a n knight, for w h o m Ciw h o caused the R o m a n ambassadors to be put cero wrote a letter of introduction to M'. Aciliua
io death, and their bodies to be mangled with Glabrio, proconsul in Sicily in B.C. 46.—2. A
every possible indignity: this act brought upon philosopher, with w h o m M . Cicero the youngei
nim and his people tie vengeance of the Ro- studied at Athens in B.C. 44.]
mans.]
[BRUTTIUS S U R A .
Fid S U R A . ]
B R I T O M A E T I S (Bpnbpaprig, usually derived
B R U T T I U M , B R U T T I U S , and B R U T T I O R U M A G K R
fromfiptrvg,sweet or blessing, and pdprig, a (Bperrta: Bruttius), more usually called B R U T maiden), was a Cretan nymph, daughter of Jupi- TII, after the inhabitants, the southern extremiter (Zeus) and Carme, and beloved by Minos, w h o ty of Italy, separated from Lueania by a line
Eursued her nine months, till at length she drawn from the mouth of the Laus to Thurii,
laped into the sea and was changed by Diana and surrounded On the other three sides by the
(Artemis) into a goddess. She seems to have sea. It was the country called in ancient times
been originally a Cretan divinity w h o presided CEnotria and Italia. The country is mountainover the sports of the chase; on the introduc- ous, as the Apennines run through it down to
tion of the worship of Diana (Artemis) into the Sicilian Straits; it contained excellent pasCrete she was naturally placed in some relation turage for cattle, and the valley produced good
with the latter goddess; and at length the two corn, olives, and fruit. The earliest inhabitants
divinities became identified, and Britomartis is of tie country were OJnotrians. Subsequently
called in one legend the daughter of Latona (Le- some Lucanians, w h o had revolted from then
to). A t zEgina Britomartis was worshipped un- countrymen in Lueania, took possession of the
der the name of Aphaea.
country, and were hence called Bruttii or BretBRUONES.
Vid. BEITANNIA.]
Hi, which word is said to mean " rebels" in the
B R T V Z T E S P O R T U S (now Bay de Pinnebe; ac- language of the Lucanians. This people, h o w
cording to D'AnviUe, Brest), a harbor of the
ever, inhabited only the interior of the land;
Namnetes in Gallia Lugdunensis.]
the coast was almost entirely in the possession of
B R I X E L L U M (Brixellanus: n o w Bregella or the Greek colonies. A t the close of the second
Breseella), a town on the right bank of the Po, inPunic war, in which the Bruttii had been the
Gallia Cisalpina, where the Emperor Otho put allies of Hannibal, they lost their independence,
himself to death, A.D. 69.
and were treated by the Romans with great seB R I X I A (Brixianus: n o w Brescia), a town in verity. They were declared to be public slaves,
Gallia Cisalpina, on the road from C o m u m to and were employed as lictors and servants of the
Aquileia, througi which the River M e U a flowed magistrates.
(flavus quam molli percurrit flumine Mella, Ca-B R U T U S , JUNIUS. 1. L , son of M . Junius and
tnll, lxvii, 33). It was,probably founded b y of Tarquinia, the sister of Tarquinius Superbus,
the Etruscans, w a s afterward a town of theHis elder brother was murdered by Tarquinius,
Libui and then of the Cenomani, and finally and Lucius escaped his brother's fate only b y
became a R o m a n municipium with the rights of feigning idiocy, whence he received the sura colony,
name of Brutus. After Lucretia had stabbed
BRomius (Bpbpwg), a surname of Bacchus herself, Brutus roused the Romans to expel the
(Dionysus), i. e, the noisy god, from the noise of Tarquins; and upon the banishment of the latthe Bacchic revelries (from Bpepa).
ter, he was elected first consul with Tarquinius
BRONTES.
Vid C Y C L O P E S .
Collatinus. H e loved his country better than
BEUCHIUM.
Vid. A L E X A N D R E A .
his children, and put to death his two sons, w h o
B R U C T E R I , a people of Germany, dwelt on each had attempted to restore the Tarquins. H e fell
side of the Amisia (now Ems), and extended in battle the same year,fightingagainst Aruns,
south as far as the Luppia (now Lippe). The the son of Tarquinius. Brutus w a s the great
Bructeri joined the Batavi in their revolt against hero in the legends about the expulsion of the
the Romans in A.D. 69, and the prophetic virgin, Tarquins, but w e have no means of determinV E L E D A , w h o had so much influence among the ing what part of the account is historical.—2.
German tribes, w a s a native of their country. D , surnamed SOZEVA, magister equitum to the
A few years afterward the Bructeri were almost dictator Q. Pubhlius Philo, B.C. 339, and consul
annihilated by the Chamavi and Angrivarii. in 325, when he fought against the Vestini.—
(Tac, Germ, 33.)
3. D , surnamed SCZEVA, consul 292, conquered
B E U N D U S I U M or B R U N D I S I U M (Bpevrtfawv, Bpev-the Faliscans.—4. M , tribune of the plebs 195,
-ioiov Brundusinus: now Brindisi), a town in praetor 191, when he dedicated the temple of
Calabria, on a small bay of the Adriatic, form- the Great Idaean Mother, one of the^ambassa
ing an excellent harbor,towhich the place owed dors sent into Asia 189, and ccnsul 178, wjhe»
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of Philippi (42), in the former of which B n tui
was victorious, though Cassius was defeated,
but in the latter Brutus also was defeated and
put an end to his o w nfife.Brutus's wife was
surnamed G A L L Z E C U S ( C A L L E C U S ) or C A L L A I C U S , PORCIA, the daughter of Cato. Brutus was an
consul 138, commanded in Further Spain, and ardent student of literature and philosophy, but
conquered a great part of Lusitania. From his he appears to have been deficient in judgment
victory over the Gallaaci he obtained his sur- and original power. H e wrote several works,
name. H e w a s a patron of the poet L. Accius, all of which iave perished. H e was a literary
and well versed in Greek and R o m a n literature. friend of Cicero, w h o dedicated to him his Tus— 7 . D , son of No. 6, consul 77, and husband culanm Bisputationes, Be Finibus, and Orator,
of Sempronia, w h o carried on an intrigue with and w h o has given the, name of Brutus to his
Catiline.—8. D , adopted b y A Postumius Al- dialogue on illustrious orators
B R Y A X I S (Bpva^ig), an Athenian statuaiy in
binus, consul 99, and hence called Brutus Albinus. H e served under Caasar in Gaul and in stone and metal, lived B.C. 372-312, [one of
the civil war. H e commanded Caesar'sfleetat the artists engaged in adorning the tomb of
the siege of MassiUa, 49, and was afterward Mausolus with bas reliefs.]
B R Y G I or B E Y G E S (Bpvyoi, Bplyeg), a barbar
placed over Further Gaul. O n his return to
R o m e Brutus was promised the praatorship and ous people in the norti of Macedonia, probably
the government of Cisalpine Gaul for 44. Nev- of Ihynan or Thracian origin, w h o were still in
ertheless, he joined the e'onspiracy against Cae- Macedonia at the time of the Persian war. The
sar. After tie death of the latter (44) he went Phrygians were believed by the ancientstohave
into Cisalpine Gaul, which he refused to sur- been a portion of this people, w h o emigrated to
render to Antony, w h o had obtained this prov- Asia in early times. Vid. P H E Y G I A .
[BRYSE.E (Bpvoeai), a eity of Laeonia, south
ince from the people. Antony m a d e w a r against
him, and kept him besieged in Mutina,tillthe west from Amyclae, on the Eurotas, contained
siege w a s raised in April, 43, by the consuls a temple of Bacchus (Dionysus). It had been
Hirtius and Pansa, and Octavianus. But Bru- destroyed before the time of Pausanias.]
[ B U B A E E S (BovBdpng), son of Megabazus, sent
tus only obtained a short respite. Antony was
preparing to march against him from the north as a special messenger to Macedonia, but alwith a large army, and Octavianus, w h o had lowed himselftobe bribed to neglect his duty.
deserted the senate, was marching against him In conjunction with Artachaaes, Bubares superfrom the south. His only resource was flight, intended the construction of the canal which
but he w a s betrayed by Camillus, a GauTisi Xerxes m a d e across the isthmus of Athos. Vid.
ehief, and w a s put to death by Antony, 43.—9. A T H O S . ]
B U B A S S U S (BvBaoaog), an ancient city of Caria,
M , praetor 88, belonged to the party of Marius,
and put an end to his o w n life in 82, that he east of Cnidus, which gave name to the bay
might not fall into the hands of Pompey, w h o (Bubassius Sinus) and the peninsula (n XepaoOvid
commanded Sulla's fleet.—10. L , also called vnaog 17 BvBaaaln) on which it stood.
D A M A S I P P U S , praator 82, when the younger M a - speaks of Bubasides nurus (Met, ix, 643.)
BUBASTIS (BovBaang), daughter of Osiris and
rius was blockaded at Praeneste, put to death
at R o m e by order of Marius several of the most Isis, ac Egyptian divinity, w h o m the Greeks
eminent senators of the opposite party.—11. M , identified with Diana (Artemis), since she w a s
married Servilia, the half sister of Cato of the goddess of the moon. The eat was sacred
Utica. H e was tribune of the plebs 83, and in to her, and she was represented in the form of
77 he espoused the cause of Lepidus, and was a cat, or of a female with the head of a cat.
BUBASTIS or -us (BovBaarig or -og; BovBaarlplaced in command of the forces in Cisalpine
Gaul, where he was slain by command of Pom- rng: ruins at Tel Basta), the capital of the Nopey.-—12. M , the so-called tyrannicide, son of m o s Bubastltes in Lower Egypt, stood on the
No. 11 and Servilia. H e lost his father when he eastern bank of the Pelusiac branch of the Nile,
was only eight years old, and was trained by his and was the chief seat of the worship of Bubasuncle Cato in tie principles of the aristocratical tis, whose annual festival was kept here. U n party. Accordingly, on the breaking out of the der the Persians the city w a s dismantled, and
civil war, 49, he joined Pompey, although he lost much of its importance. ,
B U B U L C U S , C. JUNILS, consul B.C. 317, a sec
w a s the murderer of his father. After the battle of Pharsalia, 48, he was not only pardoned ond time in 313, and a third time in 311; in the
by Caesar, but received from him tie greatest last of these years he carried on the war against
marks of confidence and favor. Caesar m a d e the Samnites with great success. H e was cenhim governor of Cisalpine Gaul in 46, and prae- sor in 309, and dictator in 302, when he defeattor in 44, and also promised him tie govern- ed the zEquians; in his dictatorship he dediment of Macedonia. But, notwithstanding all cated the temple of Safety which he had vowed
the obligations he was under to Caesar, he w a s in his third consulship. The walls of this tempersuaded b y Cassius to murder his benefactor ple were adorned with paintings by C. Fabius
under the delusive idea of again estabhshing the Pictor.
B C O E P H X L A or -IA (BovKefaXa or -dXeia: [now
republic. Vid. CZESAR. After the murder of
Caasar Brutus spent a short time in Italy, and probably Mung, near] Jhelum), a city on the Hythen took possession of the province of Mace- daspes (now Jhelum), in Northern India (the
donia. H e w a s joined by Cassius, w h o com- Punjab), built by Alexander after his battle with
manded in Syria, and their united forces were Porus, in m e m o r y of his favorite charger Buopposed to those of Octavianus and Antony. cephalus, w h o m he buried here. It stood af
T w o battles were fought in tbe neighborhood' the pUce wheie Alexander crossed tie rivei
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ambassadors sent into Asia in 171.—5. P, tribune of the plebs 195, curule aedile 192, praetor
190, propra&tor in Further Spain 189.—6. D ,
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«Dd where General Gilbert crossed it (February erature atd learning. It was the birth place ot.
the poet Ausonius.
1849) after the battle of Goojerat
B U C E P H A L U S (Bov/tetya2 JC), the celebrated horse B U R G U N D I O N E S or B U R G U N P I I , a powerful na
of Alexander the Great, which Philip purchased tion of Germany, dwelt originally between th«
for thirteen talents, and which no. one was able Viadus (now Oder) and the Vistula, and were of
to break in except the youthful Alexander. the same race as the Vandals or Goths. They
This horse carried Alexander, through his Asi- pretended, however, to be descendants of tha
atic campaigns, and died in India B.C. 327. Romans, w h o m Drusus and Tiberius had left in
T
Germany as garrisons, but this descent was evi •
''<2. B U O E P H A L A .
[BUOILIANCS, called B U C O L I A N U S by Appian, dently invented b y tiem to obtain more easi
je of the friends of Caesar w h o afterward con- ly from the Romans a, settlement west of the
spired ugainst him; he was one of Caesar's mur- Rhine. They were driven out of their original
abodes between the Oder and the Vistula by
dorere]
[ B U O O L I O U M OSTIUM, one of the mouths of the the Gepidaa, and the greater part of them miNile, the same as the Phatneticum Ostium. grated west and settled in the country on the
Main, where they carried on frequent wars with
Vid. NILUS.]
[BuoonoN (BovnoXiav). 1. A son of Laome- their neighbors the Alemanni In thefifthcen
don and the nymph Calybe.—2. A prince of Ar- tury they settled west of the Alps in Gaul,
where they founded the powerful kingdom of
cadia, son of Lycaon, grandson of Cypselus.]
Burgundy.
Their chief towns were Geneva
[BUCOLION (BovKoXlav, if), a small city of Arand Lyons.
cadia.]
BURII, a people of Germany, dwelt near the
BUDALIA, a town in Lower Pannonia, near Sirsou ices of the Viadus (now Oder) and Vistula,
mium, the birth-place of the Emperor Decius.
B U D I N I (Bovblvoi), a Scythian people, w h and
o joined the Marcomanni in their war against
dwelt norti of the Sauromataa, in the steppes of the Romans in the reign of Marcus Aurelius.
B U R E U S , A F R A N I U S , was appointed by Clan
Southern Russia. Herodotus (iv, 108) calls the
dius praafeetus praatorio A.D. 52, and, in connation yXavicov rs nal msp'p'bv, wiieh some interpret "with blue eyes and red hair," and others junction with Seneea, conducted the education
" painted blue and red."
[In their territory was of Nero. H e opposed Nero's tyrannical acts,
a mountain called B U D I N U S , near the sources of and was at length poisoned b y command of the
emperor, 63.
the Borysthenes.]
B U D O R O N (Bovbopov), a fortress in Salamis, on B U R S A . Vid. P L A N O U S .
B U E S A O (Bursaoensis, Bursavolensis), a town
a promontory of the same name, opposite M e of the Autrigonaa in Hispania Tarraconensis.
gara.
B U L I S (BoiiXig) and S P E R T H I A S (SirepBlng), twoBUSIEIS (Bovmpig), king of Egypt, son of NepSpartans, voluntarily went to Xerxes and offer- tune (Poseidon) and Lysianassa, is said to have
ed themselves for punishment to atone for the sacrificed all foreigners that visited Egypt
murder of the heralds w h o m Darius had sent to Hercules, on his arrival in Egypt, was likewise
Spaita; but they were dismissed uninjured b y seized and led to the altar, but he broke his
chains and slew Busiris. This myth seems to
the king.
B U L I S (Boti/Uc: BovXiog), a town in Phocis, onpoint out a time when the Egyptians were ao
the Corinthian Gulf, and on the borders of customed to offer h u m a n sacrifices to then:
deities.
Boaotia.
BUSIRIS (Bovotptg: Bovoip'vrng). 1. ( N o w
B U L L I S (Bullinus, Bullio, -oris, Bulliensis), a
town of Blyria, on the coast, south of Apollonia,Abousir, ruins), the capital of. tie N o m o s Busirites in Lower Egypt, stood just in the middle
capital of the Bulliones.
BUPALUS- and his brother A T H E N I S , sculptors of the Delta, ut> the western bank of the Nile,
of Chios, lived about B.C. 600, and are said to and had .a great temple of Isis, the remains of
have made caricatures of the poet Hipponax, which are still standing.—2. ( N o w Abousir, near
which the poet requited by the bitterest satires. Jizeh), a small town a little northwest of
[ B U P H A G I U M (Bov(j>dywv), a small town of Ar-Memphis.
[ B U T A S (Bovrag), a Greek poet of uncertain
cadia, on the Bupiagus, wiieh flows between
age, w h o wrote in elegiac verse an account of
the territories of Megalopolis aud Heraaa.] •
[ B U P H R A S (Boti^oac), a mountain in Messenia, early R o m a n history. S o m e lines on the fabulous origin of the Lupercalia are preserved in
near Pylos.
[ B U P O R T H M U S (BovwopBpog), a mountain in Ar- Plutarch's Life of Romulus.]
golis, between Hermione and Troazene: on it B U T E O , FABIUS. , 1. N „ consul B.C. 247, in
was a temple of Ceres and Proserpina, and one thefirstPunic war, was employed in the sieg*
of Drepanum.—2. M , consul 245, also in the
of Bacchus.]
first Punic war.. In 216 he was appointed dicB U P E A S I U M (BovTtpdoiov: -aievg, -aiav, -alSng),
an ancient town in Elis, mentioned in the Iliad, tator to fill u p the vacancies in the senate occasioned by the battle of Cannae.—3. Q , praator
which had disappeared in the time of Strabo.
B U R A (Bovpa: Bovpalog, Bovpiog: ruins near 181, with the province of Cisalpine Gaul, La
Kalansrytra), one of the twelve cities of Achaia,179 he was one of the triumvirs for founding t
destroyed by an earthquake,togetherwith He- Latin colony in the territory of the Pisani.
B U T E S (Bovrng). 1. Son of either Teleon, or
lice, but subsequently rebuilt.
B U B D I G A L A (BovpSiyaXa: n o w Bordeaux), the Pandion, or Amycus, and Zeuxippe. H e was
capital of the Bituriges Vivisei in Aquitania, on one of the Argonauts, and priest of Minerva
the left bank of the Garumna (now Garonne), (Athena) and of the Erechlhean Neptune (Powas a place of great commercial importance, seidon). The Attic family of the Butadaa of
And at a later time one of the chief seats of lit- Eteobutadaa derived their origin from him ant
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in tie Erechtheum on the Acropolis there was 1188. - (2.)' NIOEPHORUS ACOMTNATBS; whose hisan altar dedicated to Butes.—[3. A n Argive, tory extends from, 1188 to 1206. (3.) NIOEPHOwho went with Tiepolemus,. son of-Hercules, RUS GEEGORAS, whose history extends from
to Rhodes: when tie latter sailed for Troy, .1204 to 1331. (4.) LAONIOUS CHALOONDYLES,
be gave over the island to Butes.—3. Armor- .whoBe history extends, from 1297 to 1462: his
bearer of Anehises, afterward given as a com- work is continued, by an anonymous writer to
panion to lulus by his father zEneas. Apollo 1565.—2. The chronographers, who give a brief
assumed his form to dissuade, lulus from con- chronological summary of universal history from
tinuing the fight—4. A Trojan, companion ofthe creation of,the world to their own tunes.
zEneas, slain by Camilla.]
These writers are very numerous: the most
B U T H R O T U M (BovBparbv: BovBpartog: now Buimportant of them are GEOEGIUS SYNOELLUS,
mnto), a town of Epirus, on a small peninsulaT H E O P H A N E S , NIOEPHOEUS, CEDRENGS, S I M E O N
ipposite Ooreyra, was aflourishingsea-port and METAPHRASTES, M I C H A E L GLYOAS, the authors
of the Chronicon Paschale, &c.—3. The writers
was colonized by the Romans.
B U T O (Botira), an Egyptian divinity, worship-who have treated of separate portions of Byzanped principally in the town of BUTO. She was tine history, such as ZOSIMUS, PROOOPIUS, A G A
the nurse of Horus and Bubastis, the chMdren-of ,THIAS, A N N A C O M N E N A , &a.—4. The writers who
Osiris and Isis, and she saved themft>m thehave treated of the constitution, antiquities,
persecutions of Typhon by concealing tiem in &e, of the empire, such as LAURENTIUS LYDUS,
thefloatingisland of Ohemmis. The Greeks CONSTANTINUS VI. PORPHYROGENNETUS. A colidentified her with Leto, and represented her lection of the Byzantine writers was published
as the goddess of night. The shrew-mouse at Paris by command of Louis X I V , in 36 vols.
fol, 1645-1711. A reprint of this edition, with
(uvyaXij) and the hawk were sacred to her.
additions, was published at Venice, in 23 vols.
B U T O (Botira, Bovrn, or Bovrog: Bovroirijg:
now Baltim ? ruins), the chief city of the NomosfoL, 1727-1733. A new edition of tie Byzantine
Ohemmites in Lower Egypt, stood near the Se- writers-was commenced by Niebuhr, Bonn, 1828,
bennytic branch of the Nile, on the Lake of 8vo, and is still in course of publication.
(Bv^dvrwv : Bv^dvnog, Byzantius :
Buto (Bovrucr/ Xlpvn, also ~ZeBewvriKtf), andBYZANTIUM
was
celebrated for its oracle of the goddess Buto, in now Constantinople), a town on tie Thracian
honor of w h o m a festival was held at the city Bosporus, founded by the Megarians, B.C. 658,
is said to have derived its name from Byzas,
every year.
B U X E N T U M (Buxentinus, Buxentius: now Po-the leader of the colony and the son of Neptune
(Poseidon). It was situated on two hills; was
Hcastro), originally PYXUS- (Hv&vc), a town on
the west coast of Lueania and on the River forty stadia in circumference, and its acropolis
BUXENTIUS, was founded by Micythus, tyrant stood on the site of the present seraglio. Its
of Messana, B.C. 471, and was afterward a Ro- favorable position, commanding as it did the
entrance to the Euxine, soon rendered it a place
man colony.
BYBLINI M O N I E S (rd BvBXiva bpn), the mount-of great commercial importance. It was taken
ains whence the Nile is saidtoflowin the myth- by Pausanias after the. battle of Plataaaa, B.C
479; and it was alternately in the possession
ical geography of zEschylus (Prom, 811).
of the Athenians and Lacedaemonians during
BYBLIS (BvBXig), daughter of Miletus and Idofhea, was in love with her brother Caunus, the Peloponnesian war. The Lacedaemonians
whom she pursued through various lands, till atwere expelled from Byzantium'by Thrasybulus
length, worn out with sorrow, she was changedin 390, and the city remained independent for
some years. Afterward it became subject in
into a fountain.
to the Macedonians and the Romans,
BYBLUS (BvBXog : Bi36A(of : now Jebeil), asueeession
very
ancient city on the > coast of Phoenicia, between In the civil war between Pescennius Niger and
Berytus and Tripolis, a little north of the River Severus, it espoused the cause of the former
Adonis. It was the chief seat of the worship of it was taken by Severus A D . 196, after a siege
Adonis. It was governed by a succession of of three years, and a considerable part of it de?etty princes, the last of w h o m was deposed by stroyed. A new city was built by its side (330)
by Constantine, who made it the capital of the
'ompey.
empire, and changed its name into CONSTANTIB Y L A Z O E A (BvXd&pa : now Bilias), a town in
Paeonia, in Macedonia, on the River Astycus. NOPOLIS.
[BYZAS (Bifar), mythic founder of Byzanti
B Y E S A (Bvpaa), the citadel of CARTHAGO.
B Y Z A C I U M or B Y Z A O E N A R E G I O (BV&KLOV, Bv- um, q. v.]
(fiKlg xapa : southern part of Tunis), the southern portion of the Roman province of Africa.0.
Vid. AFRICA, p. 28, b.

CABALIA OI -IS (KaBaXia, KaBaXtg • KaBaXevg,
BYZANTINI SORIPTOEES, the general name of
the historians who have given an account of KajBdXwg), a small district of Asia Minor,.bethe Eastern or Byzantine empire from the timetween Lycia and Pamphylia, with a town of tie
of Constantine the Great, A.D. 325,tothe de- same name.
C A B A S A or TUS (KdBaaog: KaBaairng), the chief
struction of the empire, 1453. They all wrote
in Greek, and m a y be divided into different city of the Nomos Oabasites, in Lower Egypt
C A B I L L O N U M [or CABALLINUM (KaSaXXlvov:
classes. 1. The historians whose collected
works form an uninterrupted history of the By- now] Ghdlons-sur-Sadne), a town of the zEdui,
zantine empire, and whose writings are there-on the Arar (now Sadne), in Gallia Lugdunen
fore e?Jled Corpus Historic Byzantine Theysis, was. a place of some commercial activity
are, ,(* ) ZONARAS, who begins with the creation wieffi Caasar was in Gaul (B.C. 53). At a latex
•>{ UH» world, aud,hrings his history down totime the Romans kept a snailfleethere
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O A B I R A (rd KdBeipa : now Sivas), s> place in this well was guarded by a dragon, & son ra
Pontus, on the borders of Armenia, near Mount Mars (Ares), w h o killed the m e n sent by Cad
Paryadres: a frequent residence of Mithradates, mus. Thereupon Cadmus slew the dragon,
who was defeated here by Lucullus, B.C. 71. and, on the advice of Minerva (Athena), sowed
Pompey made it a city, and named it Diospolis. the teeth of the monster, out of which armed
Under Augustus it was called Sebaste.
m e n grew up, called Sparti or the Sown, w h o
CABIRI (KdBeipoi), mystic divinities w*lo oc-killed each other, with the exception of five,
ei j* in various parts of the ancient world. The w h o were the ancestors of the Thebans. MiflM«\ning of their name, their character and na-nerva (Athena) assigned to Cadmus the governSure, are quite uncertain. They were chiefly ment of Thebes, and Jupiter (Zeus) gave him
worshipped at Samothrace, Lemnos, and Im- Harmonia for bis wife. The marriage solembros, and their mysteries at Samothrace were nity was honored by the presence of all the
solemnized with great splendor.
Vid. Bid. of Olympian gods in the Cadmea. Cadmus gave
Ant, art. CABEIRIA. They were also worship- to Harmonia the famous peplus and necklace
ped at Thebes, Anthedon, Pergamus, and else- which he had received from Vulcan (Hephaes
where. Most of the early writers appear to tus) or from Europa, and he became by her the
have regarded them as the children of Vulcan fatter of Autonoe, Ino, Semele, Agave, and
(Hephaestus), and as inferior divinities dwelling Polydorus. Subsequently Cadmus and Harin Samothrace, Lemnos, and Imbros. Later monia quitted Thebes, and went to the Enchewriters identify them with Ceres (Demeter), lians: this people chose Cadmus as their king,
Proserpina (Persephone), and Rhea, and regard and with his assistance they conquered the 11their mysteries as solemnized in honor of one lyrians, After this Cadmus had another son,
of these goddesses. Other writers identify the w h o m he called Ulyrius. In the end, Cadmus
Cabiri with the Dioscuri (Castor and Pollux), and Harmonia were changed into serpents, and
and others, again, with the R o m a n penates ; but were removed by Jupiter (Zeus) to Elysium.
the latter notion seems to have arisen with those Cadmus is said to have introduced into Greece,
writers w h o traced every ancient R o m a n institu- from Phoenicia or Egypt, an alphabet of sixteen
tion to Troy, and thence to Samothrace.
letters, and to have been the first w h o worked
C A B Y L E (KaBvXij: JLa&vXiivbg: now Golowitza),
the mines of Mount Pangaeon in Thrace. The
a town in the interior of Thrace, conquered by story of Cadmus seems to suggest the immigraM . Lucullus, probably the Goloe of the Byzan- tion of a Phoanician or Egyptian colony into
tine writers.
Greece, by means of whici the alphabet, the
CAOUS, son of Vulcan, was a huge giant, w*>o art of mining, and civilization, came into the
inhabited a cave on Mount Aventine, and plun- country. But m a n y modern writers deny the
dered the surrounding country. W h e n Her- existence of any such Phoanician or Egyptian
cules came to Italy with the oxen which he had colony, and regard Cadmus as a Pelasgian ditaken from Geryon in Spain, Cacus stole part vinity.—2. Of Miletus, a son of Pandion, the
of the cattle while the hero slept; and, as he earliest Greek historian or logographer, live'l
dragged the animals into his cave by their tails, about B.C. 540. H e wrote a work on the founit was impossible to discover their traces. But dation of Miletus and the earliest history of
when the remaining oxen passed by the cave, Ionia generally, in four books, but the work exthose within began to bellow, and were thus tant in antiquity under the latter name was condiscovered, whereupon Cacus was slain by Her- sidered a forgery.
eules. In honor of his victory, Hercules dediC A D M U S (KdS/iog). 1. (Now Mount Baba), 6
cated the ara maxima, which continued to exist mountain in Caria, on the borders of Phrygia
ages afterward in Rome.
containing the sources of the rivers CadmuE
C A O Y P A R I S (Kanimapig or Kanoirapig: n o w and Lyeus.—2. A smallriverof Phrygia, flowing
Cassibili), ariverin Sicily, south of Syracuse. north into the Lyeus.
C A D E N A (rd KdSnva), a strong city of CappaCADUROI, a people in' Gallia Aquitanica, in the
doeia, the residence of tie last king, Archelaus. country now called Querci (a corruption of CaC A D I (KdSoi: 'Kadnvbg: now Kodus), a city duroi), were celebrated for tieir manufactories ol
of Phrygia Epietetus, on the borders of Lydia. linen, coverlets, &e. Their capital was D I V O N A ,
CADMEA.
Vid. T H E B Z E .
afterward CIVITAS O A D U R O O R U M , now Cahors,
C A D M U S (KdS/iog). 1. Son of Agenor, king of where are the remains of a R o m a n amphitheatre
Phoenicia, and of Telephassa, and -brother of and of an aqueduct A part of the town still
Europa. Another legend makes him a native bears the name les Cadurcas.
of Thebes in Egypt. W h e n Europa was carC A D U S I I (Kabovowi) or G E L Z E (TrjXai), a powried off by Jupiter (Zeus) to Crete, Agenor sent erful Scythian tribe in the mountains southwest
Cadmus in search of his sister, enjoining him of the Caspian, on the borders of Media Atronot to return without her. Unable tofindher, patene. Under the Medo-Persian empire they
Cadmus settled in Thrace, but, having consult- were troublesome neighbors, but the Syrian
ed the oracle at Delphi, he was commanded by kings appear to have reduced them to tributary
the god to follow a cow of a certain kind, and auxiliaries.
to build a town on the spot where the cow
C A D Y T I S (Ka6Wc), according to Herodotus, a
should sink down with fatigue. Cadmus found great city of the Syrians of Palestine, not much
the cow in Phocis, and followed her into Bceotia, smaller than Sardis, was taken by Necho, king
where she sank down on the spot on which Cad- of Egypt, after his defeat of the " Syrians" al
m u s built Cadmea, afterward the citadel of Magdolus. It is now pretty well established
Thebes. Intending to scrifice the cow to Mi- that by Cadytis is meant Jerusalem, and that
nerva (Athena), he sent some persons to the the battle mentioned by Herodotus is that in
aeighboring well of Mars (Ares) to fetch water. whvdi Necho defeated and slew King Josjiir at
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Megiddi, B.C. 608. (Compare H.rod, ii, 169; published a libi.llous work against Caesai and
iii, 5, with 2 Kings, xxiii, and 2 Chron, xxxv, was, in consequence, sent into exile aftei the
battle of Pharsalia, B.C.. 48.
H e afterward
xxxvi).
CZEOILIA. 1. CAIA; the R o m a n name of T A N -joined the Pompcians in Africa, and upon the
AQUIL, wife of Tarquinius Priscus.—[2. M E - defeat of the latter in 46, he surrendered to
TELLA, daughter of Q. Caacilius Metellus Mace- Caasar, w h o spared his life. Cicero wrote sevdonicus, consul B.C. 143, married C. Servilius eral letters to Caeiina, and speaks of him as a
Vatia, and was bv him mother of P. Servili- m a n of ability. Ceeina was the author of a
33 Vatia Isauricua, consul B.C. 7 9 ; a second work on the Etrusca Bisciplina.—3. A. 0/BOINA
daughter married P. Cornelius Seipio Nasica, S E V E R U S , a distinguished general in the reigns
consul B.C. 111.—3. Daughter of L. Caacilius of Augustus and Tiberius. H e was governor
Metellus Calvus, married to L. Licinius Lucul- of Moesia in A.D. 6, when he fought against the
lus, and by him mother of the celebrated Lucul- two Batos in the neighboring provinces of Dallus,. the conqueror of Mithradates.—4. Daugh- matia and Pannonia. Vid. B A T O . In 15 he
ter of Q. Caacilius Metellus Balearious, consul fought as the legate of Germanicus against
B.C. 123, was wife of A p . Claudius Puleher.]— Arminius, and, in consequence of his success,
6. M E T E L L A , daughter, of L. Metellus Dalmati- received the insignia of a triumph.—4. CZEOINA
cus, consul B.C. 119, waBfirstmarried to zEmil- Tusous, son of Nero's nurse, appointed governius Scaurus, consul in 115, and afterward to or of Egypt by' Nero, but banished for making
the dictator Sulla. She fell ill in 81, during the use of the baths which had been erected in ancelebration of Sulla's triumphal feast; and, as ticipation of the emperor's arrival in Egypt. H e
her recovery was hopeless, Sulla, for some re- returned froni banishment on the death of Nero,
ligious reasons, sent her a bill of divorce, and A.D. 68.—5. A . CZECINA A L I E N U S , was quaeshad her removed from his house, but honored tor in Baatica in Spain at Nero's death, and was
her memory with a splendid funeral.—6. Daugh- one of the foremost in joining the party of Galter of T. Pomponius Atticns, called Caacilia, ba. H e was rewarded by Galba with the combecause her father took the n a m e of his uncle, m a n d of a legion in Upper Germany; but being
Q. Caacilius, by w h o m he was adopted. She detected in embezzling some of the public monwas married to M . Vipsanius Agrippa. Vid. ey, the emperor ordered him to be prosecuted.
ATTICUS.
Caacina, in revenge, joined Vitellius, and w a s
CZEOILIA G E N S , plebeian, claimed descent sent by the latter into Italy with an army of
from CZSOULUS, the founder of Praaneste, or thirty thousand m e n toward the end of 68.
Oaecas, the companion of' zEneas. Most of the After ravaging the country of the Helvetii, he
Csecilii are mentioned under their cognomens, crossed the Alps by the pass of the Great S t
B A S S C S , M E T E L L U S , R U F U S : lor others,, see be- Bernard, and laid siege to Placentia, from which
low.
he was repulsed by the troops of Otho, w h o had
OZEOILIUS. 1. Q , a wealthy R o m a n eques, succeeded Galba. Subsequently he was joined
who adopted his nephew Atticus in his will, and by Fabius Valens, another general of Vitellius,
left the latter a fortune of ten millions of ses- and . their united forces gained a victory over
terces.—2. OZEOILIUS CALAOTINUS, a Greek rhet- Otho's army at Bedriaeum. Vitellius having
orician at R o m e in the time of Augustus, was thus gained the throne, Caeeina was m a d e con
a native of Cale Acte in Sicily (whence his sul on thefirstof September, 69, and was shortname Calaotinus). H e wrote a great number ly afterward sent against Antoninus Primus, the
of works on rhetoric, grammar, and historical general of Vespasian. But he again proved a
subjects. All these works are n o w lost; but traitor, and espoused the cause of Vespasian.
they were in great repute with the rhetori- S o m e years afterward (79) he conspired against
cians and critics of the imperial period.—r3. OZE- Vespasian, and was slain by order of Titus.—
OILIUS STATIUS, a R o m a n comic poet, the im- 6. D E O I U S A L B I N U S CZECINA, a R o m a n satirist
mediate predecessor of Terence, was by birth an in the time of Arcadius and Honorius.
Insubrian Gaul and a native of Milan. Being a
CZECINUS (KaiKivbg or Kauelvog), a river in
slave, he bore the servile appellation of Statius,Bruttium, flowing into the Sinus Scylacius b y
whici was afterward, probably when he receiv- the town CZECINUM.
ed his freedom, converted into a sort of cogno
CZSOUBUS A G E R , a marshy district in Latium,
men, and he became known as Ceecilius Sta- bordering on the Gulf of Amyclae, close to Fundi,
tius. H e died B.C. 168. W e have the titles celebratedforits wine (Cccubum) in the age of
of forty of his dramas, but only a few fragments Horace. In the time of Pliny the reputation
of them are preserved. They appear to have of this wine was entirely gone. Vid. Bid. of
belonged to the class of Palliate, that is, were Ant, p. 1207, a, second edition.
free translations or adaptations of the works of
CZEOULUS, an ancient Italian hero, son of VulGreek writers of the new comedy. The Ro-can, is said to have founded Praaneste.
mans placed Caacilius in thefirstrank of comic
[CZEDICIUS, M . 1. A R o m a n centurion, was
poets, classing him with Plautus and Terence. elected commander by the Romans that had fled
[The best edition of the fragments is by Spen- to Veii after the destruction of the city by the
gel, Monachii, 1829, 4to; they are given also Gauls, B.C. 890: he is said to have carried te
in Bothe's Poetm Seenici Latini, vol. v, p. 128,
Camillus the decree of the senate appointing
seqq.]
him to the command.—2. C , one of the legates
CZECINA, the n a m e of a family of the Etrus- of the consul L. Papirius Cursor, commanded
can city of Volaterraa, probably derived from the the cavalry in the great battle with the S a m
River Caecina, which flows by the town. 1. A nites, B.C. 293.]
CJCOINA, w h o m Cicero defended in a law-suit
[CZEDIOUS, two mythical personages m e n
B.C. 69.—2. A . CZECINA, son of the preceding, tioned in the zEneid of VirgiL]
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i ward (95) he was broughttotrial by the tribum
Etruscan army, is said to have come to Rome C. Norbanu3 on account of his misconduct io
in • the reign either of Romulus or of Tarquiniusthis war. H e was condemned and cast into
Priscus, aud to. have settled with his troops onprison, where, according to one account, he
died, but it was • more generally stated that he
the hill called after him the Caalian.
• CZELIUB • or CCELIUS.
1. ANTIPATER.
Vid escaped from prison and lived in exile at SmyrANTIPATER.—2. AURELIANUS.
Vid. AURE^IA- na.—8. Q,'quaestor urbanus 100, opposed the
jnjs.—3. CALDUS. Vid. CALDUS.—=4. R U F U S - Vid. lex frumeniaria, of Saturninus. In 91 he opBuFUS. ,
posed the measures of Drusus, and accused two
CZSLIUS or COSLIUS M O N S .
Vid. R O M A .
of the most distinguished senators, M. Seaurna
Cz«Nze (Kaival: now Senn), a city of Mesoand L. Philippus. H e fell in battle in the Social
potamia, on the west bank of the Tigris, oppo- War, 90.
site the mouth of the Lyeus.
CZEPIO, FANNIUS, conspired with Murena against
CZENE., CZENEPOLIS, or N E A P O L I S ^ K O J V ^ rtbXig,
Augustus B.C. 22, and was put to death.
Ne» rrbXig: now Keneh), a city of Upper Egypt,CZERE (Caerites, Caeretes, Caaretani: now Cei
on the r.gbt bank of the Nile, a little below Oop- vetri),. called by the Greeks A G Y L L A ("AyvXXa
tos, and opposite to Tentyra.
poet. Agyllina urbs, Virg, JEn, vii. 652), a city
CZENIJJS (Kaivevg), one of the -Lapithae, son
in Etruria, situated on a smallriver(Caaritis
of Elatus or Coronus, was originally a maiden amnis), west- of Veii, andfiftystadiafromthe
named CENTS, who was beloved by Neptune coast. It was an ancient Pelasgic city, the
(Poseidon), and was by this god changed into a capital of the cruel Mezentius, and was after
man, and rendered invulnerable. . As a man,
ward one of the twelve Etruscan cities, with a
he took part in the Argonautic expedition and territory extending apparently as far as the
the Galydonian hunt In the battle between Tiber. In early times Caere was closely allied
the Lapithae and the Centaurs at the marriage with Rome; and when the latter city was taken
of Pirithous, he was buried by the Centaurs by the Gauls, B.C. 390, Caare gave refugetothe
under a mass of trees, as they were unable to Vestal virgins. It was from this event that the
kill him, but he was changed into a bird. In Romans traced the origin of their word carimotie lower world Caeneus recovered his, female nia. The Romans, out of gratitude, are said to
form. (Virg. uEri, vi, 448.)
have conferred upon the Caarites the Roman
CZSNI or CZENICI, a Thracian people between franchise.without the suffragium,* though it is
the Black Sea and the Panysus.
not improbable that the Caerites enjoyed this
CZBNINA (Caeninensis), a town of the Sabines honor previously. In 353, however, Caere joinm Latkrm, whose king, Acron, is said to have ed Tarquinii in, making war against Rome, but
Carried on thefirstwar against Rome. After was obliged to purchase a truce with Rome for
their defeat, most of the inhabitants removed to one hundred years by the forfeiture of half of
Some.
its territory. From this time Caare graduaUy
CZSNIS. Vid. CZENEUS.
sunk in importance, and was probably destroyCASNYS (Kaivvg: now Capo di Cavallo or Coda
ed in the wars- of Marius and Sulla. It was re
di Volpe), a promontory of Bruttium oppositestored by Drusus, who made it a municipium
Sicily.
and it continued to existtillthe thirteenti cec
CzapiRius, M , of Tarracina, one of Catiline'stury, when i part of the inhabitants removed tt
conspirators, was to induce the shepherds in a site about three miles off, on which they be
Apulia to rise: he escaped from the city, butstowed the same name (now Ceri), while th<
was overtaken in hisflight,and was executed old town was distinguished by the title of Vetus
with the other conspirators, B.C. 63.
or Cere Vetere, corrupted into Cervetri which is
C^EPIO, SERVILIUS.
1. C N , consul B.C. 253, a small village, with one hundred or two hund
in thefirstPunic war, sailed with his colleague,red inhabitants. Here have been discovered,
0, Sempionius Blaesus,tothe coast of Africa.— within the last few years, the tombs of the an
2. C N , curule aedile 207, praetor 205, and con- cient Caere, many of them in a state of, complete
sul 208, when he fought against Hannibal near preservation. The country round Caare pro
Croton, in the south of Italy. H e died in the dueed ivine and a great quantity of corn, and in
pestilence in 174.—3. C N , son of No. 2. curule its neighborhood were warm baths, which were
aedile 179, praetor 174, with Spain as his pro- muchfrequented.Caere used as its sea-port the
vince, and consul in 169.—4. Q , son of No. 3,town of PYRGI.
consul 142, was adopted by Q. Fabius Maximus. CZSRELLIA, a Roman lady frequently mentionVid. MAXIMUS.—5. C N , son of No. 3, consul 141, ed in the correspondence of Cicero as distin
and censor 125.—6. C N , son of No. 3, consul guished for her acquirements and her love of
140, carried on war against Viriathus in Lusi- philosophy.
tania, acd induced two of the friends of Viria[CZERITES. Vid. CZERE.]
thustomurder the latter—7. Q , son of No. 6, CZESAR, the name of a patrician family of tltf
was wnsul 106, when he proposed a law forJulia gens, whioh traced its origin to lulus, the
restoring the judicia to the senators, of which son of zEneas. Vid. JULIA (JENS. Various etythey had been deprived by the Sempronia lex mologies of the name are given by the ancient
of 0. Gracchus. H e wfls afterward sent into writers; but it is probably connected with tho
Gallia Narbonensis to oppose the Cimbri, and* The Casrites appear to have Been the first body of
was in 105 defeated by the Cimbri, along with Roman citizens who did not enjoy the suffrage. Thus,
the consul Cn. Mallius or Manlius, on which oc- when a Roman citizen -was struck outof his tribe by the
casion eighty thousand soldiers andfortythou- censors and made an serarian, he -was said to become
one of the Caarites, since he had lost the suffrage : henca
eand camp-followers are said to have perished. •we find the expressions in tabulas Cteriivm referre And
Caapio survived the battle, but ten years after-ararium facere teed as synonymous.
Jfi6
CABLES or CZSLIUS VIBENNA, the. leader bf an
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Lathi word ccs-ar-ies, • and the Sanscrit kUsa,
Marius ( V I ) and L. Valerius Flaccus, and w«t
"hair," for it is in accordance with the R o m a n consequently six years younger than Pompey
custom for a surname to be given to an indi- and Cicero. H e had nearly completed his fiftyvidual from some peculiarity in his personal ap- sixth year at the time of his murder, on the 15th
pearance. The n a m e w a s assumed: by Augus- of March, 44. Caasar was closely connected
tus as the adopted son of the dictator C. Julius with the popular party by the marriage cf his
Caasar, and was by Augustus handed down to aunt Julia with the great Marius; and in 83,
his adopted son-Tiberius. It continued to be though only seventeen years of age, he married
used by Caligula, Claudius, and Nero, as m e m - Cornelia, the daughter of L. Cinna, the chief
bers either by adoption or female descent of leader of the Marian party. Sulla commanded
Csasar's family; but, though the family became him to put away his wife, but he refused to
extinct with Nero, succeeding emperors still obey him, and w a s consequently proscribed.
retained the name as part of their titles, and it H e concealed .imself for some time hi the
was the practice to prefix it to their o w n name, country of the Sabines, till his friends obtained
as, for instance, Imperator Cesar Bomitianus Au- his pardon from Sulla, w h o is said to have ob
gustus. W h e n Hadrian adopted zElius Verus, served, when they pleaded bis youth, " that that
he allowed the latter to take.the title of Caesar; boy would some day or other be the ruin of the
and from this time, though the title of Augustus aristocracy, for that there were m a n y Mariuses
continued to be confined to the reigning prince, in bun" Seeing that he w a s not safe at Rome,
that of Cesar w a s also granted to the second he went to Asia, where he served hisfirstcamperson in the state and < the heir presumptive to paign under1 M . Minuoius Thermus, and, at the
the throne
capture of Mytilene (80), w a s rewarded with a
CZESAR, J U L I U S .
1. SEX.; praator B.C.
208. civic crown for saving the life of a fellow-sol
with Sicily as his province.—2. S E X , curule dier. O n the death of Sulla in 78, he returned
aadile 165, when the Hecyra of Terence w a s to R o m e , and in the following year gained great
exhibited at the Megalesian games, and consul renown as an orator, though he was only twen157.—3. L , consul 90, fought against the Socii, ty-two years' of- age, by bis prosecution of C n
and in the course of the same year proposed the •Dolabella on account of extortion in his provLex Julia de Givitate, which granted the citizen-ince of Macedonia.1 To perfect himself in oraship to the Latins and the Socii w h o had re- tory, he- resolved to study in Rhodes under
mained faithful to Rome. Caasar was censor Apollonius Molo, but on his voyage thither he
in 89; he belonged to the aristoeratical party, was captured by pirates, and only obtained bis
and was put to death by Marius in 87.-4. C , liberty by a ransom, offiftytalents. A t Mile
surnamed S T R A B O VOPISOUS, brother of No. 8, tus he manned some vessels, overpowered tha
w a s curule aadile 90, was a candidate for the pirates, and conducted them as prisoners te
consulship in 88, and was, slain along with his Pergamus, where he crucified them, a punishbrother by Marius in 87. H e w a s one of the ment with whioh he had frequently threatened
chief orators and poets of his age, and is one of them in sport when he w a s their prisoner. H e
the speakers in Cicero's dialogue Be Oratore. then repaired to Rhodes, where he studied unWit W a s the chief- characteristic of his oratory; der Apollonius, and shortly afterward returned
but he w a s deficient in power and energy. The to Rome. • H e n o w devoted all his energies
names of two of his tragedies are preserved, the to acquire the favor Of the people. His libAdrastus and Tecmessa.—6. L , son of N o . 3, erality was unbounded, and as his private forand uncle by his sister Julia of M . Antony -the tune was not large, he soon contracted enortriumvir. H e was consul 64, and belonged, like mous debts. But he gained his object and
his father,. to the aristoeratical party. H e ap- became the favorite' of the peeple, and w a s
pears to have deserted this party afterward: raised by them in succession to the high office*
we-find him in Gaul in 52 as one of the legates of the state. H e was quaastor in 68, and aadile
of C. Caesar, and he continued in Italy during in, 66, when he spent enormous sums upon the
the civil war. After Caasar's death (44) he public games and buildings. H e was said b y
sided with the senate in opposition to his nephew m a n y to have been privy to Catiline's conAntony, and was, in consequence, proscribed by spiracy in 63, but there is no satisfactory evithe latter in 43,; but obtained his pardon through dence of his guilt, and it is improbable that he
the influence of his sister. Julia.—6. L , son of would have embarked in such a rash scheme. In
No. 6, usually distinguished from his father by the debate in the senate on the punishment of
the addition to his n a m e of films or adolescens.the conspirators, he opposed their execution in a
H e joined Pompey on the breaking out of the very able speech, which m a d e such an impresdivil war in 49, and was sent by. P o m p e y to sion, that their lives would have been spared but
Caasar with proposals of peace. In the course for the speech of Oato in reply. In fie course
of the same year he crossed over to Africa, of this year (63), Caasar w a s elected Ponwhere the command of Clupea was intrusted to tifex Maximus, defeating the other candidates,
him. In 46 he served as proquaestorto Cato in Q. Oatulus and Servilius Isauricus. w h o had
Utica, and after the death of Cato he surren- both been consuls,-and were two of. the most
dered to the dictator Caesar, and w a s shortly illustrious m e n in the state; In 62 Caasar
afterward put to death, but probably not by the w a s praetor, and- took an active part in supportdictator's orders.—V.-O, the father of the dic- ing the tribune Metellus in opposition to his coltator, was praetor, but in what year is uncertain,league Cato; in consequence of the tumults
and died suddenly at PiSaa in 84.—8. S E X , that ensued, the senate suspended both Caasar
brother of No. 7, w a s consul '9L.—9. 0,'tho D I C - •and Metellus from their offices, but were obliged
TATOR, son of No. 7 and of • Aurelia; was born onto reinstate him in his dignity after a few day a
the. 12th of July, 100, in the consulship of 0: In the following yeat (61) Caesar went as proXtfi
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praetor into Furthei Spain, where he gained pine Gaul to attend to the civil duties of his
great victories over the Lusitanians. O n his province, and to keep up his communication
return to R:>me he became a candidate for the with the various parties at Rome. During the
consulship, and was elected, notwithstanding whole of his' campaigns in Gaul, he spent th«)
the strenuous opposition of the aristocracy, w h o greater part of the winter in Cisalpine Gaul
succeeded, however, in carrying the election of In his second campaign (57) Caesar carried on
Bibulus as his colleague, w h o was one o. the war with the Belgae, w h o dwelt in the northeast
warmest supporters of the aristocracy. After of Gaul, between the Sequana (now Seine) and
his election, but before he entered upon the the Rhine, and after a severe struggle completely
consulship, ie formed that coalition with Pom- subdued them. Caesar's third campaign in Gaul
pey and M . Crassus, usually known by the n a m e (56) did not commence till late in the year. H e
of the first triumvirate. P o m p e y had become was detained some months in the north of
estranged from the aristocracy since the senate Italy by the state ol affairs at Rome. A t Luca
had opposed the ratification of his acts in Asia (now Lucca) he had interviews with most of the
and an assignment of lands which he had prom- leading m e n at R o m e , among others with Pombed to his veterans. Crassus, in consequence pey and Crassus, w h o visited him in April. H e
of his immense wealth, w a s one of the most m a d e arrangements with them for the continpowerful m e n at R o m e , but w a s a personal ene- uance of their power: it w a s agreed between
m y of Pompey. They were reconciled by them that Crassus and P o m p e y should be the conmeans of Caasar, and the three entered into an suls for the following year; fiat Crassus should
agreement to support one another, and to divide have the province of Syria, P o m p e y the two
the power in the state between them. In 59 Spains; and that Caasar's government, which
Caasar was consul, and being supported b y P o m - would expire at the end of 54, should be prolongpey and Crassus, he was able to carry all his ed for five years after that date. After making
measures. Bibulus, from w h o m the senate had these arrangements he crossed the Alps, and carexpected so much, could offer no effectual oppo- ried on war with the Veneti aud the other states
sition, and, after making a vain attempt to in the northwest of Gaul, w h o had submitted to
resist Caasar, shut himself up in his o w n house, Crassus, Caasar's legate, in the preceding year,
and did not appear again in public till the ex- but w h o had n o w risen in arms against the Ropiration of his consulship. Caesar's first meas- mans. They were defeated and obliged to subure was an agrarian law, by which tbe rich mit to Caesar, and during the same time Crassus
Oampanian plain was divided among the poorer conquered Aquitania. Thus, in three camcitizens, H e next gained the favor of the equi- paigns, Caasar subdued the whole of Gaul; but
tes b y relieving m e m from one third of the the people m a d e several attempts to recover
s u m which they had agreed to pay for the farm- their independence; and it was not till their reing of the taxes in Asia. H e then obtained the volts had been again and again put down by Caacoiuirmation of Pompey's acts. Having thus sar, and the flower of the nation had perished in
gratified the people, the equites, and Pompey, battle, that they learned to submit to the R o
he was easily able to obtain for himself the prov- m a n yoke. In his fourth campaign (55) Caasar
inces which he wished. B y a vote of the peo- crossed the Rhine in order to strike terror into
ple, proposed b y the tribune Vatinius, the prov- the Germans, but he only remained eighteen
inces of Cisalpine Gaul and Dlyricum were days on the further side of the river. Late in
granted to Caasar, with three legions, for five the summer he invaded Britain, but more with
years; and the senate added to his government the view of obtaining some knowledge of the
the province of Transalpine Gaul, with another island from personal observation than with the
legion, for five years also, as they saw that a intention of permanent conquest at present. H e
bill would be proposed to the people for that sailed from the port Itius (probably Witsand,
purpose if they did not grant the province them- between Calais and Boulogne), and effected a
selves. Caesar foresaw that the struggle be- landing somewhere near the South Foreland,
tween the different parties at R o m e must event- after a severe struggle with the natives. The
ually be terminated b y the. sword, and he had late period of the year compelled him to return
therefore resolved to obtain an army, which he to Gaul after remaining only a short time in the
might attach to himself by victories and re- island. In this year, according to his arrangewards. Iu the course of the same year Caasar ment with P o m p e y and Crassus, w h o were now
united himself more closely to P o m p e y by giving consuls, his government of the Gauls and Dlyrihim his daughter Julia in marriage. During the c u m was prolonged for five years, namely,
next nine years Caasar was occupied with the from thefirstof January, 53, to the end of Desubjugation of Gaui H e conquered the whole cember, 49. Caesar's fifth campaign (54) was
of Transalpine Gaul, which had hitherto been chiefly occupied with his second invasion of
independent of the Romans, with the exception Britain. H e landed in Britain at the same place
of the southeastern part called Provincia; he as in the former year, defeated the Britons in a
twice crossed the Rhine, and twice landed in series of engagements, and crossed the Tamesia
Britain, which had bean previously unknown to (now Thames). The Britons submitted, and
the Romans. In hisfirstcampaign (58) Caasar promised to pay an annual tribute; but their
conquered the Helvetii, w h o had emigrated .subjection was only nominal for Caasar left no
from Switzerland with tie intention of settling garrisons or military establishments behind him,
in Gaul. H e next defeated Ariovistus, a Ger- and Britain remained nearly one hundred years
m a n king, w h o had taken possession of part of longer independent of the Romans. During the
the territories of the zEdui and Sequani, and winter, one of the R o m a n legions, which had
pursued him as far as the Rhine. A t the con- been stationed, under the c o m m a n d of T. Tiluriclusion of the oampaign Caesar went into Cisal- UB Sabinus and L. Auruneuleius Cotta, u, tlis
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Bountry of the Eburones, was cut to pieces oyCapua, and now, despairing of opposing Caesat
Ambiorix and the Eburones. Ambiorix then in Italy, he marched from Capua to Brun iisium,
proceeded to attack the camp of Q. Cicero, the and on the 17th of March embarked for Greece
brother of the orator, w h o was stationed with Caesar pursued P o m p e y to Brundisium, but he
a legion among the Nervii; but Cicero defend- was upable to follow him to Greece for want of
ed himself with bravery, and was at length re- ships. H e therefore marched back from Brun
lieved by Caasar in person. In September of disium, and repaired to R o m e , having thus ii
this year, Julia, Caesar's only daughter and Pom- three months become master of the whole ol
pey's wife, died in childbirth. In Caesar's sixth Italy. After remaining a short time in Rome,
campaign (53) several of the Gallic nations re- he set out for Spain, where Pompey's legates
volted, but Caesar soon compelled them to re- Afranius, Petreius, and Varro, commanded p o w
turn to obedience. The Treviri, w h o had re- erful armies. After defeating Afranius and Pe
volted, had been supported by the.Germans, and treius, and receiving the submission of Varro,
Caesar accordingly again crossed the Rhine, but Caasar returned to Rome, where he had mean
made no permanent conquests on the further time been appointed dictator by the praetor M .
side of the river. Caesar's seventh campaign Lepidus. H e resigned the dictatorship at the
(62) was the most arduous of all. Almost a U end of eleven days, after holding the consular
the nations of Gaul rose simultaneously in re- comitia, in which he himself and P. Servilius
volt, and the supreme command was given to Vatia Isauricus were elected consuls for the
Vercingetorix, by far the ablest general that next year. A t the beginning of January, 48,
Oaesar had yet encountered. After a most se- Caasar crossed over to Greece, where P o m p e y
vere struggle, in which Caesar's military genius had collected a formidable army. A t first the
triumphed over every obstacle, the war was campaign was in p ompey's favor; Caasni' was
brought to a conclusion by the defeat of the repulsed before Dynhachium with considerable
Gauls before Alesia and the surrender of this loss, and was obliged to retreat toward Thescity. The eighth and ninth campaigns (51, 50) saly. In this country, on the plains of Pharsalua
were employed in thefinalsubjugation of Gaul. or Pharsalia, a decisive battle was fought be
which had entirely submitted to Caasar by the tween the two armies on the 9th of August,
middle of 50. Meanwhile, an estrangement had 48, in which Pompey was completely defeated.
taken place between Caasar and Pompey. Cae- Pompey fled to Egypt, pursued by Caesar, but
sar's brilliant victories had gained him fresh he was murdered before Caesar arrived in the
popularity and influence, and P o m p e y saw with country. Vid. POMPEIUS. His head was brought
ill-disguised mortification that he was becoming to Csesar, w h o turned away from the sight shed
tho second person in the state. H e was thus tears at the untimely deati of his rival, and put
led to join again the aristoeratical party, by the his murderers to death. W h e n the news of the
assistance of which he could alone hope to re- battle of Pharsalia reached Rome, various hontain his position as the chief m a n in the R o m a n ors were conferred upon Caesar. H e was apstate. The great object of this party was to de- pointed dictator for a whole year and consul for
prive Caesar of his command, and to compel him five years, and the tribunician power was conto come to R o m e as a private m a n to sue for ferred upon him for life. H e declined the conthe consulship. They would then have formal- sulship, but entered upon the dictatorship in
ly accused him, and as P o m p e y was in the neigh- September in this year (48), and appointed M
borhood of the city at the head of an army, the Antony his master of the horse. O n his arrival
trial would have been a mockery, and his con- in Egypt, Caasar became involved in a war,
demnation would have been certain. Caesar of- which gave the remains of the Pompeian party
fered to resign his command if Pompey would do time to rally. This war, usually called the Alexthe same; but the senate would not listen to any andrine war, arose from the determination of
compromise. Accordingly, on the 1st of Janua- Caesar that Cleopatra, whose fascinations had
ry, 49, the senate passed a resolution that Caesar won his heart, should reign in common with her
should disband his army at a certain day, and brother Ptolemy ; but this decision was opposed
that if he did not do so, he should be regarded by the guardians of the young king, and the war
as an enemy of the state.' T w o of the tribunes, which thus broke out was not brought to a close
M . Antonius and Q. Cassius, put their veto till the latt;r end of March, 47. It was soon afupon this resolution, but their opposition was set ter this that Cleopatra had a son by Caasar. Vid.
at naught, and they fled for refuge to Caesar's CZESARION. Caesar returned to R o m e through
camp. Underthe plea of protecting the tribunes, Syria and Asia Minor, and on his march through
Caesar crossed the Rubicon, which separated Pontus attacked Pharnaces, the son of Mithrahis province from Italy, and marched toward dates the Great w h o had assisted Pompey. H e
Rome. Pompey, w h o iad been intrusted by defeated Pharnaees near Zela with such ease,
the senate with the conduct of the war, soon that he informed the senate of his victory by
discovered h o w greatly he had overrated his the words Veni, vidi, vici. H e reached R o m e
own popularity and influence. His o w n troops in September (47), was appointed consulforthe
deserted to hisrivalin crowds; town after town following year, and before the end of September
in Italy opened its gates to Caesar, whose march set sail for Africa, where Seipio and Cato had
was like a triumphal progress. The only town collected a large army. The war was terminawhich offered Caesar any resistance was ^Cor- ted by the defeat of the Pompeian army at the
finiura, into which L. Domitius Ahenobarbus had
battle of Thapsus, on the 6th of April, 46. Cato,
thrown himself with a strong force; but even unable to defend Utica, put an end to his own
this place was obligt i to surrender at the end life. Caasar returned to R o m e in the latter end
of a few days. Meantime, Pompey, with the of July. H e was n o w the undisputed maste(
magistrates and senators, had fled from R o m e to of the R o m a n world, 1 it he used his victo.7
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them, such as M. Brutus, lived vrfth him-on
tntti • the greatest moderation. -. Unlike other
nonanerors in civil wars, he freely forgave all terms of the most intimate friendship^ It has
vtui had borne arms against- him; and declared been,the practice of rhetoricians to speak of th«
inac he would m a k e no difference between Pom- murder of Caesar as a glorious deed, and to rep.
peians and Caesarians. His clemency,was one resent Brutus and Cassius as patriots ; but tha
of the' brightest features of his character. A t mask ought to be stripped off these false paR o m e all parties seemed to vie in'paying him triots ; they cared not for the republic, hut only
bonor: the dictatorship was bestowed on him for .themselves; and- their object in murdering
for ten years, and the censorship, under the n e w Caesar w a s to gain power for themselves and
title of Prmfectus Morum, for :three years. H e their' party. , Caesar had- m a n y warnings of bis
celebrated his victories in Gaul, Egypt, Pontus, approaching, fate, but» he disregarded them all,
and Africa by four magnificent triumphs. Caesar and fell by the daggers of his assassins on the
s o w proceeded to correct the various evils which Ides or 15th of March, 44. A t an appointed
had crept into the state, and to obtain the en- signal the conspirators surrounded him; Casoa
actment of several laws suitable to the altered dealt the first blow, and the others quickly drew
condition of the commonwealth. The most im- their swords and attacked him; Caasar at first
portant of his measures this year (46) was the defended himself, but when he saw that Bratus,
reformation of the calendar.- A s the R o m a n his friend and favorite, had also drawn his sword,
year was n o w three months in advance of the he exclaimed Tu quoque Brute I pulled his toga
real time, Caesar added ninety days to this year, over his face, and sunk pierced with wounds at
and thus m a d e the whole year consist of four the foot of Pompey's statue. Julius Caesar was
hundred and forty-five days; and he guarded the greatest m a n of antiquity. H e was gifted
against a repetition of similar errors for the b y nature with the most various talents, and
future b y adapting the year to the sun's course. was distinguished b y the most extraordinary atVid. Bid. of Ant, art C A L E N D A R I U M . Mean- tainments in the most diversified pursuits. H e
time the two sons of Pompey, Sextus and Cneius, w a s at one and the same time a general, a stateshad collected a n e w army in Spain. Caasar set man, a lawgiver, a jurist, an orator, a poet, a
out for Spain toward the end of the year, and historian, a philologer, a mathematician, and an
brought the war to a close by the battle of architect. H e w a s • equally fitted to excel in all,
Munda, on. the 17th of March, 45, in which the and has given proofs that he would have surenemy were only defeated after a most obsti- passed almost all other m e n in any subject to
nate resistance. Cn. P o m p e y was killed shortly which he devoted the energies of his extraordi
afterward, hut Sextus m a d e good his escape. nary mind. During the whole of his busy life
Caesar reached R o m e in September, and entered he found time for literary pursuits, and w a s the
the city in triumph. Fresh honors awaited him. author of m a n y works, the majority of whicl
His portrait was to be struck on coins; the has been lost. The purity of his Latin and th«
month of Quintilis was to receive the name of clearness of his style were celebrated b y th«
Julius in his honor; he received the title of im- ancients themselves, and are conspicuous in his
perator for life;' and the whole senate took an Commentarii, which are his only works that havt
cath to watch over his safety. To. reward his eome d o w n to us. They relate the history of
followers, Caasar increased the number of sen- the first seven years of the Gallic war in seven
ators and of the public magistrates, so that there books, and tie history of the Civil w a r d o w n to
were to be sixteen praetors, forty quaestors, and the commencement of the Alexandrine in three
. six aediles. H e began to revolve vast schemes books. Neither of these works completed the
for the benefit of the R o m a n world. A m o n g history of the Gallic and Civil wars. The hishis plans of internal improvement, he proposed tory of the former w a s completed in an eighth
to frame a digest of all the R o m a n laws, to es- book, which is usually ascribed to Hirtius, and
tablish public libraries, to drain the Pomptine the history of. the Alexandrin.s, African, and
marshes, to enlarge the harbor of Ostia, and to Spanish wars were written in three separate
dig a canal through the isthmus of Corinth
T o books, which are also ascribed to Hirtius, but
protect the boundaries of the R o m a n empire, he their authorship is uncertain. The lost works
meditated expeditions, against the Parthians and of Caesar are, .1. Anticato,, in reply to Cicero's
tbe barbarous- tribes on the Danube, and had Cato, which Cicero wrote in praise of Cato after
already begun to m a k e preparations for his de- the death of the latter in 46. , 2. Be Analogia,
parture to the East. Possessing royal power, or, as Cicero.explains it, Be Ratione Latine lohe n o w wished to obtain thetitleof king, and quendi, dedicated.to Cicero, contained investiAntony accordingly offered him the diadem in gations on the Latin language, and were writpublic on the festival of the Lupercalia (the 15th ten b y Caesar while he was crossing the Alps.
of February); but, seeing,that the proposition 3. Libri Auspiciorum, or Auguralicif 4. Be Astris.
was not favorably received b y the people, he 5. Apophthegmata, or Bicta collectanea, a collec
T w o of
Jeclined it for the present R u t Caesar's power tion of good sayings. 6. Poemata.
was not witnessed without envy. The, R o m a n these, written, in his youth, Laudes Herculis and
aristocracy, w h o had beeni so long accustomed fEdipus, were suppressed b y Augustus. , Of tin
to rale the R o m a n world and to pillage it at numerous editions of Caesar's Commentaries, the
tiwdr pleasure, could ill brook a master, and re-best are by Oudendorp, Lugd. Bat, 1787, Stuttsolved to remove him b y assassination. The gard, 1822; b y Morus, Lips, 1780; by Oberlin
eonspiraey against Caesar's life had. been set Lips, 1805, 1819 ; [and by Herzog, Lips, 183Iafoot by Cassius, a personal-enemy of Caesar's, 34, 2 vols.; and of the Gallic W a r sepaiatelj
and there were more than sixty persons privy by Nipperdey, Lips, 1849.] +
to it . M a n y of these, persons, had been raised C. CZESAE and L. CZSSAB, the sons of M , Vipsa
iy Cssaai to wealth and honor; and some of nius Agrippa and Julia, and the grandron of J»v
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gustus. L. Caesar died at Massilia, on his way in Galiw Cispadana, on the Via /Emilia, not fat
to Spain, A.D. 2, and C. Caesar in Lycia, A.D. 4, from the Eabicon.
CZESENNIUS L E N T O .
Vid. L E N T O .
of a wound which he had received in Armenia.
OZSSARAUGUSTA (now Zaragoza or Saragossa), CZESENNIUS PZETUS. Vid. P Z E T I S
OZESETIUS F L A W S .
Vid. F L A V U S .
more anciently S A L D U B A , a town of the Edetani,
on the Iberus, in Hispania Tarraconensis, was CZESIA, a surname of Minerva, a translattoo
colonized by Augustus B.C. 27, and was the of the Greek yXavnairig.
'seat of a Conventus Juridicus. it was the birth- CZESIA SILVA (now Hdsernwald), a forest m
Germany between the Lippe and tie Yssel.
place of the poet Prudentius.
CZESONIA, first the mistress and afterwar
C Z E S A R S A (Kaiadpeia : Kaiaapevg: Caasariensis), a name given to several cities of the Ro- the wife of the Emperor Caligula, w a s a womai
m a n empire in honor of one or other of toe Caa- of the greatest licentiousness, and was put u
sars. 1. CZESAREA A D A R G Z S U M , formerly M A - death with Caligula, together with her daughter,
ZACA, also E U S E B I A (K. i) wpbg rip 'Apyala, rdA.D. 41. '
Havana, EvaeBeia: n o w Kesarieh, ruins), one of CZESONIUS, M , a judex at the trial of Oppithe oldest cities of Asia Minor, stood upon anicus for the murder of Cluentius, B.C. 74, and
Mount Argaaus, about the centre of Cappadoeia, aedile with Cicero in 69.
0Xicus (Kainbg: now Aksou or Bakir), a rivei
in the district 'prsefecturn) called Cilicia. It
was the capital of Cappadoeia, and when that of Mysia,risingin Mount Temnus, and flowing
country was made a R o m a n province by Tibe- past Pergamus into the Cumaaan Gulf.
[CAIOUS.
1. Son of Oceanus and Tethys
rius (A.D. 18), it received the name of Caasarea.
It was ultimately destroyed by an earthquake.— god of the Mysian river.—2. A companion of
2. 0. PHILIPPI or P A N E A S (K. r/ $iXimrov, N e wzEneas in his voyage from Troy to Italy.]
C A I E T A (Caietanus: n o w Gaeta), a town in
Testament; K. Haveidg: now Banias), a city, of
Palestine at the southern foot of Mount Hermon, Latium, on the borders of Campania, forty stadia
on the Jordan, just below its source (vid. P A - south of Formiao, situated on a promontory of
» ™ M ) , built by Philip the tetrarch, B.C. 3 : King the same name, and on a bay of the sea called
Agrippa called it Neronias, but it soon lost this after it SINUS CAIETANUS. It possessed an ex
name.—3. C. PAL^STINZE, formerly S T R A T O N I S cellent harbor (Cic,^)ro Leg. Man, 12), and was
T U R R I S (Srpdravog nvpyog: n o w Kaisariyeh, said to have derived its name from Caieta, th«
ruins), au important city of Palestine, on the nurse of zEneas, who, according to some tradi
soa-eoast, just above the boundary line between tions, was buried at this place.
CAIUS, the jurist. Vid. GAIUS.
Samaria and Galilee. It was surrounded with
C A I U S CZKSAR.
Vid. C A L I G U L A .
a wall and decorated with splendid buildings by
C A L A B E R . Vid. Q U I N T U S S M T R N Z S U S .
."erod the Great (B.C. 13), w h o called it CaesC A L A B R I A (Calabri), the peninsula in the
atea, in honor of Augustus. H e also made a
splendid harbor for the city. Under the Ro- southeast of Italy, extending from Tarentum
mans it was the capital of-Palestine and the to the Promontorium Iapygium, formed part
residence of the procurator. Vespasian made of A P U L I A , q. v.
it- a colony, and Titus conferred additional fa- C A L A C T A (KaX?) 'AKJTJ : KaXanrivog: ruins
vors upon it; hence it was called Colonia Fla- near Caronia), a town on the northern coast of
ria.—4. 0. MAURETANIZE, formerly I O L ('la%Sicily, founded by Ducetius, a chief of the Siceli,
Kaiadpeia: n o w Zershell, ruins), a Phoanicianabout B.C. 447. Calacta was, as its name imcity on the north coast of Africa, with a harbor, ports, originally the name of the coast. (Hethe residence of King Juba, w h o named it Caas- rod, vi, 22.)
CALAOTINUS.
Vid. OZEOILIUS CALAOTINUS.
area, in honor of Augustus. W h e n Claudius
[ C A L A G O R R I S (now Cazeres) a small town of
erected Mauretania into a R o m a n province, he
the
Convenae
in
Aquitania,
southwest of Tolosa.]
made Caai area a colony, and the capital of the
C A L A G U R R I S (Calagurritanus: n o w Calahormiddle division of the province, which was
thence called Mauretania Caasariensia,—5. 0. rd) a town of the Vascones and a R o m a n muAD ANAZARBUM.
Vid. A N A Z A R B U S . There are nicipium in Hispania Tarraconensis, near tha
several others, which are better known by other Iberus, memorable for its adherence to Sertonames, and several which are not important rius and for its siege by P o m p e y and his generals, in the course of which mothers- killed and
enougi to be mentioned here.
CZESARION, son of C. Julius Caesar and Cleo- salted their children, B.O 71. (Juv, xv, 93.)
patra, originally called Ptolemaaus as an Egyp- It was the birth-place of Quintilian.
CALAIS, brother of Zetes. , Vid. ZETES.
tian prince, was b o m B.C. 47. In 42 tbe triC A L A M A . 1. ( N o w Kalma, ruins), an import
umvirs allowed him to receive the title of King
of Egypt, and in 34 Antony conferred upon him ant town in Numidia, between Cirta and Hippo
the title of king of kings. After the death of Regius, on the eastern bank of the Rubricatus
his mother in 30, ho was executed by order of (now Seibous).—2. ( N o w Kalat-al- Wad) a town
in the west of Mauretania Caesariensis, on the
Augustus.
C Z E S A R O D U N U M (now Tours), chief town of eastern bank of the Malva, near its mouth.
C A L A M I N E , in Lydia, a lake with floating
the Turones or Turoni, subsequently called TuRONI, on the Liger (now Loire), in Gallia Lugdu-islands, sacred to the nymphs.
C A L A M I S (KdXauig), a statuary and embosser
aonsis.
CZSSAROMAGUS.
1. ( N o w Beauvais), chief at Athens, of great celebrity; w a s a contempo,
town of the Bellovaci in Gallia Belgica.—2. rary of Phidias, andflourishedB.C. 467-429.
(Now Chelmsford), a town of the Trinobantes C A L A M U S (KdXauog : now El-Kulmon), a towr
on the coast of Pioenicia, a little south *. Trip
in Britain.
C K S E S A (Caasetas, -atis: n o w Vesena) a town elis.
»fil
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Emanici In Hispania Baatica, celebrated fie it«
CALZNUS (KdXavog), an Indian gymnosophiet
followed Alexander the Great from India, and manufacture of bricks so light as to swim upon
having been taken ill, burned himself alive in water.
C A L E N U S , Q. Furlus, tribune Of the plebe B.C
the presence of the Macedonians, three months
before the death of Alexander (B.C. 323), to 61, when he succeeded in saving P. Clodius
from condemnation for his violation of the mysw h o m he had predicted his approaching end,
CALASIRIES (KaXaaipieg), one of the two di- teries of the Bona Dea. In 69 he was praetor,
visions (the other being the Hermotybii) of the and from this time appears as an active partisal
warrior-casts of Egypt. Their greatest strength of Caasar. In 51 ne was legate of Caesar in
was two hundred andfiftythousand men, and Gaul, and served under Caesar in the civil war
heir chief abode in the western part of theIn 49 he joined Caesar at Brundisium and accompanied him to Spain, and in 48 he was sent
Delta. They formed the king's body guard.
C A L A T I A (Oalatlnus: n o w Cajazzo), a town by Caasar from Epirus to bring over the rein Samnium, on the Appia Via, between Capua mainder of the troops from Italy, but most of
aud Beneventum, was conquered by the Romans his ships were taken by Bibulus. After the
B.C. 313, and was colonized by Julius Caesar battle of Pharsalia (48) Calenus took many cities
in Greece. In 47 he was made consul by Caewith his veterans,
CALATINUS, A . ATILIUS, consul. B.C. 258, insar. After Caesar's death (44) Calenus jomel
the first Punic war, carried on the war with M . Antony, and subsequently had the commano
success in Sicily. H e w a s consul a second of Antony's legions in the north of Italy. A t
time, 254,. when he took Panormus; aud w a s the termination of the Perusinian war (41) Cadictator, 249, when- he again carried on the war lenus died, and Octavianus w a s thus enabled to
in Sicily, which was thefirstinstance of a dic- obtain possession of his army.
• G A L E S or - E X (KdXng or -vl;: now Halabli), a
tator commanding an army out of Italy.
C A L A C R E A , -IA (KaXavpeia, KaXavpta : KaXav- river of Bithynia, southwest of Heraelea Pon
pelrng: now Poro), a small island in the Saronic tica. (Thuc,iv, 75.)
C A L E S (is, usually PI. Cales, -ium: Calenus
Gulf; off the coast of Argolis, and opposite Troazen, possessed a celebrated temple of Nep- n o w Calvi), chief town of the Caleni, an Ausotune (Poseidon), which was regarded as an in- nian people in Campania, on the Via Latina, said
violable asylum. Hither Demosthenes fled to to have been founded by Calais, son of Boreas,
escape Antipater, and here he took poison, B.C, and therefore called Threicia by the poets. Ca322. This temple was the place of meeting of les w a s taken and colonized by the Romans,
an ancient Amphictyonia. Vid. Bid of Ant, B.C. 835. It w a s celebrated for its excellent
wine.
p. 79, b, second edition.
C A L E T E S or -i, a people in Belgio Gaul, near
CALAVIUS, the name of a distinguished family
t Capua, tie most celebrated m e m b e r of which the mouth of tie Seine: their capital was Jt
was Pacuvius Calavius, w h o induced his fellow- LIOBONA.
C A L E T O R (KaXtfrap), son of Clytius, slain at
citizens to espouse the cause of Hannibal after
Troy by the Telamonian Ajax.
the battle of Cannae, B.C. 216.
CALIDIUS. 1. Q , tribune of the plebs B.C.
C A L B I S (b KuXBig), also Indus (now Quingui
or Tanas), a considerable river of Caria, which 99, carried a law for the recall of Q. Metellus
rises in Mount Cadmus; above Cibyra, and after Nuniidicus from banishment H e w a s praetor
receiving (according to Pliny) sixty small rivers 79, and had the government of one of the Spains,
aud one hundred- mountain torrents, falls into and on his return was accused by Q. Lollius,
the sea west of Caunus and opposite to Rhodes. and condemned.—2. M , son of the preceding,
C A L O H A S {KdXxag), son of Thestor of Mycenae distinguished as an orator. In 57 he was praeor Megara, the wisest soothsayer among the tor, and supported the recall of Cicero from banGreeks at Troy, foretold the length of the Tro- ishment In 51 he was an unsuccessful canjan war, explained the cause of the pestilence didate for the consulship, and on the breaking
which raged in the Greek army, and advised out of the civil war, 49, he joined Caesar, w h o
the Greeks to build the wooden iorse. A n or- placed him over Gallia Togata, where he died
acle had declared that Calchas should die if he in 48.
met with a soothsayer superior to himself; and C A L I G U L A , R o m a n emperor, A.D. 87-41, son
this came to pass at Claros, near Colophon, for of Germanicus aud Agrippina, was born A.D.
here Calchas m e t the sootisayer M O P S U S , w h o 12, and was brought up among the legions in
predicted things which Calchas could not Germany. His real name w a s Caius Cesar,
Thereupon Calchas died of grief. After his and he was always called Caius by his contemporaries: Caligula was a surname given him
death he had an oracle in Daunia.
CALDUS, C. CZELIUS. 1. Rose from obscurity by the soldiers from his wearing in his boyhood
Dy his oratory, was tribune of the plebs B.C. small calige, or soldiers' boots. Having es107, when he proposed a lex tabellaria, and con- caped the fate of his mother and brother, he
sul 94. In the civil war between Sulla and the gained the favor of Tiberius, w h o raised him tc
party of Marius, he fought on the side of the officeo of honor, and held out to him hopes of
latter, 83.—2. Grandson of the preceding, w a s the succession. O n the death of Tiberius (37),
which was either caused or accelerated by C a
Cicero's quaastor in Cilicia, 50.
G A L E (now Oporto), a port-town of the Cal- ligula, the latter succeeded to the throne. H e
laeci in Hispania Tarraconensis, at the mouth was saluted by the people with the greatest en
of the Durius. From Porto Gale the n a m e of thusiasm as tie son of Germanicus. His first
the country Portugal is supposedtohave come. acts gave promise of a just and beneficent reigc.
H e pardoned all the persons who had appeared
. CALEDONIA.
Vid.. BRITANNIA. ^
O A L E N T T M , a town probably of the Calenses as witnesses cr accusers against bis family; h»
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C A L L A T I S (RdXXarigi KdXang : KuldTiavug
released all the state-prisoners of Tiberius; he
restored to the magistrates full power of juris- n o w Kollat, Kollati), a town of Moasia, on thd
diction, without appeal to his person, and prom- Black Sea, originally a colony of Miletus, and
ised the senate to govern according to the laws. afterward of Heraelea.
[ C A L L I A D E S (KaXXidSri<-), archon " eponymus
Toward foreign princes he behaved with great
generosity. H e restored Agrippa, the grand- at Athens at tie time of tie second Persian inson of Herod, to his kingdom of Judaea, and vasion, B.C. 480.]
[CALLIANASSA (KaXXidvaaaa), one of the
Antiochus IV. to his kingdom of Commagene.
But at the end of eight months the conduct of daughters of Nereus, mentioned in the Iliad.]
C A L L I A R U S (KaXXiapog), a town in Locris,
Caligula became suddenly changed. After a
eerious illness, which probably weakened his mentioned by Homer.
C A L L I A S and H I P P O N I C U S (KaXXtag, 'Imrbvimental powers, he appears as a sanguinary and
licentious m a d m a n . H e put to death Tiberius, Kog), a noble Athenian family, celebrated for
the grandson of his predecessor, Compelled his their wealth. They enjoyed the hereditary diggrandmother Antonia and other members of nity of torch-bearer at the Eleusinian mystehis family to m a k e away with themselves, often ries, and claimed descent from Triptolemus.
caused persons of both sexes and of aU ages to 1. H I P P O N I C U S I, acquired a large fortune by
be tortured to death for his amusement while fraudulently making use of the information he
taking his meals, and on one occasion, during had received from Solon respecting the introthe exhibition of the games in the circus, he duction of his aeictdxBela, B.C. 694. (Plut,
ordered a great number of the spectators to be Sol, 15.)—2. C A L L I A S I, son of Phaanippus, an
seized and to be thrown before the wild beasts. opponent of Pisistratus, and a conqueror at the
Such was his love of blood that he wished the Olympic and Pythian games.—3. H I P P O N I C U S II,
R o m a n people had only one head, that he might surnamed Amnion, son of No. 2.—4. CALLIAS
cut it off with a blow. His licentiousness w a s II, son of No. 3, fought at the battle of Marans great as his cruelty. His marriages were thon, 490. H e was afterward ambassador from
ilisgracefully contracted and speedily dissolved; Athens to Artaxerxes, and, according to some
and the only w o m a n w h o exercised a permanent accounts, negotiated a peace with Persia, 449,
influence over him was his last wife Caasonia. on terms most humiliating to the latter. O n
In his madness he considered himself a god; his return to Athens he was accused of having
tie even built a temple to himself as Jupiter La- taken bribes, and was condemned to a fine of
tiaris, and appointed priests to attend to hisfifty talents.—5. H I P P O N I C U S IIL, son of No. 4,
Worship. H e sometimes officiated as his o w n one of the Athenian generals in their incursion
priest making his horse Incitatus, which he into the territory of Tanagra, 426, also comafterward raised to the consulship, his col- manded at the battle of Delium, 424, where he
league. His monstrous extravagances soon was killed. It was his divorced wife, and not
exhausted the coffers of the state. One in- his widow, w h o m Pericles married. His daughstance m a y show the senseless w a y in which he ter Hipparete was married to Aloibiades,'with
spent hi? money. H e constructed a bridge of a dowry of ten talents: another daughter w a s
boats between Baiaa and Puteoli, a distance married to Theodorus, and became tie mother
of about three miles, and after covering it with of Isocrates the orator.—6. CALLIAS III, Son of
earth, he built houses upon it. W h e n it was No. 5, by the lady w h o married Pericles, dissi
finished, he gave a splendid banquet in the mid- pated all his ancestral wealth on sophists, flatdle of tha bridge, and concluded the entertain- terers, and women. The scene of Xenophon's
ment by throwing numbers of the guests into Banquet, and also that of Plato's Protagoras, is
the sea. T o replenish the treasury, ie exhaust- laid at his house. H e is said to have ultimately
ed Italy and R o m e by his extortions, and then reduced himself to absolute beggary. In 400 he
marched into Gau. in 40, which he plundered in was engaged in the attempt to crush Andoeides;
all directions. With his troops he advanced to In 392 he commanded the Athenian heavy-armthe ocean, as if intending to cross over into ed troops, when Iphicrates defeated the SparBritain; he drew them up in battle array, and tans ; and in 371 he was one of the envoys emthen gave them the signal—to collect sheUs, powered to negotiate peace with Sparta. ,
CALLIAS. 1. A wealthy Athenian, who, on
which he called the spoils of conquered Ocean.
The R o m a n world at length grew tired of such condition of marrying Cimon's sister, Elpinice,
a m a d tyrant Four months after his return to paid for him the fine offiftytalents which had
the city, on the 24th of January, 41, he w a s been imposed on Miltiades. H e appears to have
murdered by Cassius Ohaarea, tribune of a prae- been unconnected with the nobler family of
torian cohort, Cornelius Sabinus, and others. Callias and Hipponicus.^—2: Tyrant of Chalcis
His wife Caasonia and his daughter were like- in Euboaa, and the rival of Plutarehus, tyrant of
Eretria. H e w a s defeated by the' Athenians
wise put to death.
CALINGZE, a numerous people of India intra under Phocion, B.C. 350, and thereupon betook
Gangem, on the eastern coast, below the mouths himself to the Macedonian court; but as he
could not obtain aid from Philip, he formed ai N
of the Ganges.
C A L I N I P A X A (now Canonge ? a little above 27° alliance with the Athenians, and by their means
north latitude), a city on the Ganges, north of obtained the supremacy in the island.—8, A
its confluence with the Jomanes (now Jumna), poet of the old comedy,flourishedB.C. 412 ;: the
said to have been the furthest point in India names of six of his comedies are preserved
[The fragments of his plays are given in Meireached by Seleucus Nicator.
neke's Fragm. Comic. Grcc, vol. i, p. 417CALLAICI, CALLZEOI.
Vid. GALLZECI.
[ G A L L A S (KdXXag), a river of Euboea, flowing 421, edit minor.]—4. Of Syracuse, a Greek hisfrom Mount Telethrius into the sea near Oreus.] torian, was a contemporary of Agathocles, audi
8
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Wrote & history of Sicily in twenty-two books, A P O L L O N I U S , No. 6. H e is said to have written
unbracing the reign of Agathocles, B.C. 317- eight hundred works, in prose and in verse, on
289. [ A few fragments remain, which have an infinite variety of subjects, but of these w «
been collected by Muller iu his Fragm. Hist. possess only some of his poems, which are characterized rather by labor and iearning than by
Grcc, vol. ii, p. 382-3.]
[CALLIBIUS (KaXX'iBwg). 1. The commander real poetical genius. Hence Ovid (Am., i, 15,
of the Spartan garrison at Athens in the time of 14) says of Oallimachus, Quamvis Mgenio nan
the thirty tyrants, B.C. 404. H e allowed the valet, arte valet. The extant works of Callima
tyrants to m a k e free use of his soldiers in car- chus are six Hymns in hexameter verse,fivein
rying out their abitrary measures in return for the Ionic dialect, and one, on the bath of Palthe deference paid him by those tyrants.—2. One las, in the Doric dialect, and seventy-two Epiof the leaders of the democratic party at Tegea, grams, which belong to the best specimens of
B.C. 370, failing, in a peaceable attempt to this kind of poetry, and were incorporated in
unite the Arcadian towns into one body, had re- the Greek Anthology at an early time. W e
course to arms; though atfirstdefeated by the have only a few fragments of his elegies, which
oligarchical party, he afterward triumphed over enjoyed great celebrity, and were imitated by
the R o m a n poets, the most celebrated of whose
them, and put the most obnoxious to death.]
C A L L I C R A T E S (KaXXiKpdrng). 1. A n Achaean, imitations is the Be Coma Berenices of Catullus.
exerted all his influence in favor of the Romans. Of the lost poems of Callimachus the most imIn the conquest of Macedonia by the Romans, portant were, Alria, Causes, an epic poem in
S.O. 168, Callicrates pointed out one thousand four books, on the causes of the various myth
Achaaans as having favored the cause of Per- ical stories, Ate, and an epic poem entitled Heseus, who were taken to R o m e , and among cate, the name of an aged w o m a n w h o received
them was the historian Polybius. Callicrates Theseus hospitably when he went out to fight
died at Rhodes, 149.—[2. N a m e given by Nepos against the Marathonian buB.—Editions: B y
to the murderer of Dion, called Callippus by Spanheim, Ultraj, 1697, re-edited by Ernesti,
Diodorus and Plutarch. Vid. CALLIPPUS.]—3. Lugd. Batav, 1761, 2 vols. 8vo; by Blomfield,
One of the architects of the Parthenon on Lond, 1815; by Volger, Lips, 1817.—3. A n ar'he Acropolis of Athens,—4. A Lacedaamonian chitect and statuary, of uncertain country, w h "
iculptor, m a d e ants and other animals ont of is said to have invented the Corinthian column,
ivory, so' small that one could not distinguish and w h o must have lived before B.C. 396. H e
the different limbs.—[5. A Greek historian in was so anxious to give his works the last touch
the time of the Emperor Aurelian, a native of of perfection that he lost the grand and sublime,
Tyre. H e wrote the history of Aurelian, and whence Dionysius compares him to the orator
s called by Vopiscus the most learned Greek Lysias. Callimachus was never satisfied wiih
himself, and therefore received the ephithtt K«writer of his time.]
CALLICRXTIDAS (KaXXiKparlSag), a Spartan, Kitprexvog, which Pliny interprets as calumniator
succeeded Lysander as admiral of the Lacedae- sui, [where Sillig conjectures, after some M S S ,
monianfleet,B.C. 406, took Methymna, and shut that Kararv^irexvog must be read instead of aanp Conon in Mytilene; but the Athenians sent Ki^brexvog, but the latter seems to be supported
out afleetof one hundred andfiftysail, and de- by the translation in Pliny.—4. One of the genfeated Callicratidas off the Arginusae. CaUi- erals of Mithradates, who, by his skill in engi
cratidas fell in the battle. Callieratidas was a neering, defended the town of Amisus, in Pon
Elain, blunt Spartan of the old school. Witness tus, for a considerable time against the Romana
is answer, when asked what sort of m e n the in B.C. 71, and when unable to defend it longer,
Ionians were: " Bad freemen, but excellent set it on Are: he afterward fell into the hands
of Lucullus at the capture of NisiDis, and was
slaves."
C A L L I D R O M U S or -UM (KaX?J6popog), part of the put to death by him in revenge for the burning
of Amisus.]
range of Mount (Eta, near Thermopylae.
CALLIFZE (Callifanus: n o w Calvisi), a town C A L L I M E D O N (KaXXipeSav), one of the orators
in Samnium, perhaps in the territory of Allifae. at Athens in the Macedonian interest, and a
C A L L I M A C H U S (KaXXipaxog). 1. The Athenian friend of Phocion, was condemned to death by
polemarch, commanded the right wing at Mara- the Athenians in his absence, B.C. 317.
CALLINICUS SELEUOUS.
Vid. S E L E U C U S .
Vhon, where he was slain, after behaving with
C A L L I N U S (KaXXlvog), of Ephesus, the eaihest
/nuch gallantry, B.C. 490. This is the last recorded instance of the polemarch performing Greek elegiac poet, probably flourished about
the miljtary duties which his n a m e implies.— B.C. 700. Only one of his elegies is extant,
2. • A celebrated Alexandrine grammarian and consisting of twenty-one lines, in which he expoet, was a native of Cyrene in Afrioa, and a horts his countrymen to courage and perseverdescendant of the Battiadae, whence he is some- ance against their enemies. Printed iu Bergk'a
times called Battiades. H e lived at Alexandrea Poete Lyrici Greci, p. 303.
CALLIOPE.
Vid. M U S . E .
in the reigns of Ptolemy Philadelphus and EuC A L L I S P E (KaXXibnn), a considerable city in
ergeteB, and w a s chief librarian of the famous
library of Alexandrea from abou, B.C. 260 until the west of Parthia, founded, or else enlarged,
his death about 240. H e founded a celebrated by Seleucus Nicator.
[CALLIOPIUS, a grammarian, probably of the
grammatical school at Alexandrea, and among
his' pupils were Eratosthenes, Aristophanes of ninth century, w h o is thought to have revised
Byzantium, and Apollonius Rhbdius. W e have and corrected the text of tie plays of Terence •
no, other particulars of the life of Callimachus it has been maintained by some writers that
exeept.his enmity with his former pupil. Apollo- the name is a mere epithet, and does not ilenote
'us Rbodius, which is related elsewhere. Vii any individual.]
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' CALLIPHON (KaXXupaS), a Greek philosopher,nence called Nonacrlna virgo (Ov., Met., ii, 40JI)
»nd probably a disciple of Epicurus, is condemn-from Nonacris, a mountain in Arcadia, was
ed by Cicero as making the chief good of man daughter either of Lycaon, or of Nycteus, or of
to consist in a union of virtue (honestas) and
Ceteus, and a companion of Diana (Artemis) in
bodily pleasure (hSovfi, voluptas).
the chase. She was beloved by Jupiter (Zeus),
CALLIPSLIS (KaXXmoXig : KaXXinoXirng). 1.
who metamorphosed her into a.she-bear that
(Now Gullipoli), a Greek town on the Tarentine
Juno (Hera) might not become acquainted with
Gulf in Calabria.—2. A town on the eastern the amour. But Juno (Hera) learned the truth,
coast of Sicily, not far from zEtna.—3. (Now and caused Diana (Artemis) to slay Callisto durGallipoli), a town, in the Thracian Chersonese,
ing the chase. Jupiter (Zeus) placed Callisto
opposite Lampsacus.—4. A town in zEtolia. among the stars under the name of Arctos, or
Vid. GALLIUM.
the Bear. A K O A S was her son by Jupiter (Zeus).
[CALLIPPIDZS (KaXXarnibai), a nation sprungAccording to Ovid, Jupiter (Zeus) overcame ,the
from a union of Greeks and Scythians, dwelling virtue of Callisto by assuming the form of Diana
on the Hypanis, in the vicinity of Olbia.]
(Artemis); Juno (Hera) then metamorphosed
CALLIPPIDES (KaXXimrlbng), oi Atheus, a celeCallisto into a bear; and when Arcas, during the
brated tragic actor, a contemporary of Aleibiades,chase, was on the point of killing his mother,
and Agesilaus.
Jupiter placed both among the stars. Vid. A R C CALLIPPUS (KdXXnnrog). 1. A n Athenian, ac- TOS. According to K. O. Muller, Callisto is
companied Dion to Syracuse, where he mur- merely another form of Calliste, a surname of
dered the latter, B.O. 363. Callippus now usurp-Diana (Artemis), and she is therefore the same
ed the government of Syracuse, but was ex- aB this goddess. The she bear was the symbol
pelled the city at the end of thirteen months, of the Arcadian Diana (Artemis).
*
and, after wandering about Sicily with his merCALLISTRATIA (KaXXiarparla), a town in Paphcenaries, was at length put to death by his own lagonia, on the coast of the Euxine, near the
friends.—2. A n astronomer of Cyzicus, came to Promontorium Carambis.
Athens, where he assisted Aristotle in rectifyCALLISTRATUS (KaXXiarparog) 1. A n Atheing and completing the discoveries of Eudoxus. nian orator, son of Callicrates of Aphidna. His
Callippus invented the period or cycle of sev- oratory was greatly admired by Demosthenes,
enty-six years, called after him the Callippic,
and his speech on the affair of Oropus, B.C. 366,
which commenced B.C. 330.
is said to have excited the emulation of DeCALLIRRHOE (KaXXi&fsbn). 1. Daughter of
mosthenes, and to have caused the latter to deOceanus, wife of Chrysaor, and mother of Ge- vote himself to oratory. After taking an active
ryoues and Echidna.—2. Daughter of Aehelous part.in public affairs, generally in favor of Sparand wife of Alcmaaon, induced her husband to ta, Callistratus was condemned to death by the
procure her the peplus and necklace of Harmo- Athenians in, 361, aud went into banishment to
nia, by which she caused his death. Vid. ALO- Methone in. Macedonia. H e ultimately returned
MZEON.—3. Daughter of Scamander, wife of to Athens, and was put to death. During hie
Tros, and mother of Ilus and Ganymedes.
exile, he is said to iave founded the city of
CALLIRRHOE (KaXXijifibn). , 1. Afterward callDatum, afterward Philippi.—[2. Son of Empeed E N N E A C R U N U S (Evvedicpovvog), or the "Nine
dus, commander of a body of Athenian cavalry
Springs," because its water was distributed by in Sicily during the expedition of Nicias. After
nine pipes, was the most celebrated well in cutting his way through the enemy's forces, he
Athens, and still retains its ancient name Cal- was finally slain in an attack on those who were
lirrhoe. It was situated in the southeastern explundering the Athenian camp.—3. One of the
tremity of the city, between the OlympiSum and body of knights under the command of Lysimathe Ilissus.—[2. A fountain and bathing-place in chus, who were employed by the government of
Peraaa, on the east side of the Dead Sea, with the ten to keep in check the exiles under Thra
warm springs, which were accounted healthy.] sybulus in the Piraeus; but he was taken by the
[CALLISTE (KaXXlarn), one of the Sporadeslatter and put to death in revenge for the outIslands, the later Thera.]
rages committed by Lysimachus.]—4. A Greek
CALLISTHENES (KaXXiaBevng), of Olynthus, grammarian,
a
and a disciple of Aristophanes of
relation and a pupil of Aristotle, accompanied Byzantium, [who lived about the middle of the
Alexander the Great to Asia. In his intercourse second century before Christ. H e appears to
with Alexander he was arrogant and bold, and have devoted himself principally to tie study
took every opportunity of exhibiting his inde- of the great poets of Greece, sueh as Homer,
pendence. H e expressed his indignation at Pindar, the tragedians, Aristophanes, and some
Alexander's adoption of Oriental customs, and others and the results of his studies were emespecially at the requirement of the ceremony bodied in commentaries upon those poets, which
of adoration. H e thus rendered himself so ob- are now lost]—5. A Roman jurist, frequently
noxious to the king, that he was accused of cited in the Digest, wrote at least as late as the
being privy to the plot of Hermolaus to assassin- reign (A.D. 198-211) of Severus aud Antoninus
ate Alexander; and, after being kept in chains (i. e, Septimius Severus and Caracalla).
for seven months, was either put to death or
OALLISTUS, C. JULIUS, a freedman of Caligula,
died of disease. Callisthenes wrote an account possessed great influence in the reigns of Caligof Alexander's expedition; a history of Greece, ula and Claudius, and is the person to wnom
.n ten books, from the peace of Antalcidas to the physician Scribonius Largus dedicates his
the seizure of the Delphic temple by Philome- work.
lns (B.C. 387-357); and other works, all of
CALLIUM (KdXXwv: KaXXievg), called CALUPOwhich have perished.
LIS by Livy (xxxvi, 30), a town in zEtolia, in th«
"•CALIJSTO (KaXXiard), an Arcadian nymph,valley of tbe Spercheus, southwest of Hypata
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.-- CALLIXENUS, '(KaXXitievog), the • leader in the
Pompeian party. After Caesar's death (44) b«
-prosecution of-the Athenian generals w h o had fought under Octavianus and Antony against the
-ionquered at-the Arginusaa, BiO- 406. Not long republicans. In, 40 he w a s consul a second
•after-th* execution-of the generals, the Athe- time, and in 39 went as proconsul to Spain,
nians, repented, of their unjust- sentence, and where he defeated the revolted Gerretani
decreed the institution of criminal acousations
C A L V I N U S , L.- SEXTIUS, consul B.C. 124, de'against Callixenus, but he escaped from Athens. feated the Salluvii and other people in TransalOn the restoration, of democraoy, 403, Callixenuspine Gael; and in 123 founded the colony of
took advantage of the general amnesty, and re- Aquae Sextise (now Aix).
turned to Athens, but no m a n would give him
C A L V I N U S ; T. VETUBI'BS, twice consul, B.ft
either water or light for his Are, and he perished 834 and 821. In his second consulship he and
miserably of hunger.
bis colleague So. Pcstumius Albinus were d e
G A L L O N (KdXXav). 1. A n artist of zEgina, feated by the Sabiuea at Claudium. For details,
flourished B.C. 516.—2. A n artist of Elis, livedvid. A L B I N U S , N O . 3.
before B.C. 486.
CALVISIUS SABINUS.
Vid. SABINUS.
C A L O R . 1. A river in Samnium, flows past
C A L V U S , LICINIUS.
Vid. LIOINIUS.
Beneventem, and falls into the Vulturnus.—2.
[OALY.BE, a priestes3 of Jvno, whose lorin
(Now Galore), a river in Lueania, falls into the
Allecto assumed when she excited Turnus to
Silarus.
war against zEneas.]
C A L P E (KdXm): n o w Gibraltar), a mountain C A L Y C A D N U S (KaXmaSvcg. 5. ( N o w Ghiuk
in the south of Spain, on the Straits, between the Sooyoo), a considerable river of Gilkia Traeheia,
Atlantic and Mediterranean. This and Monnt navigable as far up as SelencX—2. 'The promAbyla, oppositetoit on the African coast, were ontory of this name, mentioned by Polybius
called- the Columns of Hercules. ' Vid. A B Y L A . (xxii, 26) and Livy (xxxyiii, Si) appears to
C A L P E (KdXnn: n o w Kirpeh), ariver,prom- be the same as A N E M U R I U M .
ontory, and town on the coast of Bithynia, be- C A L Y D N Z K (KaXvSvai vrjaot) . 1. T w o small
tween theriversPsilis and Sangarius.
islands off the coast of Troas, between Tenedos
C A L P U R N I A , daughter of L. Calpurnius Piso, and the Promontorium Lectum.—2. A group of
consul B.C. 58, and last wife of the dictator islands off the coast of Caria, northwest of
Caesar, to w h o m she was married in 59. The Cos, belonging to the Sporades. The largest
reports 'respecting the • conspiracy against Caa- of them was called Calydna, and afterward C a
sar's life filled Calpurnia with the liveliest ap- lymna (now Kalimno).
prehensions ; she in vain entreated her husband
C A L Y D 5 N (KaXvSav : KaXvduviog), an ancient
not to leave h o m e on the Ides of March, 44.
town of zEtolia, on the Evenus, in the land of
C A L P U R N I A G E N S , plebeian, pretended to be the Curetes, said to have been founded by zEtodescended from Galpus, a son of N u m a . It was lus or his, son Calydon. The surrounding coundivided into the families of BESTIA, BIBULUS, try produced wine, oil, and com ;, and in the
F L A M M A , and Piso: '
mountains in the neighborhood the celebrated
O A L P U R N I U S , T. SIOULUS, the author of eleven hunt of the Calydonian boar took place. The
Eclogues in Latin verse, which are close imita- inhabitants were, remeved b y Augustus to Nitions of Virgil, perhaps lived about A.D. 290.— COPOLIS.
Editions .- In tie Poete Latini Minores of Werns- CALYMNA. Vid. CALYDNZE, NO. 2.
dorff; and by Glaaser, Gotting, 1842.
C A L Y N D A (KdXvvSa: KaXvvbevg), a city of
[CALUS, more-correctly C A U S , (Kaouc), a city Caria, east of Caunus, ,and sixty stadia (six
of Arcadia, on the River Ladon, containing a geographical miles) from the sea. The Calyntemple of zEsculapius.]
dians formed a part of thefleetof Xerxes, un- O A L V A , a surname of Venus at Rome, prob- der their king Damasithymus: afterward they
ably in honor of the R o m a n women, w h o are were subject to the CaunianB; and both cities
said, during the war with the Gauls, to have were added by the Romans to the territory of
cut off their hair for the purpose of making Rhodes.
cow-strings.
C A L Y P S O (KaXvfa), daughter of Oceanus and
GALVENTIUS, au Insubrian Gaul, of the town Tethys, or of Nereus, or, according to Homer,
of- Placentia, whose daughter married L. Piso, of Atlas, w a s a n y m p h inhabiting the island of
the father of L. Piso Caesoninus, consul B.C. Ogygia, on which, Ulysses' was shipwrecked.
68. : In his speeoh against the latter, Cicero up-Calypso loved the unfortunate hero, and prombraids him with the low origin of his mother, and ised him immortality if he would remain with
calla him Oesoninus Semiplacentinus Galventius.
her. Ulysses refused, and after she had, detainCALVINUS; DOMITIUS.
1. CN., curule aedile ed him seven years, the gods compelled her to
B.C. 299, consul- 283, and dictator and censor allow him to continue his journey homeward.
280. In his • consulship he, together with his C A M A L O D U N U M (now Colchester), the capita)
colleague Dolabella, defeated the Gauls and of the Trinobantes in Britain, and thefirstRoEtruscans, and hence received the, surname m a n colony in the island, founded by the E m Maximus.—2. C N , tribune of the plebs, 59, peror Claudius, A.D. 43.
when he supported Bibulus against Caesar,
C A M A R I N A (Kapdpiva : Kauapivaiog: n o w Ca
praetor 66, and consul 63, through the influence merino), a town on the soutiern coast of Sicily,
of Pompey. In the civil w a r he joined Caasar. at the mouth of the Hipparis, founded by SyraIn 49 he fought under Curio in Africa ; and in cuse, B.C. 599. It w a s several times destroy
48 he fought under Caesar in Greece, and, com- ed by Syracuse; and in thefirstPunic war if
manded the centre of Caasar's armv at the bat- was taken by the Romans, and most of the intle of Pharsalia. In 47 he had the c o m m a n d of habitants sold as slaves. Scarcely any vestige*
Asia, and in 46 he fraught in Africa against the of the ancient town remain. In the neighboi
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hood was a marsh, which the inhabitants drain- of the Sicani, on the southern coast of Sicily, on
ed contrary to the command of an oracle, andariverof the same name, occupies! the site of
thus opened a way to their enemies to take the the citadel of AGRIGENTUM.
town: hence arose the proverb prj Kivei KajiaplCAMILLA, daughter of King Metabus, of the
eav, ne moveas Camarinam.
Volscian town of Privernum, was one of the
CAMBUNI M O N T E S (now Bolutza), the mount-swift-footed servants of Diana, accustomed to
ains which separate Macedonia and Thessaly.
the chase and to war. She assisted Turmu
CAMBYSENE (KauBvanvij), a district of Armenia
against zEneas, and, after Blaying numbers of
Major, on the borders of Iberia and Colchis.
the Trojans, was at length killed by Aruna,
' CAMBYSES {KapBiang). 1. Father of C Y R U S • CAMILLUS, FURIUS. 1. M , one of the great
.he Great.—2. Second king of Persia, succeed- heroes of tie Roman republic. H e was censor
ed his father Cyrus, and reigned B.C. 529-522.B.C. 403, in which year Livy erroneously places
In 825 he conquered Egypt; but an army which hisfirstconsular tribunate. H e was consular
he sent against the Ammonians perished in the tribune for thefirsttime in 401, and for the secsands, and the forces, which, he led in person ond time in 398. In 396 he was dictator, when
against the /Ethiopians south of Egypt, were he gained a glorious victory over the Faliscans
compelled by failure of provisionstoreturn. On and Fidenates,tookVeii, and entered Rome in
his return to Memphis he treated the Egyptians triumph, riding in a chariot drawn by white
with great cruelty; he insulted their religion, horses. In 894 he was consular tribune for the
and slew their god Apis with his own hands. third time, and reduced the FaliscanB. The
H e also acted tyrannically toward his own fam- story of the schoolmaster who attemptedtobeily and the Persians in general. H e caused his tray the town of Falerii to Camillus belongs to
own brother Smerdis to be murdered; but a this campaign. In 391 Camillus was accused
Magian personated the deceased prince, and set of having made an unfair distribution of the
up a claim to the throne. Vid. SMERDIS. Cam- booty of Veii, and went voluntarily into exile
byses forthwith set out from Egypt against this to Ardea. Next year (390) the Gauls took
pretender, but died in Syria, at a place named Rome, and laid siege to Ardea. The Romans
Ecbatana, of an accidental wound in the thigh, in the Capitol recalled CamiUus, and appointed
622.
him dictator in his absence. Camillus hastily
C A M B Y S E S (KapBvong). 1. (Now lord), a river
collected an army, attacked the Gauls, and deof Iberia and Albania, which, after uniting withfeated them completely. Vid. BRENNUS. His
the Alazon (now Alasan), falls into the Cyrus.fellow-citizens saluted him as the second Rom— 2 . A small river of Media, falling into the ulus. In 389 Camillus was dictator a third
Caspian between the Araxes and the Amardus. time, and defeated the Volscians, zEquians,
CAMENZE (not Gamcene), also called Casmene,and other nations. In 386 he was consular
Carmenm, The name is connected with carmen, tribune for the fourth, in 384 for thefifth,and
a "prophecy." The Camenae accordingly were in 381 for the sixth time. In 368 he was ap
Erophetic nymphs, and they belongedtothe re- pointed dictator a fourth timetoresist the rogagion of ancient Italy, although later traditions tions of C. Licinius Stolo. Next year, 367, he
represent their worship as introduced into Italy was dictator afifthtime,and, though eighty
from Arcadia, and some accounts identify them years of age, he completely defeated the Gauls.
with the Muses. The most important of these H e died of the pestilence, 365. Camillus was
goddesses was O A R M E N T A or CARMENTIS, who the great general of his age, and the resolute
had a temple at the foot of the Capitoline Hill, champion of the patrician order. His history
and altars near the porta Carmentalis. Re- has received much legendary and traditional
specting festivals, vid Bid. of Ant, art CAR- fables, and requires a careful critical sifting.—
MENTALIA. The traditions which assigned a 2. S P , son of No. 1,firstpraetor 367.—3. L ,
Greek origintoher worship state that her orig- also son of No. 1, was dictator 350, in order to
inal name was Nieostrate, and that she was by hold the cornitia, and consul 349, when he deMercury (Hermes) the mother of EVANDER, with feated the Gauls.—4. L, son of No. 2, consul
whom she fled to Italy.
338, when he took Tibur, and, in conjunction
C A M E R I A (Camerinus), an ancient town of witi his colleague Meenius, completed the subIiatium, conquered by Tarquinius Priscus.
jugation of Latium. In 325 he was consul a
C A M E R I N U M or CAMARINUM, more anciently second time.—5. M , proconsul of Africa in tie
O A M E R S (Camertes: now Camerind), a town in
reign of Tiberius, defeated the Numidian TacUmbria, on the borders of Picenum, an ally of farinas, A D . 17.—6. M , surnamed SCEIBONIthe Romans against the Etruscans, B.C. 308, ANUS, consul A;D. 32, under Tiberius. At the
and also an ally of the Romans in the second beginning of the reign of Claudius he was lePunic war, subsequently a Roman colony.
gate of Dalmatia, where he revolted, but was
CAMERINUS, the name of a patrician family conquered, 42, sent into exile, and died 53.
jf the Sulpicia gens, the members of which fre- CAMIRUS (Kdpeipog: Kapeipevg), a Dorian
quently held the consulship in the early times town on the western coast of tie island of
of the republic (B.C. 500, 490, 461, 893, 345). Rhodes, saidtohave been founded by Camirus,
After B.C. 345 the Camerini disappear from his- son of Cercaphus and Cydippe, and the princitory for 400 years, but they are mentioned arain pal town in the island before the foundation of
as one of tie noblest Roman families in the Rhodes. It was the birth-place of the poet Pi
earlytimesof the empire.
sander.
OAMERINUS, a Roman poet, contemporary with
CAMISA (Kduiad), a fortress in Cappadoeia
Ovid, wrote a poem on the capture of Troy bv twenty-three Roman miles east of Sebaste, [deHercules.
stroyed in the time of Strabo, but rebuilt at a
CAMIOUS (KajuKog: Ko/M/aoc), an ancient town
later period.]

CAMISSARES.

OANjE.

J,OAI«SSARES, a Carian, father of the cele-road from Aries to Marseilles. These stone*
brated Datames, was made satrap of part of were probably deposited by the Rhone and the
Cilicia bordering on Cappadoeia by Artaxerxes Druentia (now Burance) when thair course was
Mnemon: he fell in the war of Artaxerxes different from what it is at present. This sinagainst the Cadusii, B.C. 385.]
gular plain was known eventozEschylus, who
CAMC3N.fi. Vid. CAMENZG.
says that Jupiter (Zeus) rained down these
CAMPANIA (Campanus: now Terra di Lavoro),stones from heaven to assist Hercules in his
district of Italy, the name of which is proba- fight with the Ligurians, after the hero had shot
bly derived from campus, " a plain," was bound-away all his arrows. A sweet herbage grows
ed on the northwest by Latium, north and east by underneath and between the stones, and con
Samnium, southeast by Lueania, and south and sequently, in ancient as well as in modern times
southwest by the Tyrrhenian Sea. It was sep- flocks of sheep were pastured on this plain.
arated from Latium by the River Liris, and from
C A M P I M A O R I (J&anpol Kdp-Koi), the "Long
Lueania at a later time by the River Silarus, Plains," a tract of country between Parma and
though in the time of Augustus it did not ex- Modena, celebrated for the wool of its sheep.
tend further south than the promontory of Mi- There appears to have been a place of the same
nerva. In still earlier times the Ager Campa- name, where annual meetings of the neighbornus included only the country round Capua. ing people were held even in the time of Strabo.
The country along the coast from the Liris to [CAMPI PHLEGRJLI, a volcanic district of Camthe Promontory of Minerva is a plain inclosed pania, extending from Puteoli to Cumaa, and
by the Apennines, which sweep round it in the containing Mount Vesuvius.]
form of a semicircle. Campania is a volcanic
C A M P I RAUDII, a plain in the north of Italy
country, to which circumstance it was mainly near Verona, where Marius and Oatulus defeatindebted for its extraordinary fertility, for which ed the Cimbri, B.C. 101.
it was celebrated in antiquity above all other
[ C A M P O D U N U M (Kapirodovvov: now Kempten)
lands. It produced corn, wine, oil, and eveiy a city of ancient Raatia.]
kind of fruit in the greatest abundance, and in C A M P U S MARTIUS, the " Plain of Mars," fremany parts crops could be gathered three times quently called the C A M P U S simply, was, in its
in the year. The fertility of the soil, the beauty widest signification, the open plain at Rome
of the scenery, and the softness of the climate, outside the city walls, lying between the Tiber
the heat of which was tempered by the delicious and the hills Capitolinus, Quirinal, and Pincius;
breezes of the sea, procured for Campania the but it was more usually used to signify the
epithet Felix, a name which it justly deserved.
northwest portion of the plain lying in the bend
It was the favorite retreat in summer of the Ro- of the Tiber, which nearly surrounded it on
man nobles, whose villas studded a considerable three sides. The southern portion of the plain,
part of its coast especially in the neighborhood in the neighborhood of the Circus Flaminius,
of BALK. The principal river was the VULTUR- was called CIRCUS FLAMINIUS, or C A M P U S F L A
N U S : the minor rivers were the LIRIS, SAVO, MINIUS, or P R A T A FLAMINIA. The Campus MarCLANIUS, SEBETHUS, SAENUS, and SILARUS. The tius is said to have belonged originally to the
chief lakes were LUCRINUS, ACHERUSIA, A V E R - Tarquins, and to have become the property of
NUS, and LITERNA, most of them craters of ex- the state, and to have been consecrated to Mars
tinct volcanoes. The earliest inhabitants of theupon the expulsion of the kings. Here the Rocountry were the A U S O N E S and Osoi or OPICI. man youths were accustomed to perform their
They were subsequently conquered by the Etrus- gymnastic and warlike exercises, and here the
cans, who became the masters of almost all the comitia of the centuries were held. At a later
country. In the time of the Romans w e find time it was surrounded by porticoes, temples, and
three distinct people, besides the Greek popula- other public buildings. It was included within
tion of CUMZE: 1. The Campani, properly so call- the city walls by Aurelian. Some modern writed, a mixed race, consisting of Etruscans and ers make three divisions of the Campus Marthe original inhabitants of the country, dwell- tius, and suppose that there was a portion of
ing along the coast from Sinuessa to Paastum. the plain lying between the Campus Martius
They were the ruling race: their history is proper and the Circus Flaminius, called CAMgiven under CAPUA, their chief city. 2. SIDI- PUS TIB'ERINUS or C A M P U S M I N O R , but this supCINI, an Ausonian people, in the northwest of position does not rest on sufficient evidence.
the country, on the borders of Samnium. 3. Pr The Campus Minor mentioned by Catullus (lv,
CENTINI, in the southeast of the country.
3) probably refers to another Campus altogether.
[CAMPANUS, one of the leaders of the Tungri Respecting the other Campi, vid. R O M A .
in the war of Civilis against the Romans in A.
C A N A C E (Kavaiai), daughter of zEolus and
D.71.]
Enarete, bore several children to Neptune (PoC A M P E (Kdpnrf), a monster which guarded theseidon).
Cyclopes in Tartarus, was killed by Jupiter
C A N A C H U S (Kdvaxog) 1. A Sicyonian artist
(Zeus) when he wanted the assistance of the flourished B.C. 540-508, and executed, among
Cyclopes against the Titans.
other works, a colossal statue of Apollo Phile[CAMPI CANINI, a tract of country in the land sius at Miletus, which was carried to Ecbatana
of the Raiti, corresponding to the moderm Tessinby Xerxes, 479.—2. A Sicyonian artist, probavalley.]
bly grandson of the former, from whom he i«
[CAMPI D I O M E D E I or DIOMEDIS, a district of not distinguished by the ancients. H e and PaApulia. Vid. D I O M E D E S and CANUSIUM.]
trocles cast the statues of tspo Spartans, who
CAMPI LAPIDEI (irediov XiBabeg: now la Crau),
had fought in tho battle of zEgospotamos, B.G
' Plain of Stones" in the south of Gaul, east of«05.
the Rhone, near the Mediter-soean, and on the CANZE (Kdvai: now JCanot-Kbi), a sea-port
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geographical miles) east of Alexandrea, aud
was (at least at one time) the capital of the
N o m o s Menelaites. It had a great temple of
Serapis, and a considerable commerce; and its
C A N A S T E U M cr C A N A S T R ^ U M (Kanaorpoi>, Ka- inhabitants were proverbial for their luxury
(Kavabiapbg). After the establishment of Chrisvcnrpalov, sc. anpariipiov, h Kavaarpain dicpy:
n o w Cape Paillari), the southeastern extremity tianity, the city rapidly declined.
C A N T A B R I , a people in the north of Spaic
of the peninsula Pallene in Macedonia.
O A N D A O E (KavSaati), a queen of the zEthio-The Romans originally gave this name to all
gians of Meroe, invaded Egypt B.C. 22, but was the people on the northern coast of Spain; but
driven back and defeated by Petronius, the Ro- when they became better acquainted witi the
m a n governor of Egypt. Her name seems to country, the name was restricted to the people
have been c o m m o n to all the queens of zEthio- bounded on the east by the Astures and on the
west by the Autrigones. The Cantabri were a
pia.
C A N D A U L E S (KavbavXng), also called Myrsilus, fierce and warlike people, and were only sublast Heraclid king of Lydia. His wife compel- dued by Augustus after a struggle of several
led Gyges to put her husband to death, in con- years (B.C. 25-19).
O A N T H A R U S (KdvBapog) 1. A statuary anl
sequence of personal exposure. Gyges then
married the queen and mounted the throne, B. embosser of Sicyon,flourishedabout B.C. 268.—
[2. C A N T H A R C S . a w m i c poet of Athens, probaC. 716.
C A N D A V T A , O A N D A V I I M O N T E S (now Crasta), bly of the old comedy, of w h o m a few fragthe mountains separating Ulyricum from Mace- ments are extant, collected in Meineke's Fragm,
Comic. Grec, vol, i, p. 462-3.]
donia, across which the Via Egnatia ran.
[ C A N T H A R U S (KdvBapog), one of the three subC A N D I D U M P R O M O N T O R I U M (now Ras-el-Abiad,
Cape Bianco), northwest of. Hippo Zaritus, on thedivisions of the Piraeus, the harbor of Athens.
northern coast of Zeugitana, in Africa, forms so called from its resemblance to a icdvBapog.']
C A N T H U S (KdvBog), an Argonaut, son of Canethe western headland of the Sinus Hipponensis.
[CANENS, daughter of Janus, married Picus, thus or of Abas of Euboaa, w a s slain in Libya
by Cephalion or Caphaurus.
king of Latium in Italy. Vid Pious.]
C A N T I U M (Cantii: n o w Kent), a district of
CANIOULA.
Vid. CANIS.
OANIDIA, whose real name w a s Gratidia, w a s Britain nearly the same as the modern Kent,
a Neapolitan female, held up by Horace to con- but included L O N D I N I U M : [the eastern extremity
tempt as an old sorceress. (Epod, 5, 17 ; Sat, of this district formed the Cantium Promontorium, n o w North Foreland.]
i, 8.)
.
CANULEIUS, C , tribune of the plebs B.C. 445,
CANKTIJS GALLUS.
Vid. G A L L U S .
proposed the law establishing connubium, or the
CANINIUS REBILUS.
Vid. R E B I L U S .
CANIS (KISWJ>), the constellation of the Great right of intermarriage, between the patricians
OL>). The most important star in this constel- and plebs. H e also proposed that the people
lation was specially named Canis or Canicula,should have the right of choosing the consuls
and also Sirlus. About B.C. 400 the heliacal from either the patricians or the plebs; but this
rising of Sirius at Athens, corresponding with proposal w a s not carried, and it w a s resoli^d
the entrance of the sun into the sign Leo, mark- instead, that military tribunes, with consular
ed the hottest season of the year, and this ob- power, should be elected from either order in
servation being taken on trust by the Romans, place of the consuls.
without considering whether it suited their age C A N U S I U M (Canusinus: n o w Canosa), a town
and country, the Canes Caniculares became pro-in Apulia, on the Aufidus, and on the high road
verbial among them, as the Bog Bays are among from R o m e to Brundisium, founded, according
ourselves. The constellation of the Little Bog to tradition, by Diomede, whence the surroundwas called Procyon (XlpoKvav), literally trans-ing country w a s called Campus Biomedis. It
lated Ante canem, Antecanis, because in Greecewas, at all events, a Greek colony, and both
this constellation rises hebacally before the Greek and Oscan were spoken there in the time
Great Dog. W h e n Bootes was regarded as of Horace. (Canusini more bilinguis, Hor, Sat,
Icarius (vid. A R C T O S ) , Procyon became Maera, i, 10, 30.) Canusium was a town of considerable importance, but suffered greatly, like
the dog of Icarius.
. C A N N Z S (Cannensis: now Canne), a village in most of the other towns in the south of Italy
Apulia, northeast of CamiBium, situated in an during the second Punic war. Here the re
extensive plain east of the Aufidus and north of mains of the R o m a n army took refuge aftei
the smallriver,Vergellus, memorable for thetheir defeat at Cannaa, B.C. 216. It w a s cel«
brated for its mules and its woollen manufae
defeat of the Romans by Hannibal, B.C. 216.
tures, but it had a deficient supply of water
CANNINEKATES.
Vid. B A T A V I .
C A N O B U S or O A N O P U S (Kuvabog or Kdvunog), (Hor, Sat, i, 5, 91.) There are still ruins of
according to Grecian story, the helmsman of the ancient town near Canosa.
C A N U T I U S or C A N N U T I U S .
1. P , a distin
Menelaus, who, on his return from Troy, died
in Egypt, and w a s buried on the site of the town guished orator, frequently mentioned in Cico
ro's
oration
for
Cluentius.—2.
Ti, tribune of
of Canobus, which derived its name from him.
C A N O B U S or C A N O P U S (KuvuBog, Kdvarrog : Ko-the plebs B.C. 44, a violent opponent of Antony
and, after the establishment of the triumvirate,
tiaBirng: ruins west of Aboukir), an important
city on the coast of Lower Egypt, near the west- of Octavianus also. H e was taken prisoner at
ernmost mouth of the Nile, wiieh was hence the capture of Perusia, and was put to death by
called the Oanopie Mouth (rd KavaBixbv arbpa). Octavianus, 40.
C A P A N E U S (Karravevc), son of Hipponous and
It was one hundred and twenty stadia (twelve
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Of zEolis, in Jisia Minor, opposite to Lesbos.
[Near this was the Promontory Canaa, the termination of a range of mountains called by this
same name; also named Herod. jEga.]

OAFAftA,

. CAPITOLIUM.

^stynoiiie or Laodiee, aDd father of Stheneiis,legal schools, to which most of the great jurist*
was one of the seven ieroes w h o marched from belonged. T h e schools took their respective
Argos against Thebes. H e was struck by Ju- names from distinguished disciples of those jupiter (Zeus) with: lightning, as he was scaling rists. The foUowers of Capito were caUed
the walls of Thebes, because he had dared to from Masurius Sabinus, Sabiniani; and afterdefy the god. While his body was burning, bis ward from Cassius Longinus Cassiani. The
wife, Evadne, leaped into the flames and de-followers of Labeo took from Proculus the name
Proculeiani.
stroyed herself.
CAPITO, C. FONTEIUS. 1. A friend of M . Anto[ C A P A R A (now las Ventas da Caparra), a city
of Lusitania, in the territory of the Vettones.] ny, accompanied Maecenas to Brundisium, B.C
37, when the latter was sent to effect a reconcil. C A P E L L A , the star. Vid. C A V R A .
C A P E L L A , M A R T I A N U S M I N E U S F E L I X , a native iation between Octavianus and Antony. (Hor,
of Carthage, probably flourished toward the Sat, i, 5, 32.) Capito remained with Antony,
close of the fifth century of our era. H e is the and went with him to the East.—[2. C. Fon
author of a work in nine books, composed in a teius, son of No. 1, w a s consul in A.D. 12, tomedley of prose and various kinds of verse, after gether with Germanicus, and afterward had, as
the fashion of the Satyra Menippea of Varro. proconsul, the administration of the province
It is a sort of encyclopaedia,.and was much es- of Asia; he w a s accused subsequently on acteemed in the Middle Ages.
Thefirsttwocount of his conduct in Asia, but was acquitted.]
woks, which are an introduction to the rest, CAPITOLINUS, J U L I U S , one of the Scriptores
consist of an allegory, entitled the Nuptials of Historic Auguste, lived in the reign of DioclePhilology and Mercury, while in the remaining tian (A.D. 284-305), and wrote the lives of nine
seven are expounded the principles of the seven emperors: 1. Antoninus Pius; 2. M . Aurelius;
liberal arts, Grammar, Dialectics, Rhetoric, Ge-3; L. Verus; 4. Pertinax; 6. Clodius Albinus;
ometry, Arithmetic, Astronomy, and Music, in- 6. Opilius Macrinus; 7. The two Maximini; 8.
eluding Poetry.—Editions: B y H u g o Grotius, The three Gordiani; 9. Maximus and Balbinus.
Lugd. Bat, 1599 ; and by Kopp, Franef, 1836. ' The best editions of the Scriptores Historic Augustas are b y Salmasius, Par, 1620 ; SchreveC A P E N A (Capenas, -atis: n o w Civitucola, an
uninhabited hill), an ancient Etruscan town lius, Lugd. Bat, 1671.
CAPITOLINUS, M A N L I U S .
Vid. M A N L I U S .
founded by and dependent on Veii- submitted,
CAPITOLINUS M O N S .
Vid. C A P I T O L I U M , R O M A .
to the Romans B.C. 395, the year after the conquest of Veii, and subsequently became a Ro- CAPITOLINUS, PETILLIUS, was, according to
m a n municipium. In its territory was the cel- the Scholiast on Horace (Sat, i, 4, 94), intrustebrated grove and temple of Feronia, on the ed with the care of the temple of Jupiter on the
Capitol (whence he was caUed Capitolinus), and
anallriverCapenas. Vid. FERONIA.
was accused of having stolen the crown of Ju
C A P E N A PORTA.
Vid. R O M A .
[ C A P E N A S (now Taglia Fossd), a small river piter, but was acquitted by the judges in consequence of his being a friend of Augustus. The
of Etruria. Vid CAPENA.]
C A P E R , FLAVIUS, a Roman grammarian of un- surname Capitolinus appears, however, to have
certain date, whose works are quoted repeat- been a regular family-name of the gens.
CAPITOLINUS, QUINTIUS. • Vid. QUINTIUS.
edly b y Priscian, and of w h o m w e have two
CAPITOLIUM, the temple of Jupiter Optimus
short treatises .extant:- printed b y Putschius,
Grammat Latin. Auct. Antiqu, p. 2239-2248,, Maximus at Rome, was situated on the Mons
Capitolinus, which derived its name from the
Hanov, 1605.
temple. This hill is in figure an irregular ob• [ C A P E R N A U M (Kairepvaovu, now Tell-Hum), aplace in Galilee^ on the nortiern shore of Lake long, with two more elevated summits at the
northern and southern ends. The northern
Tiberias.]
summit, which is somewhat higher and steeper,
C A P E T U S - SILVIUS, Vid SILVIUS.
CAPHAREire (Ka<jnjpevg : n o w Capo d'Oro), was
a the A R X or citadel of Rome, and is n o w
rocky and dangerous promontory on the south- occupied by the church of Ara Celi ; while the
east .of. Euboea, where the Greekfleetis said tosouthern summit, which is n o w covered in part
by the Palazzo Caffarelli, was the Bite of the
have been wrecked on its return from Troy.
CAPITOLIUM. The temple is said to have been
[ C A P H A U R U S (Kd<j>avpog),„ son of Amphithemis
and .the n y m p h Tritonis,- slew the Argonaut called the Capitolium,, because a human head
(caput) w a s discovered in digging the foundaCanthus.]
The building of it was commenced by
[ C A P H I R A , (Ktfyeipa), daughter of Oceanus, tions.
is
said to have reared ^Neptune (Poseidon) in Tarquinius Priseus, and it waBfinishedb y Tarquinius Superbus, but was not dedicated till the
Rhodes.]
C A P H Y Z E (Ka<pvan: Kafvevg, Kafodrng), a third year of the republic, B.C. 607, by the con
sul M . Horatius. It was burned down in tha
town in Arcadia, northwest of Orohomenus.
CAPITO, C. A T E I U S . 1. .Tribune of the plebs civil wars, 88, but was rebuilt by Sulla, and was
B.C. 55, when he opposed the triumvirs.—2. dedicated b y Q. Catulus, 69. Ii was burned
Son of No. 1, ad eminent Roman-jurist, was ap- down a second time by the soldiers of Vitellius
pointed Curator aquarumpubliearumm
A.D. 13, A.D. 69, and was rebuilt bv Vespasian ; but it
and held this office till his death, 22. H e gainedwas burned down a third tune in the reign of
the favor of both Augustus - and Tiberius b y Titus, 80, and was again rebuilt by Domitiai
flattery and obsequiousness. • H e wrote numer-with greater splendor than before. The Capi
ous legal works, which are cited in the Digest tol contained three cells under the same roof
and elsewhere. Capito and his contemporary the middle cell was the temple of Jupiter, benct
Labeo were reckoned the highest legal author- described as " media qui sedet aade Deus" (Ov.
ities of their day, and were thefoundersof two ex Pont, iv, 9, 32), aDd on either side wer*
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the cells ol his attendant deities, Juno and Mi- Theie were other divisions under the later un»
nerva. The Capitol w a s one • of the most im- perors. Cappadoeia was a rough and generally
Eosing buildings at Rome, and w a s adorned as sterile mountain region, bordered by the chains
efitted the majesty of the king of the gods. It of the P A R Y A D R E S on the north, the S O Y D I S S E S
was in the form of a square, namely, two hund- on the east, and the T A U R U S on tbe south, and
red feet on each side, and w a s approached by intersected by that of the A N T I - T A U S U S , on the
aflightof one hundred steps. T h e gates were side of whose central mountain; .ARG.EUS, stood
of bronze, and the ceilings and tiles gilt. T h e the capital Mazaca, afterward C Z E S A R E A A D A B »
gilding alone cost Domitian twelve thousand GZEUM. Its chiefriverswere the H A L Y S and the
talents. In the Capitol were kept the Sibylline M E L A S . Its fine pastures supported abundance
books. Here the consuls, upon entering on their of good horses and mules.
C A P P A D O X (Kamrddolj: n o w Ko'nax), a tribuoffice, offered sacrifices and took their v o w s ;
and hither the victorious general, w h o entered tary of the Halys, rising in Mount LithniB, in
the city in triumph, w a s carried in his triumphal the chain of Paryadres, and forming the northcar, to return thanks to the father of the gods. western boundary of Cappadoeia, on the side of
Although the words Arx Capitoliumque are prop- Galatia.
O A P R A or C A P E L L A (AU), the brightest star
erly used to signify the whole hill, yet w e somelimes find the term Arx applied alone to the in the constellation of tie Auriga or Charioteer,
whole hill, since the hill itself constituted a nat- is sometimes called Olenia Capella, because it
ural citadel to the city, and sometimes the term rested on the shoulder (itrl rfjg aXevng) of the
Capitolium to the whole hill, on account of theAuriga. This star w a s said to have been origimportance and reverence attaching to the tem- inally the n y m p h or goat w h o nursed the infant
ple. Moreover, as the Capitol was nearly as Jupiter (Zeus) iu Crete. Vid. Z E G A , A M A L T H E A .
defensible as the Arx, it is sometimes called Its heliacal rising took place soon before the
Arx Tarpeia or Capitolina, but the epithet Tar-winter solstice, and thus it was termed signum
peia or Capitolina is applied to distinguish it pluviale.
C A P R A R I A or O A P R A S I A . 1. ( N o w Capraja), a
from the A r x properly so called.
C A P P A D O O I A (KamraSoicia : KamradoJ, Cappa- small island off the coast of Etruria, between
dox), a district of Asia Minor, to which different Populonia and the northern extremity of Corboundaries were assigned at different times. sica, inhabited only by wild goats, whence iti
Under the Persian empire it included the whole n a m e : called by the Greeks AlyiXov.—2. (Now
country inhabited by a people of-Syrian origin, Cabrera), a small island off the south of the B a
w h o were called (from their complexion) White learis Major (now Majorca), dangerous to ship»
Syrians (AevKoavpoi), and also Cappadoces, — 3 . Vid. Z E G A T E S . — 4 . Via. F O R T U N A T Z E I N S U L A
C A P R E Z E (now Capri), a small island, nim
which appears to have been a word of Persian
origin. Their country seems to have embraced miles in circumference, off Campania, at the
the whole northeastern part of Asia Minor east southern entrance of the Gulf of Puteoli, and
of the Halys and north of the Taurus. After- two and a half miles from the Promontory of
ward (but whether under the Persians or after Minerva, from which the island had been sepa
the Macedonian conquest, is a disputed point) rated by an earthquake. It is composed of cal
the country was divided into two parts, whici careous rocks, which rise to two summits, the
were named respectively from their proximity highest of which is between one thousand six
to the Euxine and to the Taurus, the northern hundred and one thousand seven hundred feet
part being called Cappadoeia ad Pontum, and above the sea. The scenery is beautiful, and
then simply P O N T U S , the southern part Cappa- the climate soft and genial. According to tra
doeia ad Taurum, and then simply Cappadoeia: dition, it was originally inhabited by the Telethe former was also called Cappadoeia Minor, boaa, but afterward belonged to the inhabitants
and the latter Cappadoeia Major. Under the of Neapolis, from w h o m Augustus either purPersian Empire, the whole country w a s govern- chased it or obtained it in exchange for the
ed by a line of hereditary satraps-, w h o traced island Pithecnsa. Here Tiberius lived the last
their descent from Anaphas, an Achaemenid, one ten years of his reign, indulging in secret deof the seven chieftains that slew the pseudo- bauchery, and accessible only to his creatures.
Smerdis, and w h o soon raised themselves to the H e erected m a n y magnificent buildings on tie
position of tributary kings. After a temporary island, the chief of which w a s the villa Jovis.
suspension of their power during the wars be- and the ruins of which are still to be seen.
C A P R I A (Kawpla), a large salt lake in Pamtween the successors of Alexander, when Ariarathes I. w a s defeated and slain by Perdiccas phylia, near the coast, between Perge and An(B.C. 322), the kings of southern Cappadoeia (re- pendus.
C A P R I O O R N U S (Alyonepog), the Goat, a sign of
specting the other part, vid. P O N T U S ) recovered
their independence under Ariarathes II, whose the zodiac, between the Archer and the Waterhistory and that of his successors will be found man, is said to have fought with Jupiter against
under A R I A R A T H E S and A R I O B A R Z A N E S . In A.D. the Titans.
17, Archelaus, the last king, died at R o m e , and C A P R U S (Kd-mpog). 1. ( N o w Little Zab), a
Tiberius m a d e Cappadoeia a R o m a n province. river of Assyria, rising in Mount Zagros (now
Vid. A R C H E L A U S , No. 6. Soon afterward the Mountains of Kurdistan), andflowingsouthwest
districts of Cataonia and Melitene, which had into the Tigris, opposite to Caenaa.—2. A little
before belonged to Cilicia, were added to Cap- river of Phrygia, rising at the foot of Mount
padoeia, and tha province then comprised the Cadmus, andflowingnorth into the Lyeus.
C A P S A (Capsetanus: n o w Ghafsah), a strong
ten praefecturae of Melitene, Cataonia, Cilicia,
Tyamtis, Garsauritis, Laviniasene, Sargarau- and ancient city in the southwest of Byzaeena, in
gene Sara'iravene, Chamanene, and Morimene Northern Africa, in a fertile oasis, surrounded by
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a sandy desert abounding in serpents. Its foun- wai tj obtain the sole government by the murdation was ascribed by tradition to the Libyan der of his brother; and after making several
Hercules. In the war with Jugurtha, w h o used unsuccessful attempts upon the life of Geta, he
't as a treasure-city, it was destroyed by Marius; at length pretended to be reconciled with him,
but it was afterward rebuilt and erected into a and having thus thrown him off his guard, he
colony.
caused him to be murdered in the arms of his
C A P U A (Capuanus, Capuensis, but more com- mother, 212. The assassination of Geta was
monly Campanus: n o w Capua), originally call- followed by the execution of m a n y of the most
ed Vi/wuRNUM, the chief city of Campania after distinguished m e n of the state, w h o m Caracalla
tht fall of CuMzg, is said to have derived its suspected of favoring his brother's cause: the
tame from Capys. Vid. C A P Y S , N O . 2. Capua celebrated jurist Papinian w a s one of his vicwas either founded or colonized b y the Etrus- tims. His cruelties and extravagances knew
cans, according to some, fifty years before the no bounds; and after exhausting Italy by his
foundation of Rome, and it became at an early extortions, he resolved to visit the different
period the most prosperous, wealthy, and luxu- provinces of the empire, which became the
rious city in tbe south of Italy. In B.C. 420 itscenes of fresh atrocities. In 214 he visited
was conquered by the warlike Samnites; and Gaul, Germany, Dacia, and Thrace ; and, in conthe population, which had always been of a sequence of a campaign against the Alemanni,
mixed nature, n o w consisted of Ausonians, Os- he assumed the surname Alemannicus. In 215
cans, Etruscans, and Samnites. A t a later time, he went to Syria and Egypt; his sojourn at
Capua, again attacked by the Samnites, placed Alexandrea was marked by a general slaughtei
itself under the protection of R o m e , 343. It of the inhabitants, in order to avenge certain
revolted to Hannibal after the battle of Oannaa, sarcastic pleasantries in which they had indul216, but was taken by the R o m a n s in 211, was ged against himself and his mother. In 216 he
fearfully punished, and never recovered its for- crossed the Euphrates, laid waste Mesopotamia,
mer prosperity. It w a s n o w governed by a and returned to Edessa, where he wintered.
praefectus, w h o w a s sent annually to the city Next year he again took thefield,intending to
from Rome. It received a R o m a n colony by cross the Tigris, but was murdered near Edessa
the lex ngraria of Julius Caesar, 69, and under by Macrinus, the praetorian praafect CaracaU#
Nero a colony of veterans w a s settled there. gave to all free inhabitants of the empire the
It was subsequently destroyed by the barbarians name and privileges of R o m a n citizens.
who invaded Italy. The modern town of Capua
C A R A O T A O U S , king of the Silures in Britain,
is built about three miles from the ancient one, bravely defended his country against the Rothe site of which is indicated by the ruins of an mans, in the reign of Claudius. H e was at
amphitheatre.
length defeated by the Romans, andfledfor proCAPUT V A D A PROMONTORIUM.
Vid B R A O H O - tection to Cartismandua, queen of the Brigantsm.
tes ; but she betrayed him to the Romans, w h o
C A P Y S (Kdnvg)
1. Son of Assaracus and carried him to R o m e , A.D. 51. W h e n brought
Hieromnemone, and father of Anehises.—2. A before Claudius, he addressed the emperor in so
companion of zEneas, from w h o m Capua was noble a manner that the latter pardoned him
said to have derived its name.
and his friends.
C I P Y S SILVIUS.

Vid. SILVIUS.

C A R A L I S or C A R A L E S (Caralitanus: n o w Caq-

C A P Y T I U M or C A P I T I U M (now Capizzi), called liari), the chief town of Sardinia, with an excelby Cicero Gapitina Civitas, a town iu Sicilylent harbor, situated on the S I N U S CARALITAnear Mount /Etna.
N U S and on a promontory of the same name
C A R (Kdp), son of Phoroneus, and king of (now Capo S. Ella) It w a s founded by the
Megara, from w h o m the acropolis of this town Carthaginians; under the R o m a n s it was the
was called Caria.
residence of the praator, and at a later period
[ C A R A (now Cares, near Puente la Reyna), a enjoyed the R o m a n franchise.
city of the Vascones in Hispania TarraconenC A R A M B I S (KdpafiBig dupa: n o w Kerempe), a
sis.]
promontory, with a city of the same name, on
C A R A C A L L A , emperor of R o m e A.D. 211-217, the coast of Paphlagoma, almost exactly oppowas Bon of Septimius Severus and his second site the Kriu Metopon, or southern promontory
wife Julia D o m n a , and was born at Lyons A.D. of the Chersonesus Taurica (now Crimea) A n
188. H e w a s originally called Bassianus after imaginary line joining these two headlands
his maternal grandfather, but afterward Marcus would m a k e au almost equal division of the
Aurelius Antoninus, which became his legal Euxine, which was hence called 6i6bp.n -BuXaaoa.
name, and appears on medals and inscriptions. (Soph, Antig, 978.)
Caracalla was a nickname derived from a long C A R A N U S (Kdpavog) 1. Of Argos, a descend
tunic worn by the Gauls, which he adopted as ant of Hercules, and a brother nf Phidon, is said
his favorite dress after he became emperor. In to have settled at Edessa in Macedonia with at,
198, Caracalla, when ten years old, was declar- Argive colony about B.C. 750, and to have be
ed Augustus, and in the same year accompanied come the founder of the dynasty of Macedonian
bis father Severus in the expedition against the kings.—2 Son of Philip aud half brother of AlParthians. H e returned with Severus to R o m e exander the Great.—3. A general of Alexander
in 202, and married Plautilla. daughter of Plau- the Great
tianuB, the praetorian praafect In 208 he went CARAUSIUS, born among the Menapii in Gaul,
with Severus to Britain; and on the death of was intrusted by Maximian with the command
the latter at York, 211, Caracalla and his brother of thefleetwhich was to protect the coasts of
Geta succeeded to the throne, according to their Gaul against the ravages of the Franks. But
father's arrangem ;nts. Caraealla's first object Maximian, having become dissatisfied withtb«
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•onduct'of Carausius in this command, gave entering houses. Ovid (Fast, vi, 101, seq.) con
orders for the execution of the latter. Oarau- founds this goddess with C A R N A .
sius forthwith crossed over to Britain, where
C A R D I A (Kapbla: Kapdcavbg), a town on the
he assumed the title of Augustus, A D . 287. Af- western side of the Thracian Chersonese, on the
ter several ineffectual attempts to subdue him, Gulf of Melas, founded by Miletus and Olazon*
Diocletian' and Maximian acknowledged him as enae, and subsequently colonized by the Athetheir colleague in the empire, and he continued tonians under Miltiades. It was destroyed by Lyreign in Britaintill293, when he was murdered simachus, w h o built the town of L Y S I M A C H I A IT
by his chief officer, Allectus.
its immediate neighborhood. Cardia was the
C A B B O , PAPIRIUS. 1. 0 , a distinguished ora- birth-place of Eumenes and cf the historian
tor, and a m a n of great talents, but of no prin- Hieronymus.
ciple. H e commenced public life as one of the C A R D U O H I (Kapdovxoi), a powerful and warlike
three commissioners or triumvirs for carrying people in the southeast of Greater Armenia, oc
into effect the agrarian law of Tiberius Grac- the northeastern margin of the Tigris valley,
chus. His tribuneship of the plebs, B.C. 131,probably the same as the TopSvaloi and Topdvyvoi
was characterized by the most vehement oppo- of the late geographers and the Kurds of m o d
sition to the aristocracy; and he was thought e m times. They dwelt in the mountains which
even to have murdered Seipio Africanus, the divided Assyria on the northeast from Armenia
champion of the aristoeratical party, 129. But (Mountains af Kurdistan), and were never thor
after the death of C. Gracchus (121}, he sud- oughly subdued by the Persians, Greeks, or Rodenly deserted the popular party, and in his con- mans.
sulship (120) actually undertook the defence _ C A R S S U S (Kdpnaog), a town of the Troad, on a
of Opimius, w h o had murdered 0. Gracchus. river of the same name flowing into the zEsepus:
In 119 Carbo was. accused by L. Licinius Cras- destroyed before the time of Strabo: [the sur
sus, w h o brought a charge against him, and as rounding district was called CARESENE.]
• •
he foresaw his condemnation, he put an end to
[ C A R F U L E N U S , D , called C A R S U L E I U S b y A p his life.—2. C N , consul 113, was defeated by pian, served under Julius Caesar in the Alexan
the Cimbri near Noreia, and being afterward ac- drine war, B.O. 47, in which he is spoken of as a
cused by Marcus Antonius, he put an endtohis m a n of great military skill. H e subsequently
o w n life.—3. 0 , with the surname A R V I N A , son took an active part in the w a r against Antony,
of No. 1, was a supporter of the aristocracy. and fell in the battle of Mutina]
In his tribuneship (90), Carbo and his colleague, C A R I A (Kapia : Kdp, pi. of Kdpeg), a district ot
Marcus Plautius Silvanus, carried a law (Lex Asia Minor, in its southwestern corner, boundPapiria Plautia), giving the R o m a n franchise to ed on the north and northeast by the mountains
the citizens of the federate towns. Carbo was Messogis and Cadmus, which divided it from
murdered in 82, by the praetor Brutus Damasip- Lydia and Phrygia, and adjacent to Phrygia and
pus, at the command of the younger Marius. Vid. Lycia on the east and southeast It is interBRUTUS,,No. 10.—4. O N , son of No. 2, was one sected by low mountain chains running out far
of the leaders of the Marian party. H e was into the sea in long promontories, the. northernthrice consul, namely, in 85, 84, and 82. In 82 most of which w a s called Mycale or Trogiliunj
he carried on war against Sulla and M s generals, {opposite to Samos); the next Posidium (on
but was at length obliged to abandon Italy: he which stood Miletus and Branchidae); the next
fledtoSicily, where he was taken prisoner, and is the long tongue of land terminated by the two
put to deati by Pompey at Lilybaaum in the headlands of Zephyrium and Termerium (with
course of the same year.
Haliearnassus on its southern side); next the
O A R O A S O (now Carcassone), a town of the Tec-Cnidian Chersonesus, terminated by the Cape
tosages in Gallia Narbonensis, [possessing the JusTriopium and the city of Cnidus; then the RhoLatii, used by Caasar in his Gallic wars as a diah Chersonesus, the southern point of which
place of arms.]
was called Cynossema, opposite to Rhodes; and,
C A R O A T H I O O E R T A (KapKaBioKepra: n o w Kart- lastly, Pedalium or Artemisium, forming the
part or Biarbekr) the capital of the district of western headland of the B a y of Glaucus. The
Sophene in Armenia Major.
chief gulfs formed by these promontories were
O A R O I N U S (KapKivog) 1. A tragic poet and a the Maaandrian, between Trogilium and Posidijontemporary of Aristophanes (Nub, 1263; Pax, u m ; the Iassian, between Posidium and Zephy794).—2. A younger tragic poet, lived about rium ; and the Ceraunian or Dorian, between
B.O. 380; [Suidas attributed to him one hun- Termerium and Triopium. The valleys between
dred and sixty tragedies, but w e possess the titlesthese mountain chains were well watered and
and fragments of nine only, and some fragments fertile. The chief river w a s the Maaander, beof uncertain dramas : all that remains of this tween the chains of Messogis and Latmus, to the
poet has been collected and published in W a g - south of which the country w a s watered b y its
ner's Tragic. Grasc. Fragm. (Didot's Bibliotheca),
tributaries, the Marsyas, Harpasus, and Mosyp, 84-88.]
,
.
nus, besides some streams flowing west and
CARDAMYLE^Ka/xla/iii^: KapSauvXtrng) 1. south into the sea, the most considerable of
A. town in Messenia, one of the seven towns prom- whioh was the Calbis. Vid. the articles. T h e
ised by A g a m e m n o n to Achilles.—2. A n island chief products of the country were corn, wine,
near, or perhaps a town in, Chios.
oil, and figs ; for the last of which, Caunus, oa
_ C A R D E A , a R o m a n divinity protecting the the southern coast, w a s very famous. A n eahinges of doors (cardo), was a • n y m p h beloved
tensive commerce was carried on by the Greek
by Janus, w h o rewarded her for her favors b y colonies on the coast. Even before the great
giving her the protection of the hinges of doors, colonization of the coasts of Asia Minor, Dorian
and the power of preventing evil demons from settlements existed cn the Triopia-i and Cnidian
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promontories, and this part of Caria, with the Elyai), a range of mountains' ini'ipalestin^
adjacent islands, received at that time other branching off, O E the northern bordei of 'SamaDorian colonies, and obtained the n a m e of D O - ria;fromthe central chain (which extends souti
RIS ; while to the north of the Iassian Gulf the and north between the Jordan and the Meditercoast was occupied by Ionian colonies, and thus ranean), and running north and northwest througS
formed the southern part of IONIA. The. inhab- the southwest part of Galilee, till itterminatesin
itants of the rest of the country were Carians the promontory of the same, name (now Gape
(Kdpeg) a wide-spread race of the Indo-Gerr Carmel), the height of which is twelve hundred
manic stock, nearly allied to the Lydians and feet above the Mediterranean.,
Mysians, which appears, in the earliest times . C A R M E N T A , C A R M E N T I S . I Vid. • CAMENZE,'
of which w e know any thing, to have occupied
C A E M O , (now Oarmona), afortifiedtown in
the greater part of the western coast of .Asia Hispania Baatica, northeast of Hispalis.
Minor and several islands of the zEgean, in conC A R N A , a R o m a n i divinity; whose name is
junction with the.LELEGES, from w h o m the Car probably connected with caro,flesh,for she was
nans are not easily distinguishable. The con- regarded as the protector of the physical wennection between the Carians, Lydians, and M y - being of man. Her festival was celebrated on the
sians is attested by their common worship of first of June, and was believed to have been inZeus Carios at Mylasa : the Carians had also a stituted by Brutus in thefirstyear of the repubcommon sanctuary of Zeus Chrysaoreus. Their lic. Ovid confounds this goddess with C A R D E A .
language was reckoned by the Greeks as a barO A R N E A D E S (Kapveddtig); a celebrated philosobarian tongue (i e, unintelligible), though it pher, born at Cyrene about B.C. 213, was the
early received an mtermixture of Greek. The founder of the Third or N e w Academy at Athens.
people were considered mean and stupid, even In,156 he was.sent to Rome, with Diogenes and
for slaves. The country w a s governed b y a Critolaus, by the Athenians, to. deprecate the
race of native princes, w h o fixed their abode at fine of five hundred talents which had been imHaliearnassus after its exclusion from the Do-posed on the Athenians for the destruction: of
rian confederacy. Vid HALIOARNABSUS. These Oropus. A t R o m e he attracted great notice
princes were subject allies of Lydia and Persia, from his eloquent declamations on philosophical
scd some of them rose to great distinction in subjects, and it was here that hefirstdelivered
war and peace.
Vid A R T E M I S I A , M A U S O B U S , his, famous orations on Justice. The first oraand A D A . After the Macedonian conquest the tion was in commendation of the virtue, and the
toiitherri portion of the country became subject next day the second answered all the arguments
i • Rhodes (vid. R H O D U S ) , and the northern partof thefirst;and showed that justice was not a
l the kings of P E R G A M U S . Under the Romans, virtue, but a matter of compact for the maintejria formed a part of the province of ASIA.
nance of civil society. Thereupon Cato moved
CARINZE.
Vid. R O M A .
the senatetosend the philosopher home to his
C A R I N U S , M . AURELIUS,! the elder of the two school, and save the R o m a n youth from his deons of Carus, w a s associated with, his father moralizing doctrinesi Carneades died in 129, at
a the government A D 283, and remained in the age of eighty-five. H e was a strenuous opihe west, while his father and brother, Numeri- ponent of the Stoics, and maintained that neither
uius proceeded to the east to carry on war our senses nor our understanding supply us with
igainst the Persians. O n the death of his father, a sure criterion of truth.
in the course of the same year, Carinus and
C A R N E U S (Kapvelog), a surname of Apollo, unNumerianus succeeded to the empire.- 'In 284 der which he was worshipped by the Dorians,
Numerianus w a s slain, and Carinus marched is derived by some from Oarnus, a son of Jupiinto Moesia to oppose Diocletian, w h o had been ter (Zeus) and Latona (Leto), and by others from
proclaimed emperor. A decisive battle w a s Oarnus, an Aearnanian soothsayer. The latter
[ought near Margum, in which Carinus gained was murdered b y H I P P O T E S , and it was to prothe victory, but, in tie moment of triumph, he pitiate Apollo that the Dorians introduced his
was slain by Borne of his o w n officers, whose worship under the surname of Carneus. The feswives he had seduced, 285; Carinus w a s onetival of the Carnea, in honor of Apollo, was one
of the most profligate and cruel of the R o m a n of the great national festivals of the Spartans.
emperors. Vid Bid. of Ant, s. v.
C A R M A N A (Kdppava : now Kerman, ruins), the C A R N I , a Celtic people, dwelling north of the
capital of Carmania Propria, 3° longitude east Veneti in the Alpes Carnicaa. Vid p. 48, b.
of Persepolis.
C A R N U N T U M (Kapvovg, -ovvrog: ruins between
C A R M A N I A (Kappavia: Kappdvwg, Kappavirng: Beutsch-Altenburg and Pdronell), an- ancient
flow Kirman), a province of the ancient Persian Celtic town in Upper Pannonia, on the Danube,
empire bounded on the west b y Persis, on the east of Vindobona (now Vienna), and subsequentnorth by Parthia, on the east b y Gedrosia,: and. ly a R o m a n municipium or a colony. It was one
on the Bouth by the Indian Ocean.. Itwas di- of the chief fortresses of the Romans on the Danvided into two.parts, 0. Propria and 0. Deserta,. ube, and was the residence of the Emperor Marthe former of which was well watered by sev- ens Aurelius during his wars with theMarcomaneral' small streams, and. abounded in corn, wine,ni and Quadi It was the station of the R o m a n
and cattle. The country also yielded gold, silver, fleet on: the Danube and the. regular quarters of
copper, salt, and cinnabar. The people were akinthe fourteenth legion. It was destroyed by the
to the Persians.
,.
Germans in the fourth century, but was rebuilt
O A R M A N O R (Kapudvap), a Cretan, said to haveand wasfinallydestroyed by the Hungarians in
purified Apollo and Diana (Artemis") after slay-. the Middle Ages. •
mg' the monster Python.
CARNUS.
Vid. C A R N E U S .
-, O A R M E L U S and -UM (KdppnXog: now Jebelr , C A R N U T E S or -i, a powerful people in Gallia
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sto-d in ohe recess of a large bay (Sinus Car
thaginiei sis), inclosed by the headlands Apollinis and Mercurii (now Cape Farina an 1 Capt
Bon), in the middle and northernmost part of
C A R P A T E S , also called A L P E S B A S T A R N I O Z E (now the north coast of Africa, in latitude about 36'
Carpathian Mountains), the ns juntains separat- ,55', north, and longitude about 10 c , 20' east
The coast of this part of Africa has reen much
ing Dacia from Sarmatia.
C A B P A T H U S (KupnaBog: n o w Scarpanto), an altered by the deposits of the Rivt; Bagradaa
island, between Crete and Rhodes, in the seaand the sand which is driven seaward by the
named after it Mare Carpathium: its chief towns northwest winds. In ancient times Carthcge
stood upon a peninsula surrounded by the sea
«vere Posidium and Nisyrus.
[ C A R P E N T O R A O T E (now Carpentras, with m a n y on all sides except the west; but n o w the w h o U
Roman remains), a city of the Memini in Gallia space between the northern side of this penin
Narbonensis, at a late period also called Colonia sula and the southern side of the Apollinis Promontorium (now Cape Farina) isfilledup and
Julia Meminorum.]
C A R P E T A N I , a powerful people in Hispania converted into a marsh; Utica, which was or,
Tarraconensis, with a fertile territory on the riv- the sea-shore, being left some miles inland; and
ers Anas and Tagus, in tbe modern Castillo andthe course of the Bagradas itself being turned
considerably north of its original channel, sc
Estremadura: their capital was T O L E T U M .
C A R P I or CARPIANI, a German people between that, instead of flowing about half w a y betweec
Utica and Carthage, it n o w runs close to the
the Carpathian Mountains and the Danube.
[ C A R P I S (Kdpmg). a tributary of the Ister, on ruins of Utica, and.falls into the sea just undei
Cape Farina. T h e northeastern and southeastthe southern side.]
CARRZEOI' C A R R H Z E (Kdp'p'ai: Haran or Charranern sides of the peninsula are still open to the
of Scripture: n o w Harran) a city of Osroene in sea, which has, indeed, rather encroached here,
Mesopotamia, not far from Edessa. It was here for ruins are found under water. The southern
that Crassus m e t his death after his defeat by side of the peninsula was formed by an inclosed
bay, connected with the sea only b y a narrow
the Parthians, B.C. 53,
C A R R I N A S or C A R I N A S . 1. C , one of the com- opening (now called the Goletta, or, in Arabic,
manders .of the Marian party, fought B.C. 83 Haket-el- Wad, i e. Throat of the River), which
against Pompey, and in 82 against Sulla and his still forms the port of Tunis (ancient Tunes)
generals. After the battle at the Colline gate which stands at its furthest end; but it is nearly
at Rome, in which the Marian army was defeat- choked up with the deposit of tie sewers of the
ed, Carrinas took toflight,but w a s seized and city. The circuit of the old peninsula m a y be
put to death.—2. C , sou of No. 1, was sent by estimated at about thirty miles; the width oi
Caesar, in 45, into Spain against Sextus P o m - the isthmus is three miles. T h e greatest cirpeius, but he did not accomplish any thing. In cumference of the city itself was probably about
43 he was consul, and afterward served as onefifteen miles. The original city appears to have
of the generals of Octavianus against Sextus stood on the northeastern part of the peninsula,
Pompeius in Sicily in 36, and as proconsul in between Ras Ghammart and Ras Bousaid (now
Gaul in 31.—3. S E C U N D U S , a rhetorician, expelled Cape Carthage), where the remains of cisterns
by Caligula from R o m e because he had, by w a y are seen under water: these, and the aqueduct
of exercise, declaimed against tyrants in his whose ruins m a y be traced forfifty-twomile9
to Zaghwan, are the only remains of the ok
school.
[ C A R R U O A , a town of Hispania Baatica, north- city. Its port called Cothon, w a s on the north
west side of the peninsula, where a little village
ward from Munda.]
C A R S E O L I (Carseolanus: n o w Carsoli), a town(now inland) still retains tie n a m e of El-Marsa,
of the zEqui m Latium, colonized by the Romans i e, the Port. T h e R o m a n city, which w a s
built after the destruction of the original Carat an early period.
C A R S U L Z E (Carsulanus: n o w Monte Oastrilli) thage, lay to the south of it The Tyrian col
a town in Umbria, originally of considerable im- ony of Carthage w a s founded, according to tra
dition, about one hundred years before the buildportance, but afterward declined.
ing of R o m e , that is, about B.C 863. Thei-fe
[CARTALO. Vid. CARTHALO.]
C A R T E I A (also called Carthaea, Carpia, Car- were several more ancient Phoanician colonies
pessus, Kaprnta: n o w Crantia), more anciently along the same coast, between two of which,
TARTESSUS, a celebrated town and harbor in the Utica and Tunes, the n e w settlement was fived,
south of Spain, at the head of the gulf of which about twenty-seven miles (Roman) from the
Mount Calpe forms one 6ide, founded by the former, and ten from the latter. T h e mythical
Phoenicians, aud colonized B.C. 170 by four thou- account of its foundation is given under D I D O
•and R o m a n soldiers, whose mothers were Span- The part of the cityfirstbuilt was called, n tbe
Phoeuician language, Betzura or Bosra, i e,
ish women.
C A R T E N N A or O A R T I N N A (now Tennez), a colony a castle, which w a s corrupted by the Greeks into
Byrsa
(Bipod), i. e, a hide, and hence probably
on the coast of Mauretania Caasariensis in northarose tie story of the w a y in which the nativen
ern Africa, founded by Augustus.
C A R T H Z E A (KapBaia : n o w Poles, ruins), a townwere cheated,out of the ground. A s the city
on the south side of the island of Ceos, where grew, the Byrsa formed the citadel: it stood on
eonsiderable ruins are found at the present day. a low hill; but its site can no. longer be identiCARTHAGO, M A G N A
CARTHAGO
(Kapxndov: fied, as there are several such tills within the
ULapxvbbvwg, Carthaginiensis, Pcenus: ruins circuit of the ancient city. The Cothon, or Port,
near El-Marsa, northeast of Tunis), one of the is said to have been excavated, and the quartet
most celebrated cities of the anc'jmt world. of the city adjoining to it built forty years later
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B.C. 813 This Cothon w a s the innar harbor, ion. The religion rf Caithage was that of th«
and was used for ships of war: the outer har- mother country: especial mention is m a d e of
bor, d vided from it by a tongue of land three the cruel rites of their tutelar deity Melcarthhundred feet wide, w a s the station for the mer- (i. e, king of the city, no doubt the same as Mochant ship3. The fortifications of the city con- l»ch), which were abolished by the treaty with
sisted of a smgle wall on the side toward the Gelon of Syracuse, B.C. 480; aud also of th«
sea, where the steep shore formed a natural de- worship of Ashtaroth and Astarte, and zEscu
fence, and 3. triple wall of great height, with batlapius. T h e chief occupations of the people
tlements and towers, on tie land side; on this were commerce and agriculture: in the formei
side were barracks for forty thousand soldiers, they rivalled the mother city, Tyre; and the
and stables for three hundred elephants and latter they pursued with such success that the
four thousand horses. Beyond the fortifica- country around the city w a s one of the best
tions was a large suburb, called Magara or M a - cultivated districts in the ancient world, and <i
galia, containing m a n y beautiful gardens and great work on agriculture, in twenty-eigl t
rillas. The aqueduct already mentioned is books, w a s composed by Mago, a suffete. Th t.
supposed, on good, grounds, to have been built revenues of the state were derived from th?
at an early period of the existence of the city. subject provinces; and its army w a s compose 1
The most remarkable buildings mentioned with- of mercenaries from the neighboring countrj,
in tha city were the temple of the god w h o m among w h o m the Numidian cavalry were esp< the Greeks and R o m a n s identified with zEscu- cially distinguished. Of the History of Carthagi
lapius, and that of Apollo (Baal or the Sun) in a brief sketch will suffice, as the most importthe market place. The population of Carthage, ant portions of it are related in the ordinary hisat the time of the third Punic war, is stated at tories of R o m e . The first colonists preserved
seven hundred thousand. T h e constitution of the characters of peaceful traders, and main
Carthage w a s a municipal oligarchy, somewhat tained friendly relations with the natives of th«
resembling that of Venice. The two chief mag- country, to w h o m they long continued to pay ft
istrates, called Suffetes (probably the same word rent or tribute for the ground on which the city
as the Hebrew Shophetim, i. e. Judges) appear was built. Gradually, however, as their comto have been elected for life; the Greek and merce brought them power and wealth, they
R o m a n writers call them kings. T h e generals were enabled to reduce the natives of tie dis
end foreign governors were usually quite dis- trict round the city,firstto the condition of alSiact from the suffetes, but the two offices were lies, and then to that of tributaries. Meansometimes united in the same person. The while, they undertook military expeditions at
governing body w a s a senate, partly hereditary sea, and possessed themselves,firstof the small
aud partly elective, within which there w a s a islands near their o w n coast, and afterward of
select body of one hundred or one hundred and Malta, and the Lipari and Balearic Islands: thsy
four, called Gerusia, whose chief office w a s also sent aid to Tyre, when it was besieged by
to control the magistrates, and especially the Nebuchadnezzar (B.C. 600), and took part ir
generals returning from foriegn service, w h o wars between the Etruscans and the Phocaean
might be suspected of attempts to establish a colonies. O n the coast of Africa they founded
tyranny. T h e Gerusia w a s first formed about numerous colonies, from the Pillars of Hercules
B.C. 400, when the power of the house of M a g o to the bottom of the Great Syrtis, where they
excited suspicion; and its efficacy w a s shown m e t the Greek colonists of Cyrenaiea: tha
iu the defeat of the attempts m a d e b y Hanno people of these colonies became intermixed
(B.C. 840) and Hamilcar (B.C. 306) to seize with the Libyans around them, forming a popthe supreme power. Its members are said b y ulation w h o are called Libyo-Phoenicians. In
Aristotle to have been elected b y the pentar- connection with their commercial enterprises,
chies, bodies of which w e have very little infor- they no doubt sent forth various expeditions
mation, but which appear to have been commit- of maritime discovery, a m o n g which w e have
tees of five, chosen from the most eminent mention of two, which were undertaken during
members of the senate, aud intrusted with the the long peace which followed the w a r with
control of the various departments of the gov- Gelon in B.C. 480, to explore the western coasts
ernment. Important questions, especially those of Europe and Africa respectively. The record
on which the senate and the suffetes disagreed, of the latter expedition, under Hanno, is still
were referred to a general assembly of the cit- preserved to us in a Greek translation, (vid
izens; but concerning the m o d e of proceeding H A N N O ) , from which w e learn that it reaehed
in this assembly, and the extent of its powers, probably as far south as 10° north latitude, if
w e know very little. It seems to have elected not furtier. The relations of the Carthaginians
the magistrates, the senate having either the with the interior of Northern Africa appear to
power of previous nomination or of a veto, it ishave been very extensive, but the country actu
not clear which. T h e generals were chosen by ally subject to them, and which formed the true
the gerusia, and approved by the assembly of Carthaginian territory, w a s limited to the disthe citizens. T h e general tone of social m o - trict contained between the River Tusca (now
rality at Carthage appears to have been high, Zain) on the west, and the lake and riTer Triat least during its earlier history: there w a s a bn, at the bottom of the Lesser Syrtis, on thi
censorship of public morals, under the care of south, corresponding very nearly to the modern
the gerusia; and all the magistrates were re- regency of Tunis; and even within this terquired, during their term of office, to abstain ritory there were some ancient Phoenician colfrom wine: the magistrates were also unpaid. onies, which, though in alliance wi'h Carthage,
Their punishments were very severe, and the preserved their independent municipal govern
usual m o d e of inflicting death w a s by erucifix- ment, such as Hippo Zari'us, Utica, H a d r u m e
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chi, which remained in a feeble'tondition till th
turn, aiid Leptis. The first great development
of the power of Carthage for foreign conquest times of Julius and Augustus, under w h o m a
was made by Mago (about B.C. 550-600), w h o n e w city was built south of tie former, on the
is said to have first established a sound disci- southeastern side of the peninsula, with the
pline in the armies of the republic, and to have n a m e of C O L O N I A C A R T H A G O . It soon grew so
freed the city from the tribute which it still much as to cover a great part (if not the whole)
paid to the Libyans. His sons, Hasdrubal and of the site of the ancient Tyrian city : it became
Hamilcar, reduced a part of the island of Sar- the first city of Africa, and occupied an importdinia, where the Carthaginians founded the ant place in ecclesiastical as well as in civ
colonies of Oaralis and Sulci; and by this time history. It was taken by the Vand<-ls in A.D
the fame of Carthage iad spread so far, that 439, retaken by Belisarius in A.D. 588, and de
Darius is said to ha\e sent to ask her aidstroyed by the Arab conquerors in A D . 698.
against the Greeks, which, however was re-Respecting the territory of Carthage under the
fused. The Carthaginians, however, took ad- Romans, vid. A F R I C A , N O . 2.
vantage of the Persian w a rtoattempt the con- C A R T H A G O N O V A (Kapxnbav b pea: n o w Carquest of Sicily, whither Hamilcar was sent with thagena), a town on the eastern coast of Hisa great force, in B.C. 480, but his army was de-pania Tarraconensis, founded by the Carthastroyed and himself killed in a great battle un- ginians under Hasdrubal, B.C. 243, and subseder the walls of Himera, in which the Sicilian quently conquered and colonized by the Romans.
Greeks were commanded by Gelon, the tyrant from which time its full name was Colonia Vicof Syracuse, and which was said to have been trix Julia Nova Carthago. It is situated on a
fought on the same day as the battle of Salamis. promontory running out into the sea, and posTheir next attempt unon Sicily, in B.C. 410, led sesses one of the finest harbors in the world:
to a protracted wai, rrhich resulted in a treaty at the entrance of the harbor, was a small island
between the Syracusans, under Timoleon, and called S C O M B K A R I A , from the great number of
the Carthaginians, by which the latter were scombri or mackerel caught here, from which
confirmed in the possession of the western part such famous pickle was made. In ancient times
of the island, as far as the River Halicus. F r o m Carthago Nova was one of the most important
B.C. 310-307 there was another w a r between cities in all Spain; its population w a s numerSyracuse and the Carthaginians, which w a s ous, its trade flourishing, and its temples and
chiefly remarkable for the bold step taken by other public buildings handsome and imposing
Agattocles, w h o invaded the Carthaginian ter- It was, together with Tarraco, the residence of
ritory in Africa, and thus, though unable to the R o m a n governor of the province. In the
maintain nimself there, set an example which neighborhood were valuable silver mines; and
was followed a century later by Seipio, with the country produced an immense quantity of
fatal results to Carthage. Passing over the Spartum or broom, whence the town bore the
wars with P Y R R H U S and H I E R O , w e come to the surname Spartaria, and the country was calle
long struggle between R o m e and Carthage, Campus Spartarius.
[ C A R T H A L O . 1. Commander of the Carina
known as the Punic Wars, which are fully related in the histories of Rome. Vid. also H A ginianfleetin thefirstPunic war.—2. The Car
MILOAR. Tbefirstlasted from B.C. 265-242, thaginian commander of the cavalry in the army
and resulted in the loss to Carthage of Sicily of Hannibal. H e was slain by a R o m a n soldier
and the Lipari Islands. It w a s followed by a after laying down his arms at the capture of
fierce contest of some years between Carthage Tarentum b y the Romans.]
[ C A R T I S M A N D U A or C A R T I M A N D U A , queen of the
and her disbanded mercenaries, which is called
the Libyan W a r , and which w a s terminated by Brigantes in Britannia, betrayed to the Romans
Hamilcar Barcas. After a hollow peace, during Caractacus, w h o had fled to her for protection
which the Romans openly violated the last when defeated by the propraetor Ostorius, A . D
She afterward repudiated her husband
treaty, and the Carthaginians conquered Spain 50.
a3 far as the Iberus (now Ebro), the Second Pu- Venutius, and gave her hand and kingdom to
nic W a r , the decisive contest between the two his armor-bearer, Vellocatns. Venutius, suprival states, which were too powerful to co-ported by a great portion of the Brigantes, took
exist, began with the siege of Saguntum (B.C. up arms, andfinallysucceeded in regaining the
218), and terminated (B.C. 201) with a peace by sovereignty, though Cartismandua was rescued
which Carthage wa3 stripped of all her power. and protected b y the Romans.]
C A R U R A (rd Kapovpd : n o w Sarikivi), a Phry
Vid. H A N N I B A L , SOIPIO.
H e r destruction w a s
now only a question of time, and, though she gian city, in the territory of Caria, on the lefl
scrupulously observed the terms of the last bank of the Maeander, celebrated for its hot
peace forfiftyyears, in spite of every provoca- springs and its temple of M e n Carus.
O A R U S , M . A U R E L I U S , R o m a n emperor A . D
tion from the Romans and their ally Masinissa,
the king of Numidia, a pretext w a s at lengti 282-283, probably born at Narbo in Gaul, wai
found for a n e w war (B.C. 149), winch lasted praafectus prsetorio under Probus, and on the
(inly three years, during which the Carthagini- murder of the latter w a s elected emperor
ms, driven to despair by the terms proposed to After defeating the Sarmatians, Carus invaded
them, sustained a siege so destructive, that out the Persian dominions, took Seleucia and Ctes»f seven hundred thousand persons w h o were iphon, and was preparing to push his conquests
living in the city at its commencement, only fiftybeyond the Tigris, when he w a s struck dead by
thousand surrendered to the Romans. The city lightning, toward the close of 283. H e w a s
was razed to the ground, and remained in ruins succeeded by his sons C A R I N U S and N U M E R I A
for thirty years. A t the end of that time a col- NUS. Carus was a victorious general and abl<
»ny was established on the old site by the Grac- ruler.
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CIBUSA (b Kapovaa: now Kerzeh), a city
site
onas the celebrated convent Monte Oauino
the ruins of an amphitheatre are fount at S(
ine coast of Paphlagonia, south of Sinope.
O A R V E N T U M , a town of the Volsci, to which Germano.
[he C A R V E N T A N A A R X , mentioned by Livy, be- [CASINUS, a s m a U river on the borders of Lalonged ; a town of tie Volsci, between Signia tium and Campania, emptying into the Liris.]
CASIOTIS.
Vid. OASIUS.
and tht sources of the Trerus.
CASIUS. 1. ( N o w Ras Kasaroun) a mountain
CARVILIUS M A X I M U S .
1. S P , twice consul,
B.C. 293 and 273, both times with L. Papirius on the coast of Egypt, east of Pelusium, with a
Cursor. In theirfirstconsulship they gained temple of Jupiter on its summit Here also was
brilliant victories over the Samnites, and in the grave of Pompey. A t the foot of the mounttheir second they brought the Samnite war to a ain, on the land side, on the high road from Egypt
close.—2. S P , son of the preceding, twice con- to Syria, stood the town of Casium (now Kasul, 234 and 228, was alive at the battle of Can- tieh). The surrounding district was called Canae. 216, after which he proposed tofillup the siotis.—2. ( N o w Jebel Okrah) a mountain on the
vacancies iu the senate from the Latins. This coast of Syria, south c-f Antioch and the Orontes.
Carvilius is said to have been thefirstperson five thousand three hundred and eighteen feet
above the level of the sea. The name of Casioat R o m e w h o divorced his wife.
C A R Y Z G (Kapvai: Kapvdrng, fem. Kapvdrig), a tis was applied to the district on the coast south
town in Laeonia, near the borders of Arcadia, of Casius, as far as the northern border of
originally belonged to the territory of Tegea in Phoenicia.
C A S M E N A , -M (Kaouevi;, Herod.: Kacuevai,
Arcadia. It possessed a temple of Artemis
(Diana) Caryatis, and an annual festival in hon- Thue.: Kacruevalog) a town in Sicily, founded
or of this goddess w a s celebrated here by the by Syracuse about B.C. 643.
C A S P E R I A or C A S P E R U L A , a town of the SaLacedaemonian maidens with national dances.
Respecting the female figures in architecture bines, northwest of Cures, on the River Himelhi
(now Aspra).
called Caryatides, vid. Bid. of Ant, s, v.
O A E Y A N D A (rd Kapvavba: KapoavSevg : n o w CASPIZE P O R T Z E or P Y L Z E (Kuamai •KvXai, i e,
Karakoyan), a city of Caria, on a little island, the Caspian Gates), tbe principal pass from M e
once probably united with tie main land, at the dia into Parthia and Hyrcania, through the O A S northwestern extremity of the peninsula on PII M O N I E S , was a deep ravine, m a d e practicawhich Haliearnassus stood. It once belonged ble by art, but still so narrow that there waa
to the Ionian league; and it was the birth-place only room for a single wagon to pass between
the lofty overhanging walls of rock, from the
of the geographer Scylax.
sides of which a constant drip of salt water fell
CAKYATIS.
Vid. C A R Y Z E . ,
C A R Y S T I U S (Kapvarwg), a Greek grammarian upon the road. T h e Persians erected iron gates
f Pergamus, lived about B.C. 120, and wrote across the nanowest part of the pass, and maintained a guard for its defence. This pass w»3
numerous works, all of which are lost.
C A R Y S T U S (Kupvarog: Kapvariog: n o w Karysto near the ancient Rhagaa or Arsacia; but theru
or Castel Rosso) a town on the southern coast were other passes through the mountains round
of Euboea, at the foot of Mount Oche, founded the Caspian, which are called by the same name,
by Dryopes; called, according to tradition, after especially tiat on the western shore of the CasCarystus, son of Chiron. In the neighborhood pian, through the Caucasus, near Berbent, which
was excellent marble, which ivas exported in was usually called Albania? or Caucasiaa Portae.
large quantities, and the mineral called Asbes- The Caspian Gates, being the most important
pass from Western to Central Asia, were retos was also found here.
CASOA, P. SERVILIUS, tribune of the plebs, B. garded by m a n y of the ancients as a sort of cen
C. 44, was one of the conspirators against Cae- tral point, c o m m o n to the boundaries between
sar, and aimed the first stroke at his assassina- Western aud Eastern Asia, and Northern and
tion. H e fought in the battle of Philippi (42), Southern Asia; and distances were reckoned
and died shortly afterward. C. Casca, the broth- from them.
CASPII (Kdamoi), the n a m e of certain Scythier of the preceding, was also one of the conan tribes near the Caspian Sea, is used rather
spirators against Caesar. .
[ C A S O A N T U M (now Cascante) a municipium loosely by the ancient geographers. The Caspii of Strabo are on the west side of the sea,
of the Vascones in Hispania Tarraconensis.]
OASOELLIUS, A , an eminent R o m a n jurist and their country, Caspiane, forms a part of
(Hor, Ar. Poet, 371), contemporary with Cae- Albania. Those of Herodotus and Ptolemy are
sar and Augustus, was a m a n of stern repub- in the east of Media, on the borders of Parthia,
lican principles, and spoke freely against the in the neighborhood of the CASPIZE PYLZS.
Probably it would not be far wrong to apply the
proscriptions of the triumvirs.
C A S I L I N U M (Casilinas, -atis), a town in Cam- n a m e generally to the people round the south
pania, on the Vulturnus, and on the same site as western and southern shores of the Caspian in
the modern Capua, celebrated for its heroic de- and about the C A S P I I M O N T E S .
C A S P I I M O N T E S (rd Kdairia bpn : n o w Elburz
fence against Hannibal B.C. 216. It received
R o m a n colonists by the L e x Julia, but had Mountains) or CASPIUS M O N S , is a n a m e applied
generally to the whole range of mountaim
greatly declined iu the time of Pliny.
C A S I N U M (Caslnas, -atis: n o w St. Germano) which surround the Caspian Sea, on the south
a town in Latium, on the River CASINUS, and and southwest, at the distance of from fifteen
on the Via Latina, near the borders of Cam- to thirty miles from its shore, on the borders of
pania ; colonized by the Romans 'n the Samnite Armenia, Media, Hyrcania, and Parthia; and
Wars; subsequently a municipium; its citadel, more specifically to that part of this range south
•ontaining a temple of Apollo, occupied the same of the Caspian) ir which waa th<i pass culled
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CASPLE PYLZ& The term was iho loosely ap- alLance with Ptolemy and Antigonus, and ea
pliedtoother mountains near the Caspian, espe- tered into w a r with Polysperchon. In 318 Cascially, by Strabo, to the eastern part of the Cau-sander obtained possession of Athens and most
of the cities in the south of Greece. In 317 he
casus, between Colchis and the Caspian.
CASPIRI or CASPIRZSI (Kdaneipoi, Kaampaloi), was recalled to Macedonia to oppose Olympias.
a people of India, whose exact position is doubt- H e kept her besieged in Pydna throughout the
ful : they are generally placed in Cashmeer and winter of 317, and on her surrender in the spring
of the ensuing year he put her to death. The
Nepaul.
C A S P I U M M A R E (n Kaairla irdXaaoa, the Cas- w a y n o w seemed open to him to the throne of
pian Sea) also oalled H Y E O A N U M , A L B A N U M , and Macedon. H e placed Roxana and her young
SOYTHIOUM, all names derived from the people son, Alexander zEgus, in custody at Amphipo
who lived on its shores, is a great salt-water lis, not thinking it safe as yet to murder them
lake in Asia, according to the ancient division and he connected himself with the regal family
of the continents, but n o w on the boundary be- by a marriage with Thessalonica, half-sister to
tween Europe and Asia. Its average width Alexander the Great. In 315 Cassander joined
from easttowest is about two hundred and ten Seleucus, Ptolemy, and Lysimachus in their
miles, and its length from north to south, in a w a r against Antigonus, of whose power they
straight line, is about seven hundred and forty had all become jealous. This war was, upon
miles; but as its northern part makes a great the whole, unfavorable to Cassander, w i o lost
bend to the east, its true length, measured along most of the cities in Greece. B y the general
a curve drawn through its middle, is about nine peace of 311, it w a s provided that Cassander
hundred miles; its area is about one hundred was to retain his authority in Europe till Alexanand eighty thousand square miles. The notions der zEgus should be grown to manhood. Casof the ancients about the Caspian varied very sander thereupon put to death the young king
much; and it is curious that two of the erro- and his mother Roxana. In 310 the war w a s
neous opinions of the later Greek and R o m a n renewed, and Hercules, the son of Alexander
geographers, namely, that it w a s united both by Barsine, w a s brought forward b y Polysperwith the Sea of Aral and with the Arctic Ocean, chon as a claimant to the Macedonian throne;
expressed w h a t at some remote period, were but Cassander bribed Polysperchon to murder
probably real facts. Their other error, that its the young prince and his mother, ';09. In 306
greatest length lay west and east, very likely Cassander took the title of king, vhen it waa
arose from its supposed union with the Sea of assumed by Antigonus, Lysimachl J, and PtoleAral. Another consequence of this error w a s my. In the following years, Demetrius Poliorthe supposition that the rivers Oxus and Jax- cetes, the son of Antigonus, carried on the w a r
artes flowed into the Caspian. That the former in Greece with great success against Cassanreally did so at some time subsequenttothe der ; but in 302 Demetrius w a s obliged to pass
sepai-ition of the two lakes (supposing that they into Asia, to support his father; and next year,
were once united) is pretty well established; 301, the decisive battle of Ipsus was fought, in
but whether this has been the case within the which Antigonus and Demetrius were defeated,
historical period can not be determined (vid. and the former slain, aud which gave to CasOxus). T h e country between the two lakes sander Macedonia and Greece. Cassander died
has evidently been greatly changed, and theof dropsy in 297, and was succeeded by his son
sand-hills which cover it have doubtless been Philip.
accumulated b y the force of the east winds
C A S S A N D R A (Kaaadvbpa), daughter of Priam
bringing down sand from the steppes of Tar- and Hecuba, and twin-sister of Helenus. She
tary. Both lakes have their surface considera- and her brother, when young, were left asleep
bly below that of the Black Sea, the Caspian in the sanctuary of ApoUo, when their ears were
being nearly three hundred andfiftyfeet, andpurified by serpents, so that they could underthe Aral about two hundred feet, lower than the stand the divine sounds of nature and the voices
level of the Black Sea, and boti are still sink- of birds. Cassandra sometimes used to sleep
ing b y evaporation. Moreover, the whole coun- afterward in the same temple; and when she
try between and around them for a considera- grew up, her beauty w o n the love of Apollo.
ble distance is a depression, surrounded by lofty The god conferred upon her the gift of prophecy,
mountains on every side, except where the val- upon her promising to comply with his desires;
ley of the Irtish and Obi stretches away to the but when she had become possessed of the proArctic Ocean. Besides a number of smaller phetic art, she refused to fulfill her promise.
streams, two great rivers flow into the Cas- Thereupon the god, in anger, ordained that no
pian ; the R h a (now Volga) on the north, and one should believe her prophecies. She prethe united Cyrus and Araxes (now Kour) on dicted to the Trojans the ruin that threatened
the west; but it loses more b y evaporation than them, but no one believed her; she w a s looked
it receives from these rivers.
upon as a m a d w o m a n , and according to a late
[ C A S P I U S M O N S (rb Kdamov bpog), Vid. C A S - account, w a s shut u p and guarded.
O n the
rn MONTES.]
capture of Troy she fled into the sanctuary of
C A S S A N D A N E (KaaaavSdvn), wife of Cyrus the Minerva (Athena), but w a s torn away from the
Great and mother of Cambyses.
statue of the goddess b y Ajax, son of Oileus,
C A S S A N D E R (KdacavSpog) son o-' Antipater. and, according to some accounts, w a s even
His father; on his death-bed (B.C. £19), appoint- ravished by him in the sanctuary. O n the died Polysperchon regent, and corierred upon vision of the booty, Cassandra fell to the lot of
Cassander only the secondary dignity of chili- A g a m e m n o n , w h o took her with him to M y
arch. Being dissatisfied with this arrange- cenaa. Here she w a s killed b y Clytaemnestra.
ment. Cassander strengthened liimself b y <w
CASSANESBA
Vid. POTIDZEA.
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patricians by his agrarian law, and it is most
OASSLA G'ENS. Vid. CASSIUS.
likely that the accusation was invented for the
CASSIEPEA, CASSIOPEA, or CASSIOPE (Kaaaiepurpose of getting rid of a dangerous oppoXcia, Kaaaibneia, Kaaawwrf), wife of Cepheus in
/Ethiopia, and mother of Andromeda, whose nent. H e left three sons; but, as all the subseDeauty she extolled above that of the Nereids. quent CassU are plebeians, his sons were perVid. A N D R O M E D A . She w a s afte-ward placed haps expelled from the patrician order, or m a y
have voluntarily passed over to the plebeians, on
among the stars.
CASSIODORUS, M A G N U S A U R E L I U S , a distin- account of the murder of their father.—2. C
guished statesman, and one of the few m e n of CASS. L O N G I N U S , consul 171, obtained as his prolearning at the downfall of the Western E m - vince Italy and Cisalpine Gaul, and without the
pire, was born about A.D. 468, at Scylacium in authority of the senate attempted to march
Bruttium, of an ancient and wealthy R o m a n into Macedonia through Illyricum, but wa*.
family. H e enjoyed the full confidence of The- obliged to return to Italy. In 154 he w a s cenodoric the Great and his successors, and under sor with M . Messala; and a theatre, which thesd
a variety of different titles he conducted for a censors had built, w a s pulled down by order of
long series of years the government of the Os- the senate, at the suggestion of P. Seipio Natrogothic kingdom. A t the age of seventy he sica, as injurious to public morals.—3. Q. CASS.
retired to the monastery of Viviers, which he L O N G I N U S , praetor urbanus B.C. 167, and consul
had founded in his native province, and there 164, died in his consulship.—4. L. CASS. L O N passed the last thirty years of his life. His GINUS R A V I L L A , tribune of the plebs, 137, when
time w a s devoted to study and to the composi- he proposed a law for voting by ballot (tabellation of elementary treatises on history, meta- ria lex); consul 127, and censor 125. H e w a s
physics, the several liberal arts, and divinity, very severe and just as a judex.—5. L. CASS.
while his leisure hours were employed in the L O N G I N U S , praetor 111, when he brought Jugurconstruction of philosophical toys, such as sun- tha to R o m e ; consul 107, with C. Marius, and
dials, water-clocks, &c. Of his numerous writ- received as his province Gallia Narbonensis, in
ings the most important is his Variorum (Epis- order to oppose the Cimbri, but w a s defeated
tolarum) Libri XII, an assemblage of state and killed by the Tigurini—6. L. CASS. L O N G I papers drawn u p b y Cassiodorus in accordance NUS, tribune of the plebs 104, brought forward
with the instructions of Theodoric and his suc- m a n y laws to diminish the power of the ariseessors. The other works of Cassiodorus are tocracy.—7. C. CASS. L O N G I N U S V A R U S , consul
of less value to us. The principal are, 1. Chro- 73, brought forward with his colleague M . Tenicon, a summary of Universal History; 2. Be rentius, a law (lex Terentia Cassia) by which
Orthographia Liber ; 3. Be Arte Grammatica ad corn w a s to be purchased and then sold in R o m e
Bonati Mentem; 4. Be Artibus ac Bisciplinisat a small price. In 72 he w a s defeated by
Liberalium Literarum, m u c h read in the Middle Spartacus near Mutina; in 66 he supported the
Ages; 6. Be Anima ; 6. Libri XII. Be Rebus Manilian law for giving the command of the
Qestis Gothorum, known to us only through the Mithradatic war to P o m p e y ; and in his old age
abridgment of Jornandes; 7. Be Institutionswas proscribed by the triumvirs and killed, 43.
Divinarum Literarum, an introduction to the — 8 . C. CASS. L O N G I N U S , the murderer of Julius
profitable study of the Scriptures. There are Caesar. In 63 he w a s quaestor of Crassus in his
also several other ecclesiastical works of Cas- campaign against the Parthians, in which he
siodorus extant. The best edition of his collected greatly distinguished himself by his prudence
works is b y D. Garet, Rouen, 1679, 2 vols, fol,and military skill. After the death of Crassus,
he collected the remains of the R o m a n army,
reprinted at Venice, 1729.
CASSIOPE (Kaaawm}), a town in Coreyra, on a and m a d e preparations to defend Syria against
promontory of the same name, with a good har- the Parthians. In 52 he defeated the Parthians,
w h o had crossed the Euphrates, and in 51 he
bor and a temple of Jupiter (Zeus).
again gained a still more important victory over
C A S S I O P E A . Vid. CASSIEPEA.
them. Soon afterward he returned to Rome.
CASSITERIDES. Vid. B R I T A N N I A , p. 149, a.
CASSIUS, the name of one of the most dis- In 49 he w a s tribune of the plebs, joined the
tinguished of the R o m a n gentes, originally pa- aristoeratical party in the civil war, and fled
trician, afterwards plebeian. 1. SP. CASSIUS V I S - with P o m p e y from Rome. In 48 he commanded
CELLINUS, thrice consul:first,B.C. 602, when he the Pompeianfleet;after the battle of Pharsalia
conquered the Sabines; again, 493, when he he went to the HeUespont, where he accidentally
m a d e a league with the Latins; and, lastly, fell in with Caesar, and surrendered to him. H e
486, when he m a d e a league with the Herni- w a s not only pardoned by Caesar, but in 44 w a s
cans, and carried his celebrated agrarian law, m a d e praetor, and the province of Syria w a s
thefirstwhich w a s proposed at Rome. It prob- promised him for the next year. But Cassius
ably enacted that the portion of the patricians had never ceased to be Caesar's enemy; it waa
in the public land should be strictly defined,, and he w h o formed the conspiracy against tie dicta
that the remainder should be divided among the tor's life, and gained over M . Brutus to the plot
plebeians. In the following year he w a s ac- After the death of Caesar, on the 14th of March
cused of aiming at regal power, and w a s put to 44 (vid. CZESAR), Cassius remained in Italy for a
death. The manner of his death is related dif- few months, but in July he went to Syria, which
ferently, but it is most probable that he was ac- he claimed as his province, although the senate
cused before the comitia curiata b y the quaes- had given it to Do-labella, and had conferred
tores parricidii, and was sentenced to death by upon Cassius Cyrene in its stead. H e defeated
his fellow-patricians. His ho-ise w a s razedtothe Dolabella, who put an end to his o w nfife;ard,
ground, and his property confiscated. His guilt after plundering Syria and Asia most unmerciis doubtf'il; he had m a d e himself hatefultothe fully, he crossed i/^er to Greece with Brutus j»
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42, in ordei to oppose Oeiavianus aad Antony. a history of Rome from the earliest times to tut
At the battle of Philippi Cassius was defeated end of the third Punic var.—16. CASS. PARMESby Antony, while Brutus, who o»=3manded theSIS, so called from Parma, his Hrth-place, wa«
other wing of the army, drove Gstavianus off one of the murderers of Oaesar, B.C. 43; took
thefield;but Cassius, ignorant of the successan active part in the war against the triumvirs,
of Brutus, commanded his freedman to put an and, after the death of Brutus and Cassius, car
end to his life. Brutus mourned over his com- ried over thefleetwhich he commanded to
panion, calling him the last of the Romans. Sicily, and joined Sextus Pompey ; upon the deCassius was married to Junia Tertia or Ter-feat of Pompey he surrendered himselftoAntulla, half-sister of M. Brutus. Cassius was tony, whose fortunes he followed until after the
well acquainted with Greek and Roman litera- battle of Actium, when he went to Athens, and
ture ; he was a foflower of the Epicurean phi- was there put to death ty the command of Oclosophy ; his abilities were considerable, but he tavianus, B.C. 30. Cassius was a poet, and his
was vain, proud, and revengeful.—9. L. CASS. productions were prized by Horace (Ep. i, 4.
LONGINUS, brother of No. 8, assisted M. Late- 3). H e wrote two tragedies, entitled Thyestet
rensis in accusing Cn. Plancius, who was de-and' Brutus, epigrams, and other works.—16.
fended by Cieero in 64, H e joined Caesar at CASS. ETRUSOUS, a poet censured by Horace
the eommeneement of the civil war, and was (Sat, i, 10, 61), must not be confounded with
one of Caasar's legates in Greece in 48. In 44No. 15.—17. CASS. AVIDIUS, an able general oi
be was tribune of the plebs, but was not one of M. Aurelius, was a native of Syria. In the Parthe conspirators against Caasar'sfife.H e sub- thian war (A.D. 162-165) he commanded the
sequently espoused the side of Octavianus, in Roman army as the general of Verus, and after
opposition to Antony ; and on their reconcilia- defeating the Parthians he took Seleucia and
tion in 43, hefledto Asia: he was pardoned by Ctesiphon. H e was afterward appointed govAntony in < 1.—10. Q. CASS. LONGINUS, the fra- ernor of all the Eastern provinces, and dischargter (as Cicero calls him, by which be probably ed his trust for several years withfidelity;but
meansfirstcousin) of N o 8. In 54 he went as in A.D. 175 he proclaimed himself emperor.
the quaastor of Pompey into Spain, where he H e reigned only a few months, and was slain
was universally hated on account of his rapaci- by his own officers before Marcus Aurelius arty and cruelty. In 49 he was tribune of the rived in the East. Vid. p. 132, a.—18. DIONYSIUS
plebs, and a warm supporter of Caasar, but was CASSIUS, of Utica, a Greek writer, lived about
obliged to leave the city and take refuge in B.C. 40, and translated into Greek the work of
Caasar's camp. In the same year he accom- the Carthaginian Mago on agriculture.—19.
panied Caasar to Spain, and after the defeat of CASS. FELIX, a Greek physician, probably li - ed
Afranius and Petreius, the legates of Pompey, under Augustus and Tiberius ; wrote a small
Caesar left him governor of Further Spain. His work entitled 'larpiical 'Arropiai K.a.1 HpoBX
cruelty and oppressions excited an insurrection QVOIKU, Questiones Medice et Problemata Natnagainst him at Corduba, but this was quelled byralia: printed in Ideler's Physici et Medici Grasc
Cassius. Subsequently two legions declared Minores, Berol, 1841.—-20. CASS. CHZEREA. Vid
against him, and M. Mareellus, the quaastor, putCHZEREA.—21. CASS. DION. Vid. D I O N CASSIhimself at tieir head. H e was saved from this US.—22. CASS. SEVERUS. Vid SEVERUS.
danger by Lepidus, and left the province in 47, CASSIVELAUNUS, a British chief, ruled over the
but his ship sank, and was lost, at the mouti country north of the Tamesis (now Tliames),
of the Iberus.—11. L. CASS. LONGINU3, a com- and was intrusted by the Britons with the supetitor with Cieero for the consulshipfor63 ; preme command on Caasar's second invasion of
was one of Catiline's conspirators, and under- Britain, B.O. 54. H e was defeated by Caasar
took to set the city onfire;he escaped the fate and was obliged to sue for peace.
of his comrades by quitting Rome before their
CASSOPE (Kaoadmj: Kaaoanalog : now Cas
apprehension.—-12. L. CASS. LONGINUS, consul sopo or Agioi Saranta), atownin Thesprotia, nea"A.D. 30, married to Drusilla, the daughter of the coast.
Germanicus, with whom her brother Caligula
CASTABALA (rd KaardBaXa) 1. [Now Bsjakd
afterward lived. Cassius was proconsul in Asia or Chokel; according to Leake, Nigde}, a city
A.D. 40, and was commanded by Caligula to be of Cappadoeia, near Tyana, celebrated for its
brought to Rome, because an oracle had warned temple of Artemis (Diana) Perasia.—2. A town
the emperor to beware of a Cassius : the oracle in Cilicia Campestris, near Issus.
was fulfilled in the murder of the emperor by
CASTALIA (KaaraXla) a celebrated fountain
Cassius Chaerea.—13. C. CASS. LONGINUS, the on Mount Parnassus, in which the Pythia used
celebrated jurist, governor of Syria A.D. 50, into bathe ; sacred to Apollo and the Muses, whe
the reign of Claudius. H e was banished by were hence called CASTALIDES ; said to have
Nero in A.D. 66, because he had, among his an- derived its name from Castalia, daughter of
cestral • images, a statue of Cassius, tie mur- Aehelous, who threw herself into the fountain
der ar of Caasar. H e was recalled from banish- when pursued by Apollo.
ment by Vespasian. Cassius wrote ten books
[CASTELLUM often occurs as the designation of
on the civil law (Libri Juris Civilis) and Coma place: 1. CASTELLUM C A T T O R U M (now Cassel)
mentaries on Vitellius and Urseius Ferox, which a place in the territory of the Catti in Germaare quoted in the Digest H e was a followerny.—2. CASTELLUM D R U S I E T GERMANICI (now
of the school of Ateius Capito ; and as he re- Altkasnigstein), a fortress built by Drusas and
duced the principles of Capito to a more scien- Germanicus in theterritoryof the Mattiaei.—
tificform,the adherents of this school received 3. CASTELLUM M E N A P I O R U M (now Kessel), a forth»^pname of Cassiani.—14. L. CASS. H E M I N A , a
tress of the Menapii ,in Gallia Belgica, on tho
RoiuaD annalist, lived about B.C. 140, and wrote Meuse.—4. CASTELLUM M O R I N O R U M (now Mcruut
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Vassel), a fortress of the Morini in GaUia Bel-rades Insulas, south of Carpatlws, containing •
city with the same name as the island.]
riea.]
C A S Y S T E S (Kaavarng: n o w Chismeh) a fin«
[CASTBANZEA (KaoBavaia) a city of Magnesia
in Thessaly, at the foot of Mount Pelion (Hdt); sea-port on the coast of Ionia; the harbor of
E
R
YTHRZE.
elsewhere it is written Castanma. E r o m this
C A T A B A T H M U S M A G N U S (KarabaBpoi, i. e, deElace chestnuts, Castanee nuces, were said to
scent : n o w Marsa Sollern, i. e. Port of the Lad
ave derived tieir name.]
[CASTIANIRA (Kacriaveipa), wife of Priam,der), a mountain and sea-port, at the bottom of
and mother of Gorgythion, famed for her beau- a deep bay on the northern coast cf Africa
(about 25° 5' east longitude), w a s generally con
[CASTIOUS, mentioned in Caesar as having
sidered the boundary between Egypt and O y
seized the government of the Sequani, at the renaica. Ptolemy distinguishes from this a
instigation of Orgetorix, about B C. 50.]
place called Catabathmus Parvus, in the interior
C A S T O R , brother of Pollux. Vid DIOSCURI.
of Africa, near the borders of Egypt, above ParaaC A S T O R (Kdorap.) 1. A Greek grammarian, tonium.
surnamed PhilorSmeus, probably lived abouf B.C
O A T A D D P A or -i (rd Kardbovira, ol KardSoviroi),
150, and wrote several books; a portion of his a name given to the cataracts of the Nile, and also
rexvn pnropiRr) is still extant and printed into the parts of /Ethiopia in their neighborhood,
Walz's Rhetores Greci, vol. iii, p. 712. seq.—2. Vid. N I L U S .
Grandson of Deiotarus. Vid. D E I O T A R U S .
C A T A L A U N I or C A T E L A U N I , a people in Gaul in
C ASTRA, a " camp," the name of several the modern Champagne, mentioned only by later
towns, which were originally the stationary writers: their capital was D U R O O A T E L A U N I «r
quarters of the R o m a n legions. 1. CONSTANTIA, C A T E L A U N I (now Chalons sur Marne), in the
in Gaul, near the mouth of the Sequana (now neighborhood of which Attila was defeated b y
Seine)—2. HANNIBALIS, in Bruttium, on the Aetius and Theodoric, A.D. 451.
southeastern coast, north of Scylacium, arose
CATAMITUS, the R o m a n name for Ganymedes,
out of the fortified c a m p which Hannibal main- of which it is only a corrupt form.
tained there during the latter years of the secC A T A N A or C A T I N A (Kardvn : Karavalog: now
ond Punic war.—3. H E R C U L I S , in Batavia, per- Catania) an important town in Sicily, on the
haps near Heussen.—4. M I N E R V Z E (now Castro) eastern coast, at the foot of Mount zEtna, foundin Calabria, with a temple of Minerva, south of ed B.C. 730 by Naxos, which w a s itself founded
Hydruntum ; the moBt ancient town of the Sa- by the Chalcidians of Euboaa. In B.C. 476 it
lentini, subsequently colonized by the R o m a n s ; was taken by Hiero I, w h o removed its inhabitits harbor was called Portus Veneris (now Porto ants to Leontini, and settled five thousand SyrRadisco.)—5. V E T E R A (now Xanten), in Gallia aeusans and five thousand Peloponnesians in
Belgica, on the Rhine : m a n y R o m a n remains the town, the name of which he changed into
have been found at Xanten.—6. C O R N E L I A (now zEtna. Soon after the death of Hiero (467), the
Gellah), a place in the Carthaginian territory former inhabitants of Catana again obtained
(Zeugitana) in northern Afriea, where Seipio Af- possession of the town, and called it by its origricanus the elder established hia camp when he inal name, Catana. Subsequently Catana w a s
invaded Africa in the second Punic war. It conquered by Dionysius, was then governed by
was between Utica' and Carthage, on the north- native tyrants, next became subject to Agathern side of the River Bagradas, but its site is u o w ocles, andfinally,in thefirstPunic war, fell unsouth of theriver,in consequence of the altera-der tie dominion of Rome. It was colonized by
tions described under C A R T H A G O .
Augustus with some veterans. Catana frequentC A S T R U M . 1. INUI, a town of the Rutuli, on ly suffered from earthquakes and eruptions of
the coast of Latium, confounded by some writers Mount /Etna. It is n o w one of the most flourish
with No. 2.—2. N O V U M (now Torre di Chiaruc-ing cities in Sicily.
cia) a town in Etruria, and a R o m a n colony on C A T A O N I A (Karaovla) a district in the souththe coast.—NOVUM (now Giulia Nova) a town eastern part of Cappadoeia, to which it was first
\n Picenum, probably at the mouth of tie small added under the Romans, with Melitene, which
river Batinum (now Salinello), colonized by the
lies east of it These two districts form a large
R o m a n s B.C. 264, at the commencement of the and fertile plain, lying between the Anti-Taurus
first Punic war.—[4. C A S T R U M TiBERn,.a land- and the Taurus and Amanus, and watered by
ing-place on an island in the Lacus Brigantinus, the River Pyramus.
Cataonia had no large
used by Tiberius as a place of arms during his towns, but several strong mountain fortresses.
war with the Vindelici]
C A T A R R H A C T E S (KarapfsaKTiig) 1. ( N o w Bu
C A S T U L O (KaaraXav : n o w Cazlona), a town den-Soo), a river of Pamphylia, which descends
of the Oretani, on the Baatis, and near the fronfrom the mountains of Taurus in a great broken
tiers of Baatica, at thefootof a mountain which
waterfall (whence its name, from Kardfifiijyvv/M)
bore a great resemblance to Parnassus, was under and which, after flowing beneath the earth in
the Romans an important place, a municipium two parts of its course, falls into the sea cast
with the Jus Latii, and included in the jurisdiction of Attalia.—2. The term is also applied,firstby
of Carthago N o v a : its inhabitants were called Strabo, to the cataracts of the Nile, which are
Cesari venales. In the mountains (Saltus Castu-distinguished as C. Major and C. Minor (vid N I lonensis) in the neighborhood were silver and leadLUS), in which use it must, of course, be regarded
mines The wife of Hannibal w a s a native of as a common no an, equivalenttothe Latin cataCastulo.
racta, but whether derived from the name of the
C A S U E N T U S (now Basiento), a river in Luea- Pamphyliari river, or at once from the GieeJ*
nia, flows into the sea near Metapontum.
verb, can not be determined.
f
[CASUS (Kara?: n o w Caso) one of the S p >
CATELAUNI.
Vid. C A T A L A U N L

OATHzEI.

CATILLNA.

(3 THZSI (KaPiloi), a great add warlike people in the senate, which he w a s n o w seeking t*
jf India intra Gangem, upon w h o m Alexander recover by standing a second time for the prasjaad6 war. S o m e of the best Orientalists sup- torship; C. Cornelius Cethegus, distinguished
pose the name to be that, not of a tribe, but of throughout by his headstrong impetuosity and
the warrior caste of the Hindoos, the Kshatriyas. sanguinary violence; P. Autronius, Bpoken of
CATILINA, L. S E R G I U S , the descendant of an above; L. Cassius Longinus, at this time ft
ancient patrician family which had sunk into competitor for the consulship; L. Vargunteius,
poverty. His youth and early manhood were w h o had been one of the colleagues of Cicerc
stained by every vice and crimt H e first ap- in the quaastorship, and had subsequently been
pears in history a" a zealous partisan of Sulla; condemned for bribery; L. Calpurnius Bestia.
and during the horrors of the proscription, he tribune elect; Publius and Servius Sulla, neph
killed, with, his o w n hand, his brother-in-law, ews of the dictator; M . Poreius Laaca, die
Q. Caacilius a quiet, inoffensive man, and put to The first object of Catiline w a s to obtain the
death by torture M . Marius Gratidianus, the consulship for himself and C. Antonius, whose
kinsman and fellow-townsman of Cicero. H e co-operation he confidently anticipated. But ic
was suspected of an intrigue with the vestal this object he w a s disappointed: Cieero and
Fabia, sister of Terentia, and was said and be- Antonius were elected consuls. This disaplieved to have m a d e away with hisfirstwife, pointment rendered him only more vigorous in
and after tvard with his son, in order that he the prosecution of his designs; more adherents
might marry Aurelia Orestilla, w h o objected to were gained, and troops were levied in various
the presence of a grown-up step child; but, not- parts of Italy, especially in the neighborhood of
withstanding this infamy, he attained to the dig- Faasulaa, under tie superintendence of C. Mannity of praator in B.C. 68, w a s governor of Africa lius, one of the veteran centurions of Sulla.
during the following year, and returned to Meantime Cicero, the consul, was unrelaxing
R o m e in 66, in order to sue for the consulship. in his efforts to preserve the state from the
The election for 65 w a s carried b y P. Autronius threatened danger. Through the agency of
Paatus and P. Cornelius Sulla, both of w h o m Fulvia, the mistress of Curius, one of the conwere soon after convicted of bribery, and their spirators, he became acquainted with every cirplaces supplied by Jheir competitors and accu- cumstance as soon as it occurred, and w a s ensers, L. Aurelius Cotta aud L. Manlius Torqua- abled to counteract all the machinations of Catus. Catiline had been disqualified for becom- iline. Cicero, at the same time, gained over
ing a candidate, in consequence of an impeach- his colleague Antonius b y promising him the
ment for oppression in his province, preferred province of Macedonia. A t length Cieero openby P. Clodius Pulcher, afterward so celebrated ly accused Catiline, and the senate, n o w aware
as the enemy of Cicero. Exasperated by their of the danger which threatened the state, passed
disappointment, Autronius and Catiline formed the decree, "that the consuls should take care
a project, along with Cn. Piso, to murder the that the republic received no harm," in virtue of
n e w consuls w h e n they entered upon their which the consuls were invested for the time
office upon thefirstof January. This design is being with absolute power, both civil and milisaid to have been frustrated solely b y the im- tary. In the consular elections which followed
patience of Catiline, who, upon the appointed soon afterward, Catiline w a s again rejected
day, gave the signal prematurely, before the O n the night of the 6th of November, B.C
whole of the armed agents had assembled. En- 63, he m e t the ringleaders of the conspiracy at
couraged rather than disheartened b y a failure the dwelling of M . Poreius Laaca, and informeO
which had so nearly proved a triumph, Catiline them that ie had resolved to wait no longer
n o w determined to organize a more extensive but at once to proceed to open action. Cicero,
conspiracy, in order to overthrow the existing informed as usual of these proceedings, sumgovernment, and to obtain for himself and his moned the senate on the 8th of November, and
followers all places of power and profit. Hav- there delivered thefirstof his celebrated oraing been acquitted in 65 upon his trial for ex- tions against Catiline, in which he displayed a
tortion, he was left unfettered to mature his most intimate acquaintance with all the proplans. The time was propitious to his schemes. ceedings of the conspirators. Catiline, w h o
T h e younger nobility were thoroughly demoral- was present, attempted to justify himself, but
ized, with ruined fortunes, and eager for any scarcely had he commenced w h e n his words
change which might relieve them from their were drowned b y the Bhouts of " en#my" and
embarrassments; the R o m a n populace were "parricide" which burst from the whole asrestless and discontented, ready to follow at the sembly. Finding that he could at present efoidding of any demagogue ; while m a n y of the fect nothing at R o m e , he quitted the city in the
veterans of Sulla, w h o had squandered their ill- night (8th-9th November), and proceeded to the
gotten wealth, were n o w anxious for a renewal c a m p of Manlius, after leaving the chief conof those seenes of blood which they had found trol of affairs at R o m e in the hands of Lentulus
so profitable. A m o n g such m e n Catiline soon and Cethegus. O n the 9th, w h e n the flight of
obtained numerous supporters; and his great Catiline w a s known, Cicero delivered his secmental and physical powers, which even his ond speech, addressed to the people in the foenemies admitted, maintained bi3 ascendency rum, in wiieh he justified his recent conductover his adherents. The most distinguished The senate declared Catiline and Manlius pubm e n w h o joined him, and were present at a lic enemies, and soon afterward Cicero obtained
meeting of the conspirators which he called in legal evidence of the guilt of the conspirators
June, 64, were P. Cornelius Lentulus Sura, w h o within the city, through the ambassadors ?f the
bad been consul in B.C. 71, but having been Allobroges. These m e n had been solicited by
passed over by the censors, had lost his seat Lentulus to join the plot, and to induce then
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yvn countrymen to take part in the insurrec- ther's farm, situated in the Sabine territory
tion. Thej revealed what they had heard to In 217 he served hisfirstcampaign, in his seven
Q. I'abius Sanga, the patron of their state, w h o teenth year, and during the remaining years of
in his turn acquainted Cicero. B y the instruc- the second Punic w a r he greatly distinguished
tions of the latter, the ambassadors affected himself by his courage and military abilities.
great zeal in the undertaking, and having ob- In the intervals of w a r he returned to his Satained a written agreement, signed by Lentu- bine farm, which he had inherited from his falus, Cethegus, and Statilius, they quitted R o m e ther, and there led the same frugal and simple
soon after midnight on the 3d of December, but life, which characterized him to his last days.
were arrested on the Milvian bridge b y Cice- Encouraged by L. Valerius Flaccus, a young
•o's '.-rder. Cieero instantly summoned the nobleman in the neighborhood, he went to
eadera of the conspiracy to his presence, and R o m e , and became a candidate for office. H e
conducted them to the senate, which w a s as- obtained the quaestorship in 204, and served unsembled in the temple of Concord (4th of De- der the proconsul Seipio Africanus in Sicily and
cember). H e proved the guilt of the conspira- Africa. F r o m this tune w e m a y date the enmitors by the testimony of witnesses and their ty which Cato always displayed toward Seipio
o w n signatures. They were thereupon con- their habits and views of life were entirely dif
signed to the charge of certain senators. Cie- ferent; and Cato, on his return to R o m e , deero then summoned the people, and delivered nounced in the strongest terms the luxury and
what is called his third oration against Catiline, extravagance of his commander. O n his voyin which he informed them of all that had taken age home he is said to have touched at Sardinia,
place. O n the following day, the nones (5th) and to have brought the poet Ennius from the
of December, the day so frequently referred to island to Italy. In 199 he w a s aadile, and in
by Cicero in after times witi pride, the senate 198 praetor; te obtained Sardinia as his prov
was called together to deliberate respecting the ince, which he governed with justice and econpunishment of the conspirators. After an ani- omy.
H e had n o w established a reputation for
mated debate, of which the leading arguments pure morality and strict virtue. In 195 he w a s
are expressed in the two celebrated orations consul with his old friend and patron L. Valerius
assigned by Sallust to Caasar andtoCato, a de- Flaccus. H e carried on w a r in Spain with the
cree was passed that Lentulus and the con- greatest success, and received the honor of a
spirators stould be put to death. T h e sentence triumph on his return to R o m e in 194. In 191
was executed the same night in the prison. he served, under the consul M'. Aeilius Glabrio,
Cicero's speech in the debate in the senate is in the campaign against Antiochus iu Graece,
preserved in his fourth oration against Catiline. and the decisive victory at Thermopylae w a s
The consul Antonius w a s then sent against mainly owing to Cato. F r o m this time Cato's
Catiline, and the decisive battle w a s fought military career, which had bean a brilliant one,
early in 62. Antonius, however, unwilling to appears to have ceased. H e n o w took an actfight against his former associate, gave the com-ive part in civil affairs, aud distinguished himm a n d on the day of battle to his legate, M . Pe- self by his vehement opposition to the R o m a n
treius. Catiline fell in the engagement, after nobles, w h o introduced into R o m e Greek luxufighting with the most daring valor. The historyry and refinement It was especially against
of Catiline's conspiracy has been written b y tie Scipios that his most violent attacks were
Sallust.
directed, and w h o m he pursued with the bitterest
[ C A T I L L U S (Virg, AEn, vii, 670) and C A T I L U S animosity. H e obtained the condemnation of
(Hor, Od, i, 18, 2), son of Amphiaraus, with his L. Seipio, the conqueror of Antiochus, and combrothers Ooras and Tiburtus migrated to Italy, pelled his brother P. Seipio to quit R o m e in orand there founded the city Tibur (now Tivoli) der to avoid the same fate. Vid. SOIPIO. In
on the Anio.]
184 he w a s elected censor with L. Valerius
CATIUS. [1. Q. OATIUS, plebeian aedile B.O. Flaccus, having been rejected in his applica210 with L. Poreius Licinius; served under 0. tion for the office in 189. His censorship w a s
Claudius Nero against Hasdrubal, B.O. 207 ; and a great epoch in his life. H e applied himself
was subsequently sent to Delphi to present to strenuously to the duties of his office, regardthe temple there some of the booty obtained in less of the enemies he w a s making; but all his
the victory over Hasdrubal.]—2. A n Epicurean efforts to stem the tide of luxury which w a s
philosopher, a native of Gallia Transpadana n o w setting in proved unavailing. His strong
(Ihsuber), composed a treatise in four books national prejudices appear to have diminished
on the nature of things and on the chief good in force as he grew older and wiser. H e ap(de Rerum Natura et de summo Bono); died B.O. plied himself in old age to the study of Greek
46
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literature, with which in youth he had no ac
C A T O , DIONYSIUS, the author of a small work, quaintance, although he was not ignorant of the
entitled Bistiaha de Moribus ad Filium, consist- Greek language. But his conduct continued to
jig of a series of sententious moral precepts. be guided by prejudices against classes and naNothing is known of the author or the time tions, whose influence he deemed to be hostile
wi\en ie lived, but m a n y writers place him to the simplicity of the old R o m a n character.
under the Antonines. T h e best edition is b y H e had an antipathy to physicians, because they
Arntzenius, Amsterdam, 1754.
v< ere mostly Greeks, and therefore unfit to be
C A T O , POROIUS. 1. M , frequently surnamed trusted witi R o m a n lives. W h e n Athens sent
C E N S O R I U S or C E N S O R , also C A T O M A J O R , to dis- Carneades, Diogenes, and Critolaus as ambastinguish him from his great-grandson Cato' Uti- sadors to R o m e , he recommended the senate tc
censis (vii No. 8). Cato w a s born at Tuseu- send them from the city on account of the daslum. B O , 234, and was brought u p at his fa-gerous doctrines taught by Carneades. fid
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OAENEADES, Cato retained his bodily and men- ed numerous abuses which had crpt into the
tal vigor in his old age. In the year before his administration of the treasury. 1> 33 he waa
death he was one of the chief instigators of the tribune of the plebs, and suppori»-l Cicero in
third Punic war. H e had been ione of the Ro- proposing that the Catilinarian conspirators
m a n deputies sent to Africa to arbitrate between should suffer death. Vid. CATiLirA. H e n o w
Masinissa and the Carthaginians, and he w a s became one of the chief leaders of the aristoso struck with theflourishingcondition of Car- eratical party, and opposed with the utmost vethage that on his return h o m e he maintained hemenee the measures of Caasar, Pompey, and
that R o m e would never be safe as long as Car- Crassus. In order to get rid of him, he w a s
thage w a s in existeuce. F r o m this time forth, sent to Cyprus in 58 with the task of uniting
whenever he w a s called upon for his vote in that island to the R o m a n dominions. H e return
the senate, though the subject of debate bore no ed in 56, and continued to oppose the triumvirs
relation to Carthage, his words were Belenda but all nis efforts were vain, and he w a s rejectest Carthago. Very shortly before his death, ed w h e n he became a candidateforthe praatorhe made a powerful speech in accusing Galba ship. O n the breaking out of the c m l w a r (49),
on account of his cruelty and perfidy in Spain. he w a s intrusted, as propraetor, «vita the de
H e died in 149, at the age of eighty-five. Cato fence of Sicily; but, on the lancLzig of Curio
wrote several works, of which only the Be Re with an overwhelming force, he abandoned the
Rustica haa come down to us, though even this island and joined P o m p e y in Greece. After
work is not exactly in the form in which it pro- Pompey's victory at Dyrrachium, Cato w a s left
ceeded from his pen: it is printed in the Scrip- in charge of the camp, and thus w a s not present
tores Rei Rustice, edited b y Gesner (Lips,at the battle of Pharsalia (48). After this bat1773-4), and Schneider (Lips, 1794-7). His tle he set sail for Coreyra, and thence crossed
most important work was entitled Origines, butover to Africa, where he joined Metellus Seipio,
only fragments of it have been preserved, T h e after a terrible march across the desert. T h e
first book contained the history of the R o m a n army wished to be led by Cato; but he yielded
kings; the second and third treated of the origin the c o m m a n d to the consular Seipio. In oppoof the Italian towns, and from these two books sition to the advice of Cato, Seipio fought with
the whole work derived its title. The fourth Caesar, and w a s utterly routed at Thapsus (April
book treated of thefirstPunic war, the fifth 6th, 46). All Africa now, with the exception
book of the second Punic war, and the sixth of Utica, submitted to Caasar. Cato wanted
and seventh continued the narrative to the year the Romans in Utica to stand a siege; but when
of Gate's death.—2. M , son of No. 1, by his firsthe saw that they were inclined to submit, he
wife Licinia, and thence called Licinianus, w a sresolved to die rather than fall alive into the
distinguished as a jurist In the w a r against hands of the conqueror., Accordingly, after
Perseus, 168, he fought with great bravery un- spending the greater part of the night in perusder the consul zEmilius Paulus, whose daugh- ing Plato's Phaado several times, he stabbed himter, /Emilia Tertia, he afterward married. H e self below the breast. In falling, he overturned
died when praetor designatus, about 152.—3. an abacus: his friends, hearing tbe noise, ran
M , son of No. 1, b y his second wife Salonia, up, found him bathed in blood, and, while he w a s
and thence called Salonianus, w a s born 154, fainting, dressed bis wound. W i e n , however.
when his father had completed his eightieti he recovered feeling, he tore open the bandages,
year.—4. M , son of No. 2, consul 118, died in let out his entrails, and expired at the age of
Africa in the same year.—5. 0 , also son of N o . 49. Cato soon became the subject of biography
2, consul 114, obtained Macedonia as his prov- and panegyric. Shortly after his death ,appearince, and fought unsuccessfully against the ed Cicero's Cato, which provoked Caesar's AnilScordisci. H e w a s accused of extortion in cato. In Lucan the character of Cato is a perMacedonia, and w a s sentenced to pay a fine. sonification of godlike virtue. In modern times
H e afterward went to Tarraeo in. Spain, and be- the closing events of hisfifehave been often
came a citizen of that tovm.-^K. M , son of N o .dramatized; and few dramas have gained more
8, tribunus plebis, died w h | B a candidate for celebrity than the Cato of Addison.—9. M , a
tie praatorship.—7. L , also son of No. 3, con- son of No. 8, fell at the battle of Philippi, 42.
sul 89, was killed in battle against the Socii.—
C A T O , V A L E R I U S , a distinguished grammarian
8. M , son of No. 6, by Livia, great-grandson of and poet, lost his property in his youth during
Cato the Censor, and surnamed U T I O E N S I S from the usurpation of Sulla. H e is usually considUtica, the place of his death, w a s born B.C. 95. ered the author of an extant p o e m in one hundIn early childhood he lost both his parents, and red and eighty-three hexameter verses, entitled
was brought u p in the house of his mother's Biros; edited by Putsch, Jena, 1828,
brother, M . Livius Drusus, along with his sister [ C A T R E U S (Karpevg) or C R E T E U S , SOD of Minos
Poreia and the children of his mother b y her and Creta.]
second husband, M . Servilius Oaepio. In early
C A T T I or C H A T T I , whose n a m e is connec'«d
years he discovered a stern and unyielding with the old German word cat or cad, " vr&r,"
character; he applied himself with great zeal one of the most important nations of Germany
to the study of oratory and philosophy, and be- bounded b y the Visurgis (now Weser) on the
came a devoted adhersnt of the Stoic school; east, the Agri Decumates on the south, and the
and among the profligate nobles of the age he Rhine on the west, in the modern Hesse and
soon became conspicuous for bisrigidmorality. tbe adjacent countries. They were a branch '
H e served his first campaign as a volunteer, of the Hermiones, and are first mentioned bj
72, in the servile w a r of Spartacus, and aiter- Caasar under the erroneous n a m e of Suevi
«£tfd, about 67, as tribunus militum in Mace- Although defeated by Drusus, Germanicus, and
'Vnria, In 65 he wis ouaastor w h e n he correct- other R o m a n generals, they were never com
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pletdy subjugated by the Romans; and their following spring he defeated Lepidus in tl is hit
power was greatly augmented on the decline of tie of the Milvian bridge, aud forced him to tak«
the Cherusci Their capital w a s M A T T I U M .
refuge in Sardinia. H e opposed the GabiniaE
[CATUALDA, a noble youth of the Gotones, in and Manilian laws which conferred extraordi
the time of Tiberius, w h o drove Maroboduus nary powers upon P o m p e y (67 and 66).
H«
from tho throne of the Marcomanni, and w a s was censor with Crassus in 65, and died in 60.
himself driven out in turn b y the Hermunduri
CATURIGES, a Ligurian people in Gallia Narunder the command of Vibilius.]
bonensis, near the Cottian Alps: their chief
CATULLUS, V A L E R I U S , a R o m a n poet, born at towns were E B U R O D U N U M and C A T U R I G Z S or
Verona or in its immediate vicinity, B.C. 87.C A T O R I M A G U S (now Chorges.)
Oatullus inherited considerable property from
C A T U S D E O I A N U S , procurator of Britain in the
Iris father, w h o w a s the friend of Julius Cae- reign of Nero, w a s b y his extortion one of the
sar ; but he squandered a great part of it by in- chief causes of the revolt of the people under
dulging freely in the pleasures of the metropo- Boadicea, A.D. 62. H efledtoGaul.
lis. In order tc better his fortunes, he went to C A U C A (now Coca) a town of the Vaccaai in
Bithynia in the train of the praetor Memmius, Hispania Tarraconensis; birth-place of the E m
but it apjiears that the speculation w a s attend- peror Theodosius I.
ed with little success. It was probably during
[ C A U O A L U S (KavnaX.og) of Chios, a rhetorithis expedition that his brother died in thecian, brother of the historian Theojompus,
T r o a d — a loss which he deplores in the affect- wrote a eulogium on Hercules, which no longer
ing elegy to Hortalus. O n his return he con- exists.]
tinuedtoreside at R o m e or at his country-seats
C A U O A S I Z E PYLZE.
Vid. C A U C A S U S .
on the promontory of Sirmio and at Tibur. H e
C A U C A S U S , C A U O A S I I M O N T E S (b Kavaaaog, ti
probably died about B.C. 47. The extant works Kavicdmov bpog, rd Kavudaia bpn : n o w Caucaof Catullus consist of one hundred and sixteen sus) 1. A great chain of mountains in Asia,
poems, on a variety of topics, and composed in extending west-northwest and east southeast
different styles and metres. S o m e are lyrical, from the eastern shore of the Pontus Euxinus
others elegies, and others epigrams; while the (now Black Sea) to the western shore of the
Nuptials of Peleus aud Thetis, in four hundred Caspian. Its length is about seven hundred
and nine hexameter lines, is an heroic poem. miles; its greatest breadth one hundred and
S o m e of his poems are translations or imitations twenty, its least sixty or seventy. Its greatest
from the Greek, as, for instance, his Be Coma height exceeds that of the zUps, its loftiest
Berenices, which w a s taken from Callimachus.summit (now Mount Elbrooz, nearly in 43° north
In consequence of the intimate acquaintance latitude and 43° east longitude) being sixteen
which Catullus displays with Greek literature thousand eight hundred feet above the sea, and
snd mythology, he w a s called doctus by Tibul- to the east of this are several other summits
lus, Ovid, and others. Catullus adorned all heabove the line of perpetual snow, which, in the
touched, and his shorter poems are character- Caucasus, is from ten to eleven thousand feet
ized b y original invention and felicity of expres- above the sea. The western part of the chain
sion.—Editions: B y Volpi, Patav, 1710; b y is m u c h lower, no summit west of Mount ElDoering, Altona, 1834. 2d ed.; and b y Lach- broozrisingabove the snow line. A t both ex
mann, Berol, 1829.
tremities the chain sinks down to low hills.
C A T U L U S , L U T A T I U S , 1. O , consul B.C. 242, There are two chief passes over the chain, both
defeated as proconsul in the following year the of which were known to the ancients: the one,
Carthaginian fleet off the zEgates Insulae, and between its eastern extremity and the Caspian,
rhus brought thefirstPunic w a r to a close, 241. near Berbent, w a s called Albaniaa and some— 2 . Q , consul 102 with C. Marius I V , and as times CASPIZE P Y L . S ; the other, nearly in the
proconsul next year gained along with Marius centre of the range, w a s called Caucasiaa Pylae
a decisive victory over the Cimbri near Vercel- (now Pass of Bariel) In ancient times, as is
lae (now Vercelli) in the north of Italy. Catu-still the case, the Caucasus w a s inhabited by a
lus claimed the entire honor of this victory, and great variety of tribes, speaking different lanasserted that Marius did not meet with the ene- guages (Strabo says, at least seventy), but all
m y till the day was decided; but at R o m e the belonging to that family of the human race
whole merit was given to Marius. Catulus be- which has peopled Europe and Western Asia,
longed to the aristoeratical party; he espoused and which has obtained the n a m e of Caucasian
the cause of Sulla; was included b y Marius in from the fact that in no other part of the world
the proscription of 87 ; and as escape w a s im- are such perfect examples of it found as among
possible, put an end to his life b y the vapors the mountaineers of the Caucasus. That the
of a charcoal fire. Catulus w a s well acquaint- Greeks had some vague knowledge of the Caued with Greek literature, and famed for the casus in very early times, is proved by the
grace ar.d purity with which he spoke and wrote myths respecting Prometheus and the Argohis o w n language. H e w a s the author of sev- nauts, from which it seems that the Caucasus
eral orations, of an historical work on his o w nw a s regarded as at the extremity of t\ e earth,
consulship and the Cimbric war, and of poems; on the border of the River Oceanus. The acbut all these have perished with the exception count which Herodotus gives is good as far as
of two epigrams.—3. Q , son of No. 2, a distin- it goes (i, 203); but it w a s not till the march
guishii-'deader of the aristocracy, also w o n the of Pompey, in the Mithradatic W a r , extended
respec yimd confidence of the people b y his up- to the banks of the Cyrus and Araxes, ard to
right character and conduct Being consul with die foot of the great chain, that means were obM . Lepidus in 78, he resisted the efforts of his tained for that accurate description of the C m
eoUeague to abrogate the acts of Sulla, and the casus which Strabo gives in hiB eleventh bo/*
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The country about the east part of the Cauca-1 Lydia and Ionia,risingin the Cilbiani Maimlaira
sus was called A L B A N I A : the rest of the chain (the eastern part of Tmolus), and flowing be
divided IBERIA and C O L C H I S , on the south, from tween the ranges of Tmolus and Messogis into
S A B M A T I A ASIATICA on the north.—2. W h e n the the zEgean, a little northwest of Ephesus. T o
soldiers o.' Alexander advanced to that great this day it abounds in swans, as it did in H o range of mountains which formed the northern mer's time. T h o valley of the Caystrus is called
boundary of Ariana, the Paropamisus, they sup- by H o m e r " the Asian meadow," and is probably
posed that they had reached the great Cauca- tie district to which the name of Asia was first
lian chain at the extremity of the world men- applied. There was an inland town of the same
tioned by the early poets, and they applied to name on its southern bank.
[CEA.
Vid C E O S . ]
it the name of Caucasus; afterward, for the sake
C E B E N N A M O N S or G E B E N N A (rd Keupevov bpog
of distinction, it was called Caucasus Indicus.
n o w Cevennes) mountains in the south of Gaul,
Vid. P A R O P A M I S U S .
two thousand stadia in length, extending north as
CAUCI.
Vid. C H A U O I .
C A U C O N E S (KavKaveg) the name of communi- far as Lugdunum, and separating the Arverni
ties both in Greece and Asia, but whether of thefrom the Helvii: Caesar found them in the winter
same or different tribes cannot be determined covered with snow six feet deep.
C E B E S (KeBng), of Thebes, a disciple and friend
with certainty. The Caucones in the northwest
of Greece, in Elis and Achaia, were supposed by of Socrates, w a s present at the death of his
the ancient geographers to be an Arcadian teacher. H e wrote three philosophical works,
people. The Caucones in the northwest of Asia one of which, entitled Hiva§ or Picture [comMinor are mentioned by H o m e r as allies of the monly cited by its Latin title, Cebetis Tabula, i.e.,
Trojans, and are placed in Bithynia and Paphla- Picat], is extant. This work is an allegorical
gonia iy the geographers w h o regarded them picture ef human life, which is explained b y an
as Pelasgians, as though some thought them Scy- old m a n to a circle of youths. The drift of the
book is to show that only the development of
thians.
C A U D I U M (Caudlnus), a town in Samnium, on our mind and the possession of real virtue can
the road from Oapua to Beneventum. In the m a k e us happy. F e w works have enjoyed a
neighborhood were the celebrated F U R C U L Z E greater popularity. Of the numerous editions, tha
CAUDINZE, or Caudine Forks, narrow passes in the best are by Schweighaiiser, Argent, 1806, and
mountains, where the R o m a n army surrendered by Coraes in his edition of Epietetus, Paris,
to the Samnites, and was sent under the yoke, 1826.
[ C E B R E N (KeBpsjv) ariverof the Troad, said tc
B.C. 321: it is n o w called the valley of zlrhave been so called from Cebren, father of Asteoaia.
C A U L O N or C A U L O N I A (Cauloniata: n o w Castel rope. Vid C E B R E N E . ]
Vetere), a town in Bruttium, northeast of Locri, C E B R E N E (KeBprrvn : Kebprjvwg and KeBpnvievg)
originally called Aulon or Aulonia; founded by a city in the Troad, on mount Ida, which fell into
the inhabitants of Oroton or by the Achaaans; decay when Antigonus transplanted its inhabdestroyed by Dionysius the elder, w h o removed itants to Alexandrea Tros. A littleriver,which
its inhabitantstoSyracuse, and gave its territory flowed past it, was caUed Cebren (KeBpfrv)
to Locri; afterward rebuilt, but again destroyed and the surrounding district Cebrenia (Kein the war with Pyrrhus; rebuilt a third time, Bpijvia).
[ C E B R I O N E S (KeBpibvng) a son of Priam b y a
and destroyed a third time in the second Punic
war. It w a s celebrated for its worship of the female slave; charioteer of Hector, and slain by
Delphian Apollo. Its name is preserved in Patroclus.]
the hill Caulone, in the neighborhood of Castel C E C R O P I A . Vid. A T H E N Z E , p. 122, a.
C E C R O P S (KeKpoip) a hero of the Pelasgic race,
Vetere.
said to have been tiefirstking of Attica. H e
CAUNUS.
Vid. B Y B L I S .
C A U N U S (f/ Kavvog: Kabvwg: n o w Kaigues)was married to Agraulos, daughter of Actaeus,
one of the chief cities of Caria, on its southern by w h o m he had a son, Erysichthon, w h o succoast a little east of the mouth of the Calbis, in a ceeded him as king of Athens, and three daughvery fertile but unhealthy situation. It had a ters, Agraulos, Herse, and Pandrosos. In his
eitadel called Imbros, an inclosed harbor for ships reign Neptune (Poseidon) and Minerva (Athena)
of war, and safe roads for merchant vessels. It contended for tie possession of Attica, but Cewas founded by the Cretans. Its dried figs crops decided in favor of the goddess. Vid
(Cauneae fieus) were highly celebrated. The A T H E N A . Cecrops is said to have founded
Athens, the citadel of which was called Cecropia
painter Protogenes was born here.
[ O A U R A (now Coria,) a town of Hispaniaafter him, to have divided Attica into twelve
communities, and to have introduced the first
•Bsetica, between the Baatis and Anas.]
O A U R U S , the Argestes ('Apyeorng) of theelements of civilized life; he instituted marriage,
Greeks, the northwestern wind, is in Italy a abolished bloody sacrifices, and taught his subjects h o w to worship the gods. H e is sometimes
stormy wind.
C A V A R E S or -i, a people in Gallia Narbonensis, called difvijg or geminus, an epithet which some
east of the Rhone, between the Druentia and the explain by his having instituted marriage,
while others suppose it to have reference to the
Bsara.
C A V A R I N U S , a Senonian, w h o m Caesar m a d e legends, in which the upper part of his body
king of his people, w a s expelled by his subjects was represented as that of a man, and the lower
part as that of a serpent. The later Greek
and compelledtoflytoCaasar, B.C. 54.
'• C A Y S T R U S (Kdvarpog, Ion. Kavarpag: n o w writers describe Cecrops as a native of Sais ia
Kara Su, i. e., the Black River, or Kuchuk-Mein-Egypt, w b » led a colony of Egyptians into
Attica, and thus intioduced from Egypt the
ier, i. e. Little Meander), a celebrated river of
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arts of civilized life; but this account is rejected daughters as the first priettesscs of Oerei
by some of the ancients themselves, and by the (Demeter) at Eleusis.
ablest modern critics.
CELSA (now Velilla, ruins near Xelsa) a town
CECRYPHALIA (KeKpvfdXeia), a small island in
in Hispania Tarraconensis, on the Iberus, with a
the Saronic Gulf, between zEgina and Epidau- stone bridge over this river, and a Roman colony
rus.
with the name Vidrix Julia Celsa.
CEDREZE (KeSpeai or -elai, Keipedrng or -alog),
CELSUS. 1. One of the thirty tyrants, usurped
a town of Caria, on the Caremic Gulf.
the purple in Africa, and was slain on the seventh
OEDRENUS, GEORGIUS, a Byzantine writer, of day of his reign, A.D, 265.—2. A n EpicureaD
whose life nothing is known, the author of an philosopher, lived in the time of tho Antonines,
nistorical work, which begins with the creation and was afriendof Lucian. H e is supposed to
of the world, and goes down to A.D. 1057. The be the same as the Celsus who wrote the work
last edition is by Bekker, Bonn, 1838-39.
against Christianity called Aoyoc dXiiBsjg, which
[ C E L A D O N (KeXdbov) a tributary of the Al- acquired so much notoriety from tie answer
pheus in Elis.]
writtentoit by Origen. Vid ORIGENES.—3. A.
[CELADON. 1. A n Egyptian, slain at the nup- CORNELIUS CELSUS, probably lived under the
tials of Perseus.—2. One of the Lapithaa, slain atreigns of Augustus and Tiberius. H e wrote
the nuptials of Pirithous.]
several works of which only one remains entire,
C E L ^ N Z E (KeXaivai, KeXawirvg), the greatest
his treatise Be Medicina, " On Medicine," in
city of soutiern Phrygia, before theriseof its eight books. Thefirsttwo books are principally
neighbor, Apamea Cibotus, reduced it to insigni- occupied by the consideration of diet, and the
ficance. It lay at the sources of the riversgeneral principles of therapeutics and pathology;
Maaander and Marsyas. In the midst of it was the remaining books are devoted to the considera citadel built by Xerxes, on a precipitous rock,ation of particular diseases and their treatment;
at the foot of which, in the Agora of the city, the third and fourth to internal diseases; the
the Marsyas took itsrise,and near the rivers fifth and sixth to external diseases and to
source was a grotto celebrated by tradition as pharmaceutical preparations; and the last two
the scene of the punishment of Marsyas by to those diseases which more particularly belong
Apollo. Outside of the city was a royal palace, to surgery. The work has been muei valued
with pleasure gardens and a great park (napd- from the earliest times to the present day.—EdiSsiaog) full,of game, which was generally thetions : By MiUigan, Edinb, 1826; by Ritter and
residence of the satrap. The Maaandertookits Albers, Colon, ad Rhen, 1835.—4. JULIUS CELSUS,
rise in the very palace, and flowed through thea scholar at Constantinople in the seventh cenpark and the eity, below which it received the tury after Christ made a recension of the text
Marsyas.
of Caesar's Commentaries. Many modern
CELZENO (KeXatva). 1. A Pleiad, daughter of writers have attributed to him the life ol
Atlas and Pleione, beloved by Neptune (Posei- Caasar, which was, in reality, written by
don).—2. One of the Harpies. Vid HARPYIZE. Petrarch.—5. P. JUVENTIUS CELSUS, two Roman
CELEIA (now Cilly), an important town in the
jurists, father and son, both of w h o m are cited
southeastern part of Noricum, and a Roman in the Digest Very little is known of the elder
colony with the surname- Claudia, was in theCelsus. The younger Celsus, who was the
Middle^Ages the capital of a Slavonic state call- more celebrated, lived under Nerva and Y\ ajan,
ed Zellia; hence the modern name of the town, by w h o m he was highly favored. H e wrote
which possesses Roman remains.
Bigesta in thirty-nine books, Epistolc, QucsCELENDERIS (KeXevSepig: now Khelindreh)tiones,
a
and Institutiones in seven books.—6. P.
sea port town of Cilicia, said to have been foundM A R I U S CELSUS, an able general,firstof Galba
ed by Sandarus the Syrian, and afterwards col- and afteward of Otho. After the defeat of
onized by the Samians.
Otho's army at the battle of Bedriaeum, Celsus
CELENNA, a town of Campania, mentioned by was pardoned by Vitellius, and was allowed
Virgil (^En, vii, 739), but nowhere else.]
by him to enter on the consulship in July (A.D.
CELER, together with Severus, the architect of 69).
Nero's immense palace, the golden house. H e
CELTZE, a powerful race, which occupied a
and Severus began digging a canal from the great part of Western Europe. The Greek ana
Lake Avernustothe mouth of the Tiber.
Roman writers call them by three names, which
CELER, P. EGNATIUS. Vid. BABEA.
are probably only variations of one name, nameC E L E T R U M (now Kastoria), a town in Mace-ly, CELTZE (KeXrai, KeXrol), GALATZE (TaXurai)
Ionia, on a peninsula of the Laeus Castoris, pro-and GALLI (TdXXoi). Their name was originally
bably the same town afterward called DIOOLE- given to all the people of Northern and WestriANOPOLIS.
ern Europe who were not Iberians, and it wak
CELEUS (KeXebg,) king of Eleusis, husband of
not till the time of Caesar that the Roman
Metanira, and father of Demophon and Triptole- made any distinction between the Celts aud the
mus. H e received Ceres (Demeter) with hospi- Germans: the name of Celts then began to b*
tality at Eleusis when she was wandering in confined to the people between the Pyrenees
search of her daughter. The goddess, in return, and the Rhine. The Celts belonged to the great
wished to make his son Demophon immortal, and Indo-Germanic race, as their language proves.
placed him in thefirein order to destroy his Like the other Indo-Germanic races they came
mortal parts; but Metanira screamed aloud at from the East, and, at a period long antecedent
the sijdit, and Demophon was destroyed by the to all historical records, settled in the wetit of
flames. Ceres (Demeter) then bestowed great Europe. The most powerful part of the nation•'
favors upon Triptolemus. Vid. TRIPTOLEMUS. appearstohave taken up their abode in the cej(
Celeus is described as thefirstpriest and his tre of the country called after them GALLIA l>e
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tween the Garumna in the south and the Se- the Eomans. They submitted to Seipio Africaquana and Matrona in the north. From this nus in the second Punic war, but the opprescountry they spread over various parts of Eu- sions of the Roman governors led them to rebel,
rope, and they appear in early times as a migra- and for many years they successfully defied the
tory race, ready to abandon their homes, and power of Rome. They were reduced to subsettle in any district which their swords could mission on the capture of Numantia by Seipio
win. Besides the Celts in Gallia, there were Africanus the younger (B.C. 134), but they
eight other different settlements of the nation, again took up arms under Sertorius, and it waa
which may be distinguished by the following not till his death (72) that they began to adopt
names: 1. Raerian Celts, who crossed the Pyr- the Roman customs and language.
enees and settled in Spain. Vid. OELTIBERI.—
CELTIOI. 1. A Celtic people in Lusitania, be2. British Celts, the most ancient inhabitants of tween the Tagus and Anas.—2. A Celtic people
Britain. Vid. BRITANNIA.—8. Belgio Celts, thein Gallaacia, near the promontory Nerium, which
earliest inhabitants of Gallia Belgica, at a laterwas called Celticum after them (now Gape Fintime much mingled with Germans.—4. Italian isterre).
Celts, who crossed the Alps at different periods, CENZEUM (Knvaiov dxpov: now Kanaia or Liand eventuaUy occupied the greater part of the tar), the northwestern promontory of Eubcea,
North of Italy, which was called after them opposite Thermopylae, with a temple of Jupiter
GALLIA CISALPINA.—5. Celts in the Alps and on (Zeus) Cemeus.
the Danube, namely, the Helvetii, Gothini, Osi, CENOHRE^: (Keyxpeai) 1. (Now Kenkri), the
Vindelici, Rasti, Norici, and Oarni.—6. Illyrian eastern harbor of Corinth, on the Saronio Gulf,
Celts, who, under the name of Scordisci, settledimportant for the trade and commerce with the
oh Mount ScorduB.—7. Macedonian and Thra- East.—2. A town in Argolis, south of Argos, on
cian Celts, who had remained behind in Mace- the road to Tegea.
donia when the Celts invaded Greece, and who
[CENOHRIUS (Keyxpt-og) ariverof Ionia, flow
are rarely mentioned.—8. Asiatic Celts, the To- ing through the territory of Ephesus.l
listoboii, Trocrm, and Tectosages, who founded
CENOMANI, a powerful Gallic people, originalthe kingdom of GALATIA. Some ancient writ- ly a branch of tie AULERCI, crossed the Alps at
ers divided the Celts into two great races, onean early period, and settled in the north of Italy
consisting of the Celts in the south and centre in the country of Brixia, Verona, and Mantua
of Gaul, in Spain, and in the north of Italy, whoand extended north as far as the confines of
were the proper Celts, and the other consisting Raatia. They were at constant feud with tht
of the Celtic tribes on the shores of the ocean neighboring tribes of the Insubres, Boii, Ac, ans
and in the east as far as Scythia, who were henifc usually assisted the Romans in tieir w a n
called Gauls: to the latter race the Cimbri be- with these people.
longed, and they are considered by some to be CENSORINUS. 1. One of the thirty tyrants.
identical with the Cimmerii of the Greeks. assumed the purple at Bologna A.D. 270, but
This two-fold division of the Celts appears to was shortly afterward put to death by his own
correspond to the two races into which the Celts soldiers.—2. Author of a treatise entitled de Bie
ure at present divided in Great Britain, namely, Natali, which treats of the generation of man,
the Gael and the Kymry, who differ in language of his natal hour, of the influence of the stars
and customs, the Gael being the inhabitants of and genii upon his career, and discusses the
Ireland and the north of Scotland, and thevarious methods employed for the division and
Kymry of Wales. The Celts are described by calculation of time. The book ia dedicated to
the ancient writers as men of large stature, of Q. Oerellius, and was composed A.D. 238. A
fair complexion, and withflaxenor red hair.fragment de Metris aud lost tracts de Accentibus
They were brave and warlike, impatient of con- and de Geometna are ascribed to this Censoritrol, and prone to change. They fought with nus. — Editions: B y Havercamp, Lug. Bat,
long'swords; theirfirstcharge in battle was 1743; by Gruber, Noremb, 1805.
the most formidable, but if firmly resisted they
CENSORINUS, MAROIUS. 1. C, son of C. Marusually gave way. They were long the terror cius RutiluB,firstplebeian dictator (B.C. 356)
of the Romans: once they took Rome, and laid was originally called Rutilus, and was the first
it in ashes (B.O. 890). For details respecting member of the family who had the surname
their later iistory and political organization, Censorinus. H e was consul in B.C 310, an4
vid. GALLIA.
conducted the war in Samnium. H e was censoj
CELTIBERI (KeXriBfipeg), a powerful people294,
in and a second time 265, the only instance i(
Spain, consisting of Celts, who crossed the Pyr-which a person held the office of eensor twice
enees at an early period, and became miDgled — 2 . L.; consul 149, thefirstyear of the thiro
with the Iberians, tie original inhabitants of the Punic war, conducted the war against Carthag*
country. They dwelt chiefly in the central part with his coUeague M'. Manilius.—8. O, one of
of Spain, in the highlands which separate the the leaders of tie Marian party, fought against
Iberus from theriverswhich flow toward the Sulla in the battle near the Colline gate, waa
west, and in which the Tagus and the Durius taken prisoner, and puttodeath by Sulla's order
vise. They were divided into various tribes, the Censorinus was one of the orators of his time
AREVAO/E, B E R O N E S , and PELENDONES, which and versed in Greek literature.—4. L, a parti
were the three most important, the LUSONES, Ban of M. Antony, praetor 43, and consul 39.—
BELLI, DITTANI, &e. Their chief towns were 6. 0, consul B.C. 8, died in Asia A.D. 2, whili
SEGOBRIGA, NUMANTIA, BILBILIS, &e. Then- in attendance upon 0. Caesar, the grandson of
country, called CELTIBERIA, was mountainous Augustus.
and unproductive. They were a brave and warCENTAURI (Kevravpoi) that is, the Bull-killeia
BKo people, and proved formidable enemies tow>re an ancient race, inhabiting Mount Pelion
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to Thessaly. They led a wild and savage life, Kevropiitlvog, in Thuc. oi KevTopiireg, Centuppl
and are hence called <j>ijpeg or -Si/peg. in Homer.
nus: n o w Centorbi) an ancient town of the Si
In later accounts they were represented as half culi in Sicily, at the foot of Mount /Etna, on tint
horses and half men. Their origin is variously road from Catana to Panormus, and not far from
related. According to the most ancient account, the River Symaathus • in its neighborhood a
Centaurus, the offspring of Ixion and a cloud, great quantity of corn was grown, and it became
begot the Hippocentaurs by mixing with Mag- under the Romans one of the most flourishing
nesian mares. From most accounts it would cities in the island.
appear that the Oentaurs and Hippocentaurs
C E O S , also C E A or C I A (Keag, Ion. Keog: Kelog,
were originally regarded as two distinct classes Ion. Kijlog, Ceus: n o w Zed), an island in the
of beings, although the name of Centaurs is ap- zEgean Sea, one of the Cyclades, between the
plied to both by ancient as well as modern wri- Attic promontory Sunium and the island Cythters. The Centaurs are particularly celebrated nus, celebrated for its fertile soil and its genial
in ancient story for their right with the Lapithae, climate. It was inhabited b y Ionians, and origwhich arose at the marriage-feast of Pirithous. inally contained four towns, Iulis, Carthaaa, CoThis fight is sometimes placed in connection ressus, and Poaeessa; but the two latter perish
with a combat of Hercules with the Centaurs. ed by an earthquake. Simonides was a native
It ended by the Centaurs being expelled from of Iulis in Ceos, whence w e read of the Ceas
their country, and taking refuge on Mount Pin- munera nenie. (Hor., Carm, ii, 1, 38.)
dus, on the frontiers of Epirus. Chiron is the C E P H A L E (KefaXij) an Attic demus, on the
most celebrated among the Centaurs. Vid right bank of the Erasinus, belonging to the
CHIRON. W e know that hunting the bull on tribe Acamantis.
horseback w a s a national custom in Thessaly,
C E P H A L L E N I A (KeQaXXnvia, Ke<paX,nvia: Ktand that the Thessalians were celebrated riders. faXXijv, pi. KetyaXXrjveg: n o w Cephalonia) called
Hence m a y have arisen the fable that the Cen- by H o m e r S A M E (2dun) or S A M O S (2a//oc), the
taurs were half m e n and half horses, just as the largest island in tie Ionian Sea, separated from
Americans, when theyfirstsaw a Spaniard on Ithaca on the east by a narrow channel, con
horseback, believed horse and m a n to be onetains 348 square miles. It is said to have been
being. The Oentaurs were frequently repre- originally inhabited by Taphians, and to have
sented in ancient works of art, and generally as derived its n a m e from the mythical C E P H A L U S .
m e n from the head to the loins, while the re- Even in H o m e r its inhabitants are called Cemainder of the body is that of a horse with its phallenes, and are the subjects of Ulysses; but
four feet and tail.
the name Cephalleniafirstoccurs in Herodotus
[ O E N T I M A N I ('EKarbyxetpsg) "the hundred-The island is very mountainous (iraiKaXoioon),
lauded," the tiree giants Cottus, zEgaeon or and the highest mountain, called zEnos, on
Briareus, and Gyges, sons of Coelus (Uranus) which stood a temple of Jupiter (Zeus), rises
and Terra (Ge). They had a hundred hands and more than four thousand feet above the sea.
fifty heads, and were of extraordinary strength Cephallenia was a tetrapolis, containing the four
and terrible size. They helped Jupiter (Zeus) towns S A M E , P A L E , C R A N I I , and P R O N I . It
conquer the Titans, and had to guard the latter never attained political importance. In the Perwhen cast, fettered, into Tartarus.]
sian wars the inhabitants of Pale are alone menCENTRITES. (Kevrplrng: n o w Bedlis), a small tioned. In the Peloponnesian war Cephallenia
river of Armenia, whici it divided from the land surrendered to the Athenians. S a m e ventured
of the Carduehi, north of Assyria. Itrisesin to oppose the Romans, but was taken by M . Fulthe mountains south of the Arsissa Palus (now vius B.C. 189. In modern times the island was
Lake Van) andflowsinto the Tigris.
for a long while in possession of the Venetians,
[ C E N T R O N E S (Kevrpaveg), an Alpine nation inbut is n o w one of the seven Ionian islands unGallia,,Narbonensis, through whoBe country ran der the protection of Great Britain.
the public route from Italy to Lugdunum in
C E P H A L C E D I U M (KetyaXoibiov: CephalceditaGalba.]
nus: n o w Cefali or Gephalu) a town on the northC E N T U M A L U S , FULVIUS.
1. C N , legate of the ern coast of Sicily, in the territory of Himera.
dictator M . Valerius Coryus B.O. 801; consul
C E P H A L U S (Ke<j>aXog) 1. Son of Mercury
298, when he gained a victory over tie Sam- (Hermes) and Herse, was carried off by Aurora
nites ; and propraetor 295, when he defeated the (Eos), w h o became by him the mother of TithoEtruscans.—2. C N , consul 229, defeated the nus in Syria.—2. Son of Deion and Diomede,
Hlyrians subject to the queen Teuta.—3. O N ,and husband of Procris or Procne, daughter of
curule aedile 214; praetor 213, with Suessula Erechtheus, w h o m he tenderly loved. H e was
as his province; and conaul 211; in the next beloved by Aurora (Eos), but as he rejected her
year he was defeated by Hannibal near Her- advances from love to his wife, she advised hin:
dpnia in Apulia, and was killed in the battle.— to try thefidelityof Procris. The goddess then
4. M , praator urbanus 192, superintended the metamorphosed him into a stranger, and sent
preparations for the war against Antiochus the him with rich presents to his house. Procris
Great.
was tempted by the brilliant presents to yield
C E N T U M C E L L Z S (now Civita Vecchia), a sea- to the stranger, w h o then discovered himself to
port town in Etruria,firstbecame a place of im- be her husband, whereupon she fled in shame
portance under Trajan, w h o built a villa here to Crete. Diana (Artemis) m a d e her a present
and constructed an excellent harbor. It w a sof a dog and a spear, which were never to miss
destroyed by the Saracens in the ninth century, their object, and then sent her back to Cephabut was rebuilt on its ancient site, and w a slus in the disguise of a youth. In order to obhence called Civita Vecchia.
tain this dog and spear, Cephalus promised U.
C E N T U R I P Z E (rd Ktviouna, al Kevroipiirai:love the youth, w h o then m a d e herself knows
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)) him as his wife Procris. This led to a rec- Milesians, and piobably called Kijiroi from its
onciliation between them. Procris, however, pleasant situation.
C E R (Ki'/p), the personified necessity of deatt
stiU feared the love of Aurora (Eos,) and therefore jealously watched Cephalus when he went (Kijp or Kijpeg (tavdroio) The Kf/peg are deout hunting, but on one occasion he killed her scribed by H o m e r as formidable, dark and hate
by accident with the never-erring spear. A ful, because they carry off m e n to the joyless
somewhat different version of the same story house of Hades. According to Hesiod, they are
is given by Ovid. (Met, vii, 685, seq.) Sub- the daughters of N y x (Night) and sisters of the
sequently Cephalus fought with Amphitryon Moerae, and punish m e n for their crimes.
C E R I M U S (ij Kepapog: n o w Keramo), a Dorian
against the Teleboans, upon the conquest of
w h o m he was rewarded with the island which seaport town on the northern side of the Cnidhe called after his o w n name Cephallenia.—3. ian Chersonesus, on the coast of Caria, from
A Syracusan, and father of the orator Lysias, which the Ceramic Gulf (b KepaueiK.bg KoXirog:
came to Atiens at the invitation of Pericles. n o w Gulf of Kos, or Golfo di Stance-) took its
H e is one of the speakers in Plato's Republic name. Vid. CARIA.
C E R A S U S (Kepaaovg: Kepaaovvrwg) [ruins near
— 4 . An.eminent Athenian orator of the CollySkefie; the modern Kheresoun is the aneien*
tean demus,flourishedB.C: 402.
Pharnacia, q. v.] : aflourishingcolony of Sinope,
C E P H E U S (Kn<j>evg) 1. King of /Ethiopia, son
of Belus, husband of Cassiepea, and father of on the coast of Pontus, at the mouth of a river of
Andromeda, was placed among the stars after the same n a m e ; chiefly celebrated as the place
his death.—2. Son of Aleus and Neeara or Cle- from which Europe obtained both the cierry
obule, one of the Argonauts.- H e was king of. and its name. Lucullus is said to have brought
Tegea in Arcadia, and perished, with most of back plants of the cherry with him to R o m e ,
but this refers probably only to Bome particular
his sons, in an expedition against Hercules.
CEPHISIA or CEPmssiA.(K)70j(TMr more correct sorts, as the Romans seem to have had the tree
m u c i earlier. Cerasus fell into decay after the
than KtiQioota: Kntyloievg : n o w Kivisia) one
of the twelve Cecropiau towns of Attica, and foundation of Pharnacia.
C E R A T A (rd Kepara) the H o m s , a mountain
afterward a demus belonging to the tribe Ereehtheis, northeast of Athens, on the western slope on the frontiers of Attica and Megaris.
C E R A U N I I M O N I E S (Kepavvia bpn: n o w Khim
of Mount Pentelicus.
C E P H I S O D S R U S (KnQiobdopog). 1. A n Athe- ara) a range of mountains extending from the
nian comic poet of the old comedy, flourishedfrontier of Illyricum along the coast of Epirus,
B.C. 402. [ A few fragments of his comedies derived their n a m e from the frequent thunderare given by Meinecke, Fragm. Com. Grcc, vol. storms which occurred among them (Kepawog)
i, p. 484-6.]—2. A n Athenian orator, a disci- These mountains m a d e the coast of Epirus
ple of Isocrates, wrote an apology for Isocrates dangerous to ships. They were also called Aeroagainst Aristotle, entitled al wpbg 'ApiaroreXn ceraunia, though this name was properly applied to the promontory separating the Adriatic
avriypa<j>a'i.
C E P H I S O D O T U S (Kntyiobdorog). 1. A n Atheni-and Ionian Seas. The inhabitants of these
an general and orator, is mentioned on various mountains were called Ceraunii.
C E R B E R U S (KepSepog) the dog that guarded
occasions from B.O. 371 to 355.—2. A n Athenian sculptor, whose sister was the first wife the entrance of Hades, is mentioned as early as
of Phocion,flourished372. H e belonged to that the Homeric poems, bat simply as '•' the dog,"
(R,Yh\
younger school of Attic artists w h o had aban- and without the name of Cerberus.
doned the stern and majestic beauty of Phidias, 368 ; Od, xi, 623.) Hesiod calls him a son of
and adopted a more animated and graceful Typiaon and Echidna, and represents him with
style.—3. A n Athenian sculptor, usually caUed fifty heads. Later writers describe him as a
the Younger, a son of the great Praxiteles, monster with only three heads, with the tail oi
a serpent, and with serpents round his neck.
flourished 300.
C E P H I S O P H O N (Knfaoofav) a friend of Eurip- S o m e poets, again, call him many-headed or
ides, is said not .only to have been the chief hundred-headed. The den of Cerberus is usu
actor in his dramas, but also to have aided him ally placed on the further side of the Styx, at
the spot where Oharon landed the shades of the
with his advice in tie composition of them.
C E P H I S U S or CEPHISSUS (Knfiobg, Knfiaabg) departed.
C E R C A S O R U M , or -us, or - E S U B A (Kepxaaap-ig
1. ( N o w Mavronero), the chief river in Phocis
and Bceotia, rises near Lilaaa in Phocis, flows •KoXig, Herod.: Kepxeaovpa, Strab.: n o w El-Ar
through a fertile valley in Phocis and Bceotia, kas) a city of Lower Egypt, on the western bank
and falls into the , Lake Copais, which is henceof the Nile, at the point where the river divided
called Cephisis in the Iliad (v, 709). Vid. C O - into its three principal branches, the eastern
PAIS.—2. The largest river in Attica,risesin or Pelusiao, the western or Canopic, and the
the western slope of Mount Pentelicus, and northern between them.
C E R C E T Z G or -n (Kepxerai, probably the Cir
flows past Athens on the west into the Saronic
Gulf near Phalerum.—[3. Another river of At- cassians) a people of Sarmatia Asiatica, beyond
tica, in the territory of Eleusis, called, for dis- the Cimmerian Bosphorus, on the eastern coast
tinction's sake, O. Eleusinius.]-^. There was of the Palus Maeotis (now Sea of Azov).
also a river of this n a m e in Argolis, Salamis, CEROETIUS, a mountain in Thessaly, part of
the range of Pindus.
Sicyonia, and Scyros.
[ C E P I (Kfiixoi, i. e, the Gardens), a city of [CERCIDAS (KepKibug), a poet philosopher, and
Asiatic Sarmatia, on the island formed by an legislator for his native city, Megalopolis. H e
x arm of the River Anticites and the Maeotis (now was a disciple of Diogenes, whose death he rethe island Tanan): it w a s a settlement of the corded in some Meliambic l:nes. H e appears ti>
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be the same person as Oeroidas the Arcadian, on the coast, a little south of the mouth of the
who is mectioned by Demosthenes among those Laus.
Greeks who, by their cowardice and corruption,
C E R I N T H U S (KypivBog), a town cr the eastern
enslaved their states to Philip.]
coast of Euboaa, on the River Budorus.
C E R C I N A and CEROINITIS (Kepniva, Kepmvlrig: C E R N E (Kipvn: Kepvalog: n o w probably Arnow Karkenah Is., Bamlah and Gherba) two lowguin) an island off the western coast of Africa
islands off the northern coast of Africa, in the to which the Phoenicians appear to have traded.
mouth of the Lesser Syrtis, united by a bridge, Its position is uncertain, and Strabo even denied
and possessing a fine harbor. Cercina was the its existence.
larger, and had on it a town of the same name.
O E R O N , a fountain in Histiaeotis in Thessaly
C E R O I N E (KepKtvn: n o w Kara-dagh) a mount- said to have m a d e all the sheep black which
ain in Macedonia, between the Axius and Stry- drank of it.
mon, forming the boundary between Sintice and
C E R R E T A N I , au Iberian people in Hispania
Paaonia.
Tarraconensis, inhabited the modern Gerdagnt
CEROINITIS (KepKivlrig), a lake in Macedonia,
in the Pyrenees, and were subsequently dividnear the mouth of the Strymon, through which ed into the two tribes of the Juliani and Augusthisriverflows.
tani; they were celebrated for their hams.
CERCINIUM, a towa in Thessaly, on the Lake
C E R S O B L E P T E S (KepaoBXeiTTng) son of Cotys,
Boabeis.
king of Thrace, on whose death, in B.C. 358, he
C E R O O , Q. LUTATIUS, consul with A . Manlius inherited the kingdom in conjunction with BeriTorquatus B.O. 241, in which year the first sades and Amadocus, w h o were probably his
Punic war was brought to a close by the victory brothers. A s an ally of the Athenians, Cersoof C. Lutatius Catulus at the zEgates. Oerco, bleptes became involved in w a r with Philip, by
in conjunction with his colleague, subdued the w h o m he was frequently defeated, and was at
Falisci or people of Falerii, w h o revolted from length reduced to the condition of a tributary,
the Romans.
343.
C E R C O P E S (Kepnaireg), droll ' and thievish C E R S U S (Kepaog: n o w Merkes), a river of Cignomes, robbed Hercules in his sleep, and were licia, flowing through the Pylaa Syro-Ciliciae,
taken prisoners by him, and either given to O m - into the eastern side of the G u K of Issus.
phale, or killed, or set free again. S o m e placed [CERTIMA, afortifiedtown of the Celtiberi in
them at Thermopylae (Herod, vii, 216); but the Hispania Tarraconensis, captured by Tiberius
comic p o e m Cercopes, which bore the name of Gracchus.]
Homer, probably placed them at OJlchalia in Eu- C E R T O N I U M (Keprbviov), a town in Mysia, m e n •
boaa. Others transferred them to Lydia, or the tioned only by Xenophon (Anab, vii, 8, § 8).
islands called Pithecusaa, which derived their
C E R V I D I U S SOZSVOLA.
Vid SOZEVOLA.
name from the Cercopes w h o were changed into
[CERYNITES, a river of Achaia, flowing from
monkeys by Jupiter (Zeus) for having deceived the mountain Cerynea in Arcadia.]
him.
C E R Y X (Kf/pv^), an Attic hero, son of Mercury
C E R C O P S (KepKaip). 1. One of the oldest Or- (Hermes) and Aglauros, from w h o m the priestly
phic poets, also called a Pythagorean, was the family of the Ceryces at Athens derived their
author of an epic poem " on the descent of Or- origin.
pheus to Hades."—2. Of Miletus, the contem[ C E S T R I N E (Kscrptvn), a district of Epirus,
porary and rival of Hesiod, is saidtohave been saidtohave derived its name from Cestrinus
the author of an epic poem caUed jEgimius, q.«.]
which is also ascribed to Hesiod.
[CESTRINUS (Kearplvog) son of Hellenus and
C E R O Y O N (Keptzvuv), son of Neptune (Posei-Andromache, succeeded iis father in the sovdon) or Vulcan (Hephaastus), a cruel tyrant at ereignty of Epirus.]
Eleusis, put to death his daughter A L O P E , and O E S T R U S (Keorpoc: n o w Ak-su) a considerkilled all strangers w h o m he overcame in wrest- able river of Pampbylia, flowing from the Tauling ; he was, in the end, conquered and slain by rus southward into the Mediterranean. It was
Theseus.
navigable in its lower course at least as far as
C E R D Y L I U M (KepSvXtov) a small town in Mac- the city of Perge, which stood on its western
edonia, on the right bank of the Strymon, op-bank, sixty stadia (ten geographical miles) above
posite Amphipolis.
its mouth.
C E R E A L I S , PETILIUS. 1. Served under Vettius
C E T E I (Ktjreioi), a people of Mysia, the old inBolanus, in Britain, A.D. 6 1 ; was one of the habitants of the country about Pergamus, mengenerals w h o supported the claim of Vespasian tioned by H o m e r (Od, xi, 521). Their name
to the empire, 69; suppressed the revolt of Ci- is evidently connected with that of the River
vilis on the Rhine, 7 0 ; and was governor of CETIUS.
C E T H E G U S , C O R N E L I U S , an ancient patrician
Britain, 71, when he conquered a great part of
the Brigantes.—[2. C. ANIOIUS, consul designatus family. They, seem to have kept u p an old
A D . 65, proposed in the senate, after the detec- fashion of wearing their arms bare, to which
tion of Piso's conspiracy, that a temple should Lucan (ii, 543) alludes when he describes the
be built to Nero as quickly as possible at the associate of Catiline by the words exsertique mapublic expense. Next year he fell under Ne- nus vesana Cethegi. [Horace, however, by his
ro's suspicions, was condemned, and put him- einctuti Cethegi (Ars Pod., 50^ refers to the
earlier members of the family.] 1. M , curule
self to death.]
CEREATZS, (now Cerretanb), a town of theaedile and pontifex mttximus B.C. 218 ; praator
Hernia in Latium, between Sora and Anagnia. 211, when he had the oharge of Apulia; censor
209, and consul 204. In the next year he c o m
CERES.
Vid D E M E T E R .
manded as proconsul in Cisalpine Gaul, w h e n
OEKILLI (Cirella Vecchia), a town in Bruttiuia,
199
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lis defeated Mago, brother of Hannibal. H e rea w a s put to death by Olauaius upon his ae
died 196. His eloquence w a s rated very high, cession.
[ C H Z E R E C E A T E S (Xaipettpdrng), a disciple ol
so that Ennius gave him the n a m e of Suade medulla: and Horace twice referstohim as an an-Socrates, w h o is well spoken of by Xenophon
cient authority for the usage of Latin w o n s in an enumeration of those whose lives testi(Epist, ii, 2, 116; Ars. Poet, 50).—2. C , com- fiedtothe excellence of the instruction of Soe
manded in Spain as proconsul 200; w a s aadile rates (Mem, i, 2. § 48).]
C H Z E R E M O N (Xaipijuov) 1. One of the most
199; consul 197, when he defeated the Insubrians and Oenomanians in Cisalpine Gaul; and celebrated of the later tragic poets at Athens
sensor 194.—8. P , curule aadile 187, praator 185, flourished B.C. 380. H e is erroneously calls*
and consul 181, The grave of N u m a w a s dis- a comic poet by some writers. There are thr*.
covered in his consulship.—4. M , consul 160, epigrams ascribed to Chaaremon in the Greek
when he drained a part of the Pontine Marshes. Anthology. [The fragments of his plays h a w
— 5 . P., a friend of Marius, proscribed by Sulla been collected and published b y Bartsch, Mo
88, but in 83 went over to Sulla and was par- gunt, 1843, 4to.]—2. Of Alexandrea, a Stoic
doned.—6. 0 , one of Catiline's crew, w a s a philosopher, chief librarian of the Alexandrean
profligate from his early youth. W h e n Catiline library, w a s afterward called to Rome, and beleft Rome, 63, after Cicero's first speech, Cethe- came the preceptor of Nero, in conjunction with
gus stayed behind under the orders of Lentulus. Alexander of zEgaa. H e wrote a history of
His charge wastomurder the leading senators; Egypt, on Hieroglyphics, on Comets, and a
but the tardiness of Lentulus prevented any grammatical work. Martial (xi, 56) wrote an
thing being done. Cethegus w a s arrested and epigram upon him. [The fragments of Chaacondemned to death with the other conspira- remon are given by Muller, Fragm. Hist. Grcc,
vol. iii, p. 495-99.]
tors.
C E T I U S (Kijreiog) a smallriverof Mysia, flow- C H Z E R E P H O N (Xaipetpav), a well-known dising from the norti through the district of Ela- ciple of Socrates, was banished by the thirty
ltis, and falling into the Caieus close to Per- tyrants, and returned to Athens on the restoration of democracy, B,C. 403. H e w a s dead
gamus.
[ O E T O (Knra) daughter of Pontus and Gaaa when the trial of Socrates took place, 399.
[CHZERIPPUS (Xaipiirirog), a Greek, a friend oi
(Terra), wife of Phorcys ; mother of the Graaae
Cicero and his brother Quintus, w h o m he acaud of the Gorgons.]
O E U T R O N E S or C E N T R O N E S , a people in Gallia companied to bis province of Asia.]
C H ^ R O N E A (Xaipaveia : Xaipuvevg : n o w Ca
Belgica, dependents of the Nervii.
C E Y X (Kyiif), king of Traehys, husband of purna) the Homeric A R N E according to PausaAlcyone. His death is differently related. Vid. nias, a town in Bceotia on the Cephisua, near
A L C Y O N E . H e w a s the father of Hippasus, w h o the frontier of Phocis, memorable tor the defeat
of the Athenians by the Bceotja.-*, H.G. 447
fellfightingas the ally of Hercules.
[ C H A A (X_da: n o w Chaiappa) a city of Tri- still more for Philip's victory over the w e e k s
phylian Elis, in the plain of zEpasium: it w a s 338, and for Sulla's victory over the army o
probably the $ « o of H o m e r (II, vii, 135). Vid.Mithradates, 86. Chaaronea w a s the birth-place
PHEIA.]
of Plutarch. Several remains of the ancient
CHABORAS.
Vid. A B O R R H A S .
city are to be seen at Capurna, more particu
C H A B R I A S (XaBptag), a celebrated Athenian larly a theatre excavated in the rock, an aquegeneral. In B.C. 392 he succeeded Iphicrates duct, and the marble lion (broken in pieces),
in the command of the Athenian forces at Cor- which adorned the sepulchre of the Boeotians
inth. In 388 he assisted Evagoras in Cyprus w h o fell at the battle of Chaaronea.
against the Persians. In 378 he w a s one of the C H A L Z S U M (XdXaiov: XaAatoc), a port-town
commanders of the forces sent to the aid of of the Locri Ozolaa on the Crissaean Gulf, on
Thebes against Agesilaus, when he adopted for the frontiers of Phocis.
thefirsttime that manoeuvre for which he beC H A L A S T R A (XaXdarpa, in Herod. XaXearpn:
came so celebrated, ordering his m e n to await XaXaarpalog: n o w Culacia) a town in Mygdothe attack with their spears pointed against the nia in Macedonia, at the mouth of the River
enemy and their shields resting on one knee. Axius.
A statue was afterward erected at Athens to
C H A L C E , or -ZE, or -IA (XaXxn, ~X.dXK.ai, XaXua
Chabrias in this posture. In 376 he gained an XaXKalog or -irng: n o w Gharki) an island oi
important victory off Naxos over the Lacedae- the Carpathian Sea, near Rhodes, with a town
monianfleetunder the command of Pollis. In of the same name, and a temple of Apollo.
361 he took the command of the naval force of
C H A L O E D O N (XaXKnbav, more correctly KaXxnTachos, king of Egypt, w h o w a s in rebellion Sav : XaXKndbvwg : ruins, n o w Ghalkedon, Greek;
against Persia. In 858 he was sent as the Kadi-Kioi, Turk.), a Greek city of Bithynia, on
Athenian commander in Thrace, but w a s com- the coast of the Propontis at the entrance of the
pelled by Charidemus to m a k e a peace unfavor- Bosporus, nearly opposite to Byzantium, w a s
able to Athens. O n the breaking out of the founded by a colony from Megara in B.O. 685
Social war in 357, Chabrias commanded the After a long period of independence (only inAthenian fleet A t the siege of Chios he sailed terrupted by its capture by the Persians and its
into the harbor before the rest of thefleet,and, recovery by the Athenians), it became subject
when his ship w a s disabled, he refused to save to the kings of Bithynia, and suffered by the
bis life by abandoning it and fell fighting.
transference of most of its inhabitants to the
CHZEREA, C. CASSIUS, tribune of the praeto- city of Nicomedia (B.C. 140). The Romans
rian cohorts, formed the conspiracy by which restored its fortifications, and nrade it the chief
'.be Emperor Caligula w a s slain, A D . 41. Chaa- city oi the province of BitVynia, or Pontica
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Prima Aftei various fortunes under the em- [CHALCON (XuXh.iv), a Myrmidon, father oi
pire, it was entirely destroyed by the Turks. Bathycles.]
The fourth oecumenical council of the Church
C H A I DZEA (Xa idata : XaXdalog) in the narmet here, A.D. 451.
rower sense, was a province of Babylonia, about
CHALCIDIOE (XaXKidiKn) 1. A peninsula, inthe lower course of the Euphrates, the border
Macedonia, between the Thermaic and Strymo- of the Arabian Desert, and the head of the Pernic gulfs, runs out into the sea like a three-prong-sian Gulf. It was intersected by numerous
ed fork, terminating in three smaller peninsulas, canals, and was extremely fertile. In a wider
PALLENE, SITHONIA, and A C T E or A T H O S . It de- sense, the term is applied to the whole of Babyrived its name from Chalcidian colonists. Vid.
lonia, and eventothe Babylonian empire, on acCHALKS, N O . 1.—[2. A district of Syria. Vid count of the supremacy which the Chaldaeans
CHALCIS, N O . 3.]
acquired at Babylon. Vid. BABYLON. XenoCHALOIDIUS, a Platonic philosopher, who lived phon mentions Chaldaaans in the mountains
wobably in the sixth century of the Christian north of Mesopotamia; and w e have other
era, translated into Latin the Thnaaus of Plato, statements respecting this people, from which
an which he likewise wrote a voluminous com- it is very difficult to deduce a clear view of their
mentary ; edited b}' Meursius, Leyden, 1617, early history. The most probable opinion is,
and by Fabricius, Hamburg, 1718, at the end ofthat their original seat was in the mountains
the second volume of the works of Hippolytus. of Armenia and Kurdistan, whence they deCHALOICEOUS (XaXKiotKog), "the goddess of
scended into the plains of Mesopotamia and
the brazen house," a surname of Minerva (Athe- Babylonia. Respecting the Chaldaeans as the
na) at Sparta,fromthe brazen temple which she ruling class in the Babylonian monarchy, vid.
BABYLON.
had in that city.
CHALCIS (Xa?Mig : XaXKiSevg, Ohalcidensis).[CHALONITIS (Xa?MviTi.g), a district in the
1. (Now Egripo or Negroponte), the principalsoutheast of Assyria, around Mount Zagros,
town of Euboea, situated on the narrowest part with a city called Chala.\\
C H A L U S (Xd?usg: now Koweik), ariverof
of the Euripus, and united with the main land by
a bridge. It was a very ancient town, original- Northern Syria, flowing south past Bercea and
ly inhabited by Abantes or Curetes, and colo- Chalcis, and terminating in a marshy lake.
nized by Attic Iouians under Cothus. Its flour- C H A L Y B E S (XdXvBeg) a remarkable Asiatic
ishing condition at an early period is attested people, about whom we find various statements
by the numerous colonies which it planted in in the ancient writers. They are generally
various parts of the Mediterranean. It found- represented, both in the early poetic legends
ed so many cities in the peninsula in Macedonia and in the iistorieal period, as dwelling on tha
between the Strymonic and Thermaic Gulfs, that southern shore of the Black Sea, about Theithe whole peninsula was called Chaleidiee. In miscrya and the Thermodon (and probably to a
Italy it founded Cumaa, and in Sicily Naxos. wider extent, for Herodotus clearly mentions
Chalcis was usually subject to Athens during them among the nations west of the Halys),
the greatness of the latter city, and afterward and occupying themselves in the working of
passed into the hands of the Macedonians, An- irc-n. Xenophon mentions Chalybes in the
tioehus, Mithradates, and the Romans. It was mountains on the borders of Armenia and M e
a place of great military importance, as it com- sopotamia, who seem to be the same people
manded the navigation between the north and that he elsewhere calls Chaldoc.'ins ; and sevsouth of Greece, and hence it was often taken eral of the ancient geographers regarded the
and retaken by the different parties contending Chalybes and Chaldaai as origii / dly the same
for the supremacy in Greece. The orator Isaau's people.
C H A L Y B O N (XaXvBuv: Old T jstament Heland the poet Lyeophron were born at Chalcis,
and Aristotle died here.—2. (Now Galata) a bon,) a considerable city of Northern Syria,
town in zEtolia, at the month of the Evenus, probably the same as BEROI t. The district
situated at the foot of the mountain Chalcis, about it was called Chalybomt x
and hence also called Hypoehalcis.—3. (Now C H A M E L E O N (XapaiXeav), s Peripatetic philosopher of Heraelea on the J ontus, one of the
Kinnesrin, ruins), a city of Syria, in a fruitful
plain, near the termination of the River Ohalus; immediate disciples of Aristotle, wrote works
the chief city of the district of Chaleidiee, whichon several of the ancient Greet poets, and like
lay to the east of the Orontes.—4. A city of wise on philosophical subjects.
CHAMAVI, a people in Germany, who were
Syria, on the Belus, in the plain of Marsyas.
C H A L C O O O N B Y L E S , or, by contraction, C H A L - compelled by the Roman conquests to change
OONDYLES, LAONIOUS or NICOLAUS, a Byzantine their abodes several times. Theyfirstappear
historian,flourishedA.D. 1446, and wrote a his- in the neighborhood of the Rhine, but afterward
tory of the Turks and of the later period of the migrated east defeated the Bructeri, and setByzantine empire, from the year 1298 down to tled between the Weser and the Harz. A t a
the conquest of Corinth and the invasion of the later time they dwelt on the Lower Rhine, and
Peloponnesus by the Turks in 1463, thus in- are mentioned as auxiliaries of the Franks.
eluding the capture of Constantinople in 1453 ; C H & O N E S (Xdoveg), a Pelasgian people, one ol
•dited by Fabrot, Paris, 1650. [It is also in- the three communities which inhabited EPIRUS.
cluded in the new edition of the Byzantine his- were at an early period in possesEion of the
torians, and edited by Imm. Bekker, Bonn, whole of the country, but subsequently dwelt
along the coast from tie River Thyamistothe
1843.]
[CHALCODON (XaXnaSav), king of the AbantesAeroceraunian promontory, which district was
m Euboaa, father oi Elpenor, and one of thetherefore called CHAONIA. By the poets Chao
nius is used as equivalent to Epirot
/
suitors of Helen.]
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C H A O S (Xdog), the vacant and infinite space was upward of one hundred and fire Ehglisli
which existed, according to the ancient cosmog- feet; it w a s twelve years in erecting, B.C. 292onies, previous to the creation of the world, and 280, and cost three hundred talents. It stood
out of which the gods, men, and all things arose. at the entrance of the harbor of Rhodes, but
Chaos was called the mother of Erebos and Nyx. there is no authority for the statement that its
C H A R A D R A (Xapdbpa : Xapabpalog). 1. A town legs extended over the mouth of the harbor. It
in Phocis, on the River Charadrus, situated on was overthrown and broken to pieces by an
an eminence not far from Lilaaa.—2. A town in earthquakefifty-sixyears after its erection, B
Etiirus, northwest of Ambracia.—3. A town in C. 224. The fragments remained on the ground
eight hundred and ninety-six years, till they
Messenia, built by Pelops.
C H A R A D R U S (Xdpabpog) 1. A small river in were sold by the general of the Calif Othman
Phocis, a tributary of the Cephisus.—2. A small IV. to a Jew of Emesa, w h o carried them away
river in Argolis, a tributary of the Inachus.—3. on nine hundred camels, A.D. 672.
C H A R I O L E S (XaputXijg) 1. A n Athenian demA small river in Messenia, rises near GSchalia.
— [ 4 . A small stream of Achaia, near Argyre, agogue, son of Apollodorus, was one of the
commissioners appointed to investigate the afn o w Velvitsi.[\
C H A R A X (Xdpaf), of Pergamus, an historian, fair of the mutilation of the Hermaa, B.C. 415 ;
wrote a work in forty books, called 'EXXvviKa, was one of the commanders of the Athenian
and another named Xpovim. [The fragments fleet, 413; and one of the thirty tyrants on the
of his works have been collected by Muller, capture of Athens by Lysander, 404.—2. A n
eminent physician at R o m e , attended the E m Fragm. Hist. Grcc, vol. iii, p. 686-45.]
peror Tiberius.
C H A R A X (Xdpalj, i.e., a palisaded camp: XapaKnvbg), the n a m e of several cities, which took C H A R I O L O iX.apiK.Xa) 1. A nymph, daughtei
their origin from military stations. The most re- of Apollo, wife of the Centaur Chiron, and mothmarkable of them stood at the mouth of the Ti- of Carystus and Ocyroe.—2. A nymph, wife of
gris. Vid. A L E X A N D R E A , N O . 4. There were Eueres and mother of Tiresias.
C H A R I D E M U S (Xapl6np.og) 1. Of Oreus in E n
others, which only need a bare mention, in the
Chersonesus Tauriea, in Northern Media, near bcea, of mean origin, became the captain of a
Celaanaa in Phrygia, in Corsica, and on the Great band of mercenaries, and served in this capacity under the Athenian generals Iphierates and
Syrtis in Africa, and a few more.
C H A R A X U S (Xdpaljog) of Mytilene, son of Sca-Timotheus. H e next entered the service of the
ns audronymus and brother of Sappho, fell in satrap Artabazus, w h o had revolted against Artaxerxes III, and subsequently of Cotys, king
love with R H O D O P I S .
C H A R E S (Xdpng). 1. A n Athenian general, of Thrace, whose daughter he married. O n the
#ho for a long series of years contrived by pro- murder of Cotys, 358, Charidemus adhered to
fuse corruption to maintain his influence with the cause of his son Cersobleptes, and on bethe people, in spite of his very disreputable half of the latter carried on the struggle with
character. In B.C. 367 he was sent to the aid the Athenians for the possession of the Cherso
of the Phliasians, w h o were hard pressed by the nesus. In 349 he was appointed by the AtheniArcadians and Argives, and he succeeded in ans commander in tbe Olynthian war, but next
relieving them. In the Social war, after the year was superseded and replaced by Chares.
death of Chabrias, 356, he had the c o m m a n d of — 2 . A n Athenian, one of the orators whose surthe Athenian fleet along with Iphierates and render w a s required by Alexander in B.C. 335,
Timotheus. His colleagues having refused, iu after the destruction of Thebes, fled to Asia,
consequence of a storm, to risk an engagement, and took refuge with Darius, by whose orders
Chares aceused them to the people, and they he was put to death, 333, shortly before the bat
were recalled. Being now left in the sole com- tie of Issus.
C H A R I L A U S or C H A R I L L U S (XapiXaog, XdpiX
mand, and being in want of money, he entered
into the service of Artabazus, the revolted sa- Xog) king of Sparta, son of Polydectes, is said
trap of Western Asia, but was recalled by the to have received his name from the general joy
Athenians on the complaint of Artaxerxes III. excited by the justice of his uncle Lycurgus
In the Olynthian war, 349, he commanded the when he placed him, yet a new-born infant, on
mercenaries sent from Athens to the aid of the royal seat, and bade the Spartans acknowlOlynthus. In 340 he commanded the force edge him for their king. H e carried on war
sent to aid Byzantium against Philip; but he against Argos and Tegea; he was taken priseffected nothing, and was acccordingly super- oner by the Tegeans, but was dismissed withseded by Phocion. In 338 he was oue of the out ransom on giving a promise (which he did
Athenian commanders at the battle of Chaaro- not keep) that the Spartans should abstain in
nea. W h e n Alexander invaded Asia in 334, future from attacking Tegea.
C H A R I S (Xdpig), the personification of Grace
Chares w a s living at Sigeum; and in 333 he
commanded for Darius at Mytilene.—2. Of Myt- and Beauty. In the Iliad (xviii, 382) Charis
ilene, an officer at the court of Alexander the is described as the wife of Vulcan (Hephaestus),
Great, wrote a history of Alexander in ten but in the Odyssey Venus (Aphrodite) appears
books. [His fragments are given by Geier in as the wife of Vulcan (Hephaestus), from which
w e m a y infer, if not the identity of Aphrodite
his Scriptores Hist. Alexandri, Lips, 1844, p.
293-308/]—3. Of Lindus in Rhodes, a statuary and Charis, at least a close connection in tha
jn bron2e; the favorite pupil of Lysippus, flour-notions entertained about the two divinities.
ished B.C. 290. His chief work was the statue The idea of personified grace and beauty was
of the Sun, which, under the name of " The at an early period divided into a plurality of be
Colostos of Rhodes," w a s celebrated as one of ings, and even in the Homeric poems the plural
U'e seven wonders of the world. Its height Charites occurs several times. The Charlie*
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[ C H A R M I N U S (Xapplvog) a naval conimiuc'cs
aallei Gratit by the Romans, are usually described as the dai .ghters of Jupiter (Zeus), and of the Athenians, w h o was defeated by th«
as three in number, namely, Euphrosyne, Aglaia,Spartan admiral Astyochus near Syme, B.C.
and Thalia. The names of the Charites suffi- 411, with a loss of six ships.—2. A Lacedaemociently express their character. They were the nian, was sent by Thibron, the Spartan harmost
goddesses who enhanced the enjoyments of life in Asia, to the Greeks w h o had served undei
by refinement and gentleness. Tiey are most- Cyrus, then at Selymbria and in the service of
ly described as in the service of other divini- Seuthes, to induce them to enter the Lacedaemoties, aud they lend their grace and beauty to nian service against Persia, B.C. 399.]
C H A R O N (Xdpav)
1. Son of Erebos, con
every thing' that delights and elevates gods and
men. The gentleness and gracefulness which veyed in his boat the shades of the dead acros*
the
rivers
of
the
lower
world. For this service
they impart to man's ordinary pleasures are expressed by their moderating the exciting in- he was paid with an obolus or danaee, which
fluence of wine (Hor, Carm, iii, 19, 15), and by coin was placed in the mouth of every corpse
their accompanying Venus (Aphrodite) and Cu- previous to its burial. H e is represented as au
pid (Eros). Poetry, however, is the art which aged m a n with a dirty "beard and a mean dress,
is especially favored by them, and hence they — 2 . A distinguished Theban, conoealed Peare the friends of the Muses, with w h o m they lopidas and his fellow conspirators in his house
live together in Olympus. In early times the when they returned to Thebes with the view of
Charites were represented dressed, but after- delivering it from the Spartans, B.C. 379.—3
ward their figures were always naked: speci- A n historian of Lampsaeus,flourishedB.O. 464
mens of both representations of the Charites and wrote works on /Ethiopia, Persia, Greece
are still extant. They appear unsuspicious Ac, the fragments of whici are collected by
maidens in theftulbloom of life, and they usu- Muller, Fragm. Histor. Grcc, vol. i, p. 32-35
Paris, 1841.
ally embrace each other.
C H A R O N D A S (Xapuvbag), a law-giver of Catana,
CHARISIUS.
1. A U R E L I U S A R C A D I U S , a Rom a n jurist, lived in the reigu of Constantine w h o legislated for his own and the other cities
the Great, and wrote three works, Be Testibus, of Chalcidian origin in Sicily and Italy. His
date is uncertain. H e is said by some to have
De Muneribus civilibus, and Be Officio Prcfedi
prMorio, all of which are cited in the Digest.— been a disciple of Pythagoras; and he must
2. FLAVIUS SOSIPATER, a Latin grammarian, w h o have lived before the time of Anaxilaue, tyrant
of Rhegium, B.C. 494-476, for the Rhegianj
flourished A.D. 400, author of a treatise in five
books, drawn up for the use of his son, entitled used the laws of Charondastillthey were abolished by Anaxilaus. The latter fact sufficiently
Institutiones Grammaticc, which has come down
to us in a very imperfect state. Edited by refutes the c o m m o n account that Charondas
Putschius in Grammaticc Latinc Audores An- drew up a code of laws for Thurii, since this
tiqui, Hanov, 1606, and by Lindemann, in Cor- city w a s not founded till 443. A tradition relates that Charondas one day forgot to lay aside
pus Grammat Latin. Veterum, Lips, 1840.
his sword before he appeared in the assembly,
CHARITES.
Vid. C H A R I S .
OnARiTON (Xapirav), of Aphrodisias, a town thereby violating one of his o w n laws, and that
of Caria, the author of a Greek romance, in on being reminded of this by a citizen, he exeight books, on the Loves of Chaereas and Cal- claimed, " B y Zeus, I will establish it," and imlirrhoe. The n a m e is probably feigned (from mediately stabbed himself. The laws of Charondas were probably in verse.
%dpig and 'Atypobirn), as the time and position
C H A R O P S (XdpoTp) 1. A chief among the
of the author certainly are. H e represents himself as the secretary of the orator Athenagoras, Epirots, sided witi the Romans in their war
evidently referring to the Syracusan orator with Philip V , B.C. 198.—2. A grandson of the
mentioned by Thucydides (vi, 35, 36) as the above. H e received his education at R o m e ,
political opponent of Hermocrates. Nothing is and after his return to his o w n country adhered
known respecting the real life or the time of to the R o m a n cause; but he is represented by
the author; but he probably did not live earlier Polybius as a monster of cruelty. H e died at
than thefifthcentury after Christ Edited by Brundisium, 157.—[3. Son of the Trojan HipD'Orville, 3 vols, A m s t , 1750, with a valuable pasus, slain by Ulysses.—4. Son of an zEschycommentary; reprinted with additional notes his, w h o was thefirstdecennial archon in Athens, B.C. 752.]
by Beck, Lips, 1783.
OHARYBDIS.
Vid. S O Y L L A .
C B A R M A N D E (Xapudvdn: near Haditha or Hit)
C H A S U A R I , or C H A S U A R I I , or C H A T T U A R I I , a
a great city of Mesopotamia, on the Euphrates.
[ C H A R M A D A S , otherwise called Charmides. people of Germany, allies or dependeuts of the
Cherusci. Their position is uncertain. They
Vid. C H A R M I D E S , N O . 2.]
C H A R M I D E S (Xappldng) 1. A n Athenian, son dwelt north of the Chatti; anil in later times
of Glaucon, cousin to Critias, and uncle by the they appear between the Rhine and the Maas
mother's side to Plato, w h o introduces him in as a part of the Franks.
CHATTI.
Vid. C A T T L
the dialogue which bears his name as a very
C H A U O I or CAUOI, a powerful people in the
young m a n at the commencement of the Peloponnesian war. In B.O. 404 he was one of the northeast of Germany, between the Amisia (now
Ten, and was slain fighting against Thrasybu- Ems) and the Albis (now Elbe) divided by the
lus at the Piraeus.—2. Called also C H A R M A D A S Visurgis (now Weser), which flowed through
by Cicero, a friend of Philo of Larissa, in con- their territory, into Majores and Minores, the
junction with w h o m he is said by some to have former west and the latter east of that river.
been the founder of a fourth aoademy
H e They are described by Tacitus as the nobles*
and the justest of the German tribes. Th/v
flourished B.C. 100.
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formed an alliance with the Romans A.D. 5, and the Pontus Euxinus, the Cimmeriaa Bosporus.
assisted the latter in their wars against the Che- and the Palus Maaotis, united to the main land
rusci ; hut this alliance did not last long. Theyby an isthmus forty stadia in width. The anwere at war with the Romans in the reigns of cients compared this peninsula with the Pelo
Claudius and Nero, but were never subdued. ponnesus both in form and size. It produced g
They are mentioned for the last time in the great quantity of com, which was exported to
third century, when they devastated Gaul, but Athens and other parts of Greece. The easttheir name subsequently became merged in the ern part of the peninsula was caUed Tpnxen or
general name of Saxons.
the Rugged (Herod, iv, 99). Respecting the
CHELIDON, the mistress of C. Verres, often Greek kingdom establisied in this country, see
mentioned by Cicero.
BOSPORUS. There was a town on the southCHELIDONIS (XeXiSovig), wife of Cleonymus,
ern coast of this peninsula ealled Chersonesus,
tc whom she proved unfaithful in consequence founded by the inhabitants of the Pontic Hera
of a passion for Acrotatus, son of Areus I.
clea, and situated on a small peninsula, called
C H E L I D O N L E INSULZE (XeXidbviai vrjaoi: now
n uiKpd Xep, to distinguish it from the larger,
Khelidoni) a group of five (Strabo only mentions
of which it formed a part—3. CIMBRICA (now
three) small islands, surrounded by dangerous Jutland). Vid. CIMBRI.—[4. CHERSONESUS A U
shallows, off the promontory called Hiera or REA.
Vid. A U R E A CHERSONESUS.]—6.
(Now
Chelidonia (now Khelidoni), on the southernCape Chersonisi) a promontory in Argolis, be
coast of Lycia.
tween Epidaurus and Troazen.—6. (Now CheiCHELONATAS (XeXavdrag : now Gape Tornese),
soneso) a town in Crete, on the Promontory
a promontory in Elis, opposite Zacynthus, the Zephyrium, the harbor of Lyctus in the interior.
most westerly point of the Peloponnesus.
CHERUSCT, the most celebrated of all the
CHEMMIS, afterward PANOPOLIS (Xepfiig, Hatribes of ancient Germany. The limits of their
voiToAig: Xeppirng: ruins at Ekhmim)
1.territory
A
cannot be fixed with accuracy, since
great city of the Thebais, or Upper Egypt, on the ancients did not distinguish between the
the eastern-bank of the Nile, celebrated for itsCherusci proper and the nations belonging to
manufacture of linen, its stone quarries, and its the league, of which the Cherusci were at the
temples of Pan and Perseus. It was the birth- head. The Cherusci proper dwelt on both sides
place of the poet Nonnus.—[2. A n island in a of the Visurgis (now Weser) and their territodeep lake near the city Buto, in Lower Egypt ries extended to the Harz and the Elbe. They
containing a spacious temple of Apollo. He- were originally in alliance- with the Romans,
rodotus, in speaking of it, says that the Egyp- but they subsequently formed a powerful league
tians told him that It was afloatingisland, but
of the German tribes for the purpose of expellthat he, for his part, never saw itfloatabouting the Romans from the country, and under
or even move.]
the chief Arminius they destroyed the army of
CHENOBOSCIA (XnvoBooKia: ruins at KaseesVarus and drove the Romans beyond the Rhine,
Said) a eity of Upper Egypt, on therightbankA.D. 9. In consequence of internal dissensions
of the Nile, opposite Diospolis Parva.
among the German tribes the Cherusci soon lost
CHEOPS (Xeof)v an early king of Egypt, god- their influence. Their neighbors, the CATTI,
less and tyrannical, reigned fifty years, and succeeded to their power.
built thefirstand largest pyramid by the com- CHESIUM (Xijowv) a promontory of Samos,
pulsory labor of hia subjects.
with a temple of Diana (Artemis), who was
C H E P H R E N (Xe^ptjv), king of Egypt, brother
worshipped iere under the surname of Xnaidg.
and successor of Cheops, whose example of Near it was a littleriverChesius,flowingpast
tyranny he followed, reignedfifty-sixyears, anda town of the same name.
built the second pyramid. The Egyptians so
CHILON (XeiXav, XiXav.) 1. Of Lacedaemon,
hated the memory of these brothers, that they son of Damagetus, and one of the Seven Sages,
ealled the pyramids, not by their name, but by flourished B.C. 590. It is said that he died o<
that of Philition, a shepherd who at that time joy when his son gained the prize for boxing
fed hisflocksnear the place.
at the Olympic games. The institution of the
C H E R S I P H R O N (Xepalfpav) or CTESIPHON, anEphoralty is erroneously ascribed by some to
architect of Cnosus in Crete, in conjunction Chilon.—[2. A Spartan of the royal house of
with his son Metagenes, built, or commenced the Eurypontids, who, on the deati of Cleome
building, the great temple of Diana (Artemis) nes III, being passed over in the selection of
at Ephesus. H eflourishedB.C. 560.
king, excited a revolution and slew the ephori;
CHERSONESUS (Xepcbvijaog, Att Xep'p'bvrioog)
but, the people not sustaining him, he was com" a land-island," that is, " a peninsula" (from pelledtotake refuge in Achaia.]
Xepaog, "land," and vi)aog, "island"). 1. C HCHIMZERA
.
(Xtuaipa) afire-breathingmonster,
THRACICA (now Peninsula of the Bardanelles the
or fore part of whose body was that of a lion,
of Gallipoli), usually called at Athens "The
the hind part that of a dragon, and the middle
Chersonesus" without any distinguishing epi- that of a goat. According to Hesiod, she was a
thet, the narrow slip of land, four hundred and daughter of Typhaon and Echidna, and had three
"wenty stadia in length, running between, the heads, one of each of the three animals before
Tel'lespont and the Gulf of Melas, and connect- mentioned. She made great havoc in Lycia
ed with the Thracian main land by an isthmus, and the surrounding countries, and was at
which wasfortifiedby a wall thirty-six stadia length killed by Bellerophon. Virgil places her.
across, near Cardia. The Chersonese was col- together with other monsters, at the enl ranee
onized by the Athenians under Miltiades, the of Orcus. The origin of the notion of this tire
contemporary of Pisistratus.—2. TAUEICA or breathing monster must probably be sought for
SOTTHIOA (now Crimea) the peninsula between in the volcano of the name of Chimaara. nea>
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Phasei>», in Lycia. In the works of art recent- which aspired to the honor of being the lait\
ly- discovered in Lycia, w e find several repre- place of Homer, Chios [alone, with any plausi.
sentations of the Chimaara in the simple form bility, contested the claim with Smyrna, though
of a species of lion still occurring in that country.the latter is generally considered by modern
C H I M E R I O N , a promontory and harbor of Thes- critics to have the best claim: Vid. H O M E R U S ;]
and' it numbered among its natives the trageprotia in Epirus.
C H I O N (Xiav) of Heraelea on the Pontus, a dian Ion, the historian Theopompus, the poet
disciple of Plato, put to death Clearchus, the Theocritus, and other eminent men. Its chief
tyrant of his native town, and w a s in conse- city, Chios (now Khio) stood on the eastern side
quence killed, B.C. 353. There are extant of the island, at the foot of its highest mountain,
thirteen letters which are ascribed to Chion, Pelinaaus: the other principal places in it were
but which are undoubtedly of later origin. Ed- Posidium, Phanaa, Notium, Bl&sus, and Leucoited by Coberus, Lips, and Dresd, 1765, and b y nium.
C H I R I S O P H U S (Xeipioo(/>og), a Lacedaamonian,
Orelli, in his edition of Memnon, Lips, 1816.
C H I O N E (Xiovrf). 1. Daughter of Boreas andwas sent by the Spartans to aid Cyrus in his
Orithyia, became by Neptune (Poseidon) the expedition against his brother Artaxerxes, B.O.
mother of Eumolpus.—2. Daughter of Daada- 401. After the battle of Cunaxa and the sublion, beloved by Apollo and Mercury (Hermes), sequent arrest of the Greek generals, Chirisogave birth to twins, Autolycus and Philammon, phus w a s appointed one of the n e w generals,
the former a son of Mercury (Hermes) and the and, in conjunction with Xenophon, iad the
latter of Apollo. She w a s killed b y Diana (Ar- chief conduct of the retreat.
temis) for having compared her beauty to that C H I R O N (Xelpav), the wisest and justest of all
the Centaurs, son of Saturn (Cronos) and Philyof the goddess.
C H I O N I D E S (XiuviSng and Xwvldng) an Athe- ra, and husband of Nais or Chariclo, lived on
nian poet of the old comedy,flourishedB.C. Mount Pelion. H e w a s instructed by Apollo
460, and w a s thefirstpoet w h o gave the Athe- and Diana (Artemis), and w a s renowned for his
nian comedy that form which it retained down skill in hunting, medicine, music, gymnastics,
to the time of Aristophanes. [His fragments and the art of prophecy. All the most distinare given by Meineke, Comic Grcc. Fragm, guished heroes of Grecian story, as Peleus,
Achilles, Diomedes, &e, are described as the
vol. i, p. 3-5, edit, minor.
C H I O S (Xiog: Xlog, Chlus: n o w Greek Khio, pupils of Chiron in these arts. His friendship
Italian Seio, Turkish Saki-Andassi, i. e. Mastic-with Peleus, w h o w a s his grandson, is particuisland), one of the largest and most famous larly celebrated. Chiron saved him from the
islands of the zEgean, lay opposite to the pen- other Centaurs, w h o were on the point of killing
insula of Clazomenae, on the coast of Ionia, him, and he also restored to him the sword
and w a s reckoned at nine hundred stadia (nine- which Acastus had concealed. Chiron further
ty geographical miles) in circuit. Its length informed him in what manner he might gain
from north to south is about thirty miles, itspossession of Thetis, w h o w a s destined to marry
greatest breadth about ten, and the width of a mortal. Hercules, too, w a s his friend ; but
the strait, which divides it from the main land, one of the poisoned arrows of this hero w a s
about eight. It is said to have borne, in the nevertheless the cause of his death. While
earliest times, the various names of zEthalia, fighting with the other Centaurs, one of the
Maoris, and Pityusa, and to have been inhab- poisoned arrows of Hercules struck Chiron,
ited by Tyrrhenian Pelasgians and Leleges. It who, although immortal, would not five any
was colonized by the Ionians at the time of longer, and gave his immortality to Prometh
their great migration, and became an import- eus. According to others, Chiron, in looking at
ant member of the Ionian league; but its pop- one of the arrows, dropped it on his foot, and
ulation was mixed. It remained an independ- wounded himself. Jupiter (Zeus) placed Chiron
ent and powerful maritime state, under a demo- among the s,tars.
C H I T O N E (Xiruvn), a surname of Diana (Artecratic form of government,tillthe great naval
defeat of the Ionian Greeks by the Persians, mis), derived either from the Attic demus of
B.C. 494, after which the Chians, w h o had Chitone, or because the goddess is represented
taken part in the fight with one hundred ships, with a short chiton.
C H L 5 E (XXbn), the Blooming, a surname of
were subjected to the Persians, and their island
was laid waste and their young w o m e n carried Ceres (Demeter) as the protectress of the green
off into slavery. The battle of Mycale, 479, fields : hence Sophocles (CEd. Col, 1600) calls
freed Chios from tbe Persian yoke, and it be-her Avpyrnp evxXoog.
[ C H L O R E U S , a priest of Cybele, followed zEneas
came a m e m b e r of the Athenian league, in
which it was for a long time the closest and from Troy into Italy, and w a s slain by Turnus.]
C H L O R I S (XXaplg). 1. Daughter of the Themost favored ally of Athens; but an unsuccessful attempt to revolt, in 412, led to its conquest ban Amphion and Niobe : she and her brother
Amyclas
were the only children of Niobe not
and devastation. It recovered its independence,
with Cos and Rhodes, in 858, and afterward killed by Apoflo and Diana (Artemis). She is
shared the fortunes of the other states of IONIA. often confounded with N o . 2.—2. Daughter 31
Chios is covered with rocky mountains, clothed Amphion of Orchomenos, wife of Neleus, king
with the richest vegetation. It w a s celebrated of Pylos, and mother of Nestor.—3 Wife of
for its wine, which was among the best known Zephyrus, and goddess of flowers, identical with
to the ancients, itsfigs,gum-mastic, and other the R o m a n Flora.
natural products, also for its marble and pottery, C H O A R E N E (Xoapnvrj) a fertile valley ir the
and for the beauty of its women, and the lux- west of Parthia, on the borders of Media be/
urious life of its inhabitants. Of all the states tween twa ranges of the Caspii M-antes
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• C H S A S I E S (Xodavng)
N o w Kerah or KaC H R Y S A S H S (Xpvadvrag), described by Xenoa Su), ariverof Susiana, falling into the Tigris. phon in the Cyropaadia as a brave and '•vise PerIts water was so pure that the Persian kings sian, high in the favor of Cyrus, w h o rewarded
used to cany it with them in silver vessels him with the satrapy of Lydia and Ionia.
when on foreign expeditions. It is wrongly
[ C H R Y S A N T H I S (XpvaavBig), an Argive female,
identified by some geographers with the EUL.E- who informed Ceres, when she came to Argos, of
us.—2. (Now Attock), a river in the Paropamisus,the abduction of her daughter.]
falling into the Cophes (now Cabal), apparently
C H R Y S A O R (Xpvadap)
1. Son of Neptune
identical wi,th the Suastus of Ptolemy and the (Poseidon) and Medusa, husband of Callirrhoo,
Gurseus of Ai'rian; and if BO, the Choes of Arrian and father of Geryones and Echidna.—2. The god
is probably the Kama; but the proper naming (or goddess) with the golden sword, a surname of
of theseriversis very difficult.
several divinities, as Apollo, Diana (Artemis), and
C H C E R A D E S (XoipdSeg) two small rocky islands Ceres (Demeter).
off the coast of Italy, near Tarentum.
_ C H R Y S A S (Xpvoag: n o w Bittaino) a small
CHO3RILUS (XoiplXog or XoipiXXog). 1. Of river in Sicily, an affluent of the Symaathus, was
Athens, a tragic poet, contemporary with Thes- worshipped as a god in Assorus, in the neighpis, Phrynichus, and zEsehylus, exhibited trage- borhood of which there was a Fanum Chrysa.
dies for forty years, B.C. 523-483, and gained
C H R Y S E I S (Xp<H7t"c;, daughter of Chryses, priest
tbe prize thirteen times.—2. Of Samos, the au-of Apollo at Chrysa, was taken prisoner by
thor of an epic poem on the Persian wars : the Achilles at the capture of Lyrnessus or the Hvchief action of tie poem appears to have been poplacian Thebe. In the distribution of the booty
the battle of Salamis. H e w a s born about 470, she was given to Agamemnon. Her father Chryand died at the court of Archelaus, king of M a - ses came to the camp of the Greeks to solicit her
cedonia, consequently not later than 399, which ransom, but was repulsed by A g a m e m n o n with
was the last year of Archelaus. [The frag- harsh words. Thereupon Apollo sent a plague
ments of Ohcerilus are given by Nake, Choeriliinto the camp of the Greeks, and A g a m e m n o n
Samii Fragmenta, Lips, 1817.]—3. Of Iasos, a was obliged to restore hertoher father to apworthless epic poet in the train of Alexander the pease the anger of the god.
H e r proper name
Great, is said to have received from Alexander a was Astynome.
gold stater for every verse of his poem. (Hor,
CHRYSES.
Vid. C H R Y S E I S .
Sp, ii, 1, 232; Art. Poet, 357.)
C H R Y S I P P U S (Xpvotmrog). 1. Son of Pelops
CHOES.
Vid. C H O A S P E S , N O . 2.
and Axioche, was hated by his step mother HipC H O L L I D Z S (XoX.Xelbai or XoXXidai: XoXXeiSr,g,
podamia, w h o induced her sons Atreus and Thyibng), a demus in Attica belonging either to theestes to kill him.—2. A Stoic philosopher, son
tr'be Leontis or Acamautis.
of Apollonius of Tarsus, born at Soli in Cilicia,
O H O N I A (Xovia)the name in early times of B.C. 2Q0. W h e n young, he lost his paternal
a district in the south of Italy, inhabited by the property and went to Athens, where he became
C H O N E S (Xwveg) an Gtootrian people, w h o de- the disciple of the Stoic Cleanthes. Disliking
rived their name from the town of C H O N E tho Academic skepticism, he became one of the
(Xavrj) Chonia appears to have included the most strenuous supporters of the principle that
southeast of Lueania, and the whole of the knowledge is attainable and m a y be established
east of Bruttuim, as far as the promontory Ze- on certain foundations. Hence, though not the
phyrium.
founder of the Stoic school, he wa3 the first perO H O R A » M I I (Xopdo/uoi), a people of Sogdiana,son w h o based its doctrines on a plausible sysw h o inhabited the banks and islands of the lower tem of reasoning, so that it was said, "if Chrvcourse of the Oxus. They were a branch of the sippus had not existed, the Porch could not
have been." H e died 207, aged seventy-three.
Sacaa or Massagetaa.
CHOSROES. 1. King of Parthii. Vid. A R S A - H e possassed great acuteness and sagacity, and
CES, No. 25.-2. King of Persia. Vid. SASSANI- his industry w a s so great that he is said to have
seldom written less than five hundred fines a
[CHROMIS (Xpopig), son of Midon, was, with
Euuomus, leader of the Mysians in the Trojan day, and to have left behind him seven hundred
war. Three or four other persons of this name andfiveworks. [Hisfragmentshave been colare mentioned in the zEneid of Virgil and in lected by Baguet, Be Chrysippi vita et reliquiis,
Lovardi, 1822, 4to.]—3. Of Onidos, a physician,
Ovid.]
sometimes confounded with the Stoic philoso[ C H R O M I U S (Xpopiog) 1. Son of Neleus and pher, but he lived about a century earlier. H e
Chloris; slain by Hercules.—2. Son of Priam, was son of Erineus, and pupil of Eudoxus of
slain, together with his brother Echemon, by Onidos: his works, which are not n o w extant,
Diomedes,—3. Son of Agesidamus, a Syracusan, are quoted by Galen.—[4. A learned freedman
conqueror at the Nemean games. T w o or three of Cicero, w h o ordered him to attend upon his
other persons of this name of no importance are sop in B.O. 62; but as he left young Marcus
mentioned in the Iliad.]
without the knowledge of his patron, Cicero deC H R Y S A or -E (Xpvaa, -v) a city on the coast termined to declare his manumission void. H e
of the Troad, near Thebes, with a temple of afterward appears, however, to have beon in
Apollo Smintheus; celebrated by Homer, but favor again with hi3 patron. 5. A freedman of
destroyed at an early period, and succeeded by the architect Cyrus, and himself also an archi
another city of the same name, on a height tect]
further from the sea, near Hamaxitos. This
C H R Y S O C E R A S , the " Golden Horn," the promsecond city fell into decay in consequence of ontory on which part of Constantinople was
the removal of its inhabitants to A L E X A N D R E A built.
PSOAS.
C H R I S O G O N U S , L CORNELIUS, a favorite freed
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m a n of Sulla, and a m a n of profligate character, CIIOA, a border fortress of the Ronans m les
was the false accuser of Sextus Rosoius, w h o m ser Armenia.
Oicero defended, B.C. 80.
CIBALZE or CIBALIS, a town in Pannonia, on th<
C H R I SOPOIJS (XpvobiroXig . n o w Scutari) a forLake Hiulcas, between the Dravus and Savus
tified place on the Bosporus, opposite to Byzan- near which Constantine gained a decisive victory
tium, at the spot where the Bosporus w a s gener-over Licinius, A.D. 314: the birth-place of Valally crossed. It w a s originally the port of Chal- entinian and Gratian.
cedon
CIBOTUS.
Vid. A L E X A N D R E A , N O . 1; A P A M E A
C H R Y S O R R H O A S (Xpvaoppoag: n o w Barrada), No.3.^
also called B A R D I N E S , a river of Ccele-Syria, flow- C I B Y R A (KtBvpa: KiBvpdrng : n o w Cibyrata)
ing from the eastern side of Anti-Libanus, past 1. M A G N A (b psydXj]: ruins at Buruz or Aron
Damascus, into a lake n o w called Bahr-el-Merj.don ?), a great city of Phrygia Magna, in the fer
C H R Y S O S T O M U S , J O A N N E S (Xpvoborouog, "gold-tile district of Milyas, on the borders of Caria
en-mouthed," so surnamed from the power ofsaid to have been founded by the Lydians, but
his eloquence,) usually called ST. C H R Y S O S T O M , afterward peopled by the Pisidians. In Strabo's
was born at Antioch, of a noble family, A.D. time four native dialects were spoken in it be347. H e received instruction in eloquence from sides Greek, namely, those of the Lydians, the
Libanius; and after being ordained deacon (381) Pisidians, the Milyae, and the Solymi. Under
and presbyter (386) at Antioch, he became so its native princes, tie city ruled over a large
celebrated as a preacher that he was chosen district ealled Cibyratis ( KiBvpurig), and could
archbishop of Constantinople on the death of send into thefieldan army of tlni'ty thousand
Nectarius, 397. Chrysostom soon gave great men. In B.C. 83 it w a s added to the R o m a n
offence at Constantinople by the simplicity of empire, and was m a d e the seat of a conventus
his mode of living, by the sternness with which juridicus. After being nearly destroyed by an
he rebuked the immorality of the higher classes, earthquake, it was restored by Tiberi'is, under
and by the severity which he showed to thethe names Caasarea and Civitas Cibyratica.
worldly minded monks and clergy. A m o n g his The city was very celebrated for its manufacenemies was the Empress Eudoxia; and they tures, especially in iron.—2 P A R V A (K. piKpd
availed themselves of a dispute which had n o w Ibura), a city of Pamphylia, on the borders
arisen between Chrysostom and Theophilus, of Cilicia.
patriarch of Alexandrea, to accuse Chrysostom
CICEREIUS, 0 , secretary of the elder Seipio
of Origenism, audtoobtain his deposition by aAfricanus, w a s a candidate for the praatorship,
synod held at Chalcedon in 403. But the same B.C. 174, along with Scipio's son, but resigned
causes which had brought on Chrysostom the in favor of the latter. H e w a s praetor in the
hatred of the higher orders had m a d e him the following year, and conquered the Corsicans, but
.dol of the people. A few days after he had left was refused a triumph. In 172 and 167 he w a s
the city an earthquake happened, which the one of the ambassadors sont to the Illyrian king
enraged people considered as a proof of the di- Gentius, and in 168 he dedicated on the Alban
vine anger at his banishment. Eudoxia, fear- Mount a temple to Juno Moneta.
ing a popular insurrection, recalled him, but two
CICERO, TULLIUS.
1. M , grandfather of th»
months after his return he again excited the orator, lived at his native town Arpinum, which
anger of the empress, and was banished a sec- received the full R o m a n franchise in B.0. 188.
ond time to the desolate town of Cucusus on — 2 . M , son of No. 1, also lived at Arpinum, and
the borders of Isauria and Cilieia. H e met with died 64.—3. L , brother of No. 2. w a s a friend
m u c h sympathy from other churches, and his of Marcus Antonius the orator.—4. L , son of
cause w a s advocated by Innocent, bishop of No. 3, school-fellow of the orator, died 68, m u c h
R o m e ; but all this excited jealousy at Constan- regretted by his cousin.-+5.)M, the orator, eldtinople, and he w a s ordered to be removed to est son of No. 2 and Hervia, w a s born on the
Pityus in Pontus. H e died on the journey at third of January, B.C. 106, at the family resiComana in Pontus, 407, in the sixtieth year of dence in the vicinity of Arpinum. H e was eduhis age. His bones were brought back to Con- cated along with his brother Quintus, and the
stantinople in 438, and he received the honor of two brothers, displayed such aptitude for learncanonization. His works are most voluminous. ing that his father removed with them to Rome,
They consist of, 1. Homilies, Sermons on differ- where they received instruction from the best
ent parts of Scripture and points of doctrine and teachers in the capital. One of their most celepractice. 2. Commentaries on the Scriptures. 3. brated teachers was the poet Archias of Antioch,
Epistles. 4. Treatises on various subjects, e. g,After receiving the manly gown (91) the young
the Priesthood, Providence, &a. 5. Liturgies. Marcus w a s placed under the care of Q. M u
The best edition of his works is by Montfaucon, cius Scaavola, the augur, from w h o m he learnParis, 1718-38, 13 vols, folio: [reprinted Paris, ed the principles of jurisprudence. In 89 ha
1835-40, 13 vols, royal 8vo.]
served hisfirstand only campaign under On.
[ C H R Y S O T H E M I S (XpvcroBepig), a daughter ofPompeius Strabo iu the Social war. During tis«
Agamemnon, offered by h i m in marriage to civil wars between Marius and Sulla, Oicero
Achilles to bring about a reconciliation.]
identified himself with neither paity, but deC H T H O N I U S (XBbviog) and C H T H O N I A (XBovla)voted hia time to the study of law, philosophy.
epithets of the gods and goddesses of tie lower and rhetoric. H e received instruction iu phi
world (from xfiav, " the earth"), as Hades, Hec-losophy from Phaadrus the Epicurean, Philo, the
ate, Demeter, Persephone, &a.
chief of the N e w Academy, and Pkdotus the
C H Y T R I (Xvrpoi) 1. ( N o w Chytri,) a town in Stoic, and in rhetoric from Molo thi Eh/:dian.
Cyprus, on the road from Cerynia to Salamis.— Having carefully cultivated his pow*"'S Cicero'
i W a r m springs at Salamis.
came forward as a pleader in the f rum as soffc
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wtianquillity was restored b y the final over- whole body ol the people assembled in the co
throw of the Marian partj, His first extant mitia. Cicero's enemies were not slow in availspeech was delivered in 81, w h e n he w a s twen- ing themselves of this vulnerable point Tn«
ty-six years of age, on behalf of P. Quintius. people, whose cause he had deserted, soon beNext year (80) he defended Sextus Roseius of gan to show unequivocal signs of resentment
Ameria, charged with parricide by Chrysogonus, against him. Shortly afterward (62) he mora favorite freedman of Sulla. Shortly afterward tally offended Clodius b y bearing witness against
(79) Cieero went to Greece, ostensibly for the him, w h e n the latter was accused of a violation
mprovement of his health, which w a s very del- of the mysteries of the Bona Dea. Clodius
To
icate, but perhaps because he dreaded the re- vowed deadly vengeance against Cicero.
sentment of Sulla. H e first went to Athens, accomplish his purpose more securely, Clodius
where he remained six months, studying phi- w a s adopted into a plebeian family, was then
losophy under Antiochus of Ascalon, and rhet- elected tribune of the plebs, and as tribune (58)
oric under Demetrius Syrus; and here he m a d e brought forward a bill, interdicting fromfireand
the acquaintance of Pomponius Atticus, w h o re- water (i. e, banishing) any one w h o should be
mained his firm friend to the close of his fife.found to have put a R o m a n citizen to death unF r o m Athens he passed over to Asia Minor, re- tried. The triumvirs, Caesar, Pompey, and Crasceiving instruction from the most celebrated sus, left Cicero to iis fate; and despairing of
rhetoricians in the Greek cities of Asia; and offering any successful opposition to the meas
finally passed some time at Rhodes (78), where ure of Clodius, Cicero voluntarily retired from
he once more placed himself under tie eare of R o m e before it w a s put to the vote, and crossed
Molo. After an absence of two years, Cicero over to Greece. H e took u p his residence at
returned to R o m e (77), with his health firmly Thessalonica in Macedonia. Here he gave w a y
established, and his oratorical powers greatly to unmanly despair; and his letters during this
improved. H e again came forward as an orator period are filled with groans, sobs, and tears.
in the forum, and soon obtained the greatest Meanwhile his friends at R o m e had not deserted
distinction. His success in the forum paved for him; and, notwithstanding the vehement oppohim the w a y to the high offices of state. In 75 sition of Olodius, they obtained his recall from
he was quaastor in Sicily under Sex. Peducaaus, banishment in the course of next year. In A u praator of Lilybaaum, and discharged the duties gust, 57, Cicero landed at Brundisium, and in
of his office with an integrity and impartiality September he was again at R o m e , where he was
which secured for him the affections of the pro- received with distinguished honor. Taught by
vincials, H e returned to R o m e in 74, and for experience, Cicero would no longer join the senthe next four years w a s engaged in pleading ate in opposition to the triumvirs, and retired to
causes. In 70 he distinguished himself by the a great exterlt from public life. In 52 he w a s
impeachment of V E R R E S , and iu 69 he was cu- compelled, m u c h against his will, to go to the
rule aedile. In 66 he was praetor, and while East as governor of Cilicia. Here he distinholding this office he defended Cluentius iu the guished himself by his integrity and impartial
speech still extant, and delivered his celebrated administration of justice, but at the same time,
oration in favor of the Manilian law, which ap- m a d e himself ridiculous by the absurd vanity
pointed P o m p e y to the c o m m a n d of the Mith- which led him to assume the title of imperatoi
radatic war. T w o years afterward he gained and to aspire to the honors of a triumph on acthe great object of his ambition, and, although count of iis subduing some robber tribes in his
a novus homo, was elected consul witi C. Anto- province. H e returned to Italy toward the end
nius as a colleague. H e entered upon the office of 50, and arrived in the neighborhood of R o m e
on the first of January, 63. Hitherto Cicero on the fourth of January, 49, just as the civil wai
Aftei
had taken little part in tie political struggles of between Caasar and P o m p e y broke out.
his time. A s far as he had interfered in public long hesitating which side to join, hefinallydeaffairs, he had sided with the popular party, termined to throw in his lot witi Pompey, and
which had raised him to power;. but he appears crossed over to Greece in June. After the batnever to have had any real sympathy witi that tle of Pharsalia (48), Cicero abandoned the
party; and as soon as he' had gained the high- Pompeian party and returned to Brundisium,
est office in the state he deserted his former where he lived in the greatest anxiety for m a n y
friends, and connected himself closely with the months, dreading the vengeance of Caesar. But
aristocracy. The consulship of Cicero was dis- his fears were groundless: he was not only
tinguished by the outbreak of the conspiracy pardoned b y Caesar, but, when the latter landed
of Catiline, which was suppressed and finally at Brundisium in September, 47, he greeted
crushed by Cicero's prudence and energy. Via. Cicero with the greatest loudness and respect,
CATILINA. For this service Cicero received the and allowed him to return to R o m e . Cicero
highest honors; he was addressed as " father n o w retired into privacy, and during the next
of his country," and thanksgivings in his n a m e three or four years composed the greater part
were voted to the gods. But as soon as he had of his philosophical and rhetorical works. The
laid down the consulship, the friends of the con- murder of Oaasar on the 15th of March, 44,
spirators, w h o had been condemned to death b y again brought Cicero into public life. H e put
the senate, and whose sentence had been car- himself at the head of the republican party, and
ried into execution b y Cieero, accused him loud-'in his Philippic orations attacked M . Antony
ly of having put R o m a n citizens to death ille- with unmeasured vehemence. But this proved
gally. Cicero had clearly been 'guilty of a vio- his ruin. O n the formation of the triumvirate
lation- of the fundamental principles of the Ro- : between Octavianus, Antony, and Lepidus (27th
' m a n constitution, which declared that no citizen of November, 43), Cicero's n a m e was in the
feordd be nut U death until sentence' b y the fist of the proscribed. Cicero was warned of,
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his danger while at his Tusculan villa, and c m rum , d 0. Herennt im Libri IV. TLe auth vr jf
barked at Antium, intending to escape by Eea, this work is uncertain, but it was certainly no!
but was driven b y stress of weather to Circeii, written by Cicero.—it. P H I L O S O P H I C A L W O R K S .
from whence he coasted along to Formiaa, where I. POLITICAL P H I L O S O P H Y : 1. Be Bepublica Libri
be landed at his villa. From Formiaa his at- VI. A work on the best form of government
tendants carried him in a litter toward the shore, and the duty of the citizen, in the form A a
but wei* overtaken by the soldiers before they dialogue founded on the Republic of Plato,
could lestsh the coast. They were ready to de- written in 54. This work disappeared in the
fend their master with their lives, but Cicero tenth or eleventh century of our era with tha
oomnianded them to desist, and, stretching for- exception of the episode of the Somnium Scipt
ward, ealled upon his executioners to strike. onis, which had been preserved by Macrobius-,
They instantly cut off his head and hands, which but in 1822, Angelo Mai found among the Pawere conveyed to Rome, and, by the orders of limpsests in the Vatican a portion of the lost
Antony, nailed to the Rostra. Cicero perished treasure. Thus the greater part of the first
on the 7th of December, 43, and, at the time of and second books, and a few fragments of the
his death, had nearly completed his sixty-fourth others were discovered. Editions by Mai,
year. B y hisfirstwife, Terentia, Cicero had Rome, 1822, and by Creuzer and Moser, Frankf,
two children, a daughter, TULLIA, whose death 1826.-—2. Be Legibus Libri III. A dialogue,
in 45 caused him the greatest sorrow, and a founded on the L a w s of Plato; probably writBon Marcus. Vid. No. 7. His wife Terentia, ten 52. A portion of the three books is lost,
to w h o m he had been united for thirty years, and it originally consisted of a greater number.
he divorced in 46, in consequence, it would ap- Edited by Moser and Creuzer, Frankfort, 1824,
pear, of some disputes connected with pecuni- and by Bake, Lugd. Bat, 1842.—n. P H I L O S O P H Y
ary transactions; and soon afterward he mar- O F M O R A L S : 1. Be Officiis Libri III. Writteu
•ried a young and wealthy maiden, PUBLILIA, his in 44 for the use of his son Marcus, at that time
Ward, but, as might have been anticipated, found residing at Athens. The first two books were
little comfort in this n e w alliance, which w a s chiefly taken from Panaatius, and the third book
speedily dissolved. A s a statesman and a citi- was founded upon the work of the Stoic Hecato;
zen Cicero can not command our respect. H e but the illustrations are taken almost excludid good service to his country by the suppres- sively from R o m a n history and R o m a n literasion of the conspiracy of Catiline ; but this was ture. Edited by Beier, Lips, 1820-1821, 2 vols.
almost the only occasion on which he showed — 2 . Cato Major s. Be Senectute, addressed to Atvigor and decision of character. His o w n let- ticus, and written at the beginning of 4 4 : it
ters condemn him. In them his inordinate van- points out h o w the burden of old age m a y be
ity, pusillanimity, and political tergiversation most easily supported.—3. Lelius s. Be Amiciappear in the clearest colors. It is as an author tia, written after the preceding, to which it m a y
that Cicero deserves the highest praise. In his be considered as forming a companion: also
works the Latin language appears in the great- addressed to Atticus. [Edited by Beier, Lips,
est perfection. They. m a y be divided into the 1828, and by Seyffert, Brandenburg, 1844.]—4.
following subjects; I, R H E T O R I C A L W O R K S : 1. Be Gloria Libri II, written 44, is n o w lost,
Rhetoricorum s. Be Inventione Rhetorica Libri II.though Petrarch possessed a M S . of the work.
This appears to have been the earliest of Cic- — 5 . Be Consolatione s. Be Luctu minuendo, writero's prose works. It was intended to exhibit ten 45, soon after the death of his daughter
in a systematic form all that was most valuable Tullia, is also lost.—in. S P E C U L A T I V E PHILOSin the works of the Greek rhetoricians, but it O P H Y : 1. Academicorum Libri II, a treatise upon
was never completed.—2. Be Partitione Orato- the Academic plulosophy, written 45. Edited
rio Bialogus. A catechism of Rhetoric, accord- by Goerenz, Lips, 1810, and Orelli, Turic, 1827.
ing to the method of the middle Academy, by — 2 . Be Finibus Bonorum et Malorum Libri V
w a y of question and answer, drawn up by Cie- Dedicated to M . Brutus, in which are discussed
ero for the instruction of his son Marcus, writ- the opinions of the Epicureans, Stoics, and Perten in 46.—3. Be Oratore ad Quintum Fratrem ipatetics, on the Supreme Good, thut is, the finis,
Libri III. A systematic work on the art of or end, toward which all our thoughts and acOratory, written in 55 at the request of his tions are, or ought to be, directed. Written in
brother Quintus. This is the most perfect of 46. Edited by Otto, Lips, 1831, and by M a d
Cicero's rhetorical works. Best edition by El- vig, Copenhagen, 1839.—3. Tusculanarum Bislendt, Regiomont, 1840.—4. Brutus s. Be Claris putationum Libri V. This work, addressed to
Oratoribus. It contains a critical history of Ro- M . Brutus, is a series of discussions on various
m a n eloquence, from the earliest times down important points of practical philosophy, sup
to Hortensius inclusive. Editions by Meyer, posed to have been held in the Tusculanum of
Halae, 1838, and by Ellendt, Regiomont, 1844.— Cicero. Written in 45. Edited by Kuhner,
5. Ad M. Brutum Orator, in which Cicero gives Jenae, 1846, third edition, and by Moser, HaDnov,
his views of a faultless orator: written 45. 3 vols, 1886-1837.—4. Paradoxa, six favorit
Edited by Meyer, Lips, 1827.—6. Be Optimo Paradoxes of the Stoics explained in familiai
Qenere Oratorum. A n introduction to Cicero's language, written early in 46. [Edited by M o translation of the orations of zEschincs and ser, Gottingen, 1846.]—5. Hortensius s. Be Phi
Demosthenes in tha case of Ctesiphon: the losophia, a dialogue in praise of jt'losophy, of
translation itself has been lost.—7. Topica ad which fragments only are extant, written in 45.
O. Trebatium. A n abstract of the Topics of Ar- — 6 . Timasus s. Be Universo, a translation of Pla
istotle, illustrated by examples derived chiefly to's Timaaus, of which w e possess a fragment
from R o m a n law instead ot from Greek philos- —rv. T H E O L O G Y : 1. Be Natura Bcorum Libri
•iphy : it was written in July, 44.-—8. BhetoricoIII. .An account of the speculations of th<:
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Epicureans, the Stoics, and the Academicians, Brutum Liber, a series of eighteen epistles, aD
on the existence, attributes, and providence of written after the death of Caesar To these are
a Divine Being; dedicated to M. Brutus, and added eight more,firstpublished by Cratander.
written early iu 44; edited by Moser and Creu- The genuineness of these two books is doubtzer, Lips, 1818.—2. Be Bivlnatione Libri II,
ful.a The most useful edition cf Cicero's letters
continuation of the preceding work. It presents is by Schiitz, 6 vols. 8vo, 1809-1812, in which
the opinions of the different schools of philoso- they are arranged in chronological order. Cicero
phy upon the reality of the science of divina- also wrote a great number of other workB OR
tion. Written in 44, after the death of Caasar; historical aud miscellaneous subjects, all of
edited by Creuzer, Kayser, and Moser, Frankf, which are lost H e composed several poems,
1828.—8, Be Fato Liber Singularis, only a fragmost of them in his earlier years, but two at a
ment.—III. ORATIONS. The following is a list later period, containing a history of his consulof Ciceio's extant speeches, with the date at ship, and an account of his exile and recall. A
which each was delivered. Some account of line in one of his poems contained the unlucky
each oration is given separately with the biog- jingle so well known to us from Juvenal (x,
raphy of the po ,'son principally concerned. 1. 122), O fortunalam natam me consule Bomam
Pro P. Quintio, B.O. 81.—2. Pro Sex. Roseio The best edition of the collected works of Cicero
Amerino, 80.—3. Pro Q. Roseio Comoedo, 76. is by Orelli, Turie, 1826-1837, 9 vols. 8vo, in
— 4 . Pro M. Tullio, 71.—5. In Q. Caacilium, 70.thirteen parts.—&.jk, brother of the orator, waa
— 6 . In Verrem Actio I, 5th of August, 70.—7. born about 102f"and was educated along with
In Verrem Actio II. Not delivered.—8. Pro his brother. In 67 he was aedile, in 62 praetor,
M. Fonteio, 69.—9. Pro A. Caaciua, 69, proba- and for the next three years governed Asia as
bly.—10. Pro Lege Manilia, 66.—11. Pro A. propraetor. H e returned to Rome in 58, and
Cluentio Avito, 66.—12. Pro C. Cornelio, 55. warmly exerted himself i to procure the recall
—13. Oratio in Toga Candida, 64.—14. De Lege of his brother from banishment In 55 he went
Agraria, three orations, 63.—15. Pro 0. Rabirio,
to Gaul as legatus to Caasar, whose approbation
63.—16. In Catilinam, four orations, 63.—17. he gained by his military abilities and gallantry:
Pro Murena, 63.—18. Pro P. Cornelio Sulla, 62.he distinguished himself particularly by the re—19. Pro A. Licinio Archia, 61.—20. Pro L. sistance he offered to a vast host of Gauls, who
Valerio Flacco, 69.—21. Post Reditum in Senatu,
had attacked his camp, when he was stationed
5th of September, 57.—22. Post Reditum ad for the winter with one legion in the country
Quirites, 6th or 7th of September, 57.-23. Pro of the Nervii. In 51 he accompanied his brothDomo sua ad Pontifices, 29th of September, 57.er as legate to Cilicia; and on the breaking out
—24. De Haruspicum Responsis, 56.—26. Pro of the civil war in 49 he joined Pompey. After
P Sextio, 55.-26. In Vatinium, 56.-27. Pro the battle of Pharsalia he was pardoned by CaeM. Caalio Rufo, 66.-28. Pro. L. Cornelio Balbo, sar. H e was proscribed by tie triumvirs, and
86.—29. De Provinciis Consularibus, 56.—30. was put to death in 43. Quintus wrote several
In L. Pisonem, 55.—31. Pro Cn. Plancio, 55. works, which are all loct with the exception
—32. Pro 0. Rabirio Postumo, 54.-33. Pro M. of an address to his brotier, entitled De p'J,izEmilio Scauro, 54.—34. Pro T. Annio Milone, tione Considatus. „Quiutus was married to P o m
52.-35. Pro M. Marcello, 47.-36. Pro Q. Li- ponia, sister of Atticus; but, from incompati
gario, 46.—37. Pro Rege Deiotaro, 45.—38. bility of temper, their union was an unhappy
Orationes Philippicaa, fourteen orations against one.-—T^M, only son of the orator and his wife
M. Antonius, 44 and 43.—IV. EPISTLES. Cicero,Tererma, was born 65. H e accompanied hia
during the most important period of his life, father to Cilicia, and served it Pompey's army
maintained a close correspondence with Atticus, in Greece, although he was then only sixteen
and with a wide circle of literary and political years of age. In 45 he was sent to Athens to
friends and connections. W e now have up-pursue his studies, but there fell into irregular
ward of eight hundred letters, undoubtedly gen and extravagant habits. On the dGath of Caeuine, extending over a space of twenty-six years,sar (44) he joined the republican party, served
aud commonly arranged in the following man- as military tribune under Brutus in Macedonia,
ner : 1. Epistolarum ad Familiares s. Epistolaand after tte battle of Philippi (42) fled to Sex
rum ad Biversos Libri XVI, a series of four
Pompey in Sicily. When peace was concluded
hundred and twenty-six epistles, commencing between the triumvirs and Pompey in 39, Oicero
with a letter to Pompey, written in 62, and returned to Rome, was favorably received by
terminating with a letter to Cassius, July, 43. Octavianus, who at length assumed him as his
They are not placed in chronological order, but colleague in the consulship (B.C. 80, from 13tb
those addressed to the same individuals, with of September). By a singular coincidence, the
their replies, where these exist are grouped to dispatch announcing the capture of thefleetof
gether, without reference to the date of the rest—Antony, which was immediately followed by
2. Epistolarum ad T. Pomponium Atticum Libri
his death, was addressed to the new consul in his
XVI, a series of three hundred and ninety six official capacity, and thus, says Plutarch, "the
epistles addressed to Atticus, of which eleven divine justice reserved the completion of Anwere written in 68, 67, 65, and 62, the remain- tony's punishment for the house of Cicero."—8,
der after the end of 62, and the last in Novem- Q , son of No. 6, and of Pomponia, sister of Atti
ber, 44. They are, for the most part, in chro- cus, was born 66 or 67, and perished with hi»
nological order, although dislocations occur here father iu the proscription, 43.
and there.—3. Epistolarum ad Q. Fratrem Libri CICHYRUS (Kixvpog), called E P H Y R A ('E<j>vpn
III, a series of twenty-nine epistles addressedin Homer, a town of Thesprotia in Epirus, beto iis brother, thefirstwritten in 59, the last intween the Acherusian Lake and the sea.
tk — 4 . W efindin most editions Epistolarum ad [CIOIRRHUS, MESSIUS, a native of Campania,
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a character introduced by Horace (fifth satire of I sent out by their father in search of Europj
thefirstbook) in aridiculouscontroversy with w h o had been carried off by Jupiter (Zeusl
the Blave Sarmentus.]
Cilix settled in the country called after him Ci
CICONES (Kitzoveg) a Thracian people on the
licia.
Hebrus, and near tie eoast
C I L L A (KlXXa) a small town in the Troad, ot,
[CIOYNETHUB (KiKvvnBog: n o w Pontiko), an the River Cilleus, at the foot of Mount Cillaaus, hj
.Bland and- city in the Pagaseeus Sinus.]
the range of Gargarus, celebratedforits tempi*
C I O Y N N A (KtKvvva : Kinvvvevg) a demus of At- of Apollo surnamed Cillaaus. Itsfoundationw a s
'ca, belonging to the tribe Oecropis, and after- ascribed to Pelops.
ward to the tribe Acamantis.
CILNII, a powerful family iu the Etruscan
CILICIA (KiXiKta: KlXit;, fem. KiXiaaa) a dis-town of Arretium, were driven out of their natrict in the southeast of Asia Minor, bordering tive town in B.C. 301, but were restored by th*
to the east on Syria, to the north on Oappadocia Romans. The Cilnii were nobles or Lucumones
and Lycaonia, to the northwest and west on in their state, and some of them in ancient times
Pisidia and Pamphylia. O n all sides, except m a y have held even the kingly dignity. (Comthe west, it is iuclosed b y natural boundaries, pare H o r , Carm, i, 1.) The n a m e has been ren
namely, the Mediterranean on the south, Mount dered chiefly memorable by C. Cilnius Maecenas.
A m n n u s on the east, and Mount Taurus on theVid. M Z E O E N A S .
north. The western part of Cilicia is intersected
[ C I L O or C H I L O , P. M A G I U S . 1. A friend and
by the offshoots of the Taurus, while in its east client of M . Claudius Marcellus, w h o m he murern part the mountain chains inclose m u c h dered at the Piraeus, B.C. 45, at the instigalarger tracts of level country: and hence arose tion, as some asserted, of Caasar, but more probthe division of the country into 0. Aspera (K. b ably from anger at being refused a sum of m o n
rpaxela, or rpaxeiarig) and C. Campestris (K.ey which Cilo wished to obtain from Marcellus
b rreSidg); tie latter w a s also ealled Ciliciato relieve him from his embarrassments.—2. JUPropria (b ISlag K.) Numerous rivers, among NIUS, procurator of Pontus in the reign of Claud
which are the P Y R A M U S , S A R U S , C Y D N U S , C A L Y - ius, brought the Bosporan Mithradates to R o m e
CADNUS, and smaller mountain streams, descend in A.D. 50, and received afterward the consular
from the Taurus. The eastern division, through insignia.]
which most of the larger rivers flow, w a s ex- C I M B E R , C. A N N I U S , had obtained the praator
tremely fertile, and the narrower valleys of ship from Caesar, and was one of Antony's sup
Cilicia Aspera contained some rich tracts of porters, B.C. 43, on which account he is attacked
land; the latter district was famed for its fine by Cicero. H e was charged with having killed
breed of horses. T h efirstinhabitants of thehis brother, whence > Cieero calls him ironically
country are supposed to have been of the Syr- Philadelphus.
ian race. The mythical story derived their
C I M B E R , L. TILLIUS (not Tullius), a friend of
n a m e from Cilix, the son of Agenor, w h o start- Caesar, w h o gave him the province of Bithynia,
ad, with his brothers Cadmus and Phcenix, for but subsequently one of Caasar's murderers, B
Europe, but stopped short on the coast of Asia 0. 44. O n the fatal day, Cimber was foremost
Minor, and peopled with his followers the plain in the ranks, under pretext of presenting a
of Cilicia. The country remained independent petition to Caasar praying for his brother's I*till the time of the Persian Empire, under whichcall from exile. After'the assassination, C i m
it formed a satrapy, but appears to have been ber went to his province and raised a fleet,
still governed by its native prinees. Alexan- with which he rendered service to Cassius and
der subdued it on his march into Upper Asia; Brutus.
and, after the division of his empire, it formed
CIMBRI, a Celtic people, probably of the same
a part of the kingdom of the Seleucidaa; itsrace as the Cymry. Vid CELTZE. They art
plains were settled by Greeks, and the old in- generally, but incorrectly, supposed to have in
habitants were for the most part driven back iabited the peninsula which w a s called aftei
into the mountains of C. Aspera, where they them C H E R S O N E S U S C I M B R I C A (now Jutland);
remained virtually independent, practicing rob- tho greatest uncertainty, however, prevailed
bery • by land and piracy b y sea, till P o m p e y among the ancients respecting their original
drove thein from the sea in his war against the abode. In conjunction with the Teutoni and
pirates, and, having rescued the level country Ambrones, they migrated south, with their
from the power of Tigranes, w h o had overrun it, wives and children, toward the close of the
he erected it into a R o m a n province, B.C. 67-66. second century B.C.; and the whole host is
The mountain country was not m a d e a province said to have contained three hundred thousand
tiU the reign of Vespasian. The people bore afighting m e n They defeated several R o m a n
low character among the Greeks and Romans. armies, and caused the greatest alarm at R o m
The Carians, Cappadoeians, and Cilicians were In B.C. 113 they defeated the consul Papiriu,
ealled the three bad K's.
Carbo near Noreia, and then crossed over inti
C I L I C L E P Y L Z E or P O R T A E (ol HvXai rijg Ki- Gaul, which they ravaged in all directions. In
?.miag: now Kolinboghaz) the chief pass between109 they defeated the consul Junius Silanus, in
Oappadocia and Cilicia, through the Taurus, on107 the consul Cassius Longinus, w h o fell la
the road from Tyana to Tarsus. This was the the battle, and in 105 they gained their most
w a y b y which Alexander entered Cilicia.
brilliant victory near the Rhone over the united
CILICIUM M A R E (TJ KiXuda ftuXaoaa) the north- armies of the consul Cn. MaUius and the proeastern portion of the Mediterranean, between consul Servilius Caapio. Instead of crossing
Cilicia and Cyprus, as far as the Gulf of Issus. the Alps, the Cimbri, fortunately for Rome,.
C I L I X (KtXilj), son of Agenor and Telephassi,marched into Spain, where they remained two
was, with his brothers, Cadmus and Phcenix, or three years. T h e Romans meantime b«*
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been making preparations to resist their for Cimon marched at the head of some Athenian
midable foes, and had placed their troops under troops to tho assistance of the Spartans, w h o
the command of Marius. The barbarians re- were hard pressed by their revolted subjects,
turned to Gaul in 102. In that year theTeutoni The Athenians were deeply mortified by the inwere defeated, and cut to pieces by Marius, near sulting manner in which their offers of assistAquas Sextiaa (now Aix) in Gaul; and next year ance were declined, and were enraged with
(101) the Cimbri and tieir allies were likewise Cimon, w h o had exposed them to this insult
destroyed by Marius and Catulus, in the deci- His enemies, in consequence, succeeded jn ob
sive battle of the Campi Raudii, near Vercellaa, taining h\& ostracism this year. H e was sub
in the north of Italy. In the time of Augustus, sequently recalled, in what year is uncertain,
tho Cimbri, w h o were then a people of no im- ana through his intervention a five years' truce
was made between Athens and Sparta, 460
portance, sent an embassy to the emperor.
C I M I N U S or C I M I N I U S M O N S (now Monte Gimi- In 449 the w a r was renewed with Persia; Cino, also Monte Fogliano) a range of mountains m o n received the command, and with two hundin Etruria, thickly covered with wood, (Saltus red ships sailed to Cyprus: here, while beCiminius, Silva Giminia), near a lake of the sieging Citium, illness or the effects of a wound
same name, northwest of Tarquinii, between carried him off. Cimon w a s of a cheerful convivial temper, frank and affable in his manners
the Lacus Vulsiniensis and Soracte.
[ C I M M E R I C U M (KippepiKov, Strab.; rd KippepiaHaving obtained a great fortune by his share of
the
reixv, Herod.; and KiuuspiK-h Kapn, Strab.: n o
w Persian spoils, he displayed unbounded libEski Krimm) a village in the Tauric or Cim- erality. His orchards and gardens were thrown
merian Chersonesus, west of Kaffa: in its neigh- open; his fellow demusmen were free daily to
borhood was Mons Cimmerius (now Aghirmisch- his table, and his public bounty verged on ostentation. With the treasure he brought from
Dagh)^
C I M M E R I I (Kippepwi) the name of a mythical Asia the southern wall of the citadel was built
and of an historical people. The mythical Cim- and at his own private charge the foundation of
merii, mentioned by Homer, dwelt in the fur- the long walls to the Piraeus was laid down.—
thest west on the ocean, enveloped in constant 3. Of Cleonaa, a painter of great renown, flourmists aud darkness. Later writers sought to ished about B.C. 460, and appears to have been
localize them, and accordingly placed them the first painter of perspective.
either in Italy near the Lake Avernus, or in C I N A D O N (Kivdbav), the chief of a conspiracy
Spain, or in the Tauric Chersonesus. The his- against the Spartan peers (bpoioi) in the first
torical Cimmerii dwelt on the Palus Maeotis year of, Agesilaus II. (B.C. 898-397). The plot
(now Sea of Azov) in the. Tauric Chersonesus, was discovered, and Cinadon and the other conand in Asiatic Sarmatia. Driven from their spirators were put to death.
CINZSTHON (KivalBav) of Lacedaamon, one of
abodes by the Scythians, they passed into Asia
Minor on the northeast, and penetrated west as the most fertile of the Cyclic poets, flourished
far as zEolis and Ionia. They took Sardis B.O. B.O. 765.
635 in the reign of Ardys, king of Lydia, but C I N A R A or C I N A R U S (now Zinara), a small
they were expelled from Asia by Alyattes, the island in the zEgean Sea, east of Naxos, celebrated for its artichokes (Kivdpa)
grandson of Ardys.
CINOINNATUS, L. QUINTIUS, a favorite hero of
CIMMERIUS BOSPORUS,
Vid BosroRus.
C I M O L U S (KipaXog: KiuaXwg : n o w Gimoli or the old R o m a n republic, and a model of old Rom a n frugality and integrity. H e lived on his
Argentiere), an island in the zEgean Sea, one
of the Cyclades, between Siphnos and Melos, farm, cultivating the land with his o w n hand.
celebrated for its fine white earth, used by full- In B.C. 460 he was appointed consul suffectus
in the room of P. Valerius. In 458 he w a s
ers for cleaning cloths.
C I M O N (Kiuav) 1.. Son of Stesagoras, and called from the plough to the dictatorship, in
father of Miltiades, victor at Marathon, gained order to deliver the R o m a n consul and army
three Olympic victories with his four-horse from the perilous position in which they had
chariot, and after his third victory was secretly been placed b y the zEquians. H e saved the
murdered by order of the sons of Pisistratus.— R o m a n army, defeated the enemy, and, after
2. Grandson of the preceding, and son of the holding the dictatorship only sixteen days, regreat Miltiades. O n the death of his father turned to his farm. In 439, at the age of eighty,
(B.C. 489), he was imprisoned because he was he was a second time appointed dictator to opunable to pay his fine offiftytalents, which pose the alleged machinations of Sp. Maalius.
was eventually paid by Callias on his marriage Several of the descendants of Cineinnatus held
with Elpinice, Cimon's sister. Cimonfirstdis- the consulship and consular tribunate, but none
tinguished himself on the invasion of Greece by of them is of sufficient importance to require a
Xerxes (480), and after the battle of Plataaae separate notice.
CINOIUS A L I M E N T U S .
Vid. A L I M E N T U S .
Wa3 brought forward by Aristides. H e frequently commanded the Athenianfleetin their C I N E A S (Kiveag) [1. A Thessalian prince,
contemporary
with
ana
an
ally of the Pisistra-1
aggressive wars against the Persians.' His
most brilliant success was in 466, when he de- tids, born at Conium in Phrygia.]—2. A The*-'
feated a large Persianfleet,and on the same saltan, the friend and minister of Pyrrhi.s, king
day landed and routed their land forces also on of Epirus. H e was the most eloquent m a n of
the River Eurymedon in Pamphylia. The his day, and reminded his hearers of Demosdeath of Aristides and the banishment of The- thenes, w h o m he heard speak in his youth
mistooles left Cimon without a rival at Athens Pyrrhus prized his persuasive powers so highly
for s"ine years. But his influence graduaUy that " the words of Cineas (he was wont to say)
uaelined as that of Pericles increased. In 461 had w o n him more cities than his o w n arms'"
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'The most famous passage in his life is his em- nown, the friend if Catullus, In B.C. 44 £ ,
bassy to Rome, with proposals of peace from was tribune of the plebs, when he was murder
Pyrrhus, after the battle of Heraelea (B.C. 280). ed by the mob, who mistook him for his nameCineas spared no arts to gain favor. Thanks sake Cornelius Cinna, though he was at th«
to his wonderful memory, on the day after his time walking in Caesar's funeral procession
arrival he was able (we are told) to address all His principal work was au epic poem entitled
the senators and knights by name. The senate, Smyrna.
however, rejected his proposals mainly througi
CINNAMUS, JOANNES ('ladvvng Kivvapog) one
the dying eloquence of old App. Claudius Oaecus. of the most distinguished Byzantine historians,
The ambassador returned and told the king that lived under the Emperor Manuel Oomnenus
there was no people like that people—their city (who reigned A.D. 1143-1180), and wrote the
was a temple, their senate an assembly of kings. iistory of this emperor and of his father CaloT w o years after (278), when Pyrrhus was about Joannes, in six books, which have come down
to cross over into Sicily, Cineas was again sent to us. Edited by D u Cange, Paris, 1670, fol,
to negotiate peace. H e appears to have died and by Meineke, Bonn, 1836, 8vo.
in Sicily shortly afterward.
CINYPS or CINYPHUS (Kivvf, Kivixjiog: now
CINSSIAS (Kivnaiag) a dithyrambic poet of Wad-Khakan or Kinifo) a small river on the
Athens, of no merit,ridiculedby Aristophanes northern coast of Africa, between the Syrtes,
and other comic poets. But he had his re-forming the eastern boundary of the proper tervenge, for he succeeded in procuring the abo- ritory of the African Tripolis. The district
lition of the Ohoragia, as far as regarded com- about it was called by the same name, and was
edy, about B.C. 390.
famousforitsfine-hairedgoats.
CINGA (now Cinca), ariverin Hispania Tar- CINYRAS (Kwvpag) son of Apollo, king of Cyraconensis, falls with the Sicoris into the Iberus.prus, and priest of the Paphian Venus (AphroCINGETORES:. 1. A Gaul, one of thefirstmendite), which latter office remained hereditary in
in the city of the Treviri (now Treves, Trier), athis family, the Cinyradaa. H e was married to
tached himself to the Romans, though son-in- Metharne, the daughter of the Cyprian king
law to Indutiomarus, the head of the independ- Pygmalion, by w h o m he had several children,
ent party. W h e n this leader had been put toand amoDg them was Adonis. According to
death by Caesar, he became chief of his native some traditions, he unwittingly begot Adonis by
city.—[2. Caesar (B. G, v, 22) mentions anoth- his own daughter Smyrna, and killed himself on
er Oingetorix, a ciief of the Kentish Britons.]
discovering the crime he had committed. AcC I N G U L U M (Cingulanus: now Cingolo), a towncording to other traditions, he had promised to
in Pieenum, on a rock, built by Labienus shortlyassist Agamemnon; but as he did not keep his
before the breaking out of the civil war, B.C. word, he was cursed by Agamemnon, and per •
ished in a contest with Apollo.
OINNA, CORNELIUS. 1. L, the famous leader
CIPUS or CIPPUS, GENUCIUS, a Roman praetor,
of the popular partv during the absence of Sulla on whose head it is said that horns suddenly
in the East (B.C. 87-84). In 87 Sulla allowed grew, as he was going out of the gates of the
Oinna to be elected consul with On. Octavius, city, and, as the haruspices declared that if he
on condition of his taking an oath not to alter returned to the city he would be king, he imthe constitution as then existing. But as soon posed voluntary exile upon himself.
as Sulla had left Italy, he began his endeavor
CIROE (KipKrj), a mythical sorceress, daughter
to overpower the senate, and to recall Marius of Helios (tie Sun) by the Oceanid Perse, and
ind his party. H e was, however, defeated by sister of /EStes, lived in the island of zEaaa.
his colleague Octavius in the forum, was obliged Ulysses tarried a whole year with her, after she
toflythe city, and was deposed by the senatehad changed several of his companions into pigs.
from the consulate. But he soon returned; By Ulysses she became the mother of Agrius
with the assistance of Marius, who came back and Telegonus. The Latin poets relate that
to Italy, he collected a powerful army, and laidshe metamorphosed Scylla, and Picus, king of
siege to Rome. The capture of the city, andthe Ausonians.
the massacre of Sulla's friends which followed,
CIROEII (Circeiensis: now Circello, and the
more properly belong to the life of MARIUS. For ruins Citta Vecchia), an ancient town of Latium
the next three years (-86, 85, 84) Cinna was on the Promontory CIROEIUM, founded by Tar
consul. In 84 Sulla prepared to return from quinius Superbus, never became a place of im
Greece; and Oinna was slain by his own troops, portance, in consequence of its proximity to
when he ordered them to cross over from Italy the unhealthy Pontine marshes. The oysters
to Greece, where he intended to encounter caught off Circeii were celebrated. (Hor, Sat
Sulla.—2. L , son of No. 1, joined M. Lepidus ii, 4, 33; Juv, iv, 140.) Some writers sup
in his attempt to overthrow the constitution of pose Circe to have resided on this promontory
Sulla, 78; and on the defeat and death of Lep- and that hence it derived its name.
idus in Sardinia, he went with M. Perperna to CIROSSIUM (KipKiJGiov: now Kerkesiah), a city
join Sertorius in Spain. Caesar procured his of Mesopotamia, on the eastern bank of tie E u
recall from exile. H e was made praetor by phrates, at the mouth of the Aborrhas : the exCaesar in 44, but was, notwithstanding, one of treme border fortress of the Roman empire.
the enemies of the dictator. Though ie would
CIRCUS. Vid. R O M A .
not join the conspirators, he approved of their CLRPHIS (Kipfig) a town in Phscis, on a
act; and so great was the rage of the mob mountain of the same name, which is separated
against him, that they nearly murdered him. by a valley from Parnassus.
Vid. below, CINNA, HELVIUS.

CINNA (
'
. HELVIUS, a poet of considerable re206
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Vid. CRISSA.

CIRTA, afterward CONSTANTINA (ruins at /on

CISPIUS.

CLAUDIA.

ttantinel a city of the Massylii in Numidia. it was called PRUSIAS.—[2. A liver of Lowes
fifty Ron l miles from the sea; the capital of Moasia flowing into the Ister or Danube.]
Syphax, id of Masinissa and his successors. [CIVICA C E R E A L I S , under the Emperor DomiUts post
on a height, surrounded by the River tian, proconsul of Asia: he was put to death by
Xmpsag
made it almost impregnable, as the the emperor's orders, just before A.D. 90.]
CIVILIS, C L A U D I U S , sometimes called JULIUS,
Romans ou id in the Jugurthine, and the French
in the Algerine wars. It w a s restored by Con- the leader of the Batavi in their revolt from
stantine she Great, in honor of w h o m it received R o m e , A.D. 69-70. H e w a s of the Batavian
royal race, and, like Hannibal and Sertoriu3,had
ts later name.
[CISPH-JS, M . _ 1. Tribune of the plebs B.O. 57, lost an eye. His brother, Julius Paulus, was
the year in which Cicero was recalled from ban- put to death on a false charge of treason by
ishment, took an active part in Cicero's favor. Fonteius Capito (A.D. 67 or 68), w h o sent Civilis
H e w a s afterward defended by Cicero when ac- in chains to Nero at R o m e , where he was heard
cused of br. bery (ambitus), but could not obtainand acquitted by Galba. H e w a s afterward
a verdict in his favor.—2. L , one of Caasar's offi- prefect of a cohort, but under Vitellius he becers in the African war, commanded part of the came an object of suspicion to the army, and
with difficulty escaped with his life. H e vowed
fleet, B.O. 46.]
[CISSA (Kiaoa) a city of the Jacetani in His- vengeance. His countrymen, w h o were shamepania Tarraconensis ; called by Livy (xxi, 60) fully treated by the officers of Vitellius, were
Scissum (where for Scissis Alschefski writes Cis- easily induced to revolt, and they were joined by
the Oanninefates and Frisii. H e took up arms
sis) and probably the Cinna of Ptolemy.]
CISSEUS (Kiaoevg) 1. A king in Thrace, andunder pretence of supporting the cause of Vesfather of Theano, or, according to others, of Hec- pasian, and defeated in succession the generals of
uba, w h o is hence called CISSEIS (Kiaan'tg)—[2.Vitellius in Gaul and Germany, but he continued
Son of Melampus, fought on the side of Turnus, in open revolt even after the death of Vitellius.
In 70 Civilis gained fresh victories over the Roand was slain by zEneas.]
CISSIA (Kicraia) a very fertile district of Susi-mans, *>ut was at length defeated in the course
ana, on the Choaspes. The inhabitants (Klaoioi)of the year by Petilius Cerealis, w h o had been
were a wild free people, resembling the Persians sent into Germany with an immense army.
Peace was concluded with the Batavi on terms
in their manners.
Cissus (Kiaabg), a town in Macedonia, on a favorable to the latter, but w e do not know what
mountain of the same name, south of Thessalon- became of Civilis.
C I Z A R A (Kit^apa) a mountain fortress in the
>ca, to which latter place its inhabitants were
district of Phazemonitis iu Pontus; once a royal
transplanted by Cassander.
C I S T H E N E (KwBrrvrj). 1. A town on the coast residence, but destroyed before Strabo's time.
of Mysia, on the promontory of Pyrrha, on the C L A D A U S (KXdbaog or KXdbeog), a river in
Gulf of Adramyttium.—2. ( N o w Castel-Bosso)Elis,flowsinto the Alpheus at Olympia.
G L A M P E T I A , called by the Greeks L A M P E T I A
in island and town on the coast of Lycia.—3. In
the mythical geography of zEschylus (Prom, (Aapireria, Aauirereia), a town of Bruttium, -m
799) the " plains of Cisthene" are m a d e the abode the western coast: in ruins in Pliny's time.
CLANIS. 1. ( N o w Chiano) ariverof Etruria,
of the Gorgons.
CITHZSRON (KiBaipav: n o w Citheron, and itsrises south of Arretium, forms two small lakes
highest summit Elatia), a lofty range of mount- near Clusium, west of Lake Trasimenus, and
ains, separated Boaotia from Megaris and Attiea. flows into the Tiber east of Vulsiuii.— 2. The
It w a s covered with wood, abounded in game, more ancient n a m e of the Liris.—3. ( N o w Glan
and was the scene of several celebrated legends in Steiermark), ariverin the Noric Alps.
C L A N I U S . Vid. L I T E R N U S .
in mythology. It was said to have derived its
C L A R U S (ji KXidpog : ruins near Zille), a small
name from Cithaaron, a mythical king of Bceotown on the Ionian coast, near Colophon, with a
tia. ' Its highest summit was sacred to the
Citkaaronian Jupiter (Zeus), and here w a s cele- celebrated temple and oracle of Apollo, sur
brated the festival called Basdala. Vid. Bid. named Clarius.
[ C L A R U S , one of the companions of zEneas.]
of Ant. s. v.
CITHARISTA, a sea port town (now Ceireste), C L A R U S , S E X . E R U O I U S , a friend of the younger
and a promontory (now Cape d'Aigle) in Gallia Pliny, fought under Trajan in the East, and took
Seleucia, A.D. 115. His son Sextus was a paNarbonensis, near Massilia.
CITIUM (Klrwv : Kirievg). 1. (Ruins near Lar tron of literature, and was consul under Antonineed), one of the nine chief towns of Cyprus, nus Pius, A.D. 146.
CLASSICUS, JULIUS, a distinguished m a n of the
with a harbor and salt-works, two hundred stadia from Salamis, near the mouth of the Tetius: Treviri, w a s prefect of an ala of the Treviri in
here Cimon, the celebrated Athenian, died, and the R o m a n army under Vitellius, A.D. 69, but
Zeno, the founder of the Stoie school, was born. afterward joined Civilis in his rebellion against
— 2 . A town in Macedonia, on a mountain Citius, the Romans. Vid. CIVILIS.
CLASTIDIUM (now Casteggio or Schiateggio) a
northwest of Bercea.
fortified town of the Ananes in Gallia Cispadana,
Cius (Kiog : Klog or Kelog, Cianus: n o w Ghio,
not
far from the Po, on the road from Dertona
also Ghemlio and Kemlik). 1. A n ancient city in
Bithynia, on a bay of the Propontis called Cia- to Placentia.
nus Sinus, w a s colonized by the Milesians, and C L A T E R N A , a fortified town in Gallia Cispabecame a place of m u c h commercial importance. dana, not far from Bononia: its name is retained
Jt joined the zEtolian league, and was destroyed in the small river Quaderna.
b_,, Philip III, king of Macedonia, but w a s re- CLAUDIA. 1. QUINTA, a R o m a n matron, not a
bvi'X by Prusias, king of Bithynia, from w h o m Vestal Virgin, as is frequently stated. W h e n
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flic vessel conveying the image of Cybele from poems, chiefly on subjects connected ' h natura
Pessinus to R o m e had stuck fast in a shallow at history. 17. Epigrammata, a collect I of short
the mouth of the Tiber, the soothsayers announced occasional pieces. T h e Christian I ins found
that only a chaste w o m a n could m o v e it. Clau- among his poems in most editions i certainly
dia, w h o had been accused of incontinence, took spurious. T h e poems of ClaudiaD
e distinhold of the rope, and the vessel forthwith fol- guished by purity of language and 'e, 1 poeti eat
lowed her, B.C. 204.—2. Or CLODIA, eldest of genius, The best edition is by Burmann, Ams**,
the three sisters of P. Clodius Pulcher, the en- 1760.
feicy of Cicero, married Q. Marcius rex.—3. Or C L A U D I O P O L I S (KXavSwiroXig), the name of
CLODIA, second sister of P., Clodius, married Q some cities called after the Emperor Claudius
Metellus Celer, but became infamous for her de- the chief of which were, 1. In Bi'-hynia (vio,
baucheries, and was suspected of having poison- B I T H Y N I U M ) . 2. A colony in the dHriet of C a
ed her husband. Cicero in his letters frequently taonia, in Cappadoeia.
^
calls her Boamg.—4. Or CLODIA, youngest sister
C L A U D I U S , patrician.
Vid. C L ' U D I A
GENS.
of P. Clodius, married L. Lucullus, to w h o m she 1. A P P . C L A U D I U S S A B I N U S R E G I L L E N S I S , a Sabine
prov ed unfaithful. All three sisters are said to of the town of Regillum or Regiili, w ho in his
have had incestuous intercourse with their broth- own country bore the name of Attus Clausus
er Publius.
being the advocate of peace with the Romans,
C L A U D I A G E N S , patrician and plebeian. T h e when bostililies broke out between the two
patrician Claudii were of Sabine origin, and nations, withdrew with a large train of followcame to R o m e in B.O. 504, when they were re- ers to Rome, B.C. 504. H e w a s received into
ceived among the patricians. Vid. CLAUDIUS, the ranks of the patricians, and lands beyond the
No. 1. They were noted for their pride and Anio were assigned to his followers, w h o were
haughtiness, their disdain for the laws, and their formed into a n e w tribe called the Olaudian.
hatred of the plebeians. They bore various sur- H e exhibited the characteristics which marked
names, which are given under CLAUDIUS, with the his descendants, and stowed the most bitter
exception of those with the cognomen N E R O , w h o hatred toward the plebeians. H e was consul
are better known under the latter name. T h e 495, and his conduct toward the plebeians led
Plebeian Claudii were divided into several fam to their secession to the Mons Sacer, 494.—2
ilies, of which the most celebrated was that of A P P . C L . SAB. R E G I L L , son of No. 1, consul 471,
MARCELLUS.
treated the soldiers w h o m he commanded with
C L A U D I A N U S , CLAUDIUS, the last of the Latin such severity that his troops deserted him.
classic poets,flourishedunder Theodosius and his Next year he w a s impeached by two cf the
ions Arcadius and Honorius. H e was a native tribunes, but according to the c o m m o n story,
of Alexandrea, and removed to R o m e , where w e he died or killed himself before the trial.—-3.
Snd him in A.D. 395. H e enjoyed the patron- C. C L . SAB. R E G I L L , brother of No. 2, consul
age of the all-powerful Stilicho, by w h o m he 460, when A p p . Herdonius seized the Capitol.
was raised to offices of honor and emolument, Though a stanch supporter of the Patricians,
A statue was erected to his honor in the Forum he warned the decemvir Appius against an im•>f Trajan by Arcadius and Honorius, the inscrip- moderate use of his power. His remonstrances
tion on which was discovered at R o m e in tiebeing of no avail, he withdrew to Regillum,
fifteenth century. H e also enjoyed the patron-but returned to defend Appius w h e n impeached.
age of the Empress Serena, through whose inter- — 4 . A P P . C L . C R A S S U S R E G I L L . S A B , the decemposition he gained a wealthy wife. The last his- vir, commonly considered son of No. 2, but more
torical allusion in his writings belongs to 4 0 4 ;probably the same person. H e was consul 451
whence it is supposed that he m a y have been in- and on the appointment of the decemvirs in
volved in the misfortunes of Stilicho, w h o w a sthat year, he became one of them, and w a s
put to death in 408. H e was a heathen. His reappointed the following year. His real charextant works are, 1. The three panegyrics on the acter n o w betrayed itself in the most tyrannous
third,fourth,and sixth consulships of Honorius. conduct toward the plebeians, till hii attempt
2. A poem on the nuptials of Honorius and M a - against Virginia led to the overthrow of the
ria. 3. Four short Fesoennine lays on the same decemvirate. Appius was impeached by Virsubject 4. A panegyric on the consulship of ginius, but did not five to abide his trial. H e
Probinus and Olybrius. 5. The praises of Stili either killed himself, or w a s put to death in
cho, in two books, and a panegyric on his consul-prison by order of the tribunes.—5. A P P . C L A D
ship, in one book. 6. The praises of Serena, theDIUS CZECUS, became blind before his old age.
wife of Stilicho. 7. A panegyric on the consul- In his censorship (312), to which he was elected
ship of Flavius Mallius Theodoras. 8. The Bpi- without having been consul previously, he built
thalamium of Palladius and Celerina. 9. A n the Appian aqueduct, and commenced the Appiinvective against Rufinus, in two books. 10. A n an road, which w a s continued to Capua. H e
'nvective against Eutropius, in two books. 11. retained the censorship four years in opposition
De Bello Gildonico, thefirstbook of an histor-to the law which limited the length of the office
ical poem on the w a r in Africa against Gildo. to eighteen months. H e w a s twice consul ia
12. Be Bello Getico, an historical p o e m on the307 and 296; and in the latter year he fought
successful campaign of Stilicho against Alaric against the Samnites and Etruscans. In his
and the Goths, concluding with the battle of Pol- old age, Appius, by his eloquent speech, induced
lentia. 13. Raptus Proserpine, three books of the senate to reject the terms of peace which
an unfinished epic on the rape of Proserpina. Cineas had proposed on behalf of Pyrrhus. A p 14. Gigantomachia, a fragment extending to one pius was the eailiest R o m a n writer in prose
hundred and twenty-eight lines only. 15. Five and verse whose name has come down to ii
short epistles. 18. Eidyllia a collection of seven H e waa the author of a poem known to C^-era
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through'the Greek, and he also wrote a legal whose app.ointment Appius received with distreatise, Pe Usurpationibus. H e left four sons pleasure. O n his return ;to R o m e he w a s imand -five daughters. [Some fragments, of his peached by Dolabella, but was acquitted. In 5*0
speeches are given by Meyer, Oratorum Roma- he was censor with L. Piso, and expelled sevnorum Fragmenta, Zurich, 1842, p. 105-6.]—6. eral of Caesar's friends from the senate. O n
A P P . CL. CAUDEX,, brother of No. 5, derived his the breaking out of the civil war, 49, he fled,
surname from his attention to navai affairs. H e with P o m p e y from Italy, and died in Greece
was consul 264,. and conducted the war against before the battle of Pharsalia. H e was an aa
the Carthaginians in Sicily.—7. P. C L . P U L O H E R , gnr, and wrote a work on the augural disciplines
son of No. 6, consul 249, attacked the Cartha- which he dedicated to Cicero. H e w a s als
ginianfleetin the harbor of Drepanum, in defi- distinguished for his legal and antiquaria.
ance of tne auguries, and w a s defeated, with the knowledge.—20. 0. C L . P U L O H E R , second BOI.
loss- of al lost all iis forces. H e was recalled of No. 18, w a s a legatus of Caasar, 58, praator
and commanded to appoint a dictator, and there- 56, and.propraetor in Asia 55. O n his return heupon named M . Claudius Glycias or Glicia, the was accused of extortion b y M . Servilius, w h o
son of a freedman, but the nomination was im- was bribed to drop the prosecution H e died
mediately superseded. H e w a s impeached and shortly afterward.—21. P. C L . P U L O H E R , usucondemned.—S. C. C L . C E N T H O or C E N T O , son ally called C L O D I U S and not Claudius, the youngof No. 5, consul 240, and dictator 213.—9. TIB. est son of No. 18, the notorious enemy of CiC L . N E R O , son of No. 5. A n account of his de- cero, and one of the most profligate characters
scendants is given under N E R O . — 1 0 . A P P . C L .of a profligate age. In 70 he served under his
P U L C H E R , son of No. 7, aedila 217, fought at Can- brother-in-law, L. Lucullus, in Asia; but, disnae 216, and was praetor 215, when he w a s sent pleased at not being treated by Lucullus with
into Sicily. H e w a s consul 212, and died 211 the distinction he had expected, he encouraged
of a wound which he received in a battle with the soldiers to mutiny. H e then betook himself
Hannibal before Capua.—11. A P P . C L . P U L O H E R , to hi3 other brother-in-law, Q. Marcius Rex,
son of No. 10, served in Greece for some years proconsul in Cilicia, and w a s intrusted by him
under Flamininus, Baabius, and Glabrio (197- with the command of the fleet H e fell into
191). H e was praetor 187 and consul 185, when the hands of the pirates, who, however, dismiss
he gained some advantages over the Ingaunian ed him without ransom, through fear of PomLigurians. H e was sent as ambassador to pey. H e next went,toAntioch, and joined the
Greece 184 and 176. — 1 2 . P. C L . P U L O H E R , Syrians in making war on the Arabians. O n
brother of No. 11, curule aadile 189, praetor 188, his return to R o m e in 66 he impeached Catiline
and consul 184.—13. C. C L . P U L C H E R , brother for extortion in his government of Africa, but
of Nos. 11 and 12, praetor 180 and consul 177, was bribed b y Catiline to let him escape. Tn
when he defeated the Istrians and Ligurians. 64 he accompanied the propraetor L. Murena
H e was censor 160 with Tiberius Sempronius to Gallia Transalpina, where he resorted to th
Gracchus. H e died 167.—14. A P P . C L . C E N T O , most nefarious methods of proeurins money,
aadile 178 and praator 175, when hefoughtwiti In 62 he profaned the mysteries of the Bon
success against the Celtiberi in Spain. H e Dea, which were ^elsbrated b y the R o m a n ma- •
afterward served in Thessaly (173), Macedonia trons in the house of Cab-ar.., w h o was then praa(172), and lllyricum (170).—15. A P P . C L . P U L - tor, by entering the house disguised as a female
OHER, son of No. 11, consul 143, defeated the musician, in order to meet Pomj./jia, Caesar's
Salassi, an Alpine tribe. O n his return a tri- wife, with w h o m he had an intrigue. JJejaaa.
u m p h w a s refused him; and when, one of the discovered, and next year, 61, when quaastor,
tribunes attempted to drag him from his ear,was brought to trial, but obtained an acquittal
his daughter Claudia, one of the Vestal Virgins, by bribing the judges. H e had attempted to
walked by his side u p to the Capitol. H e w a s prove an alibi, but Cicero's evidence showed
censor 136. H e gave one of his, daughters in that Clodius was with him in R o m e only three
marriage to Tiberius Gracchus, and in 133, with hours before he pretended to have been at InTiberius and C. Gracchus, was appointed trium- teramna. Cicero, attacked Clodius in the senate
vir for the division of the lands. H e died with great veiemence. In order to revenge
shortly after Tiberius Gracchus.—16. 0. C L A U - himself upon Cicero, Clodius was adopted into a
DIUS P U L O H E R , curule aedile 99, praetor in, Sicily plebeian family that he might obtain the formid95, consul in 92.—17. A P P . C L . P U L C H E R , consul able power of a tribune of the plebs. H e w a s
79, and afterward governor of Macedonia.—18. tribune 58, and, supported b y the triumvh-s CaaA P P . C L . P U L C H E R , praetor 89, belonged to Sulla's sar, Pompey, and Crassus, drove Cicero into
party, and perished in the great battle before exile; but, notwithstanding all his efforts, he
R o m e 82.—19. A P P . C L . P U L C H E R , eldest son was unable to prevent the recall of Cieero in
of No. 18. In 70 he served in Asia under his the following year. Vid CICERO. In 56 Clobrother-inlaw Lucullus; in 57 he w a s praator, dius was aadile, and attempted to bring his eneand though he did not openly oppose Cicero's m y Milo to trial. Each had a large gang of
recall from banishment, he tacitly abetted the gladiators in his pay, and frequent fights tool?
proceedings of his brother PubKus. In 56 he place in the streets of R o m e between the two
was proprastor in Sardinia; and in 54 w a s con- parties. In 53, when Clodius waB a. candidate
sul with L. Domitius Ahenobarbus, when a re- for the praatorship, and Milo for the consulship,
conciliation was brought about between him and the contests between them became more vioCicero, through the intervention of Pompey. lent and desperate than ever. A t length, on the
In 53 he went as proconsul to Cilicia, which he 20th of January, 52, Clodius and Milo met, ap
governed with tyranny and rapacity. In 51 he parently b y accident, on the Appian Road neal
•nap succeeded in the government b y Cicero, Bovillae. A n affray ensued between their &l
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lowers, in which Clodius was murdered. The 270, waa descended from an obscure family- ra
m o b was infuriated at the death of their favor- Dardania or Blyria, and by his military talente
ite ; and such tumults followed at the burial of rose to distinction under Decius, Valerian, and
Clodius, that P o m p e y was appointed sole con- Gallienus. H e succeeded to the empire on the
sul in order to restore order to the state. For death of Gallienus (268), and soon after his acthe proceedings which followed, vid M I L O . The cession defeated the Alemanni in the north
second wife of Clodius was the notorious FULVIA. of Italy. Next year he gained a great victory
— 2 2 . A P P . C L . P U L C H E R , the elder son of No. over an immense host of Goths near Naissus in
20, was one of the accusers of Milo on the death Dardania, and received, in consequence, the
cf P. Clodius, 5 2 — 23. A P P . C L . P U L O H E R , broth- surname Gothicus. H e died at Sirmium in 270,
er of No. 22, joined his brother in prosecuting and was succeeded by Aurelian.
C L A Z O M E N Z E (al KXaZppeval: KXa&peviog: n o w
Milo. A s the two brothers both bore the praanomen Appius, it is probable that one of them Kelisman) an important city of Asia Minor, and
was adopted by their uncle Appius. Vid. No. a m e m b e r of the Ionian Dodecapolis, lay on the
19.—24. S E X . CLODIUS, probably a descendant northern coast of the Ionian peninsula, upon the
of a freedman of the Claudia gens, was a m a n Gulf of Smyrna. The city was said to have
of lew condition, and the chief instrument of P.been founded by the Colophonians under ParaClodius in all his acts of violence. O n the death lus, on the site of the later town of Chytrium,
of the latter in 52, he urged on the people to but to have been removed further east, as a derevenge the death of their leader. For his acts fence against the Persians, to a small island,
of violence on this occasion, he was brought to which Alexander afterward united to the main
trial, was condemned, and after remaining in land by a causeway. It was one of the weaker
exile eight years, was restored in 4 4 by M . An-members of the Ionian league, and was chiefly
peopled, not by Ionians, but by Cleonaeans and
tonius.
C L A U D I U S I, R o m a n emperor A.D. 4 1 — 5 4 . Phliasians. Under the Romans it was a free
His full n a m e was TIB. C L A U D I U S D R U S U S N E R O city. It had a considerable commence, and w a s
G E R M A N : C U S . H e was the younger son of Dru- celebrated for its temple of Apollo, Diana (Artesus, the brother of the Emperor Tiberius, and mis), and Cybele, and still more as the birthof Antonia, and was born on August 1st, B.C. place of Auaxagoras.
O L E A N D E R (KXeavbpog). 1. Tyrant of Gela,
10, at Lyons in Gaul. In youth he was weak
and sickly, and was neglected and despised by reigned seven years, and was murdered B C .
his relatives. W h e n he grew up he devoted 498. H e was succeeded by his brother Hippothe greater part of his time to literary pursuits, crates, one of whose sons w a s also called Olelut was not allowed to take any part in public ander. The latter was deposed by Gelon when
affairs. H e had reached the age offifty,when he seized the government, 491.—2. A Lacedaehe was suddenly raised by the soldiers to the monian, harmost at Byzantium, 400, when the
imperial throne after the murder of Caligula. Greek army of Cyrus under Xenophon return
Claudius was not cruel, but the weakness of hised from Asia.—3. One of Alexander's officers,
character made him the slave of his wives and was put to death b y Alexander in Carmania,
freedmen, and thus led him to consent to acts 325, in consequence of bis oppressive governof tyranny which he would never have com ment in Media.—4. A Phrygian slave, and submitted of his o w n accord. H e was married sequently the profligate favorite and minister
four times. A t the time of his accession he of Commodus. In a popular tumult, occasion-SFas married to his third wife, the notorious ed by a scarcity of corn, he w a s torn to death
Valeria Messalina, w h o governed him for some by the mob.
[ C L E A N D R I D A S (KXeavbpidag), a Spartan genyears, together with the freedman Narcissus,
Pallas, and others. After the execution of Mes- eral, w h o had to flee from iis native land for
salina, A D . 48, a fate which she richly merited, having acted treacherously in a war with Athens,
Claudius was still more unfortunate iu choosing H e was condemned to death, butfledto T H U R I I
for his wife his niece Agrippina. She prevailedin Italy]
[ C L E A N O R (KXedvap) an Arcadian of Orchomupon him to set aside his o w n son, Britannicus,
and to adopt her son, Nero, that she might secure enus, served in the Greek army of Cyrus the
fhe succession for the latter. Claudius soon after younger; he took an active part in conducting
regretted this step, and was, in consequence, the retreat along with Xenophon, after the aspoisoned Iiy Agrippina, 54. Several public sassination of Clearchus and the other generals.]
C L E A N T H E S (KXedvBvg) 1. A Stoic, b o m at
works of great utility were executed by Claudius. H e built,forexample, the famous Claudian Assos in Troas about B.C. 300. H e entered
aquaaduct (now Aqua Claudia) the port of Os- life as a boxer, and bad only four drachmas of
tia, and the emissary by which the water of his o w n when he began to study philosophy.
Lake, Fucinus was carried into the River Liris. H e first placed himself under Orates, and then
In his reign the, southern part of Britain was under Zeno, whose disciple he continued for
made a R o m a n province, and Claudius himself nineteen years. In order to support himself,
wenttoBritain in 48, where he remained, how- he worked all night at drawing water from garever, only a short time, leaving the conduct of dens : but as he spent the whole day in philothe war to his generals. Cladius wrote sev- sophical pursuits, and had no visible means of
eral historical works, all of which have perish- support, he was summoned before the Areoped. Of these, one of the most important was a agus to account for his w a y of living. The
history of Etruria, in the composition of which judges were so delighted by the evidence of industry which he produced, that they voted him
he made use of genuine Etruscan sources.
C L A U D I U S II. (M. A U R E L I U S ^ C L A U D I U S , sur- ten minae, though Zeno would not permit him to
named GOTHICUS), R o m a n emperor A . D 268- •accept them. H e was naturally slow but his iioa
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r of a Greek treatise in two books on sented by Aristophanes as a demagogue of ti
sidar Theory of the Heavenly Bodies (Ku«c-lowest kind, mean, ignorant cowardly, ana v
deaplag Mereapav BlBXia bid), which is nal; and this view of his character is confirme,
taht It is rather an exposition of the sys- by Thucydides. But m u c h weight, can not b.
the universe than of the geometrical prin- attached to the satire of the poet; and the usua
if astronomy: edited by Balfour, Burdigal, impartiality of the historian m a y have bee)
by Bake, Lugd. Bat, 1820; and by Schmidt, warped by the sentence of his banishment if i
1832.
be true, as has been conjectured with grta.
O M E N E S (KXeop&vng). 1. King of Sparta, probability, that it was through Cleon that T h u
si Auaxandrides, reigned B.C. 520-491. cydides w a s sent into exile. Cleon m a y be
as a m a n of an enterprising but wild char- considered as the representative of the middle
t s greatest exploit was his defeat of classes of Athens, and by his ready, though some/es, in which six thousand Argive citi- what coarse eloquence, gained great influence
but the date of this event is doubt- over them. In 427 he strongly advocated iu
0 he commanded the forces by whose the assembly that the Mytilenaaans should be
Hippias was driven from Athens, and put to death. In 424 he obtained his greatest
ifter he assisted Isagoras and the aris- glory by taking prisoners the Spartans in the
party against Clisthenes. B y bribing island of Sphacteria, aud bringing them in safety
jstess at Delphi, he effected the deposi- to Athens. Puffed up by this success, he obd his colleague D E M A E A T U S , 491. Soon tained the c o m m a n d of an Athenian army, to
ward he was seized with madness and kill- oppose Brasidas in Thrace; but he w a s defeated
limself.—2. King of Sparta, son of Oleom- by Brasidas, under the walls of Amphipolis, ant
as I, reigned 370-309 ; but during this long fell in the battle, 422. The chief attack of Aris>d w e have no information about him of any tophanes upon Cleon was in the Knights (424),
rtanee.—3. King of Sparta, son of Leonidas in which Cleon figures as an actual dramatis
•eign'ed 236-222. While still young, he persona, and, in default of an artificer bold
ed Agiatis, the widow of Agis IV.; and enough to m a k e the mask, was represented by
ing the example of tbe latter, he endeav- the poet himself with his face smeared with wine
" to restore the ancient Spartan constitu- lees.
and to regenerate the Spartan character.
C L E O N Z E (KXeavai: KXeavatog) 1. A n an7as endowed with a noble mind, strength- cient town in Argolis, on the road from Corinth
and purified by philosophy, and possessed to Argos, on a river of the same n a m e which
energy of purpose. Hisfirstobject was flows into the Corinthian Gulf, and at the foot
in for Sparta her old renown in war; and of Mount Apesas; said to have been built by
at purpose he attacked the Achaaans, and Cleones, son of Pelops.—2. A town in the penin
led on war with the league with great suc- sula Athos in Chaleidiee.—3. Vid H Y A M P O L I S .
Having thus gained military renown, he
C L E O N Y M U S (KXeavvpog) 1. A n Athenian, fre
himself sufficiently strong iu the winter of quently attacked by Aristophanes as a pestilen
225 to put the ephors to death and restore demagogue.—2. A Spartan, son of Sphodrias
orient constitution. The Achaaans n o w call- m u c h beloved by Archidamus, the son of Agesi
the aid of Antigonus Doson, king of Maee- laus: he fell at Leuetra, B.O. 371.—3. Youngei
, and for the next three years Cleomenes son of Cleomenes II, king of Sparta, was exelu
led on war against their united forces. H e ded from the throne on his father's death, 809
' at length completely defeated at the battle in consequence of his violent and tyrannical
. ellasia (222), and fled to Egypt, where temper. In 303 he crossed over to Italy to aswas kindly received by, Ptolemy Euergetes,' sist the Tarentines against the Lucanians. H e
on the death of that king he was imprisoned afterward withdrew from Italy, and seized Corhis successor Philopator. H e escaped from cyra; and in 272 he invited Pyrrhus to attempt
on, and attempted to raise an insurrection, the conquest of Sparta Vid A C R O T A T U S . — [ 4 . A
finding no one join him, he put himself to Theban, celebrated for his victories at the Isth
th, 220.
mian games.]
.LEOMENES. 1. A Greek of Naucratis iu
C L E O P A T R A (KXeondrpa) 1. (Myth.) Daughter
ypt, appointed by Alexander the Great no- of Idas and Marpessa, and wife of Meleager, U
rch of the Arabian district (vopbg) of Egypt, said to have hanged herself after her husband's
1 receiver] of the tribute from the districts of death, or to have died of grief. H e r real nami
ypt, B.C. ,331. •. His rapacity knew no bounds,was Alcyone.—2. (Hist.) Niece of Attalus, m a r
: he collected immense wealth by his extor- ried Philip, B.C. 837, on whose murder she was
is. After Alexander's death he was put to put to death by Olympias.—3. Daughter of Philip
jSih, by Ptolemy, w h o took possession of his and Olympias, and sister of Alexander the Great,
reasures,—% A sculptor, son of Apollodorus of married Alexander, king of Epirus, S86. It wan
Athens, executed the celebrated statue of the at the celebration of her nuptials that Philip wf
Venus de Medici, as appears from an inscription murdered. H e r husband died 326. After f
i the pedestal. H e lived between B.C. 363 death of her brother she was sought in marring
ad 146.
by several of his generals, and at length pron
C L E O N (KXeav) son of Cleaenetus, was origi- ised to marry Ptolemy; but having attempte
dly a tanner, andfirstcame forward in public to escape from Sardis, where she had been ke
an opponent of Pericles. O n the death cf for years in a state of honorable '"tr-ity, •
i° ' 'J man, B.C. 429, Cleon became the fa- was assassinated by Antigonus.-'
"-'*
the people, and for o^tw^^-years of ,-rS Antiochus III. the Grep*. <''»«J
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CLEOMEDES.

hdustry overcame all difficulties; and on the (Aoyoc, nporpETrri/coc, <ka.) his design Vv
death of Zeno in 263, Cleanthes succeeded him vince the heathens and to convert them i
ic his school. H e died about 220, at the age of tianity. The Pedagogue (Haibayayog) ti
eighty, of voluntary starvation. A h y m n of his the n e w convert at the point to whici he
to Jupiter (Zeus) is still extant, aDd contains posed to have been brought by the horta
gome striking sentiments: edited by Sturz, 1785, dress, and furnishes him with rules for tl
and Mersdorf, Lips, 1835.—2. A n ancient painter lation of his conduct. The Stromata (J,rpu
*ef Corinth, [mentioned among the inventors of are in eight books: the title (Stromal
that art by Pliny and Athenagoras.]
patch-work) indicates its miscellaneous
O L E A R O H U S (KXeapxog) 1. A Spartan, distin- ter. It is rambling and discursive, bu
guished himself in several important commands tains m u c h valuable information on m a n y
during the latter part of the Peloponnesian war, of antiquity, particularly the history "f
and at the close of it persuaded the Spartans to ophy. The principal information
send him as general to Thrace, to protect the Egyptian hieroglyphics is contain^
Greeks in that quarter against the Thracians. fifti book. The object of the work
But having been recalled by the ephors, and re- lineate the perfect Christian or Gnos,
fusing to obey their orders, he was condemned to had been instructed by the Teacher,
death. H e thereupon crossed over to Cyrus, col- prepared by sublime speculations in x
lected for him a large force of Greek mercenaries, and theology.—Editions: B y Potter, Ox,.
and marched with him into Upper Asia, 401, in fol, 2 vols.; by Klotz, Lips, 1830-34, 1
order to dethrone his brother Artaxerxes, being vols.
_Jhe only Greek w h o was aware of the prince's
OLEOBIS.
Vid. BITON.
real object. After the battle of Cunaxa and the
C L E O B U L I N E (KXeoBovXivn) or C L E O B U L E
death of Cyrus, Clearehus and the other Greek oBovXn), daughter of Cleobulus of Lindus,
generals were m a d e prisoners by the treachery brated for her skill in riddles, of which sh«
of Tissaphernes, and were put to death.—2. A posed a number in hexameter verse; to
citizen of Heraelea on the Euxine, obtained the ascribed a well-known one on the subject
'tyranny of his native town, B.C. 365, by putting year: " A father has twelve children, an'
himself at the head of the popular party. H e of these thirty daughters, on one side whit<
governed with cruelty, and was assassinated 353, on the other side black, and though imn
after a reign of twelve years. H e is said to have they all die."
been a pupil of Plato and of Isocrates.—3. Of
C L E O B U L U S (KXebSovXog), one of the
Soli, one of Aristotle's pupils, author of a num- Sages, of Lindus in Rhodes, son of Eva
ber of works, none of which are extant, on a lived about B.O. 580. H e wrote lyric poe
great variety of subjects.—4. A n Athenian poet well asriddles,in verse; he was said by s<
jf the n e w comedy, whose time is unknown. have been the author of the riddle on the ,
I His fragments are given by Meineke, Comic. generally attributed to his daughter Cleobi
Grcc. Fragm, vol. ii, p. 1168-9.]
H e was greatly distinguished for strengtl
[ C L E A R I D A S (KXeapidag), a brave young Spar- beauty of person.
tan, made governor of Amphipolis by Brasidas;
C L E O O H A R E S (KXeoxdpvg), a Greek oraf
he took part in the battle before Amphipolis be- Myrlea in Bithynia, contemporary with the
tween the Spartans and Athenians, in which both Demochares and the philosopher Areesil
Brasidas and Cleon were killed. H e afterward ward the close of the third century B.C.
had the charge of surrendering the city to the
[CLEODZEUS (KXeodalog), son of the HerAthenians, but gave it, in fact, to the Amphipo- Hyllus, who, at the head of the Heraclids,
litans.]
an unsuccessful attempt to conquer the Pelo
C L E M E N S . 1. T. F L A V I U S , cousin of the
E m - nesus.]
peror Domitian, by w h o m ie was put to death. C L E O M B R O T U S (KXebpBporog) 1. Son of A
H e appears to have been a Christian.—2. Ro- andrides, king of Sparta, became regent afte
M A N U S , bishop of R o m e at the end of the first battle of Thermopylae, B.C. 480, for Plistar,
century, probably the same as the Clement infant son of Leonidas, but died in the same 3
w h o m St Paul mentions (Phil, iv, 3). H e and was succeeded in the regency by bis
wrote two epistles in Greek to the Corinthian Pausanias.—2. I. King of Sparta, son of Pa
Church, of which the first arid part of the sec- nias, succeeded his brother Agesipolis I,
ond are extant. The second, however, is prob- reigned B.C. 380-371. H e commanded the S
ably not genuine. The Recognitiones, whichtan troops several times against the Thebans,
bear the name of Clement, were not written by fell at the battle of Leuctra (371), after figl
him. The epistles are printed in the Patres most bravely.—3. II. King of Sparta, son-in
Apostolici, of which the most convenient edi-of Leonidas II, in whose place Re was m a
tions are by Jacobson, Oxford, 1838, and by king by the party of A G I S IV. about 248. C
\eie\e, Tubingen, 1839.—3. A L E X A N D R I N U S , sothe return of Leouidas, Cleombrotus was di
.Xlled from his long residence at Alexandrea, posed and banished to Tegea, about 240.—4. i
vas.ardently devoted in early life to the study Academic philosopher of Ambracia, said to ha
f philosophy, which had a great influence upon killed himself after reading the Phmdon of Plal
is views of Christianity. H e embraced Chris- not that he had any sufferings to escape frc
inity through the teaching of Pantaanus at but that he might exchange this life foi
exar1"
vas ordained presbyter about A.D. better.
about 220. Hence he flourished C L E O M E D E S (KXeoprjdng) 1. Of the ' - -1
" ao.rerug a n d Caracalla, 193- typalaaa. an athlete of'gigantic streng

CLEOPATRA

OLLNIAS.

emy VI. Philometor, and on his death, 146, hei turned to Cleopatra, upon w h o m lie conferred
other brother Ptolemy VI. Physeon. She w a s
the most extravagant titles and horors. In the
soon afterward divorced by Physeon, and fled war between Octavianus and Antony, Cleopatra
into Syria.—6. Daughter of Ptolemy VI. Phil- accompanied her lover, and was present at the
ometor and of No. 6, married first Alexander battle of Actium (31), in the midst of which she
Balas (150), the Syrian usurper, and on his death retreated with herfleet,and thus hastened the
Demetrius Nicator. , During the captivity of the loss of the day. ShefledtoAlexandrea, where
latter in Parthia, jealous of the connection which she w a s joined by Antony. Seeing Antony's
he there formed with Rhodogune, the Parthian fortunes desperate, she entered into negotia
princess, she married Antiochus VII. Sidetes, tions with Augustus, and promised to m a k e
bis brother, and also murdered Demetrius on away with Antony. She fled to a mausoleum
his return. She likewise murdered Seleueus, she had built, and then caused a report of her
her son b y Nicator, who, on his father's death, death to be spread. Antony, resolving not tc
assumed the government without her consent survive her, stabbed himself, and was drawn up
Her other son by Nicator, Antiochus VIII. Gry- into the mausoleum, where ue died in her arms.
pus, succeeded to the tirone (125) through her She then tried to gain the b v e of Augustus, but
influence; and he compelled ier to drink the her charms failed in softening his colder heart
poison which she had prepared for him also. Seeing that he w a s determined to carry her eap
Vid. A N T I O C H U S V I 1 X She had a son by Side- tive to R o m e , she put an end to her o w n life,
tes, Antiochus I X , surnamed Cyzicenus.—7. either by the poison of an asp, or by a poisoned
Another daughter of Ptolemy V I . Philometor comb, the former supposition,-being/adopted by,
aud No. 6, .married her uncle Physeon when most writers. She died in the thirty-ninth yeai
the latter divorced her mother. O n the death of her age (B.C. 80), and with her ended the
of Physeon she reigned in conjunction with her dynasty of tie Ptolemies in Egypt, which was
elder son, Ptolemy VIII. Lathyrus, and then in n o w made a R o m a n province.—12. Daughter
conjunction with her younger son Alexander. of Antony andNo. 11, born withher twin brother
She was put to death by the latter, in 89.—8. Alexander in 40, along with w h o m she was carDaughter of Ptolemy Physeon and No. 7, mar- ried to R o m e after the death of her parents, A u
riedfirsther brother Ptolemy VIII. • Lathyrus,gustus married her to Juba, king of Numidia
and next Antiochus IX. Cyzicenus. She was — 1 3 . A daughter of Mithradates, marrkl Ti
put to death by Tryphaana, her o w n sister, wife granes, king of Armenia.
of Antiochus Grypus.—9. Usually called S E L E N E ,
CLEOPATRIS.
Vid. A B S I N O E , N o . 6.
another daughter of Ptolemy Physeon, married
GLEOPSON
(KXeofuv) an Athenian demagogue,
first hei brother Lathyrus (on her sister No. 8 of obscure, and, according to Aristophanes, oi
being dhoreed); secondly, Antiochus XI. Epiph- Thracian origin, vehemently opposed peace with
anes • and thirdly, Antiochus X . Eusebes.—10.Sparta in the latter end of tie Peloponnesian
Daughter of Ptolemy VIII. Lathyrus, usually war. During the siege of Athens by Lysander,
called Berenice. Vid. B E R E N I C E , No. 4.—11. B.O. 404, he was brought to trial by the arisEldest daughter of Ptolemy Auletes, celebrated toeratical party, and was condemned and put to
for her beauty and fascination, was seventeen death.
at the death of her father (51), w h o appointed
[ C L E O P O M P U S (KXeoiropirog) son of Clinias, a
her heir of his kingdom in. conjunction with her leader of the Athenians in the Peloponnesian
younger brother, Ptolemy, w h o m she w a s to war.]
marry. She w a s expelled from the throne by
[ O L E O S T H E N E S (KXeoaBevng) 1. One of the
Pothinus and Achillas, his guardians. She re- Spartan ephors.—2. A n Epidamnian, a celebrattreated into Syria, and there collected an army, ed Olympian victor in the chariot-race.]
with which she was preparing to enter Egypt,
C L E O S T R A T U S (KXebarparog), an astronomer
when Caesar arrived in Egypt in pursuit of of Tenedos, said to have introduced the diviPompey, 47. H e r charms gained for her the sion of the zodiac into signs, probably lived besupport of Caesar, w h o replaced her on the tween B.C. 548 and 432.
throne in conjunction with her brother. This
C L E V U M , also G L E V U M and G L E B O N (now Glouled to the Alexandrine, war, in the course of cester), a R o m a n colony in Britain.
which young Ptolemy perished. Cleopatra thus
C L I D E S (al KXelbeg: n o w Cape S. Andre) " tho
obtained the undivided rule. She was, how- Keys," a promontory on the northeast of Cyever, associated by Caesar with another brother prus, with two islands of the same name lying
of the same name, and still quite a child, tooff it.
w h o m she w a s also nominally married. She
C L I M A X (Kllpa!; : n o w Ekder) the name aphad a son b y Caesar, called OZESARION, and sheplied to the western termination of the Taurus
afterward followed him to Rome, where she ap- range, which extends along the western coast of
pearstohave been at the time of his death, 44.the Pamphylian Gulf, norti of Phaselis in Lycia.
She then returned to Egypt, and in 41 she. met Alexander made a road between it and the sea.
Antony in Cilicia. She was n o w in her twenty- There were other mountains of the same name in
eighth year, and in the perfection of matured Asia and Africa.
beauty, which, in conjunction with her talents
C L I M B E R R U M , Vid. Ausoi.
and eloquence, completely w o n the heart of An- CLINIAS (KXeiviag) 1. Father of the famous
tony, w h o henceforth appears , as her devoted Aloibiades, fought at Artemisium B.C. 480, ic
lover and slave. H e returned with hertoEgypt, a ship built and manned at his own, expense:
but was obliged to leave her for a short tune, he fell 447, at the battle. of Coronea.—2. A
in order to marry Octavia, the sister, of Octavi- younger brother of the famous Aloibiades.—3.
anus. But Oetavia w a s never able to gain his Father of Aratus of Sieyon, was murdered by
affections; he soon desert ed his wife and re-Abantidas, w h o seized the tyrannv, 264.-4 A
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Pythagorean philosopher of Tarentum, a con-1 god Clitumnus, and falls into the Tinia, a tribute
temporary and friend of Plato. [A fragment ry of the Tiber.
of his writings, preserved by btobaaus, is given in CLITUS (KXelrog or KXeirbg). [1. (MythologOrehTs Opusc. Grec. Vett. Sent, ii, p. 324.] ical) A Trojan, son of Pisenor, slain by Teucer
VLIO. Vid. Musze.
— 2 . Son of Mantius, carried off by Aurora on
CLISTHENES (KXeicBevng). 1. Tyrant of Sicaccount of his beauty.]—3. (Historical) Son of
yon. In B.O. 595, he aided the Amphictyons Bardylis, king of Illyria, defeated by Alexander
in the sacred war against Cirrha, which ended, the Great, B.C. 335.—4 A Macedonian, one of
after ten years, in the destruction of the guilty Alexander's generals and friends, surnamed the
city. H e also engaged in war with Argos. His Black (TAeXag). H e saved Alexander'sfifeat
death can not be placed earlier than 582, in the battle of Granieus, 884. In 328 he was
which year he won the victory in the chariot- slain by Alexander at a banquet when both
race at the Pythian games. His daughter Aga- partieB were heated with wine, and Clitus had
rista was given in marriage to Megacles theprovoked the king's resentment by insolent Ian
Alcmaeonid.—2. A n Athenian, son of Megacles guage. Alexander was inconsolable at his
and Agarista, and grandson of No. 1, appears friend's death.—5. Another of Alexander's offias the head of the Alcmaaonid clan on the ban- cers, surnamed the White (AevKog) to distin
ishment of the Pisistratidaa. Finding, how- guish him from the above.—6. A n officer who
ever, that he could not cope with his political commanded the Macedonianfleetfor Antipater
rival Isagoras except through the aid of the in the Laniian war, 323, and defeated the Athecommons, he set himself to increase the power nianfleet.In 321 he obtained from Antipater
of the latter. The principal change which he the satrapy of Lydia, from which he was exintroduced was the abolition of the four ancient pelled by Antigonus, 319. H e afterward comtribes and the establishment of ten new ones manded thefleetof Polysperchon, and was at
in their stead, B.C. 510. H e is also said to have first successful, but his ships were subsequently
instituted ostracism. Isagoras and his party destroyed by Antigonus, and he was killed on
called in the aid of the Spartans, but Clisthenes shore, 318.
and his friends eventually triumphed.—3. A n
CLOACINA or OLUACINA, the " Purifier" (from
Athenian, whose foppery and effeminate profli- chare or cluere, " to wash" or " purify"), a surgacy brought him under the lash of Aristophanes. name of Venus at Rome.
[CLITAGORA (KXeirayopa), a lyric poetess of [OLOANTHES, one of the followers of zEneas,
Laeonia or Thessaly, mentioned in the Vespaa of from whom the Roman Cluentii pretended to deAristophanes.]
duce the origin of their name and family.]
CLITARCHUS (KXeirapxog).
1. Tyrant of Ere- [CLODIA. Vid. CLAUDIA.]
tria in Euboea, was supported by Philip against CLODIUS, another form of the name Claudlut,
the Athenians, but was expelled from Eretria just as wefindboth caudex and codex, clanstrun
by Phoeion, B.O. 341.—2. Son of the historian and clostrum, cauda and coda. Vid. CLAUDIUS,
Dinon, accompanied Alexander the Great in his
CLODIUS ALBINUS. Vid. ALBINUS.
Asiatic expedition, and wrote a history of it.
CLODIUS M A C E R .
Vid. M A O E R .
This work was deficient in veracity and inflated
CLCELIA, a Roman virgin, one of the hostagef
in style, but appears nevertheless to have been given to Porsena, is said to have escaped from
much read. [The fragments of bis history are the Etruscan camp, and to have swum across
collected by Geier, Alex. Hist. Scrip, p. 160—90.]
the Tiber to Rome. She was sent back by the
CLITERNUM or OLITERNIA (Chterninus), a town Romans to Porsena, who was so struck with her
of the Frentani, in the territory of Larinum.
gallant deed that he not only set her at liberty,
CLITOMACHUS (KXeirbuaxog) 1. A Cartha- but allowed her to take with her a part of the
ginian by birth, and called Hasdrubal in his hostages. Porsena also rewarded her with a
own language, came to Athens in the fortieth horse adorned with splendid trappings, and the
year of his age, and there studied under Car- Romans with the statue of a female on horsebaek,
neades, on whose death he became the head of which was erected in the Sacred Way.
the N e w Academy, B.C. ,129.
Of his works,
CLCELIA or CLUILIA GENS, of Alban origin, said
which amounted to four hundred books, only a to have been received among the patricians on
few titles are preserved. His main object in the destruction of Alba. A few of its members,
writing them wastomake known the philosophy with the surname Siculus, obtained the consulship
of his master Carneades. When Carthage was in the early years of the republic
taken in 146, he wrote a work to console his
CLONAS (KXovdg) a poet, and one of the earliunfortunate countrymen.—[2. A Theban athlete, est musicians of Greece, either an Arcadian or a
who gained several victories at the Olympian Boeotian, probably lived about B.C. 620.
and Pythian games.—3. Of zEgina, an athlete
CLONIUS (KXbvwg) 1. A leader of the Boeo
who conquered in wrestling at the Isthmian tians in the war against Troy, slain by Agenor
games.]
—[2. A companion of zEneas, slain by Turnus
CLITOR or CLITORIUM (KXelrap : KXeirbpwg:
— 3 . Another companion of zEneas, slain bj
ruins near Mazi), a town in the north of Arcadia,Messapus.]
on ariverof the same name, a tributary of the
[CLONUS, an artist mentioned by Virgil as tha
Aroanius: there was a fountain in the neighbor- maker of a belt presented to PaUas, son of Evan
hood, the waters of which are said to have given der, on which were represented in gold the fifty
to persons who drank of them a dislike for wine. daughters of Danaus.]
(Ov, Met, xv, 322.)
CLOTA ZESTUARIUM (now Frith of Clyde) or
CLITUMNUS (now Ol'immno), a small river inthe western coast of Scotland.
Umbria, springs from a beautiful rock in a grove
OLOTHO.
Vid. MOIRZE.
«f cypress-trees, where was a sanctuary of the
CLUENTIUS HABITUS, A , of Larinum, accused
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CNOSUS.

in B.C. 74 his own step father, Statius Albius to Agamemnon. During her husband's absence
Oppianicus, of having attempted to procure his at Troy she lived in adultery with zEgisthus,
death by poison. Oppianicus was condemned, and on his return to Mycenae she murdered
and it was generally believed that the judges him with the help of zEgisthus.. Vid. A G A M E M
had been bribed by Cluentius. In 66, Cluentius NON. She was subsequently put to death by
was himself accused by young Oppianicus, son her son Orestes, w h o thus avenged the murdei
of Statius Albius, w h o had died in the interval, of his father. For details, vid. ORESTES.
of three distinct acts of poisoning. H e was de[ C L Y T I E (KXvria, Ion. KXvrirj). 1. Daughter
fended by Cicero in the oration still extant.
of Oceanus and Tethys.—2. A female beloved
C L U N I A (ruins on a hill between Coruna del by Apollo, died from grief at the unfaithfulness
Oonde and Pennalba de Castro), a town of theof that god, and was changed by him into a heArevaosa in Hispania Tarraconensis, and a Ro- liotrope.—3. Mother of King Chalcon in the
man colony.
island of Cos.]
C L U P E A or C L Y P E A .
Vid. ASPIS.
' [CLYTIUS (KXvrlog) 1. Son of Laomedon,
C L U S I U M (Cluslnus: n o w Chiusi), one of thebrother of Priam.—2. Son of Alcmaaon and
most powerful of the twelve Etruscan cities, father of Piraeus.—3. Sou of the QSchalian king
situated on an eminence above the River Clanis, Eurytus, slain by zEetes in the Argonautic exand southwest of the L A O U S C L U S I N U S (now pedition.—4. A partisan of Phineus, slain by
Logo di Chiusi) It was more anciently called Theseus.—5. One of the companions of zEneas,
G A M E R S or O A M A R S , whence w e m a y conclude son of zEolus, slain by Turnus. T w o other hethat it was founded by the Umbrian race of the roes of this name are mentioned in the zEneid.]
Camertes. It was the royal residence of Por[ C L Y T Q M B D E S (KXvropqbng), son of Enops,
sena, and in its neighborhood was the celebrated conquered by Nestor in boxing.]
sepulchre of this king in the form of a labyrinth,
[ C L Y T O N E U S (KXvrbvnog), son of King Alclof which such marvellous accounts have come nous, surpassed all his contemporaries in rundown to us. ( Vid. Diet, of Ant, art. L A B Y R I N - ning.]
THUS.) Subsequently Clusium was in alliance
C N E M I S (Kvnpig) a range of mountains on the
with the Romans, by w h o m it was regarded as frontiers of Phocis and Locris, from which the
a bulwark against the Gauls. Its siege by the northern Locriaus were called Wpienemidii. A
Gauls, B.O. 391, led, as is well known, to the branch of these mountains runs out into the sea,
capture of R o m e itself by the Gauls. Clusium forming the promontory C N E M I D E S (KvnpiSeg)
probably became a R o m a n colony, since Pliny with a town of the same name upon it oppospeaks of Clusini Veteres et Novi. In its neigh- site the promontory Oenaaum in Euboaa.
borhood were w a r m baths. (Hor, Ep, i, 15,
C N E P I I (Kvijf) or C N U P H I S (Kvovfig), an Egyptian divinity, worshipped in the form of a sor
pent, and regarded as the creator of the world.
C L U S I U S (now Chiese) a river in Cisalpine
C N I D U S or G N I D U S (Kvlbog: Kvi&wg: ruin»
>aul, a tributary of the Ollius, forming the
at Cape Krio) a celebrated city of Asia Minor,
'"xiundary between the Cenomani and Iusubres.
on the promontory of Triopium, on the coast of
CLUVIUS, a family of Oampanian origin, of
Caria, was a Lacedaemonian colony, and the
•which the most important person was M . C L U chief city of the Dorian Hexapolis. It was
VIUS R U F U S , consul suffectus A.D. 45, and govbuilt partly on the main land ana partly on an
ernor of Spain under Galba, A.D. 69, on whose
island joined to the coast by a causeway, and
death he espoused the cause of Vitellius. H e
had two harbors. It had a considerable comwas an historian, and wrote an account of the
merce ; and it was resorted to by traveUcrs
times of Nero, Galba, Otho, and Vitellius.
from all parts of the civilized world, that they
C L Y M E N E (KXv/iivn) 1. Daughter of Oceamight see the statue of Venus (Aphrodite) by
nus and Tethys, and wife of Iapetus, to w h o m
Praxiteles, which stood in her temple here.
she bore Atlas, Prometheus, and others.—2.
The city possessed also temples of Apollo and
Daughter of Iphis or Minyas, wife of Phylaeus
Neptune (Poseidon.) The great naval defeat
or Cephalus, to w h o m she bore Iphiclus and
of Pisander by Conon (B.O. 394) took place off
Alcimede. According to Hesiod and others, she
Cnidus. A m o n g the celebrated natives of the
was the mother of Phaethon by Helios.—3. A
city were Ctesias, Eudoxus, Sostratus, and
relative of Menelaus and a companion of HeAgatharchides. It is said to have been also
lena, with w h o m she was carried off by Paris.
called, at an early period, Triopia, from its
— [ 4 . Daughter of Catreus, mother of Palamefounder Triopas, and, in later times, Stadia.
des.—5. One of the Nereids enumerated by H o C N O S U S or G N O S U S , subsequently C N O S S U S OI
mer (//., xviii, 47.)]
G N O S S U S (Kvaobg, Tvaoog, Kvoaobg, Tvaaabg:
[ O L Y M E N U S . 1. King of the Minyaa, in OrKvaaiog, Kvaaaiog : n o w Makro Teikho), an au
chomenos; he w a s slain by the Thebans at a
cient town of Crete, and the capital of King Mifestival of Neptune (Poseidon) at Thebes.—2.
nos, was situated in a fertile country on the
Son of Caeneus, king of Arcadia, married EpiRiver CZERATUS (which was originally the name
caste of Argos, by w h o m he had Harpalyce and
of the town), at a short distance from the northseveral other ciildren.—3. A companion of
ern coast. It was at any early time colonized by
S'hineus at the nuptials of Perseus.]
Dorians, and from it Dorian institutions sprea
[ C L Y S O N Y M U S (KXvaavvuog) son of Amphidaover the island. Its power w a s weakened b
mas of Opus, was unintentionally slain by Pathe growing importance of Gortyn and Cydo
6ro»lus, w h o had to seek refuge on this account
nia; and these towns, when united, were raorf
at the aourt of Peleus.]
than a match for Cnosus. Cnosus is frequent
O L Y T Z E M N E S T R A (KXvraipvTJoroa) daughter of
ly mentioned by the poets in consequence of
Tyndareus and Leda, Bister of Castor, and halfI its connection with Minos, Ariadne, the M i
ijter of Pollux ind Helena. She was married I
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BOtaur, aDd the Labyrinth; and the adjective poets to those poetasters w h o annoyed othe/
Onosiua is frequently used as an equivalent to people by reading their productions to them.
Cretan
CCELA (rd KolXa rrjg EvBoiag), " the Hollows
C O B U S or O O H I B U S (Kwfoc), a river of Asia, of Euboaa," the western coast of Euboea, beflowing from the Caucasus into the eastern side tween the promontories Caphareus and Oherof the Euxine.
sonesus, very dangerous to ships: here a part
C O O A L U S (KaKaXog) a mythical king of Sicily,. of the Persianfleetwas wrecked, B.O. 480.
who kindly received Daedalus on hisflightfrom
CCELE (KoiXn) an Attic demus belonging to
Crete; and, [when Minos subsequently came the tribe Hippothoontis, a little w a y beyond the
thither m pursuit of him, put that monarch to Melitian gate at Athens: here Cimon and Thudeath.] According to others, [Minos] was killed cydides were buried.
Ij the daughters of Cocalus.
CCELESYRIA (b KoiXv y,vpla, i. e. Hollow SyrCoccEtus N E R V A .
Vid. N E R V A .
ia) was the name given after the Macedonian
C O C H E (Kaxv) a city on the Tigris, near Cte"- conquest to the great valley (El-Bukaa) between
tiphon.
the two ranges of Mount Lebanon (Libanus
C O C I N T H U M or C O O I N T U M (now Punta di Stilo) and Anti-Libanus), in the south of Syria, bora promontory on the soutieast of Bruttium, in dering upon Phoenicia on the west, aud PalesItaly, with a town of the same name upon it
tine on the south. In the wars between the
COCLES, H O R A T I U S , that is, Horatius the " one- Ptolemies and the Seloucidae, the name was ap
ayed," a hero of the old R o m a n lays, is said to plied to the whole of the southern portion of
aave defended the Sublieian bridge along with Syria, which became subject for some time to
Sp. Lartius and T. Herminius against the whole the kings of Egypt; but, under the Romans.
Etruscan army under Porsena, while the Ro- when Phoenicia and Judaea were m a d e distinct
mans broke down the bridge behind them. provinces, the name of Ccelesyria was confined
W h e n the work was nearly finished Horatius to Ccelesyria proper, together with the district
sent back his two companions. A s soon as the east of ADti Libanus, about Damascus, and a
bridge was quite destroyed, he plunged into the portion of Palestine east of the Jordan; and
stream and s w a m across to the city in safety this is the most usual meaning of the term,
amid the arrows of the enemy. The state rais- Under the later emperors it was considered as
ed a Btatue to his honor, which was placed in a part of Phoenicia, and was called Phceuice
the comitium, and allowed him as m u c h land as Libanesia. The country was for the most part
he could plough round in one day. Polybius fertile, especially the eastern district about the
relates that Horatius defended the bridge alone, River Chrysorrhoas: the valley of Ccelesyria
and perished iu the river.
proper was watered by the Leontes. The inCOOOSSATES, a people in Aquitania in Gaul, habitants were a mixed people of Syrians, PhoeJlentioned along with the Tarbelli.
nicians, and Greeks, called Syrophcenicians (ZtiC O C Y L I U M (KOKVXWV)
an zEolian city in M y - poipolviKeg).
tett, whose inhabitants (KoKvXlrai) are mention- CCBLETZS or CCELALETZS, a people of Thrace,
ed by Xenophon, but which was abandoned be- divided into Majores aud Minores, in the district
fore Pliny's time.
CCELETICA, between the Hebrus and the Gulf of
C O O Y T U S (KuKvrog) a river in Epirus, a tribu- Melas.
tary of the Acheron. Like the Acheron, the
CCELIUS.
Vid. CZSLIUS.
Cocytus was supposed to be connected witi the
CCELOSSA (KoiXaaoa) a mountain in the Sicylower world, and hence came to be described as onian territory, near Phlius, an offshoot of the
a river in the lower world. H o m e r (Od., x, Arcadian mountain Cyllene.
613) m a k e the Cocytus a tributary of the Styx;
COELUS (KolXog Xifujv) or CCELA (KolXa) a seabut Virgil (JEn, vi, 295) represents the Ache- port town in the Thracian Chersonese, near
ron 'as flowing into the Cocytus.
which was the Kvvbg or/pa, or the grave of HecC O D A N U S SINUS, the southwestern part of the uba.
Vid. O Y N O S S E M A .
Baltic, whence tie Danish islands are called
CCENUS (Kolvog) son-in law of Parmenion,
CODANONIA.
one of the ablest generals of Alexander the
CODOMANNUS. Vid. DARIUS.
Great, died on the Hyphasis, B.C. 327.
C O D R U S (Koopoc). 1. Son of Melanthus, and
C C E N Y R A (Kolvvpa) a place in the island Thalast king of Athens. W h e n the Dorians invad- sos, opposite Samothrace.
ed Attica from Peloponnesus (about B.C. 1068
[ C C E R A N U S (Koipajioe). 1. A Lycian, slain by
according to mythical chronology), an oracle Ulysses in the Trojan war.—2. Charioteer of
declared that they should be victorious if the Meriones, slain by Hector.—3. A Stoic philosofife of the Attic king was spared. Codrus there-pher, flourished in the reign of the Emperor
upon resolved to sacrifice himself for his coun- Nero.]
try. H e entered the camp of the enemy in dis[CCEUS (Kolog), son of Uranus (Ccelus) and
guise, commenced quarrelling with the soldiers, Gaaa (Terra), one of the most powerful of the
and was slain in the dispute. W h e n the Dori Titans.]
aus discovered the death of the Attic king, they
C O E S (Kaijg) of Mytilene, dissuaded Darius
returned home. Tradition adds, that as no one Hystaspis, in his Scythian expedition, from
was thought worthy to succeed such a patriotic breaking up his bridge of boats over the Danube.
king, the kingly dignity was abolished, and Me- For this good counsel he was rewarded by Dadon, son of Codrus, was appointed archon for life rius with the tyranny of Mytilene. O n the
instead.—2. A R o m a n poet,ridiculedby Virgil. breaking out of the Ionian revolt, B.C. 501, he
Juvenal also speaks of a wretched poet of the was stoned to death by the Mytileneeans.
same name. The name is probably fictitious, [ C O L A N I O A (now Lanark) a city of Ihe D a m
and appears to have been applied by the R o m a n nii in Britannia Barbara.]!
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C O L U M E I LA, L. J U N I U S .

JJOLIIIS (KbXaip in Dion Cass.: L O W Kulpa) a51, when a Roman colony was planted in the
river in Pannonia,flowsinto the Savus: on it town by the Emperor Claudius, at the instigation
of his wife Agrippina, who was born here, and
dwelt the COLAPIANI.
from whom it derived its new name. Its inhabCOLOHIS (KoXxtg: KbXxog) a country of Asia,.
[comprising the modern Mingrelia and part of itants received the jus Italicum. It soon became
a large andflourishingcity, and was the capital
Imireti], bounded on the west by the Euxine, on
the north by the Oaucasua, on the east by Iberia; of Lower Germany. At Cologne there are still
on the south and southwest the boundaries were several Roman remains,, an ancient gate with the
somewhat indefinite, and were often considered inscription C. C. A. A,, i. e, Colonia Claudia
Augusta Agrippinensis, the foundations of the
to extend as far as Trapeius (now Trebizond).
The land of Colchis (or zEa) and its river Phasis Roman walls, &a.
C O L O N I A EQUESTRIS.
Vid N O V I O D U N U M .
are famous in the Greek mythology. Vid A R GONAUTS. The name of Colchis is first mentioned COLONUS (KoXavbg: KoXavevg, -vlrng, -vidrng)
by zEschylus and .Pindar. The historical ac- a demus of Attica, belonging to the tribe zEgeis,
quaintance of the Greeks with the country may afterward to the tribe Antiochis, ten stadia, or a
be ascribed to the commerce of the Milesians. little more than a mile, northwest of Athens;
It was a very fertile country, and yielded tim- near the Academy, lying on and round a hill;
ber, pitch, hemp,flax,and wax, as articles of celebrated for a temple of Neptune (Poseidon)
commerce ; but it was most famous for its man- (hence called KoXavog "lirtreiog), a grove of the
ufactures of linen, on account of which, and of Eumenides, and the tomb of OMpus. Sophocles,
certain physical resemblances, Herodotus sup- who was a native of this demus, has described
posed the Colchians to have been a colony from the scenery and religious associations of the spot
Egypt. The laud was governed by its native in his GMipus Coloneus. There was a hill at
princes until Mithradates Eupator made it sub- Athens called Colonus Agoraaus (KoXavbg b
ject to the kingdom of Pontus. After the Mith- dyopalog)
C O L O P H O N (KoXqtpav : ruins at Zille) one of
radatic war it was overrun by the Romans, but
they did not subdue it till the time of Trajan. the twelve Ionian cities of Asia Minor, was said
Under the later emperors the country was called to have been founded by Mopsus, a grandson of
Lazica, from the name of one of its principal Tiresias. It stood about two miles from the
coast, on the River Halesus, which was famous
tribes, the Lazi.
COLIAS (KaXidg), a promontory on the westernfor the coldness of its water, between Lebedus
coast of Attica, twenty stadia south of Phalerum, and Ephesus, one hundred and twenty stadia
with a temple of Aphrodite, where 6ome of the (twelve geographical miles) from the former, and
Persian, ships were cast after the battle of Sa- seventy stadia (seven geograpieal miles) from the
lamis. Colias is usually identified with the latter: its harbor was ealled Notium. It was
cape called the Three Towers, (Tpelg Hvpyoi)one of the most powerful members of the Ionian
but it ought to be placed southeast, near "Aylogconfederacy, possessing a considerablefleetand
excellent cavalry; but it suffered greatly in war,
Koopdg.
being taken at different times by the Lydians,
COLLATIA (Collatinus). 1. (Now Castellaccio),
a Sabine town in Latium, near therightbank the Persians, Lysimachus, and the Cilician pi
of the Anio, taken by Tarquinius Priseus.—2. A rates. It was made a free city by the Romans
town in Apulia, only mentioned under the em- after their war with Antiochus the Great. Besides claiming to be the birth-place of Homer,
pire.
COLLATINUS, L. TARQUINIUS, son of Egerius, and Colophon was the native city of Mimnermus,
nephew of Tarquinius Priseus, derived the sur- Hermesianax, and Nicander. It was also celename Collatinusfromthe town Collatia, of which brated for tie oracle of ApoRo Clarius in its
his father had been appointed governor. H e neighborhood. Vid. CLARUS.
was married to Lucretia, and it was, the rape of COLOSSZE (KoXoaaai, afterward KoXaaoal: Kothe latter by Sextus Tarquinius that led to the Xooanvbg, Strab, KoXoooaevg, N e w Testamentdethronement of Tarquinius Superbus. Collati- ruins at Khonas) a city of Great Phrygia, on the
nus and L. Junius Brutus were thefirstconsuls; River Lyeus, once of great importance, but so rebut, as the people could not endure tbe rule of duced by the rise of tie neighboring cities of Laany of the hated race of the Tarquins, Collatinus odicea and Hierapolis that the later geographers
resigned his office, and retired from Rome to La- do not even mention it and it might have been
forgotten but for its place in the early history
vinium.
of the Christian Church. In the Middle Ages it
COLLINA PORTA. Vid. R O M A .
was called Xavai, and hence the modern name
COLLYTUS (KoXXvrbg, also KoXvrrog: KoXXvrevg) a demus in Attica, belonging to the tribeof the village on its site.
zEgeis, was included within the walls of Athens, COLOTES (KoXarng). 1. Of Lampsacus, a hearand formed one of the districts into which the er of Epicurus, against w h o m Plutarch wrote two
city was divided: it was the demus of Plato, and of his works.—2. A sculptor of Paros, flourished
B.C. 444, and assisted Phidias in executing the
the residence of Timon the misanthrope.
C O L O E (KoXbn) a lake in Lydia, generally colossus of Jupiter (Zeus) at Olympia.—[3. A
painter of Teos, a contemporary andrivalof Ticalled Gygea. Vid GYGZEA PALUS.]
CSLONZS (KoXavai), a small town in the Troad,manthes, B.C. 396.]
" mentioned in. Greek iistory, but destroyed before COLUMELLA, L. JUNIUS M O D E R A T U S , a rative of
Gades in Spain and a contemporary of Seneca,
the time of Pliny.
COLONIA AGRIPPINA or AGRIPPINENSIS (now W e have no particulars of his life; it appears,
Cologne on the Rhine); originally the chief townfrom his own account, that at some period of hia
life-he visited Syria and Cilicia; but Rome apof the Ubii, and called Oppidum or Civitas Ubioram. was a place of small importance till A.D.pears to have been his ordinary residence. H «
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COMUM.

wrote a 'vo'A: upon agriculture (De Re Rastiex),
dence in him. H e was sent by Caesar to fliit
in twelF* Iwoks, which is still extant. It treats ain to accompany the ambassadors of the Brfc
not only of agrieult ure proper, but of the culti ish states on their return to their native coun
vation of th a vine and the olive, of gardening, oftry, but he was cast into chains by the Britons,
rearing cattle, of bees, Ac. The tenth book, and was not released till the Britors had been
which treats of gardening, is composed in dacty- defeated by Caesar, and found it expedient to sue
lic hexameters, and forms a sort of supplement for peace. In B.O. 52 he joined the other Gauls
to the Georgics. There is also extant a work in their great revolt against the Romans, and
De Arboribus, in one book. The style of Colucontinued in arms even after the capture of Alemella is easy and ornate. The best edition of his sia.
works k by Schneider, in the Scriptores Rei Rus-C O M M O D U S , L. CEIONIUS, was adopted by H a
licc. 4 vols. 8vo, Lips, 1794.
drian, A.D. 186, when he took the name of L
COLUJINZE HEROULIS.

Vid. A B Y L A , CALPE.

ZELIUS V E R U S O/ESAR.

His health was weak; he

COI.UIHUS (KbXovBog) a Greek epic poet of died on thefirst<if January, 138, and was interrea
Lycopohs in Egypt, lived at the beginning of in the mausoleum of Hadrian. His son, L. Aure
the siv M century of our era. H e is the author lius Verus, was the colleague of Antoninus Pius
of an extant poem on "the Rape of Helen" in the empire. Vid. V E R U S .
('EHei i r dpTrayrj), consisting of three hundred and
C O M M O D U S , L. AURELIUS, Roman emperor A.D
niueh two hexameter lines. Edited by Bekker, 180-192, son of M. Aurelius and the youngei
Beii,' 816, and Schaefer, Lips, 1826.
Faustina, was born at Lanuvium 161, and was
[C> '.YMBAS (KolvpBdg) one of the daughtersthus scarcely twenty when he succeeded to the
of Pj .-us. Vid. PIERIDES.]
empire. H e was an unworthy son of a noble
C • .YTTUS. Vid. COLLYTUS.
father. Notwithstanding the great care which
C J A N A (Kbpava). 1. 0. Pontica (ruins at his father had bestowed upon his education, he
Gui Anik) aflourishingcity of Pontus, upon the turned out one of the most sanguinary and licenRiver Ins, celebrated for its temple of Diana tious tyrants that ever disgraced a throne. It
(Artemis) Taurica, the foundation of which tra was after the suppression of the plot against his
dition ascribed to Orestes. The high-priests of life, which had been organized by his sister Luthis temple took rank next after the king, and cilla, 183, that hefirstgave uncontrolled sway
their domain was increased by Pompey after the to his ferocious temper. H e resigned the govMithradatic war.—2. CAPPADOOIZE, or 0. C H R Y S E ernment to various favorites, who followed each
(now Bust in) lay in a narrow valley of the Anti- other in rapid succession (Perennis, Oleander,
Taurus, in Cataonia, and was also celebrated forLaatus, and Eclectus), and abandoned himself
a temple of Diana (Artemis) Taurica, the found-without interruption to the most shameless deation of which was likewise ascribed by tradition bauchery. But he was at the same time the
to Orestes.
slave of the most childish vanity, and sought to
[ C O M A R U S (Kbuapog), a harbor of Epirus, on
gain popular applause byfightingas a gladiator,
.. the Ambranius Sinus, in the district of Molossis.]and slew many thousands of wild beasts in the
C O M B R E A (KuuBpeLa) a town in the Macedonian amphitheatre with bow and spear. In consequence
district of Crossaaa.
of these exploits he assumed the name of Hercu[COMETES (Kopjjrng) 1. Father of the Argoles, and demanded that he should be worshipped
naut Asterion—2. One of the Lapithae, slain atas that god, 191. In the following year his conthe marriage festival of Pirithous.]
cubine Marciafoundon his tablets, while he waB
COMINIUM, a town in Samnium, destroyed by asleep, that she was doomed to perish, along
the Romans in the Samnite wars.
with Laatus and Eclectus, and other leading men
[COMINIUS, P. 1. A Roman knight, who, with in the slate. She forthwith administered poison
bis brother L. or 0, accused 0. Cornelius of ma- to him; but, as its operation was slow, Narcissus,
jestas, B.C. 66: the matter did not come to trial,a celebrated athlete, was introduced, and by him
but next year they renewed the accusation, and Commodus was strangled on the 31st of DecemCornelius, who was defended by Cicero, was acber, 192.
quitted. The speech delivered by Cominius was
OOMNENA.
Vid. A N N A C O M N E N A .
extant in the time of Aseonius, who praises it; C O M P L U T U M (now Alcala de Henares) a town
Cominius is also well spoken of by Cicero as a of the Carpetani in Hispania Tarraconensis, belively and clear speaker.—2. One of Caasar's offi- tween Segovia and Bilbilis.
cers, taken prisoner near Thapsus, in crossing
C O M P S A (Compsanus: now Conza) a town of
over to Africa, B.C. 47.]
the Hirpini in Samnium, near the sources of the
C O M M A G E N E (Kou/iaynv?j), the northeasternAufidus.
most district of Syria, was bounded on the east C O M U M (Comensis: now Como), a town in
and southeast by the Euphrates, on the north Gallia Cisalpina, at the southern extremity of
and northwest by the Taurus, and on the south the western branch of the Lacus Larius (now
by Cyrrhestiee. It formed a part of the Greek Logo di Como) It was originally a town of the
kingdom of Syria, after the fall of which it main-Insubrian Gauls, and was colonized by Pomtained its independence under a race of kings who peius Strabo, by Cornelius Seipio, and by Julius
appear to have been a branch of the family of the Caesar. Caasar settled there six thousand colSeleucidae, and was not united to the Roman onists, among whom were five hundred distin
Empire till thefeignof Vespasian. Under Con- guished Greek families; and this.new populastantine, if not earlier, it was made a part oftion so greatly exceeded the number of the old
Cyrrhestiee. The district was remarkableforitsinhabitants, that the town was called Novum
rtility.
Comum, a name, however, which it did not reCOMMIUS, king of the Atrebates, was advanced tain. C o m u m was a place of importance, and
to that dignity by Caasar, who had great oonfi- carried on considerable commerce with tht
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north. It was celebrated for its iron manufac- matician and astronomer, lived in the time oi
tories: it was the birth-place of the younger the Ptolemies Philadelphus and Euergetes (B
0. 283-222), and was the friend o Archimedes
Pliuy.
[ C O M U S (Kapog), in later antiquity god of fes- w h o praises him in the highest terms. None
tive mirth and ioy, was represented as a winged of his works are preserved.—4. A grammarian
of the age of Augustus, author of a w.rk entiyouth.]
[ C O N O A N I , a people of Hispania among the tled Ainyjjaeig, a collection offiftynarratives reCantabri; said by Horace to delight in the blood lating to the mythical and heroic period. A n
cf horses (Od, 8, 4, 34): their chief city w a s epitome of the work is preserved by Photius.
—[Editions.- B y Teucher, Lips, 1802; and by
Ooneaha (now Santillana or Onis)]
C O N C O R D I A , a R o m a n goddess, the personifi- Westermann in Scriptores Poetice Historias
cation of concord, had several temples at Rome. Greci, Brunsvigaa, 1843.]
C O N O P A (Kavoira : Kavartevg, -irlrng, iraioe),
The earliest was built by Camillus in c o m m e m oration of the reconciliation between the patri- a village in zEtolia, on the Aehelous, enlarged
cians and plebeians, after the enactment of the by Arsinoe, wife of Ptolemy II, and called after
Licinian rogations, B.O.' 367. In this temple her name.
C O N S E N T E S D n , the twelve Etruscan gods
the senate frequently met. Concordia is represented on coins as a matron, holding in her w h o formed the council of Jupiter. They conleft hand a cornucopia, and in her right either sisted of six male and six female divinities: w e
do not know the names of all of them, but it is
an olive branch or a patera.
O O N D A T E , the n a m e of m a n y Celtic towns, certain that Juno, Minerva, Summanus, Vulcan,
said to be equivalent in meaning to Confluentes, Saturn, and Mars were among them.
C O N S E N T I A (Consentlnus: n o w Cosenza) chief
i. e, the union of two rivers.
town of the Bruttii on the River Crathis: here
[CONDIVIONUM.
Vid. N A M N E T E S . ]
[ C O N D O O H A T E S , a navigable tributary of the Alaric died.
CONSENTIUS, P., a R o m a n grammarian, prob
Ganges in India intra Gangem.]
CoNDRtisi, a German people m Gallia Belgica, ably flourished in thefifthcentury of the Christhe dependents of the Treviri, dwelt between tian era, and is the author of two extant gramthe Eburones and the Treviri in the district of matical works, one published in the CoUeetion
of grammarians by Putscbius, Hanov, 1606 (Be
Condros, on the Maas and Ourthe.
C O N F L U E N T E S (now Coblenz), a town in Ger-Buabus Partibus Orationis, Nomine et Verbo),
many, at the confluence of the Moselle and the and the other (Be Barbarismis et Metaplasmis)
by Buttmann, Berol, 1817.
Rhine.
[CONII, a people of Hispania, west of the Co- CONSIDIUS L O N G U S , C. 1. Propraetor in Africa,
left his province shortly before the breaking out
lumnae Herculis.]
[ C O N I M B R I G A (now Coimbra), a town of Lusi- of the civil war B.C. 49, intrusting the government to Q. Ligarius. H e returned to Africa
tania.]
C O N I S A L U S (Koviaalog), a deity worshipped soon afterward, and held A d r u m e t u m for the
Pompeian party. After the defeat of the Pomat Athens along with Priapus.
[CONISTORGIS (Koviarapyig), the ancient capi-peians at Thapsus, he attempted to fly into
Mauretania, but was murdered by the Gaetulital of the Conii in Lusitania.]
ans.—[2. Q. C. G A L L U S , a contemporary of
[ C O N N A , C O N N L , or C O N I U M (Kovlov irbXig,
Hierocl, not far from the modern Altun-Tash), Cicero, one of the judges in the case of Verres.
praised by Cieero for his integrity and knowla city of Phrygia Palatiana.]
C O N O N (Kbvav). 1. A distinguished Athenian edge of law.—3. P., served under Caasar in hia
general, held several important commands in first campaign in Gaul, B.O. 58, and is spoken
tie latter part of the Peloponnesian war. After of as an experienced soldier.]
[ O O N S I L I N U M (now Consignano), a city of the
the defeat of the Athenians by Lysander at /Egos
Potami (B.O. 405), Conon, w h o was one of the Bruttii, north of Locri.]
generals, escaped with eight ships, and took ref- CONSTANS, youngest of the three sons of Conuge witi Evagoras in Cyprus, where he remain- stantine the Great and Fausta, received after
ed for some years. H e was subsequently ap- his father's death (A.D. 337) Illyricum, Italy,
pointed to the command of the Persian fleet and Africa as his share of the empire. After
along with Pharnabazus, and in this capacity successfully resisting his brother Constantine,
was able to render the most effectual service w h o was slain in invading his territory (340),
to his native country. In 394 he gained a de- Constans became master of the whole W e s t
cisive victory over Pisander, the Spartan ad- His weak and profligate character rendered him
miral, off Cnidus. After clearing the zEgean an object of contempt, and he w a s slain in 350
of the Spartans, he returned to Athens in 393,by the soldiers of the usurper M A G N E N T I U S .
1. Daughter of Constantius
and commenced restoring the long walls and the CONSTANTIA.
Chlorus and half sister of Constantine the
fortifications, of Piraeus. W h e n the Spartans
opened their negotiations with Tiribazus, the Great, married to Licinius, the colleague of
Persian satrap, Conon was sent by the Atheni- Constantine in the empire.—2. Daughter of
ans to counteract the intrigues of Antalcidas, Constantius II. and grand-daughter of Constaubut was thrown into prison by Tiribazus. Ac- tine the Great married the Emperor Gratian.
CONSTANTIA, the name of several cities, all of
cording tf soflre accounts, he was sent into the
interior o Asia, and there put to death; but which are either of little consequence, or better
known
by other names. 1. In Cyprus, named
according to the most probable account, he
escaped to Cyprus, where he died.—2. Son of after Constantius (vid. SALAMIS). 2. In PhoeTimotheus, grandson of the preceding, lived nicia, after the same (vid. A N T A R A D O S ) . 3. I H
about 318.—3. Of Samos, a distinguished mathe- Palestine, the port of G A Z A , named after th»
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mister of Oonstahtine the Great anil also Called Verona, he is said to have Been in the sky »
Majuma. 4. In Mesopotamia.
Vid. ANTONI- luminous cross with the inscription iv rovri/,
NOPOLIS.

V'IKO, B Y THIS, C O N Q U E R ; and

on the night be-

CONSTANTINA, daughter of Constantine the fore the last and decisive battle with MaxenGreat and Fausta, married to Hannibalianus, tius, a vision is said to have appeared to Conand after the death of the latter to Gallus Caesar. stantine in his sleep, bidding him inscribe the
CONSTANTINA, the city. Vid. CIRTA.
shields of his soldiers with the saered monogram
CONSTANTLNOPOLIS (Kavoravrivov irbXig : now
of the name of Christ. The tale of the cross
Constantinople) built on the site of the ancient
seems to have grown out of that of the vision,
BYZANTIUM by Oonstantine the Great, who call- and even the latter is not entitled to credit It
ed it after his own name, and made it the capi- was Oonstantine's interest to gain the affections
tal of the Roman empire. It was solemnly con- of his numerous Christian subjects in his strugsecrated A.D. 330. It was built in imitation of gle with hisrivals;and it was probably only
Rome. Thus it covered seven hills, was di- self-interest which led him atfirstto adopt
vided into fourteen regiones, and was adorned Christianity. But, whether sincere or not in his
with various buildings in imitation of the capi- conversion, his conduct did little credit to the
tal of the Western world. Its extreme length religion which he professed. The miracle of
was about three Roman miles; and its walls his conversion was commemorated by the imincluded eventually a circumference of thirteen perial standard of the Labarum, at the summit
or fourteen Roman miles. It continued the of which was the monogram of the name of
sapital of the Roman empire in the East till its Christ. Constantine, by his victory over Maxcapture by the Turks in 1453. A n account of entius, became the sole master of the West
its topography and history does not fall within Meantime important events took place iu the
the scope of the present work.
East. On the death of Galerius in 311, LiciniCONSTANTINUS. 1. I. Surnamed " the Great," us and Maximinus had divided the East beRoman emperor A.D. 306-337, eldest son of tween them ; but in 313 a war broke out bethe Emperor Constantius Ghlorns and Helena, tween them, Maximinus was defeated, and died
was born A.D, 272, at Naissus (now Nissa), a at Tarsus. Thus there were only two empertown in Upper Moasia. H e was early trained to ors left, Licinius in the East and Constantine in
arms, and served with great distinction under the West; and between them also war broke
Galerius in the Persian war. Galerius became out in 314, although Licinius had married in the
jealous of him and detained him for some time preceding year Constantia, the half-sister of
in the East; but Constantine at last contrived Constantine. Licinius was defeated at Cibalis
to join his father in Gaul just in time to accom- in Pannonia and afterward at Adrianople. Peace
pany him to Britain on his expedition against was then concluded on condition that Liciniu
the Picts, 806; His father died at York in the should resign to Constantine Illyricum, Macesame year, and Constantine laid claim to a donia, and Achaia, 314. This peace continued
share of the empire. Galerius, who dreaded a undisturbed for nine years, during which time
struggle with the brave legions of the West, Constantine was frequently engaged in war
acknowledged Constantine as master of the with the barbarians on the Danube and the
countries beyond the Alps, but with the titleRhine. In these wars his son Crispus greatly
cf Caesar only. The commencement of Con- distinguished himself. In 323 the war between
stantine's reign, however, is placed in this year,Constantine and Licinius was renewed. Licinthough he did not receive the title of Augustus ius was again defeated in two great battles,
till 308. Constantine took up his residence at first near Adrianople, and again at Chalcedon.
Treviri (now Treves) where the remains of his H e surrendered himself to Constantine on conpalace are still extant. H e governed with jus- dition of having hisfifespared, but he was shorttice andfirmness,beloved by his subjects, and ly afterward put to death at Thessalonica by orfeared by the neighboring barbarians. It was der of Constantine. Constantine was now sole
not long, however, before he became involved master of the empire. H e resolved to remove
in war with hisrivalsin the empire. In the the seat of empire to Byzantium, which he callsame year that he had been acknowledged Caa- ed after his own name Constantinople, or the
sar (806), Maxentius, the son of Maximian, had city of Constantine. The new city was solemn
seized the imperial power at Rome. Constan- ly dedicated in 330. Constantine reigned in
tine entered into a close alliance with Maxen- peace for the remainder of his life. In 325 he
ius by marrying his sister Fausta. But in 310 supported the orthodox bishops ai the great
Maximian formed a plot against Constantine, Christian council of Nicaaa (Nice), which conand was put to death by his son-in-law at Mas- demned the Arian doctrine by adopting the
silia. Maxentius resented the death of his fa- word bpoovaiov. In 324 he put to death hi
ther, and began to make preparations to attack eldest son Crispus on a charge of treason, th
Constantine in Gaul. Constantine anticipated truth of which, however, seems very douttful
his movements, and invaded Italy at the head H e died in May, 337, and was haptized shortly
of a large amry. The struggle was brought to before his death by Eusebius. His three song
a close by the defeat of Maxentius at the village Oonstantine, Constantius, and Constans sucof Saxa Rubra, near Rome, on the 27th of Octo- ceeded him in the empire.—2. II. Roman ember, 812. Maxentius tried to escape over the peror 337-340, eldest of the thr.e^ sons of ConMilvian bridge into Rome, but perished in the stantine the Great by Fausta, received Gaul,
river. It was in this campaign that Constan- Britain, Spain, and part of Africa at his father's
tine is said to have been converted to Christian- death. Dissatisfied with his share of the em
ity. On his march to Rome, either at Autuu in pire, he made war upon his younger brothel
Gaul, oi near Andemaoh on the Rhine, or at Constans, who governed Italy, but was defeat
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ed and Blain- near Aquileia.—3. A usurper, w h o ,Oonstantine in 411, and also fought suctessfully
essumed the purple iu Britain in the reign of against the barbarians. H e w a s rewarded for
Arcadius and Honorius, 407. H e also obtained these services with the hand of Placidia. the sispossession of Gaul and Spain, and took up his ter of Honorius.. In 421 he was declared Augusresidence in the iormc country. H e reigned tus by Honorius, but died in the seventh month i
four years, but was defeated in 411 by Constan- of his reign.
'
tius, the general of Honorius, was taken prisoner CONSUS, an ancient R o m a n divinity, w h o was
apd carried to Ravenna; wiere he was put to identified by some in later times with Neptune.
death.—4. Constantine is likewise the name of Hence Livy (i, 9) calls him Neptunus Equestria.
m a n y of the later emperors of Constantinople. H e was regarded by some as tie god of secret
Of these Constantine VII. Porphyrogenitus, deliberations, but he was most probably a god
w h o reigned 911-959, was celebrated for his of the lower world. Respecting his festival of
literary works, m a n y of which have come down the Consualia, vid. Bid. of Ant, s. v.
to us.
[CONTESTANI, a people of- Hispania TarraconenC O N S T A N T I U S . 1. I. Surnamed C H L O E U S , "the sis, in the eastern part of modern Murcia and
pale," R o m a n emperor A.D. 305-306, was the western part of Valencia: in their territory lay
son of Eutropius, a noble Dardanian, and of Carthago Nova.]
Claudia, daughter of Crispus, brother of ClauCONTREBIA, one of the chief towns of the Celti
dius II. H e was one of the two Caesars ap- beri in Hispania Tarraconensis, southeast of Sarpointed by Maximian and Diocletian in 292, agossa.
and received the government of Britain, Gaul,
CONVENZE, a people in Aquitania near the Pyrand Spain, with Treviri (now Treves) as his resi-enees and on both sides of the Garumna, a mixed
dence. A t the same time he married Theodora, race which had served under Sertorius, and were
the daughter of the wife of Maximian, divorcing settled in Aquitania by Pompey. They possessed
for that purpose his wife Helena. A s Caesar he the Jus Latu. Their chief town was L U G D U N U M
rendered the empire important services. His (now St. Bertrand de Comminges) situated on a
first effort was to reunite Britain to the empire,solitary rock: in its neighborhood were celebrawhich, after the murder of Carausius, was gov- ted warm, baths, A Q U Z S C O N V E N A R U M (now Bagerned by Allectus. After a struggle of three neres)
years (293-296) with Allectus, Constantius
Gopj£ (Kanai: Kanaievg : near Topoglia) an
established his authority in Britain. H e was ancient town in Bceotia, on the northern side of
equally successful against the Alemanm, w h o m , the Lake Copais, whici derived its name from
he defeated with great loss. U p o n the abdica- this place. It was originally situated on an isltion of Diocletian and Maximian in 306, Con- and in the lake, which island was subsequently
stantius and Galerius became the August! connected with the main land by a mole.
Constantius died fifteen months afterward (July,
C O P A I S (Kairalg Xluvn), a lake in Boaotia, and
306), at Eboracum (now York), in Britain, on an the largest lake in Greece, formed chiefly by tho
expedition against the Picts, in which he was River Cephisus, the waters of which are emptied
accompanied by his son Constantine, afterward into the Euboean Sea by several subterraneous
the Great, w h o succeeded him in his share of canals, called Kataboihra by the modern Greeks.
the government.—2. II. R o m a n emperor 337- The lake was originally called CEPHISIS, under
361, third son of Constantine the Great by his which n a m e it occurs in Homer, and subsequentsecond wife Fausta. O n the death of his fa- ly different parts of it were called after the
ther in 337, he received the East as his share towns situated on it, Haliartus, Orchomenus,
of the empire. U p o n his accession he became Onchestus, Oopaa, <fec.; but the name Copais
involved in a serious war with the Persians, eventually became the most common, because
which was carried on with a few interruptions near Oopaa the waters of the lake are the deepduring the greater part of his reign., This war est and are never dried up. In the summer the
prevented him from taking any part in the strugr greater part of the lake is dry, and becomes a
gle between his brothers Constantine and Con- green meadow, in which cattle are pastured.
stans, which ended in the defeat and death of The eels of this lake were much prized in anthe former, and the accession of the latter to tiquity, and they retain their celebrity in modern
the sole empire of the West, 340. After the times.
death of Constans in 350, Constantius marched
C O P H E N or C O P H E S (Kaipijv, Arrian, Kupnc,
into the -West in order to oppose Magnentius Strab.: now Cabul) the only grand tributary river
aDd Vetranio, both of w h o m had assumed the which flows into the Indus from the west. It
purple. Vetranio submitted to Constantius, and was the boundary between India and Ariana
Magnentius wasfinallycrushed in 353. Thus
COPONIUS, C , praetor B.O. 49, fought on the
the whole empire again became subject to one side of P o m p e y ; he was proscribed by the triruler. In 354 Constantius put to deati his cous- umvirs in 43, but his wife obtained his pardon
in Gallus, w h o m he had left in command of the from Antony by the sacrifice of her honor.
East, while he marched against the usurpers in
C O P R A T E S (Koirpdrng: n o w Abzal), a river of
the W e s t In 866 Constantius m a d e Julian, Susiana,flowingfrom the north into the Pasitigri*
the brother of Gallus, Caesar, and sent him into on its western side.
Gaul to oppose the barbarians. In 360 Julian
C O P R E U S (Koirpebg), son of Pelops, who, after
was proclaimed Augustus by the soldiers at murdering Iphitus, fled from Elis to Mycenaa,
Paris. Constantius prepared for war and set where he was purified by Eurystheus.
out for Europe, but died on his march in Cilicia, C O P T O S (KO7TTOC : ruins at Kofi), a city of the
862. H e was succeeded by Julian.—3. III. A Thebais or Upper Egypt, lay a little to the east
distinguished general of Honorius, emperor of of the Nile, some distance below Thebes. Unthe West A.D. 421. H e defeated the usurper der the Ptolemies it was the central point ot
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the commerce with Arabia and India, by way of king Alcinous. The island is said to have als*
Berenice and Myos Hormos. It was destroyed borne the name of D R E P A N E (Aperravn) or the
by Diocletian, but again became a considerable " Sickle," in ancient times. About B.O. 700 it waa
place. The neighborhood was celebrated for its colonized by the Corinthians under Chersicrates,
emeralds and other precious stones, and produced one of the Bacchiadaa, w h o drove out the Libur
also a light wine.
nians, w h o were then inhabiting the island. It
C O R A (Coranus: n o w Cori), an ancient town in soon became rich and powerful by its extensive
Latium, in the Volscian Mountains, southeast of commerce; it founded m a n y colonies on the oppoVeiitraa, said to have been founded by the Argive site coast, Epidamnus, Apollonia, Leucaa, AnacCorax. A t Cori there are remains of Oyclopian torium; and it exercised such influence in the
walls and of an ancient temple.
Ionian and Adriatic Seas as to become a formiC O R A O E S I U M (KopaKTJoiov : n o w Alaya), a very
dablerivalto Corinth. Thus the two states early
strong city of Cilicia Aspera, on the borders of became involved in war, and about B.O. 664 a
Pamphylia, standing upon a steep rock, and battle was fought between theirfleets,which is
possessing a good harbor. It w a s the only memorable as the most ancient sea-fight on replace in Cilicia which opposed a successful re- cord. A t a later period, Corcyra, by invoking
sistance to Alexander, and, after its strength the aid of Athens against the Corinthians, became
had been tried more than once in the wars of one of the proximate causes of the Peloponnesian
the Seleueidaa, it became at last the head-quar- war, 431. Shortly afterward her power declined
ters of the Cilieian pirates, and was taken by in consequence of civil dissensions, in which both
Pompey.
the aristoeratical and popular parties were
[ C O R A L I U S (KopdXwg, also Kovdpiog) 1. A guilty of the most horrible atrocities against each
river of Thessaly,flowinginto the Peneus.—2. A other. A t last it became subject to the Roriver of Bceotia, near CoronSa, flowing into the mans with the rest of Greece. Corfu is at presCopais Lacus.]
ent one of the seven Ionian islands under the
CORASSIZS (Kopaaalat) a group of small islands protection of Great Britain, and the seat of govin the Icarian Sea, southwest of Icaria. They ernment.
must not be confounded, as they often are, with
C O R C Y R A N I G R A (now Curzola, in Slavonic
the islands C O R S E S or CORSIZS (Kbpceai or Kop- Karkar), an island off the coast of Illyricum, suraiai) off the Ionian coast, and opposite the prom-named the "Black" on account of its numerous
ontory Ampelos in Samo3.
forests, to distinguish it from the more celebrated
C O R A X (KopaJ), a Sicilian rhetorician, w h o ac-Corcyra. It contained a Greek town of the same
quired so m u c h influence over the citizens b y his name, founded by Onidos.
oratorical powers that he became the leading
C O R D U B A (now Cordova), one of the largest citm a n in Syracuse after the expulsion of Thrasybu- ies in Spain, and the capital of Baatica, on the
lus, B.O. 467. H e wrote the earliest work on the right bank of the Baatis; made a R o m a n colony
art of rhetoric, and his treatise (entitled Texvn) B.C. 152, and received the surname Patricia, bewas celebrated in antiquity.
cause some R o m a n patricians settled there; ta[ C O R A X (Kopaf). 1. ( N o w Coraca or Vardhusi ken by Caasar in 45 because it sided with the
according to Leake), a mountain in zEtolia, near Pompeians; birth-place of the two Senecas and
Naupactus.—2. ( N o w Cape Aynda ?), a promon- of Lucan. In the Middle Ages it was the capital
tory of Chersonesus Taurica.]
of the kingdom of the Moors, but is now a decav
[CORBIO. 1. ( N o w Berga), a city of Hispania ing place with 55,000 inhabitants.
Tarraconensis.—2. A city in the territory of the C O R D U E N E . Vid. G O R D Y E N E .
zEqui in Latium, captured by Coriolanus; at a
C O R D U S , C R E M O T I U S , a R o m a n historian under
later period by ths Volsci,]
Augustus and Tiberius, was accused in A.D. 25
C O R B U L O , C N . DOMITIUS, a distinguished general of having praised Brutus and denominated Casunder Claudius and Nero. In A.D. 47 he carried sius " the last of the Romans." A s the empe
on 'War in Germany with success, but his fame ror had determined upon his death, he put an
rests chiefly upon his glorious campaigns against end to his o w n life by starvation. His works
the Parthians in the reign of Nero. Though be- were condemned to be burned, but some copies
loved by the army, he continued faithful to Ne- were preserved by his daughter Marcia and by
ro, but his only reward was death. Nero, w h o his friends.
had become jealous of his fame and influence,
C O R E (Kop^), the Maiden, a name by which Perinvited him to Corinth. A s soon as he landed at sephone is often called. Vid. P E R S E P H O N E .
Cenchreaa, he was informed that orders had been
C O R E S S U S (Kopec-croc). 1. A lofty mountain in
issued for his death, whereupon he plunged Ionia, forty stadia (four geographical miles) from
his sword into his breast, exclaiming, " Well de- Ephesus, with a place of the same n a m e at its
served I"
foot.—2. A town in the island of Ceos. Vid.
C O R C Y R A (KepKvpa, later KopKvpa: KepKvp- C E O S .
alog: now Corfu, from the Byzantine Kopv(j>a) an C O R F I N I U M (Corfiniensis), chief town of the Peisland in the Ionian Sea, off the coast of Epirus, ligni in Samnium, not far from the Atern us, strongabout thirty-eight miles in length, but of very ly fortified, and memorable as the place which
unequal breadth. It is generally mountainous, the Italians in the Social war destined to be the
but possesses m a n y fertile valleyB. Its two n e w capital of Italy in place of R o m e , on which
tihief towns were Corcyra, the modern town of account it w a s ealled Italica.
Corfu, in the middle of the eastern coast, and C O R I N N A (Kbpivva) a Greek poetess, of TanaCassiope, north of the former. The ancients gra in Bceotia, sometimes called the Theban on
universally regarded this island as the Homeric account of her long residence in Thebes. She
S C H E R I A (Sxepiv) where the enterprising and flourished about B.C. 490, and was a contempos«a-loving Phaaaeians dwelt, governed by their rary of Pindar, w h o m sie is said to have i»
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structed, and over w h o m she gained a victory vailed in this city, and in her temples a vast
at the public games at Thebes. H e r poems number of courtesans was maintained. Corinth
were written in the zEolic dialect They were was originally inhabited by the zEolic race.
collected infivebooks, and were chiefly lyrical. Here ruled the zEolic Sisyphus and his descendOnly a few fragments have been preserved; ants. O n the conquest of Peloponnesus by the
[published in the collections of Schneidewin, Dorians, the royal power passed into the hands
Poetas Elegiaci, Gotting, 18 3 9, and of Bergk, Poeof the Heraclid Aletes. The conquering Dorim Lyrici Grcci, Lips, 1843.]
ans became the ruling class, and the zEolian inC O R I N T H I A O U S I S T H M U S ('loBp.bg KiplvBov)
habitants subject to them. After Aletes and
often called simply the ISTHMUS, lay between the his descendants had reigned forfivegeneratizas,
Corinthian and Saronic Gulfs, and connected the royality w a s abolished, and in its stead wag oaPeloponnesus with the main land or Hellas prop- tablished an oligarchical form of government
er. In its narrowest part it w a s forty stadia or confined to the powerful family of the Baechiafive R o m a n miles across : here w a s the temple daa. This family w a s expelled B.C. 655 ly C Y P .
of Neptune (Poseidon), and here the Isthmian SELUS, w h o became tyrant, and reigned thirty
games were celebrated ; and here, also, was theyears. H e was succeeded, 625, by his son P E
Biolcos (AioXxog), or road by which ships wereR I A N D E R , w h o reigned forty years. O n the
dragged across from the Bay of Schcenus to the death of the latter, 586, his nephew Psammetiharbor of Lechaaum. Four unsuccessful at- chus reigned for three years, and on his fall in
tempts were m a d e to dig a canal across the 581, the government again became an aristocraIsthmus, namely, by Demetrius Poliorcetes, Ju- cy. In the Peloponnesian w a r Corinth was one
lius Caspar, Caligula, and Nero.
of the bitterest enemies of Athens. In 346 TiC O R I N T H I A O U S S I N U S (KopivBiaKbg or KopivBiog,mophanes attempted to m a k e himself master of
KoX-Kog : now Gulf of Lepanto), the gulf between the city, but he w a s slain by his brother Timothe north of Greece and Peloponnesus, begins, leon. It maintained its independence till tha
according to some, at the mouth of the Aehe- time of the Macedonian supremacy, when its
lous in zEtolia and the promontory Araxus in citadel w a s garrisoned b y Macedonian troops
Achaia, according to others at the straits be This garrison was expelled b y Aratus in 243,
tween Rhium and Antirrhium. In early times whereupon Corinth joined the Achaean league,
it was called the Crissaaan Gulf (Kpiaaalog KOA to which it contiuued to belong till it was taken
nog), and its eastern part the Aleyonian Sea (b and destroyed in 146 by L. M u m m i u s , the Ro'AXKvovlg (rdXaoca)
m a n consul, w h o treated it in the most barC O R I N T H U S (KbpivBog: KoplvBwg) called in barous manner. Its inhabitants were sold as
H o m e r E P H Y R A (^Eipvpn), a city on the aboveslaves; its works of art, which were not dementioned isthmus. Its territory, called Co- stroyed by the R o m a n soldiery, were conveyed
EINTHIA (KopivBla) embraced the greater part to R o m e ; its buildings were razed to th»
of the Isthmus, with the adjacent part of the ground; and thus w a s destroyed the lumen to
Peloponnesus: it w a s bounded north by Mega- tius Grecie, as Cicero calls the city. For a
ris aud the Corinthian Gulf, south by Argolis,century it lay in ruins; only the buildings on
west by Sicyonia and Phliasia, and east by the the Acropolis and a few temples remained standSaronic Gulf. In the north and south the coun- ing. In 46 it was rebuilt by Caasar, w h o peopled
try is mountainous, but in the centre it is a plain it with a colony of veterans and descendants
with a solitary and steep mountain rising from of freedmen. It was n o w called Colonia Julia
it, the A C R O C O R I N T H U S ('AKpoKopivBog), nineteen
Corinthus; it became the capital of the R o m a n
hundred feet in height, which served as the cit- province of Achaia, and soon recovered m u c h
adel of Corinth. The city itself w a s built on of its ancient prosperity, but, at the same time,
the northern side of this mountain; and the it became noted for its former licentiousness, as
walls, which included the Acrocorinthus, were w e see from St. Paul's epistles to the inhabit
eighty-six stadia in circumference. It had two ants. The site of Corinth is indicated by seven
harbors, C E N C H R E Z E and S C H C E N U S on the east, Doric columns, which are the only remains of
or Saronic Gulf, and one, L E O H Z E U M , on the west the ancient city.
or Corinthian Gulf. Its favorable position beC O R I O L A N U S , the hero of one of the most beautween two seas, the difficulty of carrying goods tiful of the early R o m a n legends. His original
round Peloponnesus, and the facility with which name was C. or Cn. Marcius, and he received
they could be transported across the Isthmus, the surname Coriolanus from the heroism he
raised Corinth in very early times to great com- displayed at the capture of the Volscian town
mercial prosperity, and m a d e it the emporium of Corioli. His haughty bearing toward the
of the trade between Europe and Asia. Its commons excited their fear and dislike, and
navy w a s numerous and powerful. A t Corinth when he was a candidate for the cousulship
the first triremes were built, and thefirstsea- they refused to elect him. After this, when
fight on record w a s between the Corinthians there was a famine in the city, and a Greek
and their colonists the Corcyraeans. Its great- prince sent corn from Sicily, Coriolanus adness at an early period is attested by numerous vised that it should not be distributed to the
colonies, Ambracia, Corcyra, Apollonia, Poti- commons, unless they gave up their tribunes.
daea, <fec. It w a s adorned with magnificent For this ie w a s impeached and condemned tc
buildings, and in no other city of Greece, except exile, B.C. 491. H e n o w took refuge among
Athens, were the fine arts prosecuted with so the Volscians, and promised to assist them in
m u c h vigor and success. Its commerce brought war against the Romans. Attius Tullius, tht
great wealth to its inhabitants; but with their king of the Volscians, appointed Ooriolana<!
wealth, they became luxurious and licentious. general of the Volseian army. Coriolanus took
Thus the worship of Venus (Aphrodite) pre- m a n y towns, and advanced unresisted till hi
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same to the/ossa Cluilia, or Cluilian dike close W h e n the Oatilinarian conspirators were ee
to Rome, 489. Here he encamped, and the R o rested, Cethegus was committed to his care.—,
mans, in alarm, sent to him embassy after em- 2. Q , son of No. 1. In the civ.l war (48) he
bassy, consisting of the most distinguished m e n was quaastor of Caesar, w h o sent him into Illyrof tne state. But he would listen to none of icum with the ttle of propraetor: he reduced
them. A t length the noblest matrons of R o m e , this province to obedience. In 45 he was apheaded by Veturia, the mother of Coriolanus, pointed by Caesar governor of Syria, and in 44
and Volumnia, his wife, with his two little chil- governor of the province of Old Africa, where
dren, came to his tent. His mother's reproach- he was at the time of Caesar's death. H e maines, and the tears of his wife and the other m a - tained this province for the senate, but on the
trons, bent his purpose. H e led back his army, establishment of the triumvirate was defeated
and lived in exile among the Volscians till his and slain in battle b y T. Sextius. Oornificius
death, though other traditions relate that he was was well versed in literature. M a n y have atkilled by the Volscians on his return to their tributed to him the authorship of the " Rhetorica ad Herennium," usually printed with Ciccountry.
C O R I O L I (Coriolanus), a town in Latium, cap- cero's works ; but this is only a conjecture. The
ital of the Volsci, from the capture of which, in Oornificius w h o is mentioned b y Quintilian as
B.C. 493, C. Marcius obtained the surname of the author of a work on rhetoric was probably
a different person from the one w e are speaking
Coriolanus.
C O R M A S A (Kbppaaa), an inland town of Pam- of.—3. L , one of the generals of Octavianus in
phylia or of Pisidia, taken by the consul Man- the war against Sex. Pompey, and consul 35.
C O R N U S , a town on the west of Sardinia.
lius.
C O R N U T U S , L. A N N Z E U S , a distinguished Stoic
CORNELIA. 1. One of the noble w o m e n at
Rome, guilty of poisoning the leading m e n of the philosopher, was born at Leptis in Libya. H e
state, B.C. 331.—2. Elder daughter of P. Seipio came to Rome, probably as a slave, and was
Africanus the elder, married to P. Seipio Nasica. emancipated by the Annaei. H e was the teach— 8 . Younger sister of No. 2, married to Ti. er and friend of the poet Persius, w h o has dedSempronlus Gracchus, censor 169, was by him icated hisfifthsatire to him, and w h o left him
the mother of the two tribunes Tiberius and his library and money. H e was banished by
Oaius. She was virtuous and accomplished, Nero, A.D. 68, for having too freely criticised
and united iu her person the severe virtues of the literary attempts of the emperor. H e wrote
the old R o m a n matron, with the superior knowl- a large number of works, all of which are lost:
edge and refinement which then began to pre- the most important of tiem w a s on Aristotle's
vail in the higher classes at Rome. She super- Categories.—[Editions: b y Osann, Cornutus
intended with the greatest care the education (Phurnutus) de Natura Beorum, Gotting, 1844.]
CORCEBUS (KbpotBog) 1. A Phrygian, son of
of her sons, w h o m she survived. She was almost idolized by the people, w h o erected a Mygdon, loved Cassandra, and for that reason
statue to her, with the inscription CORNELIA, fought on the side of the Trojans. he was slain
M O T H E R O F T H E G E A C O H I . — 4 . Daughter of L. by Neoptolemus or Diomedes.—2. A n Elean,
China, married to 0. Caasar, afterward dictator. w h o gained the victory in the stadium at the
She bore him his daughter Julia, and died in Olympic games, B.C. 776: from this time the
his quaastorship, 68.—5. Daughter of Metellus Olympiads begin to be reckoned.
Seipio, married first to P. Crassus,' the son of C O R O N E (Kopavn: Kopavevg, -vaievg : n o w Co
the triumvir, w h o perished in the expedition ron), a town in Messenia on the western side
against the Parthians, 53. Next year she mar- of the Messenian Gulf, founded B.O. 371 b y the
ried Pompey the Great, by w i o m she w a s Messenians after their return to their native
tenderly loved. She accompanied Pompey to country, with the assistance of the Thebans:
Egypt after the battle of Pharsalia, and saw him it possessed several publio buildings, and in its
murdered. She afterward returned . to R o m e , neighborhood was a celebrated temple of Apollo.
O O R O N E A (Kopaveia : Kopavalog, Kopaveioc,
and received from Caasar the ashes of her husband, which she preserved on his Alban estate. -woe). 1. (Near modern Camari), a town in
Boaotia, southwest of the Lake Copais, situate
C O R N E L I A ORESTILLA.
Vid. ORESTILLA.
C O R N E L I A G E N S , the1 most distinguished of all on a height between the rivers Phalariis and
the R o m a n gentes. All its great families be- Coralius; a member of the Boeotian league ; in
longed to tbe patrician order. The names of its neighborhood was the temple of Athena Itonthe patrician families are, A R V I N A , C E T H E G U S , ia, where the festival of the Pamboaotia w a s
C I N N A , Oossus, D O L A B E L L A , L E N T U L U S , M A L U - celebrated. Near Ooronea the Boeotians gained
GINENSIS, M A M M U E A , M E R U L A , R U E I N U S , SOIPIO, a memorable victory over the Ath»nians under
SISENHA, and SULLA. The names of the ple- Tolmides, B.C. 447; and here Agesilaus c V
beian families are B A L B U S and G A L L U S , and w e feated the allied Greeks, 394.-2. A town in
also find various cognomens, as C H R Y S O G O N U S , Phthiotis in Thessaly.
«fec, given to freedmen of this gens.
C O R O N I S (Kopavlg). 1. The mother of ZESCUCORNELIUS NEPOS.
Vid. N E P O S .
LAPIUS.—2. Daughter of Phoroneus, king of PhoC O K N I O U L U M (Corniculanus), a town in La- cis, metamorphosed by Minerva (Athena)'into a
tium, in the mountains north of Tibur, taken and crow when pursued by Neptune (Poseidon).
destroyed by Tarquinius Priseus, and celebrated
[ C O R O N T A (Kopbvra) a city of Acarnania, at
as the residence of the parents of Servius Tul- the mouth of the Aehelous.]
lius.
[ C O R O N U S (Kbpavog) 1. Son of Caaneus, and
OORNIB-ICIUS. 1. Q , a friend of Cicero, wasone of the princes of the Lapithae ; slain by Hertribune of the plebs B.C. 69, and one of Oic- cules.—2. Son of Thersander, grandson of Sis
wo's competitors "ov the consulship ic 64. || yphus, reputed founder of O O R O N E A . ]
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C O R V U S , M . V A L E R I U S , one of tnc most d i m
CORSKJS. Vid. CORASSIZB.
C O R S I A (Kopaela, also Kopaiat), a town iu trious m e n in the early history of R o m e . H e
obtained the surname of Corvua, or " Raven,"
Bceotia, on the borders of Phocis.
CORSICA, called C Y R N U S by the Greeks (Ktip- because, when serving as military tribune undei
vog: Kipviog, Kvpvalog, Corsus: n o w Corsica),Camillus, B.O. 349, he accepted the challenge
an island north of Sardinia, spoken of by the of a gigantic Gaul to single combat, and was
ancients as one of the seven large islands in assisted iD the conflict by a raven which settled
the Mediterranean.
The ancients, however, upon his helmet, and flew in the face of ;he barexaggerate for the most part the size of the barian. H e w a s six times consul B.C. 848, 346,
island; its greatest length is oMe hundred and 343, 385, 300, 299, and twice dictator, 342, 301
sixteen miles, and its greatest breadth about and by iis military abilities rendered the mos*
fifty-one. It is mountainous, and was not much memorable services to his country. His most
cultivated in antiquity. A range of mountains brilliant victories were gained in his third conrunning from south, to north separates it into sulship, 343, when he defeated the Samnites at
two parts, of which the eastern half was more Mount Gaurus and at Suessula; and in his other
cultivated, while the western half was covered consulships he repeatedly defeated the Etrusalmost entirely with wood. Honey and w a x cans and other enemies of R o m e . H e reached
were the principal productions of' the island; the age of one hundred years, and is frequently
but the honey had a bitter taste, from the yew- referred to by the later R o m a n writers as »
trees with which the island abounded (Cyrne- memorable example of the favors of fortune.
as taxos, Virg., Eel, ix, 30). The inhabitants C O R Y B A N T E S , priests of Cybele or Rhea in
were a rude mountain race, addicted to robbery, Phrygia, w h o celebrated her worship with en
and paying little attention to agriculture. Even thusiastic dances, to the sound of the drum ami
in the time of the R o m a n empire their charac- the cymbal. They are often identified with the
ter had not m u c h improved, as w e see from the Curetes and the Idaaan Dactyli, and thus are.
description of Seneca, w h o was banished to this said to have been the nurses of Jupiter (Zeus)
island. The most ancient inhabitants appear to in Crete. They were called Galli alRome.
C O R Y O I A (KapvKia or KapvKig) a n y m p h w h o
have been Iberians; but in early times Ligurians, Tyrrhenians, Carthaginians, and even became by Apollo the mother of Lycorus or L y
Greeks (vid. A L E R I A ) , settled in the island. It coreus, and from w h o m the Oorycian cave in
was subject to the Carthaginians at the com- Mount Parnassus was believed to have derived
mencement of the first Punic war, but soon its name. The Muses are sometimes called by
afterward passed into the hands of tie Romans, the poets Corycides Nymphe.
O O R Y O U S (KapvKog: Kapvxiog, Oorycius). 1,
and subsequently formed a part of the R o m a n
province of Sardinia. The Romans founded ( N o w Koraka) a high rocky hill on the coast of
several colonies in the island, of which the most Ionia, forming the southwestern promontory of
the Erythraean peninsula.—2. A city of P a m
important were M A R I A N A and A L E R I A .
C O R S O T E (Kopaarr): ruins at Ersey) a city of phylia, near Phaselis and mount Olympus: coloMesopotamia, on the Euphrates, near the mouth nized afresh by Attalus II. Philadelphus; taken,
of the Mascas or Saocoras (now Wady-el-Seba) and probably destroyed, b y P. Servilius Isauricus.—3. (Ruins opposite the island of Khorgos),
which Xenophon found already deserted.
C O R T O N A (Cortouensis: n o w Cortona) one a city in Oilicia Aspera, with a good harbor,
of the twelve cities of Etruria, lay northwest of between the mouths of the L a m u s and the Cathe Trasimene Lake, and was one of the most an- lycaduus. Twenty stadia (two geographical
cient cities in Italy. . It is said to have been orig- miles) from the city was a grotto or glen in the
inally called Gorythus from its reputed found- mountains, called the Oorycian Cave (Kapmwv
er Oorythus, w h o is represented as the father dvrpov) celebrated by the poets, and also famous
of Dardauus. It is also called Croton, Cothor-for its saffron. A t the distance of one hundred
nia, Cyrtonium, &a. The Creston mentioned stadia (ten geographical miles) from Corycns
by Herodotus (i, 57) was probably Creston in was a promontory of the same name.
C O R Y D A L L U S (Kopucia/U,c>c: KopvbaXXevg), a
Thrace and not Oortona, as m a n y modern writers have supposed. Cortona is said to have demus in Attica belonging to the tribe Hippobeen originally founded by the Umbrians, then thoontis, situate on the mountain of the same
to have been conquered by the Pelasgians, and name, which divides the plain of Athens from
subsequently to have passed into the hands of that of Eleusis.
C O R Y P H A S I U M (KopvQdoiov) a promontory.in
the Etruscans. It was afterward colonized by
the Romans, but under their dominion sunk into Messenia, inclosing the harbor of Pylos on the,
insignificance. The remains of the Pelasgic north, with a town of the same name upoE.it;
.'-,.•
• . •.
walls of this city are some of the most remark- (now Old Navarino).
O O R Y T H U S (KbpvBog) 1. A n : Italian hero, soil
able in all Italy: there is one fragment one
hundred and twenty feet in length, composed of Jupiter, husband of Electra, and father of
Iasius and Dardanus, is said to have founded
of blocks of enormous magnitude.
C O R U N C A N I U S , Ti, consul B.C. 280, with P. Oorythus (now Cortona).—[2. Son of Marmarus,
Valerius Laavinus, fought with success against wounded Pelates with a javelin at the marriage
festival of Perseus.]
the Etruscans • and Pyrrhus. H e was the first
Cos, Coos, Coiis (K<3c,, Kbag: Kaog, Coils: n o w
plebeian w h o was created pontifex maximus.
H e was one of the most remarkable m e n of his Kos, Stanco) one of the islands called Sporades,
age, possessed a profound knowledge of pon- lay off the coast of Caria, at the mouth of the Oe
ramie Gulf, opposite to Haliearnassus. In early
tifical and civil law, and was thefirstperson at
times it was called Meropis and Nymphaaa. It
R o m e w h o gave regular instruction in law.
was colonized by zEolians, but became a m e m O O B V I N U S MESSAI.A. Vid, M E S S A L A .
?.25
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Der ol the Dorian confederacy. Its chief city, temple of Jupiter Feretrius—the second of tha
Oos, stoood on the northeast side of the island, three instances in which the spolia opima were
in a beautiful situation, and had a good harbor. won.
Near it stood the Asclepieum, or temple of As- COSSUTIUS, a R o m a n architect, w h o rebuilt
jlepius (zEsculapius), to w h o m the island was at the expense of Antiochus Epiphanes, the tem
sacred, and from w h o m its chief family, the As-pie of the Olympian Jupiter (Zeus) at Athens,
clepiadaa, claimed their descent. T h e island about B.C. 168, in the most magnificent Corinthwas very fertile; its chief productions were ian style.
C O S Y R A (now Pantelaria) also written Coswine, ointments, aud the light transparent dresses called " Coae vestes." It w a s the birthplace syra, Cosyrus, Cosura, Cossura, a small island
in
the Mediterranean near Malta.
of the physician Hippocrates, w h o was an AsCOTHON.
Vid. C A R T H A G O .
clepiad, of the poet Philetas, and of the painter
COTISO, a king of the Dacians, conquered in
Apelles, whose pictures of Antigonus and of
Venus Anadyomene adorned the Asclepieum. the reign of Augustus by Lentulus.
COTTA, AURELIUS.
1. C , consul B.C. 252 and
Under the Romans, Cos was favored by Claudius, w h o made it a free state, and by Antoni- 248, in both of which years he fought in Sicily
nus Pius, w h o rebuilt the eity of Oos after its against the Carthaginians with success.—2. C ,
consul 200, fought against the Boii and the other
destruction by an earthquake.
O O S A or C O S S A (Cossanus). 1. ( N o w Anse- Gauls in the north of Italy.—3. L , tribune of
donia, aboutfivemiles southeast of Orbetello), the
a plebs 154, and consul 144.—4. L , consul
city of Etruria, near the sea, with a good har- 119, opposed C. Marius, w h o was then tribune
bor, called Herculis Portus, w a s a very ancient of the plebs.—5. 0 , was accused under the lex
place, and after the fall of Falerii one of the Varia, 91, of supporting the claims of the Italian
twelve Etruscan cities. It was colonized by allies, and went into voluntary exile. H e rethe Romans B.C. 273, and received in 197 an turned to R o m e when Sulla was dictator, 82;
addition of one thousand colonists. There are and in 75 he was consul with L. Octavius. H e
still extensive ruins of its walls and towers, obtained the government of Gaul, and died imbuilt of polygonal masonry.—2. A town in Lu- mediately after his return to R o m e . H e was
eania, near Thurii—[3. ( N o w Cosa), or COSAS, one of the most distinguished orators of his
time, and is introduced by Cicero as one of the
a river of Latium, near Frusino.]
COSCONIUS. 1. C , praator in the Social war, speakers in the Be Oratore, aud the Be Natura
B C. 89, defeated the Samnites.—2. C , praetor Beorum, in the latter of which works he mainin the consulship of Cicero, 63 ; governed in the tains the cause of the Academies.—6. M , brothfollowing year the province of Further Spain;er of No. 5, consul 74, with L. Licinius Luculwas one of the twenty commissioners in 69, to lus, obtained Bithynia for his province, and waa
arry into execution the agrarian law of Juiius defeated by Mithradates near Chalcedon.—7.
Caesar, but died in this year.—3. C , tribune of L , brother of Nos. 5 and 6, praator 70, when ho
the plebs 59, aadile 57, and one of tie judices at carried the celebrated law (lex Aurelia judiciaria) which intrusted the judicia to the senators,
the trial of P. Sextius, 56.
C O S M A S (Koopug) commonly called INDIOO- equites, and tribuni aararii. H e was consul 65
PLEUSTES (Indian navigator), an Egyptian monk, with L. Manlius Torquatus, after the consuls
flourished in the reign of Justinian, about A.D.elect, P. Sulla and P. Autronius Paetus, hac
535. In early life he followed the employment been condemned of ambitus. H e supportec
of a merchant and visited m a n y foreign coun- Cicero during his consulship, and proposed his
tries, of which he gave an account in his To- recall from exile. In the civil war ie joined
Caesar, w h o m he survived.
-roypatj>ia XpiariaviKi), Topographia Christiana,
C O T T A , L. A U R U N C U L E I U S , one of Caesar's lein twelve books, of which the greater part is
gates in Gaul, perished along with Sabinus in
extant'
C O S R O E S . 1. King of Parthia. Vid. A R S A - the attack m a d e upon them by Ambiorix, B.C.
CES, No. 25.—2. King of-Persia. Vid. SASSA- 54. Vid. A M B I O R I X .
NID.E.
COTTIUS, son of Donuus, king of several LiCOSS.BA (Koaaaia) a district in and about gurian tribes in the Cottian Alps; which derived
Mount Zagros, on the northeast side of Susiana, their name from him. Vid. A L P E S . H e suband on the confines of Media and Persia, in- mitted to Augustus, w h o granted him the soverhabited by a rude, warlike, predatory people, eignty over twelve of the tribes, with the title of
the Cossaai (Koaaaloi) w h o m the Persian kings Praafectus. Cottius thereupon m a d e roads over
never subdued, but o n the contrary, purchased the Alps, and erected (B.O. 8) at Segusio (now
their quiet by paying them tribute. Alexander Suza) a triumphal arci in honor of Augustus,
conquered them (B.C. 325-324), and with dif- extant at the present day. His authority was
ficulty kept them in subjection; after his death transmitted to his son, upon w h o m Claudius
they soon regained their independence. Their conferred the title of king^ O n his death his
name is supposed to have been the origin of the kingdom was made a R o m a n province by Nero.
modern name of Susiana, Khuzistan, and is pos- COITUS, a giant with pne hundred hands, son
sibly connected with the Cush of the Old Testa- of Uranus (Ccelus)and Gaea (Terra).
ent.
[ C O T Y A E U M or O O T I A E U M (Korvdeioi or KoCossus, CORNELIUS, the n a m e of several il- rideiov: n o w Kiutayah) a city of Phrygia Epio- ,
lustrious Romans in the early history of the tetus on the Thymbris.]
republic. Of these the most celebrated was
C O T Y L A , L. V ARIUS, one of Antony's most inSer. Cornelius Cossus, consul B.C. 428, w h otimate friends, fought on his side at Mutina, R
killed Lar Tolumnius, the king of the Veii, in C 43.
single oombat, and dedicated his spoils in the
COTYLUS(K6TU/IOC), the highest peak of Mount
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Ida io the Troad, containing the sources of the
J R A N T O R (Kpdvrap), of Soli in Cilicia, a;
rivers Scamander, Granicus, and zEsepus.
Academic philosopher, studied at Athens under
O O T Y O R A (Korvopa) a colony of Sinope, in Xejocrates and Polemo, andflourishedB.O.
the territory of the Tibareni, on the coast of 300. H e was the author of several works, all
Pontus Polemoniacus, at the west end of a bay of which are lost, and was thefirstw h o wrote
of the same name, celebrated as the place where commentaries on Plato's works. Most of his
the ten thousand Greeks embarked for Sinope. writings related to moral subjects (Hor, Ep,
The foundation of Pharnacia reduced it to in- i, 2, 4). One of his most celebrated works was
lignificance.
On Grief, of which Cicero made great use in
C O T Y S or C O T Y T T O (KOTCIC or K o m r r a ) , a the third book of his Tusculan Disputations, and
Thracian divinity, whose festival, the Cotyttiain the Consolatio, which he composed on the
(vid. Bid. of Ant, s. v.), resembled that of the
death of his daughter Tullia.
Phrygian Cybele, and was celebrated with licenCRASSIPES FURIUS, Cicero's son-in-law, the
tious revelry. In later times her worship was second husband of Tullia, w h o m he married B.
introduced at Athens and Corinth. Those w h o C. 56, but from w h o m he was shortly afterward
celebrated her festival were called Bapta, from divorced.
the purifications which were originally connectC R A S S U S , LICINIUS. 1. P , ^praator B.O. 176,
ed with the solemnity.
and consul 171, when he carried "on the war
C O T Y S (Kbrvg) 1. King of Thrace B.C. 382- against Perseus—2. 0 , brother of No. 1, prae858, was for a short time a friend of the Atheni- tor 172, and consul 168.—3. 0 , probably son of
ans, but carried on war with them toward the No. 2, tribune of the plebs 145, was distinguishclose of his reign. H e was cruel and sanguin- ed as a popular leader.—4. P , surnamed Bives
ary, and w a s much addicted to gross luxury or Rich, elected pontifex maximus 212, curule
and drunkenness. H e w a s murdered by two aedile 211, praator 208, and consul 205, with
brothers whose father he had injured.—2. King Seipio Africanus, when he carried on war
of the Odrysaa in Thrace, assisted Perseus against Hannibal in the south of Italy. H e
against R o m e , B.C. 168. His son was taken died 183.— 5. P., surnamed Bives Mucianus, son
prisoner and carried to R o m e , whereupon he of P. Mucius Scaavola, was adopted by the son
sued for peace and was pardoned by the Ro- of No. 4. In 181 he was consul and pontifex
mans.—3. A king of Thrace, w h o took part maximus, and was the first priest of that rank
against Caasar with Pompey, 48.—4. King of w h o went beyond Italy. H e carried on war
Thrace, son of Rhoametalces, in the reigns of against Aristonicus in Asia, but was defeated
Augustus and Tiberius. H e carried on war and slain. H e was a good orator and jurist-—
with his uncle Rhescuporis, by w h o m he was 6. M , surnamed Agelastus, because he is said
murdered, A.D. 19. Ovid, during his exile at never to have laughed, was grandfather of Cras
Tomi, addressed an epistle to him (Ex Pont, sus the triumvir.—7. P., surnamed Bives, son
ii, 9).^
of No. 5, and father of the triumvir. H e was
C R A G U S (Kpdyog), a mountain consisting of the proposer of the lex Licinia, to prevent exeight summits, being a continuation of Taurus cessive expense in banquets, but in what year
to the west, and formiug, at its extremity, the is uncertain. H e was consul 97, and carried on
southwestern promontory of Lycia (now Yedy- war in Spain for Borne years. H e was censor
Booroon, i. e. Seven Gapes). S o m e of its sum- 89 with L. Julius Caasar. In the civil war he
mits show traces of volcanic action, and the an- took part with Sulla, and put an end to his o w n
cients had a tradition to the same effect. A t life when Marius and Cinna returned to R o m e at
itsfootwas a town of the same name, on the the end of 87.—8. M , surnamed Bives, the triumsea-shore, between Pydna and Patara. Paral- vir, younger son of No. 7. His life was spared
lel to it, north of the River Glaueus, was the by Cinna after the death of his father; but
chain of Anticragus. The greatest height of fearing Cinna, he afteward escaped to Spain,
Oragus exceeds tiree thousand feet.
where he concealed himself for eight months.
[ C R A M B U S A (KpdpBovaa). 1. A city of Lycia, O n the death of Cinna in 84, he collected some
at the foot of the Lycian Olympus, one hundred forces and crossed over into Africa, whence he
stadia (ten geographical miles) from Phaselis. passed into Italy in 83 and joined Sulla, on
•—2. A n island on the coast of Oilicia, not far whose side he fought against the Marian party.
from the promontory Corycus.]
O n the defeat of the latter, he was rewarded
C R A N A E (Kpavdrf), the island to which Parisby donations of confiscated property, and thus
first carried Helen from Peloponnesus (Horn, greatly increased his patrimony. His ruling pas
R., iii., 445), is said by some to be an island sion was money, and he devoted all his energies
off Gythium in Laeonia, by others to be the isl- to its accumulation. H e was a keen and saga
and Helena off Attica, and by others, again, to cious speculator. H e bought multitudes of
be Cythera.
slaves, aud, in order to increase their value, had
C R ^ N A U S (Kpavaof), king of Attica, the son- them instructed in lucrative arts. H e worked
in-law and successor of Cecrops. H e was de- silver mines, cultivated farms, and built houses,
prived of his kingdom by his son-in-law A m - which he let at high rents. In 71 he was apphictyon.
pointed praetor in order to carry on the war
C R A N I I or C R A N I U M (Kpdvwi, Kpavwv: Kpd- against Spartacus and the gladiators; he derwg: n o w Krania, near Argostoli), a town of feated Spartaeus, w h o was slain in tie battle,
Cephallenia, on the southern, coast
and he was honored with an ovation. In 70
C R A N O N or C R A N N O N (Kpavav, Kpavvav: Crassus was consul with P o m p e y ; he enterKpavravtog: n o w Sarliki or Tzeres), in ancienttained the populace at a banquet of ten thousand
times E P H Y R A , a town in Pelasgiotis in Thessa- tables, and distributed corn enough to supply the
ly, sot far from Laiissa.
I family of every citizen for three mont&i H #
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did not, however, co operate cordially with Pom- CRATERUS (Kparepbg) - 1. A distirgimhed gea
pey, of whose superior influence he was jealous. eral of Alexander the Great on whos6 dealt
H e was afterward reconciled to Pompey by Cae- (B.O. 823) he received, in common with Antip
sar's mediation, and thus was formed between ater, the government of Macedonia and Greece
them, in 60, the so called triumvirate. (Vid H e arrived iu Greece in time to render effectual
p; 158, a.) In 55 Crassus was again consul assistancetoAntipater in the Lamian war. At
with Pompey, and received the province of the close of this war he married Phila, the
Syria, where he hoped both to increase his daughter of Antipater. Soon after, he aecom
wealth and to acquire military glory by attack- panied Antipater in the war against the zEtoing the Parthians. H e set out for his province lians, and in that against Perdiccas in Asia. H«
before the expiration of his consulship, and con- fell in a battle against Eumenes in 821.—2
tinued his march notwithstanding the unfavor- Brother of Antigonus Gonatas, compiled histor
able omens which occurred to him at almost ical documents relative to the history of Attica
every step. After crossing the Euphrates in — 3 . A Greek physician, who attended the fam
54, he did not foUow up the attack upon Parthia, ily of Atticus, mentioned also by Horace (Sat.
but returned to Syria, where he passed the win-ii, 3, 161).
CRATES (Kpdrvg) 1. A n Athenian poet of th«
ter. In 53 he again crossed the Euphrates; he
was misled, by a crafty Arabian chieftain to old comedy, began toflourishB.O. 449, and wai
march into the plains of Mesopotamia, where one of the most celebrated of the comic poets.
he was attacked by Surenas, the general of the H e excelled chiefly in mirth and fun, ana wa»
Parthian king, Orodes. In the battle which fol- thefirstAttic poet who brought drunken perlowed Crassus was defeated with immense sons on the stage. [His fragments are collectslaughter, and retreated with the remainder of ed and edited by Meineke, Comic. Grcc. Fragm^
his troops to Carrhaa (the Haran of Scripture). vol. i, p. 78-86, edit minor.]—2. Of Tralles, as
The mutinous threats of his troops compelled orator or rhetorician of the school of Isocrates.
him to accept a perfidious invitation from Sure- — 3 . Of Thebes, a pupil of the Cynic Diogenes,
Jas, who offered a pacific interview, at which and one of the most distinguished of the Cynic
he was slain, either by the enemy, or by some philosophers,flourishedabout 320. Though
friend who desired to save him from the dis- heir to a large fortune, he renounced it all, and
grace of becoming a prisoner. His head was lived and died as a true Cynie, disregarding all
cut off and sent to Orodes, who caused melted external pleasures, and restricting himself to
gold to be poured into the mouth of his fallen the most absolute necessaries. H e received
enemy, saying, "Sate thyself now with that tbe surname of the " Door-opener," because, it
imetaliof whici in life thou wast so greedy."—9. was his practice to visit every house at Atheni
M , surnamed Dives, son of No. 8, served un- and rebuke its inmates. H e married Hipparder Caasar in Gaul, and, at the breaking out of ehia, the daughter of a family of distinction,
the civil war in 49, was praafect in Oisalpine who threatened to commit suicide when her
Gaul.—10. P, younger son of N o 8, was Cae- parents opposed her union with the philosopher.
sar's legate in Gaul from 68 to 55. In 64 he H e wrote several works which are lost,forthe
followed his father to Syria, and fell in the bat- epistles extant under his name are not genuine.
tle against the Parthians.—11. L, the celebrated — 4 . Of Athens, the pupil and friend of Polemo,
orator. At the age of twenty-one (B.O. 119), and his successor in the chair of the Academy,
he attracted great notice by his prosecution of about 270. H e was the teacher of Arcesilaiis,
C. Carbo. H e was consul in 95 with Q. Scaa- Theodoras, and Bion Borysthamtes.—5. Of
vola, when he proposed a law to compel all who Mallus in Oilicia, a celebrated grammarian. H e
were not citizens to depart from R o m e : the was brought up at Tarsus, whence he removed
rigor of the law was one of the causes of the to Pergamos, where he founded the Pergamene
Social war. H e was afterward proconsul of school of grammar, in opposition to the AlexanGaul. In 92 he was censor, when he caused drean. H e wrote a commentary on the Hothe schools of the Latin rhetoricians to be closed. meric poems, in opposition to Aristarchus, and
H e died in 91, a few days after opposing in the supported the system of anomaly (dvuuaXia)
senate the consul L. Philippus, an enemy of the against that of analogy (avaXoyla) H e also
aristocracy. Crassus was fond of elegance and wrote commentaries on tie other Greek poets',
luxury. His house upon the Palatium was one and works on other subjects, of which only fragof the most beautiful at Rome, and was adorn- ments have come down to us. In 157 he was
ed with costly workB of art A s an orator he sent by Attalus as an ambassador to Rome,
surpassed all his contemporaries. In the treat- where he introduced far thefirsttime the study
ise Be Oratore Cicero introduces him as one of of grammar. [His fragments have been pubthe speakers, and he is understood to express lished by C. F. Wegener, Be Aula AttalicaLitt.
Cicero's own statements. [The fragments of Artiumque fautrice, vol. i, Havniaa, 1836.]
[CRATESIPPIDAS (KpcrnGtTnrlSag), a Lacedaehis orations are collected and published by
monian admiral, seized tie citadel of Chios, and
Meyer, Oratorum Roman. Fragmenta, p. 291-317,
effected the restoration of the Chian exiles; he
Zurich, 1842.]
CRASTINUS, one of Caasar's veterans, com- was succeeded by Lysander.]
CRATHIS (KpdBig) 1. (Now Grata) a river
l/ienced the battle of Pharsalia B.O. 48, and
in Achaia, rises in a mountain of the same name
diedfightingbravely in the foremost line.
in Arcadia, receives the Styxflowingdown from
[CRATZEIS (Kparaitg), according to one legend,
the mother of Scylla; goddess of sorcerers and Nonaeris, and falls into the Corinthian Gulf near
zEgaa.—2. (Now Crati) a river in lower Italy,
unchanters.]
forming the boundary on the east between Lu[CRATZSMENES (Kparaiuevng), a native of Chaleania and Bruttii, and falling into tbe sea neai
us,foundedthe city of Zaneie in Sicily.]
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Sybaria. At its mouth was a celebrated tem- Vespasian, A.D; 69. It was rebuilt by , Vespaple of Minerva: its waters were fabled to dye sian, but never recovered its former greatness;
the hair blonde.
C R E M O N I S JUGUM. Vid. ALPES. ,
CRATINUS (Kparlvog). 1. One of the most
C R E M U T I U S CORDUS.
Vid OORDUS.
celebrated of the Athenian poets of the old com[CREN.E (Kpijvai, i. e, the springs: now A*
edy, was born B.O. 519, but did not begin to myro) a place near Argos Amphiloohicum is
exhibit till 454, when he was sixty-five years Acarnania.]
cf age. H e exhibited twenty-one plays, and
[ORENIDES (KpnviSeg) earlier name of the city
gained nine victories. H e was the poet of the Philippi. Vid. PHILIPPI.]
old comedy. H e gave it its peculiar character,
C R E O N (Kpeav) 1. King of Corinth, Bon ot
and he did not l'^6 Aristophanes, live to see itsLycaathus, whose daughter, Glauce or- Creusa,
decline. Before his time the comic poets had married Jason. Medea, thus forsaken, sent
aimed at little beyond exciting the laughter of Glauce a garment whici burned her to death
their audience : he was thefirstwho made com when she put it on; the palacetookfire,and Creedy a terrible weapon of personal attack, and on perished in theflames.—2.Son of Mencecus,
the comic poet a severe censor of public and and brother of Jocaste, the wife of Laius. Aftei
private vice. H e is frequently attacked by Ar- the death of Laius, Creon governed Thebesfora
istophanes, who charges him with habitual in- short time, and tien surrendered the kingdom
temperance, an accusation which was admitted to GSdipu*, who had delivered the country from
by Cratinus himself, who treated the subject in the Sphinx. Vid. OSDIPUS. When Eteoeles and
a very amusing way in his Hvrivn. This play Polynices, the sons of GJdipus, fell in .battle
was acted in 423 when the poet was ninety-six by each other's hands, Creon became king of
years of age: it gained the prize over the Con- Thebes. His cruelty inforbiddingburial to the
nus of Amipsias and the Clouds of Aristophanes.corpse of Polynices, and his sentencing AntigCratinus died in the following year at the age one to death for disobeying his orders, occaof ninety seven. [His fragments are given by sioned the death of his own son Haamon. For
Meineke, Comic. Grcc. Fragm, vol. i, p. 7-78,
details, vid ANTIGONE.—[3. Father of Lycomeedit, minor.]—2. The younger, an Athenian poetdes, mentioned in the Iliad.—4. Father ofScoof the middle comedy, a contemporary of Plato pas, who ruled in Thessalian Cranon.]
the philosopher,flourishedas late as 324. [His [OREONTIADES, patronymic from- Creon, as Lyfragments are given by Meineke, Comic, ffrec.
eomedes, &a. Via. CREON, No^ 3.]
Fragm, vol. ii, p. 684-7, edit, minor.]
C R E O P H Y L U S (Kpea<fmXog). of Chios, one of the
CRATIPPUS (Kpdnimog) 1. A Greek historian earliest epic poets, said to have been the friend
and contemporary of Tiucydides; whose work or son in-law of. Homer. The epic poem Oixahe completed.—2. A Peripatetic philosopher of Xla or OlxaXlag aXaaig, ascribed to him, related
Mytilene, a contemporary of Pompey and Cic- the contest which Hercules, for the sake of Iole,
ero, the latter of w h o m praises him highly. H e undertook with Eurytus, and the capture of
accompanied Pompey in hisflightafter the bat- Qiehalia.
tle of Pharsalia, B.C. 48. He' afterward settled
CRESPHONTES (Kpnafbvrng) an Heraclid, son
at Athens, where young M. Cicero was his pupil of Aristomachus, and one of the' conquerors of
in 44. Through tie influence of Cieero; Cratip- Peloponnesus, obtained Messenia for his share.
pus obtained from Caasar the Roman citizenship. During an insurrection of the Messenians, he
CRATOS (Kparoc), the personification of and two of his sons were slain. A third son,
strength, a son of [Pallas and the Oeeanid zEpytus, avenged his death. Vid.- ZEPYTUS.
Styx, represented as placed near the throne of
CRESTONIA (Kpnaravia: b Kpnaraviafj), a disJupiter (Zeus) for having aided him against the trict in Macedonia between the Axius and StryTitans.]
•
mon, near Mount Cercine, inhabited by tie
CRATYLUS (KparvXog), a Greek philosopher, CRESTONZEI
a
(Kpnoruvaloi) a Thraoian people:
pupil of Heraclitus, and one of Plato's teachers. their chief town was - CRESTON or CRESTONE
Plato introduces him as one of the speakers in (Kpr/orav, Kpnaravn), founded, by the Pelasthe dialogue which bears his name;
gians. This town is erroneously supposed by
C R E M E R A , a smallriverin Etruria, which falls some writers to be the same as CORTONA in Italy
into the Tiber a little above Rome: memorable
CRETAtTCpifrq : - Kpnralog : Creticus: now
for the death of the three hundred Fabii.
Candid), one of the largest islands in the MediC R E M N A (Kpjjpva : ruins at Gherme), a strongterranean Sea, nearly equidistant from Europe,
zy fortified city of Pisidia, built on a precipitous Asia, and Africa, but always reckoned as part
.-ock in the Taurus range, and notedforrepeated of Europe. Its length from east to west is
obstinate defences: a colony under Augustus.
about one hundved and sixty miles: its breadth
C R E M N I (Konpfm) an emporium'of the free is very unequal, jeing in the widest part about
Scythians on the western side of the Palus thirty-five miles, and in the narrow est only six.
Maeotis.
A range of mountains runs through the whole
C R E M O N A (Cremonensis: now Cremona), a length of the island from. east to west, sending
Roman colony in the north of Italy, north of the forth spurs north and south: in the centre of
Po; and at no great distance from the conflu- the island rises Mount Ida far above all the
ence of the Addua and the Po, was founded, to-others. Vid. IDA. Theriversof Crete are nugether with Plaeentia, B.O. 219, as a protection merous, but are little more than mountain-toragainst the Gauls and Hannibal's invading army. rents, and are for the most part dry in summer,
It soon became a place of great importance, and The country was celebrated in antiquity for Us
sne of the mostflourishingcities in the north fertility and salubrity. Crete was inhabited at
of Italy; but, having espoused the cause of Vi- an early period by a numerous and civilized
tellius, it wastotallydestroyed by the troops of population. Homer speaks of its hundred citief
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n a m e upon it, said to have been founded 6y Phi
{Kprjrn luarbpiroXig, R. ii, 649); and, before the
Trojan war, mythology told of a king M I N O S loctetes, a little south of the River CRIMISUS
CRIMISUS or CRIMISSUS (Kpipiabg, Kpipiaabg)
w h o resided at Cnosus, and ruled over the
greater part of the island. H e is said to have a river in the west of Sicily, falls into the
given laws to Crete, and to have been the firstHypsa: on its banks Timoleon defeated ttu
prince w h o had a navy, with which he sup- Carthaginians, B.C. 339.
pressed piracy in the zEgean. After his de- C R I N A G O R A S (Kpivaybpag) of Mytilene, the am
scendants had governed the island for some thor offiftyepigrams in the Greek Anthology
generations, royalty w a s abolished, and the lived in the reign of Augustus.
[CRISPINA, wife of the Emperor C o m m o d u s
cities became independent republics, of which
Cnosus and Gortyna were the most important, having proved unfaithful, she w a s banished to
and exercised a kind of supremacy over the rest. Capreae, and there put to death.]
[CRISPINILLA, CALVIA, a R o m a n female of rank.
Tho ruling class were the Dorians, w h o settled
in Crete about sixty years after the Dorian con- notorious for her intrigues at the court of Nero
quest of Peloponnesus, and reduced the former she is called by Tacitus Nero's instructor in
inhabitants, the Pelasgians and Achaaans, to sub- voluptuousness. Notwithstanding her intrigues
jection. The social and political institutions of and plots, she managed to escape with imputhe island thus became Dorian, and many of nity, and even to be in favor in the succeeding
the ancients supposed that the Spartan consti- reigns of Galba, Otho, and Vitellius.]
CRISPINUS, a personridiculedby Horace (Sat,
tution w a s borrowed from Crete T h e chief
magistrates in the cities were the Oosmi, ten in i, 1. 120), is said to have written bad verses on
number, chosen from certain families: there the Stoic philosophy, and to have been surnamed
Aretalogus.
was also a Gerusia, or senate; and an Ecclesia,
CRISPUS, F L A V I U S JULIUS, eldest son of Conor popular assembly, which, iowever, had very
little power. (For details, vid. Bid. of Ant, art stantine tie Great, w a s appointed Caesar A.D.
Cosmi.) A t a later time the power of the aris- 317, and gained great distinction in a campaign
tocracy was overthrown, and a democratical against the Franks and in the war with Licinform of government established. The ancient ius; but, having excited the jealousy of his
Doric customs likewise disappeared, and thestep motier Fausta, he was put to death by his
people became degenerate in their morals and father, 326.
CRISPUS PASSIENUS, husband of Agrippina, and
character. The historian Polybius accuses them
of numerous vices, and the Apostle Paul, quot- step father of the Emperor Nero, w a s distin
ing the Cretan poet Epimenides, describes them gmshed as an orator.
as " always liars, evil beasts, slow bellies" (Titus, CRISPUS, VIBIUS, of Vercelli, a contemporary
i, 12). The Cretans were celebrated as arch of Quintilian, and a distinguisied orator. [The
era, andfrequentlyBerved as mercenaries in thefew fragments that remain of his speeches have
armies of other nations. T h e island w a s con- been collected by Meyer, Oral. Roman. Fragm,
quered by Q. Metellus, w h o received in conse- p. 585-588.]
quence the surname Creticus (B.O. 68-66), and CRISSA or C R I S A (Ko'iaoa, Kplaa: Kpwaalog)
it became a R o m a n province. Crete and Cy-and C I R R H A (Kipfia: Kibfsalog), towns in Phocis
regarded by some ancient, as well as by some
renaiea subsequently formed one province.
C R E T E U S or C A T R E U S (Kptirevg) son of Minosmodern writers, as the same; but it seems most
by Pasiphae or Crete, and father of Althemenes. probable that Crissa was a town inland southC R E T H E U S (KpvBevg) sou of zEolus and En-west of Delphi, and that Cirrha was its port on
arete, husband of Tyro, and father of zEson, the Crissaean Gulf. The inhabitants of the
Pheres, Amythaon, and Hippolyte : he was thetowns levied contributions upon the pilgrims
frequenting the Delphic oracle, in consequence
founder of Iolcus.
[ C R E T H O N (KprjBuv) son of Diodes of Pheraa, of which the Amphictyons declared war against
them, B.C. 595, and eventually destroyed them.
slain by zEneas before Troy.]
C'RETOPOLIS (KpnrbixoXig), a town in the dis-Their territory, the rich Crissaaan plain, was
trict of Milyas in Asia Minor, assigned some declared sacred to the Delphic god, and was forbidden to be cultivated. The cultivation of thi<
timestoPisidia, sometimes to Pamphylia.
C R E U S A (Kpeovoa) 1. A Naiad, daughter of plain by the inhabitants of Amphissa led to the
Oceauus, became by Peneus the mother of H y p - Sacred war, in which Philip w a s chosen general
seus and Stilbe.—2. Daughter of Ereehtheus of the Amphictyons, 338. Crissa remained in
and Praxithea, wife of Xuthus, and mother of ruins, but Cirrha was afterward rebuilt, and be
Achaaus and Ion. She is said to have been be- came the harbor of Delphi.
CRITIAS (Kpirtag) 1. Son of Dropides, a conloved by Apollo, whence Ion is sometimes called her son by this god.—S. Daughter of Priam temporary and relation of Solon's.—2. Son ot
and Hecuba, wife of zEneas, and mother of As- Callaaschrus, and grandson of the above, wa>canius. She perished on the night of the cap- one of the pupils of Socrates, by whose instruc
ture of Troy, having been separated from her tions he profited but little in a moral point of
husband in the confusion.—4. (Or Glauce), a view. H e was banished from Athens, and on
daughter of Creon, w h o fell a victim to the ven- his return he became leader of the oligarchical
party. H e was one of the thirty tyrauts estabgeance of Medea. Vid. C R E O N , N O . 1.
lished by the Spartans B.O. 404, and w a s conC R E U S I S or C R E U S A (Kpevaig, Kpeovoa : Kpevatevg) a town on the eastern ooast of Bceotia, spicuous above all his colleagues for rapacity
and cruelty. H e was slain at the battle of Muthe harbor of Thespiaa.
C R I M I S A or CRIMISSA (Kplpiaa, Kplpioaa: nychia in the same year,fightingagainst Thrasybulus and the exiles. H e w a s a distinguish
n o w Capo dell' Alice) a promontory on the east«rn coast of Bruttium, with a town of the same ed orator, and some of his speeches were ex2V>
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tant in the time of Oicero. H i also wrote po- tle was fought between the two armies; whereems, dramas, and other works.
S o m e frag- upon he returned to Sardis, and disbanded hia
ments of his elegies are still extant, [and have forces, commanding them to reassemble in lb*
been collected by Bach, Critic carmina, etc, que following spring. But Cyrus appeared unexsupersuni, Lijyo, 1827.]
pectedly before Sardis ; Crcesus led out the
C R I T O L A U S (KpiroXaog)
1. O f Phaselis in forces still remaining with him, but was defeatLycia, studied philosophy at Athens under Aris- ed, and the city was taken after a siege of fom
ton of Ceos, w h o m he succeeded as the head of teen days. Croasus, w h o w a s taken alive, was
the Peripatetic school. In B.C. 155 he was sent condemned to be burned to death. A s he stood
by the Athenians as ambassador to R o m e with before the pyre, the warning of Solon came to
Carneades and Diogenes.
Vid. C A R N E A D E S . his mind, and he thrice uttered the name of So
H e lived upward of eighty-two years, but w e Ion. Cyrus inquired w h o it w a s that he called
have no further particulars of his life.—2. Gen- on; and, upon hearing the story, repented of hia
eral of the Achaaan League, 147, distinguished purpose, and not only spared the life of Orcesus,
by his bitter enmity to the Romans. H e w a s but m a d e him his friend. Croasus survived Cy^
defeated by Metellus. and w a s never heard of rus, and accompanied Cambyses in his expedi
after the battle.
tion against Egypt.
O R I T O N (Kpirav). 1. Of Athens, a friend and
CROMMYON or CROMYON (Kpop/ivuv, Kpopvav)
disciple of Socrates, w h o m he supported with a town in Megaris, on the Saronic Gulf, after
his fortune. H e had m a d e every arrangement ward belonged to Corinth; celebrated in m y for the escape of Socrates from prison, and tried, thology on account of its wild sow, which was
in vain, to persuade him tofly,as w e see from slain by Theseus.
Plato's dialogue named titer him. Criton wrote
[ C R O M N A (Kpapva) a town and fortress on
seventeen dialogues on philosophical subjects, the coast of Papilagonia, between Cytorus and
which are lost.—[2. A comic poet of the n e w Amastris.]
comedy, of whose plays a few fragments remain,
[ C R O M N I or C R O M I (Kpapvoi, and in Pausanias
collected b y Meineke, Comic. Grcc. Fragm, Kpauoi), a stronghold in Arcadia, on the borders
vol. ii, p. 1153-4, edit, minor.]—3. A physician of Messenia, in the district named from it C R O
at R o m e iu the first or second century after MITIS (Kpaplrtg) its inhabitants were removea
Christ, perhaps the person mentioned by Mar- to Megalopolis.]
tial (Epigr, xi, 60, 6): he wrote several mediC R O N I U S M O N S (Kpbviov bpog), a mountain in
cal works.
Elis, near Olympia, with a temple of Cronus
C R I U - M E T O P O N (Kpsou perarcov) i. e, " Ram's (Saturn.)
Front." 1. A promontory at the south of the C R O N U S (Kpowc), the youngest of the Titanr,
Tauric Chersonesus.—2. ( N o w Capo Krio), a son of Ccelus (Uranus) and Terra (Ge), father
promontory at the southwest of Crete.
by Rhea of Hestia, Ceres (Demeter), Juno
C R I U S (Kpjoc). one of the Titans, son of Ura- (Hera), Pluto (Hades), Neptune (Poseidon), ana
nus (Ccelus) and G e (Terra).
Jupiter (Zeus). A t the instigation of his mothC R O C O D I L O P O L I S (KpoKobeiXav irbXig). 1. ( N o er,
w Saturn (Cronus) unmanned his father for
Embeshunda ?), a city of Upper Egypt, in the No- having thrown the Cyclopes, w h o were likewise
mos Aphroditopolites.—2. Vid. A R S I N O E , N O . 7. his children by Terra (Ge), into Tartarus. Out
C R O O U S , the beloved friend of Smilax, was of the blood thus shed sprang u p the Erinnyes.
changed by the gods into a saffron plant
W h e n the Cyclopes were delivered from TarC R O C Y L E A (rd KpoKvXeia) according to H o m e r tarus, the government of the world w a s taken
(II, ii, 633), a place in Ithaca, but according tofrom Ccelus (Uranus) and given to Saturn (CroStrabo, in Leucas in Acarnania.
nus), w h o in his turn lost it through Jupiter
[ C R O C Y L I O N (KooscvXiov) according to Thucyd-(Zeus), as was predicted to him by Terra (Ge)
ides (3, 96), a place in zEtolia, otherwise un- and Ccelus (Uranus.) Vid ZEUS. The Romans
known.]
identified their Saturnus with Cronus. Vid
CRCKSUS (Kpoloog), last king of Lydia, son of S A T U R N U S .
C R O P I A (Kpairela) an Attic demus belonging
Alyattes, reigned B.C. 660-546, but w a s probably associated in the kingdom during his fa-to the tribe Leontis.
[CROSSZEA (Kpoaoala), a district of Macedonia,
ther's life. The early part of his reign w a s
most glorious. H e subdued all the nations be- on the eastern coast of,the Thermaicus Sinus:
tween the zEgean and the River Halys, and it was also called Kpovolg.']
O R O T O N or C R O T O N A (Crotoniensis, Crotonenm a d e the Greeks in Asia Minor tributary to him.
The fame of his power and wealth drew to his sis, Crotoniata : n o w Crotona), a Greek city cn
court at Sardis all the wise m e n of Greece, and the eastern coast of Bruttium, on the River
among them Solon, whose interview with the zEsarus, and in a very healthy locality, was
king w a s celebrated in antiquity. In reply to founded b y the Achaaans under Myscellus of
the question w h o w a s the happiest m a n he had /Egae, assisted by the Spartans, B.C. 710. Its
ever seen, the sage taught the king that no m a n extensive commerce, the virtue of its inhabitshould be deemed happy till he hadfinishedhis ants, and the excellence of its institutions, made
life in a happy way. Alarmed at the growing it the most powerful andflourishingtownin the
power of the Persians, Croasus sent to consult south of Italy. It owed much of its greatnes
the oracle of Apollo at Delphi whether he to Pythagoras, w h o established his school here
should march against the Persians. U p o n the Gymnastics were cultivated here in greater per
reply of the oracle, that, if he marched against fection than in any other Greek city ; and one
the (Persians, he would overthrow a great em- of its citizens, Milo, was the most celebrated
pire, he collected a vast army and marched athlete in Greece. It attained its greatest p o w
Against Cyrus. Near S'nope an indecisive bat- er by the destruction of Sybaris in 510; but it
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•utaecjrentlydeclined, in consequence of the to nave contained at least one hundred thousand
severe defeat it sustained from the Locrians on inhabitants. In the wars of the Romans with
the River Sagras. It suffered greatly in the the Parthians and Persians, it w a s takeL. first
wars with Dionysius Agathocles, and Phyrrhus; by Trajan (A.D. 115), and b y several of the later
and in the second Pznic war a considerable part emperors, but Julian did not venture to attack
of it lad ceased to be inhabited. It received a it, even after his victory over the Persians beeolony from the Romans in 195
fore the city.
C R U S T U M E R I A , -RIUM, also C R U S T U M I U M (CrusOTESIPPUS (Krnm-mrog) 1., T w o sons of Hertumlnus), a town of the Sabines, situated in the cules, one b y Deianira, and the other b y Astymountains near the sources of the Allia, w a s damia.—2. Son of Polytherses of, Same, one of
conquered both b y Romulus and Tarquinius the suitors of Penelope, killed b y Philcetius, the
Priseus, and is not mentioned in later times.
cow-herd.—[3. A Greek, historian, of uncertain
CTEATUS.
Vid M O L I O N E S .
date ; Plutarch quotes his history of the ScythC T E S I A S (Krnaiag), of Cnidus in Caria, a con- ians, but nothing further is known of him.—4. A
temporary of Xenophon, w a s private physician pupil of Socrates, w h o is often mentioned by
of Artaxerxes Mnemon, w h o m he accompanied Plato.]
in his w a r against his brother Cyrus, B.O. 401.
[CTESIUS (KrqoLog), son of Ormenus, and
H e lived seventeen years at the Persian court, father of Eumaaus, w h o m the Phoenicians car
and wrote in the Ionic dialect a great work on ried off from him, and sold to Laertes in Ithaca.1,
the history of Persia (HepoiKd), in twenty-three
[ C T I M E N E (Kriuivn) sister of Ulysses, youngbooks. Thefirstsix contained the history of est child of Laertes.]
the Assyrian monarchy down to the foundation
[Cuousus (KovKovabg) or Cocusus (KOKKOVof the kingdom of Persia. The next seven con- abg) a place in Cappadoeia,towhich S t Chrytained the history of Persia d o w n to the end of sostom was banished. Vid. C H R Y S O S T O M U S . ]
the reign of Xerxes, and the remaining ten car[ C U D A (now Coo), a tributary of the Durius.
ried the history d o w n to the time when Ctesias in Hispania Tarraconensis.]
left Persia, i. e, to the year 398. All that is
C U L A R O , afterward called G R A T I A N O P O L I S
n o w extant is a meagre abridgment in Photius (now Grenoble) in honor of the Emperor Graand a nui :ber of fragments preserved in Diodo- tian, a town,in, Gallia Narbonensis, on the Isara
rus and other writers. The work of Ctesias (now Isere.)
was compiled from Oriental sources, and its
C U L L E O or CULISO, Q. .TERENTIUS. 1. A senstatements are frequently at variance with those ator of distinction, w a s taken prisoner in the
of Herodotus. Ctesias also wrote a work on second Punic war, and obtained his liberty ai
India ('IvbiKd) in one book, of which w e possessthe conclusion of the war B.C. 201., to show
n abridgment in Photius. This work con- his gratitude to P. Seipio, he followed hi3 tri
ains numerous fables, but it probably gives a umphal car, wearing the pileus or cap of liberty.
faithful picture of India, as it was conceived by like an emancipated slave. In 187 he was prae
the Persians. The abridgment which Photius tor peregrinus, and in this year condemned L.
m a d e of the Persica and Indica of Ctesias has Seipio Asiaticus, on the charge of having mis
been printed separately b y Lion, Gottingen, appropriated the money gained in the w a r with
1S23, and by Bahr, Frankfort, 1824.
Antiochus.—2. Tribune of the plebs, 58, exerted
CrSsiBius (KrnalBiog) celebrated for. his m e -himself to obtain Cicero's recall from banishchanical inventions, lived at Alexandrea in them e n t
In the war which followed the death of
reigns of Ptolemy Philadelphus and Euergetes, Caasar (43), Culleo w a s one of the legates of
about B.C. 250. His father was, a barber, but Lepidus.
his o w n taste led him to devote himself to m e - GUMJE(KVUII : Kvpalog, Cumanus). 1. A town
chanics. H e is said to have invented a clepsy- in Campania, and the most ancient of the Greek
dra or water-clock, a hydraulic organ (ijdpavXig)colonies in Italy and Sicily, w a s founded by
and other machines, and to have been the first C y m e in zEolis, in conjunction with Chalcis and
to discover the elastic force of air and apply it Eretria in Euboaa. Its foundation is placed in
as a moving power. H e w a s the teacher, and B.C. 1050, but this date is evidently too early.
has been supposed to have been the father of It was situated on a steep hill of Mount Gaurus,
Hero Alexandrinus. — [2. A Greek historian, a little north of the promontory Misenum. It
w h o probably lived at the time of the first Ptole- became in early times a great and flourishing
mies ; according to Apollodorus, he lived to the city; its commerce w a s extensive ; its terri
age of one hundred and four years, but accord- tory included a great part of the rich Campaing to Lucian, to the age of one hundred and nian, plain; its population w a s at least sixty
twenty-four.]
thousand; and its power is attested b y its col
C T E S I P H O N (Krtioutjuv), son of Leosthenes ofonies in Italy and Sicily, Puteoli, Palaaopolis
Anaphlystus, w a s accused by zEschines for hav- afterward Neapolis, Zancle afterward Messana.
ing proposed the decree that Demosthenes But it had powerful, enemies to encounter in
should be honored with the crown. Vid. M&- the Etruscans and the Italian nations. It w a s
OBINES.
also weakened b y internal dissensions, and one
C T E S I P H O N (KrnaKJsav : Krnai^avnog : ruins of its citizens, Aristodemus, m a d e himself tyat Takti Kesra), a city of Assyria, on the eastern rant of the place. Its power became sp much
bank of the Tigris, three R o m a n miles from Se- reduced that it w a s only saved from the atleucia on the western bank,firstbecame an im-tacks of tbe Etruscans by the assistance of
portant place under the Parthians, whose kings Hiero, w h o annihilated the Etruscanfleet,474.
used it for some time as a winter residence, It maintained its' independencetill417, when it
and afterward enlarged and fortified it, and waa taken b y tl e Campanians, and most of itt
m a d e it the capital of their empire. It is said inhabitants sold as slaves. . From this tiro*
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O U P I U became the chief city,of Campania; and ||where he carried on war against the barbarians
although Cumaa was subsequently .a R o m a n as far north as the Danube. H e was a personal
municipium and. a colony, it continued to de- enemy of Caasar,, and supported P. Clodius when
cline in importance. A t last the Acropolis was the latter was accused of violating the sacra of
the only part of the town that remained, and the Bona Dea. In 57 he was appointed pontithis was eventually destroyed by Narses in his fex maximus, and died 63. H e haa some repwars with the Goths. Cumaa w a s celebrated utation as an orator, and w a s a friend of Cicero.
as the residence of the earliest Sibyl, and as — 3 . Son of No. ,2, also a friend of Cicero, was
the place where Tarquinius Superbus died. Us a most profligate character. H e was married
uins are still to be seen between the Logo di to Fulvia, afterward the wife of Antony. H e
at first belonged to the Pompeian party, by
Patria and F,usaro.-r-\Z. A city of zEolis. ' Vid.
whose influence he w a s m a d e tribune of tjhe
CYME,]
C U N A X A (Kowafa), a smafl town in Babylo- plebs, 50; but he. was bought over by Caasar,
nia, on the Euphrates, famous for the battle and employed his power as tribune against M B
fought here between the younger Cyrus and former friends. O n the breaking.out of the
his brother Artaxerxes Mnemon, in which the civil war (49), he was sent b y Caasar to Sicily
former w a s killed (B.C. 401). Its position is with the title of propraetor. H e succeeded in
uncertain. Plutarci (Artax, 8) places it five driving Cato out of the island, and then crossed
hundred stadia (fifty geographical miles) above over to Africa, where he was defeated and slain
Babylon; Xenophon, w h o does not mention it by Juba and P. Attius Varus. .
CURIOSOLITZE, a .Gallic people on the ocean
by name, makes the battle field three hundred
and sixty stadia (thirty-six geographical miles) in Armorica, near the Veneti, in the country of
the modern Corseult, near St. Malo.
from Babylon.
C U R I U M (Koipjov.: Koupjsiic': ruins near Pis[CUNEUS. 1. Ager (now Algarve) the southern part of Lusitania, where the Conii dwelt, copia) a town on the southern coast of Cyprus
from w h o m it w a s probably so called, and not near the promontory CURIAS, west of the mouth
from its wedge-Mke shape.—2. Promontorium (now of the Lyeus.
Cabo di S. Maria), the southern point of the C U R I U S D E N T A T U S . Vid. D E N T A T U S .
CURIUS, M'. 1. A u intimate friend of Cicero
Cuneus Ager.]
[CUPENOUS, a Virgilian hero, one of the follow- and Atticus, lived for several years as a nego
tiator at Patrae in Peloponnesus. In his will he
ers of Turnus, slain by zEneas.]
left his property to Atticus and Cieero. Sev[CUPIDO.
Vid E R O S . ]
OUPIENNIUS, attacked by Horace (Sat, i, 2, 36), eral of Cicero's letters, are addressed to him.—
% said by the Scholiast to have been a friend of [2. Q , a R o m a n senator, w h o w a s candidate
for tie consulship B.C. 64, but lost his election,
Augustus, but is probably afictitiousname.
C U P R A (Cuprensis).
1. M A R I T I M A (now Mar and for his vices w a s ejected from the senate:
tano, at the mouth of the Monecchia) a town in he joined the conspiracy of Catiline, and it wan
Picanum, with an ancient temple of Juno, found- through his mistress Fulvia, to w h o m he related
ed by the Pelasgians and restored by Hadrian.—. their designs, that Cicero obtained the informa2. M O N T A N A , a town near No. 1, in the mount- tion which enabled him to crush the conspiracy.]
C U R S O R , L. PAPIRIPS.
1. A distinguished
ains.
C U R E S (Gen. Curium), an ancient town of the R o m a n general in the second Samnite war, w a s
Sabines, celebrated as the birth plaee of T. Ta- five times consul (B.O. 333, 320, 319, 315, 313),
tius and N u m a Pompilius: from this town the and twice dictator (325, 309). H e frequently
Romans are said to iave derived the name of defeated the Samnites, but his greatest victory
over them w a s gained in his second dictatorQuirites.
C U R E T E S (Kovp^rng), a mythical people, said ship. Although a great general, he w a s not
to be the most ancient inhabitants of Acarnania popular with the soldiers on account of his seand zEtolia; the latter country was called Cu- verity.—2. Son of No. 1, was, like his father, a
retis from them. They also occur in Crete as distinguished general. In both his consulships
the priests of Jupiter (Zeus), and are spoken of (293, 272) he gained great victories over tie
in connection with the Corybantes and Idaean Samnites, and in the second he brought the
Dactyli. The infant Jupiter (Zeus) was intrusted third Samnite war to a close.
C U R T I U S , M E T T U S or M E T T I U S , a distinguishto their care by Rhea; and b y clashing thenweapons in a warlike dance; they drowned the ed Sabine, fought with the rest of his nation
cries of the child, and prevented his father Sat- against Romulus. According to one tradition,
urn (Cronus) from ascertaining the place where tie Locus Curtius, which was part of the R o m a n
forum, w a s called after him; because in the
he was concealed.
battle with the Romans he escaped with diffiCURIAS.
Vid. C U R I U M .
CURIATIL, a celebrated Alban family. Three culty from a swamp, into which his horse had
brothers of this family fought with three R o m a n plunged. But the more usual tradition respectbrothers, the Horatii, and were conquered b y ing the name of the Lacus Curtius related that
the latter. In consequence of their defeat, Alba in B.C. 362 the earth in the forum gave way, and
a great chasm appeared, which the soothsayers
became subject to Rome.
declared could only befilledup by throwing into
CURIATIUS M A T E R N U S .
Vid M A T E R N U S .
C U R I O , 0. SCRIBONIUS.
1. Praetor B.O. 121, it Rome's greatest treasure ; that thereupon M ,
was one of the most distinguished orators of his Curtius, a noble youth, mounted his steed in full
time.—2. Son of No. 1, tribune of the plebs B.C. armor; and declaring that R o m e possessed no
90 ; afterward served under Sulla in Greece; greater treasure than a brave and gallant citizen.
leaped into the abyss, upon whi eh the earth closed
«vas praator 8 2 ; consul 76 -, and after his connlsh;v< obtained the province of Macedonia, ' ever 'aim
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CCRHUS MONTANUS. Vid. MONTANUS,
twelve in nuu-ber; but their number is insreasCURTIUS RUFUS, Q, the Roman historian of ed by other writers. The most important of
Alexander the Great Respecting his life, and them were DELOS, CEOS, CYTHNOS, SERIPHOS,
Ihe time at which he lived, nothing is known RHENIA, SIPHNOS, CIMOLOS, N A X O S , PAROS, S I
w.th certainty. Some critics place him as early ROS, M Y C O N O S , TENOS, A N D R O S .
as the time of Vespasian, and others as late as CYCLOPES (T/LvKXaireg) that is, creatures with
Constautine; but the earlier date is more prob- round or circular eyes, are described differently
able than the later. The work itself, entitled by different writers. Homer speaks of them as
a gigantic and lawless race of shepherds in SiBe Rebus Gestis Alexandri Magni, consisted of
ten books, but thefirsttwo are lost, and the re-cily, who devoured human beings and eared
maining eight are not without considerable nought for Jupiter (Zeus): each of them bad
gaps. It is written in a pleasing though some- only one eye in the centre of his forehead: the
what declamatory style. It is taken from good chief among them was POLYPHEMUS. Accordsources, but the author frequently shows his ing to Hesiod, the Cyclopes were Titans, sons
ignorance of geography, chronology and tactics.of Ccelus (Uranus) and Terra (Ge), were three
The best editions are by Zumpt, Berlin, 1826, in number, A R G E S , STEROPES, and BRONTES, and
small edition; Miitzell, Berlin, 1843; [and by each of them had only one eye on his forehead.
Zumpt, Berlin, 1849, with copious comment- They were thrown into Tartarus by Saturn (Cronus), but were released by Jupiter (Zeus), and,
ary.]
in consequence, they provided Jupiter (Zeus)
CUTILIZE AOMM.
Vid. AQUZE, N O . 3.
CVTANE (Kvdvn) a Sicilian nymph and play- with thunderbolts and lightning, Pluto with a
mate of Proserpina (Persephone), changed into a helmet, and Neptune (Poseidon) with a trident
They were afterward killed by Apollo for having
fountain through grief at the loss of the goddess.
furnished Jupiter (Zeus) witi the thunderbolts
CYANEZS INSULZS (Kvdveai vnaoi or rcerpai,
to kill zEsculapius. A still later tradition renow Urek-Jaki), two small rocky islands at the
entrance of the Thracian Bosporus into the garded the Cyclopes as the assistants of Vulcan
Euxine, the PLANCTZE (HXayKral) and SYMPLE-(Hephaastus). Volcanoes were the work-shops
of that god, and Mount zEtna in Sicily and the
O I D E S (ZvfnrXnyddeg) of mythology, so called
because they are said to have been once mova- neighboring isles were accordingly considered
ble and to have rushed together, and thus de- as their abodes. A s the assistants of Vulcan
stioyed every ship that attempted to pass (Hephaastus), they make the metal armor and
thiough them. After the ship Argo had passed ornamentsforgods and heroes. Their number
thiough them in safety, they became stationary. is no longer confined to three ; and besides the
names mentioned by Hesiod, w e alsofindthose
Vid p. 91, a.
of P Y R A C M O N and A O A M A S . The name of CyCI-AXARES (Kvaljdpng), king of Media B.C.
534-594, son of Phraortes, and grandson of clopian walls was given to the walls built of
Oeioces. H e was the most warlike of the Me- great masses of uniewn stone, of which specidian kings, and introduced great military re- mens are stilltobe seen at Mycenaa and other
forms. H e defeated the Assyrians, who had parts of Greece, and also in Italy. They were
slain his father in battle, and he laid siege toprobably constructed by the Pelasgians; and
Ninus (Nineveh). But while he was before later generations, being struck by their granthe city, he was defeated by the Scythians, who deur, ascribed tieir building to a fabulous race
held the dominion of Upper Asia for twenty- of Cyclopes.
CYONUS (KWCVOC). 1. Son of Apollo by Hyrie,
eight years (634-607), but were at length driven
out of Asia by Cyaxares. After the expulsion lived in the district between Pleuron and Calyof the Scythians, Cyaxares again turned his don, and was beloved by Phyllius; but as Phylarms against Assyria, aud with the aid of the lius refused him a bull, Cycnus leaped into a
King of Babylon (probably the father of Nebu- lake and was metamorphosed into a swan.—2.
chadnezzar), he took and destroyed Ninus in Son of Neptune (Poseidon), was king of Colonae
606. H e subsequently carried on war for fivein Troas, and father of Tenes and Hemithea.
years against Alyattes, king of Lydia. Vid. His second wife, Philonome, fell in love with
ALYATTES. Cyaxares died in 594, and was suc- Tenes, her step-son, and as he refused her ofceeded by his son Astyages. Xenophon speaks fers, she accused him to his father, who threw
of a Cyaxares II, king of Media, son of Astya- Tenes with Hemithea in a chest into the sea.
Tenes escaped and became king of Tenedos.
ges, respecting whom, vid. CYRUS.
Vid. TENES. In the Trojan war both Cycnus
OYBELE.
Vid. R H E A .
CYBISTRA (rd KvBiorpa) an ancient city of and Tenes assisted the Trojans, but both were
Asia Minor, several times mentioned by Cieero slain by Achilles. A s Cycnus could not be
(Ep. ad Fam, xv, 2, 4; ad Att, v, 18, 20), whowounded by iron, Achilles strangled him with
describes it as lying at the foot of Mount Taurus, the thong of his helmet, or killed him with a
in the part of Cappadoeia bordering on Cilicia. stone. When Achilles was going to strip Cyo
Strabo places it three hundred stadia (thirty geo- nus of his armor, the body disappeared, and was
graphical miles) from Tyana. Mention is made changed into a swan.—3. Son of Mars (Ares;
of a place of the same name (now Kara Hissar) and Pelopia, slain by Hercules at Itoue.—4. Son
between Tyana and Caasarea ad Argaaum ; butof Mars (Ares) and Pyrene, likewise killed by
this latter can hardly be believed to be identical Hercules.—5. Son of Sthenelus, king of tha
Ligurians, and a friend and relation of Phaethon
with the former.
While
he was lamenting the fate of Phaeithon on
C Y O L A D E S (VLvKXdbeg) a group of islands i
n
the
banks of the Eridanus, he was metamorphthe zEgean Sea, so called because they lay in
a circle (h> KVKXU) around Delos, the most im-osed by Apollo into a swan, and j laced among
portant of them. According to Sti abo they were the stars.
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CTDIAS. 1. A celebrated painter from the island from Mount Phricius, and hence it had the epi
»f Oythnus, B.C. 864, whose picture of the Ar-. thet QpiKavig. It was the native place of Ephogonauts was exhibited in a porticus by Agrippa rus, and the mother city cf Side in Pamphylia
at Rome.—[2. A n Athenian orator, a contempo- and of Cumaa in Campania.
rary of Demosthenes; an oration of his, irepl [ C Y M O D O O E (KvuodoKii) one of the Nereids
(Horn, and Hes.); in Virgil, one of those nymphs
lijg Sdpov KXnpovx'iag, v mentioned by Aristotle.
— 3 . A n early Greek poet, classed by Plutarch into w h o m Cybele metamorphosed the ships of
with Mimnermus and Archiloehus. His frag- zEneas.]
[ C Y M O T H O K (KvpoBbn) one of the Nereids.]
lacnts are given in the collections of SchneideCYNA.
Vid. C Y N A N E
win and Bergk.]
CYNZSGIRUS (Kwaiyeipog), brother of the poet
CYDIPPE.
Vid. A O O N T I U S .
zEschylus,
distinguished himself by his valor at
C Y D N U S (Kvbvog: now Tersoos-Chai), a river
of Cilicia Campestris,risingin the Taurus, and the battle of Marathon, B.C. 490. According
flowing through the midst of the city of Tarsus, to Herodotus, when the Persians were endeavwhere it is one hundred and twenty feet wide oring to escape by sea, Cynaegirus seized one
(Kinneir; Xenophon says two plethra=two of their ships to keep it back, but fell with bis
hundred and two feet). It was celebrated for right hand cut off. In the later versions of the
the clearness and coldness of its water, which story, Cynaagirus is made to perform still more
was esteemed useful in gout and nervous dis- heroic deeds.
C Y N Z E T H A (KvvaiBa: KwaiBevg, -Baievg), a
eases, but by bathing in which Alexander nearly
lost his life. A t its mouth the river spread into town in the north of Arcadia, whose inhabita lagune, which formed the harbor of Tarsus, ants, unlike the other Arcadians, had a dislike
but which is now choked with sand. In the to music, to which circumstance Polybius attributes their rough and demoralized character.
Middle Ages theriverwas called Hierax.
C Y N A N E , C Y N A , or C Y N N A (Kvvdvn, Kvva, KhiC Y D O N I A , more rarely C Y D O N I S (Kvbavia, KvSaAg : Kvdavidrng : now Khania), one of the chiefva), half-sister to Alexander the Great, daughcities of Crete, the rival and opponent of C N O - ter of Philip by Audata, an Illyrian woman.
BUS and G O R T Y N A , was situated on the north- She was married to her cousin Amyntas; and
western coast, and derived its name from the after the death of Alexander she crossed over
C Y D O N E S (KvSaveg), a Cretan race, placed by to Asia, intending to marry her daughter EurydH o m e r in the western part of the island. A t a ice to Arrhidaeus, who had been chosen king,
later time a colony of Zacynthians settled in Her project alarmed Perdiccas, by whose order
Cydonia; they were driven out by the Samians she was put to death.
CYNESII or C Y N E T E S (Kvvrjoiot, Kvvnreg) »
about B.O. 524, and the Samians were in their
turn expelled by the /Eginetans. Cydonia was people, according to Herodotus, dwelling in the
the place from which quinces (Cydonia mala) extreme west of Europe, beyond the Celts, ap
were first brought to Italy, and its inhabitants parently in Spain.
[CYNIOI.
Vid D I O G E N E S , A N T I S T H E N E S . ]
were some of the best Cretan arehers (Cydonio
C Y N I S O A (KvvioKa), daughter of Archidamiu
arcu, Hor, Carm, iv, 19, 17).
[ C Y D E A R A (Kisbpapa) a city on the borders of II, king of Sparta, was thefirstw o m a n wh<
Phrygia and Lydia, where a monument was set kept horses for the games, and the first wh<
gained an Olympic victory.
up by Croasus to mark the boundaries.]
C Y N O P O L I S (Kvvbg wbXtg: now Samallout) a
C Y L L A R U S (KaAzlapoc), a beautiful centaur,
killed at the wedding feast of Pirithous. The city of the Heptanomis, or Middle Egypt, on an
island in the Nile; the chief seat of the worship
horse of Castor was likewise called Cyllarus.
O Y L L E N E (KvXXijvri) 1. (Now Zyria) the of Anubis. There was a city of the same nam«
highest mountain in Peloponnesus on the front- in the Delta.
C Y N O S (Kvvog: Kvviog, Kwalog) the chief
iers of Arcadia and Achaia, sacred to Hermes
(Mercury), w h o had a temple on the summit sea-port in the territory of the Locri Opuntii.
C Y N O S A R G E S (rd Kvvbaapyeg) a gymnasium,
was said to have been born there, and was hence
called Xyllenius.—2. (Now Chiarenza) a sea- sacred to Hercules, outside Athens, east of th*
city, and before the gate Diomea, for the use of
port town of Elis.
C Y L O N (KvXav), an Athenian of noble family, those w h o were not of pure Athenian blood;
married the daughter of Theagenes, tyrant of here taught Antisthenes, the founder of the
Megara, and gained an Olympic victory B.O. Cynic school.
C Y N O S O E P H A L Z E (Kvvbg Ke<paXai) " Dogs'
640.
Encouraged by the Delphic oracle, he
seized the Acropolis, intending to make him- Heads." 1. T w o hills near Scotussa in Thesself tyrant of Athens. Pressed by famine, Cy- saly, where Flaminius gained his celebrated
lon and his adherents were driven to take refuge victory over Philip of Macedonia, B.O. 197.—
at the altar of Minerva (Athena), whence they 2. A hill between Thebes and Thespiaa, in Bcewere induced to withdraw by the arehon Meg- otia.
C Y N O S S E M A (Kvvbg aijua) "Dog's Tomb," *
acles, the Alemaeonid, on a promise that their
lives should be spared. But their enemies put promontory in the Thracian Chersonesus, neai
them to death as soon as they had them in their Madytus, so called because it was supposed to
be the tomb of Hecuba, w h o had been previouspower.
C Y M E (Kvpn : Kvpaiog: n o w Sandakli) the ly changed into a dog.
C Y N O S U R A (Kvvbgovpa), an Idaean nymph, aud
largest of the zEolian cities of Asia Minor, stood
upon the coast of zEolis, on a bay named after one of the nurses of Jupiter (Zeus), w h o placed
it Cumaaus (also Elaitieus) Sinus (b Kvpaiog her among the stars. Vid. A R C T O S .
KoATtog • now Gulf of Sandakli), and had a good C Y N O S U R A (Kvvbgovpa), " Dog's Tail," a prom
harbor It was founded by a colony of Loerians ontory in Attica, south of Marathon.
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more thai sevec thousand feet in. height. The
CYNTHIA and CYNTHTUS (KvvOia and KvvBiog)
surnames respectively of Diana (Artemis) and plains are chiefly in the south of the island and
Apollo, which they derived from Mount Cynthus were celebrated in ancient as well as in m o d e m
times for their fertility. The largest plain, callin the island of Delos, their birth-place.
C Y N U R I A (Kwovpfa : Kwovpiog), a district on ed the Salaminian plain, ia in tho eastern part
the frontiers of Argolis and Laeonia, for theof the island, near Salamis, The rivers are litpossession of which the Argives and Spartans tle more than mountain torrents, mostly dry ia
earried on frequent wars, and which the Spar- summer. Cyprus was colonized by the Phoenitans at length obtained about B.C. 550. Vid. cians at a veiy early period; and Greek colonies were subsequently planted in the island,
p. 9/S, a. T h e inhabitants were Ionians.
CSFARISSIA (Kvirapiooia) 1. A town iu Mes- according to tradition soon after the Trojan
senia, on the western coast, south of the River war. W e read atfirstof nine independent
Cyparissus, and on a promontory and bay of the states, each governed by-its o w n king, SALAMIS,
same name. H o m e r (II, ii, 693) speaks of a CITIUM, A M A T H U S , C U R I U M , P A P H O S , M A R I U M ,
SOLI, L A P E T H U S , C E R Y N I A . The island was sufc
town CYPARISSEIS (Kvirapiooijeig) subject to
Nestor, which is probably the same as the pre- dued by Amasis, king of E g y p t about B.O. 540
ceding, though Strabo places it in Triphylia.— U p o n the downfall of the Egyptian monarchy, it
2. A town in Laeonia, on a peninsula near the became subject to the Persians; but E V A G O R A S
of Salamis, after a severe struggle with the PerAsopus.
CYPARISSUS (Kvizdpioaog) son of Telephus, sians, established its independence about 385
beloved by Apollo or Silvanus. Having inad- and handed down the sovereignty to his son
vertently killed his favorite stag, he was seized NIOOOLES. It eventually fell to the share of the
with immoderate grief, and metamorphosed into Ptolemies in Egypt, and was governed by them,
sometimes united to Egypt, and sometimes by
a cypress.
CYPARISSUS (Kvirdptaaog) a small town in separate princes of the royal family. In 58 the
Romans m a d e Cyprus one of their provinces,
Phocis, on Parnassus, near Delphi.
C Y P H A N T A (rd Kvtjtavra) a town on the east-and sent M . Cato to take possession of it C y
prus was one of the chief seats of the worship
ern coast of Laeonia, near Prasiaa.
CYPRIA, CYPRIS, surnames of Venus (Aphro- of Aphrodite (Venus), w h o is hence ealled Cypris
or Cypria, and whose worship was introdite), from the island of C Y P R U S .
C Y P R J A N U S , a celebrated father of the Church, duced into the island b y the Phoenicians.
C Y P S E L A - (rd KvipeXa: KmpeXivog, -Xnvbg. L,
was a native of Africa. H e was a heathen by
birth, and before his conversion to Christianity A town in Arcadia, on the frontiers of Laeonia.
he taught rhetoric with distinguished success. — 2 . ( N o w Ipsalla) a town in Thrace, on the
H e was converted about A D . 246, was ordain- Hebrus and the Egnatia Via.
C Y P S E L U S (KvrjieX,og) 1. Father of Merope
ed a presbyter 247, and w a s raised to the bishopric of Carthage 248. W h e n the persecution and grandfather of zEpytus. Vid. Z E P Y T U S . —
of Decius burst forth (250), Cyprian fled from 2. Of Corinth, son of zEetion. The mother of
the storm, and remained two years in retire- Cypselus belonged to the house of the Bacchiament. A few years afterward the emperor Vale- daa, that is, to the Doric nobility of Corinth.
rian renewed tie persecution against the Chris- According to tradition, she married zEetion, betians. Cyprian w a s banished by Paternus the cause, being ugly, Bhe m e t with no one among
proconsul to the maritime city of Curubis, where the Bacchiadaa w h o would have her as his: wife.
he resided eleven months. H e was then recall- A s the oracle of Delphi had declared that her
ed by the n e w governor, Galerius Maximus, and son would prove formidable to the ruling party
was beheaded in a spacious plain without the at Corinth, the Bacchiadaa attempted to murder
walls A.D. 258. H e wrote several works which the child. But his mother concealed him in a
have come down to us. They are characterized ehest (KvipeXv) from which he derived his n a m e
by lucid' arrangement, and eloquent, though de- Cypselus. W h e n he had grown up to manhood,
clamatory style. The best editions are by Fell, he expelled the Bacchiadaa, with the help of the
Oxford, 1682, fol, to which are subjoined the people, and then established himself as tyrant
Annates Cyprianici of Pearson; and that com- H e reigned thirty years, B.C. 656-625, and w a s
menced by Baluze, and completed by a m o n k succeeded by his son Periander. The celeof the fraternity of S t Maur, Paris, 1726, fol.brated chest of Cypselus, consisting of cedar
[ A convenient and useful edition is that pub- wood, ivory, and gold, andrichlyadorned with
lished in the collection of Oaillau and Guillon, figures in relief, is described at length by Pau
sanias (v., 17, &e.)
Paris, 1829, 8yo.]
C Y P R U S (Kvtrpog: Kimpiog : n o w Cyprus, caU- C Y R A U N I S (Kvpavvig) an island off the northed by the Turks Kebris), a large island in theern coast of Africa, mentioned by Herodotus (iv
Mediterranean, south of Cilicia, and west of 95); probably the same as CERCINE.
Syria. It is called by various names in the C Y R E N A I C A (b, Kvpnvaia, h Kvpnvatn xap<l> H e
rod.: n o w Dernah or Jebel-Akhdar, i. e, th»
poets, Cerastia or Gerastis, Maearia, Sphecia,
Aiamantis, Amathusia, and also Paphos. The Green Mountain, the northeastern part of Trip
island is of a triangular form: its length from oli), a district of Northern Africa, between M a r
east to west is about one hundred and forty marica on the east and the Regio Syrtica on
miles; its greatest breadth, which is in thethe west, w a s considered to extend in its widest
western part, is aboutfiftymiles from north to limits from the Philaanorurn Arae at the bottom
south, but it gradually narrows towards the east.of the Great Syrtis to the Chersonesus Magua
A range of mountains, ealled Olympus by theor northern headland of the Gulf of Platea (now
ancients, runs through tie whole leugth of the Gulf of Bomba), or even to the Catabathmua
W a n d fr«m east to vyest, and rises in one part Magnus (now Marsa Solium) ; but the, part ao
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tually possessed and cultivated by the Greek dom, and afterward formed ti e district undo*
colonists can only be considered as beginning the name of Cyreaaica, with the island of Crete,
at the northern limit of the sandy shores of the into a province. Under Constantine Cyrenaiea
Great Syrtis, at Boreum Promontorium (now was separated from Crete, and m a d e a distinct
Ras Teyonas, south of Ben-Ghazi) between province under the n a m e of Libya Superior.
which and the Chersonesus Magna the country The first great blow to the prosperity of tha
projects into the Mediterranean in the form of country w a s given b y the murderous conflict
a segment of a circle, whose chord is above which ensued on an insurrection of the Jews
one hundred .and fifty miles long and its are(who had long settled here in great numbers) it
above two hundred. F r o m its position, forma- the reign of Trajan. A s the R o m a n empire detion, climate, and soil, this region is perhaps clined, the attacks of the native Libyan tribes
one of the most delightful on the surface of the became more frequent aud formidable, and the
globe. Its centre is occupied by a moderately sufferings caused by their inroads and by loelevated table-land, whose edge runs paraUel custs, plague, and earthquakes, are most pathetto the coast, to which it sinks down in a suc- ically described by Synesius, bishop of Ptolecession of terraces, clothed with verdure, inter- mais, in the fifth century. In the seventh censected b y mountain streams running through tury the country w a s overrun b y the Persians,
ravines filled with therichestvegetation, ex-and soon afterward it fell a final prey to th«
posed to the cool sea-breezes from the north,great Arabian invasion.
C Y R E N E (Kvpijvn), daughter of Hypseus, mothand sheltered by the mass of the mountain from
the sands and iot winds of the Sahara. These er of Aristaaus b y Apollo, w a s carried by the
slopes produced the choicest fruits, vegetables, god from Mount PeliontoLibya, where the city
and flowers, and some very rare plants, such of Cyrene derived its n a m e from her.
as the silphium, yielding the drcbg Kvpnvalog, C Y R E N E (Kvp/jvn : Kvpnvalog: n o w Ghrennah,
The various harvests, at the different eleva- with very large ruins), the chief city of C Y R B tions, lasted for eight months of the year. With NAIOA in Northern Africa, w a s founded b y Batthese physical advantages, the people naturally tus (B.O. 631) over a fountain consecrated to
became prone to luxury. Their country was, Apollo, and ealled Cyre (Kvpn: 'AirbXXavog
however, exposed to actual ravages b y locusts. Kpoivn), which supplied the city with water, and
The belt of mountainous land extends inward then ran d o w n to the sea through a beautiful
from the coast about seventy or eighty miles. ravine. T h e city stood eighty stadia (eight
Thefirstoccupation of this by the Greeks, of geographical miles) from the coast, on the edge
which w e have any clear account, was effected of tie upper of two terraces of table-land, at
by B A T T U S , w h o led a colony from the island of the height of eighteen hundred feet above the
Thera, andfirstestablished himself on the isl- sea, in one of thefinestsituations in the world,
and of Platea at the eastern extremity of the The road which connected it with its harbor,
district, and afterward built C Y R E N E (B.C. 631), Apollonia, still exists, and the ruins of Cyrene,
where he founded a dynasty, which ruled over though terribly defaced, are very extensive,
the country during eight reigns, though with comprising streets, aqueducts, temples, theacomparatively little power over some of thetres, tombs, paintings, sculpture, and inscripother Greek cities. Of these the earliest found- tions. In the face of the terrace on which the
ed were T E U O H I R A and H E S P E R I S , then B A R C A , city stands is a vast subterranean necropolis.
a colony from Cyrene j and these, with Cyrene For the history of the city and surrounding
itself and its port A P O L L O N I A , formed the orig- country, vid. CYRENAIOA. A m o n g its celebrated
inal Libyan Pentapolis, though this n a m e seems natives were the philosopher Aristippus, the
not to have come into general use' till under the poet Callimachus, and the Christian bishop and
Ptolemies. T h e comparative independence of orator Synesius.
[CYRENIUS.
Vid. QUIRINIUS.]
Barca, and the temporary conquest of the counC Y R E S O H A T A or C Y R O P O L I S (Kvpeaxara, Kvpa,
try by the Persians under Cambyses, diminished the power of the later kings of Cyrene, and Kvpov rrbXig) a city of Sogdiana, on the Jaxartes,
at last the dynasty was overthrown and a re- the furthest of the colonies founded by. Cyrus,
public established in the latter part of the fifth and the extreme city of the Persian empire:
century B.C. W h e n Alexander invaded E g y p t destroyed, after m a n y revolts, b y Alexander
the Oyrenaaans formed an alliance with h i m ; Its position is doubtful, but it was probably not
but their country-was m a d e subject to Egypt by far from Alexandreschata (now Kokand)
[ C Y R N U S (Kvpvog), Greek n a m e of Corsica.
Ptolemy, the son of Lagus. It appears to have
flourished under the Ptolemies, w h o pursued Vid. CORSICA.]
[ C Y R O P O L I S (Kvpov irbXtg) Vid. CYRESOHATA.]
their usual policy of raising n e w cities at the
C Y R I L L U S (KvpilXog) 1. Bishop of Jerusaexpense of the ancient ones, or restoring the
latter under n e w names. Thus Hesperis be- lem, A.D. 351-386, w a s a firm opponent of the
came Berenice, Teuchira w a s called Arsinoe, Arians, b y whose influence he was banished
Barca was entirely eclipsed by its port, whiei three times from Jerusalem. His works are
was raised into a city under the name of Ptole- not numerous. The most important are lecmaj's, and Cyrene suffered from the favors be- tures to catechumens, &e, and a letter to the
stowed upon its port Apollonia. The country Emperor- Constantius, giving an account of the
w a s n o w usually called Pentapolis, from the five luminous cross whici appeared at Jerusalem,
cities of Cyrene, Apollonia, Ptolemais, Arsinoe, 351. The best editions are b y Miles, Oxford,
and Berenice. In B.C. 95 the last Egyptian 1703, fol, and by Touttee, Paris, 1720, fol.—
governor, Apion, an illegitimate son of Ptole- 2. Bishop of Alexandrea A.D. 412-444, ol whic's
m y Physeon, m a d e the country over to the Ro- city he w a s a native. H e w a s fond of power
mans, w h o atfirstgave the cities their free-and of a restless and turbulent spirit. H e per
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f«.» • .ed the Jews, w h o m he expelled from Alex- id by Cyrus and taken prisoner, B.O. 559. The
aucuea; and after a long protracted struggle he Medes accepted Cyrus for their king, and thus
protured the desposition of Nestorius, bishop of the supremacy which they had held passed to
Constantinople. H e was the author of a large the Persians. It was probably at this time that
number of works, m a n y of which are extant; Cyrus received that name, which is a Persian
but in a literary view they are almost worthless. word (Kohr), signifying the Sun. Cyrus n o w
The best edition is by Aubert, Paris, 1638, 6 proceeded to conquer the other parts of Asia
vols, fol.
In 526 he overthrew the Lydian monarchy, and
C Y R R H E S T I C B (Kv^eariKTJ), the name given took Croasus prisoner.
Vid CRCESUS. The
inder the Seleucidee to a province of Syria, ly- Greek cities in Asia Minor were subdued by his
m g between C o m m a g e n e on the north and the general Harpagus. H e next turned his arms
plain of Antioch on the south, between Mount agaiust the Assyrian empire, of which Babylon
A m a n u s on the west and the Euphrates on the was then the capital. After defeating the Babyeast. After the time of Constantine, it was lonians in battle, he laid siege to the city, and
suited with C o m m a g e n e into one province, un- after a long time be took it by diverting the
, ier the name of Euphratesia.
course of tie Euphrates, which flowed through
. C Y R R H U S or C Y R U S {Kvpp'og, Kvpog: n o the
w midst of it, so that his soldiers entered BabKorus $), a city of Syria, founded under the Se-ylon by the bed of the river. This was in 638.
Ieucidae, and called after the city of the same Subsequently he crossed the Araxes, with the
name in Macedonia; chiefly remarkable as the intention of subduing the Massagetaa, a Scythian
residence and see of Theodoret, w h o describes people, but he was defeated and slain in battle.
its poverty, which he did much to relieve. Tomyris, the queen of the Massagetaa, out off his
Justinian rebuilt the walls, and erected an head, and threw it into a bagfilledwith human
aqueduct.
blood, that he might satiate himself (she said)
C Y R R H U S , a town in Macedonia, near Pella.
with blood. H e was killed in 629. H e was
C Y R U S (Ktipoc). 1. T H E E L D E R , the founder succeeded by his son C A M B Y S E S .
Xenophon
of the Persian empire. The history of his life represents Cyrus as brought u p at his grandwas overlaid in ancient times with fables and father's court, as serving in the Median army
romances, and is related differently by Herodo- under his uncle Cyaxares II, the son and suctus, Ctesias, and Xenophon. The account of cessor of Astyages, of w h o m Herodotus and
Herodotus best preserves the genuine Persian Ctesias know nothing ; as making war upon
legend, and is to be preferred to those of Ctesias Babylon simply as the general of Cyaxares; as
and Xenophon. It is as foUows: Cyrus w a s marrying the daughter of Cyaxares; and at
the son of Cambyses, a noble Persian, and of length dying quietly in his bed, after a sage and
Mandane, daughter of the Median king Astyages. Socratie discourse to his children and friends.
In consequence of a dream, which seemed to Xenophon's account is preserved in the Cyroportend that his grandson should be master of pcdla, in which he draws a picture of what a
Asia, Astyages sent for his daughter when she wise and just prince ought to be. The work
was pregnant; and, upon her giving birth to a must not be regarded as a genuine history. In
son, he committed it to Harpagus, his confiden- the East Oyrus was long regarded as the greattial attendant, with orders to kill it. Harpagus est hero of antiquity, and hence the fables b y
gave ittoa herdsman of Astyages, w h o was to which his history is obscured. His sepulchre
expose it. But the wife of tie herdsman hav- at Pasargadaa w a s visited by Alexander the
ing brought forth a still-born child, they substi- Great The tomb has perished, but the name
tuted the latter for the child oi Mandane, w h o is found on monuments at Murghab, north of
was reared as the son of the headsman. W h e n Persepolis.—2. T H E Y O U N G E R , the second of the
he was ten years old, his true parentage was four sons of Darius Nothus, king of Persia, and
discovered by the following incident In the of Parysatis, was appointed by his father comsports of his village, the boys chose K m for mander of the maritime parts of Asia Minor, and
tieir king. One of the boys, the son of a noble satrap of Lydia, Phrygia, and Cappadoeia, B.C.
Median named Artembares, disobeyed his com- 407.
H e assisted Lysander and the Lacedaemands, and Cyrus caused him to be severely monians with large sums of money in their wai
scourged. Artembares complained to Astyages, against the Athenians. Cyrus was of a daring
w h o sent for Cyrus, in whose person and cour- and ambitious temper. O n the death of his
age he discovered his daughter's son. The father and the accession of his elder brother Arherdsman and Harpagus, being summoned be- taxerxes Mnemon, 404, Cyrus formed a plot
fore the king, told him the truth. Astyages for- against thefifeof Artaxerxes. His design was
gave the herdsman, but revenged himself on betrayed by Tissaphernes to the king, w h o conHarpagus by serving up to him at a banquet the demned him to death; but °n the intercession
flesh of his o w n son. A s to his grandson, by of Parysatis, he spared his life and sent him
the advice of the Magians, w h o assured him that back to his satrapy. Oyrus n o w gave himself
his dreams were fulfilled by the boy's having up to the design of dethroning his brother. H e
been a king in sport, he sent him back to his collected a powerful native army, but he placed
parents in Persia W h e n Cyrus grew up, he iis chief reliance on a force of Greek merceconspired with Harpagus to dethrone his grand- naries. H e set out from Sardis in the spring
father. H e induced tie Persians to revolt from of 401, and, having erosse'l the Euphrates at
the Median supremacy, and at their head march- Thapsaeus, marched down t. e river to the plain
ed against Astyages. The latter had given the of Cunaxa, five hundred stadia from Babylon.
command of his forces to Harpagus, w h o de- Here he found Artaxerxes prepared to meet
serted to Cyrus. Astyages thereupon placed him. Artaxerxes had from four hundred thou
himself at the head of his tr Dops, but was defeat- sand to a million of m e n ; Cyrus had about on*
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h u n d n d thonsaud Asiatics and thirteen thou- powerful of the Greek cities in Asia Mraot,
sand Greeks. The battle was atfirstaltogether stood upon an island of the same name in the
This island,
in favor of Cyrus. His Greek troops on the Propontis (now Sea of Marmara)
right routed the Asiatics w h o were opposed to the earlier name of which w a s Arctcnnesus
them; and he himself pressed forward in the ("ApKrav vijoog) lay close to the shore of Myscentre agaiDSt his brother, and had even wound- ia, to which it w a s united by two bridges, and
ed him, when he was killed by one of the king's afterward (under Alexander the Great) by a
body-guard. Artaxerxes caused his head and mole, which has accumulated to a considerable
right hand to be struck off, and sought to have isthmus. The city of Cyzicus stood on the
it believed that Cyrus had fallen by his hand. southern side of the island, at the northern end
The .character of Cyrus is drawn b y Xenophon of the isthmus, on each side of which it had a
in the brightest colors. It is enough to say that port Tradition ascribed the foundation of the
his ambition was gilded b y all those brilliant city to the Doliones, a tribe of Thessalian Pelas
qualities which win men's hearts.—3. A n archi- gians, w h o had been driven from their homes
tect at Rome, w h o died on the same day as by the zEolians. It was said to have been afterward colonized by the Milesians. It was one
Clodius, 52.
C Y R U S (Kvpog: n o w Kour) one of the two of the finest cities of the ancient world for the
great rivers of Armenia, rises in the Caucasus, beauty of its situation and the magnificence of
flows through Iberia, and after forming the its buildings: it possessed an extensive comboundary between Albania and Armenia, unites merce, and was celebrated for the excellence of
with the Araxes, and falls into the western side its laws and government. Its staters were
of the Caspian. There were smallriversof the among the most esteemed gold coins current in
Greece. It took no conspicuous place in hissame name in Media and Persia.
CrssA or CYTZGA (Kvra, Kvraia: Kvralog, Ku-tory till about twenty-two years after the peace
raievg), a town in Colchis on the River Phasis,of Antaleidas, w h e n it m a d e itself independent
of Persia. It preserved its freedom under Alwhere Medea was said to have been born.
C Y T H E R A (KvBnpa: KvBijpwg: n o w Cerigo), a exander and his successors, and was ih alliance
mountainous island off the southwestern point with the kings of Pergamus, and afterward with
of Laeonia, with a town of the same name in the Romans. Its celebrated resistance against
the interior, the harbor of which was called Mithradates, when he besieged it by sea and
S O A N D E A (J,Kav6eia) It was colonized at an land (B.C. 75), was of great service to the Roearly time by the Phoenicians, w h o introduced mans, and obtained for it the rank of a " libera
the worship of Venus (Aphrodite) into the isl- Bcivitas," which it lost again under Tiberius.
and, for which it became celebrated. This god- Under, Constantine it became the chief city of
dess was hence called C Y T H E R E A , C Y T H E R E I S ; the new province of Hellespontus. It was greatand, according to some traditions, it was in the ly injured by an earthquake in A.D. 443, and
neighborhood of this island that shefirstrose finally ruined by its conquest b y the Arabians
from the foam of the sea. The Argives subse- in 675.
quently took possession of Cythera, but were
driven out of it by the Lacedaemonians, w h o
D.
added it to their dominions.
DAZE.
Vid.
Dxam.
C Y T H E R I S , a celebrated courtesan, the mis[ D A B A R , son of Massugrada, of the family ot
tress of Antony, and subsequently of the poet
Gallus, w h o mentioned her in his poems under Masinissa, sent by Bocchus to Sulla to negoti
ate the peace which ended in the surrender of
the name of Lycoris.
[ C Y T H E R I U S (KvBijpiog), a river of Pisatis inJugurtha.]
[ D A B R O N A (now Blackwater) a river of Hi
Elis, a tributary of the Alpheus.]
C Y T H E R U S (KvBnpog: KvBijpwg), one of the bernia.]
D A O H I N A B A D E S (Aaxiva6ddng) a general name
twelve ancient towns of Attica,' and subsequentfor the southern part of the Indian peninsula,
ly a demus, belonging to the tribe Pandionis.
C Y T H N U S (KvBvog: KvBvwg: n o w Thermia), derived from the Sanscrit dakshina, the south
an island in the zEgaaan Sea, one of the Cycla- wind, and connected with the modern name
des, with a town of the same name, celebrated Beccan.
DioiA (Dacus), as a R o m a n province, w a j
for its cheese, and also for its w a r m springs,
bounded on the south by the Danube, which
whence its modern name.
C Y T I N I U M (KVTIVWV : Kvnvidrng) one of the separated it from Moesia, on the north by the
Carpathian Mountains, on the west by the Rivfour cities in Doris, on Parnassus.
C Y T O R U S or - C M (Kvropog or -ov: now Kidros), er Tysia (now Theiss), and on the east by the
a town on the coast of Paphlagonia, between River Hierasus (now Pruth) thus comprehend
Amastris and the promontory Carambis, was a ing the modern Transylvania, Wallachia, Moldacommercial settlement of the people of Sinope. via, and part of Hungary. The Daei were of
It stood upon or near the mountain of the same the same race and spoke the same language as
name, which is mentioned by the Romans as the Getae, and are therefore usually said to be
of Thracian origin. They were a brave and
abounding in box-trees.
C Y Z I C U S (Kv&Kog) son of zEneus aud zEnete, warlike people. In the reign of Augustus they
the daughter of Eusorus, or son of Eusorus, or crossed the Danube and plundered the allies of
son of Apollo b y Stilbe. H e was king of the R o m e , but were defeated and driven back into
Doliones at Cyzicus on the Propontis. For his their o w n country by the generals of Augustus.
In the reign of Domitian they became so formioonnection with the Argonauts, vid. p. 90, b.
C Y Z I C U S (KvQxog: Kv£iKnv6g: ruins at Bal dable under their king D E O E B A L U S , that the RoKii or Ohizico), one of the most ancient and mans were obliged to purchase a peace of then:
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&y the payment of tribute. Trajan delivered Being condemned to death b y the AKopagts
the *mpire from this disgrace; -he crossed the for this murder, he went to Crete, where th«
Damibe, and after a war offiveyears (A.D. 101- fame of his skill obtained for him tie friendship
106), conquered the country, m a d e it a R o m a n of Minos. H e m a d e the well-known wooden
province, and colonized it with inhabitants from cow for Pasiphae ; and when Pasiphae gave
all parts of the e m j ire. A t a later period Dacia birth to the Minotaur, Daedalus constructed the
was invaded b y the Goths ; and as Aurelian eon- labyrinth at Cnosus in which the monster was
aid sred it more prudent to m a k e the Danube kept. For his part in this affair, Dsedalus wail
Hje boundary of the empire, he resigned Dacia imprisoned by Minos ; but Pasiphae released
to the barbarians, removed the R o m a n inhabit-him, and, as Minos had seized all the ship? on
ants to Moasia, and gave the name of Dacia (Au- the coast of Crete, Daedalus procured wings for
reliani) to that part of the province along the himself and his son Icarus, and fastened them
Danube where they were settled.
on with wax. Daedalus himself flew safe over
D A C T Y L I (AdKTvXoi), fabulous beings, to w h o m the zEgean, but, as Icarus flew too near the
the discovery of iron and the art of working it sun, the w a x by which his wings were fastened
by means of fire were ascribed. Their name on was melted, and he dropped down and was
Dactyls, that is, Fingers, is accounted for in drowned in that part of the zEgean which was
various ways : by their number being five or ealled after him tie Iearian Sea. Daedalus fled
ten, or by the fact of their serving Rhea just as to Sicily, where he w a s protected by Cocalus,
the fingers serve the hand, or by the story of the king of the Sicani. W h e n Minos heard
their having lived at the foot (bv SaKrvXoig) ofwhere Daadalus had taken refuge, he sailed with
Mount Ida in Phrygia as the original seat of the a great fleet to Sicily, where he w a s treacher
Dactyls, whence they are usually called Idaaan ously murdered b y Cocalus or hie daughters. AcDactyls. In Phrygia they were connected with cording to some accounts, Daedalusfirstalighted
the worship of Rhea. They are sometimes con- in hisflightfrom Crete at Cumie in Italy, where
founded or identified with the Curetes, Cory- he erected a temple to Apollo, in which he dedbantes, Cabiri, and Telchines. This confusion icated the wings with which he had fled from
with the Cabiri also accounts for Samothrace Crete. Several other works of art were attribbeing in some accounts described as their resi- uted to Daedalus, in Greece, Italy, Libya, and
dence. Other accounts transfer them to Mount the islands of the Mediterranean. They belong
Ida in Crete, of which island they are said to to the period when art began to be developed.
have been the original inhabitants. Their num- The n a m e of Bedala w a s given b y the Greeks
ber appears to have been originally three : Cel-t to the ancient wooden statues, ornamented with
»t*.(the smelter), Bamnameneus (the hammer), gilding and bright colors and real drapery, which
and Acmon (the anvil). Their number was aft- were the earliest known forms of the images of
erward increased tofive,ten (five male and five the gods, after the mere blocks of wood or stone,
female),fifty-two,and one hundred.
which were atfirstused for' symbols of them.—
D A D A S T A N A (b AaSaardva: n o w Torbaleh or 2. Of Sicyon, a statuary in bronze, son and disKestabeg ?), a fortress on the borders of Bithynia ciple of Patrocles,flourishedB.C. 400.
and Galatia, where the Emperor Jovian died
D A H . E (Adai), a great Scythian people, w h o
suddenly, A.D. 364.
led a nomad life over a great extent of country
[DADIOZE (Aab'iKai), a. tribe of the Persianon the east of the Caspian, in Hyrcania (which
empire, w h o formed part of the seventh satrapy still bears the name of Baghestan) on the bank}
of Darius.]
of the Margus, the Oxus, and even the Jaxartes.
D Z S D A L A (rd AaQ?\a) a city in Asia Minor, S o m e of them served as cavalry and horseupon the Gulf of Glaucus, on the borders of archers in the armies of Darius Codomannus,
Caria and Lycia. The same name was given Alexander, and Antioehus the Great ancl they
to a mountain ove*>anging the town.
also m a d e good foot-soldiers.
[DZEDALIOW (&•?ibaXlav), son of Lucifer, and D A I M A O H U S (Aatp.axog) of Plataaae, was sent
father of ChiVn'j, w h o was slain by Diana. by Seleueus as ambassador to Sandrocottus,
Daedalion, out of grief at her death, threw him- king of India, about B.C. 312, and wrote a work
self from IV/'jassus, but w a s changed into a on India, which is lost
falcon.]
[ D A I P H A N T U S (Aaltyavrog) a Theban, slain at
, D.EDALU3 (AalSaXbg) • 1. A mythical person- Mantinea; his bravery and skill were indicated
age, under vrhose n a m e the Greek writers per- by the fact that Epaminondas, when mortally
sonified the earliest development of the arts of wounded, named him as the one best qualified
sculpture and architecture, especially among to succeed to the command.]
the Athenians and Cretans. The ancient writD A L M A T I A or D E L M I T I A (AaXpar'ia: AaXparijg,
ers generally represent Daedalus as an Athenian, more anciently AaXparevg: n o w Balmata), a
ef the royal race of the Ereehthldaa. Others part of the country aloDg the eastern coast of
called him a Cretan, on account of the long time the Adriatic Sea included under the general
he lived in Crete. H e is said to have been the name of Illyricum, w a s separated from Libureon of Metion, the son of Eupalamus, the son nia on the north by the Titius (now Kerka) ana
of Eiechtheus. Others m a k e him the son of from Greek Blyria on the south by the Drile
Eupalamus or of Palamaom
His mother is (now Brino) and extended inland to the Bebian
ealled Aleippe, or Iphinoe, or Phrasimede. H e mountains and the Drinus, thus nearly corredevoted ihimself to sculpture, and m a d e great sponding to the modern Balmatia. The capita,
improvements in the-art ' H e 'instructed his was D A L M I N I U M or D E L M I N I U M , from which thr
sister's son, Calos, Talus, or Perdix, w h o soon country derived its name,' The next most im
came to surpass him in skill and ingenuity, and pertant town was S A L O N A , the residence of DioDaedalus killed him through envy. Vid. P E R D I X . cletian. The Dalmatians were a brave and
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wavlike people and gave much troubletothe the Romans, the last of whom obtained possessioo
Romans. Iu B.C, 119 their country was over- of it after the conquest of Tigranes, anil assigned
run by L. Metellus, who assumed, iu conse- it to the province of Syria. Itflourishedgreatquence, the surname Dalmaticus, but they con- ly under the emperors, and is called by Juliar
tinued independent of the Romans Iu 39 they (Epist. 24) " the Eye of all the East." Dioclewere defeated by A sinius Pollio, of whose Bal- tian established in it a great factory for arms
matieus triumphus Horace speaks (Carm, ii,and
1, hence the origin of the fame of Damascus
16); but it was not till the year 23 that they blades. Its position on one of the high loads
from
Lower to Upper Asia gave it a consider
»verefinallysubdued by Statilius Taurus. They
took part in the •Jreat Pannonian revolt under able trade. The surrounding district was calle,
their leader Bato but, after a three years' war, AauaoKnvrj.
DAMASIPPUS, L. JUNIUS BRUTUS. Vid B R U T U S
were again reduced to subjection by Tiberius,
No. 10.
AD. 9.
DAMASIPPUS LICINIUS. 1. A Roman Eenatoi
DiLMATIUS. Vid DKLMATIUS.
fought on the side of the Pompeians in Africa,
DALMINIUM. Vid DALMATIA.
and perished B.C. 47.—2. A contemporary of
D A M A G E T U S (Aapdynrog), king of Ialysus in
Cicero, who mentions him as a lover of statuep,
Rhodes, married, in obedience to the Delphic oraand speaks of purchasing a garden from D a m n
ale, the daughter of Aristomenes of Messeue, and
sippus. H e is probably the same person as the
from this marriage sprang the family of the DiaDamasippus ridiculed by Horace. (Sat, ii, 3,16,
roridaa, who were celebratedfortheir victories at
64.) It appears from Horace that Damasippus
Olympia. Vid. ARISTOMENES.
had become bankrupt, in consequence of which
[ D A M A G O N (Aaudyav) a Spartan, who, with Lehe intended to put an endtohimself; but he waa
on and Alcidas, superintended the planting of the
prevented by the Stoic Stertinius, and then turned
Lacedaamouian colony Heraelea in Phthiotis, B.O.
Stoic himself, or at least affected to be one by his
426.]
long beard. The Damasippus mentioned by JuvD A M A L I S or Bous (AdpaXig, b BoSc), a small
enal (Sat, viii, 147,151,167) is afictitiousname,
place in Bithynia, on the shore of the Thracian
under which the satirist ridiculed some noble
Bosporus, noith of Chalcedon; celebrated by tralover of horses.
dition as the landing-place of Io, the memory of
[DAMASITHYMUS (AajiaoiBvpog), son of Canwhose passage was preserved by a bronze cow
daules, prince of Calynda in Oaria, followed
set up here by the Chalcedonians.
Xerxes to Greece, and perished at the battle of
DAMARATUS.
Vid. DEMARATUS.
Salamis.]
[D MUASCENUS, NIOOLAUS. Vid. NIOOLAUS.]
DAMASTES (Aapdarng) of Sigeum, a Greek hisDAMASCIUS (Aapdahiog) the Syrian, of Damastorian, and a contemporary of Herodotus and
cus, whence he derived his name, the last of
Hellanlcus of Lesbos: his works arc lost.
the renowned teachers of the Neo-Platonic phi[DAMASTORIDES (Aapaaroplbng), patrorymi
losophy at Athens, was born about A.D. 480. H e
from Damastor, as Tlepolemus in the Iliad, and
first studied at Alexandrea and afterward at
Agelaus in the Odyssey.]
Athens, under Marinus and Zenodotus, whom
[DAMASUS (Aupaaog). 1. A Trojan, slain by
he succeeded. When Justinian closed the heaPolypcetes.—2. D. SOOMBRUS, a celebrated rhetothen schools of philosophy at Athens in 529,
rician of Tralles in Cilicia.]
Damascius emigrated to King Chosroes of PerDAMIA. Vid. AUXESIA.
sia. H e afterward returned to the west, since
DAMNONII. 1. Or D C M N O N I I or DUMNUNII, a
Chosroes had stipulated in a treaty that the
powerful people in the southwest of Britain, in
heathen adherents of the Platonic Philosophy
habiting Cornwall, Bevonshire, and the western
should be tolerated by the Byzantine emperor.
part of Somersetshire, from whom was called the
The only work of Damascius which has been
promontory DAMNONIUM, also OCRINUM, (now Cape
printed is entitled " Doubts and Solutions of the
Lizard) in Cornwall.—2. Or DAMNII, a people in
first Principles," edited by Kopp, Francof, 1828,
north Britain, inhabiting parts' of modern Perth,
8vo,
Argyle, Stirling, and Bumbarton-shires.
DAMASCUS (r/ AapaaKog: AauacKnvbg : now BaD A M O (Aapa), a daughter of Pythagoras and
meshk, Bamaseus, Esh-Sham) one of the most
Theano, to whom Pythagoras intrusted his writancient cities of the world, mentioned as existings, and forbade her to give them to any one.
ing in the time of Abraham (Gen, xiv, 15),
This command she strictly observed, although
stood in the district afterward called Ccele Syrshe was in extreme poverty, aud received many
ia, upon both banks of the River Chrysorrhoas
requests to sell them.
or Bardines (now Burada), the waters of which,
D A M O C L E S (AapoKXr/g) a Syracusan, one of th«
drawn off by canals and aqueducts, fertilized the
companions andflatterersof the elder Dionysius,
plain around the city. This plain is open on the
Damocles having extolled the great felicity of
south and east, and sheltered on the west and
Dionysius on account of his wealth and power,
north by an offshoot of the Antilibanus; its
the tyrant invited him to try what his happiness
fruits were celebrated in ancient, as in modern
really was, and placed him at a magnificent banlimes; and altogether the situation of the city
quet, in the midst of which Damocles saw a naked
is one of thefineston the globe. In the earlisword suspended over his head by a single horse
est times, except during the short period for
hair—a sight whieh quickly dispelled all his viswhich David subjected it to the Hebrew monions of happiness. The story is alluded to by
archy, Damascus was the seat of an independHorace. (Carm, iii, 1, 17.)
ent kingdom, called the kingdom of Syria, which
[DAMOCRITU' (AapoKpirog) of Calydon, a gen
was subdued by the Assyrians, and passed sue
eral of the zEwiian league, B.C. 200, opposed the
cessively under tbe dominion of tbe BabyloniRomans and si led w'th the Macedonians, \*
ans, the Persians, the Greek kings of Syria, and
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jubsequently fell into the handj of the Romans, gives, was often appii ;d by the poets to the eoi
and was thrown into prison, from which he es- lective Greeks.
caped by night, but, being pursued, threw him- [ D A N D A R I I (AavSdpici) and DANDARIDZE, a people
self on bis own sword.]
on the coasts of the Palus Maeotis and the Euxine,
D A M O N (Adpav) 1. Of Athens, a celebrated traces of whose name appear to remain in tha
musician and sophist. H e was a pupil of Lam- modern DRANDI.]
prus and Agathocles, and the teacher of Pericles, D A N U B I U S (now Banube, in German Bonau),
with w h o m he lived on the most intimate terms. also D A N U V I U S on coins and inscriptions, caUed
H e is also said to have taught Socrates, but this ISTER ("lorpog) by the Greeks, one cf the chief
statement is more doubtful. In his old age he rivers of Europe,risesin the P'ack Forest, and,
was banished from Athens, probably on account after flowing one thousand seven hundred and
of the part he had taken in politics.—2, A Pytha- seventy miles, falls into the Black Sea. It is
gorean, and friend of PHINTIAS (not Pythias). mentioned by Hesiod, but the Greeks knew very
W h e n the latter was condemned to die for a plot little about it. According to Herodotus, it rises
against Dionysius I. of Syracuse, he asked leave at the city Pyrene, among the Celts, and flows
of the tyrant to departforthe purpose of arrang- through the whole of Europe. The Romans first
ing his domestic affairs, promising to find a friend obtained some accurate information concerning
wio would be pledge for his appearance at the the river at the commencement of the empire,
time appointed for bis punishment To the sur- Tiberius, in his campaign against the Vindelieians,
prise of Dionysius, D a m o n unhesitatingly offered visited the sources of the Danube, which, accordhimself to be put to death instead of his friend, ing to Tacitus, rises in M O U N T A B N O B A . The
should he fail to return. Phintias arrived just iu Danube formed the northern boundary of the emtime to redeem Damon, and Dionysius was BO pire, with tbe exception of the time that D A C I A
struck with this instance of firm friendship on was a R o m a n province. In the R o m a n period,
both sides, that he pardoned the criminal, and the upper part of the river, from its source as far
entreated to be admitted as a third into their as Vienna, was called Danubius, while the lower
bond of brotherhood.
part to its entrance in the Black Sea was named
D A M O X E N U S (AapoHevoc), an Athenian comic Ister.
poet of the new comedy, and perhaps partly of
D A O R S I or D A O R I Z I (Aaopifoi). a tribe in Dalthe middle. [Some fragments remain, which matia.
have been collected by Meineke, Comic. Grcc.
D A P H N Z E P E L U S L E (Ad<j>vai al HeXpvaiai: now
Fragm, vol. ii, p. 1149-53, edit minor.]
Safnas), a border fortress of Lower Egypt
D A N A (Adva), a great city of Cappadoeia (Xen, against Arabia and Syria, stood on the right
Anab., ', 2, § 20), probably the same as the later hand of the Nile, sixteen R o m a n miles southwesi
TYANA.
of Pelusium. Many Jews settled here after
D A N A E (Aavdrf) daughter of Aerisius anathe destruction of Jerusalem by the Babyloni
mother of Perseus. Vid. AORISIUS. A n Italian ans.
legend related that Danae' came to Italy, built
D A P H N E (Adfvv) 1. Daughter of the riveithe town of Ardea, and married Pilumnus, by god Ladon in Arcadia, by G e (the earth), or ot
w h o m she became tie mother of Daunus, the an-the river-god Peneus in Thessaly. She was
cestor of Turnus.
extremely beautiful and was loved by Apollc
DANAL
Vid. D A N A U S .
and Leucippus, son of QSnomaus, but Bhe re
D A N A I D E S (Aavalbeg), thefiftydaughters ofjected both their suits. In order to win hei,
Danaus. Vid. D A N A U S .
Leucippus disguised himself as a maiden, but
D A N A L A (rd AdvaXa), a city in the territory of Apollo's jealousy caused his discovery, and he
the Trocmi, in the northeast of Galatia, notable was killed by the companions of Daphne. Apolin the history of the Mithradatic W a r as the lo n o w pursued Daphne, and she was on the
place where Lucullus resigned the command to point of being overtaken by him: she prayed for
Pompey.
aid, and was metamorphosed into a laurel tree
DANAPRIS.
Vid. B O R Y S T H E N E S .
(Sdtj>vt]) which became, in consequence, the faDANASTRIS.
Vid. T Y R A S .
vorite tree of Apollo.—2. Daughter of Tiresias,
D A K A U S (Aavabg) son of Belus and twin- better known under the name of Manto. Vid
brother of zEgyptus. Belus had assigned Libya M A N T O .
to Danaus, but the latter, fearing his brother
D A P H N E (Ad<j>vn). 1. (Now Beit-el-Moie, or
and his brother's sons,fledwith hisfiftydaugh Babyla?) a beautiful spot, five miles south of
ters to Argos. Here he was elected king by Antioch in Syria,towhich it formed a sort of
the Argives, in place of Gelanor, the reigning park or pleasure garden. Here was a grove of
monarch. The story of the murder of the fiftylaurels and cypresses, eighty stadia in circuit,
eons of zEgyptus by thefiftydaughters of Da- watered by fresh springs, and consecrated by
naus (the Danaides) is given under ZEGYPTUS. Seleucus Nicator to Apollo, to w h o m also a
There was one exception to the murderous magnificent temple was built by Antioebuf
deed. The life of Lyneeus was spared by his Epiphanes, and adorned with a splendid statut
wife Hypermnestra; and, according to the com- of the god by Bryaxis. T o this temple were
m o n tradition, he afterward avenged the death attached periodical games and the privilege of
of his brothers by killing his father-in law, Da- asylum. Daphne was a royal residence of the
naus. According to the poets, the Danaides Seleueidaa and of the later R o m a n empeprs,
were punished in Hades by being compelled and a favorite resort of the people of Antioch,
everlastingly to pour water into a sieve (inane who, however, carried the pleasures they eniymphc dolium fundo pereuntis imo, Hor, Carm,joyed here so far beyond the bounds of modiii., 11, 26) From Danaus the Argives were eration, that the phrasd Baphnici mores passed
eal'ed Danai, which name, like that of the Ar- into a provevb. It was from this place that A n
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tioch received its distinguishing name, 'A. inl now Cortona) or of Jupiter (Zeus) by the -rife
butyvng.—2. A place in Upper Galilee, on the of Oorythus; and, as in the Greek traditiot, he
afterward emigrated to Phrygia.—[2. A Stoic
Lake Semechomtis.
D A P H N I S (Adfvig). 1. A Sicilian hero, to philosopher, who, with Mnesarchus, stood at
w h o m the invention of bucolic poetry is ascribed. the head of the Stoic school at Athens; conH e was son of Mercury (Hermes) by a nymph. temporary with the Academic Antiochus of
His mother placed him when an infant in a Ascalou.]
D A R D A N U S (ii AdpSavog: Aapbavsvg) also -UM
eharming valley in a laurel grove, from which
he received the n a m e of Daphnis. H e was and -IUM, a Greek city in the Troad on the Helbrought up by nymphs; was taught by Pan to lespont, near the Promontorium Dardanis or
play on the flute; he became a shepherd, and Dardanium and the mouth of the River Rhodius,
tended his flocks on Mount /Etna winter and twelve R o m a n miles from Ilium and nine (or
summer. A Naiad fell in love with him, and seventy stadia) from Abydus. It was built by
made him swear that he would never love any zEolian colonists, at some distance from the site
other maiden, threatening him with blindness of the ancient city Dardania (Aapdavitj) which is
if he broke his oath. For a time the handsome mentioned by H o m e r (R, it, 216) as founded by
shepherd resisted the numerous temptations to Dardanus before the building of Ilium. The Rowhich he was exposed, but at last he forgot mans, after the war with Antiochus the Great,
himself, having been m a d e intoxicated by a made Dardanus and Ilium free cities, as an act
princess. The Naiad accordingly punished him offilialpiety. The peace between Sulla and
with blindness, or, as others relate, changed him Mithradates was m a d e here, B.O. 84. From
into a stone. Previous to this time he had com- Dardanus arose the name of the Castles of the
posed bucolic poetry, and with it delighted Di- Bardanelles, after which the Hellespont is now
ana (Artemis) during the chase. A fter having called.
zecome blind, he invoked his father to help
D A R E S (Adpng) 1. A priest of Vulcan (HeDim. The god accordingly raised him up to phaastus) at Troy, mentioned in the Iliad (v, 9),
heaven, and caused a well to gush forth on the to w h o m was ascribed in antiquity an Iliad,
spot where this happened. The well bore the which was believed to be more ancient, than
name of Daphnis, and at it the Sicilians offered the Homeric poems. This work, which was
an annual sacrifice.—[2. Tyrant of Abydos, one undoubtedly tie composition of a sophist, is
of those w h o were left by Darius in charge of lost; but there is extant a Latin work in prose
the bridge of boats over the Danube, and w h o in forty-four chapters, on the destruction of Troy,
refused to destroy the bridge as urged by Milti- bearing the title Baretis Phrygii de Excidio
ades.]
Trojc Historia, and purporting to be a translaD A P H N U S (Aa&vovg -ovvrog: Aafvovaiog) a tion of the work of Dares by Cornelius Nepos.
o w n of the Locri Opuntii on the coast, in earlier But the Latin work is evidently of m u c h later
times belonging to Phocis.
origin; it is the production of a person of little
D A R A D A X (AapuSa%: n o w Abu-Ghalgal?) a education and of bad taste; and it is supposed
river of Upper Syria,flowinginto the Euphrates,by some to have been written even as late as
thirty parasangs from the River Ohalos, and fif- the twelfth century. It is usually printed with
teen from Thapsaeus.
Dictys Cretensis: the best edition is by Deder[ D A R D A N E S (AapSaveig), a people of Media, on ich, Bonn, 1837, 8vo.—[2. A Trojan, companion
the Gyndes, mentioned by Herodotus (i, 189),of zEneas, distinguished for his skill in boxing;
otherwise unknown,]
vanquished and driven from thefieldby the aged
D A R D A N I (Adpbavoi: Aapbaviurai, Strab.), a Entellus.]
people in Upper Mcesia, w h o also occupied part
D A R I U S (Aapelog) 1. King of Persia, B.C.
of lilyricum, and extended as far as the frontiers 521-485, was the son of Hystaspes, satrap of
of Macedonia.
the province of Persia, and of the royal family
D A R D A N I A (Aapdavia) a district of the Troad, of the Achaamenidaa. H e was one of the seven
lying along the Hellespont, southwest of Abydos, Persian chiefs w h o destroyed the usurper S M E R aud adjacent on the land side to the territories DIS. The seven chiefs agreed that tie one of
of Ilium and Scepsis. Its people (Adpbavoi) ap- them whose horse neighedfirstat an appointed
pear in the Trojan war, and their name is often time and place, should become king; and as
interchanged with that of the Trojans, especially the horse of Darius neighedfirst,he was deby the R o m a n poets. Vid. D A R D A N U S .
clared king. H e married Atossa and Artystone,
D A R D A N U S (AdpSavog) 1. Son of Jupiter (Zeus) the two daughters of Cyrus, and Parmys, the
and Eleetra. His native place in the various daughter of Cyrus's son Smerdis, and Phaadime,
traditions is Arcadia, Crete, Troas, or Italy. Dar-the daughter of Otaues, one of the seven chiefs.
danus is the mythical ancestor of the Trojans, and H e then began to set in order the affairs of his
through them of the Romans. The Greek tradi- vast empire, which he divided into twenty sations usually m a k e him a king in Arcadia. H e trapies, assigning to each its amount of tribute.
first emigrated to Samothrace, and afterward Persis proper was exempted from ail taxes, expassed over to Asia, where he received a tract cept those which it had formerly been used to
of land from King Teucer, on which he built the pay. It was in the reign of Darius that the contown of Dardania. H e married Batea, daughter solidation of the empire was effected, for Cyrus
of Teucer, or Arisbe of Crete, by w h o m he be- and Cambyses had been engaged in continual
came the father of Eriehthonius. His grandson wars. A few years after his accession the
was Tros, w h o removed to Troy the Palladium, Babylonians revolted, but after a siege of twenty
which had belonged to his grandfather. Accord- months, Babylon was taken by a stratagem of
ing to the Italian traditions, Dardanus was the Z O P Y R U S , about 616. The reduction of Babylor,
son of Oorythus, an Etruscan prince of Oorythus was followed by the invasion of Scythia (about
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D A T A M E S (Aarapiig), a distinguished Persian
608). Darius crossed the Danube, ai.d marched
far into the interior of modern Russia; but, geueral, a Cariau by birth, son of Camissarej
after losing a large number of m e n by famine, by a Scythian mother. H e succeeded his father
and being unable to meet with the enemy, he as satrap of Cilicia, under Artaxerxes II. (Mne
was obliged to retreat O n his return to Asia, mon), but, iu consequence of the machinations of
he sent part of his forces, under Megabazus, tohis enemies at the Persian court, he thi e w off
e-ibdue Thrace and Macedonia, which thus be-his allegiance to the king, and made common
came subject to the Persian empire. The most cause with the other satraps w h o had revolted
important event in the reign of Darius was the from Persia. H e defeated the generals w h o
commencement of the great w a r between the were sent against him, but w a s assassinated
Persians and the Greeks. The history of this by Mithradates, son of Ariobarzanes, abott
war belongs to the biographies of other men.B.O. 362. Cornelius Nepos, w h o has written
In 501 the Ionian Greeks revolted; they were his life, calls him the bravest and most able of
assisted by the Athenians, w h o burned Sardis, all barbarian generals, except Hamilcar and
and thus provoked the hostility of Darius Hannibal.
D A T I S (Adrig) a Mede, commanded, along with
Vid. A R I S T A G O R A S , HISTI/EUS.
In 492 Mardonius was sent with a large army to invade Artaphernes, the Persian army of Darius, whicL
Greece, but he lost a great part of his fleetwas defeate 1 at Marathon, B.C. 490.
D A T U M or D A T U S (Adrov, Adrog: Aarvvbg
off Mount Athos, and the Thracians destroyed
a vast number of his land forces. Vid. M A R - n o w Eski-Cavallo) a Thracian town on the Stry
DONIUS. H e was, in consequence, recalled, and monic Gulf, subject to Macedonia, with goli)
Datis and Artaphernes appointed to the com- mines in Mount Pangaaus in the neighborhood,
mand of the invading army. They took Eretria whence came the proverb a ' D a t u m of good
in Euboaa, and landed in Attiea, but were de- things."
D A U L I S OT'DAULIA (AavX'.r, -lieg, AavXia: Aa»feated at Marathon by the Athenians under the
command of Miltiades. Vid. MILTIADES. D a Xievg, Aai\wg: n o w Bat,t'M) an ancient town in
rius now resolved to call out the whole force of Phocis, on the road from ChaeronRa and Orchohis empire for the purpose of subduing Greece; menus to Delphi, situated on a lofty hill: celebut, after three years of preparation, his atten brated in mythology as the residence of the
tion was called off by the rebellion o." E g y p t Thracian king T E R E U S , and as the scene of the
H e died in 485, leaving the execution of iis tragic story of P H I L O M E L A and P R O C N E . Hence
plans to his son Xerxes.—II. King of Persia, D A U L I A S (AavXlag) is the surname both of Procne
424—405, named O O H U S ('f2^of), before his ac-and Philomela.
cession, and then surnamed N O T H U S (NoBog), or D A U N I A . Vid. A P U L I A .
the Bastard, from his being one of the bastard D A U N U S (Aarooc). I. Son of Lycaon, and
sons of Artaxerxes I. Darius obtained the brother of Iapyx and Peucetius. The thre*
crown by putting to death his brother S O G D I A brothers crossed over from Illyria, and settled
NUS, w h o had murdered Xerxes II. H e mar- in Apulia, which was divided into three parts,
ried Parysatis, daughter of Xerxes I, by w h o m and named after them. The poets sometimes
he had two sons, Artaxerxes II, w h o succeeded gave the name of Daunia to the whole of Apuhim, and Cyrus the younger. Darius was gov- lia: Horace (Carm, i, 22, 14) uses the adjecerned by eunuchs, and the weakness of his gov- tive Baunias (so. terra)—2. Son of Pilumnus
ernment w a s shown by repeated insurrections and Danae, wife of Venilia, and ancestor of Turof his satraps. In 414 the Persians were ex- nus.
[ D E C A P O L I S (AeKunoXig) in Palestine, east of
pelled from Egypt by Amyrtaaus, w h o reigned
there six years, and at whose death (408) Da-the Jordan, an association composed of the ten
rius was obliged to recognize his son Pausiris cities, Philadelphia, Damascus, Raphana, Scythoas his successor.—III. Last king of Persia, 336- polis, Gadara, Hippon, Dion, Pella, Galasa, and
331, "named C O D O M A N N U S before his accession,Canatha, which, not being inhabited by Jews,
was the son of Arsames aDd Sisygambis, and a formed a confederation for mutual protection
descendant of Darius II. H e was raised to the against the Asmonean princes of Judaea.]
D E C E B A L U S (AeKeBaXog) a celebrated king of
throne by Bagoas, after the murder of A R S E S .
The history of his conquest by Alexander the the Dacians during the reigns of Domitian and
Great, and of his death, is given in the life of Trajan. For four years (A.D 86-90) he car
ALEXANDER.
ried on war against the Romans with such suc[ D A S C O N (AdaKuv) a Syracusan, founder of cess, that Domitian was at length glad to conCamarina.]
clude peace with him by the payment of an anD A S O O N (Adaauv: AaaKaviog), a fortress near nual tribute. Trajan refused to continue this
Syracuse, situated on a bay of tie same name. disgraceful payment, and renewed the war
[ D A S O Y L E S (AaoKvXng), father of Gyges.]
H e defeated the Dacians, and compelled Deee
D A S C Y L I U M (AaaKvXiov or -elov: AaaicvXirng:
balustosue for peace, which was granted (101now Biaskili) a town of Bithynia, on the Propon- 103). But in 104 the war broke out again;- D e
tis, near a lake called Dascylltis.
cebalus was again defeated, and put an end to
D A S E A (Aaaea, also Aaa'eai: Aaaedrng), a small
his life; and Dacia became a R o m a n province,
town in Arcadia, near Megalopolis.
106.
, D A S S A R E T I I or DASSARITZE, D A S S A R E T Z E (AacaaD E C E L E A or -IA (AeKeXeia: AeKeXevg: now
e^noi, Aaacaplrai) a people in Greek Illyria, onBiala Castro) a demus of Attica, belonging tc
the borders of Macedonia: their chief town was the tribe Hippothoontis, lay northwest of Athens
L Y C H S I D U S (Avxvibog) on a hill, on the northern on the borders of Boaotia, near the sources of
side of the Lake L Y O H N I I IS, which was BO called the Cephisus. In the nineteenth year of the
after the town.
Peloponnesian W a r (B.O 413), the Pelopomie244

DEOENTIUS MAGNUS,

DEIPHCBUS.
1

rians under Agis seized and fortified Decelea, andmedes
'
in the island of Scyrus. When Acbille*
thereby annoyed the Athenians in many ways was concealed there in maiden's attire, she beduring the remainder of the war.
came by him the mother of Pyrrhus or NeopDEOENTIUS MAGNUS, brother or cousin of Mag- toiemus.—2. Wife of Pirithous, commonly callnentius, by whom he was created Caasar, A.D. ed HIPPODAMIA.—[3. Daughter of Bellerophon,
851. After the death of MAGNENTIUS, he put an wife of Euander, and mother of Sarpedon; she
endtohis own life, 353.
is called by Homer (R, vi, 197) Laodamla.]—
DECETIA (now Besize), a city of the zEdui, in
4. Sister of Pyrrhus, married Demetrius PoliorGallia Lugdunensis, on an island in the Liger cetes.
(now Loire)
D E I O O E S (AnloKJig),firstking of Media, after
DECIATES, a Ligurian people on the coast and the Medes had thrown off the supremacy of the
about the sources of the Druentia (now Burance).Assyrians, was the son of Phraortes, and reignTheir chief city, Deciatum (AeKinrov) lay be-ed B.O. 709-656. H e built the city of Ecbattween Nieaaa and Antipolis.
ana, which he made the royal residence. His adDEOIDIUS SAXA. Vid. SAXA.
ministration of justice was severe, and he kept u
DECIUS M U S , P., plebeians. 1. Consul B.C. body of spies and informers throughout the
340 with T. ManKus Torquatus in the great whole country. H e was succeeded by his son
Latin war. Each of the consuls had a vision P H R A O R T E S
in the night beforefightingwith the Latins, an- [DEIOOHUS (Antoxog), a Greek, slain before
nouncing that the general of one side and the Troy by Paris,]
army of the other were devoted to death. The
D E I O N (Aniav), son of zEolus and Enarete,
consuls thereupon agreed that the one whose king in Pioeis, iusband of Diomede, and father
wingfirstbegan to waver should devote him- of Asteropia, zEnetus, Actor, Phylacus, and
self and the army of the enemy to destruction. Cephalus.
Decius commanded the left wing, which began
D E I O N E (An'iavn), mother of Miletus, who is
to give way, whereupon he devoted himself and hence called DEIONIDES. (OV, Met, ix, 442.)
tbe army of the enemy to destruction, accord- [DEIONEUS (Anlovevg) 1. Father of Dia, the
ing to tie formula prescribed by the pontifex wife of Ixion, by whom he was thrown into a pit
maximus, then rushed into the thickest of the filled withfire,and there perished.—2. A son of
enemy, and was slain, leaving the victory to the Eurytus of GUchalia, whom Theseus married to
Romans.—2. Son of the preceding, four times Perigune, the daughter of Sinis.]
consul, 312, 308, 297, and 295, In his fourth
[DEIOPEA, a beautiful nymph, whom Juno
consulship he commanded the left wing at the promised to zEolus if he would aid her in destroybattlo of Sentinum, where he was opposed to ing thefleetof zEneas.]
the Gauls, and when his troops began to give
[DEIOPITES (Aviomrrig) a son of Priam, slain
way, he imitated the example of his father, de- by Ulysses (II, xi, 420); Apollodorus calls him
voted himself and the enemy to destruction, and Anioirrjjg.]
feU as a sacrifice for his nation.—3. Son of No. DEIOTARUS (Ambrapog). 1. Tetrarch of Gala2, consul 279, in the war against Pyrrhus. Ac- tia, adhered firmly to the Romans in their wars
cording to some, he sacrificed himself in battle in Asia against Mithradates, and was rewarded
like his father and grandfather, but this is not by the senate with the title of king, and the adtrue, for he survived the war with Pyrrhus.
dition of Armenia Minor to his dominions. In
DECIUS, a Roman emperor, A.D. 249-251, the civil war he sided with Pompey, and was
irhose full name was C. MESSIUS QUINTUS TRA- present at the battle of Pharsalia. B.C. 48. In
FANUS DECIUS, was born at Bubalia, in Pannonia. 47 he applied to Domitius Calvinus, Caasar's leHe was sent by the Emperor Philippus in 249 gate in Asia, for aid against Pharnaccs, who
to restore subordination in the army of Mcesia, iad taken possession of Armenia Minor. When
but the troops compelled him to accept the pur- Caasar, in the same year, came into Asia from
ple under threats of death. Decius still assured Egypt, Deiotarus received him with submission,
Philippus of bisfidelity;but the latter not trust- and endeavored to excuse the aid he had given
ing these professions, hastened to meet his rival to Pompey. Caasar deprived him of part of his
in thefield,was defeated near Verona, and slain. dominions, but allowed him to retain his regal
The short reign of Decius was chiefly occupied title. Two years afterward (45) his grandson
in warring against the Goths. H e fell in battle Castor accused him of having formed a design
against the Goths together with his son in 251. against Caasar's life, when he received Caasar
In his reign the Christians were persecuted with in Galatia. H e was defended by Cicero before
great severity.
Caasar, in the house of the latter at Rome, in
D E O U M A T E S AGRI.
Vid. A G R I DECUMATES.
the speech (pro Rege Beiotaro) still extant The
DEIANIRA (An'idveipa), daughter of Althaaa result
by
of the trial is not known. After Caasar's
either Gineus, or Bacchus, (Dionysus), or Dex- death he obtained from Antony the restitution
amenus, and sister of Meleager. Aeielous and of his dominions by paying Fulvia a large Bum
Hercules both loved Deianira, and fought for of money. In 42 he joined the party of Brutus
the possession of her.
Hercules was victorious, and Cassius, and died shortly afterward at a great
and she became his wife. She was the unwill- age.—2. Son and successor of the above. In the
<ng cause of her husband's death by presenting war between Antony and Octavianus he took part
dim with the poisoned robe which the centaur with the former, but went over from him to the
Nessus gave her. In despair, she put an end to enemy in the battle of Actium, 31.
her own life. Foi details, vid HERCULES.
D E I P H O B E (Ar, itpoBri) the Sibyl at Cumaa,daugh[DEICOON (An'ihbav), a Trojan hero, friend of
ter of Glaucus. Vid. SIBYLLA.
iEneas, slain by Agamemnon.]
DEIPHOBUS (krfltyobog) 1. A son of Priam and
DEIDAMIA (Amdd/iua) 1. Daughter of Lyco- Hecuba, and, (ext to Hector, t'ie bra rest among
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the Trojans. He always supported Pans in his don) in exchange for it; and it became the l tosf
refusal to deliver up Helen to the Trojans ; and holy seat of the worship of Apollo. Such is th«
he married her after the death of Paris. A c - mythical story: w e learn from history that D*.
cordingly, on the fall of Troy, the vengeance of los was peopled by the Ionians,forw h o m it wa«
the Greeks w a s chiefly directed against him. the chief centre of political and religious union
His house w a s one of the first committed to in the time of H o m e r : it was also the seat of
theflames,and he was slain and fearfully man- an Amphietyony, comprising the surrounding
gled by Menelaus, [the marks of which mutila- islands. In the time of Pisistratus, Delos betion his shade still bore in the lower world whencame subject to the Athenians: it -vas m a d e
encountered by /Eneas; who, before leaving the c o m m o n treasury of the Greek corfederacy
froy, had erected a cenotaph to his m e m o r y for carrying on the w a r with Persia; but the
on Cape Rhceteuin.—2. Son of Hippolytus in transference of the treasury to Athens, and the
Amyclae, w h o purified Hercules of the murder altered character of the league, reduced the islof Iphitus.]
and to a condition of absolute political dependDEIPHC.<TES (Aijtyovrng) son of Antimachus,ence upon Athens. It still possessed, howand husband of Hyrnetho, the daughter of Tem- ever, a very extensive commerce, which w a s
enus the Heraclid, became king of Argos after increased by the downfall of Corinth, when DeTemenus had been murdered b y his o w n sons. los became the chief emporium for tie trade in
Pausanias (ii, 19) gives a different account.
slaves ; and it w a s one of the principal seats of
[ D E I P Y L E (AninvXn) daughter of AdrastuB, art in Greece, especially for works in bronze,
king of Argos, wife of Tydeus, and mother of of which metal one of the most esteemed mixDiomedes.]
tures was called the Delian. A n especial sanc[ D E I P Y L U S (AntnvXog) a Greek, companion of tity w a s attached to Delos from its connection
Diomedes in tie Trojan war.]
with the worship of Apollo ; and the peculiar
[ D E I P Y E U S (Aqtirvpog) a Greek warrior, slaincharacter assigned to the island by the tradiby Helenus before Troy.]
tions of its origin was confirmed by the remarkD S L I U M (AffXiov : n o w Bhilessi) a town on able fact that though of volcanic origin, and in
the coast of Boaotia, in the territory of Tanagra, the midst of islands very subject to earthquakes,
neai the Attic frontier, named after a temple of Delos enjoyed an almost entire exemption from
Apollo, similar to that at Delos. The Athenians such visitations, so that its being shaken by an
used it as a fortress in the early part of the Pe- earthquake w a s esteemed a marked prodigy.
loponnesian W a r , and in B.C. 424 they were de- The city of Delos stood on the west side of tie
feated here by the Boeotians.
island, at the foot of Mount Cynthus (whence
D E L I U S and D E L I A ( AijXtog, AnXta) surnamesthe god's surname of Oynthius), near a little
of Apollo and Diana (Artemis) respectively, river called Inopus. It contained a temple or
from the island of D E L O S .
Latona (Leto), and the great temple of Apollo,
DELLIUS, Q , a R o m a n eques, w h o frequently The latter was built near the harbor, and poschanged sides in the civil wars. In B.C. 4 4 he sessed an oracle. Though enriched with offerjoined Dolabella in Asia, afterward went over ings from all Greece, and defended by no fortito Cassius, and then united himselftoM . Antony. fications, it w a s so protected from plunder by
H e deserted to Octavianus shortly before the bat- the sanctity of the place, that even the Pertle of Actium, 31. H e appears to have become sians when sailing against Greece, not only
a personal friend of Octavianus and Maecenas, passed it b y uninjured, but sent rich presents
and is therefore addressed b y Horace in one of to the god. With this temple were connected
his Odes (ii, 3). H e wrote a history of Antony's games, called Delia, which were celebrated
war against the Parthians, in which he had him- every four years, and were said to have been
self fought.
founded by Theseus. A like origin is ascribed
D E L M A T I U S or D A L M A T I U S .
1. Son of Con- to the sacred embassy (peapld) which the Athestantinus Chloms and his second wife Theodora. nians sent to Delos every year. Vid. Bid.
F r o m his half brother, Constantine the Great, he of Ant, art. T H E O R I . The temple and oracle
received the title of censor : he died before A.D.were visited by pilgrims from every quarter,
335.—2. Son of the preceding, ivas created Caesar even from the regions of Scythia. The greatby Constantine the Great, 835 ; and, upon the di-est importance was attached to the preservision of the empire, received Thrace, Macedonia, vation of the sanctity of the island. It w a s
and Achaia as his portion. H e was put to death twice purified by the Athenians; cr«ce under Piin 337 on the death of Constantine.
sistratus, when all tombs within sight of the
D E L O S or D E L U S (b. ArjXog: ArfXiog: n o w Belo,
temple were taken away ; and again in B.C.
Beli, Bill, or Sdilli) the smallest of the islands426, when all h u m a n and animal remains were
called Cyclades, in the zEgean Sea, lay in the removed entirely from the island, which wai
strait between Rhenea and Myconus. It w a s henceforth forbidden to be polluted by births oi
also called, in earlier times, Asteria, Ortygia, deaths, or by the presence of dogs : all persons
and Chlamydia. According to a legend, found- about to die or to bring forth ciildren were to
ed, perhaps, on some tradition of its late volcanic be removed to the adjacent island of Rhenea
origin, it was called out of the deep by the tri- Delos continued in a flourishing condition, and
dent of Neptune (Poseidon), but was a floating under the rule of the Athenians, w h o were conisland until Jupiter (Zeus) fastened it by ada- firmed in the possession of it by the Romans,
mantine chains to the bottom of the sea, that until the Mithradatic W a r , when Menophanes,
it might be a secure resting-place to Latona one of the generals of Mithradates, inflicted
(Leto) for the birth of Apollo and Diana (Arte- upon it a devastation from wliich it never again
mis). Apollo afterward obtained possession of recovered.
Dc\os by giving Calauria to Neptune PoseiD E L P H I (ol AeX(j>ol: AeX<f>bi • Delphicus-- now
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ha/'.n) a Mnall tovn iii Piioc s. but one ot theon which the priestess, called Pythia, took hei
mosft -ek.nated in Greece, on account of its seat whenever the oracle w a s to be consulted.
orao'e ol Apollo. It was sixteen stadia in cir- The words which she uttered after inhaling tbe
cumiE'emv, was situated on a steep declirity vapor were believed to contain the revelatiomi
on th-5 soutbam elope of Mount Parnassus, and of Apollo. They were carefully written down
its site resombled the cavea of a great theatre. by the priests, and afterward communicated in
It w a s shut in on the north b y a barrier of rocky hexameter verse to the persons w h o had come
mountains, which were cleft in the centre into to consult the oracle. If the Pythia spoke in
two great cliffs with peaked summits, between prose, her words were immediately turned into
which issued the waters of the Castalian spring. verse by a poet employed for the purpose. Tbe
It was originally called P Y T H O (HvBa) by which oracle is said to have been discovered by its havname it is alone mentioned in Homer. The ing thrown into convulsions some goats which
origin of the n a m e of Delphi is uncertain. The had strayed to the mouth of the cave. For deancients derived it from an eponymous hero, tails respecting the oracle and its influence in
Delphus, a descendant of Deucalion; but it has Greece, vid. Bid. of Ant, art. O R A C U L U M .
[ D E L P H I C U S , appellation of Apollo, from Delbeen conjectured that Belphi is connected with
adelphos, " brother," and that it was indebted phi (Ovid, Met, ii, 543).]
D
ELPHINES.
Vid. D E L P H I N I U S .
for its n a m e to the twin peaks mentioned above.
D E L P H I N I U M (AsXtp'iviov). 1. A temple of Apol
Delphi was colonized at an early period by Dorie
settlers from the neighboring town of Lycorea, lo Delphinius at Athens, said to have been built
on the heights of Parnassus. The government by zEgeus, in which the Ephetaa sat for trying
was an oligarchy, and w a s in the hands of a few cases of intentional, but justifiable homicide.—
listiuguished families of Doric origin. F r o m 2. The harbor of Oropus in Attica, on the borthem were taken the chief magistrates, the ders of Bceotia, called o lepbg Xipjjv.—3. A town
priests, and a senate consisting of a very few on the eastern coast of the island Chios.
D E L P H I N I U S (AeXfivwg) a surname of Apollo,
members. Delphi was regarded as the central
point of the whole earth, and w a s hence called derived either from his slaying the dragon Del
the " navel of the earth." It w a s said that two phines (usually called Python), or because in
eagles sent forth by Jupiter, one from the east the form of a dolphin (SeXipig) orridingon a doland another from the west, met at Delphi at phin, he showed the Cretan colonists the w a y
the same time. Delphi w a s the principal seat to Delphi.
D E L P H U S (AeXfog). 1. Son of Neptune (Po
of the worship of Apollo. Besides the great
temple of Apollo, it contained numerous sanc- seidon) and Melantho, to w h o m the foundation
tuaries, statues, and other works of art. The of Delphi w a s ascribed.—2. Son of Apollo and
Pythian games were also celebrated here, and Celaano, w h o is also said to have founded Delphi
DELTA.
Vid Z E G Y P T U S .
it w a s one of the two places of meeting of the
D E M A D E S (AnpdSvg, a contraction of An/iedbng),
Amphietyonic council. The temple of Apollo
was situated at the northwestern extremity of an Athenian orator, was of very low origin, but
the town. The first stone temple was built b y rose by his talents to a prominent position at
Trophonius and Agamedes ; and when this w a s Athens. H e belonged to the Macedonian party,
burned down B.C. 548, it w a s rebuilt by the A m and was a bitter enemy of Demosthenes. H o
phictyons with still greater splendor. The ex- w a s taken prisoner at the battle of Chaaronea,
pense w a s defrayed by voluntary subscriptions, B.C. 338, but w a s dismissed by Philip with disto which even Amasis, king of Egypt, contribu- tinguished marks of honor. After Philip's death
ted. The architect was Spintharus of Corinth; he w a s the subservient supporter of Alexander,
the Alcmaaonidse contracted to build it, and lib but, notwithstanding, frequently received bribes
erally substituted Parian marble for the front from the opposite party. H e w a s put to death
of the building, instead of the c o m m o n stone by Antipater in 318, because the latter had diswhich they bad agreed to employ. The temple covered a letter of Demades, urging the enemies
contained immense treasures; for not only of Antipater to attack him. Demades w a s a
were rich offerings presented to it by kings and m a n without principle, and lived in a most profprivate persons, w h o had received favorable re- ligate and dissolute manner. But he w a s a
plies from the oracle, but m a n y of the Greek brilliant orator. H e always spoke extempore,
states had in the temple separate thesauri, inand with such irresistible force, that he was a
which they deposited, for the sake of security, perfect match for Demosthenes himself. There
m a n y of their valuable treasures. The wealth is extant a large fragment of an oration tearing
jf the temple attracted Xerxes, w h o sent part the n a m e of Demades (xepl baSemeriag) in
cf his a r m y into Phocis to obtain possession of which he defends his conduct during the period
ts treasures, but the Persians were driven back of Alexander's reign. It is printed in the colby the god himself, according to the account of lections of the Attic orators, but its genuineness
the Delphians. The Phocians plundered the is doubtful. Cicero and Quintilian both state
temple to support them in the war against that Demades left no orations behind him.
[ D E M A R A T A , daughter of Hiero, king of .SyraThebes and the other Greek states (357-346);
and it was robbed at a later time by Brennus cuse, married to Andranodorus, the guardian of
and by Sulla. In the centre of the temple there Hieronymus, on whose assassination she enwas a small opening (xdapa) in the ground, from deavored to persuade her husband to seize on
wlndi, from time to time, an intoxicating vapor the sovereign power: she w a s afterward put
irjsa, which w a s believed to come from the well to death]
D E M A R A T U S (Ati/mparog, Dor. Aapdparog) 1
A Oa'jeotis. N o traces of this chasm or of the
mrphi'ac exhalations are n o w any where ob- King of Sparta, reigned from about B.C. 5i0 U
Seivablo. Over tbfc chasm there stood a tripod, 1491. H e w a s at variance with his unsortpu
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tous colleague Cleomenes, w h o at length accus- lowed to continue with her mcther the remam
ed him before the Ephors of being an illegiti- der of the year. The earth n o w brought forti
mate son of Ariston, and obtained his deposition fruit again. Before Demeter (Ceres) left Eleuby bribing the Delphic oracle, B.C. 491. D e m a - sis, she instructed Triptolemus, Dioeles, Eumolratus thereupon repaired to the Persian court, pus, and Celeus in the m o d e of her worship and
where he w a s kindly received by Darius. H e in the mysteries. This is the ancient legend as
aecumpanied Xerxes in his invasion of Greece, preserved in the Homeric hymn, but it is va
and recommended the king not to rely too con- riously modified in later traditions. In the Latin
fidently upon his countless hosts. His family poets the scene of the rape is near Enna in
eontinued long in Asia.—2. A merchant-noble Sicily; and Ascalaphus, w h o had alone seen
of Corinth, and one of the Bacchiadaa. W h e n Persephone (Proserpina) eat any thing in the
the power of his clan had been overthrown by lower world, revealed the fact, and was, in
Cypselus, about B.C. 657, he fled from Corinth, consequence, turned into an owl by Demeter
and settled at Tarquinii in Etruria, where he (Ceres). Vid. A S C A L A P H U S . In the Iliad and
married an Etruscan wife, by w h o m he had two Odyssey there is no mention of this legend,
sons, Aruns and Lucumo, afterward L. Tarquin- and there appears no connection between D e m e ter (Ceres) and Persephone (Proserpina). The
ius Priseus.
D E M E T Z S , a people of Britain, in the southwest meaning of the legend is obvious. Persephone
of Wales: their chief towns were Maridunum (Proserpina), w h o is carried off to the lowe*
world, is the seed-corn, which remains concealea
(now Carmarthen) and Luentinum.
in the ground part of the year; Persephone
D E M E T E R (Aijpijrijp), the R o m a n Ceres, one
of the great divinities of the Greeks, was the (Proserpina), w h o returns to ier mother, is the
goddess of the earth, and her n a m e probably sig- corn which rises from the ground and nourishes
nified Mother-Earth (yfj prjTvp). She was them e n and animals. Later philosophical writers,
protectress of agriculture and of all the fruits and perhaps the mysteries also, referred the
of the earth. She w a s the daughter of Cronus disappearance and return of Persephone (Pro(Saturn) and Rhea, and sister of Zeus (Jupiter), serpina) to the burial of the body of m a n and
by w h o m she became the mother of Perseph- the immortality of his soul. The other legends
one (Proserpina). Zeus (Jupiter), without the about Demeter (Ceres) are of less importance.
knowledge of Demeter (Ceres), iad promised To escape the pursuit of Poseidon (Neptune),
Persephone (Proserpina) to Aidoneus (Pluto); she changed herself into' a mare, but the god
and while the unsuspecting maiden was gather- effected his purpose, and she became the mother
ing flowers in the Nysian plain in Asia, the of the celebrated horse Arion. Vid. A R I O N , N O
earth suddenly opened, and she w a s carried off 2. According to some traditions, she also bore
b y Aidoneus (Pluto). H e r mother, w h o heard to Poseidon (Neptune) a daughter Despoana (i,
only the echo of her voice, immediately set oute, Persephone). She fell in love with Iasi in,
in search of her daughter. For nine days she and lay with him in a thrice-ploughedfieldin
wandered about without obtaining any tidings Crete : their offspring was Plutus (Wealth) Vid
of her, but on the tenth she m e t Hecate, w h o IASION. She punished with fearful hunger Ery
told her that she had heard the cries of Perseph sichthon, w h o had cut down her tacred grove
one (Proserpina), but did not know w h o ha/1 Vid. E R Y S I O H T H O N . The chief seats of the worcarried her off. Both then hastened to Helios ship of Demeter (Ceres) and Persephone (Pro
(the Sun), w h o revealed to them that it w a s Ai- serpina) were Attica, Arcadia and Sicily. In
doneus (Pluto) w h o had carried off Perseph- Attica she w a s worshipped with great splendor.
one (Proserpina) with the consent of Zeus (Ju- The Athenians pretended that agriculture was
piter). Thereupon Demeter (Ceres), in her an-first practiced in their country, and that Tripger, avoided Olympus, and dwelt upon earth tolemus of Eleusis, the favorite of Demeter (Ce
among men, conferring blessings wherever she res), w a s thefirstw h o invented the plough anc
was kindly received, and severely punishing sowed corn. Vid. T R I P T O L E M U S . Every yeai
those w h o repulsed her. In this manner she at Athens the festival of the Eleusinia was eel
came to Celeus at Eleusis. Vid C E L E U S . A S ebrated in honor of these goddesses. The festhe goddess still continued angry, and did not tival of the Thesmophoria w a s also celebrated
allow the earth to produce anyfruits,Zeus (Ju- in her honor as well at Athens as at other parts
piter)firstsent Iris and then all the godstoper- of Greece: it was intended to commemorate
suade Demeter (Ceres) to return to Olympus. the introduction of the laws and the regulation*
But she was deaf to all their entreaties, and re-of civilized life, which were ascribed to D e m e fused to return to Olympus, and to restore fer- ter (Ceres), since agriculture is the basis of
tilitytothe earth, till she had seen her daughter civilization. Vid. Bid. of Ant, arts. ELEUSINL.
again. Zeus (Jupiter) accordingly sent Hermes T H E S M O P H O R I A . In works of art Demeter (Ce(Mercury) into Erebus to fetch back Persepho- res) was represented sometimes in a sitting
ne (Proserpina). Aidoneus (Pluto) consented, attitude, sometimes walking, and sometimes
but gave Persephone (Proserpina) part of a riding in a chariot drawn by horses or dragons,
pomegranate to eat. Hermes (Mercury) then but always in full attire. Arc ind her head she
took her to Eleusis to her mother, w h o received wore a garland of corn ears or a simple riband,
her with unbounded joy. A t Eleusis both were and in her hand she held a sceptre, corn-ears, ol
joined by Hecate, w h o henceforth became the a poppy, sometimes also a torch and the mystic
attendant of Persephone (Proserpina). D e m e - basket. The Romans received from Sicily tie
ter (Ceres) now returned to Olympus with h«r worship of Demeter (Cere«-,),'te w h o m they gavf
daughter: but as the latter had eaten in the lie fame ->f Ceres. Thefirsttemple of Ceres
lower worid, she was obliged to spend one third at R o m e was --iwed by the dictator A. Pos*u
of the year witi Aidoneus (Pluto), but w a s a!-1I mius zVlbinnr. BA.. 4,'jt. for iise purpose •»
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averting a famine with which Rome was threat- fulfleetand army to wrest Greece flom Cft»
ened during a war with the Latins. The Ro- sander and Ptolemy. H e met with great sue
mans instituted a festival with games in honor cess. At Athens he was received with enthu
»f her (vid Bid. of Ant, s. v, CEREALIA).
Shesiasm by the people as their liberator. Derne
was looked upon by the Romans much in the trius the Phalerean, who had- governed ihe city
same light as Tellus. Pigs were saaiificed to for Cassander, was expelled, and the fort at
both divinities iu the seasons of sowing and in Munyehia taken. Demetrius took up his abode
harvest time, and also at the burial of tie dead. for the winter at Athens, where divine honors
Her worship acquit ed considerable political im- were paid him under thetitleof " the Preservportance at Rome. The property of traitors er" (b~2.arfip). H e was recalled from Athens by
against the republic was often made overtohei his father to take the command of the war ir
l.'mple. The decrees of the senate were de- Cyprus against Ptolemy. Here also he was
posited in her temple for the inspection of the successful, and in a great naval battle he annitribunes of the people. If we further consider hilated thefleetof Ptolemy (306). Next year
that the aadiles had the special superintendence (305) he laid siege to Rhodes, because the Rhoof thistemple,it is very probable that Ceres, dians had refused to support him against Ptolwhose worship was, like the plebians them- emy. It was in consequence of the gigantic
selves, introduced into Rome from without, had machines which Demetrius constructed to as
some peculiar relations to the plebeian order.
sail the walls of Rhodes that he received the
DEMETRIAS (Anpnrptdg: Anpiirpievg) 1.
surname
A
of Poliorcetes. But all his exertions
town in Magnesia in Thessaiy, on the inner- were unavailing, and after the siege had lasted
most recess of the Pagasaean Bay, founded by above a year, he at length concluded a treaty
Demetrius Poliorcetes, and peopled by the in- with the Rhodians (304). Demetrius then crosshabitants of Iolcus and the surrounding towns: ed over to Greece, which had meanwhile been
it soon became one of the most important towns almost conquered by Cassander. H e soon comin the north of Greece, and is frequently men- pelled Cassander to evacuate all Greece south
tioned in the wars between the Macedonians of Thermopylae, and for the next two years conand Romans.—2. A town in Assyria, not far tinuedtoprosecute the war with success. But
from Arbela.—3. A n Athenian tribe, added to in 302 he was obliged to return to Asia in order
the ten old tribes, B.C. 307, and named in honorto support his father Antigonus. In 301 their
of Demetrius Poliorcetes.
combined forces weretotallydefeated by those
D E M E T R I U S (Anp4rpiog) 1. A Greek of theof Lysimachus and Seleucus in the battle of
island of Pharos in tie Adriatic. H e was a gen- Ipsus, and Antigonus himself slain. Demetrius,
eral of Teuta, the Blyrian queen, and treacher- to whose impetuosity the loss of the battle
ously surrendered Corcyra to the Romans, who would seem to be in great measure owing, fled
ewarded him with a great part of the dominions to Ephesus, and from thence set sail for Athens
jf Teuta, B.C. 228. Subsequently he ventured but the Athenians declined to receive him into
on many acts of piratical hostility against the their city. The jealousy of his enemies soon
Romans, thinking that they were too much oc- changed the face of his affairs; and Ptolemy
cupied with the Gallic war and the impending having entered into a closer union with Lysimdanger of Hannibal's invasion to take notice of achus, Seleucus married Stratonice, daughter
him. The Romans, however, immediately sent of Demetrius. By this alliance Demetrius obthe consul L. zEmilius Pauius over to Illyria tained possession of Cilicia, and he had never
(219), who took Pharos itself, and obliged De- lost Cyprus, Tyre and Sidon. In 297 he demetrius toflyfor refuge to Philip, king of Mac- termined to make an effort to recover his doedonia. At the court of this prince he spent minions in Greece. H e appeared with a fleet
the remainder of his life.—2. Younger son of on the coast of Attica, but was atfirstunsucPhilip V , king of Macedonia, was sent as a cessful. The death of Cassander, however, in
hostage to Rome after the battle of Cynosceph- the course of the same year, gave a new turn to
alae (198). Five years afterward he was restor- affairs. Demetrius made himself master of
ed to his father, who subsequently sent him as zEgina, Salamis, andfinallyof Athens, after a
his ambassador to Rome. But, having incurred long blockade (295). In 294 he marched into
the jealousy of his father and his brother, Per- Peloponnesus against the Spartans, and was on
seus, by the favorable reception he had met the point of taking their city when he was sudwith from the Romans, he was secretly put to denly called away by the state of affairs in Macdeath by his father's order.
edonia. Here the dissensions between AntipI. Kings of Macedonia. 1. Surnamed POLIOR-ater and Alexander, the two sons of Cassander,
CETES (XloXiopKnrrjg), or the Besieger, sonhad
of led Alexander to call in foreign aid to hil
Antigonus, king of Asia, and Stratonice. At ansupport: and he sent embassies at once to Deearly age he gave proofs of distinguished brav- metrius and to Pyrrhus. Pyrrhus was the nearery. H e accompanied his father in his cam- est at hand, and had already defeated Antipatei
paigns against Eumenes (B.C. 317, 316), and a and established Alexander on the throne, when
few years afterward was left by his father in Demetrius arrived with his army. H e was rethe command of Syria, which he had to defend ceived with apparent friendliness, but mutual
against Ptolemy. In 312 he was defeated by jealousies quickly arose. Demetrius caused tht
Ptolemy near Gaza, but soon after retrieved his young kingtobe assassinated at a banquet, and
disaster in part by defeating one of the generals was thereupon acknowledged as king by the
oi Ptolemy. In 311 a general peace was con- Macedonian army. Demetrius kept possessioj
cluded among the successors of Alexander, but of Macedonia for seren years (294-287). H k
it was only of short duration. In 307 Deme- reign was a series of wars. In 292 he marchec
trii\s was dispatched by his father with a power- against the Thebans, nho had risen against him
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Mrf* .ook theii city In 291 he took advantage recovered his kingdom; but having, like \t»
of the captivity of Lysimachus among the Getaa father, rendered himself odious to his subjects
to invade Thrace; but he w a s recalled by the by his vices and cruelties, he was driven cut
news of a fresh insurrection in Boaotia. H e of Syria by Tryphon, w h o set up Antiochus, the
repulsed Pyrrhus, w h o had attempted b y invad- infant son of Alexander Balas, as a pretender
ing Thessaly to effect a diversion in favor of the against him. Demetrius retired to Babylon, and
Bsaotians, and again took Thebes after a long from thence marched against the Parthians, by
»iege (290). In 289 he carried on w a r against w h o m he w a s defeated and taken prisoner, 138.
Pyrrhus and tha zEtolians, but he concluded H e remained as a captive in Parthia ten years,
peace with Pyrrhus that he might march into but w a s kindly treated by the Parthian king
Asia with the view of recovering his father's Mithradates (Arsaces V I ) , w h o gave him his
dominijns. His adversaries, however, fore- daughter Rhodogune in marriage. Meanwhile
stalled him. In 287 Ptolemy sent a powerful his brother, Antiochus VII. Sidetes, having overfleet against Greece, while Pyrrhus (notwith-thrown the usurper Tryphon, engaged in war
standing his recent treaty) on the one side, and with Parthia, in consequence of which Phraates,
Lysimachus on the otier, simultaneously in- the successor of Mithradates, brought forward
vaded Macedonia. Demetrius w a s deserted by Demetrius, and sent him into Syria to operate
his o w n troops, w h o proclaimed Pyrrhus king a diversion against his brother. In the same
of Macedonia. H e then crossed over to Asia, year Antiochus fell in battle, and Demetrius
and, after meeting with alternate success and again obtained possession of tie Syrian throne,
misfortune, w a s at length obliged to surrender 128. Having engaged in an expedition against
himself prisoner to Seleucus (286). That king Egypt, Ptolemy Physeon set u p against him the
kept him iu confinement, but did not treat himpretender Alexander Zebina, by w h o m he w a s
with harshness. Demetrius died in the third defeated and compelled to fly. His wife Cleoyear of his imprisonment and thefiftysixth of patra, w h o could not forgive him his marriage
his age (283). H e w a s one of the most remark- with Rhodogune in Parthia, refused to afford
able characters of his age: in restless activity him refuge at Ptolemais, and he fled to Tyre,
of mind, fertility of resource, and daring prompt- where he was assassinated, 125.—3. EUCZSRUS,
itude in the execution of his schemes, he has,son of Antiochus VIII. Grypus, and grandson of
perhaps, never been surpassed. His besetting Demetrius II. During the civil wars that folsin was his unbounded licentiousness. Besides lowed the death of Antiochus Grypus (96), DeLamia and his other mistresses, he was regu- metrius and his brother Philip for a time held
larly married to four wives, Phila, Eurydice, the whole of Syria. But war broke out between
Deidamia, aud Ptolemais, by w h o m ie left four them; Demetrius was taken prisoner and sent
eons. The eldest of these, Antigonus Gonatas, to Parthia, where he remained in captivity till
eventjally succeeded him on the throne of Mac- his death.
edonia.—3. Son of Antigonus Gonatas, succeed- III. Literary. 1. Of A D R A M C T I I U M , surnamed
ed his father, and reigned B.C. 239-229. H e Ixion, a Greek grammarian of the time of A u
carried on war against the zEtolians, and w a s gustus, lived partly at Pergamus and partly at
opposed to the Achaean League. H e w a s suc- Alexandrea, and wrote commentaries on Homei
ceeded by Antigonus Doson.
and Hesiod and other works.—2. M A G N E S , thai
II. Kings of Syria. 1. S O T E R (reigned B.C. is, of Magnesia, a Greek grammarian, and a
162-150), w a s the son of Seleucus IV. Philop- contemporary of Cicero aud Atticus. H e wrote
ater, and grandson of Antiochus the Great. a work on concord (Hepl bp.avolag), and anothei
While yet a child, he had been sent to R o m e on poets and other authors w h o bore the same
by his father as a hostage, and remained there n a m e (Hepl bpavvpav ixonirav not cvyypaifteav)
during the whole of the reign of Antiochus IV. — 3 . P H A L E R E U S , so called from his birth place
Epiphanes. After the death of Antiochus, being the Attic demos of Phalerus, where he w a s born
n o w twenty three years old, he demanded of the about B.C. 345. His parents were poor, but by
senate to be set at liberty; but, as his request his talents and perseverance he ros° to the
was refused by the senate, iefledsecretly from highest honors at Athens, and tcccnc. distinR o m e , by the advice of the historian Polybius, guished both a3 an orator, a statesman, a phi
and went to Syria. The Syrians declared in losopher, and a poet. H e was educated, tohis favor and the young king Antiochus V . gether with the poet Menander, in the school
Eupator, w.th his tutor Lysias, was seized by of Theophrastus. H e began his public caieci
his o w n guards and put to death. B y valuable about 325, and acquired great reputation by his
presents Demetrius obtained from the Romans eloquence. In 317 the government of Athens
his recognition as king; but, having alienated was intrusted to him by Cassander, and he dishis o w n subjects by his luxury and intemper- charged the duties of his office for ten years
ance, they sided with an impostor of the n a m e with such general satisfaction, that the Athe
of Balas, w h o took the title of Alexander. B y nians conferred upon him the most extraordi
him Demetrius w a s defeated in battle and slain. nary distinctions, and erected no less than three
H e left two sons, Demetrius Nicator and Anti- hundred and sixty statues to his honor. But
ochus Sidetes, both of w h o m subsequently as- during the latter period of his administration ha
cended the throne.—2. N I C A T O R (B.C. 146-142, seems to have become intoxicated with his good
»nd again 128-125), son of Demetrius Soter. fortune, and he abandoned himself to dissipaH e had been sent by his father for safety to tion. W h e n Demetrius Poliorcetes apjjroaehed
Cnidus when Alexander Balas invaded Syria, Athens in 307, Demetrius Phalereus w a s obliged
and, after the death of his father, he continued to takeflight,and his enemies induced the A the
in exile for some years. With the assistance nians to pass sentence of death upon him. H «
vf Ptolemy Philomotor he defeated Balas and went to Ptolemy Lagi at Alexandrea, with w h o a
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he lived for m a n y years on tne ; est terms ; anayears. H e left behind him several aiations, and
it w a s probably owing to the influence of De- an extensive history of his o w n times.
D E M O O L E S (AnponXijg) an Attic orator, and an
metrius that the Great Alexandrine library w a s
formed. His successor, Ptolemy Philadelphus, opponent of Demochares.
[ D E M O C O O N (AnpoKoav) a son of Priam by a
was hostile towards Demetrius, because he had
advised his father to appoint another of his sons female slave; came from Abydus to assist his
as his successor. H e banished Demetrius to father against the Greeks, but was slain by
U p p e r Egypt, where he is said to have died from Ulysses.]
D E M O C R A T E S (AvpoKparvc), a Pythagorean ph*the bite of a snake. Demetrius Phalereus w a s
the last among the Attic orators worthy of the losopher, of whose life notiing is known, the
name ; but even his orations bore evident marks author of an extant collection of moral maxims,
of the decline of oratory, and were characterized called the golden sentences (yvapat ^pfoaj).
rather by grace and elegance than by force and They are printed with D E M O P H I L U S , N O . 3.
D E M O O R I T U S (ArijioKpirog) a. celebrated Greek
sublimity. His numerous writings, the greater
part of which was probably composed in Egypt, philosopher, w a s born at Abdera, in Thrace,
embraced subjects of the most varied kinds; about B.C. 460. His father, Hegesistratus—or
but none of them has come down to us, for the as others ealled him, Damasippus or Athenoen t u s — w a s possessed of so large a property that
work on elocution (irepl ipprtve'iag), extant under
his name, is probably the work of an Alexan- he was able to entertain Xerxes on his march
drine Sophist of the name of Demetrius. [Best through Abdera. Demooritus spent the inheritedition by Fr. Goeller, Lips, 1837.]—4. Of SCEP- ance which his father left him on travels into
SIS, a Greek grammarian of the time of Aris- distant countries, which he undertook to satistarehus, wrote a learned commentary on the fy his extraordinary thirst for knowledge. H «
Catalogue in the second book of the Iliad.—5. travelled over a great part of Asia, and spent
Of S U N I U M , a Cynic philosopher, lived from the some time in E g y p t T h e m a n y anecdotes prereign of Caligula to that of Domitian, and w a s served about Demooritus show that he w a s a
banished from R o m e in consequence of the m a n of a most sterling and honorable charac
ter. His diligence was incredible: he lived ex
freedom witi which he rebuked the powerful.
[ D E M O (Anpd) a daughter of Celeus and Met- clusively for his studies, and his disinterested
ness, modesty, and simplicity are attested bj
anira ]
[ D E M O (A-rjpav) 1. Author of an Atthis, or m a n y features which are related of him. N o t
history of Attica, and probably, also, of a work on withstanding the great property he had inherit
firoverbs: his fragments are collected in Siebe- ed from his father, he died in poverty, but high
is, Phanodemi, Bemonis, dee, Fragmenta, Lips, ly esteemed by his fellow-citizens. H e died it
1312; and by Muller, Fragm. Hist. Grcc, vol. 261 at a very advanced age. There is a tradi
, p. 378-83.—2. Sou of Demosthenes's sister, tion ths,t he deprived himself of his sight, that
of the demos of Paaania in Attica, distinguished he might be less disturbed in his pursuits; but
himself as an orator; he belonged, like his this tradition is one of the inventions of a latei
age, which w a s fond of piquant anecdotes. It
uncle, to the anti Macedonian party.]
is more probable that he m a y have lost his sight
D E M O C E D E S (AnpoKTjbijg), a celebrated physieian of Crotona. H e practiced medicine suc- by too severe application to study. This loss,
cessively at zEgina, Athens, and Samos. H e however, did not disturb the cheerful disposiwas taken prisoner, along with Polyerates, in tion of iis mind, which prompted him to look,
B.C. 522, and was sent to Susa to the court of in all circumstances, at the cheerful side of
Darius. Here he acquired great reputation by things, which later writers took to m e a n that
curing the king's foot, and the breast of the queen he always laughed at the follies of men. His
Atossa. Notwithstanding his honors at the Per- knowledge was most extensive. It embraced
sian court, he w a s always desirous of returning not only the natural sciences, mathematics,
to his native country. In order to effect this, mechanics, grammar, music, and philosophy,
he pretended to enter into the views and inter- but various other useful arts. His works were
ests of tbe Persians, and procured by means of composed in the Ionie dialect, though not withAtossa that he should be sent with some nobles out some admixture of the local peculiarities of
to explore the coast of Greece, and ascertain in Abdera. They are nevertheless m u c h praised
what parts it might be most successfully at- by Cicero on account of the liveliness of their
tacked. W h e n they arrived at Tarentum, the style, and are in this respect compared even
king, Aristophilides, out of kindness to D e m - with the works of Plato. T h e fragments of
ocedes, seized the Persians as spies, which af- them are collected by Mullach, Bemocriti Abforded the physician an opportunity of escap- derite Operum Fragmenta, Berlin, 1843. Leuing to Crotona. Here he settled, and married cippus appears to have had most influence upon
the daughter of the famous wrestler Milo, the philosophical opinions of Demooritus, and
the Persians having followed him to Crotona, these two philosophers were the founders of
and in vain demanded that he should be re- the theory of atoms. In order to explain the
creation of all existing things, Demooritus mainstored.
D E M O C H A R E S (Anpoxdpvg) an Athenian, son tained that there was in infinite space an infinite
of the sister of Demosthenes. H e w a s proba- number of atoms or elementary particles, homobly trained by his uncle in oratory, and inherit- geneous in quality, but heterogeneous in form
ed his patriotic sentiments. After the restora- H e further taught that these atoms combine
tion of the Athenian democracy in B.O. 307 by with one another, and that all things arise from
Demetrius Poliorcetes, Demochares was at the the infinite variety of the form, order, and posihead of the patriotic party, and took an active tion of the atoms in forming combinations. The
•part, in public affairsforthe next twenty or thirty cause of ttese comtinations he called chance
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. vxn) in opposition to the voUg of Anaxagoras; became knur of Athens. H e marched out against
Dnt he did not use the word chance in its vul- Diomedes, who, on his return from Troy, had
gar acceptation, but to signify the necessary landed on the coast of Attica, and was ravaging
succession of cause and effect In his ethical it. H e took the Palladium from Diomedes, but
philosophy Demooritus considered the acquisi- had the misfortune to kill an Athenian in the
tion if -peace of mind (evBvpia) as the end andstruggle. For this murder he w a s summoned
before the court ejrt HaXXabla—the first time
ultimate object of our actions.
D E M O D O C U S (AnpoboKog). 1. T h e celebrated that a m a n w a s tried by that court.—[3. A combarct at the court of Alcinoiis, w h o sang of the panion of zEneas, slain by Camilla in Italy.]
D E M O S T H E N E S (Anpoovevng) 1. Son of Alci
loves of Mars (Ares) and Venus (Aphrodite),
while Ulysses sat at the banquet of Alcinoiis. sthenes, a celebrated Athenian general in the
H e is also mentioned as the bard w h o advised Peloponnesian W a r . In B.O. 426 he was sent
A g a m e m n o n to guard Clytaamuestra, and to ex-with afleettoravage the coast of Peloponnepose zEgisthus in a desert island. Later writ- sus : he afterward landed at Naupactus, aud
ers, w h o looked upon this mythical minstrel as m a d e a descent into zEtolia; he w a s at first
an historical person, related that he composed unsuccessful, and was obliged to retreat; but
a poem on the destruction of Troy, and on the he subsequently gained a brilliant victory ove"marriage of Vulcan (Hephaastus) and Venus the Ambraeiots. In 425, though not in office,
(Aphrodite).—[2. A Trojan warrior, w h o came he sailed with the Athenianfleet,and was alwith jEneas to Italy ; he was slain by Halesus. lowed by the Athenian commanders to remain
— 3 . A friend of Socrates, father of Theages, with five ships at Pylos, which he fortified in
order to assail the Lacedaemonians in their o w n
mentioned in the Theages of Plato.]
[ D E M O L E O N (AtjpoXeav). 1. A Centaur, slain territories. H e defended Pylos against all the
by Theseus at the nuptials of Pirithous.—2. A attempts of the Lacedaamonians, till he w a s rebrave Trojan, son of Antenor, slain by Achilles.] lieved by an Athenian fleet of forty ships. The
[ D E M O L E U S , a Greek, slain by zEueas on the Spartans, w h o in their siege of the place had
banks of the Simo'is, and whose coat of mail occupied the neighboring island of Sphacteria,
zEneas offered as the second prize at the games were n o w cut off and blockaded. Later in the
same year he rendered important assistance to
celebrated by him in Sicily]
Cleon, iu making prisoners of the Spartans in
[ D E M O N (Aijpav). Vid. D E M O . ]
D E M O N A X (Anpavaf), of Cyprus, a Cynic phi- the island of Sphacteria, though the whole glory
losopher in tie time of Hadrian. W e o w e our of the success was given to Cleon. In 413 he
knowledge of his character to Lucian, w h o has was sent with a large fleet to Sicily, to assist
painted it in the most glowing colors, represent Nicias. Fortune was unfavorable to the Athem g him as almost perfectly wise and good. nians. Demosthenes n o w counselled an immeDemonax appears to have been free from the diate departure, but Nicias delayed returning
austerity and moroseness of the sect, though he till it was too late. The Athenianfleetwas devalued their indifference to external things. H e stroyed, and w h e n Demosthenes and Nicias atwas uearly one hundred years old at the time tempted to retreat by land, they were obliged
to surrender to the enemy with all their forces
of his death.
D E M O N E S I INSUL/E (Anubvnaoi), a group of isl-Both commanders were put to death by the
ands in the Propontis (now Sea of Marmara) Syracusans. 2. The greatest of Athenian orabelonging to Bithynia; of these the most im- tors, was the son of Demosthenes, and was born
portant were Pityodes and Chalcltis, also eall- in the Attic demos of Paaania. about B.C. 385.
A t seven years of age he lost his father, w h o
ed Demonesus.
D S M O P H I L U S (Anpbtyilog). 1. Son of Ephorus,left him and his younger sister to the care of
continued his father's history by adding to it the three guardians, Aphobus and Demophon, two
history of the Sacred W a r . — 2 . A n Athenian relations, and Therippides, an old friend. These
comic poet of the new comedy, from whose guardians squandered the greater part of the
'Ovayog Plautus took his Asinaria.—3. A Pyth- property of Demosthenes, and neglected his ed
agorean philosojiher, of whose life nothing is ucation to a great extent. H e nevertheless re
ceived instruction from the orator Isaaus; but it
known, wrote a work entitled fliov -Bepdirsia,
part of which is extant in the form of a selec- is exceedingly doubtful whether he was taught
tion, entitled yvapind bpoiapara. Best edition by Plato and Isocrates, as some of the ancients
by Orelli, in his Opusc. Grcc. Vet. Sentent, Lips,stated. A t the age of eighteen Demosthenes
ealled upon his guardians to render him an ac1819.
D E M O P H O N or D E M O P H O O N (Anpofuv or A(?j«o- count of their administration of his property;
fy'mv). 1. Son of Celeus and Metamra, w h o m but by intrigues they contrived to defer the busiCeres (Demeter) wished to m a k e immortal. ness for two years. A t length, in 364, DemosFor details, vid. C E L E U S . — 2 . Son of Theseus thenes accused Aphobus before the archon and
and Phaadra, accompanied the Greeks against obtained a verdict in his favor. Aphobus waa
Troy, and there procured the liberation of his condemned to pay a fine of ten talents. E m
grandmother zEtlva, w h o lived with Helen as a boldened by this success, Demosthenes venslave O n his return from Troy he gained the tured to come forward as a speaker in the p u b
love of Phyllis, daughter of the Thracian king lie assembly. Hisfirsteffort was unsuccessful.
Sithon, aud promised to marry her. Before the and he is said to have been received with ridinuptials were celebrated, he went to Attica to cule; but he w a s encouraged to persevere by
settle his affairs, and as he t a m e d longer than the actor Satyrus, w h o gave him instruction in
Phyllis had expected, she thought that she was action and declamation. In becoming an ora
tor, Demosthenes had to struggle hard against th«
forgotten, and put an end to her life; but she
was metamorphosed into a tree. Denophon greatest physical disadvantages. Hia voioe
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W»B weak and his utterance defective ; he could nia. But Alexander's energy, and the frightful
not pronounce the p, and constantly stammered, vengeance which he took upon Thebes, compel
whence he derived the nickname of BdraXog. led Athens to submit and sue for peace. Alex
It was only owing to the most unwearied exer- ander demanded the surrender of Demosthenes
tions that he succeeded in overcoming the ob- and the other leaders of the popular party, and
stacles which nature had placed in his way. with difficulty allowed them to remain at-Athens,
Thus it is said that he spoke with pebbles in During the life of Alexander, Athens m a d e no
his mouth, to cure himself of stammering; that open attempt to throw off the Macedonian suhe repeated verses of the poets as he ran u p premacy. In 325 Harpalus fled from Babylon
lull, to strengthen "his voice; that he declaim- with the treasure intrusted to his care by Alexed on the sea shore, to accustom himself to the ander, and came to Athens, the protection of
noise and confusion of the popular assembly; which he purchased b y distributing his gold
that he lived for months in a cave under ground, among the most influential demagogues. The
engaged in constantly writing out the history reception of such an open rebel w a s viewed as
cf Thucydides, to form a standard for his o w n an act of hostility toward Macedonia itself; and
style. These tales are not worthy of m u c h accordingly Antipater called upon the Athenians
credit; but they nevertheless attest the com- to deliver up the rebel and to try those w h o had
m o n tradition of antiquity respecting the great accepted his bribes. Demosthenes w a s one of
efforts m a d e b y Demosthenes to attain to ex- those w h o were suspected of having received
cellence as an orator. It w a s about 855 that m o n e y from Harpalus. His guilt is doubtful;
Demosthenes began to obtain reputation as a but he w a s condemned, and thrown into prison,
speaker in the public assembly. It was in this from which, however, he escaped, apparently
year that he delivered the oration against Lep- with the connivance of the Athenian magistines, and from this time w e have a series oftrates. H e n o w resided partly at Troezene and
his speeches on public affairs. His eloquence partly in zEgina, looking daily across the sea
soon gained him the favor of the people. T h e toward his beloved native land. But his exile
influence which he acquired he employedforthe did not last long. O n the death of Alexander
good of his country, and not for his o w n ag- (323) the Greek states rose in arms against M a grandizement H e clearly saw that Philip had cedonia. Demosthenes w a s recalled from exresolved to subjugate Greece, and he therefore ile ; a trireme was sent to zEgina to fetch him.
devoted all his powers to resist the aggressions and his progress to the city w a s a glorious
of the Macedonian monarch.
For fourteen triumph. But in the following year (322) the
years he continued the struggle against Philip, confederate Greeks were defeated by Antipaand neither threats nor bribes could turn him ter at the battle of Cranon, and were obliged
from his purpose. It is true he failed ; but theto sue for peace. Antipater demanded the surfailure must not be considered his fault The render of Demosthenes, w h o thereupon fled to
history of his struggle is best given in the life the island of Calauria, and took refuge in the
of Philip. Vid. PHILIPPUS. It is sufficient to temple of Neptune (Poseidon). Here he w a s
relate here that it was brought to a close b y the pursued by tie emissaries of Antipater; be
battle of Chaaronea (338), b y which the inde- thereupon took poisun, which he had for some
pendence of Greece w a s crushed. Demosthe- time carried about his person, and died in the
nes was present at the battle, and fled like temple, 322. There existed sixty-five orations
thousands of others. His enemies reproached of Demosthenes in antiquity; but of these only
him with hisflight,and upbraided him as the sixty one have come down to us, including the
cause of the misfortunes of his' country; but letter of Philip, which is strangely enough countthe Athenians judged better of his conduct, re- ed as an oration. Several of the orations, howquested him to deliver the funeral oration upon ever, are spurious, or at least of very doubtful
those w h o had fallen at Chaaronea, and cele- authenticity. Besides these orations, there are
brated tho funeral feast in his house. A t this fifty-six Exordia to public orations, and six letter*
time m a n y accusations were brought against which bear the name of Demosthenes, but are
him. Of these one of the most formidable w a s probably spurious. The oration m a y be divided
the accusation of Ctesiphon by zEsehines, but into the following classes: (I.) Seventeen Powhich was in reality directed against Demos- litical Orations (Xbyoi avuSovXevriKoi) of which
thenes himself. zEeehines accused Ctesiphon the twelve Philippic orations arc the most imfor proposing that Demos'Jienes should be re- portant They bear the following titles: 1. T h e
warded for his services with a golden crown in first Philippic, delivered 352. 2-4. The three
the theatre. zEsehines maintained that the Olynthiac orations, delivered 349. 5. O n the
proposal w a s not only m a d e in an illegal form, Peace, 349. 6. The second Philippic, 314. 7.
but that the conduct of Demosthenes did not O n Halonesus, 343, not genuine, probably writ
give him any claim to such a distiuction. The ten by Hegesippus. 8. O n the affairs of thf
trial w a s delayed for reasons unknown to us till Chersonesus, 342. 9. The third Philippic, 342
880, when Demosthenes delivered his oration 10. The fourth Philippic, not genuine, 341. 1'
on the crown (wept arefdvov) zEsehines w a s O n the letter of Philip, 840, also spurious. 1!
defeated and withdrew from Athens. Vid. zEs- The letter of Philip.—(II.) Forty-two Judicial
CHINES. Meantime important events had taken Orations (Xbyoi bimvtKoi), of whioh the most implace in Greece. The death of Philip in 336 portant are, Against Midias, written 855, but
roused the hopes of the patriots, and Demosthe- never delivered; Against Leptines, 365; On
nes, although he had lost his daughter only seven the dishonest eonduct of zEsehines during hi»
days before, w a s thefirstto proclaim the joyful embassy to Philip (Hepl rrjg llapairpeaBetag)
tidings of the king's death, and to call upon the 342; O a the Crown, 330.-—(111;. T w o SIwu
ftaJaks to unite their strength against Macedo- Speeches (Xbyoi iiudeuriKoi) namely the Eir<253
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ra<juog and 'Eparmtg, both of which are spun- D E R O E T I S , D E R O E T O (Aep\irig, HHOKETU), also
tms. The orations of Demosthenes are con- called Atargatis, a Syrian goddess. She offendtained in the collections of the Attic orators by ed Venus (Aphrodite), who, in consequence, inReiske, Lips, 1770-1775 ; [Demosthenes separ- spired her with love for a youth, to w h o m sho
ately, with additions by Sehaeffer, Lond, 1822- bore a daughter Semiramis; but, ashamed of her
3, 9 vols. 8vo]; Bekker, Oxon, 1823 ; Dobson, fraility, she killed the youth, exposed her child
Lond, 1828; Baiter and Sauppe, Turic, 1845.in a desert, and threw herself into a lake near
[ D E M O S T R A T U S (Anubarparog), an Athenian or- Ascalon. H e r child was fed b y doves, and she
ator and popular leader, at wiose proposal Al- herself was changed into a fisn. The Syrians
oibiades, Nicias, and Lamachus were placed at thereupon worshipped her-^is a goddess. The
the head of the Sicilian expedition.]
upper part of her statue represented a beautiful
[ D E M U C H U S (Anpovxog), son of Philetor, slainwoman, while the lower part terminated in the
by Achilles before Troy.]
tail of a fish. She appears to be the same aa
D E N S E L E T Z E or D E N T H E L E T Z E (AevBnXr/rai), aDagon mentioned in the Old Testament as a
Thracian people on the Haamus, between the deity of the Philistines.
Strymon and Nessus.
D E R O Y L L I D A S (AepKvXXiSag) a Spartan, sue
D E N T A T U S , M'. CURIUS, a favorite hero of the ceeded Thimbron, B.C. 399, in the command of
R o m a n republic, was celebrated in later times the army which was employed in the protection
as a noble specimen of old R o m a n frugality and of the Asiatic Greeks against Persia. H e carvirtue. H e was of Sabine origin, and the firstried on the w a r with success. Tissaphernes
of his family w h o held any high offices of state and Pharnabazus were at length glad to sue for
(consequently a homj novus). H e w a s consul peace. In 396 he was superseded by Agesilaus,
B.C. 290 with P. Cornelius Rufinus. The two
[ D E R D A S (Aepoac). 1. A Macedonian chiefconsuls defeated the Samnites, and brought the tain, w h o joined with Philip, brother of PerdicSamnite wars to a close. In the same year cas II, in rebellion against him.—2 A prince
Dentatus also defeated the Sabines, w h o appear of Elymea in Macedonia in the time of A m y n to have supported the SamniteB. In 283 he tas II.; sided with the Spartans in their war
fought as praator against the Senones. In 275 with Olynthus, through fear of the growing
he was consul a second time, and defeated Pyr- power of that city.]
rhus near Beneventum and in the Arusinian
D E R T O N A (now Tortona) an important town
plain so completely that the king was obliged to in Liguria, and a R o m a n colony with the surquit Italy. The booty which he gained was im- name Julia, on the road from Genua to Placentia.
mense, but he would keep nothing for himself.
D E R T O S A (now Tortosa) a town of the IlercaIn 274 he was consul a third time, and con- ones, on the Iberus, in Hispania Tarraconensis,
quered the Lucanians, Samnites, and Bruttians, and a R o m a n colony.
who still continued iD arms after the defeat of
D E S P C E N A (Aeairoivd) the mistress, a surname
Pyrrhus. Dentatus n o w retired to his small of several divinities, as Venus (Aphrodite), Cefarm in the country of the Sabines, and culti- res (Demeter), and more especially Proserpina
vated the land with his o w n hands. Once the (Persephone), w h o was worshipped under this
Samnites sent an embassy to him with costly name in Arcadia
presents ; they found him sitting at the hearth
D E U C A L I O N (AevKaXtav) 1. Son of Promeand roasting turnips. H e rejected their pres- theus and Clymene, king of Phthia, in Thessaly.
ents, telling them that he preferred ruling over W h e n Jupiter (Zeus), after the treatment he
those w h o possessed gold to possessing it him- had received from Lycaon, had resolved to deself. H e was censor in 272, and in that year stroy the degenerate race of men, Deucalion
executed public works of great importance. H e and his wife Pyrrha were, on account of their
commenced the aquaeduct which carried the piety, the only mortals saved. O n the advice
water from the River Anio into the city (Ani- of his father, Deucalion built a ship, in which
eneis Vetus); and by a canal he carried off the he and his wifefloatediu safety during the nine
vater of the Lake Velinus into the River Nar, days'flood,which destroyed all the other inin consequence of which the inhabitants of habitants of Hellas. A t last the ship rested on
Reate gained a large quantity of excellent land. Mount Parnassus in Phocis, or, according to
D E O (Ana) another name for Ceres (Deme- other traditions, on Mount Othrys in Thessaly,
ter) : hence her daughter Proserpina (Perseph- on Mount Athos, or even on zEtna in Sicily.
one) is called by the patronymic D E O I S and D E - W h e n the waters had subsided, Deucalion
OINE.
offered up a sacrifice to Jupiter (Zeus) Phyxius
D E R B E (A'epBn :AepBijr?jg, AepBalog), a town
in
(•bvljiog)
and he and his wife then consulted the
Lycaonia, on the frontiers of Isauria. It is first sanctuary of Themis h o w the race of m a n might
mentioned as the residence of the tyrant Antip- be restored. The goddess bade them covei
ater of Derbe, a friend of Cicero, w h o m A m y n - their heads and throw the bones of their mother
tas put to death.
behind them. After some doubts and scruples
DERBIOOZE or D E B B I O E S (AepB'iKKai or AepBirespecting the meaning of this command, they
KEC), a Scythian people in Margiana, dwelling on agreed in interpreting the bones of their mothei
the Oxus, near its entrance into the Caspian Sea. to mean the stones of the earth. They accordThey worshipped the earth as a goddess, neither ingly threw stones behind them, and from those
sacrificed or ate any female animals, and killed thrown by Deucalion there sprang u p men, from
and ate all their old m e n above Beventy years those thrown by Pyrrha, women. Deucalion
of age.
then descended from Parnassus, and built hia
[ D E R C E N N U S , an early king of Laurentum, in first abode at Opus or at Cynus. Deucalion beLatium; according to Borne, the same with La- came by Pyrrha the father of Hellen, Amphiotinus.]
tyon, Protogenia, and others—2. Son of M i n d
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and Pasiphae, father of Idomeneus, was an Ar- his o w n victories and those of his sous anil
gonaut, and one of the Oalydonian hunters.— grandsons, in the Grecian games. His fame
was celebrated by Pindar in the seventh Olym[3. A Trojan, slain by Achilles.]
D E V A . 1. ( N o w Chester), the principal townpic ode. H e was victor in boxing twice iu the
of the Cornavii in Britain, on the Seteia, (now Olympian games, four times in the Isthmian,
Bee), and the head-quarters of the Legio X X . twice in the Nemean, and once at least in the
Vietrix.—2. (Now Bee) an estuary in Scotland, Pythian. H e had, therefore, the high honor of
n which stood the town Devana, near the mod- being a irepiodoviKng, that is, one w h o had gained
crowns at all the four great festivals. W h e n
ern Aberdeen.
D E X A M S N U S (Ae^dpsvog), a Centaur, w h o livedan old man, he accompanied his sons, Acusilaiis
in Bura in Achaia. According to others, he and Damagetus, to Olympia. The young men.
was King of Olenus, and father of Deianira, w h o having both been victorious, carried their fa
ther through the assembly, while the specte
is usually represented as daughter of GSneus.
tors showered garlands upon him, and congratD E X I P P U S (Aetjiirirog). 2. Called also Bioxippus, a physician of Cos, one of the pupils of ulated him as having reached the summit of huHippocrates, lived about B.C. 380, and attended m a n happiness. H e gained his Olympic victory
the children of Hecatomnus, prince of Caria.— B.C. 464.—2. Surnamed the A T H E I S T ("ABeog)
2. P. H E R E N N I U S , a Greek rhetorician and his- a Greek philosopher and poet, w a s the son of
torian, was a native of Attica, and held the Teleclides, and was born in the island of Melos,
highest offices at Athens. H e distinguished one of the Oyclades. H e was a disciple of
himself infightingagainst the Goths when they Demooritus of Abdera, and in his youth he acinvaded Greece in A.D. 262. H e was the au- quired considerable reputation as a lyric poet
thor of three historical works: 1. A history of H e was at Athens as early as B.C. 424, for
Macedonia from the time of Alexander. 2. A Aristophanes in the Clouds (v. 830), which were
chronological history from the mythical ages performed in that year, alludes to liim as a welldown to the accession of Claudius Gothicus, known character. In consequence of his atA D . 268. 3. A n account of the war of the tacks upon the popular religion, and especially
Goths or Scythians, in which Dexippus himself upon the Eleusinian mysteries, he w a s formally
had fought. The fragments of Dexippus, which accused of impiety B.C. 411, and, fearing the
are considerable, are published b y Bekker and results of a trial, fled from Athens. H e was
Niebuhr in thefirstvolume of the Scriptorescondemned to death in his absence, and a reHistoric Byzantine, Bonn, 1829, 8vo.—3. A dis- ward set upon his head. H e first went to Pal
ciple of the philosopher Iamblichus, lived about lene, and afterward to Corinth, where he died.
A.D. 350, and wrote a commentary on the Cat- One of the works of Diagoras was entitlea
egories of Aristotle, of which a Latin transla- Qpvyioi Xbyoi, in which he probably attacked
tion appeared at Paris, 1549, 8vo, and at Ven- tie Phrygian divinities.
D I A N A , an ancient Italian divinity, w h o m the
ice, 1546, fol, after the work of Porphyry In
Romans identified with the Greek Artemis
Predicam. Arist
D I A (Ala) daughter of Deioneus and wife of Her worship is said to have been introduced at
Ixion. B y Ixion, or, according to others, by R o m e by Servius Tullius, w h o dedicated a temJupiter (Zeus), she became the mother of Pir- ple to her on the Aventine; and she appears to
have been originally worshipped only by the
ithous.
D I A (Ala). 1. The ancient name of Naxos.— plebeians. A t R o m e Diana was the goddess
2. A n island near A m o r g o s . — 3. ( N o w Stan- of light, and her name contains the same root
did), a small island off Crete, opposite the har- as the word dies. A s Dianus (Janus), or the god
bor of Cnosus.—4. A n island in the Arabian of light, represented the sun, so Diana, the goddess of light, represented tie moon. The atGulf, on the western coast of Arabia.
tributes of the Greek Artemis were afterward
DIABLINTES.
Vid. A U L E R C I .
D I A O R I A (it AiaKpla) a mountainous districtascribed to the R o m a n Diana. Vid. A R T E M T R
D I A N I U M . 1. ( N o w Gianuti) a small isknd
In the nortieast of Attica, ineluding the plain
of Marathon. Vid. ATTICA. T h e inhabitants in the Tyrrhenian Sea, opposite the Gulf of
Cosa.—2. ( N o w Benia), called H E M E R O S O O P I O N
of this district (AiaKpielg, AiaKpioi), formed one
of the three parties into whiei the inhabitants ('Huepoaicoirelov) by Strabo, a town in Hispania
of Attica were divided in the time of Solon: Tarraconensis, on a promontory of the same
they were the most democratical of the three name (now Cape Martin), founded by the M a s
silians. Here stood a celebrated temple of Diparties.
D I A D U M E N I A N U S or D I A D U M E N U S , son of the ana, from which the town derived its nameEmperor Macrinus, received the title of Caasar and here Sertorius kept most of his militarj
when his father was elevated to the purple, A.D. stores.
D I C E A (Ahaia), a town in Thrace, on the
217, and was put to death in the following year
Lake Bistonis.
about the same time with Macrinus.
Diaus (Alaiog) of Megalopolis, general of the DIOZEAROHIA. Vid. P U T E O L I .
D I C Z E A R C H U S (AiKalapxog) a celebrated PeriAchaean league B.O. 149 and 147, took an active part in the w a r against the Romans. O n patetic philosopher, geographer, and historian,
the death of Critolaus in 146, he succeeded to was b o m at Messana in Sicily, but passed the
the command of the Achaaans, but w a s defeated greater part of his life in Greece Proper, and
by M u m m i u s near Corinth, whereupon he put especially in Peloponnesus. H e was a disciple
an end to his o w n life, after slaying his wife to of Aristotle and a friend of Theophrastus. H e
wrote a vast number of works, of which only
prevent her falling into the enemy's power.
DIAGORJSS (Aiaybpac) 1. Son of Damagetus, fragments are extant. His most important
*f Ialvsus in Rhodes, was verj celebrated for work w a s entitled Blog ry; 'EXXdihg: it con
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waned *a account of the geography, history, ind contains a history of the Trojan war, its ca'isei
moral and religious condition of Greece. See and consequences, from the birth of I aris down
Fuhr, Bicearchi Missenii que supersunt compo- to the death of Ulysses. The compiler not unsita jt illustrata, Darmstadt, 1841.
frequently differs widely from Homer, adding
D I C E (AIKV), the personification of justice, a m a n y particulars, and recording m a n y events of
laugikr af Jupiter (Zeus) and Themis, and the which w e find no trace elsewhere. All miracusister of Eunomla and Eirene. She was con- lous events and supernatural agency are entirely
sidered as one of the Horaa, and is frequently excluded. The compilations ascribed to Dictys
ealled the attendant or counsellor (irdpeSpog orand Dares (vid D A R E S ) are of considerable im
|a» :bpog) of Jupiter (Zeus). In the tragediansportance in the history of modern literatuve
die appears as a divinity w h o severely punishes since they are the chief fountains from which
all wrong, watches over the maintenance of the legends of Greece first flowed into the rojustice, and pierces the hearts of the unjust mances of the Middle Ages, and then mingled
with tie sword m a d eforher by zEsa. In this with the popular tales and ballads of England,
capacity she is closely connected with the Erin- France, and Germany. The best edition of Dicnyes, though her business ia not only to punish tys is by Dederich, Bonn, 1835.
injustice, but alsotoreward virtue.
DIDIUS. 1. T , praator in Macedonia B.C. 100,
DICTZEUS.
Vid. D I C T E ,
where he defeated the Scordiscans, consul 98,
D I O T A M N U M (Aiarapvov), a town on the north- and subsequently proconsul in Spain, where he
ern coast of Crete, with a sanctuary of Dictynna, defeated the Celtiberians. H e fell in the Marfrom w h o m the town itself w a s also called Die sic war, 89.—2. 0 , a legate of Caesar, fell in
tynna.
battle in Spain fighting against the sons of PomD I O T E (AIKTIJ : n o w Lasthi), a mountain in pey, 46.—3. M . D I D I U S S A L V I U S J U L I A N U S , bought
the east of Crete, where Jupiter (Zeus) is said the R o m a n empire of the praetorian guards,
to have been brought up. Hence he bore the when they put up the empire for sale after the
surname Bicteus. The R o m a n poets frequent- death of Pertinax, A.D. 193. Flavius Sulpicialy employ the adjeetive Dietaaus as synonymous nus, praafect of the city, and Didius bid against
with Cretan.
each other, out it w a sfinallyknocked down to
D I C T Y N N A ( AiKrwva) a surname both of Bri- Didius upon his promising a donative to each
tomartis and Diana, which two divinities were soldier of twentyfivethousand sesterces. Didsubsequently identified. The name is connect- ius, however, held the empire for only two
ed with 6'MTVOV, a hunting net, and was borne months, from March 28th to June 1st, and w a s
by Britomartis and Diana as goddesses of the murdered by the soldiers when Severus w a s
chase. One tradition related that Britomartis marching against the city.
was so called because, w h e n she had thrown
D I D O (Alba), also called ELISSA, the reputed
herself into the sea to escape the pursuit of founder of Carthage. She w a s daughter of the
Minos, she was saved in the nets of fishermen. Tyrian king Belus or Agenor or Mutgo, and
[DICTYS (AUrvg). 1. A Tyrrhenian, changed sister of Pygmalion, w h o succeeded to the crown
by Bacchus (Dionysus) into a dolphin.—2. A after the death of his father. Dido was married
Centaur, slain at the nuptials of Pirithous.—3. to her uncle, Acerbas or Sichaaus, a priest of
Son of Peristhenes or of Magnes and a Naiad, Hercules, and a m a n of immense wealth. H e
who, with his brother Polydectes, preserved Da- was murdered by Pygmalion, w h o coveted his
nae and her son Perseus in the island Seriphus.]
treasures; but Dido secretly sailed from Tyro
D I O T S S ORETENSIS, the reputed author of an with the treasures, accompanied by some noble
extant work in Latin on the Trojan war, divided Tyrians, w h o were dissatisfied with Pygmalion's
into six books, and entitled Ephemeris Belli Tro- rule. Shefirstwent to Cyprus, where she carjani, professing to be a journal of the leading ried off eighty maidens to provide the emigrants
events of the war. In the preface to the work with wives, and then crossed over to Africa.
w e are told that it was composed by Dictys of Here she purchased as m u c h land as might be
Cnosus, w h o accompanied Idomeneus to the covered with the hide of a bull; but she orderTrojan war, and w a s inscribed in Phoenician ed the hide to be cut up into the thinnest possicharacters on tablets of lin.c-wood or paper ble strips, and with them she surrounded a spot
m a d e from the bark. The work was buried in on which she built a citadel called Byrsa (from
the same grave with the author, and remained {Svpaa, i. e, the hide of a bull). Around this fort
undisturbed till the sepulchre w a s burst open b y the city of Carthage arose, and soon became a
an earthquake in the reign of Nero, and the powerful andflourishingplace. The neighborwork w a s discovered in a tin case. It w a s car- ing king Hiarbas, jealous of the prosperity of the
ried to R o m e b y Eupraxis, whose slaves had r e w city, demanded the hand of Dido in mardiscovered it, and it w a s translated into Greek riage, threatening Carthage with w a r in ease of
by order of Nero. It is from this Greek version lefusai Dido had vowed eternalfidelitytoher
that tho extant Latin work professes to have late husband; but, seeing that the Carthaginians
been translated by a Q. Septimius Romanus. expected her to comply with the demands of
Although its alleged origin and discovery are Hiarbas, she pretended to yield to their wishes
quite unworthy of credit it appears neverthe- and under pretence of soothing the manes of
less to be a translation from a Greek work, Acerbas b y expiatory sacrifices, she erected a
which w e know to have been extant under the funeral pile, on which she stabbed herself in
name of Dictys, since it is frequently quoted by presence of her people. After her death ehe
the Byzantine writers. The work was proba- was worshipped by the Carthaginians as a dibly written in Greek by Eupraxis in the reign vinity. Virgil has inserted in his zEneid the
of Nero, but at what time the Latin translation legend of Dido with various modifications. Acw a s executed is quite uncertain. The work cording to the c o m m ™ chi mology, there was
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«n intervpJ cf more than three hundred years
between the capture of Troy (B.O. 1184) and
the foundation of Carthage (B.O. 853); but Virgil nevertheless makes Dido a contemporary of
zEneas, with whom she falls in love on his arrival in Africa. When zEneas hastened to seek
the new home which the gods had promised him,
Dido, in despair, destroyed herself on a funeral
pile.

DIOCLETIANUS, V A L E R I U S

of the project. The right hand of the figcue
was to have held a city, and in tho left tiier«
would have been a basin, in which the water of
all th» mountain streams was to pour, and
thence into the sea. H e commmenced the erection of a temple to Arsinoe, the wife of Ptolemy
II., of which the roof was to be arched with
loadstones, so that her statue, made of iron, might
appear tofloatin the air, but he died befoi
D I D Y M A . Vid BBANCHIDZE.
completing the work.
DIDYMK.
Vid Z E O M Z E INSULZE.
[DINCMACHE (Aeivopaxn) daughter of Mega
D I D Y M U S (Atdvpog), a celebrated Alexandrinecles, granddaughter of Clisthenes, and mother of
grammarian, a contemporary of Julius Caesar Aloibiades.]
and Augustus, was a follower of the school of D I N O M A C H U S (Aeivcpaxog), a philosopher, who
Aristarcius, and received the surname XIAKEV- agreed with CALLIPHON in considering the chief
repog on account of his indefat'gable and un-good to consist in the union of virtue with bod
wearied aj.rlieirf.on to study. H e is said to ily pleasure.
have writtea foul- thousand works, the most im- D I N S M E N E S (Aeivoftivng) 1. A statuary, whose
portant of T/hioh were commentaries on Homer. statues of Io and Callisto stood in the Acropolis
The greater part of the extant Scholia minora on
at Athens in the time of Pausauias: he flour
Homer was at one time considered the work of ished B.O. 400.—[2. Father of Hiero, Gelon, and
Didymus, but is really taken from the commen- Thrasybulus, born at /Etna, a city of Sicily.—
taries of Didymus and of other grammarians.
3. One of the guards of Hieronymus of Syracuse
DIESPITFR. Vid. JUPITER.
w h o m he aided in assassinating; he was after
DIGENTIA (now Licenza) a small stream in ward elected one of the generals of the SyraeuLatium, beautifully cool and clear, which flowssans.]
into the Anio near the modern Vicovaro. It D I N O N (Aeivav, Aivav), father of the historian
flowed through the Sabine farm of Horace. Clitarehus, wrote himself a history of Persia,
Near its source, which was also called Digentia [to which Nepos refers as the m e t trustworthy
(fons etiam rivo dare nomen idoneus, Hor, authority
Mp,
on the subject: the fragments of his
i, 16, 12), stood the house of Horace (vieintts
work are collected by Muller, Fragm. Hist. Grcc.
tecto jugis aquefons, Hor, Sat, ii, 6, 2).
vol. ii, p. 88-95.]
DIMALLUM, a town in Greek Blyria.
Dio. Vid. DION.
DINAROHUS (Aeivaffxog) the last and least im-DIOCZESAREA (Awmiodpeia: now Sefurieh)
portant of the ten Attic orators, was born at more anciently SEPPHORIS (Hm/bapig) in GaliCorinth about B.O. 361. H e was brought up at lee, was a small place until Herodes Antipas
Athens, and studied under Theophrastus. A s made it the capital of Galilee, undei- the name
he was a foreigner, he could not come forward of Diocaesarea. It was destroyed in the fourth
himself as an orator, and was therefore. obliged century by Gallus, on account of an insurrection
to content himself with writing orations for which had broken out there.
others. H e belonged to the friends of Phocion
DIOOLEA or D O C L E A (AoKXea). a place in Dal
and the Macedonian party. W h e n Demetrius matia, near Salona, the birth-place of Diocletian.
Poliorcetes advanced against Athens in 307, Di- DIOOLES (AioKAi)g) 1. A brave Athenian, who
narchusfledtoChalcis in Euboaa, and was not lived in exile at Megara. Once in a battle he
allowed to return to Athens till 292, where he protected with his shield a youth whom he loved,
died at an advanced age. Only three of his but he lost his own life in consequence. The
speeches have come down to us: they all refer Megarians rewarded him with the honors of a
to the question about HARPALUS. They are hero, and instituted the festival of the Dioclea,
printed in the ^collections of the Attic orators, which they celebrated in the spring of every
[and separately by Maatzner, Berlin, 1842, 8vo.] year.—2. A Syracusan, tie leader of the popuDlNDYMENE. Vid. DlNDTMUS.
lar party in opposition to Hermocrates. In B.C.
D I N D Y M U S or D I N D Y M A , O R U M (AivSvjiog: rd
412 he was appointed with several others to
Xivbvua). 1. A mountain in Phrygia, on the draw up a new code of laws. This code, which
frontiers of Galatia, near the town Pessinus,
was almost exclusively the work of Diodes,
sacred to Cybele, the mother of the gods, who became very celebrated, and was adopted by
is hence called Dindymene.—2. A mountain in many other Sicilian cities.—3. Of Carystus in
Mysia, near Cyzicus, also sacred to Cybele.
Euboaa, a celebrated Greek physician, lived in
[DINIAS (Aeiviag) a Greek historian of uncer-the fourth century B.C. H e wrote several medtain date, who wrote a work on Argolis ('Apyo-ical works, of which only some fragments reXIKU) : a few fragments are collected by Muller, main ; [edited by Fraankel, Berlin 1840, 8vo.—
Fragm. Hist Grcc, vol. iii, p. 24-26.]
4. Of Preparethns, the earliest Greek historian
DINOORATLS (AeivoKpdrng), a distinguished
who wrote about the foundation of Rome, and
Macedonian architect in the time of Alexander whom Q. Fabius Pictor is said to have followed
She Great. H e was the architect of the naw in a great many points.]
temple of Diana (Artemis) at Ephe3us, which
DIOOLETIANOPOLIS.
Vid. CELETRUM.
svas built after tie destruction of the former
DIOOLETIANUS, VALERIUS, Roman emperoi
temple by Herostratus, H e was employed by A.D. 284-305, was born near Salona, in Dalma
Alexander, whern he accompanied into Egypt, tia, in 245, of most obscure parentage. From
n the building of Alexandrea. H e formed a his mother, Doclea, or Dioclea, who received
lesign for cutting Mount Athos into a statue of her name from tho village where she dwelt, he
Alexander • but the kin? forbade the execution inherited the appellation of Boeles or Bioclei
17
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ahich, after his assumption of the purple, was writing a treatise on the problem, he died In
expanded into Dioeletianus, and attached as a despair. According to another account, he decognomen to the high patrician name of Vale- rived his surname from his teacher Apollonius
rius. Having entered the army, he served with Cronus. H e belonged to the Megaric school
high reputation under Probus and Aurelian, fol- of philosophy, of wiieh he was the head. H e
lowed Carus to the Persian war, and, after the was celebrated for his great dialectic skill, fol
fate of Numerianus became known at Ohalcedon, which he is called b SiaXeKriKog, or diaXe-KriKtswas proclaimed emperor by the troops, 284. H e rarol;.—2. SICULUS, of Agyrium in Sicily, was a
Biew with his own hands Arrius Aper, w h o was contemporary of Julius Caasar and Augustas,
arraigned of the murder of Numerianus, in or- In order to collect materials for his history, he
der, according to some authorities, that he might travelled over a great part of Europe and Asia,
ralnl a prophecy delivered to him in early youth and lived a long time at Rome. H e spent altoby a Gaulish Druidess, that he should mount a gether thirty years upon his work. It was en
throne as soon as he had slain the wild boar titled BIBXIOBTIKTI laropiKij, The Historical Libra(Aper). Next year (285) Diocletian carried on ry, and was a universal history, embracing the
war against Carinus, on whose death he became period from the earliest mythical ages down to
u»'d:»puted master of the empire. Bu1 as the the beginning of Caasar's Gallic wars. It was
attacks of the barbarians became daily D.ore for- divided into three great sections, and into forty
midable, he resolved to associate with himself books. The first section, which consisted of
a colleague in the empire, and accordingly se- thefirstsix books, contained the history of the
lected for that purpose Maximianus, w h o was in- mythical times previous to the Trojan war.
vested with the title of Augustus in 286. The second section, which consisted of eleven
Maximian had the care of the Western Empire, books, contained the history from the Trojan
and Diocletian that of the Eastern. But as the war down to the death of Alexander the Great.
dangers which threatened the R o m a n dominions The third section, which contained the remain
from the attacks of the Persians in the East, and ing twenty-three books, treated of the history
the German and other barbarians in the West, from the death of Alexander down to the begin
became still more imminent, Diocletian made a ning of Caasar's Gallic wars. Of this work only
still further division of the empire. In 292, Con- the following portions are extant entire: the
stantius Chlorus and Galerius were proclaimed firstfivebooks, which contain the early history
Caesars, and the government of the R o m a n of the Eastern nations, the Egyptians, /Ethioworld was divided between the two Augusti pians, and Greeks; and from book eleven to
and the two Caesars. Diocletian had the gov- book twenty, containing the history from the
ernment of the East, with Nicomedia as his resi- second Persian war, B.C. 480, down to 302.
dence ; Maximian, Italy and Africa, with Milan Of the remaining portion there are extant a
«s his residence; Constantius, Britain, Gaul, and number of fragments and the Excerpta, which
Spain, with Treves as his residence; Gale- are preserved partly in Photius, and partly in
rius, Illyricum, and the whole line of tie Dan-the Eclogaa made at the command of Constanube, with Sirmium as his residence. The wars tine Porphyrogenitus. The work of Diodorus
in the reign of Diocletian are related in the fives is constructed upon the plan of annals, and the
of his colleagues, since Diocletian rarely com events of each year are placed one after the
manded the armies in person. It is sufficient other, without any internal connection. In comto state here that Britain, which had maintained piling his work Diodorus exercised no judgment
its independence for some years under C A R A U - or criticism. H e simply collected what he found
SIUS and ALLECTUS, was restored to the empire in his different authorities, and thus jumbled to(296); that the Persians were defeated and gether history, mythus, and fiction: he freobliged to sue for peace (298); and that the quently misunderstood authorities, and not sel
Marcommani and other barbarians in the north d o m contradicts in one passage what he has
were also driven back from the R o m a n domin- stated in another. But, nevertheless, the comions. But after an anxious reign of twenty-one pilation is of great importance to us, on account
years Diocletian longed for repose. Accord- of the great mass of materials which are there
ingly, on the first of May, 305, he abdicated at collected from a number of writers whose works
Nicomedia, and compelled his reluctant col- have perished. The best editions are by Wesleague Maximian to do the same at Milan. Dio- seling, Amsterd, 1746, 2 vols, fol, reprinted at
cletian retired to his native Dalmatia, and passed Bipont, 1793, Ac, 11 vols. 8vo; and by Dinthe remaining eight years of his life near Salona dorf, Lips, 1828, 6 vols. 8vo.—3. Of Sinope, an
in philosophic retirement, devoted to rural pleas- Athenian comic poet of the middle comedy,
ures and the cultivation of his garden. H e died flourished 353.—4. Of Tyre, a peripatetic phi313. One of the most memorable events in the losopher, a disciple and follower of Critolaiis,
reign of Diocletian was hisfiercepersecution of w h o m he succeeded as the head of the Peripa
the Christians (303) to which he was instigated tetic school at Athens. H eflourishedB.C. 110.
by his colleague Galerius.
D I O D O T U S (AwSorog) a Stoic philosopher an 1
D I O D O R U S (AibSapog). 1. Surnamed C R O N U S , a teacher of Oicero, in whose house he lived for
of Iasus in Caria, lived at Alexandrea in the many years at Rome. In his later years, (
reign of Ptolemy Soter, w h o is said to have Diodotus became blind: he died in Cieero'i
given him the surname of Cronus on account house, B.C. 59, and left to his friend a property ' j
of his inability to solve at once some dirieetic of about one hundred thousand sesterces.
problem proposed by Stilpo, when the t~ o phiD I O G E N E S (Awyevng)
1. Of A P O L L O N I A ic
losophers were din'ng with the king. ' lodorus Crete, an eminent natural philosopher, lived it
is said to have takc-n that disgrace sc much to thefifthcentury B.C, and was a pupil of A n
heart tha*. after his ret irn from the repast, and aximenes. He- wrote a work iu the Ionic dia
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lect, entitled Heol ivoeag, On Nature, in which
he appears to have treated of physical science
in the largest sense of the words.—2. The B A B Y LONIAN, a Stoic philosopher, wae a native of
Seleucia in Babylonia, w a s educated at Athens
under Chrysippus, and succeeded Zeno of Tarsus as the head of the Stoic school at Athens.
H e was one 3f the three ambassadors sent by
tie Athenian', to R o m e in B.C. 155. Vid. C A R -

DIOMEDES.

have no particulars, pp 'bably lived in the secorw
century after Christ. H e wrote the Lives of
the Philosophers in ten books: the w< rk is en
titled irepl (Slav, boypdrav, Kal dTro'pBeyp.drav rai
iv (fuXocoQia evdoK'.pnadvrav. According to some
allusions which occur in it, he wrote it for a
lady of_rank. w h o occupied Tierself "with*pbT
losophy, and who, according to some, w a s A r
ria, the friend of Galen. In this work Diogenes.
NEADES, CRITOLALS.
H e died at the age of divides the philosophy of the Greeks into the
eighty-eight—3. The C Y N I O philosopher, w a s Ionic — which commenceB with Anaximandei
born at Sinope, in Pontus, about B.C. 412. His and ends with Clitomachus, Chrysippus, and
father w a s a banker named Icesias or Icetas, Theophrastus — and the Italian, whieh was
w h o w a s convicted of some swindling transac- founded by Pythagoras, and ends with Epicution, in consequence of which Diogenes quitted rus. H e reckons the Socratic school, with its
Sinope and went to Athens. His youth is said various ramifications, as a part of the Ionic phi
to have been spent in dissolute extravagance; losophy, of which he treats in the first seven
but at Athens his attention was arrested by the books. The Eleatics, with Heraclitus and the
character of Antisthenes, w h o atfirstdrove him Skeptics, are included in the Italian philosophy
away. Diogenes, however, could not be pre- which occupies the eighth and ninth books. Epivented from attending him even by blows, but curus and his philosophy are treated of in the
told him that he would find no stick hard enough tenth book with particular minuteness, which
to keep him away. Antisthenes at last relented, has led some writers to the belief that Diogenes
and his pupil soon plunged into the most frantic himself w a s an Epicurean. The work is of
excesses of austerity and moroseness. In sum- great value to us, as Diogenes m a d e use of a
mer he used to roll in hot sand, and in winter great number of writers on thehistoryof^hito embrace statues covered with snow; he wore Iosoj)hy, whose works are n o w IosTfput ftis
coarse clothing, lived on the plainest food, slept put together withoufTplan, criticism, or connecin porticoes or in the street, andfinally,accord- tion, and the author iad evidently no conceping to the c o m m o n story, took u p his residence tion of the real value and dignity of philosophy.
in a tub belonging to the Metroum, or temple The best editions are b y Meibom, Amsterd,
of the Mother of the Gods. The truth of this 1692, 2 vols. 4to, and Hiibuer [and Jacobitz,
latter tale has, however, been reasonably dis- with the commentary of Casaubon], Lips, 4
puted. In spite of his strange eccentricities, vols. 8vo, 1828-1833.—5. O U N O M A U S , a tragie
Diogenes appears to h»ve been m u c h respected poet, w h o began to exhibit af Athens B.C. 404.
at Athens, and to have been privileged to re- D I O G E N I A N U S (Aioyr v.avbg) of Heraelea on
buke any thing of which he disapproved. H e the Pontus, a distinguished grammarian in the
seems to have ridiculed and despised all intel- reign of Hadrian, wrote a Greek Lexicon, from
lectual pursuits which did not directly and ob- which the Lexicon of Hesychius seems to have
viously tend to some immediate practical good. been almost entirely taken. A portion of it is
H e abused literary m e n for reading about the still extant, containing a coUection of proverbs
evils of Ulysses, and neglecting their o w n ; m u - first printed by Schottus, with the proverbs of
sicians for stringing the lyre harmoniously while Zenobius and Suidas, Antv, 1612, 4to, and subthey left their minds discordant; m e n of science sequently in other editions of the Parosmiographi
for troubling themselves about, the m o o n and Grcci.
stars, while they neglected what lay immediD I O M E A (rd Aibpeia: Awpeievg, Aiopevg) a
ately before them; orators for learning to say demus in Attica belonging to the tribe zEgeis,
what was right, but not to practice it. O n a with a temple of Hercules ; the Diomean gate in
voyage to zEgina he was taken prisoner by pi- Athens led to this demus. Vid. p. 122, b.
rates, and carried to Crete to be sold as a slave.
D I O M E D E Z S INSULZE, five small islands in the
Here, when he w a s asked what business he Adriatic Sea, north of the promontory Garganum
understood, he answered, " H o w to c o m m a n d in Apulia, named after Diomedes. Vid. D I O men."
H e w a s purchased b y Xeniades of Cor- M E D E S . The largest of these, called Diomedea
inth, over w h o m he acquired such influence Insula or Trimerus (now Tremiti) was the place
that ho soon received from him his freedom, where Julia, the grand-daughter of Augustus,
was intrusted with the care of his children, and died.
passed his old age in his house. During his
D I O M E D E S (AioprjSrjg) 1. Son of Tydeus and
residence at Corinth his celebrated interview De'ipyle, whence he is constantly called Tydides
with Alexander the Great i3 said to have taken (Tvbeldng) succeeded Adrastus as kmg.itL-Arplace, The conversation between them began gos.—Homeric Story. Tydeus fell in the expediby the king's saying, " I a m Alexander the tion against Thebes, while his son Diomedes
Great;" to which the philosopher replied, " A n d was yet a boy; but Diomedes w a s afterward
I a m Diogenes the Cynic." Alexander then one of the Epigoni w h o took Thebea. H e went
asked whether he could oblige him in any way, to Troy with eighty ships, and was, next to
Mid received no answer except, " Yes, you can -Achilles, the bravest hero in the Greek army.
stai d out of the sunshine." W e are further H e enjoyed the especial protection of Minerva
told that Alexander aduired Diogenes so much (Athena); he fought against the most distinthat he said, " If I wer i not Alexander, I shouldguished of the Trojans, such as Hector and
wish to be Diogenes." Diogenes died at Cor- zEneas, and even with the gods w h o espoused
inth at the age of nearly ninety, B.C. 323.—4. the cause of the Trojans. H e thus wounded
L A E R T I U S of Laerte in Cilicia, af whose life w e both Verrus (Aphrodite) and Mars (Ares).- -Later
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Stories, Diomedes and Ulysses (tarried off the wealth. H e m a d e no opposition to the ev.ecai
palladium from the city of Troy, since it was sion of the younger Dionysius to his father's
believed that Troy could not be taken so long power, but he became an object of suspicion to
as the palladium w a s within its walls. Diome the youthful tyrant, to w h o m he also m a d e himdes carried the palladium with him to Argos; self personally disag reeable b y the austerity of
but, according to others, it w a s taken from him his manners. Dion appears to have been nat
by Demophon in Attica, where he landed one urally a m a n of a proud aud stern charactei, ana
night on his return from Troy, without knowing having become an ardent disciple of Plato when
where he was. Vid. D E M O P H O N . Another tra- that philosopher visited Syracuse in the reign
dition stated that Diomedes restored the pal- of the elder Dionysius, he carried to excess tir?
ladium to zEneas. O n his arrival in Argos austerity of a philosopher, and viewed with un
Diomedes found his wife zEgialea living in adul- disguised contempt the debaucheries and dis
tery with Hippolytus, or, according to others, solute pleasures of his nephew. From these he
with Oometes or Cyllabarus. This misfortune endeavored to withdraw him by persuading him
befell him through the anger of Venus (Aphro to invite Plato a second time to Syracuse ; but
dite), w h o m he had wounded before Troy. H e the philosopher, though received atfirstwith
therefore quitted Argos, either of his o w n ac- the utmost distinction, failed in obtaining a per
cord, or he w a s expelled b y the adulterers, andmanent hold on the mind of Dionysius; and the
went to zEtolia. H e subsequently attempted to intrigues of the opposite party, headed b y Phireturn to Argos, but on his w a y h o m e a storm listus, were successful in procuring the banishthrew him on the coast of Daunia in Italy, where ment of Dion. Dion retired to Athens, where
he w a s kindly received b y Daunus, the king of he lived in habitual intercourse with Plato and
the country. Diomedes assisted Daunus in his his disciples; but Plato having failed in prowar against the Messapians, married Euippe, curing his recall (for which purpose he had a
the daughter of Daunus, and settled in Daunia, third time visited Syracuse), and Dionysius havwher*' he died at an advanced age. H e w a s ing confiscated his property, and compelled his
buried in one of the islands off Cape Garganum, wife to marry another person, he determined
wnich were called after him the Diomedean on attempting the expulsion of the tyrant by
Islands. His companions were inconsolable at force. H e sailed from Zacynthus with only t
his loss, and were metamorphosed into birds small force, and obtained possession of Syraeus"
(Aves Diomedec), which, mmdful of their origin, without opposition during the absence of Dio
used toflyjoyfully toward the Greek ships, but nysius in Italy. Dionysius returned shortly aft
to avoid those of the Romans. Aoeording to erward, but found himself obliged to quit Syr»
others, Diomedes returned to Argos, or disap- cnse and sail a w a y to Italy, leaving Dion un
peared in one of the Diomedean islands, or in disputed master of the city, B.O. 356. H E
the country of the Heneti. A number of towns despotic conduct, however, soon caused grea4
oi the eastern part of Italy, such as Beneventum, discontent, and tie people complained with jus
Argos Hippion (afterward Argyripa or Arpi), tice that they had only exchanged one tyrani
Venusia, Canusium, Venafrum, Brundisium, A c , for another. H e caused his chief opponent
were believed to iave been founded by Diome- Heraclldes, to be put to death, and confiscateo
des. A plain of Apulia, near Salapia and Canu- the property of his adversaries. Callippus, an
sium, was called Biomedei Campi after him. H e Athenian, w h o had accompanied him froof
was worshipped as a divine being, especially in Greece, formed a conspiracy against him, and
Italy, where statues of him existed at Argyripa, caused him to be assassinated in his o w n houso,
Metapontum, Thurii, and other places.—2. Son 353.
D I O N CASSIUS, 'ie historian, w a s the son of
of Mars (Ares) and Cyrene, king of the Bistones
in Thrace, killed by Hercules on account of his a R o m a n senator, Cassius Apronianus, and was
born A.D. 155, at Nieaaa in Bithynia. H e also,
mares, which he fed with human flesh.
D I O M E D E S , a Latin grammarian, probably lived bore the s u m ? m e Cocceianus, which he deriv ed
in the fourth orfifthcentury after Christ, and is from the orutor Dion Chrysostomus Cocceiinus,
the author of an extant work, Be Oratione d his mp.ten-al grandfather. H e w a s educated
Partibus Orationis et Vario Genere Metrorum with grei.t care; he accompanied his father te
Cilicia, of whiei he had the administration,
libri III., printed in the Grammaticc Latinc
Auctores Antiqui of Putschius, 4to, Hanov, 1605; and uf„e:.- his father's death he went to Roia*.
[and in the Scriptores rei metricaa of Gaisford, abunt 180. H e Was straightway m a d e a seiv
tor, £.nd frequently pleaded in tie courts of jus
Oxford, 1837, 8vo ; but only the 3d book.]
D I O M E D O N (Aiop'eSav) an Athenian command-tice. H e w a s aedile and quaestor under Comer during the Peloponnesian war. H e w a s one modus, and praetor under Septimius Severup,
of the commanders at the battle of Arginusea 184. H e accompanied Caracalla on his journey
(B.O. 406), and w a s put to death, with five of histo the East; he was appointed by Macrinus to
tbe government of Pergamus and Smyrna, 218 ;
colleagues, on his return to Athens.
D I O N (Atav), a Syracusan, son of Hipparinus, was consul about 220 ; proconsul of Africa 224,
and a relation of Dionysius. His sister Aris under Alexander Severus, b y w h o m he W M
tomache was the second wife of the elder D i sent as legate to Dalmatia in 226, and to I'ait
onysius; and Dion himself w a s married to nonia in 227. In the latter province he restored
Arete, the daughter of Dionysius by Aristom- strict discipline among the troops, which exache. Dion was treated by Dionysius with the cited the discontent of the praetorians at Rome,
greatest distinction, and was employed by him w h o demanded his life of Alexander Severus
in m a n y services of trust and confidence. Of But the emperor protected him and raised him
this close connection and favor with the tyrant to his second consulship, 229. Dion, howfiver
he seems to have availed himself to amasii gccat retired to Campania, and shortly afterward ok
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taux.d permission of the emperor to return to various towns; on subjects of ethics and prae
his native town Nicaea, were he passed the re-tical philosojihy; and, lastly, orations on mythmainder of his life and died. Dion wrote several ical subjects and show speeches. All these
historical works, but the most important was a orations are written in pure Attic Greek, and,
History of R o m e ('PopaiKi) laropia) in eighty
although tainted with the rhetorical embellishbooks, from the landing of zEneas in Italy to ments of the age, are distinguished by their re
A D 229, the year in which Dion returned to fined and elegant style. Tie best editions are
Nicasa. Unfortunately, only a comparatively by Reiske, Lips, 1784, 2 vols, and by Emperiue,
small portion of this work has come down to Bruns, 1844.
as entire. Of thefirstthirty-four books w e posDIONAA.
Vid. D I O N E .
sess only fragments; but since Zonaras, in his
D I O N E (Aiavn), daughter of Oceanus and T e
Annals, chiefly followed Dion Cassius, w e m a y thys, or of Coal us (Uranus) and Terra (Ge), or
regard the Annals of Zonaras as to some extent of /Ether and Terra (Ge). She was beloved by
an epitome of Dion Oassius. Of the thirty-fifth Jupiter (Zeus), by w h o m she became the mothbook w e possess a considerable fragment, and er of Aphrodite (Venus). She received her
from the thirty-sixth book to thefifty-fourththe daughter in Olympus when she was wounded
work in extant complete, and embraces the his- by Diomedes. Venus (Aphrodite) is hence call
tory from the wars of Lucullus and Cn. Pom- ed DIONZSA, and this epithet is frequently appey against Mithradates, down to the death of plied to any thing sacred to Venus (Aphrodite).
Agrippa, B.O. 10. Of tho remaining books w e Hence w efindBioneum antrum (Hor, Carm, ii..
have only the epitomes m a d e by Xiphiliuus and 1, 39), and Bioneus Cesar (Virg, Eel, ix, 47),
others. Dion Cassius treated the history of the because Caasar claimed descent from Venus, w h o
republic with brevity, but gave a more minute is sometimes also called Dione.
aecount of those events, of which he had been
D I O N Y S I U S (Aiovvoiog). I. Historical. 1. The
himself an eye witness. H e consulted original Elder, tyrant of Syracuse, son of Hermocrates,
authorities, and displayed great judgment and b o m B.C. 430. H e was born in a private but
discrimination in tie use of them. H e had ac- not low station, and began life as a clerk in a
quired a thorough knowledge of his subject, and public office. H e was one of the partisans of
Sis notions of the ancient R o m a n institutions Hermocrates, the leader of the aristoeratical par
were far more correct than those of his prede- ty, and w a s severely wounded in the attempt
cessors, such as Dionysius of Haliearnassus. which Hermocrates m a d e to effect by force
The best editions are b y Reimarus, H a m b , his restoration from exile. H e subsequently
1750-52, 2 vols, fol, and by Sturz, Lips, 1824. served in the great war against the Carthaginians.
9 vols. 8vo.
w h o had invaded Sicily under Hannibal, the son
D I O N C H R Y S O S T O M U S , that is, the golden- of Gisco, and successively reduced and destroy ei
mouthed, a surname given to him on account Selinus, H i m era, and Agrigentum. These dis»f his eloquence. H e also bore the surname asters, and especially the failure of the Syra
Coeceianus, which he derived from the Emperor cusan general, Daphnaaus, to relieve Agrigen
Ooeceius Nerva, with w h o m he was very in- turn, had created a general spirit of discontent
timate. H e w a s born at Prusa, in Bithynia, and alarm, of which Dionysius skillfully availed
about the middle of thefirstcentury of our era.himself. H e succeeded in procuring a decree
H e received a careful education, increased his for deposing the existing generals, and appoint
knowledge by travelling in different countries, ing others in their stead, among w h o m was
and came to R o m e in the time of Vespasian, Dionysius himself, B.C. 406. His efforts were
but, having incurred the suspicions of Domitian, from this time directed toward supplanting his
was obliged to leave the city. O n the advice new colleagues and obtaining the sole direction
of the Delphic oracle, he put on a beggar's dress, of affairs. These efforts were crowned with
and in this condition visited Thrace, Mysia, success. In thefollowingyear (405), the other
Scythia, and the country of the Getae. After generals were deposed, and Dionysius, though
the murder of Domitian, A.D. 96, Dion used his only twenty-five years of age, was appointed
influence with the army stationed on the fron- sole general, with full powers. From this petier in favor of his friend Nerva, and seems to riod w e m a y date the commencement of his
have returned to R o m e immediately after his ae reign, or tyranny, which continued without incession. Trajan also entertained the highest terruption for thirty eight years. Hisfirststep
esteem for Dion, and showed him the most was to procure the appointment of a body guard,
marked favor. Dion died at R o m e about A.D. which he speedily increased to the number of
117. Dion Chrysostom is the most eminent of one thousand m e n ; at the same time, he inthe Greek rhetoricians and sophists in the time duced the Syracusans to double the pay of all
of the R o m a n empire. There are extant eighty the troops, and took every means to ingratiate
of his orations; but they are more like essays himself with the mercenaries. B y his marr'age
on political, moral, and philosophical subjects with the daughter of Hermocrates, he secired
than real orations, of which they have only the to himself the support of all the remaining parform. W e find among them Xbyoi irepl ftaoiXtisans of that leader. H e converted the island
elae or Xbyoi /3aaiXiKoi, four orations addressed
of Ortygia into a strong fortress, in which he
to Trajan on the virtues of a sovereign; A wye took up his o w n residence. After concluding
vng fj r.fpl rvoavvl&og, on the troubles to which
a peace with Carthage, and putting down s
men expose themselves by deserting the path formidable insurrection in Syracuse, he begao
of nature, and on the difficulties which a sover- to direct his arms against tie other cities oi
eign has to encounter; essays on slavery and Sicily. Naxos, Catana, and Leontiui successfreedom; on the means of attaining eminence ively fell into his powir, either by force o:
us an orator; political discourses addressed to treachery. Foi seve-al years after this he
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philosophy, entertaining the poet Phnoienus
ande prepa/itions for renewing the war with
Carthage. In 397 he declared war against Car- his table, and inviting Plato to Syracuse. He,
thage. Atfirsthe met with great success, but inhowever, soon after sent the latter away from
395 hiafleetwastotallydefeated, and ie was Sicily in disgrace ; and though the story of his
obliged to shut himself up within the walls of having caused him to be sold as a slave, as well
Syracuse, where he was besieged by the Car- as that of his having sent Philoxenus to the
thaginians both by sea and land. A pestilence stone quarries for ridiculing his bad verses, are
Bhortly after broke out in the Carthaginian camp, probably gross exaggerations, they may well
and greatly reduced the enemy, whereupon Di- iave been so far founded in fact that his inonysius suddenly attacked the enemy both by tercourse with these persons was interrupted
sea and land, defeated the army, and burned by some sudden burst of capricious violence.—
great part of their fleet The Oarthaginians 2. The Younger, son of the preceding, succeedwere now obliged to withdraw. In 893 they re- ed his father as tyrant of Syracuse, B.O. 367.
newed the war with no better success, and H e was at this time under thirty years of age ;
in 392 they concluded a peace with Dionysius. he had been brought up at his father's court in
This treaty left Dionysius at leisure to continue idleness and luxury, and studiously precluded
the ambitious projects in which he had previous- from taking any part in public affairs. The asly engaged against the Greek cities in Italy. cendency which Dion, and, through his means,
H e formed an alliance with the Lucanians, and Plato, obtained for a time over his mind, was
crossed over into Italy. H e subdued Caulonia, undermined byflatterersand the companions of
Hipponium and Rhegium, 387. H e was in his pleasures. Yet his court was at this time a
close alliance with the Locrians ; and his power- great place of resort for philosophers and men
fulfleetsgave him the command both of the of letters: besides Plato, w h o m he induced by
Tyrrhenian and Adriatic Seas. H e was now at the most urgent entreaties to pay him a second
the summit of his greatness, and during the visit, Aristippus of Cyrene, Eudoxus of Cnidus,
twenty years that elapsed from this period to Speusippus, and others, are stated to have spent
his death, he possessed an amount of power some time with him at Syracuse; and he culti
and influence far exceeding those enjoyed by vated a friendly intercourse with Archytas and
any other Greek before the time of Alexander. the Pythagoreans of Magna Graecia. Dion, who
During this time he was twice engaged again had been banished by Dionysius, returned to
in war with Carthage, namely, in 383, when a Sicily in 357, at the head of a smallforce,with
treaty was concluded, by which the River Haly- the avowed object of dethroning Dionysius.
cus was fixed as the boundary of the two pow- The latter was absent from Syracuse at the
ers ; and again in 368, in the middle of which time that Dion landed in Sicily; but he instantwar Dionysius died at Syracuse, 367. His last ly returned to Syracuse, where the citadel s'.ill
illness is said to have been brought on by ex- held out for him. But,findingit impossible to
cessive feasting; but, according to some ac- retain his power, he sailed away to Italy with
counts, his death was hastened by his medical his most valuable property, and thus lost the
attendants, in order to secure the succession for sovereignty after a reign of twelve years, 356
his son. After the death of hisfirstwife, Dio H e now repaired to Locri, the native city of his
nysius had married almost exactly at the same mother, Doris, where he was received in the
time—some said even on the same day—Doris, most friendly manner; but he made himself
a Locrian of distinguished birth, and Aristom- tyrant of the city, and is said to have treated
ache, a Syracusan, the daughter of his supporterthe inhabitants with tho utmost cruelty. After
Hipparinus, and the sister of Dion. By Doris remaining at Locri ten years, he availed himhe had three children, of which the eldest was self of the internal dissensions at Syracuse to
the successor, Dionysius. The character of recover possession of his power in that city,
Dionysius has been drawn in the blackest colors 346. The Locrias took advantage of his absence to revolt against him, and wreaked their
by many ancient writers ; he appears, indeed, to
have become a sort of type of a tyrant, in its vengeance in the most cruel manner on his wife
worst sense. In his latter years he became ex and daughters. H e continued to reign in Syratremely suspieious, and apprehensive of treach cuse for the next three years, till Timoleon
ery even from his nearest friends, and is said to came to Sicily to deliver the Greek cities of the
have adopted the most excessive precautions island from the tyrants. A s he was unable to
to guard against it Many of these stories have,resist Timoleon, he surrendered the citadel into
however, an air of great exaggeration. (Cic, the hands of the latter on condition of being alTusc, v, 20.) H e built theterribleprison call-lowed to depart in safety to Corinth, 343. Here
ed Lautumiae, which was cut out of the solid he spent the remainder of his life in a private
rock in the part of Syracuse named, Epipolae. condition, and is said to have frequented low comVid. Bid. of Ant, art LAUTUMLS. Dionysius pany, and sunk gradually into a very degraded
was fond of literature and the arts. H e adorn- and abject state. According to some writers,
ed Syracuse with splendid temples and other he was reduced to support himself by keeping a
public edifices, so as to render it unquestiona- school; others say that he became < ne of the atbly the greatest of all Greek cities. H e was tendants on theritesof Cybele, a set of mendihiir.self a poet, and repeatedly contended for cant priests of the lowest class.—3. Tyrant of
the prize of tragedy at Athens. Here he sev- Heraelea on the Euxine, son of C";earchus, sue
eral times obtained the second and third prizes; eeeded his brother Timotheus in the tyranny
nd,finally,just before his death, bore away about B.C.' 338. H e is said to have been the
the first prize at the Lenaaa, with a play called mildest and justest of all the tyrants that had cvei
"The Ransom of Hector." H e sought tho so- lived. H e married Amastris, niece cf Darius,
viet* of men distinguished in literatio-o and In 306 he assumed the title of king, and dis4
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shortly afterward at the age of 5S He is saidtin nost eminett Greek orators, cf which w«
to have been choked by his ow 1 fat
nov possess only the first three sections, on
II. Literary. 1. Surnamed A R E ^ P A G I T A , be Lys as, Isocrates, and Isaaus. The other tiree
cause he was one of the council of the Areopa- sections treated of Demosthenes, Hyperides,
gus, was converted bi St. Paul's preaching at and zEsehines; but they are lost, with the exAthens. There are extant several works under ception of the first part of the fourth section,
his name, which, however, could scarcely have which treated of the oratorical power of Demosnoen written before thefifthcentury of our era. thenes. 5. 'EizicroXrj irpbg 'Appal^v, a letter to
—% C A T O .
Vid. C A T O . — 3 . Surnamed C H A L O U S his friend Ammaaus, in which he shows that
(o XOXKOVC) an Attic poet and orator, w h o de- most of the orations of Demosthenes had been
r.ved his surname from his having advised the delivered before Aristole wrote his Rhetoric,
Athenians to coin brass money lor the purpose and consequently that Demosthenes had deof facilitating traffic. Of his oratory w e know rived no instruction from Aristotle. 6. 'Eirianothing; but his pofins, chiefly elegies, are roXr) irpbg Tvalov Hopirijlov, was written by Dioften referred to and quoted. H e was one of onysius with a view of justifying the unfavorathe leaders of tbe colony to Thurii in Italy, B.C. ble opinion which he had exp.-essed upon Plato,
444.—4. Of HALICARNASSUS, a celebrated rhet and which Pompey had censured. 7. Hepl rov
orioian, came to R o m e about B O 29, for the QovuvdiSov xapaarTjpog Kal rdv Xoiirav rov ovypurpose of making himself acquainted with the ypa(j>eag Ibiapdrav, was written by Dionysius at
Latin language and literature. H e lived at the request of his friend Tubero,forthe purpose
R o m e on terms of friendship with m a n y dis of explaining more minutely wliat he had writ
tinguished men, such as Q. zElius Tubero, and ten on Thucydides. A s DioDysius in this work
the rhetorician Caeeilius; and he remained in looks at the great historian from his rhetorical
the city for twenty-two years, till his death, point of view, his judgment is often unjust and
B.O. 7. His principal work, which he composed incorrect 8. Hept rov rov QovKvStdov Ibiapdat R o m e at the later period of his life, was a his rav, addressed to Ammaaus. 9. Aetvapxog, a
tory of R o m e in twenty two books, entitled 'Pu- very valuable treatise on the life and orations of
ualKsj 'ApxatoXoyia. It contained the history of Dinarchus. The best editions of the complete
R o m e from the mythical times down to B.C. works of Dionysius are by Sylburg, Fraukf,
264, in which year the history of Polybius be- 1586, 2 vols, fol, reprinted at Leipzig, 1691;
gins with the Punic wars. Thefirstnine books by Hudson, Oxon, 1704, 2 vols. fol.; and by
alone are complete; of the tenth aud eleventh Reiske, Lips, 1774, 6 vols. 8vo.—5. Of H E R A w e have the greater part; and of the remain- OLEA, son of Theophantus, was a pupil of Zenc,
ing nine w e possess nothing but fragments and and adopted the tenets of the Stoics; but, in
extracts. Dionysius treated the early history consequence of a most painful complaint, he
of R o m e with great minuteness. The eleven abandoned the Stoic philosophy, and joined the
books extant do not carry the history beyond Eleatics, whose doctrine, that ybovij ard the
B.O. 441, so that the eleventh book breaks off absence of pain was the highest good, haa more
very soon after the decemviral legislation. charms for him than the austere ethics of tb?
This peculiar minuteness in the early history, Stoa. This renunciation of his former creed
however, was, in a great measure, the conse- drew upon him the nickname of peraBeucvog,
quence of the object he had proposed to him- i. e, the renegade. H e died in his eightieth
self, and which, as he himself states, was to re-year of voluntary starvation. H e wrote several
m o v e the erroneous notions which the Greeks works, all of which are lost Cicero censures
entertained with regard to Rome's greatness. him for having mixed up verses with his prose,
Dionysius had no clear notions about the early and for his want of elegance and refinement.—
constitution of R o m e , and was led astray by the 6. Of M A G N E S I A , a distinguished, rhetorician.
natuia of the institutions which he saw in his taught in Asia between B.O. 79 and 77, when
own day, and thus makes innumerable mis- Cicero visited the East.—7. Of M I L E T U S , one
takes iu treating of the history of the constitu- of the earliest Greek historians, and a contem
tion. H e introduces numerous speeches in his porary of Hecataeus, wrote a history of Persia.work, which, though written with artistic skill, 8. of M Y T I L E N E , surnamed Seytobrachion, taught.
ne~ertheless show that Dionysius was a rhet- at Alexandrea in the first century B.C. H e
orician, not an historian, and still less a states- wrote a prose work on the Argonauts, which
man.
Dionysius also wrote various rhetorical was consulted by Diodorus Siculus.—9. Surand critical works, which abound with the most named PERIEGETES, from his being the author
exquisiia remarks and criticisms on the works of a irepiijynoig rf/g y?)g, which is still extant
uf the classical writers of Greece. They show probably lived about A .D. 300. The work con
that lie was a greater critic than historian. The tains a description of the whole earth, in hex
following are the extant works of (his class: ameter verse, and is written in a terse and ele1. Texvn bnropiKn, addressed to one Echecrates, gant style. It enjoyed great popularity in an
part of which is certainly spurious. 2. Hepl cient times. T w o translations or paraphrases
swB'eoeag bvopdrav, treats of oratorical power, of it were made by Romans, one by Rufus Fesand on the combination of words according to tus Avienus (vid. A V I E N U S ) , and the other by
the different styles of oratory. 3. Tav upxaiav the grammarian Priscian. Vid. PR'SCIANIIS,
upioig, contains characteristics of poets, fromThe best edition of the original is by Bernhardy
H o m e r down to Euripides, of some historians, Lips, 1828.—10. Of SINOPE, au Athenian conne
Vich as Herodotus, Thucydides, Ph'listus, Xen- poet of the middle comedy.—11. Surnamed
ophon, and Theopompus, and, lastly, of some TntAX, from his father being a Thracian, wa»
philosophers and orators. 4. Hepl ruv upxaiav hiusilf a native either of Alexandrea or B y
itjrofav bnopvnparicjiiol, confine criticismszait.
on ira. H e is also called a Rhodian, becans-j
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at ,ne time he resided at Rhodes, and gave in- Various other nymphs are also said to hav»
structions there. H e also taught at R o m e , about reared him. W h e n he had grcwn up, Juno
B.C. 80, H « was a very celebrated grammarian; (Hera) drove him mad, in which state he wanbut the only one of his works which has come dered about through various parts of the earth.
down to us is a small treatise entitled r'exvn H efirstwent to Egypt, where ne was hospitaypapuariK.fi, which became tbe basis of all subsebly received by King Proteus. H e thence pro
quent grammars, and was a standard book in eeeded through Syria, where he flayed Damasgrammar schools for m a n y centuries.
cus alive for opposing the introduction of the
III. Artists. 1. Of Argos, a statuary, flour- vine. H e then traversed all A sia, teaching the
ished B.C. 476.—2. Of Colophon, a painter, con- inhabitants of the different countries of Asia th?
temporary with Polygnotus of Thasos, whose cultivation of the vine, and introducing among
works he imitated in every other respect except them the elements of civilization. The most
in grandeur. Aristotle (Poet, 2) says that Po- famous part of his wanderings in Asia is his
lygnotus painted the likenesses of m e n better expedition to India, which is said to have lasted
than the originals, Pauson m a d e them worse, and several years. O n his return to Europe he
Dionysius just like them (bpoiovg). It seems passed through Thrace, but w a s ill received
from this that the pictures of Dionysius were de- by Lycurgus, kiug of the Edones, and leaped
ficient in the ideal.
into the sea to seek refuge with Thetis, w h o m
[ D I O N Y S S D O R L S (Aiowabdapog) a Boeotian, w h ohe afterward rewarded for her kind reception
is mentioned by Diodorus Siculus as the author with a golden urn, a present of Vulcan (Heof a history of Greece which came down to the phaestus). All the host of Bacchantic w o m e n
time of Philip of Macedon.]
and Satyrs w h o had accompanied him were
D I O N Y S O P S L I S (Awvvaov irbXig), a town intaken prisoners by Lycurgus, but the w o m e n
Phrygia, belonging to the conventus juridicus of were soon set free again. The country of the
Apamea, founded by Attalus and Eumenes.
Edones thereupon ceased to bear fruit, and LyD I O N Y S U S (Aibvvaog or Aiawaog), the youth- curgus became m a d and killed his o w n son,
ful, beautiful, but effeminate god of wine. H e w h o m he mistook for a vine. After this his
is also called, both by Greeks and Romans, B A C - madness ceased, but the country still remained
C H U S (BuKxog) that is, the noisy or riotous god, barren, and Bacchus (Dionysus) declared that
which was originally a mere epithet or surname it would remain so till Lycurgus died. The
of Dionysus, and does not occur till after the Edones, in despair, took their king and put him
time of Herodotus. According to the c o m m o n in chains, and Bacchus (Dionysus) had him
tradition, Dionysus (Bacchus) was the son of torn to pieces by horses. H e then returned to
Jupiter (Zeus) aud Semele, the daughter of Thebes, where he compelled the w o m e n to quit
C a d m u s of Thebes, though other traditions their houses, and to celebrate Bacchic festivals
give him a different parentage and a different on Mount Cithaeron, or Parnassus. Pentheus,
birth-place. It was generally believed that w h o then ruled at Thebes, endeavored to check
w h e n Semele was pregnant, she w a s persuaded the riotous proceedings, and went out to the
Dy Juno (Hera), w h o appeared to her in disguise,mountains to seek the Bacchic w o m e n ; but his
to request the father of the gods to appear to o w n mother, Agave, in her Bacchic fury, misher in the same glory and majesty in which he took him for an animal, and tore him to pieces.
was accustomed to approach his o w n wife Juno Bacchus (Dionysus) next went to Argos, where
(Hera). Jupiter (Zeus) unwillingly complied, the people first refused to acknowledge him,
and appeared to her in thunder and lightning. but, after punishing the w o m e n with phrensy,
Semele w a s terrified and overpowered by the he w a s recognized as a god, and temples were
sight, and being seized by the flames, she gave erected to him. His last feat wan performed
premature birth to a child. Jupiter (Zeus) on a voyage from Icaria to Naxos. H e hired a
saved the child from theflames,sowed him u p ship which belonged to Tyrrhenian pirates; but
in his thigh, and thus preserved lim till he came the men, instead of landing at Naxos, steered toto maturity. Various epithets which are given ward Asia to sell him there as a slave. Thereto the god refer to that occurrence, such as upon the god changed the masts and oars into
Tvpiyevrjg, pnpo(>^a(j)i}g, unporpa<jirjg, and
ignigenaserpents,
and himself into a lion; ivy grew
After tie birth of Bacchus (Dionysus), Jupiter around the vessel, and the sound offluteswas
(Zeus) intrusted him to Mercury (Hermes), or, heard on every side; the sailors were seized
according to others, to Proserpina (Persephone) with madness, leaped into the sea, aud were
or Rhea, w h o took the child to Ino and Athamas metamorphosed into dolphins. After he had
at Orchomenos, and persuaded them to bring thus gradually established his divine nature
him up as a girl. Juno (Hera) w a s n o w urged throughout the world, he took his mother out of
on by her jealousy to throw Ino and Athamas Hades, called her Thyone, and rose with her
into a state of madness. Jupiter (Zeus), in into Olympus. Various mythological beings are
order to 6ave his child, changed him into a ram, described as the offspring of Dionysus (Bacand carried him to the nymphs of Mount Nysa, chus) ; but among the women, both mortal and
who brought him up in a cave, and were after- immortal, w h o w o n his love, none is more fa
ward rewarded by Jupiter (Zeus), by being mous in ancient history than Ariadne. Vid. A m
placed as Hyades among the stars. Mount A D N E . The extraordinary mixture of traditions
Nysa, from which the god was believed to have respecting the history of Dionysus (Baiiehus)
derived his name, was placed in Thrace; but seems evidently to have arisen from the tradimountains of the same name are found in dif- tions of different times and countries, rti^rring
ferent parts> of the ancient world where he was to analagous divinities, and transferred to the
worshipper, and where he w a s believed to Greek Dionysus. The worship of Dlonysur
mxs introduced the cultivation of the vine. (Bacchus) was no part of the original religKm
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of Gieeee, and his mystic worship is compara- ades, Mimallones, Clodones, Bassaraa or Bass
tively of late origin. In H o m e r he does not rides, all of w h o m are represented in works o,
appear as one of the great divinities, and the art as raging with madness or enthusiasm, ii
story of his birth b y Jupiter (Zeus) and the Bac- vehement motions, their heads thrown back
chic orgies are not alluded to in any w a y ; Dio- ward, with dishevelled hair, and carrying il
nysus (Bacchus) is there simply described as then- hands thyrsus staffs (entwined with ivy
the god w h o teaches m a n the preparation of and headed with pine-cones), cymbals, swords
wine, whence he is called ths "drunken god" or serpents. Sileni, Pans, satyrs, centaurs, and
(uaivbjuvog), and the sober king Lycurgus willother beings of a like kind, are also the constant
not, for this reason, tolerate him in his king- companions of the god. The temples and statdom. (Horn, II, vi, 132; Od, xviii, 406; ues of Dionysus (Bacchus) were very numerou*
cornp. xi, 325.) A s the cultivation of tie vine ia the ancient world. The animal most c o m
spread in Greece, the worship of Dionysus (Bac- monly sacrificed to him w a s the ram. A m o n g
chus) likewise spread further; the mystic wor- the tilings sacred to him, w e m a y notice the
ship w a s developed b y the Orphiei, though it vine, ivy, laurel, and asphodel; the dolphin,
probably originated in the transfer of Phrygian serpent, tiger, lynx, panther, and ass; but he
and Lydian modes of worship to that of Diony- hated the sight of an o w l In later works of
sus (Bacchus). After the tune of Alexander's art he appears in four different forms: 1. A s an
expedition to India, the celebration of the Bac- infant handed over by Mercury (Hermes)tohis
chic festivals assumed more and more their wild nurses, or fondled and played with b y satyrs
and dissolute character. A s far as the nature and Bacchae. 2. A s a manly god with a beard,
and origin of the god Dionysus (Bacchus) are con- commonly called the Indian Bacchus. H e there
cerned, he appears in all traditions as the rep- appears in the character of a wise and dignified
resentative of the productive, overflowing, and Oriental monarch; his beard is long and soft,
intoxicating power of nature, which carries m a n and his Lydian robes (fiaaadpa) are long and
away from his usual quiet and sober m o d e of richly folded. 3. The youthful or so called
„ving. W i n e is the most natural and appropri- Theban Bacchus was carried to ideal beauty b y
ate symbol of that power, and it is therefore Praxiteles. T h e form of his body is manly and
called " the fruit of Dionysus." Dionysus (Bac- with strong outlines, but still approaches to the
chus) is, therefore, the god of wine, the inventor female form by its softness and roundness.
and teacher of its cultivation, the giver of joy, The expression of the countenance is languid,
and the disperser of grief and sorrow. A s the and shows a kind of dreamy longing; the head,
god of wine, he is also both an inspired and an with a diadem, or a wreath of vine or ivy, leans
inspiring god, that is, a god w h o has the power somewhat on one side; his attitude is easy,
of revealing the future to m a n by oracles. like that of a m a n w h o is absorbed in sweet
Thus it is said that he had as great a share in thoughts, or slightly intoxicated. H e is often
tho Delphic oracle as Apollo, and he himself seen leaning on his companions, or riding on a
had an oracle in Thrace. N o w , as prophetic panther, ass,tiger,or lion. The finest statue
power is always combined with fie healing art of this kind is in the villa Ludovisi. 4. Bacchus
Dionysus (Bacchus) is, like Apollo, called larpbg,with horns, either those of a r a m or of a bulL
This representation occurs chiefly on coins, but
or vyiartjg, and is ience invoked as aftebgaarr/p
against raging diseases. T h e notion of his being never in statues.
D I O P H A N E S (Aiofdviig) 1. Of Mytilene, a disthe cultivator and protector of the vine w a s
easily extended to that of his being the pro- tinguished Greek rhetorician, came to R o m e ,
tector of trees in general, which is alluded to where he instructed Tiberius Gracchus, and bein various epithets and surnames given him b y came his intimate friend. After the murder of
tha poets of antiquity, and he thus comes into Gracchus, Diophanes w a s also put to death.—
close connection with Ceres (Demeter). This 2. Of Nicaaa, in Bithynia, in the first century B.O,
character is still further developed in the notion abriged the agricultural work of Cassius Dionyof his being the promoter of civilization, a law- sius for the use of King Deiotarus.
D I O P H A N T U S (Aib<j>avrog) 1. A n Attic orator
giver, and a lover of peace. A s the Greek dram a had grown out of the dithyrambic choruses and contemporary of Demosthenes, with w h o m
at the festivals of Dionysus (Bacchus), he w a s he opposed the Macedonian party.—2. Of Alexalso regarded as the god of tragic art, and as andrea, the only Greek writer on Algebra. Hia
the protector of theatres. The orgiastic wor- period is unknown; but he probably ought not
ship of Dionysus (Bacchus) seems to have been to be placed before the end of the fifth century
first established in Thrace, and to have thence of our era. H e wrote Arithmetica hi thirteen
spread southward to Mount Helicon and Par- books, of which only six are extant, aud one
nassus, to Thebes, Naxos, and throughout Greece,book, Be Multangulis Numeris, on polygonal
Sicily, and Italy, though some writers derived numbers. These books contain a system of
it from Egypt. Respecting his festivals and reasoning on numbers b y the aid of general
the m o d e of their celebration, and especially the symbols, and with some use of symbols of operaintroduction and suppression of his worship at tion ; so that, though the demonstrations are
R o m e , vid, Bid. of Ant, art. DIONYSIA. In the very m u c h conducted in words at length, and
earnest times the Graces or Charities were the arranged so as to remind us of Euclid, there is
companions of Dionysus (Bacchus). This cir- no question that the work is algebraical; not a
cumstance points out the great change which treatise ore algebra, but an algebraical treatise
took place in the course of time in the m o d e of on the relations of integer numbers, and on the
his worship, for afterward w e find him accom- solution of equations of more than one variable
panied in his expeditions and travels b y Bac- in integers. Ed'tions b y Bachet de Meziriac,
ahautie w o m e n , called Lenae, Maenades. Thyi- Puis, 1621, and bv Fermat, Toulouse, 1670. fol
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DIOPITHES (AwireiBng). 1. A half fanatic, (Zeus), and Castor was the son of Tyr iareim
aalf impostor, w h o made at Athens an appar- Hence Pollux w a s immortal, while Uae.x>r was
ently thriving trade of oracles: he was m u c h subject to old age and death like every uthei
satirized by the comic poets?—2. A n Athenian mortal. They were born, according to dnierent
general, father of the poet Menander, was sent traditions, at different places, such as A m y out to the Thracian Chersonesus about B.O. claa, Mount Taygetus, the island of Peptces, or
S44, at tne head of a body of Athenian settlers Thalamaa. The fabulous life of the Dioscuri is
or KXripovxoi: In the Chersonese he became marked by three great events. 1. Their expe'nvolved in disputes with the Cardians, w h o were dition against Athens. Theseus had carried off
supported by Philip. The latter sent a letter their sister Helen from Sparta, and kept her
of remonstrance to Athens, and Diopithes was in confinement at Aphidnaa, under the superinarraigned by the Macedonian party, but was tendence of his mother zEthra. While Thesdefended by Demcsthenes in the oration, still eus was absent from Attica, the Dioscuri marchextant, on the Chersonese, B.C. 341, in conse- ed into Attica, and ravaged the country round
quence of which he was permitted to retain his the city. Academus revealed to them that
command.
Helen was kept at Aphidnaa; the Dioscuri took
[ D I O R E S (Aiapvg), son of Amaryneeus, leader the place by assault, carried away their sister
of the Epei before Troy: slain by Pirus.—2. Helen, and made zEthra their prisoner. 2.
Father of Automedon, w h o was the armor- Their part in the expedititn of the Argonauts, as
bearer of Achilles.—3. Son of Priam, brother they had before taken part in the Calydonian
of Amycus, slain with his brother in Italy by hunt. During the voyage of the Argonauts, it
Turnus.—4. A Trojan, companion of zEneas, once happened that when the heroes were de
gained one of the prizes in the funeral games taiued by a vehement storm, and Orpheus prayed
in honor of Anehises.]
to the Samothracian gods, the storm suddenly
DIOSCORIDIS INSULA (Aioonopibov vjjaog: now
subsided, and stars appeared on the heads
Socotra), an island off the southern coast of of the Dioscuri. O n their arrival in the counArabia, near the Promontory Syagrus. The try of the Bebryces, Pollux fought against
island itself was marshy and unproductive, but Amycus, the gigantic son of Neptune (Posei
it w a s a great commercial emporium; and the don), and conquered him. During the Argonorthern part of the island was inhabited by nautic expedition they founded the town of
Arabian, Egyptian, and Greek merchants.
Dioseurias. 3. Their battle with the sons of
D I O S C O B I D E S (AwuKopibng) 1. A disciple of Aphareus. Once the Dioscuri, in conjunction
Isocrates, and a Greek grammarian, wrote upon with Idas and Lynceus, the sons of Aphareus,
Hosier.—2. The author of 39 epigrams in the had carried away a herd of oxen from Arcadia.
Gicek Anthology, seems to have lived in Egypt Idas appropriated the herd to himself, and drove
ibout the time of Ptolemy Euergetes.—3. P E - it to his home in Messene. The DioFCuri then
DACIUS or P E D A N I U S , of Anazarba in Cilicia, a invaded Messene, drove away the cattle of
Greek physician, probably lived in the second which they had been deprived, and m u c h more
century of the Christian era. H e has left be- in addition. Hence arose a war between the
hind him a Treatise on Materia Mediea (Hepl Dioscuri and the sons of Aphareus, which was
'T/bjf 'larpmr/c), in five books, a work of greatcarried on in Messene or Laeonia. Castor, the
labor and research, and which for m a n y ages mortal, fell by the hands of Idas, but Pollux
was received as a standard production. It con- slew Lynceus, and Jupiter (Zeus) killed Idas
sists of a description of all the articles then by a flash of lightning. Pollux then returned
used in medicine, with an account of their sup- to his brother, w h o m he found breathing his
posed virtue.". The other works extant under last, and he prayed to Jupiter (Zeus) to be perthe name of Dioscoritles are probably spurious. mitted to die with him. Jupiter (Zeus) gave
The best edition is by Sprengel, Lips, 1829, him the option either to live as his immortal
1830, 2 vols. 8vo.—4. Surnamed P H A C A S on ac- son in Olympus, or to share his brother's fate,
count of the moles orfreckleson his face, prob and to live alternately one day under the earth,
at ly lived in thefirstcentury B.C.
and the other in the heavenly abodes of the
D I O S C U R I (Aibg Kovpoi) that is, sons of Jupitergods. According to a different form of the
(Zeus), the well known heroes C A S T O R (Kdarap) story, Jupiter (Zeus) rewarded the attachment
and P O L L U X or Polydeuces (HoXvbevKng) Tie of the two brothers by placing them among the
two brothers were sometimes called O A S T O R E S stars as Gemini. These heroic youths received
by the Romans. According to Homer, they divine honors at Sparta. Their worship spread
were the sons of Leda and Tyndareus, king of from Peloponnesus over Greece, Sicily, and Italy.
Lacedaamon, and consequently brothers of Helen. Their principal characteristic was that of
Hence tney are often called by the patronymic •Seal aarr/peg, that is, mighty helpers cf man,
Ty"ddndm.
Castor w a s famous for his skill whence tiey were sometimes called dvi "fee o.f
in tailing and managing horses, and Pollux dvaicreg. They were worshipped more espe>
for hi= skill in boxing. Both had disappeared cially as the protectors of travellers by si a, for
from the eai'th before the Greeks went against Neptune (Poseidon) had rewarded their brotherly
Troy. Although they were buried, says Ho- love by giving tiem power over winds and
mer, yet they came to life every other day, waves, that they might assist the shipwrecked
and they enjoyed honors like those of the gods. (fratres Helena, lucida sidera, Hor, Carm, i,
According to other tiadttions, both were the 3). Whenever they appeared they were seen
sons of Jupiter (Zeus) and Leda, and were b o m riding on magnificent white steeds. They were
at the same time witi their sister Helen out of regarded as presidents of the public games
»n egg. Vid. L E D A . According to others, again, They were further believed to have invented
Pollux and Helen only were children of Jupiter the war-dance and warlike music, and poets
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cud bards were favored by them. Owing to I mentioned together, flourished i.bout B O . bttfl
their warlike character, it was customary at They were natives of Crete, whence they went
Sparta for the two kings, whenever they went to Sicyon, which was for a long time the chief
to war, to be accompanied by symbolic repre seat of Grecian art. Their disciples were Tecsentations of the Dioscuri (b'oKava). Respecting taaus and Angelion, Learchus of Rhegium, Dorytheir festivals, vid. Bid. of Ant, arts. A N A C E I A , clidas and his brother Medon, Dontas, and The
DIOSOURIA. Their usual representation in works ocles, w h o were all four Lacedaemonians. Di
of art is that of two youthful horsemen with pcenus and Scyllis are sometimes called sons of
egg shaped helmets, crowned with stars, and Daedalus, by which w e are only to understand
with spears in their hands. A t Rome, the wor- that they belonged to the Daedalian sty'.e of art
ship of the Dioscuri was introduced at an early Vid. D Z E D A L U S .
DIRZE, a name of the Furiaa. Vid. E B M E N I D E S ,
time. They were believed to have assisted
D I R C E (AipKrj), daughter of Helios and wife
the Romans against the Latins in the battle of
Lake Regillus; and the dictator, A. Postumius of Lyeus. Her story is related under A M P H I O N
[ D I R E or D E R E (Aeipij) Vid. B E R E N I C E , N O . 4.]
Albinus, during the battle vowed a temple to
D I R P H Y S (Aip<pvc), a mountain iu Euboaa.
them. It was erected in the Forum, on the
Dis, contracted from Dives, a name somespot where they had been seen after the battle,
opposite the temple of Vesta. It was conse times given to Pluto, and hence also to the lowcrated on the 15th of July, the anniversary of er world.
D I U M (Alov: Aievg, Aiaarijg) 1. A n important
the battle of Regillus. The equites regarded
the Dioscuri as their patrons. From the year town in Macedonia, on the Thermaic Gulf, so
B.O, 305, the equites went every year, on the called after a temple of Jupiter (Zeus). Here
15th of July, in a magnificent procession on were placed the equestrian statues by Lysippus
horseback, from the temple of Mars through of the Macedonians w h o had fallen at the battle
the main streets of the city, across the Forum, of the Gramcus.—2. A town in Chaleidiee in
Macedonia, on the Strymonic Gulf.—3. A town
and by the ancient temple of the Dioscuri.
D I O S O U R I A S (AwgKovpidg: AiogKovpievg : n o win Eubcea, not far from the promontory Cenaeum.
Iskuria or Isgaur), an important town in Col- Divico, the leader of the Helvetians in the
chis, on the River Anthemus, northwest of the war against L. Cassius in B.C. 107, was at the
Phasis. founded by the Milesians, was a great head of the embassy sent to Julius Oaasar, nearemporium for all the surrounding people: under lyfiftyyears later, B.O. 58, w h e n he was preparing to attack the Helvetians.
the Romans it was called Sebastopolis.
Dios HiERON(AtdcTepoi' : Aiogiepirng) a small DrviTiIous, au zEduan noble and brother of
town on the coast of Ionia, between Lebedus Dumnorix, was a w a r m adherent of the Romans
and of Caasar, who, in consideration of his enand Colophon.
treaties, pardoned the treason of Dumnorix in
DIOSPOLIS (AibgiroXig: AiogiroXirng) 1. D.
M A G N A , the later c a m e of Thebes in E g y p t B.C. 58. In the same year he took the most
Vid. T H E B Z E . — 2 . D, P A R V A , called by Pliny Jo- prominent part among the Gallic chiefs in revis Oppidum, the capital of the N o m o s Diospo- questing Caesar's aid against Ariovistus; he
lites in Upper Egypt.—3. A town in Lower had some time before gone even to R o m o to ask
Egypt, iu the Delta, near Mendes, in the midst the senate for their interference, but without
of marshes.—4. ( N o w Ludd, Lydd) the n a m e success. During this visit he was the guest of
given by the Greek and R o m a n writers to the Cicero.
D I V O D U R U M (now Metz,) subsequently MedioL Y D D A of the Scriptures.—5. A town in Pontus,
matrici, and still later Metis or Mettis, the capioriginally called OABIRA.
DIOVIS, an ancient Italian (Umbrian) name of tal of the Mediomatrici in Gallia Belgica.
DIVONA.
Vid. C A D U R O I .
Jupiter.
D I P H I L U S (AifiXog) one of the principal Athe- D I Y L L U S (AlvXXoc), an Athenian, w h o wrote a
history
of
Greece
and Sicily in twenty-six or
nian comic poets of the n e w comedy, and a con
temporary of Menander and Philemon, was a twenty-seven books, from the seizure of the
native of Sinope. H e is said to have exhibited Delphic temple by Philomelus. The exact peone hundred plays. Though, in point of time, riod at which he flourished can not be ascertainDiphilus belonged to the new comedy, his poetry ed, but he belongs to the age of the Ptolemies,
D O B E R U S (Abbrjpog) a town in Paeonia in Maseems to have had more of the character of the
middle. This is shown, among other indica- cedonia, east of the River Echedorus.
D O C I M I A or D O O I M E U M (AoKipia, AoKipewv : Ao
tions, by the frequency with which he chose
mythological subjects for his plays, and by his Kipevg, AoKipvvog), a town in Phrygia, not fci
bringing on the stage the poets Archiloehus, from Synnada : in its neighborhood were celeHipponax, and Sappho. The R o m a n comic brated marble quarries.
D O D O N A (Aubavn) the most ancient oracle in
poets borrowed largely from Diphilus. The
Cauna of Plautus is a translation of his KXnpov- Greece, was situated in Epirus, and probably at
pevoi. His SwairoBvrjaKOvreg was translated by the southeastern extremity of the Lake of JeanPlautus in the lost play of the Commorientes, and nina, near Kastritza. It was founded by Pewas partly followed by Terence in his Adelphi. lasgians, and was dedicated to Jupiter (Zeus)i
The Rudens of Plautus is also a translation of The responses of the oracle were given from
a play of Diphilus, but the title of the Greek lofty oaks or beech trees, probably from a grove
play is not known. [The fragments of Diphilus consisting of these trees. The will of the god
are edited by Meineke, Fragm. Comic Grec, was declared by the wind rustling through the
trees ; and, in order to render the sounds mora
vol. ii, p. 1066-96, edit, minor.]
distinct, brazen vessels were suspended on the
DIPCENUS and S C Y L L I S (AiTrotvoc KOX I,iiv?.X,*g),
?erv ancient Greek statuaries, w h o are always branches of the trees, which, being set in motios
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by ti.e wind, came it contact with one another. western dope of Olympus.—3. A town iu C o m
These sounds were in early times interpreted magene, oetween Zeugma and Germanicia, als«
by men, but afterward, when the worship of called Dolichene, celebrated for the worship of
Dione became connected with that of Jupiter Jupiter.—4. Or Dulichium. Vid. E C H I N A D E S .
(Zeus), by two or three aged women, w h o were
D O L I O H I S T E (AoXix'iorn : c o w Kakava) an islcalled neXcidbeg or irekaiai, because pigeonsand off the coast of Lycia, opposite the orornwere said to have arought the command to found ontory Chimaara.
the oracle. There were, however, alsr priests,
D O L I O N E S (AoXloveg), a Pelasgie people in
called Selli or Helli, w h o had the management Mysia, w h o dwelt between the rivers zEsepua
of the temple. The oracle of Dodona had less and Rhyndacus, and in the neighborhood of Cyzinflnecce in historical times than in the heroic icus, which was called after them Dolionis.
ag >. It was chiefly consulted by the neighborD O L O N (AbXav), a Trojan, sent by night to spy
ing tribes, the zEtolians, Acarnanians, aud Epi- the Grecian camp, was taken prisoner by Ulysrots, and by those w h o would not go to Delphi Bes and Diomedes, compelled to give intellion account of its partiality for the 'Dorians In gence respecting the Trojans, and then slain by
B.C. 219, the temple was destroyed by the zEto- Diomedes. T h e tenth book of the Iliad was
lians, and the sacred oaks cut down. But the therefore called AoXdveia or AoXavoipovia.
town continued to exist, and w e hear of a bishop
D O L O N O I (AbXoyKoi), a Thracian people iu the
of Dodona in the council of Ephesus.
Thracian Chersonesus. Vid. MILTIADES.
DOLABELLA, CORNELIUS.
1. P , consul B.O
D O L O P E S (AbXoireg), a powerful people in
283, conquered the Senones—2. C N , curule Thessaly, dwelt on the Enipeus, andfoughtbeaedile 165, in which year he and his colleague, fore Troy. (Horn, II, ix, 484.) A t a later
Sextus Julius Caesar, had the Hecyra of Terence time they dwelt at the foot of Mount Pindus;
performed at the festival of the Megalesia. In and their country, called D O L O P I A (AoXoiria)
159 he was consul.—3. C N , a partisan of Sulla, was reckoned part of Epirus.
by w h o m he was m a d e consul, 81. H e after
DOMITIA. 1. Sister of Cn. Domitius Ahenoward received Macedonia for his province. In barbus (vid. A H E N O B A R B U S , N O . 10), and conse77 he was accused b y the young Julius Caasar quently an aunt of the Emperor Nero. She waa
of having been guilty of extortion in his prov- the wife of Crispus Passienus, and was murince, but he was acquitted.—4 C N , praator ur- dered in her old age by Nero, w h o wished to get
banus 81, when the cause of P. Quintius^ was possession of her property.—2. LEPIDA, sister of
tried : Cicero charges him with having acted on the preceding, wife of M. Valerius Messala Barthat occasion unjustly. The year after he had batus, and mother of Messalina, w a s put to
Cilicia for his province ; 0. Malleolus was his death by Claudius at the instigation of Agripquaestor, and the notorious Verres his legate. pina.—3. L O N G I N A , daughter of Domitius CorDolabella not only tolerated the extortions and bulo, wasfirstmarried to L. Lamia zEmilianus,
robberies committed by them, but shared in and afterward to the Emperor Domitian. In
their booty. O n his return to R o m e , Dolabella consequence of her adulterous intercourse with
was accused by M . zEmilius Seaurus of extor- Paris, an actor, Domitian repudiated her, but
tion in his province, and on that occasion Verres was afterward reconciled to her. She was
deserted his accomplice and furnished the accus- privy to Domitian"s murder.
er with all the necessary information. DolaD O M I T I A G E N S , plebeian, was divided into the
bella was condemned, and went into exile.— two illustrious families of A H E N O B A R B U S and
C
A
L
VINUS.
5. P , the son in-law of Cieero, whose daughter
D O M I T I A N U S , or, with his full name, T. F D I V I U S
Tullia he niarried after divorcing his wifeFabia,
61. H e was one of the most profligate m e n of D O M I T I A N U S A U G U S T U S , R o m a n emperor A.D.
his age, and his conduct caused Cicero great 81-96, was the younger son of Vespasian, and
uneasiness. O n the breaking out of the civil was born at R o m e A.D. 51. W h e n Vespasian
war he joined Caesar, and fought on his side at was proclaimed emperor by the legions in the
the battle of Pharsalia (48), in Africa (46), and East (69), Domitian, w h o was then at R o m e ,
in Spain (45). Caesar raised him to the consul- narrowly escaped being murdered by Vitellius,
ship in 44, notwithstanding the opposition of and concealed himself until the victory of his
Antony. After the murder of Caasar, he forth- father's party was decided. After the fall of
with joined the assassins of his benefactor; but Vitellius, Domitian was proclaimed Caesar, and
when Antony gave him the province of Syria, obtained the government of the city till the rewith the c o m m a n d against the Parthians, all histurn of his father. In this short time he gave
republican enthusiasm disappeared at once. O n full proofs of his sanguinary and licentious temVespasian intrusted Domitian with n&
his w a y to his province he plundered the cities per.
of Greece and Asia Minor, and at Smyrna he public affairs, and during the ten years of his
murdered Trebonius, w h o had been appointed reign (69-79), Domitian lived as a private per
by the senate proconsul of Asia. W h e n his son on an estate near the Alban Mount, surproceedings became known at R o m e , he was rounded by a number of courtesans, aud devotdeclared a public enemy ; aud Cassius, w h o had ing a great part of his time to the eompositicin
received Syria from the senate, marched against of poetry and the recitation of his productions
him, Dolabella threw himself into Laodicea, During the reign of his brother Titus (79-81),
which was besieged by Cassius. w h o at length he was also not allowed to take any part in pubsucceeded in taking it. Dolabella, in order not lic affairs. O n the death of Titus (81), which
to fall into the hands of his enemies, ordered was in all probability the work of Domitian, he
was proclaimed emperor b y the soldiers. Durone of his soldiers to kill him, 43.
D O L I O H E (AoXlxn). 1. The aneiant name of ing thefirstfew years of hi3 reign he kept a
the island Icarus.—2. A town i« Tfc-ssaly, on the strict superintendence over the governors of
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provinces, enacted several useful lnws, endeav Ins been usually published in the form oi twe
ored to correct the licentious conduct of the separate tracts: 1. Are s. Editio Prima.de lite.
nigher classes; and though he indulged him- ris, syllabis,pedibus, et tonis ; 2. Editio Secunda,
self in strange passions, his government was de odo partibus orationis; to which are con>
m u c h better than had been expected. But hismonly annexed Be barbarimio, Be solccismo, Be
conduct was soon changed for the worse. His ceteris vitiis ; Be metaplasmo, I )e sehemalibus ;
wars were mostly unfortunate; and his want Be tropis ; but in the recent edition of Lindeof suceess both wounded his vanity and excited m a n n (in Corpus Gramm. Latin, Lips, 1881)
his fears, and thus led him to delight in the mis- these are all combined under one general title,
fortunes and sufferings of others. In 83 he un-Bonati Ars Grammatica tribus libriscomprehensa,
dertook an expedition against the Ohatti, which W e also possess introductions (enarrationes) and
was attended with no result, though on his re-scholia, b y Donatus, to five out of the six plays
turn to R o m e in the following year he celebra- of Terence, those to the Heautontimorumenos
ted a triumph, ai A assumed the name of Ger- having been lost They are attached to all commanicus. In 85, Agricola, whose success and plete editions of Terence.—2. TIBERIUS C L A U merits excited his jealousy, w a s recalled to DIUS, the author of a life of Virgil in twenty-five
Rome. Vid. A G R I C O L A . From 86 to 90 he had chapters, prefixed to m a n y editions of Virgil.
to carry on war with Decebalus and the Daci- Nothing is known with regaird to this Donatus ;
ans, w h o defeated the R o m a u armies, and at but it ias been conjectured 4hat some grammalength compelled Domitian to purchase peace rian, w h o flourished about the commencement
on very humiliating terms. Vid. D E O E B A L U S . of thefifthcentury, m a y have drawn up a biIt was after the Dacian w a r especially that he ography which formed the ground-work of the
gave full sway to his cruelty and tyranny. N o piece w e n o w possess.
m a n of distinction w a s safe unless he would' D O N U S A or D O N U S I A (Aovovoia: Aovybawg :
degrade himself toflatterthe tyrant. The silent n o w Stenosa), one of the smaller Sporades in
fear which prevailed in R o m e and Italy during the zEgean Sea, south of Naxos, subject to the
the latter years of Domidan's reign are briefly Rhodians in early times. It produced green
but energetically described by Tacitus in the marble, whence Virgil (JEn, iii, 125) calls the
introduction to his Life of Agricola, and his vices island viridis. Under the R o m a n emperors it
and tyranny are exposed in the strongest colors was used as a place of banishment.
by the withering satire of Juvenal. All the D O R A , D O R U S , D O R U M ( T & Atipa, Awpoc . A u
philosophers w h o lived at R o m e were expelled. plrng), called D O R in the Old Testament, the
Christian writers attribute to him a persecution most southerly town of Phoenicia on the coast
of the Christians likewise, but there is some on a kind of peninsula at the foot of Mount
doubt upon the matter; and the belief seems Oarmel. It was an ancient town, formerly the
to have arisen frsm the strictness with which residence of a Canaamtish king, and afterward
he exacted the tribute from the Jews, aud which belonged to the tribe of Manasseh. Under the
m a y have caused m u c h suffering to the Chris- Seleucidaa it was a strong fortress, and w a 3 in
tians also. M a n y conspiracies had been formed eluded in Ccele Syria. It subsequently fell inti
against his life, but had been discovered. A t decay, but was restored and again made a forti
length three officers of his court, Parthenius, tied place by the R o m a n general Gabinius.
D O R I E U S (Aapievg) 1. Eldest son of Anaxat
Sigerius, and Entellus, w h o m Domitian intended
to put to death, assisted by Domitia, the empe- drides, king of Sparta, by his first wife, was
ror's wife, had him murdered by Stephanus, a however, born after the son of the second mat
riage, Cleomenes, and therefore excluded fro»
freedman, on the 18th of September, 96.
the immediate succession. Vid. A N A X A N D R I D E J
DOMITIUS AFER.
Vid. A F E R .
O n the accession of Cleomenes to the throne
DOMITIUS CORBULO.
Vid. C O R B U L O ,
Dorieus left Sparta to establish for himself v
DOMITIUS MARSUS.
Vid. M A R S U S .
kingdom elsewiere. H e led his colonyfirstte
DOMITIUS ULPIANUS.
Vid. U L P I A N U S .
D O M N A , JULIA, of Emesa, was born of humble Libya; but, driven away thence, he passed ovel
parents, and married the Emperor Septimius to Eryx in Sicily, where he fell in a battle with
Severus when he was in a private station. She the Egestaaans and Carthaginians, about B.O
was beautiful and profligate, but, at the same 508.—2. Son of Diagoras of Rhodes (vid. D I A G
time, gifted with strong powers of mind, and ORAS), was celebrated for his victories in all the
fond of literature and of the society of literary great Grecian games. H e settled in Thurii,
men. She had great influence over her hus- and from this place, after the defeat of the Atheband, and after his death was intrusted by her nians at Syracuse, he led thirty galleys to tht
son Caracalla with the administration of the aid of the Spartan cause in Greece, B.O. 412
most important affairs of state. After the mur- H e continued to take an active part in the war
der of Caracalla, she was at first kindly treated till 407, when he w a s captured by the Atheby Macrinus; but, having incurred the suspi- nians ; but the people, in admiration of his athcions of Macrinus, and being commanded to letic size and noble beauty, dismissed him withquit Antioch, she put an end to her o w nfifeby out so much as exacting a ransom. H e is said
at a later time to have been put to death by the
voluntaiy starvation, A D . 217.
D O N A T U S . 1. A celebrated grammarian, w h o Spartans.
D O R I S (Aaplg). 1. Daughter of Oceanus a&i
taught at R o m e in the middle of the fourti century, and w a s the preceptor of Saint Jerome. Tethys, wife of her brother Nereus, aud mother
His most famous work is a system of Latin of the Nereides. The Latin poets sometimes
Grammar, which has formed the ground work use the name of this divinity for the sea itself
of most elementary treatises upon the same sub- (Virg, Eelog, x, 5).—2. One of the Nereides
' ect from his own fr'me to the present day. It!daughter of the preceding.—[3. Born at Locri
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D O R S O , 0. FABIUS, greatly distinguished bim
daughter of Xenetus, wife of Dionysius the elder,
Bed mo'.her of the younger Dionysius of Syra- self when the Capitol was besieged by the G auls,
B.C. 390. The Fabian gens was accustomed
cuse.]
D O R I S (Aapig) 1. A small and mountainous to celebrate a sacrifice at a fixed time on the
country in Greece, formerly called D R Y O P I S (Apv- Quirinal Hill, and accordingly, at the appointed
onig) was bounded by Thessaly on the north, time, C. Dorso, w h o was then a young man, deby zEtolia on the west, by Locris on the south, scended from the Capitol, carrying the eiacred
and by Phocis on the east. It contained four things in his hands, passed in safety through
towns, B o u m , Citinium, Erineus, and Pindus, the enemy's posts, and, after performing the
which formed the Dorian tetrapolis. These sacrifice, returned in safety to the Capitol.
D O R U S (Aapog) the mythical ancestor of the
towns never attained any consequence, and iu
the time of the Romans were in ruins; but the Dorians, is described either as the son of Hellen
country is of importance as the h o m e of the by the n y m p h Orseis, and a brother of Xutbus,
Dorians (Aapielg: Dores), one of the great Hel- and zEolus, or as a son of Apollo and Phthia,
lenic races, w h o claimed descent from the myth- and a brother of Laodocus and Polypcetes.
[ D O R Y C L U S (AbpviiXog). 1. A n illegitimate
*eal Dorus. Vid. D O R U S . The Dorians, however, had not always dwelt in this land. H e - son of Priam, slain by the Telamonian Ajax.—2.
Brother
of Pheneus, king of Thrace, husband
rodotus relates (i, 56) that they first inhabited
Phthiotis in the time of Deucalion; that next, of Beroe, w h o is mentioned bv Virgil (ASn, 5,
under Dorus, they inhabited Histiaeotis, at the 620.)]
D O R Y L Z E U M (AcpvXaiov : AopvXaevg: now Eskifoot of Ossa and Olympus; that, expelled from
thence by the Cadmeans, they settled on Mount Shehr) a town in Phrygia Epietetus, on the
Pindus; and that they subsequently took up River Thymbris, with w a r m baths which are
their abode in Dryopis, afterward called Doris. •used at the present day; important under the
Theirfifthand last migration was to Pelopon- R o m a n s as the place from wiieh the roads dinesus, which they conquered, according to tra- verged to Pessinus, Iconium, and Apamea.
D O S I A D A S (Aaaidbag) of Rhodes, the author
dition, eighty years after the Trojan war. It
was related that zEgimius, the king of the Do- of two poems in the Greek Anthology, the verses
rians, had been driven from his dominions by of which are so arranged that eaci poem prethe Lapithae, but w a s reinstated by Hercules; sents the profile of an altar.
[ D O S I T H E U S (AaalBeog) a Greek historian, of
that the children of Hercules hence took refuge
in this land when they had been expelled from w h o m four works are mentioned, Sj/csi-Ka, AuPeloponnesus ; and that it was to restore them SiaKU, 'IraXim, He?Mirlbai.2
D O S I T H E U S (AaalBeog) surnamed Magister, a
to their lights that the Dorians invaded Peloponnesus. Accordingly, the conquest of Pelo- Greek grammarian, taught at R o m e about A.D.
ponnesus by the Dorians is usually ealled the 207. H e has left behind him a work entitled
Return of the Heraelidaa. Vid. HERACLIDZG. 'Epp.nvevp.ara, of which the first and second
The Dorians were divided into three tribes : the books contain a Greek grammar written in Latin,
Uylleis ('TXXelg), Pamphyli (HdpityvXoi), andand
By- Greek Latin and Latin-Greek glossaries
manes (Avpaveg) Thefirstderived their name The third book, which is the most important
from Hyllus, son of Hercules, the two last from contains translations from Latin authors into
Pamphylus and D y m a s , sons of zEgimius. The Greek, and vice versd, and has been publish"^
Dorians were the ruling class throughout Pelo- separately by Booking, Bonn, 1832.
ponnesus : the old inhabitants were reduced to D O S S E N N U S F A B I U S or D O R S E N N U S , an ancient
slavery, or became subjects of the Dorians un- Latin comic dramatist, censured by Horace (Ep,
der the name of Perimci (HeptoiKot) Vid. Bid. ii, 1, 173) on account of the exaggerated bufof Antiq, art PERICECI.—2. A district in Asia foonery of his characters. It appears that the
Minor, consisting of the Dorian settlements on name Dossenus (like that of Macchus) was apthe coast of Caria and the neighboring islands. propriated to one of the standard characters in
Six of these towns formed a league, called the the Atellane farces. Hence some have supDorian hexapolis, consisting of Lindus, Italysus, posed that Dossennus in Horace is not the name
and Camirus in the island of Rhodes, the island of a real person.
D O T I U M (Aariov: Aaritvg) a town and plain
Cos, and Cnidu3 and Haliearnassus on the main
laud. There were also other Dorian settlements in Thessaly, south of Mount Ossa, on the Lake
in the neighborhood, but they were never ad- Bcebeis.
[ D O T O (Aard) one of the Nereids (11, 18,43).]
mitted to the league. The members of the
[ D O T U S (Aarog) a leader of the Paphlago
hexapolis weie accustomed to celebrate a festival with games on the Triopian promontory nians in the army of Xerxes, Herod.~\
D R A B E S O U S (ApdBnuKog, also ApdBioKog: now
near Cnidus, in honor of the Triopian Apollo;
the prizes in those games were brazen tripods, Brama) a town in the district of Edonis it
which the victors had to dedicate iu the temple Macedonia, on the Strymon.
D R A O A N O N (Apumvov), a town and promon
of Apollo; and Haliearnassus was struck out
of the league because one of her citizens car- tory in the island Icaria.
[DRAOIUS (Apduog) a leader of the Epeano
ried the tripod to his o w n house instead of leaving it in the temple. The hexapolis thus be- (early inhabitants of Elis) before Troy.]
D R A O O N (ApuKav), the author of thefirstwritcame a pentapolis.
D O R I S O U S (AoploKog), a town in Thrace at the ten code of laws at Athens, which were called
dec-pot,
as distinguished from the vbpoi of Solon.
mouth of the Hebrus, in the midst of an extensive plain of the same name, where Xerxes re- In this code he affixed the penalty of death to
almost all crimes—to petty thefts, for instance,
v'ewed his vast forces.
as well as to sacrilege and m u r d e r — ivhich gav»
(DORSENNUS. Vid. DOSSENNUS.
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eccasion tc the l emark that his laws were writ i: : now A ulerab or Inderab) a town in If*
ten, not in ink, but in blood. W e aretoldthat nirtheast of Bactriana, on the frontiers of Soghe himself defended this extreme harshness by diana.
DRILZE (AplXai), a brave people in Ponta*, ?E
saying that small offences deserved death, and
that he knew no severer punishment for great the frontiers of Colchis, near Trapezus.
DRILO, a river in IUyrieum, flows into th«
ones. His legislation is p.&eed in B.C. 621.
After the legislation of Solon (594), most of the Adriatic near Lissus.
DROMICHZETES (Apopixalrng), a king of the
laws of Dracon fell into disuse; but some of
them were still in force at the end of the Pelo- Getaa, who took Lysimachus prisoner. Vid,
ponnesian war, as, for instance, the law which LYSIMACHUS.
D R O M O S AOHILLEUS. Vid. AOHILLEUS D E O M O S
permitted the injured husband to slay the adulDRUENTIA (now Burance) a large and rapid
terer, if taken in the act. W e are told that
Dracon died at zEgina, being smothered by the river iu Gallia Narbonensis, rises in the Alps.
number of hats and cloaks showered upon him as and flows into the Rhone near Avenio (now
Avignon).
a popular mark of honor in the theatre.
D R U N A (now Brbme), a small river in Gallia
[DRANCES, an Italian, favorite of Latinus, a
Narbonensis, rises in the Alps, andflowbinto the
persevering opponent of the plans of Turnus.]
Rhone
D R A N G I A N A (Apayyiavrj : now Sedjestdn),
a south of Valencia (now Valence).
part of Ariana, was bounded by Gedrosia, Oar- DRUSILLA. 1. LIVIA, mother of the Emperormania, Arachosia, and Aria. It sometimes Tiberius and wife of Augustus. Vid. LIVIA.—
formed a separate satrapy, but was more usu- 2. Daughter of Germanicus and Agrippina, marally united to the satrapies either of Arachosia, riedfirstto L. Cassius Longinus, and afterward
or of Gedrosia, or of Aria. The chief product to M. zEmilius Lepidus ; but she lived in incesof the country was tin; the chiefriverwas the tuous intercourse with her brother Caligula,
Erymanthus or Erymandrus (now Hihnend or whose passion for her exceeded all bounds. On
Hindmend) In the north of the country dwelt her death in A.D. 38, he commanded that she
should be worshipped, by the name Panthea,
the DRANGZE (A^dyyai), a warlike people, from
whom the province derived its name : their with the same honors as Venus.—3. Daughter
capital was Prophthasia. The Zarangaa, Sa- of Herodes Agrippa I, king of the Jews, marrangae, or Darandaa, who are also mentioned asriedfirstAzizus, king of Emesa, w h o m she diinhabitants of the country, are probably only vorced, and secondly Felix, the procurator of
other forms of the name Drangae. The Ariaspaa Judaaa. She was present with her husbard when
inhabited the southern part of the province. Vid.St. Paul preached before Felix in A.D 60
ARIASFZE.
DRUSUS, the name of a distinguished family
D R A U D A C U M (now Bardasso) a fortress of theof the Livia gens. It is said that one of the
I'enestae in Greek Blyria.
Livii acquired the cognomen Drusus for himD R A V U S (now Brave), a tributary of the Dan- self and his descendants by having slain in
ube,risesin the Noric Alps near Aguntum, flows close combat one Drausus, a Gallic chieftain •
through Noricum and Pannonia, and, after re- but this statement deserves little credit.—1. M.
ceiving the Murius (now Muhr), falls into the LIVIUS DRUSUS, tribune of the plebs with C.
Danube east of Mursa (now Esseck).
Gracchus, B.C. 122. H e was a staunch adD R E C A N U M (ApeKavov), a promontory on theherent of the aristocracy, and after putting his
western side of tie island Cos.
veto upon the laws proposed by Gracchus, he
DREPANIUS, LATINUS PAOATUS, a friend of brought forward almost the very same measAusonius, and a correspondent of Symmaehus, ures, in order to gain popularity for the senate,
delivered a panegyric on the Emperor Theodo- and to impress the people with the belief that
sius, A.D. 391, after the victory of the latter the optimates were their best friends. The sucover Maximus. This panegyric, which is ex- cess of this system earned for him the designatant, is the eleventh in the collection of the tion patronus senatus. Drusus was consul 112,
Panegyrici Veteres.
obtained Macedonia as his province, and conD R E P A N U M (Apeiravov : Apeiravevg), that quered
is, a the Seordisci.—2. M uivius DRUSUS, son
sickle. 1. Also D R E P A N A (rd Apeirava), moreof No. 1, an eloquent cilor, and a man of great
rarely D R E P A N E (now Trapani) a sea-port town energy and abilitv
H e was tribune of the
in the northwestern corner of Sicily, so called plebs 91, in the consulship of L. Marcius Philipbecause the land on which it was built was in pus and ,Sex. Julius Caesar Although, like his
the form of a sickle. It was founded by the father, he belonged to the aristoeratical party,
Carthaginian Hamilcar at the commencement of he meditated the most extensive and organic
thefirstPunic War, and was one of the chief changes in the Roman state. To conciliate the
naval stations of the Carthaginians. Under the people he renewed several of the measures cf
Romans it was an important commercial town. the Gracchi. H e proposed and carried laws for
It was here that Anehises died, according to the distribution of corn or for its sale at a low
Virgil.—2. A promontory in Achaia. Vid. RHIUM. price, and for the assignation of public land.
— 3 . The ancient name of COROYRA,—4. Also H e also gained the support of the Latini and
D R E P A N E , a town in Bithyma, on the Sinus As- the Socii by promising to secure for them the
taeenus, the birth-place of Helena, mother of Roman citizenship. Thus strengthened, he proConstantine the Great, in whose ionor it was posed to transfer the judicia from the equites to
called HELENOPOLIS, and made an important the senate ; but, as a compensation to the formei
place. In its neighborhood were warm medi- order, he further proposed that the senate, now
cinal baths, winch Constantine the Great fre- reduced below the regular number of three hund
quently used in the latter part of his life.
red, should be re-enforced by the introductior
DEKFbi (Apefa, also "Adoaipa, AdpaTJsa, Apdipaof vn equal number of new members selectw'
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feotn the equites. This measure proved un- thy life is nigh." O n the return ot the araaj
satisfactory to both parties. The R o m a n pop- to the Rhine, Drusus died in consequence of a
ulace also were opposed to the R o m a n fran- fracture of his leg, which happened through a
chise being given to the Latins and the Socii. fall from his horse. Upon receiving tidings of
The senate, perceiving the dissatisfaction of all the dangerous illness of Drusus, Tiberius im
parties, voted that all the laws of Drusus, be mediately crossed the Alps, and, after travelling
ing carried against the auspices, were null and with extraordinary speed, arrived in time to
»oid from the beginning. Drusus n o w began close the eyes of his brother. Tiberius brought
so organize a formidable conspiracy agains, the the body to Italy: it was burned in thefieldof
government; but one evening, as he was e iter- Mars, and the ashes deposited in the tomb of
tng the hall of his o w n house, he was stabbed, Augustus.—5. D R U S U S C E S A R , commonly ealled
and died a few hours afterward. The assassin by modern writers D R U S U S JUNIOR, was the son
was never discovered, and no attempts were of the Emperor Tiberius by hisfirstwife, Vipm a d e to discover him. Caepio and Philippus sania. H e married Livia, the sister of Gerwere boih suspected of having suborned the manicus. After the deati of Augustus, A.D.
crime; but Cicero attributes it to Q. Varius. 14, he was sent into Pannonia to quell tie m u The death of Drusus destroyed the hopes of the tiny of the legions. In 15 he w a s consul, and
Socii, and was thus immediately followed by the in'16 he was sent into ILlyrieum: he succeeded
Social War.—3. Livius D R U S U S C L A U D I A N U S , in fomenting dissension among the Germanic
father of Livia, w h o was the mother of the E m - tribes, and destroyed the power of Maroboduus.
peror Tiberius. H e was one of the gens Clau- In 21 he was consul a second time; and in 22
dia, and was adopted by a Livius Drusus. It he received the tribunicia potestas, by which he
was through this adoption that the Drusi be- was pointed out as the intended successortothe
came connected with the imperial family. The empire. But Sejanus, the favorite of Tiberius,
father of Livia, after the death of Caasar, es-aspired to the empire. H e seduced Livia, the
poused the cause of Brutus and Cassius, and,wife of Drusus, and persuaded her to become
after the battle of Philippi (42), being proscribed the murderer of her husband. A poison w a s
by the conquerors, he killed himself in his tent. administered to Drusus, which terminated his
— 4 . N E R O C L A U D I U S D R U S U S , commonly called fife by a lingering disease, that w a s supposed
by the moderns D R U S U S SENIOR, to distinguish at the time to be the consequence of intemperhim from No. 5, was the son of Tib. Claudius ance, A.D. 23.—6. D R U S U S , second son of GerNero and Livia, aud younger brother of the manicus and Agrippina. After the death of
Emperor Tiberius. H e was born in the house Drusus, the son of Tiberius (vid. No. 5), Drusus
of Augustus three months after the marriage and his elder brother Nero became the heirs
of Livia and Augustus, 38. Drusus, as he grew to the imperial throne. Sejanus therefore renp, was more liked by the people than was his sulved to getridof them both. H efirstengaged
brother. His manners were affable, and his Drusus in the plots against his eider brother,
aonduet without reproach. H e married Anto- which ended in the banishment and death of that
nia, the daughter of the triumvir, and his fideliprince. Vid. N E R O . The turn of Drusus came
ty to his wife w a s a theme of admiration in a next. H e was accused in 30, and condemned to
profligate age. H e was greatly trusted by A u - death as an enemy of the state. Tiberius kept
gustus, w h o employed him in miportant offices. him imprisoned for three years, and then starved
H e carried on the w a r against the Germans, him to death, 33.
and penetrated far into the interior of the counDRYADES.
Vid. N Y M P H Z E .
try.
In 12 he drove the Sicambri and their
D R Y A S (Apiiac). 1. Son of the Thracian king
allies out of Gaul, crossed the Rhine, then fol- Lyourgus, w h o is hence called D R Y A N T I D E S . —
lowed the course of the river down to the ocean, [2. One of the Lapithaa, friend of Pirithous (R,
and subdued the Frisians. It w a s apparently vi, 130).—3. Son of the Thracian king Lycurduring this campaign that Drusus dug a canal gus, slain by his o w n father in a fit of phrensy
(Fossa Brusiana) from the Rhine, near Arnheim, brought upon him by Bacchus.]
t,o the Yssel, near Bassberg; and he m a d e use D R Y M Z E A or D R Y M U S (Apvuaia, Apvpog: Apvof this canai to sail from the Rhine into the pievg: n o w Baba?) a town in Phocis, a little
ocean. In his second campaign (11), Drusus south of the Cephisus, w a s destroyed b y
subdued the Usipetes, invaded the country of Xerxes.
the Sicambri, and passed on through the terri[ D R Y M O , a nymph, a companion of Cyrene.]
tory of the Cherusci as far as the Visurgis (now
D R Y M U S (Apvp.bg). 1. Vid D R Y M Z S . — 2 . A
Weser). O n his return he was attacked by the strong place in Attica, on thefrontiersof Bceunited forces of the Germans, and defeated otia.
them with great slaughter. In his third camD R Y M U S S A (Apvpovacsa : Apvpovaoalog), an islpaign (10) he conquered the Chatti and other and in the Hermaaan Gulf, off the coast of Ionia,
German tribes, and then returned to R o m e , opposite Clazomenae ; given b y the Romans to
where he w a s m a d e consul for the following Olazomenae.
year. In his fourth campaign (9), which he
D R Y O P E (Apvbirri), daughter of King Dryops,
carried on as consul, he advanced as far as the and the playmate of the Hamadryades on Mount
Albis (now Elbe), sweeping every thing before C3ta. She was beloved by Apollo, who, to gain
him. It i. said that he had resolved to cross possession of her, metamorphosed himself into
the Elbe, but was deterred b y the apparition of a tortoise. Dryope took the creature into her
a w o m a n of dimensions greater than human, w h o lap, whereupon the god changed himself into a
raid to him in the Latin tongue, " Whither goest serpent. The nymphs fled away in affright
thou, insatiable Drusus 1 The Fates forbid thee and thus Apoll) remained alone with Dryope.
to •iilvance A w a y ! The end of thy deeds and Soon after she married Andraamon, but beeanw,
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oy Apollo, the mother of AMPHISSCS, who builtthe sea-fight thus changed into a land-fight By
the town of 05ta, and a temple to Apollo. Dry- this means he gained a brilliant victory ovel\th«
ope w\s afterward carried off by the Hamadry- Carthaginian fleet near Mylaa, and then prosecuted the war in Sicily with success, relieving
ades, ard became a nymph.
Egesta, and taking Macella by assault. O n his
D R Y O P E S Apvoireg) a Pelasgic people, descended from a mythical ancestor Dryops, dwelt return to Rome, Duilius celebiated a splendid
first in Thessaly, from the Spereheus to Parnas-triumph, for it was thefirstnaval victory that
sus, and afterward in Doris, which was called the Romans had ever gained, and the memory
horn them D R Y O P I S (Apvontg) Driven out of of it was perpetuated by a column wliich waa
Doris by the Dorians, they migrated to other erected in the forum, and adorned with th
sountries, and settled in Peloponnesus, Euboaa, beaks of the conquered ships (Colum.na Bostrata)
It is generally believed that the original inseripT
and Asia Minor.
D R Y O P S (Apvotp). 1. Son of therivergod Sper-tion which adorned the basis of the column is
eheus and the Danaid Polydora, or of Lycaon still extant. It was dug out of the ground in
and Dia, the daughter of Lycaon, the mythical the sixteenth century, in a mutilated condition,
ancestor of the Dryopes.—[2. A n illegitimate and it has since often been printed with atson of Priam, slain by Achilles.—3. A compan- tempts at restoration. There are, however, in
that inscription some orthographical peculiariion of zEneas, slain by Clausus.]
D R Y O S C E P H A L Z E (Apvbg KefaXaT), a narrow ties, which suggest that the present inscription
pass of Mount Cithaaron, between Athens and is a later restoration of the original one. Duilius was further rewarded for this victory by
Plateeae.
D O B I S (now Boubs), a river in Gaul,risesin being permitted, whenever he returned home
Mount Jurassus (now Jura) flows past Vesontio from a banquet at night,tobe accompanied by
(now Besan(on), and falls into the Arar (now a torch and a flute-player.
DULGIBINI, a people in Germany, dwelt south
Sadne) near Cabillonum (now Chalons)
D U B R I S P O R T U S (now Bover), a sea-port town east of the Angrivarii, on the western bank of
of the Oantii, in Britain : here w a s a fortress the Weser.
DULICHIUM. Vid. EOHINADES.
erected by the Romans against the Saxon piD U M N O R I X , a chieftain of the zEdui, conspired
rates.
D U O A S , M I C H A E L , a Byzantine historian, held against the Romans B.O. 58, but was then para high office under Constantine XIII, tie last doned by Caasar in consequence of the entreaties
emperor of Constantinople. After the capture of his brother Divitiacus. W h e n Caesar was
of Constantinople A.D. 1453, he fled to Lesbos. going to Britain in 54, he suspected Dumnorix
His history extends from the death of John V L too much to leave him behind in Gaul, and he
Palaaologus, 1355, to the capture of Lesbos by insisted, therefore, on his accompanying him.
the Turks, 1462. The work is written in bar- Dumnorix, upon this, fled from the R o m a n camj
varous Greek, but gives a clear and impartial with the ziEduan cavalry, but was overtaken and
account of events. The best edition is by Bek- slain.
DUNIUM.
Vid. D U R O T R I G E S .
ker, Bonn, 1834.
D U C E T I U S (AovKeriog), a chief of the Sicelians D U R A (rd Aovpa: Aovprjvbg) 1. A town in
or Siceli, the native tribes in the interior of Mesopotamia, on the Eupirates, not far from
Sicily, carried on a formidable war in the mid- Cireesium, founded by the Macedonians, aud
dle of the fifth century B.C. against the Greeks hence surnamed Nicanoris ; also called Europus
in the island. Having been at last defeated in (Evpairbg) by the Greeks. In the time of Julian
a great battle by the Syracusans, he repaired to it was deserted.—2. ( N o w Bor) a town in AsSyracuse as a suppliant, and placed .himself atsyria, on the Tigris.
D U R A N I U S (now Bordogne), a river in Aquitheir mercy. The Syracusans spared his life,
but sent him into an honorable exile at Corinth. tania, which falls into the Garumna.
D U R I A (now Bora Baited), a river which rises
H e returned soon afterward to Sicily, and founded tho eity of Calacte. H e died about B.O. 440. in the south of the Alps,flowsthrough the counDUILIUS. 1. M , tribune of the plebs B.C. try of the SalasBi, bringing gold dust with it and
471. H e was one of the chief leaders of the falls into the Po.
D U R I S (Aovpig), of Samos, the historian, w a s
plebeians, and it w a s on hia advice that the
a descendant of Alcibiades, and lived in the
plebeians migrated from the Aventine to the
M o n s Sacer, just before the overthrow of the reign of Ptolemy Philadelphus. H e obtained
decemvirs. H e was then elected tribune of the the tyranny of iis native island, though it is
plebs a second time, 449.—2. K , one of the de-unkown by what means. H e wrote a concemvirs, 450, on whose overthrow he went into siderable number of works, of which the most
voluntary exile. — 3. C , consul 260, with Cn. important was a history of Greece, from B.C.
Cornelius Seipio Asina, in thefirstPunic War. 370 to 281. H e does not appear to have enIn this v ear the Romans built theirfirstfleet,joyed any very great reputation as an historian
using for, their model a Carthaginian vessel among tie ancients. His fragments have been
which haa been thrown on the coast of Italy. collected by Hulleman, Buridis Samii que sur
The command of thisfleetwas giventoSeipio, persunt, Trajeet. ad Rien, 1841; [and by Miilnho was defeated by the Carthaginians off Li- ler, Hist Grcc. Fragm, vol. ii, p. 466-488.]
D U R I U S (Aovpwg, Aapwg: n o w Buero,Bovro),
para. Thereupon Duilius was intrusted with
the command, and as he perceived the disad- one of the chief rivers of Spain, rises among the
vantages under which the clumsy ships of the Pelendones, at the foot of Mount Idubeda, near
Romans were laboring, he devised, the well- Numantia, and flows into the Atlantic; it w a s
known grappling irons, by means of which the auriferous, and is navigable a long w a y from iu
enemy's ahips might be drawn toward his, and mouth.
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DCROBRIVZE (now Rochester) a town of the
Hibernia, on the eastern coast, probably answer
Cantii in Britain
ing to the modern Bublin.~\
D U B O C A S I S (now Breux) a town of the CarE B O R A . 1. Or E B U R A CEREALIS, a small tows
flutes in Gallia Lugdunensis.
in Hispania Baatica, perhaps in the neighborDUROCATELAUNI. Vid. OATALAUNI.
hood of the modern Sta Cruz.—2. Surnamed
D U R O O O R T O R U M (now Rheims) the capital of L I B E R A L I T A S J U L I A ( U O W Evord), a R o m a n m u the Remi in Gallia Belgica, and subsequently nicipium in Lusitania.—3. Or E B U R A (now S.
called Remi, w a s a populous and powerful town. Lucar de Barrameda) a town in Hispania BaetiD U R O N I A , a town in Samnium in Italy, west ea, near the mouth of the Baatis.—4. A fortress
of the Caudine passes.
of the Edetani in Hispania Tarraconensis.
D U R O T R I G E S , a people in Britain, in Dorset- E B O R A C U M or E B U R A O U M (now York) a town
shire, and the west of Somersetshire: their of the Brigantes in Britain, was m a d e a R o m a n
chief town was Dunium (now Borchester)
station by Agricola, and soon became the chief
D U R O V E R N U M or D A R V E R N U M (now Canter- R o m a n settlement in the whole island. It w a s
bury), a town of the Cantii in Britain, after- both a municipium and a colony. It was the
ward called Cantuaria.
head-quarters of the sixth legion, and the resiD Y A R D A N E S or G 5 D A N E S (now Brahmaputra) dence of the R o m a n emperors when they visited
a river in India, falls into the Ganges on theBritain. Here the emperors Septimius Severus
eastern side.
and Constantius Chlorus died. Part of the anD Y M A S (Avpag) 1. Son of zEgimius, from cient R o m a n walls still exist at York ; and
w h o m the Dymanes, one of the three tribes of m a n y R o m a n remains have been found in the
the Dorians, were believedtohave derived their modern city.
name.—[2. Father of Asius and of Hecuba, the
E B O R O L A C U M (now Evreule, on theriverSiwife of Priam, lived in Phrygia, on the Sanga- oule), a town in Aquitania.
rius: Hecuba is hence called Bymantis proles
E B R O D U N U M (now Embrun), a town in Gallia
(Ovid. Her, xi. 762) and Bymantis (Po, xiii, Narbonensis, in the Cottian Alps.
620).—3. A Phaaacian, whose daughter was an E B O D . E or H E B U D Z E (now Hebrides) islands in
attendant of Nausicaa.—4. A Trojan, who fought the Western Ocean off Britain. They were
by the side of zEneas on the night of the capture five in number according to Ptolemy, two called
of Troy ; he was killed by his o w nfriendsinEbudaa, Maleus, Epidium, and Ricina.
mistake for a Greek whose armor he had put E B U R O M A G U S or H E B R O M A G U S (near Brum 01
on.]
Villerazons) a town in Gallia Narbonensis.
D Y M E or D Y M Z E (Avun, Avpai: Avualog, D y
E B U R O N E S , a German people w h o crossed the
maaus : ruins near Karauostasi) a town in the
Rhine and settled in Gallia Belgica, between
west Of Achaia, near the coast; one of thethe Rhine and the Mosa (now Maas), in a marshy
twelve Achaean towns; it founded, along with and woody district. They were dependants
Patrae, the second Achaean league; and was at (clientes) of the Treviri, and were in Caasar's
a later time colonized by the Romans.
time under the rule of Ambiorix and CativolD Y R A S (Avpag) a small river in Phthiotis in cus. Their insurrection against the Romans,
Thessaly, falls into the Sinus Maliaeus.
B.C. 54, was severely punished by Caesar, and
D Y R R H A C H I U M (Avppdxwv: Avfsjsdxiog, Avfifiafrom this time they disappear from history.
Xnvog, Dyrraehinus: n o w Burazzo) formerly
EBUROVIOES.
Vid. A U L E R C I .
called E P I D A M N U S ('Eiridauvog: 'Embdpvwg) a E B U S U S or E B U S U S (now Iviza) the largest of
town in Greek Blyria, on a peninsula in thethe Pityusaa Insulaa, off the eastern coast of
Adriatic Sea. It w a s founded by the Corcy- Spain, reckoned by some writers among the
raeans, and received the name Epidamnus ; butBaleares. . It w a s celebrated for its excellent
since the Romans considered this name a bad figs. Its capital, also called Ebusus, was a
omen, as reminding them of damnum, they civitas fcederata, possessed an excellent harbor,
changed it into Dyrrhachium when they be- was well built, and carried on a considerable
came masters of the country. Under the Ro-trade.
mans it became an important place; it was the
E C B A T A N A (rd 'Ev.Bdrava, Ion. and Poet. 'Ayusual place of landing for persons w h o crossed Bdrava: n o w Hamadan), a great city, most
over from Brundisium. Commerce and trade pleasantly situated, near the foot of Mount
were carried on here with great activity, whence Orontes, in the north of Great Media, w a s the
it is called Taberna Adrie by Catullus (xxxvi, capital oi the Median kingdom, and afterward
15); and here commenced the great Egnatia the summer residence of the Persian and ParVia leading to the East. In the civil war it was thian kings. Itsfoundationw a s more ancient
the head-quarters of Pompey, w h o kept all his than any historical r-aeord: Herodotus ascribes
military stores here. In A.D. 345 it w a s de-it to Deioces, and Diodorus to Semiramis. It
stroyed by an earthquake.
had a circuit of two hundred andfortystadia,
D Y S O R U M (TO Avoapcv), a mountain in Mace- and was surrounded by seven walls, each overdonia with gold mines, between Chaleidiee and topping the one before it, and crowned with
Odomantice.
battlements of different colors: these walls no
D Y S P O N T I U M (Avairbvritsv : Avairbvriog), anlonger
anexisted in the time of Polybius. The
cient town of Pisatis in Elie north of the Al- citadel, of great strength, was used as the royal
pheus, was destroyed by the Eleans, whereupon treasury. Below it stood a magnificent palace,
its inhabitants removed U Epidamnus and Apol- the tiles of which were silver, and the capitals,
lonia.
entablatures, and wainscotings of silver and
E.
gold; treasures which the Seleueidae coined inte
money,tothe amount of four thousand talents
[EBLANA ("EBXava), a citv of the Eblani in
The circuit of this place was seven stadia.
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(EODIPFA ("E/CCWTTO^ in the Old Testament (hence called Echidnius canis) of Scylla, oi
Achsib, a city of Palestine, on the coast, betweenGorgon, of the Lernaaan Hydra (Echidna Xernea) of the eagle which consumed the liver of
Tyre and Ptolemais.]
E O E T R A (Ecetranus), an ancient town of the Prometheus, and of the N e m e a n lion. She was
Volsci, and, according to Dionysius, the capital killed in her sleep by Argus Panoptes. Accord
of this people, was destroyed .by the Romans at ing to Hesiod, she lived with Typhon in a
cave in the country of the Arimi, but anothan early period.
er tradition transported her to Scythia, where
[ E O H E C L E S ('ExeKXrjg) 1. Son of Actor, and
hcsband of Polymela.—2. O f Ephesus, a Cynic she became by Hercules the mother of Agathyrsus, Gelonus, aud Scythes. (Herod, iv,
philosopher, pupil of Theombrotus.]
[EonEOLus ("ExeKXog). 1. Son of Agenor, 8-10.)
E O H I N A D E S ('Exivabig or 'Ex'ivai: n o w Curslain by Achilles.—2. Another Trojan, menzolari) a group of small islands at the mouth
tionei in the Iliad, slain by Patroclus.]
[ E C H E O R A T E S ('ExeKpdrng) 1. Father of Eeti- of the Aehelous, belonging to Acarnania. said
on, grandfather of Cypselus, tyrant of Corinth.— to have been formed by the alluvial deposits of
2. A philosopher, one of the latest of the Pytha- the Aehelous. The legend related that they
gorean school, a pupil of Arehytas at Tarentum. were originally nymphs, w h o dwelt on the main
W h e n the Pythagoreans were persecuted in land at the mouth of the Aehelous, and that, on
M a g n a Graaoia, he went to Rhegium, and thence one occasion, having forgotten to present any
to Phlius. This is the same as the one men- offerings to the god Aehelous when they sactioned in the Phaadon of Plato : by some writers rificed to the other gods, the river-god, in wrath,
tore them away from the main land with the
he is ealled a teacher of Plato.]
ground on which they were sacrificing, carried
[ E O H E O E A T I D E S ('ExeKparlSng). 1. Father of
Orestes, king in Tiessaly.—2. A Sophist, a them out to sea, and formed them into islands.
friend of Phocion.—3. Of Methymna in Lesbos, The Echinades appear to have derived their
name from their resemblance to the Echinus
a peripatetic philosopher, pupil of Aristotle.]
or sea-urchin. The largest of these islands
E C H E D O E U S ('Exebapog, in Herod, ExelSapog),
a small river in Macedonia, rises in Orestonia, was named D U L I O H I U M (AovXixwv). It is menflows through Mygdonia, and falls into the Ther- tioned by Homer, and from it Meges, son of
Phyleus, went to the Trojan war. A t the pres
maic Gulf.
E O H E L I D Z E ('ExeXlSai: 'ExeXiSng) an Atticent day it is united to the main land.
[ E O H I N U S ('Exl"og: n o w Achina), a town and
demus east of Munychia, called after a hero
promontory in Phthiotis in Thessaly.]
Echelus.
[ E O H E M O N ('Ext?pav), a son of Priam, slain by E O H I O N ('Exlav). 1. One of the five surviving
Sparti w h o had grown u p from the dragon's
Diomedes.]
E C H E M U S ("Exeuog) son of Aeropus and grand-teeth which Cadmus had sown. H e married
son of Cepheus, succeeded Lycurgus as king of Agave, by w h o m he became the father of PenArcadia. In his reign the Dorians invaded Pe- theus : he assisted Cadmus in the building of
loponnesus, and Echemus slew, in single com- Thebes.—2. Son of Mercury (Hermes) and A n bat, Hyllus, the son of Hercules. In conse- tianira, twin-brother of Erytus or Eurytus, with
quence of this battle, which was fought at the w h o m he took part in the Calydonian hunt and
Isthmus, the Heraelidaa were obliged to promise in the expedition of the Argonauts.—3. A celnot to repeat their attempt upon Peloponnesus ebrated Grecian painter, flourished B.O. 352.
One of his most noted pictures was Semiramis
forfiftyyears.
passing from the state of a handmaid to that of
[ E O H E N E U S ('Exevnog Od.) the oldest of the
a queen; in this picture the modesty of the new
Phaaaeian nobles at the court of Alcinous.]
[ E C H E P O L U S ('ExeiraXog) 1. A Trojan, son bride was admirably depicted. The pictuie in
of Thalysius, slain by Antilochus.—2. Son of the Vatican, known as " the Aldobrandini MarAnehises, dwelt in Sicyon; in order to avoid riage," is supposed by some to be a copy from
going against Troy with the Greeks, he sent to the "Bride" of Eehion.
E C H O ('H^U), an Oreade, who, according to
A g a m e m n o n the beautiful mare zEthe.]
E C H E S T R A T U S ('E^oTparoc), king of Sparta, the legend related by Ovid, used to keep Juno
son of Agis I, and father of Labotas or Leobotes. engaged by incessantly talking to her while JuE O H E T L A ('ExerXa) a town in Sicily, west ofpiter was sporting with the nymphs. Juno,
towever, found out the trick that w a s played
Syracuse, in the mountains.
E O H E T U S fE^eroc), a cruel king of Epirus. upon her, and punished Echo by changing her
His daughter, Metope or Amphissa, w h o had into an echo, thai is, a being with no control
yielded to her lover zEchmodicus, w a s blinded over its tongue, which is neither able to speak
by her father, and zEchmodicus w a s cruelly m u - before any body else has spoken, nortobe silent
when some body else has spoken. Echo in this
tilated.
E C H I D N A ("Exibva), daughter of Tartarus andstate fell desperately in love with Narcissus;
Terra (Ge), or of Ohrysaor and Callirrhoe, or but as her love was not returned, she pined
of Peiras and Styx, Tie upper part of her body away in grief, so that, in the end, there remainwas that of a beautiful maiden with black eyes, ed nothing of her but her voice. (Ov, Met,
while the lower part was that of a Berpent of iii, 356-401.)
[ E O N O M U S M O N S ("Envopog Xbfog), a mountain
a vast size. She was a horrible and bloodthirsty monster. She became by Typhon the near Gela, in Sicily, where Phalaris had a castle,
mother of the Ohimaara, of the many-headed in which was kept the celebrated brazen bull ]
E O P H A N T I D E S ^EKipavri&ng) one cf the earliest
dog Orthus, of the hundred-headed dragon w h o
guarded the apples of the Hesperides, of the poets of the old Attic comedy,flourishedabout
Colchian dragon, of the Sphinx of Oe-berus B.C. 460, a little before Cratinus. The m e a &
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cig of the surname of Kairvtag, which was givenchium, it passed by Lychnidus, Heraelea, L y n
to him by his rivals, seems to imply a mixture eestis, Edessa, Thessaloniea, Amphipolis, Phi
of subtilty and obscurity. H eridiculedthe lippi, and, traversing the whole of Thrace, final
rudeness of the old Megaric comedy, and wasly reached Byzantium.
himselfridiculedon the same ground by CraEGNATII, a family of Samnite origin, some of
tinus and Aristophanes. [The few fragments w h o m settled at Teanum. 1. G E L L I U S E G N A T I
of his plays remaining are given in Meineke, us, leader of the Samnites in the third Samnite
Fragm. Comic Grec, vol. i, p. 6-7, edit, minor.] war, fell in battle against the Romans B.O. 295
[ E O P H A N T U S ("EK^avrog), of Thasos, was at the
— 2 . M A R I U S E G N A T I U S , one of the leaders of
head of the party which, in the twenty-third year the Italian allies in the Social W a r , was killed
of the Peloponnesian war, aided Thrasybulus in in battle, 89.-3. M . E G N A T I U S R U F U S , aedile 20
gaiuing Thasos and certain cities of Thrace.]
and praator 19, was executed in the following
E D E S S A or A N T I O C H I A C A L L I R R H O E ("Edeooa,year in consequence of his having formed a
'Avrwxeia b eirl KaXXipp'ov, or 'A. pi^oBupBapog
:
conspiracy
against the life of Augustus.—4. P
in the Old Testament, U r : n o w Urfah) a very E G N A T I U S C E L E R . Vid. B A R E A .
ancient city in the north of Mesopotamia, the E I O N ('Hiav : 'Hlovevg : n o w Contessa or Ren
capital of Osroene, and the seat of an independ dina), a town in Thrace, at the mouth of the
ent kingdom from B.C. 137 to A D . 216. Vid. Strymon, twenty-five stadia from Amphipolis,
A B G A R U S . It stood on the River Seirtus or Bar of which it was the harbor. Brasidas, after
desanes, which often inundated and damaged obtaining possession of Amphipolis, attempted
the city. It was here that Caracalla was mur- to seize Eiou also, but was prevented by tbe ardered. Having suffered by an earthquake in rival of Thucydides with an Athenianfleet,B.C.
the reign of Justin I, the city was rebuilt and 424._
named Justinopolis. The Edessa of Strabo is
E I O N E S ('Hibveg), a town in Argolis, with a
evidently a different place, namely, the city harbor, subject to Mycenaa in the time of Homer,
usually called Bambyce or Hierapolis.
but not mentioned in later times.
E D E T A N I or S E D E T A N I , a people in Hispania
[ E I O N E U S ('Hiovevg) 1. A Greek, slain by
Tarraconensis, east of the Celtiberi. Their Hector before Troy.—2. A Thracian, father of
chief towns were V A L E N C I A , S A G U N T U M , CZESAR- Rhesus.—3. Son of Magnes, one of the suitors
AUGOSTA, and Edeta, also called Liria (now of Hippodamia.]
Lyria)
E L Z E A ('EXaia: n o w Kazlu) an ancient city
E D O N I or E D 5 N E S ('Hdavol "Hbaveg), a Thra-on the coast of zEolis in Asia Minor, said to
cian people, between the Nestus and the Stry- have been founded by Mnestheus, stood twelvemon. They were celebrated for their orgiastic stadia south of the mouth of the Caicus, and on*
worship of Bacchus; whence E D O N I S in the hundred and twenty stadia (or sixteen Romat
Latin poets signifies a female Bacchante, and miles) from Pergamus, to which city, in the timt
Horace says (Carm, ii, 7, 26), Non ego sanius of the Pergamene kingdom, it servedfora harbacchabor Edonis. The poets frequently use bor (kiriveiov). It was destroyed by an earthEdoni as synonymous with Thracians.
quake in B.O. 90. The gulf wi which it stood,
E E T I O N ('Heriav) 1. King of the Hypo-Pla- which forms a part of the great Gulf of Adraeian ThebS in Cilicia, and fatier of Andromache, myttium, w a s named after it Sinus Elaiticus
the wife of Hector. H e and seven of his sons ('EXairiKbg KoXirog, now Gulf of Chandeli).
were slain b y Achilles when the latter took
E L Z E U S CEXaiovg, -ovvrog: 'EXaiovawg) 1.
Thebe.—[2. King of Imbros, guest-friend of Or E L E U S ('EXeovg : n o w Critia) a town on tha
Lycaon, w h o m Achilles had taken prisoner and southeast point of the Thracian Chersonese,
Bold; Eetion ransomed him and sent him to with a harbor and a heroum of Protesilaus.—
Arisbe—3. Father of Cypselus, the tyrant of 2. ( N o w Mesolonghi) a town of zEtolia, south
Corinth.]
of Pleuron.—3. A town in Argolis.—4. A deE G E L A S T A , a town of the Celtiberi in Hispania m u s in Attica, belonging to the tribe HippothoTarraconensis.
ontis.
EGERIA.
Vid. / E G E R I A .
E L A G A B A L U S , R o m a n emperor A.D. 218-222,
EGESTA.
Vid. S E G E S T A .
son of Julia Scemias and Varius Marcellus, was
E G N A T I A (now Torre d'Anazzo) a town in born at Emesa about 205, and was originally callApulia, on the coast, called G N A T I A by Horace ed V A R I U S A V I T U S BASSIANUS. While almost a
(Sat, i, 5, 97), w h o speaks of it as Lymphis child, he became, along with his first cousin
(i. e, Nymphis), iratis exstructa, probably onAlexander
acSeverus, priest of Elagabalus, tha
count of its bad or deficient supply of water. Syro Phoenician Sun god, to whose worship a
It was celebrated for its miraculous stone or temple was dedicated in his native city. It was
xltar, which of itself set on fire frankincense from this circumstance that he obtained the
and wood; a prodigy which afforded amuse- n a m e Elagabalus, by which he is usually known,
ment to Horace and his friends, w h o looked H e owed his elevation to the purple to the inupon it as a mere trick. Egnatia owed its chief trigues of his grandmother Julia Maasa, w h o
importance to being situated on the great high circulated the report that Elagabalus was the
road from R o m e to Brundisium. This road offspring of a secret commerce between Somias
reached the sea at F.gnatia, and from this town and Caracalla, and induced the troops in Syria
to Brundisium it bore the n a m e of the V I Ato salute him as their sovereign by thetitleof
EGNATIA. The continuation of this road on theM . A U R E L I U S A N T O N I N U S , the 16th of M a y , 218
other side of the Adriatic from Dyrrhachium to Macrinus forthwith marched against ElagabaByzantium also bore the name of the Via Egna- lus, but w a s defeated near Antioch, June 8th
tia. It was the great military road between and was shortly afterward put to death. Ela
Italy and the east Oommaucing at Dyrrha- gabalus w a s n o w acknowledged as emueroi
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by the senate, and in the following year came'seven Pleiades, and lost their brilliancy on se«
to Rome. The reign of this prince, w h o per-'ing the destruction of Hium.—3. Sister of Cad
ished at the ago of eighteen, after having oc- mus, from w h o m the Electrian gate at Theben
cupied the throne nearly four years, was char- was said to have received its name.—4. Daughacterized throughout by an accumulation of the ter of A g a m e m n o n and Clytaemnestra, also call
most fantastic folly and superstition, together ed LaocUee, sister of Iphigenia and Orestes.
with impurity so bestial that the particulars After the murder of her father by her mother,
almost transcend the limits of credibility. In she saved the life of her young brother Orestes
221 he adopted hisfirstcousin Alexander Se- by sending him, under the protection of a slave,
verus, and proclaimed him Caesar. Having be- to King Strophius at Phanote in Phocis, w h o had
come jealous of Alexander, he attempted to put the boy educated together with his o w n son
him to death, but was himself slain, along with Pylades. W h e n Orestes had grown up to manhis mother Scemias, by the soldiers, with w h o m hood, Eleetra excited him to avenge the death
of Agamemnon, and assisted him in slaying
Alexander was a great favorite.
their mother, Olytaamnestra.
Vid. ORESTES.
ELANA.
Vid. Z E L A N A .
E L A R A ('EXdpa) daughter of Orchomenus or After the death of the latter, Orestes gave her
Minyas, bore to Jupiter (Zeus) the giant Tityus. in marriage to his friend Pylades. The history
Jupiter (Zeus), from fear of Juno (Hera), con- and character of Electra form the subject of the
" Choephori" of zEschylus, the " Electra" of
cealed her under the earth.
[ E L A S U S ("EACKTOC), a Trojan, slain by Patro- Euripides, and the " Electra" of Sophocles.
E L E O T R I D E S INSULZE. Vid E R I D A N U S .
clus.]
E L A T E A ('EXdreia : 'EAareiic). 1. (Ruins near E L E C T R Y O N ('RXeKrpvav), son of Perseus anu
Elephtha) a town in Phocis, and the most im- Andromeda, king of Mycenaa, husband of Anaxo,
portant place in the country next to Delphi, was and father of Alcmene, the wife of Amphitryon
situated near the Cephisus in a fertile valley, For details, vid A M P H I T R Y O N .
E L E C T R Y O N E ('HXeKrpvavri) 1. Daughter of
which was au important pass from Thessaly to
Bceotia. Elatea was thus frequently exposed Helios and Rhodos.—2. A patronymic from
to hostile attacks. It is said to iave been Electryon, given to his daughter Alcmene.
E L E O N ('EXedsv) a town in Boaotia, near Tafounded by Elatus, son of Areas.—2. A town in
Pelasgiotis in Thessaly, near Gonni.—3. Or nagra.
E L E O S ("EXeog), the personification of pity or
E L A T R E A , a town in Epirus, near the sources
mercy, worshipped by the Athenians alone.
of the Cocytus.
E L E P H A N T I N E or E L E P H A N T I S ('EXeipavrlVQ,
E L A T U S ("EXarog). 1. Son of Arcas and Leanira, king of Arcadia, husband of Laodice, and 'EXe<j>avrig : n o w Jezirah el-Zahir or Jezirah-el
father of Stymphalus, zEpytus, Cyllen, and Pe- Assouan) an island in the Nile, with a city of
reus. H e resided on Mount Cyllene, and went the same name, opposite to Syene, and seven
from thence to Phocis, where he founded the stadia below the Little Cataract, was the fron
town of Elatea.—2. A prince of the Lapithaa at tier station of Egypt toward /Ethiopia, and was
Larissa in Thessaly, husband of Hippea, and strongly garrisoned under the Persians and the
father of Caeneus and Polyphemus. H e is Romans. The island was extremely fertile, the
sometimes confounded with the Arcadian Ela- vine and the fig-tree never shedding their
tus.—[3 A n ally of the Trojans, slain by Aga- leaves: it had also great quarries. A m o n g the
memnon.—4. One of the suitors of Penelope, most remarkable objects in it were the temple
of Cnuphis and a Nilometer; and it is still celmentioned in the Odyssey.]
E L A V E R , (now Allier) subsequently Elaris or ebratedforthe ruins of its rock-hewn temples.
Elauris, a river in Aquitania, a tributary of the E L E P H A N T I S , a Greek poetess under the early
R o m a n emperors, wrote certain amatory works
Liger.
E L B O ('EXBa) an island on the coast of the(molles Elephantidos libelli) which are referred
Delta in E g y p t in the midst of the marshes be- to by Martial and Suetonius.
E L E P H E N O R ('EXeipijvap), son of Ohalcodon
tween the Phatnitic and the Tanitic mouths of
the Nile, was the retreat of the blind Pharaoh and of Imenarete or Melanippe, and prince ol
Anysis from the /Ethiopian Sabaco, and after- the Abantes in Euboea, w h o m he led against
Troy. H e was one of the suitors of Helen : he
ward of Amyrtaaus from the Persians.
was killed before Troy by Agenor.
'SLEA. Vid. V E L I A .
E L E O T R A ('HXeKrpa), i. e, the bright or brill- ELEUSIS ('EXevatg, later 'EXevaiv : 'EXsvolviog:
iant on'... 1. Daughter of Oeeanus and Tethys, now Leosina or Lessina) 1. A town and demus
wife of Thaumas, and mother of Iris and the of Attica, belonging to the tribe Hippothoontis
Harpies, Aello and Ocypete.—2. Daughter of was situated northwest of Athens, on the coast
Atlas and Ple'ione, one of the seven Pleiades, near thefrontiersof Megara. It possessed a
and by Jupiter (Zeus) mother of Iasion and Dar- magnificent temple of Ceres (Demeter), and it
danus. According to an Italian tradition, she gave its name to the great festival and mystewas the wife of the Italian king Oorythus, by ries of the Eleusinia, which were celebrated in
w h o m she had a son Iasion; whereas by Jupi honor of Ceres (Demeter), and Proserpina (Perter (Zeus) she was the mother of Dardanus. It sephone). The Eleusinia were originally a fes
w a s through her means, according to another tival peculiar to Eleusis, which was an indo
tradition, that the Palladium came to Troy; and pendent state; but after the Eleusinians hao
when she saw the city of her son Dardanus been conquered by the Athenians in the reign
perishing in flames, she tore out her hair for of Erechtheus, according to tradition, the Eleugrief, and was placed among the stars as a sinia became a festival common to both cities.
comet. According to others, Electra and her though the superintendence of the festival re
six sisters were placed among the stars as th mained with the descendants of Enmolpus, th*
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King of Eleusis. For an account of the festival, clared sacred, and its inhabitants possusoed
vid. Bid. of Antiq, art. ELEUSINIA,—[2. A place priestly privileges. Being exempt from war and
in Egypt, not far from Alexandrea, on the Lake the dangers of invasion, the Eleans became
Mareotis; it was so called from Eleusis in prosperous and wealthy; their towns were unAttica.]
walled, and their country w a s richly cultivated
E L E U T H E R Z E ('EX.°v8epai: 'EXevBepevg) a town
The prosperity of their country w a s ruined by
in Attica, on the frontiers of Boaotia, originally the Peloponnesian w a r ; the Athenians wcra
belonged to the Boeotian confederacy, and after- thefirstto disregard the sanctity of the country;
ward voluntarily united itself to Attica.
and from that time it frequently had to take part
E L E U T H E R I U S ('EXevBepiog), a surname of Juin the other contests of the Greeks. The town
piter (Zeus) as the Deliverer. Vid. Bid. of Ant, of Elis w a s situated on the Peneus, and w a s
art. E L E U T H E R I A .
built at the time of the Persian war by the inE L E U T H E R N A ('EXevBepva: 'EXevBepvalog), habitants
a
of eight villages, w h o united together,
town in the interior of Crete.
and thus formed one town. It originally had
E L E U T H E R U S ('EXevBepog: n o w Nahr-el-Kebir,
no walls, being sacred like the rest of the coun
1. e. Great River) ariverforming the boundary try, but subsequently it w a s fortified. The inbetween Syria and Phceniee, rose in Mount Bar- habitants of Elis formed a close alliance with
gylus, the northern prolongation of Lebanon, the Spartans, and by their means destroyed the
and fell into the sea between Antaradus and rival city of Pisa, and became the ruling city in
Tripolis.
the country, B.C. 572. In the Peloponnesian
ELICIUS, a surname of Jupiter at R o m e , where war they quarrelled with the Spartans because
King N u m a dedicated to Jupiter Elicius an altar the latter tad espoused the cause of Lepraaum,
on tie Aventine. The origin of the L a m e is re- which had revolted from Elis. The Eleans referred to the Etruscans, w h o by certain prayers taliated upon the Spartans by excluding them
and sacrifices called forth (elieiebant or evoeafrom the Olympic games.
bant) lightning, or invited Jupiter to send light- E L I S O . Via. A L I S O .
ning. The object of calling down lightning was, ELISSA. Vid. D I D O .
according to Livy's explanation, to elicit prodiE L L O P I A ('EXXoma) 1 A district in the north
gies (ad prodigia elicienda, Liv, i, 20).
of Euboaa, near the promontory Cenaaum, with
E L I M B E R R U M . Vid. Ausoi.
a town of the same name, which disappeared at
E L I M E A , -IA, or E L I M E O T I S ('EXipeia, 'EXiula,
an early period: the whole island of Euboaa is
'EXijiiarig) a district of Macedonia, on the fron-sometimes called Ellopia.—2. A n ancient n a m e
tiei s of Epirus and Thessaly, originally belonged of the district about Dodona in Epirus.
to Illyria, and was bounded by the Cambunian
[ E L L O P S ("EXXoip) son of Ion or Tithonus,
Mountains on the south and the Tymphaean from w h o m Ellopia was fabled to have derived
Mountains on the west. Its inhabitants, the its name.]
ELIMZEI ('EXeipiarai), were Epirots.
E L O N E ('HXovrf), a town of the Perrhaabi in
E L I S ( T H/UC, Dor. 'AXig, 'HXeia: 'HXelog. Dor.
Thessaly, afterward called Limone (Aeipuvn),
YXiog, whence Alii in Plautus), a country on E L P E N O R ('EXirTjvap), one of the companions
the western coast of Peloponnesus, bounded by of Ulysses, w h o were metamorphosed by Circe
Achaia on the north, Arcadia on the cast, Mes- into swine, and afterward back into men. InBenia on the south, and the Ionian Sea on the toxicated with wine, Elpenor one day fell asleep
west. The country w a s fertile, watered by the on the roof of Circe's residence, and Tn his atA L P H E U S and its tributaries, and is said to have tempt to rise he fell down and broke his neck.
been the only country in Greece which produ- W h e n Ulysses was in the lower world, he met
ced flax. The P E N E U S is the only other river the shade of Elpenor, w h o implored him to burn
in Elis of any importance. Elis was divided his body. After his return to the upper world,
into thi-ee parts : 1. E L I S P R O P E R , or H O L L O W Ulysses complied with this request of his friend,
E L I S (b_ KolXn JHXig) the northern part, watered E L P I N I C E ('EXiriviKi]) daughter of Miltiades,
by the Peneus, of which the capital was also and sister of Cimon, married Callias. Vid. C A L
called Elis.—2. PISATIS (b, Hwang), the middle LIAS.
E L U S A T E S , a people in Aquitania, in the inportion, of which the capital w a s P I S A . — 3 . TRIterior of tie country. Their chief town w a s
P H Y L I A (b_ TpufrvXia) the southern portion, of
which Pi L O S was the capital, lay between the E L U S A (near Euse or Eause). It was the birth
Alpheus and the Neda. In the horoic times w e place of Rufinus, the minister of Arcadius.
ELYMZEI, E L Y M I .
Vid. E L Y M A I S .
find the kingdom of Nestor and the Pelidaa in
E L Y M A I S , a district of Susiana, extending from
the south of Elis, while the north of the country was inhabited by the Epeans ('Errewt) withthe River Eulaaus on the west to the Oroatis on
w h o m some zEtolian tribes were mingled. O n the east, derived its name from the Elymaai or
file conquest of Peloponnesus by the Heraclidae, Elymi ('EXvpaloi, "EXvpoi), a warlike and predthe zEtolian chief Oxylus received Elis as his atory people, w h o are also found in the mou'itshaie of the conquest; and it w a s the union of ains of Great Media : in the Persian aimies they
his zEtolian and Dorian followers with the Epe- served as archers. These Elymaai were probans which formed the subsequent population of ably among the most ancient inhabitants of tbi
the country, under the general n a m e of Eleaus. country north of the head of the Persian Gulf:
Elis owed its importance in Greece to the wor- in the Old Testament Susiana is calle d Elam.
ship of Jupiter (Zeus) at Olympia near Pisa, in E L Y M I . Vid. E L Y M U S , E L Y M A I S .
E L Y M U S ("EXvpog) a Trojan, natural son ol
honor of w h o m a splendid festival was held
every four years. Vid. O L Y M P I A . In conse- Anehises and brother of Eryx. Previous to the
quence of this festival being c o m m o n to the emigration of zEneas, Elymus and zEgestus had
whole of Greece, the country of Elis w a s de fled from Troy to Sicily, and 1 ad settled on tl.»
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Banks of the River Crimisus. W h e n afterward | 'H,u(jc5u bpn, rb 'tlpabbv bpog, or 6 'Huadbg. noil
zEneas also arrived there, he built for them the Hisnalaya Mountains) a range of mountains
towns of /Egesta anc Elyme. The Trojans who north of India, forming the prolongation ease
settled in that part cf Sicily called themselves ward of the Paropamisus.
Elymi, after Elymus.
E M P E D O C L E S ('EpireSoKXrig) of Agrigentum in
E L Y R U S ("EXvpog), a town in the west ofSicily,flourishedabout B.O. 444. Although ha
Crete, south of Cydonia.
was descended from an ancient and wealthy
E L Y S I U M (HXvawv iredlov, later simply 'HXv-family, he joined the revolution in which Thra*
aiov) the Etesian fields. In H o m e r (Od, iv, ydaeus, the son and successor of Theron, waa
563) Elysium forms no part of the realms of expelled. His zeal in the establishment of pothe dead; he places it on the west of the earth, litical equality is said to have been manifested
near Ocean, and describes it as a happy land, by his magnanimous support of the poor, by his
where there is neither snow, nor cold, nor rain, severity in persecuting the overbearing conduct
and always fanned by the delightful breezes of of the aristocrats, and in his declining the sovZephyrus. Hither favored heroes, like Mene ereignty which was offered to him. His brillaus, pass without dying, and live happy under liant oratory, his penetrating knowledge of na
the rule of Rhadamanthys. The Elysium of ture, and the reputation of his marvellous p o w
Hesiod and Pindar are in the Isles of the Bless ers, which he had acquired by curing diseases,
ed (paKapav vijaoi), which they place in theby his successful exertions in removing marshy
Ocean. From these legends arose the fabulous districts and in averting epidemics and obnoxisland of ATLANTIS. The Elysium of Virgil is ious winds, spread a lustre around his name.
part of the lower world, and the residence of H e was called a magician (ybng) and he appear?
the shades of the Blessed.
to have attributed to himself miraculous powers,
E M A T H I A ('HpaBla : 'HpaBievg) a district of H e travelled in Greece and Italy, and made
Macedonia, between the Haliacmon and the some stay at Athens. His death is said to have
Axius, formerly part of Paaonia, and the original been marvellous, like his life. One tradition
seat of the Macedonian monarchy. The poets represented him as having been removed from
frequently give the name of Emathia to the the earth like a divine being, and another rewhole of Macedonia, and sometimes even to the lated that he threw himself into the flames of
neighboring Thessaly.
Mount zEtna, that by his sudden disappearance
E M A T H I D E S , the nine daughters of Pierus, king he might be believed to be a god; but it was addof Emathia
ed that the volcano threw up one of his sandals,
E M A T H I O N ('HpaBiav) 1. Son of Tithonus and and thus revealed the manner of his death. The
Aurora (Eos), brother of Memnon, was slain by rhetorician Gorgias was a disciple of EmpedHercules.—[2. A n old man, slain by Chromis ocles. The works of Empedocles were all in
at the nuptials of Perseus.—3. A Trojan, slaiu verse. The two most important were a didacby Liges in Italy.]
tic poem on nature (llepj <&voeag) of which conE M B O L I M A ('EpSbXipa), a city of the Paropa-siderable fragments are extant, and a poem,
misadaa in Nortiern India, near the fortress of entitled KaBappoi, which seems to have recomAorr.c-s, sixteen days' march from the Indus mended good moral conduct as the means of
I.Q. Curt).
averting epidemics and other evils. Lucretius,
[EMERITA.
Vid. A U G U S T A E M E R I T A . ]
the greatest of all didactic poets, speaks of E m E M E S A or E M I S S A ("Epeaa, "Epiaaa: 'Epson-pedocles with enthusiasm, and evidently makes
vbg : n o w Hums or Horns) a city of Syria, on him his modeL Empedocles was acquainted
the eastern bank of the Orontes, in the prov- with the theories of the Eleatics and the Pythaince of Apamene, but afterward the capital of goreans ; but he did not adopt the fundamental
Phoenice Libanesia, was in Strabo's time the principles of either school, although he agreed
residence of independent Arabian princes; but with the latter in his belief in the migration of
under Caracalla it was m a d e a colony witi the souls, and in a few other points. With the
Jus Italieum. It is a remarkable place in the Eleatics he agreed in thinking that it was imhistory of the R o m a n empire, being the native possible to conceive any thing arising out of
city of Julia Domna, the wife of Septimius Se- nothing. Aristotle witi justice mentions him
verus, of Elagabalus, w h o exchanged the high among the Ionic physiologists, and places him
priesthood of the celebrated temple of the Sun in very close relation to the atomistic philosoin this city for the imperial purple, and of the phers and to Anaxagoras. Empedocles first
Emperor Alexander Severus; and also the scene established the number of four elements, which
of the decisive battle between Aurelian and he called the roots of things.
Zenobia, A.D. 273.
[ E M P O R I A , also E M P O R I U M ('Epsropeia 'Ep[ E M M A U S ('Eppaovg: n o w Amwas, near Lat irbpia; 'Epirbpiov), the southern and most fruitTon) a town of Palestine, on the road from Je- ful part of Byzacium ]
rusalem to Joppa, about ten miles from Lydda:
E M P O R I Z E or E M P O R I U M 'Epiroplai, 'Epiropelov
ender the R o m a n s it was ealled NIOOPOLIS.]
'Ejiirbpiov: 'Epiropirng: now Ampuriis) a town
E M M E N I D Z E ('Eppevibai) a princely family atof the Indigetes in Hispania Tarraconensis, neai
Agrigentum, which traced their origin to the the Pyrenees, was situated on the River Olodi
mythical hero Polynices. A m o n g its members anus, which formed the harbor of the town. I
w e know Emmenides (from w h o m the family was founded by the Phocaaans from Massilii
derived its name), the father of zEuesidamus, and was divided into two parts, at one time sep
-vhoae sons, Theron and Xenocrates, are cele- arated from each other by a wall; the part rea.
brated by Pindar as victors at the great games the coast being inhabited by the Greeks, and
of Greece.
the part toward the interior by the Indigetes
E M O D I M O N T E S , or E M O D U S , or -ES, ar -ON (ra It was subsequently colonized by Julius Caasar
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Its harbor was much frequented : here Sc'pio i no?: it possessed a celebrated temple of th«
Africanusfirstlauded when he came to Spain great mother of the gods.
in the second Punic war.
[ E N I O P E U S ('Hvwirevg), son of Thebaeus, char
E M P U L U M (now zimj, iglione ?), a small town iniot eer of Hector, slain by Diomede3.]
Latium, near Tibur.
E N I P E U S ('Eviirevg) 1. A river in Thessaly,
E M P U S A ("E^iroiiffa), a monstrous spectre, rises in mount Othrys, receives the Apidanus
which was believed to devour h u m a n beings. near Pharsalus, and flows into the Peneua
it could assume different forms, and was sent Neptune (Poseidon) assumed the form of the
by Hscato to frighten travellers. It w a s be- god of this river in order to obtain possession
lieved usually to appear with one leg of brass of Tyro, w h o was in love with Enipeus. She
and the other of an ass, whence it was called became by Neptune (Poseidon) tho mother of
bvoaite'J.tg or bvonaXn. The Lamiae and MormoPelias and Neleus. Ovid relates (Met, vi.
lyeeia, w h o assumed the form of handsome 116) that Neptune (Poseidon), having assumed
women; for the purpose of attracting young men, the form of Enipeus, became by Iphimedla tho
and thos sucked their blood like vampires and father of Otus and Ephialtes.—2. A small river
ate theliflesh,were reckoned among the E m - in Pisatis (Elis),flowsinto the Alpheus near its
pusaa,
mouth.—3. A Bmall river in Macedonia, which
[ENA!S.IMUS ('Evaioipog) a son of Hippocoon,rises in Olympus.
slain by the Calydonian boar.]
[ E N I P O ^Eviira), a female slave, mother of
E N A R E P H O R U S ('Evapijfopog) son of Hippothe poet Archiloehus.]
coon, a passionate suitor of Helen when she w a s
[ E N I S P E ('Eviairn), an ancient plaot. in Arcadia
yet quite young. Tyndareus, therefore, intrust- (II, 2, 608); entirely destroyed in the time of
ed the maiden to the care of Theseus. Enare- Strabo.]
phorus had a heroum at Sparta.
E N N A or H E N N A ("Ewa : 'Evvalog : n o w CasE N O E L A D U S ('Ey/ceAadog), son of Tartarus and
tro Giovanni), an ancient and fortified town of
Terra (Ge), and one of the hundred armed giants the Sieuli in Sicily, on the road from Catana to
w h o m a d e war upon the gods. H e was killed, Agrigentum, said to be the centre of the island
according to some, by a flash of lightning, by (bpfaXbg ^iKeXiag) It was surrounded by fertile
Jupiter (Zeus), w h o buried him under Mount plains, which bore large crops of wheat; it w a s
zEtna; according to others, Minerva (Athena) one of the chief seats of the worship of Ceres
killed him with her chariot, or threw upon him (Demeter), and possessed a celebrated temple of
the island of Sicily.
this goddess. According to later tradition, it
E N C H E L E S ('EyxsXelg, also 'EyxeXeai 'Eyxe-was in a flowery meadow in the neighborhood
>.to(), an Illyrian tribe.
of Enna that Pluto carried off Proserpine (Per[ENOOLPIUS, a Latin historian, in the early sephone), and the cave was shown through
part of the third century A.D.: he wrote a life which the god passed as he carried off his prize.
of Alexander Severus.]
Its importance gradually declined from the time
E N D C E C S ("Evdowg) an Athenian statuary, is of the second Punic war, w h e n it w a s severely
called a disciple of Daedalus, w h o m he is said punished by the Romans, because it had atto have accompanied on his flight from Crete. tempted to revolt to the Carthaginians.
This statement must be taken to express, not
E N N I U S , Q , the R o m a n poet, was born at Ruthe time at which he lived, but the style of art diaa, in Calabria, B.C. 239. H e was a Greek by
which he practiced. It is probable that he lived birth, but a subject of R o m e , aud served in the
in the time of Pisistratus and his sons, about R o m a n armies. In 204, Cato, w h o was then
B.C. 560.
quaastor, found Ennius in Sardinia, and brought
E N D Y M I O N ('Evbvpiuv), a youth distinguishedhim iu his train to Rome. In 189 Ennius acby his beauty, and renowned in ancient story companied M . Fulvius Nobilior during the zEtofor his perpetual sleep. S o m e traditions about lian campaign, and shared his triumph. Through
Endymion refer us to Elis, and others to Caria, the son of Nobilior, Ennius, w h e n far advanced
and others, again, are a combination of the two.in life, obtained the rights of a R o m a n citizen.
According to one set of legends, he was a son H e dwelt in a humble house on the Aventine,
of Aethlius and Calyce, or of Jupiter (Zeus) and and maintained himself by acting as a preceptor
Calyce, and succeeded Aethlius in the kingdom to the youths of the R o m a n nobles. H e lived
of Elis. Others related that he had come from on terms of the closest intimacy with the elder
Elis to Mount Latmus in Caria, whence he is Seipio Afrieanus. H e died 169, at the age of
ealled the Latmian (Latmius) A s he slept on seventy. H e was buried in the sepulchre of the
Latmus, his surprising beauty w a r m e d the cold Scipios, and his bust was allowed a place among
heart of Selene (the moon), w h o came d o w n to the effigies of that noble house. Ennius was
him, kissed him, and lay by his side. His eter- regarded by the Romans as the father of their
nal sleep on Latmus is assigned to different poetry (alter Homerus, H o r , Epist, ii, 1, 60).
causes; but it w a s generally believed that Se- Cicero calls him Summus poeta noster ; and Vir
lene had sent him to sleep, that she might be gil w a s not ashamed to borrow m a n y of hi3
able to kiss him without his knowledge. B y thoughts, and not a few of his expressions. Al!
Selene he hadfiftydaughters. There i-s a V a u the works of Ennius are lost with the exception
tifcl statue of a sleeping Endymion in the Brit of a few fragments. His most important work
ish Museum.
was an epic poem, iu dactyiic hexameters, en
E N G Y U M ("Eyuoi> 'Eyyviov: 'Eyyiilvog, E ntitled Annalium Libri XVIII, being a history
guinus: n o w Gangi), a town in the interior of of Rome, commencing with the loves of Mars
Sicily, uear the sources of the Monalus, was and Rhea, and reaching down to his ' w n times
originally a town of the Sieuli, but it is said to The beautiful history of the kings in Livy ma-y
iiave baen colonized by the Cretans UD,d<>r Mi- have hien taken from Ennius. N o great spaa*
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fcowevei, was alfotted to the earliest records distinguished for their beauty, such as O R I O H
for the contest with Hannibal, which was de- C E P H A L U S , and T I T H O N U S , whence she is ealled b?
scribed with great minuteness, commenced with Ovid Tithonia conjux. She bore M e m n o ntoTithe seventh book, thefirstPunic war being pass- thonus. Vid. M E M N O N . B y Astraaus she beed over altogether. H e wrote numerous trage- came the mother of Zephyrus, Boreas, Notus,
dies, which appear to have been all translations Heosphorus and other stars.
E P A M I N O N D A S ('EirapeivavSag, 'Eirapu avdag).
or adaptations from the Greek, the metres of
the originals being in most cases closely imi- the Theban general and statesman, son of Potated. H e wrote also a few comedies, and sev- ly mnis, w a s born and reared in poverty,though
eral other works, such as Satire, composed iu his blood w a s noble. His close and enduring
a great variety of metres, from which circum- friendship with Pelopidas is said to ha re orig
stance they piobably received their n a m e ; a inated in the campaign in which they served todidactic poem, entitled Epicharmus; a pane- gether on the Spartan side against Mantinea,
gyric on Seipio ; Epigrams, &c. The best col- where Pelopidas having fallen in a battle, aplection of the fragments of Ennius is by Hie- parently dead, Epaminondas protected his body
ronymus Columna, Neapol, 4to, 1590, reprint- at the imminent risk of his o w nfife,B.C. 385
ed with considerable additions by Hesselius, After the Spartans had been expelled front
Thebes, 379, EpaminondaB took an active par'
Amstel, 4to, 1707.
in public affairs. In 371 he was one of the
[ E N N O M U S ("Evvopog). 1. A seer of Mysia, an
ally of the Trojans, slain by Achilles.—2. A Tro- Theban commanders at the battle of Leuctra,
so fatal to the Lacedaemonians, in which the
ian, slain by Ulysses.]
E N O P E ('Evbirn) a town in Messenia, mention-success of Thebes is said to have been owing
ed by Homer, supposed to be the same as G E R - mainly to the tactics of Epaminondas. H e it
ENIA.
was w h o most strongly urged the giving battle,
[ E N O P S ('HVOVJ) 1. A hordsman, father, by a while he employed all tba means in his power
nymph, of Satnius.—2. A Greek, father of Cly- to raise the courage of his countrymen, not extomedes.]
cluding even omens and oracles, for which,
E N T K L L A ("EvreXXa : Entellinus, Entellensis: when unfavorable, he had but recently express
new E delta) an ancient town of the Sicani in ed his contempt In 369 he was one of the
the inb rior of the island, on the western side, generals in thefirstinvasion of Peloponnesus
said to have been founded by Entellus, one of the by the Thebans ; and before leaving Peloponcompanions of the Trojan zEgestus. It was sub- nesus he restored the Messenians to their coun
sequently seized and peopled by the Oampanian try and established a n e w city, named Messene.
mercenaries of Dionysius.
O n their return h o m e Epaminondas and Pelop[ E N T E L L U S , a Trojan or Sicilian hero, famed idas were impeached b y their enemies, on a
fcr his skill in athletic exercises; a companion capital charge of having retained their c o m
of zEgcstui (Virgil's Acestes), and, though ad- m a n d beyond the legal term. The fact itself
vanced in years, encountered and vanquisied the was true enough; but they were both honoraTrojan Dares.]
bly acquitted, Epaminondas haviog expressed
ENYALII'S ('EvvdXiog), the Warlike, frequenthis willingness to die if the Thebans would re
ly occurs in the Iliad (never in the Odyssey) as cord that he had been put to death because he
an epithet of Mars (Ares). A t a later time had humbled Sparta and taught bis countrymen
Enyalius and Mars (Ares) were distinguished to face and to conquer her armies. In 368 he
as two different gods of w a r ; Enyalius w a s again led a Theban army into the Peloponnelooked upon as a son of Mars (Ares) and Enyo, sus, but did not advance far, and on his return
or of Saturn (Cronos) and Rhea. The n a m e is w a s repulsed by Chabrias in an attack which ho
evidently derived from E N Y O .
m a d e on Corinth. In the same year w e find
E N Y O ('Evva) the goddess of war, w h o de-him serving, but not as general, in the Theban
lights in bloodshed and the destruction of towns, army which w a s sent into Thessaly to rescue
and accompanies Mars (Ares) in battles. Re- Pelopidas from Alexander of PhercjG, and which
specting the R o m a n goddess of war, vid. B E L - was saved from utter deslructi:o only by th.3
iONA.
ability of Epaminondas. In 367 he was sent at,
E O R D ^ A ('Eopbaia, also 'Eopdla), a districtthe head of another force to release Pelopidas,
and town in the northwest of Macedonia, inhabit- and accomplished his object without even striked by the E O R D I ( 'EopSol, also 'Eopbaloi.)
ing a blow, and b y the mere prestige of his
E o s ('Hag, Att "Eag) in Latin A U R O R A , thename. In 366 he invaded the Peloponnesus
goddess of the morning red, daughter of H y - for the third time, and in 362 for the fourth
perion and Thia or Euryphassa : or of Pallas, time. In the latter year he gained a brilliant
according to Ovid. A t the close of every night victory over the Lacedaemonians at Mantinea,
she rose from the couch of her sixmse Tithonus, but in the full career of victory he received a
and on a chariot drawn by the swift horses L a m - mortal wound. H e w a s told that his death
pus and Phaethon she ascended u p to heaven would follow directly on the javelin being exfrom the River Oceanus, to announce the com- tracted from the wound; and he would not aling light of the sun to tha g ids as well as to low this to be done till he had been assured that
mortals. In the Homeric poems Eos not only his shield w a s safe, and that the victory waa
r.nnounce* the coming Sun, be'- accompanies with his countrymen. It was a disputed point
him throughout the day, and her career is not by whose hand he fell: among others, the honoi
complete till the evening; hence she came to was assigned to Gryllus, the son of Xenophon
be regarded as the goddess of the daylight, and Epaminondas w a s one of the greatest m e n of
was complete!} identified by the tragic writers Greece. H e raised Thebes to the supremacy
With Hemera. She carried off several youths of Greece, which she lost almost as soon as bf
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died Both m publiu and in privatefifehe was, theatre, odeum, stadium, gymnasium, and l«ths
distinguished by integrity and uprightness, and temples of Jupiter (Zeus) Olympius and of Juliui
he carried into daily practice the lessons of phi- Caasar, and a large building near the inner bar
bor: the foundations of the walls m a y also
losophy, of which he w a s an ardent student.
be traced. With the rest of Ionia, Ephesui
E P A P H R O D I T U S ('Eirafpobirog) 1. A freedutan and favorite of the Emperor Nero. H e as- fell under the power successively of Croasus, the
sisted Nero in killing himself, and he was after- Persians, the Macedonians, and the Romans
ward put to death by Domitian. The philoso- It w a s always very flourishing, and becam*
pher Epietetus w a s his freedman.—2. M . M E T - even more so as the other Ionian cities decayrfus E P A P H R O D I T U S , of Chaaronea, a Greek gram- ed. It w a s greatly favored by its Greek rulers,
marian, the slave and afterward the freedman especially by Lysimachus, wio, in honor of his
of Modus' us, the praafect of Egypt. H e subse- second wife, gave it her name, Arsinoe, which,
quently went to R o m e , where he resided in the however, it did not long retain. Attalus IL
reign of Nero and d o w n to the time of Nerva. Philadelphus constructed docks for it, and imH e was the author of several grammatical works proved its harbors. Under the Romans it w a s
the capital of the province of Asia, and by far
and commentaries.
E P X P H U S ("ETra^oc), sou of Jupiter (Zeus) andthe greatest city of Asia Minor. It is conspicu3o, born on the River Nile, after the long wan- ous in the early history of the Christian Church,
derings oi his mother. H e was concealed by both St. Paul and St. John having labored in it,
tlie Curetes, at the request of Juno (Hera), but and addressed epistles to the Church of Ephew a s discovered by Io in Syria. H e subsequent- sus; and at one time its bishop possessed the
ly became king of Egypt, married Memphis, a rank and power of a patriarch over the churches
d lughter of Nilus, or according to others, Cas-in the province of Asia. Its position, and the
si ipea, and built the city of Memphis. H e had excellence of its harbors, m a d e it the chief ema laughter Libya, from w h o m Libya (Africa) re-porium for the trade of all Asia within the
Taurus; and its downfall w a s chiefly owing to
ceived its name.
the destruction of its harbors by the deposits of
EPEI.
Vid. ELIS.
E P E T I U M ('Eirerwv : ruins near Strobnecz) athe Cayster. In the earliest times Ephesus w a s
town rf the Lissii in Dalmatia, with a good har- called by various names, Alope, Ortygia, Morges,
Smyrna Tracheia, Samornia, and Ptelea.
bor.
E P E U S ('Eireibg) 1. Son of Endymion, king E P H I A L T E S ('EijudXTrig) 1. One of the Aloldaa.
in Elis. from w i o m the Epei are said to have Vid A L O E U S . — 2 . A Malian, w h o in B.O. 480,
derived their name.—Son of Panopeus, went with when Leonidas w a s defending the pass of
thirty ships from the Cyclades to Troy. H e built Thermopylae, guided a body of Persians over
the wooden horse with the assistance of Minerva the mountain path, and thus enabled them to
fall on the rear of the Greeks.—3. A n Athenian
(Athena).
statesman, w a s a friend and partisan of PeriE P H E S U S ("EQeoog: 'Eisteaiog : ruins near Ayacles, w h o m he assisted in carrying his political
taluk, i. e, "Aytog OebXoyog, the title of St. John),
H e is mentioned in particular as
the chi sf of the twelve Ionian cities on the coast measures.
of Asia Minor, was said to have been founded chiefly instrumental in that abridgment of the
1
power
of
the
Areopagus which inflicted such
by Carians and Leleges, and to have been taken
possession of by Androclus, the son of Codrus, a blow on the oligarchical party, and against
at the time of the great Ionian migration, it which the Eumenides of zEsehylus was directed
stood a little south of the River Cayster, near His services to the democratic cause excited the
its mouth, where a marshy plain, extending rancorous enmity of some of the oligarchs, and
south from the river, is bounded by two hills, led to his assassination during the night, probaPrion or Lepre on the east, and Ooressus on bly in 456.—[4. A n Athenian orator, an oppothe south. The city was built originally on nent of the Macedonians ; Alexander demanded
Mount Ooressus, but, in the time of Croesus, thehis surrender to him after the destruction of
people transferred tieir habitations to the valley, Thebes.]
E P H I P P U S ("Efiirirog). 1. A n Athenian poet
whence Lysimachus, the general of Alexander, compelled them again to remove to Mount of the middle comedy. [ A few fragments only
rrion. O n the northern side of the city w a s remain, which are given by Meineke in his
a lake, communicating with the Cayster, and Fragm. Comic. Grec, vol. ii, p. 657-66.]—2. O f
forming the inner harbor, n o w a marsh ; the Olynthus, a Greek historian of Alexander the
outer harbor (iravoppog) was formed by the Great.
mouth of the river. In the plain, east of the E P H O R U S ("E^opoc), of C y m e in zEoiis, a celelake, and Dortheast of the city, beyond its wans, brated Greek historian, w a s a contemporary of
stood the celebrated temple of Diana (Artemis), Philip and Alexander, and flourished about B.
which w a s built in the sixth century B.C, by C. 340. H e studied rhetoric under Isocrates,
an architect named Chersiphron, and, after be-of whose pupils he and Theopompus were coning burned d o w n by Herostratus in the night sidered the most distinguished. O n the advice
on which Alexander the Great w a s born (Octo- of Theopompus he wrote A History ['loropiai)
ber 13-14, B.C. 356), w a s restored by the joint in thirty books, which began with the return of
efforts of all the Ionian states, and w a s regard- the HeracUdaa, and came d o w n to the siege of
ed as one of the wonders of tie world : nothing Perinthus in 341. It treated of the history of
n o w remains of the temple except some traces the barbarians as well as of the Greeks, and wae
of its foundations. The temple w a s also cele- thus thefirstattempt at writing a universal hisbrated as an asylum till Augustus deprived it tory that w a s ever m a d e in Greece. ?< cmof that privilege. The ether buildings at Ephe- braced a period of seven hundred andfiftyyears
»us, of which there arc <my ruins, are the agora, and each of the thirty books contained a C O M
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pactp irtion of the history, which formed a com Epicharmus seems to have been little mor«
plete whole by itself. Ephorus did not live to thau a low buffoonery. It was he, together
complete the work, and it was finished by his with Phormis, w h o gave it a n e w form, and inson Demophilus. Diyllus began his history at troduced a regular plot. The number of hi»
the point at which the work of Ephorus left off. comedies is differently stated atfifty-two,or al
Ephorus also wrote a few other works of less thirty-five. There are still extant thirty-fiv*
Importance, of which the titles only are pre- titles. The majority of them are on mythologserved by the grammarians. O f the history ical subjects, that is, travesties of the heroie
likewise w e have nothing but fragments. It myths, and these piays no doubt very m u c h
was written in a clear and polished style, but resembled the satyric dramas of the Atienians.
was at the same time deficient in power and But besides mythology, Epicharmus wrote on
energy. Ephorus appears to have been faithful other subjects, political, moral, relating to manand impartial in the narration of events; but he ners and customs, &a. The style of his plays
did not always follow the best authorities, and appears to have been a curious mixture of tie
in the latter part of his work he frequently dif- broad buffoonery which distinguished the old
fered from Herodotus, Thucydides, and Xeno- Megarian comedy, and of the sententious wis
phon, on points on which they are entitled to d o m of the Pythagorean philosopher. His lancredit. Diodorus Siculus m a d e great use of the guage w a s remarkably elegant: ie was celebrawork of Ephorus. The fragments of his work ted for his choice of epithets: his plays aboundhave been published by Marx, Carlsruhe, 1815, ed, as the extant fragments prove, with philoand in Muller's Fragm. Historicor. Grcc, vol.sophical and moral maxims. H e w a s imitated
i, Paris, 1841.
by Crates, and also by Plautus, as w e learn
[ E P H Y D A T I A ('E<j>vbaria), a fountain-nymph,
from the line of Horace (Epist, ii, 1, 58),
w h o carried off Hylas, the favorite of Hercules.] " Plautus ad exemplar Sieuli properare Epieharmi."
E P H Y R A ('E^iipa). 1. The ancient n a m e of
The parasite, w h o forms so conspicuous a char
Corinth. Vid. C O R I N T H U S . — 2 . A n ancient town
acter in the plays of the n e w comedy, is first
of the Pelasgi, near the River Selleis, in Elis.—
found in Epicharmus.
8. A town in Thessaly, afterward ealled C R A E P I O N E M I D H LOORI.
Vid. LOCRIS.
N O N . — 4 . A town in Epirus, afterward called
E P I O R A T E S ('ErriKparng).
1. A n Athenian,
C I C H Y R U S . — 5 . A small town in the district of
took part in the overthrow of the thirty tyrants;
Agraea, in zEtolia.
but afterward, when sent on an embassy to the
[ E P H Y R A ('E(j>vpa), a female companion of CyPersian king Artaxerxes, he was accused of
rene, the mother of Aristaaus.]
corruption in receiving money from Artaxerxes,
E P I O A S T E ('EiriKdorri) commonly called JOH e appears to have been acquitted this time;
CASTE.
E P I O E P H E S I A ('EiriKnQnota : 'EmKrifr/owg) but
a he was tried on a later occasion, on another
';-emus in Attica, belonging to the tribe QSneis. charge of corruption, and only escaped death
by a voluntary exile. H e was ridiculed by the
[ E P I C H A R I S ('Eirixapig), a freedwoman of bad
repute, implicated in the conspiracy of Piso comic poets for his large beard, and for this
against the life of Nero, A.D. 65: she w a s put reason was called aaKeaifibpog.—2. Of Ambracia,
to the severest torture in order to compel her an Athenian poet of the middle comedy.
E P I O T E T U S ('EirUrnrog) of Hierapolis in
to disclose what she knew of the conspiracy,
but to no purpose: nothing could extort any Phrygia, a celebrated Stoic philosopher, w a s a
confession from her, and she finally escaped freedman of Epaphroditus, w h o was himself a
freedman of Nero. Vid. E P A P H R O D I T U S .
He
further torture by strangling herself.]
E P I C H A R M U S pEirtxappog) the chief comic lived and taught first at R o m e , and, after the
poet among the Dorians, w a s born iu the island expulsion of the philosophers by Domitian, at
of Cos about B.C. 540. His father, Elothales, Nicopolis in Epirus. Although he was favored
was a physician, of the race of the Asclepiads. by Hadrian, he does not appear to have returnA t the age of three months, Epicharmus w a s ed to R o m e ; for the discourses which Arrian
carried to Megara, in Sicily ; thence he remov- took down in writing were delivered by Epieteed to Syracuse w h e n Megara w a s destroyed tus when an old m a n at Nicopolis. Only a few
by Gelon (484 or 483). Here he spent the re- circumstances of his life are recorded, such as
mainder of his life, which w a s prolonged his lameness, which is spoken of in different
throughout the reign of Hieron, at whose court ways, his poverty, and his few wants. EpieteEpicharmus associated with the other gieat tus did not leave any works behind him, and
writers of the time, and among them with the short manual (Enchiridion) which bears his
zEsehylus. H e died at the age of ninety (450), name, was compiled from his discourses by his
or, according to Lucian, ninety-seven (443). faithful pupil Arrian. Arrian also wrote the
Epicharmus w a s a Pythagorean philosopher, philosophical lectures of his master in eight
and spent the earlier part of his fife in the books, from which, though four are lost, w e are
Btudy of philosophy, both physical and meta- enabled to gain a complete idea of the w a y in
physical. H e is said to have followed for which Epietetus conceived and taught the Stoio
some time his father's profession of medicine; philosophy. Vid. A R R I A N U S . Being deeply imand it appears that he did not commence writ- pressed with his vocation as a teacher, he aiming comedies till his removal to Syracuse. ed in his discourses at nothing else but winning
Comedy had for some time existed at Megara the minds of his hearers to that whieh waa
in Sicily which was a colony from Megara on good, and no one w a s able to resist the impres
the Isthmus, the latter of which towus disputed sion which they produced.
with the Athenians the invention of comedy.
But the comedy at the Sicilian Megara before
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Vid. P H R Y G I A .

('EirUovpog) a celebrated GreeS
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philosopher, and the founder of a philosophicalI of thugs, aceo-ding to him, through elbaAa, i. et
gchool, called, after him, the Epictiieun.
H" e images of things which are reflected from them,
" '
was a son &£-Neocles aud Charestrata, aud was and pass through our semes into our minds.
born B.O \J|4jy4ii the island of Samos, where Such a theory is destructive of all absolute
his father had settled as one of the Athenian truth, and a mere momentary impression upon
cleruehi; but he belonged to the Attic demos our senses of feelings is substituted for it. The
of Gargettus, and heuee is sometimes ealled deficiencies of his system are most striking la
the Gargettian. (Cic, ad Fam, xv, 16.) A t his views concerning the gods, which drew
the age of eighteen EgicjiHis came to Athens, upon him the charge of atheism. His gods,
and there probably studied under Xenocrates, like every thing else, consisted of atoms, and
w h o w a s then at the head of the academy. our notions of them are based upon the eldaXa
After a short stay at Athens he went to Colo- which are reflected from them and pass into
phon, and subsequently resided at Mytilene and our minds. They were and always had been
Lampsacus, in which places he w a s engaged iu the enjoyment of perfect happiness, which
forfiveyears in teaching philosophy. In 306, had not been disturbed by the laborious business
w h e n he had attained the age of thirty-five, he of creating the world; and as the government
again came to Athens, where he purchased for of the world would interfere with their happieighty minae a garden—the famous K?iiroi_!]Ziriness, he conceived them as exercising no inKovpov—in which he established his philosoph- fluenee whatever upon the world or man. The
ical school. Here he spent the remainder of pupils of Epicurus were very numerous, and
his life, surrounded by numerous friends and were attached to their masto- in a manner
pupils. His m o d e of living w a s simple, tem- which has rarely been equalled either in anperate and cheerful; and the aspersions of cient or modern times. But notwithstanding'
comic poet3 and of later philosophers, w h o were the extraordinary devotion of his pupils, there
opposed to his philosophy, and describe him as is no philosopher in antiquity w h o has been so
a person devoted to sensual pleasures, do not violently attacked as Epicurus. This has been
Beem entitled to the least credit. H e took no owing partly to a superficial knowledge of his
part in public affairs. H e died in 270, at the philosophy, and partly to the conduct of m e n
age '>f seventy two, after a long and painful ill- w h o ealled themselves Epicureans, and who,
ness, whieh he endured with truly philosophic taking advantage of the facility with which his
al patience and courage. Epicurus is said to ethical theory was m a d e the hand maid of a
have written tlirgeJiundiMdjQhimes. Of these sensual life, gave themselves u p to the enjoythe most important w a s one O n Nature (Hepl ment of sensual pleasures.
itioeag), in thirty seven books. All his works E P I C Y D E S ('EiriKvdng), a Syracusan by origin,
are lost; but some fragments of the work on but born and educated at Oarthnge, H e served,
Mature were found amonsjolls.-aLHercula- together with his elder brother Hippocrates,
ltjin, a'h^rwereTHftHshBcTbyOrelli, Lips,T8T8. with m u c h distinction in the army of Hannibal,
Is—bis philosophical system, Epicurus prided both in Spain and Italy; and when, after the
iiiniself in being independent of all his prede battle of Cannaa (BO. 216), Hierouymus of
eessors; but he was in reality indebted both to Syracuse sent to m a k e overtures to Hannibal,
Democritus and the Cyrenaics. Epicurus made that general selected the two brothers as his
ethics the most essential part of his philosoph envoys to Syracuse. They soon induced the
ical system, since he regarded h u m a n happi- young king to desert the R o m a n alliance. U p o n
ness as the ultimate end of all philosophy. His the murder of Hieronymus shortly after, they
ethical theory was based upon the dogma of were the leaders of the Carthaginian party at
the Cyrenaics, that pleasure constitutes the Syracuse, and eventually became masters of
highest happiness, and must consequently be the city, which they defended against Marcel
the end of all h u m a n exertions. Epicurus, lus. Epicydes fled to Agrigentum when he
however, developed and ennobled this theory saw that the fall of Syracuse w a s inevitable.
EPIDAMNUS.
Vid. D Y R R H A C H I U M .
in a manner which constitutes the real merit
E P I D A U R U S ('Eiridavpog: 'Eiridavpwg) 1. (Now
of his philosophy, and which gained for him so
m a n y friends and admirers both in antiquity Epidauro) a town in Argolis, on the Saronic
V
and in modern times. Pleasure with him w a s Gulf, formed with its territory E P I D A U R I A ( E I U
not a mere momentary and transitory sensa- bavpia) a district independent of Argos, and
tion, but he conceived it as something lasting was not included in Argolis till the time of the
and imperishable, consisting iu pure and noble Romans. It was originally inhabited by lonimental enjoyments, that is, in arapaljia andans and Carians, wheace it was called Epievrua,
dirovlc, or the freedom from pain and from allbut it was subdued by the Dorians under Dei
w h o thus became the ruling race.
influences
whieh
thewhich
peace of
mind, phontes,
and thereby
our disturb
happiness,
is our
the result
Epidaurus w a s the chief seat of the worship of
and wai to this circumstance inof it. The summutn bonum, according to hiin,' zEsculapius,
~
consisted in this peace of mind; and this w a s debted for its importance. The temple of this
based upontypbvnoig,which he described as the god, which w a s one of the most magnificent in
beginning of every thing good, as the origin of Greece, was situated about five miles southall virtues, and which he himself therefore oc west of Epidaurus. A few ruins of it are still
casionally treated as the highest good itself. extant The worship of zEsculapius w a s inIn the physical part of his philosophy, he fol- troduced into R o m e from Epidaurus. Vid. Ms
lowed the atomistic doctrines of Demooritus CULAPIUS.—2. Surnamed L I M E R A (I) Aipnpi'.
and Diagoras. His views are well known from now Monembasia or Old Malvasia) a town in
Lucretius's poem Be Rerum Natura. W e ub- Laeonia, on the eastern coast, said to have
taic QUI knowledge and forn oui concept ions' been founded by Epidaurus in Argolis, posses»
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tc! a good harbor.—3. (Now Old Ragusa) a His visit to Athens, however, is an historical
fact, and determines his date. The Athenians,
town in Dalmatia.
who were visited by a plague in consequence of
EPIDELIUM ('EiridijXiov) a town in Laeonia,
on the eastern coast, south of Epidaurus Limera,the crime of Cylon (vid. CYLON), consulted the
with a temple of Apollo and an image of the Delphic oracle about the means of their delivery
god, which, onee thrown into the sea at Delos,The god commanded them to get their city purified, and the Athenians invited Epimenides to
is saidtohave come to land at this place.
come and undertake the purification. Epimen
[EPIDII ('Eiridwi), a people in ancient Britain,
dwelt on Epidium, the long peninsula on the ides accordingly came to Athens, about 596, and
western coast (now Cantyre) whose southern performed the desired task by certain mysterious
rites and sacrifices, in consequence of whieh the
point forms the EPIDIUM PROMONTORIUM ('Eirtplague ceased. Epimenides was reckoned by
OIOV, AKpov, now Mull of Cantyre.']
some among the seven wise men of Greece ; but
E K G E N E S ('Eiriyevng). 1. A n Athenian poet
of the middle comedy,flourishedabout B.C. 380.all that tradition has handed down about him
— 2 . Of Sicyon, who has been confounded by suggests a very different character from that of
some with iis namesake the comic poet, pre- the seven; he must rather be ranked in the class
ceded Thespis, and is said to have been the of priestly bards and sages who are generally
most ancient writer of tragedy. It is probable comprised under the name of the Orphici. Many
that Epigenes was thefirstto introduce into the works, both in prose and verse, were attributed
old dithyrambic and satyrical rpayabla otherto him by the ancients, and the Apostle Paul hai
subjects than the original one of thefortunesof preserved (Titus, i, 12) a celebrated verse of bis
Bacchus (Dionysus).—3. Of Byzantium, a Greek against the Cretans.
EPIMETHEUS.
Vid. P R O M E T H E U S and PANastronomer, mentioned by Seneca, Pliny, and
Censorinus. H e professed to have studied in DORA.
EPIPHANES, a surname of Antiochus IY. and
Chaldea, but his date is uncertain.
Antiochus X I , kings of Syria.
[EPIGEUS ('Eireiyeig) of Budeum in Thessaly,
1. In Syria
followed Achilles to the Trojan war, and was EPIPHANIA or -EA ('Em<j>di>eia)
(in the Old Testament, Hamath: now Hamxk)
slain by Hector.]
in the district of Cassiotis, on the left bank of
EPIGONI ('Eiriyovoi) that is, " the Descendants," the name in ancient mythology of the the Orontes, an early colony of the Phoenicians ;
eons of the seven heroes who perished before may be presumed, from its later name, to have
Thebes. Vid. ADRASTUS. Ten years after theirbeen restored or improved by Antiochus Epiphdeath, the descendants of the seven heroes anes.—2. In Asia Minor (now Urzin), on the
marched against Thebes to avenge their fathers. southeastern border of Cilicia, close to tie Pylaa
The names of the Epigoni are not the same in Amanides, was formerly called QSniandfts, and
all accounts; but the common lists contain probably owed its new name to Antiochus
Alemaeon, zEgialeus. Diomedes, Promaehus, Epiphanes. Pompey repeopled this city with
Sthenelus, Thersander, and Euryalus. Alcmaaon some of the pirates whom he had conquered
undertook the command, n accordance with an There were some other Asiatic cities of th«
oracle, and collected a considerable body of name.
EPIPHANIUS ('Eiufidvwg) one of the Greek
Argives. The Thebans marched out against
the enemy, under the command of Laodamas, fathers, was born near Eleuthoropohs, in Palesafter whose death they fled into the city. tine, about A.D. 320, of Jewish parents. H e
On the part of the Epigoni, zEgialeus had went to Egypt when young, and there appears
fallen. The seer Tiresias, knowing that the city to have been tainted with Gnostic errors, but
was doomed to fall, persuaded the inhabitants afterward fell into the hands of some monks,
to quit it, and take their wives and children and by them was made a strong advocate for
with them. The Epigoni thereupon took pos- the monastic life. H e returned to Palestine,
session of Thebes, and razed it to the ground. and lived thereforsome time as a monk, having
They sent a portion of the booty and Manto, founded a monastery near his native place. Io
the daughter of Tiresias, to Delphi, and then A.D. 367 he was chosen bishop of Constantia,
returned to Peloponnesus. The war of the the metropolis of Cyprus,formerlycalled SalaEpigoni was made the subject of epic and tragic mis. His writings show him to have been a
man of great reading, for he was acquainted
poems.
with Hebrew, Syriac, Greek, Egyptian, and
EPIMENIDES ('EiripevUng) 1. A celebrated
poet and prophet of Crete, whose history is toLatin. But he was entirely without critical or
a great extent mythical. H e was reckoned logical power; of real piety, but also of a very
among the Curetes, and is said to have been the bigoted and dogmatical turn of mind. H e disson of a nymph. H e was a native of Phaastus tinguished himself by his opposition to heresy
in Crete, and appears to have spent the greatest and especially to Origen's errors. H e died 402,
part of his life at Cnosus, whence he is some- His most important work is entitled Panarium,
times called a Cnosian. There is a legend that, being a discourse against heresies. The best ediwhen a boy, he was Bent out by his father in tion of his works is by Petavius, Paris, 1622, and
search of a sheep, and that, seeking shelter fromLips, 1682, with a commentary by Yalesius.
EPIPOLZE.
Vid. S Y R A C U S E .
the heat of the mid-day sun, he went into a
cave, and -there fell into a deep sleep, whieh EPIRUS ("HTrejpoc : 'Hiruparng, fem. 'HireipH
lastedfifty-sevenyears. On waking and re- rig : now Albania) that is, "tie main'land,'* S
turning home, hefound,tohis great amazement, country in the northwest of Greece, so called to
that his younger brother had in the mean time distinguish it from Corcyra and the other ist
grown an old man. H e is further said to have ands off the coast. Homer gives the name of
attained the age of 154,157, or even of 229 yearsEpirus to the whole of the western coast of
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Greece, this including Acarnania in it Epirus colonized by the Romans, B.C. 100, cn the etm
was bounded by niyria and Macedonia m the mand of the Sibylline books, to serve a3 a bulnorth, by Thessaly on the east, by Acarnania wark against the neighboring Alpine tribes.
and the Ambracian Gulf on the south, and by E P O R E D O R I X , a chieftain of the zEdui, was on«
the Ionian Sea on the west The principal of the commanders of the zEduan cavalry which
mountains were the Acroceraunii, forming the was sent to Caesar's aid against Vercingetorix in
northwestern boundary; besides which there B.C. 52, but he himself revolted soon afterward
were the mountains Tomarus in the east, and and joined the enemy.
Crania in the south. The chiefriverswere the
[ E P U L O , a Rutulian hero in the zEneid, slain by
Oclydnus, Thy amis, Acheron, and Arachthus. Achates.]
The inhabitants of Epirus were numerous, but
[ E P Y A X A ('Envd^a), queen of Cilicia, wife o
were not ot pure Hellenic blood. The original King Syennesis, brought large sums of money to
population appears to have been Pelasgie; and Cyrus to aid him in paying his troops.]
the ancient oracle of Dodona in the country was
E P Y T U S , a Trojan, father of Periphas, w h o was
always regarded as of Pelasgie origin. These a companion of lulus, and is called by the
Pelasgians were subsequently mingled with IUy- patronymic Epytides.
rians w h o at various times invaded Epirus and
E Q U E S T E R C"l7rjrtoc), a surname of several di
settled in the country. Epirus contained four- vinities, but especially of Neptune (Poseidon),
teen different tribes. Of these the most im- who had created the iorse, and in whose honor
Sortant were the C H A O N E S , THESPROTI, and horse-races were held.
[OLOSSI, w h o gave their names to the three
E Q U U S T U T I O U S or Z E Q U U M T U T I C U M , a small
principal divisions of the country, C H A O N I A , town of the Hirpini in Samnium, twenty-one miles
THESPROTIA, and MOLOSSIS. The different tribes from Beneventum.
The Scholiast on Horace
were originally governed by their own princes. (Sat, i, 5, 87) supposes, but without sufficient
The Molossian princes, w h o traced their de- reasons, that it is the town, quod versa dicere non
scent from Pyrrhus (Neoptolemus), son of Achil- est.
les, subsequently acquired the sovereignty over
E R Z E ("Epai: now Sighajik?), a small but
the whole country, and took the title of kings of strong sea port town on the coast of Ionia, north
Epirus. The first w h o bore this title was of Teos.
Alexander, w h o invaded Italy to assist the TaE R A N A , a town in Mount Amanus, the chief
rentines against the Lucanians and Bruttii, and seat of the Eleutherociliees in the time of Cicero.
perished at the battle of Pandosia, B.O. 326.
E R A N N O R O A S ('EpavvoBbag : n o w Gunduk) a
The most celebrated of the later kings was P Y R - river of India, one of the chief tributaries of the
R H U S , w h o carried on war with the RomanB. Ganges, into which it fell at Palimbothra.
About B.O. 200 the Epirots established a repubERASINIDES (Epamvibng) one of the Athenian
lic: and the Romans, after the conquest of Phil- commanders at the battle of the Arginusaa. H e
ip, 197, guaranteed its independence. But in was among the six commanders w h o returned to
consequence of the support which the Epirots Athens after the victory, and were put to death,
afforded to Antiochus and Perseus, zEmilius B.C. 406.
Paulus received orders from the senate to punish
E R A S I N U S ('Epaalvog). 1. (Now Kephalari)
them with the utmost severity. H e destroyed the chief river in Argoiis,risesin the Lake Stymseventy of their towns, and sold one hundred phalus, then disappears under the earth, rises
andfiftytb: usand of the inhabitants for slaves. again out of the mountain Chaon, and, after re
Iu the time of Augustus the country had not yet ceiving the River Phrixus, flows through the
recovered from the effects of this devastation.
Lernaaan marsh into the .Argolic Gulf.—2. A
EPIRUS NOVA.
Vid. ILLYRIOUM.
small river near Brauron in Attica.
[ E P I S T H E N E S ('EirioBevng) of Amphipolis, ERASISTRATUS ('Epaaiarparog) 1. A celebracommander of the Greek peltastaa in the army ted physician and anatomist was born at Iulis in
of the younger Cyrus at the battle of Cunaxa.]
the island of Ceos. H e was a pupil of Chrysip[EPISTOR ('Eiriorap) a Trojan, slain by Patropus of Onidos, of Metrodorus, and apparently of
clus arrayed in the armor of Achilles.]
Theophrastus. H eflourishedfrom B.O. 300 to
[ E P I S T R O P H U S ('Eirlarpoipog). 1. Son of Iphi260. H e lived for some time at the court of
tus, leader of the Phocians in the Trojan w a r . — Seleucus Nicator, king of Syria, where he ac2. Of Alybe, an ally of the Trojans.—3. Son of quired great reputation by discovering that the
Euenus, king of Lyrnessus.]
illness of Antiochus, the king's eldest son, was
E P O N A (from epus, that is, equus) a R o m a n owing to his love for his mother-in law, Stratogoddess, the protectress of horses. Images of nice, the young and beautiful daughter of Deher, either statues or paintings, were frequently metrius Poliorcetes, w h o m Seleueus had lately
seen in the niches of stables.
married. Erasistratus afterward lived at AlexE P O P E C S ('Eirairevg). 1. Son of Neptune (Poandrea, whieh was at that time beginning to be
seidon) and Oanace, came from Thessaly to a celebrated medical school. H e gave up pracSicyon, of whieh place he became king. H e car- tice in his old age, that he might pursue his anried away from Thebes the beautiful Antiope, atomical studies without interruption. H e prosdaughter of Nycteus, w h o therefore made war ecuted his experiments in this branch of mediupon Epopeus. The two kings died of the cal science with great success, and with such
wounds which they received in the war.—2. One ardor that he is said to have dissected criminals
of the Tyrrhenian pirates, w h o attempted to ahve. H e had numerous pupils and followers,
tarry off Bacchus (Dionysus), but were changed and -a medical school bearing his name continued
Dy the god into dolphins.
to Exist at Smyrna, in Ionia, about the beginning
E P O R E D I A (now Ivrea) a town in Gallia Cisal-of the Christian era.—2. One of the thirtj tr
pina, on the Duria in the territory of the Salassi, rants in Athens.]
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EEATIDZS ( EparlSai) an illustrious family ofAoragas, which must not bo confouLded witli
Ialysus in Rhodes, to whieh Damagetus and his the town Herbessus, near Syracuse.
eon Dia^oras belonged.
EROTA (ElpKTTJ or ElpKrai) a fortress in Sici
E R A T O ('Epara). 1. Wife of A rcas, and mothly, on a hill, with a harbor near Panormus.
er of Elatus and Aphidas. Vid. A R C A S — 2 . One
E R E B U S ("EpeBog), son of Chaos, begot /Ethel
of the Muses. Vid. MUSZE.
and Hemera (Day) by Nyx (Niglit), his sister.
ERATOSTHENES ('EparooBevng), of Cyrene, was
The name signifies darkness, and is therefore
born B.C, 276. H efirststudied in his native applied to the dark and gloomy space r.a
city and then at Athens. H e was taught by der the earth, througl which the shades pass
Ariston of Chios, the philosopher: Lysanias of into Hades.
Cyrene, the grammarian; and Callimachus, the E R E O H T H E U M . Vid. ERIOHTHONIUS.
poet H e left Athens at the invitation of PtoleERECHTHEUS.
Vid. ERICHTHOI-IUS.
m y Evergetes, who placed him over the library
[EREMBI ('EpepBot), a people mentioned in Ui3
at Alexandrea, Here he continued till the reignOdyssey (iv, 84) in connection with the Sidoniof Ptolemy Epiphanes. H e died at the age of ans and /Ethiopians; according to Strabo, a
eighty, about B.C. 196, of voluntary starvation, Troglodytic people iu Arabia.]
having lost his sight, and being tired of life. ERESUS or ERESSUS ("Epeoog, "Epeooog: 'Ept
H e was a man of very extensive learning, and owg), a town on the western coast of the island
wrote on almost all the branches of knowledge of Lesbos, the birth-place of Theophrastus and
then cultivated—astronomy, geometry, geogra- Phanias, and, according to some, of Sappho.
phy, philosophy, history, and grammar. H e is
[ERETMEUS ('Eperpevg, i. e, " rower"), a Phaesupposed to have constructed the large armillcacian engaged in the games celebrated during
orfixedcircular instruments whieh were long the stay of Ulysses in Phaeaeia.]
in use at Alexandrea. His works have perishERETRIA ('Eperpfa : 'Eperpievg : now Palcoed, with the exception of some fragments. His Castro), an ancient and important town in Eumost celebrated work was a systematic treatise boaa, on the Euripus, with a celebrated harbor
on geography, entiled TeaypatyiKa, in three
Porthmos (now Porto Bufalo), was founded by
books. Thefirstbook, whici formed a sort of the Athenians, but had a mixed population,
introduction, contained a critical review of the among whieh was a considerable number of
labors of his predecessors from the earliest to Dorians. Its commerce and navy raised it in
his own times, and investigations concerning early times to importance; it contended with
the form and nature of the earth, which, accord- Chalcis for the supremacy of Euboaa; it ruled
ing to him, was an immovable globe. The sec- over several of the neighboring islands, and
cond book contained what is now called mathe- planted colonies in Macedonia ua\ Italy. It
matical geography. H e was thefirstperson was destroyed by the Persians, B.O. 490, and
who attempted to measure the magnitude of the most of its inhabitants were carried away into
earth, in which attempt he brought forward and slavery. Those who were left behind built at
used the method which is employed to the pres- a little distance from the old city, the town of
ent day. The third book contained political N e w Eretria, which, however, never became a
geography, and gave descriptions of the various place of importance.—2. A town in Phthiotis, in
countries, derived from the works of earlier trav- Thessaly, near Pharsalus.
ellers and geographers. In order to be able to _ [ E R E T U M ("Hpnrov, now Crestonef) au ancient
determine the accurate site of each place, he city of the Sabines on the Tiber, which, undei
drew a line parallel with the equator, running the Roman rule, sank into comparative insig
from the pillars of Hercules to the extreme east nificance: in Strabo's time it was little mora
of Asia, and dividing the whole of the inhabited than a village.]
earth into two halves. Connected with this
[EREUTHALION ('EpevBaXiav), leader of the
work was a new map of the earth, in which Arcadians against the Pylians, fought in the
towns, mountains,rivers,lakes, and climates armor of Areithous ; he was slain by Nestor.]
were marked according to his own improved
ERGINUS ('Epyti'oc), son of Clymenus, king of
measurements. This important work of Era- Orchomenos. After Clymenus had been killed
tosthenes forms an epoch in the history of an- at Thebes, Erginus, who succeeded him, marchcient geography. Strabo, as well as other wri- ed against Thebes, and compelled them to pay
ters, made great use of it. Eratosthenes also him an annual tribute of one hundred oxen.
wrote two poems on astronomical subjects: one The Theb'i.is were released from the payment
entitled 'Eppfig or Karaorepiapoi, which treatof this tribute by Hercules, who killed Erginus.
ed of the constellations; and another entitled
[ERIBCEA ('EplBoia, poet. 'HepiBoia) 1. Sec
'Hpiybvn; but the poem Karaarepiaaoi, which
ond wife of Aloeus, consequently step-mother
is still extant under his name, is not the work of the Aloidaa: when these had confined Mars
of Eratosthenes. H e wrote several historical in chains, Eribcea disclosed to Mercury the place
works, the most important of which was a chro- where he was imprisoned.—2. Wife of Tela
nological work entitled Xpovoypafia, in whichmon, mother of Ajax; is sometimes called Per
he endeavored tofixthe dates of all the import- ibcea.]
ant events in literary as well as political his- ERIOHTHONIUS ('EpixBbvwg) or E R E C H T H E U S
tory. The most celebrated of his grammatical ('EpexBevg) In the ancient myths these two
works was On the Old Attic Comedy (Hepl rijg
names indicate the same person; but iiter
Apxaiag Kopablag) The best collection of his writers mention two heroes, one of whom is
fragments is by Bernhardy, Eratosthenica, Beusually called Eriohthonius or Erechtheus I.
rol, 1822.
and the other Erechtheus II. Homer knows
ERBESSUS ('EpSnaoig) a town in Sicily, northonly one Erechtheus, as an autochthon and king
east of Agrigentum, near the BourceB of the of Athens ; and thefirstwriter who distinguish
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fcs Wo personages is Plato. 1. E R I O H T H O N I U S thon was supposed to have fallen when strueS
or E R E C H T H E U S I, son of Vulcan (Hephaastus) by the liL,htniug of Jupiter (Zeus). The Latin
and Atthi3, the daughter of Cranaus. Minerva poets frequently give the name of Eridanus tc
(Ath(na) reared the child without the knowl- the Po. Vid. P A D U S .
edge of the other gods, and intrusted him to
E R I G O N ('Epiyav), a tributary of the Axius iu
Agraulos, Pandrosos, and Herse, concealed in Macedonia, the Agrianus of Herodotus. Vid
a chest. They were forbidden to open the Axius.
ehest, but- they disobeyed the command. U p o n E R I G O N E CHpiyovn) 1. Daughter of Icarius
opening the chest they saw the child in the form beloved by Bacchus. For the legend respect
of a serpent, or entwined by a serpent, where- ing her, vid. ICARIUS.—2. Daughter of zEgisthus
upon they were seized with madness, and threw and Clytaamnestra, and mother of Penthilus by
themselves down the rock of the Acropolis, or, Orestes. Another legend relates that Orestec
according to others, into the sea. W h e n Erieh- wanted to kill her with her mother, but that Dithonijs had grown up, he expelled Amphictyon, ana (Artemis) removed her to Attica, and there
and became king of Athens. His wife Pasithea made her her priestess. Others state that Erigbore him a son, Pandion. H e is said to have one put an end to herself when she heard that
introduced the worship of Minerva (Athena), to Orestes was acquitted by the Areopagus.
have instituted the festival of the Panathenaea,
E R I N E U S ('Epivebg or 'Epivebv : 'Eptvevg, 'Epivaud to have built a temple of Minerva (Athena) edriig) 1. A small but ancient town in Doris,
on the Acropolis. W h e n Minerva (Athena) and belonging to the Tetrapolis. Vid. D O R I S . — 2 .
Neptune (Poseidon) disputed about the posses- A town in Phthiotis in Thessaly.
sion of Attica, Erichthonius declared in favor
E R I N N A ("Hpivva), a Greek poetess, a eonof Minerva (Athena). H e was, further, the first temporary and friend of Sappho (about B.C.
who used a chariot with four horses,forwhich 612), w h o died at the age of nineteen, but left
reason he was placed among the stars as auriga. behind her poems which were thought worthy
H e was buried in the temple of Minerva (Athe- to rank with those of H o m e r Her poems were
na), and was worshipped as a god after his death. of the epic class: the chief of them was entitled
His famous temple, the Erechtheum, stood on 'HXaKarn, the Bistaff: it consisted of three hunthe Aaropolis, and contained three separate tem- dred lines, of which only four are extant. It
ples : one of Minerva (Athena) Polias, or the was written in a dialect whieh was a mixture
protectress of the state; the Erechtheum proper, of the Doric and zEolic, and which was spoken
or sanctuary of Erechtheus ; and the Pandrosi at Rhodes, where, or in the adjacent island of
am, or sanctuary of Pandrosos.—2. E R E C H T H E U S Telos, Erinna was born. She is also called a
II, grandson of the former, son of Pandion by Lesbian and a Mytilenaaan, on account of her
Seuxippe, and brother of Butes, Procne, and residence in Lesbos with Sappho. There are
Philomela. After his father's death, he sue several epigrams upon Erinna, in which hei
eeedod him as king of Athens, and was regard- praise is celebrated, and her untimely death is
ed in later times as one of the Attic eponymi. lamented. Three epigrams in the Greek AnH e was married to Praxithea, by w h o m he be- thology are ascribed to her, of whieh the first
came the father of Cecrops, Pandoros, Metion, has tie genuine air of antiquity ; but the other
Orueus, Procris, Creusa, Cnthonia, and Orithyia. two, addressed to Baucis, seem to be a latei
In the war between the Eleusinians and Athe fabrication. Eusebius mentions another Erinnians, Eumolpus, the son of Neptune (Posei- na, a Greek poetess, contemporary with D e
don), was slain ; whereupon Neptune (Poseidon) mosthenes and Philip of Macedon, B.O. 352;
demanded the sacrifice of one of the daughters but this statement ought probably to be rejected.
of Erechtheus. W h e n one was drawn by lot,
ERINYES.
Vid. E U M E N I D E S .
her three sisters resolved to die with her; and
[ERIOPIS ('Epiairig). 1. Wife of O'ilous, mothErechtheus himself was killed by Jupiter (Zeus) er of Ajax the Locrian.—2. Daughter of Jason
with aflashof lightning at the request of Nep- and Medea.]
tune (Poseidon).
E R I P H U S ("Epi^oc), an Athenian poet of the
E R I O H T H O N I U S , son of Dardanus and BatSa, middle comedy.
husband of Astyoche or Callirrhoe, and father
E R I P H Y L E ('EpupiiXn), daughter of Talaus and
of Tros or Assaracus. H e was the wealthiest Lysimache, and wife of Amphiaraus, w h o m she
of all mortals ; three thousand mares grazed in betrayed for the sake of the necklace of H a r m o
his fields, whieh were so beautiful that Boreas nia. For details, vid. A M P H I A R A U S , A L C M Z E O N V
fell in love with them. H e is mentioned, also, H A R M O N I A .
E R I S ("Epig), the goddess of discord. H o m e r
among the kings of Crete.
ERICINIUM, a town in Thessalv, near G o m - describes ier as the friend and sister of Mars
(Ares), and as delighting with him in the tumuli
ERIDANUS ('HpiSavog) a river god, a son of
of war and the havoc and anguish of the battle.
Oceanus and Tethys, and father of Zeuxippe.
field. According to Hesiod she was a daughter
H e it called the king of rivers, and on his banks
of Night, and the poet describes her as the
amber was found. In H o m e r the name does
mother of a variety of allegorical beings, which
not occur, and thefirstwriter w h o mentions it
are the causes or representatives of man's misis Hesiod. The position which the ancient pofortunes. It was Eris w h o threw the apple into
tto assign to the River Eridanus differed at
the assembly of the gods, the cause of so much
different times. In later times the Eridanus
suffering and war. Vid. PARIS. Virgil intro
was supposed to be the same as the Padus,
duces Discordia as a being similar to the H o
because amber was found at its mouth. Hence
meric Eris; for Discordia appeals m company
the Electrides Insula, or " A m b e r Islands," are
with Mars, Bellona, and the Furies, and Virgi"
placed at the mouth of the Po, and here Ph-iein evidentlv imitating Homer,
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[E:»i acs, a friend of Phineus, slain by Per- tended ad libitum b y later pi ets, an'! Uiese
Erotes are described either as sons of Aphroseu.-.1
dite (Venus) or of nymphs. A m o n g the places
E S I Z A (rd Epifc : 'Epignvbg), a city of Caria,
on the borders of Lycia and Phrygia, on the distinguished for the worship of Eros, Thespiaa
River Chaiis (or rather Caiis). The surrounding in Bceotia stands foremost: there a quinquen
nial festival, the Erotidia or Erotia, was celedistrict was called Asia Erizena.
E R O S (Epof), in Latin A M O R or O U P I D O , the brated in his honor. In ancient works of aru
god of Love. In order to understand the an- Eros is represented either as a full-grown youtt
cients properly, w e must distinguish three gods of the most perfect beauty, or as a wanton an?
of this name : 1. The Eros of the ancient cos- sportive boy. Respecting the connection fca
mogonies ; 2. The Eros of the philosophers and tween Eros and Psyche, vid. P S Y C H E .
[ E R O S ("Epag) 1. A slave of Marc Antony,
mysteries, w h o bears great resemblance to the
first ; and, 3. The Eros w h o m w e meet with who, when zVntony, having determined to dein the epigrammatic and erotic poets. H o m e r stroy himself, handed him his sword for that
does not mention Eros, and Hesiod, the earliest purpose, plunged it into his o w n breast.—2. A
author w h o speaks of him, describes him as the comic actor, w a s atfirsthissed from the stage;
cosmogonic Eros. First, says Hesiod, there but afterward, under the instruction of Roscius,
was Chaos, then came Ge, Tartarus, and Eros, became one of the most celebrated actors of
the fairest among the gods, w h o rules over the Rome.]
minds and the council of gods and men. B y
E R O T I A N U S (Epariavog), a Greek grammarian
the philosophers and in the mysteries Eros was or physician in tie reign of Nero, wrote a work
regarded as one of the fundamental causes in still extant, entitled Tuv irap' 'liriroKpdrei AeJ«wv
the formation of the world, inasmuch as he w a s "Svvayayij, Vocum, que apud Hippocratem sw»'
the uniting power of love, which brought order Colledio, which is dedicated to Andromachus
and harmony among the conflicting elements the archiater of the emperor. The best editioi
of which Chaos consisted. The Orphic poets is by Franz, Lips, 1780.
described him as the son of Cronus (Saturn),
E R U B R U S (now Ruber) a small tributary of tt
or as thefirstof the gods w h o sprang from the Moselle, near Treves.
world's egg ; and in Plato's Symposium he is
[ERYOINA, surname of Venus (Aphrodite).
likewise called the oldest of the gods. The Vid. ERYX.]
Eros of later poets, w h o gave rise to that notion
[ E R Y M A N T H E ('EpvpdvBv) wife of Berosus, and
of the god whieh is most familiar to us, is one mother of Sabba, one of the Sibyls.]
of the youngest of all the gods. The parentage
E R Y M A N T H U S ('EpvuavBog) 1. A lofty mount
of this Eros is very differently described. H e ain in Arcadia, on the frontiers of Achaia and
is usually represented as a son of Aphrodite Elis, celebrated in mythology as the haunt of
(Venus), tbut his father is either Ares (Mars), the savage Erymanthian boar destroyed by HerZeus (Jupiter), or Hermes (Mercury). H e w a s cules. Vid. H E R C U L E S . The Arcadian n y m p h
atfirstrepresented as a handsome youth ; but Callisto, w h o w a s changed into a she bear, is
shortly after the time of Alexander the Great called Erymanthis ursee, and her son Arcas Erytho epigrammatists and erotic poets represent- manthidis urse custos. Vid A R C T O S . — 2 . [(Now
ed him as a wanton boy, of w h o m a thousand Bogana, or, according to Leake, Bhimitzana),]
flicks and cruel sports were related, and from a river in Arcadia, which rises in the abovew h o m neither gods nor m e n were safe. In this mentioned mountain, and falls into the Alpheus.
stage Eros had nothing to do with uniting the
E R Y M A N T H U S or E T Y M A N D R U S ('EpipavBog,
discordant elements of the universe, or with 'Ervpavdpog, Arrian: n o w Helmund), a considthe higher sympathy of love which binds human erableriverin the Persian province of Aracho
kind together; but he is purely the god of sen- sia, rising in Mount Paropamisus, and flowing
sual love, w h o bears sway over the inhabitants southwest and west into the lake ealled Aria
of Olympus as well as over m e n and all living (now Zarah) According to other accounts, it
creatures. His arms consist of arrows, which lost itself in the sand, or flowed on throno'
he carries in a golden quiver, and of torches Gedrosia into the Indian Ocean.
which no one can touch with impunity. His
[ E E Y M A S ('Epvpag) 1. A Trojan, slain by
arrows are of different power: some are golden, Idomeneus.—2. Another Trojan, slain by Paand kindle love in the heart they wound ; others troclus,—3. A companion of zEne.*" slain by
are blunt and heavy with lead, and produce Turnus.]
aversion to a lover. Eros is further representE R Y S I C H T H O N ('EpvaixBav) that is, " the Teared with golden wings, and as fluttering about er u p of the Earth." 1. Son of Triopas, cut
like a bird. His eyes are sometimes covered, down trees in a grove sacred to Ceres (Demeso that he acts blindly. H e is the usual com- ter), for which he was punished by the goddess
panion of his mother Aphrodite (Venus), and witi fearful hunger.—2. Son of Cecrops and
poets and artists represent him, moreover, as Agraulos, died without issue in his father's lifeaccompanied by such allegorical beings as Po- time on his return from Delos, whence he brought
thos, Himeros, Tyche, Peitho, the Charites or to Athens the ancient image of Bithyia.
Muses.
A N T E R O S , which literally means re[ E R Y T H I A ('Epvdeia), daughter of Geryones,
turn love, is usually represented as the god w h o after w h o m the island ErythSa or Erythia, near
punishes those w h o do not return the love of Gades was said to have been named. Vid,
others ; thus he is the avenging Eros, or a deits G A D E S . ]
ultor (Ov, Met, xiii, 750). But in some ae
E R Y T H I N I ('EpvBivoi) a city on the coast of
counts he is described as a god opposed to Eros Paphlagonia, between Cromna and Amastris
and struggling against him. The number of A range of cliffs near it w a s called by the samf
Erotes (Amores and Cupidine?) is playfully ex- name.
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E R Y T H R . E ('EpvBpal: 'EpvBpalog) 1. (Ruinsvery satishctory reason has been given; the H e
aear Pigadia) an ancient town in Bceotia, not brew name signifies the sedgy sea.
[ E R Y T H R A S ('Epvdpag) an ancient king (Stra
far from Plataeaa and Hysia, and celebrated as
the mother city of Erythraa in Asia Minor.— bo in one place calls him a Persian, in another a
2. A town of the Locri Ozolae, but belonging toson of Perseus), after w h o m the Erythraean Sea
the zEtolians, east of Naupactus.—3. (Ruins at was said to have been named.]
[ E R Y X ("Epiif), son of Neptuue (Apollod.), oi
Ritri) one of the twelve Ionian cities of Asia
Minor, stood at the bottom of a large bay, on the of Butes and Venus, consequently half brothel
west side of the peninsula which lies opposite of zEneas ; king of the Elymi iu Sicily; founded
to Chios. Tradition ascribed its foundation to the city Eryx (q. v.) and built a temple in honor
a mixed colony of Cretans, Lyeians, Carians, of his mother. H e was a famous boxer, and
and Pamphylians, under Erythros, the son of challenged Hercules, but was slain by him.]
E R Y X ("EptiJ). 1. Also E R Y C U S M O N S (now
Rhadamanthys ; and the leader of the Ionians.
w h o afterward took possession of it, was said S Giuliano) a steep and isolated mountain in
to have been Cnopus, the son of Codrus, after the northwest of Sicily, near Drepanum. O n
w h o m the city was also called C N O P O P O L I S the summit of this mountain stood an ancient
(KvaxoviroXtg) The little river Aleos (or, and celebrated temple of Venus (Aphiodite),
rather, Axus, as it appears on coins), flowed said to have been built by Eryx, king of the
past the city, and the neighboring sea port towns Elymi, or, according to Virgil, by zEneas, but
of Cyssus or CASYSTES, and Phcenicus, formed more probably by the Phoenicians, w h o introits harbors. Erythraa contained a temple of duced the worship of Venus (Aphrodite) into
Hercules and Minerva (Athena) Polias, remark- Sicily. Vid. A P H R O D I T E . From this temple the
able for its antiquity ; and on tie coast, near the goddess bore the surname E R Y O I N A , uuder which
city, was a rock called Nigrum PromoDtorium name her worship was introduced at R o m e about
(aKpa p'eXaiva) from whieh excellent mill stonesthe beginning of the second Punic war. A t
present there is standing on the summit of the
were iewn.
E R Y T H R Z E U M M A R E (b 'EpvBpd -ddXaaaa, also mountain the remains of a castle, originally
rarely 'EpvBpalog irbvrog) was the name appliedbuilt by the Saracens.— 2. The town of this name
originally to the whole expanse of sea between was on the western slope of the mountain. It
Arabia and Africa on the west, and India on the was destroyed by the Carthaginians in the time
east, including its two great gulfs (the Red Sea of Pyrrhus ; was subsequently rebuilt; but was
and Persian Gulf) In this sense it is used by again destroyed by the Carthaginians in the
Herodotus, w h o also distinguishes the Red Sea first Punie war, and its inhabitants remc ved to
by the name of 'ApdBiog nbXirog. Vid. A R A B I C U S Drepanum.
E S D R A E L A ('EobpanlA) and E S D R A E I . O N or EaSINUS.
Supposing the shores of Africa and
Arabia to trend more and more away from each D R E L O N or - O M ('EGdonXav or ap), the Greek
other the further south you go, he appears to namesforthe city and valley ot Jezreel in Palhave ealled the head of the sea between them estine.
b 'ApdBiog KoXirog, and the rest of that saa, as E S Q U I L L E . Vid. R O M A .
ESSUI, a people in Gaul, west of the Sequana
far south as it extended, and also eastward to
probably the same as the people elsewhere callthe shores of India, b 'EpvBpfy •B-dXaoca, and also
ed E S U B I I and SESUVII.
ij Nora/ •3-dXaaaa; though there are, again, some
ESTIONES, a people in Raetia Secunda or Vin
indications of a distinction between these two
terms, the latter being applied to the whole ex- delicia, whose capital was Campodunum (now
panse of ocean south of the former ; in one pas- Kempten) on the iller.
[ E T E A R O H U S ('Ereapxog). 1. A n ancient king
sage, however, they are most expressly identified (ii, 158). Afterward, when the true form of Crete, father of Phrouima, and, through her,
of these seas came to be better known, through grandfather of Battus, according to the legend of
the progress of maritime discovery under the the Oyreneans.—-2. A king of the Anrmonians.
Ptolemies, their parts were distinguished by Both mentioned by Herodotus.
different names, the main body of the sea be- E T E O O L E S ('EreoKXyg) 1. Son of Andreus and
ing called Indicus Oeeanus, the Red Sea Arab- Evippe, or of Cephisus; said to have been the
icus Sinus, the Persian Gulf Persicus Sinus, first w h o offered sacrifices to the Charites at
and the name Erythraaum Mare being confined Orehomenos in Bceotia.—2. A son of GMipus
by some geographers to the gulf between the and Joeaste. After his father's flight from
Straits of Bab el-Mandeb and the Indian Ocean, Thebes, he and his brother Polynices undertook
but far more generally used as identical with the government of Thebes by turns; but disArabicus Sinus, or the corresponding genuine putes having arisen between them, Polynices
Latin term, Mare R u b r u m (Red Sea) Still, fled to Adrastus, w h o then bi ought about the
however, even long after the commencement expedition of the Seven against Thebes. Vid
of our era, the n a m e Erythraaum Mare was A D R A S T U S . W h e n many of the heroes had fallsometimes used in its ancient sense, as in the en, Eteoeles and Polynices resolved upon deciding the contest by single combat, and both the
HepiirXovg rrjg 'EpvBpdg ^aXdaong, ascribed to
Arrian, but really the work of a later period, brothers fell.
E T E O O L U S ('EreoKXog), a son of Iphic, was, acwhich is a description of the coast from Myos
Hermos oil the Red Sea to the shores of India. cording to 3ome traditions, one of the seven heThe origin of the name is doubtful, and was dis- roes w h o went with Adrastus against Thebes
puted by the ancients : it is generally supposed H e had to m a k e the attack upon the Nsitiia
that the Greek 'EpvBpd d-dXaoaa is a significantgate, where he was opposed by Megai ous.
[ E T E O N E U S ('Ereavevg) son of Bottlrw ai
name, identical in meaning with the Latin and
English names of the Red Sea ; but w h y red no tendant of Menelaus]
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[EIEONIOUS ('ETeowicoc), a Lacedaemonian, btians, and settled in the country, and thai
narmost in Thasos, was driven out B.C. 410; these Tyrrhene Pelasgians were in their turn
conquered by a powerful Raotian lace, called
m 389 he was harmost in zEgina.]
E T E O N U S ('ETEUIIOJ), a town in Bceotia, be- Rasena, w h o descended from the Alps and the
longing to the district Parasopia, mentioned by valley of the Po. Hence it w a s from the union
of the Tyrrhene-Pelasgiane and the Rasena that
Homer, subsequently ealled Searphe.
the Etruscan nation was formed. It is impcaE T E S L E ('Err/alai, so. dvepoi), the Etesian
Winds, derived from irog, " year," signified anysible, however, to come to any definite concln
periodical winds, but tie word w a s used moresion respecting the real origin of the Etrus
Darticularly by the Greeks to indicate the north- cans, since w e are entirely ignorant of the
erly winds, which blew in the zEgean for forty language which they spoke: and the language
of a people is the only means by which w e can
days from therisingof the dog star.
[ E T H S M O N , a friend of Phineus, from Naba- pronounce with certainty respecting their origin. But, whatever m a y have been the origin
Lea in Arabia, slain by Perseus.]
of the Etruscans, w e k n o w that they were a
E T I S or E T I A ('Hrig, "Hreia : "Hriog, 'Hrelog)
2; town in the south of Laeonia, near Bceae, said very powerful nation w h e n R o m e w a s still in
to have been founded by zEneas, and named its infancy, and that they had at an early period
after his daughter Etias. Its inhabitants were extended their dominion over the greater part
transplanted at an early time to Bceaa, and the of Italy, from the Alps and the plains of Lornbardy on the one hand, to Vesuvius and the
place disappeared.
ETOVISSA, a town of the Edetani, in Hispania Gulf of Sarento on the other. These dominions m a y be divided into three great districts:
Tarraconensis.
E T R U R I A or TUSCIA, called by the Greeks Circumpadane Etruria in the north, Etruria
T Y R R H E N I A or T Y R S E N I A (Tvpfinvia, Tvpanvia),Proper in the centre, and Campanian Etruria
a country in central Italy. The inhabitants in the south. In each of these districts there
were called by the Romans E T R U S C I or Tusci, were twelve principal cities or states, which
formed a confederacy for mutual protection.
by the Greeks T Y R R H E N I or T Y R S E N I (Tvfifirivoi,
Tvponvoi), and by themselves R A S E N A . Etruria Through the attacks of the Gauls in the north,
was bounded on the north and northwest by the and of the Sabines, Samnites, and Greeks in the
Apennines and the River Maera, which divided south, the Etruscans became confined within
it from Liguria, on the west by the Tyrrhene the limits of Etruria Proper, and continued long
Sea or Mare Inferum, on the east and south by toflourishin this country, after they had disapthe River Tiber, whieh separated it from U m - peared from the rest of Italy. Of the twelve
bria and Latium, thus comprehending almost cities which formed the confederacy in Etruria
tho whole of modern Tuscany, the Duchy of Proper, no list is given b y the ancients. They
Lucca, and the Transtiberiue portion of the Ro- were most probably C O R T O N A , A R R E T I U M , CLUm a n states. It w a s intersected by numerous SIUM, P E R U S I A , V O L A T E R R / S , V E T U L O N I A , R U S E L
mountains, offshoots of the Apennines, consist- LZE, VOLSINII, T A R Q U I N I I , V A L E R I I , V E I I , C Z E R E ,
ing of long ranges of hills in the north, but in more anciently called Agylla. Each stite w a s
the south lying in detached masses, and of independent of all the others. The government
smaller size. The land w a s celebrated in an- was a close aristocracy, and w a s strictly contiquityforits fertility, and yielded rich harvests fined to the farnily of the Lueumones, w h o
of corn, wine, oil, and flax. The upper part of united in their o w n persons the ecclesiastical
the country w a s the most healthy, namely, the as well as the civil functions. The people were
part at the foot of the Apennines, near the not only rigidly excluded from all share in the
sources of the Tiber and the Arnus, in the government, but appear to have been in a state
neighborhood of Arretium, Cortona, and Peru- of vassalage or serfdom. F r o m the noble and
sia.
The lower part of the country on the priestly families of the Lueumones a supreme
coast w a s marshy and unhealthy, like the M a - magistrate was chosen, w h o appears to have
r e m m a at the present day. The early history been sometimes elected for life, and to have
of the population of Etruria has given rise to borne the title of king; but his power was much
much discusaion in modern times. It is admit- fettered by the noble families. A t a later time
ted on all hands that tbe people known to the the kingly dignity was abolished, and the govPvomans under the n a m e of Etruscans were not ernment intrusted to a senate. A meeting of
the original inhabitants of the country, but a the confederacy of the twelve states w a s held
mixed race. The most ancient inhabitants ap- annually in the spring, at the temple of Vol
pear to have been Liguriaus in the north and tumna, near Volsinii. The Etruscans were a
Siculians in the south, both of w h o m were sub- highly civilized people, and from them the Rosequently expelled from the country by the U m - mans borrowed m a n y of their religious and pobriacs, So far most accounts agree ; but from litical institutions. The three last kings of
this point there is great difference of opinion. R o m e were undoubtedly Etruscans, and they
The ancients generally believed that a colony left in the city enduring traces of Etruscan
#f Lydians, led b y Tyrsenus, son of the king of power and greatness. The Etruseans paid the
Lydia, settled in the country, to which they greatest attention to religion, and their religgave the name of their leader; and it has been ious system w a s closely interwoven with all
maintained b y some modern writers that the public and private affairs. The principal deities
Oriental character of m a n y cf the Eti'uscan in- were divided into two classes. The highest
, stitutions is in favor of this account of their ori class were the '• Shrouded Gods," w h o did not
gin But most modern critics adopt an entire- reveal themselves to man, and to w h o m all the
The second class
ly different opinion. They believe that s» Pe-other gods were subject
lasgie race, called Tyrrheni, subdued the tlm- consisted of the twelve great gods, six male
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and six female, called by the Romans Dii Con- the Eubcean Sea, called the Eurir us in its ua»
senles. They formed the council of Tina or rowest part. Eubcea is about ninety miles ii:
Tinia, the Roman Jupiter, and the two other length : its extreme breadth is thirty miles, but
most powerful gods of the twelve were Cupra, in the narrowest part it is onlyfourmiles across.
corresponding to Juno, and Menrva or Menerva,Throughout the length of the island runs a lofty
corresponding to the Roman Minerva. Besides range of mountains, whichrisein one part as
these two classes of gods, there was a great high as seven thousand two hundred and sixty
number of other gods, penates and lares, to six feet above the sea. It contains, neverthewhom worship was paid. The mode in which less, many fertile plains, and was celebrated ie
the gods were worshipped was prescribed in antiquityforthe excellence of its pasturage and
certain sacred books, said to have been written cornfields.According to the ancients, it wai
byTAGES. These books contained the "Etrus- once united to Boaotia, from which it was sepcan Disciplina," and gave minute directions re- arated by an earthquake. In Homer the mhabspecting the whole of the ceremonial worship. itants are called Abantes, and are represented
They were studied in the schools of the Lueu- as taking part in the expedition against Troy.
mones, to which the Romans also were accus- In the north of Eubcea dewelt the Histiaei, from
tomed to send some of their noblest youths for whom that part of the island was called Hisinstruction, since it was from the Etruscans tiaaa; below these were the EHopii, who gave
that the Romans borrowed most of their arts the name of Ellopia to the district, extending
of divination. In architecture, statuary, and as far as zEgaa and Cerinthus ; and in the south
painting, the Etruscans attained a great emi were the Dryopes. The centre of the island
nence. They were acquainted with the use of was inhabited chiefly by Ionians. It was in this
the arch at an early period, and they employed part of Eubcea that the Athenians planted the
it in constructing the great cloacaa at Rome. colonies of CHALCIS and ERETRIA, which were
Their bronze candelabra were celebrated at the two most important cities in the island.
Athens even in the times of Pericles; and the After the Persian wars Eubcea became subject
Deauty of their bronze statues is still attested to the Athenians, who attached much importby the She Wolf of the Capitol and the Orator ance to its possession: and, consequently, Perof the Florence Gallery. The beautiful vases, icles made great exertions to subdue it, when
which have been discovered iu such numbers it revolted in B.C. 445. Under the Romans
in Etruscan tombs, can not be cited as proofs Eubcea formed part of the province of Achaia,
of the excellence of Etruscan workmanship, Since Cumaa in Italy was a colony from Chalsince it is now admitted by the most compe- cis in Eubcea, the adjective Euboicus is used by
tent judges that these vases were either made the poets in reference to the former city. Thus
iu Greece, or by Greek artists settled iu Italy. Virgil (JEn, vi, 2) speaks of Euboicis Cumarum
Of the privatefifeof the Etruscans we have a oris.—2. A town in the interior of Sicily, foundlively picture from the paintings discovered in ed by Chalcis in Eubcea, but destroyed at an
their tombs; but into this subject our limits early period.
forbid us to enter. The later history of Etruria EUBULIDES (EbBovXibng), of Miletus, a phi
is a struggle against therisingpower of Rome, losopher of the Megaric school. H e was a conto which it wasfinallycompelled to yield. Aft- temporary of Aristotle, against w h o m he wrote
ei the capture of Veii by the dictator Camillus, with great bitterness ; aud he is stated to have
B.O. 396, the Romans obtained possession of given Demosthenes instruction in dialectics.
the eastern part of Etruria, and the Ciminian H e is said to have invented the forms of sevforest, instead of the Tiber, now became the eral of the most celebrated false and captious
boundary of the two people. The defeat of the syllogisms.
Etruscans by Q. Fabius Maximus in 310 was
E U B O L U S (EvBovXcg) 1. A n Athenian, of the
a great blow to their power. They still en- demus Anaphlystus, a distinguished orator and
deavored to maintain their independence, with statesman, was one of the mostformidableopthe assistance of the Samnites and the Gauls ; ponents of Demosthenes. It was with him that
but after their decisive defeat by Cornelius Dol- zEsehines served as secretary in the earlier part
abella in 283, they became the subjects of Rome. of his life.—2. A n Athenian, son of Euphranor,
In 91 they received the Roman franchise. The of the Oettian demus, a distinguished poet of
numerous military colonies established in Etru- the middle comedy,flourishedB.C. 876. H a
ria by Sulla and Augustus destroyed to a great wrote one hundred and four plays, of which
extent the national character of tie people, and there are extant more than fifty titles. Hi*.
the country thus became in course of time com- plays were chiefly on mythological subjects
pletely Romanized.
Several of them contained parodies of passage*
[EUZEMON (Eval/iav) 1. One of the sons offrom the tragic poets, and especially from EuLycaon, slain by the lightniug of Jupiter (Zeus).ripides. [The fragments of Eubulus have hem.
— 2 . Father of Eurypylus, whence the latter is collected and edited by Meineke, Fragm. tzorew
called by Homer Euaamonides (Evaipovtbng).']
Grcc, vol. i, p. 594-629, edit, minor.]
[EUAGRUS, one of the Lapithae, slain by the
[ E U O H E N O R (Evxvvap) a son of the Cori:thiaj»
centaur Khcatus at the nuptials of Pirithous.]
seer Polyidus, with w h o m he went to the Trojan,
[EJBTUS, a writer, author of erotic stories, war, althougi his father had foretold that he
mentioned by Ovid in his Tristia.]
would thereby lose his life; he was slain \<j
EUBCEA {EvBoia : EvBoievg, EvBoevg, fem.Paris.]
EvBolg). 1. (Now Negropont) the largest island EUOLIDES (EvKXeibng). 1. The celebrated
of the zEgean Sea, lying along the coasts of mathematician, who has almost given his own
Attica, Boaotia, and the southern part of Thes- name to the science of geometry, in every counsaly from which countries it is separated by try in which his writings are studied; but we
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know next to nothing of his private history
E U D E M U S (EvSnaog). 1. Of Cyprus, a I'cripa
The place of, his birth is uncertain. H e lived, tetio philosopher, to w h o m Aristotle dedicatee
at Alexandrea in the time of thefirstPtolemy, \
the diidogue Evdnpog rj irepltyvxrig,which is lost,
B.C. 323-283, and w a s the founder of the Alex- — 2 . Of Rhodes, also a Peripatetic philosopher,
andrean mathematical school H e w a s of the and one of the most importaut of Aristotle's
Platonic sect, and well read in its doctrines.disciples. H e edited m a n y of Aristotle's writ
it was his answer to Ptolemy, w h o asked if ings; aud one of them even bears the n a m e o.
geometry could not be m a d e easier, that there Eudemus, namely, the 'HBIKU EvSijpeia, whieh
was no royal road. Of the numerous works at- work w a s in all probability a recension of Aris
tributed to Euclid, the following are still extant: totle's lectures edited by Eudemus.
Vid. p.
1. Srocfrfa, the Elements, in thirteen books, 102, a.—3. The physician of Livilla, the wife of
with a fourteenth andfifteenthadded by H Y P -Drusus Caasar, w h o assisted her and Sejanus in
SIOLES, % Aebopeva, the Bata, containing one poisoning her husband, A.D. 23.
hundred piopositions, with a preface by Marinus
E U D O O I A (EvdoKia) 1. Originally called A T H E of Naples. 8. Elgayayf/ 'AppoviKtj, a TreatiseNAIS,
on daughter of the sophist Leontius, w a s disMusic ; and, 4. Kararopi) Kavbvog, the Bivision oftinguished for her beauty and attainments. She
the Scale: one of these works, most likely the married the Emperor Theodosius II, A.D. 421;
former, must be rejected. 5. <&aivbpeva, theand on her marriage she embraced Christianity,
Appearances (of the heavens). 6. 'OirriKu, onand received at her baptism the name of EudoOptics; and, 7. Karoirrprnd, on Catoptrics. The
cia. She died at Jerusalem, A.D. 460. She
only complete edition of all the reputed works wrote several works ; andtoieris ascribed by
of Euclid is that published at Oxford, 1703, folio, some tbe extant poem Homero Centones, whieh
by David Gregory, with the title EbnXeibov rd is composed of verses from Homer, and relates
aatfipeva. The Elements and the Data were the history of the fall and of the redemption of
published in Greek, Latin, and French, iu 3 m a n by Jesus Christ; but its genuineness is
vols. 4to, Paris, 1814-16-18, b y Peyrard. The very doubtful.—2. Of Macrembolis, wife of the
most convenient edition for scholars of the Emperors Constantine XI. Ducas and Romanus
Greek text of the Elements is the one by A u -IV. Diogenes (.A.D. 1059-1071), wrote a dicgust, Berol, 1826, 8vo.—2. Of Megara, w a s onetionary of history and mythology, whieh she
of the chief of the disciples of Socrates, but be-called 'lavia, Violarium, or Bed of Violets. It
fore becoming such he had studied the doc- was printedforthe first time by Villoison, in bis
trines and especially the dialectics, of the Ele- Anecdota Greca, Venice, 1781. The sources
atics. Socrates on one occasion reproved him from whieh the work was compiled are nearly
for his fondness for subtle and captious dis- the same as those used by Suidas.
putes. O n the death of Socrates (B.C. 399), [ E U D O R U S (Evdapog), son of Mercury and PolyEuclides took refuge in Megara and there es- mela, reared by his grandfather Phylas; w a s
tablished a school which distinguished itself one of the leaders of the Myrmidons under
ehiefly by the cultivation of dialectics. The Achilles.]
doctrines of the Eleatics formed the basis of
E U D O S E S , a people in Germany, near the V a his philosophical system. With these he blend- rini, probably in the modern Mecklenburg.
ed the ethical and dialectical principles of So- E U D O X U S (Evboljog.) 1. Of Cnidus, son of
crates. H e w a s the author of six dialogues, zEsehines, a celebrated astronomer, geometer,
none of whieh, however, have come down to physician, and legislator, lived about B.C. 366.
us. H e has frequently been erroneously con- H e w a s a pupil of Archytas and Plato, and also
founded with the mathematician of the same went to Egypt, where he studied some time
name. The school which he founded was call- with the priests. H e afterward returned to
ed sometimes the Megaric, sometimes the Dia- Athens, but it would appear that he must have
lectic or Eristic.
spent some time in his native place, for Strabo
[ E U C R A T E S (EvKpdrr/g). 1. A n Athenian dem- says that the observatory of Eudoxus at Cnidus
agogue, who, after the death of Pericles, exer- was existing in his time. H e died at the age
cised for a time a considerable influence.—2. offifty-three.H e is saidtohave been the first
Brother of Nicias, the general, refused to be- w h o taught in Greece the motions of the plancome one of the thirty tyrants, and w a s put toets ; and he is also stated to have m a d e sepdeath by them.]
arate spheres for the stars, sun, moon, and
E U O R A T I D E S (Einparidng), king of Bactria planets. H e wrote various works on astronomy
from about B.C. 181 to 161, w a s one of the and geometry, which are lost; but the substance
most powerful of the Baotrian kings, and m a d e of his Qaivbpeva is preserved by Aratus, w h o
great conquests in the north of India.
turned into verse the prose work by Eudoxus
E U C T E M O N , the astronomer.
Vid. M E T O N .
with that title.—2. A n Athenian comic poet of
E U D A M I D A S (Ebbaplbac). 1.1, King of Sparta, the n e w comedy, was by birth a Sicilian and
."jgned from B.C. 330 to about 300. H e w a s the son of Agathocles.—3. Of Cyzicus, a geogIlia younger son of Archidamus III, and suc- rapher, w h o went from his native place to
ceeded his brother Agis III.—2. II, King of Egypt, and w a s employed by Ptolemy Evergetes
Sparta, w a s son of Archidamus I V , w h o m he and his wife Cleopatra in voyages to India; but
succeeded, and father of Agis IV.—[3. A Spar- afterward, being robbed of all his property by
tan general, brother of Phcebidas, sent at the Ptolemy Lathyrus, he sailed away down the
head of two thousand m e n to aid the Chalcidi-Red Sea, and at last arrived at Gaiies. H e aftans, B.O 883: in consequence of his brother's erward m a d e attempts to circumnavigate Africa
delay in bringing him re-enforcements, he did in the opposite direction, but without suoaes*
not effect m u c h : he was slain in the course of H e lived about B.C. 130.
-he war.]
E U E L T H O N (EveXBav) a king of Salamis in

EUGAMON.

KUMENES

Oyprns, under w h o m the Persians reduced this Phoenician sailors sold him to Laertes, the fathei
island,]
of U L Y S S E S .
E U G A M O N (Evydpav), one of the Cyclic poets,
[ E U M E D E S (Evptjdng) 1. • A herald of the Trowas a native of Cyrene, and lived about B.C. jaus, father of Doion.—2. Grandson of the pre
568. His p o e m (TijXeyovia) w a s a continuationceding, accompanied zEneas to Italy, and nai
^i the Odyssey, and formed the conclusion of slain by Turnus.]
the Epic cycle. It concluded with the death of
E U M E L U S (EvpnXog) 1 Son of Admetus ana
Ulysses.
Alcestis, went with eleven ships from Pheixe tc
E U G A N E I , a people w h o formerly inhabited Troy. H e w a s distinguished for his excellent
Venetia on the Adriatic Sea, and were driven horses, which had once been under the care oi
toward the Alps and the Lacus Benacus by the Apollo, and with which Eumelus would have
Heneti or Veneti. According to some tradi- gained the prize at the funeral games of Patro,
tions, they founded Patavium and Verona, in elus if his chariot had not been broken. His
the neighborhood of which were the Euganei wife w a s Ipthima, daughter of Icarius.—2. of
Oolles. They possessed numerous flocks of Corinth, one of the Bacchiadaa, an ancient Epic
sheep, the wool of which w a s celebrated (Juv, poet, belonged, according to some, to tha Epic
viii, 15.)
cycle. His n a m e is significant, referring to his
E U H E M E R U S (Ebijpepog), probably a native ofskill in poetry. H e flourished about B.C. 760.
Messene in Sicily, lived at the court of Cas- His principal poem seems to have been his Cosander in Macedonia about B.C. 316. Cassan- rinthian History.
der furnished him with the means to undertake
E U M E N E S (Eipevrig). 1. Of C A R D I A , served as
a voyage of discovery. H e is said to have sail- private secretary to Philip and Alexander, w h o m
ed down the R e d Sea and round the southern he accompanied throughout his expedition io
coasts of Asia, until he came to an island called Asia, and w h o treated him with marked conPanehaaa. After his return he wrote a work en- fidence and distinction. After the death of
titled 'lepd 'Avaypafy, or a Sacred History, in
Alexander (B.C. 323), Eumenes obtained the
nine books. H e gave this title to his work be government of Cappadoeia, Paphlagonia, and
cause he pretended to have his information from Pontus, which provinces had never yet been
'Avayoa<j>ai, or inscriptions in temples, which
conquered by tie Macedonians. Eumenes enhe had discovered iu his travels, especially in tered into a close alliance with Perdiccas, w h o
the island of Panehaaa. Euhemerus had been subdued these provinces for him. W h e n Pertrainad^jn the school of the Cyrenaies, w h o were diccas marched into Egypt against Ptolemy, he
notorious for their skepticism in matters con- committed to Eumenes tie conduct of the war
nected with the popular religion; and the ob- against Antipater and Craterus in Asia Minor.
jec of his work w a s to exclude every thing Eumenes met with great success ; he defeated
supernatural from the popular religion, and to Neoptolemus, w h o had revolted from Perdiccas ;
dress up the myths as so m a n y plain histories. and subsequently he again defeated the comIn hi3 work the several gods were represented bined armies of Craterus and Neoptolemus;
as having originally been m e n w h o had distin- Craterus himself fell, and Neoptolemus was
guished themselves either as warriors or bene- slain by Eumenes with his o w n hand, after a
factors of mankind, and w h o after their death deadly struggle in the presence of the two
were worshipped as gods by the grateful people. armies. Meantime the death of Perdiccas in
Jupiter (Zeus), for example, w a s a king of Egypt changed the aspect of affairs. Antigonus
Crete, w h o had been a great conqueror; and now employed the whole force of the Macedohe asserted that he had seen in the temple of nian army to crush Eumenes. The struggle
Jupiter (Zeus) Triphylius a column with an in- was carried on for some years (320-316). It
scription detailing all the exploits of the kings was conducted b y Eumenes witi consummate
Ccelus (Uranus), Saturn (Cronus), and Jupiter skill, and, notwithstanding the numerical in(Zeus). The book was written in an attractive feriority of his forces, he maintained his grouna
style, and became very popular, and m a n y of against his enemies till he w a s surrendered by
the subsequent historians, such as Diodorus, the Argyraspids to Antigonus, by w h o m he w a *
adopted his mode of dealing with myths. The put to death, 316. H e was forty-five years old
great popularity of the work is attested by the at the time of his death. Of his ability, both a-circumstance that Ennius m a d e a Latin trans a general and a statesman, no doubt can be enlation of it But the pious believers, on the tertained ; and it is probable that he would have
other hand, called Euhemerus an atheist The attained a far more important position among
Christian writers often refer to him to prove the successors of Alexander, had it not been for
liat the pagan mythology w a s nothing but a the accidental disadvantage of his birth. But
eap of fables invented by m e n
as a Greek of Cardia, and not a native MaaedoE U L S U S (EvXalog : Old Testament, Ulai: n o w nian, he was constantly looked upon with disKaroon), a river in Susiana, on the borders of like both by his opponents and companioLS ir
Elymais, rising in Great Media, flowing south arms.—2. I, King of P E R G A M U S , reigned B.O
through Mesobateue, passing east of Susa, and, 263-241, and was the successor of his uncle
after uniting with the Pasitigris, falling into the Philetaarus. H e obtained a victory near Sardin
head of the Persian Gulf. S o m e of the ancient over Antiochus Soter, and thus established bin
geographers make the Eulaaus fall into the Cho- dominion over the provinces in the neighbor
aspes, and others identify the two rivers.
hood of his capital,—3. II, King of P E R S A M U S ,
E U M Z E U S (Evpawg), the faithful swineherd of reigned B.O. 197-159, and w a s the sen and
Ulysses, was a son of Ctesius, king of the isl- successor of Attalus I. H e inherited from hi)
and of Syrie; he had been carried away from predecessor the friendship and alliance of the
his father's iouse by a Phoenician slave, and Romans, which he took the utmost pains to
2.94

all M E M A

EUNzEUS.

iumvult. H e ..pported the R o m a n s in their Vi ith bodies all black, serpents twined in tliea
war against Antiochus; and, after the conquest hair, and blood dripping from their eyes. E u
of the latter (190), he received from the senate ripides and other later poets describe them ai
winged. With later writers their number is
M y si. i, Lydia, both Phrygias, and Lycaonia, as
well as Lysimaehia, and the Thracian Cherso- usually limited to three, and their names are
nese, B y this means he w a s at once raised T I S I P H O N E , A L E C T O , aud M E G Z K K A . They grad
from a state of comparative insignificance to be ually assumed the character of goddesses wht
the sovereign of a powerful monarchy. Subse- punished m e n after death, and they seldom apquently ho was involved in war with Pharnaces, peared upon earth. T h e sacrifices offered to
sing ot Pontus, and Prusias, king of Bithynia, them consisted of black sheep and nephala, i. e,
but both wars were brought to a close b y the a drink of honey mixed with water. They were
interposition of the Romans, A t a later period worshipped at Athens, where they had a sancEumenes w a s regarded with suspicion b y the tuary and a grotto near the Areopagus : their
R o m a n senate, because he w a s suspected of statues, however, had nothing formidable, and
having corresponded secretly with Perseus, king a festival Eumenidea was there celebrated in
of Macedonia, during the war of the latter with their honor. Another sanctuary, with a grove
the Romans. Eumenes assiduously cultivated which no one w a s allowed to enter, existed at
all the arts of pease; Pergamus became under Colonus.
his rule a great andflourishingcity, whieh he E U M E N I U S , a R o m a n rhetorician of Augustoadorned with splendid buildings, and in which d u n u m (now Autun) in Gaul, held a high office
he founded that celebrated library which rose under Constantius Chlorus. H e is the author
of four orations in the " Panegyriei Veteres,"
to be arivaleventothat of Alexandrea.
namely, 1. Oratio pro instaurandis scholis, a
E U M E N I A (Ebpeveia or Evfievla: n o w Ishekli),
a city of Great Phrygia, on the rivers Glaucus lecture delivered on the re-establishment by
and Cludrus, north of the Maeander, named by Constantius Chlorus of the school at Autun,
Attalus II. after his brother and predecessor A.D. 296 or 297. 2. Panegyricus Constantio
Eumenes II. There are indications which Casari dictus, delivered 296 or 297. 3. Pane
seem to connect the time of its foundation with gyricus Constantino Augusto dictus, delivered
310. 4. Gratiarum actio Constantino Augusto
that of the destruction of Corinth.
E U M E N I D E S (EvpevlSec), also called E R I N Y E S ,Fiavientj.um nomine, delivered 311.
.not Eririuyes ('Epivveg, 'Epivvg), and by the Ro-E U M O L P U S (EvpoXirog), that is, " the good sing
mans FURIZS or DIR/E, tie Avenging Deities, er," a Thracian bard, usually represented as a
were originally only a personification of curses son of Neptune (Poseidon) and Chione, the
pronounced upon a criminal. T h e name Erinys daughter of Boreas. A s soon as he w a s born
is the more ancient one; its etymology is un- he was thrown into the sea b y his mother, w h o
was anxious to conceal her shame, but w a s
eertaift, but tho Greeks derived it from ep'iva or
Iptvvau, I hunt up or persecute, or from the Ar-preserved b y his father Neptune (Poseidon),
eadian e. KVVU, I a m angry; so that the Erinyesw h o had him educated in /Ethiopia by his
were either the augry goddesses, or the god- daughter Benthesicyma. W h e n he had grown
desses w h o hunt up or search after the criminal. up, he married a daughter of Benthesicyma;
The name Eumenides, which signifies " the well- but as he m a d e an attempt upon the chastity
meaning" or "soothed goddesses," is a mere of his wife's sister, he w a s expelled, together
euphemism, because people dreaded to call with his son Ismarus. They went to the
these fearful goddesses by thair real name. It Thracian king Tegyrius, w h o gave his daughwas said to have beenfirstgiven them after the ter in marriage to Ismarus; but as Eumolpus
acquittal of Orestes by the Areopagus, when drew upon himself the suspicion of Tegyrius,
the anger of the Erinyes had become soothed. he was again obliged to take to flight, and came
It was by a similar euphemism that at Athens to Eleusis in Attica, where he formed a friendthe Erinyes were called aepval (real, or the re-ship with the Eleusiuians. After the death of
spected goddesses. H o m e r sometimes men- his son Ismarus, he returned to Thrace at the
tions an Erinys, but more frequently Erinyes inrequest of Tegyrius. The Eleusinians, w h o
the plural. H e represents them as inhabitants were involved in a war with Athens, called Euof Erebos, where they remain quiet until some molpus to their assistance. Eumolpus came
curse pronounced upon a criminal calls them with a numerous band of Thracians, but he w a s
into activity. The crimes which they punish slain b y Erechtheus. Eumolpus w a s regarded
are disobedience toward parents, violation of as the founder of the Eleusinian mysteries, and
the respect due to old age, perjury, murder, as the first priest of Ceres (Demeter) and Bacviolation of the law of hospitality, and improper chus (Dionysus). H e w a s succeeded in the
conduct toward sup2iliants. They took away priestly office by his son Ceryx (who was, acfrom m e n all peace of mind, and led them into cording to some accounts, the son of Mercury
misery and misfortune. Hesiod says that they (Hermes), and his family, the Eumolpide, conwere the daughters of Terra (Ge), and sprung tinued till the latest times the priests of Ceres
from the drops of blood that fell upon her from (Demeter) at EleuBis. The legends coLuected
the body of Ccelus (Uranus). zEschylus calls Eumolpus with Hercules, w h o m he is said to
tl-em the daughters of Night, and Sophocles have instructed in music, or initiated into the
of Darkness and Terra (Ge). In the Greek mysteries. There were so m a n y different tratragedians neither the names nor the number ditions about Eumolpus that some of the ancf the Erinyes are mentioned. zEschylus de- cients supposed that there were two or three
scribes them as divinities more ancient than persons of that name.
[EUNZEUS, son of Clytius, a Trojan, slain b j
the Olympian gods, dwelling in the deep darkness of Tartarus, dreaded b y gods and m e n ; Camilla in Italy.]
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EUNAP1US.

EUi'HRANOR

EUNAFIUS (Eiwdirwg) a Greek sophist, wasseidon) b • Europe, ttu daughter of Tityus, or by
born at Sardis A.D. 347, and lived and taught Meeiomea or Oris, a daughter of Orion or Eii'
at Athens as late as the, reign of Theodosius rotas. According to ono account he w a s an
IL H e wrote, 1. Lives of Sophists (Biol <j>iXo
inhabitant of Panopeus on the Cephisus in P h o
ootpav teal aofiorav,) still extant, containing cis, and according to another of Hyria in Boaotwenly-three biographies of sophists, most of tia, and afterward lived at Taanarus. H e wai
w h o m were contemporaries of Eunapius, or had married to Laonome, the sister of Hercules
lived shortly before him. Though these biog- he was one of the Calydonian hunters, ana tn*
raphies are extremely brief, and the style is helmsman of the vessel of the Argonauts, anil
intolerably inflated, yet they supply us with im- by a power which his father had granted to him,
portant information respecting a period on he could walk on the sea just as on firm ground,
which w e have no other information. Eunapi- H e is mentioned also as the ancestor of Brutus,
us w a s an enthusiastic admirer of the philos- the founder of Cyrene.—[2. Son of Trcezenus.
ophy of the N e w Platonists, and a bitter enemy an ally of the Trojans, leader of the Cicones.—
of Christianity. Edited by Boissonade, A m - 3. A n Athenian, sent by the Athenian comsterdam, 1822. 2. A continuation of the his- manders at Syracuse to negotiate alliance with
tory of Dexippus (Merd Ae^iirirov xpc^iKrj laroCamarina.]
ola) in fourteen books, began with A.D. 270, E U P H O R B U S (EvfopBog) 1. Son of Pauthous,
and went down to 404. Of this work w e have one of the bravest of the Trojans, w a s slain by
only extracts, which are published along with Menelaus, w h o subsequently dedicated the
Dexippus. Vid. D E X I P P U S .
shield of Euphorbus in the temple of Juno
E U N E U S (Evvnog or Evvevg) a son of Jason (Hera), near Mycenae.
Pyth-igoras asserted
and Hypsipyle in Lemnos, supplied the Greeks that ie had once been the Trojan Euphorbus,
with wine during their war against Troy. H e and in proof of his assertion took down at first
purchased Lycaon of Patroclus for a silver urn. sight tie shield of Euphorbus from the temple
EUNOMIA.
Vid H O R Z S .
of Juno (Hera) (clipeo Trojana refixo tempora tesE U N O M U S (Evvopog). 1. King of Sparta, is tatus, H o r , Carm, i, 28, 11).—2. Physician of
described by some as the father of Lycurgus Juba II, king of Mauretania, about the end of
and Polydeetes. Herodotus, on the contrary, thefirstcentury B.C, and brother to Antonius
places him in his list after Polydeetes. In all Musa, the physician to Augustus.
probability, the name was invented with referE U P H O R I O N (Evipopiav). 1. Father of the poet
ence to the Lycurgean Evvopia, and Eunomus, zEschylus.—2. Son of zEschylus, and himself
if not wholly rejected, must be identified with a tragic poet.—3. Of Chalcis in Eubcea, an
Polydeetes.—[2. A n Athenian naval command- eminent grammarian and poet, son of Polymne
er, sent out in command of thirteen ships in tus, w a s born about B.C 274. H e became tha
B;0. 388 to act against the Lacedaamonians.]
librarian of Antiochus the Great, 221, and died
E U N U S (Evvovg) a Sicilian slave, and a native in Syria, either at A p a m e a or at Antioch. The
•of A p a m e a in Syria, was the leader of the Sicil- following were the most important of the poems
ian slaves in the servile war. H e first attract- of Euphorion in heroic verse : 1. 'HmocSor, probed attention by pretending to the gift of proph- ably an agricultural poem. 2. Mcipoiria, so callecy, and by interpreting dreams; to the effect ed from an old name in Attica, the legends ol
of which ie added by appearing to breathe which country seem to have been the chiet
flames from his mouti and other similar jug- subject of the poem. 3. XiXidbeg, a poem writgleries. H e w a s proclaimed king, and soon ten against certain persons, w h o had defrauded
collected formidable forces, with which he de-Euphorion of money which he had intrusted to
feated several R o m a n armies. The insurrec- their care. It probably derived its title from
tion n o w became so formidable, that for three each of its books consisting of 1000 verses,
successive years (B.C. 134-132) three consuls H e also 'wrote epigrams, which were imitated
were sent against the insurgents, and it w a s by m a n y of the Latin poets, and also by the
not till the third year (132) that the revolt w a s Emperor Tiberius, with w h o m he was a greai
finally put down by the consul Rupilius. Eu- favorite. Euphorion likewise wrote m a n y his
nus was taken prisoner, and died in prison at torical and grammatical works. All his work*.Morgantia, of the disease called morbus pedieu are lost, but the fragments are collected by
laris.
Meineke, in his Analecta Alexandrina, Berol.
E U P A L I U M or E U P O L I U M (EvirdXtov, EiirbXiov:
1843.
EiiraXievg), a town of the Locri Ozoiaa, north of E U P H R A N O R (Evtjspdvup). 1. A distinguished
Naupaotus, subsequently included in zEtolia statuary and painter, w a s a native of the CoEpietetus.
rinthian isthmus, but practiced his art at Athena
E U P I T O R (Evirdrup), a surname assumed by H e flourished about B.O. 336. His most celemany of the kings in Asia after the time of Al- brated statue was a Paris, which expressed
exander the Great Vid. A N T I O C H U S , M I T H R A - alike tho judge of the goddesses, the lover ol
DATES.
Helen, and tie slayer of Achilles; the very
E U P A T O R I U M or E U P A T O E I A (Ebirarbpiov, Ev-beautiful sitting figure of Paris, in marble, iu
raropia) a town in the Chersonesus Taurica, the Museo Pio Clementino is, no doubt, a copj
founded by Mithradates Eupator, aud named of this work. His best paintings were preserv
after him.
ed in a porch in the Ceramicus at Athens. 0»
E U P H A E S (Ebfydng), king of the Messeniansthe one side were the twelve gods, and on th« |
fell in battle against the Spartans in the firs,opposite wall, Theseus, with Democracy auc
Messeniau war. H e was succeeded by A R T ? , Demos. Euphranor also wrote works oh pro
TODEilUS,
portion and on colors (de Symmetria et Co-.ori
E C P B E M U S (Ebfiripog). 1, Son of Neptune (Pfbut), the two points in which his o w n excel
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EUPHRATES.

EURIPIDES.

E U P O L I S (EviroXig), son of Sosipolis, an Athe
leuce seems chiefly to have consisted. Pliny
gays that he was the first w h o properly ex- n -in poet of the old comedy, and one of the thr«
Eressed the dignity of heroes by the proportions w h o are distinguished b y Horace in his well
e gave to their statues. H e m a d e the bodies known line, "Eupolis, atque Cratinus, Aristosomewhat more slender, and the heads and phanesque poetaa," above all the ..." alii quolimbs larger.—[2. Admiral of the Rhodian fleet,r u m comcedia prisca virorum est." H e wai
aided Caasar in defeating the Egyptianfleetin born about B.C. 446, and is said to have exhibthe Alexandrine w a r : he perished some time ited hisfirstdrama in his seventeenth year, 429,
two years before Aristophanes. The date of
after in a naval combat.]
E U P H R A T E S (Evtppdrng) an eminent Stoic his death is uncertain. The c o m m o n story was,
that
Aloibiades, when sailing to Sicily, (415),
philosopher, w a s a native of Tyre, or, according
to others, of Byzantium. H e w a s an intimate threw Eupolis into the sea, in revenge for an
friend of the younger Pliny. In his old age he attack which he had m a d e upon him in his Buirbecame tired offife,and asked and obtained rai; but this can not be true, as w e k n o w that
from Hadrian permission to put an end to him- Eupolis produced plays after the Sicilian expedition. H e probably died in 411. The chief
self by poison.
characteristic of the poetry of Eupolis seems to
E U P H R A T E S (Ev<j>pdrng : in the Old Testament,
Phrat: n o w El Frat), a great river of western have been the liveliness of his fancy, and the
Asia, forming the boundary of Upper and Lower power whieh he possessed of imparting its imAsia, consists, in its upper course, of two ages to the audience. In elegance he is said
branches, both of which rise in the mountains to have even surpassed Aristophanes, while in
of Armenia. The northern branch (now Kara- bitter jesting and personal abuse he emulated
Sou) whieh is the true Euphrates, rises in theCratinus. A m o n g the objects of his satire w a s
mountain above Erzeroum (the Mount A b u s or Socrates, on w h o m he m a d e a bitter, though less
Oapotes of the ancients), and flows west and elaborate attack than that in the Clouds of Arissouthwest to a little above latitude 39° and east tophanes. The dead were not exempt from his
of longitude 39°, where it breaks through the abuse, for there are still extant some lines of
chain of the Anti-Taurus, and, after receiving his in whieh Cimon is most unmercifully treatthe southern branch (now Mourad Chai), or, as ed. A close relation subsisted between Eupolis
the ancients called it, the A R S A N I A S , it breaks and Aristophanes, not only asrivals,but as imthrough the main chain of the Taurus between itators of each other. Cratinus attacked ArisMelitene and Samosata, and then flows in a gen- tophanes for borrowing from Eupolis, and Eueral southern direction till it reaches latitude polis in his Bdirrai made the same charge, es36°, whence it flows in a general southeast di- pecially with reference to the Knights. The
rection till it approaches the Tigris opposite to Scholiasts specify the last Parabasis of the
Seleucia, where the distance between the two Knights as borrowed from Eupolis. O n the
rivers was reckoned at only two hundred stadia.other hand, Aristophanes, iu the second (or
Then it flows through the Plain of Babylonia, at third) edition of the Clouds, retorts upon Eupofirst receding further from the Tigris, and after-lis the charge of imitating the Knights in hia
ward approaching it again, till it joins it about Maricas, and taunts him with the further indig
sixty miles above the mouth of the Persian Gulf, nity of jesting on hisrival'sbaldness. [The
having already had its waters m u c h diminished fragments of his plays have been edited by R u n
by numerous canals, which irrigated the country kel, Pherecratis et Eupolidis Fragm, Lips.,1829
in ancient times, but the neglect of which, at and by Meineke, Comic. Grcc. Fragm, vol. i,
present has converted m u c h of the once fertile p. 158-228, edit, minor.]
E U P O M P U S (Evirouirog) of Sicyon, a distindistrict watered by the Euphrates into a marshy
desert. The whole length of the Euphrates is guished Greek painter, w a s the contemporary
between five hundred and six hundred miles. of Zeuxis, Parriasius, and Timanthes, and the
In its upper course, before reaching the Taurus, instructor of Pamphilus, the master of Apelles.
its northern branch and a part of the united The fame of E u p o m p u s ledtothe creation of a
stream divided Armenia Major from Oolchis third school of Greek art, the Sicyonian, at the
and Armenia Minor, and its lower course di- head of whieh he was placed.
E U R I P I D E S (Evpiiridng) 1. The distinguished
vided Mesopotamia from Syria. Its chief tributary, besides the Arsanias, w a s the Aborrhas. tragic poet, w a s the son of Mnesarchus and
E U P H R O N (Evfpav).. [1. A native of Sicyon, Clito, and is said to have been born at Salamis,
who, in the time of Epaminondas, m a d e himself B.O. 480, on the very day that the Greeks de
master of that city by the aid of the lower or- feated the Persians off that island, whither his
ders : being driven out by the opposite party, he parents hadfledfrom Athens on the nvasion of
betook himself to Thebes, and w a s there mur- Xerxes. S o m e writers relate that 1 is parents
dered b y his opponents, w h o had followed him were in m e a n circumstances, and his mother is
thither.]—-2. A n Athenian poet of the n e w com- represented by Aristophanes as a Lerb-seller
edy, whose plays, however, partook largely of and not a very honest one either; but m u c h
the character of the middle comedy. [His frag- weight can not be accorded to these statements.
ments are collected in Meineke, Fragm. Comie. It is more probable that his family was respect
able. W e are told that the poet, w h e n a boy,
Orasc, vol. ii, p. 1128-33, edit, minor.]
E U P H R O S Y N E , one of tie Charities or Graces. w a s eup-bearer to a chorus of noble Athenians
at the Thargelian festival, an office for which
Vid. C H A R I S .
[ E U P I T H E S (EvireWng), father of Antinous, w h onobility of blood w a s requisite. W e k n o w also
was one of the suitors of Penelope; attempting that he w a s taught rhetoric b y Prodicus, w h o
to avenge tho death of his son, te was slain by was certainly not moderate in his terms for in
struction, and w h o w a s in the habit of seeking
Laertes.]
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his pupils imong youths of high rank. It is said i must be confessed that w e look in vain in h u
that the future distinction of Euripides w a s pre plays for the high faith of z'Esch j lus ; nor can
dieted by an oracle, promising that he should be w e fail to admit that the pupil of Anaxagoras
crowned with "sacred garlands," in conse- could not sympathize with the popular religious
quence of whieh his father had him trained to system around him, nor throw himself cordially
gymnastic exercises; and w o learn that, while into it. H e frequently altered in 'A e most arbiTet a boy, he w o n the prize at the Eleusinian trary manner the ancient leg-ends. Thus, in
and Thesean contests, and offered himself, when the Orestes, Menelaus comes before us as a sellevanteen years old, as a candidate at the Olym- fish coward, and Helen as a worthless wanton.}
pic games, but w a s not admitted because of in the Helena, the notion of Stesichorus is adopt
some doubt about his age. But he soon aban- ed, that the ieroine w a s never carried to Troy
doned gymnastic pursuits, and studied the art at all, and that it w a s a mere elbaXov of hor for
of painting, not, as w e learn, without success. which the Greeks and Trojans fought; A n d r o m
To philosophy and literature he devoted him- ache, the widow of Hector and slave of N e o p
self with m u c h interest and energy, studying tolemus, seems almost to forget the past in hei
physics under Anaxagoras, and rhetoric, as w e quarrel with Hermione and the perils of hei
have already seeu, under Prodicus. H e lived present situation ; and Electra, married b y tha
on intimate terms with Socrates, aud traces of policy of zEgisthus to a peasant, scolds her hustheteachingof Anaxagoras have been remarked band for inviting guests to dine without regard
in ni„iy passages of his plays. H e is said to to the ill-prepared state of the larder. In short
ha\ e \ •. itten a tragedy at the age of eighteen;with Euripides tragedy is brought d o w n into
but the first play, which is exhibited in his the sphere of every-day life; m e n are repreo w n name, w a s the Peliades, when he was twen- sented, according to the remark of Aristotle, not
ty-five years of age (B.O. 455). In 441 he gain- as they ought to be, but as they are ; under the
ed for thefirsttime thefirstprize, and he con- names of the ancient heroes, the characters of
tinued to exhibit plays until 408, the date of the his o w n time are set before us; it is not Medea,
Orestes. Soon after this he left Athens for the or Iphigenia, or Alcestis that is speaking, but
court of Archelaus, king of Macedonia, his rea- abstractedly a mother, a daughter, or a wife
sons for which step can only be matter of con- All this, indeed, gave fuller scope, perhaps, fol
jecture. Traditionary scandal has ascribed it the exhibition of passion and for those scenes
to his disgust at the intrigue of his wife with of tenderness and pathos in whicli Euripides
Cephisophon, and theridiculewhieh was show- espeeialy excelled; and it will serve also to
ered upon him in consequence by the comic account, in great measure, for the preference
poets. But the whole story has been refuted given to his plays by the practical Socrates,
by modern writers. Other causes more proba- w h o is said to have never entered the theatre
bly led him to accept an invitation from Arche- unless w h e n they were acted, as well as for the
laiis, at whose court the highest honors awaited admiration felt for him by Menander aud PhileLim. The attacks of Aristophanes and others mon, and other poets of tie n e w comedy. The
had probably not been without their effect; and most serious defects in his tragedies, artistically
he must have been aware that M s philosophical speaking, are, his constant employment of the
tenets were regarded with considerable suspi- " Deus ex machina;" the disconnection of tho
cion. H e died in Macedonia in 406, at the age choral odes from the subject of the play; the
of seventy five. Most testimonies agree in stat- extremely awkward and formal character of his
ing that he w a s torn in pieces by the king's prologues ; and the frequent introduction of
dogs, which, according to some, were set upon frigid yvupat and of philosophical disquisitions,
him througi envy by Arrhidaaus and Crateuas, making M e d e a talk like a sophist, and Hecuba
two rival poets. The regret of Sophocles for like afree-thinker,and aiming rather at subtilhis death is said to have been so great, that at ty than simplicity. O n the same principles on
the representation of his next play he m a d e his which he brought his subjects and <tharacters
actors appear uncrowned. The accounts which to the level of c o m m o n life, he adopted also in
w e find in some writers of the profligacy of Eu- his style the every-day m o d e of speaking. Acripides are mere idle scandal, and scarcely cording to some accounts, he wrote, in all, sevworthy of serious refutation. Nor does there enty-five plays; according to others, ninety-two
appear to be any better foundation for that other Of these, eighteen are extant, if w e omit the
charge which has been brought against him, of Rhesus, which is probably spurious. A list is
hatred to the female sex. This is said to have subjoined of the extant plays of Euripides, with
been occasioned b y the infidelity of his wife; their dates, ascertained or probable: Alcestis,
but, as has been already remarked, this tale does B.O. 438.
This play was brought out as the
not deserve credit. H e was a m a n of a Serious last of a tetralogy, and stood, therefore, in the
and austere temper; and it w a s in consequence place of a satyric drama, to which indeed it
of this that the charge probably originated. It bears, in some parts, great similarity, particis certain that the poet w h o drew such charac- ularly in the representation of Hercules in his
ters as Antigone, Iphigenia, and, above all, Al- cups. Medea, 481. Hippolytus Coronifer, 428,
sestis, was not blind to the gentleness, the gained thefirstpriie. Hecuba, exhibited before
strong affection, the aelf-abandoning devoted- 423. Heraclidc, about 421. Supplices, about
cess of women. With respect to the world and 421. Ion, of uncertain date. Hercules Furens,
the Deity, he seems to have adopted the doc- of uncertain date. Andromache, about 420-417
trines of Anaxagoras, not unmixed, apparent- Troades, 415. Electra, about 41 i-413. Helena,
ly, with pantheistic views. Vid. A N A X A G O R A S . 412. Iphigenia among the Tauri, of uncertain
T o class him with atheists, as some have done, date. Orestes, 408. Phosnisee, of uncertain
is undoubtedly unjust. A t the same time, it date. Bacchc: this play was apparently writ29.«
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tenforrepreuentation in Macedonia, and there- and sometimes even the Arax $ a m the C a *
fore at a very late period of the life of Euripi- pian Sea: but at a later period the River Tanaii
des. Iphigenia at Aulis: this play, together and the Palus Maeotis were usually regarded as
witi the Bacche and the Alcmaon, was brought the boundaries between Asia and Europe. Tht
out at Athens, after the poet's death, by the north of Em-ope was little known to the undents,
younger Euripides. Cyclops, of uncertain date:but it was generally believed, at least in latei
it is interesting as the only extant specimen of times, that it was bounded on the north by tht
the Greek satyric drama. Besides the plays, Ocean.
there are extantfiveletters, purporting to have E U R O P U S . Vid. TITARESIUS.
been written by Euripides, but they are spuri- E U R O P U S (Evparrog). 1. A city of Caria, aftous. Editions: B y Musgrave, Oxford, 1778; erward named Idrias.—2. ( N o w Yerabolus, ox
by Beck, Leipzig, 1778-88; by Matthiaa, Leip- Kulat-el-Nejin ?), a city iu the district of Cyrzig, 1813-29 ; and a variorum edition, Glasgow, rhestiee in Syria, on the western bank of the
1821, 9 vols. 8vo. Of separate plays there have Euphrates, a few miles south of Z e u g m a ; called
been m a n y editions, e. g, by Poison, Elmsley, after the town of the same name in Macedonia.—
Valckenaer, Monk, Pflugk, and Hermann.—2 3. Europus was the earlier name of Dura NicaThe youngest of the three sons of the above. noris in Mesopotamia; and, 4. It was also given
After the death of his father he brought out by Seleucus Nicator to Rhagaa in Media. Vid
three of his plays at the great Dionysia, viz, the A R S A O I A .
Alcmeon (no longer extant), the Iphigenia at E U R O T A S (Eipairac). 1. ( N o w Basilipotamo)
the chief river in Laeonia, but not navigable, rise3
Aulis, and the Bacche.
E U R I P U S (EtipOTOc) any part of the sea where in Mount Boreum in Arcadia, then disappears unthe ebb and flow of the tide were remarkably der the earth,risesagain near Seiritis, and flows
violent, is the name especially of the narrow southward, passing Sparta on the east, through a
strait which separates Eubcea from Bceotia, in narrow and fruitful valley, into the Laconian
which the ancients asserted that the sea ebbed Gulf.—2. Vid TITARESIUS.
[ E U R O T A S (Evparag) son cf Myles, grandson
and flowed seven times in the day. The extraordinary tides of the Euripus have been noticed of Lelex (according to Apollodorus, son of Leby modern observers ; the water sometimes runs lex), father of Sparta, w h o married Laeedaamon:
as much as eight miles an hour. A t Chalcis there is said to have led, by means of a canal, the wawas a bridge over the Euripus, uniting Eubcea ters that had stagnated in Laeonia into the sea,
and to have called the stream that was thus
with the main land.
E U R O M U S (Evpapog: now Jaklys), a small town formed the EUROTAS.]
cf Caria, at the foot of Mount Grion (a ridge par- [ E U R Y A D E S (Eiipvubng), one of the suitors of
allel to Mount Latmus), in the conventus juridicus Penelope, slain by Telemachus.]
[ E U R Y A L E (EvpvdXij). 1. One of the Gor
of A labanda. It lay eight English miles northgous.—2. Daughter of Minos or Minyas, mother
west of Mylasa.
E U R O P A (Evpairn), according to the Iliad (xiv,of Orion by Neptune (Poseidon)—3. A queen of
821) a daughter of Phcenix, but according to the the Amazons, w h o aided zEetes against the Argoc o m m o n tradition a daughter of the Phoanician nauts.]
E U R Y A L U S (EbpvaXog) 1. Son of Mecisteus
king Agenor. Her surpassing beauty charmed
Jupiter (Zeus), w h o assumed the form of a bull one of the Argonauts, and of the Epigoni, acand mingled with the herd as Europa and her companied Diomedes to Troy, where he slew
maidens were sporting on the sea-shore. Encour- several Trojans.—2. One of the suitors of Hipaged by the tameness of the animal, Europa ven podamia.—[3. A young Phaeacian hero, victoi
tared to mount his back; whereupon Jupiter in wrestling ; he presented Ulysses with a beau(Zeus) rushed into the sea and s w a m with her in tiful sword.—4. Son of Opheltes, a companion of
safety to Crete. Here she became by Jupiter zEneas, famed for his strongfriendshipforNi
(Zeus) the mother of Minos, Radamanthys, and sus.]
EUSYANASSA.
Vid. P E L O P S .
Sarpedon. She afterward married Asterion,
E U R Y B A T E S (EvpvBdrng). 1. Called Eribotes
king of Crete, w h o brought up the children w h o m
by Latin writers, son of Teleon, and one of the
she had had by the king of the gods.
E U R O P A (Evpairy) one of the three divisions Argonauts.—2. The herald of Ulysses w h o m he
of the ancient world. The name is not found in followed to Troy.
E U R Y B A T U S (EvpvBarog), an Ephesian w h o m
the Iliad and Odyssey, andfirstoccurs in the
Homeric h y m n to Apollo (251), but even there it Croasus sent with a large sum of money to the
does not indicate the continent, but simply the Peloponnesus to hire mercenaries for him in hia
main land of Hellas proper, in opposition to Pelo- war with Cyrus, He, however, went over to C y
ponnesus and the neighboring islands. Herod- rus, aud betrayed the whole matter to him. la
otus is the first writer w h o uses it in the sense consequence of this treachery, his name passed
of one of the divisions of the world. The origin into a proverb among the Greeks.
E U R Y B I A (EvpvBlu), daughter of Pontus and
of the name is doubtful; but the most probable of the numerous conjectures is that whieh Terra (Ge), mother by Crius of Astreeus, Pallas,
supposes that the Asiatic Greeks called it Euro- and Perses.
pa (from evpvg, " broad," and the root bir, " toE U R Y B I A D E S . Vid. T H E M I S T O O L E S .
E U R Y O L E A (EvpiiKXeia) daughter of Ops, waa
see"), from the wide extent of its coast. Most
of tie ancients supposed the n a m e to be de- purchased by Laertes and brought up Telemarived from Europa, the daughter of Agenor. chus. W h e n Ulysses returned home, she recogThe boundaries of Europe on the east differed nized him by a scar, and afterward faithfully asit various periods. In earlier times the River sisted him against tie suitors.
[ E B R Y C L E S (EvpvK?Sig). 1. A ventriloquist and
Phasis was usually supposed to be its boundary
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Jinner at Athens (iyyaarpipvBog)—2. A Spar E U R Y H E D O N (Ebpvpebav now Kapri-Su) a
tan aro'jitect w h o constructed a celebrated bath smallriverin Pamphylia, navigable as far up as
at Ooritth.]
the city of A S P E N D U S , through which it flowed
[ E U B Y C R A T E S (EvpvKpdrng) 1. Son of King celebrated for the victory which Cimon gained
Polydorus, king of Sparta, the twelfth of the over the Persians on its banks (B.O. 469).
Agid line : his son and successor was Anaxan- [ E U R Y M E D O S A (Evpvpebovaa) a female slave
der; his grandson w a s — 2 . E U R Y C R A T E S II, call- of the Phaaacian king Alcinous, attendant upoc
ed also Eurycratidas, reigned during the earlier Nausicaa.]
and disastrous part of the war with Tegea.]
E U R Y M E N , H (Evovnevai), a town in Magnesia
[ E U R Y D A M A S (Evpvbduag) 1. Son of Irus and in Thessaly, east of Ossa.
Demonassa, one of the Argonauts ; according
E U R Y N O M E (Evpvvopn) 1. Daughter of Oeeio Apollonius Rhodius he was a son of Ctime- anus. W h e n Vulcan (Hephaastus) was expellnus.—2. A Trojan skilled in the interpretation ed by Juno (Hera) from Olympus, Eurynom6
of dreams, whose two sons, Abas and Polyidus, and Thetis received him in the bosom of the
were slain before Troy by Diomedes.—3. One sea. Before the time of Saturn (Cronos) and
of the suitors of Penelope, slain by Ulysses.]
Rhea, Eurynome and Ophion had ruled in OlymE U R Y D I C E (EvpvbiKn) 1. Wife of Orpheus. pus over the Titans.—2. A surname of Diana
Vid. O R P H E U S . — 2 . A n Illyrian princess, wife of (Artemis) at Phigalea in Arcadia, where she
Amyntas II, king of Macedonia, and mother of was represented half w o m a n and half fish.—[3.
the famous Philip.—3. A n Illyrian, wife of Philip A n old and faithful female attendant in tie
of Macedon, and mother of Cynane or Cynna. house of Ulysses, mentioned in the Odyssey]
— 4 . Daughter of Amyntas, son of Perdiccas
[ E U R Y N O M U S (Evpvvopog) 1. A centaur slain
III, king of Macedonia, and Cynane, daughter by Dryas at tho nuptials of Pirithous.—2. Son
of Philip. After the death of her mother in of the Ithaean zEgyptius, one of the suitors of
Asia (via. C Y N A N E ) , Perdiccas gave her in mar- Penelope.]
riage to the king Arrhidaeus. She was a w o m a n
[ E U S Y P H A E S S A (Evpvipdeaoa) sister and wife
of a masculine spirit, and entirely ruled her of Hyperion ; by him mother of Helios, Selene,
weak husband. O h her return to Europe with and Eos (Aurora).]
her husband, she became involved in war with
E U R Y P H O N (Evpv<j>av), a celebrated physician
Polysperchon and Olympias, but she was de- of Cnidos in Caria, was a contemporary of Hipfeated in battle, taken prisoner, and compelled pocrates, but older. H e is quoted by Galen,
by Olympias to put an end to her life, B.C. 317. w h o says that he was considered to be the au— 5 . Daughter of Antipater, and wife of Ptole- thor of the ancient medical work entitled Kvlm y the son of Lagus. She was the mother of dial Tvapai, and also that some persons atthree sons, viz, Ptolemy Ceraunus, Meleager, tributed to K m several works included in the
and a third (whose name is not mentioned); Hippoeratie Collection.
and of two daughters, Ptolemais, afterward
EuRYroN, otherwise called E U R Y T I O N (Evpvmarried to Demetrius Poliorcetes, and Lysan- irCiv, Evpvriav) a grandson of Procles, was the
dra, the wife of Agathocles, son of Lysimachus. third king of that house at Sparta, and thence
• —6. A u Athenian, of a family descended from forward gave it the name of Eurypontidaa.
the great Miltiades. She was first married to
E U R Y P Y L U S (EvpvirvXog). 1. Son of Euaamon
Ophelias, the conqueror of Cyrene, and after and Ops, appears in different traditions as king
his deatfi returned to Athens, where she mar- either of Ormenion, or Hyria, or Cyrene. In
ried Demetrius Poliorcetes, on occasion of his the Iliad he i3 represented as having come from
first visittothat city.
Ormenion to Troy with forty ships. H e slew
E U R Y L O C H U S (EvpvXoxoc) 1. Companion of m a n y Trojans, and when wounded by Paris he
Ulysses in his wanderings, was the only one was nursed and cured b y Patroclus. A m o n g
that escaped from the house of Circe, when his the heroes of Hyria, he is mentioned as a son
friends were metamorphosed into swine. A n - of Neptune (Poseidon) and Celaeno, w h o went
other personage of the same name is mention- to Libya, where he ruled in the country aftered among the sons of zEgyptus.—2. A Spartan ward ealled Cyrene, and there became connectcommander in the Peloponnesian war, B.O. ed with the Argonauts. H e married Sterope,
426, defeated and slain by Demosthenes at 01- the daughter of Helios, by w h o m he became the
pae.—[3. Of Lusiae in Arcadia, an officer iu the father of Lycaon and Leucippus.—2. Son of
Greek army of Cyrus the younger; on one oc- Neptune (Poseidon) and Astypalaea, king of Cos,
casion protected Xenophon, whose shield bearer was killed b y Hercules, who, on his return from
had deserted him.—4. A Macedonian, son of Troy, landed in Cos, and, being taken for a pirate,
Arseas, detected a conspiracy against Alexan- was attacked by its inhabitants. According to
der the Great.]
another tradition, Hercules attacked the island
E U R Y M K D O N (EvpvpeSav) 1. One of the Ca- of Oos in order to obtain possession of Chalbiri, son of Vulcan (Hephaestus) and Cabiro, andciope, the daughter of Eurypylus, w h o m he
brother of Alcon.—2. A n attendant of Nestor. loved.—3. Son of Telephus and Astyoche, king
— 8 . Son of Ptolemaeus, and charioteer of Aga-of Mysia or Cilicia, was induced by tie present*
Qiemnon,—4. Son of Thucles, an Athenian gen- which Priam sent to his mother or wife to as
eral in the Peloponnesian war. H e was one of sist the Trojans against tho Greeks. Eurypylus
the commanders in the expedition to Corcyra, killed Machaon, but was himself slain by NeB.O. 428, and also in the expedition to Sicily, optolemus.
425. In 414 he was appointed, in conjunction
E U R Y S A O E S (EbpvGuKng), son of the Telamom
tvith Demosthenes, to the command of the sec- an Ajax and Tecmessa, named after the " broad
ond Syracusan armament, and fell in the firstshield" of his father. A n Athenian tradition reof tho two sea-fights in thf harbor of Syracuse. lated that Eurysaces and his brother Philaeus
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iravrodairqg laroplag), a work of great value ti
us in the study of ancient history. It is in twe
books. Thefirst,entitled xP°voypaij)ia, contains
a sketch of the history of several ancient na
tions, as the Chaldaaans, Assyrians, Medes, PerE U R Y S T H E N E S (EvpvoBevng) and P R O C L E S (npo- sians, Lydians, Hebrews, and Egyptians. It is
chiefly taken from the work ot Africanus (vid
nXijg), the twin sons of Aristodemus, were born,
according to the c o m m o n account before, but A F R I C A N U S ) , and gives lists of kings and other
according to the genuine Spartan story, after magistrates, with short accounts of remarkable
their father's return to Peloponnesus and occu- events from the creation to the time of Eusepation of his allotment of Laeonia. H e died bius. The second book consists of synchronoimmediately after the birth of his children, and logical tables, with similar catalogues of ruler?
had not even time to decide which of the two and striking occurrences from the time of Abrashould succeed him. The mother professed to h a m to the celebration of Constantine's Vicenbe unable to n a m e the elder, and the Lacedae- nalia at Nicomedia, A.D. 327, and at Rome, A
monians applied to Delphi, and were instructed D. 328. The Greek text of the Chronicon is
to m a k e them both kings, but give the greater lost, but there is extant part of a Latin translahonor to the elder. The difficulty thus remain- tion of it by Jerome, published by Scaliger, Leying was at last removed at the suggestion of den, 1606, of which another enlarged edition apPanites, a Messenian, by watching which of peared at Amsterdam, 1658. There is also ex
the children w a s first washed and fed b y the tant an Armenian translation, which w a s dis
mother ; and the first rank w a s accordingly covered at Constantinople, and published by
given to Eurysthenes and retained by his de- Mai and Zohrab at Milan, 1818, and by Aucher,
scendants. F r o m these two brothers the two Venice, 1818.—2. The Frcparatio Evangelica
royal families in Sparta were descended, and (evayyeXiKT/g airodeii-eag iroirapaoKevrj) in fif
were called respectively the Eurysthenidc and books, is a collection of various facts and quota
Proclidas. The former were also called the tions from old writers, by which it was supposed
Agidce from Agis, son of Eurysthenes ; and the that the mind would be prepared to receive the
latter Eurypontidas from Eurypon, grandson of evidences of Christianity. This book is almost
as important to us in the study of ancient phiProcles.
losophy as the Chronicon is with reference to
EURYSTHEUS.
Vid. H E R C U L E S .
[ E U S Y T I O N (Evpvrlav). 1. Son of Irus and history, since in it are preserved specimens
Demonassa, and grandson of Actor, one of the from the writings of almost every philosopher
Argonauts — 2 . One of the centaurs, escaped from of any note whose works are not n o w extant
thefightwith Hercules, but w a s afterward slain Edited by R. Stephens, Paris, 1544, and again
by that hero.—3. Son of Lycaon, brother of Pan- in 1628, and by F. Viger, Cologne, 1688 : [more
darus, a celebrated archer; accompanied zEneas recently b y Heinichen, Lips, 1842, 2 vols. 8vo.]
— 3 . The Bemonstratio Evangelica (evayyeXiK^
on his voyage to Italy.]
E U R Y T U S (Evpvrog) 1. Son of Melaneus and dirbSei^ig) in twenty books, of which ten are exStratonice, was king of GSchalia, probably the tant, is a collection of evidences, chiefly from
Thessaliaa town of this name. H e w a s a skill- the Old Testament, addressed principally to tho
ful archer and married to Antioche, b y w h o m Jews. This is the completion of the preceding
he became the father of Iole, Iphitus, Moh'on work, giving the arguments which the Preparaor Deion, Olytius, and Toxeus. H e was proud tio w a s intended to m a k e the mind ready to
of his skill in using the bow, and is said to have receive. Edited with the Prasparatio in the ediinstructed even Hercules in his art H e offer- tions both of R. Stephens and Viger.—4. The
ed his daughter Iole as a prizetohim w h o should Ecclesiastical History (eKKXnaiaoriKfi iaropia) in
conquer him and his sons in shooting with the ten books, containing the history of Christianity
bow. Hercules w o n the prize, but Eurytus and from the birth of Christ to the Death of Licinius,
his sons, with the exception of Iphitus, refused A.D. 324. Edited with the other Ecclesiastical
to give up Iole, because they feared lest Her- historians by Reading, Cambridge, 1720, and
cules should kill the children he might have b y separately by Burton, Oxford, 1838, [and by
her.
Hercules accordingly marched against Heinichen, Lips, 1827, 8 vols. 8vo.]—5. Be
GSchalia with an army, took the place, and killed Martyribus Palestine, being an account of the
Eurytus and his son3. According to Homer, on persecutions of Diocletian and Maximin from
the other hand, Eurytus w a s killed by Apollo, A.D. 303 to 310. It is in one book, and generw h o m he presumed to rival in using the bow. ally found as an appendix to the eighth of the
(Od, viii, 226.)—2. Son of Actor and Molione Ecclesiastical History.—6. Against Hieroclet
of Elis. Vid. M O L I O N E S . — 3 . Son of Mercury Hieroeles had advised Diocletian to begin his
(Hermes) and Antiamra, and brother of Echion, persecution, and had written two books, called
was one of the Argonauts.—4. A n eminent Py- Xbyoi (p'.XaXnBetg, comparing our Lord's miracles to those of Apollonius of Tyana. In an
thagorean philosopher, a disciple of Philolaus.
E U S E B I U S (Evoebiog) surnamed Pamphili to swering this work, Eusebius reviews the life of
commemorate his devoted friendship for Pam- Apollonius by Philostratus.—7. Against Marcelphilus, bishop of Caasarea. Eusebius w a s born lus, bishop of Aneyra, in two books.—8. Be Ec
in Palestine about A.D. 264, was m a d e bishop elesiastica Theologia, a continuation of the form
of Caasarea 315, and died about 340. H e had a er work.—-9. Be Vita Constantini,fourbooks, a
strong leaning toward the Arians, though he panegyric rather than a biography. It has gensigned the creed of the Council of Nicaaa. H e erally been published with the Ecclesiastical
was a m a n of great learning. His most im- History, but edited separately by Heinichen,
portant works are, 1. The Chronicon (xpovwd 1880.—10. Onomastiioi de Locis Hebraicit, a
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had given u{ to the Athenians the island of Salamis, which they had inherited from their grandfather, and that the two brothers received in return the Attic franchise. Eurysaces w a s honored like his father, at Athens, with an altar.

EUSTATHIUS.

EVAGORAS.

E U T H Y M U S (EvBvuo;), a hero of Locri in Italy
description of the towns and places mentioned in
Holy Scripture, arrangea in alphabetical order. s m of Astycles or of the river god Caa cuius
H e was famousforhis strength and skill in boxIt was translated into Latin by Jerome.
E U S T A T H I U S (EvardBwg.) 1. Of Cappadoeia, ing, and delivered the town of Temesa from the
a Neo-PIatonic philosopher, was a pupil of Iam- evil spirit Polites, to w h o m a fair maiden was
bliehns and zEdesius. In A.D. 358 he was sent sacrificed every year. Euthymus himself disby Constantius as ambassador to King Sapor, appeared at an advanced age in the River Caaand remained in Persia, where he was treated cinus.
E U T O C I U S (EvroKiog) of Asealon, the comwith the greatest honor.—2. Or E U M A T H I U S ,
probably lived as late as the twelfth century of mentator on Apollonius of Perga and on Archiour era. H e wrote a Greek romance iu eleven medes, lived about A.D. 660, His commentar
books, still extant, containing an account of the ies are printed in the editions of A P O L L O N I U S and
loves of Hysminias and Hysmine. The tale is A R C H I M E D E S .
E U T R A P E L U S , P. V O L U M N I U S , a R o m a n knight
wearisome and improbable, and shows no power
of invention on the part of its author. Edited obtained the surname of Eutrapelus {EvrpdireHe
by Gauhnin, Paris, 1617, and by Teucher, Lips, Xog) on account of his liveliness and wit.
1792.—3. Archbishop of Thessaloniea, was a na- was an intimate friend of Antony, and a comtive of Constantinople, and lived during the lat- panion of his pleasures and debauches. Cytheter half of the twelfth century. H e was a m a n lis, the mistress of Antony, was originally the
of great learning, and wrote numerous works, freedwomau and mistress of Volumnius Eutrapthe most important of which is his commentary elus, whence w e find her called Volumnia,
on the Biad and Odyssey (HapeKBoXal elg rrivand was surrendered to Antony by his friend.
is mentioned by Horace (Epist, i,
'Opijpov 'IXidba KO.1 'Obvocreiav), or ratherEutrapelus
his
collection of extracts from earlier commentators 18, 31).
E U T R E S I I (Evrprjmoi), the inhabitants of a dison those two poems. This vast compilation
was m a d e from the numerous and extensive trict in Arcadia, north of Megalopolis.
E U T R E S I S (Evrpnoig) a small town in Boaotia,
works of the Alexandrian grammarians and
critics; and as nearly all the works from which between Thespiae and Plataeae, with a temple and
Eustathius made his extracts are lost, his com- oracle of Apollo, w h o hence had the surname Eumentary is of incalculable value to us. Edi tresiles.
tions: A t R o m e , 1542-1550, 4 vols,fol.;at E U T R O P I U S . 1. A eunuoa, Jie favorite of ArBasle, 1559-60; at Leipzig, 1825-26, contain cadius, became the virtual governor of the East
ing the commentary on the Odyssey, and at on the death of Rufinus, A.D. 395. H e was
Leipzig, 1827-29, the commentary on the Biad, consul in 399, but in that year was 'Vyrived
in all 7 vols. 4to. There is also extant by Eu- of his power by the intrigues of the Empress
stathius a commentary on Dionysius Periegetes, Eudoxia and Gainas the Goth; he was first
which is published with most editions of Dionys- banished to Cyprus, was shortly afterward reius. Eustathius likewise wrote a commentary on called, and put to death at Chalcedon. The
Pindar, whieh seems to be lost—4. Usually call- poet Claudian wrote an invective against Eued E U S T A T H I U S R O M A N U S , a celebrated Graeco tropius.—2. A R o m a n historian, held the office
R o m a n jurist,filledvarious high offices at Con- of a secretary under Constantine the Great
was patronized by Julian the Apostate, w h o m
stantinople from A.D. 960to1000.
he accompanied in the Persian expedition, and
E U S T R A T I U S (Evcsrpdriog), one of the latest
commentators on Aristotle, lived about the be- was alive in the reign of Valentinian and Valens,
ginning of the twelfth century after Christ, un- H e is the author of a brief compendium of Roder the Emperor Alexius Comnenus, as metro- m a n history in ten books, from the foundation
politan of Nicaaa. Of his writings only two are of the city to the accession of Valens, A.D. 364,
extant, and these in a very fragmentary state: to w h o m it is inscribed. In drawing up this
viz, 1. A Commentary on the second book of abridgment Eutropius appears to have consulted
the Analytiea. 2. A Commentary on the Ethica the best authorities, and to have executed his
task iD general with care. The style is in perNicomacliea.
fect good taste and keeping with the nature of
E U T E R P E . Vid. Mus^s.
[ E U T H Y O R A T E S (EvBvKodrtig) a Greek statuary,the undertaking, being plain, precise, and simple.
probably about B.O. 300; a son and the most The best editions are by Tzsehucke, Lips., 1796,
and by Grosse, Hal, 1813.
distinguished pupil of Lysippus.]
E U T H Y D E M U S (EbBvbrjpog). A sophist, was born E U T Y C H I D E S (Evrvxlbyg) of Sicyon, a statutt Chios, and migrated, with his brother Diony- ary, and a disciple of Lysippus,flourishedB.C
sodoi us, to Thurii in Italy. Being exiled thence, 300.
EUXINUS PONTUS.
Vid. P O N T U S E U X I N U S .
jhey came to Athens, wiere they resided m a n y
E V A D N E (Evdbvrj) 1. Daughter of Neptune
rears. The pretensions of Euthydemus and
iis brother are exposed by Plato in the dia- (Poseidon) and Pitane, w h o w a s brought up by
logue which bears the n a m e of the former,—2. the Arcadian king zEpytus, and became by Apol
King of Bactria, was a native of Magnesia. W e lo the mother of Iamus.—2. Daughter of Iphia
know nothing of the circumstances attending his (hence called Iphias) or Philax, and wife of Caelevation to the sovereignty of Bactria. H e ex- psneus. For details, vid. C A P A N E U S .
tended h's power over tie neighboring provinces, EVAGCSRAJ (Eiiaybpag) king of Salamis in Cy
eo as to become the founder of the greatness prus. H e w a s sprung from a family which
of the Bactrian monarchy. His dominions were claimed descent from Teucer, the reputed foundinvaded about B.O. 212, by Antiochuu the Great, er of Salamis; snd his ancestors appear to have
-vith w h o m he eventually concluded a treaty of been, during a long period, the hereditarj rulers
]of that city under the eopremacv of Poreia
peace.
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They ' . however, been expelled by a Phoeni- E V E N U S (JE mivog). 1. Son of Mars (Arcs) and
cian exile, who obtained the sovereignty for Demonice, and father of Marpessa. For d e
himself, and transmitted it to his descendants. tails, vid. M A R P E S S A . — 2 . T w o elegiac poets of
Evagoras succeeded in recovering his hereditary Paros. One of these poets, thougi it is uncerkingdom, and putting the reigning tyrant to tain whether the elder or the younger, was a
death, about B.C. 410. His rule was distin- contemporary of Socrates, w h o m he is said to
guished for its mildness and equity, and he have instructed in poetry; and Plato in several
greatly increased the power of Salamis, special- passages refers to Evenus, somewhat ironically
ly hj the formation of a powerful fleet H e as at once a sophist or philosopher and a poes.
gave a friendly reception to Conon, when the There are sixteen epigrams in the Greek Anlatter took refuge at Salamis after the defeat of thology bearing the name of Evenus, but it m
the Athenians at zEgospotami, 405; and it was difficult to determine which of them should be
at his intercession that the King of Persia allow- assigned to the elder and which to the younger
ed Oonon the support of the Phoenician fleet. Evenus.
E V E N U S (Ebnvbg: n o w Fidhari) 1. Formerly
But his growing power excited the jealousy of
the Persian court, and at length war wa3 de- ealled Lycormas, rises in Mount OUta, and flows
clared against him by Artaxerxes. Evagoras with a rapid stream through zEtolia into the
received the assistance of an Athenianfleetun- sea, one hundred and twenty stadia west of Ander Chabrias, and atfirstmet with great suc- tirrhium.—2. ( N o w Sandarli) a river of Mysia,
cess ; but the fortune of war afterward turned rising in Mount Temnus,flowingsouth through
against him, and he was glad to conclude a zEolis, and falling into tie Sinus Elaitieus near
peace with Persia, by whieh he resigned his con- Pitane. The city of Adramyttium, which stood
quests in Cyprus, but was allowed to retain nearly due west of its sources, was supplied with
possession of Salamis, with the title of king. water from it by an aqueduct
E V E R G E T E S (Evepytrng), the " Benefactor," a
This war was brought to a close in 385. Evagoras was assassinated in 374, together with his title of honor,frequentlyconferred by the Greek
eldest son Pnytagoras. H e was succeeded by states upon those from w h o m they had received
his son Nicocles. There is still extant an ora- benefits. It was assumed by m a n y of the Greek
tion of Isocrates in praise of Evagoras, addressed kings in Egypt and elsewhere. Vid. PTOLEMZEUS.
E V I U S (Evwg) an epithet of Bacchus, given
to his son Nicocles.
E V A G R I U S (Evdypiog) of Epiphania in Syria, him from the cheering and animating cry eba,
born about A.D. 536, was by profession a " scho- evol (Lat evoe) in the festivals of the god.
E X A D I U S t^Eiddiog) one of the Lapithae. fought
lastious" (advocate or pleader), and probably
practiced at Antioch. H e wrote An Ecclesiasti-at the nuptials of Pirithous.
cal History, still extant, which extends from A . EXSUPERANTIUS, JULIUS, a R o m a n historian,
D. 431 to 594. It is published with the other w h o lived perhaps about thefifthor sixth ceil
ecclesiastical historians by Reading, C a m b , tury of our era. H e is the author of a short
tract entitled Be Marii, Lepidi, ac Sertorii bellit
1720.
E V A N D E R (Evavbpog) 1. Son of Mercury civilibus, which many suppose to have teen
(Hermes) by an Arcadian nymph, called Themis abridged from the Histories of Sallust It is
or Nicostrata, aud in R o m a n traditions Car- appended to several editions of Sallust
EZIONGEBER.
Vid. B E R E N I C E , N O . 1
menta or Tiburtis. About sixty years before
the Trojan war, Evander is said, to have led a
F,
Pelasgian colony from Patlantium in Arcadia
into Italy, and there to have built a town, PalF A B A R I S or F A R E A R U S (now Farfa), a smail
lantium, on the Tiber, at the foot of the Palariver in Italy, in the Sabine territory, between
tine Hill, whieh town was subsequently incorpoReate and Cures.
rated with Rome. Evander taught his neighF A B A T U S , L. Roscfus, one of Caesar's lieutenbors milder laws and the arts of peace and of
ants in the Gallic war, and praetor in B.C. 49.
social life, and especially the art of writing, with
H e espoused Pompey's party, and was twice
which he himself had been m a d e acquainted by
sent with proposals of accommodation to Caesar
Hercules, and music ; he also introduced among
H o was killed in the battle at Mutina, B.C. 43.
them the worship of the Lycaaan Pan, of Geres
F A B A T U S CALPURNIUS, a R o m a n knight, ac(Demeter), Neptune (Poseidon), and Hercules.
cused in A.D. 64, but escaped punishment. H e
Virgil (JEn, viii, 51) represents Evander as still
was grandfather to Calpurnia, wife of the youngalive at the time when zEneas arrived in Italy,
er Pliny, m a n y of whose letters are addressed to
and as forming an alliance with him against the
him.
Latins. Evander was worshipped at Pallantium
FABERIUS. 1. A debtor of M . Cicero.—2. One
in Arcadia as a hero. A t R o m e he had an altar
of the private secretaries of C. Julius Caesar.
at the foot of the Aventine.—2. A Phooian, was
FABIA, two daughters of M . Fabius Ambusthe pupil and successor of Lacydes as the head of
tus. The elder was married to Ser. Sulpicius,
the Academic School at Athens, about B.C. 215.
a patrician, and one of the military tribunes
[ E V A N G E L U S (EvdyyeXog). 1. A Greek comic
B.C. 376, and the younger to the plebeian 0. Lipoet of the new comedy, a fragment of one of
cinius Stolo.
whose plays is preserved by Athenaeus ; edited
F A B I A G E N S , one of the most ancient patri
by Meineke, Fragm. Comic. Grec, vol. ii, p.
cian gentes at Rome, which traced its origin to
1173, edit, minor.—2. A slave of Pericles, w h o
Hercules and the Arcadian Evander. The Fabii
distinguished himself by his abilities ; he is said
occupy a prominent part in history soon after
to have written a work on the science of war
the commencement of the republic; and three
(TaariKd), which was highly prized by Philobrothers belonging to th? gens are said to h-iv«
posmea]
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oeen invested with seven successive consul- FiDi-icius Jied as poor as he had lived; he lefl
ships, from B.C. 485 to 479. The house de- no dowry for his daughters, which the senate,
rived its greatest lustre from the patriotic cour- however, furnished; and, in crd"?- to pay the
age and tragic fate of the three hundred and six greatest possible respect to his memory, the
Fabii m the battle on the Cremera, B.C. 477.state interred him within the pomserium, al
Vid. V I B U L A N U S . T h e principal families of this though this w a s forbidden by the Twelve T a
gens bore the names of A M B U S T U S , B U T E O , D O R - bles.—2. L. FABRICIUS, curator viarurn in B.C
So, L A B E O , M A X I M U S , PICTOR, and V I B U L A N U S .
62, built a n e w bridge of stone, which conF A S I A N L S , PAPIRIUS, a R o m a n rhetorician and nected the city with the island in tie Tiber, and
philosopher in the time of Tiberius and Calig- which was, after him, called pons Fabricius.
ula. H e wrote works on philosophy and physics, The n a m e of its author is still seen on the rem»hich are referred to by Seneca and Pliny.
nants of the bridge, which n o w bears the name
F A B R A T E R I A (Fabraternus : n o w Fahaterra) a of ponte quattro capi.—3. Q, FABRICIUS, tribune
town in Latium, on therightbank of the Trerus, of the plebs 57, proposed, as early as the month
originally belonged to the Volscians, but w a s of January of that year, that Cicero should be
subsequently colonized by the Romans.
recalled from exile; but this attempt was frusFABRICII belonged originally to the Hernician trated by P. Clodius by armed force.
town of Aletrium, where some of this name
F A D U S , CUSPIUS, appointed b y the Emperor
lived as late as the time of Oicero. 1. 0. F A - Claudius procurator of Judaea in A.D. 44. H e
BRICIUS LUSCINUS, w a s probably the first of his was succeeded by Tiberius Alexander.
family w h o quitted Aletrium and settled at R o m e .
FZESULZE (Faasulanus : n o w Fiesole) a city of
H e was one of the most popular heroes in the Etruria, situated on a hill three miles northeast
R o m a n annals, and, like Cincinnatus and Curius, is of Florence, w a s probably not one of the twelve
the representative of the purity and honesty of cities of the League. Sulla sent to it a military
tiie good old times. In hisfirstconsulship, B.C.
colony; and it was the head-quarters of Cati
282, he defeated the Lucanians, Bruttiaus, and line's army. There are still to be seen the reSamnites, gained a rich booty, and brought into mains of its ancient walls, of a theatre, &«.
the treasury more than four hundred talF A L A C R I N E or F A L A C R I N U M , a Sabine town at
ents. Fabricius probably served as legate in the foot of the Apennines, on the Via Salaria
the unfortunate campaign against Pyrrhus in between Asculum and Reate, the birth-place of
280, and at its close he was one of the R o m a n the Emperor Vespasian.
ambassadors sent to Pyrrhus at Tarentum to
F A L E R I I or F A L E R I U M , a town in Etruria, sitnegotiate a ransom or exchange of prisoners. uated on a steep and lofty height near Mount
The conduct of Fabricius on this occasion form- Soracte, was an ancient Pelasgie town, and is
f.d one of the most celebrated stories in R o m a n said to have been founded by Halesus, w h o sethistory, and w a s embellished in every possible tled with a body of colonists from Argos. Its
w a y by subsequent writers. So much, how- inhabitants were called FALISCI, and were reever, seems certain, that Pyrrhus used every garded by m a n y as of the same race as the
effort to gain the favor of Fabricius; that he zEqui, whence w e find them often ealled zEqui
offered him the most splendid presents, and en- Falisci Falerii afterward became one of the
deavored to persuade him to enter into his serv- twelve Etruscan cities; but its inhabitants conice, and accompany him to Greece; but that tinued to differ from tie rest of the Etruscans
the sturdy R o m a n w a s proof against all his se- both in their language and customs in the time
ductions, and rejected all his offers. O n the of Augustus. After a long struggle with R o m e ,
renewal of the w a r in the following year (279), the Faliscans yielded to Camillus, B.C. 394.
Fabricius again served as legate, and shared in They subsequently joined their neighbors sevthe defeat at the battle of Asculum. In 278 eral times iu warring against R o m e , but were
Fabricius was consul a second time, and had finally subdued. A t the close of thefiist Punic
the conduct of the w a r against Pyrrhus. The war, 241, they again revolted. The R o m a n s
long was anxious for peace ; and the generosity n o w destroyed Falerii, and compelled tha F a
with which Fabricius sent back to Pyrrhus the liscans to build a n e w town in tie plain. T h e
traitor w h o had offered to poison him, afforded ruins of the n e w eity are to be seen at Falleri,
an opportunity for opening negotiations, which while the remains of the more ancient one are
resulted in the evacuation of Italy by Pyrrhus. at Civita Castellana. The ancient town of FaFabricius then subdued the allies of the king in lerii w a s afterward colonized by the Romana
the south of Italy. H e was censor in 275, and under the name of " Colonia Etruscorum Fadistinguished himself by the severity with which lisca," or " Colonia Junonia Faliscorum," but
he attempted to repress the growing taste for it never became again a place of importance.
luxury. His censorship is particularly cele- The ancient town was celebrated for its worship
brated from his expelling from the senate P. of Juno Guritis or Quiritis, and it was in honor
Cornelius Rufinus on account of his possessing of her that the Romans founded the colony
ten pounds' weight of silver plate. The love Minerva and Janus were also worshipped in th«
of luxury an.l the degeneracy of morals which town. Falerii had extensive linen manufactories
had already commenced, brought out still more and its white cows were prized at R o m e as vie
prominently the simplicity of life and the integ- tiros for sacrifice.
rity of character which distinguished Fabricius F A L E R N U S A G E R , a district in the north of
as well as his contemporary Curius Dentatus; Campania, extending from the Massic hills tc
and ancient writers love to tell of the frugal the River Vulturnus. It piodueed some of the
w a y in which they lived on their hereditary finest wine in Italy, which w a s reckoned only
farms, and h o w they refused the rich presents second to the wine of Setia. Its choicest va
which the Samnite ambassadors offered them riety was aalled Faustianum. It becamefitfoi
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igin, in certain sacred groves, one near 1'lbui}
around the well Albunea, and another on tho
Aventiue, near Rome. W h a t Fauaus was to
the male sex, his wife Faula or Fauna was to
the female. A t R o m e there w a s a round temFALISCI.
Vid. FALERII.
FALISCUS, GRATIUS, a contemporary of Ovid, ple of Faunus, surrounded with columns, oa
and the author of a poem upon the chase, en- Mount Caalius; and another w a s built to him,
titled Cynegeticon Liber, in five hundred andin B.C. 196, on the island in the Tiber, wher*
forty hexameter lines. Printed in Burmann's sacrifices were offered to him on the ides of F A
and Wernsdorf 's Poet. Lat. Min.; [and with ruary. A s the god manifested himself in variou
Olympius Nemesianus, by Stern, Halae, 1832, ways, the idea arose of a plurality of Faun
(Fauni), w h o are described as half men, hall
Svo.]
FANNIA. 1. A w o m a n of Minturnaa, w h o hos- goats, and with horns. Faunus gradually came
pitably entertained Marius when he came to to be identified with the Arcadian Pan, and the
Minturnaa in his flight, B.C. 88, though he had Fauni with the Greek Satyrs.
FAUSTA. 1. C O R N E L I A , daughter of the dicformerly pronounced her guilty of adultery.—2.
tator Sulla, ind twin sister of Faustus Sulla,
The secon 1 wife of Helvidius Priseus.
F A N N I U S . 1. C, tribune of the plebs, B.C. was born about B.C. 88. She wasfirstmarried
187.—2. L , deserted from the R o m a n army in to C. Memmius, and afterward to Milo. She
84, with L. Magius, and went over to Mithra- wa3 infamous for her adulteries, and the histo
dates, w h o m they persuaded to enter into nego- rian Sallust is said to have been one of her partiations with Sertorius in Spain. Fannius afber-amours, and to have received a severe flogging
' ward commanded a detachment of the army of from Milo when he was detected on one occasion
Mithradates against Lucullus.—3. O , one of the in the house of the latter. Villius was another
persons w h o signed the accusation brought of her paramours, whence Horace calls him
against P. Clodius in 61. In 59 he was men- " Sullaa gener" (Sat, i, 2, 64).—2. F L A V I A M A X tioned by L. Vettius as an accomplice in the al- IMIANA, daughter of Maximianus, and wife of
leged conspiracy against Pompey.—4. C , tribune Constantine the Great, to w h o m she bore Conof the plebs 59, opposed the lex agraria of stantinus, Constantius, aad Constans.
FAUSTINA. 1. A N N I A G A L E R I A , commonly disCaesar. H e belonged to Pompey's party, and in
49 went as praetor to Sicily.—5. 0 , a contem- tinguished as Faustina Senior, the wife of Anporary of the younger Pliny, the author of a toninus Pius, died in the third year of his reign,
work, very popular at the time, on the deaths of A.D. 141. Notwithstanding the profligacy of
her life, her husband loaded her with honors
persons executed or exiled by Nero.
both before and after her decease. It was in
F A N N I U S CZBPIO.
Vid. OZEPIO.
honor of her that Antoninus established a hospiFANNIUS STRABO.
Vid. S T R A B O .
tal for the education and support of young feFANNIUS QUADRATUS.
Vid. Q U A D R A T U S .
F A N U M F O R T O N . E (now Fano), an important males, w h o were called after her puelle alimen
town in Umbria, at the mouth of the Metaurus, taric Faustiniana.—2. A N N I A , or Faustina Juwith a celebrated temple of Fortuna, whence the nior, daughter of the elder Faustina, was martown derived its name. Augustus sent to it a riedtoM . Aurelius in A.D. 145 or 146, and she
colony of veterans, and it was then ealled " Co-died in a village on the skirts of Mount Taurus
lonia Julia Fanestris." Here w a s a triumphal in 175, having accompanied the emperor to Syria. Her profligacy was so open and infamous,
arch in honor of Augustus.
that the good nature or blindness of her hus
FARFARUS.
Vid. F A B A B I S .
FASOINUS, an early Latin divinity, and iden- band, w h o cherished herfondlywhile alive, and
tical with Mutinus or Tutinus. H e was wor- loaded her with honors after her death, appears
shipped as the protector from sorcery, witch- truly marvellous.—3. A N N I A , grand daughter or
craft, and evil daemons ; and represented in thegreat-grand-daughter of M . Aurelius, the third
form of a phallus, the genuine Latin for which of the numerous wives of Elagabalus.
FAUSTULUS.
Vid R O M U L U S .
hfascinum, as this symbol was believed to be
F A V E N T I A (Faventmus: n o w Faenze) a town
most efficacious in averting all evil influences.
F A U L A or F A U N A , according to some, a concu- in Gallia Cisalpina, on the River A n e m o and on
bine of Hercules in Italy; according to others, the Via zEmilia, celebrated for its linen manufactories.
the wife or sister of Faunus. Vid. F A U N U S .
F A V O N I I P O R T U S (now Porto Favone) a harbor
F A U N U S , son of Picus, grandson of Saturnus,
ind father of Latinus, was the third in the series on the coast of Corsica.
F A V O N I U S , M , an imitator of Cato Uticeusis,
of the kings of the Laurentes. Faunus acts a
very prominent part in the mythical history of whose character and conduct he copied-so eer
Latium, and w a s in later times worshipped in vilely as to receive'; the nickname of Gate's ape,
H e was always a.warm supporter of the party
two distinct capacities : first, as the god of fields
and shepherds, because he had promoted agri- of the optimates, and actively opposed all tbe
measures
of thefirsttriumvirate. O n the break
culture and the breeding of cattle; and secondly as an oracular divinity, because he was iug out of the civil war in B.O. 49, he joined
one of the great founders of the religion of the Pompey, notwithstanding his personal aversion
country. The festival of the Faunalia, cele- to the latter, and opposed all proposals of rec
brated on thefifthof December by the country onciliation between Caasar and Pompey. H e
people, had reference to him as the god of ag-served in the campaign against Caesar in G reece
riculture and cattle. A s a prophetic god, he in 48, and after the defeat of his party at Phar
was believed to reveal the future to man, partly salus he accompanied Pompey in hisflight,and
in dreams, and partly by voices of unknown or- showed him the greatest kindness and atieu305
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Ou-inking in ten years, and might be used when
twenty years old.
FALESIA PORTUS, a harbor in Etruria, south of
Populonium, opposite the island Ilva.

FAVORINUS.

FESTUS

non. Upon Pompey's death, he returned to Italy,i The few fragments preserved relate to eveLtt
an«" was pardoned by Caesar. H e took no | subsequent to the Carthaginian wars; and w e
part in the conspiracy against Caesar'sfife,but know that it embraced the greater part of Cicifter the murder of the latter he espoused the 1 ero's career. A treatise Be Sacerdotiis et Ma
side of Brutus and Cassius. H e w a s taken pris- gistratibus Romanorum
Libri II, ascribed to
oner in the battle of Philippi in 42, and was put Fenestella, is a modern forgery. [The genuine
to death by Octavianus.
fragments are published in Popma's Fragmenta
FAYORINUS, a philosopher and sophist in R e Historicorum Vet. Lat,, A m s t , 1692, and in Havreign of Hadrian, w a s a native of Aries in Gaul. ercamp's and Frotseher's editions of Sallust]
H e resided at different periods of his life in F E N N I , a savage people living by the chase,
Rome, Greece, and Asia Minor, and obtained w h o m Tacitus (Germ, 46) reckons among tha
high distinctions. H e was intimate with some Germans. They appear to have dwelt in the
of his most distinguished contemporaries, among further part of Eastern Prussia, and to have been
others with Plutarch, w h o dedicated to him histhe same as the modern Finns.
J
treatise on the principle of cold, and with H e - F E R E N T I N U M (Ferentinas, Ferentlnus). 1. ( N o w
rodes Atticus, to w h o m he bequeathed his li- Ferento) a town of Etruria, south of Volsinii, the
brary and house at Rome. H e wrote several birth place of the Emperor Otho. It is ealled
works on various subjects, but none of them are both a colonia and a municipium. There are
extant
still remains of its walls, of a theatre, and of seFEBRIS, the goddess, or, rather, the averter of pulchres at Ferento.—2. ( N o w Ferentmo) an
fever. She had three sanctuaries at R o m e , in ancient town of the Hernioi in Latium, southwest
which amulets were dedicated which people iad of Anagnia, colonized by the Romans in the secworn during a fever.
ond Punic war. There are still remains of its
FEBRTJUS, an ancient Italian divinity,tow h o m ancient walls. In its neighborhood was the
the month of February w a s sacred, for in the source of the sacred brook F E R E N T I N A , at which
latter half of that month general purifications the Latins used to hold their meetings.
and lustrations were celebrated. T h e n a m e is F E R E N T U M . Vid. F O R E N T U M .
connected with februare (to purify), and februas F E R E T R I U S , a surname of Jupiter, derived
(purifications). Februus was also regarded as a from ferire, to strike ;forpersons w h o took an
god of the lower world, and the festival of the oath called upon Jupiter to strike them if they
dead (Feralia) was celebrated in February.
swore falsely, as they struck the victim which
FELIOITAS, the personification of happiness, to they sacrificed to him. Others derived it from
w h o m a temple was erected by Lucullus in B.C.ferre, because he was the giver of peace, or be75, which was burned down in the reign of cause people dedicated (ferebant)tohim spolia
Claudius, Felicitas is frequently seen on Ro- opima.
m a n medals in the form of a matron, with the
F E R O N I A , an ancient Italian divinity, w h o oristaff of Mercury (caduceus) and a cornucopia. ginally belonged to the Sabines and Faliscans,
FELIX, A N T O N I U S , procurator of Judaaa in the and was introduced by them among the Roreigns of Claudius and Nero, was a brother of mans. It is difficult to form a definite notion
the freedman Pallas, and w a s himself a freed- of the nature of this goddess. S o m e consider
m a n of the Emperor Claudius. Hence he is hertohave been the goddess of liberty; others
also called Claudius Felix. In his private and look upon her as the goddess of commerce and
his public character alike Felix was unscrupu- traffic, and others, again, regard her as a goddess
lous and profligate. Having fallen in love with of the earth or the lower world. Her chief
Drusilla, daughter of Agrippa L, and wife of sanctuaries were at Terracina, and near Mount
Azizus, king of Emesa, he induced her to leave Soracte.
her husband; and she was still living with him
F E R O X , U R S E I U S , a R o m a n jurist, wl o probain 60, when S t Paul preached before him " of blyflourishedbetween the time of Tiberius and
righteousness, temperance, aud judgment to Vespasian.
come." His government, though cruel and op- F E R R A T U S M O N S (now Jebel-Jurjurah), one of
pressive, was strong; he suppressed all distur-the principal mountain-chains in the Lesser
bances, and cleared the country of robbers. H e Atlas system, in North Africa, on the borders
svas recalled in 62, and succeeded by Poreius of Mauretania Caasariensis and Mauretania SiFestus; and the Jews having lodged accusations tifensis.
against him at Rome, he w a s saved from condign
F E S O E N N I U M or F E S C E N N I A (Fescenninus), a
punishment only by the influence of his brother town of the Falisci in Etruria, and consequently,
Pallas with Nero.
like Falerii, of Pelasgie origin. Vid. F A L E R I L
FELIX, M . MINUCIUS, a R o m a n lawyer, w h o F r o m this town the Romans are said to have
flourished about A D . 230, wrote a dialogue en-derived the Fescennine songs. The site of
titled Octavius, which occupies 'a conspicuous the town is uncertain; it m a y perhaps be placed
place among tie early Apologies for Christian- at S. Silvesto. Many writers place it at Civita
ity. Edited by Gronovius, Lugd. Bat, 1707 ; b y Castellana, but this was the site of Falerii.
Ernesti, ibid, 1773; and by Muralto, Turic,
F E S T U S , S E X T . P O M P E I U S , a R o m a n gramma1836.
rian, probably lived in the fourth century of oui
FELSINA.
Vid. B O N O N I A .
era. His name is attached to a dictionary or
F E L T R I A (Feltrlnus: n o w Feltre) a town in glossary of Latin words and phrases, divided
Raatia, a little north of the River Plavis.
into twenty books, and commonly called Sexti
F E N E S T E L L A , a R o m a n historian, w h o lived in Pompeii Festi de Verborum Significatione. It was
the time of Augustus, and died A.D. 21, in the abridged by Festus from a work "with the same
Beventieth year of his age. His work, entitled title by M . Verrius Flaccus, a celebrated gramA in lies, extended to at least twenty-two booksmarian in the reign of Augustus. Festus m a 1*
•JOfi

JPESTUS, P O R C I U S .

F I R M I C U S M A T E R N U S . JULIUS.

a lew alterations and criticisms of his own, FIDIUS, an ancient form offilius,occurs k
and inserted numerous extracts from other the connection of Bius Fidius or Medius Fidius
writings of Verrius, but altogether omitted that is, me Bius (Aibg)filius,or the son of Jupi
those wordi which had fallen into disuse, in- ter, that is, Hercules. Hence the expressioc
tending to make these the subject of a separate mediusfidiusis equivalenttome Hercuks, scil
volume. Toward the end of the eighth century, juvet. Sometimes Fidius is used alone. Sore*
Paul, son of Warnefrid, better known as Paulus of the ancients connectedfidiuswith fides.
FIGULUS, C. MARCIUS.
\ Consul B.C. 16?.
Diaconus,fromhaving officiated as a deacon of
she church at Aquileia, abridged the abridgment and again consul 156, wbxu he carried on wai
of Festus. The original work of Verrius Flac- with tie Dalmatae in niyricum.—2. Consul 64,
cus has perished with tha exception of one or suppported Cicero in his consulship.
FIGULUS, P. NIQIDIUS, a Pythagorean philostwo inconsiderable fragments. Of the abstract
by Festus, one imperfect M S . only has come opher of high reputation, whoflourishedabout
down to us. The numerous blanks in this M S . B.C. 60. Mathematical and physical investigahave been ingeniouslyfilledup by Scaliger and tions appear to have occupied a large share of
Ursinus, partly from conjecture and partly from his attention; and such was his fame as an asthe corresponding paragraphs of Paulus, whose trologer, that it was generally believed, in later
performance appears in a complete form in times at least, that he had predicted tie future
many M S S . The best edition of Festus is by greatness of Octavianus on hearing the anK. O. Muller, Lips, 1849, in which the text nouncement of his birth. He, moreover, posof Festus is placed face to face with the cor- sessed considerable influence in political afresponding text of Paulus, so as to admit of fairs ; was one of the senators selected by Ciceasy comparison. The work is one of great ero to take down the depositions of the wit
value, containing a rich treasure of learning nesses who gave evidence with regard to Catiupon many points connected with antiquities, line's conspiracy, B.O. 63; was praator 59:
took an active part in the civil war on the side
mythology, and grammar.
FESTUS, PORCIUS, succeeded Antonius Felix of Pompey; was compelled by Caesar to live
as procurator of Judaea in A.D. 62, and died not abroad, and died in exile 44.
FIMBRIA, C. FLAVIUS. 1. A homo novus, who
long after his appointment. It was he who bore
testimony to tie innocence of St Paul, when rose to the highest honors through his own
he defended himself before him in the same year. merits and talents. Oicero praises him both
as a jurist and an orator. H e was consul B.O.
FIBRENUS.
Vid. A R P I N U M .
FIOANA (Fieanensis), one of the ancient Latin 104, and was subsequently accused of extortion
in his province, but was acquitted.—2. Probably
Scwns destroyed by Ancus Marcius.
FICULEA (Ficuleas, -atis, Fieolensis), an an-son of the preceding, was one of the most vioeiant town of the Sabines, east of Fidenaa, saidlent partisans of Marius and Cinna during the
to have been founded by the Aborigines, butcivil war with Sulla. In B.O. 86 he was sent
into Asia as legate of Valerius Flaccus, and
early sunk into decay.
FIDENZE, sometimes FIDENA (Fidenas, -atis: took advantage of the unpopularity of his commander with the soldiers to excite a mutiny
(now Castel Giubileo), an ancient town in the
land of the Sabines, forty stadia (five miles) against him. Flaccus was killed at Chalcedon,
northeast of Rome, situated on a steep hill, be-and was succeeded in the command by Fimbria,
tween the Tiber and the Anio. It is said to who carried on tbe war with success againct
have been founded by Alba Longa, and also to the generals of Mithradates. In 84 Sulla crosshave been conquered and colonized by Romu- ed over from Greece into Asia, and, after conlus ; but the population appears to have been cluding peace with Mithradates, marcied against
Eartly Etruscan, and it was probably colonized Fimbria. The latter was deserted by his troops
y the Etruscan Veii, with which city w e find and put an end to his life.
FINES, the name of a great number of places
it in close alliance. It frequently revolted and
wasfrequentlytaken by the Romans. Its last either on the borders of Roman provinces or
revolt was in B.O. 438, and in the followingof different tribes. These places are usually
year it was destroyed by the Romans. Subse- found only in the Itineraries, and are not of
quently the town was rebuilt; but it is not sufficient importance to be enumerated here.
F I R M A N U S TARUTIUS, a mathematician and
mentioned again till the reign of Tiberius,
when, in consequence of the fall of a temporary astrologer, contemporary with M. Varro and
wooden theatre in the town, twenty thousand, Cicero. A t Varro's request Firmanus took the
or, according to some accounts,fiftythousand horoscope of Romulus, and from the circumstances of the life and death of thefoundeideoersons lost their lives.
termined the era of Rome.
FIDENTIA (Fidentlnus : now Borgo S. Bomino),
FIRMIANUS SYMPOSIUS, CZSLIUS, of uncertain
a town in Oisalpine Gaul, on the Via zEmilia,
between Parma and Placentia, memorable for age and country, the author of one hundred inthe victory which Sulla's generals gained over sipidriddles,eaci comprised in three hexameter lines, collected, as w e are told in the proCarbo, B.O. 82.
FIDES, the personification offidelityor faith-logue,forthe purpose of promoting the festivifulness. N u m a is said to have built a temple ties of the Saturnalia. Printed in the Pod. Lai
to Fides publica on the Capitol, and anotier Min. of Wensdorf, vol. vi.
FIRMICUS M A T E R N U S , JULIUS, or perhaps Vn>
was built there iu the consulship of M. zEmilius
Scaurus, B.C. 115. She was represented as a LIUS, the author of a work entitled Maflieseot
matron wearing a wreath of olive or laurel Libri VIII, which is a formal introduction te
leaves, and carrying in her hand corn ears, or a judicial astrology, according to the discipline
of the Egyptians and Babylonians. The write'
basket with fruit
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FIRMUM.

FLACCUS

ti i ed in the time of Oonstantine the Great, and FLAOOUS, H O R D E O N I U S , consular legate of U p
had during a portion of his life practiced as a per Germany at Nero's death, A D . 68. H e wtu
forensic pleader. There is also ascribed to this secretly attached to the cause of Vespasiau, foi
Firmicus Maternus a work in favor of Christian- which reason he made no effectual attempt ti
ity, entitled Be Errore Profanarum Religionum put down the insurrection of Civilis. Vid. Civi
aa Constantium et Constantem. This work was, LIS. His troops, w h o were in favor of ViteUi
however, probably written by a different per- us, compelled him to give up the acnimand t*
son of the same name, since the author of the V O C U L A , and shortly afterward put him to de&tL
FLAOOUS, C. N O R B A N U S , a general of Ootavi
work on astrology was a pagan.
F I R M U M (Firmajus: now Fermo) a town in anus and Antony in the campaign against B I T
Picenum, three miles from the coast, and south tus and Cassius, B.C. 42. H e was consul in 38.
F L A C C U S , PKRSIUS.
Vid. PERSIUS.
of the River Tinna, colonized by the Romans
at the beginning of thefirstPunie war. O n the F L A C C U S SICULUS, an agrimensor y nrofes
coast was its stronglyfortifiedharbor, CASTEL- sion, probably lived about the reign of Nerva
L D X F I R M A N U M or F I R M A N O R U M (now Pen-to di H e wrote a treatise entitled Be Conditionibui
Agrorum, of which ihe commencement is preFermo)
F I R M U S , M , a native of Seleucia, the friend served in the collection of Agrimensores. Vid
and ally of Zenobia, seized upon Alexandrea, F R O N T I N U S .
and proclaimed himself emperor, but was de- FLACCUS, V A L E R I U S . 1. L , curule aedile B.C
201, praetor 200, and consul 195, with M . Poreifeated and slain b y Aurelian, A.D. 273.
F L A O O U S , C A L P U R N I U S . a rhetorician in the us Oato. In his consulship, and in the followreign of Hadrian, whosefifty-onedeclamations ing year, he carried on war, with great success,
against the Gauls in the north of Italy. In 184
are frequently printed with those of Quintilian.
FLACCUS, FULVIUS. 1. M , consul with A p p . he was the colleague of M . Cato in the censorClaudius Caudex, B O 264, in which year the ship, and in the same year was made prineeps
senates. H e died 180.—2. L , consul 131, with
first Punic war broke out.—2. Q , son of No.
1, consul 237, fought against the Ligurians in P. Licinius Crassus.— 3. L , consul 100, with
Italy. In 224 he was consul a second time, C. Marius, when he took an active part in putand conquered the Gauls and Insubrians in the ting down the insurrection of Saturninus. In
north of Italy. In 215 he was praetor, after 97 he was censor with M . Antonius, the nrator.
having been twice consul; and in the following In 86 he was chosen consul in place of Marius.
year (214) he w a s re-elected praator. In 213 w h o had died in his seventh consulship, anc
he w a s consul for the third time, and carried was sent by Cinna into Asia to oppose Sulla,
on the war in Campania against tie Carthagin- and to bring the war against Mithradates to a
ians. H e and his colleague, Appius Claudius close. The avarice and severity of Flac.iua
Pulcher, took Hanno's camp by storm, and then m a d e him unpopular with the soldiers, w h o al
laid siege to Capua, which they took in the fol- length rose in mutiny at the instigation of Fimlowfog year (212). In 209 he w a s consul for bria. Flaccus was then put to death by order
the fourth time, and continued the w a r against of Fimbria. Vid. F I M B R I A . — 4 . L , the inl crrex,
the Carthaginians in the south of Italy.—3. O N , w h o proposed that Sulla should be made dicta
brother of No. 2, w a s praetor 212, and had Apu- tor, 82, and w h o was afterward made by Sulla
lia for his province: ie was defeated by Han- his magister equitum.—5. C , praator 98, consul
nibal near Herdonea. In consequence of bis 93, and afterward proconsul in Spain.—6. L ,
cowardice in this battle he was accused before praator 63, and afterward propraetor in Asia,
the people, and went into voluntary exile before where he was succeeded by Q. Cicero. In 59
the trial.—4. Q , son of No. 2, was praator 182, he was accused by D. Laalius of extortion in
and carried on war in Spain against the Celti- Asia; but, though undoubtedly guilty, he was;
berians, w h o m he defeated in several battles. defended by Cicero (in the oration pro Flacco.
H e was consul 179 with his brother L. Manlius which is still extant) and Q. Hortensius, and
Aeidinus Fulvianus, w h o had been adopted b y was acquitted.—7. C , a poet, was a native of
Manlius Aeidinus. In his consulship he de- Padua, and lived in tie time of Vespasian. H<
feated the Ligurians. In 174 he w a s censor is the author of the Argonautica, an unfinished
with A. Postumius Albinus. Shortly afterward heroic poem in eight books, on tie Argonautihe became deranged, and hung himself in his expedition, in which he follows the general plan
bed-chamber.—5. M , nephew of No. 4, and a and arrangement of Apollonius Rhodius. The
friend of the Gracchi, was consul 125, when he eighth book terminates abruptly at the point
Bubdued the Transalpine Ligurians. H e was wiere Medea is urging Jason to make her the
one of the triumvirs for carrying into execution companion of his homeward journey. Flaccus
the agrarian law of Tiberius Gracchus, and was is only a second-rate poet. His diction is pure;
slain together with C. Gracchus in 121
H e his general style is free from affectation; his
was a m a n of bold and determined character, versification is polished and harmonious; his
and was more ready to have recourse to vio- descriptions are lively and vigorous ; but he dislence aud open fore« than 0. Gracchus.—6. Q , plays noOTginality,nor any of the higher attri
praetor in Sardinia 187, and consul 180.—7. butes of genius. Editions by Burmannus, LeidL,
S E R , consul 135, subdued the Vardaaans in LTyr- 1724; by Harles, Altenb, 1781; and by W a g ner, Gotting, 1805.
icum.
FLAOOUS, V E R R I U S , a freedman by birtb, and a
FLACCUS, GRANIUS, a contemporary of Julius
Caesar, wrote a book, Be Jure Papiriano, which distinguished grammarian in the reign of A u was a collection of tie laws of the ancient kings gustus, w h o intrusted him with the education
of his grandsons Caius and Lucius Caesar. H «
i/f Rome, made by Papirius. Vid. PAPIRIUS.
died at an advanced age, in the rrigu of Tiba
F L A C C U S , H O R A T I U S . Vid H O R A T I U B .
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FLAMININUS. QUINTIUS.

FLORA

rius. A t the lower end of the market-place at and justice. In 223 he was consul, and march
Praaneste was a statue of Verrius Flaecus, front- ed against the Insubrian Gauls. A s the senate
ing the Hemieyclium, on the inner curve of were anxious to deprive Flaminius of his office,
which were set u p marble tablets, inscribed they declared that the consular election was
with the Fasti Verriani. These Fasti were a not valid on account of some fault in the auspicalendar of the days and vacations of public ces, and sent a lettei to the consuls, with orders
business—dies fasti, ncfasti, and intercisi—-of
to return to Rome.. But as all preparations had
religious festivals, triumphs, A c , especially in- beeu made for a battle against the Insubrians,
cluding such as were peculiar to the family of the letter was left unopened until the battle
the Caesars. In 1770 the foundations of thewas gained. In 220 he w a s censor, and exeHemiovnlium of Praaneste were discovered, and cuted two great works, which bore his name,
among the ruins were found fragments.of the viz, the Circus Flaminius and the Via Flaminia.
Fasti Verriani. They are given at the end of Iu 217 he was consul a second time, and marchWolfs edition of Suetonius, Lips, 1802. Flac- ed against Hannibal, but was defeated by the
cus wrote numerous works ou philology, history, latter at the fatal battle of the Trasimeue Lake,
and archaaolojjy. Of these the most celebrated on the twenty-third of June, in which he perishwas his work De Verborum Signijleatione, which
ed with the greater part of his army.—2. 0 , son
was abridged by Festus. Vid. FESTUS.
of No. 1, was quaastor of Seipio Africanus in
F L A M I N I N U S , QUINTIUS. 1. T , a distinguish- Spain, 210; curule aadile 196, when he distrib
ed general, was consul B.C. 198, and had theuted among the people a large quantity of grain
conduct of the war against Philip of Macedonia, at a low price, which was furnished him by the
which he carried on with ability and success. Sicilians as a mark of gratitude toward his faH e pretended to have come to Greece to liberate ther aud himself; was praator 193, and obtained
tlss country from the Macedonian yoke, aud thus Hispania Citerior as his province, where he
induced the Achaaan league, and m a n y of the carried on the war with success; and was cou
other Greek states, to give him their support. sul 185, when he defeated the Ligurians.
The war was brought to a close in 197, by the F L A N A T I O U S or F L A N O N I G U S S I N U S (now Gulf
defeat of Philip by Flamininus, at the battle of of Quarnaro) a bay of the Adriatic Sea, on the
Cynoscephalaa in Thessaly; and peace w a s coast of Liburnia, named after the people F L A shortly afterward concluded with Philip. Fla- N A T E S and their town F L A N O N A (now Fianona).
mininus continued in Greece for the next three
F L A V I A , a surname given to several towns iu
yeai'3, in order to settle the affairs of the coun the R o m a n empire in honor of the Flavian
try, A t the celebration of the Isthmian games family.
at Corinth in 196, he caused a herald to proF L A V I A GENS, celebrated as the house to which
claim, in the name of the R o m a n senate, thethe Emperor Vespasian belonged During the
freedom and independence of Greece. In 195later period of the R o m a n empire, the mime
he made war against Nabis, tyrant of Sparta, Flavius descended from one emperor to unoth
w h o m he soon compelled to submit to the Ro-er, Constantius, the father of Constantine tha
mans ; and in 194 he returned to R o m e , having Great, being thefirstin the series.
won the affections of the Greeks by his prudent
F L A V I A DOMITILLA,firstwife of Vespasian.
and conciliating conduct. In 192 he was again
F L A V I U S , C N , the son of a freedman. became
sent to Greece as ambassador, and remained secretary to Appius Claudius Caacus, and, in con
there till 190, exercising a sort of protectorate sequence of this connection, attained distin
over the country. In 183 he was sent as am- guished honors in the commonwealth. H e is
bassador to Prusias of Bithynia, in order to de-celebrated in the aunals of R o m a n lawforhav
mand the surrender of Hannibal. H e died ing been the first to divulge certain technicaliabout 174.—2. L , brother of the preceding, was ties of procedure, which previously had been
curule aedile 200, praetor 199, and afterward kept secret as the exclusive patrimony of the
served under his brother as legate in the war pontiffs aud the patricians. H e was elected
against Macedonia. H e was consul iu 192, and curule aadile B.C. 303, in spite of his ignominireceived Gaul as his province, where he behav ous birth.
ed with the greatest barbarity. O n one occa- F L A V I U S F I M B R I A . Via. F I M B R I A .
sion he killed a chief of the Boii w h o had taken
F L A V I U S JOSEPHUS.
Vid. J O S E P H U S .
refuge in his camp, in order to afford amusement
F L A V I U S VOPISCUS.
Vid. VOPISCUS.
to a profligate favorite. For this aud similar
FLAVUS, L. OZESETIUS, tribune of the plebs
acts of cruelty he was expelled from the senate B.C. 44, was deposed from his office by O. Juin 184 by M . Cato, w h o was then censor. H e lius Caasar, beeause, in concert with C. Epidius
died in 170.—3. T , consul 150, with M'. Acilius Marullus, one of his colleagues in the tribunate,
Balbus.—4. T , consul 123, with Q. Metellus he had removed the crowns from the statues
Balearieus. Cicero says that he spoke Latin of the dictator, aud imprisoLed a person w h o
with elegance, but that he w a s an illiterate man.had saluted Caasar as " king."
FLAMINIUS. 1. C , was tribune of the plebs
F L A V U S or F L A V I U S , S U B R I U S , tribune in th«
?.C. 232, in whieh year, notwithstanding the Praetorian guards, was the most active agent in
•iolent opposition of the senate, he earned an the conspiracy against Nero, A.D. 66, whieh.
igrarian law, ordaining that the Ager Gallicus from its most distinguished member, w a s called
'•'icenus, whieh had recently been conquered,
Piso's conspiracy.
hould be distributed among the plebeians. In
FLEVO.
Vid. R H E N U S .
227, in whieh year four praetors were appointed
F L E V U M , afortressiu Germany at the moutl
for thefirsttime, he was one of them, and re-of the Amisia (now Ems).
ceived Sicily for his province, where he earned
FLEVUM, FLEVO.
Vid. R H E N U S .
the g iod will of the provincials by his integrity
FLORA, the Roman goddess offloicrs«»<•
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spring, lie writers, whose object was to bring
F C E N I O U L A R I U S C A M P U S , »'. e, the Fennel
the Roman religion into contempt, relate that Fields, a plain covered with Fennel, near TarFlora was a courtesan, w h o had accumulated a raco, in Spain.
large property, and bequeathed it to the R o m a n
F O N T E I U S M , governed as prr praator Narpeople, in return for which she w a s honored bonnesse Gaul, between B.C. 76-73, ami was
witi the annual festival of the Floralia. But accused of extortion in his province by M. Plaa
her worship w a s established at R o m e in thetortus in 69. H e waa defended by Cicero in an
very earliest times, for a temple is said to have oration (pro M. Fonteio) part of which is extant
been vowed to her by King Tatius, and N u m a
FONTEIUS CAPITO.
Vid CAPITO.
appointed a flamen to her. The resemblance
F O N T U S , a R o m a n divinity, son of Janus, had
between the names of Flora and Chloris led the an altar on the Janiculus, which derived it*
later Romans to indentify the two divinities. name from his father, and on which N u m a waa
Her temple at R o m e was situated near the believed to be buried. The n a m e cf this diCircus Maximus, and her festival was celebra- vinity is connected with fons, a fountain; ant?
ted from the 28th of April tiU the 1st of M a y , he was the personification of tieflowingwaters
with extravagant merriment and lasciviousness. O n the 13th of October the Romans celebratea
Vid. Bid. of Ant, art F L O R A L I A .
the festival of the fountains ealled Fontinalia,
F L O R E N T I A (Florentlnus). 1. ( N o w Firenze,at which the fountains were adorned with gar
Florence) a town in Etruria, on the Arnus, waslands.
a R o m a n colony, and was probably founded by
F O R E N T U M or F E R E N T U M (Forentanus: now
the Romans during their wars witi the Liguri- Forenza) a town in Apulia, surrounded by fer
ans. In the time of Sulla it was a flourishing
tile fields and in a low situation, according tc
municipium, but its greatness as a city dates Horace (arvum pingue humilis Forenti, Carm.
from the Middle Ages.—2. ( N o w Fiorenzuola) a iii, 4, 16). Livy (ix, 20) describes it as a fortown in Cisalpine Gaul, on the /Emilia Via, be- tified place, which was taken b y 0. Junius B u
tween Placentia and Parma.
bulcus, B.C. 317. The modern town lies on a
FLORENTINUS, a jurist, one of the council of hill.
the Emperor Severus Alexander, wrote Institu- F O R M I Z E (Formianus: ruins near Mola di
tiones in twelve books, which are quoted in the
Gaeta) a town in Latium, on the Appia Via, in
Corpus Juris.
the innermost corner of the beautiful Sinus
F L O R I A N U S , M . A N N I U S , the brother, b y a dif- Oaietanus (now Gulf of Gaeta) It was a very
ferent father, of the Emperor Tacitus, upon ancient town, founded by the Pelasgie Tyrrhewhose decease he was proclaimed emperor at nians ; and it appears to have been one of the
R o m e , A.D. 276. H e w a s murdered by his head quarters of the Tyrrhenian pirates, whence
own. troops at Tarsus, after a reign of about later poets supposed the city of Lamus, inhabtwo'months, wlile on iis march against Probus, ited by the Laastrygones, of which H o m e r speaks
who had been proclaimed emperor by the le-(Od, x, 81), to be the same as Formiae. Forgions in Syria.
miaa became a municipium and received the
F L O R U S , A N N Z E U S . 1. L , a R o m a n historian, R o m a n franchise at an early period. The beaulived under Trajan and Hadrian, and wrote a ty of the surrounding country induced m a n y of
summary of R o m a n history, divided into four the R o m a n nobles to build villas at this spot
books, extending from the foundation of the of these the best known is the Formianum of
city to the establishment of the empire under Cicero, in the neighborhood of which he was
Augustus, entitled Rerum Romanarum Libri IV., killed. The remains of Cicero's villa are still
or Epitome Gestis Romanorum.
This com- to be seen at the Villa Marsana, near Castiglipendium presents within a very moderate com- one. The hills of Formiaa produced good wine
pass a striking view of the leading events com- (Hor, Carm, i, 20).
prehended by the above limits. It is written
F O R M I O (now Formione, Rusano), a smaU rivin a declamatory style, and the sentiments fre- er, forming the northern boundary of Istria.
quently assume the form of tumid conceits ex- F O R N A X , a R o m a n goddess, said to have been
pressed in violent metaphors. The best edi- worshipped that she might ripen the corn, and
tions are by Duker, Lugd. Bat, 1722, 1744, re- prevent its being burned in baking in the oven
printed Lips, 1832 ; by Titze, Prag, 1819 ; and
(fornax). Her festival, the Fornacalia, w a s anby Seebode, Lips, 1821.—2. A R o m a n poet in nounced by the ourio maximus.
tie time of Hadrian.
F O R T U N A (Tvxv) the goddess of fortune, w a s
F L O R U S , GESSIUS, a native of Clazomenaa, suc- worshipped both in Greece and Italy. Hesiod
ceeded Albinus as procurator of Judaea, A.D. 64- describes her as a daughter of Oceanus; Pindar
66. His cruel and oppressive government was in one place calls her a daughter of Jupiter
the main cause of the rebeUion of the Jews. H e (Zeus) the Liberator, and in another place one
is sometimes called Festus and Cestius Florus.
of the Mcerae or Fates. She w a s represented
F L O R U S , JULIUS, addressed by Horace in two with different attributes. With a rudder, she
epistles (i, 3 ; ii, 2), was attached to the suite was conceived as the divinity guiding and eonof Claudius Tiberius Nero when the latter w a s ducting the affairs of the world; with a ball,
dispatched by Augustus to place Tigranes upon she represents the varying unsteadiness of forthe throne of Armenia. H e w a s both a poet tune ; with Plutos or the horn of Amalthea,
and an orator.
she was the symbol of the plentiful gi'ts of forF O O A or P H O C A S , a Latin grammarian, author tune. She was worshipped in most cities in
of a dull, foolish life of Virgil in hexameter Greece. H e r statue at Smyrna held with one
verse, of whieh one hundred and nineteen fines hand a globe on her head, and in the other carare preserved. Printed in tbe Anthol. Lat. of ried the horn of Amalthea. Fortuna was still
Burmann and Wernsdorf.
more worshipped by the Romans than by th*
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Greeks. H e r worship is traced to the reigns of forum boarium, Qlitorium, suarium, j is<ariwn
Ancus Marcius and Servius Tullius, aud the latter ifec. The principal fora at R o m e were. 1. F o
is said to have built two temples to her, the one R U M R O M A N U M , also called simply the Forum,
in the forum boarium, and the other on the banks aud at a later time distinguished by the epithets
It is usually described ae
of the Tibur. The Romans mention her with a vetus or magnum.
variety of surnames and epithets, as publico, pri-lying between the Capitoline and Palatine hillsbut, to speak more correctly, it lay between th»
!
Capitoline and the Velian ridge, which w a s *
vata, muliebris (said to have originated at the
time wlien Coriolanus was prevented by the en- hill opposite the Palatine. It ran lengthwise
treaties of the W o m e n from destroying Rome), from the foot of the Capitol or the arch of Septimius Severus in the direction of the arch of
regina, conservatrix, primigenia, virilis, &e.
Fortuna Virginensis was worshipped by newly- Titus; but it did not extend so far as the latter,
married w o m e n , w h o dedicated their maiden and came to an end at the commencement of
garments and girdle in her temple. Fortuna Vi- the ascent to the Velian ridge, where was the
rilis was worshipped by w o m e n , w h o prayed to temple of Antoniuus and Faustina. Its shape
her that she might preserve their charms, and was that of an irregular quadrangle, of which
thus enable them to please their husbands. _ H e rthe two longer sides were not parallel, but were
surnames, in general, express either particular m u c h wider near the Capitol than at the other
kinds of good fortune, or the persons or classes end. Its length w a s six hundred and thirty
of persons to w h o m she granted it. Her worship French feet, and its breadth varied from one
was of great importance also at Antium aud Praa- hundred and ninety to one hundred feet, an exneste, where her sortes or oracles were very cel- tent undoubtedly small for the greatness of
R o m e ; but it must be recollected that the limebrated.
F O R T U N A T Z E or O R U M I N S U L Z E (al TOV paKupav its of the forum were fixed in the early days
sijooi, i. e, the Islands of the Blessed). Theof R o m e , and never underwent any alteration.
early Greeks, as w e learn from Homer, placed The origin of the forum is ascribed to Romulus
the Elysian fields, into whieh favored heroes and Tatius, w h o are said to have filled up the
passed without dying, at the extremity of the s w a m p or marsh which occupied its site, aud to
earth, near the River Oceanus. Vid. E L Y S I U M . have set it apart as a place for the administraIn poems later than Homer, an island is clearly tion of justice audforholding the assemblies of
spoken of as their abode; and though its position the people. The forum, in its widest sense, inwas of course indefinite, both the poets, and the eluded the forum properly so called, and the
geographers w h o followed them, placed it beyond Comitium. T h e Comitium occupied the narthe Filiars of Heicules. Hence when, just after row or upper end of the forum, and w a s the
the time of the Marian civil wars, certain islands place where the patricians m e t in their comitia
were discovered iu the ocean, off the western curiata: the forum, in its narrower sense, w a s
coast of Africa, the name of Fortunataa Insulaa originally only a market-place, and was not used
Was applied to them. A s to the names of for any political purpose. A t a later time, the
the individual islands, and the exact identifi- forum, in its narrower sense, was the place of
catim of them by their modern names, there meeting for the plebeians in their comitia triare difficulties; but it m a y be safely said, gen- buta, aud w a s separated from the comitium by
erally, that the Fortunataa Insulaa of Pliny, Pto- the Rostra or platform, from which the orators
lemy, and others are the Canary Islands, andaddressed the people. The most important of
probably the Madeira group; the latter being, the public buildings which surrounded the forum
perhaps, those called by Pliny (after Juba) Pur- in early times was the Curia Hostilia, the place
of meeting of the senate, whieh was said to have
purariaa.
F O R T U N A T I A N U S , ATILIUS, a Latin grammarian, been erected by Tullus Hostilius. It stood on
author of a treatise (Ars) upon prosody, and the the northern side of the Comitium. In the time
metres of Horace, printed in the collection of of Tarquin the forum was surrounded by a range
of shops, probably of a m e a n character, but they
Putschius.
F O R T U N A T I A N U S , C U R I U S or C H I R I U S , a R o m a n gradually underwent a change, and were eventlawyer,flourishedabout A.D. 450. H e is theually occupied by bankers and money changers.
author of a compendium of technical rhetoric, in The shops on the northern side underwent this
three books, under the title Curii Fortunatiani changefirst,whence they were called Novc or
Consulti Artis Rhetorice Scholice Libri tree,Argentaric Tabernc; while the shops on tins
which at one period was held in high esteem as a southern side, though they subsequently exmanual. Printed iu the Bhetores Latini Antiqui perienced the same change, were distinguished
by the n a m e of Veteres Taberne. A s R o m e
of Pithou, Paris, 1599.
[ F O R U L I (now Bocca di Cerno) a village of grew in greatness, the forum was adorned with
the Sabiues, at the point of passage over the A p - statues of celebrated men, with temples and
basilieae, and with other public buildings. The
ennines.]
F O R U M , an open space of ground, in which site of the ancient forum is occupied by tbe
the people m e t for the transaction of any kind Campo Vaccino.—2. F O R U M J U L I U M or F O R C S S
of business. A t R o m e the number offorain-CZESARIS, w a s built b y Julius Caesar because
creased with the growth of the city. They the old forum w a s found too small for the transwere level pieces of ground of an oblong form, action of public business. It was close by the
Rt.d were surrounded by buildings, both private old forum, behind the church of St. Martina.
ana public. They were divided into two class- Caasar built here a magnificent temple of Venus
Genitrix.—3. F O R U M A U G U S T I , built by Auguses: fora civilia, in which justice w a s administered and public business transacted, and fora tus because the two existing fora were not
venalia, in which provisions and otier things found sufficientforthe great increase of busi
Were sold, and which were distinguished as the
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Ress which hal taken place. It stood behind) a place of importance.—13. JULIUM. Vii. I m
the Forum Julium, and its entrance at the other TURGIS.—14. LIVII (now Forli) in Cisalpine Gaul
end was by au arch, now called Arco de Pantani. in the territory of the Boii, on the zEmih'a Via.
Augustus adorned it with a temple of Mars Ul- southwest of Ravenna: here the Gothio king
Athaulf married Galla Placidia.—15. POPILII
tor, and with the statues of the most distinguished
men of the republic. This forum was used for (now Forlimpopoli), in Gallia Cisalpina, east oi
eausas publ'ce and sortitiones judicum.—4. F O RNo.
U M 14, and on the same road.—16. POPILII (no^
S E R V ^ E or F O R U M TRANSITORIUM, was a small Polla) in Lueania, east of Paeitum, on the Tanu
forum lying between the Temple of Peace and ger and on the Popilia Via. O n the wall of an
the fora of Julius Caasar and Augustus. The inn at Polla was discovered an inscription re
Temple of Peace was built by Vespasian; and specting the piaator Popilius.—17. S E G U S I A N O R U B
as there were private buildings between it and (now Feurs) in Gallia Lugdunensis, on the Liger.
the fora of Caesar and Augustus, Domitian re- and west of Lugdunum, a town of the Segusiani
solved to pull down those buildings, and thus and a R o m a n colony with the surname Julia Feform a fourth forum, which was not, however, lix.—18. S E M P R O N I I (Forosemproniensis • now
intended, like the other three, for the transaction Fossombrone), a municipium in Umbria, on the
of public business, but simply to serve as a Flaminia Via.—19. V O C O N T I I (now Vidauban,
passage from the Temple of Peace to the fora east of Canet), a town of the Salyes in Gallia
of Caesar and Augustus: hence its name Trans- Narbouensis.
FOSI, a people of Germany, the neighbors and
itorium. The plan was carried into execution
by Nerva, whence the forum is also called by allies of the Cherusci, in whose fate they shared,
the name of this emperor — 5 . F O R U M TRAJANI, Vid. C H E R U S O L It is supposed that their name
built by the Emperor Trajan, w h o employed the is retained in the River Fuse in Brunswick.
architect Apollodorus for the purpose. It lay F O S S A or Foss.E, a canal. 1. CLODIA, a canal
between the forum of Augustus and the Campus between the mouth of the Po and Altinum, in
Martius. It was the most splendid of all the the north of Italy; there was a town of the same
fora, and considerable remains of it are stiU name upon it.—2. CLUILIA or CLUILLZE, a trend
extant. Here were the Basilica Ulpi.a andaboutfivemiles from Rome, said to have beei
Bibliotheca Ulpia, the celebrated Columna Tra-the ditch with whieh the Alban kiug Cluilius
jani, an equestrian statue and a triumphal arch protected his camp when he marched against
of Trajan, and a temple of Trajan built by Ha- R o m e in the reign of Tullus Hostilius.—8. CORBULONIS, a canal in the island of the Batavi
drian.
F O R U M , the name of several towns in various connecting the Maas and the Rhine, dug by
parts of the R o m a n empire, whieh were origin- command of Corbulo in the reign of Claudius.
ally simply markets or places for the adminis- — 4 . D R U S I A N Z E or DRUSJNZE, a canal which Dru
tration of justice. 1. A L I E N I (now Ferrara?) sus caused his soldiers to dig in B.O. 11, unit
ji Cisalpine Gaul.— 2. A P P I I (ruins near 8. Bo-ing the Rhine with the Yssel. It probably com
nato) in Latium, on tbe Appia Via, in the midst menced near Arnheim on the Rhine, and feli
of the Pomptine marshes, forty three miles into the Yssel near Doesberg.—5. M A R I A N A or
southeast of Rome, founded by the censor A p - MARIANZE, a canal dug by command of Marius
pius Claudius when he made the Appia Via. during his war with the Cimbri, in order to conHere the Christians from R o m e met the Apos- nect the Rhone with the Mediterranean, and thus
tle Paul (Acts, xxviii, 16).—8. A M E L I I or A M E - make an easier passage for vessels into the
L I U M (now Montalto), in Etruria, on the Aurelia Rhone, because the mouths of theriverwere fre
Via.—4. CASSII, in Etruria on the Cassia Via,quently choked up with sand. The canal comnear Viterbo.—5. C L O D I I (now Oriulo) in Etru- menced near Arelate, but, in consequence of the
ria.—6. C O R N E L I I (now Imola) in Gallia Oispa- frequent changes iu tie course of the Rhone, it is
dana, on the zEmilia Via, between Bononia and impossible now to trace the course of the canal.
Faventia, a colony founded by Cornelius Sulla. —[6. PHILISTINA, also called Fossiones Philistine
— 7 . FLAMINII, in Umbria, on the Flaminia Via. (now Po Grande) a very considerable canal, hav— 8 . FULVII, surnamed V A L E N T I N U M (now Va- ing seven arms or cuts, commonly known by the
lenza) m Liguria, on the Po, on the road from name of Septem Maria, undertaken by the EtruDertona to Asta.—9. G A L L O R U M (now Castelrians to drain the marshy lands about Hadria.]
Franco) in Gallia Cisalpina, on the zEmilia Via, — 7 . X E R X I S . Vid. A T H O S .
FRANOI, i. e, " the Free men," a confederacy of
between Mutina and Bononia, memorable for
the two battles fought between Antonius and the German tribes, formed on the Lower Rhine in
consuls Pansa and Hirtius.—10. HADRI5.NI (now the place of the ancient league of the Cherusci
Voorburg), in the island of the Batavi, in Gallia aud consisting of the Sigambri, the chief tribe,
Belgica, where several R o m a n remains have the Chamavi, Ampsivarii, Bructeri, Chatti, <fca
been found.—11. JULII or J U L I U M (Forojuliensis: They arefirstmentioned about A.D. 240. After
now Frejus) a R o m a n colony founded by Julius carrying on frequent wars with the Romana
Caesar B.C. 44, in Gallia Narbonensis, on the they at length settled permanently in Gaul, of
River Argenteus and on the coast, six hundred which they became the rulers under their great
stadia northeast of Massilia. It possessed a king Clovis, A D . 496.
F R E G E L L Z E (Fregellanus: n o w Geprano) an
good harbor, and was the usual station of a part
of the Roman fleet. It was the birth place of ancient and important town of the Volsci, on
Agricola. A t Frejus are the remains of a Ro- the Liris in Latium, conquered by the Romans,
m a n aqueduct, circus, arm, &c.—12. JULII or and colonized B.C. 328. It took part with the
J U L I U M (now Friaul) a fortified town and a Ro- allies in the Social war, and was destroyed by
m a n colony in the country of the Carni, north- Opimius.
F R E G E N Z S , sometimes called F R B C E L U K ( J U W
east of Aquileia in the Middle Ages it became
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Iwre Maccaresc), a town of Etruria, on the eoas,ris, and w a s rewarl'd with wealth and honors
between Alsium and the Tiber, on a low, s w a m p y H e w a s raised tc 'ua consulship in 143. Sc
great w a s his fam' us a speaker that a sect of
shore, colonized by the Romans B.C. 245.
F R E N T A N I , a Samnite people, inhabiting a fer- rhetoricians arose w\io were denominated From
tile and well-watered territory on the coast of toniani. Following the example of their foundthe Adriatic, from the River Sagrus on the north er, they avoided the exaggeration of the Groet
'and subsequently almost as far north as from sophistical school, and bestowed especial cara
the Aternus) to the River Frento on the south, on the purity of their language and the simplicity
from the latter of which rivers they derived of their style. Fronto lived till the reip-n of
heir name. They were bounded b y the Mar- M . Aurelius. The latest of his epistles bjl.in,;«
uoini on the north, by the Peligni and b y Sam- to the year 166. U p to a recent period no woik
m u m on the west, and b y Apulia on the south. of Fronto w a s known to be in existanee, witlt
They submitted to the Romans in B.C. 304, and the exception of a corrupt and worthless tract
entitled Be Bifferentiit Voaabulorum, and a few
concluded a peace with the republic.
F R E N T O (now Fortore), a river in Italy, form-fragments preserved by the grammarians. But
ing the boundary between the Frentani and A p u - about the year 1814 Angelo M a i diiuovered on
lia, rises in the Apennines and falls into, the a palimpsest in the Ambrosian library at Milan s
considerable number of letters which had pawAdriatic Sea.
FRINIATES, a people in Liguria, probably the ed between Fronto, Antoninus Pius, M . Ain-o6ame as the Briniates, who, after being subdued lius, L. Verus, and variousfriends,together with
by the Romans, were transplanted to Samnium. some short essays. These were published by
FRISIAHONES, probably a tribe of the Frisii, in- Mai at Milan in 1815, and in an improved form
habiting the islands at the mouth of the Rhine. by Niebuhr, Buttmann, and Hoindorf, Berlin,
FRISII, a people in the northwest of Ger- 1816. Subsequently M a i discovered, on a pamany, inhabited the coast from the eastern limpsest in the Vatican library at R o m e , upward
mouti of the Rhine to the Amisia (now Ems) of one hundred n e w letters; and he published
and were bounded on the south b y the Bruc- these at R o m e in 1823, together with those
which had been previously discovered.
teri, consequently in the modern Friesland, GroF R O N T O , PAPIRIUS, a jurist w h o probably lived
ningen, &a. Tacitus divided them into Majores
and Minores, the former probably in the east, about the time of Antoninus Pius, or rather
and the latter in the west of the countiy. The earlier.
F R U S I N O (Frusinas, -atis: n o w Frosinone) a
Frisii were on friendly terms with the Romans
from the time of thefirstcampaign of Drusus town of the Hernici in Latium, in the valley of
the River Cosas, and subsequently a R o m a n
till A.D. 28, when the oppressions of the Rom a n officers drove them to revolt. In the fifthcolony; It w a s celebrated for its prodigies,
sentury w e find them joining the Saxons and which occurred here almost more frequentlv
than at any other place.
Angli in their invasion of Britain.
F R O N T ! sus, S E X . JULIUS, w a s praator A.D. 70,

FUOENTIS, FUCENTIA.

Vid. A L B A , N o . 4.

F U C I N U S L A O U S (now Lagc di Celano or Gapaud in 75 succeeded Cerealis as governor of
Britain, where ho distinguished himself by the istrano) a large lake in the centre of Italy and in
conquest of the Silures, and maintained the Ro-the country of the Marsi, about thirty miles in
m a n power unbroken until superseded by Agric- circumference, into which all the mountain
ola in 78. In 97 Frontinus w a s nominated streams of the Apenninet flow. A s the water
curator aquarum. H e died about 106. T w o of this lake had no visible outlet, and frequently
works undoubtedly by this author are still ex inundated the surrounding country, the Emperor
tant: 1. Strategematicon Libri IV, a sort of Claudius constructed au emissarium or artificial
treatise on the art of war, developed in a col- channel for carrying off (fhe waters of the lake
lection of the sayings and doings of the most into the River Liris. This emissarium is still
renowned leaders of antiquity. 2. Be Aqueduc- nearly perfect: it is almost three miles in length,
tibus Urbis Borne Libri II, which forms a valu- It appears that the actual drainage was relinable contribution to the history of architecture. quished SOOD after the death of Claudius, for it
The best editions of the Strategematica are bywas reopened by Hadrian.
FUFIUS CALENUS.
Vid. C A L E N U S .
Oudendorp, Lugd. Bat, 1779, and b y Schwebel,
Lips, 1772 ; of the Be Aqueductibus by Polenus, FUFICIUS, a jurist, w h o probably lived between
Patav, 1722. In the collection of the Agri- the time of Vespasian and Hadrian.
mensores, or Rei Agrarie Audores (ed. Goesius, F U L G E N T I U S , F A B I U S P L A N C I A D E S , a Latin
A m s t , 1674; ed. Lachmann, Berlin, 1848), aregrammarian of uncertain date, probably not earpreserved some treatises usually ascribed to lier than the sixth century after Christ, appears
Sex. Julius Frontinus. The collection consists to have been of African origin. H e is the auof fragments connected with the art of measur- thor of, 1. Mythologiarum IJibri III. ad Ca'.uM
ing land and ascertaining boundaries. It w a s Presbyterum, a collection of the most remark•put together without skill, pages of different able tales connected with the history and exworks being mixed u p together, and the writ- ploits of gods and heroes. 2. Expositio Sermoings of one author being sometimes attributed num Antiquorum cum Testimoniis ad Chalcidicum Grammaticum, a glossary of obsolete words
to another.
F R O N T O , M . C O R N E L I U S , w a s born at Cirta in and phrases : of very little value. 3. Liber dt
Numnlia, in the reign of Domitian, and came to ExpositioneVirgilianat Continentim ad ChalcidiR o m e in the reign of Hadrian, where he attain- cum Grammaticum, a title which means an exed great celebrity as a pleader and a teacher of planation of what is contained in Virgil, that if
rhetoric. H e was intrusted with the education to say, of the esoteric truths iillegorically con
of the future ercpaws M . Aurelius and L. V e - veysd in the Virgilian poems The best cdilaoik
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•zt these works is iu the Mythographi Latini ofAugustus through the mediation of his K U , w»i
Muneker, Auet, 1681, and of V a n Staveren, appointed consul in 29, and was prefect cf HitheJ
Lngd. Bat, 1742.
Spain in 21.
FULGINIA, F U L G I N I U M (Fulginas, -atis : now
Fuscus. 1. A R E L L I U S , a rhetorician at R o m «
Foligno), a town in the interior of Umbria, on
in the latter years of Augustus, instructed hi
the Via Flaminia, was a municipium.
rhetoric the poet Ovid. H e declaimed more fre
FULVIA, 1. The mistress of Q. Curius, onequently in Greek than in Latin, and his style of
of Catfline'u conspirators, divulged the plot to declamation is described by Seneca as more
Oicero.—2. A daughter of M . Fulvius Bambalio brilliant than solid, antithetical rather than eloof Tusculum, thrice married,firstto the cele- quent. His rival in teaching and declaiming
brated P. Clodius, by w h o m she had a daughter, was Poreius Latro. Vid. L A T R O . — 2 . ARISTIUS,
Clodia, afterward the wife of Octavianus ; sec-a friend of the poet Horace, w h o addressed to
ondly to C. Scribonius Curio, and thirdly to him an ode (Carm, i, 22) and an epistle (Ep, i,
M . Antony, by w h o m she had two sons. She 10), and w h o also introduces him elsewhere
was a bold and ambitious woman. In the pro- (Sat, i, 9, 61 ; 10, 83).—3. CORNELIUS, one of
scription of B.C. 43 she acted with the greatest the most active adherents of Vespasian in his
arrogance and brutality : she gazed with delight contest for the empire, A.D. 69. In the reign
upon the head of Cicero, the victim of her hus of Domitian he was sent against the Dacians,
band. Her turbulent and ambitious spirit ex-by w h o m he was defeated. Martial wrote an
cited a new war in Italy in 41. Jealous of the epitaph on Fuscus (Ep, vi, 76), in which he repower of Octavianus, and anxious to withdraw fers to the Dacian campaign.
Antony from the East, she induced L. Antonius,
the brother of her husband, to take up arms G.
against Octavianus. But Lucius was unable to
resist Octavianus, and threw himself into Peru- GABZE (TdBai) 1. (Now Barabgherd t?) a loisia, which he was obliged to surrender in thetress and royal residence in the interior of Pcrfollowing year (40). Fulvia fled to Greece and sis, southeast of Pasargadaa, near the borderB
died at Sicyon in the course of the same year. of Carmania.—2. Or Gabaza, or Cazaba, a forF U L V I A G E N S , a plebeian, but one of the most tress in Sogdiana, on the confines of the Massaillustrious R o m a n gentes. It originally came getaa.
from Tusculum. The principal families in the G A B A L A (TuBaXa), a sea-port town of Syria
gens are those of C E N T U M A L U S , FLACCUS, N O B I L - Seleucis, south of Laodiaea, whence good storax was obtained.
IOR, and PZETINUS.
G A B A L I , a people in Gallia Aquitanica, whose
F L N D A N I U S . 1. C , father of Fundania, the
wife of M . Terentius Varro, is one of the speak- country possessed silver mines and good pasara in Varro's dialogue, Be Re Rustica.—2. M , turage. Their chief town was Anderitum (now
defended by Cicero, B.C. 65 ; but the scanty Anterieux).
G A B I A N A or -ENE (TaBiavq, VaBinvij), a fertile
fragments of Cicero's speech do not enable us
to understand the nature of the charge.-—3. A district in the Persian province of Susiana, west
writer of comedies praised b y Horace (Sat, i,of Mount Zagros.
G A B I I (Gabinus : ruins near Castiglione), a
10, 41, 42).
FtfMDi (Fundanus : now Fondi), an ancient town in Latium, on the Laeus Gabinus (now
town in Latium, on the Appia Via, at the head Lago di Gavi), between R o m e and Praaneste,
of a narrow bay of the sea, running a consider was in early times one of the most powerful
able way into the land, called the L A O C S F U N Latin cities; a colony from Alba Longa ; and
D A N U S . Fundi was a municipium, and was sub- the place, according to tradition, where Romulus
sequently colonized by the veterans of Augus- was brought up. It was taken by Tarquinius
tus. The surrounding country produced good Superbus by stratagem, and it was in ruins in
wine. There are still remains at Fondi of the the time of Augustus (Gabiis desertior vicus, Hor,
Ep, i, 11, 7). The cindus Gabinus, a peculiar
walls of the ancient town.
mode of wearing the toga at Rome, appears to
F U R C U L Z E CAUDINZE. Vid. C A U D I U M .
F U R I A G E N S , an aucient patrician gens, prob- have been derived from this town. In the
ably came from Tusculum. The most cele- neighborhood of Gabii are the immense stone
brated families of the gens bore the names of quarries from which a part of R o m e was built.
GABINIUS, A , dissipated his fortune in youth
C A M I L L U S M E D U L L I N U S , PAOILUS, and PHILUS.
For others of less note, vid. BIBACULUS, C R A S - by his profligate mode of life. H e was tribune
of
the plebs B.C. 66, when he proposed and car
SIPES, P U R P U R E O .
ried a law conferring upon Pompey the comFURLE.
Vid E U M E N I D E S .
FLRINA, an ancient R o m a n divinity, w h o had mand of the war against the pirates. H e wai
a sacred grove at Rome. H e r worship seems praetor in 61, and consul 58 with L. Pis«
to have become extinct at an early time. A n Both consuls supported Clodius in his measures
against Cicero, which resulted in the baoish
annual festival (Furinalia or Furinalesferie) had
been celebrated in honor of her, and a flamen ment of the orator. In 57 Gabinius went to
Syria as proconsul. Hisfirstattention was di
(Jiaaten Furinalis) conducted her worship. She
had also a temple in the neighborhood of Satri- reeted to the affairs of Judea. H e restored
Hyrcanus to the high priesthood, of which he
eam.
F U R N I U S , 0, a friend and correspondent of had been dispossessed by Alexander, the son of
Cicero, was tribune of the plebs B.C. 50 ; sided Aristobulus. H e next marched into Egypt, and
with Caesar in the civil war ; and after Otesar's restored Ptolemy Auletes to the throne. The
death was a stanch adherent cf Antony. After restoration of Ptolemy had been forbidden by 8
the battle of Actium, 31, he was reconciled to decree of the senate, and by the Sibvlline books
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but G abia .us hau been promised by the king a possessed celebrated temples of Sat a m (Croii is)
rem of ten thousand talentsforthis service, aud and Hercules. Its drinking water w a s as bad
accordingly set at naught both the senate and in antiquity as it is in the present day. Gades
the Sibyl. His government of the province gave its name to the F R E T U M G A D I T A N U M , the
«raB marked in other respects by tie most straits at the entrance of the Mediterranean, b o
shameful venality and oppression. H e returned tween Europe and Africa (now Straits of Gib
to R o m e in 54.
H e was accused of majestas orraltar.)
G Z E A or G E (Tala or P^), the psrsonmcaiion
high treason, on account of his restoration of
Ptolemy Auletes, in defiance of the Sibyl and of the earth. H o m e r describes her as a divine
the authority of the senate. H e w a s acquitted being, to w h o m black sheep were sacrificed, and
on this charge; but he w a s forthwith accused w h o was invoked by persons taking oaths; and
of repetunde, for the illegal receipt of ten thou- he calls her the mother of Erechtheus and Titysand talents from Ptolemy. H e w a s defended us. In Hesiod she is thefirstbeing that sprang
by Cicero, w h o had been persuaded by Pompey, from Chaos, and gave birth to Uranus (Coelus)
much against his will, to undertake the defence. and Pontus. B y Uranus (Ccelus) she became
Gabinius, however, w a s condemned on this the mother of Oceanus, Cceus, Crius, Hyperion,
charge, and went into exile. H e w a s recalled Iapetus, Thia, Rheia, Themis, Mnemosyne,
from exile by Caesar in 49, and in the following Phcebe, Tethys, Saturn (Cronos), the Cyclopes,
year (48) was sent into Blyricum b y Caasar with Brontes, Steropes, Arges, Cottus, Briareus, and
some newly-levied troops, in order to re-enforce Gyges. These children were hated by their faQ. Oornificius. H e died in Rlyrieum about the ther, and G e (Terra) therefore concealed them
end of 48, or the beginning of the following in tie bosom of the earth; but she m a d e a large
iron sickle, gave it to her sons, and requested
year.
G A D A R A (Tdbapa : Tabapnvbg: n o w Um-Keis), them to take vengeance upon their father
a large fortified city of Palestine, one of the ten Cronos (Saturn) undertook the task, and m u whici formed the Deeapolis in Peraaa, stood a tilated Uranus (Ccelus). The drops of blood
little south of the Hieromax (now Yarmuk) an which fell from him upon the earth (Ge) beeastern tributary of the Jordan. The surround- came the seeds of the Erinnyes, the Gigantes,
ing district, southeast of the Lake of Tiberias, and the Melian nymphs. Subsequently G e (Terwas called Gadaris, and w a s very fertile. Ga- ra) became, by Pontus, the mother of Nereus,
dara was probably favored by the Greek kings Thaumas, Phorcys, Ceto, and Eurybia. G e
of Syria, as it is sometimes called Antiochia (Terra) belonged to the deities of the nether
and Seleucia ; it w a s restored by P o m p e y : world (-Beol xBbvioi) and hence she is frequentAugustus presented it to King Herod, after ly mentioned where they are invoked. The
whose deati it was assigned to the province of surnames and epithets given to her have more
Syria. It was m a d e the seat of a Christian bish- or less reference to her character as the allopric. There were celebrated baths in its neigh- producing and all-nourishing mother ('/.iu,i,er uMniparens et alma) Her worship appeal stohave
borhood, at Amatha.
G A D E S (rd Tdbeipa: Tabeipevg, Gaditanus: been universal among the Greeks, and she had
n o w Cadiz) a very ancient town in Hispania temples or altars in almost all the cities of
Baatica, west of the Pillars of Hercules, found- Greece. A t R o m e the earth w a s worshipped
ed by the Phoenicians, and one of the chief seats under the name of T E L L U S (which is only a
of their commerce in the west of Europe, w a s variation of Terra) She w a s regarded by tho
situated on a small island of the same name Romans also as one of the deities of the nether
(now Isle de Leon) separated from the main world (Inferi) and is mentioned in connection
land by a narrow channel, which in its narrowest with Dis and the Manes. A temple w a s built to
part was only the breadth of a stadium, and her by the consul P. Sempronius Sophus, in B.
over whieh a bridge w a s built. Herodotus says C. 304. H e r festival w a s celebrated on the
(iv, 8) that the island of Erythia was close to 15th of April, and was called Fordicidia or HorGadeira ; whence most later writers supposed dicidia. Tho sacrifice, consisting of cows, w a s ofthe island of Gades to be the same as the myth- fered up in the Capitol in the presence of tho
ical island of Erythia, from which Hercules car- Vestals.
GZSSON, Gzesus, or G E S S U S (Tataov ) a river
ried off the oxen of Geryon. A n e w town w a s
built by Cornelius Balbus, a native of Gades, of Ionia in Asia Minor, falling into the Gulf of
and the circumference of the old and n e w towns Maaander near the promontory of Mycale.
G Z E T U L I A (TairovXia), the interior of Northern
together was only twenty stadia. There were,
however, m a n y of the citizens dwelling on the Africa, souti of Mauretania, Numidia, and the
main land opposite the island, as well as on a region bordering on the Syrtes, reaching to the
smaller island (S. Sebastian or Trocadero) in Atlantic Ocean on the west, and of very inthe immediate neighborhood of the larger one. definite extent toward the east and the south. The
After thefirstPunic war Gades came into the people included under the name Gaatuli (r<«hands of the Carthaginians; and in the second rovXoi), in its widest sense, were the inhabitPunic war it surrendered of its o w n accord to ants of the region between the countries just
the Romans. Its inhabitants received the Ro- mentioned and the Great Desert, and also in
m a n franchise from Julius Caasar. It became a the Oases of the latter, and nearly as far south
municipium, and was called Augusta urbs Julia as the River Niger. They were a great nomad
Gadita-.ia, Gades was from the earliest to the race, including several tribes, the chief of w h o m
latest times an important commercial town. were the Autololes and Pharusii on the western
Its inhabitants were wealthy, luxurious, and coast, the Daraa, or Gaatuli Daraa, in the steppes
licentious; and their lascivious dances were of the Great Atlas, and the Melanogaatuli, a
celebrated at R o m e . (Juv, xi, 162) Gades black race resulting from the intermixture of
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(he Gaatuli with their southern neighbors, the on account of the mixture of Greeks with th*
Nigritaa. The pure Goatulians were not an Celtic inhabitants, which speedily toi'k place,
zEthiopie (i. e, negro), but a Libyan race, andGraaco-Galatia and Gallograacia. The people of
were most probably of Asiatic origin. They are Galatia adopted to a great extent Greek habitt
supposed to have been the ances».^,-j of the and manners and religious observance?, but preBerbers.
served their o w n language, which is spoken of as
GAINAS.
Vid. A R C A M T J S .
resembling that of the Treviri. They retained
G A I U S or CAIUS, a celebrated R o m a n jurist, also, their political divisions and forms of govwrote under Antoninus Pius and M . Aurelius. ernment. They consisted of three great tribes
His works were very numerous, iid great use the ToUstobogi, the Trocmi, and the Tectosages,
was m a d e of them in the compilation of the each subdivided into four parts, called by the
Digest. One of his most celebrated works w a s Greeks rerpapx'iai. A t the head of each of these
an elementary treatise on R o m a n law, entitled twelve tetrarchies w a s a chief, or tetrarch,
Institutiones, in four books. This work was for
w h o appointed the chief magistrate (diKaorijg)
a long time the ordinary text book used by those and the commander of the army (orparotpiXai;)
w h o were commencing the study of the R o m a n and two lieutenant generals (viroorparo^vXaiieg)
law; but it went out of use after the compila- The twalve tetrarchs together had the general
tion of the Institutiones of Justinian, and w a s government of the country, but their power was
finally lost. This long lost work w a s discov- checked by an assistant senate of three hundered by Niebuhr in 1816 in the library of the red, w h o met in a place called Drynaemetum (or
Chapter at Verona. The M S . containing Gaius probably, Dryaenetum, i. e, the oak grove) and
was a palimpsest one. The original writing of had jurisdiction in all capital cases. This form
Gaius had on some pages been washed out, and of government had a natural tendency to monon others scratched out, and the whole w a s re- archy, according as either of the twelve tewritten with the Letters of S t Jerome. T h e trarchs became more powerful than the rest,
task of deciphering the original M S . was a very especially under the protection of the Romans,
difficult one and some parts were completely to w h o m Galatia became virtually subject as
destroyed. It w a sfirstpublished by Gosehen the result of the campaign which the consul Cn.
in 1821: a second edition appeared in 1824, and Manlius undertook against the Gauls, to punish
a third in 1842.
them for the assistance they had given to AnG A G Z E (Vdyai), a town on the coast of Lycia, tiochus the Great (B.O. 189). A t length one
east of Myra, wience was obtained the mineral of the tetrarchs, D E I O T A R U S , w a s rewarded for
ealled Gagates lapis, that is jet, or, as it is still
his services to the Romans in the Mithradatic
ealled in German, gagat.
w a r by the title of king, together with a grant
G A L A N T H I S . Vid. G A L I N T H I A S .
of Pontus and Armenia Minor ; and after the
G A L A T E A (1 aXdreia), daughter of Nereus and death of his successor Amyntas, Galatia w a s
Doris. For details, vid. Aras.
made by Augustus a R o m a n province (B.C. 25).
G X L A T I A (TaXaria : TaXdrng: in the eastern It was soon after enlarged by the addition
part of modern Anadoli and the western part of of Paphlagonia.
Under Constantine it w a s
Rumlli), a country of Asia Minor, composed of restricted to its old limits, and under Valens
parts of Phrygia and Cappadoeia, and bounded it was divided into two provinces, Galatia Prima
on the west, south, and southeast by those eoun and Galatia Secunda. The country was beautries, and on the northeast, north, and northwesttiful and fertile, being watered by the rivers
by Pontus, Paphlagonia, and Bithynia. It de- Halys and Sangarius. Its only important cities
rived its n a m e from its inhabitants, w h o were were, in the southwest, PESSINUS, the capital
Gauls that had invaded and settled in Asia of the Tolistobogi; in the centre, A N C Y E A , the
Minor at various periods during the third cen- capital of the Tectosages ; and in the northtury B.C. First, a portion of the army which east, T A V I U M , the capital of the Trocmi. F r o m
Brennus led against Greece, separated from the the Epistle of St. Paul to the Galatians, w e learn
main body, and marched into Thrace, and, hav- not only that m a n y Christian churches had been
ing pressed forward as far as the shores of the formed in Gaiatia during the apostolic age. but
Propontis, some of them crossed the Hellespont also that those churches consisted, in great part,
on their o w n account, while others, w h o had of Jewish converts.
reached Byzantium, were invited to pass the
G A L A X I U S (TaXdtiiog), a small river in Bceotia,
Bosporus by Nicomedes I, king of Bithynia, on which stood a temple of Apollo Galaxios: it
w h o required their aid against his brother Zi- derived its n a m e from its milky color, which w a s
pcetus (B.C. 279.) They speedily overran all owing to the chalky nature of the soil through
Asia Minor within the Taurus, and exacted which it flowed.
tribute from its various princes, and served as
G A L B A , SULPICIUS, patricians. 1. P., consul
mercenaries not only in the armies of these B.C. 211, received Macedonia as his province
princes, but also of tho kings of Syria and where he remained as proconsul till 204, and
Egypt; and, according to one account, a body carried on the war against Philip. In 200 he
of them found their w a y to Babylon. During w a s consul a second time, and again obtained
their ascendency, other bodies of Gauls follow- Macedonia as his province; but he was unable
ed them into Asia. Their progress w a s at to accomplish any thing of importance against
length checked by the arms of the kings of Philip, an 1 was succeeded in the c o m m a n d in
Pergamus: Eumenes fought against them with the following year by VAlius Tappulus. H e was
various fortune ; but Attalus I. gained a com- one of the ten commissioners sent to Greece in
plete victory over them (B.C. 230), and com- 196, after the defeat of Philip by Flaminius, and
pel'ed them to settle down within the limits of was one of the ambassadors sent to Antiochus
the country thenceforth ealled Galatia and also, m 193,—2. S E R , was praetor 151 and cceiv«ti
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Spam as his province. His name is infamous those of any other individual either m aiiuant

on account of his treacherous and atrocious mur- or modern times. H e was born at Pergamum
der of the Lusitanians, with their wi.es and in A.D. 130. His father Nicon, whe, was an
children, who had surrendered to him on thearchitect and geometrician, carefully superiu
promise of receiving grants of land. Viriathus tended his education. In his seventeenth year
was one of the few Lusitanians who escaped (146), his father, who had hitherto destined
from the bloody scene. Vid. VIRIATHUS. On him to be a philosopher, altered has intentions,
his ictura to Rome in 149, he was brought to and, in consequence of a dream, chose for hire,
trial 011 account of his horrible massacre of the the profession of medicine. H e at first studied
Lusitanians. His conduct was denounced in medicine in his native city. In his twentieth
the strongest terms by Cato, who was then year (149) he lost his father, and about tha
eighty-five years old, but he was nevertheless same time he went to Smyrna for the purpose
acquitted. H e was consul 144. Oicero praises of studying under Pelops the physician, and
his oiatory in the highest terms.—3. S E R , great Albinus the Platonic philosopher. H e after
grandfather of the Emperor Galba, served un ward studied at Corinth and Alexandrea. H e
der Caesar in the Galhc war, and was praetor ;n returned to Pergamum in his twenty ninth year
64. After Caasar's death he served against An- (158), and was immediatelv appointed physician
tony in the war of Mutina.—4. C, fatter of the to tie school of gladiators, an office which he
filled with great reputation and success. In
Emperor Galba, was consul in A.D. 22.
GALBA, SER. SULPIOIUS, Roman emperor from 164 he quitted his native country on account
June, A.D. 68, to January, A D . 69. H e wasof some popular commotions, and went to Rome
born near Terracina, on the 24th of December, for thefirsttime. Here he stayed about four
B.C. 3. Both Augustus and Tiberius are said years, and gained great reputation from his skill
to have told him that one day he would be atin anatomy and medicine. H e returned to Perthe head of the Roman world, from which w e gamum in 168, but had scarcely settled there
must infer that he was a young man of more when he received a summons from the emperthan ordinary talents. From his parents he in- ors M. Aurelius and L. Verustoattend them at
herited great wealth. H e was invested with Aquileia in Venetia. From Aquileia Galen folthe curule offices before attaining the legitimate lowed M. Aurelius to Rome in 170. When the
age. H e was praator A.D. 20, and consul 33. emperor again set out to conduct the war on
After his consulship he had the government of the Danube, Galen with difficulty i.btained perGaul, 39, where he carried on a successful war mission to be left behind at Rome, alleging that
against the Germans, and restored discipline such was the will of zEsculapius. Before leavamong the troops. On the death of Caligula ing the city the emperor committed to the medmany of his friends urged him to seize the em- ical care of Galen his son Commodus, who was
pire, but he preferred living in a private station. then nine years of age. Galen stayed at Rome
Claudius intrusted him, in 45, with the admin- some years, during which time he employed
istration of Africa, which ie governed with himself in lecturing, writing, and practicing
wisdom and integrity. In the reign of Nero he with great success. H e subsequently returned
livedforseveral years in retirement, through to Pergamum, but whether he again visited
fear of becoming the victim of the tyrant's sus- Rome is uncertain. H e is saidtohave died in
picion ; but in 61 Nero gave him the govern- the year 200, at the age of seventy, in the reign
ment of Hispania Tarraconensis, where he re- of Septimius Severus ; but it is not improbable
mained for eight years. In 68 Vindex rebelled that ie lived some years longer. Galen wrote
in Gaul. About the same time Galba was in- a great number of works on medical and philoformed that Nero had sent secret ordersforhis sophical subjects. The works still extant under
assassination. H e therefore resolved at once the name of Galen consist of eighty-three
to follow the example of Vindex; but he didtreatises acknowledged to be genuine; ninenot assume the imperial title, and professed to teen whose genuineness has been doubted;
act only as the legate of the Roman senate and forty-five undoubtedly spurious; nineteen fragpeople. Shortly afterward Nero was murdered; ments ; andfifteencommentaries on different
and Galba thereupon proceeded to Rome, where works of Hippocrates. Galen attached himself
he was acknowledged as emperor. But hisexclusively to none of the medical sects into
severity and avarice soon made him unpopular which the profession was divided, but chose
with his new subjects, and especially with thefrom thetenetsof each what he believedtobe
soldiers. His powers had also become enfee- good and true, and called those persons slaves
bled by age, and he was completely under the who designated themselves asfollowersof
sway of favorites, who perpetrated many enor- Hippocrates, Praxagoras, or any other man.
mities in his name. Perceiving the weakness of The best edition of his works is by Kuhn, Lips,
his government, he adopted Piso Licinianus, 1821-1833, 20 vols. 8vo.
GALEPSUS (TaXnipog : TaXfibwc) a town iu
a noble young Roman, as his successor. But
this only hastened his ruin. Otho, who hadMacedonia, on the Toronaic Gulf.
GALERIUS MAXIMIANUS.
Vid. MAXIMIANUS.
hoped to be adopted by Galba, formed a conspiracy among the soldiers, who rose in rebel- GALERIUS TRAOHALUS. Vid. TRAOHALUS.
GALESUS (now Galeso) a river in the soutl
lion six days after the adoption of Piso. Galba
was murdered, and Otho was proclaimed em- of Italy, flows into tie Gulf of Tarentum,
through the meadows where the sheep fed
peror.
GALENUS, CLAUDIUS, commonly called G A L E N , whose wool was so celebrated in antiquity
a very celebrated physician, whose works have (dulce pellitis ovibus Galtesiflumen,Hor, Car
had a longer and more extensive influence on ii, 6, 10).
4be different branches of medical science than II G A L E U S (TdXeog), that is, "the lizard," sol
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of Apollo and Themisto, the daughter of the the north of Italy, but a part of Spain, tht
Hyperborean king Zabius. In pursuance of an greater part of Germany, the British isles, and
oracle of the Dodonean Zeus, Galeus emigrated other countries. The early history of the Celtic
to Sicily, where he built a sanctuary to hisrace, and their various settlements in different
father Apollo. The GALEOT.E, a family of Sicil- parts of Europe, are related under CELTZS. 1,
ian soothsayers, derived their origin from him. G A L L I A , also called G A L L I A T R A N S A L P I N A OI
The principal seat of the Galeotae was the town G A L L I A U L T E R I O R , to distinguish it from Gallia
oi Hybla, which w a s hence called G A L E O T I S Cisalpina, or the north of Italy. G A L L I A B R A O
or O A L E A T I S ,
C A T A and G A L L I A C O M A T A are also used in conGALILZEA (VaXiXaia) at the birth of Christ, tradistinction to Gallia Togata or the north of
was the northernmost of the three divisions of Italy, but these names are not identical with
Palestine west of the Jordan. It lay between the whole of GaUia Transalpina. Gallia Bracthe Jordan and the Mediterranean on the east cata was the part of the countryfirstsubdued
snd west, and the mountains of Hermon and by the Romans, the later Provincia, and was so
Carmel on the north and south. It was divided called because the inhabitants wore braccus oi
into Upper or North Galilee, and Lower or South trowsers. Gallia Comata was the remainder of
Galilee. It w a s very fertile and densely peo- the country, excluding Gallia Braccata, and
pled ; but its inhabitants were a mixed race of derived its name from the inhabitants wearing
Jews, Syrians, Phoenicians, Greeks, and others, their hair long. The Romans were acquainted
and were therefore despised b y the Jews of with only a small portion of Transalpine Gaul
Judoaa. Vid. PALZESTINA.
till the time of Caasar. In the time of AugusG A L I N T H I A S or G A L A N T H I S ( O V , Met, ix, 306), tus it was bounded on the south by the Pyredaughter of Prcetus of Thebes and a friend of nees and the Mediterranean ; on the east by
Alemene. W h e n Alcmene w a s on the point the River Varus and the Alps, which separated
of giving birth to Hercules, and the Moarae and it from Italy, and by the River Rhine, which
Ilithyiaa, at the request of Juno (Hera), were separated it from Germany; on the north by
endeavoring to delay the birth, Galinthias sud- the German Ocean and the English Channel;
denly rushed in witi the false report that Alc- and on the west by the Atlantic; thus includmene had given birth to a sou. The hostile ing not only the whole of France and Belgium,
goddesses were so surprised at this information but a part of Holland, a great part of Switzerthat they dropped their arms. Thus the charm land, and all the provinces of Germany west of
was broken, and Alcmene was enabled to give the Rhine. The greater part of this country
birth to Hercules. The deluded goddesses is a plain, well watered by numerous rivers
avenged the deception practiced upon them by The principal mountains were M O N S C E B E N N A
metamorphosing Galinthias into a weasel or cat or Gehenna in the south; the lofty range of
(yaXrf). Hecate, however, took pity upon her, M O N S J U R A in the east, separating the Sequani
and m a d e her her attendant, and Hercules after- and the Helvetii; M O N S V O S E G U S or V O G E ward erected a sanctuary to her. A t Thebes it sus, a continuation of the Jura. The chief
ivas customary at the festival of Herculesfirstto forest was the Silva A R D U E N N A , extending from
offer sacrificestoGalinthias.
the Rhine and the Treviri as far as the Scheldt
G A L L A . 1. Wife of Constantius, son of the The principal rivers were, in the east and north,
Emperor Constantius Chlorus. She w a s the the R H E N U S (now Rhine), with its tributaries
mother of Gallus Caesar
Vid. G A L L U S . — 2 . the M O S A (now Maas) and M O S E L L A (now MoDaughter of tie Emperor Valentinian I, andselle) ; the S E Q U A N A (now Seine) with its tribusecond wife of Theodosius the Great.—3. G A L - tary the M A T R O N A : in the centre the L I G E R I S
L A PLACIDIA, or simply PLACIDIA, daughter of (now Loire); in the west, the G A R U M N A (now
Theodosius the Great by No. 2. She fell into Garonne); and in the south the R H O D A N U S (now
the hands of Aiaric when he took Rome, A.D. Rhone). The country was celebrated for its
410; and Ataulphus, the Gothic king, married fertility in ancient times, and possessed a nuher in 414. After the death of Ataulphus she merous and warlike population. The Greeks,
was restored to Honorius; and in 417 she was at a very early period, became acquainted with
married to Constantius, to w h o m she bore the the southern coast of Gaul, where they founded,
Emperor Valentinian III. During the minority in B.O. 600, the important town of MASSILIA,
of the latter she governed the Western empire. which in its turn founded several colonies, and
She died about 460.
exercised a kind of supremacy over the neighGALL^ECIA, the country of the G A L L Z E C I (KaX- boring districts. The Romans did not attempt
Xa'iKol), in the north of Spain, between the Asto. make any conquests in Transalpine Gaul till
tures and the Durius, w a s in earlier times in- they hadfinallyconquered not only Africa, but
cluded in Lusitania. Gallaecia w a s sometimes Greece and a great part of Western Asia. In
•ised in a wider sense to include the country of B.O. 125 the consul M . Fulvius Flaccus comthe Astures and the Cantabri. It produced tin, menced the subjugation of the Salluvii in the
gold, and a precious stone called gemma Galla south erf Gaul. In the next three years (124•ha. Its inhabitants were some of the most un- 122) the Salluvii were completely subdued by
civilized in Spain. They were defeated with Sextius Calvinus, and the colony of Aquae Sexgreat slaughter by D. Brutus, consul B.C. 138,tiae (now Aix) w a s founded in their country.
who obtained in consequence the surname of In 121 the Allobroges were defeated by the
Gallsecus.
proconsul Domitius Ahenobarbus; and in the
G A L L I A (b. KeXrwij, TaXarta) w a s need beforesame year Q. Fabius Maximus gained a great
the time of Julius Caesar to indicaie all thevictory over the united forces of the Allobroges
land inhabited by the Galli or Celt*,, J\nd con- and Arverni, at the confluence of the Isara and
sequently included not onlv the later 1'i-iul and the Rhone. The south of Gaul was now mad318
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a Roman province • and in 118 was founded place in the later history of Roman literature
the colony of Narbo Martius (now Narbonne,)and Burdigala, Narbo, Lugdunum, and othei
which was the chief town of the province. In towns, possessed schools, in which literature
Caesar's Commentaries the Roman province is and philosophy were cultivated with success.
On the dissolution of the Roman empire, Gaol,
called simply Provincia, in contradistinction to
the rest of the country: hence comes the mod- like the other Roman provinces, was overrun
ern name of Provence. The rest of the countryby barbarians, and the greater part of it finally
was subdued by Caesar after a struggle of sev- became subject to the Franci or Franks nodes
eral j >ars (58-60.) At this time Gaul was di-their king Clovis, about A D . 496.—2. GALLIA
also called G. CITERIOR and G. Tovided into three parts, Aquitania, Celtiea, CISALPINA,
and
Btlgisa, according to the three different racesGATA, a Roman province in the north of Italy,,
was
bounded
on the west by Liguria and Galby which it was inhabited. The Aquitani dwelt
ji the southwest, between the Pyrenees and the lia Narbonensis (from which it was separated
Garumna ; the Celtaa, or Galli proper, in theby the Alps), on the north by Raatia aud Noricentre and west, between the Garumna and the cum, on the east by the Adriatic and Venetia
Sequana and the Matrona; and the Belgaa in the (from whieh it was separated by the Athesis),
northeast, between the two lastmentioned riv- and on the south by Etruria and Umbria (from
ers and the Rhine. The different tribes inhab- which it was separated by the River Rubico).
iting Aquitania and Belgica are given elsa- It was divided by the Po into G A L L I A TRANSPAwhere.

Vid. AQUITANIA, BELGZK.

The

most DANA, also called ITALIA T R A N S P A D I N A , in the

important tribes of the Celtaa or Galli were, north, and GALLIA OISPADANA in the south.
1. Between the Sequana and the Liger : the Ar-The greater part of the country is a vast plain,
MORIOI, the name of all the tribes dwelling on drained by the P A D U S (now Po) and its affluthe coast between the mouths of these two riv-ents, and has always been one of the most for
ers ; the AULERCI, dwelling inland closetothe tile countries of Europe. It was originally inArmorici; the N A M N E T E S , A N D E O A V I or A N D E S , habited by Ligurians, Umbrians, Etruscans, and
on the banks of the Liger; east of them the other races; but its fertility attracted the Gauls,
C A R N U T E S ; and on the Sequana, the PARISH, who at different periods crossed the Alps, and
SENONES, and TRICASSES.—2. Between the Liger settled in the country, after expelling the origand the Garumna: on the coast the PIOTONES inal inhabitants. W e have mention of five
and SANTONES ; inland the TURONES, probably distinct immigrations of Gauls into the north
on both sides of the Liger, the BITURIGES CUBI, of Italy. Thefirstwas in the reign of TarquinLEMOVIOES, PETROOORII, and C A D U R O I ; east of ius Priseus, and is said to have been led by
these, in the mountains of Cebenna, the power- Bellovesus, who settled with his followers in
ful A R V E R N I (in the modern Auvergne); and the country of the Insubres, anil built Milan
south of them the RUTENI.—3. On the Rhone The second consisted of the Cenomani, whir
settled in tha neighborhood of Brixia aud Veand in the surrounding country: between the
Rhone and the Pyrenees, the VOLCZE ; between rona. The ithird of the Salluvii, who pressed
the Rhone and the Alps, the S A L Y E S or SALLU- forward as far as the Ticinus. The fourth of
VII ; north of them the C A V A R E S ; between the the Boii and Lingones, who crossed the Po, and
Rhone, the Isara, and the Alps, the ALLOBRO- took possession of the country as far as the ApGES ; and further north the ZEDUI, SEQUANI, and ennines, driving out the Etruscans and U m HELVETII, three of the most powerful people in brians. Thefifthimmigration was the most
all Gaul. Augustus divided Gaul into four important, consisting of the warlike race of the
who invaded Italy in immense numprovinces : 1. Gallia Narbonensis, the same Senones,
as
the old Provincia. 2. G. Aquitanica, which ex-bers, under the command of Brennus, and took
tended from the Pyrenees to the Liger. 8. G.Rome in B.O. 390. Part of them subsequently
recrossed the Alps and returned home; but a
Lugdunensia, the country between the Liger,
the Sequana and the Arar, so called from the great number of them remained in the north of
colony of Lugdunum (now Lyon), founded by Italy, and were for more than a century i
Munatius Planeus. 4. G. Belgica, the countrysource of terrortothe Romans. After the first
between the Sequana, the Arar, and the Rhine. Punic war the Romans resolved to make a
Shortly afterward the portion of Belgica bord- vigorous efforttosubdue their dangerous neighering on the Rhine, and inhabited by Ger- bors. In the course of four years (225-222) the
man tribes, was subdivided into two new prov- whole country was conquered, and upon the
inces, called Germania Prima and Seeunda, orconclusion of the war (222) was reduced to the
form of a Roman province. The inhabitants,
Germania Superior and Inferior. A t a later
time the provinces of Gaul were still further however, did not bear the yoke patiently, and it
subdivided,tillat length, under the Emperor was not till after thefinaldefeat of the Boii, in
Gratian, they reached the number of seventeen. 191, that the country became submissive to the
Gallia Narbonensis belonged to the senate, and Romans. The most important tribes were: ii
was governed by a proconsul; the other prov- Gallia Transpadana, in the direction of west to
inces belonged to tie emperor, and were gov- east, the TAURINI, SALASSI, LIBICI, INSUBRES, CEerned by imperial legati. After the time of .NOMANI: in G. Oispadana, in the same direc-tioa
Claudius, when aformidableinsurrection of the the Bon, LINGONES, SENONES.
Gauls was suppressed, the country became
GALLIENUS, with his full name, P. LICINIUS
more and more Romanized. The Latin lan- VALERIANUS EGNATIUS GALLIENUS, Roman emguage graduaUy became the language of the in- peror A.D. 260-268. H e succeeded his father
nabitants, and Roman civilization took deep Valerian when the latter was taken prisoner
root iu all parts of the country. The rhetori by the Peisians in 260, but he had previously
oians and poets of Gaul occupy a distinguished reigp«d in eonjunctior with his father fmra
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ais accession m 253. Gallienus w a s indolent, ! aud the instructor of Serv. Sulpicius. H i wa»
profligate, and indifferent to the public welfare, praetor along with Cicero B.C. 66.
H e is jften
and his reign w a s one of the most ignoble and cited by the jurists iu the Digest, but there is
disastrous in the history of Rome. The barba- no direct extract from his o w n works in the
rians ravaged the fairest portion of the empire, Digest.
and the inhabitants were swept away by one of
GALLUS
S A L O N I N U S , L. A S I N I U S , son of 0
ihe most frightful plagues recorded in history. Asinius Pollio, w a s consul B.O. 8. H e won
This pestilence followed a long-protraeted fam- hated b y Tiberius because he had married Viji
ine.
W h e n 't w a s at its greatest height, five sania, the former wife of Tiberius. In A.D. 30
thousand sick are said to have perished daily Tiberius got the senate to sentence him to daath
at R o m e ; and, after the scourge had passed and kept him imprisonedforthree years on tb\
away, it w a s found that the inhabitaats of Alex- most scanty supply of food. H e died in prison
andrea were diminished by nearly two thirds. of starvation, but whether his death was comThe complete dissolution of the empire was avert- pulsory or voluntary is unknown. Gallus wrote
ed mainly by a series of internal rebellions. In a work, entitled Be Comparatione patris ac Cicevery district able officers sprang up, w h o as-eronis, which was unfavorable to the latter, and
serted and strovetomaintain the dignity of inde- against which the Emperor Claudius wrote his
pendent princes. The armies levied by these defence of Cicero.
usurpers, w h o are commonly distinguished as The
G A L L U S , L. CANINIUS, w a s tribune of the plobs
Thirty Tyrants, in m a n y cases arrested the pro- B.C. 56, when he supported the views of Pomgress_ of tie invaders, and restored order in the pey. During the civil w a r he appears to have
provinces whieh they governed. Gallienus w a s remained neutral. H e died in 44.
at length slain b y his o w n soldiers in 268, while
G A L L U S , CESTIUS, governor of Syria (legatus
besieging Milan, in which the usurper Aureolus A.D. 64, 65), under w h o m the Jews broke out
had taken refuge.
iuto the rebellion which ended in the destruction
G A L L I N A R I A . 1. ( N o w Galinara) an island off of their city and temple by Titus.
the coast of Liguria, celebrated for its number
G A L L U S , CONSTANTIUS, son of Julius Constanof hens ; whence its name.—2. SILVA, a forest oftius and Galla, grandson of Constantine Chlopine-trees near Cumaa in Campania.
rus, nephew of Constantine the Great, and elder
G A L L I O , JUNIUS. 1. A R o m a n rhetorician, brother, by a different mother, of Julian the Apos
ind a friend of M . Annaaus Seneca, the rhetori- tate. In A.D. 351 he was named Caesar by
cian, whose son he adopted. H e w a s put to Constantius II, and was left in the command of
death b y Nero. In early life he had been a the East, where he conducted himself with the
friend cf Ovid (Ex Pont, iv, 11.)—2. Son ofgreatest haughtiness and cruelty. In 354 he
the rhetorician M . Annaaus Seneca, and an elder went to the West to meet Constantius at Milan,
brother of the philosopher Seneca, w a s adopted but wa's arrested at Petovio in Pannonia, and
by No. 1.
sent to Pola in Istria, where he w a s beheaded
GALLIUS, Q , w a s a candidate for the praator- in a prison.
ehip in B.C. 64, and was accused of ambit"s or
G A L L U S , C. C O R N E L I U S , w a s born at Forum
bribery b y M . Oahdius. H e w a s defended on Julii (now Frejus) in Gaul, of poor parents,
that occasion b y Oicero in an oration of which about B.C. 66. H e went to Italy at an early
a few fragments have come down to us. H e age, and began his career as a poet when ie
was praator urbanus B.C, 63, and presided at was _ about twenty.
H e had already attained
the trial of C. Cornelius. H e hft two sons, considerable distinction at the time of Caesar's
Q. GALLIUS, w h o was praetor in 43, and was put death, 4 4 ; and upon the arrival of Octavianus
to death br the triumvirs; and M . GALLIUS. in Italy after that event, Gallus embraced his
w h o is mentioned as one of Antony's partisans, party, and soon acquired great influence with
him. In 41 he was one of the triumviri apGALLOGR/SOIA. Vid. GALATIA.
G A L L O N I U S , a public crier at R o m e , probably pointed by Octavianus to distribute lands in the
contemporary with the younger Seipio, whose north of Italy among his veterans, and on that
wealth and gluttony passed into the proverb " to occasion he afforded protection to the inhabitlive like Gallonius." H e was satirized by Hor- ants of Mantua and to Virgil. H e afterward
accompanied Octavianus to the battle of Actium,
ace (Sat, ii, 2, 46).
G A L L U S , ZELIUS.
1. A jurist, contemporary 31, and commanded a detachment of the army
with Oicero and Varro, though probably rather After the battle, Gallus was sent with the army
older than either. H e was the author of a trea- to Egypt, in pursuit of Antony; and when Egypt
was m a d e a R o m a n province, Octavianus aptise, Be Verborum, que ad Jus Civile pertinent,
pointed Gallus thefirstprefect of the province.
Significatione, which is frequently cited by the
p-ammarians.—2. A n intimate friend of the ge- H e remained m Egypt for nearly four years;
ographer Strabo, w a s praafect of Egypt in the but he incurred at length the enmity of Octavitcigu of Augustus. In B.C. 24 he invaded Ara- anus, though the exact nature of his offence is
oia, and after his army had suffered dreadfully uncertain. According to some accounts, he
from the heat and want of water, he w a s obliged spoke of the emperor in an offensive and in
suiting manner ; he erected numerous statues
to retreat with great loss.
G A L L U S , L. ANICIUS, praator B.C. 168, con- of himself in Egypt, and had his o w n exploits
ducted the war against Gentius, king of the Bly- inscribed on the pyramids. The senate derians, w h o m he compelled to submit to the Ro-prived him of his estates, and sent him into exile ; whereupon he put an end to his life b y
mans.
G A L L U S , C. A Q U I L L I U S , a distinguished Ro- throwing himself upon his o w n sword, B.O.
m a n jurist, was a pupil of Q Mucius Scaavola, 26. The intimate friendship existing between
Gallus and the most eminent m e n of the time
320
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u Animus Pollio, Virgil, Varus, and Ovid, aud a. the time of Alexander's invasion, Vat u coua
the high praise they bestow upon him prove in and namesake of the celebrated Porus
that he was a m a n of great intellectual powers Whether they were different from .the G A X D A
and acquirements. Ovid' (Prist, iv, 10,5) asR.E is uncertain. Sanscrit writers mention the
signs to him the first place among the R o m a n Ghanddra in the centre of the Punjab.
elegiac poets; and w e k n o w that he wrote a
G A N G A R I D Z S (Tayyapldai), an Indian peop1*.
collection of elegies in four books, the principal about the mouths of the Ganges.
subject of which was his love of Lycoris. But
G A N G E S (TdyyT/g : n o w Ganges or Gauga) t)«
all his productions have perished; for the four greatest river of India, which it divided into lb
epigrams in the Latin Anthology attributed to two parts named by the ancients India intr
Gallus could not have been written by a contem- G a n g e m (now Hindustan) and India extra G a n
porary of Aiigustns. Gallus translated into Latin g e m (now Burmah, Cochin China, Siam, and th«
the poems of Euphorion of Ohalcis, but this trans- Malay Peninsula) It rises in the highest part
lation is also lost S o m e critics attribute to him of the Emodi Montes (now Himalaya) and flows
the poem Ciris, usually printed among the works in a general southeastern direction till it falls
of Virgil, but the arguments do not appear satis- by several mouths into the head of tbe Gange
factory.
ticus Sinus (now Bay of Bengal). Like the
G A L L U S , SULPICIUS, a distinguished orator, w a s Nile, it overflows its banks periodically, and
praetor B.C. 169, and consul 166, w h e n he fought these inundations render its valley the most
against the Ligurians. In 168 he served as tri- fertile part of India. The knowledge of the anbune of the soldiers under zEmilius Paulus in cients respecting it was very imperfect, and thej
Macedonia, and during this campaign predicted give very various accounts of its sours % it*
an eclipse of the moon.
size, and the number of its mouths. Th«
G A L L U S , T B E B O N I A N U S , R o m a n emperor A.D. breadth which Diodorus Siculus assigns to it li351-254. His full name w a 3 C. VIBIUS T R E - the lower part of its course, thirty-two rtadia.,
BONIANUS G A L L U S . H e served under Decius in or about three miles, is perfectly correct. T h i
tho campaigns against the Goths, 251, and he followingriversare mentioned as its tributaries:
is said to have contributed by his treachery to Cainas, Jomanes or Diamunas, Sarabus, Conthe disastrous issue of the battle, which proved dochates, (iEdanes, Cosoagus or Cossoanus,
fatal to Decius and his son Herennius. Gallus Erannoboas, Sonus or Soas, Sittocestis, Solomawas thereupon elected emperor, and Hostilia- tis, Sambus, Magon, Agoranis, Omalis, C o m m e
nus, the surviving son of Decius, w a s nominated nases, CaCuthis, Andomatis, Amystis, Oxymagis,
his colleague. H e purchased a peace of the and Errhenysis. The n a m e is also applied to a
Gotho by allowing them to retain their plunder, city in the interior of India, on the Ganges, where
and promising them a fixed annual tribute. In it makes its great bend to the eastward, perhap3
253 the Goths again invaded the R o m a n do- Allahabad.
ininions, but they were driven back by zEmiliG A N G R A (Tdyypa: n o w Kankari), a city o
anus, whose troops proclaimed him emperor in Paphlagonia, near the confines of Galatia, w a
Mcesia.
zEmilianus thereupon mareied into originally a fortress; in the time of King Deio
Italy; and Gallus was put to death by his o w n tarus, a royal residence; and under the latel
soldiers, together with his son Volusianus, be- emperors, tie capital of Paphlagonia.
fore any collision had taken place between the
G A N O S (Tdvog), a fortress in Thrace, on the Pro
opposing armies. The name of Gallus is asso- pontis.
ciated with nothing but cowardice and dishonor.
G A N Y M E D E S (Vavvpribvg), son of Tros and Cal
In addition to the misery produced by the in lirrhoe, and brother of Bus and Assaracus, was
roads of the barbarians during this reign, a dead the most beautiful of all mortals, and was ear
ly pestilence broke out 252, and continued its ried off by the gods that he mightfillthe cup of
ravages over every part of the empireforfifteen Jupiter (Zeus), and live among the eternal gods
years.
This is the Homeric aeeoant; but other tradiG A L L U S . 1. A river in Bithynia,risingnear tions give different details. S o m e call him son
Modra, on the borders of Phrygia, and falling of Laomedon, others son of Ilus, and others
into the Sangarius near Leucae (now Lefkeh).— again, of Erichthonius or Assai-acus. Ine man2. A river in Galatia, which also fell into the ner in which he w a s carried a w a y from the
Sangarius near Pessiuus. From it the priests earth is likewise differently described; for
of Cybele are said to have obtained their n a m e while H o m e r mentions the gods in general, later
of Galli.
writers state that Jupiter (Zeus) himself carried
G A M E L I I (yaprjXioi &eoi), that is, the divinities
him off, either in his natural shape, or in the
protecting and presiding over marriage. These form of an eagle, or by means of his eagle.
divinities are usually regarded as the protectors There is, further, no agreement as to the place
of marriage. Respecting the festival of the Ga- where the event occurred; though later writers
mclia, vid. Bid. of Antiq, s. v.
usually represent him as carried off from Mount
G A N D A R Z E (Tavddpai), an Indian people in the Ida (captus ah Ida, H o r , Carm, iv, 4). Th*
Paropamisus, on the northwest of the Punjab, early legend simply states that Ganymedes waa
between the rivers Indus and Suastus. Under carried off that he might be the o-ip bearer of
Xerxes they were subjects of the Persian em- Jupiter (Zeus), in which office he was conceived
ire. Their country w a s called Gandaritis (Tav- to have succeeded Hebe ; but later writers deaptrtg).
scribe him as the beloved and favorite of JupiG A N D A R I D Z S or G A N D A R I T Z E (TavbaplSai, Tav- ter (Zeus), without allusion to his ufnee. Jupi
baplrai), an Indian people, in the middle of theter (Zeus) compensated the father for his loss
Punjab, between the rivers Acesines (now Che- by a pair of divine horses. Astronomers have
*ai>) and Hydraotes (now Ravee), whose king,placed GfiDymeies among the stars under tin
21
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aame of Aquarius. The Romans called him by village in the district of At aria in Assj.ia, tl'.«
scene of the last and decisive battle between Alex
a corrup form of his name, CATAMITUS.
ander and Darius Codomannus, B.C. 831, commonGARAMA.
Vid. G A E A M A N T E S .
G A R A M A N T E S (Papdpavreg) the southernmostly called the battle of ARBELA.
GAULANITIS (TavXa- or -ovlnt,: now Jaular.)
people knjwn to the ancients in Northern Afri
sa, dwelt far south of the Great Syrtis, in the a district in tie north of Palestine, on the eastregion called Phazania (now Fezzan) where ern side of the Lake of Tiberias, as far south as
they had a capital city, Garama (Tupapa: now the River Hieromax, named from the town o>*
Golan (PavXava)
Mourzouk, latitude 25° 63' north, longitude 14°
G A U L O S (PavXog : PavXtrng: now Gozzo). 1.
!0' east). They are mentioned by Herodotus
as a weak, unwarlike people; he places them A n island in the Sicilian Sea, near Melite (now
nineteen days' journey from /Ethiopia and the Malta).—[2. Or GAUDOS, an island opposite Hieshores of the Indian Ocean,fifteendays' journey rapytna in Crete, supposed by some to be the
from Ammonium, and thirty days' journey island of Calypso.]
G A U R E L E O N , GAURION. Vid. A N D R O S .
from Egypt. The Romans obtainedfreshknowlG A U R U S M O N S , G A U R A N U S or -NI M.
(now
edge of them by the expedition of Cornelius
Monte Gauro) a volcanic range of mountains in
Balbus into their country in B.C. 43.
[ G A R A M A S (Tapdpag), son of Apollo and Aca-Campania, between Cumaa and Neapolis, in the
caflis (daughter of Minos), from whom the Ga- neighborhood of Puteoli, which produced good
ramantes were fabled to have derived their wine, and was memorable for the defeat of the
Samnites by M. Valerius Corvus, B.C. 343.
name.]
[GAVIUS, P., a citizen of Cosa, arrested by VerG A R G A N U S M O N S (now Monte Gargano) a
mountain and promontory in Apulia, on which res, and crucified at the city of Messana in Sicily,
although this punishment was permitted only in
were oakforests(querceta Gargani, Hor, Carm,
the case of slaves ; the account of his death is one
ii, 9, 7).
of the most eloquent passages in the Verrine ora[GARGAPHIA (Tapyaifia) a fountain in a valley
near Plataaaa in Bceotia ; in the second Persian tions of Cicero.]
G A Z A (Pd&) 1. (Now Ghuzzeh), the last city
war Mardonius caused its waters to be poisoned
in order to destroy the Greeks who had encamp- on the southwestern frontier of Palestine, and
the key of the country on the side of Egypt,
ed in its vicinity]
stood on an eminence about two miles from the
G A R G A R A , -O X or -us Tupyaoa, ov, og : Tapyapevg) 1. (Now Kaz-Bagh), the southern sum- sea, and was, from the very earliest timas of
mit of Mount Ida, in the Troad.—-2. A city at which w e have any record, very strongly fortith<>footof Mount Ida, on the shore of the Gulf fied. It was one of thefivecities of the Philisf Adramyttium, between Assus and Antandrus; tines ; and, though taken from them more than
aid to have been founded originally on the sum- once by tie Jews, was each time recovered
nit of the mountain by the Leleges; afterward It was taken by Oyrus the Great, and remained
colonized from Miletus; and removedtothe low- in the hands of the Persians till the time of Aler site on account of the inclemency of its situa- exander, who only gained possession of it after
tion on the mountain. Its neighborhood was rich an obstinate defence of several months. In
B.C. 315 it fell into the power of Ptolemy, the
in corn.
son of Lagus, as the result of his victory over
GARGETTUS (Tapyiirrbg : Tapyijrriog) a demus
in Attica, belonging to the tribe zEgeis, on the Demetrius before the city, and was destroyed
northwestern slope of Mount Hymettus; the by him. But it again recovered, and was possessed alternately by the kings of Syria and
birth-place of the philosopher Epicurus.
GASITES, a people in Aquitania, neighbors of Egypt, during their prolonged wars, and afterward by the Asmonaaan princes of Judaea, one
the Ausci, in tie modern Comte de Gauve.
GAROOELI, a people iu Gallia Narbonensis, near of whom, Alexandc • Jannaaus, again destroyed
Mount Cenis, in the neighborhood of St. Jean de it, B.C. 96. It was rebuilt by Gabinius ; given
by Augustus to Herod the Great; and, after
Maurienne.
death, united to the Roman province of
G A R S A U R I A or -ITIS (Tapaaovpia or -lug), Herod's
a
praafectura in Cappadoeia, on the borders of Ly- Syria. In A.D. 65 it was again destroyed in
caonia and Tyanitis. Its chief town was called an insurrection of its Jewish inhabitants; but
it recovered once more, and remained a flourish
Papadovpa.
GARBLI, a people of Liguria in the Apennines. ing city till it fell into the hands of the Arabs in
G A R U M N A (now Garonne), one of the chief A.D. 634. In addition to its importance as a
rivers of Gaul, rises in the Pyrenees, flowsmilitary p'ost, it possessed an extensive comnorthwest through Aquitania, and becomes a bay merce, carried on through its port, M.ajuma or
CONSTANTIA.—2. (Now Ghaz), a city in the Per
of the sea below Burdigala (now Bordeaux)
GARUMNI, a people in Aquitania, on the Ga- sian province of Sogdiana, between Alexandrea
and Cyropolis; one of the seven cities which re
rumna.
belled against Alexander in B.C. 328.
GATH^ZE (PaBeai), a town in Arcadia, on the
G A Z A C A (Pd(aKa : now Tabreez) a city in the
GATHEATAS, a river which flows into Alpheus,
north of Media Atropatene, equidistant from Arwest-southwest of Megalopolis.
[GAUDA, a Numidiau, son of Mastanabal, half taxata and Ecbatana, was a summer residence of
brothertoJugurtha, had been named by his un the kings of Media.
GAZIURA (Pa&ovpa), a city in Pontus G*alaticle Micipsa as heirtothe kingdom should Adherbal, Hiempsal, and Jugurtha die without eus, on the River Iris, below Amasia. was the
ancient residence of the kings of Pontus • but ur
issue.]
Strabo's time it had fallentodecay
[GAUDOS.
Vid. G A U L O S ]
G A U G A M E L A (rd PavydanXa : now Karmelis) a [ G E (PV) Vid. GJJA.]
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G J I B A L E N E (PeBaXnvi}), the district of Arabia
i
i was
defeated and taken prisoner B.O. 005, anc
Petraea around the city of Petra.
Gellius Egnatius in the third Samnite w a r
GEBENNA MONS.
Vid. C E B E N N A .
Vid. EGNATIUS. The chief family of the Gellii
G E D R O S I A (Pebpuola and PaSpaala: south- at R o m e bore the name of PUBLICOLA.
eastern part of Beloochistan), the furthest prov- GELLIUS.
1. C N , a contemporary of the
ince of the Persian empire on the southeast, and Gracchi, the author of a history of R o m e from
one of the subdivisions of A R I A N A , w a s bounded the earliest epoch down to B.C. 145 at least
on the west by Carmania, on the north by Dran- The work is lost, but it is frequently quoted by
giana and Arachosia, on the east by India (or, later writers.—2. A U L U S , a Latin grammarian
as the country about the lower course of the of good family, w a s probably a native of Rome,
Indus w a s called, Indo-Scythia), and on the H e studied rhetoric under T. Castricius and
south by the Mare Erythraaum, or Indian Ocean. Sulpicius Apollinaris, philosophy under Calvisius
It is formed by a succession of sandy steppes, Taurus ancl Peregrinus Proteus, and enjoyed
rising from the sea-coast toward the table-land also the friendship and instructions of Favoriof Ariana, and produced little besides aromatic nus, Herodes Atticus, and Cornelius Fronto,
shrubs. The slip of land between the coast and While yet a youth, he was appointed by the praathe lowest mountain range is watered by sev- tor to act as umpire in civil causes. The preeralrivers,the chief of which w a s called Arabis cise date of his birth and death is unknown; but
(now Boosee?); but even this district is for the he must have lived under Hadrian, Antoninus
most part only a series of salt marshes. Ge- Pius, and Marcus Aurelius, A.D. 117-180. H e
drosia is known in history chiefly through the wrote a work entitled Nodes Attice, because it
distress suffered for want of water, in passing was composed in a country house near Athens
through it, by the armies of Cyrus and of Alex- during the long nights of winter. It is a sort
ander. The inhabitants were divided by the of miscellany, containing numerous extracts from
Greek writers into two races, the Ichthyophagi Greek and R o m a n writers, on a variety of topics
on the sea coast, and the Gedrosi in the interior. connected with history, antiquities, philosophy,
The latter were a wild nomade people, w h o m and philology, interspersed with original remarks,
even Alexander w a s only able to reduce to a the whole thrown together into twenty books,
temporary subjection. The whole country w a s without any attempt at order or arrangement.
divided into eight districts. Its chief cities were The eighth book is entirely lost with the exRhambaeia and Pura, or Parsis.
ception of the index. The best editions are by
G E G A N I A G E N S , traced its origin to the myth- Jac. Gronovius, Lugd. Bat, 1706 (reprinted by
ical Gyas, one of the companions of zEneas. It Conradi, Lips, 1762), and by Lion, Gotting, 1824.
was one of the most distinguished Alban houses, — 3 . PUBLIOIUS, a jurist, one of tho disciples of
transplanted to R o m e on the destruction of Servius Sulpicius.
Alba by Tullus Hostilius, and enrolled among
G E L O N (PSXMV).
1. Son of Dinomenes, tyrant
the R o m a n patricians. There appears to have of Gela, and afterward of Syracuse, w a s debee»: only one family in this gens, that of Mace- scended from one of the most illustrious famirincs, m a n y members of which filled the highest lies in Gela. H e held the chief command of
offices in the state in the early times of the re- the cavalry in the service of Hippocrates, tyrant
public.
of Gela, shortly after whose death he obtained
G E L A (b_ PeXa, Ion. PB.n : TeXCsog, Gelensisthe
: supreme power, B.C. 491. In 485 he availruins at Terra Nuova) a city on tie southern ed himself of the internal dissensions of Syracoast of Sicily, on a river of the same name cuse to m a k e himself master of this city also.
(now Fiume di Terra Nvova), founded by Rhodi- From this time he neglected Gela, and bent all
ans from Lindos, and by Cretans, B.O. 690. It his efforts to the aggrandizement of Syracuse,
soon obtained great power and wealth; and in to whieh place he removed m a n y of the inhab582 it founded Agrigentum, which, however, be- itants of the other cities of Sicily. In 480 he
came more powerful than the mother city. Like gained a brilliant victory at Himera over the
the other cities of Sicily, it was subject to ty- Carthaginians, w h o had invaded Sicily with an
rants, of w h o m the most, important were H I P - army, amounting, it is said, to the incredible
P O C R A T E S , G E L O N , and H I E R O N .
Gelon trans- number of three hundred thousand men. Scarceported half of its inhabitants to Syracuse; the ly any of this vast host survived to carry the
place gradually fell into decay, and in the time news to Carthage. The victory is said to have
of Augustus w a s no longer iniabited. The poet been gained on the very same day as that of
zEschylus died here. North of Gela were the Salamis. H e died in 478 of a dropsy, after
celebrated Campi Gdbi, which produced rich reiguing seven years at Syracuse. H e w a s succrops of wheat
ceeded by his brother H I E R O N . H e is repreGELZE.
Vid. CADUSII.
sented as a m a n of singular leniency and moderG E L A N O E (PeXdvap) king of Argos, w a s ex-ation, and as seeking in every w a y to promote
pelled by Danaus.
the welfare of his subjects ; and h s name even
[ G E L B I S (now Kyll) a small river of Gallia appears to have become almost proverbial as an
Belgica, which empties into the Mosella (now instance of a good monarch. A splendid tomb
Moselle).]
was erected to him by the Syracusans at the
G E L D U B A (now Gelb, below Cologne) a forti- public expense, and heroic honors were decreed
aed place of tho Ubii, on the Rhine, in Lower to his memory.—2. Son of Hieron II, king of
Germany.
Syracuse, w h o died before his father, at the age
G E L L I A G E N S , plebeian, was of Samnite origin, of more thanfiftyyears. H e received the title
and afterward settled at R o m e . There were of king in the lifetime of his father.
two g enerals of this n a m e in the Samnite wars,
G E L O N I (PeXavoi), a Scythian people, whe
.'Jclliis Statius in the second Samnite war, w h o dwelt in Sarmatia Asiatica, to the east of th«
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Raver Tanais (now Bon) They were said to better known as a surname of Venus, tc wb-»*
have been of Greek origin, and to have migrated Caasar dedicated a temple at R o m e as th*
from the shores of the Euxine; but they inter- mother of the Julia Gens.
G E N I U S , a protecting spirit analog,, ns to th<
mixed with the Scythians so as to lose all traces
of their Hellenic race. Their chief city w a s guardian augels invoked by the Church of Ri m a
The belief in such spirits existed both in Greecs
called Gelomts (PeXavbc)
[ G E L O N U S (PeXavbg) 1, Son A Hercules, and at Rome. The Greeks ealled them &a':*wt.g
aud brother of Agathyrsus, said to have given Daemons, and appear to have beheved in tin™
name to the Geloni.—2. (b PeXavbg) Vid. G E from the earliest times, though H o m e r does uoi
mention them. Hesiod says that the Daemons
- ONI. J
G E U I N U S (Peplvog) an astronomer, w a s a na- were thirty thousand iu number, and that they
tive of Rhodes, andflourishedabout B.C. 77. H e dwelled on earth unseen by mortals, as the niin
is the author of an extant work, entitled EZca- isters of Jupiter (Zeus), and as the guardians of
yayn elg rd <iaivbpeva, which is a descriptivem e n and of justice. H e further conceives them
treatise on elementary astronomy, with a great to be the souls of righteous m e n w h o lived i'l
deal of historical allusion. It is printed in the the Golden A g e of the world. The Greek phiUranologion of Petavius, Paris, 1630, and in losophers took up this idea, and developed a
complete theory of daemons. Thus w e read in
Raima's edition of Ptolemy, Paris, 1819.
G E M I N U S , SERVILIUS. 1. P., twice consul Plato that daemons are assigned to m e n at the
with C. Aurelius Cotta in thefirstPunic war,m o m e n t of their birth, that they accompany
namely, in B.O. 252 and 248. In both years he m e n through life, and after death conduct their
carried on w a r against the Carthaginians.—2. souls to Hades. Pindar, in several passages,
O N , son of No. 1, was consul 217 with C. Fla- speaks of yeveBXwg baiuav, that is, the spirit
minius, in the second Punic war, and ravaged the watching over the fate of m a n from the hour
coast of Africa. H e fell in the battle of Cannaa, of his birth. The daemons are further described
216.—3. M , also surnamed P U L E X , consul 202 as the ministers and companions of the gods.
with Tib. Claudius Nero, obtained Etruriaforhis w h o carry the prayers of m e n to the gods, and
province. H e is mentioned on several occasions the gifts of the gods to men, and accordingly
float in immense numbers in the space between
subsequently.
G E M O N I Z E (scalaa) or G E M O N I I (gradus), a heaven and earth. There w a s also a. distinct
flight of steps cut out of the Aventine, down class of daemons, w h o were exclusively the minwhich the bodies of the criminals strangled in the isters of the gods. The Romans seem to have,
prisons were dragged, and afterward thrown into received their notions respecting the genii from
the Etruscans, though the name Genius itself
the Tiber.
G E N A B U M or C E N A B U M (now Orleans), a town is Latin (it is connected with gi-gn-o, gen -m,
in Gallia Lugdunensis, on the northern bank of and equivalent in meaning to generator or fa
the Ligeris, was the chief town of the Carnutes; ther). The genii of the Romans are the powers
it was plundered and burnt by Caasar, but sub- whieh produce life (dii genitales), and aecom
sequently rebuilt In later times it was called pany m a n through it as his second or spiritual
Ciritis Aurelianorum or Aurelianensis Urbs, self. They were further not confined to m.iu
but every living being, animal as well as nan,
whence its modern name.
G E N A U N I , a people in Vindelicia, the inhab- and every place, had its genius. Every human
itants of the Alpine valley, n o w called Valle dibeing at his birth obtained (sortitur) a genius,
Non, were subdued by Drusus. (Hor, Carm, w h o m he worshipped as sanclus et sanctissimtu
deus, especially on his birth day, with libations
iv, 14, 10).
GENESIUS, J O S E P H U S , lived about A.D. 940, of wine, incense, and garlands of flowers. The
and wrote in four books a history of the Byzan- bridal bed w a s sacred to the genius, on aec-oum
tine emperors, from A.D. 813to886, consequent- of his connection with generation, and the bed
ly of the reigns of Leo V , Michael II, Theoph- itself was ealled lectus genialis. O n other merry
ilus, Michael IIL, and Basil I. Edited by Lach- occasions, also, sacrifices were offered to the
genius, and to indulge in merriment w a s not
manu, Bonn, 1834.
unfrequently expressed b y genio indulgere, geniG E N E T / E U S (PsvTjraiog), a surname of Jupiter
(Zeus,) from Cape Genetus on the Euxine, um curare or placarc. The whole body of the
R o m a n people had its o w n genius, w h o it often
where he w a s worshipped as ev^eivog, i. e, " the
seen represented on coins of Hadrian and Trajan.
hospitable."
G E N E T Y L L I S (PevervXXig), the protectress of H e w a s worshipped on sad as well a-j joyous
births, occurs both as a surname of Venus occasions; thus sacrifices were offered to him
(Aphrodite), and as a distinct divinity and a at the beginning of the second year of the
companion of Venus (Aphrodite). W e also find war with Hannibal. T h e genii are usually repthe plural PevervXJdSeg or PewatSeg, as a class resented in works of art as winged beings. T h e
of divinities presiding over generation and birth, genius of a place appears in the form of a serand as companions of Venus (Aphrodite) Colias. pent eatingfruitplaced before him.
G E N S E R I C , king of the Vandals, aud the most
G E N E V A or G E N A V A (Genevensis: n o w Geneva,) the last town of the Allobroges, on the fron- terrible of all the barbarian invaders of the emtiers of the Helvetii, w a s situated on the south-pire. I n A . D . 4 2 9 he crossed over from Spain
ern bank of the Rhone, at the spot where the to Africa, au-1 ravaged the country with frightriverflowedout of the Lacus Lemannus. There ful severity. Hippo w a s taken b y him in 431,
but Carthag-i did not fall into his hands till 439.
was a bridge here over the Rhone.
G E N I T R I X , that is, " the mother," is used by Having thu? become master of the whole of th«
Ovid (Met, xiv, 536) as a surname of Cybele, in northwest of Africa, he attacked Italy itself
the place of mater, or magna mater; but it is In 455 he took R o m e aud plundered itforfour
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G E R or G I R (Peip : n o w Ghir or Ma itohg), a
Laen days, and in the same year he .estroyed
Capua, Nola, and Neapolis. Twice the empire I'vev of Gaatulia in Africa, south of Mauretania
endeavored to revenge itself, and twice it fail Caasariensis, flowing southeast from the southed: thefirstwas the attempt of the Western ern slope of Mount Atlas till it is lost in the
emperor Majorian (457), whose fleet was de- desert Itfirstbecame known to the Romans
stroyed in the Bay of Carthagena. The second through the expedition of Suetonius Paulinus in
was tha expedition sent by the Eastern emperor the reign of Nero.
GERZESTUS ( Pepaiarbg : Pepaiontog : f e w Cape
Leo (468), whieh wa3 also baffled by the burning of the fleet off Bona. Genserie died in 477,Mandili), a promontory and harboi at the south •
at a great age. H e was an Arian; and in the era extremity of Eubcea, with a celebrated temcruelties exercised under his orders against his ple of Neptune (Poseidon), in whose honor the
Catholie subjects he exhibited thefirstinstance festival of the Geraastia (Pepaiaria) was here
of persecution carried on upon a large scale by celebrated.
G E R A N E A (TI Pepdveia), a range of mountains,
one body of Christians against another.
GENTIUS, son of Pleuratus, a king of the Illyr- beginning at the southwestern slope of Cithee
ron,
and running along the western coast of
ians. A s early as B.O. 180 he iad given offence to the Romans on account of the pira- Megaris till it terminated in the promontory
cies of his subjects ; and in 168 he entered into Olmiaa in the Corinthian territory ; but the
an alliance with Perseus, king of Macedonia. name is sometimes confined to the mountain in
In the following year tie praator L. Anicius the Corinthian territory,
G E R E N I A (Pepr/via), an ancient town in M e s
Gallus was sent against him. The war was
finished within thirty days. Gentius was de- senia, the birth place of Nestor, w h o is hence
feated in battle, and then surrendered himself ealled Gerenian (Peprjvwg) It was regarded by
to Anicius, w h o carried him to R o m e to adorn some as the same place as the Homeric Enope.
G E R G I S , or G E R G I T H A , or -ES, or -us (Pepyig,
his triumph. H e w a s afterward kept as a prisP'epyiBa, or -eg, or -og : PepyiBiog), a town in the
oner at Spoletium.
G E N U A (Genuas, -atis, Gennensis: n o w Ge- Troad, north of the Scamander, inhabited by
noa), an important commercial town in Liguria, Teucrians. Attalus removed tie iuhabitauts
situated at the extremity of the Ligurian Gulf to the sources of the Ca'icus, where mention is
(now Gulf of Genoa) was in the possession of made of a place called Gergetha or Gergithion in
the Romans at the beginning of the second the territory of Cyme.
G E R G O V I A . 1. A fortified town of the Arverni
Punic war, but toward the end of the war was
held for some time by the Carthaginian Mago. in Gaul, situated on a high and inaccessible hill,
It was a R o m a n municipium, but it did not be- west or southwest of the Elaver (now Allier).
come of political importance till the Middle Its site is uncertain; but it was probably in the
neighborhood of the modern Clermont.—2. A
&.ges, when it was commonly called Janua.
G S N C C I A G E N S , patrician, of which the prin- town of the Boii in Gaul, of uncertain site.
G E R M A (Peppn), the name of three cities in
iipal families bore the names of A V E N T I N E N S I S
Asia Minor. 1. (Ruins at Germaslu) in Mysia
k'D.l A U G U R I N U S .
G E N U S U S (now Iskumi), a river in Greek Illyr- Minor, near Cyzicus.—2. ( N o w Yemustepe) in
Mysia, between Pergamus xnd Thyatira.—3.
ia, north of the Apsus.
G E P H Y R Z E I (Pe<pvpaloi), an Athenian family, (
toN o w Yerma) in Galatia, bttween Pessinus and
whieh Harmodius and Aristogiton belonged. Aneyra; a colonia.
G E R M A N I A , was bounded by the Rhine on tho
They said that they came originally from Eretria in Eubcea. Herodotus believed them to be west, by the Vistula and the Carpathian Mountof Phoenician descent, to have followed Cad- ains on the east, by the Danube on the south,
m u s into Bceotia, and from thence to have emi- and by the German Ocean and the Baltic on the
grated to Athens. They dwelt on the banks north. It thus included m u c h more than modof the Cephisus, which separated the territory ern Germany on the north and east, but much
of Athensfio m that of Eleusis, and their name less in the west and south. The* north and
was said to have been derived from the bridge northeast of Gallia Belgica were likewise callyye<pvpa) which was built over the river at thised Germania Prima and Seeunda under the Ropoint. Such a notion, however, is quite unten- m a n emperors (vid. p. 819, a ) ; and it was in
able, since " bridge" appears to have been a contradistinction to these provinces that Gercomparatively recent meaning of ye<pvpa. W e mania proper was also called G E R M A N I A M A G N A
It was
find that there were temples at Athens belong or G. T R A N S R H E N A N A , or G. B A R B A R A .
ing peculiarly to the Gephyraai, to the exclusion not till Caesar's campaigns in Gaul (B.C. 58-50)
of the rest of the Athenians, especially one to that the Romans obtained any accurate knowl
Ceres (Demeter) Achaaa, wiose worsiip they edge of the country. The R o m a n writers rep
resent Germany as a dismal laud, covered for the
seem to have brought with them from Bceotia.
GEPIDZE, a Gothic people, w h o came from most part with forests and swamps, producing
Scandinavia, and first settled in the country be- little corn, and subject to intensefrostsand altween the Oder and the Vistula, from whieh most eternal winter. Although these accounts
they expelled the Burgundiones. Subsequent are probably exaggerated, yet there can be no
ly they joined the numerous hosts of Attila; doubt, that, before the immense woods were
said after his death they settled in Dacia, on the cleared and the morasses drained, the climate of
banks of the Danube. A s they were dangerous Germany was m u c h colder than it is at present
neighbors to the Eastern empire, Justinian in- The north of Germany is a vast plain, but in the
voked the aid of the Langobardi or Lombards, south there are m a n y mountains, which were
who conquered She -repidaa and destroyed their covered in antiquity with vastforests,and thus
were frequently called Silve. Of these the most
kingdom.
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important was the HEROYNIA SILVA. The chief guished warrior as their leader, upon whom tin.
rivers were the R H E N U S (now Rhine) DANUBTOSprerogatives of the king devolved. The religion
(now Danube) VISTULA, A M I S I A (now Ems) Vi- of the Germans is known to us only from tli«
PUHGIS (now
Weser), A L B I S (now Elbe), V I A D UGreek
S
and R o m a n writers, w h o have confused
inow Oder) The inhabitants were called G E R - the subject by seeking to identify the gods of
MANI by the Romans. Tacitus says (Germ, 2) the Germans with their o w n divinities. W e
that Geimani was the name of the Tungri, who k n o w that they worshipped the sun, the moc-n
were thefirstGerman people that crossed the and the stars. They are also said to have paid
fthia e. It would seem that this name properly especial honor to Mercury, w h o was probably
belonged only to those tribes w h o were settled the German Wodan or Odin. Their other chief
in Gaul; and as these were the first German divinities were Isis (probably Freia, the wife of
tribes with whieh the Romans came into eon- Odin); Mars (Tyr or Zio, the German god of
tact, they extended the n a m e to the whole na- war); the mother of the gods, called Nerthut
tion. The etymology of the n a m e is uncertain. (less correctly Herthus or Hertha); and Jupitei
S o m e modern writers derive it from the German (Thor, or the god of Thunder). The worship
ger, gwer, Heer, Wehr, so that the word would of the gods w a s simple. They had both priests
be equivalent to Wehrman, Wehrmcinner, that is, and priestesses to attend to their service; and
warriors. The Germans themselves do not ap- some of the priestesses, such as Veleda among
pear to have used any one n a m e to indicate the the Bructeri, were celebrated throughout Gerwhole nation ; for there is no reason to believe, m a n y for tieir prophetic powers. The Geras some have done, that the n a m e Teutones (i e,mani first appear in history in the campaigns
Teuten, Beutsehe) w a s the general n a m e of theof the Cimbri and Teutones (B.O. 113), the latnation in the time of the Romans. The Ger- ter of w h o m were undoubtedly a Germanic
mans regarded themselves as indigenous in the people. Vid. T E U T O N E S . Aboutfiftyyears aftcountry; but there can be no doubt that they erward, Ariovistus, a German chief, crossed the
were a branch of the great Indo-Germanic race, Rhine, with a vast host of Germans, and subwho, along with the Celts, migrated into Eu- dued a great part of Gaul; but he was defeated
rope from the Caucasus and the countries around by Caasar with great slaughter (58), and driven
the Black and Caspian Seas at a period long beyond the Rhine. Caasar twice crossed this
anterior to historical records. They are de- river (55, 53), but m a d e no permanent conquest
scribed as a people of high stature and of great on the eastern bank. In the reign of Augustus,
bodily strength, with fair complexions, blue his step son, Drusus, carried on war in Gereyes, and yellow or red hair. Notwithstanding m a n y with great success for four years (12-9X
the severity of their climate, they wore little and penetrated as far as the Elbe. O n his death
clothing, and their children went entirely naked. (9), his brother Tiberius succeeded to the com
They had scarcely any defensive armor: their m a n d ; and under him the country between the
chief offensive weapon was the framea, a long Rhine and the Visurgis (now Weser) w a s enspear with a narrow iron point, which they either tirely subjugated, and bid fair to become a R o
darted from a distance or pushed in close com m a n province. But in A.D. 9, the impolitic
Lat
Their houses were only low huts, m a d e and tyrannical conduct of the R o m a n governor
of rough timber, and thatched with straw. A Quintilius Varus, provoked a general insurrec
number of these were of course often built near tion of the various G e r m a n tribes, headed by
each other ; but they could not be said to have Arminius, the Cheruscan. Varus and his leany towns properly so called. M a n y of their gions were defeated and destroyed, and the Rotribes were nomad, and every year changed mans lost all their conquests east of the Rhine.
their place of abode. The m e n found their chief Vid. V A R U S . The defeat of Varus w a s avenged
delight in the perils and excitement of war. In by the successful campaigns of Germanicus, w h o
peace they passed their lives in listless indo- would probably have recovered the R o m a n dolence, only varied oy deep gaming and excess- minions east of theriver,had not the jealousy
ive drinking. Their chief drink w a s beer, and of Tiberius recalled him to R o m e , A.D. 16,
their carousesfrequentlyended in bloody brawls. F r o m this time the Romans abandoned all furThe w o m e n were held in high honor. Their ther attempts to conquer Germany ; but, in con
chastity was without reproach. They accom- sequence of the civil dissensions which broke
panied their husbands to battle, and cheered out in Germany soon after the departure of Tithem on by their presence, and frequently by berius, they were enabled to obtain peaceable
their example as well. Both sexes were equally possession of a large portion of the southwest
distinguished for their unconquerable love of of Germany, between the Rhine and the Danliberty; and the w o m e n frequently destroyed ube, to whieh they gave the name of the A G R I
both themselves and their children rather than D E C U M A T E S . Vid. p. 33, b. O n the death of
fall into the power of their husbands' conquer- Nero, several of the tribes in Western Germany
ors. In each tribe w e find the people divided joined the Batavi in their insurrection against
into four classes: the nobles ; the freemen; the the Romans (A.D. 69-71). Domitian and Tra
freedmen or vassals; and the slaves. All ques- jan had to repel the attacks of somo German
tions relating to peace and war, and the general tribes; but in the reign of Antonii us P'ms, the
interests of the tribe, were decided in the pop- Marcomanni, joined by various other tribes,
ular assembly, in which each freeman had a rigit m a d e a more formidable attack upon the Roto take part. In these assemblies a king w a s m a n dominions, and threatened the empire with
elected from among the nobles ; but his power destruction. F r o m this time the Romans were
was very limited, and he only acted as the su-often called upon to defend the left hank of the
preme magistrate in time of peace; for when Rhine against their dangerous neighbors, espea war broke out, the people elected a distin- cially against the two powerful confederacie?
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nl the Alernamr and Franks (vid ALEMANNI, mans coulu no longer offer him any effectual t«
F R A N U I ) ; and in the fourth and fifth centuries sistanee, and Germanicus needed only anolliei
the Germans obtained possession of some of year to reduce completely the whole country bo
the fairest provinces of the empire. The Ger- tween the Rhine and the Elbe. But the jeal
m a n s are divided b y Tacitus into three great ousy of Tiberius saved Germany. U p o n pra
tribes: 1. Ingatvones, on the Ocean. 2. Hermi tence of the dangerous state of affairs in the
East, the emperor recalled Germanicus to R o m e
ones, inhabiting the central parts. 3. Istasvones,
m the remainder of Germany, consequently in which he entered in Triumph on the 26th of M a j
She eastern and southern parts. These three A.D. 17. In the same year all the eastern prov
names were said to be derived from the three inces were assigned to Germanicus; but Ti
sons of Manmis, tbe ion of Tuiseo. Pliny makes berius placed Cn. Piso in c o m m a n d of Syria,
five di>isions: 1. Vindili, including Burgundi- with secret instructions to check and thwart
3nes, Varini, GIJSIJ, and Guttones. 2. Inge- Germanicus. Piso soon showed his hostility to
ro ,es, including Cimbri, Teutones, and Chauci.Germanicus; and his wife, Planeina, in like
manner, did every thing in her power to annov
i. Istasvones, i'l'Jcding the midland Cimbri. 4.
Hermiones, including the Suevi, Hermunduri, Agrippina, the wife of Germanicus. In 18, GerOhatti, andCfje.'uaei. 5. Peucini and Bastarne, manicus proceeded to Armenia, where he placed
bordering on the Dacians. B u t whether w e Zeno on the throne, and in tie following year
•idopt the divnion of Tacitus or Pliny, w e ought (19) he visited Egypt, and on his return he was
to add the inhabitants of the Scandinavian pen- seized with a dangerous illness, of which he
insula, the li'-lleviones, divided into the Sinones died. H e believed that he had been poisoned
and Sitone') It is difficulttofixwith accuracy by Piso, and shortly before he died he s u m m o n
the positio I of the various tribes, as they fre- ed his friends, and called upon them to avenge
quently m'if/tted from one spot to another. A n his murder. H e w a s deeply and sincerely la
account of < a ch is given under the n a m e of tho mented by the R o m a n people; and Tiberius wan
tribe.
Vi 1 C H A U C I , C H E R U S C I , C I M B R I , S U E V I , obliged to sacrifice Piso to tie public indigna
tion. Vid. Piso. B y Agrippina he^ had nine
<fcc.
G D B A V . / O T S CZSSAB, sou of Nero Claudius children, of w h o m six survived him. O f these
Dzr.s'j? v J 1 Antonia, the daughter of the trium- the most notorious were the Emperor Caligula,
vir AA fiy, was born B.C. 15. H e was adopt and Agrippina, the mother of Nero. Germanied by nu uncle Tiberius in the lifetime of A u cus was an author of some repute. H e wrote
gustus, find w a s raised at an early age to the several poetical works. W e still possess the
honors of the state. H e assisted Tiberius in remains of his Latin translation of the Phenomthe war against the Pannonians and Dalmatians ena of Aratus. The latest edition of this work
(A D. 7-10), and also fought along with Tiberius is by Orelli, at the end of his Phaadrus, Zurich
against the Germans in the two following years 1831.
(11, 12). H e had the c o m m a n d of the legions
GERMANICIA or CZESAREA GERMANIOA (Peopsin G e r m a n y w h e n the alarming mutiny broke out vmeia Kaiadpeia PeppaviKij), a town in tie Syran'.ong the troops iu Germany and Ihyricum, ian provinces of Commagene, near the borders
upuu the death of Augustus (14). German- of Cappadoeia: the birti place of the heretic
icus was a favorite with the soldiers, and they Nestorius.
offered to place him at the head of tne em- G E R R A (Pepfia: near El-Katif), one of the
pire ; but he rejected their proposal, and ex- chief cities of Arabia and India, stood on the
erted all his influence to quell the mutiny, and northeastern coast of Arabia, and a great emporeconcile them to their n e w sovereign. After riumforthe trade of Arabia Felix, two hundred
restoring order among the troops, he crossed stadia (twenty geographical miles) from the
the Rhine, and laid waste the country of the shore of the Sinus Gerraeus or Gerraieus (now
Marsi with fire and sword. In the following Elwah Bay / ) , a bay on the western side of the
year (15) he again crossed the Rhine, and Persian Gulf, two tiousand four hundred stadia
marched into the interior of the country. H e (two hundred and forty geographical miles=>40
penetrated as far as the Saltus Teutoburgiensis, of lat) from the mouth of the Tigris. The city
north of the Lippe, in which forest the a r m y of was five R o m a n miles in circuit. The inhabit
Quintilius Varus had been destroyed b y theants, ealled Gerraai (Pef>p"aloi), were said to have
Germans. Here his troops gathered u p thebeen originally Chaldaeans, w h o were driven out
bones of their ill fated comrades, and paid the of Babylon. There was a small place of the
last honors to their memory. But meantime same n a m e on the northeastern frontier of
Arminius had collected a formidable army with Egypt, between Pelusium and Mount Casius,
which he attacked the R o m a n s ; and it w a s not fifty stadia or eight R o m a n miles from the forwithout considerable loss that Germanicus m a d e mer.
good his retreat to the Rhine. It w a s in this
G E R R H U S (Pep'p'og) a river of Scythia, flowing
campaign that Thusnelda, the wife of Arminius, through a country of the same name, was a
fell into the hands of Germanicus. Vid. A R - branch of the Borysthenes, and flowed into the
MINIUS. Next year (16) Germanicus placed his Hapacyris, dividing the country of the N o m a d
troops on board afleetof one thousand vessels, Scythians from that of the Royal Scythians.
and sailed through the canal of his father, DruG E R U N D A (now Gerona) a town of the Ause
BUS (vid. p. 272, a), and the Zuydersee to the tani in Hispania Tarraconensis, on the road from
ocean and from thence to the mouth of the Tarraco to Narbo in Gaul.
Amisia (now Ems), where he landed his forces. [ G E R U N I U M , is named by Livy, in his account
After crossing the Ems and the Weser, he fought of the second Punic war, as an ancient decayed
two battles with Arminius, in both of which the city of the Samnites.]
Germans were completely defeated. The Ger- I G E R Y O N or G E R Y O N E S (Pnpvbvng), son of Chry
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saor and Callirrhoe, a monster with three heads,
or, according to others, with three bodies united
together, w a s a king in Spain, and possessed
magnificent oxen, whieh Hercules carried away.
For details, vid. H E R C U L E S ,
Q E S O E I A C U M (now Boulogne), a port of the
Morini in Gallia Belgiea, at which persons usually embarked to cross over to Britain : it w a s
subsequently called B O N O N I A , whence its m o d
a m name.

irLABRIO.

valley cf the Jordan on the west for m a n j
miles.]
G I L D O or G I L D O N , a Moorish chieftain, go«
eri.ad Africa for some years as a subject of thi
Western empire • but in A.D. 397 he trans
ferred his allegiance to the Eastern empire, and
the E m p e r o r Arcadius accepted him as a sub
ject Stilicho, guardian of Honorius, sent aL
a r m y against him. Gildo w a s defeated; and,
being taken prisoner, he put an end tu his o w e
G E S S I U S FJ, O B U S .
Vid. F L O R U S ,
life b y hanging himself (398). T h e history of
G E T A . SEPTIMIUS, brother of Caracalla, by this w a r forms the subject of cne of Claudian's
w h o m he w a s assassinated, A.D. 212. For de- p o e m s (Be Bello Gildonico).
tails, vid. C A R A C A L L A .
[ G I L I G A M B Z E {PiXiydpbai or PiXiyuppai, Hdt),
GETZE, a Thracian people, called Daci by the an African people in Marmarica and Cyrenaiea.]
Romans. Herodotus aud Thucydides place them
[ G I N D A N E S (Pwbuveg), a people dwelling in
south of the Ister (now Banube) near its mouths, the inland parts of the Syrtica Regio in Africa.]
but in the time of Alexander the Great they
G I N D A R U S (Pivbapog : n o w Gindaries), a very
dwelt beyond thisriverand north of the Triballi. strong fortress in the district of Cyrrhestiee in
They were driven by the Sarmatians further Syria, northeast of Antioch.
west toward Germany. For their later history,
[GIR.
Vid. G E R . ]
vid. D A C I A .
GIRBA, a city on the island of Meninx (now
G I G A N T E S (Piyavreg) the giants. According Jerbah), at the southern extremity of the Lesser
to Homer, they were a gigantic and savage Syrtis, in northern Africa: celebrated for its
race of men, dwelling in the distant west, in the manufactures of purple.
island of Thrinaeia, and were destroyed ou acGisco or G I S G O {Piaicav or Peonav) 1. Son
count of their insolence toward the gods. H e - of Hamilcar, w h o was defeated aud killed in the
riod considers them as divine beings, w h o sprang battle of Himera, B.C. 480. In consequence of
from the blood that fell from Ccelus (Uranus) this calamity, Gisgo w a s banished from Carupon the earth, so that Terra (Ge) (the earth) thage. H e died at Selinus in Sicily.—2. Son of
was their mother. Neither H o m e r D O T Hesiod Hanno, was in exile when the Carthaginians
knows any thing about their contest with the were defeated at the River Crimisus by Timo
gods. Later poets and mythographers fi equent leon, 339. H e w a s then recalled from exile, and
ly confound them with the Titans, and repre sent to oppose Timoleon, but w a s unable to acsent them as enemies of Jupiter (Zeus) and the complish any thing of importance.— 3. Comgods, whose abode on Olympus they attempt mander of tie Carthaginian garrison at Lilyto take by storm. Their battle with the gods baaum at the end of thefirstPunic war. After
seems to be only an imitation of the revolt of the conclusion of peace, 241, he was deputed
the Titans against Uranus. Terra (Ge), it isby the government to treat with the mercena
said, indignant at the fate of her former chil- ries w h o had risen in revolt, but he was seized b y
dren, the Titans, gave birth to the Gigantes, them and put to death.
w h o were beings of a monstrous size, with fearG I T I A D A S (PmdSag), a Lacedaemonian archiful countenances and the tails of dragons. They tect, - statuary, and poet. H e completed th»
were born, according to some, in the Phlegraean temple of Minerva (Athena) Poliouchos al
plains in Sicily, Campania, or Arcadia, and, ac- Sparta, and ornamented it with works in bronze,
cording to others, in the Thracian Pallrne. In from which it was called the Brazen House, and
their native land they m a d e an attack upon hence the goddess received the surname of
heaven, be<ng armed with huge rocks and trunks Xa?M0iKog. H e composed a h y m n to the godof tree? The gods were told that they could dess, besides other poems. H eflourishedabout
not conquer the giants without the assistance B.C. 516, and is the last Spartan artist of anj
of a mortal, whereupon they summoned Hercu- distinction.
les to their aid. The giants Alcyonem and
G L A B R I O , ACILIUS, plelieians. I. C , quaastor
Porphyrion distinguished themselves above their B.C. 203, and tribune of the plebs 3 97. H f
brethren. Alcyoneus was immortal so long as acted as interpreter to the Athenian embassy
he fought in his native land ; but Hercules drag in 155, when the three philosophers, Carneades,
ged him a w a y to a foreign land, and thus killed Diogenes, and Critola^, came as envoys to
him. Porphyrion was killed by the lightning Rome. H e wrote in Greek a history of R o m e
of Jupiter (Zeus) and the arrows of Hercoles. from the earliest period to his o w n times. It
The other giants, whose number is said to have was translated into Latin by one Claudius, and
been twenty-four, were then killed one after his version is cited by Livy, under the titles of
another by the gods and Hercules, and some Arna!es Aciliani (xxv, 89) and Libri Aciliani
of them were buried b y their conquerors under (x.xxv, 14).—2. M', tribune if the plebs 201,
(volcanic) islands. It is worthy of remark, that praetor 196, and consul 191. Iu his consulship
most writers place the giants in volcanic dis- he defeated Antiochus at Thermopylae, and subtricts ; and it is probable that the story of their sequently the zEtolians likewise.—3. M', m a r
contest with the gods took its origin from vol- ried a daughter of M . zEmihus Scaui is, consul
canic convulsions.
115, w h o m Sulla, in 82, compelled him to diG I G O N U S (Piyavog: Piyavwg)
a town and vorce. Glabrio was praator urbacus in 70, when
promontory of Macedonia, on the Thermaic Gulf. he presided at the impeachment of Verre°. H e
[ G I L B O A M O N S , a sterile range of hills to the was consul in 67, and in the following ye«u' pi.south and southeast "f Tabor, boundir.g tin consul of Cilicia, H e succee led L. Lucullus ic
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4he command of the war against Mithradates, Islain by Ajax.—3. Son of the Mefienian r'ltt
but remained inactive in Bithynia. H e was zEpytus, w h o m he succeeded on tn<! throne.—
superseded by Cn. Pompey.—4. M', son of No. 4. One of the sous of the Cretan ki*,g Minos bj
8, was born in the house of Cn. Pompey, B.C. Pasiphae or Crete. When a boy, he fell into
81, who married his mother after hsr compul- a cask full of honey, and was smothered. Mi
sory divorce from the elder Glabrio, zEmilia nos searched for his son in vain, and was ai
died in giving birth to him. In the civil war, length informed by Apollo or the Curetes that
Glabrio was one of Caesar's lieutenants, com- the person who should devise the rnojt appromanded the garrison of Oricum in Epirus in 48, priate comparison between a cow, which could
Aud was stationed in Sicily in 46. H e was twice assume three different colors, and any other
defended on capital charges by Cieero, and ac- object, would find the boy. The soothsayci
Polyidus of Argos solved the problem by likenquitted.
ing the cow to a mulberry, which is at first
GLANIS, more usually written CLANIS.
G L A N U M LIVJI (ruins near St. Remy) a town white, then red, and in the end black. By his
prophetic powers he then discovered the boy.
ol the Salyes in Gallia Narbonensis.
Minos now required Polyidus to restore his son
GLAPHYRA.
Vid. A R C H E L A U S , N O . 6.
to life; but as he could not accomplish this,
G L A U C E (PXavarf). 1. One of the Nereides,
the name Glauce being only a personification Minos ordered him to be entombed alive with
of the color of the sea.—2. Daughter of Creon the body of Glaucus. When Polyidus was thus
of Corinth, also ealled Creusa, For details, vid.shut up in the vault, he saw a serpent approachCREON.
ing the dead body, and killed the reptile. Pres
[GLAUCE (PXavKn) a harbor of Ionia, on theently another serpent came, and placed a herr
Promontory Mycale, opposite Samos.]
upon the dead serpent, which was thereby reGLAUCIA, C. SERVILIUS, praator B.C. 100, the stored to life. Thereupon Poljidus covered
chief supporter of Saturninus, with whom he was the body of Glaucus with the same herb, ano
put to death in this year. Vid. SATURNINUS.
the boy at once rose into life again. The story
GLAUCIAS (PXavKiag) 1. King of the Tau- of Glaucus and Polyidus was a favorite subject
lantians, one of the Illyrian tribes,foughtagainstwith the ancient poets and authors.—5. Of A n
Alexander the Great, B.C. 835. In 316 he af thedon in Bceotia, afisherman,who became imforded an asylum to the infant Pyrrhus, and re- mortal by eating a part of the divine herb which
fused to surrender him to Cassander. In 307 Saturn (Cronos) had sown. His parentage is
he invaded Epirus, and placed Pyrrhus, then differently stated : some called his father Cotwelve years old, upon the throne.—2. A Greek peus, others Polybus, the husband of Eubcea,
physician, who probably lived in the third or and others, again, Anlhedon or Neptune (Posecond century B.C.—3. A statuary of zEgina, seidon). H e was further said to have beei). S
who made the bronze chariot and statue of Ge- clever diver, to have built the ship Argo, aiA
lon,flourishedB.C. 488.
to have accompanied the Argonauts as their
[GLAUOIPPUS (PXavKiirirog), an Athenian rhetsteersman. In the seafiyhtof Jason agamst
orician, son of tie celebrated orator Hyperides: the Tyrrhenians, Glaucus alone remained unhe wrote several orations, but they have entirely hurt ; he sank to the bottom of the sea, where
perished.]
he was visible to none save Jason. From this
GLAUCON (PXai'Kov). 1. Son of Critias, brothmoment he became a marine deity, and wr .. of
er of Callaaschrus, and father of Charmides and service to the Argonauts. The story of his
of Plato's mother, Perictione. — 2. Brother of sinking or leaping into the sea was variously
Plato, who makes lim one of the speakers in modified in the different traditions. There was
the Republic.
a belief in Greece that once in every year GlauGLAUCUS (PXavKog). 1. Grandson of zEolus,cus visited all the coasts and islands, accomson of Sisypius and Merope, and father of Bel- panied by marine monsters, and gave his prophlerophontes. H e lived at Potniaa, despised the ecies. Fishermen and sailors paid particular
power of Venus (Aphrodite), and did not allow reverence to him, and watched his oracles,
his mares to breed, that they might be the which were believed to be very trustworthy
stronger for the horse race. According to oth- H e is said to have even instructed Apollo in
ers, he fed them with human flesh. This ex- the prophetic art Some writers stated that
cited the anger of Venus (Aphrodite), who de- he dwelt in Delos, where he prophesied in constroyed him. According to some aceounts, his junction with the nymphs; but the place cf hia
horses became frightened and threw him out abode varied in different traditions. The stoof his chariot, as he was contending in the fu- ries about his various loves were favorite subneral games celebrated by Acastus iu honor of jects with the ancient poets. — 6. Of Chios, a
his father Pelias. According to others, his statuary in metal, distinguished as the inventor
horses tore him to pieees, having drunk from of the art of soldering metals (KOAXT/OIC) ^ flourthe waters of a sacred well in Boaotia, in conse-ished B.C. 490. His most noted work was an
quence of which they were seized with mad- iron base (iiroKpvrnpibtov), which, with the silness. Glaucus of Potniaa (PXavKog Horvievg)
ver bowl it supported, was presented to tha
was the title of one of the lost tragedies of temple at Delphi by Alyattes, king of Lydia.
zEschylus.—2. Son of Hippolochus, and grandGLAUCUS (PXavKog) 1. A smallriverof Phryeon of Bellerophontes, was a Lycian prince, and gia, falling into the Maaander near Eumenia.—
assisted Priam in the Trojan war. H e was 2. A small river of Lycia, on the borders of Ca
connected with Diomedes by ties of hospitality;ria,flowinginto the Sinus Glaucus (now Gvlj
and when they recognized one another in the of Makri).
battle, they abstained fromfighting,and exG L A U C U S SINUS. Vid. preceding, No. 2
changed arms with one anotner. Glaucus was
GLESSARIA (now Ameland ), an island off th
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GLISAS.

GOP.DlcTS.

eoast ol the Frisii, so called from " glessum"
ticned
or after tho time of the wars between tin
amber which was found there: its proper name Macedonians and Romans.
was Austeravia.
G O R D I A N U S , M . A N T O N I U S , the n a m e of tLree
GLISAS (TXiaag: PXiodvrwg) an ancient town R o m a n emperors, father, son, and grandson
in Boaotia, on Mount Hypaton. It was in ruins 1. Surnamed A F R I C A N U S , son of Metius Marulin the time of Pausanias.
lus and Ulpia Gordiana, possessed a princely
G L V O A S , M I C H A E L , a Byzantine historian, the fortune, and w a s distinguished alike by mora!
0V
author of a work entitled Annals (jSlBXog XP ~and intellectual excellence. In hisfirstconsul
IKI)), containing the history of the world from ship, A.D. 213, he was the colleague of Carathe creation to the death of Alexis I. Gomne- callii; in his second, of Alexander Severus ;
mis, A.D 1118. Edited by Bekker, Bonn, 1886. and soon afterward w a s nominated proconsul
G L Y O E R A {PXvicipa) "the sweet one," a fa- of Africa. After governing Africa for several
vorite name of hetairc. The most celebrated years with justice and integrity, a rebellion
hetairaa of this name are, 1. The daughter of broke out in the province in consequence of the
Thalassis, and the mistress of Harpalus.—2. Of tyranny of the procurator of Maximinus. Th<>
Sicyon, and the mistress of Pausias.—3. A fa- ring-leaders of the conspiracy compelled Gor
vorite of Plorace.
dian, w h o was n o w in his eightieth year, to asG L Y O E B I U S , became emperor of the W e s t A.D. sume the imperial title. H e entered on his new
473, after the death of Olybrius, by the assist- duties at Carthage in the month of February,
ance of Gundobald the Burgundian. But the associated his son with him in the empire, and
Byzantine court did not acknowledge Glycerius, dispatched letters to R o m e announcing his
and proclaimed Julius Nepos emperor, by w h o m elevation. Gordianus and his son were at once
Glycerius was dethroned- (474), and compelled proclaimed Augusti by the senate, and preparto become a priest. H e was appointed bishop ations were m a d e in Italy to resist Maximinus.
of Salona in Dalmatia,
But meantime a certain Capellianus, procurator
GLYCON
(PXVKUV)
an
Athenian sculptor, of Numidia, refused to acknowledge the authorknown to us by the magnificent colossal marble ity of the Gordiani, and marched against them
statue of Hercules, commonly called the " Far- The yomiger Gordianus was defeated by him,
nese Hercules." It was found in the baths of and slain in the battle; and his aged father
Caracalla, and, after adorning the Farnese pal thereupon put an end to his o w n life, after
ace for some time, was removed to the royal reigning less than two months.—2. Son of tha
museum at Naples. It represents the hero rest- preceding and of Fabia Orestilla, was b o m A.D.
ing on his club after one of his labors. The 192, was associated with his fatier in the pur
swollen muscles admirably express repose after pie, and fell iu battle, as recorded above.—3.
severe exertion. Glycon probably lived under Grandson of the elder Gordianus, cither b y a
tha early R o m a n emperors.
daughter or by the younger Gordiarius. The
[GI.YCYS P O R T U S (PXvKv~g Xipijv, " the sweet
soldiers proclaimed him emperor in July, A.D.
barbor"), a harbor with a town Glycys at the 238, after the murder of Balbinus and Pupienus,
mouth of the Acheron in Epirus.]
although he was a mere boy, probably not more
[GJJATIA, a shortened form of Egnatia. Vid. than twelve years old. H e reigned six years,
EGNATIA.]
from 238 to 244.
In 241 he married tho
G N I P H O , M . A N T O N I U S , a R o m a n rhetorician, daughter of Misitheus, and in the same year
was born B.C. 114, in Gaul, but studied at Alex- set out for the east to carry on the war against
andrea. H e afterward established a school at the Persians. With the assistance of MisitheRome, which w a s attended by m a n y dis- us, he defeated the Persians in 242. Misitheus
tinguished men, and among others by Cicero, when died in the following year; and Philippus,
he was praator.
w h o m Gordian had taken into his confidence,
GNOSUS, GNOSSUS.
Vid. C N O S U S .
excited discontent among the soldiers, w h o at
G O B R Y A S (PaBpvat,), a noble Persian, one oflength rose in open mutiny, and assassinated
the seven conspirators against Smerdis the M a - Gordian in Mesopotamia, 244. H e was sucrian.
H e accompanied Darius into Scythia. ceeded by PHILIPPUS.
H e was doubly related to Darius by marriage;
G O R D I U M (Vopbiov, Popbtov Kapn), the ancient
Darius married the daughter of Gobryas, and capital of Phrygia, the royal residence of the
Gobryas married the sister of Darius.
kings of the dynasty of Gordius, and the scene
[ G O G A N A (Payava, n o w Kongun or Cogun) a of Alexander's celebrated exploit of " cutting
place in the Persian district Persis.]
the Gordian knot." Vid. G O R D I U S . It w a s sitG O L G I (PoXyoi: PbXyiog), a town in Cyprus,uated in the west of that part of Phrygia which
of uncertain site, w a s a Sicyonian colony, and was afterward called Galatia, north of Pessinus,
one of the chief seats of the worship of Aphro- on the northern bank of the Sangirius. In the
dite (Venus).
reign of Augustus it received the name of Juli
G O M P H I (Pbptioi: Topipevg), a town in Hesopolis ('lovXioviroAig).
tiaeotis in Thessaly, was a strong fortress on G O R D I U S (Pbpdiog), an aDcient king of Phryg
the confines of Epirus, and commanded the ia, and father of Midas, w a s originally a pool
shief pass between Thessaly and Epirus: it peasant. Internal disturbances having broken
was taken and destroyed by Caesar (B.C. 48),out in Phrygia, an oracle informed the inhabitbut was afterward rebuilt
antB that a wagon would bring them a king,
G O N N I , G O N N U S (Towoi, Pbvvog: Pbvviog), aw h o should at the same time put an end to the
strongly fortified town of the Perrhaabi in Thes- disturbances. W h e n the people were delibersaly, on the River Peneus, and at the entrance ating on these points, Gordius, with his wife
of the Vale of Tempe, was, from its position, of and son, suddenly appeared riding io his w a g
great military importance: but it is not men- on in the assembly of the people, w h o at onca
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Acknowledged him as king. Gordius, out of in the dialogue of Plato, which bears hib nair.e
gratitude, dedicated his chariot to Jupiter The eloquence of Gorgias was chiefly calcula
(Zeus) in the acropolis of Gordium. The pole ted to tickle the ear by antitheses, alliterations
was fastened to tie yoke by a knot of bark; the symmetry of its parts, and similar artifices.
and an oracle declared that whatsoever should T w o declamations have come down to us andef
untie the knot should reign over all Asia. Al- the name of Gorgias, viz, the Apology of Pala
exander, on his arrival at Gordium, cut the knotmedes, and the Encomium on Helena, the gen
with his sword and applied the oracle to him- uineness of which is doubtful. Besides hia
orations, which were mostly what the Greeks
self.
called Epideidic or speeches for display, such as
GORDIUTICHOS (Popbiov reixog) a town in Caria, near the borders of Phrygia, between Anti-his oration addressed to the assembled Greeks
at Olympia, Gorgias also wrote loci communes,
ochia ad Maaandrum aud Tabae.
probably as rhetorical exercises ; a work on
GORDYZEI. Vid. GORD1ENE.
GOKDY/EI M O N T E S (rd Popdvaia bpij: now dissimilar and homogeneous words, and another
Mountains of Kurdistan) the name given by on rhetoric. The works of Gorgias did not
Strabo to the northern part of the broad belt of even contain the elements of a scientific theory
mountains which separates the Tigris Valley of oratory any more than his oral instructions
from the great table land of Iran, and whichH e confined himself to teaching his pupils a
divided Mesopotamia and Assyria from Arme- variety of rhetorical artifices, and made them
nia and Media. They are connected with the learn by heart certainformulasrelative to them.
mountains of Armenia at Ararat, whence they — 2 . Of Athens, gave instruction in rhetoric to
run southeast between the Arsissa Palus (now young M. Cicero when he was at Athens. H e
Lake Van) and the sources of the Tigris and its wrote a rhetorical work, a Latin abridgment of
upper confluents as far as the confines of Media, which by Rutilius Lupus is still extant, under the
where the chain turns more to the south and was title Be Figuris Sententiarum et Elocutionis.
G O R G O and G O R G O N E S (ropyu and Popybveg)
called ZAGROS.
Homer mentions only one Gorgo, who appears
GORDYENE 01- CORDUENE (PopSvVVlj, KopSoVnvff), a mountainous district in the south ofin the Odyssey (xi, 633) as one of the frightful
Armenia Major, between the Arsissa Palus phantoms in Hades: in the Iliad the oagis of
(now
Lake Van) and the GORDYZSI M O N T E S . Athena (Minerva) contains the head of Gorgo
After the Mithradatic war, it was assigned by the terror of her enemies. Hesiod mentions
Pompey to Tigranes, with whom its possession three Gorgones, STHENO, EURYALE, and MEDfJai,
had been disputed by the Parthian king Phraates. daughters of Phorcys and Ceto, whence they
Hesiod
Trajan added ittothe Roman empire; and it are sometimes called PHORCYDES.
formed afterward a constant object of contention placed them in the far west iu the Ocean, in
between the Romans and the Parthian and Per- the neighborhood of Night and the Hesperides •
sian kings, but was for the most part virtually but later traditions transferred them to Libya
independent. Its warlike inhabitants, called They were frightful beings ; instead of hair,
Pop&vaioi or Cordugni, were no doubt the sametheir heads were covered with hissing ser
people as the OARDUOHI of the earlier Greek geo- pents ; and they had wings, brazc-n claws, ano1
enormous teeth. Medusa, who alone of her
graphers, and the Kurds of modern times.
sisters was mortal, was, according to some
G O R G E {Pbpyrf), daughter of Qineus and Althea. She and her sister Deianira alone retained legends, atfirsta beautiful maiden, but her
their original forms, when their other sisters hair was changed into serpents by Athena
were metamorphosed by Diana (Artemis) into (Minerva) in consequence of her having become by Poseidon the mother of Chrysaor and
birds.
Pegasus in one of Athena's (Minerva's) temGORGIAS (Popyiag). 1. Of Leontini, in Sicily,
a celebratedriietoricianand orator, sophist and ples. Her head now became so fearful that
philosopher, was born about B.C 480, and is every one who looked at it was changed into
said to have lived one hundred and five years, stone. Hence the great difficulty which Perseus
or even one hundred and Dine years. Of his had in killing her. Fid PERSEUS. Athena (Miearly life w e have no particulars; but when he nerva) afterward placed the head iu the centre
was of advanced age (B.O. 427) he was sent of her shield or breast-plate.
[GORGUS (rdpyoc). 1. Son of Ohersis, a king
by his fellow citizens as ambassador to Athens,
for the purpose of soliciting its protection of Salamis in Cyprus : he joined Xerxes in his
against Syracuse. H e seems to have returned invasion of Greece.—2. Son of Cypselus, founder
to Leontini only for a short time, and to have of Ambracia.]
[GORGYTHION (PopyvBiov) son of Priam and
spent the remaining years of his vigorous old
age in thetownsof Greece Proper, especially at Castianira, was slain by Teucer.]
GOKTYN, GORTYNA (PbpTVV, PbpTWa IcpTVAthens and the Thessaliau Larissa, enjoying
honor every where as an orator and teacher of viog) 1. (Ruins near Eagios Bheka, six miles
rhetoric. The common statement that Pericles from the foot of Mount Ida), one of the most
and the historian Thucydides were among his ancient cities in Crete, on the River Lethaeus,
disciples can not be true, as he did not go to ninety stadia from its harbor Leben, and one
Athens till after the death of Pericles; but Al hundred and thirty stadia from its other harbor
cibiades, Aleidamas, zEsehines, and Antisthe- Metalia. It was one of the chief seats of the
nes are called either pupils or imitators of worship of Europa, whence it was called HelGorgias, and his ' oratory must have had greatlotis; and it was subsequently peopled by Mininfluence upon the rhetorician Isocrates. The yans and Tyrrhene-Pelasgians, whence it also
high estimation in whieh he was held at Athens bore the name of Larissa. It was the second
appears from the way in whieh he is introduced city in Crete, being only inferior to Onos-os
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And oa tl t decline of tho latter place cinder tne
Romans, it became the metropolis of the island.
— 2 . Also G O R T Y S (ruins near Atzikolo), a town
in Arcadia, on the River Gortynius, a tributary of
tho Alpheus.
G O R T Y N I A (Poprvvia), a town in Emathia in
•Macedonia, of uncertain site.
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Punic war. In B.C. 216 he w a s m»gistei
equitum to the dictator M . Junius Pera; in 21f
consulforthefirsttime; and in 213 consul fol
the second time. In 212 he fell in battle against
Mago, at Campi Veteres, in Lueania His body
was sent to Hannibal, w h o honored it with a
magnificent burial.—2. TIBERIUS, was tribmis
GOTARZES.
Vid. A R S A C E S , N O . 20, 21.
of the plebs in 187; and although personally
GOTHI, GOTHONES,
GUTTONES, a
powerful hostile to P. Seipio Afrieanus, he defended him
German people, w h o played an important part against the attacks of the other tribunes, for
in the overthrow of the R o m a n empire. They which he received the thanks of the aristoeratoriginally dwelt on the Prussian coast of the ical party. Soon after this occurrence GracBaltic, at the mouth of the Vistula, where they chus w a s rewarded with the hand of Cornelia,
are placed by Tacitus ; but they afterward mi- the youngest daughter of P. Seipio Africanus.
grated south, and at the beginning of the third In 181 he w a s praetor, and received Hispania
century they appear on the coasts of the Black Citerior as his province, where he carried on
Sea, where Caracalla encountered them on histhe w a r with great success against the Celtibemarch to the East
In the reign of the E m - rians. After defeating them in battle, he gained
peror Philippus (A.D. 244-249), they obtained their confidence by his justice and kindness.
possession of a great part of the R o m a n prov- H e returned to R o m e in 178; and w a s consul
ince of Dacia; and in Consequence of their set- 177, when lie w a s sent against the Sardinians,
tling in the countries formerly inhabited by the w h o revolted. H e reduced them to complete
Getaa and Scythians, they are frequently called submission in 176, and returned to R o m e in
both Getaa and Scythians by later writers. F r o m 175. H e brought with him so large a number
the time of Philippus the attacks of the Goths of captives that they were sold for a mere trifle,
Lgainst the R o m a n empire became more fre- which gave rise to the proverb Sardi venules.
quent and more destructive. In A.D. 272 the In 169 he w a s censor with C. Claudius Pulcher,
Emperor Aurelian surrendered to them the and was consul a second time in 163. H e had
whole of Dacia. It is about this time that w e twelve children b y Cornelia, all of w h o m died at
find them sepai-ated into two great divisions, an early age except the two tribunes, Tiberius
the Ostrogoths or Eastern Goths, and the Vis- and Caius, and a daughter, Cornelia, w h o w a s
igoths or Western Goths. The Ostrogoths set- married to P. Seipio Africanus the younger.—3
tled in Mcesia and Pannonia, while the Visi- TIBERIUS, elder son of No. 2, lost his father at an
goths remained north of the Danube. T h e early age. H e w a s educated, together with hia
Visigoths, under their king Alaric, invaded brother Caius, b y his illustrious mother Cornelia,
Italy, and took and plundered R o m e (410). A w h o m a d e it the object of her life to render her
few years afterward they settled permanently sons worthy of their father aud of her o w n anin the southwest of Gaul, and established a cestors. She w a s assisted in the education of
kingdom, of which Tolosa w a s the capital. her children b y eminent Greeks, w h o exercised
From thence they invaded Spain, where they great influence upon the minds of the two brothalso founded a Icingdom, which lasted for more ers, and among w h o m w e have especial menthan two centuries,tillit w a s overthrown by tion of Diophaue3 of Mytilene, Menelaus of
the Arabs. The Ostrogoths meantime had ex- Marathon, and Blossius of Cumaa. Tiberius
tended their dominions almost up to the gates was nine years older than his brother Caius;.
of Constantinople; and the Emperor Zeno w a s and although they grew up under the same inglad to get rid of them by giving them permis- fluence, and their characters resembled each
sion to invade and conquer Italy. Under their other in the main outlines, yet they differed
king Theodoric the Great they obtained posses- from each other in several important particusion of the whole of Italy (493). Theodoric lars. Tiberius w a s inferior to his brother iu
took the title of King of Italy, and an Ostro- talent, but surpassed him in the amiable traits
gothic dynasty reigned in the country till it w a s of his gentle nature: the simplicity of his dedestroyed by Narses, the general of Justinian, meanor, and his calm dignity, w o n for him the
A D . 553. T h e Ostrogoths embraced Christian- hearts of the people. His eloquence, too, formity at an early period ; and it w a sfortheir use ed a strong contrast with the passionate and
that Ulphilas translated the sacred Scriptures impetuous harangues of Caius;forit w a s teminto Gothic, about the middle of the fourth cen- perate, graceful, persuasive, and, proceeding as
tury.
it did from the fullness of his o w n heart, it
GOTHINI, a Celtic people in the southeast of found a ready entrance into the hearts of hia
Germany, subject to the Quadi.
hearers. Tiberius served in Africa under P
G R A C C H A N U S , M . JUNIUS, assumed his cogno- Seipio Africanus the younger, w h o had married
m e n on account of his friendship with C. Grac- his sister, and was present at the destruction
chus. H e wrote a work, Be Potestatibus, whiehof Carthage (146). In 137 ho was quaastor, and
gave an account of the R o m a n constitution and iu that capacity he accompanied the consul,
magistracies from the time of the kings. It Hostilius Mancinus, to Hispania Citerior, where
was addressed to T. Pomponius Atticus, the he gained both the affection of the R o m a n solfather of Cipro's friend. This work, which diers, and the esteem and confidence of the vicappears to have been one of great value, is lost, torious enemy. The distressed condition of the
but some parts of it are cited by Joannes Lydus. R o m a n people had deeply excited the sympaVid. L Y D U S .
thies of Tiberius. A s he traveEed through
G R A C C H U S , S E M P R O N I U S , plebeians.
1. T I B E - Etruria on his journey to Spain, he observed
BIUS, a distinguished general in the second with grief and ndignaticn the deserted state <u
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upon Tiberius and his brother Caius arose fron
that fertile country; thousands of foreign slaves
m chains were employed in cultivating the land party prejudice, and more especially from a mis
and tending theflocksupon the immense estates understanding of the nature of a R o m a n agra
of the wealthy, while the poorer classes of Ro- rian law, which did not deal with private prop
m a n citizens, w h o were thus thrown out of em-erty, but only with the public land of the state
C
ployment, had scareely their daily bread or a Vid. Bid. of Ant, art. A G R A R I Z E L E G E S — i
clod of earth to call their o w n H e resolved to brother of No. 3, w a s in Spain at the fim- of
use every effort to remedy this state of things, his brother's murder, as has been already stated
by endeavoring to ere ate an industrious middle H e returned to R o m e in the following yeaclass of agriculturists, and to put a check upon (132), but kept aloof from public affairsforsom*
the unbounded avarice of the ruling party, years. In 126 he was quaastor, and went to
whose covetousness, combined with the disas- Sardinia, under the consul L. Aurelius Orestes,
ters of the second Punic war, had completely and there gained the approbation of his superiors
destroyed the middle class of small land owners. and the attachment of the soldiers. The senate
With this view, he offered himself as a candi- attempted to keep him in Sardinia, dreading his
date for the tribuneship, and obtained itforthe popularity in R o m e ; but after he had remained
year 133. The agrarian law of Licinius, whieh there two years, he left the province without
enacted that no one should possess more than leave, and returned to the city in 124. Urged
five hundred jugera of public land, had never on by the popular wish, and by the desire of
been repealed, but hadfora long series of years avenging the cause of his murdered brother, he
been totally disregarded. The first measure, became a candidate for the tribuneship of the
therefore, of Tiberius w a s to propose a bill to plebs, and was elected for the year 123. His
the people, renewing and enforcing the Licinian reforms were far more extensive than his brothlaw, but with the modification that besides the er's, and such w a s his influence with the peofive hundred jugera allowed by that law, any ple that he carried all he proposed ; and the
one might possess two hundred andfiftyjugera senate were deprived of some of their most imof the public land for each of his sons. This portant privileges. Hisfirstmeasure was the
clause, however, seems to have been limited to renewal of the agrarian law of his brother. H o
two, so that a father of two sons might occupy next carried several laws for the amelioration
one thousand jugera of public land. The sur of the condition of the poor, enacting that the
plus w a s to be taken from them and distributed soldiers should be equipped at the expense of
in small farms among the poor citizens. The the republic; that no person under the age of
business of measuring and distributing the land seventeen should be drafted for the army; and
w a s to be intrusted to triumvirs, w i o were to that every month corn should be sold at a low
be elected as a permanent magistracy. The fixed price to the poor. In order to weaken the
measure encountered the most vehement oppo- power of the senate, he enacted, that the judicei
sition from the senate and the aristocracy, and in the judicia publica, w h o had hitherto been
they got one of the tribunes, M . Octavius, to putelected from the senate, should in future b«
his intercessio or veto upon the bill. W h e nchosen from the equites ; and that in every
neither persuasions nor threats would induce year, before the consuls were elected, the senOctavius to withdraw his opposition, the peo- ate should determine the two provinces which
ple, upon the proposition of Tiberius, deposed the consuls should have. N o branch of the p u b
Octavius from his office. The law w a s then lie administration appears to have escaped hi"
passed ; and the triumvirs appointed to carry itnotice. H e gave a regular organization to this
into execution were Tib. Gracchus, A p p . Clau province of Asia, which had for m a n y years
dius, his father in law, and his brother C. Grac- been left unsettled. In order to facilitate inter
chus, w h o w a s then little more than twenty course Detween the several parts of Italy, and
years old, and w a s serving in the c a m p of P. at the same time to give employment to the
Seipio at Numantia. About this time Attalus poor, he m a d e n e w roads in all directions, redied, bequeathing his kingdom and his property paired the old ones, and set u p mile stones along
to tho R o m a n poo]3le. Gracchus thereupon pro- them. Caius w a s elected tribune again for tha
posed that this property should be distributed following year, 122. The senate,findingit imamong the people, to enable the poor, w h o were possible to resist the measures of Caius, reto receive lands, to purchase the necessary im- solved, if possible, to destroy his influence with
plements, cattle, and the like. W h e n the time the people, that they might retain the govern
came for the election of tho tribunes for the fol-ment in their o w n hands. For this purpose they
lowing year, Tiberius again offered himself as persuaded M . Livius Drusus, one of the cola candidate. The senate declared that it w a s leagues of Caius, to propose measures still more
illegal for any one to hold this office for two popular than those of Caius. The people alconsecutive years; but Tiberius paid no atten- lowed themselves to be" duped by the treachertion to the objection. While the tribes were ous agent of the senate, and the popularity of
voting, a band of senators, headed by P. Seipio Caius gradually waned. During his absence m
Nasica, rushed from the senate house into the Africa, whither he had gone as one of the triumforum and attacked the people. Tiberius w a s virs to establish a colony at Carthage, in acoora
killed as ho w a s attempting to escape. H e w a s ance with one of his o w n laws, his party had
probably about thirty-five years of age at the been considerably weakened b y the influence of
time of his death. Whatever were the errors Drusus and the aristocracy, and m a n y of hia
of Tiberius in legislation, his motives were frieads had deserted his cause. H e failed in
pure ; and he died the death of a martyr in the obtaining the tribuneship for the following year
protection of the poor and oppressed. All the (121); and w h e n his year of office expired, his
odium t hat has for m a n y centuries t een thrown enemies began to repeal several of his enact
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meats. Caius appeared in the forum to oppose gave this name to the country from their first
these proceedings. One of the attendants of becoming acquainted with the tribe o; the Gran.%
thie consul Opimius was slain by the friends of w h o were said to be descended from Graecus
Catus. Opimius gladly availed himself of this a son of Thessalus, and w h o appear at an early
pretext to persuade the senate to confer upon period to have dwelt on the western coast of
him unlimited power to act as he thought best Epirus. Hellas or Greece proper, including Pelofor the good of the republic. Fulvius Flaccus, ponnesus, lies between the thirty sixth and forty
and the other friends of Caius, called upon him sixth degrees of north latitude, and between
to repel force byforce; but he refusedtoarm,the twenty-first and twenty-sixth degrees of
and while his friends fought in his defence, he east longitude. It« greatest length from Mount
fled to the grove of the Furies, where he fell byOlympus to Cape Taanarus is about two hund
the hands of his slave, w h o m he had command red andfiftyEnglish miles; its greatest breadth
ed to put him to deati. The bodies of the slain, from the western coast of Acarnania to Marathon
whose number is said to have amounted to three in Attica is about one hundred and eighty miles.
thousand, were thrown into the Tiber, their prop-Its area is somewhat less than that of Portugal
erty was confiscated, and their houses demolish- O n the north it was separated by the C a m b u
ed. All the other friends of Gracchus w h o fell nian and Ceraunian Mountains from Macedonia
into the hands of their enemies were thrown into and Illyria; and on the other three sides it is
prison, and there strangled.
bounded by the sea, namely, by the Ionian Sea
G R A D I V U S , i. e., the marching (probably fromon the west, and by the zEgean on the east and
gradior), a surname of Mars, w h o is hence call south. It is one of the most mountainous couned gradivus pater and rex gradivus. Mars Gra- tries of Europe, and possesses few extensive
divus had a temple outside the porta Capena plains and few continuous valleys. The inhabon the Appian road, and it is said that King itants were thus separated from one another by
N u m a appointed twelve Salii as priests of this barriers which it was not easy to surmount, and
god.
were naturally led to form separate political
Q&MM
(Ppalai) that is, " the old women," communities. A t a later time the north of
daughters of Phorcys and Ceto. Were three in Greece was generally divided into ten districts ;
number, Pephredo, Enyo, and Bino, and were Ermus, THESSALIA, A C A R N A N I A , ZETOLIA, D o BIS,
also called Phorcydes. They had gray hair from Locals, P H O C I S , BCEOTIA, A T T I C A , and M E G A R I S .
their birth ; and had only one tooth and oneThe south of Greece or Peloponnesus was usualeye in common, which they borrowed from ly divided into ten districts likewise: CORINTHeach other when they wanted them.
They IA, SIOYONIA, PHLIASIA, A C H A I A , ELIS, M E S S E N I A ,
were, perhaps, marine deities, like the other L A O O N I C A , C Y N U H I A , A K G O L I S , and A R C A D I A . A n
account of the geography, early inhabitants, and
children of Phorcys.
GRZECIA or H E L L A S (b 'EXXdg) a country in history of each of these districts is given in
Europe, the inhabitants of which were ealled separate articles. It is only necessary to 10G R Z K C I or H E L L E N E S ("EXXnveg) A m o n g the mark here that, before the Hellenes had spread
Greeks Hellas did not signify any particular over the country, it was inhabited by various
country, bounded by certain geographical limits, tribes, w h o m the Greeks call by the general
but was used in general to signify the abode of name of barbarians. Of these the most celebrated were the Pelasgians, w h o had settled in
the Hellenes, wherever they might happen to be
settled. Thus the Greek colonies of Cyrene iu most parts of Greece, and fiom w h o m a conAfrica, of Syracuse in Sicily, of Tarentum in siderable part of the Greek population was unItaly, and of Smyrna in Asia, are said to be iu doubtedly descended. These Pelasgians were
Hollas. In the most ancient times Hellas w a s a branch of the great Indo-Germanic race, and
a small district of Phthiotis in Thessaly, in spoke a language akiu to that, of the Hellenes,
ivhiah was situated a town of the same name. whence the amalgamation of the two races was
As the inhabitants of this district, the Hellenes, rendered much easier. Vid. PELASSI. The
gradually spread over the surrounding country, Hellenes traced their origin to a mythical antheir name was adopted by other tribes, w h o cestor Hellen, from whose sons and grandsons
became assimilated in language, manners, and they were divided into the four great tribes of
customs to the original Hellenes, till at length Dorians, zEolians, Achaaans, and Ionians. Vid.
the whole of the north of Greece, from the Ce H E L L E N .
rauoian and Cambunian Mountains to the Co- G R Z E C I A M A G N A or G. M A J O R (i? psydXr/ 'Exrinthian isthmus, w a s designated by the name Xdg), a name given to the districts in the south
of Hellas.* Peloponnesus was generally spoken of Italy, inhabited by the Greeks. This nameol during theflourishingtimes of Greek inde- was never used simply to indicate the south of
pendence as distinct from Hellas proper; but Italy ; it was always confined to the Greek
subsequently Peloponnesus and the Greek isl cities and their territories, and did not include
ands w ere also included under the general name the surrounding districts, inhabited by the Italof H=ilas, in opposition to the land of the bar-ian tribes. It appears to have been applied
baria-18. Still later, even Macedonia, and thechiefly to the cities on the Tarentine Gulf, Tatsouth e m part of Illyria, were sometimes reck- entum, Sybaris, C"oton, Caulonia, Siiis (Heraoned part of Hellas. The Romans called the elea,) Metapont_ti, Locri, and Rhegium; but
Und of the Hellenes Gracia, whence w e have it also included the Greek cities on the western
derived the name oi Greece. They probably coast, such as CumaEs and Neapolis. Strabo ex# Epirus is, for the sake cf convenience, usually in- tends the appellation even to the Greek cities
clude! in Hei as by modern geographers, but -was ex- of Sicily.—The origin of the name is doubtful;
cluded tythe Greeks themselves, as the Epirots were not whether it was given to the Greek cities bf th«
regarded as genuine Hellenes.
Italian tribes from their admiring the magnifi
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GRAMPIUS MONS.

GREGORIDS

cence of these cities, or whether it was assumed to Tarquinii, was colonized by the Rumans B.O
by the inhabitants themselves out of vanity and 183, and received new colonists under Augustus
ostentation, to show their superiority to theIt was situatec in the M a r e m m a , and its air was
unhealthy (intempeste Graviscm, Virg, JBn, x.
mother country.
GRAjsrius M O N S (Grampian Hills), a range of 184); whence the ancients ridiculously derived
mountains in Britannia Barbara or Caledonia, its name from aer gravis. Its ruin?, are on the
separating the Highlands and Lowlands of Scot right bank of the River Marta, about two miles
land. Agricola penetrated as far as these moun- from the sea, where are the remains of a magni
ficent arch.
tains, and defeated Galgaeus at their foot.
G R A N I O U S (Ppdvucog: n o w Koja Chai) a river G R E G O R A S , N I C E P H O R U S , one of the most im
of Mysia Minor, rising in Mount Cotylus, theportant Byzantine historians, was born about
northern summit of Ida, flowing northeast A.D. 1295, and died about 1359. His principal
through the plain of Adrastea, and falling into work is entitled Historia Byzantina. It is in
the Propontis (now Sea of Marmara) east of thirty eight books, of which only twenty-four
Priapus: memorable as the scene of the first have been printed. It begins with the capture
of the three great victories by which Alexander of Constantinople by the Latins in 1204, and
the Great overthrew the Persian empire (B.C. goes down to 1359 ; the twenty four printed
334), and, in a less degree,fora victory gained books contain the period fiom 1204 to 1351,
upon its banks b y Luculius over Mithradates, Edited by Schopeu, Bonn, 1829.
G R S G O R I U S (Ppijyopwg). 1. Surnamed NAZIB.O. 73.
G R A N I S (Ppdvig: n o w Khisht), a river of Per-A N Z E N U S , and usually called G R E G O R Y N A Z I A N sis, with a royal palace on its banks. It fell into ZEN, was born in a village near Nazianzus, in
Cappadoeia, about A D . 329. His father took
the Persian Gulf near Taoce.
G R A N I U S , Q , a clerk employed by the auction the greatest pains with his education, and he
eers at R o m e to collect the money at sales, lived afterward prosecuted his studies at Athens,
about B.C. 110. Although his occupation w a s where he earned the greatest reputation for his
humble, his wit and caustic humor rendered him knowledge of rhetoric, philosophy, and mathefamous among his contemporaries, and have trans matics. A m o n g his fellow-students was Julian.
the future emperor, aud Basil, with the latter of
mitted his name to posterity.
G B A N U A (Ppavova: n o w Groan) a river in the w h o m he formed a most intimate friendship.
land of the Quadi and the southeast of Germany, Gregory appears to have remained at Athens
and a tributary of the Danube, on the banks of about six years (350-356), and then returned
which Marcus Aurelius wrote thefirstbook of home. Having received ordination, he continued to reside at Nazianzus, where he discharged
his Meditations.
his duties as a presbyter, and assisted his aged
GRATIZE.
Vid. C H A R I T E S .
father, w h o was bishop of the town. In 372 he
GRATIANOPOLIS.
Vid. C U L A R O .
G R A T I A N U S . 1. Emperor of the Western E m - was associated with his father in the bishopric;
pire, A.D. 367-383, sou of Valentinian I, wasbut after the death of the latter in 374, he reraised by his father to the rank of Augustus in fused to continue bishop of Nazianzus, as he
36*7, when he was only eight years old. O n thewas averse from public life, and fond of solitary
death of Valentinian iu 375, Gratian did not sue meditation. After living some years in retirecoed to the sole sovereignty, as Valentinian II,ment he was summoned to Constantinople in
the half brother of Augustus, w a s proclaimed 379, in order to defend the orthodox faith against
Augustus by the troops. B y the death of his the Arians and other heretics. In 380 he was
uncle, Valens ('-578), the Eastern empire devolved m a d e bishop of Constantinople by the Emperor
upon him ; but the danger to which the East Theodosius; but he resigned the office in the
was exposed from the Goths led Gratian to send following year (381), and withdrew altogether
for Theodosiuu, and appoint him emperor of thefrom public life. H e lived in solitude at his
East (379). Gratian was fond of quiet and re- paternal estate at Nazianzus, and there he died
pose, and was greatly under the influence of ec-in 389 or 390. His extant works are, 1. Oraclesiastics, especially of Ambrose of Milan. H e tions or Sermons ; 2. Letters; 3. Poems. His
became unpopular with the army. Maximus discourses, though sometimes really eloquent,
was declared emperor in Britain, and crossed are generally nothing more than favorable 'speover to Gaul, where he defeated Gratian, w h o cimens of the rhetoric of the schools. H e i?
was overtaken and slain in hisflightafter themore earnest than Chrysostom, but not so orna
battle.—2. A usurper, w h o assumed the purple mental. H e is more artificial but also more
in Britain, and was murdered by his troops about attractive than Basil. Edited by Morell, Paris,
four months after his elevation (407). H e w a s 8 vols,fol,1609-1611, reprinted 1630. O f th*
succeeded b y Constantine. Vid. CONSTANTINUS, Benedictine edition, only thefirstvolume, containing the discourses, w a s published, Paris,
No. 3.
1778.—2. N T S S E K U S , bishop of Nyssa in OappaG E A I I A R U M C O L L I S (Xaplrav Xb<j>og, Herod, iv,
175: now Hills of Tarhounah) a range of wooded docia, was the younger brother of Basil, and
was
born at Caesarea, in Cappadoeia, about 331
hills running parallel to the coast of Northern
Africa, between the Syrtes, and containing theH e was m a d e bisnop of Nyssa about 372, and,
source of the C I N Y P S and the other small rivers like his brother Basil and their friend Gregory
Nazianzen, was one of the pillars of orthodoxy.
of that coast.
H e died soon after 394. Like his brother, ha
G R A T I U S FALISCUS.
Vid. FALISCUS.
G B A T U S , V A L E R I U S , procurator of Judaea from was an eminent rhetorician, but his oratory often
A D . 15 to 27, and the immediate predecessor of offends by its extravagance. His works are
edited by Morell and Gretser, 2 vols,fol,Paris,
Pintius Pilate.
' GR4VISO^E, an ancient city of Etruria, sulject 1615-1618.—3. Surnamed T H A U M A T U R G U S , froca
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SIM miracles, was born at Neocsesarea, in Cap- distinguifhed himself at the funeral panics celpadoeia, of heathen parents. H e was converted ebrated in honor of Anehises.—2. A Rutulian,
to Christianity by Origen about 234, and subse- son of Melammis, slain by zEneas in Italy.]
quently became the bishop of his native town.
G Y E S or G - G E S (Pvvg, Pvyng) son of Uranus
H e died soon after 265. His works are not (Heaven) and G e (Earth), one of the giants with
cumerous. The best edition is the one pub one hundred hands, w h o made war upon the
iished at Paris, 1622.
gods.
GRUDII, a people in Gallia Belgica, subject to
G Y G Z E U S L*cus (b Pvya'in Xlpvn : now Lake of
liie Nervii, north of the Scheldt.
Marmora), a small lake in Lydia, between the
G R U M E N T U M (Grumentlnus; n o w II Palazzo,) rivers H e r m u s and Hyllus, north of Sardis, the
a town in the interior of Lueania, on the road necropolis of which city w a s on its banks. It
from Beneventum to Heraelea, frequently m e n was afterward called ColoS.
tinned iu the second Punic war.
G Y G E S (Pvyng) 1. Thefirstking of Lydia of
G R Y L L U S (PpvXXog), elder son of Xenophon, the dynasty of the Mermnadae, dethroned Canfoil at the battle of Mautinea, B.O. 362, after he daules, and succeeded to the kingdom, as re
had, according to some accounts, given Epami lated under O A N D A U L E S . H e reigned B.C. 716nondas his mortal wound.
678. H e sent magnificent presents to Delphi,
[ G R Y N E U S . 1. A Centaur, w h o slew Broteas and carried on various wars with the cities of
and Oreon, and was himself slain by Exadius at Asia Minor, such as Miletus, Smyrna, Colophon,
the Duptials of Pirithous.—2. Appellation of and Magnesia. " The riches of Gyges" became
a proverb.—[2. A companion of zEneas, slain by
Apollo. Vid. GRYNIA.]
Turnus in Italy.]
G R Y N I A or -IUM (Ppvveia, Ppbviov), a very anG Y L I P P U S (T^vXiirirog) a Spartan, son of Cleancient fortified city on the coast of the Sinus
Elaiticus, in the south of Mysia, between Elaaa dridas, was sent as the Spartan commander to
and Myrina, seventy stadia from theformerandSyracuse, to oppose the Athenians, B O . 414
forty from the latter: celebrated for its temple Under his command the Syracusans annihilated
and oracle of Apollo, w h o is hence called Gry- the great Athenian armament, aud took Demosnaeus Apollo (Virg, ^En, iv, 345). It possess- thenes and Nicias prisoners, 413. In 404 he
ed also a good harbor. Parmenion, the general was commissioned by Lysander, after the capof Alexander, destroyed the city and sold the ture of Athens, to carry h o m e the treasure; but,
inhabitants as slaves. It w a s never again re- by opening the seams of the sacks underneath,
he abstracted a considerable portion. The theft
stored.
G R Y P S or G R Y P H U S (Ppvip) a griffin, a fabu- was discovered, and Gylippus went at once into
lous animal, dwelling in the Rhipaean Mountains, exile. The syllable PvX- in the name of Gylipbetween the Hyperboreans and the one eyed pus is probably identical with the Latin Gilvus,
G Y M N E S I Z E . Vid. B A L E A R E S .
Arimaspians, and guarding the gold of the north.
G Y N Z E C O P O L I S (PvvaiKoiroXig, or VvvaiKtov irbThe Arimaspians mounted on horseback, and
attempted to steal the gold, and hence arose the Xig), a city in the Delta of Egypt, on the western
hostility between the horse and the griffin. bank of the Canopic branch of the Nile, betweec
The booS of the griffin was that of a lion, while Hermopolis and Momemphis. It w a s the capthe head aud wings were those of an eagle. It ital of the N o m o s Gynaecopolites.
G Y N D E S (Pvvbng), a river of Assyria, rising in
is probable that the origin of the belief in griffins
must be looked for in the East, where it seems the country of the Matieni (in the mountains of
to have been very ancient They are also m e n Kurdistan) and flowing into the Tigris, celetioned among the fabulous animals which guard- brated through the story that Cyrus the Great
drew off its waters by three hundred and sixty
ed the gold of India.
It is very difficult
G U G E R N J or G U B E R N I , a people of Germany, channels. (Herod, i, 189).
probably of the same race as the Sygambri, to identify this river : perhaps it is the same as
crossed the Rhine, and settled on its left bank, the Delas or Silla (now Biala), which falls into
the Tigris just above Ctesiphon and Seleucia.
between the Ubii and Batavi.
;
GULUSSA, a Numidian, second son of Masinis- It s also doubtful whether the Sindes or Taci
sa, and brother to Mieipsa and Mastanabal. O n tu» (Ann, xi, 10) is the same river.
[ G Y R Z E (Pvpal ir'erpai), certain rocks in the
the death of Masinissa in B.O. 149, he succeeded, along with his brothers, to the dominions of Icarian Sea, or, as others suppose, in the zEgean, mentioned in the Odyssey.]
their father. H e left a son named MASSIVA.
[ G U N E U S (Povvevg), one of the Greek leaders G Y R T O N , G Y R T O N A (Pvprav, Pvpravn : Pvprabefore Tioy, w h o commanded the Perrhasbians viog: ruins near Tatari), an ancient town in
Pelasgiotis in Thessaly, on the Peneus.
from Thessaly.]
GUR-JEUS (Povpalog, Pafip"oiag), a river of In-G Y T H E U M , G Y T H I U M (rb PvBeiov, PvBiov : Pv;
I a, flowing through the country of the Gurari Oedrng : n o w Palcopolis near Marathonisi) an
(in the northwest of the Punjab) into the ancient town on the coast of Laeonia, founded
by the Achaaans, lay near the head of the LaeoCophen.
nian Bay, southwest of the mouth of the River
GcTTONES. Vid GOTHL
G Y A R U S or G Y A S A (b Pvapog, rd Pvapa : Pva- Eurotas. It served as the harbor of Sparta, and
jei-g : now Ghiura or Jura) one of the Cyclades,was important in a military point of view. In
a small island southwest of Andros, poor and the Persian war the Lacedaemonian fleet was
unproductive, and inhabited ocly by fishermen. stationed at Gytheum, and here the Athenians
Under the R o m a n emperoi s it w a s a place of under Tolmides burned the Lacedaemonian arseoanishment (Aude aliquid brevibus Gyaris et car-nal, B.C. 465. After the battle of Leuetra (870)
it was taken b y Epaminondas. In 195 it was
•Kre dignum, J uv, i, 73).
TGYIS.
1. A Trojan, companion cf zEneo. taken by Flamininus, and made independent of
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Msbis, tyrant of Sparta, whereupon it joined the in those which still exist, he resembles his brothel
Jupiter (Zeus) and Neptune (Poseidon), except
Achasan league.
G Y Z A N T E S (Pvfcvreg), a people in the western that his hair falls down hisforehead,and that his
part of Libya (Northern Africa), whose country appearance is dark and gloomy. His ordinary
was rich in honey mid wax. They seem to have attributes are the key of Hades and Cerberus.
In H o m e r A'ides is invariably the name of the
dwelt in Byzaciun
,
god; but in later times it was transferred to bis
H.
house, his abode or kingdom, so that it became A
name for the nether world.
HADES o.- PLOTO ('Atbng, HXovrav, or poetiHADBANUM. Vid. ADRAKUM.
eally 'Aior; Aldavevg, HXovrevg) the G o d of the HADRIA. Vid. ADRIA.
Nether World. Plato observes that people
H A D R I A N O P O L I S ( ASpiavbiroXig: 'AdpiavoiroAh
preferred calling him Pluto (the giver of wealth) rng: n o w Adrianople), a town in Thrace, on the
to pronouncing the dreaded n a m e of Hades or right bank of the Hebrus, in an extensive plait
Aides. Hence w e find that in ordinary life founded by the Emperor Hadrian. It was strong
and in the mysteries the u a m e Pluto became ly fortified; possessed an extensive commerce-,
generally established, while the poets preferred and in the Middle A ges was the most important
the ancient name Aides or the form Pluteus. town in the cout.try after Constantinople.
The R o m a n poets use the names Dis, O R O U S ,
H A D R I A N O T H M A or -m ('AdpiavovBijpa), a city
ana T A R T A R U S , as synonymous with Pluto, for in Mysia, between Pergamus and Miletopolis,
tho god of the Nether World. Hades was son founded by the Emperor Hadrian.
of Saturn (Cronus) and Rhea, and brother of JuH A D R I A N U S , P. ZELIUS, usually called H A D R I piter (Zeus) and Neptune (Poseidon). His wife AN, R o m a n emperor A.D. 117-138, w a s born at
was Persephone or Proserpina, the daughter of R o m e , A.D. 76. H e lost his father at the age
CereB (Demeter), w h o m he carried off from the of ten, and w a s brought up by his kinsman Ulpiupper world, as is related elsewhere. Vid. p. us Trajanus (afterward emperor) and by Caelius
248, a. In the division of the world among Attianus. F r o m an early age be studied with
the three brothers, Hades (Pluto) obtained the zeal the Greek language and literature. A t
Nether Woild, the abode of the shades, over the age offifteenhe went to Spain, where he
which he ruled. Hence he is called the infer- entered upon his military career; and he subnal Jupiter (Zeus) (Zeig KaraxBbviog), or the sequently served as military tribune in Lower
king of the shades (dva% kv'epav). H e possessed Mcesia. After the elevation of Trajan to the
a helmet whieh rendered the wearer invisible, throne (98), he married Julia Sabina, a grandaud later traditions stated that this helmet w a s daughter of Trajan's sister Marciana. This
given him as a present by the Cyclopes after marriage w a s brought about through the influtheir delivery from Tartarus. Ancient story ence of Plotina, the wife of Trajan; and from
mentions both gods and m e n w h o were hon- this time Hadrian rose rapidly in the emperored by Hades (Pluto) with the temporary use or's favor. H e was raised successively to the
of this helmet His character is described as quasstorship (101), prsetorsbip (107), and COBSUIfierce and inexorable, whence of all the gods ship (109). H e accompanied Trajan in most
he was most hated by mortals. H e kept the of his expeditions, and distinguished himself
gates of the lower world closed (and is there- in the second war against the Dacians, 104fore called HvXdprng) that no shades might be 106 ; was made governor of Pannonia in 108,
able to escape or return to the legion of light.! and subsequently fought under Trajau against
W h e n mortals invoked him, they struck the : the Parthians. W h e n Trajan's serious illness
earth with their hands; the sacrifices which 1 obliged him to leave the East, he placed Hawere offered to him and Persephone (Proser- drian at the head of the army. Trajan died at
pina) consisted of black sheep; and the person Cilicia on his journey to R o m e (117). Hadrian,
w h o offered the sacrifice had to turn away his w h o pretended that he had been adopted by
face. The ensign of his power w a s a staff, with Trajan, was proclaimed emperor by the legions
which, like Hermes (Mercury), he drove the in Syria, and the senate ratified the election.
shades into the lower world. There he sat Hadrian'sfirstcare was to m a k e peace with the
upon a throne with his consort Persephone (Pro- Parthians, which he obtained by relinquishing
serpina). Like the other gods, he was not a the conquests of Ti ajan east of the Euphrates.
faithful husband; the Furies are called his H e returned to R o m e iu 118; but almost im
daughters; the n y m p h Mintho, w h o m he loved, mediately afterward set out for Mcesia, in conwas metamorphosed by Persephone (Proser- sequence of the invasion of this province by the
pina) into a plant called mint; and the n y m p h Sarmatians. After making peace with the Sar
Leuce, with w h o m he was likewise in love, w a s matians, and suppressing a formidable conspirchanged by him after her death into a white acy which had been formed against his life by
poplar, and transferred to Elysium. Being the some of the most distinguished R o m a n nobles.
king of the lower world, Pluto is the giver of all of w h o m he put to death, he returned to
all the blessings that come from the earth: he R o m e in the course of the Bame year. H e
is the possessor and giver of all the metals con- sought to gain the good will of the senate by
tained in the earth, and Leuce his n a m e Pluto. gladiatorial exhibitions and liberal largesses,
H e bears several surnames referring to his ul- and he also cancelled all arrears of taxes dut
timately assembling all mortals in his kingdom, to the state for the lastfifteenyears. The re
and bringing them to rest and peace; such as mainder of Hadrian's reign was disturbed by
Polydegmon, Polydeetes, Clymenus, &e. H e w a sfew wars. H e spent the greater part of hie
worshipped throughout Greece and Italy. W e reign in travelling through the various provinces
possess few representations of this divinity, but of the empire, in order that he might inspect
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personally the state of affairs in the provinces, in verse, all of wl ch are lost, with the exception
and apply the necessary remedies wherever of a few epigrams iu the Greek and Latin A n
mismanagement was discovered. H e com- thclogies.
menceu these travels in 119, visitingfirstGaul,
H A D R I A N U S , the rhetorician. Vid. A D R I A N U S .
Germany, and Britain, in the latter of which
H A D R U M E T U M or A D R U M E T U M ('Abpvpn : C O M
countries he caused a wall to be built from the Hammeim), a flourishing city founded by the
Solway to the mouth of the River Tyne. H e Phoenicians in northern Africa, on the easteno
afterward visited Spain, Africa, and the East, coast of Byzaeena, of whieh district it was tin
Rud took up his residence at Athens for three capital under the Romans. Trajan m a l e it »
years (123-126). Athens was his favorite city, colony; and it w a s afterward called Justinian
and he conferred upon its inhabitants m a n y opolis.
privileges. The most important war during his
[H.£DILIA ( M O N S ) , a mountain of Italy, neai
reign was that against the Jews, which broke Horace's Sabine farm, infested by wolves, (iZie-i
out in 131. The Jews had revolted in conse- dilias lupos, H o r , Carm., i, 17, 9.)]
quence of the establishment of a colony, under
H Z K M O N (Aipav). 1. Son of Pelasgus and
the name of zElia Capitolina, on the site of Je- father of Thessalus, from w h o m the ancient
rusalem, and of their having been forbidden to name of Thessaly, H Z S M O N I A or Z E M O N I A , was
practice the rite of circumcision. The war was believed to be derived. The R o m a n poets frecarried on by the Jews as a national struggle quently use the adjective Hemonius as equiva
with the most desperate fury, and was not lent to Thessalian.—2. Son of Lycaon, and the
brought to au end till 136, after the country had reputed founder of Haemonia iu Arcadia.—3.
been nearly reduced to a wilderness. During Son of Creon of Thebes, was destroyed, accordthe last few years of Hadrian's life, his health ing to some accounts, by the sphinx; but, accord
failed. H e became suspicious and cruel, and ing to other traditions, he was in love with
put to death several persons of distinction. A s Antigone, and killed himself on hearing that she
he had no children, he adopted L. zElius Verus, was condemned by his father to be entombed
and gave him the title of Caasar in 136. Verus alive.
died on the first of January, 138, whereupon
H . E M O N I A (Alpovia). Vid H Z E M O N , No. 1
Hadrian adopted Antoninus, afterward surH Z E M U S (Aipog), son of Boreas and Orithyia.
named Pius, and conferred upon him likewise husband of Rhodope, and father of Hebrus. A s
the title of Caasar. In July in the same year, he and his wife presumed to assume the names
Hadrian himself died, in his sixty-second year, of Jupiter (Zeus) and Juno (Hera), both wei'd
and was succeeded by A N T O N I N U S . The reign metamorphosed into mountains.
•of Hadrian m a y be regarded as one of the hapH Z E M U S (b Aljiog, rb Alpuv : n o w Balkan) s
piest periods in R o m a n history. His policy was lofty range of mountains, separating Thrace ani
to preserve peace with foreign nations, and not Mcesia, extended from Mount Scomius, or, accordto extend the boundaries of the empire, but to ing to Herodotus, from Mount Rhodope on the
secure the old provinces, and promote their wel- west to the Black Sea on the east. The n a m e is
fare. H e paid particular attention to the ad- probably connected with the Sanscrit hima
ministration of justice in the provinces as well (whence comes the word Himalaya), the Greek
as in Italy. His reign forms an epoch in the Xetpuv, and the Latin hiems; and the mountains
history of R o m a n jurisprudence. It w a s at were so called on account of their cold and snowy
Hadrian's c o m m a n d that the jurist Silvius Ju- climate. The height of these mountains was
liantis drew up the edictum perpetuum, which greatly exaggerated by the ancients: the mean
formed a fixed code of laws. S o m e of the laws height does not exceed three thousand or four
promulgated by Hadrian are of a truly humane thousand feet above the sea. There are several
character,- and aimed at improving the public passes over them ; but the one most used in anmoral'ty of the time. The various cities which tiquity was in the western part of the range,
he visited received marks of his favor or liber- called "Succi" or "Suceorum angustiaj," also
ality; in m a n y places he built aqueducts, and "Porta Trajani" (now Ssulu Berbend) between
in others harbors or other public buildings, Philippopolis and Serdica. The later province
either for use or ornament But what has ren- of " Hasmimontus " in Thrace derived its n a m e
dered hia name more illustrious than any thing from this mountain.
else are the numerous and magnificent arehitectH A G N U S ('Ayvovg, -ovvrog: 'Ayvoiaior: near
uial works which he planned and commenced Markopulo) a demus in Attica, west of Pjeania,
during his travels, especially at Athens, in the belonging to the tribe Acamantis.
southwestern part of which he built an entirely
H A L . E ('AXal,°AXai, 'AXal: 'AXaievg). 1. H.
new city, Adrianopolis. W e can not here enter A R A P H E N I D E S ('Apa</»ivideg) a demus in Attica.
into an account of the numerous buildings he belonging to the tribe zEgeis, was situated on th«.
erected; it is sufficient to direct attention to his eastern coast of Attica, and served as the harbor
villa at Tibur, which has been a real mine of of Brauron: it possessed a temple of Diana (Artetreasures of art, and his mausoleum at R o m e , mis).—2. H . Z E X O N I D E S (Alljavideg), a demU3 in
whieh forms the groundwork of the present Attica, belonging to the tribe Cecropis, situated
Castle of St Angelo. Hadrian was a patron of on the western coast.—3. A town, formerly of
earning and literature as well as of the arts, the Opuntii Locri, afterward of Bceotia, situated
and he cultivated the society of poets, scholars, on the Opuntian Gulf.
rhetoricians, and philosophers. H e founded at
[HALCYONE. Vid ALCYONE.]
R o m e a scientific institution under the n a m e of
H A L E S (fAXng) 1. A river of Ionia in Asiii
Athenasuin, which continued to flourish for a Minor, near Colophon, celebrated for the cold
long time after him. H e was himself an author, ness of its water.—2. A river in 'jhe island of
and wrote rumerous works, both in prose and Cos.
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HALES* {'AXaiaa: Halesluus: now Torre
susdiwere a race of native Carian princes, whoc*
ascendency at Halicarnassus may be accounted
Pittineo), a towu on the northern coast of Sicily,
for by the prevalence of the Carian element in
on the Rivei H A L E S U S (now Pittineo), was founded
by the Greek mercenaries of Archonides, a chief its population at an early period. Hecatomnus
of the Sieuli, and was originally called AROHONI- left three sons and two daughters, who all sucDION. It became a place of considerable import- ceeded to his throne in the following order: Mauince, ai ;d was in later times a municipium, ex-solus, Artemisia, Idrieus, Ada, Pixodarus, and
Ada again. In B.C. 334, Alexander took the city,
empt from taxes.
HALESTS, a chief of the Auruncans and Oscans, after an obstinate defence by the Persian general
die son of a soothsayer, and an ally of Turnus, Memnon, and destroyed it From this blow it
ivas slain: by Pallas. H e came to Italy from Ar- never recovered, although it continued to be celgos in Greece, whence he is called Agamemnonius,ebratedforthe Mausoleum, a magnificent edifice
which Artemisia II. built as a tomb for MausoAtrides, or Argolicus. H e is said to have founded
lus, and which was adorned with the works of
the town of Falerii
the most eminent Greek sculptors of the age.
HALEX. Vid. ALEX.
Fragments of these sculptures, which were disH A L I A C M O N ('AXiuKpav: now Vistriza Indjekara) an important river in Macedonia, rises in covered built into the walls of the citadel of
the Tymphaaan Mountains,flowsfirstsoutheast Budrum, are now in the British Museum. Wit!
through Elimaaa, then northeast, forming the the rest of Caria, Halicarnassus was assigned by
boundary between Eordaea and Pieria, and falls the Romans, after their victory over Antiochus
into the Thermaic Gulf in Bottiaais. Caasar (B. the Great, to the government of Rhodes, and was
C. iii, 36) incorrectly makes it the boundary be- afterward united to the province of Asia, The
city was very strongly fortified, aud had a fine
tween Macedonia and Thessaly.
harbor, which was protected by the island of AaHALIARTUS ('AXiaprog: 'AXiuprwg: now Mazi),
an ancient town in Bceotia, on the south of the CONNESUS : its citadel was called Salmacis (SaA
Lake Copais. It was destroyed by Xerxes in paKig) from the name of a spring which rose from
his invasion of Greece (B.C. 480), but was rebuilt, the hill on which it stood. Halicarnassus was
and appears as an important place in the Pelo- the birth place of the historians H E R O D O T U S and
DIONYSIUS.
ponnesian war. Under its walls Lysander lost
HALIOYZE ('AXiKvai: Halieyensis: now Sathis life (395). It was destroyed by the Romans
emi ?), a town in the northwest of Sicily, between
(171), because it supported Perseus, king of
Eutella and Lilybaaum, was long in the possession
Macedonia, and its territory was given to the
of the Carthaginians, and in Cicero's time was a
Athenians.
municipium, exempt from taxes.
HALLAS ('AXidg : 'AXievg : now Haliza), a disH A L I M U S ('AXipovg, -ovvrog : 'AXtuovaiog) a
trict on the coast of Argolis, between Asine and
mus of Attica, belonging to the tribe Leontis, on
Hermione, so ealled becausefishingwas the chief
the western coast, a little south of Athens.
aceupation of its inhabitants. Their town was
H A L I P E D O N ('AXtireSov), a plain near the Pisailed H A L L E ('AXiai) or H A L I E S ('AXielg)
raeus, probably between the Piraaus and the
HALICARNASSUS ('AXmapvaaabg, Ion. 'AXmapAcademy.
Dnoobg : ''AXiKapvaaoevg, Halicarnassensis, HaliHALIRRHOTHIUS ('AXip'p'bBiog) son of Neptune
earnassius; ruins at Budrum), a celebrated city
(Poseidon) and Euryte, attempted to violate
of Asia Minor, stood in the southwestern part of
Aleippe, daughter of Mars (Ares) and Agraulos,
Caria, on the northern coast of the Sinus Cerbut was slain by Mars (Ares). Mars (Ares)
amicus, opposite to the island of Cos. It was
was brought to trial by Neptune (Poseidon) for
said to have been founded by Dorians from
this murder, on the hill at Athens, which was
Trcezene, and was atfirstealled Zephyra. It
hence called Areopagus, or the Hill of Ares
was one of the six cities that originally formed
(Mars.)
the Dorian Hexapolis, but it was early excluded
[HALITHERSES ('AXiBepang) 1. A son of Masfrom the confederacy, as a punishment for the
tor of Ithaca, celebrated as a hero and diviner.—
violation, by one of its citizens, of a law con2 A son of Ancaaus and Samia, the daughter of
nected with the common worship of the Trithe River Maaander.]
opian Apollo. (Herod, i, 144.) With the rest
[HALIUS ("AiUoc), second son of Alcinous, disof the coast of Asia Minor, it fell under the dotinguished himself in dancing, as described in the
minion of the Persians, at an early period of
eighth book of the Odyssey.]
whose rule Lygdamis made himself tyrant of
HALIUSA ('AXwvaa ? now Karavi) an island in
the city, aud founded a dynasty whieh lasted
the Argolic Gulf.
for some generations. His daughter ArtemiHALIZONES ('AXi^aveg and -oi) a people of
tiia assisted Xerxes iu his expedition against
Bithynia, with a capital city Alybe ('AXvBv)
Greece. Vid ARTEMISIA, N O . 1. Her grandson,
mentioned by Homer as allies of the Trojans.
Lygdamis, was overthrown by a revolution, in
HALMYDESSUS.
Vid. SALMYDESSUS.
which Herodotus is said to have taken part.
H A L M Y R I S ('AXpvpig, sc. Xipvn) a bay of tha
Vid. H E R O D O T U S . IU the Peloponnesian war, we
sea in Mcesia,formedby the southern mouth of
find Halicarnassus, with the other Dorian cities
the Danube, with a town of the same name upon
of Caria, on the side of the Athenians; but we
it.
do not kiiDW what was its form of government,
H A L O N E S U S ('AXbvijoog, 'AXbvvncog: 'AXov
until the re-establishment, by HECATOMNUS, of a
oiog, 'AXovnalrng: now Khiliodromia) an islanc
dynasty ruling over all Oaria, with its capital
of the zEgean Sea, off the coast of Thessaly, and
first at Mylasa, and afterward at Halicarnassus,
east of Sciathos and Peparethos, with a town of
and virtually independent of Persia; before
the same name upon it The possession of thi
B.O. 380. I' meems not unlikely that both this
island occasioned grea disputes between Philip
and the elder dynasty of tyrants of Halicarnas339
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and the Athenians: there is a speech on this from the great Hamilcar Barca [NJ. 6.J fv
subject among the extant orations of Demos- the third year of the war (262) he succeeded
thenes, but it was probably written by Hege- Hanno in the command in Sicily, and carried
on the operations by land with success. H e
sippus.
made himself master of Enna and Camarina,
H A L O S Y D N E ('AXoavSvn), " the Sea-born," a surand fortified Drepanum. In 257 he commanded
name of Amphitrite and Thetis.
the Carthaginianfleeton the northern coast of
HALUNTIUM.
Vid ALUNTIUM.
Sicily, and fought a naval actioc with the R«
HALUS.
Vid. A L U S .
HJJLYCUS ("AXVKC; : now Platani) a river inman consul C. Atilius Regulus. In the follow
the south of Sicily, whichflowsinto the sea near ing year (256), he and Hanno commanded ths
great Carthaginianfleet,whieh was defeated
Heraelea Minoa.
the two consuls M. Atilius Regulus and L
H A L Y S ("AXvg: now Kizil-Irmak, i. e, theby
Red
River), the greatest river of Asia Minor,risesinManlius Vulso, off Ecuomus, on the southern
that part of the Anti-Taurus range called Parya- coast of Sicily. H e was afterward one of ths
dres, on the borders of Armenia Minor and Pon- commanders of the land forces in Africa op
tus, and, afterflowingwest by south through posed to Regulus. — 6. Surnamed BARCA, ar
Cappadoeia, turns to the north andflowsthrough epithet supposed to be related to the Hebrew
Galatia to the borders of Paphlagonia, where it Barak, and to signify " lightning." It was
takes a northeastern direction, dividing Paphla- merely a personal appellation, and is not to be
gonia from Pontus, and at last falls into the regarded as a family name, though, from the
Euxine (now Black Sea) between Sinope and great distinction that he obtained, we often find
Amisus. In early times it was a most important the name of Barcine applied either to his famibj
boundary, ethnographical as well as political. or his party in the state. H e was appointed tc
It divided the Indo-European races whieh peo- the command of the Carthaginian forces in Sicpled the western part of Asia Minor from the ily in the eighteenth year of thefirstPunic
Semitic (Syro-Arabian) races of the rest of south-war, 247. At this time the Romans were
western Asia, and it separated the Lydian empire masters of the whole of Sicily, with the excepfrom the Medo-Persian, until, by marching over tion of Drepanum aud Lilybaaum, both of whict
it to meet Cyrus, Croasus began the contest which were blockaded by them on the land side
at once ended in the overthrow of the former Hamilcar established himself, with his whole
and the extension of the latter to the zEgean army, on a mountain named Hercte (now Monte
Pellegrino) in the midst of the enemy's country,
Sea.
and in the immediate neighborhood of PanorHAMADRYADES.
Vid. N Y M P H Z E .
mus, one of their most important cities. Hers
H A M A X I T U S ('Apa^irbg), a small town on the
coast of the Troad, near the Promontory Lee- he succeeded in maintaining his ground, to th«
tmn; said to have been the first settlement of astonishment alike of friends aud foes, for
the Teucrian immigrants from Crete. The sur- nearly three years. In 244 he abruptly quitted
rounding district was called 'Apa&rta. Lysi- Hercte, and took up a still stronger position on
machus removed the inhabitants to Alexandrea Mount Eryx, after seizing the town of that
name. Here he also maintained himself, iu
Troas.
spite of all the efforts of the Romans to dislodge
H A M A X O B I I ('ApagbBwi) a people in European
Sarmatia, in the neighborhood of the Palus Maeo- him. After the great naval defeat of the Cartis, were a nomad race, as their name signifies. thaginians by Lutatius Catulus (241), Hamilcar,
who was still at Eryx, was intrusted by the
HAMILCAR ('AplXKag) The two last syllables
of this name are the same as Melcarth, the tu-Carthaginian government with the conclusion
telary deity of the Tyrians, called by the Greeks of the peace with the Romans. On his return
Hercules, and the name probably signifies " the home, he had to carry on war in Africa with
gift of Melcarth." 1. Son of Hanno, or Mago, the Oarthaginian mercenaries, w h o m he sue
commander of the great Carthaginian expedi- ceeded in subduing after an arduous struggle
tion to Sicily, B.C. 480, which was defeated of three years (240-238). Hamilcar now formand almost destroyed by Gelon at Himera. Vid. ed the project of establishing in Spain a ne-i
GELON. Hamilcar fell in the battle.—2. Sur- empire, which should not only be a source oi
named Rhodanus, was sent by the Carthagini strength and wealth to Carthage, but should b<ans to Alexander after the fall of Tyre, B.C. the point from whence he might at a subse332. On his return home he was put to death quent period renew hostilities against Rome,
by the Carthaginians for having betrayed their H e crossed over into Spain soon after the terminterests.—3. Carthaginian governor in Sicily at ination of the war with the mercenaries; but
the time that Agathocles was rising into power. we know nothing of his operations in the counAtfirsthe supported the party at Syracuse, try, save that he obtained possession of a con
which had driven Agathocles into exile, but he siderable portion of Spain, partly by force of
afterward espoused the cause of Agathocles, arms, and partly by negotiation. After remainwho was thus enabled to make himself master ing in Spain nearly nine years, he fell in battle
of Syracuse, 317.—4. Son of Gisco, succeeded (229) against the Vettones. H e was succeeded
the preceding as Carthaginian commander in in the command by his son-in-law Hasdrubal,
Sicily, 311. H e carried on war against Agath- H e kft three sons, the celebrated Hannibal,
•oeles, whom he defeated with great slaughter, Hasdrubal, and Mago.—-7. Son of Gisco, Carand then obtained possession of the greater thaginian governor of Melite (now Malta)
part of Sicily; but he was taken prisoner while which surrendered to the Romans, 218.—8,
besieging Syracuse, and was put to death by Son of Bomilcar, one of the generals in Spain,
Agathocles.—5. A Carthaginian general in the 215, with Hasdrubal and Mago. the two soni
first Punic war, must be carefully distinguishedof Barca. The three generals were defeated
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by the two Scipios while besieging Illiturgi.—9. which ho took after a desperate resistance
A Carthaginian w h o excited a general revolt of which lasted nearly eight months. Saguntum
the Gauls in Upper Italy about 200, and took lay south of the Iberus, and was therefore • not
the R o m a n colony of Placentia. O n the defeat included under the protection of the treaty
of the Gauls by the consul Cethegus in 197, he whieh had been m a d e between Hasdrubal and
the R o m a n s ; but as it had concluded an alliwas taken prisoner.
H A N N I B A L ('AvviSag). The n a m e signifies ance with the Romans, the latter regarded it*
" the grace or favor of Baal;" thefinalsyllable attack at a violation of the treaty between the
bal, of such c o m m o n occurrence in Punic names, two nations. O n the fall of Saguntum, the Roalways having reference to this tutelary deity mans demanded the surrender of Hannibal'
of the Phoenicians. 1. Son of Gisco, ancl grand- and when this demand was refused, war was
son of H A M I L C A R [ N O . 11. In 409 he was sent d iclared, and thus began the long and arduous
to Sicily, at the head of a Carthaginian army, s.niggle called the second Punic war. In the
to assist the Segestans against the Selinuntines. spring of 218 Hannibal quitted his winter-quarH e took Selinus, and subsequently Himera also. ters at N e w Carthage and commenced his march
In 406 he again commanded a Carthaginian for Italy. H e crossed the Pyrenees, and marcharmy iu Sicily along with Himilco, but died of a ed along the southern coast of Gaul. The Ropestilence while besieging Agrigentum.—2. Son mans sent the consul P. Seipio to oppose him in
of Gisco, was the Carthaginian commander at Gaul; but when Seipio arrived in Gaul, he found
Agrigentum when it was besieged by the that Hannibal had already reached the Rhone,
Romans, 262. After standing a siege of seven and that it was impossible to overtake him.
months, he broke through the enemy's lines, After Hannibal had crossed the RhoDe, he conleaving the town to its fate. After this he car- tinued his march up the left bank of the river as
ried on tbe contest by sea, and for the next year far as its confluence with the Isere. Here he
or two ravaged the coast of Italy ; but in 260 struck away to the right, and commenced his
he was defeated by the consul Duilius. In 259 passage across the Alps. H e probably crossed
he was sent to the defence of Sardinia. Here the Alps by the pass of the Little St. Bernard,
he was again unfortunate, and was seized by his called in antiquity the Graian Alps. His army
o w n mutinous troops and puttodeath.—3. Son suffered m u c h from the attacks of the Gaulish
of Hamilcar (perhaps H A M I L C A R , N O . 5), suc- mountaineers, and from the natural difficulties
ceeded in carrying succors of m e n and provi- of the road, which were enhanced by the latesions to Lilybaaum when it was besieged by the ness of the season (the beginning of October, at
Romans, 250.—4. A general in the war of the which time the snows have already commenced
Carthaginians against the mercenaries (240-238), in the high Alps). So heavy were his lossc-?,
was taken prisoner by the insurgents, aud cruci- that w h e n he at length emerged from the valley
fied.—5. Son of Hamilcar Barca, and one of the of Aosta into the plains of the Po, he had with
most illustrious generals of antiquity, was born him no more than twenty thousand foot and six
B.O. 247. H e was only nine years old when his thousand horse. During Hannibal's march over
father took him with him into Spain, and it w a s the Alps, P. Seipio had sent on his o w n army
on this occasion that Hamilcar m a d e him swear into Spain, under the c o m m a n d of his brother
upon the altar eternal hostility to R o m e . Child Cneius, and had himself returned to Italy. H e
as he then was, Hannibal never forgot his vow, forthwith hastened into Cisalpine Gaul, took the
and his whole life was one continual struggle c o m m a n d of the praetor's army, whieh he found
against the power aud domination of R o m e . there, and led it against Hannibal. In the first
H e was early trained in arms under the eye action, which took place near the Ticinus, the
of his father, and was present with him in cavalry and light-armed troops of the two armies
the battle in which Hamilcar perished (229). were alone engaged; the Romans were comThough only eighteen years old at this time, pletely routed, and Seipio himself severely
he had already displayed so m u c h courage and wounded. Seipio then crossed the P o and
capacity for war, that he was intrusted by withdrew to the hills on the left bank of the
Hasdrubal (the son in law and successor of H a m - Trebia, where he was soon after joined by the
ilcar) with the chief c o m m a n d of most of the other consul, Ti. Sempronius Longus. Here a
military enterprises planned by that general. second and more decisive battle was fought
H e secured to himself the devoted attachment The Romans were completely defeated, with
of the army under his c o m m a n d ; and, accord- heavy loss, and the remains of their army took
ingly, on the assassination of Hasdrubal (221), refuge within the walls of Placentia. This battle
the soldiers unanimously proclaimed their youth- was fought toward the end of 218. Hannibal
ful leader commander in-chief, which the gov- was n o w joined by all the Gaulish tribes, and he
ernment at Carthage forthwith ratified. Han- was able to take u p his winter-quarters in senibal w a s at this time in the twenty-sixth curity. Early in 217 he descended by the val
year of his age. There can be no doubt that ley of the Macra into the marshes on the banks
he already looked forward to the invasion and of the Arno. In struggling through these marshes
sonquest of Italy as the goal of his ambition; great numbers of his horses and beasts of burbut it was necessary for himfirstto complete den perished, and he himself lost the sight of
the work whieh had been so ably begun by his one eye by a violent attack of ophthalmia. The
two predecessors, aud to establish the Cartha- consul Flaminius hastened to meet him, and a
ginian power as firmly as possible in Spain. battle was fought on the Lake Trasimenus, in
In two campaigns he subdued all the country which the R o m a n army w a s destroyed; thousouth of the Iberus, with the exception of the sands fell by the sword, among w h o m w a s tha
wealthy town of Saguntum. In the spring of consul himself; thousands more perished in the
219 he proceeded to lay siege to Saguntum, lake, and no less thanfifteenthousand prisoner!
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fell into tbe hands of Hannibal. Hannibal n o w ened ; and his only object n o w w a s lo maintain
marched through the Apennines into Pieenum, his ground in the south until his brother Hasand thence into Apulia, where he spent a great drubal should appear in the north of Italy, an
part of the summer. The Romans had col- event to which he had long looked forward with
lected a fresh army, and placed it under the anxious expectation. In 207 Hasdrubal at length
c o m m a n d of the dictator Fabius Maximus, w h o crossed the Alps, and descended into Italy,
had prudently avoided a general action, and only but he w a s defeated and slain on the Metaurus
attempted to harass and annoy the Carthaginiar Vid. H A S D R U B A L , N O . 3. The defeat and death
army. Meanwhile the Romans had m a d e greal of Hasdrubal was decisive of the fate of the
preparations for the campaign of the following war in Italy. F r o m this time Hannibal abanyear (216). The two n e w consuls, L. zEmilius doned all thoughts of offensive operations, and
Paulus and 0. Terentius Varro, marched into collected together his forces within the peninApulia at the head of an army of little less than sula of Bruttium. In the fastnesses of that
ninety thousand men. To this mighty host Han- wild and mountainous region he maintained his
nibal gave battle in the plains on the right bank ground good for nearly four years (207-203).
of the Aufidus, just below the town of Cannaa. H e crossed over to A frica toward the end of
The R o m a n army was again annihilated: be- 203 in order to oppose P. Seipio. In the followtween forty and fifty thousand m e n are said to ing year (202) the decisive battle w a s fought
have fallen in thefield,among w h o m was the near Zama. Hannibal was completely defeated
consul zEmilius Paulus, both the consuls of the with great loss. All hopes of resistance were
preceding year, above eighty senators, and a n o w at an end, and he w a s one of thefirsttomultitude of the wealthy knights w h o composed urge the necessity of an immediate peace. The
the R o m a n cavalry. The other consul, Varro, treaty between R o m e and Carthage w a s not
escaped with a few horsemen to Venusia, and a finally concluded until the next year (201). B y
small band of resolute m e n forced their w a y this treaty Hannibal saw the object of his whole
from the R o m a n camp to Canusium; all the life frustrated, and Carthage effectually humbled
rest were killed, dispersed, or taken prisoners. before her imperious rival. But his enmity to
This victory w a s followed by the revolt from R o m e was unabated; and, though n o w more
Borne of most of the nations in the south of than forty-five years old, he set himself tc
Italy. Hannibal established his army in winter- work to prepare the means for renewing the
quarters in Capua, which had espoused his contest at no distant period. H e introduced
side. Capua w a s celebrated for its wealth and the most beneficial reforms into the state, and
luxury, and the enervating effect which these restored the ruined finances ; but, having proproduced upon the army of Hannibal became a voked the enmity of a powerful party at Carfavorite theme of rhetorical exaggeration in thage, they denounced him to the R o m a n s as
later ages. The futility of such declamations urging on Antiochus III, king of Syria, to take
is sufficiently shown by the simple fact that the u p arms against R o m e . Hannibal w a s obliged
superiority of that army in thefieldremained to flee from Carthage, and took refuge at the
as decided as ever. Still it m a y be truly said court of Antiochus, w h o w a s at this time (193)
that the winter spent at Capua, 216-215, was in on the eve of a w a r with R o m e . Hannibal in
great measure the turning point of Hannibal's vain urged the necessity of carrying the w a r at
fortune, and from this time the war assumed once into Italy, instead of awaiting the Romans
an altered character. The experiment of what in Greece. O n the defeat of Antiochus (190),
he could effect with his single army had n o w the surrender of Hannibal was one of the condibeen fully tried, and, notwithstanding all his tions of the peace granted to the king. Hanvictories, it had decidedly failed; for R o m e was nibal, however, foresaw his danger, and took
Btill unsubdued, and still provided with the refuge at the court of Prusias, king of Bithymeans of maintaining a protracted contest nia. Here he found for some years a secure
F r o m this time the Romans in great measure asylum ; but the Romans could not be at ease
changed their plan of operations, and, instead so long as he lived, and T. Quintius Flamininus
of opposing to Hannibal one great army in the was at length dispatched to the court of Prufield, they h e m m e d in his movements on all sias to demand the surrender of the fugitive.
Bides, and kept up an army in every province The Bithynian king was unable to resist; and
of Italy, to thwart the operations of his lieuten- Hannibal, perceiving thatflightw a s impossible,
ants, and cheek the rising disposition to revolt took poison, to avoid falling into the hands of
It is impossible here to follow the complicated his enemies, about the year 183. Of Hannibal's
movements of the subsequent campaign, dur- abilities as a general it is unnecessary to speak:
ing whieh Hannibal himself frequently traversed all the great masters of the art of war, from
Italy in all directions. In 215 Hannibal entered Seipio to the Emperor Napoleon, have concurinto negotiations with Philip, king of Macedo- red in their homage to his genius. But in c o m
nia, and Hieronymus of Syracuse, and thus paring Hannibal with any other of the great
Bowed the seeds of two fresh wars. F r o m 214 leaders of antiquity, w e must ever bear in mind
to 212 the Romans were busily engaged with the peculiar circumstances in which he wai
the siege of Syracuse, which w a s at length placed. Feebly and grudgingly supported by
taken by Marcellus in the latter of these years. the government at home, he stood alone, at the
In 212 Hannibal obtained possession of Taren- head of an army composed of mercenaries of
tum ; but in the following year he lost the m a n y nations. Yet not only did he retain the
important city of Capua, which w a s recovered attachment of these m e n , unshaken by any
by the Romans after a long siege. In 209 the change of fortune, for a period of more than
R o m a n s also recovered Tarentum. Hannibal's fifteen years, but he trained up army after a r m y ;
forces gradually became more and more weak- and, long after the veterans that had followe*
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fcim over the Alps had dwindled into an inconsiderable remnant, his n e w levies were still as invincible as their predecessors.
H A N N I B A L L I A N U S . 1. Son of Constantius ChloTns and his second wife Theodora, and halfjrother of Constantine the Great H e w a s put
to death in 337 on the death of Constantine.—
4. Soc of the elder, brother of the younger Delmatins, waa also put to d o t h on the death of
Oonstantine.

HAKM0D1US.

der whose n a m e w e possess a Periplus (no.
irXovg) whieh w a s originally written in th«
Punic language, and afterward translated into
Greek. The author had held the office of suffetes, or supreme magistrate at Carthage, and
he is said by Pliny to have undertaken the voyage when Carthage was in a mjst flourishing
condition. Hence it has been conjectured th^*
he was the same as the Hanno, the father or
son of Hamilcar, w h o was killed at Himera,
H A N N I R X L I S CASTRA.
Vid. C A S T R A , N O . 2.
B.C. 480; but this is quite uncertain. In the
H A N N O ("Avvav), one of the most c o m m o n Periplus itself Hanno says that he w a s sent out
names at Carthage. Only the most important by his countrymen to undertake a voyage bepersons of the name can be mentioned. 1. One yond the Pillars of Hercules, and to found Libyof the Carthaginian generals w h o fought against phcenieian towns, and that he sailed with a body
Agathocles in Africa, B.C. 810.—2. Commander of colonists to the number of thirty thousand.
of the Carthaginian garrison at Messana at the On his return from his voyage, he dedicated an
beginning of thefirstPunic war, 294. In con account of it, inscribed on a tablet, in the tern
sequence of his surrendering the citadel of this pie of Saturn (Cronos). It is therefore presum
city to the Romans, he w a s crucified on his re- ed that our periplus is a Greek version of the
turn home.—3. Son of Hannibal, was sent to contents of that Punic tablet. Edited by Fah
Sicily by the Carthaginians with a large force coner, Lond, 1797, with an English translation.
immediately after the capture of Messana, 264, H A R M A (rb "Appa : 'Apparevg) 1. A small
where he carried on the war against the R o m a n place in Bceotia, near Tanagra, said to Lave been
consul Appius Claudius. In 262 he again com- so called from the harma or chariot of Adrastus,
manded in Sicily, but failed in relieving Agri- which broke down here, or from the chariot of
gentum, where Hannibal w a s kept besieged by Amphiaraus, w h o wa3 here swallowed up by the
the Romans. Vid. H A N N I B A L , N O . 2. In 256 earth along with his chariot—2. A small place
he commanded the Carthaginian fleet, along in Attica, near Phyle.
with Hamilcar, at the great battle of Ecnomus.—
H A R M A T U S ('Apparovg), a city and promontory
4. Commander of the Carthaginianfleet,which on the coast of zEolis in Asia Minor, on the
was defeated by Lutatius Catulus off the zEga- northern side of the Sinus Elaitieus.
tes, 241. O n his return h o m e he was crucified.
H A R M O D I U S and A R I S T O C U T O N ('Appobiog, 'Apt— 5 . Surnamed the Great, apparently for his croyelrav), Athenians, of the blood of the G E
successes in Africa. W e do not, however, know PHYR^EI, were the murderers of Hipparchus,
against what nations of Africa his arms were brother of the tyrant Hippias, in B.C. 514. Arisdirected, nor what was the occasion of the war. togiton was strongly attached to the young and
H e waa one of the commanders iu the war beautiful Harmodius, w h o returned his affection
against the mercenaries in Africa after the end with equal warmth. Hipparchus endeavored to
of the first Punic war (240-238). From this withdraw the youth's love to himself, and, failtime forward he appears to have taken no active ing in this, resolved to avenge the slight by putpart in any of the foreign wars or enterprises ting upon him a public insult. Accordingly, he
of Carthage. But his influence iu her councils took care that the sister of Harmodius should
at h o m e was great; he was leader of the aris- be summoned to bear ODe of the sacred baskets
tocratic party, and, as such, the chief adversary iu some religious procession, and when she preof Hamilcar Barca aud his family. O n all occa- sented herself for the purpose, he caused her
sions, from the landing of Barca in Spain till to be dismissed and declared unworthy of the
the return of Hannibal from Italy, a period of honor. This fresh insult determined the two
above thirty five years, Hanno is represented friends to slay both Hipparchus and his brother
as thwarting the measures of that able and pow- Hippias as well. They communicated their plot
erful family, and taking the lead in opposition to a fewfriends,and selected for their enterto the war with R o m e , the great object to which prise the day of the festival of the great Panall their efforts were directed. H e survived the athenaaa, the only day on which they could apbattle of Zama, 202.—6. A Carthaginian officer pear in arms without exciting suspicion. W h e n
left in Spain by Hannibal when that geneial the appointed time arrived, the two chief concrossed the Pyrenees, 218. H e w a s shortly spirators observed one of their accomplices in
afterward defeated by Cn. Seipio, and taken conversation with Hippias. Believing, thereprisoner.—7. Son of Bomilcar, one of the most fore, that they were betrayed, they slew Hipdistinguished of Hannibal's officers. H e com- parchus. Harmodius was immediately cut down
manded the right wing at the battle of Cannaa by the guards. Aristogiton atfirstescaped, but
(216), and is frequently mentioned during the was afterward taken, and w a s put to the torsucceeding years of the war. In 203 he took ture ; but he died without revealing the names
the command of the Carthaginian forces in of any of the conspirators. Four years after
Africa, which he held till the arrival of Hanni- this Hippias w a s expelled, and thenceforth Harbal.—-£. A Carthaginian general, w h o carried on modius and Aristogiton obtained among the
the war in Sicily after the fall of Syracuse, 211. Athenians of all succeeding generations the
H e left Sicily in thefollowingyear, when Agri character of patriots, deliverers, and martyrs
gentum was betrayed to the Romans.—9. The — n a m e s often abused, indeed, but seldom more
last commander of the Carthaginian garrison at'1 grossly than in the present case. Their deed
Capua when it was besieged by the Romans of murderous vengeance formed a favorite sub212-111).—10. A Carthaginian navigator, un- ject of drinking songs. To be born of theii
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blood wis esteemed the highest of honors, and cape from prison, un<4 fled to Crete where lit
their descendants enjoyed an immunity from was assassinated soon after his arrival by Thimpublic burdens. Their statues, made of bronze bron, one of M s own officers.—2. A Greek asby Antenor, were set up in the Agora. W h e n tronomer, introduced some improvements into.
Xerxes took the city, he carried these statues the cycle of CLEOSTRATUS. Harpalus lived be
away, and new ones, the work of CRITIAS, were fore M E T O N .
H A R P A L Y O E ('ApiraXmn) 1. Daughter of Harerected iu 477. The original statues were afterward sen, back to Athens by Alexander the palycus, king in Thrace, As she lost her mothei
in infancy, she was brought up by Jser father
Great
with the milk of cows and mare6, and was
H A R M 5 N I A (^Appovla), daughter of Mars (Ares)
and Venus (Aphrodite), or, according to others, trained in all manly exercises. After the death
of Jupiter (Zeus) and Electra, the daughter of of her father, she lived in the forests as a robber,
Atlas, in Samothrace. When Minerva (Athena) being so swift in running that horses were un
assigned to Cadmus the government of Thebes, able to overtake her. At length she was caught
Jupiter (Zeus) gave him Harmonia for his wife, in a snare by shepherds, who killed her.—2
and all the gods of Olympus were present at the Daughter of Clymenus and Epicaste, was semarriage. On the wedding-day Cadmus receiv- duced by her own father. To revenge herself
ed a present of a peplus, which afterward be- she slew her younger brother, and served him
came fatal to all who possessed it. Harmonia up as food before her father. The gods ehangec
accompanied Cadmus when he was obliged to her into a bird.
[ H A R P A L Y C U S ('ApirdXvKog).
1. Vid. H A R P A L quit Thebes, and shared his fate. Vid CADUUS.
Polynices, who inherited the fatal necklace, gaveYOE, No. 1.—2. A Trojan warrior, companion of
zEneas,
slain
by
Camilla.
it to Eriphyle, that she might persuade her hus
band, Amphiaraus, to undertake the expedition H A R P A S A ("Apiraoa : now Arepas), a city ot
igainst Thebes. Through Alcmaaon, the son of Caria, on the River HARPASUS.
H A R P A S U S ("Apiraaog) 1. (now Arpa-Su) a
Eriphyle, the necklace came into the hands of
Arsinoe, next into those of the sons of Phegeus, river of Caria,flowingnorth into the Maaander,
Pronons and Agenor, and lastly into those of the into which it falls opposite to Nysa.—2. (now
sons of Alcmaaon, Amphoterus and Acarnan, whoHarpa-Su), a river of Armenia Major, flowing
dedicated it in the temple of Minerva (Athena) south into the Araxes. Xenophon, who crossed
it with the ten thousand Greeks, states its width
Proncea at Delphi.
H A R P A G I A or -ILM VApirayela or -dyiov) as
a four plethra (aboutfourhundred feet).
H A R P I N A or H A R P I N N A ("Aoiriva, "Apirivva),
small town in Mysia, between Cyzicus and Pria
pus, the scene of the rape of Ganymedes, accord- town in Elis Pisatis, near Olympia, said to have
been called after a daughter of Asopus.
ng to some legends.
H A R P A G U S ("Apirayog) 1. A noble Median,[HARPOCRATES. Vid. H O R U S .
HARPOCRATION, VALERIUS, a Greek gramma
vhose preservation of the infant Cyrus, with the
events consequent upon it, are related under rian of Alexandrea, of uncertain date, the author
OYRUS. H e became one of the generals of Cyrus, of an extant dictionary to the works of the ten
and conquered the Greek cities of Asia Minor.— Attic orators, entitled Hepl ruv Xe^eav ruv SeKa
2. A Persian general, under Darius I, took His- pnrbpav, or Ae!-iKbv ruv delta pnrbpav. It contains not only explanations of legal and political
tiaaus prisoner.
terms, but also accounts of persons and things
[HARPALION ('ApiraXiuv) a Paphlagonian, son
of Pylaamenes, and guest-friend of Paris : he wasmentioned in the Attic orators, and is a work of
great value. The best editions are the one pubslain by Meriones in the Trojan war.]
at Leipzig, 1824, and the one by Bekker.
H A R P A L U S ("ApiraXog). 1. A Macedonian lished
of
noble birth, accompanied Alexander the Great Berlin, 1833.
HARPYIZE ("Apirviai), the Harpies, that is, th
to Asia as superintendent of the treasury.
After the conquest of Darius, he was left by Bobbers or Spoilers, are in Homer nothing but
Alexander in charge of the royal treasury, and personified storm-winds, who are said to cany
with the administration of the wealthy satrapy off any one who had suddenly disappeared from
of Babylon. Here, during Alexander's absence the earth. Thus they carried off the daughters
in India, he gave himself up to the most extrav- of King Pandareus, and gave them as servants
agant luxury and profusion, and squandered tbe to the Erynnyes. Hesiod describes them as
treasures intrusted to him. When he heard that daughters of Thaumas by the Oceanid Electra,
Alexander, contrary to his expectations, was re-fair-locked and winged maidens, who surpassed
luming from India, he fled from Babylon with winds and birds in the rapidity of their flight
about five thousand talents and a body of six But even in zEschylus they appear as ugly creathousand mercenaries, and crossed overtoGreece,tures with wings; and later writers represent
BC. 324. H e took refuge at Athens, where he them as most disgusting monsters, being birds
employed his treasures to gain over the orators, with the heads of maidens, with long claws, and
and induce the people to support him against with faces pale with hunger. They were sent
Alexander and bis vicegerent, Antipater. Among by the gods to torment the blind Phineus, and
those whom he thus corrupted are said to have whenever a meal was placed before him, they
been Demades, Charicles, the son-in law of Pho-darted down from the air and carried it off;
eion, and even Demosthenes himself. Vid, D E - later writers add, that they Dither devoured the
MOSTHJSNES. But he failed in his general object, food themselves, or renderec it unfittobe eaten.
for Antipater having demanded his surrender Phineus was delivered from them by Zetes and
from the Athenians, it was resolved to place Calais, sons of Boreas, and two of the Argonauts,
him in confinement until the Macedonians should Vid. p. 91, a. Hesiod mentions two Harpws,
send fi r him. H e succeeded in making his es-Ocypet6 <md Aello: later writers three- but
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their names are not the same in all accounts. enemies, he put an endtohis life by r.oison.Besides the two already mentioned, w e find Ael- 7. Commander of the Carthaginian 'let,' in Afri
lopos, Nicothoe, Ocythoe, Ocypode, Celaano, ca in 2C3, must be distinguished from the pre
Acholoe. Virgil places them in the islands ceding.—8. Surnamed the Kid (Hedus), one oi
called Strophades, iu the Ionian Sea (JEn, iii, the leaders of the party at Carthage favoiabl*
210), where they took u p their abode after they to reace toward the end of the second Punie
uad been driven away from Phineus. In the war.—9. General of the Carthaginians in ths
famou3 Harpy monument recently brought from third Punic war. W h e n the city was taken h«
Lycia to England, the Harpies are represented surrendered to Seipio, w h o spared his life. Aftei
ki the a.;t of carrying off the daughters of Pan-adorning Scipio's triumph, he spent the rest of
dareius,
his life in Italy.
H A R U P S S , a people in the army of Ariovistus
H A T E R I U S , Q , a senator and rhetorician in th'
(B.C. 88), supposed to be the same as the O H A -age of Augustus and Tiberius, died A.D. 26, i»
R U D E K mentioned by Ptolemy, and placed by the eighty-ninth year of his age.
him in the Chersouesus Ckubrica.
H E B E ("HBn) ealled J U V E N T A S by the Romans
H A I J D R U B A L ('AabpovBag) a Carthaginian name,the godd-ess of youth, was a daughter of Jupitei
probably signifies one whose help is Baal. 1. (Zeus) and Juno (Hera). She waited upon tho
Son of Hanno, a Carthaginian general in the gods, andfilledtheir cups with nectar before
first Punic war. H e was one of the two gen Ganymedes obtained this office; and she is furerals defeated by Regulus B.O. 256. In 254 he ther represented as assisting her mother Jun«
was sent into Sicily with a large army, and re- (Hera) in putting the horses to her chariot and
mained in the island four years. In 250 he in bathing and dressing her brother Mars (Ares).
was totally defeated by Metellus, and was put She married Hercules after he was received
to death ou his return to Carthage.—2. A Car- among the gods, and bore to him two sous, Althaginian, son in-law of Hamilcar Barca, on exiares and Anticetus. Later traditions reprewhose death, in 229, he succeeded to the com- sent her as a divinity w h o had it in her power
m a n d iu Spain. H e ably carried out the plans to m a k e aged persons young again. A t R o m e
of his father-in-law for extending the Cartha- there were several temples of Juventas. She
ginian dominions in Spain, and intrusted the is even said to have had a chapel on the Capiconduct of most of his military enterprises to tol before the temple of Jupiter was built there
the young Hannibal. H e founded N e w CarHEBROMAGUS. Vid. EBUROMAGUS.
thage, aud concluded with the Romans the celH E B R O N ('EBpav, XeBpav 'EBpaviog : n o w Elebrated treaty which fixed the Iberus as the Khulil) a city in the south of Judaaa, as old as
bouudary between the Carthaginian and R o m a n the times of the patriarchs, and thefirstcapital
dominions. H e was assassinated by a slave, of the kingdom of David, w h o reigned there
whose master he had put to death (221), and seven and a half years as king of Judah only.
'ivas ovjeceeded in they c o m m a n d by H A N N I B A L .
H E B R U S ("E6pog : n o w Maritza) the principal
— 3 . Son of Hamilcar Barca, and brother of Han- river in Thrace, rises in the mountains of Sconibal W h e n Hannibal set out for Italy (218), mius and Rhodope, flows first southeast and
Hasdrubal was left in the c o m m a n d in Spain, then southwest, becomes navigable for smaller
and there fought for some years against the vessels at Philippopolis, andforlarger ones at
two Scipios. In 207 he crossed the Alps and Hadrianopolis, and falls into the zEgean Sea
marched into Italy, in order to assist Haunibal; uear zEnos, after forming by another brauch an
but he was defeated on the Metaurus by the estuary called STENTORIS LAOUS. The Hebrua
consuls C. Claudius Nero and M . Livius Salina- was celebrated in Greek legends. O n its banks
tor, his army w a s destroyed, and he himself fell Orpheus was torn to pieces by tke Thracian
in the battle. His head w a s cut off and thrown w o m e n ; and it is frequently mentioned in con
into Hannibal's camp.—4. One of Hannibal's nection with the worship of Bacchus (Dionysus)
chief officers, commanded the left wing of the H E C A E R G E ('EKaepyi]) 1. Daughter of Boreas,
Carthaginian army at the battle of Cannaa (216). and one of the Hyperborean maidens, w h o were
— 5 . Surnamed the Bald (Calvus), commander believed to have introduced the worship of
of the Carthaginian expedition to Sardinia in Diana (Artemis) into Delos.—2. A surname of
the second Punic war, 215. H e was defeated Diana (Artemis), signifying the goddess whe
by the R o m a n praator T. Manlius, taken prison- hits at a distance.
er, and carried to R o m e . — 6 . Son of Gisco, one H E C A L E ('EKUXV), a poor old woman, w h o hos
of the Carthaginian generals in Spain during pitably received Theseus w h e n he had gone
.he second Punic war. H e fought in Spain outforthe purpose of killing the Marathouian
-from 214 to 206. After he and M a g o had been bull. She vowed to offer to Jupiter (Zeus) a
defeated by Seipio in the latter of these years, sacrificeforthe safe return of the herd; but as
he crossed over to Africa, where he succeeded she died before his return, Theseus ordained
in obtaining the alliance of Syphax by giving that the inhabitants of the Attic tetrapolis should
him his daughter Sophonisba in marriage. In offer a sacrifice to her and Jnpiter (Zaus) Heaeonjunction with Syphax, Hasdrubal carried on alus, or Hecaleiuk
(var against Masinissa, but he was defeated by
[ H E C A M E D E ('EKaui/dn) daughter of Arsinous,
Seipio, w h o landed iu Africa in 204. H e was taken prisoner by Achilles, when he captured
condemned to death for his ill success by the the island of Tenedos: she became the slav«
Carthaginian government, but he still continued of Nestor.]
in arms against the Romans. O n the arrival
H E O A T Z E U S ('EKaralog) 1. Of Miletus, one of
of Hannibal from Italy his sentence was revers- the earliest and most distinguished Greek hised ; but the popular feeling against him had not torians and geographers. H e was the son of
BubYided, an 1, in order to escape death from hia Hegesalider, and belonged to a very ancient ami
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iIiustrio"a ian,ily. W e have only a few partic- described in this capacity as a mighty and loi
ulars of hi s life. In B.C. 500 he endeavored to midable divinity. In consequence of her being
dissuade 1 is countrymen from revolting from identified with other divinities, she is said to
tho Persians; and w h e n this advice w a s disre- have been Selene or Luna in heaven, Artemis
garded, ho gave \Jiem some sensible counsel re- or Diana in earth, aud Persephone or Proserspecting tLe conduct of the war, which was also pina in the lower world. Being thus, as it were,
neglected. Previous to this, Hecataaus had vis- a three fold goddess, she is described with three
'ted Egyj-l and m a n y other countries. H e sur- bodies or three heads, the one of a horse, the
vived the Persian wars, and appears to have second of a dog, and the third of a lion. Hence
ditd about 476. H e wrote two woiks: 1. ITE- her epithets Tergemina, Triformis, 2'riceps, &e.
altdig yijc, or Hepirfynatg, divided into two parts,
F r o m her being an infernal divinity, she came
one of which contained a description of Europe, to be regarded as a spectral being, w h o sent at
and the other of Asia, Egypt, and Libya. Both night all kinds of demons and terrible phantoms
parts v ire subdivided into smaller sections, from the lower world, w h o taught sorcery and
which i."e sometimes quoted under their re- witchcraft, and dwelt at places where two roads
spective, names, such as Hellespontus, <v,c. 2. crossed, on tombs, and near the blood of murPevsaX.fiator 'loropiai, iu four books, contained
dered persons. She herself wandered about
an ace. „nt of the poetical fables and traditions with the souls of the dead, and her approach
of tb; Greeks. His worn: on geography was was announced by the whining and howling of
the vi re important, as it embodied the results .dogs. A t Athens~there"were very m a n y small
of h/- numerous travels. H e also corrected statues or symbolical representations of Hecate
and improved the m a p of the earth drawn up (iKaraia), placed before or in houses, and on
by A N A X I M A N D E R . Herodotus k n e w the works spots where two roads crossed: it would seem
of Hecataaus well, and frequently controverts that people consulted such Hecataaa as oraclea
his opinions. Hecataaus wrote in the Ionic dia- A t the close of every month dishes with food
lect in a pure and simple style. The fragments were set out for her and other averters of evil
of his works are collected by Klausen, Hecatci at the points where two roads crossed ; aud this
Milesii Fragmenta, Berlin, 1831, aud by C. andfood was consumed by poor people. The sacTh. Muller, Frag. Hist. Grcc, Paris, 1841.rifices offered to her consisted of dogs, honey,
2. Of Abdera, a contemporary of Alexander the and black female lambs.
Great and Ptolemy, the son of Lagus, appears
H E C A T O M N U S ('EKarbpvag) king or dynast of
to have accompanied the former on his Asiatic Caria in the reign of Artaxerxes III. H e left
expedition. H e w a s a pupil of the skeptic three sous, Maussolus, Idrieus, and Pixedarus,
Pyrrho, and is himself called a philosopher, all of w h o m , in their turn, succeeded him in the
critic, and grammarian. Iu the reign of the sovereignty ; and two daughters, Artemisia and
first Ptolemy he travelled up the Nile as far as Ada.
Theoea. H e w a s the author of several works,
[ H E C A T O M P O L I S ('EKarbpiroXig, i. e, having
of which the most important were, 1. A Histo- one hundred cities), appellation of the island
ry of Egypt. 2. A work on the Hyperboreans. Crete, from the one hundred cities it w a s said
8. A history of the Jews, frequently referred to to have had in ancient times.]
by Josephus and other ancient writers. ' This H E O A T O M P Y L O S ('EnarbpirvXog, i. e, having
work was declared spurious by Origen : modern one hundred gates) 1. A n epithet of Thebes in
critics are divided in their opinions.
Egypt. Vid. T H E B . E . — 2 . A city in the middle
^ . H E C A T E ('EKUTI;) a mysterious divinity, eom- of Parthia, twelve hundred and sixty stadia oi
znonly represented as a daughter of Persaaus or one hundred and thirty three R o m a n miles from
Perses and Astoria, and hence, called Perseis. the Oaspiaa Pylae; enlarged by Seleucus, and
She is also described as a daughter of Jupiter afterward used by the Parthian kings as a royal
(Zeus) and Ceres (Demeter), or of Jupiter (Zeus) residence.
and Pheraaa or Juno (Hera), or of Latona (Leto)
H E O A T O N ('EKarav), a Stoic philosopher, a na
or Tartarus. H o m e r does not mention her. tive of Rhodes, studied under Panaatius, and
According to the most genuine traditions, she wrote numerous works, all of which are lost.
appears to have been an ancient Thracian diH E C A T O N N E S I ('EKarbvvnaoi: now Mosko nisi)
vinity, and a Titan, w h o ruled in heaven, on a group of small islands, between Lesbos and
the earth, and in the sea, bestowing on mortals the coast of zEolis, on the southern side of the
wealth, victory, wisdom, good luck to sailors mouth of the Gulf of Adramyttium. The name,
and hunters, and prosperity to youth andtothe one hundred islands, was indefinite; the real
flocks of cattle. She was the only one among number w a s reckoned by some at twenty, by
the Titans w h o retained this power under the others at forty. Strabo derives the name, «w>t
rule of Jupiter (Zeus), and she was honored by from iKarbv, one hundred, but from "Eicarog, ii
all the immortal gods. The extensive power surname of Apollo.
possessed by Hecate w a s probably tbe reason
H E C T O R ("Errap), the chief hero of the Trothat she was subsequently identified with sev- jans in their war with the Greeks, was the
eral other divinities, and at length became a eldest son of Priam and Hecuba, the husbaud
mystic goddess, to w h o m mysteries were cele- of Andromache, and father of Scamandrius. H e
brated in Samothrace and in zEgina. In the fought with the bravest of the Greeks, and ai
Homeric h y m n to Ceres (Demeter) she is rep- length slew Patroclus, the friend of Achilles.
resented as taking an active part in the search The death of his friend roused Achilles to the
after Proserpina (Persephone), and when the fight. The other Trojans fled before him into
latter was found, as remaining with her as her the city. Hector alone remained without the
attendant and companion. Vid. p. 248, a. She walls, though his parents implored him to re
thus became a deity of the lower world, and is turn ; but w h e n be saw Achilles his heart fail
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«u m m . and he took to flight. Thrice did he in the time of the Peloponnesian war and bu
race round the city, pursued by the swift-foot- parody of the GigarJomachia was tho piece to
ed Achilles, and then fell pierced by Achilles's which the Athenians were listening when the
spear. Achilles tied Hector's body to his char- news was brought to them in the theatre of the
iot, and thus dragged him into the camp of the destruction of the expedition to Siciiy.
Greeks • but later traditions relate that he first H E G E M O N E ('Hyvpovn) the leadei or ruler, u
dragged the body thrice around the walls of the name of one of the Athenian Charites oi
Ilium. At the command of Jupiter (Zeus), Graces. Hegemone was also a surnams ol
Achilles surrendered the body to the prayers of Diana (Artemis) at Sparta and in Arcatiia.
[ H E G E S A N D R I D A S ('Hynoavbpldag) a Spartas
Priam, w h o buried it at Troy with great pomp.
Hector is one of the noblest conceptions of the naval commander during the Peloponnesian
war,
defeated the Athenian fleet off Oropus,
Iliad. H e is the great bulwark of Troy, and
even Achilles trembles when he approaches but did not follow up his victory by attacking
him. H e has a presentiment of the fall of his Athens.]
country, but he perseveres in his heroic resistH E G E S I A N A X ('HyiiGidva^), au historian of
ance, preferring death to slavery and disgrace. Alexandrea, is said to have been the real author
Besides these virtues of a warrior, he is distin- of the work called Troica, which went under the
guished also by those of a m a n : his heart is name of Cephalon or Cephalion. H e appears
open to the gentle feelings of a son, a husband, to be the same as the Hegesianax w h o was
and a father.
sent by Antiochus the Great as one of his en
H E C U B A VEKaBfj), daughter of D y m a s in voys to the Romans in B.C. 196 and 193.
Phrygia, or of Cisseus, king of Thrace. She
H E G E S I A S ('Hynoiag) 1. Of Magnesia, a rhetwas the wife of Priam, king of Troy, to w h o m orician and historian, lived about B.O. 290, and
she boie Hector, Paris, Deiphobus, Helenus, wrote the history of Alexander the Great. H e
Cassandra, and m a n y other children. O n the was regarded by some as the founder of that
capture of Troy, she was carried away as a degenerate style of composition whieh bore the
slave by the Greeks. According to the tragedy name of the Asiatic. His o w n style was destiof Euripides, whieh bears her name, she was tute of all vigor aud dignity, and was marked
carried by the Greeks to Chersonesus, and chiefly by childish conceits and minute pretti
there saw her daughter Polyxena sacrificed. nesses.—2. Of Salamis, supposed by some to
O n the same day the waves of the sea washed have been the author of the Cyprian poem
on the coast the body of her last son Polydorus, which, on better authority, is ascribed to Sta
w h o had been murdered by Polymestor, king of sinus.—3. A Cyrenaie philosopher, w h o lived at
the Thracian Chersonesus, to whose care he Alexandrea iu the time of the Ptolemies, per
bad been intrusted by Priam. Hecuba there- haps about B.C. 260. H e wrote a work eon
upon killed the children of Polymestor, and tore taining such gloomy descriptions of human mis
out the eyes of their father. A g a m e m n o n par- eiy that it drove m a n y persons to commit suidoned her tbe crime, and Polymestor prophesied cide ; hence he was surnamed Pehithanatot
that she should be metamorphosed into a she- (HewiBdvarog). H e was, in consequence, for
dog, and should leap into the sea nt a place called bidden to teach by Ptolemy.
Cynossema. It was added that the inhabitants
H E G E S I A S (^Hrynalag) and H E G I A S ('Hyia;). two
of Thrace endeavored to stone her, but that she Greek statuaries, w h o m m a n y scholars identify
was metamorphosed into a dog, and in this form with one another. They liveel at the period imhowled through the country for a long time. mediately preceding that of Phidias. The chief
According to other accounts she was given as work of Hegesias was the statues of Castor and
a slave to Ulysses, and in despair leaped into Pollux, which are supposed to be the same as
the Hellespont; or, being anxious to die, she those which now stand on the stairs leading to
uttered such invectives against the Greeks, that the Capitol.
the warriors put her to death, and called the
H E G E S I N U S ('Hyrjoivovg) of Pergamum, the
place where she was buried Oynossema, with successor of Evander and the immediate predereference to her impudent invectives.
cessor of Carneades in the chair of the AcadeH E D Y L I U S M O N S ('HbvXewv) a range of mount- my,flourishedabout B.C. 185.
ains in Bceotia, west of the Cephisus.
H E G E S I P P U S ('HyjyrjOTTroc). 1. A n Athenian
H E D Y L U S ("Hou/toc), son of Melicertus, was a orator, and a contemporary of Demosthenes, to
native of Samos or of Athens, and an epigram- whose political party he belonged. The grammatic poet. Eleven of his epigrams are in the marians ascribe to him the oration on HaloneGreek Anthology. H e was a contemporary sus, which has come down to us under the n a m e
and rival of Callimachus, and lived, therefore, of Demosthenes.—2. A poet of the new comeabout the middle of the third century B.C.
dy,flourishedabout B.C. 300.—3. A Greek hi»[ H E D Y M E L E S , a celebrated performer on the torian of Mecyberna, wrote an account of this
lyre in the time of Domitian (Juv, vi, 382).]
peninsula of Pallene.
fHnGELOCHUS ('HyeXoxog) 1. A n Athenian
H E G E S I P Y L A ('HynoiirvXn) daughter of Olonw,
officer, sent to protect Mantinea from the threat- king of Thrace, and wife of Miltiades.
ened attack of Epaminondas, B.C. 362.—2. One
[HEGESISTRATUS ('Hynaiarparog) 1, Natural
of Alexander's officers, w h o accompanied him son of Pisistratus, made by his father tyrant of
into Asia, and perished at the battle of Arbela.] Sigeum.—2. Son of Aristagoras of Samos, came
H E G E M O N ('Hyijpav), of Thasos, a poet of the
before the battle of Myeale on an embassy to
old comedy at Athens, but more celebrated for the Spartan king Leotychides from the Samians
bis parodies, of which kind of poetry he was the to treat for the liberation of his countrymen
inventor. H e was nicknamed <baKrj, on accountfrom the Persian yoke.]
of his fondness for that kind of pulse. H e lived
HEGIAS.
Vid. H E G E S I A S .
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H E L E N A ('EXevn), daughter of Jupiter (Zeus)small
j
and rocky island. between the south ct
»nd Leda, and sister of Castor and Pollux (the IAttica and Ceos, formerly called Oranae.—2
Dioscuri). She was of surpassing beauty. In The later n a m e of ILLIBERRIS in Gaul.
her youth she was carried off by Theseus and
H E L E N U S ("EXevog). 1. Son of Priam and
[Pirithous to Attica. W h e n Theseus was ab- Hecuba, was celebrated for his prophetic powsent in Hades, Castor and Pollux undertook an ers, and also fought against the Greeks iu the
expedition to Attica, to liberate their sister. Trojan war. In H o m e r w e have no furthei
Athens was taken, Helen delivered, and zEthra, particulars about Helenus; but in later tradithe mother of Theseus, made prisoner, and car- tions he is said to have deserted his countryried as a slave of Helen to Sparta. According m e n and joined the Greeks. There are liketo some accounts, she bore to Theseus a daugh- wise various accounts respecting his desertion
ter, Iphigenia. O n her return home she was of the Trojans. According to some, he did it
sought in marriage by the noblest chiefs from of his o w n accord; according to others, he was
all parts of Greece. She chose Menelaus for ensnared by Ulysses, w h o was anxious to obher husband, and became by him the mother of tain his prophecy respecting the fall of Troy.
Kermione. She was subsequently seduced and Others, again, relate that, on the death of Paris,
earned off by Paris to Troy. For details, vid Helenus and Deiphobus contended for the pos
P A R I S and M E N E L A U S . The Greek chiefs who session of Helena, and that Helenus being conhad been her suitors resolved to revenge her quered,fledto Mount Ida, where he was taken
abduction, and accordingly sailed against Troy. prisoner by the Greeks. After the fall of Troy
Hence arose the celebrated Trojan war, which he fell to the share of Pyrrhus. H e foretold Pyrlasted ten years. During the course of the war rhus the sufferings which awaited the Greeks
she is represented as showing great sympathy w h o returned home by sea, and prevailed upon
with the Greeks. After the death of Paris to- him to return by land to Epirus. After the
ward the end of the war, she married his broth- death of Pyrrhus he received a portion of the
er Deiphobus. O n the capture of Troy, which country, and married Andromache, by w h o m
she is said to have favored, she betrayed D e he became the father of Cestrinus." W b e u
iphobus to tbe Greeks, and became reconciled zEneas, in his wanderings, arrived in Epirus, he
to Menelaus, wborn she accompanied to Sparta. was hospitably received by Helenus, w h o also
Here she lived with him for sume years in peace foretold him the future events of his life.—2
and happiness ; and here, according to Homer, Sou of Pyrrhus, king of Epirus, by Lanassa,
Telemachus found her solemnizing the mar- daughter of Agathocles. H e accompanied his
riage of her daughter Hermione with Neoptole- father to Italy B.O. 280, and was with him
•nus. The accounts of Helen's death differ. when Pyrrhus perished at Argos, 272. H e
According to the prophecy of Proteus in the then fell into the hands of Antigonus Gonatas,
Odyssey, Menelaus and Helen were not to die, who, however, sent him back in safetytoEpirus.
but the gods were to conduct them to Elysium. — [ 3 . Son of GUnops, a Greek, slain by Hector
Others relate that she. and Menelaus were buried before Troy.]
at TlSerapne in Laeonia, whare their tomb was
H K L I A D * and H E L I A D E S ('HXiddai and 'HXutseen by Pausanias. Others, a^ain, relate, that dec), the sons and daughters of Helios (the Sun)i
after the death of Menelaus she was driven out The name Heliades is given especially to Phaof Peloponnesus by the sons of the latter and ethusa, Lampetia, and Phebe, the daughters of
fled to Rhodes, where she was tied to a tree Helios and the n y m p h Olymene, and the sisters
and strangled by Polyxo: the Rhodians ex- of Phaethou. They bewailed the death of their
piated the crime by dedicating a temple to her brother Phaethon so bitterly on the banks of
under the name of Helena Dendritis. Accord- the Eridanus, that the gods, in compassion,
ing to another tradition she married Achilles in changed them into poplar-trees and their tears
the island of Leuce, and bore him a son, Eupho- into amber. Vid. E R I D A N U S .
rion. The Egyptian priests told Herodotus that
[ H E L I O A O N ('EXiKuav) son of Antenor, and
Helen nevtr went to Troy, but that when Paris husband of Laodice ; he is said to have founded
reached Egypt with Helen on his w a y to Troy, Patavium in Italy]
she was detained by Proteus, king of Egypt;
H E L I O E ('EX'iKn), daughter of Lycaon, was
and that she was restored to Menelaus when he beloved by Jupiter (Zeus), but Juno (Hera), out
visited Egypt in search of her after the Trojan of jealousy, metamorphosed her into a she-bear,
war, finding that she had never been at Troy.
whereupon Jupiter (Zeus) placed her among the
H E L E N A , F L A V I A JUIIA.
1. The mother of stars under the name of the Great Bear.
Constantine the Great. W h e n her husband
H E L I C E ('EXinn: 'EXwaviog, 'EXiKevg). 1.
Constantius was raised to the dignity of Caasar The ancient capital of Achaia, said to have been
by Diocletian, A D . 292, he was compelled to founded by Ion, possessed a celebrated temple
repudiate his wife, to make w a y for Theodora, of Neptune (Poseidon), which was regarded as
the step-child of Maximianus Hereulius. Sub- the great sanctuary of the Achaaan race. Helsequently, when her son succeeded to the pur- ice was swallowed up by an earthquake together
ple, Helena was treated with marked distinc- with Bura, B.O. 373. The earth sunk deep into
tion, and received the title of Augusta. She the ground, and the place on whieh the citiei
died about 328. She was a Christian, and is stood was ever afterward covered by the sea,
Baid to have discovered at Jerusalem the sep- — 2 . A n ancient town in Thessaly, whiah
ulchre of our Lord, together with the wood of disappeared in early times.
the true cross.—2. Daughter of Constantine the H E L I C O N ('EXIKUV), son cf Aeesas, a celebraGreat and Fausta, married her cousin Julian the ted artist. Vid. A C E S A S .
Apostate 355, and died 360.
H E L I C O N ('EXiKav : n o w Helicon, Palwo-Bimi.
H E L E N A ('EXevn). 1. ( N o w Makronisi) a Turk. Zagora) a celebrated range of mountain*
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in Baotia, between the Lake Copais and the a.so are not nr north of the city. The situ*
Corinthiau Gulf, was covered with snow the tion of Heliopolis necessarily made it a plac<
greater part of the year, and possessed many of great commercial importance, as it was on
romantic ravines and lovely valleys. Helicon the direct road from Egypt and tbe Red Sea,
w as sacred to Apollo and the Muses, the latter and also from Tyre to Syria. Asia Minor, and
Europe ; and hence, probably, ihe wealth of the
of whom are hence ealled 'EXiKaviai irapdevoi
city, to which its ruins still tear witness. W e
and 'E'imaviddeg vvpfal by the Greek poets,
know, however, very little of its history. It
and Heliconiades and Heliconides by the Roman
poets. Here sprung the celebrated fountains was made a Roman colony by the name of
of the Muses, A G A N I P P E and HIPPOCRENE.
At Colonia Julia Augusta Felix Heliopolitana, and
the fountain of Hippocrene was a grove sacred colonized by veterans of the fifth and eighth
to the Muses, which was adorned with some of legions, under Augustus. Antoninus Pius built
the finest works of art On the slopes and in the great temple of Jupiter (i. e, Baal), of
the valleys of the mountains grew many me- which the ruins still exist; and there are med
dicinal plants, which may have given occasion als which show, in addition to other testimony,
that it was favored by several of the later emto the worship of Apollo as the healing god.
[HELIMUS, a Centaur, slain at the nuptials of perors. All the existing ruins are of the Roman period, and most of them probably of later
Pirithous.]
date than the great temple just mentioned; but
H E L I O D O R U S ('H?ubbapog) 1. A n Athenian
is impossible to determine their exact times.
surnamed Periegetes (Hepinynrrig) probablyitlived about B.O. 164, and wrote a description of They consist of a large quadrangular court
the works of art in the Acropolis at Athens. in front of the great temple, another hexagThis work was one of the authorities for Pliny's onal court outside of this, and in front of all,
account of the Greek artists.—2. A rhetorician a portico or propylaaa, approached by a flight
at Rome in the time of Augustus, w h o m Horace of steps. Attached to one corner of the quadmentions as the companion of his journey to rangular court is a smaller but more perfect
Brundisium (Sat, i, 5, 2, 3.)—3. A Stoic phi- temple, and at aome distance from all these
losopher at Rome, who became a delator in thebuildings there is a circular edifice, of a unique
reign of Nero. (Juv, Sat, i, 33.)—i. A rheto- and very interesting architectural form. There
rician, and private secretary to the Emperoris also a single Doric column on a rising ground,
Hadrian.—5. Of Emesa in Syria, lived about and traces of the city walls.—2. (In the Old
the end of thefourthcentury of our era, and Testament, On, or Bethshemesh: now Matawas bishop of Tricea in Thessaly. Before he rieh, ruins northeast of Cairo), a celebrated city
was made bishop he wrote a romance in ten of Lower Egypt, capital of the Nomos Heliopolites, stood on the eastern side of the Pelusiao
books, entitled AEthiopiea, because the scene of
the beginning and the end of the story is laid in branch of the Nile, a little below the apex of
zEthiopia. This work has come down to us, the Delta, and near the canal of Trajan, and
and is far superiortothe other Greek romances. was, in the earliest period of which w e have
ft relates the loves of Theagenes and Chariclea. any record, a chief seat of the Egyptian wor
Though deficient in those characteristics of ship of the sun. Here, also, was established
modernfictionwhich appeal to the universal the worship of Muevis, a sacred bull similar to
sympathies of our nature, the romance of Heli- Apis. The priests of Heliopolis were renowned
odorus is interesting on account of the rapid for their learning. It suffered much duriDg the
succession of strange and not altogether im- invasion of Cambyses ; and by the time of
probable adventures, the many and various Strabo it was entirely ruined.
H E L I O S ("HXiog or 'HeXwg) called S O L by the
characters introduced, and the beautiful scenes
described. The language is simple and ele- Romans, the god of the sun. H e was the son
gant. The best editions are by Mitseherlich, in of Hyperion and Thea, and a brother of Selene
and Eos. From his father he is frequently callhis Scriptores Grcci Erotici, Argentorat, 1798,
and by Corae, Paris, 1804.—-6. Of Larissa, the ed HYPERIONIDES or H Y P E R I O N , the latter of
author of a short work on optics, still extant, which is an abridged form of the patronymie
chiefly taken from Euclid's Optics: edited by HYPERIONION. In the Homeric hymn on Helio*
he is called a son of Hyperion and Eurypbaessa,
Mantani, Pistor, 1758.
Homer describes Helios as giving light both to
HELIOGABALUS.
Vid. ELAGABALUS.
and men : herisesin the east from OceaHELIOPOLIS ('HAtoti irbXig or 'HXiovxoXig,gods
i. e,
the City of the Sun). 1. (Heb. Baalath: now nus, traverses the heaven, and descends in the
Baalbek, ruins), a celebrated city of Syria, aevening into the darkness of the west and Oceachief seat of the worship of Baal, one of whose nus. Later poets have marvellously embellishsymbols was the sun, and whom the Greeks 'ed this simple notion. They tell of a most
identified with Apollo, as well as with Jupiter magnificent palace of Helios in the east con(Zeus): hence the Greek name of the city. taining a throne occupied by the god, and e:uv
With the worship of Baal, here as elsewhere, rounded by personifications of the different diwas associated that of Astarte, whom the visions of time. They also assign him a second
Greeks identified with Venus (Aphrodite). It palace in the west, and describe hia horses aa
was situated in the middle of Cosle Syria, at feeding upon herbs growing in the islands of the
the western foot of Anti-Libanus, on a rising Blessed. The manner in which Helios during
ground at the northeastern extremity of a large the night passes from the western into the east
plain which reaches almost to the sea, and efn ocean is not mentioned either by Homer oi
which is well watered by the River Leontes Hesiod, l^ut later poets make him sail in a golden boat, tho work of Hephaastus, round one
(now Kahr et-Kasimiyeh), near whose sources
Heliopolis was built; the sources of the Orontes half of the earth and thus arrive in the east at
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the point from which he has to rise again. TimaauB, and others. • The fragments of Hellaa
Others represent him as making his nightly icus are collected by Sturz, Hellamci Lesbii
voyage while slumbering in a golden bed. The Fragmenta, Lips, 1826 ; and by C. and Th,
horses and chariot with which Helios traverses Muller, Fragm. Histor. Grose, Paris, 1841.—2.
the heavjns are not mentioned in the Iliad and A Greek grammarian, a disciple of Agathocles,
Odyssey, but, first occur in the Homeric h y m n and apparently a contemporary of Aristarchus
on Hehos, and both are described minutely by wrote on the Homeric poems.
later poets. Helios is described as the god w h o
HELLAS, HELLENES.
Vid. GR.ECIA.
sees and hears every thing, and w a s thus able
H E L L E ("EXXn) daughter of Athamas and
to reveal to Vulcan (Hephaastus) the faithless- Nephele, and sister of Phrixus. W h e n Phrixus
ness of "Venus (Aphrodite), and to Ceres (Deme- was to be sacrificed (vid. P H R I X U S ) , Nephele rester) the abduction of her daughter. A t a later cued her two children, w h o rode away through
time Helios became identified with Apollo, the air upon the ram with the goldenfleece,the
though the two gods were originally quite dis- gift of Mercury (Hermes); but, between Sigetinct ; but the identification was never carried u m and the Chersonesus, Helle fell into the sea,
out completely, for no Greek poet ever m a d e whieh was thence called the Sea of Helle (HelApollo ride in the chariot of Helios through the lespontus) Her tomb was shown near Pactya,
heavens, and among the Romans w e find this on the Hellespont.
idea oniy after the time of "Virgil. The repreH E L L E N ("EXXnv), son of Deucalion and Pyr
sentations of Apollo with rays around his head, rha, or of Jupiter (Zeus) and Dorippe, husband
to characterize him as identical with the sun, of Orseis, and father of zEolus, Dorus, and
belong to the time of the R o m a n empire. The Xuthus. H e was king of Phthia in Thessaly,
island of Thrinacia (Sicily) was sacred to Heh- and was succeeded by his son zEolus. H e is
os, and there he had flocks of sheep and oxen, the mythical ancestor of all the Hellenes; from
which were tended by his daughters Phaethusa his two sons zEolus and Dorus were descended
and Lampetia. Later traditions ascribetohim the zEolians and Dorians ; and from his two
flocks also in the island of Erythia; and it m a y grandsons Aehaaus and Ion, the sons of Xuthus,
be remarked, in general, that sacredflocks,es- the Achaaans and Ionians.
pecially of oxen, occur in most places where
H E L L E S P O N T U S ('EXXijgirovrog: now Straits of
the worship of Helios was established. His the Bardenelles or of Gallipoli, Turk. Stambul
descendant* ire very numerous; and the sur- Benghiz), the long narrow strait connecting the
names and epithets given him by the poets are Propontis (now Sea of Marmara) with the zEgean
mostly descriptive of his character as the sun. Sea, and through which the waters of the Black
Temples of Helios (iiXiela) exiuted in Greece at
Sea discharge themselves into the Mediterra
a very early time : and in later times w e find nean in a constant current. The length of the
bis worship established in various places, and strait is aboutfiftymile3, and the width varies
especially in the island of Rhodes, where the from six miles at the upper end to two at tha
famous colossus w a s a representation of the lower, and in some places it is only one mile
god. The sacrifices offered to him consisted wide, or even less. The narrowest part is beof white rams, boars, bulls, goats, lambs, espe- tween the ancient cities of SESTUS and A B Y D U S ,
cially white horses, and honey. A m o n g tho an- where Xerxes made his bridge of boats (vid
imals sacred to him, the cock is especially men- X E R X E S ) , and where the legend related that
tioned. The R o m a n poets, when speaking of Leander s w a m across to visit Hero. Vid. L E A N the god of the sun (Sol), usually adopt the no- DER. The name of the Hellespont (i. e, the
tions of the Greeks. The worship of Sol was Sea of Helle) was derived from the story of
introduced at Rome, especially after the Ro- Helle's being drowned in it. Vid. H E L L E . The
mans had become acquainted with the East, Hellespont was the boundary of Europe and
though traces of the worship of the sun and Asia, dividing the Thracian Chersonese in the
mt/On occur at an early period.
former from the Troad, and theterritoriesof
H E L I S S O N ('EXiaaav or 'EXiaaovg), a small
Abydus and Lampaseus in the latter. The dis
town in Areadia, on a river of the same name, trict just mentioned, on the southern side of the
which falls into the Alpheus.
Hellespont, was also called 'EXXijgirovrog, its in[ H E L I U M O S T I U M , one of the mouths of the habitants 'EXXvgirbvrioi, and the cities on it*
Rhine, formed by the union with the Mosa.]
coast 'EXXngirbvriai irbXeig.—2. Under the RoH E L L A N I C U S ('EXXdviKog). 1. Of Mytilene inm a n empire, Hellespontus was the name of a
Lesbos, the most eminent of the Greek logog- proconsular province, composed of the Troad
raphers or early Greek historians, was in all and the northern part of Mysia, and having
probability born about B.O. 496, and died 411. Cyzicusforits capital.
W e have no particulars of hisfife,but w e m a y
H E L L O M E N U M ('EX?Mpsvov) a sea port town
presums that he visited m a n y of the countries, of the Acarnanians on the island Leucas.
of whose history he gave an account. H e
H E L L O P I A . Vid. E L L O P I A .
wrote a great number of genealogical, chronoH E L O R U S or H E L O R U M (TJ "EiUipoc : 'EXapirvg),
logical, and historical works, which are cited a town on the eastern coast of Sicily, south of
under the titles of Troica, ^Eolica, Persica, &e.
Syracuse, at the mouth of the River Helorus.
One of his most popular works w a s entitled There was a road from Helorus to Syracuse
'lepeiai rf/g "Hpag: it contained a chronological
(bbbg 'EXapivn, Thuc, vi, 70; vii, 80).
list of the priestesses of Juno (Hera) at Argos,
H E L O S (rb "EXog : 'EXelog, 'EXedrrjg). 1. A
compiled from the records preserved in the tem- town in Laeonia, on the coast, in a marshy sit
ple of the goddess of this place. This work uation, whence its name (eXog=marth). The
was one of the earliest attempts to regulate town was in ruins in the time of Pausaniis, It
dironology, and was made use of by Thucydides, was commonly said that the Spartan slave*
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called Helotes (ElXareg), were originally theince of Gallia Narbonensis. Their «ui [try pi»
Achaaan inhabitants of thistown,who were re- duced good wine.
HELVIUS. 1. BLASIO. Vid. BLASM>.—2. CINNA.
duced by the Dorian conquerors to slavery; but
this account of the origin of the Helotes seems Vid. CINNA.—3. MANCIA. Vid. MAIWIA.—i. P E R
to have been merely an invention, in conse- TINAX. Vid PERTINAX.
H E M E R E S I A ('Huepnma), the soothing goddess,
quence of the similarity of their name to that
of the town of Helos. Vid. Bid. of Antiq, art.a surname of Diana (Artemis), under whieh «h«
HELOTES.—2. A town or district of Elis, on thewas worshipped at the fountain Lusi (So&aoi),
in Arcadia.
Alpheus.
HEMEROSCOPION.
Vid. DIANIUM, N O . 2.
HELVEOONZS, a people in Germany, between
the Viadus and the Vistula, south of the Rugii, H E M I N A , CASSIUS. Vid. CASSIUS, N O . 14.
H E N E T I ('Everol) an ancient people in Paphlaaud north of the Burgundiones, reckoned by
gonia, dwelling on the River Parthenius, fought
Tacitus among the Ligii.
on
the side of Priam against the Greeks, but
HELVETII, a brave and powerful Celtic people,
who dwelt between Mount Jurassus (now Jura) had disappeared before the historical times.
the Lacus Lemannus (now Lake of Geneva) theThey were regarded by many ancient writers
Rhone, and the Rhine as far as the Lacus Brig- as the ancestors of the Veneti in Italy. Vid
antinus (now Lake of Constance) They wereVENETI.
thus bounded by the Sequani on the west, by H E N I O C H I (Tivioxoi), a people in Colchis, north
the Nantuates and Lepontii in Cisalpine Gaul of the Phasis, notorious as pirates.
on the south, by the Raati on the east, and by H E N N A . Vid. E N N A .
HEPHZESTIA ('Hfamrla). 1. ('Htpaianevg),
the German nations on the north beyond the
Rhine. Their country, called Ager Helvetiorumtown in the northwest of the island of Lemnos.
— 2 . ('H<j>aiaridng,-reibng), a demus in Attica,
(but never Helvetia) thus correspondedtothe
western part of Switzerland. Their chief town longing to the tribe Aqamantis.
HEPHZESTIADES I N S U L A
Vid ZEOLIZS.
was AVENTICUM. They were divided into four
pagi or cantons, of which the Pagiis Tigurinus HEPHZSSTION ('Hfaiariav) 1. Son of Amynwas the most celebrated. W e only know the tor, a Macedonian of Pella, celebrated as the
name of one of the three others, namely, the friend of Alexander the Great, with whom he
had been brought up. Alexander called HcVicus Verbigenus, or, more correctly, Urbigenus.
The Helvetii arefirstmentioned in the war with phaastion his own private friend, but Crateriu
the Cimbri. In B.C. 107 the Tiguriui defeated the friend of the king. Hephaastion accomand killed the Roman consul L. Cassius Longi- panied Alexander to Asia, and was employed
nus, ou the Lake of Geneva, while another di- by the king in many important commands. H«
vision of the Helvetii accompanied the Cimbri died at Ecbatana, after an illness of only seven
and Teutones in their invasion of Gaul. Sub- days, B.C. 325. Alexander's grief for his less
sequently the Helvetii invaded Italy along with was passionate and violent. A general moultthe Cimbri, and they returned home in safety ing was ordered throughout the empire, and a
after the defeat of the Cimbri by Marius and funeral pile and monument erected to him at
Oatulus in 101. About forty years afterward Babylon, at a cost of ten thousand talents.—2„
they resolved, upon the advice of Orgetorix, oneA Greek grammarian, who instructed the E m of their chiefs, to migrate from their country peror Verus in Greek, and accordingly lived
with their wives and children, and seek a new about A.D. 150. H e was perhaps the author
home in the more fertile plains of Gaul. In 58 of a Manual on Metres ('Eyxeiplbiov irepl perpa
they endeavored to carry their plan into execu- which has come down to us under the name of
tion, but they were defeated by Caasar, and Hephaastion. This work is atolerablycomplete
driven back into their own territories. The manual of Greek metres, and forms the basis
Romans now planted colonies and built fort- of all our knowledge on that subject. Edited
resses in their country (Noviodunum, Vindo- by Gaisford, Oxon, 1810.
HEPHZESTUS ("Hfaiarog) called V U L C A N U S by
nissa, Aventicum), and the Helvetii gradually
adopted the customs and language of their con- the Romans, the god offire.H e was, accordquerors. They were severely punished by the ing to Homer, the son of Zeus (Jupiter) and
generals of Vitellius (A.D. 70), whom they re- Hera (Juno). Later traditions state that he had
fused to recognize as emperor; and after that no father, and that Hera (Juno) gave "birth to
time they are rarely mentioned as a separate him independent of Zeus (Jupiter), as she was
people. The Helvetii were included in Gallia jealous of Zeus (Jupiter) having given birth to
Lugdunensis according to Strabo, but in Gallia Athena (Minerva) independent of her. H e waa
Belgica according to Pliny: most modern writ- born lame and weak, and was, in consequence,
ers adopt Pliny's statement. When Gaul was so much disliked by his mother that she threw
subdivided into a great number of provinces him down from Olympus. Tbe marine diviniunder the later emperors, the country of theties, Thetis and Eurynome, received him, and
Helvetii formed, with that of the Sequani and he dwelt with them for nine years in a grotto,
the Rauraci, the province of Maxima Sequano- beneath Oceanus, making for them a variety of
ornaments. H e afterward returned to Oljmrum.
HELVIA. [1. Mother of the celebrated CIC- pus, though w e are nottoldthrough what means,
and he appears in Homer as the great artist of
ERO.]—2. Mother of the philosopher SENECA.
the gods of Olympus. Although he had beei,
HELVIDIUS PRISCUS.
Vid. PRISOUS. ,
HELVII, a people in Gaul, between the Rhone cruelly treated by his mother, he always show
and Mount Cebenna, which separated them from ed her respect and kindness, and on one occa
the Arverni, were for a long time subject to sion took her part when she was quarrelling
Matsilia, but afterward belonged to the prov- with Zeus (Jupiter), which so much enraged th*
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lather of the gods that he seized Hephaastus Tethys, and afterward became the wife of Zeus
(V ulcan) by the leg and hurled him down from (Jupiter) without the knowledge of her parents.
heaven. Hephaastus (V ulcan) was a whole day This simple account is variously modified in
feUny', but in the evening he alighted in the other traditions. Being a daughter of Cron-is
islai if of Lemnos, where he was kindly received (Saturn), she, like his other children, was swal
by ike Sintians. Later writers describe his lowed by her father, but afterward released
ismeuess as the consequence of this fall, while and, according to an Arcadian tradition, she win
H o m e r makes him lame from his birth. H e again brought up by Temenus, the son of Pelasguis.
(•tinned to Olympus, and subsequently acted The Argives, on the other hand, related that
the part of mediator between his parents. O n she had been brought up by Eubcea, Prosymna,
that occasion he offered a cup of nectar to his and Aeraea, the three daughters of the River
mother and the other gods, w h o burst out into Asterion. Several parts of Greece claimed tha
immoderate laughter on seeing him busily hob- honor of being her birth place, and more espebling from one god to another. Hephaastus cially Argcs and Samos, which were the prin(Volenti) appears to have been originally the cipal seats of her worship. H e r marriage with
god offiresimply; but as fire is indispensable Zeus (Jupiter) offered ample scope for poetical
in working metals, he was afterward regarded invention, and several places in Greece also
as an artist. His palace in Olympus was im- claimed the honor oi having been the scene of
perishable and shining like stars. It contained the marriage, such as Eubcea, Samos, Cnosus
his workshop, with the anvil and twenty bel- in Crete, and Mount Thornax in the south of
lows, which worked spontaneously at his bid- Argolis. H e r marriage, called the Sacred Marding. It w a s there that he m a d e all his beauti- riage (lepbg yupog), was represented in m a n y
ful and marvellous works, both for gods and places where she was worshipped. A t her nupmen. The ancient poets abound in descriptions tials all the gods honored her with presents, aud
of exquisite workmanship which had been man- G e (Terra) presented to her a tree with golden
ufactured by the god. All the palaces in Olym- apples, which w a s watched by the Hesperi
pus were his workmanship. H e m a d e the ar-des, at the foot of the Hyperborean Atlas. In
rnot of Achilles; the fatal necklace of Harmo- the Iliad Hera (Juno) is treated by the Olymnia ; thefirebreathing bulls of zEetes, king ofpian gods with the same reverence as her husColchis, esc. In later accounts, the Cyclopes band. Zeus (Jupiter) himself listens to hei
ire his woikmen and servants, and his work- counsels, aud communicates his secrets to her
ihop is no longer in Olympus, but in some vol- She is, notwithstanding, far inferior to him
samc island. In the Iliad the wife of Hephaas- in power, and must obey him unconditionally
,us (Vulcan) is Charis: in Hesiod, Aglaia, the She is not like Zens (Jupiter), the queen nf
youngest of the Charites; but in the Odyssey, gods and men, but simply the wife of the suis well as in later accounts, Aphrodite (Venus)preme god. The idea of her being the lueen
ippears as his wife. Aphrodite (Venus) proved of heaven, with regal wealth and power, is of
.aithless to her husband, and w a s in love with much later date. Her chaiacter, as described
Ares (Mars); but Helios disclosed their amours by Homer, is not of a very amiable kind; and
JO Hephaastus (Vulcan), w h o caught the guilty her jealousy, obstinacy, and quarrelsome dispopair in an invisible net, and exposed them to sition sometimes m a k e her husband tremble.
the laughter of the assembled gods. The fa- Henee arise frequent disputes between Hera
vorite abode of Hephaestus (Vulcan) on earth (Juno) and Zeus (Jupiter); and on one occasion
was the inland of Lemnos; but other volcanic Hera (Juno), in conjunction with Poseidon (Nepislands also, such as Lipara, Hiera, Imbros, and tune) and Athena (Minerva), contemplated put
Sicily, are called his abodes or workshops. H e - ting Zeus (Jupiter) into chains. Zeus (Jupiter),
phaastus (Vulcan), like Athena (Minerva), gave in such cases, not only threatens, but beats her.
skill to mortal artists, and, conjointly with her, Once he even hung her up in the clouds, with
he w a s believed to have taught m e n the arts her hands chained, aud with two anvils suswhieh embellish and adorn life. Hence at pended from her feet,; and on another occasion.
Athens they had temples and festivals in com- when Hephaastus (Vulcan) attempted to help
mon.
The epithets and surnames by which her, Zeus (Jupiter) hurled him down from OlymHephaastus (Vulcan) is designated by the poets, pus. B y Zeus (Jupiter) she w a s the mother of
generally allude to his skill in the plastic arts Ares (Mars), Hebe, and Hephaastus (Vulcan).
or to his lameness. The Greeks frequently Hera (Juuo) was,-, properly speaking, the only
placed small dwarf life statues of the god near really married goddess among the OlympianB,
the hearth. During the best period of Grecian for the marriage of Aphrodite (Venus) with
w t he w a s represented as a vigorous m a n with Hephaastus (Vulcan) can scarcely be taken into
a beard, and is characterized by his h a m m e r or consideration. Heuce she is the goddess of
some other instrument, his oval cap, and the marriage and of the birth of children. Several
chiton, which leaves the right shoulder and arm epithets and surnames, such as ElXeidvia, Papnnncovered. The R o m a n Vulcanus w a s an old Xla, Zvyla, TeXeia, &c, contain allusions to this
Italian divinity. Vid. V U L C A N U S .
character of the goddess, aud the Uithyice arc
HEPTANQMIS.
Vid. Z E G Y P T U S .
described as her daughters. She is representH E R A ("Hpa or °Hpn) called J U N O by the Ro- ed in the Iliad riding iu a chariot drawn by tare
xnans. The Greek Hera, that is, Mistress, w a shorses, in the harnessing aud unharnessing of
a daughter of Cronos (Saturn) and Rhea, and which she is assisted by H e b e and the Horae.
sister and wife of Zeus (Jupiter). S o m e call Owing to the judgment of Paris (vid. PARIS).
ksr the eldest daughter of Cronos (Saturn), but she was hostileto the Trojans, and in the Troothers give this title to Hestia. According to jan wsr she accordingly sided with the Greeks
H o m e r she w a s brought u p b y Oceanus and I She persecuted all tho children of Zeus (Jupi
'•6<J
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ver) by mortal mothers, and hence appears as
tho enemy of Dionysus (Bacchus), Hercules,
and otners. In the Ai^onautic expedition she
assi'-ted Jason. It is impossible here to enu
merate all the events of mythical story in which
Hera (Juno) acts a part, and the reade"" must
refer to the particular deities or heroes with
whose story she is connected. Hera (Juno)
iras worshipped in m a n y parts of Greece, but
>B.ore especially at Argos, in the neighborhood
of which she had a splendid temple, on the road
to Mycenaa. Her great festival at Argos is de-

n o w Harakli or Eregli) a city on the southern
shore of the Pontus Euxinus, on the coast oi
Bithynia, in theterritoryof the Mariandyui, was
situated tw enty stadia north of the River Lyeus,
upon a littlerivercalled Acheron or Soon&utes
and near the base of a peninsula called A«heru
sia, and had afineharbor. It w a s founded about
B.C. 550 by colonists from Megara and fexas
Tanagra in Bceotia (not, as Strabo says, from
Miletus). After various political struggles, it
settled down under a monarchical form of gov
eminent It reached the height of its prosperity in the reign of Darius Oodomannus, when it
had an extensive commerce, and a territory
reaching from the Parthenius to the Sangarius.
It began to decline in consequence of the rise
of the kingdom of Bithynia and the foundation
of Nicomedia, and the invasion of Asia Minor
by the Gauls ; aud its ruin was completed in
the Mithradatic, war, when the city was taken
aud plundered, and partly destroyed, by the Romans under Ootta. It was the native city of

scribed in the Bid. of Ant,

art
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also had a splendid temple in Samos. The ancients gave several interpretations respecting
the real significance of Hera (Juno), but w e
must in all probability regard her as the great
goddess of nature, w h o was worshipped every
where from the earliest times. The worship
of the R o m a n Juno is spoken of in a separate
article. Vid. J U N O . Hera (Juno) w a s usually
represented as a majestic w o m a n of mature
age, with a beautiful forehead, large and wide- H E R A O L I D E 3 PONTICUS, and perhaps of the paintly-opened eyes, and with a grave expression er Z E U X I S . — 2 . H. A D L A T M U M ('H. Adrpov or rj
commanding reverence. Her hair was adorn- •biro Adrpa: ruins near the Lake of Baffi), a town
ed with a crown or a diadem. A veil frequent- of Ionia, southeast of Miletus, at the foot of
ly hangs down the back of her head, to charae Mount Latmus, and upon the Sinus Latmieus;
terize her as the bride of Zeus (Jupiter), and formerly called Latmus. Near it was a cave,
the diadem, veil, sceptre, and peacock are her with the tomb of Endymion. There was another city of the same name in Caria, one in
ordinary attributes.
H E R A C I E A ('HpaKXeia : 'HpaitXearng : Hera-Lydia, two in Syria, one in Media, and one in
cleotes). I. In Europe. 1. H , in Lueania, on India, none of which require special notice here.
H E R A O L E O P O L I S ('HpaKXeoviroXig) 1. P A R V A
the River Siris, founded by the Tarentines.
During the independence of the Greek states in (b, piKpd), also called S E T H R O N , a city of Lowei
the south of Italy, congresses were held in this Egypt, in the N o m o s Sethroitcs, twenty-two
town under the presidency of the Tarentines. R o m a n miles west of Pelusium.—2. M A O a (i)
ft sunk into insignificance under the Romans. fieydXn, also b dva) the capital of the fertik
— 2 . Tn Acarnania, on the Ambracian Gulf.—3. N o m o s Heracleopolites or Heracleotes, in tho
In Pisatis Elis, in ruins in the time of Strabo. Heptanomis or Middle Egypt: a chief seat o.
•—4. The later name of Perinthus in Thrace. the worship of the ichneumon.
Vid. P E R I N T H U S . — 5 . H .

CAOOABARIA

PORBARIA,

[ H E R A C L E S ('HpaKXr/g).

Vid. H E R C U L E S . ]

H E R A C L E U M (Tiptt/c/ieiov), the name of several
in Gallia Narbonensis, on the coast, a sea-port
of the Massilians.—6. H. LYNCESTIS (AvyKworlg) promontories and towns, of which none require
also called Polagonia (now Bitoglia or Bitolia) special notice except, 1. A town in Macedonia,
iu Macedonia, on the Via Egnatia, west of the at the mouth of the Apilas, near the frontiers
Erigon, the capital of one of the four districts of Thessaly.—2. The harbor of Cnosus in Crete.
into which Macedonia was divided by the Ro- — 3 . A town on the coast of the Delta of Egypt,
mans.—7. H. M I N O A (Mivtia: ruins near Torre a little west of Oanopus, from which the Cacodi Capo Bianco), on the southern coast of Sicily, pic mouth of the Nile was often called also the
at the mouth of the River Halycus, between Heracleotic mouth.—4. A place near Gindarus,
Agrigentum and Selinus. According to tradi- in the Syrian province of Cyrrhestiee, where
tion it was founded by Minos, when he pursued Ventidius, the legate of M . Antony, gained his
Daedalus ts Sicily, and it m a y have been an an- great victory over the Parthians uuder Paeorus
cient colony of the Cretans. W e know, how- in B.C. 38.
H E R A O L I A N U S ('HpaKAeiavbg) one of the offiever, that it was afterward colonized by the inhabitants of Selinus, and that its original name cers of Honorius, put Stilicho to death (A.D
was Minoa, which it continued to bear till about 408), and received, as the reward of that servB.C. 500, when the town was taken by the Lac- ice, the government of Africa. H e rendered
edaamonians, under Euryleon, w h o changed its good service tc, Honorius duriug the invasion oi
"Sine into that of Heraciea ; but it continued to Italy by Alari.i, and the usurpation of Attalus.
bear its ancient appellation as a surname,todis- In 413 he r< volted against Honorius, and intingmsh it from other places of the same name. vaded Italy; but his enterprise failed, and on
ft, fell at an early period into the hands of thehis return to I frica he was put to death at CarCarthaginians, and remained in their power till thage.
H E E A O L I D Z E ('HpanXeiSai) the descendants ol
the conquest of Sicily by the Romans, w h o
Hercules, who, in conjunction with the Dorians.
planted a colony there.—8. H. SINTICA (XivriK-rf),
.a Macedonia, a town of the Sinti, on the left conquered Peloponnesus. It had been the will
bank of the Strymon, founded by Amyntas, of Jupiter (Zeus), so ran the legend, that Herbrother of Philip.—9. H . TRACHINIZK, in Thes- cules should rule over the country of the Persaly, Vid. TRAOHIS.—II. In Asia
1. H. P O N - seids, at Mycenaa and Tiryns ; but, through
vicA ('H.)} Hovuaj, or Hbvrov, :r h Hd.ru • Juno's (Hera) cunning, Eurystheus iaad been
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(;at into the place of Hercules, who had become
there to take a three-eyed man for their com
the servant of the former. After the death of mander. H e was found in the person of O x y
Hercules, his claims devolved upon his sons lus, the son of Andraamon, an zEtolian, but deand descendants. A t the time of his death, scended from a family in Elis. The expedition
Hyllus, the eldest of his four sons by Deianira, now successfully sailed from Naupaetus toward
/as residing with his brothers at the court of Rhium in Peloponnesus. Oxylus, keeping tbus
Oeyx at Trachis. A s Eurystheus demanded invaders away from Elis, led them through Arliieir surrender, and Ceyx was unable to pro- cadia. The Heraclidaa and Dorians conquered
tect them, they fled to various parts of Greece, Tisamenus, the son of Orestes, w h o ruled ovci
ontil they were received as suppliants at Athens, Argos, Mycenaa, aud Sparta. After this they
»t the altar of Eleos (Mercy) According to the became masters of the greater part of Pelopon
Heraclidc of Euripides, the sons of Hercules nesus, and then distributed by lot the newly ac
were first staying at Argos, thence went to quired possessions. Temenus obtained Argos ;
Trachis in Thessaly, and at length came to Procles and Eurystheus, the twin sons of ArisAthens. Demophon, the son of Theseus, re- todemus, Lacedaamon; and Cresphontes, Mesceived them, and they settled in the Attic tetrap- senia. Such are the traditions about the Herolis. Eurystheus, to w h o m the Athenians re- aclidaa aud their conquest of Peloponnesus
fused to surrender the fugitives, now marched Toey are not purely mythical, but contain a
against the Athenians with a large army, but genuine historical substance, notwithstanding
was defeated by the Athenians under Iolaus, the various contradictions in the accounts.
Theseus, and Hyllus, and was slain with his They represent the conquest of the Achaaan
sons. The battle itself was celebrated in Attic population by Dorian invaders, w h o henceforstory as the battle of the Seironian rock, on the ward appear as the ruling race in the Peloponcoast of the Saronic Gulf, though Pindar places nesus. The conquered Achseans became partit in the neighborhood of Thebes. After the ly the slaves and partly the subjects of the Doribattle the Heraclidaa entered the Peloponnesus, ans. Vid. Bid. of Ant, art. PERICECI.
and maintained themselves there for one year.
H E R A C L I D E S ('HpaKXetSng) 1. A Syracusan,
This was theirfirstinvasion of Peloponnesus. son of Lysimachus, one of the generals when
But a plague, whieh spread over the whole pen- Syracuse was attacked by the Athenians, B.C.
insula, compelled them to return to Attica, 415.—2. A Syracusan, w h o held the chief comwhere,fora time, they again settled in the At- m a n d of the mercenary forces under the youngtic tetrapohs. From thence they proceeded to er Dionysius. Being suspected by Dionysius
zEgimius, king of the Dorians, w h o m Hercules he fled from Syracuse, and afterward took part
had assisted in his war against the Lapithaa, and with Dion in expelling Dionysius from Syrawho had promised to preserve a third of his ter- cuse. After the expulsion of the tyrant, a powritory for the children of Hercules. Vid. ZEGI- erful party at Syracuse looked up to Heraelidea
MIUS. The Heraclidaa were hospitably received as their leader, in consequence of which Dion
by zEgimius, and Hyllus was adopted by the caused him to be assassinated, 354.—3. Son of
latter. After remaining in Doris three years, Agathocles, accompanied his father to Africa,
Hyllus, with a band of Dorians, undertook an where he was put to death by the soldiers
expedition against Atreus, w h o had married a when they were deserted by Agathocles, 307.
daughter of Eurystheus, and had become king — 4 . Of Tarentum, one of the chief counsellors
of Mycenaa and Tiryns. Hyllus marched across of Philip V , king of Macedonia.—5. Oi Byzan
the Corinthian isthmus, and first met Echemus tium, sent as ambassador by Antiochus the
of Tegea, w h o fought for the Pelopidaa, the prin- Great to the two Scipios, 190.—6. One of the
cipal opponents of the Heraclidaa. Hyllus fell three ambassadors sent by Antiochus Epiphain single combat with Echemus, and, according nes to the Romans, 169. Heraclides was ban
to an agreement whieh had been m a d e before ished by Demetrius Soter, the successor of Anthe battle, the Heraclidaa were not to make any tiochus (162), and in revenge gave his support
further attempt upon Peloponnesus for the next to the imposture of Alexander Balas.—7. Surfifty years. Thus ended their second invasion.named PONTIOUS, because he was boi-h at HeraThey n o w retired to Trieorythus, where they ciea in Pontus. H e was a person of consider
were allowed by tbe Athenians to take up their able wealth, and migrated to Athens, where he
abode. During the period which followed (ten became a pupil of Plato. H e paid attention also
years after the death of Hyllus), the Trojan War to the Pythagorean system, and afterward attook place ; and thirty years after the Trojan tended the instructions of Speusippus, and finalwar Cleodaaus, son of HyRus, again invaded ly of Aristotle. H e wrote a great numt ar of
Peloponnesus, which was the third invasion; .works upon philosophy, mathematics, music
about twenty years later, Aristomachus, the son history, politics, grammar, and poetry ; but alof Cleodaaus, undertook the fourth expedition ; most all of these works are lost There has
but both heroes fell. Not quite thirty years come down to us a small work, under the name
after Aristomachus (that is, about eighty years of Heraclides, entitled irepl HoXireiav, of which
after the destruction of Troy), the Heraclidaa the best editions are by Koler, Halle, 1804, by
prepared for theirfifthand final attack. Teme- Co-ae, in his edition of zElian, Paris, 1805, [and
Bus, Cresphontes, and Aristodemus, the sons by Schneidewin, 1849]. Another extant work,
of Aristomachus, upon the advice of an oracle, 'AXX^nyoplai 'OpnpiKai, whieh also bears _ th«
built a fleet on the Corinthian Gulf; but this name of Heraclides, was certainly not written
fleet was destroyed, because Hippotes, one of by him. Diogenes Laerl IUS, in his life of Herthe Heraclidaa, had killed Oarnus, an Aearnani- aclides, says that "Heraclides made tragedies,
an soothsayer ; and Aristodemus was killed by and put the name of Thespis to them." Tliii
a flash of hghtning. A n oracle n o w ordered sentence has given occasion to a learned dis
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qiusition by Bentley (Phalaris, p. 239), to prove
Sori), a range of mountains in Sicily, running
that the fragments attributed to Thespis are from the centre of the island southeast, and end
really cited from these counterfeit tragedies of ing in the promontory Pachynum.
Heraclides. Some childish stories are told about HERZEUM. Vid. A R G O S , p. 92, a.
Heraclides keeping a pet seipent and ordering
HERBESSUS. Vid. ERBESSUS.
one of his friends to conceal his body after his
H E R B I T A ("EpBira: 'EpBiralog, Herbitensis,
death, and place the serpent on the bed, that ittown in Sicily, north of Agyrium, in the mount
might be supposed that he had been taken to ains, was a powerful place in early times undei
tbfl company of the gods. It is also said that the tyrant Archonides, but afterward declined
he killed a man who had usurped the tyranny in importance.
in Heraciea, and there are other traditions about H E R C U L A N E U M , a town in Samnium, conquerhim scarcely worth relating.—8. A n historian, ed by the consul Carvilius, B.C. 293 (Liv, x,
who lived in the reign of Ptolemy Philopator 45), must not be confounded with the more cel(222-205), and wrote several works, quoted by ebrated town of this name mentioned below.
the grammarians.—9. A physician of Tarentum,
HERCULANEUM, HEROULANIUM, HEROULANUM,
lived in the third or secoud century B.C, and H E R C U L E N S E O P I IDUM, H E R C U L E A U R B S fHpowrote some works on Materia Medica, and a KXeiov) an aneieL't city in Campania, near the
commentary on all the works in the Hippocratic coast, between Neapolis and Pompeii, was origCollection.—10. A physician of Erythraa in Ionia,inally founded by the Oscans, was next in the
was a pupil of Ohrysermus, and a contemporary possession of the Tyrrhenians, and subsequentof Strabo in thefirstcentury B.C.
ly was chiefly inhabited by Greeks, who apHERACLITUS ('HpuK-Xeirog). 1. Of Ephesus,
peara to have setted in the place from other
philosopher generally considered as belonging cities of Magna Graacia, and to have given it its
to the Ionian school, though he differed from name. It was taken, by the Romans iu the So
their principles in many respects. In his youth cial war (B.O. 89, 88), and was colonized by
he travelled extensively, and after his return to them. In A.D. 63 a great part of it was deEphesus the chief magistracy was offered him, stroyed by an earthquake; and in 79 it was
which, however, he transferred to his brother. overwhelmed, along with Pompeii and Stabiaa,
H e appears afterward to have become a com- by the great eruption of Mount Vesuvius. It
plete recluse, rejecting even the kindnesses was buried under showers of ashes and streams
offered by Darius, and at last retreatiug to the of lava, from seventy to one hundred feet under
mountains, where he lived on potherbs; but, the present surface of the ground. On its
after some tune, he was compelled by the siek- site stand the modern Portici and part of the
aess consequent on such meagre diet to return village of Resina: the Italian name of Erca»o Ephesus, where he died. H e died at the age lano does not indicate any modern place, but
of sixty, audflourishedabout B.O. 513. Her- only the part of Herculaneum that has been disaclitus wrote a work On Nature (irepl tjsvveag)
interred. The ancient city was accidentally
which contained his philosophical views. From discovered by the sinking of a well in 1720,
the obscurity of his style, he gained the title of since which time the excavations have been
the Obscure (aKorsivbg). He considered fire
to
carried
on at different periods; and many works
be the primary form of all matter; but by fireof art have been discovered, which are deposited
he meant only to describe a clear light fluid,
in the Royal Museum at Portici. It has been
"self kindled and self extinguished," and there- found necessary tofillup again the excavations
fore not differing materially from the air of whieh were made, in order to render Portici and
Anaximenes.—2. A n Academic philosopher of Resina secure, and therefore very little of the
Tyre, a friend of Antiochus, and a pupil of Oli- ancient city is to be seen. The buildings that
tomachus and Philo.—3. The reputed author of have been discovered are a theatre capable of
a work, Hepl 'Airiorav, published by Westeraccommodating about ten thousand spectators,
mann in his Mythographi, Brunsvig, 1843.—-the remains of two temples, a large building,
[4. Of Lesbos, author of a history of Macedo- commonly designated as a forum civile, two
nia.—5. A n elegiac poet of Halicarnassus, a hundred and twenty-eight feet long and one
contemporary and friend of Callimachus, who hundred and thirty-two broad, and some private
wrote an epigram on him.]
houses, the walls of which were adorned with
[HERACLIUS ('HpaKXewg: 'HpaKXwg) 1. Tbe
paintings, many of which, when discovered,
name of several Sicilians mentioned by Cicero, were in a state of admirable preservation.
e. g.: a. A citizen of Oenturipini, who appeared
in have been also found at Herculaneum
There
evidence against Verres ; b. A native of Segesta,many M S S , written on rolls of papyrus; but
put to death by Verres, though innocent; c. Son
the difficulty of unrolling and deciphering them
of Hiero, a noble and opulent Syracusan, strip-was very great; and the few which have been
ped of nearly all his property by Verres ; d. Andeciphered are of little value, consisting of a
other Syracusan, priest of Jupiter (Zeus), held treatise of Philodemus on music,- and fragmenta
in high estimation by his fellow-citizens.—2. A of unimportant works on philosophy.
eunuch and favorite of Valentinian I1X; was
H E R C U L E S ('HpaKXijg), the most celebrated of
the instigator of the murder of AStius.—3. A all the heroes of antiquity. His exploits were
governor of the Emperor Leo's in Africa, fought celebrated not only in all the countries round
8'i-jcessfully against the Vandals, 466 A.D.]
the Mediterranean, but even in the most distant
H E R Ai ('Hpaia: 'Hpaievg: ruins near St.
Jo- of the ancient world. I. G R E E K LEGENDS.
lands
annes) a town in Arcadia, on the right bank ofThe Greek traditions about Hercules appear in
the' Alpheus, near the borders of Elis. Its ter-their national purity down to the time of Heritory was called HERZEATIS CHpaidrig)
rodotus. But the poets of the time of HerodoHER^SI M O N T E S (ri 'Hpa-.a bpn '• now Monti
tus and of the subsequent periods introduced
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sonsidtrable alterations, which were probablyas his helmet. Others related that the lion'e
derived from the East or Egypt,forevery nation skin of Hercules w a s taken from the Nemear
possesses some traditions respecting heroes of lion. O n his return to Thebes, he met the
superhuman strength and power. N o w while envoys of King Erginus of Orehomenos, w h o
in the earliest Greek legends Hercules is a were going to fetch the annual tribute of one
purely h u m a n hero, a conqueror of men, and hundred oxen, which they had compelled th«
cities, he afterward appears as the subduer of Thebans to pay. Hercules cut off the noses
monstrous animals, and is connected in a va- and ears of the envoys, and thus sent' h e m loci
riety of ways with astronomical phenomena, to Erginus. The latter thereupon marched
According to Homer, Hercules w a s the son of against Thebes; but Hercules defeated and
Jupiter (Zeus) by Alcmene of Thebes in Bceo- killed Erginus, and compelled the Orchomcnitia. His stepfather was Anphitryon. Amphit- ans to pay double the tribute whieh they had
ryon was the son of Alcaaus, the son of Perseus; formerly received from the Thebans. In this
and Alcmene w a s a grand-daughter of Pers- battle against Erginus Hercules lost his stepeus. Hence Hercules belonged to the family father Amphitryon, though the tragedians m a k e
of Perseus. Jupiter (Zeus) visited Alemene him survive the campaign. Creon rewarded
in the form of Amphitryon, while the latter w a s Hercules with the hand of his daughter M e absent warring against the Taphians; and he, gara, by w h o m he became the father of several
pretending to be her husband, became by her children, The gods, on the other hand, m a d e
the father of Hercules. For details, vid. A L C - him presents of arms: Mercury (Hermes) gave
M E N E , A M P H I T R Y O N . O n the day on which Her- him a sword, Apollo a b o w and arrows, Vulcan
cules was to be born, Jupiter (Zeus) boasted of (Hephaastus) a golden coat of mail, and Mihis becoming the father of a hero w h o w a s to nerva (Athena) a peplus. H e cut for himself a
rule over the race of Perseus. Juno (Hera) club in the neighborhood of Nemea, while, acprevailed upon him to swear that the descend- cording to others, the club w a s of brass, ana
•int of Perseus born that day should be the ruler. the gift of Vulcan (Hephaastus). Soon afterThereupon she hastened to Argos, and there ward Hercules was driven m a d by Juno (Hera),
iaused the wife of Stheuelus to give birth to and in this state he killed his o w n children by
Eurystheus; whereas, by keeping away the Megata and two of Iphiclea. In his grief he
flithyiaa, she delayed the birth of Hercules, and sentenced himself to exile, and went to Thesthus robbed him of the empire which Jupiter pius, w h o purified him. Other traditions place
(Zeus) had destined for him. Jupiter (Zeus) this madness at a later time, and relate the cir
was enraged at the imposition practiced upon cumstances differently. H e then consulted th&
nim, but could not violate his oath. Alemene oracle of Delphi as to where he should settle.
brought into the world two boys, Hercules, the The Pythia first called him by the name of H e r
son of Jupiter (Zeus), and Iphieles, the son of cules—for hitherto his n a m e had teen Alcides
Amphityrou. Nearly all the stories about the or Alcaaus—and ordered him to five at Tiryns,
childhood and youth of Here lies, down to the and to serve Eurystheusforthe space of twelve
time when he entered the service of Eurysth- years, after which he should become immortal.
eus, seem to be inventions of a later age. A t Hercules accordingly went to Tiryns, and did
least in H o m e r and Hesoid w e are only told that as he w a s bid by Eurystheus. The accounts
he grew strong in body and mind; that, confid- of the twelve labors which Hercules performed
ing in his o w n powers, he defied even the immor- at the bidding of Eurystheus are found only iu
tal gods, and wounded Juno (Hera) and Mars the later writers. The only one of the twelve
(Ares), and that under the protection of Jupiter labors mentioned by H o m e r is his descent into
(Zeus) and Minerva (Athena) he escaped the the lower world to carry off Cerberus. W e also
clangers which Juno (Hera) prepared for him. find in H o m e r thefightof Hercules with a seaT o these simple accounts, various particulars monster ; his expedition to Troy, to fetch thOare added iu later writers. A s he lay in his horses which Laomedon had refused him; and
cradle, Juno (Hera) sent two serpents to destroy his w a r against the Pylians, w h e n he destroyed
him, but the infant hero strangled them with the whole family of their king Neleus, with the
his o w n hands. A s he grew up, he was' in- exception of Nestor. Hesiod mentions severa^
structed by Amphitryon in driving a chariot, by of the feats of Hercules distinctly, but knowr
Autolycus in wrestling, by Eurytus in archery, nothing of their number twelve. The selection
by Castor infightingwith heavy armor, and by of these twelve from the great number of feats
Linus in singing and playing the lyre. Linus ascribed to Hercules is probably the work of
was killed by his pupil with the lyre because the Alexandrines. They are usually arranged
he had censured him; and Amphitryon, to pre- in the following order. 1. The fight with the\
vent similar occurrences, sent him to feed his Nemean lion. The valley of Nemea, between
cattle. In this manner he spent his life till his Cleonaa and Phlius, w a s inhabited by a monsighteenth year. Hisfirstgreat adventure hap- strous lion, the offspring of Typhon and Echidpened while he was still watching the oxen of na. Eurystheus ordered Hercules to bring him
hii stepfather. A huge lion, which haunted the skin of this monster. After using in vain
Mount Cithaaron, m a d e great havoc among the his club and arrows against the lion, he stranflocks of Amphitryon and Thespius (or Thesti- gled the animal with his o w n hauls. H e re•s), king of Thespiaa. Hercules promised to turned carrying the dead lion on his shoulders
deliver the country of the monster; and Thes- but Eurystheus w a s so frightened at the giganpius rewarded Hercules by making him his tic strength of the hero, that he ordered him in
guest so long as the chase lasted. Hercules future to deliver the account of his exploits
slew the lion, and henceforth wore its skin as outside the town.—2. Fight against the Lernasan
his ordinary garment, and its mouth and head hydra. This monster, hire the lion, w a s the
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iffepring of Typhon and Echidna, and was and Hercules, after taking Phyleus, the son ol
brought up by Juno (Hera). It ravaged the Augeas, as his witness, led the rivers Alpheui
country of Lerna near Argos, and dwelt in a and Peneus through the stalls, whieh were thus
s w a m p near the well of A m y m o n e . It had nine cleansed in a single day. But Augeas, w h o
heads, of which the middle one w a s immortal, learned that Hercules had undertaken the work
Hercules struck off its heads with Ins club ; butby the command of Eurystheus, refused to giv
in the place of the head he cut off, two new him the reward. His son Phyleus then bore
ones grew forth each time. A gigantic crab witness against his father, w h o exiled him from
also came to the assistance of the hydra, and Elis. Eurystheus, however, declared the exploit
ivounded Hercules. However, with the assist- null and void, because Hercules had stipulated
ance of his faithful servant Iolaus, he burnec" with Augeasfora reward for performing it A t
a w a y the heads of the hydra, and buried thf a later time Hercules invaded Elis, and killed
ninth or immortal one under a huge rock. Hav- Augeas and his sons. After this he is said to
ing thus conquered the monster, he poisoned his have founded the Olympic games.—6. Bestrucarrows with its bile, whence the wounds inflict tion of the Stymphalian birds. These voracious
ed by them became incurable. Eurystheus de- birds had been brought up by Mars (Ares).
clared the victory unlawful, as Hercules had They had brazen claws, wings, and beaks, used
w o n it with the aid of Iolaus.—3. Capture cf their feathers as arrows, and ate h u m a n flesh.
the Arcadian stag. This animal had golden They dwelt on a lake near Stymphalus in Arcaantlers and brazen feet. It had been dedicated dia, from which Hercules w a s ordered b y Euto Diana (Artemis) by the n y m p h Taygete, be- rystheus to expel them. W h e n Hercules uncause the goddess had saved her from the pur- dertook the task, Minerva (Athena) provided
suit of Jupiter (Zeus). Hercules was ordered him with a brazen rattle, by the noise of which
to bring the animal alive to Mycenaa. H e pur- he startled the birds ; and, as they attempted to
sued it in vain for a whole year: at length he fly away, he killed them with his arrows. Acwounded it with an arrow, caught it, and car- cording to some accounts, he only drove the
ried it away on his shoulders. While in Arca- birds away, and they appeared again in the
dia, he was met by Diana (Artemis), w h o w a s island of Aretias, where they were found by the
angry with him for having outraged the animal Argonauts.—7. Capture of the Cretan bull. Acsacred to her; but he succeeded in soothing her cording to some, this bull w a s the one which
anger, and carried his prey to Mycenaa. Ac- had carried Europa across the sea. According
cording to some statements he killed the stag. to others, the bull had been sent out of the sea
. — 4 . Bestruction of the Erymanthian boar. This by Neptune (Poseidon), that Minos might offer
animal, which Hercules was ordered to bring it in sacrifice. But Minos w a s so charmed
alive to Eurystheus, had descended from Mount with the beauty of the animal, that he kept it
Erymanthus into Psophis. Hercules chased and sacrificed another in its stead. Neptune
him through the deep snow and having thus (Poseidon) punished Minos by driving the bull
worn him out, he caught him in a net, aud car- mad, and causing it to commit great havoc in
ried him to Mycenaa.
Other traditions place the island. Hercules w a s ordered by Eurysthe hunt of the Erymanthian boar in Thessaly, theus to catch the bull, and Minos willingly
and some even in Phrygia. It must be observ- allowed him to do so. Hercules accomplished
ed that this and the subsequent labors of Her- the task, and brought the bull home on his shoulcules are connected with certain subordinate ders; but he then set the animal free again.
labors, called Parerga (Hdpepya) Thefirstof The bull n o w roamed through Greece, and at
these parerga is thefightof Hercules with the last came to Marathon, where w e meet it again
Centaurs. In his pursuit of the boar he came in the stories of Theseus.—-8. Capture of the
to the centaur Pholus, w h o had received from mares of the Thracian Biomedes. This DiomeBacchus (Dionysus) a cask of excellent wine. des, king of the Bistones in Thrace, fed his
Hercules opened it, contrary to the wish of hishorses with human flesh. Eurystheus ordered
host, and the delicious fragrance attracted the Hercules to bring these animals to Mycenaa.
other centaurs, w h o besieged the grotto of Pho- With a few companions, he seized the animals,
lus. Hercules drove them a w a y ; they fled to and conducted them to the sea coast But here
the house of Chiron; and Hercules, eager in he was overtaken by the Bistones. During the
his pursuit, wounded Chiron, his oldfriend,with fight he intrusted the mares to his friend A b d e
one of his poisoned arrows; in eonsoquence of rus, w h o w a s devoured by them. Hercules dewhich, Chiron died. Vid. C H I R O N . Pholus like- feated the Bistones, killed Diomedes, whose
wise w a s wounded by one of the arrows, which body he threw before the mares, built the town
by accident fell on his foot and killed him. of Abdera in honor of his unfortunate friend, and
This fight with the centaurs gave rise to the then returned to Mycenaa with the mares, which
establishment of mysteries, by whieh Ceres (De- had become tame after eating thefleshof thenmeter) intended to purify the hero from the blood master. The mares were afterward set free,
he had shed against his o w n will.—5. Cleansing and destroyed on Mount Olympus by wild beast*
of the stables of Augeas. Eurystheus imposed— 9 . Seizure of the girdle of the queen of the Any
upon Hercules the task of cleansing in one day azons. Hippolyte, the queen of the Amazon*,
the stalls of Augeas, king of Elis. Augeas had possessed a girdle, whieh she had received from
a herd of three thousand oxen, whose stalls had Mars (Ares). Admete, the daughter of Eurynot been cleansed for thirty years. Hercules, stheus, wished to obtain this girdle, and Herwithout mentioning the ooinmanr ..» Eurysth- cules w a s therefore sent to fetch it. H e w a s
eus, went to Augeas, and offered to cleanse his accompanied by a number of volunteers, aud
stalls in one day, if he would give him the tenth after various adventures in Europe and Asia, he
part of his cattle. Augeas tgreed to the terms; at length reached the country of the Amaionn
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Hippnlyte atfirstraceived him kindly, and prom- m a d e him a present tf the apples ; but Heicun s
ised him her girdle; but Juno (Hera) having dedicated them to Minerva (Athena), w h o iv
excited the Amazons against him, a contest en- stored them to their former place. S o m e trad1
sued, in which Hercules killed their queen. H e tions add that Hercules killed the dragon I.adov
then took her girdle, and carried it with him. — 1 2 . Bringing Cerberus from the lower world
In this expedition Hercules killed the two sons This was the most difficult of the twelve labt n
of Boreas, Calais and Zetes; and he also begot of Hercules. H e descended into Hades, neai
three sons b y Echidna, in the country of the Taanarum in Laeonia, accompanied by Mercurj
Hyperboreans. O n his w a y home he landed in (Hermes) arM Minerva (Athena). H e delivered
Proas, where he rescued Hesione from the mon- Theseus and Ascalaphus from their toiments
ster sent against her b y Neptune (Poseidon); H e obtained permission from Pluto to carr;.
in return for which service, her father, Laome- Cerberus to the upper world, provided ho conic
Herdon, promised him the horses he had received accomplish it without force of arms.
from Jupiter (Zeus) as a compensation for Gany- cules succeeded in seizing the monster and carmedes ; but, as Laomedon did not keep his word, rying it to the upper world; and after he had
Hercules, on leaving, threatened to m a k e w a r shown ittoEurystheus, he carried it back again
against Troy. H e landed in Thrace, where he to the lower world. S o m e tracLtions connect
slew Sarpedon, and at length returned through the descent of Hercules into the lower world
Macedonia to Peloponnesus.—-10. Capture of with a contest with Hades, as w o see even in
the oxen of Geryones in Erythia. Geryones, the the Riad, (v, 397), and more particularly in the
Besides these
monster with three bodies, lived in the fabu- Alcestis of Euripides (24, 846).
lous island of Erythia (the reddish), so called twelve labors, Hercules performed several other
because it lay under the rays of the setting sun feats without being commanded by Eurystheus.
in the west This island was originally placed These feats were called Parerga by the accients.
off the coast of Epirus, but w a s afterward iden- Several of them were interwoven with tho
tified either with Gades or the Balearic Islands, twelve labors, and have been already described
and w a s at all times believed to be in the distant those which had no couu action with the twelve
west. The oxen of Geryones were guarded by labors are spoken of below. After Hercules had
the giant Eurytion and the two headed dog performed the twelve labors, he w a s released
Orthrus ; and Hercules was commanded by Eu- from the servitude of Eurystheus, and returned
rystheus to fetch them. After traversing vari- to Thebes. Here there gave Megara in marriage
ous countries, he reached at length the frontiers to Iolaus; and he wished to gain in marriage
of Libya and Europe, where he erected two pil- for himself Iole, the daughter of Eurytus, king
lars (Calpe and Abyla) on the two sides of the of Qiichalia. Eurytus promised his daughter tc
Straits of Gibraltar, which were hence called the the m a n w h o should conquer him and his sont
Pillars of Hercules. Being annoyed by the heat in shooting with the bow. Hercules defeated
of the sun, Hercules shot at Helios, w h o so m u c h them; but Euiytus and his sons, with the ex
admired his boldness, that he presented him ception of Iphitus, refused to give Iole to him,
with a golden cup or boat, in which he sailed to because he had murdered his o w n children.
Erythia. H e there slew Eurytion and his dog, Soon afterward the oxen of Eurytus were caras well as Geryones, and sailed with his booty ried off, and it was suspected that Hercules was
to Tartessus, where he returned the golden cup the offender. Iphitus again defended Hercules,
(boat) to Helios. O n his w a y h o m e he passed and requested his assistance in searching after
through Gaul, Italy, Illyricum, and Thrace, and the oxen. Hercules agreed; but when the two
met with numerous adventures, which are vari- had arrived at Tiryns, Hercules, in afitof madously embellished by the poets. M a n y attempts ness, threw his friend down from the wall, and
were m a d e to deprive him of the oxen, but he killed him. Deiphobus of Amyclaa purified H e r
at length brought thern in safety to Eurystheus, cules from this murder, but he was, neverthew h r sacrificed them to Juno (Hera).
These less, attacked b y a severe illness. Hercules
ten labors were performed by Hercules in the then repaired to Delphi to obtain a remedy, but
space of eight years and one month; but as Eu- the Pythia refused to answer his questions. A
rystheus declared two of them to have been per- struggle ensued between Hercules and Apollo,
formed unlawfully, he commanded him to ac- and the combatants were not separated till Jucomplish two more.—11. Fetching the golden piter (Zeus) sent a flash of lightning between
apples of the Hesperides. This was particularly them. - The oracle n o w declared that he would
difficult, since Hercules did not k n o w where to be restored to health if he would serve three
find them. They were the apples which Juno years for wages, and surrender his earnings to
(Hera) had received at her wedding from Terra Eurytus, as an atonement for the murder of
(Ge), and which she had intrusted to the keep- Iphitus. Therefore he became servant to
ing of the Hesperides and the dragon Ladon, on Omphale, queen of Lydia, and widow of Tmolus.
Mount Atlas, in the country of the Hyperbore- Later writers describe Hercules as living effemans. For details, vid. H E S P E R I D E S .
After vari- inately during his residence with Omphale: ha
ous adventures iu Europe, Asia, and Africa, Her- span wool, it is said, and sometimes put on .he
cules at lengh arrived at Mount Atlas. O n the garments of a woman, while Omphale wore hit
advice of Prometheus, he sent Atlas to fetch lion's skin. According to other accounts, he
the apples, and in the mean time bore the weight nevertheless performed several great feats durof heaven for him. Atlas returned with the ing this time. H e undertook an expedition to
apples, but refused to take the burden of heaven Colchis, which brought him into connection with
on his shoulders again. Hercules, however, the Argonauts; he took part in tve Calydonian
contrived by a stratagem to get the apples, and hunt, and n'et Theseus on his landing from
hastened away. O n his return Eurystheus Troazene ou the Corinthian isthmus. A n ex
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pedition to India, which w a s mentioned in some set on fire. N o one ventured to obey him, until
traditions, m a y likewise be inserted in this Iat length Pceas the shepherd, w h o passed by,
place. W h e n the time of his servitude had ex- was prevailed upon to comply with the desir*
pired, he sailed against Troy, took the city, andof the suffering hero. W h e n the pile was
killed Laomedon its king. O n his return from burning, a cloud came down from heaven, and,
Troy, a storm drove him on the island of Cos, amid peals of thunder, carried him to Olympus,
where he waa attacked by the Meropes; but he where he was honored with immortality, bedefeated them and killed their king, Eurypylus. came reconciled to Juno (Hera), and married
It was about this time that the gods sent for her daughter Hebe, by w h o m he became the
him in order to fight against the Giants. Vid. father of Alexiares and Anieetus. Immediately
GIGANTES. Soon after his return to Argos he after his apotheosis, his friends offered sacrimarched against Augeas, as has been related fices to him as a hero; and he was, in course
above. H e then proceeded against Pylos, whieh of time, worshipped throughout all Greece as a
he took, and killed the sous of Neleus except god aud as a hero. His worship, however, preNestor. H e next advanced against Lacedaa- vailed more extensively among the Dorians
uiou, to punish the sons of Hippocoon for hav- than among any other of the Greek races. The
ing assisted Neleus and slain CEonus, the son of sacrifices offered to him consisted principally
Licymnius. H e took Lacedaamon, and assign- of bulls, boars, rams, and lambs. The works of
ed the government of it to Tyndareus. O n his art in whieh Hercules was represented were
return to Tegea, he became, by Auge, the fa- extremely numerous, and of the greatest varither of Telephus (vid. A U G E ) ; and he then pro- ety, for he w a s represented at all the various
ceeded to Calydon, where he obtained Deia- stages of his life, from the cradle to his death.
nira, the daughter of QHneus, for his wife, after But whether he appears as a child, a youth, a
fighting with Aehelous for her. Vid. DEIANI- struggling hero, or as the immortal inhabitant
RA, A C H E L O U S . After Hercules had been mar- of Olympus, his character is always one of
ried to Deianira nearly three years, he acci- heroic strength and energy. Specimens of
dentally killed, at a banquet in the house of every kind are still extant ThefinestrepreCuneus, the boy Eunomus. In accordance with sentation of the hero that has come down to us
the law, Hercules went into exile, taking with is the so called Farnese Hercules, which was
him his wife Deianira. O n their road they executed by Glycon. The hero is resting,
came to the River Evenus, across which the leaning on his right arm, and his head reclining
centaur Nessus carried travellers for a small on his left hand: the whole figure is a most exs u m of money. Hercules himself forded the quisite combination of peculiar softness with
river, but gavs Deianira to Nessus to carry the greatest strength.—II. R O M A N TRADITIONS.
across. Nessus attempted to outrage her : Her- The worship of Hercules at R o m e and in Italy
cules heard her screaming, and shot an arrow is connected by R o m a n writers with the hero's
into the heart of Nessus. The dying centaur expedition to fetch the oxen of Geryones.
called out to Deianira to take his blood with They stated that Hercules, ou his return, visited
her, as it was a sure means of preserving the Italy, where he abolished h u m a n sacrifices
love of her husband. H e then conquered the among the Sabines, established the worship of
Dryopes, aud assisted zEgimius, king of the fire, and slew Cacus, a robber, w h o had stolen
Dorians, against the Lapithaa. Vid. ZEGIMIUS. his oxen. Vid. CAOUS. The aborigines, and
After this he took up his abode at Trachis, especially Evander, honored Hercules with diwhence he marched against Eurytus of GLcba vine worship; and Hercules, in return, taught
lia. H e took CEchalia, killed Eurytus and his them the w a y in which he w a s to be worshiptons, and carried off his daughter Iole as a pris- ped, and intrusted the care of his worship to
oner. O n his return h o m e he landed at Ce- two distinguished families, the Potitii and Pilaaum, a promontory of Euboaa, erected an altar narii. Vid. P I N A R I A G E N S . The Fabia gens
-jo Jupiter (Zeus), aud sent his companion Li-traced its origin to Hercules; and Fauna and
chas to Trachis, in order to fetch him a white Aeca Laurentia are called mistresses of Hergarment, which he intended to use during the cules. In this manner the Romans connected
sacrifice. Deianira, afraid lest Iole should sup their earliest legends with Hercules. It should
plant her in the affections of her husband, steep- be observed that in the Italian traditions the
ed the white garment he had demanded iu the hero bore the n a m e of Recarauus, and this
blood of Nessus, This blood had been poisoned Recaranus was afterward identified with the
by the arron "w ith which Hercules had shot Nes- Greek Hercules. H e had two temples at
sus ; and, accordingly, as soon as the garment Rome. One was a small round temple of Herbecame w a r m on the body of Hercules, the cules Victor, or Hercules Triumphalis, between
poison penetrated into all his limbs, and caused the river and the Circus Maximus, in front of
h m the most excruciating agony. H e seized whieh was the ara maxima, on which, after a
Lichas by his feet, and threw him into the triumph, the tenth of the booty was deposited
sea.
H e wrenched off the garment, but it for distribution among the citizens. T h e secstuck to hisflesh,and with it he tore away ond temple stood near the porta trigemina, and
whole pieces from his body. In this state he contained a bronze statue and the altar on
was conveyed to Trachis. Deianira, on seeing which Hercules himself w a s believed to have
w h a : she had unwittingly done, hung herself once offered a sacrifice. Here the city praator
Hercules commanded Hyllus, his eldest son by offered every year a young cow, which was
Deianira, to marry Iole as soon as he should consumed by the people within the sanctuary.
arrive at the age of manhood. H e then as- At R o m e Hercules was connected with the
sended Mount G3ta, raised a pile of wood, on Muses, whence he is called Musageles, and was
which he placed himself, and ordered it to be represented with a lyre, of which there is na
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trace in Greece. III. TRADITIONS OF OTHER range of mountains between the Thiiringerwalc
NATIONS. The ancients themselves expressly and the Carpathian Mountains. The name u
mention several heroes of the name of Her still preserved in the modern Harz and En.
cules, who occur among the principal nations
H E R D O N I A (HerdonieLsis: now Ordona), I
of the ancient world. 1. The Egyptian Hercules,
town in Apulia, was destroyed by Hannibal,
whose Egyptian name was Som, or Dsom, or who removed its inhabitants to Thurii and MeOhon, or, according to Pausanias, Maceris, was tapontum; it was rebuilt by the Romans but
« son of Anion or Nilus. H e was placed by the remained a place of no importance.
Egyptians in the second of the series of the evHERDONIUS. 1. TURNUS, of Arieia, in Latium,
olutions of their gods.—2. The Cretan Hercules,
endeavored to rouse the Latins against Taroui> f the Idaaan Dactyls, was believed to have quinius Superbus, and was, in consequence,
founded the temple of Jupiter (Zeus) at Olympia,falsely accused by Tarquinius, an 1 put to death
but to have come originally from Egypt. H e •—2. APPIUS, a Sabine chieftain, who, in B.C.
, was worshipped with funeral sacrifices, and was460, with a band of outlaws and slaves, made
regarded as a magician, like other ancient daa- himself master of the Capitol. On the fourth
mones of Crete.—3. The Indian Hercules, was
day from his entry the Capitol was retaken,
called by the unintelligible name Dorsanes jand Herdonius and nearly all his followers
(Aopadvng). The later Greeks believed that hewere slain.
was their own hero, who had visited India; aud I H E R E N N I A GENS, originally Samnite, and by
they related that in India he became the father ;the Samnite invasion established in Campania,
of many sons and daughters by Pandaaa, and became at a later period a plebeian house at
the aucestral hero of the Indian kings.—4. The •Rome. The Herennii were a family of rank
Phoenician Hercules, w h o m the Egyptians con
j
iu Italy,
and arefrequentlymentioned in tha
sidered to be more ancient than their own, was time of the Samuite aud Punic wars. They
worshipped in all the Phoanician colonies, such were the hereditary patrons of the Marii.
as Carthage and Gades, down to the time of
HERENNIUS. 1. MODESTINUS.
Vid. MODESITConstantine, and it is said that children were NUS.—2. PONTIUS.
Vid, PONTIUS.—3. SENECIO.
sacrificed to him.—5, The Celtic and Germanic
Vid. SENEOIO.
Hercules is said to have founded Alesia and HERILLUS ("HpiX.Xog), of Carthage, a Stoic
Nemausus, and to have become the father of philosopher, was the disciple of Zeuo of Citithe Celtic race. W e become acquainted with uin. H e did not, however, confine himself to
him in the accounts of the expedition of the the opinions of his master, but held some docGreek Hercules against Geryones. W e must trines directly opposed to them. H e held that
either suppose that the Greek Hercules was the chief good consisted in knowledge (iirio'dentified with native heroes of those northern r-rtpii). This notion is often attacked by Cicero
countries, or that the notions about Hercules
[HERILUS, son of the nymph Feronia, aud
had been introduced there from the East.
king of Praaneste: his mother had given him
H E R C U L E S ('Hpa/cA%), son of Alexander the three lives, and, accordingly, Evander, who
Great by Barsine, the widow of the Rhodian fought with him, had to conquer and despoil
Memnon. In B.O. 310 he was brought forward him of his armor three times before he fully
ov Polysperchon as a pretender to the Macedo- destroyed him.]
nian throne; but he was murdered by PolyH E R M ^ U M , or, in Latin, MERCURII P R O M O N T O sperchon himself in the following year, when RIUM ('Epuala uKpa) 1. (Now Cape Bon, Arab.
the latter became reconciled to Cassander.
Bas Addar), the headland which forms the eastHERCULIS C O L U M N S .
Vid. A B Y L A , CALPE.
ern extremity of the Sinus Carthaginiensis, and
H E R C U L I S MONCECI POETUS. Vid. MONCECUS.
the extreme northeastern point of the Carths
H E R C U L I S PORTUS. Vid. COSA.
ginian territory (later the province of Africa)
[PORTUS H E R C U L I S LIUURNI or LABRONIS, opposite to Lilybaaum, the space between the,
(now Leghorn) a town of Italy, on the coast oftwo being the shortest distance between Sicilj
Etruria. Vid. LABRO.]
and Africa.—2. (Now Bas el Ashan), a promon
H E R C U L I S P R O M O N T O R I U M (now Cape Sparti-tory on the coast of the Greater Syrtis, fifty
cento), the most southerly point of Italy iu Brutstadia west of Leptis. There were other pro
tium.
montories of the name on the coaBt of Africa.
H E R C U L I S SILV*. a fotest in Germany, sacred
H E R M A G O R A S ('Eppaybpag). I. Of Temnos, a
to Hercules, east of the Visurgis.
distinguished Greek rhetorician of the time of
H E R C Y N I A SILVA, H E R C Y N I U S SALTUS, H E R - Cicero. H e belonged to the Rhodian school
CYNIUM JUGUM, an extensive range of mount- of oratory, but is known chiefly as a teachei
ains iu Germany, covered with forests, is de- of rhetoric. H e devoted particular attention to
scribed by Caasar (B. G, vi, 24) as uine days' what is called the invention, and made a pecujourney in breadth, and more than sixty days' liar division of the parts of au oration, which
journey in length, extending east from the ter- differed from that adopted by other rhetoricians.
ritories of the Helvetii, Nemetes, and Rauraci, — 2 . Suruamed Oarion, a Greek rhetorician,
paralleltothe Danube, to the frontiers of the taught rhetoric at Rome in the time of AugusDacians. Under this general name Caasar ap- tus. H e was a disciple of Theodoras of Gadai-A.
pears to have included all the mountains and
H E R M A P H R O D I T U S (°Eppa<ppbSi.Tog) son of
forests iu the south and centre of Germany,Hermes (Mercury) and Aphrodite (veuus), and
the Black Forest, Odcnwald, Thiiringerwald,
the
consequently
great grandson of Atlas, whence
Harz, the Erzgebirge, the Riesengebirge,he <fiesc.called Atlantiades or Atlantius. (Ov.,
As the Romans became better acquainted with Met, iv, 368.) H e had inherited the beauty
Germany, the name was confined to narrower of both his parents, and was brought up by ti.<i
limits. Piiny and Tacitus use it to indicate the nymphs of Mouut Ida. In his fifteenth year li*
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Went to Caria. In the neighborhood of Hali-1 taught him the art of prophesying by means ot
carnassus he lay down by the fountain of Sal- dice. Zeus (Jupiter) m a d e him his o w n herald,
macis. The n y m p h of the fountain fell in love and likewise the herald of the gods of the low
with him, and tried in vain to win his affections. er world. The principal feature in the tradiOnce when he w a s bathing in the fountain she tions about Hermes (Mercury) consists in hii
embraced him, and prayed to the gods that she being tbe herald of the gods, and in this capacm! D ht be united with him forever. The gods ity he appears even in the Homeric poems.
granted the request, and the bodies of the youth His original character of an ancient Peitsgiac,
and the n y m p h became united together, but or Arcadian divinity of nature, gradually disapretained the characteristics of each sex. Her- peared in the legends. A s the herald of the
maphrodite's, on becoming aware of the change, gods, he is the god of eloquence, for the heralds
prayed that, in future, every one w h o bathed in are the public speakers in the assemblies and
the well might be metamorphosed in the same on other occasions. The gods especially employed him as messenger when eloquence waa
manner.
H E R M A R O H U S ("Epuapxog), of Mytilene, a rhet-required to attain the desired object. Hence the
orician, became afterward a disciple of Epicu- tongues of sacrificial animals were offered to
rus, w h o left to him his garden, and appointed him. A s heralds and messengers are usually
him his successor in his school, about B.O. m e n of prudence and circumspection, Hermes
270. H e wrote several works, all of which are (Mercury) w a s also the god of prudence and
skill in all the relations of social intercourse.
lost
H E R M A S ('Epfidg) a disciple of the ApostleThese qualities were combined with similar
Paul, and one of the apostolic fathers. H e is ones, such as cunning, both in words and ac
supposed to be the same person as the Hermas tions, and even fraud, perJM'y, and the inclinaw h o is mentioned in St. Paul's epistle to the tion to steal; but acts of this kind were comRomans (xvi, 14). H e wrote in Greek a work mitted by Hermes (Mercury) always with a
entitled The Shepherd of Hermas, of which a certain skill, dexterity, and even gracefulness.
Latin translation is still extant Its object is to Being endowed with this shrewdness and sagacinstruct persons in the duties of the Christian ity, he w a s regarded as the author of a variety
life. Edited by Cotelier in his Patres Apostol, of inventions, and, besides the lyre and syrinx,
he is said to have invented the alphabet, numTaris, 1672.
bers, astronomy, music, the art offighting,gymH E R M E S (^Epufjg, 'Epueiag, Dor. 'Epuug) called
M E R O D R I U S by the Romans. The Greek Her- nastics, the cultivation of the olive tree, measmes w a s a son of Zeus (Jupiter) and Maia, theures, weights, and m a n y other things. The
daughter of Atlas, and born in a cave of Mount powers whieh he possessed himself he confer0) Uene in Arcadia, whence he is called Atlan- red upon those mortals and heroes w h o enjoyed
his favor ; and all w h o possessed them were
'.i.tdes or Cylleniits. A few hours after his birth
he escaped from his cradle, went to Pieria, and under his especial protection or are called his
carried off some of the oxen of Apollo. In the BODS. H e w a s employed by the gods, and more
Iliad and Odyssey this tradition is not men- especially by Zeus (Jupiter), on a variety of oo
tioned, though Hermes (Mercury) is character- casions, whieh are recorded in ancient story.
ized as a cuuning thief. . That he might not be Thus he led Priam to Achilles to fetch the body
discovered by the traces of his footsteps, he put of Hector; tied Ixion to the wheel; conducted
on sandals, and drove' the oxen to Pylos, where Hera (Juno), Aphrodite (Venus), and Athena
he killed two, and coucealed the rest in a cave. (Minerva) to Paris ; fastened Prometheus to
The skins of the slaughtered animals were Mount Caucasus ; rescued Dionysus (Bacchus)
nailed to a rock, and part of their flesh was after his birth from theflames,or received him
cooked and eaten, and the rest burned. There- from the hands of Zeus (Jupiter) to carry him
upon he returned to Oyllene, where he found a to Athamas; sold Hercules to Omphale ; and
tortoise at the entrance of his native cave. H e was ordered by Zeus (Jupiter) to carry off Io,
took the animal's shell, drew strings across it, w h o was metamorphosed into a cow, and guard
and thus invented the lyre, on which. he imme- ed by Argus, w h o m he slew. Vid. A R G U S . From
diately played. Apollo, b y his prophetic power, this murder he is very commonly called 'Anyei
had meantime discovered the thief, and went <j>6vr?]g. In the Trojau w a r Hermes (Mercury)
to Oyllene to charge Hermes (Mercury) with was on the side of the Greeks. His ministry
the crime before his mother Maia. She show- to Zeus (Jupiter) w a s not confined to the offices
ed to the god the child in its cradle ; but Apollo of herald and messenger, but he was also his
carried the boy before Zeus (Jupiter), and de- charioteer and cup-bearer. A s dreams are sent
manded back his oxen. Zeus (Jupiter) com by Zeus (Jupiter), Hermes (Mercury) conducts
manded him to comply with the demand of them to man, and hence he is also described as
Apollo, but Hermes (Mercury) denied that he the god w h o had it in his power to send refi esh
had stolen the cattle. As, however, he saw ing sleep or take it away. Another important
that his assertions were not believed, he con- function of Hermes (Mercury) w a s to conduct
ducted Apollo to Pylos, and restored to him his the shades of the dead from the upper into the
nxen; but w h e n Apollo heard the sounds of lower world, whence he is called ipvxoirouirbg,
the lyre, he w a s so charmed that he allowed veKpoirofinbg, ipvxayayog, &c. The idea of hie
Hermes (Mercury) to keep the animals. Her- being the heraid and messenger of the gods, of
mes (Mercury) n o w invented the syrinx, and his travelling from place to place and concludafter disclosing his inventions to Apollo, the ing treaties, necessarily implied the notion that
two gods concluded an intimate friendship with he w a s the promoter of social intercourse and
each other. Apollo presented his young friend of commerce among men. In this capacity he
with bis o w n golden shepherd's staff, and was -"garded a3 the maintainer of peace, »ni
•IfiJ
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AS the god of roads, who protected travellers, Hermes waa identified with the Egyptian Tho!
and punished those who refused to assist travel- or Theut as early as the time of Plato. The
lers who had mistaken their way. Hence the New Platonists regarded the Egyptian Hermes
Athenian generals, on setting out on an expe- as the source of all knowledge and thought °*
dition, offered sacrifices to Hermes (Mercury), the Xbyog embodied, and hence called him Trig.
surnamad Hegemonius or Agetor; and numer- megistus, A vast number of works on philog
ous statues of the god were erected on roads, ophy and religion, written by the N e w Platon
at doors and gates, from which circumstance ists, were ascribed to this Hermes, from whom
ce deri red a variety of surnames and epithets. it w-as pretended that Pythagoras and Plato had
As the god of commerce he was called diepiroderived all their knowledge. Most of thesn
po?, iuiroXalog, iraXiyttdirnXog, Kepbefiiropig,
works weredyo
probably written in the fourth cen
oalog, &a. A s commerce is the source oftury of our era. The most important o" them
wealth, he was also the god of gain and riches, is entitled Pcemander (from iroiptfv, a shepherd,
especially of sudden and unexpected riches, pastor), apparently in imitation of the Pastor of
such as are acquired by commerce. As the Hermas. Vid. H E R M A S . This work is in the
giver of wealth and good luck (irXovrobbrng),form
he of a dialogue. It treats of nature, the creaalso presided over the game of dice. Hermes tion of the world, the deity, his nature and attri(Meicury) was believed to be the inventor of butes, the human soul, knowledge, &c.
sacrifices. Hence he not only acts the part of
H E R M S S I A N A X ('Eunaidvalj) oi Colophon, a
a herald at sacrifices, but is also the protector'
distinguished elegiac poet, lived in the time of
of sacrificial animals, and was believed in par- Alexander the Great. His chief work was an
ticular to increase the fertility of sheep. For elegiac poem, iu three b joks, addressed to his
this reason he was especially worshipped by mistress Leontium, whose name formed the title
shepherds, and is mentioned in connection with of the poem. His fragments are edited by Rigler
Pan and the Nymphs. This feature in the char- and Axt, Colon, 1828, [by Hermann, in a univeracter of Hermes (Mercury) is a remnant of the sity programme, Lips, 1828, 4to], and by Bailey
ancient Arcadian religion, in which he was the London, 1839.
fertilizing god of the earth, who conferred his H E R M I A S or H E R M I A S ('Eppeiag or 'Eppiag)
blessing on man. Hermes (Mercury) was like- 1. Tyrant of Atarneus and Assos in Mysia, eel
wise the patron of all the gymnastic games of ebrated as the friend and patron of Aristotle
the Greeks. This idea seems to be of late Aristotle remained with Hermias three years,
origin, for in Homer no trace of it is found. from B.C. 847 to 344, in the latter of whieh
Athens appears to have been the first place in years Hermias was seized by Mentor, the Greek
which he was worshipped in this capacity. At general of the Persian king, and sent as a capa later time almost all gymnasia were under histive to the Persian court, where he was put to
protection and the Greek artists derived their death. Aristotle married Pythias, the adopted
'deal of tl: god from the gymnasium, and rep- daughter of Hermias, and celebrated the praises
resented lu'm as a youth whose limbs were of his benefactor in an ode addressed to Virtue,
i-eautifully and harmoniously developed by whieh is still extant.—2. A Christian writer,
gymnastic exercises. The most ancient seat who lived about A.D. 180, was the author of an exof the worship of Hermes (Mercury) is Arca- tant work, entitled Aiaavpp.bg rav e<;a tyiXoabfya
dia, the land of his birth, where Lycaon, the in which the Greek philosophers are held up to
s o of Pelasgus, is said to have built to him ridicule. Edited with Tatianus by Worth, Oxon,
thefirsttemple. From thenee his worship 1700.
was carried to Athens, and ultimately spread
H E R M I N I A GENS, a very ancient patrician house
through all Greece. The festivals celebrated at Rome, whieh appears in thefirstEtruscan
m his honor were called Hermca. Vid. Bid. ofwar with the republic, B.C. 506, and vanishes
Ant, s. v. His temples and statues (vid Bid.
from
of history in 448. T. Herminius was one of
Ant, s.v. H E R M / E ) were extremely numerous
the three heroes who kept the Sublician bridge
in Greece. Among the things sacred to him along with Horatius Cocles against the whole
were the palm tree, thetortoise,the number force of Porsena.
four, and several kinds offish;and the sacriHERMINIUS M O N S (now Sierra de la Estrelld),
fices offered to him consisted of incense, honey,the chief mountain in Lusitania, south of the
cakes, pigs, and especially lambs and young Durius, from seven thousand to eight thousand
goats. The principal attributes of Hermes feet high, called in the Middle Ages Hermeno or
(Mercury) are, 1. A travelling hat with a broad Armina.
brim, which in later times was adorned with
H E R M I O N E ('Eput-bvri) the beautiful daughter
two small wings. 2. The staff (pdBSog or OKrjirof Menelaus and Helena. She had been promrpov), which he bore as a herald, and had receivised in marriage to Orestes before the TrojaK
ed from Apollo. In late works of art the white war ; but Menelaus, after his return home, marribbons which surrounded the herald's staff were
ried her to Neoptolemus (Pyrrhus.). _ Thereupon
ohanged into two serpents. 3. The sandals Orestes claimed Hermione for himself ; but
(iribiXa). They were beautiful and golden, and
Neoptolemus haughtily refused to give her_ up
carried the god across land and sea with the Orestes, in revenge, incited the Delphians
rapidity of wind; at the ankles of the god they against him, and Neoptolemus was slain. Herwere provided with wings, whence he is calledmione afterward married Orestes, w h o m sh«
nrnvoiriSiAc-g, or alipes. The Roman M E Rhad
C U R Ialways
US
loved, and bore him a son Tisameis spoken of separately.
nus. The history of Hermione is related witb
H E R M E S TRISMEGISTUS ('Eppijg Tpigueyiarog)
various modifications. According to some, Menthe reputed author of a variety of works, some elaus betrothed her at Troy to Neoptolemus
of which are still extant. The Greek God but in the meantime her grandfather, Tyndare
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u», promised her to Orestes, and actually gave and lived in the reign of Marcus Aurelius, A D
her in marriage to him, Neoptolemus, on his re- 161-180. A t the age offifteenhis eloquence
turn, took possession of her by force, but w a s excited the admiration of Marcus Aurelius. H a
slain soon after either at Delphi or in his o w n was shortly afterward appointed public teache*
of rhetoric, and at the age of seventeen he bega_i
h o m e at Phthia.
his career as a writer ; but unfortunately, whec
H E R M I O N E ('Epuwvn: 'Epuiovevg : n o w Kastri)
a town of Argolis, but originally independent of he w a s twenty-five, his mental powers gave
Argos, was situated on a promontory on the east- way, and he never recovered then full use,, alAfter his
ern coast, and on a bay of the sea, which derived though he lived to an advanced age.
its name from the town (Hermionicus Sinus). Its death, his heart is said to have been v'^und covterritory was called H E R M I O N I S . It w a s origin- ered with hair. His works, five in number,
ally inhabited by the Dryopes; and, in conse- whieh are still extant, form together a complete
quence of its isolated position, it became a flour-system of rhetoric, and were for a long time
ishing city at an early period. It contained sev- used in all the rhetorical schools as manuals.
eral temples, and, among them, a celebrated one They are, 1. Texvv p'yropiKy irepl rdv ardoeav.
of (Ceres) Demeter Chthonia. A t a latertimeit 2. Hepl evpeoeag (Be Inventionc) 3. Hepl ISeuv
(Be Formis Oratoriis). 4. Hepl/ledbbov Seivbrnjoined the Achaean league.
rog (Be apto et solerti genere dicendi Methodus)
HERMIONES.
Vid. G E R M A N I A .
5. Hpoyvpvdopara. A n abridgment of the latter
H E R M I P P U S ("Eppiirirog) 1. A n Athenian poet
of the old comedy, vehemently attacked Pericles work was m a d e by Aphthonius, in consequence
and Aspasia. [The fragments of Hermippus of which the original fell into oblivion. The
are published collectively by Meineke, F'ragm. works of Hermogenes are printed in Walz's
Comic. Grcc, vol i, p. 138-155, edit minor.]— Rhetor. Grcc.—3. A n architect of Alabanda, in
2. Of Smyrna, a distinguished philosopher, w a s Caria, w h o invented what was called the pseua disciple of Callimachus of Alexandrea, and dodipterus, that is, a form of a temple, with apflourished about B.C. 200. H e wrote a greatparently two rows of columns. His great object
biographical work (Bioi) which is frequently as an architect w a s to increase the taste for the
referred to by later writers.—3. Of Berytus, a Ionic form of temples, in preferencetoDoric tern
grammarian, w h o flourished under Trajan and pies.
H E R M O G E N E S , M . TIGELLIUS, a notorious de
Hadrian.
H E R M I S I U M , a town in the Tauric Chersonesus, tractor of Horace, w h o calls him (Sat, i, 3, 129),
however, optimus cantor et modulator. H e waa
on the Cimmerian Bosporus.
H E R M O C R A T E S ('EppoKpdrng) a Syracusan of opposed to satires altogether, w a s a m a n withrank, and an able statesman and orator, was out talent, but yet had afoolishfancy for trying
chosen one of the Syracusan generals, B.C. 414, his hand at literature. It is conjectured that
in order to oppose the Athenians. H e after- under the fictitious n a m e of Pantolabus (Sat^
ward served under Gylippus, when the latter i, 8, 11; ii, 1, 21), Horace alludes to Hermogtook the command of the Syracusan forces ; andenes, for the prosody of the two names is
after the destruction of the Athenian armament the same, so that one m a y be substituted for
he attempted to save the lives of Nicias and the other.
H E R M O G E N I A N U S , the latest R o m a n jurist from
Demosthenes. H e then employed all his influence to induce his countrymen to support with w h o m there is an extract in the Digest, li-"e<? in
vigor the Lacedaamonians in the war in Greece the time of Constantine the Great It is probitself. H e was, with two colleagues, appointed able that he was the compiler of the Codex Herto the command of a smallfleet,which the Syr- mogenianus, but so m a n y persons of the same
acusans sent to the assistance of the Lacedaa- name lived nearly at the same time that this
monians ; but, during his absence from home, cannot be affirmed with certainty.
H E R M O L A U S ('EppoXaog), a Macedonian youth,
he was-banished by the Syracusans (410). Having obtained support from the Persian satrap and a page of Alexander the Great. During a
Pharnabazus, he returned to Sicily, and endeav- hunting party iu Bactria, B.C. 327, he slew a
ored to effect his restoration to his native city by wild boar without waiting to allow Alexander
force of arms, but w a s slain in an attack which thefirstblow, whereupon the king ordered him
to be flogged. Incensed at this indignity, Herhe made upon Syracuse in 407.
H E R M O D O R U S ('Eppbbapog). 1. Of Ephesus, a molaus formed a conspiracy against the king's
person of distinction, was expelled by his fellow- life ; but the plot was discovered, and Hermolaus
citizens, and is said to have gone to R o m e , and and his accomplices were stoned to death by the
to have explained to the decemvirs the Greek Macedonians.
laws, and thus assisted them in drawing u p the H E R M O N A S S A . 1. A town of the Sind. &t the
laws of the Twelve Tables, B.C. 451.—2. A dis- entrance of the Cimmerian Bosporus, founded by
ciple of Plato, is said to have circulated the the Mytilenaaans, called after Hermonassa, the
works of Plato, and to have sold them in Sicily. wife of the founder, whe died during its founda,
H e wrote a work on Plato.—3. Of Salamis, the tion, and left to her the sovereignty.—2. A tows
architect of the temple of Mars in the Flaminian on the coast of Pontus, rear Trapezus.
H E R M O N T H I S ("EppavBig : n o w Erment, ruins),
Circus,
the chief city of the N o m o s Hcrmonthites, in U p H E R M O G E N E S ('Eppoyevr/g). 1. A son of Hipponicus, and a brother of the wealthy Callias, is per Egypt, on the west bank of the Nile, a little
introduced by Plato as one of the speakers in above Thebes.
his " Cratylus," where he maintains that all the H E R M O P O L I S ('EppoiroXig, "Eppov irbXig) 1
a city of
words of a language were formed b y an agree- P A R V A (b piKpd : n o w Bamanhour)
ment of m e n among themselves.—2. A celebra- Lower Egypt, the capital of the N o m o s of Alex
ted Greek rhetorician, was a native of Tarsus, andrea, stood upon the canal which connected
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the Cauopic branch of the Nile with the Lake matl*matician, w a s a native of Alexandrea,
Mareotis.—2. M A G N A (i) peyaXr): ruins near Esh-aud lived in the reigns of the Ptolemies Philamounein), the capital of the N o m o s Hermopo- delphus and Evergetes (B.C. 285-222). H e i«
lites, in the Heptanomis, or Middle Egypt, and celebrated on account of his mechanical invenone cf the oldest cities in the land, stood on the tions, of which one of the best known is the
west tank of tbe Nile, a little below the con- c o m m o n pneumatic experiment called Hero's
fines of Upper Egypt. A t the boundary line it-fountain, in whieh a jet of water is maintained
self was a military station, or custom-house, by condensed air. W e also find in his works
callad 'EpuoiroXin.-c?)tyvXanrj,for collecting a toll
a description of a steam-engine, and of a double
ion goods entering the Heptanomis. Hermopo- forcing p u m p used for afire-engino.The fol'lis was a chief seat of the worship of Anubis lowing works of Hero are extant, though not in
^Cynocephalus), and it w a s the sacred burial- a perfect form : 1. XeipoBaXXlarpag KaraoKe\n>
place of the Ibis.
Kal avpperpla, de Constructione el Mensura Man
H E R M O S (rb "Eppog: "Eppeiog), a demus in A tubalistce. 2. BeXoiroiiKu, on the manufacture ol
tiea, belonging to the tribe Acamantis, on thedarts. 3. HvevpariKu, or Spiritalia, the most
road from Athens to Eleusis.
celebrated of his works. 4. Hepl avroparoiroin
_ H E R M O T I M U S ('Eppbripog) 1. A mathemati- riKav, de Automatorum Fabrica Libri duo. All
cian of Colophon, was one of the immediate these works are published in the Mathematics
predecessors of Euclid, and the discoverer of Veteres, Paris, 1693.—2. T H E Y O U N G E R , a mathseveral geometrical propositions.— 2. Of Cla- ematician, is supposed to have lived under Hezomenaa, an early Greek philosopher of uncer- raclius (A.D. 610-641). The principal extanttain date, belonged to the Ionic school. S o m e works assigned to him are, 1. Be Machinis beltraditions represent him as a mysterious per- licis. 2. Geodcsia, on practical geometry. 3.
son, gifted with supernatural power, by which his Be Obsidione repellenda. Published in the Math
soul, apart from the body, wandered from place ematici Veteres.
to place, bringing tidings of distant events in
H E R O D E S I. ('HpaSng), commonly called H E B
incredibly short spaces of time. A t length his OD. 1. Surnamed the Great, king of the Jews,
enemies burned his body, in the absence of the was the second son of Antipater, and consesoul, which put an end to his wanderings.
quently of Idumaaan origin. Vid A N T I P A T E R ,
H E R M U N D U R I , one of the most powerful na- No. 3. W h e n his father was appointed by Caations of Germany, belonged to the Suevic race, sar procurator of Judaaa, in B.C. 47, Herod,
dwelt between the Main and the Danube, and though only twenty five years of age, obtained
were bounded by the Sudeti Mountains in the the government of Galilee. In 46 he obtained
north, the Agri Deeumates of the Romans in the government of Ccele Syria. After the death
the west and south, the Narisci on the east, theof Caasar (44), Herod first supported Cassius ;
Cherusci on the northeast, and the Catti on the but upon the arrival of Antony in Syria, in 41
northwest They werefora long time the allies he exerted himself to secure his favor, and comof the Romans ; but along with the other Ger- pletely succeeded in his object In 40 he went
m a n tribes they assisted the Marcomanni in the to Rome, and obtained from Antony and Octagreat war against the Romans in the reign of vianus a decree of the senate, constituting him
M . Aurelius. After this time they are rarely king of Judaaa. H e supported Antony in the
mentioned as a separate people, but are in- civil war against Octavianus; but after the batcluded under the general name of Suevi.
tle of Actium (31) he was pardoned by OctaH E R M U S ("Eppog : now Ghiediz-Chai) a con-vianus and confirmed in his kingdom. During
siderable river of Asia Minor, rises in Mount the remainder of his reign he cultivated with
Dindymene (now Morad Bagh) in Phrygia; flows assiduity the friendship of Augustus and his
through Lydia, watering the plain north of Sar- counsellor Agrippa, and enjoyed the highest fadis, whieh was hence called "Eppov ire&iov ; pass-vor both of the one and the other. H e possesses by Magnesia and Temnus, and falls into the ed a jealous temper and ungovernable passions.
Gulf of Smyrna between Smyrna and Phocaaa. H e put to death his beautiful wife Mariamne,
It formed the boundary between zEolis and w h o m he suspected, without cause, of adultery,
Ionia. Its chief tributaries were the Hyllus, aud with w h o m he was violently in love; and
Oogamus, Pactolus, and Phrygnus.
at a later period he also put to death his two
H E R N I C I , a people in Latium, belonged to the sons by Mariamne, Alexander and Aristobulus.
Sabine race, and are said to have derived their His government, though cruel and tyrannical,
name from the Marsic (Sabine) word herna, was vigorous; and he was both feared and re"rock." According to this etymology, their spected by his subjects and the surrounding na
name would signify " mountaineers."
They tions. H e especially loved to display his p o w
inhabited the mountains of the Apennines be- er and munificence by costly and splendid pubtween the Lake Fucinus and the River Trerus, lic works. H e commenced rebuilding the temand were bounded on the north by the Marsi ple of Jerusalem; he rebuilt the city of Samaria,
an-1 zEqui, and on the south by the Volsci. and bestowed on it the name of Sebaste ; while
Their chief town w a s A N A G N I A . They were a he converted a small town on the sea-eoast, into
brave and warlike people, and long offered a a magnificent city, to which he gave the name
formidable resistance to the Romans. The of Caasarea. H e adorned these new cities with
Romans formed a league with them on equal temples, theatres, gymnasia, and other buildterms in the third consulship of Sp. Cassius, ings in the Greek style; and he even ventured
B.C. 486. They were finally subdued by the to erect a theatre at Jerusalem itself, and an
Romans, 306.
amphitheatre without the walls, iu which he exHERO,
Vid. L E A N D E R .
hibited combcte of wild beasts and gladiators
H E R O ('Hpav) 1. T H E E L D E R , a celebrated In the last year of his reign JESUS C H R I S I
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vas born ; and it must have been on his death- subjects n o w included in the etywolcgic&l pobed that he ordered that massacre of the chil- tion of grammar. The estimatfon in which h«
dren at Bethlehem which is recorded by the was held by subsequent grammarians w a s very
Evangelist (Matth, ii, 16). H e died in the great. Priscian styles him maximus audor artit
thirty-seventh year of his reign, and the seven- grammaticc. H e w a s a very voluminous •writtieth of his age, B.C. 4.*—2. H E R O D E S A N T I P A S , er ; but none of his works have come down to
sou of Herod the Great b y Malthaee, a Samar- us complete, though several extracts from them
itan, obtained the tetrarchy of Galilee and Peraaa are preserved by later grammarians.
t n his father's death, while the kingit;m of Ju- H E R O D I O U S ('HpbbiKog). 1. Of Babylon, a
ilcea devolved on his elder brother Archelaus. grammarian, w a s one of the immediate sucH o married Herodias, the wife of his half-broth- cessors of Crates of Mallus, and au opponent of
er, Herod Philip, she having, in defiance of thethe followers of Aristarehus, against w h o m he
Jewish law, divorced her first husband. H e wrote an epigram, which is still extant and inhad been previously married to a daughter of cluded in the Greek Anthology.—2. A celebrated
the Arabian prince Aretas, w h o quitted him in physician of Selymbria in Thrace, lived in the
disgust at this n e w alliance. Aretas thereupon fifth century B.C, and w a s one of the tutors of
invaded the dominions of Antipas, and defeat- Hippocrates.
ed the army which w a s opposed to him. In
H E R O D O R U S ('Hpodapog) of Heraciea, in PonA.D. 38, after the death of Tiberius, Antipas tus, a contemporary of Hecataaus and Pherewent to R o m e to solicit from Caligula the titlecydes, about B.C. 510, wrote a work on Herof king, which had just been bestowed upon his cules and his exploits.
nephew, Herod Agrippa ; but, through the in- H E R O D O T U S ('HOOOOTOC). 1. A Greek historian,
trigues of Agrippa, w h o was high in the favor of and the father of history, was born at Halicarthe R o m a n emperor, Antipas w a s deprived of nassus, a Doric colony in Caria, B.O. 484. H e
his dominions, and sent into exile at Lyons (39); belonged to a noble family at Haliearnassus.
he was subsequently removed to Spain, where H e was the son of Lyxes and Dryo; and the
he died. It w a s Herod Antipas w h o imprison- epic poet Panyasis was one of his relations.
ed and put to death John the Baptist, w h o had Herodotus left his native city at an early age,
reproached him with his unlawful connection in order to escape from the oppressive governwith Herodias. It w a s before him also that ment of Lygdamis, the tyrant of Halicarnassus,
C H R I S T w a s sent by Pontius Pilate at Jerusa- w h o put to death Panyasis. H e probably setlem, as belonging to his jurisdiction, on account tled at Samos for some time, and there became
of his supposed Galilean origin.—3. H E R O D E S acquainted with the Ionic dialect; but he spent
AGRIPPA.
Vid. A G R I P P A . — 4 . Brother of Herod m a n y years in his extensive travels in Europa,
Agrippa I, obtained '.he kingdom of Chalcis Asia, and Africa, of which w e shall speak presfrom Claudius at the request of Agrippa, 41. ently. A t a later time he returned to HancarAfter the death of Agrippa (44), Claudius be- nassus, and took a prominent part in expelling
stowed upon him the superintendence of the Lygdamis from his native city. Iu the contentemple of Jer isalem, together with therightof tions whieh followed the expulsion of the tyappointing the high priests. H e died in 48, rant, Herodotus w a s exposed to the hostile atwhen his kingdom was bestowed by Claudius tacks of one of the political parties, whereupon
upon his nephew, Herod Agrippa II.—5. H E he again left Haliearnassus, and settled at Thurhi,
K O D E S A T T I C U S , the rhetorician. Vid. A T T I C U S .
in Italy, where he died. Whether he accomH E R O D I A N U S ('Hpabiavbg) 1. A n historian, panied the first colonists to Thurii in 443, or
w h o wrote in Greek a history of the R o m a n followed them a few years afterward, is a disempire iu eight books, from the death of M . puted point, and can not be determined with
Aurelius to the commencement of the reign of certainty, though it appears probable, from a
Gordianus III. (A.D. 180-238). H e himself in- passage in his work, that he w a s at Athens at
forms us that the events of this period had oc- the commencement of the Peloponnesian war
curred in his o w n lifetime; but beyond this w e (431). It is also disputed where Herodotus
k n o w nothing respecting his life. H e appears wrote his history. Lucian relates that Herodto have had Thucydides before him as a model, otus read his work to the assembled Greeks
both for style and for the general composition at Olympia, which was received with such uniof his work, like kim, introducing here and versal applause that the nine books of the work
there speeches wholly or in part imaginary. were in consequence honored with the names
In spite of occasional inaccuracies in chronolo- of the nine muses. The same writer adds that
gy, his narrative is in the main truthful and im- the young Thucydides w a s present at this recipartial. Edited by Irmisch, Lips, 1789-1805, tation, and w a s moved to tears. But this cele5 vols, and by Bekker, Berlin, 1826.—2. Z E L I U S brated story, which rests upon the authority of
HKE.3I)£ANUS, one of the most celebrated gram- Lucian alone, must be rejected for m a n y rea
mariaus of antiquity, w a s the son of Apollonius sons. Nor is there sufficient evidence in favor
Dyscolus (vid A P O L L O N I U S , N O . 4), and was born of the tradition that Herodotus read his work at
at Alexandrea. F r o m that place he removed the Panathenaaa at Athens in 446 or 445, and re
to Rome, where he gained the favor of the em- ceived from the Athenians a reward of ten talperor M . Aurelius, to w h o m he dedicated his ents. It is far more probable that he wrote his
work on prosody. This work seems to have work at Thurii, when he w a s advanced in years;
embraced not merely prosody, but most of those and it appears that he w a s engaged upon it, at
* The death of Herod took place in the same ysar with least in the w a y of revision, when he was sevthe actual birth of Christ, as is mentioned ab»ve, but t is enty-seven years of age, since he mentions the
well k n o w n that this is to be placed four years beforl the revolt of the Medes against Darius Nothus, aui?
fate in general use as the Christian era
the death of Amyrtaaus, events which belong tu
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the years 409 and 408. Though the work of
gious sentiment. Herodotus shows the most
Herodotus w a s probably not written till he w a s profound reverence for every thing which he
advanced in years, yet he w a s collecting mate- conceives as divine, and rarely ventures to exrials for it during a great part of his life. It press an opinion on what he considers a sacred
was apparently with this view that he under- or religious mystery. In order to form a fair
took his extensive travels through Greece and judgment of the historical value of the work of
foreign countries, and his work contains on Herodotus, w e must distinguish between those
almost every page the results of his personal parts in whieh he speaks from his o w n obser
observations and inquiries. There w a s scarce- vations and those in which he merely repeats
ly a town of any importance in Greece Proper what he w a s told by priests and others. In
and on the coasts of Asia Minor with which he the latter ease he w a s undoubtedly often dewas not perfectly familiar ; and at m a n y places ceived ; but whenever he speaks from his o w n
in Greece, such as Samos, Athens, Corinth, and observations, he is a real model of truthfulness
Thebes, hs seems to have stayed some time. and accuracy; and the more the countries which
The sites of the great battles between the he describes have been explored by modern
Greeks and barbarians, as Marathon, Thermop- travellers, the more firmly has his authority
ylaa, Salamis, and Plataaaa, were well known to been established. M a n y things whieh used to
him; and on Xerxes's fine of march from the be laughed at as impossible or paradoxical are
Hellespont to Athens, there w a s probably not a found n o w to be strictly in accordance with
place which he had not seen with his o w n eyes. truth. T h e dialect in which he wrote is the
H e also visited most of the Greek islands, not Ionic, intermixed with epic or poetical expresonly in the zEgean, but even in the west of sions, and sometimes even with Attic and Doric
Greece, such as Zacynthus. Further north in forms. The excellences of his style consist in
Europe he visited Thrace and the Scythian its antique and epic coloring, its transparent
tribes on the Black Sea. In Asia he travelled clearness, and the lively flow of the narrative.
through Asia Minor and Syria, and visited the But, notwithstanding all the merits of Herodocities of Babylon, Ecbatana, and Susa. H e tus, there were certain writers in antiquity w h o
spent some time in Egypt, and travelled as far attacked him both in regard to the form and
south as Elephantine. H e saw with his o w n the substance of his work; and there is still
eyesall the wonders of E g y p t and the accuracy extant a work ascribed to Plutarch, entitled
of his observations and descriptions still excites " O n the Malignity of Herodotus," full of the
the astonishment of travellers in that country. most futile accusations of every kind. Tho
F r o m Egypt he appears to have m a d e excur- best editions of Herodotus are by Schweighau
sions to the east into Arabia, and to the west ser, Argentor, 1806, often reprinted ; by Gais
into Libya, at least as far as Oyrene, which w a s ford, Oxon, 1824; and by Bahr, Lips, 1830.—
well known to him. The object of his work is 2. A Greek physician, w h o practiced at R o m e
to give an account of the struggles between the with great reputation, about A.D. 100. H e
Greeks and Persians. H e traces the enmity wrote some medical works, which are several
between Europe and Asia to the mythical times. times quoted by Galen.—3. Also a Greek phyH e passes rapidly over the mythical ages to sician, a native either of Tarsus or Philadel
come to Croasus, king of Lydia, w h o was known phia, taught Sextus Empiricus.
to have committed acts of hostility against the
H E R O O P O L I S or H E R O ('Hpaav irbXtg, 'Hpa : in
Greeks. This induces him to give a full his- the Old Testament, Raamses or Rameses?:
tory of Croasus and of the kingdom of Lydia. ruins near Abou-Keshid ?), the capital of the
The conquest of Lydia b y the Persians under N o m o s Heroopolites or Arsinoites in Lower
Cyrus then leads him to relate the rise of the Egypt, stood on the border of the Desert east
Persian monarchy, and the subjugation of Asia of the Delta, upon the canal connecting the Nile
Minor and Babylon. The nations which are with the western head of the R e d Sea, which
mentioned in the course of this narrative are was called from it Sinus Herobpolitieus (KoXirog
again discussed more or less minutely. The 'Hpaav, 'HpaoiroXirng or -irmbg). The country
history of Cambyses and his expedition into about it is supposed to be the Goshen of Scripture,
Egypt induce him to enter into the details of
[ H E R O P H A N T U S CHpbtpavroe) tyrant at Pari"
Egyptian history. The expedition of Darius u m in the time of Darius Hystaspis.]
against the Scythians causes him to speak of
H E R O P H I L U S ('HpbipiXog) one of the most celeScythia and the north of Europe. In the mean brated physicians of antiquity, waB born at Chaltime the revolt of the Ionians breaks out, whieh cedon in Bithynia, was a pupil of Praxagoras,
eventually brings the contest between Persia and lived at Alexandrea under thefirstPtoland Greece to an end. A n account of this In- emy, w h o reigned B.C. 323-285. Here he soon
surrection is followed by the history of the in- acquired a great reputation, and w a s one of the
vasion of Greece b y the Persians; and the his- founders of the medical school in that city. H e
tory of the Persian w a r n o w runs in a regular seems to have given his chief attention to
ehanne. until the taking of Sestos b y the Greeks, anatomy and physiology, which he studied not
B.O. 478, with which event his work concludes. merely from the dissection of animals, but also
It will be seen from the preceding sketch that from that of human bodies. H e is even said to
the histoiy is full of digressions and episodes; have carried his ardor in his anatomical purbut those do not impair the unity of the work, suits so far as to have dissected criminals tjive.
for one thread, as it were, runs through the H e was the author of several medical and anawhole, and the episodes are only like branches tomical works, of which nothing but the titles
of the same tree. The structure of the work and a few fragments remain. These have been
thus bears a strong resemblance to a grand epic collected and published by Marx, Be HeraphtH
poem. The work is pervaded bj a deep reli- Vita^ A c , Gotting, 1840.
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flEROSTRirus ('Upoarparog) an Ephesian, setis all that can be said with certainty about Jhe life
Are to the temple of Diana (Artemis) at Ephe- of Hesiod. M a n y of the stories related about
sus on the same night that Alexander the Great him refer to his school of poetry, and not to the
was born, B.O. 356.. H e w a s put to the torture, poet personally. In this fight w e m a y regard
and confessed that he had fired the temple to the tradition that Hesiod had a poetical contest
immortalize himself. The Ephesians passed a with Homer, which is said to have taken place
decree condemning his n a m e to oblivion; but at Chalcis during the funeral solemnities of Ring
it has been, as might have been expected, Amphidamas, or, according to others, at Aulis or
Delos. The story of this contest gave rise to a
handed down b y history.
H E R S E ("Eoan), daughter of Cecrops and sistercomposition still extant under the title of'AytJc
f Agraulos, w a s beloved by Mercury (Hermes), Vpnpov Kal 'Haib&ov, the work of a grammarian
by w h o m she became the mother of Cephalus, w h o lived toward the end of thefirstcentury
Respecting her story, vid A G R A U L O S . A t Ath- of our era, in which the two poets are repre
ens sacrifices were offered to her, and the maid- sented a3 engaged in the contest, and answering
ens w h o carried the vessels containing the li- one another. Thefollowingworks were attributed to Hesiod in antiquity: 1. "Epya or "Epya
bation ((pan) were called ip"(sri^bpoi.
HERSILIA, the wife of Romulus, was the only Kalfypepai,Opera et Bies, Works and Bays. It
married w o m a n carried off by the Romans in is written in the most homely style, with scarcethe rape of the Sabine maidens. A s Romulus ly any poetical imagery or ornament, and must
after death became Quirinus, so Hersilia his be looked upon as the most ancient specimen
wife became a goddess, Hora or Horta. S o m e of didactic poetry. It contains ethical, politiwriters, however, made Hersilia the wife of cal, and economical precepts, the last of which
constitute the greater part of the work, consistHostus, grandfather of Tullus Hostilius.
H E R T H A (containing probably the same ele- ing of rules about choosing a wife, the educaments as the words earth, erde) the goddess oftion of children, agriculture, commerce, aud navigation. It would further seem that three disthe earth among the ancient Germans
H E R U L I or E R U L I , a powerful German race, tinct poems have been inserted in it, viz, 1. The
Are said to have come originally from Scandi- fable of Prometheus and Pandora (47-105); 2.
navia, but they appear on the shores of the O n the ages of the world, which are designated
Black Sea in the reign of Gallienus (A.D. 262), by the names of metals (109-201); and, 3. A
when, in conjunction with the Goths, they in- description of winter (504-558). 2. Qeoyovla, a
vaded the R o m a n empire. They were conquer- Theogony, w a s not considered by Hesiod's couned by the Ostrogoths, and afterward formed part trymen to be a genuine production of the poet
of the great army of Attila, with which he in- This work gives an account of the origin of the
vaded Gaul and Italy. After the death of Attila world and the birth of the gods, explaining the
(453) a portion of the Heruli united with other whole order of nature in a series of genealogies,
German tribes ; and under the c o m m a n d of for every part of physical as well as moral naOdoacer, w h o is said to have been an Heru- ture there appears personified in the character
lian, they destroyed the Western Empire, 476. of a distinct being. T h e whole concludes with
Meantime the remainder of the nation formed an account of some of the most illustrious hea powerful kingdom on the banks of the Theiss roes. 3. 'Holai or bolai peydXai, also called
This
and the Danube, which was eventually destroy- KardXoyoi yvvamav, Catalogue of Women.
ed by the Langobardi or Lombards. S o m e of work is lost. It contained accounts of the
the Heruli were allowed by Anastasius to settle w o m e n w h o had been beloved by the gods, and
in Pannonia, and they served with great dis- had thus become the mothers of the heroes in
the various parts of Greece, from w h o m the
tinction in the armies of Justinian.
H E S I O D U S ('Halobog) one of the earliest Greekruling families derived their origin. 4. 'A<77n"c
poets, of whose personal history w e possess 'HpanXeovg, Shield of Hercules, which is extant,
little authentic information. H e is frequently probably formed part of the work last mentionmentioned along with H o m e r ; as H o m e r rep- ed. It contains a description of the shield of
resents the Ionic school of poetry in Asia Minor, Hercules, and is an imitation of the Homeric
so Hesiod represents the Boeotian school of description of the shield of Achilles. The best
poetry, whieh spread over Phocis and Eubcea. edition of Hesiod is by Gbttling, Gotha and ErThe only points of resemblance between the furt, 1843, 2d ed.
H E S I O N E (llawvn) 1. Daughter of Laomedon,
two schools consist in their versification and dialect In other respects they entirely differ. king of Troy, w a s chained by her father to a
The Homeric school takes for its subjects the rock, iu order to be devoured by a sea-monster,
restless activity of the heroic age, while the that he might thus appease the anger of Apollo
Hesiodic turns its attention to the quiet pursuits and Neptune (Poseidon). Hercules promised
of ordinary life,tothe origin of the world, theto save her if Laomedon would give him the
gods and heroes. Hesiod lived about a century horses which he had received from Jupiter
later than Homer, and is placed about B.O. 375. (Zeus) as a compensation for Ganymedes. H e r
W e learn from his o w n poem on Works and cules killed the monster, but Laomedon refused
Days that he w a s born in the village of Asera to keep his promise. Thereupon Hercules took
in Bceotia, whither his father had emigrated Troy, killed Laomedon, and gave Hesione to
from the zEolian C y m e in Asia Minor. After his friend and companion Telamon, by w h o m
the death of his father he w a s involved in a dis- she became the mother of Teucer. Her brother
pute with his brother Perses about his small Priam sent Antenor to claim her back, and the
patrimony, which w a s decided in favor of his refusal on the part of the Greeks is mentioned
brother. H e then emigrated to Orchomenos, as one of the causes of the Trojan war.—[2.
where he spent the remainder of his life. This Daughter of Oeeanus, and wife of Prometheus. J
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HEStfiaiA ('Eoirepia), the Western land (from
and Nepf une (Poseidon) sued for her hand, she
Icirepog, vesper) the n a m e given by the Greek
swore by the head of Jupiter (Zeus) to remain
Eoets to Italy, because it lay west of Greece. a virgin forever A s the hearth w a s looker"
i imitation of them, the R o m a n poets gave the upon as the centre of domestic life, so Hestia
name of Hesperia to Spain, whieh they some- was the goddess of domestic fife and the giver
times called ultima Hesperia (Hor, Carm, i, of all domestic happiness ; as such she w a s be36, 4), to distinguish it from Italy, which they lieved to dwell in the inner part of every house,
occasionally ealled Hesperia Magna (Virg, JEn, and to have invented the art of building houses.
, 569.) ^
In this respect she often appeai'B together witi
H E S P E R I D E S ^Ersirep'ibeg), the celebrated guardMereury (Hermes), w h o was likewise a deus
.ans of the golden apples which G e (Earth) gave penetralis. Being the goddess of the sacred fire
to Juno (Hera) at her marriage with Jupiter of the altar, Hestia had a share in the sacrifices
Zeus.) Their parentage is differently related. offered to all the gods. Hence, when sacrifices
They are called the daughters either of Night were offered, she w a s invoked first, and the
or Erebus, or of Thorcys and Ceto, or of Atlas first part of the sacrifice w a s presented to her.
and Hesperis (whence their names Atlantides Solemn oaths were sworn by the goddess oi
or Hesperides), or of Hesperus, or of Jupiter the hearth; and the hearth itself w a s the sa(Zeus) and Themis. S o m e traditions mention cred asylum where suppliants implored the proed three Hesperides, viz, JEgle, Arethusa, aud tection of the inhabitants of the house. A town
Hesperia others four, uEgle, Erytheia, Hestia, or city is only an extended family, and thereand Arethusa; and others again seven. The fore had likewise its sacred hearth. This pubpoets describe them as possessing the power of lic hearth usually existed in the prytaneum oi
sweet song. In the earliest legends, these a town, where the goddess had her especial
nymphs are described as living on the River sanctuary (ddXapog), under the name of PryOceanus, in the extreme west; but the later at- tanitis (Hpvravlrig) with a statue and the sacred
tempts tofixthe geographical position of their hearth. There, as at a private hearth, Hestia
garden'! led poets and geographers to different protected the suppliants. W h e n a colony was
parts of Libya, as the neighborhood of Cyrene, sent out, the emigrants took the fire which w a s
Mount Atlas, or the islands on the western coast to burn on the hearth of their n e w home from
of Libya, or even to the northern extremity of that of the mother town. If ever the fire of her
the earth, beyond the wind Boreas, among the hearth became extinct, it was not allowed to be
Hyperboreans. They were assisted in watch- lighted again with ordinaryfire,but either by
ing the golden apples b y the dragon Ladon. It fire produced by friction, or by burning glasses
was one of the labors of Hercules to obtain drawingfirefrom the sun. The mystical specupossession of these apples. ( Vid. p. 358, a.)
lations of later times took their origin from tho
HESrERIDUM INSULZE.
Vid. H E S P E R I U M .
simple ideas of the ancients, and assumed a saHESPERIS.
Vid. B E R E N I C E , N O . 5, p. 142.
cred hearth not only in the centre of the earth,
H E S P E R I U M ('Eairepiov, 'Eairepov Kepag: nbut
o w even m that of the universe, and confoundCape Verde or Cape Boxo), a headland on the ed Hestia in various ways with other divinities,
western coast of Africa, was one ot the furthest such as Cybele, Terra (Gaaa), Ceres (Demeter),
points to which the knowledge of the ancients Proserpina (Persephone), and Diana (Artemis),
extended along that coast. Near it w a s a bay There were but few special temples of Hestia
ealled Sinus Hesperius; and a day's journey in Greece, since every prytaneum w a s in realifrom it a group of islands ealled H E S P E R I D U M ty a sanctuary of the goddess, and since a porINSULA, wrongly identified by some with the tion of the sacrifices, to whatever divinity they
Fortunataa Insulaa; they are either the Cape de were offered, belonged to her. The worship
Verde islands, or, more properly, the Bissagos,of the R o m a n Vesta is spoken of under V E S T A .
at the mouth of the Bio Grande.
[HESTIZEA ('Eariaia) a city iu the island of
[ H E S P E R I U S SINUS.
Vid. H E S P E R I U M . ]
Eubcea, the later OREUS.)
H E S P E R U S ("Ecrn-epoc), the evening star, is
[HESTIZEA ('Eariaia) a learned lady of Alexcalled by Hesiod a son of Ai traaus and Aurora andrea, w h o wrote a book in explanation of the
(Eos). H e w a s also regardtd as the same as Iliad.]
the morning star, whence both H o m e r and H e HESTIZSOTIS ('EO-I Miarig). 1. The northwest
siod call him the bringer offight(iugibopog). Aern part of Thessaly. Vid. T H E S S A L I A . — 2 . O r
later account makes him a son of Atlas, w h o HISTIZEA, a district in Eubcea. Vid. EUBOEA.
was fond of astronomy, and w h o disappeared
H E S T C H I U S ('Hovxiog). 1. A n Alexandrine
after ascending Mount Atlas to observe the grammarian, under whose n a m e a large Greek
«tars. H e w a s worshipped with divine honors, dictionary has come down to us. Respecting
and w a s regarded as the fairest star in the his personal history nothing is known, but he
heavens. The R o m a n s designated him by the probably lived about A.D. 380. The work is
names Lucifer and Hesperus, to characterize based, as the writer himself tells us, upon the
him as the morning or evening star.
lexicon of Diogenianns. Hesychius w a s probH E S T I A ('Earla, Ion. 'lorin) ealled V E S T A bably
y
a pagan: the Christian glosses and the
the Romans, the goddess of the hearth, or, rath- references to Christian writers in the work are
er, of thefireburning on the hearth, w a s o- e of interpolations by a later hand. The work is
the twelve great divinities of the Greeks. She one of great importance, not only on account ol
was a daughter of Saturn (Cronus) and Rhea, its explaining the words of the Greek language,
and, according to c o m m o n tradition, w a s the but also from its containing m u c h literary and
first-born of Rhea, and consequently thefirstofarehaaological information, derived from earlier
the children swallowed by Saturn (Cronus). grammarians and commentators, whose works
She w a s a maiden divinity and when Apollo are lost The arrangement of the work, h o w
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ever, is v u y defective. T h e best edition is ander, celebrated for its hot springs and its tem
by Albcrti, completed after Alberti's death by pie of Cybele. Like the neighboring cities of
Ruhnken, Lugd. Eat, 1746-1766, 2 vols, fol.— Colossaa and Laodicea, it was an early seat of
2. Of Miletus, surnamed Illustris, from someChristianity, and it is mentioned in St. Paul'p
office whieh he held, lived about A.D. 540, and Epistle to tie Colossians (iv, 13).—2. Formerly
wrote, 1. A n Onomasticon, or account of illus- B A M B Y O E (Bap&vicn : n o w Bambuch or Membij)
trious men, published by Orelli, Lips, 1820. 2.a city in the northeast of Syria, one of the chief
A Chronicon, or synoptical view of universal his- seats of the worship of Astarte.
tory, in six parts, from tlie leign of Belus, the [ H I E R A P Y T N A ('lepdirvTva, in Dio Cass. 'Icpd
reputed founder of the Assyrian empire,tothe irvbva: 'lepairvrvwg: n o w Girapietra) a town
death of the Byzantine emperor, Anastasius I, on the southern coast of Crete, fabled to have
A.D. 518.
The work itself is lost, but an ac- been founded by the Corybantes.]
count of it is preserved by Photius.
[HIERO. Vid. HIERON.]
H E T R I C U L U M , a town of the Bruttii.
H I E R O C L E S ('ieooKXijg). 1. A Greek rhetoriH I B E R N I A , also called I E R N E , I V E R N A or Ju- cian of Alabanda in Caria, lived about B.C. 100,
V E R N \ ('lepvn, 'lepvlg vl/oog, 'lovepvia), the
island
and
w a s distinguished, like his brother Meneof Ireland, appears to have derived its n a m e cles, by the Asiatic style of oratory.—2. Govfrom the inhabitants of its southern coast, eall- ernor of Bithynia, and afterward of Alexan
ed Juverni ('lovepvoi) by Ptolemy, but its origdrea, is said to have been one of the chief insti
inal n a m e w a s probably Bergion or Vergion. It gators of the persecution of the Christians un
(S mentioned by Caasar, and is frequently spoken der Diocletian. H e wrote a work against th*
of by subsequent writers; but the R o m a n s never Christians, entitled Abyoi fiXaXijBeig irpbg TOOJ
made any attempt to conquer the island, though Xpioriavovg, of which w e m a y form an idea from
they obtained some knowledge of it from the the account of Lactantius and the refutation
commercial intercourse which w a s carried on which Eusebius wrote against it W e see fror
between it and Britain. W e have no account these writers that Hierocles attacked the chai
of the island except from Ptolemy, w h o must acter of Jesus Christ and his apostles, and puhave derived his information from the state- him on an equality with Apollonius of Tyana.—
ments of the British merchants, w h o visited its 3. A N e w Platonist, w h o lived at Alexandres
coasts. Ptolemy gives rather a long list of its about the middle of thefifthcentury. H e wrote
promontories, rivers, tribes, and towns.
1. A commentary on the golden verses of P y
HIOESIA.
Vid. Z E O L I C INSULZE.
thagoras, in which he endeavors to give an in
[ H I C E T A O N ('iKerduv) son of the Trojan kingtelligible account of the philosophy of Pythag
Laomedon, and brothor of Priam.]
oras. Published by Needham, Cambridge, 170£
H I O E T A S ('iKerag or 'iKerng) 1. A Syracusan,and by Warren, London, 1742. 2. A work ot
contemporary with the younger Dionysius and Providence, Fate, and the reconciliation of man'f
Timoleon. H e w a s atfirsta friend of Dion, free will with the divine government of tbe
after whose death (B.C. 353) his wife Arete world, in seven books. The work is lost bo!
and his sister Aristomache placed themselves some extracts from it are preserved in Photius
under the care of Hieetas; but he w a s per- 3. A n ethical work on justice, on reverence to
suaded, notwithstanding, to consent to their de- ward the gods, parents, relations, &e, whic':
struction. A few years later he became tyrant bore the title T a <piXooofovpeva. This work if
of Leontini. H e carried on w a r against the also lost, but there are several extracts from i
younger Dionysius, w h o m he defeated, and had in Stobaaus. T h e extant work, entitled 'Aarela
made himself master of the whole city, except a collection of ludicrous tales, is erroneously
the island citadel, w h e n Timoleon landed in ascribed to Hierocles, the N e w Platonist. Th'
Sicily, 344. Hieetas then opposed Timoleon, work is of no merit.—4. A Greek grammarian
and called in the aid of the Carthaginians, but the author of an extant work, entitled 'Zvv'eKbn
he w a s defeated and put to death by Timoleon, pog, that is, The Travelling Oompanion, intend
339 or 338.-2. Tyrant of Syracuse, during the ed as a hand-book for travellers throng1? th'
interval between the reign of Agathocles and provinces of the eastern empire. It w a s per
that of Pyrrhus. H e defeated Phintias, tyrant haps written at the beginning of the sixth cen
of Agrigentum, and w a s himself defeated by tury of our era. It contains a list of sixty ep
the Carthaginians. After a reign of nine years arebiaa or provinces of the Eastern empire, anc
288-279), he w a s expelled from Syracuse.—3. of nine hundred and thirty-five different towns
Of Syracuse, one of the earlier Pythagoreans. with brief descriptions. Published by Wessel
HIEMPSAL.
1. Son of Mieipsa, king of N u - ing, in Veterum Bomanorum
Itineraria, Amster
midia, and grandson of Masinissa, w a s murder- dam, 1735.
ed by Jugurtha soon after the death of Mieipsa,
H I E R O N ('lepav ). 1 Tyrant of Syraci ,se (B.
B.O. 118.—2. King of Numidia, grandson or C. 478-467), w a s son of Dinomenes and brother
greatgrandson of Masinissa, and father of Juba, of Gelon, w h o m he succeeded in the sovereignappears to have received the sovereignty of part ty. In the early part of his reign he became,
A Numidia after the Jugurthine war. H e w a s involved in a w a r with Theron of Agrigenlum,
expelled from his kingdom by Cn. Domitius w h o had espoused the cause of his brothoi
Ahenobarbus, the laader of the Marian party in Polyzelus, with w h o m he had quarrelled. But
Africa, but w a s restored by P o m p e y in 81.Hieron afterward concluded a peace with TheHiempsal wrote some works in the Punic lan- ron, and became reconciled to his brother Polyguage, which are cited by Sallust (Jug, 17).
zelus.
After the death of Theron in 472, he
H I E R A . 1. Vid ZEOLIZE. 2. Vid. Z E G A T E S .
carried on w a r against his son Thrasydaaus,
HlauirSLis ('lefdiroXig)
1. (Now Bambukw h o m he defeated in a great battle, and exkelessi I), a city of Great Phrygia, near the Maa-pelled from Agrigentum. But by far tbe nv0t
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important event of his reign was the great Ion, who died shortly before his fathei. H e wai
victorv which he obtained over the Etruscan succeeded by his g andson, Hieronymus.
fleet near Cuma! (474), and which appears „o H I E R O N Y M U S ('lepdvvpog) 1. Of Cardia, prob
have effectually broken the naval power of ably accompanied Alexander the Great to Asia,
that nation. Hieron died at Catana in the and after the death of that monarch (B.O. 323)
twelfth, year of his reign, 467. His govern- served under his countryman Eumenes. In th*
ment was much more despotic than that of his last battle between Eumenes and Antigonus
brother Gelon. H e maintained a large guard (316), Hieronymus fell into the hands of Antig>f mercenary troops, and employed numerous onus, who treated him with kindness, and to
spies ami informers. H e was, however, a lib- whose service he henceforth attached himself.
eral and enlightened patron of men of letters, After the death of Antigonus (301), Hieronyrr.ui!
and his court became the resort of the most dis- continued to follow the fortunes of his son Detinguished poets and philosophers of the day. metrius, and was appointed by the latter gov-!
zEschylus, Pindar, and Bacchyfides took up their ernor of Bceotia, after hisfirstconquest of
abode with him, and we find him associating in Thebes, 292. H e continued unshaken in his
friendly intercourse with Xenophanes, Epichar- attachment to Demetrius and to his son, Antigmus, and Simonides. His intimacy with the onus Gonatas, after him. It appears that he
latter was particularly celebrated, and has been survived Pyrrhus, and died at the advanced age
made the subject by Xenophon of an imaginary of 104. Hieronymus wrote a history of the
dialogue, entitled the Hieron, His love of mag- events from the death of Alexander to that of
nificence was especially displayed in the great Pyrrhus, if not later. This work has not come
contests of the Grecian games, and his victoriesdown to us, but it is frequently cited by later
at Olympia and Delphi have been immortalized writers as one of the chief authorities for the
by Pindar.—2. King of Sytacuse (B.C. 270-216), history of Alexander's successors. W e are told
was the son of Hierocles, a noble Syracusan, that Hieronymus displayed partiality to Antigodescended from the great Gelon, but his moth- nus and Demetrius, and, in consequence, treated
er was a female servant When Pyrrhus left Pyrrhus and Lysimachus with great injustice,
Sicily (275), Hieron, who had distinguished — 2 . King of Syracuse, succeeded his grandhimself in the wars of that monarch, was de- father Hieron II, B.C. 216, atfifteenyears of
clared general by the Syracusan army.
H e age.
H e was persuaded by the Carthaginian
strengthened his power by marrying the daugh- party to renounce the alliance with the Romans,
ter of Leptines, at that time the most influen- which his grandfather had maintained for so
tial citizen at Syracuse; and after his defeat of many years. H e was assassinated aftei a short
ihe Mamertines, he was saluted by his fellow- reign of only thirteen months.—3. Of Rhodes,
,'itizens with the title of king, 270. It was thecommonly called a peripatetic, though Cicero
great object of Hieron to expel the Mamertines questions hisrighttothe title, was a disciple of
from Sicily; and accordingly, when the Romans,Aristotle, and appears to have lived down to ths
in 264, interposed in favor of that people, Hie- time of Ptolemy Philadelphus. H e held the
rou concluded an alliance with the Carthagini- highest good to consist in freedom from pain
ans, and, in conjunction with them, carried on and trouble, and denied that pleasure was to be
war against the Romans. But having been de- sought for its own sake.—4. Commonly known
feated by the Romans, he concluded a peace as SAINT JEROME, one of the most celebrated of
with them in the following year (263), in virtue the Christian fathers, was born at Stridon, a
of which he retained possession of the whole town upon the confines of Dalmatia and Pansoutheast of Sicily, and the eastern side of the nonia, about A.D. 340. His father sent him to
island as far as Tauromemum. From this time Rome for the prosecution of his studies, where
till his death, a period of little less than half ahe devoted himself with great ardor and succentury, Hieron continued the steadfast friend cess to the Greek and Latin languages, to rhetand ally of the Romans, a policy of which his oric, and to the different branches of philosophy,
subjects as well as himself reaped the benefits, enjoying the instructions of the most distinin the enjoyment of a state of uninterrupted guished preceptors of that era, among whom
tranquillity aud prosperity. Even the heavy was zElius Donatus. Vid. DONATUS. After comlosses which the Romans sustained in the first
pleting his studies he went to Gaul, where he
three years of the second Punic war did not remained some time, and subsequently travelled
shake hisfidelity;and after their great defeats, through various countries in the East At Anhe sent them large supplies of corn and auxiliary tioch he was attacked by a dangerous malady,
troops. H e died in 216 at the age of ninety- and on his recovery he resolved to withdraw
two. His government was mild and equitable: from the world. In 374 he retired to the desert
though he did not refuse the title of king, he of Chalcis, lying between Antioch an 1 the Eu_
avoided all external display of the insignia of phrates, where he passed four years, adhering
royalty, and appeared in public in the garb of a strictlytothe mostrigidobservances of monkprivate citizen. The care he bestowed upon ish ascetism, but at the same time pursuing the
thefinancialdepartment of his administration study of Hebrew. In 379 he was ordained a
is attested by the laws regulating the tithes of presbyter at Antioch by Paulinus. Soon after
corn and other agricultural produce, whieh, un-he went to Constantinople, where he lived for
der the name of Leges Hieronice, were retained
three years, enjoying the instructions and friendby the Romans when they reduced Sicily to a ship of Gregory of Nazianzus. In 382 he acprovince. H e adorned the city of Syracuse companied Paulinus to Borne, where he formed
with many public works. His power and mag- a close friendship with the Pope Damasus. H*
nificence were celebrated by Theocritus in his remained at Rome three years, and there labor
jixteersth Idyl. Hieron had onlv one son, Ge- cd in proclaiming the glory and merit ol » ecu*
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lemplativo life and monastic discipline. H e i near Enna the water of a salt spring, and henc«
had many enthusiastic disciples among the Ro- has salt water as far as its month.—2. A smaller
m a n ladies, but the influence whieh he exercis- river in the north of Sicily, flows into the sea
ed over them excited the hatred of their rela- between the towns of Himera and Iherrnaa.—
tions, and exposed him to attacks against his 3. ('luepaiog) a celebrated Greek city on, the
character. Accordingly, he left .Rome in 385, northern coast of Sicily, west of the , mouth of
having lost his patron D a m a u s in the preceding the River Himera (No. 2), w a s founded by the
year, and, accompanied by the rich widow Paula, Chalcidians of Zancle, B.O. 648, and afterward
her daughter Eustoehium, and a number of de- received Dorian settlers, so that the inhabitants
vout maidens, he m a d e a tour of the Holy Land, spoke a mixed dialect, partly Ionic (Chalcidian)
and finally settled at Bethlehem, where Paula and partly Doric. AUout 560, Himera, being
erected four monasteries, three for nuns and threatened by its powerful neighbors, placed itone for monks. Here he passed the remainder self under the protection of Phalaris, tyrant of
of his life. H e died A.D. 420. Jerome wrote Agrigentum, in whose power it appears to haye
a great number of works, most of which have remained till his death. A t a later time (500)
come down to us. Of these the most celebrated w e find Himera governed by a tyrant Terillus,
are his Commentaries on the various books of w h o w a s expelled by Theron of Agrigentum.
the Scriptures. H e also translated into Latin Terillus thereupon applied for assistance to the
the Old and N e w Testaments: his translation Carthaginians, who, anxious to extend their inis in substance the Latin version of the Scrip- fluenee in Sicily, sent a powerful army into
tures, known by the name of the Vulgate. The Sicily under the command of Hamilcar. The
translation of the Old Testament was m a d e by Carthaginians were defeated with great slaughJerome directly from the Hebrew ; but the ter at Himera by the united forces of Theron
translation of the N e w Testament was formed and Gelon of Syracuse on the same day. that the
Himera
by him out of the old translations, carefully cor- battle of Salamis was fought (480).
rected from the original Greek. Jerome like- was n o w governed b y Thrasydaaus, the son of
wise translated from the Greek the Chronicle Theron, in the name of his father; but the inof Eusebius, whieh he enlarged, chiefly in the habitants having attempted to revolt, Theron put
department of R o m a n history, and brought down to death or drove into exile a considerable part
toA.D. 378. Jerome was the most learned of of the population, and repeopled the city with
the Latin fathers. His profound knowledge of settlers from all quarters, but especially of Dothe Latin, Greek, and Hebrew languages, his rian origin. After the death of Theron (472),
familiarity with ancient history and philosophy, Himera recovered its independence, andforthe
and his personal acquaintance with the man- next sixty years was one of the most flourishners and scenery of the East, enabled him to ing cities in Sicily. It assisted Syracuse against
throw much light upon the Scriptures. In his the Athenians in 415. In 409 it wa3 taken by
controversial works he is vehement and dog- Hannibal, the son of Gisco, who, to revenge the
matical. His language, is exceedingly pure, bear- great defeat whieh the Carthaginians had sufing ample testimony to the diligence with which fered before this town, levelled it to the ground
he must have studied the choicest models. The and destroyed almost all the inhaoitants. Hibest editions of the works of Jerome are the mera was never rebuilt; but on the opposite
Benedictine, Paris, 5 vols, fol, 1693-1706, and bank of the River Himera, the Carthaginians
that by Vallarsi, Veron, 11 vols, fol, 1734-1742; founded a n e w town, which, from a w a r m m e dicinal spring in its neighborhood, w a s called
reprinted Venet, 11 vols. 4to, 1766.
T H E R M Z E (Qeppai: Qeppirng, Thermitanus : n o w
HlEROSOLYMA. Vid. JERUSALEM.
HILARIUS.
]. A Christian writer, was born Termini) Here the remains of the unfortunate
of pagan parents at Poitiers. H e afterward be- inhabitants of Himera were allowed to settle.
came a Christian, and was elected bishop of his The Romans, w h o highly prized the w a r m
native place, A.D. 350.
From this time he de- springs of Thermaa, permitted the town to retain
voted all his energies to check the progress of its o w n constitution; and Augustus m a d e it a
Arianism, whieh was making rapid strides in colony. The poet Stesichorus w a s born at the
Gaul. H e became so troublesome to the Ari- ancient Himera, and the tyrant Agathocles at
ans, that they induced the Emperor ConBtantius Thermaa.
H I M E R I U S (Ipepwg), a celebrated Greek sophin 356tobanish him to Phrygia. H e was allowed to return to Gaul about 361, and died in his ist, was born at Prusa in Bithynia, and studied
diocese in 368. Several of his works have at Athens. H e was subsequently appointed procome down to us. They consist chiefly of fessor of rhetoric at Athens, where he gave inpolemical treatises against the Arians and ad- struction to Julian, afterward emperor, and the
dresses to the Emperor Constantius. The best celebrated Christian writers, Basil and Gregory
edition of his works is by Constant, Paris, 1693,Nazianzen. In 362 the Emperor Julian invited
forming one of the Benedictine series, and re- him to his court at Antioch, and m a d e him his secprinted by Seipio Maffei, Veron.. 1730.—2. Bish- retary. H e returned to AtheDS in 868, and there
op of Aries, succeeded his master Honoratus in passed the remainder of his life. Himerius was a
that diocese, A.D. 429, and died in 449. H e pagan; but he,does not manifest.in his writings
wrote the life of Honoratus and a few other any animosity against the Christians. There were
extant in the time of Photius seventy-one orations
works,
by Himerius; but of these only twenty-four have
HILLEVIONES
Vid. G E R M A N I A , p. 327, a.
H I M E R 4 ('Ipepa). 1. ( N o w Fiume Salso,) onecome down to ns complete. Edited by Werns
,/f the principal rivers in the south of Sicily, at dorf, Gottingen, 1790.
H I M I L C O ('IpilKuv) 1. A Carthaginian, whe
one time the boundary between the territories
of the Carthaginians and, Syracusans, receives conducted a vovage of discovery from Gade»
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toward the north, along the western shores of all lost with the exception of his oomincuta
Europe, at the same time that Hanno undertook ry. on the phenomena of Aratus.
his voyage to the south along the coast of AfriH I P P A R I N U S ('liriraplvog)
1. A Syracusan.
ca. Vid H A N N O , N O . 10. Himilco represent- father of Dion and Aristomache, supported ths
ed that his further progress was prevented by elder Dionysius, w h o married his daughter Aristhe stagnant nature of the sea, loaded with sea- tomache.—2. Son of Dion, and grandson of the
weed, and by the absence of wind. His voyage preceding, threw himself from the roof oi t
's said to have lasted four months, but it is im- house, aud w a s killed on the spot, when Lis
possibletojudge h o w far it was extended. Per- father attempted, by restraint, to cure him of
haps it was intentionally wrapped in obscurity the dissolute habits which he had acquired wlih
by the commercial jealousy of the Carthagini- under the power of Dionysius.—3. Son of tho
ans.—2. Son of Hanno, commanded, together elder Dionysius by Aristomache, daughter of
with Hannibal, sou of Giaco (vid. H A N N I B A L , No. 1, succeeded Callippus in the tyranny of
No. 1), a Carthaginian army in Sicily, and laid Syracuse, B.C. 352. H e w a s assassinated after
siege to Agrigentum, B.C. 406. Hannibal died reigning only two years.
Ivfore Agrigentum of a pestilence, which broke
H I P P A R I S ('lwirapig: n o w Camarina), a rivet
out in the camp; and Himilco, n o w left sole in the south of Sicily, which flows into the sea
general, succeeded in taking the place, after a near Camarina.
siege of nearly eight months. A t a later period
H I P P A S U S (Tjnracroc), of Metapontum or Crohe carried on w a r against Dionysius of Syra- ton, in Italy, one of tho elder Pythagoreans,
cuse. In 395 he defeated Dionysius, and laid held the element of fire to be the cause of all
siege to Syracuse ; but while pressing the siege things. In consequence of his making known
of the city, a pestilence carried off a great num- the sphere, consisting of twelve pentagons,
ber of his men. In this weakened condition, which w a s regarded by the Pythagoreans as 8
Himilco w a s attacked and defeated by Diony- secret, he is said to have perished in the sea as
sius, and was obliged to purchase his safety by an impious man.
an ignominious capitulation.
Such w a s his
H I P P I A and H I P P I U S ('I7r7r(a and "liririog, oi
grief and disappointment at this termination to "lirirewg), in Latin Equester and Equestris, sur
the campaign, that, on his return to Carthage, names of several divinities, as of Juno (Hera,
he put an end to hisfifeby voluntary absti- and Minerva (Athena), of Neptune (Poseidon
nence.—3. The Carthaginian commander at Lil- aud of Mars (Ares); and at R o m e also of Fortuai
ybaaum, which he defended with skill and brav- and Venus.
ery when it was attacked by the Romans, 250. H I P P I A S ('Iirirlag) 1. Son of Pisistratus. Vid
-—4. Commander of the Carthaginian forces in PISISTRATIDZE.—2. The Sophist, w a s a nativt
Sicily during a part of the second Punic war, 214 of Elis, and the contemporary of Socrates. H i
-212.—5. Surnamed P H A M J S A S , commander of the fellow-citizens availed themselves of his aliih
Carthaginian cavalry in the the third Punic war. ties in political matters, and sent him on a dip
H e deserted to the Romans, by w h o m he w a s lomatie mission to Sparta. But he w a s in ever)
liberally rewarded.
respect like the other sophists of the time. Hi
H I P P A N A (rd "lirirava), a town in the north oftravelled through Greece for the purpose of ae
Sicily, near Panormus.
quiring wealth and celebrity by teaching and
H I P P A R C H I A ('lirirapxia) wife of Crates the
public speaking.
His character as a sophist
Cynic (For details, vid. CRATES, N O . 3.)
his vanity, and his boastful arrogance, are well
H I P I ' A R C H U S (^'lirirapxog), 1. Son of Pisistra
described in the two dialogues of Plato, Hi] pias
tus. Vid. P I S I S T R A T I C E . — 2 . A celebrated Greek major and Hippias minor. Though his knowlastronomer, w a s a native of Nicaaa in Bithynia, edge w a s superficial, yet it appears that he had
and flourished B.C. 160-145. H e resided both paid attention not only to rhetorical, philosophat Rhodes and Alexandrea. H e w a s the true ical, and political studies, but also to poetry,
father of astronomy, which he raised to that music, mathematics, painting, and sculpture;
rank among the applications of arithmetic and and he must even have acquired some practical
geometry which it has always since preserved. skill in the mechanical arts, as he used to boaf*
H e w a s thefirstw h o gave and demonstrated of wearing on his body nothing that he had no
the means of solving all triangles, rectilinear m a d e with liis o w n hands, such as his seal ring
and spherical. H e constructed a table of chords, his cloak, and shoes. H e possessed great fa
of which he m a d e the same sort of use as w e cility in extempore speaking ; and once his van
m a k e of our sines. H e m a d e more observa- ity led him to declare that he would travel tx
tions than his predecessors, and understood Olympia, and there deliver before the assembled
them better. H e invented the planisjjhere, or Greeks an oration on any subject that might b«
the m o d e of representing the starry heavens proposed to him.
upon a plane, and of producing the solutions of
H I P P O ('lirirav) in Africa. 1. H . R E G I U S ('I,
problems of spherical astronomy. H e is also fiaoiXiKog : ruiDS near Bonah), a city on the coast
the father of true geography, by his hapjiy idea of Numidia, west of the mouth of the Rubrica
of marking the position of spots on the earth, tus; once a royal residence, and afterward eel
as w a s done with the stars, by circles drawn ebrated as the bishopric of St. Augustine.—2.
from the pole perpendicularly to the equator; j H . D I A R R H T T U S or Z A R I T U S (T. bidbfrvrog: n o w Bithat is, by latitudes and longitudes. His methodj zerta), a city on the northern coast of the
of eclipses w a s the only one by whieh differ- I Carthaginianterritory(Zeugitana), west of Uti
ences of meridians could be determined. The j ca, at the mouth of the Sinus Hipponensis.— 6.
catalogue whieh Hipparchus constructed of the A town of the Carpetan in Hispania Tarrant*
stars is preserved in the Almagest of Ptolemy. j nensis, south of Toletum.
Hinparchus wrote numerous works, which are I H I P P C O E N T A U R I . Vid. C E N T A U R I .
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Acutorum. 5. Hepl'Aepav, 'Ybdrav, 'ioiruv, Di
H I P P S C O O N ('liriroKoav). 1. Son of Giibazus and
Batea. After his father's death he expelled his Acre, Aquis, et Locis. 6. Hepl rav kv KcfaXy
brother Tyndareus, in order to secure the king- Tpapdrav. Be Capitis Vulneribus. S o m e of the
d o m to limself; but Hercules led Tyndareus other works were perhaps written b y Hippoback, and slew Hippocoon and his sons. . Ovid crates ; but the great majority of them were
(Met, viii, 314) mentions the sons of Hippocoon composed b y his disciples and followers, many
among the Oalytlonian hunters.—[2. A Thra- of w h o m bore the n a m e of Hippocrates. Tha
cian, follower of Rhesus in the Trojan w a r . — ancient physicians wrote numerous comment3. Son of Hyrtaeus, a companion of zEneas, dis- aries on the works in the Hippocratic collection
tinguisk<"<I himself in the funeral games ceie-Of these the most valuable are the comment
aries of Galen. Hippocrates divided the causes
orated m honoi of Anehises.]
HirrocRATES ('ItriroKpdrrig) 1. Father of of
Pi-disease into two principal classes; the one
sistratus, the tyrant of Athens.—2. A n Athe- comprehending the influence of seasons, clinian, son of Megacles, w a s brother of Clisthe- mates, water, situation, <fcc, and the other the
nes, the legislator, and grandfather, through his influence of food, exercise, &o. H e considered
daughter Agariste, of the illustrious Pericles. that while heat and cold, moisture and dryness,
— 3. A n Athenian, son of Xantbippus and broth- succeeded one another throughout the year,
er of Pericles. H e had three sons, who, as well the h u m a n body underwent certain analogous
as their father, are alluded to by Aristophanes changes, which influenced the diseases of the
as m e n of a mean capacity, and devoid of edu- period. H e supposed that the four fluids or
eation.—4. A n Athenian, son of Ariphron, com- tumors of the body (blood, phlegm, yellow bile,
manded the Athenians, B.C. 424, when he w a s and black bile) were the primary seat of disdefeated and slain by the Boeotians at the battle ease ; that health w a s the result of the due
of Delium.—5. A Lacedaamonian, served under combination (or crasis) of these, and that, when
Mindarus on the Asiatic coast in 410, and, after this crasis w a s disturbed, disease was the consethe defeat of Mindarus at Cyzicus, became com- quence; that in the course of a disorder that
mander of the fleet—6. A Sicilian, succeeded w a s proceeding favorably, these humors under
his brother Oleander as tyrant of G d a , 498. went a certain change in quality (or coetion)
His reign was prosperous; and he extended his which was the sign of returning health, as prepower over several other cities of Sicily. H e paring the w a y for the expulsion of the morbid
died iu 491, while besieging Hybla.—7. A Sicil- matter, or crisis; aud that these crises had a
ian, brother of E P I O Y D E S . — 8 . The most cele- tendency to occur at certain stated periods,
brated physician of antiquity H e w a s born in which were hence ealled " critical days." Hipthe island of Cos about B.O. 460. H e belonged pocrates w a s evidently a person w h o not only
to the family ol the Asclepiadaa, and w a s thehad had great experience, but w h o also knew
ion of Heraclides, w h o w a s also a physician. h o w to turn it to the best account; and the
His mother's n a m e w a s Phaanarete, w h o w a s number of moral reflections and apophthegms
said to be descended from Hercules. H e w a s that w e meet with in his writings, some of
instructed in medical science b y his father and which (as, for example, " Life is short, and Art
by Herodicus, and he is said to have been also is long") have acquired a sort of proverbial no3. pupil of Gorgias of Leontini. H e wrote, toriety, show him to have been a profound
•aught, and practiced his profession at h o m e ; thinker. His works are written in the Ionic
,ravelled in different parts of the continent of dialect, and the style is so concise as to be
Greece; and died at Larissa in Thessaly, about sometimes extremely obscure. The best edi
357, at the age of 104. H e had two sons, Thes- tion of his works is by Littre, Paris, 1839, seq.,
salus and Dracon, and a son in-law, Poly bus, with a French translation.
all of w h o m follo'ved the same profession, and H I P P O C R E N E ('IirTroKpTjvn), the "Fountain of
w h o are supposed to have been the authors of the Horse," called by Persius Fans Caballinus,
some of the works in the Hippocratic collec w a s a fountain in Mount Helicon in Boaotia,
tion. These are the only certain facts whieh sacred to the Muses, said to have been producw e know respecti ig the life of Hippocrates; but ed by the horse Pegasus striking the ground
to these later writers have added a large collec with his feet
[ H I P P O D A M A S ('hriroSdpag), son of Priam, slain
tion of stories, m a n y of which are clearly fabulous. Thus he is said to have stopped the plague b y Achilles.]
it Athens by burning fires thi oughout the city, H I P P O D A M I A ('linroddpeia). 1. Daughter o.f
hy suspending chaplets of flowers, and by the CEnomaus, king of Pisa in Elis. For details,
use of an antidote. It is also related that Ar- vid. G U N O M A U S and P E L O P S . — 2 . Wife of Pirithiaxerxes Longimanus, king of Persia, invited ous, at whose nuptials took place the celebrated
Hippocrates to come to his assistance during a battle between the Centaurs and Lapithaa. For
time of pestilence, but that Hippocrates refused details, vid. P I R I T H O U S . — 3 . Vid. BRISEIS.—[4.
his request on the ground of his being the en- Wife of Amyntor, and mother of Phcenix.—5
e m y of his country. The writings which have Daughter of Anehises, and wife of Alcathous.
come d o w n to us under the n a m e of Hippocrates — 6 . One of the female attendants of Penelope.]
were composed b y several different persons, and H I P P O D A M U S ('l7nrdda/40c). [1. A Trojan hero,
are of very different merit. They are more than slain by Ulysses.]—2. A distinguished Greek
sixty in number, but of these only a few are architect, a native of Miletus, and the son of
certainly genuine. They are: 1. HpoyvaariKov, Euryphon or Eurycoon. His fame rests on his
Prasnotiones or Prognosticon. 2. 'A<jtopiapol, Aphoconstruction, not of single buildings, but of
rismi. 3. 'EiriSnplav BiBXia, Be Morbis Populawhole cities. His first great work was the town
ribus (cr Epidemiorum)
4. Hepl Aidlrng 'Of eav,of Piraaus, whieh he built under the auspices of
Ds Ratione Viclus in MorHs Acutis, or Be Bieta Pericles. W h e n the Athenians founded theii
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solony of Thurii (B.C. 443), Hippodamus went tails, vid. AIALANTA, N O . 2.—-2. A descendant
out with the colonists, and was the architect of of Codrus, the fourth and last of the decennial
the new city. Hence he is often called a Thu- archons. Ineensed at the barbarous punishnan. H e afterwards built Rhodes (408-407).
ment which he inflicted on his daughter, the
HippoLOOBxrs ('LrTrcUo^oj). 1. Son of Bellero-Attic nobles deposed him.
pliontes and Philonoe or Anticlea, and father of H I P P O N ("lirirav), of Rhegium, a philosopher
Glaucus, the Lyeian prince.—[2. A Trojan, son of uncertain date, belonging to the Ionian school
of Antimachus, slain by Agamemnon.—3. One H e was accused of atheism, and so got tbe surof the thirty tyrants at Athens.]
name of the Melian, as agreeing in sectimen*
H I P P O L Y T E ('liriroXvrn). 1. Daughter ofwith
MarsDiagoras. H e held water and fire to be
(Ares) and Otrera, was queen of the Amazons, the principles of all things, the latter springier
and sister of Antiope and Melanippe. She wore from the former, and developing itself by genera girdle given to her by her father; and when ating the universe.
Hercules came to fetch this girdle, she was
FIIPPONAX ('liriravat;), of Ephesus, bon of
slain by Hercules. Vid. p. 357, b. AccordingPytheus and Protis, was, after Archiloehus and
to another tradition, Hippolyte, with an army Simonides, the third of the Iambic poets of
of Amazons, marched into Attica, to take venge-Greece. H eflourishedB.C. 546-620. H e waa
ance on Theseus for having carried off An- distinguished for his love of liberty, and having
tiope ; but, being conquered by Theseus, she been expelled from his native city by the tyrants,
fled to Megara, where she died of grief, and was
he took up his abode at Clazomenaa, for whicl
buried. In some accounts, Hippolyte, and not reason he is sometimes called a Clazomenian
Antiope, is said to have been married to The- In person, Hipponax was little, thin, and ugly,
seus.—2. Or ASTYDAMIA, wife of Acastus, fell but very strong. The two brothers Bupalus
in love with Peleus. Vid ACASTUS.
and Athenis, who were sculptors of Chios, made
HIPPOLYTUS ('LnroAuToc). 1. Son of Theseus statues of Hipponax, in which they caricatured
by Hippolyte, queen of the Amazons, or her his natural ugliness, and he, in return, directed
Bister Antiope. Theseus afterwards married all the power of his satirical poetry against
Phaadra, who fell in love with Hippolytus; but them, and especially against Bupalus. (Hor..
as her offers were rejected by her step son, sheEpod, vi, 14.) Later writers add that the
accused him to his father of having attempted sculptors hanged themselves in despair. Hip
her dishonor. Theseus thereupon cursed his ponax was celebrated in antiquity for the sever
son, and requested his father, zEgeus or Nep- ity of his satires. H e severely chastised the
tune (Poseidon), to destroy him. Accordingly, effeminate luxury of his Ionian brethren; he
as Hippolytus was riding in his chariot along did not spare his own parents; and he venturthe Bea-coast, Neptune (Poseidon) sent forth a ed even toridiculethe gods. In his satires he
bull from the water. The horses were fright- introduced a spondee or a trochee in the last
ened, upset tho chariot, and dragged Hippoly- foot instead of an iambus. This change made
tus along the ground till he was dead. The- the verse irregular in its rhythm, and gave it a
seus afterward learned the innocence of his sort of halting movement, whence it was called
son, and Phaadra, in despair, made away with the Choliambus (xaXiapbbg lame iambic), or Iamherself. Diana (Artemis) induced zEsculapius bus Scazon (oKd(av, limping). H e also wrote
to restore Hippolytus to life again; and, accord- a parody on the Iliad. H e may be said to oe
ing tp Italian traditions, she placed him, under cupy a middle place between Archiloehus and
the name ofVirbius, under the protection of Aristophanes. He is as bitter, but not so earnthe nymph Egeria, in the grove of Aricia, in La-est, as the former, while in lightness and joeosetium, where he was honored with divine wor- ness he more resembles the latter. The fragship. Horace, following the more ancient tra- ments of Hipponax are edited by Welcker, Gotdition, says that Diana could not restore Hip- ting, 1817, 8vo, and by Bergk in the Poetce Ly
polytus to life (Carm, vi, 7, 25).—2. A n early rici Grmei.
ecclesiastical writer of considerable eminence,
HIPPONICUS.
Vid. CALLIAS A N D HIPPONICUS.
but whose real history is very uuoertain. H e
HIPPONIUM.
Vid. VIBO.
appears to have lived early in the third century, HIPPONOUS. Vid. B E L L E R O P H O N .
and is said to have suffered martyrdom under
H I P P O T A D E S ('lirirordbng) i. e„ son of HipAlexander Severus, being drowned in a ditch potes, that is, zEolus. Vid. ZEOLUS, N O . 2
or pit full of water. Others suppose that he Hence the zEoiiaa Insulaa are called Hippotada
perished in the Decian persecution. H e is said regnum. (Ov, Met, xiv, 86.)
to have been a disciple of Irenaaus and a teacher HIPPOTES ('lirirbrng)
1. Father of zEolus
of Origen. His works, which are written iu Vid. ZEOLUS, N O . 2.—2. Son of Phylas by 8
3reek, are edited by Fabricius, H a m b , 1716- daughter of Iolaus, great grandson »f Hercules,
718, 2 vols. fol.
and father of Aletes. When the Heraclidaa in
[llirpCMAOHUS (lirirofiaxog) 1. A Trojan warvaded Peloponnesus, Hippotes killed the seer
rior, son of Antimachus, slain by Leonteus.—2. Oarnus. The army, in consequence, began to
One of the thirty tyrants at Athens, fell in bat- suffer very severely, and Hippotes, by the com
tle against the patriots under Thrasybulus.]
mand of an oracle, was banished for ten years.
H I P P O M E D O N ('liriropibav), son of AristomaH I P P O T H O O N ('liriroBbav), an Attic hero, sou
chus, or, according to Sophocles, of Talaus, wasof Neptune (Poseidon) and A L O P E , the daughter
one of the Seven against Thebes, where he waB of Cercyon. H e had a heroum at Athens; and
slain during the siege by Hyperbius or Ismarus. one of the Attic phylaa, or tribes, was called
H I P P O M E N E S ('iTnro^Ej^c). 1. Son of Mega- after him Hippothoontis.
reus, and greafrgrandson of Neptune (Poseidon), HIPPOTHOUS ('lirirbBoog) I. Son of Cercyon
conquered Atalanta in the foot-raee. For de- and father of zEpytus, succeeded Agapenor at
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man colony, under the name of Julia Romula
or Bomulensis, and a conventus juridieus or
town of assize. Under the Goths and Vandals
Hispalis was the chief town in the south of
Spain, and under the Arabs was the capital of
Ajax.
[HIPPOTION Clnirorlav) a Phrygian, slain bya separate kingdom.
HISPANIA or IBERIA ('lairavid, 'SBnpla: His
Meriones in the Trojan war.]
HIRPINI, a Samnite people, whose name is panus, Iberus: now Spain and Portugal), a pen
mid to come from the Sabine word hirpus, " ainsula in the southwest of Europe, is connect
wolf," dwelt in the south of Samnium, between ed with the land only on the northeast where
Apulia, Lueania, and Campania. Their chief the Pyrenees form its boundary, and is surrounded on all other sides by the sea, on the
town was ZECULANUM.
HIRTIUS, A , belonged to a plebeian family, east and south by the Mediterranean, on the
which came probably from Ferentinum iu the west by the Atlantic, and on the north by the
territory of the Hernioi. H e was the personal Cantabrian Sea. The Greeks aud Romans had
»nd political friend of Caasar the dictator. In no accurate knowledge of the country till the
B.C. 58 he was Caasar's legatus in Gaul, and time of the Roman invasion in the second Puduring the civil war his name constantly ap- nic war. It wasfirstmentioned by Hecataaus
pears in Cicero's correspondence. H e was one (about B.O. 500) under the name of Iberia; but
of the ten praators nominated by Caasar for 46, this name originally indicated only the eastern
and during Caasar's absence in Africa he lived coast: the western coast beyond the Pillars of
principally at his Tusculan estate, which was Hercules was called Tartessis (Taprnaalg); and
contiguous to Cicero's villa. Though politi- the interior of the country Celtica (b] KeXriKij)
cally opposed, they were on friendly terms, aud At a later time the Greeks applied the name of
Cicero gave Hirtius lessons in oratory. In 44 Iberia, which is usually derived from the River
Hirtius received Belgic Gaul for his province, Iberus, to the whole country. The name Hi*
but he governed it by deputy, and attended pania, by which the Romans call the country,
Caasar at Rome, who nominated him and Vibius first occurs at the time of the Roman invasion.
Pansa consuls for 43. After Caasar's assassi- It is usually derived from the Punic word Span,
nation (44) Hirtiusfirstjoined Antony, but, being " a rabbit," on account of the great number of
disgusted by the despotic arrogance of the latter, rabbits which the Carthaginians found in the
he retired to Puteoli, where he renewed his in- peninsula ; but others suppose the name to be
tercourse with Cieero. Latel in the year he of native origin, and to be the same as the
resided at his Tusculan villa, where he was at Basque Ezpana, an edge or border. The poets
tacked by a dangerous illness, from which he also ealled it Hesperia, or, to distinguish it from
never •oerfectly recovered. On thefirstof Jan Italy, Hesperia Ultima. Spain is a very mountaary, 43, Hirtius and Pansa entered on their ainous country. The principal mountains are,
eonsi.lship, according to Caasar's arrangement. in the northeast the Pyrenees (vid. P Y R E N ^ U S
The two consuls were sent along with Octavi- M O N S ) , and in the centre of the country the
anus against Antony, who was besieging Dec. IDUBEDA, which runs parallel with the Pyrenees
Brutus at Mutina. Pansa was defeated by A n from the land of the Cantabri to the Meditertony, and died of a wound which he had re- ranean, and the OROSPEDA or ORTOSPEDA, which
ceived in the battle. Hirtius retrieved this dis- begins in the centre of the Idubeda, runs south
aster by defeating Antony, but he also fell on west throughout Spain, and terminates at Calpe.
the 27th of April, in leading an assault on the The rivers of Spain are numerous. The six
besieger's camp. Octavianus sent the bodies most important are the IBERUS (now Ebro)
of the slain consuls to Rome, where they were B^ETIS (now Guadalquiver) and A N A S (now Guareceived with extraordinary honors, and pub- diana) in the east and south; and the TAGUS,
licly buried in the Field of Mars. To Octavia- DURIUS (now Bouro) and MINIUS (now Minho)
nus their removal from the scene was so timely, in the west. Spain was considered by the anthat he was accused by many of murdering cients very fertile, but more especially the
them. Hirtius divides with Oppius the claim southern part of the country, Baatica and Lusito the authorship of the eighth book of the Gallic tania, which were also praised for their splendid
war, as well as that of the Alexandrean, African, climate. The central and northern parts of the
and Spanish. It is not impossible that he wrote country were less productive, ai d the climate in
thefirstthree, but he certainly did not write the these districts was very cold in winter. In the
south there were numerousflocksof excellent
Spanish war.
HIRTULEIUS, a distinguished general of Ser sheep, the wool of which was very celebrated
torius in Spain. In B.C. 78 he was routed and in foreign countries. The Spanish horses and
asses were also much valued in antiquity; and
elain near Italiea, in Baatica, by Metellus.
HISPALIS, more rarely HISPAL (now Seville)on the coast there wa3 abundance offieh.The
a town of the Turdetani in Hispania Baatica, country produced a great quantity of aorn, oil,
founded by the Phoenicians, was situated on thewine,flax,figs, and other fruits. But the prinleft bank of the Baatis, and was in reality a cipal riches of the country consisted in its minsea-port, for, althoughfivehundred stadia from eral productions, of which the greatest quantity
the sea, the river is navigable for the largest was found in Turdetania. Gold was found in
vessels up to the town. Under the Romans abundance in various parts of the country; and
Hispalis was the third town in the province, there were many silver mines, of whieh the
Corduba and Gades being the two first It was most celebrated were near Carthago Nova, IIpatronized by Caesar, because Corduba had es- ipa, Sisapon, and Castulo. The precious stones,
poused the side of Pompey. H e nude it a Ro- copper, lead, tin, and other metals, were alsc
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king in Arcadia.—2. Son of Lethus, grandson
of Teutamus, and brother of Pylaaus, led a band
of Pelasgians from Larissa to the assistance of
the Trojans. H e was slain by the Telamonian
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found in more or less abundance. The most
thagmians excited the jealousy of the Romans
ancient inhabitants of Spain were the Iberi, who, and a treaty was m a d e between the two nations
as a separate people, must be distinguished from about 228, by which the Carthaginians bound
the Iberi, a collective name of all the inhabit themselves not to cross the Iberus. The town
ants of Spain. The Iberi dwelt on both sides of Saguntum, altheugh on the west side of tu«
of the Pyrenees, and were found in the south river, was under the protection of the RomaE-i.
of Gaul as far as the Rhone. Celts afterward and the capture of this town try Hannibal in 2)'.l
orossed the Pyrenees, and became mingled with was the immediate cause of t. a =eoond Pun<i
the Iberi, whence arose the mixed race of the war. In the course of this war the Romaai
Celtiberi, w h o dwelt chiefly in the high table drove the Carthaginians out of the peninsuU,
land in the centre of the country. Vid. C E L T I and became masters of their possessions in tt«t
BERI. But besides this mixed race of the Cel- south of the country. But m a n y tribes in ihs
tiberi, there were also several tribes, both of centre of the country, which had been oil.)/
Iberians and Celts, w h o were never united with nominally subject to Carthage, still retain^
one another. The unmixed Iberians, from their virtual independence; and the tribes i-i
w h o m the modern Basques are descended, the north and northwest of the country Lu.'
dwelt chiefly in the Pyrenees and on the coasts, been hitherto quite unknown both to the Cirand their most distinguished tribes were the thaginians and R o m a n s There n o w arose a
A S T U R E S , C A N T A B R I , V A C O Z E I , &a.
The
un- long and bloody struggle between the Romajf-a
mixed Celts dwelt chiefly on the River Anas, and the various tribes in Spain, and it wau
and in the northwest corner of the country or nearly two centuries before the R o m a n s st-.o
Gallaacia. Besides these inhabitants, there ceeded in subduing entirely the whole of the
were Phoenician and Carthaginian settlements peninsula. The Celtiberians were conquered
on the coasts, of which the most important were by the elder Cato (195), and Tib. Gracchus, the
G A D E S and O A R T H A G O N O V A ; there were like- father of the two tribunes (179). The Lusitfiwise Greek colonies, such as E M P O R I Z E and S A - niaus, w h o long resisted the R o m a n s unde;
G U N T U M ; and, lastly, the conquest of the coun- their brave leader Viriathus, were obliged to
try by the R o m a n s introduced m a n y R o m a n s submit, about the year 137, to D. Brutus, w h o
among the inhabitants, whose customs, civiliza- penetrated as far as Gallaacia; but it was not
tion, and language gradually spread over the till Numantia was taken by Seipio Africanus the
whole peninsula, and effaced the national char- younger, in 133, that the R o m a n s obtained the
acteristics of the ancient population.
The undisputed sovereignty over the various tribes
spread of the Latin language in Spain seems to in the centre of the country, and of the Lusitahave been facilitated by the schools, established nians to the south of the Tagus. Julius Caasar
by Sertoiius, in which both the language and after his praatorship, subdued the LusitanianB
literature of Greece and R o m e were taught. north of the Tagus (60). The Cantabri, Astu
tinder the empire some of the most distinguish- res, and other tribes iu the mountains of the
ed Latin writers were natives of Spain, such as north, werefinallysubjugated by Augustus and
the two Senecas, Lucan, Martial, Quintilian, his generals. The whole peninsula was n o w
Silius Italicus, Pomponius Mela, Frudentius, subject to the R o m a n s ; and Augustus founded
and others. The ancient inhabitants of Spain in it several colonies, and caused excellent roads
were a proud, brave, and warlike race; easily to be m a d e throughout the country. The R o
excited and ready to take offence ; inveterate mans had, as early as the end of the second Purobbers ; moderate in the use of food and wine; nic war, divided Spain into two provinces, sepfond of song and of the dance; lovers of their arated from one another by the Iberus, and
liberty, and ready at all times to sacrifice their called Hispania Citerior and Hispania Ulterior,
lives rather than submit to a foreign master. the former being to the east, and the latter to
The Cantabri and the inhabitants of the mount- the west of the river. In consequence of there
ains in the north were the fiercest and most beiiag two provinces, w e frequently find the
uncivilized of all the tribes ; the Vaccaai and the country called Hispanic. The provinces were
Turdetani were the most civilized; and the governed by two proconsuls or two propraelatter people were not only acquainted with the tors, the latter of w h o m also frequently bore
alphabet, but possessed a literature which con- the title of proconsuls. Augustus m a d e a n e w
tained records of their history, poems, and col- division of the country, and formed three
lections of laws composed in verse. The his- provinces Tarraconensis, Betiea, and Lusitania.
tory of Spain begins with the invasion of the The province Tarraconensis, which derived its
country by the Carthagiuians, B.O. 238 ; for up n a m e from Tarraco, the capital of the province,
to that time hardly any thing was known of was by far the largest of the three, and com
Spain except the existence of two powerful prehended the whole of the north, east and
commercial states in the west, T A R T E S S U S and centre of the peninsula. The province Betiea,
G A D E S , After the first Punic war, Hamilcar, which derived its name from the River Baitis,
the son of Hannibal, formed the plan of conquer- was separated from Lusitania on the ncrth
ing Spain, iu order to obtain for the Carthagin- and west by the River Anas, and from Tarracoians possessions which might indemnify them nensis on the east by a line drawn from the
for the loss of Sicily and Sardinia. Under his River Anas to the promontory Charidemus in
command (238-229), and that of hia son in law the Mediterranean. The province Lusitania,
and successor, Hasdrubal (228-221), the Car- which corresponded very nearly in extent to
thaginians conquered the greater part of the the modern Portugal, was separated from Tarsoutheast of the peninsula as far as the Iberus; raconensis on the north by the River Durius,
and Hasdrubal founded the important city of i, from Baatica on the east by the Anas, and from
Carthago Nova. These successes of the Car-!! Tarraconensis on the east b y a lite drawn I, \:-».
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(the Durius to the Anas, between the territories oner by Harpagus. Artaphernes, the satrap oi
of the Vettones and Carpetani. Augustus m a d e Ionia, caused him to be put to death by impaleBaatica a senatorial province, but reserved the ment, and sent his head to the king.
H I S T O N I U M (Histoniensis: n o w Vaslo d' Am
government of the two others for the Caasar;
so that the former w a s governed b y a procon- mone), a town of the Frentani on the coast, and
sul appointed by the senate, and the latter by subsequently a R o m a n colony.
H O M E R I T Z E ('Opnplrai), a people of Arabia
imperial legati In Baatica, Corduba or Hispalis
was the seat of government; in Tarraconensis, Felix, w h o migrated from the interior to the
Tarraco; and in Lusitania, Augusta Emerita. southern part of the western coast, and estab
On the reorganization of the empire by Constan- fished themselves in the territory of th<i Sabaai
tine, Spain, together with Gaul and Britain, w a s(in El. Yemen) where they founded a kingdom,
under the general administration of the Prc- which lasted more thanfivecenturies.
fedus Prastorio Gallic, one of whose three vi- H O M E R U S ("Opnpog) 1. The great epic poet
earii had tha government of Spain, and usually of Greece. His poems formed the basis of
resided at Hispalis. A t the same time, the coun- Greek literature. Every Greek w h o had retry w a s divided into seven provinces: Betiea, ceived a liberal education w a s perfectly well
acquainted with them from his childhood, and
Lusitania, Gallascia, Tarraconensis, Carthaginiensis, Baleares, and Mauretania Tingitana in had learned them by heart at school; but noAfrica (which w a s then reckoned part of Spain). body could state any thing certain about their
The capitals of these seven provinces were re- author. His date and birth-place were equally
spectively Hispalis, Augusta Emerita, Bracara,matters of dispute. Seven cities claimed HoCcsaraugusta, Carthago Nova, Palma, and Tin-mer as their countryman (Smyrna, Rhodus, Coigis. In A.D. 409 the Vandals and Suevi, to- ophon, Salamis, Chios, Argos, Athenaa) ; but
gether with other barbarians, invaded Spain, the claims of Smyrna and Chios are the most
and obtained possession of the greater part of plausible, and between these two w e have to
the country. In 414 the Visigoths, as allies of decide. It is supposed by the best modern
the R o m a n empire, attacked the Vandals, and in writers that H o m e r was an Ionian, w h o settled
the course of four years (414-418) compelled a at Smyrna at the time when the Achaaans and
great part of the peninsula to submit again to zEolians formed the chief part of the populathe Romans. In 429 the Vandals left Spain, tion. W e can thus explain h o w H o m e r beand crossed over into Africa under their king came so well acquainted with the traditions of
Genseric ; after which time the Suevi establish- the Trojan war, which had been waged by
ed a powerful kingdom in the south of the pen- Achaaans and zEolians, but in which the Ionians
insula. Soon afterward the Visigoths again in- had not taken part. W e know that the Ionians
vaded Spain, and after m a n y years' struggle, were subsequently driven out of Smyrna; and
succeeded in conquering the whole peninsula, it is further supposed either that H o m e r him•>vhich they kept for themselves, and continued self fled to Chios, or his descendants or disci
She masters of the country for two centuries, pies settled there, and formed the famous fami
till they were in their turn conquered by the ly of Homerids. According to this account, thi
time of H o m e r would be a few generations after
Arabs, A.D. 712.
H I S P E L L U M (Hispellas, -atis : Hispellensis : the Ionian migration; but, with the exception
n o w Spello) a town in Umbria, and a R o m a n of the simple fact of his being an Asiatic Greek,
colony, with the name of Colonia Julia His- all other particulars respecting his life are purely fabulous. The common tradition related that
pellum.
he was the son of Maaon (hence called Masonide*
HISTLEA.
Vid. HESTIZEOTIS.
HISTIZEUS ('lanalog) tyrant of Miletus, w a svates), aud that in his old age he w a s blind and
left with the other Iouians to guard the bridge poor. H o m e r was universally regarded by the
cf boats over the Danube when Darius invaded ancients as the author of the two great poems
Scythia (B.C. 513). H e opposed the proposal of the Iliad and the Odyssey. Other poems were
of Miltiades, the Athenian, to destroy the bridge, also attributed to Homer, the genuineness of
and leave the Persians to their fate, and was, which was disputed by some; but the Iliad and
in consequence, rewarded by Darius with the Odyssey were ascribed to him by the concurrule of Mytilene, and with a district in Thrace, rent voice of antiquity. Such continued to be
where he built a town called Myreinus, appa- the prevalent belief in modern times, till 1795,
rently with a view of establishing an independ- when F. A . Wolf wrote his famous Prolegome~v.
ent kingdom. This excited the suspicions of in which he endeavored to show that the Iliad
Darius, w h o invited Histiaaus to Susa, where he and Odyssey were not two complete poems, but
treated him kindly, but prohibited him from re- small, separate, independent epic songs, celeturning. Tired of the restraint in which he brating single exploits of the heroes, and that
was kept, he induced his kinsman Aristagoras these lays were for thefirsttime written down
to persuade the Ionians to revolt, hoping that a and united, as the Iliad and Odyssey, by Pisiarevolution in Ionia might lead to his release. tratus, the tyrant of Athens. This opinion gave
His design succeeded. Darius allowed His- rise to a long and animated controversy respecttiaaustodepart (496) on his engaging to reduce ing the origin of the Homeric poems, which Io
Ionia. The revolt, however, was nearly put not yet settled, and which probably rever will
d o w n when Histiaaus reached the coast Here be. The following, however, m a y bf regarded
Histiaaus threw off the mask, and, after raising as the most probable conclusion. A n abundance
a small fleet carried on w a r against the Per- of heroic lays preserved the tales of the Trojan
sians for two years, and obtained possession of war. Europe must necessarily ha' e teen the
Chios. In 494 he m a d e a descent upon the country where these songs originat id, both beIonian coast, but v a s defeated and taken iris- cause the victorious heroes dwell in Eirope,
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an! because so m a n y traces in the poems still the poet Antimachus, and the other by Aristotle
Comt to these regions. These heroic lays were which Alexander the Great used to carry about
rought to Asia Minor by the Greek colonies, with him in a splendid case (vdp8n£) on all his
which left the mother country about three ages expeditions. But it was not till the foundation
after the Trojan war. These unconnected songs of the Alexandrine school that the Greeks poswere, for thefirsttime, united by a great genius, sessed a really critical edition of Homer. Ze*
tailed Homer, and he was the one individual w h onodotus was thefirstw h o directed his attention
conceived in his mind the lofty idea of that po- to the study and criticism of Homer. H e wi.s
etical unity which w e must acknowledge and ad- followed by Aristophanes and Aristarchus ; and
aire in the Iliad and Odyssey. But as writing the edition of H o m e r by the latter has been the
was not known, or at least little practiced, in basis of the text to the present day. Aristarchus
the age in which H o m e r lived, it naturally fol- was the prince of grammarians, and did more
lowed that in such long works m a n y interpola- for the text and interpretation of H o m e r than
tions were introduced, and that they gradually any other critic in modern times. H e was opbecame more and more dismembered, and thus posed to Orates of Mallus, the founder of the
returned into their original state of separate in- Pergamene school of grammar. Vid. A R I S T A R dependent songs. They were preserved by the CHUS, CRATES. In the time of Augustus, the
rhapsodists, w h o were minstrels, and w h o sung great compiler, Didymus, wrote comprehensive
lays at the banquets of the great and at public commentaries on Homer, copying mostly the
festivals. A class of rhapsodists at Chios, the works of preceding Alexandrine grammarians,
Homerids, w h o called themselves the descend- whieh had swollen to an enormous extent. Unants of the poet, m a d e it their especial business der Tiberius, Apollonius Sophista lived, whose
• to sing the lays of the Iliad and Odyssey, and Lexicon Homericum is very valuable (ed. Bekto transmit them to their disciples by oral teach- ker, 1833) The most valuable scholia on the
ing, and not by writing. These rhapsodists Uiad are those whieh were published by Villoipreserved the knowledge of the unity of theson from a M S . of the tenth century in the
Homeric poems ; and this knowledge was never library of St. Mark at Venice, 1788, fol. These
entirely lost, although the public recitation of scholia were reprinted with additions, edited by
the poems became more and more fragmentary, I. Bekker, Berlin, 1825, 2 vols. 4to. The most
and the time at festivals and musical contests valuable scholia to the Odyssey are those p u b
formtrly occupied by epic rhapsodists exclusive- lished by Buttmann, Berl, 1821. The extenly, w a s encroached upon b y the rising lyrical sive commentary of Eustathius contains m u c h
performances. Solon directed the attention of valuable information from sources which are
his countrymen toward the unity of the H o -now lost. Vid. EUSTATHIUS, N O . 3. The best
meric poems; but the unanimous voice of an- critical editions of H o m e r are by Wolf, Lips,
tiquity ascribed to Pisistratus the merit of hav-1804, seq.; by Bothe, Lips, 1832, seq.; and by
ng collected the disjointed poems of Homer, Bekker, Berlin, 1843 ; of the Iliad alone, by
und of having first committed them to writing. Heyne, Lips, 1802, sqq. There is a very good
From the time of Pisistratus, the Greeks had a edition of the Iliad by Spitzner, Gotha, 1832,
written Homer, a regular text whieh w a s theseq.; and a valuable commentary on the Odyssource and foundation of all subsequent edi sey by Nitzsch, Hannov, 1825, seq.—2. A gramtions. W e have already stated that the an-marian and tragic poet of Byzantium in the
cients attributed many other poems to H o m e r time of Ptolemy Philadelphus (about B.C. 280),
besides the Iliad and the Odyssey; but thewas the son of the grammarian Andromaehus
claims of none of these to this honor can stand and the poetess Myro. H e was one of the seven
investigation. The hymns, which still bear the poets w h o formed the tragic Pleiad.
H O M O L E ('OpbXn) 1. A lofty mountain in
narao of Homer, probably o w e their origin to
the rhapsodists. They exhibit such a diversity Thessaly, near Tempe, with a sanctuary of Pan.
of language and poetical tone, that in all prob — 2 . Or H O M O L I U M ('OpoXiov : 'OuoXievg : n o w
ability they contain iragments from every cen- Lamina), a town in Magnesia in Thessaly, at the
tury from the time of H o m e r to the Persian foot of Mount Ossa, near the Peneus.
H O N O R or H O N O S , the personification of hon
war. The Batrachomyomachia, the Battle of the
Frogs and Mice, an extant poem, and the Mar- or at Rome. Marcellus had vowed a temple.
which was to belong to Honor and Virtus in
gites, a poem whieh is lost, and which ridiculed
a m a n w h o was said to know m a n y things and common ; but as the pontiffs refused to consew h o knew all badly, were bothfrequentlyas- crate one temple to two divinities, he built two
cribed by the ancients to Homer, but were clear- temples, one of Honor and the other of Virtus,
ly of later origin. The Odyssey was evidently close together. C. Marius also built a temple
composed after the Iliad; and many writers to Honor, after his victory over the Cimbri and
maintain that they are the works of two differ- Teutones. There w a s also an altar of Honor
ent authors. But it has been observed in re-outside the Colline gate, which was more anply that there is not a- greater difference in the cient than either of the temples. Honor is reptwo poems than w e often find in the productions resented on coins as a malefigurein armor, and
af the same m a n in the prime of life and in oldstanding on a globe, or with the cornucopia in
ige; and the chief cause of difference in thehis left and a spear in his right hand.
two poems is owing to the difference of the H O N O R I A . Vid. G R A T A .
subject W e must add a few words on the H O N O R I U S , F L A V I U S , R o m a n emperor of the
literary history of the Iliad and Odyssey. From West, A.D. 395-423, w a s the second son of
the time of Pisistratus to the establishment of Theodosius the Great, and was born 384. O n
the Alexandrine school, w e read of two n e wthe death of Theodosius in 895, Honorius suceditions (kopdaaeig) of the text one m a d e by ceeded peaceably to the sovereigntv of the W e s t
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which he had received from his fathei in the cian gentes at R o m e . Three brothers of thn
preceding year, while his elder brother obtain- race fought with the Curiatii, three brother!
ed possession of the East. During the minority from Alba,todetermine whether R o m e or Alba
of Honorius, the government w a s entirely in waB to exercise the supremacy. The battb?
the hands of the able and energetic Stilicho, was long undecided. T w o of the Horatii fell
whose daughter Maria the young emperor mar- but the three Curiatii, though alive, were severe
ried. Stilicho for a time defended Italy against ly wounded. Seeing this, the surviving Horathe attacks of the Visigoths under Alaric (402, tius, w h o w a s still unhurt pretended tofly,and
403), and the ravages of other barbarians under vanquished his wounded opponents b y encounRadagaisus; but after Honorius had put to death tering them severally. H e returned in triumph,
Stilicho, on a charge of treason (408), Alaric again bearing his threefold spoils. A s he approached
invaded Italy, and took and plundered R o m e the Capene gate, his sister Horatia met him, and
(410.) Honorius meantime lived an inglorious recognized on his shoulders the mantle of one
life at Ravenna, where he continued to reside till of the Curiatii, her betrothed lover. H e r importunate grief drew on her the wrath of Horahis death in 423.
H O R . S (*Qp<u) originally the goddesses of thetius, w h o stabbed her, exclaiming, " So perish
order of nature and of the seasons, but in later every R o m a n w o m a n w h o bewails a foe." For
times the goddesses of order in general and of this murder he w a s adjudged by the duumviri
justice. In Homer, w h o neither mentions their to be scourged with covered head, and hanged
parents nor their number, they are the Olympian on the accursed tree. Horatius appealed to his
divinities of the weather and the ministers of peers, the burghers or populus; and his father
Jupiter (Zeus). In this capacity they guard the pronounced him guiltless, or he would have pun
doors of Olympus, and promote the fertility of ished him by the paternal power. The populus
the earth, by the various kinds of weather which acquitted Horatius, but prescribed a form of
they give to mortals. A s the weather, gener- punishment. With veiled head, led by his father,
ally speaking, is regulated according to the sea- Horatius passed under a yoke or gibbets—tigilsons, they are further described as the goddesses lum sororium, " sister's gibbet."
H O R A T I U S OOOLES.
Vid.. C O C L E S .
of the seasons. The course of the seasons is
H O R A T I U S F L A C C U S , Q , the poet, w a s born
symbolically described as the dance of the
Horaa. A t Athens, two Horaa, Tfiallo (the HoraDecember 8th, B.O. 65, at Venusia in Apulia.
of spring) and Carpo (the Hora of autumn), were His father w a s a libertinus or freedman. H e
worshipped from very early times. The Hora had received his manumission before the birth
of spring accompanied Proserpina (Persephone) of the poet, w h o w a s of ingenuous birth, but w h o
every year on her ascent from the lower world; did not altogether escape the taunt, which adand the expression of " The chamber of the hered to persons even of remote servile origin.
Horaa opens" is equivalent to " The spring is His fathers occupation w a s that of collector
coming." The attributes of spring--flowers, (coador) either of the indirect taxes farmed by
fragrance, and graceful freshness—-are accord- the publicans, or at sales by auction. With the
ingly transferred to the Horaa. Thus they adorn- profits of his office he had purchased a small
ed Veous (Aphrodite) as she rose from the sea, farm in the neighborhood of Venusia, where the
and m a d e a garland of flowers for Pandora. poet w a s born. The father, either in his parentHence they bear a resemblance to and are men- al fondness for his only son, or discerning some
tioned along with the Charites, and both are fre- hopeful promise in the boy, determined to dc
quently confounded or identified. A s they were vote his whole time and fortune to the eduea
conceived to promote the prosperity of every tion of the future poet. Though b y no means
thing that grows, they appear also as the pro- rich, he declined to send the young Horace to
tectresses of youth and newly-born gods. Even the c o m m o n school, kept in Venusia b y one
in early times ethical notions were attached to Flavius, to which the children of the rural
the Horaa; and the influence which these god- aristocracy resorted. Probably about his twelfth
desses originally exercised on nature w a s sub- year, his father carried him to R o m e , to receive
sequently transferred to h u m a n fife in particu- the usual education of a knight's or senator's
H e frequented the best schools in the
lar. Hesiod describes them as giving to a state son.
good laws, justice, and peace ; he calls them capital. O n e of these w a s kept by Orbilius, a
the daughters of Jupiter (Zeus) and Themis, retired military m a n , whose flogging propenand gives them the significant names of Euno- sities have been immortalized by his pupil
The names of his other
mia, Bice, and Irene. The number of the Horaa (Epist, ii, 1, 71).
is different in the different writers, though the teachers are not recorded b y the poet. H e w a s
most ancient number seems to have been two, as instrncted in the Greek and Latin languages;
at Athens ; but afterward their c o m m o n number the poets were the usual school books, H o m e r
was three, like that of the Moeraa and Charites. in the Greek, and the old tragic writer, Livius
In works of art the Horaa Trcce represented as Andronicus, in the Latin. In his eighteenth
blooming maidens, carrying the different products year Horace proceeded to Athens, in order to
continue his studies at that seat of learning.
of the seasons.
H O R A P O L L O ( 'ilpairbXXav), the name prefixedH e seems chiefly to have attached himself to
to an extant work on hieroglyphics, which pur- the opinions which he heard in the Academy,
ports to be a Greek translation, m a d e by one though later in life he inclined to those of EpiPhilippus from the Egyptian. The writer was a curus. W h e n Brutus came to Athens after the
native of Egypt, and probably lived about the death of Caasar, Horace joined his army, and
beginning of the fifth century. T h e best edition received at once the rank of a military tribune
and the c o m m a n d of a legion. H e was present
W b y Leemans, Amsterdam, 1835.
H O R A T I A G E N S , one of the most ancient patri- at the batCeof Philippi, and shared in tbe flight
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al the republican army. In one of his pt e m s be lative. Common-life wisdom w u i his study
playfully alludestohisflight,and throwing away and to this he brought a,quickness of observahis shield. (Carm, ii, 7, 9.) H e D O W resolved tion and a sterling c o m m o n sense, which have
( to devote himself to more peaceful pursuits, and,m a d e his works the delight of practical men.
1 having obtained his pardon, he ventured at anee The Odes of Horace want the higher inspirations
to return to R o m e . H e had lost all his hopes in of lyric verse. His amatory verses are exqui
life; his paternal estate had been swept a w a y sitely graceful, but they have no strong ardor
in the gene-al forfeiture ; but he w a s enabled, no deep tenderness, nor even m u c h of light ana
however, to obtain sufficient money to purchase joyous gayety. But as works of refined art of
9. clerkship in the quaastor's office ; and on the the most skillful felicities of language and oi
profits of that place he managed to live with measure, of translucent expression, and oi
the utmost frugality. Meantime some of his agreeable images, embodied in words which im
poems attracted the notice of Varius and Virgil, print themselve'- indelibly on the memory, they
w h o introduced him to Maacenas (B.C. 39). are unrivalled. According to Quintilian, Horace
Horace soon became the friend of Maacenas, was almost the only R o m a n lyric poet worth
and his friendship quickly ripened into inti- reading. In the Satires of Horace there is none
macy. In a year or two after the commence- of the lofty moral indignation, thefiercevehement of their friendship (37), Horace accom- mence of invective which characterized the
panied his patron on that journey to Brundi- later satirists. It is the folly rather than the
sium, so agreeably described in the fifth satire wickedness of vice which he touches with such
of thefirstbook. About the year 34 Maacenas playful skill. Nothing can surpass the keenness
bestowed upon the poet a Sabine farm, sufficient of his observation, or his ease of expression.
to maintain him in ease, comfort, and even in it is thefinestcomedy of manners, in a descripcontent (satis beatus unicis Sabinis) during the
tive instead of a dramatic form. In the Epochs
rest of his life. The situation of this Sabine there is bitterness provoked, it should seem, by
farm w a s in the valley of Ustiea, within view some personal hatred or sense of injury, and
of the mountain Lucretilis, and near the Di- the ambition of imitating Archiloehus ; but in
gentia, about fifteen miles from Tibur (now these he seems to have exhausted all the maligTivoli). A site exactly answering to the villa nity and violence of his temper. But the Episof Horace, and on which were found ruins of tles are the most perfect of the Horatian poetry,
buildings, has been discovered iu modern times. the poetry of manners and society, the beauty
Besides this estate, his admiration of the beau- of which consists in a kind of ideality of c o m
tiful scenery in the neighborhood of Tibur in- m o n sense and practical wisdom. The Epistles
clined him either to hire or to purchase a small of Horace are, with the P o e m of Lucretius, the
eottage in that romantic town; and all the later Georgics of Virgil, and perhaps the Satires^ of
\ears of his life were passed between these two Juvenal, the most perfect and most original
eountry res-dences aud R o m e . H e continued form of R o m a n verse. The title of the Art ->f
to live on the most intimate terms with Maace- Poetry foi the Epistle to the Pisos is as old as
nas , and this intimate friendship naturally in- Quintilian, but it is n o w agreed that it waB not
troduced Horace to the notice of the other great intended for a complete theory of the poetic
m e n of his period, and at length to Augustus art. It is conjectured with great probability
himself, w h o bestowed upon the poet substantial that it w a s intended to dissuade one of the
marks of his favor. Horace died on November younger Pisos from devoting himself to poetry,
17th, B.O. 8, aged nearlyfifty-seven.His death for which he had little genius, or at least to
was so sudden that he had not time to m a k e suggest the difficulties of attaining to perfecbis will, but he left the administration of his tion. The chronology of the Horatian poems
affairs to Augustus, w h o m he instituted as his is of great importance, as illustrating the life,
heir. H e w a s buried on the slope of the Esqui- the times, and the writings of the poet. There
line Hill, close to his friend and patron Maace- las been great dispute upon the subject, but
nas, w h o had died before him in the same year. the following view appears the most probable:
Horace has described his o w n person. H e was The first book of Satires, which w a s the first
of short stature, with dark eyes and dark hair, publication, appeared about B.O. 35, in the thirbut early tinged with gray. In his youth he tieth year of Horace. The second book of
was tolerably robust, but suffered from a com- Satires w a s published about S3, in the thirtyplaint in his eyes. In more advanced life he second year of Horace. T h e Epodes appeared
grew fat, and Augustus jested about his protu- about 31, in the thirty-fourth year of Horace.
berant belly. His health w a s not always good, Thefirstthree books of the Odes were ribhshed
and he seems to have inclined to be a valetudi- about 24 or 23, in the forty-first or forty-second
narian. W h e n young he w a s irascible in tem- year of Horace. The first book of the Epistles
per, but easily placable. In dress he w a s rather was published about 20 or 19, in the forty-fifth
caraless. His habits, even after he became or forty-sixth year of Horace.
The Carmen
richer, were generally frugal and abstemious;Seculare appeared in 17, in the forty-eighth
though on occasions, both in youth and maturer year of Horace. T h e fourth book of the Odes
age. he seems to have indulged in conviviality. w a s published in 14 or 13, in hisfifty-firstor
H e liked choice wine, and in the society of fifty-second year.
T h e dates of the second
friends scrupled not to enjoy the luxuries of his book of Epistles, and of the zlrs Poelica, a w
time. H e w a s never married. T h e philosophy admitted to be uncertain, though both appeared
of Horace was that of a m a n of the world. H e before the poet's death, B.O. 8. One of tha
playfully alludes to his Epicureanism, but it w a s best editions of Horace is b y Orelli, Turiei, 1843
practical rather than speculative Epicureanism.
H O R D E O N I U S FLACCUS.
Vid. F L A C C U S ,
His mind, nideed, w a s not in the least speeuHORMISDAS.
Vid. SASSANIDZS.
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H O R T A or HORTANUM (Hbrtanus: now Orte),corded by ancient writers. But in all this therv
a town in Etruria, at the junction of the Nar must have been a real grace and dignity, for w e
and the Tiber, so called from the Etruscan god- read that zEsopus and Roseius, the tragedians,
dess Horta, whose temple at R o m e always re- used to follow him into the forum to take a lesson in their o w n art. H e possessed immense
mained open.
wealth, and was keenly alive to all the enjoy[HORTALUS.
Vid. H O R T E N S I U S . N o . 2.]
[ H O R T E N S I A . 1. Sister of the celebrated ora ments which wealth can give. H e had several
tor Hortensius, married to M . Valerius Messala. villas, the most splendid of which was the one
— 2 . Daughter of the orator Hortensius. She near Laurentum. Here he laid u p such a stock
partook of her father's eloquence, and spoke of wine, that he left ten thousand casks of Chian
before the triumvirs on behalf of the wealthy to his heir. Here he had a park full of all sortj
matrons, w h e n these were threatened with a of animals; and it was customary, during his
special tax to defray the expenses of the war sumptuous dinners, for a slave, dressed like
Orpheus, to issue from the woods with these
against Brutus and Cassius.]
H O R T E N S I U S . 1. Q , the orator, was born in creatures following the sound of his cithara
B.C. 114, eight years before Cicero. A t the A t his villa at Bauli he had immensefishponds,
early age of nineteen he spoke with great ap into which the sea came: thefishwere so tam«
plause in the forum, and at once rose to emi- that they would feed from his hand ; and he was
nence as an advocate. H e served two campaigns so fond of them that he is said to have wept for
in the Social war (90, 89). In the civil wars the death of a favorite muraana. H e was also
he joined Sulla, and was afterward a constant very curious in trees: he is said to have fed
supporter of the aristoeratical party. His chief them with wine, and w e read that he once begprofessional labors were in defending m e n of ged Cicero to change places in speaking, that
this party when accused of mal-administration he might perforin this office for a favorite planeand extortion in their provinces, or of bribery tree at the proper time. It is a characteristic
and the like in canvassing for public honors. trait, that he came forward from his retirement
H e had no rival in the forum till he encountered (55) to oppose the sumptuary law of P o m p e y
Cicero, aud he long exercised an undisputed and Crassus, and spoke so eloquently and witsway over the courts of justice. In 81 he was tily as to procure its rejection. H e was the
quaastor; in 75, aadile; iu 72, praator; and in 69, first person at R o m e w h o brought peacocks to
consul with Q. Caacilius Metellus. It was in the table.—2. Q , surnamed H O R T A L U S , S O U of tho
year before his consulship that the prosecution preceding, by Lutatia, the daughter of Catulus
of Verres commenced. Hortensius was the ad- In youth he lived a low and profligate life, and
vocate of Verres, and attempted to put off the appears to have been at last cast off by his
trial till the next year, w h e n he would be able father. O n the breaking out of the civil war in
to exercise all the consular authority in favor 49, he joined Caasar, and fought on his side in
of his client. But Cicero, w h o accused Verres, Italy and Greece. In 4 4 he held the province
baffled all the schemes of Hortensius; and the of Macedonia, and Brutus was to succeed him.
issue of this eontest w a s to dethrone Horten- After Caasar's assassination, M . Antony gave
sius from the seat which had been already tot the proviuce to his brother Gaius. Brutus, howtering, aud to establish his rival, the despised ever, had already taken possession, with the asprovincial of Arpinum, as the first orator and sistance of Hortensius. W h e n the proscription
advocate of the R o m a n forum. After his con- took place, Hortensius was in the list; and, in
sulship, Hortensius took a leading part iu sup- revenge, he ordered 0. Antonius, w h o had been
porting the optimates against the rising power taken prisoner, to be put to death. After the
of Pompey. H e opposed the Gabinian law, battle of Philippi, he was executed on the grave
which invested P o m p e y with ab-olute power on of his victim.
H O R U S (r£lpog), the Egyptian god of the sun,
the Mediterranean, in order to put down the
pirates of Cilicia (67); and the Manilian, by whose worship was also established in Greece,
which the conduct of the war against Mithra- and afterward at R o m e . H e was compared with
dates was transferred from Lucullus to P o m p e y the Greek Apollo, and identified with Harpocra(66).
Oicero in his consulship (63) deserted tes, the last born and weakly son of Osiris,
the popular party, with w h o m he had hitherto Both were represented as youths, and with the
acted, and became one of the supporters of the same attributes and symbols. H e was believed
o-timates. Thus Hortensius no longer appears to have been born with his finger on his mouth,
as his rival. W e first find them pleading to- as indicative of secresy and mystery. In the
gi-cper for 0. Rabirius, for L. Muraaua, and for earlier period of his worship at R o m e he seems
P. Sulla. After the coalition of P o m p e y with to have been particularly regarded as the god
Caasar and Crassus in 60, Hortensius drew back of quiet life and silence.
from public life, and confined himself to his ad- H O S T I L I A (now Ostiglia), a small town in Galvocate's duties. H e died in 50. The eloquence lia Cisalpina, on the Po, and on the road from
of Hortensius was of the florid or (as it was Mutina to Verona; the birth-place of C o m e
terrred) " Asiatic" style, fitter for hearing than Nepos.
HOSTILIUS MANOINUS.
Vid. M A N C I N U S .
for reading His voice was soft and musical,
HOSTILIUSTULLUS.
Vid. T U L L U S H O S T arcs.
his m e m o r y so ready and retentive that he is
H
O
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,
the
author
of
a poem on the Istriaii
said to have been able to come out of a saleroom and repeat the auction-list backward. His war (B.C. 178), which is quoted by the gramaction was very elaborate, so that sneerers call- marians. H e was probably a contemporary of
ed him Dionysia—the n a m e of a well known Julius Caasar.
H U N N E R I O , king of the Vandals iu Africa, A.D.
dancer of the day; and the pains he bestowed
'q ai ranging thefoldsof his toga have been re- 477-484, w a s the son of Geuserie, w h o m he
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mocceded. His reign was chiefly marked by Their parents were Atlas and zEthra, or Atlas
and Pleione, or H y a s and Bceotia: others call
his savage persecution of the Catholics.
H U N N I (Obvvoi), an Asiatic race, w h o dwelt their father Oceanus, Melisseus, Cadmilus, or
for some centuries in the plains of Tartary, and Erechtheus. Their number differs in various
were formidable to tne Chinese empire long be- legends; but their most c o m m o n number is
fore they were known to the Romans. It was seven, as they appear in the constellation which
to repel the inroads of the Huns that the Chinese bears their name, viz, Ambrosia, Eudora, Pebuilt their celebrated wall, one thousand five dile, Coronis, Polyxo, Phyto, and Thyene or Bione,
hundred miles in length. A portion of the na- They were intrusted by Jupiter (Zeus) with the
tion afterward migrated west conquered the care of his infant son Bacchus (Dionysi s), aud
Alani, a warlike race between the Volga and were afterward placed by Jupiter (Zeus) among
the Tanais, and then crossed into Europe about the stars. T h e story which m a d e them the
A.D. 375. The' appearance of these n e w bar- daughters of Atlas relates that their number
barians excited the greatest terror both among was twelve orfifteen,and that atfirstfiveof
the Romans and Germans. They are described them were placed among the stars as Hyades,
by the Greek and R o m a n historians as hideous and the seven (or ten) others afterward under
and repulsive beings, resembling apes, with the name of Pleiades, to reward them for the
broad shoulders,flatnoses, and small black eyes sisterly love they had evinced after the death
'eeply buried in their head, while their mau- of their brother Hyas, w h o had been killed in
.ers and habits were savage to the last degree. Libya by a wild beast Their name, Hyades, is
"•hey destroyed the powerful monarchy of the derived by the ancients from their father, Hyas,
Jstrogoths, w h o were obliged to retire before or from Hyes, a mystic surname of Bacchus
nem, and were allowed by Valens to settle in (Dionysus); or, according to others, from their
Thrace, A.D. 376. The Huns n o w frequently position in the heavens, where they formed a
avaged the R o m a n dominions. They were figure resembling the Greek letter T. The Rojoined by m a n y other barbarian nations, and mans, w h o derived it from ig, a pig, translated
inder their king Attila (A.D. 434-463) they de- the name by Suculc. The most natural derivavastated the fairest portions of the empire, both tion is from veiv, to rain, as the constellation of
n the east and the west Vid. ATTILA. O n the the Hyades, w h e n rising simultaneously with
leath of Attila, the various natii >ns which com- the sun, announced rainy weather. HeDce H o r
losed his army dispersed, and his sons were ace speaks of the tristes Hyades (Carm, i, 8, 14).
[ H Y Z E A ('Xaia: 'Talog) a place in the country
anable to resist the arms of the Ostrogoths. In
few y<>ars after the death of Attila, the em- of the Locri Ozolaa, northward from Amphissa.]
HYAMPSA.
Vid. P A R N A S S U S .
-lire of the H u n s was completely destroyed.
H Y A M P O L I S ("Tdpiro?ug : "XapiroXirng), a town
The remains of the nation became incorporated
with other barbarians, and never appear again in Phocis, east of the Cephisus, near Oleouaa.
was founded by the Hyantes when they weie
as a separate people.
H Y A C I N T H U S ('YdKivBog) 1. Son of the Spar- driven out of Boaotia by the Cadmeans; was
tan king Amyclas and Diomede, or of Pierus destroyed by Xerxes; afterward rebuilt; aud
ind Clio, or of CEbalus or Eurotas. H e was a again destroyed by Philip and the Amphictyons
youth of extraordinary beauty, and was beloved Cleonaa, from its vicinity to Hyampolis, is callby Apollo and Zephyrus. H e returned the love ed by Xenophon (Hell, vi, 4, § 2) "TauiroXirav
of Apollo ; and as he was once playing at quoit rb irpodaretov. Strabo speaks of two towns of
with the god, Zephyrus, out of jealousy, drove the name of Hyampolis in Phocis, but it is
the quoit of Apollo with such violence against doubtful whether his statement is correct.
H Y A N T E S ("Tavreg) the ancient inhabitants of
the head of the youth that he fell down dead.
From the blood of Hyacinthus there sprang the Bceotia, from which country they were expelled
flower of the same name (hyacinth), on the by the Cadmeans. Part of the Hyantes emileaves of whieh appeared the exclamation of grated to Phocis (vid H Y A M P O L I S ) , and part to
w o e AI, AI, or the letter T, being the initial of zEtolia. The poets use the adjective Hyantius
'KuKivBog. According to other traditions, the as equivalent to Boeotian,
H Y A S ("Tag), tbe name of the father and the
hyacinth sprang from the blood of Ajax. Hyacinthus was worshipped at Amyclae as a hero, brother of the Hyades. The father was married
and a great festival, Hyacinthia, was celebrated to Bceotia, and was looked upon as the ancestor
in his honor. Vid. Bid. of Antiq, s. v.—2. Aof the ancient Hyantes. His son, the brother
Lacedaafnonian, w h o is said to have gone to of the Hyades, was killed in Libya by a serpent,
Athens, and to have sacrificed his daughters for a boar, or a lion.
H Y B L A ("TBXn: "16Xalog, Hyblensis), three
the purpose of delivering the city from a famine
and plague, under which it w a s suffering dur- towns in Sicily. 1. M A J O R (ii pei(,av or peydXrf),
ing the war with Minos. His daughters were on the southern slope of Mount zEtna and on
known in the A ttie legends b y the n a m e of the the River Symaathus, was originally a town of
Hyacinthides, which they derived from their fa-the Sieuli.—2. M I N O R (b piKpd) afterward call
thers. S o m e traditions m a k e them the daughters ed Megara. Vid M E G A R A . — 3 . H E R Z E A , in the
of Erechtheus, and relate that they received their south of the island, on the road from Syracuse
name from the village of Hyacinthus, where to Agrigentum. It is doubtful from which of
they were sacrificed at the time w h e n Athens these three places the Hyblaaan honey came, so
was attacked by the Eleusinians and Thracians, frequently mentioned by the poets.
[ H Y B L O N ("T6/tuv), an ancient king in Sicily,
or Thebans.
H Y A D E S ('Tubeg) that is, the Rainy, the nameunder whose guidance the Megarians founded
oi nymphs, whose parentage, number, and names Hybla.]
H Y B R K A S ('T6pfac), cf Mylaia ho Caria. (
tie described in various ways by the ancients.
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celebrated orator, contemporary with the trium[HS-.SRUSSA CYbpovaaa) an island in the Sa
vir Antonius.
ronie Gulf, off the coast of Attica.]
[ H Y B R I A S ('YBpiag), an ancient lyric poet of H Y E T T U S ('Ynrrog : 'Yrjrriog) a small town in
Crete, author of a celebrated scolion, which has Boaotia, on the Lake Copais, and near the frsnbeen preserved in Athenaeus : edited by Graef- tiers of Locris.
enhan, Mulhusaa, 1834.]
H Y G I E A (^Xyieia), also called H Y P E A or H Y G I A ,
H Y C O A R A (rd "XnKapa : 'YKKagevg: n o w Muro the goddess of health, and a daughter of zEscudi Carini) a town of the Sieani on the northern lapius, though some traditions make her the
coast of Sicily, west of Panormus, said to have wife of the latter. She was usually worshipderived its name from the sea-fish VKKOI. It was ped in the temples of zEsculapius, as at Argos,
taken by the Athenians, and plundered, and its where the two divinities had a celehrater sancinhabitants sold as slaves, B.O. 415. A m o n g tuary, at Athens, at Corinth, &c. A t R o m e
the captives was the beautiful Timandra, the there was a statue of her in the temple of COE,
mistress of Aloibiades and the mother of Lais.
cordia. In works of art she is represented as
H Y D A R N E S ('Ybdpvng) 1. One of the seven a virgin dressed in a long robe, and feeding a serPersians w h o conspired against the Magi in B.C. pent from a cup. Although she was originally
521.—[2. Son of the foregoing, leader of the se- the goddess of physical health, she is sometimes
lect body in the army of Xerxes called the Im- conceived as the giver or protectress of mental
mortals.]
health; that is, she appears as vyieia fpevav
H Y D A S P E S ('YSdairrig. n o w Jelum) the north(zEschyl, Bum, 522), and was thus identified
ernmost of the five great tributaries of the In- with Minerva (Athena), surnamed Hygiea.
dus, which, with the Indus itself, water the great H Y G I N U S . 1. C. JULIUS, a R o m a n grammaplain of Northern India, which is bounded on rian, was a native of Spain, and lived at R o m e
the north by the Himalaya range, and which is in the time of Augustus, whose freedman he
now called the Punjab, i. e, five rivers. The was.
H e wrote several works, all of whieh
Hydaspes falls into the Acesines (now Chenab) have perished.—2. H Y G I N U S G R O M A T I C U S , SO
which also receives, from the south, first the called from gruma, an instrument used by the
Hydraotes (now Bavee) and then the Hyphasis Agrimensores. H e lived in the time of Trajan,
(now Beeas, and lower down, Gharra), which and wrote works on land surveying and cashas previously received, on the southern side, trametation, of which considerable fragments
the Hesidrus or Zaradrus (now Sutlej or Hesu- are extant.—3. H Y G I N U S , the author of two ex
dru); and the Acesines itself falls into the In- tant works; 1. Fabularum Liber, a series of
dus.
These five rivers all rise on the south- short mythological legends, with an introducwestern side of the Emodi Mountains (now 'tory genealogy of divinities. Although the larHimalaya) except the Sutlej, which, like theger portion of these narratives has been copied
Indus, rises on the northeastern side of the from obvious sources, they occasionally present
range. They became known to the Greeks by the tales under n e w forms or with new circumAlexander's campaign in India : his great vic- stances. 2. Poeticon Astronomicon Libri IV.
tory over Porus (B.O. 327) was gained on the W e know nothing of the author of these two
left side of the Hydaspes, near, or perhaps upon, works. H e is sometimes identified with C.
the scene of the recent battle of Chillianwallah ; Julius Hyginus, the freedman of Augustus, but
and the Hyphasis formed the limit of his prog- he must have lived at a much later period.
ress. The epithet " fabulosus," which Horace Both works are included in the Mythographi
applies to the Hydaspes (Carm, i, 22, 7), refers Latini of Muneker, A m s t , 1681, and of Van
to the marvellous stories current among the Staveren, Lugd. Bat, 1742.
Romans, w h o knew next to nothing about India;
H Y L J E A ("YXain, Herod.), a district in Scythia,
and the "Medus Hydaspes" of Virgil (Georg, covered with wood, in the peninsula adjacent
iv, 211) is merely an example of the vagueness to Taurica on the northwest, between the rivers
with which the R o m a n writers, especially the Borysthenes and Hypacyns.
poets, refer to the countries beyond the eastern
H Y L ^ E U S ("YXalog), that is, the W o o d m a n , the
limit of the empire.
name of an Arcadian centaur, w h o was slain
[ H Y D S ("Ybri) a town of Lydia, at the baseby Atalante when he pursued her. According
of Mount Tmolus, according to the scholiast (on to Borne legends, Hylaaus fell in the battle against
//. xx, 385) the later Sardis.]
the Lapithaa, and others, again, said that he was
HYDRA.
Vid. H E R C U L E S , p. 356, b.
one of the centaurs slain by Hercules.
H Y D R A O T E S (^Ydpaarng, Strab. 'Ydporig : now H Y L A S ("TX&g) son of Theodamas, king of the
Ravee), a river of India, falling into the Ace- Dryopes, by the n y m p h Menodiee ; or, accordsines. Vid. H Y D A S P E S .
ing to others, son of Hercules, Euphemus, or
H Y D R M A ('Ybpea: 'Ybpedrng: n o w Hydra), Ceyx
a
H e was beloved by Hercules, w h o m he
small island in the gulf of Hermione off Argolis, accompanied in the expedition of the Argonauts.
pf no importance in antiquity, but the inhabit- O n the coast of Mysia, Hylas went on shore to
ants of which in modern times played a distin- draw water from a fountain; but his beauty
guished part in the war of Greek independence, excited the love of the Naiads, who drew hist
and are some of the best sailors in Greece.
down into the water, and he was never seen
H Y D R U N T U M or H Y D R U S ('Ybpovg: Hydrunti-again. Hercules endeavored in vain to find
nus: n o w Otranto), one of the most ancient him; and when he shouted out to the youth,
towns of Calabria, situated on the southeastern the voice of Hylas was heard from the bottom
const, with a good harbor, and near a mountain of the well only like a faint echo, whence some
Hydrus, was in later times a municipium. Per- say that he was actually metamorphosed into
sons frequently crossed over to Epirus from this an echo. While Hei cules was engaged in seekpert
ing his favorite, the Argonauts sailed awav
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l^avipg him and his companion, Polyphemus, montory Zoster, which was called in anciem
behind.—[2. A famous nautomime at R o m e , times A N H Y D R U S (b 'Avvdpog, sc. ' T ^ T T O C ) , or
in the time of Augustus, papil of Pylades, ac- tho Dry Hymettus, is now called Mavrovuui
quired great reputation as well as wealth.]
H Y P A C Y R I S , H Y P A C A R I S , or P A C A R I S (now
Ka
Hi'LE ('Y?,n, also 'TXai), a small town in Bcenilshai) a river in European Sarmatia, which
otia, situated on the H Y L I C E , which was called flows through the country of the nomad Scythafter this town, and into whieh the River Ieme- ians, aud falls into the Sinus Carcinites in th*
uus flows.
Euxine Sea.
[ H Y L E U S ('XXevg) a Greek hero engaged in H Y P Z K A . Vid. SXCECHADES.
the hunt of the Oalydonian boar, by which he
H Y P Z E P A ("Yiraiira : now Tapaya) a city ol
was killed.]
Lydia, on the south slope of Mount Tmolus,
H Y I I A S , a river in Bruttium, separating the near the north bank of the Cayster.
territories of Sybaris and Croton.
H Y P A N A ("Txdvn . rd "Yirava: 'Yiravebg) a
H Y L I C E (TJ "TXIK.}/ Xiuvn : now Lake of Livadhi
town in Triphylian Elis, belonging to the Penor Senzina), a lake in Bceotia, south of the Lake tapolis.
Copais. Vid. H Y L E .
H Y P A N I S (now Bog) a river in European Sar
H V L I C U S ("XXiKog, "XXXiKog) a small river in
matia, rises, according to Herodotus, in a lake
Argolis, near Troazen.
flows parallel to the Borysthenes, has at first
H Y L L U S ("TXXog), son of Hercules by Deianira.sweet, then bitter water, and falls into the EuxFor details, vid. HERACLIDZE.
ine Sea west of the Borysthenes.
H Y L L U S ("TiUoc-: n o w Bemirji), a river of
H Y P A T A (rd "Yirara, b, 'Yirdrn : 'Yiraratog,
Lydia, falling into the H e r m u s on its northern 'Yirarevg: n o w Neopatra, Turk. Batrajik), a
town of the zEnianes in Thessaly, south of the
side.
Spercheus, belonged in later times to the zEtoH Y M E N or H Y M E N Z E U S ('Ypijv or "Ypevaiog)
the god of marriage, was conceived as a hand- lian league. The inhabitants of this town were
some youth, and invoked in the hymeneal or notoriousforwitchcraft.
H Y P A T I A ('Yirarta), daughter of Theon, by
bridal song. The names originally designated
the bridal song itself, which was subsequently w h o m she was instructed in philosophy and
personified. H e is described as the son of mathematics. She soon m a d e such immense
Apollo and a Muse, either Calliope, Urania, or progress in these branches of knowledge, that
Terpsichore. Others describe him only as the she is said to have presided over the Netplafavorite of Apollo or Thamyris, and call him a tonic school of Plotinus at Alexandrea, where
son of Magues and Calliope, or of Bacchus. she expounded the principles of his system to
(Dicnysus) and Venus (Aphrodite). The an- a numerous auditory. She appears to have
cient ti aditions, instead of regarding the god as been most graceful, modest, and beautiful, but
a personification of the hymeneal song, speak nevertheless to have been a victim to slandei
of him as originally a mortal, respecting w h o m and falsehood. She was accused of too much
various legends were related. The Attic le- familiarity with Orestes, prefect of Alexandrea,
gends described him as a youth of such delicate and the charge spread among the clergy, w h o
beauty that he might be taken for a girl. H e took up the notion that she interrupted the
fell in love with a maiden, w h o refused to listen friendship of Orestes with their archbishop,
to him; but, in the disguise of a girl, he followed Cyril. In consequence of this, a number of
her to Eleusis to the festival of Ceres (Deme- them seized her in the street, and dragged her
ter). The maidens, together with Hymenaaus, into one of the churches, where they tore her
were carried off by robbers into a distant and to pieces, A.D. 415.
desolate country. O n their landing, the robbers H Y P A T O D O R U S ("Yirarbdapog) a statuary of
laid down to sleep, and were killed by H y m e - Thebes,flourishedB.C. 372.
[ H Y P E N O R ("Yirsivap) a Trojan warrior, slain
naaus, w h o now returned to Athens, requesting
the citizens to give him his beloved in marriage by Diomedes.]
H Y P E R B O L U S ('Xirep6o?tog) an Athenian demaif he restored to them the maidens w h o had
been carried off by the robbers. His request gogue in the Peloponnesian war, was of servile
was granted, and his marriage was extremely origin, and was frequently satirized by Arishappy. For this reason he was invoked in the tophanes and the other comic poets. In order
hymeneal songs. According to others, he was to get rid either of Nicias or Alcibiades, Hypera youth w h o was killed by the fall of his house bolus called for the exercise of the ostracism.
on his wedding day, whence he was afterward But the parties endangered combined to defeat
invoked in bridal songs, in order to be propitia- him, and the vote of exile fell on Hyperbolus
ted. S o m e related that at the wedding of himself: an application of that dignified punishBacchus (Dionysus) and Ariadne he sang the ment by which it was thought to have been so
bridal hymn, but lost his voice. H e is repre- debased that the use of it was never recurred
sented in works of art as a youth, but taller and to. Some years afterward he was murdered by
with a more serious expression than Eros, and the oligarchs at Samos, B.C. 411.
H Y P E R B O R E I or Si ('TirepBbpeoi, "XirepBopetoi),
carrying in his hand a bridal torch.
a fabulous people, the earliest mention of w h o m
H Y M E T T U S ('Ypnrrbg), a mountain in Attica,
seems to have been in the sacred legends concelebratedforits marble (Hymetties trabes, Hor,
Carm, ii, IS, 3), and more especially for its nected with the worship of Apollo, both at Delos
honey. It is about three miles south of Athens, and at Delphi. In the earliest Greek concepand forms the commencement of the range of tion of the Hyperboreans, as embodied by the
mountains which runs south through Attica. It poets, they were a blessed people, living beyona
is now called Telovuni, and by the Franks Montethe north wind (birepBbpeai, fr. iirep and Bopeag)
Malta : the part of the mountain near the pro- and the; afore not exposed to it» cold blasts, ia
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H Y P E R I D E S (Xirepeibng or 'Xireplbng) one of
abundant fruits, on which the people lived, ab-the ten Attic orators, was the son of Glaucippui,
staining from animal food. Iu innocence and and belonged to the Attic demus of Collytus,
peace, free from disease, and toil, aud care, ig-was a pupil of Plato in philosophy, and of Denorant of violence and war, they spent a long mosthenes in oratory. H e w a s a friend of Deand happy life ha the due aud cheerful observ- mosthenes, and with him and Lycurgus was at
anca ef the worship of Apollo, w h o visited their the head of the anti Macedonian party. H e is
country soou after his birth, and spent a whole first mentioned about B.O. 358, when he and
year among them, dancing and singing, before his sons equipped two triremes at their -own
he returned to Delphi. The poets related fur- expense iu order to serve against Eubcea, and
ther h o w the sun only rose once a year and '•et frcfin this time to his death he continued a stead
once a year upon the Hyperboreans, whose y<.<ir fast friend to the patriotic cause. After the
was thus divided, at the equinoxes, into a six death of Alexander (323), Hyperides took an
months' day and a six months' night, and they active part in organizing that confederacy of
were therefore said to sow in the morning, to the Greeks against Antipater which produced
reap at noon, to gather their fruits in the even- tbe Lamian war. U p o n the defeat of the coning, and to store them up at night • how, too,
federates at the battle of Crannon iu the followtheir natural life lasted one thousand years, but ing year (332), Hyperides fled to zEgina, where
il any of them w a s satiated with its unbroken he was slain by the emissaries of Antipater.
enjoyment, he threw himself, crowned and The number of orations attributed to Hyperides
auointed, from a sacred rock into the sea. was seventy-seven, but none of them have come
The Delian legends told of offerings sent to down to us. His oratory was graceful and
Apollo by the Hyperboreans,firstby the hands powerful, holding a middle place between that
of virgins named Arge and Opis (or Hecaerge), of Lysias and Demosthenes.
mid then by Laodice and Hyperocbe, escorted
H Y P E R I O N ('Yirepiav). a Titan, son of Ccelus
by five m e n ealled Perpherees; and, lastly, as (Uranus) and Terra (Ge), aud married to his
their messengers did not return, they sent the sister Thia or Euryphaessa, by w h o m he became
offeringi packed in wheat-straw, aud the sacred the father of Helios (Sol), Selene (Luna), and
package was forwarded from people to people Eos (Aurora). H o m e r uses the name as a patill it reached Delos. If these legends are based tronymic of Helios, so that it is equivalent to
on any geographical relations at all, the most Hyperionion or Hyperionides, and Homer's exprobable explanation is that which regards them ample is imitated also by other poets. Vid
lis pointing to regions north of Greece (the north H E L I O S .
part of Thessaly especially) as the original seat
H Y P E R M N E S T R A ('Yireppvijorpa) 1. Daughter
of the worship of Apollo. Naturally enough, as of Thestius and Eurythemis,. wife of Oicles,
the geographical knowledge of the Greeks ex- and mother of Amphiaraus.--2. One of the
tended, they moved back the Hyperboreans fur- daughters of Danaus, and wife of Lynceus
ther and further into the unknown parts of the Vid. D A N A U S , L Y N C E U S .
earth; and of those w h o sought to fix their pre[ H Y P E R O C H U S ('Yirepoxog, Ep. 'Yiretpoxog) 1
cise locality, some placed them in the extreme A Trojan warrior slain by Ulysses.—2. Of
west of Europe, near the Pyrenaaan Mountains Cumaa, author of a work entitled KvualKd.]
and the supposed sources of the Ister, and thus
H Y P H A S I S , or H Y P A S I S , or H Y P A N I S ("Yfaotg,
they came to be identified with the Celtaa; "Yiraaig, "Yiravig : n o w Beeas and Gharra) a
•vhile others placed them in the extreme north river of India. Vid. H Y D A S P E S .
of Europe, on the shores of the Hyperboreus
H Y P I U S ("Ymog) a river and mountain in BiOeeanus, beyond the fabulous Grypes and Ari thynia.
maspi, w h o themselves lived beyoud the Scyth
H Y P S A S ("Xipag), two rivers on the southern
iaus. The latter opinion at length prevailed; coast of Sicily, one between Selinus and Theraud then, the religious aspect of the fable being maa Selinuntiaa (now Belici) and the other near
gradually lost sight of, the term Hyperborean Agrigentum (now Fiume drago)
came to mean only most northerly, as when Vir- [ H Y P S E N O R ('Yipijvap). 1. A Trojan warrior
gil and Horace speak of the " Hyperboreaa oraa" son of Dolopion.—2. Son of Hippasus, a Greek,
and " Hyperborei campi." The fable of the companion of Antilochus, slain by Deiphobus.]
Hyperboreans m a y probably be regarded as one HvrsEUS ('Xfevg), son of Peneus and Creusa,
of the forms in which the tradition of an orig- was king of the Lapithaa, and father of Cyrene.
inal period of innocence, happiness, and imH Y P S I C L E S VXipuiXr/g), of Alexandrea, a Greek
mortality existed amoug the nations of the an- mathematician, w h o is usually said to have lived
cient world.
about A.D. 160. but w h o ought not to be placed
H Y P E R B O R K I M O N T E S was originally the myth- earlier than A.D. 550. The only work of hi«
ical n a m e of an imaginary range of mountains extant is entitled Hepi rijg ruv i^aSiav dvafopdg
iu the north of the earth (vid. H Y P E R B O R E I ) , and published with the Optics of Heliodorus at Paris
was afterward applied by the geographers to 1567. H e is supposed, however, to have addec
various chains, as, for example, the Caucasus, the fourteenth andfifteenthbooks to the Ele
the Rhiprei Montes, and others.
ments of Euclid.
[HYrERENOR ('Yirep7Jvop) a Trojan, son of H Y P S I P Y L E ('XvjnrvXn), daughter of Thoat,
Panthus, slain by Menelaus in battle.]
king of Lemnos. W h e n the Lemniau w o m e n
[ H Y P E R I A ('Xirepeia) 1. A n a m e of several
killed all the m e n in the island because they
fountains mentioned in Homer, in Thessaly; had taken some female Thracian slaves to their
one near the ancient Hellas, another in the city beds, Hypsipyle saved her father. Vid. T H O A S ,
Pherae.—2. The earlier place of residence of the She then became queen of Lemnos; and when
Phseacians, whence they removed to Scheria.] I the Argonauts landed there shortly afterward
25
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Aristobulus hire self, escaped from Rome, an<f
excited dangerous revolts, which were only
quelled by the assistance of the Romans. The
real government was now in the able hands of
Antipater, the father of Herod, who rendered
such important services to Caasar during the
Alexandt-ean war (47) that Caasar made him
procurator of Judaaa, leaving to Hyreiinus the
AROHEMORUS.
title of high priest Although Antipater was
H Y P S U S ('Xtpovg-ovvrog), a town in Arcadia,
poisoned by the contrivance of Hyrcanus (43),
on a mountain of the same name.
the latter was a man of such feeble character
H Y R C A N I A ('XpKavia : 'XpKuvog, Hyrcanus:
that he allowed Herod to take vengeance on the
now Mazanderan) a province of the ancient murderer of his father, and to succeed to his faPersian empire, on the southern and southeast- ther's power and influence. The Parthians on
ern shores of the Caspian or Hyrcanian Sea, their invasion of Syria, carried away Hyrcanus
and separated by mountains on the west, south, as prisoner (40). H e was treated with much
aud east from Media, Parthia, and Margiana. liberality by the Parthian king, and allowed to
Its valleys were very fertile; and it flourished
live in perfect freedom at Babylon. Here he
most under the Parthians, whose kings often remained for some years ; but having at length
resided in it during the summer,
received an invitation from Heiod, who hao
H Y R O A N U M or -IUM M A R E .
Vid. OASPIUM meanwhile established himself on the throne ot
MARE.
Judaaa, he returned to Jerusalem with the corH Y R C A N U S ('Xpmvbg) 1. JOANNES, prince sent of the Parthian king. H e was treated witn.
and high priest of the Jews, was the son and respect by Herod till the battle of Actium,
successor of Simon Maccabaaus, the restorer when Herod, fearing lest Augustus might place
of the independence of Judaaa. H e succeeded Hyrcanus on the throne, accused him of a treato his father's power B.O. 135. H e was at first
sonable correspondence with the king of Arabia,
engaged in war with Antiochus VII. Sidetes, and on this pretext put him to death (30).
who invaded Judaaa, and laid siege to Jerusa[HYRGIS ("Xpytg : now Bonetz), a tributary of
lem. In 133 he concluded a peace with Antio- the Tanais in Asia.]
chus on the condition of paying an annual trib- H Y R I A ('Xpla : 'Xpievg, 'Xpidrng). 1. A to
ute. Owing to the civil wars in Syria between in Bceotia, near Tanagra, was in the earliest
the several claimants to the throne, the power times a place of importance, but afterward sunk
of Hyrcanus steadly increased; and at length into insignificance.—2. A town in Apulia. Vid
he took Samaria, and razed it to the ground URIA.
(109), notwithstanding the army which AntioHYRIEUS ('Xpievg) son of Neptune (Poseidon)
chus IX. Cyzioenus had sent to the assistance and Alcyone, king of Hyria in Bceotia, husband
of the city. Hyrcanus died in 106. Although of Clonia, and father of Nyeteus, Lyeus, and
he did not assume the title of king, he may be Orion. Respecting his treasures, vid. A G A M E D E S
regarded as the founder of the monarchy of JuH Y R M I N A ('XpuivTi), a town in Elis, mention
daaa, which continued in his family till the ac od by Homer, but of which all trace had disap
cession of Herod.—2. High priest and king of peared in the time of Strabo. Near it was the
the Jews, was the eldest son of Alexander Jan- promontory Hyrmina or Hormina (now Capt
naaus and his wife Alexandra. On the death Chiarenza)
of Alexander (78) the royal authority devolved H Y R M I N E ('Xpp'ivn), daughter of Neleus, oi
upon Alexandra, who appointed Hyrcanus to Nyeteus, wife of Phorbas, and mother of Actor
the high-priesthood. Alexandra reigned nine
H Y R T A C U S ("XpraKog), a Trojan, to w h o m Priyears; and, upon her death in 69, Hyrcanus am gave hisfirstwife Arisba, when he married
succeeded to the sovereignty, but was quickly Hecuba. Homer makes him the father of Asius,
attacked by his younger brother Aristobulus, hence called Hyrtacides. In Virgil, Nisus and
who possessed more energy and ambition than Hippocoon are also represented as sons of Hyr
Hyrcanus. In the following year (68) Hyrcanus tacus.
was driven from the throne, and took refuge
[HYRTIUS ("Yprtoe), a leader of the Mysians,
with Aretas, king of Arabia Petraaa. That slain in the Trojan war by Ajax, son of Telamonarch assembled an army, with which he in- mon.]
vaded Judaaa in order to restore Hyrcanus. H e
HYSI^E ('Xoial). 1. ('Xaidrrig), a town in
defeated Aristobulus, and blockaded him in the golis, south of Argos, destroyed by the Spartana
temple of Jerusalem. Aristobulus, however, in the Peloponnesian war.—2. ('Xaievg), a town
gained over by bribes and promises Pompey's in Boaotia, east of Platoaaa, called by Herodotus
lieutenant, M. Seaurus, who had arrived at Da-(v, 74) a demus of Attica, but probably belong
mascus, and who now ordered Aretas and Hyr- ing to Platoaaa.
canus to withdraw from Judaaa (64). The next
HYSTASPES ('Xordairng; in Persian, Goshtasp,
year Pompey himself arrived in Syria : he re- Gustasp, Histasp, or Wistasp). 1. Son of Arversed the decision of Seaurus, carried away sames, and father of Darius I, was a member
Aristobulus as a prisoner to Rome, and rein- of the Persian royal house of the Achaamenr'dss,
stated Hyrcanus in the high-priesthood, with He was probably satrap of Persis under Camthe authority, though not the name of royalty. byses, and probably under Cyrus also.—2 Son
Hyrcanus, however, did not long enjoy his of Darius I. and Atossa, commanded the B a *
newly-recovered sovereignty in quiet. Alex- trians and Sacaa in the army of his brolb-*'
ander, the son of Aristobulus, and subsequentlyXerxes.
ihe lore twin sons to Jason, Euneus and Nebrophonus, also called Deiphiius or Thoas. The
Lemuian women subsequently discovered that
Thoas was alive, whereupon they compelled
Hypsipyle to quit the island. On herflightshe
was taken prisoner by pirates and sold to the
Nemean king Lycurgus, who intrusted to her
eare his son Archemorus or Opheltes. Vid.
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IABADII J N S U L A

lAPIb.

ing to the earlier Neo-Platonists, Ilotnuj inr*
Porphyry; and he introduced into his system
many of the superstitions and mysteries of the
J^IABADII INSULA ('laBaSiov vijaog: noM piobEast, by means of whieh he endeavored to check
fcbly Java, though Von Humboldt and others rethe progress of Christianity. The extant works
gard it as Sumatra) a large and fruitful island of Iambliohus are, L neol Hvdaybpov alpeaeug,
of the Indian Sea, southeast of the Aurea Cher- on the philosophy of Pythagoras. It was injonesrs, with a capital city called Argyre ('Aptended as a preparationforthe study of Plato,
yvpr,)']
and consisted originally of ten books, of whiek
IAOCHUS ("laKXog), the solemn name of Bacfive only are extant. 1. Thefirstbook contains
»hus in the Eleuainian mysteries, whose name an account of the life of Pythagoras, and though
was derived from the boisterous song called compiled without care, it is yet of value, as the
lacchus. In these mysteries Iacchus was re- other works, from which it is taken, are lost.
garded as the son of Jupiter (Zeus) and Ceres Edited by Kuster, Amsterd, 1707 ; and by
(Demeter), and was distinguished from the The- KiesBling, Lips, 1815. 2. HporpeirriKol Xbyoi
ban Bacchus (Dionysus), the son of Jupiter elg <jsiXotjo<j>iav, forms a sort of introductio
(Zeus) and Semele. In some traditions Iao- the study of Plato. Edited by Kiessling, Lips,
chus is even called a son of Bacchus, but in 1813, 8vo. 8. Hepl Koivi)g paBnpariKTJg btria
others the two are identified. On the sixth day ijpng, contains manyfragmentsof the works of
of the Eleusinian festival (the twentieth of Boe- early Pythagoreans. Edited by Fries, Copendromion), the statue of Iacchus was carried fromhagen, 1790. 4. Hepl ri)g NiKopdxov dxnBpnrithe temple of Ceres (Demeter) across the Thri- Kijg elgayayijg. Edited by Tennulius, Deventer
asian plain to Eleusis, accompanied by a nu- and Arnheim, 1668. 5. T<i -QeoXoyovpeva rfn
merous andriotousprocession of the initiated, dpiBpnriKTJg. Edited by Ast Lips, 1817.—II.
who sang the Iacchus, carried mystic baskets, Hepl pvarnpiav, written to prove the divine oriand danced to the sound of cymbals and trump- gin of the Egyptian and Chaldaaan theology,
ets.
Edited by Gale, Oxon, 1678. Iamblichus wrote
IADERA or IADER (Iadertmus: now Old Zara), other works which are lost.—3. A later Neoa town on the coast of Illyrieum, with a good Platonic philosopher of Apamea, a contempo
harbor, and a Roman colony under the name of rary of the Emperor Julian and of Libanius.
" Colonia Claudia Augusta Felix."
[IAMENUS ('ldpevog) a Trojan warrior, slain by
[IAERA ('lueipa). 1. A daughter of Nereus
Leonteus during the attack of the Trojans on
and Doris.—2. A wood nymph, who reared the the camp of the Greeks.]
sons of Alcanor, Pandarus and Bitias.]
IAMIDZE. Vid. IAMUS.
IALEMUS ('IdXeuog), a similar personificationIAMNIA ('ldpveia; 'lapvia : 'lapvelrng : in
to that of Linus, and hence called a son of Testament, Jabneel, Jabneh: now Ibneh or Gab
4 polio and Calliope, and the inventor of the neh) a considerable city of Palestine, between
song Ialemus, which was a kind of dirge, and Diospolis and Azotus, near the coast, with a
is only mentioned as sung on most melancholy good harbor, was taken by King Uzziah from
occasions.
the Philistines. Pompey united it to the provIALMENUS ('IdXpevog) son of Mars (Ares) and
ince of Syria. After the destruction of JerusaAstyoche, and brother of Ascalaphus, was a lem it became the seat of the Sanhedrim, and
native of the Boeotian Orchomenos. H e was of a celebrated school of Jewish learning.
one of the Argonauts and a suitor of Helena.
[IAMNO or IAMNA ("lapva : now Ciudadela) a
After the destruction of Troy, he wandered city in the smaDer of the Balearic Islands (Miabout with the Orchomenians, and founded col- norca)]
onies in Colchis.
[IAMPHORINA, a strong place in the territory ol
IALYSUS ('IdXvaog: now lalyso), one ofthe
the
Maadi in Macedonia.]
three very ancient Dorian cities in the island of
IAMUS ("lapog), son of Apollo and Evadne, re
Rhodes, and one of the six original members ceived the art of prophecy from his father, and
of the Dorian Hexapolis (vid. DORIS), stood onwas regarded as the ancestor of the famous
the northwestern coast of the island, about sixty family of seers, the Iamidaa at Olympia.
stadia southwest of Rhodes. It is said to have
[IANASSA ('Idvaaaa) one of the Nereids.]
derived its name from the mythical Ialysus, son IANIRA ('luveipa), one of the Nereids.
of Cercaphus, and grandson of Helios.
IANTHE ('lavdv) 1. Daughter of Oceanus and
IAMBE ('IduBn) a Thracian woman, daughter
Tethys, and one of the playmates of Proserpina
of Pan and Echo, and a slave of Metamra. (Persephone).—2. Daughter of Telestes of Crete,
When Ceres (Demeter), in search of her daugh- beloved by IPHIS.
ter, arrived in Attica, and visited the house of IMPETUS ('lairerbg) one of the T'tans, son of
Metanira, Iambe cheered the mournful goddess Ccelus (Uranus) and Terra (Ge), married Asia
by her jokes.
or Clymene, the daughter of his brother OceaIAMBLIOHUS ('IuuBXixog). 1. A Syrian, who
nus, and became by her the father of Atlas, Pro
lived in the time of the Emperor Trajan, wrote metheus, Epimetheus, and Mencetius. H e wa.
» romance in the Greek language entitled Bdby- imprisoned with Saturn (Cronus) in Tartarus.
'onica. The work itself is lost, but an epitome
Being the father of Prometheus, he was regardif it is preserved by Photius.—2. A celebrated ed by the Greeks as the ancestor of the human
Neo-Platonic philosopher, was born at Chalcis race. His descendants, Prometheus, Atlas, and
m Coale Syria. H e resided in Syria during the others, are often designated by the patronymics
greater part of his life, and died in the reign Iapdide(es) Iapetionide(es) and the feminine
•>f Constantine the Great, probably before A.D.lapetionis.
833. H e was inferior in judgment and learn[IAPIS, son of Iasus, beloved by Apcllo, anf
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IASSUS cr lAsus (flaaoog, "laaog: 'laoevr : rUn
j-ejeived from him the knowledge of medicine
and the prophetic art: he cured zEneas of the at Asyn-Kalessi) a city of Caria, on the lassiua
wound received by him in the war against La- Sinus, founded by Argives and further colonized
by Milesians.
tinus.]
IASUS flao-of). 1. A n Arcadian, ion of Ly
IAPYDES ('luirvSeg or Ta7roc5ec), a warlike and
barbarous people in the north of Dlyricum, be- curgus and Cleophile or Eurynome, brother of
tween the Rivers Arsia and Tedanius, were a Ancaaus, husband of Clymene, the daughter cf
mixed race, partly Illyrian and partly Celtic, Minyas, and father of Atalante. H e is likewise
who tattooed their bodies. They were subdued called Iasius and Iasion.—2. Father of Amphion,
by Augustus. Their country was called IA- and king of the Minyans.—[3. Son of Triopas,
grandson of Phorbas, brother of Agenor, and
*YDIA.
IAPI GIA ('Icrvyia: 'lairvyeg), the namefather
given of Io, according to one account, was king
by the Greeks to the south of Apulia, from Ta- of Argos.—4. Son of Sphelus, a leader of the
rentum and Brundisium to the PROMONTORIUM Athenians before Troy, slain by zEneas.]
IAPYGIUM (now Gape Leuca), though it is some- IAZYGES ('Id&yeg), a powerful Sarmatian peotimes applied to the whole of Apulia, Vid. A P U - ple, who originally dwelt on the coast of the
LIA. The name is derived from the mythical Pontus Euxinus and the Palus Maaotis, but in
the reign of Claudius settled near the Quadi in
fapyx.
Dacia, in the country bounded by the Danube,
IAPYX ('ldirvf). 1. Son of Lycaon and brother
of Daunus and Peueetius, who went as leaders the Theiss, and the Sarmatian Mountains. They
of a colony to Italy. According to others, he are generally called Sarmatc Iazyges or simply
was a Cretan, and a brother of Icadius, or a son Sarmate, but Ptolemy gives them the name of
of Daadalus and a Cretan woman, from whom Iazyges Metanastm, on account of their migrathe Cretans who migrated to Italy derived the tion. The Iazyges were in close alliance with
name of Iapyges.—2. The west-northwestern the Quadi, along with whom they frequently atwind, blowing off the coast of Iapygia (Apulia), tacked the Roman dominions, especially Mcesia
in the south of Italy, and consequently, favor- and Pannonia. In thefifthcentury they were
able to persons crossing over to Greece. It was conquered by the Goths.
IBERIA ('I6npla : southern part of Georgia) a
the same as the apy'earng of the Greeks.
IARBAS or HIARBAS, king of the Gaatulians, eountiy of Asia, in the centre of the isthmus
and son of Jupiter A m m o n by a Libyan nymph, between the Black and Caspian Seas, was
sued in vain for the hand of Dido in marriage. bounded on the north by the Caucasus, on the
west by Colchis, on the east by Albania, and on
For details, vid. Dibo.
the south by Armenia. It was surrounded on
IARDANES ('lapbdvng) a king of Lydia, and
every side by mountains, through which there
father of Omphale, who is hence called lardanis.
were only four passes. Sheltered by these
IARDANES or IARDANUS ('lapddvng, 'Idpbavcg)
1. (Now Jordan) a river in Elis.—2. Ariverin mountains and watered by the Cyrus (now
the north of Crete, whieh flowed near the town Kour) and its upper tributaries, it was famed
for a fertility of which its modern name (from
Cydonia.
remains a witness. Its inhabitants,
IASION or IASIUS ('laoiuv, 'laaiog), son Peapybg)
of Jupiter (Zeus) and Electra, the daughter of Atlas,IBERES ("16npeg) or IBERI, were, and are still,
or son of Oorythus and Electra. At the wed- among the most perfect specimens of the Cauding of his sister Harmonia, Ceres (Demeter) casian race. The ancients believed them to be
fell in love with him, and in a thrice-ploughed of the same family as the Assyrians and Medes,
whom they were thought to resemble in their
field (rpliroXog) she became by him the mother
of Pluton or Plutus in Crete -/Jupiter (Zeus), in customs. They were more civilized than their
consequence, killed Iasion with aflashof light-neighbors in Colchis and Albania, and vaere dining. Others represent him as living to an ad- vided into four castes: 1. The nobles, front
vanced age as the husband of Ceres (Demeter). whom two kings were chosen; 2. The priests,
In some traditions Iasion and his brother Dar- who were also the magistrates; 3. The soldiers
danus are said to have carried the palladium to and husbandmen ; 4. The slaves, who performSamothrace, and there to have been instructed ed all public and mechanical work. The chief
in the mysteries of Ceres (Demeter) by Jupiter employment of the Iberians was agriculture.
(Zeus). Others relate that Iasion, being in- The Romans first became acquainted with the
spired by Ceres (Demeter) and Cora (Proser- country through the expedition of Pompey in
pina), travelled about in Sicily and many other B.C. 65; and under Trajan it was subjected to
countries, and every where taught the people Rome. In thefifthcentury it was conquered
by the Persian king Sapor. No connection
the mysteries of Ceres (Demeter).
IASIS, i. e, Atalante, the daughter of Iasius.can be traced between the Iberians of Asia and
those of Spain.
[IASIUS ('luaiog)
1. King of Orchomenos,
IBERUS (1%3OC, or "IBnp : now Ebro), the prinfather of Amphion.—2. Vid. IASION.]
IASO (Tacra), i. e. Recovery, a daughter ofcipal river in the northeast of Spain,risesamong
zEsculapius or Amphiaraus, and sister of Hy- the mountains of the Cantabri, near Juliobriga,
giea, was worshipped as the goddess of recovery.flows southeast through a great plain between
the Pyrenees and the Mons Idubeda, and fans
IASSIUS or IASSICUS SINUS ('laoiKbg KbXirog:
uow Gulf of Mandeliyeh), a large gulf on theinto the Mediterranean near Dertosa, after
western coast of Caria, between the peninsulas forming a Delta.
IBYCUS ("IBvKog), a Greek lyric poet, was a
of Miletus and Myndus, named after the city
of lassus, and called also Bargylieticus Sinus native of Rhegium, and spent the best part of
lif-j at Samos, at the court of Polyerates,
{BapyvXinriK.bg Kokirog) from another city his
which
about B.C. 540. It is related that, travelling
stood upon it, namely, Bargylia.
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mi'ough a desert place near Corinth, he w a s I'.aria), an island of the zEgean Sea, one of th<
n,urdereii by robbers, but before he died he cull- Sporades, west of Samos, called also Doliahe
ed upon a flock of cranes that happened to fly (SoXixVi i e. long. island) Its c o m m o n name,
ov er him to avenge his death. Soon afterward, and that of the surrounding sea, I O A R I U M M A R E ,
when the people of Corinth were assembled in the were derived from the myth of IOARUS. It was
theatre, the cranes appea-ed; and one of the first colonized by the Milesians, but afterward
murderers, w h o happened to be present, cried belonged to the Samians, w h o fed their herds on
out involuntarily, " Beholc the avengers of Iby- its rich pastures.
Iocius. [1. A noble of Rheims in ( allia Bel
ous:" and thus were the authors of the crime
deteetoi. The phrase al 'IBVKOV y'epavoi passedgica, w h o headed a deputation of his townsmer
into a proverb. The poetry of Ibycus was to Caasar in B.C. 57, placing their state at Caa,
chiefly erotic, and partook largely of the im- sar's disposal, and praying his aid against the
petuosity of his character. In his dialect there other Belgic communities.]—2. A friend of
was a mixture of the Doric and zEolic. In an- Horace, w h o addressed him an ode (Carm, i,
tiquity there were seven books of his lyric 29) and an % epistle (Ep, i, 12). The ode was
poems, of which only a few fragments n o w re- written in B.C. 25, when Iccius was preparing to
main. [These fragments are collected in Schnei- join zElius Gallus in his expedition to Arabia
dewin's Ibyci Carminum Beliquie, Gbttingen, The epistle was composed about ten years afterward, when Iccius had become Vipsanius Agrip1833.]
pa's steward in Sicily. In both poems Horace
I C A R I A or ICARIUS ('iKapia, 'iKapwg: 'iKapievg)
a mounte-h and a demus in Attica, belonging to reprehends pointedly, but delicately, in Iccius an
the tribe zEgeis, where Bacchus (Dionysus) is inordinate desire for wealth.
IOENI, caBed S I M E N I (Sipevoi) by Ptolemy, a
said to have taught Icarius the cultivation of the
numerous and powerful people in Britain, who
vine.
IOARIUS ('iKupiog) also called I O A R U S or IoX-dwelt north of the Trinobautes, in the modern
BION. 1. A n Athenian, w h o lived in the reign counties of Suffolk and Norfolk. Their revolt
of Pandion, and hospitably received Bacchus from the Romans, under their heroic queen
(Dionysus) on his arrival in Attica. The god, Boadicea, is celebrated in history. Vid. B O A in return, taught him the cultivation of the vine. DICEA. Their chief town was V E N T A I C E N O R U M
Icarius m a d e a present of some wine to peas- (now Caister) about three miles from Norwich.
ICHN.E (Ixvai: Ixvalog) 1. A town in Bot
ants, w h u became intoxicated by it, and thinking that they were poisoned by icarius, slew tiaea in Macedonia, near the mouth of the Axius.
him, and threw his body into a well, or buried — 2 . A town iu Phthiotis in Thessaly, celebrated
it under a tree. His daughter Erigone, after a for its worship of Themis, w h o w a s hence sur
long search, found his grave, to which she was named Ichnea.
IOHNZE or ISCHNZE Clxvai, "loxvai), a Greek
aonducted bj his faithful dog Maara. F r o m
grief she hung herself on the tree under which city in the north of Mesopotamia, founded by the
he was buried. Jupiter (Zeus) or Bacchus (Di- Macedonians, was the scene of thefirstbattle beonysus) placed "ier and Icarius among the stars, tween Crassus and the Parthians, in which the
making Erigon„ the Virgin, Icarius Bootes or former gained the victory. According to Appian,
Ardurus, and Maara Procyon or the little dog. the Parthians soon after defeated the Romans
Hence the latter is called Icarius canis. The near the same spot.
[ I O H N U S A ('Ixvovaa), the ancient name of Sai
god then punished the ungrateful Athenians
with madness, in which condition the Athenian dinia. Yid. SARDINIA.]
I O HaT Hvague
Y O P H A descriptive
G I ('lxBvotpdyoi,
i. e.by
Fish
maidens
hung themselves
Erigoneand
had
done. was
The Athenians
propitiatedasIcarius
Erig;one»
name given
theeaters)
anby the institution of the festival of the uEora. cients to various tribes on the coasts of Asia and
Vid. Bid. of Ant, s. v.—2. A Lacedaemonian,Africa, of w h o m they knew but little. Thus w e
son of Pcrieres and Gorgophone, and brother find Iohthyophagi: 1. In the extreme south-east
of Tyndareus. Others called him grandson of of Asia, in the country of the Sinaa. 2. O n the
Perieres, and son of CEbalus. W h e n Icarius coast of GEDROSIA. 3. O n the northeastern coast
and Tyndareus were expelled from Lacedaamon of Arabia Felix. 4. In Africa, on the coast of
by their half brother Hippocoon, Icarius went the Red Sea, above Egypt. 5. O n the western
to Acarnania, and there became the father of coast of Africa.
ICILIUS. 1. Sp, was one of the three envoys
Penelope, and of several other children. H e
afterward returned to Lacedaamon. Since there sent by the plebeians, after their succession to
were m a n y suitors for the haud of Penelope, he the Sacred Mount, to treat with the senate, B
H e was thrice elected tribune of the
promised to give her to the hero w h o should C. 494.
conquer in a foot race. Ulysses w o n the prize, plebs, namely, in 492, 481, and 471.—2. L , a
and was betrothed to Penelope. Icarius tried to m a n of great energy and eloquence, was tribune
persuade his daughter to remain with him, and of the plebs 456, when he claimed for the tribnot accompany Ulysses to Ithaca
Ulysses al- unes the right of convoking the senate, and also
lowed her to do as she pleased, whereupon she carried the important law for the assignment
covered her face with her veil to hide her blushes, of the Aventine (de Aventino p/ublicando)tothe
and thus intimated that she would follow her plebs. In the following year (455) he was agai*
husband. Icarius then desisted from further en- elected tribune. H e was one of the chief lead
treaties, and erected a statue of Modesty on the ers in the outbreak against the decemvirs, 449.
Virginia had been betrothed to him, and he boldspot.
ly defended her cause before Appius Claudius
Iolaus ("Uapog) son of Daadalus. Vid. DZEBALUS.
and when at length she fell by her father's hand,
I O A R U S or I C A R I A ("iKapog, licapta : n o w Icilius
Nihurried to the army which was carrying
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on war against the Sabines, and prevailed upon maiden from him. The lovers fought for hei
them to desert the government.
possession, but Jupiter (Zeus) separated them
ICONIUM ('IKOVIOV : 'iKovievg.: n o w Koniyeh)
and left the decision with Marpessa, w h o chos«
the capital of Lycaonia, in Asia Minor, was, when Idas, from fear lest Apollo should desert her if
visited by St Paul, aflourishingcity, with a mix- she grew old. The Apharetidaa also took part
ed population of Jews and Greeks; under the in the Calydonian hunt, and in the expedition of
later emuerors. a eolonv -. and in the Middle Ages,the Argonauts. But the most celebrated Dart cf
one of the greatest cities of Asia Minor, and im- their story is their battle with the Dioscuri, Cas
portant in the history of the crusades.
tor and Pollux, which is related elsewhere (p
IOTINTIS ('iKrlvog), a contemporary of Pericles,
266, b.).—[2. One of the guests at the marriag*
was the architect of two of the most celebrated of Perseus, slain by Phineus.— 3. One of the comof the Greek temples, namely, the great temple panions of Diomedes, changed by Venus (Aphroof Minerva (Athena) in the acropolis of Athens, dite) into a bird.—4. A Trojan warrior, mentioncalled the Parthenon, and the temple of Apollo ed by Virgil, slain by Turnus in Italy.—5. T w o
Epicurius, near Phigalia in Arcadia. Calli- heroes in the Theban war, the one from Onchescrates was associated with Ictinus in building tus, the other from Taanarus.]
the Parthenon.
[IDE ("lbn) 1. Daughter of Oorybas and mothI D A ("ISn, Dor. "Ida). 1. ( N o w Ida or Kaser of Minos.—2. A nymph, mother of Nisus by
Bagh,) a mountain range of Mysia, in Asia Mi- Hyrtacus.]
nor, which formed the southern boundary of the
IDISTAVISUS C A M P U S , a plain in Germany near
Troad; extending from Tectum Promontorium the Weser, probably in the neighborhood of the
in the southwest corner of the Troad, eastward Porta Westphalica, between Binteln and Hausalong the northern side of the Gulf of Adramyt- berge, memorable for the victory of Germanicus
tium, and further east into the centre of Mysia. over the Cherusci, A. D. 16.
Its highest summits were Cotylus on the north
I D M O N ("Io/iuv). 1. Son of Apollo and Asteria,
and Gargara on the south; the latter is about or Cyrene, was a soothsayer, and accompanied
five thousand feet high, and is often capped with the Argonauts, although he knew beforehand
snow. Lower down, the slopes of the mountain that death awaited him. H e was killed in the
are well-wooded; and lower still, they form country of the Mariandynians by a boar or a
fertilefieldsand valleys. The sources of the serpent; or, according to others, he died there
Scamander and the zEsepus, besides other riv- of a disease.—[2. A Rutulian, sent by Turnus to
ers and numerous brooks, are on Ida. The zEneas to propose to settle the dispute for the
mountain is celebrated in mythology as the hand of Lavinia by single combat between the
scene of the rape of Ganymede, w h o m Ovid heroes.]
(Fast, ii, 145) calls Ideas puer, and of the judg- I D O M E N E U S ('Ibopevevg). 1. Son of the Cretan
ment of Paris, w h o is called Idcus Judex by Deucalion, and grandson of Minos and Pasiphae,
Ovid (Fast, vi, 44), and Ideus pastor by Cicero was king of Crete. H e is sometimes called
(ad. Att,ii, 18). In Homer,too,its summit is Lyetius or Cnosius, from the Cretan towns of
the place from which the gods watch the battles Lyctus and Cnosus. H e was one of the suitors
in the plain of Troy. Ida was also an ancient of Helen; and, in conjuuetion with Meriones,
seat of the worship of Cybele, w h o obtained from the son of his half brother Molus, he led the
it the narae of Idea Mater.—2. ( N o w Psilorati) a Cretans in eighty ships against Troy. H e was
mountain in the centre of Crete, belonging to the one of the bravest heroes in the Trojan war,
mountain range which runs through the whole and distinguished himself especially in the batlength of the island. Mount Ida is said to be tle near the ships. According to Homer, Idomseven thousand six hundred and seventy-four feet eneus returned h o m e in safety after the fall of
above the level of the sea.
It was closely con- Troy. Later traditions relate that once in a
nected with the worship of Jupiter (Zeus), w h o is storm he vowed to sacrifice to Neptune (Poseisaid to have been brought up in a cave in this don) whatever he shouldfirstmeet on his landmountain.
ing, if the god would grant him a safe return
IDZEA M A T E R .
Vid. IDA.
This was his o w n son, w h o m he accordingly
IDZEI D A C T Y L I .
Vid. D A C T Y L I .
sacrificed. A s Crete was thereupon visited by
[IDZEUS ('Ibalog) 1. A herald of the Trojans.
a plague, the Cretans expelled Idomeneus. H o
— 2 . Son of Dares, the priest of Vulcan (Hephaas- went to Italy, where he settled in Calabria, and
tus), slain by Diomede.J
built a templetoMinerva (Athena). From thence
I D A L I U M ('lbdXwv) a town in Cyprus, sacredhe is said to have migrated again to Colophon,
to Venus (Aphrodite), w h o hence bore the sur- on the coast of Asia. His tomb, however, was
name Idalia.
shown at Cnosus, where he and Meriones were
I D A N T H Y R S U S ('IbdvBvpaog) a king of the Scyworshipped as heroes.—2. Of Lampsacus, a
thians, under w h o m they overran Asia, and ad- friend and disciple of Epicurus,flourishedabout
vanced as far as Egypt
B.C. 310-270. H e wrote several philosophical
IDAS ("ISag) 1. Son of Aphareus and Arene, and historical works, all of which are lost
the daughter of Q3balus, brother of Lynceus, The latter were chiefly devoted to an account
husband of Marpessa, and father of Cleopatra or of the private life of the distinguished m e n of
Alcyone. From the n a m e of their father, Idas Greece.
and Lynceus are called Aphardidc or Apharide.
I D O T H E A (ElboBea) daughter of Proteus, tangli'.
Apollo was in love with Marpessa, the daughter Menelaus h o w he might secure her father, and
of Evenus, but Idas carried her off in a winged compel him to declare in what manner he might
chariot which Neptune (Poseidon) had given reach h o m e in safety.
him. Evenus could not overtake Idas, but
IDRIEUS or H I D R I E U S ('Ibptevg, 'ISptebg) king o)
Apollo found him in Messene and took the Caria, second son of Hecatomnus, succeeded t«
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the throne on the death of Artemisia, the widow considered to be genuine ; and even these sevei
c-f his brother Maussolus, in B.C. 351. H e died are m u c h interpolated. The ancient Syriao verin 344, leaving the kingdom to his sister A D A , sion of some of these epistles, which has been
recently discovered, is free from m a n y of the
w h o m he had married.
I D U B E D A (now Sierra de Oca and Lorenzo), a interpolations found in the present Greek text
range of mountains in Spain, begins amoug the and was evidently executed when the Greek
Cantabri, forms the southern boundary of the text was in a state of greater purity than it is
plain of the Ebro, aud runs southeast to the at present The Greek text has been published in the Patres Apostolici by Cotelerius, A m Mediterranean.
sterd, 1724, and by Jacobson, Oxon, 1838; and
I D U M . B A ('Ibovuaia), is the Greek form of the
the
Syriac version, accompanied with the Greek
scriptural n a m e E D O M , but the terms are not
precisely equivalent. In the Old Testament, text, by Ctireton, Lond, 1849.
I G U V I U M (Iguvinus, Iguvinas, -atis : now Guband in the time before the Babylonish captivity
of the Jews, E d o m is the district of Mount Seir, bio or Eugubio), an important town in Umbria,
that is, the mountainous region extending north on the southern slope of the Apennines. O n a
and south from the Dead Sea to the eastern mountain in the neighborhood of this town was
head of the Red Sea, peopled by the descend- a celebrated temple of Jupiter (Zeus), in the
ants of Esau, and added by David to the Israel- ruins of which were discovered, four centuries
itish monarchy. The decline of the kingdom ago, seven brazen tables, covered with Umbrian
of Judaaa, and at last its extinction by Nebu- inscriptions, aud which are still preserved al
chadnezzar, enabled the Edomites to extend Gubbio. These tables, frequently called the
their power to the northwest over the southern Eugubian Tables, contain more than one thoupart of Judaaa as far as Hebron, while their sand Umbrian words, and are of great importoriginal territory was taken possession of by ance for a knowledge of the ancient languages
ths Nabathaaan Arabs. Thus the Idumaaa of of Italy. They are explained by Grotefend, Iiuthe later Jewish and of the R o m a n history is dimenta Lingurn Umbrice, &c, Hannov, 1835,
the southern part of Judaaa and a small portion seq, and by Lepsius, Inscriptiones, Umbrice et
of the north of Arabia Petraaa, extending north- Oscc, Lips, 1841.
ILAIRA ('lXueipa) daughter of Leucippus and
west and southeast from the Mediterranean to
the western side of Mount Seir. Under the Philodice, and sister of Phcebe. The two sisMaccabees, the Idumaaans were again subject- ters are frequently mentioned by the poets uned to Judaaa (B.O. 129), and governed, under der the name of Lencippidas. Both were carthem, by prefects (arparnyoi), w h o were very ried off by the Dioscuri, and Ilaira became the
probably descended from the old princes of wife of Castor.
I L E R O A O N E S , I L E R O A O N E N S E S , or I L L U R G A V O
E d o m ; but the internal dissensions in the Asmonaaan family led at last to the establishment NENSES, a people in Hispania Tarraconensis, on
of an Idumaaan dynasty on the Jewish throne. the western coast, between the IbSrus and Mons
Vid A N T I P A T E R , Nos. 3, 4, H E R O D E S . The Ro- Idubeda. Their chief town was D E R T O S A .
I L E R D A (now Lerida), a town of the Ilerggtea
m a n writers of the Augustan age and later use
Idumaaa and Judaaa as equivalent terms. Soon in Hispania Tarraconensis, situated on a height
after the destruction of Jeiusalem the name of above the River Sicoris (now Segre) which was
Idumaaa disappears from history, and is merged here crossed by a stone bridge. It was afterin that of Arabia. Both the old Edomites and ward a R o m a n colony, but in the time of Authe later Idumaaans were a commercial peo- sonius had ceased to be a place of importance.
ple, and carried on a great part of the traffic be- It was here that Africanus and Petreius, the letween the East and the shores of the Mediter- gates of Pompey, were defeated by Caasar (B.C.
49).
ranean.
I D Y I A ('ISvla) daughter of Oceauus and Te- ILERGETES, a people in Hispania Tarraconen
sis, between the Iberus and the Pyrenees.
thys, and wife of the Oolchian king ZEETES.
IERNE.

Vid. H I B E R N I A .

ILIA or R H E A SILVIA.

Vid. R O M U L U S .

IETZE ('Ural: 'lerlvog: n o w Jato), a town in ILICI or ILLIOE (now Elche) a town of th«
the interior of Sicily, ou a mountain of the same Contestanti, on the eastern coast of Hispauia
Tarraconensis, on the road from Carthago Nova
name, southwest of Macella.
toaValeutia, was a colonia immuuis. The m o d
[IGILGILI ('lyiXyiXi: n o w Jigelli or Jigel)
city of Mauretania Caasariensis, west of the ern Elche lies at a greater distance from the
River Ampsaga, between the rivers Audus and coast than the ancient town.
ILIENSES, an ancient people in SARDINIA.
Gulus.1
ILIONA ('IXibvrj), daughter of Priam and HecIGILIUM (now Giglio) a small island off the
uba, wife of Polymnestor or Polymestor, king
Etruscan coast, opposite Cosa.
of the Thracian Chersonesus, to w h o m she bore
IGNATIUS ('lyvdriog), one of the apostolical
fathers, was a hearer of the Apostle John, and a son Deipylus. A t the beginning of the Trojao
war
her brother Polydorus w a s intrusted to hei
succeeded Evodius as bishop of Antioch in A.D.
69. H e was condemned to death by Trajan at care, and she brought him up as her o w n son
Iliona was the
Antioch, and w a s taken to R o m e , where he was For details, vid. P O L Y D O R U S
thrown to the wild beasts in the amphitheatre. n a m e of one of the tragedies of Paeuvius,
The date of his martyrdom is uncertain. S o m e (Hor, Sat, ii, 3, 61.)
ILIONEUS ('lXwvevg) 1. A Bon of Niobe, w h o m
Elace it in 107, but others as late as 116. O n
is w a y from Antioch to R c m e , Ignatius wrote Apollo would have liked to save, because he waa
several epistles in Greek to various churches. praying ; but the arrow was no longer under tht
There are extant at present fifteen epistles control of the god. Vid. N I O B E . — [ 2 . A Trojan
ascribed to Ignatius, but of these only seven are SOD of Phorbas, slain in battle by Peneleus.—
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t. One of the companions of zEneas.—4. A Tro- the valleys of the Savus and Dravus, and tfi«
junction of these rivers with tho, Danube. TnJ«
jan warrior, slain by Diomedes.]
ILIPA (now Pennaflor) a town in Hispania wide extent of country was inhabited by numerBaatica, on the right bank of the Baatis, which ous Illyrian tribes, all of w h o m were more ol
was navigable to this place with small vessels. less barbarous. They were probably of tkt
origin as the Thracians, but some Celts
[iLiruti ('IXlirovXa).
1. Called M A G N A , same
a
city of Hispania Baatics, between the rivers were mingled with them. The country was diAnas and Baatis—2. I. M I N O R (now Lepe di vided iuto two parts: 1. ILLYRIS B A R B A R A OI
Rynda). also in Hispania Baatica, belonging to R O M A N A , the R o m a n province of ILI.YRICUM, extended along the Adriatic Sea from Italy (Istria),
the district of Astigi]
from which it was separated by the Arsia, tc
ILISSUS ('IXtoabg more rarely ElXiaabg) a
small river in Attiea, rises on the northern the River Drilo, and was bounded on the east
slope of Mount Hymettus, receives the brook by Macedonia and Mcesia Superior, from which
Eiidauus near the Lyceum, outside the walls of it was separated by the Drinus, and on the north
Athens, then flows through the eastern side of by Pannonia, from which it was separated by
Athens, and lnses itself in the marshes in thethe Dravus. It thus comprehended a part of
Athenian plain. Tht Ilissus is now usually dry, the modern Croatia, the whole of Balmatia, almost the whole of Bosnia, and a part of Albania,
as its waters are drawn off to supply the city.
ILITHYIA (ElXeiBvia), also called Elithyia, Ile-It was divided in ancient times into three disthyia, or Eleutho, the goddess of birth, w h o tricts, according to the tribes by which it w a s
came to the assistance of w o m e n in labor. inhabited: Iapydia, the interior of the country
W h e n she w a s kindly disposed, she furthered on the north, from the Arsia to the Tedanius
the birth ; but when she was angry, she pro- (vid. I A P Y D E S ) ; Liburnia, along the coast from
tracted the labor. In the Iliad tbe Ilithyiaa (in the Arsia to the Titius (vid L I B U R N I ) ; and Dalthe plural) are ealled the daughters of Hera matia, south of Liburnia, along the coast from
(Juno). But in the Odyssey aud Hesiod, and the Titius to the Drilo. Vid. D A L M A T I A . The
in the later poets in general, there is only one Liburniaus submitted at an early time to the
goddess of this name. Ilithyia was the servant R o m a n s ; but it was not till after the conquest
of Hera (Juno), and was employed by the latter of the Dalmatians, in the reign of Augustus, that
to retard the birth of Hercules. Vid. H E R C U L E S . the entire country was organized as a R o m a n
The worship of Uithyia appears to have been province. From this time the Illyrians, and
first established among the Dorians in Crete, especially the Dalmatians, formed an important
where she was believed to have been born in a part of the R o m a n legions.— 2. ILLYRIS GRZSOA,
cave in the territory of Cnosus. From thence or ILLYRIA proper, also called E P I R U S N O V A , exher worship spread over Delos and Attiea. Ac- tended from the Drilo, along the Adriatic, to th«
cording to a Delian tradition, Ilithyia was not Oeraunian Mountains, which separated it from
born in Crete, but had come to Delos from the Epirus proper: it was bounded on the east by
Hyperboreans, for the purpose of assisting Leto Macedonia. It thus embraced the greater part
(Latona). In an ancient h y m n attributed to of the modern Albania. It was a mountainous
Olen, which was sung in Delos, Ilithyia was country, but possessed some fertile land on the
tailed the mother of Eros (Love). It is proba- coast. Its principal rivers were the Aous, A P ble that Ilithyia was originally a goddess of the SUS, G E N U S U S , aud P A N Y A S U S . In the interior
moon, and hence became identified with Arte- wa3 an important lake, the LYOHNITIS. O n the
mis or Diana. The moon was supposed to ex-coast there were the Greek colonies of Epidamercise great influence over growth in general, nus, afterward D Y R R H A C H I U M , and A P O L L O N I A .
It was at these places that the celebrated Via
and consequently over that of children.
Egnatia commenced, which ran through Mace
ILIUM.
Vid. T R O A S .
donia to Byzantium. The country was inhabILLIBERIS ('lXXlBepig). 1. ( N o w Tech), called
TICHIS or T E O H U M by the Romans, a river in ited by various tribes, A T I N T A N E S , TAULANTII,
Gallia Narbonensis, in the territory of the Sar- PARTHINI, DASSARETZE, &C. In early times they
dones, rises in the Pyrenees, and falls, after a were troublesome aud dangerous neighbors to
short course, into the Mare Gallicum.—2. ( N o w the Macedonian kings. They were subdued by
Elne), a town of the Santoaes, on the above- Philip, the father of Alexander the Great, w h o
mentioned river, at the foot of the Pyrenees, defeated and slew in battle their king Bardylis,
was originally a place of importance, but after- B.C. 359. After the death of Alexander the
ward sunk iuto insignificance. It was restored Great, most of the Illyriaii trills recovered
by Constantine, w h o changed its name into their independence. A t a later time, the injury
H E L E N A , after that of his mother, whence the which the R o m a n trade suffered from their piracies brought against them the arras of the remodern Elne.
ILLITURGIS or ILLITURGI (now Andujar), an public. The forces of their queen Teuta were
important town of the Turduli in Hispania Tar- easily defeated by the Romans, and she was
raconensis, situated on a steep rock near the obliged to purchase peace by the surrender cf
Baatis, and on the road from Corduba to Cas- part of her dominions and the payment of nil
tulo: it waa destroyed by Seipio B.C. 210, but annual tribute, 229. The second Illyrian war
was rebuilt, and received the name of Forum was finished by the Romans with the same ease.
It was commenced by Demetrius of Pharos, who
Julium.
I L L Y R I C U M or ILLYRIS, more rarely I L L Y R I A was guardian of Pineus, the son of A g m n , but
(rd '\X\vpiKbv 'IXXvplg, 'IXXvpia) included, heinwas conquered by the consul zEmilii-s Pauits widest signification, all the land west of lus, 219. Pineus was succeeded by Pleimton
Macedonia and east of Italy and Raatia, extend- who cultivated friendly relations with the R<>
ing south as far as Epirus, and nortl as far as mans. His son Gentius formed an aUvmct
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with Perseus, king of Macedonia, against ty two northeast of Lemnos. It is about twen
R o m e ; but he was conquered b y the praator tyfivemiles in circumference, and is hilly, but
L. Anieius, in the same year as Perseus, 168; contains m a n y fertile valleys. Imbros, like th«
whereupon Illyria, as well as Macedonia, be neighboring island of Samothrace, wan in ancame subject to R o m e . In the n e w division of cient times one of the chief seats of the worthe empire under Constantine, Illyricum form- ship of the Cabiri and Meroury (Hermes). There
ed one of the great provinces of the empire. It was a town of the same n a m e on the east of
w a s divided into I L L Y R I C U M OCCIDENTALE, which the island, of which there are still some ruins,
I N A C H I S ('Ivaxk) a surname of Io, the daughincluded Illyricum proper, Pannonia, and Norieum, and I L L Y R I C U M O R I E N T A L E , which compre- ter of Inachus. The goddess Isis is also called
hended Dacia, Mcesia, Macedonia, and Thrace. Inachis, because Bhe was identified with Io;
I L U S (TAOC). 1. Son of Dardanus by Batea, and sometimes Inachis is used as synonymous
the daughter of Teucer. Ilus died without is- with an Argive or Greek woman. Inacltides in
sue, and left his kingdom to his brother, Erieh- the same w a y was used as a name of Epaphus,
thonius.—2. Son of Tros aud Callirrhoe, grand- a grandson of Inachus, and also of Perseus, beson of Eriohthonius, aud great grandson of Dar- cause he was born at Argos, the city of Inachus
I N A C H U S ("Ivaxog), son of Oceanus and Tethys,
danus ; whence he is called Bardanides. H e
was the father of Laomedon and the grandfather and father of Phoroneus and zEgialeus, to w h o m
of Priam. H e was believed to be the founder others add Io, Argus Panoptes, and Phegeus or
of Ilion, whieh was also called Troy, after his Pegeus. H e was thefirstking and the most
father. Jupiter (Zeus) gave him the palladium, ancient hero of Argos, whence the country is
a statue of three cubits high, with its feet close frequently called the land of Inachus; and he
is said to have given his n a m e to the River Inatogether, holding a spear in its right hand, and a
distaff in its left, and promised that as long as chus. The aneients made several attempts to
it remained in Troy, the city should be safe. explain the stories about Inachus: sometimes
The tomb of Ilus was shown in the neighbor- they looked upon him as a native of Argos, who,
hood of Troy.—3. Son of Mermerus, and grand- after the flood of Deucalion, led the Argives
son of Jason and Medea. H e lived at Ephyra, from the mountains into the plains; and somebetween Elis and Olympia; and when Ulysses times they regarded him as the leader of an
came to him to fetch the poison for his arrows, Egyptian or Libyan colony, which settled on
nus refused it, from fear of the vengeance of the banks of the Inachus.
I N A C H U S ("Ivaxog) \.(Sovt Planitzaov Zerid)
the gods.—[4. A Latin warrior, slain by Pallas,
the chief river in Argolis,risesin the mountain
son of Evander.]
Lyrceus, on the borders of Arcadia, flows in a
ILVA. Vid Z E T H A L I A .
ILVATES, a people in Liguria, south of the Po,southeasterly direction, receives near Argos the
Charadrus, and falls into the Sinus Argolicus
h the modern Montferrat.
I M A C H A R A (Imacharensis: n o w Maccara) a south of Argos.—2. [ N o w Krikeli, or, according
to Leake, Ariadhd], a river in Acarnania, which
town in Sicily, in the Heraaan Mountains.
[IMANUENTIUS, king of the Trinobantes, slain rises in Mount Lacmon, iu the range of Pindus,
and falls into the Aehelous.
by Cassivelaunus.]
[ I M A O N , a Latin warrior, w h o m Halesus proINARIME. Vid. ZENARIA.
tected when attacked by Pallas, son of Evander.] I N A R O S ('Ivdpag, occasionally "Ivapog) son cf
I M A U S (rb "Ipaov bpog), the n a m e of a greatPsammitiehus, a chief of some Libyan tribes
mountain range of Asia, is one of those terms to the west of Egypt, commenced hostilities
which the ancient geographers appear to have against the Persians, which ended in a revolt of
used indefinitely, for waut of exact knowledge. the whole of Egypt, B.C. 461. In 460 Inaros
In its most definite application, it appears to called in the Athenians, who, with afleetof
mean the western part of the Himalaya, between two hundred galleys, were then off Cyprus : the
the Paropamisus and the Einodi Montes; but ships sailed up to Memphis, and, occupying two
when it is applied to some great chain, extend- pai'ts of the town, besieged the third. In the
ing m u c h further to the north, and dividing same year Inaros defeated the Persians in a
Scythia ipto two parts, Scythia intra I m a u m great battle, in which Achaamenes, the brother
and Scythia extra I m a u m , it must either be un- of the king Artaxerxes, w a s slain. But a n e w
derstood to m e a n the modern Moussour or Al- army, under a n e w commander, Megabyzus,
tai Mountains, or else some imaginary range, was more successful. The Egyptians and their
which cannot be identified with any actually allies were defeated; and Inaros was taken by
existing mountains.
treachery and crucified, 455.
I M B R A S U S ("luBpaaog), a river in the island of INDIA (b '\vbia : 'Ivdog, Indus) w a s a n a m e
Samos, formerly called Parthenius, flowing into used by the Greeks and Romans, much as the
the sea not far from the city of Samos. The modern term East Indies, to describe the whole
celebrated temple of Juno (Hera) ("Hpaiov)of the southeast part of Asia, to the east, south,
stood near it, and it gave the epithet of Imbra aud southeast of the great ranges of mountains
sia both to Juno (Hera) and to Diana (Artemis). now called the Soliman and Himalaya Mount[IMBRIUS (T^Spioc), son of Mentor of Pedasus ains, including the two peninsulas of Hindusin Caria, married an illegitimate daughter of tan, and of Burmah, Cochin-China, Siam, and
Priam (named Medesicaste), and aided Priam Malacca, and also the islands of the Indian Aragainst the Greeks: he w a s slain by Teuce ]
chipelago. There is ample eviderce that c o m
I M B R O S ("ipBpog: "IpBpwc : n o w Embro or Immercial intercourse w a s carried on, from a very
brus), an island in the north of the zEgean.'Sea, early time, between the western coast of Hindusnear the Thracian Chersonesus, about eighteen tan and the western parts of Asia, by the w a y ol
miles southeast of Samothrace, and about twen- the Persian Gulf, the Euphrates, and across th«
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SiJ-ian Desert to Phoenicia, and also by w a y oi Indibilis received from P. Seipio w h e n thej
of the R e d !3es and Idumaaa, both to Egypt and fell into his hands, the two brothers deserted
to Phcagicia; and oo on from Phoenicia to Asia the Carthaginian cause, and joined Seipio in
Minor and Eaiope. The direct acquaintance 209 with all the forces of their nation. But in
of the western nations with India dates from 206, the illness and reported death of Smipic
the reign of D&rius, the Bon of Hystaspes, w h o gave them hopes of shaking off the yoke ot
added to the Persian empire a part of its north- R o m e , and «hey excited a general revolt not
west regions, perhaps only as far as the Indus, only among their o w n subjects, but the neigh
certainly not beyond the limits of the Punjab; boring Celtiberian tribes also. They were de
and the slight knowledge of the country thus featedby Seipio, and upon sueing for forgiveness
obtained by the Persians was conveyed to the were pardoned. But when Scipi-> left Spain in
Greeks through ths iuquiries of travellers, es- the next year (205), they again revolted. The
pecially Herodotus and afterward by those R o m a n generals w h o m Seipio had left in Spain
Greeks w h o resided for some time in the Per- forthwith marched against them; Indibilis was
sian empire, such as CTESIAS, w h o wrote a spe- slain in battle, and Mandonius was taken soon
cial work on India {\vbiKa) The expedition of afterward and put to death.
INDICETAE or INDIGETES, a people in the northA L E X A N D E R into Indiafirstbrought the Greeks
into actual contact with the country; but the east corner of Hispania Tarraconensis, close
conquests of Alexander only extended within upon the Pyrenees. Their chief town was E M Scinde and the Punjab, as far as the River H Y - P O R I U M .
INDICUS O C E A N U S .
Vid. E R Y T H R ^ U M M A R K .
PHASIS, down which he sailed into the Indus,
INDIGETES, the name of those indigenous
and down the Indus to the sea. The Greek
king of Syria, Seleucus Nicator, crossed the gods and heroes at R o m e , w h o once lived on
Hyphasis, and m a d e war with the Prasii, a peo- earth as mortals, and were worshipped after
ple dwelling on the banks of the upper Ganges, their death as gods, such as Janus. Picus,
to w h o m he afterward sent ambassadors, na- Faunus, zEneas, Evander, Hercules, Latinus,
m e 1 Megasthenes and Daimachus, w h o lived Romulus, and others. Thus zEneas, after his
for several years at Palibothra, the capital of disappearance on the banks of the Numicu?,
the Prasii, and had thus the opportunity of ob- became a deus Indiges, pater Indiges, or Jupiter
taining m u c h information respecting the parts Indiges; and in like manner, Romuius became
of India about the Ganges. Megasthenes com- Quirinus, and Latinus Jupiter Latiaris. The
posed a work on India, which appears to have Indigetes are frequently mentioned together
been the chief source of all the accurate in- with the Lares and Penates; and m a n y writers
formation contained in the works of later writ- connect the Indigetes with those divinities to
ers. After the death of Seleueus Nicator, B.C. w h o m a share in the foundation of the Latin
281, the direct intercourse of the Western na- and R o m a n state is ascribed, such as Mars.
tions with India, except in the w a y of com- Venus, Vesta, &e.
I N D U S or S I N D U S ('Ivbog : n o w Indus, Si7td), a
merce, ceased almost entirely; aud whatever
new information the later writers obtained was great river of India, rises in the table land of
Thibet,
north of the Himalaya Mountains, flows
often very erroneous. Meanwhile, the foundation of Alexandrea had created an extensive nearly parallel to the great bend of that chain
commerce between India and the West, by w a y on its northern side,tillit breaks through the
of the Indian Ocean, the Red Sea, and Egypt, chain a little east of Attock, in the northwest
which m a d e the Greeks better acquainted with corner of the Punjab, and then flows southwest
the western coast of the peuinsula, and extended through the great plain of the Punjab into the
their knowledge further into the Eastern seas; Erythraaum Mare (now Indian Ocean) which
but the information they thus obtained of the it enters by several mouths, two according to
countries beyond Cape Comorin w a s extremely the earlier Greek writers, six according to the
vague and scanty. Another channel of inform- later. Its chief tributaries are the Cophen (now
ation, however, was opened, during this period, Cabul) which enters it from the northwest at
by the establishment of the Greek kingdom of Attock, and the Acesines on the east side. Vid
Bactria, to whieh a considerable part of North- H Y P H A S I S . Like the Nile, the Indus overflows
ern India appears to have been subject The its banks, but with a much less fertilizing relater geographers made two great divisions of sult, as the country about its lower couise ia
India, whieh are separated by the Ganges, and for the most part a sandy desert, and the d e
are called India intra G a n g e m and India extra posit it brings down is much less rich than that
GaDgem, the former including the peninsula of of the Nile. The erroneous notions of the earlj
Hindustan, the latter the Burmese peninsula. Greeks respecting the connection between tho
They were acquainted with the division of the southeastern parts of the continents of Africa
people of Hindustan into castes, of which they and Asia, led to a conftoion between the Indus
enumerate seven. It is not necessary, for our and the Nile ; but this aud other mistakes were
cibject, to mention the other particulars which corrected by the voyage of Alexander's fleet
down the Hyphasis and the Indus. The anthey relate concerning India and its people.
INDIBILIS and M A N D O N I U S , two brothers, and cient name of India was derived from the na
ehiefs of the Spanish tribe of the llergetes, w h o tive name of the Indus (now Sind)
I N D U S ('lvbbg: n o w Bollomon-Chai), a conplayed an important p?.rt in the war between
the Romans and Carthaginians in Spain during siderable river of Asia Minor, rising in the
the second Punic war. For some years they southwest of Phrygia, and flowing through the
were faithful allies of the Carthaginians; but district of Cibyratis and the southeastern cornel
in consequence of the generous treatment of Caria into the Mediterranean, opposite U
which the wife of Mandonius and the daughters Rhodes
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LIDUTIOMARUS or INDUOIOMXRUS, one of the of the same name.—2. A town in Latjuns, oe
leading chiefs of the Treviri in GauL A s he the Via Latina, and at the junction of the Cawas opposed to the Romans, Caasar induced sinus with the Liris, whence its inhabitants are
the leading men of the nation to side with Cin- called Interamnates Urinates. It was mace a
getorix, the son in law butrivalof Indutiomarus,Roman colony B.O. 312, but subsequently sunk
B.C. 54. Indutiomarus, in consequence, took up into insignificenee.
INTEROATIA an important town of the Vaccsej
arms against the Romans, but was defeated and
m Hispania Tarraconensis, on the road from As
slain by Labienus.
turica to Oaasaraugusta.
INESSA. Vid ZETNA, N O . 2.
pNTERcfsA or P E T R A PERTUSA, a town in U m
INFERI, the gods of the Nether World, in
contradistinction from the Superi, or the godsbria, so called because a road was here cut
through the rocks by order of Vespasian. A n
of heaven. In Greek the Inferi are ealled ol
ancient
on the spot still commemKara, ol xBbvioi, ol virb yalav, ol evepBe,
or inscription
of
orates this work.
birevepBe Seoi; and the Superi, ol dva, viraroi
and ovpdvwi. But the word Inferi is also fre- I N T E R N U M M A R E , the Mediterranean Sea, ex
quently used to designate the dead, in contra- tended on the west from the Straits of Hercu
distinction from those living upon the earth ; soles, which separated it from the Atlantic, to
that apud inferos is equivalent to " in Hades,"the coasts of Syria and Asia Minor on the east.
or " in the lower world." The Inferi therefore In the northeast it was usually supposed to
comprise all the inhabitants of the lower world, terminate at the Hellespont From the Straits
the gods, viz. Hades or Pluto, his wife Perse-of Herculestothe furthest shores of Syria it is
phone (Proserpina), the Erinnyes or Furies, andtwo thousand miles in length; and, including
others, as well as the souls of departed men. Thethe islands, it occupies au area of seven hungods of the lower world are treated of in separate dred and thirty-four thousand square miles. Il
was called by the Romans Mare Internum or
articles.
Intestinum; by the Greeks, ^ eoa OdXarra or b
INFERUM M A R E .
Vid. T Y R R H E N U M M A R E .
ivrbg (tdXarra, or more fully, i] evrbg 'HpaKXe
INGZEVONES. Vid. G E R M A N I A , p. 327, a.
INGAUNI, a people in Liguria, on the coast,av arnXSrv (rdXarra, and by Herodotus i]Se i
(rdXarra ; and from its washing the coasts both
whose chief town was A L B I U M INGAUNUM.
[INGENA (now Avranches), a town of the Ab-of Greece and Italy, it was also called both by
Greeks and Romans Our Sea ($ bperepa (idXar
rincatui in Gallia Lugdunensis.]
INGENUUS, one of the Thirty Tyrants, was gov- ra, b. KOB' bpugfidXarra,Mare Nostrum) Th«
ernor of Pannonia when Valerian set out upon term Mare Mediterraneum is not used by the
his campaign against the Persians, A.D. 258. H e best classical writers, and occursfirstin SoliMost of the ancients believed that the
assumed the purple in his province, but was de- nus.
Mediterranean received its waters from the At
feated and slain by Gallienus.
[INGUIOMERUS, brother of Sigimer and of Ar- lantic, and poured them through the Hellespont
minius : he had been the adherent of Rome, and the Propontis into the Euxine; but others,
but afterward joined the party of Arminius. on the contrary, maintained that the waters
After having served for some time with them, came from the Euxine into the Mediterranean.
envy of the fame or power of Arminius led him The ebb andflowof the tide are perceptible in
to abandon the cause of the Cheruseans : at theonly a few parts of the Mediterranean, such as iu
head of his clients he deserted to the Suevians,the Syrtes on the coast of Africa, in the Adriatic,
<fee. The different parts of the Mediterranean are
with whom he was defeated by Arminius.]
called by different names, which are spoken of in
INO ('Iva) daughter of Cadmus and Harmonia, and wife of Athamas. For details, vid.separate articles. Vid. M A R E T Y R R H E N U M or INATHAMAS.

FERUM, A D R I A or M. ADRIATICUM or M. SUPERUM,

INOUS, a name both of Melicertes and of Palaa- M. SIOULUM, M . ZEGZEUM, &e.
mon, because they were the sons of Ino.
[INTEROCREA (now Introdoco), a town of tht
INSUBRES, a Gallic people, who crossed the Sabines in the interior of Samnium.]
Alps, and settled in Gallia Transpadana, in the INTONSUS, the Unshorn, a surname of Apoll«
north of Italy. Their chief town was MEDIO- and Bacchus, in allusiontothe eternal youth of
LANUM. Next to the Boii, they were the most these gods, since the Greek youths allowed theh
powerful and warlike of the Gallic tribes in Cisal- hair to grow until they attained manhood.
pine Gaul. They were conquered by the Romans
INUI CASTRUM. Vid. CASTRUM, No. 1.
shortly before the commencement of the second
I N Y C U M ("IVVKOV or -og: 'IwKlvog : now Caldc
Punic war.
Bellota ?), a small town in the south of Sicily, not
INTAPHERNES ('IvraQepvng) one of the seven
far from Selinus, on the River Hypsas.
conspirators against the two Magi in Persia,
Io ('Iu), daughter of Inachus, thefirstking
B.C. 522. H e was afterward put to death by of Argos, or, according to others, of Iasus oi
Darius.
Piren. Jupiter (Zeus) loved Io, but, on account
INTEMELII, a people in Liguria, on the coast,
of Juno's (Hera) jealousy, he metamorphosed
whose chief town was A L B I U M INTEMELIUM.
her into a white heifer. The goddess, whe
INTERAMNA (Interamnas), the name of sev- was aware of the change, obtained the heifei
eral towns in Italy, so called from their lying from Jupiter (Zeus), and placed her under the
between two streams. 1. (Now Terni) an an-care of Argus Panoptes; but Jupiter (Zeus)
cient municipium in Umbria, situated on thesent Mercury (Hermes)toslay Argus and deNar, and surrounded by a canalflowinginto liver Io. Vid. A R G U S . Juno (Hera) then torthis river, whence its inhabitants were called mented Io with a gadfly,and drove her in a
Interamnates Nartes. It was the birth-place of
state of phrensy from land to land over the
the historian Tacitus, as well as of the emperor whole earth, until at leugth she found rest on
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at the period of his last illness. These writers
w h o adopt the idea of the king having been
poisoned, represent Iollas as the person w h o ac
tually administered the fatal draught.—2. Of Bithynia, a wz-iter on materia medica,flourishedi
the third century B.C.
I O N ("10)11). 1. The fabulous aneescx>r of the
Ionians, is described as the son of Apollo by
Creusa, the daughter of Erechtneu3 and wif-3
of Xuthus. The most celebrated story about
Ion is the one which forms the subject of ths
Ion oi Euripides. Apollo had visited Creusa in
a cave below the Propylaaa, »* Athens; and
when she gave birth to a son, shu axposed him
in the same cave. The god, however, had the
child conveyed to Delphi, where he was edu
eated by a priestess. S o m e time afterward
Xuthus and Creusa came to consult the oracle
about the means of obtaining an heir. They
received for answer that the first human being
which Xuthus met on leaving the temple should
be his son.
Xuthus n.et Ion, and acknowledged
him as his son; but Creusa, imagining him to
be a son of her husband by a former mistress,
caused a cup to be presented to the youth,
IOL.
Vid. C Z S S A R E A , No. 4.
which was filled with the poisonous blood of a
IOLAENSES.
Vid IOLAUS.
I O L A U S ('IbXaog) son of Iphicles and Autome-dragon. However, her object was discovered
f-<isa. Iphicles w a s the half-brother of Hercu- for as Ion, before drinking, poured out a libales, and Iolaus was the faithful companion and tion to the gods, a pigeon which drank of it
charioteer of the hero. Vid. H E R C U L E S . H e died on the spot. Creusa thereupon fled to the
assisted Hercules in slaying the Lernaaan H y - altar of the god. I O N dragged her away, and
dra. After Hercules had instituted the Olym- was on the point of killing her, when a priestess
Eic games, Iolaus w o n the victory with the interfered, explained the mystery, and showed
orses of his master. Hercules sent him to that Ion was the son of Creusa. Mother aud
Sardinia at the head of his sons w h o m he had son thus became reconciled, but Xuthus was
by the daughters of Thespius. H e introduced not let intc the secret. A m o n g the inhabitants
civilization among the inhabitants of that island, of the zEgialus, i. e, the northern coast of Peland was worshipped by them. F r o m Sardinia oponnesus, w h o were Ionians, there was anhe went to Sicily, and then returned to Hercu- other tradition current. Xuthus, when expelled
les shortly before the death of the latter. After from Thessaly, came to the zEgialus. After
the death of the hero, Iolaus was the first w h o his death Ion was on the point of marching
offered sacrifices to him as a demigod. Ac- against the zEgialeans, when their king Selicording to Pausanias, Iolaus died in Sardinia, nus gave him his daughter Helice in marriage.
whereas, according to others, he was buried O n the death of Selinus, Ion succeeded to the
in the tomb of his grandfather, Amphitryon. throne, and thus the zEgialeans received the
His descendants in Sardinia were called 'loXa- name of Ionians, and the town of Helice w a s
elg and Iolaensis. Vid. SARDINIA. Iolaus, afterbuilt in honor of Ion's wife. Other traditions
his death, obtained permission from the gods represent Ion as king of Athens between the
of the nether world to come to the assistance of reigns of Erechtheus and Cecrops ; for it is
the children of Hercules. H e slew Eurystheus, said that his assistance was called in by the
Athenians in their war with the Eleusinians,
and then returned to the shades.
that he conquered Eumolpus, and then became
IOLCUS ('IM/IKOC, Ep. 'laaXKog, Dor. 'laXKog:
'laXKtog) an ancient town in Magnesia in Thes- king of Athens. H e there became the father
saly, at the top of the Pegasaaan Gulf, seven of four sons, Geleon, zEgicores, Argades, ana
stadia from the sea. It is said to have been Hoples, whose names were given to the four
founded by the mythical Cretheus, and to have Athenian classes. After his death he was buribeen colonized by Minyans from Orchomenus. ed at Potamus.—2. Of Chios, son of Orthomenes.
It was celebrated in mythology as the residence was a celebrated tragic poet. H e went to
of Pelias and Jason, and as the place from which Athens when young, and there enjoyed the society
the Argonauts sailed in quest of the golden of zEschylus and Cimon. The number of his
fleece. At a later time it fell into decay, and its tragedies is variously stated at twelve, thirty,
inhabitants were removed to the neighboring and forty. W e have the titles and a few fragtown of Demetrias, which was founded by D e m - ments of eleven. Ion also wrote other kinds of
poetry, and prose works both in history and phietrius Poliorcetes.
I O L E (ToA)j), daughter of Eurytus of 03ehalia, losophy. [The fragments of his tragedies are
was beloved by Hercules. For details, vid. p. contained in Wagner's Fragm. Trag. G-rec, p. 21
359, a. After the death of Hercules, she married -36.]—3. Of Ephesus, a rhapsudist in the tim«
of Socrates, from w h o m one of Plato's dialogues
bis son Hyllus.
IOLLAS or IOLAUS ('loAAag or 'IbXaog). 1. Sonis named.
I O N I A ('lavia : laveg) and IONIS (Rom. poet.)
of Antipater, and brother of Cassander, king of
Macedonia. H e was cup-bearer to Alexander a district on the western coast of Asia Minq>
3»fi

the banks of the Nile. Here she reco ered her
original form, and bore a son to Jupiter (Zeus)
ealled Epaphus. Vid. E P A P H U S . This is the
conuxin story, which appears to be very ancient, since H o m e r constantly gives the epithet
of Argipkontes (the slayer of Argus) to Mercury
(Hermes). T h e wanderings of Io were very
celebrated in antiquity, and were extended and
tnibelliihed with the increase of geographical
knowledge. Of these there is a full aecotut in
the Prometheus of zEschylus. The Bosporus
is said to have derived its name from her swimming across it According to some traditions
Io married Telegonus, kiug of Egypt, and w a s
afterward identified with Isis. The legend of
Io is difficult to explain. It appears that Io
was identical with the moon, whieh is probably signified by her being represented as a woman, with the horns of a heifer. Her connection
with Egypt seems to be an invention of later
times, and was probably suggested by the resemblance which was found to exist between the Argive Io and the Egyptian Isis.
IOBATES, king of Lycia. Vid. B E L L E R O P H O N .

IONIA.

IONIA.

»., called from the Ionian Greeks w h o colonized worship of Apollo Didymaaus at Branchiilffl
it at a time earlier than any distinct historical near Miletus, of Diana (Artemis) at Ephesus
records. The mythical account of " the great and of Apollo Clarius at Colophon. All these
Ionic migration" relates that in consequence facts point to the conclusion that the Greek
of the disputes between the sons of Codrus, colonization of this coast w a s effected, not by
king of Athens, about the succession to his gov- one, but by successive emigrations from different
ernment, his younger sons, Neleus and Andro- states, but chiefly of the Ionic race. T h e cen,
clus, resolved to seek a n e w h o m e beyond the tral position of this district, its excellent harzEgean Sea. Attica was at the time overpeo- bors, and the fertility of its plains, watered by
pled by numerous exiles, w h o m the great rev- the Maaander, the Cayster, aud the Hermus.
olution, known as " the return of the Heracli combined with the energetic chaiacter of the
daa," had driven out of their o w n states, the Ionian race te confer a high degree of prosper
chief of w h o m were the Ionians w h o had been ity upon these cities ; and it was not long before
expelled from Peloponnesus by the Dorian in they began to send forth colonies to m a n y
vaders. A large portion of this superfluous places on the shores of the Mediterranean and
population went forth as Athenian colonists, the Euxine, and even to Greece itself. During the
under the leadership of Androclus and Neleus, rise of the Lydian empita, the cities of Ionia
and of other chieftains of other races, and set- preserved their independence until the reign of
tled on that part of the western shores of Asia Croasus, w h o subdued those on the main land,
Minor, which formed the coast of Lydia and but relinquished his design of attacking the
part of Caria, and also in the adjacent islands islands. W h e n Cyrus had overthrown Croesus,
of Chios and Samos, and in the Cyclades. T h e he sent his general Harpagus to complete tho
mythical chronology places this great move- conquest of the Ionic Greeks, B C. 557. Under
ment one hundred and forty years after the the Persian rule they retained their political
Trojan war, or sixty years after the return of organization, subject to the government of the
the Heraclidaa, that is, in B.C. 1060, or 1044,Persian satraps, and of tyrants w h o were set u p
according to the two chief dates imagined for in single cities, but they were required to render
the Trojan war. Passing from mythology to tribute and military service to the king. In
history, the earliest authentic records show us B.O. 500 they revolted from Darius Hystaspis,
the existence of twelve great cities on the above- under the leadership of H I S T I ^ U S . the former
named coast, claiming to be (though some of tyrant of Miletus, and his brother-in-law A R I S them only partially) of Ionic origin, and all T A G O R A S , aud supported by aid from the Atheunited into one confederacy, similar to that of nians. The Ionian army advanced as far as
the twelve ancient Ionian cities on the northern Sardis, which they took and burned, but they
coast of the Peloponnesus. The district they were driven back to the coast, and defeated
possessed formed a narrow strip of coast, ex-near Ephesus, B.C. 499. T h e re conquest of
pending between, and somewhat beyond, the Ionia by the Persians w a s completed by the
mouths of the rivers Maaander on the south, taking of Miletus in 496, and the Ionians were
aud H e r m u s on the north. T h e names of the compelled to furnish ships, and to serve as soltwelve cities going from south to north, were diers in the two expeditions against Greece.
M I L E T U S , M Y U S , P R I E N E , S A M O S (city and island), After the defeat of 'Xerxes, the Greeks carried
E P H E S U S , C O L O P H O N , L E B E D U S , T E O S , E R Y T H R Z E , the war to the coasts of Asia, aud effected the
C H I O S (city and island), C L A Z O M E N ^ S , and P H O - liberation of Ionia by the victories of Mycale
OZEA ; the first three on the coast of Caria, (479) and of the Eurymedon (469). In 387 the
the rest on that of Lydia: the city of Smyrna, peace of Antalcidas restored Ionia to Persia
which lay within this district, but was of zEolic and after the Macedonian conquest, it formed
origin, was afterward (about B.C. 700) added part, successively, of the kingdom of Pergamus,
to the Ionian confederacy. T h e c o m m o n sanc- and of the R o m a n province of Asia. For the
tuary of the league was the PanioDium (iravia history of the several cities, see the respective
viov), a sanctuary of Neptune (Poseidon) Heli articles. In no country inhabited by the Helconius, on the northern side of the promontory lenic race, except at Athens, were the refineof Mycale, opposite to S a m o s ; and here w a s ments of civilization, the arts, and literature,
held the great national assembly (iravijyvpig)
more highly cultivated than in Ionia. The restof the confederacy, called Panionia (iraviuvia:less energy and free spirit of the Ionic race,
vid. Bid. of Antiq, s. v.). It is very import the riches gained by commerce, and the neighant to observe that the inhabitants of these borhood of the great seats of Asiatic civilization,
cities were very far from being exclusively combined to advance with rapidity the inteland purely of Ionian descent T h e traditions lectual progress and the social development of
of the original colonization and the accounts its people; but these same influences, unchecked
of the historians agree in representing them by the rigid discipline of the Doric race, or the
as peopled by a great mixture, not only of simple earnestness of the zEolic, imbued their
Hellenic races, but also of these with the earlier social life with luxury and licence, and invested
inhabitants, such as Carians, Leleges, Lydians, their woi'ks of geniu8 with the hues of enchantCretans, and Pelasgians; their dialects, Herodo-ing beauty at the expense of severe good
tus expressly tells us, were very different, and taste and earnest purpose. Out of the long
nearly all of them were founded on the sites list of the authors and artists of Ionia, w e m a y
of pre existing native settlements. The reli- mention Mimnermus of Colophon, the firjt pcet
gious rite3, also, whieh the Greeks of Ionia ob-of the amatory elegy; Anaereon of Teos, w l ^
served, in addition to their national worship of sang of love and wine to the music of the lyre;
Neptune (Poseidon), weie borrowed in part Thales of Miletus Anaxagoras of Clazomena,
from the native communities; such were the and sevo-al other early philosophers; the eailv
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Siic&i'bts, Cadi.:us, Dionysius, and Hecataaus, ned to Pheneus, where he died.—2. Son of The§
all of Miletus; ano, in the fine arts, besides tius by Laophonte, or Deidamia, or Eurythemis,
being the home of that exquisitely beautiful or Leucippe. H e took part in the Calydonian
order of architecture, the Ionic, and possess- hunt and the expedition of the Argonauts.—3
ing many of the most magnificent temples in Son of Phylaeus, and grandson of Deion and
the world, Ionia w a s the native country of Clymene, or son of Cephalus and Olymene, the
tha' refined school of painting, vyhieh boasted daughter of Minyas. H e was married to Diothe names of Zeuxis, Apelles, and Parrha- media or Astyoehe, and was the father of Posius. The most flourishing period in the his- darces and Protesilaus. H e w a s also one of
tory of Ionia is that during which it was subject the Argonauts; and he possessed large herds
to Persia; but its prosperity lasted till the of oxen, which he gave to the seer Melampus.
decline of the R o m a n empire, under which its H e was also celebrated for his swiftness in runcities were among the chief resorts of the cel- ning.
I P H I O R A T E S ('}<j>iKpdrng), the famous Athenian
ebrated teachers of rhetoric and philosophy.
The important place which some of the chief general, was the son of a shoemaker. H e dis
cities of Ionia occupy in the early history of tinguished himself at an early age by his gal
Christianity is attested by the Acts of the Apos- lantry in battle; and in B.C. 394, when he was
tles, and the Epistles of St. Paul to the Ephe-only twenty five years of age, he was appointed
sians, and of S t John to the seven churches of by the Athenians to the c o m m a n d of the forces
which they sent to the aid of the Boeotians
Asia.
after the battle of Ooronea. In 893 he com
I O N I U M M A R E ('Ibvwg irbvrog, 'loviov ireXayog,
the Athenian forces at Corinth, and at
'lovtn (tdXarra, 'loviog irbpog), a part of manded
the
Mediterranean Sea between Italy and Greece, the same time introduced an important imwas south of the Adriatic, and began on the provement in military tactics, the formation of
west at Hydruntum in Calabria, and on the east a body of targeteers (ireXraaral), possessing, to
at Oricus in Epirus, or at the Ceraunian Mount- a certain extent, the advantages of heavy and
ains. In more ancient times the Adriatic was light-armed forces. This he effected by substituting
a small target for the heavy shield,
called 'loviog pvxog or 'Ibvwg KoX.irog; while at
a
later time the Ionium Mare itself was included adopting a longer sword and spear, and replain the Adriatic. In its widest signification, the cing the old coat of mail by a linen corslet. .Vi
Ionium Mare included the Mare Siculum, Creti- the head of his targeteers he defeated and
eum, and Icarium. Its n a m e was usually de- nearly destroyed a Spartan Mora in the followrived by the ancients from the wanderings of ing year (392), an exploit which became very
Io, but it was more probably so called from the celebrated throughout Greece. In the same
Ionian colonies, which settled in Cephallenia year he was succeeded in the c o m m a u d at
and the other islands off the western coasts of Corinth by Chabrias. In 889 he was sent to
the Hellespont to oppose Anaxibius, w h o was
Greece.
[IOPAS, a bard at the court of Queen Dido, defeated by him and slain' in the following
W h o is represented by Virgil as singing at the year. O n the peace of Antalcidas in 387,
feiitertainment given by the queen to zEneas.] Iphierates went to Thrace to assist Seuthes
king of the Odrysaa, but he soon afterward
I 6 P H W ('io<j>av) son of Sophocles by Nicostrate, was a distinguished tragic poet
H e formed an alliance with Cotys, w h o gave him
brought out tragedies during the life of his his daughter in marriage. In 377 Iphierates
father, and was stillflourishingB.C. 405, the was sent by the Athenians, with the c o m m a n d
year in which Aristophanes brought out the of a mercenary force, to assist Pharnabazus
Frogs. For the celebrated story of his undutiful in reducing Egypt to subjection ; but the expedition failed through a misunderstanding beeharge against his father, vid. S O P H O C L E S .
tween Iphierates aud Pharnabazus. In 3V3
[Ios ("log, n o w Nio), a small island in the cluster of the Sporades, south of Naxos, said to have Iphierates was sent to Corcyra, in conjunction
with Callistratus and Chabrias, in the comcontained the tomb of Homer.]
[Ioxus ("Iofoc), son of Melanippus, grandson m a n d of an Athenian force, aud he remained
in the Ionian Sea till the peace of 371 put au
of Theseus, leader of a colony to Caria.]
[ I P H E U S ('lfevg) a Lycian warrior, slain byend to hostilities. About 367 he was sent
against Amphipolis, and after carrying on the
Patroclus.]
war against this place for three years, was
[IPHIANASSA ('Ifidvaaoa). 1. Daughter of Prcetus. Vid. P R C E T U S . — 2 . Daughter of A g a m e m - superseded by Timotheus. Shortly afterward,
he assisted his father in-law Cotys in his wai
aon and Clytaamnestra, same as IPHIGENIA.]
against Athens for the possession of the ThraIPHIAS ('l<fnug) i. e, Evadne, a daughter of
cian Chersonesus. But his conduct in this
{phis, and wife of Capaneus.
matter
IPHICLES, or I P H I G L U S ('l<piKXi)g, "IiprnXog,
or was passed over by the Athenians.
lQiKXevg). 1. Son of Amphitryon and Alcmene After the death of Chabrias (375), Iphierates,
»f Thebes, was one night younger than his Timotheus, and Menestheus were joined with
half-brother Hercules. H e was first married Chares as commanders in the Social war, and
to Automedusa, the daughter of Alcathous, b y were prosecuted by their unscrupulous colw h o m he became the father of Iolaus, and after- league, because they had refused to risk an enward to the youngest daughter of Oreon. H e gagement in a storm. Iphierates was acquitaccompanied Hercules on several of his expedi- ted. F r o m the period of his trial he seems to
tions, and also ':ook part in the Calydonian hunt.have lived quietly at Athens. H e died before
Iphierates has been commended for his
H e fell in battle against the sons of Hippocoon, 348.
or, according to another account, w a s wounded combined prudence and erergy as a general.
in the battle against the Molionidaa, and was car- The worst words, he said, that a commands*
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eonlct utter were, " I should not have expected genia. in early times. In plaee of these humas
it" His services were highly valued by the sacrifices the Spartan youths were afterwarc
Athenians, and were rewarded by them with scourged at the festival of Diana (Artemis) Oi
almost unprecedented honors.
thia. It appears probable that Iphigenia wa.
[IPBIDAMAS ('I<l>iddpag), son of Antenororiginally
and
the same as Diana (Artemis) her
Tleano, brother of Coon, came with twelve shipsself.
from Thrace to the assistance of the Trojans:
IPHIMEDIA or IPHIMEDE ('Ifapebeia, Ifmedrj)
was slain, together with his brother, by Aga daughter of Triops, aud wife of Aloeus. Being
memnon. |
in love with Neptune (Poseidon), she offer.
IPHIGENIA ('l<j>tyeveia) according to thewalked
most on the sea shore, and collected its wa
nomiiion tradition, a daughter of Agamemnon ters in her lap, whence she became, by Neptunt
and Olytaamnestra, but according to others, a (Poseidon), the mother of the Aloidaa, Otus and
daughter of Theseus and Helena, and brought Ephialtes. While Iphimedia and her daughter
up by Olytaamnestra as a foster-child. Aga Pancratis were celebrating the orgies of Bacmemnon had once killed a stag in the grove of chus (Dionysus) on Mount Drius, they were
Diana (Artemis); or he had boasted that the carried off by Thracian Pirates to Naxos or
goddess herself could not hit better; or he had Strongyle; but they were delivered by the Al
vowed in the year in whieh Iphigenia was born oidaa.
to sacrifice the most beautiful production of
[IPHIMEDON ('I<jupebav) a son of Eurystheus.
that year, but bad afterward neglected to ful slain in battle in the attempt to repel the inva
fill his vow. One of these circumstances is Bion of Peloponnesus by the Heraclidaa.]
•aid to have been the cause of the calm which
[IFHINOUS ('I<j>tvoog) son of Dexius, a Greek
detained the Greek fleet in Aulis when the slain by the Lycian Giaucus before Troy.]
Greeks wanted to sail against Troy. The seer
IPHIS (T0(f). 1. Son of Alector, and father
Calchas declared that the sacrifice of Iphigenia of Eteoclus and Evadne, the wife of Capaneus
was the only means of propitiating Diana (Ar- was king of Argus. H e advised Polynices tc
temis). Agamemnon was obliged to yield, and give the celebrated necklace of Harmonia to
Iphigenia was brought to Chalcis 'under the Eriphyle, that she might persuade her husband
pretext of being married to Achilles. When Amphiaraus to take part in the expedition against
Iphigenia was on the point of being sacrificed, Thebes. H e lost his two children, and therefore
Diana (Artemis) carried her in a cloud to left his kingdom to Sthenelus, son of Capaneus,
Tauris, where she became the priestess of the — 2 . Son of Sthenelus, and brother of Eurys
goddess, and a stag was substituted for her by theus, was one of the Argonauts who fell iu the
Diana (Artemis). While Iphigenia was serv- battle with zEetes.—3. A youth in love with
ing Diana (Artemis) as priestess in Tauris, her Anaxarete. Vid. ANAXARETE.—4. Daughter of
brother Orestes and hisfriendPylades came to Ligdus and Telethusa, of Phaastus in Crete.
Tauyis to carry off the image of the goddess at She was brought up as a boy, on the advice of
this place, which was believed to have fallen Isis, because her father, previous to her birth,
from heaven. As strangers, they were to be had ordered the child to be killed if it should bo
sacrificed in the temple of Diana (Artemis); a girl. When Iphis had grown up, and was to
but Iphigenia recognized her brother, and fled be betrothed to Iauthe, she wa« metamorphosed
with him and the statue of the goddess. In the by Isis into a youth.—[5. Daughter of Enyeu.1
mean time, Electra, another sister of Orestes, of Soyrus, celebrated for her beauty, presented
had heard that he had been sacrificed in Tauris by Achilles to Patroclus.]
by the priestess of Diana (Artemis). At Delphi
[IPHITION ('Ifirlav) son ot Otrynteus and a
she met Iphigenia, who, she supposed, had mur-Naiad, came from Hyde, at thefootof Tmolus in
dered Orestes. She therefore resolved to de- Lydia, to the Trojan war; slain by Achilles.]
prive Iphigenia of her sight, but was prevented IPHITUS ("I^jroc). 1. Son of Eurytus of QSchaby the interference of, Orestes; and a scene lia, one of the Argonauts, was afterward killed
of recognition took place. All now returned by Hercules. (For details, vid. p. 358, b, 859, a.)
to Mycenaa; but Iphigenia carried the statue — 2 . Son of Naubolus, and father of Schedius,
of Diana (Artemis) to the Attic town of Brau- Epistrophus, and Eurynome, in Phocis, likewise
ron, near Marathon. She there died as priestess one of the Argonauts.—8. Son of Haamon, or
of the goddess. A s a daughter of Theseus, Praxonides, or Iphitus, king of Elis, restored the
Iphigenia was connected with the heroic fami- Olympic games, and instituted the cessation of
lies of Attica, and after her death the veils all war during their celebration, B.C. 884.
and most costly garments which had been wbrn
[IPHTHIME ('IfBlpn), daughter of Icarius, sister
by women who had died in childbirth were of Penelope; under her form Minerva appeared
dedicated to her. According to some tradi- to Penelope to console her when disquieted at
tions, Iphigenia never died, but was changedthe departure .of Telemachus from Ithaca.]
by DiaDa (Artemis) into Hecate, or was enIPSUS (T-^crof), a small town in Great Phrygia,
dowed by the goddess with immortalitv and celebrated in history as the scene of the decieternal youth, and under the name of Oraochia sive battle whieh closed the great contest bebecame the wife of Achilles in the island of tween the generals of Alexander for the succesLeuce. The Laoedaamonians maintained that sion to his empire, and in which Antigonus was
the image of Diana (Artemis), which Iphigenia defeated and slain, B.C. 301. Vid. ANTIGONUS
and Oi estes had carried away from Tauris, was The site is unknown, but it appears to have
preserved in Sparta and not in Attiea, and was been about the centre of Phrygia, not far from
Worshipped in the former place under the name SYNNADA.
of Diana (Artemis) Orthia. Both in Attica and IRA (Elpa, 'Ipd) a mountain fortress in Mes
in Sparta human sacrifice 3 were offered to Iphi-Benia, memorable as the place where Aristom
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enss defended himself for eleven years against , where it receives the Lyeus, and then flows
the Spartans. Its capture by the Spartans in B. north through the territory of Themiscyra into
0. 688 put an end to the second Messenian war. the Sinus Amisenus. Xenophon states its breadth
It is doubtful whether it is the same as Ira (II, at three plethra (three hundred feet).
IRUS ('Ipog). 1. Son of Actor, and father oi
ix, 150), one of the seven cities which A g a m e m Eurydamas and Eurytion. H e purified PeleiS,
non promised to Achilles.
when
the latter had murdered his brother ; but,
IRENJEUS (Elpnvalog), one of the early Christian
fathers, was probably born at Smyrna between during the chase of the Calydonian boar, Peleus
A.D, 120 and 140. In his early youth he heard unintentionally killed Eurytion, the son of Irus,
Polycarp. H e afterward went to Gaul, and in Peleus endeavored to soothe him by offering him
177 succeeded Pothiuus as bishop of Lyon. H e hisflocks;but Irus would not accept them, and
made m a n y converts from heathenism, and was at the command of an oracle Peleus allowed
most active in opposing the Gnostics, especially them to run wherever they pleased. A wolf
the Valentinians. H e seems to have lived till devoured the sheep, but was thereupon changed
about the end of the second century. The only iuto a stone, whieh was shown, in later times, on
work of Irenaaus now extant, Adversus Hereses,the frontier between Locris and Phocis.—2. The
is intended to refute the Gnostics. The original well-known beggar of Ithaca. His real name
Greek is lost, with the exception of a few frag was Arnaaus, but he was called Irus because he
Stents, but the woik exists in a barbarous but was the messenger of the suitors of Penelope.
ancient Latin version. Edited by Grabe, Oxon, H e was slain by Ulysses.
Is ("If : now Hit) a city on the south of Mes1702; [and by St'eren, Leipzig, 1848, seqq, 2
opotamia, eight days' journey from Babylon, on
vols. 8vo.]
I R E N E (Elpijvn) called P A X by the Romans,the western bank of the Euphrates, aud upon a
the goddess of peace, was, according to Hesiod, little river of the same name. In its neighboi
a, daughter of Jupiter (Zeus) and Themis, and hood were the springs of asphaltus, from which
one of the Horaa. Vid. H O R Z E . After the vie was obtained the bitumen that was used, instead
tory of Timotheus over the Lacedaamonians, of mortar, in the walls of Babylon.
IS.EUS ('loalog) 1. One of the ten Attic oraaltars were erected to her at Athens at the publie expense. Her statue at Athens stood by the tors, was born at Chalcis, and came to Athens
side of that of Amphiaraus, carrying in its arms at an early age. H e was instructed in oratory
Plutus, the god of wealth, and another stood by Lysias and Isocrates. H e was afterward
near that of Hestia in the Prytaneum. A t Rome, engaged in writing judicial orations for others,
where peace was also worshipped as a goddess, and established a rhetorical school at Athens,
she had a magnificent temple, which was built in which Demosthenes is said to have been hii
by the Emperor Vespasian. Pax is represented pupil. It is further said that Isaaus composed
on coins as a youthful female, holding in her for Demosthenes the speeches against his guardleft arm a cornucopia, and in her right haud an ians, or at least assisted him in the composition.
olive-branch or the staff of Mercury. Some- W e have no particulars of his life. H e lived
times she appears in the act of burning a pile between B.C. 420 and 348. Isaaus is said to
of arms, or carrying corn ears in her hand or have written sixty-four orations, but of these
only eleven are extant. They all relate to ques
upon her head.
Tins (*Ipic), daughter of Thaumas (whence tions of inheritance, and afford considerable in
she is called Thaumantias) and of Electra, and formation respecting this branch of the Attic
sister of the Harpies. In the Iliad she appeats law. The style of Isaaus is clear and concise,
as the messenger of the gods, especially of Ju- aud, at the same time, vigorous and powerful.
piter (Zeus) and Juno (Hera). In the Odyssey, His orations ire contained in the collections of
Mercury (Hermes) is the messenger of the gods, the Greek oiators. Vid. D E M O S T H E N E S . There
and Iris is never mentioned. Iris appears to is a good separate edition by Schbmann, Greifthave been originally the personification of the wald, 1831.—2. A sophist and rhetorician, a na
rainbow, for this brilliant phenomenon in the tive of Assyria, taught at R o m e in the time of
skies, which vanishes as quickly as it appears, the younger Pliny.
I S I G O R A S ('loaybpag) the leader of the oligai
was regarded as the swift messenger of the gods.
S o m e poets describe Iris as the rainbow itself, chical party at Athens, in opposition to Clis
but other writers represent the rainbow as only thenes, B.O. 510. H e was expelled from Athena
the road on which Iris travels, and which there- by the popular party, although supported by
fore appears whenever the goddess wants it, and Cleomenes and the Spartans.
I S A N D E R ("laavdpog) son of Bellerophon, killed
vanishes when it is no longer needed. In the
earlier poets Iris appears as a virgin goddess, by Mars (Ares) in thefightwith the Solymi.
ISARA (now here) a river in Gallia Narbonenbut in the later she is the wife of Zephyrus and
the mother of Eros. Iris is represented iu sis, descends from the Graian Alps, flows west
works of art dressed in a long and wide tunic, with a rapid stream, and flows into the Rhone
»ver which hangs a light upper garment, with north of Valentia. A t its junction with the
wings attached to her shoulders, carrying the Rhone, Fabius zEmilianus defeated the Allobroherald's staff in her left hand, and sometimes also ges and Arverni, B.O. 121.
ISAURIA (jj 'laavpla, b 'loavpixtj) a district of
holding a pitcher.
Asia Minor, on the northern side of the Taurus,
_ IRIS ('Ipig : now Yeshil Irmak), a considerable
river of Asia Minor,riseson the northern side ofbetween Pisidia and Cilicia, of which the anthe northernmost range of the Anti-Taurus, in cients knew little beyond the troublesome fact
the south of Pontus, and flows first west past that its inhabitants, the Isauri ("loavpot.), were
Oomana Pontica, then north to Amasia, where it daring robbers, whose incursions into the surturns to the east of Eupatoria (Megalopolis), rounding districts received only a temrjorary
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check from the victoiy over them, which gain- the East, with which Egypt came into contact,
ed for Lucius Servilius the surname of Isau- and at a later time through the influence of the
ricus (B.C. 75) Their chief city w a s called Greeks. Thus Osiris and Isis came gradually
to be considered as divinities of the sun and the
Isaura.
ISOA. 1. ( N o w Axminster, or Bridport, or Ex- moon. The Egyptian priests 'epresented thai
Her), the capital of the Damnonii or Dumnonii the principal religious institutions of Greece
in the southwest of Britain.—2. ( N o w Cmr Leon, came from Egypt; aud, after the time of H e
at the mouth of the Usk), a town of the Silures rodotus, this belief became established among
in Britain, aud the head-quarters of the Legio the learned m e n in Greece. Hence Isis waa
II. There are m a n y R o m a n remains at Casr identified with Ceres (Demeter), aud Osiris with
Leon. The word Leon is a corruption of Legio: Bacchus (Dionysus), and the sufferings of Isis
were accordingly modified to harmonize with
Oasr is the old Celtic name for " city."
the mythus of the unfortunate Ceres (Demeter).
ISOHYS.
Vid ZESCULAPIUS.
A s Isis was the goddess of the moon, she was
ISIDORUS ('lotSapog). 1. Of zEgaa, a Greek
poet of uncertain age, five of whose epigrams also identified with Io. Vid. Io. The worship
are contained in the Greek Anthology.—2. O f of Isis prevailed extensively in Greece. It was
Charax, a geographical writer, w h o probably introduced into R o m e in the time of Sulla; and
lived under the early R o m a n emperors. His .though the senate m a d e m a n y attempts to supwork, 'S-adpol HapBiKoi, is printed in the editionpress her worship, and ordered her temples to
of the minor geographers, by Hudson, Oxon, be destroyed, yet the new religious rites took
1703.—3. Of Gaza, a N e o Platonic philosopher, deep root at R o m e , and became very popular.
the friend of Proclus and Marinus, w h o m he In B.C. 43 the triumvirs courted the popular
succeeded as chief of the school.—4. Of Pelu- favor by building a n e w temple of Isis and Seaium, a Christian exegetical writer, a native of rapis. Augustus forbade any temples to be
Alexandrea, w h o speut his life in a monastery erected to Isis in the city; but this command
near Pelusium, of which he w a s the abbot. H e was afterward disregarded ; and under the early
died about A.D. 450. A s m a n y as two thousand R o m a n emperors the worship of Isis and Seand thirteen of his letters are extant. They are rapis became firmly established. The most imalmost all expositions of Scripture. Published portant temples of Isis at R o m e stood in the
at Paris, 1638.—5. Bishop of Hispalis (now Se- C a m p u s Martius, whence she was called Isis
t'?..';; in Spain, from A.D. 600to636, one of theCampensis. T h e priests and servants of the
most learned m e n of his age, and an ardent goddess wore linen garments, whence she hercultivator of ancient literature. A great num- self is called linigera. Those initiated in her
ber of his works is still extant, but by far the mysteries wore in the public processions masks
roost important of them is his Originum s. Ety- representing the heads of dogs. In works of
mologiarum Libri XX. This work is an Ency- art Isis appears infigureand countenance like
'Jopaadia of Arts and Sciences, and treats of allJuno (Hera): she wears a long tunic, and her
subjects in literature, science, and religion, which upper garment is fastened on her breast by a
were studied at that time. It was m u c h used iu knot: her head is crowned with a lotus flower,
tie Middle Ages. Published in the Corpus and her right hand holds the sistrum. H e r son
Grammaticorum Veterum, Lindemann, Lips, Horus is often represented with her as a fine
1838. A complete collection of the works of naked boy, holding theforefingeron the mouth,
Isidorus was published by Arevali, R o m , 1797- with a lotus flower on his head, and a cornuco1803, 7 vols. 4to.—6. Of Miletus, the elder and pia in his left hand. The German goddess Iain
younger, were eminent architects in the reign of mentioned by Tacitus is probably the same as
Hertha.
Justinian.
ISIGONUS (laiyovog), a Greek writer, of uncer [ISMARIS. Vid. ISMARUS.]
I S M A R U S ("lepapog : 'lopdpiog) a town in Thrace
tain date, but w h o lived before the time of Pliny,
wrote a work entitled "Airtara, a few fragmentsnear Maronea, situated on a mountain of the
uf which are extant Published in Westermaun's same name, which produced excellent wine. It
is mentioned in the Odyssey as a town of the CiParadoxographi, Brunswick, 1839.
Near it w a s the Lake I S M A R I S ('lcpapig)
ISIONDA ('loibvba: 'lawvdsvg, Isiondenais),conos
a
city of Pisidia in Asia Minor, east of the district The poets frequently use the adjective Ismarius
'f Cibyra, and five R o m a n miles northwest of as equivalent to Thracian. Thus Ovid calls TeTermessus. Mr. Fellows lately discovered con- reus, king of Thrace, Ismarius tyrannus (Am, ii,
siderable ruins twelve miles from Perge, which 6, 7), and Polymnestor, king of Thrace, Ismarius
rex (Met, xiii, 530).
t.e supposes to be those of Isionda.
1. Daughter of Asopus,
ISIS iflaig), one of the principal Egyptian di- I S M E N E ('lopijvn)
vinities. The ideas entertained about her un- wife of Argus, and mother of Iasus and Io.—2.
derwent very great changes in antiquity. She Daughter of OMipus and Jocasta, and sister of
is described as the wife of Osiris and the mother Antigone.
of Horus. A s Osiris, the god of the Nile, taught I S M E N U S ('lopvvbg), a small river in Boaotia,
tha people the use of the plough, so Isis invent- whieh rises in Mount Cithaaron, flows through
ed the cultivation of wheat and barley, which Thebes, and falls into the Lake Hylioe. The
were carried about in the processions at her fes- brook Dirce, so celebrated in Theban story, flowtival. She w a s the goddess of the earth, which ed into the Ismenus. F r o m this river Apollo
the Egyptians called their mother: whence she was called Ismenins. His temple, the Ismenium,
and Osiris were the only divinities that were at which the festival of the Daphnephoria was
worshipped by all the Egyptians. This simple celebrated, was situated outside the city. The
and primitive notion of the Egyptians was modi- river is said to have been originally called La.
fied at an early period through the influence of i don, and to have derived its subseq cent namf
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froL Ismenus, a son of Asopus an I Metope. period by Greeis. It was inhabited by a hnrdj
According to other traditions, Ismenus was a race of sailors, whose barks (lemli Issei) were
son of Amphion and Niobe, who, when struck by much prized. The Issaai placed themselves U B
the arrow of Apollo, leaped into a river near der the protection of the R o m a n s when they were
attacked by the Illyrian queen Teuta, B.C. 229 '
Thebes, which was hence ealled Ismenus.
and their town is spoken of as a place of importI S S C R A T E S ('looKparng). 1. One of the ten Attic
uratora, was the son of Theodorus, and was ance in Caasar's time.
I S S E D O N E S ('loonboveg), a Scythian tribe, ic
born at Athens B.O. 436. Theodorus w a s a
m a n of wealth, and educated his son with the Scythia extra Imaum, the easternmost people
greatest care. A m o n g his teachers were Tisias, with w h o m the Greeks of the time of Herodotus
Gorgias, Prodicus, and also Socrates. Since had any intercourse. Their country was in
Isocrates was naturally timid, and of a weakly Great Tartary, near the Massagetaa, w h o m they
constitution, he did not come forward as a pub- resembled in their manners. They are reprelic speaker himself, but devoted himself to giv sented as extending as far as the borders of
ing instruction in oratory, and writing orations Serica.
Issicus S I N U S (<5 'IOOIKJC nbX'irog: now Gulf of
for others. H e first taught rhetoric in Chios,
K,nd afterward at Athens. A t the latter place Iskenderoon), the deep gulf at the northeast
he met with great success, and gradually ac- corner of the Mediterranean, between Cilicia and
quired a large fortune by his profession. H e Syria, named after the town of Issus. The
had one hundred pupils, every one of w h o m paid width is about eight miles. T h e coast is m u c h
him one thousand drachmae. H e also derived altered since ancient times.
ISSORIA ('loaapla) a surname of Diaua (Artea large income from the orations which he wrote
for others ; thus he received twenty talents formis), derived from Mount IssorioD, in Laeonia,
the speech whieh he composed for Nicocles, on which she had a sanctuary.
Issus ('loaog, also 'laooi, Xeu.: 'loaalog), a
king of Cyprus. Although Isocrates took no
part in public affairs, he was an ardent lover of city in the southeastern extremity of Cilicia,
his country; and, accordingly, when the battle near the head of the Issicus Sinus, and at the
of Chaaronea had destroyed the last hopes of northern front of the pass of Mons A m a n u s callfreedom, he put an end to his hfe, B.C. 338, at ed the Syrian Gates; memorable for the great
the age of ninety-eight The school of Isoc- battle in which Alexander defeated Darius Corates exercised the greatest influence upon the domannus (B.C. 333), which was fought in a
development of public oratory at Athens. N o narrow valley near the town. It was at that
other rhetorician had so m a n y disciples of ce- time large andflourishing,but its importance
lebrity
The language of Isocrates forms a was much diminished by the foundation of Alexgreat contrast with the natural simplicity of andrea in its neighborhood. Its exact site i«
Lysias, as well as with the sublime power of doubtful.
ISTZEVONES.
Vid G E R M A N I A , p. 327, a.
Demosthenes. His style is artificial. The careISTER.
Vid. D A N U B I U S .
fully-rounded periods, and the frequent applicaISTER, a Greek historian, was at first a slave ol
tion offigurativeexpressions, are features which
remind us of the sophists. The immense care Callimachus, and afterward hisfriend,and ac
he bestowed upon the composition of his ora eordingly lived in the reign of Ptolemy Everge
tions m a y be inferred from the statement that tes (B.0. 247-222). H e wrote a large numbei
he was engaged for ten, or, according to others, of works, the most important of which was an
fifteen years, upon his Panegyric oration alone.Atthis, or history of Attica. His fragments are
There were in antiquity sixty orations which published by C. and Th. Muller, Fragmenta Hiswent under the n a m e of Isocrates, but they were tor. Grec, vol. i, p. 418-427.
ISTRIA or HISTRIA, a peninsula at the northnot all recognized as genuine. Only twentyone have come d o w n to us. Of these, eight ern extremity of the Adriatic, between the Sinue
were written for the courts ; all the others are Tergestinus on the west and the Sinus Flanatipolitical discourses, intended to be read by a cus on the east. It was separated from Venetia
large public. The most celebrated is his Pane- on the northwest by the River Timavus, ana
gyric oration, in which he shows what services from Illyricum on the east by the River Arsia.
Athens had rendered to Greece in every period Its inhabitants, the ISTRI or HISTRI, were a warof her history, and contends that she, and not like Illyrian race, w h o carried O D several wars
Sparta, deserves the supremacy in Greece. The with the Romans, till theirfinalsubjugation by
orations are printed in the collections of the the consal C. Claudius Pulcher, B.O. 177. Their
Greek orators. The best separate edition is by chief towns were T E R G E S T E and P O L A . Istria
Baiter and Sauppe, Turici, 1839.—-[2. Of Apol- was originally reckoned part of Illyricum, but
lonia, a disciple of the foregoing, enjoyed con- from the time of Augustus it formed one of the
siderable reputation as an orator; the titles of divisions a". Upper Italy. In consequence of
five of his orations are mentioned, but none its name, it was believed at one time that a
have come down to us. S o m e critics have as- branch of the River Ister (Danube) flowed into
cribed to him the rexvn pnropiKij, which wasthe Adriatic.
ISTROPOLIS, ISTSOS or I S T R I A ('IarpbiroX:g, 'Iffincluded among the works of Isocrates of Athrpoc, 'larptij, Herod, ii, 33 : now Istere) a town
cs.]
ISSA (Truro), daughter of Maeareus of Lesbos, in Lower Mcesia, not far from the mouth cf the
and beloved by Apollo, from w h o m the Lesbian Danube, and at a little distance from the aosst,
was i colony from Miletus.
town of Issa is said to have received its name.
[If 9 ('looc) a natural son of Priam, who,
ISSA (Issaaus: now Lissa) a small island in the
Adriatic Sea, with a town of the same n a m e off with jt' Sius, pastured their flocks on Mount
Ida
<c Tcre W h captured by Achilles, hut
the 03ast of Dalmatia, was colonized at an early
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were ransomed; afterward they were both slain in the country afterward ealled Campania
T Y R R H E N I A , properly the land of the Tyrrheni
by Agamemnon,]
ITALIA ('IraXia) signified, from the time ofalso on the western coast, north of Ausonia or
Opica, and.more especially in the country afterAugustus, the country which w e call Italy. It
was bounded O P the west by the Mare Ligusti- ward called Etruria: IAPYGIA, properly the land
c u m and Tyrrhenum, Tuscum or Inferum; on of the lapyges, on the eastern coast, in the
the south by the Mare Siculum or Ausonium; on country afterward ealled Calabria : and O M B R I O A ,
the last by the Mare Adriaticum or Superum; the land of the Umbri, on the eastern coast,
and on the north by the Alps, which sweep alongside of Etruria. Italy w a s never inhabitround it. in a semicircle, the River Varus (now ed by one single race. It contained a great
Var, Varo) separating it on tbe northwest from number of different races, w h o had migrated
Transalpine Gaul, and the River Arsia (now into the country at a very early period. T h e
Arso) on the northeast from Illyricum. The most ancient inhabitants were Pelasgians or
name Italia, however, w a s originally used to CEnotrians, a branch of the same great race
indicate a much more limited extent of country. w h o originally inhabited Greece and the coasts
Most of the ancients, according to their usual of Asia Minor. They were also called Aborigcustom, derived the name from an ancient king ines and Sieuli, who, as w e have already seen,
Italus; but others, still more absurdly, connect- were the same as tbe Vitali or Itali. A t the
ed it with the old Italian word Italus (in Oscan, time when R o m a n history begins, Italy was inhabited by the following races. From the mouth
•jitlu or vitelu) an ox, because the country was
rich in oxen I But there can be no doubt that of the Tiber, between its right bank and the
sea, dwelt the Etruscans, w h o extended as far
Italia, or Vitalia, as it was also called, was the
north
hind of the Itali, Vitali, Vitelli, or Viluli, an
an- as the Alps. Alongside of these, between
cient race, w h o are better known under the the left bank of the Tiber and the Adriatic,
name of Sieuli. This race w a s widely spread dwelt the Umbriaus. T o the south of the Etrusover the southern half of the peninsula, aud m a y cans were the Sacrani, Casci, or Prissi, Oscan
be said to have been bounded on the north by a tribes, w h o had been driven out of the mountline drawn from Mount Garganus on the east ains by the Sabines, had overcome the Pelasco Terracina on the west The Greeks were gian tribes of the Sieuli, Aborigines, or Latins,
ignorant of this wide extent of the name. Ac- and, uniting with these conquered people, had
cording to them, Italia was originally only the formed the people ealled Prisci Latini, subsesouthernmost part of what was afterward called quently simply Latini. South of these again, as
Bruttium, and was bounded on the north by a far as the River Laus, were the Opici, w h o were
tine drawn from the Lametie to the Seylletic also ealled Ausones or Aurunci, and to w h o m
Gulf. They afterward extended the n a m e to the Volsci, Sidieini, Saticuli, and zEqui also be
signify the whole country south of Posidonia on longed. The south of the peninsula w a s inthe west and Tarentum on the east. After the habited by the QHnotrians, w h o were subseRomans had conquered Tarentum and the south- quently driven into the interior by the numerern part of the peninsula, about B.C. 272, the ous Greek colonies founded along the coasts.
name Italia had a still further extension given South of the Umbrians, extending as far as
to it It then signified the whole country sub- Mount Garganus, dwelt the various Sabellian
ject to the Romans, from the Sicilian Straits as or Sabine tribes, the Sabines proper, the Peligni,
far north as the Arnus and the Rubico. The Marsi, Marrueini, Vestini, and Hernici, from
country north of these rivers continued to be which tribes the warlike race of the Samnites
called Gallia Cisalpina and Liguria downtothe subsequently sprung. F r o m Mount Garganus
end of the republic. Augustus was the firsttotilesoutheastern extremity of the peninsula,
w h o extended the name of Italia, so as to com- the country was inhabited by the Daunians or
prehend the whole of the basin of the Po and Apulians, Peucetii, Messapii, and Sallentini. A n
the southern part of the Alps, from the Mari- account of these people is given in separate artime Alps to Pola in Istria, both inclusive. In ticles. They were all eventually subdued by the
the later times of the empire, w h e n Maximian Romans, w h o became the masters of the whole
had transferred the imperial residencetoMilan, of the peninsula. A t the time of Augustus the
the name Italia w a s again used in a narrower following were the chief divisions of Italy, an
compass. A s it had originally signified only the account of which is also given in separate arsouth of the country, so n o w it w a s restricted ticles : I. U P P E R ITALY, which extended from
to the north, comprising the five provinces of the Alps to the Rivers Macra on the west and
zEmilia, Liguria, Flaminia, Venetia, and Istria. Rubico on the east. It comprehended, 1. LIGUBesides Italia, the country w a s called by vari- RIA. 2. G A L L I A CISALPINA. 3. V E N E T I A , includous other names, especially by the poets. These ing Carnia. 4. ISTRIA.—II. C E N T R A L ITALY,
were H E S P E R I A , a n a m e whieh the Greeks gave sometimes ealled ITALIA P R O P R I A (a term not
to it because it lay to the west of Greece, orused by the ancients), to distinguish it from GalH E S P E R I A M A G N A , to distinguish it from Spain lia Cisalpina or Upper Italy, and Magna Graaeia
(vid. H E S - E R I A ) , and S A T U R M A , because Saturn or Lower Italy, extended from the Rivers Maera
was 6aidtohave once reigned in Latium. The on the west and Rubico on the east, to the Riv
•aameB oi separate parts of Italy were also ap- ers Silarus on the west and Frento on the east
plied by the poets to the whole country. Thus It comprehended, 1. E T R U R I A . 2. U M B R I A . 3
t was called QHNOTRIA, originally the land of PICENUM. 4. S A M N D J M , including the country
the CEuotri, in the country afterward ealled of the Sabini, Vestini, Marrueini, Marsi, Peligni
Bruttium ac.d Lueania: A U S O N I A , or OPICA, or &c. 5. L A T I U M . 6. C A M P A N I A . — I I I . L O W E R
OPIOIA, ; originally tk">. land of the Ausones or ITALY, or M A G N A GRZECIA, included the remainAusonii, Opiei or Osci, on the western coast ing part of the peninsula, south, of the River*
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Silarrs an 1 Fronto. It comprehended, 1. A P U - near R o m e . Speaking generally, then, Italy a
LIA, including Calabria. 2. L U O A N I A . 3. B R U T - m a d e up of aa infinite multitude o valleys pen)
rnnr. Augustus divided Italy into the follow- in between high and steep hills, each forming a
ing eleven Regiones. 1. Latium and Campania. country to itself, and cut off by natural barriers
2. The land of the Hirpini, Apulia and Calabria, from the others. Its several parts are isolated
%. Lueania and Bruttium. 4. T h e land of theby nature, and no art of m a n can thoroughly
Frentani, Marrueini P^igni, Marsi, Vestini, and unite them. Hence arises the romantic char
Sabini, together w th Samnium. 5. Picenum. acter of Italian scenery: the constant combina
G. Umbria and the district of Ariminum, in what tion of a mountain outline, and all the wild feat
was formerly called Gallia Cisalpina. 7. Etru- ures of a mountain eouutry, with the wild vege
ria. 8. Gallia Oispadana. 9. Liguria. 10. The tation of a southern climate in the valleys."
eastern part of Gallia Transpadana, Venetia, More minute details respecting the physica;
Carnia, and Istria. 11. The western part of features of the different parts of Italy are given
Gallia Transpadana. The leading features of in the articles on the separate provinces into
the physical geography of Italy are so well de- which it is divided.
scribed by a modern writer, that w e can not do
ITALICA. 1. ( N o w Sevilla la vieja, near San
better than quote his words. " T h e mere plan- tiponce), a municipium in Hispania Baatica, on
geography of Italy gives us its shape and the po- the western bank of the Baatis, northwest of
sition of its towns; to these it m a y add a semi- Hispalis, w a s founded by Seipio Afrieanus in
circle of mountains round the northern boundary, the second Punic war, w h o settled here some
to represent the Alps; and another long line of his veterans. It w a s the birth-place of the
stretching down the middle of the country, to emperors Trajan and Hadrian.—2. The n a m e
represent the Apennines. But let us carry this given to Corfinium by the Italian Socii during
on a little further, and give life and harmony to their war with R o m e . Vid. C O R F I N I U M .
what is at present at once lifeless and confused.
ITALICUS, SILIUS.
Vid. SILIUS.
Observe, in thefirstplace, h o w the Apennine
I T A L U S (IraXoe), an ancient king of the Pelasline, beginning from the southern extremity of gians, Siculians, or GUnotrians, from w h o m Italy
the Alps, runs across Italy to the very edge was believed to have derived its name. S o m e
of the Adriatic, and thus separates naturally call him a son of Telegonus by Penelope.
the Italy proper of the R o m a n s from CisalI T A N U S ("Iravog), a town on the eastern coast
pine Gaul. Observe, again, h o w the Alps, after of Crete, near a promontory of the same name,
running north and south where they divide Italy founded by the Phoenicians.
from France, turn then a w a y to the eastward,
I T H A C A ('IBaKn: 'IBaKijowg: n o w Thiaki), a
running parallel to the Apennines, till they too small island in the Ionian Sea, celebrated as the
touch the head of the Adriatic, on the confines birth-place of Ulysses, lies off the coast of Epiof lutria. Thus between these two lines of rus, and is separated from Cephalonia by a chanmountains there is inclosed one great basin or nel about three or four miles wide. The island
plain ; inclosed on three sides by mountains, is about twelve miles long, and four in its greatopen only on the east to the sea. Observe h o w est breadth. It is divided into two parts, which
widely it spreads itself out, and then see h o w are connected by a narrow isthmus, not more
well it is watered. One great river (the Po) than half a mile across. In each of these parts
flows through it in its whole extent; and this there is a mountain ridge of considerable height;
is fed by streams almost unnumbered, descend- the one in the north called Neritum (Nqpirov,
ing toward it on either side, from the Alps on n o w Anoi) and the one in the south Neium
one side, and from the Apennines on the other. (TStfiov, n o w Stefano) The city of Ithaca, the
Then, descending into Italy proper, w efindthe residence of Ulysses, was situated on a precipcomplexity of its geography quite in accordance itous conical hill, n o w called Ado, or " eagle's
with its manifold political divisions. It is not cliff," occupying the whole breadth of the isthone simple central ridge of mountains, having m u s mentioned above. The acropolis, or casa broad belt of level country on either side be- tle of Ulysses, crowned the extreme summit of
tween it and the sea, nor yet is it a chain rising the mountain, and is described by a modern
immediately from the sea on one side, like the traveller as " about as bleak and dreary a spot
Andes in South America, and leaving room as can well be imagined for a princely resitherefore on the other side for wide plains of dence." Hence Cicero (Be Orat, i, 44) detable-land, and forriverswith a sufficient length scribes it, in asperrimis saxulis tanquam nidulus
of course to become at last great and navigable. afflxa. It is at the foot of Mount Neium, and
It is a back-bone, thickly set with spines of un- is hence described by Telemachus as " Underequal length, some of them running out at reg- Neium" ('IBuK-ng 'Xirovntov, Horn, Od, iii, 81).
ular distances parallel to each other, but others The walls of the aucient city are in m a n y places
twisted so strangely that they often runfora well preserved. Ithaca is one of the seven Ionilong w a y parallel to the back bone, or main an islands under the piotection of Great Britain
ridge, and interlace with one another in a m a z e
[ I T H A C U S ("Waiwg) son of Pterelaus, a hero,
almost inextricable. And, as if to complete the from w h o m Ithaca was said to have derived ite
disorder, in those spots where the spines of the name.]
Apennines, being twisted round, run parallel to
[ I T H Z S M E N E S (^IBaipevni) a Trojan or Lycian
the sea and to their o w n central chain, and thus warrior in the Iliad, father of Sthenelaus.]
leave an interval of plain between their bases
I T H O M E ('IBaun: 'IBavjjrng, 'Wapalog) 1. A
and the Mediterranean, volcanic agency has strong fortress in Messenia, situated on a mountbroken u p the space thus left with other and ain of the same name, which afterward formed
distinct groups of hills of its o w n creation, as the citadel of the town of Messene. 0 n th«
in the case of Vesuvius and of the Alban hills |summit of the mountain stood the ancient ten?
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)>!« at" Jupiter (Zeus), w h o was hence surnamed death jn A D . 37, it w a s united to the Romaa
province of Syria, from which it w a s presently
Ithimetas ('lBopijrvg, Dor. 'IBopdrag). Ithome
was taken b y the Spartans B. 0. 723, at the end again separated, and assigned partly to Herod
of thefirstMessenian war, after a heroic defence Agrippa L, and partly to Soaemus, the prince of
by Aristodemus, and again in 455, at the end of Emesa. In A.D. 50 it w a sfinallyreunited by
the third Messenian war.—2. A mountain fortress Claudius to the R o m a n province of Syria, anct
in Pelasgiotis, in Thessaly, near Metropolis, also there are inscriptions which prove that the
Ituraaans continued to serve with distinction
called T H O M E .
ITIUS P O R T U S , a harbor of the Moriiii, on the in the R o m a n armies. There were no cities or
northern coast of Gaul, from which Caasar set large towns in the country, a fact easily explainsail fw Britain. The position of this harbor is ed by the unsettled character of the people, w h o
m u c h disputed. It used to be identified with lived in the Arab fashion, in unwalled village?
Gesoriaeum or Boulogne, but it is n o w usually and tents, and even, according to some statesupposed to be some harbor near Calais, probably ments, in the natural caves with which the
country abounds.
Vissant or Witsand.
[ITYLUS ("IrvXog) son of Zethus and A e d o a
ITON.
Vid ITONIA.
ITONIA, ITONIAS, or I T O N I S (Iravla, 'Lravidg,Vid. A E D O N . ]

or 'Iravig), a surname of Minerva (Athena), de- [ I T Y M O N E U S ('Irvpovevg) son of Hyperochus
rived from the town of Iton, in the south of of Elis, slain by Nestor.]
ITYS. 1. Vid. T E R E U S . — [ 2 . A Trojan hero,
Phthiotis in Thessaly. The goddess there had
a celebrated sanctuary and festivals, and hence accompanied zEneas to Italy, and was slain by
is called Incola Itoni. F r o m Iton her worship Turnus.]
IULIS ('lovXig: 'lovXifirng, 'lovXievg), the ch
spread into Boaotia and the country about Lake
Copais, where the Pambceotia w a s celebrated, in town in Ceos ; the birth-place of Simonides,
the neighborhood of a temple and grove of Min- Vid. C E O S .
IULUS. 1. Son of zEneas, usually called Aserva (Athena). According to another tradition,
Minerva, (Athena) received the surname of Itonia canius. Vid. A S C A N I U S . — 2 . Eldest son of Ascanius, w h o claimed the government of Latium,
from Itonus, a king or priest.
but was obligedtogive ii up to his brother SilITUCOI (Irviiicn, App.) a town in Hispania
Baatica, in the district of Hispalis, and a R o m a n vius.
I X I O N ('Iljlav) son of Phlegyas, or of Antion
colony, under the n a m e of Virtus Julia.
I T U N A (now Sohoay Frith), an aastuary on theand Perimela, or of Pasion, or of Mars (Ares).
western coast of Britain, between England and According to the c o m m o n tradition, his mother
was Dia, a daughter of Deioneus. H e was king
.Scotland.
of the Lapithaa or Phlegyes, and the father OI
I T U R * A , ITYRZEA ('Irovpaia: 'Irovpaloi, Ituraai,
Ityraai: n o w El Jeidur), a district on the north-Ph'ithous. W h e n Deioneus demanded of Ixion
eastern borders of Palestine, bounded on the the bridal gifts he had promised, Ixion treachnorth by the plain of Damascus, on the west b y erously invited him to a banquet, and then eon
trived to m a k e him fall into a pitfilledwith fire
tho. mountain chain (now Jebel-Heish) which forms
the eastern margin of the valley of the Jordan, A s no one purified Ixion of this treacherous
on the southwest and south b y Gaulanitis, and murder, Jupiter (Zeus) took pity upon him, puri
on the east by Auranitis and Trachonitis. It fied him, carried him to heaven, and caused
occupied a part of the elevated plain into which him to sit down at his table. But Ixion w a s
Mount H e r m o n sinks down on the southeast, ungrateful to the father of the gods, and atand was inhabited by an Arabian people, of war- tempted to win the love of" Juno (Hera). J u
like and predatory habits, which they exercised piter (Zeus) thereupon created ai phantom reupon the caravans from Arabia to Damascus, sembling Juno (Hera), and by it Ixion became
whose great road lay through their country. In the father of a Centaur. Vid. C E N T A C R I . IX
the wars between the Syrians and the Israelites, ion w a s fearfully punished for his impious inthey are found acting as allies of the kings of gratitude. His hands and feet were chained
Damascus. They are scarcely heard of again by Mercury (Hermes) to a wheel, whieh is said
till B.O. 105, when they were conquered by the to have rolled perpetually in the air or in the
Asmonaaan king of Judah, Aristobulus, w h o lower world. H e is further said to have been
compelled them to profess Judaism. Restored scourged, and compelledtoexclaim, " Benefactors.
to independence b y the decline of the A s m o - should be honored."
IXIONIDES, i. e, Pirithous, the son of Ixion. Tho
naaan house, they seized the opportunity offered, on the other side, b y the weakness of the Centaurs are also called Ixionide.
Ixrus ("lijtog) a surname of Apollo, derived
kings of Syria, to press their predatory incursions into Coale-Syria, and even beyond Leba- from a district of the island of Rhodes whieh was
non, to Byblos, Botrys, and other cities on the called Ixiaa or Ixia.
I Y N X ("Inyf), daughter of Peitho and Pan, or
coast of Phoaniee. P o m p e y reduced them again
to order, and m a n y of their warriors entered of Echo. She endeavored to charm Jupitor
.he R o m a n army, in which they became cele- (Zeus,) or m a k e him fall in love with Io; but she
brated for their skill in horsemanship and arch- was metamorphosed by Juno (Hera) into the bird
ery. They were not, however, reduced to com- called lynx.
olete subjection to R o m e until after the eivil
J.
vars Augustus gave Ituraaa, which had been
itherto ruled b y its native princes,tothe fam-JAOOETANI, a people in Hispania Tarraconen
ly c* Herod. During the ministry of our Sa-sis, between the Pyrenees and the Iberus.
viour, !t w a s governed b y Philip, the brother I J A N A . Vid. J A N U S .
af Heiod Antipas, aj tetrareh. U p o n Philip's
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JANICULUM.

JASON.

JANIOULUM.
Vid. R O M A .
fetching the golden fleece aud sjottung t w
JANUS and JANA, a pair of ancient Latin di- spirit of Phrixus. Another tradition related
vinities, who were worshipped as the sun and that Pelias, once upon a timo, invited all his
moon. The names Janus and Jana are only subjects to a sacrifice, which he intended to
other forms of Bianus and Biana, which words offer to Neptune (Poseidon). Jason came with
contain the same root as dies, day. Janus w a s the rest, but cn his journey to Iolcus he lost
worshipped both by the Etruscans and Romans, one of his sandals in crossing the River Ananand occupied an important place in the R o m a n rus. Pelias, remembering the oracle about the
religion. H e presided over the beginning of one-sandaled m a n , asked Jason what he would
every thing, and w a s therefore always invoked do if he were told by an oracle that he should
first in every undertaking, even before Jupiter.be killed by one of his subjects ? Jason, on the
H e opened the year and the seasons, and hence suggestion of Juno (Hera), w h o hated Pelias
thefirstmonth of the year w a s called after him. answered, that he would send him to fetch the
H e w a s the porter of heaven, and therefore bore golden fleece. Pelias accordingly ordered Jason
the surnames Patulcus or Patulcius, the " open- to fetch the goldenfleece,which was in the poser," and Glusius or Clusivius, the "shutter."session of King zEetes, in Colchis, and was
In this capacity he is represented with a key in guarded by an over-watchful dragon. Jason
his left hand, and a staff or sceptre in his right.willingly undertook the enterprise, and set sail
O n earth also he w a s the guardian deity of in the ship Argo, accompanied by the chief
gates, and hence is commonly represented with heroes of Greece. H e obtained the fleece with
two heads, because every door looks two ways the assistance of Medea, w h o m he m a d e his
(Janus bifrons) H e is sometimes represented wife, and along with w h o m he returned to Iol
with four heads (Janus quadrifrons), because he cus. The history of his exploits on this m e m
presided over the four seasons. Most of the orable enterprise, and his adventures on his reattributes of this god, which are very numerous, turn home, are related elsewhere. Vid. A R are connected with his being the god w h o opens GONAUTZE. O n his arrival at Iolcus, Jason, acand shuts ; and this latter idea probably has cording to one account, found his aged father
reference to his original character as the god zEson still alive, and Medea m a d e him young
of the sun, in connection with the alternations again ; but according to the more c o m m o n traof day and night A t R o m e , N u m a is said to dition, zEson had been slain by Pelias during
have dedicated to Janus the covered passage the absence of Jason, w h o accordingly ealled
bearing his name, which w a s opened in times upon Medea to lake vengeance on Pelias. M e of war, aud closed in times of peace. This dea thereupon persuaded the daughters of Pelias
passage is commonly, but erroneously, ealled a to cut their father to pieces and boil him, in ortemple. It stood close by the forum. It ap- der to restore him to youth and vigor, as she
pears to have been left open in war to indicate had before changed a r a m into a lamb by boiling
symbol:cally that the god bad gone out to assist the body in a cauldron. But Pelias was never
the R o m a n warriors, and to have been shut in restored to life, and his son Acastus expelled
iim - of peace, that the god, the safeguard of the Jason and Medea from Iolcus. They then went
eii;, n J
not escape. A temple of Janus w a s to Corinth, where they lived happilyforseveral
built by 0 Duilius in the time of thefirstPunic years, until Jason deserted Medea, in order to
w a r : it w a s restored by Augustus, and dedi- marry Glauce or Creusa, daughter of Creon, the
cated by Tiberius. O n n e w year's day, which king of the country. Medea fearfully revenged
was the principal. festival of the god, people this insult. She sent Glauce a poisoned garment,
gave presents to one another, consisting of which burned her to death when she put it on.
sweetmeats and copper coins, showing on one Creon likewise perished in the flames. Medea
side the double head of Janus, and on the other also killed her children by Jason, viz, Mermerus
a ship. T h e general n a m e for these presents and Pheres, and thenfledtoAthens in a chariot
was strene. The sacrifices offered to Janus con- drawn by winged dragons. Later writers repsisted of cakes (called janual) barley, incense, resent Jason as becoming in the end reconciled
aud wine.
to Medea, returning with her to Colchis, and
J A S O N ('ldaav) 1. The celebrated leader of there restoring zEetes to his kingdom, of which
the Argonauts, w a s a son of zEson and Poly- he had been deprived. The death of Jason
mede or Aleimede, and belonged to the family is related differently.
According to some, hs
of the zEolidaa, at Iolcus in Thessaly. Cre- m a d e away with himself from grief; according
theus, w h o had founded Iolcus, w a s succeeded to others, he w a s crushed by the poop of the
by his son zEson; but the latter was deprived ship Argo, which fell upon him as he w a s lying
of the kingdom by his half-brother Pelias, w h o under it.—2. Tyrant of Pheraa and Tagus of
attempted to take the life of the infant Jason. Thessaly (vid Bid. of Antiq, art. T A G U S ) , w a s
H e w a s saved by hisfriends,w h o pretended probably the son of Lycophron, w h o established
that he w a s dead, and intrusted him to the care a tyranny on the ruins of aristocracy at Pheraa.
of the centaur Ohiron. Pelias w a s n o w warn- H e succeeded his father as tyrant of Pheraa soon
ed by an oracle to be on his gnaid against the after B.C. 895, and in a few years extended his
one-sandaled man.
W h e n Jason had grown up,power over almost the whole of Thessaly. Pharhe came to claim the throne. A s he entered salus w a s the only city in Thessaly whieh mainthe marketplace, Pelias, perceiving he had only tained its independence under the government
one sandal, asked him w h o he w a s ; whereupon of Polydamus; but even this place submitted to
Jason declared his name, and demanded the him in 375. In the following year (874) he w a ?
kingdom. Pelias consented to surrender it to elected Tagus or generalissimo of Thessaly
him, but persuaded him to remove the curse His power w a s strengthened by the weakness
whidi rested on the family of the zEolidaa by of the other Greek states, and by the exhaust
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PRISCUS.

JERUSALEM.

lng contest in which Thebes and Sparta were till the conquest of Palestine by Antiochiu lfi
engaged. H e was n o w in a position whieh held the Great, king of Syria, B.O. 198. U p to tb.it
out to him every prospect of becoming master time the Jews had been allowed the free enjoyof Greece; hut when at the height of his power, ment of their religion and their o w n internal
he was assaisinated at a public audience, 370. government, and Antiochus confirmed them in
Jason had an insatiable appetite^ for power, these privileges; but the altered government
which he sought to gratify by any and every of his son, Antiochus IV. Epiphanes, provoked
means. With the chief m e n in the several a rebellion, which was atfirstput down when
states of Greece, as, e. g, with Timotheus and Antiochus took Jerusalem and pointed the temPelopidas, he cultivated friendly relations. H e ple (B.O. 170); but the religious persecution
is represented as having all the qualifications of which ensued drove the people to despair, and
a great general and diplomatist—as active, tern led to a new revolt under the Maccabees, by
perate, prudent, capable of enduring m u c h fa- w h o m Jerusalem was retaken, and the temple
tigue, and skillful in concealing his o w n designs purified in B.C. 163. Vid. MACOABZEI. In B.O.
and penetrating those of his enemies. H e was 133 Jerusalem was retaken by Antiochus VII.
an admirer of the rhetoric of Gorgias; and Sidetes, and its fortifications dismantled, but
Isocrates was one of his friends.—3. Of Argos, its government was left in the hands of the
an historian, lived under Hadrian, and wrote a Maccabee, John Hyrcanus, w h o took advantage
work on Greece infourbooks.
of the death of Antiochus in Parthia (B.O 128)
J A V O L E N U S PRISOUS, an eminent R o m a n jurist, to recover his full power. His son Aristobulus
was born about the commencement of the reign assumed the title of king of Judaaa, and Jeruof Vespasian (A.D. 79), and w a s one of the salem continued to be the capital of the kingcouncil of Antoninus Pius. H e was a pupil of d o m till B.C. 63, when it was taken by Pompey,
Oaalius Sabinus, and a leader of the Sabinian or and the temple was again profaned. For the
Cassian school. Vid. p. 170, b. There are two events which followed, vid. H Y R C A N U S , H E R O D E S .
hundred and six extracts from Javolenus in the and PAL*;STINA. In A.D. 70, the rebellion of
Digest.
the Jews against the Romans was put down,
J A X A R T E S ('Ja^dprng: n o w Syr, Syderia, or Syand Jerusalem was taken by Titus, after a siege
houn) a great river of Central Asia, about whieh of several months, during which the inhabitants
the ancient accounts are very different and con- endured the utmost horrors ; the survivors wore
fused. It rises iu the Comedi Montes (now all put to the sword or sold as slaves, and
Moussour) and flows northwest into the Sea of the eity and temple were utterly razed to the
Aral: the ancients supposed it to fall into the ground. In consequence of a n e w revolt of
northern side of the Caspian, not distinguishing the Jews, the Emperor Hadrian resolved to
between the two sea«. It divided Sogdiana from destroy all vestigea of their national and reli
Scythia. On its banks dwelt a Scythian tribe gious peculiarities; and, as one means to this
sailed Jaxartaa.
end, he established a n e w R o m a n colony, on
J E R I C H O or H I E R I C H U S ('lepixd), 'lepixovg: the
n o wground where Jerusalem had stood, by the
Er-Riha ? ruins), a city of the 0anaanite3, in a name of ZELLA CAPITOLINA, and built a temple
plain on the western side of the Jordan, near its of Jupiter Capitolinus on the site of the temple
mouth, was destroyed by Joshua, rebuilt in the of Jehovah. A.D. 135. The establishment of
time of the Judges, and formed an important Christianity as the religion of the R o m a n emfrontier fortress of Judaaa. It was again de- pire restored to Jerusalem its sacred character,
stroyed by Vespasian, rebuilt under Hadrian, aud led to the erection of several churches;
andfinallydestroyed during the crusades.
but the various changes which have taken place
JEROM.
Vid. H I E R O N Y M U S .
in it since its conquest by the Arabs under
J E R U S A L E M or H I E R O S O L Y M - A ('lepovadXnp, TeO m a r in A.D. 638, have left very few vestiges
ooaoXvpa : 'lepoaoXvpirng : now Jerusalem, Arab.
even of the R o m a n city. Jerusalem stands due
El-Kuds, i. e, the Holy City), the capital of Pal- west of the head of the Bead Sea, at the disestine in Asia. At the time of the Israelitish tance of about twenty miles (in a straight line),
conquest of Canaan, under Joshua, Jerusalem, and about thirty five miles from the Mediterrathen called Jebus, was the chief city of the Jeb- nean, on an elevated platform, divided, by a
usites, a Oanaanitish tribe, w h o were not en- series of valleys, from hills which surround it
tirely driven out from it till B.O. 1050, when on every side. This platform has a general
David took the city, and m a d e it the capital of slope from west to east, its highest point being
the kingdom of Israel. It was also established the summit of Mount Zion, in the southwestern
as the permanent centre of the Jewish religion, corner of the city, on which stood the original
by the erection of the temple of Solomon. Aft- " City of David." The southeastern part of the
er the division of the kingdom under Rehoboam, platform is occupied by the hill called Moriah,
it remained the capital of the kingdom of Judah on whieh the temple stood, and the eastern part
until it was entirely destroyed, and its inhabit- by the hill called Acra; but these two summits
ants were carried into captivity by Nebuchad- are now hardly distinguishable from the general
nezzar, king of Babylon, B.C. 588. In B.O. 536, surface of the platform, probably on aceount of
the Jewish exiles, having been permitted by Cy- the gradualfillingup of the valleys between.
-us to return, began to rebuild the city and tem- The height of Mount Zion is two thousand five
ile; and the work was completed in about hundred and thirty-five feet above the level of
-wenty-four years. In B.C. 332 Jerusalem qui- the Mediterranean, and about three hundred feet
etly submitted to Alexander. During the wars above the valley below. The extent of the platwhich followed his death, the city was taken form is five thousand four hundred feet from
jy Ptolemy, the son of Lagus (B.C. 320), and north to south, and one thousand one hundred
"emained subject to 'he Greek kings of Egypt feet from east to west
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„OSEPHUS, FLAVIUS.

J(OCASTK ('loKdorn), called EPIOASTE in Homer,
whieh they inhabited. Edited by Lkdcnbrog
oanghter of Menceoeus, and wife of the Theban Hamburg, 1611.
king Lai is, by whom she became the mother of JOSEPHUS, FLAVIUS, the Jewish historian, war
(Edipus. She afterward married Oedipus, not born at Jerusalem A.D. 37. On his mother'*
knowing that he was her son ; and when she dis- side he was descended from the Asnionasau
covered the crime she had unwittingly com- princes, whi'« from his father, Matthias, he in
mitted, she put an end to her life. For details,herited the priestly office. H e enjoyed an ex
vid. GSDIPUS.
cellent education; and at the ag a of twenty-sii
JOPPE, Jori'A ('Ibirirn : in the Old Testament,
he went to Rome to plead the cause of some
Japho: now Jaffa) a very ancient maritime city Jewish priests w h o m Felix, the procurator of
of Palestine, and, before the building of Caasa- Judaaa, had sent thither as prisoners. After a
rea, the only sea port of the whole country, andnarrow escape from death by shipwreck, he
therefore called by Strabo the port of Jerusalem, safely landed at Puteoli; and being introduced
lay just south of the boundary between Judaaa to Poppaaa, he not only effected the release of
and Samaria, southwest of Antipatris, and north-his friends, but received great presents from
west of Jerusalem.
the empress. On his return to Jerusalem he
JORDANES ('lopddvng, 'Ibpbavog: now Jordan,
fouud his countrymen eagerly bent on a re
Arab. EshSheriah elKebir, or eUUrdun) hasvolt from Rome, from which he used his best
its source at the southern foot of Mons Hermon endeavors to dissuade them; but failing in
(the southernmost part of Anti-Libanus), [about this, he professed to enter into the popular detwenty miles above] Paneas (afterward Caas- signs. H e was chosen one of the generals
area Philippi), whence it flows south into tbe of the Jews, and was sent to manage affairs
little lake Semeehonitis (now Bahr el-Huleh),in Galilee. When Vespasian and his army enand thence [after a course of twelve miles] iuto tered Galilee, Josephus threw himself into Iothe Sea of Galilee (Lake of Tiberias), and thence tapata, which he defended forfortyseven days.
through a narrow plain, depressed below the When the place was taken, the life of Josephus
level of the surrounding country, into the Lake was spared by Vespasian through the intercesAsphaltites (now Bead Sea) where it is finally sion of Titus. Josephus thereupon assumed the
lost Vid. PALZESTINA, Ite course, from the character of a prophet, and predicted to VespaLake of Tiberias to the Dead Sea, [in a dis- sian that the empire should one day be his and
tance of sixty miles, is, according to Lieutenanthis son's. Vespasian treated him with respect,
Lynch, about two hundred miles, and within but did not release him from captivity till he
that distance there are no less than twenty was proclaimed emperor nearly three years aft
seven considerable rapids, with many others of erward (A.D. 70). Josephus was present with
less descent; thus giving an average offivefeet Titus at the siege of Jerusalem, and afterward
descent to the mile in its whole extent]; the accompanied him to Rome. H e received the
dapression through which it runs consists, first,freedom of the city from Vespasian, who asjt" a sandy valley, fromfiveto ten miles broad,signed him, as a residence, a house forinarly
within which is a lower valley, in width about occupied by himself, aud treated him honorably
half a mile, and, for the most part, beautifullyto the eud of his reign. The same favor was
clothed with grass and trees; and, in some extended to him by Titus and Domitian as well
places, there is still a lower valley within H e assumed the name of Flavius, as a dependthis. The average width of the river itself ent of the Flavian family. His time at Rome
is calculated at thirty yards, and its average appears to have been employed mainly in the
depth at nine feet. It is fordable in many composition of his works. H e died about 100
places in summer, but in spring it becomes much The works of Josephus are written in Greek.
deeper, aud often overflows its banks. Its bed They are, 1. The History of the Jewish War
is considerably below the level of the Mediter- (Hepl rov 'lovbaiKov iroXeuov ij 'lovdalKi)g ia
ranean.
irepl dXaaeag), in seven books, published about
JORXASDES or JORDANES, an historian, lived A D . 75. Josephus first wrote it in Hebrew, and
in the time of JustiniaD, or in the sixth century then translated it into Greek. It commences
of our era. H e was a Goth by birth ; was sec- with the capture of Jerusalem by Antiochus
retary to the King of the Alani, adopted the Epiphanes in B.C. 170, runs rapidiy over the
Christian religion, took orders, and was made events before Josephus's own time, aud gives a
a bishop in Italy. There is not sufficient evi detailed account of the fatal war with Rome. 2.
dence for the common statement that he was The Jewish Antiquities ('lovdaiK-b dpxawXoytd
bishop of Ravenna. H e wrote two historical in twenty books, completed about A.D. 98, and
works in the Latin language: 1. De Getarum addressed to Epaphroditus. The title as well
(Gothorum) Origins et Rebus Gestis, containing
as the number of books may have been sugthe history of the Goths from the earliest times gested by the 'PapalK?) dpxaioXoyta of Dinnysiuo
down to their subjugation by Belisarius in 541. of Halicarnassus. It gives an account of Jew
The work is abridged from the lost history of ish history from the creation of the world to
the Goths by Cassiodorus, to which Jornandes A.D. 66, the twelfth year of Nero, in which the
idded various particulars ; but it is compiled Jews were goaded to rebellion by Gesrius Flo
without judgment, and is characterized by par- lus. In this work Josephus seeks to acconi
tiality to the Goths. 2. Be Regnorum ac Tem- modate the Jewish religion to heathen tastes
porum Successlone, a short compendium of hisand prejudices. Thus he speaks of Moses and
tory from the creation down to the victory ob-his law in a tone which might be adopted by
tained by Narses in 652 over King Theodatus. any disbeliever in hia divine legation. H e says
It is only valuable fur some accounts of the bar-that Abraham went into Egypt (Gen, xii), in
barous nations of the North, and the countries tending to lopt th« Egyptian views of religiou
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TUGURTHA.

snould he find them better than his own. H e Mauretania in exchatge for Numidia, wh;c4
speaks doubtfully of the preservation of Jonah was reduced to a R o m a n province. H e mantraby the whale. H e intimates a doubt of there ued to reign in Mauretania till his death, which
having been any miracle in the passage of she happened about A.D. 19. H e was belo-) ad by
Red Sea, and compares it with the passage of his subjects, among w h o m he endeavored to inAlexander the Great along the shore of the sea troduce the elements of Greek and R o m a n civ
oi /ainphylia. H e interprets Exod, xxii, 28,ilization; and, after his death, they even paia
is if it conveyed a c o m m a n d to respect the idols him divine honors. Juba wrote a great number
of the heathen. M a n y similar instances might of works in almost every V a n c h of literature.
be quoted from his work. 3. His own Life, in They are all lost, with the exception of a few
one book. This is an appendage to the Archaa- fragments. They appear to have been all writologia, and is addressed to the same Epaphro- ten in Greek. T h e most important of them
ditus. It was not written earlier than A.D. 97, were, 1. A History of Africa (AIBVKU), in which
since Agrippa II. is mentioned in it as no longer he m a d e use of Punic authorities. 2. On tlie
living. 4. A treatise on the Antiquity of the Jews,Assyrians. 3. A History of AraMa.
4. A Roor Against Apion, in two books, also addressed man History (^PapclKb loropla). 5. QearpiKrjiGto Epaphroditus. It is in answer to such as ropia, a general treatise on all matters connectimpugned the antiquity of the Jewish nation on ed with the stage. 6. Hepl •) paQiKi/g, or irepl
the ground of the silence of Greek writers re- £aypd<j>av, seems to have been a general history
specting it. Vid. A P I O N . T h e treatise exhibits of painting. H e also wrote some treatises on
exteusive acquaintance with Greek literature and botany and on grammatical subjects. [The few
philosophy. 5. Elg TAaKKaBaiovg ij irepl avroupdfragments of Juba's historical works still extant
ropog Xoytouov, in one book. Its genuineness isare collected in Muller's Fragm. Hist Grcc,
doubtful. It is a declamatory account of the vol. iii, p. 465-484.]
martyrdom of Eleazar (an aged priest), and of
JUDZEA, JUDZEI.
Vid. PALZESTINA.
seven youths and their mother, in the persecuJ U G U N T H I , a German people, sometimes dction under Antiochus Epiphanes. The best edi- scribed as a Gothic, and sometimes as an Alttions of Josephus are by Hudson, Oxon, 1720 ; mannic tribe.
by Havercamp, A m s t , 1726; [and by W . DinJ U G U R T H A ('lovyovp8ag 'loybpBag), king of
dorf in Didot's Bibliotheca Graaca; the best edi- Numidia, was an illegitimate son of Mastanabal,
tion of the Jewish W a r , separately, i3 by Card- and a grandson of Masinissa. H e lost his father
well, Oxford, 1837, 2 vols.]
at an early age, but was adopted by his uncle
J O V I I N U S , F L A V I U S C L A U D I U S , w a s elected em- Mieipsa, w h o brought him up with bis o w n sons,
peror by the soldiers in June, A.D. 363, after the Hiempsal and Adherbal. Jugurtha quickly disdeath of Julian (vid. JULIANUS), w h o m he had tinguished himself both by his abilities and bis
accompanied in his campaign against the Per- skill in all bodily exercises, and rose to so m u c h
sians. In order to effect his retreat in safety, favor and popularity with the Numidians, that
lovian surrendered to the Persians the R o m a n he began to excite the jealousy of Mieipsa. In
conquests beyond the Tigris, and several for- order to remove him to a distance, Mieipsa sent
tresses in Mesopotamia. H e died suddenly at him, in B.O. 134, with an auxiliary force, to asa small town on the frontiers of Bithynia and sist Seipio against Numantia. Here his zeal,
Galatia, February 17, 364, after a reign of little courage, and ability gained for him the favor
more than seven months. Jovian was a Chris- and commendation of Seipio, and of all the leadtian, but he protected the heathens.
ing nobles in the R o m a n camp. O n his return
J U B A (looac). 1. King of Numidia, was son to Numidia he was received with honor by Miaf Hiempsal, w h o w a s re established on the eipsa, w h o was obliged to dissemble the fears
throne by Pompey. O n the breaking out of the which he entertained of his ambitious nephew
civil war between Caasar and Pompey, he act- Mieipsa died in 118, leaving the kingdom to Juively espoused the cause of the latter; and, ac- gurtha and his two sons, Hiempsal and Adhercordingly, when Caasar sent Curio into Africa bal, in common. Jugurtha, soon showed that
( B O 49), he supported the Pompeian general he aspired to the sole sovereignty of the counAttius Varus with a large body of troops. Ourio try. In the course of the same year he found
was defeated by their united forces, and fell in an opportunity to assassinate Hiempsal at Thirthe battle. In 46 Juba fought along with Seipio mida, and afterward defeated Adherbal in batagainst Caasar himself, and was present at the tle. Adherbal fled to R o m e to invoke the asdecisive battle of Thapsus. After this defeat sistance of the senate; but Jugurtha, by a lavhe wandered about for some time, and then put ish distribution of bribes, counteracted the just
an end to his o w n life.—2. King of Mauretania, complaints of his enemy. The senate decreed
son of the preceding, was a mere child at his that the kingdom of Numidia should be equally
fathor's death (46), was carried a prisoner to divided between the two competitors; but the
R o m e by Caesar, and compelled to grace the senators intrusted with the execution of this
conqueror's triumph. H e was brought up in, decree were also bribed by Jugurtha, w h o thus
Italy, where he received an excellent education, succeeded in obtaining the western division of
and applied himself with such diligence to study, the kingdom, adjacent to Mauretania, by far the
that he turned out one of the most learned m e n larger andricherportion of the two (117). But
of his day. After the death of Antony (30), this advantage was far from contenting him,
Augustus conferred upon Juba his paternal Shortly afterward he invaded the territories of
kingdom of Numidia, and, at the same time, Adherbal with a large army, and defeated him,
ave him in marriage Cleopatra, otherwise call- Adherbal m a d e his escape to the strong fortress
ed Selene, the daughter of Antony and Cleopatra. of Cirta, where he was closely blockaded by
A t a subsequent period (25) Augustus gave him Jugurtha The Romans commanded Jug uthn
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to abstain from further hostilities, but he paidter of Augustus by Scribonia, and his only child,
no attention to thei" commands, and at length was born in 39. She was educated with great
gained pasjesion of Cirta, and put Adherbal tostrictness, but grew up one of the most profligate
death, Ilk
W a r was now declared against women of her age. She was thrice married
Jugurtha at Mome, and the consul, L. Calpur- first,toM. Marcellus, herfirstcousin, in 25 ; sec
nius Bestia, was sent into Africa, 111. Ju- ondly, after his death (23) without issue, to M
gurtha had rek^ureetohis customary arts; and,Agrippa, by w h o m she had three sons, 0. anc
by means of la^gc sums of money given to Bes- L. Caasar, and Agrippa Postumus, and twe
tia and M. Scauv is, his principal lieutenant, hedaughters, Julia and Agrippina; and thirdly,
purchased from totra a favorable peace. The after Agrippa's death in 12,toTiberius Nero, the
conduct of Bestia ircited the greatest indigna- future emperor. In B.C. 2 Augustus at length
tion at Rome, and Jugurtha was summoned to became acquainted with the misconduct of hi?
the city under a safe, conduct, the popular partydaughter, whose notorious adulteries had been
hoping to be able t> convict the nobility by one reason why her husband Tiberius had quit
means ot his evidence. The scheme, however, ted Italy four years before. Augustus was infailed ; since one of tlv tribunes, who had been censed beyond measure, and banished her to
gained over by the fimidj of Bestia and Seau- Pandataria, an island off the coast of Campania.
rus, forbade the king ti give evidence. Soon At the end offivey.iars she was removed to
afterward Jugurtha wat fiampelled to leave Rhegium, but she was never suffered to quit
Italy, in consequence of h o having ventured on the bounds of the city. Even the testament of
the assassination of Massist*, whose counter-in- Augustus showed the inflexibility of his anger.
fluence he regarded with apprehension. Vid.H e bequeathed her no legacy, and forbade her
MASSIVA. The war was nose renewed ;. but the ashes to repose in his mausoleum. Tiberius,
consul, vSp. Postumius Albiois, who arrived toon his accession (A.D. 14), deprived her of almost
conduct it (110), was able to effect nothing all the necessaries of life, and she died in the
against Jugurtha. When tl>« consul went to course of the same year.—6: Daughter of the
Rome to hold the comitia, 1*£ left his brother preceding, and (rife of L. zEmilius Paulus. She
Aulus in command of the army. Aulus was de- inherited her mother's licentiousness, and was,
feated by Jugurtha ; great pai t of his army wasin consequence, banished by her grandfather
cut to pieces, and the rest only escaped a simi- Augustus to the little island Tremerus, on the
lar fate by the ignominy of passing under the coast of Apulia, A.D. 9, where she lived nearly
yoke. But this disgrace at once roused all twenty years. She died in 28. It was probably
the spirit of the Roman people: the treaty con- this Julia whom Ovid celebrated as Oorinna in
cluded by Aulus was instantly annulled; andhis elegies and other erotic -poems ; aud his inthe consul Q. Caacilius Metellus was sent into trigues with her appear to have been the cause
Africa at tha head of a new army (109). Metel- of the poet's banishment in A.D. 9.—7. Younglus was an able general and an upright man,est child of Germanicus and Agrippina, was
whom Jugurtha was uuable to cope with in the born A.D. 18; was married to Mi Vinicius in
field, or to seduce by bribes. In the course of
33 ; and was banished in 37 by her brother Catwo years Metellus frequently defeated Jugur- ligula, who was believed to have had an incesttha, and at length drove him to take refuge uous intercourse with her. She was recalled
among the Gaatulitius. In 107 Metellus was by Claudius, but was afterward put to death by
succeeded in the command by Marius; but the this emperor at Messalina's instigation. Thie
cause of Jugurtha had meantime been espoused charge brought against her was adultery, and
by his father-in law Bocchus, king of Maureta- Seneca, the philosopher, was banished to Cornia, who had advanced to his support with a sica as the partner of her guilt-—8. Daughter
large army. The united forces of Jugurtha and of Drusus and Livia, the sister of Germanicus.
Bocchus were defeated in a decisive battle by She was married, A.D. 20,toherfirstcousin,
Marius; and Bocchus purchased the forgiveNero, son of Germanicus and Agrippina, and,
ness of the Romans by surrendering his son-in- after Nero's death, to Rubellius Biandus, by
law to Sulla, the quaastor of Marius (106). Ju- whom she had a son, Rubellius Plautus. She,
gurtha remained in captivity till the return of too, was put to death by Claudius, at the instiMarius to Rome, when, after adorning the tri- gation of Messalina, 59.—9. Daughter of Titus,
umph of his conqueror (Jan. 1, 104), he wasthe son of Vespasian, married Flavius Sabinus,
thrown into a dungeon, and there starved to a nephew of the Emperor Vespasian. Julia
death.
died of abortion, caused by her uncle Domitian,
JULIA. 1. Aunt of Caasar the dictator, andwith whom she lived in criminal intercourse,
wife of 0. Marius the elder. She died B.C. 68,
—10. DOMNA.
Vid. D O M N A . — 1 1 . DRUSILLA.
and her nephew pronounced her funeral oration. Vid. DRUSILLA.—12. M^ESA. Vid. MZESA.
— 2 . Mother of M. Antonius the triumvir. In
JULIA GENS, one of the most ancient patrician
the proscription of the triumvirate (48) shehouses at Rome, was of Alban origin, aud was
saved the life of her brother, L. Oaasar. Vid. removed to Rome by Tullus Hostilius upon the
CZESAR, No. 5.—3. Sister of Caasar the dictator, destruction of Alba Longa. It claimed descent
and wife of M. Atius Balbus, by w h o m she hadfrom the mythical lulus, the son of Venus and
Atia, the mother of Augustus. Vid. A T I A . — Anehises. The most distinguished family in
4. Daughter of Caasar the dictator, by Cornelia, the gen3 is that of CESAR. Under the empire
and his only child in marriage, was married to w e find an immense number of persons of the
Cn. Pompey in 59. She was a woman of beauty name of Julius, the most important of whom
and virtue, and was tenderly attached to her are spoken of under their surnames.
husband, although twenty-three years older than JULIANUS DIDIUS. Vid. DIDIUS.
herself. She died m childbed in 54.—5. DaughJULIANUS, FLAVIUS CIAUEIUS, usually called
4l«

JULIANUS, FLAVIUS CLAUDIUS.

JULIAN US, SALVIUS.

JULIAN, and surnamed the APOSTATE, Roman the Tigris, that it might not fall iuto tho nandi

emperor A.D. 361-363. He was born at Con- of the enemy, he boldly marched into the in
stantinople A.D. 331, and w a s the son of Julius terior of the country in seaich of the Persian
Constantius by his second wife, Basilina, and king. His a r m y suffered m u c h from tho heat
the nephew of Constantine the Great Julian want of water, and provisions, and he w a s at
and his elder brother, Gallus, were the only length compelled to retreat T h e Persians novj
members of the imperial family whose lives appeared and fearfully harassed his rear. Still
were spared by the sons of Oonstantine the the R o m a n s remained victorious in m a i y a
Great, on the death of the latter in 337. T h e bloody engagement; but in the last battle foughi
two brothers were educated with care, and were on the 26th of June, Julian was mortally woundbrought u p in the principles of the Christian re- ed by an arrow, and died in the course cf the
ligion ; but as they advanced to manhood, they day. Jovian w a s chosen emperor in his stead,
were watched with jealousy and suspicion by on the field of battle. Vid. JOVIANUS. Julian
the Emperor Constantius After the execution w a s an extraordinary character. A s a monarch,
of Gallus in 354 (vid GALLUS.), the life of Julian he w a s indefatigable in his attention to busiwas in great peril; but he succeeded in pacify- ness, upright in his administration, and compreing the suspicions of the emperor, and w a s al- hensive in his views; as a man, he was virtulowed to go to Athens in 355topursue his stud- ous in the midst of a profligate age, and did not
ies. Here he devoted himself with ardortothe yield to the luxurious temptations to which he
study of Greek literature and philosophy, and was exposed. In consequence of his apostasy
attracted universal attention both by his attain- he has been calumniated by Christian writers;
ments and abilities. A m o n g his fellow-students but, for the same reason, he has been unduly exwere Gregory of Nazianzus and Basil both of tolled by heathen authors. H e wrote a large
w h o m afterward became so celebrated in thenumber of works, m a n y of which are extant
Christian church. Julian had already abandon- H e w a s a m a n of reflection and thought, but
ed Christianity in his heart and returned to the possessed no creative genius. H e did not, how-:
pagan faith of his ancestors, but fear of Con- ever, write merelyforthe sake of writing, like
stantius prevented him from making an open so m a n y of his contemporaries; his works show
declaration of his apostasy. Julian did not re- that he had his subjects really at heart, and that
main long at Athens. In November, 355, he in literature as well as in business his extraor
received from Constantius the title of Caasar, dinary activity arose from the wants of a powand m s sent to Gaul to oppose the Germans, erful mind, which desired to improve itself and
w h o had crossed the Rhine, and were ravaging the world. The style of Julian is remarkably
some of the fairest provinces of Gaul. During pure, and is a close imitation of the style of the
the next five years (356-360) Julian carried on classical Greek writers. The following are his
war against the two G e r m a n confederacies of most important works; 1. Letters, most of which
the Alemanni and Franks with great success, were intended for public circulation, and are of
and gained m a n y victories over them. His in- great importance for the history of the time.
ternal administration w a s distinguished by jus- Edited by Heyler, Mainz, 1828.—2. Orations,
tice and wisdom, and he gained the good will on various subjects, as, for instance, O n tho
and affection of the provinces intrusted to hisEmperor Constantius, O n the worship of the
care. His growing popularity awakened the sun, O n the mother of the gods (Cybele), O n
jealousy of Constantius, w h o commanded him true and false Cynieism, &e.—3. The Ccsars, or
to send some of his best troops to the East, to the Banquet (Kdiaapeg fi Irvpirbaiov) a satirical
serve against the Persians. His soldiers re- composition, which is one of the most agreeafused to leaVe their favorite general, and pro- ble and instructive productions of ancient wit
claimed him emperor at Paris in 360. After Julian describes the R o m a n emperors approachseveral fruitless negotiations between Julian ing one after the other to take their seat round
=md Constantius, both parties prepared for w a ra table in the heavens; and as they come up,
In 361 Julian marched along the valley of the their faults, vices, and crimes are censured
Danube toward Constantinople; but Constan- with a sort of bitter mirth by old Silenus, wheretius, w h o had set out from Syria to oppose his upon each Caasar defends himself as well as he
rival, died on his march in Cilicia. His death can. Edited by Heusinger, Gotha, 1736, and b y
left Julian the undisputed master of the empire. Harless, Erlangen, 1785,—4. Misopogon, or the
O n the 11th of December Julian entered Con- Enemy of the Beard (Miooirayav), a severe satire
stantinople. H e lost no time in publicly avow- on the licentious and effeminate manners of the
ing himself a pagan, but he proclaimed that inhabitants of Antioch, w h o hadridiculedJuChristianity would be tolerated equally with lian, when he resided in the city, on account of
paganism. H e did not, however, act impartial- his austere virtues, and had laughed at his ally toward the Christians. H e preferred pagans lowing his beard to grow in the ancient fashion.
as his civil and military officers, forbade the — 5 . Against the Christians (Kara Xpiariavav)
Christians to teach rhetoric and g r a m m a r in This work is lost, but some extracts from it are
the schools, and, in order to annoy them, allow- given in Cyrill's reply to it, whieh is still exed the Jews to rebuild the temple at Jerusalem. tant. T h e best edition of the collected works
In the following year (362) Julian went to Syria of Julian is b y Spanheim, Lips., 1696.
J U L I A N U S , S A L V I U S , an eminent R o m a n jurist
in ordertom a k e preparations for the w a r against
the Persians. H e spent the winter at Antioch, w h o flourished under Hadriait and the Antowhere he m a d e the acquaintance of the orator nines. H e w a s praafectus urbi, and twice conLibauius; and in the spring of 863 he set out sul, but his n a m e does not appear in the Fasti
against the Persians. H e crossed the Euphrates B y the order of Hadrian, he drew up the edidunt
and the Tigris; and after burning his fleet on perpetuum, which forms an epoch in the history
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JULIAS.

uUPITER.

»f Roman jurisprudence: His work appears to of Moneta she had a temple on the CapitoluM
have consisted in collecting and arranging the Hill, which contained the mint. The most im
clauses which the praators were accustomed to portant period in a woman'sfifeis that of hei
insert in their annual edict, in condensing the marriage, and she was therefore believed esmaterials, and in omitting antiquated provisions. pecially to preside over marriage. Hence shi
\ H e was a voluminous legal writer, and his workswas called Juga or Jugalis, and had a variety
I are cited in the Digest
of other names, such as Pronuba, Cinxia, LuciJULIAS ('lovXtag : Bib. Bethsaida: ruins at Etna, &e. The month of June, which is said to
1
Tell) a city of Palestine, on the eastern side ofhave been originally called Junonius, was considthe Jordan, north of the Lake of Tiberias, so ered to be the most favorable period for marrycalled by the tetrarch Philip, in honor of Julia, ing. W o m e n in childbed invoked Juno Lueina
the daughter of Augustus.
to help them, and newly-born children were likeJULIOBRTGA (now Retortillo, near Reynosa)wise
a under her protection; hence she was sometown of the Cantabri in Hispania Tarraconen- times confounded with the Greek Artemis or
sis, near the sources of the Iberus.
Ilithyia. In Etruria she waB worshipped unJULIOMAGUS.
Vid. ANDEOAVI.
der the name of Cupra. She was also worJULIOPOLIS ('lovXioiroXig) Vid G O R D I U M , shipped
TARat Falerii, Lanuvium, Aricia, Tibur,
SUS.
Praaneste, and other places. In the representJULIUS.
Vid. JULIA GENS.
ations of the Roman Juno that have come down
JUNOARIA (now Junquera) a town of the In- to us, the type of the Greek Hera is commonly
digetes in Hispania Tarraconensis, on the road adopted.
from Barcino to the frontiers of Gaul, in a plain JUPITER, called ZEUS by the Greeks. The
covered with rushes ('lovyKapiov ireSlov) Greek god is spoken of in a separate article.
JUNIA. 1. Half-sister of M. Brutus, the mur- Vid. ZEUS. Jupiter was originally an elemental
derer of Caasar, and wife of M. Lepidus, the divinity, and his name signifies the father or
triumvir.—2. TERTIA or TERTULLA, own sister lord of heaven, being a contraction of Biovis
of the preceding, was the wife of 0. Cassius, pater or Biespiter, Being the lord of heaven,
one of Caasar's murderers. She survived her he was worshipped as the god of rain, storms,
husband a long while, and did not dietillA.D. thunder, and lightning, whence he had the epi22.
thets of Pluvius, Fulgurator, Tonitrualis, T
JUNIA GENS, an ancient patrician house at nans, and Fulminator. As the pebble or flint
Rome, to which belonged the celebrated M. stone was regarded as the symbol of lightning,
Junius Brutus, who took such an active part in Jupiter was frequently represented with such a
expelling the Tarquins. But afterward the gens stone in his hand instead of a thunderbolt In
appears as only a plebeian one. Under the concluding a treaty, the Romans took the sarepublic the chief families were those of BRU- cred symbols of Jupiter, viz, the sceptre and
TUS, BUBULCUS, G R A C O H A N U S , N O R B A N U S , PULLUS, flint stone,togetherwith some grass from his
SILANUS. The Juuii who lived under the em- temple, and the oath taken on such an occasion
pire are likewise spoken of under their various was expressed by per Jovem Lapidem jurare.
aurnames,
In consequence of his possessing such powers
JUNO, called H E R A by the Greeks. The Greek over the elements, and especially of his always
goddess is spoken of in a separate article. Vid. having the thunderbolt at his command, he was
H E R A . The word Ju-no contains the same root regarded as the highest and most powerful
as Ju-piter. As Jupiter is the king of heaven
among the gods. Henee he is called the Best
and of the gods, so Juno is the queen of heaven, and Most High (Optimus Maximus). His tern
or the female Jupiter. She was worshipped at pie at Rome stood on the lofty hill of the Capi
ionic as the queen of heaven, from early times, tol, whence he derived the surnames of Capiwith the surname of Regina. At a later period tolinus aud Tarpeius. H e was regarded as the
her worship was solemnly transferred from Veii special protector of Rome. As such he was
to Rome, where a sanctuary was dedicated to worshipped by the consuls on entering upon
her on the Aventiue. As Jupiter was the pro- their office; and the triumph of a victorious
tector of the male sex, so Juno watched over general was a solemn procession to his temple.
the female sex. She was supposed to accom- H e therefore bore the surnames of Imperator,
pany every woman through life, from the mo- Victor, Invictus, Stator, Opitulus, Feretriu
ment of her birthtoher death. Hence she bore dator, Triumphator, and the like. Under all
the special surnames of Virginalis and Matrona,
these surnames he had temples or statues at
as well as the general ones of Opigena and Rome; and two temples, viz, those of Jupiter
Sospita, and under the last meulioned name
Stator and of Jupiter Feretrius, were believed
she was worshipped at Lanuvium. On their to have been built in the time of Romulus. Unbirth-day women offered sacrifices to Juno der the name oi Jupiter Capitolinus,he presided
surnamed Natalis, just as men sacrificed toover the great Roman games; and under the
their genius nalalis. The great festival, cele- name of Jupiter Latialis or Latiaris, over the
brated by all the women, in honor of Juno, was Feriaa Latinaa. Jupiter, according to the belief
ealled Matronalia (vid. Bid. of Antiq, s. v.),
of and
the Romans, determined the course of all
took place on the 1st of March. Her protection human affairs. H e foresaw the future, and the
of women, and especially her power of making events happening in it were the results of his
them fruitful, is further alluded to in the festival will. H e revealed the future to man through
Populifugi i (Bid. of Antiq, s. v.) as wellsigns
as inin the heavens and theflightof birds,
the surname of Februlis, Februata, Februta,
or are hence called the messengers of Juwhich
Februalis. Juno was further, like Saturn, the
piter, while the god himself is designated al
guardian of thefinances,and under the name Prodiqialis, that is, the sender of prodigies
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JURA.

JUSTINIANUS

first work w a s the collection of the imperia*
constitutions. This he commenced in 628, in
the second year of his :eign. The task wa<
intrusted to a commission of ten, w h o completed their labors in the following year (529); and
their collection w a s declared to be law undei
the title of Justinianeus Codex. In 530, Tribonian, w h o had been one of the commission of
ten employed in drawing up the Code, w a s authorized by the emperor to s«lect fellow-laborers
to assist him in the other division of the underence a traitor to lin country, and persons taking. Tribonian selected sixteen coadjutors
guilty of perjury, were thrown down from the and this commission proceeded at once to lay
Tarpeian rock. A s Jupiter w a s the lord of under contribution the works of those jurists
heaven, and consequently the prince of light, w h o had received from former emperors "aucthe white color w a s sacred to him, white ani- toritatem conscribendarum interpretandique lemals were sacrificed to him, his chariot w a s be- gum." They were ordered to divide their m a lieved to be drawn by four white horses, his terials into fifty books, and to subdivide each
priests wore white caps, and the consuls were book into Titles (Tituli). Nothing that w a s
attired in white when they offered sacrifices in valuable w a s to be excluded, nothing that w a s
the Capitol the day they entered on their office. obsolete w a s to be admitted, aDd neither repeThe worship of Jupiter at R o m e w a s under the tition nor inconsistency w a s to be allowed.
special care of the Flamen Bialis, w h o w a s theThis work w a s to bear the n a m e Bigesta oi
highest iu rank of all the flamens. Vid. Bid. Pandectc. The work w a s completed, in accord
of Antiq, art. F L A M E N . T h e Romans, in their ance with the instructions that had been given,
representations of the god, adopted the type of in the short space of three years ; and on the
the Greek Zeus.
30th of December, 533, it received from the imJ U R A or J U R A S S U S M O N S (now Jura), a range perial sanction the authority of law.
It comof mountains, whieh run north of the Lake Le- prehends upward of nine thousand extracts, in
manus as far as Augusta Rauracorum (now Au- the selection of which the compilers m a d e use
gust, near Basle) on the Rhine, forming the of nearly two thousand different books, conboundary between the Sequani and Helvetii.
taining more than three million lines. The
JUSTINIANA. 1. P R I M A , a town in Illyria, near Code and the Digest contained a complete body
Tauresium, w a s the birthplace of Justinian, and of law; but as they were not adapted to elewas built by that emperor; it became the resi- mentary instruction, a commission w a s appointdence of the archbishop of Illyria, and, in the ed, consisting of Tribonian, Theophilus, ana DoMiddle Ages, of the Servian kings.—2. S E O U N D A , roiheus, to compose an institutional work, which
also a town in Illyria, previously called Ulpiana, should contain the elements of tbe law (legum
was enlarged and embellished by Justinian.
incunabula) and should not be encumbered with
JUSTINIANUS, surnamed the G R E A T , emperor useless matter. Accordingly, they produced a
of Constantinople A.D. 527-565. H e w a s born treatise under the title of Institutiones, which
near Tauresium, in Rlyria, A.D. 483 ; w a s adopt- was based on elementary works of a similar
ed by his unele, the Emperor Justinus, in 520; character, but chiefly on the Institutiones of
succeeded his unele in 527; married the beau- Gaius. Vid GAIUS. " The Institutiones consist
tiful but licentious actress, Theodora, w h o ex- ed of four books, and were published with the
ercised great influence over him ; and died in imperial sanction at the same time as the Di565, leaving the crown to his nephew, Justin II. gest. After the publication of the Digest and
H e was, during the greater part of his reign, a the Institutiones,fiftydecisiones and some n e w
firm supporter of orthodoxy, and thus has re- constitutiones also were promulgated b y the
ceived from ecclesiastical writers the title of emperor. This rendered a revision of the Code
Great; but toward the end of his life he became necessary; and, accordingly, a n e w Code w a s
a heretic, being one of the adherents of Nesto- promulgated at Constantinople on the 16th of
rianism. His foreign wars were glorious, but November, 534. and the use of the decisiones,
all his victories were w o n by his generals. T h e of the new constitutiones, and of thefirstedition
empire of the Vandals in Africa was overthrown of the Code was forbidden. The second edition
by Belisarius, and their king Gelimer led a (Codex Repetitc Preledionis) is the code that
prisoner to Constantinople ; and the kingdom w e n o w possess, in twelve books, each of which
of the Ostrogoths in Italy w a s likewise destroy- is divided iuto titles. Justinian subsequently
ed by the successive victories of Belisarius and published various n e w constitutiones, to which
Narses. Vid. BELISARIUS, N A R S E S . Justinian he gave the n a m e of Novella Constitutiones,
adorned Constantinople with m a n y public build- These Constitutiones form a kind of supplement
ings of great magnificence; but the cost of their to the Code, and were published at various timei
erection, as well as the expenses of his foreign from 535 to 565, but most of them appeared bewars, obliged him to impose m a n y n e w taxes, tween 535 and 539. It does not seem, howwhich were constantly increased by the natural ever, that any official compilation of these Noeovetousness and rapacity of the emperor. velle appeared in the lifetime of Justinian. The
T h e great work of Justinian is his legislation. four legislative works of Justinian, the InstituH e resolved to establish a perfect system of tiones, Bigesta or Pandectc, Codex, and Novella,
written legislation for all his dominions ; and, are included under the general n a m e of Corpus
for this end, to m a k e two great collections, one Juris Civilis, and form the R o m a n law, as reof the imperial constitutions, the other of all ceived in Europe. The best editions of the
ihat was valuable in the works of jurists. His
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For the same reason the god w a s invoked at
the beginning of every undertaking, whether
sacred or profane, together with Janus, w h o
blessed the beginning itself. Jupiter w a s further regarded as the guardian of law, and as
the protector of justice and virtue. H e maintained the sanctity of an oath, and presided over
all transactions which were based upon faithfulness and justice. Hence Fides w a s his comanion on the Capitol, along with Victoria ; and
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JUSTINUS.

LABDA

Oorpus for general use are b y Gothofredus and (now Salza) was a Roman colony founded by
V a n Leeuwen, A m s t , 1663, 2 vols fol.; by Ge- Hadrian, and the residence of the R o m a n govbauer and Spangenberg, Gotting, 1776-1797, 2 ernor of the province. It w a s destroyed by the
vols. 4to ; and b y Beck, Lips, 1836, 2 vols. 4to. Heruli in the fifth century, but was afterward
JUSTINUS.
1. T h e historian, of uncertain rebuilt.
date, but w h o did not live later than the fourth J U V E N I L I S , D E C I M U S J U N I U S , the Great R o m a n
orfifthcentury of our era, is the author of an satirist, but of whose life w e have few authentic
extant work entitled Historiarum Philippicarum particulars. His ancient biographers relate
Libri XLIV.
This work is taken from the His- that he w a s either the son or the " alumnus " of
toric Philippice of Trogus Pompeius, w h o lived a rich freedman; that he occupied himself, until
in the time of Augustus. The title Philippice he had nearly reached the term of middle life,
was given to it, because its main object was to in declaiming; that, having subsequently com
give the history of the Macedonian monarchy, posed some clever lines upon Paris the pantowith all its branches; but in the execution of mime, he w a s induced to cultivate assiduously
this design, Trogus permitted himself to indulge satirical composition; and that, in consequence
in so m a n y excursions, that the work formed a of his attacks upon Paris becoming known to
kind of universal history from theriseof thethe court, the poet, although n o w an old m a n of
Assyrian monarchy to the conquest of the East eighty, was appointed to the command of a body
by Rome. The original work of Trogus, which of troops, in a remote district of Egypt, where
was one of great value, is lost The work of he died shortly afterward. It is supposed by
Justin is not so much an abridgment of that of some that the Paris w h o w a s attacked by Ju
Trogus, as a selection of such parts as seemed venal was the contemporary of Domitian, and
4o him most worthy of being generally known. that the poet was accordingly banished b y this
Edited by Graavius, Lugd. Bat, 1683 ; by Gro- emperor. But this opinion is clearly untenanovius, Lugd. Bat, 1719 and 1760 ; and b y ble. 1. W e know that Paris was killed in A . D
Frotseher, Lips, 1827, 3 vols. — 2. Surnamed 83, upon suspicion of an intrigue with the E m the M A R T Y R , one of the earliest of the Christian press Domitia. 2. The fourth satire, as appears
writers, was born about A.D. 103, at Flavia Ne- from the concluding lines, w a s written after the
apolis, the Sheehem of the Old Testament, a city death of Domitian, that is, not earlier than 95.
in Samaria. H e w a s brought up as a heathen, 3. Thefirstsatire, as w e learn from the fortyand in his youth studied the Greek philosophy ninth line, w a s written after the condemnation
with zeal aud ardor. H e w a s afterward con- of Marius Priseus, that is, not earlier than 100,
verted to Christianity. H e retained as a Chris- These positions admit of no doubt; and hence
tiarz the garb of a philosopher, but devoted him- it is established that Juvenal was alive at least
Belf to the propagation, by writing and other- seventeen years after the death of Paris, and
wise, of the faith which he had embraced. H e that some of his satires were composed after
was put to death at R o m e in the persecution the death of Domitian. The only facts with
under Marcus Antoninus, about 165. Justin regard to Juvenal upon which w e can implicitly
wrote a large number of works in Greek, sev- rely are, that he flourished toward the close of
eral of which have come down to us Of these thefirstcentury; that Aquinum, if not the place
the most important are, 1. An Apology for the of his nativity, w a s at least his chosen residence
Christians, addressed to Antoninus Pius, about(Sat,m, 319); and that he is, in all probability,
139 ; 2. A Second Apology for the Christians, ad-the friend w h o m Martial addresses in three epidressed to the emperors M . Aurelius and L.grams. There is, perhaps, another circumVerus; 3. A Bialogue with Tryphon the Jew, in stance which w e m a y admit. W e are told that
whieh Justin defends Christianity against the he declaimed for m a n y years of his life; and
objections of Tryphon. The best edition of the every page in his writings bears evidence to
collected works of Justin is by Otto, Jena, 1842- the accuracy of this assertion. Each piece is
1844, 2 vols. 8vo; [second edition, Jena, 1848-a finished rhetorical essay, energetic, glowing,
50, 3 vols. 8vo.]
and sonorous. H e denounces vice in the most
JUSTUS, a Jewish historian of Tiberias in Gal- indignant terms; but the obvious tone of exagilaaa, w a s a contemporary of the historian Jo- geration which pervades all his invectives
sephus, w h o w a s very hostile to him.
leaves us in doubt h o w far this sustained pasJ U T U R N A , the n y m p h of a fountain in Latium, sion is real, and h o w far assumed for show
famous for its healing qualities. Its water w a s The extant works of Juvenal consist of sixteei
used in nearly all sacrifices; a chapel was ded- satires, the last being a fragment of very doubticated to its n y m p h at R o m e in the Campus ful authenticity, all composed in heroic hexamMartius b y Lutatius Catulus; and sacrifices eters. Edited by Ruperti, Lips, 1819 ; and by
were offered to her on the 11th of January. A Heinrich, Bonn, 1839.
pond in the forum, between the temples of CasJUVENTAS.
Vid. H E B E .
tor and Vesta, w a s called Lacus Juturnaa,
JUVENTIUS.
1. C E L S U S .
Vid. C E L S U S . — 3.
whence w e must infer that the n a m e of the L A T E R E N S I S .
Vid. L A T E R E N S I S . — 3 . T H A L N A . —
eymph Juturna is not connected with jugis, butVid. T H A L N A .
probably with juvare. She is said to have been
[JUVERNA, another n a m e for Hiberaia. Vid
beloved by Jupiter, w h o rewarded her with im- H I B E R N I A . ]
mortality and the rule over the waters. S o m e L,
wi iters call her the wife of Janus and mother
of Fontus, but in the zEneid she appears as theLAEDA (AdBSd), a daughter of the Bacchiad An*affectionate sister of Turnus.
phion, and mother of Cypselus by Eetion
Vii
J U V A V L M or J U V A V I A (now Salzburg), a town C Y P S E L U S
in Norieum, on the River Jovavus or Isonta
4 4

LABDACID.E.

LABUS.

o» one of the hills of the Alban Mountain, fifteen
LABDAOIDZB. Vid. LABDAOUS.
LABDAOUS (AdBbaKog), son of the Theban kmiles
ing southeast of Rome, west of Praaneste, and
Polydorus, by Nycteis, daughter of Nyeteus. northeast of Tusculum. It was an ally of the
Labdaous lost his father at an early age, and zEqui; it was taken and was colonized by the
was placed under the guardianship of Nyeteus, Romans, B.C. 418.
LABIENUS.
1. T, tribune of the plebs B.O.
and afterward under that of Lyeus, a brother
of Nyeteus. When Labdaous had grown up to 63, the year of Cicero's consulship. Under pre
manhood, Lyeus surrendered the government tenee of avenging his uncle's death, who had
to him ; and on the death of Labdacus, whieh joined Saturninus (100), and had perished along
occurred soon after, Lyeus undertook the guard- with the other conspirators, he accused Rabirius of perduellio or high treason. Rabirius was
,«nship of his son Laius. the father of ffidipus.
The name Labdacidc is frequently given to the defended by Oicero. Vid RABIRIUS. In his
descendants of Labdacus—CEdipus, Polynices, tribuneship Labienus was entirely devoted to
Caasar's interests. Accordingly, when Oaasar
Eteoeles, and Antigone.
went into Transalpine Gaul in 58, he took Labi
L A B D A L U M . Vid. SYRACUSE.
LABEATES, a warlike people in Dalmatia, enus with him as his legates. Labienus conwhose chief town was Scodra, and in whose tinued with Caasar during the greater part of
territory was the LABEATIS PALUS (now Lake of his campaigns in Gaul, and was the ablest offiScutari) through which the River Barbana (nowcer he had. On the breaking out of the civil
war in 49, he deserted Oaasar and joined PomBogana) runs.
His defection caused the greatest joy
LABEO, ANTISTIUS. 1. A Roman jurist, was pey.
one of the murderers of Julius Caasar, and put among the Pompeian party; but he disappointan end to his life after the battle of Philippi, B.C.ed the expectations of his new friends, and
42.—2. Son of the preceding, and a still more never performed any thing of importance. H e
eminent jurist H e adopted the republican opin- fought against his old commander at the battle
of Pharsalia in Greece, 48, at the battle of Thapions of his father, and was, in consequence, disliked by Augustus. It is probable that the sus in Africa, 46, and at the battle of Munda in
Spain, 45. H e was slain in the last of these
Labeone insanior of Horace (Sat, i, 3, 80) was
a stroke levelled at the jurist, in ordertoplease battles.—2. Q , son of the preceding, joined the
the emperor. Labeo wrote a large number of party of Brutus and Cassius after the murder
works, which are cited in the Digest. H e was of Caasar, and was sent by them into Parthia to
the founder of one of the two great legal schools seek aid from Orodes, the Parthian king. Before he could obtain any definite answer from
spoken of under CAPITO.
LABEO, Q. FABIUS, quaastor urbanus B.O. 196; Orodes, the news came of the battle of Philippi,
praetor 189, when he commanded thefleetin the 42. Two years afterward he persuaded Orodes
to intrust him with the command of a Parthian
war against Antiochus ; and consul 183.
LABERIUS, DECIMUS, a Roman eques, and a army; and Paeorus, the son of Orodes, was asdistinguished writer of mimes, was born about sociated with him in the command. In 40 they
B.C. 107, and died in 43 at Puteoli, in Campa- crossed the Euphrates and met with great sue
nia.
At Caasar's triumphal games iu October, cess. They defeated Decidius Saxa, the lieu45, P. Syrus, a professional mimus, seems to tenant of Antony, obtained possession of the
have challenged all his craft to a trial of wit in two great towns of Antioch and Apamea, and
extemporaneous farce, and Caasar offered Labe- penetrated into Asia Minor. But in the followriusfivehundred thousand sesterces to appear ing year, 39, P. Ventidius, the most able of Anon the stage. Laberius was sixty years old,tony's legates, defeated the Parthians. Labiand the profession of a mimus was infamous, enusfledin disguise into Cilieia, where he was
but the wish of the dictator was equivalent to apprehended and put to death.—8. T, a celea command, and he reluctantly complied. H e brated orator and historian in the reign of Auhad, however, revenge in his power, and took gustus, either son or grandson of No. 1. H e reit. His prologue awakened compassion, and tained all the republican feelings of his family,
perhaps indignation; and, during the perform- and never became reconciled to the imperial
ance, he adroitly availed himself of his various government, but took every opportunity to attack
characters to point his wit at Caasar. In theAugustus and his friends. His enemies obtained
person of a beaten Syrian slave he cried out, a decree of the senate that all his writings should
" Marry I Quirites, but we lose our freedom" be burned; whereupon he shut himself up in the
(Porro, Quirites, libertatem perdidimus), and alltomb of his ancestors, and thus perished, about
eyes were turned upon the dictator ; and in au-AD. 12.
L A B R A N D A (rd AdBpavSa : AaBpavbevg, AaBpav
other mime he uttered the pregnant maxim,
"Needs must he fear who makes all else bnvog, Labrandenus), a town in Caria, sixty-eight
adread" (Necesse est multos timeat quem multi stadia north of Mylasa, celebrated for its temple
timent).
Caasar, impartially or vindictively, of Jupiter (Zeus) Stratios or Labrandenus, on a
awarded the priziatoSyrus. The prologue of hill near the city. Mr. Fellowes considers some
Laberius has been preserved by Maerobius (Sat,ruins at Jakli to be those of the temple; but thi*
ii, 7); and, if this nay be taken as a specimen is doubtful.
of his style, he wculd rank above Terence, and LABRO, a sea port in Etruria, mentioned by
second only to Plautus, in dramatic vigor. La- Cicero along with Pisaa, and supposed by some
berius evidently made great impression on histo be the Liburnum mentioned by Zosimus, and
contemporaries, although he is depreciated by the modern Livorno or Leghorn. Others, however, maintain that the ancient Portus Pisantu
Horace (Sat, i, 10, 6).
LABIOUM, LABICI, L A V K M M , LAVIOI (Labica-, corresponds to Leghorn.
a m • now Colonna), an ancient town in Latium LABUS or LABUTAS (AiBog or Aabovrac : now
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LABYNETUS.

LACTANT1US.

Sobad Koh, part of the Elburz) a mountain of (Now Lagoa) a town on the southwest oi Lfi®Parthia, between the Coronus and the Sariphi tania, east of the Promontorium Sacrum
Montes.
LACONICA (Aaf.aviKT?), sometimes called L/.oO
LABYNETUS (AaSvvnrog) a name common toNIA by the Romans, a country of Peloponnesus.
several of the Babylonian monarchs, seems to was bounded on the north by Argolis and Arhave been a title rather than a proper name. Thecadia, on the west by Messenia, and on the east
Labynet is mentioned by Herodotus (i, 74) as and south by the sea. Laconica was a long
mediating a peace between Cyaxares and Alyat- valley, running southward to the sea, and was
tes is the same with Nebuchadnezzar. The inclosed on three sides by mountaius. On the
La'»ynetus who is mentioned by Herodotus (i, north it was separated by Mount Parnon from
?7) as a contemporary of Oyrus and Crcasus is Argolis, and by Mount Sciritis from Arcadia.
the same with the Belshazzar of the prophet It was bounded by Mount Taygetus on the west
Daniel. By other writers he is called Nabona- and by Mount Parnon on the east, which are
dius or Nabonidus. H e was the last king of two masses of mountains extending from ArBabvIjL, Vid. CYRUS.
cadia to the southern extremities of the PeloLABYLTNTHUS. Vid. Bid. of Antiq, s. v.
ponnesus, Mount Taygetus terminating at the
LACEDZSMON (AaKe&aipav) son of JupiterPromontorium Taanarum, and Mount Parnon
Zeus) and Taygete, was married to Sparta, thecontinued under the names of Thornax and
daughter of Eurotas, by whom he became the Zarex, terminating at the Promontorium Malea.
father of Amyclas, Eurydice, and Asine. H e The River Eurotas flows through the valley
was king of the country whieh he called after lying between these mountain masses, and falls
his own name, Lacedaamon, while he called the into the Laconian Gulf. In the upper part of
capital Sparta after the name of his wife. Vid. its course the valley is narrow, and near Sparta
SPAETA.
the mountains approach so close to each other
LACEDZEMONIUS (AaKedaiubviog), son of Cimon,
as to leave little more than room for the chan
60 named in honor of the Lacedaemonians.
nel of the river. It isforthis reason that w e
L A C E D A S (Aaiojdag) or LEOOEDES (Herod, vi,
find the vale of Sparta called the hollow Lace127), king of Argos, and father of Melas.
demon. Below Sparta the mountains recede,
LAOETANI, a people in Hispania Tarraconensis, and the valley opens out into a plain of considat tbefootof the Pyrenees.
erable extent. The soil of this plain is poor,
L A C H X R E S (Aaxapng) 1. A n Athenian dema- but on the slopes of the mountains there is land
gogue, made himself tyrant of Athens B.O. of considerable fertility. There were valuable
296, when the city was besieged by Demetrius. marble quarries near Taanarus. Off the coast
When Athens was on the point of falling into shell-fish were caught, which produced a purple
ths hands t.f Demetrius, Lachares made his dye inferior only to the Tyrian. Laconica is
eaeape to Thebes.—2. A n eminent Athenian well described by Euripides as difficult of access
rhetorician, whoflourishedin thefifthcentury to an enemy. On the north the country could
.if our era.
only be invaded by the valleys of the Eurotai
L A C H E S (Adxvg) an Athenian commander in and the Okius ; the range of Taygetus formed
the Peloponnesian war, isfirstmentioned in an almost insuperable barrier on the west; and
B.O. 427. H e fell at the battle of Mantinea, the want of good harbors on the eastern coast
418. Iu the dialogue of Plato which bears his protected it from invasion by sea on that side.
name, he is represented as not over-acute in ar- Sparta was the only town of importance in the
gument, and with Umper on a par with his country. Vid. SPARTA. The most ancient inacuteness.
habitants of the country are said to have been
IIACHESIS, one of tbe Fates. Vid. M C E R * .
Cynurians and Leleges. They were expelled
LACIA or L A O I A D * (AaKla, AaKidbai: AaKidbng,
or conquered by the Achaaans, who were the
AaKtevg), a demus in Aitiea, belonging to theinhabitants of the country in the heroic age.
tribe QLneis, west of, and neartoAthens.
The Dorians afterward invaded Peloponnesus
LACINIUM (AaKlviov QKpov), a promontory on
and became the ruling race in Laconica. Some
the eastern coast of Bruttiuu, a few miles south of the old Achaaan inhabitants were reduced to
of Croton, and forming the western boundary Blavery; but a great number of them became
of the Tarentine Gulf. It possessed a cele- subjects of the Dorians under the name of Peribrated temple of Juno, who wai worshipped here asci (HepiotKoi). The general name for the inunder the surname of Laeinia. The remains of habitants is LACONES (AaKaveg) or LAOEDZBMONII
this temple are still extant, and have given the (AaKebaipbvwi) ; but the Perieci are frequently
modern name to the promontory, Capo delle Co-called Lacedaamonii, to distinguish them from the
lonne or Capo di Nao (vabg). Hannibal dedicatSpartans.
ed in this temple a bilingual inscription (in Punic LACONICUS SINUS (KuXirog AaKuviKog) a gulf
»nd Greek), whieh recorded the history of his in the south of Peloponnesus, into which the
campaigns, and of which Polybius made use in Eurotas falls, beginning west at the Promontowriting his history.
rium Taanarum, and east at the Promontorium
LAOIPPO (now Alecippe) a town in HiBpaniaMalea.
Baatica, not far from the sea, and west of Mal- [LACRATIDES (AaKparibng) said to have been
aga.
an archon at Athens at the time of the Persian
L A O M O N or L A O M U S (AaKpav, AuKjiog) the
invasion : in his archonship there was so heavy
northern part of Mount Pindus, in which the a fall of snow, and so intense cold, that the
River Aous has its origin.
epithet " Lacratidian" became proverbial for inLAOOBRIGA. 1. (Now Lobera) a town of the tense cold.]
Vaccaai in the north of Hispania TarraconenLAOTANTIUS, a celebrated Christian fathar
tk, Ml the road from Asturica to Tarraeo.—2. but K« exact izame, the place of his nativity
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LzELlUS.

tad the date of his birth, are uncertain. In placed by Jupiter (Zeus) among the stars.- -\±
modern works w efindhim denominated Lucius A n Arcadian, companion and friend of zEoeaa,
Callus Firmianus Ladantius; but the two for- slain b y Halesus.]
mer appellations, in the second of which Cascil- L A D O N (Addav) 1. A river in Arcadia, which
ius is often substituted for Caslius, are omittedrose near Clitor, and fell into the Alpheus be
in many M S S , while the two latter are fre- tween Horaa and Phrixa. In mythology Ladou
quently presented in an inverted order. Since is the husband of Stymphalis, and the father of
he is spoken of as far advanced in life about Daphne and Metope.—2. A small river in Elis,
A D . 315, he must have been born not later than which rose on thefrontiersof Achaia and fell into
the middle of the third century, probably in the PenSus.
Italy, possibly at Firmum, on the Adriatic, and LZSETANI, a people on the eastern coast of
certainly studied in Africa, where he became Hispania Tarraconensis, near the mouth of the
the pupil of Arnobius, w h o taught rhetoric at River Rubicatus (now Llobregat) probably the
Sicca. His fame became so widely extended, same as the L A L E T A N I , whose country, L A L E that about 301 he was invited by Diocletian to TANIA, produced good wine, and whose chief
settle at Nicomedia, and there to practice his town was B A R C I N O .
art. A t this period he appears to have become
L/ELAPS (AalXaip), i. e, the storm wind, pera Christian. H e w a s summoned to Gaul about sonified in the legend of the dog of Procris
312-318, when n o w an old man, to superintend which bore this name. Procris had received
the education of Crispus, son of Constantine, this swift animal from Diana (Artemis), and
and he probably died at Treves some ten or gave it to her husband Cephalus. W h e n the
twelve years afterward (325-330). The extant Teumessian fox was sent to punish the Theworks of Lactantius, are, i. Bivinarum Institu-bans, Cephalus sent the dog Laalaps against the
tionum Libri VII, a sort of introduction to fox.
The dog overtook the fox, but Jupiter
Christianity, intended to supersede the less per- (Zeus) changed both animals into a stone, which
fect treatises of Minucius Felix, Tertullian, and was shown in the neighborhood of Thebes.
Cyprian. Each of the seven books bears a sepL/ELIANUS, one of the thirt) tyrants, emperarate title: (1.) Be Falsa Beligione. (2.) Be or in Gaul after the death of P O S T U M U S , A.D.
Origine Erroris. (3.) Be Falsa Sapientia. (4.)267, was slain, after a few months, by his o w n
'Oe Vera Sapientia et Religione. (5.) Be Justitia.
soldiers, w h o proclaimed V I C T O R I N U S in his
6.) Be Vera Cultu. (7.) Be VitaBeata,—n. A n stead.
Epitome of the Institutions.—m. Be Ira Bel.—
LZELIUS. 1. 0 , was from early manhood the
rv. Be Opificio Bei s. Be Formatione Hominis.—friend and companion of Seipio Africanus the
r. B i Mortibus Persecutorum.—vi. Various Po-elder, and fought under him in almost all his
ms, Kiost of whieh were probably not written by campaigns. H e was consul B.C. 190, and obLactantius. The style of Lactantius, formed tained the province of Cisalpine Gaul.—2. 0 ,
,apon the model of the great orator of R o m e , has surnamed SAPIENS, son of the preceding. His
gained for him the appellation of the Christian intimacy with Seipio Africanus the youuger was
Cieero, and not undeservedly. The best editionas remarkable as his father's friendship with the
,<f Lactantius is by L e Brun and Lenglet du elder, aud it obtained an imperishable monument
Fresnoy, Paris, 1748.
in Cicero's treatise Lelius sive de Amicitia. H e
L A C T A R I U S M O N S or L A O T I S M O N S , a mountain was born about 186, was tribune of the plebs
In Campania, belonging to the Apennines, four 151, praator 145, and consul 140. Though not
miles east of Stabiaa, so called because the cows devoid of military talents, as his campaign
which grazed upon it produced excellent milk. against the Lusitanian Viriathus pi'oved, he
flere Narses gained a victory over the Goths, w,as more of a statesman than a soldier, and
A D . 553.
more of a philosopher than a statesman. From
[LiCTODURUM (now probably Towcester) a cityDiogenes of Babylon, and afterward from PaA the Oatyeuchlani in Britannia Romana, on the naatius, he imbibed the doctrines of the Stoic
svay from Londinium to Lindum.]
school; his father's friend Polybius was his
L A O Y D E S (AaKvdng,) a native of Cyrene, suc-friend also; the wit and idiom of Terence
«eeded Arcesilaus as president of the Academy were pointed and polished by his aud Scipio's
-<t Athens. The place where his instructions conversation ; and the satirist Lucilius was his
rfere delivered was a garden, named the Lacy-familiar companion. The political opinions of
Jeum (Aambeiov), provided for the purpose by Laalius were different at different periods of his
his friend Attalus Philometor, king of Pergamus. life. H e endeavored, probably during his tribThis alteration in the locality of the school seems unate, to procure a redivision of the public land,
at least to have contributed to theriseof the but he desisted from the attempt, and for his
jame of the New Academy. H e died about 215 forbearance received the appellation of the Wise
from the effects, it is said, of excessive drink- or the Prudent. H e afterward became a strening.
uous supporter of the aristoeratical party. SevL A D E (Adbrj), an island off the western coasteral of his orations were extant in the time of
)f Caria, opposite to Miletus and to the bay into Cicero, but were characterized more by smooth
which the Maaander falls.
ness (lenitas) than by power. Laalius is the
[LADES, son of Imbrasus, afollowerof zEneas, principal interlocutor in Cicero's dialogue Be
iUain by Turnus in Italy.]
Amicitia, and is one of the speakers in the Be
LADON(Aar5ui>). 1. The dragon w h o guard- Senedute and in the Be Republica. His two
ed the apples of the Hesperides, was the off- daughters w ere married, the one to Q. Mucius
spring of Typhon and Echidna, or of Terra (Ge), Scsavola, the augur, the other to C. Fannius
or of Phorcys and Ceto. H e was slain by Her- Strabo. The opinion of his worth seems to
eides; and the representation of the battle was have been universal, and it is one of Seneca's
2fr
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m j m zitious to his friend Lucilius " to live like Transpadana, on the River Tiiinus, who, in oon
junction with the Marici, built the town of TiLaelius."
L ^ N A S , POPILIUS, plebeians. The family was ciuum (now Pavia.)
unfavorably distinguished, even amoDg the Ro- L.EVINUS, V A L E R I U S . 1. P., consul B.O. 280,
mans, for their sternness, cruelty, and haughti had the conduct of the w a r against Pyrrhus.
ness of character. 1. Mi, four times consul, B. The king wrote to Laavinus, offering to arbitrate
0. 359, 356, 350, 348. In his third consulship between R o m e and Tarentum ; but Laavinus
(850) he w o n -. hard-fought battle against the bluntly bade him mind his o w n business, and
Gauls, for which he celebrated a triumph—the begone to Epirus. A n Epirot spy having been
first ever obtained by a plebeian.—2. M , praatortaken in the R o m a n lines, Laavinus showed him
176, consul 172, and censor 159. In his con- the legions under arms, and bade himtellhis
sulship he defeated the Ligurian mountaineers ; master, if he w a s curious about the R o m a n m e n
and w h e n the remainder of the tribe surrender- and tactics,tocome and see them himself. In
ed to him, he sold them all as slaves.—3. 0 , the battle which followed, Laavinus was defeatbrother of No. 2, was consul 172. H e was aft- ed b y Pyrrhus on the banks of the Siris.—2. M.,
erward sent as ambassador to Antiochud. king praator 215, crossed over to Greece aud carried
of Syria, w h o m the senate wished to abstain on war against Philip. H e continued in the
from hostilities against Egypt Antiochus w a s command in Greece till 211, when ho was elect;
ust marching upon Alexandrea when Popilius ed consul in his absence. In his consulship
gave him the lettsr of the senate, which the (210) he carried on the w a r in Sicily, and took
king read, and pro nised to take into considera- Agrigentum. H e continued as proconsul in
tion with his friends. Popilius straightway de- Sicily for several years, and in 208 made a described with his cane a circle in the sand round scent upon the coast of Africa. H o died 200,
the king, aud ordered him not to stir out of it and his sons Publius and Marcus honored his
before he had given a decisive answer. This m e m o r y with funeral games and gladiatorial
boldness so frightened Antiochus, that he at combats, exhibited during four successive days
once yielded to the demand of R o m e . — 4 . P., in the forum.—3. C , son of No. 2, w a s by the m o consul 132, the year after the murder of Tib. ther's side brother of M . Fulvi is Nobilior, consul
Gracchus. H e w a s charged b y the victorious 189. Laavinus w a s himself consul in i.75, and
aristoeratical party with the prosecution of the carried on war against the Ligurians.
L A G O S , a city in great Phrygia.
accomplices of Gracchus ; and in this odious
L A G U S (Adyog), a Macedonian of obscure birtl^
task ho showed all the hard-heartedness of his
family. H e subsequently withdrew himself, b y was the father, or reputed father, of Ptolemy,
voluntary exile, from the vengeance of C. Grac- the founder of the Egyptian monarchy H e
chus, and did not return to Borne till after his married Arsinoe, a concubine of Philip of Maeedon, w h o w a s said to have been pregnant at the
death.
[ L A E R C E S (AaepKr/g) 1. Father of Alcimedon, time of their marriage, on which account the
one of the chiefs of the Myrmidons under Achil- Macedonians generally looked upon Ptolemy as
les.—2. A n artist employed b y Nestor to gild the son of Philip.
L A I S (Aa'ig), the name of two celebrated
the horns of the victims sacrificedtothe gods.]
L A E R T E S (Aaeprng), king of Ithaca, w a s sonGrecian Hetaaraa or courtezans. 1. The elder,
of Aerisius and Chalcomedusa, and husband of a native probably of Corinth, lived in the time
AnticlSa, by w h o m he became the father of Ulys- of the Peloponnesian war, and w a s celebrated
ses and Ctimene. S o m e writers call Ulysses as the most beautiful w o m a n of her age. She
the son of Sisyphus. Vid. A N T I O L E A . Laertes was notorious also for her avarice and caprice.
took part in the Calydonian hunt, and in the— 2 . The younger, was the daughter of Timanexpedition of the Argonauts. H e w a s still alive dra, and was probably born at Hyccara in Sicily.
when Ulysses returnedtoIthaca after the fall of According to some accounts she w a s brought
to Corinth when seven years old, having been
Troy.
taken prisoner in the Athenian expedition to
LAERTIUS, DIOGENES.
Vid D I O G E N E S .
L . £ S T R Y G O N E S (Aaiarpvybveg), a savage race Sicily, and bought by a Corinthian. This story,
of cannibals, w h o m Ulysses encountered in hishowever, involves numerous difficulties, and
wanderings. They were governed by A N T I P H - seems to have arisen from a confusion between
ATES and L A M U S . They belong, however,tom y -this Lais and the elder one of the same name.
thology rather than to history. T h e modern in- She was a contemporary and rival of Phryne.
terpreters of H o m e r place them on the north- She became enamored of a Thessalian named
western coast of Sicily. The Greeks themselves Hippolochus or Hippostratus and accompanied
placed them on the eastern coast of the island, in him to Thessaly. Here, it is said, some Thessathe plains of Leontini, which are therefore called lian women, jealous of her beauty, enticed her
Lestrygonii Campi. The Romans, however, andinto a temple of Venus (Aphrodite), and there
more especially the R o m a n poets, w h o regarded stoned her to death.
[LAISPODIAS (Aaiairobiag), an Athenian comthe Promontorium Circeium as the Homeric
island of Circe, transplanted the Laastrygones mander in the Peloponnesian war. Iu B. C. 411
to the southern coast of Latium, in the neighbor- one of the envoys sent by the Four Hundred to
hood of Formiaa, which they supposed to have Sparta.]
been built by Lamus, the king of this people.
L A I U S (Adiog) son of Labdacus, lost his father
Hence Horace (Carm, iii, 16, 34) speaks of at an early age, and w a s brought up by Lycue.
Lestriyonia Bacchus in amphora, that is, For- Vid. L A B D A C U S . W h e n Lye is w a s slain by A m mian wine; aud Ovid (Met,xv/, 233) calls Formiaaphion and Zethus, Laius toJk refuge with PiLasstrygonis Lami Urbs.
lops in Peloponnesus. After the death of A m Lzsvi or LEVI, a Ligurian people in Gallia pb' Ai and Zethus, Laius returned to Thebes
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and ascended the throne of tis father. H e Craterus; and, thus strengthened, he gained a
married Jocasta, and became by her the father decisive victory over the confederates at tha
of Qidipus, b y w h o m he was slain. For details,battle of Cranon, which put an end to the L a
mian war.
vid CEDIPUS.
L A M I N I U M (Laminitanus), a town of the Car
[ L A L A , of Cyzicus, a female painter, w h o
lived at R o m e about B.C. 7 4 ; celebrated espe- petani in Hispania Tarraconensis, ninety-fiv«
miles southeast of Toletum.
ciallyforher portraits of women.]
L A M P A or L A P P A (Adpirn, Adirirn: Aapiraloc,
L A L A G E , a c o m m o n name of courtezans, from
the Greek XaXayrj, prattling, used as a term ofAanirevg) a town in the north of Crete, a little
inland, south of H y d r a m u m , said to have been
sndearment, " little prattler."
built by Agamemnon, but to have been called
LALETINI.
Vid. LZSETANI.
L A M A C H U S (Adpaxog) an Athenian, son of after Lampus.
L A M P E A (b, Adpireia), or L A M P E U S M O N S , a part
Xenophanes, w a s the colleague of Aloibiades
and Nicias in the great Sicilian expedition, B. of the mountain range of Erymanthus, on the
0. 415. H e fell under the walls of Syracuse, frontiers of Achaia and Elis.
L A M P E T I A (Aa/iirerln), daughter of Helios by
in a sally of the besieged. H e appears among
the dramatis personaa of Aristophanes as the the n y m p h Neaara. She and her sister Phaebrave and somewhat blustering soldier, delight- thusa tended theflocksof their father in Sicily.
ing in the war, and thankful, moreover, for its In some legends she appears as one of the sispay. Plutarch describes him as brave, but so ters of Phaethon.
L A M P O N (Adpirav). 1. A n zEginetan, son of
poor, that on every fresh appointment he used
to begformoney from the government to buyPytheas, urged Pausanias, after the battle of
Plataaaa, to avenge the death of Leonidas by inclothing and shoes.
[ L A M B R U S (now Lambra) a river in Gallia sulting the corpse of Mardonius.—2. A n AtheTranspadana, which rose in the Lake Eupilis nian, a celebrated soothsayer and interpreter of
(now Logo di Pusiano), and fell into the P o be- oracles. In conjunction with Xenocritus, he
led the colony which founded Thurii in Italy, B.
tween Ticinum and Placentia.]
L A M E T U S (now Lamata), a river in Bruttium, 0.443.
L A M P O N I A or -IUM (Aapiraveia, -avwv), an
near Croton, which falls into the L A M E T I O U S
SINUS. U p o n it w a s the town L A M E T I N I (now important city of Mysia, in the interior of the
Troad, near the borders of zEolis.
St. Eufemia)
[ L A M P O N I U S M , a Lucanian, one of the prin
L A M I A (Aapla) 1. A female phantom. Vid.
E M P U S A . — 2 . A celebrated Athenian courtezan, cipal captains of the Italians in the war of the
was a favorite mistress for m a n y years of De- allies with R o m e , B.O. 90-88.]
L A M P R A , L A M P R Z S , or L A M P T R . E (Aapirpa,
metrius Poliorcetes.
L A M I A , ZELIUS. This family claimed a high Aapirpai, Aapirrpai: Aapirpevg: now Lamoriea),
antiquity, and pretended to be descended from a demus on the western coast of Attica, near
the mythical hero L A M U S .
1. L , a R o m a n the promontory Astypalaaa, belonging to the
eques, supported Cicero in the suppression of tribe Erechtheis. It was divided into an upper
the Catilinarian conspiracy, B.C. 63, and w a s and a lower city.
accordingly banished by the influence of the L A M P R I D I U S , ZELIUS, one of the Scriptores
consuls Gabinius and Piso in 58. H e was sub- Historic Auguste, lived in the reigns of Dioclesequently recalled from exile, and during the tian and Constantine, and wrote the lives of
civil wars espoused Caasar's party.—2. L , son the emperors: 1. C o m m o d u s ; 2. Antoninus Diof the preceding, and the friend of Horace, w a s adumenus; 3. Elagabalus; and, 4. Alexander
consul A.D. 3. H e w a s m a d e praafectus urbi Severus. It is not improbable that Lampridius
in 32, but he died in the following year.—3. L , is the same as Spartianus, and that the name
was married to Domitia Longina, the daughter of the author in full was zElius Lampridius
of Corbulo; but during the lifetime of Vespa- Spartianus. For the editions of Lampridius
sian he was deprived of her by Domitian, w h o vid, CAPITOLINUS.
[ L A M P R O C L E S (AapirpoKXrig). 1. The eldest
first lived with her as his mistress, and subsequently married her. Lamia was put to death son of Socrates.—2. A n Athenian dithyrambic
poet and musician, w h o probablyflourishedat
by Domitian after his accessiontothe throne.
L A M I A (Aapla : Aapievg, Aapiarng: n o w Zeitunthe end of the sixth or beginning of the fifth
or Zeituni) a town in Phthiotis in Thessaly, century B.C.]
situated on the small river Aehelous, and fifty L A M P S A C U S (AdpipaKog: Aapiftannvbg: ruins at
stadia inland from the Maliao Gulf, on which it Lapsaki) an important city of Mysia, in Asia
possessed a harbor, called Phalara. It has given Minor, on the coast of the Hellespont, possessits n a m e to the war, which w a s carried on b y ed a good harbor. It w a s celebrated for its
the confederate Greeks against Antipater after wine; and hence it was one of the cities asthe death of Alexander, B.O. 323. The con- signed by Xerxes to Themistoeles for his mainfederates under the command of Leosthenes, tenance. It w a s the chief seat of the worthe Athenian, defeated Antipater, w h o took ref- ship of Priapus, and the birth-place of the hisage in Lamia, where he w a s besieged for some torian Charon, the philosophers Adimantus and
months, Leosthenes w a s killed during the Metrodorus, and the rhetorician Anaximenes.
sisge ; and the confederates were obliged to Lampsacus w a s a colony of the Phocaaans:
•.-aise it in the following year (322), in conse- the name of the surrounding district, Bebryeia.
quence of the approach of Leonnatus. The connects its old inhabitants with the Thracian
confederates under the command of Antiphilus B E B R Y C E S ,
defeated Leonnatus, w h o w a s slain in the ac- [ L A M P U S (Aduirog) 1. A son of Laomedon,
tion. Soon afterward Antipater was joined by and father of DOIODS, w a s one of the Trojai
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riders.—2. The name of two hoiscs, one beL A N U V I U M (Lanuvinus: n o w Lavigna), an
longing to Aurora (Eos), the other to Hector.]
ancient city in Latium, situated on a hill of the
L A M U S (Adpog) 1. Son of Neptune (Poseidon), Alban Mount, not far from the Appia Via, and
and king of the Laastrygones, was said to have subsequently a R o m a n municipium. It posfounded Formiaa in Italy. Vid. F O R M I Z S . — sessed an ancient and celebrated temple oi
[2. A Rutulian leader, slain by Nisus.]
Juno Sospita. Under the empire it obtaicei!
L A M U S (Adpog: n o w Lamas) a river of Cili- some importance as the birth-place of Antcisi.
cia, the boundary between Cilicia Aspera and nus Pius. Part of the walls of Lanuvium and
Cilicia Campestris; with a town of the same the substructions of the temple of Juno are still
came.
remaining.
[ L A N A S S A (Advaoaa)
1. Grand-daughter of
L A O C O O N (AaoKoav), a Trojan, w h o plays a
Hercules, carried away from the temple of prominent part in the post-Homeric legends,
Jupiter (Zeus) at Dodona by Pyrrhus, son of was a son of Antenor or Accetes, and a priest
Achilles, bore him eight children.—2. Daughter of the Thymbraaan Apollo. H e tried to disof Agathocles, wife of Pyrrhus, king of Epirus; suade his countrymen from drawing into the
left him to marry Demetrius Poliorcetes.]
city the wooden horse, which the Greeks had
L A N C I A (Lancienses). 1. ( N o w Sollanco or left behind them when they pretended to sail
Sollancia, near Leon), a town of the Astures away from Troy ; and, to show the danger
in Hispania Tarraconensis, nine miles east of from the horse, he hurled a spear into its side.
Legio, was destroyed by the Romans.—2. Sur- The Trojans, however, would not listen to his
named O P P I D A N A , a town of the Vettones in advice; and as he was preparing to sacrifice a
Lusitania, not far from the sources of the bull to Neptune (Poseidon), suddenly two fearRiver Munda.—[3. L. T R A N S C U D A N A (now Ci- ful serpents were seen swimming toward the
udad Rodrigo) a town of Hispania, east of No. Trojan coast from Tenedos. They rushed
2, so called from lying on the other side of the toward Laocoon, who, while all the people
river Cuda (now Coa)7\
took to flight, remained with his two sons
L A N G O B A R D I or L O N G O B A R D I , corrupted into standing by the altar of the god. The serpents
L O M B A R D S , a German tribe of the Suevic race. first coiled around the two boys, and then
They dwelt originally on the left hank of the around the father, and thus all three perished.
Elbe, near the River Saale ; but they afterward The serpents then hastened to the acropolis or
crossed the Elbe, and dwelt on the eastern Troy, and disappeared behind the shield of
bank of the river, where they were for a time Tritonis. The reason w h y Laocoon suffered
subject to Maroboduus in the reign of Tiberius. this fearful death is differently stated. AcAfter this they disappear from history for four cording to some, it was because he had run
centuries. Like most of the other German his lance into the side of the horse ; accord
tribes, they migrated southward; and in the ing to others, because, contrary to the will of
second half of the fifth century w e find them Apollo, he had married and begotten children ;
again on the northern bank of the Danube, in or, according to others again, because Neptune
Upper Hungary. Here they defeated and al- (Poseidon), being hostile to the Trojans, wantmost annihilated the Heruli. In the middle of ed to show to the Trojans in the person of Lathe sixth century they crossed the Danube, at ocoon what fate all of them deserved. The
the invitation of Justinian, and settled in Pan- story of Laocoon's death was a fine subject for
nonia. Here they were engaged for thirty epic and lyric as well as tragic poetry, aud was
years in a desperate conflict with the Gepidaa, therefore frequently related by ancient poets,
which only ended with the extermination of such as by Bacchylides, Sophocles, Euphorion,
the latter people. In A.D. 568, Alboin, the Virgil, and others. His death also formed the
king of the Lombards, under whose command subject of m a n y ancient works of art; and a
they had defeated the Gepidaa, led his nation magnificent group, representing the father and
across the Julian Alps, aud conquered the his two sons entwined by the two serpents, is
plains of Northern Italy, which received and still extant, and preserved in the Vatican. Vid
have ever since retained the name of L o m - A G E S A N D E R .
[ L A O C O O S A (AaoKoaoa) wife of Aphareus,
bardy. Here he founded the celebrated kingd o m of the Lombards, which existed for up- and mother of Idas and Lynceus in Theocritus.]
L A O D A M A S (Aoobupag). 1. Son of Alcinous,
ward of two centuries, till its overthrow by
Charlemagne. Paulus Diaconus, w h o was a king of the Phaaacians, and Arete.—2. Son of
Lombard by birth, derives their n a m e of Lan- Eteoeles, and king of Thebes, in whose reign
gobardi from their long beards; but modern the Epigoni marched against Thebes. In the
critics reject this etymology, and suppose the battle against the Epigoni, he slew their leader
name to have reference to their dwelling on the zEgialeus, but was himself slain by Alcmaaon.
banks of the Elbe, inasmuch as Borde signi- Others related, that after the battle was lost
fies in low German a fertile plain on the bank Laodamas fled to the Encheleans in Illyricum.
cf a river, and there is still a district in Magde- — [ 3 . A son of Antenor, slain before Troy by
burg called the lange Borde. Paulus Diaconus Ajax, son of Telamon.]
L A O D A M I A (Aaobdpeia) 1. Daughter of Acasalso states that the Lombards came originally from Scandinavia, where they were called tus, and wife of Protesilaus. W h e n her husVeniH, and that they did not receive the name band was slain before Troy, she bagged the
of Langobardi or Long Beards till they settled gods to be allowed to converse with him fot
in Germany; but this statement ought probably only three hours. The request was granted.
Mercury (Hermes) led Protesilaus hack to the
to be rejected.
L A N I C E (AaviKv), nurse of Alexander the upper world, and when Protesilaus died a sec
ond time. Laodamia died with him. A latei
Great, and sister of Clitus.
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tradition states that, after the second death of
Protesilaus, Laodamia m a d e an image of her
husband, to which she paid divine honors; but
as her father Acastus interfered, and commanded
her to burn the image, she herself leaped into
thefire.—2.Daughter of Bellerophontes, became
by Jupiter (Zeus) the mother of Sarpedon, and
was killed by Diana (A rtemis) while she was engaged in weaving.—3. Nurse of Orestes, usually

LAODICEA

town, and named in honor of his wife Lacdie,'s
It passed from the kings of Syria to those ot
Pergamus, and from them to the Romans, ta
w h o m Attalus III. bequeathed his kingdom.
Under the R o m a n s it belonged to the province
of Asia. A tfirstit w a s comparatively an insignificant place, and it suffered much from
the frequent earthquakes to whieh its site
seems to be more exposed than that of any
oalled A R S I N O E .
other city of Asia Minor, and also from the
L A O D I O E (AaoS'.Kn). 1. Daughter of Priam Mithradatic W a r . Under the later R o m a n reand Hecuba, and wife of Helicaon. S o m e re- public and the early emperors, it rose to im
late that she fell in love with Aoamas, the son portance; and, though more than once almost
of Theseus, when he came with Diomedes as destroyed by earthquakes, it was restored by
ambassador to Troy, and that she became by the aid of the emperors and the munificence of
A c a m a s the mother of Muuitus. O u the death its o w n citizens, and became, next to Apamea,
of this son she leaped down a precipice, or the greatest city in Phrygia, and one of the
w a s swallowed u p by the earth.—2. Daughter mostflourishingin Asia Minor. In an inscripof A g a m e m n o n and Olytaamnestra (Horn, II, tion it is called " the most splendid city of
ix, 146), called Electra by the tragic poets. Asia," a statement confirmed by the magnifVid, E L E C T R A . — 3 . Mother of Seleucus Nicator, icent ruins of the city, which comprise an aquethe founder of the Syrian • monarchy.—4. Wife duct, a gymnasium, several theatres, a stadium
of Antioohus II. Theos, king of Syria, and almost perfect, besides remains of roads, pormother of Seleucus Callinicus For details, vid. ticoes, pillars, gates, foundations of houses,
p. 66, b.—5. Wife of Seleucus Callinicus, and and sarcophagi. This great prosperity was
mother of Seleucus Ceraunus and Antiochus owing partly to its situation, on the high roac
the Great.—6. Wife of Antiochus the Great, for the traffic between the east and west of
was a daughter of Mithradates I V , king of Asia, and partly to the fertility and beauty of
Pontus, and grand-daughter of No. 4.—7. Wife the country round it. Already in the apostolic
of Achaaus, the cousin and adversary of A n - age it w a s the seat of aflourishingChristian
tiochus the Great, was a sister of No. 6.—8. Church, which, however, became very soon
Daughter of Antiochus the Great by his wife infected with the pride and luxury produced by
Laodice (No, 6). She was married to her eldest the prosperity of the city, as w e learn from St
brother Antiochus, w h o died in his father's life- John's severe Epistle to it (Revel, iii, 14-22)
time. 196.—9. Daughter of Seleucus IV. Philo- St. Paul also addresses it in c o m m o n with the
pator, was married to Perseus, king of Macedo- neighboring church of Colossaa (Coloss. ii, 1;
nia.—-10 Daughter of Antiochus IV. Epiphanes, iv, 13, 16).—2. L. C O M B U S T A (A. b KaraKeKavpevn
was married to the impostor Alexander Balas. or KeKavpevn, i. e, the burned; the reason of the
--11. Wife aud also sister of Mithradates Eu- epithet is doubtful: ruins at Ladik) a city of
pator (commc-Iy called the Great), king of Lycaouia, north of Iconium, on the high road
Pontus. During the absence of her husband, from the western coast of Asia Minor to the
and deceived by a report of his death, she Euphrates.—3. L. A D M A R E (A. iirl ry AaXdrri) :
gave free scope to her amours; and, alarmed n o w Ladikiyeh) a city on the coast of Syria,
for the consequences, on his return attempted about fifty miles south of Antioch, was built
hi3 life by poison. H e r designs were, however, by Seleucus I. on the site of an earlier city,
betrayed to Mithradates, w h o immediately put called Ramitha, or AevKrj 'Aicrsj. It had the
her to death.—12. Another sister of Mithra- best harbor in Syria, and the surrounding
dates Eupator, married to Ariarathes V I , country w a s celebrated for its wine and fruits,
king of Cappadoeia. After the death of her which formed a large part of the traffic of the
husband she married Nicomedes, king of Bi- city. In the civil contests during the later pethynia.
riod of the Syrian kingdom, Laodieea obtained
L A O D I O E A (AaobiKeia: AdoSiKevg, Laodicensis, virtual independence, in which it was confirmLaodicenus), the name of six Greek cities in ed probably by Pompey, and certainly by Julius
Asia, four of which (besides another n o w un- Caasar, w h o greatly favored the city. In the
known) were founded by Seleucus I. Nicator, civil wars, after Caasar's death, the Laodicean*
and named in honor of his mother Laodice, weie severely punished by Cassius for their
the other two by Antiochus II. and Antiochus adherence to Dolabella, and the city again sufI. or III. Vid. Nos. 1. and 5. 1. L. A D L Y - fered iu the Parthian invasion of Syria, but
O U M (A. irpbg ra AVKQ, ruins at Eski-Hissar) a was recompensed by Antony with exemption
city of Asia Minor, stood on a ridge of hills from taxation. Herod the Great built the Lanear the southern bank of the River Lyeus odiceans an aqueduct, the ruins of which still
(now Choruk Su) a. tributary of the Maaander, exist It is mentioned occasionally as an ima little to the west of Colossaa and to the south portant city under the later R o m a n empire,
of Hierapolis, on the borders of Lydia, Caria, aDd, after the conquest of Syria by the Arabs,
and Phrygia, to each of which it is assigned by it was one of those places on the coast which
different writers; but after the definitive divi- still remained in the hands of the Greek emsion of the provinces, it is reckoned as belong- perors, and with a Christian population. It
ing to Great Phrygia, and under the later Ro- was taken and destroyed by the Arabs in 1188:
m a n emperors it was the capital of Phrygia It is n o w a poor Turkish village, with very
Pacatiana. It was founded by Antiochus II. considerable ruins of the ancient city, the chief
Theos, on the site of a previously existing of which are a triumphal arch, the remains o<
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the mole of the harbor, of a portico near it, of
L A P E T H U S or L A P A T H U S (ALL vPog, AdrraBog
catacombs on the sea-coast, of the aqueducts Aairf/Biog, AannBevg: n o w Lapitho oi Lapta), at
and cisterns, and of pillars where the Neerop important town on the northern coast of Cj prus
olis is supposed to have stood.—L. A D LI- on a river of the same name, east of the Prom
B A N U M (A. AiBavov, irpbg AiBavtp) a city of Coaleontorium Crommyon.
Syria, at the northern entrance to the narrow
L A P H R I A (Aaippia), a surname of Diana (Arte
valley (avXav) between Libanus and Antilib- mis) among the Calydonians, from w h o m tile
anus, appears to have been, through its favor- worship of the goddess was introduced into
able sitnation, a place of commercial import- Naupactus and Patraa, in Achaia. The n a m e
ance. During the possession of Coele Syria was traced back to a hero, Laphrius, Bon of
by the Greek kings of Egypt, it was the south- Castalius, w h o was said to have instituted her
western border fortress of Syria. It was the worship at Calydon.
chief city of a district called Laodicene.—5. A
L A P H Y S T I U S (Aajiicmoc), a mountain in Bceo
city in the southeast of Media, near the bound- tia, between Ooronea, Lebadea, and Orchomeary of Persis, founded either by Antiochus I. nns, on which was a temple of Jupiter (Zeus),
Soter, or Antiochus II. the Great: site un w h o hence bore the surname Laphystius.
known.—6. In Mesopotamia: site unknown.
LAPIDEI CAMPI.
Vid. C A M P I LAPIDEI.
L A O D O O U S (AabSoicog). 1. Son of Bias and L A P I T H E S (AairlBng) son of Apollo and Stilbe,
Pero, and brother of Talaus, took part in the ex- brother of Centaurus, and husband of Orsinome,
peditions of the Argonauts, and of the Seven the daughter of Eurynomus, by w h o m he beagainst Thebes.—2. Son of Antenor.—[3. A came the father of Phorbar-, Triopas, and PeriGrecian, companion aud charioteer of Antilo phas. H e was regarded as ihe ancestor of the
ehus in the Trojan war.]
LAPITHZE in the mountains cf Thessaly. The
L A O M E D O N (Aaopebav). 1. King of Troy, son Lapithaa were governed by Pirithous, who, being
of Ilus and Eurydiee, and father of Priam, He- a son of Ixion, was a half brother of the Oensione, and other children. His wife is called taurs. The latter, therefore, demanded their
Strymo, Rhceo, Placia, Thoosa, zJeuxippe, or share in their father's kingdom, and, as their
Leucippe. Neptune (Poseidon) and Apollo, claims were not satisfied, a war aroe-a between
w h o had displeased Jupiter (Zeus), were doom- the Lapithaa and Centaurs, which, however, was
ed to serve Laomedon for wages. Accordingly, terminated by a peace. But when Pirithous
Neptune (Poseidon) built the walls of Troy, married Hippodamia, and invited the Centaurs
while Apollo tended the king'sflockson Mount to the marriage feast, the latter,firedby wine,
Ida. W h e n the two gods had done their work, and urged on by Mars (Ares), attempted to carry
Laomedon refused them the reward he had off the bride and the other women. Thereupon
promised them, and expelled them from his do- a bloody conflict ensued, in which the Centaura
minions. Thereupon Neptune (Poseidon) in were defeated by the Lapithaa. The Lapithw
wrath let loose the sea over the lands, and also are said to have been the inventors of bits and
seut a marine monster to ravage the country. bridles for horses. It is probable that they were
B y the command of an oracle, the Trojans were a Pelasgian people, w h o defeated the less civobliged, from time to time, to sacrifice a maiden ilized Centaurs, and compelled them to abandot.
to the monster; and on one occasion it was de- Mount Pelion.
cided by lot that Hesione, the daughter of L a
[ L A P U R D U M (now Bayonne) a city of the Taromedon himself, should be the victim. But it belli in Gallia Aquitanica, on the River Aturhappened that Hercules was just returning from rus.]
his expedition against the Amazons, and he
L A R or L A R S , was an Etruscan prsanomen,
promised to save the maiden if Laomedon borne,forinstance, by Porsena and Tolumnius.
would give him the horses which Tros had once From the Etruscaus it passed over to the Rereceived from Jupiter (Zeus) as a compensation mans, whence w e read of Lar Herminius, w h o
for Ganymedes. Laomedon promised them to was consul B.C. 448. This word signified lord,
Hercules, but again broke his word, when Her- king, or hero in the Etruscan.
cules had killed the monster and saved Hesione.
LARA.
Vid. L A E U N D A .
Hereupon Hercules sailed with a squadron of
L A R A N D A (rd Adpav&a : n o w Larenda or Cara
six ships against Troy, killed Laomedon, with man) a considerable town in the south of L y
all his sons, except Podarces (Priam), and gave caonia, at the northern foot of Mount Taurus
Hesione to Telamon. Hesione ransomed her in a fertile district: taken by storm by Perdicbrother Priam with her veil. Priam, as the son cas, but afterward restored. It was used by
of Laomedon, is called L A O M E D O N T I A D E S ; and the Isaurian robbers as one of their strongholds,
the Trojans, as the subjects of Laomedon, are
LARENTIA.
Vid. A C O A L A R E N T I A .
called L A O M E D O N T I A D Z S . — 2 . Of Mytilene, was
L A R E S , inferior gods at Rome. Their worone of Alexander's generals, and after the king's ship was closely connected with that of tha
death (B.C. 323) obtained the government of Manes, and was analogous to the hero worship
Syria. H e was afterward defeated by Nicanor, of the Greeks. The Lares m a y be divided into
the general of Ptolemy, and deprived of Syria. two classes, the Lares domestici and Lares pub[ L A O T H O E (AaoBbij), daughter of Altes, thelici. The former were the Mane3 of a house
king of the Leleges, and mother of Lycaon by raised to the dignity of heroes The Manes
Priam.]
were more closely connected with the place of
[ L A P A T H U S , a village in Pieria in Macedonia, burial, while the Lares were more particularly
at the pass of Tempe, with a fortress adjacent the divinities presiding over the hearth and th«
named Charax (the modern Carisso) on the whole house. It was only the spirits of good
south side and at the narrowest part of the pass ] m e n that were honoied as Lares. All the cte
[LAPERSZE.
Vid. LAS.]
mestic Lares were headed by the Lar familio
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ns, w h o was legarded as the foul .der of the thology the daughter of Pelasgus. I. In Ei.rop*
family. H e was inseparable from the family; 1. ( N o w Larissa or Larzd), an important towt
and when the .Vitter changed their abode, he of Thessaly, in Pelasg, Ms, situated on the Pe•vent with them. A m o n g the Lares publici w e neus, in an extensive plain. It was onee the
have mention made of Lares prcstites and Lares capital of the Pelasgi, and had a democratical
somjitales, w h o are in reality the same, andconstitution, but subsequently became subject
differ only in regard to the place or occasion of to the Macedonians. It retained its importance
their worship. Servius Tulnus is said to have under the Romans, and after the time of Coninstituted their worship; and when Augustus stantine the Great became the capital of the
improved the regulations of the city, he also re- province of Thessaly.—2. Surnamed O R E M A S M
newed the worship of the public Lares. Their (b Kpepaorif), another important town of Thes-ame, Laresprestiles, characterizes them as thesaly, in Phthiotis, situated on a height, whence
protecting spirits of the city, in which they had probably its name, and distant twenty stadia
a temple in tho uppermost part of the Via Sacra, from the Maliau Gulf.—II. In Asia. 1. A n anthat is, near a eompitum, whence they might cient city on the coast of the Troad, near H a be called Compitales. This temple (Sacellum maxitus; ruined at the time of the Persian war.
Larum or edes Larum) contained two images, — 2 . L. P H R I O O N I S (A. rj QpiKavlg, also al Aqpiowhich were probably those of Romulus and Re- aai), a city on the coast of Mysia, near C y m e
mus.
N o w , while these Lares were the gen- (hence called i? irepl rijv Kvpnv), of Pelasgian
eral protectors of the whole city, the Lares com origin, but colonized by the zEolians, and m a d e
pitales must be regarded as those w h o presided a m e m b e r of the zEolic confederacy. It was
over the several divisions of the city, whieh also called the Egyptian Larissa (b Alyvirrld),
were marked by the compita or the points where because Cyrus the Great settled in it a body ol
two or more streets crossed each other, and his Egyptian mercenary soldiers.—-3. L. E P H E where small chapels (mdicule) were erected to SIA (A. n 'Eifieald), a city of Lydia, in the plain
them. In addition to the Lares praastites and of the Cayster, on the northern side of Mount
compitales, there are other Lares whieh must Messogis, northeast of Ephesus; with a temple
be reckoned among the public ones, viz, the of Apollo Larissaaus.—4. In Assyria, an ancient
Lares rurales, w h o were worshipped in the coun city on the eastern bank of the Tigris, some
try; the Lar°s viales, w h o were worshipped ondistance north of the mouth of the River Zabathe high roads by travellers; and the Lares ma- tas or Lyeus, described by Xenophon (Anab^
rinl or permarini, to w h o m P JEmilius dedicated iii, 4). It was deserted when Xenophon saw
a sanctuary in remembrance of his naval vic- it; but its brick walls still stood, twenty-five
tory over Antiochus. The worship of the do- feet thick, one hundred feet high, and two para
mestic Lares, together with that of the Penates sangs (=sixty stadia=six geographical miles)
and Manes, constituted what are called the in circuit, and there was a stone pyramid near
sacia privata. The images of the Lares, in it. Xenophon relates the tradition that, when
great houses, were usually iu a separate com- the empire passed from the Medes to the Perpartment, called asdicule or lararia. They weresians, the city resisted all the efforts of the
generally represented in the cinctus Gabinus. Persian king (i. e, Cyrus) to take it, until the
Their worship was very simple, especially in inhabitants, terrified at an obscuration of the
early times and iu the country. The offerings sun, deserted the city. Mr. Layard identifies
were set before them in pateUaa, whence they the site of Larissa with that of the ruins near
themselves were called patellarii. Pious peopleNimroud, the very same site as that of Nineveh
made offerings to them every day ; but they The name Larissa is no doubt a corruption of
were more especially worshipped on the calends, some Assyrian name (perhaps Al-Assur), whieh
nones, and ides of every month. W h e n the in Xenophon naturally fell into through his familhabitants of the house took their meals, some iarity with the word as the name of cities in
portion was offered to the Lares, and on joy- Greece.—5. In Syria, called by the Syrians Siful family occasions they were adorned with zara (Stfizpa: n o w Kulat Seijar) a city in the
wreaths, and the lararia were thrown open. district of Apamene, on the western bank of the
W h e n the young bride entered the house of her Orontes, about half w a y between A p a m e a and
husband, herfirstduty was to offer a sacrifice Epiphania.
to the Lares. Respecting the public worship
LARISSUS or L A R I S U S (Aupiaoog. Adptaog : n o w
of the Lares, and the festival of the Larentalia, Risso), a small river forming the boundary bevid. Bid. of Ant, art. L A R E N T A L I A , C O M P I T A L I A . tween Achaia and Elis, rises in Mount Scoflis,
L A R E S (Adpng: n o w Alarbous) a city of North- and flows into the Ionian Sea.
ern Africa, in the Carthaginian territory (Byza- L A R I O S L A C U S (now Lake of Como) a beautieena), southwest of Z a m a ; a place of some im- ful Lake in Gallia Transpadana, running from
portance at the time of the w a r with Jugurtha. north to south, through which the River A d d a
L A R G U S , SORIBONIUS.
Vid. SORIBONIUS.
flows. After extending about fifteen miles, it
L A R I N U M (Larinas, atis: n o w Larino) a town is divided into two branches, of which the one
of the Frentani (whence the inhabitants are to the southwest is about eighteen miles in
sometimes called Fretani Larinates), on the length, and the one to the southeast about
River Tifernus, and near the borders of Apulia, twelve miles. A t the extremity of the southsubsequently a R o m a n municipium, possessed western branch is the town of C o m u m ; and at
a considerable territory extending down to the the extremity of the southeastern branch the
Adriatic Sea. The town of Clitoria, on the River A d d a issues out of the lake. The beauty
coast, w a s subject to Larinum.
of the scenery of this lake is praised by Pliny.
LARISSA (Adpioca) the n a m e of several Pelas- H e had several villas on the banks of the lake,
gian places, whence Larissa is caded in m y - of which he mentions two particularly ; one
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Balled Corncedia, and the other Tragasdia. (Plin,metic character; and that thg cbjects of hii
Ep, ix, 7). Some believe Corncedia to have poetry embraced a far wider range than had
been situated at the modern Bellagio, on the
been custcrcary.
promontory which divides the two branches of
[LATAGOS, a Trojan warrior, slain by Mezen
the lake; and Tragcedia at Lenno, on the west- tius in the wars of zEneas in Italy.]
ern bank, where the ucenery is more wild. The
L A T E R A S T A G N U M (now Etang de Maguelone
intermittingfountain,of which Pliny gives an et de Perots) a lake in the territory of Nemaoaccount in another letter (Ep, iv, 80), is still sus in Gallia Narbonensis, connected with the
callad Pliniana.
sea by a canal. O n this lake was a fortress of
L A R S TOLUMNIUS.
Vid. T O L U M N I U S .
the same name (Chateau de la Latte).
L A R T I A G E N S , patrician, distinguished at the [ L A T E R A N U S , L. SEXTIUS. 1. The friend and
beginning of the republic through two of itssupporter of 0. Licinius Stolo in his attempt to
members, T. Lartius, thefirstdictator, and Sp.
throw open the consulship to the plebeians : he
Lartius, the companion of Horatius on the was tribune of the plebs with Licinius B.C. 376
wooden bridge. The name soon after disap- to 367, and was elected consul B.O. 366, being
pears entirely from the annals. The Lartii thefirstplebeian who had obtained that dignity.
were of Etruscan origin, as is clearly shown by -—2. PLAUTIUS, one of the lovers of Messalina,
their name, which comes from the Etruscan wife of the Emperor Claudius, and was, in conword Lar or Lars. Vid. L A R .
sequence, condemned to death by the emperor
[LARTOLZEETZE (AaproXaiijrai), a people in the
A.D. 48, but afterward pardoned ; he subsenortheast of Hispania Tarraconensis.]
quently took part in the conspiracy of Piso
L A E U N D A or L A R A , daughter of Almon, was a against Nero, but was seized and put to death.]
n y m p h w h o informed Juno of the connection L A T E R E N S I S , J U V E N T I U S , w a s one of the acbetween Jupiter and Juturna; hence her name cusers of Planeius, w h o m Oicero defended, B.O.
is connected with XaXelv. Jupiter deprived her 54. Vid. PLANCILS. H e was praator in 51. H e
of her tongue, and ordered Mercury to conduct served as legate in the army of M . Lepidus, and
her into the lower world. O n the w a y thither, when the soldiers of Lepidus passed over te
Mercury fell in love with her, and she afterward Antony, Laterensis put an end to his life.
gave birth to two Lares.
L A T H O N , L E T H O N , L S T H E S , L E T I I ^ U S (AdBav
LARVZE.
Vid. L E M U R E S .
Doric, ArjBav, Ai/Balog), a river of Cyrenaiea in
L A R Y M N A (Adpvuva), the name of two towns Northern Africa, falling into a Lacus Hespetii;n the River Cephisus, on the borders of Boao dum, near the city of Hesperis or Berenice, io
tia and Locris, and distinguished as Upper andthe region whieh the early Greek navigators
Lower Larymna. The latter was at the mouth identified with the gardens of the Hesperides.
of the river, and the former a little w a y inland.
LATIALIS or LATIARIS, a surname of Jupitei
[LARYSIUS M O N S (Aapvmov bpog, rb) a mount- as the protecting divinity of Latium. The Latii
ain of Laeonia sacred to Bacchus (Dionysus).]
towns and R o m e celebrated to him every year
L A B (Aac: Ep. Adag: n o w Passava) an an- the feriaa Latinaa, on the Alban Mount, whict
sient town of Laeonia, on the eastern side of were conducted by one of the R o m a n consuls,
the Laconian Gulf, ten stadia from the sea, and Vid. LATINUS.
sjuth of Gytheum. It is said to have been once
[LATINI.
Vid. L A T I U M .
destroyed by the Dioscuri, w h o hence received
LATINUS. 1. King of Latium, son of Faunus
the Surname of Laperse, or the Destroyers of and the n y m p h Marica, brother of Lavinius, husLas. In the time of the Romans it had ceased band of Amata; and father of Lavinia, w h o m he
to be a place of importance.
gave in marriage to zEneas. Vid. LAVINIA.
L A S S A (Actuates), a town in the east of Crete, This is the common tradition; but, according
not far from the Promontorium Samonium, men- to Hesiod, he was a son of Ulysses and Circe,
tioned in the Acts of the Apostles (xxvii, 8).
and brother of Agrius, king of the Tyrrhenians;
L A S I O N (Aaoiav : Aaoiaviog: n o w Laid), a according to Hyginus, he was a son of Telemfortified town in Elis, on the frontiers of Arcaachus and Circe; while others describe him
dia, and not far from the confluence of the Ery- as a son of Hercules by a Hyperborean w o m manthus and the Alpheus. The possession of an, w h o was afterward married to Faunus, or
this town was a constant source of dispute be- as a son of Hercules by a daughter of Faunus,
tween the Eleans and Arcadians.
According to one account, Latinus, after bis
L A S T H E N E S (AaoBevng). 1. A n Olynthian, death, became Jupiter Latiaris, just as Romulus
who, together with Euthycrates, betrayed his became Quiriiius.—2. A celebrated player in
country to Philip of Macedon, by w h o m he had the farces ealled mimes (vid. Bid. of Ant, s. v.)
been bribed, B.O. 34-7.—2. A Cretan, one of thein the reign of Domitian, with w h o m he was a
principal leaders of his countrymen in their war great favorite, and w h o m he served as a delator.
with the Romans. H e was defeated and taken H e frequently acted as mimus with Thymine as
prisoner by Q. Metellus, 67.
miina.
L A S U S (Aocroc), one of the principal Greek lyrL A T I U M (ii Aartvn) a country in Italy, inhabic pacts, was a native of Hermione in Argolis.ited by the LITINI. The origin of the name is
H e is celebrated as thefounderof the Athenian uncertain. Most of the ancients derived it from
school of dithyrambic poetry, and as the teacher a king Latinus, w h o was supposed tc have been
of Pindar. H e was contemporary with Simon- a contemporary of zEueas (vid. LATINUS) ; but
ides, like w h o m he lived at Athens, under the there can be no doubt that the name of the people
patronage of Hipparchus. It would appear that was transferred to thisfictitiousking. Othei
Lasus introduced a greater freedom, both of ancient critics connected the name with the
rhythm and of music, into the dithyrambic Ode ;verb latere, either because Saturn had been
that he give it a more artificial and more mi- } idden in the country, or because Italy is hidden
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•Between the Alps and the Apennines 1 But towns. Aneus Marcius and Tarquinius Prison*
neither of these explanations deserves a serious carriad on w a r successfully with several other
refutation. A modern writer derives Latium Latin towns. Under Servius Tullius R o m e waa
from latus (like Campania from campus) and admitted into the Latin league; and his sue
supposes it to m e a n the "flatland;" but the cessor Tarquinius Superbus compelled the othei
quantity of the a in lotus is opposed to this ety- Latin towns to acknowledge R o m e as the head
moiogy. The boundaries of Latium varied at of the league, and to become dependent upon.
different periods. 1. In the most ancient times the latter city. But upon the expulsion of th*
it reached only from the River Tiber on the kings the Latins asserted their independence,
aarth, to the River Numieus and the town of and commenced a struggle with R o m e , which,
Ardea on the south, and from the sea-eoast on though frequently suspended and apparently
the west to the Alban Mount on the east. 2. terminated by treaties, w a s as often renewed,
The territory of Latium w a s subsequently ex- and w a s not brought to a final close till B.C.
tended southward; and long before the con- 340, when the Latins were defeated by the Roquest of the Latins by the Romans, it stretched mans at the battle of Mount Vesuvius. The
from the Tiber on the north,tothe Promonto- Latin league was n o w dissolved, and the Latins
rium Girceium and Anxur or Tarracina on the became the subjects of R o m e .
The following
south. Even in the treaty of peace m a d e be- were the most important institutions of the
tween R o m e and Carthage in B.O. 509, w e find Latins during the time of their independence:
Antium, Cireeii, and Tarracina mentioned as The towns of Latium were independent of one
belonging to Latium. The n a m e of Latium an- another, but formed a league for purposes of
tiquum or vetus w a s subsequently given to the mutual protection. This league consisted, as
country from the Tiber to the Promontorium Cir- w e have already seen, of thirty cities, a number
ceium. 3. The Romans still further extended which could not be exceeded. Each state sent
the territories of Latium by the conquest of the deputies to the meetings of the league, which
Hernici, zEqui, Volsci, and Aurunci, as far as the were held in a sacred grove at thefootof the
Liris on the south, and even beyond this river Alban Mount, by the fountain of Ferentina. O n
to the town Sinuessa and to Mount Massieus. the top of the mountain was a temple of Jupiter
This n e w accession of territory was called La- Latiaris, and a festival w a s celebrated there iu
tium novum or adjedum. Latium, therefore, in honor of this god from the earliest times. This
its widest signification, was bounded by Etruria festival, whieh was called the Feric Latinos, is
on the north, from which it was separated b y the erroneously said to have been instituted by TarTiber; by Campania on the south, from which it quinius Superbus, in commemoration of the alwas separated by the Liris; by the Tyrrhene Sea liance between the Romans and Latins. It ie
m the west, and by the Sabine and Samnite true, however, that the festival was raised into
tribes on the east. The greater part of this one of m u c h greater importance when R o m e
jountry is an extensive plain of volcanic origin, became the head of the league ; for it w a s n o w
out of whichrisesan isolated range of mountains a festival c o m m o n both to R o m e and Latium,
known by the name of M O N S A L B A N U S , of whieh and served to unite the two nations by a relithe Algidus and the Tusculan hills are branches. gious bond. Having thus become a R o m a n as
Part of this plain, on the coast between Antium well as a Latin festival, it continued to be cele
and Tarracina, which was at one time well culti- brated by the R o m a n s after the dissolution of
vated, became a marsh in consequence of the the Latin league. Vid. Bid. of Ant, art. F E B L E .
rivers Nymphaaus, Ufeus, and Amasenus find- The chief magistrate in each Latin town appears
ing no outlet for their waters (vid. P O M P T I N / E to have borne the title of dictator. H e was
P A L U D E S ) ; but the remainder of the country elected annually, but might be re el.-cted at the
was celebrated for its fertility in antiquity. The close of his year of office. Ever, in the tune
Latini were some of the most ancient inhabit- of Cieero w e find dictators in th» Latin towns,
ants of Italy. They appear to have been a Pe- as, for instance, in Lanuvium. (Cic, pro Mil,
lasgian tribe, and arefrequentlycalled Aborigi- 10). In every Latin town there was also a sennes. A t a period long anterior to the founda- ate and a popular assembly, but the exact nation of R o m e , these Pelasgians or Aborigines ture of their powers is unknown. The old Latin
descended into the narrow plain between the towns were built for the most part on isolated
Tiber and the Numieus, expelled or subdued hills, the sides of which were m a d e by art very
the Sieuli, the original inhabitants of that dis- steep and ahnost inaccessible.
They were
trict, and there became known under the n a m e surrounded by walls built of great polyj-ooal
of Latini. These ancient Latins, w h o were stones,' the remains of which still excite m r
called Prisci Latini, to distinguish them from astonishment
O n the conquest of the Latins
the later Latins, the subjects of R o m e , formed in 340, several of the Latin towns, such as Laa league or confederation, consisting of thirty nuvium, Aricia, Nomeutum, Pedum, and Tusstates. The town of Alba Longa subsequently culum, received the R o m a n franchise. All the
becamo the head of the league. This town, other towns became R o m a n Socii, and are menwhieh founded several colonies, and among tioned in history under the general name of Noothers R o m e , boasted of a Trojan origin; but men Latinum or Latini. The Romans, however
ths whole story of a Trojan settlement in Italy granted to them from time to time certain rights
is probably an invention of later times. Al- and privileges, which the other Socii did not
though R o m e was a colony from Alba, she be- enjoy; and, in particular, they founded m a n y
came powerful enough in the reign of her third colonies, consisting of Latins, in various parts
king, Tullus Hostilius, to take Alba and raze it of Italy. These Latin colonies formed a part
to the ground. In this w a r Alba seems to have of the Nomen Latinum, although they were not
received no assistance from the other Latin situated in Latium.
TI us the Latini cam*
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eventually to hold a certain status intermediate tables of the Romans with excellent boars. la
between that of R o m a n citizens and peregrin! the time of the Antonines Laurentum was urited
(For details, vid. Bid. of Ant, art. LATINI.)
with Lavinium, from which it was only six miles
L A I M I C U S SINUS (b Aarpucbg KoXirog) a gulf distant, so that the two formed only one town,
on the coast of Ionia, in Asia Minor, into which whieh was called L A U R O L A V I N I U M , and its inthe River Maaander fell, named from Mount habitants were named Laurentes Lavinates.
Latmus, which- overhangs it. Its width from
L A U R E T A N U S P O R T U S , a harbor of Etruria, on
Miletus, which stood on its southern side, to the road from Populonia to Cosa.
Pyrrha, was about thirty stadia. Through the
LAURIACUM.
Vid. L A U R E A O U M .
ehanges effected on this coast by the Maaander,
L A U R I U M (Aavpiov, Aavpeiov) a mountain la
the gulf is now an inland lake, ealled Akees- the south of Attica, a little north of the PromonChoi or Ufa, Bxssi.
torium Sunium, celebrated for its silver mines,
L A T M U S (Adracc: now Monte di Palatid), a which in early times were so productive that,
mountain in Caria, extending in a southeastern every Athenian citizen received annually ten
direction from its commencement on the south- draehmaa. O n the advice of Themistoeles, the
ern side of the Maaander, northeast of Miletus Athenians applied this money to equip two
and the Sinus Latmicus. It was the mytholog- hundred triremes shortly before the invasion
ical scene of the story of Luna and Endymion, of Xerxes. In the time of Xenophon the prowho is hence ealled by the R o m a n poets " Lat- duce of the mines was one hundred talents.
mius heros" and " Latmius venator:" he had They gradually became less and less productive,
a temple on the mountain, and a cavern in its and in the time of Strabo they yielded nothing.
ride was shown as his grave.
[LAUROLAVINTUM.;' Vid. L A V I N I U M . ]
LATOBRIGI, a people in Gallia Belgica, w h o
L A U R O N (now Laury, west of Xucar in Valenare mentioned, along with the Tulingi and Rau- cia), a town in the east of Hispania Tarraconenraei, as neighbors of the Helvetii. They prob- sis, near the sea and the River Sucro, celebratably dwelt near the sources of the Rhine, in ed on account of its siege by Sertorius, and ai
Switzerland.
the place where Cn. Pompey, the younger, wa»
LATONA.
Vid L E T O .
put to death after the battle of Munda.
L A T O P O L I S (AarbiroXig : ruins at Esneh), a city L A U S (Adof: Aalvog), a Greek city in Lueama,
of Upper Egypt, on the west bank of the Nile, situated near the mouth of the River Laus,
between Thebes and Apollonopolis ; the seat of which formed the boundary between Lueania
the worship of the Nilefishcalled latus, which and Bruttium. It was founded by the Sybarites
was the symbol of the goddess Neith, w h o m the after their o w n city had been taken by the inGreeks identified with Athena.
habitants of Croton, B.C. 510, but it had disapLATOVICI, a people in the southwest of Pan- peared in the time of Pliny. The gulf into
nonia, on the River Savus, iu the modern Illyria which the River Laus flowed was also called
and Croatia.
the Gulf of Laus.
L A T K O , M . PORCIUS, a celebrated R o m a n rhetL A U S P O M P E I I (now Lodi Vecchio), a town in
orician in the reign of Augustus, was a Spaniard Gallia Cisalpina, northwest of Placentia, and
by birth, aud a friend and contemporary of the southeast of Mediolanum. It was founded by
elder Seneca, by w h o m he is frequently men- the Boii, and was afterward made a municipium
tioned. His school was one of the most fre- by Pompeius Strabo, the father of Pompeius
quented at Rome, and he numbered among his Magnus, whence it was ealled by his name.
pupils the Poet Ovid. H e died B.O. 4. M a n y
LAUSUS. 1. Son of Mezentius, king of thi,
modern writers suppose that he was the author Etruscans, slain by zEneas.—2. Son of Numitor
of tbe Declamations of Sallust against Cicero, and brother of Ilia, killed by Amulius.
and of Cicero against Sallust.
LAUTUL^E, a village of the Volsci in Latium,
[ L A T Y M N U S M O N S (Adrvuvog) a mountain of in a narrow pass between Tarracina and Fundi.
Bruttium, near Oroton.]
L A V E R N A , the R o m a n goddess of thieves and
L A U R E A O U M or L A U R I A C U M (now Lorch, near impostors. A grove w a s sacred to her on the
Ens) a strongly fortified town on the Danube, Via Salaria, and she had an altar near the Porta
in Noricum Ripense, the head-quarters of the Lavernalis, which derived its name from her.
second legion, and the station of a R o m a n fleet. L A V I O U M . Vid. L A B I C U M .
LAURENTIA, ACOA.
Vid. A C C A L A U R E N T I A .
LAVINIA, daughter of Latinus and Amata, waa
LAURENTIUS LYDUS.
Vid. L Y D U S .
betrothed to Turnus (vid. T U R N U S ) , but was aftL A U R E N T U M (Laurens, -ntis: n o w Ca,sale dierward given in marriage to zEneas, by w h o m
Copocotta, not Paterno) one of the most ancientshe became the mother of zEneas Silvius.
towns of Latium, was situated on a height beL A V I N I U M (Laviniensis : n o w Pratica), an antween Ostia and Ardea, not far from the sea, cient town of Latium, three miles from the sea
and was surrounded by a grove of laurels, from and six miles east of Laurentum, on the Via
whieh the place was supposed to have derived Appia, and near the River Numieus, whieh diits name. According to Virgil, it was the resi- vided its territory from that of Ardea. It is said
dence of King Latinus and the capital of Lati- to have been founded by zEneas, and to have
a m ; and it is certain that it w a s a place of im- been called Lavinium in honor of his wife Laportance in the time of the R o m a n kings, as it vinia, the daughter of Latinus. It possessed a
is mentioned in the treaty concluded between temple of Venus, common to all the Latins, of
R o m e and Carthage in B.O. 509. The younger which the inhabitants of Ardea had the overPliny and the Emperor Commotius had villas sight. It was at Lavinium that the king Titus
at Laurentum, which appears to have been a Tatius was said to have been murdered. Lahealthy place, notwithstanding the marshes in vinium was at a later time united with Lauren
tbe neighborhood. These marshes supplied the tura; respecting whieh, vid. L A U R E N T U M .
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L E H N T H U S (AebwBog : n o w Lcbitha), m iutand
LAZZB or LAZI (Au&i, Adfai), a people of Colin the zEgaaan Sea, one of the Sporades, west
ebis, south of the Phasis,
[ L E A (now probably Piana or Pianosa), a of Galymna, east of Amorgos, and north of Asimall island in the Bouthern part of the zEgean typalaaa.
L E C H . E U M (ri Aexalov: Aexalog), one of th«
Sea.]
[ L E A D E S (Aeddng) son of Astacus, according two harbors of Corinth, with which it was cott
to Apollodorus slew Eteoeles at the attack on neeted by two long walls. It was twelve stadia
Thabes, while zEschylus makes Eteoeles to from Corinth, was situated on the Corinthian
Gulf, and received all the ships which cams
have fallen by the hand of Megareus.]
L E Z E N A (Aeaivd), an Athenian hetaara, beloved from Italy and Sicily. It possessed a temple
of
Neptune (Poseidon), w h o w a s hence surby Aristogiton or Harmodius. O n the murder
of Hipparchus she was put to the torture ; but named Leehaaus.
L E O T U M (rb Aearbv: n o w Cape Baba or S. Ma
she died under her sufferings without making
any disclosure, and, if w e m a y believe one ac-rid), the southwestern promontory of the Troad
count, she bit off her tongue that no secret is formed where the western extremity of Mount
might be wrung from her. The Athenians hon- Ida juts out into the sea, opposite to the northored her m e m o r y greatly, and, in particular, by ern side of the island of Lesbos. It w a s the
a bronze statue of a lioness (Xeaiva) without a southern limit of the Troad; and, under the
Byzantine emperors, the northern limit of the
tongue, in the vestibule of the Acropolis.
[ L E A G R U S (Aeaypog), son of Glaucon, one ofprovince of Asia. A n altar w a s shown here in
the commanders of the Athenians in the at-Strabo's time, which was said to have been
tempt to colonize Amphipolis, B.O. 465, perish- erected by A g a m e m n o n to the twelve chief gods
ed in a battle with the Thracians at Drabescus of Greece.
L E D A (A^cSa), daughter of Thestius, whence
or Datus.]
L E A N D E R (AetavSpog or Aeavbpog), the famousshe is called Thestias, and wife of Tyndareus,
youth of Abydos, w h o was in love with Hero, king of Sparta. One night she was embraced
the priestess of Venus (Aphrodite) in Sestus, both by her husband and by Jupiter (Zeus); by
and s w a m every night across the Hellespont to the former she became the mother of Castor
visit her, and returned before daybreak. Once and Olytaamnestra, by the latter of Pollux and
during a stormy night he perished in the waves. Helena. According to H o m e r (Od., xi, 298),
Next morning his corpse was washed on the both Castor and Pollux were sons of Tyndareus
coast of Sestus, whereupon Hero threw herself and Leda, while Helena is described as a daughinto the sea, This story is the subject of the ter of Jupiter (Z«ufc), Otter traditions re perse
poem of Musaaus, entitled Be Amore Herus et the story, making Castor and Pollux the sons
Leandri (vid. MUSZEUS), aud is also mentioned of Jupiter (Zeus), and Helena the daughter of
by Ovid (Her, xviii, 19) and Virgil (Georg, iii, Tyndareus. According to the c o m m o n legend,
Jupiter (Zeus) visited Leda in the form of a
858).
L E A R C H U S (Acap^oc). 1. Vid. A T H A M A S . — 2 . swan; and she brought forth two egge, from
Of Rhegium, one of those Daadalean artists w h o the one of whieh issued Helena, and from thestand on the confines of the mythical and his- other Castor and Pollux. The visit of Jupiter
torical periods, and about w h o m w e have ex- (Zeus) to Leda in the form of a swan was fretremely uncertain information. One account quently represented by ancient artists. The
m a d e him a pupil of Daadalus, another of Dipoa- R o m a n poets sometimes call Helena Ledea, an 1
Castor and Pollux Ledci Bii.
nus and Scyllis.
L E D O N (Aebav) a town in Phocis, northwest
L E B A D E A (Ae&dbeia: n o w Livadhia), a town
in Bceotia, west of the Lak& Copais, between of Tithorea; the birth-place of Philomelus, the
OhaaronBa and Mount Helicon, at the foot of a commander of the Phocians in the Sacred war •
rock from which the River Hercyna flows. In it was destroyed iu this war.
a cave of this rock, close to the town, was the L E D U S or L E D U M (now Les or Lez, near M o n t
celebrated oracle of Trophonius, to which the pellier), a small river in Gallia Narbonensis.
L E G Z E (Ariyai or Aijyeg) a people on the southplace ow ed its importance.
[LEB.EA (AeBairf), an ancient city in U p p e rern shore of the Caspian Sea, belonging to the
Macedonia, mentioned only by Herodotus (viii, same race as the Cadusii. A branch of them
was found by the Romans in the northern
137); not a trace of it now exists.]
mountains of Albania, at the time of Pompey's
L E B E D O S (AeferSoc : Aeb'sSiog), one of the twelve
cities of the Ionian confederacy, in Asia Minor, expedition into those regions.
L E G I O S E P T I M A G E M I N A (now Zeo-.i), a towu in
stood on the coast of Lydia, between Colophon
and Teos, ninety stadia east of the promontory Hispania Tarraconensis, in the country of the
of Myonnesus. It was said to have been built Astures, which was originally the head quarters
at the time of the Ionian migration, on the siteof the legion so called.
of an earlier Carian city; and it flourished, L E I T U S (Aijncc) son of Aleetor or Akotryon
chiefly by commerce, until Lysimachus trans- by Cleobule, and father of Peneleus, w a s on€
planted most of its inhabitants to Ephesus. of the Argonauts, and commanded the BoeoNear it were some mineral springs, which still tians in the war against Troy.
exist near Ekklesia, but no traces remain of the L E L A N T U S C A M P U S (rb AijXavrov ire blot,) r
plain in Euboaa, between Eretria and Chalcis,
city itself.
L E B E N or L E B E N A (AeBijv, AeBijva) a townonfor the possession of which these two cities
the southc n coast of Crete, ninety stadia south often contended. It contained w a r m springs
east of Gortyna, of which it was regarded as and mines of iron and copper, bat was subject
the harbor It possessed a celebrated temple to frequent earthquakes.
L E L E G E S (AeXeyeg) an ancient race iphieh if
of zEsculapius.
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Habited Greece before the Hellenes. They are appears to have arisen'from the v.'lcania natur*
frequently mentioned along with the Pelasgians of Lemnos, whieh possessed in antiquity a volas the most ancient inhabitants of Greece. cano called Mosychlus QlibavxXog) The island
Some writers erroneously identify them with still bears traces of having been subject to the
the Pelasgians, but their character and habits action of volcanic fire, though the volcano has
were essentially different: the Pelasgians were long since disappeared. The most ancient ina peaceful and agricultural people, whereas the habitants of Lemnos, according to Homer, wer«
Leleges were a warlike and migratory race. the Thracian Siniies; a name, however, which
They appear to have first taken possession of probably only signifies robbers (Sivrieg, from
the coasts and the islands of Greece, and after- aivopai) W h e n the Argonauts landed at L e m
ward to have penetrated into the interior. Pi- nos, they are said to have found it inhabited
racy w a s probably their chief occupation; and only by women, w h o had murdered all theii
they are represented as the ancestors of the husbands, and had chosen as their queen H y p Teleboans and the Taphians. w h o sailed as far sipyle, the daughter of Thoas, the king of the
as Phoenicia, and were notorious for their pira- island. Vid. H Y S I P Y L E . S o m e of the Argocies. The coasts of Arcarnania and zEtolia ap- nauts settled here, and became by the Lemnian
pear to have been inhabited by Leleges at the w o m e n the fathers of the Minye, the later inearliest times, and from thence they spread habitants of the island. The Minyaa are said
over other parts of Greece. Thus w e find them to have been driven out of the island by the
in Phocis and Locris, in Bceotia, in Megaris, in Pelasgians, w h o had been expelled from Attica.
Laeonia, which is said to have been more an- These Pelasgians are further said to have carciently called Lelegia, in Elis, iu iiuboaa, in sev-ried away from Attica some Athenian w o m e n ;
eral of the islands of the zEgaaan Sea, and also but, as the children of these w o m e n despised
on the coasts of Asia Minor, • in Caria, Ionia,their half-brothers, born of Pelasgian women,
and the south of Troas. The origin of the Lel- the Pelasgians murdered both them and their
eges is uncertain. M a n y of the ancients con- children. In consequence of this atrocity, and
nected them with the Carians, and according of the former murder of the Lemnian husbands
to Herodotus (i, 171), the Leleges were the by the wives, Lemnian Beeds became a proverb
same as the Carians; but whether there w a s in Greece for all atrocious acts. Lemnos was
any real connection between these people can afterward conquered by one of the generals of
not be determined. The n a m e of the Leleges Darius; but Miltiades delivered it from the Perwas derived, according to the custom of the an- sians, and m a d e it subject to Athens, in whose
cients, from an ancestor Lelex, w h o is called power it remained for a long time. Pliny speaks
king either of Megaris or of Lacedaamon. Ac- of a remarkable labyrinth at Lemnos, but no
cording to some traditions, this Lelex came traces of it have been discovered by modern
from Egypt, and was the son of Neptune (Posei- travellers. The principal production of the isldou) and Libya: but the Egyptian origin of the and was a red earth called terra Lemnia or sigilpeople was evidently an invention of later times. lata, whieh w a s employed by the ancient physiThe Leleges must be regarded as a branch of cians as a remedy for wounds and the bites of
the great Indo-Germanic race, w h o became serpents, aud which is still much valued by the
gradually incorporated with the Hellenes, and Turks and Greeks for its supposed medicinal
thus ceased to exist as an independent people.
virtues.
LELEX.
Vid. L E L E G E S .
L E M O N I A , one of the country tribes of Rome,
L E M A N N U S or L E M A N U S L A C U S (now Lake of named after a village Lemonium, situated on
Geneva) a large lake formed by the River Rhod- the Via Latina, before the Porta Capena.
anus, was the boundary between the old R o m a n
L E M O V I C E S , a people in Gallia Aquitanica, beprovince in Gaul and the land' of the Helvetii. tween the Bituriges and Arverni, whose chief
Its greatest length isfifty-fivemiles, and its town was Augustoritum, subsequently called
»eatest breadth six miles.
Lemovices, the modern Limoges.
[ L E M A N U S P O R T U S , a harbor on the southern
L E M O V I I , a people of Germany, mentioned
coast of Britain, directly south of Durovernum, along with the Rugii, w h o inhabited the Bhores
asd supposed to correspond to the modern of the Baltic in the modern Pomerania.
Lymne.j
L E M U R E S , the spectres or spirits of the dead.
L E M N O S (Arjpvog : Aijuviog, fem. Qnpvidg: n S
o owm e writers describe Lemures as the c o m m o n
Stzlimcne, i. e, elg reh> Arjpvov), one of the largname for all the spirits of the dead, and divide
est islands in the zEgaaan Sea, was situated them into two classes; the Lares, or the souls
nearly midway between Mount Athos and the of good men, and the Larve, or the souls of
Hellespont, and about twenty-two miles south- wicked men. But the c o m m o n idea was that
west of Imbros. Its area is about oue hundred the Lemures and Larve were the same. They
and forty-seven square miles. In the earliest were said to wander about at night as spectres,
times it appears to have contained only one and to torment and frighten the living. In
town, which bore the same n a m e as the island order to propitiate them, the Romans celebra(Horn, II, xiv, 299); but at a later period w c ted the festival of the Lemuralia or Lemuria,
read of two towns, Myrina (now Palao Castro) Vid. Bid. of Antiq, s. v.
on the west of the island, and Hephaastia or
L E N Z E U S (Anvalog) a surname of BacohuB
Hephaastias (near Rapanidi) on the northwest, (Dionysus), derived from Xnvug, the wiue-preM
with a harbor. Lemnos was sacred to Heptues- or the vintage.
tus (Vulcan), w h o is said to have fallen here
L E N T I A (now Linz), a town m Noricum, on
when Zeus (Jupiter) hurled him down frcm the Danube.
Olympus. Hence the workshop of the god is
LENTIENSE%; a tribe of the Alemauni, w h e
•ometimes placed in this islanif. The legetd lived on the norther** ihore of the Lacus Briar
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place in the senate, he became praator again
iwthms (now Lake of Constance), in the modern
in 63. W h e n Catiline quitted the city for Etru
I/inzgau.
L E N T O , CZESENNIUS, a follower of M . Antony. ria, Lentulus w a s left as chief of the home eon
H e was one of Antony's seven agrarian commis- spirators, and his irresolution probably saved
sioners (septemviratus) in B.C. 44, for apportion-the city from being fired, for it was by his
ing the Campanian and Leontine lands, whence over-caution that the negotiation with the ambassadors of the Allobroges w a s entered into
Oicero terms him divisor Italias.
L E N T U L U S , C O R N E L I U S , one of the haughtiest these unstable allies revealed the secret to the
| atncian families at R o m e ; so that Cieero coins CODSUI Oicero, w h o directed them to feign comthe words Appietas and Lentulitas to express the pliance with the conspirators' wishes, and thus
qualities of the high aristocratic party (ad Fain, to obtain written documents whieh might b«
iii, 7). The n a m e w a s derived from lens, likebrought in evidence against them. The wellOicero from cicer. 1. L , consul B.C. 327, le- known sequel will be found undtr the life of
gate in the Caudine campaign 321, and dictator Catiline. Lentulus w a s deposed from the praahzO, when he avenged the disgrace of the Fur- torship, and w a s strangled in the Capitoline
culaa Caudinaa. This w a s indeed disputed (Liv, prison on the 5th of December His step-son
ix, 15); but his descendants at least claimed Antony pretended that Cicero refused to deliver
the honor for him, by assuming the agnomen of up his corpse for burial.—10. P , surnamed SPINCaudinus.—2. L , surnamed C A U D I N U S , pontifex T H E R . H e received this nickname from his remaximus, and consul 237, when he triumphed semblance to the actor Spinther. Oaasar comover the Ligurians. H e died 213.-1-8. P , sur- monly calls him b y Ibis n a m e : not so Cieero;
named O A U M N U S , served with P. Seipio in Spain but there could be no harm in it, for he used it
210, praetor 204, one of the ten ambassadors on his coins when propraator in Spain, simply to
sent to Philip of Macedon 196.—4. P , praator distinguish himself from the m a n y of the same
in Sicily 214, and continued in his province for family; and his son bore it after him. H e w a s
the two following years. In 189 he was one cur.ule aadile in 63, the year of Cicero's consulof ten ambassadors sent into Asia after the ship, and w a s intrusted with the care of the
submission of Antiochus.—5. C N , quaastor 212, apprehended conspirator, P. Sura (vid. No. 9).
curule aadile 204, consul 201, and proconsul in His games were long remembered for their
Hither Spain 199.—6. L , praator in Sardinia 211, splendor; but his toga, edged with Tyrian pursucceeded Seipio as proconsul in Spain, where ple, gave offence. H e was praator in 60, and b y
he remained for eleven years, and on his return Caasar's interests he obtained Hither Spain for
w a s only allowed an ovation, because he only his next year's province, where he remained
In. 57 he w a s consul, which
held proconsular rank. H e w a s consul 199, and into part of 58.
the next year proconsul in G a u l — 7 . L , curule dignity he also obtained by Caasar's support. In
wdile 163, consul 156, censor 147.—8. P , curule his consulship he moved for the immediate reaadile with Seipio Nasica 169, consul suffeetus call of Cicero, brought over his colleague M e with 0. Domitius 162, the election of the former tellus Nepos to the same views, and his servconsuls being declared informal. H e became ices were gratefully acknowledged by Cicero
prineeps senatus, and must have lived to a good N o w , therefore, notwithstanding his obligations
old age, since he was wounded iu the contest to Caasar, he had openly taken part with the
with C. Gracchus iu 121.—9. P , surnamed aristocracy. H e received Cilicia as his provS U R A , the m a n of chief note in Catiline's crew. ince, but he attempted in vain to obtain a de
H e w a s quaastor to Sulla in 81: before him and cree of the senate charging him with the office
L. Triarius, Verres had to give an account of of restoring Ptolemy Auletes, the exiled king
the moneys he had received as quaastor in Cisal- of Egypt. H e remained as proconsul in Cilicia
pine Gaul. H e w a s soon after himself called from 56 till July, 53, and obtained a triumph,
to aceount for the same matter, but w a s ac- though not .till 51. O n the breaking out of tha
quitted. It is said that he got his cognomen of civil w a r in 49 he joined the Pompeian party.
Suva from his conduct on this occasion; for H e fell into Caasar's hands at Corfinium, but
w h e n Sulla called him to aceount, he answer- was dismissed by the latter uninjured. H e then
ed by scornfully putting out his leg, " like boys," joined Pompey in Greece; and after the battle
says Plutarch, "when they m a k e a blunder in of Pharsalia, he followed P o m p e y to Egypt, and
playing at ball." Other persons, however, had got safe to Rhodes.—11. P , surnamed S P I N
borne the n a m e before, one perhaps of the Len- T H E R , son of No. 10, followed Pompey's' fortulus family. In 75 he w a s praator; and Hor- tunes with his father. H e w a s pardoned b y
tensius, pleading before such a judge, had no Caasar, and returned to Italy. In 45 he w a s
difficulty in procuring the acquittal of Terentius divorced from his abandoned wife, Metella.
Varro w h e n accused of extortion. In 71 he (Oomp. H o r , Serin, ii, 3, 239.) After the murwas consul. But in the next year he was eject- der of Caasar (44) he joined the conspirators.
ed from the senate, with sixty-three others, forH e served with Cassius against Rhodes ; with
infamous life and manners. It was this, prob- Brutus in Lycia.—12. C N , surnamed C L O D I ably, that led himtojoin Catiline and his crew. AKTJS, a Claudius adopted into the Lentulus f a m
From his distinguished birth and high rank he ily. H e w a s consul in 72 with L. Gellius Publi
calculated on becoming chief of the conspiracy; cola. In the w a r with Spartacus both he and
and a prophecy of the Sibylline books was ap- bis colleague were defeated, but after their, conplied byflatteringharuspices to him. Three sulship. With the same colleague he held the
Cornelii were to rule R o m e , and he was the censorship' in 70, and ejected sixty-three m e m third after Sulla and Cinna; the twentieth year bers from the senate for infamousfife,among
after the burning of the Capitol, &e, was to be w h o m were Lentulus Sura (vid. No. 9) and O.
fetal to the city. T o gain power, and reeover Antonius, afterward Cicoiro's colleague in th«
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consulship. Yet the majority of those expelled
(many of them borrowed from Homer, Agat
were acquitted by the courts, and restored; and the historian, and the Septuagint), in the place
Lentulus supported the Manilian law, appoint- of simple and c o m m o n ones; and he abounds in
ing Pompey to the command against Mithra- tautological phrases. His history, however, is
dates. A s an orator he concealed his want of a valuable contenaaorary record of a stirring
talent by groat skill and art, and by a good voice. time, honestly and fearlessly written. Edited
— 1 3 . L , sui named C R U S , appeared in 61 as the for thefirsttimeby Hase, Paris, 1818.—4. G r a m
chief accuser of P. Clodius for violating the maticus, one of the contkmators of Byzantine
mysteries of the Bona Dea. In 58 he was praa- history from the period when Theophanes leaves
tor, and in 49 consul with G Marcellus. H e off. His work, entitled Chrcnographia, extends
was raised to the consulship in consequence of from the accession of Leo V . the Armeniai,
his being a known enemy of Caasar. H e did all 813, to the death of Romanus Lecapenus, 944.
he could to excite his wavering party to take Edited with Theophanes by Combefis, Paris,
arms and meet Caesar; he called Cicero cow- 1655; [reprinted in the collection of the Byzanardly ; blamed him for seeking a triumph at tine Historians with an emended text by Beksuch a time ; urged war at any price, in the ker, Bonn, 1842.]—5. Archbishop of Thessahope, says Caasar (B.C, i, 4), of retrieving his lonica, an eminent Byzantine philosopher and
ruined fortunes, and becoming another Sulla. ecclesiastic of the ninth century. His works
It w a s mainly at Lentulus's instigation that are lost, but he is frequently mentioned in terms
the violent measures passed the senate early of the highest praise by the Byzantine writers,
in the year, which gave the tribunes a pretence especially for his knowledge of geometry and
for flying to Caesar at Ravenna. H e himself astronomy.—6. Magentenus, a commentator on
fled from the city at the approach of Caasar, Aristotle, flourished during the first half of the
and afterward crossed over to Greece. After fourteenth century. H e was a monk, and afterthe battle of Pharsalia he fled to Egypt, and ward archbishop of Mytilene. Several of his
arrived there the day after Pompey's murder. commentaries on Aristotle are extant, and have
O n landing he was apprehended by young Ptole- been published.—7. Leo was also the n a m e of
my's ministers, and put to death in prison.—14. six Byzantine emperors. Of these, Leo V I , surL , surnamed N I G E R , flamen of Mars. In 57 he named the philosopher, w h o reigned 886-911,
was one of the priests to w h o m was referred is celebrated in the history of the later Greek
the question whether the site of Cicero's house literature. H e wrote a treatise on Greek tacwas consecrated ground. In 56 he was one of tics, seventeen oracles, thirty-three orations,
the judges in the ease of P. Sextius, and he died and several other works, which are still extant
in the same year, m u c h praised by Cicero.—15. H e is also celebrated in the history of legislaL , son of the last, and also flamen of Mars. tion. A s the Latin language had long ceased
H e defended M . Seaurus in 64, when accused to be the official language of the Eastern emof extortion he accused Gabinius of high trea- pire, Basil, the father of Leo, had formed and
son about the same time, but w a s suspected of partly executed the plan of issuing an autho rized
collusion. In the Philippics he is mentioned as Greek version of Justinian's legislation. This
a friend of Antony's.—16. Oossus, surnamed plan was carried out by Leo. The Greek verGZETULIOUS, consul B.O. 1, was sent into Africa sion is known under thetitleof BaaiXural Aiain A D. 6, where he defeated the Gaatuli; hence rdl-eig, or, shortly, BaaiXiKal,- in Latin Basili
his surname. O n the accession of Tiberius, A. ca, which means " Imperial Constitutions" oi
D. 14, he accompanied Drusus, w h o was sent "Laws." It is divided into sixty books, subto quell the mutiny of the legions in Pannonia. divided into titles, and contains the Institutes,
H e died 25, at a very great age, leaving behind the Digest, the Codex, and the Novellaa; and
him an honorable reputation.—17. O N , sur- likewise such constitutions as were issued by
named GZETULIOUS, son of the last, consul A. the successors of Justinian down to Leo V L
D. 26. H e afterward had the command of the There are, however, m a n y laws of the Digest
legions of Upper Germany for ten years, and omitted in the Basilica, whieh contain, on the
was very popular among the troops. In 39 he other hand, a considerable number of laws or
was put to death by order of Caligula, w h o fear- extracts from ancient jurists which are not in
ed his influence with the soldiers. H e w a s an the Digest The publication of this authorized
historian and a poet; but w e have only three body of law in the Greek language led to the
lines of his poems extant, unless he is the author gradual disuse of the original compilations of
of nine epigrams in the Greek Anthology, in- Justinian in the East. But the R o m a n law was
scribed with the name of Gaatulicus.
thus more firmly established in Eastern Europe
L E O or L E O N (Aeav) 1. Also ealled L E O N I D E S and Western Asia, where it has maintained it(Asuivibng), of Heraciea on the Pontus, disciple
self among the Greek population to the present
of Plato, was one of the conspirators who, with day. The best edition of the Basilica is the
their leader Chion, assassinated Clearchus, ty- one n o w publishing by Heimbach, Lips, 1833,
rant of Heraciea. B.O. 858.—2. Of Byzantium, seq.
arhetoiician and historical writer of the age of
LEOBOTES.
Vid. L A B O T A S .
Philip and Alexander the Great.—3. Diaconus
[ L E O O E D E S (AeaKrj&ng) son of Phidon. Vid
P
H
I
D
O
N
.
]
or the Deacon, Byzantine historian of the tenth
[ L E O C H A R E S (Aeaxdpng), an Athenian statuary
century. His history, in ten books, includes
tbe period from the Cretan expedition of Ni- and sculptor, was one of the great artists of the
cephorus Phocas, in the reign of the Emperor later Athenian school, at the head of which
Romanus II, A.D. 959, to the death of Joannes were Seopas and Praxiteles. H e flourished R.
L Zimisces, 975.
The style of Leo is vicious: C. 352-338. The master-piece of Leochares
he employs unusual and inappropriate words seems to have been bis statue of the rape of
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Ganymede. The original work was in bronza. 236, and was succeeded by his son, Cleomene*
Of the extant copies in marble, the best is one, III.—3. A kinsman of Olympias, the mother of
half the size of life, in the Museo Pio-Olemcn- Alexander the Great, w a s intrusted with the
tino.
main superintendence of Alexander's education
L E O C O R I U K (AeaKopiov), a shrine in Athens, inin his earlier years, before he became the pupil
the Ceramicus, erected in honor of the daugh- of Aristotle. Leonidas w a s a m a n of austere
jers of Leos. Hipparchus w a s murdered here. character, and trained the young prince in hardy
L E O D A M A S (AeaSdpag) a distinguished Attic and self-denying habits. They were two ey
irator, was educated in the school of Isocrates, cellent cooks (said Alexander afterward) with
and is greatly praised by zEsehines.
which Leonidas had furnished h i m — a night's
[ L E O D A M A S (AeaSdpag), one of the Theban march to season his breakfast, and a scanty
chieftains w h o defended Thebes against the breakfast to season his dinner.—4. Of Tares
attack of the Argives; he slew zEgialeus, and .turn, the author of upward of one hundred epiwas himself slain by Alcmaaon.]
grams in the Doric dialect. His epigrams form[ L E O N ( A E U V ) , a village on the eastern coast ed a part of the Garland oi Meieager. They
of Sicily, near Syracuse, occupied by both the are chiefly inscriptions for dedicatory offerings
Athenians and the Romans in their respective and works of art, and, though not of a very high
operations against that city]
order of poetry, are usually pleasing, ingenious,
[ L E O D E S (AeiaSng) son of CEnops, one of the and in good taste. Leonidas probably lived in
suitors of Penelope, hated by the rest as an un- the time of Pyrrhus.—5. Of Alexandrea, also an
welcome warner; he was slain by Ulysses.]
epigrammatic poet,flourishedunder Nero and
LEONIOA, a town of the Edetani in the west Vespasian. In the Greek Anthology, forty-three
of Hispania Tarraconensis.
epigrams are ascribed to him: they are of a
L E O N I D A S (AeavlSag) 1. I. King of Sparta very low order of merit.
B.O. 491-480, was one of the sons of AnaxanL E O N N A T U S (Aeovvdrog). 1. A Macedonian of
drides by hisfirstwife, and, according to some Pella, one of Alexander's most distinguished
accounts, was twin-brother to Cleombrotus. officers. His father's n a m e is variously given,
H e succeeded his half-brother Cleomenes I, as Anteas, Anthes, Onasus, and Eunus. H e
B.C. 491, his elder brother Dorieus also having saved Alexander's life in India in the assault on
previously died. W h e n Greece w a s invaded the city of the Mali. After the death of Alexanby Xerxes, 480, Leonidas was sent with a small der (B.O. 323), he obtained the satrapy of the
army to m a k e a stand against the enemy at the Lesser or Hellespontine Phrygia, and in the folpass of Thermopylaa. The number of his army lowing year he crossed over into Europe,toasis variously stated; according to Herodotus, it sist Antipater against the Greeks; but hie waa
amounted to somewhat more than five thousand defeated by the Athenians and their allies, and
men, of w h o m three hundred were Spartans; fell in battle.—[2. Another officer in the service
in all probability, the regular band of (so called) of Alexander, a native of zEgaa, and son of A n
knights (isTireig) The Persians in vain attempttipater.—3. A Macedonian officer in the serviee
ed to force their w a y through the pass of Ther- of Pyrrhus, king of Epirus, w h o saved the life
mopylaa. They were driven back by Leonidas of that monarch at the battle of Heraciea, B.C
and his gallant band with immense slaughter. 280.]
A t length the Malian Ephialtes' betrayed the
[ L E O N O R I U S (Aeovbpwg) one of the leaders of
mountain path of the Anopaaa to the Persians, the Gauls in their invasion of Macedonia and
w h o were tbu3 able to fall upon the rear of the the adjacent countries.]
Greeks. W h e n it became known to Leonidas
[ L E O N T E U S (Aeovrevg) son of Coronus, led the
that the Persians were crossing the mountain, Lapithaa to Troy infortyships; one of the com
he dismissed all the other Greeks except the batants at the funeral games in honor of P a
Thespian and Theban forces, declaring that he troclus.]
and the Spartans under his c o m m a n d must
L E O N T I A D E S (Aeovridbng). 1. A Theban, comneeds remain in the post they had been sent to manded at Thermopylaa the forces supplied by
guard. Then, before the body of Persians, w h o Thebes to the Grecian army, B.O. 480.—2. A
were crossing the mountain under Hydarnes, Theban, assisted the Spartans in seizing the
could arrive to attack him in the rear, he ad- Cadmea, or citadel of Thebes, in 382. H e was
vanced from the narrow pass and charged the slain by Pelopidas in 379, when the Theban ex
myriads of the enemy with his handful of troops, iles recovered possession of the Cadmea.
hopeless n o w of preserving their lives, and anxLEONTINI (ol Aeovrlvoi: Aeovrlvog : n o w Leftious only to sell them dearly. In the desperate tini) a town in the east of Sicily, about five
battle whieh ensued, Leonidas himself fell soon. miles from the sea, northwest of Syracuse, waa
His body was rescued by the Greeks, after a situated upon the small river Lissus. It w a s
violent struggle. O n the hillock in the pass, built upon two hills, which were separated from
where the remnant of the Greeks m a d e their one another by a valley, in which were the folast stand, a lion of stone w a s set u p in his rum, the senate house, and the other public
honori—2. II. King of Sparta, w a s son of the buildings, while the temples and the private
traitor Oleonymus. H e acted as guardian to houses occupied the hills. The rich plains
his infant relative, Areus II, on whose death north of the city, called Leontini Campi, were
he ascended the throne, about 256. Being op- some of the most fertile in Sicily, and produced
posed to the projected reforms of his eontem- abundant crops of most excellent wheat Leziorary, Agis I V , he was deposed, and the throne ontini was founded by Ohalcidians from Naxos
w a s transferred to his son-in-law Cleombrotus; B.C. 730, only,six jears after the foundation of
but he was soon afterward recalled, and caused Naxos itself. It never attained m u c h political
Agis to be put to death. 240. H e died about importance in consequence of its rroximitv to
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Hyraei.3e, to which it soon becani a subject, and 180; censor 179 with M . Fulvius Nobilior; anc
whose fortunes it shared. A t a later time it consul a second time 175. H e was six times
joined the Carthaginians, and was, in conse- chosen by the censors priueeps senates, and he
quence, taken and plundered by the Romans. died 152, full of years and honors. Lepidus the
Under the Romans it sunk into insignificance. triumvir is called by Cicero (Phil, xiii, 7) the
Gorgias was a native of Leontini
pronepos of this Lepidus; but he would seem
L E O N T E S (Aeovrlg), one of the ten Attic tribesmore probably to have been his abncpos, or
formed by Clisthenes, and deriving its name great-great grandson.—2. M , consul 137, carfrom the hero Leos. Vid. LEOS.]
ried on w a r in Spain against the Vaccaei, but
L E O N T I U M (Aebvnov), an Athenian hetaara, the unsuccessfully. Since he had attacked the V a o
disciple and mistress of Epicurus, wrote a trea- caai in opposition to the express orders of the
tise against Theophrastus. She had a daughter, senate, he was deprived of his command, and
Danaii, w h o w a s also an hetaara of some noto-. condemned to pay a fine. H e was a m a n of
riety.
education and refined taste. Cicero, w h o had
L E O N T I U M (Aebvnov) a town in Achaia, be- read his speeches, speaks of him as the greatest
tween Pharaa and zEgium.
orator of his age. H e helped to form the style
L E O N T O P O L I S (AeovrbiroXig, Aebvrav irbXig)
of Tiberius Gracchus and C. Carbo, w h o were
1. A city in the Delta of Egypt south of accustomed to listen to him with great care.—
Thmu'is, and northwest of Athribis, w a s the 3. M , the father of the triumvir, w a s praator in
capital of the N o m o s Leontopolites, and proba- Sicily in 81, where he earned a character by
bly of late foundation, as no writer before Strabo his oppressions only second to that of Verres.
mentions it Its site is uncertain.—2. Vid. Ni- In the civil wars between Marius and Sulla he
CEPHORIUil.
belonged atfirstto the party of the latter, but
L E O P R E P I D E S , i. e, Simonides, the Bon of Leo- he afterward came forward as a leader of the
prepes.
popular party. In his consulship, 78, he atL E O S (iVedg), one of the heroes eponymi oftempted to rescind the laws of Suila, w h o had
the Athenians, said to have been a son of Or- lately died, but he was opposed by his colleague
pheus. Tbe phyle or tribe of Leontis derived Catulus, w h o received the powerful support of
its n a m e from him. Once, w h e n Athens w a s Pompey. In the following year (77) Lepidus
suffering from famine or plague, the Delphic took up arms and marched against R o m e . H e
oracle demanded that the daughters of Leos was defeated by P o m p e y and Catulus, under
should be sacrificed, and the father complied the walls of the city, in the C a m p u s Martins.
with tha c o m m a n d of the oracle. The maidens and was obliged to "take to flight. Finding it
were afterward honored by the Athenians, w h o impossible to hold his ground in Italy, Lepidus
erected the Leocorium (from Aeag and Kopai) to sailed with the remainder of his forces to Sarthem. Their names were Praxithea, Theope, dinia ; but repulsed even in this island by the
and Eubule.
propraator, he died shortly afterward of chagrin
L E O S T H E N E S (AeaoBevng), an Athenian com- and sorrow, which is said to have been increasmander of the combined Greek army in the ed by the discovery of his wife's infidelity.—
Lamian war. In the year after the death of 4. M A M , surnamed LIVIANUS, because he beAlexander (B.C. 323), he defeated Antipater longed originally to the Livia gens, consul 77,
near Thermopylaa; Antipater thereupon threw belonged to the aristoeratical party, and was
himself into the small town of Lamia. Leos one of the influential persons w h o prevailed
thenes pressed the siege with the utmost vigor, upon Sulla to spare the life of the young Julius
but was killed b y a blow from a stone. His Caasar.—5. M , consul 66, with L. Volcatus Tulloss was mourned by the Athenians as a public lus, the same year in which Cicero was praator.
calamity. H e was honored with a public burial H e belonged to the aristoeratical party, but on
in the Ceramicus, and his funeral oration was the breaking out of the civil war in 49, he repronounced by Hyperides.
tired to his Formian villa to watch the progress
L E O T Y O H I D E S (Aearvx'ibng, Aevrvxibng, He-of events.—6. L. Z E M I L I U S P A U L U S , son of N o .
rod). 1. King of Sparta, B.O. 491-469. H e 3, and brother of M . Lepidus, the triumvir. His
commanded the Greekfleetin 479, and defeated surname of Paulus w a s probably given him by
the Persians at the battle of Mycale. H e w a s his father, in honor of the celebrated zEmilius
afterward sent with an army into Thessaly to Paulus, the conqueror of Macedonia: but, since
Eunish those w h o had sided with the Persians; he belonged to the family of the Lepidi, and not
ut, in consequence of his accepting the bribes to that of the Pauli, he is inserted in this place,
of the Aleuadaa, he w a s brought to trial on hisand not under P A U L U S . zEmilius Paulus did
return home, and went into exile to Tegea, 469, not follow the example of his father, but comwhers he died. H e was succeeded by bis grand- menced his public career by supporting the arisson, Archidamus II.—2. Grandson of Archida- toeratical party. Hisfirstpublic act was the
m u s II, and son of Agis II. There was, how- accusation of Catiline in 63. H e was quaestor
ever, some suspicion that he was, in reality, the in Macedonia 59; aadile 5 5 ; praator 53 • and
fruit of an intrigue of Aloibiades with Timaaa, consul 50, along with M . Claudius Marcellus,
the queen of Agis; in consequence of which he Paulus w a s raised to the consulship on account
was excluded from the throne, mainly through of his being one of the most determined enethe influence of Lysander, and his uncle, Agesi- mies of Caasar, but Caasar gained him over to
laus II, was substituted in his room.
his side by a bribe offifteenhundred talents,
L E P I D U S ZEMILIUS, a distinguished patrician which he is said to have expended on the comfamily. 1. M , aadile B.O. 1 9 2 ; praator 191,pletion of a magnificent basilica whieh he had
with Sicily as his province; consul 187, w h e n commenced in his aadileship. After the murdei
he defeated the Ligurians; pontifex maximus of Caesar (44), Paulus joined the senatorial par
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ty. H e was one of the senators w h o declared I given Vy the ancient writers, zEmilius Ramus.
M . Lepidus a public enemy on account of hisor Paulus zEmilius, or JEmilius Lepidus Paulus,
having joined Antony; and, accordingly, when but Paulus AEmilius Lepidus seems to be the
the triumvirate was formed, his name was set-nost correct form. H e probably fled with his
down first in the proscription list by his o w nfather to Brutus, but he afterward made his
brother. The soldiers, however, w h o were ap- peace with the triumvirs. H e accompanied
pointed to kill him, allowed him to escape. H e Oclavianus in his campaign against Sex. Pompassed c e r to Brutus in Asia, and after the pey in Sicily in 36. In 34 he was consul sufdeath of the latter repaired to Miletus. Here fectus. In 22 he was censor with L. Munati
be remained, and refused to go to Rome, al- Planeus, and died while holding this dignity.—
though he was pardoned by the triumvirs.—7. 9. M . Z E M I L I U S L E P I D U S , son of the triumvi
M . ZEMILIUS L E P I D U S , the T R I U M V I R , brother of (No. 7) and Junia, formed a conspiracy in So
the last. O n the breaking out of the civil w a r for the purpose of assassinating Octavianus on
(49), Lepidus, w h o w a s then praator, joined his return to R o m e after the battle of Actium.
Caasar's party; and as the consuls had fled Maacenas, w h o had charge of tbe city, became
with Pompey from Italy, Lepiduj, as praator, acquainted with the plot, seized Lepidus, and
wan the highest magistrate remaining in Italy. sent him to Octavianus in the East, w h o put
During Caasar's absence in Spain, Lepidus pre- him to death. His father w a s ignorant of the
sided at the comitia in which the former w a s conspiracy, but his mother w a s privy to it
appointed dictator. In the following year (48) Lepidus w a s married twice: hisfirstwife was
he received the province of Nearer Spain. O n Antonia, the daughter of the triumvir, and his
his return to R o m e in 47, Caasar granted him second Servilia, w h o put an end to her life by
a triumph, and made him his magister equitum; swallowing burning coals when the conspirand in the next year (46), his colleague in theacy of her husband was discovered.—10. Q.
consulship. In 44 he received from Oaasar the ZEMILIUS LEPIDUS, consul in 21 with M . Lollius.
government of Narbonese Gaul and Nearer (Hor, Ep, i, 20, 28.)—11. L. Z E M I L I U S P A U L U S ,
Spain, but had not quitted the neighborhood of son of No. 8 and Cornelia, married Julia, the
R o m e at the time of the dictator's death. H a v grand daughter of Augustus. Vid. JULIA, N O . 6
ing the command of an army near the city, he Paulus is therefore called the progener of A u
was able to render M . Autony efficient assist- gustus. H e was consul A.D. 1, with C. Caasai,
ance ; and the latter, in consequence, allowed his wife's brother. H e entered into a conspirLepidus to be chosen pontifex maximus, whieh acy against Augustus, of the particulars of
dignity had become vacant by Caasar's death. which w e are not informed.—12. M . ZEMILIUS
Lepidus soon afterward repaired to his provin- LEPIDUS, brother of the last consul A.D. 6
ces of Gaul and Spain. H e remained neutral with L. Arruntius. H e lived on the most intiin the struggle between Antony and the senate; mate terms with Augustus, w h o employed him
but he subsequently joined Antony, when the in the war against the Dalmatians in A.D. &
latter fled to him in Gaul after his defeat at After the death of Augustus, he was also held
Mutina. This was in the end of May, 43 ; andin high esteem by Tiberius.—13 M . ZEMILIUS
when the news reached R o m e , the senate pro- LEPIDUS, consul with T. Statilius Taurus iu
claimed Lepidus a public enemy. In the au-A.D. 11, must be carefully distinguished frotf
tumn Lepidus and Antony crossed the Alps at the last. In A.D. 21 he obtained the province
the head of a powerful army. Octavianus (aft- of Asia.—14. Z E M I L I U S L E P I D U S , the son of N o .
erward Augustus) joined them; and in the 11 and Julia, the grand daughter of Augustus,
month of October the celebrated triumvirate was and consequently the great-grandson of Augusformed, by which the R o m a n world was divid tus. H e was one of tbe minions of the Empered between Octavianus, Antony, and Lepidus. or Caligula, with w h o m he had the most shameVid. p. 129, b. In 42 Lepidus remained in Italy ful connection. H e married Diusilla, the faas consul, while the two other triumvirs pros vorite sister of the emperor; but he was, notecuted the w a r against Brutus aud Cassius. withstanding, puttodeath by Caligula, A.D. 39.
iu the fresh division of the provinces after the LEPONTII, a people inhabiting the Alps, in
battle of Philippi, Lepidus received Africa, whose country Caasar places the sources of the
where he remained till 36. In this year Oc- Rhine, and Pliny the sources of the Rhone.
tavianus summoned him to Sicily to assist him They dwelt on the southern slope of the St.
in the war against Sextus Pompey. Lepidus Gothard and the Simplon, toward the Logo
obeyed, but, tired of being treated as a subor- Maggiore, and their name is still retained in
dinate, he resolved to m a k e an effort to acquire the Vol Leventina. Their chief town was OsSicilyforhimself and to regain his lost power. cela (now Bomo d'Ossola).
H e was easily subdued by Octavianus, w h o
L E P B E A (Aeirpea) daughter of Pyrgeus, from
spared his life, but deprived him of his trium- w h o m the town of Lepreum in Elis was said to
virate, his army, and his provinces, and com- have derived its name. Vid. L E P R E U M . A n
manded that he should live at Oirceii, under other tradition derived the name from Lcpreus,
strict surveillance. H e allowed him, however, a son of Oaaeon, Glaucon, or Pyrgeus, by Asto retain his dignity of pontifex maximus. H e tydamia. H e was a grandson of Neptune (Po
died B.C. 13. Augustus succeeded him as seidon), and a rival of Hercules both in his
pontifex maximus. Lepidus w a s fond of ease strength and his powers of eating, but he was
and repose, and it is not improbable that he conquered and slain by the latter. His tomb
possessed abilities capable of effecting much was believed to exist iu Phigalia.
more than he ever did,—8. P A U L U S ZEMILIUS
L E P R E U M (Aeirpeov, Aiirpeoc: Aeirpedrng : n o w
LsriDUS, son of No. 6, with w h o m he is fre- Strovitzi), a town of Elis in Tnphylia, situated
quently confounded.
His name is variously forty stadia from the sea, w a s said to have been
28
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possessed no harbor. With Abrotonum MM:
Q3a it formed the African Tripolis. The Romans made it a colony; it was the birth-place
of the Emperor Septimli-js Severus; and it COG
tinued toflourishtill A.D. 366, when it was almost ruined by an attack from a Libyan tribe
Justinian did something toward its restoration • '.
but the Arabian invasion completed its destruc[LEPREUS (Aeirpevg)
Vid. LEPBEA.]
LEPTA, Q , a native of Cales in Campania, tion. Its ruins are still considerable.—2. LEPand prsafeetus fabrum to Cicero in Cilicia, B.O. TIS M I N O R or P A R V A (Aeirrlg b pmpd: ruins at
51. H e joined the Pompeian party in the civil Lamta) usually called simply Leptis, a Phoaniwar, and isfrequentlymentioned in Cicero's cian colony on the coast of Byzacium, in Northern Africa, between Hadrumetum and Thapletters.
sus: an important place under both the CarLEPTINES (Aeirrivng) 1. A Syracusan, son
of Hermocrates, and brother of Dionysius the thaginians and the Romans.
LERINA (now St. Honorat) an island off the
Elder, tyrant of Syracuse. H e commanded his
brother'sfleetin the war against the Cartha- coast of Gallia Narbonensis, opposite Antipolis
ginians, B.C. 397, but was defeated by Mago (now Antibes)
L E R N A or L E R N E (Aepvv) a district in Argowith great loss. In 390 he was sent by Dionysius with afleetto the assistance of the Luca- lis, not far from Argos, in which was a marsh
and
a smallriverof the same name. It was
nians against the Italian Greeks. Some time
afterward he gave offence to the jealous tem- celebrated as the place where Hercules killed
per of the tyrant by giving one of his daugh- the Lernean Hydra. Vid. p. 357, a.
ters in mai riage to Philistus, without any pre- L E R O (now St. Marguerite), a small island
vious intimation to Dionysius, and on this ac- off the coast of Gallia Narbonensis.
L E R O S (Aepog-: Aepiog), a small island, one of
count he was banished from Syracuse, together
with Philistus. H e thereupon retired to Thurii, the Sporades, opposite to the mouth of the Sibut was subsequently recalled by Dionysius to nus Iassius, on the coast of Caria. Its inhab
Syracuse. Here he was completely reinstated itants, who came originally from Miletus, bore
in his former favor, and obtained one of the a bad character. Besides a city of the same
daughters of Dionysius in marriage. In 383 name, it had in it a temple of Diana (Artemis),
ho again took an active part in the war against where the transformation of the sisters of Melthe Carthaginians, and commanded the right eager into Guinea fowls was said to have taken
wing of the Syracusan army in the battle near place, in memory of which Guinea fowls were
Cronium, iu which he was killed.—2. A Syra- kept in the court of that temple.
LESBONAX (AeoBavai;). 1. Son of Potamcn
cusan, who joined with Calippus in expelling
the garrison of the younger Dionysius from of Mytilene, a philosopher and sophist in the
Rhegium, 351. Soon afterward he assassin- time of Augustus. H e was the father of Poleated Calippus, and then crossed over to Sicily, mon, the teacher and friend of the Emperor Ti
where he made himself tyrant of Apollonia and berius. Lesbonax wrote several political oraEngyum. H e was expelled in common with tions, of which two have come down to us,
the other tyrants by Timoleon; but his life one entitled irepl rov iroXepov KopivBiav, and
was spared, and he was sent into exile at the other irporpeirriKog Xbyog, both of which are
Corinth, 342.—3. A n Athenian, known only as not unsuccessful imitations of the Attic orators
the proposer of a law taking away all special of the best times. They are printed in the colexemptions from the burden of public charges lections of the Greek orators (vid. D E M O S T H E
(dreXeiai rav Xeirovpyiav), against which NES),
the aud separately by Orelli, Lips, 1820.—
celebrated oration of Demosthenes is directed, 2. A. Greek grammarian, of uncertain age, bul
usually known as the oration against Leptines. later than No. l,the author of an extant work on
This speech was delivered 355; and the law grammaticalfigures(irepl cxvpurav), published
must have been passed above a year before, by Valckenaer in his edition of Ammonias.
LESBOS (AeoBog: A'eaBiog, Lesbius: now Mytas we aretoldthat the lapse of more than that
period had already exempted Leptines from all ilene, Metelin), the largest, and by far the most
personal responsibility. Hence the efforts of important, of the islands of the zEgean along
Demosthenes were directed solely to the re- the coast of Asia Minor, lay opposite to the
peal of the law, not to the punishment of its Gulf of Adramyttium, off the coast of Mysia,
proposer. His arguments were successful, and the direction of its length being northwest and
the law was repealed.—4. A Syrian Greek, who southeast. It is intersected by lofty mountassassinated with his own hand, at Laodicea, ains, and indented with large bays, the chief
Cn. Octavius, the chief of the Roman deputies, of which, on the western side, runs more than
who had been sent into Syria, 162. Demetrius half way across the island, it had three chief
caused Leptines to be seized, and sent as a headlands, Argenum, on the northeast, Sigriprisoner to R o m e ; but the senate refused to u m on the west, and Malea on the south. Its
receive him, being desirous to reserve this valleys were very fertile, especially in the
northern part, near Methymna; and it procause of complaint as a public grievance.
corn, oil, and wine renowned for its exLEPTIS (Aeirrtg).
1. LEPTIS M A G N A or N E A P duced
OIn early times it was called by vaLIS (b Aeirrlg peydXn, NediroXig) a city oncellence.
the
coast of Northern Africa, between the Syrtes, rious names, the chief of which were Issa,
east of Abrotonum, and west of the mouth of Pelasgia, Mytanis, and Maearia: the late Greek
the little river Cinyps, was a Phoenician col- writers called it Mytilene, from its chief city
ony, with aflourishingcommerce, though it and this name has been preserved to modern
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founded in the time of Theseus by Minyans
from Lemnos. After the Messenian wars it
was subdued by the Elean3 with the aid of
Sparta: but it recovered its independence in
the Peloponnesian war, and was assisted by
the Spartans against Elis. At the time of the
Achaaan league it was subject to Elis.
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times. T h e earliest reputed inhabitants were ealled by Hesiod a daughter of Eris. A nvei
Pelasgians; the next, an Ionian colony, w h o in the lower world was likewise called Lethe
were said to have settled it in two generations The souls of the departed drank of tnis river,
before the Trojan w a r ; lastly, at the time of and thus forgot all they had said or done in
the greit zEolic migration (one hundred and the upper world ; [and, accordingtoVirgil (jEn,
thirty years after the Trojan war, according vi, 713), the souls destined by the Fates to in
to the mythical chronology), the island was habit n e w bodies on earth also drank of iti
colonized by zEolians, w h o founded iu it an waters, to remove the remembrance of the joys
Hexapolis, consisting of the six cities, Myti- of Elysium.]
lane, Methymna, Eresus, Pyrrha, Antissa, and L E T H E , a river in Spain. Vid. LIMZEA.
L E T O (Anra) called L A T O N A by the Romans,
Arisbe, afterward reduced tofivethrough tho
destruction of Arisbe by the Methymnaaans. is described by Hesiod as a daughter of the
The zEolians of Lesbos afterward founded Titan Cceus and Phcebe, a sister cf Asteria, and
numerous settlements along the coast of thethe mother of Apollo and Diana (Artemis) by
Troad and in the region of Mount Ida, and atJupiter (Zeus), to w h o m she was married beone time a great part of the Troad seems to fore Juno (Hera). H o m e r likewise calls her
have been subject to Lesbos. T h e chief facts the mother of Apollo and Diana (Artemis) by
in the history of the island are connected with Jupiter (Zeus); he mentions her in the story
its principal city, Mytilene, which was theof Niobe, w h o paid so dearly for her conduct
scene of the struggles between the nobles and toward Latona (Leto) (vid. N I O B E ) , and he also
the commons, in whieh A L O Z E U S and PITTAOUS describes her as the friend of the Trojans in the
took part A t the time of the Peloponnesian war with the Greeks. In later writers these
war, Lesbos w a s subject to Athens. After elements of her story are variously embellishvarious changes, it fell under the power of ed, for they do not describe her as the lawful
Mithradates, and passed from him to the Ro-wife of Jupiter (Zeus), but merely as his mismans. The island is most important in thetress, w h o was persecuted by Juno (Hera) during
early history of Greece, as the native region her pregnancy. All the world being afraid of
of the zEolian school of lyric poetry. It w a s receiving Latona (Leto) on account of Juno
the birth-place of the musician and poet T E R - (Hera), she wandered about till she came to
P A N D E R , of the lyric poets A L O Z E U S , S A P P H O , Delos, which was then a floating island, and
and others, and of the dithyrambic poet A R I O N . bore the name of Asteria or Ortygia. W h e n
Other forms of literature and philosophy early Latona (Leto) arrived there, Jupiter (Zeus) fas
and longflourishedin it: the sage and states- tened it by adamantine chains to the bottom of
m a n PITTACUS, the historians H E L L A N I C U S and the sea, that it might be a secure resting-place
Theophanes, and the philosophers Theophras- for his beloved, and here she gave birth to Apollo
and Diana (Artemis). The tradition is also retus and Phanias, were all Lesbians.
lated with various other modifications. S o m e
L E S B O T H E M I S (AeaBbBepig), a statuary of ansaid that Jupiter (Zeus) changed Latona (Leto)
cient date, and a native of Lesbos.
L E S O H E S or L E S C H E U S (Aeoxng, Aeaxeag), oneinto a quail (bprvi;), and that in this state she
of the so-called cyclic poets, son of zEschylinus, arrived in thefloatingisland, which was hence
a native of Pyrrha, in the neighboihood of Myt- called Ortygia. Others related that Jupiter
ilene, and hence called a Mytilenean or a Les- (Zeus) was enamored with Asteria, but that she,
bian. H e flourished about B.O. 708, and w a sbeing metamorphosed into a bird, flew across
usually regarded as the author of the Little Il- the sea; that she was then changed into a rock,
which for a long time lay under tbe surface
iad ('IXidg b iXdaaav or 'IXidg fiiKpd), though
tlis poem was also ascribed to various other of the sea; and that this rock arose from the
poets. It consisted of four books, and was in- waters and received Latona (Leto) when she
tended as a supplement to the Homeric Iliad. was pursued by Python. Latona (Leto) w a s
It related the events after the death of Hector, generally worshipped only in conjunction with
the fate of Ajax, the exploits of Philoetetes, her children. Delos was the chief seat of her
Neoptolemus, and Ulysses, and thefinalcap- worship. Vid. A P O L L O . It is probable that the
ture and destruction of Troy, which part of the name of Leto belongs to the same class of words
as the Greek XrjBn and the Latin lateo. Leto
poem was called The destruction of Troy ('IXiov irepoig) There was no unity in the poem, would therefore signify " the obscure" or " conexcept that of historical and chronological suc- cealed," not as a physical power, but as a dicession. Hence Aristole remarks that the little vinity yet quiescent and inv'sible, from w h o m
Iliad furnished materials for eight tragedies, issued the visible divinity with all his splendor
while only one could be based upon the Iliad or and brilliancy. This view is supported by the
account of her genealogy given by Hesiod.
Odyssey of Homer.
[ L E S S A (Aijooa: ruins at Lycurio) a village From their mother Apollo is frequently called
of Argolis, eastward from Argos, on the west- Leto'ius or Latoius, and Artemis (Diana) Leto'ia
ern confines of the territory of Epidaurus, and Letois, Latcfis, or Latoe,
L E U C A (rd AevKu), town at the extremity of
it the base of Mount Arachnaaus: it contained
the Iapygian promontory in Calabria, with a
a temple of Minerva (Athena).]
fetid
fountain, under which the giants w h o were
[ L E T A N D R O S , a small island of the zEgean Sea,
slassed among the Cyclades, lying near Gyaros.] vanquished by Hercules are said to have been
L E T H ^ U S (AnBalog) 1. A. river of Ionia, in buried. The promontory is still ealled Capo di
Asia Minor, flowing south past Magnesia into Leuca.
LEUOADIA.
Vid. L E U O A S . ]
the Maaander.—2. A river in the south of Crete,
LEUOZE, L E U C A (AeiiKa:, AevKn: now Lefke),a
flowing past Gortyna.—3. Vid. L A T H O N .
L E T H E ( ifin), the personification of oblivion,small town on the coast of Ienia, iu Asia Minor
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[ L E U O E C O M E (AevKrj 'Kapfj), a fortified piae*
near Phocaaa, built by the Persiau general Tachos in B.O. 352, aud remarkable as the scene iu the north of Arabia Felix, on the Arabieui
of the battle between the consul Licinius Cras- Sinus, which served as a dep8t for goods seni
to Petra and Northern Arabia.]
sus and Aristonicus in 131.
LEUCI, a people in the southeast of Gallia Bel
L E U C A S or L E U O A D I A [AevKag, AevKaSla : AevK&Siog: now Santa Maura), an island in the gica, south of the Mediomatrici, between the
Ionian Sea. off the western coast of Acarnania, Matrona and Mosella. Their chief town was
about twenty miles in length, and from five to Tullum (now Toul\
L E U C I M O N T E S , called by the Romans Albi
eight miles in breadth. It has derived its name
from tbe numerous calcareous hills which cover Montes, a range of mountains in the west of
its surface. It was originally united to the Crete. Vid. A L B I M O N T E S .
main land at its northeastern extremity by a
LEUOIPPE. Vid. ALOATHOE.
narrow isthmus. H o m e r speaks of it as a penLEUCIPPIDES (AE«/ct7rjri(5^c), i. e, Phcbe ana
insula and mentions its well fortified town Ne- Hilaira, the daughters of Leucippus. They
ricus (Nijpuwg) It was at that time inhabited were priestesses of Minerva (Athena) and Di
by the Teleboans and Leleges. Subsequently ana (Artemis), and betrothed to Idas and L y n
the Corinthians under Cypselus, between B.C. eeus, the sons of Aphareus; but Castor and
665 and 625, founded a new town, called Leu Pollux, being charmed with their beauty, car
cas, in the northeast of the country, near the ried them off and married them.
isthmus, in which they settled one thousand of
LEUCIPPUS (AevKimrog) 1. Son of (Enomaus.
their citizens, and to which they removed the For details, vid. D A P H N E . — 2 . Son of Perieres
inhabitants of Nericus, which lay a little to the and Gorgophone, brother of Aphareus, and prince
west of the new town. The Corinthians also of the Messenians, was one of the Calydonian
cut a canal through the isthmus, and thus eon- hunters. B y his wife Philodice he had two
verted the peninsula into an island. This canal daughters, Phoebe and Hilaira, usually called
was afterward filled up by deposits of sand; and LEUCIPPIDES.—3. A Grecian philosopher, the
in the Peloponnesian war it was no longer avail founder of the atomic theory of the ancient
able for ships, which during that period were philosophy, which was more fully developed by
conveyed across the isthmus on more than one Demooritus. Where and when he was born
occasion (Thuc, iii, 81 ; iv, 8). The canal was w e have no data for deciding. Miletus, Abdera,
opened again by the Romans. A t present the and Elea have been assigned as his birth-place;
channel is dry in some parts, aud has from three thefirst,apparently, for no other reason than
to four feet of water in others. The town of that it was the birth-place of several natural
Leucas was a place of importance, and during philosophers; the second, because Demooritus
the war between Philip and the Romans was at came from that town ; the third, because he
the head of the Aearnanian league, and the was looked upon as a disciple of the Eleatic
place where the meetings of the league were school. The period when he lived is equally
held. It was, in consequence, taken and plun- uncertain. H e is called the teacher of Demoodered by the Romans, B.C. 197. The remains ritus, the disciple of Parmenides, or according
of this town are still to be seen. The other to other accounts, of Zeno, of Melissus, nay,
towns in the island were Hellomenum ('EXXbpe- even of Pythagoras. With regard to his philo
vov) on the southeastern coast, and Phara (§apd) sophical system it is impossible to speak with
on the southwestern coast. A t the southern ex- certainty, since the writers w h o mention him
tremity of the island, opposite Cephallenia, waseither mention him in conjunction with Demoothe celebrated promontory, variously called Leu- ritus, or attribute to him doctrines which are in
cas, Leucatas, Leucates, or Leuedte (now Cape
like manner attributed to Demooritus. Vid. D E Bucato), o4 whieh was a temple of Apollo, w h o MOORITUS.
L E U C O N (ASVKOV).
1. Son of Neptune (Poseihence had the surname of Leucadius. A t the
annual festival of the god it was the custom to don) or Athamas and Themisto, and father of
cast down a criminal from this promontory into Erythrus and Evippe.—2. A powerful king of
the sea : to break his fall, birds of all kinds were Bosporus, w h o reigned B.C. 393-353. H e was
attached to him, and if he reached the sea un- in close alliance with the Athenians, w h o m ho
injured, boats were ready to pick him up. This supplied with corn in great abundance, ana
appears to have been an expiatory rite ; and it who, in return for his services, admitted him
gave rise to the well known story that lovers and his sons to tbe citizenship of Athens.—3.
leaped from this rock in order to seek relief A n Athenian poet, of the old comedy, a confrom the pangs of love. Thus Sappho is said temporary and rival of Aristophanes. [ A frag
to have leaped down from this rook when in ment preserved in Hesychius is given in Meilove with Phaon; but this well-known stoiy neke's Comic. Grcc. Fragm, vol. i, p. 423].
L E U C O N I U M (AevKaviov) a place in the isJamd
vanishes at thefirstapproach of criticism.
of Chios. (Thuc, viii, 24.)
E L E U C A S I A (AevKaaia). Vid. LEUCOSIA.]
L E U O O N O E (Aeviwvbn), daughter of Minyas,
L E U O A T A S (now Akritd), also called A O R I T A S ,
A promontory of Bithynia, west of Nicomedia.] usually called Leucippe. Vid. A L E A T H O E .
L E U C E (AevKif). 1. A n island in the Euxine L E U O O P E T R A (AevKoirerpa: n o w Cape delt
Sea, near the mouth of the Borysthenes, sacred Armi) a promontory in the southwest of Brutto Achilles. Vid. A O H I L L E U S D R O M O S . — [ 2 . A tium, on the Sicilian Straits, and a few miles
small island on the eastern coast of Crete, south south of Rhegium, to whose territory it belonged. It was regarded by the ancient writers as
of the Promontory ltanum.]
theterminationof the Apennines, and it derived
[ L E U O E A C T E (AevKrj 'AKTTJ : n o w S>' Georgio),
& town and roadstead of Thrace, on the Pro- its name from tha white color of its roaks.
LEUOOPHRYNE.
Vid. L E U O O P H R Y S .
pontis.]
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LEUCOPHRYS (AevKo<j>pvg) 1 A city of Caria,
Constantinople about 346. H e then went to
in the plain of the Maaander, close to a curious Nicomedia, where he taught with equal success,
lake of warm water, and having a renowned but also drew upon himself an equal degree of
temple of Diana (Artemis) Leueophryne.—2. Amalice from his opponents. After a stay of five
name given to the island of TENEDOS, from its years at Nicomedia, he was recalled to Conwhite cliffs.
stantinople,. Eventually he took up his abod«
LETCOSIA OI LEUOASIA (now Piano), a small at Antioch, where he spent the remainder of
island in tho south of the- Gulf of Paastum, off his life. Here he received the greatest marks
the coast of Lueania, and opposite the Promon- of favor from the Emperor Julian, 362. In the
tory Posidium, said to have been called after reign of Valens he was atfirstpersecuted, but
cne of the Sirens.
he afterward succeeded in winning the favor of
LEUCOSYRI (AevKoavpoi, i. e., White Syrians)
that monarch also. The Emperor Theodosius
was a name early applied by the Greeks to the likewise showed him marks of respect, but his
inhabitants of Cappadoeia, who were of the enjoyment of life was disturbed by ill health, by
Syrian race, in contradistinction to the Syrian misfortunes in his family, and more especially
tribes of a darker color beyond the Taurus. by the disputes in which he was incessantly inAfterward, when Cappadoces came to be the volved, partly with rival sophists, and partly
common name for the people of Southern Cap- with the prefects. It can not, however, be depadoeia, the word Leucosyri was applied spe- nied, that he himself was as much to blame as
cifically to the people in the north of the coun- his opponents, for he appears to have provoked
try (afterward Pontus) on the coast of the Eux- them by his querulous disposition, and by the
ine, between the rivers Halys and Iris: these pride and vanity which every where appear in
are the White Syrians of Xenophon (Anab, v, his orations, and which led him to interfere in
6). After the Macedonian conquest the name political questions which it would have been
appears to have fallen into disuse.
wiser to have left alone. H e was the teacher
L E U O O T H E A (AevicoBea), a marine goddess, was
of St Basil and Chrysostom, with whom he alpreviously Ino, the wife of Athamas. For de- ways kept up a friendly connection. The year
tails, vid. A T H A M A S .
of his death is uncertain, but from one of his
LEUCOTHOE, daughter of the Babylonian king epistles it is evident that he was alive in 391,
Orchamus and Eurynome, was beloved by Apol- and it is probable that he died a few years after,
lo. Her amour was betrayed by the jealous in the reign of Arcadius. The extant works of
Clytia to her father, who buried her alive; Libanius are, 1. Models for rhetorical exercises
whereupon Apollo metamorphosed her into an (Hpoyvpvaopdrav irapaSeiypara). 2. Orations
incense shrub. Leucothoe is in some writers (Abyoi), sixty seven in number. 3. Declamaonly anotherformforLeucothea.
tions (l&eXerai), i. e, orations onfictitioussubLEUCTRA (rd eiiKrpa : now Lefka or Lefkra).
jects, and descriptions of various kinds,fiftyin
1. A small town in Bceotia, on the road from number. 4. A life of Demosthenes, and arguPlataaaa to Thespiaa, memorable for the victory ments to the speeches of the same orator. 5.
which Epaminondas and the Thebans here gain- Letters ('Emoroiiat), of which a very large numed over Cleombrotus and the Spartans, B.O. ber is still extant. Many of these letters are
371.—[2. Vid LEUOTRUM.]
extremely interesting, being" addressed to the
L E U C T R U M (AevKrpov) 1. Or L E U O T R A (now most eminent men of his time, such as the EmLeflro) a town in Messenia, on the eastern side
peror Julian, Athanasius, Basil, Gregory of Nysof the Messenian Gulf, between Cardamyle and sa, Chrysostom, and others. The style of LiTLalama, on the small river Pamisus. The banius is superior to that of the other rhetoriSpartans and Messenians disputed for the pos- cians of the fourth century. H e took the best
,saion of it.—2. A small town in Achaia, de- orators of the classic age as his models, and we
endent on Rhypaa.
can often see in him the disciple and happy imi[LEUOUS (AevKog) a companion of Ulysses intator of Demosthenes; but he is not always
_ne Trojan war, slain by Antiphus.]
able to rise above the spirit of his age, and we
[LEUOYANIAS (AevKvavlag), a small river ofrarelyfindin him that natural simplicily which
Elis, that flows from Mount Pholoe, and emp- constitutes the great charm of the best Attic
ties into the Alpheus. On its banks was a tem- orators. His diction is a curious mixture of
ple of Bacchus (Dionysus) Leucyanites.]
the pure old Attic with what may be termed
LEXOVII or LEXOBII, a people in Gallia Lug- modern. Moreover, it is evident that, like all
dunensis, on the Ocean, west of the mouth of other rhetoricians, he is more concerned about
the Sequana. Their capital was Noviomagus the form than the substance. As far as the
(now Lisieux)
history of his age is concerned, some of his oraLIBA (b AlBa) a city of Mesopotamia, between tions, and still more his epistles, are of great
Nisibis and the Tigris.
value, such as the oration in which he relates
LIBANIUS (Aibdvwg), a distinguished Greekthe events of his own life, the eulogies on Consophist and rhetorician, was born at Antioch, stantius and Constans, the orations on Julian,
on.the Orontes, about A.D. 314. H e studied at several orations describing the condition of AnAthens, where he imbibed an ardent love for tioch, and those which he wrote against hie pro
the great classical writers of Greece; and he fessional and political opponents. There is no
afterward set up a private school of rhetoric at complete edition of all the works of Libanius.
Constantinople, which was attended by so large The best edition of the orations and declamaa number of pupils that the classes of the pub- tions is by Reiske, Altenburg, 1791-97, 4 vols,
lic professors were completely deserted. The 8vo, and the best edition of the epistles is by
latter, in revenge, charged Libanius with being Wolf, Amsterdam, 1738, foL
a magician, and obtained his expulsion from
LIBANUS (6 AiBavog, rb AiBavov: Heb Leb
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anon, l t., the White Mountain: n o w Jehel Libor a wreath of laurel. Sometimes she apj«ar«
nan), a lofty and steep mountain range on theholding the Phrygian cap in her hand.
confines of Syria and Palestine, dividing Phoe
LlBETHRIDES. Vid. LlBETHRUM.
nice from Coale-Syria. It extends from above
L I B E T H R I U S M O N S (rb AiBr/Bpwv bpog) amount
Sidon, about latitude 33^° north, in a direction ain in Bceotia, a branch of Mount Helicon, forty
north-northeast as far as about latitude 34^°. stadia from Ooronea, possessing a grotto of th«
Its highest summits are covered with perpetual Libethrian nymphs, adorned with their statues,
snow; its sides were in ancient times clothed and two fountains Libethrias and Para.
v'ih forests of cedars, of which only scattered
L I B E T H R U M (Ae'iBsidpov, rd AeiBr/Bpa, rd AlBntrees n o w remain, and on its lower slopes grow Bpa) an ancient Thracian town in Pieria in Macvines, figs, mulberries, and other fruits: its edonia, on the slope of Olympus, and southwest
wines were highly celebrated in ancient times. of Dium, where Orpheus is said to have lived
It is considerably lower than the opposite range This town and the surrounding country were
of ANTILIBANUS. In the Scriptures the word sacred to the Muses, w h o were hence called
Lebanon is used for both ranges, and for either Liblthrides ; and it is probable that the worship
of them; but in classical authors the names of the Muses under this name w a s transferred
Libanus and Antilibanus are distinctive terms, from this place to Bceotia.
being applied to the western and eastern ranges
[LIBISSONIS T U R R I S (AiBlaoavog irvpyog), a city
respectively.
on the northern coast of Sardinia, and, according'
L I B A R N A or L I B A R N U M , a town of Liguria, on to Pliny, the only R o m a n colony in the island;
the Via Aurelia, northwest of Genua.
probably the usual lauding placeforships comL I B E N T I N A , L U B E N T I N A , L U B E N T I A , a surname ing from Corsica. Its ruins are n o w seen on a
of Venus among the Romans, b y which she is height near a harbor which still bears the n a m e
described as the goddess of sexual pleasure (dea Porto Torre.\
libidinis).
LIBITINA, an ancient Italian divinity, w h o w a s
L I B E R , or L I B E R P A T E R , a n a m e frequently identified by the later Romans sometimes with
given by the R o m a n poets to the Greek Bacchus Persephone (Proserpina), on account of her conor Dionysus, w h o was accordingly regarded as nection with the dead and their burial, and someidentical with the Italian Liber. But the gcjj times with Aphrodite (Venus). The latter w a s
L I B E R and the goddess L I B E R A were ancient probably the consequence of etymological specuItalian divinities, presiding over the cultivation lations on the n a m e of Libitina. which people
of the vino and the fertility of the fields. Hence connected with libido. H e r temple at R o m e
they were worshipped even in early times in was a repository of every thing necessary for
conjunction with Ceres. A temple to these burials, and persons might there either buy or
three divinities w a s vowed by the dictator A . hire those things. Hence a person undertaking
Postumius iu B.C. 496, and was built near the the burial of a person (an undertaker) was callCircus Flaminius; it w a s afterward restored ed libitinarius, and his business libitina; hence
by Augustus, and dedicated b y Tiberius. The the expressions libitinam exercere or facers, and
name Liber is probably connected with liberare.libitina funeribus non sujficiebat, i. e, they could
Hence Seneca says, Liber dictus est quia liberat
not all be buried. It is related that King Serservitio curarwm animi ; while others, w h o werevius Tullius, in order to ascertain the number
evidently thinking of the Greek Bacchus, found of deaths, ordained that for every person w h o
in tho name an allusion to licentious drinking died, a piece of money should be deposited in
and speaking. Poets usually called him Liber the temple of Libitina. Owing to this connecPater, the latter word being very commonly tion of Libitina with the dead, R o m a n poets
added by the Italians to the names of gods. frequently employ her n a m e in the sense of
The female Libera was identified b y the Ro-death itself.
mans with Cora or Proserpina, the daughter of
LIBO, SORIBONIUS, a plebeian family. 1. L.
Demeter (Ceres); whence Cicero calls Liber tribune of the plebs, B.O. 149, accused Ser
and Libera children of Ceres; whereas Ovid Sulpicius Galba on account of the outrages
calls Ariadne Libera. The festival of the Libe- whieh he had committed against the Lusitaralia was celebrated by the Romans every year nians. Vid. G A L B A , N O . 6. It was perhaps this
on the 17th of March.
Libo w h o consecrated the Puteal Scribonianum
LIBERA.
Vid. L I B E R .
or Puteal Libouis, of which w e so frequently
[LIBERALIS.
Vid. A N T O N I N U S LIBERALIS.]
read in ancient writers. The Luteal w a s an
L I B E R T A S , the personification of Liberty, was inclosed place in the forum, near the Areus
worshipped at R o m e as a divinity. A temple Fabianus, and was so called from its being open
was erected to her on the Aventine b y Tib. at the top, like a puteal or well. It appears that
Sempronius Gracchus. Another w a s built by there was only one such puteal at R o m e , ana
Clodius on the spot where Cicero's house had not two, as is generally believed. It w a s dedistood. A third w a s erected after Caasar's vic- cated in very ancient times either on account
tories in Spain. F r o m these temples w e must of the whetstone of the augur Navius (comp.
distinguish the Atrium Libertatis, which was in Liv, i, 36), or because the spot had been struck
the north of the forum, toward the Quirinal. by lightning; it was subsequently repaired and
This building, under the republic, served as an re-dedicated by Libo, w h o erected in its neighoffice of the censors, and also contained tables borhood a tribunal for the praator, iu consewith laws inscribed upon them. It was rebuilt quence of which the place w a s frequented by
by Asinius Pollio, and then became the reposi- persons w h o had lawsuits, such as money lendtory of thefirstpublic library at R o m e . Liber- ers and the like. (Comp. H o r , Sat, ii, 6, 3!>
tas is usually represented in works of art as a,Epist, i, 19, 8.)—2. L , the father-in-law of Sex
matron, with the pileus, the symboLof liberty, Pompey, the sou al P o m p e y the Great. O n the
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tr-Airing out of the civil war in 49 he naturally called because it once formed an Egyptian N o
sided with Pompey, and was intrusted with the mos. It is sometimes called Libya Exterior
c o m m a n d of Etruria. Shortly afterward he ac- L I B Y C I M O N T E S (rb AIBVKOV bpog : n o w Jebei
companied Pompey to Greece, and w a s actively Selseleh) the range of mountains which .'orra
engaged in the war that ensued. O n the death the western margin of the valley of the Nila
of Bibulus (48) he had the chief command of Vid. Z E G Y P T U S .
L I B Y C U M M A R E (TO Ai6vKbv ireXaytig), the pari
the Pompeian fleet. In the civil wars whieh
followed Caasar's death, he followed the fortunes of the Mediterranean between the island < I
his son-in law Sex. Pompey. In 40 Octavi- Crete and the northern coast of Africa.
LIBYPHCENIOES (AiBv<j>oiviKeg, AtBo(j>o'iviKeg)
us married his sister Scribonia, and this marriage w a s followed by a peace between the tri- term applied to the people of those parts of
jrnvirs and P o m p e y (39). W h e n the war was Northern Africa in which the Phoenicians had
renewed in 36, Libo for a time continued with founded colonies, and especially to the inhabit
Pompey, but, seeing his cause hopeless, he de- ants of the Phoanician cities on the coast of the
serted him in thefollowingyear. In 34 he was Carthaginian territory: it is derived from the
fact that these people were a mixed race of the
consul with M . Antony.
L I B O N (AiBav), an Eleau, the architect of theLibyan natives with the Phoenician settlers.
LIBYSSA (AiBvcaa: n o w Herekeh I according
great temple of Jupiter (Zeus) in the Altis at
to Leake, Malmm), a town of Bithynia, in Asia
Olympia,flourishedabout B.O. 450.
[ L I B O R A (AlBopa) a town of the Carpetani, Minor, on the northern eoast of the Sinus Astacenus, west of Nicomedia, celebrated as the
same as the Z E B U R A (q. v.) of Livy.]
LIBUI, a Gallic tribe in Gallia Oispadana, to place where the tomb of Hannibal was to be
w h o m the towns of Brixia and Verona formerly seen.
L I C A T E S or LIOATII, a people of Vindelieia, on
belonged, from which they were expelled by the
Cenomani. They are probably the same people the eastern bank of the River Licus or Licia
w h o m w e afterward find in the neighborhood (now Lech), one of thefiercestof the Vindeli
of Vercellaa under the name of Lebecii or Libici ciau tribes.
L I O H A D E S (AixdSeg : n o w Ponticonesi), three
LIBURNIA, a district of Illyricum, along the
coast of the Adriatic Sea, w a s separated from small islands between Eubcea and the coast of
Istria on the northwest by the River Arsia, and Locris, called Scarphia, Caresa, and Phoearia
from Dalmatia on the south by the River Titius, Vid. L I C H A S , No. 1.
L I C H A S (Alxag) 1. A n attendant on Hercules,
thus corresponding to the western part of Croatia and the northern part of the m o d e m Bal- brought his master the poisoned garment which
matia. The country is mountainous and unpro- destroyed the hero. (Vid. p. 859, a ) H e r
ductive, and its inhabitants, the LIBURNI, sup- cules, in anguish and wrath, throw Lichas into
ported themselves chiefly by commerce and nav- the sea, and the Liehadian islands were believigation, They were celebrated at a very early ed to have derived their name from him.—2. A
period as bold and skillful sailors, and they ap- Spartan, son of Arcesilaus, w a s proxenus of
pear to have been the first people w h o had the Argos, and is frequently mentioned in the Pelsway of the waters of the Adriatic. They took oponnesian war. H e w a s famous throughout
possession of most of the islands of this sea as Greece for his hospitality, especially in his enfar as Corcyra, and had settlements even on thetertainment of strangers at the Gymuopaadia.
L I C I A or Licus. Vid, LICATES.
opposite eoast of Italy. Their ships were reLICINIA. 1. A Vestal virgin, accused of inmarkable for their swift sailing, and hence vessels built after the same model were called cest, together with two other Vestals, zEmilia
Liburnice or Liburnw naves. It was to light and Marcia, B.O. 114. L. Metellus, the pontifex
vessels of this description that Augustus w a s maximus, condemned zEmilia, but acquitted Limainly indebted for his victory over Antony's cinia and Marcia. The acquittal of the two
fleet at the battle of Actium. The Liburnians last caused such dissatisfaction that the people
were thefirstIllyrian people w h o submitted to appointed L. Cassius Longinus to investigate
(he Romans. Being hard pressed by the Iapydes the matter, and he condemned both Licinia aud
on tho north and by the Dalmatians on the Marcia.—2. Wife of 0. Sempronius Gracchus,
south, they sought the protection of R o m e at a the celebrated tribune.—3. Daughter of Crassus
comparatively early period. Hence w efindthat the orator, and wife of the younger Marius.
LICINIA G E N S , a celebrated plebeian house,
m a n y of their towns were immunes, or exempt
from taxes. The islands off the coast were to which belonged C. Licinius Calvus Stolo,
reckoned a part of Liburnia, and are known by whose exertions threw open the consulship to
the general name of Liburnides or Liburnice In- the plebeians. Its most distinguished families
at a later time were those of CRASSUS, L U O U L sulaa. Vid, ILLYRICUM.
L I B Y A (AiBvn), daughter of Epaphus and M e m - LUS, and M U R E N A . There were likewise numerphis, from w h o m Libya (Africa) is said to have ous other surnames in the gens, which are also
derived its name. B y Neptune (Poseidon) she given in their proper places.
LICINIUS. 1. 0. LICINIUS C A L V U S , surnamed
became the mother of Agenor, Belus. and Lelex.
L I B Y A (AiBvn: AiBveg, Libyes). 1. The GreekS T O L O , which he derived, it is said, from the
care
with which he dug up the shoots that sprang
n a m e for the continent of Africa in general.
Vid. A F R I C A . — 2 . L. I N T E R I O R )A. b_ evrbg), theup from the roots of his vines. H e brought the
whole interior of Africa, as distinguished from contest between the patricians and plebeians tc
the well-known regions on the northern and a happy termination, and thus became the found
northeastern coasts. — 3. LIBYA, specifically, or er of Rome's greatness. H e w a s tribune 'of
LIBYZS N O M O S (AttSii^c vop.bg), a district of North-the people from B.C. 376 to 367, and was faitherr Africa, between Egypt and Marmariea, so fully supported in his exertions by his colleague
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ii. Sextans. The laws which he proposed were; to form the boundary of the two empres. h
1. That in future no more consular tribunes 313 he married at Milan, Constantia, tbe %s<?te»
should be appointed, but that consuls should be of Constantine, and in the same year set :at to
elected, one of w h o m should always be a ple- encounter Maximinus, w h o had invaded his dobeian. 2. That no one should possess more minions. Maximinus was defeated by Liciniun
Jianfivehundred jugera of the public land, or near Heraciea, and died a few months afterKeep upon it more than one hundred head of ward at Tarsus. Licinius and Constantine
large and five hundred of small cattle. 3. A were now the only emperors, and each w a *
law regulating the affairs between debtor and anxious to obtain the undivided sovereignty,
creditor. 4. That the Sibylline books should be Accordingly, war broke out between them in
intrusted to a college of ten m e n (decemviri), 815. Licinius was defeated at Cibalis in Panhalf of w h o m should be plebeians. These ro- nonia, and afterward at Adrianople, and was
gations were passed after a most vehement op- compelled to purchase peace by ceding to Conposition on the part of the patricians, and L. stantine Greece, Macedonia, and Illyricum.
Sextius was the first plebeian w h o obtained the This peace lasted about nine years, at the end ol
consulship, 866. Licinius himself was elected which time hostilities were renewed. The great
twice to the consulship, 364 and 361. Some battle of Adrianople (July, 323), followed by the
years later he was accused by M . Popilius reduction of Byzantium, and a second great
Laanas of having transgressed his own law re- victory achieved near Chalcedon (September),
specting the amount of public land which a per- placed Licinius at the mercy of Constantine,
son might possess. H e was condemned and who, although he spared his life for the moment
sentenced to pay a heavy fine.—2. 0. LICINIUS and merely sentenced him to an honorable im
M A O E R , an annalist and an orator, was a m a n prisonmont at Thessalonica, soon found a conof praetorian dignity, who, when impeached (66) venient pretext for putting him to death, 324.
LICINUS. 1. A Gaul by birth, was taken prisof extortion by Cicero,findingthat the verdict
was against him, forthwith committed suicide oner in war, and became a slave of Julius Caabefore the formalities of the trial were com- sar, whose confidence he gained so m u c h as to
pleted, and thus averted the dishonor and loss be made his dinpensator or steward. Caasar
whieh would have been entailed upon his family gave him his freedom. H e also gained the
by a public condemnation and by the confisca- favor of Augustus, w h o appointed him, in B.C.
tion of property which it involved. His Annates 15, governor of his native country, Gaul. B y
commenced with the very origin of the city, the plui.der of Gaul and by other means, he acand extended to twenty-one books at least; but quired enormous wealth, and hence his name is
how far he brought down his history is un frequently coupled with that of Crassus. H e
k n o w n . — 3 0. LICINIUS M A C E R C A L V U S , sen of lived to see the reign of Tiberius.-—2. The barthe last, a distinguished orator and poet, was ber (tonsor) Licinus spoken of by Horace (Ars
horn in 82, and diedabout 47 or 46, in his thirty- Poet, 301) must have been a different person
.ifth or thirty sixth year. His most celebrated from the preceding, although identified by the
oration was delivered against Vatinius, w h o was Scholiast.—3. C L O D I U S LICINUS, a R o m a n andefended by Cicero, when he was only twenty- nalist, w h o lived about the beginning of the
seven years of age. So powerful was the ef- first century B.C, wrote the history of R o m e
fect produced by this speech, that the accused from its capture by the Gauls to his o w n time.
started up in the midst of the pleading, and pas- This Clodius is frequently confounded with Q
sionately exclaimed, " Rogo vos, judiees, num, Claudius Quadriganus. Vid. Q U A D R I G A R I U S . —
si irte disertus est, ideo m e damnari oporteat ?" 4. L. P O R C I U S LICINUS, plebeian aadile 210, and!
His poems were full of wit and grace, and pos- praator 207, when he obtained Cisalpine Gaul
sessed sufficient merit to be classed by the an- as his province.—5. L. P O R O I U S LICINUS, praator
cients with those of Catullus. His elegies, espe- 193, with Sardinia as his province, and consul
cially that on the untimely death of his mis- 184, when he carried on war against the Ligutress Quintilia, have been warmly extolled by rians.—6. P O R O I U S LICINUS, an ancient R o m a D
Catullus, Propertius, and Ovid. Calvus was poet, w h o probably lived in the latter part c
remarkable for the shortness of his stature, and the second century B.C.
[Licus, a river of Vindelicia. Vid. LICATES.]
hence the vehement action in which he inLICYMNIA, spoken of by Horace (Carm, ii,
dulged while pleading was in such ludicrouB
contrast with his insignificant person, that even 12, 13, seq.) is probably the same as Terentia,
the
wife of Maacenas.
his friend Catullus has not been able to resist
L I C Y M N I U S (AiKvpvwg) 1. Son of Electryon
a joke, and has presented him to us as the
" Salaputium disertum," " the eloquent T o m and the Phrygian slave Midca, and consequent
ly half-brother of Alcmene. H e was married
Thumb."
LICINIUS, R o m a n emperor A.D. 307-324, to Perimede, by w h o m he became the father of
whose full n a m e was PUBLIUS F L A V I U S G A L E - Clonus, Argeus, and Melas. H e was a friend
BIUS V A L E R I U S L I O I N I A N U S LICINIUS.
He
was of Hercules, whose son Tlepolemus slew him,
a Daoian peasant by birth, and the early friend according to some unintentionally, and accordand companion in arms of the -Emperor Gale- ing to others in a fit of anger.—2. Of Chios, a
rius, by w h o m he was raised to the rank of Au- distinguished dithyrambic poet, of uncertain
gustus, aud invested with the command of the date. Some writers place him before SimonRlyrian provinces at Carmentum, on the 11th ides ; but it is perhaps more likely that he b e
of November, A.D. 307. U p o n the death of longed to the later Athenian dithyrambic schoo
Galerius in 311, he concluded a peaceful ar- about the end of the fourth century B.C.— 3 Of
rangement with M A X I M I N U S II, in virtue of Sicily, a rhetorician, the pupil of Gorgus. auo
which the Hellespont and the Bosporus were the teacher of Polus.
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L I D E (AlSn) a mountain of Caria, above Pe- with the Scythians and Ethiopians, as one ol
the chief people of the earth. Tradition also
dasus.
L I G IRIUS, Q , was legate, in Africa, of C. Con- related that Hercules fought with the Ligurians
sidius Longus, w h o left him in c o m m a n d of the on the plain of stones near Massilia; and even
province, B.C. 50. Next year (49) Ligarius re- a writer so late as Eratosthenes gave the name
signed the government of the province into the of Ligystice to the whole of the wester>- penhands of L. Attius Varus. Ligarius fought un- insula of Europe. So widely were they believder Varus against Curio in 49, and against ed to be spread, that the Ligyes in Germany and
Oaasar himself in 46. After the battle of Thap- Asia were supposed to be a branch of the same
!us, Ligarius w a s taken prisoner at Adrume- people. The Ligurian tribes were divided by
tum ; his life was spared, but he w a s banished the Romans into Ligures Transalpini and Cisalby Caasar. Meantime, a public accusation w a s pini. The tribes which inhabited the Maritime
brought against Ligarius by Q. zElius Tubero. Alps were called in general Alpini, and also CaThe case was pleaded before Caasar himself in pillati or Comati, from their custom of allowing
the forum. Cicero defended Ligarius in a their hair to grow long. The tribes which inspeech, still extant, in which he maintains that habited the Apennines were called Montani.
Ligarius had as m u c h claims to the mercy of The names of the principal tribes were : on tli6
Caasar, as Tubero and Cicero himself. Liga- western side of the Alps, the S A L Y E S or SALLUrius w a s pardoned by Caasar, w h o w a s on theVII, O X Y B I I , and D E C I A T E S ; on the eastern side
point of setting out for the Spanish war. T h e of the Alps, the INTEMELII, I N G A U N I , and A P U A N I
speech which Cicero delivered iu his defence near the coast, the V A G I E N N I , SALASBI, and T A U was subsequently published, and w a s m u c h ad- RINI on the upper course of the Po, aud the
mired. Ligarius joined the conspirators w h o L.EVI and M A R I S O I north of the Po. The Liguriassassinated Caasar in 44. Ligarius aud his ans were small of stature, but strong, active,
two brothers perished in the proscription of the and brave. In early times they served as mer
cenaries in the armies of the Carthaginians,
triumvirs iu 48.
[LrefiA, a daughter of Nereus and Doris, oneand subsequently they carried on a long and
fierce struggle with the Romans. Their counof the nymphs in the train of Cyrene.]
L I G E R or L I G E R I S (now Loire), one of the try w a s invaded for thefirsttime by the Rolargest rivers in Gaul, rises in Mount Cevenna, mans in B.C. 238 ; but it w a s not till after the
flows through the territories of the Arverni, termination of the second Punic war, and the
zEdui, and Carnutes, and falls into the ocean defeat of Philip and Antiochus, that the Romans
between the territories of the Namnetes and were able to devote their energies to the subjugation of Liguria. It w a s m a n y years, h o w
Fictones.
ever, before the whole country wasfinallysubL I G U R I A (b AiyvariKi], ii Aiyvorivn) a district
of Italy, was, in the time of Augustus, bounded dued. Whole tribes, such as the Apuani, were
or the west by the river Varus and the Mari- transplanted to Samnium, and their place suptime Alps, which separated it from Transalpine plied by R o m a n colonists. The country was
Gaul, on the southeast by the River Maera, divided between the provinces of Gallia Narbowhich separated it from Etruria, ou the north nensis and Gallia Cisalpina ; and in the time
by the River Po, and on the south by the Mare of Augustus and of the succeeding emperors,
Ligusticum. T h e country is very mountainous the tribes in the mountains were placed under
and unproductive, as the Maritime Alps and the the government of an imperial procurator, called
Maritimarum.
Apennines run through the greater part of it. Procurator or Prefectus Alpium
The mountains run almost down to the coast, L I G U S T I C U M M A R E , the n a m e originally of the
leaving only space sufficient for a road, which whole sea south of Gaul and of the northwest
formed the highway from Italy to the south of of Italy, but subsequently only the eastern part
Gaul. The chief occupation of the inhabitants of this sea, or the Gulf of Genoa, whence later
was the rearing aud feeding of cattle. The writers speak only of a Sinus Lignsticus.
[ L I G Y E S (Alyveg) the inhabitants of Liguria.
numerous forests on the mountains produced
excellent timber,- which, with the other pro- Vid. LIGURIA.]
ducts of the country, was exported from Genua,
LIL^EA (AiXaia: AiXauvg), an ancient town in
the principal town of the country. The inhab- Phocis, near the sources of the Cephisus.
itants were called by the Greeks L I G Y E S (AiL I L Y B ^ U M (AiXvBaiov : n o w Marsala), a town
yveg) and LIGYSTINI (Aiyvanvol) and by the Ro- in the west of Sicily, with an excellent harbor,
mans L I G U R E S (sing. Ligus, more rarely Ligur). situated on a promontory of the same name
They were in early times a powerful and widely- (now Cape Beo or di Marsala), opposite to the
extended people ; but their origin is uncertain, Promontorium Hermseura or Mercurii (now Cape
some writers supposing them to be Celts, others Bon) in Africa, the space between the two beIberians, and others, again, of the same race as ing the shortest distance between Sicily and
the Siculians, or most ancient inhabitants of Africa. The town of Lilybaaum w a s founded
Italy. It is certain that the Ligurians at one by the Carthaginians about B.C. 897, and was
tune inhabited the southern eoast of Gaul, as m a d e the principal Carthaginian fortress in Siciwell as the country afterward called Liguria, ly. It was surrounded by massive walls and by
and that they had possession of the whole coast a trench sixty feet wide and forty feet deep.
from the mouth of the Rhone to Pisaa in Etru- O n the destruction of Selinus in 249, the inh&Lria. The Greeks probably became acquainted itants of the latter city were transplanted to
with them first from the Samians and Phoeaa- Lilybaaum, which thus became still more powans, w h o visited their coastsforthe purposes of erful. Lilybaaum was besieged by the Romans
commerce ; and so powerful were they consid- in thefirstPunic war, but they were unable to
ered at thistime,that Hesiod names them, along take it; and they only obtained possession of
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ft by the treaty of peace. Under the Romans Asiatic coast It is mentioned by Homer (li,
Lilybaaum continued to be a place of importance. ii, 656), with its kindred cities Ialysus and C a
At Marsala, which occupies only the southern minis. These three cities, with Cos, Cnidus, and
balf of the ancient town, there are the ruins of Halicarnassus, formed the original hexapolis, in
a R o m a n aqueduct, and a few other ancient the southwestern corner of Asia Minor. Linremains.
dus stood upon a mountain in a district abound
LIMZEA, LIMIA, LIMIUS, B E L I O N (now Lima) a ing in vines andfigs,and had two celebrated
river ic Gallaacia in Spain, between the Duriustemples, one of Minerva (Athena), surnamed
an! the Minius, which flowed into the Atlantic Aivila, and one of Hercules. It was the birthOcean. It was also ealled the river of Forget- place of Cleobulus, one of the seven ivise m e n
fulness (b rfjg ArjBng, Flumen Oblivionis); and
It it
retained much of its consequence even aftei
is saidtohave been so called because the Tur- the foundation of Rhodes. Inscriptions of some
duli and the Celts on one occasion lost here importance have lately been found in its Acropthsir commander, and forgot the object of their olis.
expedition. This legend w a s so generally beL I N G O N E S . 1. A powerful people in Trans
lieved that it w a s with difficulty that Brutus alpine Gaul, whoso territory extended from the
Callaicus could induce his soldiers to cross the foot of Mount Vogesus and the sources of the
river when he invaded Gallaacia, B.C. 136. O nMatrona and Mosa, north as far as the Treviri,
the banks of this river dwelt a small tribe called and south as far as the Sequani, from w h o m
LIMIOI.
they were separated by the River Arar. The
LIMITES R O M A N I , the name of a continuous Emperor Otho gave them the R o m a n franchise.
series of fortifications, consisting of castles, Their chief town was Andematunnum, afterwalls, earthen ramparts, and the hike, whieh the ward Liagones (now Langrcs).—2. A branch
Romans erected along the Rhine and the Dan- of the above-mentioned people, w h o migrated
ube, to protect their possessions from the at-into Cisalpine Gaul along with the Boii, and
tacks of the Germans.
shared the fortunes of the latter, Vid. Bon.
L I M N Z E (Alpvai, Aiuvalog) 1. A town ID M O B They dwelt east of the Boii, as far as the Adrisenia, on the frontiers of Laeonia, with a temple atic Sea, in the neighborhood of Ravenna.
of Diana (Artemis), w h o w a s hence surnamed
LlNTERNUM. Vid. LlTERNUM.
Limnatis. This temple w a s common to the
L I N U S (Alvog) the personification of a dirge
people of both countries ; ^nd the outrage which or lamentation, and therefore described as a son
the Messenian youth com milted against some of Apollo by a Muse (Calliope or Psamathe
Lacedaamonian maidens, w h o were sacrificing or Chalciope), or of Amphimarus by Urania,
at this temple, was the occasion of the firstBoth Argos and Thebes claimed the honor of
Messenian war. Limnaa w a s situated in thehis birth. A n Argive tradition related that
Ager Dentbeliatis, which district was a subject Linus was exposed by his mother after his birth,
of constant dispute between the Laeedaamoni- and was brought up by shepherds, but w a s aftans and Messenians after the re-establishment terward torn to pieces by dogs. Psamathe's
of the Messenian independence by Epaminon- grief at the occurrence betrayed her misfortunt
das.—2. A town in the Thracian Chersonesus to her father, w h o condemned her to death.
on the Hellespont, not far from Sestus, foundedApollo, indignant at the father's cruelty, visited
by the Milesians.—3. Vid. SPARTA.
Argos with a plague; and, iu obedience to an
LIMNZEA (Aipvaia: Aipvalog) a town in the oracle, the Argives endeavored to propitiate
north of Acarnania, on the road from Argos Psamathe and Linus by means of sacrifices.
Amphilochicum to Stratos, and near the A m - Matrons and virgins sang dirges which were
bracian Gulf, on which it had a harbor.
ealled X'tvoi. According to a Boeotian tradition,
LIMNZEA, L I M N E T E S , L I M N E G E N E S (Aipvaia Linus was killed by Apollo because he had ven(og) Aipv?/rng (if), Aipvnyevtjg), i. e, inhabiting
tured upon a musical contest with the god ; and
or born in a lake or maish, a surname of sev- every year before sacrifices were offered to the
eral divinities w h o were believed either to have Muses, a funeral sacrifice was offered to him,
sprung from a lake, or w h o had their temples and dirges (Xlvoi) were sung iu his honor. His
near a lake. Hence w efindthis surname given tomb was claimed by ArgoB and by Thebes, and
to Bacchus (Dionysus) at Athens, and to Diana likewise by Chalcis in Eubcea. It is probably
(Artemis) at various places.
owing to the difficulty of reconciling the differLlMONUM. Vid. PlCTONES.
ent mythuses about Linus that the Thebans
L I M Y R A (rd Aluvpa : ruins north of Pineka I) thought it necessary to distinguish between an
a city in the southeast of Lycia, on the River earlier and later Linus; the latter is said to
L I M Y R U S , twenty stadia from its mouth.
have instructed Hercules in music, hut to have
L I M Y R U S (Atpvpog: n o w Phineka /), ariverofbeen killed by the hero. In the time of the
Lycia,flowinginto the bay west of the Sacrum Alexandrine grammarians, Linus was considerPromontorium (now Phineka Bay): navigable ed as the author of apociyphal works, in which
as far up as L I M Y R A . The recent travellers the exploits of Bacchus (Dionysus) were dediffer astowhether the present River Phineka scribed.
is the Limyrus or its tributary the Arycandus.
[LIOCRLTUS (AewKpirog). 1. Son of Arisbas,
L I N D U M (now Lincoln), a town of the Ooritani a Greek, slain by zEneas.—2. Son of Euenor,
in Britain, on the road from Londinium to Ebor- one of the suitors of Penelope.]
acum, and a R o m a n colony. The modern name
L I P A R A and L I P A R E N S E S I N S U L A .
Vid. MoLincoln has been formed out of Lindum Colonia. urn.
L I N D U S (AO><5OC : Alvbiog: ruins at Lindo), on LIPARIS (Aliraptg), a small river of Cilicia,
the eastern side of the island of Rhodes, w a s flowing past Soloe, [deriving its name from th«
one of the most uncient Dorian colonies on the unctuous character of its waters.]
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and L. Oaasar, the two grands, J M of AuguHua,
JXIFAXUS (Aliraiog) a city on the coast of
to be poisoned, in order to secure the succesOrossaaa, in Macedonia.]
L I Q U E N T I A (now Livenza), a river in Venetia, sion for her o w n children; and she was even
in the north of Italy, between Altinum and Oon- suspected of having hastened the death of At.
eordia, whieh flowed into the Sinus Terges- gustus. O n the accession of her son Tibeiiu*
to the throne, she at first attempted to gain as
tinus.
[LIRIOPE, an ocean nymph, w h o became b y equal share in the government; but this the
Cephisus the mother of the beautiful Narcis- jealous temper of Tiberius would not brook.
H e commanded her to retire altogether from
sus.]
Liars (now Garigliano) more anciently called public affaire, and soon displayed even hatred toO I A N I S or G L A N I S , one of the principal rivers ward her. W h e n she was on her death-bed he
in central Italy, rises in the Apennines west of refused to visit her. She died in A.D. 29, at the
Lake Fucinus,flowsfirstthrough the territory age of eighty-two or eighty-six Tiberius took no
of the Marsi in a southeasterly direction, then part iu the funeral rites, and forbade her conseturns southwest near Sora, aud at last flows cration, which had been proposed by the senate.
southeast into the Sinus Caietanus near Min- •—3. Or LIVILLA, the daughter of Drusus senior
turnaa, forming the boundary between Latium and Antonia, and the wife of Drusus junior, the
and Campania. Its stream was sluggish, whence son of the Emperor Tiberius. She was seducthe " Liris quieta aqua" of Horace (Carm, i, 31). ed by Sejanus, w h o persuaded her to poison her
Lissus (Aiaobg: Aloawg, Aiaaevg), 1. ( N o w husband, A.D. 23. Her guilt was not discoverAlessio), a town in the south of Dalmatia, at theed till the fall of Sejanus eight years afterwarl,
mouth of the River Drilou, founded by Dionys- 31.—3. J U L I A LIVILLA, daughter of Germanicus
ius of Syracuse, B.C. 385. It w a s situated on and Agrippina. Vid. JULIA, No. 7.
L I V I A G E N S , plebeian, but one of the most
a hill near the coast, and possessed a strongly
fortified acropolis, called ACROLISSUS, which illustrious houses among the R o m a n nobility.
was considered impregnable. The town after- The Livii obtained eight consulships, two cenward fell into the hands of the lllyrians, and sorships, three triumphs, a dictatorship, and &
was eventually colonized b y the Romans.—2. mastership of the horse. The most distinguished families are those of D R U S U S and SALINATOR.
A smallriverin Thrace, west of the Hebrus.
Lrvius, T , the R o m a n historian, was born at
LISTA (now S. Anatoglia) a town of the Salines, south of Reate, is said to have been the Patavium (now Padua) in the north of Italy,
capital of the Aborigines, fiom which they were B.O. 59. The greater part of his life appears
driven out by the Sabines, w h o attacked them to have been spent at R o m e , but he returned to
his native town before his death, which hapin the night.
L I T A N A S I L V A (now Silva di Luge), a large pened at the age of seventy-six, in the fourth
forest on the Apennines, in Cisalpine Gaul, year of Tiberius, A.D. 17. W e know that he
southeast of Mutina, in whieh the Romans were was married, and that he had at least two children, a son and a daughter, married to L. M a defeated by the Gauls, B.C. 216.
L I T E R N U M or L I N T E R N U M (now Patria), a town gius, a rhetorician. His literary talents secured
on the coast of Campania, at the mouth of the the patronage and friendship of Augustus; he
River Clanius or Glanis, which in the lower became a person of consideration at court, and
part of its course takes the name of L I T E R N U S by his advice Claudius, afterward emperor, w a s
(now Patria or Clanio), and which flows through induced in early life to attempt historical coma marsh to the north of the town called L I T E R N A position ; but there is no ground for the asserP A L U S . The town was m a d e a R o m a n colony tion that Livy acted as preceptor to the young
B.C. 194, and was re colonized by Augustus. It prince. Eventually his reputation rose so high
was to this place that the elder Seipio Africanus and became so widely diffused, that a Spaniard
retired when the tribunes attempted to bring travelled from Cadiz to R o m e solely for the
him to trial, and here he is said to have died. purpose of beholding him, and, having gratified
His tomb was shown at Liternum; but some his curiosity in this one particular, immediately
maintained that he was buried in the family returned home. The great and only extant
work of Livy is a History of R o m e , termed by
sepulchre near the Porta Capena at R o m e .
himself Annates (xliii, 13), extending frsm the
JXITERNUS.
Vid. L I T E R N U M . ]
LIVIA. 1. Sister of M . Livius Drusus, the foundation of the city to the death of Drusus,
celebrated tribune, B.C. 91, w a s married first B.O. 9, comprised in one hundred and forty-two
to M . Poreius Cato, by w h o m she had Cato Uti- books. Of these thirty five have descended to
censis, and subsequently to Q. Servilius Caapio, us; but of the wnole, with the exception of two,
by w h o m she had a daughter, Servilia, the w e possess Epitomes, which must have been
mother of M . Brutus, w h o killed Caasar.—2. drawn up by one w h o was well acquainted with
LIVIA D R U S I L L A , the daughter of Livius Drusus his subject. B y some they have been ascribed
Claudianus (vid. D R U S U S , N O . 8), was married to Livy himself, by others to Florus ; but there
first to Tib. Claudius Nero, and afterward to is nothing in the language or context to war
Augustus, w h o compelled her husband to di- rant either of these conclusions, and external
vorce her, B.O. 38. She had already borne her evidence is altogether wanting. From the cir
husband one son, the future emperor Tiberius, cumstance that a short introduction or preface
and at the time of her marriage with Augustus is found at the beginning of books one, twenty
was six months pregnant with another, w h o one, and thirty-one, and that each of these marks
subsequently received the n a m e of Drusus. She the commencement of an important epoch, the
never had any children by Augustus, but she whole work has been divided into decades, conretained his affections till his death. It was taining ten books each ; but the grammarians
generally believed that she caused C. Caasar Priscian and Diomedes. w h o quote repeatedly
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from particular books, never allt.de to any such their want of harmony, and occasionally tc offse
distribution. The commencement of book forty- an opinion of their comparative credibility
»ne is lost, but there is certainly no remaikable But in no case did he ever dream of ascending
crisis at this place which invalidates one part to the fountain head. H e never attempted to
of the argument in favor of the antiquity of the test the accuracy of his authorities by examinarrangement T h e first decade (books one to ing monuments of remote antiquity, of which
ten) is entire. It embraces the period from the not a few were accessible to every inhabitant
foundation of the city to the year B.O. 294, of the metropolis. Thus it is perfectly clear
when the subjugation of the Samnites m a y be that he had never read the Leges Regiaa, nor
Baid to have been completed. The second de- the Commentaries of Servius Tullius, nor even
cade (books eleven to twenty) is altogether lost the Lieinian Rogations; and that he had nevIt embraced the period from 294 to 219, com- er consulted tbe vast collection of decrees of
prising an aceount, among other matters, of the the senate, ordinances of the plebs, treaties
invasion of Pyrrhus and of the first Punic war. and other state papers, which were preserved
The third decade (books twenty-one to thirty) in the city. Nay, more, he did not consult even
is entire. It embraces the period from 219 to all the authors to w h o m he might have resorted
201, comprehending the whole of the second with advantage, such as the Annals and AntiPunic war. The fourth decade (books thirty- quities of Varro, and the Origines of Cato. A n d
one to forty) is entire, and also one half of the even those writers whose authority he followed
fifth (books forty one to forty five.) These fif- he did not use in the most judicious manner.
teen books embrace the period from 201 to 167, H e seems to have performed his task piecemeal.
and develop the progress of the R o m a n arms A small section was taken in hand, different aciu Cisalpine Gaul, in Macedonia, Greece, and counts were compared, and the most plausible
Asia, ending with the triumph of zEmilius Pau- w a s adopted: the same system was adhered to
lus. Of the remaining books nothing remains in the succeeding portions, so that each, conexcept inconsiderable fragments, the most not- sidered by itself, without reference to the rest,
able being a few chapters of the ninety-first w a s executed with care; but the witnesses
book, concerning the fortunes of Sertorius. w h o were rejected in one place were admitted
The composition of such a vast work neces- in another, without sufficient attention being
sarily occupied m a n y years; and w e find indi- paid to the dependence and the connection of
cations which throw some light upon the epochs the events. Hence the numerous contradicw h e n different sections were composed. Thus, tions and inconsistencies whieh have been dein bookfirst(c. 19), it is stated that the temple tected by sharp eyed critics. Other mistakes
of Janus had been closed twice only since the also are found in abundance, arising from his
reign of N u m a , for thefirsttime in the consul- want of any thing like practical knowledge of
ship of T. Manlius (B.C. 285), a few years after the world, from his never having acquired even
the termination of the first Punie w a r ; for the the elements of the military art, of jurisprusecond time by Augustus Caasar, after the bat dence, or of political economy, and, above all,
tie of Actium, in 29. But w e k n o w that it was from his singular ignorance of geography. But
Bhut again by Augustus, after the conquest of while w e fully acknowledge these defects in
the Cantabrians, in 2 5 ; and hence it is evident Livy, w e cannot admit that his general good
that thefirstbook must have been written be- faith has ever been impugned with any show
tween the yeais 29 and 25. Moreover, since of justice. W e are assured (Tacit, Ann, iv,
the last book contained an account of the death 34) that he was fair and liberal upon matters of
of Drusus, it is evident that the task must have contemporary history; w e k n o w that he praisbeen spread over seventeen years, and probably ed Cassius and Brutus, that his character of
occupied a m u c h longer time. The style of Cicero was a high eulogium, and that he spoke
Livy m a y be pronounced almost faultless. The so warmly of the unsuccessful leader in the
narrative flows on in a calm, but strong cur- great civil war, that he was sportively styled a
rent ; the diction displays richness without Pompeian by Augustus. It is true that, in reheaviness, and simplicity without tameness. counting the domestic strife which agitated the
There is, morever, a distinctness of outline republic for nearly two centuries, he represents
and a w a r m t h of coloring in all his delineations, the plebeians and their leaders in the most unwhether of living m e n in action, or of things favorable light. But this arose, not from any
inanimate, which never fail to call u p the whole wish to pervert the truth, but from ignorance
scene before our eyes. In judging of the merits of the exact relation of the contending parties.
of Livy as an historian, w e are bound to ascer- It is manifest that he never can separate iu his
tain, if possible, the end which he proposed to o w n miud the spirited plebeians of the infant
himself. N o one w h o reads Livy with attention commonwealth from the base aud venal rabble
cau suppose that he ever conceived the project which thronged the forum in the days of Marius
of drawing up a critical history of R o m e . His and Cicero ; while, in like manner, he confounds
aim was to offer to his countrymen a clear and those bold and honest tribunes, w h o were the
pleasing narrative, which, while it gratified their champions of liberty, with such m e n as Saturvanity, should contain no startling improbabili- ninus or Sulpicius, Clodius or Vatinius. There
ties nor gross amplifications. T o effect this pur- remains one topic to which w e must advert
pose, he studied with care the writings of some W e are told by Quintilian (i, 5, § 56; viii, 1, §
of his more celebrated predecessors on Ptoman 3) that Asinius Pollio had remarked a certain
history. W h e r e his authorities were in accord- Patavinity in Livy. Scholars have given themance with each other, he generally rested satis- selves a vast deal of trouble to discover what
fied with this agreement; where their testimony this term m a y indicate, and various hypothesei
was irreconcilable, he was content to point out have been propounded ; but if there is any trot!:
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m the story, it is evident that Pollio must have try is mountainous, and for the moat part unprointended to censure some provincial peculiari- ductive. Mount Corax from zEtolia, and Mount
ties of expression, which we, at all events, are Parnassus from Phocis, occupy the greater p a n
in no position to detect. The best edition of of it. The Locri Ozolaa, resembled "their neighLivy is by Drakenboreh, Lugd. Bat, 1738-46, bors, the zEtolians, both in their predatory habits
1 vols. 4to, There is also a valuable edition, and in their m o d e of warfare. They were dinow in course of publication, by Alchefski, vided into several tribes, and are described by
Berol. 8vo, 1841, seq.
Thucydides as a rude and barbarous people,
LIVIUS A N D R O N I C U S .
Vid. A N D R O N I C U S .
even in the time of the Peloponnesian war.
LIX, LIXA, Lixus (Ajf, Atja, Ai£og: n o w Al- F r o m B.O. 315 they belonged to the zEtolian
Araish), a city on the western coast of Maure- league. Their chief town was A M P H I S S A .
tania Tingitaua, in Africa, at the mouth of a
L O O R I E P I Z E P H Y R I I (AoKpoi 'Eiri&fyvpwi: n o w
river of the same n a m e : it was a place of some Motta di Burzano), one of the most ancient
commercial importance.
Greek cities in Lower Italy, was situated in the
L O O R I (AoKpoi), sometimes called L O O R E N S E S southeast of Bruttium, north of the promontory
by the Romans, the inhabitants of L O O R I S (b_ of Zephyrium, from which it wa3 said to have
AoKpig), were an ancient people in Greece, de-derived its surname Epizephyrii, though others
scended from the Leleges, with which some suppose this name given to the place simply
Hellenic tribes were intermingled at a very because it lay to the west of Greece. It was
early period. They were, however, in Homer's founded by the Locrians from Greece, B.O. 683.
time regarded as Hellenes; and, according to Strabo expressly says that it was founded by
tradition, even Deucalion, the founder of the the Ozolae, and not -by the Opuntii, as most wriHellenic race, was said to have lived in Locris, ters related; but his statement is not so probin the time of Opus or Cynos. In historical able as the c o m m o n one. The inhabitants retimes the Locrians were divided into two dis- garded themselves as descendants of Ajax
tinct tribes, differing from one another in cus- Oileus; and as he resided at the town of Naryx
toms, habits, and civilization. Of these, the among the Opuntii, the poets gave the name of
Eastern Locrians, called Epicnemidii and Opun- Narycia to Locris (Ov, Met, xv,, 705), and
tii, w h o dwelt on the eastern coast of Greece,called the founders of the town the Narycii Loopposite the island of Eubcea, were the more cri (Virg, AEn, iii, 399). For the same reason,
ancient and more civilized, while the Western the pitch of Bruttium is frequently called NaryLocrians, called Ozolaa, w h o dwelt on the Co- cia (Virg, Gecrg, ii, 438). Locri was celerinthian Gulf, were a colony of the former, and brated for the excellence of its laws, which
were moie barbarous. H o m e r mentions only were drawn u p by Zaleucus soon after the founthe Eastern Locrians. A t a later time there dation of the city. Vid. Z A L E U C U S . The town
w a s no connection between the Eastern and enjoyed great prosperity down to the time of
Western Locrians; and in the Peloponnesian the younger Dionysius, w h o resided here fol
war w e find the former siding with the Spar- some years after his expulsion from Syracuse
tans, and the latter with the Athenians. 1. and committed the greatest atrocities againsl
E A S T E R N LOCRIS, extended from Thessaly and the inhabitants. It suffered m u c h in the wars
the pass of Thermopylaa along the coast to the against Pyrrhus, and in the second Punic war,
frontiers of Bceotia, and was bounded by Doris The Romans allowed it to retain its freedom
and Phocis on the west. It w a s a fertile and and its o w n constitution, which was democratwell cultivated country. The northern part ical; but it gradually sunk iu importance, and
was inhabited by the L O O R I E P I C N E M I D I I ('Eirt- is rarely mentioned in later times. Near the
Kvnui&ioi), w h o derived their name from Mounttown was an ancient and wealthy temple of
Cuemis. The southern part was inhabited by Proserpina.
the Locsi O P U N T I I ('Oirovvrwi) w h o derived [ L O C R U S (AoKpbg) son of Physcius and grand
their name from their principal town, Opus. son of Amphictyon, became by Cabya the father
The two tribes were separated by Daphnus, a of Locrus, the mythical ancestor of the Locri
small slip of land, which at one time belonged Ozolaa.]
to Phocis. These two tribes are frequently conLOOUSTA, or, more correctly, LUOUSTA, a worn
founded with one another; and ancient writers an celebrated for her skill in concocting poisons
sometimes use the name either of Epicnemidii She was employed by Agrippina in poisoning
or of Opuutii alone, when both tribes are in- the Emperor Claudius, and b y Nero for dispatch
tended. The Epicnemidii were for a long time ing Britannicus. She was rewarded by Nero
subject to (he Phocians, and were included un- with ample estates, but under the Emperor
der the n a m e of the latter people, whence the Galba she was executed with other malefactor*
name of the Opuntii occurs more frequently in of Nero's reign.
Greek history.—2. W E S T E R N LOCRIS, or the
L O L L I A PAULINA, grand-daughter of M. Lollius
country of the L O C R I OzohM ('O^bXai), was
mentioned below, and heiress of his immans*
bounded on the north by Doris, on the west by wealth. She was married to C. M e m m i u s Reg
zEtolia, on the east by Phocis, and on the south ulus; but, on the report of her grandmotheri
by the Corinthian Gulf. The origin of the name beauty, the Emperor Caligula sent for her, diof Ozolaa is uncertain. T h e ancients derived vorced her from her husband, and married her
it either from the undressed skins worn by the but soon divorced her again. After Claudius
inhabitants, or from bfyiv, " to smell," on accounthad put to death his wife Messalina, Lollia was
of the great quantity of asphodel that grew in one of the candidates for the vacancy, but sh«
their country, or from the stench arising from was put to death by means of Agrippina.
mineral springs, beneath which the centaur
L O L L I A N U S (AoXXiavbg) a celebrated Greek
Nessus is said to have been buried. The C O U B sophist in the time of Hadrian and Anlooinqj
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sius
Pius, w-S\, 'a native of "<! ,hesus, and taught
at Longinus, probably because he or one
of his ancestors had received the R o m a n franAthens. ••';
L O L L I U S . 1. M . L O L L I E S ' " P A L I C A N U S , tribune Cilise Ihrough the influence of some Cassius
oi the plebs B.C. 71, and'-'an" active opponent of Longinus. The place of his birth is uncertain;
the aristocracy.—,2. M . LOLLIUS, consul 21, and he was brought up with care by his uncle
governor of Gaul in 16. H e w a s defeated by Fronto, w h o taught rhetoric at Athens, whence
some German tribes w h o had crossed the Rhine. it has been conjectured that he was a native oi
Lollius was Subsequently appointed by Augus- that city. H e afterward visited m a n y countries,
tus as tutor to his grandson, 0. Caasar, w h o m and became acquainted with all the illustrious
he accompanied to the East, B.C. 2. Here he philosophers of his age, such as A m m o n i u s Sacincurred the displeasure of C. Caasar, and is said,cas, Origen, the disciple of Ammonius, not to be
in consequence, to have put an end to his lifeconfounded with the Christian writer, Plotinus,
by poison. Horace addressed an Ode (iv, 9)and Amelius. H e was a pupil of the two former,
to Lollius, and two Epistles (i, 2, 18) to theand was an adherent of the Platonic philosophy;
but instead of following blindly the system of
eldest son of Lollius.
L O N D I N I U M , also called O P P I D U M L O N D I N I E N S E , Ammonius, he went to the fountain head, and
LUNDINIUM, or L O N D I N U M ( D O W London), the cap- made himself thoroughly familiar with the works
ital of the Cantii in Britain, was situated on the of Plato. O n his return to Athens he opened
southern bank of the Thames, in the modern a school, which w a s attended by numerous
Southwark, though it afterward spread over the pupils, among w h o m the most celebrated w a s
other side of the river. It is not mentioned by Porphyry. H e seems to have taught philosophy
Caasar, probably because hig. line of march led and criticism, as well as rhetoric and g r a m m a r ;
him in a different direction; and its name firstand the extent of his information was so great,
occurs in the reign of Nero, w h e n it is spoken that he was called " a living library" and " a
of as a flourishing and populous town, m u c h walking museum." After spending a considfrequented by merchants, although neither a erable part of his life at Athens he wenttothe
R o m a n colony nor a municipium. O n the re-East, where he became acquainted with Zenovolt, of the Britons under Boadieea, A.D. 62, the bia of Palmyra, w h o made him her teacher of
R o m a n governor Suetonius Paulinus abandoned Greek literature. O n the death of her husband
Londinium to the enemy, w h o massacred the Odenathus, Longinus became her principal adinhabitants and plundered the town. From the viser. It was mainly through his advice that
effects of this devastation it gradually recover- she threw off her allegiance to the R o m a n e m
ed, and it appears again as an important place pire. O n her capture by Aurelian in 278, Lonin the reign of Antoninus Pius. It w a s sur- ginus was put to death by the emperor. Lonrounded with a wall and ditch by Constantine ginus was unquestionably the greatest philosothe Great or Theodosius, the R o m a n governor pher of his age. H e was a m a n of excellent
of Britain; and about this time it was distin- sense, sound judgment, and extensive knowl
guished by the surname of Augusta, whence edge. His work on the Sublime (Hepl vipovg),
some writers have conjectured that it was then a great part of which is still extant, surpasses
made a colony. Londinium had n o w extended in oratorical power every thing written after
no much on the northern bank of the Thames, the time of the Greek orators. There is scarcethat it was called at this period a town of thely any woi k in the range of ancient literature
Trinobantes, from which w e m a y infer that the which, independent of its excellence of style,
new quarter was both larger and more populous contains so m a n y exquisite remarks upon orathan the old part on the southern side of the tory, poetry, and good taste in general. T h e
river. The wall built by Constantine or The- best edition of this work is by Weiske, Lips,
odosius was on the northern Bide of the river, 1809, 8vo, reprinted in London, 1820. Longi
and is conjectured to have commenced at a fort nus wrote m a n y other works, both rhetorical
near the present site of the tower, andtohave and philosophical, all of which have perished
been continued along the Minories, to Cripple- L O N G I N U S , CASSIUS. Vid. CASSIUS.
gate, Newgate, and Ludgate. London was the L O N G O B A R D I . Vid. L A N G O B A R D I .
L O N G U L A (Longulanus : n o w Buon Riposo), a
central point, from which all the R o m a n roads
•n Britian diverged. It possessed a Milliarium town of the Volsci in Latium, not far from CoAureum, from which the miles on the roads rioli, and belonging to the territory of Antium,
were numbered; and a fragment of this Millia- but destroyed by the Romans at an early period,
L O N G U S (Abyyog) a Greek sophist, of uncer
rium, the celebrated London Stone, m a y be seen
affixedtothe wall of Saint Swithin's Church in tain date, but not earlier than the fourth or fifth
Cannon Street This is almost the only monu- century of our era, is the author of an erotic
ment of the R o m a n Londinium still extant, with work, entitled HoijieviKav rov Kard Adfviv Kal
the exception of coins, tesselated pavements, XXor/v, or Pastoralia de Baphnide et Chloe, writand the like, which have been found buried un- ten iu pleasing and elegant prose. T h e best
editions are by Villoison, Paris, 1778 ; Schaafer,
der the ground.
L O N S A N U S (now Saint Lucia), a river in the Lips, 1803 ; and Passow, Lips, 1811. .
northeast of Sicily, between Mylaa and Tyndaris, [ L O N G U S Z E S T U A R I U M (Aoyyoc elgxvoig), a bay
»n the banks cf which Hieron gained a victory of Britannia Barbara, on the '"'estern eoast, now
Linnhe Loch iu Scotland,]
over the Mamertines.
L O P A D O S A (Ao7rac5oti<ra : n o w Lampedusa), an
L O N G I N U S , a distinguished Greek philosopher
and grammarian of the third century of our era.island in the Mediterranean, between Melita
His original name seems to have been Dionys (now Malta) and the coast of Byzacium in Africa,
L O R I U M or LORII, a small place in Etruria
his; but he also bore the n a m e of Bionysius
Iionginus, Cassius Longinus, or Bionysius Cas-with an imperial villa, twelve miles northwest
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if R o m e , on the Via Aurelia, where Antoninus was bounded on the north by C a m p ,aia and
Samnium, on the eas,tj„bjf Apulia and V . Gulf
Pius was brought up, and where he died,
L O R Y M A (rd Aapvpa : ruins at Aplotlxki) a of Tarentum, on the' solith by Bruttium, and on
city on the southern coast of Caria, closetothe the west by the Tyrrhene Sea, thus correspond
promontory of Cynossema (now Cape Aloupo) ing, for the most part,,to the modern provinces
opposite to Ialysus in Rhodes, the spaee be- of Principato, Citeriore, and Basilicala, in the
tween the two being about the shortest distance kingdom of Naples. It w a s separated from
Campania by the River Silarus, and from Bi-utbetween Rhodes and the coast of Caria.
LOTIS, a nymph, who, to escape the embraces tium by the River Laus, and it exitended along
of Priapus, w a s metamorphosed into a tree, the Gulf of Tarentum from Thurii to Metapouturn. The country is mountainous,,,as the A p ealled after her Lotus. (Ov, Met, ix, 347.)
L O T O P H A G I (Aoro<j>dyoi, i. e, lotus-eaters) ennines
H o - run through the greater part,pf it; hut
mer, in the Odyssey, represents Ulysses as com- toward the Gulf of Tarentum there is an extensive
and fertile plain. Lueania was celebrated
ing in his wanderings to a coast inhabited by a
people w h o fed upon a fruit called lotus, thefor its excellent pastures (Hor, Ep, i, 28), and
taste of which w a s so delicious that every one its oxen were thefinestand largest in Italy
who ate it lost all wish to return to his native Hence the elephant w a s atfirstcalled by the
country, but desired to remain there with the Romans a Lucanian ox (Lucas bos). The swine,
Lotophagi and to eat the lotus (Od, ix, 94).also, were very good ; and a peculiar kind of
Afterward, in historical times, the Greeks found sausages w a s celebrated at R o m e under the
that the people on the northern coast of Africa, name of Lucanica. The coast of Lueania was
between the Syrtes, and especially about the inhabited chiefly by Greeks, whose cities were
Lesser Syrtis, used to a great extent, as an ar-numerous and flourishing. The most import
ticle of food, the fruit of a plant, which they ant were M E T A P O N T U M , H E R A C L E A , T H U R I I , B U X identified with the lotus of Homer, and they E N T U M , E L E A or V E L I A , P O S I D O N I A or PiESTUM.
called these people Lotophagi. T o this day,The interior of the country w a s originally inthe inhabitants of the same part of the coast of habited by the Chones and QHnotrians. The
Tunis and Tripoli eat the fruit of the plant Lucanians proper were Samnites, a brave and
which is supposed to be the lotus of the an-warlike race, w h o left their mother-country and
cients, and drink a wine m a d e from_ its juice, settled both in Lueania and Bruttium. They
as the ancient Lotophagi are also said to have not only expelled or subdued the CEnotriani..
but they gradually acquired possession of- m o ;
done. This plant, the Zizyphus lotus of the
botanists (or jujube tree), is a prickiy branchingof the Greek cities on the coast They are firC*"
shrub, with fruit of the size of a wild plum, of mentioned in B.C. 396 as the allies of the elds"
a saffron color and a sweetish taste. The an-Dionysius in his war against Thurii. They
cient geographers also place the Lotophagi in were subdued by the Romans after Pyrrhus had
the large island of Meninx or Lotophagitis (now left Italy. Before the second Punic war their
Jerbah) adjacent to this coast. They carried forces consisted of thirty thousand foot and three
on a commercial intercourse with Egypt and thousand horse; but in the course of this w a r
with the interior of Africa by the very same their country w a s repeatedly laid waste, and
caravan routes which are used to the present never recovered its former prosperity.

day.

L U C A N U S , M . A N N Z E U S , usually called L U O A N ,

L O X I A S (Ao&ag) a surname of Apollo, deriv- a R o m a n poet, was born at Corduba in Spain,
ed by some from his intricate and ambiguous A.D. 39. His father w a s L. Annaaus Mella, a
brother of M . Seneca, the philosopher. Lucan
oracles (Aofa), but better from Xeyetv, as the
was carriedtoR o m e at an early age, where his
prophet or interpreter of Jupiter (Zeus).
Loxo (Ao|u), daughter of Boreas, one of the education w a s superintended b y the most emi
Hyperborean maidens, w h o brought the wor- nent preceptors of the day. His talents develship of Diana (Artemis) to Delos, whence the oped themselves at a very early age, and exn a m e is also used as a surname of Diana (Ar- cited such general admiration as to awaken tho
jealousy of Nero, who, unable to brook competemis) herself.
L U A , also called L U A M A T E R or L U A SATURNI, tition, forbade him to recite in public. Stung
one of the early Italian divinities, whose wor- to the quick by this prohibition, Lucan embarked
ship w a s forgotten in later times. It m a y be in the famous conspiracy of Piso, w a s betrayed,
that she w a s the same as Ops, the wife of Sat- and by a promise of pardon, w a s induced to
urn ; but all w e know of her is, that sometimes turn informer. H e began b y denouncing his
the arms takeD from a defeated enemy were o w n mother Acilia (or Atilia), and then revealdedicated to her, and burned as a sacrifice, with ed the rest of his accomplices without reserve
But he received a traitor's reward. After the
a view of averting calamity.
L U O A (Lueensis : n o w Lucca), a Ligurian city more important victims had been dispatched,
in Upper Italy, at the foot of the Apennines and the emperor issued the mandate for the death
ou the River Ausus, northeast of Pisaa. It w a s of Lucan, who, finding escape hopeless, caused
included in Etruria by Augustus, but in the his veins to be opened. W h e n , from the rapid
time of Julius Caasar it was the most southerly effusion of blood, he felt his extremities becomcity in Liguria, and belonged to Cisalpine Gaul. ing chill, he began to repeat aloud some verses
It waa m a d e a R o m a n colony B.C. 177. T h e which he had once composed, descriptive of a
amphitheatre of Lucca m a y still be seen at the wounded soldier perishing by a like death, and,
modern town in a state oftolerablepreserva- with these lines upon his lips, expired, A.D. 65,
tion, and its great size proves the importance in the twenty-sixth year of his age. Ltcan
wrote various poems, thetitlesof which are
and populousness of the ancient city.
L U O A N I A (Lucanus), a district in Lower Italy, preserved, but the only extant production 13 an
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heroic poem, in ten books, entitled Pharsalia, tribes of the Callaici or Gallaaci, on the nortbin which the progress of the struggle between ern eoast of Hispania Tarraconensis, derived
Caasar and P o m p e y is fully detailed, the events, their name from their town Lucus Augusti.
commencing with the passage of the Rubicon,
L U C E N T U M (now Alicante), a town of the Conbeing arranged in regular chronological order. testant on the coast of Hispsuiia Tarraconensis.
The tenth book is imperfect, and the narrative
L U C E R I A (Luceiinus : n o w Lucerd), sometimes
breaks off abruptly iu the middle of the Alex- called N U O E R I A , a town in Apulia, on the borders
andrean war, but w e know not whether the con of Samnium, southwest of Arpi, was situated on
chi6ion has been lost, or whether the author a steep hill, and possessed an ancient temple
ever completed his task. The whole of what of Minerva. In the war between R o m e and
w e n o w possess was certainly not composed at Samnium, it was first taken by the Samnite3
the same time, for the different parts do not by (B.C. 321), and next by the Romans (319); but
any means breathe the same spirit In the ear- having revolted to the Samnites in 314. all the
lier portions w e find liberal sentiments expressed inhabitants were massacred by the Romans,
in very moderate terms, accompanied by open and their place supplied by two thousand five
and almost fulsome flattery of Nero; but, as hundred R o m a n colonists. Having thus become
w c proceed, the blessings of freedom are loudly a R o m a n colony, it continued faithful to R o m e
proclaimed, and the invectives against tyranny in the second Punic war. In the time of A u are couched in language the most offensive, gustus it had declined greatly in prosperity;
evidently aimed directly at the emperor. The but it was still of sufficient importance iu the
work contains great beauties and great defects. third century to be the residence of the praator
It is characterized by copious diction, lively of Apulia.
imagination, and a bold and masculine tone of
L U C I A N U S (AovKiavbg), usually called L U C I A N ,
thought; but it is, at the same time, disfigured a Greek writer, born at Samosata, the capital
by extravagance, far fetched conceits, and un- of Commagene, in Syria. The date of his birth
natural similes. The best editions are by Ou- and death is uncertain ; bat it has been conjectdendorp, Lugd. Bat, 1728; by Burmann, 1740; ured, with m u c h probability, that he was born
and by Weber, Lips, 1821-1831.
about A.D. 120, aud he probably lived till toLUCANUS, OCELLUS.
Vid. O C E L L U S .
ward the end of this century. W e know that
LUCCEIUS. 1. L , an old friend and neighbor some of his more celebrated works were writof Cicero. His name frequently occurs at the ten in the reign of M. Aurelius. Lucian's parcommencement of Cicero's correspondence with ents were poor, and he was atfirstapprenticed
Atticus, with w h o m Lucceius had quarrelled. to his maternal uncle, w h o was a statuary. H e
Cicero attempted to reconcile his two friends. afterward became an advocate, and practiced at
In B.O. 63 Lucceius accused Catiline; and in Antioch. Being unsuccessful in this calling,
80 he became a candidate for the consulship, he employed himself in writing speeches for
along with Julius Caasar, w h o agreed to support others instead of delivering them himself. But
him; but he lost his election in consequence he did not remain long at Antioch; and, at an
of the aristocracy bringing in Bibulus as a early period of his life, he set out upon his travcounterpoise to Caasar's influence. Lucceius els, and visited the greater part of Greece, Italy,
seems now to have withdrawn from public life and Gaul. A t that period it was customary for
and to have devoted himself to literature. H e professors of the rhetorical art to proceed to difwas chiefly engaged in the composition of a ferent cities, where they attracted audiences by
contemporaneous history of R o m e , commenc- their displays, m u c h in the same manner as m u ing with the Social or Marsic war. In 55 he sicians or itinerant lecturers in modern times.
had nearlyfinishedthe history of the Social and H e appears to have acquired a good deal of monof thefirstCivil war, when Cicero wrote a most ey as well as fame. O n his return to his native
urgent letter to his friend, pressing him to sus- country, probably about his fortieth year, he
pend the thread of his history, and to devote a abandoned the rhetorical profession, the artifices
separate work to the period from Catiline's con- of which, he tells us, were foreign to his temspiracy to Cicero's recall from banishment (ad per, the natural enemy of deceit and pretension.
Fam, v, 12). Lucceius promised compliance H e n o w devoted most of his time to the comwith his request, but he appears never to have position of his works. H e still, however, occawritten the work. O n the breaking out of the sionally travelled; for it appears that he was in
civil war in 49, he espoused the side of Pom- Achaia and Ionia about the close of the Parpey. H e was subsequently pardoned by Caasar thian war, 160-165; on which oocasion, too,
and returned to R o m e , where he continued to he seems to have visited Olympia, and beheld
live on friendly terms with Cicero.—2. C , sur- the self-immolation of Peregrinus. About the
named H I R R U S , of the Pupiman tribe, tribune year 170, or a little previously, he visited the
of the plebs 53, proposed that P o m p e y should false oracle of the impostor Alexander, in Paphbe created dictator. In 52 he was a candidate lagonia. Late in life he obtained the office of
with Oicero for the augurship, and in the fol- procurator of part of Egypt, which office was
lowing year a candidate with M. Caaliusforthe probably bestowed upon him by the Emperor
aadileship, but he failed in both. O n the break- Conimodus. The nature of Lucian's writings
ing out of the civil war in 49, he joined Pom- inevitably procured him m a n y enemies, by w h o m
«y. H e was sent by P o m p e y as ambassador he has been painted in very black colors. A c
to Orodes, king of Parthia, but he was thrown cording to Suidas he was surnamed the Bias
'ito prison by the Parthian king. H e was par- phemer, and was torn to pieces by dogs as i>
doned by Caasar after the battle of Pharsalia, punishment for his impiety ; but on this account
and returned to Rome.
no reliance can be placed. Other writers state
L U C E N S E S CALLAIOI, one of the
two chief ] that Lucian apostatized from Christianity ; but
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mere >s no proof in support of this charge; and gusted with the disputes and pretensions ol the
tiie dialogue entitled Philopatris, which wouldphilosophers, resolves on a visit to the s w s , for
appear to prove that the author had once been the purpose of seeing I k W far their theories are
a Christian, was certainly not written by Luci- correct B y the mechanical aid of a pair of
an, and was probably composed in the reign of wings he reaches the moon, and surveys thence
Julian the Apostate. A s m a n y as eighty-two the miserable passions and quarrels of men.
works have come down, to us under the n a m e Hence he proceeds to Olympus, and is intra
of Lucian; but some of these are spurious. duced to the Thunderer himself. Here he is
The most important of them are his Bialogues. witness of the manner in which h u m a n prayers
They are of very various degrees of merit, and are received in heaven. They ascend by enorare treated in the greatest possible variety of m o u s vent-holes, and become audible w h e n Justyle, from seriousness d o w n to the broadest piter removes the covers. Jupiter himself is
humor and buffoonery. Their subjects and represented as a partial judge, and as influenced
tendency, too, vary considerably; for, while by the largeness of the rewards promised to
Borne are employed in attacking the heathen him. A t the end he pronounces judgment
philosophy and religion, otheis are mere pictures against the philosophers, and threatens in four
of manners without any polemic drift. Our days to destroy them all. Charon is a very elelimits only allow us to mention a few of the gant dialogue, but of a graver turn than the premore important of these dialogues. The Bia ceding. Charon visits the earth to see the
logues of the Gods, twenty-six in number, con- course of life there, and what it is that always
sist of short dramatic narratives of some of the makes m e n w e e p when they enter his boat
most popular incidents in the heathen mytholo- Mercury acts as his cicerone. Lucian's merits
gy. The reader, however, is generally left to as a writer consist in his knowledge of h u m a n
draw his o w n conclusions from the story, the nature; his strong c o m m o n sense; the fertility
author only taking care to put it in the most of his invention; the raciness of his h u m o r ;
absurd poin-' of view. In the Jupiter Convictedand the simplicity and Attic grace of his diction.
a bolder style of attack is adopted; and the There w a s abundance to justify his attacks in
cynic proves to Jupiter's face, that, every thing the systems against which they were directed.
being under the dominion of fate, he has no Yet he establishes nothing in their stead. His
power whatever. A s this dialogue shows Ju aim is only to pull d o w n — t o spread a universal
piter's want of power, so the Jupiter the Trage- skepticism. N o r were his assaults confined to
dian strikes at his very existence, and that of religion and philosophy, but extended to every
the other deities. The Vitarum Audio, ov Sale thing old and venerated, the poems of H o m e r
of the Philosophers, is an attack upon the ancientand Hesiod, and the history of Herodotus. T h e
philosophers. In this humorous piece the heads best editions of Lucian are b y Hemsterhuis and
of the different sects are put u p to sale, Hermes Reitz, A m s t , 1743, 4 vols. 4to; by Lehmann,
being the auctioneer. The Fisherman is a sort Lips, 1821-1831, 9 vols. 8vo; and" by Dindorf.
of apologyforthe preceding piece, and m a y be with a Latin version, but without notes, Pans,
reckoned among Lucian's best dialogues. The 1840, 8vo.
philosophers are represented as having obtained
L U C I F E R or P H O S P H O R U S (<bag(j>6pog, also b y ti«
a day's lifeforthe purpose of taking "-engeance poets 'Eagfbpog or $aeg<j>bpog), that is, the bringupon Lucian, w h o confesses that he has bor- er of light, is the n a m e of the planet Venus,
rowed the chief beauties of his writings from w h e n seen in the morning before sunrise. The
them. The Banquet, or the Lapithe, is one of same planet w a s calkd Hesperus, Vesperugo,
Lucian's most humorous attacks on the philos- Vesper, Nodifer, or Nocturnus, w h e n it appeared
ophers. T h e scene is a wedding feast, at which in the heavens after sunset Lucifer, as a pera representative of each of the principal philo sonification, is called a son of Astraaus and A u sophic sects is present. A discussion ensues, rora or Eos, of Cephalus and Aurora, or of A t
which sets all the philosophers b y the ears, and las. B y Philonis he is said to have been the
ends in a pitched battle. The Nigrinus is also father of Ceyx. H e is also called the father of
an attack on philosophic pride; but its maki Daadalion and of the Hesperides. Lucifera is
scope is to satirize the Romans, whose p o m p , also a surname of several goddesses of light, as
vain-glory, and luxury are unfavorably contrast- Diana (Artemis), Aurora, and Hecate.
ed with the simple habits of the Athenians.
LUCILIUS. 1. C , w a s born at Suessa of the
The more miscellaneous class of Lucian's dia- Aurunci, B.O. 148. H e served in the eavalry
logues, in which the attacks upon mythology under Seipio in the Numantine w a r ; lived upon
and philosophy are not direct, but incidental, orterms of the closest familiarity with Seipio arfl
which are mere pictures of manners, contains Laalius; and w a s either the maternal grandsome of his best A t the head must be placed uncle, or, which is less probable, the maternal
Timon, whieh m a y , perhaps, be regarded as Lu- grandfather of P o m p e y the Great. H e died at
cian's master-piece. The Bialogues of the Bead Naples, 103, in theforty-sixthyear of his age.
ire perhaps the best known of all Lucian's Ancient critics agree that, if not absolutely the
Works. T h e subject affords great scope for inventor of R o m a n satire, he was thefirstto
moral reflection, and for satire on the vanity mould it into that form which afterward receivof h u m a n pursuits. Wealth, power, beauty, ed full development in the hands of Horace
strength, not forgetting the vain disputations of Persius, and Juvenal. Thefirstof these three
philosophy, afford the materials. A m o n g the great masters, while he censures the harsh ver
moderns these dialogues have been imitated by sification and the slovenly haste with which LuFontenelle and Lord Lyttleton. The Icaro-Me- cilius threw off his compositions, acknowledges
nippus is in Lneian's best vein, and a master- with admiration thefiercenessand boldness of
piece *f Aristophanic humor. Menippus, dis- his attacks upon the vices and follies of his cos
29
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temporaries. The Satires of Lueilius were diLUCRETILIS, a pleasant mountain in the coun
vided into thirty books. U p w a r d of eight hund- try of the Sabines, overhanging Horace's villa,
red fragments from these have been preserved, a part of the modern Monte Genna.ro.
but the greatest number consist of isolated coupL U C R E T I U S C A R U S , T , the R o m a n poet, relets or single fines. It is clear from these frag- specting whose personal history our informaments that his reputation for caustic pleasantry tion is both scanty and suspicious. The Eusewas by no means unmerited, and that in coarse- bian Chronicle fixes B.C. 95 as the date of his
ness and broad personalities he in no respect birth, adding that he w a s driven m a d b y a lov«
fell short of the license of the old comedy, potion, that during his lucid intervals he comwhich would seem to have been, to a certain posed several works which were revised by
extent, his model. The fragments were pub- Cicero, aud that he perished by his o w n hand
lished separately, by Franciscus Dousa, Lugd. in hisforty-fourthyear, B.O. 52 or 51. Anothel
Bat, 4to, 1597, reprinted by the brothers Volpi, ancient authority places his death in 55. F r o m
8vo, Patav, 1735; and, along with Censorinus, what source the tale about the philtre m a y have
by the two sons of Havercamp, Lugd. Bat, 8vo, been derived, w e know not, but it is uot im
1743.—2. LUCILIUS JUNIOR, probably the author probable that the whole story w a s an invention
of an extant poem in six hundred audfortyhex- of some enemy of the Epicureans. Not a hint
ameters, entitled AEtna, which exhibits through- is to be found any where which corroborates the
out great c o m m a n d of language, and contains assertion with regard to the editorial labors of
not a few brilliant passages. Its object is to Cicero. T h e work, whieh has immortalized the
explain upon philosophical principles, after the n a m e of Lucretius, is a philosophical didactic
fashion of Lucretius, the causes of the various poem, composed in heroic hexameters, divided
physical phenomena presented by the volcano. into six books, containing upward of seven thouLucilius Junior w a s the procurator of Sicily, sand four hundred lines, addressed to C. M e m
and the friend to w h o m Seneca addresses his mius Gemellus, w h o w a s praator in 58, and is
Epistles, his Natural Questions, and his tract on entitled Be Bcrum Naiura. It w a s probably
Providence, and w h o m he strongly urges to published about 57 or 56 ; for, from the w a y in
select this very subject of zEtna as a theme for which Cicero speaks of it in a letter to his
his muse.
brother, written in 55, w e m a y conclude that ii
LUCILL\, A N N I A , daughter of M . Aurelius and had only receutly appeared. The p o e m hai
the younger Faustina, w a s born about A.D. 147. been sometimes represented as a complete exShe was married to the Emperor L. Verus, and position of the religious, moral, and physical
after his death (169) to Claudius Pompeianus. doctrines of Epicurus, but this is far from being
In 183 she engaged in a plot against the life of a correct description. Epicurus maintained
her brother Commodus, which having been de- that the unhappiness and degradation of m a n
tected, she was harished to the island of Ca- kind arose in a great degree from the slavish
preaa, and there put to death.
dread which they enterta'ned of the power of
[LUCILLIOS (Aovn'O.Xiog), a Greek poet, w h othe gods, and from terror of their wrath; and
published two books of epigrams; in the Greek the fundamental doctrine of his system was,
Anthology there are oue hundred and twenty- that the gods, whose existence he did not deny
four epigrams ascribed to him, but some of these lived in the enjoyment of absolute peace, and
in certain M S S . are credited to other poets : he totally indifferent to the world and its inhabitprobably lived under Nero.]
ants. T o prove this position, Epicurus adopted
L U C I N A , the goddess of light, or, rather, the the atomic theory ot Leucippus, according to
goddess that brings to light, and hence the god- which the material universe was not created
dess that presides over the birth of children. by the Supreme Being, but w a s formed by the
It was therefore used as a surname of Juno and union of elemental particles which had existed
Diana. Lucina corresponded to the Greek god- from all eternity, governed b y certain simple
dess ILITHYIA.
laws. H e further sought to show that all those
[LUCINZE O P P I D U M (ElXeidvtag irbXig, n o w Elstriking phaauomena which had been regarded
Kab) a city of the Thebaid, on the eastern bank by the vulgar as direct manifestations of divine
of the Nile, with a temple of Bubastis.]
power were the natural results of ordinary pro[LUCIUS (AoiKiog), of Patraa, a Greek writer cesses. T o state clearly and develop fully the
of uncertain date, author of Metamorphoseon leading principle of this philosophy, in such a
Libri Biversi, which are n o w lost: Lucian bor- form as might render the study attractive to
rowed from him, and, at the same time, ridiculed his countrymen, w a s the obj'.ct of Lucretius,
-him in a piece called from him LUCIUS.]
his work being simply an attenpt to show that
L U C R E T I A , the wife of L. Tarquinius Collati- there is nothing in the history or actual condi
nus, whose rape by Sextus Tarquinius ledtothe tion of the world which does not admit of exdethronement of Tarquinius Superbus and the planation without having r~.<o'-.rse to the active
establishment of the republic. For details, vid. interposition of divine heirfi. The p o e m of
TARQUINIUS.
Lucretius has been admitted by all modern
L U C R E T I A G E N S , originally patrician, but sub- critics to be the greatest of didactic poems,
sequently plebeian also. The surname of the! The most abstruse speculations are clearly expatrician Lucre! ii was Tricipitinus, one of whom,!
plained in majestic verse, while the subject
Sp. Lucretius Tricipitinus, the father of Lucre-!which in itself was dry and dull, is enlivened by
tia, was elected consul, with L. Junius Brutus, ondigressions
!
of matchless power and beauty
the establishment of the republic, B.C. 509. The !The best editions are b y Wakefield, London
plebeian families are-known by the surnames of I 1796, 3 vols. 4to, reprinted at Glasgow, 181S
Gallus, Ofella, and Vespillo, but none of them4 isvols.
! 8vo ; and by Forbiijer, Lip1-, 'S2S, l 2 m o
of sufficient importance to require notice.
1 L U C R I N U S L A C U S . w a s piop^r!' 'iw inner pari
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defeated Mithradates with great slaughter, aid
t>f the Sinu3 Cumanus or Puteolanus, a bay its
the eoast of Campania, between the promontory drove him out of his hereditary dominions, and
Misenum and Puteoli, running a considerable compelled him to take refuge in Armenia with
way inland. But at a very early period the his sou in-law Tigranes (71). H e afterward
Lucrine Lake was separated from the remain- invaded Armenia, defeated Tigranes, and took
der of the bay by a dike eight stadia in length, his capital Tigranocerta (69). In the next camwhich was probably formed originally by some paign (68) he again defeated the combined forces
volcanic change, and was subsequently render- of Mithradates, and laid siege to Nisibis ; but
ed mora complete by the work of man. Being in the spring of the following year (67) a mutiny
fiius separated from the rest of the sea, it as-among his troops compelled him to raise the
sumed the character of an inland lake, and is siege of Nisibis and return to Pontus. Miththerefore called Lacus ty the Romans. Its radates had already taken advantage of his abwaters still remained salt, and were celebrated sence to invade Pontus, and had defeated his
for their oyster beds. Behind the Lucrine Lake lieutenants Fabius and Triarius in several sucwas another lake called L A C U S A V E R N U S . In cessive actions. But Lucullus, on his arrival,
the time of Augustus, Agrippa made a commu- was unable to effect any thing against Mithranication between the Lake Avernus and the dates, in consequence of the mutinous disposiLucrine Lake, and also between the Lucrine tion of his troops. The adversaries of LuculLake and the Sinus Cumanus, thus forming out lus availed themselves of so favorable an occaof the three the celebrated Julian Harbor. The sion, and a decree was passed to transfer to
Lucrine Lake wasfilledup by a volcanic erup- Acilius Glabrio, one of the consuls for the year,
tion in 1538, when a conical mountain rose in the province of Bithynia and the command
its place, called Monte Nuovo. The Avernus against Mithradates. But Glabrio was wholly
has thus become again a separate lake, aud no incompetent for the task assigned him ; on artrace of the dike is to be seen in the Gulf of riving in Bithynia, he m a d e no attempt to assume the command, but remained quiet within
Pozzuoli.
[LUOTERIUS, the Cadurcan, described by Caa- the confines of the R o m a n province. Mithrasar as a m a n of the greatest daring, was sent dates meanwhile ably availed himself of this
into the country of the Ruteni by Vereingetorix position of affairs, and Lucullus had the mortion the breaking out of the great Gallic insur- fication of seeing Pontus and Cappadoeia occurection in B.C. 52. H e atfirstmet with great pied by the enemy before his eyes, without besuccess, but was compelled by Caasar's advance ing able to stir a step in their defence. But it
to retire; he was afterward defeated by C. was still more galling to his feelings when, in
66, he was called upon to resign the command
Oaninius Rebilus.]
L U C U L L U S , LICINIUS, a celebrated plebeian to his old rival Pompey, w h o had been appointfamily. 1. L , the grandfather of the conqueror ed by the Manilian law to supersede both him
.if Mithradates, was cousul B.O. 151, together and Glabrio. Lucullus did not obtain his triwith A. Postumius Albinus, and carried on war u m p h till 63, in consequence of the opposition
in Spain against the Vaccaai.—2. L , son of the of his enemies. H e was much courted by the
preceding, was praetor 103, and carried on war aristoeratical party, w h o sought in Lucullus a
unsuccessfully against the slaves in Sicily. O n rival and antagonist to Pompey ; but, instead
his return to R o m e he was accused, condemned, of putting himself prominently forward as the
und driven into exile.-A3. L , sou of the preeed leader of a party, he soon began to withdraw
ing, and celebrated as the conqueror of Mithra- gradually from public affairs, and devote himdates. H e was probably born about 110. H e self more and more to a life of indolence and
served with distinction in the Marsic or Social luxury. H e died in 57 or 56. Previous to his
war, and accompanied Sulla as his quaastor iuto death he had fallen into a state of complete
Greece and Asia, 88. W h e n Sulla returned to dotage, so that the management of his affairs
Italy after the conclusion of peace with Mithra- was confined to his brother Marcus. The name
dates iu 84, Lucullus was left behind in Asia, of Lucullus is almost as celebrated for the lux
where he remained till 80. In 79 he was curule ury of his later years as for his victories over
aadile with his younger brother Marcus. So Mithradates. H e amassed vast treasures in
great was the favor at this time enjoyed by Asia; and these supplied hini the means, after
Lucullus with Sulla, that the dictator, on his his return to Rome, of gratifying his natural
death bed, not only confided to him the charge taste for luxury, together with an ostentatious
ot revising and correcting his Commentaries, display of magnificence. His gardens in the
but appointed him guardian of his son Faustus, immediate suburbs of the city were laid out in
to the exclusion of P o m p e y ; a circumstance a style of extraordinary splendor; but still more
which is said to havefirstgiven rise to the en- remarkable were his villas at Tusculum and in
mity and jealousy that ever after subsisted be- the neighborhood of Neapolis. In the constructweer the two. In 77 Lucullus was praator, tion of the latter, with its parks,fish-ponds,&e,
and ai the expiration of this magistracy obtain- he had laid out vast sums in cutting through
ed the government of Africa, where he distin- hills and rocks, and throwing out advanced
guished himself by the justice of his adminis- works into the sea. So gigantic, indeed, was
tration. In 74 he was consul with M . Aurelius the scale of these labors for objects apparently
Ootta. In tni3 year the war with Mithradates so insignificant, that Pompey called him, in de
was renewed, and Lucullus received the con- rision, the R o m a n Xerxes. His feasts at R o m e
duct of it H e carried on this war for eight itself were celebrated on a scale of inordinate
years with great success. The details are given magnificence : a single supper in the hall, callunder M I T H R A D A T E S , and it is only necessary to ed that of Apollo, was said to have cost the sum
mention here the leading outlines. Luculhis •offiftythousand denarii Even during his cam
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paigns the pleasures of the table had not been soon rebuilt, and continued to be a place of
forgotten ; and it is well known that he was thegreat importance till A.D. 197, when it was
first to introduce cherries into Italy, which he plundered and tne greater part of it destroyed
had brought with him from Cerasus in Pontus. by the soldiers of Septimius Severus, after his
Lucullus w a s an enlightened patron of litera- victory over his rival Albinus in the neighborture, and had from his earliest years davoted hood of the town. F r o m this blow it never remuch attention to literary pursuits. H e col- covered, and w a s more and more throWL into
lected a valuable library, which w a s opened to the shade by Vienna, Lugdunum posseestd s
the free use of the literary public; and here he vast aqueduct, of which the remains m a y still
himself used to associate with the Greek phi- be traced for mles, a mint, and an imperial
losophers and literati, and would enter warmly palace, in which Claudius was born, and it
into their metaphysical and philosophical dis- which m a n y of the other R o m a n emperors re
cussions. Hence the picture drawn by Cicero sided. A t the tongue of land between the Rhont
at the commencement of the Academics w a s and the Arar stood an altar dedicated to Auprobably, to a certain extent, taken from the gustus by the different states of Gaul; and her«
reality. His constant companion from the time Caligula instituted contests in rhetoric, prizei
of his quaastorship had been Antiochus of Asca- being given to the victors, but the most ridicu
lon, from w h o m he imbibed the precepts of thelous punishments inflicted on the vanquished
Academic school of philosophy, to which he (Comp. Juv, i, 44.) Lugdunum is memorable
continued through life to be attached. His pat- in the history of the Christian Church as tht
ronage of the poet Archias is well known. H e seat of the bishopric of Irenaaus, and on ao
composed a history of the Marsic w a r in Greek. count of the persecutions which the Christians
— 4 . L. or M , son of the preceding and of Ser- endured here in the second and third centuries.
vilia, half-sister of M . Cato, w a s a mere child — 2 . L. B A T A V O R U M (now Leyden) the chief town
at his father's death. His education was super- of the Batavi. Vid. B A T A V I . — 3 . C O N V E N A R U M
intended by Cato and Cicero. After Caasar's (now Saint Bertrand de Comminges), the chief
death he joined the republican party, and fell town of the Convenaa in Aquitania. Vid. C O N at the battle of Philippi, 42.—5. M , brother of V E N E .
[LUGUVALLUM (now Carlisle), a place in tha
No. 3, w a s adopted by M . T E R E N T I U S V A R R O
L U C U L L U S . H e fought under Sulla in Italy, 82 ;north of Britain, near tho wall of Hadrian.]
LUNA.
Vid. S E L E N E .
w a s curule aadile with his brother, 79; praator,
L U N A (Lunensis: n o w Luni) an EtruscifD
77 ; and consul, 73. After his consulship he
obtained the province of Macedonia. H e car- town, situated on the left bank of the Macra
ried on w a r against the Dardanians and Bessi, about four miles from the coast, originally form
and penetrated as far as the Danube. O n hised part of Liguria, but became the most north
returntoR o m e he obtained a triumph, 71. H e erly city of Etruria when Augustus extender?
was a strong supporter of the aristoeratical the boundaries of the latter country ai far at
party. H e pronounced the funeral oration of the Macra. The town itself was never a placi>
his brother, but died before the commencement of importance, but it possessed a large and
commodious harbor at the mouth of the river,
of the civil war, 49.
called L U N Z E P O R T U S (now Gulf of Spezzia). 1*
LUOUMO.
Vid. T A R Q U I N I U S .
[Lrcus occurs frequently in appellations of B.C. 177 Luna was m a d e a R o m a n colony
places from connection with some grove in the and two thousand R o m a n citizens were settled
vicinity. 1. L. A N G I T L E , a grove in the terri-there. In the civil war between Caasar and
tory of the Marsi, near the Lacus Fucinus. Vid. Pompey it had sunk into utter decay, but w a s
A N G I T I A . — 2 . L. A U G U S T I , the second capital of colonized a few years afterward. Luna w a s
the Vocontii, in the interior of Gallia Narbonen- celebratedforits white marble, which n o w takes
sis, on the military road leading from Mediola- its name from the neighboring town of Carrara.
n u m over the Cottian Alps to Vienna and Lug- The quarries from which this marble was obtained appear not to have been worked before
dunum.]
the time of Julius Caasar, but it was extensively
LCDIAS.
Vid. L Y D I A S .
employed in the public buildings erected in the
L U G D U N E N S I S G A L L I A . Vid. G A L L I A .
L U G D U N U M (Lugdunensis). 1. ( N o w Lyon), reign of Augustus. The wine and the chcesea
the chief town of Gallia Lugdunensis, situated of Luna also enjoyed a high reputation : some
at the foot of a hill at the confluence of the Arar of these cheeses are said to have weighed one
(now Sadne) and the Rhodanus (now Rhone) is thousand pounds. The ruins of Luna are few
said to have been founded b y some fugitives and unimportant, consisting of the vestiges of
from the town of Vienna, further down the an amphitheatre, fragments of columns, &e.
L U N J E M O N T E S (rd rrjg"SeXijvngbpog) a range
Rhone. In the year after Caasar's death (B.C.
43) Lugdunum w a s m a d e a R o m a n colony by of mountains which some of the ancient geogL. Munatius Plancus, and became under A u - raphers believedtoexist in the interior of Africa,
gustus the capital of the province and the resi- covered with perpetual snow, and containing
dence of the R o m a n governor. Being situated the sources of the Nile. Their actual existon two navigable rivers, and being connected ence is neither proved nor disproved.
[LUNZE PORTUS.
Vid. L U N A . ]
with the other parts of Gaul by roads, which
met at this town as their central point, it soon [ L U N Z E P R O M O N T O R I U M (ZeXnvng uKpov) 1. A
became a wealthy aud populous place, and is promontory on the coast of Etruria, somewhat
described by Strabo as the largest city in Gaul to the southeast of L U N A . — 2 . A promontory on
aext to Narbo. It received m a n y privileges the west coast of Lusitania; according to U k
fiom the Emperor Claudius; but it was burned ert, in the neighborhood of Cintra, but accorddown in tho reign of Nero, It was, however, ing tc ethers, Cip Roc.o or Cabbueyro]
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L U P E H C A or L U P A , an ancient Italian divinity,
[LISIUS QUIETUS.
Vid. QUIETUS.]
the wife of Lupercus, who, in the shape of a LUSONES, a tribe of the Celtiberi in Hispani*
she-wolf, performed the office of nurse to R o m - Tarraconensis, near the sources of the Tagus.
ulus and Remus. In some accounts she is idenLUTATIUS CATULUS.
Vid C A T U L U S .
tified with A C C A L A U R E N T I A , the wife of FausLUTATIUS CERCO.
Vid. C E R C O .
tulus,
L U T E T I A , or more commonly, L U T E T I A PARIL U P E R C U S , an ancient Italian divinity, w h o S I O R U M (now Paris) the capital of the Parisii
was. worshipped by the shepherds as the pro- in Gallia Lugdunensis, was situated on an island
tector of their flocks against wolves. O n the in the Sequana (now Seine) and was connectsd
northern side of the Palatine Hill there had with the banks of the river by two wooden
been in ancient times a cave, the sanctuary of bridges. Under the emperors it became a place
Lupercus, surrounded by a grove, containing an of importance, and the chief naval station on the
altar of the god and his figure clad in a goat- Sequana. Here Julian was proclaimed emperor,
skin, just as his priests, the Luperei. The Ro-A.D. 360.
mans sometimes identified Lupercus witB. the
[ L U T E V A (now Lodeve), a city of the Volcse
Arcadian Pan. Respecting the festival cele- Arecomici in Gallia Narbonensis; also called
brated in honor of Lupercus and his priests, the Forum Neronis.']
Luperei, vid. Bid. of Ant, art. L U P E R C A L I A and
[LUTIA (Aovrla), a considerable town of the
LUPERCI.
Arevaci in Hispania Tarraconensis. the site of
[ L U P E R C U S , a friend of the younger Pliny, to which is not determined.]
w h o m the latter occasionally sent his orations for
[LYZEUS (Avalog), an epithet of Bacchus (Diorevision.]
nysus), w h o frees m e n from cares and anxiety.]
LUPIA.
Vid. L U P P I A .
L Y C A B E T T U S (AvKaBnrrbg: n o w St. George); a
Lr/pize or L U P P L S , a town in Calabria, between mountain in Attica, belonging to the range of
Brundisium and Hydruntum.
Pentelicus, close to the walls of Athens on the
L U P O D U N U M (now Ladenburg ?) a town in northeast of the city, and on the left of the road
Germany, on the River Nicer (now Neckar)
leading to Marathon. It is commonly, but erL U P P I A or L U P I A (now Lippe) a navigable riv- roneously, supposed that the small hill north of
er in the northwest of Germany, which falls into the Pnyx is Lycabettus, and that St. George is
the Rhine at Wesel in Westphalia, and on whieh the ancient Anehesmus.
the Romans built afortressof the same name.
L Y O E U S (AvKdiog) or L Y C E U S , a lofty mountThe River Eliso (now Alme) was a tributary of ain in Arcadia, northwest of Megalopolis, from
the Lappia, and at the confluence of these two the summit of which a great part of the counrivers was the fortress of Aliso.
try could be seen. It w a s one of the chief
L U P U S , RUTILIUS. 1. P, consul with L. Ju-seats of the worship of Jupiter (Zeus), w h o wa£.
ius Caasar in B.O. 90, w a s defeated by the hence surnamed Lyceus.
Here was a temple
Marsi, and slain in battle.—2. P., tribune of the of this god; and here, also, was celebrated the
plebs 56, and a w a r m partisan of the aristocra- festival of the Lyoea (vid Bid. of Ant, s. v.),
cy. H e was praator in 49, and was stationed at Pan was likewise called Lycasus, because he was
Terracina with three cohorts. H e afterward born and had a sanctuary on this mountain.
crossed over tc Greece.—3. Probably a son of
LYCAMBES.
Vid. A R C H I L O C H U S .
the preceding, the author of a rhetorical treatL Y C A O N (AvKuav) 1. King of Arcadia, son ol
ise in two books, entitled Be Figuris Sententia-Pelasgus by Melibcea or Oyllene. The traditions
rum et Elocutionis, which appears to have beenabout Lycaon represent him in very different
originally an abridgment of a work by GorgiaB lights. Some describe him as thefirstcivilizer
of Athens, one of the preceptors of young M . of Arcadia, w h o built the town of Lycosura,
Cicero, but which has evidently undergone m a n y aud introduced the worship of Jupiter (Zeus)
changes. Its chief value is derived from the nu- Lycaaus. But he is more usually represented
merous translations which it contains of striking as an impious king, with a large number of
passages from the works of Greek orators n o wsons as impious as himself. Jupiter (Zeus)
lust. Edited by Ruhnken along with Aquila and visited the earth in order to punish them. The
Julius Ruffinianus, Lugd. Bat, 1768, reprinted by god was recognized and worshipped by the
Frotsoher, Lips, 1831.
Arcadian people. Lycaon resolved to murder
L U R C O , M . AUFIDICS, tribune of the plebs B.C. him ; and, in order to try if he were really
61, the author of a law on bribery (Be Ambitu) a god, served before him a dish of human flesh
H e was the maternal grandfather of the E m - Jupiter (Zeus) pushed away the table which
press Livia, wife of Augustus. H e w a s thebore the horrible food, and the place where this
first person in R o m e w h o fattened peacocks for happened was afterward called Trapezus. Lysale, and he derived a large income from this caon and all his sons, with the exception of the
louree.
youngest (or eldest), Nyctimus, were killed by
L U S C I N U S , FABRICIUS.
Vid FABRICIUS.
Jupiter (Zeus) with aflashof lightning, or, ac[LUSCIUS LAVINIUS, a Latin comic poet, the cording to others, were changed into wolves.
contemporary and rival of Terence, w h o men- Callisto, the daughter of Lycaon, is said to have
tions him several times in the prologues to his been changed into the constellation of the Biar,
plays.]
whence she is called by the poets Lycaonis Are
[Luscus, ACEIDIUS, chief magistrate at Fundi, tos, Lycaonia Arctos, or Lycaonia Virgo, or by
ridiculed by Horace on account of the ridiculousher patronymic Lyeaonis.—[2. Ruler in L y
and pompous airs he gave himself when Maacenas eia, father of the celebrated Pandarus.—3. Son
and his friends passed through Fundi in their cel- of Priam and LaothoS, w a s taken captive by
ebrated journey to Brundisium.]
Achilles, w h o sold him in Lemnos, he escaped
LUSITANIA, L U S I T A N I .
Vid. H I S P A N I A .
thence, returned to Troy, and was finallv slaii
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by Achilles.—4. A n artisan of Cnosus men- m a n y springs within its walls. In the M i d d U
tioned in the zEneid (ix, 804) as having m a d e Ages it w a s the residence of the Bulgarian kings,
a beautiful sword for lulus, which he gave to and was called Achris or Achrita, whence its
modern name.
Euryalus.]
L Y C A O N I A (AvKlovla : AvKaoveg : part of Ka- L Y C I A (Aisiaa : Ai>Kiog, Lycius : n o w Me'.i), a
raman) a district of Asia Minor, assigned, un- small but most interesting district on the south
der the Persian Empire, to the satrapy of side of Asia Minor, jutting out into the MediCappadoeia, but considered by the Greek and terranean in a form approaching to a rough
R o m a n geographers the southeastern part of semicircle, adjacent to parts uf Caria and PamPhrygia; bounded on the north b y Galatia, on phylia on the west and east, and on the north
the east b y Cappadoeia, on the south by Cilicia to tbe district of Cibyratis in Phrygia,towhieh,
Aspera, on the southwest by Isauria (whieh under the Byzantine emperors, it w a s considwas sometimes reckoned as a part of it) and ered to belong. It w a s bounded on the northby Phrygia Paroreios, and on the northwest by west by the little river Glaucus and the gulf
Great Phrygia. Its boundaries, however, va- of the same name, on the northeast b y the
ried m u c h at different times. It w a s a long, mountain called C L I M A X (the northern part of
narrow strip of country, its length extending in the same range as that called Solyma), and on
the direction of northwest and southeast. X e n the north its natural boundary w a s the Taurus,
ophon, w h ofirstmentions it, describes its width but its limits in this direction were not strictly
as extending east of Icouium (its chief city) todefined. T h e northern parts of Lycia and the
the borders of Cappadoeia, a distance of thirty district of Cibyratis form together a high tableparasangs, about one hundred and ten miles. land, which is supported on the north by the
It forms a table-land between the Taurus and Taurus, on the east by the mountaius called
the mountains of Phrygia, deficient in good wa- Solyma (now Taktalu Bagh), which run from
north to south along the eastern coa3t of Lycia,
ter, but abounding inflocksof sheep. T h e people were, so far as can be traced, an aboriginal far out into the sea, forming the southeastern
race, speaking a language which is mentioned promontory of Lycia, ealled Sacrum Promontoin the Acts of the Apostles as a distinct dialect. rium (now Cape Khelidonia); the summit of this
They were warlike, and especially skilled in range is seven thousand eight hundred feet high,
archery. After the overthrow of Antiochus the and is covered with snow;* the southwestern
Great by the Romans, Lycaonia, which had be- and southern sides of this table land are formed
longed successively to Persia and to Syria, w a s by the range called Massieytus (now Altar
partly assigned to Eumenes and partly govern- Bagh,) which runs southeast from the eastern
ed b y native chitftains, the last of w h o m , A n - side of the upper course of the River Xanthns;
tipater, a contemporary of Cicero, w a s conquer- its summits are about four thousand feet high,
ed by Amyntas, king of Galatia, at whoso death, and its southern side descends toward the sea
i,i B.C. 25, it passed, w 4 th Galatia, to the R o in a succession of terraces, terminated by bold
mans, and wasfinallyunited to the province of cliffs. T h e mountain system of Lycia is comOappadocia. Lycaonia w a s the chief scene of pleted by the Cragus, whichfillsu p the space
(he labors of the Apostle Paul on hisfirstmis- between the western side of the Xanthus and
the Gulf of Glaucus, and forms the southwest
sion to the Gentiles (Acts, xiv).
[ L Y C A R E T U S (AvKapnrog), brother of Maaan- ern promontory of Lycia: its summits are near
olrius, tyrant of Samos, the successor of Poly- ly six thousand feet high. T h e chief rivers are
erates, was governor of Lemnos under the Per- the Xanthus (now Echen-Chai), which has its
sources in the table land south of tbe Taurus.
sians, and died in this office.]
L Y C E U M (rb AvKeiov), the n a m e of one of theand flows from north to south between the
three ancient gymnasia at Athens, called after Cragus and Massieytus, and the Limyrus, which
the temple of Apollo Lyceus in its neighbor- flows from north to south between the Massihood. It w a s situated southeast of the city, out- eytus and the Solyma Mountains. The valleys
side the walls, and just above the River Ilissus. of these and the smaller rivers, and the terraces
Here the polemarch administered justice. It is above the sea in the south of the country, were
celebrated as the place where Aristotle and the fertile in corn, wine, oil, and fruits, and the
mountain slopes were clothed, with splendid
Peripatetics taught.
cedars,firs,and plane trees: saffron also w a s
L Y C E U S (Aviceiog) a surname of Apollo, the
meaning of whieh is not quite certain. S o m e one chief product of the land. The total length
derive it from XvKog, a wolf, so that it would of the coast, from Telmissus on the west to
mean " the wolf-slayer;" others from XVKIJ, Phaselis on the east, including all windings, is
light, according to which it would mean " the estimated by Strabo at one thousand seven hungiver of light;" and others, again, from the dred and twenty stadia (one hundred and seventy-two geographical miles), while a straight
country of Lycia.
fine drawn across the country, as the chord of
LYCHNITES.
Vid. LI'CHNIDOS.
L Y C H N I D U S , more rarely L Y C H N I D I C M or L Y C H - this arc, is about eighty geographical miles in
HIS (Avxvibog, AvxvlSwv, Avxvlg : AvxvlSiog: length. The general geographical structure of
oow Achrita, Ochrida), a town of Illyricum, w a sthe peninsula of Lycia, as connected with the
the ancient capital of the Dessaretii, but w a s in rest of Asia Minor, bears no little resemblance
the possession of the R o m a n s as early as their to that of the peninsula of Asia Minor itself, as
war with King Gentius. It was situated in the connected with the rest of Asia. According to
interior of the country, on a height on the north the tradition preserved by Herodotus, the most
bank of the Lake L Y C H N I T I S (Avxvlng or b. Avx* According to mi ny of the ancients the Taurus at
viSia Xipvn) from which the River Drilo rises.
gan at this range.
The town was stronglyfortified,and contained
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ancient name of the country was Milyas (b M«Lrcius (AiiKiog) 1. The Lyeian, a surnanM
Xvdg), and the earliest inhabitants (probably of of Apollo, w h o was worshipped in several placet
the Syro-Arabian race) were called Milyaa, andof Lycia, especially at Patara, where he had an
afterward Solymi: subsequently the Termilaa, oracle. Hence the Lycic so-rtes are the re
from Crete, settled in the country; and lastly, sponses of the oracle at Patara (Virg, AEn, iv,
the Athenian Lyeus, the son of Pandion, fled 346).—2. Of Eleutheraain Boaotia, a distinguished
fror.i M s brother zEgeus to Lycia, and gave hisstatuary, the disciple or son of Myron, flourished
name to the country. Homer, w h o gives Lycia about B.C. 428.
a prominent place in the Riad, represents its
L Y C O M E D E S (AvKoprjbng) 1. A king of the
ehi-ftains, Glaucus and Sarpedon, as descended Dolopians, in the island of Seyros, near Eubcea,
fiom the royal family of Argos (zEolids)- he It was to his court that Achilles was sent dis
does not mention the name of Milyas; and h«. guised as a maiden by his mother Thetis, w h o
speaks of the Solymi as a warlike race, inhab was anxious to prevent his going to the Trojan
iting the mountain?, against w h o m the Greek war. Here Achilles became by Deidamia, the
hero Bellerophontes is sent to fight, by his rela- daughter of Lycomedes, the father of Pyrrhus
tive the king of Lycia. Besides the legend cf or Neoptolemus. Lycomedes treacherously killBellerophon and the ehimaara, Lycia is the ed Theseus by thrusting him d o w n a rock.—2.
scene of another popular Greek story, that of A celebrated Arcadian genera], was a native of
the Harpies and the daughters of Pandarus; Mantinea, and one of the chief founders of Megaand memorials of both are preserved on the lopolis, B.C. 370. H e afterward showed great
Lyeian monuments n o w in the British Museum. jealousy of Thebes, and formed a separate alii
O n the whole, it is clear that Lycia was colo- anee between Athens and Arcadia in 366. H e
nized by the Hellenic race (probably from Crete) was murdered in the same year, on his return
at a very early period, and that its historical from Athens, by some Arcadian exiles.
inhabitants were Greeks, though with a mixture
[ L Y C O N (AvKav) 1. Son of Hippocoon, slain
of native blood. The earlier names were pre- by Hercules.—2. A Trojan, slain before Troy
served in the district in the north of the country by Peneleus.]
called Milyas, and in the mountains called SoL Y C O N (AVKOV)
1. A n orator and demagogue
lyma. The Lycians always kept the reputation at Athens, was one of the three accusers of
they have iu H o m e r as brave warriors. They Socrates, and prepared the ease agaiust him.
and the Cilicians were the only people west of "When the Athenians repented of their condemthe Halys w h o m Croasus did not conquer, and nation of Socrates, they put Meletus to death,
they were the last w h o resisted the Persians. and banished Anytus and Lycon.—2. Of Troas,
Vid X A N T H U S . Under the Persian empire they a distinguished Peripatetic philosopher, and the
must have been a powerful maritime people, as disciple of Straton, w h o m he succeeded as the.
they furnishedfiftyships to thefleetof Xerxes. head of the Peripatetic school, B.O. 272. H e
After the Macedonian conquest, Lycia formed held that post for more than forty four years,
part of the Syrian kingdom, from which it w a s and died at the age of seventy four. H e enjoytaken by tho Romans after their victory over ed tiie patronage of Attalus and Eumenes. H o
Antiochus III. the Great, and given to the Rho- was celebrated for his eloquence and for his
dians. It w a s soon restored to independence, skill in educating boys. H e wrote on the
and formed a flourishing federation of cities, boundaries of good and evil (Be Finibus)—[3.
each having its o w n republican form of govern- A celebrated comic actor of Scarphea, w h o perment, and the whole presided over by a chief formed before Alexander the Great, aud receivmagistrate, called Avxiapxtig. There was a fed- ed from him on one occasion a present of ten
eral council, composed of deputies from the talents.]
twenty-three cities of the federation, in whieh
[ L Y C O P H O N T E S (AvKotpovrvg) 1. Son of A u
the six chief cities, Xanthus, Patara, Pinara, tophonus, a Theban, who, in conjunction witi
Olympus, Myra, and Tlos, had three votes each, Maeon, lay in ambush with fifty m e n against
certain lesser cities two each, and the rest one Tydeus, but was slain by him.—2. A Trojan
each; this assembly determined matters relat warrior, slain by Teucer.]
ing to the general government of the country,
L Y C O P H R O N (AvKotppav). 1. Younger son of
and elected the Lyciarches, as well as the judges Periander, tyrant of Corinth, by his wife M e aud the inferior magistrates. Internal dissen- lissa. For details, vid. P E R I A N D E R . — 2 . A citizen
sions at length broke up this constitution, and of Pheraa, where he put down the government
the country was united by the emperor Olau- of the nobles and established a tyranny about
dius to the province of Pamphylia, from which B.O. 405. H e afterward endeavored to m a k e
it w a s again separated by Theodosius, w h o himself master of the whole of Thessaly, and
m a d e it a separate province, with M y r a for its ir 404 he defeated the Larissaaans and others ot
capital. Its cities were numerous and flourish-the Thessalians w h o opposed him. H e was
ing (vid. the articles), and its people celebrated probably the father of J A S O N of Pheraa.—3. A
for their probity. Their customs are said to son, apparently, of Jason, and one of the brothers
have resembled those both of the Carians and of of Thebe, wife of Alexander, the tyrant of Phetha Cretans. Respecting the works of art found raa, in whose murder he took part, together witi
by Mr. Fellows in Lycia, and n o w in the British his sister and his two brothers, Tisiphonus ana
Museum, vid. X A N T H U S ,
Pitholuus, 367. O n Alexander's death the p o w
[ L Y C I D A S (AvKiSng) an Athenian, one of the er appears to have been wielded mainly by Ticouncil of the five hundred, stoned to death by siphonus, though Lycophron had au important
bis fellow-citizens because he advised them to share in the government. Lv eophron succeeded
Lsten to the proposals of p-aace offered by Mar- to the supreme power on the death of Tisiphodonius, B.O. 4.197]
nus, but, in 352 he was obliged to surrendC!
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Pheraa to Philip, and withdraw from Thessaly. island, and is mentioned in the Iliad. It wai
•—i. A grammarian and poet, was a native of generally considei ed to be a Spartan colony
Ohalcis in Eubcea, and lived at Alexandrea, un- and its inhabitants were celebrated for theij
der Ptolemy Philadelphus (B.C. 285-247), w h o bravery. A t a later time it was conquered and
intrusted to him the arrangement of the works destroyed by the Cnosians, but it was afterward
of the comic poets in the Alexandrean library. rebuilt, and was extant in the seventh century of
In the execution of this commission Lycophron our era.
L Y C U R G U S (AvKovpyog). 1. Son of Dry AS, and
drew up an extensive work on comedy. Nothing more is known of his fife. Ovid (Ibis, 533)king of the Edones in Thrace. H e is famous
8tate3 that he was killed by an arrow. A s a for his persecution of Dionysus (Bacchus) and
poet, Lycophron obtained a place in the Tragic his worship in Thrace. H o m e r relates that, in
Pleiad H e also wrote a satyric drama. But order to escape from Lycurgus, Bacchus (Diothe only one of his poems which has come down nysus) leaped into the sea, where he was kindly
to us is the Cassandra or Alexandra. This is received by Thetis; aud that Jupiter (Zeus)
neither a tragedy nor an epic poem, but a long thereupon blinded the impious king, w h o died
iambic monologue of one thousand four hundred soon afterward, hated by the immortal gods.
and seventy-four verses, in which Cassandra is This story has received m a n y additions from
m a d e to prophesy the fall of Troy, the advent- later poets and mythographers. S o m e relate
ures of the Grecian and Trojan heroes, with that Bacchus (Dionysus), on his expeditions,
numerous other mythological and historical came to the kingdom of Lycurgus, but w a s
events, going back as early as the fables of Io expelled by the impious king. Thereupon the
and Europa, and ending with Alexander the god drove Lycurgus mad, in which condition he
Great. The work has no pretensions to poet killed his son Dryas, and also hewed off one of
ieal merit It is simply a cumbrous store of his legs, supposing that he was cutting dowD
traditional learning. Its obscurity is proverbial. vines. The country n o w produced no fruit;
Its author obtained the epithet of the Obscure and the oracle declaring that fertility should
not be restored unless Lycurgus were killed,
(oKoreivof). Its stores of learning and its obscurity alike excited the efforts of the ancient the Edonians carried him to Mount Pangaaus,
grammarians, several of w h o m wrote comment- where he w a s torn to pieces by horses. Acaries on the poem. The only one of these cording to Sophocles (Antig, 955), Lycurgus
works which survives is the Scholia of Isaac was entombed in a rock.—2. King in Arcadia,
and John Tzetzes, whieh are far more valuable son of Aleus and Neaara, brother of Cephi.-us
than the poem itself. The best editions are and Auge, husband of Cleophile, Eurynome, or
by Potter, Oxon, 1697, folio ; Reichard, Lips.. Antinoe, and father of Aneaaus, Epochus, A m Lycurgus killed Are
1788, 2 vols. 8vo; and Bachmann, Lips, 1828, phidamas, and lasus.
thous, w h o used tofightwith a club. Lyeurgu?
vols. 8vo.
bequeathed this club to his slave Ereuthalion,
L Y C O P O L I S (b AvKav irbXig: ruins at Siout), a
dity of Upper Egypt, on the western bank of the his sons having died before him.—3. Son o)
Nile, between Hermopolis and Ptolemais, said to Pronax and brother of Amphithea, the wife ol
have derived its name from the circumstance Adrastus. H e took part in the war of the Seven
that an zEthiopian army w a s put toflightnear against Thebes, and fought with Amphiaraus
H e is mentioned among those w h o m zEsculapius
it by a pack of wolves.
L Y C O R E A (AvKupeia: AvKapevg, AvKapwg, Av- called to life again after their death.—4. King of
Kapeirng), an ancient town at the foot of MountNemea, son of Pheres and Periclymene, brother
Lycorea (now Liakura) which was the south- of Admetus, husband of Eurydice or Amphithea,
ern of the two peaks of Mount Parnassus. Vid. and father of Opheltes.
L Y C U R G U S . 1. The Spartan legislator. Of
P4RNASSUS. Hence Apollo derived the surname
of Lycoreus. The town Lycorea is said to have his personal history w e have no certain inforbeen the residence of Deucalion, and Delphi is mation ; and there are such discrepancies respecting him in the ancient writers, that m a n y
also reported to have been colonized b y it
modern critics have denied his real existence
LYOORIS.
Vid. C Y T H E R I S .
L Y C O R T A S (Aw/coprac), of Megalopolis, was the altogether. The more generally received acfather of Polybius the historian, and the close count about him was asfollows:Lycurgus waa
friend of Philopcemen, whose policy he always the son of Eunomus, king of Sparta, and brother
supported. H e isfirstmentioned, in B.C. 189,of Polydeetes. The latter succeeded his father
as one of the ambassadors sent to R o m e ; and as king of Sparta, and afterward died, leaving
his queen with child. The ambitious w o m a n
his name occurs for the last time in 168.
L Y C O S U R A (AvKooovpa: AvKooovpevg: n o w Pa- proposed to Lycurgus to destroy her offspring
if lie would share the throne with her. H e
leokrambavos or Sidhirokastro,near Staid), a town
in the south of Arcadia, and on the northwest- seemingly consented; but when she had givem
e m slope of Mount Lycaaus, and near the small birth to a son (Charilaus), he openly proclaimed
river Plataniston, said by Pausanias to have him king, and as next of kin acted as his guardBut, to avoid all suspicion cf ambitious
been the most ancient town in Greece, and to ian.
have been founded by Lycaon, the son of Pelas- designs, with which the opposite party cnarged
him,
Lycurgus
left Sparta, and set out on his
gus,
LYCIUS (AvKrog: AVKTIOC), sometimes called celebrated travels, which have been magnified
LYTTUS (Avrrog), an important town in the east to a fabulous extent. H e is said to have visitof Crete, southeast of Cnosus, was situated on ed Crete, and there to have studied the wise
a height of Mount Argaaus, eighty stadia from laws of Minos. Next he went to Ionia and
the eoast. Its harbor was called Chersonesus. Egypt, and is reported to have penetrated ii-i-o
It was one of the most ancient cities in the Libya, Iberia, and even Indii 'h Ionia he it
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said to have met either with H o m e r himself, not chosen either for property qualification 04
or at least with the Homeric poems, which he for noble birth. T h e senate was open to the
introduced into the mother country. The re- poorest citizen, w h o , during sixty years, had
turn of Lycurgus to Sparta w a s hailed by all been obedient to the laws and zealous in tha
parties, Sparta was in a state of anarchy and performance of W 3 duties. T h e mass of the
licentiousness, and he w a s considered as the people, that is, the Spartans of pure Doric dem a n w h o alone eould cure the growing diseases scent, formed the sovereign power of the state
of the state. H e undertook the task; yet, be- The popular assembly consisted of every Sparfore he set to work, he strengthened himself tan of thirty years of age and of unblemished
with the authority of the Delphic oracle, and character ; only those were excluded w h o haol
with a strong party of influential m e n at Sparta. not the means of contributing their portion to
The reform seems not to have been carried al- the syssitia. They m e t at stated times, to detogether peaceably. T h e n e w division of the cide on all important questions brought before
land among the citizens must have violated them, after a previous discussion in the senate.
m a n y existing interests. But all opposition They had no right of amendment, but only that
w a s overborne, and the whole constitution, mil- of simple approval or rejection, which w a s given
itary and civil, w a s remodelled. After Lycur- in the rudest form possible, by shouting. T h e
gus had obtained for his institutions an approv- popular assembly, however, had neither freing oracle of the national god of Delphi, he ex-quent nor very important occasions for directly
acted a promise from the people not to m a k e exerting their sovereign power. Their chief
any alteration in his laws before his return. activity consisted in delegating it; hence arose
A n d n o w he left Sparta tofinishhis life in vol- the importance of the ephors, w h o were the
untary exile, in order that his countrymen might representatives of the popular element of the
be bound b y their oath to preserve his consti- constitution. T h e ephors answer in every chartution inviolate forever. W h e r e and h o w he acteristic feature to the R o m a n tribunes of the
died nobody could tell. H e vanished from the people. Their origin w a s lost in obscurity and
earth like a, god, leaving no traces behind but insignificance; but at the end they engrossed
his spirit; and he w a s honored as a god at the whole power of the state. With reference
Sparta with a temple and yearly sacrifices d o w n to their subjects, the few Spartans formed a
to the latest times. T h e date of Lycurgus is most decided aristocracy. O n the conquest of
variously given, but it is impossible to place it Peloponnesus b y the Dorians, part of the anlater than B.O. 825. Lycurgus w a s regarded cient inhabitants of the country, under n a m e
through all subsequent ages as the legislator of the Periceci, were allowed, indeed, to retain
of Sparta, and therefore almost all the Spartan their personal liberty, but lost all civil rights,
institutions were ascribed to him as their author. and were obliged to pay to the state a rent for
W s therafore propose to give here a sketch of the land that w a s left them. But a great part
the Spartan constitution, referring for details to of the old inhabitants were reduced to a state
the Diet, of Antiq.; though w e must not imag- of perfect slavery, different from that of the
ine that this constitution w a s entirely the work slaves of Athens and R o m e , and more similar
of Lycm'gu3. T h e Spartan constitution w a s to the villanage of the feudal ages. These were
of a mixed nature ; the monarchical principle called Eefatt Tboy were allotted with patches
w a s represented b y the kings, the aristocracy of land to individual members of the ruling
by the senate, and the democratical element by class. They tilled the land, and paid a fixed
the assembly of the people, and subsequently b y rent to then' masters, not, as the periceci, to the
their representatives, the ephors. T h e kings state. T h e number of these miserable creathad originally to perform the c o m m o n functions ures w a s large. They were treated with the
of the king's of the heroic age. They were utmost cruelty by the Spartans, and were frehigh priests, judges, and leaders in w a r ; but inquently put to death by their oppressors. T h e
all of these departments they were in course Spartans formed, as it were, an army of invadof time superseded more or less. A s judges ers in an enemy's country, their city w a s a
they retained only a particular branch of juris- camp, and every m a n a soldier. A t Sparta, the
diction, that referring to the succession of prop- citizen only existed for the state ; he had no
erty. A s military commanders, they were re- interest but the state's, and no property but
stricted and watched b y commissioners sent b y what belonged to the state. It w a s a fundathe senate ; the functions of high priest were mental principle of the constitution, that all citicurtailed least, perhaps because least obnoxious. zens were entitled to the enjoyment of an equal
In compensation for the loss of power, the kings portion of the c o m m o n property. This w a s
enjoyed great honors, both during their life and done in order to secure to the commonwealth
after their death. Still the principle of mon- a large number of citizens and soldiers, free
archy w a s very w e a k among the Spartans. T h e from labor for their sustenance, and able to depowers of the senate were very important: they vote their whole time to warlike exercises, in
nad the right of originating and discussing all order thus to keep u p the ascendency of Sparta
measures before they eould be submitted to the over her periceci and helots. T h e Spartans were
decision of the popular assembly; they had, in to be warriors, and nothing but warriors. Thereconjunction wit! the ephors,towatch over the fore, not only all mechanical labor w a s thought
due observance A the laws and institutions ; to degrade them; not only w a s husbandry deand they were judges in all criminal cases, spised and neglected, and commerce prevented,
without being bound by any written code. For or at least impeded, b y prohibitive laws and b y
all this they were not responsible, holding their the use of iron money, but also the nobler arts
office for life. But with all these powers, the and sciences were so effectually stifled, that
eldersfoim e d nc real aristocracy. They were Sparta is a blank in the history of the arts anif
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Kterature of Greece. The state took care of a ship of Labdacus. H e surrendered tie king
Spartan from his cradle to his grave, and super- d o m to Labdacus w h e n the latter had grown u p
intended his education in the minutest points. O n the death of Labdacus, soon afterward, LyThis was not confii ed to his youth, but extend- cus again succeeded to tho government ol
ed throughout his whole life. The syssitia, or, Thebes, and undertook the guardianship of
as they were called at Sparta, phiditia, the com- Laius, the son of Labdacus. Lycus marchec
mon meals, m a y be regarded ,as an educational against Epopeus, w h o m he put to death (acinstitution; for at these meals subjects of gen- cording to other accounts, Epopeus fell in the
eral interest were discussed and political ques- war with Nyeteus), and he carried away Antio
tions debated. The youths and boys used to pe to Thebes. She was treated with the great
eat separately from the men, in their o w n divi- est cruelty by Dirce, tke wife ol Lycus; in re
sions.—2. A. Lacedaamouian, who, though not venge for whieh, her sons by Jupiter (Zeus),
of the ro)al blood, was chosen king in B.C. Amphion and Zethus, afterward put to death
220, together with Agesipolis III, after the both Lycus and Dirce. Vid. A M P H I O N . — 3 . Son
death of Cleomenes. It was not long before he of No. 2. or, according to others, son of Nepdeposed his colleague and m a d e himself sole tune (Poseidon), was also king of Thebes. In
sovereign, though under the control of the the absence of Hercules, Lycus attempted to
ephori. H e carried on war against Philip V . kill his wife Megara and her children, but was
of Macedon and the Achaaans. H e died about afterward put to death by Hercules.—4. Son of
210, and Machanidas then m a d e himself tyrant. Pandion, and brother of zEgeus, Nisus, and
— 3 . A n Attic orator, son of Lycophron, w h o Pallas. H e was expelled by zEgeus, and took
belonged to the noble family of the Eteobutadaa, refuge in the country of the Termili, which was
was born at Athens about B.C. 396. H e was called Lycia after him. H e was honored at
a disciple of Plato and Isocrates. In public life Athens as a hero, and the Lyceum derived its
he was a w a r m supporter of the policy of De- n a m e from him. H e i3 said to have iutroduced
mosthenes, ar.d w a s universally admitted to be the Eleusinian mysteries into Andania in Mesone of the most virtuous citizens and upright senia. H e is sometimes, also, described as an
statesmen of his age. H e was thrice appointed ancient prophet, and the family of the LycomeTamias or manager of the public revenue, and daa, at Athens, traced their n a m e and origin
held this office each time for five years, begin from him.—5. Son of Dascylus, and king of the
ning with 337. H e discharged the duties of Mariandynians, w h o received Hercules and tho
this office with such ability and integrity, that Argonauts with hospitality.—[6. A companion
he l aised the public revenue to the sum of twelve of zEneas in his voyage from Troy to Italy : he
hundred talents. One of his laws enacted that was slain by Turnus in Italy.]—7. Of Rhegibronze statues should be erected to zEschylus, um, the father, real or adoptive, of the poet LySophocles, and Euripides, and that copies of cophron, was an historical writer in the time of
their tragedies should be preserved in the pub- Demetrius Phalereus.
lic archives. H e often appeared as a successL Y C U S (AvKog) the name of several rivers,
ful accuser in the Athenian courts, but he him- which are said to be so called from the impetuself was as often accused by others, though he osity of their current 1. ( N o w Kilij), a little
always succeeded in silencing his enemies. H e river of Bithynia, failing into the sea south of
died while holding the office of president of the Heraciea Pontica.—2. ( N o w Germeneh Chai)
theatre of Dionysus in 323. A fragment of an a considerable river of Pontus, rising iu the
inscription, containing an account of his admin- mountains on the north of Armenia Minor, and
istration of thefinances,is still extant There flowing west into the Iris at Eupatoria.-—3.
were fifteen orations of Lycurgus extant in an- ( N o w Choruk Su), a considerableriverof Phrygtiquity , but only one has come down to us en- ia, flowing from east to west past Colossaa and
tire, the oration against Leocrates, which was Laodicea into the Maaander.—4. ( N o w Nalir el
delivered in 330. The style is noble and grand, Kelb), a river of Phoenicia, falling into the sea
but neither elegant nor pleasing. The oration north of Berytus.—5. ( N o w Great Zab or Uluis printed in the various collections of the Attic Su), a river of Assyria, rising in the mountains
orators. [Separately by A. G. Becker, Magde- on the south of Armenia, and flowing southburg, 1821; and by Maatzner, Beilin, 1836.
The west into the Tigris, just below Larissa (now
fragments of his other orations are collected Nimroud). It is undoubtedly the same as the
by Kiessling, Lycurgi Beperd. Oratt. Fragmenta, Zabatus of Xenophon.
Halle, 1847.] Vid D E M O S T H E N E S .
L Y D D A (ra AvbSa, b AvSSn: n o w Lud) a town
L Y C U S (AvKog) 1. Son of Neptune (Posei- of Palestine, southeast of Joppa aud northwest
don) and Celaano, w h o was transferred by his of Jerusalem, at the junction of several roads
father to the islands of the blessed. B y Alcy- which lead from the sea-eoast, was destroyed
one, the sister of Celaano, Neptune (Poseidon) by the Romans in the Jewish war, but soon aftbegot Hyrieus, the father of the following.—2. er rebuilt, and ealled Diospolis.
Son of Hyrieus and Clonia, and brother of Nye[ L Y D E (Av&ij) the wife or mistress of the poet
teus. Polydorus, king of Thebes, married the Antimachus, dearly beloved by him : he followdaughter of Nyeteus, by w h o m he had a son, ed her to Lydia, but she appears to have died
Labdaous ; and on his death he left the gov- early, and the poet sought to allay his grief by
ernment of Thebes and the guardianship of the composition of an elegy, which i.s named,
labdacus to his father-in-law. Nyeteus after- from her, Lyde.]
ward fell in battle against Epopeus, king of SiL Y D I A (Avbla: Avdbg, Lydus), a district of
cyon, vv ho had carried away his beautiful daugh- zVsia Minor, in the middle of the western side of
ter Antiope. Lycus succeeded his brother in the peninsula, between Mysia on the north and
the governoent of Thebes and iu the guardian Caria on the south and between Phrygia on
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itc east and the zEgean Sea on the west. Its names and computed dates w e r e : (1.) Gi'Gv.s
DouQclariea varied so m u c h at different times B.O. 716-678 ; (2.) A R D Y S , 678-629 ; (3.) S A D Y
that they can not be described with any ap- ATTES, 629-617 ; (4.) A L Y A T T E S , 617-560 ; (5.)
proach to exactness till w e come to the time CRCESCS, 560 (or earlier)-546 ; under whose
of the R o m a n rule over Western Asia. A t that names an account is given of the rise of the
time the northern boundary, toward Mysia, was Lydian empire in Asia Minor, and of its overthe range of mountains which form the northern throw by the Persians under Cyrus. Under
"Margin of the valley of the Hermus, called Sar- these kings, the Lydians appear to have been a
<lene, a southwestern branch of the Phrygian highly civilized, industrious, and wealthy peoOlympus; the eastern boundary, toward Phryg- ple, practicing agriculture, commerce, and mania, was an imaginary line ; and the southern ufactures, and acquainted with various arts
boundary, toward Caria, w a s the River Maaan- and exercising, through their intercourse with
der, or, according to some authorities, the range the Greeks of Ionia, an important influence or
o£ mountains which, under the name of Messo- the progress of Greek civilization. A m o n g the
gis (now Kastane Bagh), forms the northern inventions or improvements which the Greeks
margin of the valley of the Maaander, and is a are said to have derived from them were the
northwestern prolongation of the Taurus. From weaving and dyeing of fine fabrics ; various
the eastern part of this range, in the southeast processes of metallurgy; the use of gold and
e m corner of Lydia, another branches off to the silver money, which the Lydians are said first
northwest, and runs to the west far out into the to have coined, the former from the gold found
zEgean Sea, where it forms the peninsula oppo- on Tmolus and from the golden sands of the
site to the island of Chios. This chain, which Pactolus ; and various metrical and musical
is called Tmolus (now Kisilja Musa Bagh) di- improvements, especially the scale or mode of
vides Lydia into two unequal valleys, of which music called the Lydian, and the form of the
the southern and smaller is watered by the Riv- lyre called the magadis. ( Vid. Bid. of Antiq,
er CAYSTER, and the northern forms the great art. MUSICA.)
The Lydians had, also, public
plain of the H E R M U S : these valleys are very games similar to those of the Greeks. Their
beautiful and fertile, and that of the Hermus, high civilization, however, was combined with
especially, is one of the most delicious regions a lax morality, and, after the Persian conquest,
of the earth. The eastern part of Lydia, and w h e n they were forbidden by Cyrus to carry
the adjacent portion of Phrygia, about the up- arms, they sank gradually into a by-word for efper course of the H e r m u s and its tributaries, is feminate luxuriousness, and their very n a m e
an elevated plain, showing traces of volcanic and language had almost entirely disappeared
action, and hence called Cataceeaumene (xara- by the commencement of our era. Under the
KeKav/ievn) In the boundaries of Lydia, as just Persians, Lydia and Mysia formed the second
described, the strip of coast belonging to I O M A satrapy. After the Macedonian conquest, Lydia
IS included, but the name is sometimes used in belonged first to the kings of Syria, and next
a narrower signification, so as to exclude Ionia. (after the defeat of Antiochus the Great by the
In early times the country had aimther name, Romans) to those of Pergamus, and so passed,
Maaonia (M.noviii, M.aiovia) by which alone itby
is the bequest of Attalus III, to 1'ie Romans,
known to H o m e r ; and this name was after- under w h o m it formed part of the prcvince of
ward applied specifically to the eastern and Asia.
southern part of Lydia, and then, in contradisL Y D I A D E S (AvSiddng), a citizen of Megalopo
tinction to it, the n a m e Lydia was used for the lis, who, though of an obscure family, raised
northwestern part In the mythical legends, himself to the sovereignty of his native city
the c o m m o n n a m e of the people and country, about B.C. 244. In 234 he voluntarily abdicaLydi and Lydia, is derived from Lydus, the son ted the sovereignty, and permitted Megalopolis
of Atys, the first king. The Lydians appear to to join the Achaaan league as a free state.
have been a race closely connected with the H e was elected several times general of the
Carians and the Mysians, with w h o m they ob- Achaaan league, and became aformidablerival
served a c o m m o n worship in the temple of Ju- to Aratus. H e fell in battle against Cleomepiter (Zeus) Carius at Mylasa : they also prac- nes, 226.
ticed the worship of Cybele and other Phrygian
L Y D I A S or L U D I A S (AvSlag, Ion. Avding, Aou
customs. A m i d the uncertainties of the early blag: now Karasmak or Mavronero), a river in
legends, it is clear that Lydia was a very early Macedonia, rises in Eordaaa, passes Edessa,
seat of Asiatic civilization, and that it exerted a and, after flowing through the lake cn which
very important influence on the Greeks. The Pella is situated, falls into the Axius a short
Lydian monarchy, which was founded at Sar- distance from the Thermaic Gulf. In the updis before the time of authentic history, grew per part of its course it is called the Eordaaan
up into an empire, under which the m a n y dif- River ('Eopi5c«/cdc irorapbg) by Arrian. Herodoferent tribes of Asia Minor west of the River tus (vii, 127), by mistake, makes the Lydias
Halya were for thefirsttime united. Tradition unite with the Haliacmon, the latter of which
mentioned three dynasties of kings: the Atya- is west of the former.
daa, which ended (according to the backward
L Y D U S (Auooc), son of Atys and Oallithea, and
computations of chronologers) about B.O. 1221 ; brother of Tyrrhenus, said to have been the
the Heraclidaa, which reigned five hundred and mythical ancestor of the Lydians.
five years, d o w L to 716; and the Mermnadaa,
L Y D U S , J O A N N E S L A U R E N T I U S , was born at
one hundred and sixty years, d o w n to 656. Philadelphia, in Lydia (whence he is called LyOnly the last dynasty can be safely regarded dus or the Lydian), in A.D. 490. H e held vaas historical, and the fabulous element has a rious public offices, and lived to an advanced
large place in the details of their history: their age. H e wrote, 1. Hepl pnvav ovyyoa<pn De
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Mcnsibus Liber, of which there are two epito- of zEgyptus, whose fife w a s saviil by his wift
mes, or summaries, and a fragment extant 2. Hypermnestra, when all his other brothers were
Hepl dpxav, K. r. X, Be Magistratibus Reipublicemurdered by the daughters of Danaus on their
Romanc
3. ILep^ bioonpeiav, Be Ostentis. The
wedding night Vid. Z E G Y P T U S . Danaus therework Be Mensibus is an historical commentary upon kept Hypermnestra in strict confinement,
ou the R o m a n calendar, with an aceount of the but w a s afterward prevailed upon to givo her
various festivals, derived from a great number to Lynceus, w h o succeeded him on the thione
of authorities, most of whieh have perished. of Argos. • According to a different legend, L y e
Of the two summaries of this curious work, the ceus slew Danaus and all the sisters of Hypermlarger one is by an unknown hand, the shorter nestra in revenge for his brothers. Lynceus
one by Maximus Planudes. The work Be Ma- was succeeded as king of Argos by his son
gistratibus w a s thought to have perished, butA B A S . — 2 . Son of Aphareus and Arene, and
was discovered by Villoison in the suburbs of brother of Idas, w a s one of the Argonauts, and
Constantinople, in 1785. The best edition of famous for his keen sight H e is also menthese works is by Bekker, Bonn, 1837.
tioned among the Calydonian hunters, and was
L Y G D A M I S (Avydapig). 1. O f Naxos, a distin- slain by Pollux. For details respecting his
guished leader of the popular party of the island death, vid. p. 266, b.—[3. A Trojan, companion
in the struggle with the oligarchy. H e con- of zEneas, slain by Turnus in Italy.]—4. Of Saquered the latter, and obtained thereby the mos, the disciple of Theophrastus, and the brothchief power in the state. H e assisted Pisistra- er of the historian Duris, w a s a contemporary
tus in his third return to Athens ; but, during of Menander, and hisrivalin comic poetry. H i
his absence, his enemies seem to have got the survived Menander, upon w h o m he wrote a
upper hand again; for Pisistratus afterward book. H e seems to have been more distinsubdued the island, and m a d e Lygdamis tyrant guished as a grammarian and historian than as
of it, about B.C. 540. In 532 he assisted Poly- a comic poet
erates in obtaining the tyranny of Samos.—2.
L Y N C U S , king of Scythia, or, according to othFather of Artemisia, queen of Halicarnassus, ers, of Sicily, endeavored to murder Triptolethe contemporary of Xerxes.—3. Tyrant of Hal- mus, w h o came to him with the gifts of Ceres
icarnassus, the son of Pisindelis, and the grand- (Demeter), but he w a s metamorphosed by the
son of Artemisia. The historian Herodotus is goddess into a lynx,
said to have taken an active part in delivering
[ L Y N C U S (AvyKog), capital of Lyncestis. Vid
bis native city from the tyranny of this Lygda- LYNCESTIS.]
mis.
L Y R C E A or L Y R C E U M (AvoKela, Avpaeiov), a
L Y G I I or LIGII, an important people in Ger- small town in Argolis, situated on a mountain
many, between the Viadus (now Oder) and the of the same name.
Vistula, in the modern Silesia and Posen, were L Y R N E S S U S (Avpvnocog), a town in the intebounded by the Burgnndiones on the north, the rior of Mysia, in Asia Minor, frequently men-Goths on the east, the Bastarnaa and Osi on the tioned by H o m e r : destroyed before the time of
west, and the Marsingi, Silingaa, and Semnones Strabo.
on the south. They were divided into several
L Y S A N D E R (AvaavSpog), a Spartan, w a s of
tribes, the chief of which were the Manimi, servile origin, or, at least, the offspring of a
Duni, Elysii, Burii, Arii, Naharvali, and Helve- marriage between a freeman and a w o m a n of
eonaa. They first appear in history as m e m - inferior condition. H e obtained the citizenship,
bers of the great Marcomannic league formed and became one of the most distinguished of
by Maroboduus in the reigns of Augustus and the Spartan generals and diplomatists. In B.C.
Tiberius. In the third century some of the 407, he w a s sent out to succeed Cratesippidas
Lygii migrated with tho Burgundians westward, in the command of the fleet off the coasts of
and settled in the country bordering on the Asia Minor. H e fixed his head quarters at
Rhine.
Ephesus, and soon obtained great influence, not
[ L Y G I N U S (Avyivog), a river of Thrace in theonly with the Greek cities, but also with Cyrus,
territory of the Triballi, emptying into the Pon- w h o supplied him with large sums of money to
tus Euxinus.]
pay his sailors. Next year, 406, he w a s suc[ L Y M A X (Avpag), a small river in the south- ceeded by Callicratidas. In one year the repwest of Arcadia, which empties into the Neda utation and influence of Lysander had become
near Phigalea.]
so great, that Cyrus and the Spartan allies in
L Y N C E S T I S (AvyK-narig), a district in the south-Asia requested the Lacedaamonians to appoint
west of Macedonia, north of the River Erigon, Lysander again to the command of the fleet
and upon the frontiers of Illyria. Its inhabit The Lacedaemonian law, however, did not al
ants, the LYNCESTZE, were Illyrians, and were low the office of admiral to be held twice by the
originally an independent people, w h o were same person ; and, accordingly, Araeus w a s sent
governed by their o w n princes, said to be de- out in 405 as the nominal commander-in-chief,
scended from the family of the Bacchiadaa. while Lysander, virtually invested with the su
The Lynaestae appear to have become subject preme direction of affairs, had the title of viceto Macedonia by a marriage between the roy- admiral (eiriaroXevg) In this year he brought
al families of the two countries. The ancient the Peloponnesian war to a conclusion by the
capital of the country w a s L Y N C U S (b AvyKog) defeat and oapture of the Athenian fleet off
though H E R A C L E A , at a later time, became the zEgospotami. Only eight Athenian ships m a d e
chief town in the district Near Lyncus w a s a their escape under the c o m m a n d of Conon. H e
river, the waters of which are said to have beenafterward sailed to Athens, and in the spring of
as intoxicating as wine. (Ov, Met, xv, 329.)
404 the city capitulated ; the long walls and
L Y N D E U S (AvyKevg) I, One of thefiftysonsthe fortifications of the Piraras were destroyed,
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and an oligarchical form of government estab- at Athens B.C. 458. H e w a s the son of Cepha
lished, known b y the n a m e of the Thirty Ty- lus, w h o w a s a native of Syracuse, and had takrants. Lysander was n o w b y far the most pow- en up his abode at Athens on the invitation of
erful m a n in Greece, and he displayed more Pericles. A t the age offifteen,Lysias and bin
than the usual pride and haughtiness whieh dis- brothers joined the Athenians w h o went as coltinguished the Spartan commanders in foreign onists to Thurii in Italy, 443. H e there comcourtries. H e w a s passionately fond of praise, pleted his education under the instruction of two
and took care that his exploits should be cele- Syracusans, Tisias and Nicias. H e afterwaiM
brated by the most illustrious poets of his time. enjoyed great esteem among the Thurians, and
H e always kept the poet Ohcerilus in his ret- seems to have taken part in the administration
inue, and his praises were also sung by Antilo- of the city. After the defeat of the Athenians
chus, Antimachus of Colophon, and Niceratus in Sicily, he w a s expelled by the Spartan parof Heraciea. H e w a s thefirstof the Greeks to ty from Thurii as a partisan of the Athenians.
During the
w h o m Greek cities erected altars as to a god, H e n o w returned to Athens, 411.
offered sacrifices, and celebrated festivals. His rule of the Thirty Tyrants (404), he w a s looked
power and ambition caused the Spartan gov- upon as an enemy of the government, his large
ernment uneasiness, and, accordingly, the eph- property w a s confiscated, and he w a s thrown
ors recalled him from Asia Minor, to which he into prison ; but he escaped, and took refuge at
had again repaired, andforsome years kept him Megara. H e joined Thrasybulus and the exwithout any public employment. O n the death iles, and, in order to render them effectual asof Agis II. in 397, he secured the succession sistance, he sacrificed all that remained of his
for Agesilaus, the brother of Agis, in opposition fortune. H e gave the patriots two thousand
to Leotychides, the reputed son of the latter. drachmas and two hundred shields, and engaged
H e did not receive from Agesilaus the gratitude a band of three hundred mercenaries. Thrasybhe had expected. H e w a s one of the members ulus procured him the Athenian franchise, which
of the council, thirty in number, which was ap- he had not possessed hitherto, since be was tha
pointed to accompany the n e w king in his ex- son of a foreigner; but he w a s afterward de
pedition into Asia in 396. Agesilaus purposely prived of this- right because it had been conferthwarted all his designs, and refused all thered without a probuleuma. Henceforth he lived
favors which he asked. O n his return to Spar- at Athens as an isoteles, occupying himself, as
ta, Lysander resolved to bring about the change it appears, solely with writing judicial speeches
he had long meditated in the Spartan constitu- for others, and died in 378, at the age of eighty.
tion, by abolishing hereditary royalty, and mak- Lysias wrote a great number of orations, and
ing the throne elective. H e is said to have a t among those which were current under his
tempted to obtain the sanction of the gods in name, tho ancient critics reckoned two hundfavor of his scheme, and to have tried in suc- red and thirty as genuine. O f these, thirty-five
cession the oracles of Delphi, Dodona, and Ju- only are extant, and even some of these are in •
piter (Zeus) A m m o n , but without success. H e complete, and others are probably spurious
does not seem to have ventured upon any overt Most of these orations were composed after hi"
act, and his enterprise w a s cut short by his return from Thurii to Athens. The only ont
death in the following year. O n the breaking whieh he delivered himself is that against Era
out of the Boeotian w a r in 395, Lysander w a s tosthenes, 403. The language of Lysias is perplaced at the head of one army and the king fectly pure, and m a y be regarded as one of the
Pausanias at the head of another. Lysander best specimens of the Attic idiom. All the au
marched against Haliartus, aud perished in battle cient writers agreed that his orations were dis
tinguished by grace and elegance. His style is
under the walls, 395.
L Y S A N D R A (Avadvdpa), daughter of Ptolemy always clear and lucid, and his delineations of
Soter and Eurydice, the daughter of Antipater. character striking and true to life. The ora
She w a s marriedfirstto Alexander, the son of tions of Lysias are contained in the collections
Cassander, king of Macedonia, and after his of the Attic orators. Vid. D E M O S T H E N E S . The
death to Agathocles, the son of Lysimachus. best separate editions are by Foertsch, Lips,
After the murder of her second husband, B.C. 1829 ; and by Franz, Monac, 1831.—[2. O n e of
284 (vid. A G A T H O C L E S , N O . 8), shefledto Asia, the Athenian genera's at the battle of the Arand besought assistance from Seleucus. T h e ginusaa islands -. on his return to Athens he w a s
latter, in consequence, marched against Lysim- accused of having neglected to carry off the
achus, w h o w a s defeated and slain in battle, 281. bodies of the dead, w a s condemned and exe
L Y S A N I A S (Avcaviac). 1. Tetrarch of Abi- cuted.—3. A general and minister of Antiochus
lene, w a s put to death by Antony to gratify Epiphanes, w h o w a s charged with the prosecu
Cleopatra, B.C. 36.—2. A descendant of the last tion of the w a r against the Jews, but his armies
w h o w a s tetrarch of Abilene at the time when were totally defeated by Judas Maccabaaus; he
our Saviour entered upon his ministry (Luke, subsequently compelled Maccabaaus to retire to
Jerusalem, and there shut him up, till the apiii, 1).
[LYSANLAS (Avaavtag) a Greek grammarian. proach of his rival, Philip, m a d e him grant the
Jews favorable terms. Lysias subsequently fell
of Cyrene, author of a work irepl 'lauioiroiav.
Suidas speaks of him as the instructor of Era- into the hands of the young prince Demetrius,
w h o m he had opposed, and w a s by him put to
tosthenes.]
[LYSIADES, an Epicurean philosopher of Ath- death.]
ens, son of the celebrated philosopher Phaadrus,
[LYSIOLES (AveiKXijg). 1. Sent out by tbi
contemporary with Cicero, w h o attacks his ap- Athenians with four colleagues, in c o m m a n d of
pointment by Antony as a judge.]
twelve ships, fir raising money among the alL Y S I A S (Avaiag). 1. A n Attic orator, w a s born lies, B.C 428. H e w a s attacked, in an axpedi
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lion up the pUin of the Maaander, by son'e Oa- stored him to liberty. In 288 Lysimachus united
rians and Samians of Anaaa, and fell, with m a n ywith Ptolemy, Seleucus, and Pyrrhus in a com
of his men.—2. One of the commanders of the m o n league against Demetrius, w h o had K M
Athenian army at the battle of Chaaronea, B.O. some years been in possession of Macedonia,
S38, was subsequently condemned to death on and w a s n o w preparing to march iuto Asia
the accusation of the orator Lycurguo.]
Next year, 287, Lysimachus and Pyrrhus in
L Y S I M A C H I A or -EA ( Avaipax'ia, Avmpdxeia :vaded Macedonia. Demetrius w a s abandoned
ivcopaxevg) 1. ( N o w Eksemil,) an important by his o w n troops, and was compelled to seek
town on the northeast of the Gulf of Melas, and safety in flight Pyrrhus for a time obtained
on the isthmus connecting the Thracian Oher- possession of the Macedonian throne, but he
•onesus with the main land, w a s founded B.O. was expelled by Lysimachus in 286. Lysim809 by Lysimachus, w h o removed to his n e w achus w a s n o w in possession of all the domin
city the greater part of the inhabitants of the ions in Europe that had formed part of the Maceneighboring town of Cardia. It w a s subse- donian monarchy, as well as of the greater part
quently destroyed by the Thraeians, but w a s of Asia Minor. H e remained in undisturbed
restored by Antiochus the Great Under the possession of these vast dominions till shortly
Romans it greatly declined ; but Justinian built before his death. His downfall w a s occasioned
a strong fortress on the spot, which he called by a dark domestic tragedy. His wife Arsinoe,
H E X A M I L I U M ('EUapiXwv) doubtless from the daughter of Ptolemy Soter, had long hated her
width of the isthmus, under which n a m e it is men- step son Agathocles, and at length, by false actioned in the Middle Ages.—2. A town in the cusations, induced Lysimachus to put his son to
southwest of zEtolia, near Pleuron, situated on a death. This bloody deed alienated the minds
lake of the same name, which w a s more ancient- of his subjects, and m a n y cities of Asia broke
ly called Hydra.
out into open revolt. Lysandra, the widow of
L Y S I M A C H U S (Avmuaxog) king of Thrace, w a s Agathocles,fledwith her childrentothe court of
a Macedonian by birth, and one of "Alexander's Seleucus, w h o forthwith invaded the dominions
generals, but of m e a n origin, his father Agath- of Lysimachus. The two monarchs met in the
ocles having b a en originally a Penest or serf in plain of Corus (Corupedion), aud Lysimachus
Sicily. H e v*s early distinguished for his un- fell in the battle that ensued, B.O. 281. H e waa
daunte I courage, as well as for his great activ- in his eightieth year at the time of his death.
ity an 5 strength of body. W e are told by Q. Lysimachus founded LYSIMACHIA, on the HelCurtius that Lysimachus, when hunting in Syr- lespont, and also enlarged and rebuilt m a n y other
ia, had killed a lion of immense size single- cities.
handed ; and this circumstance that writer reL Y S I M E L I A (TJ Avrupe?Leia Xipvn), a marsh near
gards as the origin of a fable gravely related by Syracuse in Sicily, probably the same as ths
many authors, that, on account of some offence, marsh more anciently called Syraco, from which
Lysimachus had been shut up by order of Alex- the town of Syracuse is said to have derived it«
ander in the same den with a Hon; but, though name.
unarmed, had succeeded in destroying the ani
L Y S I N O E (Avaivbn : n o w Aqelan ?), a town in
mal, and was pardoned by the king in consid- Pisidia, south of the Lake Ascauia.
eration of his courage. In the division of the L Y S I P P U S (Avaiirirog) 1. Of Sicyon, one of tinprovinces after the death of Alexander (B.C. most distinguished Greek statuaries, was a con323), Thrace, aud the neighboring countries as temporary of Alexander the Great. Originally
far as the Danube, were assigned to Lysima- a simple workman in bronze (faber erarius) he
chus. For some years he w a s actively engaged rose to the eminence which he afterwaid obin war with the warlike barbarians that border- tained by the direct study of nature. H e reed his province on the north. A t length, in 315,jected the last remains of the old conventional
he joined the league which Ptolemy, Seleueus, rules which the early artists followed. In his
and Cassander had formed against Antigonus, imitation of nature the ideal appears almost to
but he did not take any active part in the war have vanished, or perhaps it should rather be
for some time. In 306 he took the title of king, said that he aimed to idealize merely human
w h e n it was assumed by Antigonus, Ptolemy, beauty. H e m a d e statues of gods, it is true;
Seleucus, and Cassander. In 302 Lysimachus but even iu thisfieldof art his favorite subjectcrossed over into Asia Minor to oppose Antigo- was the h u m a n hero Hercules; while his pornus, while Seleucus also advanced against the traits seem to have been the chief foundation
latter from the East. In 301 Lysimachus and of his fame. The works of Lysippus are said to
Seleueus effected a junction, and gained a de- have amounted to the enormous number of one
cisive victory at Ipsus over Antigonus and his thousand five hundred. They were almost all,
son Demetrius. Antigonus fell on the field, if not all, in bronze; in consequence of which, none
and Demetrius became a fugitive. The con- of them are extant
H e m a d e statues of Alexquerors divided between them the dominions ander at all periods of life, and in m a n y differof the vanquished, and Lysimachus obtained for ent positions. Alexander's edict is well known,
his share all that part of Asia Minor extending that no one should paint him but Apelles, and
from the Hellespont and the zEgean to the heart no one m a k e his statue but Lysippus. The most
of Phrygia.
In 291 Lysimachus crossed the celebrated of these statues w a s that in which
Danufoa and penetrated into the heart of the Alexander was represented with a lance, which
country of the Getea ; but he w a s reduced to was considered as a sort of companion to the
the greatest distress by want of provisions, and picture of Alexander wielding a thunderbolt, by
was ultimately compelled to surrender with his Apelles.—[2. A Lacedaamonian, harmost for a
whole army. Dromichaates, king of the Getse, time at Epitalium in Elis: he devastated the
treated him with the utmost generosity, and re- Eleanterritory,and compelled them to sue for
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peace, B,C. 399.—3. A n Arcadian, a comic poet father of Judas Maccab»us, or, in a shortei
of the old comedy, gained the first prize B.O. form, Asmonei or Hasmonie. This family first
434: a few fragments of his comedies are pre- obtained distinction from the attempts which
served in Meineke, Fragm. Comic. Grace. vol. i, were made by Antiochus IV. Epiphanes, king of
Syria, to root out the worship of Jehovah, and
p. 421-3, edit minor.]
LYSIS (Avaig), an eminent Pythagorean philos-introduce the Greek religion among the inhabopher, who, driven out of Italy in the persecu- itants of Judaaa. Antiochus published an edict
tion of his sect, betook himself to Thebes, and which enjoined uniformity of worship throughbecame the teacher of Epaminondas, by w h o m out his dominions. A t Modin, a town not far
from Lydda, lived Mattathias, a m a n of the
he was held in the highest esteem.
LYSIS, a river of Oaiia, only mentioned by Livy priestly line and of deep religious feeling, who
had five sons in the vigor of their days, John,
(xxxviii, 15).
LYSISTRATUS, of Sicyon, the brother of Lysip- Simon, Judas, Eleazar, and Jonathan. W h e n
pus, was a statuary, and devoted himself to the the officer of the Syrian king visited Modin to
making of portraits. H e was the first w h o took enforce obedience to the royal edict, Mattathias
a cast of the h u m a n face in gypsum; aud from not only refused to desert the religion of hia
this mould he produced copies by pouring into it forefathers, but with his own hand struck dead
thefirstrenegade who attempted to offer sacrimelted wax.
[LYSO. 1. A Sicilian of rank at Lilybaaum, fice on the heathen altar. H e theu put to death
plundered by Verres while praator of Sicily in the king's officer, and retired to the mountains
B.O. 73-71.—2. A native of Patraa, an intimate with his five sons (B.C. 167). Their number^
friend of Cicero's, w h o intrusted to his care daily increased; and as opportunities occurred
Tullius Tiro during his illness at that place: they issued from their mountain fastnesses, cwl
when Lyso subsequently visited Rome, he re- off detachments of the Syrian army, destroyed
ceived great attention from both Tiro and Ci heathen altars, and restored in m a n y places the
synagogues and the open worship of the Jewish
cero.]
religion. Within a few months the insurreaL Y S T R A (rj Avarpa, rd Avarpa : ruins probably
at Karadagh, called Bin Bir Kilisseh), a city oftion at Modin had grown into a war for national
Lycaonia, on the confines of Isauria, celebrated independence. But the toils of such a wai
as one chief scene of the preaching of Paul and were too much for the aged frame of Mattathias,
w h o died in thefirstyear of the revolt, leaving
Barnabas (Acts, xiv.).
the conduct of it to Judas, his third son.
1. J U DAS, w h o assumed the surname of Maccabaaus,
M.
as has been mentioned above, carried on the
MACZE (MaKai) 1. A people on the eastern
war with the same prudence and energy with
coast of Arabia Felix, probably about Muscat.— which it had been commenced. After meeting
2. A n inland people of Libya, in the Regio Syr- with great success, he at length fell in battle
tica, that is, the part of Northern Africa betweenagainst the forces of Demetrius I. Soter, 160.
the Syrtes.
H e was succeeded in the command by his brothM A C A L L A , a town on the eastern eoast of Brut- er,—2. J O N A T H A N , w h o maintained the cause c-f
tium, which was said to possess the tomb and a Jewish independence with equal vigor and suc6anctuary of Philoctetes.
cess, and became recognized as high-priest of
M A C A R or M A C A R E U S (Mot/cap or MaKapevg) the Jews. H e was put to death by T/yphoo,
1. Son of Helios (or Crinacus) and Rbodos, fledthe minister of Antiochus V I , w h o treacherfrom Rhodes to Lesbos after the murder of ously got him into his power, 144. Jonathan
Teuages.—2. Son of zEolus.
Vid. C A N A O E . — was succeeded in the high priesthood by bis
3. Son of Jason and Medea, also called Merme- brother,—3. S I M O N , w h o was the most fortunate
rus or Mormorus.—[4. One of the Lapithaa, slew of the sons of Mattathias, and under whose gov
the centaur Erigdupus at the nuptials of Pirith- ernment the country became virtually independous.—5. Of Nerieus, one of the companions of ent of Syria. H e was murdered by his son in
Ulysses.]
law Ptolemy, the governor of Jericho, together
M A C A R I A (Mampcd), daughter of Hercules and with two of his sons, Judas and Mattathias, 185.
Deianira.
His other son, Joannes Hyrcanus, escaped, and
M A C A R I A (MaKapia). A poetical name of sev- succeeded his father.—4. J O A N N E S H Y R C A N U S L
eral islands, such as Lesbos, Rhodes, and Cyprus.was high priest 135-106. H e did not assume
— 2 . A n island in the southern part of the Sinus the title of king, but was to all intents and purArabicus (now Red Sea), off the eoast of the poses an independent monarch. Vid. H Y R C A Troglodytaa.
NUS. H e was succeeded by his son AristobuM A C A R I U S (MaKupiog), a Spartan, was one of lus L — 5 . A R I S T O B U L U S I, was the first of the
the three commanders of the Peloponnesian Maccabees w h o assumed the kinglytitle,whieh
force sent to aid the zEtolians in the reduction was henceforth borne by his successors. His
of Naupaetus, B.O. 426, which, however, was reign lasted only a year, 106-105. Vid. A R I S saved by Demosthenes; he was afterward slain TOBULUS. H e was succeeded by his brother,—
affile battle of Olpaa.
6. A L E X A N D E R JANNZEUS, who. reigned 105-78.
M A C C A B Z E I (liaKKaBaloi), the descendants ofVid. A L E X A N D E R , p. 42, b. H e was succeeded
the family of the heroic Judas Maccabi or Mac- by bis widow,—7. A L E X A N D R A , who appointed
cabaaus, a surname which he obtained from his her son Hyrcanus II. to the priesthood, aDd held
glorious victories. (From the Hebrew makkab, the supreme power 78-69. O n her death in tha
' a hammer.") They were also called Asamo- latter year, her son,—8. H Y R C A N U S II, obtained
r
iasi ('Aaapavaloi),fromAsamonaaus, or Chasthe kingdom, 69, but was supplanted almost im
mon. the great-grandfather of Mattathias, the mediately afterward bv his brothen --9. A R T *
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IOJULUS 11, who obtained the throne 68 Vid. erly direction, forming the tx aiidary betweea
ARISTOBULUS. For tha remainder of the history Macedonia and Thrace. O n tl e southern fronof the house of the Maccabees, vid. H Y R O INUS II. tier were the C A M B U N I I M O N T E S and O L Y M P U S .
The chief rivers were in the direction of east
and H E R O D E S L
M A C E D O N I A (Mcwc sbovia : HaKebbveg) a coun to west, the N E S T U S , the S T R Y M O N , the Axius,
tiy in E'irope, north of Greece, which is said to the largest of all, the L U D I A S or L Y D I A S , and r' e
The great bulk of the inhiiDithave derived its name from an ancient King H A L I A C M O N .
Macedon, a son of Jupiter (Zeus) and Thyia, a ants of Macedonia consisted of Thracian and
daughter of Deucalion. The name first occurs Illyrian tribes. A t an early period some Greek
in Herodotus, but its more ancient form appears tribes settled iu the southern part of the counto have }een Macetta (HaKeria); and, accord- try. They are said to have come from Argos,
ingly, tha Macedonians are sometimes called and to have been led by Gauanes, Aeropus, and
Macctc.
The country is said to have been Perdiccas, the three sons of Temenus the Heraoriginally named Emathia. The boundaries of clid. Perdiccas, the youngest of the brothers,
Macedonia differed at different periods. In the was looked upon as the founder of the Macedotime of Herodotus the n a m e Macedonis desig- nian monarchy. A later tradition, however, renated only the country to the south and west garded Caranus, w h o was also a Heraclid from
of the River Lydias. The boundaries of the Argos, as the founder of the monarchy. These
ancient Macedonian monarchy, before the time Greek settlers intermarried with the original
of Philip, the father of Alexander, were on theinhabitants of the country. The dialect which
south Olympus and the Cambunian Mountains, they spoke w a s akin to the Doric, but it conwhich separated it from Thessaly and Epirus, tained m a n y barbarous words and forms ; and
on the east the River Strymon, which separated the Macedonians were accordingly never reit from Thrace, and on the north and west R garded by the other Greeks as genuine Hellenes.
lyria and Paaonia, from which it was divided b y Moreover, it was only in the south of Macedonia
no well defined limits. Macedonia was greatly that the Greek language w a s spoken; in the
enlarged by the conquests of Philip. H e added north and northwest of the country the Illyrian
to his kingdom Paaonia on the north, so that thetribes continued to speak their o w n language,
mountains Seordus and Orbelus n o w separated and to preserve their ancient habits and cusit from Mcesia; a part of Thrace on the east as toms. Very little is known of the history of
far as the River Nestus, which Thracian district Macedonia till the reign of Amyntas I, w h o
was usually called Macedonia adjecta ; the pen-was a contemporary of Darius Hystaspis -, but
insula Chaleidiee on the south; and on thefrom that time their history is more or less inWest a part of Illyria, as far as the Lake Lych- timately connected with that of Greece, till at
nitis. O n the conquest of the country b y thelength Philip, the father of Alexander the Great
Romans, B.C. 168, Macedonia was divided into became the virtual master of the whole of
four disti icts, which were quite independent of Greece. The conquests of Alexander, extendone another: 1. The country between the Stry- ed the Macedonian supremacy over a great part
m o n and the Nestus, with a part of Thrace east of Asia ; and the Macedonian kings continued to
of the Nestus, as far as the Hebrus, and also exercise their sovei eignty over Greece till the
including the territory of Heraciea Sintica and conquest of Perseus by the Romans, 168, brought
Bisaltice, west of the Strymon; the capital of the Macedonian monarchytoa close. The details
this district w a s Amphipolis. 2. The country of the Macedonian history are given in the live3
between the Strymon and the Axius, exclusive of the separate kings.
M A C E L L A (now Macellaro) a small fortified
of those parts already named, but including
Chaleidiee; the capital Thessalonica.
3. Thetown in the west of Sicily, southeast of Segesta.
country between the Axius and Peneus; the M A C E R , ZEMILIUS. 1. A R o m a n poet, a native
capital Pella. 4. The mountainous country in of Verona, died in Asia B.C. 16. H e wrote a
the West; the capital Pelagonia. After the poem or poems upon birds, snakes, and medicinal
conquest of the Achaaans in 146, Macedonia plants, in imitation, it would appear, of the
was formed into a R o m a n province, and Thes- Theriaca of Nicander. (Ov, Trist, iv, 10, 44.)
saly and Illyria were incorporated-with it; but, The work n o w extant, entitled " zEmilius Macer
al the same time, the district east of the Nestus de Herbarum Virtutibus," belongstothe Middle
was again assigned to Thrace. The R o m a n A g e s . — 2. W e must carefully distinguish from
province of Macedonia accordingly extended zEmilius Macer of Verona, a poet Macer, w h o
from the zEgaaan to the Adriatic Seas, and w a s wrote on the Trojan war, and w h o must have
bounded on the south by the province of Achaia. been alive in A.D. 12, since he is addressed by
It was originally governed by a proconsul; it Ovid in that year (ex-Pont, ii, 10, 2).—3. A
was m a d e b y Tiberius one of the provinces of R o m a n jurist "who lived in the reign of Alexthe Caasar; but it w a s restored to the senate ander Severus. H e wrote several works, extracts
by Claudius. Micedonia m a y be described as from which are given in the Digest
a large plain, surrounded on three sides by lofty M A C E R , C L O D I U S , was governor of Africa at
mountains.
Through thin plain, however, run Nero's death, A.D. 68, when he laid claim to the
many smaller ranges of mountains, between throne. H e w a s murdered at the instigation
•which are wide and fertile valleys, extending of Galba by the procurator Trebonius Garuclfrom the coast far into the interior. The chief anus.
mountains were S C O R D U S or S C A R D U S , on the M A C E R , LICINIUS. Vid. LICINIUS.
M A C E S T U S (MaKnarog: n o w Simaid-Su, and
northwesternfrontier,toward Illyria and Dardania ; further east, O R B E L U S and SCOMIUS, lower Susugherli) a considerable river of Mysia,
whieh separated it from Mcesia ; and R H O D O P E , rises in the northwest of Phrygia, and flows
which extended frim Scomius in a southeast- north through Mysia into the Rhyndacus. Tt
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te piobably the same river whish Polybius (v., tingnished general, who accompanied Valensi
77) calls Megistus (Msytcrroc).
in his expedition against the Persians, A.D
[ M A C H ^ R E D S (Ma^aipetic), son of Daatas of 260. On the capture of that monarch, MaoriDelphi, is said to have slain Neoptolemus, the ar-'-s was proclaimed emperor, together with
son of Achilles, in a quarrel about the sacrifi- his two sons Macrianus and Quietus. H e as
>ial meat at Delphi]
signed the management of affairs in the East
M A O H Z B R U S (Maxaipovg : Maxaiplrvg), a strong
to Quietus, and set out with the younger Manborder fortress in the south of Peraaa, in Pales- rianus for Italy. They were encountered by
tine, on the confines of the Nabathaai: a strong- Aureolus on the confines of Thrace and Illyi'*,
hold of the Sicarii in the Jewish war. A tradi- defeated and slain, 262. Quietus was shortly
tion made it the place where John the Baptist afterward slain in the East by Odenathus.
was beheaded.
MAORI CAMPI
Vid. C A M P I M A O R I .
M A O H A N I D A S , tyrant of Lacedaamon, succeedM A C R I N U S , M. OPILIUS S E V E R U S , R o m a n emed Lycurgus about B.C. 210. Like his prede- peror, April, A.D 217-June, 218. H e was born
cessor, he had no hereditary title to the crown, at Caasarea in Mauretania, of humble parents,
but ruled by the swords of his mercenaries A D. 164, and rose at length to be praafect of the
alone H e was defeated and slain in battle by praatorians under Caracalla. H e accompanied
Philopoemen, the general of the Achaaan league, Caracalla in his expedition against the Parthi
in 207.
ans, and was proclaimed emperor after the death
M A C H A O N (Maxbav), son of zEsculapius, was of Caracalla, w h o m he had caused to be assasmarried to Anticlea, the daughter of Diodes, by sinated. H e conferred the title of Caasar upon
w h o m he became the father of Gorgasus, Nico- his son Diadumenianus, and at the same time
nachus, Alexanor, Sphyrus, and Polemocrates.gained great popularity by repealing some obTogether with his brother Podalirius, he went noxious taxes. But in the course of the same
to Troy with thirty ships, commanding the men year he was defeated with great loss by the
who came from Tricca, Ithome, and CEchalia. Parthians, and was obliged to retire into Syria.
In this war he acted as the surgeon of the "While here, his soldiers, with w h o m he had beGreeks, and also distinguished himself in battle. come unpopular by enforcing among them ordei
H e was himself wounded by Paris, but was car- and discipline, were easily seduced from theii
ried from the field by Nestor. Later writers allegiance, and proclaimed Elagabalus as emmention him as one of the Greek heroes who peror. With the troops which remaP'od faithwere concealed in the wooden horse, and he is ful to him, Macrinus marched against the usurpsaid to have cured Philoctetes. H e was killed er, but was defeated, and fled in disguise. H e
by Eurypylus, the son of Telephus, and he re- was shortly afterward seized in Chalcedon, and
ceived divine honors at Gerenia, in Messenia. put to death, after a reign of fourteen months.
[ M A C H A R E S (Maxdpng), son of Mithradates the [MAORIS (T&aKpig), another name for the islGreat, was appointed by his father king of Bos- and Helena. Vid. H E L E N A . ]
porus. After the repeated defeats of Mithradates
M A C R O , Naivius SERTORIUS. ;; favorite of the
by the Romans, Machares proved a traitor, and Emperor Tiberius, was employed to arrest the
sent supplies to Lucullus: his father, though powerful Sejanus in A.D. 31. On the death of
hard pressed by the Roman troops, marched the latter he was made praafect of the praatoriagainst Machares, and the latter put himself to ans, an office which he continued to hold for
death to avoid falling into his enraged father's the remainder of Tiberius's reign and during
lands.]
the earlier part of Caligula's. Macro was as
M A C H L Y E S (Mo^Auec), a people of Libya, near cruel as Sejanus. H e laid informations ; he
fte Lotophagi, on the western side of the Lake presided at the rack ; and he lent himself to the
Triton, in what was afterward called Africa most savage caprices of Tiberius during the
propria.
last and worst period of his government. DurM A C H O N (Mdxav), of Corinth or Sicyon, a ing the lifetime of Tiberius he paid court to the
comic poet, flourished at Alexandrea, where he young Caligula; and he promoted an intrigue
gave instructions respecting comedy to the between his wife Ennia and the young prince.
grammarian Aristophanes of Byzantium. [Two It was rumored that Macro shortened the last
or three fragments remain, which are given by moments of Tiberius by stifling him with the
Meineke, Fragm. Comic. Grac , vol. ii, p. 1133bedding as he recovered unexpectedly from a
i, edit, minor.]
swoon. But Caligula soon became jealous of
M A C I S T U S or M A C I S T U M (MaicuTror, MuKiorov :Macro, and compelled him to kill himself with
McucioTwg), an ancient town of Elis in Triphylia,his wife and children, 38.
northeast of Lepreum, originally called PlataMACROBII (MaKpbBioi, i e., Long-lived), an
aistus (HXaravcoTovg), and founded by the CauzEthiopian people in Africa, placed by Herodotus
sones.
(iii, 17) on the shores of the Southern Ocean.
M A J O R A B I (MaxopdSa: now Mecca), a city inIt is in vain to attempt their accurate identifithe west of Arabia Felix ; probably the sacred cation with any known people.
city of the Arabs, even before the time of MoM A C R O B I U S , the grammarian, \\ hose full name
lammed, and the seat of the worship of Alitat was Ambrosius Aurelius Theodosius Macrobius
or Alitta under the emblem of a meteoric stone. All w e know about him is that he lived in the
M A C R A (now Magra), a smallriverrising in age of Honorius and Theodosius, that he was
the Apennines and flowing into the Ligurian probably a Greek, and that ho had a son named
Sea near Luna, which, from the time of Au- Eustathius. H e states in the preface to his
gustus, formed the boundary between Liguria Saturnalia that Latin was to him a foreign
and Etruria.
tongue, and hence w e may fairly conclude that
M A C R I A N U S onr of the thirty tyrar"s, a dia- he was a Greek by birth, more especially as w s
30
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find numerous Greek idioms in. his style. H emountain called Aulocrenas, above Celamaa, Iii
was probably a pagan. His extant works are, the south of Phrygia, close to the source of the
1. Saturnaliorwm Conviviorum Libri VII, conMarsyas, which immediately joins it. Vid. C E sisting of a series of dissertations on history, L«NZE. It flows in a general western direction,
mythology, criticism, and various points of an- with various changes of direction, but on the
tiquarian research, supposed to have been de- whole with a slight inclination to the south.
livered during the holidays of the Saturnalia at After leaving Phrygia, it flows parallel to Mount
the house of Vettius Praatextatus, who was in- Messogis, on its southern side, forming the
vested with the highest offices of state under boundary between Lydia and Caria, and at lasi
Valentinian and Valens. The form of the work falls into the Icarian Sea between Myus and
Is avowedly copied from the dialogues of Plato, Priene. Us whole length is above one hundred
especially the Banquet: in substance it bears a and seventy geographical miles. The Maaanstrong resemblance to the Noctes Atticsa of A. der is deep, but narrow, and very turbid, and
Gellius. The first book treats of the festivals therefore not navigable far up. Its upper course
of Saturnus and Janus, of the Roman calendar, lies chiefly through elevated plains, and parti}
&c. The second book commences with a col- in a deep rocky valley : its lower course, foi
lection of bon mots, ascribed to the most cele- the last one hundred and ten miles, is through
brated wits of antiquity; to these are appended a beautiful wide plain, through which it flows
a series of essays on matters connected with in those numerous windings that have made its
the pleasures of the table. The four following name a descriptive verb (to meander), and which
books are devoted to criticisms on Virgil. The it often inundates. The alteration made in the
seventh book is of a more miscellaneous char- coast about its mouth by its alluvial deposit was
acter than the preceding. 2. Commcntarius ex observed by the ancients, and it has been con
Cicerone in Somnium Scipionis, a tract much
tinual.v going on. Vid. LATMICUS SINUS and
studied during the Middle Ages. The Dream MILETLS. The tributaries of the Maaander were,
of Seipio, contained in the sixth book of Cic- on the right or northern side, the Marsyas,
ero's De Republica, is taken as a text, which Cludrus, Lethaaus, and Gaason, and on the loft
suggests a succession of discourses on the or southern side, the Obrimas, Lycus, Harpaphysical constitution of the universe, according sus, and another Marsyas. z\.s a god,Maaandet
to the views of the N e w Platonists, together is described as the father of the nymph Cyane,
with notices of some of their peculiar tenets who was the mother of Caunus. Hence the
on mind as well as matter. 3. Be Differentiis
latter is called by Ovid (Met, ix., 573) Masanet Societatibus Graci Latinique Verbi, a treatise
drius juvenis.
purely grammatical, of which only an abridg[MZEANDRIUS (Maidvbptog), secretary to Polyment is extant, compiled by a cf ^ain Joannes. erates, tyrant of Samos, through whose treachThe best editions of the works A Macrobius ery or incompetency Polyerates was induced to
are by Gronovius, Lugd. Bat, 1670, and by place himself in the power of Orcetes, and was
Zeunius, Lips., 1774: [the first volume of a by him put to death. Maaandrius, upon this, renew and more copious critical edition was pub- tained in his own hands the tyranny, until the
lished at Quedlinburg and Leipzig, 1848, edited advance of the Persians under Otanes to place
by Lud. Janus.]
Syloson, brother of Polyerates, on the throne,
M A C R O N E S (MaKpaveg), a powerful and war-when he capitulated: having brought about tho
like Caucasian people on the northeastern shore assassination of the chief Persians, he made his
of the Pontus Euxinus.
escape to Sparta; the ephori, however, banishM A C T O R I U M (MaKrapiov : M.aKruptvog), a town
ed him from the Peloponnesus.]
in the south of Sicily, near Gela.
M Z E C E N A S , G. CILNIUS, was born some time
M A C Y N I A (MaKuvfa: MaKvvevg), a town in thebetween B.C. 73 and 63; and w e learn from
south of zEtolia, near the mountain Taphiassus, Horace (Carm., iv., 11) that his birth-day was
east of Calydon and the Evenus.
the thirteenth of April. His family, though be[ M A D A U E A or M A D U R U S (Maoloiipoc), a town longing wholly to the equestrian order, was of
in northern Numidia, near Tagaste, not to be high antiquity and honor, and traced its descent
confounded with M E D A U R A . ]
from the Lueumones of Etruria. His paternal
MADIANITZE (M.adiavtrai, Mabinvatoi, TAaSinvol:
ancestors, the Cilnii, are mentioned by Livy (x.,
in the Old Testament, Midianim), a powerful 3, 5) as having attained great power and wealth
nomad people in the south of Arabia Petrsea, at Arretium about B.O. 301. The maternal
about the head of the Red Sea. They carried branch of the family was likewise of Etruscan
on a caravan trade between Arabia and Egypt, origin, and it was from them that the name
and were troublesome enemies of the Israelites of Maacenas was derived, it being customary
until they were conquered by Gideon. They among the Etruscans to assume the mother's
do not appear in history after the Babylonish as well as the father's name. It is in allusion
captivity.
to this circumstance that Horace (Sat, i, 6, 3)
[ M A D Y A S (Madvag, Ion. Mabvng), a king of thementions both his avvls maternus atgue paternus
Scythians, under w h o m they overran Asia and as having been distinguished by commanding
advanced as far as Egypt: he is called by numerous legions; a passage, by the way, frow
Strabo IDANTHYRSUS.]
which we are not to infer that the ancestors G
M A D Y T U S (M.dbvrog: Mabbnog: now Mailo),
Maacenas had ever led the Roman legions. As
a sea-port town on the Thracian Chersonesus. though it is unknown where Maecenas receiveiil
M Z E A N D E R (Halavdpog: nowMendereh orMeinhi3 education, it must doubtless have been a
der, or Boyuk-Mendereh, i. e., the Great Mencareful one. W e learn from Horace that h(
dereh, in contradistinction to the Little Mendereh,
was versed both in Greek and Roman literature;
the ancient Cayster), has its source in the and his taste for literary pursuits was shown466
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not only by his patronage cf the most eminent cenas that he undertook the Geoigics, the moa
poets of his time, but also by several penorm- finished of all lis poems. T o Horace he was i
ances of his own, both in verse and prope. It still greater benefactor. He presented him with
has been conjectured that he became acquaint- the means of a comfortable subsistence, a farm
ed with Augustus at Apollonia before the death in the Sabine country. If the estate was but
of Julius Caasar; but he is mentioned for the a moderate one, w e learn from Horace himself
first time in B.O. 40, and from this year histhat the bounty of Maacenas was regulated by
name constantly occurs as one of the chief his own contented views, and not by his pafriends and ministers of Augustus Thus w e tron's want of generosity. (Carm., iii, 16,38.)
fnd him employed in B.C. 37 in negotiating Of Maacenas's own literary productions only a
with h Uony; and it was probably on this oc- few fragments exist. From these, however,
casion that Horace accompanied him to Brun- and from the notices which w e find of his writdisium, a journey which he has described in ings in ancient authors, w e are led to think that
thefifthsatire of the first book. During the w e have not suffered any great loss by thefr
war with Antony, which was brought to a close destruction ; for, although a good judge of litby the battle of Actium, Maacenas remained at erary merit in others, he does not appear to
Rome, being intrusted with the administration have been an author of much taste himself. In
of the civil affairs of Italy. During this time his way of life Maacenas was addicted to every
he suppressed the conspiracy of the younger species of luxury. W e find several allusions
Lepidus. Maacenas was not present at the bat- in the ancient authors to the effeminacy of his
tle of Actium, as some critics have supposed ; dress. H e was fond of theatrical entertainand thefirstepode of Horace probably does not ments, especially pantomimes, as may be inrelate at all to Actium, but to the Sicilian ex- ferred from his patronage of Bathyllus, the celpedition against Sextus Pompeius. O n the re- ebrated dancer, who was a freedman of his.
turn of Augustus from Actium, Maacenas en- That moderation of character which led him to
joyed a greater share of his favor than ever, be content with his equestrian rank, probably
and, in conjunction with Agrippa, had the man- arose from his love of ease and luxury, or it
agement of all public affairs. It is related that might have been the result of more prudent and
Augustus at this time took counsel with Agrip- politic views. A s a politician, the principal
pa and Maacenas respecting the expediency of trait in his character wasfidelityto his master,
restoring the republic ; that Agrippa advised and the main end of all his cares was the conhim to pursue that course, but that Maacenas solidation of the empire ; but, at the same
strongly urged him to establish the empire. time, he recommended Augustus to put no check
For many years Maacenas continued to preserve on the free expression of public opinion, and,
the uninterrupted favor of Augustus; but, be- above all, to avoid that cruelty which for so
tween B.C. 21 and 16, a coolness, to say the many years had stained the R o m a n annals with
least, had sprung up between the emperor and blood.
MZEOIUS T A R P A .
Vid. T A R P A .
his faithful minister, and after the latter year
MZEDICA QliaiSiKfi), the country of the Maadi,
ne retired entirely from public life. The cause
a
powerful
people
in
the west of Thrace, on the
of this estrangement is enveloped in doubt.
Dion Cassius positively attributes it to an in- western bank of the Strymon, and the southern
trigue carried on by Augustus with Terentia, slope of Mount Scomius. They frequently made
Maacenas's wife. Maacenas died B C. 8, and inroads into the country of the Macedonians,'till
was buried on the Esquiline. H e left no chil- at length they were conquered by the latter peodren, and he bequeathed his property to Augus- ple, and their land incorporated with Macedonia,
tus. ' Maacenas had amassed an enormous for- of which it formed the northeastern district.
MZELIUS, SP., the richest of the plebeian
tune. H e had purchased a tract of ground on
the Esquiline Hill, which had formerly served knights, employed his fortune in buying up corn
as a burial-place for the lower orders. (Hor., in Etruria in the great famine at R o m e in B.O.
440. This corn he sold to the poor at a small
Sat., i., 8, 7.) Here he had planted a garden,
and built a house, remarkable for its loftiness, price, or distributed it gratuitously. Such libon account of a tower by which it was sur- erality gained him the favor of the plebeians,
mounted, and from the top of which Nero is but. at the same time, exposed him to the hatred
said to have afterward contemplated the burn- ! of the ruling class. Accordingly, in the following of Rome. In this residence he seems to j ing year he was accused of having formed a
have passed the greater part of his time, and conspiracy for the purpose of seizing the king
to have visited the country but seldom. His ly power. Thereupon Cincinnatus was appointhouse was the rendezvous of all the wits of ed dictator, and C Servilius Ahala the master
R o m e ; and whoever could contribute to the of the horse. Maalius was summoned to appear
amusement of the company was always wel- before the tribunal of the dictator; but as he
come to a seat at his table. But his really in- refused to go, Ahala, with an armed band of
timate friends consisted of the greatest gen- patrician youths, rushed into the crowd and
iuses and most learned men of R o m e ; and if | slew him. His property was confiscated, and
it was from his universal inclination toward ' his house pulled down ; its vacant site, which
anen of talent that he obtained the reputation j was called the Mquimalium, continued to subof a literary patron, it was by his friendship fori sequent ages a memorial of his fate. Later
such poets as Virgil and Horace that he de- ages fully believed the story of Mselius's conserved it. Virgil was indebted to him for the \ spiracy, and Cicero repeatedly praises the glorirecovery of his farm, which had been appro- i ous deed of Ahala. But his guilt is very doubtpriated by the soldiery in the division of lands 1 ful. None of the alleged accomplices of Maain B O 41; and it w as at the request of Maa- i litis were punished and Ahala was brought ts
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trial, and only escaped condemnation by a vol'lecaii'se he was a son of Maaon, or because he
untary exile.
M Z E N A C A (MaivuKy), a town in the south of was a native of Maaonia, the ancient name ol
Hispania Baatica, on the coast, the most west- Lydia. Hence he is also called Maonias senex,
and his poems the Mosoniat charts, or Maonium
erly colony of the Phocaaans.
M Z E N A D E S (MaivdSeg), a name of the Bac-carmen. MZEONIS also occurs as a surname of
chantes, from paivauai, " to be mad," bacauseOmphale, and of Arachne, because both wiire
they were phrensied in the worship of Dionysus Lydians.
M/EOTZE
Vid. M ^ O T I S P A L U S .
or Bacchus.
M Z E N A L U S (rb MalvaXnv or MaivdXiov bpog: MZEUTIS P A L U S (y Malting Xlavn : now Sea of
now Roinon), a mountain in Arcadia, which ex- Azov), an inland sea on the borders of Europe
tended from Megalopolis to Tegea, was cele- and Asia, north of the Pontus Euxinus (now
brated as the favorite haunt of the god Pan. Black Sea), with which it communicates by the
From this mountain the surrounding country B O S P O R U S CIMMERIUS. its form may be described roughly as a triangle, with its vertex at
was called Masnalia (JAaivdAla); and on the
mountain was a town Mosnalus. The mountain its northeastern extremity, where it receives
was so celebrated that the Roman poets fre- the waters of the great river Tanai's (now Don)
quently use the adjectives Meenalius and Masna-it discharges its superfluous water by a constant
current into the Euxine. The ancients had very
lis as equivalent to Arcadian.
MZENIUS. 1. C , consul B.C. 338, with L. Fu- vague notions of its true form and size: the ear
rius Camillus. The two consuls completed the lier geographers thought that both it and the
subjugation of Latium; they were both reward- Caspian Sea were gulfs of the great Northern
ed with*a triumph; and equestrian statues were Ocean. The Scythian tribes on its banks were
erected to their honor in the forum. The statue called by the collective name of Maaotaa or Maaoof Maanius was placed upon a column, which is tici (Maiarai, Maianaoi). The sea had also the
spoken of by later writers under the name of names of Cimmerium or Bospoiicum Mare.
Columna Mama, and which appears to have /Eschylus {Prom., 731) applies the name of
stood near the end of the forum, on the Capi- Maaotic Strait to the Cimmerian Bosporus (avtoline. Maanius was dictator in 320, and cen- Xav' Maiarucbv).
M Z E R A (Malpa). 1. The dog of Icarius, the
sor in 318. In his censorship he allowed balconies to be added to the various buildings sur- father of Erigone. Vid. ICARIUS, No. 1.—2.
rounding the forum, in order that the spectators Daughter of Prcetus and Antea, a companion of
might obtain more room for beholding the games Diana (Artemis), by w h o m she was killed, aftei
which were exhibited in the forum; and these she had become by Jupiter (Zeus) the mothei
balconies were called after him Mosniana (sc. of Locrus. Others state that she died a virgin
— 3 . Daughter of Atlas, was married to Tegeoedificia).—2. The proposer of the law, about
286, which required the patres to give their ates, the son of Lycaon. Her tomb was shown
sanction to the election of the magistrates be- both at Tegea and Mantinea in Arcadia.
fore they had been elected, or, in other words, MZESA, JULIA, sister-in-law of Septimius Seto confer, or agree to confer, the imperium on verus, aunt of Caracalla, and grandmother of
the person w h o m the comitia should elect.—3. Elagabalus and Alexander Severus. She was
A contemporary of Lucilius, was a great spend- a native of Emesa in Syria, and seems, after
thrift, who squandered all his property, and aft- the elevation of Septimius Severus, the husband
erward supported himself by playing the buffoon. of her sister Julia Domna, to have lived at the
H e possessed a house in the forum, which Cato imperial court until the death of Caracalla, and
in his censorship (184) purchased of him, for to have accumulated great wealth. She conthe purpose of building the basilica Poreia. trived and executed the plot which transferred
Some of the scholiasts on Horace ridiculously the supreme power from Macrinus to her grandrelate, that when Maanius sold his house, he re-son ELAGABALUS. W h e n she foresaw the downserved for himself one column, the Columna fall of the latter, she prevailed on him to adopt
Maania, from which he built a balcony, that he his cousin A L E X A N D E R SEVERUS. By Severus
might thence witness the games. The true she was always treated with the greatest reorigin of the Columna Maania, and of the balco- spect ; she enjoyed the title of Augusta during
nies called Maeniana, has been explained above. her life, and received divine honors after her
death.
(Hor., Sat., i, 1, 101; i, 3, 21 ; Epist., i, 15,
MZEVIUS.
Vid. B A V I U S
26.)
M A G A B A , a mountain in Galatia, ten Roman
M^ENOBA, a town in the southeast of Hispania
Baatica, near the coast, situated on a river of miles east of Aneyra.
the same name, and twelve miles east of Malaca. M A G A S (Mdyag), king of Cyrene, was a stepson of Ptolemy Soter, being the offspring of
[MZENUS.
Vid. M O E N U S . ]
IVLEON (M.atav). 1. Son of Haamon ofThebes.Berenice by a former marriage. H e was a
H e and Lycophontes were the leaders of the Macedonian by birth; and he seems to have
band that lay in ambush against Tydeus, in the accompanied his mother to Egypt, where he
war of the Seven against Thebes. Maaon was soon rose to a high place in the favor of Ptolethe only one whose life was spared by Tydeus. my. In B.C. 308 he was appointed by that
Maaon, in return, buried Tydeus when the lattermonarch to the command of the expedition deswas slain.—2. Husband of Dindyme, the moth- tined for the recovery of Cyrene after the death
er of Cybele.—[3. A Latin warrior, w h o was of Ophelias. The enterprise was completely
wounded by zEneas in the wars between /Eneas successful, and Magas obtained from his stepfather the government of the province. At first
and Turnus in Italy.]
he ruled over the province cn'y as a dependency
M/eowiA. Vii. LYDIA.
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*f Egy it, but after the death of Ptolemy Soter who tried to hinder the conversion of Sergiuj
tie not only assumed the character of an inde- Paulus at Cyprus (Acts, xiii), are both called
aendent monarch, but even made war on the Magians ; but in these cases the words pdyoi
King of Egypt. H e married Apama, daughter and payevuv are used in a secondary sense, fol
jf Antiochus Soter, by w h o m he had a daughter, a person who pretends to the wisdom, or pracBerenice, afterward the wife of Ptolemy Euer- tices the arts of the Magi. This use of the
getes. H e died 258.
name occurs very early among the Greeks, and
[ M A G D A L A (Mdybala: KaySaXrivbg, probablyfrom it w e get our word magic (b payiKij, l. e.,
the Old Testament Migdal-El: now El-Meydel), the art or science of the Magi). The constitua village of Palestine, on the Sea of Galilee, tion of the Magi as an order is ascribed by trapiobably on the western shore, where the mod- dition to Zoroastres, or Zoroaster as the Greeks
ern El-Meydel stands.]
and Romans called him, the Zarathustra of the
M A G D O L U M (iidyboXov, WdybaXov : in the OldZendavesta (the sacred books of the ancient
Testament, Migdol), a city of Lower Egypt, Persians), and the Zerdusht of the modern Per
near the northeastern frontier, about twelve sians ; but whether he was their founder, theii
miles southwest of Pelusium : where Pharaoh reformer, or the mythical representative of their
Necho defeated the Syrians, according to He- unknown origin, can not be decided. H e is said
rodotus (ii, 159).
to have restored the true knowledge of the suM A G E T O B R I A (now Moigte ie Broie, on the preme good principle (Ormuzd), and to have
Saone), a town on the western frontiers of the taught his worship to the Magi, w h o m he dividSequani,'near which the Gauls were defeated ed into three classes, learners, masters, and peri>y the Germans shortly before Caasar's arrival fect scholars. They alone could teach the truths
in Gaul.
and perform the ceremonies of religion, foretell
M A G I (Wiyoi), the name of the order of priests the
j future, interpret dreams and omens, and asand religious teachers among the Medes and 'certain the will of Ormuzd by the arts of divi
Persians, is said to be derived from the Persian nation. They bad three chief methods of divi
ivord mag, mog, or mugh, i. e., a priest. There
nation, by calling up the dead, by cups or dishes,
s strong evidence that a class similar to the and by waters. The forms of worship and divitagi, and in some cases bearing the same name, ination were strictly defined, and were handed
existed among other Eastern nations, especially down among the Magi by tradition. Like all
the Chaldaaans of Babylon ; nor is it at all prob- early priesthoods, they seem to have been the
able that either the Magi, or their religion, were sole possessors of all the science of their age.
of strictly Median or Persian origin ; but, in T o be instructed in their learning was esteemed
classical literature, they are presented to us the highest of privileges, and was permitted,
almost exclusively in connection with Medo- with rare exceptions, to none but the princes
Persian history. Herodotus represents them of the royal family. Their learning became celas one of the six tribes into which the Median ebrated at an early period in Greece, by the
people were divided. Under the Median em- name of udyeia, and was made the subject of
pire, before the supremacy passed to the Per- speculation by the philosophers, whose knowlsians, they were so closely connected with the edge of it seems, however, to have been very
throne, and had so great an influence in the limited; while their high pretensions, and the
state, that they evidently retained their posi- tricks by which their knowledge of science ention after the revolution; and they had power abled them to impose upon the ignorant, soon
enough to be almost successful in the attempt attached to their name among the Greeks and
.they made to overthrow the Persian dynasty Romans that bad meaning which is still comafter the death of Cambyses, by putting forward monly connected with the words derived from
one of their own number as a pretender to the it. Besides being priests and men of learning,
throne, alleging that he was Smerdis, the son the Magi appear to have discharged judicial
of Cyrus, who had been put to death by his functions.
brother Cambyses. It is clear that this was a
[MAGICS, DECIUS, one of the most distinguishplot to restore the Median supremacy ; but ed men at Capua in the time of the second Puwhether it arose from mere ambition, or from nic war, and leader of the Roman party in that
any diminution of the power of the Magi under town in opposition to Hannibal: on the stirienthe vigorous government of Cyrus, can not be der of the town Hannibal required him to be de
said with certainty. The defeat of this Magian livered up to him.]
conspiracy by Darius the son of Hystaspes and
M A G N A GRZECIA.
Vid GRZECIA.
the other Persian nobles was followed by a genM A G N A MATER.
Vid. R H E A .
eral massacre of the. Magi, which was celebrated M A G N E N T I U S , R o m a n emperor in the West,
by an annual festival (rd Mayot/sovia), during
A.D. 350-353, whose full name was FLAVIUS
which no Magian was permitted to appear in POPILIUS M A G N E N T I U S . H e was a German by
Dublic. Still their position as the only ministers birth, and after serving as a common soldiei
of religion remained unaltered) The breaking was eventually intrusted by Constans, the soil
up of the Persian empire must have greatly of Constantine the Great, with the command of
altered their condition ; but they still continue the Jovian and Herculian battalions who had
to appear in history down to the time of the replaced the ancient praatorian guards when the
later Roman empire. The " wise men" who empire was remodelled by Diocletian. H e avail
came from the East to Jerusalem at the time ed himself of his position to organize a conspiiof our Saviour's birth were Magi (u&joi is their acy against the weak and profligate Constans,
name in the original, Matt., ii., 1) Simon, whowho was put to death by his emissaries Maghad deceived the people of Samaria before nentius thereupon was acknowledged as emper
Vhil'p preached to them (Acts viii.),ai d Elymas,3r in all the Western provinces except Illyria
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<vhere Vetranio had assumed the purple. Con- of the north coast of Hispania Parraconensts
stantius hurried from the frontier of Persia to among the Callaici Lucenses. — 3. (Meyac X.i
crush the usurpers. Vetranio submitted to Con- prjv), a haven on the south coast of Britain, opstantius at Sardica in December, 350. Mag- posite the island Vectis (now Isle of Wight),
nentius wasfirstdefeated by Constantius at the now probably the Gulf of Portsmouth.']
sanguinary battle of Mursa on the Drave, in the [ M A G N U S SINUS f6 utyag noXirog, WK Gulf
autumn of 351, and was obliged to fly into Gaul.of Siam), the great gulf on the east wast of InHe was defeated a second time in the passes dia extra Gangem, or the Chersom.sns Aurea,
of the Cottian Alps, and put an end to his own separating this from the opposite coast of the
life about the middle of August, 353. Magnen- Sinaa.]
M A G O (Mdyav). 1. A Carthaginian, said to
tius was a m a n of commanding stature and
great bodily strength; but not one spark of have been the founder of the military power ol
virtue relieved the blackness of his career as a that city, by introducing a regular discipline
sovereign The power which he obtained by and organization into her armies. H e flourtreachery and murder he maintained by extor- ished from B.C. 550 to 500, and was probably
the father of Hasdrubal, who was slain in tht
tion and cruelty.
M A G N E S (Mdyvng), one of the most important battle against Gelo at Himera. Vid. H A M I L
of the earlier Athenian comic poets of the old CAR, No. 1.—2 Commander of the Carthaginian
comedy, was a native of the demus of Icaria or fleet under Himilco in the war against DionysIcarius in Attica. H e flourished B.C. 460 and ius, 396. W h e n Himilco returned to Africa
onward, and died at an advanced age, shortly after the Disastrous termination of tlie expedibefore the representation of the Knights of Aris-tion, Mago appears to have been invested with
tophanes, that is, in 423. (Aristoph., Equit, the chief command in Sicily. H e carried on the
524 ) His plays contained a great deal of coarse war with Dionysius, but in 392 was compelled
buffoonery. [A few fragments of his plays are to conclude a treaty of peace, by which he abancollected by Meineke, Fragm. Com. Grose , vol.doned his allies the Sicilians to the power of Dionysius. In 383 he again invaded Sicily, but was
i., p. 5-6.]
defeated by Dionysius and slain in battle.—3.
M A O N E S I A (Mayvnala : Mdyvng, pi- Mdyvnreg).
I. The most easterly district of Thessaly, was aCommanderof the Carthaginian army in Sicily in
long, narrow slip of country, extending from the 344. H e assisted Hieetas in the war against TiPeaeus on the north to the Pagasaaan Gulf on moleon ; but, becoming apprehensive of treachthe south, and bounded on the west by the great ery, he sailed away to Carthage. Here he pu*
Thessalian plain. It was a mountainous coun- an end to his own life, to avoid a worse fate a;
try, as it comprehended the Mounts Ossa and the hands of his countrymen, who nevertheless
Pelion. Its inhabitants, the Magnetes, are said crucified his lifeless body..—4. Son of Hamilca*
to have founded the two cities in Asia mention- Barca, and youngest brother of tho famous Hannibal. H e accompanied Hannibal to Italy, anc
ed below.—2. M. A D SIPYLUM (M. irpbg ZiirvXa
after the battle of Cannsa (216) carried the news
or vrrb SnrvXu: ruins at Manissa), a city in the
northwest of Lydia, in Asia Minor, at the foot of this great victory to Carthage ; but, instead
of the northwest declivity of Mount Sipylus, of returning to Italy, he was sent into Spain
and on the south bank of the Hermus, is famous with a considerable force to the support of his
in history as the scene of the victory gained by other brother Hasdrubal, who was hard pressed
the two Scipios over Antiochus the Great, which by the two Scipios (215). H e continued in this
secured to the Romans the empire of the East, country for many years ; and after his brothei
B.O. 190. After the Mithradatic war, the Ro- Hasdrubal quitted Spain in 208, in order to
mans made it a libera civitas. It suffered, withmarch to the assistance of Hannibal in Italy,
other cities of Asia Minor, from the great earth-the command in Spain devolved upon him and
quake in the reign of Tiberius; but it was still upon Hasdrubal, the son of Gisco. After their
a place of importance in thefifthcentury.—3. decisive defeat by Seipio at Silpia in 206, Mago
M . AD M Z E A N D R U M (M. i) irpbg MaidvSpa, M. retired
eirl to Gades, and subsequently passed the
winter in the lesser of the Balearic Islands,
Maidvbpa : ruins at Inek-bazar), a city in the
southwest of Lydia, in Asia Minor, was situated where the memory of his sojourn is still preon the River Lethaaus, a northern tributary of served in the name of the celebrated harbor,
the Maaander. It was destroyed by the Cim- Portus Magonis, or Port Mahon. Early in the
merians (probably about B.O. 700) and rebuilt ensuing summer (205) Mago landed in Liguria,
by colonists from Miletus, so that it became an where he surprised the town of Genoa. Here
Ionian city by race as well as position. It was he maintained himself for two yeasrs, but in 203
one of the cities given to Themistocles by Ar- he was defeated with great loss, in Cisalpine
taxerxes. It was celebrated for its temple of Gaul by Quintilius Varus, and was himself seArtemis Leucophryne, one of the most beauti- verely wounded. Shortly afterward he emful in Asia Minor, the luins of which still exist.barked his troops in order to return to Africa,
but he died of his wound before reaching Africa.
MAGNOPOLIS (MayvbiroXig), orEuPATORiAMAGNOPOLIS, a city of Pontus, in Asia Minor, near Cornelius Nepos, in opposition to all other authe confluence of the rivers Lycus and Iris, be- thorities, represents Mago as surviving the batgun by Mithradates Eupator andfinishedby tie of Zama, and says that he perished in a shipPompey, but probably destroyed before very wreck, or was assassinated by his slaves — 5
Surnamed the Samnite, was one of the chief of
long.
[ M A G N U S PORTUS. 1. (Now Gulf of Almena), afleers of Hannibal in Italy, where he held for a
harbor of Hispania Baatica, on the Iberian Gulf,considerable time the chief command in Brutbetween Abdera and the promontory Charide- tium.—6. Commander of the garrison of N e w
mus.—2. (Meyac Xiur/v), a harbor on the westCarthage when that city was taken by Seipio
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Africanus, 209. Mago was sent a prisoner to
Home.—7. A Carthaginian of uncertain date,
who wrote a work upon agriculture in the Punic language, in twenty-eight books. So great
was the reputation of this work even at Rome,
that after the destruction of Carthage, the senate ordered that it should be translated into
Latin by competent persons, at the head of
whore was D. Silanus. It was subsequently
translated into Greek, though with some abridgment and alteration, by Cassius Dionysius of
Utica. Mago's precepts on agricultural matters
aro continually cited by the R o m a n writers on
those subjects in terms of the highest commendation.
M A G O N I S PORTUS.
Vid. M A G O , N O . 4.
MAGONTIACUM.
Vid. M O G O N T I A C U M .

with Dexippus by Bekker and Niebuhr, Bonn,
1829.—[2. King of Arabia Petraaa, was contemporary with Herod the Great, who fled to him
for refuge when he was driven out of Jerusalem by Antigonus and the Parthians, B.C. 40.
This was probably the same Malchus who is
mentioned by Hirtius as sending an auxiliary
force of cavalry to Caasar in Egypt ]
M A L E A (MaXia aKpa : now Cape Maria), the
southern promontory of the island of Lesbos.
M A L E A (MaXe'a or MaXeai: now Cape St. A%gelo or Malio di St. Angela), a promontory on
the southeast of Laeonia, separating the Argolic"
and Laconic Gulfs; the passage round it was
much dreaded by sailors. Here was a temple
of Apollo, who hence bore the surname Maledtes
MALELAS

or M A L A L A S , J O A N N E S ('ladvvng o

[M AGRADA (now Urumea, or, according to oth- HaXiXa or MaXdXa). a native of Antioch, and a
ers, Bidassoa), a small river on the northernByzantine historian, lived shortly after Justinian the Great. The word Malalas signifies in
uoast of Hispania Tarraconensis.]
M A H A R B A L (MadpBag), son of Himilco, and oneSyriac an orator. H e wrote a chronicle of uniof the most distinguished officers of Hannibal versal history from the creation of the world to
in the second Punic war. H e isfirstmention- the reign of Justinian inclusive. Edited by Din
ed at the siege of Saguntum. After the battle dorf, Bonn, 1831.
M A L E N E (MaXbvrf), a city of Mysia, only menof Cannaa he urged Hannibal to push on at once
with his cavalry upon R o m e itself; and on the tioned by Herodotus (vi, 29).
[MALEVENTUM.
Vii. B E N E V E N T U M . ]
fefusal of his commander, he is said to have obM A L I A C U S SINUS (MaXiaKog nbXirog: now Bay
served, that Hannibal knew indeed how to gain
of Zeitun), a narrow bay in the south of Thesvictories, but not how to use them.
M A I A (Maia or Maidg), daughter of Atlas and saly, running west from the northwest point of
Pleione, was the eldest of the Pleiades, and the the island of Euboea. On one side of it is the
most beautiful of the seven sisters. In a grotto Pass of Thermopylaa. It derived its name from
of Mount Oyllene in Arcadia she became by Ju- the Malienses, who dwelt on its shores. It is
piter (Zeus) the mother of Mercury (Hermes). sometimes called the Lamiacus Sinus, from the
Areas, the son of Jupiter (Zeus) by Callisto, town of Lamia in its neighborhood.
was given to her to be reared. Vid. PLEIADES. M A L I S (MaXlg yij, Ionic and Attic Mr/Xlg yrj'.
Maia was likewise the name of a divinity wor- MaXievg or MnXievg, Maliensis, a district in the
shipped at Rome, who was also called Majesta. south of Thessaly, on the shores of the MaliafShe is mentioned in connection with Vulcan, cus Sinus, and opposite the northwest point of
and was regarded by some as the wife of that the island of Eubcea It extended as far as the
god, though it seems for no other reason but Pass of Thermopylaa. Its inhabitants, the Mabecause a priest of Vulcan offered a sacrifice to lians, were Dorians, and belonged to the A m
her on the first of May. In the popular super- phictyonic league.
M A L L I (MaittoQ, an Indian people on bot
stition of later times she was identified with
sides of the H Y D R A O T E S : tneir capital is su]
Maia, the daughter of Atlas.
M A J O R I A N U S , JULIUS V A L E R I U S , R o m a n em- posed to have been on the site of the celebrated
peror in the West, A.D. 457-461, was raised to fortress of Mooltan.
M A L L U S (MaiUdc), a very ancient city of Cithe empire by Ricimer. His reign was chiefly
occupied in making preparations to invade the licia, on a hill a little east of the mouth of the
Vandals in Africa; but the immense fleet which River Pyramus, was said to have been founded
he had collected for this purpose in the harbor at the time of the Trojan war by Mopsus and
of N e w Carthage in Spain was destroyed by the Amphilochus. It had a port called Magarsa
[MALCETAS (MaXolrag), a small river of ArcaVandals in 460. Thereupon he concluded a
peace with Genseric. His activity and popu- dia, on which Orchomenus founded the colony
larity excited the jealousy of Ricimer, who com- Methydrium ]
MALUGINENSIS, a celebrated patrician family
pelled him to abdicate, and then put an end to
of the Cornelia gens in the early ages of the
bis life.
republic, the members of which frequently held
MAJUMA.
Vid. C O N S T A N T I A , No. 3.
M A L A C A (now Malaga), an important town on the consulship. It disappears from history bethe coast of Hispania Baatica, and on a river of fore the time of the Samnite wars.
the same name (now Guadalmedina), was found- M A L V A . Vid. M U L U C H A .
M A M Z E A , JULIA, a native of Emesa in Syria
ed by the Phoenicians, and has always been a
was daughter of Julia Maasa, and mother of
flourishing place of commerce from the earliest
Alexander Severus. She was a woman of intimes to the present day.
tegrity and virtue, and brought up her son with
MALALAS.
Vid. M A L E L A S .
M A L A N G A (MaXdyya), a city of India, probablythe utmost care. She was put to death by the
soldiers along with her son, A.D. 235.
the modern Madras.
M A L C H U S (iidXxog). 1. Of Philadelphia in Syr- M A M E R C U S . 1. Son of King N u m a accord
ia; a Byzantine historian and rhetorician, wrote ing to one tradition, and son of Mars and Sil
a history of the empire from A.D. 474 to 480, via according to another.—3. Tyrant of Cata,
of which w e have some extracts, published along na, when Timoleon landed in Sicily, B.C. 3-14
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After his defeat by Timoleon he fled to Messa- violently attacked by Catullus in his poems, who
na, and took refuge with Hippon, tyrant of that called him decoctor Formianus. Mamurra seems
city. But when Timoleon laid siege to Messa- to have been alive in tho time of Horace, who
na, Hippon took toflight,and Mamercus sur- calls Formiaa, in ridicule, Mamui-rarum urbs
rendered, stipulating only for a regular trial be-(Sat., i, 5, 37), from which we may infer that
fore the Syracusans. But as soon as he was his name had become a by word of contempt.
brought into the assembly of the people there,
[MANASTABAL.
Vid. M A S T A N A B A L . ]
he was condemned by acclamation, and exeMANOIA, HELVIUS, a Roman orator about B 0
cuted like a common malefactor.
90, who was remarkably ugly, and whose namf.
M A M E R C U S or M A M E R C I N U S , ZEMILIUS, a dis- is recorded chiefly in consequence of a laugl
tinguished patrician family which professed to being raised against him on account of his de
derive its name from Mamercus in the reign of formity by C. Julius Caasar Strabo, who was op
Numa
1 L , thrice consul, namely, B.C. 484, posed to him on one occasion in some lawsuit
478, 473 — 2 TIB., twice consul, 470 and 467.
M A N C I N U S , HOSTILIUS.
1. A., was praator ur
— 3 M A M . , thrice dictator, 437, 433, and 426 banns B.C 180, and consul 170, when he hat
In his first dictatorship he carried on war against the conduct of the war against Perseus, king ol
theVeientines and Fidenaa. LarToIumnius, the Macedonia. H e remained in Greeceforpart of
king of Veii, is said to have been killed in sin- the next year (169) as proconsul — 2 . Ii, was
gle combat in this year by Cornelius Cossus. legate of the consul L. Calpurnius Piso (148) in
In his second dictatorship zEmilius carried a the siege of Carthage, in the third Punic war
law limiting to eighteen months the duration of H e was consul 145.—3 C , consul 137, had th(
the censorship, which had formerly lasted for conduct of the war against Numantia. H e was
tire years. This measure was received with defeated by the Numantines, and purchased the
great approbation by the people; but the cen- 'safety of the remainder of his army by making
sors then in office were so enraged at it that a peace with the Numantines. The senate rethey removed him from his tribe, and reduced fused to recognize it, and went through the
him to the condition of an aararian.—4. L , a hypocritical ceremony of delivering him over to
distinguished general in the Samnite wars, was the enemy by means of the fetiales. This was
twice consul, 341 and 339, and once dictator, done
|
with the consent of Mancinus, but the en335. In his second consulship he took Priver- iemy refused to accept him. On his return to
num. and hence received the surname of Pri- IR o m e Mancinus took his seat in the senate a?
vernas.
' heretofore, but was violently expelled from it
M A M E H S , the Oscan name of the god M A R S .
by the tribune P. Rutilius, on the ground that
MAMERTINI.
Vid. M E S S A N A .
', he had lost his citizenship. As the enemy had
M A H E R T I U M (Mamertini), a town in Bruttium, |
not received him, it was a disputed question
ef uncertain site, founded by a band of Sam- | whether he was a citizen or not by the Jut
aites, who had left their mother country undei Postliminii (vid. Diet of Ant, s. v. POSTLIMIMthe protection of Mamers or Mars to seek a new ! UM), but the better opinion was that he had lost
iome.
; his civic rights, and they were accordingly reM A M I L I A G E N S , plebeian, was originally a dis- 'stored to him by a lex.
linguished family in Tusculum. They traced
[ M A N C U N I U M (now Manchester\a city of the?
their name and origin to Mamilia, the daughter Brigantes in Britannia, on the road from Clano
of Telegonus, the founder of Tusculum, and the venta to Mediolanum ]
gon of Ulysses and the goddess Circe. It was
MANDANE.
Vid C Y R U S .
to a mjuiber of this family, Octavius Mamilius,
[ M A N D E L A (now Bardela), a village to the
that Ta*ajiinius betrothed his daughter; and on southeast of Cures, near which stood Horace's
his expulsion from R o m e he took refuge with Sabine villa.]
his son-in-law, who, according to the beautiful
[ M A N D R O C L E S (MavSpoicXiig), an architect of
lay preserved by Livy, roused the Latin people Samos, who constructed the bridge on which
against the infant republic, and perished in the Darius led his army over the Thracian Bospo
great battle at the Lake Regillus. In B C. 458, rus : he also made a painting commemorating
the Roman citizenship was given to L. Mamil- this labor.]
ius, the dictator of Tusculum, because he had
MANDONIUS.
Vid. INDIBILIS.
two years before marched to the assistance of
M A N D R U P I U M , M A N H E O P U S , or M A N D R U P O L I S
the city when it was attacked by Herdonius. i(MavbpoviroXig), a town in the south of Phrygia,
Th*; gens was divided into three families, Lim- on the Lake Caralitis.
etanus, Tuninus, and Vilnius, but none of themMANDUBII,
'•
a people in Gallia Lugdunensis, ir
became of much importance.
the modern Burgundy, whose chief town was
M A M M U L A , the name of a patrician family of A L E S I A
M A N D U R I A (Mavdvpiov in Plut. : now Casal
the Cornelia gens, which never became of much
importance in the state.
J Nuovo), a town in Calabria, on the road from
M A M U R I U S VETURIUS.
Vid V E T U R I U S .
i Tarentum to Hydruntum, and near a small lake,
which is said to have been always full to the
M A M U R R A , a Roman eques, born at Formiaa, |
edge, whatever water was added to or taken
was the commander of the engineers (prasfeclus
fabrum) in Julius Caasar's army in Gaul
H e from it. Here Archidamus III., king of Sparta,
amassed great riches, the greater part of which, was defeated and slain in battle by tho Messahowever, he owed to Caasar's liberality. H e pians and LucaniansiB.C. 338.
M A N E S , the general name by vhich the Rowas the first person at R o m e who covered all
the walls of his house with layers of marble, mans designated the souls of the departed ; but
as
it is a natural tendency to consider the sonU
and also the first all of the columns in whose
feouse vi ere made of solid marble H e was ot 'aparted friends as blessed spirits, the Ma.ws
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?rere regards! as gods, and were worshipped end of his year Manilius was brought to trial bi
<*ith divine honors. Hence on R o m a n sepul- the aristoeratical party, and was condemned',
tures w e find D. M. S., that is, Dis Manibus but w e do not know of what offence he was
Sacrum. Vid. L A R E S . At certain seasons, whichaccused.—3 Also called M A N L I U S or MALLIDS,
(Vere looked upon as sacred days (feria denia Roman poet of uncertain age, but is conjectur
r-'leo], sacrifices were offered to the spirits of
ed to have lived in the time of Augustus. H e
.he departed. A n annual festival, which be- is the author of an astrological poem in five
longed to all the Manes in general, was cele- books, entitled Astronomica The style of this
brated on the nineteenth of February, under the poem is extremely faulty, being harsh and obname of Feralm or Parentalia, because it wasscure, and abounding in repetitions and in forced
the duty of children and heirs to offer sacrifices metaphors. But the author seems to have conto the shades of their parents and benefactors. sulted the best authorities, and to have adopted
M A N E T H O (Mave8dg or MaveBav), an Egyptian their most sagacious views. The best edition
piijst of the town of Sebennytus, who lived in is by Bentley, Lond., 1739.
the reign of thefirstPtolemy. H e was the first
M A N L I A G E N S , an ancient and celebrated patriEgyptian who gave in the Greek language an cian gens at Rome. The chief families were
account of the religion and history of his coun- those of ACIDINOS, T O R Q U A T U S , and V U L S O .
try. H e based his information upon the ancient
M A N L I A N A (Mavllava : ruins at Miliaria). 1
works of the Egyptians themselves, and more A city of importance in Mauretania Caasariensis,
especially upon their sacred books. The work where one of Pompey's sons died.—[2. A city
in which he gave an account of the theology of of Etruria, on the road leading from R o m e ovei
the Egyptians, and of the origin of the gods and the Alpes Maritimaa to Arelate: it correspond,!
the world, bore the title of Pav Qsvawav 'Em- to the modern Magliana, near Siena.]
ropi). His historical work was entitled a HisM A N L I U S , M., consul B.C. 392, took refuge <
tory of Egypt. It was divided into three parts the Capitol when R o m e was taken by the Gauls
or books. The first contained the history of in 390. One night, when the Gauls endeavored
the country previous to the thirty dynasties, or to ascend the Capitol, Manlius was roused from
what may be termed the mythology of Egypt, his sleep by the cackling of his geese ; collectand also of the first dynasties. The second ing hastily a body of men, he succeeded in drivopened with the eleventh, twelfth, and conclu- ing back the enemy, who had just reached the
ded with the nineteenth dynasty. The third summit of the hill. From this heroic deed ho
gave the history of the remaining eleven dynas- is said to have received the surname of OAPI
ties, and concluded with an account of Necta- TOLINUS. In 395 he defended the cause of tho
nebus, the last of the native Egyptian kings. plebeians, who were suffering severely from
The work of Manetho is lost; but a list of the their debts, and from the harsh and cruel treatdynasties is preserved in Julius Africanus and ment of their patrician creditors. The patriEusebius (most correct in the Armenian ver- cians accused him of aspiring to royal power,
sion), who, however, has introduced various in- and he was thrown into prison by the dictatoi
terpolations. According to the calculation of Cornelius Cossus. The plebeians put on mouin
Manetho, the thirty dynasties, beginning with ing for their champion, and were ready to tako
Menes, filled a period of three thousand five up arms in his beha'r The patricians, in alarm,
hundred and fifty-five years. The lists of the liberated Manlius; but this act of concession
Egyptian kings and the duration of their sev- only made him bolder, and he now did not
eral reigns vere undoubtedly derived by him scruple to instigate the plebeians to open viofrom genuine locuments, and their correctness, lence. In the following year the patricians
so far as thef ire not interpolated, is said to be charged him with high treason, and brought him
confirmed bj the hieroglyphic inscriptions on before the people assembled in the Campus Marthe monuments. There exists an astrological tius ; but as the Capitol which had once been
poem, entitled 'AiroreXeapariKd, in six books,
saved by him could be seen from this place,.the
which bears the name of Manetho ; but this court was removed to the Pcetelinian grove, outpoem is spurious, and can not have been written side the Porta Nomentana. Here Manlius was
before the fifth century of our era. Edited by condemned, and the tribunes threw him. aown
Axt and Rigler, Cologne, 1832.
the Tarpeian Rock. The members of the ManM A N I A , a formidable Italian, probably Etrus- lia gens accordingly resolved that none of them
can, divinity of the lower world, called the moth- should ever bear in future the praanomen of
er of the Manes or Lares. The festival of the Marcus.
Compitalia was celebrated as a propitiation to
M A N N U S , a son of Tuisco, was regarded by
Mania in common with the Lares.
the ancient Germans, along with his father, as
MANILIUS. 1. M., was consul B.C. 148, the the founders of their race. They further asfirst year of the third Punic war, and carried onscribed to Mannus three sons, from w h o m the
war against Carthage. H e was celebrated as three tribes of the Ingaavones, Hermiones, and
a jurist, and is one of the speakers in Cicero's Istaavones derived their names.
De Republica (i., 12).—2. C , tribune of the M A N T I A N A P A L U S . Vid. AESISSA P A L U 3 .
plebs B.C. 66, proposed the law granting to
M A N T I N E A (Mavrlveia : Mavrivevg : now PaPompey the command of the war against Mith- leopoli), one of the most ancient and important
radates and Tigranes, and the government of towns in Arcadia, situated on the small river
the provinces of Asia, Cilicia, and Bithynia. Ophis, near the centre of tbe eastern frontier of
This bill was warmly opposed by Q. Catulus, the country. It is celebrated in history for tbe
SL Hortensius, and the leaders of the aristoerat- great battle fought under its walls between the
ical party, but was supported by Cieero in an Spartans and Thebans, in which Epaminondas
sistion which has come down to us. At the feU B.C. 362. According to tradition, Msoiti
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aea was founded by Mantineus, the son of Ly- was Here that Alexander the Great killed hl«
caon, but it w,is formed in reality out of the friend CLITDS.
union of four or five hamlets. Till the founda- M A R A P H I I (Mapdfioi), one of the three nobles*
tion of Megalopolis, it was the largest city in tribes of the Persians, standing, with the MasArcadia, and it long exercised a kind of suprem- pii, next in honor to the Pasargadaa.
[ M A R A T H A (MdpaBa : now Atzikolo), a smali
acy over the other Arcadian towns ; but in the
Peloponnesian war the Spartans attacked the tow a of Arcadia, at the sources of the Bupha
city, and destroyed it by turning the waters of gus, and in the neighborhood of Gortys.]
the Ophis against its walls, which were built of MARATI-IESIUM (MapaBijawv), a town on thebricks. After the battle of Leuctra the city re- eoast of Ionia, between Ephesus and Neapolis .
covered its independence. At a later period it it belonged to the Si wiians, who exchanged it
joined the Achaaan league, but, notwithstanding, with the Ephesians for Neapolis, which lay
formed a close connection with its old enemy nearer to their island. The modern Scala Nova
Sparta, in consequence of which it was severely marks the site of one of these towns, but it is
punished by Aratus, who put to death its lead- doubtful which.
M A R A T H O N (M-apaBuv : MapaBavwg), a demus
ing citizens and sold the rest of its inhabitants
as slaves. It never recovered the effects of in Attica, belonging to the tribe Leontis, was
this blow. Its name was now chaiged into situated near a bay on the eastern coast of AtAntigonia, in honor of Antigonus Doson, whotica, twenty-two miles from Athens by one
had assisted Aratus in his campaign against the road, and twenty-six miles by another. It origtown. The Emperor Hadrian restored to the inally belonged to the Attic tetrapolis, and is
place its ancient appellation, and -ebuilt part of said to have derived its name from the hero Marit in honor of his favorite Antinous, the Bithyn- athon. This hero, according to one account,
was the son of Epopeus, king of Sicyon, who,
ian, who derived his family from Mantinea.
having been expelled from Peloponnesus by the
[ M A N T I N O H U M OPPIDUM (Mavrlvav irbXig, very
probably the modern Bastia), a place in Corsicaviolence of his father, settled in Attica ; while,
on the northwest coast, east of the River Va- according to another account, he was an Arca
dian, who took part in the expedition of the
lerius.]
[ M A N T I T H E U S (MavriBeog), an Athenian, theTyndaridaa against Attica, and devoted himcompanion of Aloibiades in his escape from Sar- self to death before the battle. The site of the
dis B C. 411 : in B.C. 408 he was one of the ancient town of Marathon was probably not at
ambassadors sent from Athens to Darius; but the modern village of Marathon, but at a place
he and his colleagues were given up to Cyrus, called Vrana, a little to the south of Marathon.
Marathon was situated in a plain, which exand kept in custody three years.]
M A N T I U S (Mavrlog), son of Melampus, andtends along the sea-shore, about six miles in
length, and from three miles to one milo and a
brother of Antiphates. Vid. M E L A M P U S .
M A N T O (Maura, -ovg). 1. Daughter of the half in breadth. It is surrounded on the other
Theban soothsayer Tiresias, was herself proph- three sides by rocky hills and rugged mountetess of the Ismenian Apollo at Thebes. After ains. T w o marshes bound the extremity of
the capture of Thebes by the Epigoni, she was tbe plain; the northern is more than a square
sent to Delphi with other captives, as an offer- mile in extent, but the southern is much smalling to Apollo, and there became the prophetess er, and is almost dry at the conclusion of the
of this god. Apollo afterward sent her and her great heats. Through the centre of the plain
companions to Asia, where they founded the runs a small brook. In this plain was fought
sanctuary of Apollo near the place where the the celebrated battle between the Persians and
town of Colophon was afterward built. Rha- Athenians, B C. 490. The Persians were drawn
cius, a Cretan, who had settled there, marriedup on the plain, and the Athenians on some
Manto, andbeeame by her the father of Mopsus. portion of the high ground above the plain ; but
According to Euripides, she had previously be- the exact ground occupied by the two armies
come the mother of Amphilochus and Tisiphone, can not be identified, notwithstanding the in6y Alcmaaon, the leader of the Epigoni. Being vestigations of modern travellers. The tumua prophetess of Apollo, she is also called Daphne,lus raised over the Athenians who fell in the
i. e., the laurel virgin.—2. Daughter of Hercu- battle is still to be seen.
M A R A T H U S (MdpaBog), an important city on the
les, was likewise a prophetess, and the person
from w h o m the town of Mantua received its coast of Phoenicia, opposite to Aradus and near
Antaradus : it was destroyed by the people of
name. (Virg., Mn., x., 199.)
M A N T U A (Mantuanus : now Mantua). 1. A Aradus in the time of the Syrian king, Alexantown in Gallia Transpadana, on an island in the der Balas, a little before B.C. 150.
[ M A R A T H U S A (MapdBovaa). 1. A small island
River Mincius, was not a place of importance,
but is celebrated because Virgil, who was born of the /Egean Sea, on the coast of Ionia, neai
at the neighboring village of Andes, regarded Clazomenaa.—2. A city in the western part of
Mantua as his birth-place. It was originally an Crete ; according to Hoeck, probably on th'
Etruscan city, and is said to have derived its Promontorium Drepanum.]
M A R O E L L A . 1. Daughter of C. Marcellus and
name from Manto, the daughter of Tiresias.—
[8. N o w probably Mondejar), a town of the Car- Octavia, the sister of Augustus. She was thrice
petani in Hispania Tarraconensis, by some er- married:firstto M. Vipsanius Agrippa, who
separated from her in B.C. 21, in order to m a n y
roneously regarded as Madrid.]
Julia, the daughter of Augustus ; secondly, to
M A R A C A N D A (rd Mapdicavba : now Samarkand),
the capital of the Persian province of Sogdiana, Julus Antonius, the son of the triumvir, by w h o m
in the northern part of the country, was seventy she had a son Lucius; thirdly, to Sextus Apstadia (seven geographical miles) in circuit. It puleius, consul A D 14, by w h o m she had a
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upon Marcellus by the R o m a n historians ar*
certainly undeserved, and probably found thoii
way into history from his funeral oration by hia
son, which w a s used as an authority by some
of the earlier annalists.—2. M.. son of tke preceding, accompanied his father as military trib
une in 208, and w a s present with Lira at ths
time of his death. In 204 he was tribune of
the people; in 200, curule aadile; in 198, praator j
cydides. Vid. T H U C Y D I D E S .
M A R C E L L U S , C L A U D I U S , an illustrious plebeian and in 196, consul. In his consulship he carried
&mily. 1. M , celebrated as five times consul, on the war against the Insubrians and Boii in
and the conqueror of Syracuse. In hisfirstcon- Cisalpine Gaul. H e was censor in 189.—3. M.,
sulship, B.C. 222, Marcellus and his colleague consul 183, carried on the war against the Liconquered the Insubrians in Cisalpine Gaul, and gurians.—4 M., son of N o 2, was thrice consul,
took their capital Mediolanum. Marcellus dis- first in 166, when he gained a victory over the
tinguished himself by slaying in battle with his Alpine tribes of the Gauls; secondly in 155,
o w n hand Britomartus or Viridomarus, the king when he defeated the Ligurians ; and thirdly in
of the enemy, whose spoils he afterward dedi- 152, when he carried on the war against the
cated as spolia opima in the temple of Jupiter Celtiberians in Spain. In 148 he w a s sent
Feretrius. This was the third and last instance ambassador to Masinissa, king of Numidia, bu
in R o m a n history in which such an offering w a s was shipwrecked on the voyage, and perished.
made. In 216 Marcellus was appointed praator, — 5 . M., an intimate friend of Cicero, is first
and rendered important service to the R o m a n mentioned as curule aadile with P. Clodius in
cause in the south of Italy after the disastrous 56. H e w a s consul in 51, and showed himself
battle of Cannaa. In 215 he remained in the a bitter enemy to Caasar. A m o n g other ways
south of Italy, with the title of proconsul. In in which he displayed his enmity, he caused a
the course of the same year he was elected citizen of C o m u m to be scourged, in order to
consul in the place of Postumius Albinus, w h o show his contempt for the privileges lately behad been killed in Cisalpine Gaul; but as the stowed by Caasar upon that colony. But the
senate declared that the omens were unfavor- animosity of Marcellus did not blind him to the
able, Marcellus resigned the consulship. In imprudence of forcing on a war for which his
214JIarcellus was consul a third time, and still party was unprepared ; and at the beginning of
continued in the south of Italy, where he car- 49 he in vain suggested the necessity of makried on the war with ability, but without ob- ing levies of troops, before any open steps were
taining any decisive results. In the s u m m e r taken against Caasar. His advice was overof this year he w a s sent into Sicily, since the | ruled, and he w a s among the first to fly from
party favorable to the Carthaginians had ob-i R o m e and Italy. After the battle of Pharsalia
tained the upper hand in m a n y of the cities in (48) he abandoned all thoughts of prolonging
the island. After taking Leontini. he proceed- the contest, and withdrew to Mytilene, where
ed to lay siege to Syracuse, both by sea and he gave himself up to the pursuits of rhetoric
land. His attacks were vigorous and unremit- and philosophy. Marcellus himself w a s un
ting ; but, though he brought m a n y powerful willing to sue to the conqueror for forgiveness,
military engines against the walls, these were but his friends at R o m e were not backward in
rendered wholly unavailing by the superior skill their exertions for that purpose. At length, in
and science of Archimedes, w h o directed those 46, in a full assembly of the senate, C. Marof the besieged. Marcellus w a s at last com- cellus, the cousin of the exile, threw himself at
pelled to give up all hopes of carrying the city Ceesar's feet to implore the pardon of his kinsby open force, and to turn the siege into a block- man, and his example w a s followed by the
ade. It w a s not till 212 that he obtained pos- whole body of the assembly. Caasar yielded to
session of the place. It w a s given up to plun- this demonstration of opinion, and Marcellus
der, and Archimedes was one of the inhabitants was declared to be forgiven. Cicero thereupon
slain by the R o m a n soldiers. T h e booty found returned thanks to Caasar, in the oration Pro
in the captured city w a s immense ; and Mar- Marcello, which has come down to us. Marcel
cellus also carried off many of the works of lus set out on his return ; but he was murder
art with which the city had been adorned, to ed at the Piraaus by one of his o w n attendants,
grace the temples at R o m e . This was the firstP. Magius Chilo.—6. O., brother of the precedinstance of a practice which afterward became ing, was consul 49. H e is constantly confoundBO general. In 210 he was consul a fourth time, ed with his cousin, C. Marcellus (No. 8), w h o
and again had the conduct of the war against was consul in 50. H e accompanied his colHannibal. H e fought a battle with the Cartha- league, Lentulus, in his flight from R o m e , and
ginian general near Numistro in Lueania, but eventually crossed over to Greece. In the folwithout any decisive result. In 209 he retain- lowing year (48) he commanded part of P o m ,
ed the c o m m a n d of his army with the rank of pey's fleet; but this is the last w e hear of him.
proconsul. In 208 he w a s consul for the fifth — 7 . C , uncle of the two preceding, w a s praatime.
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Martial, to w h o m he has addressed two epigrams (xii., 21, 31). She was a native of Spain,
and brought him as her dowry an estate. A s
Martial w a s married previously to Cleopatra,
he espoused Marcella probably after his return
o Spain about A.D. 96.
M A R C E L L I N U S , the author of the life of Thu-
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—8. C , son of the preceding, andfirstcousin distnetion at R o m e in the reigns of Claudius,
of M. Marcellus (No. 5), w h o m he succeeded in Nero, and Vespasian. H e was one of the printhe consulship, 50. H e enjoyed the friendship cipal delators under Nero, and accused man?
of Cicero from an early age, and attached him- of the most distinguished m e n of his time. Heself to the party of Pompey, notwithstanding was brought to trial in the reign of Vespasiai.
his connection with Caasar by his marriage but was acquitted, and enjoyed the patronage
with Octavia. In his consulship he was the ad- and favor of this emperor as well. In A.D. 69,
vocate of all the most violent measures against however, he was convicted of having taken pait
Oaasar; but when the war actually broke out, in the conspiracy of Alienus Caacina, and there.
he displayed the utmost timidity and helpless- fore put an end to his own life.
ness. H e could not make up his mind to join
M A R C E L L U S , NONIUS, a Latin grammarian, the
the Pompeian party in Greece ; and after much author of an important treatise, entitled De
hesitation, he at length determined to remain in Compendiosa Doctrina per Litteras ad Filium
Italy. H e readily obtained the forgiveness of sometimes, but_ erroneously, called De PropricCaasar, and thus was able to intercede with the tate Sermonis. H e must have lived between
dictator in favor of his cousin, M. Marcellus the second and sixth centuries of the Christian
(No. 5). H e must have lived till near the close era. His work is divided into eighteen chapof 41, as his widow, Octavia, was pregnant by ters, but of these the first twelve are in reality
him when betrothed to Antony in the following separate treatises on different grammatical sub.
year.—9. M., son of the preceding and of Oc- jects. The last six are in the style of the Onotavia, the daughter of G. Octavius and sister of masticon of Julius Pollux, each containing a
Augustus, was born in 43. As early as 39 he series of technical terms in some one departwas betrothed in marriage to the daughter of ment. The whole work contains numerous
Sextus Pompey; but the marriage never took quotations from the earlier Latin writers. The
place, as Pompey's death in 35 removed the oc- best edition is by Gerlach and Roth, Basil, 1842.
casion for it. Augustus, w h o had probably desM A R C E L L U S SIDETES, a native of Side in Pamtined the young Marcellus as his successor, phylia, lived in the reigns of Hadrian and Antoadopted him as his son in 25, and, at the same ninus Pius, A.D. 117-161. H e wrote a long
time, gave him his daughter Julia in marriage. medical poem in Greek hexameter verse, conIn 23 he was curule aadile, but in the autumn sisting of forty-two boobs, of which two fragof the same year he was attacked by the disease ments remain, [and are found in the Corpus
of which he died shortly after at Baire, notwith- Poetarum of Maittaire.]
standing all the skill and care of the celebrated
M A R C E L L U S , ULPIUS, a jurist, lived under Anphysician Antonius Musa. H e was in the twen- toninus Pius and M . Aurelius. H e is often
tieth year of his age, and was thought to have cited in the Digest.
given so much promise of future "excellence
M A R C I A . 1. Wife of M . Regulus, w h o waa
that his death was mourned as a public calam- taken prisoner by the Carthaginians.—2. Wife
ity; and the grief of Augustus, as well as that of M . Cato Uticensis, daughter of L Marcius
cf his mother Octavia, was for a time unbound- Philippus, consul B.C. 56. It was about 56
ed. Augustus himself pronounced the funeral that Cato is related to have ceded her to his
oration over his remains, which were deposited friend Q. Hortensius, with the approbation of
in the mausoleum lately erected for the Julian her father. She continued to live with Horfamily. At a subsequent period (14) Augustus tensius till the death of the latter in 50, aftei
dedicatee iin his name the magnificent theatre which she returned to Cato.—3. Wife of Fabius
near the Forum Olitorium, of which the re- Maximus, the friend of Augustus, learned from
mains are still visible. But the most durable her husband the secret visit of the emperor to
monument to the memory of Marcellus is to be his grandson Agrippa, and informed Livia of it
found in the well-known passage of Virgil (zFra., in consequence of which she became the cause
vi., 860-886), which must have been recited to of her husband's death, A.D. 13 or 14. She is
Augustus and Octavia before the end of 2 2 . — mentioned on two or three occasions by Ovid.
10. M., called by Cicero,fordistinction's sake, — 4 . Daughter of Cremutius Cordus. Vid. Cov
the father of zEserninus (Brut, 36), served un- DUS.—5. The favorite concubine of Commodus,
der Marius in Gaul in 102, and as one of the organized the plot by which the emperor perishlieutenants of L. Julius Caasar in the Marsic ed. Vid. C O M M O D U S . She subsequently became
war, 90.—11. M. C L A U D I U S M A R C E L L U S ZESER- the wife of Eclectus, his chamberlain, also a
NINUS, son oi grandson of No. 10, quaastor in conspirator, and was eventually put to death by
Spain in 48, under Q. Cassiufi Longinus, took Julianus, along with Laatus, w h o also had been
part in the mutiny of the sold'ers against Cas- actively engaged in the plot.
sius.—12. P. C O R N E L I U S L E N T U L U S M A R C E L [MARCIA Aqui, a Roman aqueduct commencLINUS, son of No. 10, must have been adopted ed by the praator Marcius Rex 145 B.C., and finby one of the Cornelii Lentuli. H e was one ished by him in thefollowingyear, his term ot
of Pompey's lieutenants in tie war against the office having been renewedforthat purpose. It
pirates, B.O. 67.—13. O N . C O R N E L I U S L E N T U L U S passed near Tibur, and through the country of
MARCELLINUS, son of the preceding, was praator the Peligni and Marsi, and supplied R o m e with
59, after which he governed the province of its best water: vid. R O M A p. 753 b.]
Syria for nearly two years, and was consul 56,
M A R C I A G E N S , claimed to oe descended from
when he showed himself a friend of the aristo- Ancus Marcius, the fourth king of R o m e Vid.
tiratical party, and opposed all the measures of A N G U S MARCIUS. Hence one of its families subthe triumvirate.
sequently assumed the name of Rex, and the
M A R C E L L U S , E P R I U S , b o m of an obscure fam- heads of N u m a Pompilius and Ancus Marcius
lv at Capua, rose by his oratorical talents to were placed unon the coins of the Mire ii But,
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nUwiths anding these claims to such high an- ed by M Atilius, the ptsator, in B.C. 213

He*
iquity, no patricians of this name, with the ex- were written in Latin, and two extracts from
ception of Coriolanus, are mentioned in the ear- them are given by Livy, one containing a prophly hist "iiy of the republic (vid. C O R I O L A N U S ) ;ecy of the defeat of the Romans at Cannaa, and
and it was not till after the enactment of the the second, commanding the institution of the
Licinian laws that any member of the gens ob- Ludi Apollinares. The Marcian prophecies
tained the consulship. The names of the most were subsequently preserved in the Cij'.itol
distinguished families are C E N S O R I N U S , PHILIP- with the Sibylline books. Some writers naep
tion only one person of this name, but other*
PUS. B E X . and R U T I L U S .
MABCIANA, the sister of Trajan, and mother speak of two brothers, the Marcii.
MARCIUS.
Vid. M A R C I A G E N S
of Matidia, who was the mother of Sabina, the
[ M A R C O D U R C M (now DiXren), a city of tha
wife ot" the Emperor Hadrian
MARCIANOPOI.IS (Map/aanriiiTro/Uc), an import- Ubii in Germania Inferior.]
M A R C O M A N N I , that is, men of the mark or boi
ant city m the interior of Moasia Inferior, west
of Odessus. founded by Trajan, and named after der, a powerful German people of the Suevie
his sister Marciana It was situated on the high race, originally dwelt in the southwest of Ger
toad fiom Constantinople to the Danube. It many, between the Rhine and the Danube, on
subsequently became the capital of the Bulga- the banks of the Main ; but under the guidance
of their chieftain Maroboduus, who had been
rians, who called it Piisthlava (HpioBXdBa),
urought up at the court of Augustus, they miwhence its modern name Preslhlaw, but the
grated into the land of the Boii, a Celtic race,
Greeks still call it Marcenopoli.
MARCIANUS. 1. Emperor of the East A.D. who inhabited Bohemia and part of Bavaria
450-457, was a native of Thrace or Illyricum, Here they ntled after subduing the Boii, ano
and servedformany years as a common soldier founded a powerful kingdom, which extended
in the imperial army. Of his early history w e south as far as the Danube. Vid M A R O B O D U U S
have only a few particulars ; but he had attain- At a later time, the Marcomanni, in conjunced such distinction at the death of Theodosius tion with the Quadi and other German tribes,
II. in 450, that the widow of the latter, the cel- carried on a long and bloody war with the E m ebrated Pulcheria, offered her hand and the im- peror M. Aurelius, which lasted during the greatperial title to Marcian, w h o thus became E m - er part of his reign, and was only brought to a
peror of the East. Marcian was a m a n of res- conclusion by his son Commodus purchasing
olution and bravery; and when Attila sent to peace of the barbarians as soon as he ascended
demand the tribute which the younger Theodo- the throne, A.D. 180.
sius had engaged to pay annually, the emperor
M A R D E N E or M A R D Y E N E (Mapdnyn, MapSvnvh)
sternly replied, " I have ironforAttila, but no a district of Persis, extending north from Taogold." Attila swore vengeance; but he first cene to the western frontier and to the seainvaded the Western Empire, and his death, coast. It seems to have taken its name from
two years afterward, saved the East. In 451 some branch of the great people called Mardioi
Marcian assembled the council of Chalcedon, in Amardi, who arefoundin various parts of westwhich the doctrines of the Eutychians were con- ern and central Asia; for example, in Armedemned. H e died in 457, and was succeeded nia, Media, Margiana, and, under the same form
by Leo.—2. Of Heraciea in Pontus, a Greek of name as those in Persis, in Sogdiana.
geographer, of uncertain date, but who perhaps
MARDI.
Vid. A M A R D I , M A R D E N E .
lived in the fifth century of the Christian era.
M A R D O N I U S (Mapbbviog), a distinguished Per
H e wrote a work in prose, entitled " A Periplus sian, was the son of Gobryas, and the son inof the External Sea, both eastern and western, law of Darius Hystaspis In B.C. 492 he was
and of the largest Islands in it." The External sent by Darius with a large armament to punSea he used in opposition to the Mediterranean. ish Eretria and Athens for the aid they had
This work was in two books ; of which the for- given to the Ionians. But his expedition was
mer, on the East and South Seas, has come an entire failure. Hisfleetwas destioyed by a
down to us entire ; but of the latter, which storm off Mount Athos, and the greater part ol
treated of the West and North Seas, w e pos- his land foices was destroyed on his passage
sess only the three last chapters on Africa, and through Macedonia by the Brygians, a Thraa mutilated one on the distance from R o m e to cian tribe Ir. consequence of his failure, he
the principal cities in the world. In this work was superseded in the command by Datis and
he chieflyfollowsPtolemy. H e also made an Artaphernes, 490 On the accession of Xerxes,
epitome of the Periplus of Artemidorus of Eph-Mardonius was one of the chief instigators of
esus (vid. A R T E M I D O R U S , N o 4), of which w ethe expedition against Greece, with the govpossess the introduction, and the periplus of ernment of which he hopef to be invested aftcn
Pontus, Bithynia, and Paphlagonia. Marcianus its conquest; and he was appointed one of the
likewise published an edition of Menippus with generals of the land army. After the battle of
additions and corrections. Vid MENIPPUS. The Salamis (480) he became alarmed for the con
works of Marcianus are edited by Hudson, in sequences of the advice lie had given, and perthe Gcogi aptu Grasci Minores, and separatelysuaded
by
Xerxes to return home with.the rest
Hoffmann, Marciani Periplus, & c , Lips , 1841.
of the army, leaving three hundred thousand
M A R C I A N U S , ZELIUS, a Roman jurist, who lived men under his command for the subjugation of
aider Oaracalia and Alexander Severus. His Greece H e was defeated in the following yeai
works are frequently cited in the Digest.
(470 B.C.), near Plataaaa, by the combined Greek
MARCIANUS CAPELLA.
Vid. C A P E L L A .
forces under the command of Pausanias, a&3
M A R C I U S , an Italian seer, whose prophetic was slain in the battle.
»erse? 'Carmina Ma'nana) wore first discover- M.iRDOS
Vii A M I R D U S .
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MARDYENE, MARDYENI. Vid. M A R D E N E .
MARGITES.
Vid. H O M E R U S , p. 378, a,
M A R E A , -EA, -IA (Mapen, Mapeia, Mapia: Ma- M A R G U M or M A R G U S , a fortified place in Mcesia Superior, west of Viminacium, situated on
Ttunig, Mareota: ruins at Mariouth), a town of
Lower Egypt, in the district of Mareotis, on the the River Margus (now Moravci), at its conflu.
southern side of the Lake Mareotis, at the m o Jth ence with the Danube. Here Diocletian gained
a decisive victory over Carinus. The Rivci
of a canal.
M A R E O T ' S (MapEunc). 1. Also called Mape- Margus, which is one of the southern tributairng Nopog, a district of Lower Egypt, on theries of the Danube, rises in Mount Orbelus.
MARGUS.
Vid. M A R G I A N A .
extreme northwest, on the borders of the LibMARIA.
Vid. M A R E A , M I R E O T I S .
yae Nomos: it produced good wine.—2. A town
MARIABA.
Vid. SABA.
in the interior of the Libyaa Nomos, between
M A R I A M M A (Mapidppn, -idpn, -iduvn), a city ot
the Oasis of A m m o n and the Oasis Minor.
M A R E O T I S or M A R E A or (-IA) L A C U S (b Maped- Ccele Syria, some miles west of Emesa, assigned by Alexander the Great to the territorv of
rig, Mapeia, Mapia Xluvn : now Birket-Mariouth,
or El-Kreit), a considerable lake in the north-Aradus.
MARIAMNE.
Vid. H E R O D E S .
west of Lower Egypt, separated from the MedM A R I A M N E T U R R I S , a tower at Jerusalem,
iterranean by the neck of land on which Alexandrea stood, and supplied with water by the built by Herod the Great.
[ M A R I A N A (Mapiavrj), a colony established by
Ganopic branch of the Nile, and by canals. It
was less than three hundred stadia (thirty geo- C. Marius on the east coast of Corsica, the secgraphical miles) long, and more than one hund- ond chief city of the island, with a good harred and fifty wide. It was surrounded with vines, bor : its ruins still exist at the mouth of the
palms, and papyrus. It served as the port of Goto (the ancient Tavola), in a district callpd
the plain of Mariana.']
Alexandrea for vessels navigating the Nile.
M A R E S (Mdpeg), a people of Asia, on the north- M A R I A N Z E FOSSZE. Vid. F O S S A .
M A R I A N D Y N I (Mapiavdvvol), an ancient people
ern coast of the Euxine, who served in the army
ofXerxes, being equipped with helmets of wick- of Asia Minor, on the northern coast, east of
the River Sangarius, in the northeast part of
er-work, leathern shields, and javelins.
M A R E S A , M A R E S C H A (Mapi7<rd, Mapio-a, Mapicr- Bithynia. With respect to their ethnical affinm, Mapeoxd: probably ruins southeast of Beit ities, it seems doubtful whether they were con
nected with the Thracian tribes (the Thyni and
Jibrin), an ancient fortress of Palestine, in the
south of Judaaa, of some importance in the his- Bithyni) on the west, or the Paphlagonians «n
tory of the early kings' of Judah and of the Mac- the east; but the latter appears the more prob
cabees. The Parthians had destroyed it before able.
M A R I A N U S M O N S (now Sierra Moreno), s
the time of Eusebius ; and it is probable that
its ruins contributed to the erection of the city mountain in Hispania Baatica, properly only a
western offshoot of the Orospeda. The eastof Eleutheropolis (now Beit Jibrin), which was
afterward built on the site of the ancient Baato- ern part of it was called Saltus Castulonensis,
gabra, two Roman miles northwest of Maresa. and derived its name from the town of Castulo
M A R I C A , a Latin nymph, the mother of LaMARESCHA.
Vid. M A R E S A .
M A R G I A N A (b Mapyiavij: the southern part oftinus by Faunus, was worshipped by the inhabKhiva, southwest part of Bokhara, and north-itants of Minturnaa in a grove on the River LiHence the country round Minturnaa is
east part of Khorassan), a province of the an-ris.
cient Persian empire, and afterward of the Gre- called by Horace (Carm., iii., 17, 7) Marica
co-Syrian, Parthian, and Persian kingdoms in litora.
M A R I N U S (Maplnog). 1. Of Tyre, a Greek
Central Asia, north of the mountains called
Sariphi (now Ghoor), a part of the chain of the geographer, who lived in the middle of the secIndian Caucasus, which divided it from Aria; ond century of the Christian era, and was the
and bounded on the east by Bactriana, on the immediate predecessor of Ptolemy. Marinus
northeast and north by the River Oxus, which was undoubtedly the founder of mathematical
divided it from Sogdiana and Scythia, and on geography in antiquity; and Ptolemy based his
the west by Hyrcania. It received its name whole work upon that of Marinus. Vid P T O L from the River Margus (now Moorghab), which EMZEUS. The chief merit of Marinus was, that
flows through it, from southeast to northwest, he put an end to the uncertainty that had hithand is lost in the sands of the Desert of Khiva.erto prevailed respectingthe positions of places,
On this river, near its termination, stood the by assigning to each its latitude and longitude.
capital of the district, Antiochia Margiana (now — 2 . Of Flavia Neapolis, in Palestine, a philosMeru). With the exception of the districts opher and rhetorician, was the pupil and sue
round this and the minor rivers, which produced I
j cessor of Proclus, whose life he wrote, a work
excellent wine, the country was for the most which is still extant, edited by Boissonade,
part a sandy desert. Its chief inhabitants were Lips., 1814.
M A E I S U S (now Marosch), called M A R I S (Mathe Derbices, Parni, Tapuri, and branches of
the great tribes of the Massagetaa, Dahaa, and pig) by Herodotus, a river of Dacia, which, ac
Mardi. The country became known to the cording to the ancient writers, falls into the Dan
Greeks by the expeditions of Alexander and ube, but which in reality falls into the Theiss
Antiochus I., the first of w h o m founded, and and, along with thisriver,into the Danube.
MARITIMA, » sea-port town of the Avatiai, «nd
the second rebuilt, Antiochia ; and the Romans
of the age of Augustus obtained further infor- a Roman colony in Gallia Narbonensis.
M A R I U S . 1. C , the celebrated Roman, wh«
mation about it from the returned captives who
had been taken by the Parthians and had resided was seven times consul, was born in B C. 157,
near Arpinum, of an obscure and humble familv
at Antiochia.
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His father's na.me was C. Marius, and his moth-progress. T h e utmost alarm prevailed through.
er's Fulcinia ; and his parents, as well as Mari- out Italy ; all party quarrels were hushed.
us himself, were clients of the noble plebeian Every one felt that Marius w a s the only m a n
house of the Herennii. So indigent, indeed, is capable of saving the state, and he w a s accordthe family represented to have been, that young ingly elected consul a second time during his
Marius is said to have worked as a c o m m o n absence in Africa. Marius entered R o m e in
peasantforwages, before he entered the ranks triumph on the first of January, 104, the first
of the R o m a n army. (Comp. Juv., viii., 246 )day of his second consulship. Meanwhile, the
The meanness of his origin has probably been threatened danger was for a while averted. Insomewhat exaggerated; but, at all events, he stead of crossing the Alps, the Cimbri marched
distinguished himself so m u c h by his valor at into Spain, which they ravaged for the next two
the siege of Numantia in Spain (134) as to at- or three years. But as the return of the bartract the notice of Seipio Africanus, w h o is said barians w a s constantly expected, Marius w a s
to have foretold his future greatness. His name elected consul a third time in 103, and a fourth
does not occur again forfifteenyears ; but in time in 102. In the latter of these years the
119 he w a s elected tribune of the plebs, w h e n Cimbri returned into Gaul. T h e barbarians
ho w a s thirty-eight years of age. In this office n o w divided their forces. T h e Cimbri marched
he came forward as a popular leader, and pro- round the northern foot of the Alps, in order to
posed a law to give greater freedom to the peo- enter Italy by the northeast, crossing the Tyrople at the elections; and w h e n the senate at- lese Alps by the defiles of Tridentum (now
tempted to overawe him, he commanded one Trent). T h e Teutoni and Ambrones, on the
of his officers to carry the consul Metellus to other hand, marched against Marius, w h o had
prison. H e n o w became a marked m a n , and taken up a position in a fortified camp on the
the aristocracy opposed him with all their might. Rhone. T h e decisive battle w a s fought near
H e lost his election to the aadileship, and with Aquaa Sextiaa (now Aix). T h e carnage w a s
difficulty obtained the praatorship; but he ac- dreadful. T h e whole nation w a s annihilated,
quired influence and importance by his marriage for those w h o did not fall in the battle put an
with Julia, the sister of C. Julius Caesar, w h o end to their o w n lives. T h e Cimbri, meantime,
was the father of the future ruler of R o m e . In had forced their w a y into Italy. Marius w a s
10" Marius crossed over into Africa as legate elected consul a fifth time (101), and joined the
of ttie consul Q. Metellus. Here, in the w a r proconsul Catulus in the north of Italy. T h e
against Jugurtha, the military genius of Marius two generals gained a great victory over tho
had ample opportunity of displaying itself, and enemy on a plain called the Campi Raudii, neai
he w a s soon regarded as the most distinguish- Vercellaa (now Vercelli). T h e Cimbri met with
ed officer in the army. H e also ingratiated the same fate as the Teutoni; the whole nation
himself with the soldiers, w h o praised him in w a s destroyed. Marius w a s received at R o m e
the highest terms in their letters to their friends with unprecedented honors. H e w a s hailed as
at R o m e . His popularity became so great that the saviour of the state; his n a m e w a s coupled
he resolved to return to R o m e , and become at with the gods in the libations and at banquets,
once a candidate for the consulship ; but it w a s and he received the title of third founder of
with great difficulty that he obtained from M e - R o m e . Hitherto the career of Marius had been
tellus permission to leave Africa. O n his arri- a glorious one; but the remainder of his life is
val at R o m e he w a s elected consul with an full of horrors, and brings out the worst features
enthusiasm which bore d o w n all opposition be- of his character. In order to secure the confore it; and he received from the people the sulship the sixth time, he entered into close conprovince of Numidia, and the conduct of the nection with two of the worst demagogues that
war against Jugurtha (107). O n his return to ever appeared at R o m e , Saturninus and Glaucia.
Numidia he carried on the war with great vigor; H e gained his object, and w a s consul a sixth
and in the following year (106) Jugurtha w a s time in 100. In this year he drove into exile
surrendered to him by the treachery of Bocchus, his old enemy Metellus; and shortly afterward,
King of Mauretania. Vid. J U G U R T H A . Marius w h e n Satmninus and Glaucia took up arms
sent his quaastor Sulla to receive the Numidian against the state, Marius crushed the insurrec
king from Bocchus. This circumstance sowed tion by command of the senate. Vid. S A T U R N I the seeds of the personal hatred which after- N U S . His conduct in this affair w a s greatly
ward existed between Marius and Sulla, since blamed by the people, w h o looked upon him as
the enemies of Marius claimed for Sulla the a traitor to his former friends. For the next
merit of bringing the war to a close by obtain- few years Marius took little part in public affairs.
ing possession of the person of Jugurtha. Mean- H e possessed none of the qualifications which
time Italy w a s threatened by a vast horde of were necessary to maintain influence in the
barbarians, w h o had migrated from the north state during a time of peace, being an unletterof Germany. T h e two leading nations of which ed soldier, rude in manners, and arrogant in con«
they consisted were called Cimbri and Teutoni, duct. T h e Social war again called him into
the former of w h o m are supposed to have been ai jtive service (90). H e served as legate of the
Celts, and the latter Gauls. T o these two great consul P. Rutilius Lupus ; and after the lattei
races were added the Ambrones. and some of had fallen in battle, he defeated the Marsi in
the Swiss tribes, such as the Tigurini. T h e two successive engagements. Marius w a s n o w
whole host is said to have contained three hund- sixty-seven, and his body had grown stout and
red thousand fighting m e n , besides a m u c h unwieldy; but he w a s still as greedy of honoi
larger number of w o m e n and children. They and distinction as he had ever been. H e had
had defeated one R o m a n army after another, set his heart upon obtaining the c o m m a n d of
*nd it appealed that nothing could check their the war against Mithradates, which the senate
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saa Bestowed upon the consul Sulla at the end consuls foi t! ,e following year (86)
But he dl
of the Social war (88). In order to gain his ob- not long enjoy the honor: he was n o w in hu
ject, Marius allied himself to the tribune P. seventy first year; his body w a s worn out bj
Sulpicius Rufus, w h o brought forward a law for the fatigues and sufferings he had recently undistributing the Italian allies, w h o had just ob- dergone ; and on the eighteenth day of his contained the R o m a n franchise, among all the Ro- sulship he died of an attack of pleurisy, afteir
man tribes A s those new citizens greatly ex- seven days' illness — 2 C , the son of the preceeded the old citizens in number, tho.y would, ceding, but only by adoption. H e followed in
•if course, be able to carry whatever they pleased thefootstepsof his father, and w a s equally dis:n the comitia. The law w a s carried, notwith- tinguished by merciless severity against his
standing the violent opposition of the consuls ; enemies H e w a s consul in 82, when he waa
and tho tribes, in which the n e w citizens n o w twenty-seven years of age. In this year he
had the majority, appointed Marius to the com- w a s defeated by Sulla near Sacriportus on the
mand of the war against Mithradates. Sulla frontiers of Latium, whereupon he took refuge
(led to his army, which w a s stationed at Nola ; in the strongly-fortified town cf Praaneste.
and w h e n Marius sent thither two military trib- Here he w a s besieged for some time ; but after
unes to take the c o m m a n d of the troops, Sulla Sulla's great victory at the Colline gate of R o m e
not only refused to surrender the command, but over Pontius Telesinus, Marius put an end to
marched upon R o m e at the head of his aimy. his o w n life, after making an unsuccessful atMarius was n o w obliged to take to flight. After tempt to escape.—3. T h e false Marius. Vid.
wandering along the coast of Latium, and en- A M A T I U S — [ 4 . M . G R A T I D I E N U S M A R I U S , son of
countering terrible sufferings and privations, M . Gratidius, but adopted by one of the Maria
which he bore with unflinching fortitude, he gens, probably a brother of the celebrated M a was at length taken prisoner in the marshes rius : he w a s a popular speaker, and in high
formed by the River Liris, near Minturnaa. T h e favor with the people. During the proscripmagistrates of this place resolved to put him to tions of Sulla he w a s killed by Catiline in t
death, in accordance with a c o m m a n d which brutal manner, and his head was caitied in triSulla had sent to all the towns in Italy. A u m p h through the city.]—5. M . A U R K L I U S M Z Gallic or Cimbrian soldier undertook to carry RIUS, one of the thirty tyrants, w a s the fourth
their sentence into effect, and with a drawn of the usurpers w h o in succession ruled Gaul,
sword entered the apartment where Marius w a s in defiance of Gallienus. H e reigned only two
confined. T h e part of the room in which M a - or three days, but there are coins of his extant.
rius lay w a s in the shade; and to the frightened — 6 . M A R I U S C E L S U S . Vid. C E L S U S — 7 . M A R I
barbarian the eyes of Marius seemed to dart out ni M A X I M U S , a R o m a n historian, w h o is repeatfire, and from the darkness a terrible voice ex- edly cited by the Augustan historians. H o
claimed, " Man, durst thou murder C. Marius 1" probably flourished under Alexander Severus,
T h e barbarian immediately threw down his and appears to have written the biographies of
3word, and rushed out of the house. Straight- the R o m a n emperors, beginning with Trajan
w a y there was a revulsion of feeling among the and ending with Elagabalus.—8. M A R I U S M E R inhabitants of Minturnaa. They got ready a C A T O R , an ecclesiastical writer, distinguished as
ship, and placed Marius on board. H e reached a zealous antagonist of the Pelagians and the
Africa in safety, and landed at Carthage; but Nestorians. H e appears to have commenced
he had scarcely put his foot on shore before the his literary career during the pontificate of ZosiX o m a n governor sent an officer to bid him leave mus, A . D 418, at R o m e , and he afterward rethe country. This last blow almost unmanned paired to Constantinople. Mercator seems un
Marius; his only reply was, " Tell the praa- doubtedly to have been a layman, but w e are
tor that you have seen 0. Marius a fugitive sit- ignorant of every circumstance connected with
ting on the ruins of Carthage." Soon after- his origin and personal history. T h e works of
ward Marius w a s joined by his son, and they Mercator refer exclusively to the Pelagian and
took refuge in the island of Cercina. During Nestorian heresies, and consist, for the most
this time a revolution had taken place at R o m e , part, of passages extracted and translated from
in consequence of which Marius w a s enabled the chief Greek authorities. T h e best edition
to return to Italy. T h e consul Cinna (87), w h o is by Baluze, Par., 1684.
belonged to the Marian party, had been driven
M A R M A R I C A (SJ MappapiK-n : Mappaplbai: n o w
out of R o m e by his colleague Octavius, and had eastern part of Tripoli and northwestern part of
subsequently been deprived by the senate of the Egypt), a district of Northern Africa, between
consulate. Cinna collected an army, and re- Cyrenaiea and Egypt, but by some ancient gesolved to recover his honors by force of arms. ographers reckoned as a part of Cyrenaiea, and
A s soon as Marius heard of these changes, he by others as a part of Egypt; while others,
left Afrit-a, and joined Cinna in Italy. Marius again, call only the western part of it, from the
and Cinr. j n o w laid siege to R o m e . T h e failure borders of Cyrenaiea to the Catabathmus Magof provisions compelled the senate to yield, and nus, by the n a m e of Marmarica, and the eastMarius and Cinna entered R o m e as conquerors. ern part, from the Catabathmus Magnus to the
T h e most frightful scenes followed. T h e guards Sinus Plinthinetes, Libyaa N o m o s . Inland it
of Marius stabbed every one w h o m he did not extended as far as the Oasis of A m m o n . It
salute, and the streets ran with the blood of the was, for the most part, a sandy desert, internoblest of the R o m a n aristocracy. A m o n g the sected with low ranges of hills. Its inhabitvictims of his vengeance were the great orator ants were called by the general n a m e of MarM Antonius and his former colleague Q. Catu- maridaa. Their chief tribes were tho Adyrlus. "V\ ithout going through the form of an machidaa and Giligammaa on the coast, and the
election, Marius and Cinna named themselves Nasamones and A u g laa in the interior
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M A K M A R I D M (Mappdpwv: Mappdpiog: now 750), situated on the eastern bank of tne La&«
Aarmaii), a place on the southwestern coast Fucinus, and on the road between Corfiniuro
ef Euboea, with a temple of Apollo Marmarius, and Alba Fucentia — 2 . (Now Morro), an ancient town of the Aborigines in the country of
and celebrated marble quarries, which feelonged
the Sabines, not to be confounded with the Mar
to Carystus.
sic Marruvium.
M A R O , VIRGILIUS.
Vid. VIRGILIUS.
M A R S , an ancient Roman god, who was at M
M A R O B O D U U S , the Latinized form of ,he German M A R B O D , king uf the Marcomanr.i, was a early period identified by the Romans with th?
Suevian by birth, and was born about B.C. 18. Greek Ares, or the god delighting in bloody
He was sent in his boyhood with other host- war. Vid. A R E S . The name of the god in the
ages to Rome, where he attracted the notice Sabine and Oscan was Mamers; and Mars itof Augustus, and received a libe/al education. self is a contraction of Mavers or Mavorin. Next
After his return to his native country he suc- to Jupiter, Mars enjoyed the highest lienors at
ceeded in establishing a powerful kingdom in Rome. H e is frequently designated as Father
central Germany, along the northern bank of Mars, whence the forms Marspiter and Maspiter,
the Danube, from Regensberg nearly to the bor- analogous to Jupiter. Jupiter, Mars, and Quiders of Hungary, and which stretched far into rinus were the three tutelary divinities of Rome,
the interior. His power excited the jealousy to each of w h o m King N u m a appointed a flaof Augustus, who had determined to send a for- men. H e was worshipped at R o m e as the god
midable army to invade his dominions; but the of war, and war itself was frequently designatrevolt of the Pannonians and Dalmatians (A.D. ed by the name of Mars. His priests, the Salii,
6) prevented the emperor from carrying his de- danced in full armor, and the place dedicated
sign into effect. Maroboduus eventually be- to warlike exercises was called after his name
came an object of suspicion to the other Ger- (Campus Martius). But, being the father of the
man tribes, and was at length expelled from Romans, Mars was also the protector of the
his dominions by Catualda, a chief of the Go- most honorable pursuit, i. e., agriculture ; and
thones, about A.D. 19. H e took refuge in Italy, under the name of Silvanus, he was worship
where Tiberius allowed him to remain, and he ped as the guardian of cattle. Mars was also
passed the remainder of his life at Ravenna. identified with Quirinus, who was the deity
He died in 35, at the age of fifty-three years., watching over the Roman citizens in their civil
M A R O N (Mdpav). 1. Son of Evanthes, and capacity as Quirites. Thus Mars appears ungrandson of Bacchus (Dionysus) and Ariadne, der three aspects. As the warlike god, he was
oriest of Apollo at Maronea in Thrace. H e was called Gradivus; as the rustic god, he was callthe hero of sweet wine, and is mentioned ed Silvanus; while, in his relation to the state,
among the companions of Bacchus (Dionysus). he bore the name of Quirinus. His wife was
—[2. One of the brave Spartan band who fought called Neria or Neriene, the feminine of Nero
which in the Sabine language signified " strong. •
and fell with Leonidas at Thermopylae.]
M A R O N E A (Mapaveia : Mapaveirng : now Ma-The wolf and the woodpecker (picus) were sarogna), a town on the southern coast of Thrace, cred to Mars. Numerous temples were dedicat situated on the northern bank of the Lake Is- ed to him at Rome, the most important of which
maris and on the River Sthenas, more anciently was that outside the Porta Capena, on the Apcalled Ortagurea. It belonged originally to the pian road, and that of Mars Ultor, whieh was
Cicones, but afterward received colonists from built by Augustus in the forum.
[MARSACII, a people in Gallia Belgica, on one
Chios. It was celebrated for its excellent wine,
of the islands formed by the Rhine, which first
which even Homer mentions.
M A R P E S S A (Mdpirnaaa), daughter of Evenusbecame known to the Romans irough the war
with Civilis.]
and Alcippe. For details, vid. IDAS.
MARSI. 1. A brave and warlike people of the
M A R P E S S A (Map^o-cra), a mountain in Paros,
frorri which the celebrated Parian marble wasSabellian race, dwelt in the centre of Italy, in
the
high land surrounded by the mountains of
obtained. Hence Virgil (Mn., vi., 471) speaks
the Apennines, in which the Lake Fucinus is
of Marpesia cautes.
situated. Along with their neighbors the Pe[ M A R P E S S U S (Mdpirnaaog), a city of Troas, belonging to the territory of Lampsacus, the na- ligni, Marrueini, &e., they concluded a peace
with Rome, B.C. 304. Their bravery was protive city of one of the Sibyls ]
M A R R U C I N I , a brave and warlike people in verbial ; and they were the prime movers of
Italy of the Sabellian race, occupying a narrow the celebrated war waged against R o m e by the
slip of country along the right bank of the River Socii or Italian allies in order to obtain the RoAternus, and bounded on the norri by the Ves- man franchise, and which is known by the name
tini, on the west by the Peligni and Marsi, on of the Marsic or Social war. Their chief town
the south by the Frentani, and on the east by was M A R R U V I U M . The Marsi appear to have
the Adriatic Sea. Their chief town was T E A T E , been acquainted with the medicinal properties
and at the mouth of the Aternus they possess- of several of the plants growing upon theii
ed, in common with the Vestini, the sea-port mountains, and to have employed them as remA T E R N U M . Along with the Marsi, Peligni, and edies against the bites of serpents, and in othei
the other Sabellian tribes, they fought against cases. Hence they were regarded as magiRome ; and, together with them, they submit- cians, and were said to be descended from a
ted to the Romans in B.C. 304, and concluded son of Circe. Others, again, derived their origin from the Phrygian Marsyas simply on aca peace with the republic.
M A R H U V I U M or M A R U V I U M .
1. (Now S. Ben- count of the resemblance of the name.—-3. A
edetto), the chief town of the Marsi (who arepeople in Germany, appear to have dwelt orig
therefore called gens Maruvia, Virg., Mn., vii.,in&ity on both banks of the Ems, and to hare
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MARSIGNI
Seen only a tribe of the Cherusci, although Tacitus makes them one of the most ancient tribes
in Germany. They joined the Cherusci in the
war against the B o m a n s , which terminated in
tbe defeat of Varus, but they were subsequently
driven into the interior of the country by Germanicus.
M A R S I G N I , a people in the southeast of Germany, of Suevic extraction.

MARTIAUS.

titles of which are given by St.idas, — 3 . <H
Philippi, commonly called the younger, to dis
tinguish him from the preceding, w a s also a
Greek historian. T h e period at which he flour
ished is uncertain: the earliest writers by w h o m
he is cited are Pliny and Athenaaus.
M A R S Y A S (Mapavag). 1. A small and rapidj
river of Phrygia, a tributary of the Maaander,
took its rise, according to Xenophon, in tho pal
M A R S U S , D O M I T I U S , a R o m a n poet of the A u - ace of the Persian kings at Celaenaa, beneath the
gustan age. H e wrote poems of various kinds, Acropolis, and fell into the Maaander outside of
but his epigrams were the most celebrated of the city. Pliny, however, states thst its source
his productions. Hence he is frequently men- was in the valley called Aulocrene, about ten
tioned by Martial, w h o speaks of him in terms miles from A p a m e a Cibotus (which city w a s on
of the highest admiration. H e wrote a beauti- or near the site of Celaanaa), and that after a
ful epitaph on Tibullus, which has come d o w n subterraneous course it first c a m e out to light
to us.
at Apamea. Colonel Leake reconciles these
M A R S Y A S (Mapavag). 1. A mythological per- statements by the natural explanation that the
sonage, connected with the earliest period of place where theriverfirst broke forth from its
Greek music. H e is variously called the son subterraneous course w a s regarded as its true
of Hyagnis, or of GEagrus, or of Olympus. origin. Tradition ascribed its n a m e to the faS o m e make him a satyr, others a peasant. All ble of M A R S Y A S . — 2 . ( N o w Chinar-Chai), a conagree in placing him in Phrygia. T h e follow- siderable river of Caria, having its source in the
ing is the outline of his story : Minerva (Athena) district called Idrias, flowing northwest and
having, while playing theflute,seen the reflec- north through the middle of Caria, past Stration of herself in water, and observed tbe dis- tonicea and Alabanda, and falling into the southtortion of her features, threw away the instru- ern side of the Maaander nearly opposite to
ment in disgust. It w a s picked up by Marsyas, Tralles — 3 . In Syria, a small tributary of the
w h o no sooner began to blow through- it, than Orontes, into which it falls on the eastern side;
the flute, having once been inspired by the near A p a m e a . — 4 . A n a m e given to the extenbreath of a goddess, emitted of its o w n accord sive plain in Syria through which the uppe,
the most beautiful strains. Elated by his suc- course of the Orontes flows, lying between the
cess, Marsyas w a s rash enough to challenge ranges of Casius and Lebanon, and reaching
Apollo to a musical contest, the conditions of from A p a m e a on the north to Laodicea ad Liba.
which were that the victor should do what he n u m on the south.
pleased with the vanquished. T h e Muses, or, M A R T I A L I S . 1. M . V A L E R I U S , the epigramaccording to others, the Nysaaans, were the matic poet, w a s born at Bilbilis in Spain in the
umpires. Apollo played upon the cithara, and third year of Claudius, A.D. 43. H e c a m e to
Marsyas upon theflute; and it w a s not till the R o m e in the thirteenth year of Nero, 66 ; and
lormer added his voice to the music of his lyre after residing in the metropolis thirty-five years,
that the contest w a s decided in his favor. A s he returned to the place of his birth in the third
a just punishmentforthe presumption of Mar- year of Trajan, 100. H e lived there for upward
syas, Apollo bound him to a tree, and flayed of three years at least, on the property of his
him alive. His blood w a s the source of the wife, a lady named Marcella, w h o m he seems
River Marsyas, and Apollo hung up his skin in to have married after his return to Bilbilis. His
the cave out of which that river flows. His death can not have taken place before 104. His
flutes (for, according to some, the instrument fame w a s extended, and his books were eagerly
on which he played was the doubleflute)were sought for, not only in the city, but also in Gaul,
carried by the River Marsyas into the Maaan- Germany, and Britain ; he secured the patronder, and again emerging in the Asopus, were age of the emperors Titus and Domitian, ob.
thrown on land by it in the Sicyonian territory, tained by his influence the freedom of the state
and were dedicated to Apollo in his temple at for several of his friends, and received for him
Sicyon. T h e fable evidently refers to the strug- self, although apparently without family, the
gle between the citharcedie and auloadic styles privileges accorded to those w h o were the faof music, of which the former w a s connected thers of three children (jus trium liberorum), towith the worship of Apollo a m o n g the Dorians, gether with the rank of tribunus and the rights
and the latter with the orgiastic rites of Cybele of the equestrian order. His circumstances apin Phrygia. In the fora of ancient cities there pear to have been easy during his residence at
w a s frequently placed a statue of Marsyas, i R o m e , for he had a mansion in the city whose
which w a s probably intended to hold forth an situation he describes, and a suburban villa neai
example of the severe punishment of arrogant N o m e n t u m , to which he frequently alludes with
presumption. T h e statue of Marsyas in the pride. T h e extant works of Martial consist of
forum of R o m e is well k n o w n by the allusions a collection of short poems, all included undei
of Horace (Sat, i., 6, 120), Juvenal (ix , 1,2), the general appellation Epigrammata, upward
and Martial (ii., 64, 7).—2. A Greek historian, of fifteen hundred in number, divided into fourwas the son of Periander, a native of Pella in teen books. Those which form the two las}
Macedonia, a contemporary of Alexander, with books, usually distinguished respectively as Xe
w h o m he is said to have been educated. His nia and Apophoreta, amounting to three hundDrincipal work w a s a history of Macedonia, in red andfifty,consist of distichs, descriptive of
en books, from the earliest times to the wars a vast variety of small objects, chiefly articles
»f Alexander. H e alsi< w rote other works, the of food or clothing, such as were usually sen*
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[MARTIANUS.
Vid. M A R C I A N U S ]
as presents among friends during the SaturnaMARTINIANUS, was elevated to the dignity oi
lia, and on other festive occasions. In addition
to the above, nearly all the printed copies in- Caasar by Licinh.s when he was making prepclude thirty-three epigrams, forming a book arations for the last struggle against Constanapart com the rest, which has been commonly tine. After the defeat of Licinius, Martinianus
was put to death by Constantine, A.D. 323.
known as Liber de Spedaculis, because the conMARTIUS CAMPUS.
Vid. C A M P U S M A R T I U S
tents relate to the shows exhibited by Titus
M A R T Y R O P O L I S (Maprupo7roA(c: now Meia Farand Domitian, but there is no ancient authority
for the title The different books were collect- ekin), a city of Sophene, in Armenia Major, on
ed and published by the author, sometimes sin- the River Nymphus, a tributary of the Tigris ;
gly and sometimes several at one time. The under Justinian, a strong fortress, and the residence of thefirstD u x Armenia?.
Liber de Spedaculis and the first nine books of
M A R U L L C S , C. EPIDIUS, tribune of the plebs
the regular series involve a great number of
historical allusions, extending from the games B.C. 44, removed, in conjunction with his colof Titus (80) down to the return of Domitian league L. Caasetius Flavus, the diadem which
from the Sarmatian expedition in January, 94. had been placed upon the statue of C. Julius
All these books were composed at R o m e ex- Caasar, and attempted to bring to trial the percept the third, which was written during a tour sons who had saluted the dictator as king. Caain Gallia Togata The tenth book was publish- sar, in consequence, deprived him of the tribued twice: the first edition was given hastily to nate, and expelled him from the senate.
[ M A R U S (now Marosch), mentioned by Tacthe world; the second, that which w e now read
(x., 2), celebrates the arrival of Trajan at Rome, itus as a tributary of the Danube on the north,
after his accession to the throne (99) The elev- probably the same as the MARISUS.]
MARLTVIUM.
Vid. M A R R U V I U M .
enth book seems to have been published at
[ M A S A D A (Mdaaba), afortresson the shore of
R o m e early in 100, and at the close of the year
he returned to Bilbilis. After keeping silence the Dead Sea, built by Jonathan Maccabaaus,
for three years (xii, procem.), the twelfth book and afterward greatly strengthened by Herod,
was dispatched from Bilbilis to R o m e (xii., 3, as a place of refuge for himself. It fell into the
18), and must therefore be assigned to 104. hands of the Romans after the capture of JeruBooks xiii. and xiv., Xenia and Apophoreta,salem, the garrison having devoted themselves
were written chiefly under Domitian, although to self-destruction.]
M A S C A S (Mdonag, Maamg: now Wady-el-Sethe composition may have been spread over
the holidays of many years. It is well known ba), an eastern tributary of the Euphrates in
thai the word Epigram, which originally denoted Mesopotamia, mentioned only by Xenophon (Anab., i., 5), who describes it as surrounding the
simply an inscription, was, in process of time,
applied to any brief metrical effusion, what- city of Corsote, and as being thirty-five paraever the subject might be, or whatever the sangs from the Chaboras. It appears to be the
form under which it was presented. Martial, sameriveras the Saocoras of Ptolemy.
M A S E S (Mdang : Maoijriog), a town on the
however,firstplaced the epigram upon the narrow basis which it now occupies, and from his southern coast of Argolis, the harbor of Hermione.
time the term has been in a great measure reMASINISSA (M.aaoavdaang), king of the Nustricted to denote a short poem, in which all
the thoughts and expressions converge to one midians, was the son of Gala, king of the Massharp point, which forms the termination of the sylians, the easternmost of the two great tribes
piece. Martial's epigrams are distinguished by into which the Numidians were at that time disingular fertility of imagination, prodigious flow vided ; but he was brought up at Carthage,
of wit, and delicate felicity of language ; and where he appears to have received an educafrom no source do we derive more copious in- tion superior to that usual among his countryformation on the national customs and social men. In B.C. 213 the Carthaginians persuaded
habits of the Romans during thefirstcentury Gala to declare war against Syphax, king of
of the empire. But, however much w e may the neighboring tribe of the Massaasylians, who
admire the genius of the author, w e feel no re- had lately entered into an alliance with Rome.
spectforthe character of the man. The servil- Masinissa was appointed by his father to comity of adulation with which he loads Domitian, mand the invading force, with which he attackproves that he was a courtier of the lowest ed and totally defeated Syphax. In the next
class; and his works are defiled by the most year (212) Masinissa crossed over into Spain
cold-bloodedfilth,too clearly denoting habitual and supported the Carthaginian generals there
impurity of thought, combined with habitual im- with a large body of Numidian horse. H e
purity of expression. The best edition is by fought on the side of the Carthaginians foi
Schneidewinn, Grem., 1842.—2. GARGILIUS, a some years; but after their great defeat by
Roman historian, and a contemporary of Alex- Seipio in 206, he secretly promised the latter to
ander Severus, who is cited by Vopiscus. -There support the Romans as soon as they should
is extant a short fragment on veterinary sur- send an army into Africa. In his desertion ot
gery bearing the name of Gargilius Martialis ; the Carthaginians he is said to have been also
and A ngelo Mai discovered on a palimpsest in actuated by resentment against Hasdrubal, who
the royal library at Naples part of a work De had previously betrothed to him his beautiful
Hxtis, also ascribed to Gargilius Martialis; daughter Sophonisba, but violated his engagebut whether Gargilius Martialis the horticul- ment in order to bestow her hand upon Syphsx,
turist, and Gargilius Martialis the veterinarian, During the absence of Masinissa in Spain his
are all, or any tws of them, the same, or all dif- father Gala had died, and the throne had been
seized by a usurper; but Masinissa, on his referent personages, can not be determined.
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mm., moon expelled the usurper and obtained
M A S I U S M O N S (TO Mdmav bpor : now Karajek
possession of the kingdoir. H e was now at- Dagk), a mountain chain in the north of Mesotacked by Syphax and the Carthaginians, who potamia, between the upper course of tTic Ti
were anxious to crush him before he could re- gris and the Euphrates, running from the maie
ceive assistance from Rome. H e was repeat- chain of the Taurus southeast along the border
edly defeated by Syphax and his generals, and of Mygdonia.
with difficulty escaped falling into the hands of
M A S O , C. PAPIRIUS, consul B.C. 231, carried
his enemies. But the arrival of Seipio in Af- on war against the Corsicans, w h o m he subrica (204) soon changed the posture of affairs. dued ; and from the booty obtained in this war,
H e instantly joined the Roman general, and ren- he dedicated a temple to Fons. Maso was the
dered the most important services to him dur- maternal grandfather of Seipio Africanus the
ing the remainder of the war. H e took a prom- younger, his daughter Papiria marrying zEmilinent part in the defeat of the combined forces ius Paulus.
of Syphax and Hasdrubal, and, in conjunction
[MASPII (Mdairwi), mentioned by Herodotus
with Laalius, he reduced Cirta, the capital of as one of the most distinguished races of tho
Syphax. A m o n g the captives that fell into Persian nation.]
their hands on this occasion was Sophonisba,
M A S S A , BZEBIUS or BEBIUS, was accused by
the wife of Syphax, and the same who had been Pliny the younger and Herennius Senecio of
formerly promised in marriage to Masinissa plundering the province of Baatica, of which he
himself. The story of his hasty marriage with had been governor, A.D. 93. H e was condemnher, and its tragical termination, is related else- ed, but escaped punishment by the favor of Dowhere. Vid. SOPHONISBA. In the decisive bat- mitian ; and from this time he became one of
tle of Zama (202), Masinissa commanded the the informers and favorites of the tyrant.
cavalry of the right wing, and contributed in no
[ M A S S A (Mdaaa) or M A S A S A T (Maaaadr). 1. A
small degree to the successful result of the day. river on the west coast of Libya Interior, northOn the conclusion of thefinalpeace between ward of the stream Daradus.—2. M. V E T E R N E N R o m e and Carthage, he was rewarded with the SIS, a city of Etruria, northeast of Populonium
greater part of the territories which had be- and northwest of Rusellaa, perhaps the modern
longed to Syphax, in addition to his hereditary Massa.]
dominions. For the nextfiftyyears Masinissa
MASS.ESYLI or -ii. Vid. M A U R E T A N I A , N U reigned in peace, though constantly making ag- MIDIA.
M A S S A G A (TO Mdaoaya), the capital city of the
gressions upon the Carthaginian territory. At
length, in 150, he declared open war against Car-Indian people ASSACENI.
M A S S A G E T Z E (Maaaayirat), a wild and warlike
thage, and these hostilities led to the outbreak
of the third Punic war. Masinissa died in the people of Central Asia, in Scythia intra Imaum,
second year of the war, 148. On his death-bed north of the Jaxartes (the Araxes of Herodohe had sent for Seipio Africanus the younger, tus) and the Sea of Aral, and on the peninsuat that time serving in Africa as a military trib- la between this lake and the Caspian. Theii
une, but he expired before his arrival, leaving country corresponds to that of the Kirghiz Tarit to the young officer to settle the affairs cf his tars in the north of Independent Tartary. Some
kingdom. H e died at the advanced age of nine- of the ancient geographers give them a greater
ty, having retained in an extraordinary degree extent toward the southeast, and Herodotus aphis bodily strength and activity to the last, so pears to include under the name all the nomad
that in the war against the Carthaginians, only tribes of Asia east of the Caspian. They aptwo years before, he not only commanded his pear to have been of the Turkoman race; their
army in person, but was able to go through all manners and customs resembled those of the
his military exercises with the agility and vig- Scythians in general; but they had some pecuor of a young man. His character has been ex- liarities, such as the killing and eating of their
tolled by the Roman writers far beyond his true aged people. Their chief appearance in anmerits. H e possessed, indeed, unconquerable cient history is in connection with the expedienergy and fortitude; but he was faithless to tion undertaken against them by Cyrus the
the Carthaginians as soon as fortune began to Great, in which Cyrus was defeated and slain.
turn against them; and though he afterward Vid. C Y R U S .
[MASSALA, a city of the Homeritaa, on the
continued steady to the cause of the Romans,
it was because he found it uniformly his inter- southern coast of Arabia Felix.]
[MASSALIOTICUM OSTIUM.
Vid. R H O D A N U S . ]
est to do so. H e was the father of a very nuM A S S A N I (Maaaavol), a people of India intra
merous family; but it appears that three only
of his legitimate sons survived him, Mieipsa, Gangem, on the lower course of the Indus, neai
Mastanabal, and Gulussa. Between these three the island of Pattalene.
[MASSICUS, an Etrurian prince, who came with
the kingdom was portioned out by Seipio, according to the dying directions of the old king. one thousand men from Clusium and Cosa to
[MASISTES (Macron^), son of Darius and the aid of zEneas in his war with Turnus in
Atossa, accompanied his brother Xerxes in his Italy.]
MASSICUS M O N S , a mountain in the northwest
expedition against Greece.]
[MASISTIUS (Maalonog), commander of the of Campania, near the frontiers of Latium, celeavalry in the army of Xerxes in the invasion ebrated for its excellent wine, the produce of
of Greece, distinguished for his bravery and the vineyards on the southern slope of the
commanding appearance; he was slain in a mountain. The celebrated Falernian wine came
skirmish before the battle of Plataaaa : the from the eastern side of this mountain.
M A S S I O Y T U S or M A S S I C Y T E S (MaoiKvrng), one
Greeks, says Herodotus (ix., 20), called him
of the principal mountain chains of L Y O U
Wacistius (Ma/tfonoc).]
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• MASSILIA (MaaaaXta : MaaadXiarng, Massili- M A S T A U R A (TO Mdaravpa: now ruins of Mas
ensis: now Marseilles), a Greek city in Gallia
taura-Kalesi), a city of Lydia, on the borders of
Narbonensis, on the coast of the Mediterranean, Caria, near Nysa.
in the country of the Salyes. It was situated
[ M A S T O R (Mdarap). 1. Father of Lyccphro"
on a promontory, which was connected with of Cythera. — 2. Father of the diviner Hali
the main land by a narrow isthmus, and was therses, mentioned in the Odyssey.]
washed on three sides by the sea. Its excelM A S T R A M E L A , a town on the southern coasl
lent harbor, called Lacydon, was formed by aof Gallia Narbonensis, east of the Rhone, and
small inlet of the sea, about half a mile long and a lake of the same name, called by Mela Avat
a quarter of a mile broad. This harbor had only icorum stagnum.
a narrow opening, and before it lay an island
MASTUSIA. 1. The southwest point of the
wh?re ships had good anchorage. Massilia was Thracian Chersonesus, opposite Sigeum.—2. A
fouided by the Phocsans of Asia Minor about mountain of Lydia, on the southern slope ot
B.C. 600, and soon became a very flourishing which Smyrna lay.
city. It extended its dominion 'over the barbaM A T E R N U S , CURIATIOS, a Roman rhetorician
rous tribes in its neighborhood, and planted sev- and tragic poet, one of the speakers in the .Diaeral colonies on the coast of Gaul and Spain, logus de Oratonbus ascribed to Tacitus.
such as ANTIPOLIS, NICZEA, and E M P O R I U M .

Its

M A T E R N U S FIRMICUS.

Vid. FIRMICUS.

naval power and commercial greatness soon
M A T H O . 1. One of the leaders of the Carthaexcited the jealousy of the Carthaginians, who ginian mercenaries in their war against Carmade war upon the city, but the Massilians not thage, after the conclusion of thefirstPunid
only maintained their independence, but defeat- war, B.C. 241. H e was eventually taken prised the Carthaginians in a sea-fight. At an early oner and put to death.—2. A/pompous, blusterperiod they cultivated the friendship of the Ro- ing advocate, ridiculed by Juvenal and Martial.
mans, to w h o m they always continued faithful
M A T H O , POMPONIUS.
1. M'., consul B.O. 233,
allies. Accordingly, when the southeast corner carried on war against the Sardinians, w h o m
jf Gaul was made a Roman province, the Ro- he defeated. In 217 he was magister equitum,
mans allowed Massilia to retain its independ- in 216 praator, and in 215 propraetor in Cisalence and its own constitution. This constitu- pine Gaul.—2. M., irother of the preceding,
tion was aristocratic. The city was governed consul 231, also carried on war against the Sarby a senate of six hundred persons called Timu- dinians. H e was likewise praator in 217. H e
chi. From these were selected fifteen presi- died in 204.—3. M., probably son of No. 2, aadile
dents, who formed a sort of committeeforcar- 206, and praator 204, with Sicily as his province.
rying on the ordinary business of the governM A T I A N A (Mariavq, Manavot, -nvn, -nvol, Hement, and three of these were intrusted with rod.), the southwesternmost district of Media
the executive power. The inhabitants retain- Atropatene, along the mountains separating
ed the religious rites of their mother country, Media from Assyria, which were also called
and they cultivated with especial reverence the Matiani. The great salt lake of Spaura (Marjworship of the Ephesian Artemis or Diana. avr/ Xlpvn : now Lake of Urmi) was in this disMassilia was for many centuries one of the trict. Herodotus also mentions a people on the
most important commercial cities in the an- Halys in Asia Minor by the name of Matieni.
cient world. In the civil war between Caasar
M A T I N U S , a mountain in Apulia running out
and Pompey (B.C. 49) it espoused the cause of into the sea, was one of the offshoots of Mount
the latter, but after a protracted siege, in which Garganus; and is frequently mentioned by Horit lost its fleet, it was obliged to submit to Caa- ace in consequence of his being a native of
sar. From the effects of this blow it never fully Apulia.
recovered. Its inhabitants had long paid attenM A T I S C O (now Macon), a town of the zEdui
tion to, literature and philosophy ; and under in Gallia Lugdunensis, on the Arar, and on the
the early emperors it became one of the chief road from Lugdunum to Augustodunum.
seats of learning, to which the sons of many ilM A T T U S C A L V E N A , C , a R o m a n eques, and a
lustrious Romans resorted to complete their friend of Caasar and Cicero. After Caasar's
studies, The modern Marseilles occupies thedeath he espoused the side of Octavianus, with
site of the ancient town, but contains no re- w h o m he became very intimate. [This is probmains of ancient buildings.
ably the same C. Matius who translated the
MASSIVA. 1. A Numidian, grandson of Gala, Iliad into Latin verse, and was the author of
king of the Massyhans, and nephew of Masinis- several other works. Matius also wrote " Mimsa, w h o m he accompanied into Spain.—2. Son iambi," which were as celebrated as his transof Gulussa, and grandson of Masinissa, was as- lation of the Iliad, and paid great attention to
sassinated at R o m e by order of Jugurtha be- economics and agriculture. H e also wrote a
cause he had put in his claim to the kingdom of work on the whole art and science of cookery,
Numidia.
in three books, entitled respectively Cocus, Ce[MASSUGRADA, a son of Masinissa, king of Nu- tarius, Salmagarius. The fragmojits are given
midia, by a concubine. Vid. D A B A R . ]
by Bothe, Poet. Seen. Lat. Vet., <iH. vi., p. 265
M A S S U R I O S SABINUS.
Tit!. SABINUS.
268 ; and by Zell, Stuttgard, 1829.]
M A S S Y L I or -ii. Vid. M A U R E T A N I A , NUMIDIA.
M A T R O N (Mdrpav), of Pitana, a celebrated wriM A S T A N A B A L orMANASTABALi the youngest of ter of parodies upon Homer, probably lived a
She three legitimate sons Of Masinissa, between little before the time of Philip of Macedon.
w h o m the kingdom of Numidia was divided by
M A T R O N A (now Marne), a river in Gaul, which
Seipio after the death of the aged king (B.C. formed the boundary between. Gallia Lugdunen148). He died before his brother Mieipsa, and sis and Belgica, and which falls into the S<?
fc't two sons Jugurtha and Gauda.
i qivsna a little south of Paris.
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MATTIACI

MAUSOLUS.

MAITIACI, a people in Germany, who dwelt on corresponded to the later district of Mauretan.g
the eastern bank of the Rhine, between the Tingitana, and to the modern empire of MaMain and the Lahn, and were a branch of the rocco, except that the latter extends further
Chatti. They were subdued by the Romans, south ; the ancient boundary on the south wa«
the Atlas. The Romans first became acquaint<vho, in the reign of Claudius, had fortresses
and silver mines in their country. After the ed With the country during the war with jugurdeath of Nero they revolted against the Ro- tha, B.C. 106; of their relations with it till it
mans, and took part with the Chatti and other became a Roman province, about 33, an accoun<
German tribes in the siege of Moguntiacum. is given under BOCCHUS. During this period
From this time they disappear from history; the kingdom of Mauretania had been increased
and their country was subsequently inhabited by the addition of the western part of Numidia,
by the Alemanni. Their chief towns were as far as Saldaa, which Julius Caasar bestowed
Aquee Mattiaeaa (now Wiesbaden), and Mattia-on Bogud, as a rewardforhis services in the
cum (now Marburg), which must not be con-African war. A new arrangement was made
founded with Mattium, the capital of the Chatti. about 25, when Augustus gave Mauretania to
M A T T I U M (now Maden), the chief town of the Juba II., in exchange for his paternal kingdom
Chatti, situated on the Adrana (now Eder), was of Numidia. Upon the murder of Juba's son,
Ptolemaaus, by Caligula (A.D. 40), Mauretania
destroyed by Germanicus.
M A T U T A , commonly called M A T E R M A T U T A , is became finally a Roman province, and was forusually considered as the goddess of the dawn mally constituted as such by Claudius, w h o
of morning, and her name is considered to be added to it nearly half of what was still left of
connected with maturus or matutinus It seems, Numidia, namely, as far as the Ampsaga, and
however, to be well attested that Matuta was divided it into two parts, of which the western
only a surname of Juno ; and it is probable that was called Tingitana, from its capital Tingis
the name is connected with mater, so that Ma- (now Tangier), and the eastern Caasariensis,
ter Matuta is an analogous expression with from its capital Julia Caesarea (now Zershell),
Hostus Hostilius, Faunus Fatuus, Aius Locuti- the boundary between them being the River
us, and others. Her festival, the Matralia, was Malva, the old limit of the kingdom of Bocchus I. The latter corresponded to the westcelebrated on the 11th of June (vid. Did. of Ant.,
art. MATRALIA). The Romans identified Matuta ern and central part of the modern regency (and
with the Greek Leucothea. A temple was dedi- now French colony) oi Algiers. These "Maucated to Matuta at R o m e by King Servius, and retaniaa duaa" were governed by an equestrian
was restored by the dictator Camillus, after the procurator. In the later division of the empir*.
taking of Veii. There was also a temple of under Diocletian and Constantine, the easterr
part of M. Caasariensis, from Saldse to the A m p
Matuta at Satrieum.
M A U R E T A N I A or M A U R I T A N I A (b Mavpovaia: saga, was erected into a new province, and call
ed M. Sitifensis, from the inland town of Sitifi
Mavpoiaioi, Mavpoi, Mauri), the westernmost of
the principal divisions of Northern Africa, lay (now Setif); at the same time, the western
between tbe Atlantic on the west, the Mediter- province, M. Tingitana, seems to have been.
ranean on the north, Numidia on the east, and placed under the same government as Spain, so
Gaatulia on the south; but the districts em- that w e stillfindmention of the " Mauretaniaa
braced under the names of Mauretania and Nu- duaa," meaning now, however, Caasariensis and
midia respectively were of very different extent Sitifensis. From A.D. 429 to 534 Mauretania
at different periods. The earliest known in- was in the hands of the Vandals, and in 650
habitants of all Northern Africa west of the and thefollowingyears it was conquered by the
Syrtes were the Gaatulians, who were displaced Arabs. Its ancient inhabitants still exist a?
and driven inland by tribes of Asiatic origin, powerful tribes in Morocco and Algier, under
who are found in the earliest historical ac- the names of Berbers, Schillus, Kalyles, and Tua
counts, settled along the northern coast under riks. Its chief physical features are described
various names; their chief tribes being the under A F R I C A and A T L A S . Under the later RoMauri or Maurusii, west of the River Malva or man emperors it was remarkable for the great
Malucha (now Muluia or Mohalou); thence the number of its episcopal sees.
MAURI.
Vid. M A U R E T A N I A .
Massaasylii to (or nearly to) the River Ampsaga
(now Wady-el-Kebir), and the Massylii between MAURICIANUS, JUNIUS, a Roman jurist, lived
the Ampsaga and the Tusca (nowWady-Zain), under Antoninus Pius (A.D. 138-161). His
the western boundary of the Carthaginian ter- works are cited a few times in the Digest.
M A U R I C U S , JUNIUS, an intimate friend of Pliny,
ritory. Of these people, the Mauri, who possessed a greater breadth of fertile country be- was banished by Domitian, but recalled from extween the Atlas and the coasts, seem to have ile by Nerva.
MAURITANIA.
Vid. M A U R E T A N I A .
applied themselves more to the settled pursuits
M A U R U S , TERENTIANUS.
Vid. T E R E N T I A N U S .
of agriculture than their kindred neighbors on
MAURUSII.
Vid. M A U R E T A N I A .
the east, whose unsettled warlike habits were
M A U S O L U S (MaiicfwXor or MavaoaXog), king of
moreover confirmed by their greater exposure
to the intrusions of the Phoenician settlers. Caria, was the eldest son of Hecatomnus, whom
Hence arose a difference, which the Greeks he succeeded in the sovereignty B.C. 377. In
marked by applying the general name of Nopd- 362 he took part in the general revolt of the
Seg to the tribes between the Malva and the satraps against Artaxerxes Mnemon, and availTusca; whence came the R o m a n names of ed himself of that opportunity to extend his
Numidia for the district, and Numidaa for its dominions. In 358 he joined with the Rhodipeople. Vid. NUMIDIA. Thus Mauretania was ans ani others in the war waged by them
»t first only the country west of the Malva, and against the Athenians, known by the r-ime of
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MAYOR*.
the Social war. H e died in 353, leaving _,o
children, and was succeeded by his wife and
sister Artemisia. The extravagant grief of the
latter for his death, and the honors she paid.to
his memory—especially by the erection of the
costly monument, which was called from him
the Mausoleum—are rtlated elsewhere. Vid.

MAXIMINUS
Testament, Hadad Rimmon), a city cu Palestine.
in the valley of Megiddo, i. little to the southwest of Megiddo.
MAXIMIANUS. I. Roman emperor A D. 286305, whose full name was M. A U R E L I U S V A L E
RIUS M A X I M I A N U S .

H e was born of humble p»

rents in Pannonia, and had acquired such fama
ARTEMISIA.
by his services in the army, that Diocletian se
•MAVORS.
Vid. M A E S
lected this rough soldier for his colleague, as
MAXENTIUS, Roman emperor A D. 306-312, one whose abilities were likely to prove valuawhose full name was M. A U R E L I U S VALERIUS ble in the disturbed state of public affairs, and
M A I E N T I U S . H e was the son of Maximianus accordingly created himfirstCaasar (285), and
and Eutropia, and received in marriage the then Augustus (286), conferring at the same
•laughtrr of Galerius ; but he was passed over time the honorary appellation oiHercuhus, while
(ft the division of the empire which followed the he himself assumed that of Jovius. The subabdication of his father and Diocletian in A.D. sequent history of Maximian has been fully de305. Maxentius, however, did not tamely ac- tailed in former articles. Vid. DIOCLETIANUS,
quiesce in this arrangement, and, being support-C O N S T A N T I N U S I., M A X E N T I U S . It is sufficient
ed by the praatorian troops, who had been re- to relate here, that after having been reluctantcently deprived of their exclusive privileges, hely compelled to abdicate, at Milan (305), he was
was proclaimed emperor at R o m e in 306. H e again invested with the imperial title by his son
summoned his father, Maximianus, from his re- Maxentius, in the following year (306), to w h o m
tirement in Lueania, who again assumed the he rendered the most important services in the
purple. The military abilities of Maximianus war with Severus and Galerius. Having beei
were of great service to his son, who was of expelled from R o m e shortly afterward by his
indolent and dissolute habits. Maximianus son, he took refuge in Gaul with Constantine,
compelled the Caesar Severus, who had march- to w h o m he had previously given his daughter
ed upon Rome, to retreat in haste to Ravenna, Fausta in marriage. Here he again attempted
and soon afterward put the latter to death when to resume the imperial crown, but was easily
he had treacherously got him into his power deposed by Constantine (308). T w o years aft(307). The Emperor Galerius now marched in erward, he endeavored to induce his daughteperson against Rome, but Maximianus compel- Fausta to destroy her husband, and was, in con
led him likewise to retreat. Maxentius, relieved sequence, compelled by Constantine to put an
from these imminent dangers, proceeded to dis- end to his own life.—II., Roman emperor A.D.
entangle himself from the control which his 305-311, usually called GALERIUS.
His full
father sought to exercise, and succeeded in name was G A L E R I U S V A L E R I U S M A X I M I A N U S
driving him from his court. Soon afterward H e was norn near Sardica in Dacia, and was
Maxentius crossed over to Africa, which he rav- the son of a shepherd. H e rose from the ranks
aged with fire and sword, because it had sub- to the highest commands in the army, and was
mitted to the independent authority of a certain appointed Caasar by Diocletian, along with ConAlexander. Upon his return to R o m e Maxen- stantius Chlorus, in 292. At the same time he
tius openly aspired to dominion over all the was adopted by Diocletian, whose daughter VaWestern provinces; and soon afterward de- leria he received in marriage, and was intrustclared war against Constantine, alleging, as a ed with the command of Illyria and Thrace
pretext, that the latter had put to death hisIn 297 he undertook an expedition against the
father Maximianus. H e began to make prepa- Persian monarch Narses, in which he was unrations to pass into Gaul; but Constantine an- successful, but in the following year (298) he
ticipated his movements, and invaded Italy. defeated Narses with great slaughter, and comThe struggle was brought to a close by the de- pelled him to conclude a peace. Upon the abfeat of Maxentius at Saxa Rubra, near Rome, dication of Diocletian and Maximian (305), GaOctober 27th, 312 Maxentius tried to escape lerius became Augustus or emperor. In 307 he
over the Milvian bridge into Rome, but perished made an unsuccessful attempt to recover Italy,
in the river. Maxentius is represented by all which had owned the authority of the usurpei
historians as a monster of rapacity, cruelty, and Maxentius. Vid. M A X E N T I U S . H e died in 311,
lust. The only favored class was the military, of the disgusting disease known in m o d e m
upon w h o m he depended for safety ; and in or- times by the name of morbus pediculosus H e
der to secure their devotion and to gratify his was a cruel persecutor of the Christians ; and
own passions, all his other subjects were made it was at his instigation that Diocletian issued
the victims of the most revolting licentiousness, the fatal ordinance (303), whichforso many
and ruined by the most grinding exactions
years deluged the world with innocent blood.
M A X I L U A , a town in Hispania Baatica, where
MAXIMINUS. I., Roman emperor A.D 235bricks were made so light as to swim upon wa- 238, whose full name was O. JULIUS V E P - S M A X ter.
Vid. C A L E N T U M .
IMINUS. H e was born in a village on the conM A X I M A CZESARIENSIS.
Vid. B R I T A N N I A , p. fines of Thrace, of barbarian parentage, his fathei
149, b
being a Goth, and his mother a German from
MAXIMIANOPOLIS, previously called P O R S U L ^ I , the tribe of the Alani. Brought up as a shepa town in Tniace, on the Via Egnatia, east ofherd, he attracted the attention of Septimius
Abdera, probably the same place as the town Severus by his gigantic stature and marvellous
called Mosynopolis (MoovvoviroXig) by the Byfeats of strength, and was permitted to enter the
zantine writers.
army. H e eventually rose to the highest rank
MAXIMIANOPOLIS (Ma^ipiavovtroXig : in tl e Old
in the SFrvice ; and on the murder of Alexandei
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Severus by the mutinous troops in Gaul (235), was accused of taking part in a co.ispnac;
he was proclaimed emperor. H e immediately against Valens, and was put to death.—2. Oi
oestowed the title of Caasar on his son Maxi- Epirus, or perhaps of Byzantium, was also aj
mus. During the three years of his reign he instructor of the Emperor Julian in philosophy
carried on war against the Germans with suc- and heathen theology. H e wrote in Greek, Di
cess ; but his government was characterized by insolubilibus Oppositionibus, published by H. St
a degree of oppression and sanguinary excess phanus, Paris, 1554, appended to the edition of
hitherto unexampled. The Roman world be- Dionysius of Halicarnassus, as well as othei
came at length tired of this monster. The works
M A X I M U S , FABIUS
1. Q. F A B I U S M A X I M U S
senate and the provinces gladly acknowledged
the two Gordiani, who had been proclaimed em- RULLIANUS, was the sen of M . Fabius Ambustus,
consul
B.C.
360.
Fabius
was master of the
perors in Africa; and after their death the
senate itself proclaimed Maximus and Balbinus horse to the dictator L. Papirius Cursor in 325,
emperors (238). As soon as Maximinus heard whose anger he incurred by giving battle to the
of the elevation of the Gordians, he hastened Samnites during the dictator's absence, and
from his winter-quarters at Sirmium. Having contrary to his orders. Victory availed Fabius
crossed the Alps, he laid siege to Aquileia, and nothing in exculpation. A hastyflightto Rome,
was there slain by his own soldiers, along with where the senate, the people, and his aged
his son Maximus, in April. The most extraor- father interceded for him with Papirius, barely
dinary tales are related of the physical powers rescued his life, but could not avert his degraof Maximinus, which seem to have been almost dation from office. In 322 Fabius obtained his
incredible. His height exceeded eight feet. first consulship. It was the second year of the
The circumference of his thumb was equal to second Samnite war, and Fabius was the most
that of a woman's wrist, so that the bracelet of eminent of the Roman generals in that long and
his wife served him for a ring. It is said that arduous struggle for the empire of Italy. Yet
he was able single-handed to drag a loaded nearly all authentic traces are lost of the seat
wagon, could with his fist knock out the grin- and circumstances of his numerous campaigns.
ders, and with a kick break the leg of a horse ; His defeats have been suppressed or extenuatwhile his appetite was such, that in one day he ed, and the achievements of others ascribed to
could eat forty pounds of meat, and drink an him alone. In 315 he was dictator, and was
amphora of wine.—II., Roman emperor 305- completely defeated by the Samnites at Lautulaa.
314, originally called D A Z A , and subsequently In 310 he was consulforthe second time, and
GALERIUS VALERIUS MAXIMINUS.
H e was the carried on the war against the Etruscans. In
nephew of Galerius by a sister, and in early life 308 he was consul a third time, and is said to
followed the occupation of a shepherd in his na- have defeated the Samnites and Umbrians. H e
tive Illyria. Having entered the army, he rose was censor in 304, when he seems to have conto the highest rank in the service; and upon fined the Iibertini to thefourcity tribes, and to
the abdication of Diocletian in 305, he was have increased the political importance of tho
alopted by Galerius, and received the title of equites In 297 he was consulforthe fifth time,
Caasar. In 308 Galerius gave him the title of and in 296 for the sixth time. In the latteAugustus ; and on the death of the latter in 311, year he commanded at the great battle of Sen
Maximinus and Licinius divided the East be- tinum, when the combined armies of the Samtween them. In 313 Maximinus attacked the nites, Gauls, Etruscans, and Umbrians were
dominions of Licinius, who had gone to Milan defeated by the Romans.—2. Q. FABIUS M A X I for the purpose of receiving in marriage the M U S G U R G E S , or the Glutton, from the dissolutesister of Constantine. H e was, however, de- ness of his youth, son of the'last. His mature
feated by Licinius near Heraciea, and fled to manhood atoned for his early irregularities.
Tarsus, where he soon after died. Maximinus H e was consul 292, and was completely defeat
possessed no military talents. H e owed his ed by the Pentrian Samnites. H e escaped degelevation to his family connection. H e sur- radation from the consulate only through his
passed all his contemporaries in the profligacy father's offer to serve as his lieutenant for the
of his private life, in the general cruelty of his remainder of the war. In a second battle the
administration, and in the furious hatred with consul retrieved his reputation, and was rewarded with a triumph, of which the most rewhich he persecuted the Christians.
M A X I M U S . 1. Of Ephesus or Smyrna, one of markable feature was old Fabius riding beside
the teachers of the Emperor Julian, to w h o m he his son's chariot. H e was consul the second
was introduced by zEdesius. Maximus was a time 276. Shortly afterward he went as legaphilosopher of the N e w Platonic school, and, tus from the senate to Ptolemy Philadelphus,
like many others of that school, both believed king of Egypt. H e was consul a third time,
in and practiced magic. It is said that Julian, 265.-3. Q. FABIUS M A X I M U S , with the agnomena
through his persuasion, was induced to abjure V E R R U C O S U S , from a wart on his upper lip, OviChristianity. On the accession of Julian, Max- CULA, or the Lamb, from the mildness or apathy
inus was held in high honor at the court, and of his temper, and C U N D T A T O R , from his cautior
accompanied the emperor on his fatal expedi- in "war, was grandson of Fabius Gurges. He
tion against the Persians, which he had proph- vas consul for the first time 233, when T iguris
esied would be successful. In 364 he was ac- was his province ; censor 230 ; consul a sec
cused of having caused by sorcery the illness ond time 228 ; opposed the agrarian law of C.
of the Emperois Valens and Valentinian, and Flaminius 227; was dictator for holding the
was thrown into prison, where he was exposed comitia in 221; and in 218 was legatus from
to cruel tortures. H e owed his liberation to the senate to Cjrthage, to demand reparatiot
In 217, imm»o'n
she philosophe Themistius. In 371 Maximus for the attack on Saguntum
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ately after the defeat at Thrasymenus, Fabius K D. 383-388, in Gaul, Britain, and Spain, was
was appointed dictator. From this period, so a native of Spain. H e was proclaimed emperot
jong as the war with Hannibal was merely de- by the legions in Britain in 383, and forthwith
fensive, Fabius became the leading man at crossed nver to Gaul to oppose Gratian, who
Rome
On taking thefieldhe laid down a sim- was defeated by Maximus, and was shortly aftple and immutable plan of action. H e avoided erward put to death. Theodosius found it exall direct encounter with the enemy ; moved pedient to recognize Maximus as emperor of
his camp from highland to highland, where the Gaul, Britain, and Spain, in order to secure
Numidian horse and Spanish infantry could not Valentinian in the possession of Italy. Maxi
follow him; watched Hannibal's movements mus, however, aspired to the undivided empire
with unrelaxing vigilance, and cut off his strag- of the West, and accordingly, in 387, he invaded
glers and foragers. His irclosure of Hannibal Italy at the head of a formidable army. Valenin one of the upland valleys between Cales and tinian was unable to resist him, andfledto The
the Vulturnus, and the Carthaginian's adroit odosius in the East. Theodosius forthwith preescape by driving oxen with blazing fagots pared to avenge his colleague. In 388 he forced
fixed to their horns up the hill-sides, are well-his way through the Noric Alps, which had been
known facts. But at R o m e and in his own guarded by the troops of Maximus, and shortly
camp the caution of Fabius was misinterpreted; afterward took the city of Aquileia by storm,
and the people, im consequence, divided the com-and there put Maximus to death. Victor, the
mand between him and M. Minucius Rufus, his son of Maximus, was defeated and slain in
master of the horse. Minucius was speedily Gaul by Arbogates, the general of Theodosius
M A X I M U S , PETRONIUS, Roman emperor A.D.
entrapped, and would have been destroyed by
Hannibal had not Fabius generously hastened 455, belonged to a noble Roman family, and ento his rescue. Fabius was consul for the third joyed some of the highest offices of state under
time in 215, and for thefourthtime in 214. In Honorius and Valentinian III. In consequence
213 he served as legatus to his own son, Q.of the violence offered to his wife by ValentinFabius, consul in that year, and an anecdote is ian, Maximus formed a conspiracy against this
preserved which exemplifies the strictness of emperor, who was assassinated, and Maximus
the R o m a n discipline. On entering the camp himself proclaimed emperor in his stead. His
at Suessula, Fabius advanced on horseback to reign, however, lasted only two or three months.
gieet his son. H e was passing the lictors when Having forced Eudoxia, the widow of Valentinthe consul sternly bade him dismount. " M y ian, to marry him, she resolved to avenge the
son," exclaimed the elder Fabius, alighting, " Ideath of her former husband, and accordingly
wished to see whether you would remember Genseric was invited to invade Italy. W h e n
that you were consul." Fabius was consul for Genseric landed at the mouth of the Tiber,
thefifthtime in 209, in which year he retook Maximus prepared toflyfrom Rome, but was
Tarentum. In the dosing years of the second slain by a band of Burgundian mercenaries,
Punic war Fabius appears to less advantage. commanded by some old officers of Valentinian.
MAXIMUS PLANUDES
Vid. P L A N U D E S .
The war had become aggressive imder a new
M A X I M U S TYRIUS, a native of Tyre, a Greek
race of generals. Fabius disapproved of the
rhetorician
and
Platonic
philosopher,
lived dur
new tactics ; he dreaded the political supremacy of Seipio, and was his uncompromising op- ing the reigns of the Antonines and of Component in his scheme of invading Africa. H e modus. Some writers suppose that he was one
died in 203.—4. Q. FABIUS M A X I M U S , elder son of the tutors of M. Aurelius ; but it is more
of the preceding, was praator 214, and consul probable that he was a different person from
2l3. H e was legatus to the consul M. Livius Claudius Maximus, the Stoic, w h o was the
Salinator 207, H e died soon after this period, tutor of this emperor. Maximus Tyrius apand his funeral oration was pronounced by his pears to have spent the greater part of his life
father.—5. Q. F A B I U S M A X I M U S ZEMILIANUS, was in Greece, but he visited R o m e once or twice,
by birth the eldest son of L. zEmilius Paulus, There are extant forty-one Dissertations (Aics.
.he conqueror of Perseus, and was adopted by Xe&ig or Abyoi) oi Maximus Tyrius on theolog
No. 3. Fabius served under his father (zEmil- ical, ethical, and other philosophical subjects,
ius) in the Macedonian war, 168, and was dis- written in an easy and pleasing style, but not
patched by him to R o m e with the news of his characterized by much depth of thought. The
victory at Pydna. H e was praator in Sicily 149 best edition is by Reiske, Lips., 1774-5, 2 vols.
-148, and consul in 145. Spain was his prov- 8vo.
MAXIMUS, VALERIUS.
Vid. V A L E R I U S .
ince, where he encountered, and at length deMAXULA.
Vid. ADIS.
feated Viriathus. Fabius was the pupil and
M A X Y E S (Md^veg), a people of Northern Afpatron of the historian Polybius.—6. Q. FABIUS
M A X I M U S A L L O B R O G I C U S , son of the last. H e rica, on the coast of the Lesser Syrtis, on the
was consul 121; and he derived his surname western bank of the River Triton, who claimed
from tho victory which he gained in this year descent from the Trojans. They allowed theii
over the Allobroges and their ally, Bituitus, hair to grow only on the left side of the head,
king of the Arverni in Gaul. H e was censor in and they painted their bodies with vermilion;
108. H e was an orator and a man of letters. customs still preserved by some tribes in the
— 7. Q F A B I U S M A T I M U S SERVILIANUS, was same regions.
MAZAOA.
Vid. C Z E S A R E A , No. 1.
adopted from the gens Servilia by No. 5. H e
[MAZZEUS (Mafatop) 1. Satrap of Cilicia,
was uterine brother of Cn. Servilius Caapio,
consul in 141. H e himself was consul in 142, who, with Belesys, satrap of Syria, made head
against the revolted Phoenicians in the reign of
when he carried on war with Viriathus.
MAXWVS'.MAGNU'* C L E M E N S , Roman emperor Ochus while the latter was preparing to marcli
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«!<aii>st them. 2. A Poisian officer under Da- her bj promising immortality to her ihildreo
rius, sent to guard the passage of the Euphrates Her children are, according to some accounts
on the approach of Alexander the Great; he Mermerus, Pheres, or Thessalus, Aicimenes,
behaved subsequently with great bravery at the and Tisander; according to others, she had
battle of Gaugamela, in which he commanded seven sons and seven daughters, while others
E^e Persian cavalry. After theflightof Darius mention only two children, Medus (some call
oe retired to Babylon, but surrendered himself him Polyxenus) and Eriopis, or -one son Argus
to Alexander, w h o appointed him satrap of Respecting herflightfrom Corinth there an.
Babylon B.C. 331.]
different traditions. Some say, as we remark
M A Z A R A (Ma£dpa • Ma^apatog: now Mazzara),
ed above, that shefledto Athens, and married
i town on the western coast of Sicily, situated zEgeus, but when it was discovered that she
w» a river of the same name, between Lily- had laid snaresforTheseus, she escaped and
oaaum and Selinus, and founded by the latter went to Asia, the inhabitanis of which were
city, was taken by the Romans in the first Punic called after her Medes. Others relate that she
war
firstfledfrom Corinth to Hercules at Thebes.
[ M A Z A R E S (Mafap^c), a Median officer in the who had promised her his assistance while yet
t,ervice of Cyrus the Great; he compelled the in Colchis, in case of Jason being unfaithful to
Lydians to submit to the terms imposed on them her. She cured Hercules, who was seized with
oy Cyrus at the suggestion of Croasus, and re- madness; and, as he could not afford her tho
duced and enslaved the city of Priene.]
assistance he had promised, she went to Athens
M A Z I O E S (MdfrKeg), a people of Northern Af-She is said to have given birth to her son Merica, in Mauretania Oaasariensis, on the southern dus after her arrival in Asia, where she had
slope of Mount Zalacus. They, as well as the married a king; whereas others state that hei
M A X Y E S , are thought to be the ancestors of the son Medus accompanied her from Athens tc
Amazirghs.
Colchis, where her son slew Perses, and re
[MECISTEUS (MnKiarevg). 1. A son of Talausstored her father zEetes to his kingdom. The
and Lysimache, brother of Adrastus, and father restoration of lEetes, however, is attributed by
of Euryalus of Thebes.—2. A son of Echius, some to Jason, who accompanied Medea to
and one of the companions of Teucer at Troy, Colchis. At length Medea is said to have bewas slain by Polydamas.]
come immortal, to have been honored with di
M E C Y B E R N A (MnMepva : MnKvBepvalog : n ovine
w worship, and to have married Achilles in
Molivo), a town of Macedonia in Chaleidiee, atElysium.
the head of the Toronaic Gulf, east of Olynthus, M E D E O N (Mebeav : Mebedviog). 1. Or M E M O S
of which it was the sea-port. From this town (now Katuna), a town in the interior of Acarpart of the Toronaic Gulf was subsequently nania, near the road which led from Limnaaa
ealled Sinus Mecybernaaus.
to Stratos.—2. A town on the coast of Phocis,
M E L ^ J A (MijdaSa), a city of Peraaa in Pales-near Anticyra, destroyed in the sacred war, and
tine.
never rebuilt — 3 . A n ancient town in Bceotia,
M E D A M A , M E D M A , or M E S M A , a Greek town on mentioned by Homer, situated at the foot of
the western coast of Bruttium, founded by the Mount Phcenicus, near Onchestus and the Lake
Locrians, with a celebrated fountain an.d a har- Copais.—4. A town of the Labeates in Dalmabor called Emporium.
tia, near Scodra.
M E D A U R A , A D M E D E R A , or A M E D E R A (ruins at
M E D I A (b, Mnbia: Mijbog, Medus), an importAyedrah), a flourishing city of Northern Africa, ant country of Western Asia, occupying the exon the borders of Numidia and Byzaeena, be- treme west of the great table-land of Iran, and
tween Lares and Theveste ; a Roman colony, lying between Armenia on the north and northand the birth-place of Appuleius.
west, Assyria and Susiana on the west and
M E D E A (Mrjbeia), daughter of zEetes, king of
southwest, Persis on the south, the great desColchis, by the Oceanid Idyia, or, according to ert of Aria on the east, and Parthia, Hyrcania,
others, by Hecate, the daughter of Perses. She and the Caspian on the northeast. Its boundawas celebrated for her skill in magic. The prin- ries were, on the north the Araxes, on the west
cipal parts of her story are given under A B S Y R - and southwest the range of mountains called
TUS, A R G O N A U T Z E , and JASON. It is sufficient to Zagros and Parachoatras (now Mountains of
state here that, when Jason came to Colchis to Kurdistan and Louristan), which divided it fiom
fetch the goldenfleece,she fell in love with tbe the Tigris and Euphrates valley, on the east
hero, assisted him in accomplishing the object the desert, and on the northeast the Caspii
for which he had visited Colchis, and afterward Montes (now Elburz Mountains), the country befled with him as his wife to Greece ; that, hav-tween which and the Caspian, though reckoned
ing been deserted by Jason for the youthful as a part of Media, was possessed by the Gelaa,
daughter of Creon, king of Corinth, she took Mardi, and other independent tribes. Media thus
fearful vengeance upon her faithless spouse by corresponded nearly to the modern province of
murdering the two children which she had had Irak-Ajemi. It was for the most part a fertile
by him, and by destroying his young wife by a country, producing wine,figs,oranges, and citpoisoned garment; and that she thenfledto rons, and honey, and supporting an excellent
Athens ii a chariot drawn by winged dragons. breed of horses. It was well peopled, and was
So far her story has been related elsewhere. altogether one of the most important provinces
At Athens she is said to have married King of the ancient Persian err.ipire. After the Mac.ilgeus, or to have been beloved by Sisyphus. edonian conquest it was divided into two parts,
Jupiter (Zeus) himself is said to have sued for Great Media (ij peydXn Mnbia) and Atropatene.
her, but in vain, because Medea dreaded the Vid. A T R O P A T E N E . The earliest history of Meanger of Juno (Hera); and the latter rewarded dia is involved in much obscurity. Herodotui
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was the seat of an archbishopric. It -s t'elo
brated in ecclesiastical history as the see of St
Ambrose. O n the fall of the Western empire,
it became the residence of Theodoric the Greal
and the capital of tbe Ostrogothic kingdom, and
surpassed even R o m e itself in populousnosa
1. DEIOCES, B.C. 710-657; 2. P H R A O R T E S , 657- and prosperity. It received a fearful blow in
635; 3. C Y A X A R E S , 635-595 ; 5. A S T Y A G E S , 595- A.D. 539, when, in consequence of having sided
560. The last king was dethroned by a revolu- with Belisarius, it was taken by the Goths untion, which transferred the supremacy to the der Vitiges, a great part of it destroyed, and its
Persians, who hadformerlybeen the subordinate inhabitants put to the sword. It, however, gradpeople in the united Medo-Persian empire. Vid.ually recovered from the effects of this blow,
C Y R U S . The Medes made more than one at- and was a place of importance under the Lomtempt to regain their supremacy; the usurpa- bards, whose capital, however, was Pavia. The
tion of the Magian Pseudo-Smerdis was no doubt modern Milan contains no remains of antiquity,
such an attempt (vid. M A G I ) ; and another oc-with the exception of sixteen handsome fluted
curred in the reign of Darius II, when the pillars near the Church of S.Lorenzo.—2.
Medes revolted, but were soon subdued (B.C. (Now Saintes), a town of the Santones in Aqui408). With the rest of the Persian empire, tania, northeast of the mouth of the Garumna;
Media fell under the power of Alexander; it subsequently called Santones after the people,
next formed a part of the kingdom of the Se- whence its modern name.—3. (Now Chateau
leucidaa, from w h o m it was conquered by the Meillan), a town of the Bituriges Cubi in AquiParthians in the second century B. C., from which tania, northeast of the town last mentioned.—
time it belonged to the Parthian, and then to 4. (Now Evreux), a town of the Aulerci Ebu
the later Persian empire. The people of M e - rovices in the north of Gallia Lugdunensis,
dia were a branch of the Indo-Germanic fam- south of the Sequana, on the road from Rotomily, and nearly allied to the Persians ; their lan- agus to Lutetia Parisiorum ; subsequently call
guage was a dialect of the Zend, and their re- ed Civitas Ebroicorum, whence its modern
ligion the Magian. They called themselves Arii, name.—5. A town of the Segusiani in the south
which, like the native name of the Persians of Gallia Lugdunensis.—6. A town in Gallia
Belgica, on the road from Colonia Trajana to
(Artaai), means noble. They were divided, according to Herodotus, into six tribes, the Buzaa,Colonia Agrippina.
MEDIOMATRICI, a people in the southeast of
Parataceni, Struchates, Arizanti, Budii, and
Magi. In the early period of their history they Gallia Belgica, on the Mosella, south of the Trewere eminent warriors, especially as horse- viri. Their territory originally extended to the
archers ; but the long prevalence of peace, Rhine, but in the time of Augustus they had
wealth, and luxury reduced them to a by-word been driven from the banks of this river by the
for effeminacy. It is important to notice the Vangiones, Nemetes, and other German tribes.
ase of the names M E D U S and M E D I by the Ro- Their chief town was Divodurum (now Metz).
M E D I T E R R A N E U M M A R E . Vid. I N T E R N U M M A R E .
man poets for the nations of Asia east of the
MEDITRINA, a R o m a n divinity of the art of
Tigris in general, and the Parthians in partichealing, in whose honor the festival of the Medular.
itrinalia was celebrated in the month of OctoMEDIZE M U R U S (TO MtiUag KaXoipevov relxog),
an artificial wall which ran from the Euphrates ber. (Vid. Diet, of Ant., art. MEDITRINALIA.)
[MEDIUS (Mribiog), son of Onythemis, a native
to the Tigris, at the point where they approach
nearest, a little above 33° north latitude, and of Larissa in Thessaly, and a friend of Alexandivided Mesopotamia from Babylonia. It is de- der the Great, w h o m lie accompanied in his exscribed by Xenophon (Anab., ii., 4) as being pedition into India. After the death of Alextwenty parasangs long, one hundred feet high, ander he espoused the side of Antigonus, and
and twenty thick, and as built of baked bricks, was one of his most useful and successful naval
cemented with asphalt. Its erection was as- officers.]
MEDMA.
Vid. M E D A M A .
cribed to Semiramis, and hence it was also
M E D O A C U S or M E D U A O U S , ariverin Venetia, in
called rb "ZepipapiSog Siaretxioua.
M E D I O L A N U M (Mediolanensis), more frequent- the north of Italy, formed by the union of two
ly called by Greek writers M E D I O L A N I U M (Mebio- rivers, the Medoacus Major (now Brenta) and
Xdvwv), the name of several cities founded by Medoacus Minor (now Bacchiglione), which falls
the Celts. 1. (Now Milan), the capital of the into the Adriatic Sea near Edron, the harbor of
Insubres in Gallia Transpadana, was situated Patavium.
M E D O B R I G A (now Marvao, on the frontiers of
in an extensive plain between the rivers Ticinus and Addua. It was taken by the Romans Portugal), a town in Lusitania, on the road from
B.O. 822, and afterward became both a muni- Emerita to Scalabis.
MEDSCUS.
Vid. A M A D O C U S .
cipium and a colony. On the new division of
M E D O N (Mebav). 1. Son of Oileus, and broththe empire made by Diocletian, it became the
residence of his colleague Maximianus, and con- er of the lesser Ajax, fought against Troy, and
tinued to be the usual residence of the emper- was slain by zEneas.—2. Son of Codrus. Vid.
ors of the West till the irruption of Attila, who CODRUS.—[3. A herald in the house of Ulysses,
took and plundered the town, induced them to in the suite of the suitors, disclosed to Penelope
transfer the seat of government to the more the danger other son Telemachus, and was po
strongly-fortified town of Ravenna. Mediola- this account preserved by the latter when the
n u m was at this time one of the first cities of suitors were slain.— 4. Son of Pylades and Elec
the empire ; it possessed an imperial mint, and tra.—5. A Lacedaamonian statuary, brother of
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and Ctesias (in Diodorus) give different chro.
nologiesforits early kings. Ctesias makes A R BACES the founder of the monarchy, about B.C.
842, and reckons eight kings from him to the
overthrow of the kingdom by Cyrus. Herodotus reckons only four kings of Media, namely,
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citici of Arcadia, was founded on the advice a'.
florycleidas, and the disciple of Dipcenus and
-Scyllis, made the gold and ivory statue of Mi- Epaminondas, after the battle of Leuctra, B.C.
371, and was formed out of the inhabitants of
nerva (Athena) in the Heraaum at Olympia.]
M E D U L I , a people in Aquitania, on the coast of thirty-eight villages. It was situated in the
the ocean, south of the mouth of the Garumna, district Maanalia, neai the frontiers of Messein the modern Mcdoc. There were excellent nia, on the River Heliss on, whichflowedthrough
the city, dividing it into nearly two equal parts.
oysters found on their shores
M E D U L L I , a people on the eastern frontier of It stood on the site of the ancient town OresGallia Narbonensis and in the Maritime Alps, tion or Orestia, was fifty stadia (six miles ir,
in whose country the Druentia (now Durance) circumference, and contained, when it was beand Duria (now Doria Minor) took their rise. sieged by Polysperchon, aboutfifteenthousand
M E D U I L I A (Medulllnus: now St. Angela), a men capable of bearing arms, which would give
colony of Alba, in the tend of the Sabines, was us a population of about seventy thousand insituated between the Tiber and the Anio, in habitants. Megalopolis was for a time subject
the neighborhood of Corniculum and Ameriola. to the Macedonians, but soon after the death
Tarquinius Priseus incorporated their territory of Alexander the Great it was governed by a
series of native tyrants, the last of whom, Lydwith the Roman state.
M E D U L L I N U S , FURIUS, an ancient patrician iades, voluntarily resigned the government and
family at Rome, the members of which held the united the city to the Achaaan league, B.O. 234.
highest offices of state in the early times of the It became, in consequence, opposed to Sparta,
and was taken and plundered by Cleomenes,
republic.
M E D U L L U S , a mountain in Hispania Tarraco- who either killed or drove into banishment all
its inhabitants, and destroyed a great part of the
nensis, near the Minius.
city, 222. After the battle of Sellasia in the
M E D U S , a son of Medea. Vii. M E D E A .
year it was restored by Philopcemen,
M E D U S Q&fibog: now Farwar or Schamior),following
a
small river of Persis, flowing from the confines who again collected its inhabitants, but it never
of Media and falling into the Araxes (now Bend-recovered its former prosperity, and gradually
sunk into insignificance. Philopcemen and the
Emir) near Persepolis.
historian Polybius were natives of Megalopolis.
MEDUSA.
Vid. G O R G O N E S .
M E G A E A Z U S or M E G A B Y Z U S .
1. One of the The ruins of its theatre, once the largest in
seven Persian nobles who conspired against the Greece, are the only remains of the ancient
magian Smerdis, B.O. 521. Darius left him be- town to be seen in the village of Sinano.—2. A
hind with an army in Europe when he himself town in Caria. Vid. APHRODISIAS.—3. A town
recrossed the Hellespont on his return from in Pontus. Vid. SEBASTIA.—4. A town in the
Scythia, 506. Megabazus subdued Perinthus north of Africa, was a Carthaginian city in the
8nd the other cities on the Hellespont and along interior of Byzaeena, in a beautiful situation ;
he coast of Thrace.—2. Son of Zopyrus, and it was taken and destroyed by the troops of
grandson of the above, was one of the com- Agathocles.
M E G A N I R A (Meydveipa), wife of Celeus, usumanders in the army of Xerxes, 480. H e afterward commanded the army sent against the ally called M E T A N I R A .
[ M E G A N I T A S (Meyavlrag), a small river of
Athen'ans in Egypt, 458.
Achaia, in the territory of zEgium,flowsinto
M E H A O L E S (MeyaKXfjg). 1. A name borne by
several of the Athenian family of the Alcmaa- the sea west of that city.]
M E G A P E N T H E S (MeyairivBng). 1- Son of Proeonidaa. The most important of these was the
Megacles who put to death Cylon and his ad- tus, father of Anaxagoras and Iphianira, and
herents after they had taken refuge at the altar king of Argos. H e exchanged his dominion for
of Minerva (Athena), B.C. 612.
Vid. C Y L O N . that of Perseus, so that the latter received
—[2. Son of Alcmaaon, son-in-law of Clisthenes, Tiryns instead of Argos.—2. Son of Menelaus
leader of the Alcmaaonidaa in the time of Solon. by an zEtolian slave, Pieris or Teridag. MeneAt first he was opposed to Pisistratus, and ex- laus brought about a marriage between Megapelled him from Athens; but afterward he be- penthes and a daughter of Alector. According
came reconciled to him, gave him his daughter to a Rhodian tradition, Megapenthes, after the
Ccesyra in marriage, and assisted in his resto- death of his father, expelled Helen from Argos
ration to Athens. Pisistratus not having treat- who thereuponfledto Polyxo at Rhodes.
[ M E G A P H E R N E S (Meya<j>epvng), a Persian satrap
ed his wife in a proper manner, Megacles resented the affront, and again drove the former put to death by Cyrus on the charge of having
Out of Athens : with the aid of large sums from conspired against that prince.]
M E G A R A (Meydpa), daughter of Creon, king of
he Thebans and other states, Pisistratus again
raised an army, defeated his opponents, and Thebes, and wife of Hercules. Vid p. 356, b.
M E G A R A (TO Meyapa, in Lat. Megara, -aa, and
drove Megacles and the partisans of the Alcmaaonidaa into exile.]—3. A Syracusan, brother pi. Megara, -orum : Meyapevg, Megarensis). 1.
of Dion, and brother-in-law of the elder Dio- (Now Megara), the capital of M E G A R I S , was sit.
nysius. H e accompanied Dion in hisflightfrom uated eight stadia (one mile) from the sea opSyracuse, 358, and afterward returned with him posite the island Salamis, about twenty-six
miles from Athens and thirty-one miles from
to Sicily.
Corinth. It consisted of three parts : 1. The
M E G Z E E A . Vid. E R I N N Y E S .
M E G A L I A or MEGARIS, a small island in the ancient Pelasgian citadel, called Caria, said to
have been built by Car, the son of Phoroneus,
Tyrrhene Sea, opposite Neapolis.
which was situated on a hill northwest of the
M E G A L O P O L I S (17 MeydXr) irbXig, MeyaXbiroXig:
later city. This citadel contained the ancien)
HeyaXoiruXlriig). 1. (Now Sinano or Sinanu),
She most recent but the most important of the and celebrated Megaron (pfyapov) or temple o/
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Ceres (Demeter), from which the town is sup'TBXaloi). From the time of Gelon it belongee
posed to have derived its name. 2. The mod- to Syracuse. It was taken and plundered b)
ern citadel, situated on a lower hill to the south- the Romans in the second Punic war, and froifi
west cf the preceding, and called Alcathous,that time sunk into insignificance, but it is still
from its reputed founder Alcathous, son of Pe- mentioned by Cicero underthename of Megaris.
lops. 3 The town properly so called, situated
M E G A R E U S (Meyapevg), son of Onchestus, alsa
at thefootof the two citadels, said to have been called a son of Neptune (Poseidon) and Gilnope,
founded by the Pelopidaa under Alcathous, and of Hippomenes, of Apollo, or of zEgeus. H a
subsequently enlarged by a Doric colony under was a brother of Abrote, *he wife of Nisus, kim>
Alethes and Athemenes at the time of Codrus. 1 of Megara, and the father of Evippus, Timalcus.
It appears to nave been originally called Polich-Hippomenes, and Evaachme. Megara is said to
ne (HoXlxvn). The town contained many public have derived its name from him.
buildings, which are described at length by PauM E G A R I S (b Meyapig or b MeyapiK^, sc. yfj), l
sanias. Its sea-port was Nisasa (Nloaia), which
small district in Greece, between the Corinthiar
was connected with Megara by two walls, eight and Saronic gulfs, originally reckoned part of
stadia in length, built by the Athenians when Hellas proper, but subsequently included in the
they had possession of Megara, B.C. 461-445. Peloponnesus. It was bounded on the north
Nisaea is said to have been built by Nisus, the by Boaotia, on the east and northeast by Attica,
son of Pandion ; and the inhabitants of Megara and on the south by the territory of Corinth.
are sometimes ealled Nisaaan Megarians (ol It contained about seven hundred and twenty
Niaaloi Meyapelg) to distinguish them from the
square miles. The country was very mountHyblaaan Megarians (ol 'TBXaloi Meyapelg) ainous
in
; and its only plain was the one in which
Sicily. In front of Nisaaa lay the small island the city of Megara was situated. It was sepMinoa (Mivaa), which added greatly to the secu- arated from Boaotia by Mount Cithaaron, and
rity of the harbor. In the most ancient times from Attica by the mountains called the Horns
Megara and the surrounding country was inhab- (ra Kepara), on account of their two projecting
ited by Leleges. It subsequently became an- summits. The CEnean Mountains extended
nexed to Attica; and Megaris formed one of through the greater part of the country, and
the four ancient divisions of Attica. It was formed its southern boundary toward Corinth.
next conquered by the Dorians, and was for a There are two roads through these mountains
time subject to Corinth; but it finally asserted from Corinth, one called the Scironian pass,
its independence, and rapidly became a wealthy which ran along the Saronic Gulf, passed by
and powerful city. T o none of these events Crommyon and Megara, and was the direct road
can any date be assigned with certainty. Its from Corinth to Athens; the other ran along the
power at an early period is attested by the flour-Corinthian Gulf, passed by Geranea and Pegaa,
ishing colonies which it founded, of which Se- and was the road from Corinth into Bceotia.
lymbria, Chalcedon, and Byzantium, and the The only town of importance in Megaris was
Hyblsean Megara in Sicily, were the most im- its capital Megara. Vid. M E G A R A .
portant. Its navy was a match for that of
M E G A S T H E N E S (MeyaaBevng), a Greek writer,
Athens, with which it contested the island of who was sent by Seleucus Nicator as ambassa
Salamis; and it was not till after a long strug- dor to Sandracottus, king of the Prasii, where
gle that the Athenians succeeded in obtaining he resided some time. H e wrote a work on
possession of this island. The government was India, in four books, entitled Indica (rd 'IvbiKd),
originally an aristocracy, as in most of the Doric to which later Greek writers were chiefly incities ; but Theagenes, who put himself at the debted for their accounts of the country. [The
head of the popular party, obtained the supreme fragments of Megasthenes have been collected
power about B.C. 620. Theagenes was after- by Schwanbeck, Megasth. Fiagm., & c , Bonn,
ward expelled, and a democratical form of 1846; and by Muller, Hist. Grcec. Fragm., vol
government established. After the Persian ii., p. 397-439.]
wars, Megara was for some time at war with
M E G E S (Meyng), son of Phyleus, and grandson
Corinth, and was thus led to form an alliance of Augeas, was one of the suitors of Helen, and
with Athens, and to receive an Athenian gar- led his bands from Dulichium and tho Echinarison into the city, 461 ; but the oligarchical des against Troy.
party having got the upper hand, the Athenians
M E G I D D O (Mayebbd, Mayidu : now Lejjun ?),
were expelled, 441. Megara is not often men- a considerable city of Palestine, on the River
ioned after this period. It was taken and its Kishon, in a valley of the same name, which
walls destroyed by Demetrius Poliorcetes ; it formed a part of the great plain of Jezreel or
was taken again by the Romans under Q. Me- Esdraelon, on the confines of Galilee and Sama
tellus ; and in the time of Augustus it had ceas- ria. It was a residence of the Canaanitish
ed to be a place of importance. Megara is cel- kings before the conquest of Palestine by th.8
ebrated in the history of philosophy as the seat Jews. It was fortified by Solomon. It waa
of a philosophical school, usually called the Me- probably the same place which was called L E G I O
garian, which was founded by Euclid, a native under the Romans.
of the "city, and a disciple of Socrates. Vid.
[MEGISTA (Meyiarn), an island on the coast of
EUOLIDES, No. 2. There are no remains of any Lycia, between Rhodes and the Chelidonia.i islimportance of the ancient city of Megara.—2. A ands, with a city of the same name, which, actown in Sicily, on the eastern coast, north of cording to Strabo, was also called Cisthene.
Syracuse, founded by Dorians from Megara in Vid. C I S T H E N E , No. 2.]
Greece, B.C. 728, on the site of a small town
MEGISTANI, a people of Armenia, in the 'liaHybla, and hence called M E G A R A HYBLZEA, and trict of Sophene, near tne Euphrates.]
its inhabitants Megarenses Hyblaei (Meyapelg [MEGISTIAS (Meyiariag) of Acarnania, c' the
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race of Melampus, a celebrated seer, fought and tims that were offered to the gods ; and, anei
having an interview with Apollo on the banks
fell at the battle of Thermopylae.]
of the Alpheus, he became a most renowned
M E L A , river. Vid. M E L L A .
M E L A , FABIUS, a Roman jurist, who is often soothsayer. During his residence at Pylos his
cited in the Digest, probably lived m the time brother Bias was one of the suitors for the hand
of Pero, the daughter of Neleus. The lattei
of Antoninus Pius.
M E L A or M E L L A , M. A N N Z E U S , the youngest promised his daughter to the m a n who should
son of M. Annaaus Seneca the rhetorician, and bring him the oxen of Iphiclus, which were
brother of L. Seneca the philosopher, and Gallio. guarded by a dog w h o m neither m a n nor animal
By his wife Acilia he had at least one son, the could approach. Melampus undertook the task
celebrated Lucan. After Lucan's death, A.D. of procuring the oxen for his brother, although
65, Mela laid claim to his property; and as he he knew that the thief would be caught and
was rich, he was accused of being privy to kept in imprisonment for a year, after which he
Piso's conspiracy, and anticipated a certain sen- was to come into possession of the oxen
Things turned out as he had said; Melampus
tence by suicide.
M E L A , POMPONIUS, the first Roman author was thrown into prison, and in his captivity ha
who composed a formal treatise upon Geogra- learned from the wood-worms that the building
phy, was a native of Spain, and probably flour- in which he was imprisoned would soon break
ished under the Emperor Claudius. His work down. H e accordingly demanded to be let out,
and as Phylacus and Iphiclus thus became acis entitled De Silu Orbis Libri III. It contains
a brief description of the whole world as known quainted with his prophetic powers, they asked
to the Romans. The text is often corrupt, but him in what manner Iphiclus, who had no chil
the style is simple, and the Latinity is pure; dren, was to become father. Melampus, on the
and although every thing is compressed within suggestion of a vulture, advised Iphiclus to take
the narrowest limits, w e find the monotony of the rust from the knife with which Phylacus
the catalogue occasionally diversified by ani- had once, cut his son, and drink it in water durmated and pleasing pictures. The best edition ing ten days. This was done, and Iphiclus beis by Tzschucke, seven parts, 8vo, Lips., 1807.came the father of Podarces. Melampus now
M E L Z E N A A O R A (b MiXaiva dnpa). 1. (Now received the oxen as a reward for his good
Kara Burnu, which means the same as the services, drove them to Pylos, and thus gained
Greek name, i. e., the Black Cape), the north- Peroforhis brother. Afterward Melampus obwestern promontory of the great peninsula of tained possession of a third of the kingdom of
Ionia: f irmed by Mount Mimas; celebrated for Argos in the following manner: In the reign
the millstones hewn from it.—2. (Now Cape of Anaxagoras, king of Argos, the women of
San Nicolo), the northwestern promontory ofthe kingdom were seized with madness, and
the island of Chios.—3. (Now Kara Burnu), a roamed about the country in a frantic state
promontory of Bithynia, a little east of the Bos- Melampus cured them of their phrensy, on conporus, between theriversRhebas and Artanes ; dition that he and his brother Bias should re
also called KaXtvaKpov and BiBvvlag uKpov. ceive an equal share with Anaxagoras in the
MELZENZE (MeXaival: MeXaivevg). 1. Or M E - kingdom of Argos. Melampus and Bias marLZENEZE (MeXaiveal), a town in the west of Ar-ried the two daughters of Prcetus, and ruled
cadia, on the Alpheus, northwest of Buphagium, over two thirds of Argos.—2. The author of two
and southeast of Heraaa.—2. A demus in Attica, little Greek works still extant, entitled Divinatio
on the frontiers of Boaotia, belonging to the tribeex palpitatione and De Ncevis Oleaceis in Corpo
H e lived probably in the third century B.C. at
Antiochis.
M E L A M B I U M (MeXduBwv), a town of Thessaly Alexandrea. Both the works are full of super
in Pelasgiotis, belonging to the territory of Sco- stitions and absurdities. Edited by Franz in
his Scriptores Physiognomic Veteres, Altenburg
tussa.
M E L A M P U S (MeXdpirovg). 1. Son of Amythaon1780.
M E L A N C H L Z E N I (MeXdyxXaivoi), a people in the
by Idomene, or, according to others, by Aglaia
or Rhodope, and a brother of Bias. H e was north of Sarmatia Asiatica, about the upper
looked upon by the ancients as thefirstmortal course of the River Tanais (now Bon), resemwho had been endowed with prophetic powers, bling the Scythians in manners, though of a
as the person who first practiced the medical different race. Their Greek name was derived
irt, and who established the worship of Bae- from their dark clothing.
[ M E L A N D E P T Z E (MeXavbeirrai) or M E L A N D I T Z B
«hus (Dionysus) in Greece. H e is said to have
been married to Iphianassa (others call her (MeXavblrai), a people of Thrace, in the mountIphianira or Cyrianassa), by w h o m he became ains northwest of Byzantium, along the coast of
the father of Mantius and Antiphates. Abas, the Pontus Euxinus.]
Bias, Manto, and Pronoe are also named by some [ M E L A N E U S (MeXavevg) 1. Son of Apollo,
writers as his children. Before his house there king of the Dryopes, was a famous archer ; he
stood an oak tree containing a serpent's nest. obtained from Perieres, king of Messenia, a
The old serpents were killed by his servants, town which he named after his wife CEchalia.but Melampus took care of the young ones and 2. Father of Amphimedon in Ithaca.] '
M E L A N I P P E (MeXaviirirn). 1. Daughter of Chifed them carefully. One day, when he was
asleep, they cleaned his ears with their tongues.ron, also called Evippe. Being with child by
On his waking, he peroeived, to his astonish- /Eolus, she fled to Mount Pelion; and in order
ment, that he now anderstood the language of that her condition might not become known, she
birds, and that with their assistance he could prayed to be metamorphosed into a mare. Diforetell the futuie. In addition to this, he ac- ana (Artemis) granted her prayer, and in the
auiied the powei of prophesying from the vic- form of a horse she was placed among the stars
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Aiiotner accoint describes her metamorphosis mcetes declif-sd the challenge on tb« ground of
as a punishment for having despised Diana (Ar- age and infirmity. So ran the story, which
temis), or for having divulged the counsels of strove afterward to disguise the violent change
the gods —[2. A queen of the Amazons, taken of dynasty; and Melanthus undertook it on
captive by Hercules ; she obtained her freedom condition of being rewarded with the throne in
the event of success. H e slew Xanthus, and
by surrendering her girdle to the hero.
king, to the exclusion of the Thesidaa
MELANIPPIUES (MeXaviirirldng), of Melos, a became
celebrated lyric poet in the department of the dithy- According to Pausanias, the conqueror of Xanramb. H e flourished about B.C. 440, and lived thus was Andropompus, the father of Melanfor some time at the court of Perdiccas, of Ma- thus ; according to Aristotle, it was Codrus.
cedonia, and there died. His high reputation his son—[2. One of the T>rrhenian pirates,
as a poet is intimated by Xenophon, who makes who wished to carry off Bacchus (Dionysus),
Aristodemus give him the first place among but were changed into dolphins.]
[ M E L A S (MeXag). 1. A son of Phrixus and
dithyrambic poets, by the side of Homer, Sophocles, Polycletus, and Zeuxis, as the chief mas-Chalciope, married Euryclea. by w h o m he beters in their respective arts ; and by Plutarch, came father of Hyperes.—2 A son of Porthaon
who mentions him, with Simonides and Eurip- and Euryte, and brother of GSneus.]
M E L A S (Me/lac), the name of several rivers,
ides, as among the most distinguished masters
of music. Several verses of his poetry are still whose waters were of a dark color. 1. (Now
Mauro Nero or Monro Potamo), a small river in
preserved. Vid. Bergk, Poet. Lyr. Grcec , p. 847850. Some writers,followingthe authority of Boaotia, which rises seven stadia north of Orchomenus, becomes navigable almost from its
Suidas, make two poets of this name.
source,flowsbetween Orchomenus and AspleMELANIPPUS (MeXdvtirirog). 1. Son of Astacus
of Thebes, who, in the attack of the Seven on don, and loses the greater part of its waters
his native city, slew Tydeus and Mecisteus. in the marshes connected with Lake Copais.
His tomb was shown in the neighborhood of A small portion of its waters fell in ancient
Thebes, on the road to Chalcis.—[2. A Trojan, times into the River Cephisus.—2 A river of
slain by Teucer.—3. Another Trojan warrior, Thessaly, in the district Malis, flows near Hera
son of Hicetaon, slain by Antilochus.—4. An- clea and Trachis, and falls into the Mahac Gulf.
other Trojan warrior, slain by Patroclus.—5. A — 3 . A river of Thessaly in Phthiotis, falls into
son of Theseus and Perigune, gained the prize the Apidanus.—4. A river of Thrace,flowsfirs
in running at the games celebrated by the Epig- southwest, then northwest, and falls north of
Cardia into the Melas Sinus.—5. A river in the
oni after the capture of Thebes.]
northeast of Sicily, which flows into the sea beMELANOGZETULI.
Vid. GZETULIA.
M E L A N T H I U S (MeXdvBiog). 1. Also called Me-tween Mylae and Naulochus, through excellent
Imtheus, son of Dolius, was a goat-herd of meadows, in which the oxen of the sun are
Ulysses, who sided with the suitors of Penelope, said to have fed.—6. (Now Manaugat-Su), a
and was killed by Ulysses.—2. A n Athenian navigable river, fifty stadia (five geographical
tragic poet, of w h o m little is known beyond the miles) east of Side, was the boundary between
attacks made on him by Aristophanes and the Pamphylia and Cilicia.—7. (Now Kara-Su, i. e.,
other comic poets. The most important pas- the Black River), in Cappadoeia, rises in Mount
sage respecting him is in the Peace of Aristoph- Argaaus, flows past Mazaea, and, after forming
anes (796, & c ) . H e was celebrated for his a succession of morasses, falls into the Halys,
wit, of which several specimens are preserved and not (as Strabo says) into the Euphrates.
M E L A S SINUS (MeXag KoXirog: now Gulf of
by Plutarch. — 3. Or Melanthus, an eminent
Greek painter of the Sicyonian school, was con- Saws), a gulf of the zEgaaan Sea, between the
temporary with Apelles (B.C. 332), with w h o m coast of Thrace on the northwest and the Thrahe studied under Pamphilus. H e was one of cian Chersonesus on the southeast, into which
the best colorists of all the Greek painters.— the River Melas flows.
M E L D I or M E L D / K , a people in Gallia Lugdu[4. Leader of the twenty ships sent by the Athenians to the aid of Aristagoras of Miletus in his nensis, on the borders of Belgica, and upon the
River Sequana (now Seine), in whose territory
revolt against the Persian government.]
Caasar built forty ships for his expedition against
M E L A N T H I U S (MeXdvBiog, now probably MeletIrma), a river of Pontus, in Asia Minor, east Britain.
M E L E A G E R (MeXiaypog). 1. Son of GGneus
of the Promontorium Jasonium ; the boundary
between Pontus Polemoniacus and Pontus Cap- and Althaaa, the daughter of Thestius, husband
of Cleopatra, and father of Polydora. Others
padocius.
[ M E L A N T H O (MeXavBa), daughter of Dolius, call him a son of Mars (Ares) and Althaaa. H e
sister of the goat-herd Melanthius (vid M E L A N - was one of the most famous zEtolian heroes of
THIUS), female attendant upon Penelope, was Calydon, and distinguished himself by his skill
put to death by Ulysses because she had aided in throwing the javelin. H e taok part in the
Argonautic expedition. On his return home,
the suitors.]
M E L A N T H U S or M E L A N T H I U S (MeXavBog). 1. thefieldsof Calydon were laid waste by a monOne of the Nelidae, and king of Messenia, whence strous boar, which Diana (Artemis) had sent
he was driven out by the Heraclidaa, on their against the country as a punishment, because
conquest of the Peloponnesus ; and, following CEneus, the king of the place, once neglected
the instructions of the Delphic oracle, took to offer up a sacrifice to the goddess. N o one
refuge in Attica. In a war between the Athe- dared encounter the terrible animal, till at length
nians and Boeotians, Xanthus, the Boeotian king, Meleager, with a band of other heroes, went out
challenged Thymcetes, king of Athens and the to hunt the boar. H e slew the animal; but the
sst of the Thesidaa, to singlo combat Thy- I Calydonians and Curetes quarrelled about the
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head and bi&p, and at length waged open war ing by Smyrna, on the banks of which Home<
against each other. The Calydonians were is said to have been born ; (according to anoth
always victorious, so long as Meleager went er account, he composed his poems in a grot
out with them. But when his mother Althaaa to at its source) and hence was called Melepronounced a curse upon lrm, enraged at the sigenes (MeXiiaiyevng): from this also was dedeath of her brother who hac fallen in the fight, rived the phrase Meletea charta in TibUlus
Meleager stayed at home wi h his wife C eopa- Another account makes Meles, the god oi !his
fra. The Curetes now began to press Calydon stream, to have been the father of Homer ]
Vfiry hard It was in vain that the old men of
[ M E L E S A N D E R (MeXijaavdpof), an Athenian
(he town made him the most brilliant promises general, who was sent out with six ships in the
•f he would again join in the fight, and that hisyear 430 B.C. against Caria and Lycia; fell in
father, his sisters, and his mother supplicated battle in Lycia.]
him. At length, however, he yielded to the
[MELESIPPUS (MeXijmirirog), a Lacedaamonian,
prayers of his wife Cleopatra : he put the Cu- one of the ambassadors sent to Athens B.C.
retes toflight,but he never returned home, for 432, and again the next year to demand the
the Erinnys, who had heard the curse of his restoration of the independence of the Greek
mother, overtook him. Such is the more an- states, but without success.]
cient form of the legend, as w e find it in Horner. M E L E T U S or M E L I T U S (MeXnrog: Melarog), an
(It., ix , 527, &eq.) In the later traditions Meobscure tragic poet, but notorious as one of the
leager collects the heroes from all parts of accusers of Socrates, was an Athenian, of the
Greece to join him in the hunt. A m o n g others Pitthean demus. H e is represented by Plato
was the fair maiden Atalanta ; but the heroes and Aristophanes and their scholiasts as a frigid
refused to hunt with her, until Meleager, who and licentious poet, and a worthless and profliwas in love with her, overcame their opposition. gate man.
In the accusation of Socrates it was
Atalanta gave the animal the first wound, which Meletus who laid the indictment before the
was at length slain by Meleager. H e present- archon Basileus; but, in reality, he was the
ed the hide to Atalanta, but the sons of Thes- most insignificant of the accusers ; and, accordtius took it from her, whereupon Meleager in a ing to one account, he was bribed by Anytus
rage slew them. This, however, was the cause and Lycon to take part in the affair. Soon after
of his o w n death, which came to pass in the the death of Socrates, the Athenians repented
following way. W h e n he was seven days old of their injustice, and Meletus was stoned to
the Mceraa appeared, declaring that the boy death as one of the authors of their folly.
would die as soon as the piece of wood which
M E L I A (MeXla), a nymph, daughter of Oceanus,
was burning on the hearth should be consumed. became by Inachus the mother of Phoroneus
Althaaa, upon hearingthis, extinguished the fire-and zEgialeus or Pegeus; and by Silenus the
brand, and concealed it in a chest. Meleager mother of the centaur Pholus; and by Nephimself became invulnerable ; but after he had tune (Poseidon) of Amycus. She was carried
killed the brothers of his mother, she lighted off by Apollo, and became by him the mother
the piece of wood, and Meleager died. Althaea, of Ismenius and of the seer Tenerus. She waa
too late repenting of what she had done, put an worshipped in the Ismenium, the sanctuary of
end to her life; and Cleopatra died of grief. Apollo, near Thebes. In the pluralform,the
The sisters of Meleager wept unceasingly after Melia or Meliades (MeXlai, MeXidbeg) are the
his death, until Diana (Artemis) changed them nymphs who, along with the Gigantes and
into Guinea-hens (peXeayptdeg), which were
Erinnyes, sprang from the drops of blood that
transferred to the island of Leros. Even in fell from Ccelus (Uranus) and were received by
this condition they mourned during a certain Terra (Gaaa). The nymphs that nursed Jupiter
part of the year for their brother. T w o of (Zeus) are likewise called Meliaa.
them, Gorge and De'ianira, through the mediaMELIBCEA (MeXiBoia: MeXtBoevg). 1. A town
tion of Bacchus (Dionysus), were not meta- on the coast of Thessaly, in Magnesia, between
morphosed.—2. Son of Neoptolemus, a Mace- Mount Ossa and Mount Pelion, is said to have
donian officer in the service of Alexander the been built by Magnes, and to have been named
Great. After the death of Alexander the Great Melibcea in honor of his wife. It is mentioned
(B.O. 323) Meleager resisted the claims of Per- by Homer as belonging to the dominions of
diccas to the regency, and was eventually asso- Philoctetes, who is hence called by Virgil (Mn.,
ciated with the latter in this office. Shortly iii., 401) dux Melibasus. It was celebrated for
afterward, however, he was put to death by its purple dye. (Lucret., ii., 499 ; Virg., Mn.,
order of Perdiccas.—[3. Commander of a squad- v., 251.)—3 A small island at the mouth of the
ron of cavalry in the army of Alexander the River Orontes, in Syria.
Great at the battle of Arbela. H e was afterMELICERTES.
Vid. P A L Z E M O N .
ward slain in an insurrection against the offi[MELINOPHAGI (MeXivoijidyoi, "Millet-eaters'"),
cers left by Antigonus in the government of a Thracian people on the coast of Salmydessus,
Media.]—4. Son of Eucrates, the celebrated w h o m the Greeks named after their chief article
writer and collector of epigrams, was a native of food, not knowing their real name.]
of Gadara in Palestine, and lived about B.C.
MELISSA (MeXioaa). 1. A nymph said to have
60. There are one hundred and thirty-one of discovered the use of honey, and from w h o m
his epigrams in the Greek Anthology, written bees were believed to have received their name
in a good Greek style, though somewhat affect- (peXiaoai). There can be no doubt, however,
ed, and distinguished by sophistic acumen and that the name really came from piXi, honey,
amatory fancy. A n account of his collection of and was hence given to nymphs. According
spigrams is given under P L A N U D E S .
to some traditions, bees were nymphs meta[ M E L E S (WXng), a small stream of Ionia flow- morphosed. Hence the nymphs whr fed tha
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mfant Jupiter (Zeus) with honey are called Me-1 One of the gates of Athens was called tl.o K e
fissaa.—2. The name of priestesses in general, litian gate, because it led to this demus. Vid
but more especially of the priestesses of Ceres p. 122, b.—4. A lake in zEtolia, near the moutt
(Demeter), Proserpina (Persephone), Apollo, of the Aehelous, belonging to the territory of
and Diana (Artemis).—3. Wife of Periander, the town CEniadEe.
tyrant of Corinth, and daughter of Procles,
M E L I T . E A , M E L I T E A , or M E H T I A (MeXiraia,
tyrant of Epidaurus, was slain by her husband. MeAireia, MeXirla: MeXirmevg), a town ofThes
Vid. P E R I A N D E R .
saly, in Phthiotis, on the northern slope of
[MELISSA (MeXuaaa), a village in the eastern Moun', Othrys, and near the River Enipeus Ti
part of Phrygia Magna, between Synnada and is said to have been called Pyrrha c icie an
Metropolis, with the tomb of Aloibiades, where, cient times, and the sepulchre of Hellen TM
at Hadrian's order, a statue was erected to shown in its market-place.
him of Parian marble and sacrifices annually
M E L I T E (MeXlrn). 1. A nymph, one of the
offered.]
Nereides, a daughter of Nereus and Doris.—[2.
M E L I S S U S (MeXiooog). 1. Of Samos, a Greek A Naiad, daughter of the river-god zEgaaus, bephilosopher, the son of Ithagenes, was, accord- came by Hercules mother of Hyllus, in the
ing to the common account, the commander of land of the Phaaacians.]
the fleet opposed to Pericles, B C. 440. But he
M E L I T E N E (MeAirnvb), a district of Armenia
is not mentioned by Thucydides, and ought Minor, between the Anti-Taurus and the Euprobably to be placed much earlier, as he is said phrates, celebrated for its fertility, and espeto have been connected with Heraclitus, and cially for its fruit-trees, oil, and wine. It poa
to have been a disciple of Parmenides. It ap- sessed no great town until thefirstcentury of
pears from the fragments of his work, which our era, when a city, also called Melitene (now
was written in prose, and in the Ionic dialect, Malatiyah) was built on a tributary of the Euthat he adopted the doctrines of the Eleatics. phrates, and near that river itself, probably on
— 2 . A Latin grammarian and a comic poet, the site of a very ancient fort. This became
was a freedman of Maaeenas, and was intrusted a place of considerable importance ; the centre
by Augustus with the arrangement of the li- of several roads ; the station, under Titus, of
brary in the portico of Octavia.
the twelfth legion ; and, in the later division of
M E L I T A or M E L I T E (Me/U'-n?: M?Xiralog, Meli- the provinces, the capital of Armenia Secunda.
tensis). 1. (Now Malta), an island in the Medi- In A D. 577 it was the scene of a victory gainterranean Sea, situated fifty-eight miles from ed by the Romans over the Persians under
the nearest point of Sicily, and one hundred Chosroes I.
and seventy-nine miles from the nearest point
M E L I T O (MeXlrav), a Christian write of conof Africa. Its greatest length is seventeen siderable eminence, was bishop of Sardes in the
miles and a quarter, and its greatest breadth reign of M. Aurelius, to w h o m he presented an
nine miles and a quarter. The island was first Apology for the Christians. Of his numerous
colonized by the Phoenicians, w h o used it as a works only fragments are extant.
place of refuge for their ships, on account of its
M E L L A or M E L A (now Mella), a river in Gallia
excellent harbors. It afterward passed into the Transpadana, which flows^by Brixia and falls
hands of the Carthaginians, but was taken pos- into the Ollius (now Oglio).
session of by the Romans in the second Punic
M E L L A R I A . 1. A town of the Bastuli in Hiswar, and annexed to the province of Sicily. pania Baatica, between Belon and Calpe, on the
The Romans, however, appear to have neglect- I road from Gades to Malaca.—2. A town in the
ed the island, and it is mentioned by Cicero as | same province, considerably north of the fora frequent resort of pirates. It contained- a mer, on the road from Corduba to Emerita
town of the same name, founded by the CarthaM E L O D U N U M (now Melun), a town of the Se
ginians, and two celebrated temples, one of nones in Gallia Lugdunensis, on an island of
Juno on a promontory near the town, and an- the Sequana (now Seine), and on the road from
other of Hercules in the southeast of the island. Agendicum to Lutetia Parisiorum.
It is celebrated in sacred history as the island
M E L O S (M^Aoc: MbXtog: now Milo), an islon which the Apostle Paul was shipwrecked; and in the zEgean Sea, and the most westerly
though some writers erroneously suppose that of the group of the Cyclades, whence it was
the apostle was shipwrecked on the island of called Zephyria by Aristotle. It is about sevthe same name off the Illyrian coast. The in- enty miles north of tho coast of Crete, and sixhabitants manufactured fine cloth, which was ty-five east of the coast of Peloponnesus. Its
in much request at Rome. They also exported length is about fourteen miles from east to
a considerable quantity of honey; and from west, and its breadth about eight miles It conthis island, according to some authorities, came tains on the north a deep bay, which forms an
the catuli Mclitai, the favorite lap-dogs of the
excellent harbor, and on which was situated ?
Roman ladies, though other writers make them town, bearing the same name as the island
come from the island off the Illyrian coast.—2. The island is of volcanic origin; it contains hot
;Now Meleda), a small island in the Adriatic springs, and mines of sulphur and alum. Its
Sea, off the coast of Illyria (Dalmatis), north- soil is very fertile, and it produced in antiquity
west of Epidaurus. — 3. A demus in Attica, as it does at present, abundance of corn, oiL
which also formed part of the city of Athens, wine, &c. It wasfirstcolonized by the Phoewas situated south of the inner Ceramicus, and nicians, who are said to have called it Byblu.\
probably included the hill of the Museum. It or Byblis, after the Phoanician town Byblus. It
was said to have derived its name from a nymph was afterward colonized by Laeedaamonians, oi
Melite, with w h o m Hercules was in love, arid at least by Dorians; and consequently in the
it therefore contained a temple of this god. Peloponnesian war it embraced the side of
32
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Sparta. In B.C. 426 the Athenians made an was a prince of the /Ethiopians, who came ;a
unsuccessful attack upon the island; but in 416 the assistance of his uncle Priam, for Tithonus
thev obtained possession of the town after a and Priam were half-brothers, being both sous
siege of several months, whereupon they killed of Laomedon by different mothers. Respect 'jig
all the adult males, sold the women and chil- his expedition to Troy there are different ledren as slaves, and peopled the island by an gends. According to some, M e m n o n the /EthiAthenian colony. Melof was the birth-place of opian first went to Egypt, thence to Susa, and,
Diagoras, the atheist, whence Aristophanes callsthence to Troy. At Susa, which had been foundSocrates also the Melian.
ed by Tithonus, Memnon built the acropolis,
M E L P O M E N E (MeXiropevn), i. e., the singing
which was called after him the Memnonium.
goddess, one of the nine Muses, who presided According to others, Tithonus was the governover Tragedy. Vid. MUSZE.
or of a Persian province and the favorite of
[ M E L P U M (now Melza), a city of Gallia Trans-Teutamus; and Memnon obtained the compadana, in the territory of the Insubres.]
mand of a large host of/Ethiopians and Susans
[ M E L S U S (now Narcea), a small stream in the to succor Priam. M e m n o n came to the wai
territory of the Astures, in Hispania Tarraco- in armor made for him by Vulcan (Hephaastus).
nensis, flowing into the Oceanus Cantabricus, H e slew Antilochus, the son of Nestor, but was
west of Flavionovia.]
himself slain by Achilles after a long and fierce
M E M I N I , a people in Gallia Narbonensis, on combat While the two heroes were fighting,
the western bank of the Druentia, whose chief Jupiter (Zeus) weighed their fates, and the scale
town was Carpentoracte (now Carpentras).
containing Memnon's sank. His mother was
M E M M I A G E N S , a plebeian house at Rome, inconsolable at his death. She wept for him
whose members do not occur in history before every morning; and the dew-drops of the mornB.C. 173, but who pretended to be descended ing are the tears of Aurora (Eos). T o soothe
from the Trojan Mnestheus
(Virg., zEn., v. the grief of his mother, Jupiter (Zeus) caused
117.)
a number of birds to issue out of the funeral
MEMMIUS
1. C , tribune of the plebs B.C. pile, on which the body of Memnon was burnIll, was an ardent opponent of the oligarchical ing, which, afterflyingthrice around the burnparty at R o m e during the Jugurthine war. ing pile, divided into two separate bodies, which
A m o n g the nobles impeached by Memmius fought so fiercely that half of them fell down
were L. Calpurnius Bestia and M. zEmilius upon the ashes of the hero, and thus formed a
Seaurus. Memmius was slain by the mob of funeral sacrifice for him. These birds were
Saturninus and Glaucia, while a candidate for called Memnonides, and, according to a story
the consulship in 100.—2. 0 M E M M I U S G E M E L - current on the Hellespont, they visited every
LUS, tribune of the plebs 66, curule aadile 60, year the tomb of the hero. At the entreaties
and prator 58. H e belonged at that time to of Aurora (Eos), Jupiter (Zeus) conferred imthe Senatorian party, since he impeached P. mortality upon Memnon. At a comparatively
Vatinius, opposed P. Clodius, and was vehe- late period, the Greeks gave the name of M e m ment in his invectives against Julius Caasar. non to the colossal statue in the neighborhood
But before he competed for the consulship, 54, of Thebes, which was said to give forth a sound
he had been reconciled to Caasar, who support- like the snapping asunder of a chord when it
ed him with all his interest. Memmius, how- was struck by thefirstrays of the rising sun.
ever, again offended Caasar by revealing a cer- Although the Greeks gave this name to the
tain coalition with his opponents at the comitia. statue, they were well aware that the Egyptians
H e was impeached for ambitus, and, receiving did not call the statue Memnon, but Amenophis.
no aid from Caasar, withdrew from R o m e to Thisfigurewas made of black stone, in a sitMytilene, where he was living in the year of ting posture, with its feet close together, and the
Cicero's proconsulate. Memmius married Faus- hands leaning on the seat. Several very inta, a daughter of the dictator Sulla, w h o m he genious conjectures have been propounded redivorced after having by her at least one son, specting the alleged meaning of the so-called
C. Memmius. Vid. No. 3. H e was eminent both statue of Memnon. Some have asserted that
in literature and in eloquence. Lucretius ded- it served for astronomical purposes, and others
icated his poem, De Rerum Natura, to him. H e that it had reference to the mystic worship of
was a m a n of profligate character, and wrote the sun and light, but there can be little doubt
indecent poems — 3 . C. M E M M I U S , son of the that the statue represented nothing else than
preceding, was tribune of the plebs 54, when the Egyptian king Amenophis.—2. A native of
he prosecuted A. Gabinius for malversation in Rhodes, joined Artabazus, satrap of Lowel
his province of Syria, and Domitius Calvinus Phrygia, who had married his sister, in his refor ambitus at his consular comitia. Memmius volt against Darius Ochus. W h e n fortune dewas step-son of T. Annius Milo, who married serted the insurgents, theyfledto the court of
his mother Fausta after her divorce. H e was Philip. Mentor, the brother of Memnon, being
consul suffeotus 3 4 — 4 . P. M E M M I U S R E G U L U S , high in favor with Darius, interceded on behalf
consul suffectus A.D. 31, afterward praafect of of Artabazus and Memnon, who were pardoned
Macedonia and Achaia. H e was the husband and again received into favor. On the death
of Lollia Paulina, and was compelled by Caligu- of Mentor, Memnon, who possessed great milila to divorce her.
tiry skill and experience, succeeded him in his
M E M N O N (Mepvov). I. The beautiful son of authority, which extended over all the western
Tithonus and Eos (Aurora), and brother of Ema- coast of Asia Minor (about B.O. 336). W h e n
thion. H e is rarely mentioned by Homer, and Alexander invaded Asia, M e m n o n defended
must be regarded essentially as a post-Homeric Halicarnassus against Alexander until it was
hero. According to these later traditions, he no longer possible to hold out; he then '.olio-*
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ed ar. army and afleet,with the design of carry- of tho Pharaohs ; the temple-palace of the god
ing the war into Greece, but died at Mytilene in bull Apis; the temple of Serapis, with its ave
333, befoie he could carry his plan into execu- nue of sphinxes, now covered by the sand of ths
tion. His death was an irreparable loss to the desert; and the temple of Vulcan (Hephaastus).
Persian cause, for several Greek states were the Egyptian Phtha, of whose worship Memphis
prepared to join him had he carried the war into was the ichief seat. The ruins of this temple,
Greece.—3. A native of Heraciea Pontica, wrote and of other buildings, still cover a large porA large work on the history of that city. Of how tion of the plain between the Nile and the westmany books it consisted, w e do not know. Pho- ern range of hills which skirt its valley
tius had read from the ninth to the sixteenth
M E N Z E N U M or M E N Z E (Menenius, Cic , M e n a m
inclusive, of which portion he has made a tol- nus, Plin., but on coins Menaanus : now Mineo)
erably copious abstract. The first eight books a town on the eastern coast of Sicily, south of
he had not read, and he speaks of other books Hybla, the birth-place and residence of the Siafter the sixteenth. The ninth book began with celian chief Ducetius, who was long a formidaan account of the tyrant Clearchus, the disciple ble enemy of the Greek cities in Sicily. Vid
of Plato and Isocrates, and the sixteenth book DUCETIUS.
On his fall the town lost all its im
came down to the time of Julius Caasar, after portance.
the latter had obtained the supreme power.
MENALIPPUS.
Vid. M E L A N I P P U S .
The work was probably written in the time of
M E N A N D E R (MevavSpog), of Athens, the most
Augustus, and certainly not later than the time distinguished poet of the N e w Comedy, was
of Hadrian or the Antonines. The Excerpta the son of Diopithes and Hegesistrato, andfloui
of Photius are published separately by Orelii, ished in the time of the successors of AlexanLips , 1816
der. H e was born B 0. 342. His father, DioM E M N O I P U M and -IA (Mepvbveiov, Mepvoveia),
pithes, commanded the Athenian forces on the
were namfis applied by the Greeks to certain Hellespont in the year of his son's birth. Alex
very ancient buildings and monuments in Egypt is, the comic poet, was the uncle of Menander
and Asia, which they supposed to have been on the father's side ; and w e may naturally superected by or in honor of M E M N O N . 1 The pose that the young Menander derived from his
most ce'ebrated of these was a great temple at uncle his taste for the comic drama, and was
Thebes, described by Strabo, and commonly instructed by him in its rules of composition.
identified by modern travellers with the mag- His character must have been greatly influenced
nificent ruins of the temple of Remeses the by his intimacy with Theophrastus and EpicuGre.it, at Western Thebes, or, as it is usually rus, of w h o m the former was his teacher and
cahed, the tomb of Osymandyas, from its agree- the latter his intimate friend. His taste and
ment with the description of that monument giv- sympathies were altogether with the philosophy
en by Diodorus. There are, however, strong of Epicurus ; and in an epigram he declared
grounds for supposing that the true Memnoni- that " as Themistooles rescued Greece from
um, described by Strabo, stood behind the two slavery, so Epicurus from unreason." From
colossal sitting statues on the plain of Thebes, Theophrastus, on the other hand, he must have
ane of which is clearly the vocal statue of M e m - derived much of that skill in the discrimination
non, and that it has entirely disappeared.—2 of character which w e so much admire in the
Vid. A B Y D O S , N O . 2.—3. The citadel of Susa wasCkaracteres of the philosopher, and which formso called, and its erection was ascnoed to the ed the great charm of the comedies of MenanM e m n o n who appears in the legends of the Tro- der. His master's attention to external elejan war; but there is no reason to suppose that gance and comfort he not only imitated, but, as
this connection of Memnon with the Persian cap- was natural in a man of an elegant person, a
ital existed before the Persian conquest of Egypt.joyous spirit, and a serene and easy temper, he
M E M P H I S (Mepjpig, Mevip: in the Old Testament,
carried it to the extreme of luxury and effemMoph: Mepfyirng, Memphites: now ruins at Menf
inacy. The moral character of Menander is deand Metrahcnny), a great city of Egypt, secondfended by modern writers against the asperin importance only to Thebes, after the fall of sions of Suidas and others. Thus much is cerwhich it became the capital of the whole country, tain, that his comedies contain nothing offensa position which it had previously shared with ive, at least to the taste of his own and the folThebes It was of unknown antiquity, its found- lowing ages, none of the purest, it must be adation being ascribed to Menes. It stood on the mitted, as they were frequently acted at private
left (western) bank of the Nile, about ten miles banquets. Of the actual events of his life w e
above the Pyramids of Jizeh, near the northernknow but little. H e enjoyed the friendship of
limit of the Heptanomis, or Middle Egypt, a Demetrius Phalereus, whose attention was first
nome of which (MepQlrng) was named after thedrawn to him by admiration of his works. Ptolcity. It was connected by canals with the lakes emy, the son of Lagus, was also one of his adof Mceris and Mareotis, and was the great centre mirers ; and he invited the poet to his court at
of the commerce of Egypt until the Persian con- Alexandrea, but Menander seems to have dequest (B.C. 524), when Cambyses partially de- clined the proffered honor. H e died at Athens
stroyed the city. After the foundation of Alex- B.C. 291, at the age of 52, and is said to have
andrea it sank into insignificance, and was finalbeen drowned while swimming in the harbor of
ly destroyed at the Arab eonquest in the sev- Piraeus. Notwithstanding Menander's fame as
enth century. In the time of its splendor it is a poet, his public dramatic career was not emisaid to have been one hundred and fifty stadia nently successful;for,though he composed upin circumference, and half a day's journey in ward of one hundred comedies, he gained tha
every direction. Of the splendid buildings with prize only eight times. His preference for elewhich it was adorned, the chief were the palace gant exhibitions of charactei above coarse jest
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mg may have been the reason why he was not rivals. The treacherous proposal, however wa<
so great a favorite with the common people as rejected by Pompey. On the breaking out of
his principal rival, Philemon, who is said, more-the war again in 38, Menas deserted Pompey
over, to have used unfair means of gaining and went over to Octavianus. In 36 he return
popularity. Menander appears to have borne ed to his old master's service; but in the course
the popular neglect very lightly, in the con- of the same year he again played the deserter,
sciousness of his superiority; and once when and joined Octavianus. In 35 he accompanied
he happened to meet Philemon, he is said to Octavianus in the Pannonians campaign, and
have asked him, " Pray, Philemon, do not you was slain at the siege of Siscia!' According te
blush when you gain a victory over m e V The the old scholiasts, this Menas is the person so
neglect of Menander's contemporaries has been vehemently attacked by Horace in his fourth
amply compensated by his posthumous fame. epode. This statement has been called in quesHis comedies retained their place on the stage tion by many modern commentators ; but their
down to the time of Plutarch, and the unani- arguments are far from satisfactory.
mous consent of antiquity placed him at the
M E N D E or M E N D Z E (Mevdn, Mevdatog), a town
head of the N e w Comedy, and on an equality on the western coast of the Macedonian peninwith the great masters of the various kinds of sula Pellene and on the Thermaic Gulf, was a
poetry. His comedies were imitated by the Ro- colony of the Eretrians, and was celebrated for
man dramatists, particularly by Terence, who its wine. It was for some time a place of conwas little more than a translator of Menander. siderable importance, but was ruined by tho
But w e can not form, from any one play of Ter- foundation of Cassandrea.
ence, a fair notion of the corresponding play of M E N D E S (Mevdng : Mevdrjmog: ruins near MaMenander, as the Roman poet frequently com- tarieh), a considerable city of the Delta of Egypt,
pressed two of Menander's plays into one. It on the southern side of the Lake of Tanis (now
was this mixing up of different plays that Caa- Menzaleh), and on the bank of one of the lesser
sar pointed to by the phrase 0 dimidiate Menanarms of the Nile, named after it Mevbrjowv orbpa •
der, in the epigram which he wrote upon Ter- the chief seat of the worship of M E N D E S .
ence. Of Menander's comedies only fragments
M E N E O L E S (MtveicXi/c).
1. Of Barce in Cyare extant. The best edition of them is by Mei- rene, an historian of uncertain date.—2. Of Alaneke, in his Fragmenta Comicorum Grascorum,banda, a celebrated rhetorician. H e and his
Berol., 1841.
brother Hierocles taught rhetoric at Rhodes,
[ M E N A N D E R (Mevavdpog). 1. A n Athenian of-where the orator M. Antonius heard them, about
ficer in the Sicilian expedition, associated in theB.C. 94.
supreme command with Nicias, toward the end
M E N E O R A T E S (MeveKpdrng). 1. A Syracusan
of the year B.C. 414 : he afterward served with physician at the court of Philip, king of Mace
Aloibiades against Pharnabazus, and was one don, B.C. 359-336. H e made himself ridicu
of the commanders at the disastrous battle of lous by calling himself "Jupiter," and assuming
/Egos potami.—2. King of Bactria, was one of divine honors. There is a tale that he was inthe most powerful of all the Greek rulers of vited one day by Philip to a magnificent enterthat country, and one of those who made the tainment, where the other guests were sumpmost extensive conquests in India, reaching be- tuously fed, while he himself had nothing but
yond the Hypanis or Sutledj.—3. Surnamed Pro-incense and libations, as not being subject tc
tector, a Greek writer of Byzantium in the latter the human infirmity of hunger. H e was at first
half of the sixth century. H e wrote a history pleased with his reception, but afterward perof the Eastern empire from A.D. 559 to 582 in ceiving the joke, andfindingthat no more sub
eight books, of which considerable extracts stantial food was offered him, he left the party
have been preserved in the " Eclogaa Legation- in disgust. — 2. TIBERIUS C L A U D I U S M E N E O R A u m " attributed to Constantinus Porphyrogeni- TES, a physician mentioned by Galen, composed
tus. Edited by Bekker and Niebuhr, Bonn, 1830.] more than one hundred and fifty medical works,
M E N A P I A (Mevairla), a city of Bactriana, onof which only a few fragments remain.
the River Zariaspis.
M E N E D E M U S (Mevednpog), a Greek philosopher.
MENAPII, a powerful people in the north of was a native of Eretria, and, though of noble
Gallia Belgica, originally dwelt on both banks birth, was poor, and worked for a livelihoon
of the Rhine, but were afterward driven out of either as a builder or as a tent-maker. Accordtheir possessions on the right bank by the Usi- ing to one story, he seized the opportunity afpetes and Tenchteri, and inhabited only the left forded by his being sent on some military servbank near its mouth, and west of the Mosa. ice to M E G A R A to hear Plato, and abandoned
Their country was covered with forests and the army to addict himself to philosophy ; but
swamps. They had a fortress on the Mosa it may be questioned whether he was old enough
ealled Castellum Menapiomm (now Kessel).
to have heard Plato before the death of the
M E N A S (Mjjvac), also called M E N O D O R U S (Mn- latter. According to another story, he and his
vbbapog) by Appian, a freedman of Pompey thefriend Asclepiades got their livelihood as millers,
Great, was one of the principal commanders of working during the night, that they might have
the,fleetof Sextus Pompey in his war against leisure for philosophy in the day. The two
Octavianufc and Antony, B.C. 40. In 39 he friends afterward became disciples of Stilpo at
tried in vain to dissuade his master from con- Megaia. From Megara they went to Elis, and
cluding a peace with Octavianus and Antony; placed themselves under the instruction of
and, at an entertainment given to them by Sex- some disciples of Phaado. O n his return to
tus on board his ship at Misenum, Menas sug- Eretria Menedemus established a school of rhi
gested to him to cut the cables of the vessel, losophy, which was called the Eretrian. H a
and, running it out to sea, dispatch both his did not, howeve -, confine himself to philosophi500
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eal pursuits, but took an active part in the polit- what he said was always impressive; he was
!
cal affairs of his native city, and came to be brave and courageous, but milder than Aga.
th** leading m a n in the state. H e went on vari- memnon, intelligent and hospitable. Accotdous embassies to Lysimachus, Demetrius, and ing to the prophecy of Proteus in the Odyssey,
otbeis ; but, being suspected of the treacherous Menelaus and Helen were not to die, but the
intention of betraying Eretria into the power of gods were to conduct them to Elysium. Ac
Antigonus, he quitted his native city secretly, cording to a later tradition, he and Helen went
and took refuge with Antigonus in Asia. Here to the Taurians, where they were sacrificed by
he starved himself to death in the seventy-fourth Iphigenia to Diana (Artemis). Menelaus was
year of his age, probably about B.C. 277. Of worshipped as a hero at Therapne, where his
the philosophy of Menedemus little is known, tomb and that of Helen were shown. Respectexcept that it closely resembled that of the Me- ing the tale that Helen never went to Troy, but
garian school. Vid. EUCLIDES, No. 2.
was detained in Egypt, vid. H E L E N A . — 2 . Son
M E N E L A I or -us, P O R T U S (MeveXuiog Xiprjv,
of Lagus, and brother of Ptolemy Soter, held
MeveXaog : now Marsa-Toubrouk, or Ras-elpossession of Cyprus for his brother, but was
Milhr?), an ancient city on the coast of Mar- defeated and driven out of the island by Dememarica, in Northern Africa, founded, accordingtrius Poliorcetes, B.C. 306.—3. A Greek matheto tradition, by Menelaus. It is remarkable in matician, a native of Alexandrea, the author of
history as the place where Agesilaus died.
an extant treatise in three books, on the Sphere.
M E N E L A I U M (Meve?idlov), a mountain in LaH e made some astronomical observations at
eonia, southeast of Sparta, near Therapne, on R o m e in the first year of the Emperor Trajan,
which the heroum of Menelaus was situated, the A.D. 98.
foundations of which temple were discovered
M E N E L A U S (MeveXaog), a city of Lower Egypt,
in the year 1834.
on the Canopic branch of the Nile, named after
M E N E L A U S (MeveXaog, MeveXeag, or MeveXag).
the brother of Ptolemy the son of Lagus. It
1. Son of Plisthenes or Atreus, and younger was made the capital of the district between
brother of Agamemnon. His eaily life is re- the lakes of Moaris and Mareotis (vopbg Mevslated under A G A M E M N O N . H e was king of La- Xatrng).
cedaamon, and married to the beautiful Helen,
MENENIUS LANATUS
1. AGRIPPA, consul B.C.
by w h o m he became the father of Hermione. 503, conquered the Sabines. It was owing to
W h e n Helen had been carried off by Paris, Men- his mediation that thefirstgreat rupture be
elaus and Ulysses sailed to Troy in order to tween the patricians and plebeians, when the
denand her restitution. Menelaus was hospi- latter seceded to the Sacred Mount, was brought
taoly treated by Antenor, but the journey was to a happy and peaceful termination in 493,
61" no avail; and the Trojan Antimachus even and it was upon this occasion he is said to have
advised his fellow-citizens to kill Menelaus and related to the plebeians his well-known fable
Uljsses. Thereupon Menelaus and his brother of the belly and its members.—2. T., consul
Agamemnon resolved to march against Troy 477, was defeated by the Etruscans. H e had
with all the forces that Greece could muster. previously allowed the Fabii to be destroyed by
Agamemnon was chosen the commander in- the Etruscans, although he might have assisted
chief. In the Trojan war Menelaus was under them with his army. For this act of treacherythe special protection of Juno (Hera) and Mi- he was brought to trial by the tribunes and con
nerva (Athena), and distinguished himself by demned to pay a fine. H e took his punishment
his bravery in battle. H e killed many illustri- so much to heart, that he shut himself up in
ous Trojans, and would have slain Paris also his house and died of grief.
in single combat, had not the latter been carried
M E N E S (Mijvng), first king of Egypt, according
off by Venus (Aphrodite) in a cloud. Menelaus to the traditions of the Egyptians themselves.
was one of the heroes concealed in the wooden Herodotus records of him that he built M e m horse ; and as soon as Troy was taken, he and phis on a piece of ground which he had rescued
Ulysses hastened to the house of Deiphobus, from the river by turning it from its former
who had married Helen after the death of Paris, course, and erected therein a magnificent temand put him to death in a barbarous manner. ple to Hephaastus (Phthah). Diodorus tells us
Menelaus is said to have been secretly intro- that he introduced into Egypt the worship of
duced into the chamber of Deiphobus by Helen, the gods arid the practice of sacrifices, as well
who thus became reconciled to her former hus- as a more elegant and luxurious style of living.
band. H e was among thefirstthat sailed away That he was a conqueror, like other founders
from Troy, accompanied by his wife Helen and of kingdoms, w e learn from an extract from
Nestor ; but he was eight years wandering about Manetho preserved by Eusebius. By Marsham
the shores of the Mediterranean before he and others he has been identified with the Mizreached home. He arrived at Sparta on the raim of Scripture. According to some accounts
very day on whieh Orestes was engaged in he was killed by a hippopotamus.
Burying Olytaamnestra and zEgisthus. HenceM E N E S T H E I P O R T U S (now Pueito de S. Maria),
forward he lived with Helen at Sparta in peace a harbor in Hispania Baatica, not far from Gades,
and wealth, and his palace shone in its splendor with an oracle of Menestheus, w h o is said in
like the sun or the moon. W h e n Telemachus some legends to have settled in Spain
visited Sparta to inquire after his father, Mene[ M E N E S T H E S (MevecBvg), a Greek warrior at
laus was solemnizing the marriage of his daugh- the siege of Troy, slain by Hector ]
ter Hermione with Neoptolemus, and of his son
M E N E S T H E U S (MeveaBevg). 1. Son of Peteus,
Megapenthes with a daughter of Alector. In an Athenian king, who led the Athenians against
the Homeric poems Menelaus is described as a •Vroy, and surpassed all other mortals in arrang?oan of an a thletic figure ; he spoke little, butIIing the war-steeds and men for battle. Witt
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the assistance of the Tyndarids, he is said to
M E N O D O T U S (Mr/voSorog), a physician of iNica
have driven Theseus from his kingdom.—2. Son media in Bithynia, who was a pupil of Antio
of Iphierates, the famous Athenian general, by chus of Laodicea, and tutor to Herodotus of
the daughter of Cotys, king of Thrace. H e Tarsus ; he belonged to the medical sect of tha
married the daughter of Timotheus; and in Empirici, and lived probably about the begin
356 was chosen commander in the Social war, ning of the second century after Christ.
his father and his father-in-law being appointed
M E N C E C E U S (MevoiKeig). 1. A Theban, grandto aid him with their counsel and experience. son of Pentheus, and father of Hipponome To.
They were all three impeached by their col- casta, and Creon — 2 . Grandson of the former,
league, C H A R E S , for alleged misconduct and and son of Creon. H e put an end to his life
treachery in the campaign ; but Iphierates and because Tiresias had declared that his death
Menestheus were acquitted.
would bring victory to his country, when the
[ M E N E S T H I U S (MevEdBiog).
1. Son of Are'fseven Argive heroes marched against Thebes
thous, king of Arne in Bceotia, was slain by Par-His tomb was shown at Thebes near the Nei
is.--2. Son of Sperchms or of Boras and Poly- tian gate.
ilora, nephew of Achilles, a leader of the Myr- [MENCETES. 1. Pilot of the ship of Gyas, who
midons before Troy,]
threw him overboardforhaving delayed his ves[ M E N E S T K A T U S ( Mevcarparog ), a sculptor,sel in the race at the celebration of the games
whose Hercules and Hecate were greatly ad- in honor of Anehises.—2 A n Arcadian who
mired. The latter stood in the opisthodomus fought on the side of zEneas in Italy, and was
of the temple of Diana (Artemis) at Ephesus, slain by Turnus ]
and was made of marble of such brilliancy that
MENCETIUS (Mivoiriog).
1. Son of Iapetus
it was necessary to warn beholders to shade and Clymene or Asia, and brother of Atlas,
their eyes, says Pliny.]
Prometheus, and Epimetheus. H e was killed
[ M E N E X E N U S (Meve^evog), an Athenian, son of
by Jupiter (Zeus) with a flash of lightning in
Demophon, was a disciple of Socrates, and is the battle with the Titans, and was hurled into
introduced by Plato as one of the interlocutors Tartarus — 2 Son of Actor and /Egina, husin the dialogues Lysis and Menexenus.]
band of Pclymele or Sthenele, and father of PaM E N I N X or LOTOPHAGITIS, afterward G I R B A troclus, who is hence called Menmtiades. After
(Mijviy^, Aarotpaying, Auroipdyav vijoogPatroclus
: now had slain the son of AinpMdamas.
Jcrbah), a considerable island, close to the eoast
Mencetius fled with him to Peleus in Phthia,
of Africa Piopria, at the southeastern extremity and had him educated there.
of the Lesser Syrtis, with two cities, Meninx
[ M E N O N (MCTUJI). 1. A Trojan warrior slain
(now Menaz) on the northeast, and Girba, or by Leonteus. — 2. A citizen of Pharsalus in
Gerra, on the southwest. It was the birth-place Thessaly, who aided the Athenians at Eion
of the emperors Vibius Gallus and Volusianus. with twelve talents and two hundred horsemen
M E N I P V E (Mevlirirri), daughter of Orion and
raised by himself from his own penestaa, and
sister of Metioche. These two sisters put them- was rewarded for these services with the freeselves to death of their own accord in order to dom of the city.]—3. A Thessalian adventurer,
propitiate the two Erinnyes, who had visited was one of the generals of the Greek mercenaAonia with a plague. They were metamorph- ries in the army of Cyrus the Younger when
osed by Proserpina (Persephone) and Pluto the latter marched into Upper Asia against his
(Hades) into comets, and the Aonians erected brother Artaxerxes, B 0. 401. After the death
to them a sanctuary near Orchomenos.
of Cyrus he was apprehended along with the
M E N I P P U S (Meviirirog). 1. A cynic philosopher,
other Greek generals by Tissaphernes, and was
and originally a slave, was a native of Gadara put to death by lingering tortures, which lasted
in Ccele-Syria. H e seems to have been a hear- for a whole year. His character is drawn in
er of Diogenes, and flourished about B.C. 60. the blackest colors by Xenophon. H e is the
H e amassed great wealth as a usurer (bpepoba-same as the Menon introduced in the dialogue
veicTrjg), but was cheated out of it all, and comof Plato, which bears his name.
mitted suicide. W e are told that he wrote noth- M E N S , a personification of mind, worshipped
ing serious, but that his books were full of jests;
by the Romans. She had a sanctuary on the
whence it would appear that he was one of Capitol; and the object of her worship was,
those cynic philosophers who threw all their that the citizens might always be guided by a
teaching into a satirical form. In this charac- right spirit.
ter he is several times introduced by Lucian.
[ M E N T E S (Mevrng). 1. Leader of the Cicones,
His works are now entirely lost; but w e have under whose form Apollo encouraged Hector to
considerable fragments of Varro's Satura Me- prevent Menelaus carrying off the armor of
nippeas, written in imitation of Menippus.—[2Euphorbus.—2. Son of Anchialus, leader of the
Of Stratonice, a Carian by birth, was the most Taphians, guest-friend of Ulysses Minerva asaccomplished orator of his time in all Asia. sumed his form when she appeared to Telem
Cicero, who heard him, puts him almost on a achus to arouse him to go in search of the ab
level with the Attic orators.—3 Of Pergamus, sent Ulysses ]
a geographer, lived in the time of Augustus, and M E N T E S A (Mentesanus). 1. Surnamed B A S .
wrote a HeplirXovg rf/g evrbg daXdrrng, oi TIA,
which
a town of the Oretani in Hispania Tarracoau abridgment was made by Marcianus, and of nensis, on the road from Castulo to Carthago
which some fragments are preserved. Vid. Nova.—2. A small town of the Bastuli in the
MARCIANUS ]
south of Hispania Baatica.
M E N N I S , a city of Adiabene, in Assyria, only M E N T O R (Mevrap). 1. Son of Alcimus, and
mentioned by Curtius (v., 1).
a faithful friend of Ulysses, [to w h o m the lattei
[ M E N O D O R U S (^InvbSapig).
Vid. M E N A S . ] confided the supervision of his household wheu
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setting out for Troy. Minerva assumed his tity, and, instead ot the caduceus, used a ;aore«
form to give instructions to the young Telem- branch as the emblem of peace. The resem
achus, and accompanied him as Mentor to the blance between Mercurius and Hermes is in
court of Nestor.—2. Father of Imbrius of Caria, deed very slight, and their identification is 8
who fought on the side of the Trojans, is called proof of the thoughtless manner in which the,
by Homer " rich in horses "]—3. A Greek of Romans acted in this respect. Vid. H E R M E S .
M E R C U R I U S TRISMEGISTUS
Vid. H E R M E I
Rhodes, who, with his brother Memnon. rendered active assistance to Artabazus. W h e n TRISMEGISTUS
M E R I O N E S (Mnpwvng), a Cretan hero, son o!
the latterfoundhimself compelled to take refage at the court of Philip, Mentor entered the Molus, who, conjointly with Idomeneus, led the
service of Nectanabis, king of Egypt. H e was Cretans in eighty ships against Troy. H e wag
sent to the assistance of Tennes, king of Sidon, one of the bravest heroes in the Trojan war,
in his revolt against Darius Ochus ; and when and usually acted together with his friend IdoTennes went over to the Persians, Mentor was [ meneus. Later traditions relate that on bis
taken into the service of Darius. H e rose rap- way homeward he was thrown on the coast of
idly in the favor of Darius, and eventually re- Sicily, where he was received by the Cretans
ceived a satrapy, including all the western who had settled there ; whereas, according to
coast of Asia Minor. His influence with Da- others, he returned safely to Crete, and was
rius enabled him to procure the pardon of his buried and worshipped as a hero, together with
brother Memnon. H e died in possession of his Idomeneus, at Cnosus.
M E R M E R U S (Mepuepog). 1. Son of Jason and
satrapy, and was succeeded by his brother Memnon.
Vid. M E M N O N — 4 . The most celebrated Medea, also called Macareus or Mormorus, was
silver chaser among the Greeks, who must have murdered, together with his brother Pheres, by
flourished before B C 356. His works werehis mother at Corinth.—2 Son of Pheres, and
vases and cups, which were most highly prized grandson of Jason and Medea.—[3. A Trojan,
slain by Antilochus.—4 A Centaur, slain at the
by the Romans.
[ M E N T O R E S Q&ivropsg), a people on the coastnuptials of Pirithous ]
of Liburnia, in the district Mentorice (Mevro- M E R M E S S U S or M Y R M E S S U S (MeppvaoSg, MvpeiKri); they also possessed the islands situatedpnaaog), also written M A R M E S S U S and M A R P E S on this coast in the Adriatic called " Insulaa sus, a town of Mysia, in the territory of Lampsacus, not far from Polichna, the native place
Alentorides" (Mevropl&eg), now probably Veglia,
of a sibyl.
Arbe, Cher so, & c ]
I [ M E R M N A D Z E (Mepuvdbai), a Lydian family
[ M E N Y L L U S (MevvXXog). 1 A Macedonian, appointed to command the Macedonian garrison j which, on the murder of Candaules by Gyges
in Miiiychia after the Lamiac war, B.C 322 I succeeded the Heraclidaa on the throne of LydH s was a just man, and on friendly terms with ' ia, and held it for five generations, about 716Phocion. H e was leplaced by Nicanor, B C. I 546 B C. The sovereigns of this family were
319, on the death of Antipater—2 Of Alaban- 1 Gyges, Ardys, Sadyattes, Alyattes, and Crceda, ambassador to R o m e in B.C. 162, from Ptol- sus ]
emy VI. Philometor, to plead his cause against j M E R O B 4 U D E S , FLAVIUS, a general and a poet,
his younger brother Physeon : his mission, how-1 whose merits are recorded in an inscription OP
ever, was unsuccessful While at Rome, lie, the base of a statue dug up in the Ulpian forum
with Polybius, aided in effecting the escape of at R o m e in the year 1812 or 1813. W e learn
from the inscription that the statue was erectthe Syrian prince Demetrius.]
ed in A D. 435. Some fragments of the poems
M E R C U R I I PROMONTORIUM.
Vid. H E R M Z E U M .
M E R C U R I U S , a Roman divinity of commerce of Merobaudes were discovered by Niebuhi
and gain. The character of the god is clear upon a palimpsest belonging to the monastery
from his name, which is connected with merx of St. Gall, and were published by him at Bonn,
and mercari. A temple was built to him as 1823, [and again in 1824; they are also printearly as B.C. 495, near the Circus Maximus ; ed in a volume of the Corpus Script. Byzant,
an altar of the god existed near the Porta Ca- with Corippus, edited by Bekker, Bonn, 1836.]
M E R O E (iliepdrj: now ports of Nubia and Senpena, by the side of a well; and in later times
a temple seems to have been built on the same , nar), the island, so called, and almost an islI and in reality, formed by the rivers Astapus
spot. Under the name of the ill-willed (malevolus), he had a statue in what was called the (now Blue Nile) and Astaboras (now Atbarah).
vicus sobrius, or the sober street, in which and
no the portion of the Nile between theii
shops were allowed to be kept, and milk was mouths, was a district of zEthiopia. Its capital,
offered to him there instead of wine. This also called Meroe, stood near the northern point
statue had a purse in its hand, to indicate his of the island, on the eastern bank of the Nile,
functions. His festival was celebrated on the , below the modern Shendy, where the plain, noai
twenty-fifth of May, and chiefly by merchants, the village of Assour, is covered with ruins of
who also visited the well near the Porta Cape- temples, pyramids, and other works in a style
na, to which magic powers were ascribed; and closely resembling the Egyptian. Standing in
with water from that well they used to sprinkle a fertile district, rich in timber and minerals,
themselves and their merchandise, that they at thefootof the highlands oi Abyssinia, and at
might be purified, and yield a large profit. The the junction of two greatrivers,Meroe became,
Romans of later times identified Mercurius, the at a very early period, a chief emporiumforthe
patron of merchants and tradespeople, with the trade between Egypt, Northern Africa, /EthiGreek Hermes, and transferred all the attri- opia, Arabia, and India, and the capital of a
butes and myths of the latter to the former. The powerful state. The government was a hieFetiales, nvever, never recognized ths iden- rarchical monarchy, entirely in the hands of a
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ruling caste of priests, who chose a king from to that part of Babylonia which consisted of tne
among themselves,bound him to govern accord- great island formed by the Euphrates, the Ti
ing xo their laws, and put him to death when gris, and the Royal Canal, and contained, therethey chose; until King Ergamenes (about B C. fore, the greater part of Babylonia.
M E S O A or M E S S O A
Vid. S P A R T A
300) threw off the yoke of the priests, w h o m
MESOGIS.
Vid. MESSOGIS.
hs massacred, and converted his kingdom into
M E S O M E D E S (Meaopbbvg), a lyric and epigram
an absolute monarchy. The priests of Meroe
were closely connected in origin and customs matic poet under Hadrian and tho Antoninea,
with those of Egypt; and, according to some was a native of Crete, and a freedman of Hatraditions, the latter sprang from the former, drian, whose favorite Antinous he celebrated it
and they from India; but the settlement of this a poem. A salary, which he had received from
point involves an important ethnical question, Hadrian, was diminished by Antoninus Pius.
which lies beyond the limits of this book For Three poems of his are preserved in the Greek
furthei details respecting the kingdom of MeroP, Anthology.
vid. /E [HIOPIA. Meroe had a celebrated oracle M E S O P O T A M I A (Meaoirorapia, Mean ruv irorapuv : in the Old Testament, Aram Naharaim,
of A m m o n .
i. e., Syria between the Rivers : LXX., Meaoiro
M E R O M LACUS.
Vid. SEMEOHONITIS.
uia Svpiag : now Al-Jesira, i. e., The Island), a
M E R O P E (Mepbirv). 1. One of the Heliades or
sisters of Phaethon — 2 . Daughter of Atlas, one district of Western Asia, named from its posiof the Pleiades, and wife of Sisyphus of Corinth, tion between the Euphrates and the Tigris, of
oy w h o m she became the mother of Glaucus. which rivers the former divided it from Syri?
In the constellation of the Pleiades she is the and Arabia on the west, the latter from Assyria
seventh and the least visible star, because she on the east: on the north it was separated from
is ashamed of having had intercourse with a Armenia by a branch of the Taurus, called Mamortal man.—3. Daughter of Cypselus, wife of sius, and on the south from Babylonia by the
Cresphontes, and mother of zEpytus. For de- Median Wall. The name wasfirstused by the
Greeks in the time of the SeleucidEe. In earlier
tails, vid. ZEPYTUS.
M E R O P S (Mipoip). 1. King of the island oftimes the country was reckoned a part, some Cos, husband of the nymph Etbemea, and fa- times of S.-ria, and sometimes of Assyria. Not
ther of Eumelus. His wife was killed by Diana in the division of the Persian empire was it
(Artemis) because she had neglected to worship recognized as a distinct country, but it belonged
that goddess. Merops, in order to rejoin his to the satrapy of Babylonia. Excepting the
wife, wished to make away with himself, but mountainous region on the north and northJuno (Hera) changed him into an eagle, w h o m east, formed by the chain of MASIUS, and its
she plaoad among the stars.—2. King of the prolongation parallel to the Tigris, the country
/Ethiopians, by whose wife, Clymene, Helios formed a vast plain, broken by few hills, well
Oeeame the father of Phaethon.—3. King of watered by rivers and canals, and very fertile,
Rhyndacus, on the Hellespont, also called Ma- except in the southern part, which was more
ear or Macareus, was a celebrated soothsayer, like the Arabian Desert on the opposite side of
and father of Glite, Arisbe, Amphius, and Adras-the Euphrates. Besides corn, and fruits, and
tus.—[4. A Trojan, companion of zEneas, slain spices (e. g., the amomum), it producedfinetimber and supported large herds of cattle ; in the
by Turnus in Italy.]
M E R U L A , L. CORNELIUS, was flamen dialis, southern, or desert part, there were numerous
and, on the deposition of L Cinna in B.C. 87, wild animals, such as wild asses, gazelles, oswas elected consul in his place. On the cap- triches, and lions. Its chief mineral products
ture of R o m e by Marius and Cinna at the close were naphtha and jet. The northern part of
of the same year, Merula put an end to his own Mesopotamia was divided into the districts of
life in order to escape the hands of the execu- M Y G D O N I A and O S R O E N E . It belonged successively to the Assyrian, Babylonian, Persian,
tioner.
Macedonian, Syro-Grecian, Parthian, and later
M E S A M B R I A (MeaapBpln: now Bushehr), a peninsula on the coast of Persis, near the River Persian empires. In a wider sense, the name
is sometimes applied to the whole country bePadargus.
M E S C H E L A (MsoxeXa : probably near Bonah), tween the Euphrates and the Tigris.
M E S P I L A (b MeoiriXa: ruins at Kouyounpk.
a large city on the cuost of Northern Africa,
said to have been founded by Greeks returning opposite to Mosul, Layard : others give differfrom the Trojan war. It was taken by Euma- ent sitesforit), a city of Assyria, on the eastern side of the Tigris, which Xenophon (Anab.,
chus, the lieutenant of Agathocles.
MESEMBRIA(Mfanpbpia, Herod MeaauBpin: Mc- iii., 4) mentions as having been formerly a great
city,
inpBpiavog). 1. (Now Missivria or Messuri),
a inhabited by Medes, but in his time fallen
jelebrated town of Thrace on the Pontus Eux- to decay. It had a wall six parasangs in cirinus, and at the foot of Mount Haamus, founded cuit, composed of two parts, namely, a base fifby the inhabitants of Chalcedon and Byzanti- ty feet thick andfiftyhigh, of polished stoLe,
u m in the time of Darius Hystaspis, and hence full of shells (the limestone of the country),
called a colony of Megara, since those two upon which was built a brick wallfiftyfeet
towns were founded by the Megarians.—2. A thick and one hundred high. It had served, actown in Thrace, but of much less importance, cording to tradition, as the refuge for the Meon the coast of the zEgean Sea, and in the ter- dian queen when the Persians overthrew the
ritory of the Cicones, near the mouth of the empire of the Medes, and it resisted all the efLissus, and the most westerly of the Samothra- forts of the Persian king to take it, until a thunder storm frightened the inhabitants into a sur
3ian settlements on the main land.
render.
M E S E N E (MEJ^WJ, i. e., Midland), a name given
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M E S S A (Mioaa, Mioan : now Mez&po), a town ively in Sicily, 36; against the Salassians, a
and haibor in Laeonia, near Taanarum Promon- mountain tribe lying between the Graian and
the Pennine Alps, 34 ; and at Actium, 31. A
torium.
decree of the senate had abrogated Antony's
M E S S A B I T E N E or -ICE (MeooaBarnvfj, Mcocafor 31, and Messala was appointed
tariKT) '• MeaouBdrai), a small district on consulship
the
southeastern margin of the • Tigris and Eu-to the vacant place. H e was proconsul of Aquiphrates valley, on the borders of Media, Persis,tania in 28-27, and obtained a triumphforhis
and Susiana, reckoned sometimes to Persis and reduction of that province. Shortly before or
sometimes to Susiana. The name seems to be immediately after his administration of Aquitaderived from the mountain passes in the dis- nia, Messala held a prefecture in Asia Minor.
H e was deputed by the senate, probably in 30,
trict.
M E S S ALA or M E S S A L L A , the name of a distin- to greet Augustus with the title of " Pater
guished family of the Valeria gens at Rome. Patriaa ;" and the opening of his address on that
They appear for the first time on the consular occasion is preserved by Suetonius. During
Fasti in B.C. 263, and for the last in A D. 506. the disturbances at the comitia in 87, Augustus
1. M'. V A L E R I U S M A X I M U S C O R V I N U S M E S S A L A , nominated Messala to the revived office of warwas consul B.C. 263, and, in conjunction with den of the city ; but he resigned it in a few
his colleague M. Otacilius, carried on the war days. Messala soon afterward withdrew from
with success against the Carthaginians in Sic- all public employments except his augurship,
ily. The two consuls concluded a peace with to which Augustus had specially appointed him,
Hieron. In consequence of his relieving Mes- although, at the time of his admission, there
sana, he obtained the cognomen of Messala. was no vacancy in the augural college. About
His triumph was distinguished by two remark- two years before his death, which happened
able monuments of his victory—by a pictorial about the middle of Augustus's reign, B C. 3 to
representation of a battle with the Sicilian and A.D. 3, Messala's memory failed him, and he
Punic armies, which he placed in the Curia often could not recall his own name. His tomb
Hostilia, and by a sun-dial (horolsgium), from was of remarkable splendor. Messala was as
the booty of Catana, which was set up on a col- much distinguished in the literary as in the pou m n behind the rostra in the forum. Messala litical world of Rome. H e was a patron of
was censor in 252.—2. M. V A L E R I U S M E S S A L A , learning and the arts, and was himself an hisconsul 226.—3. M . VALERIUS M E S S A L A , praator torian, a poet, a grammarian, and an orator
peregrinus 194, and consul 188, when he had H e wrote commentaries on the civil wars after
.he province of Liguria.—4. M. V A L E R I U S M E S - Caasar's death, and a genealogical work, De
SALA, consul 161, and censor 154.—5. M. V A L E - Romanis Familiis. The treatise, however, De
RIUS M E S S A L A N I G E R , praator 63, consul 61, Progenie Augusti, which sometimes accompaand censor 55. H e belonged to the aristocrati- nies Eutropius anuthe minor Roman historians,
sal party. H e married a sister of the orator Q. is the forgery of a much later age. Messala'a
Hortensius, by w h o m he had at least one son. poems were of a satirical or even licentious
— 6 . M . V A L E R I U S M E S S A L A , son of the preced- character. His writings as a grammarian were
ing ; consul 53 ; belonged, like his father, to numerous and minute, comprising treatises on
the aristoeratical party; but in consequence, collocation and lexiewgraphy, and on the powprobably, of his enmity to Pompey, he joined ers and uses of single letters. His eloquence
Caasar in the civil war, and served under him reflected the character of his age. More smooth
in Africa. H e was in high reputeforhis skill and correct than vigorous or original, he perin augury, on which science he wrote.—7. M . suaded rather than convinced, and conciliated
V A L E R I U S M E S S A L A C O R V I N U S , son of the pre- rather than persuaded. His health was feeble,
ceding, was partly educated at Athens, where and the procemia of his speeches generally plead.
probably began his intimacy with Horace and ed indisposition and solicited indulgence. H e
L. Bibulus. After Caasar's death (44) he joined mostly took the defendant's side, and was frethe republican party, and attached himself espe- quently associated in causes with G. Asinius
cially to Cassms, whom, long after, when he Pollio. H e recommended and practiced transhad become the friend of Augustus, he was ac- lation from the Greek orators ; and his version
customed to call '' m y general." Messala was of the Phryne of Hyperides was thought to exproscribed ; but since his kinsmen proved his hibit remarkable skill in either language. His
absence from R o m e at the time of Caasar's as- political eminence, the wealth he inherited or
sassination, the triumvirs erased his name from acquired in the civil wars, and the favor of Anthe list, and offered him security for his person tony and Augustus, rendered Messala one of
and property. Messala, however, rejected their the principal persons of his age, and an effective
offers, followed Cassius into Asia, and at Phi- patron of its literature. Hi? friendship for Horlippi, in the first day's battle, turned Augustus'sace and his intimacy with Tibullus ike weL
In the elegies of the latter poet, the
flank, stormed his camp, and narrowly missed known
taking him prisoner. After the death of Brutus name of Messala is continually introduced.
and Cassius, Messala, with a numerous body The dedication of the Ciris, a doubtful work, is
of fugitives, took refuge in the island of Tha- not sufficient proof of his friendship with Vir
sos. His followers, though defeated, were not gil; but the companion of" Plotius and Varius,
disorganized, and offered him the comriand. of Maacenas and Octavius" (Hor., Sat., i., 10,
But he induced them to accept honorable terms 81), can riot well have been unknown to the
from Antony, to w h o m he attached himself un- author of the Eclogues and Georgics. H e ditil Cleopatra's influence made his ruin certain rected Ovid's early studies (ex Pont, iv,, 16),
Mid easy to be foreseen. Messala then again and Tiberius sought his acquaintance in early
changed his party, and sen'ed Augustus effect- manhood, and took him for his model in elo
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according to Thucydides, pirates fiom the Chal
APPIANUS, was consul B.C. 12, and died in his cidian town of Cumaa in Italy, who were joined
year of office. H e was the father (or grand- by Chalcidians from Eubcea, and, according to
father) of the Empress Messalina.—9. L. V A L E - Strabo, by Naxians ; but these two aacounts
RIUS M E S S A L A V O L E S U S , consul A.D. 5, and aft- are ntt contradictory, for since Naxos in Sicilv
erward proconsul of Asia, where his cruelties was a,so a colony from Chalcis, w e may easily
drew on him the anger of Augustus and a con- suppose that the Naxians joined the o! her Cha!
demnatory decree from the senate.—10. L. VIP- cidians in the foundation of the town. Zanole
STANUS M E S S A L A , legionary tribune in Vespa- soon became so powerful that it founded tht
sian's army, A.D. 70, was brother of Aquilius town of Himera, about B.C. 648.
After the
Regulus, the notorious delator in Domitian's capture of Miletus by the Persians, the inhabitreign. H e is one of Tacitus's authorities for ants of Zancle invited the Ionians, who had
the history of the civil war after Galba's death, been expelled from their native country, to setand a principal interlocutor in the dialogue De tle on their " beautiful coast" (KOXV d/crn, HeOratorilms ascribed to Tacitus.
rod., vi, 22), and a number of Samians and
M E S S A L I N A . 1. STITILIA, grand-daughter of T. other Ionic Greeks accepted their offer. On
Statilius Taurus, consul A.D. 11, was the third landing in the south of Italy, they were perwife of the Emperor Nero, who married her in suaded by Anaxilas, tyrant of Rhegium, to take
A.D. 66. She had previously espoused Atticus possession of Zancle during the absence of
Vestinus, w h o m Nero put to death without ac- Scythes, the tyrant of the city, who was encusation or trial, merely that he might marry gaged in the siege of some other Sicilian town.
Messalina.—2. VALERIA, daughter of M. Vale- But their treachery was soon punished; foi
rius Messala Baibatus and of Domitia Lepida, Anaxilas himself shortly afterward drove the
was the third wife of the Emperor Claudius. Samians out of Zancle, and made himself mas
She married Claudius, to w h o m she was previ- ter of the town, the name of which he changed
ously related, before his accession to the em- into Messana or Messene, both because he was
pine Her profligacy and licentiousness were himself a Messenian, and because he transfernotorious; and the absence of virtue was not red to the place a body of Messenians from
concealed by a lingering sense of shame or even Rhegium. Anaxilas died 476; and, about ten
by a specious veil of decorum. She was as years afterward (466), his sons were driven out
cruel as she was profligate; and many m e m - of Messana and Rhegium, and republican govbers of the most illustrious families of R o m e ernments established in these cities. Messana
were sacrificed to her fears or her hatred. She now enjoyed great prosperity for several years,
.ong sxereised an unbounded empire over her and, in consequence of its excellent harbor and
weak husband, who alone was ignorant of her advantageous position, it became a place of
infidelities. For some time she was supported great commercial importance. But in 396 it
'n her career of crime by the freedmen of Clau- was taken by the Carthaginians, who destroyed
dius ; but when Narcissus, the most powerful the town because they saw that they should
of the emperor's freedmen, perceived that he be unable to maintain so distant a possession
should probably fall a victim to Messalina's in- against the power of Dionysius of Syracuse.
trigues, he determined to get rid of her. The Dionysius began to rebuild it in the same year,
insane folly of Messalina furnished the means and, besides collecting the remains of the for.
of her own destruction. Having conceived a mer population, he added a number of Locrians,
violent passionfora handsome Roman youth, Messenians, and others, so that its inhabitants
C. Silius, she publicly married him, with all the were of a very mixed kind. After the banishrites of a legal connubium, during the absence ment of the younger Dionysius, Messana was
of Claudius at Ostia, A.D 48. Narcissus per- for a short time free, but it fell into the powei
suaded the emperor that Silius and Messalina of Agathocles about 312. A m o n g the mercewould not have dared such an outrage had they naries of this tyrant were a numbei of Mamernot determined also to deprive him of empire tini, an Oscan people from Campania, who had
and life. Claudius wavered long, and at length been sent from home under the protection of
Narcissus himself issued'Messalina's death- the god Mamers or Mars to seek their fortune
warrant. She was put to death by a tribune of in other lands. These Mamerlini were quarthe guards m the gardens of Lucullus.
tered in Messana; and, after the death of
[ M E S S A L I N U S , M . V A L E R I U S C A T U L L U S , govern- Agathocles (282), they made themselves masor of the Libyan Pentapolis in the reigns of ters of the town, killed the male inhabitants,
Vespasian and Titus, where he treated the Jew- and took possession of their wives, their chilish provincials with extreme cruelty : he was dren, and their property. The town was now
afterward a delator under Domitian.]
called M A M E R T I N A , and the inhabitants M A M E R MEssANA(Me(7crai'aDor.,Meoorivn: Meaadviog:TINI ; but its ancient name of Messana continunow Messina), a celebrated town on the north- ed to be in more general use. The new in
eastern coast of Sicily, on the straps separat- habitants could not lay aside their old predatory
ing Italy from this island, which are here about habits, and, in consequence, became involved
four miles bi oad. The Romans called the town in a war with Hieron of Syracuse, who defeatMessana, according to its Doric pronunciation, ed them in several battles, and would probably
but Messene was its more usual name among have conquered the town had not the Carthathe Greeks. It was originally a town of the ginians come in to the aid of the Mamertini,
Siceli, and was called Z A N O L E (ZdynX?]), or and,
a
under the pretext of assisting them, taken
sickle, on account of the shape of Its harbor, possession of their citadel. The Mamertini
which is formed by a singular curve of sand had, at the si m e time, applied to the Romans
and shells. The first Greek colonists were, for help, who gladly availed themselves of tb«
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opportunity to obtain a footing in Sicily. Thus miles. It was for the most part a mountainous
Messana was the immediate cause of the first country, and contained only two plains of any
Punic war, 264. The Mamertini expelled the extent, in the north the plain of Stenvclerus, and
Carthaginian garrison, and received the Ro- in the south a still larger plain, through which
mans, in whose power Messana remained till the Pamisusflowed,and which was called Mathe latest times. There are scarcely any re- caria or the Blessed, on account of its great
mains of the ancient city at Messina.
fertility. There were, however, many smaller
MESSAPIA (Meaaairla). 1. The Greek name
valleys among the mountains ; and the country
of CALABRIA.—2. (Now Messagna), a town in was much less rugged and far more productive
Calabria, between Uria and Brundisium.
than the neighboring Laeonia. Hence MesseMESSAPIUH (TO Meaadirwv bpog), a mountainnia is described by Pausanias as the most ferin Boaotia, on the eastern coast, near the town tile country in Peloponnesus ; and it is praised
Anthedon, from which Messapus is said to have by Euripides on account of its climate, which
sailed to the south of Italy.
was neither too cold in winter nor too hot in
M E S S A P U S (Meoaairog), a Boeotian, from w h osummer.
m
The most ancient inhabitants of MesMessapia, in the south of Italy, was believed to senia were Leleges, intermingled with Argives.
have derived its name.
According to tradition, Polycaon, the younger
[ M E S S E (Meaon, now Massa), a town and har- son of Lelex, married the Argive Messene, a
bor of Laeonia, near Taanarum Promontorium.] daughter of Triopas, and named the country
[MESSEIS (Meaanig). 1. A celebrated fountainMessene in honor of his wife. This is the name
in Pheraa in Thessaly.—2. A fountain near The- by which it is called in Homer, who does not
rapne in Laeonia.]
use the form Messenia. Five generations aftM E S S E N E (MeaoTjvn), daughter of Triopas, and
erward zEolians settled in the country, under
wife of Polycaon, w h o m she induced to take the guidance of Perieres, a son of zEolus. His
possession of the country which was called after son Aphareus gave a home to Neleus, who had
her, Messenia. She is also said to have intro- been driven out of Thessaly, and who founded
duced there the worship of Jupiter (Zeus) and the town of Pylos, which became the capital of
the mysteries of the great goddess of Eleusis. an independent sovereignty. For a long time
M E S S E N E (Meaoijvn : Meao^viog) 1. (Nowthere was properly no Messenian kingdom. The
Mavromati), the later capital of Messenia, was western part of the land belonged to the dominfounded by Epaminondas B.C. 369, and com- ions of the Neleid princes of Pylos, of w h o m
pleted and fortified within the space of eighty- Nestor was the most celebrated, and the eastfive days. It was situated at the foot of the ern to the Lacedaamonian monarchy. Thus it
steep hill of Ithome, which was so celebrated appears to have remained till the conquest of
as afortressin the history of the Messenian Peloponnesus by the Dorians, when Messenia
wars, and which now formed the acropolis of fell to the share of Cresphontes, who destroyed
the new city. Messene was one of the most the kingdom of Pylos, and united the whole
strongly fortified cities of Greece. It was sur- country under his sway. The ruling class were
rounded by massive walls built entirely of stone, now Dorians, and they continued to speak the
andflankedwith numerous towers. There are purest Doric down to the latest times. The
still considerable remains of some of these Spartans soon coveted the more fertile territory
towers, as well as the foundations of the walls,of their brother Dorians; and after many disand of several public buildings. They are de- putes between the two nations, and various inscribed by a modern traveller as " built of the roads into each other's territories, open war at
most regular kind of masonry, and formed of length broke out. This war, caUed the first
large stones fitted together with great accura- Messenian war, lasted twenty years, B.C. 743cy." The northern gate of the city is also ex- 723; and notwithstanding the gallant resisttant, and opens into a circular court, sixty-two ance of the Messenian king, Aristodemus, the
feet in diameter. The city was supplied with Messenians were obliged to submit to the Spar
water from afountaincalled Clepsydra, whichtans after the capture of their fortress Ithome,
is still a fine spring, from which the modern and to become their subjects. Vid. ARISTODEvillage of Mavromati derives its name, meaning MUS. After bearing the yoke thirty-eight years,
Black Spring, or, literally, Black Eye.—2. Vid.the Messenians again took up arms under their
MESSANA.
heroic leader Aristomenes. Vid. A R I S T O M E N E S
M E S S E N I A (Meoanvia : Meoorjvwg), a country
The second Messenian war lasted seventeen
in Peloponnesus, bounded on the east by Laeo- years, B.C. 685-668, and terminated with the
nia, on the north by Elis and Arcadia, and on conquest of Ira and the complete subjugation
the south and west by the sea. It was sepa- of the country. Most of the Messenians emi
rated from Laeonia by Mount Taygetus; but grated to foreign countries, and those who re
part of the western slope of Taygetus belonged mained behind were reduced to the condition
to Laeonia ; and it is difficult to determine the of Helots or serfs. In this state they remained
exact boundaries between the two countries, as till 464, when the Messenians and other Helots
they were different at different periods. In the took advantage of the devastation occasioned
most ancient times the River Nedon formed the by the great earthquake at Sparta, to rise against
boundary between Messenia and Laeonia to- their oppressors. This third Messenian war
ward the sea ; but Pausanias places the frontier lasted ten years, 464-455, and ended by ths
Uzie further east, at a woody hollow called Chceri-Messenians surrendering Ithome to the Sparus, twenty stadia south of Abia. The River Ne- tans on condition of their being allowed a free
daformedthe northern boundary between Mes- departure from Peloponnesus. They settled al
isenia and Elis. The area of Messenia is about Naupactus on the Corinthian Gulf opposite Pe
ane thousand one hundred and sixty-two square loponnesus, which town the Athenians had i?t<*
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ty taken from the Locri Ozolaa, ani gladly comic poet of the old comedy, contemporarj
granted to such deadly enemies of Sparta. At with Aristophanes : the few fragments remain
tne conclusion of the Peloponnesian war (404), ing of his plays are given by Meineke, Fragm
'he unfortunate Messenians were obliged to Comic. Grcec, vol. i., p 424-427, edit, minor ,
eave Naupactus and Sake refuge in Italy, Sicily, 2. A n architect, son of Chersiphron. Vid C H E E and other countries ; but when the supremacy SIPHKON.—3. A n Athenian architect in the time
of Sparta was overthrown by the battle of Leuc- of Pericles, was engaged with Corcebus and
tia, Epaminondas resolved to restore the inde- Ictinus and Xenocles in the erection of the
pendence of Messenia. H e accordingly gath- great temple at Eleusis ]
METAGONITIS (Merayuvlrig: Merayavtrai, Meered together the Messenian exiles from the
various lands in which they were scattered; tagonitaa), a name applied to the northern coast
and in the summer of 369 he founded the town of Mauretania Tingitana (now Morocco), beof Messene at the foot of Mount Ithome. Vid. tween the Fretum Gaditanum and the River
M E S S E N E . Messenia was never again subdued Mulucha ; derived probably from the Carthaby the Spartans, and it maintained its independ- ginian colonies (perayuvia) settled along it
ence till the conquest of the Achaaans and the There was at some point of this coast a prom
ontory called Metagonium or Metagonites, prob
rest of Greece by the Pximans, 146.
[MESSENIACUS SINUS (MeaanvtaKog KoXvog,ably the same as Russadir (now Rasud-Dir, oi
n o w Gulf of Coron), a large gulf or bay, wash- Capo Tres Forcas.)
METAGONIUM
Vid. M E T A G O N I T I S ,
ing the southern shore of Messenia, and extendM E T A L L I N U M or M E T E L L I N U M (Metallinensis -.
ing from the promontory Acritas on the west
to the promontory Thyrides on the east, or, ac- now Medellin), a Roman colony in Lusitania on
cording to others, to Cape Taanarus; the north- the Anas, not far from Augusta Emerita.
M E T A N I R A (Merdveipa), wife of Celeus, and
ern part was also called Coronaaus from the city
C O R O N E , and its southern Asinaaus from the city mother of Triptolemus, received Ceres (DemeASINE, though Strabo makes this another appel- ter) on her arrival in Attica. Pausanias calls
her Meganaara. For details, vid. C E L E U S .
lationforthe whole gulf.]
M E T A P H R A S T E S , S Y M E O N (2-vpeav b Meratypdo[MESSIUS, C , was tribune of the plebs in B.C.
56, when he brought in a bill for Cicero's recall rng), a celebrated Byzantine writer, lived in the
from exile. In the same year the Messian law, ninth and tenth centuries, and held many high
by the same tribune, assigned extraordinary offices at the Byzantine court. His surname
powers to Cn. Pompey. Cicero defended Mes- Metaphrastes was given to him on account of
sius when he was recalled from a legatio, and his having composed a celebrated paraphrase
attacked by the Csasarian party. Messius aft- of the lives of the saints. Besides his other
erward appears as an adherent of Caasar's, works, he wrote a Byzantine history, entitled
whose troops he introduced into Acilla, a town Annates, beginning with the Emperor Leo Armenus, A.D 813, and finishing with Romanus,
In Africa.]
[MESSIUS CICIRRHUS, an ugly and disfigured the son of Constantine Porphyrogenitus, 963.
Oscan, whose wordy war with the runaway Edited by Bekker, Bonn, 1838.
M E T A P O N T I U M , called M E T A P O N T U M by the Roslave Sarmentus is humorously described by
Horace in his Brundisian journey (Sat, i., 5, mans (Merairovnov : Merairbvriog, Metapontinus: n o w Torre di Mare), a celebrated Greek
49-69).]
[MESSIUS VECTIUS, a Volscian, who, in B.C. city in the south of Italy, on the Tarentine Gulf,
431, distinguished himself in battle against the and on the eastern coast of Lueania, is said to
have been originally called Metabum (MeraBov).
Romans.]
[ M E S T H L E S (MeaBXng), son of Pylaamenes and There were various traditions respecting its
the nymph Gygaaa, leader of the Maaonians, foundation, all of which point to its high ant>came with his brother Antiphus to the aid of quity, but from which w e can not gather an}
certain information on the subject. It is saio
the Trojans.]
to have been afterward destroyed by the SamM E S T L E T A (MearXijTa), a city of Iberia, in
nites, and to have been repeopled by a colony
Asia, probably on the River Cyrus.
of Achaaans, who had been invited for that pur[ M E S T O R (Mijarap). 1. Son of Perseus and
Andromeda, and father of Hippothoe.—2. One pose by the inhabitants of Sybaris. Hence it is
called by Livy an Achaaan town, and is regardof the sons of Priam.]
M E S T R A (M^dTpa), daughter of Erysiehthon, ed by some writers as a colony from Sybaris.
and grand-daughter of Triopas, whence she is It fell into the hands of the Romans with the
called Triopeis by Ovid. She was sold by herother Greek cities in the south of Italy in the
hungry father, that he might obtain the means war against Pyrrhus, but it revolted to Hanof satisfying his hunger, In order to escape nibal after the battle of Cannaa. From the time
from slavery, she prayed to NeptuFe (Poseidon), of the second Punic war it disappears from hiswho loved her, and who conferred upon her the tory, and was in ruins in the time of Pausanias.
[ M E T A R I S ZESTUARIUM (Mcrapic elgxvoig, now
power of metamorphosing herself whenever
The Wash), an estuary on the eastern coast of
she was sold.
MESYLA^ a town of Pontus, in Asia Minor, on Britannia Romana, between the mouths of the
Tamesa and the Abus.]
the road from Tavium to Comana.
[METABUM.

Vid. M E T A P O N T U M . ]

METAURUM.

Vid M E T A U R U S , No. 2.

M E T A U R U S . 1. (Now Metaro), a small tivei
[ M E T A B U S (MeraBog). 1. Son of Sisyphus,
from w h o m the town of Metapontum in Italy in Umbria,flowinginto the Adriatic Sea, but
was believed to have derived its name.—2. Vid. rendered memorable by the defeat and death of
Hasdrubal, the brother of Hannibal, on its banks;
CAMILLA J
( M E T A G E N E S (Merayhng). 1. A n Athenian B.C. 207.—2. (Now Marro), a river on the east.
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3, the
was CITISUI 115, the year in \vhi<:a hio !a
srn coast of Bruttium, at whose mouth was
died. In 114 he was sent into Sardinia as jrotown of Metaurum.
and suppressed an insurrection ir. the
[METELIS (MernXlg, now probably Foudh), consul,
a
place in Lower Egypt, between the Bolbitene island, in consequence of which he obtained a
and Sebennytic mouths of the Nile, capital of triumph in 113 on the same day as his brothel
Caprarius.—8. C. CZECILIUS M E T E L L U S C A P R A the Metelites Nomos (MeTnAirng Nouoc),]
RIUS, fourth son of No. 3. The origin of his
METELLA.
Vid. CZECILIA.
H e was consul
M E T E L L U S , a distinguished plebeian family surname is quite uncertain
of the Caecilia gens at Rome. 1. L. C/EOILIUS 113, and carried on war in Macedonia against
M E T E L L U S , consul B C. 251, carried on the war the Thracians, w h o m he subdued. . H e obtainin Sicily against the Carthaginians. In the fol-ed a triumph, in consequence, in the same year
lowing year he gained a great victory over Has- and on the same day with his brother Marcus.
drubal, the Carthaginian general. The ele- H e was censor 102 with his cousin Metellus,
phants which he took in this battle were exhib- Numidicus.—9. L. CZECILIUS M E T E L L U S D A L ited in his triumph at Rome. Metellus was MATICUS, elder son of No. 4, and frequently con
consul a second time in 249, and was elected founded, as has been already remarked, with
pontifex maximus in 243, and held this dignity Diadematus (No. 6), was consul 119, when he
for twenty-two years. H e must, therefore, subdued the Dalmatians, and obtained, in conH e was
have died shortly before the commencement of sequence, the surname Dalmaticus
the second Punic war. In 241 he rescued the censor with Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus in 115,
H e was
Palladium when the temple of Vesta was on and he was also pontifex maximus
fire, but lost his sight in consequence. H e was alive in 100, when he is mentioned as one of
dictator in 224,forthe purpose of holding the the senators of high rank who took up arms
comitia.—2. Q. OZEOILIUS M E T E L L U S , son of the against Saturninus —10. Q. C/ECILIUS M E T E L L U S
preceding, was plebeian aadile 209, curule aadile NUMIDICUS, younger son of No. 4, was one of
208, served in the army of the consul Claudius the most distinguished members of his family.
Nero 207, and was one of the legates sent to The character of Metellus stood very high
R o m e to convey the joyful news of the defeat among his contemporaries ; in an age of growand death of Hasdrubal; and was consul with ing corruption his personal integrity remained
L. Veturius Philo, 206. In his consulship he unsullied; and he was distinguishedforhis
and his colleague carried on the war against abilities in war and peace. H e was one of the
Hannibal in Bruttium, where he remained as chief leaders of the aristoeratical party at Re me.
proconsul during the following year. In 205 he H e was consul 109, and carried on the war
was dictator for the purpose of holding the co- against Jugurtha in Numidia with great sucmitia. Metellus survived the second Punic cess. Vid. JUGURTHA. H e remained in Numidwar many years, and was employed in several ia during the following year as proconsul; but,
public commissions.—3. Q. OZEOILIUS M E T E L L U S as he was unable to bring the war to a concluM A C E D O N I C U S , son of the last, was praator 148, sion, his legate C. Marius industriously circuand carried on war in Macedonia against the lated reports in the camp and the city that Meusurper Andriscus, w h o m he defeated and took tellus designedly protracted the war for the purprisoner. H e next turned his arms against the pose of continuing in the command. These
Achaaans, w h o m he defeated at the beginning rumors had the desired effect. Marius was
of 146. O n his return to R o m e in 146, he tri- raised to the consulship, Numidia was assigned
umphed, and received the surname of Mace- to him as his province, and Metellus saw the
donicus. Metellus was consul in 143, and re- honor offinishingthe war snatched from his
ceived the province of Nearer Spain, where he grasp. Vid. MARIUS. O n his return to R o m e
carried on the war with success for two years in 107 he was received with the greatest honor.
against the Celtiberi. H e was succeeded by H e celebrated a splendid triumph, and received
Q. Pompeius in 141. Metellus was censor 131. the surname of Numidicus. In 102 he was
H e died 115, full of years and honors. H e is censor with his cousin Metellus Caprarius. In
frequently quoted by the ancient writers as an 100 the tribune Saturninus and Marius resolved
extraordinary instance of human felicity. H e to ruin Metellus. Saturninus proposed an agrahad filled all the highest offices of the state rian law, to which he added the clause that tha
with reputation and glory, and was carried to senate should swear obedience to it within five
the funeral pile by four sons, three of w h o m days after its enactment, and that whosoever
had obtained the consulship in his lifetime, while shoald refuse to do so should be expelled the
the fourth was a candidateforthe office at the senate, and pay a heavy fine. Metellus refused
time of his death.—4. L. CZECILIUS M E T E L L U S to take the oath, and was therefore expelled
CALVUS, brother of the last, consul 142.—5. Q. the senate; but Saturninus, not content with
CZECILIUS M E T E L L U S B A L E A R I C U S , eldest son of this, brought forward a bill to punish him with
No. 3, was consul 123, when he subdued the in- exile. The friends of Metellus were ready to
habitants of the Balearic islands, and received, take up arms in his defence; but Metellus quitin consequence, the surname of Balearicus. H e ted the city, and retired to Rhodes, where he
was censor 120. — 6. L. CZECILIUS M E T E L L U S bore his misfortune with great calmness. H a
DIADEMATUS, second son of No. 3, has been fre- was, however, recalled to R o m e in the followquently confounded with Metellus Dalmaticus, ing year (99) on the proposition of the tribune
consul 119 (No. 9). Metellus Diadematus re- Q. Calidius. The orations of Metellus are spoken
ceived the latter surname from his wearing for of with praise by Cicero, and they continued to
a long time a bandage round his forehead, in be read with admiration in the time of Fronto.
consequence of an ulcer. H e was consul 117. — 1 1 . Q. CZECILIUS M E T E L L U S N E P O S , son ot
-—7 M. C/BCILIIIS M E T E L L U S , third son of No. Balearicus (No 51 and grandson of Maued an*
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tus (No. 3), appears to have received the sur- u.most profligacy.—14. Q CZECILIUS MLTELLLIS
name of Nepos because he was the eldest N E P O S , youngerson of the elder Nepos (No li).
grandson of the latter. Metellus Nepos exert- H e served as legate of Pompey in the war against
ed himself in obtaining the recall of his kins- the pirates and in Asia from 67 to 64. H e re
man Metellus Numidicus from banishment in turned to R o m e in 63 in order to become a can99, and was consul in 98 with T. Didius. In didateforthe tribunate, that he might thereby
this year the two consuls carried the lex Caa- favor the views of Pompey. His election was
ciha Didia.—12. Q. CZECILIUS M E T E L L U S PIUS, opposed by the aristocracy, but without success
son of Numidicus (No. 10), received the sur- His year of office was a stormy one. One of
name of Pius on account of the love which he his first acts in entering upon his office on the
displayed for his father when he besought the tenth of December, 63, was a violent attack
people to recall him from banishment in 99. upon Cicero. H e maintained that the man who
He was praator 89, and was one of the com- had condemned Roman citizens without a hear
manders in the Marsic or Social war. H e was ing ought not to be heard himself, and accord
still in arms in 87, prosecuting the war against ingly prevented Cicero from addressing the neo
the Samnites, when Marius landed in Italy and pie on the last day of his consulship, and only
joined the consul Cinna. The senate, in alarm, allowed him to take the usual oath, whereupon
summonedMetellustoRome; but, as he was un- Cieero swore that he had saved the state. In
able to defend the city against Marius and Cinna, thefollowingyear (62) Metellus brought forhe crossed over to Africa. After remaining in ward a bill to summon Pompey, with his army,
Africa three years, he returned to Italy and to Rome, in order to restore peace, but, on the
join/ad Sulla, who also returned to Italy in 83. day on whieh the bill was to be read, the two
In the war which followed against the Marian parties came to open blows, and Metellus was
parly, Metellus was one of the most success- obliged to take toflight.H e repaired to Pomful of Sulla's generals, and gained several im- pey, with w h o m he returned to Rome in 61. H e
portant victories both in Umbria and in Cis- was praator in 60, and consul in 57 with P.
alpine Gaul. In 80, Metellus was consul with Lentulus Spinther. Notwithstanding his preSulla himself; and in the following year (79) vious enmity with Cicero, he did not oppose his
he went as proconsul into Spain, in order torecall from exile. In 56 Metellus administered
prosecute the war against Senorius, who ad- the province of Nearer Spain, where he carried
hered to the Marian party. Here he remained on war against the Vaccsei. H e died in 55
for the next eight years, and found it so diffi- Metellus did not adhere strictly to the political
cult ts obtain any advantages over Sertorius, principles of his family. H e did not support
that the senate sent Pompey to his assistance the aristocracy like his brother; nor, on the
with proconsular power and another army. Ser- other hand, can he be said to have been a leadtorius, however, was a matchforthem both,er of the democracy. H e was, in fact, little
and would probably have continued to defy all more than a servant of Pompey, and, according
the efforts of Metellus and Pompey, if he had to his bidding, at one time opposed and at annot been murdered by Perperna and his friends other supported Cicero.—15. Q CZECILIUS M E
in 72. Vid. SERTORIUS. Metellus was pontifex T E L L U S PIUS SOIPIO, the adopted son of Metel
maximus, and, as he was succeeded in this dig- lus Pius (No. 12). H e was the son of P. Scipic
nity by Julius Caasar in 63, he must have died Nasica, praator 94. Hence his name is giver
either in this year or at the end of the preced- in various forms. Sometimes he is called P
ing—13. Q. CZECILIUS M E T E L L U S C E L E R , elder Seipio Nasica, sometimes Q Metellus Seipio
son of Nepos (No. 11). In 66 he served as leg- and sometimes simply Seipio or Metellus. H e
ate in the army of Pompey in Asia, and was was tribune of the plebs in 59, and was a can
nrastor in 63, the year in which Cicero was con- didate for the consulship along with Plautius
sul. During his year of office he afforded warm Hypsaaus and Milo in 53. H e was supported
and efficient support to the aristoeratical party. by the Clodian mob, since he was opposed tc
H e prevented the condemnation of C. Rabirius Miio, but, in consequence of the disturbances
by removing the militaryflagfrom the Janicu- in the city, the comitia could not be heldforths
lum. H e co-operated with Cicero in opposing election of consuls. After the murder of Clo
the schemes of Catiline ; and, when the latter dius at the beginning of 52, Pompey was electleft the city to make war upon the republic, Me- ed sole consul. In the course of the same year
tellus had the charge of the Picentine and Se- Pompey married Cornelia, the daughter of Seipnonian districts. By blocking up the passes he io, and on the first of August he made his faprevented Catiline from crossing the Apennines ther-in-law his colleague in the consulship.
and penetrating into Gaul, and thus compelled Seipio showed his gratitude by using every efhim to turn round and face Antonius, who was fort to destroy the power of Caasar and strengthmarching against him from Etruria. In the fol- en that of Pompey. H e took an active part in
lowing year, 62, Metellus went with the title of all the proceedings which led to the breaking
proconsul into the province of Cisalpine Gaul, out of the civil war in 49, and, in the division
which Cicero had relinquished because he was of the provinces, made among the Pompeian
nnwilling to leave the city. In 60 Metellus was party, he obtained Syria, to which he hastened
consul with L. Afranius, and opposed all the ef- without delay. After plundering the province
forts of his colleague to obtain the ratification in the most unmerciful manner, he crossed over
of Pompey's acts in Asia, and an assignment of into Greece in 48 to join Pompey. H e comlands for his soldiers. H e died in 59, and it manded the centre of the Pompeian army at the
was suspected that he had been poisoned by his battle of Pharsalia. After the loss of the battle
wife Clodia, with w h o m he lived on the most hefled,firstto Ccrcy~a and then to Africa,
inbappy terms, and who was a w o m a n of foeI where ae receives ths chief command of the
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Pompeian troops. He was defeated by Caasar T H O N E (Modavn: now Modon), a town at the
at the decisive battle of Thapsus in 46. H e at- southwest corner of Messenia, with an excel
tempted to escape by sea, but his squadron hav- lent harbor, protected from the sea by a reef of
ing been overpowered by P. Sittius, he put an rocks, of which the largest was called Mothon
end to his own life. Metellus Seipio never ex- The ancients regarded Methone as the Pedasus
hibited any proofs of striking abilities either in of Homer. After the conquest of Messenia it
war or in peace. In public he showed himself became one of the Lacedaemonian harbors, and
cruel, vindictive, and oppressive; in private he is mentioned as such in the Peloponnesian wai.
was mean, avaricious, and licentious, even be- The Emperor Trajan conferred several priviyond most of his contemporaries.—16. Q CZE- leges upon the city.—2. (Eleutherokhori), a Greek
CILIUS M E T E L L U S C R E T I C U S , was consul 69, and town in Macedonia, on the Thermaic Gulf, forty
carried on war against Crete, which he subdued stadia northeast of Pydna, was founded by the
in the course of three years. H e returned to Eretrians, and is celebrated from Philip having
R o m e in 66, but was unable to obtain a triumph lost an eye at the siege of the place. After its
in consequence of the opposition of Pompey, to capture by Philip it was destroyed, but was sub
w h o m he had refused to surrender his com- sequently rebuilt, and is mentioned by Strabo
mand in Crete, which Pompey had claimed in as one of the towns of Macedonia — 3 . A town
virtue of the Gabinian law, which had given him in Thessaly mentioned by Homer, but does not
the supreme command in the whole of the Med- occur in historical times. The ancients placed
iterranean. Metellus, however, would not re- it in Magnesia.—4. Or M E T H A N A (Medava : now
linquish his claim to a triumph, and according- Methana or Mitone), an ancient town in Argoly resolved to wait in the neighborhood of the lis, situated on a peninsula of the same name,
city till more favorable circumstances. H e was opposite the island of /Egina. The peninsula
still before the city in 63, when the conspiracy runs a considerable way into the sea, and is
of Catiline broke out. H e was sent into Apu- connected with the main land by a narrow isthlia to prevent an apprehended rising of the mus, lying between the towns of Troazen and
slaves ; and in thefollowingyear, 62, after the Epidaurus. The town of Methana lay at the
death of Catiline, he was at length permitted to foot of a mountain of volcanic origin.
M E T H O R A (MeBopa, Mbdovpa b rdv Qedv : no\s
make his triumphal entrance into Rome, and
received the surname of Creticus. Metellus, as Matra, the sacred city of Krishna), a city of Inwas to be expected, joined the aristocracy in dia intra Gangem, on the River Jomanes (now
their opposition to Pompey, and succeeded in Jumna), in the territory of tfya Surasenaa. a
praventmg the latter from obtaining the ratifi- tribe subject to the Prasii. It was a great seat
cition of his acts in Asia.—17. L. CZECILIUS of the worship of the Indian god w h o m ths
JIETELLUS, brother of the last, was praator 71, Greeks identified with Hercules.
[ M E T H Y D R I U M (MeBvbpwv), a small town of
and as propraator succeeded Verres' in the government of Sicily in 70. H e defeated the pi- Arcadia, on the road from Olympia to Orchomenus,
deriving its name from the circumstance
rates, and compelled them to leave the island.
His administration is praised by Cicero; but he of its being built on a steep c'dttbetween the wanevertheless attempted, in conjunction with his ters of Maloatas and Mylaon.]
M E T H Y M N A (b MrjBvuva, MeBvuva, the former
brothers, to shield Verres from justice. H e
was consul 68 with Q Marcius Rex, but died generally in the best writers; also on coins the
at the beginning of the year.—18. M. CZECILIUS zEolic form MdBvuva : MvBvpvalog, MeBvuvaiog:
M E T E L L U S , brother of the two last, was praator now Molivo), the second city of LESBOS, stood at
69, in the same year that his eldest brother was the northern extremity of the island, and had a
consul. The lot gave him the presidency in good harbor. It was the birthplace of the musician and dithyrambic poet Arion, and of the
the court de pecuniis repetundis, and Verres was
very anxious that his trial should come on be- historian Hellanicus. The celebrated Lesbian
fore Metellus. — 19. L. CZECILIUS M E T E L L U S wine grew in its neighborhood. In the PeloCRETICUS, was tribune of the plebs 49, and a ponnesian war it remained faithful to Athens,
warm supporter of the aristocracy. H e did not even during the great Lesbian revolt (vid. M Y T I fly from R o m e with Pompey and the rest of his L E N E ) : afterward it was sacked by the'Spartara
party; and he attempted to prevent Caasar from (B.O. 406), and never quite recovered its prostaking possession of the sacred treasury, and perity.
[METIOCHCS (Mnrioxog). 1. Son of Miltiades,
only gave way upon being threatened with death.
captured by the Phoenicians, and taken to the
METHANA.
Vid. M E T H O N E , No. 4.
M E T H A R M E (MeBdppn), daughter of King Pyg- Persian court. Darius did him no injury, but
conferred many favors on him, and gave him a
malion, and wife of Cinyras. Vid. CINYRAS.
[ M E T H O D I U S (MeBodiog), surnamed Patarensis,Persian lady in marriage, by w h o m he had chiland sometimes E U B U L U S or EUBULIUS, success- dren, who were held in estimation among the
lvelv bishop of Olympus and Patara in Lycia, Persians—2. A n Athenian orator, a contemand Tyre in Phoenicia, lived in the third, and porary and friend of Pericles, for w h o m ho often
died at the beginning of the fourth century. H e spoke in the assembly at Athens.]
M E T I O N (Mnrlav), son of Erechtheus and
was a man of great learning and exemplary piety ; and wrote several works, most of whieh Praxithea, and husband of Alcippe. His sons,
are extant, and were published collectively by the Metionidaa, expelled their cousin Pandion
from his kingdom of Athens, but were themOombefis, Paris. 1644, folio.]
( M E T H O N (MeBav), a kinsman of Orpheus, fromselves afterward expelled by the sons of Panw h o m the Thracian town of Methone was be- dion.
M E T I S (MijTig), the personification of prulieved to have derived its name.]
M B T H Q N E (MeBuvri: MeBwalog). 1. Ol Mo-dence, is described as a daughter of Oceania
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thing that pertained to a happy life H e was
the author of several works quoted iy the ancient writers.—5. Of Scepsis, a philosopher, who
was raised to a position of great influence and
trust by Mithradates Eupator, being appointed
supreme judge without appeal even to the king.
Subsequently he was led to desert his allegiance, when sent by Mithradates on an embassy
to Tigranes, king of Armenia. Tigranes sent
him back to Mithradates, but he died on the
road. According to some accounts, he was disMETIUS.
Vid. M E T T I U S .
M E T O N (Mt'iw), an astronomer of Athens, patched by order of the king; according to
Who, in conjunction with E U O T E M O N , introduced others, he died of disease. H e is frequently
the cycle of nineteen years, by which he ad- mentioned by Cicero ; he seems to have been
justed the course of the sun and moon, since particularly celebrated for his powers of memhe had observed that two hundred and thirty- ory. In consequence of his hostility to the Rofive lunar months correspond very nearly to mans, he was surnamed the Roman-hater — 6
nineteen solar years. The commencement of Of Stratonice in Caria, was atfirsta disciple
this cycle has been placed B.C. 432. W e have of the school of Epicurus, but afterward atno details of Melon's life, with the exception tached himself to Carneades. H e flourished
that his father's name was Pausanias, and that about 110.
[ M E T R O P H A N E S (Mnrpo^avng), a general of
he feigned insanity to avoid sailing for Sicily
in the ill-fated expedition of which he is stated Mithradates the Great, who sent him with an
army into Greece to support Archelaus, B.C.
to have had an evil presentiment.
[ M E T O P E (Merdrrn). 1. A daughter of the 87. H e reduced Eubcea and some other places,
Arcadian river-god Ladon, was married to Aso- but was defeated by the Roman general Brutpus, and became the mother of Thebe.—2. Wife tius Sura.]
M E T R O P O L I S (MnrpoiroXig). 1. The most anof the river-god Sangarius, and mother of Heccient capital of Phrygia, but in historical times
uba, the wife of Priam.]
[ M E T O P U S (Merairog), a Pythagorean of Meta-an inconsiderable place. Its position is doubtpontum ; author of a work on virtue, some ex- ful. Some identify it with Afioum-Kara-Hisar
tracts from which have been preserved by Sto- near the centre of Great Phrygia, which agrees
baaus, and are given among the Pythagorean well enough with the position of the Campus
Metropolitanus of Livy (xxxviii., 15), while
fragments in Gale's Opuscula Mythologica ]
findit in the ruins at Pismesh-Kalessi in
[METROBIUS (MerpbBwg), an actor who per-others
•
formed in women's parts, a great favorite of the the north of Phrygia, and suppose a second
Metropolis in the south as that to which the
dictator Sulla.]
M E T R O D O K U S (WnrpoSapog). 1. Of Cos, son Campus Metropolitanus belonged.—2 In Lydia
of Epicharmus, and grandson of Thyrsus. Like (ruins at Turbali), a city in the plain of the
several of that family, he addicted himself partly Cayster, between Ephesus and Smyrna, one
to the study of the Pythagorean philosophy, hundred and twenty stadia from the former, and
partly to the science of medicine. H e wrote a two hundred from the latter. There were other
treatise upon the works of Epicharmus. H e cities of Asia so called, but they are either unflourished about B.C. 460.—2. Of Lampsacus, a important, or better known by other names,
contemporary and friend of Anaxagoras. H e such as Aneyra, Bostra, Caasarea in Palestine,
wrote on Homer, the leading feature of his sys- Edessa, and others.—3. (Now Kastri), a town
tem of interpretation being that the deities and of Thessaly in Histiaaotis, near the Peneus, and
stories in Homer were to be understood as alle- between Gomphi and Pharsalus, formed by the
gorical modes of representing physical powers union of several small towns, to which Ithome
and phenomena. H e died 464.—3. Of Chios, also belonged.—4. A town of Acarnania in the
a disciple of Demooritus, or, according to other district Amphilochia, between the Ambracian
accounts, of Nessus of Chios,flourishedabout Gulf and the River Aehelous.
M E T R O U M , afterward A U L I A (Mr/rpaov, on coins
330. H e was a philosopher of considerable reputation, and professed the doctrines of the skep- Mtjrpog, AbXia, AvXala), a city of Bithynia.
M E T T I U S or M E T I U S . 1. C U R T I U S . Vid. C U R tics in their fullest sense. H e also studied, if
he did not practice, medicine, on which he wrote THJS. — 2. FUFPETIUS, dictator of Alba in the
a good deal. H e was the instructor of Hippoc- reign of Tullus Hostilius, third king of Rome.
rates and Anaxarchus.—4. A native of Lamp- After the combat between the Roratii and
sacus or Athens, was the most distinguished of Curiatii had determined the supremacy of the
the disciples of Epicurus, with w h o m he lived Romans, Mettius was summoned to aid them
on terms of the closest friendship. H e died in a war with Fidenaa and the Veientines. On
877, in the fifty-third year of his age, seven thefieldof battle Mettius drew off his Albans
years before Epicurus, who would have appoint- to the hills, and awaited the issue of the battle.
ed him his successor had he survived him On the following day the Albans were all deThe philosophy of Metrodorus appears to have prived of their arms, and Mettius himself, as
been of a more grossly sensual kind than that the punishmer of his treachery, was torn asunof Epicurus. Perfect happiness, according to der by chariots driven in opposite directions.
M E T U L U M , the chief town of the Iapydes in
Cicero's account, he made to consist in having
a well-constituted body. H e found fault with Illyricum, was near the frontiers of Liburnia,
his brother Timociates for not admitting that and was situated on two peaks of a steep mountAugustus nearly lost his life in reduothe belly was the test and measure of every ain.
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«md Tethys, and the first wife of Jupiter (Zeus).
Afraid lest she should give birth to a child wiser
and more powerful than himself, Jupiter (Zeus)
devoured her in the first month of her pregnancy. Afterward he gave birth to Minerva (Athena), wli3 sprang from his head. Vid. p. 120, b.
[METISCUS, charioteer of Turnus, ejected from
his place by Juturna, who guided the chariot
herself, when Turnus was about to engage in
single combat with zEneas ]
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Ing -to place, the inhabitants ef which fought mouth, to injicate that one day he sfioUd he
againstfcirnwith the most des^ente courage. the richest of all mortals. Midas was introM E V A S I A (Mevanas, atis: n»jv> Seiagna), an duced into the Satyric drama of the Greeks,
ancient ciSy in the interior of Umhris, on the and was represented with the ears of a satyr.
River Tinea, was situated on tbe road from which were afterward lengthened into the ears
R o m e to Ancona, in a very fertile country, and of an ass H e is said to have built the towr.
was celebrated for its breed of beautiful white of Aneyra, and as king of Phrygia he is called
oxen. It was a strongly-fortified place, though Beiecynthius heros (Ov., Met, xi., 106). Tharr
its walls were built only of brick. According are several stories connected with Midas, «!>i
to some accounts, Piopertius was a native of which the following are the most celebrate*
1. Silenns, the companion and teacher of Bac
this place.
M E Z E N T I U S (Meaevnog), king of the Tyrrhe- chus (Dionysus), had gone astray in a state ot
nians or Etruscans, at Caare or Agylla, was ex- intoxication, and was caught by country people
pelled by his subjects on account of his cruelty, in the rose gardens of Midas. H e was bound
and took refuge with Turnus, king of the Rutu- with wreaths offlowersand led before the king.
lians, w h o m he assisted in tbe war against These gardens were in Macedonia, near Mount
/Eneas ap.i the Trojaris Mezentius and his Bermion or Bromion, where Midas was king
son Lausus were slam in battle by zEneas. of the Briges, with w h o m he afterward emiThis is the account of Virgil. Livy and Dionys- grated to Asia, where their name was changed
ius, however, say nothing about the expulsion into Phryges. Midas received Silenus kindly;
of Mezentius from Caare, but represent him as and, after treating him with hospitality, he led
an ally of Turnus, and relate that zEneas dis- him back to Bacchus (Dionysus), who allowed
appeared during the battle against the Rutu- Midas to ask a favor of him. Midas, in his folly,
lians and Etruscans at Lanuvium. Dionysius desired that all things which he touched should
adds that Ascanius was besieged by Mezentius be changed into gold. The request was grantand Lausus ; that the besieged in a sally by ed ; but as even the food which lie touched benigtt slew Lausus, and then concluded a peace came gold, he implored the god to take his favor
with Mezentius, who from henceforth continu- back. Bacchus (Dionysus) accordingly ordered
him to bathe in the source of Pactoius, near
ed to be their ally.
This bath saved Midas, but
[MICCION (MiKKiav), a painter, mentioned byMount Tmolus
the river from that time had an abundance of
Lucian as a disciple of Zeuxis.]
MICIPSA (MiKifag), king of Numidia, the eld-gold in its sand — 2 . Midas, who was himself
est of the sons of Masinissa. After the death related to the race of Satyrs, once had a visit
of the latter (B C. 148), the sovereign power from a Satyr, who indulged in all kinds of jokes
was divided by Seipio between Micipsa and his at the king's expense. Thereupon Midas mix
two brothers, Gulussa and Mastanabal, in such ed wine in a well; and when the Satyr hacj
a manner that the possession of Ciita, the cap- drank of it, he fell asleep and was caught. ri his
ital of Numidia, together with the financial ad- well of Midas was at different times &&s,gned
ministration of the kingdom, fell to the share to different localities. Xenophon (Anab., i., 3,
of Micipsa. It was not long, however, before y 13) places it in the neighborhood of Thymthe death of both his brothers left him in pos- brium and Tyraaum, and Pausanias at Aneyra.—
ession of the undivided sovereignty of Numid- 3. Once, when Pan and Apollo were engaged in
ia, which he held from that time without in- a musical contest on thefluteand lyre, Midas
terruption till his death. H e died in 118, leav- was chosen to decide between them. Tho king
ing the kingdom to his two sons, Adherbal and decided in favor of Pan, whereupon Apollo
Hiempsal, and their adopted brother JUGURTHA. changed bis ears into those of an ass. Midas
M I C O N (MIKUV), of Athens, son of Phanochus, contrived to conceal them under his Phrygian
was a very distinguished painter and statuary, cap, but the servant who used to cut his hair
contemporary with Polygnotus, about B C. 460. discovered them. The secret so much harassed
[MICYTHUS (MiKvBog), son of Chcerus, was atthis man, that, as he could not betray it to a
first a slave in the service of Anaxilas, tyrant human being, he dug a hole in the earth, and
of Rhegium, but gradually rose to so high a whispered into it, " King Midas has ass's ears."
place in the confidence of his master, that the H e then filled the hole up again, and his heart
latter, at his death (B C. 476), left him guardian was relieved. But on the same spot a reed
of his infant sons, and regent until they attain- grew up, which in its whispers betrayed the
ed their majority. H e discharged his duty, and secret. Midas is said to have killed himself by
at the proper time resigned the sovereignty into drinking the blcod of an ox.
M I D E A or M I D E A (Mlbeia, Mibea : Midedrng), a
the hands of the young princes, set out for
Greece, and settled at Tegea, where he resided town in Argolis, of uncertain site, is said to
have been originally called Persepohs, because
for the rest of his life.]
M I D A E U M (MiSdewv), a city of Phrygia Epiete-it had been fortified by Perseus. It was detus between Dorylaaum and Pessinus; the place stroyed by the Argives.
MIDIANITZE.
Vid. MADIANITZE.
where Sextus Pompeius was captured by the
MIDIAS (Meidiag), an Athenian of wealth and
troops of Antony, B.C. 35.
M I D A S (MlSag), son of Gordius and Cybele, isinfluence, was a violent enemy of Demosthenes
said to have been a wealthy but effeminate king the orator. In B.C. 354 Midias assaulted D e
of Phrygia, a pupil of Orpheus, and a great mosthenes when he was discharging the duties
patron of the worship of Bacchus (Dionysus). of Choregus, during the celebration of the great
His wealth is alluded to in a story connected Dionvsia. Demosthenes brought an accusation
with his childhood, for it is said that while a against-Midias; but the speech which he wrote
hild, ants carried grains of wheat into his for the occasion, and which is extant, was never
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ielivered, since Demosthenes dropped the ac- Anaximenes, and of the historians Cadmus sno
cusation in consequet.ee of his receiving the Hecataaus. After the rise of the Lydian moneum of thirty mmaa.
archy, Miletus, by its naval strength, resisted
M I E Z A (Mie^a: Mie&vg), a town of Macedoniathe attacks of Alyattes and Sadyattes for eleves
in Emathia, southwest of Pella, and not far from years-, but fell before Croesus, whose success
the frontiers of Thessaly.
may perhaps be ascribed to the intestine fac[MIGONIUM (Miyaviov), a place in or near thetions which for a long time weakened the city.v
island Cranae in Laeonia, where Venus (Aph- With the rest of Ionia, it was conquered tij
rodite), hence called Migonitis (Miyavlng), hadHarpagus, the general of Cyrus, in B.C. 557;
a temple.]
and under the dominion of the Persians it still
M I L A N I O N (MetXavlav), son of Amphidamas,retained its prosperity till the great Ionian re
and husband of Atalanta. For details, vid. A T A -volt, of which Miletus was the centre (vid
LANTA.
ARISTAGORAS, HISTIZEUS), andafterthe suppresMILETOFOLIS (MiXnrbiroXtg: now Muhalich sion
or of which it was destroyed by the Persians
Hamamli 1 ruins), a city of Mysia, in Asia Minor,(B.C. 494)
It recovered sufficient importance
at the confluence of the River Rhyndacus and to oppose a vain resistance to Alexander the
Macestus, and somewhat east of the lake which Great, which brought upon it a second ruin.
was named after it, L A C U S MILETOPOLITIS (MiXn-Under the Roman empire it still appears as a
roiroXlng Xlpvn : now Lake of Maniyas). This
place of some consequence, until its final delake, which was also called Artynia, lies some struction by the Turks. Its ruins are difficult
miles west of the larger lake of Apollonia (now to discover, on account of the great change
Abullionte).
made in the coast by the River Maeander. Vid.
MILETOPOLIS.
Vii B O R Y S T H E N E S .
M Z E A N D E R . They are usually supposed to be
M I L E T U S (MIXnrog), son of Apollo and Aria ofthose at the wretched village of Palatia, on the
Crete. Being beloved by Minos and Sarpedon, southern bank of the Mendereh, a little above
he attached himself to the latter, andfledfrom its present mouth ; but Forbiger has shown
Minos to Asia, where he built the city of Mile- that these are more probably the ruins of M Y U S ,
tus. Ovid (Met, ix., 442) calls him a son of and that those of Miletus are buried in a lake
Apollo and Dei'one, and hence De'ionides.
formed by the Mendereh at the foot of Mount
M I L E T U S (MiXnTog, Dor. MlXarog: MiXr/awg,
Latmus.—[2. A city of Crete, not far from Lycand on inscriptions, MeiXboiog: Milesius). 1. One
tos, whence the first settlers of the Ionian Mileof the greatest cities of Asia Minor, belonged tus are said to have come.]
territorially to Caria and politically to Ionia,
MILICHUS, a Phoenician god, represented as
being the southernmost of the twelve cities of the son of a satyr and of the nymph Myrlce, and
the Ionian confederacy. It is mentioned by with horns on his head. (Sil. Ital., iii., 103.)
Homer as a Carian city ; and one of its early
MILICHUS (MeiXixog), a small river in Achaia,
names, Lelegei's, is a sign that the Leleges also which flowed by the town of Patra, and is said
formed a part of its population. Its first Greek to have been originally called Amilichus ('Apetcolonists were said to have been Cretans who Xixog) on account of the human victims sacriwere expelled by Minos ; the next were led to ficed on its banks to Diana (Artemis).
it by Neleus at the time of the so-called Ionic
[MILICHUS, a freedman of Flavius Scaavinus,
migration. Its name was derived from the gave Nero the first information of Piso's conmythical leader of the Cretan colonists, Mile- spiracy in A D. 66. Milichus was liberally retus : it was also called PITYUSA (Hirvovaa) andwarded by the emperor, and assumed the surA N A C T O E I A ('AvoKropia) The city stood upon
name of Soter or the Preserver.]
the southern headland of the Sinus Latmicus,
M I L O or M I L O N (MiXuv). 1. Of Crotona, son
opposite to the mouth of the Maaander, and pos- of Diotimus, an athlete, famousforhis extraorsessed four distinct harbors, protected by a dinary bodily strength. H e was six times vicgroup of islets, called Lade, Dromiscus, and tor in wrestling at the Olympic games, and as
Perne. The city wall inclosed two distinct often at the Pythian ; but, having entered the
towns, called the outer and the inner; the lat- lists at Olympia a seventh time, he was worsted
ter, which was also called Old Miletus, stood by the superior agility of his adversary. By
upon an eminence overhanging the sea, and these successes he obtained great distinction
was of great strength. Its territory extended among his countrymen, so that he was even apon both sides of the Maaander, as far apparently pointed to command the army which defeated
as the promontories of Mycale on the north and the Sybarites, B.C. 511. Many stories are rePosidium on the south. It was rich inflocks; lated by ancient writers of Milo's extraordinary
and the city was celebrated for its woollen fab- feats of strength ; such as his carrying a heifei
rics, the Milesia vcllera. At a very early period
of four years old on his shoulders through the
it became a great maritime state, extending its stadium at Olympia, and afterward eating tha
commerce throughout the Mediterranean, and whole of it in a single day. The mode of his
even beyond the Pillars of Hercules, but more death is thus related: as he was passing through
especially in the direction of the Euxine, along a forest when enfeebled by age, he saw the
the shore of which the Milesians planted sev- trunk of a tree which had been partially split
eral important colonies, such as Cyzicus, Si- open by woodcutters, and attempted to rend it
nopo, Abydos, Istropolis, Tomi, Olbia or Borys- further, but the wood closed upon his hands, and
thenes, Apollonia, Odessus, and Panticapaaum thus held him fast, in which state he was attackNaucratis in Egypt was also a colony of Mile- ed and devoured by wolves.—2 A general in
tus. It also occupies a high place in the early the service of Pyrrhus, king of Epirus, who sent
history of Greek literature, as the birth-place him forward with a body of troops to garrison
of the uhilosophers Thales, Anaxhmnder, and the citadel of Tarentum previous to his riwr
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arrtva1 ;n Italy. W h e n Pyrrhus finally quitted year (48), M. Caalius, the praato, had, iu;ing
that country and withdrew into Epirus, he still Caasar's absence, promulgated a t ill for the adleft. Milo in charge of the citadel of Tarentum, justment of debts. Needing desperate allies,
together with his son Helenus.—[3. Of Bercea, Caalius accordingly invited Milo to Italy, as the
an officer in the army of Perseus, with which fittest tool for his purposes. At the head of a
he opposed the Roman consul P. Licinius Cras- band of criminals and run-away slaves, Milo apsus B C. 171. H e is mentioned again as holding peared in the south of Italy, but was opposed by
an important command under Perseus, just be- the praator Q. Pedius, and slain under the walls
fore the battle of Pydna, B.C. 166. H e after- of an obscure fort in the district of Thurii. Milo,
waid proved a traitor, and surrendered the for- in 57, married Fausta, a daughter of the dictatress of Bercea into the hands of the Roman tor Sulla. She proved a faithless wife, and Salgeneral Paullus zEmilius.]—4. T. A N N I U S M I L O lust, the historian, was soundly scourged by
PAPINIANUS, was the son of C. Papius Celsus Milo for an intrigue with her.
[MILTAS (MlXrag), a Thessalian, a contempoand Annia, and was adopted by his maternal
grandfather T. Annius Luscus. H e was born rary of Plato, spoken of by Plutarch as a seer,
at Lanuvium, of which place he was in B.C. 53 and afollowerof the Platonic philosophy : he
dictator or chief magistrate. Milo was a man served in the army of Dion against DionysiuB
of a doling and unscrupulous character; and as the younger, and encouraged the troops when
he was dseply in debt, he resolved to obtain a alarmed by an eclipse.]
MILTIADES (MiXridbng). 1. Son of Cypselus,
wealthy province. For this purpose he connected himself with the aristocracy. As tribune was a man of considerable distinction in Athens
of the plebs, B.C. 57, he took an active part in in the time of Pisistratus. The Doloncians. a
obtaining Cicero's recall from exile, and from Thracian tribe dwelling in the Chersonesus,
this time he carried on afierceand memorable being hard pressed in war by the Absinthians,
contest with P. Clodius. In 53 Milo was can- applied to the Delphic oracle for advice, and
didate for the consulship, and Clodius for the were directed to admit a colony led by the man
praatorship of the ensuing year. Each of the who should be thefirstto entertain them aftei
candidates kept a gang of gladiators, and there they left the temple. This was Militiades, who.
were frequent combats between the rival ruf- eager to escape from the rule of Pisistratus,
fians in the streets of Rome. At length, on the gladly took the lead of a colony under the sanctwentieth of January, 52, Milo and Clodius met tion of the oracle, and became tyrant of the
apparently by accident at Bovillaa on the Appian Chersonesus, which he fortified by a wall built
road. An affray ensued between their follow- across its isthmus. In a war with the people
ers, in which Clodius was slain. At R o m e such of Lampsacus he was taken prisoner, but was
tumults followed upon the burial of Clodius, that set at liberty on the demand of Croasus. H e
Pompey was appointed sole consul in order to died without leaving any children, and his sovrestore order to the state. Pompey immediate- ereignty passed into the hands of Stesagoras,
ly brought forward various laws in connection the son of his half-brother Cimon. Sacrifices
with the late disturbances. A s soon as these and games were instituted in his honor, in which
were passed, Milo was formally accused. All no Lampsacene was suffered to take part.—2.
Pompey's influence was directed against him ; Son of Cimon and brother of Stesagoras, bebut Milo was not without hope, since the higher came tyrant of the Chersonesus on the death
aristocracy, from jealousy of Pompey, supported of the latter, being sent out by Pisistratus from
him, and Cicero undertook his defence. His Athens to take possession of the vacant inherittrial opened on the fourth of April, 52. H e was ance. By a stratagem he got the chief men of
impeached on three counts—de Vi, de Ambitu, the Chersonesus into his power and threw them
into prison, and took a force of mercenaries into
or bribery, and de Sodalitiis, or illegal interference with the freedom of elections. L. Domi- his pay. In order to strengthen his position
tius Ahenobarbus, a consular, was appointed still more, he married Hegesipyla, the daughter
quaasitor by a special law of Pompey's, and all of a Thracian prince named Olorus. H e joined
R o m e and thousands of spectators from Italy Darius Hystaspis on his expedition against the
thronged the forum and its avenues. But Milo's Scythians, and was left with the other Greeks
chances of acquittal were wholly marred by the in charge of the bridge over the Danube. W h e n
virulence of his adversaries, who insulted and the appointed time had expired, and Darius had
obstructed the witnesses, the process, and the not returned, Miltiades recommended the Greeks
conductors of the defence. Pompey availed to destroy the bridge and leave Darius to his
himself of these disorders to line the forum and fate. Some time after the expedition of Darius,
its encompassing hills with soldiers. Cicero an inroad of the Scythians drove Miltiades from
was intimidated, and Milo was condemned. his possessions; but after the enemy had reHad he even been acquitted on the first count, tired, the Doloncians brought him back. It ap
de Vi, the two other charges of bribery and con- pears to have been between this period and his
spiracy awaited him. H e therefore went into withdrawal to Athens that Miltiades conquered
exile. Cicero, who could not deliver, re-wrote and expelled the Pelasgian inhabitants of Lemand expanded the defence of Milo—the extant nos and Imbros, and subjected the islands to the
uration—and sent it to him at Marseilles. Milo dominion of Attica. Lemnos and Imbros beremarked, " I a m glad this was not spoken, longed to the Persian dominions ; and it is probsince t must have been acquitted, and then had able that this encroachment on the Persian posnever known the delicateflavorof these Mar- sessions was the cause which drew upon Milseilles mullets." Caasar refused to recall Milo tiades the hostility of Darius, and led him to fly
from exile in 49, when he permitted many of from the Chersonesus when the Phoenicia*
>«e other exiles to return. In the following fleet approached after the subjugation of Ionia
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Miltiades reached Athens in safety, hut his eld- was born on the same night as Paris, ^ent will
Bst son Metiochus fell into the hands of the zEneas to Italy, where he was slain by MezenPeisians. At Athens Miltiades was arraigned, tius.—4. A Bebrycian, slain by Pollux during
as being amenable to the penalties enacted the Argonautic expedition.]
[MIMAS M O N S (tipag). 1. A mountain chain
against tyranny, but was acquitted. W h e n Attica was threatened with invasion by the Per- of Ionia, a branch of Mcuit Tmolus, extending
sians under Datis and Artaphernes, Miltiades toward the sea, and forming the three promonwas chosen one of the ten generals. Miltiades, tories Coryceum (now Koraka), Argennum (now
by his arguments, induced the polemarch Callim- Cape Blanc), and Melaana (now Kara Burnu).—
achus to give the casting vote in favor of risk- 2. A mountain chain of Thrace, which Lnites
ing a battle with the enemy, the opinions of the itself with Mount Rhodope, mentioned only by
ten generals being equally divided. Miltiades Silius Italicus.]
M I M N E R M U S (Mlpvepuog), a celebrated elegiac
waited till his turn came, and then drew his
army up in battle array on the ever-memorable poet, was generally called a Colophonian, but
field of Marathon. Vid. M A R A T H O N . After the was properly a native of Smyrna, and was dedefeat of the Persians Miltiades endeavored to scended from those Colophonians who reconurge the Athenians to measures of retaliation, quered Smyrna from the zEolians. H e flourish
and induced them to intrust to him an arma- ed from about B.C. 634 to 600. H e was a conment of seventy ships, without knowing the temporary of Solon, who, in an extant fragment
purpose for which they were designed. He pro- of one of his poems, addresses him as still living
ceeded to attack the island of Paros, for the Only a few fragments of the compositions o.
purpose of gratifying a private enmity. His Mimnermus have come down to us. They beattacks, however, were unsuccessful; and after long chiefly to a poem entitled Nanno, and are
receiving a dangerous hurt in the leg while addressed to the flute-player of that name. The
penetrating into a sacred inclosure on some compositions of Mimnermus form an epoch in
superstitious errand, he was compelled to raise the history of elegiac poetry. Before his time
the siege and return to Athens, where he was the elegy had been devoted chiefly either to
impeached by Xanthippus for having deceived warlike or national, or to convivial and joyous
the people. His wound had turned into a gan- subjects. Archiloehus had, indeed, occasiongrene, and being unable to plead his cause in ally employed the elegy for strains of lamentaperson, he was brought into court on a couch, tion, but Mimnermus was thefirstwho systemhis brother Tisagoras conducting his defence atically made it the vehicle for plaintive, mourn
for him. H e was condemned; but on the ful, and erotic strains. The instability of human
ground of his services to the state, the penalty happiness, the helplessness of man, the cares
was commuted to a fine offiftytalents, the and miseries to which life is exposed, tho brief
cost of the equipment of the armament. Being season that man has to enjoy himself in, trie
unable to pay this, he was thrown into pris- wretchedness of old age, are plaintively dwelt
on, where he not long after died of his wound. upon by him, while love is held up as the only
Thefinewas subsequently paid by his son Ci- consolation that m e n possess, life not being
worth having when it can no longer be enjoyed.
mon.
[MILTO (MiXrd), the name of the favorite mis-The latter topic was most frequently dwelfi
tress of Cyrus, afterward called Aspasia. Vid. upon, and as an erotic poet he was held in high
estimation in antiquity. (Hor., Epist, ii., 2,
ASPASIA, No. 2.]
[MILTOOYTHES (MiXroKvBng), a Thracian offi-100.) The fragments are published separately
cer in the army-of the younger Cyrus, who, by Bach, Lips., 1826.
MiN^si (Mivaloi), one of the chief communiafter the death of Cyrus, abandoned the Greeks
and went over with about thirty cavalry and ties of Arabia, dwelt on the western coast of
three hundred infantry to the side of the king.] Arabia Felix, and in the interior of the peninsula, and carried on a large trade in spices, inMILVIUS PONS.
Vid. R O M A .
M I L Y A S (IJ MiXvdg: MMai, Milyaa), was orig-cense, and the other products of the land.
M I N A S S A B B A T H A (Meivag ZaBarBd), a fort in
inally the name of all Lycia ; but it was afterward applied to the high table-land in the north Babylonia, built in the time of the later Romar
of Lycia, between the Cadmus and the Taurus, empire, on the site of Seleucia, which the Roand extending considerably into Pisidia. Its mans had destroyed.
MINCIUS (Mincio), a river in Gallia Transpa
people seem to have been the descendants of
the original inhabitants of Lycia. It contained dana, flows through the Lake Benacus (now Laa city of the same name. After the defeat of go di Garia), and falls into the Po a little be
Antiochus the Great, the Romans gave it to Eu- low Mantua.
M I N D A R U S (MeVoapoc), a Lacedaamonian, sue
menes, king of Pergamus, but its real government seems to have been in the hands of Pisid- ceeded Astyochus in the command of the Lacedaamonianfleet,B.C. 411. H e was defeated
ian princes.
M I M A L L O N (MipaXXdv), pi. M I M A L L O N E S , the and slain in battle by the Athenians leai CyzMacedonian name of the Bacchantes, or, accord- icus in the following year.
ing to others, of Bacchic Amazons. Ovid (Ars M I N E R V A , called A T H E N A by the Greek*. The
Greek goddess is spoken of in a separate artiAm., i., 541) uses the form Mimallonides.
M I M A S (Mi'uac). 1. A giant, said to have been cle. Vid. A T H E N A . Minerva was one of the
killed by Mars (Ares), or by Jupiter (Zeus), with great Roman divinities. Her name seems to bo
aflashof lightning. The island of Prochyte, of the same root as mens; and she is accordnear Sicily, was believed to rest upon his body. ingly the thinking, calculating, and inventive
—[2. Son of zEolus, king of zEolis, and father power personified. Jupiter was the first, June
»f Hippotes.—3. Son of Amycus and Theano the second, and Mii.erva the '-hird in the imai
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tier of the Capitoline divinities, larqmn, the Tyrrhene Sea between Graviscse aud Centum
son of Demaratus, was believedfcjhave united Cellaa.
the three divinities in one common temple, and Mimus (now Minho), a river in the northhence, when repasts were prepared for the gods, west of Spain, rises in the Cantabrian Mountthese three always went together. She was the ains in the rorth of Gallaacia, and falls into the
daughter of Jupiter, and is said to have some- ocean. It was also ealled Baanis, and derived
times wielded the thunderbolts of her father. its name of Minius from the minium or vermilA s Minerva was a virgin divinity, and her fa- ion carried down by its waters.
M I N O A (Mivda.). 1. A small island in tha
ther the supreme god, the Romans easily identified her with the Greek Athena, and accord- Saronic Gulf, off the coast of Megaris, and op
ingly all the attributes of Athena were gradual- posite a promontory of the same name, was
ly transferred to the Roman Minerva. But w e united to the main land by a bridge, and formconfine ourselves at present to those which were ed, with the promontory, the harbor of Nisaaa
peculiar to the Roman goddess. Being a maid- Vid. p. 493.—2. A town on the eastern coast of
en goddess, her sacrifices consisted of calves Laeonia, and on a promontory of the same name,
which had not borne the yoke. She is said northeast of Epidaurus Limera.—3. A town on
to have invented numbers; and it is added the western part of the northern coast of Crete,
that the law respecting the driving in of the between the promontories Drepanum and Psaannual nail was for this reason attached to the cum.—4. A town on the eastern part of the
temple of Minerva. She was worshipped as northern coast of Crete, belonging to the terri
the patroness of all the arts and trades, and tory of Lyctus, and situated on the narrowes
at her festival she was particularly invoked by part of the island.—5. A town in Sicily. Vid,
all who desired to distinguish themselves in any H E R A C L E A M I N O A .
art or craft, such as painting, poetry, the art of [MINOIDES INSULZE (Miva'tSeg jSrjo-oi), sma
islands in the southern part of the zEgean, formteaching, medicine, dyeing, spinning, weaving,
and the like. This character of the goddess ing a portion of the Cyclades, just north of
may be perceived also from the proverbs " to do Crete.]
M I N O S (Mivug). 1. Son of Jupiter (Zeus) and
a thing pingui Minerva," i. e., to do a thing in
an awkward or clumsy manner; and sus Miner- Europa, brother of Rhadamanthys, was the king
vam, oi a stupid person who presumed to set and legislator of Crete. After his death he beright an intelligent one. Minerva, however, came one of the judges of the shades in Hades.
was the patroness, not only of females, on H e was the father of Deucalion and Ariadne ;
w h o m she conferred skill in sewing, spinning, and, according to Apollodorus, the brother of
weaving, & c , but she also guided m e n in the Sarpedon. Some traditions relate that Minos
dangers of war, where victory is gained by married Itone, daughter of Lyctius, by w h o m
cuining, prudence, courage, and perseverance. he had a son, Lycastus, and that the latter beHence she was represented with a helmet, came, by Ida, the daughter of Corybas, the fashiefland a coat of mail; and the booty made ther of another Minos. But it should be obtn wa, was frequently dedicated to her. Mineif- served that Homer and Hesiod know only of
va wai further believed to be the inventor of one Minos, the ruler of Cnosus, and the son
musicd instruments, especially wind instru- and friend of Jupiter (Zeus), and that they rements, the use of which was very important in late nearly tbe same things about him which
religious worship, and which were accordingly later traditions assign to a second Minos, the
subjected to a sort of purification every year on grandson of the former. In this case, as in
the last day of the festival of Minerva. This many other mythical traditions, a rationalistic
festival lasted five days, from the nineteenth criticism attempted to solve contradictions and
to the twenty-third of March, and was called difficulties in the stories about a person by asQuinfuatrus, because it began on the fifth daysuming that the contradictory accounts must
after the ides of the month This number of refer to two different personages.—2. Grand
days was not accidental, for w e are told that son of the former, and a son of Lycastus and
the numberfivewas sacred to Minerva. The Ida, was likewise a king and lawgiver of Crete.
most ancient temple of Minerva at R o m e was H e is described as the husband of Pasiphae, a
probably that on the Capitol; another existed daughter of Helios; and as the father of Caon the Aventine, and she had a chapel at the treus, Deucalion, Glaucus, Androgeos, Acalle,
foot of the Caalian Hill, where she bore the sur- Xenodice, Ariadne, and Phaadra. After the.
death of Asterius, Minos aimed at the supremname of Capta.
M I N E R V Z E A R X or M I N E R V I U M (now Castro), a acy of Crete, and declared that it was destined
nill on the coast of Calabria, where zEneas is to him by the gods; in proof of which, he asserted that the gods always answered his prayers.
said to have landed.
M I N E R V Z E P R O M O N T O R I U M (now Punta deltaAccordingly, as he was offering up a sacrifice
to Neptune (Poseidon), he prayed that a bull
Campanella or delta Minerva), a rocky promontory in Campania, running out a long way into might come forth from the sea, and promised to
the sea, six miles southeast of Surrentum, on sacrifice the animal. The bull appeared, and
whose summit was a temple of Minerva, which Minos became king of Crete. (Others say tha»
was said to have been built by Ulysses, and Minos disputed the government with his brothwhich was still standing in the time of Seneca. er Sarpedon, and conquered.) But Minos, who
Here the Sirens are reported to have dwelt. admired the beauty of the bull, did not sacrifice
The Greeks regarded it as the northwestern him, and substituted another in his place. Nep
tune (Poseidon) therefore rendered the bull fu
boundary of CEnotria.
M I N I O (now Mignone), a small river in Etru- rious, and made Pasiphae conceive a passion
ria, which rises near Satrium,, and falls into thefor
j the animal. Daadalus enabled P.isipbaii U
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gratify her passion, and she became by the bull T6x
i vV piiropiKi) is extant, and is published in th«
the mothei of the Minotanrus, a monster with ninth volume of Walz's Rhetores Graci.
MINUCIUS AUGURINUS.
Vid. A U G U R I N U S .
a human body and a bull's head, or, according
to others, with a bull's body and a human head. M I N U C I U S BASII.US. Vii. BASILUS.
MINUCIUS RUFUS.
1. M., consul B.C. 221,
The monster was kept in the labyrinth at Cnosus, constructed by Daadalus. Daadalus fled when he carried on war against tbe Istrians.
from Crete to escape the wrath of Minos, and In 217 he was magister equitum to the dictator
took refuge in Sicily. Minos followed him to Q. Fabius Maximus. The cautious policy of
Sicily, and was there slain by Cocalus and his Fabius displeased Minucius; and accord, ngly,
daughters. Minos is further said to have di- when Fabius was called away to Rome, Minuvided Crete into three parts, and to have ruled cius disobeyed the positive o m m a n d s of the
nine years. The Cretans traced their legal and dictator, and risked a battle witt a portion of
political institutions to Minos. H e is said to Hannibal's troops. H e was forti-nate enough
have been instructed in the art of law-giving by to gain a victory ; in consequence of which, he
Jupiter (Zeus) himself; and the Spartan Ly- became so popular at R o m e that a bill was passcurgus was believed to have taken the legisla- ed giving him equal military power with the
tion of Minos as his model. In his time Crete dictator. The R o m a n army was now divided,
was a powerful maritime state ; and Minos not and each portion encamped separately under its
only cheeked the piratical pursuits of his con- own general. Anxious for distinction, Minutemporaries, but made himself master of the cius eagerly accepted a battle which was offerGreek islands of the zEgean. The most, an- ed him by Hannibal, but was defeated, and his
cient legends describe Minos as a just and wise troops were only saved from total destruction
law-giver, whereas the later accounts repre- by the timely arrival of Fabius with all his forces
sent him as an unjust and cruel tyrant. In or- Thereupon Minucius generously acknowledged
der to avenge the wrong done to his son (vid. his error, gave up his separate command, and
A N D R O G E O S ) at Athens, he made war against placed himself again under the authority of the
the Athenians and Megarians. H e subdued dictator. H e fell at tbe battle of Cannaa in
Megara, and compelled the Athenians either thefollowingyear.—-'2. Q., plebeian aadile 201,
every year or every nine years to send him as praator 200, and consul 197, when he carried on
a tribute seven youths and seven maidens, who war against the Boii with success. In 189 he
were devoured in the labyrinth by the Minotau- was one of the ten commissioners sent into
Asia after the conquest of Antiochus the Great;
m s . The monster was slain by Theseus.
and in 183 he was one of the three ambassadors
MINOTAURUS.
Vid. M I N O S .
M I N T H A (MlvBn), a daughter of Cocytus, be-sent into Gaul.—3. M , praator 197.—4. M., tribloved by Hades, was metamorphosed by Ceres une of the plebs 121, brought forward a bill to
(Demeter) or Proserpina (Persephone) into a repeal the laws of C. Gracchus. This Marcus
plant called after her mintha, or mint. In the Minucius and his brother Quintus are mentionneighborhood of Pylos there was a hill called ed as arbiters between the inhabitants of Genua
after her, and at its foot there was a temple of and the Viturii, in a very interesting inscripPluto (Hades), and a grove of Ceres (Demeter). tion which was discovered in the year 1506,
M I N T H E (MlvBn: now Vunuka), a mountain about ten miles from the m o d e m city of Genoa.
— 5 . Q., consul 110, obtained Macedonia as hia
of Elis in Triphylia, near Pylos.
province, carried on war with success agains*
M I N T U R N Z E (Minturnensis : now Trajetta), an
important town in Latium, on the frontiers of the barbarians in Thrace, and triumphed cc his
Campania, was situated on the Appia Via, and return to Rome. H e perpetuated the memory
on both banks of the Liris, and near the mouth of his triumph by building the Porticus Minu
of this river. It was an ancient town of the cia, near the Circus Flaminius.
M I N U C I U S FELIX.
Vid. FELIX.
Ausones or Aurunci, but surrendered to the RoMiNYiE (Mivvai), an ancient Greek race, who
mans of its own accord, and received a Roman
colony B.C. 296. It was subsequently recol- originally dwelt in Thessaly. Iolcos, in Thesonized by Julius Caasar. In its neighborhood saly, was one of their most ancient seats. Their
was a grove sacred to the nymph Marica, and ancestal hero, Minyas, is said to have migrated
from Thessaly into the north of Bceotia, and
also extensive marshes (Paludes Minturnenses),
formed by the overflowing of the River Liris, there to have established the empire of the
in which Marius was taken prisoner. Vid. p. Minyaa, with the capital of Orchomenos. Vid.
480, a. The neighborhood of Minturnaa pro- O R O H O M E N O S . A S the greater part of the Argo
duced good wine. There are the ruins of an nauts were descended from the Minyaa. they
amphitheatre and of an aqueduct at the modern are themselves called Minyaa. The descendants of the Argonauts founded a colony in LemTrajetta.
[MINUCIA, one of the vestal priestesses in nos called Minyaa. Thence they proceeded to
B.C. 337. Her passion for gay attire made her Elis Triphylia, and to the island of Thera.
M I N Y A S (Mivvaa), son of Chryses, and the an
conduct suspected. On inquiry, suspicion was
cestral hero of the race of the Minyaa The acjustified, and Minucia was buried alive.]
counts of his genealogy vary very much in th6
MINUCIANUS (HivovKiavbg). 1. A Greek rhetorician, was a contemporary of the celebrated different traditions, for some call him a son
rhetorician Hermogenes of Tarsus (flourished of Orchomenus or Eteoeles, others of Neptune
A.D. 170), with w h o m he was at variance.—2. (Poseidon), Aleus, Mars (Ares), Sisyphus, or
A n Athenian, the son of Nicagoras, was also a Halmus. H e is further called the husband of
Greek rhetorician, and lived in the reign of Tritogenia, Clytodora, or Phanosyra. Orchome*
Gallienus (A.D. 260-268). H e was the author nus, Presbon, Athamas, Diochthondas, Eteocly
»f several rhetorical works, and a portion of his mere, Periclymene, Leucinpe, Arsinoe, and Al
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eathog or AlcithoB, are mentioned as his chil- tion of great part of Cappadoeia and Paplnago
dren. His tomb was shown at Orchomenos in nia. H e was succeeded by his son Ariobar
Bceotia. A daughter of Minyas was called zanes III.—4. IV. King of Pontus (about 240Minyelas (-diis) or Mineis (-idis). Vid. 0 v,
190),
Met,
son and successor of Ariobarzanes III
iv., 1, 32.
H e gave 1 is daughter Laodice in marriage to
MIROBRIGA. 1. A town of the Celtici in Lu- Antiochus III. H e was succeeded by his son
sitania, on the coast of the ocean.—2. A Ro- Pr.arnaces I.—5. V. King of Pontus (about 156m a n municipium in the territory of the Turduli, 120), surnamed E U E E G E T E S , son and successor
in Hispania Bsetica, on the road from Emerita of Pharnaces I. H e was the first of the kings
So Caasaraugusta.
of Pontus who made an alliance with the RoMISENCTM (now Punta di Miseno), a promon- mans, whom, he assisted in the third Punic war
tory in Campania, south of Cumaa, said to have and in the war against Aristonicus (131-129)
derived its name from Misenus, the companion H e was assassinated at Sinope by a conspiracj
and trumpeter of zEneas, who was drowned and among his own immediate attendants — 6 VI.
buried here. The bay formed by this promon- King of Pontus (120-63), surnamed EUPATOR,
tory was converted by Augustus into an excel- also DIONYSUS, but more commonly T H E G R E A T ,
lent harbor, and was made the principal station was the son and successor of the preceding,
of the R o m a n fleet on the Tyrrhene Sea. A and was only eleven years old at the period of
town sprung up around the harbor, and here the his accession. W e have very imperfect inforadmiral of thefleetusually resided. The in- mation concerning the earlier years of his reign,
habitants were called Misenates and Misenen- and much of what has been transmitted to us
ses. The Roman nobles had previously built wears a very suspicious aspect. W e are told
villas on the coast. Here was the villa of C. that immediately on ascending the throne he
Marius, which was purchased by Lucullus, and found himself assailed by the designs of his
which afterward passed into the hands of the guardians, but that he succeeded in eluding all
Emperor Tiberius, who died at this place.
their machinations, partly by displaying a cour[MISENUS (Mianvbg). 1. A companion of Ulys-age and address in warlike exercises beyond
ses.—2. Pilot of thefleetof zEneas ; according his years, partly by the use of antidotes against
to Virgil, at first a companion and trumpeter of poison, to which he began thus early to accusHector, afterward followed zEneas to Italy. Vid.tom himself. In order to evade the designs
MISENCM.]
against his life, he also devoted much of his
MISITHEUS, the father-in-law of the Emperor time to hunting, and took refuge in the remotGordian III., who married his daughter Sabinia est and most unfrequented regions, under preTianquillina in A.D. 241. Misitheus was a man tence of pursuing the pleasures of the chaso
of learning, virtue, and ability. H e was ap- Whatever truth there may be in these accounts,
pointed by his son-in law praafect of the praato- it is certain that when he attained to manhood
rians, and effected many important reforms in he was not only endowed with consummate
the royal household. H e accompanied Gordian skill in all martial exercises, and possessed of
in his expedition against the Persians, w h o m he a bodily frame inured to all hardships, as well
defeated ; but in the course of this war he was as a spirit to brave every danger, but his natcut off either by disease or by the treachery of urally vigorous intellect had been improved by
his successor Philippus, 243.
careful culture. A s a boy, he had been brought
M I T H R A D A T E S or M I T H E I D A T E S (MiBpabdrng oiup at Sinope, where he had probably received
MiBpibdrng), a common name among the Medesthe elements of a Greek education ; and so
and Persians, derived from Milra or Mithra, thepoweiful was his memory, that he is said w
Persian name for the sun, and the root da, sig- have learned not less than twenty-five langr.inifying " to give." Mithradates would there- ges, and to have been able, in the days of h>
fore mean, " given by the sun." [The form greatest power, to transact business with the
Mithradates, which is found on coins, is more deputies of every tribe subject to his rule in
correct than Mithridates, though the latter is \their own peculiar dialect. The first steps of
the usual one in Greek writers] 1. I. King, Ihis career were marked by blood. H e is said
or, more properly, satrap of Pontus, was son of to
I have murdered his mother, to w h o m a share
Ariobarzanes I., and was succeeded by Ariobar- ( in the royal authority had been left by Mithrazanes II., about B.C. 363. The kings of Pontus .dates Euergetes ; and this was followed by the
claimed to be lineally descended from one of , assassination of his brother. In the early part
the seven Persians who had conspired against of his reign he subdued the barbarian tribes bethe Magi, and who was subsequently establish- tween the Euxine and the confines of Armenia,
ed by Darius Hystaspis in the government of including the whole of Colchis and the province
the countries bordering on the Euxine Sea. called Lesser Armenia, and even extended his
Very little is known "r their history until after conquests beyond the Caucasus. H e assisted
the fall of the Persian empire.—2. II. King of jParisades, king of the Bosporus, against the
Pontus (337-302), succeeded his father Ariobar- jSarmatians and Roxolani, and rendered the
zanes II., and was the founder of the independ-; whole of the Tauric Chersonese tributary to his
ent kingdom of Pontus. After the death of jkingdom. After the death of Parisades, the
Alexander the Gieat, he was for a time subject [kingdom of Bosporus itself was incorporated
io Antigonus ; but. during the war between the !with his dominions. H e was now in posses
successors of Alexander, he succeeded in es- ision of such great power that he began to deem
tablishing his independence. H e died at the |himself equal to a contest with R o m e itself.
age of 84.-3. III. King of Pontus (302-266), !Many causes of dissension had already arisen
son and successor of the preceding. H e en- | between them, but Mithradates had hitherto
Jarged his paternal dominioas by the acquisi- ',
submitted to the mandates of Rome. Evan
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after expelling Ariobarzanes from Cappadoeia, powerful army, armed and disciplined in the R o
and Nicomedes from Bithynia in 90, he offered m a n manner; and he n o w took thefieldWitt
no resistance to the R o m a n s w h e n they re- one hundred and twenty thousand foot soldiers
stored these monarchs to their kingdom. But sixteen thousand horse, and a vast number o!
when Nicomedes, urged by the R o m a n legates, barbarian auxiliaries This was the commence
invaded the territories of Mithradates, the lat- ment of the third Mithradatic war. T h e twe
ter m a d e preparations for immediate hostilities. R o m a n consuls, Lucullus and Cotta, weie unHis success w a s rapid and striking. In 88 he able to oppose his first irruption. H e traversed
drove Ariobarzanes out of Cappadoeia, and Nic- Bithynia without encountering any resistance
omedes out of Bithynia, defeated the R o m a n and when at length Cotta ventured to give him
generals w h o had supported the latter, m a d e battle under the walls of Cbalcedon, the consul
himself master of Phrygia and Galatia, and at w a s totally defeated both by sea and land. Mithlast of the R o m a n province of Asia
During radates then proceeded to lay siege to Oyzicua
the winter he issued the sanguinary order to both by sea and land. Lucullus marched to the
all the cities of Asia to put to death, on the relief of the city, cut off the king's supplies, and
same day, all the R o m a n and Italian citizens eventually compelled him to raise the siege
w h o were to be found within their walls So early in 73 O n his retreat Mithradates suf
hateful had the.Romans rendered themselves, fered great loss, and eventually took refuge in
that these commands were obeyed with alac- Pontus. Hither Lucullus followed him in the
rity by almost all the cities of Asia, and eighty next year. T h e n e w army which the king had
thousand R o m a n s and Italians are said to have collected w a s entirely defeated by tho R o m a n
perished in this fearful massacre. Meantime general, and Mithradates, despairing of opposSulla had received the c o m m a n d of the war ing the further progress of Lucullus, took refagainst Mithradates, and crossed over into uge in the dominions of his son in law Tigranes,
Greece in 87. Mithradates, however, had re- the king of Armenia. Tigranes at first showed
solved not to await the R o m a n s in Asia, but had no disposition to attempt the restoration of his
already sent his general Archelaus into Greece father-in-law; but being offended at the haughat the head of a powerful army. T h e war proved ty conduct of Appius Claudius, w h o m Lucullus
unfavorable to the king. Archelaus w a s twice had sent to demand the surrender of Mithradefeated by Sulla with immense loss near Chaa- dates, the Armenian king not only refused this
ronea, and Orchomenos in Bceotia (86). About request, but determined to prepare for war with
Accordingly, in 69, Lucullus
the same time Mithradates w a s himself defeat- the R o m a n s
ed in zisia by Fimbria. Vid. FIMBRIA. These marched into Armenia, defeated Tigranes and
disasters led him to sue for peace, which Sulla Mithradates near Tigranocerta, and in the next
w a s willing to grant, because he w a s anxious year (68) again defeated the allied monarchs
to return to Italy, which was entirely in the near Artaxata. T h e R o m a n general then turned
hands of his enemies. Mithradates consented aside into Mesopotamia, and laid siege to Nislo abandon all his conquests in Asia, to pay a ibis. Here the R o m a n soldiers broke out into
s u m of two thousand talents, and to surrender open mutiny, and demanded to be led h o m e ;
o the R o m a n s afleetof seventy ships. Thus and Lucullus was obliged to raise the siege, anil
term'nated thefirstMithradatic war (84). Short- return to Asia Minor. Meanwhile Mithradates
ly afterward Murena, w h o had been left in com- had taken advantage of the absence of Luculm a n d of Asia by Sulla, invaded the dominions lus to invade Pontus at the head of a largo
of Mithradates (83), under the flimsy pretext army. H e defeated Fabius and Triarius, to
that the king had not yet evacuated the whole w h o m the defence of Pontus had been commitof Cappadoeia. In the following year (82) M u - ted ; and w h e n Lucullus returned to Pontus,
rena renewed his hostile incursions, but w a s he w a s unable to resume the offensive in condefeated by Mithradates on the banks of the sequence of the mutinous spirit of his o w n solRiver Halys. But shortly afterward Murena diers. Mithradates w a s thus able, before the
received peremptory orders from Sulla to de- close of 67, to regain possession of the greater
sist from hostilities: in consequence of which, part of his hereditary dominions. In the folpeace w a s again restoied. This is usually call- lowing year (06) the conduct of the war w a s ined the second Mithradatic war. Mithradates, trusted to Pompey. Hostilities were resumed
however, w a s well aware that the peace be- with greater vigor than ever. Mithradates w a s
tween him and R o m e w a s in fact a mere sus- obliged to retire before the R o m a n s , but w a s surpension of hostilities, and that the republic would prised and defeated by Pompey ; and as Tigranever suffer the massacre of her citizens in Asia nes n o w refused to admit him into his o w n doto remain ultimately unpunished. N o formal minions, he resolved to plunge with his small
treaty w a s ever concluded between Mithradates army into the heart of Colchis, and thence m a k e
and the R o m a n senate; and the king had in vain his w a y to the Palus Maaotis and the C i m m e endeavored to obtain the ratification of the rian Bosporus. Arduous as this enterprise apterms agreed on between him and Sulla. T h e peared, it was successfully accomplished; and
death of Nicomedes III, king of Bithynia, at he at length established himself without oppothe beginning of 74, brought matters to a crisis. sition at Panticapaaum, the capital of Bosporus.
That monarch left his dominions by will to the H e had n o w nothing to fear from the pursuit of
R o m a n people; and Bithynia w a s accordingly Pompey, w h o turned his arms first against Ti
leclared a R o m a n province; but Mithradates granes, and afterward against Syria. Unabls
asserted that the late king had left a legitimate to obtain peace from Pompey, except he would
son by his wife Nysa, whose pretensions he im- come in person to m a k e his submission, Mithmediately prepared to support by his irms. H e radates conceived the daring project of march
bad employed thi? last few years i; forming a ing round the northern and western coasts t»
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the Euxine, through the wild tribes of the Sar- tress in the territory of the Trocmi, on the bos
matians ant! Getaa, and having gathered round ders of Galatia and Pontus.]
his standard all these barbarous nations, to pen[ M I T H R O B A R Z A N E S (MiBpoBap^avr/g), 1. F»
etrate into Italy itself. But meanwhile disaf- ther-in-law of Datames, w h o m he joined in hit
fection had made rapid progress among his fol- revolt from the Persian king, but afterwara
lowers. His son Pharnaces at length openly re- having deserted with his troops, he was slain
belled against him. H e was joined both by the by Datames.—2. General of the Cappadocian
whole army and the citizens of Panticapaaum, forces in the Persian army at the battle of the
who unanimously proclaimed him king ; and Granicus, where he lost his life.—3 A general
Mithradates, who had taken refuge in a strong of Tigranes, was sent to oppose the Romans
tower, saw that no choice remained to him but under Lucullus, but was defeated and s.ain by
death or captivity. Hereupon he took poison, them ]
which he constantly carried with him; but his
[MITYS, a river of Macedonia, north of the
eonstitution had been so long inured to antidotes Haliacmon, emptied into the Thermaicus Sinus.]
that it did not produce the desired effect, and he
MITYLENE.
Vid. M Y T I L E N E .
was compelled to call in the assistance of one of
[ M N A S A L O A S (MvaadXKag), an epigrammatic!
his Gaulish mercenaries to dispatch him with poet of Sicyonia, under whose name eighteen
his sword. H e died in 63. His body was sent epigrams are given in Brunck's Analecta. His
by Pharnaces to Pompey at Amisus, as a token date is uncertain.]
of his submission ; but the conqueror caused it
M N A S E A S (Mvaaeag), of Patara in Lycia, no
to be interred with regal honors in the sepul- of Patraa in Achaia, was a pupil of Eratosthechre of his forefathers at Sinope. H e was sixty- nes, and a grammarian of considerable celebeight or sixty-nine years old at the time of his rity. H e wrote two works, one of a ehorographdeath, and had reigned fifty-seven years, of ical description, entitled Periplus (HepiirXovg),
which twenty-five had been occupied, with only and the other a collection of oracles given at
a few brief intervals, in one continued struggle Delphi.
against the Roman power. The estimation in
[MNASIPPUS (Mvdoiirirog), a Spartan naval comwhich he was held by his adversaries is the mander ; led the Spartanfleetof sixty ships
strongest testimony to his great abilities: Cice- against Corcyra, B C. 373. H e was at first sucro calls him the greatest of all kings after Alex- cessful, but, having relaxed his vigilance, he
ander, and in another passage says that he was was defeated and slain by the Corcyreans.]
a more formidable opponent than any other
M N E M E (Mvijun), i. e., memory, one of the
monarch w h o m the Roman arms had yet en- three Muses who were in early times worshipcountered. — 7. Kings of Parthia. Vid. A R S A - ped at Ascra in Bceotia. There seems to have
CES, 6, 9, 13.—8. Of Pergamus, son of Menodo- been also a tradition that M n e m e was the mothrus ; but his mother having had an amour with er of the Muses, for Ovid (Met., v., 268) calls
Mithradates the Great, he was generally looked them Mnemonides; unless this be only an
upon as in reality the son of that monarch. abridged form for the daughters of Mnemosyne.
The king himself bestowed great care on his Vid. M U S Z E .
education ; and he appears as early as 64 to
M N E M O S Y N E (Mvnpoa vvrj), i. e., memory, daugh
have exercised the chief control over the affairs ter of Uranus, and one of the Titanides, became
of his native city. At a subsequent period he by Jupiter (Zeus) the mother of the Muses.
served under Julius Caasar in the Alexandrean
M N E S A R C H U S (Mvfiaapxog). 1. Son of Euwar (48); and after the defeat of Pharnaces in phron or Euthyphron, and father of Pythagoraa.
the following year (47), Caasar bestowed upon H e was generally believed not to have been of
Mithradates the kingdom of the Bosporus, and purely Greek origin. According to some acalso the tetrarchy of the Galatians. But the counts, he belonged to the Tyrrhenians of Lemkingdonv of the Bosporus still remained to be nos and Imbros, and is said to have been an
won, for Asander, who had revolted against engraverof rings. Accordingto other accounts,
Pharnaces, was, in fact, master of the whole the name of the father of Pythagoras was Marcountry, and Mithradates having attempted to macus, whose father Hippasus came from Phlius
expel Asander, was defeated and slain.
— 2 . Grandson of the Dreceding, and son of PyMITHRADATIS R E G I O (MiBpibdrov xapa), a disthagoras and Theano. According to some actrict of Sarmatia Asiatica, on the western side counts he succeeded Aristaaus as president of
of the River Rha (now Welga), so called be- the Pythagorean school.—3. A Stoic philosocause it was the place of refuge of the last pher, a disciple of Panaatius, flourished about
Mithradates, in the reign of Claudius.
B.C. 110, and taught at Athens. Among his
M I T H R A S (MlBpag), the god of the sun amongpupils was Antiochus of Ascalon.
the Persians. About the time of the Roman
M N E S I C L E S QA.vrioiK.Xrjg). one of the great Athe
emperors his worship was introduced at Rome, nian artists of the age of Pericles, was the archiand thence spread over all parts of the empire. tect of the Propylaa of the Acropolis, the buildThe god is commonly represented as a hand- ing of which occupiedfiveyears, B.C. 437-433.
some youth, wearing tho Phrygian cap and at- It is said that, during the progress of the work,
tire, and kneeling on a bull which is thrown on he fell from the summit of the building, and
the ground, and whose throat he is cutting. was supposed o be mortally injured, but was
The bull is at the same time attacked by a dog, cured by a herb which Minerva (Athena) showa serpent, and a scorpion. This group appears ed to Pericles in a dream.
frequently among ancient works of art, and a
[MNESILOCHUS (MvnoiXoxog). 1- One of the
fine specimen is preserved in the British Mu- thirty tyrants at Athens.—2. Son of Euripides
seum.
by Choarile, whose father was also called Mne[MITBUIDWIUM (MiBpibdnov), a mountain for-silochus, is said to have been an actor; he is
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said alsi tn have aided Euripides in the com- name Mo abitis, however, was stiJ applied to the
position of his tragedies.]
district of Arabia, between the Arnon (the south [MNESIMACHUS (Mvnolpaxog), a comic poet ofern frontier of Peraaa, or Palestine east of the
the middle comedy, some fragments of whose Jordan), and the Nabathaai, in the mountains of
plays are still extant, and are given by Meineke,Seir. The Moabites were a kindred race witt
Fragm. Comic. Gr&c, vol. ii., p. 787-793, edit.the Hebrews, being descended from Moab, the
minor.]
son of Lot They worshipped Baal-Peor and
[MNESITHIDES (MvnoiBeldi;;), one of the thirty
Chemosh with most licentious rites, and they
tyrants at Athens ]
sometimes offered human sacrifices. Theii
M N E S I T H E U S (MvijolBsog), a physician, wasgovernment
a
was monarchical. They wcr6 orignative of Athens, and lived probably in the inally a pastoral people; but the excessive ferfourth century B C , as he is quoted by the tility of their country, which is a mountainous
comic poet Alexis. H e enjoyed a great repu- tract intersected with rich valleys and numertation, and is frequently mentioned by Galen ous streams, led them to diligence and success
and others.
in agriculture. The frequent ruins of towns
M N E S T E R (MvijOTTip), a celebrated pantomime
and traces of paved roads, which still cover the
actor in the reigns of Caligula and Claudius, face of the country, show how populous and
was also one of the lovers of the Empress Mes- prosperous it was. The chief city, A R or R A B salina, and was put to death upon the ruin of BATH-MOAB, afterward A R E O P O L I S (now ruins at
the latter.
Rabba), was about twenty-five miles south of
M N E S T H E U S , a Trojan, who accompanied the Arnon.
zEneas to Italy, and is said to have been the an[MOAGETES, tyrant of the Cibyrates, in Upper
cestral hero of the Memmii.
Phrygia, made himself conspicuous by his en[MNEVIS (Mvevig), the name of the sacredmity to R o m e during the war with Antiochus
hull worshipped at Heliopolis. Vid. HELIOPO- the Great, for which he was condemned by the
LIS, No. 2 ]
consul Manlius Vulso to pay a heavy fine.]
MOABITIS (MuaSing, M66a: MaaBlrat, Moabi- [ M O C A (Mosa, now Mocha), a city of Arabia
tse: in the Old Testament, Moab, for both coun- Petraaa, which, under the R o m a n supremacy,
try and people), a district of Arabia Petraaa, was regarded as a holy city, and had its own
east of the Dead Sea, from the River Arnon laws ; coins of this city of the time of the An(now Wady-el-Mojib, the boundary between Paltonines and Septimius Severus are still extant.]
estine and Arabia) on the north, to Zoar, near MODESTINUS, H E R E N N I U S , a Roman jurist, and
the south end of the Dead Sea, on the south, a pupil of Ulpian,flourishedin the re gns of Albetween the Amorites on the north, the Midi- exander Severus, Maximinus, and the Gordians,
anifes on the east, and the Edomites on the A.D. 222-244. H e taught law to the younger
south, that is, before the Israelitish conquest of Maximinus. Though Modestinus is the latest
Canaan. At an earlier period, the country of of the great Roman jurists, he ranks among the
Moab hud extended northward, beyond the most distinguished. There are three hundred
northern end of the Dead Sea, and along the and forty-five excerpts in the Digest from his
eastern bank of the Jordan, as far as the River writings, the titles of which show the extent
Jabbok, but it had been wrested from them by and variety of his labors.
the Amorites. The plains east of the Jordan
M O D E S T U S , a military writer, the author of a
were, however, still called the plains of Moab.Libellus de Vocdbulis Rei Militaris, addressed t
The Moabites were left undisturbed by the Is- the Emperor Tacitus, A.D. 275. It is very brief,
raelites on their march to Canaan ; but Balak, and presents no features of interest. Printed
king of Moab, through fear of the Israelites, did in all the chief collections of Scriptores de Re
what he could to harm them,firstby his vain Militari.
attempt to induce the prophet Balaam to curse
MODIOIA (nowMonza), atown in Gallia Transtbe people w h o m a divine impulse forced him padana, on the River Lambrus, north of Medioto bless, and then by seducing them to worship lanurn (now Milan), where Theodoric built a
Baal-Peor. Hence the hereditary enmity be- palace, and Theodolinda, queen of the Langotween the Israelites and Moabites, and the bards, a splendid church, which still contains
threatenings denounced against Moab by ihe many of the precious gifts of this queen.
Hebrew prophets. In the time of the Judges
M O D I N (Modetv, -eelv, or telv), a little villa
they subdued the southern part of the Jewish on a mountain north of Lydda or Diospolis, on
territory, with the assistance of the Ammonites the extreme northwest of Judaaa, celebrated as
and Amalekites, and held it for eighteen years the native place of the Maccabaaan family. Its
(Judges, iii., 12, foil.). They were conquered exact site is uncertain.
by David, after the partition of whose kingdom
M C E N U S , M C E N I S , M Z E N U S , or M E N U S
(now
they belonged to the kingdom of Israel. They Main), a river in Germany, which rises in the
revolted after the death of Ahab (B.C. 896), and Sudeti Montes, flows through the territory of
appear to have become virtually independent; the Hermunduri and the Agri decumates of the
and after the ten tribes had been carried into Romans, and falls into the Rhine opposite M o
captivity, the Moabites seem to have recovered gontiacum.
the northern part of their original territory.
MCER/E (Molpai), called PAROZE by the RoThey were subdued by Nebuchadnezzar, with mans, the Fates. Masra properly signifies " a
other nations bordering on Palestine, very soon share," and as a personification " the deity who
after the Babylonian conquest of Judaaa, after assigns to every m a n his fate or his share."
which they scarcely appear as a distinct nation, Homer usually speaks of one Mcera, and only
but, after a few references to them, they disap- once mentions the Mosras in the plural (II., xxiv ,
pear '«the general name of the Arabians. The 29). In his poems Moara is fate personified.
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which, at the birth of man, spins out the thread even as lame, to indicate the slow march of
of his future life, follows his steps, and directs fate; but in works of art they are represented
the consequences of his actions according to as grave maidens, with different attributes, viz.,
the counsel of the gods. But the personifica- Clotho with a spindle or a roll (the book of fate);
tion of his Mcera is not complete ; for he men- Lachesis pointing with a staff to the globe ; ani
tions no particular appearance of the goddess, Atropos with a pair of scales, or a sun-dial, oi
no attributes, and no parentage. His Mcera is a cutting instrument.
therefore quite synonymous with JEsa, (Aloa). MCERIS or M Y R I S (Molpig, Mipig), a king of
In Hesiod the personification of the Mcera is Egypt, who, Herodotus tells us, reigned soma
complete. H e calls them daughters of Jupiter nine hundred years before his own visit to that
(Zeus) and Themis, ana makes them three in country, which seems to have been about B.C.
number, viz., C L O T K O , or the spinning fate; 450. W e hear of Mceris that he formed the
LACHESIS, or the one who assigns to m a n his lake known by his name, and joined it by a
fate; and A T R O P O S , or the fate that can not be canal to the Nile, in order to receive the waters
avoided. Later writers differ in their genealogy of the river when they were superabundant, and
of the Maara from that of Hesiod; thus they to supply the defect when they did not rise sufare called children of Erebus and Night, of Sat- ficiently. In the lake he built two pyramids, on
urn (Cronos) and Night, of Terra (Ge) and Oce- each of which was a stone statue, seated on a
anus, or lastly of Ananke or Necessity. The throne, and intended to represent himself and
character and nature of the Mceraa are different- his wife.
MCERIS (Mojp(f), commonly called MCERIS A T ,
ly described at different times and by different
authors. Sometimes they appear as divinities TICISTA, a distinguished grammarian, the autho'
of fate in the strict sense of the term, and some- of a work still extant, entitled Ai&ig 'ArriKal,
times only as allegorical divinities of the dura- though the title varies somewhat in different
tion of human life. In the former character manuscripts. Of the personal history of the
they take care that the fate assigned to every author nothing is known. H e is conjectured to
being by eternal laws may take its course with- have lived about the end of the second century
out obstruction ; and Jupiter (Zeus), as well as after Christ. His treatise is a sort of comparthe other gods and men, must submit to them. ison of the Attic with other Greek dialects,
They assign to the Erinnyes, who inflict the consisting of a list of Attic words and exprespunishment for evil deeds, their proper func- sions, which are illustrated by those of other
tions ; and with them they direct fate accord- dialects, especially the common Greek. Edited
ing to the laws of necessity, whence they are by Pierson, Lugd. Bat., 1759; [reprinted with
sometimes called the sisters of the Erinnyes. some additions by Koch, Lips., 1831: and by
These grave and mighty goddesses were repre- Bekker with Harpocration, Berlin, 1833.]
sented by the earliest artists with staffs or scep- MCERIS L A C U S (Moiptog or MoipiSog XiuiT, :
tres, the symbol of dominion. The Mcerae, as nuw Birket-el-Keroun), a great lake on the westthe divinities of the duration of human life, ern side of the Nile, in Middle Egypt, used for
which is determined by the two points of birth the reception and subsequent distribution of a
and of death, are conceived either as goddesses part of the overflow of the Nile. It was believof birth or as goddesses of death, and hence ed by the ancients to have been dug by King
their number was two, as at Delphi, and was Mceris ; but it is really a natural, and not an
subsequently increased to three. The distribu- artificial lake.
M C E R O (Moipd) or M Y R O (Mvpa), a poetess
tion of the functions among the three was not
strictly observed, for w e sometimes find all of Byzantium, wife of Andromachus, surnamed
three described as spinning, although this should Philologus, and mother of the grammarian and
be the function of Clotho alone, who is, more- tragic poet Homerus, lived about B.C. 300.
over, often mentioned alone as the representa- She wrote epic, elegiac, and lyric poems.
M C E R O C L E S (MoipoKXijg), an Athenian orator,
tive of all. A s goddesses of birth, who spin
the thread of the beginning of life, and even a native of Salamis, was a contemporary of Deprophesy the fate of the newly born, they are mosthenes, and, like him, an opponent of Philip
mentioned along with Ilithyia, who is called and Alexander.
MCESIA, called by the Greeks M Y S I A Q&vala,
their companion. The symbol with which they,
or rather Clotho alone, are represented to in- also M. b tv Evpairi), to distinguish it from Mydicate this function, is a spindle, and the idea sia in Asia), a country of Europe, was bounded
implied in it was carried out so far, that some- on the south by Mount Haamus, which separated
times w e read of their breaking or cutting off it from Thrace, and by Mount Orbelus and Scorthe thread when life is to end. Being goddess- dus, which separated it from Macedonia, on the
es of fate, they must necessarily know the fu- west by Mount Scordus and the rivers Drinus
ture, which at times they reveal, and thus be- and Savus, which separated it from Illyricum
come prophetic divinities. A s goddesses of and Pannonia, on the north by the Danube,
death, they appear together with the Keres and which separated it from Dacia, and on the easi
the infernal Erinnyes, with w h o m they are even by the Pontus Euxinus, thus corresponding to
confounded. For the same reason they, along the present Servia and Bulgaria. This country
with the Charites, lead Persephone out of the was subdued in the reign of Augustus, bat does
lower world into the regions of light. The va- not appear to have been formally constituted a
rious epithets which poets apply to the Mceraa Roman province till the commencement of the
generally refer to the severity, inflexibility, and reign of Tiberius. It was originally only one
sternness of fate. They had sanctuaries in province, but was afterward formed into two
many parts of Greece. The poets sometimes provinces (probably after the conquest of Dacia
describe them as aged and hideous women, and by Trajan), called Mossia Superior and Mossit
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inferior, the former being the western, and the
templfc or the Eleusinian Ceres, alluded to m
ratter the eastern half of the country, and sepa- the description of the battle of Platsaa; ]
rated from each other by the River Cebrus or
[ M O L O R C H U S (MoAop^-oo), the mythical foundCiabrus, a tributary of the Danube. W h e n Au- er of Molorchia, near Nemea, entertained Herrelian surrendered Dacia to the barbarians, and cules when he went against the Nemean lion.j
removed the inhabitants of that province to the
M O L O S S I (MoXoaooi), a people in Epirus, whe
south of the Danube, the middle part of Mcesia inhabited a narrow slip of country, cal ei aftej
was called Dacia Aureliani; and this new prov-them MOLOSSIA (MoXoaaia) or MOLOSSIS, which
ince was divided into Dacia Ripensis, the district
extended from the Aous, along the western
along tho Danube, and Dacia Interior, the district
bank of the Arachthus, as far as the Ambracian
south of the latter as far as the frontiers of Ma- Gulf. The Molossi were a Greek people, who
cedonia. In the reign of Valens, some of the claimed descent from Molossus, the son of PyrGoths crossed the Danube and settled in Mcesia. rhus (Neoptolemus) and Andromache, and aie
These Goths are sometimes called Mceso-Goths, said to have emigrated fiom Thessaly into
and it was for their use that Ulphilas translated Epirus, under the guidance of Pyirhus himself.
ihe Scriptures into Gothic about the middle of In their new abodes they intermingled with the
the fourth century. The original inhabitants original inhabitants of the land and with the
of the country, called MCESI by the Romans, and neighboring Illyrian tribes, in consequence of
Mvsi (Mvaol) by the Greeks, were a Thracian which they were regarded by the other Greeks
race, and were divided into several tribes, such as half barbarians. They were, however, by
as the TRIBALLI, PEUCINI, & C .
far the most powerful people in Epirus, and
MoGONTIACUM, MOGUNTIACUM, Or MAGONTIA- their kings gradually extended their dominion
C U M (now Mainz or Mayence), a town on theover the whole of the country. The first of
left bank of the Rhine, opposite the mouth of their kings, who took the title of King of Epithe River Mcenus (now Main), was situated in rus, was Alexander, who perished in Italy B.C.
the territory of the Vangiones, and was subse- 326. Vid. EPIRUS. The ancient capital of the
quently the capital of the province of Germania Molossi was P A S S ARON, but A M B R A C I A afterward
Prima. It was a R o m a n municipium, and was became their chief town, and the residence of
founded, or at least enlarged and fortified, by their kings. The Molossian hounds were celeDrusus. It was always occupied by a strong brated in antiquity, and were much prizo-d for
Roman garrison, and continued to the downfall hunting.
of the empire to be one of the chief Roman for[MOLOSSUS (MoXoaabg), son of Pyrrhus and
tresses on the Rhine.
Andromache. Vid MOLOSSI.]
MOLIONE. Vid MOLIONES.
[MOLPADIA (MoXirabia), an Amazon, slew AnM O L I O N E S or MOLIONID/E (MoXloveg, MoXiove,
tiope, another Amazon, who had married The
UoX.wvlbai), that is, Eurytus and Cteatus, so
seus, and was herself slain by Theseus.]
sailed after their mother Molione. They are
[ M O L U S (MbXog), son of Deucalion, and fa tho.
also called Actoridas or Actorione (AKropiuve),
of Meriones (Horn ): according to a Cretan
after their reputed father Actor, the husband legend, son of Minos, and brother of Deucaof Molione, though they were generally regard- lion.]
ed as the sons of Neptune (Poseidon). AcM O L Y C R I U M (MoXvKpetov, also MoXvicpeia, Mo*
cording to a late tradition, they were born out AVKpla : MoXvKpiog, MoXvKpievg, MoAvupalog),
of an egg; and it is further stated that their town in the most southerly part of zEtolia, at
bodies grew together, so that they had only one the entrance of the Corinthian Gulf, gave the
body, but two heads, four arms, and four legs. name of Rhium Molycrium (Tiov MoXviepiov) tc
Homer mentions none of these extraordinary the neighboring promontory of Antirrhium. It
circumstances ; and, according to him, the Mo- was founded by the Corinthians, but was aftei
liones, when yet, boys, took part in an expedi- ward taken possession of by the zEtolians.
tion cf the Epeans against Neleus and the PyliM O M E M P H I S (Mapepijsig : now Panouf-Kkct, Of
ans. They are represented as nephews of Au- Manouf-el- Sejjli, i. e., Lower Memphis), tbe capgeas, king of the Epeans
W h e n Hercules ital of the Nomos Momemphites in Lower
marched against Augeas, the latter intrusted Egypt, stood on the eastern side of the Lake
the conduct ot the war to the Moliones ; but, Mareotis.
as Hercules was taken ill, he concluded peace
M O M U S (Mupog), the god of mockery and cenwith Augeas, whereupon his army was attacked sure, is not mentioned by Homer, but is called
and defeated by the Molionidaa. In order to in Hesiod the son of Night. Thus he is said to
take vengeance, he afterward slew them near have censured in the m a n formed by Vulcan
Cieonaa, on the frontiers of Argolis, when they (Hephaastus), that a little door had not been left
had been sent from Elis to sacrifice at the Isth- in his breast, so as to enable one to look into
mian games on behalf of the town. The Mo- his secret thoughts.
liones are mentioned as conquerors of Nestor
M O N A (now Anglesey), an island off the coast
m the chariot race, and as having taken part in of the Ordovices in Britain, was one of the
the Calydonian hunt. Cteatus was the father chief seats of the Druids. It was invaded by
of Amphimachus by Theronice, and Eurytus of Suetonius Paulii us A.D. 61, and was conquerThalpius byTheraphone. Their sons, Amphim- ed by Agricola, 78. Caasar (B. G , v , 13) erachus and Thalpius, led the Epeans to Troy.
roneously describes this island as half way beM O L O , surname of Apollonius. the rhetorician tween Britannia and Hibernia. Hence it has
of Rhodes. Vid. APOLLONIUS, N O . 2.
been supposed by some critics that the Mona
MOLOCHATH.
Vid. M U L U O H A .
of Caasar is the Isle of Man; but it is more
[MOLO'IS (MoXoeig), a little river in Boaotia,probable that he received a false report respectnear Plataaaa on the banks of which to d a ing the real position of Mo:^ especially sinca
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all ether ancient writers give the name of Mona later life sullied the fair reputation he ei lovef
in youth ; for Juvenal describes him as a corputo the Isle of Anglesey, and the name of the
latter island is likely to have been mentioned lent epicure, a parasite of Domitian, and a hackto Caasar on accp-unt of its celebrity in connec- neyed declaimer.
[ M O N T A N U S , JULIUS, a versifier of some retion with the Diuids.
MONZESES. 1. A Parthian general, mentioned pute in the reign of Tiberius, and one of the
by Horace (Carm., iii., 6, 9), is probably the emperor's private friends.]
M O N T A N U S , VOLTIENUS, an orator and declaim
same as Surenas, the general of Orodes, who
defeated Crassus.—2. A. Parthian noble, who er in the reign of Tiberius. From bis propendeserted to Antony and urged him to invade sity to refine upon thought and diction, he wae
Parthia, but soon afterward returned to the named the " Ovid" of the rhetorical schools.
Parthian king Phraates.—3. A general of the H e was convicted on a charge of majestas, and
Parthian king, Vologeses I., in the reign of died an exile in the Balearic islands, A.D. 25.
M O P S I A or MOPSOPIA, an ancient name of PamNero.
M O N A P I A or M O N A R I N A (now Isle of Man), an phylia, derived from Mopsus, the mythical leader of certain Greeks who were supposed to have
island between Britannia and Hibernia.
M O N D A or M U N D A (now Mondego), a river on settled in Pamphylia, as also in Cilicia and
the western coast of Spain, which flows into Syria, after the Trojan war, and whose name
appears more than once in the geographical
the ocean between the Tagus and Durius.
M O N E T A , a surname of Juno among the Ro- names in Cilicia. (Vid. e. g. M O P S U C R E N E , M O P
mans, by which she was characterized as the SUESTIA.)
M O P S I U M (Mmptov : Mofwg), a town of Thesprotectress of money. Under this name she
had a temple on the Capitoline, in which there saly in Pelasgiotis, situated on a hill of the
was at the same time the mint, just as the pub- same name, between Tempe and Larissa.
M O P S U C R E N E (Moipov Kpbvn or Kpijvai, i. e., th
lic treasury was in the temple of Saturn. The
temple had been vowed by the dictator L. Furius Spring of Mopsus), a city of Cilicia Campestris,
in a battle against the Aurunci, and was erect- on the southern slope of the Taurus, and twelve
ed on the spot where the house of M. Manlius Roman miles from Tarsus, was the place whsre
Capitolinus had stood. Moneta signifies the the Emperor Constantius died, A.D. 364.
M O P S U E S T I A (Moipov earla, Moipoveoria, i.
mint; but some writers found such a meaning
too plain. Thus Livius Andronicus used Moneta the Hearth of Mopsus, also Moipov iroXig and
as a translation of Mnemosyne (Mvnuoabvn), and Mbfog: Mo-ipedrng: Mamistra, in the Middle
thus made her the mother of the Muses or Ca- Ages: now Messis), an important city of Cilicia
menaa. Cicero relates that, during an earth- Campestris, on both banks of the River Pyrquake, a voice was heard issuing from the tem- amus, twelve R o m a n miles from its mouth, or
1
ple of Juno on the Capitol, and admonishing the road from Tarsus to Issus, in the beautifu
(monens) that a pregnant sow should be sacri- plain called rb 'AXij'tov ireSlov, was a civita
ficed. A somewhat more probable reason for bera under the Romans. The two parts of th«
the name is given by Suidas, though he assigns city were connected by a handsome bridge bulb,
it to too late a time. In the war with Pyrrhus by Constantius over the Pyramus. In ecclesiand the Tarentines, he says, the Romans, being astical history, it is notable as the birth-plaei
in want of money, prayed to Juno, and were of Theodore of Mopsuestia.
M O P S U O (Moifiof). 1. Son of A m p y x or A m told by the goddess that money would not be
wanting to them so long as they would fight pyous by the nymph Ctiloris. Being a seer, he
with the arms of justice. As the Romans by i was also called a son of Apollo by Himantis.
experience found the truth of the words of Juno, H e was one of the Lapdhaa of CEchalia or Tithey called her Juno Moneta. Her festival was taaron (Thessaly), and took part in the combat
at the wedding of Pirithous. H e was one of
celebrated on the first of June.
M O N I M A (Movlpy), a Greek woman, either of the Calydonian hunter.", and also one of the
Stratonicea, in Ionia, or of Miletus, was the Argonauts, and was a famous prophet among
wife of Mithradates, but was put to death by the Argonauts. H e died in Libya of the bite
order of this monarch when hefledinto Arme- of a snake, and was buried there by the Argonauts. H e was afterward worshipped as an
nia, B.C, 72.
M O N C E O I P O R T U S , also H E R C U L I S M O N C E C I oracular hero.—2 Son of Apollo and Manto, the
P O R T U S (now Monaco), a port-town on the coast daughter of Tiresias, and also a celebrated seer.
of Liguria, between Nicaaa and Albium Inteme- H e contended in prophecy with Calchas at Collium, founded by the Massilians, was situated ophon, and showed himself superior to the lat
nn a promontory (hence the arx Monosci of Virg., ter in prophetic power. Vid CALCHAS. H e
3Zn , vi., 801), and possessed a temple of Her- was believed to havefoundedMallos in Cilicia,
cules Moncecus, from w h o m the place derived in conjunction with the seer Amphilochus. A
its name. The harbor, though small and ex- dispute arose between the two seers respecting
posed to the southeastern wind, was of import- the possession of the town, and both fell in
ance, as it was the only one on this part of the combat by each other's hand. Mopsus had an
oracle at Mallos, which existed as late as the
coast of Liguria.
M O N T A N U S , CURTIUS, was exiled by Nero A.D. time of Strabo.
MORGANTIUM, MORGANTINA,MURGANTIA,MOK
67, but was soon afterward recalled at his father's petition. On the accession of Vespasian, GENTTA (Mopydvrwv, Mopyavrivn : Mopyavrivoc
he vehemently attacked in the senate the noto- Murgentinus), a town in Sicily founded by the
rious delator Aquilius Regulus. If the same Morgetes, after they had been driven out of
person with the Curtius Montanus satirized by Italy by tke Gilnotrians. According to Livj
luvenal (iv., 107, 131; xi., 34), Montanus in (xxiv., 27) this city was stuated on the east
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BIT. coast, probably at the mo'ith of the Symaa- ii, 1, 57) ; but the best artists of tne iifoens,
thus; but, according to other writers, it was avoiding any thing that might be displeasing,
situated in the interior of the island, southeast abandoned the idea suggested to them by the
of Agyrium, and near the Symaathus. The poets, and represented Death under a more
neighboring country produced good wine.
pleasing aspect. On the chest of Cypselus,
M O R G E T E S (Mbpynreg), an ancient people inNight was represented with two boys, one black
the south of Italy. According to Strabo they and the other white; and at Sparta there were
dwelt in the neighborhood of Rhegium, but, be- statues of both Death and Sleep. Both were
ing driven out of Italy by the Oilnotrians, cross- usually represented as slumbering youths, or as
ed over to Sicily, and there founded the town genii with torches turned upside down. There
of Morgantium. According to Dionysius of are traces of sacrifices having been offered
Halicarnassus, Morges was the successor of to Death, but no temples are mentioned anj
the CEnotrian king Italus, and hospitably re- where.
ceived Siculus, who had been driven out of Lati[ M O R S I M U S (Mbpmpog), son of Philocles, and
u m by the Aborigines, in consequence of which brother of Melanthius, a tragic poet, who, as
the earlier 03notrians were called Italietes, Morwell as his brother, was made the object of the
getes, and Sieuli. According to this account,
bitterest attacks of Aristophanes, on account
the Morgetes ought to be regarded as a branch of both his dull and lifeless poetry and his de
of the CEnotrians.
based character.]
M O R I A or M O R I J A (Mapiov bpog), a mountain M O R Y O H U S (Mdpu^oc), a tragic poet, a conof Judaaa, within the city of Jerusalem, on the temporary of Aristophanes, noted especially for
summit of which the temple was built. Vid. his gluttony and effeminacy.
JERUSALEM.
[ M O R Y S (Moptif), son of Hippotion, a Phrygi( M O R I C A M B E Z E S T U A R I U M (MopiKapBn elgxvaig),
an, slain by Meriones at the siege of Troy/
now Morecambe Bay), an estuary or bay on the M O S A (now Maas or Meuse), a river in Gailia
western coast of Britannia.]
Belgica, rises in Mount Vogesus, in the terriM O R I M E N E QAopipevri), the northwestern distory of the Lingones,flowsfirst northeast and
trict of Cappadoeia, on the banks of the Halys, then northwest, and falls into the Vahalis or
assigned under the Romans to Galatia. Its western branch of the Rhine.
meadows were entirely devoted to the feeding
M O S C H A (Mdo^a : n o w Muscat), an important
of cattle.
sea-port on the northeastern coast of Arabia
M5RINI, a people in Gallia Belgica, west of Felix, northwest of Syagrus, the easternmost
the Nervii and Menapii, and the most northerly promontory of the peninsula (now Ras el-Had);
people in all Gaul, whence Virgil calls them a chief emporium for the trade between India
extremi hominum (Mn., viii., 727). , They dwelt
and Arabia.
on the coast, opposite Britain, and at the narMosoin QAdaxoi), a people of Asia, whose terrowest part of the channel between Gaul and ritory (b MOOXIKV, Moschorum Tractus) formed
Britain, which is hence sometimes called Fre- originally the southern part of Colchis, but, at
tum Morinorum or Morinum. They were a brave the time of Augustus, was divided between Coland warlike people. Their country was cov- chis, Iberia, and Armenia.
ered with woods and marshes. Their princiM O S C H I C I M O N T E S or -Tcus M O N S (ra Moaxipal town was G E S O R I A C U M .
Ka bpn: now Mesjidi), a range of mountains ex[MORITASGUS, brother of Cavarinus, king of tending south and southwest from the main
the Senones at the arrival of Caasar in Gaul.] chain of the Caucasus to that of the Anti-TauM O R I U S (Muptoc), a small river in Bceotia, a rus, and forming the boundary between Colchis
southern tributary of the Cephisus, at the foot and Iberia: named after the M O S C H I , who dwelt
of Mount Thurion, near Chaaronea.
among them. Though lofty, they were well
M O R M O (Moppd, also MopuoXvKn, MoppoXvxwooded to the summit, and their lower slopes
elov), a female spectre, with which the Greekswere planted with vines.
used to frighten children.
M O S C H I O N QUoax'iav), a Greek physician, the
M O R P H E U S (Mop^eiic), the son of Sleep, and author of a short Greek treatise " O n Female
the god of dreams. The name signifies the Diseases," is supposed to have lived in the befashioner or moulder, because he shaped or ginning of the second century after Christ. The
formed the dreams wbioh appeared to the work is edited by Dewez, Vienn., 1793.
sleeper.
M O S C H U S QAboxog), of Syracuse, a grammaM O R S , called T H A N A T O S (Odvarog) by the rian and bucolic poet, lived about B.C. 250.
Greeks, the god of death. In the Homeric po- Suidas says that he was acquainted with Arisems Death does not appear as a distinct divin- tarchus. According to this statement, his date
ity, though he is described as the brother of ought to be placed later; but he calls himself a
Sleep, together with w h o m he carries the body pupil of Bion in the idyl in which he bewails
of Sarpedon from the field of battle to the coun- the death of the latter. Vid. Bior. There are
try of the Lycians. In Hesiod he is a son of four of his idyls extant H e wi/tes with eleNight and a brother of Ker and Sleep, and gance and liveliness; but he is inferior to Bion,
Death and Sleep reside in the lower world. In and comes still further behind Theocritus. His
the Alcestis of Euripides, where Death comes style labors under an excess of polish and orupon the stage, he appears as an austere priest nament. For editions, vid. BION, [and add, by
of Hades in a dark robe and with the sacrificial Hermann, Leipzig, 1849.]
sword, with which he cuts off a lock of a dying
M O S E L L A (now Mosel or Moselle), a river ir.
person, and devotes it to the lower world. O n Gallia Belgica, rises in Mount Vogesus, flows
the whole, later poets describe Death as a sad northeast through the territories of the Treviri,
or terrific being (Horat, Carm., i., 4, 13; Sat., and falls into the Rhine at Confluentes (nuw
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Coblenz) This river forms the subject of a de- i solv 3d to seize the imperial throne. As soo*
as Vespasian was proclaimed emperor, Muciascriptive poem by Ausonius.
nus set out for Europe to oppose Vitellius; bui
M O S T E N I (Moarvvoi, Mboriva, Movanjvn, Mvalyvn), a city of Lydia, in the Hyrcanian plain,the Vitellians were entiiely defeated by Antosoutheast of Thyatira, was one of the cities of nius Primus (vid. PRIMUS), befiire Mucianus en.
Asia Minor destroyed by the great earthquake tered Italy. Antonius, however, had to surrender all power into the hands of Mucianus,
of A.D. 17. Its coins are numerous.
upon the arrival of the latter at R o m e MuciaMOSYOHLUS.
Vid. L E M N O S .
MOSYNCECII (MOOVVOIKOI, MooavvoiKoi), or Mo-nus was an orator and a historian. His pow
ers of oratory are greatly praised by Tacitus.
SVNI or M O S S Y N I QAoovvol, Moaavvol), a people
on the northern coast of Asia Minor, in Pontus, H e made a collection of the speeches of the reeast of the Chalybes and the city of Cerasus, publican period, which he published in eleven
celebrated for their warlike spirit and savage books of Acta and three of Epistolas. The subcustoms, which are described by Xenophon ject of his history is not mentioned, but it ap(Anab., iv., 4; v., 4). Their name was derived pears to have treated chiefly of the East.
M U C I U S SCZEVOLA.
Vid. SC/EVOLA.
from the conical wooden houses in which they
M U G I L L A (Mugillanus), a town in Latium, near
dwelt. Their government was very curious :
a king chosen by them was strictly guarded in Corioli, from which a family of the Papirii proba house higher than the rest, and maintained at ably derived their name Mugillanus.
MULCIBER, a surname of Vulcan, which seems
the public cost; but as soon as he displeased
the commons, they literally stopped the sup- to have been given to him as an euphemism, that
he might not consume the habitations and propplies, and starved him to death.
erty of men, but might kindly aid them in their
MOTHONE.
Vid. M E T H O N E .
M O T O C A QlioTovKa : Mutycensis: now Modi-pursuits. It occurs frequently in the Latin
ca), a town in the south of Sicily, west of the poets.
[MULIUS QAovXwg). 1. Son-in-law of Augeas,
promontory Pachynus and near the sources of
the River Motychanus (now Fiume di Ragusa). and husband of Agamede, slain by Nestor.—3.
Since both Cicero and Pliny call the inhabit- N a m e of two noble Trojans, of w h o m one was
ants Mutycenses, it is probable that Mutyca is slain by Patroclus, the other by Achilles.—3.
the more correct form of the name. This town Herald and attendant of the suitor Amphino
must not be confounded with the more cele- mus of Dulichium.]
M U L U C H A , M A L V A , or M O L O C H A T H (MbXoxad
bratad M O T Y A .
M O T Y A (M.OTvn: Moniatoc), an ancient townnow Wad el Mulwia, or Mohalou, or Sourb-iu
in the northwest of Sicily, situated on a small Herb), the largest river of Mauretania, rising in
island (now Isola di Mezzo) only six stadia fromthe Atlas, and flowing north by east into the
the coast, with which it was connected by a Gulf of Melillah, has been successively the
mole. It was founded by the Phoenicians in the boundary between the Mauri and the Masaseferritory of the Elymi. It possessed a good sylii, Mauretania and Numidia, Mauietama Tinharbor, and was in early times one of the most gitana and Mauretania Caasariensis, Morocco
flourishing cities of Sicily. It afterward passedand Algier. Compare M A U R E T A N I A .
l ito the hands of the Carthaginians, was taken M U M M I U S . 1. L., tribune of the plebs B.C.
from them by Dionysius of Syracuse, and was 187, and praator 177.—2. L., surnamed A O H A I finally captured by the Carthaginian generalcus, son of the last, was praator 154, when he
Himilco, who transplanted all its inhabitants to carried on the war successfully in further Spain
the town of Lilybaaum, which he had founded against the Lusitanians. H e was consul in 146,
in its neighborhood B.C., 497. From this time when he won for himself the surname of Achaicus by the conquest of Greece and the estabit disappears from history.
lishment of the Roman province of Achaia.
MOTYCHANUS.
Vid. M O T U C A .
MUCIA, daughter of Q. Mucius Scaavola, the After defeating the army of the Achaaan leagus
augur, consul B.C. 95, was married to Cn. Pom- at the Isthmus of Corinth, he entered Corinti
pey, by w h o m she had two sons, Cneius and without opposition. The city was burned, razed
Sextus, and a daughter, Pompeia. She was di- and abandoned to pillage; the native Corinthvorced by Pompey in 62. She next married M . ians were sold for slaves, and the rarest specizEmilius Seaurus, a step-son of the dictator mens of Grecian art were given up to the
Sulla. In 39 Mucia went to Sicily to mediate rapacity of an ignorant conqueror. Polybius
between her son Sextus Pompey and Augustus. the historian saw Roman soldiers playing at
She was living at the time of the battle of Ac- draughts upon the far-famed picture of Bacchus
tium, 31. Augustus treated her with great re- (Dionysus) by Aristides; and Mummius him
self was so unconscious of the real value of
spect.
MUCIANUS.
1. P. LICINIUS C R A S S U S D I V E S his prize, that he sold the rarer works of paint
M U C I A N U S , was the son of P. Mucius Scaavola, ing, sculpture, and carving to the King of Per
and was adopted by P. Licinius Crassus Dives. gamus, and exacted securities from the masters
H e was consul B.C. 131, and carried on the war of vessels who conveyed the remainder to Italy
against Aristonicus in Asia, but was defeated to replace by equivalents any picture or statue
by the latter. H e succeeded Seipio Nasica as lost or injured in the passage. H e remained in
pontifex maximus. H e was distinguished both Greece during the greater part of 145 with the
as an orator and a lawyer.—2. LICINIUS MUCIA- title of proconsul. H e arranged the fiscal and
NUS, three times consul, in A.D. 52, 70, and 75. municipal constitution of the newly-acquired
O n Nero's death in 68, Mucianus had the com- province, and won the confidence and esteem
mand of the province of Syria, and he rendered of the provincials by his integrity, justice, and
efficient aid to Vespasian when the latter re- equanimity. H e triumphed in 145. H e waa
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censor in 142 with Seipio Africanus the youn- sassinated by Pompey's crder at the iaatigalioB
ger The political opinions of M u m m i u s in- of his freedman Menas, to w h o m M m cus had
clined to the popular side.—3. Sp., brother of borne himself loftily.
the preceding, and his legatus at Corinth in
M U R E N A , LICINIUS. The name Murena, which
146-145, was an intimate friend of the younger is the proper w a v of writing the word, not MuSeipio Africanus. In political opinions Spurius raana, is said to have been given in consequence
was opposed to his brother Lucius, and was a of one of the family having a great liking foi
Wg.h aristocrat. H e composed ethical and satir- the lamprey (murena), and building tanks (vivaical epistles, which were extant in Cicero's age,ria) for them. 1 P., a m a n of some literary
snd ^vere probably in tho style which Horace knowledge, lost his life in the wars of Marius
afterward cultivated so successfully.
and Sulla, B.C. 82 — 2 L., brother of the preM U N A T I O S P L A N C U S . Vid. P L A N C U S .
ceding, served under Sulla in Greece, in the
M U N D A . 1. A R o m a n colony and an important Mithradatic war. After Sulla had made peace
town in Hispania Baatica, situated on a small with Mithradates (84), Murena was left as proriver, and celebrated on account of two battles praator in Asia. Anxious for distinction, Murefought in its neighborhood, the victory of Cn. na sought a quarrel with Mithradates; and after
Seipio over the- Carthaginians in B.C. 216, and carrying on the war for two years, was at length
the important victory of Julius Caesar over the compelled by the strict orders of Sulla to stop
sons of Pompey in 45. The town had fallen hostilities. Vid. p. 520, a. Murena returned
into decay as early as the time of Pliny. T h e to R o m e , and had a triumph in 81. H e probasite of the ancient town is usually supposed to bly died soon after.—3. L., son of the last,
be the modern village of Monda, southwest of served under his father in the second MithraMalaga ; but Munda was more probably in the datic war, and also under Lucullus in the third
neighborhood of Cordova, and there are ruins Mithradatic war. In 65 he was praetor, in 6<
•if ancient walls and towers between Martos, propraator of Gallia Cisalpina, and in 63 was
Ucandete, Espejo, and Baana which are con- elected consul with D. Junius Silanus. Servius
•eetured to be the remains of Munda.—2. A Sulpicius, an unsuccessful candidate, instituted
river. Vid. M O N D A .
a prosecution against Murena for bribery (amM U N Y C H I A Qiovvvx'id), a hill in the peninsulabitus), and he w a s supported in the matter by
of Piraaus, which formed the citadel of the ports M . Poreius Cato, Cn. Postumius, and Servius
of Athens. It was strongly fortified, and is fre- Sulpicius the younger. Murena was defended
quently mentioned in Athenian history. At its by Q. Hortensius, M . Tullius Cicero, w h o w a s
foot lay the harbor of Munychia, one of the then consul, and M. Licinius Crassus. T h e
three harbors in the peninsula of Piraaus, forti- speech of Cicero, which is extant, was deliverfied by Themistooles. T h e names of these ed in the latter part of November. The orator
ihree harbors were Piraaus, Zea, and Munychia. handled his subject skillfully, by making merry
The .ast was the smallest and the most easter- with the formulaa and the practice of the lawly of the three, and is called at the present day yers, to which class Sulpicius belonged, and
Phanari: Zea was situated between Piraaus and with the paradoxes of the Stoics, to whJth sect
Munychia. Most topographers have erroneous- Cato had attached himself. Murena was acly supposed Phanari to be Phaleron, and Zea to quitted, and w a s consul in the following yeaT,
be Munychia. T h e entrance
the harbor of 62.—4. A. T E R E N T I U S V A R R O M U R E N A , probably
Munychia was very narrow, and could be closed the son of the preceding, was adopted by A. Teby a chain. T h e hill of Munychia contained rentius Varro, whose name he took, according
several public buildings. Of these the most to the custom in such cases. In the civil wars
important were, (1 ) A temple of Diana (Arte- he is said to have lost his property, and C. Promis) Munychia, in which persons accused of culeius, a R o m a n eques, is said to have given
srimes against the state took refuge : (2.) The him a share of his own property. This ProcuBendideum, the sanctuary of the Thracian Ar- leius is called the brother of Varro, but, if w e
temis Bendis, in whose honor the festival of take the words of Horace literally (Carm., ii.,
the Bendidea was celebrated: (3.) T h e theatre 2), Proculeius had more than one brother. It
on the northwestern slope of the hill, in which is conjectured that this Proculeius was a son
the assemblies of the people were sometimes of the brother of No. 3, w h o had been adopted
held.
by one Proculeius. This would make ProcuM U R C I A , M U R T E A , or M U R T I A , a surname of leius the cousin of Varro. It was c o m m o n
Venus at R o m e , where she had a chapel in the enough among the Romans to call cousins bj
circus, with a statue. This surname, which is the name of brothers (frater patruelis and frater)
said to be the same as Myrtea (from myrtus, a In 25 Murena subdued the Salassi in the Alps,
myrtle), was bslieved to indicate the fondness and founded the town of Augusta (now Aosla) in
of the goddess for the myrtle tree. In ancient their territory. H e was consul suff'ectus in 23.
times there is said to have been a myrtle grove In 22 he was involved in the conspiracy of Fanm the front of her chapel at the foot of the nius Caapio, and was condemned to death and
Aventine.
executed, notwithstanding the intercession of
M U E C U S , L. STATIUS, w a s Caasar's legatus Proculeius and Terentia, the sister of Murena.
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MTJS/E.

0 .wiieis oi Tarraconensis, and on the roao from probably a mere translation of Mnemosyne w
Mneme, whence they are ealled Mnemonides, oi
Acci to Malaga.
M U R I D U N U M or M O R I D S N U M (now Dorchester),of Jupiter (Zeus) and Minerva, or, lastly, of
called D U N I U M by Ptolemy, the capital of the zEther and Terra (Gaaa).—2 Number of the MuDurotriges in the south of Britain. At Dorches- ses. Originally there were three Muses worter there are remains of the walls and the am- shipped on Mount Helicon in Bceotia, namely
Melete (meditation), Mneme (memory), andAoidt
ohitheatre of the ancient town.
[ M U K R A N H S , a companion of Turnus, slain by (song). Three Muses also were recognized al
Sicyon and at Delphi. As daughters of Jupito r
iEneas in Italy.]
M U R S A or M U U S I A (now Esseck, capital of Sla-(Zeus) and Plusia w e find mention of four M u
vonian an important town in Pannonia Inferior, ses, viz., Thelxinoe (the heart delighting), Aoide
situated on the Dravus, not far from its junction (song), Arche (beginning), and Melete. Some
with the Danube, was a R o m a n colony founded accounts, in which they are called daughters of
by the Emperor Hadrian, and was the residence Pierus, mention seven Muses, viz., Nilo, Tri
of the governor of Lower Pannonia. Here Mag- tone, Asopo, Heptapora, Achelois, Tipoplo,
nentius was defeated by Constantius II., A.D. Rhodia; and others, lastly, mention eight, which
is also said to have been the number recognized
351.
M U R S E L L A , or M U R S A M I N O R , a town in Pan- at Athens. At length, however, the number
nonia Inferior, only ten miles west of the great nine became established throughout all Greece.
Homer sometimes mentions Musa only in the
Mursa.
singular, and sometimes Musaa in the plural, and
Mus, DECIUS.
Vid. DECIUS.
M U S A , A N T O N I U S , a celebrated physician at once only he speaks of nine Muses, though withRome about the beginning of the Christian era. out mentioning anv of their names. Hesiod is
He was brother to Euphorbus, the physician to the first who states the names of all the nine,
King Juba, and was himself the physician to the and these nine names became the usual ones.
Emperor Augustus. H e had been originally a They are Clio, Euterpe, Thalia, Melpomene,
slave. W h e n the emperor was seriously ill, and Terpsichore, Erato, Polymnia or Polyhymnia
had been made worse by a hot regimen and Urania, and Calliope.—3. Nature and character
treatment, B.C. 23, Antonius Musa succeeded of the Muses. In Homer's poems, they are the
in restoring him to health by means of cold goddesses of song and poetry, and live in Olym
bathing and cooling drinks, for which service pus. There they, sing the festive songs at the
he received from Augustus and the senate a repast of the immortals. They bring before the
large sum of money and the permission to wear mind of the mortal poet the events which he
a gold ring, and also had a statue erected in his has to relate, and confer upon him the gift of
honor near that of zEsculapius by public sub- song. The earliest poets in their invocation of
scription. H e seems to have been attached to the Muse or Muses were perfectly sincere, and
this mode of treatment, to which Horace alludes actually believed in their being inspired by the
; but in later times the invocation of
[Episi, i., 15, 3), but failed when he applied igoddesses
t
to the case of M. Marcellus, who died under his the Muses was a mere formal imitation of the
care a few months after the recovery of Au- early poets. Thamyris, who presumed to excel
gustus, 23. H e wrote several pharmaceutical the Muses, was deprived by them of the gift
works, which are frequently quoted by Galen, they had bestowed on him, and punished with
but of which nothing except a few fragments blindness. The Sirens, who likewise ventured
remain. There are, however, two short Latin upon a contest with them, were deprived of the
medical works ascribed to Antonius Musa, but feathers of their wings, and the Muses put them
these aie universally considered to be spurious. on their own persons as ornaments. The nine
M U S A or M U Z A (Movaa, Mov£a : now probably daughters of Pierus, who presumed to rival tho
Moushid, north o(Mokha), a celebrated port ofMuses, were metamorphosed into birds. Since
Arabia Felix, on the western coast, near itspoets and bards derived their power from the
Bouthern extremity, or, in other words, on the Muses, they are frequently called either their
eastern shore of the Red Sea, near the Straitsdisciples or sons. Thus Linus is called a son
of Amphimarus and Urania, or of Apollo and
of Bab-el Mandeb.
M U S Z E (Movaai), tbe Muses, were, according Calliope, or Terpsichore ; Hyacinthus a son of
to the earliest writers, the inspiring goddesses Pierus and Clio ; Orpheus a son of Calliope ot
of song, and, according to later notions, divini- Clio, and Thamyris a son of Erato. These and
ties presiding over the different kinds of poetry, a few others are the cases in which the Muses
and over the arts and sciences. They were are described as mothers ; but the more generoriginally regarded as the nymphs of inspiring al idea was, that, like other nymphs, they were
wells, near which they were worshipped, and virgin divinities. Being goddesses of song,
they bore different names in different places, they were naturally connected with Apollo, the
until the Thraco-Boeotian worship of the nine god of the lyre, who, like them, instructs the
Muses spread from Bceotia over other parts of bards, and is mentioned along with them even
Greece, and ultimately became generally estab- by Homer. In later times Apollo is placed in
lished. 1. Genealogy of the Muses. The most very close connection with the Muses, for he
common notion was that they were the daugh- is described as the leader of the choir of the
ters of Jupiter (Zeus) and Mnemosyne, and born Muses by the surname Musagetes QAovoayei ng)
in Pieria, at the foot of Mount Olympus. Some A further feature in the character of the Mu*sa
tall them the daughters of Ccelus (Uranus) and is their prophetic power, which belongs to them,
Terra (Gaaa), and others daughters of Pierus partly because they were regarded as inspiring
tnd Antiope, or of Apollo, or of Jupiter (Zeus) nymphs, and partly because of their connection
<nd Pl/isia, o" of Jupiter (Zeus) and Moneta, with tbe prophetic god of Delphi Hence the»
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MUSzEUS.

MUTINES.

mstructed, for example, Aristseus in the art of In other variations of the myth he was less dorprophecy. As the Muses loved to dwell on initely called a Thracian. According to otliei
Mount Helicon, they were naturally associated legends, he was the son of Orpheus, of w h o m
with Bacchus (Dionysus) and dramatic poetry, he was generally considered as the imitator and
and hence they are described as the compan- disciple Some accounts gave him a wife D e
ions, playmates, or nurses of Bacchus (Diony- ioce a m a son Eumolpus. There was a tradisus). The worship of the Muses points origi- tion that the Museum in Piraaus bore that, name
nally to Thrace and Pieria about Mount Olym- from having been the place where Musseua was
pus, whence it was introduced into Bceotia ; and buried. A m o n g the numerous compositions atthe names of mountains, grottoes, and wells, tributed to him by the ancients, the most cele
connected with their worship in the north, were brated were his Oracles. Onomacritus, in tho
likewise transferred to the south. Near Mount time of the Pisistratidaa, made it his business
Helicon, Ephialtes and Otus are said to have to collect and arrange the oracles that passed
offered the first sacrifices to them. In the same under the name of Musaaus, and was banished
place there was a sanctuary with their statues, by Hipparchus for interpolating in the collection
the sacred wells Aganippe and Hippocrene, anil, oracles of his own making.—2. A grammarian,
on Mount Libethrion, which is connected with the author of the celebrated poem on the loves
Helicon, there was a sacred grotto of the Mu- of Hero and Leander. Nothing is known of
ses.
Pierus, a Macedonian, is said to have the personal history of the writer; but it is
been the first who introduced the worship of certain that the poem is a late production.
the nine Muses, from Thrace to Thespiaa, at theSome critics suppose that the author did not
foot of Mount Helicon. There they had a tem- live earlier than the fifth century ol our era.
ple and statues, and the Thespians celebrated a Edited by Passow, Lips., 1810; and by Schaesolemn festival of the Muses on Mount Helicon, fer, Lips., 1825.
MUSAGETES.
Vid. M U S Z E .
called Musea. Mount Parnassus was likewise
sacred to them, with the Castalian spring, near M U S O N I U S R U F U S , C , a celebrated Stoic phiwhich they had a temple. The sacrifices offer- losopher, was the son of a R o m a n eques, and
ed to the Muses consisted of libations of water was banished by Nero to the island of Gyaros
or milk, and of honey. The various surnames in A D. 66, under the pretext of his having been
by which they are designated by the poets are privy to the conspiracy of Piso. H e returned
foi the most part derived from the places which from exile on the accession of Galba, and seema
were sacred to them or in which they were to have been held in high estimation by Vespaworshipped, while some are descriptive of the sian, as he was allowed to remain at R o m e
the other philosophers were banished
sweetness of their songs.—4. Representations when
of
the Muses in works of art. In the most ancient from the city. Musonius wrote various philoworks of art w e find only three Muses, and their sophical works, all of which have perished.
M U S T I (Movarn), a town in the Carthaginian
attributes are musical instruments, such as the
territory (Zeugitana), near the Rivor Bagradas,
flute, the lyre, or the barbiton. Later artists
gave to each of the nine sisters different attri- on the road from Carthage to Sicca Veneria.
Here Regulus killed an enormous serpent.
butes as well as different attitudes. 1. Calliope,
M U T H U L , a river of Numidia, the boundary
the Muse of epic poetry, appears with a tablet
and stylus, and sometimes with a roll of paper; between the kingdoms of Jugurtha and Adherbal. It is probably the same as the RUBRICA8. Clio, the Muse of history, appears in a sitting
attitude, with an open roll of paper, or an open TUS.
chest of books; 3. Euterpe, the Muse of lyric [MUTILUM, a fortified place in Gallia Oispapoetry, with aflute; 4. Melpomene, the Muse ofdana, between the rivers Gabellus and Scul
tragedy, with a tragic mask, the club of Hercu- tenna, answering probably to the modern Me
les, or a sword; her head is surrounded with dolo.]
M U T I L U S , C. PAPIUS, one of the principal Sam
vine leaves, and she wears the cothurnus; 5.
nite generals in the Marsic war, B C. 90-89.
Terpsichore, the Muse of choral dance and song,
M U T I N A (Mutinensis: now Moiena), an imappears with the lyre and the plectrum; 6. Erato, the Muse of erotic poetry and mimic imita- portant town in Gallia Cispadana, on the high
tion, sometimes also has the lyre ; 7. Polymnia road from Mediolanum to the south of Italy,
or Polyhymnia, the Muse of the sublime hymn,was originally a Celtic town, and was the first
usually appears without any attribute, in a pen- place which the Romans took away from the
Boii. It is mentioned at the beginning of the
sive or meditating attitude ; 8. Urania, the Muse
of astronomy, with a staff pointing to a globe ;second Punic war (B.C. 218) under the name
9. Thalia, the Muse of comedy and of merry orof Motina, as a fortified place inhabited by the
Idyllic poetry, appears with a comic mask, a Romans; but it was not till 183 that it was
shepherd's staff, or a wreath of ivy Some- made a Roman colony. Mutina is celebrated
times the Muses are seen with feathers on their in the history of the civil war after Caasar's
heads, alluding to their contest with the Sirens. death. Decimus Brutus was besieged here by
MUSZEUS (Movoalog). 1. A semi-mythologicalM. Antonius from December, 44, to April, 43 •
personage, to be classed with Olen, Orpheus, andand under its walls the battles were fought ns
Pamphus. H e was regarded as the author of which the consuls Hirtius and Pansa perished".
various poetical compositions, especially as con- Hence this war was called the Bellum Muti
nected with the mystic rites of Ceres (Demeter) nense. The best wool in all Italy came from
at Eleusis, over which the legend represented the neighborhood of Mutina.
[MCTINES (Movrlvag, or Mvrrbvag, Polyb.), 3
him as presiding in the time of Hercules. H e
was reputed to belong to the family of the Eu- Lybio-Phcenician, an active and able officer of
molpida:, being the son of Eumolpus and Selene. Hannibal, selected by him to take command IB

MUTUNUS.
iSicily after the death of Hippocrates. H e proved a source of great annoyance to the Romans,
and baffled all their efforts to capture or subdue
him ; but at length, having been superseded
through the jealousy of Hanno, he betrayed
Agrigentum into the hands of the Romans, who
rewarded him with the rights of citizenship,
and bestowed other honors on him.]

MYGDON.

town. They effected their escape without s
surrender, and took refuge, some at Cleonos,
some in Achaia, and others in Macedonia. Mycenaa was now destroyed by the Argives and
was never rebuilt; but there are still numerous
remains of the ancient city, which, on account
of their antiquity and grandeur, are some of
the most interesting in all Greece. Of these
M U T U N U S or M U T I N U S , was among the Ro- the most remarkable are the subterranean vault,
mans the same as the phallus, orPriapus, among commonly called the " Treasury of Atreus," but
the Greeks, and was believed to be the most which was more probably a sepulchre, and the
powerful averter of demons, and of all evil that Gate of Lions, so called from two lions sculpresulted from pride, boastfulness, and the like. tured over the gate.
[MUTYCA.
Vid. M O T U C A . ]
M Y C E N E Q&vK-nvn), daughter of Inachus and
[MUZIRIS (Mov&pig or Mobfavpig: now Mirdwife of Arestor, from w h o m the town of Myjan), a port of the district Limyrica, on the cenaa was believed to have derived its name •
west coast of India intra Gangem, five hundred the true etymology of the name is given above.
stadia (fifty geographical miles) east of Tyndis, M Y C E R I N U S or M E C H E R I N U S (MvKeplvog, Mexewhere vessels usually landed.]
plvog), son of Cheops, king of Egypt, succeeded
M Y C A L E (MvKaXn : now Samsun), a mountain his uncle Chephren on the throne. His conin the south of Ionia in Asia Minor, north of duct formed a strong contrast to that of his fathe mouth of the Maaander. It forms the west- ther and uncle, being as mild and just as theirs
ern extremity of Mount Messogis, and runs far had been tyrannical. On the death of his daughnut into the sea, opposite to Samos, forming a ter, he placed her corpse within the hollow body
sharp promontory, which was called Mycale or of a wooden cow, which was covered with gold.
Trogilium (TpayiXwv, TpayvXiov : now Cape S.
Herodotus tells us that it was still to be seen
Maria). This cape and the southeast promon- at Sals in his time. W e further hear of Mytory of Samos (Posidonium) overlap one an- cerinus that, being warned by an oracle that he
other, and the two tongues of land are separat- should die at the end of six years, because he
ed by a strait only seven stadia (little more than had been a gentle ruler and had not wreaked
three fourths of a mile) in width, which is re- the vengeance of the gods on Egypt, he gave
nowned in Greek history as the scene of the himself up to revelry, and strove to double his
victory gained over the Persianfleetby Leo- allotted time by turning night into day. H e
tychides and Xanthippus, B.C. 479. There began to build a pyramid, but died before it
seems to have been a city of the same name was finished. It was smaller than those of
on or near the promontory. On the northern Cheops and Chephren, and, according to Herodside of tte promontory, near Priene, was the otus, was wrongly ascribed by some to the
great temple of Neptune (Poseidon), which was Greek hetaara Rhodopis.
the place of meeting for the Panionic festival
[ M Y C H U S (Mvxbg), a harbor in the east of
and Amphietyony.
Phocis, on the Crissaaan Gulf, probably the modM V O A L E S S U S (Mn/caA)?<70dc, : MvnaXijaaiog), ern
an Zalitza.]
ancient and important city in Bceotia, mention[ M Y C I (MVKOI), a people of Asia, belonging to
ed by Homer, was situated on the road from the fourteenth satrapy of the Persian empire.]
Auiis to Thebes. In B.C. 413 some Thracian
M Y C O N U S (Mmovog: MvKbvwg: now Myeono),
mercenaries in the pay of Athens surprised and a small island in the zEgean Sea, one of the
sacked the town, and butchered the inhabitants. Cyclades, southeast of Tenos and east of Delos,
From this blow it never recovered, and was in never attained any importance in history, but is
ruins in the time of Pausanias. It possessed a celebrated in mythology as one of the places
celebrated temple of Ceres (Demeter), who was where the giants were defeated by Hercules.
hence surnamed Mycalessia.
The island was poor and unproductive, and its
M Y C E N Z E , sometimes M Y C E N E (MvKiJvai, Mu-inhabitants were rapacious. It contained two
Kr/vn: MvKnvatog: now Karvata), an ancient
towns, a promontory called Phorbia, and a
town in Argolis, about six miles northeast of mountain named Dimaslus. The large numArgos, is situated on a hill at the head of a nar- ber of bald persons in this island was considrow valley, and is hence described by Homer ered worthy of record by several ancient writas " in a recess (uvxv) oi the Argive land:" ers.
hence the etymology of the name. Mycenaa is
[ M Y D O N (MvSav). 1. Son of Atymnius, charsaid to have been founded by Perseus, and was ioteer of Pylaamenes, a Trojan warrior, slain by
subsequently the favorite residence of the Pe- Antilochus — 2 . Another Trojan warrior, slain
lopidaa. During the reign of Agamemnon it by Achilles.]
was regarded as thefirstcity in all Greece,
[ M Y E C P H O R I T E S N O M O S (MveKissopirvg vop.bg)
but after the conquest of Peloponnesus by the a tract of Lower Egypt, opposite the city of
Dorians it ceased to be a place of importance. Bubastis, on an island, and probably so called
It still, however, continued an independent town from a city Myecphoris ]
till B.C. 468, when it was attacked by the ArM Y G D O N QJLvybav). 1. Son of Acmon, a Phryggives, whose hatred the Mycenaaans are said to ian king, who fought with Otreus and Priam
have incurred by the part they took in the Per- against the Amazons, and from w h o m some of
sian war in favor of the Greek cause. The the Phrygians are said to have been called Mygmassive walls of Mycenaa resisted all the at- donians. H e had a son Corcebus, who is hence
tacks of the Argives ; rut the inhabitants were called Mygdonides.—[2. King of the Bcbrycians,
at length compelled by famine to abandon their brother of Amycus, slain by Hercules whea
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MYRINA.

M V O N or M Y O N I A (Mvav, Mvovia: Mvove-ig\
ms expedition after the girdle of the Amazon
a town of the Locri Ozo'ae, situated on a conHippclyte.]
M V G D O N I A (Mvy&ovta: MvySoveg). 1 -*• dis-siderable height thirty stadia from Amphissa,
trict in the east of Macedonia, bordering on the and in one of the passes which led from zEtolia
Thermaic Gulf and the Chalcidic peninsula. into Phocis.
M Y O N N E S U S (Mvovvnaog : now Cape Hypsili\
Its people were of Thracian origin — 2 . A district in the north of Asia Minor, between Mount a promontory of Ionia, with a town and a little
Olympus and the coast, in the east of Mysia and island of the same name, south of Teos and
the west of Bithynia, named after the Thracian west of Lebedus, and forming the northern
people Mygdones, w h o formed a settlement headland of the Gulf of Ephesus. Here tho
here, but were afterward subdued by the Bi- Romans, under the praator L. zEmilius, gr.inod
thyni.—3. T h e northeastern district of Mesopo- a great naval victory over Antiochus the Great,
tamia, between Mount Masius and the Chabo- B C. 190.
M Y O S H O R M O S (O Mvbg bppog, i.e , Mouse-port,
ras, which divided it from OsroSne. From its
great fertility, it was also called Anthernusia or, as others render it, Muscle-port, for pvg is
also the Greek for muscle, and this shell-fish is
('AvBeuovoia). T h e name of Mygdonia was first
introduced after the Macedonian conquests : in very c o m m o n on the western coast of the Red
the passage of Xenophon (Anab., iv., 3), some- Sea), afterward V E N E R I S P O R T U S ('Aippodlrng
times cited to prove the contrary, the true read- bppog), an important sea-port town of Upper
Egypt, built by Ptolemy II. Philadelphus on a
ing is Mapbdvioi, not f&vydbvioi.
[ M Y G D S N I U S (MvySoviog : n o w probably Jakh- promontory of the same name, six or seven
jakhah), an eastern tributary of the Chaboras, days' journey from Coptos. S o m e of the best
flowing by the walls of Nisibis. Vid. A B O R R H A S . ] modern geographers identify the port with KosM Y I A (Mvla), daughter of Pythagoras and seir (latitude 26° 10'), which is still an importTheano, and wife of Milo of Crotona. A let- ant port of the Red Sea, and the place of emter, addressed to a certain Phyllis, is extant barkation for the caravan to Mecca. Kosseir
lies due east of Coptos, and is connected with
under her name.
M Y L Z E (MvXal: MvXaiog, MvXatrng). 1. ( N o w it by a valley, which contains traces of an anMelazzo), a town on the eastern part of the cient road, and wbich still forms the route of
northern coast of Sicily, situated on a promon- the Mecca caravan. At the village of Abutory running out far into the sea, with a harbor Shaar, near Kosseir, are extensive ruins, which
and a citadel. It was founded by Zancle (Mes- are supposed to be the remains of the town of
sana), and continued subject to the latter city. Myos Hormos. Others, however, place it a
It was off Mylaa that Agrippa defeated the fleet degree further north, in latitude 37° 10', oppoof Sextus Pompeius, B.C. 36.—2. A town of site the Jaffatine islands.
M Y R A or M Y R O N (TO and r/ Mvpa, b Mvpav:
Thessaly, in Magnesia, of uncertain site.
M Y L A S A or M Y L A S S A (rd MvXaaa, MvXaooa: Mvpevg : n o w Myra, Grk., Dembre, Turk., ruins),
Mvlaaebg: n o w Melasso, ruins), a very ancient one of the chief cities of Lycia, and, under the
and flourishing inland city of Caria, lay eighty later R o m a n empire, the capital of the province,
stadia (eight geographical miles) from the coast was built on a rock twenty stadia (two geoat the Gulf of Iassus, in a fertile plain, on and graphical miles) from the sea, and had a p.irt
at the foot of an isolated rock of beautiful white called Andriaca ('AvdpiaKfj). St. Paul touched
marble, which furnished the material for the here on his voyage as a prisoner to R o m e , and
splendid temples and other public buildings of the passage where this is mentioned (Acts,
the city. T h e most important of these build- xxvii., 5, 6) affords incidental proof that the
ings was the great national temple of Jupiter place was then an important sea-port. There
(Zeus) Carius or Osagon. Vid. CARIA. Mylasa are still magnificent ruins of the city, in great
was the birth-place and capital of H E C A T O M N U S . part hewn out of the rock.
[ M Y R C I N U S (MvpKivog), a small city and forUnder the Romans it was made a free city. In
the civil wars it was taken and partly destroy- tress of Thrace, on the Strymon, founded by
ed by Labienus. Its remains are very exten- the Milesian Histiaaus, with the consent of Dasive, and the ruins of the temple of Jupiter rius, as the capital of a small principality in
(Zeus) are supposed to have been found on the these regions: it fell, however, into the hands
rock which formed the Acropolis of the ancient of the Edoni, w h o made it their capital and the
residence of their princes ]
city.
M Y N D U S QILvvbog: Mvvdiog : n o w probably M Y R I A N D R U S Q&vplavSpog), a Phoanician colPort Gumishlu, ruins), a Dorian colony on the ony in Syria, on the eastern side of the Gulf
coast of Caiia, in Asia Minor, founded by set- of Issus, a day's journey from the Cilician
tlers from Trcezene, probably on the site of an Gates. It probably stood a little south of Alexold town of the Leleges, which continued to andrea, at a spot where there are ruins Heexist under the name of Palaamyndus. Myn- rodotus calls the Gulf of Issus 6 Mapiavb'wg
dus stood at the western extremity of the same KbXirog, a name evidently derived from this
peninsula on which Halicarnassus stood. It place, with a slight variation of form.
was not one of the cities of the Dorian Hexapo- M Y R I C U S (MvpiKovg), a city on the coast o f
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confederacy it formed a member. It was also artist who did ss. His great works were near
called Smyrna, and, under the Roman empire, ly all in bronze. The most celebrated of his
Sebastopolis : it was made by the Romans a statues were his Discobolus and his Cow. Of
his Discobolus there are several marble copies ia
eivitas libera. It was destroyed by earthquakes
under Tiberius and Trajan, but each time re- existence. It is true that w e can not prove by
built, It was the birth-place of the epigram- testimony that any of these alleged copies were
really taken from Myron's work, or from imita
matic poet Agathias.—2. Vid. L E M N O S .
^ M Y R I N A (Mvpiva), an Amazon, said to havetions of it; but the resemblance between .hem,
given name to the city M Y R I N A , N O . 1 : she is the fame of the original, and the well-known
frequency of the practice of making such marmentioned in the Iliad (ii., 814).]
ble copies of celebrated bronzes, all concur to
M Y R L E A (MvpXeia : MvpXedvbg : ruins at zlmapoli, a little distance inland from Mudanieh), put
a the question beyond reasonable doubt. Of
city of Bithynia, not far from Prusa, founded by these copies w e possess one in the Townley
the Colophonians, and almost rebuilt by Prusias Gallery of the British Museum, which was
I., who called it A P A M E A after bis wife. The found in the grounds of Hadrian's Tiburtine
Romans colonized it under Julius Caasar and Villa in 1791. The C o w of Myron appears to
have been a perfect work of its kind. It was
Augustus.
M Y R M E O I D E S (MvppyKidng), a sculptor and en-celebrated in many popular verses, and the
graver, of Miletus or Athens, is generally men- Greek Anthology still contains no less than
tioned in connection with Callicrates, like w h o m thirty-six epigrams upon it. The C o w was rephe was celebrated for the minuteness of his resented as lowing, and the statue was placed
works. Vid. CALLICRATES. His works in ivory on a marble base, in the centre of the largest
are so small that they could scarcely be seen open place in Athens, where it still stood in the
time of Cicero. In the time of Pausanias it
without placing them on black hair.
was no longer there; it must have been reM Y R M E C I U M Q/LvppnKiov), a Scythian or Cimmerian town of the Chersonesus Taurica, sit- moved to Rome, where it was still to be seen
uated on a promontory of the same name at the in the temple of Peace in the time of Pronarrowest part of the Bosporus, opposite the copius.—3. Of Priene, the author of an historical account of the first Messenian war, probaAchilleum in Asia.
M Y R M I D O N (Mvppidav), son of Jupiter (Zeus)bly lived not earlier than the third century B.C.
M Y R O N I D E S (Mvpavibng), a skillful and sucand Eurymedusa, daughter of Clitos, w h o m Jupiter (Zeus) deceived m the disguise of an ant. cessful Athenian general. In B.C. 457 he deHer son was for this reason called Myrmidon feated the Corinthians who had invaded Me(from uvppn%, an ant), and was regarded as the garis, and in 456 he defeated the Boeotians a!
ancestor of the Myrmidons in Thessaly. H e CEnophyta.
M Y R R H A (Miippa) or S M Y R N A , daughter of Cinwas married to Pisidice, by w h o m he became
yras and mother of Adonis. For details, mil
the father of Antiphus and Actor.
A
D
M Y R M I D S N E S (Mvppidbveg), an Achaaan race in O N I S .
Pnthiotis in Thessaly, w h o m Achilles ruled over, M Y R R H I N U S (Mvppivovg : Mvfspivovaog), a de -.
and who accompanied this hero to Troy. They mus on the eastern coast of Attica, belonging
are said to have inhabited originally the island to the tribe Pandionis, a little south of the promof zEgina, and to have emigrated with Peleus ontory Cynosura. It is said to have been built
into Thessaly; but m o d e m critics, on the con- by a hero Colaanus, and it contained a temple
trary, suppose that a colony of them emigrated of Diana (Artemis) Colsenis.
M Y R S I L U S Q&vpoiXog). 1. Vii. C A N D A U L E S . —
from Thessaly into zEgina. The Myrmidones
disappear from history at a later period. The 2. A Greek historical writer of uncertain date,
ancients derived their name either from a myth- a native of Lesbos, from w h o m Dionysius of
ical ancestor M Y R M I D O N , or from the ants (uvp-Halicarnassus borrowed a part of his account
unKeg) in zEgina, which were fabled to have of the Pelasgians.
M Y K SINUS. Vid. M Y R T U N T I U M
been metamorphosed info m e n in the time of
MYRTILIS, a town of the Turdetani, on the
/Eacus. Vid. ZEAC IS.
Anas in Lusitania, possessing the Jus Latii.
[ M Y R O (Mvpd). Vii. M C E R O . ]
M Y R T I L U S QAvprlXog), son of Mercury (HerM Y R O N Qdvpav). 1. Tyrant of Sicyon, the
father of Aristonymus, and grandfather of Clis- mes) by Cleobule, Clytia, Phaethusa, or Myrto.
thenes. H e gained the victory at Olympia in H e was the charioteer of CGnomaus, king of
the chariot-race in B.C. 648.—2 One of the Elis, w h o m he betrayed when Pelops CBTitendmost celebrated of the Greek statuaries, and ed with his master in the chariot-race. H e was
also a sculptor and engraver, was born at Eleu- afterward thrown into the sea by Pelops near
theraa, in Boaotia, about 480. H e is also call- Geraastus in Eubcea; and that part of the
ed an Athenian, because Eleutheraa had been zEgean is said to have thenceforth been called
admitted to the Athenian franchise. H e was after him the Myrtoan Sea. Vid. G U N O M A U S ,
the disciple of Ageladas, the fellow-disciple of PELOPS. At the moment he expired he pro.
Polycletus, and a younger contemporary of nounced a curse upon the house of Pelops
Phidias. H eflourishedabout 431, the time of which was henceforward tormented by the
(he beginning o the Peloponnesian war. The Erinnyes. His father placed him among the
chief characteristic of Myron seems to have stars as auriga.
M Y E T I S (Mvpng), a lyric poetess, a native ol
been his power of expressing a great variety
of forms. Not content with the human figure Anthedon in Boaotia She was reported to have
ra its most difficult and momentary attitudes, been the instructress of Pindar, and to have
he directed his art toward various other ani- contended with him for the palm of superiority.
mals, and ho seema to have been thefirstgreat This is alluded to in an e\tant fiagment of C»-
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anna There were statues in honor of her in
M Y S I A (r) Mvaia, poet. Mvalg dia : Mvabg, M y
various parts of Gr.-ece.
sus and Mysius: now Chan Karasi, the north.
[ M Y R T O (Mtipru). 1. Daughter of Aristides, western district of Anadoli), a district of Asia
the grandson of Aristides the Just, married, ac- Minor, called, also, the Asiatic Mysia (Mvaia 1\
cording to one account, by Socrates while Xan- 'Aaiavrf), in contradistinction to Mcesia on tho
thippe was living. Boeckh thinks she was his banks of the Danube. Originally it meant of
first wife.—2. Vid. M Y R T O U M M A R E . ]
course the territory of the Mysi, but in the
M Y R T O U M M A R E (TO Mvprdov ireXayog), the
usual division of Asia Minor, as "cttled undea
p rt of the zEgean Sea south of Eubcea, Atti- Augustus, it occupied the whole of the northca, and Argolis, which derived its name from western corner of the peninsula, between tho
the small island Myrtus, though others suppose Hellespont on the northwest; the Propontis on
it to come from Myrtilus, w h o m Pelops threw the north; the River Rhyndacus and Mount
into this sea, or from the maiden Myrto.
Olympus on the east, which divided it from ByM Y R T C N T I U M (Mvprovvnov: Mvprovaiog), callthynia and Phrygia; Mount Temnus, and an
ed M Y R S I N U S (Mvpeivog) in Homer, a town of theimaginary line drawn from Temnus' to the
Epeans in Elis, on the road from Elis to Dyme. southern side of the Elai'tic Gulf on the south,
MYRTUS.
Vid. M Y R T O U M M A K E ,
where it bordered upon Lydia, and the zEgean
M Y S (Mvg), an artist in the toreutic depart- Sea on the west. It was subdivided into five
ment, engraved the battle of the Lapithaa and parts : (1.) M Y S I A M I N O R (M. b uiKpd), along the
the Centaurs and other figures on *he shield of northern coast. (2.) M Y S I A M A J O R (M. b pePhidias's colossal bronze statue of Minerva ydXn), the southeastern inland region, with a
(Athena) Promachos in the Acropolis of Ath- small portion of the coast between the Troad
ens. H e is mentioned as one of the most dis- and the zEolic settlements about the Elai'tic
tinguished engravers by several ancient writers. Gulf. (3.) T R O A S (v Tpadg), the northwestern
M Y S C E L U S (MvoKeXog or MvaKeXXog), a nativeangle, between the zEgean and Hellespont, and
of Achaia, and, according to Ovid (Metam., xv.,the southern coast along the foot of Ida. (4.)
1), an Heraclid, and the son of an Argive named ZEOLIS or ZEOLIA (rj AloXig or AloXia), the southAlemon. H e founded Croton in Italy, B.C. 710, ern part of the western coast, around the Elain accordance with the Delphic oracle. The or- stic Gulf, where the chief cities of the zEolian
acle had commanded him to build a city where confederacy were planted, but applied in a wider
he should find rain with fine weather. For a sense to the western coast in general. And (5.)
long time he thought it impossible to fulfill the T E U T H R A N I A (b TevBpavla), the southwestern ancommand of the oracle, till at length he found gle, between Temnus and the borders of Lydia,
in Italy a beautiful woman in tears; whereupon where, in very early times, Teuthras was said
he perceived that the oracle was accomplished, to have established a Mysian kingdom, which
and straightway founded Croton on the spot.
was early subdued by the kings of Lydia ; this
M Y S I (Mvaol), one of the Thracian tribes who part was also called Pergamene, from the celseem to have crossed over from Europe into ebrated city of P E R G A M U S , which stood in it.
Asia Minor before recorded history begins. This account applies to the time of the early
They appear to be the same people as the Moesi R o m a n empire; the extent of Mysia, and its
(in Greek also Mvaol), on the banks of the Dan- subdivisions, varied greatly at other times. In
ube. Vid. MCESIA. They stand in close con- tbe heroic ages w efindthe great Teucrian monnection with the Teucri. These two communi- archy of Troy in the northwest of the country,
ties appear to have moved from the banks of and the Phrygians along the Hellespont; as to
the Strymon to the southeast of Thrace, forc- the Mysians, who appear as allies of the Troing the Bithyni over the Thracian Bosporus jans, it is not clear whether they are Europeans
into Asia, and then to have crossed over into or Asiatics. The Mysia of tbe legends respectAsia themselves, by way of the Thracian Bos- ing Telephus is the Teuthranian kingdom in the
porus, and to have settled on the southeastern south, only with a wider extent than the later
shore of the Propontis, as far west as the River Teuthrania. Under the Persian empire, the
Rhyndacus (the rest of the Asiatic coast of the northwestern portion, which was still occupied
Propontis and the Hellespont being occupied by in part by Phrygians, but chiefly by zEolian setPhrygians), and also in the eastern and south- tlements, was called Phrygia Minor, and by the
ern parts of the district afterward called MYSIA, Greeks HELLESPONTUS. Mysia was the region
in the mountains called Olympus and Temnus, south of the chain of Ida, and both formed,
and on the southern side of Ida. The Teu- with Lydia, the second satrapy. In the division
crians obtained a permanent footing also on the of the empire of Alexander the Great, Mysia
northern side of Ida, in the Troad. Being after- fell, with Thrace, to the share of Lysimachus,
ward driven westward over the Rhyndacus by B.C. 811, after whose defeat and death, in 281,
the Bithynians, and hemmed in on the west and it became a part of the Greco-Syrian kingdom,
north by the zEolian colonies, the Mysians may with the exception of the southwestern portion,
be regarded as about shut up within the ranges where Philetaarus founoec the kingdom of PERof Ida and Olympus on tbe north and northeast, GAMUS (280), to which kingdom the whole of
and Temnus on the south. They were a sim- Mysia was assigned, together with Lydia, Phrygple pastoral people, low in the scale of civiliza- ia, Caria, Lycia, Pisidia, and Pamphylia, after
tion. Their language and religion bore a strong the defeat of Antiochus the Great by the Roresemblance to those of their neighbors, the mans in 190. With the rest of the kingdom of
Phrygians and Lydians, who were of the same Pergamus, Mysia fell to the Romans in 133 by
Thracian origin as themselves, and hence arose the bequest of Attalus III., and formed part of
he error, which is found in Herodotus, of de-the province of Asia. Under the later empire
lving them directly from the Lydians.
Mysia formed a separate proconsular province*
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ander the name of Hellespontus. The country the mouth of the Hellespont, was disputed u
was for the most part mountainous, its chief war between the Mytilenaaans and Athenians.
chains being those of IDA, O L Y M P U S , and T E M - and assigned to the latter by the award of PeriNUS, which are terminal branches of the north- ander, tyrant of Corinth. A m o n g the other col
western part of the Taurus chain, and the union onies of Mytilene were Achilleum, Assos, Anof which forms the elevated land of southeastern tandrus, &c. Mytilene submitted to the PerMysia. Their prolongations into the sea form sians after the conquest of Ionia and zEolis, and
several important bays and capes ; namely, furnished contingents to the expeditions of
among the former, the great Gulf of Adramyt- Cambyses against Egypt anu of Darius against
tium ;now Adramytti), which cuts off LesbosScythia. It was active in the Ionian revolt,
from the continent, and the Sinus Elai'ticus after the failure of which it again became sub(now Gulf of Chandeli); and, among the latter,ject to Persia, and took part in the expedition
Sigeum (now Cape Yenicheri) and Lectum (nowof Xerxes against Greece. After the Persian
Cape Baba), at the northwestern and southwest- war it formed an alliance with Athens, and reern extremities of the Troad, and Cane (now mained one of the most important members of
the Athenian confederacy, retaining its inde
Cape Coloni) and Hydvia (now Fokia), the northern and southern headlands of the Ela'itic Gulf. pendence till the fourth year of the PeloponneIts rivers are numerous; some of them consider- sian war, B.C. 428, when it headed a revolt of
able, in proportion to the size of the country, andthe greater part of Lesbos, the progress and
some of first-rate importance in history and po- suppression of which forms one of the most inetry : the chief of them, beginning on the east, teresting episodes in the history of the Peloponwere R H Y N D A C U S andMACESTUs,TARsius,zEsE- nesian war. (Vid. the Histories of Greece.)
pus, G R A N I C U S , R H O D I U S , SIMOIS, and S C A M A N - This event destroyed the power of Mytilene.
DER, SATNOIS, E V E N U S , and CAICUS. The tribes Its subsequent fortunes can not be related in
of the country, besides the general appellations detail here. It fell under the power of the Romentioned above, were known by the followingmans after the Mithradatic war. Respecting
distinctive names : the Olympieni or Olympeni its important position in Greek literary history,
vid.
LESBOS.
('OXvpirinvoi, 'OXvpirvvoi), in the district of
OlymMYTTISTRATUM.
Vid, A M E S T R A T U S .
pene, at the foot of Mount Olympus ; next to
them, on the south and west, and occupying the M Y U S (Mvovg: Mvovmog: ruins at Palatia),
greater part of Mysia Proper, the Abretteni, who the least city of the Ionian confederacy, stood
had a native divinity called by the Greeks ZEIIC in Caria, on the southern side of the Maaander,
'ABperrnvbg ; the Trimenthuritaa, the Penta-thirty stadia from its mouth, and very near Midemitaa, and the Mysomacedones, all in the re- letus. Its original site was probably at the
mouth of the river; but its site gradually begion of Mount Temnus.
M i m u s (now Bergama), a tributary of the came an unhealthy marsh; and by the time of
River Ca'icus in Mysia, or rather the upper part Augustus it was so deserted by its inhabitants
of the Ca'icus itself, had its source in Mount that the few who remained were reckoned as
citizens of Miletus.
Temnus.
M Y S O N (Mvoav), of Chenaa, a village either in
Laeonia or on Mount CEta, is enumerated by N.
Plato as one of the seven sages, in place of
N A A R D A (Nadpba), a town of Babylonia,
Periander.
chiefly inhabited by Jews, and with a Jewish
MYSTIA, a town in the southeast of Bruttium,
academy.
a little above the Promontorium Cocintum.
N A A R M A L C H A or N A H R M A L C H A (NaappdXxag,
M Y T I L E N E or M I T Y L E N E QAvriXrjvn, Mirvkbvn :
NappdXxag, i. e , the King's Canal: 6 jiao'iXewg
the former is the ancient form, and the one usuiroTap6g,bf3aaiXiKndiapvi;,thimen regium: Na
ally found on coins and inscriptions ; the latter
al-Malk or Ne Gruel Melek), the greatest of the
is sometimes found on inscriptions, and is the
canals connecting the Euphrates and the Tigris,
commoner form in M S S : MvnXnvalog, Mitylewas situated near the northern limit of Babylonaaus: Mytilene or Metelin), the chief city of
nia, a little south of the Median Wall, in latitude
LESBOS, stood on the eastern side of the island
33° 5' about. Its formation was ascribed to a
opposite the coast of Lesbos, upon a promontory
governor named Gobares. It was repaired upon
which was once an island, and both sides of
the building of Seleucia at its junction with tho
which formed excellent harbors. Its first founTigris by Seleucus Nicator, and again under the
dation is ascribed to Carians and Pelasgians.
Roman emperors Trajan, Severus, and Julian.
It was early colonized by the zEolians. Vid.
NABALIA.
Vid. NAVALIA.
LESBOS. Important hints respecting its politiN A B A R Z A N E S (NaBap&vvg), a Persian, conspircal history are furnished by the fragments of
ed along with Bessus, against Darius, the last
the poetry of Alcaaus, whence (and from other
king of Persia. H e was pardoned by Alexsources) it seems that, after the rule and overander.
throw of a series of tyrants, the city was nearly
NABATZEI, N A B A T H Z E (NaBaraloi, NaBdrai: in
rained by the bitter hatred and conflicts of the
the Old Testament, Nebaioth), an Arabian peofactions of the nobles and the people, till Pittaple, descended from the eldest son of Ishmael,
cus was appointed to a sort of dictatorship, and
had their original abodes in the northwestern
the nobles were expelled. Vid. ALOZEUS, PITpart of the Arabian peninsula, east and southTACUS. Meanwhile, the city had grown to great
east of the Moabites ar.d Edomites, who dwelt
importance as a naval power, and had founded
on the east of the Dead Sea and in the mountcolonies on the coasts of Mysia anel Thrace. At
ains reaching from it to the Persian Gulf. In
the beginning of the seventh century B.C , the
the changes effected among the tribes of these
possession of one of these colonies, Sigeum at
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regions by the Babylonian conquest of Judaaa, league ; and though Nabis met at first w itt
the Nabathaaans extended west into the Sina- some success, he w a s eventually defeated by
Itic peninsula and the territory of the Edomites, Philopcemen, and w a s soon afterward assassinwhile the latter took possession of the south of ated by some zEtolians w h o had been sent tc
Judaaa (vid. IDUMZEI) ; and hence the Nabathaa- his assistance (192).
N A B O N A S S A R (NaBovdaapog), king of Babylon
ans of Greek and R o m a n history occupied nearly the whole of Arabia Pefaaa, along the north- whose accession to the throne was fixed upon
eastern coast of the Red Sea, on both sides of by the Babylonian astronomers as the era from
the zElanitic Gulf, and in the Idumaaan Mount- which they began their calculations. This era
ains (Mountains of Seir), where they had their is called the Era of Nabonassar. It commenced
celebrated rock-hewn capital, P E T R A . At first on the twenty-sixth of February, B.C 747.
N A B R I S S A or N E B R I S S A (now Lebrija), surthey were a roving pastoral people ; but, as their
position gave them the c o m m a n d of the trade named Veneria, a town of the Turdetani in Hisbetween Arabia and the west, they prosecuted pania Baatica, near the mouth of the Baatis.
N A C O L I A (NaKoXeia or -la, or NaKaXeia : now
that trade with great energy, establishing regular caravans between Leuce C o m e , a port of Sidighasi), a town of Phrygia Epietetus, on tf-e
the Red Sea, in the northwestern part of Ara- western bank of the River Thymbrius, between
bia, and the port of Rhinocolura (now El-Arish) Dorylaaum and Cotyaaum, w a s the place where
on the Mediterranean, upon the frontiers of Pal- the Emperor Valens defeated his rival Proco
estine and Egypt. Sustained by this traffic, a pius, A.D. 366.
[NZEBIS or N E B I S (Nijdtc, n o w Neyva), a river
powerful monarchy grew up, which resisted all
the attacks of the Greek kings of Syria, and on the western coast of Hispania Tarraconenwhich, sometimes at least, extended its power sis, between the Durius and the Minius.]
N Z E N I A , i. e., a dirge or lamentation, chanted
as far north as Syria. Thus, in the reign of
Caligula, even after the Nabathaaans had nom- at funerals, w a s personified at R o m e and worinally submitted to R o m e , w e find even Damas- shipped as a goddess. She had a chapel outside
cus in possession of an ethnarch of " Aretas the the walls of the city, near the porta Viminalis.
king," i. e., of the Nabathaaan Arabs : the usual N Z E V J U S , CN., an ancient R o m a n poet, of
names of these kings were Aretas and Obodas whose life few particulars have been recorded.
Under Augustus the Nabathaaans are found, as H e w a s probably a native of Campania, and w a s
nominal subjects of the R o m a n empire, assist- born somewhere between B.C. 274 and 264
ing zElius Gallus in his expedition into Arabia H e appears to have come to R o m e early, and
Felix, through which, and through the journey he produced hisfirstplay in 235. H e w a s atof Athenodorus to Petra, Strabo derived import- tached to the plebeian party; and, with the
ant information. Under Trajan the Nabathaa- licence of the old Attic comedy, he m a d e the
ans were conquered by A. Cornelius Palma, and stage a vehicle for his attacks upon tl e aristoArabia Petraaa became a R o m a n province, A.D. cracy. H e attacked Seipio and the Metelli; but
105-107. In the fourth century it w a s consid- he was indicted by Q Metellus and thrown into
ered a part of Palestine, and formed the diocese prison, to which circumstance Plautus alludes
While in
of a metropolitan, whose see was at Petra. T h e in his Miles Gloriosus (ii, 2, 66)
M o h a m m e d a n conquest finally overthrew the prison he composed two plays, the Hariolus and
power of the Nabathaaans, which had been long Leon, in which he recanted his previous imputadeclining: their country soon became a haunt tions, and thereby obtained his release through
of the wandering Arabs of the Desert, and their the tribunes of the people. His repentance,
however, did not last long, and he w a s soon
very n a m e disappeared.
N A B I S (NdBig), succeeded in making himself compelled to expiate a n e w offence by exile.
tyrant of Lacedaamon on the death of Machani- H e retired to Utica ; and it w a s here, probably,
das, B.C. 207. H e carried the licence of tyran- that he wrote his poem on the first Punic w a r ;
ny to the furthest possible extent. All persons and here it is certain that he died, tither in 204
possessed of property were subjected to inces- or 202. Naavius w a s both an epic and a drasant exactions, and the most cruel tortures if matic poet. Of his epic poem on the first Puthey did not succeed in satisfying his rapacity. nic war a few fragments are still extant. It
One of his engines of torture resembled the w a s written in the old Saturnian metre ; for
maiden oi more recent times; it w a s a figure Ennius, w h o introduced the hexameter among
resembling his wife Apega, so constructed as to the Romans, w a s not brought to R o m e till after
clasp the victim and pierce him to death with the banishment of Naavius. T h e poem appears
the nails with which the arms and bosom of the to have opened with the story of zEneas's flight
figure were studded. T h e money which he got from Troy, his visit to Carthage and amour with
by these means and by the plunder of the tem- Dido, together with other legends connected
ples enabled hira to raise a large body of mer- with the early history both of Carthage and of
cenaries, w h o m he selected from among the R o m e . It w a s extensively copied both by Enmost abandoned and reckless villains. With nius and Virgil. T h e latter author took m a n y
these forces he w a s able to extend his sway passages from it, particularly the description
over a considerable part of Peloponnesus ; but of the storm in the first zEnei'd, the speech with
his further progress was checked by Flamininus., which /Eneas consoles his companions, and the
who, after a short campaign, compelled him tc address of Venus to Jupiter. His dramatic
sue for peace (195). T h e tyrant, however, was writings comprised both tragedies and comeallowed to retain the sovereignty of Sparta, anc dies, most of which were taken from the Greek.
socn attar the departure of Flamininus fron Even in the Augustan age Naavius was still a
Greece he resumed hostilities. H e was oppos favorite with the admirers of the genuine old
ed by Philopcemen, the general of the Achaaar | school of R o m a n poetry, and the lines ol Hor536
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ace (Ep., ii, 1, 53) show that his works, if not ebrated for its sulphureous waters and whits
so much read asformerly,were still fresh in color (sulphurca Nar albus aqua, Virg., Mn., vii.,
the memories of men.
The best edition of the 517).
N A R A G G A R A (Napeyafia : ruins at the modern
fragments of Naavius is by Klussman, 8vo, Jena,
Kassir Jebir), one of the most important inland
1843.
cities of Numidia, between Thaguia and Sicca
NZEVIUS SERTORIUS M A C R O .
Vid. M A C R O .
[ N A G A R A (Nayapa), a city ol the district of Veneria, was the scene of Scipio's celebrated
Goryaaa in India intra Gangem, near the con- interview with Hannibal before tho battle cf
fluence of the Cophen and Choaspes; the same,Zama.
N A R B O M A R T I U S , at a later time NAIU.5NA
probably, as Nysa. Vid N Y S A , N O . 1.]
N A H A R V A L I , a tribe of the Lygii in Germany, (Narbonensis: now Narbonne), a town in the
probably dwelt on the banks of the Vistula. In south of Gaul, and the capital of the Roman
their country was a grove sacred to the wor- province of Gallia Narbonensis, was situated
ship of two divinities called Alces, w h o m Tac- on the River Atax (now Aude), also called Narbo, and at the head of the Lake Rubresus or
itus compares with Castor and Pollux.
Eubrensis (also called Narbonitis), which was
NAHEMALOHA.
Vid. N A A R M A L C H A .
connected with the sea by a canal. By this
NAIADES.
Vid. NY-MPHZE.
N A I N (Nalv: n o w Nain), a city of Galilee,means the town, which was twelve miles from
the coast, was made a sea-port. It was a very
south of Mount Tabor. (Luke, vii , 11 )
N A I S U S , NAISSUS, or N Z E S U S (Nai'aor, Naiaobg,ancient place, and is supposed to have been
originally called Atax. It was made a Roman
rlalaaog: now Nissa), an important town of
Upper Mcesia, situated on an eastern tributary colony by the consul Q. Marcius or Martius
of the Margus, and celebrated as the birth-place B.C. 118, and hence received the surname Marof Constantine the Great. It was enlarged and tius ; and it was the first colony founded by the
beautified by Constantine, was destroyed by Romans in Gaul. Julius Caasar also settled
Attila, but was rebuilt and fortified by Justin- here the veterans of the tenth legion, whence it
received the name of Colonia Decumanorum.
ian.
It was a handsome and populous town, the res[ N A M A D U S (NduaSog or Napddsig, now the Nerbuddah), a considerable river of India intra Gan-idence of the Roman governor of the province,
gem,risingin Mons Vindius, and emptying into and a place of great commercial importance.
The coast was celebrated for its excellent oysthe Sinus Barygazenus.]
N A M N E T Z E or N A M N E T E S , a people on the west- ters. There are scarcely any vestiges of the
ern coast of Gallia Lugdunensis, on the north- ancient town, but there are still remains of the
ern bank of the Liger, which separated them canal.
N A R B O N E N S I S GALLIA.
Vid GALLIA.
from Aquitania. Their chief town was CondiNARCISSUS (NdpKtaaog). 1. A beautiful youth,
vincum, afterward Namnetes (now Nantes).
N A M U S A , AUFIDIUS, a R o m a n jurist, one of son of the river-god Cephisus and the nymph
Liriope of Thespiaa. H e was wholly inaccessihe numerous pupils of Servius Sulpicius.
N A M T U A T Z E or NA>-r-jATEs, a people in the ible to the feeling of love; and the nymph
Echo, w h o was enamored of him, died of grief.
southeast T f G ilVki Belgica, between the Rhodanus and the Rhenus, and at the eastern extrem- Vid. E C H O . One of his rejected lovers, however, prayed to Nemesis to punish him for his
ity of the Lacus Lemanus.
unfeeling heart. Nemesis accordingly caused
NAPZEZE. Vid. N Y M P H Z E .
NAPXRIS, a northern tributary of the Danube: Narcissus to see his own image reflected in a
fountain, and to become enamored of it. But,
its modern name is uncertain.
N A P A T A (Ndirara : probably ruins at El-Kdb,as he could not approach this object, he fjrad
at the great bend of the Nile to the southwest, ually pined away, and his corpse was metabetween the fourth and fifth cataracts), the cap- morphosed into the flower which bears his
ital of an zEthiopian kingdom north of that of name.—-2. A freedman and secretary of the
Meroia, was the southernmost point reached by Emperor Claudius, over w h o m he possessed unPetronius, under Augustus. Its sovereigns bounded influence. H e long connived at "'*<s
were females, bearing the title of Candace; irregularities of Messalina; but, fearing thai
and through a minister of one of them, Chris- the empress meditated his death, he betrayed
tianity was introduced into /Ethiopia in the to Claudius her marriage with C. Silius, and
apostolic age (Acts, viii., 27). This custom ofobtained the order for her execution, A D. 48.
female government has been continued to our After the murder of Claudius, Narcissus waa
own times in the neighboring kingdom of Shen- put to death by command of Agrippina, 54. H e
iy. In the reign of Nero, Napata was only a had amassed an enormous fortune, amounting,
it is said, to 400,000,000 sesterces, a little over
small town.
N A P O O A or N A P C C A (Napocensis or Napucen- $13,500,000 of our money.—3. A celebrated athsis), a Roman colony in Dacia, on the high road lete, who strangled the Emperor Commodus,
leading through the country between Patavissa 192. H e was afterward exposed to the liona
by the Emperor Severus.
sad Optatiana.
N A R (now Nera), a river in central Italy, rises NARISCI, a small but brave peopie in the
in Mount F scellus, on the frontiers of Umbria south of Germany, of the Suevic race, dwell
and Picenum, flows in a southwesterly direction, west of the Marcomanni and east of the Herforming the boundary between Umbria and the munduri, and extended from the Sudeti Montes
land of the Sabini, and after receiving the Veli- on the north to tbe Danube on the south, thus
inhabiting part of the Upper Palatinate and tbtf
nus (now Velino) and Tolenus (now Turano),
and passing by Interamna and Narnia, falls into country of the Fichtelgehrge.
the Tiber not far from Ocriculum. It was celNARMALCHA. Vid, N/ A RMALCHA
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IVASNIA (Narniensis : now Narni) si town manded
i>
part of hisfleetin the war with t)et&
Umbria, situated on a lofty hill on thu southern vianus, 31.
bank of the River NaT, originally called N E Q U I N A S O , OVIDIUS.
Vii. OVIDIUS.
STUM, was made a Roman colony B.C 299, when
[NASTES (NdaTng), son of Nomion, leader ol
"? r.ame was changed into Narnia, after *he the Carians before Troy.]
iver This town was strongly fortified by na[NASUA, one of the leaders of the Suevi ir
m e , being accessible only on the eastern and their irruption into Gaul about the time of Cswestern sides On the western side it could sar's arrival in that country ]
only be approached by a very lofty bridge which
N A S U S or N E S U S .
Vid GSNIADZE.
Augustus built over the river.
[ N A T H O (Nafta), a nomos of Lower Egypt
N A R O , sometimes N A E (now Narenta), a riverprobably the same as the one called Neovr by
'n Dalmatia, which rises in Mount Albius, and Ptolemy, between the Busiritic and Bubastic
falls into the Adriatic Sea.
mouths of the Nile ]
N A R O N A , a Roman colony in Dalmatia, situaN A T I S O (now Natisone), a small river in Veneted on the River Naro, some miles from the sea, tia, in the north of Italy, which flows by Aquiand on the road to Dyrrhachium.
leia, and falls into the Sinus Tergestinus.
N A K S E S , king of Persia.

Vid SASSANID/E.

N A T T A or N A C C A , " a fuller," the name of an

N A R S E S (Napo^c), a celebrated general and ancient family of the Pinaria gens. The Natta
statesman in the reign of Justinian, was a eu- satirized by Horace (Sat, i., 6,124) for his dirty
nuch. H e put an end to the Gothic dominion meanness was probably a member of the noble
in Italy by two brilliant campaigns, A D. 552, Pinarian family, and therefore attacked by the
553, and annexed Italy again to the Byzantine poetforsuch conduct.
empire. H e was rewarded by Justinian with
[ N A U B O L U S (NavBo/.og), king of Tanagra, one
the government of the country, which he held of the Argonauts, father of Iphitus, w h o is
for many years. H e was deprived of this office hence called 'HavBoXibng in Homer.]
by Justin, the successor of Justinian, where[NAUCLIDES (NavuXelbng, Dor. -elSag). 1. A
upon he invited the Langobards to invade Italy. Platsean, the leader of the faction who invited
His invitation was eagerly accepted by their and opened the gates for the Thebans who seized
king Alboin ; but it is said that Narses soon upon Plataaaa B.C. 431.—2. One of the two Sparafter repented of his conduct, and died of grief tan ephors sent with the king Pausanias into
at R o m e shortly after the Langobards had cross- Attica, B.C. 403, at the time when the Atheed the Alps (568). Narses was ninety-five years nians were hard pressed by Lysander; he corof age at the time of his death.
dially co-operated with Pausanias for defeating
N A R T H A C I U M (NapBuKtov), a town in Thessa-the designs of Lysander.]
ly, on Mount Narthacius, southwest of PharN A U C R A T E S QsiavKpbrnc), of Erythra, a Greek
«a%s.
rhetorician, and a disciple of Isocrates, is menN A R Y X , also N A E Y C U S or N A R Y C I U M (Napvf, tioned among the orators w h o competed (B.C.
Napv/cof, NapvKiov : NapvKiog, NapvKalog: n352)
o w for the prize offered by Artemisia for the
Talanda or Taianti), a town of the Locri Opunbest funeral oration delivered over Mausolus.
tii on the Euboean Sea, the reputed birth-place
N A U O R A T I S (NavKpang: NavKpariTiig : ruins
of Ajax, son of Oileus, who is hence called Na- at the modern Sa-el-Hadjar), a city in the Delta
rycius heros. Since Locri Epizephyrii, in the
of Egypt, in the Nomus of Sai's, on the eastern
south of Italy, claimed to be a colony from Na- bank of the Canopic aranch of the Nile, which
ryx in Greece, w e find the town of Locri called was hence called also Naucraticum Ostium.
Narycia by the poets, and the pitch of Bruttium It was a colony of the Milesians, founded probalso named Narycia.
ably in the reign of Amasis, about B.C. 550, and
N A S A M O N E S (Naaapuveg), a powerful but sav- remained a pure Greek city. It was the only
age Libyan people, who dwelt originally on the place in Egypt where Greeks were permitted to
shores of the Great Syrtis, but were driven in- settle and trade. After the Greek and Roman
land by the Greek settlers of Cyrenaiea, and aft- conquests it continued a place of great prospererward by the Romans. A n interesting account ity and luxury, and was celebratedforits worof their manners and customs is given by Herod- ship of Aphrodite. It was the birth-place of
otus (iv,, 172), w h o also tells (ii.,32) a curious Athenaaus, Lyceas, Phylarchus, Polychamrus,
story respecting an expedition beyond the Lib- and Julius Pollux.
yan Desert, undertaken by five Nasamonian
N A U C Y D E S (NavKvdng), an Argive statuary,
youths, the result of which was certain import- son of Mothon, and brother and teacher of Polant information concerning the interior of Af- ycletus II. of Argos,flourishedB.C. 420.
rica. Vid. NIGEIR.
N A U L O C H U S (HavXoxog), that is, a place where
NASICA, SOIPIO. Vid, SCIPIO.
ships can anchor. 1. A naval station on the
NASIDIE;IUS, a wealthy (beatus) Roman, who
eastern part of the northern coast of Sicily, begave a supper to Maecenas, which Horace rid- tween Mylaa and the promontory Pelorus: [it
icules in the eighth satire of his second book. was between Mylaa and Naulochus that Sextus
It appears from v. 58 that Rufus was the cog- Pompey was defeated by thefleetof Octavianomon of Nasidienus.
nus under Agrippa.]—2. A small island off Crete,
NASIDIUS, Q. or L., was sent by Pompey, in near the promontory Sammonium.—3. A nava!
B.C. 49, with afleetof sixteen ships to relieve station belonging io Mesembria in Thrace.
Massilia when it was besieged by D. Brutus. H e
N A U M A C H I U S (sSavpdxiog), a Gnomic poet, of
was defeated by Brutus, and fled to Africa, where uncertain age, some of whose verses are prehe had the command of the Pompeianfleet.H e served by Stobaaus.
served in Sicily under Sextus Pompey, w h o m
N A U P A C T U S (NaviraKTog : sSaviraKTiog' novt
he deserted in 35. H e joined Antony, and com- Lepanto), an ancient and strongly-fortifedtnwr
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at the Locri Ozolaa, near the promontory Antir- fluential popular leaders of Athene m tlie tiim
rhium, possessing the largest and best harbor of Philip, leader of an army sent I ( the Atheon the whole of the northern coast of the Co- nians to aid the Phocianfe; at first on friendly
rinthian Gulf. It is said to have derived its terms with zEsehines, but afterward battling on
name from the Heraclidaa having here built the the side of the patriots, and after the disastes
fleet with which they crossed over to the Pel- of Chaaronea, stepping into the place of Demosoponnesus. After the Persian wars it fell into thenes.]
the power of the Athenians, who settled here
N A U S I T H O U S (Navoldoog), son of Neptune (Pothe Messenians who had been compelled to seidon) and Peribcea, the daughter of Eurymft.
leave their country at the end of the third Mes- don, was the father of Alcinous and Rhexcnor,
senian war, B.C. 455 ; and during the Pelopon- and king of the Phaaacians, w h o m he led from
nesian war it was the head-quarters of the Hyperia in Thrinacia to the island of Scl eria,
Athenians in all their operations against the in order to escape from the Cyclopes.
west of Greece. At the end of the Peloponne[ N A U S T A T H M U S (NavoraBpog). 1. A port town
sian war the Messenians were obliged to leave on the eastern coast of Sicily, north of PromonNaupactus, which passed into the handsfirstof torium Pachynum. — 2. A port town C M the
the Locrians and afterward of the Achaaans. Pontus Euxinus, or, rather, on a salt lak . join
It was given by Philip, with the greater part of ed to the sea (now Hamamli Ghieul). 3. A
the Locrian territory, to zEtolia, but it was again port in Cyrenaiea, between Erythrum an» Apolassigned to Locris by the Romans.
lonia.]
N A U P L I A (NavtrXta : NavirXievg : now Nau-N A U T A O A (NavraKa: now Naksheb oi Kesh),
plia), the port of Argos, situated on the Saronica city of Sogdiana, near the Oxus, toward the
Gulf, was never a place of importance in an- eastern part of its course.
tiquity, and was in ruins in the time of PausaNAUTES.
Vid. N A U T I A G E N S .
nias. The inhabitants had been expelled by
N A U T I A G E N S , an ancient patrician gens,
the Argives as early as the second Messenian claimed to be descended from Nautes, one of
war on suspicion of favoring the Spartans, who, the companions of zEneas, who was said to
in consequence, settled them at Methone in have brought with him the Palladium from
Messenia. At the present day Nauplia is one of Troy, which was placed under the care of the
the most important cities in Greece.
Nautii at Rome. The Nautii, all of w h o m were
NAUPLIUS (Navn-Xtoc). 1. Of Argos, son of
surnamed Rutili, frequently held the highest ofNeptune (Poseidon) and Amymone, a famous fices of state in the early times of the republic,
navigator, and the founder of the town of Nau- but, like many of the other ancient gentes, they
plia.—2. Son of Clytoneus, was one of the Ar- disappear from history about the time of the
gonauts, and a descendant of the preceding.—3. Samnite wars.
King of Euboaa, and father of Palamedes, G3ax, N A V A (now Nalie), a western tributary of the
aud Nausimedon, by Clymene. Catreus had Rhine in Gaul, which falls into the Rhine at the
given his daughter Clymene and her sister Ae- modern Bingen.
rope to Nauplius to be carried to a foreign land;
N A V A L I A or NABALIA, a river on the northern
but Nauplius married Clymene, and gave Aerope coast of Germany, mentioned by Tacitus, probto Plisthenes, who became by her the father of ably the eastern arm of the Rhine.
Agamemnon and Menelaus. His son Palamedes
NAVIUS, A T T U S , a renowned augur in the time
had been condemned to death by the Greeks of Tarquinius Priseus. This king proposed to
during the siege of Troy ; and as Nauplius con- double the number of the equestrian centuries,
sidered his condemnation to be an act of in- and to name the three new ones after himself
justice, he watched for the return of the Greeks,and two of his friends, but was opposed by Naand as they approached the coast of Eubcea he vius because Romulus had originally arranged
lighted torches on the dangerous promontory of the equites under the sanction of the auspices,
Caphareus. The sailors, thus misguided, suf- and consequently no alteration could be made
fered shipwreck, and perished in the waves or in them without the same sanction. The tale
by the sword of Nauplius.
then goes on to say that Tarquinius thereupon
N A U P O R T U S (now Ober ox Upper Laibach), ancommanded him to divine whether what he was
ancient and important commercial town of the thinking of in his mind could be done, and that
Taurisci, situated on the River Nauportus (now when Navius, after consulting the heavens, deLaibach), a tributary of the Savus, in Pannoniaclared that it could, the king held out a whetSuperior. • The town fell into decay after the stone and a razor to cut it with. Navius imfoundation of zEmona (now Laibach), which wasmediately cut it. His statue was placed in the
onlyfifteenmiles from it. The name of Nau- comitium, on the steps of the senate-house, the
portus is said to have been derived from the place where the miracle had been wrought, and
Argonauts having sailed up the Danube and the beside the statue the whetstone was preserved.
Savus to this place, and here built the town ; Attus Navius seems to be the best orthography,
and it is added that they afterward carried their making Attus an old praanomen, though w e freships across the Alps to the Adriatic Sea, where quently find the name written Attius.
they again embarked. This legend, like many
N A X O S (Nafoc : Na?<oc). 1. (Now Naxid), an
others, probably owes its origin to a piece of island in the /Egean Sea, and the .argest of the
bad etymology.
Cyclades, is situated nearly half way between
NAUSICAA (Natiffjfcaa), daughter of Alcinous, the coasts of Greece and Asia Minor. It is
king of the Phaaacians, and Arete, who con- about eighteen miles in length and twelve in
ducted Ulysses to the court of her father when breadth. It was very fertile in antiquity, as it
he was shipwrecked on the coast
is in the present day, producing an abundance
INAUSICLES (NavviKXijg), one of the more inof corn, wine, oil, and fruit. Jt was especially
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selebrated ibr its wine, and her.se plays a promNEZERA(NEaipa), the name of several nymphs,
.nent part in the legends about Bacchus (Dio- and also of several maidens mentioned by the
nysus). Here the god is said to have found poets.
Ariadne after she had been deserted by TheN E ^ T H U S (ISeaiBog : now Nieto), a river in
seus. The marble of the island was also much Bruttium, in the south of Italy, failing into tie
prized, and was considered equal to the Parian. Tarentine Gulf a little north of Croton. Heio
Naxos is frequently called Dia (Aia) by the the captive Trojan w o m e n are said to havg
poets, which was one of its ancient names. It burned the ships of the Greeks.
was likewise called Strongyle (SrpoyyvXn) on [NEALCES, a friend of Turnus, slew Saliua
account of its round shape, and Dionysius (A o-in the wars between Turnus and /Eneas in
vvaidg) from its connection with the worship ofItaly.]
Dionysus (Bacchus). It is said to have been
N E A L C E S (NebXKng), a painter who flourished
originally inhabited by Thracians and then by in the time of A»"itus, B C. 245.
Carians, and to have derived its name from a
N E A N D R I A (Nedvdpeia : Neavbpelg, pi ), a town
Carian chief, Naxos. In the historical age it of the Troad, upon the Hellespont, probably an
was inhabited by Ionians, who had emigrated zEolian colony. By the time of Augustus it had
from Athens. Naxos was conquered by Pisis- disappeared.
tratus, who established Lygdamis as tyrant of
N E A N T H E S (Nc-lvBng), of Cyzicus, lived about
the island about B.C. 540. The Persians in B.C. 241, and was a disciple of the Milesian Phi501 attempted, at the suggestion of Aristagoras, liscus, who himself had been a disciple of Isocto subdue Naxos ; and upon the failure of their rates. H e was a voluminous writer, principally
attempt, Aristagoras, fearing punishment, in- of history.
duced the Ionian cities to revolt from Persia.
NEAPOLIS (NediroXtg : NeairoXlrng, NeapolitaIn 490 the Persians, under Datis and Artapher- n s ) . I. In Europe. 1. (Now Napoli or Naples),
nes, conquered Naxos, and reduced the inhabit- a city in Campania in Italy, on the western
ants to slavery. The Naxians recovered their slope of Mount Vesuvius and on the River Seindependence after tbe battle of Salamis (480). bethus, was founded by the Chalcidians of CuThey were the first of the allied states w h o m maa, on the site of an ancient place called PARthe Athenians reduced to subjection (471), after T H E N O P E (HapBevoirn), after the Siren of that
which time they are rarely mentioned in his- name. Hence w efindtne town called Parthentory. The chief town of the island was also ope by Virgil and Ovid. Tbe year of the founcalled Naxos; and w e also have mention of the dation of Neapolis is not recorded. It was call
small towns of Tragaaa and Lestadse. — 2. A ed the " N e w City," because it was regardec
Greek city on the eastern coast of Sicily,.south simply as a new quarter of the neighboring city
of Mount Taurus, was founded B.C. 735 by the of Cumaa. W h e n the town is first mentioned
Chalcidians of Euboaa, and was the first Greek in Roman history, it consisted of two parts, dicolony established in the island. It grew so vided from each other by a wall, and called rerapidly in power that in only five or six years spectively Palaaopolis and Neapolis. This c m after its foundation it sent colonies to Catana sion probably arose after the capture of Cumaa
and Leontini. It was for a time subject to by the Samnites, when a large number of the
Hieronymus, tyrant of Gela; but it soon recov- Cumaaans took refuge in the city they had
ered its independence, carried on a successful founded ; whereupon the old quarter was called
war against Messana, and was subsequently Palaaopolis, and the new quarter, built to accoman ally of the Athenians against Syracuse. In modate the new inhabitants, was named Neapo403 the town was taken by Dionysius of Syra- lis. There has been a dispute respecting the
cuse and destroyed. Nearlyfiftyyears after- site of these two quarters; but it is probable
ward (358) the remains of the Naxians scatter- that Palaaopolis was situated on the western
ed over Sicily were collected by Andromachus, side, near the harbor, and Neapolis on the eastand a new city was founded on Mount Taurus, ern side, near the River Sebethus. In B.C
to which the name of Tauromenium was given. 327 the town was taken by the Samnites, and io
Vid. T A U R O M E N I U M .
290 it passed into the hands of the Romans,
N A X U A N A (Nafouava: now Nakshivan), a city who allowed it, however, to retain its Greek
of Armenia Major, on the Araxes, near the con- constitution. At a later period it became a
fines of Media.
municipium, and finally a Roman colony. Undei
N A Z A R E T H , N A Z A R A (Na&piB, or -ir, or -a:the Romans the two quarters of the city were
Nafapctjof, Nafopaiof, Nazarenus, Nazareus: united, and the name of Palaaopolis disappeared.
now en-Nasirah), a city of Palestine, in Galilee,
It continued to be a prosperous and flourishing
south of Cana, on a hill in the midst of the place till the time of the empire ; and its beau••ange of mountains north of the plain of Es- tiful scenery, and the luxurious life of its Greek
draelon.
population, made it a favorite residence with
[NAZARIUS, a Latin rhetorician, who taught many of the Romans. In the reign of Pitus
eloquence at Bordeaux in the first half of the the city was destroyed by an earthquake, but
fourth century A.D. H e was author of a pane- was rebuilt by this emperor in the Roman style.
gyric on Constantine, delivered before the Caa- The m o d e m city of Naples does not stand on
sars Crispus and Constantine, which is pub- exactly the same site as Neapolis. The ancient
lished in the Panegyrici Veteres.]
city extended further east than the modern city,
NAZIANZUS (Nafjavfoc: Na&avCnvog), a city ofsince the former was situated on the Sebethus,
Cappadoeia, on the road from Archelai's to Ty- whereas the latter does not reach so far as the
ana, celebrated as the diocese of the Father of Fiume delta Madalena; but the modern city, on
the Church, Gregory Nazianzen. Its site is the other hsuid, extends further north and west
•Icrebtfnl.
than the ancient one, since the island of Mega
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cis, on winch the Castel del Ovo now stands,Alexander I imself had be&n previously «;»?
was situated in ancient times between Pausily- ried. In the division of the provinces after the
pum and Neapolis. In the neighborhood of death of Alexander, he received the governNeapolis there were warm oaths, the celebrated ment of Lycia and Pamphylia, which he held as
villa of Lucullus, and the villa Pansilypi or Pau-subordinate to Antigonus. In 317 he accomsilypum, bequeathed by Vedius ^ollio to Au- panied Antigonus in his march against Eumegustus, and which has given its name to the nes, and in 314 he is mentioned again as one
celebrated grotto of Posilippo between Naples of the generals of Antigonus Nearchus left a
and Puzzuoli, at the entrance of which the tomb history of the voyage, the substance of whicl)
«f Virgil is still shown.—2 A part of Syracuse. has been preserved to us by Arrian, who has
Vid. SYRACUSZE.—3. (Now Napoli), a town on derived from it the whole of the latter part ot
the western coast of the island of Sardinia, his " Indica "—[2. A Pythagorean philosophei
celebrated for its warm baths.—4. (Now Ka- of Tarentum ; he adhered to the Roman cause
in the second Punic war, notwithstanding the
eallo), a sea port town in Thrace, subsequently
Macedonia adjecta, on the Strymonic Gulf, be- defection of his countrymen, and was on friendtween the Strymon and Nessus.—II. In Asia ly terms with Cato the censor, who lived in hia
and Africa. 1. (Now Scala Nuova, or near it), house after the recapture of Tarentum by Faa small Ionian city on the coast of Lydia, north bius Maximus, B.C. 209 ]
N E B O , a mountain of Palestine, on the eastof Mycale and southwest of Ephesus. The
Ephesians, to w h o m it at first belonged, ex- ern side of the Jordan, opposite to Jericho, was
changed it with the Samians for M A R A T H E S I U M . in the southern part of the range called Abarim.
— 2 , 3. T w o towns of Caria, the one near Har- It was on a summit of this mountain, called
pasa, the other on the coast, perhaps the n e w Pisgah, that Moses died.
town of Myndus.—4 (Ruins at TutinekJ), in [NEBRISSA. Vid. NABRISSA.]
N E B R O D E S M O N T E S , the principal chain ot
Pisidia, south of Antioch ; afterward reckoned
to Galatia — 5 . In Palestine, the S Y C H E M or mountains in Sicily, running through the whole
of the island, and a continuation of the Apen
S Y C H A R of Scripture (Zvxeu, "Zvxdp, "SiKlpa,
Toseph.: now Nablous), one of the most ancient nines.
N E C O or N E C H O (NeKdg, Ne^wf, NsKavg, N e
cities of Samaria, stood in the narrow valley
between Mounts Ebal and Gerizim, and was the Xadg, Nexad), son of Psammetichus, w h o m he
religious capital of the Samaritans, whose tem- succeeded on the throne of Egypt in B.C. 617
ple was built upon Mount Gerizim. This tem- His reign was marked by considerable energy
ple was destroyed by John Hyrcanus, B.C. 129. and enterprise. H e began to dig the canal inIts full name, under the Romans, was Flavia tended to connect the Nile with the Arabian
Neapolis. It was the birth-place of Justin Mar- Gulf; but he desisted from the work, according
tyr. — 6 A small town of Babylonia, on the to Herodotus, on being warned by an oracle that
western bank of the Euphrates, opposite to the he was constructing it only for the use of the
opening of the King's Canal.—7. In Egypt. Vid. barbarian invader. But the greatest and most
C Z E N E . — 8 . In Northern Africa, on the western interesting enterprise with which his name is
coast of the Great Syrtis, by some identified connected is the circumnavigation of Africa by
with Leptis Magna, by others with the modern the Phoenicians in his service, w h o set sail
from the Arabian Gulf, and, accomplishing the
Tripoli.—9. (Now Nabal), a very ancient Phoenician colony, on the eastern coast of Zeugi- voyage in somewhat more than two years, entana, near the northern extremity of the great tered the Mediterranean, and returned to Egypt
gulf which was called after it Sinus Neapoli- through the Straits of Gibraltar. His military
tans (now Gulf of Hammamcl). Under the Ro- expeditions were distinguished at first by brilmans it was a libera civitas, and, according toliant success, which was followed, however, by
the most rapid and signal reverses. On his
Ptolemy, a colony.
march against the Babylonians and Medes, whose
N E A R C H U S Qieapxog). 1. A distinguished friend
and officer of Alexander, was a native of Crete, joint forces had recently destroyed Nineveh, he
but settled at Amphipolis. H e appears to have was met at Magdolus (Megiddo) by Josiali, king
occupied a prominent position at the court of of Judah, who was a vassal of Babylon. In the
Philip, by w h o m he was banished for participat- battle which ensued, Josiah was defeated and
ing in the intrigues of Alexander. After the mortally wounded, and Necho advanced to tha
death of Philip he was recalled, and treated Euphrates, where he conquered the Babylonians,
with the utmost distinction by Alexander. H e and took Oarchemish or Circesium, where h«
accompanied the king to Asia ; and in B.C. 325, appears to have established a garrison Aftei
he was intrusted by Alexander with the com- the battle at Megiddo he took the town of Cadmand of thefleetwhich he had caused to be ytis, probably Jerusalem. In 606 Nebuchadconstructed on the Hydaspes. Upon reaching nezzar attacked Carchemish, defeated Necho,
the mouth of the Indus, Alexander resolved to and would appear also to have invaded Egypt
uend round his ships by sea from thence to the itself. In 601 Necho died, after a reign of sixPersian Gulf, and he gladly accepted the offer teen years, and was succeeded by his son Psamof Nearchus to undertake the command of the mis or Psammuthis.
fleet during this long and perilous navigation. N E C T A N A B I S , N E C T A N E B U S , or N E C T A N E B E S
Nearchus set out on the twenty-first of Sep- (HeKTavaBig, NeKrdvebog, sSeKraviBng). 1. Ki
tember, 326, and arrived at Susa in safety in of Egypt, the first of the three sovereigns of the
February, 325. H e was rewarded with a crown Sebennite dynasty, succeeded Nepherites on the
if gold for his distinguished services, and, atthrone about B.C. 374, and in the following yeai
the same time, obtained in marriage a daughter successfully resisted the invasion of the Persian
of the Rhodian Mentor and of Barsine, to w h o m force under Pharnabazus and Iphierates. H e
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died after a reigr. of ten years, and was suc- citizens in a war with the Carians -3 th Seep
ceeded by Tachos.—2. 1 he nephew of Tachos, sis, the son of Coriscus, was a disciple of Aris
deprived the latter of the sovereignty in 361, totle and Theophrastus, the latte> of w h o m be
with the assistance of Agesilaus. For some queathed to him his library, and appointed hirx
time he defeated all the attempts of Artaxerxes one of his executors. The history of the writIII. (Ochus) to recover Egypt, but he was at ings of Aristotle, as connected with Neleus ana
length defeated himself, and, despairing of mak- his heirs, is related elsewhere (p. 102, b).
ing any further resistance, hefledto /Ethiopia, N E L I D E S , N E L E I A D E S , and N E L E I U S (HwXelbng,
350. Nectanabia was the third king of the Se- sSnXnidbng, NnXij'iog), patronymics of Neleus, b
bennite dynasty, and the last native sovereign which either Nestor, the son of Neleus, or A n
tilochus, his grandson, is designated.
who ever ruled in Egypt.
N E D A Qieba : now Bust), a river in Pelopon- N E M A U S U S (Nemausensis : now Nismes), one
nesus,risesin Arcadia in Mount Cerausion, a of the most important towns of Gallia Narbobranch of Mount Lycaaus, and falls into the nensis, was the capital of the Arecomici and a
Ionian Sea after forming the boundary between Roman colony. It was situated inland east of
Arcadia and Messenia, and between Messenia the Rhone, on the high road fiom Italy to Spam,
and on the southern slope of Mons Cevenna. It
and Elis.
N E G R A or N E G R A N A (ra Neypava: now El- was celebrated as the place from which the famNokra, north of Mareb), a city of Arabia Felix,ily of the Antonines came. Though rarely mentioned by ancient writers, the Roman remains
destroyed by /Elius Gallus.
at Nismes, which are some of the most perfect
[ N E I U M (Nn'iov).
Vid. I T H A C A ]
N E L E U S (NnXevg). 1. Son of Tyro, the daugh- north of the Alps, prove that the ancient Neter of Salmoneus. Neptune (Poseidon) once mausus was a large andflourishingcity. Of
visited Tyro in the form of the river-god Enip- these remains the most important are the ameus, and she became by him the mother of Pelias phitheatre, the Maison Carrie, a name given to a
and Neleus. T o conceal her shame, she exposed beautiful Corinthian temple, and the magnificent
the two boys, but they were found and reared by aqueduct, now called Pont du Gard, consisting
some countrymen. They subsequently learned of three rows of arches, raised one above the
their parentage; and after the death of Creth- other, and one hundred and eighty feet in height.
eus, king of Iolcos, who had married their moth- N E M E A (Neuta, Ion. Nepen), a valley in Argoer, they seized the throne of Iolcos, excluding lis, between Cleonaa and Phlius, celebrated in
/Eso.i, the son of Cretheus and Tyro; butPelias mythical story as the place where Hercules slew
soon afterward expelled his brother, and thus the Nemean lion. Vid. p. 356, b. In this valbecame sole king: thereupon Neleus went with ley there was a splendid temple of Jupiter (Zeus)
Melampus and Bias to Pylos, which his uncle Nemeus surrounded by a sacred grove, in which
Aphareus gave to him, anil of which he thus be- the Nemean games were celebrated every other
iame king. Several towns of this name claim- year. Vid. Diet, of Antiq., art. N E M E A .
N E M E S I A N U S , M. A U R E L I U S O L Y M P I U S , a Roed the honor of being the city of Neleus or of his
son Nestor, such as Pylos in Messenia, Pylos inman poet, probably a native of Africa, flourished
Elis, and Pylos in Triphylia; the last of which at the court of the Emperor Carus (A.D. 283),
is probably the one mentioned by Homer in con- carried off the prize in all the poetical contests
nection with Neleus and Nestor. Neleus was of the day, and was esteemed second to the
married to Chloris, a daughter of Amphion of youthful prince Numerianus alone, who honored
Orchomenos, according to Homer, and a Theban him so far as to permit him to dispute, and to
w o m a n according to others. By her he became yield to him the palm of verse. W e are told that
the father of Nestor, Chromius, Periclymenus, Nemesianus was the author of poems upon fishand Pero, though he had in- all twelve sons. ing, hunting, and aquatics, all of which have perW h e n Hercules had killed Iphitus, he went to ished with the exception of a fragment of the
Neleus to be purified ; but Neleus, who was a Cynegetica, extending to three hundred and
friend of Eurytus, the father oflphitus, refused twenty-five hexameter lines, which, in so far as
to grant the request of Hercules. In order to neatness and purity of expression are concerntake vengeance, Hercules afterward marched ed, in some degree justifies the admiration of
against Pylos, and slew all the sons of Neleus, his contemporaries. The best edition of this
with the exception of Nestor: some later writ- fragment is by Stern, published along with Graers add that Neleus himself was also killed. tius Faliscus, Hal. Sax., 1832.
N E M E S I S (Nepecig), a Greek goddess, is most
Neleus was now attacked, and his dominions
plundered by Augeas, king of the Epeans ; but commonly described as a daughter of Night,
the attacks of the latter were repelled by Nes- though some call her a daughter of Erebus oi
tor. The descendants of Neleus, the Nelidaa, of Oceanus. She is a personification of the moi
were eventually expelled from their kingdom by al reverence for law, of the natural fear of com
the Heraclidaa, and migrated for the most part mitting a culpable action, and hence of conto Attens.—2. The younger son of Codrus, dis- science. In later writers, as Herodotus and
puted the right of his elder brother Medon to the Pindar, Nemesis measures out happiness and
crown on account of his lameness, and when the unhappiness to mortals ; and he who is blessed
Delphic oracle declared in favor of Medon, he with too many or too frequent gifts of fortune,
placed himself at the head of-the colonists who is visited by her with losses and sufferings, in
migrated to Ionia, and iimself founded Miletus. order that he may become humble. This notion
His son zEpytus headed the colonists who set- arose from a belief that the gods were envious
tled in Priene. Another son headed a body of of excessive human happiness. Nemesis was
settlers who re-enforciad the inhabitants of la- thus a check upon extravagant favors conferred
sus, after they had lost a great number of their upon man by Tycbe or Fortune ; and ffom this
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idea lastly arose that of her being an avenging P Y R R H U S , son of Achilles and Deidam,a, the
and punishing fate, who, like Justice (Dike) anddaughter of Lycomedes ; according to some, he
the Erinnyes, sooner or later overtakes the reck-was a son of Achilles and Iphigenia, and afte'
less sinner, She is frequently mentioned under the sacrifice of his mother was carried by his
the surnames of Adrastia (vii. ADEASTIA, N O . 2),father to the island of Scyros. The name of
and Rhamnusia or Rhamnusis, the latter of Pyrrhus is said to have been given to him by
which she derived from the town of Rhamnus Lycomedes because he had fair (irvppoc) hah, oi
in Attica, where she had a celebrated sanctua- because Achilles, while disguised as a girl, had
ry. She was usually represented in works of borne the name of Pyrrha. H e was called Neart as a virgin divinity: in the more ancient optolemus, that is, young or late warrior, eithei
works she seems to have resembled Aphrodite because he had fought in early youth, or be(Venus), whereas in the later ones she was morecause he had come late to Troy. From his fagrave and serious. But there is an allegorical ther he is sometimes called Achilliies, and from
tradition that Zeus (Jupiter) begot by Nemesis his grandfather or great-grandfather, Pelides and
at Rhamnus an egg, which Leda found, and from Macides. Neoptolemus was brought up in Scy
which Helena and the Dioscuri sprang, whence ros in the palace of Lycomedes, and was fetched
Helena herself is called Rhamnusis.
from thence by Ulysses to join the Greeks in the
N E M E S I U S (Neueoiog), the author of a Greekwar
] against Troy, because it had been prophetreatise On the Nature of Man, is called bishop sied
: by Helenus that Neoptolemus and PhilocofEmesa, in Syria, and probably lived at the end tetes
', were necessary for the capture of Troy.
of the fourth or beginning of the fifth century At Troy Neoptolemus showed himself worthy
after Christ. His treatise is an interesting phil- of his great father. H e was one of the heroes
osophical work, which has generally been highly concealed in the wooden horse. At the capture
praised by all who have read it. Edited by Mat- of the city he killed Priam at the sacred hearth
thaai, Halaa, 8vo, 1802.
of Jupiter (Zeus), and sacrificed Polyxena to the
NEMETACUM.
Vid. N E M E T O C E N N A .
spirit of his father. W h e n the Trojan captives
N E M E T E S or N E M E T Z E , a people in Gallia Bel- were distributed among the conquerors, Angica, on the Rhine, whose chief town was No- dromache, the widow of Hector, was given to
viomagus, subsequently Nemetaa (now Speyer orNeoptolemus, and by her he became the father
Spires).
of Molossus, Pielus, Pergamus, and Amphialus.
N E M E T O C E N N A or N E M E T A C U M (now Arras), the Respecting his return from Troy and the subsechief town of the Atrebates in Gallia Belgica, quent events of his life, the traditions differ.
subsequently Atrebati, whence its modern name. It is related that Neoptolemus returned home by
N E M O R E N S I S LACUS.
Vid. ARICIA.
land, because he had been forewarned by HeleNEMOSSUS.
Vid A E V E R N I .
nus of the dangers which the Greeks would have
NEOBULE.
Vid. A R C H I L O C H U S .
to encounter at sea. According to Homer, NeNEoozESAREA(N£oi£a(o'ap«a:Neo/cajciap£tio,Ne- optolemus lived in Phthia, the kingdom of hia
ocaasariensis). 1. (NowNiksar), the capital, un-father, and here he married Hermione, w h o m
der the R o m a n empire, of Pontus Polemonia- her father Menelaus sent to him from Sparta.
cus, in Asia Minor, stood on the River Lycus, According to others, Neoptolemus himself went
sixty-three Roman miles east of Amasia. It to Sparta to receive Hermione, because he had
wa> a splendid city, and is famous in ecclesi- beard a report that she was betrothed to Oresa*:, ical history for the council held there in A.D.tes. Most writers relate that he abandoned his
3)4.—2. (Now Kulat-en Nejurl ruins), a fortress
native kingdom of Phthia, and settled in Epirus,
established by Justinian, on the Euphrates, in where he became the ancestor of the Molossian
the district of Syria called Chalybonitis.
kings. Shortly after his marriage with HermiN E O N (Newv : Neavtog, Neavalog), an ancient
one, Neoptolemus went to Delphi, where he was
town in Phocis at the eastern foot of Mount Ti- murdered; but the reason of his visiting Delthorea, a branch of Mount Parnassus, was eighty phi, as well as the person by w h o m he was slain,
stadia from Delphi across the mountains. Neon are differently related. Some say he went to
was destroyed by the Persians under Xerxes, butplunder the temple of Apollo, others to present
was subsequently rebuilt, und named T I T H O R E A part of the Trojan booty as an offering to the
(TiBopta: TiBopevg) after the mountain on whieh
god, and others, again, to consult the god about
it was situated. The new town, however, was the means of obtaining children by Heimione.
not on exactly the same site as the ancient one. Some relate that he was slain at the instigation
Tithorea was situated at the modern Velitza, and
of Orestes, who was angry at being deprived of
Neon at Palea-Fiva, between four andfivemiles
Hermione, and others, by the priest of the temnorth of Velitza. Tithorea was destroyed in the ple, or by Machaareus, the son of Daatas. His
Sacred war, and was again rebuilt, but remained body was buried at Delphi, and he was woran unimportant, though fortified place.
shipped there as a hero.—2. I. King of Epirus,
NEONTICHOS (Neon relxog, i. e., New Wall).
was
1. son of Alcetas I. and father of Alexander
(Now Ainadsjik), one of the twelve cities of/EoI., and of Olympias, the mother of Alexander
lis, on the coast of Mysia, in Asia Minor, stood the Great. Neoptolemus reigned in conjuncon the northern side of the Hermus, on the slope tion with his brother Arymbas or Arrybas til!
of Mount Sardene, thirty stadia inland from La- his death, aboutB.C. 360.—3. II. King of Epirus,
rissa. One tradition makes it older than C y m e ;son of Alexander I., and grandson of the precedbut the more probable account is that it was built
ing. At his father's death in 326 he was probby the /Eolians of Cyme as a fortress against theably a mere infant, and his pretensions to the
Pelasgians of Larissa.—2. A fort on the coast ofthrone were passed over in favor of zEacides.
Thrace, near the Chersonesus.
It was not till 302 that the Epiroto, taking adN E O P T O L E M U S (NeoirbXepoc). 1. Also calledvantage of the absence of Pyrrhus, the son of
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/Eacides rose in insurrection against him, and ed the work of Nepos, and that the biographies
set up Neoptolemus in his stead. The latter as they now exist, are in reality epitomes of
reigned for the space of six years, but was lives actually written by Nepos. The most use
obliged to share the throne with Pyrrhus in 296. ful editions of these lives are by Van Staveren,
H e was shortly afterward assassinated by Pyr- 8vo, Lugd. Bat, 1773 ; by Tzschucke, 8vo, Got
rhus.—4. A Macedonian officer of Alexander the ting., 1804 ; by Bremi, 8vo, Zurich, 1820 ; and
Great, after whose death he obtained the gov- by Roth, Basil., 8vo, 1841.
ernment of Armenia. In 321 he revolted .from
N E P O S , JULIUS, last emperor but one of the
Perdiccas, and joined Craterus, but he was de- West, A.D. 474-475, was raised to the throne
feated by Eumenes, and was slain in battle by by Leo, the emperor of the East. Nepos easilj
the hands of the latter.—5. A general i?f Mith- deposed Glycerius, who was regarded at Conradates, and brother of Archelaus — 6 An Athe- stantinople as a usurper (vid. GLYCERIUS) ; but
nian tragedian, who performed at the games at he was in his turn deposed in the next year by
which Philip of Macedon was slain, 336.—7. Of Orestes, who proclaimed his son Romulus NeParos, a Greek grammarian of uncertain date, pos fled into Dalmatia, where he was killed in
wrote several works quoted byAthenaaus and 480
the scholiasts.
N E P O T I A N U S , F L A V I U S POPILIUS, son of Eutro
N E P E T E , N E P E or N E P E T (Nepesinus: now pia, the half-sister of Constantine the Gcea-,
Nepi), an ancient town of Etruria, but not onewas proclaimed emperor at R o m e in A D. 35(J
of the twelve cities, was situated near the saltus but was slain by Marcellinus, the general of the
Ciminius, and was regarded as one of the keys usurper Magnentius, after a reign of twentyand gates of Etruria (claustra portmque Etruria,
eight days.
Liv.,vi,9). It appears as an ally of the RoN E P T U N U S , called POSEIDON by the Greeks.
mans at an early period, soon after the capture The Greek god is spoken of in a separate artiof R o m e by the Gauls, and was subsequently cle. Vid. POSEIDON. Neptunus was the chief
made a Roman colony. There are still remains marine divinity of the Romans. A s tho early
at Nepi of the walls of the ancient city.
Romans were not a maritime people, the marine
N E P H E L E QScfyeXn), wife ofAthamas, and mothdivinities are rarely mentioned, and w e scarcely
er of Phrixus and Helle. Hence Helle is called know with certainty what day in the year was
Nepheleis by Ovid. For details, vii. A T H A M A S .set apart as the festival of Neptunus, though it
N B P H E L I S (Ne<f>e?.lg), a small town and promonseems to have been the twenty-third of July
tory on the coast of Cilicia Aspera, between (X. Kal Sext). His temple stood in the CamAnemurium and Antiochia.
pus Martius, not far from the septa. At his fesN E P H E R I S (Ntyepig), a fortified town in the
tival the people formed tents (umbios) of thfimmediate neighborhood of Carthage, on a rock branches of trees, in which they enjoyed themnear the coast.
selves in feasting and drinking. Vid. Diet, of
N E P O S , C O R N E L I U S , the contemporary and Ant, art. NEPTUNALIA. W h e n a Roman com.
friend of Cicero, Atticus, and Catullus, was mander set sail with afleet,he first offered up
probably a native of Verona, or of some neigh- a sacrifice to Neptunus, which was thrown into
boring village, and died during the reign of Au- the sea. In the Roman poets Neptunus is com
gustus. N o other particulars with regard to pletely identified with the Greek Poseidon, and
his personal history have been transmitted to accordingly, all the attributes of the latter are
us. H e is known to have written the following transferred by them to the former.
pieces, all of which are now lost: 1. Chronica, [NEQUINUM, earlier name of Narnia. Vid
an Epitome of Universal History, probably in N A R N I A . ]
N E R A T I U S PRISCUS, a Roman jurist, who lived
three books, to which Catullus appears to allude
in dedicating his poems to Cornelius Nepos. under Trajan and Hadrian. It is said that Tra2. Exemplorum Libri, probably a collection of jan sometimes had the design of making Neremarkable sayings and doings. 3. De Virisratius his successor in place of Hadrian. H e
enjoyed a high reputation under Hadrian, and
Illustribus, perhaps the same work as the preceding, quoted under a different title. 4. Vitawas one of his consiliarii. His works are cited
the Digest.
Ciceronis.
5. Epistola ai Cieeronem. 6. in
De
Historicis. There is still extant a work entitledN E R E I S or N E R E I S (Nnpeig, in Horn. Nnpnig),
a daughter of Nereus and Doris, and used espeVita Excellentium Impcratorum, containing biographies of several distinguished commanders, cially in the plural, N E R E I D E S (Nnpetbeg, Nypniwhich is supposed by many critics to have been beg), to indicate tbefiftydaughters of Nereus
the production of Cornelius Nepos. In all MSS., and Doris. The Nereides were the marine
however, this work is ascribed to an unknown nymphs of the Mediterranean, in contradistinc/Emilius Probus, living under Theodosius at tion from the Naiades, or the nymphs of fresh
the end of the fourth century of the Christian water, and the Oceanides, or the nymphs of the
era, with the exception, however, of the life of great ocean. Their names are not the same in
Atticus, and the fragment of a life of Cato the all writers; one of the most celebrated was
Censor, which are expressly attributed to Cor- Thetis, the mother of Achilles. They are defielius Nepos. These two lives may safely bescribed as lovely divinities, dwelling with then
assigned to Cornelius Nepos ; but the Latinity father at the bottom of the sea, and were beaf the other biographies is such that w e can net lieved to be propitious to all saiiors, and espesuppose them to have been written by a learneu cially to the Argonauts. They were worshipped
contemporary of Cicero. At the same time, in several parts of Greece, but more especially
their style presents a striking contrast to the in sea-port towns. The epithets given them by
meretriciousfineryof the later empire; and the poets refer partly to their beauty and partly
hence it may be conjectured that Probus ab -idg- to their place of abode. They are frequentls
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•leprcs&nted in woiks of art, and commonly as tre to the name of Nero, and consecrated A
routnrol, beautiful, and naked maidens; and among the recollections of the Romans.
thej are often grouped with Tritons and other
Quid debeas, o Roma, Neronibjs,
marine beings
Sometimes they appear on
Testis Metaurumflumenet Hasdrubal
Devictus.
Horat, C,irm., iv, -i.
ferns as half maidens and half fishes.
was censor 204, with M. Livius — 3 '11»
[NEREIS (Nnpnig), daughter of Pyrrhus I.Nero
,
king of Epirus, and wife of Gelon of Syracuse, praator 204, with Sardinia for his province ; am
to w h o m she bore Hieronymus: she was the consul 202, when he obtained Africa as his i:ci?
last surviving descendant of the royal house of ince, but his fleet suffered so much at sea thai
he was unable to join Seipio in Africa - -4. T I B
the /Eacidaa.]
N E R E I U S , a name given by the poets to a served under Pompey in the war against the
descendant of Nereus, such as I hocus and pirates, B.C 67. H e is probably the Tiberius
Nero who recommended that the members of
Achilles.
N E R E T U M or N E R I T U M (Neretinus : now Nar- the conspiracy of Catiline, who had been seized,
should be kept confined till Catiline was put
bo), a town of the Salentini in Calabria, in the
down.—5. TIB., father of the Emperor Tiberius,
south of Italy.
N E R E U S (Nnpevg), son of Oceanus (Pontus)was probably the son of the last. He served as
and Terra (Gaaa), and husband of Doris, by quaastor under Caasar (48) in the Alexandrine
w h o m he became the father of the fifty Nerei- war. H e sided with L. Antonius in the war of
des. H e is described as the wise and unerring Perusia (41); and when this town surrendered,
old man of the sea, at the bottom of which he he passed over to Sextus Pompey in Sicily, and
dwelt. His empire is the Mediterranean, or subsequently to M. Antony in Achaaa. O n a
more particularly the zEgean Sea, whence he is reconciliation being effected between Antony
sometimes called the zEgean. H e was believ- and Octavianus at the close of the year (40), he
ed, like other marine divinities, to have the returned with his wife to' Rome. Livia, whe
power of prophesying the future and of appear- possessed great beauty, excited the passion of
ing to mortals in different shapes ; and in the Octavianus, to w h o m she was surrendered by
story of Hercules he acts a prominent part, just her husband, being then six months gone with
as Proteus in the story of Menelaus, and Glaucus child of her second son Drusus. Nero died
in that of the Argonauts. Virgil (JEn., ii., 418)shortly after, and left Octavianus the tutor of
mentions the trident as his attribute, and the his two sons.
N E R O . 1. Roman emperor A.D. 54-68, was
epithets given him by the poets refer to his old
age, his kindliness, and his trustworthy knowl- the son of Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus, and of
edge of the future. In works of art, Nereus, Agrippina, daughter of Germanicus Caasar, and
,ike other sea-gods, is represented with pointed sister of Caligula. Nero's original m m o was
sea-weeds taking the place of hair in the eye- L. Domitius Ahenobarbus, but after tie marriage
of his mother with her uncle, the Emperor Clauarows, the chin, and the breast.
dius, he was adopted by Claudius (A.D. 50), and
NERICUS.
Vid. L E U C A S .
N E R I N E , equivalent to Nereis, a daughter of was called Nero Claudius Ccesar Drusus Germanicus. Nero was born at Antium on the fifNereus. Vid. N E R E I S .
teenth of December, A.D. 37. Shortly after his
N E R I O , N E R I E N E , or NERIENIS. Vid. M A R S .
N E R I T U M , a mountain in Ithaca. Vid. ITHACA. adoption by Claudius, Nero, being then sixteen
N E R I T U S , a small rocky island near Ithaca, years of age, married Octavia, the daughter of
erroneously supposed bv some to be Ithaca it- Claudius and Messalina (53). Among his early
instructors was Seneca. Nero had some talself.
ent and taste. H e was fond of the arts, and
[NERITUS (Nrjpirog), a son of Pterelaus in
Ithaca, from w h o m Mount Neritum was said to made verses ; but he was indolent and given to
pleasure, and had no inclination for laborious
have derived its name.]
N E R I U M , also called C E L T I C U M (now Cape Fin- studies. O n the death of Claudius (54), Agrippina secured the succession for her son, to the
isterre), a promontory in the northwest corner
of Spain, and in the territory of the Nerii, a exclusion of Britannicus, the son of Claudius.
tribe of the Celtic Artabri, whence the promon- His mother wished to govern in the name of
her son, and her ambition was the cause of
tory is also called Artabrum.
N E R O , CLAUDIUS. Nero is said to have sig- Nero's first crime. Jealousy thus arose benified "brave" in the Sabine tongue. 1. TIB., tween Nero and his mother, which noon broke
one of the four sons of Appius Claudius Caacus, out into a quarrel, and Agrippina threatened to
censor B.C. 312, from w h o m all the Claudii Ne- join Britannicus and raise him to his father's
rones were descended.—2. C , a celebrated gen- place; whereupon Nero caused Britannicus to
eral in the second Punic war. H e was preetor be poisoned, at an entertainment where Agrip212, and was sent into Spain to oppose Hasdru- pina and Octavia were present (55). During
bal, who eluded his attack, and he was succeed- the early part of Nero's reign, the governmeni
ed by Seipio Africanus. Nero was consul in of R o m e was in the hands of Seneca, and ot
207 with M. Livius Salinator. Nero marched Burrhus, the praafect of the praatorians, w h o
into the south of Italy against Hannibal, w h o m opposed the ambitious designs of Agrippina.
he defeated. H e then marched into the north Meantime the young emperor indulged his licenof Italy, effected a junction with his colleague tious inclinations without restraint. H e negM. Livius in Picenum, and proceeded to crush lected his wife for the beautiful but dissolite
Hasdrubal before his brother Hannibal could Poppaaa Sabina, the wife of Otho. This abancome to his assistance. Hasdrubal was defeat- doned woman aspired to become the emperor's
ed and slain on the River Metaurus. This great wife ; but since she had no hopes of succeeding
battle, which probably saved Rome, gave a lus- in her design while Agr'ppina lived, she use*
64C
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sil her arts to arge Nero to put his mother to storm at length broke out 'n Gaul, where Julius
death. Accordingly, in 59, Agrippina was as- Vindex, the governor, openly raised the standsassinated by Nero's order, with the approba- ard of revolt. His example was followed by
tion at least of Seneca and Burrhus, who saw Galba, who was governor of Hispania Tarrathat the time was come for the destruction conensis. Galba was proclaimed emperor by
either of the mother or the son Though Nero his troops, but he only assumed the title of legahad no longer any one to oppose him, he felt tus of the senate and the Roman people. Soon
the punishment of his guilty conscience, and after these news reached Rome, Sabinus, whffi
said that he was haunted by his mother's spec- was praafectus praatorio along with Tigcllinus,
tre. H e attempted to drown his reflections in persuaded the troops to proclaim Galba. Nere
fresh riot, in which he was encouraged by a was immediately deserted. H e escaped from
bana of flatterers. H e did not, however, imme- the palace at night with a few freedmen, and
diately marry Poppaaa, being probably restrain- made bis way to a house aboutfourmiles from
ed by fear of Burrhus and Seneca. But the Rome, which belonged to his freedman Phaon.
death of Burrhus in 62, and the retirement of Here he gave himself a mortal wound when he
Seneca from public affairs, which immediately heard the trampling of the horses on which his
followed, left Nero more at liberty. Accord- pursuers were mounted. The centurion, on eningly, he divorced his wife Octavia, and in eigh-tering, attempted to stop the flow of blood, but
teen days married Poppaaa. Not satisfied with Nero saying, " It is too late Is this your fidelputting away his wife, he falsely charged her ity 1" expired with a horrid stare. Nero's progwith adultery, and banished her to the island of ress in crime is easily traced, and tho lesson is
Pandataria, where she was shortly after put to worth reading. Without a good education, and
death In 64 the great fiie at R o m e happened with no talent for his high station, he was placed
Its origin is uncertain, for it is hardly credible in a position of danger from the first. H e was
that the city was fired by Nero's order, as some sensua', and fond of idle display, and then he
ancient writers assert
Out of the fourteen became greedy of money to satisfy his expensregiones into which R o m e was divided, three es ; he was timid, and, by consequence, he bewere totally destroyed, and in seven others came cruel when he anticipated danger ; and,
only a few half-bnrned houses remained. The like other murderers, hisfirstcrime, the poiemperor set about rebuilding the city on an soning of Britannicus, made him capable of animproved plan, with wider streets. H e found other. But, contemptible and cruei as he was,
money for his purposes by acts of oppression there are many persons who, in the same situaand violence, and even temples were robbed of tion, might run the same guilty career. H e was>
their wealth. With these means he began to only in his thirty-first year when he died, and
erect his sumptuous golden palace, on a scale he had held the supreme power for eighteen
of magnitude and splendor which almost sur- years and eight months. H e was the last cf
passes belief. The vestibule contained a colos- the descendants of Julia, the sister of the dicsal statue of himself one hundred and twenty tator Caasar. The most important external
feet high. The odium of the conflagration, events in the reign of Nero were the conquest
which the emperor could not remove from him- of Armenia by Domitius Corbulo (vid. C O R B U L O ) ,
self, he tried to throw on the Christians, who and the insurrection of the Britons under Boawere then numerous in Rome, and many of dicea, which was quelled by Suetonius Paulithem were put to a cruel death. The tyranny nus. Vid. P A U L I N U S . — 2 . Eldest son of Gerof Nero at last (65) led to the organization of a manicus and Agrippina, fell a victim to the amformidable conspiracy against him, usually call- bition of Sejanus, who resolved to getridof tha
ed Piso's conspiracy, from the name of one of sons of Germanicus in order to obtain the imthe principal accomplices. The plot was dis- perial throne for himself. Drusus, the brothel
covered, and many distinguished persons were of Nero, was persuaded to second the designs
put to death, among w h o m was Piso himself, of Sejanus, in hopes that the death of hin elder
the poet Lucan, and the philosopher Seneca, brother would secure him the succession to the
though the latter appears to have taken no part throne. There was no difficulty in exeit'ngthe
in the plot. In the same year, Poppaaa died of jealousy of Tiberius; and, accordingly, i a A..D.
a kick which her brutal husband gave her in a 29, Nero was declared an enemy of the state,
fit of passion when she was with child. Nero was removed to the island of Pontia, a id was
now married Statilia Messallina. The history of there either starved to death or perished by his
the remainder of Nero's reign is a catalogue of own hands.
NERTOBEIGA. 1. (Now Valera la V'eja), a
his crimes. Virtue in any form was the object
of his fear; and almost every month was mark- town in Hispania Baatica, with the s-nrname
ed by the execution or banishment of some dis- Concordia Julia, probably the same placf. which
tinguished man. Among his other victims were Polybius calls (xxxv., 2) Ercobrica ('sTipKoBpiThrasea Paatus and Barea Soranus, both men of Ka).—2. (Now Almuna), a town of the Celtiberi
high rank, but of spotless integrity. In 67 Neroin Hispania Tarraconensis, on the road from
paid a visit to Greece, and took part in the con-Emerita to Caasaraugusta.
N E R U L U M , a fortified place in Lueania, on the
tests of both the Olympic and Pythian games.
H e commenced a canal across the Isthmus of Via Popilia.
[NERUSII (Nepovotoi), a people among the AlCorinth, but the works were afterward suspended by his own orders. While in Greece he pes Maritimaa in Gallia Narbonensis, on the
sent orders to put to death his faithful general coast: their capital was Vintium (Ot>jnri.oj>).]
Domitius Corbulo, which the old soldier antici- N E R V A , COCCEIUS. 1. M., consul B.C. 36,
pated by stabbing himself. The Roman world brought about the reconciliation between M ,
had long been tired of its oppressor: and the Antonius and Octavianus, 40, and is th-a sams
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as the Cocceius mentioned by Horace (Sat, i.,
N E S S O N I S (Neaaavtg), a lake in Thessaly, a
5, 28).—2. M., probably the son of the preced- little south of the River Peneus, and northeast
ing, and grandfather of the Emperor Nerva. of Larissa, is in summer merely a swamp, but
H e was consul A.D. 22. In 33 he resolutely in winter is not only full of water, but even
starvec? himself to death, notwithstanding the overflows its banks. Nessonis and the neighentreaties of Tibenus, whose constant compan- boring Lake Bcebeis were regarded by the anion he was. H e was a celebrated jurist, and cients as remains of the vast lake which waa
is often mentioned in the Digest.—3. M., the supposed to have covered the whole of Thesson of the last, and probably father of the em- saly till an outlet was made for its waters
peror, was also a celebrated jurist, and is often through the rocks of Tempe.
cited in the Digest under the name of Nerva
N E S S U S (Nieo-og), a centaur, who carried DeFilius. — 4. M., R o m a n emperor A.D. 96-98, ianira across the River Evenus, but, attempting
was born at Narnia, in Umbria, A.D. 32. H e to run away with her, was shot by Hercules
was consul with Vespasian 71, and with Domi- with a poisoned arrow, which afterward betian 90. O n the assassination of Domitian in came the cause of the death of Hercules Vid.
September, 96, Nerva, who had probably been p. 359, a.
privy to the conspiracy, was declared emperor
[ N E S S U S (Neacog). Vid. N E S T U S . ]
at R o m e by the people and the soldiers, and his
N E S T O R (Neirrap), king of Pylos, son of Neladministration at once restored tranquillity to eus and Chloris, husband of Eurydice, and father
the state. H e stopped proceedings against those of Pisidice, Polycaste, Perseus, Stratius, Arewho had been accused of treason (majestas), tus, Echephron, Pisistratus, Antilochus, and
and allowed many exiled persons to return to Thrasymedes. Some relate that, after the
Rome. The class of informers were suppress- death of Eurydice, Nestor married Anaxibia,
ed by penalties, and some were put to death. the daughter of Atreus, and sister of AgamemAt the commencement of his reign, Nerva non ; but this Anaxibia is elsewhere described
swore that he would put no s'enator to death ; as the wife of Strophius and the mother of Pyand he kept his word, even when a conspiracy lades. W h e n Hercules invaded the country of
had been formed against his life by Calpurnius Neleus and slew bis sons, Nestor alone was
Crassus. Though Nerva was virtuous and hu- spared, either because he was absent from Pymane, he did not possess much energy and vig- los, or because he had taken no part in carrying
or; and his feebleness was shown by a mutiny off from Hercules the oxen of Geryones. In
of the Praatorian soldiers. The soldiers de- his youth and early manhood Nestor was a dismanded the punishment of the assassins of Do- tinguished warrior. H e defeated both the Armitian, which the emperor refused. Though cadians and Eleans. H e took part in the fight
his body was feeble, his will was strong, and of the Lapithaa against the Centaurs, and he ia
he offered them his own neck, and declared his mentioned among the Calydonian hunters and
readi less to die. However, it appears that the the Argonauts. Although far advanced in age,
soldiers effected their purpose, and Nerva was he sailed with the other Greek heroes against
obliged to put Petronius Secundus and Parthe- Troy. Having ruled over three generations of
uius to death, or to permit them to be massa- men, his advice and authority were deemed
cred by the soldiers. Nerva felt his weakness, equal to that of the immortal gods, and he waa
but he showed his noble character and his good renowned for his wisdom, his justice, and his
sense by appointing as his successor a man who knowledge of war. After the fall of Troy he
possessed both vigor and ability to direct pub- returned home, and arrived safely in Pylos,
lie affairs. H e adopted as his son and success- where Jupiter (Zeus) granted to him the full
or, without any regard to his own kin, M . Ul- enjoyment of old age, surrounded by intelligent
pius Trajanus, who was then at the head sf an and brave sons. Various towns in Peloponnearmy in Germany. Nerva died suddenly en the sus, of the name of Pylos, laid claim to being
twenty-seventh of January, A.D. 9S, at the age the city of Nestor. On this point, vid. p. 542, a.
of sixty-five years.
[ N E S T O R (Nec-rap), an academic philosopher,
NERVII, a powerful and warlike people in preceptor of Marcellus, son of Octavia ]
Gallia Belgica, whose territory extended from
NESTORIDES (Necrropidng), i. e , a son of Nesthe River Sabis (now Sambre) to the ocean, and tor, as Antilochus and Pisistratus.
part of which was covered by the wood ArduNESTORIUS, a celebrated Haaresiarch, was apenna. They were divided into several smaller pointed patriarch of Constantinople A.D 428,
tribes, the Centrones, Grudii, Levaci, Pleu- but, in consequence of his heresy, was deposed
moxii, and Geiduni. In B C. 58 they were de- at the council of Ephesus, 431. His great opfeated by Caasar with such slaughter that out ponent was Cyril. Nestorius was subsequentof sixty thousand m e n capable of bearing arms ly banished to one of the oases in Egypt, and
onlyfivehundred were left.
he died in exile probably before 450. Nestorius
N E S ACTIUM, a town in Istria, on the River carefully distinguished between the divine and
Arsia, taken by the Romans B.C. 177.
human nature attributed to Christ, and refused
[NESZEA (Nneatn, Horn ), a Nereid, a com- to give to the Virgin Mary the title of Theotooanion of the nymph Cyrene.]
cus (QeoraKog), or "Mother of God." The opinN E S I S (now Nisita), a small island off theions of Nestorius are still maintained by the
•oast of Campania, between Puteoli and Neapo- Nestorian Christians.
is, and opposite Mount Pausilypus. This islN E S T U S , sometimes N E S S U S (NEOTOC : now
and was a favorite residence of some of the Ro- called Mesto by the Greeks, Karasu by the
nan nobles.
Turks), a river in Thrace, which rises in Mount
T N E S O S (now Neso), a small city in the north- Rhodope, flows southeast, and falls into tht
ern part of Eubcea.]
zEgean Sea west of Abdera and opposite the
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ancient city still remain almost complete, e
,Biand of Thasos. The Nestus formed the eastjrr. boundary of Macedonia from the time of hibiting four large and two small gates. Then
are also the remains of the two moles which
Philip and Alexander the Great.
formed the harbor on the lake, of an aqueduct,
NESUS.
Vid. CENIADZE
N E T U M (Netinus: now Noto Antigua, near of the theatre, and of the gymnasium ; in this
Nolo), a town in Sicily, southwest of Syracuse,last edifice, w e are told, there was a point from
which all the four gates were visible, so (Teat
and a dependency of the latter.
N E U R I (Netipoi, Neupof), a people of Sarmatia was the regularity with which the city r- a*
Europaaa, w h o m Herodotus describes as not built — 2 . (Now Nilab), a city of India, O D th®
of Scythian race, though they followed Scyth- borders of the Paropamisadaa, on the west of
ian customs. Having been driven out from the River Copben — 3 . (Now probably ruins at
their earlier abodes by a plague of serpents, Darapoor), a city of India, on the River Hydasthey settled to the northwest of the sources of pes (now Jelum), built by Alexander to comthe Tyras (now Dniester). They were esteem-memorate his victory over Porus.—4. A fortress of the Epicnemidian Locrians on the sea,
ed skillful in enchantment.
near the Pass of Thermopylaa, which it comNEVIRNUM.
Vii. N O V I O D U N U M , No. 2.
manded. From its important position, it is
NICZEA (NiKala: Nutaievg, NiKaevg, Nicaaenoften mentioned in the wars of Greece with
sis, Nicensis). 1. (Ruins at Iznik), one of the
In the fo,
most celebrated cities of Asia, stood on the Macedonia and with the Romans
eastern side of the Lake Ascania (now Iznik) mer, its betrayal to Philip by the Thracian dyin Bithynia. Its site appears to have been oc- nast Phalaacus led to the termination of the Sacupied in very ancient times by a town called cred war, B C. 346; and after various changes,
Attaaa, and afterward by a settlement of the it is found, at the time of the wars with R o m e ,
Bottiaaans, called Ancore or Helicore, which in the hands of the zEtolians — 5 . In Illyria.
was destroyed by the Mysians. Not long after Vii. NICIA.—6. An ancient name of Mariana in
the death of Alexander the Great, Antigonus Corsica.—7. (Now Nizza, Nice), a city on the
built on the same spot a city which he named coast of Liguria, a little east of the River Var ;
after himself, Antigonea; but Lysimachus soon a colony of Massilia, and subject to that city;
after changed the name into Nicaaa, in honor of hence it was considered as belonging to Gaul,
his wife. Under the kings of Bithynia it was though it was just beyond the frontier. It first
often the royal residence, and it long disputed became important as a stronghold of the Chriswith Nicomedia the rank of capital of Bithynia. tian religion, which was preached there by NaThe Roman emperors bestowed upon it numer- zarius at an early period.
N I C A N D E R (NUavSpog). 1. King of Sparta,
ous honors and benefits, which are recorded on
its coins. Its position at the junction of sev- son of Charilaus, and father of Theopompus,
eral of the chief roads leading through Asia Mi- reigned about B C. 809-770.—2. A Greek poet,
nor to Constantinople made it the centre of a grammarian, and physician, was a native of
large traffic. It is very famous in ecclesiastical Claros, near Colophon in Ionia, whence he is
history as the seat of the great oecumenical frequently called a Colophonian. H e succeeded
council which Constantine convoked in A.D. his father as one of the hereditary priests of
325, chiefly for the decision of the Arian con- Apollo Clarius. H e appears to have flourished
troversy, and which drew up the Nicene Creed; about B.C. 185-135. Of the numerous works
that is to say, the first part of the well-known of Nicander only two poems arr extant, one
creed so called, the latter part of which was entitled Theriaca (QnpiaKa), w h k < insists ol
added by the Council of Constantinople in the nearly one thousand hexameter lines, and treats
year 381. The Council of Nice (as w e com- of venomous animals and the wounds inflicted
monly call it) also settled the time of keeping by them, and another entitled Alexipharmaca
Easter. A second council, held here in 787, ('AXeliij>dppaKa), which consists of more than
decided in favor of the worship of images. In six hundred hexameter lines, and treats of poithe very year of the great council, Nicaaa was sons and their antidotes. Among the ancients,
overthrown by an earthquake, but it was re- his authority in all matters relating to toxicolstored by the Emperor Valens in 368. Under ogy seems to have been considered high. His
the later emperors of the East, Nicaaa long works are frequently quoted by Pliny, Galen,
served as the bulwark of Constantinople against and other ancient writers. His style is harsh
the Arabs and Turks : it was taken by the Sel- and obscure; and his works are now scarcely
juks in 1078, and became the capital of the Sul- ever read as poems, and are only consulted by
tan Soliman ; it was retaken by the First Cru- those who are inteiested in points of zoological
saders in 1097. After the taking of Constan- and medical antiquities. The best edition is by
tinople by the Venetians and the Franks, and Schneider, who published the Alexipharmaca in
the foundation of the Latin empire there in 1792, Halaa, and the Theriaca in 1816, Lips.
N I C A N O R (NiKavup). 1. Son of Parmenion, a
1204, the Greek emperor, Theodorus Lascaris,
made Nicaaa the capital of a separate kingdom, distinguished officer in the service of Alexan
m which his followers maintained themselves der, died during the king's advance into Bacwitn various success against the Latins of Con- tria, B.C. 330.—2. A Macedonian officer, who,
itantinople on the one side, and the Seljuks of in the division of the provinces after the death
Iconium on the other, and in 1261 regained of Perdiccas (321), obtained the government of
Constantinople. At length, in 1330, Nicaaa was Cappadoeia. H e attached himself to the party
finally taken by Orchan, the son of the founder of Antigonus, who made him governor of Media
of the Ottoman empire, Othruan. Iznik, theand the adjoining provinces, which he continu
modern Nicaaa, is a poor village of about one ed to hold until 312, when he was depi ved of
hundred houses; but the double walls of the them by Seleucus. — 3. A Macedonian officei
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^tnder Cassander, by w h o m he was secretly dis- buildings by the Emperor Leo.—2 A. fortress
patched, immediately on the death of Antipater on the Propontis, belonging to the warritory o>
319, to take the command of the Macedoni- Pergamus
NICEPHORIUS (N iKntjibpiog), a river of Armenia
an garrison at Munychia. Nicanor arrived at
Athens before the news of Antipater's death Major, on which Tigranes built his residence
and thua readily obtained possession of the TIGRANOCEETA. It was a tributary of the U p
fortress. Soon afterward he surprised the Pi- per Tigris; probably identical with the CENraaus also, and placed both fortresses in the TRITES, or a small tributary of it.
N I C E P H O R U S (NiKnij)bpo[). 1. CALLISTUS X A N
hands of Cassander on the arrival of the latter
in Attica in 318. Nicanor was afterward dis- THOPULUS, the author of the Ecclesiastical Hispatched by Cassander with afleetto the Hel- tory, was born in the latter part of the thirlespont, where he gained a victory over the ad- teenth century, and died about 1450. His Ecmiral of Polysperchon. On his return to Athens clesiastical History was originally in twentyhe incurred the suspicion of Cassander, and three books, of which there are eighteen exwas put to death.—[4. Surnamed the Elephant, tant, extending from the birth of Christ down
a general under Philip V. of Macedonia, who to the death of the tyrant Phocas in 610. Alinvaded Attica with an army just before the though Nicephorus compiled from the works
breaking out of the war between Philip and the of his predecessors, he entirely remodelled his
Romans, B.C. 200 : he also commanded the rear- materials, and his style is vastly superior to
guard of Philip's army at the battle of Cynos- that of his contemporaries. Edited by Ducaaus,
cephalaa, B.C. 197.—5. Son of Patroclus, sent Paris, 1630, 2 vols, folio.—2. G R E G O E A S . , Vid.
by Lysias, the regent of Syria during the ab- G E E G O R A S . — 3 . P A T R I A R O H A , originally the nosence of Antiochus IV., to reduce the revolted tary or chief secretary of state to the Emperor
Jews. H e was completely defeated and slain Constantine V. Copronymus, subsequently reby Juiias Maccabaaus, B C. 165.—6. Aristotle's tired into a convent, and was raised to the paadopted s in, destined by the philosopher to be triarchate of Constantinople in 806. H e was
his son-in-law.—-7. A celebrated grammarian, deposed in 815, and died in 828. Several of
lived during the reign of Hadrian, A.D. 127. his works have come down to us, of which the
His labors were chiefly devoted to punctuation, most important is entitled Brcviarium Historicum, a Byzantine history, extending from 602
and hence he was nicknamed Snyuarlag.]
N I O A S C H U S (NiKapxog). [1. A n Arcadian offi- to 770. This is one of the best works of the
cer in the Greek army of the younger Cyrus : Byzantine period. Edited by Petavius, Paris,
after the defeat and death of Cyrus, he aban- 1616, [and by Bekker, Bonn, 1837].
N I C E R (now Neckar), a river in Germany falldoned the Greeks, and went over to the Persians with about twenty of his men.]—2. The ing into the Rhine at the modern Mannheim.
N I O E R A T U S (NiKijparog). 1. Father of Nicias,
author of thirty-eight epigrams in the Greek
Anthology, appears to have lived at R o m e near the celebrated Athenian general.—2. Son of
»he beginning of the second century of the Nicias, put to death by the thirty tyrants, to
w h o m his great wealth was no doubt a temptaHhristian era.
tion.—3. A Greek writer on plants, one of the
N I C A T O R , SELEUCUS.
Vid. S E L E U C U S .
N I C E (NUn), called VICTORIA by the Romans, followers of Asclepiades of Bithynia.
NICETAS (NiKijrag). 1. ACOMINATUS, also callthe goddess of victory, is described as a daughter of Pallas and Styx, and as a sister of Zelus ed CHONIATES, because he was a native of
Chonaa,
formerly Colossaa, in Phrygia, one of
(zeal), Cratos (strength), and Bia (force). W h e n
lupiter (Zeus) commencedfightingagainst the the most important Byzantine historians, lived
Titans, and called upon the gods for assistance, in the latter half of the twelfth and the former
Nice and her two sisters were thefirstwho half of the thirteenth centuries. H e held imcame forward, and Jupiter (Zeus) was so pleas-portant public offices at Constantinople, and
ed with their readiness, that he caused them was present at the capture of the city by the
ever after to live with him in Olympus. Nice Latins in 1204, of which he has given us a faithhad a celebrated temple on the acropolis of ful description. H e escaped to Nicaaa, where
Atliens, which is still extant and in excellent he died about 1216. The history of Nicetas
preservation. She is often seen represented in consists of ten distinct works, each of which
ancient works of art, especially with other di- contains one or more books, of which there are
vinities, such as Jupiter (Zeus) and Minerva twenty-one, giving the history of the emperors
^Athena), and with conquering heroes whose from 1118 to 1206. The best edition is by
horses she guides. In her appearance she re- Bekker, Bonn, 1835. — 2. EUGENIANUS, lived
sembles Minerva (Athena), but has wings, and probably toward the end of the twelfth cencarries a palm or a wreath, and is engaged in tury, and wrote " The History of the Lives of
raising a trophy, or in inscribing the victory of Drusilla and Charicles," which is the worst of
all the Greek romances that have come down
die conqueror on a shield.
to us. It was published for thefirsttime by
NICEPHORIUM Q$iKntf>6piov). 1. (NowRakkah),
a fortified town of Mesopotamia, on the Eu- Boissonade, Paris, 1819, 2 vols.
NICIA (now Enza ?), a tributary of the Po in
pnrates, near the mouth of the River Bilecha
, .
(now el Behkh), and due south of Edessa, built Gallia Cisalpina.
[NIOIA, a place on the borders of Macedonia
by order of Alexander, and probably completed
Under Seleucus. It is doubtless the same place and Illyria, between Lychnidus and Heraciea,
as the CALLINICUS or C A L L I N I C U M (KaXXiviKogthe same as Nicaaa, N o 5.]
9r -ov), the fortifications of which were repaired NICIAS (NtKlag) 1. A celebrated Athenian
by Justinian. Its name was again changed to general during the Peloponnesu? n war, was the
LEONTOP,OLIS. when it was adorned w:th fresh son of Nioeratus, from w h o m he inheriic i a
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any further attempts against the city hopp. less
faiee fortune. His property wan valued at, one
hundred talents. F r o m this cause, combined and therefore proposed to abandon the siege
with his unambitious character, and his aver- and return to Athens. T o this Nicias would
sion to all dangerous innovations, he w a s natu- not consent. H e professed to stand in dread
rally brought into connection with the aristo- of the Athenians at h o m e ; but he appears to
eratical portion of his fellow-citizens. H e w a s have had reasons for believing that a party
several times associated with Pericles as strat- among the Syracusans themselves were likely,
egus, and his great prudence and high charac- in no long time, to facilitate the l eduction of
ter gained for him considerable influence. O n the city. But meantime fresh succors arrived
the death of Pericles he came forward more for the Syracusans ; sickness w a s making rav'.'•panly as the opponent of Cleon, and the other ages among the Athenian troops, and at length
demagogues of Athens; but, from his military Nicias himself saw the necessity of retreating.
eputation, the mildness of his character, and Secret orders were given that every thing
the liberal use which he m a d e of his great should be in readiness for departuie, w h e n an
wealth, he w a s looked upon with respect by all eclipse of the m o o n happened. T h e credulous
classes of the citizens. His timidity led him superstition of Nicias led to the total destruc
to buy off the attacks of the sycophants. H e tion of the Athenian armament. T h e soothw a s a m a n of strong religious feeling, and Ar- sayers interpreted the event as an injunction
istophanes ridicules him in the Equites for his from the gods that they should not retreat betimidity and superstition
His characteristic fore the next full moon, and Nicias resolutory
caution was the distinguishing feature of his determined to abide by their decision. Thc»
military career; and his military operations Syracusans resolved to bring the enemy to an
were almost always successful. H e frequently engagement, and, in a decisive naval battle,
commanded the Athenian armies during the defeated the Athenians. They were n o w masearlier years of the Peloponnesian war. After ters of the harbor, and the Athenians were rethe death of Cleon (B.C. 422) he exerted all his duced to the necessity of making a desperate
influence to bring about a peace, which w a s effort to escape. T h e Athenians were again
concluded in the following year (421). For the decisively defeated ; and having thus lost their
next few years Nicias used" all his efforts to in- fleet, they were obliged to retreat by land.
duce the Athenians to preserve the peace, and They were pursued by the enemy, and were
w a s constantly opposed by Alcibiades, w h o had finally compelled to surrender. Both Nicias
n o w become the leader of the popular party. and Demosthenes were put to death by the
In 415 the Athenians resolved on sending their Syracusans.—2. T h e physician of Pyrrhus, king
great expedition to Sicily, and appointed Nicias of Epirus, w h o offered to the R o m a n consul to
with Alcibiades and Lamachus to the command. poison the kingfora certain reward. Fabricittg
Hicias disapproved of the expedition altogeth- not only rejected his base offer with indignaer, and did all that he could to divert the Atheni- tion, but immediately sent him back to Pyrrhus
ans from this course. But his representations with notice of his treachery. H e is sometimes,
produced no effect, and he set sail for Sicily but erroneously, called Cineas. •— 3. A Coan
with his colleagues. Alcibfedes w a s soon aft- grammarian, w h o lived at R o m e in the time
erward recalled (vii. ALCIBIADES), and the sole of Cicero, with w h o m he w a s intimate — 4 . A
c o m m a n d w a s thus virtually left in the hands celebrated Athenian painter, flourished abctj
of Nicias. His early operations were attended B.C 320. H e w a s the most distinguished diswith success. H e defeated the Syracusans in ciple of Euphranor. His works seem to hav&
the autumn, and employed the winter in se- been all painted in encaustic. One of his greatcuring the co-operation of several of the Greek est paintings w a s a representation of the infercities, and of the Siculian tribes in the island. nal regions as described by Homer. H e refusIn the spring of next year he renewed his at- ed to sell this picture to Ptolemy, although the
tacks upon Syracuse ; he succeeded in seizing price offered for it w a s sixty talents.
[NICIPPE (NiK'nrirn). 1 - A daughter of Pelops,
on Epipolaa, and commenced the circumvallation of Syracuse. About this time Lamachus and the wife of Sthenelus.—2. A daughter of
was slain in a skirmish under the walls. All Thespius, the mother of Antimachus by Her
the attempts of the Syracusans to stop the cir- cujes.]
[NICIPPUS (NiKiirirog). 1. A native of Cos,
•.umvallation failed. T h e works were nearly
jompleted, and the doom of Syracuse seemed w h o finally made himself tyrant of the island.—
sealed, w h e n Gylippus, the Spartan, arrived in 2. O n e of the ephors of the Messenians in B.C.
Sicily. Vid. G Y L I P P U S . The tide of success 220.]
N I C O O H A R E S (NiKOxdpng), an Athenian poet
n o w turned, and Nicias found himself obliged
to send to Athens for re-enforcements, and re- of the Old Comedy, the son of Philonides?, w a s
quested, at the same time, that another com- contemporary with Aristophanes. [The fragmander might be sent to supply his place, as ments of his comedies are collected in Meineke's
his feeble health rendered him unequal to the Fragm. Comic. Grose., vol. i., p. 465-468, edit
discharge of his duties. T h e Athenians voted minor.]
N I C O C L E S (NiKonXijg). 1. King of Salamis ie
re enforcements, which were placed under the
c o m m a n d of Demosthenes and Eurymedon; but Cyprus, son of Evagoras, w h o m he succeeded
they would not allow Nicias to resign his com- B.C. 374. Isocrates addressed him a long pan
mand, Demosthenes, upon his arrival in Sicily egyric upon his father's virtues, for which Nic413), made a vigorous effort to recover Epipo- ocles rewarded the orator with the magnificent
Ite, which the Athenians had lost. H e w a s present of twenty talent3. Scarcely any parnearly successful, but was finally driven back ticulars are known of the reign of Nicocles.
with severe loss. Demosthenes n o w deemed H e is said to have perished by a violent death
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out neither the period nor circumstances of this his affection for his young son, oi whether tfcej
event are recorded.—2. Prince or ruler of Pa- derived their title from being afterward edited
phos, in Cyprus, during the period which fol- and commented on by Nicomachus.—3. Oalleo
lowed the death of Alexander. lie was at firstGerasenus, from his native place, Gerasa in
one of those who took part with Ptolemy against Arabia, was a Pythagorean, and the writer of a
Antigonus ; but, having subsequently entered life of Pythagoras, now lost. His date is inferinto secret negotiations with Antigonus, he was red from his mention of Thrasyllus, who lived
compelled by Ptolemy to put an end to his own under Tiberius H e wrote on arithmetic and
life, B.C. 310.—3. Tyrant of Sicyon, was de- music ; and two of his works on these sutjecta
posed by Aratus, after a reign of only four are still extant The work on arithmetic was
months, B C. 251.—[4 Of Soli, an officer in the printed by Wechel, Paris, 1538; also, after the
army of Alexander the Great.—5 A n Athenian, Theologumena Arithmetics, attributed to Iambhput to death with his friend Phocion, B.C. 318. chus, Lips, 1817. The work on music was
A s he had always been a warm friend to him, printed by Meursius, in his collection, Lugd. Bat..
ne begged of Phocion, as a last favor, to be al- 1616, and in the collection of Meibomius, Amst.,
lowed to drink the poison before his illustrious 1652 — 4 . Of Thebes, a celebrated painter, was
friend, a request which Phocion unwillingly the elder brother and teacher of the great paintei
conceded.]
Aristides. H eflourishedB.C. 360, and onward
[NICOCRATES (NiKoKpdrng). 1. A native ofH e was an elder contemporary of Apelles and
Cyprus, collected an extensive library at a very Protogenes. H e is frequently mentioned by the
early period.—2. Archon of Athens, B.C. 333.] ancient writers in terms of the highest praise.
N I C O O R E O N (NiKOKpeav), king of Salamis, in
Cicero says that in his works, as well as in
Cyprus, at the time of Alexander's expedition those ofEchion, Protogenes, and Apelles, every
into Asia. After the death of Alexander he thing was already perfect. (Brutus, 18.)
took part with Ptolemy against Antigonus, and
N I C O M E D E S (NiKoprjbng). 1.1. King of Bithynwas intrusted by Ptolemy with the chief com- ia, was the eldest son of Zipcetes, w h o m he
mand over the whole island. Nicocreon is said succeeded, B C. 278. With the assistance of
to have ordered the philosopher Anaxarchus to the Gauls, w h o m he invited into Asia, he debe pounded to death in a stone mortar, in re- feated and put to death his brother Zipcetes, who
vengeforan insult which the latter had offered had for some time held the independent soverthe king when he visited Alexander at Tyre.
eignty of a considerable part of Bithynia. The
NIOOLAUS CHALCOOONDYLES.
Vid. C H A L O O - rest of his reign appears to have been undisCONDYLES.
turbed, and under his sway Bithynia rose to a
N I O O L A U S DAMAscENUs,aGreekhistorian,and high degree of power and prosperity. H e foundan intimate friend both of Herod the Great and ed the city of Nicomedia, which he made the
of Augustus. H e was, as his name indicates, a capital of his kingdom. The length of his reign
native of Damascus, and a son of Antipater and is uncertain, but he probably died about 250.
StratDaiee. H e received an excellent educa- H e was succeeded by his son ZIELAS.—2. II.
tion, and he carried on his philosophical studies Surnamed EPIPHANES, king of Bithynia, reigned
in common with Herod, at whose court he re- B C. 149-91. H e was the son and successor of
sided. In B.C. 13 he accompanied Herod on a Prusias II., and fourth in descent from the previsit to Augustus at Rome, on which occasion ceding. H e was brought up at Rome, where he
Augustus made Nicolaus a present of the finest succeeded in gaining the favor of the senate.
fruit of the palm-tree, which the emperor called Prusias, in consequence, became jealous of his
Nicolai—a name by which it continued to be son, and sent secret instructions for his assasknown down to the Middle Ages. Nicolaus rose sination The plot was revealed to Nicomedes,
so high in the favor of Augustus that he was who thereupon returned to Asia, and declared
on more than one occasion of great service to open war against his father. Prusias was deHerod, when the emperor was incensed against serted by his subjects, and was put to death by
the latter. Nicolaus wrote a large number of order of his son, 149. Of the long and tranquil
works, of which the most important were, 1. A reign of Nicomedes, few events have been translife of himself, of which a considerable portion mitted to us. H e courted the friendship of the
is still extant. 2. A universal history, which Romans, w h o m he assisted in the war against
consisted of one hundred and forty-four books, Aristonicus, 131. H e subsequently obtained
of which w e have only a few fragments. 3. A life possession of Paphlagonia, and attempted to
of Augustus, from which w e have some extracts gain Cappadoeia, by marrying Laodice, the widmade by command of Constantine Porphyrogen- o w of Ariarathes VI. H e was, however, exitus. H e also wrote commentaries on Aris- pelled from Cappadoeia by Mithradates ; and he
totle, and other philosophical works, and was was also compelled by the Romans to abandon
the author of several tragedies.and comedies : Paphlagonia, when they deprived Mithradates
Stobaaus has preserved a fragment of one of his of Cappadoeia.—3. III. Surnamed PHILOPATOR,
comedies, extending to forty-four line1' Ti.e king of Bithynia (91-74), son and successor of
best edition of his fragments is by Orelli, Lips., Nicomedes II. Immediately after his accession
1804.
he was expelled by Mithradates, who set up
N I C O M X C H U S (NiKbpaxog). 1- Father of Aris-against him his brother Socrates; but he was
totle. Vii. p. 100, a.—2 Son of Aristotle by the restored by the Romans in the following year
slave Horpyllis. H e was himself a philosopher, (90). At the instigation of the Romans, Nicoand wrote some philosophical works. A portion medes now proceeded to attack the dominiona
of Aristotle's writings bears the name of Nico- of Mithradates, who expelled him a second time
machean Ethics, but why w e can not tell; whethfrom his kingdom (88). This was the immedier the father so named them, as a memorial of ate occasion of thefirstMithradatic war; at th*
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conclusion of which (84) Niconr.sdes was again on tho 28th tf September, 1396—3 (Now jKn
reinstated in his kingdom. H o reigned nearly iercz, or Devrigni ?), a city of Armenia Minor,
ten years after this second restoration. H e died on or near the Lycus, and njt far fiom th'
at She beginning of 74, and having no child/en, sources of the Halys, founded by Pompey on th«
by his will bequeathed his kingdom to the Ro- spot where he gained his firpt victory over Mithman people.
radates : a flourishing place in the time of A u
NICOMEDIA (NiKopnbeia : NiKopnSevg, fem. gustus
Ni: restored by Justinian — 4 . A city in the
Kopbbwoa : now mills at Izmii or Iznikmii), a
northeastern corner of Cilicia, near the junction
celebrated city of Bithynia, in Asia Minor, built of the Taurus and Amanus —[5. Or E M M A U S .
by King Nicomedes I. (B.C. 264), at the north- a city of Palestine. Vii. E M M A U S . 3 — 6 . (Now
eastern corner of the Sinus Astacenus (now Kars, Kiassera, or Casai's Castle, ruins), a cit\
Gulfoflzmid: compare ASTACUS). It was the of Lower Egypt, about two or three miles east
chief residence of the kings of Bithynia, and it of Alexandrea, on the canal between Alexan
soot became one of the most splendid cities of drea and Canopus, was built by Augustus in
the then known world. Under the Romans it memory of his last victory over Antonius.
was a colony, and a favorite residence of sev- Here also, as at Nicopolis opposite to Actium,
eral of the later emperors, especially of Diocle- Augustus founded a temple of Apollo, with
tian and Constantine the Great. Though re- games everyfifthyear. Not being mentioned
peatedly injuted by earthquakes, it was always after the time of the first Caasars, it would seerr.
restored by the munificence of the emperors. to have become a mere suburb of Alexandrea.
Like its neighbor and rival, NICZEA, it occupies
[ N I O O S T R A T S (NiKooTpdrn).
Vid C A M E N Z E . ]
an important place in the wars against the
[NicosTRATus(Nj/(6<JrpaToc). 1. AnAthenian
Turks; but it is still more memorable in his- general, son of Diitrephes, was a colleague of
tory as the scene of Hannibal's death. It was Nicias at the capture of Cythera ; fell in battle
the birth place of the historian Arrian.
against Agis near Mantinea — 2 . A n Argive,
('NICON (NIKUV).
1. A Tarentine, who be- possessed extraordinary strength of body, and
trayed his native city to Hannibal during the was distinguished also for prudence in council;
second Punic war, B.C. 212. The Romans hav- was sent by the Argives with a body of three
ing subsequently taken Tarentum by surprise, thousand m e n to aid the Persian king Darius
Nicou fell bravely fighting in defence of the Ochus against Egypt ]
city.—2. A leader of the Cilician pirates, who
Nico STRATUS (NiKbarpa-og). 1. The youngest
was taken prisoner by P. Servilius Isauricus — of the three sons of Aristophanes, was himself
3. A comic poet, probably of the new comedy : a comic poet. His plays belonged both to th&
a fragment of one of his comedies is given by middle and the new comedy. [The fragments
Meineke, Fragm. Comic. Grac., vol. ii., p. 1176,of his comedies are collected by Meineke, Fragm
edit minor.—4. A n architect and geometri- Comic. Greec, vol. i., p 632-640, edit, minor —
cian of Pergamus in Mysia, the father of the 2. A tragic actor,flourishedbefore B.C. 420.]
physician Galen : he was a learned and accom[NICOTERA, a city of Bruttium, on a mountain
pl.shed man, and superintended in person the not far from the sea, on the road leading from
education of his distinguished son.]
Capua to theFretum Siculum, between Vibo and
NICONIA or NICONIUM, a town in Scythia, on Malliaa.]
the right bank of the Tyras (now Dniester).
NIGEIE, NIGIR, or N I G R I S (Niyeip, 'Nlyip, a
N I C O P H O N and N I C O P H R O N (NiKoipav, N<KOcompounded form of the word Geir or Gir, which
<j)pav), an Athenian comic poet, son of Theron,
seems to be a native African term for a river in
and a contemporary of Aristophanes at the close general), changed, by a confusion which was the
of his career. [The fragments of his comedies more easily made on account of the color of the
are collected by Meineke, Fragm. Comic. Grose,people of the region, into the Latin word NIGER,
vol. i., p. 468-472, edit, minor ]
a great river of zEthiopia Interior, which modNICOPOLIS (NtudVoiUc: NiKoiroXiTng, Nicopoern usage has identified with the river called
litanus). 1. (Ruins at Paleoprevyza), a city at
Joli-ba (i. e., Great Rivei) and Quorra (or, rather
the southwestern extremity of Epirus, on the Kowaia), in Western Africa. As early as the
point of land which forms the northern side of time of Herodotus, we find an authentic statethe entrance to the Gulf of Ambracia, opposite ment concerning a river of the interior of Libya,
to Actium. It was built by Augustus in memory which is evidently identical both with the Nigeir
of the battle of Actium, and was peopled from of most of the ancient geographers, and with
Ambracia, Anactorium, and other neighboring the Quorra. H e tells us (ii., 32) that five young
cities, and also with settlers from zEtolia. Au- men of the Nasamones, a Libyan people on the
gustus also built a temple of Apollo on a neigh- Great Syrtis, on the northern coast of Africa,
boring hill, and founded games in honor of the started to explore the desert parts of Libya;
god, which were held everyfifthyear. The that, after crossing the inhabited part, and the
city was received into the Amphictyonic league region of the wild beasts, they journeyed many
in place of the Dolopes. It is spoken of both as days through the Desert toward the west, till
a libera civitas and as a colony. It had a con- they came to a plain where fruit-trees grew;
siderable commerce and extensivefisheries.It and as they ate the fruit, they were seized by
was made the capital of Epirus by Constantine, some little black men, whose language they
and its buildings were restored both by Julian could not understand, who led them throigh
and by Justinian.—2. (Now Nicopoli), a city ofgreat marshes to a city, inhabited by the sanw
Mcesia Inferior, on the Danube, built by Trajan sort of little black men, who were '11 enchanters
in memory of a victory over the Dacians, and and a great river flowed by the city from wes !
celebrated as the scene ot »he great defeat of the to east, and in it there were crocodiles HeHungarians and Franks by the Sultan Bajazet, rodotus, like his informants, inferred ftcm ths
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in theinNile, twenty geographical mile3 northeast
tourse of the river, and from the crocodiles
it, that it w a s the Nile ; but it can hardly be of Heracleopolis. There was a temp.e here in
any river but the Quorra; and that the city w a s which, as throughout Egypt, the River Nile was
Timbuctoo is far more probable than not. T h e worshipped as a god.
N I L U S (6 NelXog, derived probably from a word
opinion that the Niger w a s a western branch
af the Nile prevailed very generally in ancient which still exists in the old dialects of India,
limes, but by no means universally. Pliny gives Nilas, i. e., black, and sometimes called MeAaj
the same account in a very confused manner, by the Greeks : NeiXog occurs first in Hesiod j
sad makes the Nigris (as he calls it) the bound- H o m e r calls the river Alyvirrog: n o w Nile,
iry between Northern Africa and /Ethiopia. Arab. Bohr-Nil, or simply Bah; i e., the River :
Ptolemy, however, w h o evidently had n e w the modern names of its upper course, in Nubia
sources of information respecting the interior of and Abyssinia, are various). This river, one
Africa, makes the Nigeir rise not far from its of the most important in the world,flowsthrough
real source (allowing for the imperfect observa- a channel which forms a sort of cleft extending
tions on which his numerical latitudes and longi- north and south through the high rocky and
tudes are founded), and follow a direction not sandy land of Northeastern Africa. Its westvery different from what that of the Joli-ba and ern or main branch has not yet been traced to
Quorra would be, if w e suppose that the Zirmi, its source, but it has been followed up to a point
Koji, and Yeo form an unbroken communication in 4° 42' north latitude, and 30° 58' east longibetween the Quorra and the Lake Tchad. But tude, where it is a rapid mountain stream, runPtolemy adds, what the most recent discoveries ning at the rate of six knots an hour over a
render a very remarkable statement, that a rocky bed, free from alluvial soil. After a course
branch of the Nigeir communicates with the in the general direction of north-northeast as
Lake Libya (AiBvn), which he places in 16° 30'far as a place called Khartum, in 15° 34' north
north latitude, and 35° east longitude (i. c, fromlatitude, and 32° 30' east longitude, this river,
the Fortunate Islands = 17° from Greenwich). which is called the Bahr-el-Abiai, i. e., White
This is almost exactly the position ofLake Tchad;River, receives another large river, the Bdhrand, if the Tchaiia really flows out of this lake, el-Azrek, i. e., Blue River, the sources of which
it will represent the branch of the Nigeir spoken are in the highlands of Abyssinia, about 11°
of by Ptolemy, whose informants, however, seem .north latitude, and 37° east longitude : this is
to have inverted the iiredion of its stream. It the middle branch of the Nile system, the A s is further remarkable that Ptolemy places on the T A P U S of the ancients. T h e third, or eastern
Nigeir a city n a m e d Thamondocana in the exact branch, called Tacazze, the A S T A B O R A S of the
position oi Timbuctoo, and that the length of the ancients, rises also in the highlands of Abysriver, computed from his position, agrees very sinia, in about 11° 40' north latitude, and S S 8
nearly with its real length. T h e error of con- 40' east longitude, and joins the Nile (i. c, the
necting the Niger and the Nile revived after main stream formed by the union of the Abiad
the time of Ptolemy, and has only been ex- and the Azrek), in 17° 45' north latitude, and
about 34° 5' east longitude : the point of juncploded by very recent discoveries.
N I G E R , C. P E S C E N N I U S , w a s governor of Syria tion w a s the apex of the island of M E R O E . Here
during the latter part of the reign of C o m m o d u s , the united river is about two miles broad.
m whose death he was saluted emperor by the Hence it flows through Nubia, in a magnificen
legions in the East, A.D. 193; but in the follow- rocky valley, falling over six cataracts, the
ing year he w a s defeated and put to death by northernmost of which, called the First cataract
Septimius Severus. M a n y anecdotes have been (i. e , to a person going up theriver),is and has
preserved of the firmness with which Niger always been the southern boundary of Egypt.
enforced the most rigid discipline among his Of its course from this point to its junction
troops ; but he preserved his popularity by the with the Mediterranean, a sufficient general deimpartiality which he displayed, and by the ex- scription has been given under Z E G Y P T U S (p.
ample of frugality, temperance, and hardy en- 17, a.). T h e branches into which it parted at the
durance of toil which he exhibited in his o w n southern point of the Delta were, in ancient
times, three in number, and these again parted
person.
N I G I R A (Nlycipa, Ptol. : n o w Jenneh 1), a city into seven, of which, Herodotus tells us, five
on the northern side of the River Nigeir, and the were natural and two artificial. These seven
mouths were nearly all named from cities which
capital of the NIGRIT/E.
stood upon them : they were called, proceeding
N I G R I T Z E or-ETEs Qitypirai, Niyplrai AlBioireg,
sSiypvreg), the northernmost of the /Ethiopian from east to west, the Pelusiac, the Tanitic or
(i. e., Negro) communities of Central Africa, Sai'tic, the Mendesian, the Phatnitic, or Pathdwelt about the Nigeir, in the great plain of metic, or Bucolic, the Sebennytic, the Bolbitic oi
Bolbitine, and the Canobic or Canopic. Through
Soudan.
N I G R I T I S L A C U S (Nivpmc Xipvn), a lake in the the alterations caused by the alluvial deposits
intsrior of Africa, out of which Ptolemy repre- of the river, they have n o w all shifted their posents the River Nigeir as flowing. H e places it sitions, or dwindled into little channels, except
two, and these are m u c h diminishes ; namely,
about at the true source of the Nigeir (i. e., the
Joli-ba); but it is not yet discovered whether the Damiat mouth on the east, and the Rosetto
the river has iti source in a lake. S o m e mod- mouth on the west. O f the -aanals connected
ern geographer identify it with the Lake Bebo, with the Nile in the Delta, the most celebrated
were the Canobic, whiuh connected the Canobia
southwest of Timbuctoo.
N I L U P O L I S or N I L U S (NeiXov irbXig, NttAof), amouth with the Lake Mareotis and with Alexcity of the Heptanomis, or Middle Egypt, in the andrea, and that of Ptolemy (afterward called
N o m o s Heracleonolites w a s built on an island that of Trajan), which connected the Nile at th«
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beginning of the Delta with the Bay of Hero- eighty stadia (more thanfifty-fivestatute miles)
5polis at the head of the Red Sea: the forma- if so, the city was twice as large as London totion of the latter is ascribed to King Necho, and gether with its suburbs. In judging of these
Its repair and improvement successively to Da- statements, not only must allowance be made
rius the son of Hystaspes, Ptolemy Philadel- for the immense space occupied by palaces and
phus, and Trajan. That the Delta, and, indeed, temples, but also for the Oriental mode of buildthe whole alluvial soil of Egypt has been creat- ing a city, so as to include la-ge gardens and
ed by the Nile, can not be doubted ; but the other open spaces within the walls The walls
present small rate of deposit proves that the of Nineveh are described as one hundred feet
formation must have been made long before the high, and thick enough to allow three chariots
nistorical period. The periodical rise of the to pass each other on them; with fifteen hund
river has been spoken of under ZEGYPTUS. It red towers, two hundred feet in height. The
is caused by the tropical rains on the highlands city is said to have been entirely destroyed by
in which it rises. The best ancient accounts, fire when it was taken by the Medes and Baby
preserved by Ptolemy, place its souice in a Ionians, about B.C. 606 ; and frequent allusions
range of mountains in Central Africa, called occur to its desolate state. Under the Roman
the Mountains of the Moon ; and the most re- empire, however, w e again meet with a city
cent information points to a range of mount- Nineve, in the district of Adiabene, mentioned
ains a little north of the equator, called Jebel-by Tacitus, and again by Ammianus Marcellinus, and a mediaaval historian of the thirteenth
el-Kumri, or the Bias Mountain, as containing
the probable sources of the Bahr Abiad. The century mentions a fort of the same name ; but
ancient Egyptians deified the Nile, and took the statements like these must refer to some later
utmost care to preserve its water from pollu- place built among or near the ruins of the ancient Nineveh. Thus, of all the great cities of
tion.
[NILUS (NelXog), the god of the River Nilethe world, none was thought to have been more
in Egypt, said to have been a son of Oceanus utterly lost than the capital of the most ancient
and Tethys, and father of Memphis and Chione. of the great monarchies. Tradition pointed out
a few shapeless mounds opposite Mosul, on the
Pindar calls him a son of Saturn (Cronus).]
N I N U S , the reputed founder of the city of Upper Tigris, as all that remained of Nineveh ;
Ninus or Nineveh. A n account of his exploits and a few fragments of masonry were occasionis given under Semiramis, his wife, whose name ally dug up there, and elsewhere in Assyria,
bearing inscriptions in an almostunknown charwas more celebrated. Vid. SEMIRAMIS.
acter, called, from its shape, cuneiform or arNINUS, NINIVE (Ntvog, less correctly Nlvog:
in the Old Testament, Nineveh, L X X . Nivevij,row-headed. Within the last ten years, however, those shapeless mounds have been shown
Nivevl: Ntvwe, Ninivitaa, pi ), the capital of the
great Assyrian monarchy, and one of the most to contain the remains of great palaces, on the
ancient cities in the worid, stood on the east- walls of which the scenes of Assyrian life and
ern side of the Tigris, at the upper part of its the records of Assyrian conquests are sculpcojuse, in the district of Aturia. The accounts tured ; while the efforts which had long been
of its foundation and history are as various as made to decipher the cuneiform inscnptiona
those respecting the Assyrian monarchy in gen- found in Persia and Babylonia, as well as Aseral. Vid. ASSYRIA. The Greek and Roman syria, have been so far successful as to make it
writers ascribe its foundation to Ninus ; but in probable that w e may soon read the records of
Assyrian history from her own monuments. It
the book of Genesis (x , 11) w e are told, immediately after the 'mention of the kingdom of is as yet premature to form definite conclusions
Nimrod and his foundation of Babel and other to any great extent. The results of Major
Rawlinson's study of the cuneiform inscriptions
cities in Shinar <i, e., Babylon), that " out of
that land went forth Asshur" (or otherwise, of Assyria are only in process of publication
" h e — i e , Nimrod—went forth into Assyria"), The excavations conducted by Dr. Layard and
" and builded Nineveh." There is no further M . Botta have brought to light the sculptured
mention of Nineveh in Scripture till the reign remains of immense palaces, not only at the
of Jeroboam II, about B.C. 825, when the proph- traditional site of Nineveh, namely, Koayunjik
et Jonah was commissioned to preach repent- and Nebbi-Yunus, opposite to Mosul, and at
ance to its inhabitants. It is then described as Khorsabad, about ten miles to the north-north" an exceeding great city, of three days' jour- east, but also in a mound eighteen miles lower
ney," and as containing " more than one hund- down theriver,in the tongue of land between
red and twenty thousand persons that can not the Tigris and the Great Zab, which still bears
discern between their right hand and their left the name of Nimroui; and it is clear that theii
hand," which, if this phrase refers to children, remains belong to different periods, embracing
would represent a population of six hundred the records of two distinct dynasties, extending
thousand souls. The other passages, in which over several generations, none of which can be
the Hebrew prophets denounce ruin against it, later than B.C. 606, while some of them probbear witness to its size, wealth, and luxury, andably belong to a period at least as ancient as
the latest of them (Zeph , ii., 13) is dated only the thirteenth, and perhaps even the fifteenth
a few years before thefinaldestruction of the century B.C. There are other mounds of ruins
city, which was effected by the Medes and as yet unexplored. Which of these ruins corBabylonians about B G. 606. It is said by respond to the true site of Nineveh, or whethe>
Strabo to have been larger than Babylon, and (as Dr. Layard suggests) that vast city may
Diodorus describes it as an oblong quadrangle have extended all the way along the Tigris from
of one hundred andfiftystadia by ninety, mak- Kouyunjik to Nimroui, and to a corresponding
ing the circuit i f thi- walls four hundred and breadth northeast of the river, as far as Khar
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issad. a w questions still undei discission. daughter on her knees, and thirteen gtatuei
Meanwhile, the study of the monuments and of her sons and daughters, besides a figure
inscriptions thus discovered must soon throw usually called the paadagogus of the children
fresh light on the whole subject. Some splen- The Romans themselves were uncertain whethdid fragments of sculpture, obtained by Dr. Lay- er the group was the work of Scopas or Praxih
ard from Nimroud, are now to be seen in the eles.
NIPHATES (6 NifaTng, i. e., Snow-mountain
British M lseum.
N I N Y A 3 (Niviag), son of Ninus and Semira-now Balan), a mountain chain of Armenia, forming an eastern prolongation of the Taurus from
mis.
Vii. SEMIKAMIS.
N I O B E (NiaSn). <. Daughter of Phoroneus, where it is crossed by the Euphrates toward
and by Zeus the mother of Argus and Pelasgus. the Lake of Van, before reaching which it turns
— 2 . Daughter of Tantalus by the Pleiad Tay- to the south, and approaches the Tigris below
gete or the Hyad Dione. She was the sister Tigranocerta ; thus surrounding on the north
of Pelops, and the wife of Amphion, king of and east the basin of the highest course of the
Thebes, by w h o m she became the mother of Tigris (which is inclosed on the south and
six sons and six daughters. Being proud of the southwest by Mount Masius), and dividing it
.lumber of her children, she deemed herself su- from the valley of the Arsanias (now Murad) oi
perior to Latona (Leto), who had given birth to southern branch of the Euphrates. The con.
only two children. Apollo and Diana (Arte- tinuation of Mount Niphates to the southeast,
mis), indignant at such presumption, slew all along the eastern margin of the Tigris valley,
her children with their arrows. For nine days is formed by the mountains of the Carduchi
their bodies lay in their blood without any one (now Mountains of Kurdistan).
[NIPHATES (Nifdrng), one of the Persian genburying them, for Jupiter (Zeus) had changed
the people into stones; but on the tenth day erals at the battle of the Granicus.]
N I R E U S (Njpric), son of Charopus and Aglaia,
the gods themselves buried them. Niobe herself, who had gone to Mount Sipylus, was met- was, next to Achilles, the handsomest among
amorphosed into stone, and even thus contin- the Greeks at Troy. H e came from the island
ued to feel the misfortune with which the gods of Syme (between Rhodes and Cnidus). Later
had visited her. This is the Homeric story, writers relate that he was slain by Eurypylus
which later writers have greatly modified and or zEneas.
[NISA or NISSA.
Vid. N Y S A . ]
enlarged. The number and names of the chilNISZEA.
Vid. M E G A R A .
dren of Niobe vary very much in the different
NISZEA, NISZEI, NISZEUS CAMPU.S (Ni'o-aja, Niaccounts; for while Homer states that their
number was twelve, Hesiod and others men- aaioi, rb Nioaiov ireSiov), these names are found
tioned twenty, Alcman only six, Sappho eight- in the Greek and Roman writers used for varieen, and Herodotus four; but the most common- ous places on the south and southeast of the
lyreceived number in later times appears to have Caspian : thus one writer mentions a city Nisaea
been fourteen, namely, seven sons and seven in Margiana, and another a people Nisaai in
daughters According to Homer, all the chil- the north of Aria ; but most apply the term Nidren of Niobe fell by the arrows of Apollo and saaan Plain to a plain in the north of Great MeDiana (Artemis); but later writers state that dia, near Rhagaa, the pasture ground of a great
one of her sons, Amphion or Amyclas, and one number of horses of thefinestbreed, which supof her daughters, Melibcea, were saved, but thatplied the studs of the king and nobles of Persia.
Melibcea, having turned pale with terror at the It seems not unlikely that this breed of horses
sight of her dying brothers and sisters, was was called Nisaaan from their original home in
afterward called Chloris. The time and place Margiana (a district famous for its horses), and
at which the children of Niobe were destroyed that the Nisaaan plain received its name from
are likewise stated differently. According to the horses kept in it.
NISIBIS (NioiBtg : NiatBnvbg). 1. Also ANTIOHomer, they perished in their mother's house.
According to Ovid, the sons were slain while CHIA MYGDONIZE (in the Old Testament, Aram
they were engaged in gymnastic exercises in a Zoba 1 ruins near Nisibin), a celebrated city of
plain near Thebes, and the daughters during the Mesopotamia, and the capital of the district of
funeral of their brothers. Others, again, trans-Mygdonia, stood on the River Mygdonius (now
fer the scene to Lydia, or make Niobe, after the Nahr-al-Huali), thirty-seven R o m a n miles southdeath of her children, go from Thebes to Lydia, west of Tigranocerta, in a very fertile district.
to her father Tantalus on Mount Sipylus, where It was the centre of a considerable trade, and
Jupiter (Zeus), at her own request, metamorph- was of great importance as a military post. In
osed her into a stone, which during the sum- the successive wars between the Romans and
mer always shed tears. In the time of Pau- Tigranes, the Parthians, and the Persians, it
sanias people still fancied they could see the was several times taken and retaken, until at
petrified figure of Niobe on Mount Sipylus. The last it fell into the hands of the Persians in the
tomb of the children of Niobe, however, was reign of Jovian.—2. A city of Aria, at the foot
shown at Thebes. The story of Niobe and her of Mount Paropamisus.
Nisus (Nloog). 1. King of Megara, was son
children was frequently taken as a subject by
ancient artists. One of the most celebrated of of Pandion and Pylia, brother of /Egeus, Pallas,
the ancient works of art still extant is the group and Lycus, and husband of Abrote, by w h o m he
of Niobe and her children, which filled the pedi- became the father of Scylla. W h e n Megara
ment of the temple of Apollo Sosianus at Rome, was besieged by Minos, Scylla, who had fallen
and whieh was discovered at R o m e in the year in love with Minos, pulled out the purple ol
1583. This group is now at Florence, and con- golden hair which grew on the top of her fa
sists of the mother, who holds her youngest ther's head, and on which his life dependec
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Nisus thereupon died, and Minos obtained pos- that she was the wife of Nebuchadnezzar, an*
«ession of tho city. Minos, however, was so the mother or grandmother of Labynetus or Bel'lorrified at the conduct of the unnatural daugh- shaz'zar, the last king of Babylon.—2. A queen
ter, that he ordered Scylla to be fastened- to the of Egypt, was elected to the sovereignty in place
pt.ip of his ship, and afterward drowned her in of her brother, w h o m the Egyptians had killed
the Saronic Gulf. According to others, Minos In order to take revenge upon the murderers of
'eft Megara in disgust; Scylla leaped into the her brother, she built a »ery long chamber urnlet
sea, and swam after his ship; but her father, ground, and when it was finished invited to a
who had been changed into a sea-eagle (halia-banquet in it those of the Egyptians who had
itus), pounced down upon her, whereupon she had a principal share in the murder. While
was metamorphosed into either a fish or a bird they were engaged in the banquet, she let in
called Ciris. Scylla, the daughter of Nisus, is upon them the waters of the Nile by means of
sometimes confounded by the poets with Scylla, a large concealed pipe, and drowned them all,
the daughter of Phorcus. Hence the latter is and then, in order to escape punishment, threw
sometimes erroneously called Niseia Virgo, andherself into a chamber full of ashes. This ;s
Niseis. Vii. SCYLLA. Nisaaa, the port town the account of Herodotus. W e learn from other
of Megara, is supposed to have derived its name authorities that she was a celebrated personage
from Nisus, and the promontory of Scyllaaum in Egyptian legends. She is said to have built
from his daughter.—2. Son of Hyrtacus, and a the third pyramid, by which w e are to underfriend of Euryalus. The two friends accom- stand that shefinishedthe third pyramid, which
panied /Eneas to Italy, and perished in a night had been commenced by Mycerinus. Modern
attack against the Rutulian camp.—[3. A noble writers make her the last sovereign of the sixth
Dulichian, son of Aretus, and one of the suitors dynasty, and state that she reigned six years in
place other murdered husband (not her brother,
of Penelope.]
as Herodotus states), whose name was MenthuN I S Y R U S (Nlovpog: now Nikero), a small island in the Carpathian Sea, a little distance off ophis. The latter is supposed to be the son or
the promontory of Caria called Triopium, of a grandson of the Mceris of the Greeks and Roround form, eighty stadia (eight geographical mans.
miles) in circuit, and composed of lofty rocks, NITRIZE, NITRARIZE (Nirpiai, Nirpia, ~Ntrpaiai
the highest being two hundred and twenty-seven now Birket-el-Duarah), the celebrated natron
feet high Its volcanic nature gave rise to the lakes in Lower Egypt, which lay in a valley on
fable respecting its origin, that Neptune (Posei- the southwestern margin of the Delta, and gave
don) tore it off the neighboring island of Cos to to the surrounding district the name oiNirpidru
hurl it upon the giant Polybotes. It was cele- or the Nopbg rlirpiCtTng, and to the inhabitants,
brated for its warm springs, wine, and mill- whose chief occupation was the extraction of
stones. Its capital, of the same name, stood on the natron from the lakes, the name oiNirpiarai,
the northwest of the island, where considerable This district was the chief seat of the worship
ruins of its Acropolis remain. Its first inhabit- of Serapis, and the only place in Egypt where
ants are said to have been Carians; but already sheep were sacrificed.
[NIVARIA (i. e , Snow Island, now probably
in the heroic age it had received a Dorian population, like other islands near it, with which it isTeneriffe), one of the Fortunataa Insulaa, q. v.]
NIXI Dn, a general term, applied by the Romentioned by Homer as sending troops to the
Greeks. It received other Dorian settlements mans to those divinities who were believed to
in the historical age. At the time of the Per- assist w o m e n in child-birth.
[ N O A S . Vid. N O E S . ]
sian war, it belonged to the Carian queen Artemisia ; it next became a tributary ally ofAthens: NOBILIOR, FULVIUS, plebeians. This family
though transferred to the Spartan alliance by the was originally called PZETINUS, and the name of
issue of the Peloponnesian war, it was recovered Nobilior wasfirstassumed by No. 1, to indicate
for Athens by the victory at Onidus, B.C. 394. that he was more noble than any others of this
After the victory of the Romans over Antiochus name. 1. SER., consul B.C 255, with M. zEmilthe Great, it was assigned to Rhodes, and, with ius Paulus, about the middle of thefirstPunic
the re3t of the Rhodian republic, was united to war. The two consuls were sent to Africa, tc
bring off the survivors of the army of Regulus.
the Roman empire about B.C. 70.
On their way to Africa they gained a naval vic[NITETIS (NlrnTig), a daughter of Apries, the
E^ptian king, who was driven from his throne tory over the Carthaginians; but on their reby Amasis ; Cambyses having demanded of turn to Italy they were wrecked off the coasi
Amasis his daughter in marriage, the latter sent of Sicily, and most of their ships were destroyto him Nitetis, having passed her off as his own ed.—2. M., grandson of the preceding, curule
daughter. Another account, referred to by aadile 195, praator 193, when he defeated the
Herodotus as incorrect, makes Cyrus to have Celtiberi in Spain, and took the town of Tolesought Nitetis in marriage, and to have been by tum; and consul 189, when he received the con
duct of the war against the zEtolians. H e toot
her the father of Cambyses ]
NITIOBRIGES, a Celtic people in Gallia Aqui- the town of Ambracia, and compelled the zEtotanica, between the Garumna and the Liger, lians to sue for peace. O n his return to R o m e
whose fighting force consisted of five thousand in 187, he celebrated a most splendid triumph.
men.
Their chief town was A G I N N U M (now In 179 he was censor with M . /Emilius Lepidus,
the pontifex maximus Fulvius Nobilior had a
Agen).
taste for literature and art ; he was a patron of
NITOCRIS (NiraKpig). 1. A queen of Babylon,
mentioned by Herodotus, who ascribes to her the poet Ennius, who accompanied him in his
many important works at Babylon and its vicin- zEtolian campaign ; and he belonged to thai
tv. It is supposed by most modern v riters party among the R o m a n nobles who w w v. intra
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ctucing into the city a taste for Greek literature the frontiers of Laeonia, is said to tin'", 'erivev
and refinement. H e was, therefore, attacked by its name from a nymph Nomia.
[ N O M I O N (Noplav), of Caria, father of *lmphi
Cato the censor,who made merry with his name,
machus and Nastes, who led the Carians to Ihp
calling him mobilior instead of nobilior. Fulvius, in his censorship, erected a temple to Her- Trojan war.]
N O M I U S (Nouiog), a surname of divinities jrc
cules and the Muses in the Circus Flaminius, as
an indication that the state ought to cultivate tecting the pastures and shepherds, such a^
the liberal arts; and he adorned it with the Apollo, Pan, Mercury (Hermes), and Aristaaus.
N O N A C R I S (NavaKpig: ISuvaxpidrng, NavaKpipaintings and statues which he had brought
from Greece upon his conquest of /Etolia.— evg), a town in the north of Arcadia, northwest
3. M., pon of No. 2, tribune of the plebs 171; of Pheneus, was surrounded by lofty mountains,
curule &>dib 166, the year in which the Andria in which the River Styx took its origin. The
of Terence was performed ; and consul 159.— town is said to have derived its name from No4. Q., also son of No. 2, consul 153, when he had nacris, the wife of Lycaon. From this town
the conduct of the war against the Celtiberi in Mercury (Hermes) is called Nonacriates. EvanSpain, by w h o m he was defeated with great loss. der Nonacrius, Atalanta Nonacria, and Callisto
H e was censor in 136. H e inherited his father's Nonacrina Virgo, in the general sense of Arlove for literature : he presented the poet En- cadian
NONIUS MARCELLUS.
Vid. M A R C E L L U S .
nius with the Roman franchise when he was a
N O N I U S SUFENAS.
Vid. S U F E N A S .
triumvir for founding a colony.
[NCEGA (Noiya), a maritime city of the [ N O N N O S U S (Ndvvoaog), a Byzantine historian
Astures in Hispania Tarraconensis, on the and ambassador, sent on an embassy to the
River Melsus, and on the borders of the Can- zEthiopians, Saracens, & c , by the Emperor Justinian I.; on his return he wrote an account of
tabri.]
[ N O E M O N . 1. A Lyeian warrior, slain by Ulys- his embassy, of which an abridgment was made
ses before Troy.—2 Son of Phronius, anlthacan, by Photius, and still exists ; edited by Niebuhr
who gave his vessel to Telemachus for his in- and Bekker, with Dexippus, Eunapius, & c ,
tended voyage in search of Ulysses.—3. A Tro- Bonn, 1829.]
jan warrior, companion of zEneas in Italy, slain N O N N U S QUbwog). 1. A Greek poet, was a
native of Panopolis in Egypt, and lived in the
by Turnus ]
[ N O E S (Nbng, Hdt), or N O A S (Val. Flacc), asixth century of the Christian era. Respecting
his life nothing is known, except that he was a
southern tributary of the Ister in Thrace.]
N O L A (Nolanus : now Nolo), one of the most Christian. H e is the author of an enormous
ancient towns in Campania, twenty-one Roman epic poem, which has come down to us under
miles southeast of Capua, on the road from that the name oSDionysiaca or Bassarica (AwvvoiaKa
place to Nuceria, was founded by the Ausoni- or Baaoapixd), and which consists of forty-eight
ans, but afterward fell into the hands of the books. The work has no literary merit; thp
Tyrrheni (Etruscans), whence some writers call style is bombastic and inflated; and the inciit an Etruscan city. In B C. 327, Nola was suf- dents are patched together with little or no co
herence: Edited by Graafe, Lips., 1819-1826,
ficiently powerful to send two thousand soldiers
to the assistance of Neapolis. In 313 the town 2 vols. 8vo. Nonnus also made a paraphrase
was taken by the Romans. It remained faith- of the gospel of St. John in hexameter verse,
ful to the Romans even after the battle of Can- which is likewise extant. Edited by Heinsius,
naa, when the other Campanian towns revolted Lugd. Bat., 1627: [and by Passow, Leipzig,
to Hannibal; and it was allowed, in consequence, 1834.]—2. T H E O P H A N E S N O N N U S , a Greek med
to retain its own constitution as an ally of the ical writer who lived in the tenth century aftei
Romans. In the Social war it fell into the Christ. His work is entitled a " Compendium
hands of the confederates, and when taken by of the whole Medical art," and is compiled from
Sulla it was burned to the ground by the Sam- previous writers. Edited by Bernard, Gothaa el
nite garrison. It was afterward rebuilt, and Amstel., 1794, 1795, 2 vols.
N O R A (ra Nwpa: Nwpavdc, Norensis). 1. (No-*
was made a R o m a n colony by Vespasian. The
Emperor Augustus died at Nola. In the neigh- Torre Forcadizo), one of the oldest cities of Sarborhood of the town some of the most beautiful dinia, founded by Iberian settlers under Norax,
Campanian vases have been found in modern stood on the coast of the Sinus Caralitanus,
times. According to an ecclesiastical tradition, thirty-two Roman miles southwest of Caralis —
church bells were invented at Nola, and were 2. A mountain fortress of Cappadoeia, on the
borders of Lycaonia, on the northern side of the
hence called Campana
Taurus, noted for the siege sustained in it by
[NOMADES.
Vii. NUMIDIA.]
N O M E N T A N O S , mentioned by Horace as pro- Eumenes against Antigonus for a whole winter.
verbially noted for extravagance and a riotous In the time of Strabo, who calls it Nypoaaabg, V
mode of' living. The scholiasts tell us that hiswas the treasury of Sisinas, a pretender to tha
throne of Cappadoeia.
full name was L. Cassius Nomentanus.
N O M E N T U M (Nomentanus : now La Mentana), [ N O R A X (Nwpaf), son of Mercury (Hermes
originally a Latin town founded by Alba, but and Eurythea. Vid. N O R A . ]
N O R B A (Norbanensis, Norbanus). 1. (Now
subsequently a Sabine town, fourteen (Roman)
miles from Rome, from which the ViaNomen- Norma), a strongly fortified town in Latium, on
tana (more anciently Via Ficulensis) and the the slope of the Volscian Mountains, and neat
Porta Nomentana at R o m e derived their name. the sources of the Nymphaaus, originally beThe neighborhood of the town was celebrated longed to the Latin and subsequently to tna
Volscian league. As early as B.C. 492 the Rofor its wine.
N O M I A (rd Noum), a mountain in Arcadia, on mans foi nded a colony at Norba. It espouser"
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m e cause of Marius in the civil war, and was former by the mountains which divide Austnt
destroyed by fire by its own inhabitants, when and Styria : they ooth belonged to the diocese
it was taken by one of Sulla's generals. There of Illyricum and the prefecture of Italy.
are still remains of polygonal walls, and a sub- N O R T I A or N U R T I A , an Etruscan divinity
terraneous passage at Norma.—2. Surnamed worshipped at Volsinii, where a nail was driver.
CEISAREA (now Alcantara), a Roman colony inevery year into the wall of her temple, for the
Lusitania, on the left bank of the Tagus, north- purpose of marking the number of years.
west of Augusta Emerita. The bridge built by
Nossis, a Greek poetess, of Locri in Italy,
order of Trajan over the Tagus at this place is lived about B.C 310, and is the author of twelve
still extant. It is six hundred feet long by epigrams of considerable beauty in the Greek
twenty-eight wide, and contains six arches.
Anthology.
N O R B A N U S , C , tribune of the plebs B.C. 95,
[NOTIUM (SSbrwv). 1. The port of Colophon.
when he accused Q Servilius Caapio of majes- Vii. C O L O P H O N . — 2. A city in the island Catas, but was himself accused of the same crime lydna, which lay near Rhodes.—3. (Now Missen
in the following year, on account of disturbances Head), a promontory of Hibernia, the southwest
which took place at the trial of Caapio. In 90 point of the island.]
or 89, Norbanus was praator in Sicily during the
NOTUS.
Vid. A U S T E R .
Marsic war ; and in the civil wars he espoused
N O V A R I A (Novarensis : now Novara), a town
the Marian party. H e was consul in 83, when he in Gallia Transpadana, situated on a river of
was defeated by Sulla near Capua. In the fol- the same name (now Gogna), and on the road
lowing year, 82, he joined the consul Carbo in from Mediolanum to Vercellaa, subsequently a
Cisalpine Gaul, but their united forces were en- Roman municipium.
tirely defeated by Metellus Pius. Norbanus esNOVATIANUS, a heretic, who insisteu upon the
caped from Italy andfledto Rhodes, where he perpetual exclusion from the Church of all
put an end to his life, when his person was de- Christians who had fallen away from the faith
manded by Sulla.
under the terrors of persecution. On the elecN O R B A N U S FLACCUS.
Vii. F L A C C U S .
tion of Cornelius to the see of Rome, A.D. 251,
N O R E I A (Naprjeia : now Neumarkt in Styria),
Novatianus was consecrated bishop of a rival
the ancient capital of the Taurisci or Norici in party, but was condemned by the council held
N o icum, from which the whole country proba- in the autumn of the same year. After a vain
bly derived its name. It was situated in the struggle to maintain his position, he was obliged
ceritre ofNoricum, a little south of the River to give way, and became the founder of a new
Murius, and on the road from Virunum to Ovila- sect, who from him derived the name of Novaba. It is celebrated as the place where Carbo tians. It should be observed that the individua
was defeated by the Cimbri, B.C. 113. It was who first proclaimed these doctrines was no
besieged by the Boii in the time of Julius Caasar. Novatianus, but an African presbyter under
(Caas., B. G., i., 5.)
Cyprian, named Novatus. Hence much conN O R I C U M , a Roman province south of the fusion has arisen between Novatus and Novati
Danube, which probably derived its name from anus, who ought, however, to be carefully disthe town of NOREIA, was bounded on the north tinguished. A few of the works of Novatianus
by the Danube, on the west by Raatia and Vin- are extant. The best edition of them is by
delicia, on the east by Pannonia, and on the Jackson, Lond., 1728.
south by Pannonia and Italy. It was separated
NOVATUS.
Vid. N O V A T I A N U S .
from Raatia and Vindelicia by the River zEnus
N O V E N S I L E S or NOVENSTDES DII, Roman gods
(now Inn), from Pannonia on the east by Mons whose name is probably composed of nove and
Cetius, and from Pannonia and Italy on the insides, and therefore signifies the new gods in
south by the River Savus, the Alpes Carnicaa, opposition to the Indigetes, or old native divinand Mons Ocra It thus corresponds to the ities. It was customary among the Romans,
greater part of Styria and Carinthia, and a part after the conquest of a neighboring town, to
of Austria, Bavaria, and Salzburg. Noricum carry its gods to Rome, and there establish their
was a mountainous country, for it was not only worship.
surrounded on the south and east by mountN O V E S I U M (now Neuss), a fortified town of
ains, but one of the main branches of the Alps, the Ubii on the Rhine, and on the road leading
the A L P E S NORICZE (in the neighborhood of Salz- from Colonia Agrippina (now Cologne) to Cas
burg), ran right through the province. In those tra Vetera (now Xanten). The fortifications of
mountains a large quantity of excellent iron this place were restored by Julian in A.D. 359.
was found ; and the Noric swords were celeN O V I O D O N U M , a name given to many Celtic
brated in antiquity. Gold also is said to have places from their being situated on a hill (dun).
been found in the mountains in ancient times. 1. (Now Nouan), a town of the Bituriges Cubi
The inhabitants of the country were Celts, di- in Gallia Aquitanica, east of their capital Avarvided into several tribes, of which the Taurisci,icum. — 2. (Now Nevers), a town of the /Edui
also called Norici, after their capital Noreia, in Gallia Lugdunensis, on the road from Auwere the most important. They were conquer- gustodunum to Lutetia, and at the confluence
ed by the Romans toward the end of the reign of the Niveris and the Liger, whence it was
of Augustus, after the subjugation of Raatia by subsequently called Nevirnum, and thus acTiberius and Drusus, and their country was quired its modern name.—3. A town of the
"ormed into a R o m a n province. In the later Suessones in Gallia Belgica, probably the same
division of the Roman empire into smaller prov- as Augusta Suessonum. Vid. A U G U S T A , N O .
inces, Noricum was formed into two provinces, 6.—4. (Now Nion), a town of the Helvetii i&
Noricum Ripense, along the bank of the Danube,
Gallia Belgica, on the northern bank of the
and Noricum Mediterraneum, separated from the
Lacus Lemanus, was made a Ro:tian colony b\
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Julius Caasar, B.C. 45, under the name of CoiO- was appointed by Tullus Hostilius prRle-utw
111a Equestris.—5. (Now Isaczi), a fortress inurbi.
Mcesia Inferior, on the Danube, near which Va- N U M A POMPILIUS, the second king of Roma,
lens built his bridge of boats across the Danube who belongs to legend and not to history. H e
was a native of Cures in the Sabine country,
in his campaign against the Goths.
N O V I O M A G U S or N C E O M A G U S . 1. (Now
Cas- and was elected king one year after the death
telnan de Mcioc), a town of the Bituriges Vi-of Romulus, when the people became tired of
visci in Gallia Aquitanica, northwest of Burdi- the interregnum of the senate. H e was re
gala — 2 . A town of the Tricastini in Gallia nowned for his wisdom and his piety; and it
Narbonensis, probably the modern Nions, thoughwas generally believed that he had derived his
some suppose it to be the same place as Au- knowledge from Pythagoras. His reign was
gusta Tricastinorum (now Aouste). — 3. (Now long and peaceful, and he devoted his chief care
Spires), the capital of the Nemetes. Vii. N E M -to the establishment of religion among his rude
ETES.—4. (Now Neumagen), a town of the Tre- subjects. H e was instructed by the Camena
viri in Gallia Belgica, on the Mosella.—5. (Now Egeria, who visited him in a grove near Rome,
Nimwegen), a town of the Batavi.—[6. (Ruins and who honored him with her love. H e was
revered by the Romans as the author of their
near Lisieux), a port of the Lexovii or Lexubii,
a small community belonging to the Arecomici whole religious worship. It was he who first
in Gallia Lugdunensis, between the Liger (now appointed the pontiffs, the augurs, the flamens,
the virgins of Vesta, and the Salii. H e foundLoire) and Sequana (now Seine).]
NOVIDS, Q., a celebrated writer of Atellane ed the temple of Janus, which remained always
shut during his reign. The length of his reign
plays, a contemporary of the dictator Sulla.
is stated differently. Livy makes it forty-three
N O V U M COMUM.
Vii. C O M U M .
years ; Polybius and Cicero thirty-nine years.
[Nox.
Vii. N Y X . ]
The sacred books of N u m a , in which he preN U B A P A L U S (Noii6a Xtpvn : now probably L.
scribed all the religious rites and ceremonies,
Fitlreh, in Dar Zaleh), a lake in Central Africa,
receiving the great river Gir, according to Ptol- were said to have been buried near him in a
emy, who places it in 15° north latitude, and separate tomb, and to have been discovered by
accidentfivehundred years afterward, in B.C.
40° east longitude (=22° from Greenwich).
181.
They were carried to the city praator
N U B Z E , NUBZEI (NovBai, NovBaloi), an African
people, who are found in two places, namely, Petilius, and were found to consist of twelve
about the Lake N U B A , and also on the banks of or seven books in Latin on ecclesiastical law,
the Nile north of Meroe, that is, in the north and the same number of books in Greek on
central part oi Nubia: the latter were govern- philosophy: the latter were burned on the comed by princes of their own, independent of mand of the senate, but the former were careMeroS. By the reign of Diocletian they had fully preserved. The story of the discovery
advanced northward as far as the frontier of of these books is evidently a forgery; and the
books, which were ascribed to Numa, and which
Egypt.
N U C E R I A (Nucerinus). 1. Surnamed A L F A - were extant at a later time, were evidently
T E « N A (now Nocera), a town in Campania, on nothing more than works containing an account
the Sarnus (now Sarno), and on the Via Appia, of the ceremonial of the Roman religion.
N U M A N A (now Umana Distrutta), a town in
southeast of Nola, and nine (Roman) miles from
tho; coast, was taken by the Romans in the Sam- Picenum, on the road leading from Ancona to
nite wars, and was again taken by Hannibal Aternum, along the coast, was founded by the
after the battle of Cannaa, when it was burned Sieuli, and was subsequently a municipium.
N U M A N T I A (Numantinus: ruins near Puente
to the ground. It was subsequently rebuilt, and
both Augustus and Nero planted here colonies de Don Guarray), the capital of the Arevacaa or
of veterans. Pompeii was used as the harbor Arevaci in Hispania Tarraconensis, and the
of Nuceria.—2. Surnamed C A M E L L A R I A (now most important town in all Celtiberia, was sitNocera), a town in the interior of Umbria, on theuated near the sources of the Durius, on a small
Via Flaminia.—3. (Now Luzzara), a small town tributary of this river, and on the road leading
in Gallia Cispadana, on the Po, northeast of from Asturica to Caasaraugusta. It was strongBrixellum.—4 A town in Apulia, more correctly ly fortified by nature, being built on a steep and
precipitous, though not lofty hill, and accessible
called LUOERIA.
[ N U D I U M (Novbiov), a settlement of the Minyaaby only one path, which was defended by ditches
and palisades. It was twenty-four stadia in
in Elis, early destroyed by the Eleans.]
N U I T H O N E S , a people of Germany, dwelling circumference, but was not surrounded by regon the right bank of the Albis (now Elbe), south- ular walls, which the natural strength of its
west of the Saxones, and north of the Lango- position rendered unnecessary. It was long
bardi, in the southeastern part of the modern the head-quarters of the Celtiberians in their
wars with the Romans; and its protracted siege
Mecklenburg.
N U M A M A R C I U S . 1. A n intimate friend of andfinaldestruction by Seipio Africanus the
N u m a Pompilius, w h o m he is said to have ac- younger (B.C. 133) is one of the most memorcompanied to Rome, where N u m a made him able events in the early history of Spain.
[ N U M A N U S R E M U L U S , a Rutulian warrior, broththe first pontifex maximus. Marcius aspired
to the kingly dignity on the death of Pompilius, er-in-law of Turnus, slain by Ascanius.]
N U M E N I U S (Novpnvwg), of Apamea in Syria,
and he starved himself to death on the election
of Tullus Hostilius.—2. Son of the preceding, a Pythagoreo-PIatonic philosopher, who was
is said to have married Pompilia, the daughter highly esteemed by Plotinus and his school, as
Df N u m a Pompilius, and to have become by her well as by Origen. H e probably belongs to the
the father of Ancus Marcius. N u m a Marcius age of the Antonines. His object was to tracs
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M»e doctrines of Plato up to Pythagoras, and, at at iheltfirstappearance in R(.nan history, we
-ne same time, to show that they were not at find their two great tribes, the Massylians and
variance with the dogmas and mysteries of the the Massaasylians, forming two monarchies,
Brahfliiiis, Jews, Magi, and Egyptians. Con- which were united into one under Masinissa
siderabla fragments of his works have been B.C. 201. For the historical details, vid. M A S preserved by Eusebius, in his Praparatio Evan-INISSA. On Masinissa's death in 148, his kinggelica.
dom was divided, by his dying directions, be
N U M E R I A N U S , M. A U R E L I U S , the younger of tween his three sons, Micipsa, Mastanabal, and
tbe two sons of the Emperor Carus, who ac- Gulussa ; but it was soon reunited under M I companied his father in the expedition against CIPSA, in consequence of the death of both his
tee Persians, A D. 283. After the death of his brothers. His death in 118 was speedily folfather, which happened in the same year, Nu- lowed by the usurpation of Jugurtha, an acmerianus was acknowledged as joint emperor eount of which and of the ensuing war with the
with his brother Carinus. The army, alarmed Romans is given under J U G U R T H A . On the de
by the fate of Carus, who was struck dead by feat of Jugurtha in 106, the country became
lightning, compelled Numerianus to retreat to- virtually subject to the Romans, but they perward Europe. During the greater part of the mitted the family of Masinissa to govern it, with
march, which lasted for eight months, he was the royal title (vid. HIEMPSAL, N O . 2 ; JUBA, N O .
confined to his litter by an affection of the eyes ; 1), until B.C. 46, when Juba, who had espoused
but the suspicions of the soldiers having become the cause of Pompey in the civil wars, was deexcited, they at length forced their way into the feated and dethroned by Julius Caasar, and
imperial tent, and discovered the dead body of Numidia was made a R o m a n province. It
their prince. Arrius Aper, praafect of the prsa- seems to have been about the same time or a
torians, and father-in-law of the deceased, was little later, under Augustus, that the western
arraigned of the murder in a military council, part of the country was taken from Numidia
held at Chalcedon, and, without being permit- and added to M A U R E T A N I A , as far east as Saldaa.
ted to speak in his own defence, was stabbed In B.C. 30 Augustus restored Juba II. to his
to the heart by Diocletian, w h o m the troops had father's kingdom of Numidia; but in B C. 25
already proclaimed emperor. Vid. DIOCLETI- he exchanged it for Mauretania, and Numidia,
ANUS.
that is, the country between Saldaa on the west
Nihiioius or N U M I C U S (now Numico), a small and the Tusca on the east, became a R o m a n
fiver in Latium,flowinginto the Tyrrhene Sea province. It was again diminished by near a
near Ardea, on the banks of which was the half under Claudius (vid. M A U R E T A N I A ) ; and
tomb of /Eneas, w h o m the inhabitants called henceforth, until the Arab conquest, the senaJupiter Indiges.
torial province of Numidia denotes the district
[NUMICITJS, TIB. 1. Tribune of the plebs B.C. between the River Ampsaga on the west and
820, was, with his colleague Q. Maalius, given the Tusca on the east; its capital was Cirta
svo- to the Samnites when the Romans resolv- (now Constantineh). The country, in its latei
«A not to adhere to the peace made at Caudium. restricted limits, is often distinguished by the
Th? colleague of Maalius is called by Livy L. name of N e w Numidia or Numidia Proper The
Julius, and not Numicius. — 2. A person to Numidians are celebrated in military history as
w h o m Hcrace addresses the sixth epistle of his furnishing the best light cavalry to the armies,
first book: otherwise unknown.]
first of Carthage, and afterward of Rome.
[NUMIOA PLOTIUS, a friend of Horace, who
[NUMIDICUS, the agnomen of Q. Metellus for his
addresses to him one of his odes (bk. i., 36), success in Numidia. Vid. M E T E L L U S , N O . 10.]
to celebrate his safe arrival in Italy, afteT a
NUMIDICUS SINUS (NovpibiKog KbXirog: now
campaign against the Cantabri in Spain.]
Boy of Star ah), the great gulf east of PromonNu MIDIA (Hovpidia, rj Nop.adfa and Nop-aSucy
: Tretum (now Seven Capes), on the north
torium
Nopdg, Numida, pi. Nopdbeg or Nopdbeg AiBveg,
of Numidia.
Numidaa : now Algicr), a country of Northern [NUMISIANUS (Novpioiavbg), an eminent phyAfrica, which, in its original extent, was divid-sician at Corinth, whose lectures Galen attended
ed from Mauretania on the west by the River about A.D. 150, having gone to Corinth for that
Malva or Mulucha, and on the east from the purpose. H e was, according to Galen, the most
territory of Carthage (afterward the Roman celebrated of all the pupils of Quintus, and disprovince of Africa) by the River Tusca: its tinguished himself especially by his anatomical
northern boundary was the Mediterranean, and knowledge.]
on the south it extended indefinitely toward the
[NUMISIUS, P. 1. One of the two chief magisahain of the Great Atlas and the country of the trates of the Latins, B C. 340, and principal comGaatuli. Intersected by the chain of the Less- mander in the Latin war.—2. C , praator B.C.
er Atlas, and watered by the streams running 177, obtained Sicily as his province.—3. T., of
down from it, it abounded in fine pastures, whichTarquinii, was one of the ten commissioners
were early taken possession of by wandering sent into Macedonia B.C. 167, to regulate its
tubes of Asiatic origin, who, from their occu- affairs after its conquest by Paullus zEmilius.—
pation as herdsmen, were called by the Greeks, 4. N Tiro, is branded by Cicero as one of the
here as elsewhere, Nopddeg, and this name wascue-throats employed by M . Antonius t.-Aa triperpetuated in that of the country. A sufficient umvir.]
account of these tribes, and of their connection
N U M I S T R O (Numistranus), a town in Lueania,
with their neighbors on the west, is given un- near the frontiers of Apulia.
der MAURETANIA. The fertility of the country,
NUMITOR.
Vid. R O M U L U S .
inviting to agriculture, gradually gave a some[NUMITCK, sen of Phorcus, a warrior in Ite
what more settled character to the people ; and,army of Tamils, wounded Achates.]
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t_N JMITORIUS, L. 1. One of the five tribunes Nereiies (NnpeiSeg). The rivers vscre lbpie
8 st, elected in the comitia tributa, B.C. 472.— sented by the Potameides (HorapniSeg), who, a*
3. P., the maternal uncle of Virginia, attempted local divinities, were named after their rivers
to resist the iniquitous sentence of the decem- as Acheloides, Anigrides, Ismenides, Amnisiavir Appius Claudius, and was elected tribune of des, Pactolides. The nymphs of fresh water,
the plebs upon the expulsion of the decemvir, whether ofrivers,lakes, brooks, or springs
B.C. 449.-3. Q. Numitorius Pullus, of Fregel- were also designated by the general name
laa, betrayed his native town to the Roman praa- Naiades (Nntbec), though they had, in addition.
tor L. Usimius, B.C. 125, when it rose in revoltspecific names (Kpyvalai. Hnyatac, 'EXeiovbpot
to obtain tho R o m a n franchise.—4. C , was a Aiuvaribeg, or Aipvddeg). Even the rivers of
distinguished man of the aristoeratical party, the lower regions were described as having
who was put to death by Marius and Cinna their nymphs; hence w e read of Nymphas inwhen they entered R o m e at the close of B.C. ferna paludis and Avernalcs. Many of these
nymphs preside over waters or springs which
88.]
N U R S I A (Nurslnus: now Noreia), a town in thewere believed to inspire those who drank ot
north of the land of the Sabines, situated near them. The nymphs themselves were, therethe sources of the Nar and amid the Apennines, fore, thought to be endowed with prophetic
whence it is called by Virgil (Mn., vii, 716) power, and to inspire men with the same, and
frigida Nursia. It was the birth-place of Ser-to confer upon them the gift of poetry. Hence
all persons in a state of rapture, such as seers,
torius and of the mother of Vespasian.
poets, madmen, & c , were said to be caught by
N Y C T E I S (NvKrntg), that is, Antiope, daughter
cf Nyeteus, and mother of Amphion and Zethus. the nymphs (vvptpoXnirroi, in Lat. lymphati, ly
phatici). As water is necessary to feed all vegVid. A N T I O P E , N Y C T E U S
N Y O T E U S (NvKrevg), son of Hyrieus by theetation as well as all living beings, the waternymph Clonia, and husband of Polyxo, by w h o m nymphs frequently appear in connection with
he became the father of Antiope; though, ac- higher divinities, as,forexample, with Apollo,
cording to others, Antiope was the daughter of the prophetic god and the protector of herds and
the river-god Asopus. Antiope was carried off flocks ; with Diana (Artemis), the huntress and
oy Epopeus, king of Sicyon; whereupon Nycteus,the protectress of game, who was herself origwho governed Thebes, as the guardian of Lab- inally an Arcadian nymph ; with Mercury (Herdacus, invaded Sicyon with a Theban aimy. mes), the fructifying god of flocks; with BacNycteus was defeated, and being severely chus (Dionysus) ; and with Pan, the Sileni and
wounded, he was carried back to Thebes, where, Satyrs, w h o m they join in their Bacchic revprevious to his death, he appointed his brother els and dances.—2. Nymphs of mountains and
Lycus guardian of Labdacus, and at the same grottoes, called Oreades('Opeidbeg, 'Opodepvtdb
time required him to take vengeance on Epo- but sometimes also by names derived from
the particular mountains they inhabited (e g.,
oeus. Vii. LYCUS.
N Y C T I M E N E , daughter of Epopeus, king of Les- KiBaipavldeg, HnXidbeg, KopvKiai).—3. Nympl
oos, oi; sac-ording to others, of Nycteus Pur- of forests, groves, and glens, were believed some
sued and d'hlionored by her amorous father, she times to appear to and frighten solitary travel
concealed herself in the shade of forests, where lers. They are designated by the names 'AX
she was trvetamorphosed by Minerva (Athena) anlieg, 'TXnapol, AvXavidStg, and Nairalai.
4. Nymphs of trees were believed to die together
into an owl.
N Y M P H IS (Nvuipai), the name of a numerouswith the trees which had been their abode, and
class offtmale divinities of a lower rank, thoughwith which they had come into existence. They
they arc designated by the title of Olympian, arewere called Dryades and Hamadryaies (ApudtSEc,
called to the meetings of the gods in Olympus, 'A^aiSpvudec. or 'Abpvddeg), from dpvg, which sigand are described as the daughters of Jupiter nifies not only an oak, but any wild-growing
(Zeus). They may be divided into two great lofty tree ; for the nymphs of fruit-trees wen?
classes. The first class embraces those who called Meliies (MnXlSsg, also MnXid&eg, 'Eiripn
were recognized in the worship of nature. The beg, or 'ApaunXiSeg). They seem to be of Ar
early Greeks saw in all tbe phenomena of or- cadian origin, and never appear together with
dinary nature some manifestation of the deity: any of the great gods. II. The second class ol
springs, rivers, grottoes, trees, and mountains,nymphs, who were connected with certain races
all seemed to them fraught with life, and all or localities (Nvp<j>ai xBbviai), usually have a
were only the visible embodiments of so many name derived from the places with which they
divine agents. The salutary and beneficent are associated, as Nysiades, Dodonides, Lempowers of nature were thus personified, and re- niaa. The sacrifices offered to nymphs usually
garded as so many divinities. The second class consisted of goats, lambs, milk, and' oil, but
of nymphs are personifications of tribes, races, never of wine. They were worshipped in many
and states, such as Cyrene, and many others. parts of Greece, especially near springs, groves,
1. The nymphs of the first class must again be and grottoes. They are represented in wor) s
subdivided into various species, according to theof art as beautiful maidens, either quite naked
different parts of nature of which they are the or only half covered. Later poets sometimes
describe them as having sea-colored hair.
representatives. 1. Nymphs of the watery elen\ent. To these belong,first,'thcnymphs of the N Y M P H ^ I U M (NvuQalov, i. e., Nymph's abode).
1. Avvptpai
mountain, with perhaps a village, by the
ocean, Oce.miies ('SlKeavivai, 'SlKcavideg,
iXiai), who were regarded as the daughters ofRiver Aous, near Apollonia, in Illyricum —
Oceanus ; and, next, the nymphs of the Mediter-2 A port and promontory on the coast of Ulyri
ranean or inner sea, who were regarded as the cum, three Roman miles from Lissus.—3. (Now
'laughters of Neieus, and hence were called Cape Ghiorgi,, the southwestern promontorv rf
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Acte or Athos, in Chaleidiee.—4. A sea-port
N Y S A or N Y S S A (Nvea, NtJo '.'J, was the ie>
town of the Chersonesus Taurica (now Crimea), gendar; scene of the nurtjre of Bacchus (Dia.
on the Cimmerian Bosporus, twenty-five stadia nysus), whence the name was applied to sev(two and a half geographical miles) from Panti- eral places which were sacred to that goa.
capaaum. — 5 . A place on the coast of Bithynia, 1. In India, in the district of Goryaaa, at the
thirty stadia (three geographical miles) west of northwestern corner of the Punjab, near the
the mouth of the River Oxines.—6. A place in confluence of the Rivers Cophen and Choaspes,
Cilicia, between Celenderis and Solog.
probably the same place as Nagiira or DionysoN Y M P H Z E U S (Nvpijiaiog).
1. (Now Ninfa polis
or (now Nagar or Nuggar). Near it was a
Nimpa), a small river of Latium, falling into themountain of like name.—2. A city or mountain
sea above Astura; of some note as contributing in /Ethiopia.—3 (Now Sultan-Hisar, ruins a litto theformationof the Pomptine Marshes. It tle west of Nazeli), a city of Caria, on the southnow no longer reaches the sea, but falls into a ern slope of Mount Messogis, built on both sides
little lake, called Lago di Monaci — 2 . A harbor of the ravine of the brook Eudon, which falls
on the western side of the island of Sardinia, into the Maaander. It was said to have been
between the Promontorium Mercurii and the named after the queen of one of the Antiochi,
town of Tillium — 3 . Also called N Y M P H I U S (now having been previously called Athymbra and
Basilimfa), a small river of Sophene in Armenia,
Pythopolis—4. A city of Cappadoeia, near the
f> tributary of the Upper Tigris, flowing from Halys, on the road from Caasarea to Aneyra:
l.orth to south past Martyropolis, in the valley the bishopric of St. Gregory of Nyssa — 5 . A
between Mons Niphates and Mons Masius.
town in Thrace, between the Rivers Nestus and
NYMPHIDIUS SABINUS, commander of the praa- Strymon — 6. A town in Bceotia, near Mount
torian troops, together with Tigellinus, toward Helicon
the latter end of Nero's reign. On the death of
NYS.EUS, NYSIUS, N T S E U S , or N Y S I G E N A , a
Nero, A.D. 68, he attempted to seize the throne, surname of Bacchus (Dionysus), derived from
but was murdered by the friends of Galba.
Nysa, a mountain or city (see above), where tho
N Y M P H I S (Nvp<j)tg), son of Xenagoras, a native
god was said to have been brought up by nymphs
of the Pontic Heraciea, lived about B.C. 250.
N Y S E I D E S or NYSIADES, the nymphs of Nysa,
H e was a person of distinction in his native who are said to have reared Bacchus (Dionysus),
land, as well as a historical writer of some note. and whose names are Cissei's, Nysa, Erato, EriH e wrote a work on Alexander and his suc- phia, Bromia, and Polyhymno.
cessors in twenty four books, and also a history
N Y X (Niif), called Nox by the Romans, was a
of Heraciea in thirteen books. [The fragments personification of Night. Homer calls her the
of N y m p H s are collected by J C.Orelli in his subduer of gods and men, and relates that Jupiedition of Memnon, Leipzig, 1816, p. 95-102, ter (Zeus) himself stood in awe of her. In the
and by C. Muller, Fragm Grose. Hist., vol. iiiancient
.,
cosmogonies Night is one of the very
p. 12-16 ]
first created beings, for she is described as the
N Y M P H O D O R U S (Nvpipbdupog). 1. A Greek hisdaughter of Chaos, and the sister of Erebus, by
orian of Amphipolis, of uncertain date, the au- w h o m she became the mother of zEther and
iior of a work on the Laws or Customs of Asia Hemera. She is further said to have given birth,
(Nbuipa 'Aaiag), vid. at end of No. 2.—2. Ofwithout a husband, to Moros, the Keres, ThanaSyracuse, likewise a historian, seems to have tos, Hypnos, Dreams, Momus, Oizys, the Heslived about the time of Pbilip and Alexander the perides, Moaraa, Nemesis, and similar beings.
Great. H e wrote a Periplus of Asia, and a work In later poets, with w h o m she is merely the peron Sicily. [The fragments of these works are sonification of the darkness of night, she is
given by Miiller, Fragm. Grac. Hist, vol. ii., p.sometimes described as a wingea goddess, and
375-381 ; Miiller considers the existence of sometimes as riding in a chariot, covered with
No. 1 doubtful, and adduces some arguments to a dark garment, and accompanied by the stars
show that these works are by one and the same in her course. Her residence was ir U-e darkauthor, viz., the Nymphodorus of Syracuse.]
ness of Hades.
[ N Y M P H O D O R U S (Nvuipbdapog), a citizen of Abdera, whose sister married Sitalces, king of 0.
Thrace. The Athenians, who had previously OANUS ("ilavog: now Frascolari), a small riv
regarded Nymphodorus as their enemy, made on the southern coast of Sicily, near Camarina
him their proxenus in B.C. 431, and, through
[ O A R A C T A ('QdpaKra, 'OopdxBa, or OvopoxBa:
his mediation, obtained the alliance of Sitalces. now Dsjisme or Khishme, also Brokhi), a large
H e also subsequently testified his friendship for and fertile island lying off the coast of Carmathe Athenians by several other acts of kindness, nia, in the Persian Gulf; in it was found the
and thus did them good service.]
tomb of Erythras, from w h o m the Erythraaan
[ N Y S A or N Y S S A (Nfiua or Nvooa) 1. A queen Sea was fabled to have been named.]
of Bithynia, wife of Nicomedes II, and mother
O A R U S ("Oapoc), a considerable river menof Nicomedes III.—2. A sister of Mithradates tioned by Herodotus as rising in the country of
the Great, who was taken prisoner by Lucullus the Thyssagetaa, and falling into the Palus Maeoat Cabira, and thus escaped the fate of the other tis (now Sea of Azov) east of the Tanai's (now
sisters and wives of the king, who were put to Don). As there is no river which very well andeath shortly after at Pharnacia.—3. A daughter swers this description, Herodotus is supposed
of'Mithradates the Great, who hadbeen betrothed to refer to one of the eastern tributaries of the
to tne King of Cyprus, but accompanied her fa- Don, such as the Sal or the Manyteh.
ther in hisflightto the kingdom of Bosporus,
OASIS ("Oaaig, Avaaig, and m later writers
where she ultimately shared his fate, putting an "ilamg) is the Gr< ek form of an Egyptian won*
end to her life bi poison, B C. 63 ]
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<m Coptic oudh'e, an inhabited place), which
I
I cwas
f Jupiter
(Zeus) A m m o n . The oracle was a s,.
used to denote an island in the sea of sand ofvisited
the
by Cato of Utica. Under the Ptolemies
great Libyan Desert: the word ha)s been adopted and the Romans it was subject to Egypt, and
into our language. The Oases are depressions formed part of the Nomos Libya. The most rein the great table-land of Libya, preserved from markable objects in the Oasis, besides the temthe inroad of the shifting sands by steep hills of ple of A m m o n , were the palace of the ancient
limestone round them, and watered by springs, kings, abundant springs of salt water (as wel'
which make them fertile and habitable. With as fresh) from which salt was made, anc a well,
tbe substitution of these springsforthe Nile, called Fons Solis, the water of which was cold
they closely resemble that greater depression in at noon, and warm in the morning and evening.
the Libyan table-land, the Valley of Egypt. The Considerable ruins of the temple of A m m o n are
chief specifio applications of the word by the still standing at the town oi Siwah. In ancient
ancient writers are to the two Oases on the times the Oasis had no town, but the inhabitwest of Egypt, which were taken possession of ants dwelt in scattered villages.—4. In other
by the Egyptians at an early period. 1. OASIS parts of the Libyan Desert there were oases
M I N O S , the Lesser or Second Oasis ("Oaatgof which the ancients had some knowledge, but
MiKpS, or ij bevrepa : now Wah-el-Bahryeh
or they do not mention by the name of
which
Wah el-Behnesa), lay west of Oxyrynchus, andOases, but by their specific names, such as
I good day's journey from the southwestern end AUGILA, P H A Z A N I A , and others.
of the Lake Moaris. It was reckoned as belong- O A X E S . Vid. O A X U S .
ing to the Heptanomis, or Middle Egypt, and
O A X U S ("Oafoc : 'Odftoc), called Axus ("Afof)
formed a separate Nomos.—2. OASIS M A J O R , the by Herodotus, a town in the interior of Crete,
Greater, Upper, or First Oasis ("O. peydXn, ij
on the River Oaxes, and near Eleutherna, is
irparn, y avu "O., and, in Herodotus, irbXig "Oaaig
said to have derived its name from Oaxes oi
and vijaog Mampav, now Wah-el-Khargch), is Oaxus,
dewho was, according to some accounts,
scribed by Strabo as seven days' journey west a son of Acacallis, the daughter of Minos, and,
of Abydos, which applies to its northern end, asaccording to others, a son of Apollo by Ahit extends over more than l\° of latitude. It chiale.
belonged to Upper Egypt, and, like the other,
OBILA (now Avila), a town of the Vettones, in
formed a distinct nome : these two nomes are Hispania Tarraconensis.
mentioned together as " duo Oasitaa" (ol Svo OBLIVIONIS F L U M E N . Vid. LIMZEA.
'Oaatrai) W h e n the ancient writers use the
O B R I M A S (now Koja-Chai or Saniukli-Chai),
word Oasis alone, the Greater Oasis must gen- an eastern tributary of the Maaander, in Phrygia.
erally be understood. The Greater Oasis conO B R I N G A (now zlar), a western tributary of
tains considerable ruins of the ancient Egyp- the Rhine, forming the boundary between Gertian and Roman periods. Between and near mania Superior and Inferior.
these were other Oases, about which w e learn
O B S E Q U E N S , JULIUS, the name prefixed to a
"little or nothing from the ancient writers, fragment entitled De Prodigiis or Prodigiorum
though in one of them, the Wah-el-Gharbee orLibellus, containing a record of the phenomena
Wah-cl-Dakhleh, three days west of the Greater
classed by the Romans under the general desigOasis, there are the ruins of a R o m a n tem- nation of Prodigia or Ostenta. The series exple, inscribed with the names of Nero and of tends in chronological order from the consulTitus. The Greater Oasis is about level with ship of Seipio and Laalius, B.C. 190, to the conthe valley of the Nile, the Lesser is about two sulship of Fabius and /Elius, B C. 11. The
hundred feet higher than the Nile, in nearly materials are derived in a great measure from
the same latitude.—3. A still more celebrated Livy, whose very words are frequently employOasis than either of these was that called A M - ed. With regard to the compiler w e know
M O N , H A M M O N , A M M O N I U M , H A M M O N I S O R A C U - nothing. The style is tolerably pure, but does
LUM', from its being a chief seat of the worship not belong to the Augustan age. The best ediand oracle of the god A m m o n . It was called tions are by Scheffer, Amst, 1679 ; by Oudenby the Arabs in the Middle Ages Santariah, anddorp, Lugd. Bat., 1720; [and by Kapp, Curiaa
now Siwah. It is about fifteen geographical Regn., 1772.]
miles long, and twelve wide : its chief town,
O B U C O L A , O B U C U L A , or O B U L C U L A (now MonSiwah, is in 29° 12' north latitude, and 26° 17'elova), a town in Hispania Baatica, on the road
east longitude: its distance from Cairo is twelvefrom Hispalis to Emerita and Corduba
days, and from the northern coast about one
O B U L O O (now Porcuna), surnamed PONTIFIhundred and sixty statute miles : the ancients CENSE, a R o m a n municipium in Hispania Baareckoned it twelve days from Memphis, and fivetica, three hundred stadia from Corduba.
days from Paraatonium on the northern coast.
O C A L E A ('&KaXea, 'QicaXen, also 'Q,KaXeic, '
It was inhabited by various Libyan tribes, but Xeai: 'Q.naXsig), an ancient town in Boaotia, bethe ruling people were a race kindred to the tween Haliartus and Alalcomenaa, situated on
/Ethiopians above Egypt, who, at a period of a river of the same name falling into the Lake
unknown antiquity, had introduced, probably Copais, and at the foot of the mountain Tilphufrom Meroe, the worship of A m m o n : the gov- sion.
srnment'was monarchical. The Ammonians
[ O C A L E A ('SlKdXeia), daughter of Mantineus
Jo not appear to have been subject to the old wife of Abas, and mother of Aerisius and ProeEgyptian monarchy. Cambyses, after conquer- tus.]
ing Egypt in B.C. 525, sent an army against
[UCCIA, a vestal virgin, who died in the reign
them, which was overwhelmed by the sands of of Tiberius, A.D. 19, after discharging the duties
the Desert. In B.C. 331, Alexander the Great of her priestho'tl for the long period of fifty
visited the oracle, which hailed 'mm as the son |
; seven years ]
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opamisus .now Hindoo Koosh), according ts
t/CEAKIDES. VH. NYMPH/E.
Strabo, through Hyrcania, into the Caspian •
OCEANI'S ('QKeavbg), in the oldest Greek poets,
,"8 the god of the water which was believed to according to Pliny and Ptolemy, through Bacsurround the whole earth, and which was sup- tria, into the Oxus. Some suppose it to be
posed to be the source of all the rivers and only another name for the Oxus. In the Pehlvi
other waters of the world. This water-god, ig dialect the word denotes a river in general
[OCNUS, a son of Tiberis and Manto, and the
the Theogony oi Hesiod, is the son of Heaven
and Earth (Ovpavog and Tata), the husband ofreputed founder of Mantua, which hfi is said to
Tethys, and the father of all the river-gods and have named after his mother.]
[OORA ("O/cpa), a branch of the Alps in N o n
water-nymphs of the whole earth. H e is introduced in person in the Prometheus of zEs- cum; according to Strabo, the lowest part of the
chylus. As to the physical idea attached by the Carnic Alps, between Aquileia and Nauportus,
early Greeks to the word, it seems that they over which a commercial road passed from Italy
regarded the earth as aflatcircle, which was en- to the north.]
compassed by a river perpetually flowing round OCRICBLUM (Ocrieulanus : ruins near Otricoli),
it, and this river was Oceanus. (This notionan important municipium in Umbria, situated on
,-s ridiculed by Herodotus.) Out of and into the Tiber, near its confluence with the Nar, and
this river the sun and the stars were supposed on the Via Flaminia, leading from R o m e to
There are ruins of an aqueduct,
to rise and set; and on its banks were the Narnia, & c
abodes of the dead. From this notion it natu- an amphitheatre and temples near the modern
rally resulted that, as geographical knowledge Otricoli
[OCRINUM P R O M O N T O R I U M (now Cape Lizard).
advanced, the name was applied to the great
outer waters of the earth, in contradistinction Vid. DAMNONII.]
OCRISIA or OCLISIA, mother of Servius Tul
to the inner seas, and especially to the Atlantic,
or the sea without the Pillars of Hercules (b lius. For details, vid TULLIUS.
£|u -ddXarra, Mare Exterius), as distinguished [OCTACILIUS. Vid. OTACILIUS ]
from the Mediterranean, or the sea within that OCTAVIA. 1. Sister of the Emperor Augustus,
limit (b kvrbgtidXarTa,Mare Internum); and was married first to C. Marcellus, consul, B C
thus the Atlantic is often called simply Ocea- 50, and subsequently, upon the death of the
nus. The epithet Atlantic (b 'ArXavriKb fta-latter, to Antony, the triumvir, in 40. This
marriage was regarded as the harbinger of a
Xaoaa, Herod., o 'A. irovrog, Eurip.; AtlantTeum Mare) was applied to it from the mythical lasting peace. Augustus was warmly attached
position of A T L A S being on its shores. The to his sister, and she possessed all the charms
other great waters which were denoted by the and virtues likely to secure a lasting influence
same term are described under their specific over the mind of a husband. Her beauty waa
universally allowed to be superior to that of
names.
Cleopatra, and her virtue was such as to excite
OCELIS ("OK-nXig: now Ghcl..), a celebrated
harbor and emporium at the southwestern point admiration in an age of growing licentiousness
of Arabia Felix, just at the entrance to the Red and corruption. For a time Antony seemed to
forget Cleopatra ; but he soon became tired of
Sea.
O C E L L U S L U C A N U S , a Pythagorean philoso- his virtuous wife, and upon his return to the
pher, was a native of some Greek city in Lu- East he forbade her to follow him. W h e n at
eania, but w e have no particulars of his work. length the war broke out between Antony and
W e have still extant under his name a consid- Augustus, Octavia was divorced by her hus
erable fragment of a work, entitled, " O n the band ; but, instead of resenting the insults she
had received from him, she brought up with
Nature of the Whole" (irepl rfig rov iravrbg
care his children by Fulvia and Cleopatra She
ivatoc), written in the Ionic dialect; but it is
much disputed whether it is a genuine work. died B.C. 11. Octavia hadfivechildren, three
In this work the author maintains that the by Marcellus, a son and two daughters, and two
by Antony, both daughters. Her son, M. Marwhole (rb iruv, or b Koapog) had no beginning,
and will have no end. Edited by Rudolphi, cellus, was adopted by Augustus, and was desLips., 1801-8 ; [and by Mullach, in the volume tined to be his successor, but died in 23 Vid.
entitled Aristotelis de Melisso, Xenophane et M A R C E L L U S , N O . 9. The descendants of her
Gorgia Disputationes, & c , et Ocelli Lucani, qui two daughters by Antonius successively ruled
the Roman world The elder of them marrifertur, de universa natura libello, Berlin, 1846.]
O C E L U M . 1. A town in the northeast of Lu- ed L. Domitius Ahenobarbus, and became the
sitania, between the Tagus and the Durius, grandmother of the Emperor Nero ; the youngwhose inhabitants, the Ocelenses, also bore the er of them married Drusus, the brother of the
Emperor Tiberius, and became the mother of
mime of Lancienses.—2. (Now Ucello or Uxeau),
a town in the Cottian Alps, was the last place the Emperor Claudius, and the grandmother of
in Cisalpine Gaul before entering the territories the Emperor Caligula. Vid. A N T O N I A . — 2 The
daughter of the Emperor Claudius, by his third
of King Cottius.
O C H A ("Oxn), the highest mountain in Eubcea,wife, Valeria Messalina, was born about A.D.
was in the south of the island, near Carystus, 42. She was atfirstbetrothed by Claudius to
L. Silanus, who put an end to his life, as Agriprunning out into the promontory Caphareus.
pina had destined Octavia to be the wife of hei
[OCHESIUS ('Oxbaiog), an zEtolian prince, father of Periphas, who was slain in the Trojan son, afterward the Emperor Nero. She was
married to Nero in A.D. 53, but was soon dewar ]
serted by her young and profligate husband fol
OOHUS.
Vid. A R T A X E R X E S III.
oc
a
Poppaaa Sabina. After living with the latter aS
O C H U S ("Oxog, *Qx )i great river of Central
Asia, flowing from the northern side of the Par- his m'stress for «ome time, he resolved to re564
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cognize her as his legal wife; and accordingly, of Cannaa (216), and was one of the few wht
tie divorced Octavia on the alleged ground of survived the engagement.—12. C , son of No.
sterility, and then married Poppaaa, A D. 62. 11, and grandfather of Augustus, lived quietly
Shortly afterward, Octavia was falsely accused at his villa at Velitraa, without aspiring to tin
of adultery, and was banished to the little isl- dignities of the Roman state.—13. C , son of
and of Pandataria, where she was put to death. No. 12, and father of Augustus, was praator 61,
Her untimely end excited general commisera- and in the following year succeeded C. Antotion. Octavia is the heroine of a tragedy nius in the government of Macedonia, which he
found among the works of Seneca, but the au- administered with equal integrity and energy.
thor of which was more probably Curiatius Ma- H e returned to Italy in 59, died the following
year, 58, at Nola, in Campania, in the very
ternus.
same room in which Augustus afterward breathOCTAVIANUS.
Vid A U G U S T U S .
OCTAVIUS. 1. CN., surnamed R U F U S , quaes- ed his last. By his second wife Atia, Octavius
tor about B.C. 230, may be regarded as the had a daughter and a son, the latter of w h o m
founder of the family. The Octavii originally was subsequently the Emperor Augustus. Vid.
came from the Volscian town of Velitraa, where A U G U S T U S . — 1 4 L , a legate of Pompey in the
a street and an altar bore the name of Octavius. war against the pirates, 67, was sent by Pom•—2. C N , son of No. 1, plebeian aedile 206, and pey into Crete to supersede Q. Metellus in the
praator 205, when he obtained Sardinia as his command of the island; but Metellus refused
province. H e was actively employed during to surrender the command to him. Vii M the remainder of the second Punic war, and he TELLUS, No. 16.
OCTAVIUS BALBUS.
Vii. B A L B U S .
was present at the battle of Zama.—3. C N , son
O C T O D U R U S (Octodurensis : now Martigny), d
of No. 2, was praator 168, and had the command
of thefleetin the war against Perseus. H e town of the Veragri in the country of the Helwas consul 165. In 162 he was one of three vetii, is situated in a valley surrounded by lofty
ambassadors sent into Syria, but was assassin- mountains, and on the River Drance, near the
ated at Laodicea by a Greek of the name of spot where it flows into the Rhone. The anLeptines, at the instigation, as was supposed, cient town, like the m o d e m one, was divided
of Lysias, the guardian of the young king An- by the Drance into two parts. The inhabitants
tiochus V. A statue of Octavius was placed had the Jus Latii.
OOTOGESA, a town of the Ilergetes in His
on the rostra at Rome, where it was in the time
of Cicero — 4 . CN., son of No. 3, consul 128.— pania Tarraconensis, near the Iberus, probably
5. M., perhaps younger son of No. 3, was the south of the Sicoris.
OOTOLOPHUS, a place of uncertain site, in the
colleague of Tib. Gracchus in the tribunate of
the plebs, 133, when he opposed his tribunitian north of Thessaly or the south of Macedonia.
OOYPETE.
Vid. HAEPYIZE.
veto to the passing of the agrarian law. H e
O O Y R O E ('(Impon). 1. One of the daughters
was, in consequence, deposed from his office
by Tib. Gracchus.—6. CN., a supporter of the of Oceanus and Tethys.—2. Daughter of the
aristoeratical party, was consul 87 with L. centaur Chiron, possessed the gift of prophecy,
Cornelius Cinna. After Sulla's departure from and is said to have been changed into a mare.
Italy, in order to carry on the war against Mith- O D E N A T H U S , the ruler of Palmyra, checked the
radates, a vehement contest arose between the victorious career of the Persians after the detwo consuls, which ended in the expulsion of feat and capture of Valerian, A.D 260, and drove
Cinna from the city, and his being deprived of Sapor out of Syria. In return for these servthe consulship. Cinna soon afterward returned ices, Gallienus bestowed upon Odenathus the
at the head of a powerful army, and accompa- title of Augustus. Odenathus was soon afternied by Marius. R o m e was compelled to sur- ward murdered by some of his relations, not
render, and Octavius was one of the first vic- without the consent, it is said, of his wife Zetims in the massacres that followeii. His head nobia, 266. H e was succeeded by ZENOBIA.
ODESSUS ('Obnaobg: 'Obnoairvg,'05naoei>g).
was cut off and suspended on the rostra — 7 .
L., son of No. 6, consul 75, died in 74, as pro- (Now Varna), also called Odyssus and Odissus
consul of Cilicia, and was succeeded in the com- at a later time, a Greek town in Thracia (in the
mand of the province by L. Lucullus.—8. CN., later Mcesia Inferior), on the Pontus Euxinus,
grandson of No. 4, consul 76.—9. M., son of No. nearly due east of Marcianopolis, was founded
8, was curule aadile 50, along with M. Caalius. by the Milesians in the territory of the Crobyzi
O n the breaking out of the civil war in 49, Oc- in the reign of Astyages, king of Media (B.C.
tavius espoused the aristoeratical party, and 594-559). The town possessed a good harbor,
served as legate to M Bibulus, who had the and carried on an extensive commerce.,—2. A
supreme command of the Pompeianfleet.After sea-port in Sarmatia Europaaa, on the north of
the battle of Pharsalia, Octavius sailed to Illyri- the Pontus Euxinus and on the River Sangaricum ; but, having been driven out of this coun- us, west of Olbia and the moutii of the Borystry (47) by Caasar's legates, he fled to Africa. thenes. It was some distance northeast of this
He was present at the battle of Actium (31), modern Oiessa.
when he commanded part of Antony's fleet.— [ODITES. 1. A centaur, slain by Mopsus — 2
10. C , younger son of No. 1, and the ancestor An /Ethiopian, slain by Clymenus at the nup
of Augustus, remained a simple Roman eques, tials of Perseus.]
[ODIUS ("Obiog). 1. The leader of the Hall
without attempting to rise any higher in the
state.—11. C , son of No. 10, and great-grand- zones, who were in alliance with the Trojans,
fathr>i of Augustus, lived in the time of the sec- was slain by Agamemnon before Troy.—2. A
ond Punic war, in which he served as tribune herald in the camp of the Greeks before Troy.]
O D O A C E R , usually called king of the HeruR
of the soldiers H e was present at the battle
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was the leader of the barbarians who overthrew the Vascones, on the nortt.ern coast c f Hi; panu
the Western empire, A.D. 476. H e took the Tarraconensis, situated on a promontory of the
title of king of Italy, and reigned till his power same name, and on the River Magrada.
was overthrown by Theodoric, king of the Goths.
C E A X (Olaf), son of Nauplius and Clymene
Odoacer was defeated in three decisive battles and brother of Palamedes and Nausimedon.
by Theodoric (489-490), and then took refuge in
[CEBALIDES, CEBALIS. Vii. G S B A L U S ]
Ravenna, where he was besieged for three years. GDBALUS (OlBaXog). 1. Son of Cynortas, husH e at last capitulated on condition that he and band of Gorgophone, and father of Tyndareus,
Theodoric should be joint kings of Italy; but Pirene, and Arene, ivas king of Sparta, where he
Odoacer was soon afterward murdered by his was afterward aonored with a heroum. Acrival.
cording to others, he was son of Perieres and
O D O M A N T I C E ('OSouavriKri), a district in grandson
the
of Cynortas, and was mairied to the
northeast of Macedonia, between the Strymon nymph Batea, by w h o m he had several children.
and tbe Nestus, inhabited by the Thracian tribe The patronymic CEbalides is not only applied tc
of the Odomanti or Odomantes.
his descendants, but to the Spartans generally,
O D R Y S Z E ('Odpvoai), the most powerful people
as Hyacinthus, Castor, Pollux, &c. The femiin Thrace, dwelt, according to Herodotus, on nine patronymic CEbalis and the adjective (Ebaboth sides of the River Artiscus, a tributary of lius are applied in the same way. Hence Helen
the Hebrus, but also spread further west over is called by the poets (Ebalis and (Ebalia pcllex;
the whole plain of the Hebrus. Soon after the the city of Tarentum is termed (Ebalia arx, bePersian wars, Teres, king of the Odrysaa, ob- cause it was founded by the Lacedaamonians ;
tained the sovereignty over several of the other and since the Sabines were, according to one
Thracian tribes, and extended his dominions as tradition, a Lacedaamonian colony, w e find the
far as the Black Sea. H e was succeeded by Sabine king Titus Tatius named QLbalius Titus,
his son Sitalces, who became the master of al- and the Sabine w o m e n CEbalides matres. (Ov.,
most the whole of Thrace. His empire com- Fast, i., 260 ; iii., 230.)—2. Son of Telon, by a
prised all the territory from Abdera to the nymph of the stream Sebethus, near Naples,
mouths of the Danube, and from Byzantium to ruled in Campania.
the sources of the Strymon ; and it is describ[QIBARES (OiBdpng). 1. A groom of Darius
ed by Thucydides as the greatest of all the Hystaspis, who by a stratagem secured the Perkingdoms between the Ionian Gulf and the sian throne for his master, after the assassinaEuxine, both in revenue and opulence. Sital- tion of Smerdis.—2. Son of Megabazus, was
ces assisted the Athenians in the Peloponne- viceroy of Dascyleum, in Bithynia, in the reign
sian war against Perdiccas, king of Macedonia. of Darius Hystaspis.]
Vid. SITALCES. H e died B C. 424, and was suc(ECHALIA (OixaAia : OlxaXievg, OlxaXidrng)
ceeded by his nephew Seuthes I. On the death 1. A town in Thessaly, on the Peneus, neat
of the latter, about the end of the Peloponnesian Tricca — 2 . A town in Thessaly, belonging to
war, the power of the Odrysaa declined. For the territory of Trachis.—3. A town in Messenia,
the subsequent history of the Odrysaa, vid. T H R A -on the frontier of Arcadia, identified by Pau
;IA.
sanias with Carnasium, by Strabo with Anda
[ O D R Y S S E S COSpvacsng), a tributary of thenia.—4. A town of Euboaa, in the district Ere
Rhyndacus, in Mysia ]
tria. The ancients were divided in opinion
O D Y S S E A ('Odvaaeia), a town of Hispania Baawhich of these places was the residence of Eutica, situated north of Abdera, amid the mount- rytus, w h o m Hercules defeated and slew. Tha
ains of Turdetania, with a temple of Minerva original legend probably belonged to the Thes(Athena), said to have been built by Odysseus salian QHchalia, and was thence transferred to
(Ulysses). Its position is quite uncertain. Some the other towns.
of the ancients supposed it to be the same as
CECUMENIUS (Ohovpeviog), bishop of Tricca,
OLISIPO.
in Thessaly, a Greek commentator on various
ODYSSEUS.
Vid. U L Y S S E S .
parts of the N e w Testament, probably flourished
Q C A ('Eaa, Ptol : CEensis : ruins at Tripoliabout
?), A.D. 950. H e has the reputation of a
a city on the northern coast of Africa, in the judicious commentator, careful in compilation,
Rogio Syrtica (i. e., between the Syrtes), was
modest in offering his own judgment, and neat
one of the three cities of the African Tripolis, in expression. Most of his commentaries were
and, under the Romans, a colony by the name published at Paris, 1631.
of zElia Augusta Felix. It had a mixed popuCEDIPUS (Olblirovg), son of Laius and Jocastf
lation of Libyans and Sicilians.
of Thebes. The tragic fate of this hero is mora
Q U A (Ota), a town in the island of zEgina, celebrated than that of any other legendary pertwenty stadia from the capital.
sonage, on account of the frequent use which
C E A G R U S orCEiGEp. (Olaypog), king of Thrace,
the tragic poets have made of it. In their hands
was the father, by the muse Calliope, of Or- it underwent various changes and embellishpheus and Linus. Hence the sisters of Orpheus ments, but the common story ran as follows;
are called (Eagrides, in the sense of the Muses.Laius, son of Labdacus, was king of Thebes,
The adjective QUagrius is also used by the poetsand husband of Jocaste, a daughter of Menceas equivalent to Thracian. Hence CEagrius ceus, and sister of Creon. A n oracle had inHamus, (Eagrius Hebrus, &c.
formed Laius that he was destined to perish by
(EINTHE or G3ANTHIA(O'idvBn,OldvBeta: Olav- the hands of his own son. Accordingly, when
Sevg: now Galaxidhi), a town of the Locri Ozolaa
Jocaste gave birth to a son, they pierced his
on the coast, near the entrance of the Crissaaan feet, bound them together, and exposed the
Gulf.
child on Mount Cithaaron. There ?ie was found
CEXso or C E A S S O (now Oyarzun), a town, of by a shepherd of King Polybus of Corinth and
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was called from his swollen feet(Edipus, Hav- he fel. in battle, and was honored ot l'hetej
ing been carried to the palace, the king and his with funeral solemnities.
wife Merope (or Peribaaa) brought him up as
[ C E N A N T H E (OivdvBn), mother of Agathocles,
their own child. Once, however, CEdipus was the infamous minister of Ptolemy Philopator,
taunted by a Corinthian with not being the and of Agathoclea, through w h o m she possessc:
king's son, whereupon he proceeded to Delphi great influence with the king. After the acto consult the oracle. The oracle replied that cession of Epiphanes, she, with her family, was
he was destined to slay his father and commit given up to the multitude, and by them torn to
incest with his mother. Thinking ,hat Polybus pieces.]
was his father, he resolved not to return to
C E N E O N (Oivedv : Oheavevg), a sea-port town
Corinth; but on his road bet ween Delphi and of the Locri Ozolaa. east of Naupactus.
Daulis ha met his real father Laius. Poly( E N E U S (Olvevg), son of Portheus, husband of
phontes, the charioteer of Laius, bade CEdipus Althaaa, by w h o m he became the father of Tymake way for them, whereupon a scuffle en- deus and Meleager, and was thus the grandfasued, in which CEdipus slew both Laius and his ther of Diomedes. H e was king of Pleuron and
charioteer. In the mean time, the celebrated Calydon in zEtolia. This is Homer's account;
Sphinx had appeared in the neighborhood of but, according to later authorities, he was the
Thebes. Seated on a rock, she put a riddle to son of Porthaon and Euryte, and the father of
every Theban that passed by, and whoever was Toxeus, w h o m he himself killed, Thyreus (Pheunable to solve it was killed by the monster. reus), Clymenus, Periphas, Agelaus, Meleager,
This calamity induced the Thebans to proclaim Gorge, Euiymede, Melanippe, Mothone, and
that whoever should deliver the country of the Deianira. His second wife was Melanippe, the
Sphinx should be made king, and should re- daughter of Hipponous, by w h o m he had Tydeus,
ceive Jocaste as his wife. CEdipus came for- according to some accounts; though, according
ward, and when he approached the Sphinx she to others,Tydeus was his son by his own daughgave the riddle as follows : " A being with four ter Gorge. H e is said to have been deprived
feet has two feet and three feet, and only one of his kingdom by the sons of his brother Agrivoice ; but its feet vary, and when it has most us, who imprisoned and ill used him. H e was
it is weakest." CEdipus solved theriddleby subsequently avenged by Diomedes, who slew
saying that it was man, who in infancy crawls Agrius and his sons, and restored the kingdom
upon all fours, in manhood stands erect upon either to CEneus himself, or to his son-in-law
two feet, and in old age supports his tottering Andraamon, as CEneus was too old. Diomedes
legs with a staff. The Sphinx, enraged at the took his grandfather with him to Peloponnesus,
solution of theriddle,thereupon threw herself but some of the sons, who lay in ambush, slew
down from the rock. CEdipus now obtained the the old man near the altar of Telephus in ArKingdom of Thebes, and married his mother, by cadia. Diomedes buried his body at Argos, a m
w h o m he became the father of Eteoeles, Poly- named the town of CEnoe after him. According
nices, Antigone, and Ismene. In consequence to others, CEneus lived to extreme old age with
of this incestuous alliance, of which no one was Diomedes at Argos, and died a natural death.
aware, the country of Thebes was visited by a Homer knows nothing of all this ; he merely replague. The oracle, on being consulted, or- lates that CEneus once neglected to sacrifice to
dered that the murderer of Laius should be ex- Diana (Artemis), in consequence of which she
pelled. CEdipus accordingly pronounced a sol- sent a monstrous boar into the territory of Caemn curse upon the unknown murderer, and lydon, which was hunted by Meleager. The
declared him an exile ; but when he endeavored hero Bellerophon was hospitably entertained by
to discover him, he was informed by the seer CEneus, and received from him a costly girdle
Tiresias that he himself was both the parricide as a present.
and the husband of his mother. Jocaste now
CENIADZE (Olvidbai: now Trigardon or Trikhhung herself, and CEdipus put out his own eyes. ardo), an ancient town of Acarnania, situated
From this point traditions differ; for, according on the Aehelous, near its mouth, and surrounded
to some, CEdipus in his blindness was expelled by marshes caused by the overflowing of the
from Thebes by his sons and brother-in-law, Cre- river, which thus protected it from hostile aton, who undertook the government, and he was tacks. It was called in ancient times E R YSICHE
accompanied by Antigone in his exile to Attica; ('Epi'criCT), and its inhabitants ERYSIOHZEI ('Epuwhile, according to others, he was imprisoned by oixatot); and it probably derived its later name
his sons at Thebes, in order that his disgrace from the mythical CEneus, the grandfather of
might remain concealed from the eyes of the Diomedes. Unlike the other cities of Acarworld. The father now cursed his sons, who nania, CEniadaa espoused the cause of the Spar
agreed to rule over Thebes alternately, but be- tans in the Peloponnesian war. At the time
came involved in a dispute, in consequence of of Alexander the Great, the town was taken by
which they fought in single combat, and slew the zEtolians, who expelled the inhabitants; but
each other. Hereupon Creon succeeded to the the Aetolians were expelled in their turn by
throne, and expelled CEdipus. After long wan- Philip V., king of Macedonia, who surrounded
derings, CEdipus arrived in the grove of the Eu- the place with strong fortifications. The Romenides, near Colonus, in Attica ; he was there mans restored the town to the Acarnanians
honored by Theseus in his misfortune, and, ac- The fortress Nesus or Nasus, belonging to the
cording to an oracle, the Eumenides removed territory of CEniadaa, was situated in a small
him from the earth, and no one was allowed to lake near CEniadaa.
approach his tomb According to Homer, CEdi- GENIDES, a patronymic from (Eneus, and hence
pus, tormented by the Erinnyes of his mother, given to Meleager, the son of CEneus, and Die
contir .ed to reign at Thebes after her death; medes, the grandson of CEneus
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remained standing.—[2. A Trojan hero, slain bj
[ C E N O (Oivu). Vid. ANIUS.]
(ENOANDA orQENEANDA,a town of Asia Minor, Idomeneus before Troy.—3. A Grecian hero.
In the northwest of Pisidia, or the district of slain by Hector.]—4. Of Gadara, a Cy: s'c philosopher, who flourished in the reign c Hadrian
Cabalia, subject to Cibyra.
[CENOATIS (Oivadng), a surname of Diana (Ar- or somewhat later, but before Porphyry. H e
temis), who was worshipped in Argolic (Enoe, wrote a work to expose the oracles, of which
where a temple was said to have been built to considerable fragments are preserved by Eusebius.—5. A tragic poet. Vid DIOGENES, N O . 5
her by Prcetus. j
C E N O B A R A S (OivoBdpag), a tributary of the G E N O N E (Oivdvn), daughter of the river-goo
Orontes,flowingthrough the plain of Antioch, Cebren, and wife of Paris, before he carrioii
off Helen. Vid. PARIS.
in Syria.
CENOE(Oii;dV Olvoalog). 1. Ademus of Attica, C E N O N E or CENOPIA, the ancient name of
belonging to the tribe Hippothoontis, near Eleu- ZEGINA.
( E N O P H Y T A (-a OivbijivTa : now Inia), a town
theraa, on the fiontiers of Boaotia, frequently
mentioned in the Peloponnesian war.—2. Ade- in Bceotia, on the left bank of the Asopus, and
mus of Attica, near Marathon, bet iging to the on the road from Tanagra to Oropus, memortribe Aiantis, and also to the Tetrapolis.—3. A ableforthe victory gained here by the Athenifortress of the Corinthians, on the Corinthian ans over the Boeotians, B.C. 456.
OENOPIDES (OivoiriSng), of Chios, a distinguishGulf, between the promontory Olmiaa and the
frontier of Megaris.—4. A town in Argolis, on ed astronomer and mathematician, perhaps a
the Arcadian frontier, at the foot of Mount Ar- contemporary of Anaxagoras. CfiAopides detemisitim.—5. A town in Elis, near the mouth rived most of his astronomical knowledge from
of the Selleis.—6. A town in the island Icarus the priests and astronomers of Egypt, with
w h o m he lived for some time. H e obtained
or Icaria.
( E N O M A U S (Oivopaog). 1. King of Pisa in from this source his knowledge of the obliquity
Elis, was son of Mars (Ares) and Harpinna, theof the ecliptic, the discovery of which he is said
daughter of Asopus, and husband of the Pleiad to have claimed. The length of the solar year
Sterope, by w h o m he became the father of Hip- was fixed by CEnopides at three hundred and
podamia. According to others, he was a son sixty-five days, and somewhat less than nine
ofMars (Ares) and Sterope, or a son of Alxion. hours. H e is said to have discovered the
A n oracle had declared that he should perish by twelfth and twenty-third propositions of the
the hands of his son-in-law; and as his horses first book of Euclid, and the quadrature of the
were swifter than those of any other mortal, he meniscus.
[CENOPIA, ancitmt name of /Egina. Vid
declared that all who came forward as suitors
for Hippodamia's hand should contend with him ZEGINA.]
CENOPION (0'ivoiriav), son of Bacchus (Dioin the chariot-race; that whoever conquered
nysus) and husband of the nymph Helice, by
should receive her : and that whoever was conw h o m he became the father of Thalus, Euanquered should suffer death. The race-course
thes, Melas, Salagus, Athamas, and Merope,
• Xtended from Pisa to the altar of Neptune (PoAerope or Haaro. Some writers call CEnopion
seidon), on the Corinthian Isthmus. The suitor
a son of Rhadamanthys by Ariadne, and a
started with Hippodamia in a chariot, and (Enobrother of Staphylus. . From Crete he migrated
maus then hastened with his swift horses after
with his sons to Chios, which bnadamanthys
the lovers. H e had overtaken and slain many
had assigned to him as his habitation. W h e n
a suitor, when Pelops, the son of Tantalus, came
king of Chios, the giant Orion sued for the
to Pisa. Pelops bribed Myrtilus, the charioteer
hand of his daughter Merope. A s CEnopion reof (Enomaus, to take out the linch-pins from
fused to give her. to Orion, the latter violated
the wheels of his master's chariot, and he reMerope, whereupon CEnopion put out his eyes,
ceived from Neptune (Poseidon) a golden charand expelled him from the island. Orion went
iot and most rapid horses. In the race which
to Lemnos ; he was afterward cured of his
followed, the chariot of (Enomaus broke down,
blindness, and returned to Chios to take venand he fell out and was killed. Thus Pelops
geance on CEnopion. But the latter was not
obtained Hippodamia and the kingdom of Pisa.
to be found in Chios, for his friends had conThere are some variations in this story, such
cealed him in the earth, so that Orion, unable
as that (Enomaus was himself in love with
to discover him, went to Crete.
his daughter, and for this reason slew her lov(ENOTRI, CENOTRIA.
Vii. ITALIA.
ers. Myrtilus also is said to have loved HipCENOTRIDES, two small islands in the Tyrpodamia, and, as she favored the suit of Perhene Sea, off the coast of Lueania, and oppolops, she persuaded Myrtilus to take the linchsite the town of Elea or Velia and the moutn
pins out of the wheels of her father's chariot.
of the Helos.
As (Enomaus was breathing his last, he pro(ENOTROPZE.
Vid. A N I U S .
nounced a curse upon Myrtilus. This curse
C E N O T R U S (Olvarpog), youngest son of Lyhad its desired, effect;for,as Pelops refused to
caon, emigrated with a colony from Arcadia to
give to Myrtilus the reward he had promised,
Italy, and gave the name of" CEnotria to tho
fir as Myrtilus had attempted to dishonor Hipdistrict in which he settled.
podamia, Pelops thrust him down from Cape
C E N C S (Oivovg : now Kelesina), a river in LaGeraastus. Myrtilus, while dying, likewise proeonia, rising on the frontier of Arcadia, and
nounced a curse upon Pelops, which was the
flowing into the Eurotas north cf Sparta.
cause of all the calamities that afterward befell
There was a town of the same nair.e upon this
his house. The tomb of (Enomaus was shown
river, celebrated for its wine.
on the River Cladeus in Elis. His house was
CENUSSZE (Oivovaaai, Olvovaai) 1. A grout
destroyed by lightning, and onlv one pillar of it
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of islands lying off the southern point of Mes[ C E U M (Olov), a mountainfortressin e tatei*
senia, opposite to the port of Phoenicus: the Locris, lying above Opus, destroyed by an
two largest of them are now called Sapienza earthquake.]
and Cabrera.—2. (Now Spalmaiori or Egonuses),OFELLA, a m a n of sound sense and of a
a group of five islands between Chios and the straightforward character, w h o m Horace concoast of Asia Minor.
trasts with the Stoic quacks of his time.
[CEOBAZUS (OlbBafyig). l. A Persian, who,OFELLA, Q. LUCRETIUS, orignally belonged to
when Darius Hystaspis was on the point of the Marian party, but deserted to Sulla, who
marching from Susa on his Scythian expedi- appointed him to the command of the army
tion, besought him to leave him one of his three employed in the blockade of Praaneste, B.O. 82
aons, all of w h o m were in tho army. Darius Ofella became a candidate for the consulship
ordered them all three to be put to death.—2. in the following year, although he had not yet
Father of Siromitres, who led the Paricanians been either quaastor or praator, thus acting in
'n the Greek expedition of Xerxes.—3. A noble defiance of one of Sulla's laws. H e was, in
Persian, who, when the Greekfleetappeared consequence, put to death by Sulla's orders.
in the Hellespont after the battle of Mycale,
OFILIUS, a distinguished Roman jurist, was
fled from Cardia to Sestus; he afterward fell one of the pupils of Servius Sulpicius, and a
into the hands of the Thracians, and was by friend of Cicero and Caasar. His works are
them sacrified to their god Pleistorus ]
often cited in the Digest.
[CEOLYCUS (OUXvKog), a son of Theras of O G L A S A (now Monte Christo), a small island
Sparta, and brother of /Egeus, was honored at off the coast of Etruria.
•Sparta with a heroum.]
OGULNII, Q. and C N , two brothers, tribunes
C E O N U S (Olavog), son of Licymnius of Mideaof the plebs B C. 300, carried a law by which
in Argolis, first victor at Olympia in the foot- the number of the pontiffs was increased from
race H e is said to have been killed at Sparta four to eight, and that of the augurs from four
by the sons of Hippocoon, but was avenged by to nine, and which enacted that four of the
Hercules, whose kinsman he was, and was hon- pontiffs and five of the augurs should be taken
ored with a monument near the temple of Her- from the plebs. Besides these eight pontiffs
cules.
there was the pontifex maximus, who is gen
O E R S E ('Qepon), an island in Boaotia, formed
erally not included when the number of pontiffs
by the River Asopus, and opposite Plataaaa.
is spoken of.
[CESALOES, brother of Gala, king of the NuO G Y G I A ('Q) vyia). 1. The mythical island of
oiidiar. tribe of the Massylians, w h o m he suc- Calypso is placed by Homer in the navel or cenceeded on the throne, according to the Numid- tral point of the sea, far away from all lands.
ian law of inheritance.]
Later writers pretended tofindit in the Ionian
CEscts (now Isker or Esker), called OsciusSea, near the promontory Lacinium, in Brut(Oaxiog) by Thucydides, and Scius (Sxlog) by
tium.—[2. Vid. OGYGUS.]
Herodotus, a river in Mcesia, which rises in
O G Y G U S or O G Y G E S ("Qyvyog), sometimes callMount Scomius according to Thucydides, or in ed a Boeotian autochthon, and sometimes SOD
Mount Rhodope according to Pliny, but in real- of Bceotus, and king of the Hectenes, is said
ity on the western slope of Mount Haamus, and to have been the first ruler of the territory of
flows into the Danube near a town of the same Thebes, which was called after him OGYGIA.
name (now Oreszovitz).
In his reign the waters of Lake Copais rose
[CESTRYMNIDES I N S U L A , a group of islands above its banks, and inundated the whole valrich in tin and copper, in the Sinus (Estrymni- ley of Bceotia. This flood is usually called
cus ; probably the same with the CASSITERIDES after him the Ogygian. The name of Ogygus
(q. v ) on the coast of Britannia.]
is also connected with Attic story, for ia Attica
C E S Y M A (Oiavpn : Oiavpalog), called / E S Y Man
A Ogygianfloodis likewise mentioned, and he
(Aiabpn) by Homer (II, viii., 304), an ancient
is described as the father of the Attic hero
town in Thrace, between the Strymon and the Eleusis, and as the father of Daira, the daughNestus, a colony of the Thasians.
ter of Oceanus. In the Boeotian tradition he
( E T A (OITV, rd Oiraiav oipea: now Kata- was the father of Alalcomenia, Thelxincea, and
vothra), a rugged pile of mountains in the southAulis. Bacchus is called Ogygius deus because
of Thessaly, an eastern branch of Mount Pin- ho is said to have been born at Thebes.
dus, extended south of Mount Othrys along the
OGYRIS ("Uyvpig), an island of the Erythraaan
southern bank of the Sperchius to the Maliac Sea (now Iniian Ocean), off the coast of CarGulf at Thermopylaa, thusformingthe northern mania, at a distance of two thousand stadia
barrier of Greece. Strabo and Livy give the (two hundred geographical miles), noted as the
name of Callidromus to the eastern part of alleged burial-place of the ancient king Ery(Eta, an appellation which does not occur in thras ; but vii. OARACTA.
Herodotus and the earlier writers. Respecting
OICLES or OICLEUS ('O'iKXf/g, 'O'iKXevg), so
the pass of Mount (Eta, vid. T H E R M O P Y L A E . Antiphates, grandson of Melampus, and fathei
(Eta was celebrated in mythology as the mount- of Amphiaraus, of Argos. H e is also called a
ain on which Hercules burned himself to death. son of Amphiaraus, or a son of Mantius, the
From this mountain the south of Thessaly bor- brother of Antiphates. Oicles accompanied
dering on Phocis was called (ET^IA (Olrala), Hercules on his expedition against Laomedon
and its inhabitants (ETZEI (Olraloi).
of Troy, and was there slain in battle. AcC E T Y L U S (OlrvXog: OirvXiog: n o w Vitylo),
cording to other traditions, he returned home
also called T Y L U S (TvXog), an ancient town in from the expedition, and dwelt in Arcadia,
Laeonia, on the Messenian Gulf, south of Thal- where he was visited by his grandson Alcmaaatna. called after an Argive hero of this name. on and where his tomb was shown.
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O I L E U S r'Oi'/lnif), son of Hodcedocus and Lao- ameter verse. H e is closely connected wits
nome, grandson of Cynus, and great-grandson the worship of Apollo, of whom, in one legend.
of Opus, was a king of the Locrians, and mar- he was made the prophet. His connection with
ried to Eriopis, by w h o m he became the fatherApollo is also marked by his being called Hysf Ajax, who is hence called Oilides, Oilidies,
perborean, and one of the establishers of orand Ajax Ollei. Oi'leus was also the father of acles, though the more common story madehirr
Medon by Rhone. H e is mentioned among the a native of Lycia. H e is said to have settled
Argonauts.
at Delos. His name seems to signify simply
[ O L A R I O N or O L A R I O N E N S I S INSUL A (now Ole- the flute-player.
Of the ancient hymns which
um), an island in tho Sinus Aquitanicus, on the went under his name, Pausanias mentions those
west coast of Gallia.]
to Juno (Hera), to Achaai'a, and to Ilithyia ; the
O L S A or O L B E ("OXBn), an ancient inland citylast was in celebration of the birth of Apollo
of Cilicia, in the mountains above SoloB, and and Diana (Artemis).
between the Rivers Lamus and Cydnus. Its
[OLENIA R U P E S ('QXevia irerpa), the Ulenian
foundation was ascribed by mythical tradition rock mentioned in the Iliad (ii., 617); according
io Ajax the son of Teucer, whose alleged de- to Strabo, the summit of Mount Scollis in Acha
scendants, the priests of the very ancient tem- ia, on the borders of Elis.]
ple of Jupiter (Zeus), once ruled over all Cilicia
[OLENNIUS, one of the chief centurions placAspera. In later times it belonged to Isauria, ed in command over the Frisii; by his harshness
and was the see of a bishop.
he caused an insurrection of the people, from
O L B A S A ("OXBaaa). 1. A city of Cilicia Aswhose fury flight alone preserved him, B.C. 28.]
pera, at the foot of the Taurus, north of SeliO L E N U S ("QXevog : 'UXiviog). 1. A n ancient
nus, and northwest of Caystrus ; not to be con- town in /Etolia, near N e w Pleuvon, and at th"
founded with O L B A . — 2 . A city in the southeast foot of Mount Aracynthus, is mentioned b.
of Lycaonia, southwest of Cybistra, in the dis- Homer, but was destroyed by the /Etolians at
trict called Antiochiana.—3. A city in the north an early period.—2. A town in Achaia, between
of Pisidia, between Pednelissus and Selge.
Patrae and Dyme, refused to join the Achaaan
OLBE.
Vii. O L B A .
league on its restoration in B.C. 280. In the
O L B I A ('OXBla). 1. (Now probably Eoubes,
time of Strabo the town was deserted. The
near Hieres), a colony of Massilia, on the coastgoat Amalthaaa, which suckled the infant Jupiof Gallia Narbonensis, on a hill called Olbianus,ter (Zeus), is called Olenia capella by the poets,
east of Telo Martius (now Toulon).—2. (Now either because the goat was supposed to have
probably Terra Nova), a very ancient city, nearbeen b o m near the town of Olenus, and to have
the northern end of the eastern side of tbe isl- been subsequently transferred to Crete, or beand of Sardinia, with the only good harbor on cause the nymph Amalthaaa, to w h o m the goa'
this coast, and therefore the usual landing- belonged, was a daughter of Olenus.
place for pel sons coming from Rome. A mythO L G A S S Y S (fOXyaoavg: now At-Gez Dagh), a
ical tradition ascribed its foundation to the lofty, steep, and rugged mountain chain of Asia
Thespiadae.— 3. In Bithynia. Vii. A S T A C U S . Minor, extending nearly west and east through
The Gulf of Astacus was also called from it the east of Bithynia, and the centre of PaphlaSinus Olbianus.—4. A fortress on the western gonia to the River Halys, nearly parallel to the
frontier of Pamphylia, on the coast, west of chain of Olympus, of which it may be consid
the River Catarrhactes; not improbably on the ered as a branch. Numerous temples were
same site as the later A T T A L I A — 5 . Vii. B O R Y S - built upon it by the Paphlagonians.
THENES.
OLIARUS ('QXiapog, 'tlXeapog: 'QXidpiog : n
[OLBIUS ("OX<HOC), a river in the north of Ar- Antiparos), a small island in the zEgean Sea,
cadia, near Pheneus, by the Arcadians also one of the Cyclades, west of Paros, originally
called AROANIUS.]
colonized by the Phoenicians, is celebrated in
O L C A D E S , an ancient people in Hispania Tar- modern times for its stalactite grotto, which is
raconensis, north of Carthago Nova, near the not mentioned by ancient writers.
sources of the Anas, in a part of the country
O L I G Y R T U S ('OXiyvprog), a fortress in the
afterward inhabited by the Oretani. They are northeast of Arcadia, on a mountain of the same
mentioned only in the wars of the Carthaginians name, between Stymphalus and Caphyaa.
with the inhabitants of Spain. Hannibal trans[OLINA (now probably Orne), a small river in
planted some of the Olcades to Africa. Their the west of Gallia Lugdunensis, between the
chief towns were Althaaa and Carteia, the site mouth of the Sequana and the promontory G o
of both of which is uncertain ; the latter place baaum, flowing through the territory of the Vi
must not be confounded with the celebrated ducasses.]
C A R T E I A in Baatica.
OLISIPO (now Lisbon), a town in Lusitania
OLCINIUM (Olciniataa : now Dulcigno), an an-on the right bank of the Tagus, near its mouth,
cient town on the coast of Illyria, southwest and a R o m a n municipium with the surname
af Scodra, belong! :g to the territory of Gentius.Felicitas Julia. It was celebrated for its swift
OLEARUS.
Vid OLIARUS.
horses. Its name is sometimes written U L V S O L E A S T R U M . 1. A town of the Cosetani, in SIPPO, because it was supposed by some to have
Hispania Tarraconensis, on the road from Der- been the town which Ulysses was said to have
tosa to Tarraco, probably the place from which founded in Spain; but the town to which this
the plumbum Oleastrense derived its name.—2.
legend referred was situated in the mountains
A town in Hispania Baatica, near Gades.
of Turdetama.
O L E N ('ilXyv), a mythical personage, who isO L I Z O N ('OXt^dv), a town of Thessaly, on the
epresented as the earliest Greek lyric poet, coast of Magnesia and on the Pagastean Gutf
«nd the first author of sacred hymns in hex- mentioned • y Homer.
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OLL1US.

OLSTMP1AS.

O L L T H S (now Oglio), a river in Gallia Trans-stituewas made of ivory and gold, and the god
padana, falls into the Po southwest of Mantua. was represented as seated on a throne of cedar
[OLLIUS, T., the father of Poppaaa Sabina, wood, adorned with gold, ivory, ebony, and pre
was put to death toward the end of the reign cious stones. Vid. PHIDIAS. 2. The Heraum,
of Tiberius.]
or temple of Hera (Juno), which contained the
OLMIZE ('OXuiai), a promontory in the terricelebrated chest of Cypselus, and was situated
tory of Corinth, which separated the Corinthian north of the Olympieum. 3. The Metrbum, Oi
and Alcyonian Gulfs.
temple of the Mother of the gods. The othes
[OLMIUS (OXueibg), a smallriverflowingfrompublic buildings in the Altis most worthy of no
Helicon, which unites with the Permessus tice were the Thesauri, or treasuries of the dif
near Haliartus, and soon after falls into Lake ferent states which had sent dedicatory offerings to the Olympian Jupiter (Zeus), situated at
Copais.]
O L O O S S O N (OXoooaav: 'OXoooabviog: nowthe foot of Mount Cronion; the Zanes, or statues
Elassona), a town of the Perrhaabi in Thessaly,of Jupiter (Zeus), which had been erected from
imposed upon those who nad been guilty
'n the district of Hestiaaotis. Homer (II., ii.fines
,
739) calls it " white," an epithet which it ob- of fraud or other irregularities in the Olympic
tained, according to Strabo, from the vvlvteness contests, and which were placed on a stone platform near the Thesauri; the Prytaneum, in
of its soil.
the Olympic victors dined after the conO L O P H Y X U S ('OXbipv^og: '0?Mij>v%iog), which
a town
of Macedonia, on the peninsula of Mount Athos. tests had been brought to a close ; the Bouleu[OI.ORUS or O R O L U S ("OXopog or "OpoAoc). 1.terion, in which all the regulations relating to
A king of Thrace, whose daughter, Hegesipyla,the games were made, and which contained a
was married to Miltiades.—2. Apparently grand- statue of Jupiter (Zeus) Horcius, before which
son of the above, and son of Hegesipyla, was the usual oaths were taken by the judges and
probably the offspring of a second marriage con- the combatants; the Philippeum, a circular buildtracted by her after the death of Miltiades. This ing of brick, surmounted with a dome, which
was erected by Philip after the battle of ChaaOlorus was the father of THUCYDIDES.]
ronea, and which was situated near one of the
OLPZE or O L P E ("OXirai, 'OXirri: 'OAiratof).
1. (Now Arapi), a town of the Amphilochi, in gates of the Altis, close to the Prytaneum ; the
Acarnania, on the Ambracian Gulf, northwest of Hippodamium, a sacred inclosure, erected in
Argos Amphilochicum—2. A town of the Locri honor of Hippodamia ; the Pelopium, a sacred
inclosure, erected in honor of Pelops. The two
Ozolaa,
O L U R U S ("OXovpog : 'OXnvpioc). 1- A townchief
in buildings outside the Altis were the StadiAchaia, near Pellene, on the Sicyonian frontier.um, to the east of Mount Cronion, in which the
games were celebrated, and the Hip— 2 . Also O L U R I S ("OXovpog), called D O R I Ugymnastic
M
Adpiov) by Homer, a town in Messenia, south podromus, a little southeast of the Stadium, in
which the chariot-races took place. At the
of the River Neda.
place which formed the connection betw eon tha
O L U S ('OXovg : 'OXovvnog), a town and harbor
un the eastern coast of Crete, near the promon- Stadium and Hippodromus, the Hellanodirte, oi
judges
of the Olympic games, had their seats
tory of Zephyrium.
OLYBRIUS, ANICIUS, Roman emperor A.D. 472, For details, vid. Diet, of Antiq., arts. IIIPPODRO
was raised to this dignity by Ricimer, who de- M U S and STADIUM. The Olympic games were
posed Anthemius. H e died in the course of the celebrated from the earliest times in Greece,
same year, after a reign of three months and and their establishment was assigned to various
thirteen days. His successor was GLYCERIUS. mythical personages. There was an interval
OLYMPENE, andOLYMPENIOTOLYMPIENI (OXv/i-of four years between each celebration of the
festival,
~nvr], 'OXvpirnvot, 'OXvpirinvoi), the names
of the which interval was called an Olympiad;
district about the Mysian Olympus, and of its but the Olympiads were not employed as a
chronological era till the victory of Corcebus in
inhabitants.
O L Y M P I A (OXvunla), the name of a small plain the foot-race, B.C. 776. A n account of the
in Elis, in which the Olympic games were cele- Olympic games and of the Olympiads is given
brated. It was surrounded on the north and in the Did. of Antiq , arts O L Y M P I A and O L Y M northeast by the mountains Cronion and Olym- PIAS.
OLYMPIAS ('OXvuiridg). 1. Wife of Philip II.,
pus, on the south by the River Alpheus, and on
the west by the River Cladeus. In this plain king of Macedonia, and mother of Alexander the
was the sacred grove of Jupiter (Zeus), called Great, was the daughter of Neoptolemus I.,
kingaof Epirus. She was married to Philip B.C.
Altis ('AXrig, an old Elean form of aXaog,
grove), situated at the angle formed by the con- 359. The numerous amours of Philip, and the
fluence of the rivers Alpheus and Cladeus, and passionate and jealous character of Olympias,
tnree hundred stadia distant from the town of occasioned frequent disputes between them ;
Pisa. The Altis and its immediate neighbor- and when Philip married Cleopatra, the niece
hood were adorned with numerous temples, of Attalus (337), Olympias withdrew from Macestatues, and public buildings, to which the gen- donia, and took refuge at the court of her brother
eral appellation of Olympia was given; but there Alexander, king of Epirus. It was generally
was no town of this name. The Altis was su# believed that she lent her support to the assasrounded by a wall. It contained the following sination of Philip 336 ; but it is hardly credible
temples : 1. The Olympieum, or temple of Jupi-that she evinced her approbation of that deed
«,sr (Zeus) Olympius, which was the most cele- in the open manner asserted by some writers.
brated of all the buildings at Olympia, and which After the death of Philip she returned to Macontained the master-piece of Greek art, the co- cedonia, where she enjoyed great influence
ossal statue of Jupiter (Zeus) by Phidias. The through the affection of Alexander. O n th*

OL-VMPIODORUS.

OLYMPUS.

ieatli of the latter (323) she withdrew from [Edited by Fr. Creuzer, Ft mkfort, 1821-2S j Macedonia, where her enemy Antipater had 4. An Aristotelic philosopher, the author of s
the undisputed control of affairs, and took ref- commentary on the Meteorologica oi Aristotle,
uge in Epirus. Here she continued to live, as which is still extant, lived at Alexandrea in the
it were, in exile, until the death of Antipater latter half of the sixth century after Chr st
(J .9) presented a new opening to her ambition. Like Simplicius, to whom, however, he is inShe gave her support to the new regent Poly- ferior, he endeavors to reconcile Plato and Arsperchon, in opposition to Cassander, who had istotle.
[OLYMPIODORUS ('OXvpiriobapog). 1. A n A the
formed an alliance with Eurydice the wife of
Philip Arrhidaeus, the nominal king of Mace- nian general, commanded a body of three hunddonia. In 317, Olympias, resolving to obtain red picked men at the battle of Plataasa, who
the supreme power in Macedonia, invaded that were engaged in a service from which all the
country along with Polysperchon, defeated Eu- other Greeks shrank — 2 . An Athenian general,
rydice in battle, and put both her and her hus- who, when Athens was attacked by Cassander,
band to death. Olympias followed up her venge- compelled the latter to withdraw his forces
ance by the execution of Nicanor, the brother H e also subsequently rid the city of the Mace
of Cassander, as well as of one hundred of his donian garrison which Demetrius bad stationed
leading partisans among the Macedonian no- there, and successfully defended Athens against
bles. Cassander, who was at that time in the Demetrius himself]
Peloponnesus, hastened to turn his arms against OLYMPIUS (OXvpiriog), the Olympian, occurs
Macedonia. Olympias, on his approach, threw as a surname of Jupiter (Zeus), Hercules, the
herself (together with Roxana and the young Muses (Olympiades), and, in general, of all the
Alexander) into Pydna, where she was closely gods who were believed to live in Olympus, in
blockaded by Cassander throughout the winter. contradistinction from the gods of the lower
At length, in the spring of 3'16, she was com- world.
OLYMPIUS NEMESIANUS.
Vid. N E M E S I A N U S .
pelled to surrender to Cassander, who caused
her to be put to death. Olympias was not with- O L Y M P U S ("OXvpwog), the name of two Greek
out something of the grandeur and loftiness of musicians, of w h o m one is mythical and the
spirit which distinguished her son, but her un- other historical. 1. The elder Olympus belongs
governable passions led her to acts of sanguin- to the mythical genealogy ofMysian and Phrygary cruelty that must forever disgrace her name. ian'flute-players—Hyagnis, Marsyas, Olympus
—[2. Daughter of Pyrrhus I., king of Epirus, —to each of w h o m the invention of the flute
and wife of her brother Alexander II. After was ascribed, under whose names w e have the
ais death she assumed the regency of the king- mythical representation of the contest between
o m on behalf of her two sons, Pyrrhus and the Phrygian auletic and the Greek citharcedic
Ptolemy; and, in order to strengthen herself music Olympus was said to have been a naagainst the zEtolians, gave her daughter Phthia tive of Mysia, and to have lived before the Troin marriage to Demetrius II., king of Mace- jan war. Olympus not unfrequently appears
donia. W h e n her sons had attained to man- on works of art as a boy, sometimes instructed
hood, she resigned the sovereignty into the by Marsyas, and sometimes as witnessing and
hands of Pyrrhus, but he did not long retain it; lamenting his fate.—2. The true Olympus was
for both he and his brother Ptolemy were soon a Phrygian, and perhaps belonged to a familj
removed by death, and Olympias was so deeply of native musicians, since he was said to be deaffected by this double loss that she soon after scended from the first Olympus. H e flourished
about B C. 660-620
Though a Phrygian by
died of grief.]
origin, Olympus must be reckoned among the
O L Y M P I O D O R U S ('OXvpiriodapog). 1. A native
of Thebes in Egypt, who lived in thefifthcen- Greek musicians, for all the accounts make
tury after Christ. H e wrote a work in twenty- Greece the scene of his artistic activity ; and
he may be considered as having naturalized in
two books (entitled 'loroptKol Xbyoi), which coni'prised the history of the Western empire under Greece the music of the flute, which had previthe reign of Honorius, from A.D. 407 to Octo- ously been almost peculiar to Phrygia.
[ O L Y M P U S ("OXvuirog), the physician in ordiber, A.D. 425. Olympiodorus took up the history from about the point at which Eunapius nary to Cleopatra, queen of Egypt, aided her in
had ended. Vid. EUNAPIUS. The original work committing suicide, B.C. 30, and afterward pubof Olympiodorus is lost, but an abridgment of itlished an account of her death.]
Ohrmsvs("Ohjpirog) I. In Europe. 1. (Grk.
has been preserved by Photius. After the death
of Honorius, Olympiodorus removed to Byzan- Elymbo, Turk Semavat Evi, i. e., Abode of the
tium, to the court of the Emperor Theodosius. Celestials) The eastern part of the grea/ chain
Hierocles dedicated to this Olympiodorus his of mountains which extends west and east from
work on Providence and Fate. Vid. HIEROCLES. the Acroceraunian promontory on the Adriatic
Olympiodorus was a heathen. [The fragments to the Thermaic Gulf, and which formed the
of his history are published in the Byzantine northern boundary of ancient Greece proper.
Historians, with Dexippus,ffic, by Niebuhr, In a wide sense, the name is sometimes applied
Bonn, 1829.]—2. A peripatetic philosopher, who to all that part of this great chain which lies
taught at Alexandrea, where Proclus was one east of the central range of Pindus, and which
of his pupils.—3. The last philosopher of celeb- is usually called the Cambunian Mountains ;
rity in the Neo-Platonic school of Alexandrea. but the more specific and ordinary use of the
H e lived in thefirsthalf of the sixth century name Olympus is to denote the extreme eastern
after Christ, in the reign of the Emperor Jus- part of the chain, which, striking off from tho
tinian. His life of Plato, and commentaries on Cambunian Mountains to the southeast, skirts
teveial of Plato's dialogues, are still extant. the southern end of the slio a' eoast called
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OLYNTHOS.
Plena, and forms at its termination the northern wall of the Vale of T E M P E . Its shape is
that of a blunt cone, with its outline picturesquely broken by minor summits; its height
is about nine thousand seven hundred feet, and
its chief summit is covered with perpetual snow.
From its position as the boundary between
Thessaly and Macedonia, it is sometimes reckoned to the former, sometimes to the latter
In the Greek mythology, Olympus was the chief
seat of the third dynasty ot gods, of which
Zeus (Jupiter) was the head. It was a really
local conception with the early poets, to be understood literally, and not metaphorically, that
these gods

OMBI

the head of the Toronaic Gulf, and at a 1 w »
distance from the coast, between the penins lias
of Pallene and Sithonia. It was the most im
portant of the Greek cities on the coast of Macedonia, though w e have no record of its foun
dation. It afterward fell into the 1 ands of tht
Thracian Bottiaai, when they were expelled fron
their o w n country by the Macedonians. Via
BOTTIZEI. It was taken by Artabazus, one oi
the generals of Xerxes, w h o peopled it win
Chalcidians from Torone; but it owed its great
ness to Perdiccas, w h o persuaded the inhabit
ants of many of the smaller towns in Chalci
dice to abandon their o w n abodes and setth
in Olynthus. This happened about the c o m
" O n the snowy top
mencementofthe Peloponnesian war; and fron
Of cold Olympus ruled the middle ©*-,
this time Olynthus appears as a prosperous anc
Their higliest heaven."
Indeed, if H o m e r uses either of the terms flourishing town, with a population of five thou
"OXvuirog and ovpavbg metaphorically, it is thesand inhabitants capable of bearing arms. P.
latter that is a metaphor for the former. Even became the head of a confederacy of all the
the fable of the giants scaling heaven must be Greek towns in this part of Macedonia, and i;
understood in this sense ; not that they placed long maintained its independence against the
Pelion and Ossa upon the top of Olympus to attacks of the Athenians, Spartans, and Macereach the still higher heaven, but that they piled donians ; but in B C. 379 it was compelled to
Pelion on the top of Ossa, and both on the low- submit to Sparta, after carrying on war with
er slopes of Olympus, to scale the summit of this state for four years. W h e n the supremacy
Olympus itself, the abode of the gods. H o m e r of Sparta was destroyed by the Thebans, Olyndescribes the gods as having their several pal- thus recovered its independence, and even re
aces on the summit of Olympus; as spending ceived an accession of power from Philip, w h o
the day in the palace of Zeus (Jupiter), round was anxious to make Olynthus a counterpoise
w h o m they sit in solemn conclave, while the to the influence of Athens in the north of the
younger gods dance before them, and the Muses zEgean. With this view Philip gave Olynthus
entertain them with the lyre and song. They the territory of Potidaaa, after he had wrested
are shut in from the view of m e n upon the earth this town from the Athenians in 356. But
by a wall of clouds, the gates of which are kept when he had sufficiently consolidated his powoi
by the Hours. T h e same conceptions are found to be able to set at defiance both Olynthus and
in Hesiod, and to a great extent in the later Athens, he threw off the mask, and laid siege
poets -, with w h o m , however, even as early asto the former city. T h e Olynthians earnestly
the lyric poets and the tragedians, the idea be- besought Athens for assistance, and were warmcomes less material, and the real abode of the ly supported by Demosthenes in his Olynthiac
gods is gradually transferred from the summit orations ; but as the Athenians did not rendei
the city any effectual assistance, it was taken
of Olympus to the vault of heaven (i. e , the
sky) itself. This latter is also the conception and destroyed by Philip, and all its inhabitant*
of the R o m a n poets, so far, at least, as any defi- sold as slaves (347). Olynthus was never re
nite idea can be framed out of their compound stored, and the remnants of its inhabitants
of Homer's language with later notions.—2. A were at a later time transferred by Cassandt l
hill in Laeonia, near Sellasia, overhanging the to Cassandrea. At the time of its prosperif,
River CEnus.—3. Another name for Mount Ly- Olynthus used the neighboring town of M E C V caaus in Arcadia —II. In Asia. 1. The M Y S I A N B E R N A as its sea-port.
[ O L Y N T H U S ("OXvvBog), a son of Hercules and
O L Y M P U S ("OAii^7rof b Mvaiog: n o w Keshish
Dagh, Ala Dagh, Ishik Dagh, and Kush-Dagh), Bolbe, from w h o m the town of Olynthus w a s
a chain of lofty mountains in the northwest of believed to have received its name.]
Asia Minor, forming, with Ida, the western part O M A N A or O M A N U M ("Opava, "Opavov). 1. A
of the northernmost line of the mountain sys- celebrated port on the northeastern coast of
tem of that peninsula. It extends from west to Arabia Felix, a little above the easternmost
east through the northeast of Mysia and the point of the peninsula, Promontorium Syagros
southwest of Bithynia, and thence, inclining a (now Ras el Hai), on a large gulf of the same
little northward, it first passes through the cen- name. The people of this part of Arabia were
tre of Bithynia, then forms the boundary be- called O M A N I T . E ('Opavlrai) or O M A N I , and the
tween Bithynia and Galatia, and then extends name is still preserved in that of the district,
through the south of Paphlagonia to the River Oman.-—2. ( N o w probably Schaina), a sea-port
Halys. Beyond the Halys, the mountains in town in the east of Carmania; the chief emthe north of Pontus form a continuation of the porium on that coast for the trade between In
chain.—2. (Now Yanar Dagh), a volcano on the dia, Persia, and Arabia.
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OMPHALE.

OJMOMACRITUS.

worship ol the crocodile. Juvenal's fifteenth pie and grove of Neptune (Poseidon), and wan
satire is founded on a religious war between the place of meeting of the Boeotian Amphiethe people of Ombi and those of Tentyra, who tyony. The ruins of this town are still to be
hated the crocodile; but as Tentyra lies so seen on the southwestern slope of the mount.
much further down the Nile, with several in- ain Faga.—2. A river in Thessaly, which rises
tervening cities celebrated, as well as Ombi, forin the neighborhood of Eretria, and flows by
crocodile worship, critics have suspected an Cynoscephalaa, and falls into the Lake Boabeis.
error in the names, and some have Droposed to It is, perhaps, the same as the River Onochonu i
read Coptos or Copton for Ombos in v. 35. It('Ovoxavog) mentioned by Herodotus.
seems, however, better to suppose that Juvenal ONESICRITUS ('OvnoiKpiTog), a Greek historical
used the name without reference to topograph- writer, who accompanied Alexander on his camical precision. Opposite to Ombi, on the left paigns in Asia, and wrote a history of them,
which is frequently cited by later authors. H e
bank, was the town of Contra-Ombos.
is called by some authorities a native of AstyO M P H A L E ('OpipdXn), daughter of the Lydian
king Iardanus, and wife of Tmolus, after whose palaaa, and by others of zEgina. W h e n Alexandeath she undertook the government herself. der constructed his fleet on the Hydaspes, he
W h e n Hercules, in consequence of the murder appointed Onesicritus chief pilot of the fleet,
of Iphitus, was afflicted with a serious disease, a post which he held not only during the deand was informed by the oracle that he could scent of the Indus, but throughout the voyage
only be cured by serving some one for wages from the mouth of that river to the Persian
for the space of three years, Mercury (Hermes) Gulf, whieh was conducted under the command
sold Hercules to Omphale. The hero became of Nearchus. Though an eye-witness of much
enamored of his mistress, and, to please her, that he described, it appears that he intermixed
he is said to have spun wool and put on the many fables and falsehoods with his narrative,
garments of a woman, while Omphale wore his so that he early fell into discredit as an aulion's skin. She bore Hercules several chil- thority.
[ O N E T O R ('Ovrjrup). 1. Priest of the Idaaan
dren.
Jove in Troy.—2. Father of Phrontis, the helms
[ O M P H A L I O N ("OpipaXlov), a painter, was originally the slave, and afterward the disciple of man of Menelaus.]
O N I N G I S or OKINGIS.
Vid. OUINGIS.
Nicias, the son of Nicomedes. H e painted the
O N I R O S ("Oveipog), the Dream-God, was a perwalls of the temple of Messene withfiguresof
personages celebrated in the mythological le- sonification of dreams. According to Homer,
Dreams dwell on the dark shores of the westgends of Messenia.]
srn Oceanus. and the deceitful dreams come
O M P H A X I U M ('OpQaXiov: 'OuipaXtrng), a town
through an ivory gate, while the true ones issue
in Crete, in tbe neighborhood of Cnosus.
from a gate made of horn. Hesiod calls dreams
ON.
Vid. HELIOPOLIS.
the children of night; and Ovid, who calls them
[ O N A R U S ("Ovapog), a priest of Bacchus (Dionysus) in Naxos, whom, according to one ac- children of Sleep, mentions three of them by
count, Ariadne married after she had been name, viz., Morpheus, Icelus or Phobotor, and
Phantasus. Euripides called them sons of Gaaa
abandoned by Theseus.]
O N A T A S ('Orarac). 1. Of/Egina, the son of (Terra), and conceived them as genii with black
Micon, was a distinguished statuary and painter, wings.
O N O B A , surnamed / E S T U A R I A (now Huelva).
contemporary with Polygnotus, Ageladas, and
Hegias. H eflourisheddown to about B.C. 460, 1. A sea-port town of the Turdetani in Hispania
Baatica, between the mouths of the Baatis
that is, in the age immediately preceding that
of Phidias.—[2. A Pythagorean philosopher of and Anas, on an aastuary formed by the Rivei
Luxia. There are remains of a Roman aqueCroton, who wrote a work, Hepl deov Kal -&eiov,
some extracts from which are preserved by duct at Huelva.—[2. Another city of Baatica, in
the interior, near Corduba.]
Stobaaus.]
O N C Z E ("OyKai), a village in Bceotia, near [ O N O O H O N U S ('Ovoxavog). Vid. O N C H E S T U S ,
Thebes, from which one of the gates of Thebes No. 2.]
derived its name ('OyKdlai), and which contain- [ O N O M A O L E S ('OvouaKXrjg), an Athenian gened a sanctuary of Minerva (Athena), who was eral, sent with Phrynichus and Scironides, B.C.
412, to besiege Miletus, but was driven off by
hence called Minerva (Athena) Onca.
the arrival of a Peloponnesianfleet:he was
[ O N C E U M ("OyKetov), a place in Arcadia, on
the banks of the Ladon, with a temple of Ceres afterward sent to act against Chios. It was
(Demeter) Erinnys, said to have derived itG probably this same Onomacles who was one of
name from Oncus, son of A.pollo, its founder.] the thirty tyrants, B.C. 404.]
ONCHESMUS or ONOHISMUS ("Oyxv0^0^ *Oy- O N O M A C R I T U S ('OvopuKpirog), an Athenian,
who occupies an interesting position in the hisXiopog -. now Orchido), a sea-port town of Epirus
in Chaonia, opposite the western extremity of tory of the early Greek religious poetry. H e
Corcyra. The ancients derived its name from lived about B.C. 520-485. H e enjoyed the patAachises, whence it is named by Dionysius the ronage of Hipparchus until he was detected by
Lasus of Hermione (the dithyrambic poet) io
" Harbor of Anehises" ('Ayxloov ?upijv). From
this place Cicero calls the wind blowing from making an interpolation in an oracle of Musaaus,
for which Hipparchus banished him. H e seems
Epirus toward Italy Onchesmites.
O N C H E S T U S ('Oyxnarbg : 'Oyxnanog). 1. A nto have gone into Persia, where the Pisistratids,
ancient town of Boaotia, said to have been found- after their expulsion from Athens, took him
ed by Onchestus, son of Neptune (Poseidon), again into favor, and employed him to persuade
was situated a little south of the Lake Copais, Xerxes to engage in his expedition agains)
aear Haliartus. It contained a celebrated tem- Greece, by reciting to him all the ancient cv
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acles which seemed to favor the attempt. It Egypt, rery rich n topaz, and therefore callett
appears that Onomacritus had made a collection by Pliny Topazes. now Zamargat ?]
and arrangement of the oracles ascribed toMuO P H I O N ('0<j>iav/
1. One of the oldest of the
sseus. It is further stated that he made inter- Titans, was married to Eurynome, with wt o m
polations in Homer as well as in Musaaus, and he ruled over Olympus, but, being conquered by
that he was the real author of some of the Saturn (Cronos) and Rhea, he and Eurynome
poems which went under the name of Orpheus. were thrown into Oceanus or Tartarus - -2. A
O N O M A R O H U S ('Ovbuapxog), general of the giant, who perished in the battle with J: pitel
Phocians in the Sacred war, succeeded his (Zeus).—3. Father of the centaur Amycus, who
brother Philomelus in this command, B.C. 353. is hence called Ophibniies.
In the following year he was defeated in ThesO P H I O N E N S E S or O P H I E N S E S ('Oisjiovilg, Oft
saly by Philip, and perished in attempting to elg), a people in the northeast of /Etolia.
reach by swimming the Athenian ships, which
O P H I R (in the Old Testament, LXX., 2ov(S<p,
were lying off the shore. His body fell into the 'Suiplp, 'Zatpdpa), a place frequently referred to
hands of Philip, who caused it to be crucified in the Old Testament as proverbialforits gold,
as a punishment for his sacrilege.
and to which Solomon, in conjunction with
[ O N O M A S T U S ('Ovbpaorog), a confidential offHiram,
iking of Tyre, sent a fleet, which brought
cer of Philip V. of Macedon, for .whom he held back gold, and sandal wood, and precious stones.
the government of the sea-coast of Thrace, and These ships were sent from Ezion-geber, at the
whose instrument he was in many acts of op- head of the Red Sea, whence also King Jehoshpression and cruelty.]
aphat built ships to go to Ophir for gold; but
O N O S A N D E R ('OvbaavSpog), the author of a celthis voyage was stopped by a shipwreck. It is
ebrated work on military tactics (entitled "Zrpa-clear, therefore, that Ophir was on the shores
rnyiicbg Xbyog), which is still extant. All subof the Erythraeum Mare of the ancients, or out
sequent Greek and Roman writers on the same Indian Ocean. A m o n g the most plausible consubject made this work their text book, and it jectures as to its site are, (1.) That it was on
is still held in considerable estimation. H e the coast of India, or a name for India itself.
appears to have lived about A.D. 50, In his (2.) That it was on the coast of Arabia, in which
style he imitated Xenophon with some success. case it is not necessary to suppose that Arabia
Edited by Schwebel, Niirnberg, 1761; and by furnished all the articles of commerce which
Corae, Paris, 1822.
were brought from Ophir, for Ophir may have
O N U - G N A T H U S ("Onoti yvdBog: nowElaphonisi),been a great emporium of the Indian and Araan island and a promontory on the southern bian trade. (3 ) That it is not the name of any
coast of Laeonia, west of Cape Malea.
specific place, but a general designation for the
O N U P H I 0 ("OvovQig), the capital of the Nomos
countries (or any of them) on the shores of the
Onuphites in the Delta of Egypt. It site is un- Indian Ocean, which supplied the chief articles
certain, but it was probably near the middle of of Indian and Arabian commerce.
the Delta.
OPHIS ("00(C). 1. A rivir in Arcadia, which
[ O N Y T E S , a companion of zEneas, slain by flowed by Mantinea.—[2. (Now Of I), a river of
Turnus in Italy.]
Pontus, which formed the boundary between
[OPHELESTES ('OtpeXearng). 1. A Trojan warthe territory of the Tzani and Colchis.]
rior, slain by Teucer.—2. A Paaonian warrior O P H I U S A or O P H I U S S A ('Ofibecaa, 'Ofiovtraa,
in the Trojan ranks, slain by Achilles.]
'Oibiovaa, i. e., abounding in snakes). 1. Vid
O P H E L I O N ('£2$eXiav), an Athenian comic poet, PITYUSZE.—2. Or OPHIUSSA (now peihaps Pala
probably of the Middle Comedy, B.C. 380. [The nea), a town of European Scythia, on the left
few fragments of his plays remaining are col- bank of the Tyras (now Dniester).—B. A little
lected by Meineke, Fragm. Comic. Grose, vol.
island near Crete.—4. (Now Afsia or Rabbi), a
ii., p. 687-8. edit, minor.]
small island in the Propontis (now Sea of MarO P H E L L A S ('OipeXXag), of Pella in Macedonia,
mara), off the coast of Mysia, northwest of Cyz
was one of the generals of Alexander the Great, icus, and southwest of Proconnesus — 5 . Vid
after whose death he followed the fortunes of R H O D U S . — 6 . Vii. T E N O S .
Ptolemy. In B.C. 322 he conquered Cyrene
[OPHLIMUS ("OipXipog: now Kcmer Dagh jr
for Ptolemy, of which city he held the govern- Oktar Dagh,) a branch of Mount Paryadres, in
ment on oehalf of the Egyptian king for some Pontus Proper, which, in connection with Lithyears. But soon after 313 he threw off his al- rus, northwest of Amasea, bounds the large and
legiance to Ptolemy, and continued to govern fertile district of Phanaroea ]
Cyrene as an independent state for nearly five
O P H R Y N I U M ('Oippvveiov : now probably Frenyears. In 308 he formed an alliance with Agath- Kevi), a smalltown of the Troad, near the Lake
ocles, and marched against Carthage ; but he of Pteleos, between Dardanus and RhceteuQi,
was treacherously attacked by Agathocles near with a grove consecrated to Hector.
this city, and was slain.
OPIOI. Vii. Osci.
O P H E L T E S ('O^Xrng). 1. Also called A R C H E OPILIUS M A C R I N U S .
Vii. M A C R I N U S .
MORUS.

Vid. A R C H E M O R U S . — 2 . One of the Tyr-

OPILIUS, A U R E L I U S , the freedman of an Epi-

rhenian pirates, who attempted to carry off curean, taught at Rome, first philosophy, then
Bacchus (Dionysus), and were therefore met- rhetoric, andfinallygrammar. H e gave up his
amorphiAsd into dolphins.
school upon the condemnation of Rutilius Rufiia
[Opim.nus ('OtyeXrtog). 1. A Trojan warri(B.C. 92), w h o m he accompanied to Smyrna,
or, slain ay Euryalus.—2. A Grecian warrior and there the two friends grew old together in
before Troy, slain by Hector.]
the enjoyment of each other's society. H e
[OPHIODES (OoiaSng), an island of the Arab- composed several learned works, one of which
'eus Sinus, l y W off Berenice, on the coast of named Musa, is referred to by A. Gellius.
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OPIMIUS. 1. Q., consul B C. 154, when he riKa). Modern cities, however, Lave show*:
aubdued some of the Ligurian tribes north of that these two poems were written by two dif
the Alps, who had attacked Massilia. H e was ferent persons of this name. 1. The authoi oi
notorious in his youth for his riotous living — the Halieutica, was born either at Corycus of a.
2. L., son of the preceding, was praator 125, inAnazarba, in Cilicia, and flourished about \ D.
which year he tookFregellaa, which had revolt- 180. The poem consists of about three thou
ed against the Romans. H e belonged to the sand five hundred hexameter lines, divided intc
high aristoeratical party, and was a violent op- five books, of which the first two treat of th?
|x>nent of C. Gracchus. H e was consul in 121, natural history offishes,and the other three of
snd took the leading part in the proceedings the art offishing—2.The author of the Cynewhich ended in the murder of Gracchus. Opim- getica, was a native of Apamea or Pella, in Syrius and his party abused their victory most ia, andflourisheda little later than the othei
savagely, and are said to have killed more than Oppianus, about A D. 206. His poem, which is
three hundred persons. For details, vid. p. 334,
addressed to the Emperor Caracalla, consists
a. In the following year (120) he was accused of about two thousand one hundred hexameter
of having put Roman citizens to death without lines, divided into four books. The best edition
trial; but he was defended by the consul C of the two poems is by Schneider, Ai gent., 1776,
Papirius Carbo, and was acquitted. In 112 he and second edition, Lips., 1813. There is also a
was at the head of the commission which was prose paraphrase of a poem on hawking ('IfEiisent into Africa in order to divide the domin- riKd) attributed to Oppianus, but it is douWful
ions of Micipsa between Jugurtha and Adher- to which of the two authors of this name it bebal, and was bribed by Jugurtha to assign to longs. Some critics think that the work vas
him the better part of the country. Three years probably written by Dionysius.
after be was condemned under the law of the
OPPIUS. 1. C , tribune of the plebs B C. 211,
tribune C. Mamilius Limetanus, by which an carried a law to curtail the expenses and luxinquiry was made into the conduct of all those uries of the Roman women. It enacted that no
who had received bribes from Jugurtha. Opim- w o m a n should have more than half an ounce
ius went into exile to Dyrrhachium in Epirus, of gold, nor wear a dress of different colors, noi
where he lived for some years, hated and in- ride in a carriage in the city, or in any town.
sulted by the people, and where he eventually or within a mile of it, unless on account of pubdied in great poverty. H e richly deserved his lic sacrifices. This law was repealed in 195,
punishment, and met with a due recompense notwithstanding the vehement opposition of the
for his cruel and ferocious conduct toward C. elder Cato.—2. Q., a Roman general in the MithGracchus and his party. Cicero, on the con- radatic war, B C. 88, fell into the hands of Mith
trary, who, after his consulship, had identified radates, but was subsequently surrendered bj
himself with the aristoeratical party, frequently the latter to Sulla.—3. C , an intimate friend of
laments the fate of Opimius. The year in which C Julius Caasar, whose private affairs he man
Orimius was consul (121) was remarkable for aged in conjunction with Cornelius Balbus. Optha extraordinary heat of the autumn, and thus pius was the author of several works, referred
the vintage of this year was of an unprecedent- to by the ancient writers, but all of which have
ed quality. This wine long remained celebrated perished. The authorship of the histories of
is the Vinum Opimianum, and was preserved for the Alexandrine, African, and Spanish wais
an almost incredible space of time.
was a disputed point as early as the time of
O' IS CQirtg), an important commercial city ofSuetonius, some assigning them to Oppius, and
Assyria, in the district of Apolloniatis, at the others to Hirtius. But the similarity in style
eonfluence of the Physcus (now Odorneh) with and diction between the work on the Alexan
he Tigris ; not mentioned later than the Chris- drine war and the last book of the Commentatian era.
ries on the Gallic war leads to the conclusion
OPITERGIUM (Opiterglnus : now Oicrzo), a Rothat the former, at all events, was the work of
man colony in Venetia, in the north of Italy, onHirtius. The book on the African war waa
the River Liquentia, near its source, and on probably written by Oppius. H e also wrote the
the high road from Aquileia to Verona. In the lives of several distinguished Romans, such as
Marcomannic war it was destroyed by the Qua- Seipio Africanus the elder, Marius, Pdwpey,
di, but it was rebuilt, and afterward belonged toand probably Csesar.
the Exarchate. From it the neighboring mountOPS, a female Roman divinity of plenty and
ains were called Montes Opitergini.
fertility, as is indicated by her name, which is
[OPITES ('OiriTng,) a Greek warrior, slainconnected
by
with opimus, opulentus inops, and
Hector in the Trojan war.]
copia. She was regarded as the wife of Sa[OPPIANICUS, name of three persons, two of turnus, and the protectress of every thing conwhom play a prominent part in the oration of nected with agriculture Her abode was in the
Cicero for Cluentius. 1. STATIUS ALBIUS OPP., earth, and hence those who invoked her used to
accused by his step-son, A. Cluentius, of having touch the ground. Her worship was intimately
attempted to procure his death by poisoning, B. connected with that of her husband Saturnus,
C. 74; was condemned.—2. Son of the preced- for she had both temples and festivals in coming, accused Cluentius in B.C. 66 of three dis- mon with him; but she had likewise a separate
tinct acts of poisoning — 3 . C. OPPIANICUS, broth- sanctuary on the Capitol, and in the vicus juer of No. 1, said to have been poisoned by him.] garius, not far ;om the temple of Saturnus, she
OPPIANUS ('Omriavog), the author of *wo
had an altar in common with Ceres. The festi
Greek hexameter poems still extant, one on vals of Ops are called Opalia and Opiconsivia,
fishing, entitled Hulieutica ('AXievriKd), and
'romthe
her surname Consiva, connected with the
other on hunting, entitled Cynegetica (Kvvnyeverb serere, to sow.
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[OPS ( Qi/i), son of Pisenor, and father of Eu- been afterward called Phlegya (QXeyva), Irom
rvclea, the nurse of Telemachus.]
Phlegyas, a son of Mars (Ares) and Chryse,
OPTATBS. [1. A freedman of Tiberius Claudi- and to have finally obtained its later name from
us, and praefectus classis, brought the scar (sca-Orchomenus, son of Jupiter (Zeus) or Eteoeles
ras) fish from the Carpathian Sea to the waters and the Danaid Hesione, and father of Minyas
on the coast of Italy.]—2. Bishop of Milevi in This Orchomenus was regarded as the rea'
Numidia,flourishedunder the emperors Valen- founder of the Minyean empire, which, befoictinian and Valens. H e wrote a work, still ex- the time of the Trojan war, extended over th?
tant, -against the errors of the Donatists, en- whole of the west of Bceotia. I he cities oi
Sitled De Schismatc Donatistarum adversus ParCoronea, Haliartus, Lebedea, and Chaaronea
imnianum Edited by Dupin, Paris,fol,1700. were subject to it; and even Thebes at one
O P U S ('Oirovg, contraction of 'Oiroeig :time
'Oirwas compelled to pay it tribute. It lost,
oi-vnog). 1. (Now Talanda or Talanli ?), the however,
capmuch of its power after its capture by
ital of the Opuntian Locrians, was situated, ac- Hercules, but in the time of the Trojan war it
cording to Strabo, fifteen stadia (not quite two still appears as a powerful city. Sixty years
miles) from the sea, and sixty stadia from its after the Trojan war it was taken by the Boeoharbor Cynos ; but, according to Livy, it was tians, its empire was completely destroyed, and
only one mile from the coast. It was the birth- it became a member of the Boeotian league.
place of Patroclus. The bay oftheEubcean Sea, All this belongs to the mythical period. In tbe
near this town, was called OPUNTIUS SINUS. Vid. historical age it continued to exist as an indeL O C R I . — 2 A small town in Elis.
pendent town till B.C. 367, when it was taken
[ O P U S fOjrotif). 1. Son of Jupiter (Zeus) and and destroyed by the Thebans, and its inhabitProtogenia, was king of the Epeans and father ants murdered or sold as slaves. In order to
of Cambyse — 2 . Son of Jupiter (Zeus) and weaken Thebes, it was rebuilt at the instigaCambyse, step-son of Locrus, and grandson of tion of the Athenians, but was soon destroyed
No. 1 ; said to have given name to the Opuntii again by the Thebans ; and although it was
Locri.]
again restored by Philip in 338, it never reO R A . 1. ("Opa), a city of Carmania, near the covered its former prosperity ; and in the time
borders of Gedrosia.—-2. ("Q.pa), a city in the
of Strabo was in ruins. The most celebrated
northwest of India, near the sources of the In- building in Orchomenus was the so-called treasdus.
ury of Minyas, but which, like the similar monuORZE.
Vid. ORITZE.
ment at Mycenaa, was more probably a family
O R B E L U S ("OpBnXog), a mountain in the northvault of the ancient heroes of the place. It
east of Macedonia, on the borders of Thrace, was a circular vault of massive masonry emextends from Mount Rhodope along the Strymon bedded in tbe hill, with an arched roof, and had
to Mount Pangaaus.
a side door of entrance. The remains of this
ORBILIUS PUPILLUS, a Roman grammarian building are extant, and its form may still be
and schoolmaster, best known to us from his traced, though the whole of the stone-work of
having been the teacher of Horace, who gives the vault has disappeared. Orcliomei.us poshim the epithet of plagosus from the severe sessed a very ancient temple of the Charites or
floggings which his pupils received from him. Graces, and here was celebrated in the most
(Hor., Ep., ii, 1, 71.) H e was a native of Bene-ancient times a musical festival, which wai* freventum, and after serving as an apparitor of the quented by poets and singers from all parts of
magistrates, and also as a soldier in the army, the Hellenic world. There was a temple of
he settled at R o m e in the fiftieth year of his Hercules seven stadia north of the town, nca:
age, in the consulship of Cicero, B.C. 63. H e the sources of the River Melas. Orchomenus
lived nearly one hundred years, but had lost his is memorable on account of the great victory
memory long before his death.
which Sulla gained in its neighborhood ovei
[ORBITANIUM, a city of Samnium, northwest Archelaus, ine general of Mithradates, B.C. 86
of Beneventum.]
— 2 . (Now Kalpaki), an ancient town of Arcadia,
O R B O N A , a female Roman divinity, was in- mentioned by Homer with the epithet iroAvpi/Xoc,
voked by parents who had been deprived of to distinguish it from the Minyean Orchomenus,
their children and desired to have others, and is said to have been founded by Orchomenus,
also in dangerous maladies of children.
son of Lycaon. It was situated on a hill northO R C A D E S I N S U L A (now Orkney and Shetland west of Mantinea, and its territory included the
Isles), a group of several small islands off the
towns of Methydrium, Theisoa, Teutbis, and the
northern coast of Britain, with which the Ro- Tripolis. In the Peloponnesian war Orchomemansfirstbecame acquainted when Agricola nus sided witb Sparta, and was taken by the
sailed round the north of Britain.
Athenians. After the battle of Leuctra, the
O R C H O M E N U S (Opxouevog : 'Opxopivwg) 1. Orchomenians did not join the Arcadian con,Now Scripu), an ancient, wealthy, and power-federacy in consequence of its hatred against
ful city of Bceotia, the capital of the Minyean Mantinea. In the contests between the Achaaempire in tho ante-historical ages cf Greece, ans and /Etolians, it was taken successively by
and hence called by Homer the Minyean Orcho- Cleomenes and Antigonus Doson, but it event
menus ('Opx- Mivvewg). It was situated northually became a member of the Achaaan league
west of the Lake Copais, on the River Cephisus, •—3. A town on the confines of Macedonia and
and was built on the slope of a hill, on the sum- Thessaly, and hence sometimes sa d to belong
mit of which stood the acropolis. It is said to to the former, and sometimes to the latter counhave been originally called Andreis ('Avbpnig),
try.
from Andreus, tbe son of Peneus, who emiO R C U S . Vid. H A D E S .
grated from the Peneus in Thessaly ; to have
O R D E S S C S ('Op ^naoog), a tributarj of the Istei
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.now Danube) in Scythia, mentioned by Herodo- to fetch from that country the image of Diana
tus, but which can not be identified with any (Artemis), which was believed to have fallen
modern river.
there from heaven, and to carry it to Athens
ORDOVICES, a people in the west of Britain, Orestes and Pylades accordingly went to Tau
opposite the island Mona (now Anglesey), occu- ris, where Thoas was king. O u their arrival
pying the northern portion of the modern Wales. they were seized by the natives in order to be
O K E A D E S . Vid. N Y M P H Z E .
sacrificed to Diana (/Artemis), according to the
[ORESBIUS ('OpeoBtog), a Boeotian warrior in
custom of the country. But Iphigenia, the
the Greek army before Troy, slain by Hector ] priestess of Diana (Artemis), was the sister of
C R E S T S ('Opearat), a people in the north of
Orestes, and, after recognizing each other, all
Epirus, on the borders of Macedonia, inhabiting three escaped with the statue of the goddess.
the district named after them, O R E S T I S or O R E S - After his return to Peloponnesus, Orestes took
TIAS. They were originally independent, but possession of his father's kingdom at Mjcena,
were afterward subject to the Macedonian mon- which had been usurped by Aletes or Menelaus.
archs. They were declared free by the Romans "When Cylarabes of Argos died without leaving
in their war with Philip. According to the le- any heir, Orestes became king of Argos also.
gend, they derived their name from Orestes, The Lacedaemonians likewise made him th-air
who is said to have fled into this country after king of their o w n accord, because they pretermurdering his mother, and to have there found- red him, tbe grandson of Tyndareus, to Nicoed the town of Argos Oresticum.
stratus and Megapenthes, the sons of Menelaus
O R E S T E S ('Opiorng). 1. Son of Agamemnonby a slave. The Arcadians and Phocians inand Olytaamnestra, and brother of Chrysothe- creased his power by allying themselves with
mis, Laodice (Electra), and Iphianassa (Iphi- him H e married Hermione, the daughter of
genia) According to the Homeric account, Menelaus, and became by her the father of TisAgamemnon, on his return from Troy, was mur- amenus The stoiy of his marriage with Herdered by /Egistiius and Olytaamnestra before he mione, w h o had previously been married to
had an opportunity of seeing him. In the eighth Neoptolemus, is i elated elsewhere. Vid. H E R year after his father's murder Orestes came MIONE, N E O P T O L E M U S . H e died of the bite of
from Athens to Mycenaa and slew the murderer a snake in Arcadia, and his body, in accordance!
of his father. This simple story of Orestes has with an oracle, was afterward carried from Tebeen enlarged and embellished in various ways gea to Sparta, and there buried; his bones are
:by .the tragic poets. Thus it is said that at the said to have been found, during a truce in a wai
-murder of Agamemnon it was intended to dis- between the Lacedaemonians and TegeatanSj
jpatch Orestes also, but that by means of Elec- under a blacksmith's shop in Tegea
2. Retra .he was secretly carried to Strophius, king gent of Italy during the short reign of his infant
in Phocis, who was married to Anaxibia, the son Romulus Augustuius, A.D. 475-476. H e
sister of Agamemnon. According to some, was born in Pannonia, and served for some
Orestes was saved by his nurse, w h o allowed years under Attila ; after whose death he rose
/Egisthos to kill her o w n child, supposing it to to eminence at the Roman court Having been
he Orestes. In the house of Strophius, Ores- intrusted with the command of an army by Jutes grew up with the king's son Pylades, withlius Nepos, he deposed this emperor, and placw h o m he had formed that close and intimate ed his son Romulus Augustuius on the throne,
friendship which has become proverbial. Being but in the following year he was defeated by
frequently reminded by messengers from Elec- Odoacer and put to death. Vid. O D O A C E R — 3
ta of the necessity of avenging his father's L. A U R E L I U S O R E S T E S , consul B C. 126, receivdeath, he consulted the oracle of Delphi, which ed Sardinia as his province, where he remainstreaigtheaed him in his plan H e therefore re- ed upward of three years. C. Gracchus was
paired in secret to Argos. Here he pretended quaastor to Orestes in Sardinia — 4 . C N AUFIDta be a messenger of Strophius, who had come IUS O R E S T E S , originally belonged to the Aurelia
to asnounce the death of Orestes, and brought gens, whence his surname of Orestes, and v/as
the ashes of the deceased. After visiting his adopted by C n Aufidius, the historian, when
father's tomb, and sacrificing upon it a lock of the latter was an old man. Orestes was conhis hair, he made himself known to his sister sul 71 B C.
Electra, and soon afterward slew both zEgisO R E S T E U M , O R E S T H E U M , or ORESTHAsiua('Opthus and Clytaemnestra in the palace. Imme- eareiov, 'OpeaBeiov, 'OpeoBdaiov), a town in t
diately after the murder of his mother he was south of Arcadia, in the district Maanalia, not
seized with madness. H e nowfledfrom land far from Megalopolis.
to laad, pursued by the Erinnyes of his mother.
ORESTIAS. 1. The country of the Orestaa,
At length, by Apollo's advice, he took refuge Vii OREST/E. — 2. A name frequently given
with Minerva (Athena) at Athens. The god- by the Byzantine writers to Hadrianopolis in
dess afforded him protection, and appointed the Thrace.
count of the Areopagus to decide his fate. The
ORESTILLA, A U R E L I A . Vii. A U R E L I A
Erinsyes brought forward their accusation, and
[ORESTIS. Vii. OREST/E.]
Orestes made the command of the Delphic orORETANI, a powerful people in the southwest
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O R E U S ('ilpeog: 'Slpeirng), a town in the north
dition, it w a s founded by the Eubceans, wh«
ssf Euboea, on the River Callas, at the foot of were cast here by a storm on their return from
the mountain Telethrium, and in the district Troy ; but according to another legend, it w a s
Hestiaeotis, w a s itself originally called Hestiaaa a Colchian colony. T h e town was strongly
or Histi «a. After the Persian wars, Oreus, with fortified, but its harbor wis not very secure
the rest of Eubcea, became subject to the Athe- It was destroyed in the civil wars, but w a s relians ; but on the revolt of the island in B.C. built by Herodes Atticus. T h e turpentine treo
iio, Oreus w a s taken by Pericles, its inhabit- (tercbinthus) grew in the neighborhood of Oricus
snts expelled, and their place supplied by two
O R I G E N E S ('Qpiyevng), usually cilled O R I G E N
Jhousand Athenians. T h e site of Oreus made one of the most eminent of the early Christian
it an important place, and its n a m e frequently writers, was born at Alexandrea A.D. 186 H e
occurs in the Grecian wars d o w n to the disso- received a careful education from his father,
ution of the Achaaan league.
Leonides, w h o w a s a devout Christian ; and he
' O R F I U S , M., a R o m a n eques, of the municip- subsequently became a pupil of Clement of Alium of Atella, w a s a tribune of the soldiers in exandrea. His father having been put to death
Caasar's army, w h o m Cicero strongly recom- in the persecution of the Christians in the tenth
mended in B.O. 59 to his brother Quintus, w h o year of Severus (202), Origen w a s reduced to
was then one of Caasar's legates.]
destitution; whereupon he became a teacher
O R G E T O R I X . the noblest and richoj; a m o n g of grammar, and soon acquired a great reputathe Helvetii, formed a conspiracy to obtain the tion. At the same time he gave instruction in
royal power B.C. 61, and persuaded his coun- Christianity to several of the heathen ; and,
trymen to emigrate from their o w n country. though only in his eighteenth year, he w a s apT w o years were devoted to making the neces- pointed to the office of catechist, which was
sary preparations ; but the real designs of Or- vacant through the dispersion of the clergy congetorix having meantime transpired, and the sequent on the persecution. T h e young teachHelvetii having attempted to bring him to trial, er showed a zeal and self-denial beyond his
he suddenly died, probably, as w a s suspected, years. Deeming his profession as teacher of
by his o w n hands.
grammar inconsistent with his sacred work, he
O R I B A S I U S (OpeiBdoiog or 'OpiBdaiog), an emgave it u p ; and he lived on the merest pitinent Greek medical writer, born about A.D. tance. His food and his periods of sleep were
325, either at Sardis in Lydia, or at Pergamus restricted within the narrowest limits ; and he
in Mysia. H e early acquired a great profes- performed a strange act of self-mutilation, in
sional reputation. H e was an intimate friend obedience to what he regarded as the recomof the Emperor Julian, with w h o m he became mendation of Christ. (Matth , xix., 12.) At a
acquainted several years before Julian's acces- later time, however, he repudiated this literal
sion to the throne. H e w a s almost the only understanding of our Lord's words. About 211
person to w h o m Julian imparted the secret of or 212 Origen visited R o m e , where he made,
his apostacy from Christianity. H e accompa- however, a very short stay. O n his return to
nied Julian in his expedition against Persia, Alexandrea he continued to discharge his duties
and was with him at the time of his death, 363. as catechist, and to pursue his biblical studies
T h e succeeding emperors, Valentinian and Va- About 216 he paid a visit to Caasarea in Paleslens, confiscated the property of Oribasius, and tine, and about 230 he travelled into Greece.
banished him. H e was afterward recalled from Shortly after his return to Alexandrea he had
exile, and w a s alive at least as late as 395. Of to encounter the open enmity of Demetrius, the
the personal character of Oribasius w e k n o w bishop of the city. H e w a s first deprived of his
little or nothing, but it is clear that he w a s much office of catechist, and was compelled to leave
attached to paganism and to the heathen phi- Alexandrea; and Demetrius afterward procured
losophy. H e w a s an intimate friend of Euna- his degradation from the priesthood and his expius, w h o praises him very highly, and wrote communication. T h e charges brought against
an aecount of his life. "We possess at present him are not specified ; but his unpopularity apthree works of Oribasius : 1. Colleda Medici- pears to have arisen from the obnoxious charnalia (Zvvayayal 'larpiKal), or sometimes Hebacter of some of his opinions, and w a s increasdomecontabiblos CEBbopnKovrdBiBXog), which w aed
s by the circumstance that even in his lifetime
compiled at the command' at Julian, w h e n Ori- his writings were seriously corrupted
Origen
basius was still a young m a n . It contains but withdrew to Caasarea in Palestine, where he was
little original matter, but is very valuable on received with the greatest kindness. A m o n g
account of the numerous extracts from writers his pupils at this place w a s Gregory Thaumawhose works are no longer extant. More than turgus, w h o afterward became his panegyrist.
half of this work is n o w lost, and what remains In 235 Origen fled from Caasarea in Palestine,
is in some confusion. There is no complete and took refuge at Caasarea in Cappadoeia,
edition of the work. 2. A n abridgment (tvvo- where he remained concealed two years. It
\pig) of the former work, in nine books. It w a sw a s subsequent to this that he undertook a secwritten thirty years after tbe former. 3. Eu- ond journey into Greece, the date of which is
porista, or De facile Parabilibus (Evirbpiord),
in
doubtful.
In the Decian persecution (249-251),
•bur books. Both this and the preceding work Origen w a s put to the torture ; but, though his
were intended as manuals of the practice of life w a s spared, the sufferings which he undermedicine.
went hastened his end. H e died in 253 or 254,
O R I C U M or ORI'CUS ("Qpucov, "QpiKog: 'QpiKiog:
in his sixty-ninth year, at Tyre, in which city
n o w Eiicho), an important Greek town on the he w a s buried. T h e following are the mos'
coast of Illyria, near the Ceraunian Mountains important of Origen's works: 1. T h e Hexapla
mi the frontiers ofEpirts. According to tra- which consisted of six copies of the Old Testa
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went, lingtd in parallel columns. The first Iof the universal restoration of the guilty, contolumn contained the Hebrew text in Hebrew ceiving that the devil alone would suffer eterna.
characters, the second the same text in Greek punishment. The best edition of his works is
characters, the third the version of Aquila, the by Delarue, Paris, 1733-1759, 4 vols. fol. ; [refourth that of Symmachus, thefifththe Septua- printed in 25 vols 8vo, 1831-48, under the edigint, the sixth the version of Theodotion. Be- torial care of Lommatsch.]
[ORINE ('Opeivb, now Dahlak, in the Gulf of
sides the compilation and arrangement of these
versions, Origen added marginal notes, contain- Massaouah), an island of the Sinus Arabicus, off
ing, among other things, an explanation of the the coast of/Ethiopia, in tbe Sinus Adulicus.]
ORINGIS or ONINGIS, probably the same placa
Hebrew names Only fragments of this valuable work are extant, the best edition of which as AURINX, a wealthy town in Hispania Baa'ica,
with silver mines, near Munda.
is by Montfaucon, Paris, 1714. 2. Exegetical
works, which comprehend three classes: (1 ) O R I O N ('Qpiav), son of Hyrieus, of Hyria, is
Tomi, which Jerome renders Volumina, contain-Bceotia, a handsome giant and hunter, said to
ing ample commentaries, in which he gave full have been called by the Boeotians Candaoffl.
Once he came tc Chios (Ophiusa), and fell in
scope to his intellect. (2 ) Scholia, brief notes
on detached passages. (3 ) Homilia, popular love with Aero or Merope, the daughter of
expositions, chiefly delivered at Caasarea. In CEnopion by the nymph Helice. H e cleared
his various expositions Origen sought to ex- the island from wild beasts, and brought the
tract from the Sacred Writings their historical, spoils of the chase as presents to his beloved ;
mystical or prophetical, and moral significance. but as CEnopion constantly deferred the marHis desire of finding continually a mystical riage, Orion once when intoxicated offered viosense led him frequently into the neglect of the lence to the maiden. CEnopion now implored
historical sense, and even into the denial of its the assistance of Bacchus (Dionysus), who
truth. This capital fault has at all times fur- caused Orion to be thrown into a deep sleep by
nished ground for depreciating his labors, and satyrs, in which state CEnopion deprived him
has no doubt materially diminished their value: of his sight. Being informed by an oracle that
it must not, however, be supposed that his de- he should recover his, sight if he would go tonial of the historical truth of the Sacred Writ- ward the east and expose his eye-balls to the
ings is more than occasional, or that it has been rays of the rising sun, Orion followed the sound
carried out to the full extent which some of his of a Cyclops' hammer, went to Lemnos, where
accusers have charged upon him. 3. Be Prin- Vulcan (Hephaastus) gave to him Cedalion aa
cipiis (IlEpi dpxdv). This work was the greathis guide. Having recovered his sight, Orion
object of attack with Origen's enemies, and the returned to Chios to take vengeance on CEnosource from which they derived their chief evi- pion ; but, as the latter had been concealed by
dence of his various alleged heresies. It was his friends, Orion was unable tofindhim, an!
divided into four books. Of this work some then proceeded to Crete, where he lived as »
important fragments are extant; and the Latin hunter with Diana (Artemis). The cause o}
version of Rufinus has come down to us entire ; his death, which took place either in Crete oi
but Rufinus took great liberties with the orig- Chios, is differently stated. According to some,
inal, and the unfaithfulness of his version is de- Eos (Aurora), who loved Orion for his beauty,
nounced in the strongest terms by Jerome. 4. carried him off, but as the gods were angry at
this, Diana (Artemis) killed him with an arrow
Exhortatio ad Martyrium (Elg uaprvpiov irporpeirin Ortygia. According to others, he was be
riK.bg Xoyog), or Be Martyrio (Hepl uaprvpiov),
written during the persecution under the E m - loved by Diana (Artemis), and Apollo, indigperor Maximin (235-238), and still extant. 5. nant at his sister's affection for him, asserted
that she was unable to hit with her arrow a dis
Contra Celsum Libri VIII. (Kara VLeXaov ropoi
ij), still extant. In this important work Origentant point which he showed her in the sea. She
defends tbe truth of Christianity against the thereupon took aim, and hit it, but the poini
attacks of Celsus. Vid. CELSUS. There is a was the head of Orion, who had been swim
ming in the sea. A third account, which Horvaluable work entitled Philocalia (QiXoKaXla),
which is a compilation by Basil of Caasarea and ace follows (Carm., ii, 4, 72), states that he athis friend Gregory of Nazianzus, made almost tempted to violate Artemis (Diana), and was
exclusively from the writings of Origen, of killed by the goddess with one of her arrows.
which many important fragments have been A fourth account, lastly, states that he boasted
thus preserved. F e w writers have exercised he would conquer every animal, and would cleai
greater influence by the force of their intellect the earth from all wild beasts; but the earth
and the variety of their attainments than Origen, sent forth a scorpion which destroyed him. zEsor have been the occasion of longer and more culapius attempted to recall him to life, but was
acrimonious disputes. Of his more distinctive slain by Jupiter (Zeus) with aflashof lightning
tenets, several had reference to the doctrine of The accounts of his parentage and birth place
the Trinity, to the subject of the incarnation, vary in the different writers, for some call hin
and to the pre-existence of Christ's human soul, a son of Neptune (Poseidon) and Euryale, and
which, as well as the pre-existence of other hu- others say that he was b o m of the earth, or a
man souls, he affirmed. H e was charged, also,son of CEnopion. H e is further called a Thewith holding the corporeity of angels, and with ban or Tanagraaan, but probably because Hyria,
other errors as to angels and daemons. H e held his native place, sometimes belonged to Tanathe freedom of the human will, and ascribed to gra and sometimes to Thebes. After his death
man a" nature less corrupt and depraved than Orion was placed among the stars, where he
was consistent with orthodox views of the op- appears as a giant with a girdle, sword, a lion's
aration of divine grace. H e held tUe doctrine skin, and a club. The constellation of Orion
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net at the comme.icement of November, at which the mino: rivers which flow into the Persiaf
time storms and rain wsre frequent; hence he Gulf, formed the boundary between Susiana and
is often called imbrifer, nimbosus, or aquosus.
Persia.
O R I O N and O R U S VQplav and 'Qpog), names of OROBIZE ('OpoBiai), a town on the coast of
several ancient grammarians, who are frequent- Euboaa, not far from zEgaa, with an oracle of
y confounded with each other. It appears, Apollo.
however, that w e may distinguish three writ[OROBII, a Gallic people in Gallia Transpaers of these names. 1. ORION, a Theban gram- dana, in whose territory, according to Pliny, lay
marian, who taught at Caasarea in the fifththe cities C o m u m and Bergomum.]
century after Christ, and is the author of a lex- O R O D E S ('Opdbvg), the name of two kings of
icon, still extant, published by Sturz, Lips., Parthia. Vid. ARSACES, N O . 14, 17.
1820.—2. O R U S , of Miletus, a grammarian, livORCETES (Opolrng), a Persian, was made saed in the second century after Christ, and was trap of Sardis by Cyrus, which government hi
the author of the works mentioned by Suidas. retained under Cambyses. In B.C. 522 he de— 3 . O R U S , an Alexandrine grammarian, who coyed P O L Y C R A T E S into his power by specious
taught at Constantinople not earlier than the promises, and put him to death. But being susmiddle of the fourth century after Christ.
pected of aiming at the establishment of an in ORIPPO, a town in Hispania, on the road be- dependent sovereignty, he was himself put to
ween Gades and Hispalis.
death by order of Darius.
"ORITZE, HORITZE, or O R Z E (Qpelrai, 1ilpai), a O R O N T E S ('Opwri;;'). 1. (Now Nahr-el-Asy),
people of Gedrosia, who inhabited a district the largest river of Syria, has two chief sources
on the coast nearly two hundred miles long, in Ccelesyria, the one in the Antilibanus, the
abounding in wine, corn,rice,and palm-trees, other further north, in the Libanus; flows norththe modern Urboo on the coast of Beloochistan. east into a lake south of Emesa, and thence
Some of the ancient writers assert that they north past Epiphania and Apamea, till near Anwere of Indian origin, while others say that, tioch, where it suddenly sweeps round to the
though they resembled the Indians in many of southwest, and falls into the sea at the foot of
their customs, they spoke a different language. Mount Pieria. According to tradition, its earORITHYIA ('OpeiBvia). 1. Daughter ofErechlier name was Typhon (Twjiav), and it was calltheus, king of Athens, and Praxithea. Once, ed Orontes from the person who first built a
as she had strayed beyond the River Ilissus, she bridge over it — 2 . A mountain on the southern
was seized by Boreas and carried off to Thrace, side of the Caspian, between Parthia and Hyrwhere she bore to Boreas Cleopatra, Chione, cania.—3. A people of Assyria, east of Gauga
Zetes, and Calais.—[2. One of the Nereids, mela.
mentioned in Homer.]
[ O R O N T E S ('Opovrng). 1. A Lyeian leader, aa
[ORIUS (*Op«or), son of the Thessalian sor- ally of the Trojans, accompanied zEneas after
ceress Mycale, one of the LapithEe, slain by the fall of Troy, and perished by shipwreck.—
Gryneus at the nuptials of Pirithous ]
2. Related to the Persian royal family, accom[ORMENIUM.
Vid. O R M E N U S . ]
panied the younger Cyrus against Artaxerxes,
O R M E N U S ('Oppevog). 1. Son of Cereaphus,
having been pardoned by Cyrus though he had
grandson of/Eolus, and father of Amyntor, was revolted from him. H e was again convicted of
believed to have founded the town of Ormeni- treason during the expedition, was tried by a
um, in Thessaly. From him Amyntor is some- court-martial, and condemned to death. His
times called Ormenides, and Astydamia, his fate was never made public.—3. A Persian, sa
grand-daughter, Ormenis.—[2. N a m e of two Tro-trap of Armenia, married Rhodogune, the daughjan warriors, who were slain, the one by Teucer,ter of Artaxcixes : he commanded one of the
the other by Polypoetes, in the Trojan war.]
divisions of the king's army during the retreat
[ORHINIUS M O N S (now Derne jailasi ?), a range
of the ten thousand Greeks, and was a party to
of mountains in the northeast of Bithynia, term- the treacherous massacre of the Greek gen
inating in Promontorium Posidium, on the coast.] erals. H e was afterward disgraced in conseO R N E ^ S ('Opveai: 'Opvedrng), an ancient town
quence of mismanaging the war with Evagoras,
in Argolis, near the frontiers of the territory of and attempting to deprive Tiribazus of his comPhlius, and one hundred and twenty stadia from mand and his army. Vid. T I R I B A Z U S . — 4 . A
Argos. It was originally independent of Argos, descendant of Hydarnes (one of the seven conbut was subdued by the Argives in the Pelopon- spirators against Smerdis the Magian), is mennesian war, B C. 415.
tioned by Strabo as the last Persian prince who
O R N E U S ('Opvevg), son of Erechtheus, father
reigned in Armenia before the division of the
ofPeteus, and grandfather of Menestheus; from country by Antiochus the Great between two
him the town of Orneaa was believed to have of his officers, Artaxias and Zariadris.]
derived its name.
O R O P U S (Qpairbg: 'Qpdirwg : now Oropo), a
[ O R N Y T U S ("Opvvrog). 1. An Arcadian hero,
town on the eastern frontiers of Bceotia and
who led an army from Teuthis to join the Greeks Attica, near the Euripus, originally belonged to
against Troy, but during the stay at Aulis he the Boeotians, but was at an early time seized
had a quarrel with Agamemnon, and, in conse- by the Athenians, and was long an object o)
quence, led his forces back.—2. A Tyrrhenian, contention between the two nations. At length,
Bompanion of zEneas in Italy, slain by Camilla.] after being taken and retaken several times, it
O R O A N D A (OpbavSa: 'Opoavbeig, or -iKog, Ororemained permanently in the hands of the Atheandensis), a mountain city of Pisidia, southeast nians, and is always reckoned by later writers
of Antiochia, from which the " Oroandicus trac- as a town of Attica. Its sea-port wasDelphin
tus" obtained its name
ium, at the mouth of the Asopus, about oi.e anj
OfioiTia Cf-pi>artc: novs Tal\ the largest of a half miles from the town.
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ORJSIUS, PAULUS, a Spanish presbyter, a na- the s a m e hint m a y be read in the Argcnataua,
tive of Tairagona, flourished under Arcadius ! which bears tne n a m e of Orpheus. After his
and Honorius. Having conceived a w a r m ad- return from the Argonautic expedition he took
miration for St, Augustine, he passed over into up his abode in a cave in Thrace, and employ
Africa about A D . 413. After remaining in ed himself in the civilization of its wild inhabitAfrica about two years, Augustine sent him ants. There is also a legend of his having visinto Syria, to counteract the influence of Pela- ited Egypt. T h o legends respecting the loss
gius, w h o had resided for some years in Pales- and recovery of his wife, and his o w n death,
fine. Orosius found a w a r m friend in Jerome, are very various. His wife w a s a nymph named
but was unable )o procure the condemnation of Agriope or Eurydice. In the older accounts
Pelagius, and w a s himself anathematized by the cause of her death is not referred to. T h e
John, bishop of Jerusalem, w h e n he brought a legend followed in the well-known passages of
formal charge against Pelagius. Orosius subse- Virgil and Ovid, which ascribes the death of
quently returned to Africa, and there, it is believ-Eurydice to the bite of a serpent, is no doubt
ed, died, but at what period is not known. T h e of high antiquity; but the introduction of Aris
following works by Orosius are still extant. 1. taaus into the legend can not be traced to any
Historiarum aiversus Paganos Libri VII, dedi- writer older than Virgil himself. H e followed
cated to St. Augustine, at whose suggestion the his lost wife into the abodes of Pluto (Hades'),
task w a s undertaken T h e pagans having been where the charms of his lyre suspended the
accustomed to complain that the ruin of the torments of the damned, and w o n back his wife
R o m a n empire must be ascribed to the wrath from the most inexorable of all deities ; but his
of the ancient deities, whose worship had been prayer w a s only granted upon this condition,
abandoned, Orosius, upon his return from Pal- that he should not look back upon his restoreo
estine, composed this history to demonstrate wife till they had ai rived in the upper world •
that from the earliest epoch the world had been at the very m o m e n t w h e n they were about to
the scene of calamities as great as the R o m a n pass the fatal bounds, the anxiety of love overempire w a s then suffering. T h e work, which c a m e the poet; he looked round to see that
extends from the Creation d o w n to A.D. 417, Eurydice w a s following him, and he beheld hei
is, with exception of the concluding portion, caught back into the infernal regions. His
extracted fiom Justin, Eutropius, and inferior grief for the loss of Eurydice led him to treat
seeond hand authorities Edited by Havercamp, with contempt the Thracian w o m e n , who, in reLugd. Bat, 1738 and 1767. 2. Liber Apologeti- venge, tore him to pieces under the excitement
cus ie Arbitrii Libertate, written in Palestine,
of their Bacchanalian orgies. After his death
A.D. 415, appended to the edition of the His- the Muses collected the fragments of his body,
tory by Havercamp. 3 Commonitorium ai Au- and buried them at Libethra, at the foot of
gustinum, the earliest of the works of Orosius, Olympus, where the nightingale sang sweetly
composed soon after his first arrival in Africa. over his grave. His head w a s thrown into the
O E O S P E D A or ORTOSPEBA
(now Sierra del Mun- Hebrus, d o w n which it rolled to the sea, and
do), the highest range of mountains in the cen- w a s borne across to Lesbos, where the grave
tre of Spain, began in the centre of Mount Idu- in which it was intened w a s shown at Antissa
beda, ran first west and then south, and term- His lyre w a s also said to have been carried to
inated near Calpe at the Fretum Herculeuir.. Lesbos ; and both traditions are simply poetIt contained several silver mines, whence the ical expressions of the historical fact that Lespart in which the Baatis rises w a s called Mount bos w a s the first great seat of the music of the
Argentarius, or the Silver Mountain.
lyre : indeed, Antissa itself w a s the birth place
O R P H E U S ('Opfevg), a mythical personage,of Terpander, the earliest historical musician.
w a s regarded by the Greeks as the most cele- T h e astronomers taught that the lyre of Orbrated of the early poets, w h o lived before the pheus w a s placed by Jupiter (Zeus) a m o n g the
time of H o m e r . His n a m e does not occur in stars at the intercession of Apollo and the M u the Homeric or Hesiodic poems, but it already ses. In these legends there are some points
had attained to great celebrity in the lyric pe- which are sufficiently clear. T h e invention of
riod There were numerous legends about Or- music, in connection with the services of Apollo
pheus, but the c o m m o n story ran as follows: and the Muses, its first great application to the
Orpheus, the son of CEagrus and Calliope, lived worship of the gods, which Orpheus is therein Thrace at the period of the Argonauts, w h o m fore said to have introduced, its power over the
he accompanied in their expedition. Presented passions, and the importance which the Greeks
with the lyre by Apollo, and instructed by the attached to the knowledge of it, as intimately
Muses in its use, he enchanted with its music allied with the very existence of all social ordei
not only the wild beasts, but the trees and rocks •—are probably the chief elementary ideas of the
upon Olympus, so that they moved from their whole legend. But then comes in one of the
.places to follow the sound of his golden harp. dark features of the Greek religion, in which
T h e power of his music caused the Argonauts the gods envy the advancement of m a n in
to seek his aid, which contributed materially to knowledge and civilization, and severely punish
'he success of their expedition : at the sound any one w h o transgresses the bounds assigned
of his lyre the Argo glided d o w n into the sea; to humanity. In a later age the conflict w a s
the Argonauts tore themselves away from the no longer viewed as between the gods and m a n ,
pleasures of Lemnos ; the Symplegades, or mov- but between the worshippers of different divining rocks, which threatened to crush the ship ities ; and especially between Apollo, the symbetween them, were fixed in their places ; and bol of pure intellect, and Bacchus (Dionysus),
the Colchian dragon, which guarded the golden the deity of the senses- hence Orpheus, the
fleece, w a s lulled to sleep: other legends of servant of Apollo, falls a victim to the vealo'isi
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ol Bacchus (Dionysus), and the fury of his wor- god Alpheus and jif Telegone, fathe r of Diodes

prince at Pheraa, and guest friend of Ulysses
shippers.—Orphic Societies and Mysteries. About
the time of thefirstdevelopment of Greek phi- — 2 . Son of Diocles, grandson of No. 1, accomlosophy, societies were formed, consisting of panied Agamemnon to the Trojan war, and wa!
slain before Troy by zEneas.—3. Son o<" Ido
persons called the followers of Orpheus (ol 'Opmeneus of Crete.—4. A Trojan, who accomiptKol), who, under the pretended guidance of
Orpheus, dedicated themselves to the worship panied /Eneas to Italy; he was slain by Caof Bacchu3 (Dionysus). They performed the milla.]
[ O R T H A G O R A S ('OpBayopag). 1. A geog".iphrites of a mystical worship, but instead of confining their notions to the initiated, they pub- ical writer, whose age is uncertain: he wrote
isbed them to others, and committed them to a work on India, and another concerning th
iterary works. The Bacchus (Dionysus) to Red Sea.—2 Afluteplayer of Thebes ; accordwhose wjrship the Orphic rites were annexed, ing to Athenaaus, an instructor of Epaminondas
was Bacchus (Dionysus) Zagreus, closely con- in flute-playing.]
[ O R T H E ("OpBn), a place in the Thessalian
nected with Ceres (Demeter) and Cora (Proserpina). The Orphic legends and poems related district Perrheebia, mentioned in the second
in great part to this Bacchus (Dionysus), who book ofthe Iliad ; supposed by Strabo to be the
was combined, as an infernal deity, with Pluto Acropolis of Phalanna.]
O R T H I A ('OpBla, 'OpBlg, or 'OpBaaia), a su
(Hades , and upon w h o m the Orphic theologers founded their hopes of the purification and name ofthe Diana (Artemis) who is also called
ultimate immortality of the soul. But their Iphigenia or Lygodesma, and must be regarded
mode of celebrating this worship was very dif- as the goddess of the moon. Her worship was
ferent from the popular rites of Bacchus. The probably brought to Sparta from Lemnos. It
Orphic worshippers of Bacchus did not indulge was at the altar of Diana (Artemis) Orthia tha!
in unrestrained pleasure and frantic enthusi- Spartan boys had to undergo thefloggingcalled
asm, but rather aimed at an ascetic puritv of diamastigosis.
ORTHOSIA ('OpBaaia). 1. A city of Caria, on
life and manners. All this part of the my.hology of Orpheus, which connects him with Bac- the Maaander, with a mountain of the same
chus (Dionysus), must be considered as a later name, where the Rhodians defeated the Cainvention, quite irreconcilable with the original rians, B C. 167.—2. (Now Ortosa), a city of
legend, in which he is the servant of Apollo and Phcenice, south of the mouth of the Eleuthethe Muses : but it is almost hopeless to explain rus, and twelve Roman miles from Tripolis.
O R T H R U S ("OpBpog), the two-headed dog of
the transition. Many poems ascribed to Orpheus were current as early as the time of the Geryones, who was begotten by Typhon and
Pisistratids. Vid ONOMACRITUS. They are oft- Echidna, and was slain by Hercules. Vid. p.
en quoted by Plato, and the allusions to them 358, a.]
[ O R T O N A (now Ortona a Mare), a port-town
Li later writers are very frequent. The extant
poems, which bear the name of Orpheus, are of the Frentani, according to the Itineraries on
theforgeriesof Christian grammarians and the road from Aternum to Histonium ]
O R T O S P A N A or-UM ('Oprbairava: now Cabull),
philosophers of the Alexandrean school; but
among the fragments, which form a part of the a considerable city of the Paropamisadaa, at
collection, are some genuine remains of that the sources of a western tributary ofthe River
Orphic poetry which was known to Plato, and Cogs, and at the junction of three roads, one
which must be assigned to the period of Ono- leading north into Bactria, and the others south
macritus, or perhaps a little earlier. The Or- and east into India. It was also called Carura
phic literature, which in this sense may be call- or Cabura.
O R T Y G I A ('Oprvyia). 1. The ancient name of
ed genuine, seems to have included Hymns, a
Delos. Since Diana (Artemis) and Apollo were
Theogony, Oracles, &c. The apocryphal productions which have come down to us are, 1. born at Delos, the poets sometimes call the godArgonaulica, an epic poem in one thousand threedess Ortygia, and give the name of Ortygia bovcs
hundred and eighty-four hexameters, giving an to the cattle pastured by Apollo, The ancients
account of the expedition of the Argonauts. 2. connected the name with Orlyx("Oprv!;), a quail
Hymns, eighty-seven or eighty-eight in num- Vid. p. 435, b. — 2 An island near Syracuse
ber, in hexameters, evidently the productions Vid. SYRACUSZE.—3. A grove near Ephesus, in
of the Neo-Platonic school. 3. Litkica (AiBmd),which the Ephesians pretended that Apollo and
treats of properties of stones, both precious and Diana (Artemis) were born. Hence Propertius
common, and their uses in divination. 4 Frag- calls the Cayster, which flowed near Ephesus,
ments, chiefly of the Theogony. It is in this Ortygius Cayster.
[ORTYGIUS, a Rutulian, one of the warriors
class that w e find the genuine remains of the
literature of the early Orphic theology, but in- on the side of Turnus in his wars with /Eneas,
termingled with others of a much later date. slain by Caaneus ]
ORUS.
Vid. H O R U S , O R I O N .
The best edition is by Hermann, Lips., 1805.
[ O R U S ('Qpoc), a Greek warrior before Troy,
[OBPHIDIUS B E N I G N U S , a legate of the
Emperor Otho, fell in the battle of Bedriacum againstslain by Hector.]
[ORXINES ('Opl-lvng) or ORSINES, a noble and
the troops of Vitellius, A.D. 69.]
wealthy Persian, who traced his descent from
[ORSABAKIS ('OpadBaptg), a daughter of Mithradates the Great, taken prisoner by Pompey, Cyrus. H e was present, and commanded a
portion of the troops at Gaugamela. At the
and served to adorn his triumph, B.C. 61.]
death of Phrasaortes Orxines assumed the sa
[ORSE'IS ('Opanig), a nymph, mother by Heltrapy of Persis, which usurpation was overer of zEolus, Dorus, and Xuthus.]
.CKSTI.OCHUS rOpui'Ao^oc). 1. Son ofthe river- looked bv Alexander; bu he was subsequent!!

OSOA

OSTKACINA.

iharged svith sacrilege, and on this or some which separated it from Mygdonia cn the easrt,
other ground was crucified by Alexander.]
and from the rest of Mesopotamia on the south •
OSCA. 1. (Now Huesca in Arragonia), an im- the Euphrates divided it on the west and nortl portant town of the Ilergetes and a Roman col- west from tbe Syrian districts of Chaljbonitis,
ony in Hispania Tarraconensis, on the road from Cyrrhestiee, and Commagene; and on the north
Tarraco to Uerda, with silver mines ; whence it was separated byMountMasius from A:menia
Livy speaks of argentum Osciense, though these
Its name was said to be derived from Osroes,
words may perhaps mean silver money coined an Arabian chieftain, who, in the time of the
at Osca.—2. ("West of Huescar in Granada), a Seleucidaa, established over it a petty principaltown of the Turdetani in Hispania Bsatica.
ity, with E D E S S A for its capital, which lasted til]
OSOELA
Vid. LEPONTII.
the reign of Caracalla, and respecting the his
O S C I or OPICI ("OaKoi, 'OITIKOI), one of tory
the of which, vii. A B G A R U S .
most ancient tribes of Italy, inhabited the cen[OSROES.
Vii. O S R O E N E ]
tre ofthe peninsula, from which they had driven
O S S A ('Oaaa : now Kissavo, i. e., ivy-clad).
out the Sieuli. Their principal settlement was 1. A celebrated mountain in the north ol Mag
in Campania, but w e also find them in parts of nesia, in Thessaly, connected with Pelion on
Latium and Samnium. They were subdued by the southeast, and divided from Olympus on the
the Sabines and Tyrrhenians, and disappeared northwest by the Vale of T E H P E . It is one of
from history at a comparatively early period. the highest mountains in Greece, but much less
They were called in their own language Uskus. lofty than Olympus. It is mentioned by Homer
They are identified by many writers with the in the legend ofthe war ofthe Giants, respectAusones or Aurunci; but others think that the ing which, vii. O L Y M P U S —[2. (Now Osa), a
latter is a collective name for all the people small river of Etruria, which" empties into the
dwelling in the plain, and that the Osci were a Tyrrhenian Sea between Promontorium Telabranch ofthe Ausones. The Oscan language m o n and the city of Cosa.]
was closely connected with the other ancient
OSSET, with the surname Constantia Julia, a
Italian dialects, out of which the Latin language town in Hispania Baatica, on the right bank of
was formed ; and it continued to be spoken by the Baatis, opposite Hispalis.
the people of Campania long after the Oscans
O S S I G E R D A or O S I O E R D A (Ossigerdensis), a
had disappeared as a separate people. A knowl- town of the Edetani in Hispania Tarraconenedge of it was preserved at R o m e by the Fab- sis, and a Roman municipium.
ulaa Atellanaa, which were a species of farce or
OSSIGI (now Maquiz), a town ofthe Turd'Ji
comedy written in Oscan.
in Hispania Baatica, on the spot where the B *
Osi, a people in Germany, probably in the tisfirstenters Baatica.
mountains between the sources of the Oder and
O S S O N O B A (now Estoy, north of Faro), a town
the Gran, were, according to Tacitus, tributary of the Turdetani in Lusitania, between the Tato tho Sarmatians, and spoke the Pannonian gus and Anas.
language.
O S T E O D E S ('Oareabvg vrjcog: now Alicus), a
OSICSRDA.
Vid. OSSIGERDA.
island at some distance from the north coast of
[OSINIUS, king of Clusium, aided zEneas in bis Sicily, opposite the town of Soli.
wars with Turnus in Italy.]
OSTIA (Ostiensis : now Ostia,) a town at the
OSIRIS ("Oaipig), the great Egyptian divinity,
mouth of the Rivei Tiber, and the harbor ot
and husband of Isis. According to Herodotus, Rome, from which it was distant sixteen miles
they were the only divinities who were wor- by land, was situated on the left bank ofthe left
shipped by all the Egyptians. His Egyptian arm of the river. It was founded by Ancus
name is said to have been Hysiris, which is in- Marcius, thefourthking of Rome, was a Roman
terpreted to mean " son of Isis," though some colony, and eventually became an important and
said that it meant " many-eyed." H e is said to flourishing town. In the civil wars it was de
have been originally king of Egypt, and to have stroyed by Marius, but it was soon rebuilt with
reclaimed his subjects from a barbarous life by greater splendor than before. The Emperor
teaching them agriculture, and enacting wise Claudius constructed a new and better harbor
laws. H e afterward travelled into foreign on the right arm of the Tiber, which was enlands, spreading wherever he went the bless- larged and improved by Trajan This new harings of civilization. On his return to Egypt he bor was called simply Portus Romanus or Portu
was murdered by his brother Typhon, who cut Augusti, and around it there sprang up a floui
his body into pieces and threw them into the isliing town, also called Portus (the inhabitants
Nile. After a long search Isis discovered the Portuenses). The old town of Ostia, whose
mangled remains of her husband, and with the harbor had been already partlyfilledup by sand,
assistance of her son Horus defeated Typhon, now sank into insignificance, and only continued
and recovered the sovereign power, which Ty- to exist through its salt-works (salinas), which
phon had usurped. Vid. ISIS.
had been established by Ancus Marcius. The
[OSIRIS, a friend of Turnus, the lung of the ruins of Ostia are between two and three miles
Rutuli, slain by the Trojan Tbymbraeus.]
from the coast, as the sea has gradually receded
OSISMII, a people in Gallia Lugdunensis, at in consequence ofthe accumulation of sand dethe northwestern extremity ofthe coast, and in posited by the Tiber.
the neighborhood of the modern Quimper and
O S T I A NILI.
Vid. NILUS.
Brest.
[ O S T O R I U S SABINUS.
Vid. SABINUS.]
O G R O E N E (Ooponvii: 'Oapoqvoi, pi.: now Pa-O S T O R I U S SCAPULA. Vii. SCAPULA.
shalik ofOrfah), the westernmost ofthe two por- O S T R A (Ostranus), a town in Umbria, in the
tions into which Northern Mesopotamia was di- territory ofthe Senones.
rided by the River Chaboras (now Khaboui),
[OSTRACINA (OaroaKivos). a city destitu'-e ol
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consul in Africa ; and in 42 was sent into lllywwater (araBpbg dvvSpog), in Lower Egypt, east
of the Nile, on the road from Rhinocorura to cum, where he restored discipline among the
soldiers, who had lately rebelled against ClauPelusium, and not far from Lake Sirbonis.]
OTACILICS CRASSUS, T
1. A R o m a n general dius. At a later time he detected a conspiracy
during the second Punij war, was praator B C. which had been formed against the life of Clau217, and subsequently propreetor in Sicily. In dius.—3. L., surnamed TITIANUS, elder son of
215 he crossed over to Africa, and laid waste No. 2, was consul 52, and proconsul in Asia 63,
the Carthaginian coast. H e was praator for the when he had Agricola for his qu»;Stor. It is
second time, 214, and his command was pro- related to the honor of the latter that he was
longed during the next three years. H e died in not ..orrupted by the example of his superior
Sicily, 211.—[2. OTACILIUS CRASSUS, one of officer, who indulged in every kind of rapacity.
Pompey's officers, had the command ofthe town O n the death of Galba in January, 69, Titianus
of Lissus in Illyria, and cruelly murdered twc was a second time made consul, with his brother
hundred and twenty of Caasar's soldiers, whc Otho, the emperor. On the death ofthe latter,
had surr andered to him on the promise that they he was pardoned by Vitellius.—4. M., Roman
should be uninjured. Shortly after this he aban emperor from January 15th to April 16th, A.Dj
doned Lissus, and joined the main body of the 69, was the younger son of No. 2. H e was born^
in the early part of 32. H e was of moderate'
Pompeian army.]
OTACILIUS PILITUS, L., a Roman rhetorician stature, ill made in the legs, and had an effem
who opened a school at R o m e B.C. 81, was inate appearance. H e was one ofthe compan
originally a slave, but having exhibited talen; ions of Nero in his debaucheries ; but when the
and a love of literature, he was manumitted by emperor took possession of his wife, the beautihis master. Cn. Pompeius Magnus was one of ful but profligate Poppaaa Sabina, Otho was sent
his pupils, and he wrote the history of Pompey as governor to Lusitania, which he administered
with credit during the last ten years of Nero's
and of his father likewise.
life. Otho attached himself to Galba when he
O T A N E S ('Ordvng). 1. A Persian, son of Pharnaspes, was the first who suspected the impos- revolted against Nero, in the hope of being
ture of Smerdis the Magian, and took the chief adopted by him and succeeding to the empire.
part in organizing the conspiracy against the But when Galba adopted L. Piso on the 10th of
pretender (B.C. 521). After the accession of January, 69, Otho formed a conspiracy against
Darius Hystaspis, he was placed in command Galba, and was proclaimed emperor by the sol
c f the Persian force which invaded Samos for diers at Rome, who put Galba to death. Mean
ihe purpose of placing Syloson, hrother of Poly- time Vitellius had been proclaimed emperor at
erates, in the government.—2. A Persian, son Cologne by the German troops on the 3d of
of Sisamnes, succeeded Megabyzus (B.C. 506) in January, and his generals forthwith s«t w t 'or
She command of the forces on the sea-coast, Italy to place their master on the thitme. When
and took Byzantium, Chalcedon, Antandrus, and these news reached Otho, he marched into the
Lamponium, as well as the islands of Lemnos north of Italy to oppose the generals of Vitellius.
and Imbros. H e was probably the same Otanes The fortune of war was at first in his favor.
who is mentioned as a son-in-law of Darius Hys- H e defeated Caacina, the general of Vitellius, in
taspis, and as a general employed against themore than one engagement; but his army was
subsequently defeated in a decisive battle .near
revolted Ionians in 499.
O T H O , L. ROSCIUS, tribune of the plebs B C. Bedriacum by the united forces of Caacina and
67, was a warm supporter ofthe aristocratica. Valens, whereupon he put an end to his own lift
party. H e opposed the proposal of Gabinius to at Brixellum, in the thirty-seventh year of hi'
bestow upon Pompey the command of the war age.
O T H R Y A D E S ('OBpvaSng). 1. A patronymic
against the pirates; and in the same year he
proposed and carried the law which gave to the given to Panthous or Panthus, the Trojan priest
equites a special place at the public spectacles, of Apollo, as the son of Othryas.—2. A Spartan^
one of the three hundred selected to fight witfe
in fourteen rows or seats (in quattuoriecim gradian equal number of Argives for the possession
bus she ordinibus), next to the place ofthe senators, which was in the orchestra. This law of Thyrea. Othryades was the only person
was very unpopular; and in Cicero's consulship who survived the battle,-and was left for dead.
(63) there was such a riot occasioned by the ob- H e spoiled the dead bodies of the enemy, and
noxious measure that it required all his elo- remained at his post, while Alcenor and Chromius, the two survivors of the Argive party;
quence to allay the agitation.
O T H O , SALVIUS.
1. M., grandfather of the hastened home with the news of victory, supEmperor Otho, was descended from an ancient posing that' all their opponents had been slain.
and noble family of the town of Ferehtinum in As the victory was claimed by both sides', a
Etruria. His father was a R o m a n ieques ; hisgeneral battle ensued, in which the Argives
mother was of low origin, perhaps even a freed- were defeated. Othryades slew himself on the
woman. Through the influence of Livia Au- field, being ashamed to return to Sparta as the
gusta, in whose house he had been brought up, one survivor of her three hundred champions.
[ O T H R Y O N E U S ('OBpvovevg), an ally of Priam,
Otho was made a Roman senator, and eventually obtained the praatorship, but was not ad- from Cabesus, was a suitor for the hand of Casvanced to any higher honor.—2. L., son of the sandra, Priam's daughter, and promised, in repreceding, and father ofthe Emperor Otho, stoodturn, to drive the Greeks from before Troy ; but
BO high in the favor of Tiberius, and resembled he was slain by Idomeneus ]
O T H R Y S ("OBpvg : [now Goura or Katavothry'
this emperor so strongly in person, that it was
supposed by most that ha was, his son. H e was the highest summit Jerako, according to Leake JX
a lofty range of mountains in the south of Thes
r.onsul suffeetus in A.D; 33; was afterward pro685
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saly which extended from Mount Tymphres- siccession
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T h e restraint of a wife, was ufc
LUS, or the most southerly part of Pindus, to the some to s. n a n like Ovid, w h o w a s devoted to
eastern coast and the promontory between the gallantry a:id licentious life His chief mistress
Pagaatean Gulf and the northern point of E u - in the early part of his life w a s the one w h o m
bced It shut in the gieat Thessalian plain on he celebrates in his poems under the n a m e of
Corinna. If w e m a y believe the testimony of
the south.
[ O T R E U S ('OrpCTf), king of Phrygia, w h o m Sidonius Apollinaris, Corinna w a s no less s
personage than Julia, the accomplished but
Priam aided against the Amazons ]
[ O T R I S , a town of Babylonia, south of Baby- abandoned daughter of Augustus. There are
several passages in Ovid's Amores which renlon, above the marshes ofthe Euphrates ]
[ O T R C E A ('Orpoia), a city of Bithynia, aboveder the testimony of Sidonius highly probab e
Lake Asoania, said to have derived its n a m e Thus it appears that his mistress w a s a marfrom Otreus, probably the same as the town of ried w o m a n , of high rank, but profligate morals ;
Phrygia mentioned by Plutarch under the n a m e all which particulais will suit Julia. H o w Jong
Ovid's connection with Corinna lasted there are
of Otryaa ('Orpvai) in his life of Lucullus ]
[ O T R Y N T E U S ('Orpwrevg), king of H y d e at theno means of deciding; but it probably ceased
base of Mount Tmolus, father of Iphition by one before his marriage with his third wife, w h o m
he appears to have sincerely loved. W e can
of the nymphs.]
O T U S , and his brother E P H I A L T E S , are bet- hardly place his third marriage later than his
ter k n o w n by their n a m e of the Albida. Vid. thirtieth year, since a daughter, Perilia, w a s the
A L O E U S . — [ 2 . O f Cyllene, a Greek warrior at the fruit of it (Tsist, iii., 7, 3), w h o w a s grown up
and married at the time of his banishment.
siege of Troy, slain by Polydamas.]
O V I D I U S N A S O , P., the R o m a n poet, w a s born Perilia w a s twice married, and had a child by
at Sulmo, in the country of the Peligni, on the each husband. Ovid w a s a grandfather before
20th of March, B.C. 43. H e w a s descended from he lost his father at the age of ninety; soon
an ancient equestrian family, but possessing after whose decease his mother also died. Till
only moderate wealth. H e , as well as his his fiftieth year Ovid continued to reside at
brother Lucius, w h o w a s exactly a year older R o m e , where he had a house near the Capitol,
than himself, w a s destined to be a pleader, and occasionally taking a trip to his Pelignan farm.
received a careful education to qualify him for H e not only enjoyed the friendship of a large
that calling. H e studied rhetoric under Arel- circle of distinguished m e n , but the legard and
lius Fuscus and Porciua Latro, and attained to favor of Augustus and the imperial family. But
considerable proficiency in the art of declama- in A.D. 9 Ovid w a s suddenly commanded by an
tion. But the bent of his genius showed itself imperial edict to transport himself to Tomi, a
very early. T h e hours which should have been town on the Euxine, near the mouths of the
spent in the study of jurisprudence were em- Danube, on the very border of the empire. H e
ployed in cultivating his poetical talent. T h e underwent no trial, and the sole reason for bis
older Seneca, w h o had heard him declaim, tells banishment stated in the edict w a s his having
ns that his oratory resembled a solutum carmen, published his p o e m on the Art of Love (Ars
and that any thing in the w a y of argument w a s Amatoria). It w a s not, however, an exsilium,
irksome to him His father denounced his fa- but a relegatio; that is, he w a s not utterly cut
vorite pursuit as lending to inevitable poverty ; off from all hope of return, nor did he lose his
Dut the death of his brother, at the early age citizenship. T h e real cause of his banishment
of twenty, probably served in some degree to has long exercised the ingenuity of scholars.
mitigate his father's opposition, for the patri-T h e publication of the Ars Amatoria w a s cerm o n y which would have been scanty for two tainly a mere pretext. T h e poem had been
might amply suffice for one. Ovid's education published neaily ten years previously ; and,
w a s completed at Athens, where he made him- moreover, whenever Ovid alludes to that, the
self thoroughly master of the Greek language. ostensible cause, he invariably couples with it
Afterward he travelled with the poet Macer in another which he mysteriously conceals. A c Asia and Sicily. It is a disputed point whether cording to some writers, the real cause w a s his
he ever actually practiced as an advocate after intrigue with Julia. But this is sufficiently rehis return to R o m e . T h e picture Ovid himself futed by the fact that Julia had been an exile
draws of his weak constitution and indolent since B.C. 2. Other writers suppose that he
temper pi events us from thinking that he ever had been guilty of an intrigue with the younger
followed his profession with perseverance, if Julia, the daughter of the elder one ; and the
indeed at all T b e same causes deterred him remarkable fact that the younger Julia w a s banfrom entering the senate, though he had put on ished in the same year with Ovid leads very
strongly to the inference that his fate w a s in
the latus clarus w h e n he assumed the toga virilis, as being by birth entitled to aspire to thes o m e w a y connected with hers. But Ovid states
senatorial dignity. (Trist, iv., 10, 29 ) H e be- himself that his fault w a s an involuntaiy one;
came, however, one ofthe Triumviri Capilales;and the great disparity of years between tho
and he w a s subsequently made one ofthe Cen- poet and the younger Julia renders it improbtumviri, or judges w h o tried testamentary and able that there had been an intrigue between
even criminal causes ; and in due time he w a s them. H e m a y more probably have become ac
promoted to be one of the Decemviri, w h o as-quainted with Julia's profligacy by accident,
sembled and presided over the court of the and by his subsequent conduct, peihaps, for inCentumviri. Such is all the account that can stance, by concealing it, have given offence to
be given of Ovid's business life. H e married Livia, or Augustus, or both. Ovid draws an
twice in early life at the desire of his parents, affecting picture of tie miseries to which he
hut he speediiv divorced each of his wives in was exposed in "his flare of exile. H e com58fi
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plains cf the inhospitable soil, ofthe severity this and the preceding work. Even the versiof the climate, and of the perils to which he fication is more slovenly, and some ofthe lines
was exposed, when the barbarians plundered very prosaic. 10. Ibis, a satire of between six
the surrounding country, and insulted the very hundred and seven hundred elegiac verses, also
walls of Tomi. In the most abject terms he written in exile. The poet inveighs in it against
supplicated Augastus to change his place of an enemy who had traduced him. Though the
banishment, and besought his friends to use variety of Ovid's impree Itions displays learning
their influence in his behalf. In the midst of and fancy, the piece leaves the impression of
all his misfortunes, he sought some relief in thean impotent explosion of rage. The title and
exercise of his poetical talents. Not only did plan were borrowed from Callimachus. 11.
he finish his Fasti in his exile, besides writing Consolatio ai Liviam Augustam, is considered
most critics not to be genuine, though it is
the Ibis, the Tristia, Ex Ponto, &e., but he by
likewise acquired the language of the Getaa, in allowed on all hands to be not unworthy of
which he composed some poems in honor of Ovid's genius. 12. The Medicamina Faciei and
Augustus. These he publicly recited, and they Halieuticon are mere, fragments, and their genwere received with tumultuous applause by the uineness not altogether certain. Of his lost
Tomitaa. With his new fellow-citizens, indeed, works, the most celebrated was his tragedy,
he had succeeded in rendering himself highly Medea, of which only two lines remain. That
popular, insomuch that they honored him with Ovid possessed a great poetical genius is un
a decree, declaring him exempt from all public questionable, which makes it the more to be
burdens. H e died at Tomi in the sixtieth year regretted that it was not always under the concf his age, A.D. 18. The following is a list of trol of a sound judgment. H e possessed great
Ovid's works, arranged, as far as possible, in vigor of fancy, warmth of coloring, and facility
of composition. Ovid has himself described how
chronological order: 1. Amorum Libri III., the
earliest of the poet's works. According to the spontaneously his verses flowed ; but the facilepigram prefixed, the work, as w e now possess ity of composition possessed more charms for
it, is a second edition, revised and abridged, him than the irksome but indispensable laboi
the former one having consisted of five books. of correction and retrenchment. Ovid was the
first to depart from that pure and correct taste
2. Epistolas Heroidum, twenty-one in number.
3. Ars Amatoria, or Be Arte Amandi, written which characterizes the Greek poets, and their
about B.C. 2. At the time of Ovid's banish- earlier Latin imitators. His writings abound
ment this poem was ejected from the public with those false thoughts and frigid conceits
libraries by command of Augustus. 4. Remedia which w e find so frequently in the Latin poetsAmoris, in one book. 5. Nux, the elegiac com-and in this respect he must be regarded as unplaint of a nut-tree respecting the ill treatment antique. The best edition of Ovid's complete
it receives from wayfarers, and even from its works is by Burmann, Amsterdam, 1727, 4 vols.
own master. 6. Metamorphoseon Libri XV.4io. [Of the separate works, the most useful
This, the greatest of Ovid's poems in bulk and editions are, the Metamorphoses, by Gierig (cura
pretensions, appears to have been written be- Jahn), Leipzig, 1821-23, and by Loers, Leipzig,
tween the age of forty and fifty It consists 1843 ; the Fasti, by Merkel, Berlin, 1841,' and
of such legends or fables as involved a trans- by Keightley, London, 1848; the 1'ristia, by
formation, from the Creation to the time of Loers, Treves, 1839 ; Ars Amatoria (including
Julius Caesar, the last being that emperor's Heroides, Sec.), by Jahn, Leipzig, 1828 ; the He
change into a star. It is thus a sort of cyclic roides, by Loers, Cologne, 1829.] •
[ O X A T H R E S (OsbBpng). 1. Youngest son of
poem, made up of distinct episodes, but connected into one narrative thread with much Darius II. by Parysatis, brother of Artaxerxes
skill. 7. Fastorum Libri XII, oi which only Mnemon, was treated with kindness by his
thefirstsix are extant. This work was incom- brother, and even admitted to unusual honors.
plete at the time of Ovid's banishment. In- •—2. Brother of Darius Codomannus, was disdeed, he had perhaps done little more than col- tinguished for his bravery, and took a conspiclect the materials for it; for that the fourth uous part in the battle of Issus, B C. 333. H e
book was written in Pontus appears from verse accompanied Darius in hisflight,but was taiten
eighty-eighth. The Fasti is a sort of poetical prisoner by Alexander, who treated him with
Roman calendar, with its appropriate festivals kindness, and gave him an honorable post about
and mythology, and the substance was probably his own person.]
O X I A PALUS, is first mentioned d'&tinctly by
taken in a great measure from the old R o m a n
annalists. The work shows a good deal of Ammianus Marcellinus as the name of the Sea
learning, but it has been observed that Ovid of Aral, which the ancients in general did not
makes frequent mistakes in his astronomy, from distinguish from the Caspian. W h e n Ptolemy,
not understanding the books from which he took however, speaks ofthe O X I A N A P A L U S (b 'Qf£tavy Xipvn) as a small lake in the steppes of Sogit. 8. .Tristium Libri V., elegies written during
the first four years of Ovid's banishment. They diana, he is perhaps following some vague ac
are chiefly made up of descriptions of his afflict- count of the separate existence of the Sea of
ed condition, and petitions for mercy. The Aral, and the same remark may be applied to
tenth elegy of the fourth book is valuable, as Pliny's account that the source (instead of the
containing many particulars of Ovid's life. 9. termination) ofthe River Oxus was in a lake of
Epistolarum ex Ponto Libri IV., are also inthe
thesame name.
[ O X L E ('OHeiai, sc. vfjaoi), i. e., lit$vi
elegiac metre, and much the same in substance
88 the Tristia, to which they were subsequent.•d-oal oi Homer ; a group of islands at the mouth
It must be confessed that age and misfortune of the Act.elous, belonging to the E C H I N A D E I
seem to have damped Ovid's gen;,js both m INSXI'LJB.]
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OXIANI.

P A C H Y M E R E S , GEORGIU&.

India intra Gangem, in the Punjab, between th#
OXIANI ( Qgiavol, Ovtjiavoi), a people of SogRivers Hydaspes (now Jhelum) and Acesines
mana, on the north of the Oxus.
(now Chenab), in whose capital Alexander was
Oxii M O N T E S (TO "U^eia, or Ovgeta, opn : now
probably Ak-tagh), a range of mountains be- wounded. They called themselves descend
tween the Rivers Oxus and Jaxartes; the north- ants of Bacchus (Dionysus).
O X Y L D S COfyXog), the leader ofthe Heraclidap
ern boundary of Sogdiana toward Scythia.
Oxus or O A X U S ("Ofoc, "Qfo? : now Jihoun or in their invasion of Peloponnesus, and subse
Amou), a great river of Central Asia, rose, ac- quently king of Elis. Vid. p 354, b.
[ O X Y N T A S (O&vrag), son of Jugurtha, waa
cording to some of the ancient geographers, on
the northern side ofthe Paropamisus Mountains led captive, together with his father, before the
(nowHindoo-Koosh), and, according to others, intriumphal car of Marius, B C. 104; but his life
he Emodi Mountains, and flowed northwest, was spared, and he was placed in custody at
forming the boundary between Sogdiana on the Venusia, where he remained till B.C. 90, when
north, and Bactria and Margiana on the south, he was adorned with the insignia of royalty, to
and then, skirting the north of Hyrcania, it fellgather around him the Numidians in the service
into the Caspian. The Jihoun nowflowsinto theof the Roman general L. Caesar. The device
southwestern corner of the Sea of Aral; but proved successful, but the subsequent fate of
there are still distinct traces of a channel ex- Oxyntas is unknown ]
O X Y R H Y N C H U S ('Oljvpvyxog : ruins at Bchnetending in a southwestern direction from the
Sea of Aral to the Caspian, by which at least a seh), a city of Middle Egypt, on the western
portion, and probably the whole, of the waters bank of the canal which runs parallel to the
of the Oxus found their way into the Caspian ; Nile on its western side (now Bohr Yussuf). It
and very probably the Sea of Aral itself was was the capital of the Nomo3 Oxyrtiynchites,
connected with the Caspian by this channel. and the chief seat of the worship of the fish
The ancient geographers mention, as important called oxyrynchus.
[ O Z E N E ('OQnvb, now Uzen or Ougein), in the
tributaries of the Oxus, the O C H U S , the M A R GUS, and the B A C T R U S , which are now inter- time of Ptolemy the capital ofthe kingdom Lacepted by the sands of the Desert. The Oxus rica, in India intra Gangem, and the residence
is a broad and rapid river, navigable through a of a prince who bore the title Tiascanus. It
considerable portion of its course. It formed, carried on an exteasive traffic, exported onyxes,
m ancient times, a channel of commercial in- myi'ih, and fine cotton stuff, and supplied the
tercourse between India and Western Asia, great commercial city Barygaza with all the
goods being brought down it to the Caspian, necessaries of life.]
O Z O Q A R D A N A , a city of Mesopotamia, on the
and thence up the Cyrus and across Armenia
into Asia Minor. It occupies also an important Euphrates, the people of which preserved a lofty
place in history, having been in nearly all ages throne or chair of stone, which they called T'rathe extreme boundary between the great mon- jan's judgment-seat.
archies of Southwestern Asia and the hordes
which wander over the central steppes. Cyrus
and Alexander both crossed it; but the former
PAOARIS. Vid. H Y P A C Y R I S .
effected no permanent conquests on its north[PAOARIUS DECIMUS, procurator of Corsica iu
ern side; and the conquests of the latter in
A.D. 69, wished to send assistance to ViteUus,
Sogdiana, though for a time preserved under
but was murdered by the inhabitants ]
the Bactrian kings, were always regarded as
PACATIANA. Vid. P H R Y G I A .
lying beyond the limits of the civilized world,
P A C O I U S or PACCIUS A N T I O C H U S , a physician
and were lost at the fall of the Bactrian kingabout the beginning of the Christian era, who
dom. Herodotus does not mention the Oxus
was a pupil of Philonides of Catana, and lived
by name, but it is supposed to be the river
probably at Rome. H e made a large fortune by
which he calls Araxes.
the sale of a certain medicine of his own inven[ O X Y A R T E S (OZvdprng), or O X A R T E S ('Ofaption, the composition of which he kept a proriig), a Bactrian, father of Roxana, the wife of
found secret. At his death he left his prescripAlexander the Great. H e was one ofthe chiefs
tion as a legacy to the Emperor Tiberius, who,
who accompanied Bessus into Sogdiana. After
in order to give it as wide a circulation as posthe death of Bessus, he deposited his wife and
sible, ordered a copy of it to be placed in all the
daughters for safety in a rock fortress in Sogpublic libraries.
diana, which was deemed impregnable, but
P A C H E S (Hdxnc), an Athenian general in the
which soon fell into the hands of Alexander.
Peloponnesian war, took Mytilene and reduced
After the espousal of Alexander to Roxana,
Lesbos, B.C. 427. On his return to Athens he
Oxyartes made his submission, and was treated
was brought to trial on some charge, and, per»ith distinction by the conqueror, and was apceiving his condemnation to be certain, drew
pointed satrap of the province of Paropamisus,
his sword and stabbed himself in the presence
or India south of the Caucasus, which he conof his judges.
tinued to hold after the death of Alexander, and
P A O H Y M E R E ! , GEORGIUS, an important Byzanprobably io the period of his own death some
tine writer, was born about A.D. 1242 at Nicaaa,
fears subsequently.]
but spent the greater part of his life at ConQXYBII, a Ligurian people on the coast cf
stantinople. H e was a priest, and opposed the
Gallia Narbonensis, west of the Alps, and beunion of the Greek and Latin Oi.jrches. Patween the Flnmen Argenteum (now Argens)
chymeres wrote several works, the most imand Antipolis (now Antibes). They were neigtiportant of which is a Byzantine History, contain
»ors of the Salluvii and Deciates.
ing an account ofthe emperors Michael PalaaoO H Y D R A C S : ('OtivdpdKai), a war ike people of
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PACHYNUb

PADUS.

P A O T Y I C A (HaKTviKrj), the country oi the Pac•ogus and Andronicus Palaaologus tne elder, .n
thirteen books. The style is remarkably good tyes (HaKrveg), in the northwest of India, west
und pure for the age. Edited by Possmus, of the Indus, and in the thirteenth satrapy of
Rome, 1666-1669, 2 vols, fol, and by Bekker, the Persian empire, is most probably the northeastern part oi Afghanistan, about Jeilalabai.
Bonn, 1835, 2 vols. 8vo.
P A C H Y N F S or P A C H Y N U M (now Capo Passaro), [ P A C U L L A , A N N I A or MINIA, a Campanian
a promontory at the southeastern extremity of woman, one of the chief agents in introducing
Sicily, and one ofthe three promontories which the worship of Bacchus into Rome, B.C. 186 ]
give to Sicily its triangular figure, the other two PACUVIUS, M , one of tht early Roman tragebeing Pelorum and Lilybaaum. By the side of dians, was bora about B C. 220, at Brundisium,
Pachynus was a bay, which was used as a har- and is said to have been the son ofthe sister of
bor, and which is called by Cicero P O R T U S PA- Ennius. Paeuvius appears to have be en brought
up at Brundisium, but he afterward repaired to
CHYNI (now Porto di Palo).
[PACIANUS, bishop of Barcelona, in Spain, Rome. Here he devoted himself to painting
nourished A.D. 370. H e was renowned for his and poetry, and obtained so much distinction in
eloquence, and wrote several books, especially the former art, that a painting of his in tho temone against the Novatians
His works have ple of Hercules, in the forum boarium, was rebeen published by Tilius, Paris, 1538, and in the garded as only inferior to the celebrated painting of Fabius Pictor. After living many years
Biblioth. Patrum Maxima.]
[PAOIDII, two generals ofthe Pompeian party at Rome, for he was still there in his eightieth
in Africa under Metellus Seipio, one of w h o m year, he returned to Brundisium on account of
the failure of his health, and died in his native
fell in the battle of Tegea, B.C. 46.]
PAOILUS, the name of a family ofthe patrician town, in the ninetieth year of his age, B.C. 130.
Furia gens, mentioned in the early history of W e have no further particulars of his life save
the republic : [the most celebrated were, 1. C. that his talents gained him the friendship of
F U R I U S PACILUS F U S U S , consul B C. 441 with M'. Laalius, and that he lived on the most intimate
Papirius Crassus, censor B.C. 435 with M. Ge- terms with his younger rival Accius. Pacuvius
ganius Macerinus, and subsequently one of the was universally allowed by the ancient writers
consular tribunes in B.C. 426.—2. C. FURIUS P., to have been one of the greatest of the Latin
son of the preceding, consul B.C. 412 with Q. tragic poets. (Hor., Ep., ii., 1, 56.) H e is esFabius Vibulanus Ambustus — 3 . C. FURIUS P., pecially praised for the loftiness of his thoughts,
consul B.C. 251 with L. Caacilius Metellus in the vigor of his language, and the extent of hia
knowledge. Hence w efindthe epithet doclus
the first Punic war.]
[PACONIUS, M. 1. A Roman knight, violently frequently applied to him. H e was also a favordispossessed of his property by the tribune ite with the people, with w h o m his verses conClodius.—2. M., a legatus of Silanus, procon- tinued to be esteemed in the time of Julius Caasul of Asia, was one of his accusers in A.D. sar. His tragedies were taken from the great
22. Paconius was put to death by Tiberius on Greek writers ; but he did not confine himself,
like his predecessors, to a mere translation of
a charge of treason.]
P A C O R U S (TJaKopoc). 1. Son of Orodes I., king the latter, but worked up his materials with
of Parthia. His history is given under A R S A C E S , more freedom and independent judgment. Some
No. 14.—2. King of Parthia. Vid. A R S A C E S , N O . ofthe plays of Pacuvius were not based upon
the Greek tragedies, but belonged to the class
24.
called Piatextata, in which tho subjects were
P A C T O L U S (HaKTuXbg: now Sarabat), a small
but celebratedriverof Lydia, rose on the north- taken from Roman story. One of these was
ern side of Mount Tmolus, and flowed north entitled Paulus, which had as its hero L. zEmilpast Sardis into the Hermus, which it joined ius Paulus, the conqueror of Perseus, king of
thirty stadia below Sardis. The golden sands Macedonia. The fragments of Pacuvius are
of Pactolus have passed into a proverb. Lydia published by Bothe, Poet Lat. Scenic. Fragm.,
was long the California of the ancient world, its Lips., 1834.
[PADZEI (Hada'wi), a rude nomad tribe in
streams forming so many gold "washings;" and
hence the wealth of the Lydian kings, and the Northwestern India (perhaps in the modern:
alleged origin of gold money in that country. Multan oi Ajmer), who not only ate raw flesh,
But the supply of gold was only on the surface, but also devoured the sick and old of their own
and by the beginning of our era it was so far people.]
PADij(nowP(i), the chiefriverof Italy, whose
exkausted as not to repay the trouble of collectname is said to have been of Celtic origin, and
ing it.
to have been given it on account of the pineP A O T Y A S (HaKrvag), a Lydian, who, on the
conquest of Sardis (B.C. 546), was charged by trees (in Celtic padi) which grew on its banks.
Cyras with the collection ofthe revenue ofthe In the Ligurian language it was called Bodencus
province. W h e n Cyrus left Sardis on his re- or Bodincus. Almost all later writers identified
turn to Ecbatana, Pactyas induced the Lydians the Padus with the fabulous Eridanus, from
te revolt against Cyrus; but when an army was which amber was obtained, and hence the Roman
sent against him, hefirstfled to Cyme, then to poets frequently give the name of Eridanus to
Mytilene, and eventually to Chios. H e was sur- the Padus. The reason of this identification
appears to have been, that the Phoenician vesrendered by the Chians to the Persians.
P A C T Y E (HaKTvn: now St. George), a town in sels received at the mouths of the Padus the
the Thracian Chersonesus, on the Propontis, amber which had been transported by land from
thirty-six stadia from Cardia, to which Alcibia- the coasts ofthe Baltic to those ofthe Adriatic
des retired when he was barished by the Athe- The Padus rises from two springs on the easte m side of Mount Vesulus(row3/£m«e Viso) ia
nians, B.C. 407
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die Alps, and flows with a general easterly diPZEONES (Haioveg), a powerful Thracian pes
ection through the great plain of Cisalpine Gaul,pie, who in early times were spread over a gieai
which it divides into two puts, Gallia Oispa- part of Macedonia and Thrace. According to
dana and Gallia Transpadana. It receives nu- a legend preserved by Herodotus, they were of
merous affluents, which drain the whole of this Teucrian origin ; and it is not impossiblo that
vast plain, descending from the Alps on the they were a branch of the great Phrygian peonorth and the Apennines on the south. These ple, a portion of which seems to have settled in
affluents, increased in the summer by the melt- Europe. In Homer the Paaonians appear us
ing of the snow on the mountains, frequently allies of the Trojans, and are represented as
brinjf dowts such a large body of water as to having come from the River Axius. In historcause the Padus Co overflow its banks. The ical times they inhabited the whole of the north
whole course of the river, including its wind- of Macedonia, from the frontiers of Illyria to
ings, is about four hundred and fifty miles. some little distance east of the River Strymon
About twenty miles from the sea the river di- Their country was called PZEONIA (Haiovla
vides itself into two main branches, of which The Paaonians were divided into several tribes,
the northern one was calledPadoa (now Maestro,independent of each other, and governed by
Po Grande, or Po delle Fornaci), and the souththeir own chiefs, though at a later period they
e m one Olana (now Po d'Ariano); and each of appear to have owned the authority of one king.
these now falls into the Adriatic by several The Paaonian tribes on the lower course of the
mouths. The ancient writers enumerate seven Strymon were subdued by the Persians, B.C
of these mouths, some of which were canals. 513, and many of them were transplanted to
They lay between Ravenna and Altinum, and Phrygia; but the tribes in the north of the
bore the following names, according to Pliny, country maintained their independence They
oeginning with the southern and ending with were long troublesome neighbors to the Macethe northern: 1. Padusa, also called Augusta donian monarchs, whose territories they freFossa, was a canal dug by Augustus, which con- quently invaded and plundered; but they were
nected Ravenna with the Po. 2 Vatrenus, also eventually subdued by Philip, the father of Alexcalled Eridanum Ostium or Spineticum Ostium ander the Great, who allowed them nevertheless
(nowPo at Primaro), from the town of Spina atto retain their own monarchs. They continued
its mouth. 3. Ostium Caprasiaa (now Porto In-to be governed by their own kings till a much
terilo di bell' Ochio) 4. Ostium Sagis (now Porto
later period, and these kings were often virtudi Magnavacca). 5. Olane or Volan°, the south-ally independent of the Macedonian monarchy.
e m main branch ofthe river, mentioned above. Thus w e read of their king Audoleon, Whose
6. Padoa, the northern main branch, subdivided daughter Pyrrhus married. After the conquest
into several small branches called Ostia Car- of Macedonia by the Romans, 168, the part cf
bonaria. 7. Fossaa Philistinaa, connecting the Paaonia east of the Axius formed the second,
river, by means of theTartarus, with the Athesis.
and the part of Paaonia west ofthe Axius foim
PADUSA.
Vid P A D U S .
ed the third of the four districts into which M a
PZEAN (Haiuv, Haibav or Hatdv), that is, " the
cedonia was divided by the Romans.
nealing," is, according to Homer, the designa[PZEONIA (Haiovla). Vii. PZEONES,]
tion ofthe physician ofthe Olympian gods, who
[PZEON (Haiav). Vii. P Z E A N ]
heals, for example, the wounded Mars (Ares)
PZEONII'S (Uaianog). 1. Of Ephesus, an archand Pluto (Hades). After the time of Homer itect, probably lived between B C. 420 and 380
and Hesiod, the word Paan became a surname In conjunction with Demetrius, he finally comof zEsculapius, the god who had the power of pleted the great temple of Diana (Artemis) at
healing. The name was, however, used also Ephesus, which Chersiphron had begun ; and,
in the more general sense of deliverer from any with Daphnis the Milesian, he began to build at
evil or calamity, and was thus applied to Apollo Miletus a temple of Apollo, of the Ionic order
and Thanatos, or Death, who are conceived as The latter was the famous Didymaum, or temdelivering m e n from the pains and sorrows of ple of Apollo Didymus, the ruins of which ars
life. With regard to Apollo and Thanatos, how- still to be seen near Miletus. The former temever, the name may at the same time contain an ple, in which the Branchidaa had an oracle of
allusion to iraleiv, to strike, since both are also
Apollo, was burned at the capture of Miletus
regarded as destroyers. From Apollo himself by the army of Darius, 498. The new temple,
the name Paean was transferred to the song which was on a scale only inferior to that of
dedicated to him, that is, to hymns chanted to Diana (Artemis), was never finished. — 2. Of
Apollo for the purpose of averting an evil, and Mende, in Thrace, a statuary and sculptor, flourto warlike songs, which were sung before or ished about 435.
during a battle.
PZEOFL/E (Hawr.Xai), a Paaonian people on the
PJEANIA (Haiavla : Haiavtevg), a demus in
lower course of the .Strymon and the Angites,
Attica, on the eastern slope of Mount Hymet- who were subdued by the Persians, and transtus, belonging to the tribe Pandionis. It was planted to Phrygia by order of Darius, B.C. 513.
•he demus of the orator Demosthenes
They returned to their native country with tha
[P/BANIUS (Haidviog), the author of a trans-help of Aristagoras, 500 ; and w efindthem setlation of the history of Eutropius into Greek, tled north of Mount Pangaeus in the expedition
whose age is uncertain, but who seems to have of Xerxes, 480.
lived not long after Eutropius himself. The
P A R I S A D E S or PARISADES (HaiptadSng or nap<
version is printed in Havercamp's and Verheyk's addng), the name of two kings of Bosporus. 1
editions of" Eutropius ]
Son of Leucon, succeeded his brother Spartacus
PZEMANI, a people of German origin in Gallia B.C. 349, and reigned thirtv-eight years. H o
Belgica.
continued the same friendly relations with tte
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P/ESTANUS SINUS
Athenians whieh were begun by his fattier Leucon.—2. The last monarch of the first dynasty
that ruled in Bosporus. The pressure of the
Scythian tribes induced Paerisades to cede his
sovereignty to Mithradates the Great. The date
of this event can not be placed earlier than 112,
nor later than 88.
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174 in place »f his father, and was consul 167
when he laid waste the territory of the Ligu
rians.
PZETUS, P. AUTRONIUS, was electee consul fot
B.O. 65 with P. Cornelius Sulla; but he and
Sulla were accused of bribery by L. Aureliuj
Cotta and L. Manlius Torquatus, and condemnP Z E S T A N U S SINUS. Vii. P/ESTUM.
ed. Their election was accordingly declared
PZESTUA (Paastanus), called POSIDONIA (IIO- void, and their accusers were chosen consuls
gcidavla: Hoaeidavidrng) originally, was a in
city
their stead. Enraged at his disappointment,
in Lueania, situated between four and five miles Paetus conspired with Catiline to murder tha
southeast ofthe mouth ofthe Silarus, and near consuls Cotta and Torquatus; and this design
the bay which derived its name from the town is said to have been frustrated solely by the
(HoaeiSavidrng KbXirog, Paastanus Sinus : impatience
now
of Catiline, who gave the signal preGulf of Salerno). Its origin is uncertain, but maturely before the whole of the conspirators
it was probably in existence before it was col- had assembled. Vid. CATILINA. Paetus afteronized by the Sybarites about B.C. 524. It ward took an active part in the Catilinarian consoon became a powerful andflourishingcity; spiracy, which broke out in Cicero's consulship,
but, after its capture by the Lucanians (between 63. After the suppression of the conspiracy
438 and 424), it gradually lost the characteris- Paetus was brought to trial for the share he had
tics of a Greek city, and its inhabitants at length had in it; he was condemned, and went into
ceased to speak the Greek language. Its an- exile to Epirus, where he was living when Ciccient name of Posidonia was probably changed ero himself went into banishment m 58. Cicero
into that of Paastum at this time. Under the was then much alarmed lest Paetus should make
supremacy ofthe Romans, who founded a Latin an attempt upon his life.
colony at Paastum about B.C. 274, the town
PZETUS, C. CZESENNIUS, sometimes called CZEgradually sank in importance ; and in the time SONIUS, consul A.D. 61, was sent by Nero in 63
of Augustus it is only mentioned on account of to the assistance of Domitius Corbulo in Arthe beautiful roses grown in the neighborhood. menia. H e was defeated by Vologeses, king
The ruins of Paastum are striking and magnifi- of Parthia, and purchased peace of the Parthicent. They consist of the remains of walls, ans on the most disgraceful terms. After the
of an amphitheatre, of two fine temples, and of accession of Vespasian he was appointed govanother building. The two temples are in the ernor of Syria, and deprived Antiochus "IV.
Doric style, and are some of the most remark- king of Commagene, of his kingdom.
able ruins of antiquity.
PZETUS T H R A S E A .
Vid. T H R A S E A .
PZESUS (Haiabg), a town in the Troad, men- P A G Z E or PEG/E (Hayal, Att. Hnyar. Hayalsg:
tioned by Homer, but destroyed before the time now Psatho), a town in Megaris, a colony from
of Strabo, its population having been transplant- Megara, was situated at the eastern extremity
\:d to Lampsacus. Its site was on ariverof of the Alcyonian Sea, and was the most imtjie same name (now Beiram-Dere), between portant town in the country after Megara It
1 .ampsacus and Parium
possessed a good harbor.
PZETINUS, the name of a family ofthe Fulvia
PAGAS/E, called by the Romans PAGASA, -M
/.;ens, which was eventually superseded by the (Hayaaai: now Volo), a town of Thessaly, on
liame of Nobilior. Vid. NOBILIOR.
the coast of Magnesia, and on the bay called
PZETUS, a cognomen in many Roman gentes, after it S I N U S PAGASZEUS or P A G A S I C U S (nayasignified a person who had a slight cast in the cnriKbg KbXirog: now Gulf of Volo). It was the
eye.
port of Iolcos, and afterward of Pheraa, and is
PZETUS, /ELIUS. 1. P., probably the son of celebrated in mythology as the place where JaQ. zElius Paetus, a pontifex, who fell in the bat-son built the ship Argo. Hence some of the antle of Cannae. H e was plebeian aedile B.C. 204, cients derived its name from7rsyy»>i)p;j; but others
praator 203, magister equitum 202, and consul connected the name with the fountains (rrnyai)
301. In his consulship he fought a battle with in the neighborhood. The adjective Pagasaus
the Boii, and made a treaty with the Ingauni is applied to Jason on account of his building
Ligures. In 199 he was censor with P. Seipio the ship Argo, and to Apollo because he had a
Africanus. H e afterward became an augur, sanctuary at Pagasae. The adjective is also
and died 174, during a pestilence at Rome. H e used in the general sense of Thessalian : thus
is mentioned as one of the Roman jurists.—2. Alcestis, the wife of Admetus, is called by Ovid
SEX., brother of the last, curule aedile 200, Pagasaa conjux.
consul 198, and censor 193 with Cn. Cethegus.
[PAGASUS, a Trojan warrior, companion ol
H e was a jurist of eminence, and a prudent /Eneas, slain by Camilla in Italy.]
man, whence he got the cognomen Catus. H e
P A G R Z E (naypac now Pagras, Bagras, Bar
is described in a line of Ennius as " Egregie gas), a city of Syria, on the eastern side of
cordatus homo Catus /Elius Sextus." H e is Mount Amanus, at the foot of the pass called
enumerated among the old jurists w h o collect- by Ptolemy the Syrian Gates, on the road be
ed or arranged the matter of law, which he did tween Antioch and Alexandrea: the scene of
in a work entitled Tripartita or Jus Mlianum.
the battle between Alexander Balas and DemeThis was a work on the Twelve Tables, which trius Nicator, B.C. 145.
contained the original text, an interpretation, P A G U S (nayof), a remarkable conical hill, from
and the Legis actio subjoined. It was probably five hundred to six hundred feet high, a little
the first commentary written on the Twelve north of Smyrna in Ionia. It was crowned with
Tables.—3.0. son of No. 1, was elected augur a shrine of Nemesis, and had a celebrated spring
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P A L / E M O N JIaXaiuuv). 1. Son of Athamas Westermann, in the Mythographi Green, {irons
and Ino, was originally called Melicertes. W h e n wick, 1843.
his mother, who was driven mad by Juno (Hera),
PALZERUS (HaXaipbg: HaXaipevg), a town on
nad thrown herself, with her boy, into the sea, the coast of Acarnania, near Leucas.
both were changed into marine divinities, Ino
PALZESTE (now Palasa), a town of Epirus, on
becoming Leucothea, and Melicertes Palaamon. the coast of Chaonia, and a little south of the
For details, vii. A T H A M A S . According to some,Acroceraunian Mountains : here Caasar landed
Melicertes, after his apotheosis, was called Glau-hisforceswhen he crossed over to Greece to
cus, whereas, according to another version, carry on the war against Pompey.
Glaucus is said to have leaped into the sea from
PAL.93STINA (HaXaiarlvn, b HaXaiarlvn "Zvoln '
Lis love of Melicertes. The body of Melicertes, HaXaianvog, Palaastinus, and rarely Palaestinaccording to the common tradition, was washed ansis : now Palestine, or the Holy Land), is the
by the waves, or carried by dolphins into the Greek and Roman form of the Hebrew word
port Schcenus on the Corinthian isthmus, or to which was used to denote the country of the
that spot on the coast where the altar of Palaa- Philistines, and which was extended to the
mon subsequently stood. There the body was whole country. In the Scriptures it is called
found by his uncle Sisyphus, who ordered it to C A N A A N , from Canaan, the son of H a m , whose
be carried to Corinth, and on the command of descendants were itsfirstinhabitants; the L A N D
the Nereides he instituted the Isthmian games OP ISRAEL, the L A N D OF P R O M I S E , the L A N D op
and sacrifices of black bulls in honor of the dei- J E H O V A H , and the H O L Y L A N D . The Romans
fied Palaamon. In the island of Tenedos it isusually called it JUDAEA, extending to the whole
said that children were sacrificed to him, and country the name of its southern part. It was
the whole worship seems to have had something regarded by the Greeks and Romans as a part
gloomy about it. The Romans identified Palae- of Syria. Its extent is pretty well defined by
mon with their own god Portunus or Portum- natural boundaries, namely, the Mediterranean
nus.
Vid. P O R T U N U S . — 2 . Q. R E M M I U S PALZE- on the west; the mountains of Lebanon on the
MON, a grammarian in the reigns of Tiberius, north ; the Jordan and its lakes on the east, in
Caligula, and Claudius. H e was a native of the original extent of the country as defined in
Vicentia (now Vicenza), in the north of Italy,the Old Testament, but in the wider and usual
and was originally a slave ; but having been extent of the country, the Arabian Desert was
manumitted, he opened a school at Rome, where its boundary on the east; and on the south and
he became the most celebrated grammarian of southwest, the deserts which stretch north of
his time, though his moral character was in- the head of the Red Sea as far as the Dead Sea
famous. H e is twice mentioned by Juvenal and the Mediterranean : here it was separatee?
(vi. 451; vii., 251). H e was the master of from Egypt by the small stream called in ScripQuintilian.
ture the River of Egypt (probably the brook ElPAL^EOPOLIS.
Vid. NEAPOLIS.
Arisli), which fell into the Mediterranean at
[PALZEPAPHUS (HaXaiiraipog).
Vid. PAPHUS,]
Rhinocolura (now El-Arish), the frontier town
[PALZEPHARUS (near the modern Kranovo or of Egypt. The southern boundary of the tet
Ondoklari), a place in the Thessalian districtritoryeast of Jordan was the River Arnon (now
Pe'asgiotis, on the eastern declivity of Mount Wady-el-Mojib). The extent of country within
Ohalcodonius.]
these limits was about eleven thousand square
PALZEPHATUS (HaXattparog). 1. Of Athens, miles.
a
The political boundaries varied at difmythical epic poet of the ante-Homeric period. ferent periods. By the covenant of God with
The time at which he lived is uncertain, but he Abraham (Gen., xv, 18), the whole land was
appears to have been usually placed after Phe- given to bis descendants, from the river of Egypt
raonoe (vid. P H E M O N O E ) , though some writers as-to the Euphrates; but the Israelites never hat
signed him even an earlier date.—2. Of Paros the faith or courage to take permanent possesor Priene, lived in the time of Artaxerxes. sion of this their lot; the nearest approach
Suidas attributes to him the work " On Incred- made to the realization of the promise was in
ible Tales," spoken of below.—3. Of Abydus, an the reigns of David and Solomon, when the conhistorian, lived in the time of Alexander the quests of the former embraced a large part of
Great, and is stated to have been loved by the Syria, and the latter built Tadmor (afterward
philosopher Aristotle.—4. A n Egyptian or Athe- Palmyra) in the Syrian Desert; and, for a time,
nian, and a grammarian. His most celebrated the Euphrates seems to have been the bordei
work was entitled Troica (TpalKa), which isof the kingdom on the northeast (vid. 2 Sam.,
frequently referred to by the ancient gramma- viii., 3; 1 Chron., xviii., 3). O n the west,
rians. There is extant a small work in fifty-again, the Israelites never had full possession
one sections, entitled HaXaitparog irepl airiorav,
of the Mediterranean coast, a strip of which,
or " Of Incredible Tales," giving a brief ac- north of Mount Carmel, was always retained
count of some of the most celebrated Greek by the Phoenicians (vid PHCENICE); and another
legends. It is an abstract of a much larger portion in the southwest was held by the Philiswork, which is lost. It was to the original tines, who were independent, except during
work to which Virgil refers (Ciris, 88): " Docta brief intervals. On the south and east, again,
Palaaphatia testatur voce papyrus." It is doubt- portions ofthe land were frequently subjugated
ful who was the author of this work; but as he by the neighboring people of Amalek, E d o m
adopts the rationalistic interpretation of the Midian, Moab, A m m o n , &c. On the north, ex
myths, he must be looked upon as a disciple cept during the reigns of David and Solomon,
of Euemerus (vid. E V E M E R U S ) , and may thus Palestine ceased at the southern entrance of
have been an Alexandrine Greek, and the the valley of Ccelesyria, and at Mount Hermon in
same person as No. 4. The best edition is by An tilitanus. In the physical formation of Pal
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*stme, the most remarkable feature la the de- subsequent history. Between these lat,'. in«
pression which is formed by the valley of the the mixed people of North Palestine a deadly
Jordan and its lakes (vid. JORDANES), betweenenmity arose«; the natural dislike of the pu^e
which and the Mediterranean the country is in- race of Israel to heathen foreigners being agtersected by mountains, chiefly connected with gravated by the wrongs they suffered from them,
the Lebanon system, and running north and especially at their return from the Babylonish
south. Between these ranges, and between captivity, and still more by the act of relig:"U(<
the central range and the western coast, are usurpation of which the remnant of the Ncttb
some comparatively extensive plains, such as ern Israelites were guilty at a later period, in
those of Esdraelon and Sharon, and several setting up a temple for themselves on Mou.il
smaller valleys; in the south of the country Gerizim. Vii. SAMARIA. The date assigned to
the mountains gradually subside into the rocky the Assyrian conquest of the kingdom of Israe
deserts of Arabia Petraea. The valleys and is B.C. 721. The remainder ofthe history of
slopes of the hills are extremely fertile, and the kingdom of Judah (passing over its religious
were much more so in ancient times, when the history, which is most important during this
soil on the mountain sides was preserved by period) consists of alternate contests with, and
terraces, which are now destroyed through neg- submissions to, the kings of Assyria, Egypt,
lect or wantonness. This division ofthe coun- and Babylon, till the conquest of the country
try has only a few small rivers (besides mount- by Nebuchadnezzar and the removal of a part
ain streams), which fall into the Mediterranean :of its people to Babylonia, in 598, and the dethe chief of them are the Belus, just south of struction of Jerusalem and the temple, after
Ptolemais (now Acre), the Kishon,flowingfrom the rebellion of Zedekiah, in 588, when a still
Mount Tabor, through the plain of Esdraelon, larger portion of the people were carried capand falling into the Bay of Acre north of Mount tive to Babylon, while others escaped to Egypt
Carmel, the Chorseus, north of Caasarea, the In 584, during the siege of Tyre, NebuchadnezKanah, west of Sebaste (Samaria), the Jarkon, zar sent a further portion ofthe Jews into capnorth of Joppa, the Eshcol, near Askelon, and tivity ; but there was still a considerable remthe Besor, near Gaza. On the east of the Jor- nant left in the land, and (what is very importdan, the land rises toward the rocky desert of ant) foreign settlers were not introduced ; so
the Hauran (the ancient Auranitis), and the hills that, when Cyrus, after overthrowing the Baby
bordering the Syrian Desert, its lower portion, Ionian empire, issued his edict for the return of
near theriver,formingrich pastures, watered the Jews to their own land (B C. 536), there
by the eastern tributaries of the Jordan, the was no great obstacle to their quiet settlement
chief of which are the Hieromax, the Jabbok, in it. They experienced some trouble from the
and the Arnon, the lastflowinginto the Dead jealousy and attacks of the Samaritans, and
Sea. The earliest inhabitants of Palestine were the changeful dispositions ofthe Persian court;
the several tribes of C anaan ites. It is unneces- but at length, by the efforts of Zerubbabel and
sary to recount in detail those events with Joshua, and the preaching of HaggA' and Zechwhich w e are familiar through the sacred his- ariah, the new temple was finished and deditory : the divine call of Abraham from Mesopo- cated in 516, and Jerusalem was rebuilt Fresh
tamia to live as a stranger in the land which bands of Jewish exiles returned under Ezra,
God promised to his descendants, and the story 458, and Nehemiah, 445; and, between this time
of his, and his son's, and his grandson's resi- and that of the Macedonian conquest, Judaaa
dence in it till Israei and his family removed was repeopled by the Jews, and through the
to Egypt: their return and conquest of the land tolerance of the Persian kings, it was governed
of Canaan and of the portion of territory east virtually by the high-priests. In B C. 332, after
of the Jordan, and the partition of the whole Alexander had taken Tyre and Gaza, he visited
among the twelve tribes : the contests with the Jerusalem, and received the quiet submission
surrounding nations, and the government by ot the Jews, paying the most marked respect
judges, till the establishment of the monarchy to their religion. Under the successors of Alexunder Saul: the conquests of David, the splen- ander, Palestine belonged alternately to Egypt
did reign of Solomon, and the division of the and Syria, the contest between whose kings for
kingdom under Rehoboam into the kingdom of its possession are too complicated to recount
Israel, including two thirds ofthe country west here; but its internal government seems to
of Jordan, and all east of it, and the kingdom have been pretty much in the hands of the highof Judali, including the southern portion which priests, until the tyranny of Antiochus Ejiphwas left, between the Mediterranean on the anes provoked the successful revolt under the
west, and the Dead Sea and a small extent of Maccabees or Asmonaaans, whose histoiy ia
Jordan on the east: and the histories of these given under MACOAB^BI, and the history of the
two monarchies down to their overthrow by Idumaean dynasty, who succeeded them, is givthe Assyrians and Babylonians respectively. en under A N T I P A T E R , H E R O D E S , and A R C H E L A U S .
Ths former of these conquests made an import- The later Asmonaaan princes had regained the
ant change in the population of Palestine by whole of Palestine, including the districts of
the removal of the greater part of the inhabit- Judaaa, Samaria, and Galilee (besides Idumaaa),
ants of the kingdom of Israel, and the settle- west ofthe Jordan, and the several districts of
ment in their place of heathen nations from Peraea, Batanea, Gaulonitis, Ituraaa, and Traehother parts of the Assyrian empire, thus re- onitis or Auranitis, east of it; and this was the
stricting the country occupied by the genuine extent of Herod's kingdom. But, from B.C
Israelites within the limits of the kingdom of 63, when Pompey took Jerusalem, the coun'.ry
ludah. Hence the names of Judaaa and Jews was really subject to the Romans. At the death
applied to tho coun Ty and the people in their of Herod, his kingdom was divide I between his
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gona as tetrarchs, under the sanction of Au- among the Greeks, and as a poet; aa: he i«
gustus, Archelaus receiving Judaaa, Samaria, said to have invented light-houses, measures,
and Idumaaa, Herod Antipas Galilee and Peraaa, scales, the discus, dice, the alphabet, and the
and Philip Batanaea, Gaulonitis, and Trachon- art of regulating sentinels.—2. A Greek gramitis ; all standing to the Roman empire in a re- marian, was a contemporary of Athenaeus, who
lation of virtual subjection, whieh successive introduces him as one of the speakers in hia
events converted into an integral union. First, work.
A.D. 7, Archelaus was deposed by Augustus,
PALATINUS M O N S .
Vii. R O M A .
and Judaea was placed under a Roman procuraPALATIUM
Vid. R O M A .
tor: next, about 31, Philip died, and his govPALE(nd/t!?: HaXelg, Ion. HaXeeg, Att llaAth,
ernment was united to the province of Syria, and in Polyb. HaXaielg: ruins near Lixuri), one c*
was in 37 again conferred on Herod Agrippa I., the four cities of Cephallenia, situated on a
with the title of king, and with the addition of height opposite Zacynthus.
Abilene, the district round Damascus. In 39,
PALES, a Roman divinity offlocksand shepHerod Antipas was banished to Gaul, and his herds, is described by some as a male, and by
tetrarchy was added to the kingdom of Herod others as a female divinity. Hence some modAgrippa ; and two years later he received from ern writers have inferred that Pales was a comClaudius the government of Judaea and Samaria, bination of both sexes ; but such a monstrosity
and thus Palestine was reunited under a nom- is altogether foreign to the religion of the Roinal king. On his death in 44, Palestine again mans. Some of the rites performed at the fesbecame a part of the Roman province of Syria tival of Pales, which was celebrated on the 21st
under the name of Judaaa, which was governed of April, the birth-day of the city of Rome,
by a procurator. The Jews were, however, would seem to indicate that theidivinity was a
most turbulent subjects of the R o m a n empire, female ; but, besides the express'statements to
and at last they broke out into a general rebel- the contrary, there are also other reasons for
lion, which, after a most sanguinary war, was believing that Pales was a male divinity. The
crushed by Vespasian and Titus ; and the iatter name seems to be connected with Palatinus, the
took and destroyed Jerusalem in A.D. 70. Un- centre of all the earliest legends of Rome, and
der Constantine, Palestine was divided afresh the god himself was with the Romans the e m
into the three provinces of P. Prima in the bodiment of the same idea as Pan among the
centre, P. Secunda in the north, and P. Tertia,Greeks. Respecting the festival ofthe Palilia.
the south of Judaea, with Idumaaa.
vid. Diet, of Antiq., s.v.
P A L A M E O E S (HaXapbbng). 1. Son of Nauplius
[PALFURIUS S U R A , one of the delators under
and Clymene. H e joined the Greeks in their Domitian, was son of a m a n of consular rank.
expedition against Troy; but Agamemnon, Dio- H e was expelled from the senate by Vespasian,
medes, and Ulysses, envious of his fame, caused and then applied himself to the study of the
a captive Phrygian to write to Palamedes a let- Stoic philosophy, and became distinguished for
ter in the name of Priam, and bribed a servant his eloquence. He was restored to the senate
of Palamedes to conceal the letter under his by Domitian, and became one of the informer-.
master's bed. They then accused Palamedes of for that emperor.]
treachery; upon searching his tent, they found
PALICANUS, LOLLIUS.
Vii. LOLLIUS.
the letter which they themselves had dictated,
[PALIOE (HaXiKri), a city of Sicily, founded by
and thereupon they caused him to be stoned to Ducetius, southwest of Leontini, and having in
death. W h e n Palamedes was led to death, he its vicinity the famous lakes and the temple of
exclaimed, " Truth, 1 lament thee, for thou hast the deities called Palici. It was in ruins in the
died even before me." According to some tra- time of Diodorus Siculus. Vid PALICI ]
ditions, it was Ulysses alone who hated >-nd
PALICI (HaXtKoi), were Sicilian gods, twin
nersecuted Palamedes. The cause of this 4.- sons of Jupiter (Zeus) and the nymph Thalia,
tred is also stated differently. Accor.dinf'; 0 the daughter of Vulcan (Hephaastus). Somesome, Ulysses hated him because he had been times they are called sons of Vulcan (Hephaascompelled by him to join the Greeks against tus) by zEtna, the daughter of Oceanus. Thalia,
Troy; according to others, because he had been from fear of Juno (Hera), prayed to be swallowed
severely censured by Palamedes for returning up by the earth ; her prayer was granted; but
with empty hands from a foraging excursion in due time she sent forth from the earth twin
into Thrace. The manner in which Palamedes boys, who, according to the absurd etymology
perished is likewise related differently. Some of the ancients, were called HaXtKoi, from TO
say that Ulysses and Diomedes induced him to irdXiv iKeaBai. They were worshipped in the
descend into a well, where they pretended they neighborhood of Mount zEtna, near Palice, and
had discovered a treasure, and when he was in the earliest times human sacrifices were ofbelow they cast stones upon him, and killed fered to them. Their sanctuary was an asylum
him; others state that he was drowned by them for runaway slaves, and near it there gushed
while fishing; and others, that he was killed by forth from the earth two sulphureous fountains,
Paris with an arrow. The place where he was called Deilloi, or brothers ofthe Palici, at which
killed is either Colonae in Troas, or in Tenedos, solemn oaths were taken. The oaths were writoratGeraastus. The story of Palamedes, which ten on tablets, and thrown into one cf the fountis not mentioned bj Homer, seems to have been ains ; if the tablet s w a m on the water, the oath
first related in the Cypria, and was afterward was considered to be true; but if it sank down,
developed by the tragic poets, especially by Eu- the oath was regarded as a perjury, and was beripides, and lastly by the sophists, who liked to lieved to be punished instantaneously by blind
look upon Palamedes as their pattern. The ness or death.
tragic poets ant' sophists desTibe him as a sage
P A L I N U R U M (nowCapePalini.'0), apromonton
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on the western coast of Lueania, which was said it was believed that Demophon took it fron.
to have derived its name from Palinurus, the Diomedes on his return from Troy. Vid. Dt?son of lasus, and pilot of the ship of /Eneas, MOPHON. This Palladium at Athens, however,
who fell into the sea, and was murdered on the was different from another image cf Pallas
coast by the natives.
there, which was also called Palladium, and
[PALIURUS (IlaAjoiipor), a town of Africa on stood on the acropolis. In Italy the cities of
lhe borders of Cyrenaiea and Marmarica, on a Rome, Lavinium, Lueeria, and Siris likewise
river of the same name.]
pretended to possess the Trojan Palladium.
[PALLA (HdXXa) O T P A L Z E (now probably Porto PALLADIUS (HaXXdbiog). 1. Of Mothone, a
Polio), a city on the south coast of Corsica, at the
sophist or rhetorician, who lived in the reign of
termination of the R o m a n road running along Constantine the Great.—2. Bishop of HelenopoShe eastern coast.]
lis, in Bithynia, to which he was raised A.D. 400
P A L L A C O P A S (naA/la(c<57rac), a canal in Baby- H e was ordained by Chrysostom; and on the
lonia, cut from the Euphrates, at a point eight banishment ofthe latter, Palladius was accused
hundred stadia (eighty geographical miles) south of holding the opinions of Origen, and, fearful
of Babylon, westward to the edge ofthe Arabian ofthe violence of his enemies, he fled to Rome,
Desert, where it lost itself in marshes
405. Shortly afterward he ventured to return
P A L L A D A S (HaXXdbag), the author of a large to the East, but was arrested and banished to
number of epigrams in the Greek Anthology, the extremity of Upper Egypt H e was afterwas a pagan and an Alexandrean grammarian. ward restored to his bishopric of Helenopolis,
H e lived at the beginning ofthefifthcentury of from which he was translated to that of Aspona
the Christian era, for in one of his epigrams he or Aspuna in Galatia, perhaps about 419 or 420.
speaks of Hypatia, the daughter of Theon, as Three works in Greek have come down to us
still alive. Hypatia was murdered in A D. 415. under the name of Palladius, but there has been
P A L L A D I U M (HaXXdbiov), properly any image considerable dispute whether they were written
of Pallas Athena (Minerva), but generally ap- by one individual or more : (1 ) Historia Lausiplied to an ancient image of this goddess, which aca, " the Lausiac History," so called from its
was kept hidden and secret, and was revered as being dedicated to Lausus, a chamberlain at the
a pledge of the safety of the town where it ex- imperial court. This work contains internal
isted. Among these ancient images of Pallas proofs of having been written by the Bishop of
none is more celebrated than the Trojan Palla- Helenopolis. It gives biographical notices or
dium, concerning which there was the following characteristic anecdotes of a number of ascetics
tradition : Minerva (Athena) was brought up by with w h o m Palladius was personally acquaintTriton; and when his daughter Pallas and Mi- ed, or concerning w h o m he received informanerva (Athena) were once wrestling together tion from those who had known them personfor the sake of exercise, Jupiter (Zeus) inter- ally. Edited by Meursius, Lugd. Bat., 1616.
fered in the struggle, and suddenly held the (2 ) The Life of Chrysostom, was probably writregis before the face of Pallas. Pallas, while ten by a different person from the Bishop of
iooking up to Jupiter (Zeus), was wounded by Helenopolis. Edited by Bigotius, Pans, 1680.
Minerva (Athena), and died. Minerva (Athena), (3.) De Gentibus India et Bragmanibus (Brahin her sorrow, caused an image of the maiden mans). The authorship of this work is uncerto be made, round which she hung the aagis. tain. It appears that the writer himself had
W h e n Electra had come as a suppliant to the visited India. Edited by Camerarius in Libei
Palladium, Jupiter (Zeus) hurled it down from Gnomologicus, 8vo, Lips., without date ; and by
heaven upon the earth, because it had been sul- Bissaaus, London, 1665.—3. Surnamed latroso
lied by the hands of one who was no longer a phista, a Greek medical writer, of whose life
pure maiden. The image fell upon the earth at natiiiing is known. H e lived after Galen. W e
Troy when Ilus was just beginning to build the LI ;sess three works commonly attributed to
city. Ilus erected a sanctuary to it. Accord- hii g.'inamely, two books of commentaries on
ing to some, the image was dedicated by Elec- Hipriocrates, and a short treatise on Fevers, all
tra, and according to others, it was given by of which are taken chiefly from Galen.—4. PALlupiter (Zeus) to Dardanus. The image itself LADIUS RUTILIUS T A U R U S /EMILIANUS, the author
is said to have been three cubits in height, with of a treatise De Re Rustica, in the form of a
its legs close together, and holding in its right Farmer's Calendar, the various operations conhand a spear, and in the left a spindle and a nected with agriculture and a rural life being
distaff This Palladium remained at Troy until arranged in regular order, according to the seaUlysses and Diomedes contrived to carry it sons in which they ought to be performed. I!
away, because the city could not be taken so is comprised in fourteen books: the first is inlong as it was in the possession of that sacred troductory ; the twelve following contain the
treasure. According to some accounts, Troy duties ofthe twelve months in succession, comcontained two Palladia, one of which was car- mencing with January; the last is a poem, in
ried off by Ulysses and Diomedes, while the eighty-five elegiac couplets, upon the art of
other was conveyed by /Eneas to Italy, or the grafting (De Insilione). A considerable portion
one taken by the Greeks was a mere imitation, ofthe work is taken from Columella. The date
<vhile that which /Eneas brought to Italy was ofthe author is uncertain, but it is most probathe genuine image. But this two-fold Palladium ble that he lived in the middle ofthe fourth cenwas probably a mere invention, to account for tury of the Christian era. The work was very
.ts existence in more than one place. Several popular in the Midille Ages. Edited in the
towns both in Greece and Italy claimed the Scriptores Rei Rustica by Gesner, Lips , 1735,
honor of possessing the genuine Trojan Palla- reprinted byErnesti '<n 1773, and by Schneider
dium, r>s, for example, Argos and Athens, whereLips., J 794.
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PAI,I.ASI'I» (Pallantinus : nowPalencia), tin Nero, who had him removed by p' iso;i .n fa
tuit-i town of the Vaccaai in the north of His- His enormous wealth, "ivlnch was acquired dinpania Tarraconensis, and on a tributary of the ing the reign of Claudius, had become proverb
ial, as w e see from the line in Juvenal (i., 107),
Dunus.
PALLANIIAS andPALLANTis, patronymics giv- ego vossideo plusPallante et Licinio. The broth
sn to Aurora, the daughter ofthe giant Pallas. of Pallas was Antonius or Claudius Felix, whc
P A L L A N T I U M (HaX7AvTiov : HaXXavnevg), anwas appointed by Claudius procurator of Judaea
ancient town of Arcadia near Tegea, said to Vid. FELIX, A N T O N I U S .
PALLAS LACUS.
Vid. T R I T O N .
have been founded by Pallas, the son of Lycaon.
P A L L E N E (UaXX?]vn) 1. (HaXXyvalog, llni
Evander is said to have come from this place,
and to have called the town, which he founded Xr/viog), the most westerly of the three penin
on the banks ofthe Tiber, Pallantium (afterwardsulas running out from Chaleidiee in MacePalantium and Palatium), after the Arcadiandonia It is said to have been formerly called
town
O n thefoundationof Megalopolis, most Phlegra (§"Aeypa), and on the narrow isthmus
of the inhabitants of Pallantium settled in the which connected it with the main land stood
new city; and the town remained almost de- the important town of Potidaea.—2. (HaXXnvevg,
serted, till it was restored by Antoninus Pius, rarely HaX?^nvalog), a demus in Attica belongand exempted from taxes on account of its sup- ing to the tribe Antiochis, was situated on one
of the slopes of Pentelicus, a few miles southposed connection with the imperial city.
[PALLANTIUS, epithet ofEvander. Vid P A L - west of Marathon. It possessed a temple of
Minerva (Athena), surnamed Pallenis (HaXXnLAS, No. 4 ]
P A L L A S (HuXXag). I. One of the Titans, son vlg) from the place; and in its neighborhood the
of Crius and Eurybia, husband of Styx, and fa- contest between Pisistratus and the party opther of Zelus, Cratos, Bia, and Nice.—2. A gi- posed to him took place.
ant, slain by Minerva (Athena) in the battle with P A L M A (now Palma), a Roman colony on the
the gods..—3. According to some traditions, the southwest coast of the island Balearis MajoT
father of Minerva (Athena), who slew him when (now Majorca).
[ P A L M A , A. C O R N E L I U S , was consul in A.D.
he attempted to violate her.—4. Son of Lycaon,
and grandfather of Evander, is said to have 99, and a second time in 109. Between his first
founded the town of Pallantium in Arcadia. and second consulships lie was governor of
Hence Evander is called by the poets PallantiusSyria, and conquered the part of Arabia around
heros.—5. Son ofEvander, and an ally of/Ene- Petra about A D. 105. H e was put to death by
as, was slain by the Rutulian Turnus.—6. Son order of Hadrian on the latter's accession^ the
of the Athenian king Pandion, and father of throne in 117.]
P A L M A R T A (now Palmaruoia), a small uninClytus and Butes. His two sons were sent
with Cephalus to implore assistance of/Eacus habited island off the coast of Latium and the
against Minos. Pallas was slain by Theseus. Promontory Circeium.
[PALMUS, a Trojan warrior wounded by MeThe celebrated family of the Pallantidaa at
zentius, who stripped him of his armor.]
Athens traced their origin from this Pallas.
P
A L M Y R A (HdXpvpa: HdAuvp-nvog, PalmyreP A L L A S (HaXXdg), a surname of A T H E N A (Minerva) In Homer this name always appears nus ; in the Old Testament, Tadmor : ruins at
united with that of Athena, as HaX?Ag 'ABrjvn,Tadmor), a celebrated city of Syria, stood in an
or HaXXdg 'ABnvain ; but in later writers w eoasis of the great Syrian Desert, which from
alsofindPallas alone instead of Athena (Miner- its position must have been in the earliest times
va) Some ancient writers derive the name a halting-place for the caravans between Syria
and Mesopotamia. Here Solomon built a city,
from irdXXeiv, to brandish, in reference to the
goddess brandishing the spear or aegis ; others which was called in Hebrew Tadmor, that is,
derive it from the giant Pallas, who was slain the city of palm-trees; and of this' name the
by Athena (Minerva). But it is more probable Greek HdXpvpa is a translation. It lies in 34°
18' north
latitude, and 38° 14' east longitude,
that Pallas is the same word as irdXXat;, i. e,,
a
and was reckoned two hundred and thirty-sever.
virgin or maiden.
P A L L A S , a favorite fiecdman ofthe Emperor Roman miles from the coast of Syria, one hundClaudius. In conjunction with another freed- red and seventy-six northeast of Damascus,
man, Narcissus, he administered the affairs of eighty east of Emesa, and one hundred and
the empire. After the death of Messalina, Pal- thirteen southeast of Apamea With the exlas persuaded the weak emperor to marry Agrip- ception of a tradition that it was destroyed by
pina ; and as Narcissus had been opposed to this Nebuchadnezzar, w e hear nothing of it till the
marriage, he now lost his former power, and time of the government of the ilast by M. AnPallas and Agrippina became the rulers of the tonius, who marched to surprise it, but the inRoman world. It was Pallas who persuaded habitants retieated with their movable pi operty
Claudius to adopt the young Domitius (after- beyond the Euphrates. Under the early Roward the Emperor Nero), the son of Agrippina; man emperors it was a free city and a great
and it was doubtless with the assistance of Pal- commercial emporium. Its position on the borlas that Agrippina poisoned her husband. Nero, der between the Parthian and Roman dominions
soon after nis accession, became tired of his gave it the command of the trade of both, but
mother's control, and, as one step toward eman- also subjected it to the injuries of war. Unoer
cipating himself from her authority, he deprived Hadrian and the Antonines it was highly faPallas of all his public offices, and dismissed vored and reached its greatest splendor. The
him from the palace in 56. H e was suffered to history of its temporary elevation to the rank
iive unmolested for some years, till at length of a capital in the third century is related unfiis immense wealth excited the rapacity of der O D E N A T H U S and ZENOBIA. 0"^ its captur*
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sy Aurei an in 270, it was plundered and soon fell under the notice of the writer. Moderr.
afterward an insurrection of its inhabitants led scholars are best acquainted with the name of
co its partial destruction. It was fortified by Pamphila from a statement in her work, preJustinian, but never recovered from its fall. In served by A. Gellius (xv., 23), by which is as
the Arabian conquest it was one of the first certained the year of the birth of Hellanicus.
cities taken; but it was still inhabited by a Herodotus, and Thucydides respectively.
small population, chiefly of Jews, till it was
P A M P H I L U S (HdpipiXog). 1. A disciple of Plato,
taken and plundered by Timour (Tamerlane) in who is only remembered by the circumstance
1400. It has long been entirely deserted, ex- that Epicurus, when a young man, heard him at
sept when a horde of Bedouins pitch their tents Samos. Epicurus used to speak of him with
among its splendid ruins. Those ruins, which great contempt, that he might not be thought t3
form a most striking object in the midst of the owe any thing to his instruction ; for it was the
Desert, are ofthe Roman period, and decidedly great boast of Epicurus that he was the sole
inferior in the style of architecture, as well as author of his own philosophy.—2. A n Alexan •
in grandeur of effect, to those of Baalbek (vid drean grammarian, of the school of Aristarchus,
HELIOPOLIS), the sister deserted city of Syria. and the author of a lexicon, which is supposed
The finest remains are those of the temple of by some scholars to have formed the foundation
the Sun; the most interesting are the square of the lexicon of Hesychius. H e appears to
sepulchral towers of from three tofivestories have lived in the first century of our era.--3.
The streets and the foundations of the houses A philosopher or grammarian of Nicopolis, the
are traceable to some extent; and there are author of a work on agriculture, of which there
several inscriptions in Greek and in the native are considerable fragments in the Geoponica —
Palmyrene dialect, besides one in Hebrew and 4. Presbyter of Caasarea, in Palestine, saint and
one or two in Latin. The surrounding district martyr, and celebrated for his friendship with
of P A L M Y R E N E contained the Syrian Desert from Eusebius, who, as a memorial of this intimacy,
the eastern border of Ccelesyria to the Euphra- assumed the surname of Pamphilus. Vid. E U tes.
SEBIUS. H e suffered martyrdom A.D. 307. The
[ P A L M Y R E N E (UaXpvpnvrj).
Vid. P A L M Y R A . l
]ife of Pamphilus seems to have been entirely
[ P A L M Y S (HdXpvg), a warrior fiom Ascania, devoted to the cause of biblical literature. H e
who came to the aid of the Trojans against the was an ardent admirer and follower of Origen.
Greeks ]
H e formed, at Caasarea, an important public li[ P A L U S M A E O T I S (Maiurtg Xiuvn), Vii. M Z E O - brary, chiefly of ecclesiastical authors. Perhaps
TIS.]
the most valuable of the contents of this library
[ P A L U D E S PJMPTINZE.
Vid. P O M P T I N Z E P A L U - were the Tetrapla and Hexapla oi Origen, froir.
DES.]
which Pamphilus, in conjunction with EusePAMISUS (Hdpiosr,), 1. A southern tributary
bius, formed a new recension of the Septuaofthe Peneus in Thessaly.—2. (Now Pirnatza), gint, numerous copies of which were put into
she chiefriverof Messenia, rises in the eastern circulation.—5. Of Amphipolis, one ofthe most
Wirt of the country, forty stadia east of Ithome, distinguished of the Greek painters, flourished
Sows fust southwest, and then south through about B C. 390-350. H e was the disciple of
the Messenian plain, and falls into the Messe- Eupompus, the founder of the Sicyonian school
nian Gulf.—3. A small river in Laeonia, falls into
of painting, for the establishment of which, howthe Messenian Gulf near Leuctra. It was at ever, Pamphilus seems to have done much more
one time the ancient boundary between Laeonia than even Eupompus himself. Of his own works
and Messenia.
w e have most scanty accounts ; but as a teach[ P A M M E N E S (Haupevng). 1. A Theban gen- er of his art he was surpassed by none of the
eral of considerable celebrity, was connected ancient masters. According to Pliny, he was
with Epaminondas by political and friendly ties. thefirstartist who possessed a thorough acW h e n Philip was sent as a hostage to Thebes, quaintance with all branches of knowledge, eshe was placed under the care of Pammenes. pecially arithmetic and geometry, without which
H e distinguished himself in the defence and he used to say that the art could not be persupport of Megalopolis, and defeated the forces fected. All science, therefore, which could in
if the Persian king Ochus. — 2. A n Athenian any way contribute to form the perfect artist,
rhetorician, a contemporary of Cicero, who calls was included in his course of instruction, which
nim the most eloquent m a n in Greece. M . extended over ten years, and for which the fee
Brutus studied under him.]
was no less than a talent. A m o n g those who
[ P A M M O N (Hdppav), one ofthe sons of Priam paid this price for his tuition were Apelles and
and Hecuba.]
Melanthius. Not only was the school of Pain
P A M P H I A or P A M P H I U M (Haufia, Hduipiov), philus
a
remarkable for the importance which the
village of zEtolia, destroyed by the Macedonians.master attached to general learning, but also
P A M P H T L A (HapipiXrj), a female historian of
for the minute attention which he paid to accu
considerable reputation, who lived in the reign racy in drawing.
of Nero. She is described by some writers as
P A M P H O S (Hdpijsug), a mythical poet, who is
a native of Epidaurus, by others as an Egyp- placed by Pausanias later than Olen, and much
tian. Her principal work, of which Photius has earlier than Homer. His name is connected
given some extracts, was a kind of Historical particularly with Attica.
Miscellany (entitled ovpu'iKrav laropiKdv viropvnP A M P H Y L I A (HopipvXia : HdpifivXog, HauipvXi
UUTUV Xbyoi). It was not arranged according Pamphylius), in its original and more restricted
to subjects or according to any settled plan, but sense, was a narrow strip of the southern coast
it was more like a common-place book, in which of Asia Minor, extending in a sort ol arch along
eaeh piece of information was set down as itI the S I N U S P A M P H Y L I U S (now Gulf of Ada -„t\ be
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t^een Lycia on the west and Cilicia on the parts of Greece, but at Athens his woishni wa.
east, and on the north bordering on Pisidia. not introduced till the time ofthe battle o'Mar
its boundaries, as commonly stated, were Mountathon. In Arcadia he was the god of forests,
Climax on the west, the River Melas on the pastures, flocks, and shepherds, and dwelt ir.
east, and the foot of Mount Taurus on the north; grottoes, wandered on the summits of mountbut the statements are not very exact: Strabo ains and rocks, and in valleys, either amusing
gives to the coast of Pamphylia a length of six himself with the chase, or .eading tbe dances
hundred and forty stadia, from Olbia on the ofthe nymphs. As the god offloohs, both of
west to Ptolema'is, some distance east of the wild and tame animals, it was his province to
Melas, and he makes its width barely two miles; increase and guard them ; but he was also a
and there are still other different accounts. It hunter, and hunters owed their fjuccess or failwas a belt of mountain coast land, intersected ure to him. The Arcadian tenters used to
byriversflowingdown from the Taurus in a scourge the statue of the god if they had been
short course, but several of them with a con- disappointed in the chase. During the heat of
siderable body of water : the chief of them, go-mid-day he used to slumber, and was very ining from west to east, were the C A T A R R H A C T E S . dignant when any one disturbed him. As the
O E S T R U S , E U R Y M E D O N , and M E L A S ( N O . 6), all god of flocks, bees also were under his protecnavigable for some distance from their mouths. tion, as well as the coast where fishermen carThe inhabitants were a mixture of races, whence ried on their pursuit. A s tut) god of every thing
their name HdpfvXot, of all races (the genuine
connected with pastoral life, he was fond of muold form, the other in -101 is later). Besides sic, and the inventor ofthe syrinx or shepherd's
the aboriginal inhabitants of the Semitic (Syro- flute, which he himself played in a masterly
Arabian) family and Cilicians, there were very manner, and in which he instructed others also,
early Greek settlers and later Greek colonies such as Daphnis. H e is thus said to have loved
in the land. Tradition ascribed the first Greek the poet Pindar, and to have sung and danced
settlements to M O P S U S , after the Trojan war, his lyric songs, in return for which Pindar erectfrom w h o m the country was in early times call- ed to him a sanctuary in front of his house.
ed MOPSOPIA. It was successively a part of Pan, like other gods who dwelt in forests, wan
the Persian, Macedonian, Greco-Syrian, and dreaded by travellers, to w h o m he sometimes
Pergamene kingdoms, and passed by the will appeared, and w h o m he startled with sudden
of Attalus III. to the Romans (B.C. 130), under awe or terror. Thus, when Phidippides, the
w h o m it was made a province; but this prov- Athenian, was sent to Sparta to solicit its aid
ince of Pamphylia included also Pisidia and against the Persians, Pan accosted him, and
Isauria, and afterward a part of Lycia. Under promised to terrify the barbarians if the AtheConstantine Pisidia was again separated from nians would worship him. Hence sudden fright
Pamphylia.
without any visible cause was ascribed to Pan,
P A M P H Y L I U M M A K E , P A M P H Y L I U S SINUS (rb and was called a Panic fear. H e is further said
Hap<j>vXiov ireXayog, Hap^vXiog KbXirog:to now
have had a'terrific voice, and by it to have
Gulf of Adalia), the great gulf formed in the frightened the Titans in theirfightwith the
southern coast of Asia Minor by the direction gods. It seems that this feature, namely, his
of the Taurus chain and by Mount Solyma, be- fondness of noise and riot, was the cause of his
tween the Promontorium Sacrum or Chelido- being considered the minister and companion
nium (now Cape Khelidonia), the southeasternof Cybele and Bacchus (Dionysus). H e was, at
point of Lycia, and Promontorium Anemurium the same time, believed to be possessed of pro(now Cape Anemour), the southern point of Ci- phetic powers, and to have even instructed
licia. Its 'depth from north to south, from Pro- Apollo in this art. While roaming in his forests
montorium Sacrum to Olbia, is reckoned by he fell in love with Echo, by w h o m or by Pithc
Strabo at three hundred and sixty-seven stadia he became the father of lynx. His love of Sy(36-7 geographical miles), which is too little. rinx, after w h o m he named his flute, is well
P A M P H Y L U S (HdpipvXog), son of zEgimius andknown from Ovid (Met, i., 691, seq.). Firbrother of Dymas, was king of the Dorians at trees were sacred to him, since the nymph Pithe foot of Mount Pindus, and along with the tys, w h o m he loved, had been metamorphosed
Heraclidaa invaded Peloponnesus.
into that tree ; and the sacrifices offered to him
P A N (nan), the great god of flocks and shep- consisted of cows, rams, lambs, milk, and honey.
herds among the Greeks. H e is usually called Sacrifices were also offered to him in common
a son of Mercury (Hermes) by the daughter of with Bacchus (Dionysus) and the nymphs. The
Dryops; but he is also described as a son of various epithets which are given him by the
Mercury (Hermes) by Callisto, by CEneis or poets refer either to his singular appearance, or
Thymbris, or by Penelope, w h o m the god visited are derived from the names of the places in
in the shape of a ram, or as a son of Penelope which he was worshipped. The Romans identiby Ulysses, or by all her suitors in common. fied with Pan their own god Inuus, and also
H e was perfectly developed from his birth, and Faunus, which name is merely another form
when his mother saw him she ran away through of Pan. In works of art Pan is represented as
fear; but Mercury (Hermes) carried him to Olym- a voluptuous and sensual being, with horns,
pus, where all the gods were delighted with him, puck-nose, and goat's feet, sometimes in the
and especially Bacchus (Dionysus). From his act of dancing, and sometimes playing on the
delighting all the gods., the Homeric hymn de- syrinx.
rives his name. H e was originally only an ArP A N A C E A (HavaKeia), i. e., "the all-healirg,
cadian god, and Arcadia was always the princi- a daughter of zEsculapius, who had a temple at
pal seat of his worship. From this count! j' his Oropus.
name and worship afterward spread over other
PANACHAICUS M O N S (TO F,avaxa'tKbt opogj,
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Mountain i'- Achaia, six thousand three hundred mal by force, and threw Mount Sipylus apoa
feet high, immediately behind Patrae.
Tantalus. Pandareosfledto Athens, and thence
PANA/JF.A (HdvaKpd), a mountain in Crete, a to Sicily, where he perished with his wife H-aroranch of Mount Ida.
mothoe. The story of Pandareos derives more
P A N A C T U M (HdvaKTOv), a town on the frontiers interest from that of his three daughters. A c
of Attica and Bceotia, originally belonged to don, the eldest of them, was married to Zethus
Brtoiia, and, after being a frequent object of the brother of Amphion, by w h o m she became
Contention between the Athenians and Boeo- the mother of Itylus. From envy of Amphion,
tians, at length became permanently annexed to who had many children, she determined to murAttica.
der one of his sons, Amaleus, but in tne night
P A N / B N O S (Huvatvog), a distinguished Atheni-she mistook her own son for he/ nephew, and
an painter, whoflourishedB C. 448. H e was killed him. The two other daughters of Panihe nephew of Phidias, w h o m he assisted in dareos, Merope and Cleodora (according to Paudecorating tho temple of Jupiter (Zeus) at Olym- sanias, Camira and Clytia), were, according t«
pia. H e was also the author of a series of Homer, deprived of their parents by the gods,
paintings ofthe battle of Marathon, in the Poe- and remained as helpless orphans in the palace.
cile at Athens.
Venus (Aphrodite), however, fed them with milk,
[PANZETIUS (HavaiTiog), 1. Tyrant of Leon-honey, and wine. Juno (Hera) gave them beauty
tini. H e was thefirstwho raised himself to and understanding far above other women. Dipower in that way in Sicily.—2 A native of ana (Artemis) gave them dignity, and Minerva
Tenos, commanded a vessel of the Tenians in (Athena) skill in the arts. W h e n Venus (Aphrothe armament of Xerxes against Greece, ap- dite) went up to Olympus to arrange the nupparently by compulsion, for, just before the bat- tials for her maidens, they were carried off by
tle of Salamis, Panaetius with his vessel desert- the Harpies.
ed the Persians and joined the Greeks.]
P A N D A R U S (Hdvbapog). 1. A Lyeian, son of
PANAETIUS (Havainog), a native of Rhodes,Lycaon, commanded the inhabitants of Zelea
and a celebrated Stoic-philosopher, studied first on Mount Ida in the Trojan war. H e was disat Pergamum under the grammarian Crates, tinguished in the Trojan army as an archer, and
and subsequently at Athens under the Stoic was said to have received his bow from Apollo.
Diogenes of Babylon, and his disciple Antipater H e was slain by Diomedes, or, according to
of Tarsus. H e afterward went to Rome, where others, by Sthenelus. H e was afterward honfie became an intimate friend of Laalius and of ored as a hero at Pinara in Lycia.—2. Son of
Seipio Africanus the younger. In B.C. 144 he Alcanor, and twin-brother of Bitias, was one of
accompanied Seipio on the embassy which he the companions of /Eneas, and was slain bv
undertook to the kings of Egypt and Asia in al- Turnus.
liance with Rome. Panaetius succeeded AntipP A N D A T A R I A (now Veniulene), a small island
ater as head of the Stoic school, and died at in the Tyrrhenian Sea off the coast of CamAthens, at all events before 111. The princi- pania, to which Julia, the daughter of Augustus,
pal work of Panaatius was his treatise on the was banished.
theory of moral obligation (irepl TOV KaBr/KOvrog),
P A N D E M O S (Hdvbnpog), i. e., " common to ah
in three boo'<s, from which Cicero took the the people," a surname of Venus (Aphrodite),
greater part sf his work De Officiis. Panaatius
used in a two-fold sense : 1. A s the goddess of
had softened down the harsh severity of the low, sensual pleasures, as Venus vulgivaga oi
older Stoics, and, without giving up their funda- populous, in opposition to Venus Urania, or the
mental definitions, had modified them so as to heavenly Venus (Aphrodite). 2. As the goddess
make them applicable to the conduct of life, and uniting all the inhabitants of a country into one
had clothed them in the garb of eloquence.
social or political body. Under the latter view
PAN^ETOLIUM, a mountain in /Etolia, near she was worshipped at Athens along with PeiThermon, in which town the Panaetolium or tho (persuasion), and her worship was said to
general assembly of the zEtolians was held.
have been instituted by Theseus at the time
[PANARA.
Vid. PANUH/EA.]
when he united the scattered townships into one
[PANOH/EA (Har^ata), a fabled island in the great body of citizens. The sacrifices offered
Eastern or Indian Ocean, which Euhemerus pre- to her consisted of white goals.
tended to have discovered, and to have found
P A N D I O N (HavSiav). 1. I. King of Athens, son
in its capital, Panara, a temple of the Triphyl- of Erichthonius by the Naiad Pasithea, waa
ian Jupiter, containing a column inscribed with married to Zeuxippe, by w h o m he t«esae tha
the date of the births and deaths of many of the, father of Procne and Philomela, and ofthe twins
gods. (Vid. E U H E M E R U S . ) Virgil makes men- Erechtheus and Butes. In a war against Labtion of Panchaea and its turifera arena, by which
dacus, king of Thebes, he called upon Tereus
he evidently refers to Arabia Felix.]
of Daulis in Phocis for assistance, and afterP A N D A , a river in the country of the Siraci, ward rewarded him by giving him his daughter
in the interior of Sarmatia Asiatica (Tac , Ann., Procne in marriage. Vii. T E R E U S . It was in
Hi.. 16).
his reign that Bacchus (Dionysus) and Ceres
P A N D A R E O S (Havddpeag), son of Merops of Mi-(Demeter) were said to have come to Attica —
letus, is said to have stolen from the temple of 2. II. King of Athens, son of Cecrops andMetiaJupiter (Zeus) in Crete the golden dog which dusa. Being expelled from Athens by the MeVulcan (Hephaestus) had made, and to have car- tionidae, hefledto Megara, and there married
ried it to Tantalus. W h e n Jupiter (Zeus) sent Pylia, the daughter of King Pylas. W h e n the
Mercury (Hermes) to Tantalus to claim the dog latter, in consequence of a murder, migrated
back, Tantalus declared that it was not in his into Peloponnesus, Pandion obtained the govpossession. The god, however, took the ani- ernment of Megara. H e became the father ol
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.-Egeus, Pallas, Nisus, Lycus, and a natural son,
in Macedonia, between the St.yfa.Bn and tr.t
CEneus, and also of a daughter, who was married Nestus, and in the neighborhood of Philippi
to Sciron. After his death his four sons, called with gold and silvei mines, and with splendid
the Pandibnida (HavSwvibai), returned from Meroses.
gara to Athens, and expelled the Metionidaa
PANIIELLENIUS (HavsX'Avviog), i. e , the god
/Egeus obtained Athens, Lyeus the eastern worshipped by all the Hellenes. This surnamecoast i " Attica, Nisus Megaris, and Pallas theis said to have been given to Jupiter (Zeus) by
southei ,1 coast.—[3. A Greek in the army against/Eacus, when he offered a propitiatory sacrifice
Troy, a companion of Teucer ]
on behalf of all the Greeks for the purpose of
[PANDOCUS (HdvboKog), a Trojan, slain by averting a famine. In /Egina there was a sane
Ajax before Troy.]
tuary of Jupiter (Zeus) Panhellenius, which was
P A N D O R A (Hav&dpa), the name of the first said to have been founded by zEacus ; and a
woman on earth. W h e n Prometheus had stolen festival, Panhellenia, was celebrated there.
the fire from heaven, Jupiter (Zeus), in revenge, PANIONIUM. Vid M Y C A L E ; and Did. of Ant,
caused Vulcan (Hephaastus) to make a woman s. v. PANIONIA.
out of earth, who by her charms and beauty
P A N I U M (Hdviov). 1. A town on the coast oi
should bring misery upon the human race. Ve- Thrace, near Heraelea —[2. Vid. P A N E U M . ]
nus (Aphrodite) adorned her with beauty ; MerPANNONIA, one of tbe most important of the
cury (Hermes) bestowed upon her boldness and Roman provinces between the Danube and the
cunning; and the gods called her Pandora, or Alps, was separated on the west from Noricum
All-gifted, as each of the gods had given her
by the Mons Cetius, and from Upper Italy by
some power by which she was to work the ruin the Alpes Juliaa, on the south from illyria by the
oi man. Mercury (Hermes) took her to Epi- Savus, on the east from Dacia by the Danube,
metheus, who made her his wife, forgetting the and on the north from Germany by the same
advice of his brother Prometheus, that he should river. It thus corresponded to the eastern par;
not receive any gifts from Jupiter (Zeus ) In oi Austria, Styiia, Carinthia, CarnioM, the who
the house of Epimetheus was a closed jar, which oi Hungary between the Danube and the Save,
he had been forbidden to open. But the curi- Slavonia, and a part of Croatia and Bosnia
osity of a woman could not resist the tempta- The mountains in the south and west of the
tion to know its contents ; and when she open- country, on the borders of Illyria, Italy, and
ed the lid, all the evils incident to man poured Noricum, belonged to the Alps, and are thereout. She had only time to shut down the lid, fore called by the general name of the Alpes
and prevent the escape of hope. Later writers Pannonicae, of which the separate names are
relate that Pandora brought with her from heav Ocra, Carvancas, Cetius, and Albii or Alban:
en a box (and not a jar) containing all human Montes. The principal rivers of Pannonia, be
ills, upon opening which all escaped and spread sides the Danube, were the D R A V U S (now Diave)
over the earth, Hope alone remaining. At a S « u s (now Save), and Arrabo (now Raab), al
still later period, the box is said to have con- of which flow into the Danube The Pannotained all the blessings ofthe gods, which would nians (Pannonii), sometimes called Paaonians
have been preservedforthe human race had not by the Greek writers, were probably of Illyrian
Pandora opened the vessel, so that the winged origin, and were divided into numerous tribes.
blessings escaped
They were a brave and warlike people, but are
PANDosiA(na>icW<a.). 1 (s\ow Kaslri), a towndescribed by the Roman writers as cruel, faithof Epirus in the district Thesprotia, on the Riverless, and treacherous. They maintained their
Acheron, and in the territory ofthe Cassopaai — independence of R o m e till Augustus, after his
2. (Now Castel Franco ?), a town in Bruttium,conquest of the Illyrians (B.C. 35), turned his
near the frontiers of Lueania, situated on the arms against the Pannonians, who were shortly
River Acheron, and also either upon or at the afterward subdued by his general Vibius. In
foot of three hills, was originally a residence of A D. 7 the Pannonians joined the Dalmatians
native CEnotrian chiefs. It was here that Alex- and the other Illyrian tribes in their revolt from
ander of Epirus fell, 6 C. 326, in accordance with Rome, and were with difficulty conquered by
an oracle.
Tiberius, after a desperate struggle, which lastP A N D R O S O S (Hdvbpoaog), i. e , " the all-bedewed three years (A.D. 7-9). It was after the
ing" or "refreshing," was a daughter of Ce- termination of this war that Pannonia appears
crops and Agraulos, and a sister of Erysichthon, to have been reduced to the form of a Roman
Herse, and Aglauros. She was worshipped at province, and was garrisoned by several RoAthens along with Thallo, and had a sanctu- man legions. The dangerous mutiny of these
ary there near the temple of Minerva (Athena) troops after the death of Augustus (A.D. 14)
Polias.
was with difficulty quelled by Drusus. From
PANEAS.
Vid. C Z E S A R E A, No. 2.
this time to the end of the empire Pannonia
P A N E U M or -IUM (Hdveiov, Hdviov, i e , Pan'
always contained a large number of Roman
node), the Greek name of the cave, in a mouni' troops, on account of its bordering on the Quadi
ai:i at tne southern extremity ofthe range c. and other powerful barbarous nations. W e find
Antilibanus, out of which the River Jordan takes at a later time that Pannonia was the regular
its rise, a little above the town of Paneas or quarters of seven legions. In consequence of
Caasarea Philippi. The mountain, in whose this large number of troops always stationed in
southern side the eave is, was called by the same the country, several towns were founded and
name, and the surrounding district was called numerous fortresses were erected along the
Paneas.
Danube. Pannonia originally formed only one
P A N G Z E U M or PANGZEUS (Hayyalov, Huyyatog:
province, but was so in divided into two prov»cw Pangea), a celebrated range of m o ntains inces, called Pannonia Superior and Pannonia
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PANOMPHzEUS.

PANTHEUM.

for their fleet. It was taken by tne Romans la
Inferior. These were separated from one anatter by a straight line drawn from the River the first Punic war, B.C. 254, and was subseArrabo south as far as the Savus, the country quently made a Roman colony.—2. (Now Porta
Raphli), the principal harbor on the eastern
west of this line being P. Superior, and the parr.
coast of Attica, near the demus Prasiaa, and op
east P. Infeiior. Each of the provinces was
governed by a separate propraetor; but they posite the southern extremity of Euboea.—3.
were frequently spoken of in the plural under (Now Tekieh), a harbor in Achaia, fifteen stadia
the name of Pannonia. In the fourth century, east of the promontory Rhium.—4. A harbor in
the part of P. Inferior between the Arrabo, the Epirus, in the, middle of the Acroceraunian
Danube, and the Dravus was formed into a rocks.—5. (Ruins near Mylopotamo), a town and
separate province by Galerius, who gave it the harbor on the northern coast of Crete.—6. The
name of Valeria in honor of his wife. But asouter harbor of Ephesus, formed by the mouth
P. Inferior had thus lost a great part of its ter- of the River Cayster. Vid. p 282, a.
P A N S A , C. VIBTUS, a friend and partisan of
ritory, Constantine added to it a portion of P.
Superior, comprising the upper part ofthe course Caasar, was tribune of the plebs B.C. 51, and
ofthe Dravus and the Savus. P Superior was was appointed by Caasar in 46 to the governnow called Pannonia Prima, and P. Inferior ment of Cisalpine Gaul as successor to M. BruPannonia Secunda; and all three Pannonian tus. Caesar subsequent!) nominated him and
provinces (together with the two Noric prov- Hirtius consuls for 43. Pansa was consul in
inces and Dalmatia) belonged to the six Illyrian that year along with Hirtius, and fell before
provinces ofthe Western Empire. In the mid- Mutina in the month of April. The details are
dle of the fifth century Pannonia was taken given under HIRTIUS
P A N T A C Y A S , PANTAGIAP, or P A N T A G T E S (Havpossession of by the Huns. After the death of
Attila it passed into the hands of the Ostro- raKvag: now Fiume di Porcari), a small river
goths, and subsequently into those of the Lan- on the eastern coast of Sicily, which flowed into
the sea between Megara and Syracuse.
gobards.
[PANT^INUS (Hdvraivog), the teacher of ClePANOMPHZEUS (Havoptjiaiog), i. e , the author
of all signs and omens, a surname of Jupiter mens of Alexandrea, and master of the cate(Zeus), who had a sanctuary on the Hellespont chetical school in that city about A D. 181 : in
philosophy he had been in the Stoic school, and
between Capes Rhoeteum and Sigeum.
P A N O P E (Havbirn), a nymph of the sea, daugh-had adopted their principles, and hence was
designated the Stoic. H e was selected, on acter of Nereus and Doris.
[PANOPES, one of tbe followers of/Eneas in count of his learning and piety, to conduct a
his voyage to Italy, distinguished at the funeral missionary enterprise to India.]
P A N T A L E O N (Havra?.eav). 1. Son of Omphagames celebrated in Sicily in honor of Anehilion, king or tyrant of Pisa in Elis at the period
ses.^
of the thirty-fourth Olympiad (B.C. 644), asP A N O P E U S (Havoirevg), son of Phocus and Asteropaea, accompanied Amphitryon on his expe- sembled an army, with which he made himself
dition against the Taphians or Teleboans, and master of Olympia, and assumed by force the
took an oath not to embezzle any part of the sole presidency of the Olympic games. The
booty; but, having broken his oath, he was pun- Eleans, on this account, would not reckon this
ished by his son Epeus becoming unwarlike. as one of the regular Olympiads. Pantaleon
H e is also mentioned among the Calydonian assisted the Messenians in the second Messenian war.—[2. A son of Alyattes, kitg of
hunters.
Lydia, by an Ionian woman. His claim to the
P A N O P E U S (Havoirevg, Horn.), PANOPE.*: (Havothrone in preference to his brother Croesus was
ireai), or P A N O P E (Havbirn, Thuc. ; ethnic H.anoputforwardby his partisans during the lifetime
irevg, now Agio Vlasi), an ancient town in Phocis, on the Cephisus, and near the frontiers of of Alyattes, but that monarch decided in favor
Bceotia, twenty stadia west of Chaeronea, said of Croesus.—3. A Macedonian of Pydna, an
to have been founded by Panopeus, son of Pho- officer in the service of Alexander, who was
appointed by him governor of Memphis.]
cus.
[ P A N O P I O N URBINIUS, was

proscribed by

the

PANTHEA.

Vid. A B R A D A T A S .

P A N T H E O M (HdvBeiov), a celebrated temple
at Rome, in the Campus Martius, which is still
extant, and used as a Christian church. It is
in a circular form, surmounted by a dome, and
contains a noble Corinthian portico of sixteen
pillars. In its general form it resembles the
Colosseum in the Regent's Park. It was built
PANOPOLIS.
Vid. C H E M M I S .
by M. Agrippa in bis third consulship, B.C. 27,
PANOPTES.
Vid. A R G U S .
P A N O R M U S (Hdvoppog), that is, " All-Port," oras the inscription on the portico still testifies.
a place always fitforlanding, the name of sev- All the ancient authors call it a temple, and
there is no reason for supposing, as some moderal harbors. 1. (Havopplrng, Panormlta, Panormitanus : now Palermo), an important town on ern writers have done, that it was originally an
the northern coast of Sicily and at the mouth entrance to the public baths. The name is
of the River Orethus, was founded by the Phoe- commonly derived from its being supposed to
nicians, and at a later time received its Greek be sacred to all the gods ; but Dion Cassius
name from its excellent harbor. From the Phoe- expressly states that it was dedicated to Mars
nicians it passed into the hands of the Cartha- and Venus. The temple of Julius Caasar was
ginians, in whose power it remained for a long erected by A igustus in the interior ofthe temtime., and who made it one of the chief stat;ons ple, and thai of Augustus in the prcnaos. H
SOI

triumvirs in B.C. 43, but was preserved by the
fidelity of one of his slaves, who exchanged
dresses with his master, dismissed him by the
back door as the soldiers were entering the villa,
then placed himself in the bed of Panopion, and
allowed himself to be killed for his master.]

PANTHCEDAS.

PAPHLAGONIA.

was iestored by the Emperor Septimius Seve- of the five principal epic poets. [The frag
rus, A.D. 202. Between 608 and 610 it was merits are collected by Tzschirner, Panyasidia
consecrated as a Christian church by the pope Fragmenta, & c , Breslau, 1842; and by DilbBoniface IV., with the approbation of the Em- ner, at the end of Epici Graeci Minores, in Diperor Phocas. In 655 the plates of gilded bronze dot's Bibliotheca Graeca.]— -2. A philosopher.
that covered the roof were carried to Constan- also a native of Halicarnassus, who wrote two
tinople, by command of Constans II. The Pan- books " On Dreams" (Il^pi bvelpav), was per
theon is the largest circular building of anti- haps a grandson of the poet.
quity ; the interior diameter of the rotunda is
[ P A N V A S U S (Havvaaaog: now Spirnazza), t
one Inndred and forty-two feet, and the height river of Illyris Graeca, which empties, south of
from the pavement to the summit about one Dyrrachium, into the Ionian Sea.]
hundred and forty-eight feet. The portico is
PAPHLAGONIA (HaipXayovia: Ha<j>Xayav, pi.
one hundred and three feet wide, and the col- -oveg, Paphlago), a district on the northern side
umns forty-seven feet high.
of Asia Minor, between Bithynia on the west
[PANTHOEDAS (HavBolSag), a-Spartan, sent out
and Pontus on the east, being separated from
by the ephors in B.C. 403 against Clearchus, the former by the River Parthenius, and from
who had gone to Byzantium against orders. the latter by the Halys ; on the south it was diH e was slain in battle in 377 against Pelopidas, vided by the chain of Mount Olympus (accordnear Tanagra ]
ing to others by Olgassys) from Phrygia in the
PANTHSUS,contr PANTHUS(HdvBoog, HdvBovg), earlier times, but from Galatia afterward ; and
one ofthe elders at Troy, husband of Phrontis, on the north it bordered on the Euxine. These
and father of Euphorbus, Polydamas, and Hy- boundaries, however, are not always exactly
perenor. Hence both Euphorbus and Polyda- observed. Xenophon brings the Paphlagonians
mas are called Panthoiies. H e is said to haveas far east as Themiscyra and the Jasonian
been originally a priest of Apollo at Delphi, and promontory. It appears to have been known
to have been carried to Troy by Antenor on to the Greeks in the mythical period. The Araccount of his beauty. H e continued to be a gonautic legends mentioned Paphlagon, the son
priest of Apollo, and is called by Virgil (Mn., of Phineus, as the hero eponymus of the coun":., 319) Othryades, or son of Othryas.
try.
In the Homeric Catalogue, Pylaemenes
[PANTIAS (Havriag), of Chios, a statuary ofleads the Paphlagonians, as allies of the Trothe school of Sicyon, son and pupil of Sostra- jans, from the land of the Heneti, about the
tus, who was the seventh in the succession of River Parthenius, a region famed for its mules ;
disciples from Aristocles of Cydonia.]
and fiom this Pylaemenes the later princes of
PANTIOAPZEUM (HavriKairaiov: HavriKairalog,
Paphlagonia claimed their descent, and the
HavriKosraievg, HavTiKairiaTiig : now Kei country
tsch), aitself was sometimes called PYLZEMKtown in the Tauric Chersonesus, was situated NIA. Herodotus twice mentions the Halys as
on a hill twenty stadia in circumference on the the boundary between the Paphlagonians and
Cimmerian Bosporus, and opposite the town of the Syrians of Cappadoeia; but we learn alsc
Phanagoria in Asia. It derived its name from from him and from other authorities that tbe
the River Panticapes. It was founded by the Paphlagonians were of the same race as the
Milesians about B.C. 541, and from its position Cappadoeians (i e., the Semitic or Syro-Araand excellent haiboi soon became a place of bian), and quite distinct, in their language and
great commercial importance. It was the res- their customs, from their Thracian neighbors
idence of the Greek kings ofthe Bosporus, and on the west. They were good soldiers, espehence is sometimes called Bosporus. Justinian cially as cavalry, but uncivilized and supersticaused it to be surrounded with new walls.
tious. The country bad also other inhabitants,
PANTICAPES (HavTiKuirng), a river in European
probably of a different race, namely, the Heneti
Sarmatia, which, according to Herodotus, rises and the Caucones ; and Greek settlements were
in a lake, separates the agricultural and nomad established on the coast at an early period. The
Scythians, flows through the district Hylaaa, Paphlagonians werefirstsubdued by Croesus.
and falls into the Borysthenes. It is usually Under the Persian empire they belonged to the
identified with the modern Somara, but without third satrapy, but their satraps made themselves
sufficient grounds.
independent, and assumed the regal title, main.
P A N Y A S I S (Uavvaeig). 1. A Greek epic poet,
taining themselves in this position (with a brief
was a native of Halicarnassus, and a relation interruption, during which Paphlagonia was subof the historian Herodotus, probably his uncle. ject to Eumenes) until the conquest ofthe counPanyasis began to be known about B.C. 489, try by Mithradates, who added the eastern part
continued in reputation till 467, and was put to of his own kingdom, and made over the westdeath by Lygdamis, the tyrant of Halicarnas- ern part to Nicomedes, ki"g of Bithynia, who
sus, about 457. The most celebrated of the gave it to his son Pylaemenes. After the fall
poems of Panyasis was his Heraciea or Hera-of Mithradates the Romans added the north of
cleas, which gave a detailed account of the ex-Paphlagonia, along the coast, to Bithynia. and
ploits of Hercules. It consisted of fourteen the interior was left to the native princes, as
books and nine thousand verses. Another poem tributaries to R o m e ; but, the race of these
©f Panyasis bore the name of Ioniea ('laviKd),
princes becoming soon extinct, the whole of
and contained seven thousand verses ; it relat- Paphlagonia was made Roman, and Augustus
ed the history of Neleus, Codrus, and the Ionic made it a part of the province of Galatia. It
colonics. In later times the works of Panyasis was made a separate province under Constan
Were extensively read and much admired ; the tine ; but the eastern part, from Sinope to the
Alexandrine grammarians ranked him with Ho- Halys, was assigned to Fontus, under the name
mer, Hesiod, Pisander, and Antimachus, as one of leilespontus. Paphlagonia was a mountain602

PAPHUS.

PAPREM1S.

uas country, being intersected from west to the doctrine ofthe Millennium, mviinlaining thai
east by three chains of the Olympus system, there will be, for one thousand years after the
namely, the Olympus itself on the southern bor- resurrection ofthe dead, a bodily reign of Christ
der, Olgassys in the centre, and a minor chain on this earth. Only fragments of his works are
with no specific name nearer to the coast. The extant.
belt of land between this last chain and the sea
PAPINIANUS, ZEMILIUS, a celebrated R o m a ?
was very fertile, and the Greek cities of Amas- jurist, was praefectus praetorio under the Emtris and Sinope brought a considerable com- peror Septimius Severus, w h o m he accompanied
merce to its shord; but the inland parts were to Britain. The emperor died at Yc~k A.D. 211,
chiefly covered with nativeforests,which were and is said to have commended his two sons,
celebrated as hunting grounds. The country Caracalla and Geta, to the care of Papinian.
was famed for its horses and mules, and in On the death of his father, Caracalla dismissed
some parts there were extensive sheep-walks ; Papinian from his office, and shortly afterward
and its rivers were particularly famous for their put him to death. There arefivehundred and
fish The country was divided into nine dis- ninety-five excerpts from Papinian's works in
tricts, the names of which are not of enough the Digest. These excerpts are from the thirty
importance to be specified here.
seven books of Quastiones, a work arranged acP A P H U S (Ila^oc), son of Pygmalion by the cording to the order of the Edict, the nineteen
statue into which life had been breathed by- books of Responsa, the two books of Deflnitiones
Venus (Aphrodite). From him the town of the two books De Adulteriis, a single book De
Paphus is said to have derived its name ; and Adulteriis, and a Greek work or fragment, which
Pygmalion himself is called the Paphian hero. probably treated ofthe office of aedile both at
(Ov., Met, x., 290.)
R o m e and in other towns. N o Roman jurist
P A P H U S (Ila^oc: Hafiog), the name of two had a higher reputation than Papinian. Nor is
towns on the western coast of Cyprus, near his reputation unmerited. It was not solely beeach other, and called respectively " Old Pa- cause ofthe high station that he filled, his penephos" (HaXaiira(j)og) and " N e w Paphos" (Hdtration, and his knowledge, that he left an im<pog via). Old Paphos was situated near theperishable name ; his excellent understanding,
promontory Zephyrium, on the River Bocarus, guided by integrity of'purpose, has made him thu
ten stadia from the coast, where it had a good model of a true lawyer.
harbor; while N e w Paphos lay more inland, in
PAPINIUS STATIUS.
Vii, STATIUS.
the midst of a fertile plain, sixty stadia from
PAPIRIA G E N S , patrician and plebeian. T h e
the former. Old Paphos was the chief seat of patrician Papirii were divided into the families
the worship of Venus (Aphrodite), who is said of Crassus, Cursor, Maso, and Mugillanus, and
to have landed at this place after her birth the plebeian Papirii into those of Carbo, Patus,
among the waves, and who is hence frequently and Turius. Of these the families of C A R B O ,
called the Paphian goddess (Paphia) Here C U R S O R , M A S O , and M U G I L L A N U S alone require
she had a celebrated temple, the high priest of mention.
which exercised a kind of religious superintendPAPIRIAN/E Fosses, a village in Etruria, on tha
ence over the whole island. Every year there Via /Emilia, between Luna and Pisa.
was a grand procession from N e w Paphos to
PAPIRIUS, C. or SEX., the author of a supposed
the temple of the goddess in the old city. There collection ofthe Leges Regiaa, which was called
were two legends respecting the foundation of Jus Papirianum or Civile Papirianum. H e is
Paphos, one describing the Syrian king Cinyras said to have lived in the reign of Tarquinius
as its founder, and the other the Arcadian Ag- Superbus.
apenor on his return from Troy. These statePAPPUS M U T I L U S .
Vii. M U T I L U S .
ments are reconciled by the supposition that
P A P P U A (Hairirova), a lofty rugged mountain
Cinyras was the founder of Old Paphos and on the extreme border of Numidia, perhaps the
Agapenor of N e w Paphos. There can be no same as the Thammes of Ptolemy, and as the
doubt of the Phoenician origin of Old Paphos, mountain abounding with wild cats, near the
and that the worship of Venus (Aphrodite) was city of Melitene, to which Diodorus Siculus
introduced here from the East; but an Arcadian refers (xx., 58), but without mentioning its
colony can not be admitted. W h e n Paphos is name.
mentioned by later writers without any epithet,
PAPPUS (Hdrnrog), of Alexandrea, one of the
they usually mean the N e w City; but when the later Greek geometers, is said by Suidas to have
name occurs in the poets, w e are generally to lived under Theodosius (A.D 379-395). Ofthe
understand the Old City, as the poets, for the works of Pappus, the only one which has come
most part, speak of the place in connection down to us is his celebrated Mathematical Colwith the worship of Venus (Aphrodite). Old lections (MaBnpariKuv ovvayaydv (3iBXla). T
Paphos was destroyed by an earthquake in the work, as w e have it now in print, consists of
reign of Augustus, but was rebuilt by order of the last six of eight books Only portions of
the emperor, and called Augusta. Under the these books have been published in Greek.
Romans N e w Paphos was the capital of one of There are two Latin editions of Pappus: the
the four districts into which the island was di- first by Commandinus, Pisauri, 1588 ; and the
»ided. Old Paphos corresponds to the modern second by Manolessius, Bononiae, 1660.
Kukla or Konuklia, and N e w Paphos to the mod- P A P R E M I S (Hdirpyuig), a city of Lower Egypt,
ern Baffa.
capital ofthe Nomos Papremites, and sacred to
PAPIAS (Hairtag), an early Christian write the Egyptian god w h o m the Greeks identified
said to have been a hearer ofthe Apostle John, with Mars (Ares). It is only mentioned by Heand a companion of Polycarp, was bishop of Hie- rodotus, and is perhaps the same as the l.'hcTs
eapolis, on the borders of Phrygia. H e taught of later times.
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PAPUS.^MILIUS.

PARIS.

or Highlanders, and the Pediasii (XleJiaoiu), oi
2. Q., twice consul, 282 and 278, and censor inhabitants ofthe plain.
275. In loth his consulships and in his censorP A R A L U S (HdpaXog), the younger of the twe
ship he had as colleague C. Fabricius Luscinus. legitimate sons of Pericles. H e and his brother
— 3 . L., consul 225, defeated the Cisalpine Gauls Xanthippus were educated by their fdther with
with great slaughter. H e was censor 220 with the greatest care, but they both appear to have
C. Flaminius.
been of inferior capacity, which was any thing
PARACHELOITIS (HapaxeXalng), the name of but compensated by worth of character, though
the plain in Acarnania and /Etolia, near the Paralus seems to have been a somewhat more
niDiith ofthe Aehelous, and through which that hopeful youth than his brother. They both fell
river flows.
victims to the plague, B C. 429.
P A R A C H O A T H R A S (HapaxouBpag, rd HapaxodBpa: PARAPOTAMII or IA (napa7rorap;(oi, -apla : now
now Mountains of Louristan), a part of the chain
Belissi), an ancient town in Phocis, situated on
of mountains forming the eastern margin ofthe a steep hill, and on the left bank of the River
Tigris and Euphrates valley, was the boundary Cephisus, from which it derives its name. It
between Susiana and Media. The same name was near the fiontiers of Bceotia, being only
is given to an eastern branch ofthe chain, which forty stadia from Chaeronea, and sixty stadia
formed the boundary between Parthia and the from Orchomenus. It is probably mentioned by
desert of Carmania. Strabo places it too far Homer(.ft , ii., 522). It was destroyed by Xerxes,
north.
but was rebuilt, and was destroyed a second time
PAR^ITAOENE (HapaiTaicnvri: Hapairaxai, in
Hathe Sacred war.
pairaKnvoi, Paraetacaa, Paraataeeni), the name of PAEASOPIA (Hapaaairla), a district in the south
various mountainous regions in the Persian em- of Bceotia on both banks of the zEsopus, the inpire, is the Greek form of a Persian word, sig- habitants of which weie called Parasbpii (Hapanifying mountainous. 1. The best known ofcdirwi)
those districts was on the borders of Media and
[PARASOPIAS (Hapaaairidg), a city ofThessaly,
Persis, and was inhabited by a people of Median in the district (Etaea.]
origin, who are mentioned several times by the
PARCZE.
Vid. MOIRZE.
historians of Alexander and his successors.—
P A R E N T I U M (now Parenzo), a town in Istria,
2. A district between the rivers Oxus and Jax- with a good harbor, inhabited by Roman citizens,
artes, on the borders of Bactria and Sogdiana. but not a Roman colony, thirty-one miles from
— 3 . A district between Arachosia and Drangi- Pola.
ana, also called Sacastana, from its inhabitants,
PARIS (Hdpig), also called A L E X A N D E R ('AAefthe Scythian Sacae.
avSpog), was the second son of Priam and HecuP A R ^ T O N I U M or A M M O N I A (Hapairoviov, ri 'Auba. Before his birth Hecuba dreamed that she
uavia : now El-Bareton or Marsa-Labeit), anhad
im- brought forth a fire brand, the flames of
portant city on the northern coast of Africa, be- which spread over the whole city. Accordingly,
longed to Marmarica in its widest sense, but as soon as the child was born, he was given to
politically to Egypt, namely, to the Nomos Libya: a shepherd, who was to expose him on Mount
Hence this city on the west and Pelusium on Ida. After the lapse offivedays, the shepherd,
the east are called " cornuazEgypti." It stood on returning to Mount Ida, found the child still
near the Promontory Artos or Pythis (now Ras- alive, and fed by a she-bear. Thereupon he carel-Hazeit), and was reckoned two hundred Roried the boy home, and brought him up along
man miles west of Alexandrea, between seventy with his own child, and called him Paris. W h e n
and eighty miles, or, according to Strabo, nine Paris had grown up, he distinguished himself
hundred stadia (all too small) east ofthe Cata- as a valiant defender of theflocksand shepbathmos Major, and one thousand three hundred herds, and hence received the name of Alexanstadia north of A m m o n i u m in the Desert (now der, i. e., the defender of men. H e also sucSiwah), which Alexander the Great visited by ceeded in discovering his real origin, and was
the way of Paraetonium. The city was forty received by Priam as his son. H e now married
stadia in circuit. It was an important sea-port, CEnone, the daughter of the river god Cebren,
a strong fortress, and a renowned seat of the by whom, according to some, he became the fa
worship of Isis. It was restored by Justinian, ther of Corythus. But the most celebrated
and continued a place of some consequence till event in the life of Paris was bis abduction of
its complete destruction by the late Pasha of Helen. This came to pass in the following way:
Egypt, Mehemet Ali, in 1820.
Once upon a time, when Peleus and Thetis solP A R A G O N SINUS (Hapdyav KoXrrog: now Gulfemnized their nuptials, all the gods were invited
mfOman), a gulf of the Indicus Oceanus, on the to the marriage, with the exception of Eris, oi
coast of Gedrosia, namely, the gulf formed in theStrife. Enraged at her exclusion, the goddess
northwest of the Indian Ocean by the approachthrew a golden apple among the guests, with
ofthe northeastern coast oi Arabia to that of the inscription, " T o the fairest." Thereupon
Beloochistan and Persia,, outside of the entrance
Juno (Hera), Venus (Aphrodite), and Minerva
to the Persian Gulf.
(Athena) each claimed the apple for herself.
P A R A L I A (HapaXia), the sea-coast district of Jupiter (Zeus) ordered Mercury (Hermes) to
Attica, around the Promontory of Sunium, ex- take the goddesses to Mount Gargarus, a portion
tending upward as far as Halaa Axonides on the of Ida, to the beautiful shepherd Paris, who was
western coast, and Prasiaa on the eastern coast. there tending his flocks, and who was to decide
The inhabitants ofthisdistrict,theParalii(Hapd- the dispute. The goddesses accordingly apXioi), weie one ofthe three political parties into
peared before him, Juno (Hera) promised him
which Attica was divided at the time of Pisis- the sove'eignty of Asia and great riches, Mi
tratus, the other two being the Diacrii (A<a/c -wi),
nerva (A'hena) great glory and renowir in war
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and Venus (Aphrodite) the fairest of women foi chased his freedom by paying he. a aige sure
his wife
Paris decided in favor of Venus of money. Paris was afterward declared, bj
(Aphrodite), and gave her the golden apple. order of the emperor, to have been fiee-born
Phis judgment called forth in Juno (Hera) and (ingenuus), and Domitia was compelled to reMinerva (Athena)fiercehatred against Troy. store to him the sum which she had received
Under the protection ofVenus (Aphrodite), Paris for his freedom. W h e n Nero attempted to be
now sailed to Greece, and was hospitably re- come a pantomime, he put Paris to death as a
ceived in the palace of Menelaus at Sparta. dangerous rival.—2. The younger Paris, ana
Here be succeeded in carrying off Helen, the the more celebrated of the two, was a native
wife of Menelaus, who was the most beautiful of Egypt, and lived in the teign of Domitian
woman in the world. The accounts of this rape with w h o m lie was also a great favorite. H e
are not the same in all writers. According to was put to death by Domitian because he had
the more usual account, Helen followed her se- an intrigue with Domitia, tho wife of the emducer willingly, owing to the influence ofVe- peror.
PARISII.
Vid. L U T E T I A PARISIORUM.
nus (Aphrodite), while Menelaus was absent in
P A R I U M (TO Hdpiov : Hapidvbg, Hapinvbg, Ha
Crete. Others relate that the goddess deceived
Helen by giving to Paris the appearance of piavevg: ruins at Kemer), a city of Mysia, on
Menelaus; and others, again, say that Helen the northern coast of the Troad, on the Prowas cairied off by Paris by force, either during pontis, between Lampsacus and Priapus, was
a festival or during the chase. O n his return founded by a colony from Miletus, mingled with
to Troy, Paris passed through Egypt and Phoe- natives of Paros and Erythraa, and became a
nicia, and at length arrived at Troy with Helen flourishing sea port, having a better harbor than
and the treasures which he had treacherously that of Priapus. Under Augustus it was made
taken from the hospitable house of Menelaus. a Roman colony, by the name of Colonia PariIn regard to this voyage the accounts again dif- ana Julia Augusta. It was a renowned seat
fer ; for, according to some, Paris and Helen of the worship of Cupid (Eros), Bacchus (Dioreached Troy three days after their departure; nysus), and Apollo. The surrounding districl
whereas, according to later traditions, Helen was called b Hapiavn.
P A R M A (Parmensis : now Parma), a town in
did not reach Troy at all, for Jupiter (Zeus) and
Juno (Hera) allowed only a phantom resembling Gallia Oispadana, situated on a river of the
her to accompany Paris td Troy, while the real same name and on the Via /Emilia, between
Helen was carried to Proteus in Egypt, and re- Placentia and Mutina, was originally a town of
mained there until she was fetched by Mene- the Boii, but was made a Roman colony B.C
laus. The abduction of Helen gave rise to the 183, along with Mutina, and from that time beTrojan war. Before her marriage with Mene- came a place of considerable importance. IJ
laus she had been wooed by the noblest chiefs suffered some injury in the civil war after Cajin all parts of Greece. Her former suitors now sar's death, but was enlarged and embellished
resolved to revenge her abduction, and sailed by Augustus, and received the name of Colonia
against Troy. Vid. A G A M E M N O N . Homer de- Julia Augusta. After the fall of the Western
scribes Paris as a handsome man, fond of the Empire it was for a time called Ckrysopolis, or
female sex and of music, and not ignorant of the " Gold-City," but for what reason w e do
war, but as dilatory and cowardly, and detested not know. The country around Parma was
by his own friends for having brought upon them originally marshy; but the marshes were drainthe fatal war with the Greeks. H e fought with ed by the consul Seaurus, and converted intu
Menelaus before the walls of Troy, and was de- fertile land. The wool of Parma was particu
feated, but was carried off by Venus (Aphrodite). larly good.
P A R M E N I D E S (Happevlbng), a distinguished
H e is said to have killed Achilles, either by one
of his arrows, or by treachery in the temple of Greek philosopher, was a native of Elea in Italy.
the Thymbraean Apolio. Vid. ACHILLES.
O n According to Plato, Parmenides, at the age of
the capture of Troy, Paris was wounded by sixty-five, came to Athens, to the Panathenaaa,
Philoctetes with an arrow of Hercules, and then accompanied by Zeno, then forty years old, and
returned to his long-abandoned wife OEnone. became acquainted with Socrates, who at that
But she, remembering the wrongs she had suf- time was quite young. Supposing Socrates to
fered, or, according to others, being prevented have been nineteen or twenty years of age at
by her father, refused to heal the wound. H e the time, w e may place the visit of Parmenides
then went back to Troy and died. Oilnone to Athens in B C. 448, and consequently his
quickly repented, and hastened after him with birth in 513. Parmenides was regarded with
remedies, but came too late, and in her grief great esteem by Plato and Aristotle; and his
hung herself. According to others, she threw fellow-citizens thought so highly of him, that
herself from a tower, or rushed into the flames every year they bound their magistrates to renof the funeral pile on whieh the body of Paris der obedience to the laws which he had enactwas burning. Paris is represented in works ed for them. The philosophical opinions of
of art as a beautiful youth, without a beard, Parmenides were developed in a didactic poem,
with a Phrygian cap, and sometimes with an in hexameter verse, entitled On Nature, of
apple in his hand, in the act of presenting it to which only fragments remain. In this poem he
maintained that the phenomena of sense were
Venus (Aphrodite).
PARIS, the name of two celebrated panto- delusive, and that it was only by mental abmimes. 1. The elder Paris lived in the reign straction that a person could attain to the knowlof the Emperor Nero, with w h o m he was a edge of the only reality, a One and All, a congreat favorite. H e was originally a slave of tinuous and self-existent substance, which could
Domitia the aunt o f the emperor, and he pur- not be perceived by the senses. But although
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tie believed the phenomena of sense to be de- a semicircular range oi lofty rocks, at the imi
lusive, nevertheless he adopted two elements, oi which the town was built. These rocky
W a r m and Cold, or Light and Darkness. The were called Phairiaies (QaidpidStg), or the " ReBest edition of the fragments of Parmenides is splendent," from their facing the south, and
by Karsten, in Philosophorum Grac. Veterum
thus receiving the full rays of the sun during
Oper. Reliquia, Amstelod., 1835.
the most brilliant part of the day. The sides
P A R M E N I O N (Hapucviav). 1. Son of Philotas,
of Parnassus were well wooded: at its foot
a distinguished Macedonian general in the serv- grew myrtle, laurel, and olive-trees, and higher
ice of Philip of Macedon and Alexander the up, firs ; and its summit was covered with snow
Great. Philip held him in high esteem, and during the greater part of the year. It conused to say of him that he had never been able tained numerous caves, glens, and romantic
to find more than one general, and that was ravines. It is celebrated as one of the chief
Parmenion. In Alexander's invasion of Asia, seats of" Apollo and the Muses, and an inspiring
Parmenion was regarded as second in command. source of poetry and song On Mount Lycorea
At the three great battles ofthe Granicus, Issus,was the Oorycian cave, from which the Muses
and Arbela, while the king commanded the right are sometimes called the Oorycian nymphs
wing ofthe army, Parmenion was placed at the Just above Delphi was the far-famed Castalian
head of the left, and contributed essentially to spring, which issued from between two cliffs,
the victory on all those memorable occasions. called Nauplia and Hyamplia. These cliffs are
The confidence reposed in him by Alexander frequently called by the poets the summits of
appears to have been unbounded, and he is con- Parnassus, though they are in reality only small
tinually spoken of as the most attached of the peaks at the base ofthe mountain. The mountking's friends, and as holding, beyond all ques- ain also was sacred to Bacchus (Dionysus), and
tion, the second place in the state. But when on one of its summits the Thyades held their
Philotas, the only surviving son of Parmenion, Bacchic revels. Between Parnassus Proper
was accused in Drangiana (B C. 330) of being and Mount Cirphis was the valley of the Plis
privy to the plot against the king's life, he not tus, through which the sacred road ran from
only confessed his own guilt when put to the Delphi to Daulis and Stiris; and at the point
torture, but involved his father also in the plot. where the road branched off to these two places
Whether the king really believed in the guilt (called axiaTb), GSdipus slew his father Laius.
of Parmenion, or deemed his life a necessary — 2 . A town in the north of Cappadoeia, on a
sacrifice to policy after the execution of his son, mountain ofthe same name (now Pascha Dagh),
he caused his aged friend to be assassinated in probably on the River Halys, and on the road
Media before he could receive the tidings of his between Aneyra and Aichelais.
son's death. The death of Parmenion, at the
P A R N E S (Hupviig, gen. ildpvnBog: now Ozia
age of seventy years; will ever remain one of or Nozta), a mountain in the northeast of At
the darkest stains upon the character of Alex- tica, in some parts as high as four thousand
ander It is questionable whether even Philo- feet, was a continuation of Mount Cithaaron,
tas was really concerned in the conspiracy, and from which it extended eastward as far as the
w o may safely pronounce that Parmenion had coast atRhamnus. Itwaswellwooded,aboundno connection with it. — 2. Of Macedonia, an ed in game, and on its lower slopes produced
epigrammatic poet, whose verses were included excellent wine. It formed part of the boundin the collection of Philip of Thessalonica, ary between Boaotia and Attica ; and the pass
whence it is probable that he flourished in, or through it between these two countries was
shortly before, the time of Augustus.
easy of access, and was therefore strongly for[PARMENISCUS (HappevloKog), a grammarian
tified by the Athenians. On the summit ofthe
and commentator, of whose writings a few frag- mountain there was a statue of Jupiter (Zeus)
ments remain.]
Parnethius, and there were likewise altars of
[ P A R M E N O N (Happivav), of Byzantium, a cho-Jupiter (Zeus) Semaleos and Jupiter (Zeus) O m liambic poet, a few of whose verses are pre- brius or Apemius.
served in Athenaeus and the scholiasts: these
P A R N O N (Hdpvav : now Malevo), a mountain
fragments are collected by Meineke, Choliambica
six thousand three hundred and thirty-five feel
Pucsis Gracorum, Berol., 1845.]
high, forming the boundary between Laeonia
[ P A R M Y S (Hdpuvg), daughter of Smerdis, theand the territory of Tegea m Arcadia.
son of Cyrus. She became the wife of Darius
' P A R O P A M I S A D Z E (Hapoirapiaddai) or P A K O P A Hystaspis, and was the mother of Ariomardos.] MISII, the collective name of several commuP A R N A S S U S (Hapvaaabg, Hapvaaog, Ion. ITapnities dwelling in the southern slopes of Mount
vnaog), the name, in its widest signification, ofParopamisus (vid. next article), and of the couna range of mountains, which extends from CEta try they inhabited, which was not known by
and Corax southeast through Doris and PhoCis, any other name. It was divided on the north
and under the name of Cirphis (Klptjug) termfrom Bactria by the Paropamisus ; on the west
inates it the Corinthian Gulf between Cirrha from Aria, and on the south from Drangiana
and Anticyra. But in its narrower sense, Par- and zirachosia, by indefinite boundaries ; and
nassus indicates the highest part of the range a on the east from India by the River Indus,
few miles north of Delphi. Its two highest thus corresponding to the eastern part oi Afsummits were called Tithoi ea (TiBopea : nowghanistan and the strip of the Punjab west of
Velitza), and Lycorea (Avxdpeia: now Liakura),
the Indus. Under the Persian empire it was
the former being northwest and the latter north- the northeasternmost district of Ariana. Ii
east of Delphi; and hence Parnassus is fre- was conquered by Alexander when he passed
quently described by the poets as double-headed. through it on his march to India ; but the peoImmediately above Delphi the mountain forms ple soon regained their independe ice, UIOUHI
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purts of the country were nominally included ants were the same people as the Paioraei of
in the limits of the Greco-Syrian and Bactrian Pliny.—2. Or P A R O R I A (Hapapta), a town in the
kingdoms. It is a rugged mountain region, in- south of Arcadia, north of Megalopolis, said to
tersected by branches of the Paropamisus. In have been founded by Parol eus, son of Trithe north the climate is so severe that, ac- colonus, and a grandson of Lycaon, the inhabit
cording to the ancient writers, confirmed by ants of which took part in the building of M e
modern travellers, the snow almost buries the galopolis.
houses ; but in the south the valleys of the lowP A R O R E A T Z E (napupsdrai), the most ancient
er mountain slopes yield all the products of the inhabitants ofthe mountains in Triphylia in Elis,
warmer regions of Asia. In its north was tbe who were expelled by the Minyaa.
considerable river Cophes or C O P H E N (now CaPARORIOS.
Vid. PHRYGIA.
iool), flowing into the Indus, and having a trib- P A R O S (Elapof: Hdpiog: nowParo), an island
utary, Choiis, Choes, or C H O A S P E S (NO. 2). The in the /Egean Sea, one of the larger ofthe Cycparticular tribes, included under the general lades, was situated south of Delos and west of
name of Paropamisadae, were the Cabolitae (Ka- Naxos, being separated from the latter by a
BoXlrat) in the north, whose name and positionchannel five or six miles wide. It is about
point to Cabool, the Paisit {Hapaioi) m the souththirty-six miles in circumference. It is said to
west, the Ambautae (ApBavrai) in the east, onhave been originally colonized by Cretans, but
the River Choas, the Parsuetae (Hapov^rat) onwas afterward inhabited by Ionians, and bethe south, and the 'AptarbtpvXoi, probably a domcame so prosperous, even at an early period, as
inant tribe of a different race, on the west. At to send out colonies to Thasos and to Parium
the time of the Macedonian conquest the people on the Propontis. In thefirstinvasion of Greece
were little civilized, but quiet and inoffensive. by the generals of Darius, Paros submitted to
The chief cities were Ortospana and Alexan- the Persians ; and after the battle of Marathon,
drea, the latter founded by Alexander the Great. Miltiades attempted to reduce the island, but
PAROPAMISUS (Hapoirdpiaog, and several other
failed in his attempt, and received a wound, of
forms, of which the truest is probably Haporrd- which he died. Vid. MILTIADES. After the deviaog: now Hindoo-Koosh), a word no doubt defeat of Xerxes, Paros came under the supremacy
rived, as many other words beginning like it, of Athens, and shared the fate ofthe other Cycfrom the Old Persian paru, a mountain, is the
lades. Its name rarely occurs in subsequent
name of a part of the great mountain-chain history. The most celebrated production of
which runs from west to east through the cen- Paros was its marble, which was extensively
tre of the southern portion of the highlands of used by the ancient sculptors. It was chief!/
Central Asia, and divides the part of the con- obtained from a mountain ealled Marpessa. The
tinent, which slopes down to the Indian Ocean, Parianfigswere also highly prized. The chief
from the great central table-land of Tartary andtown of Paros was situated on the western coast,
T'-dbet. It is a prolongation of the chain of
and bore the same name as the island. The
Ana-Taurus. The name was applied to that ruins of it are still to be seen at the modern
part of the chain between the Sariphi Mount- Paroikia. Paros was the birth-place ofthe poet
lins (now Mountains of Kohistan) on the westArchiloehus. In Paros was discovered the cele,ti.d Mount Imaus (now Himalaya) on the east,brated inscription called the Parian Chronicle,
i-r from about the sources ofthe River Margus which is now preserved at Oxford. The in-1 n the west to the point where the Indus breaks scription is cut on a block of marble, and in its
ihrough the chain on the east. They were be- perfect state contained a chronological account
lieved by the ancients to be among the highest of the principal events in Greek history from
mountains in the world (which they are), and to Cecrops, B.C. 1582, to the archonship of Diocontain the sources of the Oxus and the Indus ; gnetus, 264. [This inscription, so far as it is
the last statement being an error whieh natu- preserved, was reprinted in Chandler's Marmora
rally arose from confounding the cleft by which Oxoniensia, Oxford, 1763, fol.; by Boeckh in his
the Indus breaks through the chain with its un- Corpus Inscriptionum Gracarum, vol. ii., p. 293,
known source. W h e n Alexander the Great sqq.; and by Mailer in Fragm. Hist. Grac., vol
crossed these mountains, his followers—regard- L, p. 533-590.]
ing the achievement as equivalent to what a
P A R R H A S I A (Hafipaata : Happdawi), a district
Greek considered as the highest geographical in the south of Arcadia, to which, according to
adventure, namely, the passage ofthe Caucasus Pausanias, the towns Lycosura, Thocnia, Tra
—conferred this glory on their chief by simply pezus, Proseis, Acacesium, Acontium, Macaria,
applying the name of Caucasus to the mountain and Dasea belonged. The Parrhasii aie said tu
chain which he had thus passed; and then, for have been one ofthe most ancient of the Arca
the sake of distinction, this chain was called dian tribes. At the time ofthe Peloponnesian
Caucasus Indicus, and this name has come war they were under the supremacy of Mantidown to our times in the native form oi Hindoo- nea, but were rendered independent of that city
Koosh, and in others also The name Paro- by the Lacedaemonians. Homer (7<!, ii, 608)
pamisus is also applied s imetimes to the great mentions a town Parrhasia, said to have been
southern branch of this chain (now Soliman founded by Parrhasus, son of Lycaon, or by PeMountains) which skirts the valley ofthe Indus lasgus, son ofArestor. The adjective Parrhasius
on the west, and which is more specifically call- is frequently used by the poets as equivalent to
ed P A R V E T I or PARSYETZE.
Arcadian.
P A R O P U S (Paropinus), a small town in the inP A R R H A S I U S (Hapbdaiog), one ofthe most cele'erior of Sicily, north of the Nebrodes Montes. brated Greek painters, was: a native of Ephesus
P A R O R E A (Hapdpeta). 1. A town in Thrace, the son and pupil of Evenor. H e practiced his
in the frontiers of Macedonia, whose inhabit- art chiefly at Athens, and ty some writers he «
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ealled an Athenian, probably because the Athe- public libraries along with the most celebrated
nians had bestowed upon him the right of citi- ancient writers. Parthenius wrote many poems,
Eenship. H eflourishedabout B.C. 400. Par- but t: e only one of his works which has come
rhasius did for painting, at least in pictures of down to us is in prose, and entitled Hepl epan
goas and heroes, what had been done for sculp- KUV iraBnpdrav. It contains thirty-six brief
ture by Phidias in divine subjects, and by Poly- love-stories, which ended in an unfortunate
cletus in the human figure: he established a manner. It is dedicated to Cornelius Gallus,
canon >'if proportion, whieh was followed by all and was compiled for his use, that he might
the artists that came after him. Several inter- avail himself of the materials in the composiesting observations on the principles of art tion of epic and elegiac poems. The best ed
which he followed are made in a dialogue with tion is by Westermann, in the Mythographi Gra,
Socrates, asreportedby Xenophon (Mem , iii , ci, Brunswick, 1843.
P A R T H E N I U S (HapBevtag). 1. A mountain on
10) The character of Parrhasius was marked
n the highest degree by that arrogance which the frontiers of Argolis and Arcadia, through
cjften accompanies the consciousness of pre- which was an important pass leading fiom Ar;minent ability. In epigrams inscribed on his golis toTegea. This pass is still called Partheni,
vorks he not only made a boast of his luxuri- but the mountain itself, which rises to the height
ous habits, but he also claimed the honor of hav- of three thousand nine hundred and ninety-three
ng assigned with his own hand the precise lim- feet, bears the name of Roinu. It was on this
ts of the art, and fixed a boundary which never mountain that Telephus, the son of Hercules
was to be transgressed. Respecting the story and Auge, was said to have been suckled by a
of his contest with Zeuxis, vid. ZEOXIS. Ofthe hind ; and it was here, also, that the god Pan is
works of Parrhasius, the most celebrated seems said to have appeared to Phidippides, the Atheto have been his picture ofthe Athenian People. nian courier, shortly before the battle of Marathon.—2. (Also Hapdevng: now Chad SuoxBarPARSII.
Vid PAKOPAMISADZE.
PARSTCI M O N T E S (rd Hapamd bpn, now Bush- tan-Su), the chief river of Paphlagonia, rises ir.
Olgassjs, and flows northwest into the
kuri Mountains in the west of Beloochistan),Mount
a
chain of mountains running northeast from the Euxine ninety stadia west of Amastris, forming
Paragon Sinus (now Gulf of Oman), and forming in the lower part of its course the boundary bethe boundary between Carmania and Gedrosia. tween Bithynia and Paphlagonia
P A R T H E N O N (O HapBevdv, i. e., the virgin's
At the foot of these mountains, in the west of
Gedrosia, were a people called PARSID/E, with a chamber), was the usual name of one of the
finest, and, in its influence unon ar",. one ofthe
capital PAESIS (now perhaps Serbah).
PARSYET/E (naptn^rat)! a people on the bor- most important edifices ever built tne tempie
ders of Arachosia and the Paropamisadae, with of Minerva (Athena) Partbenos cn the Acropolis
a mountain of the same name, which is proba- of Athens. It was also called H E C A T O M P E D O N
bly identical with the P A R Y E T I Montes and with ('EKaropiredov) or H E C A T O M P E D O S ('E«:arop;jreCioc.
sc. vedg), from its being one hundred feet in one
the Soliman Mountains.
PARTHALIS, the chief city ofthe Calingae, a of its chief dimensions, piobably in the breadth
tribe of the Gangaridae, in India intra Gangem, ofthe top step on which the front pillars stand
at the head of the Sinus Gangeticus (now Sea It was erected, under the administration of
Pericles, on the site ofthe older temple of Mi
of Bengal).
nerva (Athena), burned during the Persian in[PARTHAON.
Vid. P O R T H A O N . ]
vasion, and was completed by the dedication of
PARTHENI.
Vid. PAETHINI.
P A R T H E N I AS (HapBevtag), also called PARTIIE-the statue ofthe goddess, B.C. 438. Its archiHIA, a small river in Elis, which flows into the tects were Ictinus and Callicrates, but all the
Alpheus east of Olympia, not far from Harpinna. works were under the superintendence of PhidiP A E T H E N I U M (Hapdiviov). 1. A town in Mysia,as. It was built entirely of Pentelic marble;
south of Pergamum.—2 (Now Felcnk-burun), aits dimensions were two hundred and twentypromontory in the Chersonesus Taurica, on seven English feet long, one hundred and one
which stood a temple of the Tauric Diana (Ar- broad, and sixty-five high; it was fifty feel longer
temis), from w h o m it derived its name. It was than the edifice which preceded it. Its archi
in this temple that human sacrifices were of- tecture was ofthe Doric order, and ofthe purest
kind. It consisted of an oblong central buildfered to the goddess.
ing (the cella or vedg), surrounded on all sides
P A R T H E N I O M M A R E (TO HapBeviKov ireXayog),
the southeastern part ofthe Mediterranean, be- by a peristyle of pillars, forty-six in number,
eight at each end and seventeen at each side
tween Egypt and Cyprus.
(reckoning the corner pillars twice), elevated on
P A R T H E N I U S (HapBevtog), of Nicaaa, or, according to others, of Myrlea, a celebrated gramma- a platform, which was ascended by three steps
rian, is said by Suidas to have been taken pris- all round the building. Within the porticoes, at
oner by Cinna in the Mithradatic war, to have each end, was another row of six pillars, standbeen manumitted on account of his learning, ing on a level with thefloorof the cella, and two
and to have lived to the reign of Tiberius. If steps higher than that of the peristyle. The
this statement is true, Parthenius must have cella was divided into two chambers of unequa).
attained a great age, since there were seventy- size, theprodomus orpronaos (irpbbouog, npovaog)
seven years from the death of Mithradates to and the opisthoiomus (birioBbdopog) or postic
the accession of Tiberius. Parthenius taughl the former, which was the larger, contained the
Virgil Greek, and he seems to have been very statue of the goddess, and was the true sanctupopular among the distinguished Romans of ary, the latter being probably used as a treasury
his time. The Emperor Tiberiu3 imitated hia and vestry. Both these chambers bad inner
poems, and placed his works and statues in tte rows of pillars (in two stories, f ne over the cth.
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«i$, Aixteen m the former and fou, in the latter,
Parthenopaeus was killed at Thebes bj Asr. hud!
supporting the partial roof, for the large cham- cus, Amphidicus, or Periclymenus.
ber, at least, had its centre open to the sky.
[ P A K T H E N O P E (HapBevoirn), one ofthe Sirens
Technically, the temple is called peripteral octaw h o is said to have given its early and poet'.f
sZyle hypatkrd. It w a s adorned, within and n a m e to Neapolis. Vid. N E A P O L I S . ]
without, with colors and gilding, and with sculpP A R T H E H O P O L I S (HapBevorroXig), a town in
tures which are regarded as the master-pieces Moasia Inferior, near the Pontus Euxinus. ar-<i
sf ancient art. T h e colossal chryselephantine between Calatis and Tomi.
ivory and gold) statue of Minerva (Athena),
P A R T H I A , P A R T H Y Z E A , P A R T H I E N E (Ilc.ptf. i
cvhich stood at the end ofthe prodomus, opposite HapBvaia, HapBo-nvn : HdpBoi, HapBvaloi, Paitlii
to the entrance, w a s the work of Phidias him- Parthieni: n o w Khorassan), a country of Asia
self, and surpassed every other statue in the to the southeast ofthe Caspian. Its extent waii
ancient world, except that of Jupiter (Zeus) at different at different times; but, as the tertr waa
Olympia by the same artist. T h e other sculp- generally understood by the ancient geogratures were executed under the direction of phers, it denoted the partly mountainous .and
Phidias by different artists, as m a y still be seen partly desert country on the south ofthe mountby differences in their style ; but the most im- ains which h e m in the Caspian on the southeast
portant of them were doubtless from the hand (Mons Labuta), and which divided Parthia on the
of Phidias himself: (1.) The tympana ofthe pedi- north from Hyrcania. O n the northeast and
ments (i. e., the inner flat portion of the triangueast, a branch ofthe same chain, called Masdolar gable-ends of tbe roof above the two end ranus, divided it from Aria; on the south the
porticoes) were filled with groups of detached deserts of Parthia joined those of Carmania, and '
colossal statues, those of the eastern or prin- further westward the M o n s Parachoathras dicipal front representing the birth of Minerva vided Parthia from Persis and Susiana ; on the
(Athena), and those of the western front the west and northwest it w a s divided from Media
contest between Minerva (Athena) and Neptune by boundaries which can not be exactly marked
(Poseidon) for the land of Attica. (2.) In the out. Of this district only the northern part, in
frieze of the entablatuse (i e , the upper of theand below the mountains of Hyrcania, seems to
two portions into which the surface between have formed the proper country of the Parthi,
the columns and the roof is divided), the me- w h o were a people of Scythian origin. T h e antopes between the triglyphs (i. e., the square spaces
cient writers tell us that the n a m e means exiles;
between the projections answering to the ends but this is uncertain. They were a very warlike
of beams if the roof had been of wood) were people, and especially celebrated as horse-arch"Blled with sculptures in high relief, ninety-two ers. Their tactics, of which the R o m a n s had
in all, fourteen on each front, and thirty-two on fatal experience in their first wars with them,
each side, representing subjects from the Attic became so celebrated as to pass into a proverb.
mythology, a m o n g which the battle of the Athe- Their mail clad horsemen spread like a cloud
nians with the Centaurs forms the subject of round the hostile army, and poured in a shower
the fifteen metopes from the southern side, which of darts ; and then evaded any closer conflict
are n o w in the British M u s e u m . (3 ) Along the by a rapid flight, during which they still shot
top of the external wall of the cella, under thetheir arrow backward upon the enemy U n d e '
ceiling ofthe peristyle, ran a frieze, sculptured the Persian empire, the Parthians, with the
with a representation of the Panathenaic pro- Chorasmii, Sogdii, and Arii, formed the sixcession in veiy low relief. A large number of teenth satrapy : under Alexander and the Greek
the slabs of this frieze were brought to England kings of Syria, Parthia and Hyrcania together
by Lord Elgin, with tbe fifteen metopes just men- formed a satrapy. About B.C. 250 they revolttioned, and a considerable number of other frag- ed from the Seleucidae, under a chieftain named
ments, including some ofthe most important, Arsaces, w h o founded an independent monthough mutilated, statues from the pediments ; archy, the history of which is given under A R and the whole collection w a s purchased by the SACES. During the period of the downfall of
nation in 1816, and deposited in the British M u - the Syrian kingdom, the Parthians overran the
seum, where m a y also be seen excellent models provinces east of the Euphrates, and about B 0
ofthe ruins ofthe Parthenon, and ofthe temple 130 they overthrew the kingdom of Bactria. sc
as conjecturally restored. T h e worst ofthe in- that their empire extended over Asia from the
juries which it has suffered from war and pillage Euphrates to the Indus, and from the Indian
was inflicted in the siege of Atheas by the Vene- Ocean to the Paropamisus, or even to the O x u s ;
tians in 1687, when a bomb exploded in the very but on this northern frontier they had to maincentre ofthe Parthenon, and threw d o w n m u c h tain a continual conflict with the nomad tribes
of both the side walls. Its ruins are still, of Central Asia
O n the west their progress
however, in sufficient preservation to give a was checked by Mithradates and Tigranes, till
good idea ofthe construction of all its principal those kings fell successively before the Roparts.
mans, w h o were thus brought into collision
P A R T H E N O N / B U S (HapBevoiratog), one of thewith the Parthians. After the memorable deseven heroes w h o accompanied Adrastus in his struction of Crassus and his army, B.C 53 (vid
expedition against Thebes. H e is sometimes C R A S S U S ) , the Parthians threatened Syria and
ailed a son of Mars (Ares) or Milanion and Ata- Asia Minor; but their progress w a s stopped by
lanta, sometimes of Meleager and Atalanta, and two signal defeats, which they suffered from
sometimes ofTalaus an'd Lysimache. His son, Antony's legate Ventidius in 39 and 38. T h e
by the n y m p h Clymene, w h » marched against preparations for renewing the war with R o m e
Thebes as one ofthe Epigoni, i« called Proma- were rendered fruitless by the contest for the
ehus, Stratolaus, Thesimenes, or Tlesimenes. Parthian throne between Phraates IV. and Tir
19
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idaies, which led to an appeal to Augustus, and ot Artaxerxes I. Longimanus, king of Persia
io tne restoration of the standards of Crassus, was given by her father in marriage to her own
B 0. 20; an event to which the Roman poets brother Darius, surnamed Ochus, who in B.C.
often allude in terms of flattery to Augustus, 424 succeeded Xerxes II. on the throne of Peralmost as if he had conquered the Parthian em- sia. The feeble character of Darius threw the
pire It is to be observed that the poets of the chief power into the hands of Parysatis whose
Augustan age use the names Parthi, Persae, and administration was little else than a series of
Medi indifferently. The Parthian empire had murders. Four of her sons grew up to mask
now begun to decline, owing to civil contests hood. The eldest of these, Artaxerxes Mneand the defection ofthe governors of provinces, mon, was born before Darius had obtained the
and had ceased to be formidable to the Romans. sovereign power, and on this pretext Parysatis
There wore, however, continual disputes be- sought to set aside his claims to the throne in
tween the two empires for the protectorate of favor of her second son Cyrus. Failing in this
the kingdom of Armenia. In consequence of attempt, she nevertheless interposed after the
one of these disputes, Trajan invaded the Par- death of Darius, 405, to prevent Artaxerxes
thian empire, and obtained possessionfora short from putting Cyrus to death, and prevailed
time of Mesopotamia ; but his conquests were with the king to allow him to return to his satsurrendered under Hadrian, and the Euphrates rapy in Asia Minor. After the death of Cyrus
again became the boundary ofthe two empires. at the battle of Cunaxa (401), she did not hesiThere were other wars at later periods, which tate to display her grief for the death of hei
resulted in favor of the Romans, who took Se- favorite son by bestowing funeral honors on his
leucia and Ctesiphon, and made the district of mutilated remains ; and she subsequently sucOsroene a Roman province The exhaustion ceeded in getting into her power all the authors
which was the effect of these wars at length of the death of Cyrus, w h o m she put to death
She afterward
gave the Peisians the opportunity of throwing by the most cruel tortures
offthe Parthian yoke Led by Artaxerxes (Ard- poisoned Statira, the wife of Artaxerxes. The
shir), they put an end to the Parthian kingdom feeble and indolent king was content to banish
of the Arsacidae, after it had lasted four hund- her to Babylon ; and it was not long before he
red and seventy-six years, and established the recalled her to his court, where she soon rePersian dynasty of the Sassanidae, A.D. 226. covered all her former influence. Of this she
availed herself to turn his suspicions against
Vid A R S A C E S , SVSSANIDZE
Tissaphernes, w h o m she had long hated as havPARTHINI or P A R T H E N I (HapBivoi, HapOnvoi),
an Illyrian people, in the neighborhood of Dyr- ing been the first to discover the designs ot
Cyrus to his brother, and who was now put to
rhachium
PARTHISCOS or PARTHISSUS, a river in Dacia, death by Artaxerxes at her instigation, 396.
,$,- .{'ably the same as the Tibiscus. Vid. TIBIS- She appears to have died soon afterward.
P A S A R G A D A or -ZE (nacapyada, Haoapyidai),
PARYIDRES (Xlapvddpnc : now Kara bel Dagh, the older of the two capitals of Persis (the other
•or Kut-Tagh), a mountain chain of Western and later being Persepwis), is said to have been
Asia, running southwest and northeast from the founded by Cyrus the Great cn the spot where
•east of Asia Minor into tho centre of Armenia, he gained his great victory over Astyages. The
and forming the chief connecting link between tomb of Cyrus stood here in the midst of a beauthe Taurus and the mountains of Armenia. It tiful park. The exact site is doubtful. Strabo
was considered as the boundary between Cap- describes it as lying in the hollow part of Perpadoeia (t. e , Pontus Cappadocius) and Arme- sis, on the River Cyrus, southeast of Perseponia (i. e, Armenia Minor). In a wide sense thelis, and near the borders of Carmania. Most
same seems sometimes to extend so far north- modern geographers identify it with Murghab,
•east as to include Mount Abus (now zlrara*) in northeast of Persepolis, where there are the
Armenia.
remains of a great sepulchral monument ofthe
PARYETI M O N T E S (ra Hapvnrdv bpn, from theancient Persians. Others place it at Farsa oi
Indian word paruta, i. e., a mountain: now Soliat Darab gherd, both southeast of Persepolis,
man Mount), the great mountain chain which but not answering Strabo's description in othei
runs north and south on the western side ofthe respects so well as Murghab. Others identify
valley of the Indus, and forms the connecting it with Persepolis, which is almost certainly aiv
link between the mountains which skirt the error.
northern coast of the Persian Gulf and the InPASARGADZE (Ilaffapyaotu). the most noble of
dian Ocean, and the parallel chain, further north,the three chief tribes of the ancient Persians
called the Paropamisus or Indian Caucasus ; or, the other two being the Maraphii and Maspii
between the eastern extensions of the Taurus The royal house of the Achaamenidae were of
and Anti-Taurus systems, in the widest sense the race ofthe Pasargadaa They had their resiThis chain formed the boundary between Ara- dence chiefly in and about the city of P A S A E Q A D A .
ahosia and the Paropamisadaa: it now divides
[PASEAS (Haaeag), father ofthe Sicyonian ty.
Beloochistan and Afghanistan on the west from
rant Abantidas; after the death of his son ha
Scinde and the Punjab on the east, and it meets
made himself: frant, but was soon after slain
the Hindoo-Koosh in the northeastern corner of by Nicocles.]
Afghanistan, between Cabool and Peshawar. ItsPASIAS, a G.eek painter, belonged to the Slaancient inhabitants were called Parylta fIT^- vonian school, andflourishedabout B 0. 220.
jiijTai); and the name Paruta ;s found in old
I'ASICN 'A'ia:mv). [I A Megatian, in the
Persian inscriptions and in the Zendavesta (the service of CyrLS the yoimgei when he be;:egeil
tsJd Persian sacred book) as that ot a people.
Miletus : he afterward joined him with seven
PARYSATIS (flaptioanc or llapticarjc), daughter hundted men at Sardis in ins expedition aga:ast
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his brother Artaxerxes. Having taken offence
P A S S A R O N (Haaadpav: near Z/hramisius, scutti
at Cyrus's allowing Clearchus to retain the sol- west of Joannina), a town of Epirus in Molosdiers w h o had deserted from him at Tarsus, sia, and the ancient capital of the Molossian
Pasion himself abandoned the cause of Cyrus, kings. It was destroyed by the Romans, toand sailed away from Myriandrus for Greece gether with seventy other towns of Epirus, after
with his most valuable effects. H e w a s not the conquest of Macedonia, B.C. 168.
pursued, and Cyrus did not even detain his wife
PASSIENUS CRISPCS.
Vii. CRISPUS.
and children, w h o were in his power at Tralles.]
PASSIENUS P A U L U S .
Vii. P A U L U S
— 2 . A wealthy banker at Athens, w a s origin[PASSIENUS R U P U S .
Vid. Rupus ]
ally a slave of Antisthenes and Archestratus,
PATZEOI ( HdratKoi), Phoenician divinities,
who were also bankers. In their service he whose dwarfishfigureswere attached to Phoedisplayed great fidelity as well as aptitude for nician ships.
ousiness, and w a s manumitted as a reward. H e
PATALA, PATALENE.
Vid. P A T T A L A , P A T T A afterward set up a banking concern on his o w n LENE.
account, by which, together with a shield manP A T A R A (ra Hdrapa : ITaTapCTc : rums at Paufactory, he greatly enriched himself, while he tara), one of the chief cities of Lycia, w a s a
continued all along to preserve his old character flourishing sea-port, on a promontory of the
for integrity, and his credit stood high through- same n a m e (% Hardpav dxpa), sixty stadia (six
out Greece. H e did not, however, escape an geographical miles) east of the mouth of the
accusation of fraudulently keeping back some Xanthus. It w a s early colonized by Dorians
money which had been intrusted to him by a from Crete, and beeaine a chief seat of the
foreigner from the Euxine. T h e plaintiff's case worship of Apollo, w h o had here a very celeis stated in an oration of Isocrates (rpaire^iriKbg),
brated oracle, which uttered responses in the
still extant. Pasion did good service to Athens winter only, and from whose son Patarus the
with his m o n e y on several occasions. H e w a s n a m e of the city w a s mythically derived. It
rewarded with the freedom of the city, and w a s w a s restored and enlarged by Ptolemy Philaenrolled in the demus of Acharnaa. H e died at delphus, w h o called it Arsinoe, but it remained
Athens in B.C. 370, after a lingering illness, better k n o w n by its old name.
accompanied with failure of sight. Toward the
[ P A T A R B E M I S (HardpBnpig), one of the prinend of his life his affairs were administered to cipal officers of Apries, king of Egypt, having
a great extent by his freedman Phormion, to been sent to arrest and bring to him Amasis,
w h o m he let his banking shop and shield manu- but having failed in so doing, w a s shamefully
factory, and settled in his will that he should mutilated by the king; this conduct caused a
marry bis widow Archippe, with a handsome revolt of the Egyptians.]
dowry, and undertake the guardianship of his
P A T A V I U M (Patavlnus : n o w Padova or Padua j,
younger son Pasicles His elder son, Apollo- an ancient town of the Veneti in the north of
dorus, grievously diminished his patrimony by Italy, on the Medoacus Minor, and on the road
extraiagance and law-suits.
from Mutina to Altinum, w a s said to have been
P A S I P H A E (llamfan), daughter of Helios (the founded by the Trojan Antenor. It became a
Kun) and Perseis, and a sister of Circe and flourishing and important town in early times,
zEetes, w a s the wife of Minos, by w h o m she and w a s powerful enough in B C. 302 to drive
became the mother of Androgeos, Catreus, Deu- back the Spartan king Cleomenes with great
calion, Glaucus, Acalle, Xenodice, Ariadne, andloss w h e n he attempted to plunder the surroundPhaadra
Hence Phaadra is called Pasiphaiia ing country. Under the R o m a n s Patavium w a s
(Ov., Met, xv., 500). Respecting the passion the most important city in the north of Italy,
of Pasiphae for the beautiful bull, and the birth and, by its commerce and manufactures (of
of the Minotaurus, vid. p. 517, b.
which its woollen stuffs were the most celeP A S I T E L E S (HaatreXng). 1. A statuary, w h o brated), it attained great opulence. According
flourished about B.C. 468, and w a s the teacher to Strabo, it possessed five hundred citizens,
of Colotes, the contemporary of Phidias.—2. A whose fortune entitled them to the equestrian
statuary, sculptor, and silver-chaser, ofthe high- rank. It w a s plundered by Attila ; and, in conest distinction, w a s a native of M a g n a Graecia, sequence of a revolt of its citizens, it w a s subind obtained the R o m a n franchise with his sequently destroyed by Agilolf, king ofthe Lanjountrymen in B C. 90, H eflourishedat R o m e gobards, and razed to the ground ; hence the
from about 60 to 30. Pasiteles also wrote a modern town contains few remains of antiquity.
treatise in five books upon celebrated works of Patavium is celebrated as the birth place ofthe
sculpture and chasing
historian Livy. In its neighborhood were the
P A S I T H E A (HaaiBia] 1. One of the Charites, Aqua Patarina, also called Aponi Fons, respector Graces, also calleo Aglaia.—2. O n e of the ing which, vid. p. 78, b.
Nereids.
P A T E R C D L U S , C. V E L L E I U S , a R o m a n historian,
PASITIGRIS (IIa<UT4ypr/c or Haalriypig: n o w w a s probably born about B.C. 19, and w a s deprobably [Shot-el-Arab]), a considerable river ofscended from a distinguished Campanian famA'sia, rising in the mountains east of Mesoba- ily. H e adopted the profession of arms ; and,
te ie, on the confines of Media and Persis, and soon after he had entered the army, he accoro
Sowing first west by north to Mount Zagros panied C. Caasar in his expedition to the East,
ar Parachoathras, then, breaking through this and w a s present with the latter at his interview
jhain, it turns to the south, and flows through with the Parthian king in A.D. 2 T w o years aft
Susiana into the head of the Fersian Gulf, after erward, A D. 4, he served underTiberius in Gerreceiving the Eulaeus on its western side. S o m e many, succeeding ins father ra the rank of . /-•
geographers m a k e the Pasitigris a tributary of fectus equitum, having previously filled l
!be Tigris
cessior *• -ffices' "'"tribune cftlie soldid ciii
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PATROCLUS

P A T R Z E (n«rpa(, Harpeeg, Herod. : flarpei';
Paterculus served under Tiberius, either as prae- now Patras), one ofthe twelve cities of Achaia
fectus or legatus, in the various campaigns of w a s situated west of Rhium, near the opening
the latter in Germany, Pannonia, and Dalmatia, ofthe Corinthian Gulf. It is said to have been
and, by his activity and ability, gained the favor originally called Aroe CApbn), and to have been
of the future emperor. H e w a s quaestor A.D. founded by the autochthon Eumelus ; and after
7, but he continued to serve as legatus under the expulsion ofthe Ionians, to have been taken
Tiberius. H e accompanied his commander on possession of by Patreus, from w h o m it derived
hia return to R o m e in 12, and took a prominent its name. T h e town is rarely mentioned in
part in the triumphal procession of Tiberius, early Greek bistory, and w a s chiefly of import
along with his brother Magius Celer. T h e two ance as the place from which the Peloponnesians
brothers were praetors in 15. Paterculus w a s directed their attacks against the opposite coast
alive in 30, as he drew up his history in that of/Etolia. Patraa w a s one ofthe four towns
year for the use of M . Vinicius, w h o w a s then which took the leading part in founding the secconsul; and it is conjectured, with m u c h prob- ond Achaean league. In consequence of assistability, that he perished in the following year ing the/Etolians against the Gauls in B.C. 279,
(31), along with the other friends of Sejanus. Patraa became so weakened that most ofthe inThe favorable manner in which he had so re- habitants deserted the town and took up their
cently spoken in his history of this powerful abodes in the neighboring villages. Under the
minister would be sufficient to insure his con- R o m a n s it continued to be an insignificant place
demnation on the fall of the latter. T h e work till the time of Augustus, w h o rebuilt tbe town
of Paterculus, which has c o m e d o w n to us, is a after the battle of Actium, again collected its
brief historical compendium in two books, and inhabitants, and added to them those ofRhypaa
Augustus further gave Patrae dominion over the
bears the title C. Velleii Paterculi Historia Romana ad M. Vinicium Cos. Libri II. T h e begin- neighboring towns, and even over Locris, and
ning ofthe work is wanting, and there is also a also bestowed upon it the privileges of a R o m a n
portion lost after the eighth chapter ofthe first colony: hence w e find it called on coins Colonia
book. T b e object of this compendium w a s to Augusta Aroe Patrensis. Strabo describes Pagive a brief view of universal history, but more trae in his time as aflourishingand populous
especially of the events connected with R o m e , town, with a good harbor, and it w a s freoruentl)
the history of which occupies the main portion the place at which persons landed sailing from
ofthe book, It commenced apparently with the Italy to Greece. T h e modern Patras is still an
destruction of Troy, and ended with the year important place, but contains few remains ot
30. In the execution of his work, Velleius has antiquity.
P A T R O C L E S (IlarpoKA^f), a Macedonian geashown great skill and judgment. H e does not
attempt to give a consecutive account of all the eral in the service of Seleucus I. and Antiochus
events of history; he seizes upon a few only I, kings of Syria. Patrocles held, both undez
ofthe more prominent facts, which he describes Seleucus and Antiochus, an important governat sufficient length to leave them impressed ment over some ofthe eastern provinces of th*;
upon the recollection of his hearers. His style, Syrian empire. During the period of his hold
which is a close imitation of Sallust's, is char- ing this position, he collected accurate geo
acterized by clearness, conciseness, and en- graphical information, which he afterward pubergy. In his estimate ofthe characters ofthe lished to the world ; but, though he is frequenf.y
leading actors in R o m a n history, he generally cited by Strabo, w h o placed the utmost reliance*
exhibits both discrimination and judgment; but on his accuracy, neither the title nor exact subhe lavishes the most indiscriminate praises, as ject of his work is mentioned. It seems clear,
might have been expected, upon his patron however, that it included a general account of
Tiberius. Only one manuscript of Paterculus India, as well as of the countries on the bank*
has come down to us; and as this manuscript of the Oxus and the Caspian Sea. Patroclea
abounds with errors, the text is in a very cor- regarded the Caspian Sea as a gulf or inlet of
rupt state. T h e best editions are by rtuh'n- the ocean, and maintained the possibility of sail*
Ken, Lugd. Bat., 1789; by Orelli, Lips., 1835; by ing thither by sea from the Indian Ocean.
Bothe.Turici, 1837; [and byKritz, Lips., 1840.] P A T R O C L I I N S U L A (HarpoKlov vrjoog: n o w GaP A T E R N U S , T A R R U N T E N U S , a jurist, is probably daronesi or Gaidronisi), a small island off the
the same person w h o w a s praafectus praetorio southwestern coast of Attica, nearSunium.
P A T R O C L U S (HdrpoKXog or HarpoKXr/g), the celeunder C o m m o d u s , and w a s put to death by the
emperor on a charge of treason. H e w a s the brated friend of Achilles, w a s son of Mencetius
author of a work in four books, entitled De Re of Opus, and grandson of Actor and /Egina,
whence he is called Aetorides. His mother is
Militari or Militarium, from which there are two
commonly called Sthenele, but some mention
excerpts in the Digest.
P A T M O S (Hdrpog : now Pat mo), one ofthe isl- her under the n a m e of Periapis or Polymele.
ands called Sporades, in the Icarian Sea, at /Eacus, the grandfather of Achilles, was a brothabout equal distances south of S a m o s and west er of Mencetius, so that Achilles and Patroclus
of the Promontorium Posidium on the coast of were kinsmen as well as friends. While still a
Caria, celebrated as the place to which the boy, Patroclus involuntarily slew Clysonymus,
Apostle John w a s banished, and in which he son of Amphidamas. In consequence of this
wrote the Apocalypse. T h e natives still affect accident, he w a s taken by his father to Peleus
to show the cave where St. John saw the apoc- at Phthia, where he w a s educated together with
Achilles. H e is said to have taken part in the
alyptic visions (TO atrisXaiov rijg airoKaXvipeag).
O n the eastern side ofthe island w a s a city with expedition against Troy on account of his attachment to Achilles. H e fought bravely against
s harbor.
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m e Trojans, until his friend withdrew from the «vith him. After the blood had flowed some
scene of action, when Patroclus followed his time, Nero commanded her veins to be bound
example. But when the Greeks were hard up; she lived a few years longer, but with a
pressed, he begged Achilles to allow him to put paleness which testified how near she had beec
on his armor, and with his men to hasten to the to death.
assistance of the Greeks. Achilles granted the
PAULINUS. -. POMPEIUS, commanded in Gerrequest, and Patroclus succeeded in driving back many along with L Antistius Vetus in A.D. 58,
the Trojans and extinguishing the fire which and completed the dam to restrain the inundawas raging among the ships. H e slew many tion ofthe Rhine, which Drusus had commenceo
enemies, and thrice made an assault upon the sixty-three years before. Seneca dedicated to
walls of Troy; but on a sudden he was struck him his treatise De Brevitate Vita; and the Pomby Apollo, and became senseless. In this state peia Paulina, w h o m the philosopher married,
Euphorbus ran him through with his lance from was probably the daughter of this Paulinus.—
behind, and Hector gave him the last and fatal 2. SUETONIUS, propraetor in Mauretania, in the
blow. Hector also took possession of his armor. reign of the Emperor Claudius, A.D. 42, when
A long struggle now ensued between the Greeks he conquered the Moors who had revolted, and
and Trojans for the body of Patroclus ; but the advanced as far as Mount Atlas. H e had the
former obtained possession of it, and brought it command of Britain in the reign of Nero, from
to Achilles, who was deeply grieved, and vowed 59 to 62. For the first two years all his underto avenge the death of his friend. Thetis pro- takings were successful; but during his absence
tected the body with ambrosia against decom- on an expedition against the island of Mona
position, until Achilles had leisure solemnly to (now Anglesey), the Britons rose in rebellion
burn it with funeral sacrifices. His ashes were under Boadicea (61). They atfirstmet with
collected in a golden urn which Bacchus (Dio- great success, but were conquered by Suetonius
nysus) had once given to Thetis, and were de- on his return from Mona. Vid. BOADICEA. In
posited under a mound, where the remains of 66 he was consul; and, after the death of Nero
Achilles were subsequently buried. Funeral in 68, he was one of Otho's generals in the war
games were celebrated in his honor. Achilles against Vitellius. It was against his advice that
and Patroclus met again in the lower world; or, Othofoughtthe battle at Bedriacum. H e was
according to others, they continued after their pardoned by Vitellius after Otho's death.—3 Of
death to live together in the island of Leuce.
Milan (Mediolanensis), was the secretary of St.
[PATRON, anArcadian, mentioned by Virgil as Ambrose, after whose death he became< a deaone of those engaged in the games celebrated con, and repaired to Africa, where, at 'the reby/Eneas in Sicily in honor of his father.]
quest of St. Augustine, he composed a biograP A T R O N . [1. A native of Phocis, commander phy of his former patron. This biography, and
of the Greek mercenaries who accompanied two other small works by Paulinus, are still exParius after the battle of Gaugamela. W h e n tant.—4. M E R O P I U S P O N T I U S ANICIUS P A U L I N U S ,
Bessus and his accomplices were conspiring bishop of Nola, and hence generally designated
against Darius, Patron with his Greeks remain- Paulinus Nolanus, was born at Bourdeaux, or at
ed faithful to him.]—2. A n Epicurean philoso- a neighboring town, which he calls Embromapher, lived for some time in Rome, where he be- gum, about A.D. 353. His parents were wealthy
came acquainted with Cicero and others. From and illustrious, and he received a careful educaR o m e he removed to Athens, and there succeed- tion, enjoying in particular the instructions of
edPhaedrus as president ofthe Epicurean school, the poet Ausonius. After many years spent in
B.C. 52.
woridly honors, he withdrew from the world, and
PATTALA.
Vid. P A T T A L E N E .
was eventually chosen bishop of Nola in 409
P A T T A L E N E or P A T A L E N E (HarraXriVTJ, naraH e died in 431. The works of Paulinus are
Xnvn : now Lower Scinde), the name ofthe great
still extant, and consist oiEpistola (fifty-one in
teltaformedby the two principal arms by which number), Carmina (thirty-two in number, comthelndus falls into the sea. At the apex ofthe posed in a great variety of metres), and a short
delta stood the city P A T T A L A or P A T A L A (now tract entitled Passio S GenesiiArclatensis. Ed
probably Hyderabad). The name is probably a ited bv Le Brun, 4to, Paris, 1685, reprinted at
native Indian word, namely, the Sanscrit patala,
Veron"., 1736.
which means the western country, and is appliedP A U L L U S or P A U L U S , a Roman cognomen in
to the western part of Northern India about the many gentes, but best known as the name of a
Indus, in contradistinction to the eastern part family of the /Emilia gens. The name was
about the Ganges
originally written with a double I, but subse
PATULCIUS, a surname of Janus. Vid. JANUS. quently with only one I.
PA'TUMUS (Hdrovpog : in the Old Testament, P A U L U S (HafiAoc), Greek wi iters. 1. /EGINETA.
Pithom : probably near Habaseyh or Belbeis), an
a celebrated medical writer, of whose personal
Egyptian city in the Arabian Desert, on the east- history nothing is known except that he was
ern margin ofthe Delta, near Bubastis, and near born in /Egina, and that he travelled a good
the commencement of Necho's Canal from the deal, visiting, among other places, Alexandrea
Nile to the Red Sea; built by the Israelites dur- H e probably lived in the latter half of the sev
ing their captivity (Exod., i., 11).
enth century after Christ. H e wrote several
P A U L I N A or P A U L L I N A . 1. LOLLIA. Vii LOI.- medical works in Greek, of which the principal
LIA.--2. POMPEIA, wife of Seneca the philoso- one is still extant, with no exact title, but compher, and probably the daughter of Pompeius monly called De Re Mediea Libri Septan. This
Paulinus, who commanded in Germany in the work is chiefly a compilation from former writ
reign of Nero. W h e n her husband was con- ers. The Greek text has beei twice published
demned to death, she opened her veins along Venet., 1528. and Basil, 1538. There is an ex
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neilent Eng..sh translation by Adams, London, he conquered the Ingauni, a Ligurian prop;*
1834, seq.—2. Of ALEXANDREA, wrote, in A.D.For the next thirteen years he lived quietly a
Rome,
devoting most of his time to the educa
578, an Inti oduction to Astrology (Elgayayr)
elg
tion
~yv diroieAeapariK-nv), which has come down
to of his children. H e was consul a SCCOP j
HS, edited by Schatus or Schato, Wittenberg, time in 168, and brought the war against Per
1586 — 3 . Of SAMOSATA, a celebrated heresiarch sens to a conclusion by the defeat of the Mace,
ofthe third century,was made bishop of Anti- donian monarch, near Pydna, on the 22d of
jch about A.D. 260. H e was condemned and June. Perseus shortly afterward surrendered
deposed by a council held in 269. Paulus de- himself to Paulus. Vid. PERSEUS. Paulus renied the distinct personality ofthe Son of God, mained in Macedonia during the greater part of
and maintained that the Word came and dwelt the following year as proconsul, and arranged
in the man Jesus — 4 . SILENTIARIUS, SO called, the affairs of Macedonia, in conjunction with
because he was chief of the silentiarii, or secre-ten Roman commissioners, w h o m the senate
taries of the Emperor Justinian. H e wrote va- had dispatched for the purpose Before leavrious poems, of which thefollowingare extant: ing Greece he marched into Epirus, where, in
accordance with a cruel command of the senate,
(1 ) zl Description of the Church of St. Sophia
gave to his soldiers seventy towns to be pil("EKtypaoig rov vaov Trig dying Soifiiag),heconsisting of one thousand and twenty-nine verses, of laged because they had been in alliance with
which thefirstone hundred and thirty four are Perseus. The triumph of Paulus, which was
iambic, the rest hexameter. This poem gives celebrated at the end of November, 167, wai
a clear and graphic description of the superb the most splendid that R o m e had yet seen. Ii
structure which forms its subject, and was re- lasted three days Before the triumphal car of
cited by its author at the second dedication of /Emilius walked the captive monarch of Maci
the church (A.D. 562), after the restoration of donia and his children, and behind it were hi
the dome, which had fallen in. Edited by Graafe, two illustrious sons, Q. Fabius Maximus an&
Lips , 1822, and by Bekker, Bonn, 1837, in the P. Seipio Africanus the younger, both of whom
Bonn edition ofthe Byzantine historians. (2 ) zl had been adopted into other families. But the
of the conqueior was clouded by family
Description of the Pulpit ("Y,K<ppaoig rodglory
upSavog),
consisting of three hundred and four verses, is a misfortune. At this very time he lost his two
supplement to the former poem. It is printed younger sons ; one, twelve years of age, died
in the editions mentioned above (3 ) Epigrams,onlyfivedays before his triumph, and the other,
eighty-three in all, given in the Anthologia fourteen years of age, only three days after his
triumph. The loss was all the severer, since
A m o n g these is a poem On the Pythian Baths,
he had no son left to carry his name down to
(Eic ™ ev HvOiotg (tepua).
P A U L U S , /EMILIUS. 1. M , consul B.C. 302, posterity. In 164 Paulus was censor with Q
End magister equitum to the dictator Q Fabius Marcius Philippus, and died in 160, after a long
Maximus Rullianus, 301. — 2 M., consul 255 and tedious iilness. The fortune he left behind
with Ser. Fulvius Paetinus Nobilior, about the him was so small as scarcely to be sufficient to
middle of thefirstPunic war
Vii. NOBILIOR, pay his wife's dowry. The Adelphi of Terence
No. 1.—3. L , son of No. 2, consul 219, when was brought out at the funeral games exhibited
he conquered Demetrius off the island of Pharos in his honor. zEmilius Paulus was married
in/ the Adriatic, and compelled him toflyfor twice. By hisfirstwife, Papiria, the daughter
refuge to Philip, king of Macedonia. H e was of C. Papirius Maso, consul 231, he had four
consul a second time in 216 with C. Terentius children, two sons, one of w h o m was adopted
Varro This was the year of the memorable by Fabius Maximus and the other by P. Seipio,
defeat at Cannae. Vid. H A N N I B A L . The battle and two daughteis, one of w h o m was married
was fought against the advice of Paulus ; and to Q. /Elius Tubero, and the other to M Cato,
he was one of the many distinguished Romans son of Cato the censor. H e afterward divorced
who perished in the engagement, refusing to Papiria ; and by his second wife, whose name
fly from thefieldwhen a tribune ofthe soldiers is not mentioned, he had two sons, whose death
offered him his horse Hence w e find in Hor- has been mentioned above, and a daughter, who
ace (Carm, i., 12), " animaeque magnae prodi- was a child at the time that her father was
gum Paulum, superante Poeno " Paulus was a elected to his second consulship
P A U L U S , JULIUS, one ofthe most distinguishstanch adherent of the aristocracy, and was
raised to the consulship by the latter party to ed of the Roman jurists, has been supposed,
counterbalance the influence of the plebeian without any good reason, to be of Greek origin.
Terentius Varro.—4 L., afterward surnamed H e was in the auditorium of Papinian, and,
MACEDONICUS, son of N o 3, was born about 230 consequently, was acting as a jurist in the reign
or 229, since at the time of his second consul- of Septimius Severus. H e was exiled by Elaship, 168, he was upward of sixty years of age.gabalus, but he was recalled by Alexander SeH e was one of the best specimens of the high verus when the latter became emperor, and
Roman nobles. H e would not condescend to was made a member of his consilium. Paulus
flatter the people for the offices of the state, also held the office of praefectus praatorio: he
maintained with strictness severe discipline in survived his contemporary Ulpinn. Paulus waa
the army, was deeply skilled in the law of the perhaps the most fertile of all the R o m a n law
augurs, to whose college he belonged, and writers, and there is more excerpted from him
maintained throughout life a pure and unspot- in the Digest than from any other jurist exted character. H e was elected curule aedile ceptUlpian. Upward of seventy separate works
192; was prator 191, and obtained Further by Paulus are quoted in the Digest. Of these,
Spain as his province, where he carried on war his greatest work was Ad Edidum, m eighu
»Tith the Lusi'ani; and was conaul 181 when books
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PAULUS, PASSIENUS, a contemporary and friend even after tnis second escape hs still continues
of the younger Pliny, was a distinguished Ro- to carry on his intrigues with Persia. At length
man eques, and was celebrated for his elegiac a man, who was charged with a letter to Pen
and lyric poems. H e belonged to the same sia, having his suspicions awakened by noticmunicipium (Mevania in Umbria) as Propertius, ing that none of those sent previously on similar errands had returned, counterfeited the seal
w h o m he numbered among his ancestors.
PAUSANIAS (Havaavlag). 1. A Spartan ofthe i of Pausanias and opened the letter, it. whicl
Agid branch ofthe royal family, the son of Cle- | he found directions for his own death. H e car
ombrotus and nephew of Leonidas
Several 1 ried the letter to the ephors, who prepared to
writers incorrectly call him king ; but he only arrest Pausanias ; but he took refuge in the
succeeded his father Cleombrotus in the guard- temple of Athena (Minerva) Chalcicecus. The
ianship of his cousin Plistarohus, the son of ephors stripped off the roof of the temple and
Leonidas, for w h o m he exercised the functions built up the door ; the aged mother of Pausa
of royalty from B.C. 479 to the period of his nias is said to have been among thefirstwho
death. In 479, when the Athenians called upon laid a stone for this purpose. W h e n he was
the Lacedaemonians for aid against the Persians, on the point of expiring, the ephors took him
the Spartans sent a body jf five thousand Spar- out lest his death should pollute the sanctuary.
tans, each attended by seven Helots, under the H e died as soon as he got outside, B C. 470.
command of Pausanias. At the Isthmus Pau- H e left three sons behind him, Plistoanax, aftsanias was joined by the other Peloponnesian erward king, Cleomenes, and Aristocles.—2.
allies, and at Eleusis by the Athenians, and Son of Plistoanax, and grandson ofthe precedforthwith took the command of the combined ing, was king of Sparta from B.C. 408 to 394
forces, the other Greek generals forming a sort In 403 he was sent with an army into Attica
of council of war. The allied forces amounted and secretly favored the cause of Thrasybulus
to nearly one hundred and ten thousand men. and the Athenian exiles, in order to counteract
Near Plataaae in Bceotia, Pausanias defeated the the plans of Lysander. In 395 Pausanias was
Persian army under the command of Mardonius. sent with an army against the Thebans ; but in
This decisive victory secured the independence consequence ofthe death of Lysander, who was
of Greece. Pausanias received as his reward slain under the walls of Haliartus on the day
a tenth of the Persian spoils. In 477 the con- before Pausanias reached the spot, the king
federate Greeks sent out a fleet, under the com- agreed to withdraw his forces from Bceotia
mand of Pausanias, tofollowup their success On his return to Sparta he was impeached, and.
by driving the Persians completely out of Eu- seeing that a fair trial was not to be hoped fos.
rope and the islands Cyprus wasfirstattack- went into voluntary exile, and was condemned
ed, and the greater part of it subdued. From to death. H e was living at Tegea in 385, when
Cyprus Pausanias sailed to Byzantium, and cap- Mantinea was besieged by his son Agesipolis,
tured the city. The capture of this city afforcl- who succeeded him on the throne.—3. King of
sd Pausanias an opportunity for commencing Macedonia, the son and successor of Aeropus.
the execution of the design which he had ap- H e was assassinated in the year of his acces
parently formed even before leaving Greece. sion by Amyntas II., 394.—4. A pretender to
Dazzled by his success and reputation, his sta-, the throne of Macedonia, made his appearance
tion as a Spartan citizen had become too re- ! in 367, after Alexander II. had been assassinstricted for his ambition. His position as re- ' ated by Ptolemaeus. Eurydice, the mother of
gent was one which must terminate wrier the ; Alexander, sent to request the aid ofthe Atheking became of age. H e therefore aimed at nian general Iphierates, who expelled Pausanias
becoming tyrant over the whole of Greece, with from the kingdom.—5. A Macedonian youth of
the assistance of the Persian king. Among the 1 distinguished family, from the province of Oresprisoners taken at Byzantium were some Per- , tis Having been shamefully treated by Attalus,
sians connected with the royal family. These he complained ofthe outrage to Philip ; but, as
he sent to the king, with a letter, in which he : Philip took no notice of his complaints, he dioffered to bring Sparta and the rest of Greece ' rected his vengeance against the king himself.
under his power, and proposed to marry his H e shortly afterward murdered Philip at the
daughter. His offers were gladly accepted, and festival held at zEgae, 336, but was slain on the
whatever amount of troops and money he re- spot by some officers of the king's guard. Susquired for accomplishing his designs Pausa 1 picion rested on Olympias and Alexander of
nias now set no bounds to his arrogant and dom- having been privy to the deed ; but with regard
ineering temper. The allies were so disgusted to Alexander, at any rate, the suspicion is probby his conduct, that they all, except the Pelo- ' ably totally unfounded. There was a story that
ponnesians and /Eginetans, voluntarily offered Pausanias, while meditating revenge, having
to transfer Io the /Athenians that pre eminence 1 asked the sophist Hermocrates which was the
of rank which Sparta had hitherto enjoyed. In shortest way to fame, the ittter replied that it
this way the Athenian confederacyfirsttook its was by killing the man who had performed the
rise. Reports of the conduct and designs of greatest achievements. -A 6) The traveller and
Pausanias reached Sparta, and he was recalled geographer, was perhaps a native of Lydia. lis
and put upon his trial; but the evidence re- lived under Antoninus Pius and M. Aurelius,
specting his meditated treachery was not yet and wrote his celebrated work in the reign of
thought sufficiently strong. Shortly afterward the latter emperor. This work, entitled 'EA
he returned to Byzantium, without the orders Xbbog Hepij}ynotg, a Periegesis or Itmeiary
of the ephors, and renewed his treasonable in- Greece, is in ten books, and contains a descrip
trigues. H e was again recalled to Sparta, was tion of Attica and Megaris (i ), Corinthia, Sic
atfain put on his trial, and again acquitted. But yonia, Phliasia, and Argolis ;ii.', Laconica (iii.l
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Messenia (iv.), Elis (v., vi.), Achaaa (vii.), Arca- I ii.,y 2), to have lived somewhat eail.er than tiw
dia (viii.), Boaotia (ix.), Phocis (x ). T h e work time of this philosopher.
shows that Pausanias visited most ofthe places | P A U S U L / E (Pausulanus : now Monte deli' Olmo),
in these divisions of Greece, a fact which is a town in the interior of Picenum, between Urbs
elearly demonstrated by the minuteness and ; Salvia and Asculum.
particularity of his description. T h e work is | P A V O R . Vid. P A L L O R
merely an Itinerary. Pausanias gives no genP A X , the goddess of Peace, c illcd IRENT by the
eral description of a countiy or even of a place, Greeks. Vid IRENE.
but he describes the things as he comes to them. i P A X JULIA or P A X A U G U S T A (now Beja\ a RoHis accour t is minute ; but it mainlyrefersto m a n colony in Lusitania, and the seat of a conobjects of antiquity and works of art, such as . ventus juridicus, north of Julia MyrtUis.
Buildings, temples, statues, and pictures H e I P A X I (now Paxo and Antipaxo), the name ol
also mentions mountains, rivers, and fountains, ! two small islands offthe western coast of Greece,
and the mythological stories connected with , between Corcyra and Leucas.
them, which, indeed, are his chief inducements
P B D Z E O M or PEDZEUS (n^daioi;, accus , Horn.
to speak of them. His religious feeling w a s II, xiii, 172), a town of the Troad.
strong, and his belief sure, for he tells m a n y
[PED/EUS (Hndaioc), son of Antenor, slain by
old legends in true good faith and seriousness. Meges in the Trojan war.]
His style has been m u c h condemned by modPEDALIUM(IIJJ<5<JA(OK). l.(Now Cape Ghinazi),
ern critics ; but if w e except s o m e corrupt pas-I a promontory of Caria, on the western side of
sages, and if w e allow that his older of words ' the Sinus Glaucus, called also Artemisium, from
is not that of the best Greek writers, there is a temple ofArtemis upon it.—2. (Now Capo delta
hardly m u c h obscurity to a person w h o is com- ; Greg a), a promontory on the eastern side of
petently acquainted with Greek, except that Cyprus.
obscurity which sometimes is owing to the mat- I [PEDANIUS, T. 1. The first centurion nf the
ter. W i t h the exception of Herodotus, there ' principes, was distinguished for his bravery in
is no writer of antiquity, and perhaps none of j the second Punic war, B.C 212 — 2 . P E D A N I U S
modern times, w h o has comprehended so m a n y ! S E C U N D U S , praafectus urbi in the reign of Nero.
valuable facts in a small volume. T h e best ! was killed by one of his o w n slaves.]
editions are by Siebelis, Lips., 1822-1828, 5 vols.| P E D A S A (Hi/baoa : Hnbaaevg, plur. HnSaoeeg,
Svo ; by Schubart and W a l z , Lips., 1838-40, 3 Herod ), a very ancient city of Caria, was originvols. 8vo ; [and by L Dindorf, Paris, 1845, 8vo.]ally a chief abode of the Leleges Alexander
P A U S I A S (Havaiag), one of the most distin ! assigned it to Halicarnassus. At the time of
guished Greek painters, w a s a contemporary the R o m a n empire it had entirely vanished,
of Aristides, Melanthius, and Apelles (about though its name was preserved in that of the
B.C. 360-330), and a disciple of Pamphilus. H e district around its site, namely, PEDASIS (Ihibahad previously been instructed by his father aig). Its locality is only known thus far, that
Brietes, w h o lived at Sicyon, where also Pausias it must have stood somewhere in the triangle
passed his life. T h e department of the art formed by Miletus, Halicarnassus, and Stratowhich Pausias most practiced w a s painting in nicea
encaustic with the cestium. His favorite sub- | P E D A S U S (Hf/baaog) 1. A town of Mysia, on
jects were small panel-pictures, chiefly of boys. i the Satnioi's, mentioned several times by Homer.
O n e of his most celebrated pictures w a s the It was destroyed by the time of Strabo, who says
portrait of Glycera, aflower-girlof his native i that it was a settlement ofthe Leleges on Mount
city, of w h o m he w a s enamored w h e n a young j Ida.—[2. A city of Messenia, mentioned n/Homan. Most of his paintings were probably trans- I mer, which subsequent writers sought f 'lentify
ported to R o m e , with the other treasures of Sic- ; with Methone or Corone.]
yonian art, in the aadileship of Seaurus, w h e n j [ P E D A S U S (n^cWoc), son of Bucolion and the
the state of Sicyon w a s compelled to sell all , nymph Abarbarea, and brother of/EseLiis, slain
the pictures which were public property in order by Euryalus under the walls of Tioy.]
to pay its debts.
P E D I A N U S , A S C O N I U S . Vid. A S C O N I C S .
[ P A U S I O Z E (Havaiicai), a people of the Persian [PEDIE I (HeSieia : now probably the ruins at
empire, classed under the eleventh general di- Palea-Fiva), a place in Phocis, near the Cephi
vision, dwelling between the O x u s and Jaxar- sus, between Neon and Tritaea.]
tes.]
| PEDIUS
1. Q., the great-nephew of the dicP A U S I L Y P U M (TO HavoiXvirov), that is, the. tator C. Julius Caasar, being the grandson of
" grief-assuaging," w a s the n a m e of a splendid J Julia, Caasar's eldest sister. H e served under
villa near Neapolis in Campania, which Vedius i Caasar in Gaul as his legatus, B.C. 57. In 55
Pollio bequeathed to Augustus. T h e n a m e w a s ! he was a candidateforthe curule aadileship with
transferred to the celebrated grotto (now Posi- Cn. Plancius and others, but he lost his election.
lippo) between Naples and Puzzuoli, which w a s In the civil war he fought on Caesar's side. H e
formed by a tunnel cut through the rock by the was praetor in 48, and in that year he defeated
architect Cocceius, by c o m m a n d of Agrippa. and slew Milo in the neighborhood of Thurii.
At its entrance the tomb of Virgil is still shown. In 45 he served agairst the Pompeian pprty in
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the tall of the consuls Hirtius and Pansa, at Neptune (Poseidon), and gave hin a gcldea
the battle of Mutina, in April, 43, Octavianus bridle. W h e n he awoke fie found the bridle,
marched upon R o m e at the head of an army, offered the sacrifice, and caught Pegisus while
and in the month of August he was elected con- he was drinking at the well Pirene. According
sul along with Pedius. The latter forthwith pro- to some, Minerva (Athena) herself tamed and
posed a law, known by the name ofthe LexPe- bridled Pegasus, and surrendered him to Beldi%, by which all the murderers of Julius Caasar lerophon. After he had conquered the Chimaera,
were punished with aqua et ignis interdictio.
he endeavored to rise up to heiven upon his.
Pedius was left in charge of the city, while Oc- winged horse, but fell down upon the earth,
tavianus marched into the north of Italy. H e Vid. B E L L E R O P H O N . Pegasus was also regarded
died toward the end ofthe year, shortly after the as the horse ofthe Muses, and in this connection
news of the proscription had reached R o m e . — is more celebrated in modern times than in an[2. Q , grandson of N o 1, was dumb from his tiquity ; for with the ancients he had no conbirth. H e was instructed in painting by the di- nection with the Muses, except producing with
rection of his kinsman Messala, with the sanc- his hoof the inspiring fountain Hippocrene The
tion of Augustus, and attained to considerable story about this fountain runs as follows: W h e n
excellence in the art, but died while still a the nine Muses engaged in a contest with the
youth ]—3. SEXTUS, a Roman jurist, frequently nine daughters of Pierus on Mount Helicon, all
cited by Paulus and Ulpian, lived before the time became darkness when the daughters of Pierus
of Hadrian.
began to sing; whereas, during the song ofthe
PEDNELISSUS (HeSvnXiacrbg), a city in the inMuses, heaven, the sea, and all the rivers stood
terior of Pisidia, and apparently on the Euryme- still to listen, and Helicon rose heavenward
don, above Aspendus and Selge. It formed an with delight, until Pegasus, on the advice of
independent state, but was almost constantly at Neptune (Poseidon), stopped its ascent by kickwar with Selge. Mr. Fellowes supposes its site ing it with his hoof. From this kick there aiose
to be marked by the ruins of the R o m a n period Hippocrene, the inspiring well ofthe Muses, on
near Bolkas Koi, on the eastern bank ofthe Eu- Mount Helicon, which, for thisreason,Persius
rymedon.
calls fans caballinus. Others, again, relate that
P E D O ALBINOVANUS.
Vid. A L B I N O V A N U S .
Pegasus caused the well to gushforthbecause
PEDUCZEUS, SEX. 1. Propraetor in Sicily, B.C. he was thirsty. Pegasus is often seen repre*-*G and 75, in the latter of which years Cicero sented in ancient works of art along with Miserved under him as quaastor.—2. Son of the nerva (Athena) and Bellerophon.—2. A R o m a n
preceding, and an intimate friend of Atticus and jurist, one ofthe followers or pupils of ProenCicero. In the civil war Peducaaus sided with lus, and praefectus urbi under Domitian (Juv.,
Caesar, by w h o m he was appointed in 48 to the iv., 76). The Senatusconsultum Pegasianum,
government of Sardinia. In 39 he was proprae- which was passed in the time of Vespasian,
tor in Spain,
when Pegasus was consul suffectus with Pusio,
P E D U M (Pedanus: now Gallicano), an ancient
probably took its name from him.
town of Latium, on the Via Lavieana, which fell [PEIRZEEUS (Heipaievg). Vid. PIRZEUS ]
into decay at an early period.
PEISO L A C U S
Vid. P E L S O L A C U S .
PEGZE.
Vid. PAGZE.
PELAGIOS, probably a native of Britain, cele
PEGASIS (Hnyaolg), i e., sprung from Pegasus,
biated as the propagator of those heretical opin
was applied to the fountain Hippocrene, which ions which have derived their name from him,
was called forth by the hoof of Pegasus. The and which were opposed with great energy by
Muses are also called Pegasiies, because thehis contemporaries, Augustine and Jerome. H e
fountain Hippocrene was sacred to them.
first appears in history about the beginning of
P E G A S U S (Hnyaoog). 1. The celebrated winged thefifthcentury, when w e find him residing at
horse, whose origin is thus related : W h e n Per- Rome. In the year 409 or 410, when Alaric was
seus'struck off the head of Medusa, with w h o m threatening the metropolis, Pelagius, accom
Neptune (Poseidon) had had intercourse in the panied by his disciple and ardent admirer Coeles
form of a horse or a bird, there sprang from her tius, passed over to Sicily, from thence pro
Chiysaor and the horse Pegasus The latter ceeded to Africa, and, leaving Coalestius at
received this name because he was believed to Carthage, sailed for Palestine. The fame of
have made his appearance near the sources his sanctity had preceded him, for upon his ar(irnyal) of Oceanus. H e ascended to the seatsrival he was received with great warmth by
of the immortals, and afterward lived in the Jerome and many other distinguished fathers
palace of Jupiter (Zeus), for w h o m he carried ofthe Church. Soon afterward the opinions Oi
tnunder and lightning. According to this view, Pelagius were denounced as heretical; and, in
which is apparently the most ancient, Pegasus A D. 417, Pelagius and Coalestius were anathe
was the thundering horse of Jupiter (Zeus); matized by Pope Innocentius. A very few only
but later writers describe him as the horse of of the numerous treatises of Pelagius have deEos (Aurora), and place him among the stars. scended to us. They are printed w'th the work*
Pegasus also acts a prominent part in the com- of Jerome.
bat of Bellerophon against the Chimaera. In
[ P E L A G O N (He^dyuv). 1. A Pylian warrio",
order to kill the Chimaera, it was necessary for served in the Trojan war under Nestor.—2. A
Bellerophon to obtain possession of Pegasus Lyeian warrior in the train of Sarpedon.— 3. A
For this purpose the soothsayer Polyidus at Phocian, son of Amphidamas: from him CadCorinth advised him to spend a night in the tem- mus bought the cow which guided him tc
ple of Minerva (Athena). As Bellerophon was Thebes.]
asleep in the temple, the goddess appeared to
P E L A G O N I A (HeXayovia : HeXayovcg, pi.). 1 A
him in % Iraam commanding him to siarifice to district in Macedonia. The Pelagones were at>
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ancient people, probably of Pelasgie origin, a idsaly, between Hestiaeotis and Magnesia Vii,
seem originally to have inhabited the Valley of T H E S S A L I A .
PELASGUS.
Vid, PELASGI.
ii.s Axius, since Homer calls Pelagon a son of
P E L E N D O N E S , a Celtiberiaii peojle in Hispania
Axius. The Pelagones afterward migrated
Westward to the Erigon, the country around Tarraconensis, between the sources of the On
which received the name of Pelagonia, which rius and the Iberus
P E L E T H R S N I U M (HeXeBpoviov), a mountainous
thus lay south of Paaonia. The chief town of
this district vias also called Pelagonia (now Vi- district in Thessaly, part of Mount Pelion, where
the Lapithaa dwelt, and which is said to have as
tolia or Monastir), which was under the Romans
the capital ofthe fourth division of Macedonia. rived its name fiom Pelethronius, king ofthe
It was situated on the Via Egnatia, not far from Lapithae, who invented the use ofthe bridle anc
the narrow passes leading into Illyria.—2. A the saddle.
district in Thessaly, called the PelagonianTripo- P E L E U S (HnXeig), son of zEacus and Endeis,
lis, because it consisted ofthe three towns of was king of the Myrmidons at Phthia in ThesAzores, Pythium, and Doliche. It was situated saly. H e was a brother of Telamon, and stepwest of Olympus, in the upper valley of the brother of Phocus, the son of zEacus, by tbe
Titaresius, and belonged to Penhaabia, whence Nereid Psamathe. Peleus and Telamon rethese three towns are sometimes called the solved to get rid of Phocus, because he exPerrhaabian Tripolis. Some ofthe Macedonian celled them in their military games, and TelaPelagonians, who had been driven out of their mon, or, according to others, Peleus, murdered
homes by the Paaonians, migrated into this part their step-brother. The two brothers concealed
of Thessaly, which was originally inhabited by their crime by removing the body of Phocus,
but were nevertheless found out, and expelled
Dorians.
[ P E L A R G E (HeXapyn), daughter of Potneus, by /Eacus from zEgina. Peleus went to Phthia
wife of Isthmiades, was instrumental in estab- in Thessaly, where he was purified from the
lishing the Cabin-worship in Boaotia, and hence murder by Eurytion, the son of Actor, married
his daughter Antigone, and received with her
became herself an object of worship.]
PELASGI (HeXaayoi), the earliest inhabitantsa third of Eurytion's kingdom. Others relate
of Greece, who established the worship of the that he went to Ceyx at Trachis; and, as lie
Dodonaean Zeus (Jupiter), Hephaestus (Vulcan), had come to Thessaly without companions, ho
the Cabiri, and other divinities that belong to the prayed to Jupiter (Zeus) for an army ; and the
earliest inhabitants ofthe country They claim- god, to please Peleus, metamorphosed the ants
ed descent from a mythical hero, Pelasgus, of (uvppnKeg) into men, who were accordingly callw h o m we have different accounts in the differ- ed Myrmidons. Peleus accompanied Eurytion
ent parts of Greece inhabited by Pelasgians. to the Calydonian hunt, and involuntarily killed
The nation was widely spread over Greece and him with his spear, in consequence of which he
the islands ofthe Grecian archipelago, and the fled from Phthia to Iolcus, where he was again
name of Pelasgia was given at one time to purified by Acastus, the king ofthe place While
Greece. One of the most ancient traditions residing at Iolcus, Astydamia, the wife of Acasrepresented Pelasgus as a descendant of Pho- tus, fell in love with him; but, as her proposals
roneus, king of Argos; and it seems to have were rejected by Peleus, she accused him tc
been generally believed by the Greeks that the her husband of having attempted her virtue.
Pelasgi spread from Argos to the other coun- Acastus, unwilling to stain his hand with the
tries of Greece Arcadia, Attica, Epirus, and blood of the man w h o m he had hospitably reThessaly were, in addition to Argos, some ofthe ceived, and w h o m he had purified from his guilt,
principal seats ofthe Pelasgi. They were also took him to Mount Pelion, where they hunted
found on the coasts of Asia Minor, and, accord- wild beasts ; and when Peleus, overcome with
ing to some writers,' in Italy as well. Of the fatigue, had fallen asleep, Acastus left him
language, habits, and civilization of this people,alone, and concealed his sword, that he mighl
w e possess no certain knowledge Herodotus be destroyed by the wild beasts. W h e n Peleus
says they spoke a barbarous language, that is, a awoke and sought his sword, he was attacked
language not Greek; but from the facility with by the Centaurs, but was saved by Chiron, who
which the Greek and Pelasgie languages coa- also restored to him his sword. There are
lesced in all parts of Greece, and from the fact some modifications of this account in other writthat the Athenians and Arcadians are said to ers :- instead of Astydamia, some mention Hiphave been of puie Pelasgie origin, it is probable polyte, the daughter of Cretheus ; and others
that the two languages had a close affinity. The relate that after Acastus had concealed the
Pelasgi are further said to have been an agri- sword of Peleus, Chiron or Mercury (Hermes)
cultural people, and to have possessed a consid- brought him another, which had been made by
erable knowledge of the useful arts. The most Vulcan (Hephaestus). While on Mount Pelion
ancient architectural remains of Greece, such Peleus married the Nereid Thetis, by w h o m he
as the treasury or tomb of Atreus at Mycenaa, became the father of Achilles, though some reare ascribed to the Pelasgians, and are cited as garded this Thetis as different from the marine
specimens of Pelasgian architecture, though divinity, and called her a daughter of Chiron.
there is no positive authority for these state- The gods took part in the marriage solemnity ;
Chiron presented Peleus with a lance, Neptune
ments.
PELASGIA (HeXaayia), an ancient name ofthe (Poseidon) with the immortal horses, Baliua
islands of Deios and Lesbos, referring, of course,and Xanthus, and the other gods with arms.
to their having been ea'ly seats ofthe Pelasgi- Eris or Strife was the only goddess who was
not invited to the nuptials, and she revenged
ans.
herself by throwing an apple among the guests
PELASGIOTIS (HeXaey arte), a dist let in Thes618
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with the inscription " T o the fairest." Vid. P A R - and S U L M O . They offered a brave rosistunc*
IS. Homer mentions Achilles as the only son to the Romans, but concluded a peace with the
of Peleus and Thetis, but later writers state republic along with their neighbors the Marst
that she had already destroyed by fire six chil- Marrueini, and Frentani, in B C. 304, They toon
dren, of w h o m she was the mother by Peleus, an active part in the Social war (90, 89), and
and that, as she attempted to make away with their chief town Corfinium was destined by the
Achilles, her seventh child, she was prevented allies to be the new capital of Ita.y in plaea
by Peleus, After this, Peleus, who is also men- of Rome. They were subdued by Pon peius
tioned among the Argonauts, in conjunction Strabo, after which time they are rarely munwith Jason and the Dioscuri, besieged Acastus tioned.
and Iolcus, slew Astydamia, and over the scat- PELINZEUS M O N S (TO HeXivalov bpog, or HeXXntered limbs of her body led his warriors into valov : now Mount Elias), the highest mountain
the city. The flocks of Peleus were at one of the island of Chios, a little north of the f itj
time worried by a wolf, which Psamathe had of Chios, with a celebrated temple of Zevg HtXisent to avenge the murder of her son Phocus, valog.
PELINNA, or more commonly PELINNZEUM (He
llut she herself afterward, on the request of
Thetis, turned the animal into stone. Peleus, Xivva, HeXivvalov : now Garihiki), a town of
who had in former times joined Hercules in his Thessaly in Hestiaaotis, on the left bank of the
expedition against Troy, was too old to accom- Peneus, was taken by the Romans in their war
pany his son Achilles against that city : he re- with Antiochus.
PELION, more rarely PELIOS (TO HnXiov bpog :
mained at home, and survived the death of his
now Plessidhi or Zagora), a lofty range of mountson.
PELIADES (HeXtdbeg), the daughters of Pelias.ains in Thessaly, in the district of Magnesia,
was situated between the Lake Boabeis and the
Vid. PELIAS.
PELIAS (HeXiag) 1 Son of Neptune (Poseidon)Pagasaaan Gulf, and formed the promontories
and Tyro, a daughter of Salmoneus. Neptune of Sepias and /Eantium. Its sides were cover(Poseidon) once visited Tyro in the form ofthe ed with wood, and on its summit was a temple
river-god Enipeus, with w h o m she was in love, of Jupiter (Zeus) Actaaus, where the cold was
and she became by him the mother of Pelias and so severe that the persons who went in proNeleus. T o conceal her shame, their mother cession to this temple once a year wore thick
exposed the two boys, but they were found and skins to protect themselves. Mount Pelion was
reared by some countrymen They subsequent- celebrated in mythology. The giants in their
ly learned their parentage ; and, after the death war with the gods are said to have attempted
of Cretheus, king of Iolcos, who had married to heap Ossa and Olympus on Pelion, or Pelion
their mother, they seized tne throne of Iolcos, and Ossa on Olympus, in order to scale heaven.
to the exclusion of/Eson, the son of Cretheus Near the summit of this mountain was the cave
and Tyro. Pelias soon afterward expelled his of the Centaur Chiron, whose residence was
own brother Neleus, and thus became sole ruler probably placed here on account of the number
of Iolcos. After Pelias had long reigned over of the medicinal plants which grew upon the
Iolcos, Jason, the son of zEson, came to Iolcos mountain, since he was celebrated for his skill
and claimed the kingdom as his right. In order in medicine. O n Pelion also the timber was
to get rid of him, Pelias sent him to Colchis to felled with which the ship Argo was built,
fetch the golden fleece Hence arose the cele- whence Ovid applies the term Pelias arbor to
brated expedition of the Argonauts. After the this ship.
PELLA(neiUa: HeXXalog, Pellaeus). l.(Now
return of Jason, Pelias was cut to pieces and
boiled by his own daughters (the Peliades), whoAlaklisi), an ancient town of Macedonia, in the
had been told by Medea that in this manner they district Bottiaea, was situated upon a hill, and
might restore their father to vigor and youth. upon a lake formed by the River Lydias, one
His son Acastus held funeral games in his honor hundred and twenty stadia from its mouth. It
at Iolcus, and expelled Jason and Medea from continued to be a place of small importance till
the country. For details, vid. JASON, M E D E A , the time of Philip, who made it his residence
ARGONAUTZE. The names of several of the and the capital of the Macedonian monarchy,
daughters of Pelias are recorded. The most and adorned it with many public buildings. It
celebrated of them was Alcestis, the wife of is frequently mentioned by subsequent writers
Admetus, who is therefore called by Ovid Pelia on account of its being the birth-plc.ee of Alexgener.—[2. A Trojan, wounded by Ulysses in ander the Great. It was the capital of one of
the Trojan war; he survived the destruction the four districts into which the Romans diof the city, and accompanied zEneas to Italy.] vided Macedonia (vid, p. 464, a), and was subsequently made a Roman colonv under the name
PELIDES (HnXeibng, HnXeiav), a patronymic
from Peleus, generally given to his son Achilles, of Col. Jul. Aug. Fella. —%. (Now El-Bujehl),
the southernmost of the ten cities which commore rarely to his grandson Neoptolemus.
PELIONI, a brave and warlike people of Sabine posed the Decapolis in Peraaa, that is, in Palesorigin in central Italy, bounded southeast by the tine east of the Jordan, stood five Roman miles
Marsi, north by the Marrueini, south by Sam- southeast of Scythopolis, and was also called
nium and the Frentani, and east by the Fren- Bovrig. It was taken by Antiochus the Great
tani likewise. The climate of their country in the wars between Syria and Egypt, and was
was cold Tlor., Carm, iii., 19, 8);. but it pro- held by a Macedonian colony till it was deduced a considerable quantity offlax,and was stroyed by Alexander Jannaaus on account of
celebrated for its honey. The Peligni, like their the refusal of its inhabitants to embrace the
It was restored and given
neighbors, the Marsi, were regarded as magi- Jewish religior
cians. Their principal towns were COFFINIUM back to its old tihabitants bv fempey. It was
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the place of refuge of the Christians w.'lo nod
from Jerusalem before its capture by the Romans. The exact site of Pella is very uncertain.—3. A city of Syria on the Orontes, formerly called Pharnace, was named Pella by the

PELOPONNESUS.

369 he was also one ofthe generals in the fiis^
invasion of Peloponnesus by the Thebans. R o
specting his accusation on his return fron this
campaign, vid p 281, b In 368 Pelopidas was
sent again into Thessaly, on two separate occasions, in consequence of complaints against AlMacedonians, and afterward A P A M E A (No. 1).— exander of Pheraa On his first expedition Al4. In Phrygia. Vid PELTZE.
exander of Pheraa sought safety inflight;and
P E L L Z E U S P A G U S was the name given by Al- Pelopidas advanced into Macedonia to arbitrate
exander, after Pella in Macedonia, to the dis- between Alexander II and Ptolemy of Alorus
trict of Susiana about the mouths of the Tigris; Among the hostages w h o m he took with him
from Macedonia was the famous Philip, the fain whiab he built the city of Alexandrea, after- ther of Alexander the Great. On his second
w a n cahed Charax.
visit to Thessaly, Pelopidas went simply as an
PELiANA. Vid. PELI.ENE, No. 2.
ambassador, not expecting any opposition, and
P E L L E N E (HeXXijvn, Dor. HeXXdva : HeXXnvunprovided with a military force. H e was seizcvg). 1. Acity in Achaia, bordering on Sicyonia, ed by Alexander of Pheraa, and was kept in conthe most easterly ofthe twelve Achaean cities, finement at Pheraa till his liberation in 367 by a
was situated on a hill sixty stadia from the city, Thebanforceunder Epaminondas. In the same
and was strongly fortified. Its port-town was year in which he was released he was sent as
Aristonautaa. The ancients derived its name ambassador to Susa, to counteract the Lacedaefrom the giant Pallas, or from the Argive Pel- monian and Athenian negotiations at the Perlen, the son of Phorbas. It is mentioned in Ho- sian court. In 364 the Thessalian towns again;
mer ; and the inhabitants of Scione, in the pen- applied to Thebes for protection against Alexinsula of Pallene, in Macedonia, professed to be ander, and Pelopidas was appointed to aid them.
descended from the Pellenseans in Achaia, who His forces, however, were dismayed by an
weie shipwrecked on the Macedonian coast on eclipse of the sun (June 13), and, therefore,
their return from Troy. In the Peloponnesian leaving them behind, he took with him into
war Pellene sided with Sparta. In the later Thessaly only three hundred horse. On his
wars of Greece between the Achaean and zEto- arrival at Pharsalus he collected a force which
lian leagues, the town was several times taken he deemed sufficient, and marched against Alby the contending parties. Between Pellene exander, treating lightly the great disparity of
and zEgae there was a smaller town of the same numbers, and remarking that it was better as it
name, where the celebrated Pellenian cloaks was, since there would be more for him to con
(HeX.XnviaKal x^aivai) were made, which were
quer. At Cynoscephalaa a battle ensued, in
given as prizes to the victors in the games at which Pelopidas drove the enemy from theii
this place — 2 . Usually called P E L L A N A , a town ground, but he himself was slain as, burning
ia Laeonia, on the Eurotas, about fifty stadia with resentment, he pressed rashly forward to
aorthwest of Sparta, belonging to the Spartan attack Alexander in person The Thebans and
Tripolis.
Thessalians made great lamentations for his
P E L O D E S (HnXdbijg Xtpijv, in App. HaXong:
death, and the latter, having earnestly requestnow Armyro), a port-town belonging to Buthro- ed leave to bury him, celebrated his funeral with
ium in Epirus, and on a bay which probably bore extraordinary splendor.
the same name.
[PELOPIS INSULZE, nine islands on the coast
P E L O P E A or PELOPIA (HeXoireia), daughter of
oC Argolis, eastward of Methana, between /EgiThyestes, dwelt at Sicyon, where her father of- na and Calauria.]
fered her violence, without knowing that she
P E L O P O N N E S U S (b HeXoirbvvnoog : now Morea),
was his daughter. While pregnant by her fa- the southern part of Greece or tbe peninsula,
ther, she married her uncle Atreus. Shortly which was connected with Hellas proper by the
afterward she bore a son zEgisthus, who event- Isthmus of Corinth. It is said to have derived
ually murdered Atreus. For details, vid. ZEGIS-its name Peloponnesus, or the " Island of PeTHUS.
lops," from the mythical Pelops. Vid PELOPS.
[PELOPIDZE (HeXoirlbat), descendants of PeThis name does not occur in Homer. In his
lops, e. g., Theseus (Plut), Tantalus, Atreus (Petime the peninsula was sometimes called Apia,
lopeius, Ovid),Thyestes, Agamemnon(Propert),
from Apis, son of Phoroneus, king of Argos, and
Hermione and Iphigenia (Pelopeiia virgo, Ovid),
(sometimes Argos; which names were given to
Orestes (Lucan.).]
It on account of Argos being the chief power in
PELOPIDAS (HeXoirlbag), the Theban general
Peloponnesus at that period. Peloponnesus
and statesman, son of Hippoclus, was descendwas bounded on the north by the Corinthian
ed from a noble family, and inherited a large esGulf, on the west by the Ionian or Sicilian Sea,
tate, of which he made a liberal use. H e lived
Gn the south by the Libyan, and on the west by
always in the closest friendship with Epamithe Cretan and Myrtoan seas On the east and
nondas, to whose simple frugality, as he could
south there are three great gulfs, the Argolic,
not persuade him to share his riches, he is said
Laconian, and Messenian. The ancients comto have assimilated his own mode of life. H e
pared the shape of the country to the leaf of a
took a leading part in expelling the Spartans
plane-tree ; and its modern name, the Morea (i
from Thebes, B.C. 379 ; and from this time
Mapeog), whichfirstoccurs in the twelfth cenuntil his death there was not a year in which
tury of the Christian era, was given it on ac
he was not intrusted with some important comeount of its resemblance to a mulbeny-leaf.
mand. Tn 371 he was one of the Theban comPeloponnesus was divided into various previamanders at the battle of Leuctra, so fatal to the
ces, all of which were bounded ; ' ine side bj
tiacedaamonians, and joined Epaminondas in
urging the expediency of immediate action. In
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trie sea, with the exception of AP.CADIA, which mainly of th,,' story of his being cut ;o piece*
was in the centre ofthe country. These prov- and boiled, cf his contest with fEno natis and
inces, besides ARCADIA, were A C H A I A in the Hippodamia, and of his relation to his sons ; tu
north, ELIS in the west, M E S S E N I A in the west which w e may add the honors paid to his re
and south, LACONIA in the south and east, [AR- mains 1. Pelops cut to pieces and boiled (Kpcovp
BOLIS in the east,] and CORINTHIA in the east yla HeXoirog). Tantalus, the favorite of the
and north. An account of the geography of the gods, once invited them to a repast, and on thai
peninsula is given under these names. The occasion killed his own son, and having boiled
area of Peloponnesus is computed to be seven him, set thefleshbefore them that they might
thousand seven hundred and seventy-nine En- eat it. But the immortal gods, knowing what
glish miles, and it probably contained a popu- it was, did not touch it; Ceres (Demeter) alone,
lation of upward of a million in the flourishing
being absorbed by grief for her lost daughter,
period of Greek history. Peloponnesus was consumed the shoulder of Pelops. Hereupon
originally inhabited by Pelasgians, Subsequent- the gods ordered Mercury (Hermes) to put the
ly the Achaaans, who belonged to the zEolic limbs of Pelops into a caldron, and thereby
race, settled in the eastern and southern parts restore him to life. W h e n the process was
ofthe peninsula, in Argolis, Laconia, and Mes-over, Clotho took him out of the caldron, and
senia ; and the Ionians in the northern part, in as the shoulder consumed by Ceres (Demeter)
Achaia; while the remains of the original in- was wanting, the goddess supplied its place by
habitants of the country, the Pelasgians, col- one made of ivory; his descendants (the Pelolected chiefly in the central part, in Arcadia. pidae), as a mark of their origin, were believed
Eighty years after the Trojan war, according to to have one shoulder as white as ivory.—2. Conmythical chronology, the Dorians, under the test with QHnomaus and Hippodamia. As an orconduct ofthe Heraclidaa, invaded and conquer- acle had declared to CEnomaus that he should
ed Peloponnesus, and established Doric states be killed by his son-in-law, he refused giving
in Argolis, Laconia, and Messenia, from whencehis fair daughter Hippodamia in marriage to any
they extended their power over Corinth, Sic- one. But since many suitors appeared, CEnoyon, and Megara. Part of the Achaean popula- maus declared that he would bestow her hand
tion remained in these provinces as tributary upon the man who should conquer him in the
subjects to the Dorians, under the name of Peri- chariot-race, but that he should kill all who
ceci, while others ofthe Achaaans passed over were defeated by him. A m o n g other suitors
to the north of Peloponnesus, expelled the Io- Pelops also presented himself, but when he saw
nians, and settled in this part of the country, the heads of his conquered predecessors stuck
which was called after them Achaia. The zEto- up above the door of CEnomaus, he was seized
lians, who had invaded Peloponnesus along with with fear, and endeavored to gain the favor oi
the Dorians, settled in Elis and became inter- Myrtilus, the charioteer of CEnomaus, promis
mingled with the original inhabitants. The ing him half the kingdom if he would assist him
peninsula remained under Doric influence dur- in conquering his master. Myrtilus agreed, and
ing the most important period of Greek history, left out the linch-pins ofthe chariot of CEnomaand opposed to the great Ionic city of Athens. us. In the race the chariot of CEnomaus broke
After the conquest of Messenia by the Spartans, down, and he was thrown out and killed. Thus
it was under the supremacy of Sparta till the Hippodamia became the wife of Pelops. But
overthrow of the power of the latter by the as Pelops had now gained his object, he was
Thebans at the battle of Leuctra, B.C. 371.
unwilling to keep faith with Myrtilus ; and acP E L O P S (HeXovs), grandson of Jupiter (Zeus),cordingly, as they were driving along a cliff, he
son of Tantalus and Dione, the daughter of threw Myrtilus into the sea. As Myrtilus sank,
Atlas. Some writers call his mother Eury anassa he cursed Pelops and his whole race. Pelops
or Clytia. H e was married to Hippodamia, by returned with Hippodamia to Pisa in Elis, and
w h o m he became the father of Atreus, Thyes- soon also made himself master of Olympia,
tes, Dias, Cynosurus, Corinthius, Hippalmus where he restored the Olympian games with
(Hippalcmus or Hippalcimus), Hippasus, Cleon, greater splendor than they had ever been cele
Argius, Alcathous, /Elius, Pittheus, Troazen, brated before.—3. The sons of Pelops. ChrysipNic'npe, and Lysidice. By Axioche or the pus was the favorite of his father, and was, in
nymph Danais he is said to have been the father consequence, envied by his brothers. The two
of Chrysippus. Pelops was king of Pisa in Elis, eldest among them, Atreus and Thyestes, with
and from him the great southern peninsula of the connivance of Hippodamia, accordingly murGreece was believed to have derived its name dered Chrysippus, and threw his body into a
Peloponnesus. According to a tradition, which well. Pelops, who suspected bis sons of the
became very general in later times, Pelops was murder, expelled them from the country. Hipa Phrygian, who was expelled by Ilus from podamia, dreading the anger of her husband, fled
Phrygia (hence called by Ovid, Met, viii, 622, to Midea in Argolis, from whence her remains
Pelopeia arva), and thereupon migrated with his
were afterward conveyed by Pelops to Olympia.
great wealth to Pisa. Others describe him as Pelops, after his death, was honored at Olympia
a Paphlagonian, and call the Paphlagonians above all other heroes His tomb, with an iron
themselves HeXoirmoi. Others, again, represent
sarcophagus, existed on the banks of the Alphehim as a native of Greece ; and there can be us, not far from the temple of Diana (Artemis),
little doubt that in the earliest traditions Pelops near Pisa. The spot on which his sanctuary
was described as a native of Greece and not as (HeXdiriov) stood in the Altis was said to have
z. foreign immigrant; and in them he is calledbeen dedicated by Hercules, who also offered
the tamer of horses and the favorite of Neptune to him thefirstsacrifice?
The magistrates of
'Poseidcn). The legends about Pelops consist the Eleans likewise offe»a^ to him there anar.
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the with
district of Augustamnica. It was vhe mrts
nual sacrifice, consisting of a black ram,
special ceremonies. The name of Pelops was place of the geographer Claudius Ptolemaeus.
P E N A T E S , the household gods of the Romans,
so celebrated that it was constantly used by the
poets in connection with his descendants and both those of a private family and of the state,
the cities they inhabited. Hence w efindAtreus, as the great family of citizens. Hence w e havs
to distinguish between private and public Penathe son of Pelops, called Pelopeius Atreus, and
Agamemnon, the grandson or great-grandson tes The name is connected with penus, arid
the images of those gods were kept in thepenei>f Atreus, called Pelopeius Agamemnon. In the
aame way, Iphigenia, the daughter of Agamem- tralia, or the central part of the house. The
non, and Hermione, the wife of Menelaus, are Lares were included among the Penates; both,
names, in fact, are often used synonymously.
each called by Ovid Pelopeia virgo. Virgil (Mn.,
The Lares, however, though included in th<<
ii., 193) uses the phrase Pelopia masma to signify the cities in Peloponnesus which Pelops Penates, were not the only Penates; fol each
and his descendants ruled over; and, in like family had usually no more than one Lar, where
manner, Mycenae is called by Ovid Pelopeiadesas the Penates are always spoken of in the plural. Since Jupiter and Juno were regarded as
Mycena.
PELOKIS, PELORIAS, or P E L O R U S (HeXapig, He- the protectors of happiness and peace in the
family, these divinities were worshipped as PeXaptdg, HeXapog: now Cape Faro), the northeastern point of Sicily, was northeast of Messana, onnates. Vesta was also reckoned among the Pethe Fretum Siculum, and one ofthe three prom- nates ; for each hearth, being the symbol of doontories which formed the triangularfigureof mestic union, had its Vesta. All other Penates,
the island. According to the usual story, it de- both public and private, seem to have consisted
rived its name from Pelorus, the pilot of Hanni- of certain sacred relics connected with indefibal's ship, who was buried here after being kill- nite divinities, and hence Varro says that the
ed by Hannibal in a fit of anger; but the name number and names of the Penates were indefwas more ancient than Hannibal's time, being inite. Most ancient writers believe that the
mentioned by Thucydides. On the promontory Penates of the state were brought by zEneas
there was a temple of Neptune (Poseidon), and from Troy into Italy, and were preservedfirstat
a tower, probably a light-house, from which the Lavinium, afterward at Alba Longa, and finally
modern name ofthe Cape (Faro) appears to have at Rome. At R o m e they had a chapel near
the centre ofthe city, in a place called sub Velia
come.
P E L O R U S (HiXapog : now probably Lori or Lu-A s the public Lares were worshipped in the
ri), a river of Iberia in Asia, appears to have central part of the city and at the public hearth,
been a southern tributary of the Cyrus (now so the private Penates had their place at tha
hearth of every house, and the table also was
Kour).
sacred to them. On the hearth a perpetual fire
P E L S O or PEISO (now Plattensee), a great lake
in Pannonia, the waters of which were con- was kept up in their honor, and the table alducted into the Danube by the Emperor Galeri- ways contained the salt-cellar and the firstlings
us, who thus gained a great quantity of fertile of fruit for these divinities. Every meal that
land for his newly-formed province of Valeria. was taken in the house thus resembled a sacriPELTZE (HeXrat: HeXrnvog), an ancient and fice offered to the Penates, beginning with a
flourishing city of Asia Minor, in the north of purification and ending with a libation, which
Phrygia, ten parasangs from Celaenae (Xenoph.), was poured either on the table or upon the
and no doubt the same place as the P E L L A ofthe hearth. After every absence from the hearth,
Roman writers, twenty-six Roman miles north the Penates were saluted like the living inhab
or northeast of Apamea Cibotus, to the conven-itants ofthe house; and whoever went abroad
ius of which it belonged. The surrounding dis- prayed to the Penates and Lares for a happy retrict is ealled by Strabo rb HeXrnvbv iredlov. turn,
Its and when he came back to his house, he
site is uncertain. Some identify it with the hung up his armor, staff, and the like, by the
side of their images.
ruins eight miles south oi Sandakli; others, with
PENEIS, that is, Daphne, daughter ofthe rivthose near Ishekli.
P E L T U I N U M (Peltuinas -atis : now Monte Bel- er-god Peneus.
P E N E L E O S (HnveXeag), son of Hippalcmus and
lo), a town of the Vestin in Central Italy.
P E L U S I U M (HnXovaiov: Egypt. Peremoun orAsterope, and one of the Argonauts. H e was
Peromi; in the Old Testament, Sin : all these the father of Opheltes, and is also mentioned
names are derived from nouns meaning mud: among the suitors of Helen. H e was one of
the leaders ofthe Boeotians in the war against
Ri'Xovaidrng; Pelusiota : ruins at Tineh), also
tailed A B A R I S in early times, a celebrated city Troy, where he slew Ilioneus and Lycon, and
of Lower Egypt, stood on the eastern side ofthe was wounded by Polydamas. H e is said to have
easternmost mouth of the Nile, which was call- been slain by Eurypylus, the son ofTelephus.
P E N E L O P E (HrjveXbirn, HeveXoirn, HnveXbirei
ed after it the Pelusiac mouth, twenty stadia
(two geographical miles) from the sea, in the daughter of Icarius and Periooea of Sparta, marmidst of morasses', from which it obtained its ried Ulysses, king of Ithaca (Respecting hei
name. As the key of Egypt on the northeast, marriage, vid. ICARIUS, N O . 2 ) By Ulysses she
and the frontier city toward Syria and Arabia, had an only child, Telemachus, who was an init was strongly fortified, and was the scene of fant when her husband sailed against Troy.
many battles and sieges in the wars of Egypt During the long absence of Ulysses she was bewitr. Assyria, Persia, Syria, and Rome, from theleaguered by numerous and importunate suitors,
defeat of Sennacherib near it by Sethon down whom she deceived by declaring that she must
to its capture by Octavianus after the battle of finish a large robe, which she was making foi
Actiura. In later times it was the capital of LaSites, hei aged father-in-law, before P he couk
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make up her mind. During the daytime she five cities ofthe Philistines in the southwest oj
accordingly worked at the robe, and in the night Palestine, namely, Gaza, Ashdod (Azotus), Askashe undid the work of the day. By this means Ion, Gath, and Ekron — 3 . In the apocryphal
she succeeded in putting off the suitors. But Book of the Wisdom of Solomon (x., 6), tho name
at length her stratagem was betrayed by her is applied to thefive" cities ofthe plain" ofthe
servants ; and when, in consequenbe, the faith- southern Jordan, Sodom, Gomorrha, Adama,
ful1 Penelope was pressed more and more by the Zeboi'm, and Zoar, all of w; ich (except the last,
impatient suitors, Ulysses at length arrived in which was spared at the intercession of Lotl
Ithaca, after an absence of twenty years. Hav- were overthrown byfirefrom heaven, and thd
ing recognized her husband by several signs, valley in which they stood was buried beneath
she heartily welcomed him, and the days of her the waters of the Dead Sea.
P E N T E L E U M (HevreXeiov), afortifiedplace m
grief and sorrow were at an end. Vii. U L Y S SEB. While Homer describes Penelope as a the north of Arcadia, near Pheneus.
most chaste and faithful wife, some later writ- P E N T E L I C U S M O W S (TO HCVTCXIKOV bpog: now
ers charge her with the very opposite vice, and Penteli), a mountain in Attica, celebrated for its
relate that by Mercury (Hermes) or by. all the marble, which derived its name from the demus
suitors together she became the mother of Pan. of Pentele (IlevreXn), lying on its southern slope.
They add that Ulysses, on his return, repudiated It is a branch of Mount Parnes, from which it
her, whereupon she went to Sparta, and thence runs i n a southeasterly direction between Athens
to Mantinea, where her tomb was shown in after and Marathon to the coast. It is probably the
times. According to another tradition, she mar- same as the mountain called Brilessus (BpiXisvried Telegonus, after he had killed his father obg) by Thucydides and others.
PENTHESILEA (HevBealXeia), daughter ofMars
Ulysses.
[PENESTZE (Hevearat), according to Stephanus(Ares) and Otrera, and queen of the Amazons.
of Byzantium, aThessalian tribe, but according After the death of Hector she came to the assistto Livy, a warlike race of Grecian Illyria, in the ance of the Trojans, but was slain by Achilles,
who mourned over the dying queen on account
district Pencstia or Penestiana terra, on the borof her beauty, youth, and valor. Thersites ridders of Thessaly and Macedonia.]
iculed the grief of Achilles, and was, in conseP E N E U S (Hnveibg). 1. (Now Salambria or Salamria), the chief river of Thessaly, and one ofquence, killed by the hero. Thereupon Diomethe most important in all Greece, rises near Alal- des, a relative of Thersites, threw the buuy of
comenae in Mount Lacmon, a branch of Mount Penthesilea into the River Scamander; but, acPindus, flows first southeast and then northeast,cording to others, Aumlles himself buried it on
and after receiving many affluents, of which the the banks ofthe Xanthus.
P E N T H E U S (HevBevg), son of EchiOn and Agave,
most important were the Enipeus, the Lethaeus,
and the Titaresius, forces its way through the the daughter of Cadmus. H e succeeded CadVale of Tempe between Mounts Ossa and Olym- mus as king of Thebes ; and havingresistedthe
pus into the sea. Vid. T E M P E . Asagod,Peneus introduction ofthe worship of Bacchus (Dionywas called a son ofOceanus and Tethys. By sus) into his kingdom, he was driven mad by the
(he Naiad Creusa he became the father of Hyp- god, his palace was hurled to the ground, and he
«eus, Stilbe, and Daphne. Cyrene also is called himself was torn to pieces by his own mother
ly some his wife, and by others his daughter, and her two sisters, Ino and Autonoe, who, in
i\nd hence Peneus is described as the progeni- their Bacchic phrensy, believed him to be a wild
tor of Aristaeus—2. (Now Gastuni), a river in beast. The place where Pentheus suffered death
El s, which rises on the frontiers of Arcadia, is said to have been Mount Cithaaron or Mount
Parnassus. It is related that Pentheus got upon
flows by the town of Elis, and falls into the sea bef.veen the promontories Chelonatas andlchthys. a tree for the purpose of witnessing in secret
PENIUS, a little river of Pontus, falling into the revelry ofthe Bacchic women, but on being
discovered by them was torn to pieces. Acthe Euxine. (Ovid, Ex Ponto, iv., 10 )
cording to a Corinthian tradition, the w o m e n
P E N N I N / E A L P E S . Vid. A L P E S .
[ P E N N U S , JUNIUS M.
1. Praator B.C. 172, and were afterward commanded by an oracle to disobtained Nearer Spain for his province. H e was cover that tree, and to worship it like the god
consul B.C. 167, with Q. zElius Paetus, and ob- Bacchus (Dionysus); and, accordingly, out of
tained Pisaa as his province.—2. M. JUNIUS, son the tree two carved images of the god were
ofthe preceding, was tribune ofthe plebs B.C. made. The tragic fate of Pentheus forms the
126, in which year he brought forward a law for subject of the Baccha of Euripides.
expelling all strangers or foreigners (peregrini) [PENTHILIDZE (HevBiXibai), a noble family at
from Rome. This law was opposed by C. Grac- Mytilene in Lesbos, who derived their origin
chus, but was .carried. Pennus was afterward from Penthilus, the son of Orestes, who was
Elected to the aadileship, but died before obtain- said to have led a colony to Lesbos.]
PENTHILUS (HevBiXog), son of Orestes and Eriing any higher honor in the state.]
gone, is said to have led a colony of/Eoliaus to
PENTAPOLIS (HevrdiroXig), the name for any
association of five cities, was applied specific- Thrace. H e was the father of Echelatus and
ally to, 1. Thefivechief cities of Cyrenaiea in Damasias.
PENTRI, one of the most important of the
Northern Africa, Cyrene, Berenice, Arsinoe,
Ptolemai's, and Apollonia, from which, under thetribes in Samnium, were conquered by the R o
Ptolemies, Cyrenaiea received the naine of raans along with the other Samnites. and were
rentapoiis, or Pentapolis Libyaa, or, in the Ro- the only one of the Samnite tribes who remainman writers, Pentapohtana Regio. W h e n tne ed faithful to the Remans when the rest ot the
name occurs alone, this is its meaning; the nation revolted to Hannibal in the second P U C K
other applications of it are but rare.—2. The war Their chief t:wn was B O V I A N U M .
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PEI.R, a mountain of Palestine, in the land leader in the formidable mutiny of the Panno
of Moab, oniy mentioned in the Pentateuch. It nian legions, which broke out at the beginning
was probably one ofthe summits ofthe mount- ofthe reign of Titerius, A.D. 14. H e was killed
ains called Abarim, which ran north and south by order of Drusus.]
P E R C O T E (HepKarn, formerly HepKuirn, accord
thiough Moabitis, along the eastern side ofthe
valley ofthe southern Jordan and the Dead Sea. ing to Strabo: now Borgas or Burgus, Turk
P E O S A E T E M I D O S (Heog, probably corrupted and Percate, Grk.), a very ancient city of Mysia,
between
from "Zr,iog, cave,'Apreplbog: ruins at Beni
Has- Abydos and Lampsacus, near tbe Helsan), a city ofthe Heptanomis, or Middle Egypt, lespont, on a river called PERCATES, in a beat
on the eastern bank of the Nile, nearly opposite tiful situation. It is mentioned by Homer.
PERDICCAS (HepbiKKag). !. I. The founder of
to Hermopolis the Great, on the western bank.
It is remarkable as the site ofthe most extensive the Macedonian monarchy, according to Herodo--.uk-hewn catacombs in all Egypt, the walls of tus, though later writersrepresentCaranus as
which are covered with sculptures and paintings thefirstking of Macedonia, and make Perdiccas
of the greatest importance for elucidating Egyp- only the fourth. Vid. C A R A N U S . According to
Herodotus, Perdiccas and his two brothers, Gautian antiquities.
P E P A R E T H U S (HetrdpyBog : Heirapr/Biog : anes
now and Aeropus, were Argives of the race of
Piperi), a small island in the zEgean Sea, off theTemenus, who settled nearMount Bermius, from
coast of Thessaly, and east of Halonesus, with whence they subdued the rest of Macedonia.
a town ofthe same name upon it, and two other (Herod., viii., 137, 138.) It is clear, however,
small places. It produced a considerable quan- that the dominions of Perdiccas and his immetity of wine. It is mentioned in connection diate successors comprised but a very small
with Halonesus in the war between Philip and part of the country subsequently known under
that name. Perdiccas was succeeded by his
the Athenians. Vid. H A L O N E S U S .
[PEPHNos(ne^iioc). 1. A city on the west coast son Argseus. — 2. II. King of Macedonia from
of Laconia, twenty stadia from Ttialamae. In about B.C. 454 to 413, was the son and successfront of it lay, 2. A small island of the same or of Alexander I. Shortly before the comname, where, according to tradition, the Dios- mencement ofthe Peloponnesian war Perdiccas
was at war with the Athenians, who sent a force
curi were born.]
to support his brother Philip, and Derdas, a
P E P H K E D O (Heippnbd).
Vid. GRZEZE.
chieftain, against the king, while
P E P U Z A (Heirovta: ruins near Besh-Shehr),Macedonian
a
city in the west of Phrygia, of some note in ec- the latter espoused the cause of Potidaaa, which
had shaken off the Athenian yoke, B.C. 432. In
clesiastical history.
the following year peace was concluded bePERZEA (b Hepaia, sc. yrj or xapa, the country
tween Perdiccas and the Athenians, but it did
cn the opposite side), a general name for any district belonging to or closely connected with a not last long, and he was during the greater
country, from the main part of which it was part of his reign on hostile terms with the Atheseparated by a sea or river, was used specific- nians. In 429 his dominions were invaded by
ally for, 1. The part of Palestine east of the Sitalces, king of the powerful Thracian tribe of
Jordan in general, but usually, in a more re- the Odrysians, but the enemy was compelled,
stricted sense, for a part of that region, namely,by want of provisions, to return home. It was
the district between the Rivers Hieromax on in great part at his instigation that Brasidas in
the north, and Arnon on the south. Respecting 424 set out on his celebrated expedition to Macits political connections with the rest of the edonia and Thrace. In the following year (423),
country, vid. PALZESTINA. — 2. P E R J E A R H O D I O - however, a misunderstanding arose between
him and Brasidas ; in consequence of which he
euM (n nepaia rdv 'Podiuv), also called the Rhodian Chersonese, a district in the south of Caria, abandoned the Spartan alliance, and concluded
opposite to the island of Rhodes, from Mount peace with Athens. Subsequently w e find him
Phcenix on the west, to the frontier of Lycia on at one time in alliance with the Spartans, and
the east. This strip of coast, which was reck- at another time with the Athenians; and it is
oned fifteen hundred stadia in length (by sea), evident that he joined one or other of the beland was regarded as one of the finest spots on ligerent parties according to the dictates of his
the earth; was colonized by the Rhodians at an own interest at the moment.—3. III. King of
early period, and was always in close political Macedonia B.C. 364-359, was the second son
connection with Rhodes even under the suc- of Amyntas II. by his wife Eurydice. On the
cessive rulers of Caria; and, after the victory assassination of his brother Alexander II. by
of the Romans over Antiochus the Great, B.C. Ptolemy of Alorus, 367, the crown of Macedo190, it was assigned, with the whole of Carian nia devolved upon him by hereditary right, but
Doris, to the independent republic of the Rho- Ptolemy virtually enjoyed the sovereign power
uians. Vid. R H O D U S . — 3 . P. T E N E D I O R U M (ire-as guardian of Perdiccas till 364, when the lat'vdta T.eveblav), a strip of the western coastter
ofcaused Ptolemy to be put to death, and took
Mysia, opposite to the island of Tenedos, be- the government into his own hands. Of the
tween CapeSigeum on thenorth.andAlexandrea reign of Perdiccas w e have very little informaTroas on the south.—4. A city on the western tion. W e learn only that he was at one t m e
coast of Mysia, near Adramyttium, one of the engaged in hostilities with Athens on account
colonies of the Mytilenaeans, and not improb- of Amphipolis, and that he was distinguished
ably preserving in its name that of a district for his patronage of men of letters. H e fell in
once c ailed Peraea Mytilenaaorum ;forthe peo- battle against the Illyrians, 359.—4. Son of Oronple of Mytilene are known to have had many tes, a Macedonian of the province of Orestis,
was one ofthe most dist'liguished ofthe generals
lettlements on this coast.
f PERCENNIUS, a common soldier, w is the ring sf Alexander the Great, H e accompanied A.en
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ftder t.iroughout his campaigns in Asia; and ever, rendered himself obnoxious to ^ne sol
he king on his death-bed is said to have taken diery, he was put to death by them ia 186 oi
(he royal signet-ring from his finger and given 187. Dion Cassius represents Perennis as a
it to Perdiccas. After the death of the king man of a pure and upright life; but the other
(323), Perdiccas had the chief authority intrust- historians charge him with having encouraged
ed to him under the command of the new king the emperor in all his excesses, and urged irii.
Arrhidaeus, who was a mere puppet in his hands, on in his career of profligacy.
and he still further strengthened his power by
[ P E R E U S (IlEpetic), son of Elatus and Laodiv8
the assassination of his rival Meleager. Vid. brother of Stymphalus, and father of Neaara ]
M E L E A G E R . The other generals of Alexander
P E R G A (Hepyv : Hepyatog: ruins at Mutlana)
regarded him with fear and suspicion ; and at an ancient and important city of Pamphylia, lay
length his ambitious schemes induced Antipater, a little inland, northeast of Attalia, between the
Craterus, and Ptolemy to unite in a league and Rivers Catarrhactes and Cestrus, sixty stadia
declare open war against Perdiccas. Thus as- (six geographical miles) from the mouth of the
sailed on all sides, Perdiccas determined to former, it was a celebrated seat of the wor
leave Eumenes in Asia Minor, to make head ship of Diana (Artemis). On an eminence near
against their common enemies in that quarter, the city stood a very ancient and renowned
while he himself marched into Egypt against temple of the goddess, at which a yearly festiPtolemy. H e advanced without opposition as val was celebrated ; and the coins of Perga bear
far as Pelusium, but found the banks of the Nile images ofthe goddess and her temple. Under
strongly fortified and guarded by Ptolemy, and the later Roman empire, it was the capital of
was repulsed in repeated attempts to force the Pamphylia Secunda It was thefirstplace in
passage of the river; in the last of which, near Asia Minor visited by the Apostle Paui on his
Memphis, he lost great numbers of men. There- first missionary journey (Acts, xili, 13 ; vid also
upon his troops, who had long been discontent- xiv., 25). Splendid ruins of the city are still
ed with Perdiccas, rose in mutiny, and put him visible about sixteen miles northeast of Adalia.
to death in his own tent
P E K G A M A and P E R G A M I A .
Vid. P E R G A M O N ,
P E R D I X (HipSi^), the sister of Daedalus, andN o 1.
mother of Talos, or, according to others, the
P E R G A M O N or -ra, P E R G A M O S or -us (TO Hep6ister's son of Daedalus, figu £3 in the mytho- yapov, b Hepyapog: the former by far the most
logical period of Greek art, as the inventor of usual form in the classical writers, though the
various implements, chiefly for working in wood. latter is more common in English, probably oi
Perdix is sometimes confounded with Talos or account of its use in our version of the Bible,
Calos, and it is best to regard the various le- Rev, ii., 13 ; in Latin it seldom occurs in the
gends respecting Perdix, Talos, and Calos as nominative, but, when used, the form is Pergareferring to one and the same person, namely, m u m : Hepyapnvog, Pergamenus The word ii
according to the mythographers, a nephew of significant, connected with irvpyog, a tower; it is
Daadalus. The inventions ascribed to him are, used in the plural form, irepyapa, as a comthe saw, the idea of which is said to have been mon noun by zEschylus, Prom , 956; Euripides,
suggested to him by the back-bone of afish,or Phasn., 1098, 1176). 1. The citadel of Troy, and
the teeth of a serpent; the chisel; the com- used poetically for Troy itself: the poets also
passes ; the potter's wheel. His skill excited use the forms P E R G A M A (TO Hepyapa) and PERthe jealousy of Daedalus, who threw him head- GAMIA (n Hepyapla, sc rrbXig): the king of Troy,
long from the temple of Minerva (Athena) on Laomedon, is called HepyaplSng, and the Rothe Acropolis, but the goddess caught him in his mans are spoken of by Silius Italicus as "sanfall, and changed him into the bird which was guis Pergameus." — 2 (Ruins at Bergamo or
named after him, perdix, the partridge.
Pcrgamo), a celebrated city of Asia Minor, the
P E R E G R I N U S P R O T E U S , a cynic philosopher, capital of the kingdom of Pergamus, and after
born at Parium, on the Hellespont,flourishedinward of the Roman province of Asia, was situthe reign of the Antonines. After a youth spent ated in the district of Southern Mysia called Teuin debauchery and crimes, he visited Palestine, thrania, in one ofthe most beautiful and fertile
where he turned Christian, and by dint of hypoc- valleys in the world. It stood on the northern
risy attained to some authority in the Church. bank of the River Ca'icus, at a spot where that
He next assumed the cynic garb, and 1 eturned river receives the united waters of two small
to his native town, where, to obliterate the mem- tributaries, the Selinus, which flowed through
ory of his crimes, he divided his inheritance the city, and the Cetius, which washed its walls.
among the populace. H e again set out on his The navigable river Ca'icus connected it with
travels, and after visiting many places, and the sea at the Elai'tic Gulf, liom which its disadopting every method to make himself conspic- tance was somewhat less than twenty miles.
uous, he at length resolved on publicly burning It was built at thefoot,and on the lowest slopes,
himself at the Olympic games ; and carried his of two steep hills, on one of which the ruins of
resolution into effect in the two hundred and the acropolis are still visible, and in the plain
thirty-sixth Olympiad, A.D. 165. Lucian, who below are the remains of the Asclepieum and
knew Peregrinus, and who was present at his other temples, of the stadium, the theatre, anf
strange self-immolation, has left us an account the amphitheatre, and of other buildings.. The
of his life.
origin of the city is lost in mythical traditions,
PEBENNA, ANNA.
Vid. A N N A .
which ascribed its foundation to a colony from
PERENNIS, succeeded Paternus in A.D. 183, Arcadia under the Heraclid Telepiius, and its
as sole praefect of the praetorians, and, Com- name to Pergamus, a son of Pyrrhus and Anmodus being completely sunk in debauchery and dromache, who rrade himself king of Teuthraloth, v'tually ruled the empire. Havinc how- nia by killing the king Arius in single combat
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There is also a tradition that a colony of Epi- the city is doubtful. Some place it at Pcramtt.
daurians settled here under zEsculapius (As- others at Platania.
slepius) At all events, it was already, in the P E R G A M U S . Vid. P E R G A M O N .
time of Xenophon, a very ancient city, with a
PERGE.
Vii. P E R G A
mixed population of Teuthranians and Greeks ;
[FERGUS, a lake of Sicily, riot iar from tne
'but it was not a place of much importance until walls of Enna, on the banks cf which Proserthe time of the successors of Alexander. After pina (Persephone) was said .o have been colthe defeat of Antigonus at Ipsus in 301, the lecting flowers when she vi as seized ar.d car
northwestern part of Asia Minor was united to ried off by Pluto (Hades).]
the Thracian kingdom of LYSIMACHUS, who enP E R I A N D E R (Xlepiavbpog). 1. Son of Cypselus,
larged and beautified the city of Pergamus, and w h o m he succeeded as tyrant of Corinth, B.C
used it as a treasury on account of its strength 625, and reigned forty years, to B.C. 585. Hia
as a fortress. The command of the fortress rule was mild and beneficent atfirst,but afterwas intrusted to PHILETZERUS, who, toward the ward became oppressive: According to the
end ofthe reign of Lysimachus, revolted to Se- common story, this change was owing to the
leucus, king of Syria, retaining, however, the advice of Thrasybulus, tyrant of Miletus, w h o m
fortress of Pergamus in his own hands; and, Periander had consulted on the best mode of
upon the death of Seleucus in 280, Philetaarus maintaining his power, and who is said to have
established himself as an independent ruler taken the messenger through a corn-field, cutThis is the date of the commencement of the ting off as he went the tallest ears, and then to
kingdom of Pergamus, though the royal title have dismissed him without committing himself
was only assumed by the second successor of to a verbal answer. The action, however, was
Philetaarus, A T T A L U S I, after his great victory rightly interpreted by Periander, who proceeded
over the Gauls. The successive kings of Per- to rid himself of the most powerful nobles in
gamus were PHILETZERUS, 2^0-263; E U M E N E S the state. H e made his power respected abroad
I., 263-241 ; A T T A L U S I., 241-197; E U M E N E S as well as at home; and besides his conquest
II., 197-159 ; A T T A L U S II P H I L A D E L P H U S , 159- of Epidaurus, mentioned below, he kept Corcyra
138 ; A T T A L U S III. P H I L O M E T O R , 138-133. For in subjection. H e was, like many of the other
the outline of their history, vid. the articles. Greek tyrants, a patron of literature and philosoThe kingdom reached its greatest extent after phy, and Arion and Anacharsis were in favor at
the defeat of Antiochus the Great by the Ro- his court. H e was very commonly reckoned
mans in B.C. 190, when the Romans bestowed among the Seven Sages, though by some he
upon Eumenes II. the whole of Mysia, Lydia, was excluded from their number, andMyson of
ooth Phrygias, Lycaonia, Pisidia, and Pamphylia.Chenaa in Laconia was substituted in his room.
It was under the same king that Pergamus The private life of Periander was marked bj
reached the height of its splendor, and that the misfortune and cruelty. H e married Melissa,
celebrated library was founded, which for a long daughter of Procles, tyrant cf Epidaurus. She
time rivalled that of Alexandrea, and the for- bore him two sons, Cypselus and LycophroBi,
mation of which occasioned the invention of and was passionately beloved by him; but he
parchment, charta Pergamena. This library wasis said to have killed her by a blow during her
afterward united to that of Alexandrea, having pregnancy, having been roused to afitof anger
been presented by Antony to Cleopatra. Dur- by a false accusation brought against her. His
ing its existence at Pergamus, itformedthe wife's death imbittered the remainder of his
centre of a great school of literature, which ri- days, partly through the remorse which he felt
valled that of Alexandrea. On the death of At- for the deed, partly through the alienation of
talus III. in B C. 133, the kingdom, by a bequest his younger son Lycophron, inexorably exasper
in his will, passed to the Romans, who took pos- ated by his mother's fate. The young man's
session of it in 130 after a contest with the anger had been chiefly excited by Procles, and
usurper Aristonicus, and erected it into the prov- Periander, in revenge, attacked Epidaurus, and,
ince of Asia, with the city of Pergamus for its having reduced it, took his father in-law priscapital, which continued in such prosperity that oner. Periander sent Lycophron to Corcyra;
Pliny calls it " longe clarissimum Asiaa." The but when he was himself advanced in years, he
city was an early seat of Christianity, and is summoned Lycophron back to Corinth to sucone of the Seven Churches of Asia, to w h o m ceed to the tyranny, seeing that Cypselus, his
the apocalyptic epistles are addressed St. John elder son, was unfit to hold it, from deficiency
describes it as the scene of a persecution of of understanding. Lycophron refused to return
Christianity, and the seat of gross idolatry, to Corinth as long as his father was there ;
which had even infected the Church. The ex- thereupon Periander offered to withdraw to
pression " where Satan's seat is" is thought by Corcyra if Lycophron would come home and
some to refer to the worship of the serpent, as take the government. To this he assented; but
the symbol of zEsculapius (Asclepius), the pa- the Corcyraaans, not wishing to have Periander
tron god ofthe city. Under the Byzantine em- among them, put Lycophron to death. Perian
perors, the capital of the province of Asia was der shortly afterward died of despondency, at
transferred to Ephesus, and Pergamus lost much the age of eighty, and after a reign of forty
of its importance. A m o n g the celebrated na- years, according to Diogenes Laertius. H e was
tives of the city were the rhetorician Apollo- succeeded by a relative, Psammetichus, son of
dorus and the physician Galen.—3. A very an- Gordias.—2. Tyrant of Ambracia, was contemcient city of Crete, the foundation of which was porary with his more famous namesake of Coi
ascribed to the Trojans who survived their city. intr., to w h o m he was also related, being thfc
The legislator Lycurgus was said to have died SOD of Gorgus, who was son or brother to Cyp
aere, and his grave was stown. The site of se is. Periandei was dep eed by the people
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probably after the death of the Corinthian tyrant the son ofMelesias, tut on the ostracism of trie
(085).
latter in 444, the o:ganized opposition of the
PERIBCEA (HepiBoia). 1. Wife of Icarius, and
aristoeratical party was broken up, and Pericles
mother of Penelope. Vid. ICARIUS, N O . 2 — was left without a rival.- Throughout the re
2. Daughter of Alcathous, and wife of Tela- mainder of his political course no one appeared
mon, by w h o m she became the mother of Ajax to contest his supremacy ; but the boundless 'inand Teucer. Some writers call her Eribcea.— fluence which he possessed was never perverted
"S. Daughter of Hipponous, and wife of GEneus, by him to sinister or unworthy purposes. So
by w h o m she became the mother of. Tydeus. far from being a mere selfish demagogue, he
Vid. Q 3 N E U S . — 4 . Wife of King Polybus of Cor- neither indulged nor courted the multitude.
inth.—[5. Daughter of Acesamenus, mother by The next important event in which Pericles was
Axius of Pelagon.—6. Daughter ofEurymedon, engaged was the war against Samos, which had
mother of Nausithous by Neptune (Poseidon).] revolted from Athens, and which he, subdued
PERICLES (HepiKXijg).
1. The greatest of
after an arduous campaign, 440. The poet SophAthenian statesmen, was the son of Xanthip- ocles was one of the generals who fought with
pus and Agariste, both of w h o m belonged to the Pericles against Samos. For the next ten years
noblest families of Athens. The fortune of his till the outbreak of the Peloponnesian war, the
parents procured for him a careful education, Athenians were not engaged in any considerawhich his extraordinary abilities and diligence ble military operations. During this period Pen
turned to the best account. H e received in- cles devoted especial attention to the Athenian
struction from Damon, Zeno of Elea, and Anax- navy, as her supremacy rested on her maritime
agoras. With Anaxagoras he lived on terms superiority, and he adopted various judicious
of the most intimate friendship, till the philos- means for consolidating and strengthening her
opher was compelled to retire from Athens. empire over the islands of the zEgean. The
From this great and original thinker Pericles funds derived from the tribute of the allies and
was believed to have derived not only the cast from other sources were, to a large extent, deof his mind, but the character of his eloquence, voted by him to the erection of those magnifiwhich, in the elevation of its sentiments, and cent temples and public buildings which renthe purity and loftiness of its style, was the dered Athens the wonder and admiration of
fitting expression oftheforceand dignity of his Greece. Under his administration the Propycharacter and the grandeur of his conceptions. laaa, and the Parthenon, and the Odeum were
Ofthe oratory of Pericles no specimens remain erected, as well as numerous other temples
to us, but it is described by ancient writers as and public buildings
With the stimulus afcharacterized by singularforceand energy. H e forded by these works, architecture and sculpwas described as thundering and lightening when ture reached their highest perfection, and some
he spoke, and as carrying the weapons of Jupi- of the greatest artists of antiquity were emter (Zeus) upon his tongue. In B.C. 469, Peri- ployed in erecting or adorning the buildings
Dies began to take part in public affairs, fortyThe chief direction and oversight of the public
years before his death, and was soon regarded edifices>was intrusted to Phidias. Vii PHIDIAS.
as the head ofthe more democratical part in the These works calling into activity almost every
state, in opposition to Cimon. H e gained the branch of industry and commerce at Athens,
favor of the people by the laws which he got diffused universal prosperity while they proceedpassed for their benefit. Thus it was enacted ed, and thus contributed in this, as well as in
through his means that the citizens should re- other ways, to maintain the popularity and inceive from the public treasury the price of their fluence of Pericles. But he still had many eneadmittance to the theatre, amounting to two mies, who were not slow to impute to him base
oboli apiece ; that those who served in the and unworthy motives. From the comic poets
courts of the Heliaaa should be paid for their at- Pericles had to sustain numerous attacks. They
tendance ; and that those citizens who served exaggerated his power, spoke of his party as
as soldiers should likewise be paid. It was at Pisistratids, and called upon him to swear that
his instigation that his friend Ephialtes propos- he was not about to assume the tyranny. Hi3
ed, in 461, the measure by which the Areopagus high character and strict probity, however, renwas deprived of those functions which rendered dered all these attacks harmless. But as his
it formidable as an antagonist to the democrat- enemies were unable to ruin his reputation by
ical party. This success was followed by the these means, they attacked him through his
ostracism of Cimon, who was charged with La- friends. His friends Phidias and Anaxagoras,
conism, and Pericles was thus placed at the and his mistress Aspasia, were all accused behead of public affairs at Athens. Pericles was fore the people. Phidias was condemned and
distinguished as a general as well as a states- cast into prison (vid PHIDIAS); Anaxagoras was
man, and frequently commanded the Athenian also sentenced to pay afineand quit Athens (vii.
armies in their wars with the neighboring states. A N A X A G O R A S ) ; and Aspasia was only acquitted
In 454 he commanded the Athenians in their through the entreaties and tears of Pericles.
campaigns against the Sicyonians and Acarna- The Peloponnesian war has been falsely ascribed
nians ; in 448 he led the army which assisted to the ambitious schemes of Pericles. It is true
;he Phocians in the Sacred war; and in 445 he that he counselled the Athenians not to yielc
rendered the most signal service to the state by to the demands of the Lacedaemonians, and he
recovering the island of Euboaa, which had re- pointed out the immense advantages which the
volted from Athens. Cimon had been previously Athenians possessed in carrying on the war;
recalled from exile, without any opposition from but he did this because he saw that war was
Pericles, but had died in 449. On his death the inevitable ; and that, as long as Athens retained
MiHtocratifial narty was headed by Thucydides, the great power which she then possessed
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Sparta would never rest-contented. On the cut- latter, by the command of Jupiter iZeusX a an
break ofthe war in 431, a Peloponnesian army swallowed up by the earth.
under Archidamus invaded Attica, and upon his [PERICTIONE (HepiKnovn), daughter of ( ritadvice the Athenians conveyed their .movable ias,1 and mother of the celebrated philoso] hei
property into the city, and their cattle and beastsPLATO.] •
of burden to Euboea, and allowed the Pelopon[PERIDIA, a Theban female, mother :f Onytt-s
nesians to desolate Attica without opposition. who was slain by Turnus in Italy j
The next year (430), when the Peloponnesians
PERIERES (Hepirjpng). 1. Son of /Eolus and
again invaded Attica, Pericles pursued the same En arete, .king of Messene, was the father of
policy as before. In this summer the plague Aphareus and Leucippus by Gorgophone. Iu
made its appearance in Athens. The Atheni- some traditions Perieres was called a son cf
ans, being exposed to the devastation ofthe war Cynortas, and, besides the sons above mentioi and the plague at the same time,.began to turn ed, he is said to have been the father of Tyntheir thoughts to peace, and looked upon Peri- dareos and Icarius.—[2. Father of Borus, mencles as the author of all their distresses, inas- tioned in the Iliad — 3 . A Cumaean, founder of
much as he had persuaded them to go to war. Zancle in Sicily.]
Pericles attempted to calm the public ferment;
[PERIGUNE (IIepiyovvn), daughter of Sifiiffl, the
but such was the irritation against him that he famous robber, who was slain by Theseus ; aftei
was sentenced to pay a fine. The ill feeling of her father's death Theseus married her, being
the people having found this vent, Pericles soon charmed with her beauty, and had by her a son
resumed his accustomed sway, and was again named Melanippus ]
elected one ofthe generals for the ensuing year
PERILAUS (HepiXaog). 1. Son of Icarius ana
(429). Meantime Pericles had suffered in com- Peribaea, and a brother of Penelope —[2. A citmon with his fellow-citizens. -The plague car- izen of Megara, who espoused the party o'
ried off most of his near connections. His son Philip of Macedon, and, according to DemosXanthippus, a profligate and undutiful youth, thenes, betrayed his country to that monarch,
his sister, and most of his intimate friends, died but was afterward treated by him with neglect
..'it. Still he maintained unmoved his calm and contempt]
bearing and philosophic composure. At last his
PERILLUS QUpiXXog), a statuary, was the makonly surviving legitimate son, Paralus, a youth er of the bronze bull of the tyrant Phalaris, reaf greater promise than his brother, fell a vic- specting which, vii. further under PHALARIS.
tim. The firmness of Pericles then at last gave Like the makers of other instruments of death,
way: as he placed the funeral garland on the Perillus is said to have become one of the vichead of the Ufeless youth, he burst into tears tims of his own handiwork.
and sobbed aloud. H e had one son remaining,
[PERIMEDES (Hepipnbng). 1. A companion of
his child by Aspasia, and he was allowed to en- Ulysses, mentioned in the Odyssey.—2. Fathei
rol this son in his own tribe and give him his of Schedius, who was a commander of the Phoown name. In the autumn of 429, Pericles him- cians in the Trojan war.]
self died of a lingering sickness. .When at the
[PERIMUS (Hepipog), son of Meges, a Trojan
point of death, as his friends were gathered warrior, slain by Patroclus.]
round his bed, recalling his virtues and enumer[PERIMELA, daughter of Hippodamas, cast by
ating his triumphs, Pericles, overhearing their her father into the sea, and changed by Neptunt
remarks, said that they had forgotten his great- into an island ]
est praise : that no Athenian through his means
P E R I N T H U S (HepivBog : HeplvBiog : now Eski
had been made to put on mourning. H e sur- Eregli), an important town in Thrace, on the
vived the commencement of the war two years Propontis, was founded by the Samians about
and six months. The name of the wife of Peri- B.C. 559. It was situated twenty-two miles
cles is not mentioned. She had been the wife west of Selymbria, on a small peninsula, and was
of Hipponicus, by w h o m she was the mother of built on the slope of a hill with row? c' house.;
Callias She bore two sons to Pericles, Xan- rising above each other like seats in an av..'f.hithippus and Paralus. She lived unhappily with theatre. It is celebrated for the pbstinate rePericles, and a divorce took place by mutual sistance which it offered to Philip of Macedon,
consent, when Pericles connected himself with at which time it was a more powerful place
Aspasia. Of his strict probity he left the de- than Byzantium. Under the Romans it still
cisive proof in the fact that at his death he was continued to be aflourishingtown, being the
found not to have added a single drachma to his point at which most of the roads met leading tc
hereditary property.—2. Son of the preceding, Byzantium. The commercial importance ofthe
by Aspasia, was one ofthe generals at the battle town is attested by its numerous coins, which
of Arginusae, and was put to death by the Athe- are still extant. At a later time, but not earlier
nians with the other generals, 406.
than the fourth century of the Christian rra, we
P E R I O L Y M E N U S (HepinXvpsvog.) 1. One ofthe
find it called Heraciea, which occurs sometimes
Argonauts, was son of Neleus and Chloris, and alone without any addition, and sometimes in
brother of Nestor. Neptune (Poseidon) gave the form of Heraciea Tnracia or Heraciea Pcrin
him the power of changing himself into different thus.
forms, and conferred upon him great strength,
PEXIPRAS (Hepitpag). 1. A n Attic autochthon,
but he was nevertheless slain by Hercules at previous to the time of Cecrops, was a priest
the capture of Pylos.—2. Son of Neptune (Po- of Apollo, and, on account of his virtues, was
seidon) and Chloris, the daughter of Tiresias made king of the country. In consequence of
if Thebes. In the war of the Seven against the honors paid to him, Jupiter (Zeus) wished
Thebes he was believed to have killed Parthen- to destroy him ; but, at the request of Apollo, he
Hf-aius ; and when he pursued Amphiaraus, the was metamorphosed by Juoiter (Zeus) into an
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sagle, and his wife likewise into a bird.—[2. la.ii?, and settied in the districts cf Hestiztotis
Son of the zEtolian Ochesius, fell by the hand and Pelasgiotis in Thessaly. Hence the north
at Mars (Ares) in the Trojan war.—3. Son of ern part of this country is frequently called Pei
Epytus, and a herald of /Eneas.—4. A Greek, rhaebia (Heiifiadla, HepaiBla), though it nevei
who was engaged in the Trojan war, and took formed one ofthe regular Thessalian provinces
Homer places the Perrhaebi in the neighborhood
part in the destruction of the city.]
PERIPHETES (Hepi^brng). 1. Son of Vulcanof the Thessalian Dodona and the River Titare(Hephaastus) and Anticlea, surnamed Corynetes,sius ; and at a later time the name of Perrhaebia
that is, Club-bearer, was a robber at Epidaurus,was applied to the district bounded by Macedowho slew travellers with an iron club. The- nia and the Cambunian Mountains on the north,
seus at last killed him, and took his club for his by Pindus on the west, by the Peneus on the
awn use. — [2 Son of Copreus of Mycenaa, a south and southeast, and by the Peneus and
Greek warrior at Troy, slain by Hector.—3. A Ossa on the east. The Perrhaebi were members of the Amphictyonic league. At an early
Trojan warrior, slain by Teucer.]
period they were subdued by the Lapithae; at
[PERISADII (Hepiadbieg), an Illyrian people in
the neighborhood of the silver mines of Damas- the time of the Peloponnesian war they were
subject to the Thessalians, and subsequently to
tion, also called Seaapbaioi.]
Philip of Macedon ; but at the time of the Ro.
P E R M E S S U S (Heppnooog : nowKefalari), a river
in Bceotia, which descends from Mount Helicon, man wars in Greece they appear independent
unites with the Olmius, and falls into the Lake of Macedonia.
PERRHIDZE (Hef>l>iSai), an Attic demus near
Copais near Haliartus. [Its waters were saAphidna, belonging to the tribe Antiochis.
bred to the Muses.]
P E R N E (Hipvn), a little island off the coast of P E R S A B O R A or P E R I S A E O R A (HepaaBdpa : now
Ionia, opposite to the territory of Miletus, to Anbar), a strongly-fortified city of Babylonia, on
the western side ofthe Euphrates, at the point
which an earthquake united it.
P E R O (Hnpd), daughter of Neleus and Chloris, where the canai called Maarsares left the river.
PERSZE.
Vid. PERSIS.
was married to Bias, and celebrated for her
P E R S E U S (ILsptjaioc), a Stoic philosopher, was
beauty. [Vid. M E L A M P U S . ]
P E R P E R E N A (Hepireprjva, and other forms),a anative of Cittium in Crete, and a disciple of
small town of Mysia, south of Adramyttium, in Zeno. H e lived for some years at the court of
the neighborhood of which there were copper Antigonus Gonatas, with w h o m he seems to
mines and celebrated vineyards • It was said have been in high favor. Antigonus appointed
him to the chief command in Corinth, where he
to be the place at which Thucydides died.
P E R P E R N A or P E R P E N N A (the former is the was slain when the city was taken by Aratus,
preferable form). 1. M., praetor B.C. 135, when B.C. 243.
P E R S E (Hepan), daughter of Oceanus, and
Sic carried on war against the slaves in Sicily,
and consul 130, when he defeated Aristonicus wife of Helios (the Sun), by w h o m she became
in Asia, and took him prisoner. H e died near the mother of/Eetes and Circe. She is furthei
Peigamum on his return to R o m e in 129.—2. called the mother of Pasiphae and Perses. • H o
M , son of the last, consul 92, and censor 86. mer and Apollonius Rhodius call her Perse
He s mentioned by the ancient writers as an while others call her Perseis or Persea.
PERSEIS, a'name given to Hecate, as the
extraordinary instance of longevity. H e attained the age of ninety-eight years, and died daughter of Perses by Asteria
P E R S E P H O N E (Hep<re<pbvn), called PROSERPINA
in 49, the year in which the civil war broke out
betweer. Caesar and Pompey.' H e took no prom- by the Romans, the daughter of Zeus (Jupiter)
inent pa't in the agitated times in which he and Demeter (Ceres). In Homer she is called
lived.—3 M. P E R P E R N A V E N T O , son of the last, PerscphoniaQlepoeifibveia); the form Persephone
joined the Marian party in the civil war, and first occurs in Hesiod. But, besides these forms
was raised to the praetorship. After the con- of the name, w e alsofindPersephassa, Phe^sequest of Italy by Sulla in 82, Perpernafledto phassa, Pcrsephatta, Phcrsephatta, Plierrcpha
Sicily, which he quitted, however, upon the ar-Pherephatta, and Phersephonia, for which various
The Latin
rival of Pompey shortly afterward. On the etymologies have been proposed
death of Sulla in 78, Perperna joined the con- Proserpina is probably only a corruption of the
sul M Lepidus in his attempt to overthrow the Greek. In Attica she was worshipped under
new aristoeratical constitution, and retired with the name of Cora (Kbpn, Ion Kovpn), that is,
him to Sardinia on the failure of this attempt. the Daughter, namely, of Demeter (Ceres); and
Lepidus died in Sardinia in the following year, the two were frequently ealled The Mother and
77, and Perperna, with the remains of his army,the Daughter (b Miirrip Kal ri Kbpn) Being t
crossed over to Spain and joined Sertorius. infernal goddess of death, she is also called a
Perperna was jealous of the ascendency of Ser- daughter of Zeus (Jupiter) and Styx. In Artorius, and, after serving under him some years,cadia she was worshipped under the name cl
he and his friends assassinated Sertorius at a Despoana, and was called a daughter of Posei
tanquot in 72. His death'soon brought the war don (Neptune) Hippius and Demeter (Ceres),
(o a close. Perperna was defeated by Pompey, and said to have been brought up by the Titan
Anytus. Homer describes her as the wife of
was taken prisoner, and was put to death.
[ P E R R A N T H E S . a steep mountain in Epirus, on Hades (Pluto), and the formidable, venerable
the western declivity of which the city Ambra- and majestic queen of the Shades, who rules
over the souls of the dead, along with her hus
cia was situated.]
band. Her.ce she is called by later writers June
PERRHZEBI (HefifiaiBoi or HepaiBoi), a powerft and warlike Pelasgie people, • ho, according Inferna, Averha, and Stygia ; and the Erinnyes
ti. Sfabo, migrated from Eubit, to the main are said to have been her daughters by Pluto
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fiuves sacred to her are placed by Homer in watered by the River Araxes (now Bend-Emir,
Jhe western extremit) ofthe earth, on the fron-and its tributaries the Medus ind the Cyrus
tiers of the lower world, which is itself called T h e city stood on the northern SL.e ofthe Araxthe house of Persephone (Proserpina). T h e es, and had a citadel (the ruins of w h i m are
story of her being carried off by Hades or Pluto still seen) built on the levelled surface of a rock,
against her will is not mentioned by Homer, and inclosed by triple walls rising one r.U-ve the
w h o simply describes her as the wife and queen other to the heights of sixteen,forty-eight,and
of Hades. Her abduction is first mentioned by sixty cubits, within which w a s the pa'aoe, with
Hesiod. T h e account of her abduction, which its royal sepulchres and treasuries.
is the most celebrated part of her story, and the
P E R S E S (Hepang). 1. Son ofthe Titan Crius
wanderings of her mother in search of her, and and Eurybia, and husband of Asteria, by whoir
the worship of the two goddesses in Attica at he became the fathei of Hecate.—2. Son of Perthe festival of the Eleusinia, are related under seus and Andromeda, described by the Greeks
D E M E T E R . In the mystical theories of the Or- as the founder of the Persian nation.—3. Son
phics, Persephone (Proserpina) is described as of Helios (the Sun) and Perse, and brother oi
the all-pervading goddess of nature, w h o both /E8tes and Circe.
produces and destroys every thing; and she is
P E R S E U S (Heooevg), the famous Argive hero,
therefore mentioned along, or identified with, w a s a son of Jupiter (Zeus) and Danae, and a
other mystic divinities, such as Isis, Rhea, G e grandson of Aerisius A n oracle had told Aeris(Terra), Hestia, Pandora, Artemis (Diana), Hec- ius that he w a s doomed to perish by the hands
ate. This mystic Persephone is further said to of Danae's son, and he therefore shut up his
have become b> Zeus (Jupiter) the mother of daughter in an apartment made of brass or stone.
Dionysus (Bacchus), Iacchus, Zagreus or Saba- But Jupiter (Zeus) having metamorphosed himzius. Persephone (Proserpina) frequently ap- self into a shower of gold, came d o w n thiough
pears in works of art. She is represented either the roof of the prison, and became by her the
with the grave and severe character of an in- father of Perseus. F r o m this circumstance Perfernal Juno, or as a mystical divinity with a seus is sometimes called aurigena. A s soon as
sceptre and a little box, in the act of being car- Aerisius discovered that Danag had given birth
ried off by Pluto.
to a son, he put both mother and son into a
P E R S E P O L I S (IIepi7£7roAtc, HepoaliroAig : in the
chest, and threw them into the sea; but JupiMiddle Ages, Istakhar: n o w Takhti-Jemshid,i.e.,
ter (Zeus) caused the chest to land in the island
Throne of Jemshid, or Chil-Minar, i. e , Forty Pilof Seriphos, one ofthe Cyclades, where Dictys,
lars : large ruins), is the Greek name, probably a fisherman, found them, and carried ihem to
translated from the Persian name, which is not Polydeetes, the king ofthe country. They were
recorded, ofthe great city which succeeded Pa- treated with kindness by Polydeetes ; but the
sargada as the capital of Persis and ofthe Per- latter having afterward fallen in love with Dasian empire. F r o m the circumstance, however,' nae, andfindingit impossible to gratify his deofthe conquest ofthe Babylonian empire taking sires in consequence ofthe presence of Perseus,
place about the time when Persepolis attained w h o had meantime grown up to manhood, he
this dignity, it appears to have been seldom used sent Perseus away to fetch the head of Meduas the royalresidence. Neither Herodotus, Xen- sa, one of the Gorgons. Guided by Mercury
ophon, Ctesias, nor the sacred writers during (Hermes) and Minerva (Athena), Perseus first
the Persian period, mention it at all, though they went to the Graeaa, the sisters ofthe Gorgons
often speak of Babylon, Susa, and Ecbatana as took from them their one tooth and their or.
the capitals ofthe empire. It is only from the eye, and would not restore them until they
Greek writers after the Macedonian conquest showed him the w a y to the nymphs w h o posthat w e learn its rank in the empire, which ap- sessed the winged sandals, the magic wallet,
pears to have consisted chiefly in its being one and the helmet of Pluto (Hades), which rendered
of the two burial places of the kings (the other the wearer invisible. Having received from the
being Pasargada), and also a royal treasury; for nymphs these invaluable presents, from Mercury
Alexander found in the palace immense riches, (Hermes) a sickle, and from Minerva (Athena)
which were said to have accumulated from the a mirror, he mounted into the air, and arrived
time of Cyrus. Its foundation is sometimes as- at the Gorgons, w h o dwelt near Tartessus on
cribed to Cyrus the Great, but more generally the coast ofthe ocean, whose heads were coverto his son Cambyses. It w a s greatly enlarged ed, like those of serpents, with scales, and w h o
and adorned by Darius I. and Xerxes, and pre- had large tusks like boars, brazen hands, and
served its splendor till after the Macedonian con- golden wings. H e found them asleep, and cut
quest, w h e n it w a s burned ; Alexander, as the off the head of Medusa, looking at her figure
story goes, setting fire to the palace with his through the mirror, for a sight of the monster
own.hand at the end of a revel, by the instiga- herself would have changed him into stone.
tion of the courtesan Thai's, B.C. 331. It w a s Perseus put her head into the wallet which he
not, however, so entirely destroyed as some his- carried on his back, and as he went away he
torians represent. It appears frequently in sub- w a s pursued by two otiier Gorgons; but his
sequent history, both ancient and medieval. It helmet, which rendered him invisible, enabled
is n o w deserted, but its ruins are considerable, him to escape in safety. Perseus then prothough too dilapidated to give any good notion ceeded to zEthiopia, where he saved and married
of Persian architecture, and they are rich in cune- Andromeda. Vid. A N D R O M E D A . Perseus is also
iform inscriptions. It was situated in the heart said to have come to the Hyperboreans, by
of Persis, in the part called Hollow Persis (KoiXn w h o m he w a s hospitably received, and to Atlas,
Hepmc), not far from the border of the Carma- w h o m he changed into the mountain ofthe same
nia,"' Desert, in a beautiful and healthy valley, name by the Gorgon's head. O n his return *o
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Senphos, ho found his mother with L>'ctys in a deprived him ofthe services of twenty thousano
temple, whither they had fled from the violence Gaulish mercenaries, who had actually advancof Polydeetes. Perseus then went to the pal- ed into Macedonia to his support, but retired or
ace of Polydeetes, and metamorphosed h'm and failing to obtain their stipulated pay. H e was
all his guests, and, some say, the whole island, left to carry on the contest against R o m e sininto stone H e then presented the kingdom to gle-handed. Thefourthyear of the war (168)
Dictys. H e gave the winged sandals and the was also the last. The new consul, L. /Emilius
helmet to Mercury (Hermes), who restored them Paulus, defeated Perseus with great loss in a
to the nymphs and to Pluto (Hades), and the decisive battle fought near Pydna, on June 22,
•lead of Gorgon to Minerva (Athena), who placed 168. Perseus took refuge in the island of Samo•t in the middle of her shield or breast-plate. thrace, where he shortly afterward surrendered
Perseus then went to Argos, accompanied by with his children to the praator Cn. Octavius
Dana8 and Andromeda Aerisius, remembering W h e n brought before /Emilius, he is said to
the oracle, escaped to Larissa, in the country have degraded himself by the most abject supofthe Pelasgians ; but Perseus followed him, in plications; but he was treated with kindness by
order to persuade him to return. Some writers the R o m a n general. The following year he
state that Perseus, on his return to Argos, foundwas carried to Italy, where he was compelled
Prcetus, who had expelled his brother Aerisius, to adorn the splendid triumph of his conqueroi
in possession ofthe kingdom ; and that Perseus (November 30, 167), and afterward cast into a
slew Prcetus, and was afterward killed by Mega- dungeon, from whence, however, the intercespenthes, the son of Prcetus. The more common sion of /Emilius procured his release, and he
tradition, however, relates, that when Teutami- was permitted to end bis days in an honorable
das, king of Larissa, celebrated games in honor captivity at Alba. H e survived his removal
of his guest Aerisius, Perseus, who took part inthither a few years, and died, according to some
them, accidentally hit the foot of Aerisius with accounts, by voluntary starvation, while others,
the discus, and thus killed him. Aerisius was fortunately with less probability, represent him
buried outside the city of Larissa, and Perseus, as falling a victim to the cruelty of his guards,
eaving the kingdom of Argos to Megapenthes, who deprived him of sleep. Perseus had been
tho son of Proetus, received from him in ex- twice married; the name of his first wife, w h o m
change the government of Tiryns. According he is said to have killed with his own hand in
to others, Perseus remained in Argos, and suc- a fit of passion, is not recorded ; his second, Lacessfully opposed the introduction of the Bac- odice, was the daughter of Seleucus IV. Philo
chic orgies. Perseus is said to have founded pator. H e left two children : a son, Alexandei
the towns of Midea and Mycenae. By Androm- and a daughter, both apparently by his secono
eda he became the father of Perses, Aicaaus, marriage, as they were mere children when carSthenelus, Heleus, Mestor, Electryon, Gorgo-, ried to Rome. Besides these, he had adopted
phone, and Autochthe. Perseus was worship- his younger brother Philip, who appears to have
ped as a hero in several places.
been regarded by him as the heir to his throne,
P E R S E U S or P E R S E S (tlepaevg), the last king
and became the partner of his captivity.
mf Macedonia, was the eldest son of Philip V.,
PERSIA.
Vid, PERSIS.
and reigned eleven years, from B.C. 178 to 168. PERSICI M O N T E S . Vid. PARSICI M O N T E S .
Before his accession he persuaded his father to
PERSIOUS SINUS, P E R S I C U M M A R E (b HepaiKog
put to death his younger brother Demetrius, KbXirog, b Heponcn O-dXaaaa, and other forms:
w h o m he suspected that the R o m a n senate in- the Persian Gulf), is the name given by the
tended to set up as a competitor for the throne later geographers to the great gulf of the Mare
on tbe death of Philip. Immediately after his Erythraaum (nowIndian Ocean), extending in a
accession he began to make preparations for southeastern direction from the mouths of the
war with the Romans, which he knew to be in- Tigris, between the northeastern coast of Araevitable, though seven years elapsed before act- bia and the opposite coast of Susiana, Persis
ual hostilities commenced. The war broke out and Carmania, to the narrow strait formed by
in 171. The first year ofthe war was marked the long tongue of land which projects from the
by no striking action. The consul P. Licinius northern side of Oman in Arabia, by which strait
Crassus first suffered a defeat ia Thessaly in it is connected with the more open gult of the
an engagement between the cavalry ofthe two Indian Ocean called Paragon Sinus (now Gulf
armies, but subsequently gained a slight ad- of Oman). The earlier Greek writers know
vantage over the king's troops. The second nothing of it. Herodotus does not distinguish
year of the war (170), in which the consul A. it from the Erythraean Sea. The voyage of
Hostilius Mancinus commanded, also passed Alexander's admiral Nearchus from the Indus
over without any important battle, but was, on to the Tigris made it better known, but still the
the whole, favorable to Perseus. The third ancient geographers in general give very inacyear (169), in which the consul Q. Marcius curate statements of its size and form.
Philippus commanded, again produced no imPERsiD'Es(Hepaeidng, HepanldSng), a patronym
portant results. The length to which the war ic given to the descendants of Perses.
had been unexpectedly protracted, and the ill
PERSIS, and very rarely PERSIA (b Hepoig, and
success of the Roman arms, had by this time ri HepatKij, se. yfi, the fern, adjectives, the mas
excited a general feeling in favor of the Mace- being HepoiKog, from the ethnic noun Hepang, pi
donian monarch; but the ill-timed avarice of Hepaai, fem. Hepoig, Latin Persa and Perses.
Perseus, who refused to advance the sum of pi. Persaa: in modern Persian and Arabic, Fars
money which Eumenes, Hng of Pergamus, de- or Farsistan, i. e., stan, land of, Fars—Old Pe
manded, deprived him oi .his valuable ally; and sian pars, horse or horseman: Eng. Persia), origthe same unseasonable niggardliness likewise inally a small mountainous district of Westen
fill
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Asia, lying on the northeastern side ofthe Persian Gulf, and surrounded on the other sides by
mountains and deserts. On the northwest and
north it was separated from Susiana, Media,
ind Parthia by the little river Oroatis or Orosis,
jnd by Mons Parachoathras ; and on the east
from Carmania by no definite boundaries in the
Desert. The only level part ofthe country was
the strip of sea-coast called PERSIS PARALIA ;
the rest was intersected with branches ofMons
Parachoathras, the valleys between which were
watered by several rivers, the chief of whieh

PERSIS.

isted in Western Asia, two other great Kingdoms, the Lydian, which comprised nearly tho
whole of Asia Minor, west of the River Halys,
which separated it from the Medo Persian tei
ritories, and the Babylonian, which, besides the
Tigris and Euphrates valley, embraced Syria
and Palestine
By the successive conquest of
these kingdoms, the dominions of Cyrus were
extended on the west as far as the coasts of the
Euxine, the /Egean, and the Mediten ancan, anu
to the fiontier of Egypt. Turning his arms in
the opposite direction, he subdued Bactria, and
were the A R A X E S , C Y R U S , and M E D U S : in this effected some conquests beyond the Oxus, but
part of the country, which was called K O I L E fell in battle with the Massagetaa Vii. C Y R U S
PERSIS, stood the capital cities P A S A R G A D A and His son Cambyses added Egypt to the empire.
PERSEPOLIS. The- country has a remarkable Vid. C A M B Y S E S
Upon his death the Magian
variety of climate and of products ; the northern priesthood made an effort torestorethe supremmountainous regions being comparatively cold, acy to the Medes (vid. M A G I , SMERDIS), whicb
but with good pastures, especially for camels; was defeated by the conspiracy of the seven
the middle slopes having a temperate climate, Persian chieftains, whose success conferred the
and producing abundance of fruit and wine; and crown upon Darius, the son of Hystaspes. JIiis
the southern strip of coast being intensely hot king was atfirstoccupied with crushing rebell
and sandy, with little vegetation except the ions in every part of the empire, and with the
paim tree. The inhabitants were a collection two expeditions against Scythia and Cyrenaiea,
o' nomad tribes ofthe Indo-European stock, whoof which the former entirely failed, and the latcalled themselves by a name which is given in ter was only partially successful. H e conquerGreek as AETZEI ('Apraloi), and which, like the
ed Thrace, and on the east he added the valley
kindred Median name of ARII ("Apioi), signifies
of the Indus to the kingdom; but in this quar
noble or honorable, and is applied especiallyter
to the power of Persia seems never to have
the true worshippers of Ormuzd and followers been much more than nominal
The Persian
of Zoroaster: it was, in fact, rather a title of empire had n o w reached its greatest extent,
honor than a proper name; the true collective from Thrace and Cyrenai'ca on the west to the
name ofthe people seems to have been Paraca. Indus on the east, and from the Euxine, the
According to Herodotus, they were divided into Caucasus (or, rather, a little below it), the Casthree classes or castes : first, the nobles or war- pian, and the Oxus and Jaxartes on the north
riors, containing the three tribes of the P A S A R to /Ethiopia, Arabia, and the Erythraean Sea OD
QADZE, who were the most noble, and to w h o m the south, and it embraced, in Europe, Thrace
the royal family of the Achaamenidae belonged, and some ofthe Greek cities north ofthe Euxthe Marphii, and the Maspii; secondly, the ag- ine ; in Africa, Egypt and Cyrenaiea; in Asia
ricultural and other settled tribes, namely, the on the west, Palestine, Phoenicia, Syria, thesev
Panthialaai, Derusiaai, and Germanii; thirdly, eral districts of Asia Minor, Armenia, Mesopo
the tribes which remained nomadic, namely, the tamia, Assyria, Babylonia, Susiana, Atropatene,
Daaa, Mardi, Dropici, and Sagartii, names com-Great Media; on the north, Hyrcania, Margimon to other parts of Western and Cential Asia. ana, Bactriana, and Sogdiana ; on the east, the
The Persians had a close ethnical affinity to the Paropamisus. Arachosia, and India (i a., part of
Medes, and followed the same customs and re- the Punjab and Scinde) ; on the south, Persis,
igion. Vid M A G I , ZOROASTER. The simple and Carmania, and Gedrosia ; and in the centre of
warlike habits which they cultivated in their na- the eastern part, Parthia, Aria, and Drangiana.
tive mountains preserved them from the cor- The capital cities of the empire were Babylon,
rupting influences which enervated their Median Susa, Ecbatana in Media, and, though these
brethren ; so that from being, as w e find them were seldom, if ever, used as residences, Pasarat the beginning of their recorded history, the gada and Persepolis in Persia. (Vid. the sevsubject member of the Medo-Persian kingdom, eral articles.) Of this vast empire Darius unthey obtained the supremacy under C Y R U S , the dertook the organization, and divided it into
founder of the great Persian empire, B C 559. twenty satrapies, of which a full account ia
Of the Persian history before this date w e know given by Herodotus. For the other details ot
but little : the native poetical annalists of a laterhis reign, and especially the commencement of
period are perfectly untrustworthy: the addi- the wars with Greece, vid. D A R I U S
Ofthe retional light lately obtained from the Persian in- maining period of the ancient Persian histor;
scriptions is, so far as it goes, confirmatory of till the Macedonian conquest, a sufficient ab
the Greek writers, from whom, and from some stract will be found under the names of the sev
small portions of Scripture, all our knowledge eral kings, a list of w h o m is now subjoined.
of ancient Persian history is derived. Accord- (1.) C Y R U S , B.C. 559-529 ; (2.) C A M B Y S E S , 529ing to these accounts, the Persians were first 522; (3 ) Usurpation ofthe pseudo-SMERDis. sev
subjected by the Medes under Phraortes, about en months, 522-521 ; (4.) D A R I U S I., son ol HysB C. 688, at the time of the formation of the taspes, 521-485 ; (5.) X E R X E S I., 485-465 ; (6.,,
great Median empire ; but they continued to be Usurpation of A R T A B A N U S , seven months, 465governed by their own princes, the Achaameni- 464; (7.) A R T A X E R X E S I L O N G I M A N O S , 464-425,
dae. A n account of the revolution, by which (8 ) X E R X E S II., two months; (9.) SooniANcs,
the supremacy was transferred to the Persians, seven months,425-424; (10.1 Ochus, or DAK..is
s given under C Y R U S . At this time there rx- II. Nothus, 424-405; ( H . ) A R T A X E R X E S U M a o
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mon, 405-359; (12.) Ochus, or A R T A X E R X E S III, last day of September, 192, Pertinax, who w
359-338; (13.)ARSES,338-336; (14.)DARIUSIII then sixty-six years of age. was reluctantly pel
Codomannus, 336-331. Fid A L E X A N D E R . Here suaded to accept the empire. H e commence*
the aneient history of Persia ends as a king- his reign by introducing extensive reforms into
dom • but, as a people, the Persians proper, un- the civil and military administration of the emder the influence especially of their religion, pire ; but the troops, who had been accustomed
preserved I heir existence, and at length regain- both to ease and license under Commodus, were
ed thcii independence on the downfall of the disgusted with the discipline which he attemptParthian empire Vid. SASSANIDZE. In reading ed to enforce upon them, and murdered their
tho R o m a n poets, it must be remembered that new sovereign after a reign of two months and
•h-y constantly use Persa as well as Medi as a twenty-seven days. O n his death the praetorian
geneial term for the nations east of the Euphra- troops put up the empire to sale, which was purtes and Tigris, and especiallyforthe Parthians. chased by M. Didius Salvius Julianus. Vii. p.
P E R S I U S F L A C C U S , A., the poet, was a R o m a n 256, b.
PERUSIA (Perusinus : now Perugia), an anknight connected by blood and marriage with
persons of the highest rank, and was born at cient city in the eastern part of Etruria, between
Volaterrae in Etruria on the 4th of December, the Lake Trasimenus and the Tiber, and one
A.D. 34 H ereceivedthefirstrudiments of ofthe twelve cities ofthe Etiuscan confedereducation in his native town, remaining there acy. It was situated on a hill, and was strongly
until the age of twelve, and then removed to fortified by nature and by art. In conjunction
Rome, where he studied grammar under the with the other cities of Etruria, it long resisted
celebrated Remmius Palaemon, and rhetoric un- the power ofthe Romans, and at a later period
der Verginius Flavius. H e was afterward the it was made a Roman colony. It is memorable
pupil, of Cornutus the Stoic, who became the in the civil wars as the place in which L. Anto
guide, philosopher, and friend of his future life,nius, the brother of the triumvir, took refuge
and to w h o m he attached himself so closely when he was no longer able to oppose Octavithat he never quitted his side. While yet a anus in the field, and where he was kept closely
youth he was on familiar terms with Lucan, blockaded by Octavianusforsome months, from
with Caasius Bassus the lyric poet, and with the end of B C. 41 to the spring of 40. Famine
several other persons of literary eminence. H e compelled it to surrender; but one of its citiwas tenderly beloved by the high-minded Paetus zens having set fire to his own house, the flames
Thrasea, and seems to have been well worthy spread, and the whole city was burned to the
of such affection, for he is described asavirtu- ground. The war between L. Antonius and
oua and pleasing youth. H e died of a disease Octavianus is known from the long siege of this
of the stomach, on the 24th of November, A.D. town by the name ofthe Bellum Perusinum. It
82, before he had completed his twenty-eighth was rebuilt and colonized anew by Augustus,
year. 1 he extant works of Persius,'who, w e from w h o m it received the surname of Augusta.
are told, wrote seldom and slowly, consist of In the later time of the empire it was the most
six short satires, extending in all to six hundred important city in all Etruria, and long resisted
andfiftyhexameter lines, and were left in an the Goths. Part of the walls and some of the
unfinished state. They were slightly corrected gates of Perusia still remain. The best preafter his death by Cornutus, while Caasius Bas- served of the gates is now called Arco d'Ausus was permitted, at his own eai nest request, gusto, from the inscription A V G V S T A PERVSIA
to be the editor. In boyhood Persius had writ- over the arch; the whole structure is at least
ten some other poems, which were destroyed sixty or seventy feet high. Several interesting
by the advice of Cornutus. F e w productions tombs, with valuable remains of Etruscan art,'
have ever enjoyed more popularity than the Sat- have been discovered in the neighborhood of th*
ires : but it would seem that Persius owes not city.
P E S C E N N I U S NIGER. Vii. N I G E R .
a little of his fame to a cause which naturally
PESSINUS or P E S I N U S (Heaaivovg, Heotvovg
might have produced an effect directly the reverse, w e mean the multitude of strange terms, Heoaivovvriog, fern Heoaivovvrlg : ruins at Bala
proverbial phrases, far-fetched metaphors, and Hisar), a city of Asia Minor, in the southwestabrupt transitions which every where embarrass ern corner of Galatia, on the southern sloped"
our progress. The difficulty experienced in re- Mount Dindymus or Agdistis, was celebrated as
moving these impediments necessarily impress- a chief seat of the worship of Cybele, under the
es both the words and the ideas upon every one surname of Agdistis, whose temple, crowded
who has carefully studied his pages, and hence with riches, stood on a hill outside the city.' In
no author clings more closely to our memory. this temple was a wooden (Livy says stone)
Thefirstsatire is superior both in plan and ex- image of the goddess, which was removed to
ecution to the rest; and those passages in the Rome, to satisfy an oracle in the Sibylline books.
Under Constantine the city was made the capfifth, where Persius describes the process by
;
which his own moral and intellectual faculties ital of the province of Gahtia Salutaris, but i
were expanded, are remarkable for their grace gradually declined until the sixth century, after
and beauty. The best editions are by Jahn, which it is no more mentiored.
P E T A L I A or PETALI/E (now Petahus), an unin
Lips., 1843, and by Heinrich, Lips , 1844.
P E R T I N A X , H E L V I U S , Roman enperor from habited and rocky island off the southwestern
January 1st to March 28th, A.D. 193, was of coast of Euboea, at the entrance into the Eurihuriible origin, and rose from the post of centu- pus. '
PETELiAOrPETiLiA(iIe7-!//U'a: Petehnus: now
rion both to the highest military and civil commands in the reigns of M. Aurelius and Com- Strongoli), an ancient Greek town on the east•Hodus O n the murder af Commodus on the ern coast of Bruttium,' founded, according te
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nadition, by Philoetetes. (Virg., Mn., iii, 402.)afterward
|
of- the Nabathaaans. It is pzr oablj
ft was situated north of Croton, to whose terri- the
' same place which is called Selah (whicli
tory it originally belonged, but it was.afterward means, like irerpa, a rock) and Joktheel in the
conquered by the Lucanians. It remained faith- Old Testament. It lies in the midst of the
ful to the Romans, when the other cities of Brut- mountains of Seir, at the foot of Mount Hor,
M u m revolted to Hannibal, and it was not till just half way between the Dead Sea and the
after a long and desperate esistance that it was head ofthe zElanitie Gulf of the Red Sea, in i
taken by one of Hanniba 's generals. It was valley, or rather ravine, surrounded by almost
repeopled by Hannibal with Bruttians ; but the inaccessible precipices, which is entered by a
Romans subsequently collected the remains of narrow gorge on the east, the rocky walls o*
the former population, and put them again in which approach so closely as sometimes hardlj
possession of the town.
to permit two horsemen to ride abreast. On
[PETENES.
Vid. PETINES.]
the banks of the river which runs through this
P E T E O N (Heredv : Heredviog), a small town
ravine stood the city itself, a mile in length and
;
in Bceotia, of uncerta n site, dependent upon half a mile in breadth, between the sides ofthe
Haliartus according to some, and upon Thebes valley, and some fine ruins of its public build
according to others.
ings still remain Eut this is not all: the rocks
P E T E O S (Heredg), son of Orneus, and fatherwhich surround, not only the main valley, but
of Menestheus, was expelled from Athens by all its lateral ravines, are completely honey/Egeus, and went to Phocis, where he founded combed with excavations, some of which were
Stiris.
tombs, some temples, and some private houses,
PETILIOS or PETILLIUS. 1. CAPITOLINUS. Vid. at the entrances to which the surface of the
C A P I T O L I N U S . — 2 . CEREALIS. Vii. C E R E A L I S . — rock is sculptured into magnificent architectural
3. S P U R I N U S .
Vii. SPURINUS.
facades and other figures, whose details are
[PETINES (Herivnc) or P E T E N E S , one of theoften so well preserved as to appear but just
Persian generals at the beginning of the war chiselled, while the effect is wonderfully heightwith Alexander: he was slain at the battle of ened by the brilliant variegated colors of the
the Granicus.]
rock, where red, purple, yellow, sky-blue, black,
PIJTOSIRIS (Herbaipig), an Egyptian priest and
and white are seen in distinct layers These
astrologer, generally named along with Nechep- ruins are chiefly ofthe Roman period, when PeS03, an Egyptian king. The two are said to be tra had become an important city as a centre
the founders of astrology. Some works on as- of the caravan traffic of the Nabathaaans. At
trology were extant under his name. Like our the time of Augustus, as Strabo learned from a
own Lilly, Petosiris became the common name friend who had resided there, it contained many
for an astrologer. (Juv., vi, 580.)
Romans and other foreigners, and was governed
P E T O V I O or PCETOVIO (now Pettau), a town in by a native prince. It had maintained its indePannonia Superior, on the frontiers of Noricum, pendence against the Greek kings of Syria, and
and on the Dravus (now Drove), was a R o m a n retained it under the Romans till the time of
©•Jitny with the surname Ulpia, having been Trajan, by w h o m it was taken. It was the
probably enlarged and made a colony by Tra- chief city of the whole country of Arabia Pejan or Hadrian. It was one ofthe chief towns traaa, which probably derived its name from Peof Pannonia, had an imperial palace, and was tra ; and under the later empire it was the capithe head-quarters of a Roman legion. The an- tal of Palaastina Tertia.
cient town was probably on therightbank of
PETREIUS, M., a man of great military experithe Drave, opposite the modern Pettau, as it isence, isfirstmentioned in B C. 62, when he
only on the former spot that inscriptions, coins, served as legatus to the proconsul C. Antonina,
and other antiquities have been found.
and commanded the army in the battle in whi-.b
P E T R A (ij Herpa: Herpalog, Petraeus, later Catiline
Peperished. H e belonged to the aristotrensis), the name of several cities built on eratical party; and in 55 he was sent into Spain
rocks or in rocky places. 1. A small place in along with L. Afranius as legatus of Pompey, tc
ihe Corinthian territory, probably on the coast, w h o m the provinces ofthe two Spains had been
near the borders of Argolis.—2. A place in Elis, granted. Soon after the commencement ofthe
not far from the city of Elis, of which some sup- civil war in 49, Caasar defeated Afranius and
pose it to have been the acropolis. The se- Petreius in Spain, whereupon the latter joined
pulchral monument of the philosopher Pyrrho Pompey in Greece. After the loss ofthe battle
was shown here.—3. (Now Casa delta Pietra),
of Pharsalia (48), Petreius crossed over to Afalso called P E T R ^ E A and P E T R I N E (the people rica, and took an active part in the campaign in
Herplvoi and Petrini), an inland town of Sicily,46, which was brought to an end by the decisive
on the road from Agrigentum to Panormus.— defeat of the Pompeian army at the battle of
4. A town on the coast of Illyricum, with a bad Thapsus. Petreius then fled with Juba, and,
harbor.—5. A city of Pieria in Macedonia.— despairing of safety, they fell by each others
6, A fortress of the Maadi in Thrace — 7 . (PI. hands.
neut.), a place in Dacia, on one of the three
P E T R I N U S (now Rocca di monti Ragoni), a
great roads which crossed the Danube.—8. In mountain near Sinuessa, on the confines of LaPontus, a fortress built by Justinian, on a preci-tium and Campania, on which good wine was
pice on the sea-coast, between the rivers Ba- grown.
thys and Acinasis — 9 . In Sogdiana, near the
PETROOORII, a people in Gallia Aquitanica, in
Oxus (Q. Curt., vii., 11).—10. By far the most the modern Perigord. Their country contained
celebrated of all the places of this name was iron mines, and their chief town was Vesunna
P E T K A or P E T R Z E (now Wady-Musa), in Arabia 'now Perigueux).
Pe<raaa, the capital first of the Idumaaans, ard
[PETRONIA, daughter sf a man of tonsulai
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anK, vi asfirsitthe wife of Vitellius, anil subse- culeiu.'j Cotta w ere de« royed wuii nti.t Uoapx
quently of Dolabella. B y Vitellius she had a by Ambiorix, B.C. 54.]
Bon Petionianus, w h o m his father put to death.]
P E U C E (HeVKy : n o w Piczina), an island iu
[ P E T R O N I U S , C. 1. Succeeded zElius Gallus in Mcesia Inferior, formed by the two southern
the government of Egypt, and carried on war in mouths ofthe Danube, ofwhich the most south
B.C. 22 against the zEthiopians, w h o had invad- ernly was also called Peuce, but more c o m m o n h
ed Egypt under their queen Candace. Petronius the Sacred Mouth. This island is of a triangunot only drove back the /Ethiopians, but took lar form, and is said by the ancients to be at
m a n y of their towns. H e w a s a friend of Her- large as Rhodes. It w a s inhabited by the Peu
od, and sent corn to Judaaa w h e n the latter cTni, w h o were a tribe ofthe Bastaruae, and tool
country w a s visited by a famine.—2. TDRPILIA- their n a m e from the island.
N U S , consul A.D. 61 with C. Caesonius Paetus,
P E U C E L A , P E C C E L A O T I S (HevKiXa, HevKsXaonc
succeeded Suetoni.is Paulinus as governor of n o w Pekhcli or Pakholi), a city and district in the
Britain, but did nothing in that capacity, though northwest of India intra Gangem, between the
he received the triumphal insignia in A.D. 65. rivers Indus and Suastus.
H e w a s put to death at the commencement of
P E U C E S T A S (HevKeorag), a Macedonian, and i
the reign of Galba ]
distinguished officer of Alexander the Great.
P E T R O N I U S , C cr T , an accomplished volup- H e had the chief share in saving the life of
tuary at the court of Nero. H e was one ofthe Alexander in the assault on tje city ofthe Malli
chosen companions of Nero, and was regarded in India, and w a s afterward appointed by the
as director-in-chief of the imperial pleasures, the king to the satrapy of Persia. In the division
judge whose decision upon the merits of any of the provinces after the death of Alexandei
proposed scheme of enjoyment was held as final (B.C. 323), he obtained the renewal of his gov
(elegantia arbiter). T h e influence thus acquirernment of Persia. H e fought on the side o
ed excited the jealous suspicions of Tigellinus: E u m e n e s against Antigonus (317-316), but dishe was accused of treason ; and believing that played both arrogance and insubordination in
destruction w a s inevitable, he resolved to die as these campaigns. Upon the surrender of Euhe had lived, and to excite admiration by the menes by the Argyraspids, Peucestas fell into
frivolous eccentricity of his end. Having caused the hands of Antigonus, w h o deprived him of
his veins to be opened, he from time to time his satrapy.
arrested the flow of blood by the application of
PEUCETIA.
Vid. A P U L I .
bandages During the intervals he conversed
PEUCINI.
Vid P E U C E .
with his friends, and oven showed himself in
[ P H A C E (*aKJ7), sister of Ulysses, according to
the public streets of Cumaa, where these events: some accounts called Callisto.]
took place ; so that at last, w h e n he sunk from
P H A C I U M (<VOKIOV : <vaKiebg: n o w Alifaka), a
exhaustion, his death (A D. 66), although com- mountain fortress of Thessaly, in the district
pulsory, appeared to be the result of natural and Hestiaeotis, on the right bank of the Peneus,
gradual decay. H e is said to have dispatched noitheast of Limnaea.
in his last moments a sealed document to the
[ P H A O U S A (<!>aKCJ!5<Ta), the capital ofthe N o m o s
prince, taunting him with his biutal excesses. Arabia in Lower Egypt, portions ofwhich were
A work has come d o w n to us bearing the title on both banks ofthe Nile, thirty-six miles from
fetronii Arbitri Satyricon, which, as it n o w exPelusium. At this place tbe canal began which
ists, is composed of a series of fragments, chiefly ran from the Nile to the Arabian Gulf. T h e
in prose, but interspersed with numerous pieces ruins on this site still bear the name Tell Fa
of poetry. It is a sort of comic romance, in kus.]
which the adventures of a certain Encolpius and
P H A O U S S A (QaKovoaa: nowFecussa), an islam
his companions in the south of Italy, chiefly in in the zEgean Sea, one ofthe Sporades,
Naples or its environs, are m a d e a vehicle for
P H J E A (<baid), the name ofthe sow of Cromexposing the false taste and vices of the age. m y o n in Megaris, which ravaged the neighborUnfortunately, the vices ofthe personages intro- hood, and was slain by Theseus
duced are depicted with such fidelity that w e
P H Z E A O E S (QalaKeg, <s>alvKeg), a fabulous people
are perpetually disgusted by the obscenity of immortalized by the Odyssey, w h o inhabited the
the descriptions. T h e longest section is gener- island S O H E R I A (S^ep^a), situated at the extreme
ally k n o w n as the Supper of Trimalchio, present- western part of the earth, and w h o were gov
ing us with a detailed account of a fantastic erned by King Alcinous. Fid. A L C I N O U S . They
banquet, such as the gourmands ofthe empire are described by H o m e r as a people fond of the
were wont to exhibit on their tables. Next in feast, the lyre, and the dance, and hence their
interest is the well-known tale of the Ephesian name passed into a proverb to indicate persons
Matron. A great number of conflicting opinions of luxurious and sensual habits. Thus a gluthave been formed by scholars with regard to the ton is called Phaax by Horace (Ep., i., 15, 24).
author ofthe Satyricon. M a n y suppose that he The ancients identified the Homeric Scheria
is the same person as the C. or T. Petronius with Corcyra, whence the latter is called by the
mentioned above ; and though there are no poets Phaacia tellus ; but there is no sound ar
proofs in favor of this hypothesis, yet there is gument in favor of the identity of the two isl
good reason to believe that the work belongs to ands, and it is better to regard Scheria as alto
the first century, or, at all events, is not later gether fabulous.
than the reign of Hadrian. T h e best edition is
P H Z E A X (*aj'af), an Athenian orator and states
by P. Burmannus, 4to, Traj. ad Rhen., 1709, and. man, and a contemporary of Nicias and Alcibiaagain A m s t , 1743.
des.
S o m e critics maintain that the extam
[PETROSIDIUS,L., a standard bearer, died fight-speech against Alcibiades, commonly attributed
!
ng bravely w h e n Titus us Sabinus and Aurun- ta Andocides, w a s written by Phaaax.
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[ P H Z K H M Afiaiblpn),a Persian lady, daughter expect from a R o m a n writer of tha Augustan
3f Otanes, was one ofthe wives of Cambyses age. : But Phaadrus has not escaped censure
and of Smerdis the magian It was through her when he has deviated from his Greek model, and
means that the false Smerdi3 was detected and much ofthe. censure is just. The best fables
are those in which he has kepi, the closest to
exposed.]
his original. Many of the fables, however, are.
[PHZEIIIMUS (<bacdipog). 1. A king of the Sido'iians, who hospitably received Menelaus on not /Esopian, as the matter cleaily shows, foi
his return from T r o y — 2 A native of Bisanthe they refer to historical events of a much latei
;n Macedonia, or of Amastris in Paphlagonia, period (v., 1, 8 ; iii., 10); and Phaedrus himself,
sn epigrammatic poet, four of whose epigrams in the prologue to thefifthbook, intimates that
he had often used the name of /Esop only tc
are contained in the Greek Anthology.]
P H Z E D O N (Qaibav), a Greek philosopher, vas arecommend his verses. There is also another
native of Elis, and of high birth, but was taken collection of thirty-two fables attributed tc.
prisoner, probably about B.C. 400, and was /Esop, and entitled Epitome Fabularum, which
broughttoAthens. It is said that he ran away wasfirstpublished at Naples in 1809, by Casfrom his master to Socrates, and was ransomed sitti. Opinions are much divided as to the genby one ofthe friends ofthe latter. Phaedon was uineness of this collection. The probability is,
present at the death of Socrates, while he was that the Epitome is founded on genuine Roman
atill quite a youth. H e appears to have lived infables, which, in the process of transcription
Athens some time after the death of Socrates, during many centuries, have undergone considm d then returned to Elis, where he became the erable changes. The last and only critical edifounder of a school of philosophy. H e was suc-tion ofPhaedrus is by Orelli, Zurich, 1831
ceeded by Plistanus, after w h o m the Elean school P H Z E N A R E T E . Vid. S O C R A T E S .
PHZENIAS.
Vid. P H A N I A S .
was merged in, the Eretrian. The dialogue of
Plato, vi hich contains an account of the death PH^ESTUS (<taiarbg : Qaionog. 1. A town in
the south of Crete, near Gortyna, twenty sta»f Socrates, bears the name of Phaedon.
dia from the sea, with a port-town, Matala or
PH/EDRA (<baldpa), daughter of Minos by Pasicliae or Crete, and the wife of Theseus. She Matalia, said to have been built by the Heraclid
was the step mother of Hippolytus, the son of Phaestus, who came from Sicyon to Crete. The
Theseus, with w h o m she fell in love ; but hav- town is mentioned by Homer, but was destroyed
ing been repulsed by Hippolytus, she accused at an early period by Gortyna. It was the birthhim to Theseus of having attempted her dis- place of Epimenides, and its inhabitants were
honor. After the death of Hippolytus, his inno-celebrated for their wit and sarcasm.—2.' A
cence became known to his father, and Phaedra town of Thessaly, in the district Thessaliotis.
made away with herself. For details, vid. HIP- P H A E T H O N (<baeBav), that is, " the shining,"
POLYTUS.
occurs in Homer as an epithet or surname of
PH/EDRIADES.
Vid. P A R N A S S U S .
Helios (the Sun), and is used by later writers as
PIIZEDRIAS (iatbpiag), a town in the south ofa proper name for Helios ; but it is more comArcadia, southwest of Megalopolis,fifteenstadia monly known as tbe name of a son of Helios by
from the Messenian frontier.
the Oceanid Clymene, the wife of Merops. - The
[PHZEDRIAS (<S>aidpiac.), one ofthe thirty tyrants genealogy of Phaethon, however, is not the same
in Athens, as the name is given in Xenophon ; in all writers, for some call him a son of Clymthe common, eading in Demosthenes hasPhaadi- enus, the son of Helios by Merope, or a son of
mus ]
Helios by Prote, or, lastly, a son of Helios by
PHZEDRUS( ialSpog). 1. A n Epicurean philosothe nymph Rhode or Rhodos. H e received th :
pher, and the president of the Epicurean school significant name of Phaethon from his father,
during Cicero's residence in Athens, B C. 80. and was afterward presumptuous and ambitious
H e died in 70, and was succeeded by Patron. enough to request his father to allow him for
H e was the author of a work on the gods (Hepl one day to drive.the chariot ofthe sun across
fteuv), ofwhich an interesting fragment was dis-the heavens. Helios was induced by the encovered at Herculaneum in 1806, and published treaties of his son and of Clymene to yield, but,
by Petersen, Hamb., 1833. Cicero was largely the youth being too weak to check I be horses,
indebted to this work for the materials of the they rushed out of their usual track, and came
first book of the De Natura Deorum.—2. The so near the earth as almost to set it on fire
Latin fabulist, of w h o m we know nothing but Thereupon Jupiter (Zeus) killed him with a flasli
what is collected or inferred from his fables. of lightning, and hurled him down into the Rivei
H e was originally a slave, and was brought Eridanus. His sisters, the Heliades or Phaethonfrom Thrace or Macedonia to Rome, where he Hades, who had yoked the horses to the chariot,
learned the Latin language. As the title of his were metamorphosed into poplars, and their
work is Phadri Aug. Liberti Fabula Msopia, wtears
e
into amber. Vid. HELI.ADZE.
must conclude that he had belonged to AugusPHAETHONTIADES.
Vid. H E L I A D ^ E
tus, who manumitted him. Under Tiberius he
PHAETHUSA
Vii. HELIADZS.
appears to have undergone some persecution
P H A G R E S (<bdypng : now Orfan or 3-fana), an
from Sejanus. The fables extant under the ancient: and fortified town of the Pierians in
name of'Phaednis are nine/y-seven in number, Macedonia, at the foot of Mount Pangaeon.
written in iambic verse, and distributed into five [ P H A G R O R I O N (<baypdpiov) or PIIAGRORIOPObooks. Most ofthe fables are transfusions of LIS (iaypapibirolig), a city of Lower Egypt
ihe/Esopian fables, or those wr ich pass as such,near, the canal extending from Phacusa to Ar
into Latin verse. The expression is generally sinoe.]
jleav and concise, and the language, with some [PHALACRA ($a?ia/cpa and QaXditpai), a city o
tew exceptions, as pure and correct as w e should Cvrenaica. between Caenopolis and Maiibma;
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according to Plmy, celebrated on ac« lunt of its the n&m» of Phalaris as early as the tunc a
Pindar. xPuiit> Pyth., i., 185.) That poet also
wine.]
speaks of Phalaris himself in terms which clear
PHALZECUS (fydXaiKog). 1. Son of Onomarchus, succeeded his uncle Phayllus as'leader of ly prove that his reputation as a barbarous tyrani
the Phoeians in the Sacred War, B.C. 351. In was then already fully established, and all sub
order to'secure his own safety, he concluded a sequent writers, until a very, late period, allude
treaty with Philip, by which he was allowed to to him in terms of similar import. But in the
withdraw intu the Peloponnesus with a body of later ages of Greek literature, there appears 'JO
eight thousand mercenaries, leaving the un- have existed or arisen a totally different tradihappy Phoeians to their fate, 346. Phalaecus tion concerning Phalaris, which represented him
now assumed the part of a mere leader of mer- as a man of a naturally mild and humane dispocenary troops, in which character we'find him sition, and only forced into acts of severity or
engaging in various enterprise's. H e was slain occasional cruelty by the pressure of ciicum
at the siege of Cydonia in Crete.—2. A lyric and stances and the machinations of his enemies.
epigrammatic poet, from w h o m the metre called Still more strange is it that he appears at the
•Phalacian took its name. Five of his epigramssame time as an admirer of literature and phiare preserved in the Greek Anthology. His losophy, and the patron of men of letters. Such
'date is uncertain, but he was probably one of is the aspect under which his character is presented to us in two declamations commonly asthe principal Alexandrean poets.
cribed to Lucian, and still more strikingly in the
-•• PiiALksizE (fyaXaiaiai), a town in Arcadia,
south of Megalopolis, on the road to Sparta, well-known epistles which bear the name of
Phalaris himself. These epistles are now retwenty stadia, from the Laconian frontier.
membered chiefly on account of the literary conP H A L A N N A (QdXavva: QsaXavvaiog : now A"araijoli), a town of the Perrhaebi in the Thes-troversy to which they gave rise, and the massalian district of Hestiaeotis, on the left bank of terly dissertation in which Bentley exposed
their spuriousness. They are evidently the
the Peneus, not far from Tempe.
P H A L A N T H U S (bdXavBog), son of Aractis, wascomposition of some sophist, though the peone of the Lacedaemonian Partheniae, or the off- riod at which the forgery was composed can not
spring of some marriages of disparagement, now be determined. Thefirstauthor who rewhich the necessity of thefirstMessenian war fers to them is Stobaaus. The best edition is
by Schaefer, Lips., 1823.
nad induced the Spartans to permit. (Vid. Diet.
of Antiq , art. PARTHENIZE.) A S the Partheniae P H A L A R I U M (QaXdptov), a fortress named aftewere looked down upon by their fellow-citizens, Phalaris, near the southern coast of Sicily, situthey formed a conspiracy under Phalanthus ated on a hill forty stadia east of the Rivei
against the government. Their design having Himera.
P H A L A S A R N A (rd QaXdaapva), a town on the
been detected, tWsf went to Italy under the
guidance of PhaHVjiuis, and founded the city northwestern coast of Crete.
[ P H A L C E S (QaXxng), a Trojan warrior, slam
of Tarentum, about B.C. 708. Phalanthus was
afterward driven out from Tarentum by a sedi- before Troy by Antilochus.]
P H A L E R U M (QdXnpov: bcSfiptbg), the most easttion, and ended his days at Brundisium.
P H A L A R A (TO QbXapa: QaXapevg), a town in erly of the harbors of 1. .hens, and the ons
the Thessalian district of Phthiotis, on the Sinus chiefly used by the Athen ans before the time
of the Persian wars. Pha'erum is usually deMaliacus, served as the harbor of Lamia.
[PHALARIS, one of the Trojan warriors who scribed as the most easterly of the three harbors
in the peninsula of Piraeus ; but this apaccompanied zEneas to Italy: he was slain by
pears o be incorrect. The names ofthe three
Turnus.]
P H A L A R I S (QdXapig), ruler of Agrigentum inharbors in the peninsula were Piraaus, Zea, and
Sicily, has obtained a proverbial celebrity as a Munychia; while Phalerum lay southeast of
cruel.and inhuman tyrant; but w e have scarcely these three, nearer the city, at Hagios Georgios.
any real knowledge of his life and history. His After the establishment by Themistocles of the
reign probably commenced about B.C. 570, and three harbors in the peninsula of Piraaus, Phaleis said to have lasted sixteen years. H e was rum was not much used; but it was connected
a native of Agrigentum, and appears to have with the city by means of a wall called the
been raised by his fellow-citizens to some high Phalerian Wall (baXnpiKoa relxog) Paleron or
office in the state, of which he afterward avail- Phalerus was also an Attic demus, containing
ed himself to assume a despotic authority. H e temples of Jupiter (Zeus), Ceres (Demeter), and
was engaged in frequent wars with his neigh- other deities.
[PIIALINUS (ibaAivog), a Zacynthian, in the
bors, and extended his power and dominion on
all sides, though more frequently by stratagem service of Tissaphernes; after the battle of
than open force. H e perished by a sudden out- Cunaxa, B C. 401, he accompanied the Persian
break of the popular fury, in which it appears heralds sent to the army of the ten thousand
that Telemachus, the ancestor of Theron, must to require them to lay down their arms: he rehave borne a conspicuous part. N o circum- turusd unsuccessful, having been unable to get
stance connected with Phalaris is more cele- anj satisfactory answer from Clearchus.]
P H A L O R I A (^aXupia), a fortified town of Thenbrated than the brazen bull in which he is said
to have burned alive the victims of his cruelty, saly in Hestiaeotis, north of Tricca, on the lef!
and of which w e are told that he made the first bank of the Peneus.
P H A N Z E (Qdvai, b Zavala dnoa: now Cape Masexperiment upon its inventor Perillus. This
latter story has much the air of an invention of tico), the southern point of the island of Chios
later times, but the fame of this celebrated en- celebrated for its temple of Apollo and for its
gine of torture was inseparabl associated with excel'ent. wine
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to have been indebted foi his poems. She i
VaiNAGoRiA ("bavaybpeia, and other forms:

said to have been an Egypt an, the daughter n>
ruins at Phanagori, near Taman,.on the eastern
Nicarchus, an inhabitant of Memphis, and ta
side of the Straits of Kaffa), a Greek city, founded by a colony of Teians under Phanagoras, on have written an account of the Trojan war tntf
tbe Asiatic coast of the Cimmerian Bosporus. the wanderings of Ulysses.
It became the great emporium for all the traffic P H A O N ($bav). '. A boatman at Mytilene.
between the coasts c i the Palus Maaotis and the is said to have been originally an ugly old man :
countries on the southern side of the Caucasus, but, in consequence of his carrying Venus (Aph
and was chosen by the kings of Bosporus as rodite) across the sea without. accepting pay
iheii capital in Asia. It had a temple of Venus ment, the goddess gave him youth and beauty
(Aphrodite) Apaturos, and its neighborhood wasAfter this Sappho is said to have fallen in love
rich in olive-yards. In the sixth century A D. with him, and to have leaped from the Leucait was destroyed by the surrounding barbarians. dian rock when he slighted her ; but this wellP H A N A R C E A ($ai>apota), a gr.eat plain of Pon- known story vanishes at the first approacn of
tus in Asia Minor, inclosed by the mountain criticism. Vid. SAPPHO.—[2. A freedman of the
chains of Paryadres on the east, and Lithrus Emperor Nero, in whose villa in the neighborand Ophlimus on the west, was the most fertile hood of the city Nero took refuge when the
people rose against him, and where he met his
part of Pontus.
death, A.D. 68.]
[PIIANES (<bdvi/g), a Greek of Halicarnassus,
P H A R A E (<Papai or bijpat). 1. (Qapatevg or $a
in the service of Amasis, king of Egypt, w h o m
he deserted, and went over to Cambyses, king pebg), an ancient town in the western part of
Achaaa, and one of the twelve Achaaan cities,
of Persia ]
was situated on the River Pierus, seventy stadia
PHANIAS or PHZENIAS ($aviag, Qaiviag), of Eresos in Lesbos, a distinguished Peripatetic phi- from the sea, and one hundred and fifty from
losopher, the immediate disciple of Aristotle, Patrae. It was one of the states which took an
and the contemporary, fellow-citizen, and friend active part in reviving the Achaean league in
of Theophrastus. H e flourished about B.C. 336. B.C. 281. Augustus included it in the territory
Phanias does not seem to have founded a dis- of Patraa —• 2. (fyapairrig, $apaidrng, Qapdrn
tinct school of his own, but he was a most dili- now Kalamata), an ancient town in Messenia,
gent writer upon every department of philoso- mentioned by Homer, on the River Nedon, near
phy, as it was studied by the Peripatetics, espe-the frontiers of Laconia, and about six miles
cially logic, physics, history, and literature. Hisfrom the sea. In B.C. 180 Pharae joined the
works, all ofwhich are lost, are frequently quot-Achaean league together with the neighboring
ed by later writers, One of his works most fre- towns of Thuria and Abia. It was annexed by
quently cited was a sort of chronicle of his na- Augustus to Laconia.—3. Originally P H A R I S (•tuple : Qapirng, 'bapid-ng), a town in Laconia, in
tive city, bearing the title of Hpvrdveig 'Epeajot.
the valley of the Eurotas, south of Sparta — 4 A
P H A N O C L E S (bavoKXijg), one ofthe best of the
later Greek elegiac poets, probably lived in the town in Crete, founded by the Messenian Phaiaa
[ P H A R A N (<bapdv), a city of Arabia Petraea, in
time of Philip and Alexander the Great. H e
seems only to have written one poem, which the neighborhood of a promontory ofthe same
name(nowEarawn),between
the two arms ofthe
was entitled "Epareg ij KaXol. The work was
Sinus Arabicus, and which is now recalled to
upon paderasteia ; but the subject was so treated as to exhibit the retribution which fell upon mind by the Wady Faran or Firan.]
[ P H A R A X (isdpai). 1- One of the council of ten
those who addicted themselves to the practice,
W e still possess a considerable fragment from appointed by the Spartans in B C. 418 to conthe opening of the poem, which describes the trol Agis. At the battle of Mantinea in that
love of Orpheus for Calais, and the vengeance year, he restrained the Lacedaemonians front
taken upon him by the Thracian women. The pressing too much on the defeated enemy, and
fragments of Phanocles are edited by Bach, Phi- so running the risk of driving them to despair.
In B C. 396 he laid siege with one hundred and
letas, Hermesianactis, atque Phanoclis Rcliquia,
twenty ships to Caunus, where Conon was staHalle, 1829 ; and by Schneidewin, Delectus Poes.
tioned, but was compelled to withdraw by the
Grac, p. 158.
P H A N O D E M U S (bavodnpog), the author of oneapproach of a large force.—2. A Spartan, sent
uf those works on the legends and antiquities to negotiate an alliance with Athens against
of Attica, known under the name of Atthides. Thebes, B.C. 369.]
P H A R B J E T H U S (QupbaiBog : ruins at Horbeyt ?),
His age and birth-place are uncertain, but w e
know that he lived before the time of Augustus, the capital of the Nomos Pharbaethites in Lower
as he is cited by Dionysius of Halicarnassus. Egypt, lay south of Tanis, on the western side
[The last edition of the fragments is in Muller's of the Pelusiac branch of the Nile
P H A R C A D O N (fyapnabdv), a town of Thessaly.
Hist. Grace. Fragm., p. 366-370.]
[ P H A N O S T H E N E S ( QavooBivng), an Andnan,in the eastern part of Hestiaeotis.
PHARIS. Vid. P H A R J E , N O 3.
was intrusted by the Athenians in B.C. 407 with
PHARMACUSS/E (QapuaKovooai). 1. T w o small
Mis command of four ships, and was sent to
Atdros to succeed Conon on that station. On islands off the coast of Attica, near Salamis, in
his way he fell in with two Thurian galleys, the Bay of Eleusis, now called Kyraihes or Meunder the command of Dorieus, and captured gali and Mikri Kyra: on one of them was shown
the tomb of Circe. — 2. P H A R M A C U S A (§apua
them with their crews.]
P H A N O T E (now Gardhiki), a fortified town ofKovaa), an island off the coast of Asia Minor,
Epirus in Chaonia, near the Illyrian frontier. j one hundred and twenty stadia from Miletus,
j where King Attalus died, and near which Julius
PHANTASIA (^avraald), one of those numerous
mythical personages o w h o m Homer is said , Caesar was taken prisoner by pirates wl < n i
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The whole adventure is re-1

PHASAELTS.

[ P H A R N A S P E S (Qapvdoirng), a Persia.i cl K M
family ofthe Achaamenidaa, was tne father of Cas
ated by Plutarch (Cas., 1, 2).
sandane, a favorite wife of Cyrun the Great ]
P H A R N A B A Z U S ($apvd6a£og), son of Pharnaces,
[ P H A R N O O H U S ($apvovX°C)- L An officer of
succeeded his father as satrap of the Persian
provinces near the Hellespont. In B.C.411 and Cyrus the elder, and one of the chiliarchs of hia
he following years, he rendered active assist- cavalry in the war with Crcesus After the conance to the Lacedaemonians in their war against quest of Babylon he was made satrap of the Hei
the Athenians. W h e n Dercyllidas, and subse- lespontine Phrygia and /Eolis.—2. One of the
quently Agesilaus, passed over into Asia to three commanders ofthe cavaliy in the army of
protect the Asiatic Greeks against the Persian Xerxes. A fall from his horse occasioned his
power, wefindPharnabazus connecting himself detention at Sardis while the Persians invaded
with Conon to resist the Lacedaemonians. In Greece By his order the horse's legs were cut
374 Pharnabazus invaded Egypt in conjunction off at the knees on the spot where he had thrown
with Iphierates, but the expedition failed, chiefly his master.—3. A.Lycian appointed by Alexanthrough the dilatory proceedings and the ex- der the Great to command the forces sent into
cessive caution of Pharnabazus. The character Sogdiana against Spitamenes in B.C. 329.]
P H A R S A L U S (fydpoaAog, Ion. QdpcnXog : Qapodof Pharnabazus is eminently distinguished by
generosity and openness. H e has been charg- Xtog: now Pharsa or Fersalo), a town in Thesed, it is true, with the murder of Alcibiades ; but saly, in the district Thessaliotis, not far from
the latter probably fell by the hands of others. the frontiers of Phthiotis, west of the River
Enipeus, and on the northern slope of Mount
Vid. ALOIBIADES.
P H A R N A C E S (QapvaKng). 1. King of Pontus, Narthacius. It was divided into an old and
was the son of Mithradates IV., w h o m he suc- new city, and contained a strongly-fortified
ceeded on the throne about B.C. 190. H e car- acropolis. In its neighborhood, northeast of the
ried on war for some years with Eumenes, king town and on the other side of the Enipeus, was
of Pergamus, and Ariarathes, king of Cappado- a celebrated temple of Thetis, called Thetidium.
eia, but was obliged to conclude with them a Near Pharsalus was fought the decisive battle
disadvantageous peace in 179. The year of his between Caasar and Pompey, B.C. 48, which
death is uncertain; it is placed by conjecture made Caasar master ofthe Roman world. It is
in 156.—2. King of Pontus, or more properly of frequently called the battle of Pharsalia, which
the Bosporus, was the son of Mithradates the was the name ofthe territory ofthe town.
P H A R U S (<I>upof). 1. (NowPharos or Rs.ud.hatGreat, w h o m he compelled to put an end to his
life in 63 Vid. M I T H R A D A T E S , N O . 6. After the el-tin, i. e., Fig garden), a smafl island off the
death of his father, Pharnaces hastened to make Mediterranean coast of Egypt, mentioned by Hohis submission to Pompey, who granted him the mer, who describes it as a whole day's sail disKingdom of the Bosporus with the titles of friend tant fromzEgyptus, meaning probably, not Egypt
and ally ofthe Roman people. In the civil war itself, but the River Nile. W h e n Alexander the
between Caesar and Pompey, Pharnaces seized Great planned the city of Alexandrea, on the
the opportunity to reinstate himself in his fa- coast opposite to Pharos, he caused the island
ther's dominions, and made himself master of to be united to the coast by a mole seven stathe whole of Colchis and the lesser Armenia. dia in length, thus forming the two harbors of
H e defeated Domitius Calvinus, the lieutenant the city. Vii. A L E X A N D R E A. The island re
of Caesar in Asia, but was shortly afterward de- chiefly famous for the lofty tower buiit upon it
feated by Caasar himself in a decisive action by Ptolemy II. Philadelphus for a light-house,
near Zela (47). The battle was gained with whence the name of pharus was applied to al!
such ease by Caesar, that he informed the sen- similar structures. It was in this island, top,
that, according to the common story, the sevate of his victory by the words Veni, vidi, vici.
In the course of the same year Pharnaces was enty translators ofthe Greek version ofthe Old
again defeated, and was slain by Asander, one Testament, hence called the Septuagint, were
of his generals, who hoped to obtain his mas- confined till their work wasfinished.The islter's kingdom. Vid. A S A N D E R . — [ 3 . Father of and was well peopled according to Julius CaaArtabazus, who commanded the Parthians and sar, but soon afterward Strabo tells us that it
Chorasmians in the expedition of Xerxes against was inhabited only by a few fishermen.—2. (Now
Greece. — 4. Son of Pharnabazus, appears to Lesina or Hear), an island of the Adriatic, off
have been satrap ofthe provinces of Asia, near the coast of Dalmatia, east of Issa, with a Greek
the Hellespont, as early as B.C. 430.—5. A Per- city of the same name (ruins at Civita Vecchia),
sian of high rank, and brother-in-law of Darius which was taken and destroyed by the Romans
Codomannus, was killed at the battle of the under zEmilius Paulus, but probably rebuilt, as
it is mentioned by Ptolemy under the name of
Granicus, B.C. 334 ]
Pharia.
P H A R N A C I A ('iapvaKia : nowKheresoun orKeasunda), a flourishing city of Asia Minor, on the [ P H A R U S (<t>apof). 1. The helmsman of Menecoast of Pontus Polemoniacus, was built near laus, from w h o m the island of Pharus at the
(some think on) the site of Cerasus, probably by mouth of the Nile was believed to have derived
Pharnaces, the grandfather of Mithradates the its name.—2. A Rutulian, slain by /Eneas id
Great, and peopled by the transference to it of Italy in the war with Turnus ]
PHARUSII (Qapovowi), a people in the interior
the inhabitants of Cotyora. It had a large commerce and extensive fisheries, and in its neigh- (probably near the western coast 1 of Northern
borhood were the iron mines of the Chalybes. Africa, who carried on a considerable traffic With
ft was strongly fortified, and was used by Mith- Mauretania.
P H A S A E L I S (QaaariXig : now probably Ain-elrac"ates in the war with R o m e f- r the place of
Fusail\ a city of Palestine, in the valley ofthe
lEiuge of his harem.
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.o.-dan, north of Jericho, built b- Herod the
PHAVORIU'IS.
Vid. F A V O R I N U S .
Great.
P H A Y L L U S (QdvXXog). 1. Acelel.atec rtnletc
PIIASELIS (i>aanXlg, $aanX'iTng: ruins at Teh-ooi Crotona, who had thrice gained the /ictorv
va), an important sea-port town of Lycia, near at the Pythian games. H e fought at the battle
the borders of Pamphylia, stood on the Gulf of of Salamis, B C. 480, in a ship fitted out at his
Pamphylia, at the foot of Mount So yma, in a own expense — 2 . A Phocian, brother of Ononarrow pass between the mountains and the marchus, w h o m he succeeded as general of tlw
sea It was founded by Dorian colonists, and Phoeians in the Sacred war, 352. He died in
from its position, and its command of three fine the following year, after a long and painft 1 illharbors, it soon gained an extensive commerce. ness Phayllus made use of the sacred treas,
It did not belong to the Lyeian confederacy, ures of Delphi with a far more lavish hand thuu
but had an independent government of its own. either of his brothers, and he is accused of beIt became afterward the head-quarters of the stowing the consecrated ornaments upon his
pirates who infested the southern coasts of Asia wife and mistresses.
Minor, and was therefore destroyed by P. SerP H A Z A N I A (now Fezzan), a district of Libya
vilius Isauricus; and though the city was re- Interior. Vid G A R A M A N T E S .
stored, it never recovered its importance PiiaP H A Z E M O N (<ba£npdv : now piobably Marsiselis is said to have been the place at which wan), a city of Pontus in Asia Minor, northwest
the light, quick vessels called ifdanXoi were firsof
t Amasia, and the capital ofthe western disbuilt, and the figure of such a ship appears on trict of Pontus, called Phazemonitis CvaCnfovlits coins.
ng), which lay on the eastern side of the Halys,
PHASIS ($doig). 1. (Now Faz or Rioni), a re-south of Gazelonitis, and was celebrated for its
nowned river of the ancient world, rose in the warm mineral springs. Pompey charged the
Moschici Montes (or, according to others, in the name of the city to Neapolis, and the district
Caucasus, where, in fact, its chief tributaries was called Neapolltis; but these names seem
rise), and flowed westward through the plain of to have been soon dropped.
Colchis into the eastern end ofthe Pontus EuxP H E A (feu, $ca, <!>««': Qeatog), a town on the
inus (now Black Sea), niter receiving several affrontiers of Elis and Pisatis, with a harbor situfluents, the chief of which were the Glaucus andated on a promontory of the same name, and on
the Rion : the name ofthe latter was sometimes the River Iardanus. In front of the harbor was
transferred, as it now is, to the main river. It a small island called Pheas (<&etag.)
was navigable about thirty-eight miles above its
P H E O A or P H E C A D U M , a fortress in Thessaly,
mouth for large vessels, and for small ones in the district Hestiaeotis.
further up, as far as Sarapana (now Sharapan), P H E G E U S (fynyevg). 1 King of Psophis in Ar.
whence goods were conveyedin fourdays across cadia, father of Alphesibcea or Arsinoe, of Prcthe Moschici Montes to the River Cyrus, and so nous and Agenor, or of Temenus and Axion
to the Caspian. It was spanned by one hundred H e purified Alcmaaon after he had killed his
snd twenty bridges, and had many towns upon mother, and gave him his daughter Alphesibcea
its banks Its waters were celebrated for their in marriage. Alcmaaon presented Alphesibcea
purity and for various other supposed qualities, with the celebrated necklace and peplus of Harsome of a very marvellous nature ; but it was monia ; but when Alcmaaon afterward wished
most famous in connection with the story of to obtain them againforhis new wife Callirrhoe,
the Argonautic expedition. Vid A R G O N A U T Z E . tie was murdered by the sons of Phegeus, by
Some of the early geographers made it the their father's command. Phegeus was himself
boundary between Europe and Asia ; it was aft- subsequently put to death by the sons of Alcerward the northeastern limit of the kingdom maaon. For details, vid. A L C M / E O N —[2. Son of
of Pontus, and, under the Romans, it was re- Dares, priest of Vulcan (Hephaestus) in Troy,
garded as the northern frontier of their empire slain in the Trojan war by Diomedes.—3. N a m e
in Western Asia. Another notable circumstance of two Trojan warriors, companions of/Eneas,
connected with it is, that it has given name to slain by Turnus in Italy.]
the pheasant (phasianus, (fiaoiavbg, <j>aoiavmbg
[PHELLIAS (QeXXiag), a little stream of Lacobpvig), which is said to have beenfirstbroughtnia, which empties into the Eurotas, south of
to Greece from its banks, where the bird is still Sparta.]
found in great numbers. W h e n the geography
[ P H E L L O E ($eXX6n, near the modern Zakhuli),
of these regions was comparatively unknown, it a small town in the east of Achaia, forty stadia
was natural that there should be a doubt as to inland from /Egira, in a well-watered and wellthe identification of certain celebrated names, wooded district.]
and thus the name Phasis, like Araxes, is apP H E L L U S (QeXXog or 'i'eXXog: QeXXirng: ruin
plied to different rivers. The most important near Saaret), an inland city of Lycia, on a mountof these variations is Xenophon's application of ain between Xanthus and Antiphellus ; the latthe name Phasis to the River Araxes in Ar- ter having been at first the port of Phellus, but
menia. (Anab , iv., 6.)—2. Near the mouth of afterward eclipsing it.
the river, on its southern side, was a town of
PHELLUSA, a small island near Lesbos.
the same name, founded and fortified by the
P H E M I U S (<S>J2|i«or), a celebrated minstrel, son
Milesians as an emporium for their commerce, of Terpius, who entertained with his song the
and used under the kings of Pontus and under suitors in the palace of Ulysses in Ithaca.
the Romans as a frontier fort, and now a R >ssian
P H E M O N O E (Qnpovon), a mythical Greek poetfortified station, under the name otPati. Some ess of the ante-Homeric period, was said tc
identify it with Sebastopolis, but most likely have been the daughter of Apollo, and his firsi
incoirectly.—3. There was a river of the same priestess at Delphi, and the inventor of the hexname in the island of Taprobane (now Ceylon) ameter verse. There were poems which wenl
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anitei tho name of PhemonoS, like the olid re- poet Melanthius, and Others. H e im cr.'.eu t
•igums poems which.were ascribed to,Orpheus, new metre, which was,named, after him, xne
Pherecratean.
The system of the verse ia
Alusaeus, and the other mythological bards.
P H E N E U S tfyeveog or <i>svebg : ^evedrrig: now
_ _ 11 vz SJ — — which may be best explained
Fonia), a town.in the northeast of Arcadia, at
the foot of Mount Oyllene, and on the River ,as a choriambus, with a spondee for its base,
Aroanius. Its territory was called,PHENEATIS and a long syllable for its termination. The
metre is very frequent in the choruses of the
(iscvedTir). There were extensive marshes in.
the neighborhood, the waters of which, though Greek tragedians, and in Horace, as,forexampartly carried off by a subterraneous emissary, ple,. Grata Pyrrha sub antra. The extant titles
which was supposed to have been made by Her- of the plays of Pherecrates are eighteen.
cules, [sometimes collected, and formed a con- . P H E R E C Y D E S (^epeK''^ng), 1. Of Syros, an islsiderable lake]. The town was of great antiqui- ,and in the /Egean, an early Greek philosopher,
ty. . It is mentioned by Homer, and was said toor rather theologian. H eflourishedabout B.C.
have.beenbuilt by an autochthon Rheneus. It 544. H e is said to have obtained his knowledge
contained a strongly-fortified acropolis, with.a' from the secret books of the Phoenicians, and
temple of Minerva (Athena) Tritonia; and in to have travelled in Egypt. Almost all the anthe town itself were the tombs of Iphicles and cient writers who speak of him state that heMyrtilus, and temples of Mercury (Hermes) and was the teacher of Pythagoras. According to
a common tradition, he died of the lousy disCeres (Demeter).
ease,
F H E R / E (Qsepai: iepalog : now Valestino),
an or Morbus Pediculosus; though others
ancient town of Thessaly, in the, southeast of give different accounts of his death. The mos*
the Pelasgian plain, .west of Mount Pelion, important subject which he is said to have
southwest of the Lake Bcebeis, and ninety sta- taught was the doctrine of the Metempsychodia'froira its port-town Pagasae on the Pagasaean sis, or, as it is put by other writers, the docGulf, , Pheraa is celebrated in mythology as thetrine ofthe immortality ofthe soul. H e gave
residence of Admetus, and in history on account an account of his views in a work which was
of its tyrants, who extended their power over extant in the Alexandrean period. It was writnearly the whole of Thessaly. Of these the ten in prose, which he is said to have been the
most powerful was Jason, who was made Ta- first to employ in the explanation of philosoph
gus or generalissimo of Thessaly about B.C. ioal questions — 2 . Of Athens, one of the most
374. Jason was,succeeded in*370 by his two celebrated of the early Greek logograpbers.
brothers Polydorus and Polyphron. The former H e lived in the former half of thefifthcentury
was soon after assassinated by.Polyphron. The B.C., and was a contemporary of Hellanieus
latter was murdered in his turn in 369 by his and Herodotus. His principal work wasa mythnephew, Alexander, who was notorious for his ological history in ten books. It began with a
cruelty, and who was put to death in 367 by his theogony, and then proceeded to give an acwife Thebe and: her three brothers. At a later count of the heroic age and of the great fami
period we read that Pheraa was surrounded by a lies of that time. His fragments have been collected by Sturz, Pherecyiis Fragmenta, Lips.,
number of gardens and country houses.
1824, second edition ; and by C. and T. Muller,
PHEEZE.
Vid. PHARZE..
[ P H E R A U L A S CbcpavXag) is introduced by Xen in Fragmenta Historicum Grcecorum, vol, i.
P H E R E S ($6png), 1. Son of Cretheus and Tyophon in the Cyropaadia as a Persian of humble birth, but a favorite with Oyrus, and distin- ro, and brother of zEson and Amythaon; he was
guished by qualities of body and mind which married to Periclymene, by w h o m he became
would not have dishonored the noblest rank. the father of Admetus, Lycurgus, Idomene, and
H e is described as having become tired of the Periapis. H e was believed to have founded
honors and elevation to which Cyrus had raised the town of Pheraa in Thessaly.—2. Son of Jahim, and as having voluntarily resigned them son and Medea — 3 . A follower of Pallas, fought
to lead a quiet and retired life such as he had on the side of zEneas against Turnus, and was
slain by Halesus.
before enjoyed.]
[ P H E R E O L U S (QepeKXog), a son of Harmonides, PHERETIJADES (QepnTtdbng), i. c, a son of Pheis said to have built the ship in which Paris res, is especially used as the name of Admetus
carried off Helen, and to have been slain in the PHERETIMA (Qeperlpa), wife of Battus III.,
and mother of Arcesilaus III, successive kings
Trojan war by Meriones ]
P H E R E C R A T E S (isepeKpdrng), of Athens, oneof
ofCyrene. After the murder of her son by the
the best poets of the Old Comedy, was contem- Barcaeans (vid, BATTIADZE, No. 6), Pheretima fled
porary with the comic poets Cratinus, Crates, into Egypt to Aryandes, the viceroy of Darius
Eupolis, Plato, and Aristophanes, being some- Hystaspis, and representing that the death of
what younger than thefirsttwo, and somewhat Arcesilaus had been the consequence of his subolder than the others. H e gained his first vic- mission to the Persians, she induced him to
tory B C. 438, and he imitated the style of avenge it. O n the capture of Barca by the PerCrates, whose actor he had been. Crates and sian army, she caused those who had the prinPhereurates very much modified the coarse sat- cipal share in her son's murder to be impaled,
ire and vituperation ofwhich this sort of poetry and ordered the breasts of their wives to be cu<
had previously been the vehicle, and construct- off. Pheretima then -returned to Egypt, where
ed their comedies on the basis of a regular plot, she soon after died of a painful and loathsomo
and with more dramatic action. Pherecrates disease.
P H E R O N or P H E R O S (§epav, $£pdg), iing ol
did not, however, abstain altogether from personal satire, for w e see by the fragments of his Egypt, and son of Sesostris. H e was visited
plays that he attacked Alcibiades, the t agio with b.indness, an hereditary complaint, though,
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according to the legend preserved in Herodo- 432. Ofthe numerous works executed hy Pi, ia
tus, it was a punishment for his presumptuous ias for the Athenians, the most celebrated was
.mpiety in throwing a spear into the waters of the statue of Minerva (Athena) in the Parthe
the Nile w h e n it had overflowed the fields. B y non, to which reference has already been m a d e
attending to the directions of an oracle he w a s This statue w a s of that kind of work which the
cured ; and he dedicated an obelisk at Heliop- Greeks called chryselephantine, that is, the statue
olis in gratitude for his lecovery. Pliny tells w a s formed of plates of ivory laid upon a core
us that this obelisk, together witn another also of wood or stone, for the flesh parts, while ibr
made by him, but broken in its removal, w a s to drapery and other ornaments were of solid gold
be seen at R o m e , in the Circus of Caligula and The statue stood in the foremost and larger chamNero, at the foot ofthe Vatican Hill. Pliny calls ber of the temple (prodomus) It represented
the Pheron of Herodotus Nuncoreus or Nen- the goddess standing, clothed with a tunic reachnoreus, a n a m e corrupted, perhaps, from M e - ing to the ankles, with her spear in her left
uophtheus. Diodorus gives him his father's hand, and an image of Victory four cubits high
name, Sesoosis. Pheron is of course the same in her right: she w a s girded with the aagis, an&
A'ord as Pharaoh.
had a helmet on her head, and her shield rested
P H I D I A S (Qeibiag), the greatest sculptor and on the ground by her side. T h e height of the
statuary of Greece. Of his personal history w e statue w a s twenty-six cubits, or nearly forty
lossess but few details. H e was a native of feet, including the base. T h e eyes were of a
\thens, and the son of Charmides, and was kind of marble, nearly resembling ivory, perhaps
>orn about the time of the battle of Marathon, painted to imitate the iris and pupil; there is
B.C 490
H e began to work as a statuary no sufficient authority for the statement which
about 464, and one of his first great works w a s is frequently m a d e that they were of precious
the statue of Minerva (Athena) Promachus, stones. T h e weight of the gold upon the statue,
which m a y be assigned to about 460. This which, as above stated, w a s removable at pleaswork must have established his reputation ; but ure, is said by Thucydides to have been forty
it w a s surpassed by the splendid productions talents (ii., 13) Still more celebrated than his
of his o w n hand, and of others working under statue of Minerva (Athena) w a s the colossal
his direction, during the administration of Peri- ivory and gold statue of Jupiter (Zeus), which
si as. That statesman not only chose Phidias Phidias m a d e for the great temple of this god,
to execute the principal statues which were to in the Altis or sacred grove at Olympia. This
beset up, but gave him the oversight of all the statue w a s regarded as the master-piece, not
works of art which were to be erected. O f only of Phidias, but ofthe whole range of Grethese works the chief were the Propylaaa of the cian art; and w a s looked upon not so m u c h as
Acropolis, and, above all, the temple of Minerva a statue, but rather as if it were the actual man(Athena) on the Acropolis, called the Parthenon, ifestation of the present deity. It w a s placed
on which, as the central point of the Athenian in the prodomus or front chamber ofthe temple
polity and religion, the highest efforts of the directly facing the entrance. It w a s only vis
best of artists were employed. There can be no ible, however, on great festivals: at other times
doubt that the sculptured ornaments of this tem- it w a s concealed by a magnificent curtain. T h e
ple, the remains of which form the glory of the god w a s represented as seated on a throne ot
British M u s e u m , were executed under the im- cedar wood, adorned with gold, ivory, ebony,
mediate superintendence of Phidias ; but the stones, and colors, crowned with a wreath of
colossal statue of the divinity, made of ivory olive, holding in his right hand an ivory and gold
and gold, which was inclosed within that mag- statue of Victory, and in his left hand supportnificent shrine, w a s the work ofthe artist's o w n ing a sceptre, which w a s ornamented with all
hand. T h e statue was dedicated in 438. Hav- sorts of metals, and sui mounted by an eagle.
ingfinishedhis great work at Athens, he went T h e throne w a s brilliant both with gold and
to Elis and Olympia, which be was n o w invited stones, and with ebony and ivory, and w a s orto adorn. H e w a s there engaged for about four namented with figures both painted and sculpor five years, from 437 to 434 or 433, during tured. T h e statue almost reached to the roof,
which time hefinishedhis statue of the Olym- which w a s about sixty feet in height. T h e idea
pian Jupiter (Zeus), the greatest of all his works. which Phidias essayed to embody in this, his
O n his return to Athens he fell a victim to the greatest work, w a s that of the supreme deity
jealousy against his great patron, Pericles, of the Hellenic nation, no longer engaged in
which w a s then at its height. T h e party op- conflicts with the Titans and the Giants, but
posed to Pericles, thinking him too powerful to having laid aside his thunderbolt, and enthroned
be overthrown by a direct attack, aimed at him as a conqueror, in perfect majesty and repose,
in the persons of his most cherished friends, ruling with a nod the subject world. It is rePhidias, Anaxagoras, and Aspasia. Vid. P E R I - lated that w h e n Phidias w a s asked whit model
;LES. Phidias w a sfirstaccused of peculation, he meant to follow in making his statue, he re>ut this charge w a s at once refuted, as, by the plied that of H o m e r (II., i., 528-530). T h e imadvice of Pericles, the gold had been affixed to itation of this passage by Milton gives no small
the statue of Minerva (Athena) in such a man- aid to the comprehension of the idea (ParalUi
ner that it could be removed and the weight of Lost, iii., 135-137):
" T h u s while G o d spake, ambrosial fragrance filPd
it examined. T h e accusers then charged PhidAll heaven, and in the blessed spirits elect
ias with impiety, in having introduced into the
Sense of n e w joy ineffable diffused."
battle of the Amazons, on the shield of the
T
h
e
statue w a s removed by the Emperor Then
goddess, his o w n likeness and that of Pericles. O n this latter charge Phidias was thrown dosius I. to Constantinople, where it w a s de
'nto prison, where he d'ed from disease in stroyed by a fire in A.D. 475. T h e ilis*irwu,i**
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ing character of the art of Phidias was ideal comtrercial activity tended to m a k e tt e m mosi
kaijy, and that of the sublimcst order, especiallygenerally known, in the one case the zEginen the representation of divinities, and of sub- tans, in the other case the inhabitants of Cha.
jects connected with their worship. , While on cis and Eretria.—2. A n ancient Corinthian leg.he one hand he set himself free from the stiff islator of uncertain date.
and unnatural forms which, by a sort of religious
P H I G A L I A (iiyaXia, QiyuXeia, QiyaXla : <friyujrecedent, had fettered his predecessors ofthe Xevg : n o w Paolitza), at a later time called Pinarchaic or hieratic school, he never, on the other ALIA, a town in the southwestern corner of Ai
hand, descended to the exact imitation of any cadia, on the frontiers of Messenia and Elis,
h u m a n model, however beautiful; he never rep- and upon the River L y m a x . It w a s taken by
resented that distorted action, or expressed that the Spartans B C. 559, but w a s afterward revehement passion, which lie beyond the limits covered by the Phigalians with the help of the
of repose ; nor did he ever approach to that-al- Oresthasians. It is frequently mentioned in
nmst meretricious grace, by which some of his the later wars of the Achaean and zEtolian
greatest followers, if they did not corrupt the leagues. Phigalia, however, owes its celebrity
ait themselves, gave the occasion for its cor- in modern times to the remains of a splendid
ruption in the hands of their less gifted and temple in its territory, situated about six miles
spiritual imitators.
northeast ofthe town at Bassaa on Mount CotyP H I D I F P I D E S or P H I L I P P I N E S (QeibiirirlSng, <bilum. This temple w a s built by Ictinus, the conAiirirtbni), a courier, w a s sent by the Athenians
temporary of Pericles and Phidias, and the archto Sparta in B.C. 490 to ask for aid against the itect, along with Callicrates, of the Parthenon
Persians, and arrived there on the second day at Athens. It w a s dedicated to Apollo Epifrom, his leaving Athens. O n his return to curitis, or the Deliverer, because the god had
Athens, he related that on his w a y to Sparta he delivered the country from the pestilence during
had fallen in with Pan on Mount Parthenium, the Peloponnesian war. Pausanias describes
near Tegea, and that the god had bid him ask this temple as the most beautiful one in all Pel-the Athenians w h y they paid him no worship, oponnesus after the temple of Minerva (Athena)
though he had been hitherto their friend, and at Tegea. Most of the columns are still standever would be so. In consequence of this rev- ing. In 1812 the frieze round the interior of
elation, they dedicated a temple to P a n after the inner cella was discovered, containing a sethe battle of Marathon, and honored him thence- ries of sculptures in alto-relievo, lepresenting
forth with annual sacrifices and a torch race.
the combat of the Centaurs and the Lapithae,
[PHIDIPPUS (*ric5tir7roc), a son of Thessalus, and of the Greeks and the Amazons. Their
the Heraclid, and brother of Antiphus, led the height is a little more than two feet, and their
warriors of the Sporades in thirty ships against total length is one hundred feet. They were
Troy.]
found on the ground under the spot which they
P H I D O N (ieiSav). 1 Son of Aristodamidas, originally occupied, and were m u c h injured by
and king of Argos, restored the supremacy of their fall, and by the weight of the ruins lying
Argos over Cleonae, Phlius, Sicyon, Epidaurus, upon them. They were purchasedforthe BritTiiRzen, and zEgina, and aimed at extending ish M u s e u m in 1814, where they are still prehis dominions over trie greater part of the Pelo- served, and are usually k n o w n by the n a m e of
ponnesus. T h e Pisans invited him, in the tbe Phigdlian Marbles. They are some of the
eighth Olympiad (B.C; 748), to aid them in ex- most interesting and beautiful remains of ancluding the Eleans from their usurped presi- cient art in this country.
dency at the Olympic games, and to celebrate
P H I L A ($lXa), daughter of Antipater, the rethem jointly with themselves. T h e invitation gent of Macedonia, is celebrated as one of the
quite fell in with the ambitious pretensions of noblest and most virtuous w o m e n ofthe age in
Phidon, w h o succeeded in dispossessing the which she lived. She w a s married to Craterus
Eleans and celebrating the games along with in B.C. 322, and after the death of Craterus,
the Pisans; but the Eleans not long after de- w h o survived his marriage with her scarcely a
feated him, with the aid of Sparta, and recov- year, she w a s again married to the young Deered their privilege. Thus apparently fell the metrius, the son of Antigonus. She shared
power of Phidon ; but as to the details of the with her husband his various vicissitudes of
struggle w e have no information. T h e most fortune ; but w h e n he w a s expelled from Macmemorable act of Phidon w a s his introduction edonia in 287, she put an end to, her o w n life
if copper and silver coinage, and a n e w scale at Cassandrea, unable to bear this unexpected
af weights and measures, which, through his reverse. She left two children by Demetrius :
nfluence, became prevalent in the Peloponne- Antigonus, surnamed Gonatas, w h o became
sus, and ultimately throughout the greater por- king of Macedonia ; and a daughter, Stratonice,
tion of Greece. T h e scale in question w a s married first to Seleucus, and afterward to hia
cnown by the n a m e of the zEginetan, and it is son Antiochus.
.istially supposed that the coinage of Phidon w a s
P H I L A ("Pi'Aa : <vika"iog, QiXdrng). 1- A town
struck in zEgina ; but there seems good reason of Macedonia, in the province Pierla, situated
"hi believing that what Phidon did w a s done in on a steep hill on the Peneus, between Dium
Argos, and nowhere else; that " Phidonian and T e m p e , and at the entrance into TLessaly,
measures" probably did not c o m e to bear the built by Demetrius II., and named after his
specific n a m e of the zEginetan until there w a s mother Phila. — 2. A n island off the southern
mother scale in vogue, the Euboic, from which coast of Gaul, one ofthe Stcechades.
Io distinguish them ; and that both the epithets
[ P H I L A D E L P H I A (<S>tXaSeX$eia, now Allah-shehi,vere derived, not from the place where the i. e., city of God). 1. A city of Lydia, on the
eale first originated but from '.he people whose Cogamus, at the foot ol Mount Tmolus, wnt
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loundedlri Attains Philadelphus, brother of Eu- er, born in Epirus, livedaftef Galen and betoiti
menes, king of Pergamus. The place suffered Oribasius, and therefore probably in the thinl
repeatedly from violent shocks of earthquakes, century after Christ. H e wrote several works,
and, in consequence, had, by the time of Strabo,of which, however, only a few fragments rebecome almost deserted. Tacitus mentions it main.
P H I L A M M O N (QiXbppuv), a mythical pcet and
among the'towns restored by Tiberius, after a
more than ordinary calamity of this kind. Phila: musician ofthe ante-Homeric period, was sas'
delphia was one ofthe Seven Churches of Asia to have been the son of Apollo and til" njiipli
mentioned in the Apocalypse At a later period Cliione,orPhilonis,orLeuconbia. Bytlie. ;zjmph
it made a gallant resistance to the Turks, but Agriope, who dwelt on Parnassus, he became
was finally sublued by Bajazet in A D 1390.— the father of Thamyris and Eumolpu s H e i»
2 (In the Old Testament, Rabbath A m m o n or closely associated with the worship of Apollo at
Rab'bah), the capital of.the Ammonites, situ- Delphi, and with the music ofthe citl ani. He
ated on the further side of the Jordan, taken is said to have established the choruses of girls,
from them by David. It was called Philadelphia who, in the Delphian worship of Apullo. sang
from Ptolemy Philadelphus, and is frequently hymns in which they celebrated the births of
mentioned by this name in Greek and Roman Latona (Leto), Diana (Artemis), and Apollo
Pausaniasrelatesthat in the most ancient muwriters. Vid. R A B B A T A M A N A . ]
sical contests at Delphi, thefirstwho conquered
P H I L A D E L P H U S (QiXddeXtyog), a surname of
was Chrysothemis of Crete, the second was
Ptolemaeus II., king of Egypt (vid. PTOLEJIZEUS),
and of Attalus II. of Pergamus. Vid. ATTALUS.Philammon, and the next after him his son
Thamyris.
[PHILZE (<vilat), an island in the Nile, to the
P H I L A R G Y R I U S JUNIUS, or P H I L A R G Y R U S , or JuSouth of Elephantine, and the southernmost
point of Egypt, inhabited in common by Egyp- NILIUS FLVGRIUS, an early commentator upon
tians and ^Ethiopians. The island was cover- Virgil, who wrote upon the Bucolics and Georged with temples and other splendid structures, ics. His observations are less elaborate than
for it was sacred to Isis, and in the little islandthose of Servius, and have descended to us in a
mutilated condition. The period when heflou'A B A T O S (q. v ) close to it was the tomb of Osiris:, from the magnificent ruins still existing in ished is altogether uncertain. They are printed
in the
tho island, it is now called Djesiret-el-Birbeh,
i. edition of Virgil by Burmann ; [and'in tha
edition ofthe commentaries of Servius by H. A.
e-, " Temple-island "]
Gbttingen, 1825-26.]
PHILZENI (<biXaivoi), two brothers, citizensLion,
of
Carthage, of w h o m the following story is told : P H I L E or PHILES, M A N U E L (MavovijX b $>iXijg),
A dispute having arisen between the Carthagini- a Byzantine poet, and a native of Ephesus, wan
ans and Cyrenaeans about their boundaries, it born about A.D 1275, and died about 1340. His
was agreed that deputies should start at a fixed poem, De Animalium Proprietatc, chiefly extracttime from each ofthe cities, and that the place ed fromzElian, is edited by Dia Paw, Traj.Rhen.,
of their meeting, wherever it might be, should 1739; [and with a revised text by Lehrs andDiibthenceforth form the limit ofthe two territories. ner in the Bucolici Giaaci. lorming part of DiThe Philaeni were appointed for this service on dot's Bibliotheca Graeca, Paris, 1846 ;] and his
the part of the Carthaginians, and advanced other poems on various subjects are edited by
much further than the Cyrensean party. The Wernsdorf, Lips , 1768
Cyrensaans accused theni of having set forth be- PHILEAS (QiXeag). 1 A Greek geographer of
fore the time agreed upon, but at length con- Athens, whose time canriotbe determined with
sented to accept the spot which they had reach- certainty, but who probably belonged to the oldei
ed as a boundary line, if the Philaeni would sub-period of Athenian literature. •' H e was the aumit to be buried alive there in the sand. Should thor of a Periplus, which was divided into two
they decline the offer, they were willing, they parts, one on Asia, and the other on Europe.—said, on their side, if permitted to advance as [2. Of Tarentum, having been sent as ambassa
far as they pleased, to purchase for Cyrene an dor to Rome, he persuaded his countrymen, who
extension of territory by a similar death. The were there detained as hostages, to make their
Philaeni accordingly then and there devoted escape, which they effected by his aid; but, havthemselves for their country in the way pro- ing been overtaken at Terracina, tbey were
posed. The Carthaginians paid high honors tc brought back to Rome, scourged, and thrown
their memory, and erected altars to them where from the Tarpeian rock.]
P H I L E M O N ($iXr/pav). 1. An aged Phrygian
they had died ; and from these, even long after
all traces of them had vanished, the place still and husband of Baucis. Once upon a time,
continued to be called " T h e Altars ofthe Phi- Jupiter (Zeus) and Mercury (Hermes), assumlaeni." Our main authority for this story is Sal- ing the appearance of ordinary mortals, visited
lust, who probably derived his information from Phrygia ; but no one was willing to receive the
African traditions during the time that he was strangers, until the hospitable hut of Philemon
proconsul of Numidia, and at least three hund- and Baucis was opened to them, where the two
red years after the event. W e can not, there- gods were kindly treated. Jupiter (Zeus) refore, accept it unreservedly. The Greek name warded the good old couple by taking them to
by which the heroic brothers have become known an eminence, while all the neighboring district
to us—QiXaivoi, or lovers of praise—seems was visited with a sudden inundation. O n that
eminence Jupiter (Zeus) appointed them the
clearly to have been framed to suit the tale
[PHIL-SHIS (QlXaiog), a son ofthe Telamonianguardians of his temple, and allowed them both
\jax and Tecmessa, from w h o m the Attic de- to die at the same moment, and then metamorphosed them into trees.—2. An Athenian
mus of Philaidaa derived its name.]
poet of the N e w Comedy, was the son of D a
PHILAGRIU s (<S>tXdypiog), a G reek medical writ641
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•non, and a. native of. Soli in Cilicia, but at anm Paphlagonia, and a eunuch. -He is first raea
early age went to Athens, and there received tioned in the service of Docimus, the.general of
the citizenship. H eflourishedin the reign of Antigonus, from whioh'.he passed into that ol
Alexander, a little earlier than Menander, whom,Lysimachus, who intrustfidhim with the charge
however, he lohg survived. H e began to ex- ofthe treasures-which he had deposited in the
hibit about B C. 330. H e was the first poet of strong fortress of Pergamus. Toward the end
the N e w Comedy in order of time, and the sec- ofthe reign of Lysimachus he declared in favor
ond in Ceiebrity ; and he shares with Menander of Seleucus, and,, after the death of the lattei
the honor ot its invention, or, rather, of reduc-(B.C. 280), he,took advantage of the disorders
ing it to a regular form Philemon lived nearly in Asia to establish himself in virtual independone hundred years. The manner of his death is ence. At his death he transmitted the governdifferently related : some ascribing it. to excess-ment of Pergamus, as an independent state, to
ive laughter at a ludicrous incident; others to his nephew Eumenes. H e lived to the age o*
joy at obtaining a victory in a dramatic contest; eighty, and died apparently in 263.—2. An Athe
while another storyrepresentshim as quietly nian poet ofthe Middle Comecly. Some s.aid he
called away by the goddesses w h o m he served was the third son of Aristopuanes, but others
in the midst of the composition or representa- maintained that, it was Nieostratus. H e wrote
tion of his last and best work. Although.there twenty-one plays. [The fragments are collectcan be no doubt that Philemon was inferior to ed by Meineke, Comic. Grac. Fragm , vol. i., p
Menander as a poet, yet he was a greater favor- 640-5, edit minor.]
ite with the Athenians, and often conquered his • PHILETAS (<PiXnTug), of Cos, the son of Tele
rival in the dramatic contests. Vid. M E N A N D E R phus,' a distinguished Alexandrean poet and
The extant fragments of Philemon display much grammarian,flourishedduring the reign of the
liveliness, wit, eloquence, and-practical knowl- first Ptolemy, who appointed him tutor of his
edge of life. His favorite subjects seem to have son, Ptolemy II. Philadelphus. His death may
been love intrigues, and his characters were the be placed about B O. 280. Philetas seems to
standing ones of the N e w Comedy, with which have-been naturally.of a very weak constitution,
Plautus and Terence have made us familiar. which at last broke down under excessive study
Tks irimber of his plays was ninety-seven ; the H e was. so'remarkably thin as to becqme an
number of extant titles, after the doubtful.and object for the ridicule of the comic poets, who
spurious ones are rejected, amounts to about represented him as wearing leaden soles to his
£?.y-.three ; but it is very probable that some of shoes, to prevent his being blown away by a
fuese should be assigned to the younger Phile- strong .wind. His poetry was chiefly elegiac.
mon. .The fragments of Philemon are printed Of all the writers in that department, he was
with those of Menander by Meineke, Berlin,1823,esteemed the best after Callimachus, to w h o m
8vo, in his Fragmenta Comicorum. Gracorum,a .taste less pedantic than that of the AlexanBerol, 1841 ; [and by Fr, Diibner at the end of drean critics would probably have preferred him;
the Aristophanes in Didot's Bibliotheca Graeca, for, to judge by his fragments, he escaped the
Paris, 183,6 ]—3. The younger Philemon, also a snare of cumbrous learned affectation. These
poet of the N e w Comedy, was a son of the for^ two poets formed the chief models for the R o
mer, in whose fame nearly all that belongs to man elegy; nay, Propertius expressly states, in
him has been absorbed, so that, although.he was one passage, that he imitated Philetas in prefthe author of fifty-four dramas, there are only erence to Callimachus. The elegies of Philetaa
two short fragments, and not one. title, quoted were chiefly amatory, and a large portion of
expressly under his name.—4. The author of a them was devoted to the praises of his mistress
AEJIKOT rexvoXoyiKov, the extant portion ofwhich
Bittis, or, as the Latin poets give the name,
wasfirstedited by Burney, Lond., 1812, an'1 aft-Battis. Besides his poems, Philetas wrote in
erward by Osann; Berlin, 1821. The author in-prose on grammar and.criticism. His most im
forms us that his work was intended to. take the portant grammatical work was entitled "AraKra
place of a similar lexicon by the grammarian The fragments of Philetas have been collected
Hyperechius. The work of Hyperechius was by Bach, with those of Hermesianax and Phaarranged .in eight books, according to the eight nocles, Halis Sax., 1829.
different parts of speech. Philemon's lexicon
PHILEUS, an eminent Ionian architect, built
was a meagre epitome of this work, and the part the Mausoleum, in conjunction with S A T Y R U S ,
of it which is extant consists ofthe first,bookand the temple of Minerva (Athena) Polias at
and the'beginning ofthe second. Hyperechius Priene. The date, of the erection of the Maulived about the middle ofthe fifth century of our soleum was soon after B.C. 353, the jear in
era, and Philemon may probably' be placed in which Mausolus died ; that of the temple at
the seventh.
Priene must have been about twenty years later.
[PHILESIUS (QiXijaiog), an Achaean, an officer[PHILIADES (QiXiadng), a Messenian, father of
in the army of Cyrus the younger, and, after the Neon and ThrasyloChus, the partisans of Philip
treacherous capture of Clearchus and the other of Macedon. It is probable that Philiades him
generals by Tissaphernes, was chosen in the self was attached, to the same party, as he is
place of Menon. H e was selected with Sophaa- mentioned by Demosthenes in terms of connetus, as, being the two oldest generals, to con- tempt and aversion.]
duct the older men, the women and children,
[PHILINNA (QlXtvva) or PHILINE (SnA/w?)- land the sick from Trapezus by sea. H e is men- A female dancer of Larissa in Thessaly, was tha
tioned also in the Anabasis on several subse- mother of Arrhidae is by Philip of Macedon.
quent occasions.]
•• .
2. Mother of the. poet Theocritus.]
P H I L E T E R U S (QiXeraipog). 1. Founder.of the PHILINUS (•btXlvog). 1. A Greek of Agrigen
Kingdom of Pergamus, was a native of.Tieium turn, accompanied Hannibal in his catrpaigm
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iguinst R o m e , and wrote a history ofthe Punic were aided by trie Athenians, B.C. 43S5.--2 sou
wars, in which he exhibited m u c h partiality of Herod the Great, king of Judea, by his wiit
toward Carthage — 2 . A n Attic orator, a con- Cleopatra, w a s appointed by his father's will
temporary of Demosthenes and Lycurgus. H e tetrarch of Ituraea and Trachoritis, tha i-iovci
is mentioned by Demosthenes in his oration eignty ofwhich w a s confirmed io him by the
against Midias, w h o calls him the son of Nieos- decision of Augustus. H e conti :• ed to Veigr
tratus, and says that he w a s trierarch with him. over the dominions thus intrusted to his charge
Three orations of Philinus are mentioned by for thirty-seven years (B.C. 4-A.D. 34)
Hi
Ihe grammarians — 3 . A Greek physician, born founded the city of Caasarea, surnamed Paneas
in the island of Cos, and the reputed founder but more commonly known as Caasarea Philippi
ofthe sect ofthe Empirici, probably lived in the near the sources of the Jordan, which he nanier
third century B.C. H e wrote a work on part in honor of Augustus. Vid. C Z E S A R E A , N O . 2 —
of the Hippocratic collection, and also one on 3. Son of Herod the Great by Mariamne, whose
botany.
proper n a m e w a s Herodes Philippus. H e musl
PHILIPPI (•Vi?uiriroi:fyiXiirirevg,QiXnrirrioiog,
not be confounded with the preceding Philip.
QiXiirtrnvog: n o w Filibah or Felibejik), a celeH e w a s thefirsthusband of Herodias, w h o aftbrated city in Macedonia adjecta (vid. p. 464, a),erward divorced him, contrary to the Jewish
w a s situated on a steep height of Mount Pan- law, and married his half brother, Herod Antigaeus, and on the River Gangas or Gangites, pas. It is Herod Philip, and not the preceding,
between the rivers Nestus and Strymon. It w h o is meant by the Evangelists (Matt, xiv., 3 ;
w a s founded by Philip on the site of an ancient Mark, vi , 1 7 ; Luke, iii, 19) w h e n they speali
town C R E N I D E S (Kpnvideg), a colony of the Tha- of Philip, the brother of Herod.
sians, w h o settled here on account of the valuable gold mines in the neighborhood. Philippi II. Kings of Macedonia.
is celebrated in history in consequence of the
victory gained here by Octavianus and Antony I. Son of Argaaus, was the third king, aeeoiu
over Brutus and Cassius, B.C. 42, and as the ing to Herodotus and Thucydides, who, not
place where the Apostle Paulfirstpreached the reckoning C A R A N U S and his two immediate sucGospel in Europe, A D. 53. T h e church at cessors (Ccenus and Thurimas or Turimmas).
Philippi soon became one ofthe most important look upon Perdiccas I. as the founder of the
of the early Christian churches: one of Saint monarchy. Philip left a son, named Aeropus,
Paul's Epistles is addressed to it. It was m a d e w h o succeeded him — I I . Youngest son of
a R o m a n colony by Octavianus after the vic- Amyntas II. and Eurydice, reigned B.C. 359tory over Brutus and Cassius, under the n a m e 336. H e w a s born in 382, and w a s brought up
of Colonia Augusta Julia Philippensis; and it at Thebes, whither he had been carried as a
continued to be under the empire a flourishing hostage by Pelopidas, and where he received a
snd important city. Its sea-port was Datum or most careful education. Upon the death of his
brother Perdiccas III., w h o w a s slain in battle
Datus on the Strymonic Gulf.
against the Illyriaiis, Philip obtained the govP H I L I P P I N E S (^iXiiririSng).
1. Vid. PHIDIPPID E S — 2 Of Athens, the son of philocles, is men- ernment of Macedonia, atfirs,merely as regent
tioned as one of the six principal comic poets and guardian to his infant nephew Amyntas;
of the N e w C o m e d y by the grammarians. H e but at the end of a few months he was enabled
flourished about B.C. 323. Philippides seems to set aside the claims ofthe young prince, and
to have deserved the rank assigned to him, as to assume for himself the title of king. Maceone of the best poets of the N e w Comedy. H e donia was beset by dangers on every side. Its
attacked the luxury and corruptions of his age, territory w a s ravaged by the Illyrians on the
defended the privileges of his art, and m a d e use west, and the Paaonians on the north, while
of personal satire with a spirit approaching to Pausanias and Argaaus took advantage of the
that of the Old Comedy. His death is said to crisis to put forward their pretensions to the
have been caused by excessive joy at an unex- throne. Philip w a s fully equal to the emergenpected victory: similar tales are told of the cy. B y his tact and eloquence he sustained the
deaths of other poets, as,forexample, Sopho- failing spirits of the Macedonians, while at the
cles, Alexis; and Philemon. The number of his same time he introduced among them a stricter
dramas is stated at forty-five. There are fif- military discipline, and organized their army on
teen titles extant. [Theftagments of his plays the plan of the phalanx. H e first turned his
are collected by Meineke, vol. ii., p. 1116-24, arn. against Argaaus, the most formidable of
the pretenders, since he w a s supported by the
edit, minor.]
Athenians H e defeated Argaaus in battle, and
PHILIPPOPOLIS (fbiXnTirbiroXig: n o w Philippovoli), an important town in Thrace, founded by then eonc'uered a peace with the Athenians.
Phiiip of Macedon on the site of a place previ- H e next attacked the Paaonians, w h o m he reously called Eumolpias or Poneropolis. It w a s duced to subjection, and immediately afterward
situated in a large plain southeast ofthe Hebrus, defeated the Illyrians in a decisive battle, and
on a hill with three summits, whence it w a s compelled them to accept a peace, by whi;;h
sometimes called Trimontium. Under the Ro- they lost a portion of their territory. Thus jn
m a n empire it w a s the capital of the province the short period of one year, and at the age of
of Thracia in its narrower sense, and one of the twenty-four, had Philip delivered himself from
his dangerous position, and provided for the semost important towns in the country.
PHILIPPUS (QlXiirirog) I. Minor historicalcurity
per- of his kingdom. But energy and talents
sons. 1. Son of Alexander I. of Macedonia, and such as his were not satisfied with mere secu
brother of Perdiccas II., against w h o m he re- rity, and henceforth his views were directed,
adied in conjunction with Derdas. T h e rebels not to defance, but to aggrandizement. His firs
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eftcrts wtre iVxte.i to obtain possession ot ii tions. roused the people to efforts against trie
the various 'j'ro^k cities upon the Macedonian c o m m o n enemy, not very vigorous atfirst,and
coast, SGO.I E,fler his accession he had with- fruitless in the end. In the course of three
drawn his gairison fiom Amphipolis, and had years Philip gained possession of all the Oh?'
declared it a free city, because the Athenians cidian cities, and the war w a s brought to a con
had supported Argaaus w h h the hope of recov- elusion by the capture of Olynthus itself in 3*.
ering Amohipolis, and his continuing to hold In thefollowingyear (346) he concluded peace
the place would have interposed difficulties in with the Athenians, and straightway marches'
the w a y of a peace with Athens, which was into Phocis, and brought the Phocian war to an
at that time an object of great importance end. T h e Phocian citias were destroyed, and
to him. But he had never meant seriously to their place in the Amphictyonic council was
abandon this important town; and accordingly, m a d e over to the king of Macedonia, w h o was
Having obtained pretexts for w a r with the A m - appointed also, jointly with the Thebans and
phipolitans, he laid Siege to the town, and gain- Thessalians, to the presidency of the Pythian
ed possession of it in 358. - T h e Athenians games. Ruling as he did over a barbaric nahad sent no assistance to Amphipolis, because tion, such a recognition of his Hellenic characPhilip, in a secret negotiation ivith the Athe- ter w a s of the greatest value to him, especially
nians, led them to believe that He w a s willing as he looked forward to an invasion ofthe Per
to restore the city to them w h e n he had taken sian empire in the n a m e of Greece, united unit, and would do so on condition of their mak- der him in a great national confederacy. D u r
ing him master of Pydna. After the capture ing the next few years Philip steadily pursuec
of Amphipolis, he proceeded at once to Pydna, his ambitious projects. F r o m 342 to 340 he
which seems to have yielded to him without w a s engaged in an expedition in Thrace, and
a struggle, and the acquisition of which, by attempted to bring under his power all the Greek
his o w n arms, and not through the Athenians, cities in that country In the last of these years
gave him a pretext for declining to stand by he laid siege to Perinthus and Byzantium ; b'lt
his secret engagement with them
T h e hos- the Athenians, w h o had long viewed Philip's
tile feeling which such conduct necessarily ex- aggrandizement with fear and alarm, n o w re
cited against him at Athens m a d e it most im- solved to send assistance to these cities. PhoDortant for him to secure the good will of the cion was appointed to the c o m m a n d ofthe armpowerful town of Olynthus, and to detach the ament destined for this service, and succeeded
Olyntbians from the Athenians. Accordingly, in compelling Philip to raise the siege of both
he garo to the Olyntbians the town of Potidaaa, the cities (339). Philip n o w proceeded to carry
which he took from the Athenians in 356. Soon on war against his northern neighbors, and
sfter this he attacked and took a settlement of seemed to give himself no further concern anout
lhe?hasians, called Crenides, and, having in- the affairs of Greece. But meanwhile his hiretroduced into the place a number of n e w col- lings were treacherously promoting his designs
onists, he named it Philippi after himself. O n e against the liberties of Greece. In 339 the A m great advantage of this acquisition was, that it phictyons declared w a r against the Locrians of
put him in possession of the gold mines of the Amphissa for having taken possession of a disdistrict. F r o m this point there is for some time trict of the sacred land; but as the genera.
a pause in the active operations of Philip In they had appointed to the c o m m a n d ofthe A m
352 he took Methone after a lengthened siege, phictyonic army w a s unable to effect any thing
in the course of which he himself lost an eye. against the enemy, the Amphictyons, at their
T h e capture of this place w a s a necessary pre- next meeting in 337, conferred upon Philip the
liminary in any movement toward the south, c o m m a n d of their army. Philip straightway
lying as it did between him and the Thessalian inarched through Thermopylaa and seized Elatea
border. H e n o w marched into Thessaly to aid T h e Athenians heard of his approach with alarm;
the Aleuadaa against Lycophron, the tyrant of they succeeded, mainly through the influence
Pheraa. T h e Phoeians sent a force to support of Demosthenes, in forming an alliance with the
Lycophron, but they were defeated by Philip, Thebans ; but their united army w a s defeated
and their general Onomarchus slain. -This vic- by Philip in the month of August, 338, in the
tory gave Philip the ascendency in Thessaly. decisive battle of Chaaronea, which put an end
H e established at Pherae what he wished the to the independence of Greece. Thebes paid
Greeks to consider a free government, and then dear for her resistance, but Athens was treated
advanced southward to Thermopylaa. T h e pass, with more favor than she could have expected
however, he found guarded by a strong Athe- Philip n o w seemed to have within his reach the
nian force, and he w a s compelled, or at least accomplishment of the great object of his amthought it expedient, to retire. H e n o w turned bition, the invasion and conquest of the Perhis arms against Thrace, and succeeded in es- sian empire. In a congress held at Corinth,
tablishing his ascendency in that country also. which w a s attended by deputies from every
Meanwhile Philip's movements in Thessaly had Grecian state with the exception of Sparta, wai
opened the eyes of Demosthenes to the real with Persia w a s determined on, and the king
danger of Athens and Greece, and hisfirstPhil- of Macedonia w a s appointed to c o m m a n d the
ippic (delivered in 352) w a s his earliest attempt forces of the national confederacy. In 337,
to rouse his countrymen to energetic efforts Philip's marriage with Cleopatra, the daughter
against their enemy ; but he did not produce of Attalus, one of his generals, led to the most
m u c h effect upon the Athenians. In 349 Philip serious disturbances in his family. Olympias
commenced his attacks on the Chalcidian cities. and Alexander withdrew in great indignation
Olynthus, in alarm, applied to Athens for aid, |from Macedonia; and though they returned
and Demostheres. in his three Olynthiac ora- h o m e soon afterward, they continued to be o?
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Hostile terms with Philip. Meanwhile, hts prepi. the Achaaans and Aratus'by the /Etolians, tr"
arations for. his Asiatic, expedition were not former applied for aid to Philip. This w a
neglected, and early in 336 he sent-forces into granted; and for the next three years Philii,
Asia; under Parmenion, ts draw over the. Greek conducted with distinguished success the w a ;
cities to his aause. But in the s u m m e r of this against the zEtolians. This war, usually callei
year he wa? murdered at a grand festival which the Social war.was brought to a conclusion in
he held at /Egae; to solemnize the nuptials of 217, and at once gained for Philip a distinguish
his daughter with Alexander of Epirus. His ed reputation throughout Greece, while his clem
murderer w a s a youth of noble blood, named ency and moderation secured him an equal meas
Pausanias, w h o stabbed him as he w a s walking ure of popularity. But a chaage came ovei his
in the procession. T h e assassin w a s immedi- character soon after the close of the Social war
ately pursued and slain by some of, the royal H e became suspicious- ana cruel; and having
guards. His motive for the deed is stated by Ar- become jealous of his former friend and counistotle to have been private resentment against sellor Aratus, he caused him to be removed by
Philip, to w h o m he had complained in vain of a a slow and secret poison in 213. Meantime he
gross outrage offered to him by Attalus. Olym- had become engaged in war with the R o m a n s
pias and Alexander, however, were suspected In 215 he concluded an alliance with Hannibal •
of being implicated in the plot. Vid O L Y M P I A S . but he did not prosecute the war with any acPhilip died in the forty-seventh year of his age tivity against the Romans, w h o on their part
and the twenty-fourth of his reign, and was suc- were too m u c h engaged with their formidable
ceeded by Alexander the Great. Philip had a adversary in Italy to send any powerful armagreat number of wives and concubines. Be- ment against the Macedonian king. In 211 the
sides Olympias and Cleopatra, w e m a y m e n war assumed a n e w character in consequence
tion, 1. hisfirstwife Audata, an Illyrian ptin of the alliance, entered into by the R o m a n s
cess, and the mother of Cynane ; 2. Phila, sister with the zEtolians. It w a s n o w carried on with
of Derdas and Machatas, a princess of Elymi- greater vigor and alternate success; but as Philotis; 3 Nieesipolis of Pheraa, .the mother of ip gained several advantages over the /Etolians,
Thessalonica ; 4. Philinna of Larissa, the mother the latter people m a d e peace with Philip in 205
of Arrhidaeus ; 5 Meda, daughter of Cithelas, In the course of the same year the R o m a n s like
king of Thrace ; 6. Arsinoe, the mother of Ptol- wise concluded a peace with Philip, as they
e m y I., king of Egypt, with w h o m she was preg- were desirous to give their undivided attention
nant .when she married Lagus. T o these nu- to the war - in Africa. It is probable that both
merous connections temperament as well as parties looked upon this peace as little more
policy seems to have inclined him
H e was than a suspension of hostilities. Such was
strongly addicted, indeed, to sensual enjoyment clearly the view with which the R o m a n s had
»f every kind ; but his passions, however strong, accepted it; and Thilip not only proceeded to
were always kept in subjection to his interests cany out his views for his o w n aggrandizement
and ambitious views. H e was fond of science in Greece, without any regard to the R o m a n aland literature, in the patronage of which he ap- liances in that country, but he even sent a body
pears to have been liberal; and his apprecia- of auxiliaries to the Carthaginians in Africa,
tion of great minds is shown by his connection w h o fought at Z a m a under Hannibal. A s soon
with Aristotle. In the pursuit of his political as the R o m a n s had brought the second Punic
objects he was, as w e have seen, unscrupulous, war to an end, they again declared war against
and ever ready to resort to duplicity and coirup- Philip, 200. This war lasted between three
tion; but when w e consider his humanity and and four years, and w a s brought, to an end by
generous clemency, w e m a y admit that he does the defeat of Philip by the consul Flamininus at
not appear to disadvantage, even morally speak- the battle of Cynoscephalaa in the autumn of 197.
ing, by, the side of his fellow-conquerors of man- Vid. F L A M I N I N U S . B y the peace finally granted
kind.—III. T h e n a m e of Philip was bestowed to Philip (196), the king w a s compelled to abanby the Macedonian army upon Arrhidaeus, the don all his conquests, both in Europe and Asia,
bastard son of Philip II., when he was raised surrender his whole fleet to :the R o m a n s , and
to the throne after the death of Alexander limit his standing army to five thousand m e n ,
the Great H e accordingly appears in the list besides paying a s u m of one thousand talents
of Macedonian kings as Philip III. For his Philip w a s n o w effectually humbled, and enlife and reign, vid A R R H I D Z E U S . — I V . Eldest son deavored to cultivate the ik'endship of the allof Cassander, w h o m he succeeded on the throne poweiful republic. But toward the end of his
B.C. 296. H e reigned only a few months, and reign he determined to tij once more the forw a s carried off by a consumptive disorder.—V. tune of war, and began to m a k e active preparaSon of Demetrius II ,reignedB.C. 220-178. H e tions for this purpose. - His declining years
w a s only eight years old at the death of his fa- were embittered by the disputes between his
ther Demetrius (229), and the sovereign power sons Perseus and Demetrius ; and,the former,
was consequently assumed, by his uncle Antigo- by forged letters, at length persuaded the king
nus Dcson,, w h o , though he certainly ruled as that Demetrius w a s plotting against his life,
king rather than merely as guardian of his neph- and induced him to consent to the execution of
ew, W'as faithful to the interests of Philip, to the unhappy prince Philip was struck w u h the
w h o m he transferred the sovereignty at his deepest grief and remorse w h e n he afterward
death in 220, to the exclusion of his o w n chil- discovered the deceit that had boei practiced
dren. Philip w a s only seventeen years old at upon him. H e believed himself to be haunted
the time of his accession, but he soon showed by the avenging spirit o£ Demetrius, and died
that he possessed ability and wisdom superior shortly after, imprecating curse« upos Perseis.-,
>o his years. In consequence of the defeat of His death took place ir 79, in tb«s fifty n.ntb
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"ear of his age, after a reign of nearly forty-two expedition against the Persians; and upon u.4
death of,the excellent Misitheus (vid MISITK
*ears.
EUS), he was'promoted to the vacant office c
III. Family ofthe Marcii Philippi.
praetorian prefect. H e availed himself of the
1. Q. M A R C I U S PHILIPPUC, praetor 188, with influence of his high office to etcite disconter.1
Sicily as his province, and consul 186, when he among the soldiers, who at length assassinated
carried on war in Liguria.with his colleague Gordian, and proclaimed Philippus emperor, 244.
Sp. Postumius Albinus. H e was defeated by Philippus proclaimed his son Caasar, concluded
the enemy in the country of the Apuani, and the a disgraceful peace with Sapor,foundedthe city
recollection of his defeat was preserved by the of Philippopolis, and then relumed to Rome.
name of the saltus Marcius. In 169 Philippus In 245 he was engaged in prosecuting a sucwas consul a second time, and carried on the cessful war, against the Carpi on the Danube,
war in Macedonia against Perseus, but accom- In 248, rebellions, headed by Iotapinus and Maplished nothing of importance. Vid. PERSEUS. rinus, broke out simultaneously in the East and
In 164 Philippus was censor with L. zEmilius in Mcesia. Both pretenders speedily perished,
Paulus, and in his censorship he set up in the but Decius, having been dispatched to recall
city a new sun-dial — 2 . L. M A R C I U S PHILIPPUS, the legions on the Danube to their duty, Was
was a tribune of the plebs 104, when he brought himself forcibly invested with the purple by the
forward an agrarian law, and was consul in 91 troops, and compelled by them to marcii upon
with Sex. Julius Caasar. In this year Philip- Italy. Philippus, having gone forth to encounpus, who belonged to the popular party, op- ter his rival, was slain near Verona either in
posed with the greatest vigor the measures of battle or by his own soldiers. The great dothe tribune Drusus, who at first enjoyed the full mestic event of the reign of Philippus was the
confidence of the senate. But his opposition exhibition of the secular games, which were
was all in vain ; the laws of the tribune were celebrated with even more than the ordinary
carried. Soon afterward Drusus began to be degree of splendor, since R o m e had now, acregarded with mistrust and suspicion; Philip- cording to the received tradition, attained the
pus became reconciled to the senate, and on his thousandth year of her existence (A.D. 248).—
proposition a senatus consulturn was passed, 2. M JULIUS PHILIPPUS II., son ofthe foregoing,
declaring all the laws of Drusus to be null and was a boy of seven at the accession (244)' of
void,,0s having been carried against the auspi- his father, by w h o m he was proclaimed Caesar,
ces. Vid. D R U S U S . In the civil wars between and three years afterward (247) received the
Marius and Sulla, Philippus took no part. H e title of Augustus. In 249 he was slain, accordsurvived the death of Sulla; and he is men- ing to Zosimus, at the battle of Verona, or murtioned afterward as one of those who advocated dered, according to Victor, at R o m e by the praesending Pompey to conduct the war in Spain torians, when intelligence arrived w" the defeat
against Sertorius. Philippus was one of the and death of the emperor.
most distinguished orators of his time. (Hor , V. Literary.
Epist, i, 7, 46.) A s an orator he was reck1. Of Medma, in the south of Italy, a Greei
oned only inferior to Crassus and Antonius.
H e was a man of luxurious habits, which his astronomer, and a disciple of Plato. His obwealth enabled him to gratify: his fish-ponds servations, which were made in the Peloponwere particularly celebrated for their magnifi- nesus and in Locris, were used by the astroncence and extent, and are mentioned by the omers Hipparchus, Geminus the Rhodian, and
ancients along with those of Lucullus and Hor- Ptolemy.—2. Of Thessalonica, an epigrammattensius. Besides his son, L. Philippus, who is ic poet, who, besides composing a large numspoken of below, he had a step-son, Gellius Pub- ber of epigrams himself, compiled one of the
ancient Greek Anthologies. The whole numlicola. Vid. P U B L I C O L A — 3 . L. M A R C I U S PHILIPPUS, son of the preceding, was consul in 56. ber of epigrams' ascribed to him in the Greek
Upon the death of C. Octavius, the father of Anthology is nearly ninety; but of these, six
Augustus, Philippus married his widow Atia, (Nos. 36^1) ought to be ascribed to Lucillius,
and thus became the step-father of Augustus. and a few others are manifestly borrowed from
Philippus was a timid man. Notwithstanding earlier poets, while others are mere imitations.
his close connection with Caasar's family, he re- The Anthology ('AvBoXoyia) of Philip, in imitamained neutral in the civil wars; and after the tion of that of Meleager, and as a sort of supassassination of Caasar, he endeavored to dis- plement to it, contains chiefly the epigrams of
suade his step-son, the young Octavianus, from poets who lived in, or shortly before, tbe time
accepting the inheritance which the dictator had of Philip. The earliest of these poets seems to
left him. H e lived till his step-son had acquired be Philodemus, the contemporary of Cicero, and
the supremacy of the Roman world. H e re- the latest Automedon, who probably flourished
stored the temple of Hercules and the Muses, under Nerva. Hence it is inferred that Philip
and surrounded it with a colonnade, which is flourished under Trajan.
frequently mentioned under the name of Porti- PHILISOUS (QtkiaKog). 1. A n Athenian poet
cus Philippi. (Clari monimenta Philippi,ofthe
Ov., Middle Comedy, of w h o m little is known.
H e must have flourished about B C 400, or a
Fast., vi., 801.)
little later, as his portrait was painted by ParIV. Emperors of Rome
rhasius.—2. Of Miletus, an orator or rhetorician,
1. M. JULIUS PHILIPPUS I., Roman emperor and the disciple of Isocrates, wrote a life ofthe
A.D. 244-249, was an Arabian by birth, and en- orator Lycurgus, and an epitaph on Lysias —
terec the Roman army, in which he rose to high 3. Of zEgina, a cynic philosopher, was the dis
•ank H e accompanied Gordianus III. in his ciple of Diogenes the Cynic, and the teachfr of
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vv xander in grammar.—4. Of Corcyra, a clis- works of anticraliy, though, unfortunately, only
ti'Kji.ished tragic poet, and one of the seven few fragments of it have come down to us. II
whu foimed the Tragic Pleiad at Alexandrea, consisted of two portions, which might be re
was, also a priest of Bacchus (Dionysus), and in garded either as two separate works, or M parts
that character he was present at the coronation of one great whole, a circumstance which ex
precession of Ptolemy Philadelphus in B.C. 284. plains the discrepancies in the statements ofthe
Ho wrotefortytwo dramas.—5. Of Rhodes, a number of books of which it was composed
sculptor, several of whose works were placed The first seven books comprised the general his
,n the temple of Apollo, adjoining the portico tory of Sicily, commencing from the earliesl
of Octavia at Rome. One of these statues was times, and ending with the capture of Agrigenthat ofthe gcd himself: the others were Lato- tum by the Carthaginians, B.C 406. The sec
na and Diana, the nine Muses, and another ond part, which formed a sequel to the first, constatue of Apollo, without drapery H e proba- tained the history ofthe elder Dionysius in foui
bly lived about B.C. 146. Tbe group of Muses, books, and that ofthe younger in two : the latfound in the villa of Cassius at Tivoli, is sup- ter was necessarily imperfect. In point of
posed by some to be a copy of that of Philiscus. style, Philistus is represented by the concurrent
Others take the beautiful statue at Florence, testimony of antiquity as imitating and even
known as the Apollino,forthe naked Apollo of closelyresemblingThucydides, though still fall
ing far short of his great model. The fragPhiliscus.
ments of Philistus have been collected by Goel[PHILISCUS (iiXioKog), a native of Abydus,
sent in B.C. 368 into Greece by Ariobarzanes to ler in an appendix to his work, De Situ et Origine
effect areconciliationbetween the Thebans and Syracusarum,lAos., 1818, and by C. Miiller, in the
Lacedaemonians, but he did not fully succeed in Fragmenta Hislosicorum Gracorum, Pai is, 1841.
PHILO (§iXav), 1. An A C A D E M I C philosopher,
bringing about the object of his mission. On
hi3 return to Asia he made himself master of was a native of Larissa and a disciple of Clitomachus.
After the conquest of Athens by Mitha number of Greek states, over which he exercised a tyrannical sway, till he was at length radates he removed to Rome, where he settled
assassinated at Lampsacus by Thersagoras and as a teacher of philosophy and rhetoric, and had
Cicero as one of his hearers.—2 BYBLIUS, also
Execestus.]
called H E R E N N I U S BYBLIUS, a Roman grammariPHILISTINZE FOSS.E.
Vid. P A D U S .
PHILISTION (QiXioriuv) 1. Of Nicaea orMag- an, and a native of Byblus in Phoenicia, as his
nesia, a mimographer, who flourished in the patronymic indicates, was born about the time
ime of Augustus, about A D. 7. H e was an of Nero, and lived to a good old age, having
actor as well as a writer of mimes, and is said written of the reign of Hadrian. H e wrote
to have died of excessive laughter — 2 . A phy- many works, which are cited by Suidas and othsdciar born either at one of the Greek towns in ers, but his name is chiefly memorable by his
jSioily or at Locri Epizephyrii in Italy, was tutor translation of the writings of the Phoenician
uo the physician Chrysippus of Cnidos, and the Sanchuniathon, of which considerable fragments
astronomor and physician Eudoxus, and there- have been preserved by Eusebius. Vid. SAHfore must have lived in the fourth century B C. C H U N I A T H O N . — 3 Of B Y Z A N T I U M , a celebrated
PHILISTUS (HXiarog), a Syracusan, son of Ar-mechanician, and a contemporary of Ctesibius
chonides or Archomenides, was born probably flourished about B.C. 146. H e wrote a work on
about B.C. 435. H e assisted Dionysius in ob- military engineering, of which the fourth and
taining the supreme power, and stood so high fifth books have come down to us, and are printin the favor ofthe tyrant that the latter intrust- ed in the Veterum. Mathematicorum Opera of
ed him with the charge of the citadel of Syra- Thevenot, Paris, 1693. There is also attributed
cuse ; but at a later period he excited the jeal- to this Philo a work On the Seven Wonders of the
ousy ofthe tyrant by marrying, without his con- World, but this work must have been written
sent, one of the daughters of his brother Lep- at a later time. The sewn wonders are the
tines, and was in consequence banished from Hanging Gardens, the Pyramids, the Statue of
Sicily. H e atfirstretired to Thurii, but after- Jupiter Olympius, the Walls of Babylon, the Coward established himself at Adria, where he lossus of Rhodes, the Temple of Diana (Artemis)
composed the historical work which has given at Ephesus, and, w e may presume from the pro
celebrity to his name, H e was recalled from osmium, tbe Mausoleum; but the lajt is enexile by the younger Dionysius soon after his tirely wanting, and we have only a fragment of
accession, and quickly succeeded in establishing the Ephesian temple. Edited by Orelli, Lips,
his influence over the mind of the latter. H e 1816—4. JUDZEUS, the Jew, was born at Alexexerted all his efforts to alienate Dionysius andrea, and was descended from a priestly famfrom his former friends, and not only caused ily of distinction. H e had already reached an
Plato to be sent back to Athens, but ultimately advanced age, when he went to R o m e (A.D. 40)
succeeded in effecting the banishment of Dion on an embassay to the Emperor Caligula, in oralso. Philistus was unfortunately absent from der to procure the revocation of tbe decree
Sicily when Dion first landed in the island, and which exacted from the Jews divine homage to
made himself master of Syracuse, B C. 356. the statue ofthe emperor. W e have no other
He afterward raised a powerfulfleet,with which particulars ofthe life of Philo worthy of record.
he gave battle to the Syracusans, but having His most important works treat ofthe books of
been defeated, and finding himself cut off from Moses, and are generally cited under different
all hopes of escape, he put an end to his own -ife titles. His great object was to reconcile the
to avoid falling into the hands of his enraged sacred Scriptures with the doctrines of the
eountrymen. Philistus wrote a history of Sicily, Greek philosophy, and to point out the conwhich was one ofthe most celebrated I atorical formitv between the iwo. H e r .aintained thai
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the ti.utlamental truths ofGreek philosophy were painter, mentioned by Pliny, is supposed 11 f t.«
Jenvetl from the Mosaic revelation, and in or- modern writers on art to be the same person as
der to make the latter agree more perfectly with the brother of zEsehines, of whose artistic perthe former, he had recourse to an allegorical in- formances Demosthenes speaks contemptuousterpretation ofthe books of Moses. Philo may y, but w h o m Ulpian ranks with the most dig
therefore be regarded as a precursor ofthe Neo- tinguished painters.
Platonic philosophy. The best edition of his
[PHILOOHARIDAS (iiXoxapirtog), a Lacedaamo
works is by Mangey, Lond , 1742, 2 vols. fol.—nian of distinction, son of Eryxidaidas, employ5. A M E G A R I A N philosopher, was a disciple of ed on several embassies during the PeloponDiodoius Cronus, and a friend of Zeno — 6 . Of nesian war.]
T A R S U S in Cilicia, a celebrated physician, frePHILSOHORUS ($iXbxopog), a celebrated Athequently quoted by Galen and others.—7. A R T - nian writer, chiefly known by his Atthis, or work
ISTS. (1.) Son of Antipater, a statuary who on the legends, antiquities, and history of Attica.
lived in the time of Alexander the Great, and H e was a person of considerable importance in
made the statue of Hephaestion, and also the his native city, and was put to death by Antigostatue of Jupiter (Zeus) Ourios, which stood on nus Gonatas when the latter obtained possession
the shore of the Black Sea, at the entrance of of Athens, about B.C. 260. His Atthis consistthe Bosporus, near Chalcedon, and formed an ed of seventeen books, and related the history
important landmark for sailors. It was still per- of Attica from the earliest times to the reign
fect in the time of Cicero (in Verr., iv., 58), and
of Antiochus Theos, B C. 261. The work it
the base has been preserved to modern times, frequently quoted by the scholiasts, lexicograbearing an inscription of eight elegiac verses.— phers, as well as other later authors. H e also
(2) A very eminent architect at Athens in the wrote many other works, the titles ofwhich are
time of the immediate successors of Alexander. preserved by Suidas and the grammarians. The
H e built for Demetrius Phalereus, about B.C. fragments of Phiiochorus have been published
318, the portico of twelve Doric columns to the by Siebelis, Lips., 1811, and by Muller, Paris
great temple at Eleusis. H e also constructed 1841.
for the Athenians, under the administration of
PHILOCLES (QiXoKXijg). 1. A n Athenian tragic
Lycurgus, a basin (armamentarium) in the Piraapoet, the sister's son of zEschylus ; his father'*
us, in which one thousand ships could lie. This name was Philopithes. H e is said to have comwork, which' excited the greatest admiration, posed one hundred tragedies. In the general
was destroyed in the taking of Athens by Sulla. character of his plays he was an imitator of
PHILO, Q. PUBLILIUS, a distinguished general zEschylus ; and that he was not unworthy of
in the Samnite wars, and the author of one of his great master, may be inferred from the fact
the great reforms in the Roman constitution. H e that he gained a victory over Sophocles, when
was consul B C. 339, with Ti. zEmilius Mamer- the latter exhibited his (Edipus Tyrannus, B.C.
iinus, and defeated the Latins, over w h o m he 429. Philocles was frequently ridiculed by the
triumphed. In the same year he was appointed comic poets. — [2. An Athenian officer, joined
dictator by his colleague zEmilius Mameieinus, with Conon in command of the Athenian fleet
and, as such, proposed the celebrated Publiliaafter the battle of the Arginusaa. H e was of a
Leges, which abolished the power of the patri-cruel disposition, and was the author of the
cian assembly of the curiae, and elevated the proposal for the mutilation ofthe prisoners taken
plebeians to an equality with the patricians for in an intended naval battle. Having fallen into
all practical purposes. (Vid Diet, of Antiq., art.
the hands of Lysander at the battle of zEgosPUBLILI/G LEGES.) In 337 Philo was the firstpotami in B.C. 405, he was put to death by him.
plebeian praetor, and in 332 he was censor with — 3 . An officer and friend of Philip V. of MaceSp. Posturnius Albinus. In 327 he was consul donia, by w h o m he was employed m several
a second time, and carried on war in the south embassies, and who intrusted to him the task
of Italy. H e was continued in the command of succoring Eretria against the Romans and
for the following year with the title of procon- others. H e subsequently allowed h imself to be
sul, thefirstinstance iu R o m a n history in which bribed to make a false report against Demetrius,
a person was invested with proconsular power. the son of Philip (vid. PHILIPPUS V.), and so
H e took Palaepolis in 326. In 320 he was con- caused his death : for this he was tortured ana
sul a third time, with L. Papirius Cursor, and put to death by Philip ]
carried on the war with success against the
PHILOORATES (QiXoKpdrng), an Athenian oraSamnites.
tor, was one ofthe venal supporters of Philip in
PHILO, VETURIUS.
1. L., consul B.C.
220 opposition to Demosthenes.
with C Lutatius Catulus ; dictator 217, for the
PHILOCTETES (fyiXoKTr/rrig), a son of Pceas
purpose of holding the comitia ; and censor 210 (whence he is called Pasa.ntiai.es, Ov., Met, xiii.
with P. Licinius Crassus Dives, and died while 313) and Demonassa, the most celebrated archer
holding this office.—2. L., praator 209, with Cis- in theTrojanwar. H e led the warriors fromMealpine Gaul as his province. In 207 he served thone, Thaumacia, Melibcea, and Olizon, against
under Claudius Nero and Livius Salinator in the Troy, in seven ships. But on his voyage thither
campaign against Hasdruhil. In 206 he was he was left behind by his men in the island of
consul with Q. Caacilius Metellus, and, in con- Lemnos, because he was ill of a wound which
junction with his colleague, carried on the war he bad received from the bite of a snake; and
against Hannibal in Bruttium. H e accompanied Medon, the son of Oileus and Rhere, undertook
Seipio to Africa, and after the battle of Zama, the command of his troops. This s all that the
202, was sent to Rome to announce the news Homeric poems relate of Philoctetes, with tha
of Hannibal's defeat.
addition that he returned home in safety; bu
P H I L O C H A R E S (QtXoxdpng), a distinguishedthe cyclic and tragic poets have added numer
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BUS details to the story. T h u s they relate tha.
P H I L O L A U * ($tX6Xaog), a distinguished Pythahe w a s the friend and armor-bearer of Her- gorean philosopher, w a s a native, of Croton oi
cules, w h o instructed him in the use ofthe bow, Tarentum. H e w a s a contemporary of Socand w h o bequeathed to him his bow, with the rates, and the instructor of Simmias and Cebes
poisoned arrows. These presents were a re- at Thebes, where he appears to have lived many
ward for his having erected and setfireto the years. Pythagoras and his earliest succtssora
pile on Mount (Eta, where Hercules burned did not commit any of their doctrines to writ
himself. Philoctetes w a s also one of the suit- ing; and the first publication of the Pythafio
ors of Helen, and thus took part in the Trojan rean doctrines is pretty uniformly attributed to
war. O n his voyage to Troy, while staying in Philolaus. H e composed a work on the Pythathe island of Chryse, he, w a s bitten by a snake. gorean philosophy in three books, which Plato is
This misfortune happened to him w h e n he w a s said to have procured at the cost of one hundshowing to the Greeks the altar of Minerva red minae through Dion of Syracuse, w h o pur(Athena) Chryse, or while he w a s looking at the chased it from Philolaus, w h o w a s at the time
tomb of Troilus in the temple of Apollo T h y m - in deep poverty. Other versions of the story
braeus, or as he w a s pointing out to his com- represent Plato as purchasing it himself from
panions the altar of Hercules. According to Philolaus or his relatives when in Sicily. Plata
some accounts, the wound in his foot w a s not is said to have derived from this work the greatinflicted by a serpent, but by his o w n poisoned er part of his Timaeus. [Several fragments of
arrows. T h e wound is said to have become this work, in the Doric dialect, have been preulcerated, and to have produced such an intol- served, and these have been collected and editerable stench, that the Greeks, on the advice of ed by Boeckh, Berlin, 1819 ]
Ulysses, abandoned Philoctetes, and left him
[ P H I L O M E D U S A (QiXouiSovca), wife of Areithalone on the solitary coast of Lemnos. H e re- ous and mother of Menesthius.]
mained in this island till the tenth year of the
P H I L O M E L A (§iXopijXa), daughter of King PanTrojan war, w h e n Ulysses and Diomedes [ac- dion in Attica, w h o , being dishonored by her
cording to Sophocles, Ulysses and Neoptolemus] brother-in-law Tereus, w a s metamorphosed into
came to fetch him to Troy, as an oracle had de- anightingale T h e story isgivenunderTEREus.
clared that the city could not be taken without
[ P H I L O M E L I D E S (<viXopn?i.ei6ng, properly son ol
the arrows of Hercules. H e accompanied these Philomela), a king in Lesbos, w h o compelled hii/
heroes to Troy, and on his arrival Apollo sent guests to wrestle with him, w a s vanquished by
him into a deep sleep, during which Machaon Ulysses ]
(or Podalirius, or both, or zEsculapius himself)
P H I L O M E L I U M or P H I L O M E ' L U M (QiXoubXtov, or
cut ouj the wound, washed it with wine, and in the Pisidian dialect, ^iXopnbn: QiXopnXevg,
applied healing herbs to it. Philoctetes w a s Philomelensis or Philomeliensis ; probably Ak
thus cured, and scion after slew Paris, where- Shehr, ruins), a city of Phrygia Paroreios, on the
upon Troy fell into the hands of the Greeks. borders of Lycaonia and Pisidia, said to have
O n his return from Troy he is said to have been been named from the numbers of nightingales
east upon the coast of Italy, where he settled, in its neighborhood. It is mentioned several
and built Petelia and Crimissa. In the latter times by Cicero. According to the division of
place he founded a sanctuary of Apollo Alaaus, the provinces under Constantine, it belonged to
to w h o m he dedicated his bow.
Pisidia. It is still found mentioned at the time
[ P H I L O O Y P R U S ($i\6Kvirpog), father of Aristo-ofthe Crusades by the n a m e of Philomene.
pyprus, king of Soli in Cyprus, contemporary
P H I L O M E L U S (<biX6pyXog), a general ofthe Phoand'friend of Solon, w h o celebrated his praises eians in the Phocian or Sacred war, w a s the
in an elegiic poem ]
person w h o persuaded his countrymen to seize
P H I L O D E M U S (<l>iXbdiipog), of Gadara in Palesthe temple of Delphi, and to apply therichesof
tine, an Epicurean philosopher and epigram- the temple to the purpose of defending themmatic poet, contemporary with Cicero. T h e selves against the Amphictyonicforces,B.C.
Greek Anthology contains thirty four of his epi- 357. H e commanded the Phoeians during the
grams, which are chiefly of a light and amatory early years of the war, but w a s slain in battle
character, and which quite bear out Cicero's in 353. H e w a s succeeded in the c o m m a n d by
statements concerning the licentiousness of his his brother Onomarchus.
matter and the elegance of his manner. (Cic.
P H I L O N I D E S (QiXuvlbng), an Athenian poet cf
in Pis., 28, 29 ) Philodemus is also mentioned the Old Comedy, w h o is, however, better k n o w n
by Horace (Sat, i., 2, 121).
on account of bis connection with the literary
[ P H I L O D E M U S (QiXobnuog). 1. O f the borough history of Aristophanes. It is generally stated
of Paeania, father-in-law ofthe orator zEsehines. that Philonides w a s an actor of Aristophanes,
— 2 . A n Argive, sent by Hieronymus, king of w h o is said to have committed to him and to
Syracuse, to Hannibal in B.C. 215 to propose Callistratus his chief characters ; but the best
an alliance. In B.C. 212, w h e n Marcellus w a s modern critics have shown that this is an erro
besieging Syracuse, Philodemus w a s governor neous statement, and that the true state ofthe
of the fort Euryalus on Epipolaa, and this he case is, that several ofthe plays of Aristophanef
surrendered to the R o m a n s on condition that were brought out in the names of Callistratus
he and his garrison should be allowed to depart and Philonides. W e learn from Aristophanes
uninjured to join Epicydes in Achradina.]
himself, not only the fact that he brought out
[PHILCETIUS (QiXohiog), the celebrated cow- his early plays in the names of other poets, but
herd of Ulysses, frequently mentioned in the also his reasons for so doing. In the Parabasii
Odyssey : he recognized Ulysses on his return oi the Knights (v., 514), he states that he had
to Ithaca, and, along with Eumaeus, aided him pursued this course, not from want of thought.
n overcoming the suitors.,
but from a sense of tho difficulty of his profes
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*!on, and from a fear that he might sisifer from tifications ofthe city, abolished the ins,itv.»u
thatficklenessof taste which the Athenians of Lycurgus, and competed the citizens io acVp'
had -shown toward other poets, as Magrres, the Achaean laws in their stead In 183 th:
Crates, and Cralinus. It appears that Aris- Mest-anians revolted from the Achaaan league
tophanes used the name of Philonides, proba- Philopoemen, who was general of the league foi
bly, for the Clouds, and certainly for tbe Wasps,the eighth time, hastily collected a body of cavthe Proagon, the Amphiaraus, and the Frogs.
alry, and pressedforwardto Messene. H e fe •
The Dataleis, the Babylonians, the Acharnians,
in with a large body of Messenian troops, fcj
the Birds, and the Lysistrala were brought out
w h o m he was taken prisonei and carried le
in the name of Callistratus. Of the extant Messene. Here he was thrown into a dungeon,
plays of Aristophanes, the only ones which he and was compelled by Dinocrates to drink pois's known to have brought out in his own name on. The news of his deathfilledtbe whole of
are the Knights, the Peace, and the Plutus. Peloponnesus with grief and rage. An assemPHILONOME.
Vid. T E N E S .
bly was immediately held at Megalopolis ; LyPHILOPCEMEN ($iXoiroipnv), of Megalopolis in
cortas was chosen general; and in the follow\rcadia, one ofthe few great men that Greece ing year he invaded Messenia, which was laid
reduced in the decline of her political inde- waste far and wide; Dinocrates and the chiefs
pendence. The great object of his life was to of his party were obliged to put an end to their
infuse among the Achaaans a military spirit, lives The remains of Philopcemen were conand thereby to establish their independence on veyed to Megalopolis in solemn procession ; and
a firm and lasting basis. H e was the son of the urn which contained the ashes was carried
Craugis, a'distinguished man at Megalopolis, by the historian Polybius. His remains were
and was born about B C. 252. H e lost his fa- then interred at Megalopolis with heroic honors,
ther' at an early age, and was brought up by and soon afterward statues of him were erectOleander, an illustrious citizen of Mantinea, whoed in most ofthe towns belonging to the Achaehad been obliged to leave his native city, and an league.
had taken refuge at Megalopolis. H e received
PHILOSTEPHANUS (<biXooretyavog), of Cyrene
instruction from Eedemus and Demopharies, an Alexandrean writer of history and geogra
both of w h o m had studied the Academic phi- phy, the friend or disc iple of Callimachus, floui
losophy under Arcesilaus. At an early age he ished under Ptolemy II. Philadelphus, about B
became distinguished by his love of arms and C. 249.
his bravery in \var. His name, however, first PHILOSTOEGIUS (QiXoorbpyiog), a native of Bo
occurs in history in B'.C. 222, when Megalopolis rissus in Cappadoeia, was born about A.D. 358
was taken by Cleomenes, and in the following H e wrote an ecclesiastical history, from the
year (221) ho fought with conspicuous valor at heresy of Arius in 300 down to 425. Philosthe battle of Sellasia, in which Cleomenes was torgius was an Arian, which is probably the
completely defeated. In order to gain addi- reason why his work has not come down to us.
tional military experience, he soon afterward It was originally in twelve books ; and w e still
sailed to Crete, and served for some years in possess an abstract of it, made by Photius.
the wars between the cities of that island. O n
PHILOSTRATUS (<s>iXborparog), the name of a
his return to his native country, in 210, he was distinguished family of Lemnos, ofwhich there
appointed commander of the Achaean cavalry ; are mentioned three persons in the history of
and in 208 he was elected strategus, or general Greek literature. 1. Son of Verus, taught at
ofthe Achaaan league. In this year he defeat- Athens ; but w e know nothing about him, with
ed Machanidas, tyrant of Lacedaamon, and slew the exception ofthe titles of his works, given
him in battle with his own hand. In 201 he by Suidas. H e could not, however, have lived
was again elected general of the league, when in the reign of Nero, according to the statement
he defeated Nabis, who had succeeded Machan- of Suidas, since his son was not born till the
idas as tyrant of Lacedaamon. Soon afterward latter part of the second century.—2. FLAVTTJO
Piiilopcemen took another voyage to Crete, and PHiLosTRATUs,,son of the preceding, and the
assumed the command of the forces of Gortyna. most eminent of the three, was born about A.
H e did not return to Peloponnesus till 194. H e D 182. H e studied and taught at Athens, and
was made general of the league in 192, when is usually called the Athenian, to distinguish
he again defeated Nabis, who was slain in the him from the younger Philostratus (No 3), who
course of the year by some zEtolian mercena- more usually bears the surname of the Lemries. Philopcemen was re-elected general of nian. Flavius afterward removed to Rome,
the league several times afterward ; but the where w e find him a member of the circle of
state of Greece did not afford him much further literary m e n w h o m the philosophic Julia D o m
opportunity for the display of his military abili- na, the wife of Severus, had drawn around her.
ties. The Romans were now, in fact, the mas- It was at her desire that he wrote the life of
ters of Greece, and Philopcemen clearly saw Apollonius. H e was alive in the reign of the
that it would be an act of madness to offer openEmperor Philippus (244-249). The following
resistance to their authority. At the same time, works of Philostratus have come down to us •
as the Romans still recognized in words the in- 1. The Life of Apollonius of Tyana (ra eg rev
dependence of the league, Philopcemen offered Tvavea 'AiroXXdvtov), in eight books. Vid. AroL
a resolute resistance to all their encroachments LONIUS, No. 7. 3. Lives of the Sophists (Bfos
upon the liberties of his country, whenever he 2o<j>ioTav), in two books, contains the historj
could do so without affording them any pretext of philosophers who had the character of being
for war. In 188, when he was general of the sophists, ar.d of those who were in reality sophleague, he took Sparta, and treated it with the ists. It begins with the life of Gorgias, and
(rreatest sever ity. H e razed the walls and for- comes down to the contemporaries of Philostra
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«3 in the reign of Philippus. 3. Herolca or cas into prison; an act of oppression wore*
Heroicus ('HpuiKa, 'HpatKbg), is in the form ofmost
a
writers ascribe to the wounded vanity of
dialogue, and gives an account ofthe heroes en- the tyrant, whose poems Philo
us not only
gaged in the Trojan war. 4. Imagines (Ehbveg), refused to praise, but, on being asked to revise
in two books, contains an account of various one of them, said that the best w a y of correctpaintings. This is the author's most pleasing ing it would be to draw a black line through the
work, exhibiting great richness of fancy, power, whole paper. Another account ascribes his disand variety of delineation, and a rich exuber- grace to too close an intimacy with the tyrant'?
ance of style. 5. Epistola ('EiriaroXai), sevenmistress Galatea ; but this looks like a fiction,
ty-three in number, chiefly amatory. T h e best arising out of a misunderstanding of the object
editions of the collected works of Philostratus of his poem entitled Cyclops or Galatea. After
are by Oleanus, Lips, 1709, and by Kayser, some time he w a s released from prison, and reTuric, 1844.—3. P H I L O S T R A T U S the younger, stored outwardly to the favor of Dionysius ; but
usually called the Lemnian, as mentioned above, hefinallyleft his court, and is said to have speni
w a s a son of Nervianus and of a daughter of the latter part of his life in Ephesus. Of the
Flavius Philostratus, but is erroneously called dithyrambs of Philoxenus, by far the most iin
by Suidas a son-in-law of the latter. H e en- portant w a s his Cyclops or Galatea, the loss HI
joyed the instructions of his grandfather and which is greatly to he lamented. Philoxenus
of the sophist Hippodromus, and had obtained also wrote another poem, entitled Deipnon
sufficient distinction at the early age of twenty- (kelirvov), or the Banquet, which appears to have
four to receive exemption from taxes. H e visit- been the most popular of his works, and of which
ed R o m e , but he taught at Athens, and died in w e have more,fragments than of any other.
Lemnos. H e wrote several woiks, and, a m o n g This poem w a s a most minute and satirical deothers, one entitled Imagines, in imitation of his scription of a banquet, and the subject of it was
grandfather's woik with the same title, ofwhich furnished by the luxury of the court of Dionysa portion is still extant.
ius. Philoxenus w a s included in the attacks
P H I L O T A S (QiXdrug). [1. A Macedonian, fa- which the comic poets m a d e on all the musicians
ther of Parmenion, the general of Alexander of the day, for their corruptions of the simplithe Great.]—2. Son of Parmenion, enjoyed a city of the ancient music ; but w e have abundhigh place in the friendship of Alexander, and ant testimony to the high esteem in which he
in the invasion of Asia obtained the chief com- was held both during his life and after his death.
m a n d of the eralpoi, or native Macedonian cav- [His fragments are collected by Bippart in Phialry. H e served with distinction in the battles loxeni, Timotlici, Telestis Dilhyr. Reliquia, Lips
of the Granicus and Arbela, and also on other 1843.]—3. T h e Leucadian, lived at Atheni
occasions; but in B.C. 330, while the army w a s about the same time as Philoxenus of Cythera,
in Drangiana, he w a s accused of being privy to with w h o m he is frequently confounded by the
a plot which had been formed by a Macedonian, grammarians. Like his more celebrated namenamed Dimnus, against the king's life. There sake, the Leucadian w a s ridiculed by the poets
w a s no proof of his guilt; but a confession was of the Old Comedy, and seems to have spent a
wrung from him by the torture, and he w a s part of his life in Sicily. T h e Leucadian w a s a
stoned to death by the troops, after tbe Mace- most notorious parasite, glutton, and effeminate
donian custom. Vid. P A R M E N I O N . — [ 3 . A Mace- debauchee; but he seems also to have had greal
donian officer in the service of Alexander the wit and good humor, which made him a favor
Great, received the government of Cilicia in ite at the tables which he frequented — 4 . A
the distribution of provinces after the death of celebrated Alexandrean grammarian, whotaught
Alexander. In B.C 321 he w a s deprived of at R o m e , and wrote on Homer, on the Ionic
his government by Perdiccas, but w a s employed and Laconian dialect, and several other giamelsewhere by that general, as he still continued matical works, a m o n g which w a s a Glossary,
attached to the party of Perdiccas, and after the which w a s edited by H. Stephanus, Paris, 1573.
death of the regent united with Alcetas, Atta- — 5 A n Egyptian surgeon, w h o wiote several
lus, and their partisans in the contest against valuable volumes on surgery. H e must have
Antigonus, into whose power hefinallyfell.]
lived in or before the first century after Christ.
PHiLOTiMUs(<I|i/lonluof). 1. A n eminent Greek — 6 A painter of Eretria, the disciple of Nicomphysician, pupil of Praxagoras, and fellow-pupil achus, w h o painted for Cassander a battle of
of Herophilus, lived in the fourth and third cen- Alexander with Darius.
turies B C . — [ 2 A freedman of Cicero, or rather
PHILUS, FUBIUS.
1 P., w a s consul B.C. 22?
of Terentia, had the chief management of Cic- with C Flaminius, and accompanied his colero's property.]
league in his campaign against the Gauls in the
P H I L O X E N U S (§iXb%evog). 1. A Macedonian north of Italy. H e w a s praator 216, when he
officer of Alexander the Great, received the commanded the fleet, with which he proceeded
government of Cilicia from Perdiccas in 3 2 1 . — to Africa In 214 he w a s censor with M . Atili
2. O f Cythera, one of the most distinguished us Regulus, but died at the beginning of the
lithyrambic poets of Greece, w a s born B.C 435, following year. — 2 L , consul 136, received
and died 380, at the age of fifty-five. H e w a s Spain as his province, and w a s commissioned
reduced to slavery in his youth, and w a s bought by the senate to deliver up to the Numantines
by the lyric poet Melanippides, by w h o m he w a s C Hostilius Mancinus, the consul of the preeducated in dithyrambic poetry. After residing ceding year. Philus, like his contemporaries
Gome years at Athens, he went to Syracuse, Seipio Africanus the younger and Laalius, waa
where he speedily obtained the favor of Dionys- fond of Greek literature and refinement Hft
ius, and took, up his abode at his court. But is introduced by Cicero as one of the speakers
soon afterwar', he offended Dionysius, and w a s in his dialogue De Uepublica
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PHILYLLIUS (iMXXiog), an Athenian comic ! PHINCPOLIS (QivbiroXtg), a town .. Thrace, on
poet, belongs to the latter part of the 01 i Com- the Pontus Euxinus, near the entrance to the
edy and the beginning ofthe Middle.
Bosporus.
[PHILYRA (<bi?.vpa), a daughter of Oceanus,PHINTIAS ($ivriag).
1. A Pythagorean, thoand the mother of Chiron by Saturn (Cronus) ] friend of Damon, who was condemned to dia
PHILYREIS ($iXvpnig: probably the little isl-by Dionysius the elder. For details, vid. D A vnd off Cape Zefreh, east of Kerasunt-Ada), an
M O N . — 2 . Tyrant of Agrigentum, who establishisland off the northern coast of Asia Minor ed his power over that city during the perioo'
Pontus), east of the country of the Mosynoaci, of confusion whichfollowedthe death of Agaand near the promontory of Zephyrium (now thocles (B C. 289). H e founded a new city on
Zefreh), where C H I R O N was nurtured by histhe southern coast of Sicily, to which he gave
mother Philyra.
his own name, and whither he removed all the
P H I L Y R E S (QiXvpeg), a people on the coast ofinhabitants from Gela, which he razed to the
Pontus, in the neighborhood of the island PHI- ground.
LYREIS.
PHINTONIS INSULA (now Isola di Figo), an islP H I N E U S (§ivevg). 1. Son of Belus and An-and between Sardinia and Corsica.
chinoe, and brother of Cepheus. H e was slain
P H L E G E T H O N (QXeyeBav), i. e., theflaming,a
by Perseus. For details, vid. A N D R O M E D A and river in the lower world, in whose channel flowP E R S E U S — 3 . Son of Agenor, and king of Sal- edflamesinstead of water.
mydessus in Thrace. H e wasfirstmarried to
P H L E G O N (QXeyav), a native of Tralles in
Cleopatra, the daughter of Boreas and Orithyia, Lydia, was a freedman of the Emperor Hadrian,
by w h o m he had two children, Oryithus (Oar- w h o m he survived. The only two works of
thus) and Crambis; but their names are differ- Phlegon which have come down to us are a
ent in the different legends : Ovid calls them small treatise on wonderful events (flcpj (tavpaPolydectus and Polydorus. Afterward he was aluv), and another short treatise on long lived
married to Idaea (some call her Dia, Eurytia, or persons (ITEpi paKpoBiav), which gives a list of
Idothea), by w h o m he again had two sons, persons in Italy who had attained the age of a
Thynus and Mariandynus. Phineus was a blind hundred years and upward. Besides these two
soothsayer, w h o had received his prophetic works Phlegon wrote many others, of which the
powers from Apollo ; but the cause of his blind- most important was an account ofthe Olympiness is not the same in all accounts. H e is ads in seventeen books, from 01. 1 to 01 229
most celebrated on account of his being tor- (A.D 137). The best edition of Phlegon is by
mented by the Harpies, who were sent by the Westermann in his Pat adoxographi, Brunsvig
gods to punish him on account of his cruelty 1839
toward his sons by thefirstmarriage. His
PHLEGRA.
Vid. P A L L E N E .
second wife falsely accused them of having
PHLEGRZEI C A M P I (rd QXeypata iredia, or i>
macM) an attempt upon her virtue, whereupon <bXeypa : now Solfatara), the name of the volPhineus put out their eyes, or, according to canic plain extending along the coast of Camothers, exposed them to be devoured by wild pania from Cumae to Capua, so called because
beasts, or ordered them to be half buried in the it was believed to have been once on fire. It
earth, and then to be scourged. Whenever a was also named Laboriaa or Laborinus Campus,
meal was placed before Phineus, the Harpies either on account of its great fertility, which
darted down from the air and carried it off; occasioned its constant cultivation, or on aclater writers add that they either devoured the count of the frequent earthquakes and internal
food themselves, or rendered it unfit to be eaten. convulsions to which it was exposed.
W h e n the Argonauts visited Thrace, Phineus
P H L E G Y A S (QXeyvag), son of Mars (Ares) an!
promised to instruct them respecting their voy- Chryse the daughter of Halmus, succeeded Eteage if they would deliver him from the mon- oeles in the government of Orchomenosin Bceosters. This was done by Zetes and Calais, the tia, which he called after himself Phlegyantis.
sons of Boreas, and brothers of Cleopatra. H e was the father of Ixion and Coronis, the
Vid. p. 91, a. Phineus now explained to the latter of w h o m became by Apollo the mother
Argonauts the further course they had to take, of zEsculapius. Enraged at this, Pblegyas set
and especially cautioned them against the Sym- fire to the temple of the god, who killed him
plegades. According to another story, the Ar- with his arrows, and condemned him to severe
gonauts, on their arrival at Thrace, found the punishment in the lower world. Phlegyas ia
sons of Phineus half buried, and demanded their represented as the mythical ancestor ofthe race
liberation, which Phineus refused. A battle of the Phlegyaa, a branch of the Minyaa, who
thereupon ensued, in which Phineus was slain emigrated from Orchomenos in Bceotia and setby Hercules. The latter also delivered Cleo- tled in phocis.
patra from her confinement, and restored the
PHLIASIA.
Vid. PHLIUS.
kingdom to the sons of Phineus ; and on their
P H L I U S (<vXiovg, -ovvrog: <&Xidaiog), the ch
advice he also sent the second wife of Phineus town of a small province in the northeast of
back to her father, who ordered her to be put Peloponnesus, whose territory PHLIASIA (*Xta«
to death
Some traditions, lastly, state that aid) was bo-mded on the north by Sicyonia, on
Phineus was killed by Boreas, or that he was the west bj Arcadia, on the east by the terricarried off by the Harpies into the country of tory of Cleonaa, and on the south by that of Aithe Bistones or Milchessians. Those accounts gos. The greater part of this country was oc>
in which Phineus is stated to have put out the cupied by mountains, called Coelossa, Carneaeyes of his sons, add that they had their sight tes, Arantinus, and Tricaranon. According to
restored to them by the sons of Boreas or by Strabo, the most ancient town in the country
.Esculapius
was Araethyrea, which the inhabitants desci ted
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a m afttarward founded Phlius ; while Pausan as padocia, &f base extraction. For some time hi
jays n« thing about a migration, but relates that was groom to Priseus, and at the time of hia
the town wasfirstcalled Arantia from its found- accession beheld the humble office of.centurion
er Aras, an aitochthon, afterward Araathyrea His brutal courage raised him to the throne,
from the daughter of Aras, and finally Phlius, which he disgraced by his infamous and tyrnn
from Phlius, a grandson of T e m e n u s
Phlius nical conduct. His reign w a s one of defeat
was originally inhabited by Argives. It after- disaster, internal dissension, and sanguinaiy ex
ward passed into the hands of the Dorians, wit! ecutions. H e w a sfinallydethroned and m m w h o m part of the Argive population intermin- dered by Heraclius, w h o succeeded him on the
gled, while part migrated to Samos and Clazo- throne.]
menie. During the greater part of its history
P H O C I O N (fcnitin), the Athenian general ai.d
it remained faithful to Sparta
statesman, son of Phocus, w a s a m a n of humble
[ P H L Y A (iXvn : QXvevg), an Attic demus be- origin, and appears to have been born in B.C,
longing to the tribe Cecropis, but at a later time 402. H e studied under Plato and Xenocrates.
to the tribe Ptolemais.]
H e distinguished himself for the first time under
P H L Y G 5 N I U M (<bXvybviov), a small town inhis friend Chabrias, in 376, at the battle of
Phocis, destroyed in the Phocian war.
Naxos ; but he w a s not employed prominently
P H O C Z E A (^amia : Quitaevg, Phocaefinsis : the
in any capacity for m a n y years afterward. In
ruins called Karaja-Fokia, i e , Old Fokia, south- 354 (according to others in 350) he w a s sent
west of Fouges or New Fokia), the northernmost into Eubcea in the c o m m a n d of a small force,
of the Ionian cities on the western coast of in consequence of an application from PlularAsia Minor, stood at the western extremity of chus, tyrant of Eretria; and he was subsequentthe tpngue of land which divides the Sinus ly employed on several occasions in the war
Elaiticus (now Gulf of Fouges) on the north between the Athenians and Philip of Macedon
from the Sinus Hermaeus (now Gulf of Smyrna) H e frequently opposed the measures of D e m o s
on the south. It w a s said to have been found- thenes, and recommended peace with Philip ,
ed by Phocian colonists under Philogenes and but he must not be regarded as one of the merDamon. It w a s originally within the limits of cenary supporters ofthe Macedonian monarch.
/Eolis, in the territory of C y m e ; but the Cy- His virtue is above suspicion,- and his public
maaans voluntarily gave up the site for the n e w conduct w a s always influenced by upright m o city, which w a s soon admitted into the Ionian tives. W h e n Alexander w a s marching upon
confederacy on the condition of adopting cecists Thebes in 335, Phocion rebuked Demosthenes
ofthe race of Codrus. Admirably situated, and for his invectives against the king; and aftei
possessing two excellent harbors, Naustathmus the destruction of Thebes, he advised the Atheand Lampter, Phocaea became celebrated as a nians to comply with Alexander's demand for
great maritime state, and especially as the the surrender of Demosthenes aud other chief
founder of the most distant Greek colonies orators of the anti-Macedonian party. This
toward the west, namely, M A S S I L I A in Gaul, and proposal w a s indignantly rejected by the peothe still more distant, though far less celebrated, ple, and an embassy w a s sent to Alexander,
city of Maanaca in Hispania Baatica. After the which succeeded in deprecating his resentment
Persian conquest of Ionia, Phocaea had so de- According to Plutarch, theie were two embasclined that she could only furnish three ships sies, thefirstof which Alexander refused to reto support the great Ionian revolt; but the ceive, but to the second he gave a gracious auspirit of her people had not been extinguished ; dience and granted its prayer, chiefly from rewhen the c o m m o n cause was«hope!ess, and their gard to Phocion, w h o w a s at the head of it.
city w a s besieged by Harpalus, they embarked, Alexander ever continued to treat Phocion with
to seek n e w abodes in the distant west, and the utmost consideration, and to cultivate his
bent their course to their colony of Alalia in friendship. H e also pressed upon him valuable
Corsica. During the voyage, however, a por- presents ; but Phocion persisted in refusing his
tion ofthe emigrants resolved to return to their presents, begging the king to leave him no less
native city, which they restored, and which re- honest than he found him, and only so far availcovered m u c h of its prosperity, as is proved by ed himself of the royal favor as to request the
the rich booty gained by tbe R o m a n s w h e n they liberty of certain prisoners at Sardis, which w a s
plundered it under the praator zEmilius, after immediately granted to him. After Alexanwhich it does not appear as a place of any con- der's death, Phocion opposed vehemently, and
sequence in history. Care must be taken not with all the caustic bitterness which characterto confound Phocaea with Phocis, or the ethnic ized him, the proposal for war with Antipater.
adjectives ofthe former QaKaevg and Phoeaegn- Thus, to Hyperides, w h o asked him tauntingly
sis with those of the latter, QaKevg and Phocen- w h e n he would advise the Athenians to go to
sis: some of the ancient writers themselves war, he answered, " W h e n I see the young willhave fallen into such mistakes. It should be ing to keep their ranks, the rich to contribute
observed, also, that the n a m e of Phocaean is of their wealth, and the orators to abstain from
often used with reference to Massilia; and, by pilfering the public money." W h e n the Piraaus
an amusing affectation, the people of Mai scillcswas seized by Alexander, tbe son of Polysperstill call themselves Phocaeans.
chon, in 318, Phocion w a s suspected of having
[ P H O C A R U M I N S U L A (QuKdv vfiaog, n o w Tiran,advised Alexander to take this step; wherenear the Promontorium Dsjerm), i. e., island of upon, being accused of treason by Agnonides,
seals, an island of the Arabicus Sinus off the hefled,with several of his friends, to Alexancoast of Arabia.]
der, w h o sent them with letters of recommend
[ P H O C A S ($oKd(), emperor of Constantinople ation to his father Polysperchon. T h e latter,
from A.D. 602-610. H e w a s a native of Cap- willing to sacrifice them as a peace-offering ti>
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tho Athenians, sent them back to Athens for long been mveterate enemies of the Plmcuuis ;
tbo people to deal with them as they would. and as the latter people had cultivated a po?
Here Phocion was sentenced to death. To the tion of the Crissaean plain, which the Amphic
last, he maintained his calm, and dignified, andtyons had declared in B C 585 should lie wast*
.somewhat contemptuous bearing. W h e n some forever, the Thebans availed themselves of thi.i
wretched man spat upon him as he passed to pretext to persuade the Amphictyons to impose
the prison, " Will no one," said he, " check Lris afineupon the Phoeians, and upon their refufellow's indecency 1" T o one who asked him sal to pay it, the Thebans further induced tbe
whether lie had any message to leave for his council to declare the Phocian landforfeitedt
son Phocus, he answered, " Only that he bear the god at Delphi Thus threatened by the Airno grudge against the Athenians." And when phictyonic council, backed by the whole powe
the hm'ock which had been prepared was of Thebes, the Phoeians were persuaded b
found insLfficient for all tbe condemned, and Philomelus, one of their citinens, to seize DelIhe jailer would not furnish more until he was phi, and to make use of the treasures of the
laid for it, " Give the man his money," said temple for the purpose of carrying on the war
Phocion to one of his friends, " since at Athens They obtained possession ofthe temple in B.C.
m e can not even die for nothing." H e perish- 357. The war which ensued lasted ten years,
ed in 317, at the age of eighty-five. The Athe- and was carried on with various success on
lians are said to have repented of their con- each side. The Phoeians were commanded
luct. A brazen statue was raised to the mem- first by PHILOMELUS, B.C. 357-353, afterward
iry of Phocion, and Agnonides was condemned by his' brother O N O M A R C H U S , 353-352, then by
to death. Phocion was twice married, and his P H A Y I L U S , the brother of the two preceding,
second wife appears to have been as simple and 352-361, andfinallyby PHALZEOUS, the son of
frugal in her habits as himself; but he was less Onomarchus, 351-346. The Phoeians received
fortunate in his son Phocus, who, in spite of some support from Athens, but their chief de
Lis father's lessons and example, was a thor- pendence was upon their mercenary troops
ough profligate. As for Phocion himself, our which the treasures of the Delphic temple encommendation of him must be almost wholly abled them to hire The Amphictyons and the
confined to his private qualities. His fellow- Thebans, finding at length that they were uncitizens may have been degenerate, but he able with their own resources to subdue the
made no effort to elevate them.
Phoeians, called in the assistance of Philip of
P H O C I S (b QoKlg: $UKyecHorn.,§aK6eg Herod.,
Macedon, who brought the war to a close in
$aKtig Attic, Phocenses by the Romans), a coun-346. The conquerors inflicted the most signal
try in Northern Greece, was bounded on the punishment upon the Phoeians, who were renorth by the Locri Epicnemidii and Opuntii, on garded as guilty of sacrilege. All their towns
the east by Bceotia, on the west by the Locri were razed to the ground with the exception
Ozolaa and Doris, and on the south by the Co- of Abae, and the inhabitants distributed in vilrinthian Gulf. At one time it possessed a nar- lages, containing no more than fifty inhabitrow atrip of country on the Euboean Sea, with ants. The two votes which they had in the
the sea-port Daphnus, between the territory of Amphictyonic council were taken away and
the Locri Epicnemidii and Locri Opuntii. It given to Philip.
was a mountainous and unproductive country,
P H O C R A ($6icpa), a mountain of Northern Afand owes its chief importance in history to the rica, in Mauretania Tingitana, apparently on
fact of its possessing the Delphic oracle. Its the western bank ofthe Mulucha, between the
chief mountain was PARNASSUS, situated in the chains of the Great and Little Atlas.
interior of the country, to which, however, C N E - P H O C U S (Q>tiKog). 1. Son of Ornytion of Cor
MIS on its northern frontier, CIRPHIS south of inth, or, according to others, of Neptune (Posei
Delphi, and H E L I C O N on the southeastern front- don), is said to have been the leader of a colony
ier, all belonged. The principal river in Phocis from Corinth into the territory of Tithorea ana
was the CEPHISUS, the valley of which con- Mount Parnassus, which derived from him the
tained almost the only fertile land in the coun- name of Phocis — 2 . Son of/Eacus and the Netry, with the exception of the celebrated Cris- reid Psamathe, husband of Asteria or Asterosaaan plain in the southwest, on the borders of dia, and father of Panopeus and Crissus. He
the Locri Ozolaa. Among the earliest inhab- was murdered by his half-brothers Telamon
itants of Phocis we find mentioned Leleges, and Peleus. Vid. P E L E U S . According to some
Thracians, Abantes, and Hyantes. Subsequent- accounts, the country of Phocis derived its
ly, but still in the ante-historical period, the name from h i m — 3 . Son of Phocion. Vid PHOPhlegyae, an Achaean race, a branch of the Min- CION.
PHOCYLIDES (<iaKvXidrig), of Miletus, an Io
yaa at Orchomenos, took possession of the country ; and from this time the main bulk of the nian poet, contemporary with Theognis, was
population continued to be Achaean, although born B.C. 560. His poetry was chiefly gnomic.
there were Dorian settlements at Delphi and and the few fragments of it which w e possess
Bulis. The Phoeians are said to have derived display that contempt for birth and station, and
their name from an eponymous ancestor Pho- that love for substantial enjoyment, which alcus (vii. P H O C U S ) , and they are mentioned un-ways marked the Ionian character. These frag
der this name in the Iliad. The Phoeians played ments, which are eighteen in number, are in
no conspicuous part in Greek history till the eluded in all the chief collections of the lyric
time of Philip of Macedon; but at this period and gnomic poets. Some of these collections
they became involved in a war, called the contain a didactic poem, in two hundred and
Phocian or Sacred war, in which the principal seventeen hexameters, entitled irolnpa vovBeristates of Greece took part. The Thebars had KOV, to which the name of Phocylides is attach657
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ed, out which is wdoubtedly a forgeiy, made call, out without sufficient authority, the Lain
nice the Christian era.
tes ; the Belus or Pagida (now Numan or RanPHOEBE ($oiBn). 1. Daughter of Uranus (Ccewin) by Ptolema'is,and the Kishon (now Kishon)
lus) and Ge (Terra), became by Cceus 1 he moth-north of Mount Carmel. Of the promontories
er of Asteria and Leto (Latona).—2 A surname referred to, omitting a number of less important
of Artemis (Diana) in her capacity as the god- ones, the chief were, Theu p 'osopon (now Ra
dess of the moon (Luna), the moon being re- scsh- Shukah), between TripUis and Byblus, Pio
garded as the female Phoebus or sun — 3 . Daugh- montorium Album (now Ras el-Abiad, i P , Wh-.i.'
ter of Tyndareos and Leda, and a sister of Oly-Cape), south of Tyre and Mount Carmel, be
taamnestra — 4 . Daughter of Leucippus, and sis- sides those occupieu by the cities of Tripolis.
ter of Hilaira, a priestess of Athena (Minerva), Byblus, Berytus, Sidon, Tyrus, and Ptolema'is.
was carried off with her sister by the Dioscuri, This conformation of the coast and the position
and became by Pollux (Polydeuces) the mother of the country rendered it admirably suited for
of Mnesileos.
the home of great maritime states ; and accord[PHCEBEUM (QoiBciov, in Hdt. $oi6f/iov), aingly
place
w e find the cities of Phoenicia at the head,
in the neighborhood of Sparta and not far from both in time and importance, of all the navai
Therapne, with a sanctuary of the Dioscuri, enterprise of the ancient world. For the hiswhere the ephebi offered sacrifices to Enya- tory of those great cities, vid. SIDON, T Y R U S ,
lius.]
and the other articles upon them. As to the
PHCEBIDAS (ii(BiCag), a Lacedaemonian, who,
country in general, there is some difficulty about
in B.C. 382, was appointed to the command of the origin ofthe inhabitants and of their name.
the troops destined to re-enforce his brother Eu- In the Old Testament the name does not occur:
damidas, who had been sent against Olynthus. the people seem to be included under the gen
On his way Phcebidas halted at Thebes, and eral designation of Canaanites, and they are
treacherously made himself master ofthe Cad- also named specifically after their several citmea. The LacedaemoniansfinedPhoeoidas one ies, as the Sidonians, Giblites (from Gebal, i. e ,
hundred thousand drachmas, but nevertheless Byblus), Sinites, Arkites, Arvadites, &c. The
kept possession of the Cadmea. In 378 he was name $oiv'utn isfirstfound in Greek writers as
left by Agesilaus as harmost at Thespiae, and early as Homer, and is derived by some from
was slain in battle by the Thebans
the abundance of palm-trees in the country
PHOEBUS (*<«6oc), the Bright or Pure, occurs
(foivit;, the date-palm), and by others from th
in Homer as an epithet of z\pollo, and is used purple-red (fyolvil,), which was obtained from a
to signify the brightness and purity of youth fish on the coasts, and was a celebrated article
At a later time, when Apollo became connected of Phoenician commerce ; besides the mythical
with the Sun, the epithet Phoebus was a.oo ap- derivation from Phcenix, the brother of Cadmus.
plied to him as the Sun god.
The people were of the Semitic (Syro-Arabian)
PHCENIOE ('boiviicn : Phoenicia is onlyfound
race,
in and closely allied to the Hebrews, and
a doubtful passage of Cicero : <Po£v(f, pi. Qoivliceg,
they are said to have dwelt originally on the
fern Qoiviaaa, Phcenix, Phoenices : also, the adj.
shores of the Erythraean Sea. Their language
Punicus, though used specifically in connection was a dialect of the Aramaic, closely related
with Carthago, is etymologically equivalent to to the Hebrew and Syriac. Their written char<l>omJ, by the well known interchange of oi and acters were the same as the Samaritan or Old
ti: now forming parts ofthe pashalics ofzlcre Hebrew; and from them the Greek alphabet,
tnd Aleppo), a country of Asia, on the coast ofand through it most of the alphabets of Europe,
Syria, extending from the River Eleutherus were undoubtedly derived; hence they were
;now Nahr-el-Kebir) on the north to below Mount
regarded by the Greeks as the inventors of letCarmel on the south, and bounded on the east ters. Other inventions in the sciences and arts
by Ccelesyria and Palestine. (Sometimes, are ascribed to them, such as arithmetic, asthough rarely, the name is extended to the tronomy, navigation, the manufacture of glass,
whole western coast of Syria and Palestine). and the coining of money That, at a very
It was a mountainous strip of coast-land, not early time, they excelled in the fine arts, is
more than ten or twelve miles broad, hemmed clear from the aid which Solomon received from
in between the Mediterranean and the chain of Hiram, king of Tyre, in the building and the
Lebanon, whose lateral branches, running out sculptured decorations of the temple at Jerusainto the sea in bold promontories, divided the lem, and from the references in Homer to S :
Country into valleys, which are well watered by donian artists Respecting Phoanician literarivers flowing down from Lebanon, and are ex- ture, w e know of little beyond the celebrated
tremely fertile. Of these rivers, the most im- work of SANCHUNIATHON. In the sacred hisportant are, to one going from north to south, tory of the Israelitish conquest of Canaan, in
the Eleutherus (now Nahr-el Kebir); the Sab- that of the Hebrew monarchy, and in the earbaticus (now Arka); the river of Tripolis (now liest Greek poetry, we find the Phoenicians alKadisha); the Adonis (now Nahr-Ibrahim), south
I ready a great maritime people Early formed
of Byblus ; the Lycus (now Nahr-el Kelb), north
into settled states, supplied with abundance of
of Berytus ; the Magoras (now Nahr Beirut), bytimber from Lebanon, and placed where the car
Berytus; the Tamyras (now Nahr el-Damur), avans from Arabia and the East came upon the
between Berytus and Sidon ; the Leo, or Bos- Mediterranean, they carried over to the coasts
trenus (now Nahr-el-Auly), north of Sidon ; the
of this sea the products of those countries, as
great river (now Litany and Kasimiyeh) whichwell as of their own, which was rich in metals.
flows from Heliopolis south southwest through and the shores of which furnished the materials
Ccelesyria, and then, turning westward, falls of glass and the purple-fish already mentioned.
into the sea north of Tv-e, and which some Their voyages and their settlements extended
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seyond the Pillars of Herjules, to the western Troy. According to another tradition, Pho- my
coasts of Africa and Spain, and even as far as did not dishonor his father's mistress, but she
our own islands. Vid. BRITANNIA, p. 149, a. merely accused him of having made imprope:
Within the Mediterranean they planted numer- overtures to her, in consequence of which his
ous colonies, on its islands, on the coast of Spain,
father put out his eyes. But Peleus took him
and especially on the northern coast of Africa, to Chiron, who restored to him his sight. Phcethe chief of which was C A R T H A G O ; they had nix, moreover, is said to have called the son o.''
also settlements on the Euxine and in Asia Achilles Neoptolemus, after Lycomedes had callMinor. In the eastern seas w e have records ed him Pyrrhus. Neoptolemus was believed to
)f their voyages to OPHIR, in connection with have buried Phcenix at E'ion in Macedonia or at
the navy of Solomon, and to the coasts of Af- 'Trachis in Thessaly.—3. A fabulous bird Phcerica under the kings of Egypt. Vid. AFRICA, p. nix, which, according to a tale related to Herod27, b. They were successively subdued by the otus (iii, 73) at Heliopolis in Egypt, visited that
Assyrians, Babylonians, Persians, Macedonians,place once in everyfivehundred years, on his
and Romans; but neither these conquests, nor father's death, and buried him in the sanctuary
the rivalry of Carthage, entirely ruined their of Helios. For this purpose the Phoenix was
commerce, which was still considerable at the believed to come from Arabia, and to make an
Christian era; on the contrary, their ships form- egg of myrrh as large as possible ; this egg he
ed thefleetof Persia and the Syrian kings, and then hollowed out and put into it his father,
partly ofthe Romans. Vid. SIDON, T Y R U S , & C . closing it up carefully, and the egg was believed
Under the Romans, Phcenice formed a part of then to be of exactly the same weight as before.
the province of Syria; and under the Eastern This bird was represented as resembling an
empire, it was erected, with the addition of eagle, with feathers partly red and partly golden.
Ccelesyria, into the province of Phcenice Liba- It is further related, that when his life drew to
nesia or Ltbanensis.
a close, he built a nest for himself in Arabia, to
P H C E N I C E (^OIVIKIJ). 1. (Now Finiki), an im-which he imparted the power of generation, so
portant commercial town on the coast of the that after his death a new phcenix rose out of
Epirus, in the district Chaonia, fifty-six miles it. A s soon as the latter was grown up, he,
northwest of Buthrotum, in the midst of a like his predecessor, proceeded to Heliopolis in
marshy country. It was strongly fortified by Egypt, and burned and buried his father in the
Justinian.—2. A small island off Gallia Narbo- temple of Helios. According to a story which
nensis, belonging to the Stcechades.
has gained more currency in modern times, the
PucENiciuM M A R E (TO QOIVIKIOV ireXayog: 2i-Phoenix, when he arrived at a very old age
•Sovln •QdAaaaa), the part of the Mediterranean
(some say five hundred, and others one thousand
which washes the coast of Phcenice.
four hundred and sixty-one years), committed
PIKENICUS (<&oiviKovg: <&OIVIKOVVTIO( Qoivihimself to the flames. Others, again, state that
Koi'tjotog). 1. Also PHCENIX (§O'IVI%), a harbor
only one Phcenix lived at a time, and that when
on the south of Crete, visited by St. Paul dur- he died a worm crept forth from his body, and
ing his voyage to Rome. (Acts, xxvii., 12.)— was developed into a new Phcenix by the heat
[2. A harbor on the south coast of Messenia, of the sun. His death, further, took place in
opposite the CEnussaa Insulaa.]—3. A sea-port Egypt after a life of seven thousand and six
ofthe island of Cythera.—4. (Now Chesmch or years. Another modification ofthe same story
Egri Liman ?)» a harbor of Ionia, in Asia Minor,relates, that when the Phcenix arrived at tho
at the foot of Mount Mimas.—5. (Ruins at De- age offivehundred years, he built for himself
liktash), aflourishingcity in the south of Lycia,
a funeral pile, consisting of spices, settled upon
on Mount Olympus, with a harbor below it. It it, and died. Out of the decomposing body he
is often called O L Y M P U S . Having become, un- then rose again, and, having grown up, he
der the Romans, one of the head-quarters of wrapped the remains of his old body up in myrrh,
the pirates, who celebrated here the festival and carried them to Heliopolis, and burned them
mysteries of Mithras, it was destroyed by Ser- there. Similar stories of marvellous birds ocvilius Isauricus.
cur in many parts of the East, as in Persia the
PHCENICUSA.
Vid. ZEOLIZE INSULZE.
legend of the bird Simorg, and in India that of
PHCENIX (*ofvtf). 1. Son of Agenor by Agri- the bird Semendar.
- pe or Telephassa, and brother of Europa, but
PHCENIX (Qolvit-), a small river in the southHomer makes him the father of Europa. Being east of Thessaly, flowing into the Asopus neai
sent by his father in search of his sister, who Thermopylae.
was carried off by Jupiter (Zeus), he settled in
PHCENIX.
Vid PHCENICUS, No. 1.
the country, which was called after him PhoePHCETIZE or P H Y T I A (fyoirelat, Gonial, Qvrla
nicia — 2 . Son of Amyntor by Cleobule or Hip- Thuc), a town in Acarnania, on a hill west ol
podamia, and king of the Dolopes, took part in Stratus.
the Calydonian hunt. His father Amyntor negP H O L E G A N D R O S (4>oXeyavbpog: now Polykanlected his legitimate wife, and attached himself iro), an island in the iEgean Sea, one of the
to a mistress, whereupon Cleobule persuaded smaller Cyclades, between Melos and Sicinos.
her son to seduce her rival. W h e n Amyntor
P H O L O E ($O/16)7 : now Olono), a mountain formdiscovered the crime, he cursed Phcenix, who ing the boundary between Arcadia and Elis,
shortly afterward fled to Peleus. Peleus re- being a southern continuation of Mount Ery
ceived him kindly, made him the ruler of the manthus, in which the rivers Selleis and Ladon
Jountry of the Dolopes, on the frontiers of took their origin. It is mentioned as one of the
Phthia, and intrusted to him his son Achilles, seats of the Centaurs. Vii. P H O L U S .
whom he was to educate. H e afterward acP H O L U S (QbXog). 1. A Centaur, a sen of Si
companied Achilles on his expedition against lenus and the nymph MeMa. H e was accident
«5<1
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ally slain oy one ofthe poisoned arrows of Her- he became mti.«ate vi*h Gelon, wfiose chiklrer
cules. The mountain, between Arcadia and he educated. H e distinguished himself as a sol
Elis, where he was buried, was called Pholoe dier, both under Gelon and Hieron his brother
after him. The details of his story are given In gratitudeforhis martial successes, he iedion p. 357, a.—[2 A follower of zEneas, slain by cated gifts to Jupiter (Zeus) at Olympia, and to
Apollo at Delphi. H e is associated by Aristotle
Turnus in Italy.]
with Epicharmus as one of the originators oi
PHORBANTIA
Vii. ZEGATES.
P H O R B A S (QopBag). 1, Son of Lapithes and comedy, or of a particular form of it.
P H O R O N E U S (iopuvevg), son of Inachus and
Ursinome, and brother of Periphas. The Rhodians, in pursuance of an oracle, are said to the Oceanid Melia or Archia, was a brother of
have invited him into their island to deliver it /Egialeus and the ruler of Argos. H e was marfrom snakes, and afterward to have honored ried to the nymph Laodice, by w h o m he became
him with heroic worship From this circum- the father of Niobe, Apis, and Car. According
stance he was called Ophiuchus, and is said by to other writers, his sons were Pelasgus, lasus,
some to have been placed among the stars. and Agenor, who, after their father's death, diAccording to another tradition, Phorbas went vided the kingdom of Argos among themselves
from Thessaly to Olenos, where Alector, king Phoroneus is said to have been the first who ofof Elis, made use of his assistance against Pe- fered sacrifices to Juno (Hera) at Argos, and to
lops, and shared his kingdom with him. Phor- have united the people, who until then had lived
bas then gave his daughter Diogenia in mar- in scattered habitations, into a city, which was
riage to Alector, and he himself married Hyr- called after him, uarv $opuviKov. The patromine, a sister of Alector, by w h o m he became nymic Phoronides is sometimes used for Arthe father of Augeas and Actor. H e is also de- gives in general, and especially to designate
scribed as a bold boxer, and is said to have Amphiaraus and Adrastus.
P H O R O N I S (Qopuvlg), a surname of Io, being
plundered the temple of Delphi along with the
Phlegyae, but to have been defeated by Apollo. according to some a descendant, and according
— [2. A Lesbian, father of Diomede, w h o m to others a sister of Phoroneus.
Achilles carried off.—3. A Trojan, father of lli- PHOTIUS ($drtag), patriarch of Constantinople
oneus.—4. Of Syene, son of Methion, confeder- in the ninth century, played a distinguished part
ate of Phineus. — 5. One of the followers of in the political and religious history of his age.
/Eneas, whose form was assumed by the god After holding various high offices in the Byzantine court, he was, although previously a lay
of Sleep to deceive Palinurus.]
PHOROIDES, P H O R C Y D E S , or P H O R O Y N I D E S , that man, elected patriarch of Constantinople in A.
is, the daughters of Phorcus and Ceto, or the D. 858, in place of Ignatius, who had been deGorgons and Graeae. Vii G O R G O N E S and GRZEZE. posed by Bardas, who was all-powerful at th<:
court of his nephew Michael III., then a minor.
P H O R C U S , P H O R C Y S , or P H O E C Y N ($bpnog, <bbpKvg, $6pnvv) 1. A sea-deity, is described by The patriarchate of Photius was a stormy one,
Homer as " the old man of the sea," to w h o m and full of vicissitudes. The cause oflgnatiua
a harbor in Ithaca was dedicated, and is called was espoused by the Romish Church, and Phothe fattier of the nymph Thoosa. Later writers tius thus became one of the great promoters of
call him a son of Pontus and G e (Terra), and a the schism between the Eastern and Western
brother of Thaumas, Nereus, Eurybia, and Ceto.Churches. In 867, Photius was himself deBy his sister Ceto he became the father ofthe posed by the Emperor Basil I, and Ignatius was
Graeae and Gorgones, the Hesperian dragon, and restored ; but on the death of Ignatius in 877,
the Hesperides; and by Hecate or Cratais, he Photius, who had meantime gained the favor of
was the father of Scylla — 2 . Son of Phaenops, Basil, was again elevated to the patriarchate.
commander of the Phrygians of Ascania, assist- On the death of Basil in 886, Photius was a c
ed Priam in the Trojan war, but was slain by cused of a conspiracy against the life of the
Ajax. — [3. A Rutulian, father of seven sons, new emperor Leo VI., and was banished to a
who fought on the side of Turnus against zEneas monastery in Armenia, where he seems to have
remained till his death. Photius was one of the
on his arrival in Italy.]
most learned m e n of his time, and in the midst
P H O R M I O N (isoputav). 1. A celebrated Athenian general, the son of Asopius. H e distin- of a busy life found time for the composition of
guished himself particularly in the command of numerous works, several of which have come
an Athenian fleet in the Corinthian Gulf, where down to us Of these the most important is
with far inferior forces he gained some brilliant entitled Myriobiblon sen Bibliotheca (MvpwBiBXo
victories over the Peloponnesianfleetin B.C. b BiBXioBrJKij). It may be described as an ex
129. In the ensuing winter he landed on the tensive review of ancient Greek literature by a
coast of Acarnania, and advanced into the in- scholar of immense erudition and sound judgferior, where he also gained some successes. ment. It is an extraordinary monument of litHe was a man of remarkably temperate habits,' erary energy, for it was written while the auand a strict disciplinarian. — 2 A peripatetic thor was engaged in an embassy to Assyria, al
philosopher of Ephesus, of w h o m is told the the request ofPhotius's brother Tarasius, who
story that he discoursed for several hours be- desired an account of the books which Photius
fore Hannibal on the military art and the duties had read in his absence. It contains the analy
of a general. W h e n his admiring auditory asked ses of, or extracts from, two hundred and eighty
Hannibal what he thought of him, the latter re- volumes; and many valuable works are only
plied, that of all the old blockheads w h o m he known to us from the account which Photius
has given of them. The best edition of this
aad seen, none could match Phormion.
work is by Bekker, Berlin, 1824-1825. Photiui
P H O R M I S orPHORMus ($bppig, Qbpstog), a native
»f Maenalus in Arcadia, removed to Sicily, wherewas also the author of a Nomocanon, and of l
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lexicon or Glossary, whieh Sias reached us in ayaa, ind s saiu to have derived its name Iron
very imperfect state. It wasfirstpublished by Phrixus.
Hermann, Lips., 1808, and subsequently at LonP H R I X U S ,bpl$og), son cf Atharras and Nedon, 1822, from the papers of Porson. Photius phele, and brother of Helle. In consequence of
likewise write many theological works, some the intrigues of his step-mother Ino, he was to
ofwhich have been published, and others still be sacrificed to Jupiter (Zeus); but Nephele resremain in M S
cued her two children, who rode awav through
P H R A A T A (ra <ppaarc, and othe* forms), a graat the air upon the ram with the goldenfleece,ilic
city of Media Atropatene, the winter residence gift of Mercury (Hermes). Between Sigeum
ofthe Parthian kings, especially as arefugein and the Chersonesus, Helle fell into the spa,
time of war, lay southeast of Gaza, near the which was called after her, the Hellespont; but
River Amardus. The mountain fortress ofVERA Phrixus arrived in safety in Colchis, the king(Ouspa), which was besieged by Antony, was dom of zEetes, who gave him his daughter Chalprobably the same place.
ciope in marriage. Phrixus sacrificed the ram
PHRAATACEs,king of Parthia. Vii. ARSACES, which had carried him to Jupiter (Zeus) PhyxNo. 16.
ius or Laphystius, and gave its fleece to /Eetes,
P H R A A T E S , the names of four kings of Parthia. who fastened it to an oak-tree in the grove of
Vii. A R S A C E S , Nos. 5, 7, 12, 15.
Mars (Ares). Thisfleecewas afterward car[ P H R A D M O N (ipdSpuv), of Argos, a statuary,ried away by Jason and the Argonauts Vid
w h o m Pliny places, as the contemporary of JASON. By Chalciope Phrixus became the faPolycletus, Myron, & c , at 01. 90, B.C. 420.] ther of Argus, Melas, Phrontis, Cytisorus, and
[PHRAGANDZE, a people of Thrace, on the bor- Presbon. Phrixus either died of old age in the
ders of Macedonia.]
kingdom of zEetes, or was killed by /Eetos in
P H R A N Z A or P H R A N Z E S (^pavr^ij or $pai>rfw),
consequence of an oracle, or returned to Orchothe last and one ofthe most important Byzan- menus, in the country ofthe Minyans.
tine historians, was frequently employed on imP H R I X U S (<f>p/foc), a river in Argolis, which
portant public business by Constantine XIII., flows into the Argolic Gulf between lemenium
the last emperor of Constantinople. On the and Lerna.
capture of Constantinople by the Turks in 1453,
[ P H R O N I M A (ipovipn), daughter cf Etearchus
Phranza was reduced to slavery, but succeeded king of Axus in Crete, was, at the instigation
in making his escape. H e subsequently retired of her step-mother, cast into the sea, hut n as
to a monastery, where he wrote his Chronicon.
saved, and afterward married to Polymnestus,
This work extends from 1259 to 1477, and is the to w h o m she bore Battus ]
rcost valuable authority for the history of the
[PHRONTIS (*pdi>7-(c). 1. Son of Onetor, pilot
author's time, especiallyforthe capture of Con- ofthe ship of Menelaus.—2 Wife of Panthous ]
stantinople It is edited by Alter, Vienna, 1796, P H R Y G I A M A T E R , a name frequently given to
ind by Bekker, Bonn, 1838.
Cybele, because she was especially worshipped
P H R A O R T E S (<SoabpTng), second king of Media,
in Phrygia.
and son of Deioces, w h o m he succeeded, reigned P H R Y G I A (Qpvyla : *pi5f, pi. Qpvyeg, Phryx,
from B.C. 656 to 634. H e first conquered the Phryges), a country of Asia Minor, which was
Persians, and then subdued the greater part of of very different extent at different periods
Asia, but was at length defeated and killed while According to the division of the provinces unlaying siege tc Ninus (Nineveh), the capital of der tbp R o m a n empire, Phrygia formed the
the Assyrian empire. H e was succeeded by his eastern part of the province of Asia, and was
son Cyaxares.
bounded on the west by Mysia, Lydia, and Caria,
[ P H R A S A O R T E S (QpaoaopTng), son of Rheo-on the south by Lycia and Pisidia, on the easJ
mithres, a Persian, who was appointed by Alex- by Lycaonia (which is often reckoned as a part
ander the Great satrap of the province of Per- of Phrygia) and Galatia (which formerly belongsia Proper, B.C. 331. H e died during the expe- ed to Phrygia), and on the north by Bithynia.
dition ofthe king to India.]
With reference to its physical geography, it
[ P U R A T A G U N E Cssparayovvij), a wife of Darius
formed the western part (as Cappadoeia did the
I., king of Persia, whose two children by this eastern) ofthe great central table-land of Asia
monarch fell at the battle of Thermopylaa ]
Minor, supported by the chains of Olympus on
[PHRATAPIIERNES ($paTa(j>e'pvng), leader ofthe
the north and Taurus on the south, and breakParthians, Hyrcanians, and Tapurians in the ing on the west into the ridges which separate
army of Darius at Gaugamela. H e came after the great valleys of the H E R M U S , the M / E A N D E R ,
the death of Darius to Alexander, when the lat- & c , and which forms the headlands ofthe westter entered Hyrcania, and made his submission ern coast. This table-land itself was intersectto him H e proved himself on several occa- ed by mountain chains, and watered by the up
sions worthy of confidence, so that Alexander per courses and tributaries of the rivers just
gave back to him his satrapies Parthia and Hyr- mentioned in its western part, and in its north
cania. In the division ofthe provinces B.C. 323, e'rn part by those ofthe R H Y N D A C U S and SANGAlie still retained Hyrcania.]
RIUS. These parts of the countiy were very
PHRICIUM ($ptKtov\ a mountain in the east offertile, especially in the valley ofthe Sangarius,
Locris, near Thermopylaa.
but in the south and east the streams which dePHRICONIS.
Vid. C Y M E , LARISSA, II., 2.
scend from Taurus lose themselves in extensive
P H R I X A C&pifa, <bpi!jai, Qpigai: now Paleofasalt marshes and salt lakes, some of which aie
naro), a town of Elis in Triphylia, on the bor- still famous, as in ancient times, for their manders of Pisatis, w as situated upon a steep hill ufactures of salt The Phrygians were a dison the River Alpheus, and was thirty stadia tinct and remarkable people, whose origin u
from Olyrnpia. It was founded by the Min- one of the most difficult problems of antiquit'
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P H R Y NICHES

vided into Phrygia Salutaris on the east, wn
fhey claimed a very high antiquity; and according to the amusing account given by He- Synnadaforits capital, and Phrygia f acutiana
rodotus ofthe absurd experiment of Psammeti- on the west, extending north and south from
cfms. king of Egypt, on thefirstspontaneous Bithynia to Pamphylia. Phrygia was rich i»
speech of children, they were thought to have products of every kind. Its mountains furnishbeen proved the most ancient of people. Else- ed gold and marble ; its valleys oil an i wine;
where Herodotus mentions a Macedonian tra- the less fertile hills in the west afforded pasture
dition that the Phryges formerly dwelt in Ma- for sheep, whose wool was highly celebrated;
cedonia, under the name of Briges ; and later and even the marshes ofthe southeast furnishwriters add that they passed over into Asia ed abundance of salt. In connection with the
Minor one hundred years after the Trojan war. early intellectual culture of Greece, Phiygia ia
They are, however, mentioned by Homer as highly important. The earliest Greek music,
already settled on the banks of the Sangarius, especially that of theflute,was borrowed in
where later writers tell us of the powerful part, through the Asiatic colonies, from Phrygia,
Phrygian kingdom of G O R D I U S and MIDAS. Al- and one ofthe three musical modes was called
though any near approach to certainty is hope- the Phrygian. With this country also were
less, it would seem that they were a branch of closely associated the orgies of Bacchus (Diothe great Thracian family, settled, in times of nysus), and of Cybele, the mother of the gods,
unknown antiquity, in the northwest of Asia the Phrygia Mater of the Roman poets After
Minor, as far as the shores of the Hellespont the Persian conquest, however, the Phrygian*
and Propontis, and perhaps of the Euxine, and seem to have lost all intellectual activity, an*
that the successive migrations of other Thra- they became proverbial among the Greeks and
cian tribes, as the Thyni, Bithyni, Mysians, Romans for submissiveness and stupidity. It
and Teucrians, drove them further inland, till,should be observed that the Roman poets confrom this cause, and perhaps, too, by the con- stantly use the epithet Phrygian as equivalent
quests of the Phrygian kings in the opposite di- to Trojan.
P H R Y N E (<vpvvn), one of the most celebrated
rection, theyreachedthe Halys on the east and
the Taui us on the south. They were not, how- Athenian hetaarae, was a native of Thespiaa in
ever, entirely displaced by the Mysians and Teu- Bceotia. Her beauty procured for her so much
crians from the country between the shores of wealth that she is said to have offered to re
the Hellespont and Propontis and Mounts Ida build the walls of Thebes, after they had been
and Olympus, where they continued side by destroyed by Alexander, if she might be allowside with the Greek colonies, and where their ed to put up this inscription on the walls:
name was preserved in that ofthe district un- "Alexander destroyed them, but Phryne, the
der all subsequent changes, namely, P H R Y G I A hetaara, rebuilt them." She had among her adM I N O R or P H R Y G I A H E L L E S P O N T U S . The king- mirers many ofthe most celebrated men ofthe
dom of Phrygia was conquered by Croesus, and age of Philip and Alexander, and the beauty of
formed part of the Persian, Macedonian, and her form gave rise to some of the greatest works
Syro-Grecian empires ; but, under the last, the of art. The most celebrated picture of Apelles,
northeastern part, adjacent to Paphlagonia and his " Venus Anadyomene" (vid. APELLES), is said
the Halys, was conquered by the Gauls, and to have been a representation of Phryne, who,
formed the western part of GALATIA ; and a part at a public festival at Eleusis, entered the sea
west of this, containing the richest portion of with dishevelled hair. The celebrated Cnidian
the country, about the Sangarius, was subject- Venus of Praxiteles, who was one of her lovers,
ed by the kings of Bithynia: this last portion was taken from her.
P H R Y N I C H U S (ipvvixog). 1. A n Athenian, and
was the object of a contest between the kings
of Bithynia and Pergamus, but at last, by the one of the early tragic poets, is said to have
decision ofthe Romans, it was added, under the been the disciple of Thespis. H e gained his
name of Phrygia Epietetus ($. inrlKinrog, i. first
e., tragic victory in B.C. 511, twenty-four
the acquired r n-iygia), to the kingdom of years
Per- after Thespis (535), twelve years after
gamus, to which the whole of Phrygia was as- Chaarilus (523), and twelve years before zEschysigned by the Romans, after the overthrow of lus (499); and his last in 476, on which occaAntiochus the Great in B.C. 190. With the sion Themistooles was his choragus, and recordrest of the kingdom of Pergamus, Phrygia pass- ed the event by an inscription. Phrynichus
ed to the Romans by the testament of Attalus probably went, like other poets of the age, to
III., and thus became a part of1 the province of the court of Hiero, and there died. In all tho
Asia, B.C. 130. As to the distinctive names: accounts of the rise and development of tragethe inland district usually understood by the dy, the chief place after Thespis is assigned to
name of Phrygia, when it occurs alone, was Phrynichus, and the improvements which he
also called Great Phrygia, or Phrygia Proper, introduced in the internal poetical character of
in contradistinction to the Lesser Phrygia, or the drama entitle him to be considered as the
Phrygia on the Hellespont; and of this Great real inventor of tragedy. For the light, ludior Proper Phrygia, the northern part was call- crous, Bacchanalian stories of Thespis, he sub*
ed, as just stated, Phrygia Epietetus, and the stituted regular and serious subjects, taken
southern part, adjacent to the Taurus, was call-either from the heroic age, or the heroic deeds
ed, from its position, Phrygia Parorios ($. 7rapo-which illustrated the history of his own time.
oewc). At the division of the provinces in the In these he aimed, not so much to amuse the
fourth century, the last-mentioned part, also audience as to move their passions; and so
called Phrygia Pisidica, was assigned to Pisid- powerful was the effect of his tragedy on the
ia, and the southwestern portion, about the capture of Miletus, that the audience burst inte
Maaander, to Caria ; and the remainder was di- • ears, and fined the poet one thousand drachmae,
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because ho had exhibited the sufferings of a the Caucasus, or, according to some, beyon 1 tin
Kindred people, and even passed a law that no River Rha, in Sarmatia Asiatica.
one should ever again m a k e use of that drama.
PHYA.
Vid. P I S I S T R A T U S .
T o the light mimetic ihorus of Thespis he addP H Y C U S (QvKovg : n o w Ras-Sem or Kas-eled tbe sublime music of dithyrambic choruses. Kazat), a promontory on the coast ofCyrenaica;
Aristophanes more than once contrasts thnse a little west of Apollonia and northwest of Cy.
ancient and beautiful melodies with the involved rene It is the northernmost headland of Librefinements of later p-aets. Phrynichus was the ya east of the Lesser Syrtis, and the nearest
first poet w h o introduced masks, representingpoint of this coast to that of Europe, che distance
female persons in the drama H e also paid par- from Phycus to Taanarum, the southern promticular attention to the dances of the chorus. ontory of Peloponnesus, being two hundred and
fnfhe drama of Phrynichus, however, the chorus eight miles. There was a small town of the
still retained the principal place, and it was re- same n a m e on the headland.
served for zEschylus and Sophocles to bring the
P H Y L A C E (QvXdicn). 1. A smalltown of Thesdialogue and action into their due position. saly in Phthiotis, southeast of Eretria, and east
IThe few fragments of Phrynichus are given by of Enipeus, on the northern slope of Mount
W a g n e r in Ti ag. Gi ac. Fragm. (in Didot's Bibl. Othrys. It w a s the birth-p'lace of Protesilaus.
Graeca), p. 10-16 ]—2. A distinguished comic — 2 . A town of Epirus inMolossia.—3. A town
poet of the Old Comedy, w a s a contemporary in Arcadia, near the sources ofthe Alpheus, on
of Eupolis, andflourishedB.C 429. [The frag- the frontieis of Tegea and Laconia.
ments are given by Meineke, Com. Grac. Frag ,
P H Y L A C U S (<bvXaKog) 1. Son of Deion and DioI, 228-40, ed. minor.]—3 A Greek sophist and mede, and husband of Periclymene or Clymene,
grammarian, described by some as an Arabian, the daughter of Minyas, by w h o m he became
and by others as a Bithynian, lived under M . the father of Iphiclus and Alcimede. H e waa
Aurelius and Commodus. His great work was believed to be the founder of the town of Phyentitled So<ptoriKn HapaaKevij, in thirty-seven
lace, in Thessaly. Either from his name oi
books, of which w e still possess a fragment, that of the town, his descendants, Phylacus,
published by Bekker, in his Anecdo/a Graca, Iphiclus, and Protesilaus, are called Phylacida
Berol, 1814, vol. i. H e also wrote a Lexicon — [ 2 . A Trojan warrior, slain by Leitus.—3. A
of Attic words ('KKXoynfanpuravKO.1 bvopdravDelphian hero, to w h o m a sanctuary w a s dediArrmdv), which is extant: the best edition is cated at Delphi.—4 Son of Histiaeus of Samos.]
by Lobeck, Lips., 1830.
P H Y L A R C H U S (QvXapxoc), a Greek historical
P H R Y N N I S (Qpvvvig) or P H R Y N I S (Qpvvig), awriter, and a contemporary of Aratus, was probcelebrated dithyrambic poet, ofthe time ofthe ably a native of Naucratis in Egypt, but spent
Peloponnesian war, was a native of Mytilene, the greater part of his life at Athens. His great
bat flourished at Athens. His innovations, ef- work was a history in twenty eight books, which
feminacies, and frigidness are repeatedly at- embraced a period offifty-twoyears, from the
tacked by the comic poets. A m o n g the innova- expedition of Pyrrhus into Peloponnesus, B.C.
tions winch lie is said to have made w a s the 272, to the death of Cleomenes, 220. Phylaraddition of two strings to the heptachord. H e chus is vehemently attacked by Polybius, w h o
was the first w h o gained the victory in the charges him with falsifying history through his
musical contests established by Pericles, in con- partiality to Cleomenes, and his hatred against
nection with the Panathenaic festival, probably Aratus and the Achaeans. T h e accusation is
in B.C. 445.
probably not unfounded, but it might be retort[ P H R Y N O N (<vpvvuv), an Athenian, w h o had ed with equal justice upon Polybius, w h o has
been an Olympian victor, and w a s celebrated fallen into the opposite error of exaggerating
for his strength and courage, commanded the the merits of Aratus and his^arty, and depreAthenian forces in their contest with the Myti- ciating Cleomenes. T h e style of Phylarchu;
leneans for the possession of Sigeum. H e en- appears to have been too oratorical and declam
gaged in single combat with Pittacus (vid. PIT- atory ; but it was, at tne same time, lively and
T A C U S ) , w h o entangled him in a net, and then attractive. T h e fragments of Phylarchus have
dispatched him with a trident and a dagger, just been collected by Lucht, Lips , 1836 ; by Bruckas the retiarii afterward fought at Rome.]
ner, Vratisl, 1838 ; and by Muller, Fragm. HisPHTHIA.
Vid. P H T H I O T I S .
tor. Grac., Paris, 1840.
P H T H I O T I S (fyBidrig: 'tBidrrig), a district in the
P H Y L A S (QiXag). 1. King of the Dryopes,
southeast of Thessaly, bounded on the south by was attacked and slain by Hercules because he
the Maliac Gulf, and on the east by the Pagasaean had violated the sanctuary of Delphi. B y his
Gulf, and inhabited by Achaaans. Vid T H E S - daughter Midea, Hercules became the father of
SALIA. H o m e r calls it P H T H I A (QBiij), and men-Antiochus.—2. Son of Antiochus, and grandson
tions a city ofthe same name, which was cele- of Hercules and Midea, w a s married to Deiphile,
brated as theresidenceof Achilles. Hence the by w h o m he had two sons, Hippotas and Thero
poets call Achilles Phthius heros, and his father— 3 . King of Ephyra in Thesprotia, and the faPeleus Phthius rex.
ther of Polymele and Astyoche, by the latter of
P H T H I R A (rd $8ipa, §8eipuv bpog), a mountainw h o m Hercules w a s the father of Tlepolemus.
of Car:<i, forming a part or a branch of Latmus,
P H Y L E ($vXn : QvXdotog: n o w Fili), a demus
inhabited by a people called iBipeg.
in Attica, and a strongly fortified place, belongP H T H I R O P H A G I (QBeipotpdyoi, i. e., eaters of lice,
ing to the tribe CEneis, w a s situated on tha con[or,,according to another derivation, eaters of fines of Bceotia, and on the southwestern slope
pine-cones (from fBcip, the fruit ofthe irlrvg <f>8eiof Mount Parnes. It is memorable as the place
poipbptg) as the Budini (Hdt., iv., 109). Vid.which Thrasybulus and the Athenian patriots
(titter, Vorhalle, p. 45-Q]), a Scythian people near
seized soon after the end ofthe Pelopontesiai
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war, B.C, 404, and whence they directed their hills and by the River Matrinus

It is s.aid t.operations against the thirty tyrants at Athens. have derived its name irom tne bird picus,
P H Y L E U S (ivXevg), son of Augeas, was ex-which directed the Sabine immigrants into the
pelled Dy his father from Ephyra because he land, or from a mythical leader Picus : some
gave evidence in favor of Hercules (Vid p modern writers connect the name v itb the
357, b ) H e then emigrated to Dulichium. By Greek irevKn, a pine-tree, on account of t ie pine
Ctimene or Timandra he became the father of trees growing in the country on the slopes of
Meges, who is hence called Phylldes.
the Apennines ; but none of these etymologies
[PIIYLLIDAS (QvXXldag), 1 Theban, secretary
can be received. Picenum formed the fifth reto the polemarchs who held office under Spartan gion in the division of Italy made by Augustus
protection, aft-ar the seizure of the Cadmea by The country was traversed by a number of hilln
Phoabidas. H e was a secret enemy of the new of moderate height, eastern offshoots of the
government, and contributed greatly to the suc- Apennines, and was drained by several small
cess of the plot formed by Pelopidas for the rivers flowing into the Adriatic through the
liberation of his country from Spartan tyranny ] valleys between these hills. The country wa?
PHYLLIS.
Vii. D E M O P H O N , N O . 2.
upon the whole fertile, and was especially eel
P H Y L L I S (ftisXXig), a district in Thrace south
ebrated for its apples; but the chief employ
ofthe Strymon, near Mount Pangaeus.
ment of the inhabitants was the feeding of
[PHYLLIS, the nurse of Domitian, w h o m she cattle and swine. The Picentes, as already
buried after his assassination.]
remarked, were Sabine immigrants; but the
P H Y L L U S (QvXXog: now Petrino), a town of
population ofthe country appears to have beerThessaly, in the district Thessaliotis, north of of a mixed nature. The Umbrians were in posMetropolis.
session of the land when it was conquered by
[ P H Y L O ($vXd), one of the female attendants the Sabine Picentes, and some of the Umbriar
of Helen ]
population became intermingled with their SaP H Y S C A ($vaKa), a town of Macedonia, in thebine conquerors. In addition to this, the south
district Eordaea
ern part of the country was for a time in pos
PHYSCON.
Vid. P T O L E M Z E U S .
session of the Liburnians, and Ancona was ocP H Y S C U S (<vboKog). 1. A city of the Ozolian
cupied by Greeks from Syracuse. In B.C. 29S
Locrians in Northern Greece.—2. (Now Paitch- the Picentes made a treaty with the Romans .
shin), a town on the southern coast of Caria, inbut having revolted in 269, they were defeated
the Rhodian territory, with an excellent harbor, by the consul Sempronius Sophus in the follow
which was used as the port of Mylasa, and was ing year, and were obliged to submit to the R o
the landing place for travellers coming from man supremacy. A portion of the people wai
Rhodes.—3 (Now Odorneh), an eastern tribu- transplanted to the coast of the Sinus Paasta
tary of the Tigris in Lower Assyria. The town nus, where they founded the town Picentia
of Opis stood at its junction with the Tigris
Vul PICENTIA. T W O or three years afterward
P H Y T Z E U M (iI>ti7-a(on : $vraiog), a town in zEtothe Romans sent colonies to Firmum and CasUa, southeast of Thermum, on the Lake Tri- trum Novum in Picenum, in order to secure
ohonis.
their newly-conquered possession. The PicenPIOENI.
Vid. P I C E N U M .
tes fought with the other Socii against R o m s
PICENTES.
Vid. P I C E N U M .
in the Social or Marsic war (90-89), and receivPICENTIA (Piccntinus : now Vicenza), a town ed the Roman franchise at the close of it.
in the south of Campania, at the head of the
PIOTAVI.
Vid PIOTONES.
Sinus Paastanus, and between Salernum and
PICTI, a people inhabiting the northern part of
the frontiers of Lueania, the inhabitants of Britain, appear to have been either a tribe of
which were compelled by the Romans, in con- the Caledonians, or the same people as the Calsequence of their revolt to Hanniba1, to abandon edonians, though under another name. TifSj
their town and live in the neighboring villages. were called Picti by the Romans, from their
Between the town and the frontiers of Lueania, practice of painting their bodies. They are first
there was an ancient temple ofthe Argive Juno, mentioned by the rhetorician Etirnenius in ar
said to have been founded by Jason, the Argo- oration addressed to Constantius Chlorus, A.D.
naut. The name of Picentini was not confined 296 ; and after this time their name frequently
to the inhabitants of Picentia, but was given to occurs in the Roman writers, and often in con
the inhabitants of the whole coast of tho Sinus nection with that ofthe Scoti. In the next cen
Paestanus, from the promontory of Mineiva to tury we find them divided into two tribes, tht
the River Silarus. They were a portion ofthe Dicaledonaa or Dicaledones, and the Vecturionei
Sabine Picentes, who were transplanted by the or Vecturones. At a still later period their prin
Romans to this part of Campania after the con- cipal seat was in the northeast of Scotland.
quest of Picenum, B.C 268, at which time they
PICTONES, subsequently PIOTAVI, a powerfufounded the town of Picentia.
people on the coast of Gallia Aquitanica, whose
PICENTINI
Vid. PICENTIA and P I C E N U M .
territory extended north as far as the Ligei
P I C E N U M (Picentes, sing Picens, more rarely (now Loire), and east probably as far the Rivei
Picentini and Piceni), a country in Central Ita- Creuse. Their chief town was Limonum, sub
ly, was a narrow strip of land along the west- sequently Pictavi (now Poitiers).
ern coast ofthe Adriatic, and was bounded on
PICTOK, FABIUS.
1. C , painted the ten pie
tne north by Umbria, from which it was sepa- of Salus, which the dictator C. Junius Biutus
rated by the River /Esis, on the west by U m - Bubulcus contracted foir in his censorship, B C
bria and the territory of the Sabines, and on 307, and dedicated in his dictatorsnip, 302.
tne south by the territory of the Marsi and Ves- This painting, which must have been on tie
mi, from which it was separated by a range or walls ofthe tpmple, was probably a repres-nu
«B4.
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PILIA.

tion of the oattle which Bubulcus had gained', [PIELUS (ITzsAof), son of Pyrrhus ana A 8
against the Samnites. This Is the earliest Ro- dromaohe, brother of Molossus and Perganras.l
PIERIA (Uiepla : Hiepec) 1. A narrow slip of
man painting of which w e have any record. It
was preserved till the reign of Claudius, when eountry on the southeastern coast of Macedo
die temple fvas destroyed by fire. IL conse- nia, extending from the mouth of the Peneus ii
quence of this painting, C. Fabius received the Thessaly to the Haliacmon, and bounded on the
surname of PIOTOR, which was borne by his de- west by Mount Olympus and its offshoots. A
scendants.—2 C , son of No. 1, consul 269.— portion of these mountains was called oy thf
ancient writers PIERUS, or the Pierian Mount
8. N. (i. e , Numerius), also son of N o 1, consul 263.—4. Q , son of No. 2, was the most an- ain. The inhabitants of this country, the Pie
cient writer of Roman history in prose. H e res, were a Thracian people, and are celebiated
ser-.ed in the Gallic war 225, and also in the in the early history of Greek poetry and music,
second Punic war. His history, which was since their country was one of the earliest seats
written in Greek, began with the arrival of ofthe worship ofthe Muses, and Orpheus is said
/Eneas in Italy, and came down to his own to have been buried there. After the establishtime. Hence Polybius speaks of him as one ment of the Macedonian kingdom in Emathia
ofthe historians ofthe second Punic war. [A in the seventh century B C , Pieria was confew fragments of the history of Pictor are col- quered by the Macedonians, and the inhabitants
lected by Krause in Fragmenta Historicorumwere driven out of the country.—2. A district
Lat. p. 52-63.]—5. Q., praator 189, and flamen in Macedonia, east of the Strymon near Mounl
Quirinalis.—6. SEE., is said by Cicero to have Pangaaum, where the Pierians settled, who hao
been well skilled in law, literature, and antiqui- been driven out of their original abodes by the
ty H e lived about B.C. 150. H e appears to Macedonians, as already related. They posbe the same as the Fabius Pictor who wrote a sessed in this district the fortified towns of
and Pergamus.—3. A district on the
work De Jure Pontificio, in several books. Phagres
He
probably wrote Annals likewise in the Latin northern coast of Syria, so called from the
Mountain Pieria, a branch of the Amanus, 8
language, since Cicero (de Orat, ii., 12) speaks
of a Latin annalist Pictor, w h o m he places after name given to it by the Macedonians after theii
Cato, but before Piso ; which corresponds with conquest of the East. In this district was the
the time at which Ser. Pictor lived, but could city of Seleucia, which is distinguished from
not apply to Q. Pictor, who lived in the time other cities of the same name as Seleucia in
ofthe second Punic war.
Pieria.
P I C U M N U S and PILUMNUS, two Roman divinPIERIDES (Hiepibeg).
1. A surname of tits
ities, were regarded as two brothers, and as theMuses, which they derived from Pieria, nea'
beneficent gods of matrimony in the rustic re- Mount Olympus, where they werefirstworshipigion of the ancient Romans. A couch was ped among the Thracians. Some derived the
prepared for them in the house in which there name from an ancient king Pierus, who is said
was a newly-born child. Pilumnus was be- to have emigrated from Thrace into Boaotia,
lieved to ward off all sufferings from the infant and to have established their worship at Theswith his pilum, with which he taught to pound piae. Pieris also occurs in the singular.—2.
the grain ; and Picumnus, who, under the name The nine daughters of Pierus, king of Emathia
of Sterquilinius, was believed to have discov- (Macedonia), w h o m he begot by Euippe or Anered the use of manure for thefields,conferred tiope, and to w h o m he gave the names of the
upon the infant strength and prosperity. Hence nine Muses. They afterward entered into a
ooth were also looked upon as the gods of good contest with the Muses, and, being conquered,
deeds, and were identified with Castor and Pol- they were metamorphosed into birds called Oelux. W h e n Dana8 landed in Italy, Picumnus lymbas, Iyngx, Cenchris, Cissa, Chloris, Acsis said to have built with her the town of Ar- lanthis, Nessa, Pipo, and Dracontis.
dea, and to have become by her the father of
PIERUS (Hlepog). 1. Mythological. Fid PIEDaunus.
RIDES.—2. V mountain. Vid. PIERIA, N O . 1.
Picus (Hticog), a Latin prophetic divinity, isPIETAS, a personification of faithful attachdescribed as a son of Saturnus or Sterculus, as ment, love, and veneration among the Romans.
the husband of Canens, and tho father of Fau- At first she had only a small sanctuary at Rome,
nus. In some traditions he was called the first but in B.C. 191 a larger one was built. She is
king of Italy. H e was a famous soothsayer and represented on Roman coins as a matron throwaugur, and as he made use in his prophetic art ing incense upon an altar, and her attributes
of a picus (a woodpecker), he himself was also are a stork and children, She is sometimes
called Picus. H e was represented in a rude represented as a female figure offering hei
and primitive manner as a wpoden pillar with breast to an aged parent.
a woodpecker on the top of it, but afterward
PIETAS JULIA.
Vii P O L A .
as a young m a n with a woodpecker on his
PIGRES (Xliyoyg), of Halicarnassus, either the
head. Tho whole legend of Pious is founded brother or the son of tho celebrated Artemisia.
an the notion that the woodpecker is a prophet- queen of Caria. H e is said to have been the
ic bird, sacred to Mars. Pomona, it is said, author of the Margite" and the Batrachomyowas beloved by him, and when Circe's love for maehia.
him was not requited, she changed him into a
[PIGRUM M A R E , called by the Greeks d Kpowoodpecker, who, however, retained the pro- viog 'ilKcavog, the names under which the Arctic
phetic powers which he had formerly possessed or Frozen Ocean was known to the ancients.]
as a man.
PILIA, the wife of T. Pomponius Atticus, to
rPiDYTEs (HiSiirng), oi Peroote, an ally of wtne
h o m she was marrnd on the 12th of FeDrua.
V'Ivans yea* slain by Ulysses.!
ry, B.C. 56. In the snmmai of the following
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*ear she bore her husband a daughter, who sub- near ssus, net ween the mouth ofthe Pyramw
nequently married Vipsanius Agrippa.
and tr.e Syrian frontier.
PILORUS (HiXapog), a town of Macedonia in i?mTilRvs(niv6apog). 1 The greatest lyrit poet
Chaleidiee, at the bead ofthe Singitic Gulf.
of Greece, was born either at Thebes or at CyPILUMNU". Vii. P I C U M N U S .
noscephalae, a village in the territory of Thebes,
PIMPLEA (HipnXeia), a town in the Macedo-about B C. 522. His family was one of the
nian prov-nce of Pieria, sacred to the Muses, noblest in Thebes, and seems also to have beer.
Who were hence called Pimpleides.
celebrated for its skill in music. The father oi
[PIMPRAKA (ITip7rpa,ua), the capital city of the uncle of Pindar was aflute-player,and Pindar
Adrai'staa, a tribe in the northwest of India in- at an early age received instruction in the art
tra Gangem.]
from thefluteplayer Scopelinus But the youth
P I N A E A (TC Hlvapa : Htvapevg : ruins at Pinasoon gave indications of a genius for poetry,
ra or Minara), an inland city of Lycia, some dis-which induced his father to send him to Athena
tance west ofthe River Xanthus, at the foot of to receive more perfect instruction in the art.
Mount Cragus. Here Pandarus was worship- Later writers tell us that his future glory as a
ped as a hero.
poet was miraculously foreshadowed by a swarm
PINARIA G E N S , one of the most ancient pa- of bees which rested upon his lips while he was
trician gentes at Rome, traced its origin to a asleep, and that this miraclefirstled him to
time long previous to the foundation of the city. compose poetry. At Athens Pindar became the
The legendrelatedthat when Hercules came pupil of Lasus of Hermione, the founder of the
into Italy, he was hospitably received on theAthenian school of dithyrambic poetry. H e respot where R o m e was afterward built by the turned to Thebes before he completed his twen
Potitii and the Pinarii, two of the most distin- tieth year, and is said to have received instruc
guished families in the country. The hero, in tion there from Myrtis and Corinna of Tanagra,
return, taught them the way in which he wastwo poetesses w h o then enjoyed great celebto be worshipped ; but as the Pinarii were not rity in Bceotia. With both these poetesses Pinat hand when the sacrificial banquet was ready, dar contended for the prize in the musical conand did not come till the entrails of the victim tests at Thebes; and he is said to have been
were eaten, Hercules, in anger, determined thatdefeated five times by Corinna. Pindar comthe Pinarii should in all future time be excluded menced his professional career as a poet at an
from partaking of the entrails of the victims, early age, and was soon employed by different
and that in all matters relating to his worship states and princes in all parts of the Hellenic
they shoulc". be inferior to the Potitii. These world to compose for them choral songs for
two families continued to be the hereditary special occasions. H e received money and pres
priests of Hercules till the censorship of App. ents for his works; but he never degenerated
Claudius (B.C. 312), w h o purchased from the into a common mercenary poet, and he continPotitii ti.e knowledge of the sacred rites, and ued to preserve to his latest days therespectof
intrus /SLI ihem to public slaves ; whereat the all parts of Greece. H e composed poems for
goc vas so angry that the whole Potitia gens, Hieron, tyrant of Syracuse, Alexander, son of
containing twelve families and thirty grown-up Amyntas, king of Macedonia, Theron, tyrant of
men, perished within' a year, or, according to Agrigentum, Arcesilaus, king of Cyrene, as well
other accounts, within thirty days, and Appius as for many free states and private persons H e
himself became blind. The Pinarii did not was courted especially by Alexander, king of
share in the guilt of communicating the sacred Macedonia, and Hieron, tyrant of Syracuse ; and
knowledge, and therefore did not receive the the praises which he bestowed upon the formei
came punishment as the Potitii, but continued are said to have been the chief reason which led
in existence to the latest times. It appears thathis descendant, Alexander, the son of Philip, t«the worship of Hercules by the Potitii and Pi- spare the house of the poet when he destroyed
narii was a sacrum gentilitium belonging to these
the rest of Thebes. Pindar's stated residence
gentes, and that in the time of Appius Claudius was at Thebes, though he frequently left home
these sacra privata were made sacra publico. inThe
order to witness the great public games, and
Pinarii were divid-ad into the families otMamer- to visit the states anu distinguished men who
cinus, Natta, Possa, Rusca, and Scarpus, butcourted
none
his friendship and employed his servof them obtained iufficient importance to require ices. Thus about B C. 473 lie visited the court
a separate notice.
of Hieron at Syracuse, where he remained four
PINARIUS, L. [1. The commander of the Ro- years. H e probably died in his eightieth year
m a n garrison at Enna in the second Punic war, in 442. The only poems of Pindar which have
B.C. 214, suppressed with vigor an attempt at come down to us entire are his Epinicia, or triinsurrection which the inhabitants made.]—2. umphal odes. But these were hut a small por
The great-nephew of the dictator C. Julius Cae- tion of his works. Besides his triumphal odes,
sar, being the grandson of Julia, Caesar's eldesthe wrote hymns to the gods, paeans, dithyrambs,
sister. In the will of the dictator, Pinarius was odes for processions (irpogbSia), songs of maidnamed one of his heirs along with his two oth- ens (irapBeveia), mimic dancing songs (viropxn
«r great-nephews, C. Octavius and Q. Pedius, para), drinking-songs (OK'OXIO,), dirges (Spijvoi)
Octavius obtaining three fourths of the prop- and encomia (eyKuuia), or panegyrics on princes
erty, ani the remaining fourth hiring divided Of these w e have numerous fragments. Mosl
between Pinarius and Pedius. [Pinarius after- of them are mentioned in the well-know a line
ward served in the army ofthe triumvirs in the of Horace (Carm , iv., 2):
" Seu per audaces noi a dithyramboe
war against Brutus and Cassius.]
Verba devolvit, r.umerisque fertur
P I N A R U S (Hivapx), a river of Cilicia, rising in
Lego gonitis:
Mons Amanus, aril falling into the Gulf of Issus

P1NDASUS
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Sett do ^s (hymns and ptzans) regesve
(encomia) canit, deorum
Sanguinem:...
Sive quos Elea d o m u m reducit
Palma coelestes (the Epinicia) : ..
Flebili sponsai juvenemve raptum
Plorat" (ike dirges).

Mount T e m n u s in Mysia, extending to the E l m
tic Gulf, and containing the sources ofthe Rivei
Cetius.
[ P I N D E N I S S U S (Pindenissitae in pi. ; n o w , ac-

cording to V o n H a m m e r , Schahmaran), a city of
Cilicia, _esieged and taken by Cicero during his
,a all of these varieties Pindar equally excelled, administration ofthe province of Cilicia.]
P I N D U S (HivSog). 1. A lofty range of mount
as w e see from the numerous quotations m a d e
from them by the ancient writers, though they ains in Northern Greece, a portion of the grea!
are generally of too fragmentary a kind to allow back-bone which runs through the centre of
us to form a judgment respecting them. Our Greece from north to south. T h e n a m e of Pinestimate of Pindar as a poet must be formed dus w a s confined to that part'of the chain whicr
almost exclusively from his Epinicia, which were separates Thessaly and Epirus, and its mosl
composed in commemoration of some victory in northerly and also highest part w a s called L A O
the public games. T h e Epinicia are divided into M O N . — 2 . O n e of the four towns of Doris, neai
four books, celebratingrespectivelythe victories the sources of a small river ofthe same name.
gained in the Olympian, Pythian, N e m e a n , and which flowed through Locris into the Cephisu-s.
[PINEUS.
Vii. P I N N E S . ]
Isthmian games. In order to understand them
P I N N A (Pinnensis : n o w Civita diPenna), the
properly, w e must bear in mind the nature of the
occasionforwhich they were composed, and the chief town of the Vestini at the foot ofthe Apobject which the poet had in view. A victory ennines, surrounded by beautiful meadows.
P I N N E S , P I N N E U S , or P I N E U S , w a s the son of
gained in one ofthe four great national festivals
conferred honor not only upon tbe conqueror Agron, king of Illyria, by his first wifeTriteuta.
und his family, but also upon the city to which At the death of Agron (B.C. 231), Pinnes, w h o
ne belonged. It w a s accordingly celebrated was then a child, was left in the guardianship of
with great p o m p and ceremony. Such a cele- his step-mother Teuta, w h o m Agron had marbration began with a procession to a temple, ried after divorcing Triteuta. W h e n Teuta was
where a sacrifice w a s offered, and it ended with defeated by the Romans, the care of Pinnes dea banquet and the joyous revelry, called by the volved upon Demetrius of Pharos; but when
Greeks comus (napog). For this celebration a Demetrius, in his turn, m a d e w a r against the
p o e m w a s expressly composed, which w a s sung R o m a n s and w a s defeated, Pinnes w a s placed
by a chorus. T h e poems were sung either dur- upon the throne by the R o m a n s , but w a s coming the procession to the temple, or at the comus pelled to pay tribute.
[PINTIA (Hivna : n o w Valladolii), a city ofthe
at the close ofthe banquet. Those of Pindar's
Epinician odes which consist of strophes with- Vaccaai in Hispania Tarraconensis, situated on
out epodes were sung during the procession, but the road from Asturica to Caasaraugusta.]
P I N T U A R I A (Hivrovapla: n o w Teneriffe), one
the majority of them appear to have been sung
al the comus. In these odes Pindar rarely de ofthe I N S U L Z E F O R T U N A T Z E (now Canary Ishnds)
seribes the victory itself, as the scene was fa-off the western coast of Africa, also called C O N miliar to all tho spectators, but lie dwells upon VALLIS, and, from the perpetual snow on its peak,
the glory of the victor, and celebrates chiefly N I V A R I A .
either his wealth (bXBog) or his skill (apern): his [PIONIA (Htovla : Pionites), a city in the inwealth, if he had gained the victory in the char- terior of Mysia, on the River Satnio'is, northiot-race, since it w a s only the wealthy that west of Antandrus, and northeast of Gargara,
could contend for the prize in this contest; his said to have derived its n a m e from Pionis, a deskill, if he had been exposed to peril in the con-scendant of Hercules.]
P I R Z E E U S or P I R A E U S (Heipatevg: now Porto Letest. T h e metres of Pindar are too extensive
and difficult a subject to admit of explanation in one or Porto Dracone). 1. T h e most important of
the present work. N o two odes possess the the harbors of Athens, w a s situated in the peninsame metrical structure
T h e Doric rhythm sula aboutfivemiles southwest of Athens. This
chiefly prevails, but he also makes frequent use peninsula, which is sometimes called by the genofthe zEolian and Lydian as well. T h e best edi- eral n a m e of Piraeeus, contained three harbors,
tions of Pindar are byBockh, Lips ,1811-1821,2 Piraeus proper on the western side, by far the
vols. 4to, and by Dissen, Gotha, 1830, 2 vols. 8vo,largest of the three, Zea on the eastern side
ofwhich there is a second edition by Sehneide- separated from Piraeeus by a narrow isthmus,
win, Gotha, 1843, seq
[2. Under the n a m e of and Munychia (now Pharnari) stih further to the
Pindarus there exists a Latin poem in hexame- east. T h e position of Piraeeus and ofthe Atheter verse, commonly called Epitome Iliados Ho- nian harbors has been usually misunderstood.
meri. Wernsdorf tried to prove that the n a m e In consequence of a statement in an ancient
of the author w a s Pentadius, from which Pin- scholiast, it w a s generally supposed that the
darus w a s a corruption, but this idea he after- great harbor of Piraeeus w a s divided into three
ward abandoned; Bahr thinks the poem must smaller harbors, Zea for corn vessels, Aphrodis.
have been composed in the third or fourth cen- ium for merchant ships in general, and Can
tury A.D.; it is published by Wernsdorf in Poeta tharus for ships of war ; but this division of th<t
Latini Minores, vol. iv., pt. ii., and separately, withPiraeeus is n o w rejected by the best topograthe notes of Theod.VanKooten,byH.Weytingh, phers. Z e a w a s a harbor totally distinct from
Lugd. Bat, 1809.—3. T h e freedman of C. Cas- the Piraeeus, as is stated above; the northern
sius Longinus, put an end to his master's life portion of the Piraeeus seems to have been used
at the request of the latter after the loss of the by the merchant vessels, and the Cantharus,
where the ships of war were stationed, w a s on
battle of Philippi.]
the southern side of the harbor, aear tha en
P I N D A S U S (Jl'ivbaiog), a southern branch cf
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t-ance. 4 was through the suggestion ofThe- With the assistance of Pirithoiis, Theseus car.
nnstocles that the Athenians were induce... to ried off Helen from Sparta, and placed hsr at
make use of the harbor of Piraeeus. Before Aphidnje, under the care of zEthra. Piritiiods
the Persian wars their principal harbor was Pha- was still more ambitious, and resolved to carry
lerum, whieh w a s not situated in the Piraean off Persephone (Proserpina), the w.fe ofthe king
peninsula at all, but lay to the east of Munychia. of the lower world. Theseus would not desert
Vid. P H A L E R U M . At the entrance ofthe harbor his friend in the enterp.ise, though he k n e w tie
of Piraeeus there were two promontories, the risk which they ran. T h e two friends accordone on the right hand called Alcimus ("AXKiuog),ingly descended to the lower world, but they
• on which was the tomb of Themistooles, and were seized by Pluto (Hades) and fastened to a
he other on the left called Eitionea ('Hendveia),rock, where they both remained till Hercules
in which the Four-Hundred erected a fortress. visited the lower world. Hercules delivered
The entrance of the harbor, which was narrow Theseus, w h o had made the daring attempt only
by nature, was rendered still narrower by two to please his friend, but Pirithous remained formole-heads, to which a chain w a s attached to ever in torment (amatorem trccenta Pinthoum coprevent the ingress of hostile ships. T h e town hibent catena, Hor., Carm. iii., 4,80). Pirithoiis
or demus of Piraeeus w a s surrounded with strong w a s worshipped at Athens, along with Theseus,
fortifications byThemistocles, and was connect- as a hero.
ed with Athens by means ofthe celebrated Long
[ P I R S U S (tleipooc), son of Imbiasus, a leadei
Walls under the administration of Pericles ofthe Thiacians, in alliance with the Trojans,
(Vid. p. 122, a.) T h e town possessed a consid- slain by Thoas ]
erable population, and m a n y public and private
P I R U S (Helpog), P I E R U S (Hiepof), or A C H E L O U S ,
buildings. T h e most important of its public the chief river of Achaia, which falls into the
buildings were the Agora Hippodamia, a tem- Gulf of Patrae near Olenus.
ple of Jupiter (Zeus) Soter, a large stoa, a thePIRUSTZE, a people in Illyria, exempted from
atre, the Phreattys or tribunal for the admirals, taxes by the R o m a n s because they deserted
the arsenal, the docks, & c . — [ 2 . PiRZEus.anopen Gentius and passed over to the Romans.
roadstead on the eastern coast of Corinthia, near
P I S A (Ilicra: Hiadrng), the capital of PISATIS
the Promontory Spiraeum, close to the borders of (HiouTig), the middle portion of the province of
the territory of Epidaurus, where, in the twenti- Elis in Peloponnesus, Vid. E L I S . In the most
eth year of the Peloponnesian war, the Atheni- ancient times Pisatis formed a union of eight
ans blockaded a part ofthe Peloponnesian fleet.] states, of which, in addition to Pisa, w e find
[PIRZEUS (II«'pa<oc), son of Clytius in Ithaca, mention of Salmone, Heraciea, Harpinna, Cycea friend of'Telemachus.]
sium, and Dyspontium. Pisa itself w a s situaP I R E N E (Heipnvn), a celebrated fountain at ted north of the Alpheus, at a very short disCorinth, which, according to tradition, took its tance east of Olympia, and, in consequence of
origin from Pirene, a daughter of (Ebalus, w h o its proximity to the latter place, was frequently
here melt id away into tears through grief for identified by the poets with it. T h e history of
the loss of her son Cenehrias. At this fountain the Pisataa consists of their struggle with the
Bellerophon is said to have caught the horse Eleans, with w h o m they contended for the presPegasus. It gushed forth from the rock in the idency of the Olympic games. T h e Pisatae obAcrocorinthus, w a s conveyed d o w n the hill by tained this honor in the eighth Olympiad (B.C.
subterraneous conduits, and fell into a marble 1*8) with the assistance of Phidon, tyrant of
basin, from which the greater part of the town Argos, and also a second time in the thirtywas supplied with water. T h e fountain w a s fourth Olympiad (644) by means of their o w n
celebrated for the purity and salubrity of its wa- king Pantaleon. In thefifty-secondOlympiad
ter, and w a s so highly valued that the poets fre- (572) the struggle between the two tribes w a s
quently employed its n a m e as equivalent to that brought to a close by the conquest and destrucol Corinth itself.
tion of Pisa by the Eleans. So complete was
PIRESIJE (Heipeoiai), probably the same as thothe destruction of the city, that not a trace of ii
IEESIZE of Livy, a town of Thessaly, in the dis- was left in later times ; and some persons, as
trict Thessaliotis, on the left bank of the Pe- w e learn from Strabo, even questioned whether
neus.
it had ever existed, supposing that by the n a m e
P I R I T H O U S (HeipiBoog), son of Ixion or Jupiterof Pisa the kingdom of the Pisataa was alone
(Zeus) by Dia, w a s king ofthe Lapithaa in Thes- intended. T h e existence, however, of the city
saly, and married to Hippodamia, by w h o m he does not admit of dispute Even after the debecame the father of Polypcetes. W h e n Pirith- struction of the city, the Pisatae did not relinoiis w a s celebrating his marriage with Hippo- quish their claims ; and in the one hundred and
namia, the intoxicated centaur Eurytion or Eu- fourth Olympiad (364), they had the presidency
rytus carried her off, and this act occasioned of the Olympic games along with the Arcadians,
the celebrated fight between the Centaurs and w h e n the latter people were making war wif'i
Lapithaa, in which the Centaurs were defeated. tbe Eleans.
Pirith liis once invaded Attica, but w h e n Theseus PISZE, more rarely P I S A (Pisanus : n o w Pit ),
came forth to oppose him, he conceived a w a r m one of the most ancient and important of ihe
admiiation for the Athenian king, and from this cities of Etruria, was situated at the confluence
time a most intimate friendship sprung up be- of the Arnns and Ausar (now Serchio), about six
tween the two heroes. Theseus w a s present : miles from the sea ; but the latter river altered
at the wedding of Pirithoiis, and assisted him in[ its course in the twelfth century, and n o w flow*
his battle against the Centaurs. Hippodamia into the sea by a separate channel. According
afterward died, and each of the two friends re- to some traditions, Pisae w a s founded by the
solved to wed a daughter of Jupiter (Zeus) aompanions of Nestor, the inhal itants of Pisa
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11. Elis, w,io were driven upon the coast of Italy desses with mortals, and of the hei nc progei j
on their return from Troy, whence the R o m a n thus produced.
poets give the Etruscan town the surname
PISATIS.
Vid PISA.
of Alphea. This legend, however, like m a n y
P I S A U R U M (Pisaurensis : n o w Pesiroj, an an
others, probably arose from the accidental simi- cient town of Umbria, near the mouth of the
larity ofthe names ofthe two cities. It would River P I S A U R U S (now Foglia), on the road to
seem that Pisa was originally a Pelasgie town, Ariminum. It was colonized oy the R o m a n s in
that it afterward passed into the hands of the B C. 186, and probably colonized a second time
Ligyaa, and from them into those of the Etrus- by Augustus, si nee it is called in inscriftions
cans It then became one of the twelve cities Colonia Julia Ft In
of Etruria, and was, d o w n to the time of AuPISAURUS
Vid PISAURUM.
gustus, the most northerly city in the country.
PISGAH. Vid. NEBO.
Pisa is frequently mentioned in the Ligurian
PISIDIA (b HiaibiKn : Hiotbng, pi Hwlbai, also'
wars as the head-quarters ofthe R o m a n legions. Heioidat, Hiaelbai, and HiaidiKol, PisiDA,pl. PISIin B C. 180 it w a s made a Latin colony, and D/Z, anc PEISIDZE), an inland district of Asia
appears to have been colonized again in the Minor, bounded by Lycia and Pamphylia on tho
time of Augustus, since w e find it called in in- south, Cilicia on the southeast, Lycaonia and
scriptions Colonia Julia Pisana. Its harbor, Isauria (the latter often reckoned a part of Picalled Portus Pisanus, at the mouth of the Ar- sidia) on the east and northeast, Phrygia Paronus, w a s much used by the R o m a n s ; and in the reios on the north, where the boundary varied
time of Strabo the town of Pisa w a s still a place at different times, and w a s never very definite,
of considerable importance on account of the and Caria on the west. It w a s a mountainous
marble-quarries in its neighborhood, and the region, formed by that part of the main chain
quantity of timber which it yielded for ship- of Mount Taurus which sweeps round in a semibuilding. About three miles north ofthe town circle parallel to the shore of the Pamphylian
were mineral springs, called Aqua Pisana, which Gulf, the strip of shore itself, at the foot of
were less celebrated in antiquity than they are the mountains, constituting the district of P A M at the present day. There is scarcely a vestige PHYLIA. T h e inhabitants ofthe mountains wercof the ancient-city in the modern Pisa.
a warlike aboriginal people, related apparently
P I S A N D E R (Helaavbpog). [1. Son of Maamalus, to the Isaurians and Cilicians They maintaina leader of the Myrmidons before Troy.—2 Son ed their independence, under petty chieftains,
of Antimachus, brother of Hippolochus, a Tro- against all the successive rulers of Asia Minor
jan warrior, slain by A g a m e m n o n . — 3 . Another T h e R o m a n s never subdued the Pisidians in
Trojan warrior, slain by Menelaus.]—4. Son of their mountain fortresses, though they took
Polyctor, and one of the suitors of Penelope.— some of the towns on the outskirts of theii
5. A n Athenian, ofthe demus of Acharnaa, lived country; for example, Antiochia, which was
in the time of the Peloponnesian war, and w a s made a colony with the Jus Italicum. In fact,
attacked by the comic poets for his rapacity and the northern part, in which Antiochia stood,
cowardice. In 412 he comes before us as the had originally belonged to Phrygia, and was
chief ostensible agent in effecting the revolu- more accessible and more civilized thar tho
tion ofthe Four Hundred. In all the measures mountains which formed the proper country of
of the n e w government, of which he w a s a the Pisidians. Nominally, the country w a s conmember, he took an active part ; and w h e n The- sidered a part of Pamphylia till the n e w subramenes and others withdrew from it, he sided division ofthe empire under Constantine, w h e n
with the more violent aristocrats, and w a s one Pisidia w a s m a d e a separate province. Thr.
of those who, on the counter-revolution, took country is still inhabited by wild tribes, amor.;?
refuge with Agis atDecelea. His property w a s w h o m travelling is dangerous, and it is thereconfiscated, and it does not appear that he ever fore little known. Ancient writers say that it
returned to Athens.—6. A Spartan, brother-in- contained, amid its rugged mountains, some
law of Agesilaus II., w h o m a d e him admiral of fertile valleys, where the oliveflourished;and
thefleetin 395. In the following year he w a s it also produced the g u m storax, some medicdefeated and slain in the sea-fight off Cnidus, inal plants, and salt. O n the southern slope of
against Conon and Pharnabazus.—7. A poet of the Taurus, several rivers flowed through Pi
Camirus in Rhodes,flourishedabout B.C. 648- sidia and Pamphylia into the Pamphylian Gulf,
645. H e w a s the author of a poem in two the chief of which were the Oestrus and the
books on the exploits of Hercules, called Hera- Catarrhactes; and on the north the mountain
ciea (HpaKXeta). T h e Alexandrean gramma- streams form some large salt lakes, namely,
rians thought so highly of the poem that they Ascania (now Hoiran and Egerdir) south of
received Pisander, as well as Antimachus and Antiochia, Caralius or Pusgusa (now Bei Shehr
Panyasis, into the epic canon together with or Kereli) southeast ofthe former, and Trogitia
H o m e r and Hesiod. Only a few lines of it have (now Soghla) further to the southeast in Isau
been preserved. In the Greek Anthology w e ria. Special names were given to certain disfind an epigram attributed to Pisanderof Rhodes, tricts, which are sometimes spoken of as parts
perhaps the poet of Camirus. [The few re- of Pisidia, sometimes as distinct countries.
maining fragments are published by DUbner namely, Cibyratis, in the southwest along the
among the Poetas Epici Minores, Paris, 1840.]— north of Lycia, and Cabalia, the southwestern
8. A poet of Laranda, in Lycia or Lycaonia, w a s corner of Cibyratis itself; Milyas, the district
the son of Nestor, and flourished in the reign east of Cibyratis, northeast of Lycia,, and nortttof Alexander Severus (A.D. 222-235). H e wrote west of Pamphylia, and Isauria, in the cast Gi'
s poem, called 'HpuiKal deoyapiai, which prob-Pisidia, on the borders of Lycaonia.
ably treated of the marriages of gods and godPISISTRATIDZE (Il£(!Ti(Trpa7-/'<!a()> the legitimate
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sons of Pisistiatus. T h e n a m e is used some- ate Athens. H e remained in banishment six
times to indicate only Hippias and Hipparchus, years. Meantime the factions of Megacles and
and sometimes in a wider application, em- Lycurgus revived their old feuds, and Megacles
bracing the grandchildren and near connections made overtures to Pisistratus, offering to reinof Pisistratus (as by Herod , viii, 52, referring state him in the tyranny if he would connect
to a time when both Hippias and Hipparchus himself with him by receiving his daughter in
marriage. T h e proposal was accepted by Pisiswere dead)
PISISTRATUS (HewioTparog), the youngest son tratus, and the following stratagem was devised
of Nestor and Anaxibia, was a friend of Telem- for accomplishing his restoration, according to
achus, and accompanied him on his journey from the account of Herodotus. A damsel named
Phya, of remarkable stature and beauty, was
Pylos to Menelaus at Sparta.
PISISTRATUS (II«o-tcrrparor^ an Athenian, son dressed up as Minerva (Athena) in a full suit of
of Hippocrates, was so named after Pisistratus, armor, and placed in a chariot, with Pisistratus
the youngest son of Nestor, since the family of by her side. T h e chariot was then driven toHippocrates was of Pylian origin, and traced ward the city, heralds being sent on before tc
their descent to Neleus, the father of Nestor. announce that Minerva (Athena) in person was
The mother of Pisistratus (whose name w e do bringing back Pisistratus to her Acropolis. T h e
not know) was cousin-german to the mother of report spread rapidly, and those in the city beSolon. Pisistratus grew up equally distinguish- lieving that the w o m a n w a s really their tutelaed for personal beauty and for mental endow- ry goddess, worshipped her, and admitted Pisisments. The relationship between him and So- tratus. Pisistratus nominally performed his part
lon naturally drew them together, and a close of the contract with Megacles; but, in consefriendship sprang up between them. H e as- quence of the insulting manner in which he
sisted Solon by his eloquence in persuading the treated his wife, Megacles again made c o m m o n
Athenians to renew their struggle with the M e - cause with Lycurgus, and Pisistratus was a secgarians for the possession of Salamis, and he ond time compelled to evacuate Athens. H e
afterward fought with bravery in the expedi- retired to Eretria in Euboea, and employed the
tion which Solon led against the island. W h e n next ten years in making preparations to regain
Solon, after the establishment of his constitu- his power. At the end of that time he invaded
tion, retired for a time from Athens, the old Attica with the forces he had raised, and also
rivalry between the parties of the Plain, the supported by Lygdamis of Naxos with a conHighlands, and the Coast broke out into open siderable body of troops. H e defeated his opfeud. The party of the Plain, comprising chief- ponents near the temple of Minerva (Athena)
ly the landed proprietors, w a s headed by Lycur- at Pallene, and then entered Athens without
gus ; that ofthe Coast, consisting ofthe wealth- opposition. Lygdamis w a s rewarded by being
ier classes not belonging to the nobles, by Mega- established as tyrant of Naxos, which island
cles, the son of Alcmaaon; the party of the High- Pisistratus conquered. Vid. L Y G D A M I S . Havands, which aimed at more of political freedom ing n o w become tyrant of Athens for the third
and equality than either of the two others, w a s time, Pisistratus adopted measures to secure
tne one at the head of which Pisistratus placed the undisturbed possession of his supremacy.
himself, because they seemed the most likely H e took a body of foreign mercenaries into his
to be useful in the furtherance of his ambitious pay, and seized as hostages the children of sev
designs. His liberality, as well as his military eral of the principal citizens, placing them it
and oratorical abilities, gained him the support the custody of Lygdamis in Naxos. H e mainof a large body of citizens. Solon, on his re- tained at the same time the form of Solon's inturn, quickly saw through the designs of Pisis- stitutions, only taking care, as his sons did after
tratus, w h o listened with respect to his advice, him, that the highest offices should always be
though he prosecuted his schemes none the less held by some m e m b e r of the family. H e not
diligently. W h e n Pisistratus found his plans only exacted obedience to the laws from his
sufficiently ripe for execution, he one day m a d e subjects and friends, but himself set the examhis appearance in the agora with his mules and ple of submitting to them. O n one occasion he
his o w n person exhibiting recent wounds, pre- even appeared before the Areopagi s to answer
tending that he had been nearly assassinated by a charge of murder, which, however, was not
his enemies as he was riding into the country. prosecuted. Athens was indebted to him for
4n assembly of the people was forthwith call- m a n y stately and useful buildings. A m o n g
sd, in which one of his partisans proposed that these m a y be mentioned a temple to the Pytha body-guard offiftycitizens, armed with clubs, ian Apollo, and a magnificent temple to the
should be granted to him. It was in vain that Olympian Jupiter (Zeus), which remained unSolon opposed this; the guard w a s given him. finished for several centuries, and was at length
Tbiou^li the neglect or connivance of the peo- completed by the Emperor Hadrian. Besides
ple, Pisistratus took this opportunity of rais- these, the Lyceum, a garden with stately building a much larger force, with which he seized ings a short distance from the city, was the
the citadel, B.C. 560, thus becoming what the work of Pisistratus, as also the fountain of the
Greeks called Tyrant oi Athens. Having se- Nine Springs. Pisistratus also encouraged lit
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Aould most likely n o w exist only in a few dis- first time in the preceding year (212), snould'uc
ointed fragments. Fid. H O M E R us. Pisistratus repeated, and should be celebrated in future anis also said to have been the first person in nually. T h e senate passed a decree to this e f
Greece w h o collected a library, to which he fect. T h e establishment of these games by
generously allowed the public access. B y his their ancestor w a s commemorated on coins b)
first wife Pisistratus had two sons, Hippias and the Pisones in later times.—2 C , son of No.
Hipparchus. B y his second wife, Timonassa, 1, w a s praator 186, and received Further Spain
he had also two sons, Iophon and Thessalus, as his province. H e returned to R o m e in 184,
w h o are rarely mentioned. H e had also a bas- and obtained a triumph for a victory he had
tard son, Hegesistratus, w h o m he made tyrant gained over the Lusitani and Celtiberi H e was
of Sigeum, after taking that town from the Myt- consul in 180, and died during his consulship.
llcnaaans. Pisistratus died at an advanced age
in 527, and was succeeded in the tyranny by his Pisones with the agnomen Casoninus.
3 L., received the agnomen Caasoninus be
eldest son Hippias ; but Hippias and his brother Hipparchus appear to have administered the cause he originally belonged to the Caasonia
affairs of the state with so little outward dis- gens H e was praator in 154, and obtained the
f
tinction, that they are frequently spoken of as province of Further Spain, bu w a s defeated by
though they had been joint tyrants. They con- the Lusitani H e w a s cunsul in 148, and waa
tinued the government on the same principles sent to conduct the war against Carthage ; he
as their father. Thucydides (vi, 54) speaks in was succeeded in the c o m m a n d in the following
terms of high commendation of tho virtue and year by Seipio.—4. L., son of No. 3, consul 112
jitelligence with which their rule was exer- with M . Livius Drusus. In 107 he served as
eised till the death of Hipparchus. Hipparchus legatus to the consul, L. Cassius Longinus, w h o
inherited his father's literary tastes. Several was sent into Gaul to oppose the Cimbri and
distinguished poets lived at Athens under the their allies, and he fell together with the conpatronage of Hipparchus, as, for example, Simo- sul in the battle, in which the R o m a n army w a s
nides of Ceos, Anacreon of Teos, Lasus of Her- utterly defeated by the Tigurini in the territory
mione, and Onomacritus
After the murder of of the Allobroges. This Piso w a s the grandfaHipparchus in 514, an account ofwhich is given ther of Caasar's father-in-law, a circumstance
under H A R M O D I U S , a great change ensued in to which Caasar himself alludes inrecordinghis
m e character of the government. Under the o w n victory over the Tigurini at a later time.
influence of revengeful feelings and fears for his (Caas., B. G., i., 7, 12 )—5. L., son of No. 4,
o w n safety, Hippias n o w became a morose and never rose to any of the offices of state, and is
suspicious tyrant. H e put to death great num- only k n o w n from the account given of him by
bers of the citizens, and raised money by ex- Cicero in his'violent invective against his son.
traordinary imposts. His old enemies the AIc- H e married the daughter of Galventius, a namaeonidae, to w h o m Megacles belonged, availed tive of Cisalpine Gaul, w h o came from Placenthemselves ofthe growing discontent ofthe cit- tia and settled at R o m e ; and hence Cicero calls
izens ; and after one or two unsuccessful at- his son, in contempt, a semi-Placentian.—6. L.,
tempts, they at length succeeded, supported by son of N o . 5, w a s an unprincipled debauchee
a large force under Cleomenes, in expelling the and a cruel and corrupt magistrate. H e is first
Pisistratidaa from Attica. Hippias and his con- mentioned in 59, w h e n he w a s brought to trial
nections retired to Sigeum in 510. Trje family by P. Clodius for plundering a province, of which
ofthe tyrants w a s condemned to perpetual ban- he had the administration after his praatorship,
ishment, a sentence which w a s maintained even and he w a s only acquitted by throwing himself
in after times, w h e n decrees of amnesty were at the feet of the judges. In the same year
passed. Hippias afterward repaired to the court Caasar married his daughter Calpurnia; and
of Darius, and looked forward to a restoration through his influence Piso obtained the consul
to his country by the aid of the Persians. H e shipfor58, having for his colleague A. Gabinius,
accompanied the expedition sent under Datis w h o was indebted for the honor to Pompey.
and Artaphernes, and pointed out to the Per- Both consuls supported Clodius in his measures
sians the plain of Marathon.as the most suita- against Cicers, which resulted in the banishble place for their landing. H e w a s n o w (490) ment of the orator. T h e conduct of Piso in
of great age. According to s o m e accounts, he support of Clodius produced that extreme refell in the battle of Marathon ; according to oth- sentment in the mind of Cicero which he disers, he died at Lemnos on his return. Hippias played against Piso on m a n y subsequent occawas the only one ofthe legitimate sons of Pisis- sions. At the expiratiot, of his consulship Piso
tratus w h o had children ; but none of them at- went to his province of Macedonia, where he
remained during two years (57 and 56), pluntained distinction.
Piso, C A L P U R N I U S , the n a m e of a distinguish- dering the province in the most shameless maned plebeian family. The n a m e of Piso, like ner. In the latter of these years the senate remany other R o m a n cognomens, is connected solved that a successor should be appointed;
with agriculture, the noblest and most honor- and in the debate in the senate which led tu
able pursuit of the ancient R o m a n s : it comes his recall, Cicero attacked him in the most ua>
from the verb pisere or pinsere, and refers to themeasured terms in an oration which has come
pounding or grinding of corn. 1. W a s taken d o w n to us (De Provinciis Consularibus). Piso
prisoner at the battle of Cannae, B.C. 216 ; was on his return (55), complained in the senate of
praator urbanus 211, and afterward commanded the attack of Cicero, and justified the adminis
as propraeter in Etruria 210. Piso in his prae- tration of his province, whereupon Cicero re
torship proposed to the senate that the Ludi iterated his charges in a speech which is like
Anollinares, which had been exhibited for the Iwise extan (In Pisonem). Cicero, howevei
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did not venture to bring to trial the father-.j- the conspirators of Catiline.—13. M , usual!)
!aw of Caesar. In 50 Piso w a s censor with Ap. called M . P U P I U S Piso, because he was adoptet
Claudius Pulcher. O n the breaking out ofthe by M . Pupius w h e n the latter w a s an old m a n
civil war (49) Piso accompanied Pompey in his H e retained, however, 1 is family n a m e Piso
flight from the city; and although he did not go just as Seipio, after his adoption by Metellus
with him across the sea, be still kept aloof from w a s called Metellus Seipio. Vid M E T E L L U S ,
Caesar. H e subsequently returned to R o m e , No. 15. O n the death of L. Cinna in 84, Piso
and remained neutral during the civil war. married his wife Annia In 83 he w a s appointAfter Caasar's death (44) Piso atfirstopposed ed quaestor to the consul L. Seipio; but he
Antony, but is afterward mentioned as one of quickly deserted this party, and went over to
his partisans — 7 . L , son of No. 6, was consul Sulla, w h o compelled him to divorcj his wife
in 15, and afterward obtained his province of on account of her previous connection with
Pamphylia; from thence he w a s recalled by Cinna. After his praatorship, the year of which
Augustus in 11, in order to m a k e war upon the is uncertain, he received the province of Spain
Thracians, w h o had attacked the province of with the title of proconsul, and on his return to
Macedonia. H e w a s appointed by Tiberius R o m e in 69, enjoyed the honor of a triumph.
praefectus urbi. While retaining the favor of H e served in the Mithradatic war as a legatus
the emperor, without condescending to servility, of Pompey. H e w a s elected consul for 61
he at the same time earned the good-will of his through the influence of Pompey. In his confellow-citizens by the integrity and justice with sulship' Piso gave great offence to Cicero by
which he governed the city. H e died in A D. not asking the oratorfirstin the senate for his
32, at the age of eighty, and w a s honored by a opinion, and by taking P. Clodius under his prodecree of the senate with a public funeral. It tection after his violation of the mysteries of
w a s to this Piso and his two sons that Horace the Bona Dea. Cicero revenged himself on
Piso by preventing him from obtaining the provaddressed his epistle on the Art of Poetry.
ince of Syria, which had been promised him.
Pisones with the agnomen Frugi.
Piso, in his younger days, had so high a repu8. L , received from his integrity and con- tation as an orator, that Cicero w a s taken to
scientiousness the surname of Frugi, which is him by his father in order to receive instrucperhaps nearly equivalent to our " m a n of hon- tion from him. H e belonged to the Peripatetic
or." H e was tribune of the plebs 149, in which school in philosophy, in which he received inyear he proposed the first law for the punish- structions from Staseas.—14. CN., a young noment of extortion in the provinces. H e w a s ble w h o had dissipated his fortune by his exconsul in 133, and carried on war against the travagance and profligacy, and therefore joined
slaves in Sicily. H e w a s a staunch supporter Catiline in what is usually called hisfirstconofthe aristoeratical party, and offered a strong spiracy (66)
(For details, vid p 183, a.) T h e
opposition to the measures o'' C. Gracchus. senate, anxious to get rid of Piso, sent him into
Piso w a s censor, but it is uncertain in what Nearer Spain as quaastor, but with the rank and
year. H e wrote Annals, which contained the title of propraetor. His exactions in the provhistory of R o m e from the earliest period to the ince soon made him so hateful to the inhabitage in which Piso himself lived.—9. L , son of ants that he w a s murdered by them. It was,
No. 8, served with distinction under his father however, supposed by some that he w a s murin Sicily in 133, and died in Spain about 111, dered at the instigation of Pompey or of Craswhither he had gone as propraetor.—10. L., son sus.—15. C N , fought against Caesar in Africa
of No. 9, was a colleague of Verres in the prae- (46), and after the death of the dictator joined
torship 74, w h e n he thwarted m a n y of the un- Brutus and Cassius. H e w a s subsequently parrighteous schemes ofthe latter.—11. C , son of doned, and returned to R o m e ; but he disdain
No. 10, married Tullia, the daughter of Cicero, ed to ask Augustus for any of tne honors of tha
in 63, but w a s betrothed to her as early as 67. state, and was, without solicitation, raised to
H e w a s quaestor in 58, w h e n he used every ex- the consulship in 23.—16. CN., son of N o . la,
ertion to obtain the recall of his father-in-law inherited all the pride and haughtiness of his
from banishment; but he died in 57, before Cic- father. H e was consul B.C. 7, and w a s senl
ero's return to R o m e . H e is frequently men- by Augustus as legate into Spain, where he
tioned by Cicero in terms of gratitude on ac- m a d e himself hated by his cruelty and avarice.
count of the zeal which he had manifested in Tiberius, after his accession, w a s chiefly jealous
His behalf during his banishment.
of Germanicus, his brother's son ; and accordingly, when the eastern provinces were assignPisones without an agnomen.
ed to Germanicus in A D. 18, Tiberius conferred
12. C , consul 67, belonged to the high arisupon Piso the c o m m a n d of Syria, in order that
toeratical party, and in his consulship opposed
the latter might do every thing in his power tc
a ith the utmost vehemence the law of the tribthwart and oppose Germanicus. Plancina, the
une Gabinius for giving P o m p e y the c o m m a n d
wife of Piso, w a s also urged on by Livia, thi?
of the war against the pirates. In 66 and 65
mother of the emperor, to vie with and annoy
Piso administered the province of Narbonese
Agrippina. Germanicus and Agrippina were
Gaul as proconsul, and while there suppressed
thus exposed to every species of insult and op« insurrection of the Allobroges. In 63 he
position from Piso and Plancina; and when
was accused of plundering the province, and
Germanicus fell ill in the autumn of 19, be bewas defended by Cicero. T h e latter charge
lieved that he had been poisoned by them. Piso,
was brought against Piso at the instigation of
on his return to R o m e (20), was accused of m u r
Caasar; and Piso, in revenge, implored Cicero,
dering Germanicus; the matter w a s investi
m t without success to accuse Caesar as one of
gated by the senatci; but before the investiga
«7v>
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'jon cdine to an end, Piso was found one m o m have been introduced at Athens by Theseuv
m g in his room with his throat cut, and his when he united the country communities into
'sword lying by his side It was generally sup- towns At Athens the statues of Pitho and
posed that, despairing of the emperor's protec- Venus (Aphrodite) Pandemos stood close tc
tion, he put an end to his own life ; but others gether, and at Megara tbe statue of Pitho stood
believed that Tiberius dreaded hisrevealinghis in the temple of Venus (Aphrodite), so that the
secrets, and accordingly caused him to be put two divinities must be conceived as closely co<i
to death. The powerful influence of Livia se- nected, or the one, perhaps, merely as an au >
cured the acquittal of Plancina.—17. C , the bute ofthe other.
oader of the well-known conspiracy against
[PITHOI.AUS (HetBoXaog), one of the thrie
Nero in A D 65 Piso himself did not form brothers-in law and murderers of Alexander ol
the plot; but as soon as he had Jt .tied it, his Plierae. In B C. 352 Pitholaus and his brother
great popularity gained him many partisans. Lycophron were expelled from Pheraa by Philip
He possessed most of the qualities which the of Macedon ; but Pitholaus re-established himRomans prized, high birth, an eloquent address,self in the tyra iny, and was again driven out
liberality, and affability ; and he also displayed by Philip, B.C. 349.]
a sufficient love of magnificence and luxury to
PITHON (HIBC'V, also HelBav and HvBav). 1.
suit the taste ofthe day, which would not have Son of Agenor, a Macedonian officer of Alextolerated austerity of manner or character. The ander the Great. H e received from Alexander
conspiracy was discovered by Milichus, a freed- the government of part of the Indian provinces,
man of Flavius Scevinus, one of the conspira- in which he was confirmed after the king's
ors. Piso thereupon opened his veins, and death. In B C 316 he received from Antigo
hus died. There is extant a poem in two nus the satrapy of Babylon. H e afterwarc
hundred lines, containing a panegyric on a cer- fought with Demetrius against Ptolemy, and
tain Calpurnius Piso, who is probably the same was slam at the battle of Gaza, 3 1 2 — 2 Son
person as the leader of the conspiracy against of Crateuas or Crateas, a Macedonian office!
Nero — 1 8 L., surnamed LICINIANUS, was the of Alexander, who is frequently confounded
son of M Licinius Crassus Frugi, and was with the preceding. After Alexander's death
adopted by one of the Pisones. On the acces- he received from Perdiccas the satrapy of Mesion of Galba to the throne, he adopted as his dia. H e accompanied Perdiccas on his expedison and successor Piso Licinianus ; but the lat- tion to Egypt (321), but he took part in the
ter only enjoyed the distinction four days, for mutiny against Perdiccas, which terminated in
Otho, who had hoped to receive this honor, in- the death of the latter. Pithon rendered imduced the praetorians to rise against the em- portant service to Antigonus in his war against
peror. Piso fled for refuge into the temple of Eumenes ; but after the deatb of Eumenes, he
Vesta, but was dragged out by the soldiers, and began to form schemes for his own aggrandizedispatched at the threshold of the temple, A. ment, and was accordingly put to death by AnD. 69.
tigonus, 316.
[PISON (Helauv), one of the thirty tyrants at PITINUM (Pitinas, -atis). 1. (Now Pitino), a
Athens, to gratify his cupidity w*s the author municipium in the interior of Umbria, on the
of cruel and oppressive enacttnenrs against the River Pisaurus, whence its inhabitants are callmctceci.]
ed in inscriptions Pitinates Pisaurenses. The
PISTOH, that is, the baker, a surname of Jupi- town also bore the surname Mergens.—2. A
ter at Rome, which is said to have arisen in the town in Picenum, on the road from Castrum
following manner W h e n the Gauls were be- Novum to Prifernum
sieging Rome, the god suggested to the besieged
PITTACUS (HiTTanbg), one of those early culthe idea of throwing loaves of bread among the tivators of letters who were designated as " the
enemies, to make them believe that the Ro- Seven Wise M e n of Greece," was^a native of
mans had plenty of provisions, and thus caused Mytilene in Lesbos, and was borri about B.C.
them to give up the siege.
652 H e was highly celehrated as a warrior,
PISTORIA or PISTORIUM (Pistoriensis: nowPis- a statesman, a philosopher, and a poet. H e is
>.oia), a small place in Etruria, on the road from
first mentioned in public life as an opponent
Luca to Florentia, rendered memorable by the ofthe tyrants of Mytilene. In conjunction with
defeat of Catiline in its neighborhood
the brothers of Alcaaus, he overthrew and killed
[PISTYRUS (Hiorvpog), a place of trade in thethe tyrant Melanchrus, B.C. 612. In 606 lie
interior of Thrace, near a salt-lake of consider- commanded the Mytilenaaans in their war with
able circuit.]
the Athenians for the possession of Sigeum, on
PITANA
Vid. SPARTA.
the coast of the Troad, and signalized himself
PITANE (Hiravn : now Sandeili), a sea-port
by killing in single combat Phrynon, the comtown of Mysia, on the coast ofthe Elaitic Gulf, mander of the Athenians. This feat Pittacus
at the mouth of the Evenus, or, according to performed by entangling his adversary in a net,
some, of the Ca'icus; almost destroyed by an and then dispatching hirh with a trident and a
ei rthquake under Titus. It was the birth-place dagger, exactly after the fashion in whieh the
of the Academic philosopher Arcesilaus.
gladiators called retiarii long afterward fought
PITHECUSA.
Vid. ZENARIA.
at Rome. This war was term'sated by the
P I T H O (HeiBd), called S U A D A or S U A D E L A by rrediation of Periander, who assigned the disthe Romans, the personification of Persuasion. puted territory to the Athenians ; but the intei
She was worshipped as a divinity at Sicyon, nal troubles of Mytilene still continued The
where she was honored with a temple in the supreme power wasfiercelydisputed between
agora. Pitho also occurs as a surname of V e a succession of tyrants, and the aristocratic
ous ^Aphrodite' whose worship was sail? tc i party, headed by Alcaeus ard his brother Ant)
43
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menidas ; and ie latter were driven into ex le. ; PLACIA (HXcicin, Ion.: HXaxinvbc), an anciem
As the axil as tried to effect their return by Pelasgian settlement in Mysia, east of Cyzicus,
force of arms, the popular party chose Pittacus at thefootof Mount Olympus, seems to have
as their ruler, with absolute power, under the been early destroyed.
title of Esymnetes (aiavpvnrrjg). H e held this
PLACIDIA, G A L L A .
Vid. G A L L A .
office for ten years (589-579), and then volun[PLACIDUS, JULIUS, the tribune of a cohort ol
tarily resigned it, having by his administration Vespasian's army, who dragged Vitellius out
restored order to the state, and prepared it forof the lurking-place in which he had concealed
"re safe enjoyment of a i epublican form of gov- himself.]
ernment. H e lived in great honor at Mytilene
PLACITUS, SEX., the author of a short Latin
for ten years after the .resignation of his gov- work entitled De Medicina (or Medicamentis) ez
ernment, and died in 569, at an advanced age. Animahbus, consisting of thirty-four chapters,
Of the proverbial maxims of practical wisdom each of which treats of some animal whose
which were current under the names of the body was supposed to possess certain medical
seven wise men of Greece, two were ascribed properties. A s might be expected, it contains
to Pittacus, namely, XaXewbv eoBXbv ippevat,
numerous absurdities, and is of little or no value
and Kaipbv yvaBi.
or interest. The date of the author is uncer
PITTHEUS (HirBevg), king of Trcezene, was
tain, but he is supposed to have lived in th.)
son of Pelops and Dia, father of zEthra, and fourth century after Christ. The work is priit.
grandfather and instructor of Theseus
W h e n ed by Stephanus in the Medica Artis Principes,
Theseus married Phaedra, Pittheus took Hippo- Paris,fol,1567, and elsewhere.
lytus into his house His tomb and the chair
P L A O U S (HXaKog), a mountain of Mysia, above
on which he had sat in judgment were shown the city of Thebe : not in the neighborhood of
at Troazene down to a late time. H e is said to PLACIA, as the resemblance of the names had
have taught the art of speaking, and even to led some to suppose.
have written a book upon it zEthra, as his P L A N A R I A (now probably Canaria, Canary),
daughter, is called Piltheis
one of the islands in the Atlantic called FORPITYIA (Hirveia : now probably Shamelik), TUNATE.
a
town mentioned by Homer, in the north of MysPLANASIA. 1. (Now Pianosd), an island be
ia, between Parium and Priapus, evidently tween Corsica and the coast of Etruria, t
named from the pineforestsin its neighborhood. which Augustus banished his grardson Agripj
PITYONESUS (HiTvovyaog : now Anghislri), Postumus.—2.
an
A n island off the southern coas
island off the coast of Argolis.
of Gaul, east ofthe Stcechades.
PITYCS (nmioiif : now probably Pitzunda), a PLANCIADES, F U L G E N T I U S . Vid. FuLGEsnat.
Greek city in Sarmatia Asiatica, on the northPLANCINA, M U N A T I A , the wife of Cneius Piso
eastern coast ofthe Euxine, three hundred and who was appointed governor of Syria in A.D.
sixty stadia northwest of "Dioscurias. In the 18. While her husband used every effort to
time of Strabo it was a considerable city and thwart Germanicus, she exerted herself equally
port. It was afterward destroyed by the neigh- to annoy and insult Agrippina. She was en
boring tribe of tli3 Heniochi, but it was restored, couraged in this conduct by Livia, the mother
and long served as an important frontier fort- ofthe emperor, who saved her from condemnaress of the Roman empire.
tion by the senate when she was accused along
PITYUSA, PiTYUssA(IIjn;oii<ra, Hirvovaaa, con-with her husband in 20. (Vid. Piso, No. 16.)
tracted from irirvbeaaa, fem. of mrvbetg), i.
e.,
She
was brought to trial again in 33, a few years
abounding in pine-trees. 1. The ancient name after the death of Livia ; and, having no longer
of Lampsacus, Salamis, and Chios.—2. A small any hope of escape, she put an end to her life.
island in the Argolic Gulf—3 The name of
PLANCIUS, C N ,firstserved in Africa undei
two islands off the southern coast of Spain, the propraetor A. Torquatus, subsequently in
west of the Baleares. The larger of them was B.C. 68 under the proconsul Q. Metellus in
called Ebusus (now Iviza), the smaller OphiussaCrete, and next in 62 as military tribune in the
(now Formentera): the latter was uninhabited. army of C. Antonius in Macedonia. In 58 he
PIXODARUS (Ht^ddapog), prince or king of Cawas quaestor in Macedonia under tho propraetor
ria, was the youngest ofthe three sons of Hec-L. Appuleius, and here he showed great kindatomnus, all of w h o m successively held the sov- ness to Cicero when the latter came to this
ereignty of Caria. Pixodarus obtained posses- province during his banishment. H e was tribsion of the throne by the expulsion of his sister une ofthe plebs in 56, and was elected curule
A D A , the widow and successor of her brother aedile with A. Plotius in 54. But before PlanIDRIEUS, and held it 'vithout opposition for five cius and Plotius entered upon their office, they
years, B.C. 340-335
H e was succeeded by were accused by Juventius Laterensis and I.
his son-in-law Orontobates.
Cassius Longinus ofthe crime of sodalitium, oi
P L A C E N T I A (Placentinus : now Piacenza), athe bribery of the tribes by means of illegal asE,oman colony in Cisalpine Gaul, founded at the sociations, in accordance with the Lex Licinia,
same time as Cremona, B C. 219. It was situ- which had been proposed by the consul Licinius
ated in the territory of the Anamares, on the Crassus in the preceding year. Cicero defendright bank of the Po, not far from the mouth of ed Plancius in an oration still extant, and obtne Trebia, and on the road from Mediolanam tained his acquittal Plancius espoused the
to Parma. It was taken and destroyed by the Pompeian party in the civil wars, and after
G a m s in 200, but was soon rebuilt by the Ro- Caesar had gained the supremacy, lived in exile
mans, and became an important place. It con- in Corcyra.
tinued to be a flourishing town down to the P L A N C U S , M U N A T I U S , the name of a distiu
time of the Goths.
guished plebeian amilv The surname Plancus
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signified a person havingflatsplay feet without
P L A N U D E S M A X I M U S , w a s one of the most
any bend in them. 1. L., w a s a friend of Julius learned ofthe Constantinopolitan monks ofthe
Caesar, and served under him both in the Gallic last age of the Greek empire, and was greatly
and the civil wars. Caasar, shortly before his distinguished as a theologian, grammarian, and
death, nominated him to the government of rhetorician ; but his n a m e is n o w ihiefly interTransalpine Gaul for B.C. 44, with the excep- esting as that of the compiler of the latest of
tion of the Narbonese and Belgic portions of those collections of minor Greek poems, which
the province, and also to the consulship for 42, were known by the names of Garlands or zl«
vitb D. Brutus as his colleague. After Caasar's thologiesQLretpavoi,'AvBoXoyiai). Planudesflour
leath Plancus hastened into Gaul, and took pos- ished at Constantinople in thefirsthalf of the
session of his province. Here he prepared at fourteenth century, under the emperors AnIrst to support the senate against Antony; but dronicus II. and III. Palaeologi. In A . D 132i
when Lepidus joined Antony, and their united he w a s sent by Andronicus II. as ambassadoi
forces threatened to overwhelm Plancus, the to Venice. A s the Anthology of Planudes w a s
latter w a s persuaded by Asinius Pollio to fol- not only the latest compiled, but w a s also that
low his example, and to unite with Antony and which w a s recognized as The Greek Anthology,
Lepidus. Plancus, during his government of until the discovery ofthe Anthology of ConstanGaul, founded the colonies of L u g d u n u m and tinus Cephalas, this is chosen as thefittestplace
Raurica
H e w a s consul in 42, according to for an account of the Literary History of the
the arrangement m a d e by Caasar, and he subse- Greek Anthology 1. Materials. T h e various colquently followed Antony to Asia, where he re- lections, to which their compilers gave the n a m e
mained for some years, and governed in suc- of Garlands and Anthologies, were made up of
cession the provinces of Asia and Syria
H e short poems, chiefly of an epigrammatic chardeserted Antony in 32, shortly before the break- acter^ and in the elegiac metre. T h e earliest
ing out ofthe civil war between the latter and examples of such poetry were furnished by the
Octavianus. H e w a s favorably received by inscriptions on monuments, such as those erectOctavianus, and continued to reside at R o m e ed to commemorate heroic deeds, the statues of
during the remainder of his life. It w a s on his distinguished men, especially victors in the pub
proposal that Octavianus received the title of lie games, sepulchral monuments, and dedicaAugustus in 2 7 ; and the emperor conferred tory offerings in temples (dvaBijpara); to whieh
upon him the censorship in 22, with Paulus m a y be added oracles and proverbial sayings
^Emilius Lepidus. Both the public and pri- At an early period in the history of Greek litvate life of Plancus w a s stained by numerous erature, poets of the highest fame cultivated
vices O n e of Horace's odes (Carm , i., 7) isthis species of composition, which received its
addressed to him.-—2. T., surnamed B U R S * , most perfect development from the hand of Sibrother ofthe former, w a s tribune ofthe plebs monides. Thenceforth, as a set form of poetry,
B.C. 52, w h e n he supported the views of P o m - it became a fit vehicle for the brief expression
pey, w h o w a s anxious to obtain the dictatorship. of thoughts and sentiments on any subject; unWith this object he did every thing in his pow- til at last the form came to be cultivated for its
erto increase the confusion which followed upon o w n sake, and the literati ot Alexandrea and
he death of Clodius. At the close ofthe year, as Byzantium deemed the ability to m a k e epigrams
soon as his tribunate had expired, Plancus w a s an essential part of the character of a scholar.
accused by Cicero of Vis, and w a s condemned. Hence the mere trifling, the stupid jokes, audi
After his condemnation Plancus went to Raven- the wretched personalities which form so large
na in Cisalpine Gaul, where he w a s kindly re- a part of the epigrammatic poetry contained in
ceived by Caasar. Soon after the beginning of the Greek Anthology.—2. The Garland of Methe civil war he w a s restored to his civic rights leager. At a comparatively early period in the
by Caasar, but he appears to have taken no part history of Greek literature, various persons colin the civil war. After Caesar's death Plancus lected epigrams of particular classes, and with
fought on Antony's side in the campaign of M u - reference to their use as historical authorities ;
tina. H e w a s driven out of Pollentia by Pon- but the first person w h o m a d e such a collection
tius Aquila, the legate of D. Brutus, and in his solely for its o w n sake, and to preserve epiflight broke his leg.—3 C N , brother ofthe twograms of all kinds, w a s M E L E A G E R , a cynic phipreceding, praator elect 44, w a s charged by Caa- losopher of Gadara, in Palestine, about B C. 60.
sar in that year with the assignment to his sol- His collection contained epigrams by forty-six
diers of lands at Buthrotum in Epirus. A s At- poets, of all ages of Greek poetry, up to the most
ticus possessed property in the neighborhood, ancient lyric period. H e entitled it The GarCicero commended to Plancus with m u c h ear- land (Sreciavog), with reference to the c o m m o n
lestness the interests of his friend. H e w a s comparison of small beautiful poems to flowers.
prae*,o. in 43, and w a s allowed by the senate to T h e same idea is kept up in the word Antholojcnn his brother Lucius (No. 1) in Transalpine gy (uvBoXoyia), which w a s adopted by the next
Gaul.—4 L P L A U T I U S P L A N C U S , brother of the compiler as the title of his work. T h e Garland
three preceding, w a s adopted by a L Plautius, of Meleager w a s arranged in alphabetical order,
and therefore took his praanomen as well as no- according to the initial letters of the first line
m e s , but retained his original cognomen, as w a s of each epigram.—3. The Anthology of Philip
itie case with Metellus Seipio (vid. M E T E L L U S , of Thessalonica w a s compiled in the time of
N o 15) and Pupius Piso. Vid. Piso, No. 13. Trajan, avowedly in imitation of the Garland
Before his adoption his praanomen w a s Caius. of Meleager, and chiefly w th the view of addH e w a s included in the proscription of the tri- ing to that collection the epigrams of more rejmvirs, 43, with the consent of his brother Lu- cent writers.—4. Diogenianus, Straton, and Di
cius, and w as put to death.
ogenes Laertias. Shortly after Philip, in tht
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'eign a Hadrian, the learned grammarian, Di-volumes of the Text, one of Indices, a M Hires
ocenianus of Hei aclea, compiled an Anthology, of Commentanss, divided into eio;ht parts, Lips
which is entirely lost. It might have been well 1795-1814. After the restoration of the M S
if the same fate had befallen the very polluted of the Palatine Anthology to the University of
collection of his contemporary, Straton of Sar- Heidelberg, Jacobs published a separate editim.
dis. About the same time Diogenes Laertius of the Palatine Anthology, Lips., 1813 -1817, &
collected the epigrams which are interspersed vols.
P L A T Z E A , more commonlj P L A T Z E ^ ; (WArasa.
in his lives of the philosophers, into a separate
book — 5. Agathias Scholasticus, w h o lived inHXaraiai: HXaraievg), an ancient city of Bceotia.
the time of Justinian, made a collection entitled on the northern slope of Mount Cithaaron, not
far from the sources of the Asopus, and on the
Xi'K?.o$ h-Kiypap.uu.rav It w a s divided into seven books, according to subjects. T h e poems frontiers of Attica. It w a s said to have been
included in it were those of recent writers, and founded by Thebes, and its n a m e w a s c o m
chiefly those of Agathias himself and of his con- monly derived fiom Plataea, a daughter of Aso
temporaries, such as Paulus Silentiarius and pus. T h e town, though not large, played an
Macedonius.—6. The Anthology of Consiantinus important part in Greek history, and experienced
Cephalus, or the Palatine Anthology. Constan-m a n y striking vicissitudes of fortune. At an
tinus Cephalas appears to have lived about four early period the Plataaans deserted the Boeotian
centuries after Agathias, and to have flourished confederacy, and placed themselves under the
in the tenth century, under the Emperor Con- protection of Athens ; and w h e n the Persians
stantinus Porphyrogenitus. T h e labors of pre- invaded Attica in B.C, 490, they sent one thouceding compilers m a y be viewed as merely sup- sand m e n to the assistance of the Athenians,
plementary to the Garland of Meleager; but the and had the honor offightingon their side at
Anthology oi Constantmus Cephalas w a s an.en- the battle of Marathon. T e n years afterward
tirely n e w collection from the preceding A n - (480) their city w a s destroyed by the Persian
thologies and from original sources. Nothing army under Xerxes at the instigation of the
is k n o w n of Constantine himself. T h e M S . of Thebans, and the place w a s still in ruins in the
the Anthology w a s discovered by Salmasius in following year (479), w h e n the memorable bat1606, in the library of the Electors Palatine at tle w a s fought in their territory in which MarHeidelberg. It w a s afterward removed to the donius w a s defeated and the independence of
Vatican, with the rest of the Palatine library Greece secured. In consequence of this vic(1623), and has become celebrated under the tory, the territory of Plataaaa w a s declared innames of the Palatine Anthology and the Vati-violable, and Pausanias and the other Greek*
can Codex of the Greek Anthology. This M S swore to guarantee its independence. T h e sancw a s restored to its old h o m e at Heidelberg after tity of the city w a s still further secured by its
the peace of 1815.—7. The Anthology of Pla- being selected as the place in which the great
nudes is arranged in seven books, each ofwhich, festival of the Eleutheria w a s to bo celebrated
except the fifth and seventh, is divided into in honor of those Greeks w h o had fallen in tho
chapters according to subjects, and these chap- war. (Vid.Did.ofAntiq.,art.Ei.EijTiiERiA.) T h e
ters are ai ranged in alphabetical order. T h e Plataaans further received from the Greeks the
contents of the books are as follows: 1. Chief- large s u m of eighty talents. Plataeae L O W enjoyed a prosperity of fifty years; but in the
ly kiribeiKTiKa, that is, displays of skill in this
species of poetry, in ninety-one chapters. 2. third year of the Peloponnesian war (129) the
Thebans persuaded the Spartans to attack tho
Jocular or satiric (aKairriKa), chaps. 53. 3. Setown, and after a siege of two >ears at length
pulchral (eirirvpBia), chaps. 32. 4. Inscriptions
on statues of athletes and other works of art, de- succeeded in obtaining possession of the place
scriptions of places, & c , chaps. 33. 5. T h e Ec- (427). Plataeae w a s n o w razed to the ground,
phrasis ot Christodorus, and epigrams on stat- but w a s again rebuilt after the peace of Antalues of charioteers in the Hippodrome at Con- cidas (387). It w a s destroyed the third time
stantinople. 6. Dedicatory (dvaBnpariKd), chaps. by its inveterate enemies, the Thebans, in 374.
27. 7. Amatory (ipuriKd). Planudes did little It w a s once more restored under the Macedomore than abridge and rearrange the Anthology nian supremacy, and continued in existence till
of Constantinus Cephalas. Only a few epigrams a very late period. Its walls were rebuilt by
are found in the Planudean Anthology which are Justinian.
P L A T A M O D E S (HXarapdSng : n o w zt;'a Kyrianot in the Palatine. T h e best editions of the
Greek Anthology are by Brunck and Jacobs kl), a promontory in the west of Messenia.
Brunck's edition, which appeared under the ti- P L A T A N A , -UM, -US (RXardvn, HXdravov, HXdtle of Analecta Veterum Poetarum Gracorum, Ar- ravog), afortressin Phoenicia, in a narrow pass
gentorati, 1772-1776, 3 vols. 8vo, contains the between Lebanon and the sea, near the Rive!
whole of the Greek Anthology, besides s o m e Damuras or Tamyras (now Damur).
P L A T E A (HXarea, also -ela, -eial, -aid), an islpoems which are not properly included under
that title. Brunck adopted a n e w arrangement; and on the coast of Cyrenaiea, in Northern A ! he discarded the books and chapters ofthe early rica, the first place taken possession of by the
Anthology, placed together all the epigrams of Greek colonists under Battus. Vid. C Y R E N A I O A .
P L A T O (HXdrav). 1. T h e comic poet, w a s a
each poet, and arranged the poets themselves
in chronological order, placing those epigrams, native of Athens, contemporary with Aristoph
Hie authors ofwhich were unknown, under the anes, Phrynichus, Eupolis, and Pherecrates, and
separate head of dbeairoTa. Tacobs's edition is flourished from B.C. 428 to 389. H e ranked
founded upon Brunck's, but is m u c h superior, among the very best poets of the Old Comedy.
and ranks as the standard edition of the Greek F r o m the expressions of the grammarians, and
Anthology. It is io 13 vols. 8vo, uanwSy, f s f frwa the large nimb?r of fragments which are
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preserved, it is evident that his plays were o:ly narrow circle of his disciples assembled th.f-.rn:
second in popularity to those of Aristophanes. selves in his garden at c o m m o n simple meals
Puritj of language, refined sharpness of wit, and it was probably to them alone that the in
and a combination of the vigor ofthe Old C o m - scription, said to have been set up over the
edy with the greater elegance ofthe Middle and vestibule ofthe house, " L e t no one enter w h o
the N e w , were his chief characteristics. Sui- is unacquainted with geometry," had reference.
das gives the titles of thirty of his dramas. [The F r o m this house c a m e forth his nephew Speafragments of his comedies are contained in Mei- sippus,Xenocrates of Chalcedon, Aristotle, Herneke's Comic. Giac. Fragm , vol. i., p 357-401, aclides Ponticus, Hestiaeus of Perinthus, Philipedit, miner.]—2. T h e philosopher, w a s the son pus the Opuntian, and others, m e n from the most
of Ariston and Perictione or Potone, and was distant parts of Greece
T o the wider circifi
born at Athens either in B C.429 or 428 Ac- of those who, without attaching themselves to
cording to others, he- was born in the neighbor- the more narrow community of the school,
ing island of /Egina. His paternal family boast- sought instruction and incitement from him,
ed of being descended from Codrus ; his mater- such distinguished m e n as Chabrias, Iphierates,
nal ancestors of a relationship with Solon. Pla- Timotheus, Phocion, Hyperides, Lycurgus, and
to Kaiself mentions the relationship of Criti Isocrates are said to have belonged. Whether
as, his maternal uncle, with Solon
Originally, Demosthenes w a s of the number is doubtful.
w e are told, he w a s named after his grandfa- Even w o m e n are said to have attached themther Aristocles, but in consequence of the flu- selves to him as his disciples. Plato's occupa
ency of his speech, or, as others have it, the tion as an instructor was twice interrupted by
breadth of his chest, he acquired that n a m e un- his voyages to Sicily: first w h e n Dion, probably
der which alone w e k n o w him. O n e story m a d e soon after the death ofthe elder Dionysius, perhim the son of Apollo; another related that bees suaded him to m a k e the attempt to win the
settled upon the lips of the sleeping child. H e younger Dionysius to philosophy; the second
is also said to have contended, w h e n a youth, time, a few years later (about 360), w h e n the
in the Isthmian and other games, as well as to wish of his Pythagorean friends, and the invitahave m a d e attempts in epic, lyric, and dithy- tion of Dionysius to reconcile the disputes which
rambic poetry, and not to have devoted himself had broken out between him and his step uncle
to philosophy till a later time, probably after Dion, brought him back to Syracuse. His efSocrates had drawn him within the magic cir- forts were both times unsuccessful, and he owed
cle of his influence. Plato w a s instructed in his o w n safety to nothing but the earnest intergrammar, music, and gymnastics by the most cession of Archytas That Plato cherished the
distinguished teachers of that time. At an early hope of realizing, through the conversion of Dioage he had become acquainted, through Craty- nysius, his idea of a state in the rising city of
lus,with the doctrines of" Heraelitus, and through Syracuse, was a belief pretty generally spread
ct'u-er instructors with the philosophical dogmas in antiquity, and which finds some confirmation
i-f the Eleatics and of Anaxagoras. Inhis twen- in the expressions of the philosopher himself,
tt'"h year he is said to have betaken himself and ofthe seventh Platonic letter, which, though
to Socrates, and became one of his most ar- spurious, is written with the most evident acdept admirers. After the death of Socrates quaintance with the matters treated of. With
(:W9) he withdrew to Megara, where he proba- the exception of these two visits to Sicily, Plato
blj composed several of his dialogues, especial- w a s occupied from the time w h e n he open-ad the
ly those of a dialectical character. H e next school in the A c a d e m y in giving instruc'.on and
went to Cyrene, through friendship for the math- in the composition of his works. H e ci.ed in the
ematician Theodorus, and is said to have visited eighty-second year of his age, B C 347. Acafterward Egypt, Sicily, and the Greek cities in cording to some, he died while writing; accordLower Italy, through his eagerness for knowl- ing to others, at a marriage feast
According
edge. T h e more distant journeys of Plato into to his last will, his garden remained the property
tho interior of Asia, to the Hebrews, Babylo- ofthe school, and passed, considerably increased
nians, and Assyrians, to the Magi and Persians, by subsequent additions, into the hands of the
are mentioned only by writers on w h o m no re- Neo-Platonists, w h o kept as a festival his birthliance can be placed. That Plato, during his res- day as well as that of Socrates Athenians and
idence in Sicily, became acquainted, through strangers honored his m e m o r y by monuments.
Dion, with the elder Dionysius, but very soon Still he had no lack of enemies and enviers.
fel" out with the tyrant, is asserted by credible H e w a s attacked by contemporary comic poets,
witnesses. But more doubt attaches to the as Theopompus, Alexis, Cratinus the younger,
story, which relates that he was given up by the and others, by one-sided Socratics, as Antisthetyrant to the Spartan ambassador Pollis, by him nes, Diogenes, and the later Megarics, and also
sold into zEgina, and set at liberty by the Cy- by the Epicureans, Stoics, certain Peripatetics,
renian Anniceris. Plato is said to have visited and later writers eager for detraction
Thus
Sicily w h e n forty years old, consequently in 389. even Antisthenes and Aristoxenus charged him
After his return he began to teach, partly in the with sensuality, avarice, and sycophancy; and
gymnasium of the A c a d e m y and its shady av- others with vanity, ambition, and envy toward
enues, near the city, between the exterior Ce- other Socratics, Protagoras, Epicharmus, and
ramicus and the hill Oolonus Hippius. and partly Philolaus.—THE W R I T I N G S O P P L A T O
These
in his garden, which w a s situated at Colonus. writings have c o m e d o w n to us complete, and
H e taught gratuitously, and without doubt main- have always been admired as a model of the
ly in the form of livelv dialogue ; yet on the more union of artistic perfection with philosophical
difnVult parts of his doctrinal system he probably acuteness and depth. They are in the lorm of
ilebvered alga connected lectures. T h e more th ilogue ; but Plato was not the first writer wh.S77
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employed th.s style of composition for ihilosoph cient comprehension of their subjoct matte*
leal instruction. Zeno the Eleatic hid already Plato, like Socrates, w a s penetrated w ; Mi th«
written in the form of question and answer. idea that wisdom is the attribute of fhc G o d
Alexamcnus the Teian and Sophron in the head; that philosophy, springing from t!,e ini
m i m e s hat treated ethical subjects in the form pulse to know, is the necessity of the intellectual
of dialogue Xenophon, zEsehines, Antisthenes, man, and the greatest of the blessings in which
Euclides, and other Socratics also had m a d e use he participates. W h e n once w e strive aftes
of the dialogistic form ; but Plato has handled W i s d o m with the intensity of a lover, she bethis form not only with greater mastery than comes the true consecration and purification of
any one w h o preceded him, but, in all probabil- the soul, adapted to lead us from the night-like
ity, with the distinct intention of keeping by this to the true day. A n approach to wisdom, howvery means true to the admonition of Socrates, ever, presupposes an original communion with
not to communicate instruction, but to lead to Being, truly so called ; and this communion
the spontaneous discovery of it. T h e dialogues again presupposes the divine nature or immorof Plato are closely connejted with one another, tality ofthe soul, and the impulse to become like
and various arrangements of them have been the Eternal. This impulse is the love which
proposed. Schleiermacher divides them into generates in Truth, and the develi p m e r ! of it
three series or classes
In thefirsthe consid- is termed Dialectics. Out of the philosophical
ers that the germs of dialectic and of the doc- impulse which is developed by Dialectics, not
trine of ideas begin to unfold themselves in all only correct knowledge, but also correct action,
the freshness of youthful inspiration; in the springs forth. Socrates's doctrine respecting the
second, those germs develop themselves further unity of virtue, and that it consists in true, vigorby means of dialectic investigations respecting ous, and practical knowledge, is intended to be
the difference between c o m m o n and philosoph- set forth in a preliminary manner in the Protaical acquaintance with things, respecting notion goras and the smaller dialogues attached to it
and knowledge (oofa and eirioTfipn); in the thirdThey are designed, therefore, to introduce a
they receive their completion by means of an foundation for ethics, by the refutation of the
objectively sci i-tific working out, with the sep- c o m m o n views that were entertained of morals
aration of ethics and physics. T h efirstseries and of virtue ; for although not even the words
embraces, according to Schleiermacher, thePha- ethics and physics occur in Plato, and even diadrus, Lysis, Protagoras, Laches, Charmides, Eu-lectics are not treated of as a distinct and sepikyphron, and Parmenides; to which m a y be add- arate province, y>rt he must rightly be regarded
ed as an appendix, the Apologia, Crito, Ion, Hip-as the originator of the three-fold division of
pias Minor, Ilippai chus, Minos, and Alcibiades II
philosophy, inasmuch as he had before him the
T h e second series contains the Gorgias, Theate- decided object to develop the Socratic method
tv.s, Meno, Euthydemus, Cratylus, Sophistes, Politinto a scientific system of dialectics, that should
icus, Symposium, Phado, and Philebus; to which supply the grounds of our knowledge as well as
m a y be added as an appendix, the Theages, of our moral action (physics and ethics), and
Erasta, Alcibiades I, Menexenus, Hippias Major,therefore he separates the general investigaand Clitophon. T h e third series comprises the tions on knowledge and understanding, at least
Republic, Timaus, Critias, and the Laws. This
relatively, from those which refer to physics and
arrangement is perhaps the best that has hith ethics Accordingly, the Theaetefus, Sophistes,
erto been m a d e ofthe dialogues, though open to Parmenides, and Cratylus, are principally dia
exception in several particulars. T h e genuine- lectical; the Protagoras, Gorgias, Politicus, Phiness of several ofthe dialogues has been ques- lebus, and the Politics, principally ethical; while
tioned, but for the most part on insufficient the Timaeus is exclusively physical. Plato's
grounds. T h e Epinomis, however, is probably dialectics and ethics, however, have been more
to be assigned to a disciple of Plato, the Minos successful than his physics. Plato's doctrine
and Hipparchus to a Socratic. T h e second Alci- of ideas w a s one of the most prominent parts
biades w a s attributed by ancient critics to Xeno- of his system. H e maintained that the exist
phon. T h e Anlerasta and Clitophon are proba- ence of things, cognizable only by means ot
bly of m u c h later origin. T h e Platonic letters conception, is their true essence, their idea
were composed at different periods : the oldest Hence he asserts that to deny therealityol
of them, the seventh and eighth, probably by dis- ideas is to destroy all scientific research. H e deciples of Plato T h e dialogues Demodocus, Sisy- parted frosi the original meaning of the wore
phus, Eryxias, Axiochus, and those on justice and idea (namely, that of form or figure), inasmuct
virtue, were with good reason regarded by an- as he understood by it the unities (evddeg, uovdcient critics as spurious, and with them m a y be beg) which lie at the basis of the visible, the
associated the Hipparchus, Theages, and the Def- changeable, and which can only be reached by
initions. T h e genuineness of thefirstAlcibiapure thinking. H e included under the expresdes seems doubtful. T h e smaller Hippias, the sion idea every thing stable amid the changes
Ion, and the Menexenus, on the other hand, which of mere phenomena, all really existing and unare assailed by m a n y modern critics, m a y very changeable definitudes, by which the changes
well maintain their ground as occasional com- of things and our knowledge of them are conpositions of Plato — - T H E P H I L O S O P H Y O F P L A T O . ditioned, such as the ideas of genus and species,
The nature of this work will allow only a few the laws and ends of nature, as also the piin
orief remarks upon this subject. T h e attempt ciples of cognition and of mcral action, and the
to combine poetry and philosophy (the two funda- essences of individual, concrete, thinking souls.
mental tendencies of the Greek mind) gives to His system of ethics w a s founded upon his diathe Platonic dialogues a charm which irresisti- lectics:, as is remarked above. Hence he as
blv attracts us, though w e m a y have but a defi- serf*/ that, not beirg in a condition to grasp the
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tlea of the good with full distinctness, w e are
aide to approximate to it only so far as w e elevate the power of thinking to its original purity.
T h e best editions of the collected works of Plato
are by Bekker, Berol, 1816-1818; by Stallbaum, Gotha, 1827, seq , [not yet completed] ;
and by Orelli and others, Turic , 1839, 4to
[PLATOR.. 1 T h e commander of Oreum for
Philip, betra/ed the town to the Romans, B C.
207.—2. T h e brother of Gentius, the Illyrian
king, called Plator by Livy, but Pleuratus by
PolybiiM Vid. P L E U R A T U S . — 3 . Of Dyrrhachium,
was slain by Piso, proconsul in Macedonia B C.
57, although he had been hospitably received in
the house of Plator ]

R o m e ana set up in business, but nis specma
tions failed ; he returned to R o m e , and hi" ne
cessities obliged him to enter the service of a
baser, w h o employed him in turning a handmill
While in this degrading occupation lie wrote
three plays, the sale of which to the managers
of the public games enabled him to quit his
drudgery and begin his literary career. H e was
then probably about thirty years of age (224),
and accordingly commenced writing comedies
a few years before the breaking out of the second Punic war. H e continued his literary occupation for about forty years, and died in 184,
w h e n he w a s seventy years of age. His contemporaries atfirstwere Livius Andronicus and
P L A U T I A G E N S , a plebeian gens at R o m e . T h e Naavius, afterward Ennius and Caacilius : Tername is also written Phtius, just as w e have ence did not rise into notice till almost twenty
both Clodius and Claud us. T h e gens w a s di-years after his death. During tho long time
vided into the families of Hypsaus, Proculus, that he held possession of the stage, he w a s
Silvanus, Venno, Venox; and although several always a great, favorite of the people ; and he
members of these families obtained the consul- expressed a bold consciousness of his o w n p o w
ship, none of them are of sufficient importance ers in the epitaph which he wrote for his tomh
to require a separate notice
and which has come down to us :
P L A U T I A N U S , F U L V I U S , an African by birth, the

" Postquam est mortem aptus Plautus, corncedia luget

Scena deserta, dein risus, Indus jocusque
fellow-townsman of Septimius Severus
He
Et Humeri innumeri simul omnes collacrumarunt"
served as praefect of the praatorium under this
Plautus wrote a great number of comedies,
emperor, w h o loaded him with honois and
wealth, and virtually made over m u c h of the and in the last century of the republic there
imperial authority into his hands Intoxicated were one hundred and thirty plays which bore
by these distinctions, Plautianus indulged in the his name. Most of these, however, were noi
most despotic tyranny, and perpetrated acts of considered genuine by the best R o m a n critics
cruelty almost beyond belief. In A.D. 202 his There were several works written upon the subdaughter Plautilla w a s married to Caracalla; ject ; and of these the most celebrated w a s the
but having discovered the dislike cherished by treatise of Varro, entitled Quastiones Plautina
Caracalla toward both his daughter and himself, Varro limited the undoubted comedies of the
and looking forward with apprehension to the poet to twenty one, which were hence called
t'ownfa/i which awaited him upon the death of the Fabula Varroniana. These Varronian comihe sovereign, he formed a plot against the life edies are the same as those which have come
both of Septimius and Caracalla. His treach down to our o w n time, with the loss of one.
ery w a s discovered, and he w a s immediately At present w e possess only twenty comedies
put to death, 203. His daughter Plautilla w a s of Plautus; but there were originally twentybanished first to Sicily, and subsequently to one in the manuscripts, and the Vidularia, which
Lipara, where she w a s treated with the greatest w a s the twenty-first, and which came last in
harshness. After the murder of Geta in 212, the collection, was" torn off from the manuscript
Plautilla w a s put to death by order of her hus- in the Middle Ages. T h e titles of the twentyone Vaironian plays are, !. Amphitruo 2. zlsiband.
naria. 3 Aulularia. 4. Captivi, 5. Curculio,
PLAUTILLA.
Vid, P L A U T I A N U S .
P L A U T I U S . 1. A., a m a n of consular rank, 6. Casino. 7. Cistellaria. H. Epidicus. 9. Bacw h o w a s sent by the Emperor Claudius in A.D. chides. 10. Mostel'sria. 11. Mcnaschmi. 12.
43 to subdue Britain. H e remained in Britain Miles 13 Mercator. 14. Pseuiolus. 15. Pa;four years, and subdued the southern part of the nulus. 16. Persa. VI. Rudens. 18 Stichus.
20. Tiuculentus 21. Viduisland. H e obtained an ovation on his return 19. Trinummus.
to R o m e in 47.—2. A R o m a n jurist, w h o lived laria. This is the order in which they occur ir.
about the time of Vespasian, and is cited by sub- the manuscripts, though probably not the one
in which they were originally arranged by Varro.
sequent jurists.
P L A U T U S , the most celebrated comic poet of The present order is evidently alphabetical; the
R o m e , w a s a native of Sarsina, a small village initial letter of the title of each play is alone rein Umbria. H e is usually called M. Accius Plau- garded, and no attention is paid to those which
tus, but his real name, as an eminent modern follow: hence w e find Captivi, Curculio, Casina,
scholar has shown, w a s T. M A C C I U S P L A U T U S . Cistellaria: Mostellaria, Menachmi, Miles, MerT h e date of his birth is uncertain, but it m a y cator: Pseudolus, Posnulus, Persa. T h e play of
be placed about B.C. 254. H e probably came the Bacchides forms the only exception to the
to R o m e at an early age, since he displays such alphabetical order. It w a s probably placed after
a perfect mastery of the Latin language, and an the Epidicus by some copjist, because he had
acquaintance with Greek literature, which he observed that Plautus, in the Bacchides (ii., 2,
could hardly Lave acquired in a provincial town. 36), referred to the Epidicus as an earlier work.
Whether he ever obtained the R o m a n franchise T h e names of the comedies are either taken
is doubtful. W h e n he arrived at R o m e lie w a s from some leading character in the play, or from
in needy circumstances, and w a sfirstemployed some circumstance which occurs in it: those
in the service of th* actors. With the money titles ending in aria are adjectives, giving a
be bad saved in this inferior station he le? general description of the play : thus Asinaria
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PLAVIS (now Piave), a river in Venetia, in tnt
is the " Ass-Comedy." The comedies of Plautus enjoyed unrivalled popularity among the north of Italy, which fell into the S'nus Ter
Romans, and continued to be represented down gestinus.
PLEIADES (HXeiuSeg or HeXeidbeg), the P!e;ads>
to the time of Diocletian The continued popu.arity of Plautus through so many centuries was are usually called the daughters of Atlas anc
owing, in a great measure, to his being a na- Plelone, whence they hear the name ofthe At
tional poet. Though he founds his plays upon lantidcs. They were called Vergdia by the R o
Gre'lk models, the characters in them act, speak, mans. They were the sisters of the Hyades
and joke like genuine Roma.is, and he thereby and seven in number, six of whom are describee
secured the sympathy of his audience more com- as visible, and the seventh as invisible. Some.
pletely than Terence could ever have done call the seventh Sterope, and relate that she beWhether Plautus borrowed the plan of all his came invisible from shame, because she alone
plays from Greek models, it is impossible to say among her sisters had had intercourse with a
man ; others call her Electra, and make
The Cistellaria, Bacchidcs, Posnulus, and mortal
Stichus
were taken from Menander, the Casina and Ru- her disappear from the choir of her sisters on
dens from Diphilus, and the Mercator and Ihe account of her grief at the destruction of the
Trinummus from Philemon, and many others house of Dardanus The Pleiades are said to
were undoubtedly founded upon Greek originals. have made away with themselves from grief at
But in all cases Plautus allowed himself much the death of then' sisters, the Hyades, or at the
greater liberty than Terence; and m some in- fate of their father Atlas, and were afterward
stances he appears to have simply taken the placed as stars at the back of Taurus, where
leading idea ofthe play from the Greek, and to they formed a cluster resembling a bunch of
have filled it up in his own fashion It has been grapes, whence they were sometimes called
inferred from a well known line of Horace (idrpvg. According to another story, the Plei[Epist, ii., 1, 58), " Plautus ad exemplar Sieuliades were virgin companions of Diana (Arteproperare Epicharmi," that Plautus took great mis), and, together with their mother Pleione,
pains to imitate Epicharmus. But there is no were pursued by the hunter Orion in Boaotia,
correspondence between any of the existing their prayer to be rescued from him was heard
plays of Plautus and the known titles of the by the gods, and they were metamorphosed into
comedies of Epicharmus ; and the verb prope- doves (ireXeiddeg), and placed among the stars.
rare probably hasreferenceonly to the liveliness The rising of the Pleiades in Italy was about
and energy of Plautus's style, in which he bore the beginning of May, and their setting about
a resemblance to the Sicilian poet. It was, the beginning of November. Their names ate
however, not only with the common people that Electra, Maia, Taygete, Alcyone, Celaano, Stei
Plautus was a favorite ; educated Romans read ope, and Merope.
PLEIONE (HXyibvn), a daughter of Oceanna
and admired his works down to the latest times.
Cicero (De Off., i, 29) places his wit on a parand mother of the Pleiades by Atlas. Vid
with that ofthe old Attic comedy, and St. Jerome A T L A S and PLEIADES.
[PLEMINIUS, Q , propraetor and legatus ot
used to console himself with the perusal of the
poet after spending many nights in tears on ac- Seipio Africanus, was sent in B.C. 205 against
count of his past sins. The favorable opinion the town of Locri, in Southern Italy, which still
which the ancients entertained of the merits continued in the possession of the Carthagm
of Plautus has been confirmed by the judgment ians H e took the town, ofwhich he was left
ofthe best modern critics, and by the fact that governor by Seipio; but his treatment of the
several of his plays have been imitated by many inhabitants was so cruel that they sent to R o m e
of the best modern poets. Thus the Amphitruo to make complaint, and the senate ordered his
has been imitated by Moliere and Dryden, the return; he was thrown into prison B.C. 204.
but died before his trial came on ]
Aulularia by Moliere in his Avaie, the Mostellaria by Regnard, Addison, and others, the Me- P L E M M Y R I U M (HXeppvpiov : now Punla di Gigante),
a promontory on the southern coast of
nachmi by Shakspeare in his Comedy of Errors,
the Trinummus by Lessing in his Schatz, and Sicily, immediately south of Syracuse.
so with others. Horace (De Arte Poet, 270), PLEUMOXII, a small tribe in Gallia Belgica,
indeed, expresses a less favorable opinion of subject to the Nervii.
P L E U R A T U S (HXevparoc). 1. King of Illyria,
Plautus ; but it must berecollectedthat the
taste of Horace had been formed by a different was the son of Scerdila'idas. His name occurs
school of literature, and that he disliked the as an ally of the Romans in the second Punic
ancient poets of his country. Moreover, it is war, and in their subsequent wars in Greece
probable that the censure of Horace does not — [2. A brother of Gentius, and son of the preH e was put to death
refer to the general character of Plautus's po- ceding. Vid. P L A T O R
etry, but merely to his inharmonious verses and by Gentius in order that the king might, himself
to some of his jests. The text of Plautus has marry a daughter of Minunius, who had been
come down to us in a very corrupt state. It betrothed to Pleuratus.—3. A son of Gentius,
contains many lacunae and interpolations. Thus king of Illyria, who was taken prisoner, togethei
the Aulularia has lost its conclusion, the Bac-with his father, and carried captive to Rome,
•Mdes its commencement, &c. Ofthe present — 4 . A n Illyrian exile, of whose services Peroomplete editions, the best are by Bothe, Lips., seus, king of Macedonia, availed himself on hia
1834, 2 vols. 8vo, and by Weise, Quedlinb , embassies to Gentius, king of Illyria, in B.C
1837-1838, 2 vols. 8vo, [2d edition, 1847-48, 169.]
2 vols. 8vo] ; but Ritschl's edition, of whieh the P L E U R O N (HXevpdv: UXevpdviog), an ancient
city in zEtolia, and alor g with Calydon the inos
first volume only has yet appeared(Bcnn., 1849),
important in the country, was situated at a lit
will %i surpass all Jthers
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count has been preserved by his nepnf w (Epist.
iii., 5). It w a s his practice tc begin io spent!
a portion of the night in stldying by can
die-light, at the festival of the Vulcanalia (toward the end of August), atfirstat a late houl
ofthe night, in winter at one or two o'clock in
the morning. Before it w a s light he betook
himself to the Emperor Vespasian, and afte:
executing such commissions as he might be
charged with, returned h o m e and devoted the
PI.INIUS.
I. C P L I N . U S S E C U N D U S , the cele- time which he still had remaining to study.
bfaie"d~alifhor ofthe Historia Naturahs, and fre- After a slender meal, he would, in the summerquently called Pliny the elder, w a s born A.D. time, lie in the sunshine while some one read
23 either at Verona or N o v u m C o m u m (now to him, he himself making notes and extracts.
Como), in the north of Italy. But whichever H e never read any thing without making exwas the place of his birth, it is certain that his tracts in this way,forhe used to say that there
family belonged to N o v u m C o m u m , since the w a s no book so bad but that some good might
estates of the elder Pliny were situated there, be got out of it H e would then take a cold
the younger Pliny w a s born there, and several bath, and after a slight repast sleep a very lit
inscriptions found in the neighborhood relate to tie, and then pursue his studies till the time of
various members ofthe family. H e came to the ccena During this meal some book was
R o m e while still young, and being descended read to, and commented on by him Al table,
from a family of wealth and distinction, he had as might be supposed, he spent but a short time.
the means at his disposal for availing himself Such w a s his m o d e of life w h e n in the midst
of the instruction of the best teachers to be of the'-bustle and confusion ofthe city. W h e n
found in the imperial city. At the age of about in retirement in the country, the time spent in
twenty-three he went to Germany, where he the bath w a s nearly the only interval not allotserved under L. Pompenius Secundus, of w h o m ted to study, and that he reduced to the narhe afterward wrote a memoir, and w a s appoint- rowest limits; for during all the process of
ed to the c o m m a n d of a troop of cavalry (pra- scraping and rubbing he had some book read to
fectus alas). It appeals from notices of his o w n him, or himself dictated. W h e n on a journey
that he travelled over most of the frontier of he had a secretary by his side with a book and
Germany, having visited the Cauci, the sources tablets. B y this incessant application, perseof the Danube, & c . It w a s in the intervals vered in throughout life, he amassed an enorsnatched from his military duties that he com- m o u s amount of materials, and at his death left
posed his treatise de Jaculatione equestii. At to his nephew one hundred and sixty volumina
T
Sie same time he commenced a history ofthe of notes (eleclorum commentarii), w ritten exGermanic wars, which he afterward completed tremely small on both sides. With some reason
in twenty books. H e returned to R o m e with might his nephew say that, when compared with
Pomponius (52), and applied himself to the Pliny, those w h o had spent their whole lives in
study of jurisprudence. H e piacticed for some literary pursuits seemed as if they had spent
time as a pleader, but does not seem to have them in nothing else than sleep and idleness
distinguished himself very greatly in that ca- F r o m the materials which he had in this wa)'
pacity. T h e greater part of the reign of Nero collected he compiled his celebrated Historu
he spent in retirement, chiefly, no doubt, at hisNaturalis, which he published about 77. T h e denative place. It m a y have been with a view tails of Pliny's death are given in a letter of the
to the education of his nephew that he com- younger Pliny to Tacitus (Ep , vi, 16) Helper
posed the work entitled Studiosus, an extensive ished in the celebrated eruption of Vesurius..
treatise in three books, occupying six volumes, which overwhelmed Herculaneum and Pompeii,
in whieh he marked out the course that should in 79, beingfiftysix years of age. H e was at the
be pursued in the training of a young orator, time stationed at Misenum in the c o m m a n d of
from the cradle to the completion of his educa- the R o m a n fleet; and it w a s his anxiety to extion and his entrance into public life. During amine more closely the extraordinary phaanom
the reign of Nero he wrote a grammatical work enon, which led him to sail to Stabiae, where
in eight books, entitled Dubius Sermo; and to- he landed and perished. T h e only work of
ward the close of the reign of this emperor he Pliny which has c o m e d o w n to us is his Histow a s appointed procurator in Spain. H e w a s ria Naturalis. B y Natural History the ancients
here in 71, w h e n his brother-in-law died, leav- understood more than modern writers would
ing his son, the younger Pliny, to the guardian- usually include in the subject. It embraced
ship of his uncle, who, on account of his ab- astronomy, meteorology, geography, mineralosence, w a s obliged to intrust the care of him to gy, zoology, botany—in short, every thing that
Virginius Rufus. Pliny returned to R o m e in does notrelateto the results of h u m a n skill oi
the reign of Vespasian, shortly before 73, when the products of h u m a n faculties. Pliny, howhe adopted his nephew. H e had k n o w n Ves- ever, has not kept within even these extensive
pasian in the Germanic wars, and the emperor limits. H e has broken in upon the plan implied
received him into the number of his most inti- by the title ofthe work, by considerable digresmate friends. It w a s at this period of his life sions on h u m a n inventions and institutions
that he wrote a continuation of the history of (book vii), and on the history of the fine arts
Aufidius Bassus, in thirty one books, carrying (xxxv.-xxxvii). Minor digressions on similar
the narrative do'sn to his o w n times Of his topics are also interspersed in various parts of
manner of life at this period an interesting ac- the work, the arrangement of which in othei
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fie distance from the coast, northwest from the
mouth of the Evenus, and on the southern slope
of Mount Aracynthus or Curius. It w a s originally
inhabited by the Curetcs. This ancient city w a s
abandoned by its inhabitants, w h e n Demetrius
Poliorcetes laid waste the surrounding country,
and a n e w city was built under the same name to
the west ofthe ancient one. T h e two cities are
distinguished by geographers under the names
•A Old Pleuron and N e w Pleuron respectively
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leapccts exhibits but little scientific discnmina- had the same honorable distinction H e w«-,:
lion. Ii, comprises, as Pliny says in the pref- also an orator. In his nineteenth yes r he began
ace, twenty thousand matters of importance, to speak in the forum, and he w a s frequently
drawn from about two thousand volumes It employed as an advocate before the court of the
IS divided into thirty-seven books, thefirstof Centumviri and before the R o m a n senate. H e
which consists of a dedicatory epistle to Titus, filled numerous offices in succession While :.
K flowed by a table of contents of the other young m a n he served in Syria as tribunus mili5incks W h e n it is remembered that this work tum, and w a s there a hearer of the stoic E n
was not the result of the undistracted labor of phrates and of Artemidorus. H e w a s subso3 lift, but written in the hours of leisure secured quently quaestor Caesaris, praetor in or about 93,
fiom active pursues, and that, too, by the author and consul 100, in which year he wrote h ; .
oi other extensive works, it is, to say the least, Panegyricus, which is addressed to Trajan in
a wonderful m o n u m e n t of h u m a n industry. It 103 he w a s appointed propraetor of the provinc-3
m a y easily be supposed that Pliny, with his in- Pontica, where he did not stay quite two years.
ordinate appetite for accumulating knowledge A m o n g his other functions he also discharged
out of books, w a s not the m a n to produce a that of curator ofthe channel and the batiks of
scientific work of any value. H e w a s not even the Tiber. H e w a s twice married
His secan original observer. T h e materials which he ond wife w a s Calpurnia, the grand-daughter of
worked up into his huge encyclopaedic compila- Calpurnius Fabatus, and an accomplished worn
tion were almost all derived at second-hand, an ; she w a s considerably younger than hei
though doubtless he has incorporated the re- husband, w h o has recorded her kind attentions
sults of his o w n observation in a larger number to him. H e had no children by either wife
of instances than those in which he indicates born alive. T h e life of Pliny is chiefly known
such to be the case. Nor did be, as a compiler, from his letters. So far as this evidence shows,
show either judgment or discrimination* in the he w a s a kind and benevolent m a n , fond of litselection of his materials, so that in his accounts erary pursuits, and of building on and improving
the true and the false are found intermixed. his estates. H e w a s rich, and he spent liberHis love of the marvellous, and his contempt ally. H e w a s a kind master to his slaves.
for h u m a n nature, lead him constantlyto intro- His body w a s feeble, and his health not good.
duce what is strange or wonderful, or adapted Nothing is k n o w n as to the time of his death.
to illustrate the wickedness of man, and the un- T h e extant works of Pliny are his Panegyricus
satisfactory arrangements of Providence. His and the ten books of his Epistola. T h e Panework is of course valuable to us from the vast gyricus is a fulsome eulogium on Trajan ; it is
number of subjects treated of, with regard to of small value for the information which it connany of which w e have no other sources of in- tains about the author himself and his times.
ibrnation. But what he tells us is often unin- Pliny collected his o w n letters, as appears from
ull gible, from his retailing accounts of things thefirstletter of thefirstbook, which looks
vith which he w a s himself personally unac- something like a preface to the whole collection
quainted, and ofwhich he in consequence gives It is not an improbable conjecture that he m a y
no satisfactory idea to the reader. Though a have written m a n y of his letters with a view
writer on zoology, botany, and mineralogy, he to publication, or that w h e n he w a s writing
bas no pretensions to be called a naturalist. some of them the idea of future publication was
His compilations exhibit scarcely a trace of in his mind. However, they form a very agreescientific arrangement ; and frequently it can able collection, and m a k e us acquainted with
be shown that he does not give the true sense m a n y interesting facts in the life of Pliny and
ofthe authors w h o m he quotes and translates, that of his contemporaries. T h e letters from
giving not uncommonly wrong Latin names to Pliny to Trajan and the emperor's replies are
the objects spoken of by his Greek authorities. the most valuable part ofthe collection : they
T h e best editions of Pliny's Natural History, form the whole of the tenth book. T h e letter
with a commentary, are by Hardoum (Paris, on the punishment ofthe Christians (x , 97), and
1685, 5 vols. 4to; second edition 1723, 3 vols. the emperor's answer (x, 08), have furnished
fol), and by Panckoucke (Paris, 1829-1833, 20matter for m u c h remark. T h e fact cf a person
vols.), with a French translation and notes by admitting himself to be a Christian w a s suffiCuvier and other eminent scientific and literary cient for his condemnation ; and the punish
m e n of France. T h e most valuable critical ment appears to have been death. T h e Chrisedition of the text of Pliny is by Sillig (Lips , tians, on their examination, admitted nothing
1831-1838, 5 vols. 12mo) — 2 . C. PLINIUS C Z E - further than their practice of meeting on a fixed
CILIUS S E C U N D U S , frequently called Pliny the day before it w a s light, and singing a h y m n to
younger, w a s the son of C. Caacilius, and of Christ, as G o d (quasi Beo); their oath (whatPlinia, the sister of the elder Pliny. H e w a s ever Pliny m a y m e a n by sacramentum) w a s not
born at C o m u m in A D . 61 ; and having lost to bind them to any crime, but to avoid theft
his father at an early age, he w a s adopted by robbery, adultery, breach of faith, and denial of
jis uncle, as has been mentioned above. His a deposit. T w o female slaves, w h o were said
education w a s conducted under the care of his to be deaconesses (ministra), were put to the
ancle, his mother, and his tutor, Virginius R u - torture by Pliny, but nothing unfavorable to the
fus From his youth he w a s devoted to letters. Christians could be got out of them : the govIn his fourteenth year he wrote a Greek trage- I ernor could detect nothing except a perverse
dy. H e studied eloquence under Quintilian. ' and extravagant superstition (superslitionem praHis acquirements finally gained m m the repu- vam et immodicam). Hereupon he asked thf
tation of being one of the most learned m e n of emperor's advice, for the contagion of the su
the age , and his friend Tacitus, the historian, perstition w a s spreading; yet he thought Ilia
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it ought ba stopped. The emperor, in his reply, PLISTUS (HXeio rbg: now XfopotamS), a smal
approves of the governor's conduct, as explain- river in Phocis, which rises in Mount Parnased in his letter, and observes that no general sus, flows past Delphi, where it receives the
rule can be laid down
Persons supposed to be small stream Castalia, and falls into the OrisChristians are not S; oe sought for : if they are saaan Gulf near Cirrha.
accused and the charge is proved, they are to
PLOTINA, POMPEIA, the wife of the Emperu
be punished; but if a man denied the charge, Trajan, and a woman of extraordinary meiri
and could prove its falsity by offering his pray- and virtue. A s she had no children, she perers to the heathen gods (diis nostris), however
suaded her husband to adopt Hadrian. She
suspected he may have been, he shall be ex- died in the reign of Hadrian, who honored hai
cused in respect of his repentance. Charges of memory by mourning for her nine days, by buildaccusation (libelli), without the name of the ing
in- a temple in her honor, and by composing
formant or accuser, were not to be received, as hymns in her praise.
they had been : it was a thing ofthe worst exPLOTINOPOLIS (HXanvoiroXig), a town in
ample, and unsuited to the age One of the Thrace, on the road frorr Trajanopolis to Habest editions ofthe Epislola and Panegyricus is
drianopolis, founded by Trajan, and named in
by Schaafer, Lips., 1805. The best editions of honor of his wife Plotina.
the Epistola are by Cortius and Longolius, A m - PLOTINUS (HXarlvog), the originator of th
sterdam, 1734, and by Gierig, Lips , ISO'O.
Neo-Platonic system, was bom at Lyeopolis,..
PLINTHINE (HXivBlvn), a city of Lower Egypt,Egypt, about A.D. 203. The details of his liw
on the bay called from it SINUS PLINTIIINETES have been preserved by his disciple Porphyry
(HXivBivfiT-ng nbXirog), was the westernmost
incity
a biography which has come down to us.
of Egypt (according to its narrower limits) on From him we learn that Plotinus began to study
the frontier of Marmarica. It stood a little north philosophy in his twenty-eighth year, and reof Taposiris (nowzlicrasir)
mained eleven years under the instruction of
PLISTARCHUS (nAEj'o-rap^oc). 1. King of Sparta, Ammonius Saccas. In his thirty-ninth year he
was the son and successor of Leonidas, who joined the expedition of the Emperor Gordian
was killed at Thermopylaa B.C. 480. H e reign- (242) against the Persians, in order to become
ed from 480 to 458, but, being a mere chi'd at the acquainted with the philosophy of the Persians
time of his father's death, the regency was as- and Indians. After the death of Gordian he
sumed by his cousin Pausanias. It appears fled to Antioch, and from thence to R o m e (244).
that the latter continued to administer affairs in For thefirstten years of his residence at R o m e
the name ofthe young king till his own death, he gave only oral instructions to a few friends •
about 467. — [2. Son of Antipater, brother of but he was at length induced in 254 to cominii
Cassander, the Macedonian king.]
his instructions to writing. In this manner,
P L I S T H E N E S (HXeiaBevng), son of Atreus, and
when, ten years later (264), Porphyry came tc
husband of Aerope or Eriphyle, by w h o m he R o m e and joined himself to Plotinus, twentybecame the father of Agamemnon, Menelaus, one books of very various contents had been
and Anaxibia; but Homer makes the latter the already composed by him. During the six years
children of Atreus. Vid. AGAMEIIXON, A T R E U S . that Porphyry lived with Plotinus at Rome, the
PLISTIA (no wPreslia), a village in Samnium, in
latter, at the instigation of Amelius and Poithe valley between Mount Tifata and Taburnus. phyry, wrote twenty-three books on the subjects
PLIST5ANAX or PLISTONAX (HXeiarodva^, HXeiwhich had been discussed ia their meetings, to
oruval;), king of Sparta, was the eldest son ofwhich nine books were afterward added. Of
the Pausanias who conquered at Plataeae, B C. thefifty-fourbooks of Plotinus, Porphyry re479. On the death of Plistarchus in 458, with- marks that thefiisttwenty-one books were of
out issue, Plistoanax succeeded to the throne, a lighter chaiacter, that only the twenty-three
being yet a minor. H e reigned from 458 to following were the production of the matured
408. In 445 he invaded Attica, but the prema- powers of the author, and that the other nine,
ture withdrawal of his army from the enemy's especially the four last, were evidently writterritory exposed him to the suspicion of hav- ten with diminished vigor. The correction of
ing been bribed by Pericles. H e was punished these fifty-four books was committed by Plotiby a heavy fine, which he was unable to pay, nus himself to the care,of Porphyry. On acand was therefore obliged to leave his country. count of the weakness of his sight, Plotinus
H e remained nineteen years in exile, taking up never read them through a second time, to say
his abode near the temple of Jupiter (Zeus), on nothing of making corrections ; intent simply
Mount Lycaeus in Arcadia, and having half his upon the matter, he was alike careless of orthoghouse within the sacred precincts, that he might raphy, of the division of the syllables, and the
enjoy the benefit of the sanctuary. During this clearness of his hand-writing. The fifty-font
period his son Pausanias, a minor, reigned in books were divided by Porphyry into six Enhis stead. The Spartans at length recalled him neads, or sets of nine books. Plotinus was eloin 426, in obedience to the injunctions of the quent in his oral communications, and was said
Delphic oracle. But he was accused of having to be very clever in finding the appropriate
tampered with the Pythian priestess to induce word, even if he failed in accuracy on the whole.
her to interpose for him, and his alleged impiety Besides this, the beauty of his person was inin this matter was continually assigned by his creased when discoursing; his countenance
enemies as the cause of all Sparta's misfortunes was lighted up with genius, and covered with
in the war, and therefore it was that he used small drops of perspiration. H e lived on tht
aT his influence to bring about peace with scantiest fare, and his hours of sleep were reAthens in 421. H e was succeeded by his son stricted to the briefest time possible. H e \ «aa
Pausanw
regarded with admiration and respect not c"»l«
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PLUTARCHUS.

He: seems to have considered each pair of I lve*
Uus, Porphyry, the physicians Paulinus, Eusto- and the Parallel as making one book QiiBXiov).
chius, and Zethus the Arab, but even by sena- The forty-six Lives are thefollowing: 1. The,ors and other statesmen. H e enjoyed the favor seus and Romulus ; 2. Lycurgus and N u m a ; 3
of the Emperor Gallienus, and the Empress Solon and Valerius Publico Ia ; 4 Themistoelea
Salonina, and almost obtained from them the and Camillus ; 5 Pericles and Q. Fabius Max^
rebuilding of two destroyed towns in Campania, mus ; 6 Alcibiades and Coriolanus ; 7 Timowith the view of their being governed according leon and zEmilius Paulus ; 8 Pelopidas and
to the laws of Plato. H e died at Puteoli in Marcellus ; 9. Aristides and Cato the Elder;
262 The philosophical system of Plotinus is 10. Philopcemen and Flamininus; 11. Pyrrhus
founded upon Plato's writings, with the addition andMarius; 12. Lysander and Sulla; 13 Cimoi
of various tenets drawn from the Oriental phi- and Lucullus; 14 Nicias and Crassus ; 15. Eulosophy and religion. H e appears, however, to menes and Sertorius; 16. Agesilaus and Pomavoid studiously all reference to the Oriental peius ; 17. Alexander and Caesar ; 18. Phocion
origin of his tenets ; he endeavors tofindthem and Cato the younger; 19 Agis and Cleomeall under the veil of the Greek mythology, and nes, and Tiberius and Caius Gracchi; 20. De
points out here the germ of his own philosoph- mosthenes and Cicero; 21. Demetrius Polior
ical and religious convictions. Plotinus is not cetes and M. Antonius ; 22. Dion and M. Ju
guilty of that commixture and falsification of nius Brutus. There are also the Lives of Ar
the Oriental mythology and mysticism which is taxerxes Mnemon, Aratus, Galba, and Otho
found in Iamblichus, Proclus, and others of the which are placed in the editions after the fortyNeo-Platonic school. The best edition of the six lives. Perhaps no work of antiquity ha?
Enneads of Pli-tinusis by Creuzer, Oxonii, 1835,been so extensively read in modern times as
Plutarch's Lives. The reason of their popo
3 vols. 4to.
PLOTIUS, whose full name was M A R I U S PLO- larity is, that Plutarch has rightly conceived the
TIUS SACERDOS, a Latin grammarian, the au- business of a biographer: his biography is true
itior of De Mett is Liber, probably lived in theportraiture. Other biography is often a dull,
fifth or sixth certury of the Christian era. Histedious enumeration of facts in the order of
work is publish* d by Putschius in the Gram- time, with perhaps a summing up of charactei
at the end. The reflections of Plutarch are neimatica Latina Atctorcs, Hannov., 1605, and by
ther impertinent nor trifling ; his sound good
Gaisford in the *icriptoies Latini Rci Metrica,
sense is always there; his honest purpose is
Oxon , 1837.
[PLOTirts G A L L ?S, of Lugdunum, thefirstwho transparent; his love of humanity waims the
taught lhetoric a R o m e in the Latin language. whole. His work is and will remain, in spite
H s met with great success, and had a large num- of all the fault that can be found with it by plodding collectois of facts and small critics, the
ber of auditors, ai, song w h o m was Cicero.]
book of those who can nobly think, and dare,
[PLOTIJS TUOCJI
Vid. T U C C A . ]
and do. The best edition of the Lives is by
P L U T A B C H U S (H? ovrapxog). 1. Tyrant of Eretria in Euboea, w l u m the Athenians assisted in Sintenis, Lips., 1839-1846, 4 vols. 8vo. PluB.C. 354 against lis rival, Callias of Chalcis. tarch's other writings, above sixty in number,
The Athenian army was commanded by Pho- are placed under the general title of Moralia, or
cion, who defeatel Callias at Tamynaa; but Ethical works, though some of tnem are of a
Phocion having suspected Plutarchus of treach- historical and anecdotical character, such as the
ery, expelled him from Eretria —&) The biog- essay on the malignity (naKonBeia) of Herodorapher and philosopher, was bora at Chaeronea tus, which neither requires nor merits refutain Boeofcia. The yuar of his birth is not known ; tion, and his Apophthegmata, many of which
put w e learn from Plutarch himself that he was are of little value. Eleven of these essays are
tudying [ hilosophy under Ammonius at the generally classed among Plutarch's historical
time when Nero was making his progress works : among them also are his Roman Questhrough Greece, in A.D. 66; from which w e tions or Inquiries, his Greek Questions, and the
may assume that he was a youth or a young Lives of the Ten Orators. But it is likely
man at that time. H e spent some time at enough that several ofthe essays which are inRome, and in other parts of Italy ; but he tells cluded in the Moralia of Plutarch are not by
At any rate, some of them are not worth
us that he did not learn the Latin language in him
Italy, because he was occupied with public com- reading. The best ofthe essays included among
missions, and in giving lectures on philosophy ; the Moralia are of a different stamp There is
and it was late in life before he busied himself no philosophical system in these essays: pure
with R o m a n literature. H e was lecturing at speculation was not Plutarch's province His
R o m e during the reign of Domitian, but the best writings are practical, and their merits con
statement of Suidas that Plutarch was the pre- sist in the soundness of his views on the ordiceptor of Trajan ought to berejected.Plutarch nary events of human life, and in the benevospent the later years of his life at Chaaronea, lence of his temper. His " Marriage Precepts"
whe e he discharged various magisterial offices, are a sample of his good sense and of his hapaud ndd a priesthood. The time of his death piest expression. He rightly appreciated tho
in unknown. The work which has immortal- importance of a good education, and he gives
much sound advice on the bringing up of chilizec1 Plutarch's name is his Parallel Lives (Blot
Uap&XXjnXoi) of forty six Greeks and Romans.dren. The best edition of the Moialia is by
The forty six Lives are arranged in pairs ; each M yttenbach : it consists of six volumes of text
pair contains the life of a Greek and a Roman, (Cxon., 1795-1800) and two volumes of notes
and is followed by a comparison ofthe two m e n : (Oxon , 1810-1821), [4to, or 14 voli, text and
in a few pairs the compar son is omil ted c lost. notes, 8vo, with a copious index Graacitatis,
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2voIs,8vo, Oxon., 1830.] The best editions rior and friend of Hector, was slain bj a jut elm
of all the works of Plutarch are by Reiske, blow from Menelaus in the fight over l-ie corpse
L:ps , 1774-1782, 12 vols. 8vo, and by Hutten,of Patroclus ]
PCEAS (not'ac), son of Phylacup cr Thauma
1791-1805, 14 vols. 8vo.—3. The younger, was
a son of the last, and is supposed by some to cus, husband of Methone, and tbe 'iither of Phihave been the author of several of the works loctetes, who is hence called Pmaniiades, Pecantins heros, Posantia proles, and P&ante sat
which pass usually for his father's, as, e. g , the
Apophthegmata.—4. A L Athenian, son of Nes- Poaas is mentioned among the Argonauts, and
torius, presided with distinction over the Neo- is said to have killed with an arrow Talaus in
Platonic school at Athens in the early part of Crete Pceas setfireto the pile on which Herthe fifth century, and was surnamed the Great. cules burned himself, and was rewarded by the
Vid. H E R C U L E S , PHILOCHe numbered among his disciples Syrianus of hero with his arrows
Alexandrea, who succeeded him as head of J'.,e TETES.
[PCEEESSA (Hoineaaa). 1. A city in Eastern
school, and Proclus of Lycia. H e wrote commentaries, which are lost, on the " Timaaus" Messenia, on the Nedon, with a temple of Miof Plato, and on Aristotle's treatise " O n the nerva (Athena) Nedusia.—2. (Ruins still called
Soul." H e died at an advanced age, about A.D. al Hoinaaai), one of the four cities in Ceos (the
inhabitants ofwhich were removed to Carthaea),
430.
P L U T O O P L U T O N (HXovrav), the giver of containing a sanctuary of Apollo Smintheus, and
wealth, atfirsta surname of Hades, the god of in the vicinity another of Minerva (Athena) Nethe lower world, and afterward used as the real dusia, which Nestor was believed to have built
name ofthe god. In the latter sense it first oc- on his return from Troy.]
P C E M A N D E R (Hoipavbpog), son of Chaaresilaus
curs in Euripides. A n account of the god is
and Stratonice, was the husband of Tanagra, a
given under H A D E S .
P L U T U S (H?Mvrog), sometimes called Pluton,daughter of /Bolus or /Esopus, by w h o m he be
the personification of wealth, is described as a came the father of Ephippus and Leucippus.
son of Iasion and Demeter (Ceres). Vid. IASION. H e was the reputed founder of the town of TaZeus (Jupiter) is said to have deprived him of nagra in Bceotia, which was hence called Passight, that he might not bestow his favors on mandria. W h e n Pcemander had inadvertently
righteous m e n exclusively, but that he might killed his o w n son, he was purified by Elepbedistribute his gifts blindly, and without any re- nor.
P C E M A N E N U S (Hoiuavnvbg ; ethnic, the same:
gard to merit. At Thebes there was a statue
of'Tyche or Fortune, at Athens one of Irene or now probably Maniyas), a fortified place in MysPeace, and at Thespiae one of Athena (Minerva) ia, south of Cyzicus, with a celebrated temple
Ergane, and in each of these cases Plutus was of zEsculapius.
POENA (Hoivij), a personification of retaliation,
represented as the child of those divinities, symbolically expressing the sources of wealth. H e sometimes mentioned as one being, and someisems to have been commonly represented as a times in the plural. The Pcenaa belonged to the
train of Dice, and are akin to the Erinnyes.
U)y with a Cornucopia.
PLUVIALIA (HXoviTdXa, Ptol. : now probably [PCENI. 1. Vid. P H O E N I C I A , C A R T H A G O . — 2 . POEFerro), one ofthe islands in the Atlantic called NI, BASTULI, a people of Hispania Baatica, consisting of Phoenician settlers blended with the
FORTUNATZE.
old inhabitants ofthe land.]
PLUVIUS, i. e , the sender of rain, a surname of
PCETOVIO. Vid. PETOVIO.
Jupiter among the Romans, to w h o m sacrifices
P O G O N (Hdyav.) the harbor of Trcezen in Atwere offered during long-protracted droughts.
P N Y T A G O R A S (nraTayopaf). 1. Eldest son of golis.
P O L A (now Pola), an ancient town in Istria,
Evagoras, king of Salamis in Cyprus, was assassinated along with his father, B.C. 374.— situated on the western coast, and near the
2. King of Salamis in Cyprus, probably suc- Promontory POLATICUM (now Punta di Prownceeded Nicocles, though w e have no account of toria), which was the most southerly point :ir.
his accession, or his relation to the previous the country. According to tradition, Pola was
monarchs. H e submitted to Alexander in 332, founded by the Colchians, who had been sent in
and served with a fleet under that monarch at pursuit of Medea. It was subsequently a Roman colony, with the surname Pietas Julia, and
the siege of Tyre.
became an important commercial town, being
PODALIRIUS (HoSaXetptog). 1. Son of zEsculapius and Epione or Arsinoe, and brother of Ma- united by good roads with Aquileia and trie princhaon, along with w h o m he led the Thessalians cipal towns of Illyria. Its importance in an
of Tricca against Troy. H e was, like his broth- tiquity is attested by its magnificent rums, of
er, skilled in the medical art. On his return which the principal are those of an amphithea
from Troy he was cast by a storm on the coast tre, of a triumphal arch (Porta aurea), erected
of Syros in Caria, where he is said to have set- to L. Sergius by his wife Salvia Postuma, and
i
• ,
tled. H e was worshipped as a hero on Mount of several temples.
P B L E M O N (HoXepav). 1. I. King of Pontiu
Dria.—[2. A companion of/Eneas, slain by Aland the Bosporus, was the son of Zenon, the
sus in Italy ]
P O D A R C E S (HoSdpKng). 1. The original name orator of Laodicea. As a reward for the servof Priam. Vid. P R I A M U S . — 2 . Son of Iphiclus ices rendered by his father as well as himself,
and grandson of Phylacus, was a younger broth- he was appointed by Antony in B.C. 39 to tho
er of Protesilaus, and led the Thessalians of government of Cilicia, and he subsequently obtained in exchange the kingdom of Pontus.: H e
Phylace against Troy.
accompanied Antony in his expedition against
P O D A R G E . Vid. HARPYIZE.
the Parthians in 36. After the battle of Actium
r P O D E S tHodijg), son of Eetion a Trojan warG85
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ne was abli to make his peace with Octavianus, zianzen. His style of oratory was impos. nj
who confirmed him in his kingdom. About the rather than pleasing, and his character was
year 10 he was intrusted by Agrippa with the haughty and reserved. During the latter pari
charge ofreducingthe kingdom of Bosporus, of of his life he was so tortured by the gout that
which he was made king after conquering the he resolved to put an end to his existence ; he
country His reign after this was long and had himself shut up in the tomb of his ancestors
prosperous; he extended his dominions as far at Laodicea, where he died of hunger at the agr,
»s the River Tanais ; hut having engaged in an of sixty-five. The only extant work of Poleexpedition against the Darbarian tribe ofthe As- mon is the funeral orations for Cynaegirus and
purgians, he was not only defeated by them, but Callimachus, the generals who fell at Marathon,
taken prisoner, and put to death By his sec- which are supposed to be pronounced by their
ond wife Pythodoris, who succeeded him on the fathers. These orations are edited by Orelli,
throne, he left two sons, Polemon II, and Zenon,Lips , 1819—6. The author of a short Greek
v'r.g of Armenia, and one daughter, who was work on Physiognomy, which is still extant.
married to Cotys, king of Thrace — 2 II Son H e must have lived in or before the third cenot the preceding and of Pythodoris, was raised tury after Christ, as he is mentioned by Origen,
to the sovereignty of Pontus and Bosporus by and from his style he can not be supposed to
Caligula in A.D 39. Bosporus was afterward have lived much earlier than this time. His
taken from him by Claudius, who assigned it to work consists of two books ; in thefirst,which
Mithradates, while he gave Polemon a portion contains twenty-three chapters, after proving
of Cilicia in its stead, 41. In 62, Polemon was the utility of physiognomy, he lays down the
induced by Nero to abdicate the throne, and general principles of the science ; in the second
Pontus was reduced to the condition of a R o m a n book, which consists of twenty-seven chapters,
province.—3. Of Athens, an eminent Platonic he goes on to apply the principles he had before
philosopher, was the son of Philostratus, a man laid down, and describes in a few words the
cf wealth and political distinction. In his youth characters of the courageous man, the timid,
Polemon was extremely profligate; but one day, the impudent, the passionate, the talkative, &c.
when he was about thirty, on his bursting into The best edition of it is by Franz in his " Scripthe school of Xenocrates, at the head of a band tores Physiognomoniae Veteres," Altenburg
of revellers, his attention was so arrested by the 1780.
discourse, which chanced to be upon temperP O L E M O N I U M (HoXepdvtov: HoXeuuvtog, and
ance, that he tore off his garland and remained HoXepavtevg : now Poleman), a city on the coast
an attentive listener, and from that day he of Pontus, in Asia Minor, built by King P O L E adopted an abstemious course of life, and con- M O N (probably the second) on the site of the
tinued to frequent the school, of which, on the older city of Side, at the mouth of the River
death of Xenocrates, he became the head, B.C. Sidenus (now Poleman Choi), and at the bottom
315. H e died in 273, at a great age. H e es- of a deep gulf, with a good harbor. It was the
teemed the object of philosophy to be, to exer- capital of the kingdom of Polemon, comprising
cise men in things and deeds, not in dialectic the central part of Pontus, east ofthe Iris, which
speculation. H e placed the summum bonum in was hence called Pontus Polemoniacus.
living according to the laws of nature.—4. Of
POLIAS (HoXidg), i. e., '.'the goddess protectAthens by citizenship, but by birth either of Il- ing the city," a surname of Minerva (Athena)
ium, or Samos, or Sicyon, a Stoic philosopher at Athens, where she was worshipped as the
and an eminent geographer, surnamed Periege- protecting divinity ofthe Acropolis.
tes (b irepinynriig), lived in the time of PtolemyPOLICHNA (HoXlxvy, Dor. HoXixva : HoXixvi
Epiphanei, at the beginning of the second cen- rng), a town. 1. In the northwest of Messenia,
tury B.C. In philosophy he was a disciple of west of Andania—2. In the northeast of LacoPanaetius. H e made extensive journeys through nia — 3 In Chios — 4 In Crete, whose territoGreece to collect materials for his geographical ry bordered on that of Cydonia — 5 . In Mysia,
works, in the course of which he paid particu- in the district Troas, on the left bank of the
lar attention to tbe inscriptions on votive offer- zEsepus, near its source.
ings and on columns. As the collector of these
POLIEUS (HoXievg), " the protector ofthe city,"
inscriptions, he was one ofthe earlier contribu- a surname of Jupiter (Zeus), under which he
tors to the Greek Anthology. Athenaeus and had an altar on the acropolis at Athens.
other writers make very numerous quotations
POLIORCETES, D E M E T R I U S .
Vid. D E M E T R I U S .
rom his works. They were chiefly descripPOLIS (HbXig), a village ofthe Locri Opuntii,
tions of different parts of Greece: some were subject to Hyle.
in the paintings preserved in various places,
[POLISMA (HbXioua), a smalltown oftheMysand several are controversial, among which is ian district Troas, on the Simo'is, already in
one against Eratosthenes. [The fragments of Strabo's time in ruins ]
Polemon have been published by Preller in the
POLITES (HoXlrng). 1. Son of Priam and Hec
work entitled Polemonis Periegeta Fragmenta,
uba, and father of Priam the younger, was a valcollegit, iigessit, notis auxit L. Preller,
iant warrior,
Lips, but was slain by Pyrrhus.—[2. One
1838 ]—5. ANTONIUS, a celebrated sophist and ofthe companions of Ulysses, changed by Circe
rhetorician, flourished under Trajan, Hadrian, into swine ; later legends made him to have
and the first Antoninus, and was in high favor been stoned to death by the inhabitants of the
with the two former emperors. H e was born coast of Bruttium, near Temesa, for having vioof a consular family at Laodicea, but spent the lated a maiden in afitof intoxication : in regreater part of his life at Smyrna. His most venge, his spirit is said to have pursued there
celebrated disciple was Aristides. Among his until they erected a temple to his honor, where
imitators in subsequent times was Gregory Na- a maiden was yearly sacrificed io him, until Eu
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itiymoi. freed themby having vanquished the evil Illyrian campaign that Virgil addressed to hire
spirit.]
the eighth Eclogue. From this time Pollio
POLITORIUM, a town in the interior of Latium, withdrew altogether from political life, and dedestroyed by Ancus Marcius.
voted himself to the study of literature. H e
POLIUCHUS (HoXtovxog), i. e., " protectingst
the
ill continuea, however, to exercise his oratorcity," occurs as a surname of several divinities, ical powers, and maintained his reputation for
such as Minerva (Athena) Chalcicecus at Spar- eloquence by his speeches both in the senatp
ta, and of Minerva (Athena) at Athens.
and the courts of justice. H e died at his TusP O L L A , A R D E N T ARIA, the wife of the poet Lu- culan villa, A D. 4, in the eightieth year of his
?an.
age, preserving to the last the full enjoymetri
P O L L E N T I A (Pollentinus). 1. (Now Polenzd), of his health and of all his faculties. Pollio d*'
a town of the Statielli in Liguria, at the conflu- serves a distinguished place in the history of
ence of the Sturia and the Tanarus, and subse- Roman literature, not so much on account of
quently a R o m a n municipium. It was cele- his works as of the encouragement which he
brated for its wool. In its neighborhood Stili- gave to literature. H e was not only a patron
cho gained a victory over the Goths under Ala- of Virgil, Horace (vid. Carm., ii., \ and other
ric — 2 . A town in Picenum, probably identical great poets and writers, but he has- .ie honor of
with Urbs Salvia.—3. (Now Pollenza), a Romanhaving been thefirstperson to establish a pubcolony on the northeastern point ofthe Balearis lic library at Rome, upon which he expended
Major.
the money he had obtained in his Illyrian camPOLLIO, A N N I U S , was accused of treason (ma- paign None of Pollio's own works have come
nias) toward the end ofthe reign of Tiberius, down to us, but they possessed sufficient merit
but was not brought to trial. H e was subse- to lead his contemporaries and successors to
quently one of Nero's intimate friends, but was class his name with those of Cicero, Virgil, and
accused of taking part in Piso's conspiracy Sallust as an orator, a poet, and a historian. It
against that emperor in A.D. 63, and was in con- was, however, as an orator that he possessed
sequence oamshed.
the greatest reputation. Catullus describes him
POLLIO, C. ASINIUS, a distinguished orator, in his youth (Carm.., xii, 9) as " leporum diser
poet, and historian of the Augustan age. H e tus puer et facetiarum," and Horace speaks cf
was born at R o m e in B.C 76, and became dis- him in the full maturity of his powers (Carm.,
tinguished as an orator at an early age. On the ii., 1, 13) as " Insigne maestis praesidium reis et
breaking out of the civil war he joined Caasar, consulenti, Pollio, curiae;" and w e have also
and in 49 he accompanied Curio to Africa. Aft- the more impartial testimony of Quintilian, the
er the defeat and death of Curio he crossed over two Senecas, and the author of the Dialogue on
to Greece, and fought at Caesar's side at the Orators to the greatness of his oratorical powtattle of Pharsalia (48). H e also accompanied ers. Pollio wrote the history of the civil waTS
Caesar in his campaigns against the Pompeian in seventeen books. It commenced with the
party in Africa (46) and Spain (45). H e return- consulship of Metellus and Afranius, B.C. 60,
ed with Caasar to Rome, but was shortly after- in which year the first triumvirate was formed,
ward sent back to Spain, with the command of and appears to have come down to the time
the Further Province, in order to prosecute the when Augustus obtained the undisputed su.
war against Sextus Pompey. H e was in his premacy ofthe Roman world. As a poet Pollio
province at the time of Caasar's death (44). H e was best known for his tragedies, which are
took no part in the war between Antony and the spoken of in high terms by Virgil and Horace,
senate ; but when Antony was joined by Lepi- but which probably did not possess any great
dus and Octavianus in 43, Pollio espoused their merit, as they are hardly mentioned by subsecause, and persuaded L. Plancus in Gaul to fol- quent writers. The words of Virgil (Eel, iii,
low his example. In the division of the prov- 86), " Pollio et ipse facit nova carmina," probinces among the triumvirs, Antony received the ably refer to tragedies of a new kind, namely,
Gauls. The administration ofthe Transpadane such as were not borrowed from the Greek,
Gaul was committed to Pollio by Antony, and but contained subjects entirely new, taken from
he had accordingly the difficult task of settling Roman story. Pollio also enjoyed great reputhe veterans in the lands which had been as- tation as a critic, but he is chiefly known in this
signed to them in this province. It was upon capacityforthe severe judgment which he passthis occasion that he saved the property of the ed upon his great contemporaries. Thus he
poet Virgil at Mantua from confiscation, w h o m pointed out many mistakes in the speeches nf
be took under his protection from his love of Cicero, censured the Commentaries of Caasai
literature. In 40 Pollio took an active part in for their want of historical fidelity, and found
effecting the reconciliation between Octavianus fault with Sallustforaffectation in the use of
and Antony at Brundisium. In the same year antiquated words and expressions. H e also
he was consul; and it was during his consul- complained of a certain Patavinity in Livy, reship that Virgil addressed to him his fourth Ec- specting which some remarks are made in the
logue. In 39 Antony went to Greece, and sent life of Livy (p 444, b). Pollio had a son, C.
Pollio with a part of his army against the Par- Asinius Gallus Saloninus. Vid. p. 320. Asinthini, an Illyrian people. Pollio defeated the ius Gallus married Vipsania, the former wife o.
Parthini and took the Dalmatian town of Sa- Tiberius, by w h o m he had several children.
lonae, and, in consequence of his success, ob- namely : 1 Asinius Saloninus. 2. Asinius Galtained the honor of a triumph on the 25th of lus. 3. Asinius Pollir, consul A.D. 23. 4. Asin
October in this year. H e gave his son Asin- ius Agrippa, consul A.D. 25. 5. Asinius Celei
ius Gallus the agnomen of Saloninus after the
[POLLIO, T R E B E L L I U S .
Vid. T R E B E L L I U S ]
town which he had taken. It was during his
POLLIO, VEDTHS, a Roman eques and a frienif
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a. Augustus, was by birth a freedman, and has Gorgias.—2. A celebrated tragi; actor, the son
obtained a place in history on account of his of Charicles of Sunium, and a d.sciple of Archi
riches and his cruelty H e was accustomed to as of Thurii. It is related of him, that at t!">
feed his lampreys with humanflesh,and when- age of seventy, shortly before his deatt, ne ae!
ever a slave displeased him, the unfortunate ed in eight tragedies onfoursuccessive dav»
POLYZEGOS (HoXvaiyog now Polyhos or zl-a
wretch was forthwith tin awn into the pond as
food for the fish. On one occasion Augustus timelos), an uninhabited jbland in the /Egeau
waa supping with him, when a slave had the Sea, near Melos.
POLYZENUS (HoXvaivog). 1 Of Latnpsacu? a
misfortune to break a crystal goblet, and his
master immediately ordered him to be thiown mathematician and a friend of Epicurus, adoj.1
to the fishes. The slave fell at the feet of Au- ed the philosophical system of his friend, arid,
gustus, praying for mercy; and when the em- although he had previously acquired great repperor could not prevail upon Pollio to pardon utation as a mathematician, he now maintained
him, he dismissed the slave of his own accord, with Epicurus the worthlessness of geometry.
and commanded all Pollio's crystal goblets to — 2 Of Sardis, a sophist, lived in the time oi
be broken and the fish pond to be filled up. Pol- Julius Caesar. He is the author of four epilio died B.C. 15, leaving a large part of his prop- grams in the Greek Anthology. His full name
erty to Augustus. It was this Pollio who built was Julius Polyanus — 3 . The Macedonian, the
the celebrated villa of Pausilypum near Naples. author of the work on Stratagems in war (Zrpa[POLLUSCA, a city of the Volsci in Latium, rnybpara), which is still extant, lived about the
belonging to the territory of Antium ; accord- middle of the second century of the Christian
era.
Suidas calls him a rhetorician, and w e
ing to Nibby, the modern Casal iella Maniria,
learn from Polyaanus himself that he was acwith ruins of old fortifications.]
customed to plead causes before the emperor.
P O L L U X or P O L Y D E U O E S .
Vid. DIOSCURI.
H e dedicated his work to M Aurelius and Verus,
P O L L U X , JULIUS ('lovXiog HoXvbevKng). 1. Of
Naucratis in Egypt, was a Greek sophist and while they were engaged in the Parthian war,
grammarian. H e studied rhetoric at Athens about A.D. 163, at which time, he says, he was
under the sophist Adrian, and afterward opened too old to accompany them in their campaigns.
a private school in the city, where he gave in- This work is divided into eight books, of which
struction in grammar and rhetoric. At a later thefirstsix contain an account of the stratatime he was appointed by the Emperor Com- gems of the most celebrated Greek generals,
modus to the chair of rhetoric at Athens. H e the seventh of those of barbarous or foreign peodied during the reign of Commodus at the age ple, and the eighth of the Romans and illustriof fifty-eight. W e may therefore assign A.D. ous women. Parts, however, of the sixth and
183 as the year in which he flourished. H e seventh books are lost, so that ofthe nine hundseems to have been attacked by many of his red stratagems which Polyaanus described, only
tiontemporaries on account ofthe inferior char- eight hundred and thirty-three have come dowr.
acter of his oratory, and especially by Lucian in to us. The work is written in a clear and pleasing style, though somewhat tinged with the arhis 'Vnrbpav dibdaKaXog. Pollux was the author
of several works, all of which have perished, tificial rhetoric of the age. It contains a vast
with the exception of the Onomasticon. Thisnumber of anecdotes respecting many of the
work is divided into ten books, each ofwhich most celebrated men in antiquity; but its valuecontains a short dedication to the Ccesar Com- as a historical authority is very much diminmodus : it was therefore published before A.D. ished by the little judgment which the author
177, since Commodus became Augustus in that evidently possessed, and by our ignorance ofthe
year. Each book forms a separate treatise by sources from which he took his statements. The
itself, containing the most important words re- best editions are by Maasvieius, Leyden, 1690 ;
lating to certain subjects, with short explana- by Mursinna, Berlin, 1756 ; and by Coray, Paris,
tions of the meanings ofthe words. The alpha- 1809.
POLYBIUS (HoXvBiog). 1. The historian, the
oetical arrangement is not adopted, but the
words are given according to the subjects treat- son of Lycortas, and a native of Megalopolis, in
ed of in each book. The best editions are by Arcadia, was born about B C. 204. His father
Lederlin and Hemsterhuis, Amsterdam, 1706 ; Lycortas was one of the most distinguished
by Dindorf, Lips., 1824; and by Imm. Bekker, men of the Achaean league; and Polybius re
Berol, 1846.—2 A Byzantine writer, the au- ceived the advantages of his father's instruction
thor of a Chronicon, which treats at some length in political knowledge and the military art. H e
of the creation of the world, and is therefore must also have reaped great benefit from his
entitled 'laropla Qvaaaj. Like most other By-intercourse with Philopcemen, who was a friend
wmline histories, it is a universal history, be- of his father's, and on whose death in 182 Poginning with the creation of the world, and com- lybius carried the urn in which his ashes weie
iirg down to the time of the writer. The two deposited. In the following year Polybius was.
manuscripts from which this work is published appointed one ofthe ambassadors to Egypt, but
end with the reign of Valens, but the Paris man- he did not leave Greece, as the intention of
use ript is said to come down as low as the death sending an embassy was abandoned. Fron
of Romanus, A.D. 963. The best edition is by this time he probably began to take part in public affairs, and he appears to have soon obtainet
Hardt, Munich, 1792.
great influence among his countrymen. Afte
P O L U S (XldXog). 1. A sophist and rhetorician,
a native of Agrigentum. H e was a disciple of the conquest of Macedonia in 168, the Romar
Gorgias, and wrote a treatise on rhetoric, as commissioners, who were sent into the south
weii as other works mentioned by Suidas. H e of Greeee, commanded, at the instigation ol
is introduced by Plato as an interlocutor in the Callicrates, that one thousand Achaaans should
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ue oarrieu '3 Rome, to answer the charge of second Punic war, and the Social war in Greece,
not having assisted the Romans against Per- and ending with the conquest of Perseus and
seus. This number included all the best and the downfall ofthe Macedonian kingdom in 168
noblest part of the nation, and among them This was, in fact, the main portion of his work,
was Polybius. They arrived in Italy in B C. and its great object was to show how the R o
167, but, instead of being put upon their trial,mans had in this brief period offiftythree year*
they were distributed among the Etruscan conquered the greater part of the world ; bul
towns. Polybius was more fortunate than the since the Greeks were ignorant for the most
rest of his countrymen. H e had probably be- part of the early history of Rome, he gives a
come acquainted in Greece with zEmilius Pau- survey of Roman history from the taking of tho
,us or his sons Fabius and Seipio, and the two city by the Gauls to the commencement jf the
>oung men now obtained permission from the second Punic war, in thefirsttwo books, which
praator for Polybius to reside at R o m e in the thus form an introduction to the body of the
house of their father Paulus. Seipio was then work. With the fall of the Macedonian kingeighteen jears of age, and soon became warmly dom the supremacy of the Roman dominion
attached to Polybius Seipio was accompanied was decided, and nothing more remained for
by his friend in all his military expeditions, and the other nations of the world than to yield subreceived much advantage from his experience mission to the Bomans. The second part of
and knowledge Polybius, on the other hand, the work, which formed a kind of supplement
besides finding a liberal patron and protector in to the former part, comprised the period from
Seipio, was able by his means to obtain access the conquest of Perseus in 168 to the fall of
to public documents, and to accumulate mate- Corinth in 146. The history of the conquest
rials for his great historical work. After re- of Greece seems to have been completed in the
maining in Italy seventeen years, Polybius re- thirty-ninth book ; and tbe fortieth book probaturned to Peloponnesus in 151, with the surviv- bly contained a chronological summary of the
ing Achaean exiles, who were at length allowed whole work. Tho history of Polybius is one
by the senate torevisittheir native land
H e of the most valuable works that has come down
did not, however, remain long in Greece. H e to us from antiquity. H e had a clear apprehen
joined Seipio in his campaign against Carthage, sion of the knowledge which a historian must
and was present at the destruction of that city possess ; and his preparatory studies were carin 146. Immediately afterward he hurried to ried on with the greatest energy and perseverGreece, where the Achaeans were waging a mad ance. Thus he not only collected with accuand hopeless war against the Romans. H e ap- racy ,?nd c-ire an account of the events that he
pears to have arrived in Greece soon after the intended w> narrate, but he also studied the
capture of Corinth ; and he exerted all his in- history of the Roman constitution, and made
fluence to alleviate the misfortunes of his coun-distant journeys io become acquainted with the
trymen, and to procure favorable terms for them.geography of the countries that he had to deHi* grateful fellow-countrymen acknowledged scribe in his work. In addition to this, he had
the great services he had rendered them, and a strong judgment and a striking love of truth,
statues were erected to his honor at Megalopo- j and, from having himself taken an active part
lis, Mantinea, Pallantium, Tegea; and other i in political life, he was able to judge of the
places. Polybius seems now to have devoted i motives and actions ofthe great actors in his
himself to the composition of the great histor- I tory in a way that no mere scholar or rhetorician
ical work for which he had long been collect- | could possibly do. But the characteristic feating materials. At what period of his life he 1 lire of his work, and the one which distinguishes
made the journeys into foreign countries for it from all other histories which have come.
the purpose of visiting the places which he had down to us from antiquity, is its didactic nature.
to describe in his history, it is impossible to H e did not, like otheT historians, write to afford
determine. H e tells us (iii., 59) that he under-amusement to his readers; his object was to
took long and dangerous journeys into Africa, ! teach by the past a knowledge of the future,
Spain, Gaul, and even as far as the Atlantic, on
; and to deduce from previous events lessons of
account of the ignorance which prevailed re- j practical wisdom. Hence he calls his woik a
specting those parts Some of these countries Pragmateia (irpaypareia), and not a History (l
he visited while seiving under Seipio, who af-j ropla). The value of history consisted, in his
forded him every facilityforthe prosecution of opinion, in the instruction that might be obtainhis design. At a later period of his life he ed from it. Thus the nanative of events bevisited Egypt likewise. H e probably accom- came in his view of secondary importance ;
panied Seipio to Spain in 134, and was present they formed only the text of the political and
at the fall of Numantia, since Cicero states (admoral discourses which it was the province of
Fam , v., 12) that Polybius wrote a history of the historian to deliver. Excellent, however,
the Numantine war. H e died at the age of as these discourses are, they materially detract
eighty-two, in consequence of a fall from his from the merits of the history as a work of art;
horse, about 122. The history of Polybius con- their frequent occurrence interrupts the conn
sisted of forty books. It began B C. 220, where nuity of the narrative, and destroys, to a great
the history of Aratus left off, and ended at 146, extent, the interest of the reader in the scenes
in which year Corinth was destroyed, and the which are described. Moreover, he frequently
independence of Greece perished. It consisted inserts long episodes, which have little conof two distinct parts, which were probably pub- nection with the main subject of his work, he
lished at different times, and afterward united cause they have a didactic tendency. Thus we
,nto one work. The first part comprised a find that one whole book (the sixth) was deperiod of thirty-five years, beginning with the voted to a history of the Roman constitution
44
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md the thirty-fourth book seems to have been I H e was the husband of Peribcea or Morope

exclusively a treatise on geography. The style Pausanias makes him king of Sicyon, and deof Polybius bears the impress of his mind ; and scribes him as a son of Mercury (Hermes) and
ds instruction, and not amusement, was the great Chthonophyle, and as the father of Lysianassa.
unjectforwhich he wrote, he did not seek toJ w h o m he gave in marriage to Talaus, king ol
please hisreadersby the choice of his phrases 1 the Argives.—[2. A Trojan warrior, son of An
or the composition of his sentences. Hence tenor.—3. Husband of Alcandra, king of Egypm e later Greek critics were severe in their con- tian Thebes, guest friend of Menelaus.—4. An
demnation of his stvle. The greater part of Ithacan, father of the suitor Eurymachus - C
liie history of Polybius has perished. W e pos- One of tho suitors of Penelope, slain by Eumas
sess the firstfivebooks entire, but of the rest us.—6 A Phaeacian mentioned in the Odyswe have only fragments and extracts, some of sey ]—7 A Greek physician, one of the pupils
which, however, are of considerable length, of Hippocrates, was also his son-in law, and
such as the account of the Roman army, which lived in the island of Cos, in the fourth century
belonged to the sixth book. There have been B.C. Polybus, with his brothers-in-law, Thesdiscovered at different times four distinct col- salus and Dracon, were the founders of the anlections of extracts from the lost books. The cient medical sect of the Dogmatici. H e was
sent abroad by Hippocrates, with his fellowfirst collection, discovered soon after the revival
of learning in a M S . brought from Corfu, con- pupils, during the time ofthe plague, to assist
tained the greater part of the sixth book, and different cities with his medical skill, and he
portions of the following eleven. In 1582 Ursi- afterward remained in his native country. H e
nus published at Antwerp a second collection has been supposed, both by ancient and modere
critics, to be the author of several treatises i.
of Extracts, entitled Excerpta de Legationihus,
which were made in the tenth century of the the Hippocratic collection.
P O L Y C A R P U S (HoXvicapirog), one of the aposChristian era by order of Constantinus Porphyrogenitus. In 1634, Valesius published a tolical fathers, was a native of Smyrna. The
third collection of extracts from Polybius, also date of his birth and of his martyrdom are untaken from the Excerpta of Constantinus, en- certain. H e is said to have been a disciple of
apostle John, and to have been consecrated
titled Excerpta de Virtutibus et Vitiis. the
The
fourth collection of extracts was published at by this apostle bishop of the church at Smyrna.
R o m e in 1827 by Angelo Mai, who discovered It has been conjectured that he was the angel
in the Vatican library at R o m e the section of of the church of Smyrna to w h o m C H R I S T dithe Excerpta of Constantinus Porphyrogenitus, rected the letter in the Apocalypse (ii., 8-11);
and it is certain that he was bishop of Smyrna
•jntitled Excerpta de Sententiis. The best edition of Polybius with a commentary is by at the time when Ignatius of Antioch passed
Schweighaauser, Lips., 1789-1795, 8 vols. 8vo. through that city on his way to suffer death at
The best edition ofthe text alone is by Bekker Rome, some time between 107 and 116. Igna
(Berol., 1844, 2 vols. 8vo), who has added the tius seems to have enjoyed much this interVatican fragments. Livy did not use Polybius course with Polycarp, w h o m he had known in
till he came to the second Punic war, but from former days, when they were both hearers of
that time he followed him very closely. Cicero the apostle John. The martyrdom of Polycarp
likewise chiefly followed Polybius in the ac- occurred in the persecution under the emperors
count which he gives of the R o m a n constitution Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Verus. A s he
in his De Republica. The history of Polybiuswas led to death, the proconsul offered him his
was continued by Posidonius and Strabo. Vid. life if he would revile CHRIST. "Eighty and
POSIUONIUS, STRABO. Besides the great his- six years have I served him," was the reply,
torical work of which w e have been speaking, " and he never did m e wrong : how, then, can i
Polybius wrote, 2. The Life of Philoposmen, inrevile m y King and m y Saviour 1" W e have
remaining only one short piece of Polycarp, his
three books. 3. A treatise on Tactics. 4. zl
Histoiy of the Numantine War.—2. A freedmanLetter to the Philippians, which is published alon
of the Emperor Augustus, read in the senate with Ignatius and the other apostolical writers.
the will of the emperor after his decease — 3 . A Vid. IGNATIUS.
[POLYCASTE (HoXvKdarn). 1. Daughter of
favorite freedman of the Emperor Claudius.
H e was the companion of the studies of Clau- Lygaeus, wife of Icarius, mother of Penelope.
dius ; and on the death of his brother, Seneca — 2 . Daughter of Nestor and Anaxibia, wife of
Telemachus, to w h o m she bore Perseptolis.]
addressed to him a Consolatio, in which he beP O L Y C L E S (HoXvKXyg). 1. The name of two
stows the highest praises upon his literary attainments. Polybius was put to ct'ath through artists. The elder Polycles was probably an
He
the intrigues of Messalina, although he had been Athenian, andflourishedabout B.C. 370.
i appears to have been one of the artists of the
one of her paramours.
P O L Y B O T E S (HoXvBdrng), one of .he giantslater Athenian school, who obtained great oewho fought against the gods, was pursued by ! lebrity by the sensual charms exhibited in their
Neptune (Poseidon) across the sea as far as thei works. One of his chief works was a celebrated
island of Cos. There Neptune (Poseidon) tore' statue of an Hermaphrodite. The younger
away a part ofthe island, which was afterward Polycles is placed by Pliny in 155, and is said
called Nisyrion, and, throwing it upon the giant, to have made a statue of Juno, which was placed
in the portico of Octavia at Rome, when that
buried him under it.
portico was erected by Metellus Macedonicus.
P O L Y B O T U S (HoXvBorog : ruins a< Bulawadin),
But since most of the works of art with whicli
a city of Great Phrygia, east of Synnada.
P O L Y B U S (HbXvBog). 1. King of Corinth, by Metellus decorated his portico were not the
whom CEdipus was brought J p
Vid CEDIPUS. origina productions of living artists, but t'j69fl
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works of former masters, it lias been conjecP O L Y C R A T E S (HoXvKpdrng). 1. OfSanios,on«
tured that this Polycles may be no other than of the most fortunate, ambitious, and treacherthe Athenian artist already mentioned.—[2. A ous of the Greek tyrants. " With the assistance
famous athlete, often crowned at the four great of his brothers Pantagnotus and Syloson, he
games of Greece: his statue was placed in the made himself master of the island towaid the
sacred grove at Olympia ]
latter end of the reign of Cyrus At fiist he
PILYCLETUS (HoXvKAvirog). 1. The Elder, shared
of
the supreme power with his brothers;
Argos, probably by citizenship, and of Sicyon, but he shortly afterward put Pantagnotus to
probably by birth, was one of the most cele- death, and banished Syloson. Having thus beirated statuaries of the ancient world ; he was come sole despot, he raised a powerful fleet,
ilso a sculptor, an architect, and an artist in and extended his sway over several of the
oreatic. H e was the pupil of the great Argive neighboring islands, and even conquered some
statuary Ageladas, under whom he had Phidias towns on the main land. H e had formed an al
and Myron for his fellow disciples. H e was liance with Amasis, king of Egypt, who, howsomewhat youngei than Phidias, and about the ever, finally renounced it through alarm at the
same age as Myron. H e flourished about B 0. amazing good fortune of Polycrates, which never
452-412. Of his personal history w e know met with any check or disaster, and which therenothing further. As an artist, he stood at the fore was sure, sooner or later, to incur the envy
head of the schools of Argos and Sicyon, and of the gods. Such, at least, is the account of
approached more nearly than any other to an Herodotus, who has narrated the story of the
equality with Phidias, the great head of'the rupture between Amasis and Polycrates in his
Athenian school. The essential difference be- most dramatic manner. In a letter which Amatween these artists was that Phidias was un- sis wrote to Polycrates, the Egyptian monarch
surpassed in making the images of the gods, advised him to throw away one of his most valPolycletus in those of men. One of the most uable possessions, in order that he might thus
celebrated works of Polycletus was his Dory- inflict some injury upon himself. In accordphorus or Spear-bearer, a youthfulfigure,ance
but with this advice, Polycrates threw into the
with the full proportions of a man. This was sea a seal-ring of extraordinary beauty ; but in
the statue which became known by the name a few days it was found in the belly of a fish,
of Canon, because in it the artist had embodied which had been presented to him by a fishera perfect representation ofthe ideal of the hu- man. In the reign of Cambyses, the Spartans
man figure. Another of his great works was and Corinthians sent a powerful force to Samos
his ivory and gold statue of Juno (Hera) in her in order to depose the tyrant; but their expetemp a between Argos and Mycenae. This dition failed, and after besieging the city forty
work was executed by the artist in his old age, days, they left the island. The power of Poly
and was doubtless intended by him to rivai crates now became greater than ever. The
Phidias's chryselephantine statues of Minerva great works which Herodotus saw at Samos
;Athena) and of Jupiter (Zeus), though it was were probably executed by him. H e lived in
surpassed by them in costliness and size. The grea' pomp and luxury, and, like others ofthe
goddess was seated on a throne, her head Greek tyrants, was a patron of literature and
crowned with a garland, on which were work- the arts. The most eminent artists and poets
ed the Graces and the Hours, the one hand found a ready welcome at his court, and his
lolding the symbolical pomegranate, and the friendship for Anacreon is particularly cele;ther a sceptre, surmounted by a cuckoo, a bird brated. But in the midst of all his prosperity
acred to Juno (Hera) on account of her having he fell by the most ignominious fate. Oroates,
Been oi-ce seduced by Jupiter (Zeus) under that the satrap of Sardis, had formed a deadly hatred
form This statue remained always the ideal against Polycrates. By false pretences, the samodel of Juno (Hera). In the department of trap contrived to allure him to the main land,
toreutic, the fame of Polycletus no doubt rest- where he was arrested soon after his arrival,
ed chiefly on the golden ornaments of his statue and crucified, 522 — 2 . A n Athenian rhetorician
of Juno (Hera); but he also made small bronzes and sophist of some repute, a contemporary of
(sigilla) and drinking-vess'els (phialce). As
Socrates
an
and Isocrates, taughtfirstat Athens
architect, Polycletus obtained great celebrity by and afterward at Cyprus. H e was the teachthe theatre, and the circular building (tholus)er of Zoilus. H e wrote, 1. An accusation
which he built in the sacred inclosure of zEs- of Socrates, which was a declamation on the
culapius at Epidaurus.—2. The Younger, also a subject, composed some years after the death
statuary of Argos, of w h o m very little is known,of the philosopher. 2. A defence of Busiris.
because his fame was eclipsed by that of his The oration of Isocrates, entitled Busiris, is ad
more celebrated namesake, and, in part, con- dressed to Polycrates, and points out the faults
temporary. The younger Polycletus may be which the latter had committed in his oration
placed about 400.—3. Of Larissa, a Greek his- on this subject. 3. An obscene poem, which
torian, and one of the numerous writers of the he published under the name ofthe poetess Phihistory of Alexander the Great. [Most of the laenis, for the purpose of injuring her reputatioB
extracts from his histories refer to the geogra- — [ 3 . A n Athenian, a lochagus in the army ol
phy of the countries which Alexander invaded. the Greek auxiliaries of the younger Cyrus, a
They are collected, with a notice of the author, friend of Xenophon, w h o m he defended on one
by C. Muller, in his Scriptores Rerum Alexaniri
occasion.—4. Descended from an illustrious
Magni, p. 129-33, in Didot's Bibliotheca Graeca,family at Argos, went to the court of Ptolemy
Paris, 1846 ]—4. A favorite freedman of Nero, Philopator, and proved of great service in drillwho sent him into Britain to inspect the state ing the Egyptian troops. H e cominanded the
af tbe island
cavalry on the left wing at the battle of Raj hi»
Bill
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in J.C. 217 against Antiochvi III., in which IAnother tradition stated that Polydorus was IE
Vitinciius was defeated, and which secured to trusted to his sister Iliona, who was married to
Ptolemy tho provinces of Ccelesyria, Phoenicia, Polymestor. She brought him up as ter owi
and Palestine. Although young, Polycrates was son, while she made every one else believe thai
appoints 1 governor of Cyprus, which office he her own son Dei'philus or De'ipjlus was Poly.
ailed with ability and integrity. In his later dorus. The Greeks, anxious to destroy the
years he appears to have changed for the worse, race of Priam, promised to Polymestor Electra
and to have indulged in every vice ]
for his wife, and a large amount of gold, J .ie
[POLYCTOR (Ho'AvicTap), son of Pterelaus,would
a
kill Polydorus. Polymestor was pre
prince of Ithaca. A place in Ithaca, Polycto- vailed upon, and he accordingly slew his own
num, was believed to have derived its name son.
Polydorus thereupon persuaded his sis
from him ]
ter Iliona to kill Polymestor.—3. King of Sparta
P O L Y D A M A S (HoXvSdyiag). 1. Son of Panthous
was the son of Alcamenes and the father of
and Phrontis, was a Trojan hero, a friend of Eurycrates, who succeeded him
H e assisted
Hector, and brother of Euphorbus.—2. Of Sco- in bringing the first Messenian war to a conclu
tussa in Thessaly, son of Nicias, conquered in sion, B C. 724. H e was murdered by Poleinarth? Pancratium at the Olympic games in 01. 93, chus, a Spartan of high family ; but his name
B 0. 408. His size was immense, and the most was precious among his people on account of his
marvellous stories are related of his strength, justice and kindness. Crotona and the Epihow he killed without arms a huge and fiercezephyrian Locri were founded in his reign.—4.
lion on Mount Olympus, how he stopped a char- Brother of Jason of Pheraa, obtained the suiot at full gallop, &c. His reputation led the preme power, along with his brother Polyphron,
Persian king, Darius Ochus, to invite him to on the death of Jason in B.C. 370, but wa3
his court, where he performed similar feats.— shortly afterward assassinated by Polyphron —
3 Of Pharsalus in Thessaly, was intrusted by 5. A sculptor of Rhodes, one of the associates
his fellow citizens, about B C. 375, with the su- of Agesander, in the execution ofthe celebrate.;
preme government of their native town. H e group ofthe Laocoon. Vii. A G E S A N D E R .
afterward entered into a treaty with Jason of
P O L Y E U C T U S (HoXvevKTog), an Athenian oratoi
Pheraa. On the murder of Jason in 370, his of the demus Sphettus, was a political friend of
brother Polyphron put to death Polydamas.
Demosthenes, with w h o m he worked in resistP O L Y D E C T E S (HoXvbeKTng). 1. King of the ing the Macedonian party.
island of Seriphos, was son of Magnes, and
P O L Y G N O T U S (HoXvyvarog), one of the mos
brother of Dictys. H e received kindly Danae celebrated Greek painters, was a native of the
ac^ Perseus, when the chest in which they had island of Thasos, and was honored with the ciii
been exposed by Aerisiusfloatedto the island zenship of Athens, on which account he is some
of Seriphos. His story isrelatedunder PER- times called an Athenian. His father, Aglao
SEUS.-^. King of Sparta, was the eldest son of phon, was his instructor in his art; and he had
Eunomus, the brother of Lycurgus the lawgiver, a brother, named Aristophon, who was also a
and the father of Charilaus, who succeeded painter. Polygnotus lived on intimate terms
him. Herodotus, contrary to the other authori- with Cimon and his sister Elpinice; and ho
ties, makes Polydectes the father of Eunomus. probably came to Athens in B.C. 463, after the
PoLYDEucEs(lIo/h;oCT/i')7£), one of the Dioscuri, subjugation of Thasos by Cimon. H e appears
and the twin brother of Castor, called by the to have been at that time an artist of some repu
Romans Pollux. Vii. DIOSCURI.
tation, and he continued to exercise his art al
[ P O L Y D O R A (Ho7.vSdpd). 1. A daughter ofmost down to the beginning of the Peloponne
Oceanus and Tethys.—2. Daughter of Meleager sian war (431)
The period of his greatest arand Cleopatra, was married to Protesilaus, aftertistic activity at Athens seems to have been
whose death she made away with herself.—3. that which elapsed from his removal to Athens
Daughter of Peleus and Antigone was a sister (463) to the death of Cimon (449), who employ
of Achilles, and married to Spercheius or Borus, ed him in the pictorial decoration of the public
by w h o m she became the motherof Menesthius.j buildings with which he began to adorn the
P O L Y D O R U S (HoXvbapog). 1. King of Thebes, city, such as the temple oi Theseus, the Ana3on of Cadmus and Harmonia, husband of Nyc- ceum, and the Poecile. H e afterward went to
te'i's, and father of Labdacus.—2. The youngest Delphi, when he was employed with other artamong the sons of Priam and Laothoc, was ists in decorating the buildings ic-nnected with
slain by Achilles. This is the Homeric ac- the temple. H e appears to have returned to
count ; but later traditions make him a son of Athens about 435, where he executed a series
Priam and Hecuba, and give a different account of paintings in the Propylaea of the Acropolis.
of his death. One tradition relates that, when The Propylaaa were commenced in 437, and
Ilium was on the point of falling into the hands completed in 432. The subjects of the pictures
ofthe Greeks, Priam intrusted Polydorus and a of Polygnotus were almost invariably taken from
large sum of money to Polymestor or Polym- Homer and the other poets of the epic cycle.
nnstor, king ofthe Thracian Chersonesus. Aft- They appear to have been mostly painted on
ei the destruction of Troy, Polymestor killed panels, which were afterward let into the w ills
Polydorus for the purpose of getting possession where they were to remain.
Cf his treasures, and cast his body into the sea. P O L Y H Y M N I A . Vii P O L Y M N I A .
His body was afterward washed upon the coast,
POLYIDUS (HoXvibog). 1. Son of Cceranus,
where it was found and recognized by his moth- grandson of Abas, and great-grandson of Mn.
el Hecuba, who, together with other Trojan cap- lampus. H e was, like bis ancestor Melampus
tives, took vengeance upon Polymestor by kill- a celebrated soothsayer at C.'rinth, and is de
ing his two children, and putting out his eyes. scribed as the father of Euche^or, Astycratla
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mid Manto. When Alcathous had murdered cruelty, and was murdered in hie turn, 369, b\
his own son Callipolis at Megara, he was puri- his nephew Alexander, who proved a still greatfied by Polyidus, who erected at Megara a sanc- er tyrant.
POLYPOETES (HoXvirolrng), son of Piritliou<
tuary to Bacchus (Dionysus), and a statue of
the god.—2. A dithyrambic poet of the most and Hippodamia, was one of the Lapithae, and
flourishing period of the later Athenian dithy-joined the Greeks in the Trojan war.
P O L Y R R H E N I A or -IUM (HoXvpfinvla : HoXvppnramb, and also skillful as a painter, was conlomporary with Philoxenus, Timotheus, and viog), a town in Crete, whose territory embraced
the whole western corner of the island It posTelestes, about B C. 400.
sessed a sanctuary of Dictynna, and is said to
[POLYMEDIUM (HoXvpfjdiov), a village of the
Mysian district Troas, forty stadia from the I have been colonized by Achaaans and Laoedaepromontory of Lectum, and in the neighbor- I monians.
i P O L Y S P E R C H O N (IIoAixrircp^oii'), a Macedonian,
hood of Assus ]
j and a distinguished officer of Alexander the
[ P O L Y M E L E (HoAvpf/An), daughter of Phylas,
wife of Echecies, by Mercury (Hermes) mother ; Great. In B C 323 he was appointed by Alexi ander second in command of the army cf inof Eudorus ]
[ P O L Y M E L U S (HoXvpnXog), a Tiojan warrior,valids and veterans, which Craterus had to conduct home to Macedonia. H e afterward served
slain by Patroclus before Troy.]
P O L Y M E S T O R or P O L Y M N E S T O R .
Vid. P O L Y - under Antipater in Europe, and so great was
DORUS.
the confidence which the latter reposed in him,
P O L Y M N E S ' asorPoLYMNASTus(noAii//i>i;ffroc'), that Antipater on his death-bed (319) appointed
the son of Meles of Colophon, was an epic, ele- Polysperchon to succeed him as regent and
giac, and lyric poet, and a musician. H e flour- guardian of the king, while he assigned to his
ished B C. 675-644. H e belongs to the school own son Cassander the subordinate station of
of Dorian music, which flourished at this time chiliarch. Polysperchon soon became involved
at Sparta, where he carried on the improve- in war with Oassander, who was dissatisfied
ments of Thaletas. The Attic comedians at- with this arrangement. It was in the course
tacked his poems for their erotic character. of this war that Polysperchon basely surrenderA s an elegiac poet, he may be regarded as the ed Phocion to the Athenians, in the hope of
predecessor of his fellow-countryman, Mimner- securing the adherence of Athens. Although
mus.
Polysperchon was supported by Olympias, and
[ P O L Y M N E S T U S (HoXipviiarog).
Vid. P H R O N Ipossessed
great influence with the Macedonian
4lk.]
soldiers, he proved no match for Cassander, and
t P O L Y M N I A or P O L Y H Y M N I A (HoXvpvta), daugh-was obliged to yield to him possession of Mactei if Jupiter (Zeus), and one ofthe nine Muses. edonia about 316. For the next few years PolyShe presided over lyric poetry, and was believed sperchon is rarely mentioned, but in 310 he
to have invented the lyre. In works of art she again assumed an important part by reviving
was usually represented in a pt-nsive attitude. the long-forgotten pretensions of Hercules, the
Vid MVSJE.
son of Alexander and Barsine, to the throne of
POLYNICES (HoXweiKiig), son of CEdipus andMacedonia. Cassander marched against him,
Jocasta, and brother of Eteoeles and Antigone. but, distrusting the fidelity of his own troops, he
His story is given under E T E O C L E S and A D R A S - entered into secret negotiations with PolyTUS.
sperchon, and persuaded the latter, by prom[POLYFAIDES.
Vid. T H E O G N I S . ]
ises andflatteries,to murder Hercules. From
P O L Y P H E M U S (HoXvipnpog). 1. Son of Neptune
this time he appears to have served under Cas-'
(Poseidon) and the nymph Thoosa, was one of sander; but the period of his death is not men
the Cyclopes in Sicily. Vid. CYCLOPES. H e is tioned.
represented as a gigantic monster, having only
[POLY'STRATUS (noAwrparoc). 1. An eminent
one eye in the centre of his forehead, caring Epicurean philosopher, succeeded Hermarchus
nought for the gods, and devouring human flesh.as the head ofthe sect, and was himself succeedHe dwelt in a cave near Mount zEtna, and fed ed by Dionysius — - 2 . An epigrammatic poet,
his flocks upon the mountain H e fell in love who lived probably soon after the taking of Corwith the nymph Galatea, but as she rejected inth, B.C. 146: two of his epigrams are given
himforAcis, he destroyed the latter by crush- in the Anthology, one of which is on the deing him under a huge rock. W h e n Ulysses was struction of Corinth ]
driven upon Sicily, Polyphemus devoured some
POLYTIMETUS (HoXvTipnrog: now Sogd or Koof his companions; and Ulysses would have hik in Bokhara), a considerable river of Sogdiana,
shared the same fate, had he not put out the which, according to Strabo, vanished under
eye of the monster while he was asleep. Vid. ground near Maracanda (now Samarkand), oi,
U L Y S S E S . — 2 . Son of Elatus or Neptune (Po- as Arrian says, was lost in the sands of tho
seidon) and Hippea, was one of the Lapithae at steppes.
Larissa in Thessaly. H e was married to Lao[POLYTROPUS (HoXvrpoirog), leader of" a troop
nome, a sister of Hercules. H e was also one of mercenaries in the Spartan service, seized
of the Argonauts, but being eft behind by them Orchomenus B.C. 370; he fell in an uaek
u
in Mysia, he founded Cios, and fell fighting made by the Mantineans under Lycomedes or.
against the Chalybes.
Orchomenus ]
P O L Y P H R O N (HoXvippav), brother of Jason of P O L Y X E N A (HoXv^vn), daughter of Priam and
Pheraa, succeeded to the supreme power with Hecuha, was beloved by Achilles. W h e n ths
.lis brother Polydorus on the death of Jason in Greeks, on uieir voyage home, were still lingerB Z. 3 0. Shortly afterward he murdered Poly- ing on the coast of Thrace, the shade of Achilijorua H e exercised his power with great les appeared to them deman Jing that Polyxeui
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should bu sacrificed to him. Neoptolemus ac- Knight originally from Antioch, rose to the high
eordingly sacrificed her on the tomb of his fa- est dignities under M. Aurelius. This eniperoi
ther. It was related that Achilles had promised gave him his daughter Luc 11a in marriage. H P
Priam to bring about a peace with the Greeks, lived to the reien of Severus.
if the king would give him his daughter PolyxPOMPEII (Mopirrpoi, Hopirala, Hopirvln : Pom
ena in marriage; and that when Achilles had peianus), a city of Campania, was situated oi
gone to the; temple of the Thymbraean Apollo, the coast, at the mouth of the River Sarnus, anc
for the purpose of negotiating the marriage, he at the foot of Mount Vesuvius ; but, in const!
was treacherously killed by Paris. Another quence of the physical changes which the sur
tradition stated that Achilles and Polyxena fell j rounding country has undergone, the ruins of
in love with each other when Hector's body was ; Pompeii are fc nd at present about two miles
delivered up to Priam ; and that Polyxena fled | from the sea Pompeii wasfirstin the hands
to the Greeks after the death of Achilles, and | of the Oscans, afterw ard of the Tyrrhenians,
killed herself on the tomb of her beloved with andfinallybecame a R o m a n municipium Ii
a sword.
was partly destioyed by an earthquake in A.D
[ P O L Y I E N U S (HoXv!;evog), son of Agasthenes,
63, but was overwhelmed in 79, along with
grandson of Augeas, father of Amphimachus, Herculaneum and Stabiae, by the great eruption
was the loader ofthe Epeans before Troy ]
of Mount Vesuvius. The lava did not reach
P O L Y X O (floAufu) 1. The nurse of Queen Pompeii, but the town was covered with sucHypsipyle in Lemnos, was celebrated as a proph- cessive layers of ashes and other volcanic matetess — 2 . A n Argive woman, married to Tlepo- ter, on which a soil was gradually formed
lemus, son of Hercules,followedher husband to Thus a great part ofthe city has been preserved,
Rhodes, where, according to some traditions, with its market-places, theatres, baths, temples,
she is said to have put to death the celebrated and private houses ; and the excavation of it in
Helen
Vid. H E L E N A
modern times has thrown great light upon many
P O L Y Z E L U S (HoXv&Xog) 1. Brother of Hieron, points of antiquity, such as the construction of
the tyrant of Syracuse. Vid. HIERON.-—2. Of R o m a n houses, and, in general, all subjects conRhodes, an historian, of uncertain date, wrote nected with the private life ofthe ancients. The
a history of his native country.—3. A n Athenian first traces of the ancient city were discovered
comic poet, belonging to the last period of the in 1689,risingabove the ground; but it was
Old Comedy and the beginning of the Middle. not till 1721 that the excavations were com[His fragments are edited by Meineke, in Comic. menced. These have been continued with vaGrac. Fiagsn., vol. i , p. 477-79, edit, minor.]
rious interruptions down to the present day
[«P0METIA. Vid. SUESSA PoMETIA.]
and now about half the city is exposed to view
P O M O N A , the Roman divinity of the fruit of It was surrounded by walls, which were abootrees, hence calledPomorum Palrona. Her nametwo miles in circumference, surmounted at inis evidently derived from Pomum. She is rep- tervals by towers, and containing six gates.
resented by the poets as beloved by several of
POMPEIOPOLIS (Hopirn'toviroXig), the name cf
the rustic divinities, such as Silvanus, Picus, several cities founded or enlarged by Pompey
Vertumnus, and others. Her worship must orig- 1 (Now Tash Kdpri), an inland city of Cappainally have been of considerable importance, doeia, southwest of Sinope, on the River Amsince a special priest, under the name oi flamen nias (now Gok Irmak), a western tributary of
Pomonalis, was appointed to attend to her serv-the Halys — 2 . Vii. P O M P E L O N . — 3 . Vii. SOLO'E.
ice.
POMPEIUS. 1. Q. POMPEIUS, said to have been
[POMPZEDIUS SILO.
Vid SILO ]
the son of afluteplayer, was the first of the
POMPEIA. 1. Daughter of Q Pompeius Rufus, family who rose to dignity in the state. H e was
son of the consul of B C. 88, and of Cornelia, consul in 141, when he carried on war against
the daughter of the dictator Sulla. She mar- the Numantines in Spain. Having been defeatried C. Caesar, subsequently the dictator, in 67,ed by the enemy in several engagements, he conbut was divorced by him in 61, because she cluded a peace with them ; but on the arrival
was suspected of intriguing with Clodius, who of his successor in the command, he disowned
stealthily introduced himself into her husband's the treaty, which was declared invalid by the
house while she was celebrating the mysteries senate. H e was censor in 131 with Q. Metelof the Bona Dea.—2. Sister of Cn Pompey, the lus Macedonicus.—2 Q. P O M P E I U S R U F U S , eithei
triumvir, married C. Memmius, who was killed son or grandson of the preceding, was a zealous
in the war against Sertorius in 75.—3. Daughter supporter of the aristoeratical party. H e was
of ';he triumvir by his third wife Mucia. She tribune of the plebs 100, praator 91, and sonmarried Faustus Sulla, the son of the dictator, sul 88, with L. Sulla. W h e n Sulla set out for
who perished in the African war, 46. She aft- the East to conduct the war against Mithraerward married L. Cornelius Cinna, and her dates, he left Italy in charge of Pompeius Rufus,
son by this marriage, Cn. Cinna Magnus, enter-and assigned to him the army of Cn. Pompeius
ed into a conspiracy against Augustus. A s her Strabo, w h o was still engaged in carrying on
brother Sextus survived her, she must have died war against the Marsi. Strabo, however, who
before 35.—4. Daughter of Sextus Pompey, the was unwilling to be deprived of the command,
son of the triumvir, and of Scribonia. At the caused Pompeius Rufus to be murdered by the
peace of Misenum in 39 she was betrothed to soldiers. Cicero mentions Pompeius Rufus
M. Marcellus, the son of Octavia, the sister of
| among the orators w h o m he had heard in hia
Octavianus, but was never married to him. She ! youth.—3 Q POMPEIUS R U F U S , son of No. 2.,
accompanied her father in hisflightto Asia, 36.! married Sulla's daughter, and was murdered by
— 5 PAULINA.
Vid. PAULINA.
j the party of Sulpicius and Marius in the forum
P O M P E I A N U S , TIB. CLAUDIUS, son of a R o m a n dnrinij the consulship of his father, 88,~i. Q
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Sulla was on the point of returning from Gveeet
the dictator Sulla, was tribune of the plebs 52,to Italy, Pompey hastened into Picenum, where
when he distinguished himself as the great par- he ; aised an army of three legions. Althougl
tisan of the triumvir Pompey, and assisted the oniy twenty-three years of age, Pompey displayiatter in obtaining the sole consulship. Rufus, ed great military abilities in opposing the Marian
however, on the expiration of his office, was ac- generals by w h o m he was surrounded; and when
cused of Vis, was condemned, and went into he succeeded in joining Sulla in the course ofthe
exile at Bauli in Campania.—5 Q POMPEIUS year (83), he was saluted by the latter with the
R U F U S , praator 63, was sent to Capua to watch ' title of Imperator. During the remainder ofthe
over Campania and Apulia during Catiline's jwar in Italy Pompey distinguished himself as
Eonspiracy. In 61 he obtained the province Ione ofthe most successful of Sulla's generals ;
of Africa, with the title of proconsul — 6 . SEX. !and when the war in Italy was brought to a
POMPEIUS, married Lucilia, a sister of the poet i
close, Sulla sent Pompey against the Marian
C. Lucilius.—7. SEX. POMPEIUS, elder son of party in Sicily and Africa. PompeyfirstproN o 6, never obtained any of the higher offices ceeded to Sicily, of which he easily made himof the state, but acquired great reputation as a self master (82): here he put Carbo to death
man of learning, and is praised by Cicero for In 81 Pompey crossed over to Africa, where he
his accurate knowledge of jurisprudence, geom- defeated Cn. Domitius Ahenorbarbus and the
etry, and the Stoic ph;losophy.—8. SEX. P O M - Numidian king Hiarbas, after a hard-fought batPEIUS, a descendant of No. 7, consul A.D 14, tle. On his return to R o m e in the same year,
with Sex. Appuleius, in which year the Emperor he was received with enthusiasm by the peoAugustus died. H e seems to have been a pa- ple, and was greeted by Sulla with the surname
tron of literature Ovid addressed him several jof M A G N U S , a name which he bore ever afterletters during his exile ; and it was probably jward, and handed down to his children. P o m
this same Sex. Pompeius w h o m the writer Va-1 pey, however, not satisfied with this distinctioi
lerius Maximus accompanied to Asia, and of Isued for a triumph, which Sulla at first refused ,
w h o m he speaks as his Alexander.—9. C N . P O M - but at length, overcome by Pompey's importuPEIUS STRABO, younger son of N o 6, and father nity, he allowed him to have his own way. Acof the triumvir. H e was quaastor in Sardinia jcordingly, Pompey, who had not yet held any
103, praator 34, and propraetor in Sicily in the Ipublic office, and was still a simple eques, enfollowing ytar. H e was consul 89, when he Itered R o m e in triumph in September, 81, and
carried on war with success against the allies, before be had completed his Wenty-fifth j ear
subduing the greater number ofthe Italian peo- Pompey continued faithful to the aristocracj
plfe who were still in arms. Toward the end after Sulla's death (78), and supported the conof the year he brought forward the law (lex Pom- sul Catulus in resisting the attempts of his colveia) whieh gave to all the towns of the Transleague Lepidus to repeal the laws of Sulla; and
sadani the Jus Latii or Latinitas. H e continu- when Lepidus had recourse to arms in the foled in the south of Italy as proconsul in the fol- lowing year (77), Pompey took an active part in
lowing year (88), and when Pompeius Rufus the war against him, and succeeded in driving
(No. 2) was appointed to succeed him in the him out of Italy. The aristocracy, however,
command of the army, Strabo caused him to be !now began to fear the young and successful
assassinated by the troops Next year (87) the \general; but since Sertorius in Spain had for
Marian party obtained the upper hand. Strabo jthe last three years successfully opposed Metel •
was summoned by the aristoeratical party to !lus Puis, one of the ablest of Sulla's generals,
their assistance; and, though not active in their and it had become necessary to send the latter
cause, he marched to the relief of the city, and some effectual assistance, the senate, with con
fought a battle near the Colline Gate with Cinna siderable reluctance, determined to send Pomand Sertorius. Shortly afterward he was killed : pey to Spain, with the title of proconsul, and
by lightning. His avarice and cruelty had made with equal powers to Metellus. Pompey rehim hated by the soldiers to such a degree that •mained in Spain between five and six years
they tore his corpse from the bier and dragged (76-7!); but neither he nor Metellus was able
it through the streets. Cicero describes him to gain any decisive advantage over Sertorius
(Brut, 47) " as worthy of hatred on account of jBut when Sertorius was treacherously murderhis cruelty, avarice, and perfidy." H e possess- ed
I by his own officer Perperna in 82, the wai
iid some reputation as an orator, and still morewas
| speedily brought to a close. Perperna was
as a general. H e left behind him a considerable |easily defeated by Pompey in thefirstbattle,
property, especially in Picenum — 1 0 . C N . POM- jand the whole of Spam was subdued by the
PEIUS M A G N U S , the TRIUMVIR, son of No. 9, was early part of thefollowingyear (71).
Pompey
born on the 30th of September, B C. 106, in the then returned to Italy at the head of his army.
consulship of Atilius Serranus and Servilius In his march toward R o m e he fell in with the
Caapio, and was, consequently, a few months remains of the army of Spartacus, which M.
younger than Cicero, who was born on the 3d Crassus had previously defeated. Pompey cut
of January in this year, and six years older than to pieces these fugitives, and therefore claimed
Caasar H e fought under his father in 89 against for himself, in addition to all his other exploits.
the Italians, when he was only seventeen years the glory of finishing the Servile war.
Pompey
o" age, and continued with him till his death was now a candidate for the consulship; and
two years afterward. For the next few years although he was ineligible by law, inasmuch as
the Marian party had possession of Italy ; and he was absent from Rome, had not yet reached
accordingly Pompey, who adhered to the aristo- the legal age, and had not. held any of the lower
eratical party, was c bliged to keep in the back offices of the state, still his election was cerground. Ilutwher t became known in 84 that tain. His military glory had charmed the peo
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pie -. and as it w a s k n o w n that the aristocracy| war to a conclusion. O n the approach of PomnoKeduf on Pompey with jealousy, they ceased pey, Mithradates retreated toward Armenia, but
» regard him as belonging to this party and , he w a s defeated by the R o m a n general; and as
doped to obtain, through him, arestorationof Tigranes n o w refused to receive him into his
the rights and privileges of which they had been dominions, Mithradates resolved to plunge into
deprived by Sulla. Pompey w a s accordingly the heart of Colchis, and from thence m a k e his
elected consul, along with M. Crassus ; and on w a y to his o w n dominions in the Cimmerian
the 31st of December, 71, he entered the city Bosporus. Pompey n o w turned his arms against
a second time in his triumphal car, a simple Tigranes ; but the Armenian king submitted tu
eques. In his consulship (70), Pompey openly him without a contest, and w a s allowed to conbroke with the aristocracy, and became the clude a peace with the republic. In 65 Pomgreat popular hero H e proposed and carried pey set out in pursuit of Mithradates, but he
a law, restoring to the tribunes the power of met with much opposition from the Iberians and
which they had been deprived by Sulla. H e Albanians; and after advancing as far as the
also afforded his all powerful aid to the Lex River Phasis (now Faz), be resolved to leave
Aurelii, proposed by the praator L Aurelius these savage districts. H e accordingly retraced
Cotta, by which the judices were to be taken in his steps, and spent the winter at Pontus, which
future from the senatus, equites, and tribuni he reduced to the form of a R o m a n province.
aerarii, instead of from the senators exclusive- In 64 he marched into Syria, deposed the king
ly, as Sulla had ordained. In carrying both Antiochus Asiaticus, and m a d e that country also
these measures Pompey was strongly support- a R o m a n province. In 63 he advanced furthei
ed by Caesar, with w h o m he was thus brought south, in order to establish the R o m a n suprem
into close connection. For the next two years acy in Phoenicia, Coelesyria, and Palestine
(69 and 68) Pompey remained in R o m e . In 67 T h e Jews refused to submit to him, and shut
the tribune A. Gabinius brought forward a bill, the gates of Jerusalem against him, and it was
proposing to confer upon Pompey the c o m m a n d not till after a siege of three months that the
P o m p e y entered the Holy of
of the war against the pirates with extraordi- city was taken
nary powers. This bill w a s opposed by the Holies, thefirsttime that any human being, exaristocracy with the utmost vehemence, but cept the high priest, had dared to penetrate into
was notwithstanding carried. T h e pirates were this sacred spot. It was during the war in Palat this time masters of the Mediterranean, and estine that Pompey received intelligence ofthe
had not only plundered m a n y cities on the coasts death of Mithradates Vii. M I T H R A D A T E S , N O 6
of Greece and Asia, but had even made descents Pompey spent the next winter in Pontus ; and
ajgm Italy itself. As soon as Pompey received i after settling the affairs of Asia, he returned to
the command, he began to m a k e his prepara- Italy in 62 H e disbanded his army almost imions for the war, and completed them by the mediately after landing at Brundisium, and thus
end of the winter. His plans were formed with calmed the apprehensions of many, w h o feared
great skill and judgment, and were crowned that, at the head of his victorious troops, he
with complete success. In forty days he cleared would seize upon the supreme power. H e did
the Western Sea of pirates, and restored com- not, however, retuin to R o m e till the following
munication between Spain, Africa, and Italy. year (51), and he entered the city in triumph
H e then followed the main body of the pirates on the 30th of September. H e had just comto their strong holds on the coast of Cilicia; pleted his forty-fifth year, and this was the third
and after defeating theirfleet,he induced a great time that he had enjoyed the honor of a tripart of them, by promises of pardon, to surren- umph. With this triumph the first and mostder to him. M a n y of these he settled at Soli, glorious part of Pompey's life m a y be said to
which was henceforward called Pompeiopolis. have ended. Hitherto his life had been an al
T h e second part ofthe campaign occupied only most uninterrupted succession of military glory
forty-nine days, and the whole war was brought But n o w he w a s called upon to play a prominen.'.
to a conclusion in the course of three months ; part in the civil commotions of the commonso that, to adopt the panegyric of Cicero (pro wealth, a part for which neither his natural tal
Leg. Man , 12), " Pompey made his preparations ents nor his previous habits had in the least fafor the war at the end of the winter, entered ted him. It would seem that, on his return to
upon it at the commencement of spring, and fin- R o m e . P o m p e y hardly knew what part to take
ished it in the middle of the s u m m e r " Pom- in the politics of the city. H e had been appointpey w a s employed during the remainder of this ed to the c o m m a n d against the pirates and Mithyear and the beginning of the following in vis- radates in opposition to the aristocracy, and they
iting the cities of Cilicia and Pamphylia, and still regarded him with jealousy and distrust.
providing for the government ofthe newly con- At the same time, he was not disposed to unite
quered districts. During his absence from R o m e , himself to the popular party, which had risen
J'ornpey was appointed to succeed Lucullus in into importance during his absence in the East,
I he c o m m a n d of the war against Mithradates and over which Caesar possessed unbounded in
(66) The bill conferring upon him this com- fluence. T h e object, however, which engaged
mand w a s proposed by the tribune C. Manil- the immediate attention of Pompey w a s to i.hius, and was supported by Cicero in an oration tain from the senate a ratification for all his act!
which has come d o w n to us (mo Lege Manilia). in Asia, and an assignment of lands which he
Like the Gabinian law, it was opposed by the had promised to his veterans. T h e senate, howwhole weight ofthe aristocracy, but was carried ever, glad of an opportunity to put an affront
triumphantly. T h e power of Mithradates had upon a m a n w h o m they both feared and hated,
been broken by the previous victories of Lucul- j resolutely refused to sanction his measures i.i
his, and it w a s only left to Pompev to bring tbe i Asia. This w a s the unw'sest thing' the senate
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sould have dono. If they had known their real cileu io the aristocracy, and was now regard^
interests, they would have sought to win Pom- as their acknowledged head. The history or
pey over to their side, as a counterpoise to the the civil war which followed is related in th«
growing and more dangerous influence of Cae- life of CZESAR. It is only necessary to mentior
sar But their short sighted policy threw Pom- here, that after the battle ol Pharsalia (48) Pnm
pey into Caesar's arms, and thus sealed the pey sailed to Egyot, where he hoped io meel
downfall of their party. Caesar promised to ob- with a favorable reception, since he had been
tain for Pompey the ratification of his acts, and the means of restorng to his kingdom the father
Pompey, on his part, agreed to support Caesar of the young Egyptiai monarch. The ministers
in all his measures That they might be more ofthe latter, however, dre.ading Caesar's angc.
sure of carrying their plans into execution, Cae- if they received Pompey, and likewise Pomsar prevailed upon Pompey to become recon- pey's resentment if they forbade him to land,
ciled to Crassus, with w h o m he was at variance, resolved to release themselves from their diffibut who, by his immense wealth, had great in- culties by putting him to death. They accordfluence at Rome. The three agreed to assist ingly sent out a small boat, took Pompey on
one another against their mutual enemies, and board, and rowed for the shore. His wife and
thus was first formed the first triumvirate. This friends watched him from the ship, anxious to
union of the three most powerful men at R o m e see in what manner he would be received b/
crushed the aristocracy for the time. Support- the king, who was standing on the edge of tin
ed by Pompey and Crassus, Caesar was able in sea with his troops; but just as the boat leaeh
his consulship (59) to carry all his measures. ed the shore, and Pompey was in the act of
Pompey's acts in Asia were ratified, and Cae- rising from his seat in order to step on land, he
sar's agrarian law, which divided therichCam- was stabbed in the back by Septimius, who had
panian land among the poorer citizens, enabled formerly been one of his centurions, and was
Pompey to fulfill the promises he had made to now in the service of the Egyptian monarch.
his veterans. In order to cement their union Pompey was killed on the 29th of September,
more closely, Caasar gave to Pompey his daugh- B.C. 48, and had just completed his fifty-eighth
ter Julia in marriage. Next year (58) Caasar year. His head was cut off, and his body,
went to his province in Gaul, but Pompey re- which was thrown out naked on thfl shore, was
mained in Rome. While Caasar was gaining buried by his freedman Philippus, '»'ho had acglory and influence in Gaul, Pompey was grad- companied him fiom the ship. The'head was
ually losing the confidence of all parties at Rome. brought to Caesar when he arrived in Egyp*
The senate hated and feared him ; the people soon afterward, but he turned away from the
ligd deserted him for their favorite Clodius, and sight, shed tears at the melancholy death of bin
he had no other resource left but to strengthen rival, and put his murderers to death. Pomhis connection with Caesar. Thus he came to pey's untimely death excites pity; but no one
be regarded as the second man in the state, and who has well studied the state of parties at tbe
was obliged to abandon the proud position which close of the Roman commonwealth can regret
ne had occupied for so many years According his fall. There is abundant evidence to prove
to an arrangement made with Caasar, Pompey that, had Pompey's party gained the mastery,
and Crassus were consuls for a second time in a proscription far more terrible than Sulla's
55. Pompey received as his provinces the two would have taken place, and Italy and the provSpains, Crassus obtained Syria, while Caasar's inces have been divided as booty among a few
government was prolonged forfiveyears more, profligate and unprincipled nobles. From such
namely, from the 1st of January, 53, to the end horrors the victory of Caesar saved the Roman
of the year 49. At the end of his consulship world Pompey was marriedfivetimes. The
Pompey did not go in person to his provinces, names of his wives were, 1. Antistia. 2. zEmil
but sent his legates, L. Afranius and M. Petre- ia. 3 Mucia. 4. Julia. 5 Cornelia—11. C N .
ius,- to govern the Spains, while he himself re- POMPEIUS M A G N U S , elder son ofthe triumvir bv
mained in the neighborhood of the city. His his third wife, Mucia. In the civil war in 4S
object now was to obtain the dictatorship, and he commanded a squadron of thefleetin the
to make himself the undisputed master of the Adriatic Sea. After his father's defeat at PharRoman world Caasar's increasing power and salia, he crossed over to Africa, and, after reinfluence had at length made it clear to Pom- maining there a short time, sailed tc Spain
pey that a struggle must take place between in 47. In Spain he was joined by his c other
theni, sooner or later. The death of his wife Sextus and others of his party, who had fled
Julia in 54, to w h o m he was tenderly attached, from Africa after their defeat at Thapsus. Here
broke one link which still connected him with the two brothers collected a powerful army, but
Caasar, and the fall of Crassus in the following were defeated by Caesar himself at the battle
year (53), in the Parthian expedition, removed of Munda, fought on the 17th of March, 45
the only person who had the least chance of con- Cneius escaped fiom the field of battle, but was
testing the supremacy with them. In order to shortly afterward taken prisoner and put to
obtain the dictatorship, Pompey secretly en- death — 1 2 S E X T U S P O M P E I U S M A O N U S , youngei
couraged the civil discoid with which the state son of the triumvir by his third wife, Mucia,
>vas torn asunder; and such frightful scenes of was born 75. After the battle of Pharsalia he
anarchy followed the death of Clodius at the accompanied his father to Egypt, and saw hirn
beginning of 52, that the senate had now no al- murdered before his eyes. After the battle of
ternative but calling in the assistance of Pom- Munda and the death of his brother, Sextus lived
pey, who was accordingly made sole consul in for a time' in concealment in the country ofthe
52. and succeeded in restoring order to theLacetani, between the Iberus and the Pyrenees;
sta'e Soon afteiwaril Pompey became recon- but when Caesar- quitted Spain, he collected i
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Body of troops, and err.:rged from his lurring- long, and from eight to ten miles m breitcrtn,
place. In the civil wars which followed Cae- The marshes are formed chiefly by tho rivers
sar's death, the power of Sextus increased. H e Nymphaeus, Ufens, and Amasenus, and some
obtained a largefleet,became master ofthe sea, other small streams, which, instead of findinp
and eventually took possession of Sicily. His their way into the sea, spread over this plain
fleet enajled him to stop all the supplies of corn Hence the plain is turned into a vast numbn
which were brought to R o m e from Egypt and of marshes, the miasmas arising from whu-h
the eastern provinces ; and such scarcity began are exceedingly unhealthy in the summer. Al
to prevail in the city, that the triumvirs were an early period, however, they appear not t."
compelled by the pppular discontent to make have existed at all, or, at any rate, to have bee,
peace with Pompey. This peace was concluded confined to a narrow district. W e are told th.it
at Misenum in 39, but the war was renewed in originally there were twenty-three towns situ.
the following year. Octavianus made great ef- ated in this plain ; and in B C. 432, the Pomp
forts to collect a large and powerfulfleet,which tinus Ager is mentioned as yielding a large
he placed under the command of Agrippa. In quantity of corn. Even as late as 312, the
36, Pompey's fleet was defeated off Naulochus greater part of the plain must still have been
with great loss. Pompey himself fled fiom free from the marshes, since the censor Appius
Sicily to Lesbos, and from Lesbos to Asia. Claudius conducted the celebrated Via Appia in
He.e he was taken prisoner by a body of Anto- that year through the plain, which must then
ny's troops, and carried to Miletus, where he have been sufficiently strong to bear the weight
was put to death (35), probably by command of of this road. In the course of a century and t,
Antony, though the latter sought to throw the half after this, the marshes had spread to a great
responsibility ofthe deed upon his officers.
extent; and, accordingly, attempts were made
POMPEIUS FESTUS.
Vii. F E S T U S .
to drain them by the consul Cethegus in 160.
POMPEIUS T R O G U S .
Vii. JUSTINUS
by Julius Caesar, and by Augustus It is usu
P O M P E L O N (now Pamplona), which name is ally said that Augustus caused a navigable caequivalent to Pompeiopolis, so called by the sons nal to be dug alongside of the Via Appia from
of Pompey, w-as the chief town ofthe Vascones Forum Appii to the grove of Feronia, in order
in Hispania Tarraconensis, on the road ftom to carry offa portion ofthe waters ofthe marshAsturica to Burdigala.
es ; but this canal must have been dug before
[POMPILIUS, N U M A .
Vid N U M A . ]
the time of Augustus, since Horace embarked,
[POMPILIUS A N D R O N I C U S , a Syrian by birth, upon it on his celebrated journey from R o m e to
taught lhetorie at R o m e in the former half of Brundisium in 37, at whieh time Octavianus
Hie century before Christ: being eclipsed by as he was then called, could not have underta
other grammarians, he retired to Cumaa, where ken any of his public works. Subsequently the
he composed many works, the chief one of marshes again spread over the whole plain, and
irhic'n was entitled Annalium Ennii Elenchi ] the Via Appia entirely disappeared ; and it was
POMPONIA. 1. Sister of T. Fomponius Atti- not until the pontificate of Pius VI. that any se
cus, was married to Q. Cicero, tho brother of rious attempt was made to drain them
The
the orator, B.C. 68 The marriage proved an works were commenced in 1778, and the greatExtremely unhappy one. Q. Cicero, after lead- er part of the marshes was drained ; but tl p
ing a miserable life with his wife for almost plain is still unhealthy in the great heats of tho
twenty-four years, at length divorced her at the summer
end of 45, or in the beginning of the following
POMFTINUS, C , was praetor B.C. 63, when he
year.—2. Daughter of T. Pomponius Atticus. was employed by Cicero in apprehending the
She is also called Caeoilia, because her father ambassadors ofthe Allobroges. H e afterward
was adopted by Q Caacilius, and likewise At- obtained the province of Gallia Narbonensis,
tica. She was born in 51, and she was still and in 61 defeated the Allobroges, who had inquite young when she was married to M. Vip- vaded the province. H e triumphed in 54, after
sanius Agrippa. Her daughter Vipsania Agrip- suing in vain for this honor for some years.
pina married Tiberius, the successor of AugusP O N S , a common name for stations on the
tus.
Roman roads at the passage of rivers, some of
POMPONIAJTA.
Vii STCECHADES.
which stations on the more important roads
POMPONIUS, SEXTUS, a distinguished Roman grew into villages or towns. 1. P. ZENI (now
jurist, who lived under Antoninus Pius and M. Pfunzen), in Vindelicia, at the passage of the
Aurelius. Some modern writers think that Inn, was a fortress with a Roman garrison — 2 .
there were two jurists of this name. The works P. A U R E O L I (now Pontirolo), m Gallia Transpaof Pomponius are frequently cited in the Digest. dana, on the road from Bergamum to MetliolaP O M P O N I U S ATTICUS. Vid A T T I C U S .
num, derived its name from one of the thirtj
P O M P O N I U S BONONIENSIS, the most celebrated tyrants, who was defeated and slain by Clauwriter of Fabulae Atellanae, was a native of Bo- dius in this place.—3 P. C A M P A N U S , in Campa
nonia Qaow Bologna), in Northern Italy, as hisnia, between Sinuessa and Urbana, on the Savo.
Burnamj a.iows, andflourishedB.C. 91.
Respecting the bridges of Rome, vii. R O M A .
POMPONIUS M E L A .
Vii. M E L A .
PONTIA (now Ponza), a rocky island off the
POMPTIN^: P A L U D E S (Hopirrlvai Xluvat: n ocoast
w
of Latium, opposite Formiae, which was
Paluie Pontine ; in English, the Pontine Marshtaken by the Romans from the Volscians, and
is), the name of a low, marshy plain on the colonized, B.C. 313. Under the Romans, it was
eoast of Latium, between Circeii and Terraci- used as a place of banishment for state crimna, said to have been so called after an ancient inals. There is a group of smaller islands round
'.own Pontia, which disappeared at an early Pontia, which are sometimes called Insula
period. The plain is about rwmty-four mles Pontiae.
Sis
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PiwriKi-'s (Hovrlvog), a river and mountainover, vtas used very indefinitely, until tne 3Bt
in Aigolis, near Lerna, with a sancl.uary of Mi- tlement of the boundaries of the country as i
Roman province. Originally it was regarded
nerva ^Athena) Saitis.
P I N T I U S , C , son of H E R E N N I D O P O N T I U S , the as a part of CAPPADOOIA ; but its parts were best
general of the Samnites in B.C. 321, defeated known by the names of the different tribes who
:he Roman army under the two consuls T. Ve- dwelt along the coast, and of w h o m some acturius Calvinus and Sp. Postumius Albinus in count is given by Xenophon in the Anabasis.
,ine ofthe mountain passes in the neighborhood W e learn from the legends ofthe Argonauts,
of Caudium
The survivors, w h o were com- who are represented as visiting this coast, and
pletely at the mercy of the Samnites, were dis- the Amazons, whose abodes are placed about
missed unhurt by Pontius. They had to sur- the River Thermodon, east of the Iris, as well
render their arms and to pass under the yoke ; as from other poetical allusions, that the Greeks
and, as the price of their deliverance, the con- had some knowledge of these southeastern
suls and the other commanders swore, in the shores of the Euxine at a very early period. A
name of the republic, to a humiliating peace. great accession to such knowledge was made
The R o m a n state, however,refusedto ratify by the information gained by Xenophon and his
the treaty Nearly thirty years afterward, Pon- comrades when they passed through the coun
tius was defeated by Q. Fabius Gurges (292), try in their famous retreat; and long afterward
was taken prisoner, and was put to death after the Romans became well acquainted with it by
means of the Mithradatic war, and Pompey's
the triumph ofthe consul.
subsequent expedition through Pontus into the
P O N T I U S AQUILA.
Vid. AQUILA.
P O N T I U S PILATUS was the sixth procurator of countries at the foot of the Caucasus. The
..udaea, and the successor of Valerius Gratus. name first acquired a political rather than a terH e held the office for ten years in the reign of ritorial importance, through thefoundationof a
Tiberius, from A.D 26 to 36, and it was during new kingdom in it, about the beginning of the
his government that C H R I S T taught, suffered, fourth century B.C , by A R I O B A R Z A N E S I. The
and died. By his tyrannical conduct he excited history of the gradual growth of this kingdom
an insurrection at Jerusalem, and at a later until, under Mithradates V I , it threatened the
period commotions in Samaria also, which were Roman empire in Asia, is given under the names
not put down without the loss of life. The Sa- of its kings, of w h o m the following is the list:
maritans complained of his conduct to Vitellius, (1.) A R I O B A R Z A N E S I., exact date unknown: (2.)
the governor of Syria, w h o deprived him of his M I T H R A D A T E S I., to B C. 363 : (3.) A R I O B A R Z A
office, and sent him to R o m e to answer before NESII., 363-337: (4.) MITHRADATESII.,337-303
the emperor the accusations that were brought (5.) M I T H R A D A T E S III., 302-2«6 : (6.) ARIOBARagainst him. Eusebius siates that Pilatus put Z A N E S III., 266-240i (7.) M I T H R A D A T E S IV.,240an end to his own life at the commencement 1901 (8.) P H A R N A C E S I., 190-1561 ( 9 . ) M I T H R *
ofthe reign of Caligula, worn out by the many DATES V EUERGETES, 156-1201 (lO.)MlTIISADA
misfortunes he had experienced
The early T E S VI E U P A T O R , 120-63: (11.) P H A R N A C E S II.
Christian writers refer frequently to an official 63-47. After the death of Pharnaces, the re
report, made by Pilatus to the Emperor Tibe- duced kingdom retained a nominal existence un
rius, of the condemnation and death of CHRIST. der his son Darius, who was made king by Ante
It is very doubtful whether this document was ny in B.C. 39, but was soon deposed ; and undes
genuine; and it is certain that the acts of Pi- P O L E M O N I. and P O L E M O N II., till about A.D. 62,
late, as they are called, which are extant in when the country was constituted by Nero a
Greek, as well as his two Latin letters to the Roman province. Of this province the western
boundary was the River Halys, which divided
emperor, are the productions of a later age.
P O N T I U S T E L E S I N U S . 1. A Saiiinite, and com- it from Paphlagonia ; the furthest eastern limit
mander of a Samnite army, with which he was the Phasis, which separated it from Colfought against Sulla. H e was defeated by Sulla chis ; but others carry it only as far as Trapein a hard-fought battle near the Colline gate, zus, and others to an intermediate point, at the
B.C 82. H e fell in thefight;his head was River Acampsis: on the south it was divided
cut off, and carried under the walls of Praaneste, from Galatia, Cappadoeia, and Armenia Minoi
to let the younger Marius know that his last by the great chain of the Paryadres and by its
hope of succor was gone — 2 r Brother of the branches. It was divided into the three dispreceding, was shut up in Praeneste with the tricts of P O N T U S GALATICUS, in the west, boryounger Marius, when his brother was defeated dering on Galatia, P P O L E M O N I A C U S in the cenDy Sulla After the death ofthe elder Pontius, tre, so called from its capital P O L E M O N I U M , and
Marius and Telesinus, finding it impossible to P. CAPPADOCIUS in the east, bordering on Cap
escape from Praeneste, resolved to die by one padocia (Armenia Minor). In the new division
another's hands. Telesinus fellfirst,and Ma- of the provinces under Constantine, these three
rius put an end to his own life, or was slain by districts were reduced to two, H E L E N O P O N T U J
in the west, so called in honor ofthe emperor's
his slave.
mother, Helena, and P O N T U S P O L E M O N I A C U S in
[ P O N T O N O U S (Hovrovoog), a herald of Alcinothe east. The country was also divioed intu
us, king of the Phaeacians.]
P O N T O S (ci Hovrog). 1. The northeasternmost smaller districts, named from the towns they
disti ict of AsiaMinor, along the coast ofthe Eux- surrounded and the tribes who peopled them.
ine, east of the River Halys, having originally Pontus was a mountainous country; wild and
no specific name, was spoken of as the country barren in the east, where the great chains approach the Euxine ; but in the west watered b}
iv llovra, on the Pontus (Euxinus), and hence
acquired the name of Pontus, which is first the greatriversH A L Y S and IRIS and their tribfound in Xenophon's Anabasis. The term, how-utaries, the vallevs of which, as well as the lanrf
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atony the coast, are extremely fertile. Besides w aters between them : next w e have Vhe nai
corn and olives, it was famous for its fruit trees,
row strip of land between the Caucasus and th«
and some of the best of our common fruits are northeastern coast ofthe sea ; then on the east,
said to have been brought to Europe from this Colchis, hemmed in between the Caucasus an^
quarter ; for example, the cherry (vid. CERASUS).
Moschici Montes, and watered by the Phisis ;
The sides of the mountains were covered with and lastly, on the south, the whole of that part
tine timber, and their lower slopes with box and of Asia Minor which lies between the Paryaother shrubs. The eastern part was lich in dres and Antitaurus on the east and southeast,
minerals, and contained the celebrated iron the Taurus on the south, and the highlands of
mines of the C H A L Y B E S . Pontus was peopled Phrygia on the west, the chief rivers of this
by numerous tribes, belonging probably to very portion being the Iris (now Yeshil Iimak), the
different races, though the Semitic (Syro-Arabi- Halys (now Kizil Irmak), and the Sangarius
an! race appears to have been the prevailing (now Sakariych). The whole of the Asiatic
one, and hence the inhabitants were included basin of the Euxine is estimated at one hundred
under the general name of LEUCOSYRI The thousand square miles. A s might be expected
chief of these races are spoken of in separate from this vast influx of fresh water, the water
articles —[2. The part of Lower Mcesia which is much less salt than that ofthe Ocean. The
lay between the Euxine, the mouths of the Ister,waters which the Euxine receives from the
and Mount Haamus, and forming, therefore, a rivers that flow directly into it, and also from
considerable tract along the shore, was some- the Palus Maeotis (now Sea of Azov) thiough
times called Pontus : of this frequent mention the Bosporus Cimmerius (now Straits of Kaffa
is made in the poetry of Ovid. Tomi lay in this or Yenikaleh),findtheir exit at the southwestern
district, and Ovid's Epistolas e Ponto derived
corner, through the Bosporus Thracius (now
their name from this quarter ]
Channel of Constantinople), into the Propontis
P O N T U S E U X I N U S , or simply P O N T U S (d Hbvrog, (now Sea of Marmai a), and thence in a constant
Hbvrog Vji^eivog: TO HOVTIKOV ireXayog, Mare
rapid current through the Hellespontus (now
Euxinum : now the Black Sea, Turk. Kara Den-Straits of Gallipoli or Dardanelles) into the zE
is, Grk. Maurelhalassa, Russ. Tcheriago More
u m Mare (now Archipelago). The Argonautic
or Czame-More, all names of the same mean- and other legends show that the Greeks had
ing, and supposed to have originated from the some acquaintance with this sea at a veiy early
terror with which it was atfirstregarded by period. It is said that they at first called it
the Turkish mariners, as the first wide expanse "Afevor (inhospitable), from the savage character
of sea with which they became acquainted), the ofthe races on its coast, and from the supposed
%reat inland sea inclosed by Asia Minor on the terrors of its navigation, and that afterward, on
south, Colchis on the east, Sarmatia on the their favorite principle of euphemism (i. e , abnorth, and Dacia and Thracia on the west, and staining from words of evil omen), they changed
having no other outlet than the narrow BOSPO- its name to V.v^evog, Ion. JUv^eivog, hospit
R U S T H R A C I U S in its southwestern corner. It The Greeks of Asia Minor, especially the people
lies between 28° and 41° 30' east longitude, and of Miletus, founded many colonies and commerbetween 41° and 46° 40' north latitude, itscial emporiums on its shores, and as early as
length being about seven hundred miles, and the Persian wars wefindAthens carrying on a
its breadth varying from four hundred to one regular trade with these settlements in the corn
hundred and sixty. Its surface contains more grown in the great plains on its northern side
than one hundred and eighty thousand square (the Ukraine) and in the Chersonesus Taurica
miles. Itreceivesthe drainage of an immense (now Crimea), which have ever since supplied
extent of country in Europe and in Asia; but Western Europe with large quantities of grain.
much the greater portion of its waters flows The history of the settlements themselves will
from the former continent by the following be found under their several names. The Rorivers: the Ister or Danubius (now Danube), mans had a pretty accurate knowledge of the
whose basin contains the greater part of cen- sea A n account of its coasts exists in Greek,
tral Europe ; the Tyras or Danaster (now Dnies-entitled "Periplus Maris Euxini," ascribed to
ter), Hypanis or Bogus (now Boug), Borysthe-Arrian, who lived in the reign of Hadrian Vid
nes (now Dnieper), and Tanai's (now Don), A R R I A N U S .
Vid. LZEPAS.
which drain the immense plains of Southern PoriLics LZENAS.
Russia, and flow into the northern side of the POPLICOLA. Vid. PUBLICOLA.
Euxine, the last of them (i. e., the Tanais) POPPZEA SABINI. Vid. SABINA.
POPPZEUS SABINUS. Vii. SABINUS.
through the Palus Maeotis (now Sea of Azov).
POPULONIA or -IUM (Populoniensis : Populo
The space thus, drained is calculated at above
eight hundred and sixty thousand square miles, ma), an ancient town of Etruria, situated on a
or nearly onefifthof the whole surface of Eu- lofty hill, sinking abruptly to the sea, and form
rope. In Asia, the basin of the Euxine contains, ing a peninsula. According to one tradition i
first, the triangular piece of Sarmatia Asiatica was founded by the Cofsicans ; but according
between the Tanai's on the north, the Caucasus to another it was a colony from Volatenae, oi
on the south, and on the east the Hippici Mon- was taken from the Corsicans by the Volater
tes, which form the watershed dividing the trib- rani. It was not one of the twelve Etruscan
utaries of the Euxine from t lose of the Caspi cities, and was never a place of political importan ; the waters of this space flow into the Ta- ance ; but it carried on an extensive commerce.
nais and the Palus Maeotis, and the largest of and was the principal sea-port of Etruria. It
them is the Hypanis or Vardanes (now Kuban), was destroyed by Sulla in the civil wars, and
which comes down to the Palus Maeotis and was in ruins in the time of Strabo. There are
Van Euxine at theii junction, and divides itsstill remains of the r Ms of the ancient Popu
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lonia, showing that the city was only about one fifteen books. Of the remain; er of his lite vre
and a hall miles in circumference.
know very little. H e returned to Rome, when!
Po RC-IA. 1. Sister of Cato Uticensis, marriedhe continued to teach until his death, which
L. Domitius Ahenobarbus, consul B.C. 54, who took place about 305 or 306. Late in life he
was slain in the battle of Pharsalia. She died married Marcella, the widow of one of his
in 46 2 Daughter of Cato Uticensis by hisfriends, and the mother of seven children, with
first wife Atilia. She was marriedfirstto M. the view, as he avowed, of superintending then
Bibulus, consul 59, to w h o m she bore three chil-education. A s a writer Porphyry deserves con •
dren Bibulus died in 48 ; and in 45 she mai- siderable praise, His style is tolerably clear,
ried M. Brutus, the assassin of Julius Caesar. and not unfrequently exhibits both imagination
She inherited all her father's republican princi- and vigor. His learning was most extensive.
ples, and likewise his courage andfirmnessof A great degree of critical and philosophical
will. She induced her husband, on the night acumen was not to be expected in one so arbefore thefifteenthof March, to disclose to her dently attached to the enthusiastic and somethe conspiracy against Caesar's life, and she is what fanatical system of Plotinus. His attempt
reported to have wounded herself in the thigh to prove the identity of the Platonic and Arisin order to show that she had a courageous soul, totelic systems would alone be sufficient to
and could be trusted with the secret She put show this. Nevertheless, his acquaintance
an end to her own life after the death of Brutus with the authors w h o m he quotes was manifestin 42 The common tale was, that her friends, ly far from superficial. His most celebrated
suspecting her design, had taken all weapons work was his treatise against the Christian reout of her way, and that she therefore destroyed ligion ; but of its nature and merits w e are not
herself by swallowing live coals. The real fact able to judge, as it has not come down to us.
may have been that she suffocated herself by It was publicly destroyed by order of the E m the vapor of a charcoalfire,which w e know was peror Theodosius. The attack was sufficiently
a frequent means of self destruction among the vigorous to call forth replies from above thirty
Romans.
different antagonists, the most distinguished o*
PORCIUS C A T O
Vid C A T O .
w h o m were Methodius, Apollinaris, and Euse
PORCIUS FESTUS
Vid. F E S T U S .
bius. A large number, however, of his works
PORCIUS LATRO.
Vid. L A T R O .
has come down to us, of which his Life of
P O R C I U S LICINUS.
Vid. LICINUS.
Pythagoras and Life of Plotinus are some of
P O R P H Y R I O , P O M P O N I U S , the most valuable the best known.
among the ancient commentators on Horace.
P O R P H Y R I U S , PUBLILIUS O P T A T I A N U S , a R o m a n
He lived after Festus and Aero. [These scholia poet, who lived in the age of Constantine the
are printed in several editions of Horace, the Great. H e wrote a Panegyric upon Constanlatest is that of G. Braunhard, Lips., 1831, seq.,
tine ; three Idyllia, namely, 1. Aia Pythia, 2.
4 vols 8vo ]
Syrinx, 3. Organon, with the lines so arranged
P O R P H Y R I O N (Hopij>vpiuv), one of the giants
as to represent the form of these objects ; and
who fought against the gods. W h e n he at- five Epigrams
tempted to offer violence to Juno (Hera), or to
[PORRIMA. Vid. POSTVEKTA.]
throw the island of Delos against the gods, Ju
P O R S E N A * or P O R S E N N A , L A R S , king oi tho
piter (Zeus) hurled a thunder-bolt at him, and Etruscan town of Clusium, marched against
Hercules completed his destruction with his R o m e at the head of a vast army, in order to
arrows.
restore Tarquinius Superbus to the throne. H e
P O R P H Y R I S (Hopipvplg), an earlier name ofthe
took possession of the hill Janiculum, and would
island of N I S Y R U S .
have entered the city by the bridge which con
P O R P H Y R I U S (Hopipvpiog), usually called P O Rnected
R o m e with the Janiculum, had it nol
PHYRY, the celebrated antagonist of Christianity, beenforthe superhuman prowess of Horatius
was a Greek philosopher of the Neo-Platonic Codes, who kept the whole Etruscnn arrr-v a
school. H e was born A.D. 233, either in Bata- bay, while his comrades broke down the bridge
nea in Palestine or at Tyre. His original name behind him. Vid. COCLES. The Etruscans prowas Malchus, the Greek form of the Syrophce- ceeded to lay siege to the city, which soon benician Melech, a word which signified king. gan to suffer from famine. Thereupon a young
The name Porphyrius (in allusion to the usual Roman, named C. Mucius, resolved to d'elivei
color of royal robes) was subsequently devised his country by murdering the invading king.
for him by his preceptor Longinus. After stud- H e accordingly went over to the Etruscan camp,
ying under Origen at Caasarea, and under Apol- but, ignorant of the person of Porsena, killed the
lonius and Longinus at Athens, he settled at royal secretary instead. Seized, and threatened
R o m e in his thirtieth year, and there became a with torture, he thrust his right hand into the
diligent disciple of Plotinus. H e soon gained fire on the altar, and there let it burn, to show
the confidence of Plotinus, and was intrusted how little he heeded pain. Astonished at his
by the latter with the difficult and delicate duty courage, the king bade him depart in peace;
of correcting and arranging his writings. Vid. and Scaavola, as he was henceforward called,
PLOTINUS. After remaining in R o m e six years, told him, out of gratitude, to make peace with
Porphyry fell into an unsettled state of mind, Rome, since three hundred noble youths had
and began to entertain the idea of suicide, in sworn to take the life of the king, and he was
order to get free from the shackles of the flesh ;thefirstupon w h o m the lot had fallen. Porbut on the advice of Plotinus he took a voyage sena thereupon made peace with the Rinnans
to Sicily, where he resided for some time. It and withdrew his troops from the Janiculum
* T h f quantity of the penultimate ia doubtfm. It if
was during his residence in Sicily that he wrote
nis treatise against the Christian religion, in ehort ir Horace and Ma-tial, but l^ngin Virgi.'.
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alter receiving twenty hostages fr«m the Ro- irbvrog, and irorapog, according to which he i
mans. Such was the tale by which R o m a n the god of thefluidelement. H e was a son of
vanity concealed one of the earliest and great- Cronos (Saturn) and Rhea (whence he is called
est disasters of the city. The real fact is, that Cronius, and by Latin poets Satmnius) He.
R o m e was completely conquered by Porsena. was accordingly a brother of Zeus (Jupiter),
This is expressly stated by Tacitus (Hist, iii.,Hades (Pluto), Hera (Juno), Hestia (Vesta), and
72), and is confirmed by other writers. Pliny Demeter (Ceres), and it was determined by lot
tells us that so thorough was the subjection of that he should rule over the sea. Like his
the Romans that they were expressly prohibited brothers and sisters, he was, after his tirtn,
from using iron for any other purpose but agri- swallowed by his father Cronos (Saturn), bat
culture. The Romans, however, did not long thrown up again. According to others, he was
remain subject to the Etruscans. After the concealed by Rhea, after his birth, among a
conquest of Rome, Aruns. the son of Porsena, fleck of lambs, and his mother pretended to
proceeded to attack Aricia, but was defeated have given birth to a young horse, which she
before the city by the united forces of the Latin gave to Cronos (Saturn) to devour. In the Hocities, assisted by the Greeks of Cumaa. The meric poems Poseidon (Neptune) is described
Eti uscans appear, in consequence, to have been as equal to Zeus (Jupiter) in dignity, but less
confined to their own territory on the right bank powerful. H e resents the attempts of Zeus (Juof the Tiber, and the Romans to have availed piter) to intimidate him ; he even threatens his
themselves of the opportunity to recover their mightier brother, and once conspired with Hera
independence.
(Juno) and Athena (Minerva) to put him into
P O R T H A O N (HopBdav), son of Agenor and Epi- chains ; but on other occasions w e find him
caste, was king of Pleuron and Calydon in zEto- submissive to Zeus (Jupiter). The palace of
lia, and married to Euryte, By w h o m he became Poseidon (Neptune) was in the depth ofthe sea
the father of CEneus, Agrius, Alcathous, Melas,near zEgaa in Eubcea, where he kept his horses
Leucopeus, and Sterope.
with brazen hoofs and golden manes With
P O R T H M U S (HbpBpog), a harbor in Eubcea, be-these horses he rides in a chariot over the waves
longing to Eretria, opposite the coast of Attica. of the sea, which become smooth as he apP O R T U N U S or P O R T U M N U S , the protecting gen- proaches, and the monsters of the deep recogius of harbors among the Romans. H e was in- nize him and play around his chariot. Generalvoked to grant a happy return from a voyage. ly he yoked his horses to his chariot himself,
Hence a temple was erected to him at the port but sometimes he was assisted by Amphitrite.
ofthe Tiber, from whence the road descended Although he generally dwelt in the sea, still he
*to the port of Ostia. At his temple an annual also appears at Olympus in the assembly ofthe
festral, the Portunalia, was celebrated on the gods. Poseidon (Neptune), in conjunction with
17th of August. W h e n the Romans became Apollo, is said to have built the walls of Troy
familiar with Greek mythology, Portunus was for Laomedon, whence Troy is called Neplunia
identified with the Greek Palaemon. Vid. P A - Pergama. Laomedon refused to give these
LZEMON.
gods the reward which had been stipulated, and
P O R U S (ITwpoc). 1. King of the Indian prov- even dismissed them with threats. Poseklon
inces east of the River Hydaspes, offered a for- (Neptune), in consequence, sent a marine mot;
midable resistance to Alexander when the lat- ster, which was on the point of devouring Later attempted to cross this river, B C. 327. Theomedon's daughter, when it was killed by Herbattle which he fought with Alexander was one cules ; and he continued to bear an implacable
ofthe most severely contested which occurred hatred against the Trojans. H e sided with the
during the whole of Alexander's campaigns. Greeks in the war against Troy, sometimes
Porus displayed great personal courage in the witnessing the contest as a spectator from the
battle ; and when brought before the conqueror, heights of Thrace, and sometimes interfering
he proudly demanded to be treated in a manner in person, assuming the appearance of a mortal
worthy of a king. This magnanimity at once hero and encouraging the Greeks, while Zeus
conciliated the favor of Alexander, who not only (Jupiter) favored the Trojans. In the Odyssey,
restored to him his dominions, but increased Poseidon (Neptune) appears hostile to Ulysses,
them by large accessions of territory. From w h o m he prevents from returning home in conthis time Porus becamefirmlyattached to his sequence of his having blinded Polyphemus, a
generous conqueror, w h o m he accompanied to son of Poseidon (Neptune) by the nymph Thoosa.
the Hyphasis. In 321 Porus was treacherous- Being the ruler of the sea (the Mediterranean),
ly put to death by Eudemus, who commanded he is described as gathering clouds and calling
the Macedonian troops in the adjacent province. forth storms, but at the same time he has it in
W e are told that Porus was a man of gigantic his power to grant a successful voyage and save
stature—not less tuan five cubits in height; those who are in danger; and all other marine
and his personal strength and prowess in war divinities are subject to him. As the sea surwere not less conspicuous than his valor.—2. rounds and nolds the earth, he himself is de
Another Indian monarch, who, at the time of scribed as the god who holds the earth (5 uijoxoi 1,
Alexander's expedition, ruled over the district and who has it in his power to shake the earth
termed Gandaris, east of the River Hydraotes. (evoalxBav, Kivnrnp ydg). H e was furthei reHis dominions were subdued by Hephaastion, garded as the creator of the horse. It is said
and annexed to those of the preceding Porus, that when Poseidon (Neptune) and Athena (Miwho vas his kinsman.
nerva) disputed as to which of them should give
POSEIDON (Hoaei&uv), called N E P T U N U S by thethe name to the canital of Attica, the gods deRomans, was the god ofthe Mediterranean Sea. cided that it should receive its name from the
Hit, rame seems to be connected with irbrog,
deity who should bestow -ipon man thn most use
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ml gift. Poseidon (Neptune) then created the ]with Amphitrite, Tritons, Nere'ils, dolphins, thl
horse, and Athena (Minerva) called forth the Dioscuri, Palaemon, Pegasus, Bellerophontes,
olive-tree, in consequence of which the honoi Thalassa, Ino, and Galene. His figure does not
w a s conferred upon the goddess. According to present the majestic calm which characterizes
others, however, Poseidon (Neptune) did not his brother Zeus (Jupiter); but as the state of
create the horse in Attica, but in Thessaly, the sea is varving, so also is the god represent
where he also gave the famous horses to Pel- ed sometimes in violent agitation and some
eus. Poseidon (Neptune) w a s accordingly be- times in a state of repose. T h e R o m a n god
lieved to have taught m e n the art of managing Neptunus is spoken of in a separate article.
POSIDIPPUS (Hoaeidnrirog, Hoaibiirirog) 1. A n
horses by the bridle, and to have been the originator and protector of horse races. Hence he Athenian comic poet ofthe N e w Comedy, was
was also represented on horseback, or riding in a native of Cassandrea in Macedonia. H e was
a chariot drawn by two or four horses, and is reckoned one ui tne six most celebrated poets
designated by the epithets lirmog, iiriretog,ofthe
or N e w Homedy. In time, he w a s the last
of all the poets ofthe N e w Comedy. H e began
liririog aval; H e even metamorphosed himself
into a horse for the purpose of deceiving D e m e - to exhibit dramas in the third year after th.6
>er (Ceres). T h e symbol of Poseidon's (Nep- death of Menander, that is, in B.C. 289. [The
tune's) power w a s the trident, or a spear with fragments of his plays are contained in Meithree points, with which he used to shatter neke's Comic Grac. Fragm,, vol ii., p 1141-49,
rocks, to call forth or subdue storms, to shake edit, minor ]—2. A n epigrammatic poet w h o
the earth, and the like. Herodotus states that w a s probably a different person from the comic
the name and worship of Poseidon (Neptune) poet, though he seems to have lived about the
were brought into Greece from Libya; but he same time. His epigrams formed a part ofthe
was probably a divinity of Pelasgian origin, and Garland of Meleager, and twenty two of them
originally a personification of the fertilizing are preserved in the Greek Anthology.
P O S I D I U M (Hooeibiov), the n a m e of several
power of water, from which the transition to
regarding him as the god of the sea w a s not promontories sacred to Poseidon (Neptune). 1.
difficult. T h e following legends respecting ( N o w Punta della Licosd), in Lueania, opposite
Poseidon (Neptune) deserve to be mentioned. the island Leucosia, the southern point of the
In conjunction with Zeus (Jupiter) he fought Gulf of Paastum.—2. In Epirus, opposite the
against Cronos (Saturn) and the Titans ; and in northeast point of Corcyra. — 3 ( N o w Cape
the contest with the Giants he pursued Poly- Stavros), in Thessaly, forming the western
botes across the sea as far as Cos, and there point ofthe Sinus Pagasaeus, perhaps the same
filled him by throwing the island upon him. as the promontory which Livy (xxxi., 46) calls
H e further crushed the Centaurs w h e n they Zelasium.—4. (NowCape Helene), the southwestwere pursued by Hercules, under a mountain in ern point of Chios.—5. O n the western coast of
Leucosia, the island of the Sirens. H e sued, Caria, between Miletus and the Iassius Sinus,
together with Zeus (Jupiter), for the hand of with a town of the same n a m e upon it.—6 O n
Thetis ; but he withdrew w h e n Themis proph- the western coast of Arabia, with an altar dediesied that the son of Thetis would be greater cated to Poseidon (Neptune) by Ariston, w h o m
than his father. W h e n Ares (Mars) had been Ptolemy had sent to explore the Arabian Gulf.
caught in the wonderful net by Hephaestus (Vul- — 7 . ( N o w Posseia), a sea-port town in Syria, in
can), the latter set him free at the request of the district Cassiotis.
PoSIDONIA. Vii. PzESTUM.
Poseidon (Neptune); but the latter god afterP O S I D O N I U M (HoaEibdviov : n o w Cape Possiihi
ward brought a charge against Ares (Ma>-«) before the Areopagus for having killed his son or Kassanihrea), a promontory on the western
Halirrhothius. At the request of Minos, king coast of the peninsula Pallene in Macedonia,
of Crete, Poseidon (Neptune) caused' a bull to not far from Mende.
P O S I D O N I U S (Hoaeibdviog), a distinguished
rise from the sea, which the king promised to
sacrifice; but w h e n Minos treacherously con- Stoic philosopher, w a s a native of A p a m e a in
cealed the animal among a herd of oxen, the Syria. T h e date of his birth is not k n o w n with
god punished Minos by causing his wife Pas- any exactness, but it m a y be placed about B.C.
iphae to fall in love with the bull. Poseidon 135. H e studied at Athens under Panaatius,
(Neptune) w a s married to Amphitrite, by w h o m after whose death (112) Posidonius set out on
he had three children, Triton, Rhode, and Ben- his travels. After visiting most of the counthesicyme; but he had also a vast number of tries on the eoast of the Mediterranean, he fixed
children by other divinities and mortal w o m e n . his abode at Rhodes, where he became the presiHis worship extended over all Greece and dent of the Stoic school. H e also took a promSouthern Italy, but he w a s more especially re- inent part in the political affairs of Rhodes, and
vered in Peloponnesus and in the Ionic towns was sent as ambassador to R o m e in 86. Cicero,
on the coast. T h e sacrifices offered to him when he visited Rhodes, received instruction
generally consisted of black and white bulls; from Posidonius. P o m p e y also had a great adbut wild boars and rams were also sacrificed to miration for Posidonius, and visited him twice,
him. Horse and chariot races were hei d in his in 67 and 62. T o the occasion of hisfirstvisit
honor on the Corinthian isthmus. T h e Pan- probably belongs the story that Posidonius, to
ionia, or the festival of all the Ionians near prevent the disappointment of his distinguish
Mycale, w a s celebrated in honor of Poseidon ed visitor, though severely afflicted with the
(Neptune). In works of art, Poseidon (Nep- gout, had a long discourse on the topic that pain
t Jne) m a y be easily recognized by his attri- is not an evil. In 51 Posidonius removed to
l.ites, the dolphin, the horse, or the tiident, andR o m e , and appears to have died soon after a!
\c was frequently represented in groups along the age of 84. Posidonius w a s a m a n of exteo~03
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POTHINUS, a eunuch, the guardian t{ tr.s
dive ar.J varied acquirements in almost all departmentsof h u m a n knowledge. Cicero thought young King Ptolemy, recommended the assasso highly of his powers that he requested him sination of Pompey when the latterfledt«
to write an account of his consulship. A s a Egypt, B C. 48. Pothin'is plotted against Csephysical investigator he w a s greatly superior to sar when he came to Alexandrea shortly after
he Stoics generally, attaching himself in this ward, and was put to death by Caasar's order.
P O T I D ^ E A (Horlbaia : llonbaArng . n o w Pi
respect rather to Aristotle. His geographical
and historical knowledge w a s very extensive naka), a town in Macedonia, on the narrow isthM e cultivated astronomy with considerable dili- m u s ofthe peninsula Pallene, w a s a strongly
gence. H e also constructed a planetary m a - fortified place, and one of considerable importchine, or revolving sphere, to exhibit the daily ance. It w a s a colony of the Corinthians, ant
motions of the sun, moon, and planets. His must have been founded before the Persian
calculation of the circumference of the earth wars, though the time of its foundation is no'
differed widely from that of Eratosthenes. H e recorded. It afterward became tributary to
made it only one hundred and eighty thousand Athens, and its revolt from the latter city in
stadia, and his measurement w a s pretty gener- B C. 432 w a s one of the immediate causes of
ally adopted. N o n e of the writings of Posi- the Peloponnesian war. It w a s taken by the
donius have come down to us entire. His frag- Athenians in 429, after a siege of more than two
ments are collected by Bake. Lugd Bat, 1810. years, its inhabitants expelled, and their place
P O S T U M I A C A S T R A (now Salaio), a fortress in supplied by Athenian colonists. In 356 it was
Hispania Baatica, on a lull near the River Sal- taken by Philip, w h o destroyed the city, and
gave its territory to the Olyiithians. Cassans u m (now Salado).
P O S T U M I A G E N S , patrician, w a s one of the der, however, built a n e w city on the same site,
most ancient patrician gentes at R o m e . Its to which he gave the n a m e of C A S S A N D H E A (Kacrmembers frequently held the highest offices of cdvbpeia : Kaaaavdpeiig), and which lie peopled
he state, from the banishment of the kings to with the remains ofthe old population and with
he downfall of the republic. T h e most distin- the inhabitants of Olynthus and the surroundguished family in the gens w a s that of A L B U S ing towns, so that it soon became the most
It w a s taken
or A L B I N U S ; but w e also find at the commence- flourishing city in all Macedonia
ment of the republic families ofthe names of and plundered by the Huns, but w a s restored
by Justinian
M'gellus and Tubertus.
P O T I D A N I A , a fortress in the northeast of .EtoPOSTUMUS, whose full name was M. Cassia'islia,
nus Latinius Postumus, stands second in the l
t near the frontiers of Locris.
POTITII.
Vid. P I N ARIA G E N S
hi the so ealled thirty tyrants. Being nomi•nated by Valerian governor of Gaul, he assumedI P O T I T U S , the name of an ancient and celebrat
the title of emperor in A D. 258, while Valerian ed family ofthe Valeria gens. This family diswas prosecuting his campaign against the Per- appears about the time of the Samnite wars •
sians. Postumus maintained a strong and just' but the n a m e w a s revived at a later period b>
government, and preserved Gaul from the dev- j the Valeria gens as a praanomen : thus w e find
astation of the warlike tribes upon the eastern'' mention of a Potitus Valerius Messala, w h o w a s
border. After reigning nearly ten years, he \ consul suffectus in B C. 29
P O T N I Z E (Horvial: Horvievg), a small town in
was slain by his soldiers in 267, and Laalianus
Bceotia, on the Asopus, ten stadia south of
proclaimed emperor in his stead.
P O S T V E R T A or P O S T V O R T A , properly a surname Thebes, on the road to Plataeae. T h e adjective
of Carmenta, describing her as turning hack- Potniades (sing. Potnias) is an epithet frequently
ward and looking at the past, which she re- given to the mares which tore to death G U u c o s
vealed to poets and other mortals. In like man- of Potniaa, Vid. G L A U C U S , N O 1.
ner, the prophetic power, with which she looked
PRAASPA.
Vid. PIIP.AATA.
into the future, is indicated by the surnames
P R A C T I U S (Hpdnriog ; n o w Borgas or MuskaAntevorla, Prorsa (i. e , Pioversa), and Porrima.
koi-Su), a river of the Troad, rising in Mount
Poets, however, have personified these attri- Ida, and flowing into the Hellespont north of
butes of Carmenta, and thus describe them as Abydus
the companions of the goddess.
P R Z E N E S T E (Piaanestinus: n o w Palestrina),
P O T A M I or P O T A M U S (lloTup-ot, Horapog: IToTa- one of the most ancient towns of Latium, w a s
luor, : n o w Keralia), a d e m u s in the south of At-situated on a steep and lofty hill, about twenty
tica, belonging to the tribe Leontis, where the miles southeast of R o m e , with which it w a a
tomb of Ion w a s shown.
connected by a road called Via Praanestina. It
P O T A M O N (Hordpuv). 1. A rhetorician of Myt w a s probably a Pelasgie city, but it claimed a
Bene, lived in the time of Tiberius Caasar, IGreek origin, and w a s said to have been found
whose favor he enjoyed.—2. A philosopher of j ed by Telegonus, the son »f Ulysses. It w a
41exandrea, w h o is said to have introduced at' strongly fortified by nature and by art, and freR o m e an eclectic sect of philosophy. H e ap- , quently resisted the attacks of the R o m a n
pears to have lived at R o m e a little before the j Together with the other Latin towns, it became
time of Plotinus, and to have intrusted his chil- j subject to R o m e , and w a s at a later period made
a R o m a n colony. It w a s here that the youngei
ilren to the guardianship of the latter.
P O T E N T I A (Potentinus). 1. A town of Pice- Marius took refuge, and w a s for a considerable
num, on the River Flosis, between Ancona and time besieged by Sulla's troops. Praaneste posCastelluiu Firmanum, w a s m a d e a R o m a n col- sessed a very celebrated and ancient temple ot
ony in B.C. 186.—2. ( N o w Potensi), a towi of Fortuna, with an oracle, which is often menLueania, on the Via Popilia, east of Forutr P o tioned undet the n a m e of Praenestinae sortes.
It also had a temple of Juno. In consequence
silii.
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at its lofty situation, Praeneste was a cool ai d 1 P R A X A G O R A S (Hpatjaybpag), a celebrated pn/sihealthy residence in the great heats of summer ician, was a native of the island of Cos, and lived
(frigidum Praneste, Hor., Carm., iii, 4, 22), and
in thefourthcentury B.C. H e belonged to the
was therefore much frequented at that season medical sect of the Dogmatici, and was celeby the wealthy Romans. The remains of the brated for his knowledge of medical science in
ancient walls and some other antiquities are general, and especially for his attainments in
still to be seen at Palestrina.
anatomy and physiology.
Vnmsuz (Hpalaog : Hpalaiog), an inland townPRAXIAS (npufmc), an Athenian sculptor o'
in the east of Crete, belonging to the Eteocre- the age of Phidias, but of the more archai
tes, which was destioyed by the neighboring school of Calamis, commenced the executio.i
town of Hicrapytna
of the statues in the pediments of the grea
PRZETORIA A U G U S T A
V,i A U G U S T A , N O . 4.
temple of Apollo at Delphi, but died while lie
[PRZETUTH, a people of Central Italy, who are was still engaged upon the work. His date
often assigned to Picenum, though they were may be placed about B C. 448 and onward.
of a different race from the Picentes. Their terPRAXIDICE (HpaiioiKn), i e , the goddess who
ritory was fertile, and celebrated for its wine. carries out the objects of justice, or watches
The principal places in their land were Inter-that justice is done to men. W h e n Menelaus
amna and Hadria (now Atri) ]
i.-rived in Laconia, on his return from Troy, he
Puis (Hpug, gen. Hpavrbg: Hpdvreg), a town set
of up a statue of Praxidice near Gytheum, not
Thessaly, in the west of the district Phthiotis, far from the spot where Paris, in carrying off
on the northeastern slope of Mount Narthacius. Helen, had founded a sanctuary of Aphrodite
PRASIZE (Hpaatal: Hpaatevg). 1. Or PRASIA (Venus) Migonitis Near Haliartus, in Bceotia,
(Hpaala), a town of the Eleuthero-lacones, onw e meet with the worship of Praxidicaa, in the
the eastern coast of Laconia, was taken and de- plural: they were here called daughters of Ox
stroyed by the Athenians in the second year of yges, and their names were Alaleomenia,Thelxthe Peloponnesian war. — 2 (Now Prassa), a inoea, and Aulis. In the Orphic poets Praxidice
demus in Attica, south of Stina, belonging to seems to be a surname of Persephone (Proserthe tribe Pandionis, with a temple of Apollo.
pina)
PRASIAS L A C U S (Hpaaidg Xlpv-q : now Takino),PRAXILLA (Hpd^iXXa), of Sicyon, a lyric poet
a lake in Thrace, between the Strymon and ess, whoflourishedabout B.C. 450, and was one
Neslus, and near the Strymonic Gulf, with silver of the nine poetesses who were distinguished
mines in the neighborhood.
as the Lyric Muses. Her scholia were among tha
PRASII,PRZESII, and PARRHASII (Hpacuot: San- most celebrated compositions of that species.
scrit Prachinas, i. e., people of the Eastern counShe belonged to the Dorian school of lyric potry), a great and powerful people of India on etry, but there were also traces of zEolic influthe Qanges, governed at the time of Seleucus ence in her rhythms, and even in her dialect
I. by King S A N D R O C O T T U S
Their capital city [The fragments of her poems are given in Praz*
was Palibothra (now Patna); and the extent ilia: Grascanica vatis qua extant residua, Up
of the kingdom seems to have embraced the 1826 ; and are found also in the collections of
whole valley of the Upper Ganges, at least as Schneidewin an-J Bergk.]
far down as that city. At a later time the mon
P R A X I P B ? NES (Hpal-itpdvng), a Peripatetic phiarchy declined, so that in Ptolemy w e only find losopher, a native either of Mytilene or of
the name as that of the inhabitants of a small Rhodes, was a pupil of Theophrastus, and lived
district, called Prasiaca (lTpaoiaic^), about the about B.C. 322. Epicurus is said to have beep
River Soa.
one of his pupils. Praxiphanes paid especial
PRASOOIS M A R E (Hpaodbi/^, rtaAaaoa or KOXattention to grammatical studies, and is hence
•irog), the southwestern part ofthe Indian Ocean,
named along with Aristotle as the founder and
about the Promontory P R A S U M .
creator of the science of grammar
P R A S U M (Hpdaov aKparripiov : now Cape Del-PR4xiTELEs(npajireA;?c), one ofthe most disgado), a promontory on the eastern coast of tinguished artists of ancient Greece, was both
Africa, in 10J° south latitude, appears to have a statuary in bronze and a sculptor in marble
been the southernmost point to which the an- W e know nothing of his personal history, excient knowledge of this eoast extended.
cept that he was a citizen, if not a native, of
PRATINAS (Hparlvdc), one of the early tragicAthens, and that his career as an artist was inpoets at Athens, whose comhined efforts brought timately connected with that city. H e probthe art to its perfection, was a native of Phlius, ably flourished about B.C. 364 and onward
and was therefore by birth a Dorian. It is not Pi axiteles stands, with Scopas, at the head of
stated at what time he went to Athens , but he the later Attic school, so called in contradistincwas older than Choarilus, and youngei than zEs- tion to the earlier Attic school of Phidias. Withchylus, with both of w h o m he competed for the out attempting those sublime impersonationa
prize about B.C 500. The step in the progress of divine majesty in which Phidias had been sn
of the art which was ascribed to Pratinas was inimitably successful, Praxiteles was unsurthe separation of the satyric from the tragic passed in the exhibition of the softer beauties
drama. His plays were much esteemed. Prat- of the human form, especially in the female
inas also ranked high among the lyric as well figure. The most celebrated work of Praxit
as the dramatic poets of his age. H e may, per- eles was his marble statue of Aphrodite (Vfhaps, be considered to have shared with his con- nus), which was distinguished from other stat
temporary Lasus the honor of founding the Athe- uesof the goddess by the name ofthe Cnidkins,
nian school of dithyrambic poetry. [The frag- who purchased it. It was always esteemed the
ments of Pratinas are contained in Wagner's most perfectly beautiful of the statues of tha
Traric. Grose fragm , p. 7-10.]
godf'ess. Many made the voyage to Cnidus e*
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iiressly to behold it. So highly did the CnidiPEIAMUS (Hptapog), the famous king ot '1 roj
ans themselves esteem their treasure, that when at the time of the Trojan war H e was a sor
Kit y Nicomedes offered them, as the price of of Laomedon and Strymo or Placia. His orig
it, to pay off the whole of their heavy public inal name is said to have been Podarces, i. e,
rfebt, they preferred to endure any suffering" the swift-footed," which was changed into,
rather than part with the work which gave their Priamus, " the ransomed" (from irpiauai',, becity its chief renown. It was afterward carried cause he was the only surviving son (>f Lawn,
to Constantinople, where it perished by fire in edon, and was ransomed by his sister Hesione
the reign of Justinian. Praxiteles modelled it after he had fallen into the hands of Heic-lei
from a favorite courtesan named Phryne, of H e is said to have beenfirstmarried to Ansbe
w h o m he also made more than one portrait the daughter of Merops, by w h o m he became
statue. Another of the celebrated works of the father of lEsacus ; but afterward he gavp
Praxiteles was his statue of Eros. It was pre- up Arisbe to Hyrtacus, and married Hecuba, hj
served at Thespiaa, where it was dedicated by w h o m he had the following children: Hector,
Phryne ; and an interesting story is told of the Alexander or Paris, De'iphobus, Helenus, Pammanner in which she became possessed of it. mon, Polites, Antiphus, Hipponous, Polydorus,
Praxiteles had promised to give Phryne which- Troi'lus, Creusa, Laodice, Polyxena, and Casever of his works she might choose, but he was sandra. By other women he had a great many
unwilling to tell her which of them, in his own children besides. According to the Homeric
opinion, was the best. To discover this, she tradition, he was the father of fifty sons, ninesent a slave to tell Praxiteles that a fire had teen of w h o m were children of Hecuba, to w h o m
broken out in his house, and that most of his others add an equal number of daughters. In
works had already perished. On hearing this the earlier part of his reign Priam is said to
message, the artist rushed out, exclaiming that have supported the Phrygians in their wai
all his toil was lost if thefirehad touched his against the Amazons. W h e n the Greeks land
Satyr or his Eros Upon this, Phryne confessed ed on the Trojan coast Priam was already ad
the stratagem, and chose the Eros. This statue vanced in years, and took no active part in the
was removed to R o m e by Caligula, restored to war. Once only did he venture upon the field
Thespiaa by Claudius, and carried back by Nero of battle, to conclude the agreement respecting
to Rome, where it stood in Pliny's time in the the single combat between Paris and Menelaus.
schools of Octavia, and it finally perished in the After the death of Hector, Priam, accompaniec.
conflagration of that building in the reign of by Mercury (Hermes), went to the tent of AchilTitus
Praxiteles had two sons, who were les to ransom his son's body for burial, and ob§Jso distinguished sculptors, Timarchus and Ce- tained it. His death is not mentioned by Hophisodotus.
mer, but is related, by later poets. W h e n the
P R A X I T H E A (Hpa^iBea), daughterof PhrasimusGreeks entered Troy, the aged king put on his/
and Diogema, was the wife of Erechtheus, and armor, and was on the point of rushing against
mother of Cecrops, Pandorus, Metion, Orneus, the enemy, but he was prevailed on by Hecuba
Procris, Creusa, Chthonia, and Orithyia.
to take refuge with herself and her daughters
PRECIANI, a people in Gallia Aquitanica, at the as a suppliant at the altar of Jupiter (Zeus)
foot of the Pjrenees.
While he was tarrying in the temple, his son
PRELIUS L A C U S (now Logo di Castiglione), Polites,
a
pursued by Pyrrhus, rushed into the
lake in Etiuria, near the coast, near the north- sacred spot, and expired at the feet of his faern end ofwhich was a small island.
ther, whereupon Priam, overcome with indig[ P R E K H I S (Hpijpvig).
Vii P R I M S ]
nation, hurled his spear with feeble hand against
PREPESINTHUS (HpeireaivBog), one ofthe smallPyrrhus, but was forthwith killed by the latter.
er Cyclades, between Oliaros and Siphnos.
Virgil mentions (zEn., v., 564) another Priam,
[PREXASPES (Hpn^dairng). 1. A Persian, held
a son of Polites, and a grandson of King Priam
in the highest esteem and greatly trusted by
PRIANSUS (Hplavoog : Hpidvctog, Hpiavaievg),
Cambyses: he was employed by the latter to a town in Crete, on the southern coast, south ot
make away with his brother Smerdis secretly. Lyctus, confounded by Strabo with Praesus.
Hisfidelitywas severely tested on one occaPRIAPUS (Hplairoi), son of Bacchus (Dionysion, when Cambyses, in one of hisfitsof phren- sus) and Venus (Aphrodite). It i- said thatVesy, shot the son of Prexaspes through the heart nus (Aphrodite), who was in love with Bacchus
with an arrow before the eyes of his parent to (Dionysus), went to meet the goo1 on his return
prove that his hand was steady, and that the from India, but soon abandoned "iim, and procharge against him of too great fondness for ceeded to Lampsacus on the Hellespont to give
wine was unfounded W h e n the false Smerdis birth to the child of the god. Juno (Hera), who
usurped the throne, Cambyses suspected Prex- was dissatisfied with her conduct, caused hei
aspes of treachery, but the latter cleared him- to give birth to a child of extreme ugliness, who
self Subsequently the magi endeavored to gain was named Priapus The earliest Greek poets,
Prexaspes to their side, but he, pretending at first
such as Homer and Hesiod, do not mention this
to favor their views by denying the assassina- divinity, and it was only in later times that he
tion of Smerdis, declared before the assembled was honored with divine worship. H e was worPersians the truth, and exposed the scheme of shipped more especially at Lampsacus on the
the magi, and then threw himself from the tow- Hellespont, whence he it sometimes called Hcler on which he was standing.—2 Son of Aspa- '.espontiacus. H e was regarded as the promotei
thines, one ofthe naval commanders of Xerxes.' of
' fertility both in vegetation and ia all animals
PRIAMIDES, that is, a son of Priam, by whic. .-.onnected with an agricultural life ; and in this
name Hector, Paris, Helenus, Deiphobus, and Icapacity he was worshipped as the protector ol
ihe other sons of Priam are frequently called. 1 flocks of sheep and goats, of bees iiitM vine, o
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all garden produce, and even offishing.Like first generals in Europe who declared m ravoi
other divinities presiding over agricultural pur- of Vespasian, and he rendered him the most imsuits, he was believed to be possessed of pro- portant services. In conjunction with the govphetic powers, and is sometimes mentioned in ernors of Mcesia and Pannonia, he invaded Itthe plural. As Priapus had many attributes in aly, gained a decisive victory over the Vitellian
common with other gods of fertility, the Orphics army at Bedriacum, and took Cremona, which
identified him with their mystic Bacchus (Dio- he allowed his soldiers to pillage and destroy
nysus), Mercury (Hermes), Helios, &c. The H e afterward forced his way into Rome, notAttia legends connect Priapus with such sens- withstaadingthe obstinate resistance ofthe Vi; aland licentious beings as Conisalus,Orthanes, tellian troops, and had the government of the
and Tychon. In like manner, he was confound- city till the arrival of Mucianus from Syria Vid.
sd by the Italians with Mutunus or Muttunus, M U C I A N U S , N O 2. W e learn from Martial, who
the personification of the fructifying power in was a friend of Antonius Primus, that he was
nature. The sacrifices offered to him consist- alive at the accession of Trajan.
PRISCIANUS, a Roman grammarian, surnamed
ed of thefirst-fruitsof gardens, vineyards, and
fields, of milk, honey, cakes, rams, asses, and Casariensis, either because he was born at Caesfishes. H e was represented in carved images, area, or educated there. H eflourishedabout
mostly in tl.e form of hermoe, carrying fruit in A.D. 450, and taught grammar at Constantino
his garment, and either a sickle or cornucopia pie. H e was celebrated for the extent anc
in his hand. The hermae of Priapus in Italy, depth of his grammatical knowledge, of which
like those of other rustic divinities, were usu- he has left the evidence in his work on the subally painted red, whence the god is called ruber ject, entitled Commentariorum grammaticonim
Libri XVIII, addressed to his friend and paor rubicundus.
tron, the consul Julianus. Other titles are, howPRIAPUS (IIpia7roc, Ion. Hplyirog : Hpiannvog:
ruins at Karaboa) 1. A city of Mysia, on the ever, frequently given to it. The first sixteen
Propontis, east of Parium, with a small but ex- books treat of the eight parts of speech reccellent haibor. It was a colony of the Mile- ognized by the ancient grammarians, letters,
sians, and a chief seat of the worship of PRIA- syllables, &c. The last two books are on synPUS. The surrounding district was called PRIA- tax. This treatise soon became the standard
work
PI» (Hpiairig) and PRIAPENE (Hpiairnvn).—[2.
A on Latin grammar, and in the epitome of
small island ofthe zEgean Sea, near Ephesus.] Rabanus Maurus obtained an extensive circulation. The other works of Priscianus still exP I U E N E (np»;ii^ : Hpinvevg, Hpinvwg : Prieneus, pi. Prienenses: ruins at Samsun), one of tant are, 1. A grammatical catechism on twelve
4he twelve Ionian cities on the coast of Asia Mi- lines of the iEneid, manifestly intended as a
nor, stood in the northwestern corner of Caria, school book. 2. A treatise on accents. 3. A
at the southern foot of Mount Mycale, and on treatise on the symbols used to denote numbers
the northern side of the Sinus Latmicus. Its and weights, and on coins and numbers. 4. O a
foundation was ascribed mythically to the Ne- the metres of Terence. 5. A translation ofthe
hi 1 .Epytus, in conjunction with Cadmeans, Hpoyvpvaauara (Praexercitamenta) of Hermogefrom w h o m it was also called Kodp. It stood nes 6. On the declensions of nouns. 7. A
originally on the sea-shore, and had two har- poem on the Emperor Anastasius, in three hundnors and a smallfleet,hut the change in the red and twelve hexameters, with a preface in
coast by the alluvial deposits of the Maeander twenty-two iambic lines. 8. A piece De Ponleft it some distance inland. It was of much deribus et Mensuris, in verse. 9. A n Epitome
religious importance in connection with the Pa- phanomenbn, or Be Sideribus, in verse. 10. A
nionian festival on Mount Mycale, at which the free translation of the Periegesis of Dionysius,
people of Priene took precedence in virtue of in one thousand four hundred and twenty-seven
their being the supposed descendants of those lines, manifestly made for the instruction of
of Helice in Greece Proper. The city was also youth. 11. A couple of epigrams. The bes'
edition of Priscianus is by Krehl, Lips., 1819celebrated as the birth-place of BIAS.
PRIFERNUM, a town ofthe Vestini, on the east- 20, 2 vols. 8vo.
PRISCIANUS, T H E O D O R U S , a physician, and a
ern coast of Central Italy.
[PRILIS L A C U S , called by Cicero L A C U S P R E - pupil of Vindicianus, lived in thefourthcentury
after Christ. H e is supposed to have lived at
LIUS (now Lago di Castiglione), a lake of Etruria, near the city of Rusellae, and just above the the court of Constantinople, and to have attained the dignity of Archiater. H e is the authoi
River Umbro (now Ombrone).]
a Latin work, entitled Rerum Medicarum Li[PRIMIS or P R E M N I S (Hplpig or Hpijpvig). of1.
Called Magna, to distinguish it from No. 2, sit- bri Quatuor, published in 1532, both at Strasburg
uated near the junction of the Astaboras with and at Basel.
PRISCUS (IIp/crA-ac), a Byzantine historian, was
the Nile, immediately north of the island of
Meroe.—2. (Now Ibreem, with Egyptian and Ro-a native of Panium in Thrace, and was one
man ruins), on the Nile, further down than No. of the ambassadors sent by Theodosius the
H e died about
(, occupied as a frontier post by the Romans.] Younger to Attila, A.D. 445.
PRIMUS, M. ANTONIUS, a native of Tolosa in 471. Priseus wrote an account of his embassy
•Saul, was condemned of forgery (falsum) in theto Attila, enriched by digressions on the life am!
.-eign of Nero, was expelled the senate, ofwhichreign of that king. The work was in eight books
ie was a member, and was banished from the but only fragments of it have come down to us
aity. After the death of Nero (68), he was re- Priscus was an excellent and trustworthy hisstored to his former rank by Galba, and appoint- torian, and his style was remarkably elegant
ed to the command of the seventh legion, which and pure. The fragments are published, with
«vas stations! in Pannonia. H e was one of the those of Dexippus and others, by Bekker anif
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Nieoubr, in the Bonn Collection ofthe Byzan- downfall of Florianus speedily removed Lis omj

rival (vii. FLORIANUS), and he was enthusiastictines, 1829, Svo.
PRISCUS, HELVIDIUS, son-in-law of Thrasea ally hailed by the united voice of the senate.,
Paetus, and, like him, distinguished by his love the people, and the legions. The reign of Proof virtue, philosophy, and liberty. H e was quaes- bus presents a series of the most" brilliant
tor in Achaia during the reign of Nero, and trib- achievements. H e defeated the barbarians ot
une of the plebs A D 56. W h e n Thrasea was the frontiers of Gaul and Illyricum, and in ot.),.
put to death by Nero (66), Priscus was banish- er parts of the Roman empire, and put dow r
ed from Italy. H e was recalled to R o m e by therebellionsof Saturninus at Alexandres, and
Galba (68), but in consequence of his freedom of Procuius and Bonosus in Gaul. But, aftei
ot speech and love of independence, he was crushing all external and internal foes, he was
again banished by Vespasian, and was shortly killed at Sirmium by his own soldiers, who had
afterward put to death by order of this emperor. risen in mutiny against him because he had e m
His life was written by Herennius Senecio at ployed them in laborious public works. Probup
the request of his widow Fannia ; and the ty- was as just and virtuous as he was warlike, and
rant Domitian, in consequence of this work, is deservedly regarded as one of the greates'
subsequently put Senecio to death, and sent and best of the Roman emperors.
PROBUS, V A L E R I U S
1 Of Berytus, a Roman
Fannia into exile. Priscus left a son, Helvidgrammarian, who lived in the time of Nero. To
ius, who was put to death by Domitian.
PRISCUS, SERVILIUS. The Prisci were an an- this Probus w e may assign those annotations
cient family of the Servilia gens, and filled the on Terence, from which fragments are quoted
highest offices of the state during the early years in the scholia on the dramatist — 2 . A Roman
of the republic. They also bore the agnomen grammarian,flourishedsome years before A.
of Structus, which is always appended to their Gellius, and therefore about the beginning ofthe
name in the East, till it was supplanted by that second century. He was the author of comof Fidenas, which was first obtained by Q Ser mentaries on Virgil, and possessed a copy of a
vilius Priscus Structus, who took Fidenaa in his portion, at least, of the Georgics, which had
dictatorship, B.C. 435, and which was also borne been corrected by the hand ofthe poet himself.
These are the commentaries so frequently cited
*>y his descendants.
by Servius ; but the Scholia in Bucolica el GeorPRISCUS, TARQUINIUS.
Vii. TARQUINIUS.
P R I V E R N U M (Privernas, -atis : now Piperno),gica, now extant under the name of Probus, hean ancient town of Latium, on the River A m a - long to a much later period. This Probus was
senus, belonged to the Volscians It was con- probably the author of the life of Persius, com
quered by the Romans at an early period, and monly ascribed to Suetonius There is extant
a work upon grammar, in two books, entitled
was subsequently made a colony.
[PHIVERNUS, a Rutulian warrior under Tur- M. Valcrii Probi Grammatica Institutiones; bu
this work was probably not written by either cl
>us, slain by Capys ]
PROZERESIUS (iipoajpEirtof), a teacher of rhet- the preceding grammarians. It is published in
oric, was a native of Armenia, and was born the collections of Putschius, Hannov., 1C05, and
about A D. 276.
H efirststudied at Antioch of Lindemann, Lips., 1831.
PROCAS, one of the fabulous kings of Alba
under Ulpian, and afterward at Athens under
Julianus. H e became at a later time the chief Longa, succeeded Aventinus, and reigned twen
teacher of rhetoric at Athens, and enjoyed a ty-three years: he was the father of Numitor
very high reputation. H e died in 368, in his and Amulius
P R O C H Y T A (now Prociia), an island off the
ninety second year.
[PROBA, FALCONIA, a poetess, greatly admired coast of Campania, near the promontory Misenum,
is said to nave been torn away by an
in the Middle Ages, but whose real name and
the place of whose nativity are uncertain. Her earthquake either from this promontory or from
the neighboring island of Pithecusa or zEnaria
only production now extant, a Cento Virgilia[PROCILLA, JULIA, the mother of Agricola ]
nus, contains narratives in hexameter verse of
[PROCILLIUS, a Roman historian, a contem
striking events in the Old and N e w Testament,
expressed in lines and portions of lines derived porary of Cicero. He appears to have writtei,
from the poems of Virgil. The best editions on early Roman history, as Varro quotes his
account of the origin ofthe Curtian Lake, as well
of the Cento Virgilianus are by Meibomius,
Helmst., 4to, 1597; and of Kromayer, Hal. as on the later histoiy, as he mentions Pompey's triumph on his return from Africa ]
Magd., 8vo, 1719.]
1. One of the twin sons
P R O B A L I N T H U S (HpoBdXivdog: HpoBaXiotog), aPP.OCLES (HpoicXijc)
demus in Attica, south of Marathon, belonging of Aristodemus For details, vid E U R Y S T H E N E S .
—[2. Tyrant of Epidaurus, the father of Lys's
to the tribe Pandionis.
PROBATiA(flpooaTm), a river of Boaotia,which, or Melissa, the wife of Periander. Having reafter passing through the territory of Trachin, vealed to the son ofthe latter the secret of his
and receiving its tributary the Hercyna, flowed mother's death (vii. PERIANDER), he incurred
the implacable resentment of Periander, who
into the Lake Copais.
P R O B U S , ZEMILIUS. Vii N E P O S , C O R N E L I U S . attacked and captured Epidaurus, and took ProP R O B U S , M. AURELIUS, Roman emperor A D. cles prisoner ]
P R O C L U S (IIpoA-Aoc). 1. Surnamed Diadochus
276-282. was a native of Sirmium in Pannonia,
and rose to distinction by his military abilities (kidboxog), the successor, from his being regard.
H e was appointed by the Emperor Tacitus gov- ed as the genuine successor of Plato in doc.
ernor of the whole East, and, upon the death trine, was one of the most celebrated teacheri
of that sovereign, the purple was forced upon ofthe Ne»-Platonic school. H e was born at By
k'g acceptance by the armies of Syria. The zantium A.D. 412, 'iut was brought up at Xan
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i,nus in Lycia, to which city his parents belonged, complete edition of Proclus. T h e edition of
and which Proclus himself regarded as his na- Cousin (Paris, 6 vols. 8vo, 1820-1827) contain
tive place. H e studied at Alexandrea under the following treatises of Proclus: O n ProviOlympiodorus, and afterward at Athens under dence and Fate; O n T e n Doubts about ProviPlutarchus and Syrianus. At an early age his dence ; O n the Nature of Evil; a Commentary
philosophical attainments attracted the attention on the Alcibiades, and a Commentary on the
and admiration of his contemporaries. H e had Parmenides. T h e other principal works of Pro.
written ins commentary on the Timaeus of Pla- clus are: O n the Theology of Plato, in six
to, as well as m a n y other treatises, by his twen- books ; Theological Elements ; a Commentary
ty-9iglith year. O n the death of Syrianus, Pro- on the Timaeus of Plato; five H y m n s of an
clus succeeded him in his school, and inherited Orphic character. Several of these have been
from him the house in which he resided and translated into English by T h o m a s Taylor.
taught. Marinus, in his life of Proclus, records, Proclus w a s also a distinguished mathematician
with intense admiration, the perfection to which and grammarian. His Commentaries on the
his master attained in all virtues T h e highest first book of Euclid, and on the W o r k s and Days
of these virtues were, in the estimation of M a - of Hesiod, are still extant.—[2. E U T Y C H I U S , a
rinus, those of a purifying and ascetic kind. grammarian, w h o flourished in the second cenF r o m animal food he almost totally abstained ; tury, born at Sicca, in Africa. H e w a s the in
fasts and vigils he observed with scrupulous structor of M . Antoninus, and is called the most
exactitude. T h e reverence with which he hon- learned grammarian of his age.]
ored the sun and m o o n would seem to have
P R O C N E (HpoKvn), daughter of King Pandion
been unbounded. H e celebrated all the import- of Athens, and wife of Tereus. Her story is
ant religious festivals of every nation, himself given under T E R E U S .
composing h y m n s in honor, not only of Grecian
P R O C O N N E S U S (HpoKovvnoog, or HpoiKovvnoog,
deities, but of those of other nations also. Nor i. e., Fawn Island, n o w Marmara), an island of
were departed heroes and philosophers except- the Propontis (now Sea of Marmara), which
ed from thisreligiousveneration ; and he even takes from it its modern name, off the northern
performed sacred rites in honor of the departed coast of Mysia, northwest ofthe peninsula of
spirits of the entire h u m a n race. It was, of Cyzicus or Dolionis. T h e latter w a s also called
course, not surprising that such a m a n should Proconnesus from irpbl- (fawn), because it w a s
be favored with various apparitions and mirac- a favorite resort of deer in the fawning season,
ulous interpositions of the gods. H e used to whence it w a s also called E L A P H O N N E S U S (EXa
tell h o w a god had once appeared and proclaimed ipbvvnaog, i. e., deer-island); and the two were
to him the glory ofthe city. But the still higher distinguished by the names of Old and N e w
giade of what, in the language of the school, Proconnesus. T h e island w a s celebrated for
was termed the theurgic virtue, he attained by its marble, and hence its modern name. It
hiss profound meditations on the oracles, and thew a s the native place ofthe poet A R I S T E A S .
Orphic and Ctialdaic mysteries, into the proP K O O S P I U S (HpoKoiriog). 1. A native cf Oiifound secrets of which he w a s initiated by A s - cia, and arelativeof the Emperor Julian, served
clcpigenia, the daughter of Plutarchus, w h o with distinction under Constantius II. and Julb no w a s in complete possession of the theur- lian. Having incurred the suspicions of Jovias
gic knowledge and discipline, which had de- and of his successor Valens, Procopius remain
scended to her from the great Nestorius. H e ed in concealment for about two years ; but in
profited so m u c h by her instructions as to be A.D. 365 he w a s proclaimed emperor at Conable, according to Marinus, to call d o w n rain in stantinople, while Valens w a s staying at Caasaa time of drought, to stop an earthquake, and rea in Cappadoeia. Both parties prepared for
to procure the immediate intervention of zEs- war.
In the following year (366) the forces oculapius to cure the daughter of his friend Procopius were defeated in two great battles.
Arehiadas. Proclus died A.D. 485. During the Procopius himself w a s taken prisoner, and put
lastfiveyears of his life he had become super- to death by order of Valens.—2. A n eminent
annuated, his strength having been exhausted Byzantine historian, w a s born at Caasarea, in
by his fastings and other ascetic practices. A s Palestine, about A.D 500. H e went to C o n
a philosopher, Proclus enjoyed the highest ce- stantinople w h e n still a young man, and therelebrity among his contemporaries and success- obtained so m u c h distinction as an advocate
ors ; but his philosophical system is character- and a professor of eloquence, that he attracted
ized by vagueness, mysticism, and want of good the attention of Belisarius, w h o appointed him
sense. H e professed that his design w a s not his secretary in 527. In this capacity Procoto bring forward views of his o w n , but simply pius accompanied the great hero on his differ
to expound Plato, in doing which he proceeded ent wars in Asia, Africa, and Italy, being fre
on the idea that every thing in Plato must be quently employed in state business of importbrought into accordance with the mystical the- ance, or in conducting military expeditions
olog / of Orpheus. H e wrote a separate work Procopius returned with Belisarius to Constanon tl e coincidence of the doctrines of Orpheus, tinople a little before 542. His eminent talents
Pythagoras, and Plato. It w a s m u c h in the were appreciated by the Emperor Justinian,
same spirit that he attempted to blend together w h o conferred upon him the title of illustris,
the logical method of Aristotle and the fanciful m a d e him a senator, and in 562 created him
speculations of Neo-Platonic mysticism. Sev- prefect of Constantinople. Procopius died about
eral of the works of Proclus are still extant. the same time as Justinian, 565. A s an histoThe most important of them consist of Com- rian, Procopius deserves great praise. His
mentaries on Plato, a treatise on various theo- style is good, formed upon olassic models, often
logical and philosophical subjects. There is no elegant, and generally full of vigor. His works
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ed to him, bidding him tell the people t,, fiona
lit-. 1. Histories ('laropiai), in eight books;
viz., two On the Persian War, containing the him in future as a god under the n a m e ot Quin
period from 408-553, and treating more fully nus.
P R O D I C U S (HpobiKog), the celebrated sophist,
of the author's o w n times; two On the War
was a native of lulls, in the islai.d of Ceos
with the Vandals, 395-545 ; four On the Gothic
Wa?; or, properly speaking, only three books, H e lived in the time ofthe Pelcponui sian wai
the fourth (eighth) being a sort of supplement and subsequently ; but the date can not be de
containing various matters, and going d o w n to termined either of his birth or ol his death
the beginning of 553. It w a s continued by Prodicus came frequently to Athens on the pubAgathias till 559. T h e work is extremely in- lic business of his native city. H e was brought
teresting ; the descriptions of the habits, & c , forward in the Clouis and the Biris oi Aris
of the barbarians are faithful, and done in a tophanes, which belong respectively to B.C 42S
masterly style. 2. On the Public Buildings ei ed-and 414 Prodicus is mentioned as one ofthe
ed by Justinian (KTlopara), in six books. A teachers of Isocrates, and he w a s alive at the
work equally interesting and valuable in its time of the death of Socrates (399). Suidas
kind, though apparently too m u c h seasoned relates that Prodicus w a s put to death by the
with flattery of the emperor. 3. Anecdota (' Av- Athenians as a corrupter ofthe youth, but this
CKSOTO), a collection of anecdotes, some of them statement sounds very suspicious. H e is m e n
witty and pleasant, but others most indecent, tioned both by Plato and Xenophon with more
reflecting upon Justinian, the Empress Theo- respect than the other sophists Like Protagodora, Belisarius, and other eminent persons. ras and others, he travelled through Greece, deIt is a complete Chionique Scandaleuse of the livering lectures for money, and in this w a y he
court of Constantinople, from 549 till 562. 4. amassed a large fortune. H e paid especial atOrationcs, probably extracts from the " Histo- tention to the correct use of words. W e have
ry," which is rather overstocked with harangues the substance of one of his lectures preserved
and speeches. T h e best edition of the collect- by Xenophon in the well k n o w n fable called
ed works of Procopius is by Dindorf, Bonn, 3 " T h e choice of Hercules." W h e n Hercules,
vols 8vo, 1833-1838 ; [the best edition of the as he entered upon manhood, w a s upon the
point of choosing between virtue and vice, there
Anecdota is by Orelli, Lipsiae, 1827, 8vo.]
P R O C R I S (Hpbitpig), daughter of Erechtheusappeared to him two w o m e n , the one of digni,tnd wife of Cephalus. For details, vii. C E P H - fied beauty, adorned with purity, modesty, and
ALUS.
discretion, the other of a voluptuous form, and
P R O C R U S T E S ( npo«poii0T?;f ), that is, " the meretricious look and dress T h e latter promStretcher," a surname of the famous robber ised to lead him by the shortest road, without
Polypemon or Damastes. H e used to tie all any toil, to the enjoyment of every pleasure
travellers w h o fell into his hands upon a bed : T h e other, while she reminded him of his anif ihey were shorter than the bed, he stretched cestors and his noble nature, did not conceal
their limbs till they were of the same length ; from him that the gods have granted nothing
if they were longer than the bed, he m a d e them really beautiful and good without toil and labor.
of the same size by cutting off some of their T h e former sought to deter him from the path
limbs. H e w a s slain by Theseus, on the Ce- of virtue by urging its difficulties; the lattei
phisus, in Attica. T h e bed of Procrustes is impressed upon him the emptiness t.J pleasure,
used proverbially even at the present day.
and the honor and happiness flowing from a life
P R O C U L E I U S , C , a R o m a n eques, one of the of virtue. Thereupon Hercules de3ided in fafriends of Augustus, w a s sent by the latter, after vor of virtue.
the victory at Actium, to Antony and CleopaP R O E R N A (Hpbepva), a town of Thessaly, in
tra. It is of this Proculeius that Horace speaks the western part of the district, of Phthiotis, on
(Carm., ii., 2). H e is said to have divided his the western slope of Mount Narthacius, and
property with his brothers (perhaps cousins) near the sources ofthe Apidanus.
Caapio and Murena, w h o had lost their property
PRCETIDES.
Vid. P R C E T U S .
in the civil wars. Proculeius put an end to his
P R C E T U S (Hpolrog), son of Abas and Ocalea,
life by taking gypsum, w h e n suffering from a and twin-brother of Aerisius. In the dispute
disease in the stomach.
between the two brothers for the kingdom of
P R O C U L U S , the jurist, w a s the contemporary Argos, Proetus w a s expelled, whereupon he
ofthe jurist Nerva the younger, w h o was prob- fled to Iobates, in Lycia, and married Antea or
ably the father of the Emperor Nerva. T h e Sthenebcea, the daughter of the latter. With
fact that Proculus gave his n a m e to the school the assistance of Iobates, Proetus w a s restored
or sect (Proculiani or Proculeiani, as the n a mto
e his kingdom, and took Tiryns, which w a s
is also written) which was opposed to that of n o w fortified by the Cyclopes. Aerisius then
the Sabiniani, shows that he w a s a jurist of shared his kingdom with his brother, surrendernote. Proculus is often cited, and there are ing to him Tiryns, Midea, and the coast of Arthirty-seven extracts from him in the Digest golis. B y his wife, Prcetus became the fathei
from his eight books of Epistolae. H e appears of three daughters, Lysippe, Iphinoe, and Iphito have written notes on Labeo. S o m e writers anassa, w h o are often mentioned under the gensuppose that Proculus is the Licinius Proculus eral n a m e of P R C E T I D E S . W h e n these daughw h o w a s Praefectus Praetorio under Otho.
ters arrived at the age of maturity, they were
P R O C U L U S , JULIUS, a R o m a n senator, is said, stricken with madness, the cause of w h h h is
in the legend of Romulus, to have informed the differently related. S o m e say that it w a s a
sorrowing R o m a n people, after the strange de- punishment inflicted upon them by Bacchus
parture of their king from the world, that R o m - (Dionysus) becai.se they had despised his worffllns had descended from heaven and appear-ship ; others relate that they were drl ver. m^*'
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by .' .mo (Hera) because they presumei to
condetails,
vid. PANDORA.) This is \n outline if
sider themselves more handsome than .he god- the legend about Prometheus, as contained ia
dess, c because they had stolen some of the the poems of Hesiod. zEschylus, in his trilogy
gold of her statue. The phrensy spread to the Prometheus, added various new features to this
other women of Argos; till at length Proetus legend. Although Prometheus belonged to the
agreed to divide his kingdom between Melam- Titans, he is nevertheless represented by zEspus and his brother Bias, upon the former prom- chylus as having assisted Jupiter (Zeus) against
ising that he would cure the w o m e n of their the Titans. But when Jupiter (Zeus) wanted
madness. Melampus then chose the most ro- to extirpate the whole race of man, whose place
bust among the young men, gave chase to the he proposed tofillby an entirely new race of
mad women, amid shouting and dancing, and beings, Prometheus prevented the execution of
drove them as far as Sicyon During this pur- the scheme, and saved mankind from destrucsuit Iphinoe died, but the two other daughters tion. Prometheus further deprived them of
were i-areol by Melampus by means of purifica- their knowledge of the future, and gave them
tions, and were then married to Melampus and hope instead. H e taught them the use of fire,
Bias. The place where the cure was effected made them acquainted with architecture, astro*
upon his daughters is not the same in all tradi- omy, mathematics, writing, the treatment of
tions, some mentioning the well Anigros, oth- domestic animals, navigation, medicine, the art
ers the fountain Clitor in Arcadia, or Lusi in of prophecy, working in metal, and all the other
Arcadia. Besides these daughters, Prcetus had arts. But, as he had acted in all these things
a son, Megapenthes W h e n Bellerophon came contrary to the will of Jupiter (Zeus), the latwr
to Prcetus to be purified of a murder which he ordered Vulcan (Hephaestus) to chain him to a
had committed, the wife of Proetus fell in love rock in Scythia, which was done in the preswith him ; but, as Bellerophon declined her ad- ence of Cratos and Bia, two ministers of Jupitei
vances, she charged him before Prcetus with (Zeus). Prometheus, however, still continued
having made improper proposals to her. Prce- to defy Jupiter (Zeus), and declared that it was
tus then sent Bellerophon to Iobates, in Lycia, the decree of fate, by which Jupiter (Zeus) was
with a letter desiring the latter to murder Bel- destined to be dethroned by his own son. As
lerophon. Vid. B E L L E R O P H O N . According to Prometheus steadfastly refused to give any exOvid (Met, v., 238), Aerisius was expelled from planation of this decree, Jupiter (Zeus) hurleo
his kingdom by Prcetus ; and Perseus, the hirn into Tartarus, together with the rock tc
grandson of Aerisius, avenged his grandfather which he was chained. After the lapse of a
by turning Prcetus into stone by means ofthe long time, Prometheus returned to the upper
head of Medusa.
world, to endure a fresh course of suffering, for
[ P R O M A C H U S (Hpouaxog), a Boeotian chief, sonhe was now fastened to Mount Caucasus, and
of Alegenor, slain by Acatnas at the siege of his liver devoured by an eagle, as related in the
Troy. ]
Hesiodic legend. This state of suffering was
P R O M E T H E U S (HpopnBebg), son of the Titanto last until some other god, of his own accord,
Iapetus and Clymene, and brother of Atlas, Me- should take his place, and descend into Tarnoelius, and Epimetheus. His name signifies tarus for him. This came to pass when Chi" forethought," as that of his brother Epime- ron, who had been incurably wounded by an
theus denotes " afterthought." Once in the arrow of Hercules, desired to go into Hades;
reign of Jupiter (Zeus), when gods and men and Jupiter (Zeus) allowed him to supply the
were disputing with one another at Mecone place of Prometheus
According to ethers.
(afterward Sicyon), Prometheus, with a view however, Jupiter (Zeus) himself delivered Proof deceiving Jupiter (Zeus), cut up a bull and metheus, when the Titan was at lengtn predivided it into two parts : he wrapped up the vailed upon to reveal to Jupiter (Zeus) the de
best parts and the intestines in the skin, and at cree of fate, which was, that if he should bothe top he placed the stomach, which is one of come by Thetis the father of a son, that son
the worst parts, while the second heap consist- should deprive him ofthe sovereignty. Thertf
ed of the bones covered with fat. W h e n Ju- was also a legend which related that Promepiter (Zeus) pointed out to him how badly he theus had created man out of earth and water,
had made the division, Prometheus desired him either at the very beginning ofthe human race,
to choose ; but Jupiter (Zeus), in his anger, andor after the flood of Deucalion, when Jupiter
seeing through the stratagem of Prometheus, (Zeus) is said to have ordered him and Minerva
chose the heap of bones covered with the fat. (Athena) to make men out of the mud, and the
The father ofthe gods avenged himself by with- winds to breathe life into them. Prometheus
holding fire from mortals, but Prometheus stole is said to have given to men a portion of all the
it in a hollow tube (vapBnt;, ferula). Jupiter
qualities possessed by the other animals (Hor.,
(Zeus) thereupon chained Prometheus to a pil- Carm., i., 16, 13). The kind of earth out of
lar, where an eagle consumed in the daytime which Prometheus formed men was shown in
his liver, which was restored in each succeed- later times near Panopeus in Phocis. In top
ing night. Prometheus was thus exposed to legend of Prometheus, he often appears in con
perpetual torture; but Hercules killed the eagle nection with Minerva (Athena). Thus he is
and delivered the sufferer, with the consent of said to have been punished on Mount Caucasus
Jupiter (Zeus), who in this w\y had an oppor- for the criminal love he entertained for her;
turity of allowing his son to gain immortal and he is further said, with her assistance, to
fame. Further in order to punish men, Jupiter have ascended into heaven, and there secretly
(Zousj gave Pandora as a present to Epime- to have lighted his torch at the chariot of Helios
theua, in consequence of which diseases and in order to bring down the fire to man. Al
sufferi'igs of every kind befell mortals (For Athens Prometheus had a sanctuary in thf
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Academy, from whence a torch-rate took place a i oem on the Histric war. Vid. HOSTIUS. she
seems to have inherited a considerable portioi
n honor of him.
ofthe family talent, and was herself a poetess,
P R O M O N A (Hpaabva: now Petrovacz, on Mount
Promina), a mountainfortressin the interior ofbesides being skilled in music, dancing, ana
needle work. It appears that Propertius subse
Dalmatia.
[PROMULUS, a Trojan warrior, slain by Turnus quently married, probably after Cynthia's death,
and left legitimate issue, since the younger
in Italy ]
Pliny twice mentions Passienus Paulus as de
PRONAPIDES (Hpovairidng), an Athenian, is
e&Ul to have been the teacher of Homer H e is scended from him. This must have beer
anumei ated among those who used the Pelasgie through the female line. The year of Propel
letters before the introduction of the Phoeni- tius's death is altogether unknown. Propertius
cian, and is characterized as a graceful com- resided on the Esquiline, near t1-" gardens ot
Maacenas. H e seems to have cultivated the
poser of sing.
P R O N A X (Hpdva^i, son of Talaus and Lysi- friendship of his brother poets, as Ponticus
mache, brother of Adrastus and Eriphyle, and Bassus, Ovid, and others. H e mentions Virgil
father of Lycurgus and Amphithea. According (ii., 34, 63) in a way that shows he had heard
to some traditions, the Nemean games were in- parts of the zEneid privately recited. But
though he belonged to the circle of Maecenas,
stituted in honor of Pronax.
he never once mentions Horace. He is equalP R O N N I (Hpbvvot. Hpovvalog), a town on the
eastern coast of Cephallenia, and one of the ly silent about Tibullus. His not mentioning
Ovid is best explained by the difference in theft
four towns of the island.
P R S N O M U S (Upovouog), of Thebes, son ofages ; for Ovid alludes more than once to Pro
GSniadas, was one of the most distinguished pertius, and with evident affection. As an eleauletic musicians of Greece at the time of the giac poet, a high rank must be awarded to ProPeloponnesian war. He was the instructor of pertius, and among the ancients it was a disAlcibiades influte-playing.H e invented a new puted point whether the preference should be
sort of flute, the compass of which was such given to him or to Tibullus. To the modern
hat melodies could be played upon it in all tiie reader, however, the elegies of Propertius are
three modes of music, the Dorian, the Phrygian,not nearly so attractive as those of Tibullus
and the Lydian, for each of which, before this This arises partly from their obscurity, but in i.
invention, a separate flute had been necessary. great measure, also, from a certain want of naP R O N O U S (Hpovoog). 1. Son of Phegeus, and ture in them The fault of Propertius was too
brother of Agenor, in conjunction with w h o m pedantic an imitation ofthe Greeks. His whole
he slew Alcmaaon (For details, vid A G E N O R ambition was to become the Roman Callimaand A L C M Z E O N )—[2 A Trojan warrior, slain by chus (iv , 1, 63), whom, as well as Philetas and
other of the Greek elegiac poets, he made his
Patroclus in the Trojan war.]
P R O N U B A , a surname of Juno among the Ro- model. H e abounds with obscure Greek myths,
mans, describing her as the deity presiding over as we> as Greek forms of expression, and the
same pedantry infects even his versification
marriage.
PROPERTIUS, SEX. AURELIUS, the Roman poet, TiDullus generally, and Ovid almost invariably,
was probably born about B C 51. H e tells us close their pentameter with a word contained
that he was a native of Umbria, where it bor- in an iambic foot; Propertius, especially in his
ders on Etruria, but nowhere mentions the ex- first book, frequently ends with a word of three,
act spot. H e was not descended from a fami- or four, or even five syllables. The best edily of any distinction (ii., 24, 37), and he was de- tions of Propertius are by Burmann, Utrecht,
prived of his paternal estate by an agrarian di- 1780 ; by Kuinoel, Leipzig, 1804 ; by Lachmann,
vision; probably that in 36, after the Sicilian Leipzig, 1816 ; and by Hertzberg, Halle, 1844
war. At the time of this misfortune he had 1845.
not yet assumed the toga virilis, and was there-PROPHTHASIA (Hpo<j>Baaia: now probably Pefore under sixteen years of age. H e had al- shawarun), the northernmost city of Drangiana,
ready lost his father, who, it has been conjec- on the borders of Asia, was probably the place
tured, was one of the victims sacrificed after where PHILOTAS was put to death.
PROPONTIS (b Hpoirovrlg : now Sea of Marthe taking of Perusia ; but this notion does not
rest on any satisfactory grounds. W e have no mara), so called from its position with reference
account of Propertius's education; but from one to the Pontus (Euxinus), and thus more fully
of his elegies (iv., 1) it would seem that he was described as ij irpb TOV Hbvrov rov Vlvijetvov Od
destined to be an advocate, but abandoned the Xaaoa, and "Vestibulum Ponti," is the small
profession for that of poetry. The history of sea which united the Euxine and the zEgean
his life, so far as it is known to us, is the his- (vid P O N T U S EUXINUS), and divides Europe
tory of his amours, nor can it be said how much (Thracia) from Asia (Mysia and Bithynia). It
of this isfiction.H e began to write poetry at is of an irregular oval shape, running out on
a very early age, and the merit of his produc- the east into two deep gulfs, the Sinus Astacetions soon attracted the attention and patronage nus (now Gulf of Ismid) and the Sinus Cianus
of Maacenas. This was most probably shortly (now Gulf of Moionia), and containing spveral
after the death of Antony in 30, when Proper- islands. It received the waters of the R H Y N
tius was about 21. It was probably in 32 or 31 DACUS and other riveis of Eastern Mysia an..
that Propertius first became acquainted with hisWestern Bithynia, flowing from Mount Ida and
Cynthia. She was a native of Tibur, and her Olympus; and several important Greek cities
real name was Hostia As Propertius (iii., 20, stood on its shores, the chief of wrixti were
B Y Z A N T I U M and H E R A C L E A P E R I W T H U S on t\,t
8) alludes to her doclus avus, it is probable that
»he was a grand daughter of Hostius, who wrote north, and Cyzicus on the south. lis length >
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ealculatea by Herodotus at one thousand four Whether he accompanied the coloi.ists to 1'hu
hundred stadia (one hundred and forty geograph- rii, we are not informed; but at the time of the
ical miles) and its greatest breadth atfivehund- plague (430) w e find him again in Athens. Bered stadia (fifty geographical miles), which is tween hisfirstand second visit to Athens, he
had spent some time in Sicily, where he had
very near the truth.
acquired great fame, and he brought with him
PROSCHIUM.
Vii. P Y L E N E .
to Athens many admirers out of other Greek
PROSERPINA.
Vid. P E R S E P H O N E .
through which he had passed. His inP R O S P A L T A (ra Ilp6c77raATa: HpoairdXriog), cities
a
demus in the south of Attica, belonging to the structions were so highly valued that he some
times received one hundred minae from a pupil,
ir:be Acamantis.
PROSPER, a celebrated ecclesiastical writer, and Plato says that Protagoras made more
was a native of Aquitania, and flourished during money than Phidias and ten other sculptors
the first half of thefifthcentury. H e distin- In 411 he was accused of impiety by Pythodoguished himself by his numerous writings in rus, one of theFourHuntlred. His impeachment
defence of the doctrines of Augustine against was founded on his book on the gods, which
the attacks of the Semipelagians. Many of his began with the statement : " Respecting the
theological works are extant; and there are gods, I a m unable to know whether they exist
two Chronicles bearing his name: 1. Chroniconor do not exist." The impeachment was folConsulare, extending from A D. 379, the datelowed by his banishment, or, as otheis affirm
at which the chronicle of Jerome ends, down to only by the burning of his book. Protagoras
455, the events being arranged according to the wrote a large number of works, of which thoyears of the Roman consuls. W e find short most important were entitled Truth ^AXrfieia),
notices with regard to the Roman emperors, the and On the Gods (Hepi Qetiv). The first conRoman bishops, and political occurrences in tained the theory refuted by Plato in the Theaegeneral, but the troubles of the Church are tetus. Plato gives a vivid picture of the teachespecially dwelt upon, and, above all, the Pe- ing of Protagoras in the dialogue that bears his
name. Protagoras was especially celebrated
lagian heresy. 2. Chronicon Imperiale, comprehended within the same limits as the preceding for his skill in the rhetorical art. By way of
(379-455), but the computations proceed ac- practice in the art, he was accustomed to make
cording to the years of the Roman emperors, his pupils discuss Theses (communes loci); an
and not according to the consuls. While it exercise which is also recommended by Cicero.
itgrees with the Chronicon Consulare in its H e also directed his attention to language, and
general plan, it differs from it in many particu- endeavored to explain difficult passages in the
lars, especially in the very brief allusions to the poets.
[PROTEAS (Hparear). 1. A n Athenian gen
Pelagian controversy, and in the slight, almost
disrespectful notices of Augustine. The second eral in the time of the Peloponnesian war, the
son
of Epicles. H e was one nf the ihree comof these Chronicles was probably not written
by Prosper of Aquitania, and is assigned by manders of the squadron sent ou; to assist the
most critics to Prosper Tiro, who, it is imagined, Corcyreans in their contest with thtr Corinthiflourished in the sixth century. There are like- ans. Again, in thefirstyear of the Peloponwise several poems which have come down to nesian war, Proteas was one of the three tw.vaus under the name of Prosper. The best edi- manders ofthe fleet of one hundred ships ser.!
tion of Prosper's works is the Benedictine, round Peloponnesus.—2 Son of Andronicus, a
Macedonian officer in the service of Antipater.]
Paris, 1711.
P R O S Y M N A (Hpbavpva: Hpoovpvalog), an an- PROTESILAUS (HpareolXaog), son of Iphiclus
cient town of Argolis, with a temple of Juno and Astyoche, belonged to Phylace in Thessaly.
H e is ealled Phylacius and Phylacides, eithei
(Hera), north of Argos.
P R O T A (ITpwra : now Prote), an island in the from his native place, or from his being a grandson of Phylacus. H e led the warriors of sevPropontis, near Chalcedon.
P R O T A G O R A S (Hparaybpag), a celebrated soph-eral Thessalian places against Troy, and was
ist, was born at Abdera, in Thrace, probably the first of all the Greeks who was killed by the
about B.C. 480, and died about 411, at the age Trojans, being thefirstwho leaped from the
of nearly seventy years. It is said that Pro- ships upon the Trojan coast. According to the
tagoras was once a poor porter, and that the common tradition, he was slain by Hector. Proskill with which he had fastened together, and tesilaus is most celebrated in ancient story for
poised upon his shoulders, a large bundle of the strong affection existing between him and
wood, attracted the attention of Democritus, his wife Laodamia, the daughter of Acastus
who conceived a liking for him, took him under (For details, vid. LAODAMIA.) His tomb waa
his care, and instructed him in philosophy. shown near Eleus, in the Thracian ChefeoneThis well known story; however, appears to sus, where a magnificent temple was erected to
have arisen out of the statement of Aristotle, him. There was a belief that nymphs had
that Protagoras invented a sort of porter's knot planted elm trees around his grave, which died
for the more convenient carrying of burdens. away when they had grown sufficiently high to
in addition to which, Protagoras was about see Troy, and that fresh shoots then sprang
twenty years older than Democritus. Protag- from the roots. There was also a sanctuary of
oras was thefirstwho called himself a sophist, Protesilaus at Phylace, at which funeral games
and taught for pay; and he practiced his pro- were celebrated.
fession,forthe space of forty years H e must P R O T E U S (Hparevg), the prophetic old man of
have come to Athens before B.C. 445, since he the sea, is described i ii the e-arliest legends as
drew up a code of laws for the Thurians, who a subject of Neptune JPoseidon), whn?eflooks
eft Athens for thefirsttime in that year. (tte seals') he tended. According to Homer, hs
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esided in the island of Pharos, at tha distance he refrained from attacking the city al its tatm
of one day's sail from the River zEgyptus vulnerable point, lest he should injure this pic
(Nile): whereas Virgil places his residence in ture, which had been placed in iliat quartci
the island of Carpathos, between Crete and There is a celebrated story about this picture
Rhodes At midday Proteus rose from the sea, relating to the accidental production of one of
and slept 'n the shadow ofthe rocks ofthe coast, the most effective parts of it, the foam at the
with the monsters of the deep lying around him mouth of a tired hound. T h e artist, it is said
Any one wishing to learn fiom him the future, dissatisfied with his repeated attempts to pro
'R7as obliged to catch hold of him at that time ; duce the desired effect, at last, in his vexation
as soon as he was seized, he assumed every dashed the sponge, with which he had repeat
possible shape .n order to escape the necessity edly effaced his work, against the faulty plac<;;
cf prophesying ; but whenever he saw that his and the sponge, charged as it w a s by repeato-l
endeavors were of no avail, he resumed his use with the v-<acessary colors, left a mark i;i
usual form, and told I!K; truth. After finishing which the pamter recognized the very foam
his prophecy he returred into the sea. H o m e r which his art had failed to produce.
P R O T O G E N I A (Hparoyeveia), daughter of Deuascribes to him a daughter Idothea. Another
set of traditions describes Proteus as a son of calion and Pyrrha, and wife of Locrus; but
Neptune (Poseidon), and as a king of Egypt, Jupiter (Zeus) carried her off, and became by
w h o had two sons, Telegonus and Polygonus or her the father of Opus.
[ P R O T O M A C H U S (Hpurbpaxog), an Athenian
Tmolus. His E//ptian n a m e is said to have
jeen Cetes, for which the Greeks substituted commander at the battle of the Arginusaa, had
hat of Proteuj His wife is called Psamathe charge of the right wing, and defeated the eneH e retired into voluntary exile to avoid
or Torone, f.ncl, besides the above-mentionedmy.
sons, Theoclymenus and Theonoe are likewise the action brought at Athens against the comcalled his children. H e is said to have hospi- manders in that battle.]
P R O X E N U S (Hpb^evog), a Boeotian, w a s a distably received Bacchus (Dionysus) during his
wanderings. Mercury (Hermes) brought to hirn ciple of Gorgias, and a friend of Xenophon.
Helena after her abduction, or, according to Being connected by the ties of hospitality with
others, Proteus himself took her from Paris, the younger Cyrus, the latter engaged him in
gave to the lover a phantom, and restored the his service H e w a s seized by Tissaphemes
true Helen to Meneiaus after his return from and put to death, with the other Greek generals
It w a s at the invitation of Proxenus that XenoTroy.
[ P R O T H O E N O R (rfpoSm7H(jp),ason ofAreilycus, phon w a s induced to enter the service of Cyrus.
P R U D E N T I U S , A U R E L I U S C L E M E N S , the earliest
was one of the leaders of the Boeotians against
of the Christian poets of any celebrity, w a s a
Froy, where he w a s slain by Polydamas ]
[ P R O T H O O N (HpoBbav), a Trojan warrior, slain native of Spain, and w a s horn A D. 348. After
practicing as an advocate, and discharging the
'ij Teucer.]
[ P E O T H O U S (HpbBoog), a son of Tenthredon, duties of a civil and criminal judge in two imcommander of the Magnetes w h o dwelt about portant cities, he received from the Emperci
Mount Pelion and the River Peneus, was one Theodosius, or Honorius, a high military appointment at court; but as he advanced in
d'the Greek heroes at Troy J
years, he became sensible of the emptiness of
[ P R O T O (Hpard), one ofthe Nereids ]
P R O T O G E N E S (Ilpwroycw^c). a celebrated Greek worldly honor, and earnest in the exercises of
painter. H e w a s a native of Caunus, in Caria, religion His poems are composed in a great
a city subject to the Rhodians, and flourished variety of metres, but possess little merit either
B.C. 332-300. H e resided at Rhodes almost in expression or in substance. T h e Latinity is
entirely; the only other city of Greece which impure, abounding both in words altogether barne is said to have visited is Athens, where he barous, and in classical words employed in a
executed one of his great works in the Propy- barbarous sense ; and the author is totally ignoiaaa U p to his 50th year he is said to have rant or regardless ofthe c o m m o n laws of proslived in poverty and in comparative obscurity, ody. T h e best editions of Prudentius are by
supporting himself by painting ships, which at Arevalus, Rom., 1788 and 1789, 2 vols. 4to , and
that period used to be decorated with elaborate by Obbarius, Tubing., 1845, 8vo.
P R U S A or P R U S I A S (Hpovaa : Hpovaievg). 1.
pictorial devices. His fame had, however,
reached the ears of Apelles, w h o , upon visiting P. A D O L Y M P U M (IT. b cirl res 'OXvpira: n o w
Rhodes, made it his first business to seek out Bsusa), a great city of Bithynia, on the northern
Protogenes. A s the surest w a y of making the side of Mount Olympus,fifteenR o m a n miles
merits of Protogenes k n o w n to his fellow-citi- from Cius and twenty-five from Nicaaa, was
zens, Apelles offered him, for hisfinishedworks, built by Prusias, king of Bithynia, or, according
the enormous s u m of fifty talents apiece, andto some, by Hannibal.—2 S o m e writers distinthus led the Rhodians to understand what an guish from this a smaller city, called P. A D
artist they had among them
Protogenes w a s H Y P I U M or H Y P P I U M (irpbg ra "iirixia iroraplp
distinguished by the care with which he Ptol.; sub Hypio monte, Plin ), which stooi
wrought up his pictures. His master-piece w a s northwest of the former, and w a s originally
the picture of Ialysus, the tutelary hero of called C I E R U S (Kiepog), and belonged to the ter
Rhodes on which he is said to have spent seven ritory of Heraciea, but w a s conquered by Pruyears, or even, according to another statement, sias, w h o named it after himself. It stood
eleven; and to have painted it four times over. northwest of the former. Perhaps it is only
This picture was so highly prized, even in the another n a m e for Cius.
T R U S I A S (Hpovalag). 1. I. King of Bithynia
artisi'3 lifetime, that when Demetrius Poliorcetes w a s using every effort to subdue Rhodes, from about B.C. 228 to 180, though the date
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aeiiii-r of his accession nor of his death is ex- and Carian pirates, he conquered the omei
actly known. H e was the son of Zielas, w h o m kings, and became sole ruler of Egypt. Ht
he succeeded. H e appears to have been a provided a settlement for his Greek mercena
monarch of vigor and ability, and raised his ries on the Pelusiac or eastern branch of the
kingdom of Bithynia to a much higher pitch of Nile, a little below Bubastis, and he appears to
power and prosperity than it had previously at- have mainly relied upon them for the mainte
tained. It was at his court that Hannibal took nance of his power. In order to facilitate inrefuge; and when the Romans cemanded the tercourse between the Greeks and his other
surrender ofthe Carthaginkn general, the king subjects, he ordered a number of Egyptian chilbasely gave his consent, and Hannibal only es- dren to live with them, that they might learn
caped falling into the hands of his enemies by the Greek language ; ar.'l from tlfem sprung the
a voluntary death — 2 . II. King of Bithynia, son class of interpreters, fne employment of forand successor of the preceding, reigned from eign mercenaries by Psainmitichus gave greaf
about 180 to 149. H e courted assiduously the offence to the military caste in Egypt; and
alliance of the Romans. H e carried on war being indignant at other treatment which they
with Attalus. king of Pergamus, with whom, received from him, they emigrated in a body oi
however, he was compelled by the Romans to two hundred and forty thousand men into zEthiconclude peace in 154 H e was slain in 148 by opia, where settlements were assigned to them
order of his son Nicomedes, as isrelatedin the by the /Ethiopian king. It must, therefore,
life of the latter. Vid. NICOMEDES, No. 2. Pru- have been chiefly with his Ionian and Carian
sias is described to us as a man in w h o m per- troops that Psammitichus carried on his wars
sonal deformity was combined with a character against Syria and Phoenicia. H e laid siege to
the most vicious and degraded. His passion the city of Azotus (the Ashdod of Scripture) for
for the chase is attested by the epithet of twenty-nine years, till he took it. A s Psamthe " Huntsman" (Kvvyybg).
mitichus had displeased a large portion of his
P R Y M N E S I A or P R Y M N E S U S (Hpvpvr/ala, Hpvpsubjects by the introduction of foreigners, he
vyobg, Hpvpvnaaog: ruins at Seid-el-Ghazi),
seems
a
to have paid especial court to the priestcity in the north of Phrygia, which appears, from hood. H e built the southern propylaea of the
its coins, U- have been a chief seat of the wor-temple of Vulcan (Hephaestus) at Memphis, and
ship of Midas as a hero.
a sj :endid aula, with a portico round it, for the
[ P R Y M N E U S (Hpvpvevg), a Phaaacian, one ofhabitation of Apis, in front ofthe temple.
the competitors in the games celebrated by
[PSAPHIS (iafylg, now Calano according tc
Alcinous while Ulysses was in the Phaaacian Leake), the northernmost demus of Attica.]
island.]
PSELCIS (%e?Mg: ruins at Dakke or Dekkeh),
[PRYTANIS (Hpbravig). 1. A Lyeian warrior the chief city in the Dodecaschoenus, that is,
t the siege of Troy, slain by Ulysses.—2. A the northern part of zEthiopia, which wa? adjaeompanion of zEneas, slain by Tumus.]
cent to Egypt, to which it was regarded tiy the
P R Y T A N I S (Hpiravig), king of Sparta, of theRomans as belonging. The city stood on the
Proclid line, was the son of Eurypon, and fourth western bank of the Nile, between Syene and
king of that race.
Tachompso, the latter of which was so far
[ P S A M A T H E (^aubBn). 1. Daughter of Nereus
eclipsed by Pselcis as to acquire the name of
ana Doris, by zEacus mother of Phocus.—2. Contrapselcis. Under the later empire, Pselcis
Daughter of Crotopus in Argos, mother of was garrisoned by a body of German horsemen.
Linus.]
P S E L L U S (teXXog). 1. M I C H Z E L P S E L L U S , the
P S A M A T H U S (%aua8ovg, -ovvrog: "iappaBovvrielder, of Andros, flourished in the ninth century
og, irappaBovotog), a sea-port town in Laconia,
after Christ. H e was a learned man, and an
near the promontory Taenarum.
eager student of the Alexandrean philosophy.
P S A M M E N I T U S (irappnviTog), king of Egypt,
H e was probably the author of some of the
succeeded his father Amasis in B.C. 526, and works which are ascribed to the younger Pselreigned only six months. H e was conquered lus.— 2. M I C H A E L C O N S T A N T I U S P S E L L U S , the
by Cambyses in 525, and his country made a younger, a far more celebrated person, flourishprovince of the Persian empire. His life was ed in the eleventh century of our era. H e was
spared by Cambyses, but as he was detected born at Constantinople 1020, and lived at least
shortly afterward in endeavoring to excite a till 1105. H e taught philosophy, rhetoric, and
revolt among the Egyptians, he was compelled dialectics at Constantinople, where he stood
to put an end to his life by drinking bull's blood. forth as almost the last upholder of the falling
P S A M M I S (tuppig), king of Egypt, succeededcause of learning. The emperors honored him
his father Necho, and reigned from B.C. 601 to with the title of Prince of the Philosophers.
595. He carried on war against zEthiopia, and His works are both in prose and poetry, on a
died immediately after his return from the latter vast variety of subjects, and distinguished by
country. H e was succeeded by his son Apries. an eloquence and taste which are worthy of a
PsAMMITlCHUS OT PsAMMETICHUS ('iappiTlXOg
better period. They are too numerous to be
or ¥appn.nxog), the Greek form ofthe Egyptianmentioned in this place.
PSAMETIK, a king of Egypt, and founder of the
PSOPHIS (a?o$i'c: "taijiidiog: now Khan of TriSaitic dynast;1", reigned from B C. 671 to 617. potamo), a town in the northwest of Arcadia, on
H e was originally one of the twelve kings who the River Erymanthus, is said to have been
obtained an independent sovereignty in the con- originally called PHEGIA. It sided with the zEto.
fus- n which followed the death of Setho. Hav- lians against the Achaeans, but was taken B C.
ing been driven into banishment by the other 219 by Philip, king of Macedonia, who was then
kings, he took refuge in the marshes; but in alliance with the Achaeans.
shortly afterward, with the aid of some Ionian.| | P S Y C H E Civxn), " the soul," occurs, in th? lat
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er times of antiq aity, as a persunificatioi if the (fniti-eii.Avs (HrepiXaog), sonof Taphius, ki
tuman soul. Psyche was the youngest of the of the island Taphos, father of Comaetho . acthree daughters of a king, and excited by her cording to Strabo, he was a son of De'ioneus 1
beauty the jealousy and envy of Venus. In or[PTERIA (Hrepta), according to Herodotus,
der to avenge herself, the goddess ordered Cupidcapital of a district of the same name belong ng
or Amor to inspire Psyche with a love for the to Cappadoeia ; according to Stephanus of 1 vymost contemptible of all m e n ; but Cupid was zantium, however, who also calls the place
so stricken with her beauty that he himself fell Hrepiov, it was a city of Media ]
in love with her. H e accordingly conveyed h.er
PTOLEMZEUS (HroXepalog), usually called P T O Lto a charming spot, where, unseen and unknown, EMY. I. Minor histcnicul persons. ^ Nephew
he visited her every night, and left her as soon of Antigonus, king of Asia. H e carried on wai
as the day began to dawn. Psyche might have in Greece on behalf of Antigonus, but in 310 he
continued to enjoy this state of happiness if abandoned the cause of his uncle, and concluded
she had attended to the advice of her lover, who a treaty with Cassander and Ptolemy the son
told her never to give way to her curiosity, or of Lagus. H e soon gave offence to the Egyp
to iaquire who he was. But her jealous sisters tian king, and was, in consequence, compelled
made her believe that in the darkness of night to put an end to his life by poison, B C 309 —
she was embracing some hideous monster, and 2 Son of Lysimachus, king of Thrace H e was
accordingly once, while Cupid was asleep, she the eldest of the three sons of that' monarch by
drew near to him with a lamp, and, to her his last wife Arsinoe, and the only one who
amazement, beheld the most handsome and escaped falling into the hands of Ptolemy Ceiaulovely of the gods. In her excitement of joy nus. — 3 Son of Pyrrhus, king of Epirus, by
and fear, a drop of hot oil fell from her lamp his wife Antigone, the step-daughter of Ptolemy
upon his shouldcar. This awoke Cupid, who Lagi. W h e n only fifteen years of age he was
censured her for her mistrust, and escaped. left by his father in charge of his hereditary doPsyche's happiness was now gone, and after minions, when Pyrrhus himself set out on his
attempting in vain to throw herself into a river, expedition to Italy, 280. At a later time he
she wandered about from temple to temple, in- fought under his father in Greece, and was slair
quiring after her lover, and at length came to in the course of Pyrrhus's campaign in the Pelthe palace of Venus. There her real sufferings oponnesus, 2 7 2 — 4 . Surnamed PHILADELPHUS,
began, for Venus retained her, treated her as a son of M. Antony, the triumvir, by Cleopatra
slave, and imposed upon her the hardest and After the death of Antony, 30, his life was sparmost humiliating labors. Psyche would have ed by Augustus at the intercession of Juba and
perished under the weight of her sufferings, had Cleopatra, and he was brought up by Octavia
not Cupid, who still loved her in secret, in- witb her own children.
visibly comforted and assisted her in her toils. II. Kings of Egypt
With his aid she at last succeeded in overcomI. Surnamed SOTER, the Preserver, but more
ing the jealousy and hatred of Venus : she became immortal, and was united to him forever. commonly known as the son of Lagus,. reigned
It is not difficult to recognize in this lovely storyB.C. 323-285. His father Lagus was a Macethe idea of which it is merely the mythical em- donian of ignoble birth, but his mother Arsinoe
oodiment; for Psyche is evidently the human had been a concubine of Philip of Macedon, on
soul, which is purified by passions and misfor- which account it seems to have been generally
tunes, and is thus prepared for the enjoyment believed that Ptolemy was in reality the offof true and pure happiness. In works of art spring of that monarch. Ptolemy is mentioned
Psyche isrepresentedas a maiden with the among the friends of the young Alexander bewings of a butterfly, along with Cupid in the fore the death of Philip. H e accompanied Alexander throughout his campaigns in Asia, and
different situations described in the allegory.
PSYCHIUM (ivxtov), a town on the southernwas always treated by the king with the greatest favor. On the division of the empire which
coast of Crete.
followed Alexander's death (323), Ptolemy obPSYLLI CirvXXoi), a Libyan people, the earliest
known inhabitants of the district of Northern tained the government of Egypt In 321 his
dominions were invaded by Perdiccas, the reAfrica called Cyrenaiea.
; but the assassination of Perdiccas by his
P S Y R A (rd <kvpd • 'iipiog : now Ipsara), agent
small
island of the zEgean Sea, forty stadia (four ge- mutinous soldiers soon delivered Ptolemy from
ographical miles) in circuit, lying fifty stadia this danger. In the following year Ptolemy en(five geographical miles) west ofthe northwest- larged his dominions by seizing upon the ime m point of Chios. It had a city of the same portant satrapy of Phoenicia and Ccelesyria.
It was probably during this expedition that he
name.
made himself master of Jerusalem by attacking
PSYTTALEA.
Vii SALAMIS.
PTELEOS (HreXeag), a small lake in Mysia,the city on the Sabbath day. A few years after
near Oplirynium, on the coast of the Helles- ward (316) Ptolemy entered into an alliance
with Cassander and Lysimachus against Antigpont.
onus, whose growing power had excited their
P T E L E U M (HreXeov : HreXedryg, nre/leoiicftoc).
common apprehensions. In the war which
I. (Now Ftelia), an ancient sea-port town of
Thessaly, in the district Phthiotis, at the south- followed, Antigonus conquered Ccelesyria and
western extremity ofthe Sinus Pagasaeus, was Phoenicia (315, 314); but Ptolemy recovered
destroyed by the Romans.—2. A town in Elis these provinces by the defeat of Demetrius, the
Triphylia, said to have been a colony from the son of Antigonus, in 312. In 311 hostilities
preceding — 3 . A fortress of Ionia, on the coast were suspended by a general peace. This peace
however, was of short duration, and Ptolenrj
of Asia Minor, belonging to Erythraa
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appears to have been thefirstto recommence w h o spent all the latter years of hi3 lilo at tht
the war H e crossed over to Greece, where he court of Ptolemy. But m a n y other m e n of lit.
announced himself as the liberator of the Greeks, erary eminence were also gathered around the
out he effected little. In 306 Ptolemy w a s de- Egyptian king, a m o n g w h o m m a y be especially
feated by Demetrius in a great sea-fight off Sal- noticed the great geometer Euclid, the philosoamis in Cyprus. In consequence of this defeat, phers Stilpo of Megara, Theodorus of Cyrene,
Ptolemy lost the important island of Cyprus, and Diodorus surnamed Cronus ; as well as tup
w-hich had previously been subject to him An- elegiac poet Philetas of Cos, and the grammatigonus w a s so m u c h elated by this victory as rian Zenodotus T o the two last w e are told
to assume the title of king, an example which Ptolemy confided the literary education of his
Ptolemy, notwithstanding his defeat, immedi- son Philadelphus. M a n y anecdotes sufficientlj
ately followed. Antigonus and Demetrius fol- attest the free intercourse which subsisted belowed up their success by the invasion of Egypt, tween the king and the m e n of letters by w h o m
but were compelled to return to Syria without he w a s surrounded, and prove that the easy fa
effecting any thing Next year (305) Ptolemy miliarity of his manners corresponded with hi?
rendered the most important assistance to the simple and unostentatious habits of life. W e
Rhodians, w h o were besieged by Demetrius; alsofindhim maintaining a correspondence with
and when Demetrius was at length compelled Menander, w h o m he in vain endeavored to atto raise the siege (304), the Rhodians paid di- tract to his court, and sending overtures probvine honors to the Egyptian monarch as their ably of a similar nature to Theophrastus. Nor
savior and preserver (Sarrjp), a title which ap- were the fine arts neglected: the rival painters
pears to have been n o w bestowed upon Ptolemy Antiphilus and Apelles both exercised their
for thefirsttime. Ptolemy took comparatively talents at Alexandrea, where some of their most
little part in the contest, which led to the de- celebrated pictures were produced. Ptolemy
cisive battle of Ipsus, in which Antigonus w a s w a s himself an author: he composed a history
defeated and slain (301). T h e latter years of of the wars of Alexar Jer, ,vhich is frequently
Ptolemy's reign appear to have been devoted cited by later writers, and s one of the chiet
almost entirely to the arts of peace, and to pro- authorities which Arrian m a d e the groundwork
moting the internal prosperity of his dominions. of his o w n history.—II. P H I L A D E L P H U S (B.C.
In 285 Ptolemy abdicated in favor of his young- 285-247), the son of Ptolemy I. by his wife
est son Ptolemy Philadelphus, the child of his Berenice, w a s born in the island of Cos, 309.
latest and most beloved wife, Berenice, exclud- His long reign w a s marked by few events of &
ing from the throne his two eldest sons Ptolemy striking character. H e w a s engaged in war
Ceraunus and Meleager, the offspring of Euryd- with his half-brother Magas, w h o had governed
ice. T h e elder Ptolemy survived this event Cyrene as viceroy under Ptolemy Soter, but on
two years, and died in 283. His reign is vari- the death of that monarch not only asserted hia
ously estimated at thirty-eight or forty years, independence, but even attempted to invade
according as w e include or not these two years Egypt. Magas w a s supported by Antiochus II.,
whieh followed his abdication. T h e character king of Syria ; and the war w a s at length termof.Ptolemy has been generally represented in a inated by a treaty, which left Magas in undisvery favorable light by historians, and there is puted possession ofthe Cyrenaiea, while his inno doubt that if w e compare him with his con- fant daughter Berenice w a s beUrthed to Ptoltemporary and rival potentates he appears to emy, the son of Philadelphus. S\T'PV^ z.%o
deserve the praises bestowed upon his mildness concluded a treaty with the Roniais. H e w a s
and moderation. But it is only with this im- frequently engaged in hostilities with Syria.
portant qualification that they can be admitted, which were terminated toward the close of his
for there are m a n y evidences that he did not reign by a treaty of peace, by which Ptolemy
shrink from any measure that he deemed requi- gave his daughter Berenice in marriage to Ansite in order to carry out the objects of his am- tiochus II. Ptolemy's chief care, however, W H S
bition. But as a ruler Ptolemy certainly de- directed to the internal administration of ins
serves the highest praise B y his able and vig- kingdom, and to the patronage of literature and
orous administration he laid the foundations of science. T h e institutions of which the foundathe wealth and prosperity which Egypt enjoyed tions had been laid by his father quickly ros«
for a long period. Under his fostering care under his fostering care to the highest pros
Alexandrea quickly rose to the place designed perity. T h e M u s e u m of Alexandrea became
for it by its founder, that of the greatest com- the resort and abode of all the most distinmercial city of the world. Not less eminent guished m e n of letters of the day, and in the
were the services rendered by Ptolemy to the library attached to it were accumulated all the
advancement of literature and science. In this treasures of ancient learning. A m o n g the other
department, indeed, it is not always easy to dis- illustrious names which adorned the reign of
tinguish the portion of credit due to the father Ptolemy m a y be mentioned those of the poets
Irom that of bis son; but it seems certain that Philetas and Theocritus, the philosophers Hegeto the elder monarch belongs the merit of hav- sias and Theodorus, the mathematician Euclid,
ing originated those literary institutions which and the astronomers Timocharis, Aristarctms
assumed a more definite and regular form, as of Samos, and Aratus. N o r w a s his patronwell as a more prominent place, under his suc- age confined to the ordinary cycle of Hellenic
cessor. Such appears to have been the case literature. B y his interest in natural history
with the two most celebrated of all, the Library he gave a stimulus to the pursuit of that science
and the M u s e u m of Alexandrea. T h efirstsug- which gave birth to m a n y important vorks, while
gestion of these important foundations is as- he himself formed collections of lare animals
cribed by s o m e writers to Demetrius r f Phalerus, with n f ie precincts of the royal palace. It w a s
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aurmg his teign also, and perhaps at his desire, carried off by Cambyses to Babyloi oi Persia,
that Manetho gave to the world in a Greek form These he restored to their respective temples
the historical records of the Egyptians ; ar d ac- an act by which he earned the greatest popucording to a well-known tradition, it w a s by his larity with his native Egyptian subjects, who
express c o m m a n d that the Holy Scriptures of bestowed on him, in consequence, the title of
the Jews were translated into Greek. T h e n e w Euergetes (the Benefactor), by which he is gen.
cities or colonies founded by Philadelphus in erally known. While the arms ofthe king himdifferent parts of his dominions were extremely self were thus successful in the East, his fleetsnumeracj O n the Red Sea alone w e find at reduced the maritime p.ovinces of Asia, includ.east two bearing the n a m e of Arsinoe, one ing Cilicia, Pamphylia, and Ionia, as far as the
called after another of his sisters Philotera, and Hellespont, together with Lysimachia and other
two cities n a m e d in honor of his mother Bere- important places on the coast of Thrace, which
nice. T h e same names occur also in Cilicia continued fora long period subject to the Egyp
and Syria ; and in the latter country he founded tian rule. Concerning the events which followed
the important fortress of Ptolema'is in Palestine. the return of Euergetes to his o w n dominions
All authorities concur in attestmgthe great pow- (probably in 243), w e are almost wholly in the
er and wealth to which the Egyptian monarchy dark ; but it appears that the greater pait of the
was raised under Philadelpluis. H e possessed eastern provinces speedily fell again into the
at the close of his reign a standing army of two hands of Seleucus, while Ptolemy retained poshundred thousand foot and forty thousand horse, session of the maritime regions and a great part
besides war-chariots and elephants ; afleetof of Syria itself. H e soon obtained a valuable
one thousand five hundred ships, and a s u m of ally in the person of Antiochus Hierax, the
seven hundred and forty thousand talents in his younger brother of Seleucus, w h o m he supporttreasury ; while he derived from Egypt alone ed in his wars against his elder brother. W e
an annua] revenue of fourteen thousand eight find Euergetes maintaining the same friendly
hundred talents His dominions comprised, be- relations as his father with R o m e
During the
sides Egypt itself, and portions of zEthiopia, Ara-latter years of his reign he subdued the Ethiobia, and Libya, the important provinces of Phoe- pian tribes on his southern frontier, and adnicia and Ccelesyria, together with Cyprus, Ly- vanced as far as Adule, a port on the R e d Sea,
cia, Caria, and the Cyclades; and during a great where he established an emporium, and set up
part at least of his reign, Cilicia and Pamphyl- an inscription commemorating the exploits of
ia also. Before his death Cyrene w a s reunited his reign. T o a copy of this, accidentally preto the monarchy by the marriage of his son Ptol- served to us by an Egyptian monk, C o s m a s In
e m y with Berenice, the d aughter of Magas. T h e dicopleustes, w e are indebted for m u c h of the
private life and relations of Philadelphus do not scanty information w c possess concerning his
exhibit his character in as favorable a light as reign. Ptolemy Euergetes is scarcely less eel
w e might have inferred from the splendor of his ebrated than his father for his patronage of litadministration. H e put to death two of his erature and science ; he added so largely to thL
brothers, and he banished hisfirstwife Arsinoe, library at Alexandrea that he has been some''••e daughter of Lysimachus, to Coptos in Up- times erroneously deemed its founder. Eratosper Egypt, on a charge of conspiracy. After her thenes, Apollonius Rhodius, and Aristophanes
removal Ptolemy married his o w n sister Arsi- the grammarian,flourishedat Alexandrea dur
noe, the widow of Lysimachus : aflagrantvio- ing his reign—sufficient to prove that the literlation of the religious notions of the Greeks, ature and learning of the Alexandrean school
but which w a s frequently imitated by his suc- still retained their former eminence
B y his
cessors. H e evinced his affection for Arsinoe wife Berenice, w h o survived him, Euergetes
not only by bestowing her n a m e upon m a n y of left three childrer.: 1. Ptolemy, his successor;
his newly-founded colonies, but by assuming 2 M a g a s ; and, 3. Arsinoe, afterward married
himself the surname of Philadelphus, a title to her brother Ptolemy Philopator.—IV. PHILOPwhich s o m e writers referred in derision to his A T O R (B C 222-205), eldest son and successoi
unnatural treatment of his two brothers. B y of Euergetes. H e w a s very far from inheriting
this second marriage Ptolemy had no issue, but the virtues or abilities of his father; and his
hisfirstwife had borne him two sons—Ptole- reign w a s the commencement ofthe decline o.
my, w h o succeeded him on the throne, and Ly- the Egyptian kingdom, which .i?,d been raised
simachus ; and a daughter, Berenice, whose to such a height of power and prosperity by
marriage to Antiochus II, king of Syria, has his three predecessors. Itsfirstbeginning was
been already mentioned —III E U E R G E T E S (B.C. stained with crimes of the darkest kind
He
247-222), eldest son and successor of Philadel- put to death his mother Berenice, and his broth •
phus. Shortly after his accession he invaded er Magas, and his uncle, izysimachus, the broth
Syria, in order to avenge the death of his sister er of Euergetes H e then gave himself up withBerenice. Vid. B E R E N I O E , N O 3. H e met with out restraint to a life of indolence and luxury,
the most striking success. H e advanced as far while he abandoned to his minister Sosibius the
&s Babylon and Susa, and after reducing all care of all political affairs. T h e latter seems
Mesopotamia, Babylonia, and Susiana, received to have been as incapable as his master, and
the submission of all the upper provinces of the kingdom w a s allowed to fall into a state of
Asia as far as the confines of Bactria and India. the utmost disorder, of which Antiochus the
From this career of conquest he w a s recalled Great, king of Syria, w a s not slow to avail himby the n e w s of seditions in Egypt, and returned self. In thefirsttwo campaigns (^19, 218),
to that country, carrying with him an immense Antiochus conquered the greater part of Ccelebooty, comprising, a m o n g other objects, all the syria and Palestine, but in the third year ofthe
statues of the Egyptian deities which had beeD war ^'.7) he w a s completfily defeated by Pfc;l
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f.my in person at the decisive battle of Raphia, ually, however, ar, became estranged from hi*
and was glad to conclude a peace with the able and virtuous minister, and threw himself
Egyptian monarch. On his return from his more and more into the power of flatterers and
Syrian exnedition, Ptolemy gave himself up vicious companions, until at length he was inmore and more to every species of vice and de- luced to rid himself of Aristomenes, who was
bauchery. His mistress Agathoclea, and her compelled to take poison. Toward the close o
brother Agathocles, divided with Sosibius the nisreignPtolemy conceived the project of repatronage and distribution of all places of hon- covering Ccelesyria from Seleucus, the sucor or profit. Toward the ciose of his reign Ptol- cessor of Antiochus, ^.nd had assembled a \arge
emy put to death his wife Arsinoe. His de- mercenary force for that purpose ; but having,
baucheries shortened his life. H e died in 205, by an unguarded expression, excited the appreleaving only one son, a child offiveyears old. hensions of some of his friends, he was cut off
We find Ptolemy following up the policy of his by poison in the twenty-fourth year of his reign
predecessors by cultivating the friendship of the and the twenty-ninth of his age, 181. H e left
Romans, to w h o m he furnished large supplies two so.is, both named Ptolemy, who subseof corn during their struggle with Carthage. quently ascended the throne, under the names
Plunged as he was in vice and debauchery, of Ptolemy Philometor and Euergetes II., and
Philopator appears to have still inherited some- a daughter who bore her mother's name of Cleothing of the love of letters for which his prede- patra. His reign was marked by the rapid decessors were so conspicuous. "Wefindhim as- cline of the Egyptian monarchy, for the provsociating on familiar terms with philosophers inces and cities wrested from it during ins miand men of letters, and especially patronising nority by Antiochus and Philip were never rethe distinguished grammarian Aristarchus.—V. covered, and at his death Cyprus and the CyEPIPHANES (B C. 205-181), son and successor renaiea were almost the only foreign possesof Ptolemy IV. H e was a child of five years sions still attached to the crown of Egypt.—VI.
old at the death of his father, 205. Philip king P H I L O M E T O R (B.C 181-146), eldest son and sucof Macedonia and Antiochus III. of Syria de- cessor of Ptolemy V. H e was a child a*; the
termined to take advantage ofthe minority of death of his father in 181, and the regency was
Ptolemy, and entered into a league to divide assumed during his minority by his mother Cleohis dominions between them. In pursuance of patra, who, by her able administration, mainthis arrangement, Antiochus conquered Ccele- tained the kingdom in a state of tranquillity.
syria, while Philip reduced the Cyclades and But after her death in 173, the chief power fell
the cities in Thrace which had still remained into the hands of Eulaaus and Lenaeus, minissubject to Egypt In this emergency the Egyp- ters as corrupt as they were incapable, who had
lian ministers hadrecourseto the powerful in- the rashness to engage in war with Antiochus
tervention ofthe Romans, who commanded both Epiphanes, king of Syria, in the vain hope of remonarchs to refrain from further hostilities, and covering the provinces of Coelesyria and Phoerestore all the conquered cities. In order to nicia. But their army was totally defeated by
evade this demand without openly opposing the Antiochus near Pelusium, and Antiochus was
power of Rome, Antiochus concluded a treaty able to advance without opposition as far as
with Egypt, by which it was agreed that the Memphis, 170. The young king himself fell
young king should marry Cleopatra, the daugh- into his hands, but was treated with kindness
ter of Antiochus, and receive back the Syrian and distinction, as Antiochus hoped by his means
provinces as her dower. This treaty took place to make himself the master of Egypt. On learnin 199, but the marriage was not actually sol- ing the captivity of his brother, the young Ptolemnized until six years after. The adminis- emy, who was then at Alexandrea with his sistration of Egypt was placed in the hands of ter Cleopatra, assumed the title of king, unAristomenes, a man who was every way worthy der the name of Euergetes II., and prepared
of the charge. As early, however, as 196, the to defend the capital to the utmost. Aptiochu/
young king was declared of full age, and the hereupon laid siege to Alexandrea, but be was
ceremony of his anacleteria, or coronation, was unable to take the city, and withdrew into Syria,
solemnized with great magnificence. It was after establishing Philometor as king at Memon this occasion that the decree was issued phis, but retaining in his hands the frontier fort
which has been preserved to us in the celebra- ress of Pelusium. This last circumstance, to'ed inscription known as the Rosetta stone, a gether with theravagescommitted by the Syriionument of great interest in regard to the in- ian troops, awakened Philometor, who had hithternal history of Egypt under the Ptolemies, in- erto been a mere puppet in the hands of the
dependent of its importance as having afforded Syrian king, to a sense of his true position, and
the key to the discovery of hieroglyphics. In he hastened to make overtures of peace to his
193 the marriage of Ptolemy with the Syrian brother and sister at Alexandrea. It was agreed
princess Cleopatra was solemnized at Raphia. that the two brothers shou.u , eign together, ana
Ptolemy, however, refused to assist his father- that Philometor should marry his sister Oleoin-law in the war against the Romans, which patra But this arrangement did not suit the
was at this time on the eve of breaking out, views of Antiochus, who immediately renewed
and he continued steadfast in his alliance with hostilities. The two brothers were unable- te
Rome. But he derived no advantage from the offer any effectual opposition, and he had adtreaty which concluded it, and Antiochus still vanced a second time to the walls of Alexan
retained possession of Coelesyria and Phoeni- drea, when he was met by a Roman embassy,
cia. As long as Ptolemy continued under the headed by M. Popilius Laanas, who hanghtilj
guidance and influence of Aristomenes, his ad- commanded him instantly to desist from uos
ministration was equitable ai.d popular. Grad- tilities Antiochus did not venture to disooey
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noil withdrew to his own dominions, 168. Dis- uged
j
w th blood. Thousands of the inhabit
sensions soon broke out between the two broth- iantsfledfrom the scene of such horrors, ana
ers, and Euergetes expelled Philometor from the population of Alexandrea was so greatly
Alexandrea. Hereupon Philometorrepairedin thinned that the king found himself compelleo
person to Rome, 164, where he was received to invite foreign settlers from all quarters te
by the senate with the utmost honor, and dep- repeople his deserted capital
At the saraft
uties were appointed to reinstate him in the time that he thus incurred the hatre 1 of his
severe'gn power. This they effected with lit- subjects by his cruelties, he rendered himself
tle opposition, byt they settled that Euergetes an object of their aversion and contempt by
should obtain Cyrene as a separate kingdom. abandoning himself to the most degrading vi
Euerjetes, however, shortly afterward laid ces. In consequence of these, he had become
claim to Cyprus as well, in which he was sup- bloated and deformed in person, and enormousported by the Romans; but Philometor refused ly corpulent, whence the Alexandreans gave
to surrender the island to him, and in the war him the nickname of Physeon, by which appelwhich ensued, Euergetes was taken prisoner lation he is more universally known. His unby his brother, who not only spared his life, but ion with Cleopatra was not of long duration
sent hirn back to Cyrene on condition that he H e became enamored of his niece Cleopatra
should thenceforth content himself with that (the offspring of his wife by her former mar
kingdom. The attention of Philometor appears riage with Philometor), and he did not hesitat6
to have been from this time principally directed to divorce the mother and receive her daughter
to the side of Syria. Demetrius Soter having instead as his wife and queen. By this prosought, during the dissensions between the two ceeding he alienated still more the minds of his
brothers, to make himself master of Cyprus, Greek subjects; and his vices and cruelties at
Ptolemy now supported the usurper Alexander length produced an insurrection at Alexandrea.
Balas, to w h o m he gave his daughter Cleopatra Thereupon he fled to Cyprus, and the Alexanin marriage, 150. But when Ptolemy advanced dreans declared his sister Cleopatra queen (130).
with an army to the assistance of his son-in- Enraged at this, Ptolemy put to death Memphilaw, Ammonius, the favorite and minister of tis, his son by Cleopatra, and sent his head and
Alexander, formed a plot against the life of hands to his unhappy mother. But Cleopatra
Ptolemy; whereupon the latter took away his having been shortly afterward expelled from
daughter Cleopatra from her faithless husband, Alexandrea in her turn, Ptolemy found himself
and bestowed her hand on Demetrius Nicator, unexpectedly reinstated on the throne (127)
the son of Soter, whose cause he now espoused. His sister Cleopatra fled to the court of ner
In conjunction with Demetrius, Ptolemy carried elder daughter Cleopatra, the wife of Demetrius
an war against Alexander, w h o m he defeated II., king of Syria, who espoused the cause of thein a decisive battle ; but he died a few days aft- fugitive. Ptolemy, in revenge, set up against
erward, in consequence of an injury which he him a pretender named Zabinas or Zebina, whe
received from a fall from his horse in this bat- assumed the title of Alexander II. But the
le, 146. H e had reigned thirty-five years from usurper behaved with such haughtiness to Ptolthe period of hisfirstaccession, and eighteen emy, that the latter suddenly changed his polifrom his restoration by the Romans. Philome- cy, became reconciled to his sister Cleopatra
tor is praised for the mildness and humanity of w h o m he permitted to return to Egypt, end
his disposition. Polybius even tells us that not gave his daughter Tryphaena in marriage tc
a single citizen of Alexandrea was put to death Antiochus Grypus, the son of Demetrius. Ptol
by him for any political or private offence. On emy died after reigning twenty nine years from
the whole, if not one of the greatest, he was at the death of his brother Philometor; but he
least one of the best of the race of the Ptole- himself reckoned the years of his reign from
mies. H e left three children: 1. A son, Ptol- the date of hisfirstassumption of the regal title
emy, who was proclaimed king after his fa- in 170. Although the character of Ptolemy
ther's death, under the name Ptolemy Eupator, Physcon was stained by the most infamous
but was put to death almost immediately after vices and by the most sanguinary cruelty, he
by his uncle Euergetes. 2. A daughter, Cleo- still retained that love of letters which appears
patra, marriedfirstto Alexander Balas, then to to have been hereditary in the whole race of
Demetrius II., king of Syria; and, 3 Another the Ptolemies. H e had in his youth been a
daughter, also named Cleopatra, who was aft- pupil of Aristarchus, and not only courted the
erward married to her uncle Ptolemy Euergetes. society of learned men, but was himself the
—VII. E U E R G E T E S II. or P H Y S C O N (ivoKav), that author of a work called "tirapvfipara, or meis, Big-Belly, reigned B.C. 146-117. His his-moirs, which extended to twenty-four books
tory down to the death of his brother has been H e left two sons: Ptolemy, afterward known
already given. In order to secure undisputed as Soter II., and Alexander, both of w h o m subpossession of the throne, he married his sis- sequently ascended the throne of Egypt; and
ter Cleopatra, the widow of his brother Phi- three daughters: 1. Cleopatra, married to her
lometor, and put to death his nephew Ptolemy, brother Ptolemy Soter; 2. Tryphaena, the wife
who had been proclaimed king under the sur- of Antiochus Grypus, king of Syria ; and, 3. Sename of Eupator. A reign thus commenced in lene, who was unmarried at her father's death.
blood was continued in a similar spirit. Many To his natural son Ptolemy, surnamed Apion,
ofthe leading citizens of Alexandrea, who had he bequeathed by his will the separate kingdom
taken part against him on the death of his broth- of Cyrene.—VIII. S O T E R II., and also PHILO
er, were put to death, while the populace were METOR, but more commonly ealled L A T H Y R U S
given up to the cruelties of his mercenary troops, or L A T H U R U S (AdBovpog), reigned B.C. 117- 07
aiu1 the streets ofthe city were Tepeatedly del- and also 8d-81. Although he was of full age
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ai the time of his father's death (117), he w a s marrjing Cleopatra, but only nineteen days aft
obliged to reign jointly with his mother, Cleo- erward caused her to be assassinated. T h e
oatra, w h o had been appointed by the will of Alexandreans thereupon rose against their n e w
her late husband to succeed him on the throne. monarch and [ut him to death — X I . D I O N Y S U S ,
She was, indeed, desirous of associating with but more commonly k n o w n by the appellation
nerself her younger son, Ptolen y Alexander; of A U L E T E S , theflute-player,w a s an illegitimati?
but since Lathyrus w a s popular with the Alex- son of Ptolemy Lathyrus W h e n the assasi nandi eans, she w a s obliged to give way, and sent ation of Berenice and the death of Alexander II
A.enander to Cyprus
After declaring Lathy- had completed the extinction of the legitimat
rus king, she compelled him to repudiate his race of the Lagidaa, Ptolemy w a s proclaimed
sister Cleopatra, of whose influence she w a s king by the Alexandreans, B C. 80. H e w a a
jealous, and to marry his younger sister Selene anxious to obtain from the R o m a n senate their
in her stead. After reigning ten years jointly ratification of his title to the crown, but it waa
with his mothe'-, he w a s expelled from Alexan- not till the consulship of Caesar (59) that he w a s
drea by an insurrection of the people which she able to purchase by vast bribes the desired privnad excited against him (107). His brother ilege. H e had expended immense sums in the
Alexander n o w assumed the sovereignty of pursuit of this object, whieh he w a s compelled
Egypt, in conjunction with his mother, while to raise by the imposition of fresh taxes, and
Lathyrus w a s able to establish himself in the the discontent thus excited combining with the
possession of Cyprus. Cleopatra, indeed, at- contempt entertained for his character, led to
tempted to dispossess him ol that island also, his expulsion by the Alexandreans in 58
but without success, and Ptolemy held it as an Thereupon he proceeded in person to R o m e to
independent kingdom for the eighteen years procure from the senate his restoration. His
during which Cleopatra and Alexander reigned firstreceptionwas promising; and he procured
in Egypt. After the death of Cleopatra and a decree from the senate commanding his
the expulsion of Alexander in 89, Ptolemy La- restoration, and intiusting the charge of effectthyrus w a s recalled by the Alexandreans, and ing it to P. Lentulus Spinther, then proconsul
established anew on the throne of Egypt, which of Cilicia. Meanwhile, the Alexandreans sent
he occupied thenceforth without interruption an embassy of one hundred of their leading cittill his death in 81. T h e most important event izens to plead their cause with the R o m a n
of this period w a s the revolt of Thebes, in Up- senate ; but Ptolemy had the audacity to cause
per Egypt, which w a s still poweiful enough to the deputies, on their arrival in Italy, to be
nold out for nearly three years against the arms waylaid, and the greater part of them murderof Ptolemy, but at the end of that time w a s ed. T h e indignation excited at R o m e by this
taken and reduced to the state of ruin in which proceeding produced a reaction : the tribunes
it has ever since remained. Lathyrus reigned took up the matter against the nobility ; aid an
in all thirty-five years and a half; ten in con- oracle w a s produced from the Sibylline books,
junction with his mother (117-107), eighteen forbidding the restoration of the king by an
in Cyprus (107-89), and seven and a half as sole armed force. T h e intrigues and disputes thus
ruler of Egypt. H e left only one daughter, raised were protracted throughout the year 56,
Berenice, called also Cleopatra, w h o succeeded and at length Ptolemy, despairing of a favorable
him on the throne ; and two sons, both named result, quitted R o m e in disgust, and withdrew
Ptolemy, who, though illegitimate, became sev- to Ephesus. But in 55, A. Gabinius, w h o w a s
erally kings of Egypt and Cyprus.—IX. A L E X - proconsul in Syria, w a s induced, by the influA N D E R I., youngest son of Ptolemy VII., reign- ence of Pompey, aided by the enormous bribe
ed conjointly with his mother Cleopatra from of 10,000 talents from Ptolemy himself, to unthe expulsion of his brother Lathyrus, B.C. 107 dertake his restoration. T h e Alexandreans had
to 90. In this year he assassinated his mother; in the m e a n time placed on the throne of Egypt
but he bad not reigned alone a year, when he Berenice, the eldest daughter of Ptolemy, w h o
was compelled by a general sedition ofthe popu- had married Archelaus, the son of the general
lace and military to quit Alexandrea
H e , of Mithradates, and they opposed Gabinius with
however, raised fresh troops, but w a s totally an army on the confines of the kingdom. They
defeated in a sea-fight by the rebels; where- were, however, defeated in three successive
upon Lathyrus w a s recalled by the Alexandre- battles, Archelaus w a s slain, and Ptolemy once
ans to Egypt, as has been already related. Al- more established on the throne, 55. O n e of his
exander n o w attempted to m a k e himself master first acts w a s to put to death his daughter Berof Cyprus, and invaded that island, but w a s de- enice, and m a n y of the leading citizens of Alexfeated and slain. H e left a son, Alexander, w h o andrea. H e survived hisrestorationonly three
afterward ascended the throne of Egypt.—X. years and a half, during which time he w a s supA L E X A N D E R II., son of the preceding, w a s at ported by a large body of R o m a n soldiers w h o
R o m e at the death of Ptolemy Lathyrus in 81. had been left behind by Gabinius for his proSulla, w h o w a s then dictator^nominated the tection. H e died in 51, after a reign of twentyyoung Alexander (who had obtained a high nine years from the date of hisfirstaccession
place in his favor) king of Egypt, and sent him H e left two sons, both named Ptolemy, and two
to take possession ofthe crown. It was, how- daughters, Cleopatra and Arsinoe.—XII. Eldest
ever, agreed, in deference to the claims of Cle- son of the preceding. B y his father's will the
opatra Berenice, the daughter of Lathyrus, sovereign power w a s left to himself and hia
w h o m the Alexandreans had already placed on sister Cleopatra jointly, and this arrangement
the throne, that Alexander should marry her, w a s carried into effect without opposition, 51
and admit her to share the sovereign power. Auletes had also referred the execution of hia
H e complied with the etter of this treaty bv will to the R o m a n senate, and the latter accept->oi
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fd the office, confirmed its provisions, and be- oner, and put to deaV.i — 4 . Tetrarch of CIIALOX
stowed on P o m p e y the title of guardian of the in Syria, the son of Mennaaus. H e a: pears ts
young king. But the approach ofthe civil war have held the cities of Heliopolis and Chaleii
prevented them from taking any active part in as well as the mountain district oflturaea, from
the administration of affairs, which fell into the whence he was in the habit of infesting D a m a s
lianas of a eunuch named Pothinus. It was cus and the more wealthy parts of Ccelesyria
->ot long before dissensions broke out between with predatory incursions. H e reigned fron1
Use latter and Cleopatra, which ended in the about 70 to 40, w h e n he w a s succeeded bj his
"xpulsion ofthe princess, after she had reigned son Lysanias — 5 King of C Y P R U S , w a s the
in conjunction with her brother about three younger brother of Ptolemy Auletes, king of
years, 48 Hereupon she took refuge in Syria, Egypt, being, like him, an illegitimate son of
and assembled an army, with which she in- Ptolemy Lathyrus H e w a s acknowledgeu as
vaded Egypt. T h e young king, accompanied king of Cyprus at the same time that his brother
by his guardian, met her at Pelusium, and it Auletes obtained possession of the throne of
w a s while the two armies were here encamped Egypt, 80. H e had offended P Clodius by negopposite to one another that Pompey landed in lecting to ransom him w h e n he had fallen into
Egypt, to throw himself as a suppliant on the the hands of the Cilician pirates ; and accoidprotection of Ptolemy; but he w a s assassinated ingly Clodius, when he became tribune (58).
by the orders of Pothinus, before he could ob- brought forward a law to deprive Ptolemy of
tain an interview with the king himself. Short- his kingdom, and reduce Cyprus to a R o m a r
ly after, Caesar arrived in Egypt, and took upon province. Cato, w h o had to carry into execuhimself to settle the dispute between Ptolemy tion this nefarious dpcree, sent to Ptolemy, adand his sister. But as Cleopatra's charms vising him to submit, and offering him his pergained for her the support of Caesar, Pothinus sonal safety, with the office of high-priest adetermined to excite an insurrection against Paphos, and a liberal maintenance. But tht
Caesar. Hence arose what is usually called unhappy king refused these offers, and put Blthe Alexandrean war. Ptolemy, w b o w a s at end to his o w n life, 57.—6 King of E P I R U S , was.
first in Caasar's hands, managed to escape, andthe second son of Alexander II., king of Epirus
put himself at the head of the insurgents ; but and Olympias, and grandson of the great Pyrhe w a s defeated by Caesar, and was drowned in rhus H e succeeded to the throne on the deatl
an attempt to escape by the river (47).—XIII. of his elder biother, Pyrrhus II., but reignec
Youngest son of Ptolemy Auletes, w a s declared only a very short time. T h e date of his reigr
king by Caasar in conjunction with Cleopatra, can not be fixed with certainty, but as he was
after the death of his elder brother Ptolemy contemporary with Demetrius II, king of MacX A , 47; and although he w a s a mere boy, it edonia, it m a y be placed between 239-229.—7
w a s decreed that he should marry his sister, King of M A U R E T A N I A , w a s the son and success
with w h o m he w a s thus to share the power. or of Juba II. B y his mother Cleopatra he was
Both his marriage and regal title were, of descended from the kings of Egypt, whose namr
course, purely nominal; and in 43 Cleopatra he bore. T h e period of his accession can not
put him to death.
be determined with certainty, but w e k n o w that
he was on the throne in A.D. 18. H e continued
III. Kings of other Countries,
to reign without interruption till A D. 40, when
I. Surnamed A L O R I T E S , that is, of Alorus, re-he w a s s u m m o n e d to R o m e by Caligula, anc*.
gent, or, according to some authors, king of shortly after put to death, his great riches iv&v
Macedonia. H e obtained the supreme power ing excited the cupidity of the emperor
by the assassination of Alexander ll ,the eldest
son of Amyntas, B.C. 367, but was, in his turn, IV. Literary.
'1. C L A U D I U S P T O L E M Z E U S , a celebrated matheassassinated by Perdiccas III, 364. •— 2. Sur•lamed A P I O N , king of Cyrene (117-96), w a s an matician, astronomer, and geographer Of Ptol.illegitimate son of Ptolemy Physcon, king of e m y himself w e k n o w absolutely nothing but hii
Egypt, w h o left him by his will the kingdom of date. H e certainly observed in A D 139, at Althe Cyrena'ica. At his death in 96, Apion be- exandrea; and, since he survived Antoninus,
queathed his kingdom by'his will to the R o m a n he w a s alive A.D. 161. His writings are as
people. T h e senate, however, refused to ac- follows: 1. \yieybXn Swrafic rfjg 'Aarpovoplag,
cept the legacy, and declared the cities of the usually known by its Arabic n a m e ot Almagest.
Cyrefia'iea free. They were not reduced to the Since the Tetrabiblus, the work on astrology,
condition of a province till near thirty years was also entitled avvra^ig, the Arabs, to distinafterward.—3. Surnamed C E R A U N U S , king of guish the two, probably called the greater work
Macedonia, w a s the son of Ptolemy I., king of peydXn, and afterward peyiorn: the title AlmaEgypt, by his second wife Eurydice. W h e n gest is a compound of this last adjective and the
his father in 285 set aside the claim of Cerau- Arabic article. T h e Almagest is divided into
nus to the throne, and appointed his younger thirteen books. It treats of the relations of the
son, Ptolemy Philadelphus, his successor, Ce- earth and heaven ; the effect of position upon
raunus repaired to the court of Lysimachus the earth ; the theory of the sun and moon,
After Lysimachus had perished in battle against without which that of the stars can not be unSeleucus (281), Ptolemy Ceraunus w a s received dertaken ; the sphere ofthe fixed stars, an*
fsy the latter in the most friendly manner ; but those ofthe five stars ealled planets. T h e sev
shortly afterward (280) he basely assassinated enth and eighth books are the most interesting
Seleucus, and took possession of the Macedo- to the modern astronomer, as they contain a
nian throne. Aftei reigning a few months, he catalogue of the stars. This catalogue gives
was defeated in battle by *lie Cauls, taken pris- the longitudes and latitudes of one thousand
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and tweity-two stars, described tf their posi- coverj 1 America by Columbus. T h efirstboo?
tions in the constellations. It seems that this is introductory. T h e next six and a half books
catalogue is in the main really that of Hippar- (ii.-vii, 4) are occupied with the description of
chus, altered to Ptolemy's o w n time by assum- the k n o w n world, beginning with the W e s t of
ing the value ofthe precession ofthe equinoxes Europe, the description of which is contained
given by Hipparchus as the least which could in book ii ; next comes the East of Europe, in
ae ; some changes having also been m a d e by book iii.; then Africa, in book iv. ; then WestPtolemy's o w n observations. Indeed, the whole ern or Lesser Asia, in book v ; then the Greatwork of Ptolemy appears to have been based er Asia, in book vi.; then India, the Chersonelpon the observations of Hipparchus, w h o m he sus Aurea, Serica, the Sinaa, and Taprobane, in
eonstantly cites as his authority. T h e best edi- book vii, cc. 1-4 T h e form in which the dedon ofthe Almagest is by Halma, Paris, 1813, scription is given is that of lists of places, witn
1816, 2 vols. 4to. There are also two other their longitudes and latitudes, arranged under
volumes by H a l m a (1819-1820), which contain the heads, first, of the three continer>ts. and
some of the other writings of Ptolemy — 2 . Te- then of the several countries and tribes. PrerpdbiBXog avvra^ig, generally called Tetrabiblon,
fixed to each section is a brief general descripor Quadripartitum de Apotclesmatibus et Judiciis
tion of the boundaries and divisions ofthe par
Astrorvm
W i t h this goes another small work, about to be described ; and remarks of a miscalled Kapirog, or Fructus Librorum Suorum, oftencellaneous character are interspersed a m o n g the
called Centiloqmum, from its containing a hund- lists, to which, however, they bear but a small
red aphorisms. Both of these works are as- proportion. T h e remaining part of the seventh,
trological, and it has been doubted by some and the whole of the eighth book, are occupied
whether they be genuine. But the doubt merely with a description of a set of maps of the k n o w n
arises from the feeling that the contents are un- world. These maps are still extant. T h e best
worthy of Ptolemy.—3. Kavuv BaaiXeav, a cata- edition of the Geographia of Ptolemy is by Pelogue of Assyrian, Persian, Greek, and R o m a n trus Bertius, Lugd. Bat., 1619,fol.; reprinted
sovereigns, with the length of theirreigns,sev- Antwerp, 1624, fol—2. Of Megalopolis, the son
eral times referred to by Syncellus.—4. §daeig of Agesarchus, wrote a history of King Ptolemy
uirXavav uarepuv Kal ovvayayi) eiuonpaoetuv, De
IV. Philopator.—3. A n Egyptian priest of M e n Apparentiis et Significationihus inerrantium,des,
an w h o wrote on the ancient history of Egypt.
annual list of sidereal phaenomena. — 5, 6. De H e probably lived under the first R o m a n emAnalemmate and Planispharium. These works perors.—4 Surnamed C H E M N U S , a grammarian
are obtained from the Arabic. T h e Analemma of Alexandrea, flourished under Trajan and
is a collection of graphical processes for facili- Hadrian. A n epitome of one of his works is
tating the construction of sun dials. T h e Plani- preserved by Photius
sphere is a description ofthe stereographic proP T O L E M A I S (Hro/.epatg : Hrdkepahng and Hro
jection, in which the eye is at the pole of the ?<,epaevg). 1. Also called A C E ('A/07, a corrupcircl a on which the sphere is projected.—7. Hepl tion of the native n a m e Acco, Old Testament:
vrroBboeav rdv irXavapevav, De Planetarum Hynow, in Arabic, Akka, French St Jean d'Acre,
vothesibus This is a brief statement of the English zfcre), a celebrated city on the coast of
principal hypotheses employed in the Almagest Phoenicia, south of Tyre, and north of Mount
for the explanation of trie heavenly motions.— Carmel, lies at the bottom of a bay surrounded
8. 'Appovarav fliBXla /., a treatise on the theory
by mountains, in a position marked out by naofthe musical scale.—9. Hepl Kpirnpiov Kaiijye-ture as a key of the passage between Coelesyria
p.ovn:ov, Be Judicandi Facultale et Animi Princiand Palestine. It is one of the oldest cities
patu, a metaphysical work, attributed to Ptol- of Phoenicia, being mentioned in the Book ot
e m y . — 1 0 . VeuypafaKi) 'TQijynaig, in eight books,
Judges (i, 31). Under the Persians it was made
the great geographical work of Ptolemy. This the head quarters of the expeditions against
work w a s the last attempt m a d e by the ancients Egypt; but it was not till the decline of Tyre
to form a complete geographical system ; it w a s that it acquired its great importance as a miliaccepted as the text-book of the science ; and tary and commercial city. T h e Ptolemy w h o
it maintained that position during the Middle enlarged and strengthened it, and from w h o m it
Ages, and until thefifteenthcentury, w h e n the obtained its Greek name, is supposed to have
rapid progress of maritime discovery caused it been Ptolemy I. the son of Lagus. After the
to be superseded. It contains, however, very change of its name, its citadel continued to be
little information respecting the objects of in- called Ace. Under the R o m a n s it was a colterest connected with the different countries ony, and belonged to Galilee. T o recount its
and places; for, with the exception of the in- great celebrity in mediaaval and modern history
troductory matter in thefirstbook, and the lat- does not fall within the province of this work
ter part of the work, it is a mere catalogue of — 2 . (At or near the modern El-Lahum), a small
the n a m e s of places, with their longitudes and town of Middle Egypt, in the N o m o s Arsinoites,
latitudes, and with a few incidental references between Arsinoe and Heracleopolis the Great.
to objects of interest. T h e latitudes of Ptol- — 3 . P. H E R M I I (IX 77 'Eppelov, HroXepdiictj irbXig:
a m y are tolerably correct; but his longitudes n o w Me'nshieh, ruins), a city of Upper Egypt, on
are very wide of the truth, his length of the the western bank of the Nile, below Abydos,
known world, from east to west, being m u c h w a s a place of great importance under the Ptoltoo great. It is well worthy, however, of re- emies, w h o enlarged and adorned it, and made
mark, in passing, that the modern world owes it a purely Greek city, exempt from all peculmuch to this error; for it tended to encourage iarly Egyptian laws and customs.—4,P.'THBthat belief iu the practicability of a western R O N , or E P I T H E R A S (II. Qnpav, b eirl.-9-vpag), a
Dassaga to the Indies-, which occasioned the dis- port on the R e d Sea, on the coast ofthe Troglo

PTOON.

Pl/LCHLrtlA.

ayta an emporium for the trade with India and lby his first wife. H e espoused the republic*.
Arabia but chiefly remarkable in the history party after Caasar's death' (44), and went witi
of mathematical geography, inasmuch as, tbt M. Brutus to Asia. After plotting against the
sun having been observed to be directly over ft lives of both Brutus and Cassius, he desertec
forty five days before and after the summer sol- to the triumvirs, Octavianus and Antony. H<"
stice, the place was taken as one of the txed was rewarded for his treachery by the consulpoints for determining the length of a degree ship in 36. In the war between Octavianus
of a great circle on the earth's surface.—5 (Now and Antony, he espoused the side of the latter
Tolmcita, or Tolometa, ruins), on the northwestand commanded the right wing of Antony's flte<
ern coast of Cyrenaiea, one of thefivegreat at the battle of Actium.—3. Brother probably
cities of the Libyan Pentapolis, was atfirstonly of No. 1, is called step son of L. Marcius Philip
the port of BARCA, which lay one hundred stadia pus, consul 91, and brother of L Marcius Philip(ten geographical miles) inland, but which was pus, consul 56. According to Cicero's account.
so entirely eclipsed by Ptolemais that, under he was a profligate and a spendthrift, and having
the Romans, even the name of Barca was trans- dissipated his property, united himself to P.
ferred to the latter city. From which of the Clodius.
Ptolemies it took its name, w e are not informed.
PUBLILIA, the second wife of M. Tullius CicIts magnificence is attested by its splendid ruins, ero, w h o m he married B r. 46. As Cicero
which are now partly covered by the sea. They was then sixty years of age, and Publilia quite
are four miles in circumference, and contain the young, the marriage occasioned great scandal.
remains of several temples, three theatres, and It appears that Cicero was at the time in great
an aqueduct.
pecuniary embarrassments; and after the diP T O O N (HTUOV: now Palea and Strutzma), avorce of Terentia, he was anxious to contract
mountain in Bceotia, an offshoot of Helicon, a new marriage for the purpose of obtaining
which extends from the southeast side of the money to pay his debts. Publilia had a large
Lake Copais southward to the coast.
fortune, which had been left to Cicero in trust
PUBLICOLA, Or POPLICULA, OT PoPLICOLA, a R o for her. The marriage proved an unhappy one,
m a n cognomen, signified "one who courts the as might have been expected; and Cicero dipeople" (from populus and colo), and thus "vorced
a
her in 45.
friend of the people." The form Poplicula or PUBLILIUS PHILO. Vid. P H I L O
Poplicola was the more ancient, but Publicola
PUBLILIUS, V O L E K O , tribune of the plebs B C
was the one usually employed by the Romans 472, and again 471, effected an important change
in later times.
in the Roman constitution. In virtue of the
PUBLICSLA, P. VALERIUS, took an active part Ilaws which he proposed, the tribunes of the
ir; expelling the Tarquins from the city, and plebs and the aediles were elected by the comitia
was thereupon elected consul with Brutus (B. tributa instead of by the comitia centuriata, as
C. 509). H e secured the liberties of the peo- had previously been the case, and the tribes obple by proposing several laws, one of the most tained the power of deliberating and determinimportant of which was that every citizen who ing in all matters affecting the whole nation,
was condemned by a magistrate should have and not such only as concerned the plebs. Some
the right of appeal to the people. H e also or- said that the number of the tribunes was now
dered the lictors to lower the fasces before the for thefirsttime raised tofive,having been
people, as an acknowledgment that their power only two previously.
was superior to that of the consuls. Hence he
PUBLIUS SYRUS.
Vid S Y R U S .
became so great a favorite with the people,
PucTNUM(fIoOT(jion), a fortress in Istria, in the
that he received the surname of Publicola. H enorth of Italy, on the road from Aquileia to Pola,
was consul thiee times again, namely, in 508, was situated on a steep rock, which produced
507, and 504. H e died in 503 H e was buried wine, mentioned by Pliny under the name of
at the public expense, and the matrons mourn- Vinum Pucinum.
ed for him ten months, as they had done for
PUDICITIA (A'tddg), a personification of modBrutus. The descendants of Publicola bore the esty, was worshipped both in Greece and at
same name, and several of them held the highest Rome. At Athens an altar was dedicated to
offices of state during the early years of the re- her. At R o m e two sanctuaries were dedicated
public.
to her, one under the name oi Pudicitia patncia,
PUBLICOLA, GELLIUS. 1. L., consul with Cn. and the other under that of Pudicitia plebeia.
Lentulus Clodianus, B C. 72. Both consuls Theformerwas in the forum Boarium, near the
carried on war against Spartacus, but were de- temple of Hercules. W h e n the patrician Virfeated by the lattir. In 70 Gellius was censor, ginia was driven from this sanctuary by the
and in 67 and 66 he served as one of Pompey's other patrician women, because she had marlegates in the war against the pirates H e be- ried the plebeian consul L. Volumnius, she built
longed to the aristoeratical party. In 63 he a separate sanctuary to Pudicitia plebeia in the
warmly suppo ted Cieero in the suppression of Vicus Longus.
the Catilinarian conspiracy. In 59 he opposed
P U L C H E R , CLAUDIUS.
Vid. CLAUDIUS.
the agrarian law of Caesar, and in 57 he spoke
PULOHERIA, eldest daughter of the Emperor
in favor of Cicero's recall from exile. H e was Arcadius, was born A.D. 399. In 414, when
alive in 55, when Cicero delivered his speech she was only fifteen years of age, she became
against Piso, but he probably died soon after- the guardian of her brother Theodosius, and
•vard H e was married twice. H e must have was declared Augusta or empress. She had
reached a great age, since he is mentioned as the virtual government in her hands during the
•;he contubernalis of C. Papirius Carbo, who whole lifetime of her brother, who died in 450
vas consul in 120.—2, L , son ofthe preceding On his death she remained at the head of af
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P U L C H R U M PROMONTORIUM.

PYLADES

tans, and shortly afterward she married Mar- in course of time becomes as hard in ^atet as
stone. The mole was built on arches like a
bridge, and seventeen ofthe piers are still visi
ble projecting above the water. T o this mole
Caligula attached afloatingbridge, which extended as far as Baiaa, a distance of two miles.
P U L C H R U M P R O M O N T O R I U M (KOXOV uKparijpiov),
a promontory on the northern coast of the Car- Puteoli was the chief emporium for the comthaginian territory in Northern Africa, where merce with Alexandrea and with the greater part
the elder Seipio Africanus landed; probably of Spain. The town was colonized by the Romans in B C. 194, and also anew by Augustus,
identical with the APOLLINIS P R O M O N T O R I U M .
P U L L U S , L. JUNIUS, consul B C. 249, in the Nero, and Vespasian. It was destroyed by
Irst Punic war. Hisfleetwas destroyed by a Alaric in A D. 410, by Genseric in 455, and also
storm, on account, it was said, of his neglect- by Totilas in 545, but was on each occasion
ing the auspices. In despair, he put an end to speedily rebuilt. There are still many ruins of
the ancient town at the modern Pozzuoli. 01
his own life.
P U P I E N U S M A X I M U S , M . CLODIUS, was elected these the most important are the remains of
emperor with Balbinus in A.D. 238, when the the temple of Serapis, of the amphitheatre
senate received intelligence ofthe death ofthe and ofthe mole already described.
P U T P U T (now probably Hamamet), a sea port
two Gordians in Africa ; but the new emperors
were slain by the soldiers at R o m e in the same town of Africa Propria (Zeugitana; on ihe Gulf
of Neapolis (now Gulf of Hamamet). Its name
year.
PUPIUS, a Roman dramatist, whose composi- is evidently Phoanician.
P Y D N A ( H V C W : Hvdvaiog: n o w Kitron), a
tions are characterized by Horace as the "lacrytown of Macedonia, in the district Pieria, was
mosa poemata Pupi."
P U R A (Iloiipa: now probably Bunpur), the cap- situated at a small distance west of the Therital of Gedrosia, in the interior of the country, maic Gulf, on which it had a harbor. It was
originally a Greek colony, but it was subdued
on the borders of Carmania.
P U R P U R A R I Z E INSULZE (now probably the Ma- by the Macedonian kings, from whom, however,
deira group), a group of islands in the Atlantic it frequently revolted. Toward the end ofthe
Ocean, off the northwestern coast of Africa, Peloponnesian war it was taken after a long
which are supposed to have derived their name siege by Archelaus, and its inhabitants removed
from the purple muscles which abound on the twenty stadia inland ; but at a later period w e
opposite coast of Africa (Gaetulia). The islands still find the town situated on the coast. It
of Hera ;*Hpa) and Autolala (AvroXdXa), men-again revolted from the Macedonians, and was
tioned by Ptolemy, appear to belong to the subdued by Philip, w h o enlarged and fortified
the place. It was here that Olympias sustaingroup.
P U R P U R E O , L. F U R I U S , praetor B C. 200, ob- ed a long siege against Cassander, B.C. 317tained Cisalpine Gaul as his province, and gain-316. It is especially memorable on account of
ec" a brilliant victory over the Gauls, who had the victory gained under its walls by zEmilius
laid siege to Cremona. H e was consul 196, Paulus over Perseus, the last king of Macedonia, 168. Under the Romans it was also
when he defeated the Boii.
P U T E O L A N U M , a country house of Cicero near called Citrurn or Citrus.
Puteoli, where he wrote his Quastiones Aeade- P Y G E L A or P H Y G E L A (HvyeXa, QvyeXa), a small
mica, and where the Emperor Hadrian was town of Ionia, on the coast of Lydia, with a temple of Diana (Artemis) Munychia. Tradition
buried.
P U T E O L A N U S SINUS (now Bay of Naples), a bay ascribed its foundation to Agamemnon on his
3t 'he sea on the coast of Campania, between return from Troy.
PYGMJEI (Hvypaloi, i. e., men of the height of
thepiomontoryMisenum and the promontory of
Minerva, which was originally called Cumanus, a icvypn, i. e., thirteen and a half inches), a
but afterward Puteolanus, from the town Pute- fabulous people,firstmentioned by Homer (11.,
oli. The northwest corner of it was separated iii., 5), as dwelling on the shores of Ocean, and
by a dike eight stadia in length from the rest attacked by cranes in spring time. The fable
ofthe bay, thus forming the L U C R I N U S L A C U S . is repeated by numerous writers, in various
PUTEOLI (Puteolanus : now Pozzuoli), origin-forms, especially as to the locality, some
placing them in /Ethiopia, others in India, and
ally named DICZEARCHIA (AiKatapxla, Ainatdpa
others
in the extreme north ofthe earth. The
Xeia: AiKatapxevg, AiKaiapxelrng, -xlTVC)>
celebrated sea-port town of Campania, situated on story is referred to by Ovid and Juvenal, and
a promontory on the east side ofthe Puteolanus forms the subject of several works of art.
Sinus, and a little to the east of Cumae, was P Y G M A L I O N (HvypaXlav). 1. King of Cyprus
founded by the Greeks of Cumaa, B.C. 521, un- and father of Metharme. H e is said to have
der the name of Dicaearchia. In the second fallen in love with the ivory image of a maiden
Punic war it was fortified by the Romans, who which he himself had made, and therefore to
changed its name into that of Puteoli, either have prayed to Venus (Aphrodite) to breathe life
/rum its numerous wells, or from the stench into it. W h e n the request was granted, Pygarising from the mineral springs in its neigh- malion married the maiden, and became by her
borhood. The town was indebted for its im- the father of Paphus—2. Son of Belus and
portance to its excellent harbor, which was brother of Dido, who murdered Sichaeus, Dido's
protected by an extensive mole formed from husband. For details, vid. DIDO.
P Y L A D E S (HvXdSng). 1. Son of Strophius and
the celebrated reddish earth ofthe neighboring
hills. This earth, called Pozzolana, when mix-Anaxibia, a sister of Agamemnon. His falhel
•>d with chalk, "ormsan excellent cement, whichwas king of Phocis ; and aftiar the death of Aga
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xian, with w h o m she continued to reign in common till her death in 453. Pulcheria was a
woman of ability, and was celebrated for her
piety, and her public and private virtues.
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PYRENE.

ans proved unavailing; and the capture bj
Cleon of the Spartans, who had landed in the
island of Sphacteria, was one of the most important events in the whole war.—There has
been much controversy, which of these thres
places was the Pylos founded by Neleus, ano
governed by Nestor and his descendants. The
town in Elis has little or no claim to the honor,
and the choice lies between the towns in Tripl ylia and Messenia. The ancients usually decided
in favor ofthe Messenian Pylos; but most mod
der B A T H Y L L U S .
P Y L Z E (HvXai, i. e., Gates). 1. A general ern critics support the claims of the Triphyliai
name for any narrow pass, such as T H E R M O P Y - city.
LZE, Pylae Albaniae, Caspiaa, &c. (Vid. the sev- [PYEACMOST, one of the assistants of Vulcan
eral specific names.)—2. T w o small islands at in forging the thunderbolts of Jupiter (Zeus)
the entrance into the Arabicus Sinus (now Red Vid. CYCLOPES.]
[PYRJECHMES (Uvpaixpng), leader ofthe PaaoSea) from the Erythraean Sea.
nians, an ally of the Trojans, slain by PatroP Y L A E M E N E S (HvXaiuevr/c), appears to have
been the name of many kings of Paphlagonia, clus according to Homer, or by Diomedes acso as to have become a kind of hereditary ap- cording to Dictys.]
P Y K A M I A (rd Hvpdpta), a town of Argolis, ir
pellation, like that of Ptolemy in Egypt and
Arsaces in Parthia. W e have, however, very the district Thyreatis, where Danaus is said tc
have landed.
little definite information concerning them.
[PYLZEUS (HvXaiog), son of Lethus, leader of P Y R A M U S . Vid. THISBE.
P Y R A M U S (Hvpapog : now Jihan), one of the
the Pelasgians from Larissa, an ally of the Trolargest rivers of Asia Minor, rises in the antijans]
Taurus range, near Arabissus in Cataonia (the
[PVLARTES (VLvXapTnc), a Trojan warrior,
southeastern part of Cappadoeia), and after run
slain by Patroclus.]
P Y L A S (rhJAa.,1, son of Cteson, and king of ning southeast,firstunder ground, and then as
Megara, who, after slaying Bias, his own fa- a navigable river, breaks through the Taurus
ther's brother, founded the town of Pylos in chain by a deep and narrow ravine, and then
Peloponnesus, and gave Megara to Pandion, flows southwest through Cilicia in a deep and
who had married his daughter Pylia, and ac- rapid stream, about one stadium (six hundred
and six feet) in width, and falls into the sea
cordingly was his son-in-law.
near Mallus. Its ancient name is said to have
P Y L E N E (HvXijvi]), an ancient town .of zEtolia,
on the southern slope of Mount Aracynthus, on been Leucosyrus, from the LEUCOSYRI who dwelt
whose site PROSCHIUM was subsequently built. on its banks.
[ P Y L O N (HvXav), a Trojan warrior, slain by [ P Y R A N D E R (niipawdpoc), a historian of an unknown period, wrote a work entitled HeXoirovPolypcetes.]
P Y L O S (HvXog), the name of three towns on vnoiaad.]
[ P Y R A S U S (Hipaoog), a city of the Thessalian
the western coast of Peloponnesus. 1. In Elis,
at the foot of Mount Scollis, and about seventy district Phthiotis, mentioned by Homer, but alor eighty stadia from the city of Elis, on the ready in Strabo's time in ruins : it was situated
road to Olympia, near the confluence of the on the coast, twenty stadia (two geographical
Ladon and the Peneus It is said to have been miles) from Thebaa, with a Demetriom.]
[PYRASUS (Hipaoog), a Trojan warrior, slain
founded by Pylon or Pylas of Megara, to have
been destroyed by Hercules, and to have been by Ajax.]
P Y R E N E or P Y R E N Z E I M O N T E S (Hvprjvn, rdHv
afterwardrebuiltby the Eleans.—2. In Triphylia, about thirty stadia from the coast, on the pnvala bpn : now Pyrenees), a range of mountRiver Mamaus, west of the Mountain Minthe, ains extending from the Atlantic to the Mediand north of Lepreum.—3. In the southwest of terranean, and forming the boundary between
Messenia, was situated at the foot of Mount Gaul and Spain. The length of these mount/Egaleos on a promontory at the northern en- ains is about two hundred and seventy miles in
trance ofthe basin, now called the Bay of Nav- a straight line ; their breadth varies from about
arino, the largest and safest harbor in all Greece.forty miles to twenty ; their greatest height is
This .harbor was fronted and protected by the between eleven thousand and twelve thousand
small island of Sphacteria (now Sphagia), which feet. The Romansfirstbecame acquainted with
stretched along the coast about a mile and three these mountains by their campaigns against the
quarters, leaving only two narrow entrances at Carthaginians in Spain in the second Punic war.
each end. In the second Messenian war the Their name, however, had travelled eastward
inhabitants of Pylos offered a long and brave at a much earlier period, since Herodotus (ii.,
resistance to the Spartans ; but after the cap- 33) speaks of a city Pyrene belonging to the
ture of Ira, they were obliged to quit their na- Celts, near which the Ister rises. The ancient
tive country with the rest of the Messenians. writers usually derived the name from irvp,
Pylos now remained in ruins, but again became "fire,"and then, according to a common pracmemorable in the Peloponnesian war, when the tice, invented a story to explain the false etyAthenians under Demosthenes built a fort on mology, relating that a greatfireonce raged
the promontory Coryphasium, a little south of upon the mountains. The name, however, is
the ancient city, and just within the northern probably connected with the Celtic Byrin oi
entrance to the harbor (B.C. 425).
The at- Bryn, " a mountain." The continuation of tho
tempts of the Spartans to dislodge the Atheni- mountains along the Mare Cantabricum war
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atetiiron. Orestes was secretly carried to his
father s court. Here Pylades contracted that
friendship with Orestes which became proverbial. He assisted Orestes in murdering his mother Clytaemnestra, and also accompanied him to
the Tauric Chersonesus; and he eventually
married his sister Electra, by w h o m he became
the father of Hellanicus, Medon, and Strophius.
For details, vid. O R E S T E S . — 2 . A pantomime
dancer iu the reign of Augustus, spoken of un-
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PiTRRHUS.

called Saltus Vasconum, and still further west and consequently on the narrowest patt of the
Mons Vindius or Vinnius. The Romans were island.—2. A town and promontory of Phthioacquainted with only three passes over the Pyr- tis in Thessaly, on the Pagasaaan Gulf, and neai
enees, the one on the west near Carasae (now the frontiers of Magnesia. Off this promontory
Garis), not far from the Mare Cantabricum, thethere were two small islands, named Pyrrhs
one in the middle leading from Caesaraugusta and Deucalion.—3. A small Ionic town in Calo Beneharnum (now Bareges), and the one on ria, on the northern side ofthe Sinus Latmicus
the east, which was most frequently used, near and fifty stadia from the mouth ofthe Maaande.
P Y R R H I C A S T R A (IWppmi ;r/«paf), a fortified
the coast of the Mediten anean by Juncaria (now
place in the north of Laconia, where Pyrrhus
Junquera).
P Y R E N E S P R O M O N T O R I U M . or P I O M O N T O R I U M probably encamped in his invasion ofthe counVENERIS (now Cape Creus), the southeastern try in B.C. 272.
P Y R R H I C H H S QJi(s(iixog), a town of the Eleuextremity of tbe Pyrenees in Spain, on the
frontiers of Gaul, derived its second name from thero-lacones in the southwest of Laconia
P Y R R H O (Hvpbav), the founder of the Skep
a temple of Venus on the promontory.
tical or Pyrrhonian school of philosophy, was a
P Y R G I 1. (Hvpyoi or niipyoc : Hvpyirng), the
most southerly town of Triphylia in Elis, near native of Elis in Peloponnesus lie is said to
the Messenian frontier, said to have been found- have been poor, and to have followed at first
ed by* the Minyaa — 2 (Pyrgensis : now Santa the profession of a painter. H e is then said to
Severa), an ancient Pelasgie town on the coasthave been attracted to philosophy by the books
of Etruria, was used as the port of Caere or of Democritus, to have attended tho lectures of
Agylla, and was a place of considerable import- Bryson, a disciple of Stilpon, to have attached
ance as a commercial emporium. It was at an himself closely to Anaxarchus, and with him tc
early period the head-quarters ofthe Tyrrhenian have joined the expedition of Alexander the
pirates. It possessed a very wealthy temple of Great. During the greater part of his life he
Ilithyia, which Dionysius of Syracuse plundered lived in retirement, and endeavored to render
in B C 384. Pyrgi is mentioned at a later time himself independent of all external circumstanas a Roman colony, but lost its importance un- ces. His disciple Timon extolled with admirader the Roman dominion. There are still re- tion his divine repose of soul, and his indiffermains at Sta Severa of the ancient polygonal ence to pleasure or pain. So highly was he
valued by his fellow-citizens that they made
walls of Pyrgi.
[ P Y R G O , nurse of the children of Priam, ac- him their high priest, and erected a monument
companied zEneas after the destruction of Troy, to him after his death. The Athenians con
and showed the Trojan women that it was a ferred upon him therightsof citizenship. W c
know littlerespectingthe principles of his skepgoddess, and not Beroe, who urged them to fire
tical philosophy ; and theridiculoustales told
tbe Trojan ships in Sicdy.]
PYRGOTEI.ES (HvpyoreXyg), one of the mostabout him by Diogenes Laertius are probably the
celebrated gem engravers of ancient Greece, invention of his enemies. H e asserted that cerwas a contemporary of Alexander the Great, tain knowledge on any subject was unattainable,
who placed him on a level with Apelles and and that the great object of man ought to be to
Lysippus, by naming him as the only artist who lead a virtuous life. Pyrrho wrote no works,
was permitted to engrave seal rings for the king. except a poem addressed to Alexander, which
PYRICUS, a Greek painter, who probably lived was rewarded by the latter in a royal manner.
soon after the time of Alexander the Great. H e His philosophical system wasfirstreduced to
Hereachedthe
devoted himself entirely to the production of writing by his disciple Timon
age of ninety years, but we haye no mention of
small pictures of low and mean subjects
the year either of his birth or of his death.
P Y R I P H L E G E T H O N (ilvpifXeysBav), that is, flamP Y R R H U S (Hvpfsog). 1. Mythological Vid.
ing withfire,the name of one of the rivers in
N E O P T O L E M U S . — 2 I. King of Epirus, son of
thelowor world.
P Y R O M A C H U S , the name of two artists. The zEacides and Phthia, was born B.C 318. His
name occurs in four different forms, namely, ancestors claimed descent from Pyrrhus, the
son of Achilles, who was said to have settled in
Phyromachus, Phylomachus, Philomachus, and
Pyromachus. 1. A n Athenian sculptor, who Epirus after the Trojan war, and to have beexecuted the bas reliefs on the frieze of the come the founder of the race of Molossian kings
temple of Minerva (Athena) Polias, about B.C. On the deposition of his father by the Epirots
415. The true form of his name appears to have (vid ZEACIDES), Pyrrhus, who was then a child
been Phyromachus.—2 An artist who flourish-of only two years old, was saved from destruced B.C. 295-240, is mentioned by Pliny (xxxiv , tion by the faithful adherents of the king, who
8, s. 19) as one of those statuaries who rep- carried him to Glaucias, the king of the Tauresented the battles of Attalus and Eumenes lantians, an Illyrian people. Glaucias took the
against the Gauls. Of these battles the most child under his care, and brought him up with
celebrated was that which obtained for Attalus his own children. H e not only refused to surI. the title of king, about 241. It is supposed render Pyrrhus to Cassander, but about ten
by the best writers on ancient art that the cel- years afterward he marched into Epirus at the
ebrated statue of a dying combatant, popularly head of an army, and placed Pyrrhus on the
called the Dying Gladiator, is a copy from one throne, leaving him, however, under the ca-e
of the bronze statues in the works mentioned of guardians, as he was then only twelve yeau
oy Pliny. It is evidently the statue of a Celt. of age. In the course of four orfiveyears,
however, Cassander, who had gained his suP Y R R H A (ItupVSa : Hojspalog)
1. A town on
the western coast of the island of Lesbos, on premacy in Greece, prevailed upon the Epirats
1
the inner part of the deep bay named jfter it. to exuel their young king. Pyrrhus, who was
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still only seventeen years of age, joined D e m e - the theatre and all other public places, and c o m
trius, w h o had married his sister Deidamia, ac- pelled their young m e n to serve in his ranks
eompanied him to Asia, and w a s present at the In thefirstcampaign (280), the R o m a n consul,
battle of Ipsus, 301, in which he gained great M . Valerius Laevinus, w a s defeated by Pyrrhus
renown for his valor. Antigonus fell in the near Heraciea, on the bank of the River Siris
battle, and Demetrius became a fugitive; but T h e battle w a s long and bravely contested, and
Pynhus did not desert his brother-in-law in his it w a s not till Pyrrhus brought forward his elemisfortunes, and shortly afterwaid went for him phants, which bore d o w n every thing before
as a hostage into Egypt. Here he w a s fortu- them, that the R o m a n s took to flight. T h e loss
nate enough to win the favor of Berenice, the of Pyrrhus, though inferior to that of the Rowife of Ptolemy, and received in marriage A n - mans, w a s still very considerable. A large
igone, her daughter by her first husband. Ptol- proportion of his officers and best troops had
e m y n o w supplied him with a fleet and forces, fallen ; and he said, as he viewed the field of
with which he returned to Epirus. Neoptole- battle, "Another such victory, and I must remus, w h o had reigned from the time that Pyr- turn to Epirus alone." H e therefore availed
rhus had been driven from the kingdom, agreed himself of his success to send his minister Cinto share the sovereignty with Pyrrhus. But eas to R o m e with proposals of peace, while he
such an arrangement could not last long, and himself marched slowly toward the city. His
Pyrrhus anticipated his o w n destruction by put- proposals, however, were rejected by the senting his rival to death. This appears to have ate. H e accordingly continued his march, ravhappened in 295, in which year Pyrrhus is said aging the R o m a n territory as he went along.
to have begun to reign. H e w a s n o w twenty- H e advanced within twenty-four miles of R o m e ;
three years old, and he soon became one of the but as he found it impossible to compel the Romost popular princes of his time. His daring m a n s to accept the peace, he retraced his steps,
courage m a d e him a favorite with his troops, and withdrew into winter-quarters to Tarenand his affability and generosity secured the tum. A s soon as the armies were quartered
love of his people. H e seems at an early age for the winter, the R o m a n s sent an embassy tc
to have taken Alexander as his model, and to Pyrrhus to endeavor to obtain the ransom of
have been fired with the ambition of imitating the R o m a n prisoners. T h e ambassadors were
his exploits and treading in his footsteps. His received by Pyrrhus in the most distinguished
eyes werefirstdirected to the conquest of Mace- manner; and his interviews with C Fabricius,
donia. B y assisting Alexander, the son of Cas- w h o w a s at the head of the embassy, form one
sander, against his brother Antipater, he obtain- of the most celebrated stories in R o m a n hised possession of the whole of the Macedonian tory. Vid FABRICIUS. In the second campaign
dominions on the western side of Greece But (279), Pyrrhus gained another victory near Asths Macedonian throne itself fell into the hands culum over the R o m a n s , w h o were commanded
of Demetrius, greatly to the disappointment of by the consuls P. Decius M u s and P. Sulpicius
Pyrrhus T h e two former friends n o w became Saverrio. T h e battle, however, w a s followed
the most deadly enemies, and open war broke by no decisive results, and the brunt of it had
out between them in 291. After the war had again fallen, as in the previous year, almost exbeen carried on with great vigor and various clusively on the Greek troops ofthe king. H e
vicissitudes for four years, Pyrrhus joined the w a s therefore unwilling to hazard his surviving
coalition formed in 287 by Seleucus, Ptolemy, Greeks by another campaign with the Romans,
and Lysimachus against Demetrius. Lysim- and accordingly he lent a ready ear to the inachus and Pyrrhus invaded Macedonia; D e m e - vitations of the Greeks in Sicily, w h o begged
trius w a s deserted by his troops, and obliged to him to come to their assistance against the
fly in disguise; and the kingdom w a s divided Carthaginians. T h e R o m a n s were likewise
between Lysimachus and Pyrrhus. But the anxious to get rid of so formidable an oppolatter did not long retain his portion; the M a c e nent, that they might complete the subjugation
donians preferred the rule of their old general, of Southern Italy without further interruption.
Lysimachus, and Pyrrhus w a s accordingly driv- j W h e n both parties had the same wishes, it w a s
en out of the country after a reign of seven not difficult to find a pretext for bringing the
months (286). For the next few years Pyrrhus war to a conclusion. This w a s afforded at the
reigned quietly in Epirus without embarking in beginning of the following year (278) by one
any n e w enterprise. But a life of inactivity of the servants of Pyrrhus deserting to the
was insupportable to him, and accordingly he R o m a n s and proposing to the consuls to poison
readily accepted the invitation of the Taren- his master. T h e consuls Fabricius and zEmiltines to assist them in their war against the ius sent hack the deserters to the king, stating
Romans. H e crossed over to Italy early in 280, that they abhorred a victory gained by treason.
in the thirty-eighth year of his age. H e took Thereupon Pyrrhus, to showhis gratitude, sent
with him twenty thousand foot, three thousand Cineas to R o m e with all the R o m a n prisoners,
horse, two thousand archers,fivehundred sling- without ransom and without conditions; and
ers, and either fifty or twenty elephants, hav- the R o m a n s granted him a truce, though not a
ing previously sent Milo, one of his generals, formal peace, as he had not consented to evacwith a detachment of three thousand men. A s uate Italy. P y n h u s n o w crossed over into
soon as he arrived at Tarentum, he began to Sicily, where he remained onward of two years,
make vigorous preparations for carrying on the from the middle of 478 to ti.o latter end of 476
war; and as the giddy and licentious inhabit- Atfirsthe met with brilliant success, defeated
ants of Tarentum complained ofthe severity of the Carthaginians, and took Eryx; but havinq
his discipline, he forthwith treated them as failed in an attempt upon Lilybae im, he lust h u
theii master rather than a? their ally, shut up popularity witi the Greeks, w h o began to form
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cabals and plots against him. This led to re- Plutarch P y n h u s married four wives : 1 4»
taliation on the part of Pyrrhus, and to acts tigone, the daughter of Berenice. 2. A dpugn
which were deemed both cruel and tyrannical ter of Audoleon, king of the Paaonians 3 '->.rby the Greeks. His position in Sicily at length cenna, a daughter of Bardylis, king of luts
became so uncomfortable and dangerous that Illyrians. 4. Lanassa, a daughter of A g a hoHis children were, 1. Ptolhe soon became anxious to abandon the island. cles of Syracuse
Accoidingly, when his Italian allies again beg- emy, born 295 ; killed in battle, 272. 2. Alexander,
w
h
o
succeeded
his father as king of
ged him to come to their assistance, he gladly
complied with their request Pyrrhus returned Epirus. 3 Helenus. 4 Nereis, w h o married
to Italy in the autumn of 276. In the following Geion of Syracuse. 5. Olympias, w h o married
»ear (275) the war w a s brought to a close. her o w n brother Alexander. 6. Deidamia oi
pyrrhus was defeated with great loss near Ben- Laodamia.—3. II. King of Epirus, son of Alexeventum by the R o m a n consul Curius Dentatus, ander II. and Olympias, and grandson of Pyrand w a s obliged to leave Italy. H e brought rhus I., w a s a child at the time of his father's
back with him to Epirus only eight thousand death (between 262 and 258) During his m i
foot andfivehundred horse, and had not money nority the kingdom w a s governed by his mother
to maintain even these without undertaking Olympias. According to one account, Olympias
n e w wars. Accordingly, in 273, he invaded survived Pyrrhus, w h o died soon after he had
Macedonia, of which Antigonus Gonatas, the grown up to manhood; according to another
son of Demetrius, w a s then king. His only account, Olympias had poisoned a maiden to
object at first seems to have been plunder ; but w h o m Pyrrhus w a s attached, and w a s herself
his success far exceeded his expectations. A n - poisoned by him in revenge.
P Y T H A G O R A S (HvBaybpag)
1. A celebrated
tigonus w a s deserted by his o w n troops, and
Pyrrhus thus became king of Macedonia a sec- Greek philosopher, w a s a native of Samos, and
ond time. But scarcely had he obtained pos- the son of Mnesarchus, w h o w a s either a mersession ofthe kingdom before his restless spirit chant, or, according to others, an engraver of
drove him into n e w enterprises. O n the invita- signets. T h e date of his birth is uncertain,
tion of Cleonymus, he turned his arms against but all authorities agree that he flourished in
Sparta, but w a s repulsed in an attack upon this the times of Polycrates and Tarquinius Superbcity. F r o m Sparta he marched toward Argos us (B.C. 540-510). H e studied in his o w n
in order to support Aristeas, one of the leading country under Creophilus, Pherecydes of Syros,
citizens at Argos, against his rival Aristippus, and others, and is said to have visited Egypt
whose cause w a s espoused by Antigonus. In and m a n y countries of the East for the purpose
W e have not m u c h
the night time Aristeas admitted Pyrrhus into of acquiring knowledge
the city ; but the alarm having been given, the trustworthy evidence either as to the kind and
citadel and all the strong places were seized by amount of knowledge which he acquired, or as
the Argives of the oppesite faction. O n the to his definite philosophical views. It is cer
dawn of day Pyrrhus saw that it would be tain, however, that he believed in the transmi
nee-assary for him to retreat; and as he w a s gration of souls; and he is said to hyve pre
figuring his w a y out of the city, an Argive tended that he had been Euphorbus, the son of
wormian hurled d o w n from the house top a Panthus, in the Trojan war, as well as various
p«...jerous tile, which struck Pyrrhus on the other characters. H e is further said io have
bacn of his neck
H e fell from his horse stun- discovered the propositions that the triangle
ned with the blow, and being recognized by inscribed in a semicircle is right angled, that
some ofthe soldiers of Antigonus, w a s quicmy the square on the hypotenuse of a right angled
dispatched. His head w a s cut off and carried triangle is equal to the sum of the squares on
to Antigonus, w h o turned away from the sight, the sides. There is a celebrated story of hia
and ordered the body to be interred with be- having discovered the arithmetical relations or
coming honors. Pyrrhus perished in 272, in the the musical scale by observing accidentally ttia
forty-sixth year of his age, and in the twenty- various sounds produced by hammers of differthird of his reign. H e w a s the greatest war- ent weights striking upon an anvil, and suspendrior and one of the best princes of his time. ing by strings weights equal to those of the
T h e retailers of the story,
With his daring courage, his military skill, and different hammers
his kingly bearing, he might have become the of course, never took the trouble to verify the
most powerful monarch of his day if he had experiment, or they would have discovered thai
steadily pursued the immediate object before different hammers do not produce different
him. But he never rested satisfied with any so unds from the same anvil, any more than difacquisition, and was ever grasping at some fresh ferent clappers do from the same boll. Discov
object: hence Antigonus compared him to a eries in astronomy are also attributed to Pythaggambler, w h o made m a n y good throws with oras. There can be little doubt that he paii
the dice, but w a s unable to m a k e the proper use great attention to arithmetic, and its appliea
of the game. Pyrrhus w a s regarded in subse- tion to v ""ivMs, measures, and the theory of
quent times as one of the greatest generals that music. A p rt from all direct testimony, h o w
had ever lived. Hannibal said that of all gen- ever, it m a y safely be affirmed, that the verj
erals Pyrrhus w a s thefirst,Seipio the second, remarkable influence exerted by Pythagoras,
and himself the third ; or, according to another and even the fact that he w a s m a d e the hereversion of the story, Alexander was the first, of so m a n y marvellous stories, prove him to
Pyrrhus the second, and himself the third. have been a m a n both of singular capabilities
Pyrrhus wrote a work on the art of war, which and of great acquirements. It m a y also be
was read in the time of Cicen); and his com- affirmed with safety that the religious element
nentanes are qioted by both Dionysius and w a s the predominant one in the character ©
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Pythagoras, and that religious ascendency in ed. It is also stated that they had comiuou
eonnection with a certain mystic religious sys- meals, resembling the Spartan syssrtia, at whic".
tem w a s the object whici he chiefly labored to they m e t in companies of ten. Consideiablesecure. It w a s this religious element which importanoe seems to have been attached tc
made the profoundest impression upon his con- music and gymnastics in the daily exercises oi
temporaries T h e y regarded him as standing the disciples. Their whole discipline is reprein a peculiarly close connection with the gods sented as tending to produce a lofty serenitj
T h e Crotoniats even identified him with the and self possession,regardingthe exhibition of
Hyperborean Apollo
A n d without viewing which various anecdotes were current in antihim as an impostor, w e m a y easily believe tliat quity. A m o n g the best ascertained features ol*
he himself, to some extent, shared the same the brotherhood are the devoted attachment o!
views. H e pretended to divination and proph- the m e m b e r s to each other, and their sovereigN
ecy ; and he appears as the revealer of a m o d e contempt for those w h o did not belong to their
of life calculated to raise his disciples above the ranks. It appears that they had some secret
level of mankind, and to recommend them to conventional symbols, by which m e m b e r s of
the favor of the gods. N o certainty can be ar- the fraternity could recognize each other, even
rived at as to tbe length of time spent by Pythag- if they had never m e t before. Clubs similar to
oras in Egypt or the East, or as to his resi- that at Crotona were established at Sybaris,
dence and efforts in S a m o s or other Grecian Metapontum, Tarentum, and other cities of
cities, before he settled at Crotona in Italy. H e M a g n a Graecia. T h e institutions of Pythago
irobably removed to Crotona because he found ras were certainly not intended to withdraw
t impossible to realize his schemes in his na- those w h o adopted them from active exertion,
tive country while under the tyranny of Poly- that they might devote themselves exclusively
crates. T h e reason w h y he selected Crotona to religious and philosophical contemplations.
as the sphere of his operations it is impossible H e rather aimed at the production of a calm
to ascertain ; but soon after his arrival in that bearing and elevated tone of character, through
city he attained extensive influence, and gained which those trained in the discipline of the
over great numbers to enter into his views. Pythagorean life should exhibit in their perHis adherents were chiefly of the noble and sonal and social capacities areflectionof the
wealthy classes Throe hundred of these were order and harmony of the universe. Whether
formed into a select brotherhood or club, bound he had any distinct political designs in the
by a sort of v o w to Pythagoras and each other, foundation of his brotherhood is doubtful; but
for the purpose of cultivating the religious and it w a s perfectly natural, even without any ex
ascetic observances enjoined by their master, press design on his part, that a club such as tba
and of studying his religious and philosophical Three Hundred of Crotona should gradually
tb»ori°.s. Every thing that w a s done and taught c o m e to mingle political with other objects, and,
a m o n g the members w a s kept a profound secret by the facilities afforded by their secret and
'rom all without its pale. It w a s an old Pytha- compact organization, should speedily gain exgov;"2ii m a x i m , that every thing w a s not to be tensive political influence. That wis influence
3 : .1 every body. There were also gradations should be decisively on the side of aristocracy
among the m e m b e r s themselves. In the ad- or oligarchy resulted naturally both from the
mission of candidates Pythagoras is said to nature ofthe Pythagorean institutions, and from
have placed great reliance on his physiognom- the rank and social position ofthe m e m b e r s of
ical discernment. If admitted, they had to pass the brotherhood. Through them, of course,
through a period of probation, in which their Pythagoras himself exercised a large amount
powers of maintaining silence were especially of indirect influence over the affairs both of
tested, as well as their general temper, dispo- Crotona and of other Italian cities. This Pythsition, and mental capacity. A s regards the agorean brotherhood or order resembled in m a n y
nature of the esoteric instruction to which only respects the one founded by Loyola It is easy
the most approved members of the fraternity to understand h o w this aristoeratical and exwere admitted, some have supposed that it had clusive club would excite the jealousy and hosreference to the political views of Pythagoras. tility not only ofthe democratical party in CroOthers have maintained, with greater probabili- tona, but also of a considerable number of the
ty, that it related mainly to the orgies, or secretopposite faction. T h e hatred which they had
religious doctrines and usages, which undoubt- excited speedily led to their destruction. T h e
edly formed a prominent feature in the Pytha- populace of Crotona rose against them ; and an
gorean system, and were peculiarly connected attack w a s m a d e upon them while assembled
with the worship of Apollo. There were s o m e either in the house of Milo, or in s o m e other
outward peculiarities of an ascetic kind in the place of meeting. T h e building w a s set on fire,
m o d e of life to which the m e m b e r s of the broth- and m a n y ofthe assembled m e m b e r s perishH ;
erhood were subjected
S o m e represent him only the younger and more active escaped
as forbidding all animal food ; but all the m e m - Similar commotions ensued in the other cities
bers can not have been subjected to this pro- of M a g n a Graecia in which Pythagorean o juhs
hibition, since the athletic Milo, for instance, had been formed. A s an active and oiganized
«ould not possibly have dispensed with animai brotherhood, the Pythagorean order w a s every
food. According to s o m e ancient authorities, where suppressed; but the Pythagoreans stil'
he allowed the use of all kinds of animal food continued to exist as a sect, the m e m b e r s of
except thefleshof oxen used for ploughing, and which kept up a m o n g themselves their relirams. There is a similar discrepancy as to the gious observances and scientific pursuits, while
prohibition offish and beans. But temperance individuals, as in the case of Archytas, acquired
Si all kinds seems to have been stric tly enjoin- n o w and then great political inausnee. Ra.
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spooling the fate of Pythagoras mmself, the ILikeness to the Deity w a s to be the objuc 3?
accounts varied. S o m e say that he perished all our endeavors, m a n becoming better as he
in the temple with his disciples, others that japproaches the gods, w h o are the guardians and
Great importance was attached
he fledfirstto Tarentum, and that, being driven guides of men.
thence, he escaped to Metapontum, and there to the influence of music in controlling the force
starved himself to death His tomb w a s shown of the passions Self examination w a s strongly
at Metapontum in the ti ne of Cicero. Accord- insisted on T h e transmigration of souls waa
ing to some accounts, Pythagoras married The- viewed apparently in the light of a process of
ano, a lady of Crotona, and had a daughter purification. Souls under the dominion of senD a m o , and a son Telauges, or, according to suality either passed into the bodies of animals,
others, two daughters, D a m o and Myia ; while or, if incurable, were thrust d o w n into Tartarus;
other notices seem to imply that he had a to meet with expiation or condign punishment.
wife and a daughter grown up w h e n h/j came T h e pure were exalted to higher modes of life,
to Crotona. W h e n w e c o m e to inquire what and at last attained to incorporeal existence
were the philosophical or religious opinions A s regards the fruits of this system of training
held by Pythagoras himself, w e are met at or belief, it is interesting to remark, that wherthe outset by the difficulty that even the au- ever w e have notices of distinguished Pyththors from w h o m w e have to draw possessed agoreans, w e usually hear of them as m e n of
no authentic records bearing upon the age of great uprightness, conscientiousness, and selfPythagoras himself. If Pythagoras ever wrote restraint, and as capable of devoted and endurany thing, his writings perished with him, or ing friendship. Vid. A R C H Y T A S , D A M O N , and
not long after. T h e probability is that he wrote P H I N T I A S . — 2 . O f Rhegium, one ofthe most celnothing. Every thing current under his n a m e ebrated statuaries of Greece, probably flourished
His most important works apin antiquity w a s spurious. It is all but certain B.C. 480-430
that Philolaus w a s thefirstw h o published thepear to have been his statues of athletes.
P Y T H E A S (HvBeag). 1. A n Athenian orator,
Pythagorean doctrines, at any rate in a written
form. (Vid P H I L O L A U S ) Still there w a s so mark- distinguished by his unceasing animosity against
ed a peculiarity running through the Pythago- Demosthenes. H e had no political principles,
rean philosophy, that there can be little question m a d e no pretensions to honesty, and changed
as to the germs of the system, at any rate, hav- sides as often as suited his convenience or his
ing been derived from Pythagoras himself. Py- interest. O f the part that he took in political
thagoras resembled the philosophers ofthe Ionic affairs only two or three facts are recorded.
school, w h o undertook to solve, by means of a H e opposed the honors which the Athenians
single primordial principle, the vague problem proposed to confer upon Alexander, but he aftof the origin and constitution ofthe universe as erward espoused the interests ofthe Macedonian
a whole. His predilection for mathematical party. H e accused Demosthenes of having restudies led hinj to trace the origin of all things ceived bribes from Harpalus. In the Lamian
to number, his theory being suggested, or at all war, B C. 322, he joined Antipater, and had thus
events confirmed, by the observation of various the satisfaction of surviving his great enemy
numerical relations, or analogies to them, in the Demosthenes. H e is said to have been the auphenomena of the universe. Musical principles thor of the well-known saying, that the orations
likewise played almost as important a part in of Demosthenes smelt ofthe lamp.—2 O f Masthe Pythagorean system as mathematical or silia in Gaul, a celebrated Greek navigator,
numerical ideas. W e find running through the w h o sailed to the western and northern parts
entire system the idea that order, or harmony of Europe, and wrote a work containing the reof relation, is the regulating principle of the sults of his discoveries. H e probably lived in
whole universe. T h e intervals between the the time of Alexander the Great, or shortly aftheavenly bodies were supposed to be determ- erward. H e appears to have undertaken voyined according to the laws and relations of ages, one in which he visited Britain and Thule,
musical harmony. Hence arose the celebrated and of which he probably gave an account in his
doctrine of the harmony of the spheres ; for work On the Ocean; and a second, undeitaken
the heavenly bodies, in their motion, could not after his return from hisfirstvoyage, in which
but occasion a certain sound or note, depending he coasted along the whole of Europe from Gaon their distances and velocities; and as these dira (now Cadiz) to the Tanais, and the descripwere determined by the laws of harmonical in- tion of which probably formed the subject of his
tervals, the notes altogether formed a regular Periplus. Pytheas m a d e Thule a six days' sail
musical scale or harmony. This harmony, how- from Britain, and said that the day and the
ever, w e do not hear, either because w e have night were each six months long in Thule;
been accustomed to it from thefirst,and have hence some modern writers have supposed that
never had an opportunity of contrasting it with he must have reached Iceland, while others
stillness, or because the sound is so powerful as have maintained that he advanced as far as the
to exceed our capacities for hearing. T h e ethics Shetland Islands. But either supposition is very
of the Pythagoreans consisted more in ascetic improbable, and neither is necessary; for repractice, and m a x i m s for the restraint of the ports of the great length of the day and nighi
passions, especially of anger, and the cultiva- in the northern parts of Europe had already
tion of the power of endurance, than in scien- reached the Greeks, before the time of Pytheas.
tific theory. W h a t of the latter they had was, There has been likewise m u c h dispute as to
as might be expected, intimately connected with what river w e are to understand by the Tanais.
their number-theory. Happiness consisted in T h e most probable conjecture is that, upon reachthe science of the perfection of the virtues of ing the Elbe, Pytheas concluded that he had ar*he soul, or in tl e perfect science of numbers. rived at the Tanais. separating Europe from
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ksia. — 3 A silver-chaser, w h o flourished at from w h o m they were separated by r.e Rivet
Rome in the age immediately following that of Granuas (now Gran), and on the sonh by the
Pompey, and whose productions commanded a Pannonians, from w h o m they were t!vided by
the Danube. They probably settled in this disremarkably high price.
PYTHIAS (HvBidg). 1. The sister or adopted trict at the same time as the Marcomar ni mado
daughter of Hermias, and the wife of Aristotle. themselves masters of Bohemia (vid. M ipoo
M A N N I ) ; but w e have no aceount ofthe oailiei
.—2. Daughter of Aristotle and Pythias.
P Y T H I U M (HbBiov). 1. A place in Attica, not settlements of the Quadi W h e n Maioboduus,
far from Eleusis.—2. A town of Thessaly in the and shortly afterward his successor Catualda,
eastern part of the district Hestiaeotis, which, had been expelled from their dominions and had
taken refuge with the Romans in the reign of
with Azorus and Doliche, formed a Tripolis.
PYTHIUS (HvBiog), a Lydian, the son of Atys,Tiberius, the Romans assigned to the barbariwas a man of enormous wealth, which he de- ans, who had accompanied these monarchs, and
rived from his gold mines in the neighborhood who consisted chiefly of Marcomanni and Quadi,
of Celaenae in Phrygia. W h e n Xerxes arrived the country between the Marus (now Maichl
at Celaenae, Pythius banqueted him and his Morava ? or Marosch ?) and Cusus (now Waag ?),
whole army. Hisfivesons accompanied Xerx- and gave to them as king Vannius, who bo
es. Pythius, alarmed by an eclipse of the sun longed to the Quadi. Vannius was expelled by
which happened, eame to Xerxes, and begged his nephews Vangio and Sido, but this new
that the eldest might be left behind. This re- kingdom of the Quadi continuedfora long time
quest so enraged the king that he had the young afterward under Roman protection. In the
man immediately killed and cut in two, and the reign of M. Aurelius, however, the Quadi jointwo portions of his body placed on either side ed the Marcomanni and other German tribes in
ofthe road, and then ordered the army to march the long and bloody war against the empire,
which lasted during the greater part of that embetween them.
peror's reign. The independence ofthe Quadi
[PYTHO.
Vid. DELPHI.j
and Marcomanni was secured by the peace
PYTHOCLIDES (HvBoKXeibng), a celebrated musician of the time of Pericles, was a native of which Commodus made with them in A D 180.
Ceos, andflourishedat Athens, under the pa- Their name is especially memorable in the histronage of Pericles, w h o m he instructed in his tory of this war by the victory which M. Aurel
ius gained over them in 174, when his aimy
art.
P Y T H O D O R I S (HvBodapig), wife of Polemon I,was in great danger of being destroyed by the
King of Pontus. After the death of her husband barbarians, and was said to have been saved by
she retained possession of the government. a sudden storm, which was attributed to the
She subsequently married Archelaus, king of pi ayeis of his Christian soldiers. (Vid. p 131,
Oappadocia, but after his death (A.D. 17) re- b ) The Quadi disappear from history toward
turned to her own kingdom, of which she con- tbe end of the fourth century. They probably
tinue!1 to administer the affairs herself until hermigrated with the Suevi further west.
deceas ?, which probably did not take place un- I Q U A D R A T U S , one ofthe Apostolic Fathers, and
til A D 38. Of her two sons, the one, Zenon, an early apologist for the Christian religion.
became King of Armenia, while the other, Pole- H e passed the early part of his life in Asia
Minor, and was afterward bishop of the Church
mon, succeeded her on the throne of Pontus.
P Y T H O N (IIt'6W). 1. The celebrated serpent, at Athens. H e presented his Apology to Hawhich was produced from the mud left on the drian in the tenth year of his reign (A.D. 126).
earth after the deluge of Deucalion. H e lived This apology has been long lost.
Q U A D R A T U S , ASINIUS, lived in the times of
in the caves of Mount Parnassus, but was slain
Dy Apollo, who founded the Pythian games in Philippus I. and II., emperors of R o m e (A D.
commemoration of his victory, and received in 244-249), and wrote two historical works in the
Consequence the surname Pythius.—2. Of Ca- Greek language. 1. A history of Rome, in fiftana, a dramatic poet ofthe time of Alexander, teen books, in the Ionic dialect, called XAiernw h o m he accompanied into Asia, and whose pig, because itrelatedthe history of the city,
army he entertained with a satyric drama when from its foundation to the thousandth year of
they were celebrating the Dionysia on the hanks its. nativity (A.D. 248), when the Ludi Saeou
of the Hydaspes. The drama was in ridicule lares were performed with extraordinary pomp.
of Harpalus and the Athenians. [The frag- 2. A history of Parthia.
Q U A D R A T U S , F A N N I U S , a contemporary of
ments of Python are contained in Wagner's
Trag. Grac. Fragm., p. 134-136, Paris, 1846 ]Horace, was one of those envious Roman poets
who
P Y X I T E S (HvtiiTng: now Vitzeh), ariver
of tried to depreciate Horace, because his
Pontus, falling into the Euxine near Trapezus. writings threw their own into the shade.
Q U A D R A T U S , L. NINNIUS, tribune ofthe plebs
Pvxus. Vid. B U X E N T U M .
B.C. 58, distinguished himself by his opposition
Q.
to the measures of his colleague, P. Clodiup,
QUADI, a powerful German people of the against Cicero.
Q U A D R A T U S , UMMIDIUS. 1. Governor of Syria
Suevic race, dwelt in the southeast of Germany, between Mount Gabreta, the Hercynian during the latter end of the reign of Claudius,
forest, the Sarmatian mountains, and the Dan- and the commencement of the reign of Nero,
ube. They were bounded on the west by the from about A.D. 51 to 60.—2 A friend and adMarcomanni, with w h o m they were always mirer of the younger Pliny, w h o m he took as
elosely united, on the north by the Gothini and his model in oratory.
QUADRIFBOHS, a surname of Janus. It is saW
Osi, on the east by the Iazyges Metanastae,
that after the conquest of the Faliscans an in?
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QUINTILIANUS, M. FABIUS, the most celebrated
Sge of Janus was found with four foreheads.
Hence a temple of Janus Quadrifrons was after- of Roman rhetoricians, was born at Calagurris
ward built in the Forum transitorium, which (now Calahorra), in Spain, A.D. 40. If not reared
had four gates. The fact of the god being rep- at Rome, he must, at least, have completed his
resented with four heads is considered by the education there, for he himself informs us that,
ancients to be an indication of his being the di- while yet a very young man, he attended the
vinity presiding over the year with its four lectures of Domitius Afer, who died in 59. Hav
ing revisited Spain, hereturnedfrom thence
seasons.
QUADRIGARIUS, Q CLAUDIUS, a R o m a n his- (68) in the train of Galba, and forthwith begai
torian whoflourishedB.C. 100-78. His work, to practice at the bar, where he acquired con
which contained at least twenty-three books, siderable reputation. But he was chiefly dis
commenced immediately after the destruction tinguished as a teacher of eloquence, bearing
of R o m e by the Gauls, and must in all proba- away the palm in this department from all hiB
bility have come down to the death of Sulla, rivals, and associating his name, even to a provsince the seventh consulship of Marius was erb, with pre-eminence in the art. A m o n g his
commemorated in the nineteenth book. B y pupils were numbered Pliny the younger and the
Livy he is uniformly referred to simply as Clau- two grand-nephews of Domitian. By this prince
he was invested with the insignia and title of
dius or Clodius. By other authors he is cited
as Quintius, as Claudius, as Q. Claudius,consul
as (consularia ornamenta), and is, moreover,
celebrated as the first public instructor who, ic
Claudius Quadrigarius, or as Quadrigarius.
From the caution evinced by Livy in making virtue of the endowment by Vespasian, received
use of him as an authority, especially in mat- a regular salary from the imperial exchequer.
ters relating to numbers, it would appear that After having devoted twenty years, commenche was disposed to indulge, although in a less ing probably with 69, to the duties of his pro
degree, in those exaggerations which disfigured fession, he retired into private life, and is supthe productions of his contemporary Valerius posed to have died about 118 The great work
Antias. It is somewhat remarkable that he is of Quintilian is a complete system of rhetoric
nowhere noticed by Cicero. By A. Gellius, on in twelve books, entitled Be Institutione Oratothe other hand, he is quoted repeatedly, and rio Libri XII., or sometimes Institutiones Or
toria, dedicated to his friend Marcellus Victopraised in the warmest terms.
QUAEIATES, a people in Gallia Narbonensis, rius, himself a celebrated orator, and a favorite
on the western slope of the Alpes Cottiaa, in theat court. It was written during the reign of
Domitian, while the author was discharging his
valley of Queiras.
QUIES, the personification of tranquillity, was duties as preceptor to the sons of the emperor's
worshipped as a divinity by the Romans. She niece. In a short preface to his bookseller Tryhad one sanctuary on the Via Lavicana, proba- pho, he acquaints us that he commenced this
bly a pleasant resting-place for the weary trav- undertaking after he had retired from his labors
as a public instructor (probably in 89), and that
eller, and another outside the Porta Collina.
QUIETUS, Q. Lusius. 3. An independent Moor- he finished his task in little more than two years.
ish chief, served with distinction under Trajan The first book contains a dissertation on the
both in the Dacian and Parthian wars. Trajan preliminary training requisite before a youth
made him governor of Judaea, and raised him to can enter directly upon the studies necessary
the consulship in A D . 116 or 117. After Trajan'sto mould an accomplished orator, and presents
death he returned to his native country, but he us with a carefully-sketched outline ofthe meth
was suspected by Hadrian of fomenting the dis- od to be pursued in educating children, from
turbances which then prevailed in Mauretania, the time they leave the cradle until they pass
and was shortly afterward put to death by order from the hands of the grammarian. In the secof Hadrian.—[2. C. FULVIUS, included in theond book we find an exposition of the first prinlist ofthe thirty tyrants enumerated by Trebel- ciples of rhetoric, together with an investigalius Pollio, was one ofthe two sons of that Ma-tion into the nature or essence of the art. Trie
rianus who assumed the purple after the cap- five following are devoted to invention and
ture of Valerian. Having charge of the east- arrangement (inventio, dispositio) ; the eight
ern provinces, when he heard ofthe defeat and ninth, tenth, ai d eleventh, to composition (indeath of his father and brother, he took refuge cluding the proper use ofthefiguresof speech)
in Emesa, where he was besieged, captured, and and delivery, comprised under the general term
elocutio; and the last is occupied with what the
slain by Odenathus in A.D. 262.]
author considers by far the most important porQurarriLius V A R U S .
Vid. V A R U S .
QUINTIA, or QUINOTIA G E N S , an ancient patri- tion of his project, an inquiry, namely, into vacian gens at Rome, was one ofthe Alban houses rious circumstances not included in a course of
removed to R o m e by Tullus Hostilius, and en- scholastic discipline, but essential to the forma
rolled by him among the patricians, its m e m - tion of a perfect public speaker, such as his
bers often held, throughout the whole history of manners; his moral character; the principles
the republic, the highest offices of the state. by which he must be guided in undertaking, in
Its three most distinguished families bore the preparing, and in conducting causes; the pe
culiar style of eloquence which he may adopt
names of Capitolinus, Cincinnatus, and Flaminiwith greatest advantage ; the collateral studies
nus.
[QUINTIANUS AFRANIUS, a senator of disso- to be pursued ; the age at which it is most suitlute life, had been ridiculed by Nero in a poem, able to commence pleading; the necessity of
and in revenge took part in Piso's conspiracy retiring before the powers begin to fail; and
rtgamst that emperor. On the detection of the various other kindred topics. This production
consniracy, he had to put an end to his life.] bears throughout the impi ess of a clear, soum?
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judgment, keen discrimination, and pure taste, ofthe Trojan war from the death of Hector to
improved by extensive reading, deep reflection, the return of the Greeks. In phraseology, simand long practice. The diction is highly pol'sh- iles, and other technicalities, Quintus closely
ed and -- ery graceful. The sections which pos- copied Homer. The materials for his poem he
sess the greatest interest for general readers are found in the works of the eailier poets of the
those chapters in the first book which relate to epic cycle. But not a single poetical idea of
elementary education, and the commencement his own seems ever to have inspired him. His
of the tenth book, which furnishes us with a gods and heroes are alike devoid of all characcompressed but spirited history of Greek and ter ; every thing like pathos or moral interest
Roman literature. There are also extant one was quite beyond his powers. With respect tc
hundred and sixty-four declamations under the chronology, his poem is as punctual as a diary.
name of Quintilian, nineteen of considerable His style, however, is clear, and marked on the
length; the remaining one hundred and forty- whole by purity and good taste, without any
five, which form the concluding portion only bombast or exaggeration. There can be little
of a collection which originally extended to doubt that his work is nothing more than an amthree hundred and eighty-eight pieces, are mere plification or remodelling of the poems of Arcskeletons or fragments. N o one believes these tinus and Lesches H e appears to have also
to be the genuine productions of Quintilian, and made diligent use of Apollonius. The best editew suppose that they proceeded from any one tion is by Tyehsen, Strasburg, 1807: [it is also
individual. They apparently belong not only to contained in the Poela Epici Graci Minmcs, in
different persons, but to different periods, and Didot's Bibliotheca Graeca, Paris, 1840 ]
neither in style nor in substance do they offer
QUIRINALIS M O N S .
Vid. R O M A .
any thing which is either attractive or useful.
QUIRINUS, a Sabine word, perhaps derived
Some scholars suppose that the anonymous Di- from quiris, a lance or spear It occurs first
nlogus de Oiatoribus, usually printed among the
of all as the name of Romulus, after he had
works of Tacitus, ought to be assigned to Quin- been raised to the rank of a divinity ; and the
tilian. The best editions of Quintilian are by festival celebrated in his honor bore the name
Burmann, 2 vols. 4to, Lug. Bat., 1720 ; by Ges- of Quirinalia. It is also used as a surname of
ner,4to, Gott ,1738; and by Spalding and Zumpt, Mars, Janus, and even of Augustus.
6 vols. 8vo, Lips., 1798-1829.
QUIRINUS, P. SULPICIUS, was a native of Lanu
QUINTILLUS, M . A U R E L I U S , the brother of the vium, and of obscure origin, but was raised to
Emperor M Aurelius Claudius, was elevated to the highest honors by Augustus. H e was conthe throne by the troops w h o m he commanded sul B C. 12, and subsequently carried on war
at Aquileia in A.D. 270. But as the army at against some of the robber tribes dwelling in
Sirmium, where Claudius died, had proclaimed the mountains of Cilicia. In B.C. 1, AugusAurelian emperor, Quintillus put an end to his tus appointed him to direct the counsels of his
own life, seeing himself deserted by his owngrandson C. Caesar, then in Armenia. Some
soldiers, to w h o m the rigor of his discipline had years afterward, but not before A.D. 5, he was
given offence.
appointed governor of Syria, and while in this
T. Q U I N T I U S CAPITOLINUS B A R B A T U S , a cele- office he took a census of the Jewish people
brated general in the early history of the repub- This is the statement of Josephus, and appears
lic, and equally distinguished in the internal to be at variance with that of Luke, who speaks
history of the state H e frequently acted as as if the census or enrollment of Cyrenius (i. e.,
mediator between the patricians and plebeians, Quirinus) was made at the time of the birth of
with both of w h o m he was held in the highest Christ. Quirinus had been married to zEmilia
esteem. H e was six times consul, namely, in Lepida, w h o m he divorced : but in A.D. 20,
B.C. 471, 468, 465, 446, 443, 439. Several of twenty years after the divorce, he brought an
his descendants held the consulship, but none accusation against her. The conduct of Quiriof these require mention except T. QUINTIUS nus met with general disapprobation as h irsli
P E N N U S CAPITOLINUS CRISPINDS, who was con- and revengeful. H e died in A D. 2L, and was
sul 208, and was defeated by Hannibal
honored with a public funeral
Qr JJTUS, an eminent physician at R o m e in
QUIZA (Koiifa : now Giza, near Or an), a muthe former half, of the second century after nicipium on the coast of Mauretania Caasarien
Jh/ist. H e was so much superior to his med- sis, in Northern Africa, forty Roman miles west
ical colleagues that they grew jealous of his of Arsenana.
-eminence, and formed a sort of coalition against
R.
aim, and forced him to quit the city by chargR A A M S E S O T R A M E S E S (LXX. 'Papeaoij), a city
ing him with killing his patients. H e died about of Lower Egypt, built as a treasure city by the
A.D. 148.
captive Israelites under the oppression of the
Q U I N T U S CURTIUS.

Vid. C U R T I U S .
Pharaoh " w h o knew not Joseph" (Exod, i,
QUINTUS SMYENZEUS (Kbivrog Suvpvalog), com11), and usually identified with HEROOFOLIS.
monly called Q U I N T U S C A L A B E R , from the cirR A E A T H M O B A ('PaBa8ua6a,i e , Rabbath-Moab
iumstance that the first copy through which his in the Old Testament; also called Rabbah, Ar,
poem became known was found in a convent at Ar.-Moab, and afterward Areopolis . now RabOtianto in Calabria. H e was the author of an bah), the ancient capital ofthe Moabites, lay in
epic poem in fourteen books, entitled rd peB' a fertile jilair on the eastern side of the Dead
'Opypov, or irapaXeiiropeva 'Opfipa Scarcely
Sea,any
and.souti of the River Arnon, in the disthing is known of his personal history ; but it trict of Moabitis in Arabia Petraaa, or, accord.
appears most probable that he lived toward the ing to the latter division of the provinff.i. ,w
end of the fourth century after Christ. The Palaestina Tertia.
matters treated o f in his poem are the events
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is mentioned at a later time (40; as servinf
RABBATAMANA ('Vatardpava, i «., RabbathAmmou in the Old Testament; ruins at zlra- under Caasar, who sent him from Africa into
mon), the ancient capital ofthe Ammonites, lay Sicily, in order to obtain provisions for his army.
in Peraea, on a southern tributary of the Jabbok, — 3 . A Roman poet, who lived in the last years
northeast of the Dead Sea. Ptolemy II. Phil- of the republic, and wrote a poem on the Civil
adelphus gave it the name of PHILADELPHIA, and Wars. A portion of this poem was found at
it long continued aflourishingand splendid city. Herculaneum, and was edited by Kreyssig, unRABIRIUS. 1. C , an aged senator, was ac- der the title " Carminis Latini de bello Acliacused in H C. 63, by T. Labienus, tribune of the co s. Alcxandrino fragmenta," 4to, Schneeberg,
olebs, of having put to death the tribune L. Ap- 1814
RACILIUS, L., tribune of the plebs B.C. 58,
puleius Saturninus in 100, nearly forty years
before. Vid SATURNINUS. The accusation was and a warm friend of Cicero and of Lentulus
set on foot at the instigation of Caasar, who Spinther. In the civil war Racilius espoused
judged it necessary to deter the senate from Caasar's party, and was with his army in Spain
resorting to arms against the popular party. in 48. There he entered into the conspiracy
T o make the warning still more striking, La- formed against the life of Q. Cassius Longinus.
bienus did not proceed against him on the charge the governor of that province, and was put to
of majestas, butrevivedthe old accusation ofdeath, with the other conspirators, by Longinus.
peiduellio, which had been discontinuedforsome RADAGAISUS, a Scythian, invaded Italy at the
aenturies, since persons found guilty ofthe lat- head of a formidable host of barbarians in the
ter crime were given over to the public execu- reign of the Emperor Honorius He was detioner and hanged on the accursed tree. The feated by Stilicho, near Florence, in A.D. 408.
and was put to death after the battle, although
Duumviri Perduellionis appointed to try Rabirius were C. Caasar himself and hisrelativeL. he had capitulated on condition that his life
Caesar. With such judges the result could not should be saved.
[RZETI (more correct than Rhaati). Vid.
be doubtful; Rabirius was forthwith condemned;
and the sentence of death would have been car- RHZETIA.]
R A M A or A R I M A T H Z E A ('Vapu, 'ApiuaBala :
ried into effect, had he not availed himself of
now Er-Ram), a town of Judaaa, north of Jeruhis right of appeal to the people in the comitia
salem, in the mountains of Ephraim, frequently
ofthe centuries. The case excited the greatmentioned both in the Old and N e w Testament.
est interest, since it was not simply the life or
R A M B A C I A (PapBaKia), the chief city of the
death of Rabirius, but the power and authorOritae, on the coast of Gedrosia, colonized by
ity ofthe senate, which were at stake RabirAlexander the Great.
ius was defended by Cicero ; but the eloquence
R.AMITHA. Vid. LAODICEA, N O . 3.
of his advocate was of no avail, and the people
R A M S E S , the name of many kings of Egypt of
would have ratified the decision of the duumthe eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth dyvirs, had not the meeting been broken up by
nasties. It was during this era that most of
the praetor Q. Metellus Celer, who removed
the great monuments of Egypt were erected,
the military flag which floated on the Janicuand the name is consequently of frequent occurlum. This was in accordance with an ancient
rence on these monuments, where it appears
custom, which was intended to prevent the
under the form of Ramessu. In Julius AfricaCampus Martius from being surprised by an ennus and Eusebius it is written Ramses, Rameemy when the territory of R o m e scarcely exses, or Ramesses. The most celebrated of the
tended beyond the boundaries of the city.—2.
kings of this name is, however, usually called SeC. RABIRIUS P O S T U M U S , was the son of the sissostris by the' Greek writers. Vid. SESOSTRIS.
ter of the preceding. H e was born after the
R A P H A N A or R A P H A N E ^ : (Pai/iavsai: ruins at
death of his father, whence his surname PosRafaniat), a city of Syria, in the district of Castumus; and he was adopted by his uncle, whence
siotis, at the northern extremity of Lebanon
his name C. Rabirius. H e had lent large sums
R A P H I A or R A P H E A ('Patpia', 'Pdtpeia : now R
?f money to Ptolemy Auletes ; and after the respha), a sea-port town in the extreme southwest
toration of Ptolemy to his kingdom by means of
of Palestine, beyond Gaza, on the edge of tht
Gabinius in B.C. 55, Rabirius repaired to Alexdesert. Having been destroyed in some manandrea, and was invested by the king with the
ner unknown to us, it was restored by Gabinioffice of Diascetes, or chief treasurer. In this
us.—[At this place Ptolemy Philopator gained
office he had to amass money both for himself
a decisive victory over Antiochus the Great.
and for Gabinius ; but his extortions were so
Vid. P T O L E M Y . ]
terrible that Ptolemy had him apprehended, ei[RAPO, a Rutilian warrior in the army cf
ther to secure him against the wrath of the
Turnus, slew Parthenius ]
people, or to satisfy their indignation, lest they
RASENZE.
Vid E T R U R I A .
should drive him again from his kingdom. RaRATIARIA (now Arzer Palanka), an important
birius escaped from prison, probably through the
town in Mcesia Superior, on the Danube, the
connivance of the king, and returned to Rome.
head-quarters of a Roman legion, and the staHere a trial awaited him. Gabinius had been
tion of one ofthe Roman fleets on the Danube.
sentenced to pay a heavyfineon account of his
R A T O M A G U S or R O T O K X G U S (now Rouen), the
extortions in Egypt; and as he was unable to
chief town of the Vellocasses in Gallia Lugdupay this fine, a suit was instituted against Ranensis.
birius, who was liable to make up the deficienRAUDII CAMPI.
Vid. C A M P I RAUDII.
cy if it could be proved that he had received
RAURACI, a people in Gallia Belgica, bounded
any of the money of which Gabinius had illeon the south by the Helvetii, oil the west by
gally become possessed. Rabirius was defendthe Sequani, on the north by the Tribocci, and
ed by Cieero, and was probablv condemned. H e
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jn the etft by the- Rhine. They must havo i R E A T E (Reatinus : now Rieti), an ancirjn
been a people of considerable importance, as Itown of the Sabines in Central italy, said to
twenty-three thousand of them are said to have have been founded by the Aborigines or Pelas
emigrated with the Helvetii in B C. 58, and they gians, was situated on the Lacus Velinus ana
possessed several towns, of which the most im- the Via Salaria It was the chief place of as
portant were Augusta (now Augst) and Basilia sembly for the Sabines, and was subsequently
(now Basle or Bale).
a praafectura or a municipium. The valley in
R A U R A N I II (now Rom or Raum, near Chenay), which Reate was situated was so beautiful thai
a town of the Pictones in Gallia Aquitanica, it received the name of Tempe; and in its
south of Limonum
neighborhood is the celebrated waterfall, whicl
R A U S I U M or R A U S I A (now Ragusa), a tow n on is now known under the name of the fall of
the coast of Dalmatia, is not mentioned till a iTerni or the Cascaie idle Marmorc. This
late period, and only rose into importance after waterfall owed its origin to a canal constructed
the destruction of Epidaurus.
by M'. Curius Dentatus, in order to carry off
R A V E N N A (Ravennas, -atis : now Ravenna), the superfluous waters from the Lake Velinus
an important town in Gallia Cisalpina, on the into the River Nar. It falls into this,river from
River Bedesis, and about a mile from tbe sea, a height of one hundred and forty feet. By this
though it is now about five miles in the interior, undertaking,
I
the Reatini gained a large quanin consequence of the sea having receded all |tity of land, which was called Rosea Rura
along this coast. Ravenna was situated in the Reate was celebrated for its mules and asses.
midst of marshes, and was only accessible in
REBILUS, C. CANINIUS, one of Caasar's legates
one direction by land, probably by the road lead- in Gaul and in the civil war. On the last day
ing from Ariminum. The town laid claim to a of December in B C 45, on the sudden death
high antiquity. It was said to have been found- ofthe consul Q. Fabius Maximus, Caesar made
ed by Thessalians (Pelasgians), and afterward Rebilus consulforthe few remaining hours of
to have passed into the hands ofthe Umbrians, the day.
but it long remained an insignificant place, and
REDICULUS, a Roman divinity, who had a tern
its greatness does not begin till the time ofthe pie near the Porta Capena, and who was believempire, when Augustus made it one ofthe two ed to have received his name from having inchief stations of the Roman fleet. This em- duced Hannibal, when he was near the gates of
peror not only enlarged the town, but caused a the city, to return (redire) southward. A place
iarge harbor to be constructed on the coast, on the Appian road, near the second mile-stone
capable of containing two hundred and forty from the city, was called Campus Rediculi.
triremes, and he connected this harbor with the This divinity was probably one of the Lares oS
Po by means of a canal called Padusa or Au- the city of Rome.
gusta Fossa. This harbor was called Classes, R E D O N E S , a people in the interior of Gallia
and between it and Ravenna a new town sprung Lugdunensis, whose chief town was Condatc
up, to which the name of Casarea was given. (now Rennes).
All three were subsequently formed into one
R E D U X , i.e., " the divinity who leads the travtown, and were surrounded by strong fortifica- eller back to his home in safety," occurs as •
tions. Ravenna thus suddenly became one of surname of Fortuna
the most important places in the north of Italy.
R E G A L I A N U S , R E G A L L I A N U S , or REGILLIANUS,
The town itself, however, was mean in appear- a Dacian, who served with distinction under the
ance. In consequence ofthe marshy nature of emperors Claudius and Valerian. The Moethe soil, most ofthe houses were built of wood, sians, terrified by the cruelties inflicted by Galand since an arm of the canal was carried lienus on those who had taken part in the rethrough some of the principal streets, the com- bellion of Ingenuus, suddenly proclaimed Regalimunication was carried on to a great extent by anus emperor, and quickly, with the consent of
gondolas, as in modern Venice. Tho town, also, the soldiers, in a newfitof alarm, put him t&
was very deficient'in a supply of good drinking- death, A D 263. Hence he is enumerated among
water; but it was not considered unhealthy, the thirty tyrants.
since the canals drained the marshes to a great
R E G I A N A (now Villa de Rayna), a town in Hisextent, and the ebb and flow of the tide pre- pania Baatica, on the road from Hispalis to
vented the waters from stagnating. In the Emerita.
neighborhood good wine was grown, notwithREGILLUM, a small place in the Sabine terristanding the marshy nature ofthe soil. W h e n tory, from which Appius Claudius migrated tc
the R o m a n empire was threatened by the bar- Rome. Its site is uncertain, as it disappeared
barians, the emperors of the West took up their at an early period.
residence at Ravenna, which, on account of its
REGILLUS, ZEMILIUS. 1. M., had been deuidi
situation and its fortifications, was regarded as ed consul, with T. Otacilius, for B.C 214, L>
impregnable. After the downfall of the West- the centuria praerogativa, and would have been
ern empire, Theodoric also made it the c.pital elected had not Q. Fabius Maximus, who preof his kingdom ; and after the overthrow o. he sided at the comitia, pointed out that there wan
Gothic dominion by Narses, it became the resi- need of generals of more experience to cope
dence of the exarchs or the governors of the with Hannibal. Regillus died in 205, at which
Byzantine empire in Italy till the Lombards time he is spoken of as Flamen Martialis.—2.
took the town, A.D. 752. The modern Ravenna L., son of the preceding, was praetor 190, when
stands on the site of the ancient town ; the hereceivedthe command ofthe fleet in the war
village Porto di Fuori on the site of Caesarea;against Antiochus.
and the ancient harbor is called Port: Vecchio R E G I L L U S L A C U S , a lake in Latium, memoifl Cauiiano.
rable for the victory gained on its banks by the
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Romans over the Latins, B C. 498. It was east in the people that he was forthwith p^-iea ai
of Rome, in the territory of Tuscu um, and be- the head of their troops. Relying on his foui
tween Lavicum and Gabii; but it can not be thousand cavalry and one hundred elephants,
identified with certainty with any modern lake. Xanthippus boldlj marched into the open coun
It perhaps occupied the site of the valley of try to meet the enemy. In the battle which en
Isidore, which is now diy.
sued, Regulus was totally defeated ; thirty thouR E G I N U M or C A S T R A R E T I N A (now Regcns- sand of his men were slain ; scarcely two tli»'i
\urg), a Roman fortress in Vindelicia, on the
sand escaped to Clypea ; and Regulus himselt
Danube, and on the road leading to Vindobona, was taken prisoner, with five hundred m o m
was the head quarters of a Roman legion.
(B C 355). Regulus remained in captivity fos
REGIUM F L U M E N
Vid. N A A R M A L C H A .
the nextfiveyears, till 250, when the CaithR
R E G I U M LEPIDI, R E G I U M L E P I D U M , or simply ginians, after their defeat by the proconsul MeR E G I U S , also F O R U M LEPIDI (Regienses a Le- tellus, sent an embassy to R o m e to solicit peace,
pido : now Reggio), a town of the Boil in Galliaor at least an exchange of prisoners. They alCisalpina, between Mutina and Tarentum, which lowed Regulus to accompany the ambassadors
was probably made a colony by the consul M. on the promise that he would return to Carthage
/Emilius Lepidus, when he constructed the if their proposals were declined, thinking tlat IIP
/Emilia Via through Cisalpine Gaul, though w e would persuade hij countrymen to agree to an
have no record of the foundation of the colony. exchange of prisoners in order to obtain his own
R E G U L U S , M . AQUILIUS, was one of the dela- liberty. This embassy of Regulus is one of the
tores or informers in the time of Nero, and thus most celebrated stories in Roman history The
rose from poverty to great wealth. Under Do- orators and poets related how Regulus at firs
mitian he resumed his old trade, and became refused to enter the city as a siave of the Carone of the instruments of that tyrant's cruelty. thaginians; how afterward he would not give
H e survived Domitian, and is frequently spoken his opinion in the senate, as he Had ceased by
of by Pliny with the greatest detestation and his captivity to be a member of that illustrious
contempt. Martial, on the contrary, who flat- body ; how, at length, when he was allowed by
tered all ! ie creatures of Domitian, celebrates the Romans to speak, he endeavored to dissuade
the virtues, the wisdom, and the eloquence of the seriate from assenting to a peace, or even
Regulus.
to an exchange of prisoners ; and when he saw
R E G U L U S , ATILIUS.
1. M , consul B C. 335, them wavering, from their desire of redeeming
carried on war against the Sidieini.—2. M., con- him from captivity, how he told them that the
sul 294, carried on war against the Samnites.— Caithaginians had given him a slow poison,
3. M., consul 267, conquered the Sallentini, tookwhich would soon terminate his life ; and how,
the town of Brundisium, and obtained, in con- finally, when the senate, through his influence,
sequence, the honor of a triumph. In 256 he refused the offers of the Carthaginians, he
was consul a second time with L. Manlius Vulso firmly resisted all the persuasions of his friends
Longus. The two consuls defeated the Cartha- to remain in Rome, and returned to Carthage,
ginianfleet,and afterward landed in Africa with where a martyr's death awaited him. On his
a large force. They met with great and strik- arrival at Carthage he is said to have been put
ing success ; and after Manlius returned to to death with the most excruciating tortures.
R o m e with half of the army, Regulus remained It was related that he was placed in a chest
in Africa with the other half, and prosecuted covered over in the inside with iron nails, and
the war with the utmost vigor. The Cartha- thus perished ; and other writers stated, in adginian generals Hasdrubal, Bostar, and Hamil- dition, that after his eyelids had been cut off,
car avoided the plains, where their cavalry and he wasfirstthrown into a dark dungeon, and
elephants would have given them an advantage then suddenly exposed to the full rays of a
over the Roman army, and withdzew into the burning sun. W h e n the news ofthe barbarous
mountains. There they were attacked by Reg- death of Regulus reached Rome, the senate is
ulus, and defeated with great los3 ;fifteenthou-said to have given Hamilcar and Bostar, two
sand men are said to have been killed in battle, of the noblest Carthaginian prisoners, to the
andfivethousand men, with eighteen elephants, family of Regulus, who revenged themselves
to have been taken. The Carthaginian troops by putting m e m to death with ciuel torments.
retired within the walls of the city, and Regu- This celebrated tale, however, has not been allus now overran the country without opposition. lowed to pass without question in modern tunes
Numerous towns fell into the power of the Ro- Many writers supposed that it was invented in
mans, and among others Tunis, at the distance order to excuse the cruelties perpetrated by the
of only twenty miles from the capital The family of Regulus on the Carthaginian prison
Carthaginians, in despair, sent a herald to Reg-ers committed to their custody. Regulus was
ulus to solicit peace. But the R o m a n general one of the favorite characters of early-Roman
would only grant it on such intolerable terms story. Not only was he celebrated on account
tha' the Carthaginians resolved to continue the of his heroism in giving the senate advice which
wa- and hold out to the last. In the midst of secured him a martyr's death, but also on ac..heir distress and alarm, success came to them count of his frugality and simplicity of life.
from an unexpected quarter. A m o n g the Greek Like Fabricius and Curius, he lived on his hemercenaries who had lately arrived at Carthage reditary farm, which he cultivated with his own
was a Lacedaemonian of the name of Xantlnp- hands; and subsequent ages loved to tell bow
pns. H e pointed out to the Carthaginians that he petitioned the senate for his recall from
their defeat was owing to the incompetency of Africa when he was in the full career of victheir generals, and not to the superiority ofthe tory, as his farm was going to ruin in his abRoman arms ; and he inspired such confidence sence, and his famih was suffering from want
47
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- 4 . C , surnamed S E R R A N U S , consul 257, when XIV., p. 753.—2 Q., consul 118. funded in tii,a
^e defeated the Carthaginianfleetoff the Li- year the colony of Narbo Mart.us in Gaul, and
pataaan islands, and obtained possession of the carried on war against the Stceni, a Ligurian
islands of Lipara and Melite. H e was consul people at the ^ot of the Alps.—3. Q , consul
a second time in 250 with L. Manlius Vulso. 68, and proconsul in Cilicia in the following
The tvi o consuls undertook the siege of Lily- year. On his return to R o m e in 66 he sued fo"
baaum ; but they were foiled in their attempts a triumph, but as obstacles were thrown in the
to carry the place by storm, and after losing a way by certain parties, he remained outside the
great number of men, were obliged to turn the city to prosecute his claims, and was still there
siege into a blockade. This Regulus is the firstwhen the Catilinarian conspiracy broke out in
Atilius who bears the surname Serranus, which 63. The senate sent him to Faesulaa to watch
afterward became the name of a distinct family the movements of C Mallius or Manlius, Catiin the gens. The origin of this name is spoken line's general. [Manlius sent proposals of peace
of under S E R R A N U S — 5 . M., son of No. 3, was to Marcius, but the latter refused to listen to his
consul 227, and again 217, in the latter of which terms unless he consented to lay down his arms.
years he was elected to supply the place of C. Marcius Rex married the eldest sister of (JloFlaminius, who had fallen in the battle of the dius. H e died before B C. 61, without leaving
Trasimene Lake. H e was censor in 214.—6. his brother in-law the inheritance he had exC , consul 225, conquered the Sardinians, who pected.]
had revolted. On his return to Italy he fought
R H A ('Pa : now Volga), a great river of Asia,
against the Gauls, and fell in the battle.
first mentioned by Ptolemy, who describes it as
REII APOLLINARES (now Riez), a Roman col- rising in the north of Sarmatia, in two branches,
ony in Gallia Narbonensis, with the surname Rha Occidentalis and Rha Orientalis (now the
Julia Augusta, east of the River Druentia, northVolga and the Kama), after the junction of
of Forum Voconii, and northwest of Forum which itflowedsouthwest, forming the boundJulii.
ary between Sarmatia Asiatica and Scythia, till
R E M E S I A N A O T R O M E S I A N A (nowMustapha Pa- near the Tanai's (nowj7o»), where it suddenly
lanka), a town in Mcesia Superior, between Nai-turns to the southeast, and falls into the northsus and Serdica.
western part of the Caspian.
R E M I or R H E M I , one of the most powerful
R H A D A M A N T H U S ('Pa&duavBog), son of Jupiter
people in Gallia Belgica, inhabited the country (Zeus) and Europa, and brother of King Minos
through which the Axona flowed, and were of Crete From fear of his brother hefledto
bounded on the south by the Nervii, on the Ocalea in Boaotia, and there married Alcmene,
southeast by the Veromandui, on the east by In consequence of his justice throughout life,
the Suessiones and Bellovaci, and on the west he became, after his death, one of the judges
by the Nervii. They formed an alliance with in the lower world
Caasar when the rest of the Belgae made war
RH^KTIA, a Roman province south of the
against him, B.C. 57. Their chief town was Danube, was originally distinct from Vindelicia,
Durocoitorum, afterward called Remi (now and was bounded on the west by the Helvetii,
Rheims).
on the east by Noricum, on the north by VinR E M M I U S PAI.ZEMON.
Vid. P A L Z E M O N .
delicia, and on the south by Cisalpine Gaul, thus
REMUS.
Vid. R O M U L U S .
corresponding to the Grisons in Switzerland,
[REPENTINUS, CALPURNIUS, a centurion in the and to the greater part of the Tyrol. Toward
army in Germany, was put to death on account the end of thefirstcentury, however, Vindelicia
of hisfidelityto the Emperor Galba, A.D. 69.] was added to the province of Rhaatia, whence
R E S A I N A , R E S Z E N A , R E S I N A (Pecaiva, 'Peciva:
Tacitus speaks of Augusta Vindelicorum as
now Ras-el Ain), a city of Mesopotamia, near situated in Rhaetia. At a later time Rhsetie
the sources of the Chaboras, on the road from was subdivided into two provinces, Rhatia PriCarfae to Nisibis. After its restoration and for- ma and Rhatia Secunda, the former of which an
tification by Theodosius, it was called T H E O D O - swered to the old province of Rhaatia, and the
SIOPOLIS (BeobooioviroXig). Whether it is latter
the to that of Vindelicia. The boundaries
same as the Resen of the Old Testament (Gen., between the two provinces are not accurately
x., 12) seems very doubtful.
defined, but it may be stated in general that
RESTIO, ANTIUS. 1. The author of a sump- they were separated from each other by the
tuary law of uncertain date, but passed after Brigantinus Lacus (now Lake of Constance) and
the sumptuary law of the consul /Emilius Le- the River CGnus (now Inn). Vindelicia is
pidus, B.C. 78, and before the one of Caasar.— spoken of in a separate article. Vid. VINDELI2. Probably a son of the preceding, proscribed CIA. Rhaetia was a very mountainous country,
by the triumvirs in 43, but preserved by the since the main chain of the Alps ran through
fidelity of a slave.
the greater part ofthe province. These mount[RETINA (now Resina, east of Portici), a vilains were called Alpes Rhaeticaa, and extended
lage on the coast of Campania, not fir from from the Saint Gothard to the Orteler by the
Promontorium Misenum.]
pass by the Stelvio ; and in them rose the
[ R K T O V I U M (now Retorbio), a place in the inG3nus (now Inn) and most of the chief rivera
ferior of Liguria ]
in the north of Italy, such as the Athesis (now
REUDIGNI, a people in the north of Germany, Adige), and the Addua (now Adda) The valon the right bank of the Albis, north of the leys produced com and excellent wine, the lattei
Langobardi.
of which was much esteemed in Italy. AugusR E X , M A R C I U S . 1. Q., praetor B.C. 144, built tus drank Rhaatian wine in preference to al!
the aqueduct called Aqua Marcia, which was others. The original inhabitants ofthe country,
one of the most important at Rome. Vid. R O M A , the RHZETI, are said by most ancient writers to
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nave been T .scans, who were driven out of tne account, but less trustworthy relates that tne
north of Italy by the invasion of the Celts, and statue was the work of Phidias, and was made
who took refuge in this mountainous district out of the block of Parian marble which the
under a leader called Rhaetus. Many modern Persians brought with them for the purpose of
writers suppose the Rhaeti and the Etruscans to setting up a trophy, when they were defeated
have been the same people, only they invert the at Marathon. There are still remains of this
ancient tradition, and believe that the Rhaeti temple, as well as of a smaller one to the same
descended from their original abodes on the goddess.
Alps, and settledfirstin the north of Italy and
[RAMPHIAS CPapfylag), a Lacedemonian, father
nnxt in the country afterward called Etruria. of Clearchus, was one ofthe three ambassadors
They support this view by the fact that the who were sent to Athens in B.C 432 with the
Etruscans were called in their own language final demand of Spartaforthe independence of
Rasena, which seems merely another form of all the Greek states. The demand was refused,
Rhaeti, as well as by other arguments, into and the Peloponnesian war ensued. In B C.
which it is unnecessary to enter in this place. 422, Ramphias, with two colleagues, commandIt is impossible to arrive at any certain conclu- ed a force of nine hundred men, intended foi
sion respecting the original population of the the strengthening of Brasidas in Thrace; but
country. In the time ofthe Romans the coun- their passage through Thessaly was opposed by
try was inhabited by various Celtic tribes. The the Thessalians, and, hearing also of the battle
Rhaeti are first mentioned by Polybius. They of Amphipolis and the death of Brasidas, they
were a brave and warlike people, and caused returned to Sparta ]
the Romans much trouble by their marauding
RHAMPSINITUS ('PauvjiviTog), one of the anincursions into Gaul and the north of Italy. cient kings of Egypt, succeeded Proteus, and
They were not subdued by the Romans till the was succeeded by Cheops. This king is said
reign of Augustus, and they offered a brave and to have possessed immense wealth ; and in ordesperate resistance against both Drusus and der to keep it safe, he had a treasury built of
Tiberius, whofinallyconquered them. Rhaetia stone, respecting therobberyof which Herodowas then formed into a Roman province, to tus (ii, 121) relates a romantic story, which
which Vindelicia was afterward added, as has bears a great resemblance to the one told about
been already stated. The victories of Drusus the treasury built by the two brothers Agameand Tiberius were celebrated by Horace (Carm. des and Trophonius of Orchomenus. Vid. A G A iv., 14). The Rhaati were divided into several MEDES. Rhampsinitus belongs to the twentieth
tribes, such as the LEPONTII, V E N N O N E S , TRI- dynasty, and is known in inscriptions by the
OENTINI, &c. The only town in Rhaetia of any name of Ramessu Neter-kek-pen.
importance was T R I D E N T I N U M (now Trent).
R H A P T A (ra 'Patrrd), the southernmost sea[RHACOTIS ('Panting), a village of Lowerport known to the ancients, the capital of the
Egypt, afterward included in the city Alexan- district of Barbaria or Azania, on the eastern
drea 1
coast of Africa. It stood on a river called
RIIAOZE ('Payal, 'Pdya, 'Payeid : 'Payi}v6g
R H A P T U:S (now Doara), and near a promontory
liins at Rai, southeast of Tehran), the greatestcalled R,HAPTUM (now Formosa), and the people
city of Media, lay in the extreme north of Great ofthe district were called 'Pdsbioi AlBloireg.
Media, at the southern foot of the mountains
[RHATIIINES ('PaBlvng), a Persian, was one of
(Caspius Mons) which border the southern the commanders sent by Pharnabazus to aid the
shores of the Caspian Sea, and on the western Bithynians in opposing the passage of the Cyside P{ the great pass through those mountains rean Greeks under Xenophon through Bithynia,
called the Caspiae Pylae. It was therefore the B C. 400. The satrap'sforceswere completely
key of Media toward Parthia and Hyrcania defeated. W e hear again of Rhatiiines in B C.
Having been destroyed by an earthquake, it was 396, as one ofthe commanders for Pharnabazus
restored by Seleucus Nicator, and named E U R O - of a body of cavalry, which worsted that of
PUS (Evpairog). In the Parthian wars it wasAgesilaus in a skirmish near Dascylium.]
igain destroyed, but it was rebuilt by Arsaces, R H E A ('Pea, Epic and Ion. 'Pela, 'Vein, or 'Pen)
-nd called ARSACIA (ApaaKla). In the Middle an ancient Greek goddess, appears to have been
Vges it was still a great city under its originala goddess ofthe earth. She is represented as
lame, slightly altered (Rai); and it was finally a daughter of Uranus (Ccelus) and Ge (Terra),
destroyed by the Tartars in the twelfth century. and the wife of Cronos (Saturn), by w h o m she
The surrounding district, which was a rugged became the mother of Hestia (Vesta), Demeter
volcanic region, subject to frequent earthquakes,(Ceres), Hera (Juno), Hades (Pluto), Poseidon
was called 'Payiavy(Neptune), and Zeus (Jupiter). Cronos devourR H A M N U S ('Pauvovg, -ovvrog : 'Papvovotog
ed all:his children by Rhea, but when she was
now Obrio Kastro), a demus in Attica, belonging
on the point of giving birth to Zeus (Jupiter),
to the tribe zEantis, which derived its name she went to Lyctus in Crete, by the advice erf
from the rhamnus, a kind of prickly shrub. her parents. W h e n Zeus (Jupiter) was born,
('Pan ovg is an adjee :ve, a contraction of hapshe gave to Cronos (Saturn) a stone wrapped
vbv,, v:aich comes from bdpvog). Rhamnus up like an infant, which the god swallowed, supwas situated on a small rocky peninsula on the posing it to be his child. Crete was undoubtcjasicarr coast of Attica, sixty stadia from Mar- edly the earliest seat of the worship of Rhea,
athon. It possessed a celebrated temple of though many other parts of Greece laid claim
Nemesis, who is hence called by the Latin poets to the honor of being the birth-place of Zeus
Rhamnusis dea or virgo. In this temple there (Jupiter), Rhea was afterward identified by the
was a coijssal statue of the goddess made by Greeks in Asia Minor with the great Asiatid
Agoracritus. the disciple of Phidias. Another goddess, known under the name of " the GreaJ
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Mother, or the " Mother of the Gods," and also boring towns. Ever, before he Peisiai, .van
beaiing other names, such as Cvhele, Agdistis, Rhegium was sufficiently pow*rfu. to send three
Dindymene, &c. Hence her worship became thrusand of its citizens to the assistance of tha
of a wild and enthusiastic character, and vari- Tarentines, and in the time of the elder Oionj.
ous Eastern rites were added to it »nich soon sius it possessed afleetof eighty ships of war
spread thioughout the whole ot Greece. From The government was an aristocracy, but in thj
the orgiastic nature of these rites, her worship beginning ofthe fifth century B 0 , Anaxilans
became closely connected with that of Diony- who was of a Messenian family, made himself
sus (Bacchus). Under the name of Cybele her tyi ant of the place In 494 this Anaxilans conworship was universal in Phrygia Under the quered Zancle in Sicily, the name ofwhich hf
name of Agdistis, she was worshipped with changed into Messana H e ruled over the two
great solemnity at Pessinus in Galatia, which cities, and on his death in 476 he bequeathed
town was regarded as the principal seat of her his power to his sons. About ten yeais afterwoiship. Under different names we might trace ward (466) his sons were driven out of Rhegithe worship of Rhea even much further east, u m and Messana, and republican governments
as far as the Euphrates and even Bactriana. were established in both cities, which now beShe was, in fact, the great goddess of the East came independent of one another. At a latei
ern world, and w e find her worshipped there period Rhegium incurred the deadly enmity o!
under a variety of forms and names. As re the elder iDionysius in consequence of a peison
gards the Romans, they had from the earliest al insult which the inhabitants had offered him,
times worshipped Jupiter and his mother Ops, It is said that when he asked the Rhegians to
the wife of Saturn. During the war with Han give him one of their maidens for his wife, they
nibal the Romans fetched the image of the replied that they could only grant him the
Mother of the Gods from Pessinus ; but the daughter of their public executioner Dionyworship then introduced was quite new to them, sius carried on war against the city for a long
and either maintained itself as distinct from the time, and after two or three unsuccessful atworship of Ops, or became united with it. A tempts he at length took the place, which he
temple was built to her on the Palatine, and the treated with the greatest severity. Rhegium
Roman matrons honored her with the festival never recovered its former greatness, though it
of the Megalesia In all European countries still continued to be a place of considerable imRhea was conceived to be accompanied by the portance. The younger Dionysius gave it the
Curetes, who are inseparably connected with name of Phosbia, but this name never came into
She birth and bringing up of Jupiter (Zeus) in general use, and was speedilyfolgotten. The
Creti., and in Phrygia by the Corybantes, Atys, Rhegians having applied to R o m eforassistance
and Agdistis. The Corybantes were her en- when Pyrrhus was in the south of Italy, the
thusiastic priests, who with drums, cymbals, Romans placed in the town a gairison of four
horns, and in full armor, performed their orgi- thousand soldiers, who had been levied imong
astic dances in theforestsand on the mount- the Latin colonies in Campania. These troops
ains of Phrygia. In R o m e the Galli were her seized the town in 279, killed or expelled the
priests. The lion was sacred to her. In works male inhabitants, and took possession of theii
of art she is usually represented seated on a wives and children. The Romans were too
throne, adorned with the mural crown, from much engaged at the time with their war against
which a veil hangs down. Lions appear crouch- Pyrrhus to take notice of this outrage; but when
ing on the right and left of her throne, and some-Pyrrhus was driven out of Italy, they took sigtimes she is seen riding in a chariot drawn by nal vengeance upon these Campanians, and restored the surviving Rhegians to their cit}*.
lions.
Rhegium suffered greatly from an earthquake
R H E A SILVIA. Vid. R O M U L U S .
R H E B A S (Pf/Bag, 'Pijbaiog: now Risa), ashortly
river before the breaking out of the Social
of Bithynia, in Asia Minor, falling into tha war, 90 ; but its population was augmented by
Euxine northeast of Chalcedon ; very small and Augustus, who settled here a number of veterinsignificant in itself, but much celebrated in ans from his fleet, whence the town bears in
Ptolemy the surname Julium. Rhegium was
the Argonautic legends.
the place from which persons usually crossed
RHEDONES.
Vid. R E D O N E S .
over to Sicily, but the spot at which they emR H E G I U M ('Pnyiov : Rheginus : now Reggio),
a celebrated Greek town on the coast of Brut- balked was called C O L U M N A RIIEGINA ('Pnyivuv
tium, in the south of Italy, was situated on the arrfAig: now Tone di Carallo), and was one
Fretum Siculum, or the straits which separate hundred stadia north of the town. The Greek
Italy and Sicily. The ancients derived its name language continued to be spoken at Rhegium
till a very late time, and the town was subject
fiom the veib pijyvvpi (" break"), because it was
supposed that Sicily was at this place torn asun- to the Byzantine court long after the downfa.1
der from Italy. Rhegium w is founded about of the Western empire.
[ R H E G M A ('Pijyua), the lagoon formed by tbt
the beginning of thefirstMessenian war, B.C.
743, by zEolian Chalcidians from Euboea and by River Cydnus in Cilicia, at its mouth, and which
Done Messenians, who had quitted their native served as a harbor to the city of Tarsus.]
R H E N E A ('Prjveia, also 'Pi'ivn, 'Pnvala), fo
country on the commencement of hostilities between Sparta and Messenia. At the end ofthe ly called Ortygia and Ccladussa, an island in tho
second Messenian war, 668, a large body of zEgean Sea and one of the Cyclades, west of
Messenians, under the conduct of the sons of Delos, from which it was divided by a narrow
Aristomenes, settled at Rhegium, which now be- strait only four stadia in width. W h e n Polycame aflourishingand important city, and ex- crates took the island, he dedicated it to Apollo,
ended its authority over several of the neigh- and united '# ny a chain to Delos; ar.d Nicia?
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sons ected the two islands by means csf a bridge.tle at the Granictis, B C. 334, and fell m the
W h e n the Athenians purified Delos in B.O. 426, battle at Issus, B.C. 333.]
they removed all the dead from the latter island
RHEPHAIM, a valley of Judaea, continuous witt
to Rhenea.
the valley of Hianom, southwest of Jerusalem
R H E N U S . 1. (Now Rhein in German, Rhine in
Rhephaim was also the name of a very ancienl
English), one of the great rivers in Europe, people of Palestine.
forming in ancient times the boundary between
R H E S U S ('Pijaog). 1. A river-god in Bithynia,
Gaul and Germany, rises in Mons Adula (now one ofthe sons of Oceanus and Tettys — 2 . Son
St Gothard) not far from the sources of the of King Ei'oneus in Thrace, marched to the asRhone, and flows first in a westerly direction, sistance of the Trojans in their war with the
passing through the Lacus Brigantinus (now Greeks. An oracle had declared that Troy
Lake of Constance) till it reaches Basilia (nowwould never be taken if the snow white horses
Basle), where it takes a northerly direction,of Rhesus should once drink the water of the
and eventually flows into the ocean by several Xanthus, and feed upon the grass ofthe Trojan
mouths The ancients spoke of two main arms plain. But as soon as Rhesus had reached the
into which the Rhine was divided in entering Trojan territory, and had pitched his tents late
the territory of the Batavi, ofwhich the one on at night, Ulysses and Diomedes penetrated into
the east continued to bear the name of Rhe- his camp, slew Rhesus himself, and carried off
nus, while that on the west, into which the his horses. In later writers Rhesus is describ
Mosa (now Maas or Meuse)flowed,was called ed as a son of Strymon and Euterpe, or Calliope,
Vahalis (now Waal) After Drusus, in B.C. 12, or Terpsichore.
had connected the Flevo Lacus (now Zuyier[ R H E X E N O R ('Pnljrivap), son of Nausithous,
Sce) with the Rhine by means of a canal, inthe king of the Phaaacians, and accordingly a
making which he probably made use ofthe bed brother of Alcinous.]
of the Yssel, w e find mention of three mouths
R H I A N U S (Piapog), oi Crete, a distinguished
ofthe Rhine Of these the names, as given by Alexandrean poet and grammarian, flourished
Pliny, are, on the west, Helium (the Vahalis of B.C. 222. H e wrote several epic poems, one
other writers); in the centre, Rhenus ; and of which was on the Messenian wars H e also
on the east, Flevum ; but at a later time w e wrote epigrams, ten of which are preserved in
againfindmention of only two mouths. The the Palatine Anthology, and one by Athenaeus.
Rhine is described by the ancients as a broad, His fragments are printed in Gaisford's Poetas
rapid, and deep river. It receives many tribu- Minores Graci; and separately edited by Nic.
taries, of which the most important were the Saal, Bonn, 1831.
Mosella /now Moselle) and Mosa (now Maas or RHIDAGUS, a tributary of the River Ziobetis.
Mcise) on the left, and the Nicer (now Neckar),
in Parthia; [but vii. ZIOBETIS.]
'M.'enus now Main), and Luppia (now Lippe) on R H I N O C O L U R A or R H I N O C O R U R A (ra 'PIVOKOXOVti e right. It passed through various tribes, of pa or 'PivoKopovpa, and b 'PivoKoXovpa or 'Ptvo
which the principal on the west were the Nan- Kopovpa : now Kulat-el-Arish), the frontier town
fuates, Helvetii, Sequani, Mediomatrici, Triboc-of Egypt and Palestine, lay in the midst of the
ci, Treviri, Ubii, Batavi, and Canninefates, anddesert, at the mouth ofthe brook (now El-Arish),
the principal on the east were the Rhaeti, Vin- which was the boundary between the countries.
delici, Mattiaci, Sigambri, Tencteri, Usipetes, and which is called in Scripture the river of
Bructeri, and Frisii. The length of the Rhine Egypt. It was sometimes reckoned to Syria,
is stated differently by the ancient writers. Its sometimes to Egypt. Its name, " The-cut-offwhole course amounts to about nine hundred noses," is derived from its having been the place
and fifty miles The inundations of the Rhine of exile of criminals who had first been so munear its mouth are mentioned by the ancients. tilated under the /Ethiopian dynasty of kings
Caesar was thefirstRoman general who cross- of Egypt
ed the Rhine. H e threw a bridge of boats
R H I N T H O N ('PlvBav), oi Syracuse or Tarenacross the river, probably in the neighborhood tum, said to have been the son of a potter, was
of Cologne. The etymology of the name is a dramatic poet, of that species of burlesque
doubtful; some connect it with linnen or rinnan,
tragedy which was called ^XvaKoypat^la or iXaaccording to which it would mean the " current" poTpayadia, andflourishedin the reign of Ptolor " stream ;" otheis with rhen or rein, that is,
emy I., king of Egypt. W h e n he is placed at
the "clear" river—2 (Now Reno), a tributary the head of tho composers of this burlesque
ofthe Padus (now Po) in Gallia Cisalpina, near drama, we are not to suppose that he actually
Bononia, on a small island of which Octavianus, invented it, but that he was the first to develop
Antony, and Lepidus formed the celebrated tri- in a written form, and to introduce into Greek
umvirate. The small river Lavinius (now La- literature, a species of dramatic composition,
vino)flowsinto the Rhenus ; and Appian places which had already long existed as a popular
in the Lavinius the island on which the trium- amusement among the Greeks of Southern Italy
virate was formed.
and Sicily, and especially at Tarentum. The
[ R H E O M I T H R E S ('PeoptBpng), a Persian, who
species of drama which he cultivated may be
joined in the general revolt ofthe western prov- described as an exhibition of the subjects of
inces from Artaxerxes M n e m o n in B.C. 362, tragedy, in the spirit and style of comedy. A
and was employed by his sonfederates to go to poet of this description was called 0/UiaJ. T h h
Tachos, king of Egypt, for aid. Although suc- name, and that ofthe drama itself, ipXvaKoypa
cessful in this application, he made his own ipia, seem to have been the genuine terms
peace with Artaxerxes by betraying a number used at Tarentum. Rhinthon wrote thirty-eighl
of the rebel chiefs. H e was also one of the dramas.
eommanders of the Persian cavalry in the batRHIPZEI M O N T E S (rci 'P trala opn, also 'Plirat
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the name of a lofty range of mountains in the
R H O D I A and RHODIOPOLIS ('PoJ<a, P .bwrroAi.
northern part of the earth, respecting which 'Podtevg, 'PodioiroXtrng: now Eski-Hissar, rui
there are diverse statements in the ancient a mountain city of Lycia, near Corydalius, wiu
writers. The name seems to have been given a temple of zEsculapius (Asclepius).
by the Greek poets quite indefinitely to all the
R H O D I U S (Pbbwg : now probably the Brook of
mountains in the northern parts of Europe and the Dardane'les), a small river of the Troad
Asia. Thus the Rhipaai Montes are sometimes mentioned by both Homer and He^.cd. It rosu
called the Hyperborei Montes. Vii. H Y P E R B O - on the lower slopes of Mount Ida, and flowed
REI The later geographical writers place the northwest into the Hellespont, between Abydiu
Rhipaean Mountains northeast of Mount Alau- and Dardanus, after receiving the Sellers fton
nus, on the frontiers of Asiatic Sarmatia, and the west. It is identified by some with the
state that the Tanaisrisesin these mountains River IWo'toc', which Thucydides mentions, be
According to this account, the Rhipaean Mount- tween Cynossema and Abydus. Some made i
ains may be regarded as a western branch of erroneously a tributary of the zEsepus. It ia
the Ural Mountains.
found mentioned on the coins of Dardanus.
R H I U M ('Plov: now Castello ii Morea), a prom[ R H O D O G U N E (Podoyovvri). 1. A daughter of
ontory in Achaia, opposite the promontory of Artaxerxes Mnemon, was given in marriage bj
Antirrhium (now Castello di Romelid), on the
him to Orontes. Vid. O R O N T E S , No. 3 . — 2 .
borders of zEtolia and Locris, with which it Daughter of Mithradates I, king of Parthia,
formed the narrow entrance to the Corinthian given by him in marriage to Demetrius Nicator,
Gulf, which straits are now called the Littleking of Syria. Vii A R S A C E S , No. 6 ]
Dardanelles. It is sometimes called 'Axdmbv [ R H O D O P E ('P000717;), a fountain nymph, daugh'Plov, to distinguish it from the opposite promter ofthe river-god Strymon, wife ofthe Thraontory, which was surnamed MoXvKpiKov ov Alcian Haemus, and mother of Hebrus. She is
TUXIKOV. On the promontory of Rhium there mentioned also among the playmates of Pro
was a temple of Neptune (Poseidon).
serpina (Persephone) ]
R H I Z O N or RHIZINIUM ('Pit^uv: 'Pi^avlri/g:R now
H O D O P E ('Pobbirrj), one ofthe highest ranges
Risano), an ancient town in Dalmatia, situatedof mountains in Thrace, extending from Mount
at the upper end of the gulf, ealled after it Rhi- Scomius, east of the River Nestus and the
zonaeus Sinus (now Gulf of Cattaro). [It is boundaries of Macedonia, in a southeasterly dimentioned by Polybius as a strong place, to rection almost down to the coast. It is highest
which Teuta, queen of the Illyrians, withdrew in its northern part, and is thickly covered with
on being attacked by the Romans ]
wood. Rhodope, like the rest of Thrace, was
R H O D A or R H O D U S ('PbSn, 'Podoc,: nowRozas),
sacred to Dionysus (Bacchus), and is frequently
a Greek emporium on the coast of the Indigetae, mentioned by the poets in connection with the
in Hispania Tarraconensis, founded by the Rho- worship of this god.
dians, and subsequently occupied by the inhab[RHODOPHON, a Rhodian statesman, who exitants of Massilia.
erted himself when hostilities broke out between
R H O D A N U S (now Rhdne), one of the chief riv- Perseus and the Romans to preserve unbroken
ers of Gaul, rises in Mons Adula on the Pen- the connection between his countrymen and th(
nine Alps, not far from the sources ofthe Rhine, latter H e was one of the deputies sent, B.C
flowsfirstin a westerly direction, and, after 167, to convey a golden crown to Rome.]
passing through the Lacus Lemanus, turns to
RHODOPIS (PoSairig), a celebrated Greek court
the south, passes by the towns of Lugdunum, esan, of Thracian origin, was a fellow-slave with
Vienna, Avenio, and Arelate, receives several the poet /Esop, both of them belonging to the
tributaries, and finally falls by several mouths Samian Iadmon. She afterward became the
into the Sinus Gallicus in the Mediterranean. property of Xanthes, another Samian, who car
The number of tbe mouths of tbe Rhone is ried her to Naucratis in Egypt, in the reign of
stated differently by the ancient writers, which Amasis, and at this great sea port she carried
is not surprising, as the river has frequently al- on the trade of an hetaera for the benefit of hei
tered its course near the sea. Pliny mentions master. While thus employed, Charaxus, the
three mouths, ofwhich the most important was brother of the poetess Sappho, who had come
called Os Massalioticum, while the two others
to Naucratis as a merchant, fell in love with
bore the general name of Libyza ora, being dis-her, and ransomed her from slavery for a large
tinguished from each other as the Os Hispani- sum of money. She was, in consequence, atense and the Os Metapinum, Besides these tacked by Sappho in a poem. She continued to
mouths there was a canal to the east of the Os live at Naucratis, and with the tenth part of her
Massalioticum, called Fossa Mariana, which gains she dedicated at Delphi ten iion spits,
was dug by order of Marius during his war with which were seen by Herodotus. She is called
the Cimbri, in order to make an easier connec- Rhodopis by Herodotus, but Sappho in her poem
tion between the Rhone and the Mediterranean, spoke of her under the name of Doricha. It is
as the mouths of the river were frequently therefore probable that Doricha was her real
choked up with sand The Rhone is a very name, and that she received that of Rhodopis,
rapid river, and its upward navigation is there-which signifies the " rosy-cheeked," on account
fore difficult, though it is navigable for large of her beauty. There was a tale current in
vessels as high as Lugdunum, and by means of Greece that Rhodopis built the third pyramid.
the Arar still further north.
It has been conjectured, with great probability,
RHODE
Vid R H O D O S
that in consequence of her name Rhodopis, the
[ R H O D E A ('PbSeia), a daughter of Oceanus and
" rosy-cheeked," she was confounded with NitoTethys, was one of the playmates of Proser- cris, the beautiful Egyptian queen, and the hepina (Persephone).]
roine of rrany an Egyptian legend, who is said
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fey the ancient ch onologers to have built the capital, called R H O D U S , w a s built, and peoplet
from the three ancient cities of Ialysus, Lindus
third pyramid.
R H O D O S ('Poiioc), sometimes called R H O D E , and Camirus. T h e history of the island now
daughter of Neptune (Poseidon) and Halia, or presents a series of conflicts between tbe demoof Helios and Amphitrite, or of Neptune (Posei- cratical and oligarchical parties, and of subjecdon) and Venus (Aphrodite), or, lastly, of Oce- tion to Athens and Sparta in turn, till the end of
anus. F r o m her the island of Rhodes is said the Social war, 355, w h e n its independence wag
to have derived its n a m e ; and in this island she acknowledged. Then followed a conflict with
the princes of Caria, during which the island was
aore to Helios seven sons.
[ R H O D U N T I A (PodowTia), a fortress on Mount for a time subject to Artemisia, and, nominally at
Gi'ta, near Heraciea and Thermopylaa; accord- least, to Idrieus. During this period there were
great internal dissensions, which were at length
ing to Livy, one of the summits of ffita.]
R H O D U S (b 'PbSog: 'Pobtoc, Rhodius: n o w Rho-composed by a mixed form of government, unitdos, Rhodes), the easternmost island of the zEge- ing the elements of aristocracy and democracy.
an, or, more specifically, ofthe Carpathian Sea, At the Macedonian conquest, they submitted
lies off the southern coast of Caria, due south of to Alexander; but, upon his death, they expelled
the promontory of Cynossema (now Cape Alou- the Macedonian garrison. In the ensuing wars
po), at the distance of about twelve geographical they formed an alliance with Ptolemy, the son
miles Its length, from northeast to southwest, of Lagus, and their city, Rhodes, successfully
is about forty-five miles ; its greatest breadth endured a most famous siege by the forces of
about twenty to twenty five. In early times it Demetrius Poliorcetes, w h o at length, in admiwas called /Ethraea and Ophiussa, and several ration of the valor of the besieged, presented
other names. The earliest Greek records m a k e them with the engines he had used against the
mention of it. Mythological stories ascribed city, from the sale of which they defrayed the
its origin to the power of Apollo, w h o raised it cost of the celebrated Colossus, which is defrom beneath the waves ; and itsfirstpeopling scribed under the name of its artist, C H A R E S .
to the Telchines, children of Thalatta (the Sea), T h e state n o w for a long time flourished, with
upon whose destruction by a deluge the H e - an extensive commerce, and with such a mariliadae were planted in the island by Helios, time power that it compelled the Byzantines to
where they formed seven tribes, and founded remit the toll which they levied on ships passing
a kingdom, which soon becameflourishingby the Bosporus. At length they came into con
their skill in astronomy and navigation, and nection with the Romans, whose alliance they
uther sciences and arts These traditions ap- joined, with Attalus, king of Pergamus, in the
pear to signify the early peopling of the island war against Philip III. of Macedon. In the en
fay some ofthe civilized races of Western Asia, suing war with Antiochus, the Rhodians gave
probably the Phoenicians After other alleged the R o m a n s great aid with their fleet; and, in
migrations into the island, w e come to its Hel- the subsequent partition of the Syrian possesenic colonization, which is ascribed to Tlepo- sions of Asia Minor, they were rewarded by
,«.mus, the son of Hercules, before the Trojan the supremacy of S. Caria, where they had
war, and after that war to Althaamenes. H o - had settlements from an early period. Vid P E m e r mentions the three Dorian settlements in RZEA R H O D I O R U M . A temporary interruption of
Rhodes, namely, Lindus, Ialysus, and Camirus ; their alliance with R o m e w a s caused by their
and these cities, with Cos, Cnidus, and Hali- espousing the cause of Perseus, for which they
carnassus, formed the Dorian Hexapolis, which were severely punished, 163; but they recovw a s established, from a period of unknown ered the favor of R o m e by the important naval
antiquity, in the southwestern corner of Asia aid they rendered in the Mithradatic war. In
Minor. Rhodes soon became a great maritime the civil wars they took part with Caasar, and
state, or rather confederacy, the island being suffered in consequence from Cassius, 42, but
parcelled out between the three cities above were afterward compensated for their losses by
mentioned. T h e Rhodians made distant voy- the favor of Antonius. They were at length
ages, and founded numerous colonies, ofwhich deprived of their independence bj Claudius ;
the chief were Rhoda in Iberia ; Gela in Sicily; and their prosperity received itsfinalblow from
Parthenope, Salacia, Siris, and Sybaris in Italy; an earthquake, which laid the city of Rhodes in
settlements in the Balearic Islands; and, in ruins, in the reign of Antoninus Pius, A.D 155
their o w n neighborhood, Soli in Cilicia, and The celebrated medieval history'of tbe island.
Gagaa and Corydalla in Lycia. During this as the seat ofthe Knights of St John, does not
T h e island is of great
"sarly period the government of each ofthe three belong to this work
eities seems to have been monarchical; but beauty and fertility, with a delieious climate.
about B.C. 660 the whole island seems to have It w a s further celebrated as the home of disbeen united in an oligarchical republic, the chief tinguished schools of Greek art and of Greek
magistrates of which, called prytanes, were oratory. T h e city of Rhodes w a s famous for
taken from the family of the Eratidaa, w h o had the beauty and regularity of its architecture,
been the royal family of Ialysus. Vid. D I A G O - and the number of statues which adorned it;
R A S , D O R I E U S . At the beginning of the Pelo- it w a s designed by Hippodamus of Miletus
ponnesian war, Rhodes was one of those Dorian ( C o m p I A L Y S U S , L I N D U S , and C A M I R U S . )
R H C E C U S ('PolKog). 1. A Centaur, who, in conmaritime states which were subject to Athens ;
but in the twentieth year of the war, 412, it junction with Hylaaus, pursued Atalanta in Arjoined the Spartan alliance, and the oligarchical cadia, but w a s killed by her with an arrow. The
party, which had been depressed, and their lead- R o m a n poets call him Rhoatus, and relate that
ers, the Eratsdae, expelled, recovered their for- he w a s wounded at the nuptials of Pirithous —
mer power under Dorieus. In 408, the n e w 2. Son of Phileas or Philaaus, of Samos ai ar
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ehitect and statuary belonging to the earliest what eas\ of the promontory name: after i
period -n the history of Greek art, is mentioned (oKoreXog b Paaautbg, now Cape Torost or Dcg'i
as the bead of a family of Samian artists. H e Cape), and at the southern poirt of the above
flourished about B C 640. H e w a s thefirst archnamed gulf, in the neighborhood of the Syrian
itect of the great temple of Juno (Hera) at S-i- passes. At this mountain pass Pococke fount!
mos, which Theodorus completed. In conjunc- ruins of ancient walls, which probably belonged
tion with Smilis and Theodorus, he constructed to the city Rhosus ]
Ihe labyrinth of Lemnos ; and he, and the mem[ R H O T A N U S ('Pbravog, now, according to M a n
bers of his family who succeeded him, invented nert, Dalesani), a small river of Coisica, flowing
the art of casting statues in bronze and iron.
into the Tyrrhenian Sea at about the middle
[RIICEMETALCES ('PoipnrdXKiig).
. I., king
of the
of eastern coast, not far from Aleria ]
Thrace, was brother of Cotys, and uncle and
R H O X O L A N I or R O X O L A N I , a warlike people in
guardian of Rhascuporis, at whose death, B C. European Sarmatia, on the coast of the Palus
13, he was expelled from Thrace. About two Maeotis, and between the Borysthenes and the
years afterward Riicemetalces received from Tanais, usually supposed to be the ancestors of
Augustus his nephew's dominions, with some the modern Russians. They frequently attackadditions, since Tacitus calls him king of all ed and plundered the Roman provinces south
Thrace. On his death Augustus divided his ofthe Danube; and Hadrian was even obliged
kingdom between his son Cotys and his brother to pay them tribute They are mentioned as
Rhascuporis. — 2. II., King of Thrace, nephew late as the eleventh century. They fought with
of tbe preceding, and son of Rhascuporis, re- lances and with long swords wielded with both
ceived a portion of the Thracian kingdom on hands ; and their armies were composed chiefly
the deposition of his father. H eremainedfaith- of cavalry.
ful to the Romans, and aided in putting down
[ R H U B O N ('PovCav, now probably the Dana), a
the Thracian malcontents in A.D 26. Caligu river of European Sarmatia, falling into the Ocela, in A.D 38, assigned the whole of Thrace to anus Sarraaticus between the Chronus and TuRhcemetalces ]
runtus.]
[ R H C E O CPoid), a daughter of Staphylus, be- R H Y N D A C U S ('Pvvbaitbg : now Edrenos), or L Y
loved by Apollo, to w h o m she bore Anius : sheCUS, a considerableriverof Asia Minor Rising
had been put in a chest, and set afloat on thein Mount Dindymene, opposite to the sources
sea by her father, but was wafted safely to Eu- I
of the Hermus, itflowsnorth through Phrygia,
boaa (or Delos) ]
jthen turns northwest, then west, and then north,
[RHCESACEsCPojcrd/cw in Arrian and Plutarch; i
through the Lake Apolloniatis, into the Propon'PuodKiig, Diod ), a Persian, w h o deduced his
tis From the point where it left Phiygia, it
lineage from one of the seven chiefs who over- ,foimed the boundary of Mysia and Bithynia.
Shrew the government of the Magi, was satrap .Its chief tributary, which joins it from the west
of Ionia and Lydia about 350 B.C , and was as- below
j
the Lake Apolloniatis, was called M A C E S sociated with the Theban Lacrates in the war ;TUS
On the banks ofthe Rhyndacus Lucullus
against Egypt. In the battle at the Granicus. gained a great victory over Mithradates, B.C. 73
having assailed Alexander, he was slain by that
R H Y P E S ('Pvtreg and other forms : 'Pvrraiog
monarch's o w n hand Diodorus and Curtius, one of the twelve cities of Achaia, situated behowever, say that, having cleft the king's helmettween /Egium and Patraa. It was destroyed by
with his sword, his hand was cut off by Clitus.] Augustus, and its inhabitants removed to Patraa.
R H C E T E U M (TO 'Polreiov OKpov, ij 'Poiretug IIKTI),
R H Y T I U M (Pinov), a town in Crete, mention'Poirrflai aKrai : Virg Rhcetea litora : now ed
Cape
by Homer, which is identified by modern
Intepeh or Barbieri), a promontory, or a stripwriters,
of
but without any sufficient reasons, with
rocky coast breaking into several promontories, the later Ritymna.
«
in Mysia, on the Hellespont, near zEantium,
RICIMER, the Roman " King-Maker," was the
with a town of the same name (now probably son of a Suevian chief, and was brought up at
Paleo Castro).
the court of Valentinian III. H e served with
R H C E T U S . 1. A centaur. Vid. R H C E C U S . — 2 . distinction under Aetius, in the reign of ValenOne of the giants, who was slain by Bacchus tinian III. In A.D. 456 he commanded the
(Dionysus); he is usually called Eurytus —[3. fleet of the Emperor Avitus, with which he
One of the companions of Phineus, slain by gained a great victory over the Vandals, and in
Perseus. — 4. King of the Marrubii in Italy, the same year he deposed Avitus ; but as he
father of Anehemolus
Vid. A N C H E M O L U S . — 5 . was a barbarian by birth, he w-ould not assume
A Rutulian slain among the sine nomine plcbcm
the title of emperor, but gave it to Majorian, in
by Euryalus ]
tending to keep the real power in his own hands.
[ R H O M B I T E S M A G N U S and M I N O R (PopBirng But as Majorian proved more able and enerpeyag and iXdaaav), two rivers of Asiatic Sar-getic than Ricimer had expected, he was put to
matia, which fell into two bays of the Palus death in 461 by order of Ricimer, who now
Mseotis, both abounding infish: of these tht> raised Libius Severus to the throne. On the
smaller, according to Strabo, was six hundred death of Severus in 465, Ricimer kept the govstadia from the Anticites; the larger, eight hund-ernment in his own hands for the next eighteen
red stadia northeast of the smaller, and just as months ; but in 467 Anthemius was appon ted
far southwest from the Tanais. The larger riv- Emperor of the West by Leo, empeior of the
er is the modern Jei, Jeisse, or Jea; the smaller,
East. Ricimer acquiesced in the appointment,
the Tschelbasch or the Beisu ; according to othandreceivedthe daughter of Anthemius in mar
ers, the Alschujef.]
riage ; but in 472 he made war against hi»
[ R H O S U S or R H O S S U S ('Paaog and 'Vdouog),father
a
in law and took R o m e by storm
\i sea-port of Svria, on the Issicus Sinus, some- themius perished in the assault, and Olybrine
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MAP OF ANCIENT ROME, SHOWING THE WALLS OF SERVIUS AND
THOSE OF AURELIAN.
I To face p. 745

Gates in the Walls of Servius.
1 Porta Collina
2. Porta Virainalis.
3 Porta Esquilina.
4

Porta Querquetulana?

o Porta Caslimoritana.
6
7

Porta Capena.
Porta Raudusculana ?

8. Porta Nsevia.
9 Poita Minucia.
10 Porta Trigemina.
11. Porta Flumentana.

19 Porta Clausa
20. Porta Tiburtina (S Lorenzo).
21. Porta Prsenestina (Maggiore).
22 Porta Asinaria
23 Poita Metrovia?
24 Porta Latina.
25 Porta Appia (S. Sebastiano).
26 Porta Ardeatina?
27 Porta Gstiensis.
28 Porta Portuensis.
29 Porta Aurelia (& Pancrazio).
30. Porta Septimiana.
31. Porta Aurelia of Procopius.

12. Porta Carmentalis.
13. Porta Ratumena?
14 Porta Fontinalis.
Gates in the Walls of Aurelian.
15 Porta Flaminia.
16. Porta Pinciana.
17. Porta Salaria.
18 Porta Nomentana.

Bridges

32 Pons JElius (Ponte S Angela).
33. Pons Vaticanus ?
34 Pons Janiculensis?
35 Pons Fabricius.
36 Pons Cestius.
37 Pons Palatinus (iEmilius ?).
38. Supposed remains ofthe Sublician Bridge.

RICINA.

IIOM.a

was proclaimed emperor by Ricimer, who died, on the other side of the Tiber, as tr itecti >r.
however, only forty days after the sack of Rome. against the Etruscans, and cor.nected it with
Rome
RICINA. 1. (Ricinensis), a town in Picenum, the city by m e a n s ofthe Pons Sublicius
colonized by the Emperor Severus. Its mines w a s still further improved and enlarged 1 v Tar
are on the. River Potenza, near Macerata.—2. quinius Priscus and Servius Tullius T h e former of these kings constructed the vast sewers
Une of the Ebudae Insulae, or the Hebrides.
R I O O D U L U M (now Reol), a town ofthe Treviri (cloaca), hy which the lower part of the city bein Gallia Belgica, distant three days' march tween the Palatine and Capitol w a s diained,
and which still remain without a stone disfrom Mogontiacum.
[RIPHEUO, or, more correctly, RHIPEUS ('P«r- placed. H e also laid out the Circu3 Maximus
>c)i8Tiojan warrior, who joined the band of and the Forum, and, according to some tradi
lEneas the night that Troy was burned, and tions, commenced the erection ofthe Capitoline
fought with great bravery until he was at length temple, which w a s finished by Tarquinius Suoverpowered by superior numbers: he is com- perbus. T h e completion of the city, however,
w a s ascribed to Servius Tullius. This king
mended for nis piety and justice.]
R O B I G U S or ROBIGO, is described by some added the Mons Viminalis and Mor.s Esquilinus,
Latin writers as a divinity worshipped for the and surrounded the whole city with a line of
purpose of averting blight or too great heat fortifications, which comprised all the seven
from the young corn-fields. The festival of the hills of R o m e (Palatinus, Capitolinus, Quiri
Robigalia was celebrated on the twenty-fifth of nalis, Calius, Aventinus, Viminalis, Esquilinus)
April, and was said to have been instituted by Hence R o m e w a s called Urbs Septicollis. These
Numa. But considering the uncertainty ofthe fortifications were about seven miles in circumancients themselves as to whether the divinity ference. At the same time, Servius extended
was masculine or feminine, and that the Ro- the pomcerium so as to m a k e the sacred in
mans did not pay divine honors to any evil de- closure ofthe city identical with its walls. In
mon, it is probable that the divinity Robigus or B.C. 390 R o m e w a s entirely destroyed by the
Robigo is only an abstraction of the later Ro- Gauls, with the exception of a few houses on
the Palatine. O n the departure of the barbarimans from the festival of the Robigalia.
R O B U S , a fortress in the territory ofthe Rau- ans it w a s rebuilt in great haste and confusion,
raci, in Gallia Belgica, which was built by Va- without any attention to regularity, and with
narrow and crooked streets A t e r the conlentinian near Basilia, A.D. 374.
R O M A (Romanus : now Rome), the capital of quest ofthe Carthaginians and of the monarchs
Italy and ofthe world, was situated on the left of Macedonia and Syria, the city began to be
bank of the River Tiber, on the northwestern adorned with m a n y public buildings and hand.
confines of Latium, about sixteen miles from some private houses; and it w a s still further
tfee sea.—A. H I S T O R Y OF T H E CITY. R o m e is embellished by Augustus, w h o introduced great
aaid to have been a colony from Alba Longa, improvements into all parts of the city, and both
and to have been founded by Romulus about erected m a n y public buildings himself, and in
B C 753. Fid. R O M U L U S . All traditions agree duced all the leading nobles of his court to fol•hat the original city comprised only the Mons low his example. So greatly had the appearance of the city improved during his long and
Palatinus or Palatium, and some portion of the
ground immediately below it. It was surround- prosperous reign, that he used to boast that he
ed by walls, which followed the line of the Po- \ had found the city of brick, and had left it of
marble.
Still the main features of the city remosrium (vid. Did. of Antiq., s. v ), and was
built
in a square form, whence it was called Roma mained the same ; and the narrow streets and
Quadrata. This city on the Palatine was in- m e a n houses formed a striking and disagreeable
habited only by Latins. On the neighboring contrast to the splendid public buildings and
hills there also existed from the earliest times magnificent palaces which had been recently
settlements of Sabines and Etruscans
The erected. T h e great fire at R o m e in the reign of
Sabine town, probably called Quirium, and in- Nero (A.D. 64) destroyed two thirds ofthe city.
Nero availed himself of this opportunity to in
habited by Quirites, was situated on the hills to
dulge his passion for building ; and the city n o w
the north of the Palatine, that is, the Quirinalis
assumed a more regular and stately appearance.
and Capitolinus, or Capitolium, on the latter of
which hills w a s the Sabine A r x or citadel. T h e n e w streets were m a d e both wide and
These Latin and Sabine towns afterward be- stiaight; the height of the houses w a s restrictcame united, according to tradition, in the reign ed ; and a certain part, of each w a s required to
of Romulus, and the two nations formed one be built of Gabian or Alban stone, which was
collective body, k n o w n under the n a m e of proof against fire. R o m e had long since ex" Populus R o m a n u s (et) Quirites." T h e Etrus- tended beyond the walls of Servius Tullius;
cans were settled on Mons Calius, and extend- but d o w n to the third century of the Christian
ed over Mons Cispius and Mons Oppius, which era the walls of this monarch continued to mark
are part of the Esquiline. These Etruscans the limits of the city properly so called. These
were at an early period incorporated in the walls, however, had long since been rendered
R o m a n state, but were compelled to abandon quite useless, and the city w i s therefore left
their seats on the hills, and to take up their without any fortifications. Accordingly, theEmabode in the plains between the Caelius and the peror Aurelian determined to surround R o m e
Esquiline, whence the Vicus Tuscus derived its with n e w walls, which embraced the city of
name. Under the kings the city rapidly grew Servius Tullius and all the suburbs which had
in population and in size. Ancus Maicius add- subsequently grown up around it, such as the
ed the Mons Aventinus to the city. T i e same M. Janiculus on the right bank of the Tiber
king also built a fortress on the Janicvlns, a hill and the Collis Hortulm um or Mons Pincianus ot
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m e left banU of thv river, to the north of tne different families, and it was frequently SJI>
Quirinalis. The walls of Aurelian were com- rounded with shops. The insulae sontainei
menced 1)/ this emperor before he set out on several stories ; and as the value of ground inbis expedition against Zenobia (A.D. 271), and creased in Rome, they were frequently built of
were terminated by his successor Probus. They a dangerous height. Hence Augustus restrictwere about eleven miles in circumference. They ed the height of all new houses to seventy feet,
were restored by Honorius, and were also part- and Trajan to sixty feet. N o houses of any dely rebuilt by Belisarius.—B. DIVISIONS OF T H E scription were allowed to be built close togethei
CITY. R o m e was divided by Servius Tullius at Rome, and it was provided by the Twelve
into four Regimes or districts, corresponding to Tables that a space of at least five feet should
Hie four city tribes Their names were, 1 Sub- be left between every house. The number '.••
urana, comprehending the space from the Sub- insulae, of course, greatly exceeded that of the
nra to the Caelius, both inclusive. 2. Esqui- domi It is stated that there were forty-six
thousand sixhundred'and two insulee at Rome,
lina, comprehending the Esquiline Hill. 3. ColUna, extending over the Quirinal and Viminal. but only one thousand seven hundred and nine4. Palatina, comprehending the Palatine Hill.ty domus. — C. SIZE A N D P O P U L A T I O N OF T H E
Tho Capitoline, as the seat ofthe gods, and the CITY. It has been already stated that the cirAventine, were not included in these regiones. cumference ofthe walls of Servius Tullius was
These regiones were again subdivided into about seven miles ; but a great part of the space
twenty-seven Sacella Argaeorum, which were included within these walls was at first not covprobably erected where two streets (eompita)ered with buildings. Subsequently, as w e have
crossed each other. It is probable that each of seen, the city greatly extended beyond these
the four regiones contained six of these sacella, limits ; and a measurement has come down to
and that the remaining three belonged to the us, made in the reign of Vespasian, by which it
Capitoline. The division of Servius Tullius appears to have been about thirteen miles in
into four regiones remained unchanged till the circumference. It was probably about this
time of Augustus; but this emperor made a time that R o m e reached its greatest size. The
fresh division ofthe city into fourteen regiones, walls of Aurelian were only about eleven miles
which comprised both the ancient city of Ser- in circuit. It is more difficult to determine the
vius Tullius and all the suburbs which had been population of the city at any given period. W e
subsequently added. This division was made learn, however, from the Monumentum Ancyby Augustus to facilitate the internal govern- ranum, that the plebs urbana in the time of Aument ofthe city. The names ofthe regiones gustus was three hundred and twenty thousand.
were, 1. Porta Capena, at the southeast cornerThis did not include the women, nor the senators, nor knights ; so that the free population
of the city, by the Porta Capena 2 Caslimoniium, northeast ofthe preceding, embracing M.could not have been less than six hundred and
fif2,
ty thousand. To this number w e must add
Caelius. 3. Isis et Serapis, northwest of No.
in the valley between the Caelius, the Palatine the slaves, who must have been at least as nuand Esquiline. 4 Via Sacra, northwest of No.merous as the free population. Consequently,
3, embracing the valley between the Esquiline, the whole population of R o m e in the time of
Viminal, anil Quirinal, toward the Palatine. 5. Augustus must have been at least one million
Esquilina cum Colle Viminali, northeast of three
No. hundred thousand, and in all probability
4, comprehending the whole of the Esquiline greatly exceeded that numbei. Moreover, as
and Viminal. 6 Alia Semita, northwest of No.w e know that the city continued to increase in
5, comprising the Quirinal. 7. Via Lata, west size and population down to the time of Vespaof N o 6, between the Quirinal and Campus sian and Trajan, w e shall not be far wrong in
Martius. 8. Forum Romanum, south of No. 7, supposing that the city contained nearly two
comprehending the Capitoline and the valley millions of inhabitants in the reigns of those
between it and the Palatine. 9. Circus Fla-emperors — D . W A L L S A N D G A T E S . I. W A L L S
OF R O M U L U S . The direction of this wall is deminius, northwest of No. 8, extending as far as
the Tiber, and comprehending the whole ofthe scribed by Tacitus. Commencing at the Forum
Campus Martius. 10. Palatium, southeast of Boarium, the site of which is marked by the
No. 8, containing the Palatine. 11. Circusarch erected there to Septimius Severus, it ran
Maximus, southwest of No. 10, comprehending along the foot of the Palatine, having the valley
the plain between the'Palatine, Aventine, and afterward occupied by the Circus Maximus cn
the right, as far as the altar of Consus, nearh
Tiber. 12. Piscina Publico, southeast of No.
11. 13. Aventinus, northwest of No. 12, em-opposite to the extremity ofthe Circus ; thence
bracing the Aventine
14. Trans Tiberim, theit turned round the southern angle of the Palaonly region on the right bank of theriver,con- tine, followed the foot of the hill nearly in a
straight line to the Curiae Veteres, which stood
taining the Insula Tiberina, the valley between
the river and the Janiculus, and a part of this not far from the site of the Arch of Constanmountain. Each of these regiones was subdi- tine ; thence ascended the steep slope, at the
vided into a certain number of Vici, analogoussummit ofwhich stands the Arch of Titus, and
to the sacella of Servius Tullius. The houses descended again on the other side to the angle
weie divided into two different classes, called of the Forum, which was then a morass. In
respectively iomus and insula. The former this wall there were three gates, the number
*vere the dwellings of the Roman nobles, cor- prescribed by the rules of the Etruscan religion.
responding to the modern palazzi; the iatter 1. Porta Mugonia "-r Mugionis. also called Porta
were the habitations of the middle and lower vetus Palatii, at the northern slope ofthe Pala.
classes. Each insula contained several apart- tine, at the point where the Via Sacra and the
ments ov sets cf apartments, which were let to Via Nova met. 2. Porta Romanula, at ths
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western angle of the hill, near the lemple ot issued the Via Appia. It stood southwest oi
Victory, and between the modern churches of No. 5, and at the southwest foot ofthe Cael'an
S. Teodoro and Santa Anastasia. 3. The name on the spot now occupied by the grounds of the
snd position ofthe third gate is not mentioned, Villa Mattei. 7, 8, 9 P. Laverr.alis, P. Rail
for the Porta Janualis appears to be identical
iusculana, and P. Navia, three of the mo?}
with the Janus or archway, commonly known southerly gates of Rome, lying between the
as the temple of Janus, which stood on the other Cselian and the Aventine. The walls of Seiside ofthe Forum, and could have had no con- vius probably here took a great bend to the
nection with the original city of Romulus.—II. south, inclosing the heights of Sta Balbina and
W A ^ L S OF SEEVIUS T U L L I U S . It is stated that Sta Saba. 10 P. Minucia, probably west of the
ti is king surrounded the whole city with a wall three preceding, and on the south ofthe Avenol hewn stone ; but there are many reasons for tine. 11. P. Trigemina, on the northwest ol
questioning this statement The seven hills on the Aventine, near the Tiber and the great salt
which R o m e was built were most of them of magazines. 12 P. Flumentana, north of the pregreat natural strength, having sides actually ceding, near the southwestern slope ofthe Capiprecipitous, or easily rendered so by cutting tol and close to the Tiber. 13. P. Carmentalis,
away the soft tufo rock. Instead, therefore, of north of No. 12, and at the foot of the southbuilding a wall around the whole circuit ofthe western slope of the Capitoline, near the altar
city, Seivius Tullus appears only to have con- of Carmenta, and leading to the Forum Olitorinected the several hills by walls or trenches u m and the Theatre of Marcellus. This gate
drawn across the narrow valleys which separ- contained two passages, ofwhich the right-hand
ated them. The most formidable part of these one was called Porta Scelerata from the time
fortifications was the agger or mound which ex- that the three hundred Fabii passed through it,
tended across the broad table-land formed by and was always avoided. 14. P. Ratumenalis,
the junction ofthe Quirinal, Esquiline, and Vim-north of N o 13, and at the northwestern slope
inal, since it was on this side that the city was of the Capitoline, leading from the Forum of
most open to the attacks of the enemy. The Trajan to the Campus Martius. 15. P. Fontiagger was a great rampart or mound of earth, nalis, north of No. 14, on the western slope of
fifty feet wide and above sixty high, faced with the Quirinal, also leading to the Campus Marflagstones and flanked with towers, and at itstius. 16. P. Sanqualis, north of No. 15, also
foot was a moat one hundred feet broad and on the western slope of the same hill. 17. P.
thirty deep. There are still traces of this work. Salutaris, north of No. 16, on the northwestern
Starting from the southern extremity of this slope ofthe same hill, near the temple of Salus.
mound at the Porta Esquilina, the fortifications 18. P. Triumphalis. The position of this gate is
of Servius ran along the outside edge ofthe Cae- quite uncertain, except that it led, more or less
lian and A yentine Hills to the River Tiber by the directly,
•
to the Campus Martius.—III W A L L S
Porta Trig^mina. From this point to the Porta ot' AURELIAN. These walls are essentially the
Flumentana, near the southwestern extremity same as those which surround the modern city
of the Capitoline Hill, there appears to have of Rome, with the exception of the part beyond
been no wall, theriveritself being considered a the Tiber. The Janiculus and the adjacent
sufficient defence. At the Porta Flumentana suburb was the only portion beyond the Tibethe furtifications again commenced, and ran which was included within the fortifications of
along the outside edge of the Capitoline and Aurelian ; for the Vatican was not sui rounded
Quirinal Hills till theyreachedthe northern ex- with walls till the time of Leo IV., in the ninth
tremity of the agger at the Porta Collina. The century. On the left bank of the Tiber the
number of the gales in the walls of Servius is unwalls of Aurelian embraced on the north the
certain, and the position of many ofthem is doubt-Collis Hortulorum or Pincianus, on the west
ful. Pliny, indeed, states that their number wasthe Campus Martius, on the east the Campus
thirty-seven; but it is almost certain that this Esquilinus, and on the south the Mons Testa
number includes many mere openings made ceus. There were fourteen gates in the Aurethrough the walls to connect different parts of lian walls, most of which derived their names
the city with the suburbs, since the walls of Ser-from the roads issuing <rom them. These were,
vius had long since ceased to be regarded. The on the northern side, 1 P. Amelia, on the Tiber
following is a list ofthe gates as far as they can in front ofthe Pons zElius 2. P. Pinciana, on
be ascertained: 1. Porta Collina, at the northerly
the hill of the same name. 3. P. Solaris, ex
extremity of the agger, and the most northern tant under the same name, but restored in mod
of all the gates, stood at the point of junction of
ern times. 4 P. Nomentana, leading to the anthe Via Salaria and Via Nomentana, just above cient P. Collina. O n the eastern side f. P.
the northern angle of the Vigna dei Certosini. Tiburtina, leading to the old Porta Esquhlna,
2. P. Viminalis, south of No. 1, and in the centre
now Porta S. Lorenzo. 6. P. Pranestina, now
ofthe agger. 3. P. Esquilina, south of No. 2,Porta Maggiore. On the southern side, 7. P.
on the site of the arch of Gallienus, which proba-Asiw.ria, on the site of the modern Porta S
bly replaced it; the Via Praenestina and Labi- Giovanni. 8. P. Metronis, or Metronii, or Mecana began here. 4. P. Querquetulana, southtrovia, which has now disappeared, probably at
of No. 3. 5. P. Caliomontana, south of No. 4,the entrance to the Caelian, between S. Stefano
on the heights of Mons Caelius, behind the hos- Rotondo and the Villa Mattei. 9. P. Latino,
pital of S. Giovanni in Laterano, at the point ofnow walled up. 10. P. Appia, now porta S.
junction of the two modern streets which bear Pancrazio. The roads through this gate and
the name of S. Stefano Rotondo, and the SS. through No. 9 both led to the old Porta Capena.
Quattro Coronati. 6. P. Capena, one ofthe most11. P. Ostiensis, leading to Oftia, now Porta S.
celebrated of all the Roman gates, from which Paolo. O n the western side, 12. P. Partuensis,
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on tne other side of the Tiber, near the r ver, ;degli Apostoli. 4. Campus Esqmtmus, outside
from which issued the road to Portus. 11 A ; of the agger of Servius and near the Porta Essecond P. Amelia, on the western slope of the quilina,
'
where criminals were executed, and
Janiculus, now Porta S. Pancrazio. 14 P. Sep-the
I lower classes were buried. The greatei
timiana, near the Tiber, which was destroyedpart of this plain was afterward consorted into
by Alexander VI.—E. BRIDGES. There were pleasure grounds belonging to the palace ot
eight bridges across the Tiber, which probably jMaecenas. 5. Campus Viminalis, on the east
ran in the following order from north to south : I
ern slope of the Viminal, near the Villa Negroni
1. Pons Mlius, which was built by Hadrian, and
—II. S T R E E T S A N D DISTRICTS
There are said
ie ; Tom the city to the mausoleum of that em- to have been, in all, two hundred and fifteen
peror, now the bridge and castle of St. Angelo. streets in Rome. The broad streets were call
2. P Neronianus, or Vaticanus, which led from
ed Via and Vici;* the narrow streets Angiporthe Campus Martius to the Vatican and the gar- tus The chief streets were, 1. Via Sacs a, the
dens of Caligula and Nero. The remains of its principal street in Rome. It began near the
piers may still be seen, when the waters of the Sacellum Streniae, in the valley between the
Tiber are low, at the back of the Hospital of Gaelian and the Esquiline, and, leaving the FlaSan Spirito. 3 P. Aurelius, sometimes, but
vian Amphitheatre (Colosseum) on the left, lan
erroneously, called Janiculensis, which led along
to the northern slope ofthe Palatine, passthe Janiculus and the Porta Aurelia. It occu- ing under the arch of Titus, and past the Forum
pied the site of the present " Ponte Sisto," Romanum, till it reached the Capitol. 2 Via
which was built by Sixtus IV. upon the ruins of Lata, led from the northern side of the Capitol
the old bridge 4, 5 P. Fabricius and P. Cesand the Porta Ratumena to the Porta Flaminia,
tius, the two bridges which connected the In-whence the northern part of it was called Via
sula Tiberina with the opposite sides of the jFlaminia. 3 Via Nova, by the side ofthe westriver, the former with the city, the latter with ern slope of the Palatine, led from the ancient
the Janiculus. Both are still remaining. The :Porta Romanula and the Velabrum to the Forum,
P. Fabricius, which was built by one L. Fabri- and was connected by a side street with the Via
cius, curator viarum; a short time before the Sacra. 4 Vicus Jugarius, led from the Porta
conspiracy of Catiline, now bears the name of |Carmentalis, under the Capitol, to the Forum
•' Ponte Quattro Capi." The P. Cestius, whichRomanum,
'•
which it entered near the Basilica
vas built at a much later age, is now called ;Julia and the Lacus Servilius. 5. Vicus Tuscus,
"Ponte S. Bartolommeo." 6. P. Senalorius or
connected the Velabrum with the Forum, runPalatinus, below the island of the Tiber, formning west of, and nearly parallel with, the Via
ed the communication between the Palatine Nova. It contained a great number of shops,
and its neighborhood and the Janiculus. 7. P. where articles of luxury were sold, and its inSublicius, the oldest of the Roman bridges, said
habitants did not possess the best of characters
to have been built by Ancus Marcius when he i(Tusci turbo impia vici, Hor, Sat, ii., 3, 228)
erected a fort on the Janiculus. It was built I6 Vicus Cyprius, ran from the Forum to the
of wood, whence its name, which comes from! Esquiline. The upper part of it, turning on the
sublices, " wooden beams." It was carried
j to the Urbius Clivus, was called Sceleraright
away several times by the river, but from a ]tus Vicus, because Tullia here drove her chariot
feeling of religious respect was always rebuilt over the corpse of her father Servius. 7. Vicus
of wood down to the latest times. 8. P. Mil- Patricius, in the valley between the Esquiline
vius or Mulvius, now " Ponte Molle," was sit-and the Viminal, in the direction ofthe modern
uated outside the city, north of the P. zElius, Via Urbana and Via di S. Pudenziana. 8 Vicus
and was built by ^Emilius Seaurus the censor — Afiicus, in the district of the Esquiline, but the
F. INTERIOR O F T H E CITY. I. F O E A A N D CAMPI. exact situation of which can not be determined,
The Fora were open spaces of ground, paved said to have been so called because African
with stones, surrounded by buildings, and used hostages were kept here during the first Punic
as market places, or for the transaction of pub- war. 9 Vicus Sandalarius, also in the district
lic business. A n account of the Fora is given of the Esquiline, extending as far as the heights
elsewhere. Vid.: F O E U M . The Campi were ofthe
j
Cannae. Besides the shops ofthe shoealso open spaces of ground, but much larger, makers, from w h o m it derived its name, it concovered with grass, planted with trees, and ,tained several booksellers' shops. 10. Vicus
adorned with works of art. They were used j Vilriarius or Vitrarius, in the southeastern part
by the people as places of exercise and amuse-'. ofthe city, near the Porta Capena. 11. Vicus
ment, and may be compared w'th the London jLongus, in theVallis Quirini, between the Quirparks. These Campi were, 1. Campus Mar-\ inal and Viminal, now S. Vitale. 12. Caput
tius, tbe open plain lying between the city wallsAfrica,
'
near the Colosseum, the modern Via de
and the Tiber, of which the southern part, in S. Quattro Coronati. 13. Subura or Suburra, a
the neighborhood ofthe Circus Flaminius, was, district, through which a street of the same
called Campus Flaminius, or Prata Flaminia.
name ran, was the whole valley between the
This plain, which was by far the most celebrated Esquiline, Quirinal, and Viminal It was one
of all, is spoken of separately. Vid. C A M P U S ;of the most frequented parts of the town, and
M A R T I U S . 2 Campus Sceleratus, close to the
!
contained
a great number of shops and brothels
Porta Collina and within the walls of Servius, |14. Velio, a height near the Forum, which ex
!
where the vestals who had broken their vows tended from the Palatine, near tte arci of Tiof chastity were entombed alive. 3. Campus tus, to the Esquiline, and which separated the
Agrippa, probably on the southwestern slope* Vicus pi operly signified a quarter of tho *uty, but tlM
ofthe Pincian Hill, east ofthe Campus Martius, principal sti let in a vicus w a s frequently L A I W ; by tta*
Dn thfi right ofthe Corso, and north ofthe Piazza n a m e of the -licustowhich it belonged.
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/alley ofthe Forum from that cf the Colosseum. Tatqt inUs Superbus, and restored succesiiven
On the Velia were situated the Basilica of Con- by L Munatius Plancus and Septimius Sevenis.
stantine and the temple of Venus and Rome. 9. M les Castoris or T. Castoris et Pollucis, D
15. Carina, a district on the southwestern part Forum, near the fountain of Juturna, in which
of the Esquiline, or the mciiern height of S. the senate frequently assembled. It was vowec
Pietro in Vincoli, where Pompey, Cicero, and by the dictator A. Postumius in the great battl*
many distinguished Romans lived. 16. Vela-with the Latins near the Lake Regillus, and was
brum, a district on the western slope of the successively restored by L Metellus DalmatiPalatine, between the Vicus Tuscus and the cus, Tiberius, Caligula, and Claudius. 10. T.
Forum Boarium, was originally a morass. 17. Mercurii, between the Circus Maximus and the
iEquimelium, a place at the eastern foot of theAventine. 11. T. Cereris, on the slope of the
Capitol and by the side of the Vicus Jugarius, Aventine, near the circus. 12. T. Apollinis, bewhere the house of Sp. Maelius once stood. tween the Circus Maximus and the theatre of
(Vii. p 467, b.) 18. Argiletum, a district of unMarcellus, near the Porticus Octaviae, where the
certain site, hut probably at the southern ex- senate often assembled. 13. T. Junonis Retremity ofthe Quirinal, between the Subura, the ginas, on the Aventine. 14. T. Mortis ExtraForum of Nerva, and the Temple of Peace. muranei, before the Porta Capena, on tbe Via
The etymology of the name is uncertain ; some Appia. 15. T. Junonis Moneta, on the area of
ofthe ancients derived it from argilla, "white
the Capitoline, where the house of M. Manlius
clay;" others from a hero Argus, a friend of had stood 16. T. Junonis Lucina, on the westEvander, who is said to have been buried here. ern summit of the Esquiline. 17. T. Concor19. Lautumia, a district near the Argiletum and dia, on the slope ofthe Capitoline, above the
the Forum Piscatorium, on which subsequently Forum, in which the senate frequently assemthe Basilica Poreia was built. In this district bled. There were probably two temples of Conwas one of the state prisons, called Lautumia, cordia, both by the Forum, of which the more
or Career Lautumiarum —III. T E M P L E S . There ancient was consecrated by Camillus, and the
are said to have been four hundred temples in other by L. Opimius after the death of C. GracRome. Of these the following, enumerated for chus. The remains of the ancient temple of
the most part in chronological order, were the Concordia are to be seen behind the arch of Sepprincipal : 1. Templum Jovis Feretrii, on the
timius Severus. 18. T. Salutis, on the slope of
Capitoline, the oldest of all the Roman temples,the Quirinal, near the Porta Salutaris, adorned
built, according to tradition, by Romulus, and with paintings by Fabius Pictor, burned down in
restored by Augustus. 2 T. Fidei, likewise on the reign of Claudius. 19 T. Bellona, before
the Capitoline, built by N u m a , and restored suc- the Circus Flaminius, and near the confines of
cessively by A. Atilius Collatinus and M ^Emil- the Campus Martius, in which the senate asius Seaurus. 3. T. Jani, also called Janus Bi- sembled in order to give audience to foreign
frons or Biformis, Janus Geminus, and Janus
ambassadors, and to receive applications from
Quirinus, also built by Numa, was, properlygenerals who solicited the honor of a triumph.
speaking, not a temple, but a passage with an 20. T. Jovis Vidoris, on the Palatine, between the
extrance at each end, the gates ofwhich were Domus Augusti and the Curia Vetus. 21. T.
opened during war and closed in times of peace. Victoria, on the summit ofthe Palatine, or the
It was situated northeast of the Forum toward Clivus Victoria?, above the Porta Romanula and
the Quirinal. There were also other temples the circus, in which the statue ofthe mother of
of Janus at Rome, ofwhich one was near the the gods was at first preserved. 22 T Magna
Theatre of Marcellus, and the other near the Matris Idaa, near the preceding and the Cas-.Forum of Nerva. 4. JEd.es Vesta, a round temRomuli, in which the above-named statue of tht
ple built by Numa, in the southern part of the goddess was pl?ced thirteen years after its arforum, or on the slope ofthe Palatine adjoining rival in R o m e
23. T. Jovis Slatoris, near the
the Regia Numa, probably near Sta Maria Lib- arch of Titus on the Via Sacra, where the senate
eratrice. The Atrium Vesta, also called Atriumfrequently assembled. 24 T. Quirini, on the
Regium, probably formed a part of the Regia Quirinal, where also the senate frequently asNumae, which may be regarded as forming a sembled, enlarged and adorned by Augustus,
portion of the building sacred to Vesta. 5. T. 25. T Foituna, built by Servius Tullius in the
Diana, on the Aventine, which hill is hence Forum Boarium. 26 T. Mscula-pii, in the islcalled by Martial Collis Diana, built by Serviusand of the Tiber, which was called after it, InTullius, as the place of meeting for the Romans sula lEscnIapii. 27. T. Mentis and VenerisEryand the members of the Latin league, and re- cina, both ofwhich were built at the same time,
stored by Augustus, probably near the modern and close to one another, on the Capitoline.
church S. Prisca. 6. T. Luna, frequently con- There was also another temple of Venus Eryfounded with the preceding, also built by Servius cina before the Porta Collina. 28 T. Honoru
Tullius, and on the Aventine, probably on the and Virtutis, which were built, close to one an
side adjoining the Circus. 7. T. Jovis, usually
other, near the Porta Capena and Via Appia, by
called the Capitolium, situated on the southernMarcellus, and adorned with Greek works of art
summit of the Capitoline Hill, was vowed by brought from Syracuse. 29 T. Jovis, ir, the isl
Tarquinius Priscus and built by Tarquinius Su- and ofthe Tiber, near the temple of zEsculapius
perbus. It was the most magnificent of all the 30. T. Fauni, in the island ofthe Tiber. 31. T
-emples in R o m e , and is described elsewhere. Spei, in the Forum Olitoiium. 32. T. Junonii
Vii. CAPITOLIUM. 8. T. Saturni, which was also
Sospita or Matuta, in the Forum Olitorium, neai
used as the iErarium, on the Clivus Capitolinus the theatre of Marcellus. 33. T. Pietalis, in tha
und by the Forum, to which it is supposed that the
Forum Olitorium, which was pulled down in orhree pvllai i in the Forum belong It was built by
de to make room for the theatre of Marcellus.
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S4. AZies Fottuna Equestris, in the C a m p u s Fla-altar, on the northern side ofthe Forum aboTf
minius, near the theatre of Pompey, built by the Comitium: it w a s so large that not on.y
Fulvius Flaccus, the roof of which, made of were the CuriaHostilia and the^Edes Concordiamarble, w a s brought from a temple of Juno Lu- built there, but also a fish-market was held in
. ina in Bruttium. It w a s probably burned down the place — I V . CIRCI. T h e Circi were places
in the reign of Augustus or Tiberius, since in for chariot-races and horse-races. 1. Circus
A.D. 22 w e are told there w a s no temple of Maximus, frequently called simply the Circus,
Fortuna Equestris at R o m e . There were other was founded by Tarquinius Priseus, in the plain
temples of Fortuna on the Palatine, Quirinal, between the Palatine and Aventine, and was
&c. 35. Mies Heiculis Musarum, close to the successively enlarged by Julius Caesar and TraPorticus Octaviae, and between the theatre of jan. Under the emperors it contained seats for
Marcellus and the Circus Flaminius, built by M . three hundred and eighty-five thousand persons.
Fulvius Nobilior, and adorned with the statues It w a s restored by Constantine the Great, and
of the Muses brought from Ambracia. 36 T. games were celebrated in it as late as the sixth
Honoris et Vii lulls, built by Marius, but of uncentury. 2. C. Flaminius, erected by Flaminius
certain site : some modern writers suppose it to in B C 221, in the Prata Flaminia, before the
have been on the Esquiline, others on the Capi- Porta Carmentalis ; it was not sufficiently large
toline. 37. T. Martis, in the Campus Martius, for the population of R o m e , and w a s therefore
near the Circus Flaminius, built by D. Brutus seldom used. 3. C. Ncnmis, erected by Caligula
Callaicus, and adorned with a colossal statue in the gardens of Agrippina on the other side of
of the god. 38. T. Veneris Genetricis, in thethe Tiber. There was also another C. Neronis
Forum of Caesar, before which Caesar's equestri- on the other side of the Tiber, near the Moles
an statue was placed. 39. T. Martis Ultoris, inHadriani, in the gardens of Domitia. 4. C Pal
the Forum of Augustus, to which belong the atinus, on the Palatine, in which the Ludi Palathree splendid Corinthian pillars near the con- tini were celebrated. There are traces of it in
vent S Annunziata. 40 T. Apollinis, on thethe Orto Roncioni, on the southern part of the
Palatine, surrounded by a porticus, in which w a s hill. 5. C. Heliogahali, in the gardens of this
the celebrated Palatine library 41. Pantheon, emperor, behind the Amphitheatrum Castrense,
a celebrated temple in the Campus Martius, built at the eastern point ofthe Aurelian Walls. 6. C.
by Agrippa: it is described in a separate arti- Maxentii, commonly called Circo di Caracalla,
cle Vii. P A N T H E O N . 42. T. Augusti, founded before the Porta Appia, in the southern part of
by Tiberius and completed by Caligula, on the the city. A m o n g the Circi w e m a y reckon.
slope of the Palatine toward the Via Nova. It 7. T h e Stadium, likewise called C. Agonahs and
stood before the temple of Minerva, from whieh C. Alexandri, in the C a m p u s Martius, erected by
it was probably separated by the Via Nova. Domitian in place of the wooden stadium built
43 T. Pads, one of the most splendid temples by Augustus. It contained seats for thirty-three
in the city, built by Vespasian on the Velia. thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight per44 T. Isidis et Serapiiis, in the third Regio,
sons. Its remains still exist in the Piazza NaHl/ch was named after the temple. 45. T. Ves- vona —-V. T H E A T R E S . Theatres were not built
pasiani et Tili, in the F o r u m alongside of the at R o m e till a comparatively late period, and
temple of Concordia. 46 T Antonini et Faus- long after the Circi. At first they were only
tina, at the further end of the northern side of made of wood for temporary purposes, and were
the Forum, under the Velia. T h e remains of this afterward broken up; but m a n y of these woodtemple are in the modern church of S. Lorenzo en theatres were, notwithstanding, constructed
in Miranda. 47. 7'. Minerva, on the southern with great magnificence T h e splendid wooden
side of the Forum, behind the temple of A u - theatre of M . ./Emilius Seaurus w a s capable of
gustus, built by Domitian
48. T. Bona Decs, containing eighty thousand spectators. 1. Theaa very ancient temple on a spot ofthe Aventine, trum Pompeii, the first permanent stone theatre,
which was called S a x u m Sacrum, but removed w a s erected by Cneius Pompey, B C. 55, in the
by Hadrian, undoubtedly on the southeastern C a m p u s Martius, northeast of the Circus Flaside ofthe hill, opposite the heights of S. Sabba minius, after the model ofthe theatre of Mytiand S. Balbina 49. T. Roma et Veneris, subse- lene. It contained seats for forty thousand specquently called T. Urbis, a large and splendid tators. It w a s restored successively by A u temple, built by Hadrian, between the Eso,uiline gustus, Tiberius, Caligula, Diocletian, and Theand Palatine, northeast of the Colosseum. It odoric. Its ruins are by the Palazzo Pio, not
w a s burned d o w n in the reign of Maxentius, but far from the C a m p o di Fiore. 2. Th Cornelii
was subsequently restored. Its remains are be- Balbi, southeast ofthe preceding, near tbe Tiber,
tween the Colosseum and the Church of S. Maria on the site of the Palazzo Cenci. It was dedior S. Francesca R o m a n a . 50. T. Soils, at the cated by Cornelius Balbus in B C. 13, w a s partly
upper end ofthe Circus Maximus. 51. T. Her- burned d o w n under Titus, but w a s subsequently
culis, in the F o r u m Boarium, probably the round restored. It contained seats for eleven thoutemple still extant of S. Maria del Sole, which sand six hundred persons 3. Th Marcclli, in
used to be erroneously regarded as the temple the Forum Olitorium, west of the preceding, be
of Vesta. There was another temple of Her- tween the slope ofthe Capitoline and the island
cules by the Circus Maximus, near the Porta of the Tiber, on the site of the temple of Pietas
Trigemina. 52. T. Soils, a splendid temple,It was begun by Julius Caesar, and dedicated
built by Aurelian, east of the Quirinal. 53. T. by Augustus, in B.C. 13, to the memorjr of his
Flora, an ancient temple on the southern point nephew Marcellus. It w a s restored by Vespaof the Quirinal, but the time of its foundation is sian, and perhaps also by Alexander Severus
not recorded. 54. Vulcanale w a s not a temple, It contained seats for twenty thousand specta
but only an area dedicated to the god, with an tors. T h e remains of its cavea exhl near f.hi
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?iazza Montanaia. These were the only three They were, proper y speaking a Roman sdapt*
theatres at Rome, whence Ovid speaks of tei nation of the Greek gymnasia, and oesides th«
ttieatra. There was, however, an Odeum or
baths, they contained places for athletic games
concert-house, which may be classed among the and youthful sports, exedrae or public halls, por
theatres. 4. Oieum, in the Campus Martins, ticoes and vestibules for the idle, and libraries
built by Domitian, though some writers attribute for the learned
They were decorated with
its erection to Trajan. It contained seats for the finest objects of art, and adorned with
about eleven thousand persons.—VI. A M P H I - fountains, and shaded walks and plantations.
THEATRES. The amphitheatres, like the thea- 1. Therma Agrippa, in the Campus Martius,
tres, were originally made of wood for tempo- erected by M. Agrippa. The Pantheon, still
rary purposes. They were used for the shows existing, is supposed by some, but without sufc
of gladiators and wild beasts. The first wooden ficientreason,to have served originally as a
amphitheatre was built by C. Soribonius Curio vestibule to these Therma. 2. Th Neronis,
(the celebrated partisan of Caesar), and the next erected by Nero in the Campus Martius, alongby Julius Caesar during his perpetual dictator- side of the Thermae of Agrippa : they were
ship, B C. 46. 1. Amph. Statilii Tauri, in restored
the
by Alexander Severus, and were from
Campus Martius, was the first stone amphithe- that time called Th. Alexandrina. 3. Th. Titi,
atre in Rome, and was built by Statilius Taurus, on the Esquiline, near the amphitheatre of
B.C. 30. This edifice was the only one ofthe this emperor, of which there are still considkind until the building of the Flavian amphi- erable remains. 4 Th. Trajani, also on the
theatre. It did not satisfy Caligula, who com- Esquiline, immediately behind the two premenced an amphitheatre near the Septa; but ceding, toward the northeast. 5 Th. Com.
the work was not continued by Claudius. Nero modiana and Th. Sevcriana, close to one antoo, A.D. 57, erected a vast amphitheatre of other, near S. Balbina, in the southeastern
wood, but this was only a temporary building. part of the city. 6. Th. Antoniniana, also in
The amphitheatre of Taurus was destroyed in the southeastern part of the city, behind the
the burning of Rome, A D. 64, and was proba- two preceding, one of the most magnificent of
bly never restored, as it is not again mentioned. all the Thermae, in which two thousand three
2. Amph, Flavium, or, as it has been called since
hundred men could bathe at the same time.
the time of Bede, the Colosseum or Colisaum, a
The greater part of it was built by Caracalla,
name said to be derived from the Colossus of and it was completed by Elagabalus and AlexNero, which stood close by. It was situated in ander Severus. There are still extensive rethe valley between the Caelius, the Esquiline, mains of this immense building below S. Baland the Velia, on the marshy ground which was bina. 7. Th. Diocletiani, in the northeastern
previously the pond of Nero's palace. It was part of the city, between the Agger of Servius
commenced by Vespasian, and was completed and the Viminal and Quirinal. It was the most
by Titus, who dedicated it in A.D. 80, when fiveextensive of all the Thermae, containing a lithousand animals of different kinds were slaugh- brary, picture gallery, Odeum, & c , and such imtered. ' This wonderful building, ofwhich there mense baths that three thousand men could
are still extensive remains, covered nearly six bathe in them at the same time. There are
acres of ground, and furnished seats for eighty- still extensive remains of this building near S.
seven thousand spectators. In the reign of Maria d'Angeli. 8. Th. Constantini, on the QuiMacrinus it was struck by lightning, and so rinal, on the site of the modern Palazzo Rosmuch damage was done to it that the games pigliosi, but ofwhich all traces have disappeai
were for some years celebrated in the Stadium. ed. The following Thermae were smaller ant!
Its restoration was commenced by Elagabalus, less celebrated. 9. Th. Deeiana, on the Avenand completed by Alexander Severus. 3. Amph. tine. 10. Th. Surana, erected by Trajan to the
Gastrense, at the southeast of the Aurelian Walls.
memory of his friend Sulpicius Sura, also in the
-VII. NAUMACHIA:. These were buildings of a neighborhood of the Aventine, probably the same
kind similar to the amphitheatres. They were as the Th. Variana. 11. Th. Philippi, near S.
used for representations of sea-fights, and con- Matteo in Merulana. 12. Th. Agrippina, on the
sisted of artificial lakes or ponds, with stone Viminal, behind S Lorenzo. 13. Th. Gaii et
teats around them to accommodate the specta- Lucii, on the Esquiline, called in the Middle
tors. 1. Naumachia Julii Casaris, in the middle
Ages the Terme di Galluccio — I X . BASILICE.
part ofthe Campus Martius, called the "Lesser The Basilicae were buildings which served as
Codeta." This lake was filled up in the time courts of law, and exchanges or places of meetof Augustus, so that w e find in later writers ing for merchants and men of business. 1. Bamention of only two naumachiae. 2. JV. Au- silica Poreia, erected by M. Porcius Cato, in the
gusti, constructed by Augustus on the other sideForum adjoining the Curia, B.C. 184. It was
of the Tiber, under the Janiculus, and near the burned down along with the Curia in the riots
Porta Portuensis. It was subsequently called which followed the death of Clodius, 52. 2
the Vetus Naumachia, to distinguish it from theB. Fulvia, also called Mmilia et Fulvia, because
following one. 3. JV. Domitiani, constructed by
it was built by the censors L. ^Emilius Lepidus
the Emperor Domitian, probably on the other and M. Fulvius Nobrtior in 179 It was situside of the Tiber, under the Vatican and the ated in the Forum near the preceding one. It
Circus Neronis—VIII T H E R M S . The thermae wasrestoredby ^Emilius Paulus in the tims at
were some ofthe most magni icent buildings of Caesar, and was hence called B. Mmilia or PatAi
imperial Rime. They were listinct from the It was dedicated by his son Paulus ZEmilius LepBalnece, or common baths, oi which there were
idus in his consulship, 34. It was burned dows
a great number af, Rome. In the thermae the twenty years afterward (14), and was rebuilt
taths constituted a small part of the building nominal!' by Paulus Lepidus, but in reality m
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Augustus and the friends of Paulus. The n e w i -.e theatre of Pompey and the Circus Flamimu.t
Building w a s a most magnificent one ; its col- 1 w a s rebuilt by Augustus, and contained two
u m n s of Phrygian marble were especially cele- • ows of columns of the Corinthian order, with
brated. It'was repaired by another Lepidus in brazen capitals, whence it w a s also called P
the reign of Tiberius, A D 22 3. B Scmpronia, Corinthia 8. P. Europa, probably at the fool
built by Ti Sempronius Gracchus, B C. 171, in of the Pincius, in which the foot races took
.'•ie Forum at the end of the Vicus Tuscus 4. place. 9. P. Pola, built by the sister of Agripps
R. Opimia, in the Forum near the temple of Con- in the C a m p u s Agrippse, in which also" foot
roidia. 5 B Julia, commenced by Julius Cae races took place. 10. P. Livia, on the Esquifar and finished by Augustus, in the Forum be- line, surrounding a temple of Ooncordia. 1 .
iween the temples of Castor and Saturn, prob- P. Julia, or P. Caii et Lncii, built by Julia in
ably on tho site of the B Sempronia mentioned honor of these two sons of Agrippa, was probabove. S o m e writers suppose that ZEmilius ably also situated on the Esquiline near ths
Paulus built two Basilicae, and that the B Julia Thermae Caii et Lucii. T h e following porticoes
occupied the site of one of them. 6. B. Asgen were less celebrated : 12. P Vipsania, supposed
taria, in the Forum near the Clivus Argentarins by some writers to be only a later name ofthe
and before the temple of Concordia, probably P. Argonautarum. 13 P. Claudia, on the E s
the same as the one mentioned under the n a m e quiline. — XI. T R I U M P H A L A R C H E S . T h e triof B. Vascularia T h e remains of this building umphal arches (Areus) were structures peculiar
are behind S. Martina, alongside of the Salita to the R o m a n s , and were erected by victorious
di Mavforio. 7 B Ulpia, in the middle of the generals in commemoration of their victories
Forum of Trajan, of which there are still con- They were built across the principal streets of
siderable remains. 8. B. Constantiana, between the city, and, according to the space of their rethe temple of Peace and the temple of R o m e spective localities, consisted either of a single
and Venus. — X. P O R T I C O E S . T h e porticoes arch-way, or of a central one for carriages, with
(Porticus) were covered walks, supported by two smaller ones on each side for foot pascolumns, and open on one side. There were sengers. Ancient writers mention twenty-one
several public porticoes at R o m e , m a n y of them arches in the city of R o m e . O f these the most
of great size, which were used as places of rec- important were, 1. Areus Fabianus, also called
reation, and for the transaction of business. Fornix Fabianus, near the beginning of the Via
1. Porticus Pompeii, adjoining the theatre of Sacra, built by Fabius M a x i m u s in B C. 121, in
Pompey, and erected to afford shelter to the commemoration of his victory over the Allospectators in the theatre during a shower of broges. 2. A. Drusi, erected by the senate in
rain. It w a s restored by Diocletian, and w a s B C. 9, in honor of Nero Claudius Drusus. It
iience called P. Jovia. 2. P. Argonautarum, or j w a s situated on the Via Appia, and still exists,
Neptuni or Agrippa, erected by Agrippa in the j forming the inner gate of the Porta di S SobasC a m p u s Mai tins around the temple of Neptune, | tiano. 3 A. Augusti, in the F o r u m near the
and adorned with a celebrated painting of the l house of Julius Caesar 4 A. Tiberii, near the
Argonauts. 3 P. Philippi, by the side of thetemple of Saturn, on the Clivus Capitolinus,
T. Herculis M u s a r u m and the Porticus Octaviae, erected by Tiberius, A D. 16, in honor of the
built by M . Philippus, the father-in-law of Au- victories of Germanicus in Germany. 5. A.
gustus, and adorned with splendid works of art. Claudii, in the plain east ofthe Quirinal, erect
4. P. Minucii, in the C a m p u s Martins, near the ed A.D. 51, to commemorate the victories of
Circus Flaminius, built by Q. Minucius Rufus Claudius in Britain. Remains of it have been
in B.C. 109, to commemorate his victories over dug up at the beginning of the Piazza di Sciarra,
the Scordisci and Triballi in the preceding year. by the Via di Pietra 6. A Tili, in the middle
There appear to have been two porticoes of this of the Via Sacra, at the foot of the Palatine,
name, since w e find mention of a Minucia Vetus which still exists. It w a s erected to the honor
el Frumentaria. It appears that the tesserae, or of Titus, after his conquest of Judaea, but w a s
tickets, which entitled persons to a share in the not finished till after his death, since in the
mblic distributions of corn, were given to them inscription upon it he is called "Divus," and he
In tbe P. Minucia. 5. P. Metelli, built by Q.is also represented as being carried up to heaven
Metellus after his triumph over Perseus, king upon an eagle. T h e bas-reliefs of this arch repof Macedonia, B.C 146. It w a s situated in the resent the spoils from the temple of Jerusalem
C a m p u s Martius, between the Circus Flaminius carried in triumphal procession. 7. A. Trajani,
and the theatre of Marcellus, and surrounded ':n the Forum of this emperor, at the point where
the two temples of Jupiter Stator and Juno Re- you enter it from the Fotum of Augustus 8. A.
gina. 6. P. Octavia, built by Augustus on the Vcri, on the Via Appia, erected to the honor of
site of the P. Metelli just mentioned, in honor Verus after his victory over the Parthians 9.
of his sister Octavia. It w a s a magnificent A. Marci Aurelii, in the seventh Regio, probably
building, containing a vast number of works of erected to commemorate the victory of this emart and a puolic library, in which the senate peror over the Marcomanni. It existed under
Tequently assembled ; hence it is sometimes different names near the Piazzo Fiano d o w n to
called Curia Octavia. It w a s burned d o w n in 1662, when it w a s broken up by order of Air xthe reign of Titus. Its ruins are near the church ander VII. 10 A Septimii Severi, in the Forum
of S. Angelo in Pescaria. 7. P. Octavia, which at the end ofthe Via Sacra and the Clivus Capmust be carefully distinguished from the P. Oc- itolinus, before the temple of Concordia, and still
taviae just mentioned, w a s built by Cn. Octa- extant near the church of SS. Sergio e Bacco,
vius, w h o commanded the R o m a n fleet in the was erected by the senate, A.D. 203, in honoi
war against Perseus, king of Macedonia. It of Septimius Severus and his tv o sons, Cara•ras situated in the C a m p u s Martius, between calla and Geta, on account of his' victorif s ove»
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M e Parthians and Arabians. 11. A. Goidian , howevb.-, suppose Lautumiae to be only ..rotne!
on the Esquiline. 12. A. Gallieni, erected ton a m e of the Career Mamertinus.—XIV. C A S T B I
(he honor of Gallienus by a private individual, or B A R R A C K S . 1 Castra Pratoria, in the northM . Aurelius Victor, also on the Esquiline, south- eastern corner of the city, on the slope of the
eiist of the Porta Esquilina. It is still extant Quirinji and Viminal, and beyond the Therms?
near trie Church of S. Vito. 13 A Diocleliani,of Diocletian, were built by the Emperor T bouiotmuly identical with the A. Novus in the sev- rius in the form of a R o m a n c a m p
Here th'
enth Kegio. 14 A. Constantini, at the entrancepraetorian troops or imperial guards were alwa?!
to m e valley between the Palatine and the Cae- quartered
2 Castra Peregrina, on the Caelius,
lius, is still extant. It was erected by the sen- probably built by Septimius Severus for the use
ate in honor of Constantine after his victory ofthe foreign troops, w h o might serve as a coucr
over Maxentius, A.D. 312. It is profusely or- terpoise against the praetorians.—XV A Q U E namented, and m a n y of the bas-reliefs which D U C T S . T h e aqueducts (Aquaductus) supplied
adorn it were taken from one of the arches R o m e with an abundance of pure water from
erected in the time of Trajan. 15. A. Theoio- the hills which surround the Campagna. T h e
siani, Gratiani et Valentiniani, opposite the Pons
R o m a n s at first had recourse to the Tiber and
.Elius and the Moles Hadriani — X I I . C U R I A E or to wells sunk in the city. It was not till B.C.
S E N A T E - H O U S E S . 1. Curia Hostilia, frequently 313 that the first aque.duct was constructed, but
called Curia simply, was built by Tullus Hos- their number w a s gradually increased till they
tilius, and was used as the ordinary place of amounted to fourteen in the time of Procopius,
assembly for the senate down to the time of that is, the sixth century of the Christian era
Julius Caesar. It stood in the Forum, on the 1. Aqua Appia, was begun by the censor Apnorthern side ofthe Comitium. It w a s burned pius Claudius Cseeus in B.C. 313. Its sources
to the ground in the riots which followed the were near the Via Praenestina, between the
death of Clodius, B.C. 52 It was, however, seventh and eighth mile-stones, and its terminasoon rebuilt, the direction of the work being in- tion was at the Salinae by the Porta Trigemina.
trusted to Faustus, the son ofthe dictator Sulla ; Its length was eleven thousand one hundred
but scarcely had it been finished, w h e n the sen- and ninety passus, for eleven thousand one
ate, at the suggestion of Caesar, decreed that it hundred and thirty of which it w a s carried unshould be destroyed, and a temple of Fortune der the earth, and for the remaining sixty paserected on its site, while a n e w curia should sus, within the city, from the Porta Capena to
be erected, which should bear the n a m e of Julia. the Porta Trigemina, it w a s on arches
No
(Vii below ) 2. C Pompeia or Pompeii, attach- traces of it remain. 2. Anio Vetus, commenced
ed to the Portico of Pompey in the C a m p u s B.C. 273, by the censor M'. Curius Dentatus,
Martius. It w a s in this curia that Caesar w a s and finished by M . Fulvius Flaccus. T h e waassassinated on the Ides of March. 3. C. Julia, ter w a s derived from the River Anio, above Tithe decree for the erection of which has been bur, at a distance of twenty R o m a n miles from
mentioned above, was finished and consecrated the city; but, on account of its windings, its acby Augustus. It did not stand on the site of tual length w a s forty-three miles, ofwhich length.
the Curia Hostilia, as m a n y modern writers less than a quarter of a mile only (viz., two
have supposed, but at the southwestern angle hundred and twenty-one passus) w a s above the
of the Comitium, between the temple of Vesta ground. There are considerable remains of this
and that of Castor and Pollux. 4. C. Pompili- aqueduct on the Aurelian wall, near the Porta
ana, built by Domitian and restored by Diocle- Maggiore, and also in the neighborhood of Titian, w a s the usual place of the senate's meet- voli. 3 A qua Marcia, which brought the coldest
ing from the time of Domitian. It w a s situated and most wholesome water to R o m e , w a s built
alongside of the temple of Janus, which was by the praetor Q Marcius Rex, by c o m m a n d of
said to have been built by N u m a Pompilius, the senate, in B C 144. It commenced at the
whence this curia w a s called Pompiliana. — side of the Via Valeria, thirty-six miles from
XIII. P R I S O N S . There were two public prisons R o m e ; its length was sixty-one thousand seven
\carceres) in R o m e . T h e more ancient one,hundred and ten and a half passus, of which
ealled Career Mamertinus (a name, however, only seven thousand four hundred and sixtywhich does not occur in any ancient author), three were above ground ; namely, five hundred
was built by Ancus Maicius on the slope ofthe and twenty eight on solid substructions, and
Capitoline overhanging the Forum. It w a s en- six thousand nine hundred and thirty-five on
larged by Servius Tullius, w h o added to it a arches. It was high enough to supply water to
dismal subterranean dungeon, called from him the summit of the Capitoline Mount. It w a s
Tullianum, where the conspirators of Catiline repaired by Agrippa in his sedilesbip, B.C. 33
were put to death. This dungeon w a s twelve (vii. below, N o . 5), and the volume of its watei
feet under ground, walled on each side, and was increased by Augustus, by means of the
arched over with stone work. It is still extant, water of a spring eight hundred passus from it:
and serves as a subte ranean chapel to a small the short aqueduct which conveyed this water
chuich built on the spot called S. Pietro in Car- was called Aqua Augusta, but is never enumersere. Near this prison were the Scala Gemonias ated as a distinct aqueduct. Several arches of
or steps, d o w n which the bociies of those w h o the Aqua Marcia are still standing. 4. Aqua
had been executed were thrown into the Forum, Tepula, which w a s built by the censors Cn. Serto be exposed to the gaze of the R o m a n popu- vilius Caepio and L. Cassius Longinus in B.C
lace. The other state prison w a s called Lau- 127, began in a spot in the Lucullan or Tuscutumia, and w a s probably situated toward the lan land, two miles to the right of the tenth
northern side of the Forum, near tho Curia mile-stone on the Via Latina. It w a s afterward
Hostilia and Basilica Poreia. S o m e writers, connected with,—5. Aqua Julia. A m o n g the
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si'lendid public wonts executed by Agripr.a in ofwhich the aqueduct was carriet' over tho V-j
M s aedileship, B C. 33, w a s the formation ai a Labicana and the Via Praenesliiu. P* er thu
n e w aqueduct, and the restoration of all the old double arch are three inscriptions, whicn record
ones. F r o m a source two miles to the right of the names of Claudius as the builder, and oi
the twelfth mile-stone ofthe Via Latina, he con- Vespasian andTitus as tin restorers ofthe aque
structed his aqueduct (the Aqua Julia) first to duct. B y the side of this arch the aqueduct
the Aqua Tepula, in which it w a s merged as passes along the wall of Aurelian for some disfar as the reservoir (piscina) on the Via Latina,tance, and then it is continued upon the Arcua
seven miles from R o m e . F r o m the reservoir Neroniani or Caelimontani, which were addec
the water w a s carried along two distinct chan- by Nero to the original structure, and which
nels, on the same substructions (which were terminated at the temple of Claudius, which
probably the original substructions of the A q u a was also built by Nero on the Caelius, where
Tepula newly restored), the lower channel be- the water w a s probably conveyed to a casteling called the Aqua Tepula, and the upper the lum already built for the Aqua Julia, and for a
Aqua Julia ; and this double aqueduct again branch of the Aqua Marcia, which had been at
w a s united with the Aqua Marcia, over the some previous time continued to the Caelius.
water-course ofwhich the other two were car- 10. Aqua Crabra, which had its source near that
ried. T h e monument erected at the junction of the Julia, and which w a s originally carried
of these three aqueducts is still to be seen close right through the Circus M a x i m u s ; but the
to the Porta S Lorenzo
It bears an inscrip- water w a s so bad that Agrippa would not bring
tion referring to the repairs under Caracalla. it into the Julia, but abandoned it to the people
The whole couise of the Aqua Julia, from its of the Tusculan land. Hence it w a s called
source, amounted tofifteenthousand four hund- Aqua Damnata
At a later period, part of the
red and twenty-six passus, partly on massive water was brought into the Aqua Julia. Consubstructions and partly on arches. 6. Aqua siderable traces of it remain. 11. Aqua TrajaVirgo, built by Agrippa to supply his baths. Its na, w a s brought by Trajan from the Lacus Sawater w a s as highly esteemed for bathing as batinus (now Bracciano) to supply the Janiculus
that of the Aqua Marcia w a s for drinking. It and the Regio Transtiberina. 12 Aqua Alexcommenced by the eighth mile-stone on the Via andrina, constructed by Alexander Severus ; its
Collatina, and w a s conducted by a very circuit- source w a s in the lands of Tusculum, about
ous route, chiefly under the ground, to the M . fourteen miles from R o m e , between Gabii an*
Pincius, whence it was carried on arches to the the Lake Regillus. Its small height shows tha.
C a m p u s Martins : its length w a s fourteen thou- it w a s intended for the baths of Severus, which
sand one hundred and five passus, of which were in one of the vaileys of R o m e . 13. Aqua.
twelve thousand eight hundred and sixty-five Septimiana, built by Septimius Severus, w a s pepHere unaer ground. 7. Aqua Alsietina, some-haps only a branch of the A q u a Julia, formed by
limes called also Aqua Augusta, on the other the emperor to bring water to his baths. 14.
side of the Tiber, was constructed by Augustus Aqua Algentia had its source at Mount Algidus
from the Lacus Alsietinus (Lago diMartignano), by the Via Tusculana. Its builder is unknown.
which lay six thousand five hundred passus to Three of these aqueducts still supply the modern
the right of the fourteenth mile stone, on the city of R o m e with water. (l.)The Aequo VerVia Claudia, and w a s brought to the part ofthe gine, the ancient Aqua Virgo, which w a s rellegio Transtiberina below the Janiculus. Its stored by Pope Pius IV., and further embellishlength w a s twenty two thousand one hundred ed by Benedict X I V . and Clement XIII. The
and seventy-two passus, of which only three chief portion of its waters gush out through the
hundred and fifty-eight were on arches; and beautiful Fontana di Trevi, but it also e.;<jp iea
its water w a s so bad that it could only have twelve other public fountains and the greater
been intended for the supply of Augustus's Nau- part oi" the lower city. (2.) T h e Aequo Felice,
machia, and for watering gardens. 8, 9. Aqua named after the conventual n a m e of its reClaudia and Anio Novus (or Aqua Amena Nova), storer, Sixtus V. (Fra Felice), is probably a part
the two most magnificent of all the aqueducts, of the ancient Aqua Claudia, though some take
both commenced by Caligula in A.D. 36, and it for the Alexandrina. It supplies twenty-seven
finished by Claudius in A.D. 50. T h e Aqua public fountains and the eastern part of the
Claudia commenced near the thirty-eighth mile- city. (3 ) T h e Aequa Paolo, the ancient Alsie
stone on the Via Sublacensis. Its water w a s tina, supplies the Transtevere and the Vatican,
reckoned the best after the Marcia. Its length and feeds, a m o n g others, the splendid fountains
w a s forty-six thousand four hundred and six before St. Peter's.—XVI. S E W E R S . O f these
passus (nearly forty-six and a half miles), of the most celebrated was the Cloaca Maxima,
which nine thousand five hundred and sixty- constructed by Tarquinius Priscus, which w a s
seven were on arches. T h e Anio Novus began formed to carry off the waters brought down
at the forty second mile-st m e on the Via Sub- from the adjacent hills into the Velabrum and
lacensis. Its length w a s fifty eight thousand valley of the Forum. It empties itself into the
seven hundred passus (nearly fifty-nine miles), Tiber nearly opposite one extremity of the Inand some of its arches were one hundred and sula Tiberina. This cloaca w a s formed by
nine feet high. In the neighborhood of the city three arches, one within the other, the innerthese two aqueducts were united, forming two most of which is a semicircular vault about
channels on the same arches, the Claudia below fourteen feet in. diameter. It is still extant in
and the Anio Novus above. A n interesting its or ginal state, with not a stone displaced.—
monument connected with these aqueducts is X V I I P A L A C E S . l.Palalium, or the imperial palthe gate n o w called Porta Maggiore, whieh w a s ace, w a s situated on the northeast side of the
originally a magnificent double arch, bv means Palatine, between the arch of Titus and h«
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3aiictuary of Veste; its front w a s turned toward rnoutrn palate ot the Laterjn occt pies its site
the Forum, and the approach to it w a s from the — X V I I I . H O R T I . T h e Horti were parks or gai
Via Sacra, close by the arch of Titus. It w a s dens, which were laid out by wealthy R o m a n
originally the house of the orator Hortensius, nobles on the hills around the city, and were
and w a s enlarged by Augustus, w h o made it the adorned with beautiful buildings and works of
imperial residence A part of the Palatium art.
1 Horti Luculham, on Mount Pincius,
was called Domus Tibcriana, which w a s origin- which hill w a s hence called Collis Hortorum
ally a separate house of Tiberius on the Pala- They were laid out by Lucu'lus, the conqueroi
tine, and was afterward united to the palace of of Mithradates In the reign of Claudius the)
Augustus It w a s on the side ofthe hill turned belonged to Valerius Asiaticus, w h o w a s put
toward tho Circus and the Velabrum, and is to death through the influence of Messalina,
sometimes called Postica Pars Palatii. It w a s chiefly because she coveted the possession of
through this part ofthe palace that the Emperor these gardens. From this time they appear to
Otho fled into the Velabrum. W e read of the have belonged to the imperial house. 2. II.
D o m u s Tiberiana even after the imperial palace Sallustiani,\a\d out by the historian Sallust, on
nad been burned to the ground in the reign of his return from Numidia, in the valley between
Nero ; whence it follows that when the palace the Quirinal and the Pincius. 3 H. Casaris,
wasrebuilta portion of it still continued to bear bequeathed by Julius Caesar to the people, were
his name. T h e Palatium w a s considerably en- situated on the right bank of the Tiber, at the
arged by Caligula ; but it did not satisfy Nero's foot ofthe Janiculus, probably on the spot where
ove of pomp and splendor. Nero built two Augustus afterward constructed his great Naumagnificent palaces, which must be distinguish- machia. 4ff.Macenatis, in the C a m p u s Escmied from one another. T h e first, called the Do- linus, bequeathed by Maecenas to Augustus, and
mus Transitoria Neronis, covered the whole offrequently used by the imperial family. 5. H.
She Palatine, and extended as far as the Esqui- Agrippina, on the right bank of the Tiber, in
line to the gardens of Maecenas. This palace which Caligula built his Circus It w a s here
was burned to the ground in the great fire of that Nero burned the Christians to serve as
R o m e , whereupon Nero commenced a n e w pal- lights for his nocturnal games, after previously
ace, k n o w n by the n a m e of Domus Aurea, which wrapping them up in pitch. 6 H. Domitia, also
embraced the whole of the Palatine, the Velia, on therightbank ofthe Tiber, in which Hadrian
the valley of the Colosseum, and the heights of built his Mausoleum. 7. H Pallantiani, on the
the Thermae of Titus, extended near the Esqui- Esquiline, laid out by Pallas, the powerful freedline gate, and w a s cut through not only by the m a n of Claudius. 8 H. Geta, on the other side
Via Sacra, but also by other streets. T h e whole of the Tiber, laid out by Septimius Spverus.
budding, however, w a s not finished at the time — X I X . S E P U L C H R A L M O N U M E N T S . 1. MausoU
of Nero's death ; and Vespasian confined the nm Augusti, w a s situated in the C a m p u s Mi».
imperial palace to the Palatine, converting the litis, and w a s built by Augustus as the burialAhev parts of the D o m u s Aurea into public or place of the imperial family. It w a s surroundprivate buildings. T h e palace itself w a s not ed with an extensive garden or park, and was
finished till the time of Domitian, w h o adorned considered one of the most magnificent buildit with numerous works of art. T h e Emperor ings of his reign ; but there are only some inSeptimius Severus added on the south side of significant ruins of it still extant. 2. Mausoleum.
the Palatine a building called the Seplizonium, Hadriani, w a s commenced by Hadrian in the
which w a s probably intended as an Atrium. gardens of Domitia, on the right bank of the
There were considerable remains of this Sep- Tiber, and w a s connected with the city by the
lizonium d o w n to the end ofthe sixteenth cen- Pons .-Elius ; it w a s finished and dedicated by
tury, w h e n Sixtus V . caused them to be destroy- Antoninus Pius, A.D. 140. Here were bur'nfc"
ed, and the pillars brought to the Vatican. Hadrian, Antoninus Pius, L. Verus, Commo.'is,
A m o n g the numerous private palaces at R o m e and probably also Septimius Severus, Geta, and
the following were some of the most important. Caracalla This building, stripped of its orna2. Domus Ciceronis, close to the Porticus Catuli,ments, still forms the fortress of modern R o m e
probably on the nor! heastern edge of thePalatine, (the castle of S Angelo)
3. Mausoleum Helwas built by M . Livius Drusus, and purchased ena, a round building on the Esquiline, of conby Cicero of one of the Crassi. It w a s destroy- siderable extent, erected by Constantine as the
ed by Claudius after the banishment of Cicero, sepulchre of his mother. Its remains, situated
but w a s subsequently rebuilt at the public ex- in the street on the right ofthe Porta Maggiore,
pense. 3. D. Pompeii, the palace of Pompey, are n o w called Torre Pignattara. 4 Sepulcrum
was situated in the Carinae near the temple of Scipionum, the burial-place of the Scipios, was
Tellus. It w a s afterward the residence of M . situated, left of the Via Appia, near the PortaAntonius. 4. D. Crassi, the palace of L. Cras- Capena. Most ofthe tombs ofthe distinguishsus the orator, on the Palatine. 5. D. Scauri, ed R o m a n families during the Republican pealso cn the Palatine, celebrated for its magnifi- riod lay on the Via Appia. T h e tomb of the
cence, subsequently belonged to Clodius. 6. D. Scipios w a s discovered in 1780, about four
Lateranorum, on the eastern confines of the Cae- hundred paces wilhin the modern Porta S SeJus, w a s * palace originally belong'ng to the bastiano. It contained m a n y interesting m o n
Aisfinguisued family ofthe Plautii Laterani; but uments and inscriptions, which are n o w deafter the execution of Plautius Lateranus under posited in the Museo Pio-Clementino. 5. SeNero, it became imperial property. It w a s given pulcrum Cacilia Metella, erected to the memory
by Septimius Severus to his friend Lateranus, of Caecilia Metella, the daughter of Metellus Creand was subsequently the palace of Constantine, ticus, not far from the Circus Maxentii. This
who adorned it with great magnificence. T h e imposing monument is still extant, and known
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oy tne name ol Capo di Bove. 6 Sepulcrum height is about one hundred and thirty-two Iee«,
C&stii, situated south of the Aventine, near the and without the base and modern ornaments ai
Porta Ostiensis, being partly within and partly top about eighty-three feet. But the largest
without the walls of Aurelian. This monument, obelisk at R o m e is that which w a s originally
which is still extant, is in the form of a Pyra- transported from Heliopolis to Alexandrea by
mid, and was built in the time of Augustus for Constantine vnd conveyed to R o m e by his son
a certain C. Cestius
7. Sepulcrum Septimii Constantiui, w h o placed it in the Circus MaxSeveri, on the Via Appia, built by Septimius Se-imus
Its present position is before th? north
verus in his life-time, after the model of his Sep- portico of the Lateran church, where it was
tizonium. (Vii. above, XVI., No. 1 ) . — X I X . placed in 1588. Its whole height is about one
C O L U M N S . Columns (Columna) were frequently hundred and forty-nine feet, and without the
erected at R o m e to commemorate persons and base about one hundred and five feet There
events
1. Columna Mania, near the end of the are eight other obelisks at R o m e , besides those
Forum, toward the Capitol, w a s erected to the mentioned above, but none of them are of hishonor ofthe consul C Maenius, w h o conquered torical importance.—G. R O A D S L E A D I N G O U T O F
the Latins and took the town of Antium, B.C. R O M E . O f these the most important were, 1.
338. 2. Col. Roslrata, also in the Forum, erect- Via Latina, the most ancient ofthe south roads,
ed in honor of the consul C Duilius, to com- which issued atfirstfrom the Porta Capena, and
memorate his victory over the Carthaginian after the time of Aurelian from the Porta Latina
fleet, B.C 260. T h e name of Rostrata was It joined the Via Appia at Bene-entum. 2. Via
given to it from its being adorned with the Appia, the Great South Road, also issued from
beaks of the conquered ships. T h e inscription the Porta Capena, and was the most celebrated
upon this column, written in obsolete Latin, is of all the R o m a n roads. It w a s commenced bv
still preserved. 3. Col Trajani, in the Forum, Appius Claudius when censor, and was event
in which the ashes of the Emperor Trajan were ually carried to Brundisium. Vid. A P P I A V I A .
deposited. This column is still extant, and is 3 Via Ostiensis, originally passed through the
one of the most interesting monuments of an- Porta Trigemina, afterward through the Porta
cient R o m e . It is, including the pedestal, one Ostiensis, and kept the left bank of the Tiber to
hundred and seventeen feet high T h e top w a s Ostia. 4 Via Porluensis, issued from the same
originally crowned with the statue of the em- gate as the Via Ostiensis, and kept the right
peror ; it is n o w surmounted by that of the bank of the Tiber to Portus, the n e w harbor
apostle Peter. A spiral bas-relief is folded founded by Claudius, near Ostia. 5. Via Labiround the pillar, which represents the emperor's cana, issued from the Porta Esquilina, and passwars against Decebalus and the Dacians, and ing Labicum, fell into the Via Latina at the
is one of the most valuable authorities for station ad Bivium, thirty miles from R o m e . 6
archaeological inquiries. 4. Col. Antonini Pii, Via Pranestina, originally the Via Gabina, issued
erected in honor of Antoninus Pius after his at first from the Porta Esquilina, and subsedeath, consisted of a column of red granite on quently from the Porta Praenestins. Parsing
a pediment of white marble, and w a s situated through Gabii and Praeneste, it joined the Via
in the C a m p u s Martius, near the temple dedi- Latina just below Anagnia. 7. Via Tiburtina,
cated to this emperor. It stood at an earlier issued originally from the Porta Esquilina, oi
period not far from the Curia Innocenziana on from the Porta Viminalis, and subsequently
Monte Citorio, in the garden of the Casa della from the Porta Tiburtina, and proceeded tc TiMissione. At present the basis only is extant, bur, from which it w a s continued under the
and is preserved in the garden of the Vatican. n a m e of the Via Valeria, past Corfinium to Adria.
5. Col M. Aurelii Antonini, generally called the8. Via Nomentana, anciently Ficulnensis, ran
Antonine Column, erected to the m e m o r y of the from the Porta Collina, subsequestly from tho
Smperor M . Aurelius, also in the C a m p u s Mar- Porta Nomentana, across the Anio to N o m e n tius, and still extant. It is an imitation of thetum, and a little beyond fell into the Via Salaria
Column of Trajan, and contains bas-reliefs rep- at Eretrum. 9. Via Salaria, ran from the Porta
resenting the wars of M . Aurelius against the Collina, subsequently from the Porta Salaria,
Marcomanni. — X X . O B E L I S K S . T h e Obelisks past Fidenae to Reate and Asculum Picenum.
(Obelisci) at R o m e were mostly works of Egypt-At Castrum Truentinum it reached the coast,
ian art, which were transported from Egypt to which it followed until it joined the Via FlaR o m e in the, time of the emperors. Augustus minia at Ancona. 10. Via Flaminia, the Great
caused two obelisks to be brought to R o m e , one North Road, commenced in the censorship ot
of which w a s erected in the Circus and another C. Flaminius, issued from the Porta Flaminia,
.n the Campus Martius. T h e former w a s re- and proceeded past Ocriculum, Narnia, and Pistored in 1589, and is called at present the Fla- saurum to Ariminum, from which town it was
minian Obelisk. Its whole height is about one continued under the name ofthe Via iEmilia tc
hundred and sixteen feet, and without the base Placentia and Aquileia. 11. Via Aurelia, the
about seventy-eight feet. T h e obelisk in the Great Coast Road, issued originally from the
C a m p u s Martius was set up by Augustus as a Porta Janiculensis. It reached the coast at
sun dial. It stands at present on the Monte Alsium, and followed the shore of the Ltiwei
Citorio, where it w a s placed in 1792. Its whole Sea along Etruria and Liguria by Genoa, as far
height is about one hundred and ten feet, and as Forum Julii in Gaul.
without the base about seventy-one feet. A n R O M U L E A , an ancient town of the Hirpini ir.
other obelisk w a s brought to R o m e by Caligula, Samnium, on the road from Beneventum to Taand placed on the Vatican in the Circus of Ca- rentum, destroyed at an early period by the Roligula. It stands at present in front of St. P e mans.
ter's, where it w a s placed in 1586, and its whole
R O M U L U S the founder, of the city of R o m e ,
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must not be regarded as a real personage. Th« the city \» as built, Romulus found his people tot
stories about him are mythical, and represent few in numbers. H e therefore set apart, on the
the traditional belief of the R o m a n people re- Capitoline Hill, an asylum or a sanctuary, ir
specting their origin. Romulus, which is only which homicides and runaway slaves might
a lengthened form of R o m u s , is the R o m a n peo- take refuge T h e city thus became filled wiic
ple represented as an individual. T h e c o m m o n men, but they wanted w o m e n Romulus, there
legend about Romulus ran as follows: At Alba fore, tried to form treaties with the neighborLonga there reigned a succession of kings, de- ing tribes, in order to obtain connubium, or the
scended from lulus, the son of zEneas. O n e right of legal marriage with their citizens ; but
ofthe last of these kings left two sons, N u m i - his offers were treated with disdain, and he
tor and Amulius. T h e latter, w h o w a s the accordingly resolved to obtain by force what
younger, deprived Numitor ofthe kingdom, but he could not gain by entreaty. In the fourth
allowed him to live in the enjoyment of his month after the foundation of the city, he proprivate fortune. Fearful, however, lest the claimed that games were to be celebrated .n
heirs of Numitor might not submit so quietly to honor ofthe god Consus, and invited his neigh
his usurpation, he caused his only son to be bors, the Latins and Sabines, to the festival.
murdered, and m a d e his daughter Silvia, or Suspeoting no treachery, they came in n u m
Rhea Silvia, one of the Vestal virgins. Silvia bers, with their wives and children. But the
was violated by Mars, and in course of time R o m a n youths rushed upon their guests and
gave birth to twins. Amulius doomed the carried off the virgins. T h e parents of the virguilty Vestal and her babes to be drowned in gins returned h o m e and prepared for vengeance.
the river. In the Anio Silvia exchanged her T h e inhabitants of three of the Latin towns,
earthly life for that of a goddess, and became Caenina, Antemnae, and Crustumerium, took up
the wife of the river god. T h e stream carried arms, one after the other, and were successivethe cradle in which the children were lying into ly defeated by the Romans. Romulus slew with
the Tiber, which had overflowed its banks far his o w n hand Acron, king of Caenina, and dedand wide. It w a s stranded at the foot of the icated his arms and armor, as spolia opima, to
Palatine, and overturned on the root of a wild Jupiter. At last the Sabine king, Titus Tatius,
Sg tree, which, under the n a m e of the Ficus advanced with a powerful army against R o m e .
Ruminalis, w a s preserved and held sacred for T h e fortress of the Saturnian, afterward called
m a n y ages after. A she-wolf, which had come the Capitoline Hill, w a s surrendered to the Sato drink of the stream, carried them into her bines by the treachery of Tarpeia, the daughter
den hard by, and suckled them, where they of the commander of the fortress. Vid. T A R were discovered by Faustulus, the king's shep- PEIA. O n the next day the R o m a n s endeavored
herd, w h o took the children to his o w n house, to recover the hill, and a long and desperate
and gave them to the care of his wife, Acca battle w a s fought in the valley between the PalLarentia. They were called R O M U L U S and R E - atine and the Capitoline At length, when both
M U S , and were brought up with the other shep- parties were exhausted with the struggle, the
herds on the Palatine Hill. A s they grew up, Sabine w o m e n rushed in between them, and
they became distinguished by the beauty of their prayed their husbands and fathers to be reconperson and the bravery of their deeds, and ciled. Their prayer w a s heard ; the two peoibnght boldly against wild beasts and robbers. ple not only made peace, but agreed to form
A quarrel having arisen between these shep- only one nation. T h e R o m a n s continued to
herds and the herdsmen of Numitor, w h o stalled dwell on the Palatine under their king R o m u
their cattle on the neighboring hill ofthe Aven- lus ; the Sabines built a n e w town on the Captine, R e m u s w a s taken by a stratagem, during itoline and Quirinal Hills, where they lived unthe absence of his brother, and carried off to der their king Titus Tatius. T h e two kings
Numitor. This led to the discovery of the and their senates met for deliberation in the
parentage both of Romulus and R e m u s , w h o valley between the Palatine and Capitoline Hi..s
n o w slew Amulius, and placed their grand- which w a s hence called comitium, or the place
father Numitor on the throne. Romulus and of meeting. But this union did not la^t long.
R e m u s loved their old abode, and therefore left Titus Tatius was slain at a festival at LavinAlba to found a city on the banks of the Tiber. ium by some Lauientines, to w h o m he had re
A strife arose between the brothers where the fused satisfaction for outrages which had been
city should be built, and after whose n a m e it committed by his kinsmen
Henceforward
should be called. Romulus wished to build it Romulus ruled alone over both R o m a n s and
on the Palatine, R e m u s on the Aventine. It Sabines. After reigning thirty seven years, he
w a s agreed that the question should be decided was at length taken away from the world. O n e
by augury , and each took his station on the top day, as he was reviewing his people in the Camof his chosen hill. T h e night passed away, and pus Martius, near the Goat's Poo], the sun
as the day w as dawning R e m u s s a w six vul- was suddenly eclipsed, darkness overspread the
tures ; but at sun rise, w h e n these tidings were earth, and a dreadful storm dispersed the peobrought to Romulus, twelve vultures flew by ple. W h e n daylight had returned Romulus had
tim
Each claimed the augury in his o w n disappeared, for his father Mars had carried him
favor; but the shepherds decided for Romulus, up to heaven in afierychariot (QuiritMs Morand R e m u s w a s obliged to yield. Romulus n o w tis equis Acheionta fugit. Hor., Carm , iii., 3).
sroceeded to mark out the pomosrium of his city Shortly afterward he appeared in more than
vid Diet, of Antiq., s. v.), and to raise the wall.
mortal beauty to Proculus Julius, and bade him
R e m u s , w h o still i esented the wrong he had tell the R o m a n s to worship him as their guardBuffered, leaped over the wall in scorn, where- ian god under the n a m e of Q u m u u s . Such was
upon ho w a s slain 'iy'l:is brother A s soon as the glorified end of Romulus in the genuine le
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KUBELLIUS P L A U T U A

genu But as it staggered the faith of a later at the time, and though at a later period he found
age, a tale was invented to account for his mys- fault with it himself, as bearing marks cf youthterious disappearance. It was related that the ful exaggeration, it displays abundant evidence
senators, discontented with the tyrannical rule of his great oratorical powers.—3. Q., the most
jf their king, murdered him during the gloom celebrated comic actor at Rome, was a native
of a tempest, cut up his body, and carried home of Solonium, a small place in the neighhoihood
the mangled pieces under their robes. As Rom- of Lanuvium. His histrionic powers procured
ulus -was regarded as the founder of Rome, its him the favor of many of the Roman nobles.
most ancient political institutions and the or- and, among others, of the dictator Suda, who
ganization of the people were ascribed to him. presented him with a gold ring, the symbol ol
Thus he is said to have divided the people into equestrian rank Roscius enjoyed the friendthree tribes, which bore the names Ramnes, Ti- ship of Cicero, who constantly speaks of him iu
tles, and Luceres. The Ramnes were supposed terms both of admiration and affection. Rosto have derived their name from Romulus, the cius was considered by the Romans to have
Tities from Titus Tatius the Sabine king, and reached such perfection in his own profession,
the Luceres from Lucumo, an Etruscan chief, that it became the fashion to call every one
who had assisted Romulus in the war against who became particularly distinguished in his
the Sabines. Each tribe contained ten curiae, own.art by the name of Roscius. In his youn
which received their names from the thirty Sa- ger years Cicero received instruction from Rosbine women who had brought about the peace cius ; and at a later time he and Roscius otter.
"etween the Romans and their own people. used to try which of them could express a
irther, each curia contained ten gentes, andthought with the greatest effect, the orator by
ach gens one hundred men. Thus the people, his eloquence, or the actor by his gestures.
;cording to the general belief, were divided orig-These exercises gave Roscius so high an opinion of his art, that he wrote a work in which he
rnlly into three tribes, thirty curiae, and three
andred gentes, which mustered three thou- compared eloquence and acting. Like his celsand men, who fought on foot, and were called ebrated contemporary, the tragic actor iEsopus,
a legion. Besides those there were three hund- Rosciusrealizedan immense fortune by hia
red horsemen, called Celeres, the same body as profession. H e died in 62 One of Cicero's
the Equites of a later time. T o assist him in extant orations is entitled Pro Q. Roseio Comosthe government of the people, Romulus is said do. It was delivered before the judex C. Piso,
to have selected a number of the aged men in probably in 68, and relates to a claim for fifty
the state, who were called Patres or Senatores. thousand sesterces, which one C. Fannius ChaeThe council itself, which was called the senatus, rea brought against Roscius.—4. FABATUS. Vid.
Vid O T H O .
originally consisted of one hundred members; F A B A T U S . — 5 . O T H O
ROTOMAGUS.
Vii. R A T O M A G U S .
but this number was increased to two hundred
R O X A N A ('PaHdvn), daughter of Oxyartes the
when the Sabines were incorporated in the state.
In addition to the senate, there was another as- Bactrian, fell into the hands of Alexander on
his
capture of the hill fort in Sogdiana, named
sembly, consisting ofthe members ofthe gentes,
which bore the name of comitia curiata, because " the rock," B C. 327. Alexander was so capthey voted in it according to their division into tivated by her charms that he married her.
Soon after Alexander's death v323) she gave
curiae.
birth to a son (Alexander iEgus), who was adR O M U L U S AUGUSTULUS.
Vii. A U G U S T U L U S .
mitted to share the nominal sovereignty with
R O M U L U S SILVIUS. Vii. SILVIUS.
R O S C I A N U M (now Rossano), a fortress on theArrhidaeus, under the regency of Perdiccas.
eastern coast of Bruttium, between Thurii and Before the birth of the boy she had drawn Sta
tira, or Barsine, to Babylon by a friendly letter,
Paternum.
and there caused her to be murdered. Roxatts
ROSCILLUS.
Vii. JEGUS.
Roscius. 1. L., a Roman ambassador sent afterward crossed over to Europe with her son
to Fidenae in B C. 438. H e and his three col- and placed herself under the protection of Olym
leagues were killed by the inhabitants of Fide- pias. She shared the fortunes of Olympias, anc
nae, at the instigation of Lar Tolumnius, king threw herself into Pydna along with the latter.
of the Veientes. The statues of all four were where they were besieged by Cassander. Ir,
erected in the Rostra at Rome.—2. SEX., of 316 Pydna was taken by Cassander, Olympias
Ameria, a town in Umbria. The father of this was put to death, and Roxana and her son were
Roscius had been murdered at the instigation placed in confinement in Amphipolis. Here
of two of his relations and fellow-townsmen, T. they were detained under the charge of Glau.
Roscius Magnus and T. Roscius Capito, who cias till 311, in which year, soon after the gencoveted the wealth of their neighbor. These eral peace then concluded, they were murdered
two Roscii struck a bargain with Chrysogonus, in accordance with orders from Cassander.
the freedman and favorite of Sulla, to divide the R O X O L A N I . Vid. R H O X O L A N I .
[ R U B E A S P R O M O N T O R I U M , a promontory of
property of the murdered m a n between them.
But as the proceeding excited the utmost in- Sarmatia Europaea, in the vicinity of the moutk
dignation at Ameria, and the magistrates ofthe ofthe Rubon. Mannert regards it as the north
town made an effort to obtain from Sulla the point of Curland.]
restitution of the property to the son, the rob- [RUBELLIUS P L A U T U S . C , son of Eubelliua
bers accused young Roscius of the murder of and of Julia, great grandson ofthe Emperor Tihis father, and hired witnesses to swear to the berius, was involved in the accusations which
fact. Roscius was defended by Cicero (B.C. Junia Silana brought against Agrippina A D. 55:
80) in an oration which is still extant, and was he was ordered by Nero to withdraw from R o m s
acq.iitted. Cicero's speech was greatly admired to his estates in Asia, where he employed him
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RUFUS, L. CZECILIUS.

.self in the stuiV '/the Stoic philosopl y; but in silver plate. The dictator Sulla was descend.
A D . 62, Nero's fears having been again excited ed from this Rufinus. His grandson was the
against Rubellius, the latter was rmrdered by first of the family who assumed the surname of
order of the emperor.]
Sulla — 2 . LICINIUS RUFINUS, a jurist, who !•» ed
P.uii (Rubustinus: now Ruvo), a town in under Alexander Severus. There are in th6
Apulia, on the road from Canusium to Brundis- Digest seventeen excerpts from twelve bemka
ium.
of Regula by Rufinus.—3. Trie chief minister
RUBICO, a small river in Italy, falling into the of state under Theodosius the Great, was an
Adriatic a little north of Ariminum, formed the able, but, at tbe same time, a treacherous and
boundary in the republican period between the dangerous man. H e instigated Theodosius to
province of Gallia Cisalpina and Italia Proper. those cruel measures which brought ruin upon
It is celebrated in history on account of Caesar's Antioch, A D. 390. After the death of Theopassage across it at the head of his army, by dosius in 395, Rufinus exercised paramount inwhich act he declared war against the republic. fluence over the weak Arcadius ; but towaiu
A papal decree, issued in 1756, declared the the end of the year a conspiracy was formed
modern Lusa to be the ancient Rubico, but the against him by Eutropius and Stilicho, who inPisatello, a little further north, has better claims
duced Gainas, the Gothic ally of Arcadius, to
to this honor.
join in the plot. Rubinus was, in consequence,
R U B R A S A X A , ca'led Rubra? Breves (sc. Pe- slain by the troops of Gainas — 4 . Surnamed
tra;) by Martia; a small place in Etruria only a T Y R A N N I U S , O T T U R R A N I U S , orToRANus, a celefew miles from Rome, near the River Cremera, brated ecclesiastical writer, was probably boiu
and on the Via Flaminia. It was near this spot about A.D 345 in Italy. H e was at first an inthat the great battle was fought in which Max- mate of the monastery at Aquileia, and he aftentius was defeated by Coi.stantine, A.D. 312. erward resided many years at a monastery in
[ R U B R E N U S LAPPA, a later Roman tragic writ- Palestine, where he became very intimate with
er, whose Atreus is mentioned by Juvenal (vii., St. Jerome. The two friends afterward quar72).]
reled, and Jerome attacked Rufinus with the
R U B R E S U S LACUS.
Vid. N A R B O .
utmost vehemence on account of his supportRUBRICATUS.
1. Or U B U S (now Seibous), aing the tenets of Origen. After remaining in
considerable river of Numidia in Northern Af- the East for about twenty-six years, Rufinus
rica, rising in the mountains southeast of Cirta returned to Italy in 397, where he published a
(now Constantineh), flowing northeast, and fallLatin translation of the Apology for Origen by
ing into the Mediterranean east of Hippio Regi- Pamphilus, and of the books of Origen De Pi inus (now Bonah).—2 (Now Llobtegat), a small
cipiis, together with an original tract De Adul
river of Hispania Tarraconensis, flowing into teratione Librorum Origenis. In the preface to
the sea west of Barcino.
the De Principiis, he quotec" a panegyric, which
(RUURIUS. 1. Tribune ofthe plebs along with Jerome had at an earlier |)eriod pronounced
C. Gracchus, proposed the law for founding the upon Origen. This led to a bitter correspondcolony at Carthage, which was carried into ef- ence between the two former friends, which
fect — 2 . Q. R U B R I U S V A R R O , who was declared was crowned by the Apologia of the one advera public enemy along with Marius in B.C. 88, sus Hieronymum, and the Apologia of the othei
is mentioned by Cicero as an energetic and pas- adversus Rufinum. Rufinus died in Sicily in
sionate accuser.—3. One of the companions of 410, to which island he had fled upon the invaVerres in his iniquities — 4 . L., a senator, was sion of Italy by Alaric. Several of his works arn
Caken prisoner by Caesar at the capture of Cor- extant, but there is no complete edition of them
finium B.C. 49, and was dismissed by him un- — 5 . The author of a little poem in twenty-two
injured ]
lines, Pasiphaes Fabula ex omnibus Melris Hoi aRUBRUM MARE.
Vid. E R Y T H E . E U M M A R E .
lianis, which, as the name imports, contains an
RUDI^E (Rudinus: now Rotigliano or Ruge),example of each of the different metres ema town of the Pucetii in Apulia, on the road ployed by Horace. His date is quite uncertain,
from Brundisium to Venusia, was originally a but he may be the same person with the folGreek colony, and afterward a R o m a n muni- lowing.—6. A grammarian of Antioch, whose
cipium. Rudiae is celebrated as the birth-place treatise De Metris Comicis, or, rather, extracts
3f Ennius.
from it, is contained in the Grammatica Latina
RUESIUM, a town of the Vellavi or Velauni, Auclores Antiqui of Putschius, Hannov., 1605.
hence called simply Civitas Vellavorum, in Gal- — 7 . The author of thirty-eight epigrams in the
lia Aquitanica (in the modern Velay), probably Greek Anthology. His date is uncertain ; but
the modern St Paulien or Paulhan, on the front-there can be no doubt that he was a Byzantine
iers of Auvergne.
His verses are of the same light, amatory char
R U F I N U S . 1. P. C O R N E L I U S R U F I N U S , was con- acter as those of Agathias, Paulus, Macedonius,
sul B C. 290 with M'. Curius Dentatus', and, in and others.
conjunction with his colleague, brought the SamRUFR^E, a town in Campania, frequently connite war to a conclusion, and obtained a tri- founded with Rufrium.
umph in consequence. H e was consul a secRUFRIUM, a town ofthe Hirpini in Samnium
ond time in 277, and carried on the war against
R U F U S , CURTIUS. Vid. C U R T I U S .
the Samnites and the Greeks in Southern Italy.
R U F U S EPHESIUS, SO called from the place oi
The chief event of his second consulship was his birth, a celebrated Greek physician, lived ii
the capture of the important town of Croton. the reign of Trajan (A.D. 98-117), and wrot«
In 275 Rufinus was expelled from the senate several medical works, some of which are still
by the censors C. Fabricius and Q. ^Emilius Pa- extant
pus, on account of his possessing ten nounds o\ R U F U S . L CECILI: S, brothe of P. Sulla *v
"SO

R U F U S , M. CAELIUS.

RUTENI.

Sie same mother, but not by the same, father of Leges Rupiliae. Rupilius was condemned it
H e was tribune of the plebs B.C. 63, when he the tribunate of C. Gracchus, 123, on account
rendered warm support to Cicero, and, in par- of his illegal and cruel acts in the prosecution
ticular, opposed the agrarian law of Rullus. In of the friends of Tiberius Gracchus. H e was
tiis praetorship, 57, he joined most of the other an intimate friend of Seipio Africanus the younmagistrates in proposing the recall of Cicero ger, who obtained the consulship for him, but
who failed in gaining the same honor for his
from banishment.
R U F U S , M. CJELIUS, a young Roman noble, brother Lucius H e is said to have taken his
distinguished as an elegant writer and eloquent brother's failure so much to heart as to have
speaker, but equally conspicuous for his profli- died in consequence.
[RUPILIUS R E X , P., of Praeneste, having beco
gacy and extravagance. Notwithstanding his
vices, he ived on intimate terms with Cicero, driven from his native city, is said to have
who defei.ded him in B.C. 56 in an oration stili served in Africa under Atius Varus, and later,
extant. The accusation was brought against when praetor, A.U.C 711, being proscribed by
nim by Sempronius Atratinus, at the instigation Augustus, to have fled to the camp of Brutus:
of Clodia Quadrantaria, w h o m he had lately de- here his arrogance made Horace a bitter eneserted. Clodia charged him with having bor- m y to him, and the poet subsequently took his
rowed money from her in order to murder Dion, revenge in a bitter satire on Rupilius.]
RUSCINO, a town of the Sordones or Sordi in
the head of the embassy sent by Ptolemy Auletes to R o m e ; and with having made an at- the southeastern part of Gallia Narbonensis, at
tempt to poison her. In 52 Caelius was tribune the foot of the Pyrenees, on the River Ruscino
of the plebs, and in 50 aedile. During the years (now Tet), and on the road from Spain to Narbo.
51 and 50 he carried on an active correspond- A tower ofthe ancient town is still extant neat
ence with Cicero, who was then in Cilicia, and Perpignan, called la Tour de Rousillon.
RUSELL^E (Rusellanus : ruins near Grosseto),
many of the letters which he wrote to Ciceio
at that time are preserved in the collection of one of the most ancient cities of Etruria, situCicero's Letters. On the breaking out of the ated on an eminence east of the Lake Prelius
civil war in 49 he espoused Caesar's side, and and on the Via Aurelia. It is first mentioned
was rewarded for his services by the praetor- in the time of Tarquinius Priscus It was taken
ship in 48. Being at this time overwhelmed by the Romans in B.C. 294, when two thousand
with debt, he availed himself of Caesar's ab- of its inhabitants were slain, and as many more
sence from Italy to bring forward a law for the made prisoners. It was subsequently a Roman
abolition of debts. H e was, however, resisted colony, and continued in existence till 1138,
by tho other magistrates and deprived of his when its inhabitants were removed to Grosseto.
office, whereupon he went into the south of The walls of Rusellae stillremain,and are some
Italy to join Milo, w h o m he had secretly sent of the most ancient in Italy. They are formed
for from Massilia. Milo was killed near Thurii of enormous masses of travertine, piled up with''efore Caelius could join him (vid. MILO), andout regard to form, with small stones inserted
Caelius himself was put to death shortly after- in the interstices The masses vary 'rem six
to eight feet in length, and from four to eight
ward at Thurii.
in height The area inclosed by the walls forms
R U F U S , SEXTUS.
Vid S E X T U S R U F U S
RUGII, an important people in Germany, orig- an irregular quadrangle, between ten thousand
'nally dwelt on the coast of the Baltic, between and eleven thousand feet, or about two miles in
the Viadus (now Oder) and the Vistula. After circuit.
RUSICADA (southeast of the modern Stordk,
disappearing a long time from history, they are
found at a later time in Attila's army ; and after ruins), a sea port and Roman colony in NumidAttita's death they founded a new kingdom on ia, used especially as the port of Cirta
RUSPINUM, a town of Africa Propria (Byzathe northern bank of the Danube, in Austria
and Hungary, the name of which is still pre- cium), two miles from the sea, between Leptis
served in the modern Rugiland. They have Parva and Hadrumetum.
R U S S A D I E (now Ras-ud-Dir, or Capo di Tres
left traces of their name in the country which
they originally inhabited in the modern Rugen, Forcas : Rus in ancient Punic, and Ras in Arabic, alike mean cape), a promontory of MaureRugenwalde, Rega, Regenwalde.
R U L L U S , P. SERVILIUS, tribune of the plebs tania Tingitana, in Northern Africa, on the coast
B.C. 63, proposed an agrarian law, which Cicero of the Metagonitae. Southeast of it was a city
attacked in three orations which have come of the same name (now probably Melillah).
RUSTICUS, FABIUS, a Roman historian, and a
down to us. It was the most extensive agrarian law that had ever been brought forward ; contemporary of Claudius and Nero
RUSTICUS, L. JUNIUS A R U L E N U S , more usually
but as it was impossible to carry such a sweeping measure, it was withdrawn by Rullus him- called Arulenus Rusticus, but sometimes Junius
Rusticus. H e was a friend and pupu of Paetus
self.
RUPILIUS, P., consul B C. 132, prosecuted Thrasea, and an ardent admirer of the Stoio
with the utmost vehemence all the adherents philosophy H e was put to death by Domitian,
of Tiberius Gracchus, who had been slain in the because he had written a panegyric upon Thu.preceding year. In his consulship he was sent sea.
R U S U C C R R U M (now Coleah, oppo it- Algier), a
into Sicily against the slaves, and brought the
servile war to a close. H e remained in the isl considerable sea-port in the eastern part of Mauand as proconsul in the folfowing year ; and, retania Caesariensis, constituted ?• Roman col
with ten commissioners appointed by the senate, ony under Claudius.
R U T E N I , a people in Gallia Aqi.itanica, on tha
HO made various regulations for the government
af the piovinee, which were known by the name froiV'ers of Gallia Narbonensis, in tfe Hinder*
7«n

RUTIL1A.

SAlLBi.

Rimcigne. Their chief town was Segodunum.. port-town of theCai.tii in thesoutf.eaSJ j'Brrl
afterward CivitasRutenorum (now Rodez). Theain, from which persons frequently passed ovei
country of the Ruteni contained silver mines, to the harbor of Gessoriacum in Gaul Excellent oysters were obtained in the neighborhood;
and produced excellent flax.
[RUTILIA, the mother of C. Cotta, the orator, of this place (Rutupino edita fundo ostrea, Juv.,
accompanied her son into exile in B C. 91, and iv., 141). There are still several Roman reremained with him abroad till his return some mains at Richborougn.
years afterward.]
RUTILIUS L U P U S .
Vid. Lupus.
RUTILIUS N U M A T I A N H S , C L A U D I U S , a R o m a n

S.

poet, and a native of Gaul, lived at the begin- SABA (Sd6a). 1. (In the Old Testament, Sheba),
ning of the fifth century of the Christian era. the capital of the SAB^BI in Arabia Felix, lay on
Heresidedat R o m e a considerable time, where a high woody mountain, and was pointed out by
he attained the dignity of praefectus urbi about an Arabian tradition as the residence of the
A.D. 413 or 414. H e afterward returned to his " Queen of Sheba," who went to Jerusalem to
native country, and has described hisreturnto hear the wisdom of Solomon. Its exact site is
Gaul in an elegiac poem, which bears the title doubtful. — 2. There was another city of the
same name in the interior of Arabia Felix, where
of Itinerarium, or De Reditu. Of this poem the
first book, consisting of six hundred and forty- a place Sabea is still found, about in the centre
four lines, and a small portion of the second, oi El-Yemen — 3 A sea-port town of ^Ethiopia,
have come down to us. It is superior both in on the Red Sea, south of Ptolema'is Theron. A
poetical coloring and purity of language to most town called 'SoBdr and ~ZdBBara is mentioned by
of the productions of the age ; and the passage Ptolemy, who places it on the Sinus Adulitanus,
in which he celebrates the praises of R o m e is and about in the same position Strabo mentions
not unworthy of the pen of Claudian. Rutilius a town Saba (HdBai) as distinct from Saba
was a heathen, and attacks the Jews and monks The sites of these places (if they are really difwith no small severity. The best edition is by ferent) are sought by geographers at Nowarat,
or Port Mornington, in the southern part of the
A. W . Zumpt, Berlin, 1840.
RUTILIUS R U F U S , P., a Roman statesman and coast of Nubia, and Massawah on Foul Bay, on
orator. H e was military tribune under Seipio the northeastern coast of Abyssinia.
S A B A C O N (IJaBaKav), a king cjf ^Ethiopia, who
in the Numantine war, praetor B.C. Ill, consul
105, and legatus in 95 under Q. Mucius Scae- invaded Egypt in the reign of the blind king
vola, proconsul of Asia. While acting in this Anysis, w h o m he dethroned and drove into the
capacity, he displayed so much honesty and marshes. The .(Ethiopian conqueror then reignfirmness in repressing the extortions ofthe pub- ed over Egypt for fifty years, but at length quitlicani, that he became an object of fear and ted the country in consequence of a dream,
hatred to the whole body. Accordingly, on his whereupon Anysis regained his kingdom. This
return to Rome, he was impeached of malversa- is the account which Herodotus received from
the priests (ii, 137-140); but it appears from
tion (de repetundis), found guilty, and compelled
to withdiaw into banishment, 92. H e retired Manetho that there were three ^Ethiopian kings
first to Mytilene, and from thence to Smyrna, who reigned over Egypt, named Sabacon, Sewhere he fixed his abode, and passed the re- bichus, and Taracus, whose collective reigns
mainder of his days in tranquillity, having re- amount to forty or fifty years, and who form
fused to return to Rome, although recalled by the twentyfifthdynasty of that writer. The
Sulla. Besides his orations, Rutilius wrote an account of Manetho is to be preferred tc that
autobiography, and a History of R o m e in Greek, of Herodotus It appears that this ^Ethiopian
which contained an account of the Numantine dynasty reigned over Egypt in the latter half
war, but w e know not what period it embraced. of the eighth century before the Christian era.
R U T I L U S , C. M A R C I U S , was consul B.C. 357, They are mentioned in the Jewish records.
when he took the town of Privernum
In 358 The So, king of Egypt, with w h o m Hosea, king
he was appointed dictator, being the first time of Israel, made an alliance about B C. 722 (2
that a plebeian had attained this dignity. In Kings, xvii, 4), was probably the same as Sebihis dictatorship he defeated the Etruscans with chus; and the Thhakah, king of the Ethiopigreat slaughter. In 352 he was consul a sec- ans, who was preparing to make war against
ond time ; and in 351 he was thefirstplebeian Sennacherib in 711 (Is., xxxvii, 9), is the same
censor. H e was consul for the third time in as Taracus.
SAB.351 or SAB^: (SaBaiot, ~ZdBai: in tho Old
344, for the fourth time in 342. The son of this
Rutilus took the surname of Censorinus, which Testament, Shebaii'm), one of the chief people
in the next generation entirely supplanted that of Arabia, dwelt in the southwestern corner of
of Rutilus, and became the name ofthe family. the peninsula, in the most beautiful part of Arabia Felix, the north and centre of the province
Vid. C E N S O R I N U S .
R U T C B A (now Roya), a river on the coast of of El- Yemen. So, at least, Ptolemy places them;
Liguria, which flows into the sea near Albium but the earlier geographers give them a wider
extent, quite to the south of El-Yemen. The
Intemelium.
RUTULI, an ancient people in Italy, inhabit- fact seems to be that they are the chief repreing a narrow slip of country on the coast of sentatives of a race which, at an early period,
Latium, a little to the south of the Tiber. Their was widely spread on both sides of the south
chief town was Ardea, which was the residence ern part of the Red Sea, where Arabia and
of 1 urnus. They were subdued at an early pe- ^Ethiopia all but joined at the narrow strait of
riod by the Romans, and disappear from history. Bab-el-Mandeb; and hence, probablj, the conRHTUP<S or RuTupfa: (now Richborongh), afusion often made between the Sheba and Sebt
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ef Scripture, or ts- ween the Shebaiim of Arabiawas the grand .niece of Trajan, being the daugh.
and the Sebaiim of Ethiopia. Another proof ter of Matidia, who was the daughter of Marof the wide extent of this race is furnished by ciana, the sister of Trajan. Sabina was marthe mention, in the book of Job, or" Sabeans as ried to Hadrian about A.D. 100 through the in
far north, probably, as Arabia Deserta (Job, i, fluence of Plotina, the wife of Trajan. Tnr
15). The Sabeans cf El- Yemen were celebrated marriage did not prove a happy one. Sabina a,
ibr their wealth and luxury. Their country length put an end to her life, and there was a
produced all the most precious spices and per- report that she had even been poisoned by hei
fumes of Arabia, and they carried on an exten- husband. She was certainly alive in 136, and
sive trade with the East. Their capital was at probably did not die till 138, a few months beSABA, where w e are told that their king was fore Hadrian. She was enrolled among the god j
kept a close prisoner in his palace. The mon- after her decease.
archy was not hereditary, but descended acSABINA, POPPJEA, a woman of surpassing beaucording to an order of succession arranged ty, but licentious morals, was the daughter of
among the chief families of the country.
T. Ollius, but assumed the name of her mater
SABATE, a town of Etruria, on the road from nal grandfather Poppaeus Sabinus, who had been
Cosa to Rome, and on the northwestern corner consul in A.D. 9. She was first married to
of a lake, which was named after it L A C U S SA- Rufius Crispinus, and afterward to Otho, who
BATINUS (now Lago di Bracciano).
was one of the boon companions of Nero. The
[SABATIA V A D A or S A B A T I U M V A D U M .
Vid. latter soon became enamored of her; and, in
SAVO.]
order to get Otho out of the way, Nero sent him
SABATINI, a people in Campania, who derived to govern the province of Lusitania (58)
Poptheir name from the River Sabatus (now Sab- paea now became the acknowledged mistress of
bato), a tributary of the Calor, which flows intoNero, over w h o m she exercised absolute sway
the Vulturnus.
Anxious to become the wife of the emperor,
(SABATRA or SOATRA, a town of Lycaonia, she persuaded Nerofirstto murder his mother
where, according to Strabo, water was so scarce Agrippina (59), who was opposed to such a disas to be an article of sale. On the neighboring graceful union, and next to divorce and shortly
downs were numerous wild asses.]
afterward put to death his innocent and virtuSABAZIUS (SaBd&og), a Phrygian divinity, com-ous wife Octavia (62). Immediately after the
monly describe^ as a son of Rhea or Cybele. divorce of Octavia, Poppaea became the wife of
In later times he was identified with the mystic Nero. In the following year she gave birth to
Dionysus (Bacchus), who hence is sometimes a daughter at Antium, but the infant died at the
called Dionysus Sabazius. For the same reason, age of four months. In 65 Poppaea was pregS:bazius is called a son of Zeus (Jupiter) by nant again, but was killed by a kick from her
Persephone (Proserpina), and is said to have brutal husband in afitof passion. She was
!>een reared by a nymph Nyssa; though others, enrolled among the gods, and a magnificent
by philosophical speculations, were led to con- temple was dedicated to her by Nero. Poppaea
sider him a son of Cabirus, Dionysus (Bacchus), was inordinately fond of luxury and pomp, and
or Cronos (Saturn). H e was torn by the Titans took immense pains to preserve the beauty of
into seven pieces. The connection of Sabazius her person. Thus w e are told that all her
with the Phrygian mother ofthe gods accounts mules were shod with gold, and that five hundfor the fact that he was identified, to a certain red asses were daily milked to supply her with
extent, with Zeus (Jupiter) himself, who is men-a bath.
tioned as Zeus (Jupiter) Sabazius, both Zeus
SABINI, one of the most ancient and power(Jupiter) and Dionysus (Bacchus) having been ful of the nations of Central Italy. The anbrought up by Cybele or Rhea. His worship cients usually derived their name from Sabinus,
and festivals (Sabazia) were also introduceda son of the native god Sancus. The different
into Greece ; but, at least in the time of Demos- tribes of the Sabine race were widely spread
thenes, it was not thoughtreputableto take over the whole of Central Italy, and were conpart in them, for they were celebrated at night nected with the Opicans, Umbrians, and tnose
by both sexes in a licentious manner. Serpents, other nations whose languages were akin io tha
which were sacred to him, acted a prominent Greek. The earliest traces ofthe Sabines are
part at the Sabazia and in the processions : the found in the neighborhood of Amiternum, ai
god himself was represented with horns, be- the foot of the main chain of the Apennines,
cause, it is said, he was thefirstthat yoked whence they spread as far south as the conoxen to the plough for agriculture.
fines of Lueania and Apulia. The Sabines may
[SABBATA.
Vid. SAVO.]
be divided into three great classes, called by
SABELLI.
Vid. SABINI.
the names of Sabini, Sabelli, and Samnites reSABELLIUS, an heresiarch ofthe third century, spectively. The SABINI proper inhabited the
of whose personal history hardly any thing is country between the Nar, the Anio, and the Ti
known. H e broached his heresies in the Libyan ber, between Latium, Etruria, Umbria, and Pi
Pentapolis, of which he appears to have been a cenum. This district was mountainous, and
aative. His characteristic dogma related to the better adapted for pasturage than corn. The
Divine Nature, in which he conceived that there chief towns were Amiternum, Reate, Nursia,
was only one hypostasis or person, identifying Cutiliae, Cures, Eretum, and Nomentum. The
with each other the: Father, the Son, and the SABELLI were the smaller tribes who issued
Spirit, " so that in one hypostasis there are three
from the Sabines. T o these belong the Vesdesignations" (dg elval ev flics viroordaeitini,
rpelg
bvo- Marrueini, Peligni, Frentani, zn&
Marsi,
uaalag).
Hirpini In addition to these communities tc
SABINA, the wife of the Emperor Hadrian, w h o m the name of Sabelliais is usually re
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jtn'cted, tho Picentes in Picenum, the Picenti- Caesar's legates in the civil war, B 0, 48 It
ni, who were transplanted from the latter coun- 45 ho received the province of Africa from Cae.
try to Campania, and the Lucani, were also of sar. Having been elected praetor in 44, he cb.
Sabine origin. The SAMNITES, who were by far tained from Antony the province of Africa again;
the most powerful of all the Sabine communi- but he did notreturnto Africa, as the senate,
ties, are treated of in a separate article. Vid. after the departure of Antony for Mutina, eosa
S A M N I U M . There were certain national charac- ferred it upon Q. Cornificius. Sabinus was coateristics which distinguished the whole Sabine sul 39, and in the following year commanded
race. They were a people of simple and vir- thefleetof Octavianus in the war with Sextus
tuous habits, faithful to their word, and imbued Pompey. H e was superseded by Agrippa in the
with deep religious feeling. Hence w efindfre- command of the fleet. H e is mentioned, too,
quent mention of omens and prodigies in their at a later time as one ofthe friends of Octaviacountry. They were a migratory race, and nus.—4. T. FLAVIUS, father ofthe Emperor Vesadopted a peculiar system of emigration. In pasian, was one of the farmers of the taxes in
times of great danger and distress they vowed Asia, and afterward carried on business as a
a Ver Sacrum, or Sacred Spring; and all the money-lendei among the Helvetians — 5 . FLAchildren born in that spring weie regarded as VIUS, elder son ofthe preceding, and brother of
sacred to the god, and were compelled, at the the Emperor Vespasian. H e governed Mcesia
end of twenty years, to leave their native coun- for seven years during the reign of Claudius,
try and seek a new home in foreign lands The and held the important office of praefectus urbis
form of government among the Sabines was re- during the last eleven years of Nero's reign.
publican, but in war they chose a sovereign H e was removed from this office by Galba, but
ruler (Embratur), w h o m the Romans sometimeswas replaced in it on the accession of Otho,
call dictator and sometimes king. With the ex- who was anxious to conciliate Vespasian, who
ception of the Sabines in Lueania and Campa- commanded the Roman legions in the East
nia, they never attained any high degree of civ- H e continued toretainthe dignity under Viilization or mental culture ; but they were al- tellius ; but when Vespasian was proclaimed
ways distinguished by their love of freedom, general by the legions in the East, and Antowhich they maintained with the greatest brave- nius Primus and his other geneials in the West,
ry. Of this the Samnites were the most stri- after the defeat of the troops of Vitellius, were
king example. After the decline of the Etrus- marching upon Rome, Vitellius, despairing of
can power, the Samnites were for a long time success, offered to surrender the empire, and
the greatest people in Italy ; and if they had re- to place the supreme power in the hands of Samained united, they might have conquered the binus till the arrival of his brother. The Gerwhole peninsula. The Sabines formed one of man soldiers of Vitellius, however, refused subthe elements ofwhich the Roman people was mission to this arrangement, and resolved tc
composed. In the time of Romulus, a portion support their sovereign by arms. Sabinus
ofthe Sabines, aftei the rape of their wives and thereupon took refuge in the Capitol, where he
daughters, became incorporated with the Ro- was attacked by the Vitellian troops. In the
mans, and the two nations were united into one assault the Capitol was burned to the ground,
under the general name of Quirites. The re- Sabinus was taken prisoner, and put to death
mainder of the Sabini proper, who were less by the soldiers in the presence of Vitellius, who
warlike than the Samnites and Sabellians, were endeavored in vain to save his life. Sabinus
finally subdued by M'. Curius Dentatus, B.C was a man of distinguished reputation and of
290, and received the Roman franchise, sine unspotted character. H e left two sons, Flavins
suffragio.
The Sabellian tribes concluded Sabinus
a
and Flavius Clemens. Vid. C L E M E N S .
treaty with the Romans at an early period, -—6. FLAVIUS, son ofthe preceding, married Junamely, the Vestini in 328, and the Marsi, Mar- lia, the daughter of his cousin Titus H e was
rueini, Peligni, and Frentani in 304; but these consul 82, with his cousin Domitian, but was
communities again took up arms against the afterward slain by the latter.—7. MASSURIUS, a
Romans in the Social war (90-88), which ended hearer of Ateius Capito, was a distinguished
in the complete subjugation of all the Sabellian jurist in the time of Tiberius. This is the Satribes The history of the wars between the binus from w h o m the school of the Sabiniani
Samnites and the Romans is given under SAM- took its name. Vid. CAPITO. There is no diNIUM.
rect excerpt from Sabinus in the Digest, but he
SABINUS
1. A contemporary poet and a is often cited by other jurists, who commented
friend of Ovid Ovid informs us that Sabinus upon his Libri Ires Jusis Civilis. It is conjec
had written answers to six ofthe Epistola Hero-tured that Persius means to refer to this work
iium of Ovid. Three answers enumerated by (Sat., v., 90) when he says, " Excepto si quid
Ovid in this passage are printed in many edi- Masuri rubrica vetavit." Massurius also wiote
tions of the poet's works as the genuine poems numerous other works, which are cited by name
of Sabinus; but they were written by a modern in the Digest — 8 . NYMPHIDIUS. Vii. N Y M P H I D scholar, Angelus Sabinus, about the year 1467. IUS — 9 . POPP^IUS, consul A.D. 9, was appoint•—2. M. C;ELIUS, a R o m a n jurist, who succeed- ed in the lifetime of Augustus governor of Moe
ed Cassius Longinus, was consul A.D 69 H e sia, and was not only confirmed in this govern
was not the Sabinus from w h o m the Sabiniani ment by Tiberius, but received from the latter
took their name. H e wrote a work, Ad Edic- the provinces of Achaia and Macedonia in ad
tumMiilium Curulium. There are no extracts dition. H e continued to hold these provinces
from Caelius in the Digest, but he is oftep cited,till his death in 35, having ruled over Mcesia
sometimes as Caelius Sabinus, sometimes by the for twenty-four years. H e was the maternal"
same of Sabinus only--3 0 CALVISIUS, one of grttnifather of Poppaea Sabina, the mistre
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and afterward the wife of Nero.—10. Q. I I T J \
SACILI, with the surname Martialitun, a towi
RIUS, one of Caesar's legates in Gaul, who per- ofthe Turduli in Hispania Baetica.
ished along with Aurunculeius Cotta in the atS A C R A VIA.
Vid. R O M A , p. 748, b.
f
ack made upon them by Ambiorix in B.C. 54.
SACRARIA, a town in Umbria, on the road beSABIS (now Sambre). 1. A broad and deep tween Treba and Spoletium, supposed by somfi
iver in Gallia Belgica and in the territory of to be identical with Clitumni Fanum on !fee
he Arnbiani, falling into the River Mosa.—2. River Clitumnus.
A. small river on the coast of Carmania.—3. Vii. [SACRATIVIR, M , of Capua, a Roman equjs,
SAPIS.
who fell fighting on Caesar's side at the battle
SABRATA.
Vii A B R O T O N U M .
of Dyrrachium, B.C. 48.]
SABRINA, also called SABRIANA (now Severn), SAORIPORTUS, a small place in Latium, of un
» river in the west of Britain, which flowed by certain site, memorable for the victory of Sulla
Irenta Silurum into the ocean
over the younger Marius, B.C. 82
[SABRINA ^ E S T U A R I U M

or S A B R I A N A ^ESTUA-

[SAOROVIR, JULIUS, and JULIUS F L O R U S , two

RIUM (ZaBplava elgxvaig), the estuary formed Gauls,
by
the former an ^Eduan, the latter a Trevithe River Sabrina (now Severn). Vii, SABRINA.]
ran, were both of noble family, and had received
[ S A B U R A or S A B U R E A , the commander of Ju- the Roman citizenship on account of their servba's forces in Africa, defeated C. Curio, Caesar'sices. These chiefs, in the reign of Tiberius,
general, in B.C. 49. H e was destroyed, with allA.D. 21, excited an insurrection among the
his forces, in B C. 46, by P. SITTIUS.]
Gauls. Florus, who had excited the Belgae tc
SAOADAS (Sandbag), of Argos, an eminentrevolt, was soon overthrown, while Sacrovir,
Greek musician, was one of the masters who who had stirred up the JHIdui, though at first in
established at Sparta the second great school a measure successful, was defeated by the Roof music, of which Thaletas was the founder, man legate Silius : they both, after their defeat,
is Terpander had been ofthe first. H e gained put themselves to death.]
tie prize for flute-playing at thefirstof the muS A C R U M F L U M E N . 1. (Now U;as), ariveron
sical contests which the Amphictyons estab- the western coast of Sardinia — 2 (Now Taviglished in connection with the Pythian games nano), a river on the eastern coast of Corsica,
(B.C. 590), and also at the next two festivals in which flowed into the sea at Aleria.
succession (586, 582). Sacadas was a compoSACRUM PROMONTSRIUM.
1. (Now Cape St.
ser of elegies as well as a musician.
Vincent), on the western coast of Spain, said
SAC^E (luKat), one ofthe most numerous and by Strabo to be the most westerly point in the
most powerful of the Scythian nomad tribes, whole earth.—2. (Now Cape Corso), the northhad their abodes east and northeast of the eastern point of Corsica.—3. (Now Cape Iria, also
Massagetae, as far as Serica, in the steppes of Makri, Efta Kavi, or Jeii Burun, i e„, the seven
Central Asia, which are n o w peopled by the points), the extreme point ofthe mountain CraKirghiz Khasaks, in whose name that of theirgus in Lycia, between Xanthus and Telmissus.
ancestors is traced by some geographers. They — 4 . (Now Cape Khelidoni), another promontory
were veiy warlike, and excelled especially as in Lycia, near the confines of Pamphylia, and
cavalry, and as archers both on horse and foot. opposite the Chelidonian islands, whence it is
Their women shared in their military spirit; also called P E O M O N T O E I U M CHELIDONIUM.
and, if w e are to believe iElian, they had the
[SADALES, the son of Cotys, king of Thrace,
custom of settling before marriage whether the was sent by his father to the assistance of Pomman or woman should rule the house, by the pey, and fought on his side against Caesar in
result of a combat between them. In early B.C. 48. In conjunction with Seipio, he detimes they extended their predatory incursions feated L. Cassius Longinus, one of Caesar's leas far west as Armenia and Cappadoeia. They gates. He was pardoned by Caesar after the batwere made tributary to the Persian empire, to tle of Pharsalia. H e died in B.C. 42, leaving
the army of which they furnished a large force his dominions to the Romans.]
of cavalry and archers, who were among the
S A D Y A T T E S (SaSvaTTng), king of Lydia, sucbest troops that the kings of Persia had. It ceeded his father Ardys, and reigned B.C. 629should be remembered that the name of the 617. H e carried on war with the Milesians for
Sacae is often used loosely for other Scythian six years, and at his death bequeathed the wai
tribes, and sometimes for the Scythians in gen- to his son and successor Alyattes Vid. A L IATTES.
eral.
S A C A S E N E (ZaKaanvfi), a fertile district of Ar- SIBPINUM or S E P I N U M (Seplnas, -atis: now Semenia Major, on the River Cyrus and the con- pino), a municipium in Samnium, on the road
fines of Albania, so called from its having been from Allifae to Beneventum.
S^TABIS. 1. (Now Alcoyl), a rlv^r on the
at one period conquered by the Sacae. A district of Drangiana bore the same name for a southern coast of Hispania Tarraconensis, west
ofthe Sucre.—2. OrSET.ABis (Setabitanus : now
similar reason.
S A C E E M O N S . 1. A n isolated hill in the coun- Jativa), an important town ofthe Contestaniin
try of the Sabines, on the right bank of the Anio, Hispania Tarraconensis, and a Roman muniand west of the Via Nomentana, three miles cipium, was situated on a hill south of tne Sufron Rome, to which the plebeians repaired in cre, and was celebrated for its manufacture of
their celebrated secessions. The hill is not linen.
SAGALASSUS (layaXaaobg: now ruins at At
called by any special name at the present day,
but there is upon its summit the Torre di Spec-lahshun), a large fortified city of Pisidia, near
Mo.—2. A mountain n Hispania Tarraconen- the Phrygian border, a day's journey southeast
sis, near the Minius, probably the modern Puer of Apamea Cibotus. It lay, as its large ruin*
still show, in the form of an amphithea'.re on
to de Ralannn, near Ponferrada.
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die sido of a hill, and had a citadel on a rock the ancient capital of Lower Egypt, ai.d con
thirty feet high. Its inhabitants were reckoned tained the palace and burial-place of the Pha
the bravest ofthe Pisidians, and seem, from the raohs, as well as the tomb of Osiris It wa!
the chief seat of the worship of the Egyptian
word AaKeba'ipav on their coins, to have claimed
a Spartan origin. A m o n g the ruins ofthe city goddess Neith (also called Sals), who lad here
are the remains of a very fine temple, of an a splendid temple in the middle of an artificial
amphitheatre, and of fifty-two other large build- lake, where a great feast of lamps was celebrated yearly by worshippers from all parts of
ings.
S A G A N U S (Zayavbg), a small river on the coastEgypt. The city gave its name to the Sa'ite*
Nomos.
of Carmania.
SA!TIS (Same), a surname of Minerva (AtheSAOAPA, one ofthe mouths ofthe Indus.
SAGARIS (Ovid, Ex Pont, iv., 10,47), a river na), under which she had a sanctuary on Mount
of Sarmatia Europaea, falling into a bay in the Pontinus, near Lerna, in Argolis. The name
northwest of the Euxine, which was called after was traced by the Greeks to the Egyptians,
it SAGARICUS SINUS, and which alsoreceivedthe among w h o m Minerva (Athena) was said to
River Axiaces. The bay appears to be that on have been called Sais.
which Odessa now stands, and tho rivers the SAL v. 1. (Now Saale), a river of Germany,
between which and the Rhine Drusus died. It
Bol-Kouialnik and the Mal-Kouialnik
[SAGARIS, one of the companions of zEneas, was a tributary of the Albis.—2. (Now Saale),
also a river of Germany and a tributary of the
slain by Turnus in Italy.]
SAGARTII (Sayuprtoi), according to Herodo-Moenus, which formed the boundary between
tus, a nomad people of Persis. Afterward they the Hermunduri and Chatti, with great salt
are found, on the authority of Ptolemy, in Me- springs in its neighborhood, for the possession
ofwhich these two communities frequently condia and the passes of Mount Zagros.
SAGRA, a smallriverin Magna Graecia, on the tended — 3. ( N o w Burargag), a river in the
southeastern coast of Bruttium, falling into the northern part ofthe western coast of Mauretasea between Caulonia and Locri, on the banks nia Tingitana, rises in the Atlas Minor, and falls
of which a memorable victory was gained by into the Atlantic, north of a town of the same
ten thousand Locrians over one hundred and name.—4. A river in the same province, south
twenty thousand Crotoniats. This victory ap- of the one last mentioned,risesin the Atlas
peared so extraordinary, that it gave rise to the Major, and falls into the Atlantic near the southproverbial expression, " It is truer than what ern boundary of Mauretania.—5. A Samothra
happened on the Sagra," when a person wished cian town in Thrace, on the coast of the .<Egeaa
Sea, west of the mouth of the Hebrus.—6. A
f) make any strong asseveration.
SAGUNTIA. 1. ( N o w Xigonza or Gigonza, town in Pannonia, on the road from Sabaria to
northwest of Medina Sidonia), a town in the Pcetovio.—7. (Now Sheila), a town in tho northwestern part of Hispania Baetica, south of the ern part ofthe western coast of Mauretania TinBaetis — 2 . A town of the Arevaci in Hispania gitana, south of the mouth of the river of the
Tairaconensis, southwest of Bilbilis, near the same name mentioned under No. 3. This towrj
was the furthest place in Mauretania toward
Mons Solarius.
S A G U N T U M , more rarely S A G U N T U S (Sagunti- the south possessed by the Romans; for, alnus : now Murviedro), a town of the Edetani orthough the province nominally extended furfie*
Sedetani in Hispania Tarraconensis, south of south, the Romans never fully subdued the no
the Iberus, on the River Palantias, about three mad tribes beyond this point.
SALACIA, the female divinity of the sea among
miles from the coast. It is said to have
been founded by Greeks from Zacynthus, with the Romans, and the wife of Neptune. The
w h o m Rutulians from Ardea were intermingled, name is evidently connected with sal (a?.g), ard
whence it is sometimes called Ausonia Sagun- accordingly denotes the wide, open sea.
SALACIA (now Alcacer do Sal), a municipium
tus. "It was situated on an eminenc? in the
midst of a fertile country, and became a place of Lusitania, in the territory of the Turdetani,
of great commercial importance. Although '. northwest of Pax Julia and southwest of Ebora,
south of the Iberus, it had formed an alliance | with the surname of Urbs Imperatoria, celewith the Romans ; and its siege by Hannibal, brated for its woollen manufactures.
SALAMIS (SaXaplg : SaXaulvtog). 1. ( N O W A O B.C. 219, was the immediate cause ofthe second
Punic war. The inhabitants defended their luri), an island off the western coast of Attica,
aity with the utmost bravery against Hannibal, from which it is separated by a narrow channel.
who did not succeed in taking the place till It forms the southern boundary of the Bay of
after a siege of nearly eight months. The Eleusis. Its form is that of an irregular semi
greater part of the city was destroyed by Han- circle toward the west, with many small indennibal ; bu* it was rebuilt by the Romans eight tations along the coast. Its greatest length,
years afterward, and made a colony. Sagun- from north to south, is about ten miles, and its
tum was celebrated for its manufacture of width, in its broadest part, from east to west, is
beautiful drinking-cups; and thefigsofthe sur- a little more. In ancient times it is said to
rounding country were much valued in antiqui- have been called Pityussa, from the pines whith
ty. The ruins of the ancient town, consisting grew in it, and also Seiras and Cychrea, from
of a theatre and a temple of Bacchus, are extant the names of two native heroes. It is> further
at Murviedro, which is a corruption of Murisaid to have been called Salamis from a laughter of Asopus of this name
It was colonizei
veteres.
SAJS (SCM'C,'Zatrng:ruins at Sa-el Ha)]ar), at
a an early time by the /Eacidae of ZEgina,
great city of Egypt, in the Delta, on the eastern! Telamon, the son of ..Eact s, fled thither aftei
ride ofthe Canopic branch ofthe Nile It was tbe murder of his "ialf hr**ther PI ocus, and be
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uarne sove/eign of the island. His son Ajax rison stationed in the town The original stto
accompanied the Greeks with twelve Salaminan of Salapia was ar, some distance from the coast,
ehips to the Trojan war. Salamis continued an but, in consequence ofthe unhealthy exhalations
independent state till about the beginning ofthe arising from the lake above mentioned, the infortieth Olympiad (B C. 620), when a dispute habitants removed to a new town on the seaarose for its possession between the Megarians coast, which was built by M. Hostilius with ths
and the Athenians. After a long struggle, it approbation of the Roman senate, about B C
first fell into the hands of the Megarians, but 200. This new town served as the harbor of
was finally taken possession of by the Atheni- Arpi. The ruins ofthe ancient town still exist
ans through a stratagem of Solon (vid. SOLON),at some distance f-om the coast at the village
and became one of the Attic demi. It contin- of Salpi.
ued to belong to Athens till the time of CasSALAPINA P A L U S i,now Logo di Salpi), a lake
sander, when its inhabitants voluntarily surren- of Apulia, between the mouths of the Ceibalus
dered it to the Macedonians, 318. The Athe- and Aufidus, which derived its name from the
nians recovered the island in 232 through means town of Salapia situated upon it, and which M.
of Aratus, and punished the Salaminians for i Hostilius connected with the Adriatic by means
their desertion to the Macedonians with great of a canal.
severity. The old city of Salamis stood on the
SALARIA, a town ofthe Bastetani in Hispania
south side of the island, opposite iEgina; but Tarraconensis, and a Roman colony
this was afterward deserted, and a new city of
S A L A R I A VIA.
Vii R O M A , p 756, b
the same name built on the eastern coast, oppo- SALASSI, a brave and warlike people in Gallia
site Attica, on a small bay now called Ambela- Transpadana, in the valley of the Duria, at the
kia. Even this new city was in ruins in the foot of the Graian and Pennine Alps, w h o m
time of Pausanias. At the extremity of the some regarded as a branch of the Salyes or Salsouthern promontory^forming this bay was the luvii in Gaul. They defended the passes ofthe
small island of PSYTTALIA (now Lypsokutali),Alps in their territory with such obstinacy and
which is about a mile long, and from two hund- courage that it was long before the Romans
red to three hundred yards wide. Salamis is were able to subdue them. At length, in the
chiefly memorable on account ofthe great battle reign of Augustus, the country was permanently
fought off its coast, in which the Persian fleet of occupied by Terentius Varro with a powerful
Xerxes was defeated by the Greeks, B.C. 480. Roman force; the greater part of the Salassi
The battle took place in the strait between the were destroyed in battle, and therest,amounteastern part ofthe island and the coast of Attica, ing to thirty-six thousand, were sold as slaves
and the Greek fleet was drawn up In the small Their chief town was Augusta Praetoria (now
bay in front of the town of Salamis. The battle Aosta.), which Augustus colonized with soldiers
was witnessed from the Attic coast by Xerxes, ofthe Praetorian cohorts.
who had erected for himself a lofty throne on
SALD.K (ZuXSai : ruins at Boujayah or Dclone of the projecting declivities of Mount Mga- lyz ?), a large sea-port town of Northern Africa,
ieos.—2. A city of Cyprus, situated in the mid- originally the eastern frontier town ofthe kingdle of the eastern coast, a little north of the dom of Mauretania, afterward in Mauretania
River Pediaeus. It is said to have been founded Caesariensis, and, after the division of that, provby Teucer, the son of Telamon, who gave it the ince, the western frontier town of Maui etania
name of his native island, from which he had Sitifensis. Augustus made it a colony.
been banished by his father. Salamis possessSALDUBA. 1. (Now Rio Verde), a river in the
ed an excellent harbor, and was by far the most territory of the Turduli in Hispania Baetica, it
important city in the whole of Cyprus. It be- the mouth ofwhich was situated a town of thfj
came subject to the Persians with the rest of same name — 2 . Vid. C ^ S A E A U G U S T A .
the island; but it recovered its independence
S A L E (SaXy), a town on the coast of Thrace.
about 385, under Evagoras, who extended his
SALEBRO, a place in Etruria between Cooa
sovereignty over the greater part of the island. and Populonium
Vid. C Y P R U S . Under the Romans the whole of
SALEIUS B A S S U S .
Vid. B A S S U S .
the eastern part ofthe island formed part ofthe
SALEM, i. e., peace, the original name of JERUterritory of Salamis. In the time of Trajan a SALEM (Gen., xiv., 18).
great part of the town was destroyed in an inSALENTINI or SALLENTINI, a people in the
surrection of the Jews; and under Constantine southern part of Calabria, who dwelt around the
it suffered still more from an earthquake, which promontory Iapygium, which is hence called
buried a large portion ofthe inhabitants beneath SALENTINUM or SALENTINA. They laid claim to
its ruins. It was, however,rebuiltby Constan- a Greek origin, and pretended to have come
tine, who gave it the name of Constantia, and from Crete into Italy under the guidance of Idomade it the capital of the island. There are meneus. They were subdued by the Romans
still a few ruins of this town.
at the conclusion of their war with Pyrrhus, and
SALAPIA (Salapinus: now Salpi), an ancienthaving revolted in the second Punic war, were
Sown of Apulia, in the district Daunia, was sit- again easily reduced to subjection.
uated south of Sipontum, on a lake named after
[SALENTINUM PEOMONTORIUM.
Vid. SALENit. According to the common tradition it was TINI ]
founded by Diomedes, though others ascribe its S A L E R N U M (Salernitanus : no'K Salerno), an
foundation to the Rhodian Elpias It is not ancient town in Campania, at the innermost
mentioned till the second Punic war, when it corner of the Sinus Paestanus, was situated on
revolted to Hannibal after the battle of Cannae, a height not far from the coast, and possessed
but it subsequently surrendered to the Romans, a harbor at the foot ofthe hill. It was made a
and delivered to the latter the Cartl aginian gar- RomiMi colony at the same time as Puteoli B ('
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•94; but it attained its greatest prosperity in T h e best edition of this treatise is by Orellius.
the Middle Ages, after it had be« n fortified by Turiei, 1821.—2. A Cynic philosopher of some
the Lombards.
note, w h o li red in the latter part of the fifth
S A L G A N E U S or S A L G A N E A (SaXyavevg : ~ZaXyb-century aftei Christ. H e w a s a native of E m e "log, SaXyaveiryg), a small town of Bceotia, on
sa in Syria, and studied successively at Emesa,
the Euripus, and on the road from Anthedon to Alexandi t,a, and Athens. Sallustius w a s susChalcis.
pected of holding somewhat impious opinionii
[ S A L I E N U S , T., a centurion in Caesar's army regai ding the gods. H e seems, at least, to havs
in Africa, in B C. 46, induced the two Titii to been unsparing in his attacks upon the fanatsurrender their ship to C. Virgilius, the Pom- ical theology of the Neo-Platonists.
peian leader. H e w a s subsequently dismissed
S A L L U S T I U S C E I S P U S , C , or SALU,srius. 1.
from the army by Caesar with disgrace — 2 . C L E - T h e R o m a n historian, belonged to a plebeian
M E N S , a senator in the reign of Nero.]
family, and w a s born B.C. 86 at Amiternum, in
SALIN^E, salt-works, the n a m e of several the country of the Sabines. H e w a s quaestor
towns which possessed salt-works in their vicin- about 59, and tribune of the plebs in 52, the
ity. 1. A town in Britain, on tha eastern coast, year in which Clodius w a s killed by Milo. In
in the southern part of Lincolnshire — 2 A town his tribunate he joined the popular party, and
of the Suetrii, in the Maritime Alps, in Gallia took an active part in opposing Milo It is said
Narbonensis, east of Reii.—3. ( N o w Torre delle that he had been caught by Milo in the act of
Saline), a place on the coast of Apulia, near Sa- adultery with his wife Fausta, the daughter of
lapia — 4 . A place in Picenum, on the River San- the dictator Sulla ; that he had received a sound
nus (now Salino) — 5 . ( N o w Torda), a place in whipping from the husband, and that he had
Dacia — 6 S A L I N E HEECULE.SE, near Hercula- been let off only on payment of a sum of money.
num, in Campania.
In 50 Sallust w a s expelled from the senate by
SALINATOB, LIVIUS
1. M., consul B.C. 219 the censors, probably because he belonged to
with L. ^Emilius Paulus, carried on war along Caesar's party, though some give as the ground
with his colleague against the Illyrians. O n of his ejection from the senate the act of adultheirreturnto R o m e , both consuls were brought tery already mentioned. In the civil w a r he
to trial on the charge of having unfairly divided followed Caesar's fortune. In 47 w e find him
the booty a m o n g the soldiers. Paulus escaped praetor elect, by obtaining which dignity he was
with difficulty, but Livius was condemned. T h e restored to his rank. H e nearly lost his life iu
sentence seems to have been an unjust one, and a mutiny of some of .Caesar's troops in CampaLivius took his disgrace so m u c h to heart that nia, who' had been led thither to pass over into
he left the city and retired to his estate in the Africa. H e accompanied Caesar in his African
country, where he lived some years without war, 46, and w a s left by Caesar as the governor
taking any part in public affairs. In 210 the of Numidia, in which capacity he is charged
consuls compelled him to return to the city, and with having oppressed the people, and enriched
in 207 he was elected consul a second time with himself by unjust means. H e w a s accused of
C. Claudius Nero. H e shared with his col- maladministration before Caesar, but it does no;
league in the glory of defeating Hasdrubal on appear that he w a s brought to trial. T h e charge
the Metaurus. (For details, vid. N E R O , C L A U - is somewhat confirmed by the fact of his beDIUS, N o 2). Next year (206) Livius w a s sta- coming immensely rich, as w a s shown by tho
tioned in Etruria as proconsul, with an army, expensive gardens which he formed (horti Saland his imperium w a s prolonged for two suc- lustiani) on the Quirinalis. H e retired into priv
cessive years. In 204 he w a s censor with his acy after he returned from Africa, and he passformer colleague in the consulship, Claudius ed quietly through the troublesome period aftei
Nero
T h e two censors had long been ene- Caesar's death H e died 34, about four years
mies ; and their long-smothered resentment before the battle of Actium. T h e story of his
n o w burst forth, and occasioned no small scan- marrying Cicero's wife Terentia ought to be
dal in the state. Livius, in his censorship, im- rejected. It w a s probably not till after his reposed a tax upon salt, in consequence ofwhich turn from Africa that Sallust wrote his historhe received the surname of Salinator, which ical works. 1. T h e Catilina, or Bcllum Catiliseems to have been given him in derision, but narium, is a history of the conspiracy of Catiwhich became, notwithstanding, hereditary in line during the consulship of Cicero, 63. T L e
his family — 2 . C , curule aedile 203, and praetor introduction to this history, which some critics
202, in which year he obtained Bruttium as his admire, is only a feeble and rhetorical attempt
province. In 193 he fought under the consul to act the philosopher and moralist. T h e hisagainst the Boii, and in the same year w a s an tory, however, is valuable. Sallust w a s a liv
unsuccessful candidate for the consulship.—3. ing spectator of the events which he describes,
C , praetor 191, w h e n he had the c o m m a n d of and, considering that he w a s not a friend of
the fleet in the war against Antiochus. H e w a s Cicero, and w a s a partisan of Caesar, he wrote
consul 188, and obtained Gaul as his province. with fairness. T h e speeches which he has inSALLENTINI.
Vid. S A L E N T I N I .
serted in his history are certainly his o w n c o m
S A L L U S T I U S or S A L U S T I U S (ZaXovo-riog). 1. position ; but w e m a y assume that Caesar's
Praefectus Praetorio under the Emperor Julian, speech w a s extant, and that he gave the sub.
svith w h o m he w a s on terms of friendship. Sal- stance of it. 2. T h e Jugurtha, or Bellum Julustius w a s a heathen, but dissuaded the em- gurthinum, contains the history of the w a r of
peror from persecuting the Christians. H e w a s the R o m a n s against Jugurtha, king of Numidia,
probably the author of a treatise Ilepi (fedv Kal
which began 111 and continued until 106 It
xbouov, which is still extant. If so, he w a s at- is likely enough that Sallust w a s led to write
tached to the doctriaes of the Ne^-Platonists. this work from having resided in Africa arid
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mat he collected some materials trif-e. He
nassus, iuc water of which was believed to u
cites the Punic Books of King Hiempsal as the property of rendering those who bathed ir
authority for his general geographical descrip- it effeminate.]
tion (Jug., c 17). The Jugurthine war has a SALMANTICA (now Salamanca), ca.led H E L
philosophical introduction ofthe same stamp as MANTICA or H E R M A N D I C A by Livy, ai.d ELMAP*.
that to the Catilina. As a history of the camTICA by Polybius, an important town of the Vetpaign, the Jugurthine war is of no value : there tones in Lusitania, south ofthe Dunus, on the
is a total neglect of geographical precision, and road from Emerita to Caesaraugusta It wa«
'apparently not a very strict regard to chronol- taken by Hannibal. A bridge was built here b?
ogy. 3. Sallustius also wrote Historiarum Libii
Trajan, of which the piers still exist.
Quinque, which were dedicated to Lucullus, a S A L M O N E or SALMONIA (SaXpdvn, SaXpuvia),
aon of L. Licinius Lucullus. The work is sup- a town of Elis, in the district Pisatis, on the
wsed to have comprised the period from the River Enipeus, said to have been founded ly
:onsulship of M iEmilius Lepidus and Q Luta- Salmoneus.
•ius Catulus, 78, the year of Sulla's death, to
S A L M O N E U S (ZaXpavevg), son of zEolus and
he consulship of L. Vulcatius Tullus and M. Enarete, and brother of Sisyphus. H e was first
iEmilius Lepidus, 66, the year in which Cicero married to Alcidice and afterward to Sidero;
jvas praetor. This work is lust, with the excep- by the former of w h o m he became the father
tion of fragments which have been collected of Tyro. H e originally lived in Thessaly, but
*nd arranged. The fragments contain, among emigrated to Elis, where he built the town of
other things, several orations and letters. Some Salmone. His presumption and arrogance were
fragments belonging to the third book, and re- so great that he deemed himself equal to Jupilating to the war with Spartacus, have been ter (Zeus), and ordered sacrifices to be offered
published from a Vatican M S . in the present to himseif; nay, he even imitated the thunder
century. 4. Dua Epistola de Re Publico ordiand lightning of Jupiter (Zeus), but the father
nanda, which appear to be addressed to Caesar of the gods killed him with his thunderbolt, deat the time when he was engaged in his Span- stroyed his town, and punished him in the lowish campaign (49) against Petreius and Afra- er world. His daughter Tyro bears the patronius, and are attributed to Sallust; but the opin- nymic Salmonis,
ions of critics on their authenticity are divided.
S A L M O N I U M or S A L M O N E (J,aXudviov, SaApavy:
5. The Declamatio in Sallustium, which is atnow Cape Salmon), the most easterly promontributed to Cicero, is generally admitted to be tory of Crete.
the work of some rhetorician, the matter of
S A L M Y D E S S U S , called H A L M Y D E S S U S also in
which is the well-known hostility between the later times CSaXpvbnoobg, 'A7.uvdnoobg: 2 c fy«
orator and the historian. The same opinion is Sfjaoiog: now Midja or ilfjd;cA),atown of Thrace,
generally maintained as to the Declamatio inon the coast of the Euxine, south of the promCiceronem, which is attributed to Sallust. Someontory Thynias. The name was originally apof the Roman writers considered that Sallustius plied to the whole coast from this promontory
imitated the style of Thucydides. His language to the entrance of the Bosporus; and it was
is generally concise and perspicuous : perhaps from this coast that the Black. Sea obtained the
his love of brevity may have caused, the am- name of Pontus Axenos ("A^evog), or inhospitabiguity that is sometimes found in his senten- ble. The coast itself was rendered dangerous
ces. H e also affected archaic words. Though by shallows and marshes, and the inhabitants
he has considerable merit as a writer, his art were accustomed to plunder any ships that were
is always apparent. H e had no pretensions to driven upon them.
great research or precision about facts. His
S A L O (now Xalon), a tributary of the Iberut
reflections have often something of the same in Celtiberia, which flowed by Bilbilis, the birth.
artificial and constrained character as his ex- place of Martial, who accordingly frequently
pressions. One may judge that his object was mentions it in his poems.
to obtain distinction as a writer; that style was
[SALODURUM.
Vid. S A L O R D U R U M . ]
srhat he thought of more than matter. H e has,
S A L O N A , S A L O N S , or S A L O N (SdXav : now Su
however, probably the merit of being the first lond), an important town of Illyria and the capRoman who wrote what is usually called histo- ital of Dalmatia, was situated on a small bay of
ry. H e was not above his contemporaries as a the sea. It was strongly fortified by the Ropolitician ; he was a party man, and there are mans after their conquest of the country, an
no indications of any comprehensive views, was at a later time made a Roman colony, and
which had a whole nat ~m for their object. H e the seat of a conventus j uridicus. The Emperhated the nobility, as a m a n may do, without or Diocletian was born at the small village Dio
loving the people. The best editions of Sallust clea near Salona; and after his abdication he
arebyCorte, Lips., 1724; Gerlach, Basil., 1823-retired to the neighborhood of this town, and
1831, 3 vols.; and by Kritz, Lips., 1828-1834, here spent the rest of his days. The remains
2 vols ; [second edition, 1847, 2 vols.]—2. The of his magnificent palace are still to be seen at
grandson of the sister of the historian, was the village of Spalatro, the ancient SPOLATUM,
adopted by the latter, and inhered his great three miles south of Salona.
wealth In imitation of Maec6^ *^, he prefer- SALONINA, CORNELIA, wife of Gallienus and
red remaining a Roman eques. On the fall of mother of Saloninus. She witnessed with hei
Maecenas he became the principal adviser of own eyes the death of hei husband before Mi
Augustus. H e died in A.D. 20, at an advanced Ian in A.D. 268.
age. One of Horace's odes (Carm-, ii, 2) is S A L O N I N U S , P. LICINIUS C O R N E L I U S V A L E R I A
addressed to him.
NUS, son of Gallienus and Salonina, grandson
[SALMACIS CSaXpaicig), a fountain in Hal carof the E n peror Valerian. W h e n his father ani
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SAMA1UA.

,'raudfathev assumed the title of Augustus in April, in conjunction with Pax, Coitjovdia, atii
A.D. 253, the youth received the designation of Janus. It had been customary at Rome everj
Caesar. Some years afterward he was left in year, about the time when the consuls entered
Gaul, and was put to death uion the capture of upon their office, for the augurs and other highColonia Agrippina by Postumus in 259, being priests to observe the signs for the purpose of
about seventeen years old.
ascertaining the fortunes of the republic durS A L O R D U R U M (now .." leure or Sololhurn),ing
a the coming year: this observation of the
town of the Helvetii, on „he road from Aventi- signs was called augurium Salutis. In the timp
cum to Vindonissa, was fortified by the Romans of Cicero this ceremony had become neglect eri;
about A D 350.
but Augustus restored it, and the custom after[SALSULJS F O N S , a fountain in the neighbor- ward remained as long as paganism was the re.
hood of the Sordice Lacus. in Gallia Narbonen- ligion of the state. Salus was represented, like
sis, south from Narbo : it corresponds to the Fortuna, with a rudder, a globe at her feet, and
Fountain of Salses near the Elang ie Leucate.]
sometimes in a sitting posture, pouring from ?
S A L S U M F L U M E N , a tributary ofthe Baetis, in patera a libation upon an altar, around which a
Hispania Baetica, between Attegua and Attubis. serpent is winding.
SALVIANUS, an accomplished ecclesiastical
SALUSTIUS.
Vid SALLUSTIUS.
writer of the fifth century, was born in the vi- S A L Y E S or SALLUVII, the most powerful and
linity of Treves, and passed the latter part of hismost celebrated of all the Ligurian tribes, inhablife as a presbyter of the church at Marseilles. ited the southern coast of Gaul from the Rhone
The following works of Salvianus are still ex- to the Maritime Alps. They were troublesome
tant : 1. Adversus Avaiitiam Libri IV., ad Eccleneighbors to Massilia, with which city they fresiam Catholicam, published under the name of
quently carried on war. They were subdued
Timotheus about A D. 440. 2. De Providentia s.
by the Romans in B.C. 123 after a long and obie Gubernatione Dei et ie Justo Dei prasentique
stinate struggle, and the colony of Aquae SoxJuiicio Libri, written during the inroads by the
tiae was founded in their territory by the conbarbarians upon the Roman empire, 451-455. sul Sextius.
3. Epistola IX., addressed to friends upon fa- SAMACHONITIS L A C U S . Vid. S E M E C H O N I T I S L A miliar topics. The best edition of these works CUS.
SAMARA.
Vii S A M A R O B R I V A .
is by Baluzius, 8vo, Paris, 1684.
SAMARIA (Xapdpeta: Heb. Shomron; Chaldee,
SAT.VIDIENUS R U F U S , Q., one of the early
friends of Octavianus (Augustus), whose fleet Shamra'in : "Zauapevg, Sapapelrng, Samarftes, pi
he commanded in the war against Sextus Pom- Zapapelg, "Zauapelrai, Samaritae), afterward SSpeius, B.C. 42. In the Perusinian war (41-40) BASTE (ZeBaar-n: ruins at Scbustieh), one of the
he took an active part as one of Octavianus's chief cities of Palestine, was built by O m n ,
legates against L. Antonius and Fulvia. H e king of Israel (about B C. 922), on a hill in the
was afterward sent into Gallia Narbonensis, midst of a plain surrounded by mountains, just
from whence he wrote to M. Antonius, offering in the centre of Palestine, west of the Jordan.
to induce the troops in his province to desert Its name was derived from Shemer, the owner
from Octavianus. But Antonius, who had just of the hill which Omri purchased for its site
been reconciled to Octavianus, betrayed the It was the capital of the kingdom of Israel, and
treachery of Salvidienus. The latter was forth- the chief seat ofthe idolatrous w( ship to which
with summoned to R o m e on some pretext, and the ten tribes were addicted, until it was taken
on his arrival was accused by Octavianus in the by Shalmaneser, king of Assyria (about B.C.
720), who carried away the inhabitants of the
senate, and condemned to death, 40.
SALVIUS, the leader of the revolted slaves in city and of the surrounding country, which is
Sicily, better known by the name of Tryphon, also known in history as Samaria (vii. below),
and replaced them by heathen tribes from the
which he assumed. Vid. T R Y P H O N .
eastern provinces of his empire. These setSALVIUS JULIANUS.
Vid. JULIANUS.
tlers, being troubled with the wild beasts, who
SALVIUS O T H O .
Vid. O T H O .
[SALVIUS or SYLVIUS, otherwise ealled P O L B - had become numerous in the depopulated counMIUS, the author of a sacred calendar, drawn up try, sought to propitiate the god of the land;
A.D. 448, which is entitled Laterculus s. Index and Esarhaddon sent them a priest of the tribe
Dierum Festorum, and which includes heathen of Levi, who resided at Bethel, and taught them
as well as Christian festivals, is generally be- the worship of the true God. The result was
lieved to have been Bishop of Martigny, in the a strange mixture of religions and of races.
W h e n the Jews returned from the Babylonish
Valais.]
SALUS, a Roman goddess, the personification captivity, those of the Samaritans who wor.
of health, prosperity, and the public welfare. shipped Jehovah offered to assist them in re-.
In thefirstof these three senses she answers building the temple at Jerusalem ; but theii aid
closely to the Greek Hygieia, and was accord- was refused, and hence arose the iasting hatred
ingly represented in works of art with the same between the Jews and the Samaritans. Thu>
attributes as the Greek goddess. In the sec- religious animosity reached its height when, ic
ond sense she represents prosperity in general. the reign of Darius Nothus, the son of the Jew
In the third sense she is the goddess ofthe pub- ish high-priest, having married the daughter c.
Sanballat, governor of Samaria, went over ii.
lic welfare (Salus publico or Romana). In this
capacity a temple had been vowed to her, in the the Samaritans and became high-priest of j
year B.C. 397, by the censor C. Junius Bubul- temple which his father-in-law buii! for him on
cus, on the Quirinal Hill, which was afterward Mount Gerizim, near Sichem. The erection of
decorated with paintings by C. Fabius Pictor. this temple had also the effect of diminishing
She was worshipped publicly on the 30th of the importance of the city of Samaria. Undei
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Ue Syrian kings and the Maccabean princes, was also the name of one ofthe four towns oi
wefindthe name of Samaria used distinctly as Cephallenia. The town Same or Samns was
that of a province, which consisted ofthe dis- situated on the eastern coast, opposite Ithaca.
trict between Galilee on the north and Judaea and was taken and destroyed by the Romans
on the south In the persecution of Antiochus B.C. 189.
Epiphanes, the Samaritans escaped by conformS A M I A (Sapia : now Khaiaffa), a town of Elia
ing to the king's edicts and dedicating the tem- in the district Triphylia, south of Olympia, beple on Mount Gerizim to Jupiter (Zeus) Helle- tween Lepreum and the Alpheus, with a citadel
nius, B.C. 167. As the power of the Asmonean called SAMICUM (Zauutbv), the same as the H o
princes increased, they attacked the Samari- Imeric Arene.
ians ; and, about B.C. 129, John Hyrcanus took
[SAMICUM.
Vid. SAMIA.]
and destroyed the temple on Mount Gerizim and
S A M I N T H U S (SduivBog: near Phiklia), a placa
the city of Samaria. The latter seems to have in Argolis, on the western edge of the Argive
been soon rebuilt. Pompey assigned the dis- plain, opposite Mycenau.
trict to the province of Syria, and Gabinius for- S A M N I U M (Samnites, more rarely Sammtas,
tified the city anew. Augustus gave the dis ! pi), a country in the centre of Italy, bounded
trict to Herod, who greatly renovated the city •on the north by the Marsi, Peligni, and Marruoi Samaria, which he called Sebaste, in honor eini, on the west by Latium and Campania, on
of his patron. Still, as the Samaritans contin- the south by Lueania, and on the east by the
ued to worship on Mount Gerizim, even after :Frentani and Apulia. The Samnites were an
their temple had been destroyed, the neighbor- 'offshoot of the Sabines, who emigrated from
ing city of Sichem was regarded as their cap- ,their country between the Nar, the Tiber, and
ital, and, as it grew, Samaria declined ; and, by the Anio, before the foundation of Rome, and
the fourth century of our era, it had become a! settled in the country afterward called Samplace of no importance Its beautiful site is nium. Vid. SABINI. This country was at the
now occupied by a poor village, which bears the time of their migration inhabited by Opicans,
Greek name of the city, slightly altered, viz, w h o m the Samnites conquered, and whose lanSebustieh. As a district of Palestine, Samaria
guage they adopted ; for w e find, at a later time,
extended from Ginaea (now Jenin) on the north, that the Samnites spoke Opican or Oscan.
toBethhoron, northwest of Gibeon, on thesouth ;Samnium is a country marked by striking physor, along the coast, from a little south of Caes- ical features The greater part of it is occupied
area on the north, to a little north of Joppa on by a huge mass of mountains, called at the presthe south. It was intersected by the mountains ent day the Matese, which stands out from the
of Ephraim, running north and south through its central line of the Apennines. The circummiddle, and by their lateral branches, which ference of the Matese is between seventy and
divide the country into beautiful and fertile val- eighty miles, and its greatest height is six thou
leys. For its political history after the time of sand feet. The two most important tribes of
Herod the Great, vii. PAL.>ESTINA. A remnantthe Samnites were the CAUDINI and PENTRI, of
of the ancient Samaritans have remained in the w h o m the former occupied the southern side.
country to the present day, especially at Nahlous and the latter the northern side of the Matese.
the ancient Sichem), and have preserved their T o the Caudini belonged the towns of Allifae,
ancient version ofthe Five Books of Moses, the Telesia, and Beneventum ; to the Pentri, those
only part of the Old Testament which they ac- of oEsernia, Bovianum, and Sepinum. Besides
knowledge. This version is known as the Sa- these two chief tribes, w e find mention of the
maritan Pentateuch, and is of vast importance Caraceni, who dwelt north of the Pentri, and
in biblical criticism.
to w h o m the town of Aufidena belonged ; ana
SAMAROBRIVA, afterward AMBIANI (now Ami- of the Hirpini, who dwelt southeast of the Cauens), the chief town of the Ambiani in Gallia dini, but who are sometimes mentioned as dis.Belgica, on the River Samara; whence its name, tinct from the Samnites. The Samnites were
which signifies Samara-Bridge.
distinguished for their bravery and love of freeS A M B A N A (ZdiiBava), a city of Assyria, two
dom. Issuing from their mountain fastnesses,
days' journey north of Sittace. In its neigh- they overran a great part of Campania; and it
borhood dwelt the people called Sambatae (Sa/i- was in consequence of Capua applying to the
6drai).
Romans for assistance against the Samnites
SAMBASTJE (ZapBaaral), a people of India intra
that war broke out between the two nations in
Gangem, on the Lower Indus, near the island B.C. 343. The Romans found the Samnites the
Pattalene. The fort of Sevistan or Sehoun inmost warlike and formidable enemies w h o m
the same neighborhood has been thought to pre- they had yet encountered in Italy ; and the war,
serve their name, and is by some identified with which commenced in 343, was continued with
the Brahman city taken by Alexander.
few interruptions for the space of fifty-three
[ S A M B U S (2uu6og: now Tschumbul or Sambul),
years. It was not till 290, i'rhen all their brava tributary of the Jomanes in India intra Gan- est troops had fallen, and their country had
gem.]
.i
,
been repeatedly ravaged in every direction by
[ S A M B U S (Sa^oc, Arr ; ZdBog, Diod.; SdBBag,
the Roman legions, that the Samnites sued for
Plut.), an Indian prince, whose kingdom bor- peace and submitted to the supremacy of Rome.
dered on Pattalene. W h e n Alexander penetrat- They never, however, lost their love of freeed into India, Sambus hastened to make his sub- dom ; and, accordingly, they not only joined tha
mission to him, and was accordingly left in the other Italian allies in the war against R o m e (90),
possession of his kingdom ]
but, even after the other allies had submittp'1
S A M E or S A M O S (Sdpn, Supog), the ancientthey still continued in arms. The civil war bp.
idme of Cephaller'a. Vid CEPHALLENIA. It tween Marius and Sulla gave then hopes o f "
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^<ivering their independence ; but they were de- were governed by tyrants, with a bri&I interva
feated before the gates of R o m e (82), the great- at the time of the Ionic revolt, until the battls
er part of their troops fell in battle, and the re- of Mycale, which m a d e them independent, B.C.
mainder were put to death. Their towns were 479. They n o w joined the Athenian confeder
laid waste, the inhabitants sold as slaves, and acy, ofwhich they continued independent m e m their place supplied by R o m a n colonists.
bers until B.C. 440, w h e n an opportunity arose
[ S A M O L A S (Zapb?.ag), an Achaean, one of thefor reducing them to entire subjection and dethree commissioners sent by the Greek auxili- priving them of their fleet, which w a s effected
sries of Cyrus from Cotyora to Sinope in B.C. by Pericles after an obstinate resistance of nina
100 for ships to convey the army to Heraciea. months' duration. (For the details, vid. the his
Not long after, w h e n the Greeks were at Calpe, tories of Greece.) In the Peloponnesian war,
We find Samolas commanding a division of the S a m o s held firm to Athens to the last; and in
reserve in the successful engagement with the the history of the latter part of that war, the
allied troops of the Bithynians and Pharnaba- island becomes extremely important as the headzus.]
quarters ofthe exiled democratical party of the
S A M O S or S A M U S (Supog: Sdpiog, Samius: n o wAthenians. Transferred to Sparta after the
Grk. Samo, Turk. Susam Aiassi), one of the battle of ^Egospotami, 405, it w a s soon restored
principal islands of the yEgean Sea, lying in to Athens by that of Cnidus, 394, but went
that portion of it called the Icarian Sea, off the over to Sparta again in 390. Soon after, it fell
coast of Ionia, from which it is separated only into the hands of the Persians, being conquered
by a narrow strait formed by the overlapping by the satrap Tigranes ; but it w a s recovered
of its eastern promontory Posidium (now Cape by Timotheus for Athens. In the Social war,
Colonna) with the westernmost spur of Mount the Athenians successfully defended it against
Mycale, Promontorium Trogilium (now Cape S the attacks of the confederated Chians, RhoMaria). This strait, which is little more than dians, and Byzantines, and placed in it a body
three fourths of a mile wide, w a s the scene of of two thousand cleruchi, B.C. 352. After Alexthe battle of M Y C A L E . T h e island is formed by ander's death, it w a s taken from the Athenians
a range of mountains extending from east to by Perdiccas, 323, but restored to them by
west, whence it derived its n a m e ; for J,dpog Polysperchon, 319 In the subsequent period,
was an old Greek word signifying a mountain: it seems to have been rather nominally than
and the same root is seen in Same, the old really a part of the Greco Syrian kingdom : w e
n a m e of Cephallenia, and Samothrace, i e , the find it engaged in a long contest with Priene on
Thracian Samos. T h e circumference of the a question of boundary, which w a s referred to
isl m d is about eighty miles. It w a s and is very Antiochus II., and afterward to the R o m a n senfertile ; and some of its products are indicated ate. In the Macedonian war, Samos w a s taken
by its ancient names, Dryusa, Anthemura, M e - by the Rhodians again, B C. 200. In the Syrian
iamphyllus, and Cyparissia. According to the war, the Samians took part with Antiochus the
earliest traditions, it w a s a chief seat of the Great against R o m e . Little further mention is
Carians and Leleges, and the residence of their m a d e of Samos till the time of Mithradates, with
first king, Ancaeus ; and w a s afterward colo- w h o m it took part in his first war against R o m e ,
nized by zEolians from Lesbos, and by Ionians on the conclusion of which it w a s finally united
from Epidaurus. In the earliest historical rec- to the province of Asia, B.C. 84. Meanwhile it
ords, w e find Samos decidedly Ionian, and a had greatly declined, and during the war it had
powerful m e m b e r of the Ionic confederacy. been wasted by the incursions of pirates. Its
Thucydides tells us that the Samians were the prosperity w a s partially restored under the profirst of the Greeks, after the Corinthians, w h o praetorship of Q Cicero, B.C. 62, but still more
laid great attention to naval affairs. They early by the residence in it of Antony and Cleopatra,
acquired such power at sea, that, besides ob- 32, and afterward of Octavianus, w h o m a d e Sataining possession of parts of the opposite coast m o s a free state. It w a s favored by Caligula,
of Asia, they founded m a n y colonies ; a m o n g but was deprived of its freedom by Vespasian,
which were Bisanthe and Perinthus, in Thrace ; and it sank into insignificance as early as the
Celenderis and Nagidus, in Cilicia; Cydonia, second century, although its departed gloiy is
in Crete ; Dicaearchia (Puteoli), in Italy ; and found still recorded, under the Emperor Decius,
Zancle (Messana), in Sicily. After a transition by the inscription on its coins, 1,aplav irpdrav
from the state of an heroic monarchy, through laviag. S a m o s m a y be regarded as almost the
an aristocracy, to a democracy, the island be- chief centre of Ionian manners, energies, luxc a m e subject to the most distinguished of the ury, science, and art. In very early times there
so-called tyrants, P O L Y C R A T E S (B.C. 532), under w a s a native school of statuary, at the head of
w h o m its power and splendor reached their which w a s Rhcecus, to w h o m tradition asenbet
highest pitch, and Samos would probably have the invention of casting in metal. Vid. R H C E become the n.istress of the zEgean but for the C U S , T E L E C L E S , T H E O D O R U S . In the hands of
murder of Pel} crates. At this period the Sa- the same school architectureflourishedgreatly ;
mians had extensive commercial relations with the Heraeum, one of thefinestof Greek temples,
Egypt, and they obtained from Amasis the priv- was erected in a marsh, on the western side of
dege of a separate temple at Naucratis. Their the city of Samos ; and 1 lie city itself, especially
.ornmeice extended into the interior of Africa, under the government of Polycrates, w a s furpartly through their relations with Cyrene, and nished with othei splendid woiks, among wilieralso by means of a settlement which they effect- w a s an aqueduct pierced through a mountain.
ed in one of the Oases, seven days' journey Samian architects became famous also beyond
fiom Thebes. T h e Samians n o w became sub- their o w n island ; as, for example, Mandrocles
iect to the Persian empire, under which they w h o constructed Darius's bridge over the Bos
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ptiru3 In painting, the island produced Calli- which were some of the most famous in the
phon, Theodorus, Agatharchus, and Timanthes. ancient world. Their origin dates from the
Its pottery was celebrated throughout the an- time of the Pelasgians, w h o are said to have
cient world. In literature, S a m o s w a s made been the original inhabitants ofthe island ; and
illustrious by the poets Asius, Chcerilus, and they enjoyed great celebrity d o w n to a very late
^Eschrion ; by the philosophers Pythagoras and period Both Philip of Macedon and his wifij
Melissus; and by the historians Pagaeus and Olympias were initiated in them. T h e politi"i\'
Duris. T h e capital city, also called S A M O S , history of Samothrace is of little importance.
stood on the southeastern side of the island, T h e Samothraeians fought on the side of Xerxes
opposite Promontorium Trogilium, partly on the at the battle of Salamis ; and at this tim° they
shore, and partly rising on the hills behind in possessed on the Thracian msia land a few
the form of an amphitheatre. It had a magnif- places, such as Sale, Serrhion, M e s a m b n a , and
icent harbor, and numerous splendid buildings, Tempyra. In the time ofthe Macedonian kings,
among which, besides the Heraeum and other Samothrace appears to have been regardc-J as
temples, the chief were the senate-house, the a kind of asylum, and Perseus accordingly fled
theatre, and a gymnasium dedicated to Eros. thither after his defeat by the R e m a n s at the
In the time of Herodotus, Samos w a s reckoned battle of Pydna.
one ofthe finest cities of the world. Its ruins
S A M P S I O E R A M U S , the n a m e of a petty prince
are so considerable as to allow its plan to be of E m e s a in Syria, a nickname given by Cicero
traced: there are remains of its walls and to Cneius Pompeius.
towers, and of the theatre and aqueduct T h e
[ S A N A (2dvn), a town on the west coast of
Heraeum already mentioned, celebrated as one Pallene, south of Potidaea, a colony of Andros.'j
of the best early specimens of the Doric order
S A N C H U N I A T H O N (SayxovvidBuv), said to have
of architecture, and as the chief centre of the been an ancient Phoenician writer, whose works
worship of Juno (Hera) among the Ionian were translated into Greek by Philo Byblius,
Greeks, stood about two miles west ofthe city. w h o lived in the latter half of the first century
[ts erection is ascribed to Rhcecus and his sons. ofthe Christian era. A considerable fragment
It w a s burned by the Persians, but soon rebuilt, of the translation of Philo is preserved by Euprobably in the time of Polycrates. This second sebius in thefirstbook of his Praparatio Evantemple w a s of the Ionic order, decastyle dipte- gelica. T h e most opposite opinions have been
ral, three hundred and forty-six feet long by one held by the learned respecting the authenticity
hundred and eighty-nine wide, and is spoken and value of the work of Sanchuniathon ; but
of by Herodotus as the largest temple that he it is n o w generally agreed among modern
knew. It w a s graduallyfilledwith works of scholars that the work w a s a forgery of Philo.
sculpture and painting, of which it w a s plunder- Nor is it difficult to see with what object tho
ed, first by the pirates in the Mithradatic war, forgery w a s executed. Philo w a s one of the
then by Verres, and lastly by Marcus Antonius. m a n y adherents of the doctrine of Euhemerus,
Nothing is left of it but traces of the founda- that all the gods were originally m e n , w h o had
tions and a single capital and base.
distinguished themselves in their lives as kings,
S A M O S A T A (TU Xapboara : Sauoaarevg, Samo- warriors, or benefactors of m a n , and became
satensis : n o w Someisat), the capital ofthe prov- worshipped as divinities after their death. This
ince, and afterward kingdom, of C o m m a g e n e , doctrine Philo applied to the religious system
in the north of Syria, stood on the right bank of the Oriental nations, and especially of the
of the Euphrates, northwest of Edessa. It w a s Phoenicians ; and in order to gain more credit
strongly fortified as a frontier post against Os- for his statements, he pretended that they were
roene. In thefirstcentury of our era it w a s taken from an ancient Phoenician writer. Santhe capital of the kings of Commagene. It is chuniathon, he says, w a s a native of Berytus,
celebrated in literary history as the birth place lived in the time of Semiramis, and dedicated
of Lucian, and in church history as that of the his work to Abibalus, king of Berytus. T h e
heretic Paul, bishop of Antioch, in the third fragments of this work have been published
century. Nothing remains of it but a heap of separately by J. C. Orelli, Lips., 1826. In 1835,
ruins on an artificial mound.
a manuscript, purporting to be the entire transS A M O T H R A C E CSauoBpaitn, SapoBpqsida, Ep. lation
b.
of Philo Byblius, w a s discovered in i
lauog QpniKln: 2au68paKeg : n o w Samolhraki), convent in Portugal. T h e Greek text was pubi small island in the north of the ZEgean Sea, lished by Wagenfeld, Bremae, 1837. If w a s a'i
opposite the mouth of the Hebrus in Thrace, first regarded as genuine, but is n o w universalfrom which it w a s thirty-eight miles distant. ly agreed to have been the forgery of a latei age.
It is about thirty-two miles in circumference,
S A N C U S , S A N G U S or S E M O S A N C U S , a R o m a p
and contains in its centre a lofty mountain, call- divinity said to nave been originally a Sabins
ed S A O C E , from which H o m e r says that Troy god and identical with Hercules and Dius Fid
eould be seen. Samothrace bore various names ius. T h e name, which is etymologically th«
in ancient times. It is said to have been called same as Sanctus, and connected with Suncne
Melite, Saonnesus, Leucosia, and more frequent- seems to justify this belief, and characterize!
ly Dardania, from Dardanus, the founder of Sancus as a divinity presiding over oaths. San
Troy, w h o is reported to have settled here. H o - cus also had a temple at R o m e , on the Quirinal,
mer calls the island simply Samos ; sometimes opposite that of Quirinus, and close by the gate,
the Thracian Samos, because it w a s colonized, which derived from him the n a m e of Sanqualis
according to some accounts, from Samos on the porta. This sanctuary w a s the same as that
coast of Asia Minor. Samothrace w a s the chief of Dius Fidius, which w a s consecrated B.C. 46S
Beat of the worship of the Cabiri (vid. CABIRI), by Sp. Postumius, but w a s said to have beeii
and w a s celebrated for its religious mysteries, founded by Tarquinius Superbus.
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SANDROCOTTUS (SavbpoKOTTog), an Indian king
[SAOOE. Vid. S A M O T H R A C E . ]
gt the time of Seleucus Nicator, ruled over the SAOOORAS. Vid. M A S C A S .
powerful nation ofthe Gangaridae and Prasii on
SAP^SI (Zairatoi, 2diraioi), a people in Thrace,
the banks of the Ganges. H e was a man of dwelt on Mount Pangaeus, between the Lake
mean origin, and was the leader of a band of Bistonis and the coast.
robbers before he obtained the supreme power.
SAPHAR, SAPFHAE, orTAPHAR (2a$ap or "Aites,
In the troubles which followed the death of 2a7r0ap, Tdijiapov : ruins at Dhafar), one of the
Alexander, he extended his dominions over the chief cities of Arabia, stood on the southern
greater part of Northern India, and conquered coast of Arabia Felix, opposite to the Aromata
the Macedonians, who had been left by Alexan- Promontorium (now Cape Guardafui) -in Africa.
der in the Punjab. His dominions were in- It was the capital of the Homeritae, a part of
vaded by Seleucus, who did not, however, suc- which tribe bore the name of SapharTtae or Sap
ceed in the object of his expedition ; for, in the pharitae (SairtjsapiTat).
peace concluded between tbe two monarchs,
SAPIS (now Savio), a smallriverin Gallia Cis
Seleucus ceded to Sandrocottus not only his alpina, rising in the Apennines, and flowing into
conquests in the Punjab, but also the country the Adriatic south of Ravenna, between the Po
of the Paropamisus. Seleucus, inreturn,re- and the Aternus.
ceived five hundred war elephants. MegasSAPOR.
Vid. SASSANID^E.
thenes subsequently resided for many years at
S A P P H O (Sairtpd, or, in her own iEolic dialect,
the court of Sandrocottus as the ambassador of •idirijia), one of the two great leaders of the iEo
Seleucus. Vid. M E G A S T H E N E S . Sandrocottus lian school of lyric poetry (Alcaeus being the
is probably the same as the Chandragupta ofother), was a native of Mytilene, or, as some
the Sanscrit writers. The history of Chandra- said, of Eresos in Lesbos. Her father's name
gupta forms the subject of a Hindoo drama, en- was Scamandronymus, who died when she was
titled Muira Rakshasa, which has been trans- only six years old. She had three brothers,
lated from the Sanscrit by Prof. Wilson.
Charaxus, Larichus, and Eurigius. Charaxus
[ S A N G A FABIU3, Q., the patronus of the Al- was violently upbraided by his sister in a poem
lobroges, to w h o m the ambassadors of that peo- because he became so enamored of the courteple disclosed the treasonable designs of Cati- san Rhodopis at Naucratis, in Egypt, as to ranline and his accomplices. Sanga communicated som her from slavery at an immense price. Vid.
the intelligence to Cicero, who was thus ena- C H A R A X U S . Sappho was contemporary with Albled to obtain the evidence which led to the caeus, Stesichorus, and Pittacus That she was
apprehension and execution of Lentulus and his not only contemporary, but lived in friendly inassociates, 15.0.63 Q F. Sanga is mentioned tercourse with Alcaeus, is shown by existing
as one of the friends of Cicero who besought fragments of the poetry of both. Of the events
the consul L. Piso, in B C. 58, not to support of her life w e have no other information than
Clodius in his measures against Cicero.]
an obscure allusion in the Parian Marble, ana
SANGARIUS, SANGARIS, or SAGARIS (Sayydptog,in Ovid (Her.,xv., 51), to her flight from Mytitdyyapig,'Zdypayog: now Sakariyeh), the larglene to Sicily to escape some unknown danger,
est river of Asia Minor after the Halys, had its between 604 and 592; and the common story
source in a mountain called Adoreus, near the that, being in love with Phaon, andfindingher
little town of Sangia, on the borders of Gala- love unrequited, she leaped down from the Leutia and Phrygia, whence it flowedfirstnorth cadian rock. This story, however, seems to
through Galatia, then west and northwest have been an invention of later times. The
through the northeastern part of Phrygia, and name of Phaon does not occur in one of Sapthen north through Bithynia, of which it orig-pho's poems, and there is no evidence that it
•nally formed the eastern boundary. It fell at was mentioned in her poems. A s for the leap
ast into, the Euxine, about half way between from the Leucadian rock, it is a mere metaphor,
the, Bosporus and Heraciea. It was navigable which is taken from an expiatory rite connected
in the lower part of its course. Its chief trib- with the worship of Apollo, which seems to
utaries were the Thymbres or Thymbrus, the have been a frequent poetical image. At MytiBatlvys, and the Gallus, flowing into it from thelene Sappho appears to have been the centre of
west.
a female literary society, most of the members
SANGIA. Vii. SANGARIUS.
of which were her pupils in poetry, fashion,
SANNIO, a name of the buffoon in the mimes, and gallantry. Modern writers have indeed atderived from sanna, whence comes the Italian tempted to prove that the moral character of
Zanni (hence our Zany).
Sappho was free from allreproach;but it is
S A N N Y R I O N CZavvvpiav), an Athenian comicimpossible to read the fragments which remain
poet, belonging to the latter years of the Old of her poetry without being forced to come to
Comedy, and the beginning ofthe Middle. H e the conclusion that a female who could write
flourished B C. 407 and onward. W e knowsuch poetry could not be the pure and virtuous
nothing of his personal history except that his w o m a n which her modern apologists pretend.
excessive leanness was ridiculed by Strattis and Of her poetical genius, however, there can nol
Aristophanes.
be a question. The ancient writers agree in
S A N T O N E S or SANTONI, a powerful people in expressing the most unbounded admiration for
Gallia Aquitanica, dwelt on the criast of the her poetry. Already in her own age the reciocean, north of the Garumna
Unoier the Ro- tation of one of her poems so affected Solon
mans they were a free people Their chief that he expressed an earnest desire to learn li
town was Mediolanum, afterward Santones before he died. Her lyric poems formed nine
(now Saintes). Their country produced a spebooks, but of these only fragments have coma
piss of womiwool which was much valued.
down to us. The most important is a splenc'id
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ode tj Aphrodite (Venus), ofwhich w e perhaps and Pamphylia as far as PlaselB in Lyes,
possess the whole. T h e best separate edition whence it w a s continued in the chain called
ofthe fragments is by Neue, Berol, 1827.
Climax. It divided the district of Milyas fioir
S A E A N C J H , S A E A N G ^ S , or S A R A N G E S (Zapdyyat, Pisidia Proper.
Sapayyseg, Herod.), a people of Sogdiana.
S A R D E N E (Sapbevn), a mountain of Mysia,
S A B A V U S (now Saar), a small river in Gaul, north of the Hermus, near C y m e . T h e towi
flowing into the Mosella on itsrightbank.
of Neontichos w a s built on its side.
S A R D A N A P A L U S (SapbavdiraXog), the last king [ S A R D E S . Vid. S A R D I S . ]
jf the Assyrian empire of Ninus or Nineveh,
SARDI
Vid. S A R D I N I A .
noted for lus luxury, licentiousness, and effem[ S A R D I C A , also called U L P I A S A B D I C A (now
inacy. H e passed his time in his palace un- Triaditza, near Sophia), a city of Mcesia Supeseen by anj of his subjects, dressed in female rior, in a plain watered by the River CEscus. It
apparel, and surrounded by concubines. At derived its n a m e Ulpia from the inhabitants of
length Arbaees, satrap of Media, and Belesys, Ulpia, in Dacia Trajani, having been transferthe noblest of the Chaldaean priests, resolved to red thither. In its vicinity the Emperor M a x renounce allegiance to such a worthless mon- imian was born, and it was also famous for a
arch, and advanced at the head of a formidable council held there.]
army against Nineveh. But all of a sudden the
S A R D I N I A (i? Zapbd or Sapddv, G. ~2apbbvog
effeminate prince threw off his luxurious hab- D. Xapdol, A. Soptiu : subsequently XapSovia,
its, and appeared an undaunted warrior. Placing "Zapbavla, or "Zapbnvla: 2apdi5oc, 2apdoi>ioc, 2-ip*
himself at the head of his troops, he twice de- ddviog, Sardus: n o w Sardinia), a large island
feated the rebels, but was at length worsted and in the Mediterranean, is in shape in the form of
obliged to shut himself up in Nineveh. Here a parallelogram, upward of one hundred and
he sustained a siege for two years, till at length, forty nautical miles in length from north to
finding it impossible to hold out any longer, he south, with an average breadth of sixty. It
collected all his treasures, wives, and concu- w a s regarded by the ancients as the largest of
bines, and placing them on an immense pile the Mediterranean islands, and this opinion.
which he had constructed, set it onfire,and though usually considered an error, is n o w
thus destroyed both himself and them. T h e found to be correct, since it appears by actuaV
enemies then obtained possession of the city. admeasurement that Sardinia is a little largei
This is the account of Ctesias, which has been than Sicily. Sardinia lies in almost a centra!
preserved by Diodorus Siculus, and which has position between Spain, Gaul, Italy, and Africa.
been followed by most subsequent writers and T h e ancients derived its name fiom Sardus, a
chronologists. T h e death of Sardanapalus and son of Hercules, w h o w a s worshipped in the
the fall of the Assyrian empire is placed B.C. island under the n a m e of Sarius pater. T h a
876.
Modern writers, however, have shown Greeks called it Ichnusa ('Ixvovaa), from its rethat the whole narrative of Ctesias is mythical, semblance to the print of a foot, and Sandalioand must not be received as a genuine history. lis (ZavdaXiung), from its likeness to a sandal.
T h e legend of Sardanapalus, w h o so strangely A chain of mountains runs along the whole of
appears at one time sunk in the lowest effem- the eastern side of the island from north to
inacy, and immediately afterward an heroic war- south, occupying about one third of its surface.
rior, has probably arisen from his being the same These mountains were called by the ancients
with the god Sandon, w h o w a s worshipped ex- Insani Montes, a name which they probably detensively in Asia, both as a heroic and a fe- rived from their wild and savage appearance,
male divinity. T h e account of Ctesias is also and from their being the haunt of numerous
in direct contradiction to Herodotus and the robbers. In the western and southern parts of
writers ofthe Old Testament. Herodotus places Sardinia there are numerous plains, intersected
therevoltofthe Medes from the Assyrians about by ranges of smaller hills ; but this part of the
710, but relates that an Assyrian kingdom still island w a s in antiquity, as in the present day,
continued to exist, which w a s not destroyed exceedingly unhealthy. T h e principal rivers
till the capture of Nineveh by the Median king are the Termus (now Termo) in the north, the
Cyaxares, about 606. Further, the writers of Thyrsus (now Oristano) on the west (the largthe Old Testament represent the Assyrian em- est river in the island), and the Flumen Sacrum
pire in its glory in the eighth century before the (now Uras) and the Saeprus (now Flumendoso)
Christian era. It w a s during this period that on the east. T h e chief towns in the island
Pul,Tiglath-pileser, Shalmaneser, and Sennach- were, on the northern coast, Tibula (now Porte
erib appear as powerful kings of Assyria, who, Polio) and Turris Libyssonis ; on the southern
not contented with their previous dominions, coast, Sulci and Caralis (now Cagliari); on the
subdued Israel, Phoenicia, and the surrounding eastern coast, Olbia ; and in the interior, Cor
countries. In order to reconcile these state- nus (now Corneto) and Nora (now Nurri). Sarments with those of Ctesias, modern writers dinia w a s very fertile, but w a s not extensively
have invented two Assyrian kingdoms at Nin- cultivated, in consequence of the uncivilized
eveh, one which w a s destroyed on the death character of its inhabitants. Still, the plains in
of Sardanapalus, and another which was estab- the western and southern parts of the island
lished after that event, and fell on the capture produced a great quantity of corn, of which a
of Nineveh by Cyaxares. But this is a purely large quantity w a s exported to R o m e every
gratuitous assumption, unsupported by any evi- year. A m o n g the products ofthe island, one of
dence. W e nave only records of one Assyrian the most celebrated w a s the Sarionica herba, fl
empire and of one destruction of Nineveh.
poisonous plant, which w a s said to produce faS A R D E M I S U U , a branch of Mount Taurus, ex- tal convulsions in the person w h o ate of it.
tending southward on the borders of Pisidia These convulsions agitated and distorted tun
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mouth so that the person appeared to laugh, mountains in the eastern side of the islanc
though in excruciating pain ; hence the well- were never completely subdued, and gave trouk n o w n risus Sardonicus. N o plant possessing ble to the R o m a n s even in the time of Tibe
these properties is found at present in Sardinia ; rius. Sardinia continued to belong to the Roand it is not impossible that the whole tale m a y m a n empire ill thefifthcentury, w h e n it waa
have arisen from a. iece of bad etymology, since taken possession of by the Vandals.
w e find mention in H o m e r of the Sapbdviog ye- S A R D I S or S A R D E S (ai Xdpieig, Ion. Sapditf,
Aag which can not have any reference to Sar- contracted SdpSig: Supbiog, Sap^iuvbg, Ion 2apdinia, but is probably connected with the veib dinvog, Sardianus : ruins at Sart), one of the
eatpetv, "to grin" Another of the principalmost ancient and famous cities of Asia Minoi
productions of Saidinia w a s its wool, which w a s and the capital of the great Lydian monarchy,
obtained from a breed of domestic animals be- stood on the southern edge of the rich valley
tween a sheep and a goat, called musmones, of the Hermus, at the northern foot of Mount
T h e skins of these animals were used by the Tmolus, on the little River Pactolus, thirty stainhabitants as clothes, whence w e find them dia (three geographical miles) south ofthe juncoften called Pelliti and Mastrucati Sardiniation of that river with the Hermus. O n a lofty
also contained a large quantity ofthe precious precipitous rock, forming an outpost ofthe range
metals, especially silver, the mines of which of Tmolus, w a s the almost impregnable citadel,
were worked in antiquity to a great extent. which some suppose to be the H y d e of H o m e r ,
There were likewise numerous mineral springs, who, though he never mentions the Lydians or
and large quantities of salt were manufactured Sardis by name, speaks of Mount Tmolus and
on the western and southern coasts. T h e pop- the Lake of Gyges. T h e erection of this citaulation of Sardinia was of a very mixed kind. del w a s ascribed to Meles, an ancient king of
T o what race the original inhabitants belonged Lydia. It w a s surrounded by a triple wall, and
w e are not informed; but it appears that Phoe- contained the palace and treasury of the Lyd
nicians, Tyrrhenians, and Carthaginians settled ian kings A t the downfall of the Lydian emin the island at different periods. T h e Greeks pire it resisted all the attacks of Cyrus, and
are alao said to have planted colonies in the w a s only taken by surprise. T h e story is told
island, but this account is very suspicious. T h e by Herodotus, w h o relates other legends of the
first Greek colony is said to have been led by fortress. T h e rest of the city, which stood on
Iolaus, a son of Hercules, and from him a tribe the plain on both sides of the Pactolus, w a s
in the island, called lolai ('IbXaoi, 'loXdeioi,very
'\o- slightly built, and w a s repeatedly burned
down, first by the Cimmerians, then by the
Xaeig), or Menses ('IXielg) derived their name.
These were some ofthe most ancient inhabit- Greeks in the great Ionic revolt, and again, in
ants of Sardinia, and were probably not of Greek, part at least, by Antiochus the Great; but on
but Tyrrhenian origin. Their n a m e is still pre- each occasion it w a s restored. For its history
served in the modern town of Ihola, in the mid- as the capital of the Lydian monarchy, vid.
dle of the western coast. W e also find in the L Y D I A . Under the Persian and Greco-Syrian
island Corsi, w h o had crossed over from Corsi- empires, it w a s the residence of the satrap of
ca, and Balari, w h o were probably descendants Lydia. T h e rise of Pergamus greatly diminof the Iberian and Libyan mercenaries of the ished its importance ; but under the R o m a n s it
Carthaginians, w h o revolted from the latter in was still a considerable city, and the seat of a
the first Punic war, and settled in the mount- conventus juridicus. In the reign of Tiberius
ains. At a later time all these names became it was almost entirely destroyed by an earthmerged under the general appellation of SARDI, quake, but it w a s restored by the emperor's aid.
although, even in the R o m a n period, w e still It was one ofthe earliest seats of the Christian
find mention of several tribes in the island un- religion, and one ofthe seven churches ofthe
der distinct names. T h e Sardi are described piovince of Asia, to which St. John addressed
as a rude and savage people, addicted to thiev- the Apocalypse ; but the apostle's language imery and lying. Sardinia w a s k n o w n to the plies that the church at Sardis had already sunk
Greeks as early as B.C. 500, since w e find that into almost hopeless decay (Rev., iii, 1, foil).
Histiaeus of Miletus premised Darius that he In the wars of the Middle Ages the city w a s
would render the island of Sardo tributary to entirely destroyed, and its site n o w presents one
his power. It was conquered by the Carthagin- ofthe most melancholy scenes of desolation to
ians at an early period, and continued in their be found among the ruins of ancient cities
possession till the end of thefirstPunic war. Though its remains extend over a large surShortly after this event, the R o m a n s availed face on the plain, they scarcely present an obthemselves of the dangerous war which the ject of importance, except two or three Ionic
Carthaginians were carrying on against their columns, belonging probably to a celebrated
mercenaries in Africa to take possession of temple of Cybele. T h e chief of the other reSardinia, B C. 238. It w a s n o w formed into a mains are those of a theatre, stadium, and a
R o m a n province, under the government of a building supposed to be the senate-house. T h e
praetor , but a large portion of it w a s only nom- triple wall of the acropolis can still be traced,
inally subject to the R o m a n s , and it w a s not and some of its lofty towers are standing. T h e
till after m a n y years and numerous revolts that necropolis ofthe city stood on the banks ofthe
the inhabitants submitted to the R o m a n domin- Lake of Gyges (vid. G Y G ^ B U S L A C U S ) , near which
ion. It w a s after one of these revolts that so the sepulchre of Alyattes m a y still be seen. Vii
many Sardinians were thrown upon the slave- A L Y A T T E S .
S A R D O U M or S A R D O N I C U M M A R E (TO 2apd,<poj
market as to give rise to the proverb " Sardi
venales," to indicate any cheap and worthless or Zapbdviov ireXayog), the part ofthe Mediter
tomnioditv. In fact, the inhabitants of the r anean Sea on the west and south of Sardinia
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separated from the Libyan Sea by a line drawn whole country was divided by the River Tanais
from the promontory Lilybaeum in Sicily.
(now Don) into two parts, called respectively
[SAEDus,a son of Hercules. Vid. SARDINIA.] Sarmatia Europaea and Sarmatia Asiatica (7 h
[SARE, a village of the Maronitae in Thrace, sSbpdirr/ and b ev 'Aaia Zapparia); but it should
mentioned by Livy (xxxviii., 41).]
be observed that, according to the modern diSAREPTA or S A R E P H T H A (ZdpetyBa, 'Zapeirra,
vision of the continent, the whole i f Sarmatia
Xdpairra: in the Old Testament, Zarephath:belongs to Europe. It should also be noticed
now Surafcni, Serphant, or Tzarphand), a city
that the Chersonesus Taurica (now Crimea),
nf Phoenicia, about ten miles south of Sidon, tothough falling within the specified limits, wra
JKo territory of which it belonged ; well known not considered as a part of Sarmatia, but as a
as the scene of two miracles of Elijah (1 Kings, separate country.
xvii) It was celebrated for its wine.
SARMATICJE PORTJB (ai SappartKal nvXai SARGETIA (now Strel or Strey), a tributary of
now Pass of Dariel), the central pass of the
the Marosch), a river in Dacia, on which was Caucasus, leading from Iberia to Sarmatia. It
situated the residence of Decebalus.
was more commonly called Caucasiae Portae.
SAKIPHI M O N T E S (TO 'Zdpifya bpn : now Haza-Vii. CAUCASUS. It was also called Caspiae Porreh Mountains), a mountain-range of Centraltae, apparently through a confusion with the pass
Asia, separating Margiana on the north from of that name at the eastern end of the CaucaAria on the south, and forming a western part sus. Vid. CASPI^B PoRTyE. The remains of
of the great chain of the Indian Caucasus, an ancient wall are still seen in the pass.
which may be regarded as a prolongation
SARMATICI M O N T E S (rd LappartKa bpn: part
through Central Asia ofthe chain of Anti Tau- of the Carpathian Mountains), a range of mountrus.
ains in Central Europe, extending from the
SARMAT^S: or S A U R O M A T ^ : (Sappdrai, Strabo ;sources of the Vistula to the Danube, between
Zavpopdrai, Herod ), a people of Asia, dwellingGermany on the west and Sarmatia on the east.
on the northeast ofthe Palus Maeotis (now Sea
S A R M A T I C U S O C E A N U S and P O N T U S , S A R M A T I of Azov), east of the River Tanai's (now Don), C U M M A R E (SapuariKog dxeavbg : now Baltic), a
which separated them from the Scythians of great sea, washing the northern coast of EuroEurope. This is the account of Herodotus, pean Sarmatia.
who tells us that the Sarmatians were allied
[SARMENTUS, a runaway slave, employed by
to the Scythians, and spoke a corrupted form Maecenas as a scribe, and forming one of his
ofthe Scythian language ; and that their origin train on the Brundisian journey so humorouswas ascribed to the intercourse of Scythians ly described by Horace (Sat., i., 5, 52, sqq ) ]
with Amazons. Strabo also places the Sau[SARMIA (now Guernsey), an island ofthe Atromatae between the Tanais and the Caspian ; jlantic Ocean, lying in the channel between Galbut he elsewhere uses the word in the much j lia and Britannia ]
more extended sense, in which it was used by
SARMIZEGETHUSA (near Vachely, also called
the Romans and by the later geographers. Vid. Gradischte, ruins), one of the most important
SARMATIA.
towns of Dacia, and the residence of its kings,
S A R M A T I A (b Xapparla: "Zappbrai, "Eavpopdwas situated on the River Sargetia (now Stre'.
rai • the eastern part of Poland, and southernor Strey). It was subsequently a Roman colopart oi Russia in Europe), a name first used byny under the name of Colonia Ulpia Trajana
Mela for the part of Northern Europe and Asia Aug., and the capital of the province in which
extending from the Vistula (now Wish) and the a legion had its head-quarters.
SARMATICI M O N T E S on the west, which divided
S A R N U S (now Sarno), a river in Campania,
it from Germany, to the Rha (now Volga) on flowing by Nuceria, and falling into the Sinus
the east, which divided it from Scythia ; bound- Puteolanus near Pompeii. Its course was
ed on the southwest and south by the rivers changed by the great eruption of Vesuvius,
Ister (now Danube), Tibiscus (now Theiss), and
A.D. 79. On its banks dwelt a people named
Pyras (now Dniester), which divided it fromSarrastes, who are said to have migrated from
Pannonia and Dacia, and, further,by the Euxine, Peloponnesus.
and beyond it by Mount Caucasus, which diS A R O N (Sdpav. in the Old Testament, Sharon),
vided it from Colchis, Iberia, and Albania ; and a most beautiful and fertile plain of Palestine,
extending on the north as far as the Baltic and extending along the coast north of Joppa toward
the unknown regions of Northern Europe. The Caesarea; celebrated for its pastures and its
part of this country which lies in Europe just flowers.
corresponds to the Scythia of Herodotus. The
SARONICUS SINUS (ZapaviKog KbXirog, also 7ropeople from w h o m the name of Sarmatia was pog, ireXayog, and irbvrog : now Gulf of Egina).
derived inhabited only a small portion of the a bay of the jEgean Sea lying between Attiw,
scuntry. Vid. SARMAT^S. The greater part of and Argolis, and commencing between the
it was peopled by Scythian tribes ; but some promontory of Sunium in Attica and that of
of the inhabitants of its western part seem to Scyllaeum in Argolis. It contains within it the
have been of German origin, as the V E N E D I on islands of zEgina and Salamis. Its name was
the Baltic, and the IAZYGES, R H O X O L A N I , andusually derived from Saron, king of Trcezene,
HAMAXOBII in Southern Russia ; the chief of thewho was supposed to have been drowned in
other tribes west of the Tanais were the Alauni this part of the sea while swimming 111 pursuit
ir Alani Scythse, a Scythian people who came of a stag.
aut of Asia and settled in the central parts of
S A E P E D O N (2apirijd.av). I. Son of Jupitei
Russia. Vid. ALANI. Tbe people east of the (Zeus) and Emopa, and brother of Minos and
Tanais were not of sufficient importance in an- Rhadamanthus. Being involved in a quarrol
cient 1 istory to require specific mention
The with Minos about Miletus, h<» took refuge witlr
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served
Cilix, whom he assisted against the Lycians
I with distinction in the army of Ar.
Vid. MILETUS. H e afterward became king of tabanus, the king of Parthia, was rewarded
the Lycians, and Jupiter (Zeus) granted him the with ingratitude, and took revenge in revolt.
privilege of living three generations.—2 Son of H e obtained assistance from several grandees
Jupiter (Zeus) and Laodamia, or, according to and having met with success, claimed the
others, ofEvander and Deidamia, and a brother throne on the plea of being descended from the
of Clarus and Themon, was a Lyeian prince. ancient kings of Persia, the progeny ofthe great
In the Trojan war he was an ally of the Tro- Cyrus. The people warmly supported his cause,
jans, and distinguished himself by his valor, as he declared himself the champion ofthe anBut was slain b) P.itroclus. Apollo, by the com- cient Persian religion. In 226 Artabanus was
mand of Jupiter (Zeus), cleansed Sarpedon's defeated in a decisive battle, and Artaxerxes
body from blood and dust, covered it with am- thereupon assumed the pompous but national
orosia, and gave it to Sleep and Death to carry title of "King of Kings." One of hisfirstlegislative acts was the restoration of the pure reinto Lycia, there to be honorably buried.
ligion of Zoroaster and the worship offire.The
S A R P E D O N P R O M O N T O R I U M (ZapirnSavia aKpa:
now Cape Lissan el Kapeh), a promontory of reigning branch of the Parthian Arsacidae was
Cilicia, in longitude 34° east, eighty stadia westexterminated, but some collateral branches were
of the mouth of the Calycadnus. In the peace suffered to live and to enjoy the privileges of
between the Romans and Antiochus the Great, Persian grandees, who, along with the Magi,
the western boundary of the Syrian kingdom formed a sort of senate. Having succeeded in
establishing his authority at home, Artaxerxes
was fixed here.
demanded from the Emperor Alexander Severus
S A E P E D O N I U M P R O M O N T O R I U M (b. ~Zapirnbavln
i.Kpa), a promontory of Thrace, between thethe immediate cession of all those portions of
mouths of the rivers Melas and Erginus, oppo- the Roman empire that had belonged to Persia
in the time of Cyrus and Xerxes, that is, the
site the island of Imbros.
whole of the Roman possessions in Asia as
SARRASTES
Vid. S A R N U S .
S A E S (now Sar), a small river on the western well as Egypt. A n immediate war between
coast of Hispania Tarraconensis, between the the two empires was the direct consequence.
After a severe contest, peace was restored,
Promontorium Nerium and the Minius.
SARSINA (Sarsinas, -atis : now Sarsina), anshortly after the murder of Alexander in 237,
ancient town of Umbria, on the River Sapis, each nation retaining the possessions which
southwest of Ariminum, and subsequently a Ro- they held before the breaking out of the war.—
man municipium, celebrated as the birth-place 2. S A P O R I. ( S H A P U R ) , the son and successor of
Artaxerxes I., reigned 240-273. H e carried on
ofthe comic poet Plautus.
warfirstagainst Gordian and afterward against
S.41 us (6 3,dpog : now Seihan), a considerable
river in the southeast of Asia Minor. Rising Valerian. The latter emperor was defeated by
in the Anti-Taurus, in the centre of Cappadoeia, Sapor, taken prisoner, and kept in captivity for
itflowssouth past Comana to the borders of theremainderof his life. After the capture of
Cilicia, where it receives a western branch that Valerian, Sapor conquered Syria, destroye.; Anhas run nearly parallel to it; and thence, flow- tioch, and, having made himself master of the
ing through Cilioia Campestris in a winding passes in the Taurus, laid Tarsus in ashes, and
course, it falls into the sea a little east of the took Caesarea. His further progress was stopmouth of the Cydnus, and southeast of Tarsus. ped by Odenathus and Zenobia, who drove the
Xenophon gives three plethra (three hundred king back beyond the Euphrates, and founded a
new empire, over which they ruled at Palmyra
and three feet) for its width at its mouth.
[SASERNA. 1. The name of two writers, fa- In his reign lived the celebrated Mani, who, enther and son, on agriculture, who lived in the deavoring to amalgamate the Christian and Zotime between Cato and Varro.—2. C. and P., roastrian religions, gave rise to the famous sect
two-brothers, who served under Julius Caesar of the Manichaeans, who spread over the whole
in the African war, B C. 46, and one of w h o m East, exposing themselves to most sanguinary
is mentioned by Cicero as a friend of Antonius persecutions from both Christians and fire-worshippers.—3 H O R M I S D A S I. ( H O R M U Z ) , son of
and Octavianus after the death of Caesar.]
1
S A S O or SASONIS INSULA (now Saseno, Sasso-the preceding, who reigned only one year, an '
no, Sassa), a small rocky island off the coast ofdied 274.—4. V A R A N E S orVARAEANES I. ( B A H
Illyria, north ofthe Acroceraunian promontory, B A M or B A H A R A M ) , son of Hormisdas I, reign
ed 274-277. H e carried on unprofitable wars
much frequented by pirates
against Zenobia, and, after her captivity, was
SASPIRES, or -i, or SAPIRES (Sdarsipeg, Socrinvolved
ixeipoi, Sdireipeg, Suirireipeg), a Scythian
people in a contest with Aurelian, which,
of Asia, south of Colchis and north of Media, in however, was not attended with any serious results, on account of the sudden death of Aurean inland position (i. e. in Armenia) according
to Herodotus, but, according to others, on the lian in 275. In his reign the celebrated Mani
was put to death.—5. V A R A N E S II. ( B A H R A M ) ,
coast of the Euxine.
SASSANID^E, the name of a dynasty which son of Varanes I., reigned 277-294. H e was
teigned in Persia from A D . 226 to A.D. 651. defeated by Carus, who took both Seleucia and
1. A R T A X E R X E S (the A R D I S H I R or A E D S H I R of Ctesiphon, and his dominions were only saved
the Persians), the founder ofthe dynasty ofthe from further conquests by the snilden death of
Sassanidae,reignedA.D. 226-240. H e was a Carus (283) — 6 . V A R A N E S III. ( B A H R A M ) , elder
son of one Babek, an inferior officer, who was son of Varanes II., died after areignof eight
the son of Sassan, perhaps a person of some months, 294.—7. N A R S E S (NARSI), younger son
consequence, since his royal descendants chose of Varanes II, reigned 294-303. H e cairiea
to call themselves after him. Artaxerxes hac on a formidabl war against the EniDeioi Di<s777
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cietian The Roman army was commanded oy vorite hero in Persian poetry. H e was acci
Galerius Caesar, who in thefirstcam paign (296) dentally drowned in a deep well together with
sustained most signal defeats in Mesopotamia, his horse, and neither man nor beast ever lose
and fled in disgrace to Antioch In the second again from the fathomless pit.—15 YEZDIGF.RU
campaign Narses was defeated with great loss, II., son of the preceding, reigned 448-458. Tbe
and was obliged to conclude a peace with the persecutions against the Christians were rt
Romans, by which he ceded to Diocletian Mes- newed by him with unheard-of cruelty His reopotamia, five smal, provinces beyond the Ti- lations with R o m e were peaceful.— 16. HORgris, the kingdom of Aimenia, some adjacent MISDAS III.(HORMUZ;, and, 17. P E R O S E S ( F I R O Z B „
Median districts, and the supremacy over Iberia, sons of the preceding, claimed the succession,
the kings of which were henceforth under the and rose in arms against each other. Pereses
protection of Rome. In 303 Narses abdicated gained the throne by the assistance of the White
ir. favor of his son, and died soon afterward — Huns, against w h o m he turned his sword in
8. H O R M I S D A S II. ( H O E M U Z ) , son ofNarses, reign- after years. H e perished in a great battle with
ed 303-310. During his reign nothing of im- them in 484, together with all of his sons exportance happened regarding R o m e — 9 . SAPOR cept Pallas and Cobades. — 18. P A L L A S (PALII. P O S T U M U S (SHAPUR), son of Hoimisdas II., LASH), who reigned 484-488, had to contest the
was born after the death of his father, and was throne with Cobades. H e perished in a battle
crowned in his mother's womb, the Magi plac- with his brother Cobades in 488 — 1 9 C O B A D E S
ing the diadem with great solemnity upon the (KOBAD), reigned 488-498, and again 501 or502body of his mother. H e reigned 310-381. His 531. The years from 498 till 502 were filled up
reign was signalized by a cruel persecution of by the short reign of, 20 Z A M E 3 (JAMVSPES).
the Christians. H e carried on war for many The latter was the brother of Cobades, w h o m
years against Constantius II and his successors. he dethroned, and compelled toflyto the Huns,
The armies of Constantius were repeatedly de- with whose assistance Cobades recovered his
feated ; Julian, as is related elsewhere (vid throne about 502 H e carried on war with sucJULIANUS), perished in battle ; and the war was cess against the Emperor Anastasius; but in
at length brought to a conclusion by Jovian consequence of the Huns, who had previously
ceding to the Persians the five provinces be been his auxiliaries, turning their arms against
yond the Tigris, and the fortresses of Nisibis, him, he made peace with Anastasius in 505, on
Singara, &c. Iberia and Armenia were left to receiving eleven thousand pounds of gold as an
their fate, and were completely reduced by Sa- indemnity. H e also restored Mesopotamia and
por in 305 and the following year. Sapor has his other conquests to the Romans, being unueen surnamed thci Great, and no Persian king able to maintain his authority there on account
nad ever caused sach terror to R o m e as this of the protracted war with the Huns. About
monarch.—10. A R T A X E R X E S II. (ARDISHIR), the this time the Romans constructed the fortress
juccessor of' 6apor II., reigned 381-385. H eof Dara, the strongest bulwark against Persia,
"as a prince of royal blood, but was not a son and situated in the very face of Ctesiphon. The
of Sapor.—11. S A P O R III. (SHAPUR), reigned 385 war with Constantinople was renewed in 521,
-390. H e sent an embassy to Theodosius the in the reign of the Emperor Justin I.—21 C H O S Great, with splendid presents, which was re- E O E S I. ( K H O S E U or K I I O S R E W ) , surnamed Nuturned by a Greek embassy headed by Stilicho SHIEWAN, or " the generous mind," reigned 531going to Persia. Owing to these diplomatic 579. H e carried on several wars against the
transactions, an arrangement was made in 384,Romans. The first war was finished in 532 oi
according to which Armenia and Iberia recov- 533, Justinian having purchased peace by an
ered their independence. —• 12 V A R A N E S IV. annual tribute of four hundred and forty thou( B A H R A M ) , reigned A D. 390-404, or perhaps not sand pieces of gold. One of the conditions of
so long. H e was the brother of Sapor III., and Chosroes was, that seven Greek, but pagan
founded Kermanshah, still a flourishing town. philosophers, who had resided some time at the
— 1 3 . Y E S D I G E R D I . (YEZDIJIRD), surnamed U L A - Persian court, should be allowed to live in the
THKM, or the SINNER, son or brother of the pre- Roman empire without being subject to the imceding, reigned 404-420 or 421. H e was on perial laws against pagans. The second wai
friendly terms with the Emperor Arcadius, who lasted from 540 to 561. Peace was concluded
is said to have appointed him the guardian of on condition of Justinian promising an annual
his infant son and successor, Theodosius thetribute of forty thousand pieces of gold, and reYounger. H e concluded a peace with Arcadius ceiving, in return, the cession of the Persian
for one hundred years—14. V A R A N E S V. (BAH- claims upon Colchis and Lazica. The third
K A M ) , son of Yp"*digerd I., surnamed G O U R , or war broke out in 571, in the reign of Justin II.,
the " W I L D ASS-," on account of his passion for but Chosroes died before it was concluded.
She chase of that animal, reigned 420 or 421- Chosroes was one ofthe greatest kings of Per448. H e persecuted his Christian subjects with sia. In his protracted wars with the Romans
such severity that thousands ol them took ref- he disputed thefieldwith the conquerors of
uge within the R o m a n dominions. H e carried Africa and Italy, and with those very generals,
on svar with Theodosius, which was terminated Tiberius and Mauricius, who brought Persia tc
iiy'a peace for one hundred years, which peace the brink of ruin but a few years after his death.
'asted till the twelfth year of the reign of the His empire extended from the Indus to the Red
Emperor Anastasius. During the latter part Sea, and large tracts in Central Asia, perhaps
of his reign Varanes carried on wars against a portion of Eastern Europe, recognized m m
the Huns, Turks, and Indians, in which he isfor a time as theii sovereign. H e received emsaid to have achieved those valorous deeds for bassies and presents from the remotest kings
whiob he has Ever since continued to lie a fa- ouf Asia and Africa. His internal government
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»ras despotic and cruel, but of that nun descrip- of the Euphrates, in a valley surrounded tq
tion which pleases Orientals, so that he still mountains, three hundred and twenty-five Rolives in the memory ofthe Persians as a model man miles from Caesarea in Cappadoeia, an<!
of justice. H e provided for all the wants of one hundred and thirty five from Trapezus
his subjects ; and agriculture, trade, and learn- Under the later Roman empire it was the staing were equally protected by him. H e caused tion of thefifteenthlegion. Notwithstanding
the best Greek, Latin, and Indian works to be the above indications, its site has not yet been
translated into Persian.—22 H O E M I S D A S IV. identified with c-rtainty.
SATARCH^E, a Scythian tribe on the (tasters
( H O E M U Z ) , son of Chosroes, reigned 579-590.
H e continued the war with the Romans, which coast ofthe Tauric Chersonesus.
[SATASPES (SaTiioirng), a Persian, son of T e
had been bequeathed him by his father, but was
defeated successively by Mauricius and Hera- aspes, sentenced by Xerxes to be impaled fo}
clius. Hormisdas was deprived of his sight, having offered violence to the daughter of Zoand subsequently put to death by the Persian pyrus, the son of Megabyzus: this punishment
aristocracy.—23. V A R A N E S VI. ( B A H R A M ) S H U - was remitted on condition of his circumnaviSIN, a royal prince, usurped the throne on the gating Africa. H e set sail accordingly from
death of Hormisdas, and reigned 590-591. Un- Egypt, passed through the Straits of Gibraltar,
able to maintain the throne against Chosroes, and continued his voyage for a considerable
who was supported by the Emperor Mauricius, time southward, but at length became discourhefledto the Turks — 2 4 . C H O S R O E S II (KHOS- aged, and returned home. Xerxes thereupon
R U ) P U R W I Z , reigned 590 or 591-628. H e was caused the original sentence to be executed.]
the son of Hormisdas IV., and recovered his SATICULA (Saticulanus), a town of Samnium,
father's throne with the assistance of the E m - situated upon a mountain on the frontiers of
peror Mauricius. After the murder of Mauri- Campania, probably upon one of the furthest
cius, Chosroes declared war against the tyrant heights of the mountain chain of Cajazzo. It
Phocas, and met with extraordinary success. was conquered by the Romans and colonized
In several successive campaigns he conquer- B.C. 313.
ed Mesopotamia, Syria, Palestine, Egypt, Asia SATNISIS (Zarvioeig : now Tuzla), ariverin
Minor, and finally pitched his camp at Chalce- the south of the Troad, rising in Mount Ida,
don, opposite Constantinople. At length Herac- andflowingwest into the iEgean north of Promlius saved the empire from the brink of ruin, ontorium Ledum, between Larissa and H a m a x
and in a series of splendid campaigns not only itus.
[SATNIUS (Zdrviog), son of Enops and of a
recovered the provinces which the Romans had
lost, but carried his victorious arms into the river-nymph of the Satnioi's, slain by Ajax, son
heart of the Persian empire. Borne down by of 0'ileus, in the Trojan war.]
[SATE.« (Zarpai), a people of Thrace, on Mount
his misfortunes, and worn out by age and fatigue, Chosioes resolved, in 628, to abdicate inPangaeus, between the Nestus and the Strymon,
favor of his son Merdaza; but Shirw-eh, or a very brave race, and hence never rleprived
Siroes, his eldest son, anticipated his design, of their freedom ; they dwelt upon lofty heights
and at the head of a band of conspirators seized covered with forests and snow. On one of theh
upon the person of his father, deposed him, and hills was an oracle of Bacchus (Dionysus),
put him to death. The Orientals say that Chos- whose priests were the Bessi, whence it is probroes reigned six years too long. N o Persian able that they themselves were only a branch
king lived in such splendor as Chosroes ; and of the Bessi.]
SATRICUM (Satricanus : now Casale di Coned),
however fabulous the Eastern accounts respecting his magnificence may be, they are true in a town in Latium, near Antium, to the territhe main, as is attested by the Western writers. tory of which it belonged. It was destroyed
— 25. SIEOES (SHIRWEH), reigned only eight by the Romans.
S A T U R N P A L U S (now Logo di Paolo), a lake
months, 628. H e concluded peace with the
Emperor Heraclius. The numerous captives or marsh in Latium, formed by the River Nymwere restored on both sides. Siroes also re- phaeus, and near the Promontory Circeium.
S A T U E I U M or SATUEEIUM (now Saturo), a town
stored the holy cross which' had been taken at
the conquest of Jerusalem. — 2 6 . A R T A X E R X E S in the south of Italy, near Tarentum, celebrated
III. (ARDISHIR), the infant son of Siroes, was for its horses. (Hor , Sat, i., 6, 591.
SATURNIA. 1. A n ancient name of Italy. Vid.
murdered a few days after the death of his father. H e was the last male Sassanid. After ITALIA. — 2 (Saturninus: now Saturnia), forhim the throne was disputed by a host of candi- merly called AURINIA, an ancient town of Etrudates of both sexes and doubtful descent, who ria, said to have been founded by the Pelasgians,
had no sooner ascended the throne than they was situated in the territory of Caletra, on the
were hurried from it into death or captivity. road from R o m e to Cosa, about twenty miles
The last king was Y E S D I G E R D III, who was de- from the sea It was colonized by the Romans.
feated and slain in 651 by Kaleb, the general B.C. 183. The ancient town was rather more
of the khalif Abu-Bekr. Persia now became a than two miles in circuit, and there are still rp
mains of its walls and tombs.
Mohammedan country.
S A T U R N I N U S I., one of the Thirty Tyrants,
SASSULA, a town in Latium, belonging to the
was a general of Valerian, by w h o m he was
territory of Tibur.
much beloved. Disgusted by the debauchery
SATALA (ra ZdraXa, ti SardXa), a considerable
town in the northeast of Armenia Minor, im- of Gallienus, he accepted from the soldiers the
portant as the key of the mountain passes into title of emperor, but was put to death by tha
Pontus. It stood at the junction of four roads troops, who could not endure the sternness of
leading to places on the Euxine, a little north his discipline. The country, however, in whick
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these events took place is not mentioned.—II. A j nus accused an aged senator Rabirius of having
native of Gaul, and an able officer, was appoint- been the murderer of Saturninus. A n account
ed by Aurelian commander ofthe Eastern fron- of this trial is given elsewhere. Vid. R A B I R
tier, and w a s proclaimed emperor at Alexan- IUS.
drea during the reign of Probus H e was eventS A T U R N I N U S , C L A U D I U S , a jurist from whose
ually slain by the soldiers of Probus, although Liber Singularis ie Posnis Paganorum there is a
the emperor would willingly have spared his life. single excerpt in the Digest. H e was praeto
S A T U R N I N U S , L. A N T O N I U S , governor of Upper under Antoninus Pius.
Germany in the reign of Domitian, raised a reS A T U R N I N U S , P O M P S I U S , a contemporary of
bellion against that emperor A D 91, but w a s the younger Pliny, is praised by the latter as a
defeated and put to death by Appius Maximus, distinguished orator, historian, and poet. Set
the general of Domitian.
eral of Pliny's letters are addressed to him.
S A T U R N I N U S , L. A P P U L E I U S , the

celebrated

S A T U R N I N U S , C. S E N T I U S .

1. Propraetor of

demagogue, w a s quaestor B.C. 104, and tribune Macedonia during the Social war, and probably
of the plebs for the first time, 102. H e entered for some time afterward. H e defeated the
into a close alliance with Marius and his friends, Thracians, w h o had invaded his province.—2.
and soon acquired great popularity. H e be- One of the persons of distinguished rank w h o
c a m e a candidate for the tribunate for the sec- deserted Sextus Pompeius in B C. 35, and passond time, 100. At the same time, Glaucia, who, ed over to Octavianus. H e w a s consul in 19,
next to Saturninus, w a s the greatest demagogue and afterward appointed to the government of
of the day, offered himself as a candidate for Syria. Three sons of Saturninus accompanied
the praetorship, and Marius for the consulship. him as legati to Syria, and were present with
Marius and Glaucia carried their elections ; but their father at the trial of Herod's sons at Bery
A. Nonius, a partisan of the aristocracy, w a s tus in B.C. 6.
chosen tribune instead of Saturninus. Nonius,
S A T U R N I N U S , V E N U L E I U S , a R o m a n jurist, is
however, was murdered on the same evening said to have been a pupil of Papinianus, and a
by the emissaries of Glaucia and Saturninus, consiliarius of Alexander Severus. There are
and early the following morning Saturninus seventy-one excerpts from his writings in the
w a s chosen to fill up the vacancy. A s soon as Digest.
he had entered upon his tribunate, he brought
S A T U R N I U S , that is, a son of Saturnus, and acforward an agrarian law, which led to the ban- cordingly used as a surname of Jupiter, Nepishment of Metellus Numidicus, as is related tune, and Pluto. For the same reason, the name
elsewhere. Vid. M E T E L L U S , N O . 10. Saturni- of S A T U R N I A is given both to Juno and Vesta.
nus proposed other popular measures, such as
S A T U R N U S , a mythical king of Italy, to w h o m
a Ley. Frumentaria, and a law for founding n e w was ascribed the introduction of agriculture and
colonies in Sicily, Achaia, and Macedonia. In the habits of civilized life in general. T h e
the comitia for the election of the magistrates name is connected with the verb sero, sevi, safor the following year, Saturninus obtained the tum. T h e R o m a n s invariably identified Saturtribunate for the third time, and along with him nus with the Greek Cronos, and hence m a d e
there w a s chosen a certain Equitius, a runaway the former the father of Jupiter, Neptune, Pluto,
slave, w h o pretended to be a son of Tiberius Juno, & c . (vii. C R O N O S ) ; but there is, in reality,
Gracchus. Glaucia w a s at the same time a no resemblance between the attributes of the
candidate for the consulship; the two other two deities, except that both were regarded as
candidates were M . Antonius and C. M e m m i u s . the most ancient divinities in their respective
T h e election of M . Antonius w a s certain, and countries. T h e resemblance is m u c h stronger
the struggle lay between Glaucia and M e m m i u s . between Demeter and Saturn, for all that the
A s the latter seemed likely to carrv his election, Greeks ascribe to their Demeter is aseribed by
Saturninus and Glaucia hired some ruffians w h o the Italians to Saturn. Saturnus, then, deriving
murdered him openly in the comitia. This last his n a m e from sowing, is justly called the inact produced a complete reaction against Satur- troducer of civilization and social order, both
ninus and his associates. T h e senate declared of which are inseparably connected with agrithem public enemies, and ordered the consuls culture. His reign is conceived for the same
to put them down by force. Marius w a s un- reason to have been the golden age of Italy, and
willing to act against his friends, but he had no more especially ofthe Aborigines, his subjects.
alternative, and his backwardness w a s compen- A s agricultural industry is the source of wealth
sated by the zeal of others. Driven out of the and plenty, his wife was Ops, the representative
'brum, Saturninus, Glaucia, and the quaestor of plenty. T h e story ran that the god came to
Saufeius took refuge in the Capitol, but the par- Italy, in the reign of Janus, by w h o m he w a s
tisans of the senate cut off the pipes which sup- hospitably received, and that he formed a setplied the Capitol with water. Unable to hold tlement on the Capitoline Hill, which w a s hence
out any longer, they surrendered to Marius. called the Saturnian Hill. A t the foot of that
T h e latter did all he could to save their lives: hill, on the road leading up to the Capitol, there
as soon as they descended from the Capitol, he stood in after times the temple of Saturn. Satplaced them for security in the Curia Hostilia, urn then taught the people agriculture, sup
out the m o b pulled off the tiles of the senate- pressed their savage m o d e of l'fe, and introhouse, and pelted them with the tiles till they duced among them civilization and morality
died. T h e senate gave their sanction to these T h e result was, that the whole country w a s
proceedings by rewarding with the citizenship called Saturnia, or the land of plenty. Saturn
a slave of the n a m e of Scaeva, w h o claimed the was suddenly removed from earth to the abodes
honor of having killed Saturninus. Nearly forty of the gods, whereupon Janus erected an altal
voars after these events, the tribune T. Labie- to him in the forum. It is further lelateil that
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Latium receiver its name (from lateo) from thisChrist, who wrote some works wnicn dt& at
disappearance of Saturn, who for the same rea- longer extant.
SAUCONNA.
Vid. A E A R .
son was regarded by some as a divinity of the
SAUFEIUS. 1. C , quaestor B C. 100, was one
nether world. Respecting the festival solemlized by the Romans in honor of Saturn, vii. of the partisans of Saturninus, tookrefugewith
himofin the Capitol, and was slain along with his
Did. of Antiq., s. v. SATURNALIA. The statue
Saturnus was hollow and filled with oil, proba- leader when they were obliged to surrender to
bly to denote the fertility of Latium in olives ; Marius.—2. L , a Roman eques, was an inti
in his hand he held a crooked pruning knife, mate friend of Atticus, and a warm admirer of
and his feet were surrounded with a woollen the Epicurean philosophy. H e had very val
ribbon. In the pediment of the temple of Sat- uable property in Italy, which was confiscated by
urn were seen two figures resembling Tritons the triumvirs, but was restored to him through
with horns, and whose lower extremities grew the exertions of Atticus.
S A U L O E P A R T H A U N I S A (XavXdy HapBavvtaa),
out of the ground ; the temple itself was used
as the treasury of the state, and many laws also the later capital of Parthia, called by the Greeks
Nisaea. Its site is not known.
were deposited in it.
SATYKI (Zdrvpoi), the name of a class of be- S A U E O M A T ^ I . Vid. S A R M A T I E .
S A U E O M A T E S (Zavpopdrng), the name of sevings in Greek mythology who are inseparably
connected with the worship of Bacchus (Dio- eral kings of Bosporus, who are for the most
nysus), and represent the luxuriant vital pow- part known only from their coins. W e find
ers of nature. Homer does not mention the kings of this name reigning over Bosporus from
Satyrs. Hesiod describes them as a race good the time of Augustus to that of Constantine.
SAVEREIO, P. SULPICIUS. 1. Consul B.C.304,
for nothing and unfit for work. They are commonly said to be the sons of Mercury (Hermes) when he carried on the war against the Samand Iphthima, or of the Naiads. The Satyrs nites. H e was censor in 219 with Sempronius
are represented with bristly hair, the nose round Sophus, his former colleague in the consulship.
and somewhat turned upward, the ears pointed In their censorship two new tribes were format the top like those of animals, with two small ed; the Aniensis and.Terentina.—2. Son ofthe
horns growing out of the top of the forehead, preceding, consul 279 with P. Decius Mus, com
and with a tail like that of a horse or goat. In manded, with his colleague, against Pyrrhus.
S A V O (now Saone), a river in Campania, which
works of art they are represented at different
stages of life; the older ones were commonly flows into the sea south of Sinuessa.
S A V U S (now Save or Sau), a navigable tribcalled Sileni, and the younger ones are termed
Satyrisci. The Satyrs are always described as utary of the Danube, which rises in the Carnic
fond of wine (whence they often appear either Alps, forms first the boundary between Noricum
with a cup or a thyrsus in their hand), and of and Italy, and afterward between Pannonia and
every kind of sensual pleasure, whence they Illyria, and falls into the Danube near Singiduarc seen sleeping, playing musical instruments, num.
SAXA, DECIDIUS, a native of Celtiberia, was
or engaged in voluptuous dances with nymphs.
Like all the gods dwelling in forests and fields, originally one of Caesar's common soldiers. H e
was
tribune of the plebs in B.C. 44, and aftei
they were greatly dreaded by mortals. Later
writers, especially the Roman poets, confound Caesar's death in this year he took an active
the Satyrs with the Italian Fauni, and accord- part in supporting the friends of his murdered
ingly represent them with larger horns and patron. H e served under M. Antonius in the
goats' feet, although originally they were quite siege of Mutina, and subsequently under both
distinct kinds of beings. Satyrs usually appear Antonius and Octavianus in their war against
withflutes,the thyrsus, syrinx, the shepherd's Brutus and Cassius. After the battle of Philipstaff, cups or bagsfilledwith wine; they are pi Saxa accompanied Antony to the East, and
dressed with the skins of animals, and wear was made by the latter governor of Syria. Here
wreaths of vine, ivy, or fir. Representations he was defeated by the younger Labienus and
of them are still very numerous, but the most the Parthians, and was slain in the flight after
celebrated in antiquity was the Satyr of Praxit- the battle (B.C. 40).
SAXA, Q. VOCONIUS, tribune ofthe plebs B.C.
eles at Athens.
S A T Y E U S (Zdrvpog). 1. I. King of Bosporus, 169, proposed the Voconia lex, which was supwas a son of Spartacus I., and reigned B.C. 407 ported by the elder Cato, who spoke in its faor 406-393. H e maintained friendly relations vor when he was sixty-five years of age. R e
with Athens. H e was slain at the siege of specting this lex, vid. Diet, of Antiq., s t.
SAXA RUBRA.
Vid. R U B R A S A X A .
Theudosia in 393, and was succeeded by his
SAXONES, a powerful people in Germany, who
son Leucon.—2. II. King of Bosporus, was the
eldest of the sons of Paerisades I., w h o m he originally dwelt in the southern part ofthe Cimsucceeded in 311, but reigned only nine months. bric Chersonesus, between the rivers Albis and
— 3 . A distinguished comic actor at Athens, is Chalusus (now Tsave), consequently in the modsaid to have given instructions to Demosthenes ern Holstein. They are not mentioned by Tacin the art of giving full effect to his speeches itus and Pliny, since these writers appear to
by appropriate action.—4. A distinguished Per- have comprehended all the inhabitants of the
ipatetic philosopher and historian, who lived in Oimbric Chersonesus under the general name
the,time of Ptolemy Philopator, if not later. of Cimbri. The Saxones first occur in history
H e wrote a collection of biographies, among in A.D. 286, when they are mentioned as brave
which were lives of Philip and Demosthenes, and skillful sailors, who often joined the Chau
and which is frequently cited by ancient writ- ci in piratical expeditions against the coast of
ers.—5. A physician'':: Mae second century after Gaul. The Saxones afterward appear at th»
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nead of a powerful confederacy of G6..mar CK/m- 179, and consul 175. In his consulship he gainco
munities, who became united under the general a victory over the Ligurians.—5. P., probablj
name of Saxons, and who eventually occupied son of No. 4, was tribune of the plebs 141, pra».
(he country between the Elbe, the Rhine, the tor urbanus 136, and consul 133, the year ir.
Lippo, and tne German Ocean. A portion of which Tiberius Gracchus lost his life. In 131
the Saxons, in conjunction with the Angli, led he succeeded his brother Mucianus (vid.MUCIAby Hengist and Horsa, conquered Britain, as is N U S ) as pontifex maximus. Scaevola was diswell known, about the middle of the fifth cen- tinguished for his knowledge of the Jus Ponti
tury. The Romans neve came into close con- ficutm. H e was also famed for his skill in playtact with the Saxons.
ing at ball, as well as at the game called Duo[SC^EA P O R T A (SKOII/ iriXn, usually in pi E/mtdecim Scripta. His fame as a lawyer is reai irvXai) a celebrated gate of Troy, on thecorded by Cicero in several passages. There
west side, toward the sea: near it was the tomb is no excerpt from his writings in the Digest,
of Laomedon
Vid. T R O J A . ]
but he is cited several times by the jurists whose
SCJEVA, CASSIUS, a centurion in Caesar's army, works were used for that compilation.—6. Q.,
who distinguished himself by his extraordinary called the A U G U R , was son of No. 3, and mar
feats of valor at the battle of Dyrrhachium. H e ried the daughter of C. Laelius, the friend of
survived the battle, and is mentioned as one of Seipio Africanus the younger. H e was tribune
the partisans of Caesar after the death of the of the plebs 128, plebeian aedile 125, and as praeafter.
tor was governor ofthe province of Asia in 121,
"SC^EVOLA, Q. CERVIDIUS, a R o m a n jurist, lived the year in which C. Gracchus lost his life. H e
under Antoninus Pius. H e wrote several works, was prosecuted after his return from his provand there are three hundred and seven excerpts ince for the offence of repetundae in 120 by T.
from him in the Digest
Albucius, but was acquitted. H e was consul
SCAEVOLA, MUCIUS.
1. C , the hero of a cel- 117. H e lived at least to the tribunate of P
ebrated story in early Roman history. W h e n Sulpicius Rufus 88. Cicero, who was born 100,
King Porsenna was blockading Rome, C. Mu- informs us that, after he had put on the toga
cius, a young m a n of the patrician class, re- virilis, his father took him to Scaevola, who was
solved to rid his country' of the invader. H e then an old man, and that he kept as close to
went out ofthe city, with a dagger hid beneath him as he could, in order to profit by his rehis dress, and approached the place where Por- marks. After his death Cicero became a hearsenna was sitting, with a secretary by his side,er of Q Mucius Scaevola, the pontifex. The a'idressed nearly in the same style as the king gur was distinguished for his knowledge of the
himself. Mistaking the secretary for the king, law; but none of his writings are recorded. M u Mucius killed him on the spot. H e was seized cia, the augui's daughter, married L Licinius
by the king's guards, and brought before the Crassus, the orator, who was consul 95, with Q.
royal seat, when he declared his name, and his Mucius Scaevola, the pontifex maximus; whence
design to kill the king himself, and told him it appears that the Q. Mucius, who is one ofthe
that there were many more Romans ready to speakers in the treatise de Oratore, is not the
attempt his life. The king, in his passion and pontifex and the colleague of Crassus, but the
alarm, ordered him to be burned alive unless he augur, the father-in-law of Crassus
H e is
explained more clearly what he meant by his also one of the speakers in the Lalius she de
vague threats, upon which Mucins thrust his Amicitia (c. 1), and in the de Republica (1,12).
right hand into afirewhich was already lighted — 7 . Q , P O N T I F E X M A X I M U S , was son of N o 5,
for a sacrifice, and held it there without flinch- and is quoted by Cicero as an example of a son
ing. The king, who was amazed at his firm-who aimed at excellence in that which had
ness, ordered him to be removed from the al- given his father distinction H e was tribune
tar, and bade him go away free and uninjured. of the plebs in 106, curule aedile in 104, and conT o make some return to the king for his gen- sul 95, with Licinius Crassus, the oiator, as his
erous behavior, Mucius told him that there were colleague. After his consulship Scaevola was
three hundred of thefirstyouths of R o m e w h o the governor (proconsul) ofthe province of Asia,
had agreed with one another to kill the king, in which capacity he gained the esteem ofthe
that the lot fell on him to make the first at- people who were under his government. Subtempt, and that the rest would do the same sequently he was made pontifex maximus, by
when their turn came. Mucius received the which title he is often distinguished from Q,
name of Scaevola, or left-handed, from the cir-Mucius the augur. H e lost his life in the concumstance of the loss of his right hand Por- sulship of C. Marius the younger and Cn. Pasenna, being a'armed for his life, which he couldpirius Carbo (82), having been proscribed by the
not secure against so many desperate men, made Marian party, from which w e may conclude that
pioposals of peace to the Romans, and evacu- he belonged to Sulla's party. His body was
ated the territory. The patricians gave Mucius thrown into the Tiber. The virtues of Scaevola
a tract of land beyond the Tiber, which was are recorded b" Cicero, who, after the death of
thenceforth called Mucia Praia. The Mucius tbe augur, became an attendant (auditor) ofthe
of this story was a patrician, but the Much of pontifex. The purity of his moral character,
the historical period were plebeians.—2. Q., bis exalted notions of equity and fair dealing,
piaetor B.C. 215, had Sardinia for his province, his abilities as an administrator, an orator, and
where he remained for the next three years. a jurist, place him among thefirstof the illusHe was decemvir sacrorum, and died 209.-—3. trious men of all ages and countries. H e was,
Q., probably son of No. 2, was praetor 179, with says Cicero, the most eloquent of jurists, and
Sicily for his province, and consul 1 7 4 — 4 . P.,the most learned jurist among orators. Q Seas
rother of No. 3, was praetor with his brother vola the nontifex is the first Roman to whom
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we can attribute a scientific and systematic town on the coast of Thrace, opposite the isi
handling of the Jus Civile, which he accom- and of Thasos. It contained celebrated gold
plished in a work in eighteen books. H e also mines, which were originally worked by the
wrote a Liber Singularis irepl bpav, a work o n Thasians. Thucydides, who had some properDefinitions, or perhaps, rather, short rules of ty in these mines,retiredto this place after his
law, from which there are four excerpts in the banishment from Athens, and here arranged the
Digest. This is the oldest w o r k fiom which materials for his history.
there are any excerpts in the Digest, and even
SCAPTIA (Scaptiensis or Scaptius), an ancient
these m a y have been taken at second hand.
town in Latium, which gave its name to a RoS O A L A B I S ( n o w Santarem), a town in Lusita- man tribe, but which disappeared at an early
nia, on the road from Olisipo to Emerita and period.
Bracara, also a R o m a n colony with the sur[SCAPULA QUINTIUS, T., a R o m a n officer, pass
n a m e Prsesidium Julium, and the seat of one of ed over into Spain with Cn Pompeius, and took
the three Conventus Juridici of the province. an active part against Caesar: he fought at the
T h e town is erroneously called Scalabiscus by battle of Munda, B.C 45, and after the battle,
Ptolemy.
seeing that all was lost, fled to Corduba, and
S C A L D I S ( n o w Scheldt), an important river in there burned himself to death on a pyre which
the north of Gallia Belgica, flowing into the he had erected for that purpose.]
ocean, but which Caesar erroneously m a k e s a
SCAPULA, P. OSTORIUS, succeeded A. Plautius
tributary of the M o s a . Ptolemy calls this river as governor of Britain about A.D. 50. H e deTabudas or Tdbullas, which n a m e it continued feated the powerful tribe of the Silures, took
to bear in the Middle A g e s under the form of prisoner their king Caractacus, and sent him in
Tabul or Tabula.
chains to Rome. In consequence of this sucS C A M A N D E R C&Kupavbpog). 1. A river in the cess hereceivedthe insignia of a triumph, but
western part of the northern coast of Sicily, died soon afterward in the province.
falling into the sea near Segesta.—2. T h e celSCARABANTIA (now (Edenburg), a town in Panebrated river of the Troad. Vii. T R O A S .
A s a nonia Superior, on the road from Vindobona to
mythological personage, the river god w a s call- Poetovio, and a municipium with the surname
ed Xanthus by the gods. His contest with Flavia Augusta.
Achilles is described by H o m e r (//., xxi., 136, S C A R D O N A (SKapbuva or 'SitdpSav), 1. ( N o w
foil ).
Skaidona or Skardin), the chief town of LiburS C A M A N D R I U S (Sitaudvbpiog). 1. S o n of Hec- nia in Illyria, on tho right bank of the Titius,
tor and A n d r o m a c h e , w h o m the people of Troy twelve miles from its mouth, the seal of a Concalled Astyanax, because his father w a s the ventus Juridicus—2. (Now At be), a small islprotector of the city of T r o y . — [ 2 . A Trojan and off the coast of Liburnia, also called Arba,
warrior, son of Strophius, slain by Menelaus.] which was the name ofthe principal town.
S C A M B O N I D / E (XKapBavlbai), a d e m u s in AttiS C A R D U S or S C O R D U S M O N S (TO SKapbov bpog),
ca, between Athens and Eleusis, belonging to a small range of lofty mountains, forming the
the tribe Leontis.
boundary between Mcesia and Macedonia.
SCARPHE, SCARPHEA, Or ScARPHIA (SiKapplJ,
S C A M P A (2ndpira: n o w Skumbi or Iscampi), a
town in the interior of Greek Illyria, on the Via ^Kupfpeia, ^Kapipla : Stcaptpev'g, Eicaptpievg, 2/cap
<j>alog, 2Kap<ptog), a town ofthe Epicnemidii L o Egnatia, between Clodiana and Lychnidus.
cri, ten stadia from the coast, at which the roads
S C A N D E A (S,Kav6eta), a port-town on the eastern side of the island Cythera, forming the har- united leading through Thermopylae. It posbor ofthe town of Cythera, from which it was sessed a harbor on the coast, probably at the
m o u t h ofthe River Boagrius.
ten stadia distant.
S C A R P O N N A ( n o w Charpeigne), a town in Gallia
SCANDIA or SCANDINAVIA, the name given by
the ancients to Norway, Sweden, and the sur- Belgica, on the Mosella, and on the road from
rounding islands. Even the later Romans had Tullum to Divodurum.
S C A T O or C A T O , V E T T I U S , one of the Italian
a very imperfect knowledge ofthe Scandinavian
peninsula. They supposed it to have been sur- generals in the M a i sic war, B.C. 90. H e derounded by the ocean, and to have been com- feated the consuls, L Julius Caesar and P.Rutil.
posed of several islands called by Ptolemy Scan- ius Lupus, in t w o successive battles H e w a s
diae. Of these the largest bore especially the afterward taken prisoner, and w a s stabbed to
name of Scandia or Scandinavia, by which the death by his o w n slave as he w a s being dragged
modern Sweden was undoubtedly indicated. before the R o m a n general, being thus delivered
This country was inhabited by the Hilleviones, from the ignominy and punishment that awaitof w h o m the Suiones and Sitones appear to ed him.
SCAUEUS, EMILIUS.
1. M , raised his family
have been tribes.
SJANDTLA (now Scaniole), a small island infrom obscurity to the highest rank a m o n g the
the northeast of the zEgean Sea, between Pepa- R o m a n n o b l e s . H e w a s born in B.C. 163. H i s
father, notwithstanding his patrician descent,
lethos and Scyros.
SCANTIA SILVA, a wood in Campania, in which had been obliged, through poverty, to carry on
<vere probably the Aquae Scantiae mentioned by the trade of a coal merchant, and left his son a
very slender patrimony. T h e latter had thought
Pliny.
[SCANTILLA, M A N L I A , the wife of Didius Ju- at first of carrying on the trade of a money-lendlianus, w h o m she urged to buy the empire when er ; but he finally resolved to devote himself ta
set up for sale : she enjoyed the title Augusta the study of eloquence, with the hope cf rising
during the brief period of her husband's reign.] to the honors ofthe state. H e likewise served
in the army, w h e r e he appears to have gained
S C A P T E H V L E (ZKairrri vXy), also called, but
ess correctly, SCAPI ESYLEySKairrnovXij),a small s o m e distinction. H e w a s curule aedile in IS*
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•is obtained the consulship in 115, when he car-was acquitted, notwithstanding his guilt. He
ried on war with success against several of the was accused again in 52, under Pompey's new
Alpine tribes. In 112 he was sent at the head law against ambitus, and was condemned. He
if an embassy to Jugurtha; and in 111 he ac- married Mucia, who had been previously the
BCmpanied the consul L. Calpurnius Bestia, as wife of Pompey, and by her he had one son
one of his legates, in the war against Jugurtha. (No. 4).—3 Younger son of N o 1, fought undei
The Numidian king bestowed large sums of the proconsul, Q. Catulus, against the Cimbri at
money upon both Bestia and Seaurus, in conse- 'he Athesis, and, having fled from thefield,was
luonce oi which the consul granted the king indignantly commanded by his father not to come
most favorable terms of peace. This disgrace- into his presence, whereupon the youth put an
ful transaction excited the greatest indignation end to his life.—4 M , son of No. 2, and Mucia,
at R o m e ; and C. Mamilius, the tribune of the the former wife of Pompey the triumvir, and
plebs, 110, brought forward a bill by which an consequently the half-brother of Sextus Pominquiry was to be instituted against all those pey. He accompanied the latter into Asia after
who had received bribes from Jugurtha. Al- the defeat of his fleet in Sicily, but betrayed him
though Seaurus had been one of the most guilty, into the hands ofthe generals of M. Antonius in
such was his influence in the state that he con- 35. After the battle of Actium he fell into the
trived to be appointed one of the three quae- power of Octavianus, and escaped death, to
sitores who were elected under the bill for which he had been sentenced, only through the
the purpose of .prosecuting the criminals. But, intercession of his mother, Mucia — 5 . M A M E R
though he thus secured himself, he was unable cus, son of No. 4, was a distinguished orator
to save any of his accomplices. Bestia and and poet, but of a dissolute character. H e was
many others were condemned. In 109, Seaurus a member of the senate at the time of the acwas censor with M. Livius Drusus.' In his con- cession of Tiberius, A.D. 14, when he offend
sulship herestoredthe Milvian bridge, and con- ed this suspicious emperor by some remarks
structed the ^Emilian road, which ran by Pisae which he made in the senate. Being accused
and Luna as far as Dertona. In 107 he was of majestas in 34, he put an end to his own
elected consul a second time, in place of L Cas- life.
SOAURUS, M. AURELIUS, consul suffectus B.C.
sius Longinus, who had fallen in battle against
the Tigurini
In the struggles between the 108, was three years afterward consular legate
aristoeratical and popular parties, Seaurus was in Gaul, where he was defeated by the Cimbri.
always a warm supporter of the former. H e taken prisoner, and put to death.
was several times accused of different offences, SOAURUS, Q. TERENTIUS, a celebrated gramchiefly by his private enemies; but such was marian who flourished under the Emperor Hahis influence in the state that he was always drian, and whose son was one ofthe preceptors
acquitted. H e died about 89. By his wife Cae- of the Emperor Verus. H e was the author of
cilia Seaurus had three children, two sons men- an Ars Grammatica, and of commentaries upon
tioned below, and a daughter ./Emilia,firstmar- Plautus, Virgil, and the Ars Poetica of Horace,
ried to M'. Glabrio, and next to Cn. Pompey, which are known to us from a few scattered
subsequently the triumvir.—2. M., eldest son of notices only, for the tract entitled Q. Terentii
the preceding, and step-son ofthe dictator Sul- Scauri de Orthographia ad Tkeseum included in
la, w h o m his mother Caecilia married after the the " Grammaticae Latinae Auctores Antiqai'
death of his father. In the third Mithradatic of Putschius (Hannov , 1605), is not believed to
war he served under Pompey as quaestor. The be a genuine production of this Seaurus.
SCELERATUS CAMPUS.
Vid. R O M A , p. 748, a.
latter sent him to Damascus with an army, and
SCENJE (T,Kijvai, i. e , the tents), a town
from thence he marched into Judaea to settle
the disputes between the brothers Hyrcanus and Mesopotamia, on the borders of Babylonia, on
Aristobulus. Seaurus was left by Pompey in a canal of the Euphrates, twenty-five days'jourthe command of Syria with two legions. Dur- ney below Zeugma It belonged to the SCENI
ing h u government of Syria he made a preda- TJE, and was evidently only a collection of tents
tory incursion into Arabia Petraea, but with- or huts.
SCENIT^: (SKiivlrat, i. e , dwellers in tents)
drew on the payment of three hundred talents
by Aretas, the king of the country. H e was general name used by the Greeks for the Bedscurule aedile in 58, when he celebrated the pub- wee (Bedouin) tribes of Arabia Deserta. It was
lic games with extraordinary splendor. The also applied to nomad tribes in Africa, who liketemporary theatre which he built accommoda- wise lived in tents.
SCEPSIS (ZKijibig : now probably ruins at Esteted eighty thousand spectators, and was adorned
in the most magnificent manner. Three hund- Upshi or Eski Shupshe), an ancient city in the inred and sixty pillars decorated the stage, ar- terior ofthe Troad, southeast of Alexandrea, in
ranged in three stories, ofwhich the lowest was the mountains of Ida. Its inhabitants were remade of white marble, the middle one of glass, moved by Antigonus to Alexandrea ; but, being
and the highest of gilt wood. The combats of permitted by Lysimachus to return to their
wild beasts were equally astonishing. One homes, they built a new city, called b vea Kapn,
hundred andfiftypanthers were exhibited in the and the remains of the old town were then callcircus, and five crocodiles and a hippopotamus ed UaXaioKijvjig. Scepsis is celebrated 'n litwere seen for the first time at Rome. In 56 he erary history as the place where certain M S S
was praetor, and in the following year governed of Aristotle and Theophrastus were buried, to
the province of Sardinia, which he plundered prevent their transference to Pergamus. W h e h
without mercy. On his return'to R o m e he was dug up again, they were found nearly destroyed
accused of the crime of repetundae. H e was by mould and worms, and in this condition they
defended by Cicero, Hortensius, and others, and were ; emoved by Sulla to Athens. The ph;'o»
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opher Metrodorus and the grammarian Deme- iKuXoiotog), a town of Elis, in the district Trc
phylia, on the River Selinus, twenty stadia
trius were natives of Scepsis.
south of Olympia. It was destroyed by the
SCERDILAIDAS or SCERDIL^IDUS (ZKepbiXaibag
Eleans in the war which they carried on againtt
or luKepbiXaibog), king of Illyria, was in all probability a son of Pleuratus, and younger brother the Pisaeans, whose cause had been espoused
of Agron, both of them kings of that country. by the inhabitants of Scillus The LacedaemoAfter the defeat and abdication of Teuta (B.C. nians subsequently took possession of the tei
229), he probably succeeded to a portico of her ritory of Scillus ; and, although the Eleans stih
dominions, but did not assume the title of king laid claim to it, they gave it to Xenophon aftei
Xenophon ie
till after the death of his nephew Pinnes. H e his banishment from Athens
carried on war for some years against Philip, sided at this place during the remainder of his
king of Macedonia, and thus appears as an ally life, and erected here a sanctuary to Diana (Arof the Romans. H e probably died about 205, temis), which he had vowed during the retreat
of the Ten Thousand.
and was succeeded bj his son Pleuratus.
[ S C H E M A (J-xebla), a large village of Lower SCINGOMAGUS, a small place in the southeastEgypt, on the great canal which united Alex- ern part of Gallia Transpadana, in the kingdom
andrea with the Canobic mouth of the Nile, four of Cottius, west of Segusio, at the pass across
schaeni from Alexandrea, was the station of the the Alps.
SOIONE (SKIUVT/ : SKiavatog, %Kiavitig), the
splendid galleys in which the prefects visited the
chief town in the Macedonian peninsula of Palupper districts J
lene, on the western coast. It is said to have
SCHEDIUS (Sxibiog). 1. Son of Iphitus and
Hippolyte, commanded the Phoeians in the war been founded by some Pellenians of Achaia,
against Troy, along with his brother Epistro- who settled here after their return from Troy.
pheus. H e was slain by Hector, and his remains It revolted from the Athenians in the peloponwere carried from Troy to Anticyra in Phocis. nesian war, but wasretakenby Cleon ; where— 2 . Son ofPerimedes, likewise a Phocian who upon all the men were put to death, the women
and children sold as slaves, and the town giver.
was killed at Troy by Hector.
S C H E R A (Scherinus), a town in the interior of to the Plataeans.
SCIPIO, the name of an illustrious patrician
Sicily, in the southwest part of the is^nd.
family of the Cornelia gens. This name, which
SCHERIA.
Vid. P H ^ E A C E S
signifies a stick or staff, is said to have been
[SCHISTE (Via, b axiorb bbbg, now Zimeno or
Zemino), a road leading from Delphi over a de- given to the founder of the family, because he
clivity of Parnassus to Daulis, and still further served as a staff in directing his blind father.
northward, deriving its name from the fact that This family produced some ofthe greatest men
it began iii a mountain gorge, and then, two ge-in Rome, and to them she was more indebted
ographical miles east of Delphi, at a place called than to any others for the empire of the world.
Tp«c KeXevBoi, divided itself into two roads, The
one family tomb ofthe Scipios was discovered
to the northeast toward Daulis, the other to the in 1780, on the left ofthe Appia Via, about four
southeast toward Lebadea or Helicon. At the hundred paces within the modern Porta S. Sepoint where the three roads met was erected bastiano. The inscriptions and other curiosi
the tumulus to commemorate the murder of ties are now deposited in the Museo Pio-ClemLaius by CEdipus, which was said to have oc- entino at Rome. 1. P. CORNELIUS SCIPIO, magister equitum B.C. 396, and consular tribune
curred there ]
SCHCENUS (Zxolvog: 'Zxoivievg), a town395
of and 394.-2. L. C O R N SCIPIO, consul 350.
Boeotia, on a river of the same name, and on — 3 P. C O R N . SCIPIO B A R B A T U S , consul 323, and
dictator 306. H e was also pontifex maximus.—
the road from Thebes to Anthedon.
4 of
L. C O R N . SCIPIO B A R B A T U S , consul 298, when
SCHCENUS (Sxoivovg, -ovvrog). 1. A harbor
Corinth, north of Cenchreae, at the narrowest he carried on war against the Etruscans, and depart of the isthmus.—2 A place in the interior feated them near Volaterrae. H e also served
under the consuls in 297, 295, and 293, against
of Arcadia, near Methydrium.
the Samnites. This Scipio was the great-grandSCIATHUS (ZKiaBog : 2icid8iog: n o w Skiatho),
a small island in the JDgean Sea, north of Eu- father ofthe conqueror of Hannibal The genbcea and east of the Magnesian coast of Thes- ealogy of the family can be traced with more
saly, with a town ofthe same name upon it. It is certainty from this time.—5 C N C O R N SCIPIO
said to have been originally colonized by Pelas- ASINA, son ul N o 4, was consul 260, in the first
gians from Thrace. It is frequently mentioned Punic war. In an attempt upon the Liparaean
in the history ofthe invasion of Greece byXerx- islands, ne was taken prisoner with seventeen
ts, since the Persian and Grecianfleetswere ships. H e probably recovered his liberty when
stationed near its cossts It subsequently be- Regulus invaded Africa, for he was consul a seccame one of the subject allies of Athens, but at-ond time in 254. In this year he and his coltained such little prosperity that it only had to league, A. Atilius Calatinus, crossed over into
pay the small tribute of two hundred drachmae Sicily and took the town of Panormus — 6 . L
yearly Its chief town was destroyed by the C O R N . SCIPIO, also son of No. 4, was consul 253
last Philip of Macedonia. At a later time it was H e drove the Carthaginians out of Sardinia and
restored by Antonius to the Athenians. Scia- Corsica, defeating Hanno, the Carthaginian
commander. H e was censor in 258.—7 P
tnus produced good wine.
C O R N . SCIPIO ASINA, son of No. 5, was consul
SCIDRUS (2,Klbpog), a place in the south of
Italy, of uncertain site, in which some of the 221, and carried on war, with his colleague M
Sybarites settled after the destruction of their Minucius Rufus, against the Istri, who were
subdued by the consuls. H e is mentioned again
nwn city.
in 211, when he recommended that the senate
SCILLUS ('2-Ki?.Xovg,-s-vvrog : IKIAXOVVT og,
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should recall all the generals and armies from which attended all his enterprises must have
Italy for the defence ofthe capital, because Han- deepened this belief. H e isfirstmentioned in
nibal was marching upon the city.—8. P. C O R N . 218 at the battle ofthe Ticinns, w h e n he saved
SCIPIO, son of N o 6, w a s consul, with Ti. Sem- the life of his father, as has been already re
jronius Longus, in 218, the first year of the sec- lated. H e fought at Cannae two years after
ond Punic war. H e sailed with an army to ward (216), w h e n he w a s already a tribune ol
Gaul, in order to encounter Hannibal before the soldiers, and w a s one ofthe few R o m a n ofcrossing the Alps; but,findingthat Hannibal ficers w h o survived that fatal day. H e waa
fiad crossed the Rhone, and had got the start of chosen, along with Appius Claudius, to comhim by a three days' march, he resolved to sail m a n d the remains ofthe army, which had taken
back to Italy and await Hannibal's arrival in refuge at Canusium ; and it w a s owing to his
Cisalpine Gaul. But as the R o m a n s had an youthful heroism and presence of mind that the
army of twenty-five thousand m e n in Cisalpine R o m a n nobles, w h o had thought of leaving ItGaul, under the c o m m a n d of two praetors, Scip- aly in despair, were prevented from carrying
io sent into Spain the army which he had brought their rash project into effect. H e had already
with him, under the c o m m a n d of his brother gained the favor ofthe people to such an extent
Cn. Scipio. O n his return to Italy, Scipio took that he w a s elected aedile in 212, although he
the c o m m a n d of the army in Cisalpine Gaul, had not yet reached the legal age. In 210, after
and hastened to meet Hannibal A n engage- the death of his father and uncfe in Spain, the
ment took place between the cavalry and light- R o m a n s resolved to increase their army in that
armed troops ofthe two armies. T h e R o m a n s country, and to place it under the c o m m a n d of
were defeated; the consul himself received a a proconsul But w h e n the people assembled
severe wound, and w a s only saved from death to elect a proconsul, none of the generals of exby the courage of his young son Publius, the perience ventured to sue for so dangerous a comfuture conqueror of Hannibal. Scipio n o w re- mand. At length Scipio, w h o w a s then barely
treated across the Ticinus, crossed the P o also, twenty four, offered himself as a candidate, and
first took up his quarters at Placentia, and sub-w a s chosen with enthusiasm to take the comsequently withdrew to the hills on the left bank mand. His success in Spain w a s striking and
ofthe Trebia, where he w a s joined by the oth- rapid In the first campaign (210) he took the
er consul, Sempronius Longus. T h e latter re- important city of Carthago Nova, and in the
solved upon a battle, in opposition to the advice course of the next three years he drove the
of his colleague. T h e result w a s the complete Carthaginians entirely out of Spain, and became
defeat of the R o m a n army, which w a s obliged master of that country. H e returned to R o m e
io take refuge within the walls of Placentia. in 206, and w a s elected consul for the followin the following year, 217, Scipio, whose impe- ing year (205), although he had not yet filled
rium had been prolonged, crossed over into the office of praetor, and w a s only thirty years
Spain. H e and his brother Cneius continued in of age. H e w a s anxious to cross over at once
Spain till their death in 211 ; but the history of to Africa, and bring the contest to an end at
their campaigns, though important in their re- the gates of Carthage ; but the oldest members
sults, is full of confusions and contradictions. ofthe senate, and among them Q. Fabius M a x They gained several victories over the enemy, imus, opposed his project, partly through timidand they felt themselves so strong by the be- ity and partly through jealousy of the youthful
ginning of 212, that they resolved to cross the conqueror. All that Scipio could obtain w a s
Iberus, and to m a k e a vigorous effort to drive the province of Sicily, with permission to cross
the Carthaginians out of Spain. They accord- over to Africa; but the senate refused him an
ingly divided their forces, but they were defeat- army, thus making the permission of no praced and slain in battle by the Carthaginians.—9. tical use. But the allies had a truer view of
C N . C O R N . SCIPIO C A L V U S , son of N o 6, and the interests of Italy than the R o m a n senate,
brother of No. 8, w a s consul 222, with M . Clau- and from all the towns of Italy volunteers flockdius Marcellus. In conjunction with his col- ed to join the standard of the youthful hero.
league, he carried on war against the Insu- T h e senate could not refuse to allow him to enbrians. In 218 he carried on war as the legate list volunteers; and such w a s the enthusiasm
of his brother Publius for eight years in Spain, in his favor, that he w a s able to cross over to
as has been related above — 1 0 . P. C O R N . SCIPIO Sicily with an army and afleetcontrary to the
A F R I C A N U S M A J O R , son of N o . 8, w a s born in 234. expectations and even the wishes of the senH e w a s unquestionably one ofthe greatest m e n ate. After spending the winter in Sicily, and
of R o m e , and he acquired at an early age the completing all his preparations for the invasion
confidence and admiration of his countrymen. of Africa, he crossed over to the latter country
His enthusiastic mind led him to believe that in the course of the following year. Success
he was a special favorite of the gods, and he again attended his arms. T h e Carthaginians
never engaged in any public or private business and their ally Syphax were defeated with great
withoutfirstgoing to the Capitol, where he sat slaughter, and the former were compelled to
some time alone, enjoying communication from recall Hannibal from Italy as the only hope of
the gods. For all he proposed or executed, he saving their country. T h e long struggle bealleged the divine approval; and the R o m a n tween the two nations w a s at length brought
people gave credit to his assertions, and re- to a close by the battle fought near the city of
garded him as a being almost superior to the Z a m a on the 19th of October, 202, in which
c o m m o n race of mer. There can be no doubt Scipio gained a decisive and brilliant victory
that Scipio believed himself in the divine reve- over Hannibal. Carthage had no alternative
lations, which he asserted to have been vouch- but submission; but the final treaty w a s noi
safed to him, and the extraordinary success concluded till the following year (201\ Sciniu
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eturned to Italy in 201, and entered R o m e in of imprisonment The successfil issue of th«
triumph. H e was received with universal en- prosecution of Lucius emboldened his enemies
thusiasm, and the surname of Africanus was to bring the great Africanus himself before the
conferred upon him The people wished to people. His accuser was M. Naevius, the tribmake him consul and dictator for life, and to une of the people, and the accusation was
erect his statue in the comitia, the rostra, the brought in 185. W h e n the trial came on, anc
curia, and even in the Capitol, but he prudently Africanus was summoned, be proudly remind
declined all. these invidious distinctions. A s ed the people that this was the anniversary
he did not choose to usurp the supreme power, of the day on which he had defeated Hannibal
*nd as he was an object of suspicion and dis- ut Zama, and called upon them to follow him
like to thn majority of the senate, he took no to the Capitol, in order there to return thanks
prominen :art in public affairs during the next to the immortal gods, and to pray that they
few years H e was censor in 199 with P. iEli- would grant the Roman state other citizens like
us Paetus, and consul a second time in 194 with himself. Scipio struck a chord which vibrated
Ti. Sempronius Longus
In 193 he was one on every heart, and was followed by crowds to
ol the three commissioners who were sent to the Capitol. Having thus set all the laws at
Africa to mediate between Masinissa and the defiance, Scipio immediately quitted Rome, and
Carthaginians; and in the same year he was retired to his country seat at Liternum. The
one of the ambassadors sent to Antiochus at tribunes wished to renew the prosecution, but
Ephesus, at whose court Hannibal was then re- Gracchus wisely persuaded them to let it drop.
siding. The tale runs that he had there an in- Scipio never returned to Rome. H e passed his
terview with the great Carthaginian, who de- remaining days in the cultivation of his estate
clared him the greatest general that ever lived. at Liternum ; and, at his death, is said to have
The compliment was paid in a manner the most requested that his body might be buried there,
flattering to Scipio The latter had asked, and not in his ungrateful country. The year
" W h o was the greaVest generall" "Alexan- of his death is equally uncertain, but he probder the Great," was Hannibal's reply. " W h o ably died in 183. Scipio married ^Emilia, the
was the second V
" Pyrrhus." " W h o the daughter of L. iEmilius Paulus, who fell at the
thirdV "Myself," replied the Carthaginian. battle of Cannae, and by her he had four chil•'What would you have said, then, if you had dren, two sons (Nos 12, 13) and two daughconquered m e l " asked Scipio, in astonishment. ters, the elder of w h o m married P. Scipio Nasica
"I should then have placed myself before Alex- Corculum (No. 17), and the younger Tib. Gracander, before Pyrrhus, and before all other gen-chus, and thus became the mother of the two
erals." In 190 Africanus served as legate un- celebrated tribunes. Vid. C O R N E L I A . — 11. L.
der his brother Lucius in the war against An- C O R N . SCIPIO ASIATIOUS, also called A S I A G E N E S
tiochus the Great. Shortly after his return, he or ASIAGENUS, was the son of No. 8, and the
and his brother Lucius were accused of having brother of the great Africanus. H e served unreceived bribes from Antiochus to let the mon- der his brother in Spain; was praetor in 193,
arch off too leniently, and of having appropria- when he obtained the province of Sicily; and
ted to their own use part of the money which consul in 190 with C. Laelius. The senate had
had been paid by Antiochus to the Roman state. not much confidence in his abilities, and it waa
The details of the accusation are related with only through the offer of his brother Africanus
such discrepancies by the ancient authorities, to accompany him as a legate that he obtained
that it is impossible to determine with certainty the province of Greece and the conduct of the
the true histoiy of the affair, or the year in war against Antiochus. H e defeated Antiowhich it occurred. It appears, however, that chus at Mount Sipylus in 190, entered R o m e in
there were two distinct prosecutions, and the triumph in the following year, and assumed the
following is perhaps the most probable history surname of Asiaticus. The history of his accu
ofthe transaction. In 187, two tribunes ofthe sation and condemnation has been already repeople ofthe name of Petillii, instigated by Cato lated in the life of his brother. H e was a canand the other enemies of the Scipios, required didate for the censorship in 184, but was de
L. Scipio to render an account of all the sums feated by the old enemy of his family, M. Porof money which he had received from Antio- cius Cato, who deprived Asiaticus of his horse
chus. L. Scipio accordingly prepared his ac- at the review of the equites. It appears, therecounts, but as he was in the act of delivering fore, that even as late as this time an eques did
them up, the proud conqueror of Hannibal in- not forfeit his horse by becoming a senator.—
dignantly snatched them out of his hands and 12. P. C O R N . SCIPIO A F R I C A N U S , elder son ofthe
tore them up in pieces before the senate. But great Africanus, was prevented by his weak
this haughty conduct appears to have produced health from taking any part in public affairs.
an unfavorable impression, and his brother, Cicero praises his oratiunculae and his Greek
when brought to trial in the course of the same history, and remarks that, with the greatness of
year, was declared guilty, and sentenced to pay his father's mind, he possessed a larger amount
a heavy fine. The tribune C. Minucius Augu- of learning. H e haol no son of his own, but
rinus ordered him to be dragged to prison and adopted the son of L. iEmilius Paulus (vid. beihere detained till the money was paid ; where- low, No. 15). — 13. L. or C N C O R N . SCIPIO A F upon Africanus rescued his brother from the RICANUS, younger son of the great Africanus.
aands of the tribune's officer. The contest H e accompanied his father into Asia in 190, and
would probably have been attended with fatal was taken prisoner by Antiochus. This S( ipic
results had not Tib. Gracchus, the father of the was a degenerate son of an illustrious sire, anc
telebrated tribune, and then tribune himself, hadonly obtained the praetorship in 174 througt
.ueDrudence to release Lucius from the sentence Cicereius, who had been a scriba of his jathe*
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giung way to him. In the same year he was reducing Africa to the form of a R o m a n p«ov
rT;i"'!i-d from the senate by the censors — 1 4 . ince, Scipio returned to R o m e in the same yeai
L C O K W . SCIPIO A S I A T I C U S , a descendant of N o . and celebrated a splendid triumph on account
11, belonged to the Marian party, and w a s con- of his victory. T h e surname of Africanus,
sul 83 with C Norbanus. In this year Sulla which he had inherited by adoption from thf
returnt 1 to Italy: Scipio was deserted by his conqueror of Hannibal, had been n o w acquires
troops, and taken prisoner in his camp along by him by his o w n exploits. In 142 Scipii
with his son Lucius, but w a s dismissed by Sulla w a s censor, and in the administration of tha
uninjured. H e was, however, included in the duties of his office he attempted to repress the
pioscription in the following year (82), where- growing luxury and immorality of his contemupon he fled to Massilia, and passed there, the poraries His efforts, however, were thwartremainder of his life. His daughter w a s mar- ed by his colleague M u m m i u s , w h o had himried to P. Sestius — 1 5 P. C O R N SCIPIO iEMiLi- self acquired a love for Greek and Asiatic luxA N U S A F R I C A N U S M I N O R , w a s the younger son uries. In 139 Scipio was accused by Ti. Clauof L iEmilius Paulus, the conqueror of Mace- dius Asellus of majestas. Asellus attacked him
donia, and w a s adopted by P. Scipio (No. 12), out of private animosity, because he had been
the son ofthe conqueror of Hannibal. H e w a s deprived of his horse, and reduced to the conborn about 185. In his seventeenth year he dition of an aerarian by Scipio in his censorship
accompanied his father Paulus to Greece, and Scipio was acquitted, and the speeches which
fought under him at the battle of Pydna, 168. he delivered on the occasion obtained great
Scipio devoted himself with ardor to the study celebrity, and were held in high esteem in a
of literature, and formed an intimate friendship later age. It appears to have been after thi
with Polybius w h e n the latter came to R o m e event that Scipio w a s sent on an embassy to
along with the other Achaean hostages in 167. Egypt and Asia to attend to the R o m a n interVid. P O L Y B I U S . At a later period he also cultiva- ests ir- those countries. T h e long continuance
ted the acquaintance ofthe philosopher Panae- of the war in Spain again called Scipio to the
tius, and he likewise admitted the poets Lucilius consulship H e w a s appointed consul in his
and Terence to his intimacy, and is said to have absence, and had the province of Spain assigned
assisted the latter in the composition of his com- to him in 134. His operations were attended
edies. His friendship with Laelius, whose tastes with success; and in 133 he brought the war
and pursuits were so congenial to his own, has to a conclusion by the capture of the city of N u been immortalized by Cicero's celebrated treat- mantia after a long siege. H e n o w received
ise entitled " Laelius sive de Amicitia " Al- the surname of Numantinus in addition to that
though thus devoted to the study of polite liter- of Africanus. During his absence in Spain T i
ature, Scipio is said to have cultivated the vir- berius Gracchus had been put to death. Seipio
tues which distinguished the older Romans, and w a s married to Sempronia, the sister of the
to have m a d e Cato the model of his conduct. fallen tribune, but he had no sympathy with his
If w e m a y believe his panegyrists, he possessed reforms, and no sorrow for his fate. Upon hia
all the simple virtues of an old R o m a n , mellow- return to R o m e in 132, he did not disguise his
ed by therefininginfluences of Greek civiliza- sentiments, and w h e n asked in the assembly of
tion. Scipio first served in Spain with great the tribes by C. Papirius Carbo, the tribune,
distinction as military tribune under the consul what he thought ofthe death of Tiberius GracL Lucullus in 151. O n the breaking out ofthe chus, he boldly replied that he w a s justly slain
third Punic war in 149, he accompanied the Ro- (jure casum). T h e people loudly expressed
m a n army to Africa, again with the rank of their disapprobation ; whereupon Scipio proudly
military tribune Here he gained still more re-bade them to be silent. H e n o w took the ;; ad
nown. B y his personal bravery and military in opposing the popular party, and endeavored
skill he repaired, to a great extent, the mistakes to prevent the agrarian law of Tiberius Gracof the consul Manilius, whose army on one oc- chus from being carried into effect. In order
casion he saved from destruction. H e returned to accomplish this object, he proposed in the
to R o m e in 148, and had already gained such senate (129) that all disputes respecting the
popularity, that w h e n he became a candidate for lands of the allies should be taken out of the
the aedileship for the following year (147), he hands of the commissioners appointed under
was elected consul, although he w a s only thirty- the law of Tiberius Gracchus, and should be
seven, and had not, therefore, attained the legal committed to other persons. This would have
age. T h e senate assigned to him Africa as his been equivalent to an abrogation of the law ;
province, to which he forthwith sailed, accom- and accordingly, Fulvius Flaccus, Papirius Car
panied by his friends Polybius and Laelius. H e bo, and C. Gracchus, the three commissioners
prosecuted the siege of Carthage with the ut- offered the most vehement opposition to his promost vigor. T h e Carthaginians defended them- posal In the forum he w a s accused by Carbo
selves with the courage of despair, and the R o - with the bitterest invectives as the enemy of
m a n s were unable to force their w a y into the the people, and upon his again expressing his
city till Mie spring of the following year (146). approval of the death of Tiberius Gracchus, the
The inhabitants fought from street to street, people shouted out, " D o w n with the tyrant.'
and from house to house, and the work of de- In the evening he went h o m e with the intention
struction and butchery went on for days. T h e of composing a speech for the following d a y
fa'e of this once magnificent city moved Scipio but next day he was found dead in his room.
to tears, and, anticipating that a similar catas- The most contradictory rumors were circulated
trophe might onr day befall R o m e , he repeated respecting his death, but it w a s generally bethe lines of the Iliad (vi., 448-9), in whic a Hec- lieved that he w a s murdered. Suspicion fell
tor bev^ ails the approaching fall of Troy. After upon various persons ; his wife Sempronia and
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ner mother Cornelia were suspected by some; tempted to escape. In consequence of his cos
Carbo, Fulvius, and C Gracchus by others. Of duct on this occasion, Nasica became an object
all these, Carbo was most generally believed to of such detestation to the people, that the senate
have been guilty, and is expressly mentioned found it advisable to send him on a pretended
as the murderer by Cicero. The general opin- mission to Asia, although he was pontifex m a x
ion entertained by the Romans of a subsequent imus, and ought not, therefore, to have quittei
age respecting Scipio is given by Cicero in his Italy. H e did not venture to return to Rome,
work on the Republic, in which Scipio is intro- and after wandering about from place to place,
duced as the principal speaker.—16. P. C O E N . died soon afterward at Pergamum. — 1 9 . P
SCIPIO NASICA, that is, " Scipio with the pointed COP.N. SCIPIO NASICA, son of No. 18, was consul
nose," was the son of Cn Scipio Calvus, who 111, and died during his consulship.—20. P
fell in Spain in 211. (Vid. No. 9). H e is firstC O R N . SCIPIO NASICA, son of N o 19, praetor 94,
mentioned in 204 as a young man who was is mentioned by Cicero as one ofthe advocates
judged by the senate to be the best citizen in the of Sextus Roscius of Ameria. H e married Listate, and was therefore sent to Ostia along with cinia, the second daughter of L. Crassus, the
the Roman matrons to receive the ftatue of the orator. H e had two sons, both of w h o m were
Idaean Mother, which had been biought from adopted, one by his maternal grandfather L.
Pessinus. H e was curule aedile 19b : praetor Crassus in his testament, and is therefore called
in 194, when he fought with success in Further L. Licinius Crassus Scipio, and the other by
Spain; and consul 191, when he defeated the Q. Caecilius Metellus Pius,, consul 80, and is
Boii, and triumphed over them on his return to therefore called Q Caecilius Metellus Pius ScipRome. Scipio Nasica was a celebrated jurist, io. This Scipio became the father in-law of
and a house was given him by the state in the Cn. Pompey the triumvir, and fell in Africa i.i
Via Sacra, in order that he might be more easily 46. His life is given under M E T E L L U S , No. 15
consulted. —

17. P. C O R N . SCIPIO N A S I C A C O E - — 2 1 . C N . C O R N . SCIPIO H I S P A L L U S , son of L

CULUM, son of No. 16, inherited from his father Scipio, who is only known as a brolhei A the
a love of jurisprudence, and became so cele- two Scipios who fell in Spain. Hispallus was
brated for his discernment and for his knowl- praetor 179, and consul 171. — 22 C N . C O R N .
edge of the pontifical and civil law, that he re-SCIPIO HISPALLUS, son of N o 21, was praetor
ceived the surname of Corculum H e married 139, when he published an edict that all Chala daughter of Scipio Africanus the elder. H e daeans (i. c , astrologers) should leave R o m e and
was consul for the first time 162, but abdicated, Italy within ten days.
together with his colleague, almost immediately
[SCIEADIUM CZKipdSiov), & promontory of Salaafter they had entered upon their office, on ac- mis, on the north side ofthe island, with a temeount of some fault in the auspices. H e was ple of Minerva (Athena) Sciras ]
censor 159 with M . Popilius Laenas, and was
SCIEAS or SCLERIAS (Zuipag, "LKXnpiag), of Taconsul a second time in 155, when he subdued rentum, was one of the followers of Rhinthon
the Dalmatians. H e was a firm upholder of in that peculiar sort of comedy, or rather burthe old Roman habits and manners, and in his lesque tragedy, which was cultivated by the Dosecond consulship he induced the senate to order rians of Magna Graecia, and especially at Tahe demolition of a theatre, which was near rentum. Vid. R H I N T H O N .
completion, as injurious to public morals. W h e n SCIEAS (2/ap«c), a surname of Minerva (AtheCato repeatedly expressed his desire for the de- na), under which she had a temple in the Attic
struction of Carthage, Scipio, on the other hand,port of Phalerum, and in the island of Salamis.
declared that he wished for its preservation, The foundation of the temple at Phalerum is
since the existence of such a rival would prove ascribed by Pausanias to a soothsayer, Scirus
a useful check upon the licentiousness of the of Dodona, who is said to have come to Attica
multitude. H e was elected pontifex maximus at the time when the Eleusinians were at war
in 150.—-18. P. C O R N SCIPIO N A S I C A SERAPIO, with Erechtheus.
son of No. 17, is chiefly known as the leader of
SCIRITIS (ZKiplrtg), a wild and mountainous
the senate in the murder of Tiberius Gracchus. district in the north of Laconia, on the borders
H e was consul in 138, and in consequence of of Arcadia, with a town called SCIRUS (Sfcfpoc),
the severity with which he and his colleague which originally belonged to Arcadia. Its inconducted the levy of troops, they were thrown habitants, the SciRlTiE (ZKiplrai), formed a speinto prison by C. Curiatius, the tribune of the cial division ofthe Lacedaemonian army. This
plebs. It was this Curiatius who gave Nasica body, which, in the time of the Peloponnesian
the nickname of Serapio, from his resemblance war, was six hundred in number, was stationed
to a person of low rank of this name ; but, though in battle at the extreme left ofthe line, formed
,jiven him in derision, it afterward became his on marcii the vanguard, and was usually emdistinguishing surname. In 133, when the tribes ployed on the most dangerous kinds of serviee.
met to re elect Tiberius Gracchus to the tribuSCIRON (ZKipav or iKelpav), a famous robber
nate, and the utmost confusion prevailed in the who infested the frontier between Attica and
Foium, Nasica called upon the consuls to save Megaris. H e not only robbed the travellers
the republic; but as they refused to have re- who passed through the country, but compelled
course to violence, he exclaimed, " As the con- them, on the Scironian rock, to wash his feet,
sul betrays the state, do you who wish to obey and kicked them into the sea while they were
the laws follow m e ;" and, so saying, he rushed thus employed. At the foot of the rock there
forth from the temple of Fides, where the senate was a tortoise which devoured the bodies of
was sitting, followed by the greater number of the robber's victims. H e was slain by Theseus.
&«s cenators
The people gave way before
SCIRONIA S A X A (2,Kipavldeg irerpat, also XKI
toem, and Gracchus \va= assassinated as he at- pdbeg: now Dervtni Bouno), large rocks on th*
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eastern coast of Megaris, between which and a leading posit on among his countrymen at tlw
the sea there was only a narrow dangerous pass, period of the outbreak of the war with Philip
and the Achaeans, B.C. 220. H e commanded
called the Scironian road (b ZKipdvn or ZKipavlg
bdog: now Kaki Skald). This road was after- the iEtolian army in thefirstyear of the war;
ward enlarged by the Emperor Hadrian. The and he is mentioned again as general of the
name of the rocks was derived from the cele- iEtolians, when the latter people concluded an
alliance with the Romans to assist them against
brated robber Sciron.
SCIREI or SCIRI, a people in European Sarma- Philip (211). After the close of the war witli
tia, on the northern coast, immediately east ofPhilip, Scopas and Dorimachus were appointed
the Vistula, in the modern Curland and Samo- to reform the iEtolian constitution (204). Scopas had only undertaken the charge from mogitien. The Sciri afterward joined the Huns;
and to this people belonged Odoacer, the con- tives of personal ambition ; onfindinghimself
disappointed in this object, he withdrew to
queror of Italy.
Alexandrea. Here he was received with the
SCIETONIUM (SKiprdviov), a town in the south
of Arcadia, belonging to the district iEgytis, theutmost favor by the ministers of the young
inhabitants of which removed to Megalopolis king, Ptolemy V., and appointed to the chief
command of the army against Antiochus the
upon the foundation of the latter.
SciETus(2iapToc: now Jillab), a river in Mes-Great. At first he was successful, but was aftopotamia, flowing past Edessa into a small lake erward defeated by Antiochus at Panium, and
reduced to shut himself up within the walls of
near Charrae. Its name, which signifies leaping, was derived from its rapid descent in a se- Sidon, where he was ultimately compelled by
famine to surrender. Notwithstanding this ill
ries of small cascades.
[SCIEUS (ZKlpog, b). 1. A soothsayer of Do-success, he continued in high favor at the Egyptian court ; but, having formed a plot in 196 to
dona
Vid. SCIRAS.—2. (ZKlpog, b.), h town of
obtain by force the chief administration of tho
Laconia Vid. SOIRITIS.—3. (ZKlpog, 6), a teook
near Scirum, which traversed -the sacred road kingdom, he was arrested and put to death.northwest of Athens, and watered the gardens 2. A distinguished sculptor, was a native of
Paros, and appears to have belonged to a famnorth of Dipylon.]
ily of artists in that island. H eflourishedfrom
SCLERIAS. Vid. SdRAS.
B.C. 395 to 350. H e was probably somewhat
SCODRA (Scodrensis : now Scoiar or Scutari),
one of the most important towns in Illyricum, older than Praxiteles, with w h o m he stands at
on the left bank of the River Baabana, at the the head of that second period of perfected art
southeastern corner of the Lacus liabeatis, and which is called the later Attic school (in conabout seventeen miles from the coast. It was tradistinction to the earlier Attic school of
strongly fortified, and was the residence ofthe Phidias), and which arose at Athens after the
Illyrian king Gentius. It subsequently contain- Peloponnesian war. Scopas was an architect
and a statuary as well as a sculptor. H e was
ed many Roman inhabitants.
the architect of the temple of Minerva (AtheSCODEUS. Vid. SOAEDUS.
SCCEDISES, SCYDISSES, OT SCORDISCUS (ZKOI- na) Alea at Tegea, in Arcadia, which was commenced soon after B.C. 394. H e was one of
blong, ZKvblaang, ZKopdloKog: now Dassim Dagh,
or Chambu-Bel Dagh), a mountain in the north- the artists employed in executing the bas-reeast of Asia Minor, dividing Pontus Cappado- liefs which decorated the frieze of the Mauso.
cius from Armenia Minor, and forming a part leum at Halicarnassus in Caria. A portion of
these bas-reliefs is now deposited in the Britof the same range as Mount Paryades.
ish Museum. Among the single statues and
SCOLLIS (ZKoXXig: now Sandameri), a rocky
mountain between Elis and Achaia, three thou- groups of Scopas, the best known in modern
sand three hundred and thirty-three feet high, times is his group of figures representing the
which joins on the east the mountain Lampea. destruction ofthe sons and daughters of Niobe.
SCOLOTI (ZKOXOTOI), the native name of the In Pliny's time the statues stood in the temple
Scythians, according to Herodotus, is in all prob- of Apollo Sosianus. Theremainingstatues of
this group, or copies of them, are all in the
ability the Greek form of Slave-nie or Slove-nie,
the generic name of the Slavonian race. Vid. Florence Gallery, with the exception ofthe soSCYTHIA. The later Greek writers call them called Uioneus at Munich, which some suppose
to have belonged to the group. There is a head
ZiXaBnvol.
S C O L U S (ZKdXog: ZKuXtog, ZxaXiebg). 1. Aof
n Niobe in the collection of Lord Yarborough
indent town in Bceotia, on the road from which has some claim to be considered as the
Thebes to Aphidnae in Attica, was situated on original. But the most esteemed of all the
the northern slope of Mount Cithaeron, and forty works of Scopas, in antiquity, was his group
stadia south of the River Asopus.—2. A small which stood in the shrine of Cn. Domitius in
the Flaminian circus, representing Achilles con.
place in Macedonia, near Olynthus.
ducted to the island of Leuce by the divinities
S C O M B E A R I A (now Islote), an island in front of
the bay, on the southeast coast of Spain, which of the sea. It consisted offiguresof Neptune
formed the harbor of Carthago Nova. It re- (Poseidon), Thetis, and Achilles, surrounded by
ceived its name from the scombri or mackerel Nereids, and attended by Tritons, and by an as<
taken off its coast, from which the Romans pre- semblage of sea monsters.
SCOPAS (ZKoirag : now Aladan), a river of Gapared their garum
SCOMIUS M O N S (TO ZKOUWV bpog), a mountain latia, falling into the Sangarius, from the east,
in Macedonia, which runs east of Mount Sear- at Juliopolis.
SCORDISCI, a people in Pannonia Superior,
dus, in the direction of north to south toward
are sometimes classed among the Illyrians, but
Mount Haemus.
SCOPAS (S(to7iaf). 1. A n iEtolian, who held were the remains of an ancient and powsrfu.
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8>'tn", -.no*. T'sey dwelt between the Savus Bruttium was only twenty miles bioad, ant
formed the ancient boundary of CEnotria.
and Dravus.
S C Y L A X (ZKVXOI;). 1. Of Caryanda in Caria.
SCORDISCUS.
Vid. SCCEDISES.
SCOTI, a peor-'e mentioned, together with the was sent by Darius Hystaspis on a voyage of
PICTI, by the later Roman writers as one of the discovery down the Indus. Setting out from
chief tribes of the ancient Caledonians. They the city of Caspatyrus and the Pactyican disdwelt in the south of Scotland and in Ireland; trict, Scylax reached the sea, and then sailed
and from them the former country has derived west through the Indian Ocean to the Red Sea
performing the whole voyage in thirty months
it3 name.
— 2 . Of Halicarnassus, a friend of Panaetius,
SCOTITAS (ZKor'iTag), a woody district in the
north of Laconia, on the frontiers of Tegea- distinguished for his knowledge of the stars,
and for his political influence in his own state
tis.
There is still extant a Periplus, containing a
SCOTUSSA (ZKorovaoa : ZKorovaoalag), a very
ancient town of Thessaly, in the district Pelas- brief description of certain countries in Europe,
giotis, near the source ofthe Onchestus, and not Asia, and Africa, and bearing the name of Scyfar from the hills Cynoscephalae, where Flami- lax of Caryanda. This work has been ascribed
ninus gained his celebrated victory over Philip, by some writers to the Scylax mentioned by
Herodotus, and by others to the contemporary
B.C. 197.
SCRIBONIA, wife of Octavianus, afterward the of Panaetius and Polybius; but most modern
Emperor Augustus, bad been married twice be- scholars suppose the writer to have lived in the
fore. By one of her former husbands, P. Scip- first half of the reign of Philip, the father of
It is
io, she had two children, P. Scipio, who was Alexander the Great, about B C. 350.
consul B.C. 16, and a daughter, Cornelia, who clear from internal evidence that the Periplus
was married to Paulus iEmilius, censor B C. must have been composed after the time of He22. Scribonia was the sister of L. Scribonius rodotus ; while, from its omitting to mention any
Libo, who was the father-in-law of Sextus Pom- ofthe cities founded by Alexander, such as Alpey. Augustus married her in 40, on the ad- exandrea in Egypt, w e m a y conclude that it
vice of Maecenas, because he was then afraid was drawn up before the reign of Alexander.
that Sextus Pompey would form an alliance It is probable that the author prefixed to his
with Antony to crush him; but, having re- work the name of Scylax of Caryanda on acnewed his alliance with Antony, Octavianus count of the celebrity of this navigator. This
divorced her, in order to marry Livia. in the Periplus is printed by Hudson, in his Geographt
following year (39), on the very day on which Graci Minores, and by Klausen, attached to his
she had borne him a daughter, Julia. Scribonia fragments of Heeataeus, Berlin, 1831.
S C Y L A X (ZKVXM%: now Choterlek-Irmak), a rivlong survived her separation from Octavianus.
In A.D. 2 she accompanied, of her own accord, er in the southwest of Pontus, falling into the
ner daughter Julia into exile, to the island of Iris, between Amasia and Gaziura.
SCYLITZES or SCYLITZA, J O A N N E S , a Byzantine
Pandataria.
historian, surnamed, from his office, CuropaSCRIBONIUS CURIO.
Vii CUKIO.
lates, flourished A.D. 1081. His work extends
SRIBONIUS L A R G U S .
Vii. L A R G U S .
from the death of Nicephorus I. (811) down to
SCRIBONIUS LIBO.
Vii. LIBO.
the reign of Nicephorus Botaniotes (1078-1081).
SCRIBONIUS P R O C U L U S .
Vid. P R O C U L U S .
S C U L T E N N A (now Panaro), a river in Gallia The portion of the history of Cedrenus, which
Cispadana, rising in the Apennines, and flow- extends from the death of Nicephorus I. (811)
to the close ofthe work (1057), is found almost
ing to the east of Mutina into the Po.
SCUPI (now Uskub), a town in Mcesia Supe- verbatim in the history of Scylitzes. Hence it
rior, on the Axius, and the capital of Dardania. has been supposed that Scylitzes copied from
It was the residence of the Archbishop of Illyr- Cedrenus, and consequently the entire work of
icum, and in the Middle Ages of the Servian Scylitzes has not been published separately,
but only the part extending from 1057 to 1080
kings.
which has been printed as an appendix to CedreSCYDISSES.
Vid. SCCEDISES.
S C Y L A C E (ZKVXOKII), or -SCYLACEION, an an- nus. Vid. C E D R E N U S . It is now, however, gencient city on the coast of Mysia Minor, at the erally admitted that Cedrenus copied from Scy
foot of Mount Olympus, said to have been found- litzes.
S C Y L L A (ZKVXXO.) and C H A R Y B D I S , the names
ed by the Pelasgians.
SCYLACIUM, also ScYLACEUM OT ScYLLETIUM of two rocks between Italy and Sicily, and only
(ZKVXOKIOV, ZKV?UIKCIOV, ZKVXXIJTIOV : now Squil-a short distance from one another. In the one
of these rocks which was nearest to Italy, there
lace), a Greek town on the eastern coast of
Bruttium, was situated on two adjoining hills was a cave, in which dwelt Scylla, a daughter
at a short distance from the coast, between the of Crataeis, a fearful monster, barking like a dog,
livers Caeeinus and Carcines. It is said to have with twelve feet, and six long necks and heads
been founded by the Athenians. It belonged each of which contained three rows of sharp
to the territory of Croton, but was subsequently teeth. The opposite rock, which was much
given by the elder Dionysius to the Locrians, lower, contained an immensefig-tree,under
and came eventually into the possession of the which dwelt Charybdis, who thrice every day
Romans. It had no harbor, whence Virgil (Mn., swallowed down the waters of the sea, and
thrice threw them up again: both were formiiii., 553) speaks of it as navifragum Scylaceum.
From this town the SCYLACIUS or SCYLLETICUS dable to the ships which had to pass between
them. This is the Homeric account. Later
SINUS (ZKvXXyriKbg KbXirog) derived its name.
The isthmus which separated this bay from the traditions give different accounts of Scylla's
Sinus Hlppcraiates, on the western coast of narentage. Some describe her as a nmnsw-'
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with six heads of different animals, or with only gesis, or description of the earth, which $ r»
three heads. One tradition relates that Scylla ferred to by later writers This work was if.
Was originally a beautiful maiden, who often prose, and consequently different from the Peplayed with the nymphs of the sea, and was be- riegesis in Iambic metre which has come down
loved by the marine god Glaucus. The latter to us, and which many modern writers have erapplied to Circe for means to make Scylla re- roneously ascribed to Scymnus of Chios. The
turn his love ; but Circe, jealous of the fair poem is dedicated to Nicomedes III., king of
maiuen, tnrew magic herbs into the well in Bithynia, who died B.C. 74; but this is quite
which Scylla was wont to bathe, by means of uncertain The best edition of the poem is by
which the lower part of her body was changed Meineke, Berlin, 1846.
into the tail of a fish or serpent, surrounded by
[SCYRAS (ZKvpag: now River of Dhikova), a
dogs, while the upper part remained that of a river in the southwest of Laconia, which rises
woman. Another tradition related that Scylla in Mount Taygetus, flows in an easterly direc
was beloved by Neptune (Poseidon), and that tion, and empties into the Laconicus Sinus
Amphitrite, from jealousy, metamorphosed her south of Gytheum.]
into a monster. Hercules is said to have killed
S C Y R O S (ZKvpog : ZKvptog: now Scyro), an islher because she stole some of the oxen of Ge- and m the iEgean Sea, east of Euboea, and one
ryon ; but Phorcys is said to have restored her of the Sporades. It contained a town of the
to life. Virgil (Mn., vi., 286) speaks of severalsame name, and a river called Cephisus. Its
Scyllae, and ilaces them in the lower woild. ancient inhabitants are said to have been PeCharybdis is described as a daughter of Nep- lasgians, Carians, and Dolopians. The island
tune (Poseidm) and Terra (Gaea), and a vora- is'frequently mentioned in the stories of the
cious woman, who stole oxen from Hercules, mythical period Here Thetis concealed hei
and was hurled by the thunderbolt of Jupiter son Achilles in woman's attire among the daugh(Zeus) into the sea.
ters of Lycomedes, in order to save him from
SCYLLA, daughter of King Nisus of Megara, the fate which awaited him under the walls of
who fell in love with Minos For details, vid.Troy. It was here, also, that Pyrrhus, tho son
NISUS and M I N O S .
of Achilles by Deidamia, was brought up, and
SCYLLJEUM (ZKvXXaiov). 1. (Now Sciglio),
it was
a
from this island that Ulysses fetched him
promontory on the coast of Bruttium, at the to the Trojan war. According to another tranorthern entrance to the Sicilian Straits, where dition, the island was conquered by Achilles, in
the monster Scylla was supposed to live. Vid. order to revenge the death of Theseus, who is
SCYLLA. — 2. (Now Scilla or Sciglio), a town
said to have been treacherously destroyed in
in Bruttium, on the above-named promontory. Scyros by Lycomedes. The bones of Theseus
There are still remains of the ancient citadel. were discovered by Cimon in Scyros, after his
— 3 . A promontory in Argolis, on the coast of conquest of the island in B C. 476, and were
rrcezen, forming, with the promontory of Su- conveyed to Athens, where they were preservaium in Attica, the entrance to the Saronic ed in the Theseum. From this time Scyros
Gulf. It is said to have derived its name from continued subject to Athens till the period of
Scylla, the daughter of Nisus. Vii Nisus.
the Macedonian supremacy; but the Romans
SCYLLETICUS SlNUS. VH ScYLACIUM.
compelled the last Philip to restore it to AthSOYLLETIUM.
Vii. SCYLACIUM.
ens in 196. The soil of Scyros was unpro[SCYLLIAS or SCYLLIS (ZKvXXing (Ion ), Hdt.; ductive ; but it was celebrated for its breed
ZKvXXig, Paus.), a celebrated diver of Scione inof goats, and for its quarries of variegated
Macedonia. W h e n the Persian fleet of Xerxes marble.
was wrecked off Mount Pelion and the PromS C Y T H I A (b ZUVBIKJ/, b ZKVBIO, Ion. ZKvBin, ij
ontory of Sepias, much treasure was sunk with rdv ZKvBeav xdpn, Herod : ZicvBng, Scythes,
the vessels that were overtaken by the storm; Scytha, pi ZKVBOI, Scythae ; fem. Zicvdig, Scythis,
Scyllias recovered much of this treasure for the Scythissa), a name applied to very different
Persians, and also obtained considerable for him- countries at different times. The Scythia of
self. Wishing to escape from the Persians, he Herodotus comprises, to speak generally, thp
is said to have s w u m under water from Aphe- southeastern parts of Europe, between the Cartae to Artemisium, where the Greek fleet lay, a pathian Mountains and the River Tanais (now
distance of eighty stadia (nearly ten miles), and Don). The Greeks became acquainted with
to have communicated to the Greeks the plans this country through their settlements on the
of the Persians. This is the account of He- Euxine ; and Herodotus, who had Mimself visrodotus, who, in relating the story, ranks the ited the coasts of the Euxine, collected all the
latter part among the ipevbeat eiKeXa ireplinformation
TOV
he could obtain about the Scythians
uvdpbg TOVTOV. Pausanias relates that Scyllis and their country, and embodied theresultsin
(as he calls him) had his daughter Cyana (al. a most interesting digression, which forms the
Hydna'. taught swimming, and that they two, first part of his fourth book The details, for
on occasion ofthe storm off Pelion, dove under which there is not room in this article, must tse
water and tore up the anchors of the Persian read in Herodotus. H e describes the country
fleet, thereby causing much lose to the Per- as a square of four thousand stadia (four bund
sians : for this exploit, the Amphictyons conse- red geographical miles) each way, tho western
crated at Delphi statues of Scyllis and his daugh-boundary being the Ister (now Danube] and the
ter. The statue of Cyana (Hydna) was among mountains ofthe Agathyrsi; the soutnern, the
those that were carried from Delphi to R o m e shores of the Euxine and Palus Maeotis, from
ft) Nero.]
the mouth of the Ister to that of the Tanai's
SCYLLIS.
Vii. DIPCENUS.
this side being divided into two equal parts, <,.'
S C Y M N U S (XKVUI OC)> of Chios, wrote a Perw- two thousand stadia each, by the mouth ot 'lit
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Borysthenes (now Dnieper); the eastern bound-1 the River P A N T I C A P E S . Beyond these, to tha
ary w a s tho Tanai's, and on the north Scythia east, dwelt " the nomad Scythians (vopdbeg ZKV
was divided by deserts from the Melanchlaeni, Bai), w h o neither sow nor plough at all." HeAndrophagi, and Budini. It corresponded to rodotus expressly states that the tribes east of
the southern part of Russia in Europe. T h e the Borysthenes were not Scythian Ofthe hispeople w h o inhabited this region were called by tory of these Scythian tribes there is little t«
the Greeks ZKVBOI, a word of doubtful origin, state, beyond the tradition already mentioned,
which first occurs in Hesiod ; but, in their o w n that they migrated from Asia and expelled the
language, ZKOXO-OI, i e , Slavonians. They wereCimmerians ; their invasion of Media, in the
believed by Herodotus to be of Asiatic origin ; reign of Cyaxares, when they held the suprem
and his account of them, taken in connection acy of Western Asia for twenty-eight years
with the description given by Hippociates of and the disastrous expedition of Darius inta
their physcial peculiarities, leaves no doubt that their country. In later times they were gradu
they were a part of the great Mongol race, w h o ally overpowered by the neighboring people, es
have wandered, from unknown antiquity, over pecially the Sarmatians, w h o gave their namf
the steppes of Central Asia. Herodotus says to the whole country. Vii. S A R M A T I A . Meanfurther that they were driven out of their abodes while, the conquests of Alexander and his sucin Asia, north of the Araxes, by the Massage- cessors in Central Asia had m a d e the Greeks
tae ; and that, migrating into Europe, they drove acquainted with tribes beyond the Oxus and
out the Cimmerians. If this account be true, the Jaxartes, w h o resembled the Scythians, ana
it can hardly but have some connection with the belonged, in fact, to the s a m e great Mongol
irruption ofthe Cimmerians into .Asia Minor, in race, and to w h o m , accordingly, the same name
the reign of the Lydian king Ardys, about B C. w a s applied. Hence, in writers of the time of
640. T h e Scythians were a nomad people, that the R o m a n empire, the n a m e of Scythia denotes
is, shepherds or herdsmen, w h o had no fixed the whole of Northern Asia, from the River Rha
habitations, but roamed over a vast tract of (now Volga) on the west, which divided it from
country at their pleasure, and according to the Asiatic Sarmatia, to Serica on the east, ex
wants of their cattle. They Jived in a kind of tending to India on the south. It w a s divided
covered wagons, which iEschylus describes as by Mount Imaus into two parts, called respect" lofty houses of wicker work, on well wheeled ively Scythia intra Iniaum, i e., on the northchariots." They kept large troops of horses, western side of the range, and Scythia extra
and were most expert in cavalry exercises and I m a u m , on its southeastern side. Of the peoarchery ; and hence, as the Persian king Da- ple of this region nothing w a s k n o w n except
rns found, w h e n he invaded their country (B C. some n a m e s ; but the absence of knowledge
507), it w a s almost impossible for an invading w a s supplied by some marvellous and not uninarmy to act against them. They simply re- teresting fables.
S C Y T H I N I (ZKVBWOI), a people on the westers
treated, wagons and all, before the enemy, harassing him with their light cavalry, and leaving border of Armenia, through whose country the
famine and exposure, in their bare steppes, to Greeks under Xenophon marched four days'
do the rest. Like all the Mongol race, they journey. Their territory w a s bounded on the
were divided into several hordes, the chief of east by the River Harpasus, and < n the west by
w h o m were called the Royal Scythians ; and to the River Apsarus.
S C Y T H I N U S (ZicvBlvog), oi Teos, an iambic
these all the rest owned some degree of allegiance. Their government w a s a sort of pa- poet, turned into verse the great work of the
triarchal monarchy or chieftainship. A n im- philosopher Heraclitus, of which a considerable
portant modification of their habits had, how- fragment is preserved by Stobaeus.
S C Y T H O P O L I S (ZKvBbrroXig : in the Old Test
ever, taken place, to a certain extent, before
Herodotus described them. T h e fertility of the ament, Bethshean : ruins at Beisan), an implains on the north of the Euxine, and the in- portant city of Palestine, in the southeast of
fluence of the Greek settlements at the mouth Galilee, according to the usual division, bul
of the Borysthenes and along the coast, had led sometimes also reckoned to Samaria, somethe inhabitants of this part of Scythia to settle times to Decapolis, and sometimes to Coele
down as cultivators of the soil, and had brought syria. It stood on a hill in the Jordan valley,
them into commercial and other relations with west of the river, and near one of its fords. Its
the Greeks. Accordingly, Herodotus mentions site w a s fertilized by numerous springs ; and to
two classes or hordes of Scythians w h o had this advantage, as well as to its being the centre
thus abandoned their nomad life ; first, on the of several roads, it owed its great prosperity
west of the Borysthenes, two tribes of Hellen- and its importance in the history of Palestine
ized Scythians, called Callipidae and Alazones ; It is often mentioned in Old Testament his
then, beyond these, " the Scythians w h o are tory, in the time of the Maccabees, and undei
It had a mixed population of C a
plougbers (ZKVBOI dporijpeg), w h o do not growthe R o m a n s
their corn for food, but for sale ;" these dwelt naanites, Philistines, and Assyrian settlers; Jo
about the River Hypanis (now Boug), in the re- sephus adds Scythians, but this is perhaps an
gion n o w called the Ukraine, which is still, aserror, founded on a false etymology ofthe name.
it w a s to the Greeks, a great corn exporting Under the later R o m a n empire it became the
country. Again, on the east ofthe Borysthenes seat of the Archbishop of Palaestina Secunda.
and it continued aflourishingcity to the time
were " tne iseytnians W H O are nusoanmnen
of thefirstCrusade.
(ZKVBOI yeapyol), i. e., w h o grew coin for their
ScYTIIOTAURI, T A U R I ScYTH.B, 01' TAURC*
o w n consumption : these were called Boryslhemtae by the Greeks ; their country extended scYTiia;, a people of Sarmatia Europaea, jus!
three days' journev east of the Borysthenes to without he Chersonesus Taurica, between th«
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rivers Carcinites and Hypanis, as far as the collection of texts from the Old and N e w ie»
tongue of land called Dromos Achilleos.
laments, arranged in such a manner as to en
SEBASTE(2e6acm5 = Augusta: ZeBaornvog). 1.
able the reader to compare the two dispens*
(Now reins at Ayash), a city on the coast of tions. 3. Hymnus de Christo, an account of tlis!
Cilicia Aspera, built for a residence by Arche- life and miracles of Christ. 4. De Veibi Incarlaus, king of Cappadoeia, to w h o m the Romans nalione, i. Cento Virgilianus. The best editions
had granted the sovereignty of Cilicia, and are by Cellarius, Hal., 1704 and 1739 ; by ArnJ
named in honor of Augustus. It stood west of zenius, Leovard., 1761 ; and by Arevalus, Rom.
'lie River Lamus, on a small island called Ele- 1794
ousa, the name of which appears to have been
SEDUNI, an Alpine people in Gallia Belgica,
afterward transferred to the city.—2 (Now Se- east of the Lake of Geneva, in the valley of tijr
gikler), a city of Phrygia, northwest of Eume-Rhone, in the modern Vallais. Their chie*
nia •—3 Vid CABIRA. This city was also call- town was called f'"itas Sedunorum, the modern
ed ZeBdcreia — 4 Vid SAMARIA.
Sion.
SEBASTOPOLIS (ZeBaoToiroXig: now Tarkhal), SEDUSII,
a
a German people, forming part of the
city of Pontus, on the Iris, southeast of A m a - army of Ariovistus when he invaded Gaul, B.C
sia, by some identified with GAZIURA. There 58. They are not mentioned at a later period,
were some other places of the name, which do and consequently their site can not be determ
not require particular notice.
ined.
S E B E N N Y T U S (ZeBevvvrog, ?; ZeBevvvriKri[SEGALLAVNI.
irbor S E G O V E L L A U N I , a people of
Xig: now ruins at Semennout), a considerable
Gallia Narhonensis, between the Vocontii and
city of Lower Egypt, in the Delta, on the west- Allobroges, to w h o m Ptolemy assigns the city
ern side of the branch of the Nile called after it Valentia.]
the Sebennytic Mouth, just at the fork made by
S E G E S A M A or SEGisAMo(Segisamonensis: now
this and the Phatnitic Mouth, and south of Busi- Sasamo), a town of the Murbogi or Turmodigl
ris. It was the capital of the Nomos Sebenny- in Hispania Tarraconensis, on the road from
tes or Sebennyticus.
Tarraco to Asturica.
SEBETHUS (now Madialend), a small river in S E G E S T A (Segestanus : ruins near Alcamo)
Campania, flowing round Vesuvius, and fallinp- the later Roman form ofthe town, called by tho
into the Sinus Puteolanus at the eastern side Greeks E G E S T A or .(EGESTA ("Eyeora, Aiyeora,
of Neapolis.
in Vilg Acesta : 'EyEOTaioc, Aiyearavog, AcesSEBINUS L A C U S (now Lago Seo or Iseo), a laketaens), situated in the northwest of Sicily, neai
in Gallia Cisalpina, formed by the River Ollius the coast, between Panormus and Drepanum
between the lakes Larius and Benacus.
It is said to have been founded by the Trojans
[SEBOSUS, STATIUS, a writer on geography, on two small rivers, to which they gave the
lilted by Pliny. H e is, peihaps, the same as Se-names of Simois and Scamander ; hence the
Sosus, the,friendof Catulus.]
Romans made it a colony of iEneas. One traS E C U N I US, P O M P O N I U S .
1. A distinguished dition, indeed, ascribed to it a Greek origin ; but
poet in thereignsof Tiberius, Caligula, andin later times it was never regarded as a Greek
Claudius. H e was one of the friends of Seja- city. Its inhabitants were constantly engaged
nus, and on the fall of that minister in A.D. 31, in hostilities with Selinus ; and it was at theii
was thrown into prison, where he remained till solicitation that the Athenians were led to emthe accession of Caligula in 37, by w h o m he bark in their unfortunate expedition against Siwas released. H e was consul in 41, and in the cily. The town was taken by Agathocles, who
reign of Claudius commanded in Germany, when destroyed or sold as slaves all its inhabitants,
he defeated the Chatti. Secundus was an in- peopled the city with a body of deserters, and
timate friend of the elder Pliny, who wrote his changed its name into that of Dicaeopolis ; but
life in two books. His tragedies were the most after the death of this tyrant, theremainsof
celebrated of his literary compositions — [ 2 JU- the ancient inhabitantsreturnedto the city and
LIUS, a Roman orator, and a friend of Quintil- resumed their former name. In the neighborian, is one of the speakers in the Dialogus ie hood of the city, on the road to Drepanum, were
Oratoribus, usually ascribed to Tacitus.]
celebrated mineral springs, called Aqua SegesSEDETANI.
Vii. E D E T A N I .
tana or Aqua Pintiana.
SEDIGITUS, VOLCATIUS, from whose work'De
SEGESTES, a Cheruscan chieftain, the oppoPo'etis A. Gellius (xv., 24) has preserved thirnent of Arminius. Private injuries embittered
teen iambic sesarians, in which the principal their political feud, for Arminius carried oft'and
Latin comic dramatists are enumerated in the forcibly married the daughter of Segestes. In
order of merit. In this " Canon," as it has A.D. 9 Segestes warned Quintilius Varus of the
been termed, thefirstplace is assigned to Cae- conspiracy of Arminius and other Cheruscao
cilius Statius, the second to Plautus, the third chiefs against him ; but his warning was disreto Naevius, the fourth to Licinius, the fifth to garded, and Varus perished. In "4 Segestes
Attilius, the sixth to Terentius, the seventh to was forced by bis tribesmen into a war with
Turpilius, the eighth to Trabea, the ninth to R o m e ; but he afterward made his peace with
Luscius, the tenth, " causa antiquitalis," to En-the Romans, and was allowed to reside at Narnius.
bonne.
SEDULIUS, CCELIUS, of Seville, a Christian poSEGETIA, a Roman divinity, who, togetbe
et,flourishedabout A.D. 450. Of his personal with Setia or Seja and Semonia, was invoked
history w e know nothing. His works are : 1.by the eaily Italians at seed-time, for Segetia,
Paschale Carmen s. Mirabilium Divinorum Libri
like the two other names, is connected witi
V., in heroic measure. 2. Veteris et Novi Tessero and sieges.
•amenti Collatia, a sort of hymn containing a
SEGNI, a German people in Gallia Belgica
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between the Treveri and Eburcncs, the name trance ofthe cave suddenly fell .i; and srusfie-t
of w h o m is still preserved in the modern town some of the slaves; and all the guests, n alarm,
of Sinci or Signei.
tried to make their escape. Sejanus, resting
SEGOBEIGA, the chief town ofthe Celtiberi, in his knees on the couch of Tiberius, and placing
Hispania Tarraconensis, southwest of Caesarau- his shoulders under the falling rock, protected
gusta, probably in the neighborhood of the mod- his master, and was discovered in this posture
rn Priegj.
by the soldiers who came to their relief. Aftei
[SEGODUNUM. Vid. RuTifNi.]
Tiberius had shut himself up in the Rand of
[SEGONAX.
Vid. S E G O V A X . ]
Capreae, Sejanus had full scope for his machinaSEGONTIA or SEGUNTIA, a town of the Celti- tions ; and the death of Livia, the mother of
beri, in Hispania Tarraconensis, sixteen miles Tiberius (29), was followed by the banishmen
from Cacsaraugusta.
of Agrippina and her sons Nero and Drusus.
[SEGONTIACI, according to Caesar (B. G., v., Tiberius at last began to suspect the designs of
21), a people in the extreme south of Britannia.] Sejanus, and felt that it was time to rid himself
[SEOONTIUM, a town of Britain, from which a of a man who was almost more than a rival.
road led toDeva : its ruins are found near Caer- T o cover his schemes and remove Sejanus from
narvon, on the little river Seiont ]
about him, Tiberius made him joint consul with
[SEGOVAX (where the common text has SEGO- himself in 31. H e then sent Sertorius Macro
NAX), one ofthe kings ofthe nations in the south to Rome, with a commission to take the comof Britannia, who aided Cassivellaunus against mand of the praetorian cohorts. Macro, after
the Romans under Caesar.]
assuring himself of the troops, and depriving
SEGOVIA. 1. (Now Segovia), a town of theSejanus of his usual guard, produced a letter
Arevaci, on the road from Emerita to Caesarau- from Tiberius to the senate, in which the emgusta. A magnificent Roman aqueduct is still peror expressed his apprehensions of Sejanus.
extant at Segovia — 2 . A town in Hispania Bae- The consul Regulus conducted him to prison,
tica, on the Flumen Silicense, near Sacili.
and the people loaded him with insult and outSEGUSIANI, one of the most important com- rage. The senate on the same day decreed his
munities in Gallia Lugdunensis, bounded by the death, and he was immediately executed. His
Allobroges on the south, by the Sequani on the body was dragged about, the streets, and finally
east, by the iEdui on the north, and by the Ar- thrown into the Tiber. Many of the friends of
verni on the west. In the time of Caesar they Sejanus perished at the same time ; and his son
were dependent on the iEdui. In their terri- and daughter shared his fate.
tory was the town of Lugdunum, the capital of
[ S E L E M N U S (ZeXepvog, now River of Kastritzd),
the province
a river of Achaia, emptying near the promonSEOUSIO (now Susa), the capital of the Segu- tory Rhium, to the waters of which tradition
sini and the residence of King Cottius, was sit- ascribed the power of curing the pangs of love.]
uated in Gallia Transpadana, at the foot of the
S E L E N E (ZeXyvij), called L U N A by the Romans,
Cottian Alps The triumphal arch erected at was the goddess of tbe moon, or the moon perthis place by Cottius in honor of Augustus is sonified as a divine being. She is called a
still extant.
daughter of Hyperion and Thia, and accordii.gSEIUS S T K A B O .
Vid. S E J A N U S .
ly a sister of Helios (Sol) and Eos (Aurora);
SEJANUS, iELius, was born at Vulsinii, in but others speak of her as a daughter of HypeEtruria, and was the son of Seius Strabo, who rion by Euryphaessa, or of Pallas, or of Jupiter
was commander of the praetorian troops at the (Zeus) and Latona. She is also called Phoebe,
close of the reign of Augustus, A.D 14. In the as the sister of Phoebus, the god of the sun. By
same year Sejanus was made the colleague of Endymion, w h o m she loved, and w h o m she sent
his father in the command of the praetorian to sleep in order to kiss him, she became the
bands; and upon his father being sent as gov- mother of fifty daughters ; and to Jupiter (Zeus)
ernor to Egypt, he obtained the sole command she bore Pandia, Ersa, and Nemea
Pan also
of these troops. H e ultimately gained such in- is said to have had connection with her in the
fluence over Tiberius, that this suspicious man, shape of a white ram. Selene is described as
who was close and reserved to all mankind, a very beautiful goddesS, with long wings and
opened his bosom to Sejanus, and made him his a golden diadem. She rode, like her brother
confidant. For many years he governed Tibe- Helios, across the heavens in a chariot drawn
rius ; but, not content with this high position, by two white horses. In later times Selene
he formed the design of obtaining the imperial was identified with Artemis or Diana, and the
power. With this view he sought to make him- worship of the two became amalgamated. In
self popular with the soldiers, and gave posts works of art, however, the two divinities are
of honor and emolument to his creatures and usually distinguished ; the face of Selene being
favorites. With the same object, he resolved more full and round, her figure less tall, and
to get rid of all the members of the imperial always clothed in a long robe; her veil forms
family. He debauched Livia, the wife of Dru- an arch over her head, and above it there is the
sus, the son of Tiberius ; and by promising her crescent. At R o m e Luna had a temple on tha
marriage and a participation in the imperial Aventine.
power, he was enabled to poison Drusus with
SELENE.
Vid, C L E O P A T E A , N O . 9.
her connivance and assistance (23). A n acciSELEUCIA, ar d rarely S E L E U C E A (ZeXeiKeia:
dent increased the credit of Sejanus, and con- ZeXevKsvg : Seleucensis, Seleucenus), the name
firmed the confidence of Tiberius. The emper- of several cities in Asia, built by Seleucus I.,
sr, with Sejanus and others, was feasting in a king of Syria. 1. S. A D TIGRIN (?) krrl rov Tfnatura cave, between Amyclae, which was on ypnTog irorapov, irpbg Tlypei, dirb Tiyptog)
te aea coast, and the hills of Fundi. The en- called S. BAEYLONIA (Z. 7 iv liaBiXuvi), S. A s
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STELE, and S. P A E T H O R U M , a great city on the Syria, in the valley of the Orontes, ntar Apa
Its site is doubtful.—4. S E L E U C I A T R A confines of Assyria and Babylonia, and for a mea.
long time the capital of Western Asia, until it CHEOTIS (now ruins at Selelkeh), an important city
was eclipsed by C T E S I P H O N . Its exact site has of Cilicia Aspera, w a s bunt by Seleucus I. on
been disputed; but the most probable opinion the western bank of the River Calycadnus,
is that it stood on the western bank of the Ti- about four miles from its mouth, and peopled
gris, north of its junction with the Royal Canal, with the inhabitants of several neighboring
opposite to the mouth of the River Delas or cities. It had an oracle of Apollo, and annual
Silla (now Diala), and to the spot where Ctesi- games in honor of Jupiter (Zeus) Olympius. It
phon w a s afterward built by the Parthians. It vied with Tarsus in power and splendor, and
was a little to the south of the modern city of was a free city under the R o m a n s . It has reBagdai. Perhaps a better site could not be markable claims to renown both in political and
found in Western Asia. It commanded the nav- literary history : in the former, a3 the place
igation of the T^rris and Euphrates, and the where Trajan and Frederic Barbarossa died;
whole plain of those tworivers; and it stood at in the latter, as the birth-place of the philosothe junction of all the chief caravan roads by phers Athenaeus and Xenarchus, of the sophist
which the traffic between eastern and western Alexander, the secretary of M . Aurelius AntoAsia w a s carried on. In addition to these ad- ninus, and of other learned men. O n its site
vantages, its people had, by the gift of Seleu ,us, are still seen the ruins of temples, porticoes,
the government of their o w n affairs. It w a s aqueducts, and tombs. — 5. S E L E U C I A I N M E S O
built in the form of an eagle with expanded P O T A M I A (now Bir), on the left bank of "-he Euwings, and was peopled by settlers from Assyria, phrates, opposite to the ford of Zeugma, w a s a
Mesopotamia, Babylonia, Syria, and Judaea. It fortress of considerable importance in ancient
rapidly rose, and eclipsed Babylon in wealth and military history.—6. A considerable city of Marsplendor. Even after the Parthian kin^s had giana, built by Alexander the Great, in a beaubecome masters of the banks of the Tigris, and tiful situation, and called Alexandrea ; destroy
had fixed their residence at Ctesiphon, Seleu- ed by the barbarians, and rebuilt by Antiochus
cia, though deprived of m u c h of its importance, I., w h o named it Seleucia after his father Seremained a very considerable city In the reign leucus I. T h e R o m a n prisoners taken at the
of Titus, it had, according to Pliny, six hundred defeat of Crassus by the Parthians were settled
thousand inhabitants It w a s burned by Trajan here by King Orodes. — 7. S E L E U C I A I N C A R I A .
in his Parthian expedition, and again by L. Ve- (Vid. T E A L L E S . ) There were other cities ofthe
rus, the colleague of M . Aurelius Antoninus, name, of less importance, in Pisidia, Pamphylia,
w h e n its population is given by different au- Palestine, and Elymais.
S E L E U C I S (ZeXevKig). 1. T h e most beautiful
thorities as three hundred thousand or four
hundred thousand. It w a s again taken by Se- and fertile district of Syria, containing the northverus ; and from this blow it never recovered. western part of the country, between Mount
In Julian's expedition it w a s found entirely de- A m a n u s on the north, the Mediterranean on the
serted.—2. S E L E U C I A P I E E I A (Z. TLiepia, b ev die-west, the districts of Cyrrhestiee and Chalybonitis on the northeast, the desert on the east,
olgt, b irpbg 'Avnoxeigs, b irpbg OaXdoari, b kiriBaXXaaoia, ruins, called Seleukeh or Kepse, near and Ccelesyria and the mountains of Lebanon
Suaiciah), a great city and fortress of Syria, on the south. It included the valley of the
founded by Seleucus in April, B.C. 300, one L o w e r Orontes, and contained the four great
month before the foundation of Antioch, It cities of Antioch, Seleucia, Laodicea, and Apastood on the site of an ancient fortress, on the mea, whence it w a s also called Tetrapolis. In
rocks overhanging the sea, at the foot of Mount later times the n a m e was confined to the small
Pieria, about four miles north ofthe Orontes, district north of the Orontes, the southern part
and twelve miles west of Antioch. Its natural of )he former Seleucis being divided into Casstrength w a s improved by every k n o w n art of siotis. west of the Orontes, and Apamene, east
fortification, to which were added all the works of the river.—2. A district of Cappadoeia.—3.
of architecture and engineering required to A n a m e which Selecus I. endeavored to givs to
m a k e it a splendid city and a great sea-port, the Caspian Sea, in m e m o r y of a voyage ol exwhile it obtained abundant supplies from the ploration m a d e round it by his c o m m a n d
S E L E U C U S (ZeXevitog), tbe n a m e of several
fertile plain between the city and Antioon. T h e
remains of Seleucus I. were interred at Seleu- kings of Syria. I Surnamed N I C A T O E , the foundcia, in a mausoleum surrounded by a grove. In er of the Syrian monarchy, reigned B.C. 312the war with Egypt, which ensued upon the 280 H e w a s the son of Antiochus, a Macedomurder of Antiochus II, Seleucia surrendered nian of distinction among the officers of Philip
to Ptolemy III. Euergetes (B.C 246). It w a s II, and w a s born about 358. H e accompanied
afterward recovered by Antiochus tho Great Alexander on his expedition to Asia, and dis
(219). In the w a r between Antiochus VIII. tinguished himself particularly in the India;
and IX., the people of Seleucia m a d e themselves campaigns. After the death of Alexander (323,
independent (109 or 108). Afterward, having he espoused the side of Perdiccas, w h o m he acsuccessfully resisted the attacks of Tigranes for companied on his expedition against Egypt; but
fourteen years (84-70), they were confirmed in ' he took a leading part in the mutiny ofthe soltheir freedom by Pompey. T h e city had fallen ! diers, which ended in the death of Perdiccas
entirely into decay by the sixth century of our ' (321). In the second partition of the provinces
era. There are considerable ruins of the har- which followed, Seleucus obtained the wealthy
bor and mole, of the walls of the city, and of its and important satrapy of Babylonia. In the wai
necropolis. T h e surrounding district w a s called , between Antigonus and Eumenes, Seleucus afS B L E U C I S . — 3 . S E L E U C I A A D B E L U M , a city of I forded efficient support to the former • but aftea
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tne death of Eumenes (316), Antigonus began tofarther than Lysimachia, when he w a s assiw
treat the other satraps as his subjects. There- sinated by Ptolemy Ceraunus, to w h o m , as the
upon Seleucus fled to Egypt, where he induced son of his old friend and ally, he had extended
Ptolemy to unite with Lysimachus and Cassan- a friendly protection. His death took place in
der in a league against their c o m m o n enemy. the beginning of 280, only seven months after
In the war that ensued Seleucus took an active that o f Lysimachus, and in the thirty-second
part. At length, in 312, he recovered Babylon ; year of his reign. H e w a s in his seventy-eightb
and it is from this period that the Syrian mon- year. Seleucus appears to have carried out
archy is commonly reckoned to commence. with great energy and perseverance, the proThis era of the Seleucidae, as it is termed, has jects originally formed by Alexander himself
been determined by chronologers to the 1st of for the Hellcnization of his Asiatic empire ; and
October, 312. Soon afterward Seleucus defeat- w efindhim founding, in almost every province,
94 Nicanor, the satrap of Media, and followed Greek or Macedonian colonies, which became
bp his victory by the conquest of Susiana, M e - so m a n y centres of civilization and refinement.
dia, and some adjacent districts. For the next Of these no less than sixteen are mentioned as
few years he gradually extended his power over bearing the n a m e of Antiochia, alter his father;
all the eastern prpvinces which had formed part five that of Laodicea, from his mother; seven
ofthe empire of Alexander, from the Euphrates were called after himself, Seleucia ; three from
to the banks ofthe Oxus and the Indus. In 306 the n a m e of hisfirstwife, A p a m e a ; and one
Seleucus followed the example of Antigonus Stratonieea, from his second wife, the daughter
and Ptolemy, by foimally assuming the regal of Demetrius. Numerous other cities, whose
title and diadem. In 302 he joined the league names attest their Macedonian origin—Bercea,
formed for the second time by Ptolemy, Ly- Edessa, Pella, &c—likewise owed their first
simachus, and Cassander, against their com- foundation to Seleucus.—II Surnamed C A I
m o n enemy Antigonus. T h e united forces of LINICUS (246-226), w a s the eldest son of AntioSeleucus and Lysimachus gained a decisive vic- chus II. by his first wife Laodice. T h e first
tory over Antigonus at Ipsus (301), in which measure of his administration, or rather that
Antigonus himself w a s slain. In the division of his mother, w a s to put to death his stepofthe spoil, Seleucus obtained the largest share, mother Berenice, together with her infant son.
being rewarded for his services with a great This act of cruelty produced the most disastrous
part of Asia Minor (which was divided between effects In order to avenge his sister, Ptolemy
him and Lysimachus), as well as with the whole Euergetes, king of Egypt, invaded the dominof Syria, from the Euphrates to the Mediterra- ions of Seleucus, and not only m a d e himself
nean. T h e empire of Seleucus w a s n o w by far master of Antioch and the whole of Syria, but
the most extensive and powerful of those which carried his arms unopposed beyond the Euphrahad been formed out of the dominions of Alex- tes and the Tigris. During these operations
ander. It comprised the whole of Asia, from Seleucus kept wholly aloof; but when Ptolemy
jhe remote provinces of Bactria and Sogdiana had been recalled to his o w n dominions by doio the coasts of Phoenicia, and from the Paro- mestic disturbances, he recovered possession
pamisus to the central plains of Phrygia, where of the greater part of the provinces which ha
the boundary which separated him from Lysim- had lost. Soon afterward Seleucus became inachus is not clearly defined. Seleucus appears volved in a dangerous war with his brother Anto have felt the difficulty of exercising a vigilant tiochus Hierax, w h o attempted to obtain Asia
control over so extensive an empire, and ac- Minor as an independent kingdom for himself
cordingly, in 293, he consigned the government This war lasted several years, but was at length
of all the provinces beyond the Euphrates to terminated by the decisive defeat of Antiochus.
his son Antiochus, upon w h o m he bestowed the w h o w a s obliged to quit .Asia Minor and take
title of king, as well as the hand of his o w n refuge in Egypt. Seleucus undertook an cvpeyouthful wife, Stratonice, for w h o m the prince dition to the East, with the view of reducing
had conceived a violent attachment. In 288, the revolted provinces of Parthia and Bactria,
the ambitious designs of Demetrius (now be- which had availed themselves of the disordered
come king of Macedonia) once more aroused state of the Syi ian empire to throw off its yoke.
the c o m m o n jealousy of his old adversaries, and H e was, however, defeated by Arsaces, king of
led Seleucus again to unite in a league with Parthia, in a great battle, which was long aftei
• Ptolemy and Lysimachus against him. After celebrated by the Parthians as the foundation
Demetrius had been driven from his kingdom of their independence. After the expulsion of
by Lysimachus, he transported the seat of war Antiochus, Attalus, king of Pergamus, extendinto Asia Minor, but he w a s compelled to sur- ed his dominions over the greater part of Asia
render to Seleucus in 286. T h e Syrian king Minor; and Seleucus appears to have been enkept Demetrius in confinement till three years gaged in an expedition f'orthe recovery of thesn
afterward, but during the whole of that time provinces, w h e n he w a s accidentally killed bj
treated him in a friendly and liberal manner. a fall from bis horse, in the twenty-first yeai
For some time jealousies had existed between of hisreign,226. H e left two sons, w h o sucSeleucus and Lysimachus; but the immediate cessively ascended the throne, Seleucus Ceran
cause of the w a r between the two monarchs, nus and Antiochus, afterward surnamed the
which terminated in the defeat and death of Great. His o w n surname of Callinicsis was
Lysimachus (281), is related in the life of the probably assumed after his recovery ofthe provlatter. Seleucus n o w crossed the Hellespont inces that had been overrun by Ptolem«r.—III.
in order to take possession of the throne of Surnamed C E R A U N U S (226-223), eldest ron and
Macedonia, which had been left vacant by the successor of Seleucus II. T h e surname of C e
death of Lysimachus ; but he h id advanced no raunus w a s given him by the soldiery, appa*
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wntly in derision, as he appears to have aeen the Dorians from Megara Hyblaea, on the east
feeble both in mind and body. H e was sssas- e m coast of Sicily, B.C. 628. It soon attained
sinated by two of his officers, after a reign of great prosperity ; but it was taken by the Car.
only three years, and was succeeded by his thaginians in 409, when most of its inhabitants
brother, Antiochus the Great — I V . Surnamed were slain or sold as slaves, and the greatei
PHILOPATOR (187-175), was the son and suc- part of the city destroyed. The population of
cessor of Antiochus the Great. The defeat of Selinus must at that time have been very conhis father by the Romans, and the ignominious siderable, since ^ve are told that sixteen thoupeace which followed it, had greatly diminished sand men fell in the siege and conquest of the
the power of the Syrian monarchy, and the town,fivethousand were carried to Carthage
reign of Seleucus was, in consequence, feeble as slaves, two thousand six hundredfledto Agand inglorious, and was maiked by no striking rigentum, and many others took refuge in the
events. H e was assassinated in 175 by one of surrounding villages. The Carthaginians, howhis own ministers. H e left two children : De- ever, allowed the inhabitants to return to Selimetrius, who subsequently ascended the throne; nus in the course of the same year, and it conand Laodice, married to Perseus, king of Mace- tinued to be a place of secondary importance
donia.—V. Eldest son of Demetrius II., assum- till 249, when it was again destroyed by the
ed the royal diadem on learning the death of Carthaginians, and its inhabitants transferred to
his father, 125 ; but his mother Cleopatra, who Lilybaeum. The surrounding country produced
had herself put Demetrius to death, was indig- excellent wheat. East of Selinus, on the road
nant at hearing that her son had ventured to to Agrigentum, were celebrated mineral springs
take such a step without her authority, and called Aqua Selinuntia, subsequently Aqua Lacaused Seleucus also to be assassinated.—VI. boda or Ldboies, the modern Baths of Sciacea
Surnamed EPIPHANES, and also NICATOR (95- There are still considerable ruins of Selinus.—
93), was the eldest of the five sons of Antio- 6. (Now Selenti), a town in Cilicia, situated on
chus VIII. Grypus. On the death of his father the coast, and upon a rock which was almost
in 95, he ascended the throne, and defeated entirely surrounded by the sea. In consequence
and slew in battle his uncle Antiochus Cyzice- of the death of the Emperor Trajan in this
nus, who had laid claim to the kingdom. But town, it was for a long time called Trajanopolis.
SELLASIA (ZeXXaaia or ZeXaoid), a town in
shortly after Seleucus was in his turn defeated
by Antiochus Eusebes, the son of Cyzicenus, Laconia, north of Sparta, was situated near the
and expelled from Syria. H e took refuge in River CEnus, and commanded one of the princiCilicia, where he established himself in the city pal passes leading to Sparta. Here the celeof Mopsuestia; but, in consequence of his tyr- brated battle was fought between Cleomenes
anny, he was burned to death by the inhabit- III. and Antigonus Doson, B.C. 221, in which
the former was defeated.
ants in his palace.
S E L G E (ZeXyn : ZeXyevg: now Siirk ? ruins), SELLEIS (ZeXXijeig). 1. A river in Elis, on
one of the chief of the independent mountain which the Homeric Ephyra stood,risingin
cities of Pisidia, stood on the southern side of Mount Pholoe, and falling into the sea south
Mount Taurus, on the Eurymedon, just where of the Peneus.—2. A river near Sicyon.—3. A
the river breaks through the mountain chain. river in Troas, near Arisbe, and a tributary of
On a rock above it was a citadel named Keo- the Rhodius
Bebiov, in which was a temple of Juno (Hera). S E L L I or H E L L I . Vid, D O D O N A .
S E L Y M B E I A or SELYBEIA (ZnXvpSpia, ZnXvBpia,
Its inhabitants, who were the most warlike of
all the Pisidians, claimed descent from the La- Dor. ZaXapBpta : ZnXvpBpiavbg: now Selivria)
cedaemonians, and inscribed the name AaKeiai-an important town in Thrace, situated on the
uav on their coins. They could bring an army Propontis. It was a colony of the Megaris.ns,
of twenty thousand men into the field, and, as and was founded earlier than Byzantium. It
late as thefifthcentury, w efindthem beating perhaps derived its name from its founder Seback a horde of Goths. In a valley near the lys and the Thracian word Brio, a town. It
city, in the heart of lofty mountains, grew wine,continued to be a place of considerable importand oil, and other products of the most luxuri- ance till its conquest by Philip, the father of
Alexander, from which time its decline may be
ant vegetation.
dated. Under the later emperors it was called
[SELGoViB (ZtXyoavat, Ptol.), a people on the
western coast of Britannia Barbara, in the east-Eudoxiupolis, in honor of Eudoxia, the wife of.
ern part of the modeTn Galloway and in Dum- Arcadius ; but it afterward recovered its ardent name.
friesshire.]
SEMECHONITIS or SAMACHONITIS L A C U S (Zeue
SELINUS (ZeXtvovt,-ovvrog, contraction of aeXavlng, Zapaxavlrtg, and -trdv Xipvy: in th
Xivbetg, from aiXtvov, "parsley"). 1. A small
river on the southwestern coast of Sicily, flow- Old Testament, Waters of Merom : now Nahr
ing by the town of the same name.—2. (Now el-Huleh), a small lake in the north of Palestine,
Crestena), a river of Elis, in the district Tri-the highest of the three formed by the Jordan,
phylia, near Scillus,flowinginto the Alpheus both branches of which fall into its northern
end, while the river flows out of its southern
west of Olympia.—3. (Now Vostitza), a river of
in one stream.
The valley
in which
it lies
Achaia,
Mount
Erymanthus.—4.
A Iend
tributaryrising
ofthe in
Caicus
in Mysia,
flowing by the
is inclosed
on the west
and east
by mountains
belonging to the two ranges of Lebanon, formtown of Pergamum.—5. (ZeXivovvnog, ZeXivoving
a position which has been of military imaiog : near the modern Castel vetrano, ruins),
one
of the most important towns in Sicily, situated portance both in ancient and modern times, esupon a hill on the southwestern coast, and upon pecially as the great Damascus road crosses the
a river of the same name. It v as founded by Jordan just below the lake. According to th»
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/fivision of Palestine under the Roman empire, in M3dia, of which later writers give us sue!
it belonged to Galilee, but in earlier times, un- strange accounts. Besides conquering manj
der the Syrian kings, it was reckoned to Coele- nations of Asia, she subdued Egypt and a grea*
syria.
part of iEthiopia, but was unsuccessful in ae
S E M E L E (ZepiXy), daughter of Cadmus and attack which she made upon India. After a
Harmonia, at Thebes, and accordingly sister of reign of forty-two years she resigned the sovIno, Agave, Autonoe, and Polydorus. She was ereignty to her son Ninyas, and disappeared
beloved by Jupiter (Zeus). Juno (Hera), stim- from the earth, taking her flight to heaven in
ulated by jealousy, appeared to her in the form the form of a dove. The fabulous nature of
of her aged nurse BeroB, and induced her to ask this narrative is apparent. It is probable that
Jupiter (Zeus) to visit her in the same splendor Semiramis was originally a Syrian goddess, perand majesty with which he appeared to Juno haps the same who was worshipped at Asca(Hera). Jupiter (Zeus) warned her of the dan- lon under the name of Astarte, or the Heavenly
ger of her request; bit as he had sworn to Aphrodite, to w h o m the dove was sacred. Hence
grant whatever she desired, he was obliged to the stories of her voluptuousness, which were
comply with her prayer. H e accordingly ap- current even in the time of Augustus (Ov.,iB.,
peared before her as the god of thunder, and i,5, 11).
Semele was consumed by the lightning; but
S E M N O N E S , more rarely S E N N O N E S , a German
Jupiter (Zeus) saved her child Bacchus (Dio- people, described by Tacitus as the most pow
ivsus), with w h o m she was pregnant. Her son erful tribe of the Suevic race, dwelt between
afterward carried her out of the lower world, the rivers Viadus (now Oder) and Albis (now
and conducted her to Olympus, where she be- Elbe), from the Riesengebirge in the south as
came immortal under the name of Thyone.
far as the country around Frankfurt on the Oder
SEMIRAMIS (Zeuipapig) and N I N U S (Nivog), the
and Potsdam in the north.
mythical founders of the Assyrian empire of
SEMO SANCUS.
Vid. S A N C U S .
Ninus or Nineveh. Ninus was a great warSEMPRONIA. 1. Daughter of Tib. Gracchus,
rior, who built the town of Ninus or Nineveh censor B C. 169, and sister of the two celebra
about B.C. 2182, and subdued the greater part ted tribunes, married Scipio Africanus minoi.
of Asia. Semiramis was the daughter of the — 2 . Wife of D. Junius Brutus, consul 77, was
fish-goddess Derceto of Ascalon in Syria by aa w o m a n of great personal attractions and litSyrian youth ; but, being ashamed of her frail- erary accomplishments, but of a profligate charty, she made away with the youth, and exposed acter. She took part in Catiline's conspiracy,
her infant daughter. But the child was mirac- though her husband was not privy to it.
ulously preserved by doves, who fed her till she SEMPRONIA G E N S , was of great antiquity, and
was discovered by the shepherds of the neigh- one of its members, A. Sempronius Atratinus,
borhood. She was then brought up by the chief obtained the consulship as early as B.C. 497,
shepherd of the royal herds, whose name was twelve years after the foundation ofthe repubSimmas, and from w h o m she derived the name lic. The Sempronii were divided into many
of Semiramis. Her surpassing beauty attracted families, ofwhich the ATRATINI were patrician,
the notice of Onnes, one of the king's friends but all the others were plebeian : their names
and generals, who married her. H e subse- are A S E L L I O , BLIESUS, G R A C C H U S , S O P H U S , T O
quently sent for his wife to the army, where DITANUS.
S E N A (Senensis). 1. (Now Scnigaglia), sur
the Assyrians were engaged in the siege of
Bactra, which they had long endeavored in vain named GALLIOA, and sometimes called S E N O
to take. Upon her arrival in the camp she GALLIA, a town on the coast of Umbria, at the
planned an attack upon the citadel of the town, mouth of the small river Sena, was founded
mounted the walls with a few brave followers, by the Senones, a Gallic people, and was made
and obtained possession of the place. Ninus a colony by the Romans after the conquest of
was so charmed by her bravery and beauty that the Senones, B C. 283. In the civil war it eshe resolved to make her his wife, whereupon poused the Marian party, and was taken and
her unfortunate husband put an end to his life. sacked by Pompey.—2 (Now Siena), a town in
By Ninus Semiramis had a son, Ninyas, and on Etruria and a Roman colony, on the road from
the death of Ninus she succeeded him on the Clusium to Florentia, is only mentioned in the
throne. According to another account, Semi- times of the emperors.
S E N E C A . 1 M. A N N I U S , the rhetorician, was
ramis had obtained from her husband permission to rule over Asia forfivedays, and availed born at Corduba (now Cordova), in Spain, about
herself of this opportunity to cast the king into B.C. 61. Seneca was at R o m e in the early pea dungeon, or, as is also related, to put him to riod of the power of Augustus, for he says that
death, and thus obtained the sovereign power. he had seen Ovid declaiming before Arelliug
Her fame threw into the shade that of Ninus ; Fuscus. H e afterward returned to Spain, and
and later ages loved to tell of her marvellous married Helvia, by w h o m he had three sons, L.
deeds and her heroic achievements. She built Annaeus Seneca, L. Annaeus Mela or Mella, tha
numerous cities, and erected many wonderful father ofthe poetLucan, and M.Novatus. Novabuildings; and several of the most extraordi- tus was the eldest son, and took the name of Ju
nary works in the East, which were extant in nius Gallio upon being adopted by Junius Gallic
a later age, and the authors ofwhich were un- Seneca was rich, and he belonged to the equesknown, were ascribed by popular tradition to trian class. At a later period Seneca returned
this queen. In Nineveh she erected a tomb for to Rome, where he resided till his death, which
he>- husband, nine stadia high and ten wide; probably occurred near the end of the reign of
she built the city of Baby.on, with all its won- Tiberius. T w o of Seneca's works have come
ders ; and she constructed the hanging gardens down to us. 1. Con'roversiarum Libri decern
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pJaicb l.e addressed to his three sons. T h e |in driving and singing, were all urged agains
Sirst, second, seventh, eighth, and tenth boots him ; and it w a s time, they said, fo: Nero to get
only are extant, and these are somewhat m u - rid of a teacher. Seneca heard ofthe charges
tilated : of the other books only fragments re- against him : he w a s rich, and he k n e w thai
main. These Controversiae are rhetorical ex- Nero wanted money. H e asked the emperoi
ercises on imaginary cases,filledwith c o m m o n - tor permission to retire, and offered to surren
places, such as a m a n of large verbal m e m o r y der all that he had. Nero affected to be grateand great reading carries about with him as his ful for his past services, refused the proffered
ready money. 2. Suasoriarum Liber, which is gift, and sent him away with perfidious assu:probably not complete. W e m a y collect from ances of his respect and affection. Seneca XIOI\
its contents what the subjects were on which altered his m o d e of life, saw little company, ami
the lhetoricians of that age exeicised their wits: seldom visited the city, on the ground of feeble
ene of them is, "Shall Cicero apologize to M . health, or being occupied with his philosophical
Antonius 1 Shall he agree to burn his Philip- studies. T h e conspiracy of Piso (65) gave the
pics, if Antonius requires itl" Another is, emperor a pretext for putting his teacher to
" Shall Alexander embark on the ocean V If death, though there w a s not complete evidence
there are some good ideas and apt expressions of Seneca being a party to the conspii acy. Senm these puerile declamations, they have no val- eca w a s at the time returning from Campania,
ue where they stand, and probably most of them and had rested at a villa four miles from the
are borrowed. N o merit of form can compen- city. Nero sent a tribune to him with the orsate for woithlessness of matter. T h e best edi- der of death. Without showing any sign of
tion of these works is by A. Schottus, Heidel- alarm, Seneca cheered his weeping friends by
berg, 1603, frequently reprinted.—2. L. A N N I - reminding them of the lessons of philosophy.
US, the philosopher, the son of the preceding, Embracing his wife Pompeia Paulina, he prayed
was born at Corduba, probably a few years B.C., her to moderate her grief, and to console herand brought to R o m e by his parents w h e n he self for the loss of her husband by the reflection
w a s a child. Though he w a s naturally of a weak that he had lived an honorable life. But as
body, he w a s a haid student from his youth, and Paulina protested that she would die with him,
he devoted himself with great ardor to rhetoric Seneca consented, and the same blow opened
and philosophy. H e also soon gained distinc- the veins in the arms of both. Seneca's body
tion as a pleader of causes, and he excited the w a s attenuated by age and meagre diet; the
jealousy and hatred of Caligula by the ability blood would not flow easily, and he opened the
with which he conducted a case in the senate veins in his legs His torture w a s excessive •,
before the emperor. In the first year of the and, to save himself and his wife the pain of
reign of Claudius (A.D. 41), Seneca w a s ban- seeing one another suffer, he bade her retire to
ished to Corsica on account of his intimacy her chamber. His last words were taken d o w n
with Julia, the niece of Claudius, of w h o m Mes- in writing by persons w h o were called in for the
salina was jealous. After eight years' residence purpose, and were afterward published. Senin Corsica, Seneca w a s recalled (59) by the in- eca's torments being still prolonged, he took
fluence of Agrippina, w h o had just married her hemlock from his friend and physician, Statius
uncle the Emperor Claudius. H e n o w obtained Annaeus, but it had no effect. At last he ena praetorship, and w a s m a d e the tutor of the tered a w a r m bath, and as he sprinkled some
young Domitius, afterward the Emperor Nero, of the water on the slaves nearest to him, he
w h o was the son of Agrippina by a former hus- said that he m a d e a libation to Jupiter the Libband. O n the accession of his pupil to the im- erator. H e w a s then taken into a vapor stove,
perial throne (54) after the death of Claudius, where he w a s quickly suffocated. Seneca died,
Seneca became one ofthe chief advisers ofthe as w a s the fashion a m o n g the R o m a n s , with
young emperor. H e exerted his influence to the courage of a stoic, but with somewhat of a
cheek Nero's vicious propensities, but at the theatrical affectation, which detracts from the
same time he profited from his position to amass dignity of the scene
Seneca's great misforan immense fortune. H e supported Nero in tune w a s to have known Nero ; and though M e
his contests with his mother Agrippina, and can not say that he w a s a truly great or a truly
was not only a party to the death of the latter good m a n , his character will not lose by com60), but he wrote the letter which Nero ad- parison with that of m a n y others w h o have been
dressed to the senate in justification of the mur- placed in equally difficult circumstances. Sen
der. After the death of his mother Nero aban- eca's fame rests on his numerous writings, of
doned himself without any restraint to his vi- which the following are extant: 1. De Ira, in
cious propensities ; and the presence of Seneca three books, addressed to Novatus, probatly
soon became irksome to him, while the wealth the earliest of Seneca's works. In the first
ofthe philosopher excited the emperor's cupid- book he combats what Aristotle says of Angei
ity. Burrus, the praefect ofthe praetorian guards, in his Ethics. 2. De Consolatione ad Helviam
w h o had always been a firm supporter of Sen- Matrem Liber, a consolatory letter to his moth
eca, died in 63 His death broke the power of er, written during his residence in Corsica. V,
Seneca ; and Nero n o w fell into the hands of is one of his best treatises. 3. De Consolatione
persons w h o were exactly suited to his taste. ad Polybium Liber, also written in Corsica. If
Tigellinus and Fennius Rufus, w h o succeeded it is the work of Seneca, it does him no credit.
Burrus in the c o m m a n d of the praetorians, be- Polybius w a s the powerful freedmaii of Claugan an attack on Seneca. His enormous wealth, dius, and the Consolatio is intended to comfort
his gardens and villas, more magnificent than him on the occasion ofthe loss of his brother,
those of the emperor, his exclusive claims to Rut it also contains adulation of the emperor,
ftloquence, and his disparagement of Nero's skilland m a n y expressions unr.orthy of a true stow
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»r ot an honest m a n . 4. Liber de Consolatione Junior, is not a systematic work, but a t< iiee
nd Marciam, written after his istarn from exile, tion of natural facts from various writers, Greek
was designed to console Maroia for the loss of and R o m a n , m a n y of which are curious. Th«
her son. Marcia w a s the daughter of A . Cre- first book treats of meteors, the second of thun
mutius Cordus. 5. De Providentia Liber, or der and lightning, the third of water, the fourth
Quare bonis viris mala aceidant cum sit Proviof hail, snow, and ice, thefifthof winds, tho
dentia, is addressed to the younger Lucilius, sixth of earthquakes and tbe sources of the
procurator of Sicily. T h e question that is here Nile, and the seventh of comets Moial rediscussed often engaged the ancient philoso- marks are scattered through the woi'a ; and, in
phers : the stoical solution of the difficulty is deed, the design of the whole appears to be to
that suicide is the remedy w h e n misfortune has find a foundation for ethic, thu chief part of
become intolerable. In this discourse Seneca philosophy, in the knowledge of nature (Physic)
•ays that he intends to prove " that Providence 16. Tragosdia, ten in number. They are enbath a power over all things, and that G o d is titled Hercules Furens, Thyestet, Thebais or Phasalways present with us " 6. De Animi Tran- nissa, Hippolytus or Phadra, CEdipus, Troades
quillitate, addressed to Serenus, probably writor Hecuba, Medea, Agamemnon, Hercules QHtaus,
ten soon after Seneca's return from exile. It and Octavia. T h e titles themselves, with the
is in the form of a letter rather than a treatise : exception of the Octavia, indicate sufficiently
the object is to discover the means by which what the tragedies are, Greek mythological subtranquillity of mind can be obtained 7. De Con- jects treated in a peculiar fashion. They are
stantia Sapientis seu quod in sapientem non cadit
written in Iambic senarii, interspersed with
injuria, also addressed to Serenus, is founded choral parts, in anapaestic and other metres
on the stoical doctrine of the impassiveness of T h e subject of the Octavia is Nero's ill treatthe wise m a n . 8. De Clementia ad Neronem ment of his wife, his passion for Poppaea, and
Casarem Libri duo, written at the beginning of the exile of Octavia. These tragedies are not
Nero's reign. There is too m u c h of the flat- adapted, and certainly were never intended for
terer in this ; but the advice is good. T h e sec- the stage. They were designed forreadingor
ond book is incomplete. It is in the first chap- for recitation after the R o m a n fashion, and they
ter of this second book that the anecdote is told bear the stamp of a rhetorical age. They conof Nero's unwillingness to sign a sentence of tain m a n y striking passages, and have some
execution, and his exclamation, " I would I merit as poems. Moral sentiments and maxims
could neither read nor write." 9. De Brevitate abound, and the style and character of Seneca
Vita ad Paulinum Liber, recommends the proper are as conspicuous here as in his prose works
employment of time and the getting of wisdom T h e judgments on Seneca's writings have been
as the chief purpose of life. 10. De Vita Beata as various as the opinions about his character,
ad Gdllionem, addressed to his brother, L. Junius and both in extremes. It has been said of him
Gallio, is probably one of the later works of that he looks best in quotations ; but this is an
Seneca, in which he maintains the stoical doc- admission that there is something worth quottrine that there is no happiness without virtue ; ing, which can not be said of all writers. That
b'Hhe does not deny that other things, as health Seneca possessed great mental powers can not
and riches, have their value. T h e conclusion be doubted. H e had seen much of h u m a n life,
ofthe treatise is lost. 11. De Otio out Secessu and he k n e w well what m a n was. His philosSapientis, is sometimes joined to N o . 10. 12. ophy, so far as he adopted a system, w a s the
De Beneficiis Libri septem, addressed to iEbustoical, but it w a s rather an eclecticism of stoicius Liberalis, is an excellent discussion ofthe cism than pure stoicism. His style is antithet
way of conferring a favor, and of the duties of ical, and apparently labored ; and w h e n there is
the giver and of the receiver. T h e handling is m u c h labor, there is generally affectation Yet
not very methodical, but it is very complete. ! his language is clear and forcible ; it is not
It is.a treatise which all persons might read mere words: there is thought always. It would
with profit. 13. Epistola ad Lucilium, one hund- not be easy to n a m e any modern writer w h o
red and twenty-four in number, are not the cor- has treated on morality, and has said so m u c h
respondence of daily life, like that of Cicero, that is practically good and true, or has treated
but a collection of moral m a x i m s and remarks the matter in so attractive a way. T h e best ediwithout any systematic order. They contain tions of Seneca are by J. F. Gronovius, Leiden,
m u c h good matter, and have been favorite read- 1649-1658, 4 vols. 12mo ; by Ruhkopf, Leipzig,
ing with m a n y distinguished m e n . It is pos- 1797-1811,5 vols. 8vo; and the Bipont edition,
sible that these letters, and, indeed, m a n y of Strassburg, 1809, 5 vols. 8vo. [A n e w edition
Seneca's moral treatises, were written in the is in course of publication by Fickert, of which
latter part of his life, and probably after lie had three volumes have appeared, Leipzig, 1842-5.]
lost the favor of Nero. That Seneca sought
SENECIO, HERENNIUS.
1. W a s a native of
consolation and tranquillity of mind in literary Baetica in Spain, where he served as quaestor
occupation is manifest. 14. Apocolocyntosis, is
H e w a s put to death by Domitian on the accusaa satire against the Emperor Claudius. T h e tion of Metius Carus, in consequence of his
word is a play on the term Apotheosis or deifi- having written the life of Helvidius Priscus,
cation, and is equivalent in meaning to P u m p - which he composed at the request of Fannia.
kinification, or the reception of Claudius a m o n g the wife .of Helvidius.—[2. C. Sosius, consul
the pumpkins. T h e subject w a s well enough, ' suffectus A.D. 98, and consul A D 99, 102, and
but the treatment has no great merit; and Sen- | 107.—3. T U L L I U S , a friend of Nero, nevertheeca probably had no other object than to gratify less took part in Piso's conspiracy against the
His spite against the emperor. 15. Quastionum emperor, and on its detection w a s obliged tu
Kituralium Ltbii septem, addressed to Lucilius put an end to his life.]
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SENIA (Senensis: n o w Segno or Zengg), a the Po by the frequent overflows of this rives
Roman colony ir Liburnia in Illyricum, on the Persons usually sailed through these lagoont
noast, and on the road from Aquileia to Siscia. from Ravenna to Aftinum.
SENONES, a powerful people in Gallia LugduS E P T E M P E B A (Septempedanus: n o w San Sevnensis, dwelt along the upper course ofthe Se- erino), a Roman municipium in the interior of
quana (now Seine), and were bounded on the
Picenum, on the road from Auximum to Urbj
north by the Parisii, on the west by the Car- Salvia
dites, on the south by the iEdui, and on the
SEPTIMIUS G E T A
Vid G E T A .
east by the Lingones and Mandubii. Their
SEPTIMIUS S E R E N U S .
Vid. S E R E N U S
chief town was Agendicum, afterward called
SEPTIMIUS S E V E R U S
Vid. S E V E R U S .
Senones (now Sens) A portion of this people
SEPTIMIUS TITIUS, a Roman poet, w h o m Hor
crossed the Alps about B C. 400, in order to ace (i, 3, 9-14) represents as having ventured
settle in Italy; and as the greater part of Upper to quaff a draught from the Pindaric spring, and
Italy was already occupied by other Celtic tribes, as having been ambitious to achieve distinction
the Senones were obliged to penetrate a con- in tragedy. In this passage Horace speaks of
siderable distance to the south, and took up him under the name of Titus ; and he is probtheir abode on the Adriatic Sea, between the ably the same individual with the Septimius
Rivers Utis and iEsis (between Ravenna and ! who is addressed in the sixth ode of the second
Ancona), after expelling the Umbrians. In thi3 book, and who is introduced in the ninth epistle
country they founded the town of Sena. They . of thefirstbook.
extended their ravages into Etruria ; and it was J [SEPTIMIUS, Q., the translator ofthe work on
in consequence of the interference of the Ro- ithe Trojan war, bearing the name of Dictys
mans while they were laying siege to Clusium Cretensis ]
that they marched against R o m e and took the
[SEPYRA, a city of Cilicia, at the base of
city, B.C. 390. From this time w e find them Mount Amanus, near Arae Alexandri, taken by
engaged in constant hostilities with the Ro- Cicero while proconsul in that province.]
mans, till they were at length completely subS E Q U A N A (now Seine), one of the principal
dued, and the greater part of them destroyed rivers of Gaul, rising in the central parts of that
by the consul Dolabella, 283.
country, and flowing through the province- of
S E N T I N U M (Sentinas, Sentinatis : ruins near Gallia Lugdunensis into the ocean opposite
Sassoferrato), a fortified town in Umbria, not
Britain. It is three hundred and forty-six miles
star from the River iEsis.
in length. Its principal affluents are the Ma[SENTIUS A U G U R I N U S , an epigrammatic poet trona (nowMaine),Esia(nowOise), with itstrib*
in the time of the younger Pliny, w h o m he utary the Axona (now Aisne) and Incaunus (now
p.'aised in his verses
One of his poems in Yonne). This river has a slow current, and
praise of Pliny is preserved in a letter of the is navigable beyond Lutetia Parisiorum (now
Paris).
latter.]
SEQUANI, a powerful Celtic people in Gallia
SENTIUS SATURNINUS. Vid. SATURNINUS.
Belgica, separated from the Helvetii by Mons
SEPIAS (Zniridg: now St. George), a promonJurassus,
from the iEdui by the Arar, and from
tory in the southeast of Thessaly, in the district
Magnesia, on which a great part of the fleet of the province Narbonensis by the Rhone, inhabiting the country called Franche Compte and
X«rxes was wrecked.
TSEPINUM (now Attilia, about ten miles fromBurgundy. In the later division of the provSepino), a city of the Samnites, to the south-inces of the empire, the country of the Sequani
east of Bovianum: it became a Roman colony formed a special province under the name of
Maxima Sequanorum. They derived their name
in thereignof Nero ]
SEPLASIA, one of the principal streets in Cap- from the River Sequana, which had its source
ua, where perfumes and luxuries of a similar in the northwestern frontiers of their territory;
but their country was chiefly watered by the
kind were sold.
SEPPHORIS (Zeiripapig : now Sefurieh), arivers
city Arar and Dubis. Their chief town was
if Palestine, in the middle of Galilee, about Vesontio (now Bcsanqon). They were govern•ialf way between Mount Carmel and the Lake ed by kings of their own, and were constantly
of Tiberias, was an insignificant place until at war with the iEdui.
S E Q U E S T E R , VIBIUS, the name attached to a
Hercd Antipas fortified it, and made it the capital of Galilee, under the name of DiociESAEEA. glossary which professes to give an account of
It was the seat of one of the five Jewish San- the geographical names contained in the Roman
hedrim, and continued toflourishuntil the poets. The tract is divided into seven sections :
fourth century, when it was destroyed by the1. Flumina. 2 Fontes. 3. Lacus. 4. Nemora
Caesar Gallus on account of a revolt of its in- 5 Paludes. 6. Montes. 7. Gentes. T o which,
in some MSS., an eighth is added, containing a
habitants.
S E P T E M AO.VM, a place in the territory of the 'list of the seven wonders of the world. ConSabini, near Reate.
| cerning the author personally we know nothing;
and he probably lived not earlier than the midS E P T E M F R A T R E S ('E7rra adeXipot n o w Jcbel'.
dle of thefifthcentury. The best edition is by
Zatout, i. e., Apes' Hill), a mountain on the
northern coast of Mauretania Tingitana, at the Oberlinus, Argent, 1778.
SERA.
Vid. SERICA.
narrowest part of the Fretum Gaditanum (now
SERAPIO, a surname of P. Cornelius Scipi*
Straits of Gibraltar), connected by a low tongue
of land with the promontory of A B Y L A , which is Nasica, consul B C 138. Vid. SCIPIO, N O . 18.
SERAPION (Zepairiav), a physician of Alexan
also included under the modern name.
S E P T E M M A R I A , the name given by the an- drea, who lived in the third eentury B.C. He
eir.-its to the lagoons formed at the mouth of belonged to the sect of the Empirici, and s'
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maeu extended and improved the system of Sulla Sergia, like her brothei bore a bad ctiai
Philinus, that the invention of it is by some au- acter.]
thors attributed to him. Serapion wrote against
SERGIA G E N S , patrician. The Sergii *,ra;e<
Hippocrates with much vehemen :e; but neithet their descent from the Trojan Sergestus (Virg.,
this, ror any of his other works is now extant. Mn., v., 121). The Sergii were distinguished
He is several times mentioned and quoted bj in the early history of the republic, and the first
Celsus, Galen, and others.
member of the gens who obtained the consulSERAPI3 or SARAPIS (Zdpairig), an Egyptian
ship was L Sergius Fidenas, in B.C 437. Catdivinity, whose worship was introduced into iline belonged to this gens. Vid CATILINA.
Greece in the time of the Ptolemies. His wor- The Sergii bore also the surnames of Esquiliship was introduced into R o m e together with nus, Fidenas, Orata, Paulus, Plancus, and Silus
that of Isis For details, vid. Isis.
but none of them are of sufficient importance
[ S E E B O N I S LACUS.
Vid. SIRBONIS LACUS.]
to require a separate notice.
SERDICA or SAEDICA, an important town in
SERGIUS, a grammarian of uncertain date, but
Upper Mcesia, and the capital of Dacia Interior, later than the fourth century after Christ, the
situated in a fertile plain near the sources of author of two tracts ; thefirst'entitled In priths (Escus, and on the road from Naissus to mam Donati Editioncm Commentarium ; the secPhilippopolis. It was the birth-place of the ond, In secundum Donati Editionem CommentaEmperor Maximianus ; it was destroyed by At- ria. They are printed in the Grammatica Latitila, rit was soon afterward rebuilt; and it bore na audores antiqui of Putschius (Hannov , 1605.
in the Middle Ages the name of Triadilza. Its
p. 1816-1838).
extensive ruins are to be seen south of Sophia. SERICA (b ZypiKij, Zijpeg; Seres, also rarely in
Serdica derived its name from the Thracian the sing. Zijp, Ser), a country in the extreme
people SERDI.
east of Asia, famous as the native region ofthe
S E E E N A , niece of Theodosius the Great, fos- silk-worm, which was also called anp; and hence
ter-mother of the Emperor Honorius, and wife the adjective " serious" for silken. The name
of Stilicho.
was known to the western nations at a very early
S E E E N U S , A N N I U S , one of the most intimate period, through the use of silk, first in Western
friends of the philosopher Seneca, who dedi- Asia, and afterward in Greece. It is clear,
cated to him his work De Tranquillitate and De
however, that, until some time after the comConstantia H e was praefectus vigilum under mencement of our era, the name had no distinct
Nero, and died in consequence of eating a pois- geographical signification. Serica and Seres
onous kind of fungus.
were simply the unknown country and peopie
S E R E N U S , Q. S A M M O N I C U S , (or Samonicus), en- in the far East, from w h o m the article of comjoyed a high reputation at Rome, in the early merce, silk, was obtained. At a later period,
part of the third century after Christ, as a man some knowledge of the country was obtained
nf tasre and varied knowledge. A s the friend from the traders, the results of which are reof l>e:,a, by w h o m his compositions were studied corded by Ptolemy, who names several posiwith great pleasure, he was murdered while at tions that can be identified with reasonable
supper, by command of Caracalla, A.D. 212, probability, but the detailed mention of which
leaving behind him many learned works. His does not fall within the object of this work.
son, who bore the same name, was the precep- The Serica of Ptolemy corresponds to the northtor of the younger Gordian, and bequeathed to western part of China, and the adjacent porhis pupil the magnificent library which he had tions of Thibet and Chinese Tartaiy. The capinherited from his father. A medical poem, ex- ital, SERA, is supposed by most to be Singan, on
tending to one hundred andfifteenhexameter the Hoang-ho, but by some Peking. The counlines, has descended to us under the title Q. try was bounded, according to Ptolemy, on the
Sereni Sammonici de Medicina pracepta salubernorth by unknown regions, on the west by
rinut, or Pracepta de Medicina parvo pretio Scythia,
para- on the south and southeast by India
bili. which is usually ascribed to the elder Sam-and the Sinae. The people were said by some
monicus. It contains a considerable amount of to be of Indian, by others of Scythian origin,
information, extracted fromthe best authorities, and by others to be a mixed race. The Great
on natural history and the healing art, mixed up Wall of China is mentioned ty Ammianus Mar
with a number of puerile superstitions, the cellinus under the name of Aggeres Serium.
whole expressed in plain and almost prosaic
SERIPHUS (Zeptij>og : Zeplijuog : now Serph
language. The best edition is that of Burmann, an island in the iEgean Sea, and one of the Cycin his Poita Latini Minores (4to, Leid., 1731,lades, lying between Cythnus and Siphnus. It
vol. ii., p. 187-388).
was a small rocky island about twelve miles in
S E E E N U S , A. SEPTIMIUS, a R o m a n lyric poet, circumference. It is celebrated in mythology as
who exercised his muse chiefly in depicting the the island where Danae and Perseus landed
cUarms of the country and the delight of rural after they had been exposed by Aerisius, where
pursuits. His works are lost, but are frequent- Perseus was brought up, and where he after> quoted hy the grammarians.
ward turned the inhabitants into stone with
SEEE?.
Vii. SERICA.
the Gorgon's head. Seriphus was colonized by
[SERGESTUS, a Trojan warrior, who accom- Ionians from Athens, and it was one of the
oanied /Eneas to Italy after the destruction of few islands which refused submission to XerxTroy, and from w h o m the Sergia gens were es. At a later time the inhabitants of Seri
fabled to have derived their name and lineage.] phus were noted for their poverty and wretch
[SERGIA, sister of Catiline, was married to edness; and for this. reason the island was.
Q Caecilius, a R o m a n eques, who was slain by employed by. the Roman emperors as a place
bis brotler-in-law during the proscription of of banishment, for state criminals The as
ens
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a. jm writers relate that the frogs in Seriphos bloody massac e which ensued after Mar u
srcre mute.
and Cinna entered R o m e ; and he was so inS E E M Y L A (ZeppvX.y : ZeppvXiog), a town dignant
in
at the horrible deeds committed by the
Macedonia, on the isthmus of the peninsula Si- slaves w h o m Marius kept as guards, that he feli
thonia.
upon them in their camp, and speared four thouS E R R A N U S , ATILIUS. Serranus was originally sand of them. In 83 Sertorius was praetor, and
an agnomen of C. Atilius Regulus, consul B.C. either in this year or the following ho ivent into
257, but afterward became the name of a dis- Spain, which had been assigned to him as his
tinct family of the Atilia gens. Most of the an- province by the Marian party. After collecting
cient writers derive the name from serere, anda small body of troops in Spain, he crossed over
relate that Regulus received the surname of to Mauretania, where he gained a victory oves
Serranus, because he was engaged in sowing Paccianus, one of Sulla's ger.erals. In consewhen the news was brought him of his eleva- quence of his success in Africa, -.e was invited
tion to the consulship (Virg , Mn., vi., 845). It by the Lusitani, who were exposed to the invaappears, however, from coins, that Saranus is sion ofthe Romans, to become their leader. H e
the proper form ofthe name, and some modern gained great influence over the Lusitanians and
writers think that it is derived from Saranum, the other barbarians in Spain, and soon succeeda town of Umbria.-—1. C , praetor B.C. 218, the ed in forming an army which for some years
first year of the second Punic war, and was sentsuccessfully opposed all the power of Rome.
into Northern Italy. At a later period of the H e also availed himself of the superstitious
year he resigned his command to the consul P. character of the people among w h o m he was
Scipio. H e was an unsuccessful candidate for to strengthen his authority over them. A fawn
the consulship for 216 — 2 . C , curule aedile 193, was brought to him by one of the natives as a
with L. Scribonius Libo. They were the first present, which soon became so tame as to acaediles who exhibited the Meg' lesia as ludi sce- company him in his walks, and attend him on
nic! H e was praetor 185.—3. A., praetor 192, all occasions. After Sulla had become master
when he obtained, as his province, Macedonia of Italy, Sertorius was joined by many Romans
and the command of the fleet. H e was praetor who had been proscribed by the dictator; and
a second time in 173. H e was consul in 170. this not only added to his consideration, hut
— 4 . M., praetor 174, when he obtained the prov- brought him many good officers. In 79 Metelince of Sardinia.—5. M., praetor 152, in Further lus Pius was sent into Spain with a consideraSpain, defeated the Lusitani.—6. SEX., consul ble force against Sertorius ; but Metellus could
136.—7. C , consul 106 with Q Servilius Cae- effect nothing against the enemy. H e was unpio, the year in which Cicero and Pompey were able to bring Sertorius to any decisive battle,
born. Although a " stultissimus homo" ac- but was constantly harassed by the guerilla warcording to Cicero, he was elected in preference fare of the latter. In 77 Sertorius was joined
to Q Catulus. H e was one of the. senators who by M. Perperna withfifty-threecohorts. Vid.
took up arms against Saturninus in 100 — 8 . P E R P E R N A . T o give some show of form to his
SEA., surnamed GAVIANUS, because he original- formidable power, Sertorius established a senly belonged to the Gavia gens. H e was quaes- ate of three hundred, into which no provincial
tor in 63 in the consulship of Cicero, who treat- was admitted; but, to soothe the more distin
ed him with distinguished favor; but in his guished Spaniards, and to have some security
tribunate of the plebs, 57, he took an active part for theirfidelity,he established a school at H u
:
n opposing Cicero's recall from banishment. esca (now Osca), in Aragon, for the educatior
After Cicero's return to R o m e he put his veto of their children in Greek and Roman learning
upon the decree of the senate restoring to Ci- The continued want of success on the part of
cero the site on which his house had stood, but Metellus induced the Romans to send Pompcj
he found it advisable to withdraw his opposition. to his assistance, but with an independent com
S E R E H I U M (Ze/bbeiov), a promontory of Thrace
mand. Pompey arrived in Spain in 76 with
in the iEgean Sea, opposite the island of Samo- thirty thousand infantry and one thcusand cavthrace, with a fortress ofthe same name upon it. alry, but even with this formidable force he was
SERTORIUS, Q., one ofthe most extraordinary unable to gain any decisive advantages over
men in the later times of the republic, was a Sertorius. For the next five years Sertarius
native of Nursia, a Sabine village, and was born kept both Metellus and Pompey at bay, and cut
of obscure but respectable parents. H e served to pieces a large number of their forces. Serunder Marius in the war against the Teutones; torius was at length assassinated in 72 at a
and before the battle of Aquae Sextiae (now Aix), banquet by Perperna and some other Roman
B C. 102, he entered the camp ofthe Teutones officers, who had long been jealous of the auin disguise as a spy, for which hazardous un- thority of their commander.
dertaking his intrepid character and some knowlSERVILIA. 1. Daughter of Q. Servilius Caeedge of the Gallic language well qualified him. pio and the daughter of Livia, the sister of the
H e also served as tribunus militum in Spain celebrated M. Livius Drusus, tribune of the
under T. Didius (97). H e was quaestor in 91, plebs B C. 91. Servilia was married twice;
and had before this time lost an eye in battle. first to M. Junius Brutus, by w h o m she became
On the outbreak of the civil war in 88, he de- the mother of the murderer of Caesar, and sec
clared himself against the party of the nobles, ondly to D. Junius Silanus, consul 62. She was
though he was by no means an admirer of his the favorite mistress ofthe dictator Caesar; and
old commander, C. Marius, whose character he it is reported that Brutus was her son by Caesar.
well understood. H e commanded one of the This tale, however, can not be true, as Caesai
four armies which besieged R o m e under Marius was only fifteen, years older than Biutus, the
and Cinna. H e was, however, opposed to the former having been born in 100, and the lattei
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i 85 She survived both her lover and her ments, and it was probably a popular surname
son. After the battle of Philippi, Antony sent given to the great hero,of the nineteenth dv
«er the ashes of her son — 2 . Sister of the pre- nasty, and borrowedifrom Sesostris, one of th*
ceding, was the second wife of L. Lucullus, renowned kings of the twelfth dynasty, oi per
consul 74. She bore Lucullus a son, but, like haps from Sesorthus, a king of the third dy
her sister, she was faithless to her husband; nasty.
and the latter, after putting up with her conduct
[SESSITES (now Sessia or Sesia), a small rivei
for some tima from regard to M. Cato Uticen- of Gallia Cisalpina, flowing past Vercellae, and
sis, her half-brother, at length divorced her.
emptying into the Padus (now Po) ]
SERVILIA G E N S , was one of the Alban houses
SESTIAN.S: ARiE (now Cape Villano), the most
removed to R o m e by Tullus Hostilius. This westerly promontory on the northern coast of
gens was very celebrated during the early ages Hispania Tarraconensis in Gallaecia, with three
if the republic, and it continued to produce men altars consecrated to Augustus.
of influence in the state down to the imperial
SESTINUM (Sestinas, -atis: now Sestino), a
period. It was divided into numerous families, town in Umbria, on the Apennines, near the
ofwhich the most important bore the names of sources of the Pisaurus.
A H A L A , CiEPio, CASCA, GLAUCIA, R U L L U S , VATIA.
S E R V I U S M A U E U S H O N O R A T U S , or SERVIUS M A -

SESTIUS.

Vii. SEXTIUS.

SESTUS (Znorbg: Zrjoriog: now Ialova), a town
RIUS H O N O R A T U S , a celebrated Latin gramma- in Thrace, situated at the narrowest part of the
rian, contemporary with Macrobius, who intro- Hellespont, opposite Abydos in Asia, from which
duces him among the dramatis persona? of the it was only seven stadia distant. It was found
Saturnalia. His most celebrated production ed by the iEolians. It was celebrated in Grewas an elaborate commentary upon Virgil. cian poetry on account of the loves of Leander
This is, nominally at least, still extant; but, and Hero (vid. L E A N D E R ) , and in history on acfrom the widely different forms which it as- count ofthe bridge of boats which Xerxes here
sumes in different MSS., it is clear that it must built across the Hellespont. Sestus was always
have been changed and interpolated to such an reckoned a place of importance in consequence
extent by the transcribers of the Middle Ages of its commanding, to a great extent, the passage
that it is impossible to determine how much ofthe Hellespont. It was for some time in the
belongs to Servius and how much to later hands. possession of the Persians, but was retaken
Even in its present condition, however, it is by the Greeks, B.C. 478, after a long siege. It
deservedly regarded as the most important and subsequently formed part of the Athenian emvaluable of all the Latin Scholia. It is attach- pire.
ed to many of the earlier editions of Virgil, but
[SESUVII, a people of Gallia Celtica, inhabitit will be found under its best form in the edi- ing part ofthe department ie I'Orne and of that
tion of Virgil by Burmann. [A separate edition of Calvaios: Seez, in the former of these, recalls
was published by Lion, G8ttingen, 1825, 2 vols. the ancient name.]
8vo.] W e possess also the following treatises
SETABIS. Vii. S.STABIS.
bearing the name of Servius: 1. In secundam
S E T H O N (ZeBdv), a priest of Vulcan (HephaesDonati Editionem Interpretatio. 2. De Ratione
tus), made himself master of Egypt after the exullimarum Syllabarum ad Aquilinum Liber.pulsion
3. of Sabacon, king of the ^Ethiopians, and
Ars de centum Metris s. Centimetrum.
was succeeded by the Dodecarchia, or governSERVIUS TULLIUS. Vii. TULLIUS.
ment of tbe twelve chiefs, which ended in the
S E S A M U S (Znoauog), a little coast river ofsole sovereignty of Psammitichus. Herodotus
Paphlagonia, with a town of the same name: relates (ii., 141) that in Sethon's reign, Sanaboth called afterward AMASTRIS.
charibus, king of the Arabians and Assyrians,
SESOSTRIS (Zeaaarpig), the name given by the
advanced against Egypt, at which Sethon was
Greeks to the great King of Egypt, who is call- in great alarm, as he had insulted the warrior
ed in Manetho and on the monuments Ramses class, and deprived them of their lands, and
or Ramesses. Ramses is a name common to they now refused to follow him to the war. But
several kings of the eighteenth, nineteenth, andthe god Vulcan (Hephaestus) came to his assisttwentieth dynasties; but Sesostris must be iden- ance ; for while the two armies were encamped
tified with Ramses, the third king of the nine- near Pelusium, thefield-micein the night gnawteenth dynasty, the son of Sen, and thp father ed to pieces the bow-strings, the quivers, and the
of Menephthah. Sesostris was a great con- shield-handles of the Assyrians, whofledon the
queror. H e is said to have subdued iEthiopia, following day with great loss. The recollection
the greater part of Asia, and the Thracians in of this miracle was perpetuated by a statue of
Europe ; and in all the countries which he con- the king in the temple of Vulcan (Hephaestus),
quered he erected stela, on which he inscribedholding a mouse in his hand, and saying, " Let
nis own name. H e returned to Egypt after an every man look at m e and be pious." This Sanabsence of nine years, and the countless cap- acharibus is the Sennacherib of the Scriptures,
tives w h o m he brought back with him were and the destruction of the Assyrians at Peluemployed in the erection of numerous public sium is evidently only another version of the
works
Memorials of Ramses-Sesostris still miraculous destruction of the Assyrians by the
exist tnroughout the whole of Egypt, from the angel of the Lord, when they had advanced
mouth of the Nile to the south of Nubia. In the against Jerusalem in the reign of Hezekiah.
remains of his palace-temple at Thebes we see According to the Jewish records, this event
his victories and conquests represented on the happened in B C. 711.
walls, and w e can still trace there some of the SETIA (Setinus: now Sezza or Sesse), an an
nations of Africa and Asia w h o m he subdued. cient town of Latium, in the east ofthe Pontine
The name of S'sostris is not found on monu- Marshes, originally belonged to the Volsciai
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confederacy, but was subsequently taken by the the reign of Augustus, Severus was banisheri
Romans and colonized. It was here that the by Augustus to the island of Crete on account
Romans kept the Carthaginian hostages. It of his libellous verses ; but as he still continued
was celebrated for the excellent wine grown in to write libels, he was removed by Tiberius, in
the neighborhood of the town, which was reck- in A.D. 24, to the desolate island of Seriphos,
oned in the time of Augustus thefinestwine in where he died in great poverty in the twentyItaly.
fifth year of his exile, A D 33.
[SETIUM P R O M O N T O R I U M (now Cape Cettc), a SEVERUS, CORNELIUS, the author of a poem
promontory on the south coast of Gallia, north- entitled Bellum Siculum, was contemporary wit!
east of Agatha (now Agie), and near the island Ovid, by w h o m he is addressed in one of tht
Blascon (now Brescon).]
Epistles written from Pontus.
S E V E R U S , M. A U R E L I U S A L E X A N D E R , usually

S E V E E U S , F L A V I U S V A L E R I U S , R o m a n emper-

called A L E X A N D E R SEVERUS, Roman emperor or A.D. 306-307. H e was proclaimed Caesar
A.D. 222-235, the son of Gessius Marcianus and by Galerius in 305; and on the death of ConJulia Mamaea, andfirstcousin of. Elagabalus, stantius Chlorus in the following year, he was
was born at Arce, in Phoenicia, in the temple of further proclaimed Augustus by Galerius. Soon
Alexander the Great, to which his parents had afterward he was sent against Maxentius, who
repaired for the celebration of a festival, the 1st had assumed the imperial title at Rome. The
of October, A.D. 205. His original name ap- expedition, however, was unsuccessful; and
pears to have been Alexianus Bassianus, the
Severus, having surrendered at Ravenna, was
latter appellation having been derived from his taken prisoner to R o m e and compelled to put
maternal grandfather. Upon the elevation of an end to his life.
Elagabalus, he accompanied his mother and the
SEVERUS, LIBIUS, Roman emperor A D 461court to Rome, a report having been spiead 465, was a Lucanian by birth, and owed his acabroad that he also, as well as the emperor, cession to Ricimer, w h o placed him on the
was the son of Caracalla. In 221 he was adopt- throne after the assassination of Majorian.
ed by Elagabalus and created Caesar. The During his reign the real government was in
names Alexianus and Bassianus were laid aside,
the hands of Ricimer. Severus died a natura
and those of M. Aurelius Alexander substituteddeath.
;
M Aurelius in virtue of his adoption ; Alexan- SEVEEUS, SEPTIMIUS L., Roman emperor A.D
der in consequence, as was asserted, of a direct193-211, was born 146, near Leptis in Africa.
revelation on the part of the Syrian god. O n After holding various important military comthe death of Elagabalus, on the 11th of March, mands under M. Aurelius and Commodus, he
A.D. 222, Alexander ascended the throne, add- was at length appointed commander-in-chief of
ing Severus to his other designations, in orderthe army in Pannonia and Illyria. By this armj
to mark more explicitly the descent which he he was proclaimed emperor after the death of
claimed from the father of Caracalla. After Pertinax (193). H e forthwith marched upon
reigning in peace some years, during which he Rome, where Julianus had been made emperor
reformed many abuses in the state, he was in- by the praetorian troops. Julianus was fiut to
volved in a war with Artaxerxes, king of Per- death upon his arrival before the city. Fid. JUsia, who had lately founded the new empire of LIANUS. Severus then turned his arms against
the Sassanidae on the ruins ofthe Parthian mon- Pescennius Niger, who had been saluted emarchy. Alexander gained a great victory over peror by the eastern legions. The struggle waa
Artaxerxes in 232; but he was unable to pros- brought to a close by a decisive battle near Isecute his advantage in consequence of intelli- sus, in which Niger was defeated by Severus,
gence having reached him of a great movement and, having been shortly afterward taken pris
among the German tribes. H e celebrated a tri- oner, was put to death by order of the lattei
umph at R o m e in 233, and in the following year (194). Severus then laid siege to Byzantium,
(234) set out for Gaul, which the Germans were which refused to submit to him even after the
devastating; but, before he had made any prog- death of Niger, and which was not taken till
ress in the campaign, he was waylaid by a small 196. The city was treated with great severity
band of mutinous soldiers; instigated, it is said,by Severus. Its walls were levelled with the
by Maximinus, and slain, along with his moth- earth, its soldiers and magistrates put to death
er, in the early part of 235, in the thirtieth year and the town itself, deprived of all its political
of his age and the fourteenth of his reign. Al- privileges, made over to the Perinthians. Durexander Severus was distinguished by justice, ing the continuance of this siege, Severus had
wisdom, and clemency in all public transactions, crossed the Euphrates (195) and subdued the
and by the simplicity and purity of his private Mesopotamian Arabians. H e returned to Italy
life.
in 196, and in the same year proceeded to Gaul
S E V E E U S , A. C E C I N A .
Vid. C E C I N A .
to oppose Albinus, who had been proclaimed
SEVERUS, CASSIUS, a celebrated orator and emperor by the troops in that country. Albinus
satirical writer in the time of Augustus and Ti- was defeated and slain in a terrible battle fought
neiius, was born about B.C. 50, at Longula, in near Lyons on the 19th of February, 197. SeLatium. H e was a man of low origin and dis- verus returned to R o m e in the same year ; but
solute character, but was much feared by the after remaining a short time in the capital, he
severity of his attacks upon the Roman nobles. set out for the East in order to repel the invaHe must have commenced his career as a pub- sion of the Parthians, who were ravaging Meslic slanderer very early, if he is the person opotamia. H e crossed the Euphrates early in
against whom the sixth epode of Horace is di- 198, andcommenced a series of operations which
rected, as is supposed by many ancient and mod- were attended with brilliant results. Seleucia
ern commentators. Toward the latter end of and Babylon were evacuated by the si emy, anrj
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Ctesiphon was taken and plundered after a short correspondence.—2. L., son of the preceding bj
siege. After spending three years in the East, hisfirstwife, Postumia. H e served under M
and visiting Arabia, Palestine, and Egypt, Se- Brutus in Macedonia, but subsequently became
verus returned to R o m e in 202. For the next the friend of Augustus. One of Horace's odes
seven years he remained tranquilly at Rome, is addressed to him.—3. T., one of Caesar's lebut in 208 he went to Britain with his sons gates in Gaul, and afterward governor of the
Caracalla and Geta. Here he carried on war province of Numidia or N e w Africa, at the time
against the Calec'onians, and erected the cele- of Caesar's death (44). Here he carried on war
brated wall, which bore his name, from the Sol- against Q. Oornificius, who held the province of
way to the mouth of the Tyne. After remain- Old Africa, and w h o m he defeated and slew in
ing two years in Britain, he died at Eboracum battle.
(York) on the 4th of February, 211, in the sixSEXTIUS C A L V I N U S .
Vii. C A L V I N U S .
ty-fifth year of his age and the eighteenth of
S E X T U S EMPIEICUS, was a physician, and ie
his reign.
ceived his name Empiricus from belonging tc
SEVERUS, SULPICIUS, chiefly celebrated as an the school ofthe Empirici H e was a contemecclesiastical historian, was a native of Aquita- porary of Galen, and lived in thefirsthalf of
nia, and flourished toward the close ofthe fourth the third century of the Christian era. Nothcentury under Arcadius and Honorius H e was ing is known of his life. H e belonged to the
Jescended from a noble family, and was orig- Skeptical school of philosophy. T w o of his
inally an advocate; but he eventually became works are extant: 1. Uvpjsdviai 'Yirorvirdoeig
a presbyter of the church, and attached himself OKeirriKa viropvijpara, containing the doctrines
closely to St. Martin of Tours
The extant of the Skeptics in three books. 2. ITpd? rovg
works of Severus are, 1. Historia Sacra, an epitpadnuariicovg dvrip'pnTiitol, against the Ma
ome of sacred history, extending from the crea- matics, in eleven books, is an attack upon all
tion of the world to the consulship of Stilicho positive philosophy. The first six books are a
and Aurelianus, A.D. 400. 2. Vita S. Martinirefutation ofthe six sciences of grammar, rhetTuronensis. 3. Tres Epistola. 4. Dialogioric,
duo,geometry, arithmetic, astrology, and mucontaining a review of the dissensions which sic. The remaining five books are directed
had arisen among ecclesiastics in the East re- against logicians, physical philosophers, and
garding the works of Origen. 5. Epistola Sex.ethical writers, and form, in fact, a distinct
The best edition of the complete works of Se- work, which may be viewed as belonging to the
verus is by Hieronymus de Prato, 4to, 2 vols.,"i?iroTvrrdaeig. The two works are a great re
Veror,, 1741-1754.
pository of doubts; the language is as clear and
[SIWEB is, the architect, with Celer, of Ne- perspicuous as the subject will allow. Edited
ro's golden house ]
by Fabricius, Lips., 1718. [A reimpression of
[SEVEEUS M O N S , a rocky eminence in the land this edition appeared at Leipzig, 1842, 2 vols.
ofthe Sabini, on the borders of Picenum, prob- 8vo : a new edition, with an amended text, waa
ably belonged to Mons Fiscellus (now Monti published by Bekker at Berlin, 1842.]
iella Sibilla).]
[SEXTUS, of Chaeronea, Plutarch's sister's
[SEVINUS L A C U S .
Vid. SEBINUS L A C U S .
son, a Stoic philosopher, instructor of the E m [SEVO M O N S (now Mount Kjolen), an exten- peror Antoninus ]
sive and lofty range of mountains in Scandi- S E X T U S R U F U S . 1. The name prefixed to a
navia ]
work entitled De Regionibus Urbis Roma, pubS E U T H E S (ZevBng), the name of several kingslished by Onuphrius Panvinius at Frankfort in
ofthe Odrysians in Thrace. Of these the most i 1558. This work is believed by the best toimportant was the nephew of Sitalces, w h o m he pographers to have been compiled at a late pesucceeded on the throne in 424. During a long , riod, and is notregardedas a document of aureign he raised his kingdom to a height of pow- thority — 2 . S E X T U S R U F U S is also the name preer and prosperity which it had never previously fixed to an abridgment of Roman History in
attained.
twenty eight short chapters, entitled Breviarium
S E X T I A or SESTIA G E N S , plebeian, one of whose ie Victoriis et Provinciis Populi Romani, and
members, namely, L. Sexfius Sextinus Latera- ecuted by command of the Emperor Valens, to
nus, was thefirstplebeian w h o obtained thew h o m it is dedicated. This work is usually
consulship, B C. 366.
printed with the larger editions of Eutropius,
SEXTLSS A Q U J E .
Vii. A Q U ^ E S E X T I A .
and of the minor Roman historians. There are
SEXTIUS or SESTIUS. 1. P., quaestor B C. 63,. no grounds for establishing a connection beand tribune of the plebs 57. In the lat!er year tween Sextus Rufus the historian and the auhe took an active part in obtaining Cicero's re- thor of the work De Regionibus.
call from banishment. Like Milo, he kept a
SIB^S or SIBI (ZIBai, ZlBot), a rude people in
band of armedretainersto oppose P. Clodius the northwest of India (in the Punjab), above
and his partisans; and in the following year the confluence of the Rivers Hydaspes (now
(56) he was accused of Vis on account of his Jelum) and Acesines (now Chenab), who were
violent acts during his tribunate. H e was de- clothed in skins and armed with clubs, and
fended by Cicero in an oration still extant, and whom, therefore, the soldiers of Alexander rewas acquitted on the 14th of March, chiefly in garded, whether seriously or in jest, as descendcinsequence ofthe powerful influence of Pom- ants of Hercules.
pey. In 53 Sextius was praetor. On the breakS I B Y L L A (ZlBvXXai), the name by which seving out of the civil war in 49, Sextiusfirstes- eral prophetic women are designated The first
poused Pompey's party, but he afterward joined Sibyl, from w h o m all the rest are said to have
Caesar, who sent him, in 48, into Cappadoeia derived their name, is called a daughter of Dar
He was alhe in 43, as appears from Cicero's danus j>nd Neso. Some authors mention nib.
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southern coast of Italy by a narrow nhame
four Sibyls, the Erythraean, the Samian, the
Egyptian, and the Sardian ; but it was more called F R E T U M SICULUM, sometimes simply F R I
commonly believed that there were ten, namely, T U M (JlopBpog), and also S C Y L L ^ L M F R E T U M , ot
the Babylonian, the Libyan, the Delphian (an which the modern name is Faro ii Messina
elder Delphian, w h o was a daughter of Zeus The sea on the east and south ofthe island was
and Lamia, and a younger one), the Cimmerian, also called Mare SICULUM. The island itself ia
the Erythraean (also an elder and a younger in the shape of a triangle. The northern anc*
one, the latter of w h o m was called Herophile), southern sides are about one hundred and sev
lie Samian, the Cumaean (sometimes identified enty-five miles each in length, not including the
with the Erythraean), the Hellespontian or Tro- windings of the coast; and the length of the
jan, the Phrygian, and the Tiburtine. The eastern side is about one hundred and fifteen
most celebrated of these Sibyls is the Cumaean, miles The northwestern point, the Promontowho is mentioned under the names of Hero- sium Lilybaum, is about ninety miles from Caps
phile, Demo, Phemonoe, Deiphobe, Demophile, Bon, on the coast, of Africa; the northeastern
and Amalthea. She was consulted by iEneas point, Promontorium Pelorus, is about three miles
before he descended into the lower world. She from the coast of Calabria in Italy; and the
is said to have come to Italy from the East, and southeastern point, Promontorium Pachynus, is
she is the one who, according to tradition, ap- sixty miles from the island of Malta/ Sicily
peared before King Tarquinius, offering him the formed originally part of Italy, and was torn
Sibylline books for sale. Respecting the Sibyl- away from it by some volcanic eruption, as the
line books, vii. Did. of Antiq, art. S I B Y L U N I ancients generally believed. A range of mount
LIBEI.
ams, which are a continuation of the ApenSICAMBRI.
Vii. S Y G A M B E I .
nines, extends throughout the island from east
[SIOANA (Zucdvy), a city of Iberia, on the River
to west. The general name of this mountain
Sicanus, whence tradition made the Sicani to range was Nebrodi Montes (now Madonia), oi
have emigrated to Sicily. Vid. SICILIA ]
which there were several offshoots known bj
SICANI, SICELI, SiCELioTiE. Vii SICILIA.
different names. Of these the most important
[SIOANUS.
Vii. SICANA.]
were the celebrated volcano iEtna on the east[SICANUS (Zwavbg), a Syracusan, son of Exe- ern side of the island, Eryx (now St Giuliano)
cestus, one of the generals of the Syracusans in the extreme west, near Drepanum, and the
at the time or the Athenian expedition, B.C. Heraei Montes (now Monti Sori) in the south,
415. H e was sent to Agrigentum, which he running down to the promontory Pachynus. A
endeavored to regain by stratagem from the large number of rivers,flow down from the
party who had seized upon it and driven out mountains, but most of them are dry, or nearly
those favorable to Syracuse. At the great bat- so, in the summer. The soil of Sicily was very
tle in the harbor of Syracuse he commanded a fertile, and produced in antiquity an immense
wing of the Syracusan fleet.]
quantity of wheat, on which the population of
SICAEII (i. e., assassins), the name given by
R o m ereliedto a great extent for their subsistthe Romans to certain savage mountain tribes ence So celebrated was it even in early times
of the Lebanon, who were, like the Thugs of on account of its corn, that it was represented
India, avowed murderers by profession. In the as sacred to Demeter (Ceres), and as the favorsame mountains there existed, at the time of ite abode of this goddess. Hence it was in this
the Crusades, a branch of the fanatic sect call- island that her daughter Persephone (Prosered Assassins, whose habits resembled those ofpina) was carried away by Pluto. Besides corn
the Sicaiii, and whose name the Crusaders im- the island produced excellent wine, saffron,
ported into Europe ; but these were of Arabian honey, almonds, and the other southern fruits
origin.
The earliest inhabitants of Sicily are said to
SICCA V E N E R I A (now probably Al-Kajf), a con-have been the savage Cyclopes and Laestrysiderable city of Northern Africa, on the fron- gones; but these are fabulous beings, and the
tier of Numidia and Zeugitana, built on a hill first inhabitants mentioned in history are the
near the River Bagradas. It derived its name SICANI (ZtKavoi) or SICCLI (ZuceXoi), who crossfrom a temple of Venus, in which the goddess ed over into the island from Italy Some writwas worshipped with rites peculiar to the cor- ers, indeed, regard the Sicani and Sieuli as two
responding Eastern deity Astarte, whence it distinct tribes, supposing the latter only to have
may be inferred that the place was a Phoenician migrated from Italy, and the former to have
settlement.
been the aboriginal inhabitants ofthe country ;
SICH^EUS, also called Acerbas. Vii. A C E R B A S . but there is no good reason for making any disSICILIA (now Sicily), one ofthe largest islands
tinction between them. They appear to havi
ilk the Mediterranean Sea. It was supposed by been a Celtic people. According to Thucydthe ancients to be the same as the Homeric isl- ides, their original settlement was on the River
and Thrinacia (Qpivaua), and it was therefore
Sicanus in Iberia ; but as Thucydides extends
frequently called THRINACIA, TRINACIA, or TRI- Iberia as far as the Rhone, it is probable that
SACRIS, a name which was believed to be de- Sicanus was a river of Gaul, and it maj have
rived from the triangularfigureof the island. been the Sequana, as some modern writers supFor the same reason, the Roman poets called it pose. The ancient writers relate that these
TEIQUETRA. Its more usual name came from Sicani, being hard pressed by the Ligyes (Liits later inhabitants, the Siceli, whence it wasgures), crossed the Alps and settled in Latium ;
called SICELIA (ZmeXia), which the Romans that, being driven out of this country by the
changed into SICILIA. A S the Siceli also bore Aborigines with the help of Pelasgians. thy
the name of Sicani, the island was also called migrated to the south of the peninsula, wlicic
KICAN' i (Zmavia). Sicily is sen irated from the they lived for a considerable time along w U
sua

SICILIA

SICULUS F L A C C U S

tho (Enotrians; and that at last they crossed conquest of Sex. Pompey, who had held tho isi
over to Sicily, to which they gave their name. and for several years, founded colonies at M e »
They spread over the greater part ofthe island, sana, Tauromenium, Catana, Syracuse, Thei
but in later times were found chiefly in the in- mae, and Panormus. On the downfall ot tha
terior and in the northern part; some of the Roman empire, Sicily formed part of the kingmost important towns belonging to them were dom of the Ostrogoths ; but it was taken from
Herbita, Agyrium, Adranum, and Enna. The them by Belisarius in A.D 536, and annexed
next immigrants into the island were Cretans, tc the Byzantine empire. It continued a prov
•vho are said to have come to Sicily under their ince of this empire till 828, when it was conking, Minos, in pursuit of Daedalus, and to have quered by the Saracens. Literature and the
iettled on the southern coast in the neighbor- j arts were cultivated with great success ,n the
hood of Agrigentum, where they founded Minoa Greek cities of Sicily. It was the birth place
(afterward Heraciea Minoa). Then came the of the philosophers Empedocles, Epicharmus,
Elymaei, a small band of fugitive Trojans, who and Dicaearchus; of the mathematician Archi.
are said to have built Entella, Eryx, and Egesta. medes; ofthe physicians HerodicusandAcionThese Cretans and Elymaei, however, if indeedj of the historians Diodorus, Antiochus, Philiathey ever visited Sicily, soon became incorpo- j tus, and Timaeus ; of the rhetorician Gorgias
rated with the Sieuli. The Phoenicians, like- and of the poets Slesichorus and Theocritus.
wise, at an early period formed settlements, for SICIMA. Vid. NEAPOLIS, N O . 5.
the purposes of commerce, on all the coasts of
SICINIUS. 1. L. SICINIUSBELLUTUS, the leadei
Sicily, but more especially on the northern and of the plebeians in their secession to the Sanorthwestern parts. They were subsequently cred Mount in B.C. 494. H e was chosen one
obliged to retire from the greater part of their of the first tribunes.—2 L SICINIUS D E N T A T U S ,
settlements before the increasing power of the called by some writers the Roman Achilles H«
Greeks, and to confine themselves to Motya, is said to have fought in one hundred and twenty
Solus, and Panormus. But the most important battles, to have slain eight of the enemy in sin
of all the immigrants into Sicily were the gle combat, to have received forty-five wounds
Greeks. The first body of Greeks who landed ' on the front of his body, and to have accomin the island were Chalcidians from Euboea, and 1 panied the triumphs of nine generals, whose
Megarians led by the Athenian Thucles. These victories were principally owing to his valor
Greek colonists built the town of Naxos, B.C. H e was tribune of the plebs in 454. H e was
735. They were soon followed by other Greek put to death by the decemvirs in 450, because
colonists, who founded a number of very flour-he endeavored to persuade the plebeians to seishing cities, such as Syracuse in 734, Leontini cede to the Sacred Mount. The persons sent
and Catana in 730, Megara Hybla in 726, Gela : to assassinate him fell upon him in a .onely
in 690, Selinus in 626, Agrigentum in 579, etc. j spot, but he killed most of them before they sucThe Greeks soon became the ruling race in the | ceeded in dispatching him.
island, and received the name of SICELIOTJE | [SICINNUS or SICINUS (ZUivvog, Zhivog), a
(ZiKeXiuTat) to distinguish them from the earlier
: Persian,,according to Plutarch, a slave of Theinhabitants. At a later time the Carthaginians mistooles, and iraidayaybg to his children. In
obtained a firm footing in Sicily. Their first B C. 480 he was employed by his master to conattempt was made in 480; but they were de- i vey to Xerxes the intelligence of the intended
feated by Gelon of Syracuse, and obliged to re- flight of the Greeks from Salamis; and after
tire with great loss. Their second invasion in ! the battle, when the Greeks had desisted from
409 was more successful. They took Selinus | the further pursuit of the Persians, Themistoin this year, and four years afterward (405) the ' cles again sent Sicinnus, with others, to Xerxes,
powerful city of Agrigentum
They now be- ! to claim merit with him for having dissuaded
came the permanent masters of the western the Greeks from intercepting hisflight.A s a
part of the island, and were engaged in frequentj reward for his services, Themistooles afterward
wars with Syracuse and the other Greek cities. \ enriched Sicinnus, and obtained for him the
The struggle between the Carthaginians and : citizenship of Thespiae.]
Greeks continued, with a few interruptions,
SICINUS (ZiKivog : ZiKivlrng : now Sikino), a
down to the first Punic war; at the close of : small island in the iEgean Sea, one of the Spo1
which (241) the Carthaginians were obliged to rades, between Pholegandrus and Ios, with a
evacuate the island, the western part of whieh 1 town of the same name. It is said to have been
n o w passed into the hands of the Romans, and originally called CEnoe from its cultivation of
was made a Roman province. The eastern the vine, but to have been named Sicinus afte'
part still continued under the rule of Hieron of ' a son of Thoas and QHnoe. It was probably
Syracuse as an ally of R o m e ; but after the re-j colonized by the Ionians During the Persian
volt of Syracuse in the second Punic war, and ; war it submitted to Xerxes, but it afterward
the conquest of that city by Marcellus, the whole formed part of the Athenian maritime empire.
island was made a Roman province, and was ! SICOEIS (now Segre), a river in Hispania Taradministered by a praetor. Under the Roman 1 raconensis, which had its source in the terri
dominion more attention was paid to agricul- ' tory of the Cerretani, divided the Ilergetes and
ture than to commerce ; and, consequently, the| Lacetani, flowed by Ilerda, and after receiving
Greek cities on the coast gradually declined in the River Cinga (now Cinca), fell into the Ibeprosperity and in wealth. The inhabitants of l rus near Octogesa.
the privince received the Jus Latii from Julius SICULI. Vid. SICILIA.
Caesar and Antony conferred upon them, in
SICULUM F E E T U M , SICULUM M A E E .
Vid. Sf
accordance, as it was said, with Caesar's will, CILIA.
the full Roman franchise. Augustus, after his SICULUS FLACCUS. Vii. F L A C C U S .
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[SICUM (ZIKOVV), the northernmost maritime in the middle of the third century Sicyon nx,*
city of Dalmatia, where the Emperor Claudius, an active part in public affairs, in consequence
according to Pliny, planted a colony of veter- of its being the native town of Aratus, who
ans]
united it to the Achaean lesgue in 251. Unde:
SIOYONIA (Zinvuivla), a small district in the
the Romans it gradually declined; and in the
northeast of Peloponnesus, bounded on the east time of Pausanias, in the second century of tho
by the territory of Corinth, on tbe west by Ach- Christian era, many of its public buildings were
aia, on the south by the territory of Phlius and in ruins Sicyon was for a long time the chief
Olernae, and on the north by the Corinthian seat of Grecian ait. It gave its name to one of
Gii*' The area of the country was probably the great schools of painting, which was found
somewhat less than one hundred square miles. ed by Eupompus, and which produced Pamplr:
If consisted o •" a plain near the sea, with mount- lus and Apelles It is also said to have bee;,
ains in the interior. Its rivers, which ran in a the earliest school of statuary in Greece, which
northeasterly direction, were Sythas on tbe fron- was introduced into Sicyon by Dipcenus and
tier of Achaia, Helisson, Sellei's, and Asopus inScyllis from Crete about 560; but its earliest
the interior, and Nemea on the frontier of the native artist of celebrity was Canachus. Lyterritory of Corinth. The land was fertile, and sippus was also a native of Sicyon. The town
produced excellent oil. Its almonds and its fish was likewise celebrated for the taste and skill
were also much prized. Its chief town was SIC- displayed in the various articles of dress made
Y O N (ZiKvdv : ZiKvdviog), which was situated
bya its inhabitants, among which w e find menlittle to the west of the River Asopus, and at tion of a particular kind of shoe, which was
the distance of twenty, or, according to others, much prized in all parts of Greece.
twelve stadia from the sea. The ancient city,
SIDA, SIDE (ZiSn, Zidirng, and Ztbrjrng, Sidite
which was situated in the plain, was destroyed and Sidetes). 1. (Ruins at Eski Aialia), a city
by Demetrius Poliorcetes, and a new city, which of Pamphylia, on the coast, a little west of tho
Dore for a short time the name of Demetnas, was River Melas. It w.as an iEolian colony from
built by him on the high ground close to the C y m e in iEolis, and was a chief seat of the
Acropolis. The harbor, which, according to worship of Minerva (Athena), who is represome, was connected with the city by means of sented on its coins holding a pomegranate (alSn)
long walls, was well fortified, and formed a town as the emblem of the city. In the division of
of itself. Sicyon was one of the most an- the provinces under Constantine, it was made
cient cities of Greece. It is said to have been the capital of Pamphylia Prima.—2. The oW
originally called iEgialea or iEgiali (AlyidXeia,name of P O L E M O N I U M , from which a flat district
AlyiaXol), after an ancient king, iEgialeus ; to
in the northeast of Pontus Polemoniacus, along
have been subsequently named Mecone (Mij- the coast, obtained the name of Sidene (Zibnvh).
KLVTI), and to have been finally called Sicyon
[SIDENE (ZiS-nvn), a town of Mysia, on the
fryn an Athenian of this name. Sicyon is rep- Granicus, already, in Strabo's time, destroyed.]
resented by Homer as forming part of the em[SIDEEO (Zibnpd), wife of Salmoneus, steppire of Agamemnon ; but on the invasion of Pe- mother of Tyro, was slain by Pelias in the grove
loponnesus it became subject to Phalces, the and at the altar of Juno ]
son of Temenus, and was henceforward a DoSIDENUS. Vii. P O L E M O N I U M .
rian state. The ancient inhabitants, however, SIDICINI, an Ausonian people in the northwere formed into a fourth tribe called iEgialeis, west of Campania and on the borders of Samwhich possessed equal rights with the three nium, who, being hard pressed by the Samnites,
tribes of the Hylleis, Pamphyli, and Dymanatae, united themselves to the Campanians. Theii
into which the Dorian conquerors were divided. chief town was Teanum.
Sicyon, on account of the small extent of its
SIDON, gen. -ONIS (Ztddv, gen Zibdvog, someterritory, never attained much political impor- times also Zidbvog, in the Old Testament Tsidon,
tance, and was generally dependent either on or, in the English form, Zidon : Zibdv, ZtSdviog,
Argos or Sparta. At the time of the second Zidbvtog, Sidonius : ruins at Saiia), for a long
Messenian war it became subject to a succes- time the most powerful, and probably the most
sion of tyrants, who administered their power ancient of the cities of Phcenice. As early as
with moderation and justice for one hundred the conquest of Canaan by the Israelites it is
yeais. The first of these tyrants was Andreas, called " Great Zidon" (Joshua, xi., 8). It stood
wh<> began to rule B C. 676. H e was followed in a plain, about a mile wide, on the coast ofthe
in succession by Myron, Aristonytnus, and Clis- Mediterranean, two hundred stadia (twenty gethones, on whose death, about 576, a republican ographical miles) north of Tyre, four hundred
form of government was established. Clisthe- stadia (forty geographical miles) south of Berynes had no male children, but ouly a daughter, tus, sixty-six miles west of Damascus, and a
Agariste, who was married to the Athenian day's journey northwest of the source of the
Megacles. In the Persian war the Sicyonians Jordan at Paneas. It had afinedouble harbor,
sent fifteen ships to the battle of Salamis, and now almostfilledwith sand, and was strongly
three hundred lioplites to the battle of Plataeae. fortified. It was the chief seat ofthe maritime
In the interval between the Persian and the Pe- power of Phcenice, until eclipsed by its own colloponnesian wars, the Sicyonians were twice ony, Tyre (vii. T Y R U S ) ; and its power on the
defeated and their country- laid waste by the land side seems to have extended over all PhceAthenians,firstunder Tolmides in 456, and nice, and at one period (in the time of the
again under Pericles in 454. In the Pelopon- Judges) over at least a part of Palestine. In
nesian war they took part with the Spartans the time of David and Solomon, Sidon appears
From this time till the Macedonian supremacy to have been subject to the King of Tyre. It
heir nistory requires no special mention; but probably regained its former rank, as the first
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A the Phoenician cities, by its submission to dom touch upon ecclesiastica matters. 'l"h€
Shalmanezer at the time of the Assyrian con- writings of Sidonius are charaetenzed by greaf
quest of Syria, for w e find it governed by its subtlety of thought, expressed in phraseology
own king under the Babylonians and Persians. abounding with harsh and violent metaphors.
In the expedition of Xerxes against Greece, the Hence he is generally obscure; but his works
Sidonians furnished the best ships in the whole throughout bear the impress of an acute, vigorous, and highly-cultivated intellect. The best
fleet, and their king obtained the highest place,
next to Xerxes, in the council, and above the edition of his works is that of Sirmond, 4to,
King of Tyre. Sidon received the great blow to Paris, 1652.—[2. A sophist in Athen? in the
her prosperity in the reign of Artaxerxes III. second century after Christ ]
SIDUS (Zibovg, -ovvrog: ZtSovvnog), a foi title
Ochus, when the Sidonians, having taken part
in thorevoltof Phcenice and Cyprus, and being place in the territory of Corinth, on the bay of
betrayed to Ochus by their own king Tennes, Cenchreae, and a little to the east of Crommyon.
burned themselves with their city, B C. 351. It was celebrated for its apples.
SIDUSSA (Zidovooa), a small place in Lydia,
The city was rebuilt, but the fortifications were
not restored, and the place was therefore of belonging to the territory of the Ionian city of
no further importance in military history. It Erythrae.
SIDVMA (ra ZlSvpa: ruins at Tortoorcar Hishared the fortunes ofthe rest of PHCENICE, and
under the Romans it retained much of its com- sar), a town in the interior of Lycia, on a mountmercial importance, which it has not yet en- ain, north ofthe mouth of Xanthus.
SIGA (Ziya), a considerable sea-port town of
tirely lost. In addition to its commerce, Sidon
was famed for its manufactures of glass, the Mauretania Caesariensis, on a river ofthe same
invention ofwhich was said to have been made name, the mouth ofwhich opened into a large
bay, which formed the harbor ofthe town. Its
in Phoenicia.
SIDONIUS APOLLINAEIS, whose full name was site has not been identified with certainty.
[SIGEI CAMPI, in the iEneid of Virgil (vii.,
C. Sollius Siionius Apollinaris, was born at Lugdunum (now Lyons) about A.D. 431. At an 294), theregionaround the Sigeum Promontoearly age he married Papianilla, the child of rium.]
SIGEUM (now Yenisheri), the northwestern
Flavius Avitus ; and upon the elevation of his
father-in law to the imperial dignity (456) he promontory ofthe Troad, of Asia Minor, and of
accompanied him to R o m e , and celebrated his all Asia, and the southern headland at the enconsulship in a poem still extant. Avitus raised trance of the Hellespont, opposite to the PromSidonius to the rank of a senator, nominated ontorium Mastusium (now Cape Helles), at the
him prefect of the city, and caused his statue extremity of the Thracian Chersonese. It is
to be placed among the effigies which graced here that Homer places the Grecian fleet and
the library of Trajan. The downfall of Avitus camp during the Trojan war. Near it was a
threw a cloud over the .fortunes of Sidonius, sea port town ofthe same name, which was the
who, having been shut up in Lyons, and having object of contention between the iEolians and
endured the hardships of the siege, purchased the Athenians in the war in which Pittacus dispardon by a complimentary address to the vic- tinguished himself by his valor, and in which Altorious Majorian. The poet was not only for- caeus lost his shield. Vii. PITTACUS, ALC^IUB.
given, but was rewarded with a laurelled bust, It was afterward the residence ofthe Pisistraand with the title of count. After passing some tidae, when they were expelled from Athens. It
years in retirement during the reign of Severus, was destroyed by the people of Ilium soon after
Sidonius was dispatched to R o m e (467) in the the Macedonian conquest.
SIGNIA (Signinus : now Segni), a town in Lacharacter of ambassador from the Arverni to Anthemius, and on this occasion delivered a third tium, on the east side of the Volscian Mountpanegyric in honor of a third prince, which ains, founded by Tarquinius Priscus. It was
proved not less successful than his former ef- celebrated for its temple of Jupiter Urius, for
forts, for he was now raised to the rank of a its astringent wine, for its pears, and for a parpatrician, again appointed prefect of the city, ticular kind of pavement for thefloorsof houses,
and once more honored with a statue. But a jailed opus Signinum, consisting of plaster made
still more remarkable tribute was soon after- af tiles beaten to powder and tempered with
ward rendered to his talents ; for, although not mortar. There are still remains ofthe polygoa priest, the vacant see of Clermont in Auvergne nal walls ofthe ancient town.
[SIGRIANE (Ziypiavv), an extensive tract of
was forced upon hisreluctantacceptance (472)
at the death of the bishop Eparchius. During country in the southeast of Media.]
SIGRIUM (Ziypwv. now Sigri), the western
the remainder of his life he devoted himself to
the duties of his sacred office, and especially re- promontory of the island of Lesbos.
SILA SILVA (now Sild), a large forest in Brutsisted with energy the progress of Arianism.
H e died in 482, or, according to others, in 484. tium, on the Apennines, extending' sc Lth of ConThe extant works of Sidonius are, 1. Carmina, sentia to the Sicilian Straits, a distance of seven
twenty-four in number, composed in various hundred stadia. It was celebrated for the exmeasures upon various subjects Of these the cellent pitch which it yielded.
[SILANA (now probably Poliana), a city in the
most important are the three panegyrics already
western part of Thessaly, south ofthe Peneus.]
mentioned. 2. Epistolarum Libri IX., containSILANION (ZiXavluv), a distinguished Greek
ing one hundred and forty-seven letters, many
of them interspersed with pieces of poetry. statuary in bronze, was an Athenian and a conThey are addressed to a wide circle of relatives temporary of Lysippus, and flourished 324 The
and friends upon topics connected with politics, statues of Silanion belonged to two classes, ideal
iter^ure, and "otiestic occurren.es, but sel- and actual portraits. Of the former the mots*
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celebrated was his dying Joeasta, ir which a when Octavia was married to Nero in 48, Sila
deadly paleness was given to the face by the nus knew that his fate was sealed, and there
mixture of silver with the bronze. His statue fore put an end to his life.—10. D JUNIUS T O E
of Sappho, which stood in the prytaneum at Syr- QUATUS SILANUS, probably also a son of No. 7,
acuse in the time of Verres, is alluded to by- was consul 53. H e was compelled by Nero in
Cicero in terms of the highest praise.
64 to put an end to his life, because he had
SILANUS, JUNIUS. l.M , was praetor 212 B.C, boasted of being descended from Augustus —
In 21f> he accompanied P. Scipio to Spain, and 11. L. JUNIUS T O R Q U A T U S SILANUS, son of No. 8,
served under him with great distinction during and consequently the atnepos, or great greatthe whole of the war in that country. H e fell great-grandson of Augustus. His descent from
in battle against the Boii in 196,fightingunder Augustus rendered him an object of suspicion
the consul M. Marcellus.—2. D., surnamed M A N - to Nero. H e was accordingly accused in 65;
LIANUS, son of the jurist T. Manlius Torquatus, was sentenced to banishment; and was shortly
but adopted by a D. Junius Silanus. H e was afterward put to death at Barium in Apulia.
praetor 142, and obtained Macedonia as his provSILARUS (now Silaro), a river in Lower Italy,
ince. Being accused of extortion by the inhab- forming the boundary between Lueania and
itants} of the province, the senate referred the Campania,risesin the Apennines, and, after
investigation of the charges to his own father receiving the Tanager (now Negri) and Calor
Torquatus, who condemned his son, and banish- (now Colore), falls into the Sinus Paestanus a
ed him from his presence; and when Silanus little to the north of Paestum. Its water is said
hanged himself in grief, his father would not at- to have petrified plants.
tend his funeral.—3. M., consul 109, fought in
SILENUS (ZeiXyvog). 1. (Mythological.) It is
this year against the Cimbri in Transalpine remarked in the article Satyri that the older
Gaul, and was defeated. H e was accused in Satyrs were generally termed Sileni; but one
104, by the tribune Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus, of these Sileni is commonly the Silenus, who
in consequence of this defeat, but was acquitted. always accompanies tbe god, and w h o m he is
— 4 . D., stepfather of M. Brutus, the murderer said to have brought up and instructed. Like
of Caesar, having married his mother Servilia. the other Satyrs, he is called a son of Mercury
H o was elected consul in 63 for the following (Hermes); but others make him a son of Pan
year ; and in consequence of his being consul by a nymph, or of Terra (Gaea). Being the condesignatus, he wasfirstasked for his opinion by stant companion of Bacchus (Dionysus), he is
Cicero in the debate in the senate on the pun- said, like the god, to have been born at Nysa.
ishment of the Catilinarian conspirators. H e Moreover, he took part in tho contest with the
was consul 62, with L. Licinius Murena, along Giants, and slew Enceladus. H e is described
with w h o m he proposed the Lex Licinia Julia. as a jovial old man, with a bald head, a puck
— 5 . M., son of No. 4 and of Servilia, served in nose, fat and round like his wine bag, which he
Gaul as Caesar's legatus in 53. After Caesar's always carried with him, and generally intoxmurder in 44, he accompanied M . Lepidus over icated. A s he could hot trust his own legs, he
the Alps ; and in the following year Lepidus is generally represented riding on an ass, oi
sent him with a detachment of troops into Cis- supported by other Satyrs. In every other realpine Gaul, where he fought on the side of spect he is described as resembling his brethren
Antony. H e was consul in 25. H e had two in their love of sleep, wipe, and music H e is
sisters, one married to M. Lepidus, the triumvir,mentioned, along with Marsyas and Olympus,
and the other to C. Cassius, one of Caesar's mur- as the inventor of theflute,which he is often
derers.—6. M., consul A.D 19, with L. Norbanus seen playing; and a special kind of dance was
Balbus. In 33 his daughter Claudia was mar- called after him Silenus, while he himself is
ried to C. Caesar, afterward the Emperor Calig- designated as the dancer. But it is a peculiar
ula. Silanus was governor of Africa in tbe feature in his character that he was conceived
reign of Caligula, but was compelled by his also as an inspired prophet, who knew all the
father-in-law to put an end to his life. Julius past and the most distant future, and as a sage
Giaecinus, the father of Agricola, had been or- who despised all the gifts of fortune. W h e n
dered by Caligula to accuse Silanus, but he de- he was drunk and asleep, he was in the power
alined the odious task.—7. APP., consul A.D. 28, of mortals, who might compel him to prophesy
with P. Silius Nerva. Claudius, soon after his and sing by surrounding him with chains of
accession, gave to Silanus in marriage Domitia flowers.—2. (Literary.) A native of Calatia,
Lepida, the mother of his wife Messalina, and [wrote a work entitled ZIKSXIKU in at least three
treated him otherwise with the greatest dis- books; he also wrote an account of the camtinction. But shortly afterward, having refused paigns of Hannibal, in whose camp he was, and
the embraces of Messalina, he was put to death with w h o m he lived as long as fortune permitby Claudius, on the accusations of Messalina ted, says Cornelius Nepos : he was also] a writ
and Narcissus. Thefirstwife of Silanus was er upon Roman history.—3 It was probably a
iEmilia Lepida, the proneptis or great-grand-different writer from the last, who is quoted
daughter of Augustus.—8. M., son of No. 7, con- several times by Athenaeus ar.d others as the
sul 46. Silanus was proconsul of Asia at the author of a work on foreign words [Silenus
succession of Nero in 54, and was poisoned by also compiled a collection of fabulous histories.]
command of Agrippina, who feared that he might SILICENSE F L U M E N , a river in Hispania Baeavenge the feath of his brother (No. 9), and tica, in the neighborhood of Corduba, probably
that his descent from Augustus might lead him the Guaiajoz, or a tributary of the latter.
to be preferred to the youthful Nero.—9. L.,
[SILICIUS, P. ( C O R O N A S ) , one of the judices
also a son c f N o 7, was betrothed to Octavia, appointed to try the conspirators against tha
the daughtel of the Emperor Claudius -. but life of Caesar in B.C. 43, according to the Le*
aia

SILIUS 1 T A L I C U S .

S1MAR STUB.

S I L U E E S , a powerful jeople in Britain, inhab"*edia H e voted for the acquittal of M . Brutus,
end w as, on this account, altera ard proscribed iting South Wales, Ion offered a formidable re.
sislance to the R o m r • and were the only peo
hy the triumvirs.]
a later time maintained
SILIUS ITA LICUS, C , a R o m a n poet, w a s born pie in the island wlv
about A D. 25 T h e place of his birth is uncer- their independence gainst the Saxons
[SILUS, A L B U O I U S 0., a R o m a n rhetorician, a
tain, as is also the import of his surname Italicus. From his early years he devoted himself native of Novaria, in the north of Italy, was
Having left Novaria
to oratory and poetry, taking Cicero as his mod- aedile in his native town
el in the former and Virgil in the latter. H e in consequence of a public insult, lie repaired
acquired great reputation as an advocate, and U R o m e in the time of Augustus, and there
w a s afterward one ofthe Centumviri. H e w a s acquired great renown by his oratory in the
consul in 68, the year in which Nero perished ; school of Plancus. Failing in one of his causes
be was admitted to familiar intercourse with as a pleader, he left R o m e for Milan, but finally
/itellius, and was subsequently proconsul of retired to his native town, and there put an end
Asia. His two favorite residences were a man- to his life ]
[SILUS D O M I T I U S , the former husband of Arsion near Puteoli, formerly the Academy of
Cicero, and the house in the vicinity of Naples ria Galla, w h o m he quietly surrendered to
once occupied by Virgil; and here he continued Piso.]
S I L V A N U S , a Latin divinity of the fields and
to reside until he had completed his seventyfifth year, when, in consequence of the pain forests, to w h o m in the earliest times the Tyrcaused by an incurable disease, he starved him- rhenian Pelasgians are said to have dedicated
self to death. T h e great work of Silius Ital- a grove an'd a festival. H e is also called the
icus w a s a heroic poem in seventeen books, en- protector of the boundaries of fields. In con
titled Punica, which has descended to us en- nection with woods (sylvestsis deus), he espetire. It contains a narrative of the events of cially presided over plantations, and delighted
the second Punic war, from the capture of Sa- in trees growing wild; whence he is representguntum to the triumph of Scipio Afrieanus. ed as eanying the trunk of a cypress. RespectT h e materials are derived almost entirely from ing his connection with cypress, moreover, tho
Livy and Polybius. It is a dull, heavy per- following story is told. Silvanus, or, accordformance, and hardly deserves the n a m e of a ing to others, Apollo, once killed by accident a
poem. T h e best editions are by Drakenborch, hind belonging to the youth Cyparissus, with
4to, Traj. ad Rhen , 1717, and Ruperti, 2 vols. w h o m the god w a s in love : the youth, in consequence, died of grie'f, and was metamorphosed
8vo, Goetting., 1795.
into a cypress. Silvanus is further described
[SILO A B R O N I U S .
Vii. A B R O N I U S SILO.]
SILO, Q . P O M P J E D I U S , the leader of the Marsi as the divinity protecting the flocks of cattle,
ia the Social war, and the soul ofthe whole un- warding off wolves, and promoting then- fertildertaking. H e fell in battle against Q. Metellus ity. Being the god of woods andflocks,he ig
Pius, B 0. 88, and with his death the war came also described as fond of music; the syrinx
w a s sacred to him, and he is mentioned along
to an end
SILO (ZiXd, S7jAw, 2??A(oi;, ZtXovv : in the Oldwith the Pans and Nymphs. Later writers even
Testament, Shiloh and Shilon : ruins at Sei- identified Silvanus with Pan, Faunus, Inuus,
lun), a city of Palestine, in the mountains of and iEgipan. In the Latin poets, as well as io
Ephraim, in the district afterward called Sama- works of art, he always appears as an old man,
ria ; important as the seat of the sacred ark and but as cheerful and in love with Pomona The
he tabernacle from the time of Joshua to the sacrifices offered to him consisted of giapes.
capture ofthe ark in the time of Eli, after which corn-ears, milk, meat, wine, and pigs.
'tseems to have fallen into insignificance, though SILVIUM (Silvinus), a town of the Peucetii in
't is occasionally mentioned in the Old Testa- Apulia, on the borders of Lueania, twenty miles
southeast of Venusia.
ment.
S I L O A H , S I L O A M (Zi?.ad, ZiXadp.: in the Old SILVIUS, the son of Ascanius, is said ro have
Testament, Shiloah: n o w Siloak), a celebrated been so called because he w a s born in a wood
fountain in the southeast of Jerusalem, just All the succeeding kings of Alba bore the cogwithout the city, at the southern entrance of nomen Silvius T h e series of these mythical
the valley called Tyropceon, between the hills of kings is given somewhat differently by Livy,
Zion and Moriah. It is remarkable for the ebb Ovid, and Dionysius, as the following list will
and flow of its waters at the different seasons. show :
Liwj.
Ovid. Dionysius.
[SILPIA, a city of Hispania Baetica, north of
&neas.
iSneas.
the Baetis, to be sought for in tho Sieira More- 1. iEtieas.
Ascanius. Ascanius.
no. Reichard considers it as identical with the 2. Ascanius.
livius.
Silvius.
'HXlyya of Polybius, which lay in this same re- 3. Silvius.
iEueas SliVras.
gion, and as corresponding to the modern Li- 4. iEneas Silvias.
5. Latinus Silvius
Latinus. Latinus Silvius
nares.]
Alba.
Alba.
SILSILIS (ZlXaiXig : n o w ruins at Hajjar Sel- 6. Alba.
7. Atys.
Epytus.
Capetus.
seleh or Jebel Sclseleh), a fortified station in UpCapya.
Capys Silvius.
per Egypt, on the western bank of the Nile, 8. Capys.
Capetus. Calpetus.
south of Apollinopolis the Great. T h e n a m e 9. Capetus.
Tiberinus. Tiberinus.
signifies the Rock or Hill of a Chain, and is de- 10. Tiberinus.
Remul-ts. Agrippa.
rived from the circumstance of the river flow- 11. Agrippa.
Alladius.
ing here in a ravine so narrow that a chain can 12. Romulus Silvius. Act-ota.
Aventiaus. Aventinus.
easily be stretched across it to c o m m a n d the 13. Aventinus.
14. Proca.
Palathsis. Procas.
navigation.
15. Amulius.
AmubVn. Amulius.
[SIMARISTUS (Zipupiaros:), 3. Greek
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nan, author of a wor,;-, ntitled Zvvdvv/t; in at gos is by Welcker, Bonn, 1835.—2. Of Ceos
least four books.]
,, ,
one of the most celebrated lyric poets of Greece
[SIMBEIVII L A C U S , C; . by Tacitus S I M B R U I - w a s the perfecter of the Elegy and Epigram
N A S T A G N A , three sms
?kes formed by the and the rival of Lasus and Pindar in the Ditbv
Anio, in Latium, betwes .^ blaqueum and Tre- ramb and the Epinician Ode. H e was born at
ba, famed for the coolnt ' i d salutary proper- Iulis, in Ceos, B C. 556, and was the son of
ties of their waters T«ej .rere used by Clau- Leoprepes. H e appears to have been brought
dius to increase the volume of the Aqua Clau- up to music and poetry as a profession. From
dia (vid. R O M A , p. 754, a), and by Nero to irrigate his native island he proceeded to Athens, prob
and beautify his Sublaquean villa ]
ably on the invitation of Hipparchus, w h o atS I M M I A S (Ziupiag) 1. Of Thebes,firstthe tached liim to his society by great rewards.
disciple of the Pythagorean philosopher Philo- After remaining at Athens some time, probably
latls, and afterwaid the friend and disciple of even after the expulsion of Hippias, he went to
Socrates, at whose death he w a s present, hav- Thessaly, where he lived under the patronage
ing come from Thebes with his brother Cebes. of the Aleuads and Scopads. H e afterward re
T h e two brothers are the principal speakers, turned to Athens, and soon had the noblest opbesitles Socrates himself, in the Phaion. Sim- portunity of employing his poetic powers in the
mias wrote twenty-three dialogues on philo- celebration of the great events of the Persian
sophical subjects, all of which are lost.—2. O f wars. In 489 he conquered iEschylus in the
Rhodes, a poet and grammarian of the Alexan- contest for the prize which the Athenians ofdrean school,flourishedabout B.C. 300. T h e fered for an elegy on those w h o fell at MaraGreek Anthology contains six epigrams ascribed thon. T e n years later he composed the epito Simmias, besides three short poems of that grams which were inscribed upon tbe tomb of
fantastic species called griphi or carmina figu- the Spartans w h o fell at Thermopylae, as well
rata, that is, pieces in which the lines are so as an encomium on the same heroes; and he
arranged as to m a k e the whole poem resemble also celebrated the battles of Artemisium and
the form of some object; those of Simmias are Salamis, and the great m e n w h o commanded in
entitled, from their forms, the Wings (irrepvyeg),
them. H e had completed his eightieth year,
the Egg (dbv), and the Hatchet (ireXeKvg).
w h e n his long poetical career at Athens w a s
[SIMMIAS (Zipuiag), a Macedonian, son of An-crowned by the victory which he gained with
dromenes, phalanx-leader in the army of Alex- the dithyrambic chorus (477), being the fiftyander the Great at the battle of Arbela. H e sixth prize which he had carried off Shortly
was charged, along with his brothers Amyntas, after this he w a s invited to Syracuse by Hiero,
Polemon, and Attalus, with being concerned in at whose court he lived till his death in 467.
the conspiracy of Philotas, but w a s acquitted. J Simonides was a great favorite with Hiero, and
SIMOIS. Vid. T E O A S . A s a mythological per- w a s treated by the tyrant with the greatest m u sonage, the river-god Simois is the son of Ocea- nificence. H e still continued, w h e n at Syranus and Tethys. and the father of Astyochus cuse, to employ his m u s e occasionally in the
and Hieromneme.
service of other Grecian states. Simonides is
[SIMOISIUS (Zipoeioiog), a Trojan warrior, son
said to have been the inventor ofthe mnemonic
of Anthemion, slain in battle by Ajax, son of art, and of'.he long vowels and double letters in
Telamon. H e was called Simoisius because he the Greek alphabet. H e m a d e literature a prowas born on the banks ofthe Simois.]
fession, and is said to have been the first w h o
S I M O N (Zipav). 1. O n e of the disciples of took money for his p o e m s ; and the reproach
Socrates, and by trade a leather-cutter. Soc- of avarice is too often brought against him by
rates w a s accustomed to visit his shop, and his contemporary andrival,Pindar, as well as
converse with him on various subjects. These by subsequent writers, to be altogether discredconversations Simon afterward committed to ited. T h e chief characteristics of the poetry
writing, in thirty-three dialogues, all of which of Simonides were sweetness (whence his sui
are lost.—2. O f iEgina, a celebrated statuary in n a m e of Melicertes) and elaboratefinish,combronze, w h oflourishedabout B.C. 475.
bined with the truest poetic conception and perS I M O M I D E S (Ziuovlbng). 1. O f Amorgos, w a s fect power of expression, though in originality
the second, both in time and in reputation, of and fervor he w a s far inferior, not only to the
the three principal iambic poets of the early pe- early lyric poets, such as Sappho and Alcaeus,
riod of Greek literature, namely, Archiloehus, but also to his contemporary Pindar. H e w a s
Simonides, and Hipponax. H e w a s a native probably both the most prolific and the most
of Samos, whence he led a colony to the neigh- generally popular of all the Grecian lyric poets.
boring island of Amorgos, where he founded T h e general character of his dialect is the Epic,
three cities, Minoa, iEgialus, and Arcesine, in mingled with Doric and iEolic forms. T h e best
the first ofwhich he fixed his o w n abode. H e edition of his fragments in a separate form is
flourished about B.C. 664. Simonides w a s most by Schneidewin, Bruns., 1835.—[3. A n Athecelebrated for his iambic poems, which were of nian general, w h o seized upon Eion, in Thrace,
two species, gnomic and satirical. T h e most in the course of the Peloponnesian war, B C
important of his extant fragments is a satire 425, but held it for a short time, since he was
ipon w o m e n , in which he derives the various, soon expelled with loss by the Chalcidians and
though generally bad qualities of w o m e n from Bottiaeans.]
the variety of their origin ; thus the uncleanly
SIMPLICIUS (Zipir?uKiog), one of the last phiw o m a n is formed from the swine ; the cunning losophers of the Neo-Platonic school, w a s a nawoman, from the fox ; the talkative w o m a n , tive of Cilicia, and a disciple of A m m o n i u s and
from the dog, and so on. T h e nest separate Damascius. In consequence of the persecu
edition of the fragments of Simonides of Amor- ; tions to which the pagan philosophers were ex
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pos^id in the reign of Justinian, Simplicius was that on the north, or the one usually called
one of the seven philosophers who took refuge Horeb.
SINDA (Zlvda : Zivbevg, Sindensis). 1. A city
at the court of the Persian king ChosroSs.
These philosophers returned home about A.D. of Pisidia, north of Cibyra, near the River Cau
533, in consequence of a treaty of peace con- laris.—2, 3 Vid. S. ,
SINDI (Zivboi).^. , '^.people of Asiatic Sarcluded between Chosroes and Justinian, in
which the former had stipulated that the phi- matia, on the eastfi,fi.,,.;oast of the Euxine, and
iOsophers should be allowed to return without at the foot of the Caucasus. They probably
risk, and to practice the rites of their paternal dwelt in and about the peninsula of Taman (be
faith. Ofthe subsequent fortunes ofthe seven tween the Sea of Azov and the Black Sea), anc
philosophers w e learn nothing, nor do w e know to the south of the River Hypanis (now Kou
where Simplicius lived and taught. Simplicius ban). They had a capital called SINDA (nov
wrote commentaries on several of Aristotle's Anapal), with a harbor (ZivSiKog Xipr/v). Thei
works. His commentaries on the Categories, country is called ZivSuin They are also men
tioned by the names of SINDONES and SINDIANI
on the De Casio, on the Physica Auscultatio,
and on the De Anima, are extant In explain- — 2 A people on the eastern coast of India ex
ing Aristotle, Simplicius endeavors to show that tra Gangem (in Cochin China), also called SIND.3
Aristotle agrees with Plato even on those points (Zivbai), and with a capital city, SINDA,
SINDICE.
Vid SINDI.
which the former controverts; but, though he
SINDOMANA (now Sehwunl), a city of Inula,
attaches himself too much to the Neo Platonists, his commentaries are marked by sound on the lower course of the Indus, near the islsense and real learning. H e also wrote a com- and of Pattalene.
SINDUS (ZhSog), a town in the Macedonian
mentary on the Enchiridion of Epietetus, which
is likewise extant, [and published in Schweig- district of Mygdonia, on the Thermaic Gulf, and
the mouth ofthe Echedorus.
haeuser's Epiclelea Philosophia IWonumenta,at
vol.
SINGAEA (TO Ziyyapa : now Sinjarl), a strongiv.; and in Didot's Scriptores Ethici Graci, Parly fortified city and Roman colony in the inteis, 1840.]
SIMYEA (id Ziuvpa : now Zamura or Sumore),rior of Mesopotamia, eighty-four R o m a n miles
a fortress en the coast of Phcenice, between Or- south of Nisibis. It lay in a dry plain, at the
thosias and the mouth of the Eleutherus, of no foot of Mount Singaras (now Sinjar), an e?stimportance except as being the point from which ern prolongation of Mount Masius. It was the
the northern part of Lebanon was usually ap- scene of the defeat of Constantius by Sapor,
through which the place was lost to the R o
proached.
mans.
SiNiE (Zlvai), the easternmost people of Asia,
SINOIDUNUM (now Belgrad), a town in Mocsta
nf w h o m nothing hut the name was known to
the western nations till about the time of Ptol- Superior, at the confluence of the Savus and tha
emy, who describes their country as bounded on Danube, was a strong fortress, and the headthe north by Serica, and on the south and west quarters of a legion.
[SINGILI or SINGILIS, a town of Hispania Bas
by India extra Gangem. It corresponded to the
southern part of China and the eastern part of tica, on a river of the same name, the ruins of
which
are found at Castillon.]
the Burmese peninsula. The detailed descripSINGITICUS SINUS.
Vid. SINGUS.
tion ofthe knowledge ofthe ancient geographers
SINGUS (Ziyyog : Ziyyalog), a town in Maceconcerning it does not fall within the province
donia, on the eastern coast of the peninsula Si"
of this work
thonia, which gave its name to the Sinus SinSINAI or SINA (LXX. Zivd : now Jebel-et- Tur),
a cluster of dark, lofty, rocky mountains in the giticus.
SINIS or SINNIS (Zlvig or Zlvvig), son of Polysouthern angle of the triangular peninsula inclosed between the two heads of the Red Sea, pemon, Pemon or Neptune (Poseidon) by Sylea,
and bounded on the north by the deserts on the the daughter of Corinthus. H e was a robber,
borders of Egypt and Palestine. The name, who frequented the isthmus of Corinth, and
killed the travellers w h o m he captured by fastwhich signifies a region of broken and cleft rocks,
is used in a wider sense for the whole penin- ening them to the top of afir-tree,which he
sula, which formed a part of Arabia Petraea, and curbed, and then let spring up again. H e himwas peopled, at the time of the Exodus, by the self was killed in this manner by Theseus. The
Amalekites and Midianites, and afterward by name is connected with alvopat.
S I N O N (Zivav), son of iEsimus, or, according
the Nabathaean Arabs. On the other hand, the
name is applied, in a narrower sense, to one to Virgil (Mn., ii., 79), of Sisyphus, and grandparticular ridge in the Sinaitic group of mount- son of Autolicus, was a relation of Ulysses,
ains running north and south, and terminated by w h o m he accompanied to Troy. After the
two summits, of which the one on the north is Greeks had constructed the wooden horse, Sicalled Horeb, and the one on the south Sinai ornon mutilated his person in order to make the
Trojans believe that he had been maltreated by
Jebel Musa, i. e., Moses' Mount. From the latter name, assigned by tradition, it has usually, the Greeks, and then allowed himself to be
but too hastily, been inferred that the southern taken prisoner by the Trojans. H e informed
summit was that on which God gave the law to the Trojans >hat the wooden horse had been
Moses. The fact seems, however, to be that constructed as an atonement for the Palladium
Sinai and Horeb in the Old Testament are both which had been carried off by the Greeks, and
general names for the whole group, the former that if they would drag it into their own city
being used in the first four books of Moses, and Asia would gain the supremacy over Greece.
the latter in Deuteronomy; and that the sum- The Troians believed the deceive!, and dragged
'»iil on whieh the law was given w
nrobably the hora*5 into the city; whe-eupon Sinon, in
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«ne dead of night, let the Gresks out ofthe hoise, SIPHNUS (Ziipvog : Ztpvtog : now Ji}h.o[, ar
who thus took Troy
island in the iEgean Sea, forming one of lbs
SIHOPE (Zivdiry : Zivairevg, Sino'pensis : ruins
Cyclades, southeast of Seriphus. It is of an
at Sinope, Sinoub), the most important of all the
oblong form, and about forty miles in circumGreek colonies on the shores of the Euxine, ference. Its original name was Merope; and
stood on the northern coast of Asia Minor, on it was colonized by Ionians from Athens, I<i
the western headland of the great bay of which consequence of their gold and silver mines, of
the delta of the River Halys forms the eastern which the remains are still visi'lle, the Siphnians
headland, and a little east of the northernmost attained great prosperity, and were regarded in
promontory of Asia Minor. Thus placed, and the time of Herodotus as the wealthiest of the
built on a peninsula, the neck ofwhich formed islanders. Their treasury at Delphi, in whicn
two Cie harbors, it had every advantage for be-they deposited the tenth ofthe produce of theii
coming a great maritime city. Its foundation mines, was equal in wealth to that of any othei
was referred mythically to the Argonaut Auto- Greek state. Theirriches,however, exposed
lycus, who was worshipped in the city as a them to pillage ; and a party of Samian exiles
hero, and had an oracle ; but it appears in his-in the time of Polycrates invaded the island,
tory as a very early colony of the Milesians. and compelled them to pay one hundred talents
Having been destroyed in the invasion of Asia Siphnus was one of the few islands which re
by the Cimmerians, it was restored by a new fused tribute to Xerxes ; and one of its ships
colony from Miletus, B C. 632, and soon became fought on the side of the Greeks at Salamis.
the greatest commercial city on the Euxine. At a later time the mines were less productive;
Seveial colonies were established by the Sino- and Pausanias relates that in consequence of
pians on the adjacent coasts, the chief of which the Siphnians neglecting to send the tithe of
were Cotyora, Trapezus, and Cerasus. Its ter-their treasure to Delphi, the god destroyed their
ritory, called SINOPIS (Zivairig, also Zivairlng),
mines by an inundation of the sea The moral
extended to the banks of the Halys. It remain- character of the Siphnians stood low, and hence
ed an independent state till it was taken by to act like a Siphnian (Znt>vidi^eiv) became a
Pharnaces I., king of Pontus. It was the birth-term of reproach.
place and residence of Mithradates the Great,
S I P O N T U M or S I P U N T U M (Sipontinus : now Siwho enlarged and beautified it. After an ob-ponto), called by the Greeks SIPUS (Znrovg, -ovv
stinate resistance to the Romans under Lucul- rog), an ancient town in Apulia, in the distric'
lus, it wai* taken and plundered, and proclaimedof Daunia, on the southern slope of Mount Gar
a free city. Shortly before the murder of Julius ganus, and on the coast. It is said to have been
Csesar, it was colonized by the name of Julia founded by Diomedes, and was of Greek origin.
Caesarea Felix Sinope, and remained a flourish- It was colonized by the Romans, under w n o m
ing city, though it never recovered its former it became a place of some commercial importimportance. At the time of Constantine, it had ance. The inhabitants were removed from the
declined so much as to be ranked second to town by King Manfred in the thirteenth century,
Amasia. In addition to its commerce, Sinope in consequence of the unhealthy nature of the
was greatly enriched by itsfisheries.It was locality, and were settled in the neighboring
the native city of the renowned cynic philoso- town of Manfredonia, founded by this monarch
pher Diogenes, of the comic poet Diphilus, and
SIPVLUS (ZiirvXog: now Sipuli-Dagh), a mountofthe historian Baton.
ain of Lydia, in Asia Minor, of volcanic formaSINTICA, a district in Macedonia, inhabited by tion, and rent and splintered by frequent earththe Thracian people SINTI, extended east of" quakes. It is a branch of the Tmolus, from the
Crestonia and north of Bisaltia as far as themain chain ofwhich it proceeds northwest along
Strymon and the Lake Prasias. Its chief town the course of the River Ilermus as far as Magwas Heraciea Sintica. The Sinti were spread nesia and Sipylum. It is mentioned by Homer.
over other parts of ancient Thrace, and are The ancient capital of Maeonia was said to have
identified by Strabo with the Sintians (Zivneg) been situated in the heart ofthe mountain chain,
of Homer, the ancient inhabitants of Lemnos. and to have been called by the same name; but
SINUESSA (Sinuessanus : now Rocca di Man- it was early swallowed up by an earthquake,
iragone), the last city of Latium on the confines
and its site became a little lake called Sale ot
of Campania, to which it originally belonged, Saloe, near which was a tumulus, supposed to
was situated on the sea coast and on the Via be the grave of Tantalus. The mountain was
Appia, in the midst of a fertile country. It was rich in metals, and many mines were worked
colonized by the Romans, together with the in it.
neighboring town of Minturnae, B.C. 296. It
SIRACENE (ZtpaKnvij). 1. A district of Hyrpossessed a good harbor, and was a place of cania.—2. A district of Armenia Major — 3 . Vid
considerable commercial importance. In its SIRACENI.
neighborhood were celebrated warm baths, called SlRACENI, SlRACI, SlRACES (ZipaKllVOl, ZlpOKOl,
ZlpaKeg), a powerful people of Sarmatia Asiatica,
A Q U J E SINUESSANM:.
dwelt in the district of Siracene, east of th«
SION. Vii. J E R U S A L E M .
Palus Maeotis, as far as the River Rha (now
[SIPH^E (Zfyai) or TipiiiE, a port town of Bceotia, on the Mare Alcyonium, in the neighbor- Volga). The Romans were engaged in a war
hood of Thisbe and the port Eutretus, where, with them in A.D 50.
SIRBONIS L A C U S (Zipbavidog Xipvn, afterward
according to Pausanias, was a temple of Hercules, at which yearly games were celebrated. ZtpBuvig Xluvy and ZlpBav: now Sabakat BarIt was famed, also, as the birth-place of Tiphys,dowal), a large and deep lake on the coast of
the pilot of the Argo; Muller and Kiepert iden- Lower Egypt, east of Mount Casius. Its circuif
was one thousand stadia. It was strongly im
tify it with the modern Aliki 1
Sir

SIKENES.

SISYGAMBIS.

SIRMIUM (nowMitrovitz), an imt.ortui;J city it,
piegnaipil with asphaltus. A connection (called
rb ixpeypa) existed between the lake and thePannonia Inferior, was situated on the left ban!
Mediterranean ; but this being stopped up, the ofthe Savus. It was founded by the Taurisci
lake grew continually smaller by eiaporation, and under the Romans became the capital of
Pannonia, and the head-quarters of al! theii
and it is now nearly dry.
operations in their wars against the. Dacians
SIRENES (Zeipfjveg), sea-nymphs who had the
power of charming by their songs all who heard and the neighboring barbarians. It contained
them. W h e n Ulysses came near the island on a large manufactory of arms, a spacious forum,
the beach ofwhich the Sirens were sitting, and an imperial palace, etc. It was the residence
ondeavoring to allure him and his companions, of the admiral of thefirstFlavian fleet on the
he stuffed the ears of his companions with wax, Danube, and the birth-place of the Empeio
and tied himself to the mast of his vessel, until Probus.
[SISAMNES (Zioauvng), a Persian judge Jisdei
he was so far off that he could no longer hear
their song. According to Homer, the island Cambyses, who caused him to be put to death
of the Sirens was situated between iEaea and for allowing himself to be bribed to an unjust
the rock of Scylla, near the southwestern coast decision, and then had his skin stripped off and
of Italy; but the Roman poets place them on fastened on the judicial bench where he had sat
tbe Campanian coast. Homer says nothing of in judgment. To this bench he appointed his
their number, but later writers mention both son Otanes, enjoining upon him to keep his
their names and number; some state that they father's fate ever in mind ]
SISAPON (now Almaien in the Sierra Morena),
were two, Aglaopheme and Thelxiepia ; and
others that there were three, Pisinoe, Aglaope, an important town in Hispania Baetica, north
and Thelxiepia, or Parthenope, Ligia, and Leu- of Corduba, between the Baetis and Anas, celecosia. They are called daughters of Phorcus, brated for its silver mines and Cinnabar.
[SISCENNIUS IACCHUS, an early Roman gramof Aehelous and Sterope, of Terpsichore, of
Melpomene, of Calliope, or of Gaea. The Sirens marian, who taught in Gallia Togata ]
SISCIA (now Sissek), called SEGESTA by Ap
are also connected with the legends of the Argonauts and the rape of Proserpina (Perseph- pian, an important town in Pannonia Superioi,
one). W h e n the Argonauts sailed by the Si- situated upon an island formed by the riven
rens, the latter began to sing, but in vain, forSavus, Colapis, and Odra, and on the road froi>i
Orpheus surpassed them; and as it had been iEmona to Sirmium. Tt was a strongly-fortified
decreed that they should live only till some one place, and was conquered by Tiberius in tl.e
hearing their song should pass by unmoved, they reign of x\jgustus, from which time it beean.e
threw themselves into the sea, and were meta- the most important town in all Pannonia. II
morphosed into rocks. Later poets represent was probably made a colony by Tiberius, a?id
them as provided with wings, which they are was colonized anew by Septimius Severus. i11
said to havereceivedat their own request, in a later time its importance declined, and Sirorder to Ie able to search after Proserpina (Per- mium became the chief town in Pannonia
SISENNA, L. CORNELIUS, a R o m a n annalist.
sephone) or as a punishment from Ceres (Demeter) ti r not haying assisted Proserpina (Per- was praetor in the year when Sulla died (B.C.
sephone) or from Venus (Aphrodite), because 78), and probably obtained Sicily for his provthey wibt.ed to remain virgins. Once, how- ince in 77. From the local knowledge thus acever, they allowed themselves to be prevailed quired he was enabled to render good service
upon by Juno (Hera) to enter into a contest with to Verres, whose cause he espoused. During
the Muses, and, being defeated, were deprived the piratical war (67) lie acted as the legate of
Pompey, and having been dispatched to Creto
of their wings.
SIRENUS^I!, called by Virgil (Mn , v , 864) Si-in command of an army, died in that island at
R E N U M SCOPULI, three small uninhabited and the age of aboutfiftytwo His great work, enrocky islands near the southern side of the titled Historia, which contained the history of
Promontorium Misenum, off the coast of Cam- his own time, extended to at least fourteen or
pania, which were, according to tradition, the nineteen books, [though the number is uncertain], Cicero pronounces Sisenna superior as
abode ofthe Sirens.
an historian to any of his predecessors. In ad[SIRICIUS (Ztp'iKiog), of Neapolis in Palestine,
a sophist ofthe fourth century A.D., a pupil of dition to his Historia, Sisenna translated the
Andromachus, lived and taught a considerable Milesian fables of Aristides, and he also comtime at Athens, and wrote a work entitled Pro- posed a commentary upon Plautus. [The fragments of his Historia are collected by Krauso
gymnasmala.]
SIRIS. 1. (Now Sinno), a river in Lueania,in his Hisloricorum Romanorum Fragmenta, p
flowing into the Tarentuie Gulf, memorable for 303-315.]
SISYGAMBIS (ZiavyapBig), mother of Darius
the victory which Pyrrhus gained on its banks
Codomannus, tbe last king of Persia, fell into
over the Romans.—2. (Now 'Voire di Senna), an
ancient- Greek town in Lueania, at the mouth the hands of Alexander after the battle of Issus,
of the preceding river. Its locality was un- B.C. 333, together with the wife and daughters
healthy ; and after the foundation ofthe neigh- of Darius. Alexander treated these captives
boring town of Heraciea by the Tarentines, the with the greatest generosity and kindness, and
inhabitants of Siris were removed to the new displayed toward Sisygambis, in particular, a
town, of wh'ch Siris now became the harbor. reverence and delicacy of conduct, which is one
SIRMIO (now Sirmione), a beautiful promon-of the brightest ornaments of his character
tory on tbe southern shore of the Lacus Bena- On her part, Sisygambis became so strongly atsus (now Logo di Garda), on which Catullus tached to her conqueror, that she felt his death
as a M o w not less severe than that of her own
dad an estate
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son; and, overcome by this long succession of thonis and Sithonius in the general sense o'
misfortunes, she put an end to her own life by Thracian.
SITIFI (Zlnijia : rums at Setif), an inland cit*
voluntary starvation
of Mauretania Caesariensis, on the borders oi
[SISYPHIDES
Vid SISYPHUS.]
SISYPHUS (ZiovQog), son of iEolus and Ena-Numidia, stood upon a hill, in an extensive and
rete, whence he is called Molides. H e was beautiful plain Itfirstbecame an important
married to Merope, a daughter of Atlas or a place under the Romans, who made it a colony;
Pleiad, and became by her the father of Glaucus, and, upon the subdivision of Mauretania Cae
Ornytion (or Porphyrion), Thersander, and Hal- sariensis into two provinces, it was made the
mus. In later accounts he is also called a son capital ofthe eastern province, which was callof Autolycus, and the father of Ulysses by An- ed after it Mauretania Sitifensis.
ticlea (vid. ANTICLEA), whence w efindUlysses [SITIUS. Vid. SITTIUS.]
sometimes called Sisyphides. H e is said to have SITONES, a German tribe in Scandinavia, bebuilt the town of Ephyra, afterward Corinth. longing to the race of the Suevi.
SITTACE, SITTACENE.
Vid. SITACE.
As king of Corinth he promoted navigation and
SITTIUS or SITIUS, P., of Nuceria in Campacommerce, but he was fraudulent, avaricious,
and deceitful. His wickedness during life was nia, was connected with Catiline, and went to
severely punished in the lower world, where be Spain in B.C. 64, from which country he crosshad to roll up hill a huge marble block, which, ed over into Mauretania in the following year
as soon as it reached the top, always rolled down It was said that P. Sulla had sent him into
again. The special reasons for this punishment Spain to excite an insurrection against the Roare not the same in all authors; some relate man government; and Cicero accordingly, when
that it was because he had betrayed the designs he defended Sulla in 62, was obliged to deny
of the gods ; others, because he attacked trav- the truth of the charges that had been brought
ellers, and killed them with a huge block of against Sittius Sittius did not return to Rome.
stone ; and others, again, because he bad be- His property in Italy was sold to pay his debts,
trayed to Asopus that Jupiter (Zeus) had car- and he continued in Africa, where he fought in
ried off iEgina, the daughter ofthe latter. The the wars ofthe kings ofthe country H e joinmore usual tradition related that Sisyphus re- ed Caesar when the latter came to Africa, in 46,
quested his wife not to bury him, and that, when to -prosecute the war against the Pompeian
she complied with his request, Sisyphus in the party. H e was of great service to Caesar in
lower world complained of this seeming neg- this war, and at its conclusion was rewarded
lect, and obtained from Pluto (Hades) or Proser-by Caesar with the western part of Numidia,
pina, (Persephone) permission to return to the where he settled down, distributing the land
upper world to punish his wife. H e then re- among his soldiers. After the death of Caesar,
fused to return to the lower world, until Mer- Arabio, the son of Masinissa, returned to Afcury (Hermes) carried him off by force ; and rica, and killed Sittius by stratagem.
SIUPH (Ziovf), a city of Lower Egypt, in the
this piece of treachery is said to have been tbe
Saitic nome, only mentioned by Herodotus (ii.,
cause of his punishment.
SITAUE or SITTACE (Zirunn, ZITTOKI] : ruins at172).
Eski-Bagdad), a great and populous city of S M A E A G D U S M O N S (Zpdpaybog bpog : now Jehei
Babylonia, near but not on the Tigris, and eight Zdburah), a mountain of Upper Egypt, near the
parasangs within the Median wall. Its piob- coast of the Red Sea, north of Berenice. The
able site is marked by a ruin called the Tower extensive emerald mines, from which it obtainof Nimrod. It gave the name of Sittaceneed its name, were worked under the ancient
to the district on the lower course of the Ti- kings of Egypt, under the Ptolemies, and under
gris east of Babylonia and northwest of Susi- the Romans They seem to have been exhausted, as only very few emeralds are now and
ana.
SITALCES (ZirdXKng), king of the Thracianthen found in the neighborhood.
[ S M E N U S (Zpijvog, now River of Passava), a
tribe of the Odrysians, was a son of Teres,
w h o m he succeeded on the throne. H e increas- small stream of Laconia, rising in Mount Tayed his dominions by successful wars, so that getus,flowingby Las, and emptying into the
they ultimately comprised the whole territory Sinus Laconicus near Gytheum.]
SMEEDIS (ZpepSig), the son of Cyrus, was murfrom Abdera to the mouths of the Danube, and
from Byzantium to the sources ofthe Strymon. dered by order of his brother Cambyses. The
At the commencement of the Peloponnesian death of Smerdis was kept a profound secret; and
war he entered into an alliance with the Athe- accordingly, when the Persians became weary
nians, and in 429 he invaded Macedonia with a of the tyranny of Cambyses, one ofthe Magians,
vast army, but was obliged to retire through named Patizithes, who had been left by Cambyses in charge of his palace and treasures,
failure of provisions.
[SITHON (ZIBav), king of Thrace, and father availed himself of the likeness of his brother to
the deceased Smerdis to proclaim this brother
of Pallene. Vii SITHONIA.]
SITHONIA (ZiBavia), the central one of theas king, representing him as the younger son
three peninsulas running out from Chaleidiee in of Cyrus. Cambyses heard of the revolt in
Macedonia, between the Toronaic and Singitic Syria, but he died of an accidental wound in the
Gulfs. The Thracians originally extended over thigh as he was mounting his horse to march
the greater part of Macedonia ; and the ancients against the usurper. The false Smerdis was acderived the name of Sithonia from a Thracian knowledged as king by the Persians, and reignking Sithon. W e also find mention of a Thra- ed for seven months without opposition. The
cian people, Sithonii, on the shores of the Pon- leading Persian nobles, however, were not quite
tus Euxinus; ai?d the poets frequently use Si- free from suspicion ; and this suspicion was its-
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creasec1 by the king never inviting any of them safe and immense harbor for the largest slnpt
to the palace, and never appearing in public. up to the very walls of the city ; at the foot of
Among the nobles who entertained these suspi- the rich slopes of Tmolus and at the entrance
Mons was Otanes, whose daughter Phaedima had to the great and fertile valley of the Hermus, in
been one ofthe wives of Cambyses, and had been which lay the great and wealthy city of Sardis;
transferred to his successor. The new king and in the midst of the Greek colonies on the
had some years before been deprived of his ears eastern shore ofthe iEgean ; it was marked out
by Cyrus for some offence; and Otanes per- by nature as one ofthe greatest emporiums for
suaded his daughter to ascertain whether her the trade between Europe and Asia, and has
master hadreallylost his ears. Phaedima found preserved that character to the present day.
out tnat such was the fact, and communicated There are various accounts of its origin. The
the decisive information to her father. Otanes most probable is that which represents it as an
thereupon formed a conspiracy, and, in conjunc- iEolian colony from Cyme. At an early period
tion with six other noble Persians, succeeded it fell, by a stratagem, into the hands of the Ioin forcing his way into the palace, where they nians of Colophon, and remained an Ionian city
slew the false Smerdis and his brother Pati- from that time forth : this appears to have hapzithes in the eighth month of theirreign,B.O. pened before 01 23 (B C. 688)
As to the time
521. The usurpation ofthe false Smerdis was when it became a member ofthe Panionic conan attempt on the part of the Medes, to w h o m federacy, w e have only a very untrustworthy
the Magians belonged, to obtain the supremacy, account, whichrefersits admission to the reign
ofwhich they had been deprived by Cyrus. The of Attalus, king of Pergamus. Its early history
assassination ofthe false Smerdis and the ac- is also very obscure. There is an account in
cession of Darius Hystaspis again gave the as- Strabo that it was destroyed by the Lydian
cendency to the Persians ; and the anniversary king Sadyattes, and that its inhabitants were
ofthe day on which the Magians were massa- coionelled to live in scattered villages until after
cred was commemorated among the Persians the Macedonian conquest, when the city was
by a solemn festival, called Magophonia, on rebuilt, twenty stadia from its former site, by
which no Magian was allowed to show himself Antigonus; but this is inconsistent with Pinin public. The real nature of the transaction dar's mention of Smyrna as a beautiful city.
is also shown by the revolt of the Medes which Thus much is clear, however, that at some pefollowed the accession of Darius.
riod the old city of Smyrna, which stood on the
[ S M E E D O M E N E S (Zuepbopivngj, son ol Otanes,
northeastern side of the Hermaean Gulf, was
was one ofthe generals who had the supreme abandoned, and that it was succeeded by a new
command ofthe land forces of Xerxes in his in- city, on the southeastern side ofthe same gulf
vasion of Greece.]
(the present site), which is said to have been
[SMILAX, a beautiful nymph enamoured of built by Antigonus, and which was enlarged and
Crocus: she was changed by the gods into a beautified by Lysimachus. This new city stood
flower. Vii. CROCUS.]
partly on the sea-shore and partly on a hill called
SMILIS (ZplXtg), son of Euclides, of iEgina,Mastusia. It had a magnificent harbor, with
» sculptor of the legendary period, whose name such a depth of water that the largest ships
appears to be derived from oplXn, a knife forcould lie alongside the quays. The streets were
sarving wood, and afterward a sculptor's chisel.
paved with stone, and crossed one another at
Smilis is the legendary head of the iEginetan right angles. The city soon became one ofthe
school of sculpture, just as Daedalus is the le- greatest and most prosperous in the world. It
gendary head ofthe Attic and Cretan schools. was especially favored by the Romans on acSMINTHEUS (ZptvBevg), a surname of Apollo,
count of the aid it rendered them in the Syrian
which is derived by some from opivBog, a mouse,
and Mithradatic wars. It was the seat of a conand by others from the town of Sminthe in ventus juridicus. In the Civil Wars it was
Troas. The mouse was regarded by the an- taken and partly destroyed by Dolabella, but it
cients as inspired by the vapors arising from soon recovered. It occupies a distinguished
the earth, and as the symbol of prophetic power. place in the early history of Christianity, as one
In the temple of Apollo at Chryse there was a of the only two among the seven churches of
statue ofthe god by Scopas, with a mouse under Asia which St. John addresses in the Apocaits foot, and on coins Apollo is represented car- lypse without any admixture of rebuke, and as
rying a mouse in his hands. Temples of Apol- the scene ofthe labors and martyrdom of Polylo Smintheus and festivals (Sminthla) existed carp. In the years A.D. 178-180, a succession
>n several parts of Greece.
of earthquakes, to which the city has always
S M Y E N A (Zpvpva) or M Y R E H A . For details, been much exposed, reduced it almost to ruins ;
nd. A D O N I S .
but it was restored by the Emperor M. AntoniS M Y E N A , and in many MSS. Z M Y E N A (Zpvpva: nus. In the successive wars under the Eastern
Ion. Zuvpvn : Zuvpvalog, Smymaeus: now Smyrempire it was frequently much injured, but alna, Turk. Izmir), one of the most ancient andways recovered ; and, under the Turks, it has
lourishing cities of Asia Minor, and the only survived repeated attacks of earthquake, fire,
m e of the great cities on its western coast and plague, and still remains the great commervhich has survived to this day, stood in a po- cial city of the Levant. There are but few
rtion alike remarkable for its beauty and for ruins ofthe ancient city. In addition to all hei
»tti6 natural advantages. Lying just about the other sources of renown, Smyrna stood at the
centre of the western coast of Asia Minor ; on head of the cities which claimed the birth of
the banks ofthe little River Meles, at the bot- Homer. The poet was worshipped as a Hero
tom of a deep bay, the Sinus Hermaeus or Smyr- in a magnificent building called the Homereum
oaeus (now Gulf of Smyrna), which formed a COun'peiov). Near the sea-shore there stood a
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sonal hazard. H e displayed the ?\i|« sno-a
courage in refusing to obey the ordei of th*
Thirty Tyrants for the apprehension of Leon
the Salaminian. At what time Socrates re
linquished his profession as a statuary w e do
not know ; but it is certain that all the middle
and later part of his life at least was devotes!
SMYRNA TRACHEA.
Vii. E P H E S U S .
exclusively to the self-imposed task of tea ih
SMYENSIUS SINUS (Zuvpvaiav KoXrrog, Zpvping; excluding all other business, public oi
vdlKog KOXITOQ : now Gulf of Isnur or Smyrna),
the great gulf on the western coast of Asia private, and to the neglect of all means of forMinor, at the bottom ofwhich Smyrna stands. tune. But he never opened a school, nor did
Its entrance lies between Promontorium Me- he, like the sophists of his time, deliver publii
laena (now Cape Kara Burnu) on the west, and lectures. Every where, in the market place.
Phocaea (now Fokia) on the east. Its depth was in the gymnasia, and in the work-shops, he
reckoned at three hundred andfiftystadia. It sought and found opportunities for awakening
received the River Hermus, whence it was and guiding, in boys, youth, and men, moral
consciousness
and the impulse after self knowl
called Herrneus Sinus ("Eppeiog Ko'Xirog).
It is
edge respecting the end and value of our acsometimes also called MeXnrov KbXirog, from the
His object, however, was only to aid
little river Meles, on which Old Smyrna stood. tions
S O A N E S (Zoaveg), a powerful people of thethem in developing the germs of knowledge
Caucasus governed by a king who eould bring which were already present in them, not to com•nvo hundred thousand soldiers into the field. municate to them ready-made knowledge ; and
The mountain streams ofthe country contained he therefore professed to practice a kind of
gold, which was separated by collecting the mental midwifery, just as his mother Phaenarete
water in sheep-skins, whence the matter-of-fact exercised the corresponding corporeal art. Uninterpreters derived the legend of the golden weariedly and inexorably did hefightagainst
fleece. According to Strabo, the habits ofthe all false appearance and conceit of knowledge,
people were such that they ptood in remarkable in order to pave the way for correct knowledge.
need of other "washings." They are also called Consequently to the mentally proud and tbe
mentally idle he appeared an intolerable bore,
SUANI and SUANOCOI.CHI (Zovavot, ZovavoKoXand often experienced their bitter hatred and
xot), and their land Suania (Zovavia).
calumny. This was probably the reason why
[SOATEA (Zbarpa, Zavarpa), a small town of
Lycaonia, in the neighborhood of Apamea Ci- he was selected by Aristophanes, and the other
botus, very scantily supplied with water. Ac- comic writers, to be attacked as a general repcording to Texier, its site corresponds to the resentative of philosophical and rhetorical teachmodern village Su Vermess, which means, " hereing ; the more so, as his marked and repulsive
physiognomy admitted so well of being imitated
is no water to be found."]
S O C E A T E S (ZuKparng), 1. The celebrated in the mask which the actor wore. The audiAthenian philosopher, was born in the demus ence at the theatre would more readily recogAlopece, in the immediate neighborhood of nize the peculiarfigurewhich they were acAthens, B.C. 469. His father Sophroniscus customed to see every day in the market-place,
was a statuary; his mother Phaenarete was a than if Prodicus or Protagoras, w h o m most of
midwife. In his youth he followed the profes- them did not know by sight, had been brought
sion of his father, and attained sufficient pro- on the stage ; nor was it of much importance
ficiency to have executed the group of clothedeither to them or to Aristophanes whether SocGraces which was preserved in the Acropolis, rates was represented as teaching what he did
and was shown as his work down to the time really teach, or something utterly different. Atof Pausanias. The personal qualities of Soc- tached to none of the prevailing parties, Socrarates were marked and striking. His physical tes found in each of them his friends and his
constitution was healthy, robust, and enduring enemies. Hated and persecuted by Critias,
to an extraordinary degree. H e was capable Charieles, and others among the Thirty Tyrants,
of bearing fatigue or hardship, and indifferent who had a special reference to him in the deto heat or cold, in a measure which astonished cree which they issued, foi bidding the teaching
all his companions. H e went barefoot in all of the art of oratory, he was impeached after
seasons of the year, even during the winter their banishment and by their opponents A n
campaign at Potidaea, under the severe frosts orator named Lycon, and a poet (a friend of
of Thrace; and the same homely clothing suf- Thrasybulus) named Meletus, had united in the
ficed for him in winter as well as in summer. impeachment with the powerful demagogue
His ugly physiognomy excited the jests both of Anytus, an embittered antagonist of the sophhis friends and enemies, who inform us that he- ists and their system, and one of the leadeis
had a flat nose, thick lips, and prominent eyes ofthe band which, setting out from Phyle, forced
like a satyr or Silenus. Of the circumstances their way into the Piraeus, and drove out tho
of his life w e are almost wholly ignorant: he Thirty Tyrants. The judges also are described
served as an hoplite at Potidaea, Delium, and as persons who had been banished, and who had
Amphipolis with great credit to himself H e returned with Thrasybulus. The chief articles
seems never to have filled any political office of impeachment were, that Socrates was guilty
until 406, in which year he was a member of of corrupting the youth, and of despising the
the senate of Five Hundred, and one ofthe Pry- tutelary deities of the state, putting in their
tanes, when he refused, on the occasion of the place other new divinities. At the same time
trial of the six generals, to put an unconstitu- it had been made a matter of accusation agamsl
tional question to the vote-, in spite c' all per- him, that Critias, the most ruthless of tho T
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magnificent temple of Cybele, whose head appeais on the coins of the city. The other divinities chiefly worshipped here were Nemesis
and the nymph Smyrna, the heroine eponymus
ofthe place, who had a shrine on the banks of
the River Meles.
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rants, had come forth from his school. Some distinctly to the subject of ethics, and w a s the
expressions of his, in which he nad found fault first to proclaim that " the proper study of manwith the democratical m o d e of electing by lot, kind is man." With the philosophers w h o prehad also been brought up against him ; and there ceded him, the subject of examination had been
can be little doubt that use w a s m a d e of his Nature, or the K o s m o s as one undistinguishable
friendly relations with Theramenes, one of the whole, blending together cosmogony, astronomost influential ofthe Thirty, with Plato's uncle m y , geometry, physics, metaphysics, &.c. In
Charmides, w h o fell by the side of Critias in discussing ethical subjects, Socrates employed
the struggle with the popular party, and with the dialectic method, and thus laid the foundaother aristocrats, in order to irritate against him tion of formal logic, which w a s afterward exthe party which at that time w a s dominant. panded by Plato, and systematized by Aristotle.
T h e substance of the speech which Socrates T h e originality of Socrates is shown by the redelivered in his defence is probably preserved sults he achieved. Out of his intellectual school
by Plato in the piece which goes under the n a m e sprang, not merely Plato, himself a host, but all
of the " Apology of Socrates." Being con- the other leaders of Grecian speculation for the
demned by a majority of only six votes, he ex- next half century, and all those w h o continued
presses the conviction that he deserved to be the great line of speculative philosophy d o w n
maintained at the public cost in the Prytaneum, to later times. Euclid and the Megaric school
and refuses to acquiesce in the adjudication of of philosophers—Aristippus and the Cyrenaie
imprisonment, or a largefine,or banishment. Antisthenes and Diogenes, the first of those
H e will assent to nothing more than a fine of called the Cynics—all emanated more or less
sixty minae, on the security of Plato, Crito, and directly from the stimulus imparted by Socrates,
other friends. Condemned to death by the though each followed a different vein of thought
judges, w h o were incensed by this speech, by a Ethics continued to be what Socrates had first
.majority of eighty votes, he departs from them m a d e them, a distinct branch of philosophy,
with the protestation that he would rather die alongside of which politics, rhetoric, logic, and
after such a defence than live after one in which other speculationsrelatingto m a n and society,
he should have endeavored to excite their pity. gradually arranged themselves; all of them more
T h e sentence of death could not be carried into popular, as well as more keenly controverted.
ex«"ution until after the return of the vessel than physics, which at that time presented comwhich nau been sent to Delos on the periodical paratively little charm, and still less of attainTheoric mission. T h e thirty days which inter- able certainty. There can be no doubt that the
vened between its return and the condemnation individual influence of Socrates permanently
if Socrates were devoted by him to poetic at- enlarged the horizon, improved the method, and
fempts (thefirsthe had ever made), and to his us- multipled the ascendant minds of the Grecian
ual conversation with his friends. O n e of these speculative world in a manner never since parconversations, on the duty of obedience to the alleled. Subsequent philosophers m a y have had
laws, Plato has reported in the Crito, so called a more elaborate doctrine, and a larger number
after the faithful follower of Socrates, w h o had of disciples w h o imbibed their ideas ; but none
endeavored without success to persuade him to of them applied the same stimulating method
m a k e his escape. In another, imitated or work- with the same efficacy, and none of them struck
ed up by Plato in the Phasdo, Socrates, immedi- out of other minds thatfirewhich sets light to
ately before he drank the cup of hemlock, de- original thought. (A great part of this article
veloped the grounds of his immovable convic- is taken from Mr. Grote's account of Socrates
tion of the immortality of the soul. H e died in his Histcy of Greece )—[2. A n Athenian, son
with composure and cheerfulness in his seven- of Antigenes, w a s one ofthe three commander*.
tieth year, B.C. 399. Three peculiarities dis- sent out with a fleet in B.C. 431 to ravage the
tinguished Socrates : 1 His long life, passed in coasts ofthe Peloponnesus. T h e y did not effect
contented poverty and in public dialectics, of much, being foiled in an attack on Methone by
which w e have already spoken. 2 His persua- the opportune arrival cf Brasidas.—3. A n A c h
sion of a special religious mission. H e had aean, one ofthe commanders ofthe Greek merbeen accustomed constantly to hear, even from cenaries of Cyrus the younger, joined that prince
his childhood, a divine voice—interfering, at at Sardis with five hundred heavy-armed m e n .
m o m e n t s w h e n he w a s about to act, in the w a y H e w a s one ofthe generals w h o accompanied
ofrestraint,but never ia the w a y of instiga- Clearchus to the tent of Tissaphernes, w h e n
tion. Such prohibitory warning w a s wont to they were all treacherously seized by that sac o m e upon biro very frequently, not merely on trap, and subsequently put to death by order
great, but even on small occasions, intercepting of Artaxerxes himself]—4, T h e ecclesiastical
what he w a s about to do or to say. Though historian, w a s born at Constantinople about A.D.
tater writers speak of this as the Daemon or Ge- 379. H e w a s a pupil of A m m o n i u s and Hei
nius of Socrates, he himself does not personify ladius, and followed the profession of an advo
it, but treats it merely as a " divine sign, a pro- cate in his native city, whence he is surnamed
phetic or supernatural voice." H e w a s accus- Scholasticus T h e EcclesiasticalHistoty of Soc
tomed not only to obey it implicitly, but to speak rates extends from the reign of Constantine tinof it publicly and familiarly to others, so that Great, 306, to that of the younger Theodosius
the fact w a s well known both to his friends and 439. H e appeals to have been a m a n of lessto his enemies. 3. His great intellectual orig- bigotry than most of his contemporaries, and
inality, both of subject and of method, and his the very difficulty of determining from internal
power of stirring and forcing the germ of in- | evidence some points of his religious belief
quiry and ratiocination in others H e w a s the m a y be considered as arguing his comparative
firstriioturned his thoughts and disiussions 1 liberality. Hi' history is dividfii into seves
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»ooks Hi* work is included in the editions of ofthe Sea of Aral. T h e southern pirt ot th»
the ancient Greek ecclesiastical historians by country w a s fertile and populous. It w a s con
Valesius, Paris, 1668; reprinted at Mentz, 1677; quered by Cyrus, and afterward by Alexandei
by Reading, Camb., 1720.
both of w h o m marked the extreme limits of
S O D O M A , gen. -orum and -ae, also -ra, gen. -i, their advance by cities on the Jaxartes, Cyresand -i, gen.-orum (rd Zddopa: Zodoplrng, So-chata and Alexandreschata. After the Macedomita), a very ancient city of Canaan, in the donian conquest it w a s subject to the kings,
beautiful valley of Siddirn (b ZoSoplng), closely first of Syria and then of Bactria, till it w a s
connected with Gomorrha, over which, and the overrun by the barbarians. T h e natives ofthe
other three " cities of the plain," the King of country were a wild, warlike people of the great
S o d o m seems to have had a sort of supremacy. Arian race, resembling the Bactrians in theii
In the book of Genesis w e find these cities as character and customs.
subject, in the time of Abraham, to the King of
S O G D I A N U S (ZoyStavog), w a s one of the ille
E l a m and his allies (an indication of the early gitimate sons of Artaxerxes I. Longimanus
supremacy in Western Asia of the masters of T h e latter, on his death in B C 425, w a s sucthe Tigris and Euphrates valley), and their at- ceeded by his legitimate son Xerxes II., but this
tempt to cast off the yoke was the occasion of monarch, after a reign of only two months, w a s
the first war on record. (Gen., xiv.) Soon aft- murdered by Sogdianus, w h o n o w became king.
erward, the abominable sins of these cities call- Sogdianus, however, was murdered in his turn,
ed d o w n the divine vengeance, and they were after a reign of seven months, by his brother
all destroyed byfirefrom heaven, except Zoar, Ochus. Ochus reigned under the n a m e of Dawhich w a s spared at the intercession of Lot. rius II.
T h e beautiful valley in which they stood w a s
SOGDII M O N T E S .
Vid. S O G D I A N A .
overwhelmed by the Jordan and converted into
SOL.
Vid. H E L I O S .
the Dead Sea, whose bituminous waters still
S O L I or S O L O E (ZOXOI).
1. (Ethnic, ZoAevg,
bear witness to the existence of the springs of Solensis : ruins at Mezetlu), a city on the coast
asphaltus ("slime-pits" in our version) ofwhich of Cilicia, between the rivers L a m u s and Cydthe valley of Siddim w a s full. It used to be nus, said to have been colonized by Argives ant!
assumed that, before the destruction ofthe cities Lydians from Rhodes. It w a s a flourishing city
of the plain, the Jordan flowed on into the R e d in the time of Alexander, w h o fined its people
Sea; [and this opinion is supported by recent ob- two hundred talents for their adhesion to the
servations on the nature of the country around Persians. T h e city w a s destroyed by Tigranes,
the southern extremity of the Dead Sea ; while w h o probably transplanted the inhabitants to Tiothers maintain that] there w a s probably al- granocerta. Pompey restored the city after his
w a y s a lake which received the waters both of war with the pirates, and peopled it with the
the Jordan and the river which still flows into survivors ofthe defeated bands ; and from this
the southern end of the Dead Sea; and [that] | time forth it w a s called P O M P E I O P O L I S (Uopnrflthe nature of the change seems to have con- ! oviroXig). It w a s celebrated in literary history
sisted in the enlargement of this lake by a great j as the birth-place ofthe Stoic philosopher Chrydepression of the whole valley. T h e site of sippus, of the comic poet Philemon, and of the
Sodom was probably near the southern extrem- astronomer and poet Aratus. Its n a m e has been
ity of the lake.
curiously perpetuated in the grammatical word
SCEMIS or SoaiMiAS, JULIA, daughter of Julia solecism (solcecismus), which is said to have
Maesa, and mother of Elagabalus, either by her been first applied to the corrupt dialect of Greek
husband Sex*us Varius Marcellus, or, according spoken by the inhabitants of this city, or, as
to the report industriously circulated with her some say, of Soli in Cyprus.—2. (Ethnic, Z6o w n consent, by Caracalla. After the acces- Xiog : ruins at Aligora, in the valley of Soled), a
sion of her son, she became his chosen coun- considerable sea-port town in the western part
sellor, and seems to have encouraged and shared of the northern coast of Cyprus, on a little rivhis follies and enormities. She took a place in er. According to some, it was a colony of the
the senate, which then, for thefirsttime, wit- Athenians, while others ascribed its erection to
nessed the intrusion of a w o m a n , and was her- a native prince [Philocyprus] acting under the
self the president of a sort of female parliament, advice of Solon, and others to Solon himself:
which held its sittings in the Quirinal, and pub- the last account is doubtless an error, it had
lished edicts for the regulation of all matters temples of Isis and Venus (Aphrodite), and there
connected with the morals, dress, etiquette, and were mines in its vicinity.
equipage of the matrons. She w a s slain by the
SOLICINIUM, a town in R o m a n Germany (the
praetorians, in the arms of her son, on the 11th Agri Decumates), on the mountain Pirus, where
of March, A.D. 222.
Valentinian gained a victory over the Alemanni
S O G D I A N A (b. ZoySiavsj or Zovybiavij: Old Perin A.D. 369, probably in the neighborhood of the
sian, Sughda: Zbydioi, Zoybiavol, Zovydiavol:
modern Heidelberg.
parts of Turkestan and Bokhara, including the
S O L I N U S , C. JULIUS, the author of a geodistrict still called Sogd), the northeastern prov- graphical compendium, divided into fifty-seven
ince of the ancient Persian empire, separated chapters, containing a brief sketch of the world
on the south from Bactriana and Margiana by as k n o w n to the ancients, diversified by historthe upper course of the Oxus (now Jihoun); on ical notices, remarks on the origin, habits, re"he east and north from Scythia by the Sogdii ligious rites, and social condition of various naComedarum and Oxii Mountains (now Kara- tions enumerated. T h e arrangement, and freDagh, Alatan and Ak Tagh), and by the upper quently the very words, are derived from the
course of the Jaxartes (now Sihoun), and bound- Natural History of Pliny, but little knowledge,
ed on the northwest by tho great deserts east care, or judgment is displayed in the selection.
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W e know nothing of Solinus himself, but he contest between Athens and Megara respecting
must hava lived after the reign of Alexander the possession of Salamis. The ill success of
Severus and before that of Constantine
He the attempts of the Athenians to make them
may, perhaps, be placed about A.D. 238.
W e selves masters of the island, had led to the en
learn from the first of two prefatory addresses, actment of a law forbidding the writing or say
that an edition of the work had already passed ing any thing to urge the Athenians to renew
into circulation, in an imperfect state, without the contest. Solon, indignant at this dishonorthe consent orkrowledge ofthe author, under able renunciation of their claims, hit upon the
device of feigning to be mad; and, causing a
the appellation Collectanea Reium Mcmorabilmm, while on the second, revised, corrected, report of his condition to be spread over the
and published by himself, he bestowed the more city, he rushed into the agora, and there recited
a short elegiac poem of one hundred lines, in
ambitious title of Polyhistor; and hencu w e find
the treatise designated in several M S S . as C. which he called upon the Athenians to retrieve
disgrace and reconquer the lovely island
Julii Solini Grammatici Polyhistor ah ipsotheir
editus
Pisistratus (who, however, must have been ex
et recognitus. The most notable edition is that
of Salmasius, published at Utrecht in 1689, pre- tremely young at the time) came to the supfixed to his " Plinianae Exercitationes," the port of his kinsman ; the pusillanimous law was
rescinded, war was declared, and Solon himself
whole forming two large folio volumes.
[SOLIS A Q U A (HXiov vSup), a fountain and appointed to conduct it. The Megarians were
stream of the island Panchaea, off the coast of driven out of the island, but a tedious war ensued, which was finally settled by the arbitraArabia Felix ]
tion of Sparta. Both parties appealed, in supSOLIS F O N S .
Vid. OASIS, N O . 3.
port of their claim, to the authority of Homer,
SOLIS L A C U S (Xlavn 'HeXloio), a lake 'n the
far East, from which, in the old mythical sys- and it was currently believed in antiquity that
tem ofthe world, the sun rose to make his daily Solon had surreptitiously inserted the line (II,,
course through heaven. Some of the matter- ii, 558) which speaks of Ajax as ranging his
of-fact expositors identified it with the Caspian ships with the Athenians The Spartans deSea. Another lake of the same name was im- cided in favor ofthe Athenians about B.C. 596
agined by some of the poets in the far West, Solon himself, probably, was one of those who
received grants of land in Salamis, and this may
into which the sun sank at night.
account for his being termed a Salaminian
SDLIS M O N S .
Vid SOLOIS.
Soon after these events (about 595) Solon took
SOLIS P R O M O N T O R I U M (uKpa 'HXiov iepd : now
Ras Anfir), a promontory of Arabia Felix, neara leading part in promoting hostilities on behalf
of Delphi against Cirrha, and was the mover of
the middle of the Persian Gulf.
[SOLMISSUS (ZoXpiaabg), a mountain of Ionia,the decree of the Amphictyons bv which was
was declared. It does not appear, however,
in the neighborhood of Ephesus.]
what active part he took in the war. AccordSOLOE.
Vid. SOLI.
ing to a common story, which, however, rests
SOLOIS (ZoXbeig: now Cape Canlin, Arab. Ras
el Houdik), a promontory running far out into only on the authority of a late writer, Solon
the sea, in the southern part of the western hastened the surrender ofthe town by causing
coast of Mauretania
Herodotus believed it the waters of the Plistus to be poisoned. 1;
to be the westernmost headland of all Libya. was about the time ofthe outbreak of this wai,
Upon it was a Phoenician temple of Neptune that, in consequence ofthe distracted state of
(Poseidon). The later geographers under the Attica, which was rent by civil commotions.
Romans mention a M O N S SOLIS ('HXIOV bpog),Solon was called upon by all parties to mediate
which appears to be the same spot, its name between them, and alleviate the miseries that
being probably a corruption of the Greek name. prevailed H e was chosen archon 594, ami unS O L O N (ZbXav), the celebrated Athenian leg- der that legal title was invested with unlimited
islator, was born about B.C. 638. His father power for adopting such measures as the exIn fulfillment
Execestides was a descendant of Codrus, and igencies of the state demanded
his mother was a cousin of the mother of Pisis- of the task intrusted to him, Solon addressed
tratus. Execestides had seriously crippled his I himself to tho relief of the existing distress.
resources by a too prodigal expenditure; and ! This he effected with the greatest discretion
Solon consequently found it either necessary and success by his celebrated disburdening oror convenient in his youth to betake himself to dinance (aewdxBeid), a measure consisting of
the life of a foreign trader. It is likely enough various distinct provisions, calculated to rethat while necessity compelled him to seek a lieve the debtors with as little infringement as
livelihood in some mode or other, his active and possible on the claims of the wealthy creditors
inquiring spirit led him to select that pursuit The details of this measure, however, are inwhich would furnish the amplest means for its volved in considerable uncertainty. W e know
gratification. Solon early distinguished himself that he depreciated the coinage, making the
by his poetical abilities. Hisfirsteffusions mina to contain one hundred drachmae instead
were in a somewhat light and amatory strain, of seventy-three ; that is to say, seventy-three
which afterward gave way to the more digni- of the old drachmae produced one hundred of
fied and earnest purpose of inculcating profound the new coinage, in which obligations were tc
reflections or sage advice. So widely, indeed, be discharged, so that the debtor saved rathe'
did his reputation spread, that he was ranked more than a fourth in every payment. The
as one of the seven sages, and his name ap- success of the Seisachtheia procured for Solon
pears in all the lists of the seven. The occa- such confidence and popularity that he was fursion whichfirstbrought Solon prominently for- ther charged with the task of entirely remodward as an actor on the political stage was the elling the constitution. A s a preliminary step,
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fce repealed all the laws of Draco except those nonnced atimia against any citizen who, on ikz
relating to bloodshed. Our limits only all o w us outbreak of a sedition, remained neutral. T h a
to glance at the principal features ofthe constitu- laws of Solon W'ere inscribed on woo'en roilem
tion established by Solon This constitution w a s (at;ov£g) and triangular tablets (KvpSeig), and were
based upon the timocratic principle, that is, the set up at first ir. the A'iropolis, afterward in the
tit.e of citizens to the honors and offices ofthe Prytaneum
T h e Athenians were also indebt
state w a s regulated by their wealth. All the cit- ed to Solon for some rectification of the calep
izens were distributed into four classes. T h e dar.
It is said that Solon exacted from the
first class consisted of those w h o had an an- people a solemn oath, that they would observe
nual income of at least five hundred medimni of his laws without alteration for a certain space
dry or liquid produce (equal tofivehundred drach- — t e n years according to Herodotus—one hund
mae, a medimnus being reckoned at a drachma), red years according to other accounts. It is reand were called Penlacosiomedimni. T h e second lated that he w a s himself aware that he had
class consisted of those whose incomes ranged been compelled to leave m a n y imperfections in
between three hundred andfivehundred medim- his system and code. H o is said to have spoken
ni or drachmae, and were called Hippeis (lirireig,
of his laws as being not the best, but the best
lirirf/g), from their being able tc keep a horse,
which the Athenians would have received.
and bound to perform military service as cav- After he had completed his task, being, w e are
alry. T h e third class consisted of those whose told, greatly annoyed and troubled by those w h o
incomes varied between two hundred and three c a m e to him witb all kinds of complaints, sughundred medimni or drachmae, and were termed gestions, or criticisms about his laws, in order
Zeugita (Zevylrat). T h e fourth class included that he might not himself have to propose any
all whose property fell short of two hundred change, he absented himself from Athens for
medimni or drachmae, and bore the n a m e of ten years, after he had obtained the oath above
Thetes. T h e first hree classes were liable to referred to. H e first visited Egypt, and from
direct taxation, in t e form of a graduated in- thence proceeded to Cyprus, where he w a s recome tax. A direct tax, however, w a s an ex- ceived with great distinction by Philocyprus.
traordinary, and not an annual payment. T h e king of the little town of iEpea. Solon per
fourth class were exempt from direct taxes, but suaded the king to remove from the old site,
of course they, as well as the rest, were liable and build a n e w town on the plain. T h e n e w
to indirect taxes. T o Solon w a s ascribed the settlement w a s called Soli, in honor of the illusinstitution ofthe Boule (povXn), or deliberative trious visitor. H e is further said to have visitassembly of Four Hundred, one hundred m e m - ed Lydia ; and his interview with Croesus was
bers being elected from each of the four tribes. one of the most celebrated stories in antiquity
H e greatly enlarged the functions of the Eccle- Vii. C R C E S U S . During the absence of Solon the
iia •.'eKKXnola), which no doubt existed before
old dissensions were renewed, and shortly aftei
his time, though it probably possessed scarcely his arrival at Athens, the supreme power war,
more power than the assemblies which w e find seized by Pisistratus. T h e tyrant, after his
described in the Homeric poems. H e gave it usurpation, is said to have paid considerable
the right of electing the archons and other mag- court to Solon, and on various occasions to have
istrates, and, what w a s even more important, solicited his advice, which Solon did not withm a d e the archons and magistrates accountable hold. Solon probably died about 558, two yean
directly to it w h e n their year of office w a s ex- after the overthrow of the constitution, at the
pired. H e also gave it what w a s equivalent to age of eighty. There w a s a story current in
a veto upon any proposed measure ofthe Boule, antiquity that, by his o w n directions, his ashes
though it could not itself originate any measure. were collected and scattered round the island
Besides the arrangement of the general political of Salamis. O f the poems of .Solon several
relations of the people, Solon w a s the author of fragments remain. They do not indicate acy
a great variety of special laws, which do not great degree of imaginative power, but theii
seem to have been arranged in any systematic style is vigorous and simple. Those that were
manner. Those relating to debtors and credit- called forth by special emergencies appear to
ors have been already referred to Several had have been marked by no small degree of energy.
for their object the encouragement of trade and T h e fragments of these poems are incirporated
manufactures. Foreign settlers were not to be in the collections of the Greek gnorr.ic poets;
naturalized as citizens unless they carried on and there is also a separate edition of them by
some industrious pursuit. If a father did not Bach, Lugd. Bat,, 1825.
teach his son some trade or profession, the son
[ S O L O N I U S C A M P U S , a tract of the Lanuvian
w a s not liable to maintain his father in his old district in Latium. Dionysius of Halicarnassus
age. T h e council of Areopagus had a general speaks of an Etruscan city named Solonium,
power to punish idleness. Solon forbade the from which Romulus received aid in his war
importation of all produce of the Attic soil ex- with the Sabines ]
cept olive oil. H e w a s the first w h o gave to
[ S O L O R I U S M O N S , a mountain range of Hispa
those w h o died childless the power of disposing nia, commencing at the sources of the Baetis
of their property by will. H e enacted several and stretching in a southern direction. It foi m
laws relating to marriage, especially with re- ed in a part of its course the boundai) be meet:
gard to heiresses. T h e rewards which he ap- Tarraconensis and Baetica.]
pointed to be given to victors at the Olympic
S O L U S (ZoXovg, -ovvrog, contraction of ZoXbeig:
and Isthmian g a m e s are for that age unusually ZoXevrtvog), called S O L U N T U M (Solentinus) bythe
large (five hundred drachmae to the former and R o m a n s , an ancient town on the northern coa"t
one hundred to the latter). O n e of the most of Sicily, between Panormus and Thermae
enrio is of his regulations w a s that which de[ S O L Y G I A (ZoXvyua, n o w Gtlataki), a sm«S
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place in the Corinthian territory on ZoXvyetog by Xenophon one ofthe oldest of the getienta,
Xoipog, twelve stadia from the eoast of the Bayand was deputed to meet Ariaeus and the 1-er
if Cenchreae: Nicias here defeated a body of sians after the treacherous seizure of Clearcbus
Corinthian troops in the Peloponnesian war ]
and his companions. On the arrival of the
SOLYMA(rdZoXvpa). 1 (NowTaktalu Dagh) Greeks at Cotyora, Sophaenetus wasfinedfor
•.he mountain range which runs parallel to the his negligence in allowing part of the caigoes
eastern coast of Lycia, and is a southern con- of the vessels, which brought the old men,
tinuation of Mount Climax. Sometimes the women, and children from Trapezus, to he pilwhole range is called Climax, and the name of fered. In Stephanusof Byzantium, Sophaenetus
Solyma is given to its highest peak.—2. Another is quoted four times as author of a Kvpov ' Avdname of J E R U S A L E M .
Baaig, and Muller supposes him to be the same
SOLYMI.
Vii. L Y C I A
with the general of Cyrus. Vid Muller, Hist.
S O M N U S (virvog), the personification and godGrac. Fragm , vol. ii , p. 74 ]
vi Sleep, is described as a brother of Death
[ S O P H A N E S (Zu<j>dvng), an Athenian, of the
(•ftdvarog, mors), and as a son of Night deme
In Decelea, slew in single combat Surybaworks of art, Sleep and Death are represented tes, the leader of the thousand Argives sent to
alike as two youths, sleeping or holding invert- aid the .Eginetans against the Athenians in
ed torches in their hands
Vid. M O R S .
B.C. 491 At the battle of Plataeae, he distinSONTIUS (now Isonzo), a river in Venetia, inguished himself by his valor above all his counthe north of Italy, rising in the Carnic Alps, and trymen. H e was slain in battle while engaged
falling into the Sinua Tergestinus east of Aqui- in an unsuccessful attempt to colonize Amphileia
polis in B C. 465.]
[ S O N U S (Zdvog, now Son, Sona, or Soned), aS O P H E N E (Zainvfi, later Zatyavnvn), a district
large tributary ofthe Ganges, on therightside; of Armenia Major, lying between the ranges of
at the junction of thisriverwith the Ganges, Antitaurus and Masius; separated from MeliPalibothra was situated.]
tene in Armenia Minor by the Euphrates, from
[SOP ATER (Zdrrarpog). 1. One ofthe generals
Mesopotamia by the Antitaurus, and from the.
elected by the Syracusans on the murder of eastern part of Armenia Major by the Rivei
Hieronymus in B.C. 215.—2. A general of Phil- Nymphius. In the time of the Greek kings of
ip V. of Macedonia, crossed over to Africa in Syria, it formed, together with the adjacent disB.C. 203 with a body of four thousand troops to trict of Acilisene, an independent western Ar
assist the Carthaginians. H e was taken pris- menian kingdom, which was subdued and unite J
oner by the Romans with many of his soldiers. to the rest of Armenia by Tigranes.
3. A n Aearnanian, the commander of Philip's
SOPHILUS (ZdijnXog), a comic poet ofthe midgarrison at Chalcis, was slain with most of his dle comedy, was a native of Sicyon or of Thebes,
troops in B.C. 200.—4 One of the generals of andflourishedabout B C. 348. [A few fragPerseus, slain in battle with the Romans in ments remain of his plays, collected inMeineke's
B.C. 171.—5. A native of Halicyae in Sicily, a Comic. Grac. Fragm.,\o\. ii., p 794-6,edit, min.]
m a n of wealth and consideration, condemned
[SOPHILUS.
Vid. SOPHOCLES.]
by Verres.—6 Chief magistrate (proagorus) of SOPHOCLES (ZafyoKXyg). 1- The celebrated
Tyndaris in Sicily, a witness against Verres, tragic poet, was born at Colonus, a village little
who had treated him with indignity.]
more than a mile to the northwest of Athens,
S O P A T E R (Zdirarpog). 1. Of Paphos, a writer
B.C. 495 H e was thirty years younger than
of parody and ourlesque (<f>Xvapoypd<j>og),iEschylus,
who
andfifteenyears older than Euripiflourished fiom B.C. 323 to 283 — 2 . Of Apamea, des. His father's name was Sophilus or Sophila distinguished sophist, the head for some time lus, of whose condition in life w e know nothing
of the school of Plotinus, was a disciple of Iam- for certain; but it is cleir that Sophocles rebliohus, after whose death (before A D. 330) he ceived an education not inferior to that of the
went- to Constantinople. Here he enjoyed the sons of the most distinguished citizens of
favor and personal friendship of Constantine, Athens. T o both of the two leading branches
who afterward, however, put him to death (be- of Greek education, music and gymnastics, he
tween A D 330 and 337), from the motive, as was carefully trained, and in both he gained the
was alleged, of giving a proof of the sincerity of prize of a garland. Of the skill which he had
his own conversion to Christianity. There are attained in music and dancing in his sixteenth
several grammatical and rhetorical works ex- year, and of the perfection of his bodily form,
tant under the name of Sopater, but the best w e have conclusive evidence in the fact that,
critics ascribe these to a younger Sopater, men- when the Athenians were assembled in solemi,
tioned below.—3. The younge" sophist, of Apa- festival around the trophy which they had set
mea or of Alexandrea, is supposed to have lived up in Salamis to celebrate their victory over the
about two hundred years later than the former. fleet of Xerxes, Sophocles was chosen to iead,
Besides his extant works already alluded to, naked and with lyre in hand, the chorus which
Photius has preserved an extract of a work en- danced about the trophy, and sang the songs oftitled the Historical Extracts (sKXoyrj), which
con- 480. His first appearance as a dramtriumph,
tained a vast variety of facts andfigments,col- atist took place in 468, under peculiarly interlected from a great number of authors. The esting circumstances; not only from the fact
remains of his rhetorical works are contained that Sophocles, at the age of twenty-seven,
in Walz's Rhetores Graci.
came forward as the rival ofthe veteran iEschy
[SoPHiENETOs (Zofyalverog), a native of Stymlus, whose supremacy had been maintained dur
phalus in Arcadia, who joined Cyrus the youn- ing an entire generation, but also from the charger in his expedition against Artaxerxes with acter of the judges. The solemnities of the
sao thousand heavy-armed men. H e is called Great Dionysia were rendered more imposing
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oy tlie w iasion of the return of C i m o n from his in a puoli'. recitation cf the Antigoit he sustain
expedition to Scyros, bringing with him the ed his voice so long without a pause that,
bones of Theseus. Public expectation w a s so through the weakness of extreme age, be losi
excited respecting the approaching dramatic his breath and his life together; while other?
contest, and party feeling ran so high, that Ap- ascribed his death to excessive joy at obtaining
sephion, the archon eponymus, whose duty it a victory. B y the universal consent ofthe besi
was to appoint the judges, had not yet ventured critics, both of ancient and of modern times, the
to proceed to thefinalact of drawing the lots tragedies of Sophocles are the perfection of the
for their election, w h e n Cimon, with his nine Greek drama T h e subjects and style of Sopho
colleagues in the command, having entered the cles are human, while those of iEschylus are
theatre, the archon detained them at the altar, essentially heroic. T h e latter excite terro-,
and administered to them the oath appointed pity, and admiration, as w e view them at a disfor the judges in the dramatic contests. Their tance ; the former bring those same feelings
decision w a s in favor of Sophocles, w h o re- h o m e to the heart, with the addition of sympaceived thefirstprize; the cecond only being thy and self-application N o individual h u m a n
awarded to iEschylus, w h o w a s so mortified at being can imagine himself in the positior of
his defeat that he left Athens and retired to Prometheus, or derive a personal warning from
Sicily. F r o m this epoch Sophocles held the the crimes and fate of Clytemnestra; bu* every
supremacy ofthe Athenian stage, until a formi- one can, in feeling, share the self-devotion ot
dable rival arose in Euripides, w h o gained the Antigone in giving up her life at the call ot
first prize for thefirsttime in 441. T h e yearfraternal piety, and the calmness which c o m e
440 is a most important era in the poet's life. over the spirit of CEdipus w h e n he is reconcile!.
In the spring of that year he brought out the to the gods. In iEschylus, tho sufferers are the
earliest of his extant dramas, the Antigone, a victims of an inexorable destiny; but Sophocles
play which gave the Athenians such satisfaction, brings more prominently into view those faults
especially on account of the political wisdom it of their own, which form one element of the
displayed, that they appointed him one of the destiny of which the> are the victims, and is
ten strategi, of w h o m Pericles w a s the chief, inmore intent upon inculcating, as the lesson
the war against S a m o s
It would seem that in taught by their woes, that wise calmness and
this war Sophocles neither obtained nor sought moderation, in desires and actions, in prosperity
for any military reputation : he is represented and adversity, which the Greek poets and phias good-humoredly repeating the judgment of losophers celebrate under the n a m e of' aafpoavvt).
Pericles concerning him, that he understood O n the other hand, he never descends to that
the making of poetry, but not the commanding level to which Euripides brought down the art,
of an army. T h e family dissensions which the exhibition of h u m a n passion and suffering
troubled his last years are connected with a for the mere purpose of exciting emotion ir. i.he
well-known and beautiful story. His family spectators, apart from a moral end T n e difconsisted of two sons, Iophon, the offspring of ference between the two poets is illustrated b*
Nicostrate, w h o w a s a free Athenian w o m a n , the saying of Sophocles, that " he himself rep
and Ariston, his son by Theoris of Sicyon ; and resented m e n as they ought to be, but Eur'p'de.Ariston had a son n a m e d Sophocles, foi w h o m exhibited them as they are." T h e numbei oi
his grandfather showed the greatest affection. plays ascribed to Sophocles w a s one huticej
Iophon, w h o w a s by the laws of Athens his and thirty. H e contended not only with iEc
father's rightful heir, jealous of his love for the chylus and Euripides, but also with Choerilus,
young Sophocles, and apprehending that Sopho- Aristias, Agathon, and other poets, a m o n g w h o m
cles purposed to bestow upon his grandson a w a s his o w n son Iophon ; and he carried off the
large proportion of his property, is said to have first prize twenty or twenty-four times, frequent
s u m m o n e d his father before the Phratores, w h o ly the second, and never the third. It is reseem to have had a sort of jurisdiction in family markable, as proving his growing activity and
affairs, on the charge that his mind w a s affect- success, that of his one hundred and thirteen
ed by old age. A s his only reply, Sophocles dramas, eighty-one were brought out after his
exclaimed, " If I a m Sophocles, I a m not beside fifty-fourth year, and also that all his extant
myself; and if I a m beside myself, I a m not dramas, which of course, in the judgment of the
Sophocles ;" and then he read from his GSdipus grammarians, were his best, belong to this lattei
it Colonus, which w a s lately written, but not yet period of his life. T h e seven extant tragedies
broughi out, the magnificent parados, beginning, were probably brought out in the following
'Eb'nrnov, give, rdgbe xapag,
chronological order : Antigone, Electra, Trachinwhereupon the judges at once dismissed the ia, CEdipus Tyrannus, Ajax, Philoctetes, (Edipus
case, and rebuked Iophon for his undutiful con- at Colonus : the last of these w a s brought out,
duct. Sophocles forgave his son, and it is prob- after the death of the poet, by his grandson.
able that the reconciliation w a s referred to in O f the numerous editions of Sophocles, the
the lines of the CEdipus at Colonus, where Antig- most useful one for the ordinary student is that
one pleads with her father to forgive Polyni- by W u n d e r , Gothae et Erfurdt, 1831-1846,2 vols
ces, as other fathers had been induced to for- 8vo. [Four parts have reached a second edigive their bad children (v. 1192, foil.). Sopho- tion, begun 1839 ; and the other three a third.
cles died soon afterward in 406, in his ninetieth A useful edition, comprising most of Wunder's
year. All the various accounts of his death notes in English, w a s published by Mitchell,
and funeral are of afictitiousand poetical com- London, 1841-4, 2 vols 8vo: a full and learn
plexion. According to some writers, he w a s ed commentary on Sophocles is contained in
fihoked by a grape ; another writer related that Ellendt's Lexicon Sophocleum, Konigsberg, 1835,
2 vols. 8vo.]— 2. Son of Ariston and gmndsor
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a t!.( elder Sophocles, was also an Athenian Plato was a great admirer of Sophron, and tin
tragic |xiet The love of his grandfather toward philosopher is said to have been the first who
him has been already mentioned. In 401 he made the Mimes known at Athens. The se
rious purpone which was aimed at in the works
brought out the (Edijms at Colonus of his grandfather ; but he did not begin to exhibit his own of Sophron Was always, as in the Attic Comdramas till 396 — [ 3 An Athenian orator, whose edy, clothed under a sportive form; and it cat
oration for Euetemon is quoted by Aristotle. easily be imagined that sometimes the lattei
Ruhnken supposes that he is the same as the element prevailed, even to the extent of obSophocles mentioned by Xenophon as one of scenity, as the extant fragments and the parallel of the Attic Comedy combine to prove. The
the Thirty Tyrants.]
SOPHONISBA, daughter of the Carthaginian best collection of the fragments of Sophron is
general Hasdrubal, the son of Gisco. She had by Ahrens, De Graca Lingua Dialectis.
SOPHRONISCUS.
Vid. SOCRATES.
been betrothed by her father, at a very early
age, to the Numidian prince Masinissa; but, at [ S O F H R O S Y N E (Zufipocsvvn), daughter of Dioa subsequent period, Hasdrubal being desirous nysius the elder and of Aristomache, the sister
to gain over Syphax, the rival monarch of Nu- of Dion, was married to her half-brother, the
midia, to the Carthaginian alliance, offered him younger Dionysius.]
SOPHUS, P. SEMPRONIUS, tribune of the plebs
the hand of his daughter in marriage. The
beauty and accomplishments of Sophonisba pre- B C. 310, and consul 304, is mentioned as one
vailed over the influence of Scipio: Syphax ofthe earliest jurists, and is said to have owed
married her, and became the zealous supporter his name of Sophus or Wise to his great merits
and ally of Carthage. Sophonisba, on her part, SOPIANJE (now Funfkirchen), a town in Pap
was assiduous in her endeavors to secure his nonia Inferior, on the road from Mursa to Vinadherence to the cause of her countrymen. dobona, the birth-place of the Emperor MaxAfter the defeat of Syphax, and the capture of iminus.
[SOPOLIS (ZdiroXig). 1. Son of Hermodorus
his capital city of Cirta by Masinissa, Sophonisba fell into the hands of the conqueror, upon commanded the Amphipolitan cavalry in the
whom, however, her beauty exercised so pow- army of Alexander, in the battle against the
erful an influence that he determined to marry Triballians, on the banks ofthe Lyginus, in B.C.
her himself Their nuptials were accordingly 335; he also commanded a troop of horse at
celebrated without delay, but Scipio (who was the battle of Arbela in 331 — 2 A distinguished
apprehensive lest she should exercise the same painter,flourishedat R o m e in the middle ofthe
influence over Masinissa which she had pre- first century B.C., and is said by Cicero to have
viously done over Syphax) refused to ratify this been the head of a school of painters.]
SORA.
1. (Soranus: now Sora), a town in
arrangement, and, upbraiding Masinissa with
nis weakness, insisted on the immediate sur- Latium, on the right bank of the River Liris,
and
north
of
Arpinum, with a strongly-fortified
render of the princess. Unable to resist this
command, the Numidian king spared her tbe citadel. It was the most northerly town ofthe
humiliation of captivity by sending her a bowl Volsci in Latium, and afterward joined the Samof poison, which she drank without hesitation, nites ; but it was conquered by the Romans,
and was twice colonized by them, since 'he inand thus put an end to her own life.
habitants ha i destroyed thefirstbody o." colS O P H R O N (Zdippov), oi Syracuse, was the principal writer of that species of composition call- onists. Thenj are still remains of the pft'yged the Mime (plpog), which was one of the nu-onal walls of the ancient town.—2. A town in
merous varieties of the Dorian Comedy. H e Paphlagonia of uncertain site.
flourished about B.C. 460-420. W h e n Sophron S O R A C T E (now Monte di S. Oreste), a celebrais called the inventor of mimes, the meaning is, ted mountain in Etruria, in the territory of the
that he reduced to the form of a literary com- Falisci, near the Tiber, about twenty-four miles
position a species of amusement which the from Rome, but the summit ofwhich, frequentGreeks of Sicily, who were pre-eminent for ly covered with snow, was clearly visible from
broad humor and merriment, had practiced from the city. (Vides ut alia stet nive candiium So
time immemorial at their public festivals, and racte, Hor., Carm , i., 9.) The whole mountain
the nature of which was very similar to the was sacred to Apollo, and on its summit was a
temple of this god. At the festival of Apollo,
Spartan Deicelesta.
Such mimetic performances prevailed throughout the Dorian states celebrated on this mountain, the worshippers
under various names. One feature ofthe Mimes passed over burning embers without receiving
of Sophron, which formed a marked distinction any injury. (Virg., Mn., xi., 785, seq.)
S O R A N U S . 1. A Sabine divinity, usually idenbetween them and comic poetry, was the nature of their rhythm. There is, however, some tified with Apollo, worshipped on Mount Sodifficulty in determining whether they were in racte. Vid. SORACTE.-—2. The name of several
mere prose, or in mingled poetry and prose, or physicians, of w h o m the most celebrated seems
in prose with a peculiar rhythmical movement, to have been a native of Ephesus, and to have
but no metrical arrangement. With regard to practiced his profession first at Alexandrea, and
the substance of these compositions, their char-afterward at Rome, in the reigns of Trajan and
acter, so far as it can be ascertained, appears Hadrian, A.D 98-138. There are several medical works still extant under the name of Sorato have been ethical; that is, the scenes represented were those of ordinary life, and the lan-nus, but whether they were written by the naguage employed was intended to bring out more tive of Ephesus can not be determined.
SORDICE (now Etang de Leucate), a lake ir
clearly the characters of the persons exhibited
in those scenes, not only for the amusement, Gallia Narbonensis, at the foot ofthe Pyrenees
but also for the instruction of the spectators. formed by the River Sordis.
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SOKDONES or SOEDI, a small neople in Gallia nia, but it is very doubtful whttlnsi he aver a*
Narbonensis, at the foot of the Pyrenees, whose sumed the royal title.
SOSTRATUS (Zdorparog), the name of at least
chief town was Ruscino.
[SOSIA G A L L A , a favorite of Agrippina, the four, if notfive,Grecian artists, who have been
widow of Germanicus, was involved in the frequently confounded with one another. 1. A
charge of treason against her husband C. Silius, statuary in bronze, the sister's son of Pythago
ras of Rhegium, and his disciple, flourished
m d sent into exile by Tiberius ]
SOSIBIUS (ZaalBiog), a distinguished Lacedae-about B C. 424 — 2 . Of Chios, the instructor of
monian grammarian, who flourished in the reign Pantias, flourisiied about B.C. 400 — 3 . A stat
of Ptolemy Philadelphus (about B.C 251), and uary in bronze, w h o m Pliny mentions as a con
temporary of Lysippus, at 01. 114, B.C 323. the
was contemporary with Callimachus.
[SOSIOLES (ZaawXijg), a Corinthian deputy todate of Alexander's death. It is probable, how
he congress which had in consideration the ever, that he was identical with the following,
restoration of Hippias to the tyranny of Athens. -—4. The son of Dexiphanes, of Cnidus, was one
His earnest opposition to that measure induced of the great architects whoflourishedduring
and after the life of Alexander the Great. H e
the allies to abandon the project ]
SOSIGENES (Zaaiyevng), the peripatetic phi-built for Ptolemy I., the son of Lagus, the cellosopher, was the astronomer employed by Ju- ebrated Pharos of Alexandrea. H e also emlius Caesar to superintend the correction of the bellished his native city, Cnidus, with a work
calendar (B.C. 46)
H e is called an Egyptian, which was one of the wonders of ancient archibut may be supposed to have been an Alexan- tecture, namely, a portico, or colonnade, supdrean Greek
Vid. Did of Antiq , art. C A L E N - porting a terrace, which served as a promenade.
OAEIUM.
— 5 . A n engraver of precious stones, whose
SOSIPHANES (Zaaiip&vng), the son of Sosicles
name appears on several very beautiful cameos
of Syracuse, was one of tbe seven tragedians and intaglios.
who were called the Tragic Pleiad. H e was
Sosus (Zdaog), of Pergamus, a worker in moborn at the end ofthe reign of Philip, and flour- saic, and, according to Pliny, the most celeished B C. 284. [A few fragmentsremain,col- brated of all who practiced that art.
lected in Wagner's Tragic. Grac. Fragm., p. SOTADES (ZardSng), 1. A n Athenian comic
157-8.]
poet of the Middle Comedy, w h o must not be
[SOSIS (Zuotg), a Syracusan, who joined Cy-confounded with the more celebrated poet of
rus the younger with three hundred Greek mer- Maronea.—2. A native of Maronea in Thrace,
cenaries ]
flourished at Alexandrea about B C 280 H o
SOSITHEUS (ZaoiBeog), of Syracuse or Athens,
wrote lascivious poems (called <pXvaKeg or Kivator Alexandrea in the Troad, was a distinguished boi) in the Ionian dialect, whence they were
tragic poet, one of the Tragic Pleiad, and the also called 'lavuiol Xoyai. They were also callantagonist ofthe tragic poet Homer. H e flour- ed Sotadean poems (Zardbeia aapara). It would
ished about B.C 284. [The fragments of his seem that Sotades carried his lascivious and
tragedies are collected in Wagner's Tragic.abusive satire to the utmost lengths ; and the
Grac. Fragm , p 149-152 ]
freedoms which he took at last brought him
SosTus. 1. C , quaestor B C. 66, and praetor into trouble. According to Plutarch, he made
49. H e was afterward one of Antony's princi- a vehement and gross attack on Ptolemy Philpal lieutenants in the East. H e was appointed adelphus, on the occasion of his marriage with
by Antony, in 38, governor of Syria and Cilicia his sister Arsinoe, and the king threw him into
in the place of Ventidius. Like his predeces- prison, where he remained for a long time. Assor in the government, he carried on the mil- cording to Athenaeus, the poet attacked both
itary operations in his province with great suc- Lysimachus and Ptolemy, and, having fled from
cess. In 37 he advanced against Jerusalem Alexandrea, he was overtaken at Caunus by
along with Herod, and after hard fighting be- Ptolemy's general Patroclus, who shut him up
came master of the city, and placed Herod upon in a leaden chest and cast him into the sea.
the throne In return tor these services, AnSOTER (Zdrnp), i e , "the Saviour" (Lat. Sertony obtained for Sosius the honor of a triumph vator or Sospes), occurs as the surname of sevin 34, and the consulship in 32. Sosius com- eral divinities, especially of Zeus (Jupiter). It
manded the left wing of Antony'sfleetat the was also a surname of Ptolemaeus I., king of
battle of Actium
H e was afterward pardoned Egypt, as well as of several of the other later
by Octavianus, at the intercession of L Arrun- Greek kings.
tius.—2. The name of two brothers (Sosii),
[SOTERICHUS (Zarf/pixog), ofthe Oasis, an epic
booksellers at R o m e in the time of Horace. poet and historian of the time of the Emperor
They were probably freedmen, perhaps of the Diocletian. T o him are ascribed an Encomium
.Sosius mentioned above.
on Diocletian, a poem entitled BaaaaptKa i\rai
SOSPITA, that is, the " saving goddess," was AiowataKu, one on Pantheia of Babylon, anotha surname of Juno at Lanuvium and at Rome, er on Ariadne, a life of Apollonius of Tyana,
in both of which places she had a temple. Her a poetical history of the capture of Theses by
worship was very ancient in Latium, and was Alexander the Great, entitled ilvBav i) 'AXefavtransplanted from Lanuvium to Rome.
dpiaKov, and others.]
SOSTHENES (ZuoBevng), a Macedonian officer [SOTEEICUS MAECIUS, a freedman, from whom
of noble birth, who obtained the supreme di- L. Crassus purchased his Tusculan villa ]
rection of affairs during the period of confusion
SOTION (Zartav). 1. A philosopher, and a
which followed the invasion of the Gauls. H e native of Alexandrea, who flourished at the close
defeated the Gauls in 280. H e is included by of" the third century B C. H e is chiefly rethe chronologers among the kings of Macedo- ' markable as the author of a work (entitled Ai«
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io^at) on the successive teatners in t.ie differ- Durit g the flourishing times of GreeK independ
ent philosophical schools.—2. A philosopher, ence, Sparta w a s never surrounded by walls
and also a native of Alexandrea, w h o lived in since the bravery of its citizens, and the diffithe age of Tiberius, H e w a s the instructor of culty of access to it, were supposed to rendei
Seneca, w h o derived from him his admiration such defences needless. It w a s first fortified
of Pythagoras. It w a s perhaps this Sotion w h o by the tyrant Nabis ; but it did not possess regSparta,
was the author of a treatise on anger, quoted ular walls till the time of the R o m a n s
by Stobaeus.—3. A Peripatetic philosopher, men- unlike most Greek cities, had no proper Acropotioned by A. Gellius, is probably a different per- lis, but this n a m e w a s only given to one of the
steepest hills of the town, on the summit of
son from either ofthe preceding.
S O T T I A T E S or SOTIATES, a powerful and war- which stood the temp e of Athena Poliuchos
like people in Gallia Aquitanica, on the frontiers or Chalcicecus. Five distinct quarters of the
of Gallia Narbonensis, were subdued by P. Cras- city are mentioned : 1. Pitane (ttirdvn : Ethnic
sus, Caesar's legate, after a hard-fought battle. liiTavdrng), which appears to have been the
The modern Sds probably represents the an- most important part of the city, and in which
w a s situated the Agora, containing the councilcient town of this people.
[Sous (Zoog), one of the earliest kings of house of the senate, and the offices ofthe pubSparta, son of Procles, w h o m he succeeded on lic magistrates. It w a s also surrounded by vathe throne, and father of Eurypon, from w h o m rious temples and other public buildings. O f
these the most splendid w a s the Persian Stoa
the Proclid kings were called Eurypontidae.]
S O Z O M E N U S (Zu&pevog), usually called S O Z O - or portico, originally built of the spoils taken in
M E N in English, was a Greek ecclesiastical his- the Persian war, and enlarged and adorned at
torian ofthefifthcentury. H e w a s probably a later times. A part of the Agora w a s called the
native of Bethelia or Bethel, a village near Gaza Chorus or dancing place, in which the Spartan
in Palestine. His parents were Christians. H e youths performed dances in honor of Apollo.
practiced as an advocate at Constantinople, 2. Limna (Aipvai), a suburb of the city, on the
whence he is surnamed Scholasticus; and he banks of the Eurotas, northeast of Pitane, was
was still engaged in his profession w h e n he originally a hollow spot covered with water. 3.
wrote his history. His ecclesiastical history, Mesoa or Messoa (Wleaoa, Wleaoba : Eth. Meaaowhich is extant, is in nine books, and is dedi- drnc), also by the side ofthe Eurotas, southeast
cated to the Emperor Theodosius II. It com- of the preceding, containing the D r o m u s and
mences with the reign of Constantine, and the Platanistas, which w a s a spot nearly surcomes d o w n a little later than the death of H o - rounded with water, and so called from the planenorius, A D 423. T h e work is incomplete, and trees growing there. 4. Cynosura (Kvvbgovpa
breaks off in the middle of a chapter. T h e au- Kvvogovpevg), in the southwest of the city, and
thor, w e know, had proposed to bring it d o w n south of Pitane. 5. Mgida (Aiyelbai), in the
to 439, the year in which the history of Socra- northwest of the city, and west of Pitane. T h e
tes ends
Sozomen excels Socrates in style, two principal streets of Sparta ran from the
but is inferior to the latter in soundness of judg- Agora to the extreme end of the city : these
ment. T h e history of Sozomen is printed along were, 1. Apheta or Aphdais (A<j>eTai, 'AtpeTa'tg,
with the other Greek ecclesiastical historians. sc. bbbg), extending in a southeasterly direction
past the temple of Dictynna and the tombs of
Vid. S O C R A T E S .
SOZOPOLIS, afterward S U S U P O L I S (ZaCbiroXig,the Eurypontidae ; and, 2. Skias (Zmag), runZa&viroXig: ruins at Susu), a considerable city ning nearly parallel to the preceding one, but
of Pisidia, in a plain surrounded by mountains, further to the east, and which derived its nanus
from an ancient place of assembly, of a circula:
north of Termessus.
form, called Skias. T h e most important reS P A R T A (Zrrdprjj, Dor Zirdpra: Zirapndrng,
Spart'ites, Spartanus), also called L A C E D / E M O N mains of ancient Sparta are the ruins of the
theatre, which w a s near the Agora. Sparta is
(AaKebaipav. Aaicedaiuoviog, Lacedaemonius), the
capital of Laconia and the chief city of Pelo- said to have been founded by Lacedaemon, a son
ponnesus, w a s situated on the right bank of the of Zeus and Taygete, w h o married Sparta, the
Eurotas (now hi), about twenty miles from the daughter of Eurotas, and called the city after
sea. It stood on a plain which contained within the name of his wife. His son Amyclas is said
it several rising grounds and hills. It w a s to have been the founder of Amyclae, wnich
bounded on the east by the Eurotas, on the w a s for a long time a more important town than
northwest by the small river fJEmis (now Kele- Sparta itself. In the mythical period, Argos
sina), and on the southeast by the small river was the chief city in Peloponnesus, and Sparta
Tiasa (now Magula), both ofwhich streams fell is represented as subject to it Here reigned
into the Eurotas. T h e plain in which Sparta Menelaus, the younger brother of A g a m e m n o n
stood w a s shut in on the east by Mount Mene- and by the marriage of Orestes, the son of A g a
laium, and on the west by Mount Taygetus; m e m n o n , with Hermione, the daughter of Menewhence the city is called by H o m e r " the hollow laus, the two kingdoms of Argos and Sparta beLacedaemon.' It w a s of a circulai form, about came united. T h e Dorian conquest of Pelosix miles in circumference, and consisted of ponnesus, which, according to tradition, took
several distinct quarters, which were originally place eighty years after the Trojan war, m a d e
separate villages, and which were never united Sparta the capital of the country. Laconia fell
into one regular town. Its site is occupied by to the share of the two sons of Aristodemus,
the modern villages of Magula and Psykhiko; Eurysthenes and Procles, w h o took up their
and the principal modern town in the neighbor- residence at Sparta, and ruled over the kingdom
hood is Mistra, which lies about two miles to conjointly. T h e old inhabitants of the country
the west, on the slopes of Mount Taygetus maintaine -hemselves at Amyclae, which vras
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not conquered for a long time, ifter the com- of citizens diminished, and the landed propero
plete subjugation of the country w e find three became vested in a few families. Agis endeav
distinct classes in the population: the Dorian ored to restore the ancient institutions of Lvconquerors, w h o resided in the capital, and w h o curgus, but he perished in the attempt (240)
were called Spartiatae or Spartans; the Peri- Cleomenes III., w h o began to reign 236, was
ceci or old Achaean inhabitants, w h o became more successful. H e succeeded in putting the
tributary to the Spartans, and possessed no po- ephors to death, and overthrowing the existing
litical rights ; and the Helots, w h o were also a government (225); and he then made a redisportion of the old Achaean inhabitants, but were tribution ofthe landed property, and augmented
reduced to a state of slavery. F r o m various the number of the Spartan citizens by admitcauses the Spartans became distracted by intes- ting some of the Periceci to this honor. His
tine quarrels, till at length Lycurgus, w h o be- reforms infused n e w blood into the state, and
longed to the royal family, w a s selected by all for a short time he carried on w a r with success
parties to give a n e w constitution to the state. against the Achaeans. But Aratus, the genera!
T h e date of Lycurgus is uncertain; but it is1 ofthe Achaeans, called in the assistance of A n
impossible to place it later than B.C. 825. T h e tigonus Doson, the king of Macedonia, w h o de
constitution of Lycurgus, which is described in feated Cleomenes at the decisive battle of Sela separate article (vid. L Y C U R G U S ) , laid the foun- lasia (221), and followed up his success by the
dation of Sparta's greatness. She soon became capture of Sparta. Sparta n o w sank into insigaggressive, and gradually extended her sway nificance, and w a s ruled by a succession of naover the greater part of Peloponnesus. In B.C. tive tyrants, till at length it w a s compelled to
743 the Spartans attacked Messenia, and after abolish its peculiar institutions, and to join the
a war of twenty years subdued this country, Achaean league. Shortly afterward it fell, with
723. In 685 the Messenians again took up the rest of Greece, under the R o m a n power.
S P A R T A C U S , the n a m e of several kings of tho
arms, but at the end of seventeen years were
again completely subdued, and their country' Cimmerian Bosporus. 1. Succeeded the dynasty
from this time forward became an integral por- of the Archeanactidae in B.C. 438, and reigned
tion of Laconia. For details, vid. M E S S E N I A . until 431. H e w a s succeeded by his son SeleuAfter the close of the second Messenian w a r cus. — 2. Began to reign in 427, and reigned
the Spartans continued their conquests in Pelo- twenty years. H e w a s succeeded in 407 by his
ponnesus.
They defeated the Tegeans, and son Satyrus — 3 . Succeeded his father Leucon
wrested the district of Thyreae from the Ar- in 353, and died, leaving his kingdom to his son
gives. At the time of the Persian invasion, Parysades in 348.—4. Son of Eumelus, began
they w tre confessedly thefirstpeople in Greece; to reign in 304, and reigned twenty years.
S P A R T A C U S , by birth a Thracian, w a s successand to them w a s granted by unanimous consent
the chief c o m m a n d in the war. But after the ively a shepherd, a soldier, and a chief of banfinal defeat ofthe Persians, the haughtiness of ditti. O n one of his predatory expeditions he
Pausanias disgusted most of the Greek states, w a s taken prisoner, and sold to a trainer of gladparticulaily the Ionians, and led them to trans- iators. In 73 he w a s a m e m b e r of the company
fer the supremacy to Athens (477). F i o m this of Lentulus, and w a s detained in his school at
time the power of Athens steadily increased, Capua, in readiness for the games at R o m e .
and Sparta possessed little influence outside of H e persuaded his fellow-prisoners to m a k e an
the Peloponnesus. T h e Spartans, however, attempt to gain their freedom. About seventy
made several attempts to check the rising great- of them broke out ofthe school of Lentulus, and
ness of Athens, and their jealousy ofthe latter took refuge in the crater of Vesuvius. Spartaled at length to the Peloponnesian w a r (431). cus w a s chosen leader, and w a s soon joined by
This war ended in the overthrow of Athens, a number of runaway slaves They were block
and the restoration of the supremacy of Sparta aded by C. Claudius Pulcher at the head of three
over the rest of Greece (404). But the Spar- thousand m e n , but Spartacus attacked the betans did not retain this supremacy more than siegers and put them to flight. His numbers
thirty years Their decisive defeat by the The- rapidly increased, and for two years (B C. 73bans under Epaminondas at the battle of Leuc- 71) he defeated one R o m a n army after another,
tra (371) gave the Spartan power a shock from and laid waste Italy, from the foot of the Alps
which it never recovered; and the restoration to the southernmost corner of the peninsula.
of the Messenians to their country two years After both the consuls of 72 had been defeated
afterward completed the humiliation of Sparta. •by Spartacus, M . Licinius Crassus, the praetor,
Thrice w a s the Spartan territory invaded by w a s appointed to the c o m m a n d of the war.
the Thebans, and the Spartan w o m e n saw for Crassus carried on the contest with vigor and
the first time the watch-fires of an enemy's success, and, after gaining several advantages
camp. T h e Spartans n o w finally lost their su- over the enemy, at length defeated them on the
premacy over Greece, but no other Greek state River Silarus in a decisive battle, in which Spar
succeeded to their power; and about thirty tacus was slain. T h e character of Spartacus
years afterward the greater part of Greece w a s has been maligned by the R o m a n writers. Cicibliged to yield to Philip of Macedon. T h e ero compares the vilest of his contemporaries
Spartans, however, kept haughtily aloof from to him: Horace speaks of him as a c o m m o n
the Macedonian conqueror, and refused to take robber; none recognize his greatness, but the
part in the Asiatic expedition of his son Alex- terror of Iris name survived to a late period of
ander the Great. Under the later Macedonian the empirt,. Accident m a d e Spartacus a shepmonarchs the power of Sparta still further de- herd, a freebooter, and a gladiator; nature form.
clined ; the institutions of Lycurgus were neg- ed him a hero. T h e excesses of his followars
lected, luxury crept into the state, the number he could not always repress, and his efforts t<
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.estrain them often cost him his popularity. But iedfiistunder Zeno of Citium, and afterward
ne was in himself not less mild and just than under Cleanthes H e lived at Alexandrea durhe was able and valiant.
ing the reigns of thefirsttwo Ptolemies. H e
SPAETARIUS CAMPUS.
Vid. C A R T H A G O N O V A . also taught at Lacedaemon, and was believed tp
SPARTI (Zirapral, from aireipa), the Sown-Men,
have had considerable influence in moulding the
is the name given to the armed men who sprang character of Cleomenes H e was in repute
from the dragon's teeth sown by Cadmus, and among the Stoics for the accuracy of his definiwho were believed to be the ancestors of the tions. H e was the author nf several works, all
five oldest families at Thebes.
of which are lost.
SPARTIANUS, .(ELIUS, one ofthe Scriptores His- S P H E N D A L E (Ztpevba'Ar/ ZyevbaXevg), a demua
toria Augusta, lived in the time of Diocletian
of Attica belonging to the tribe Hippothoontis,
and Constantine, and wrote the biographies of, on the frontiers of Bceotia. between Tanagra and
1. Hadrianus and iElius Verus ; 2. Didius Juli- Decelea.
anus ; 3. Severus ; 4 PescenniusNiger; 5. Car- SPHETTUS (Ztfrnrrog : Zfnrri.og), a demus in
acalla ; 6. Geta. For the editions of Spartia- the south of Attica, near the silver mines of
nus, vid. CAPITOLINUS.
Sunium, belonging to the tribe Acamantis.
SPAETOLUS (S7nipTo)Aoc), a town in the Mace[SPHODEIAS (Zijiobpiag), Spartan harmost at
donian peninsula of Chaleidiee, north of Olyn- Thespiae B.C. 378, attempted in a tune of peace
thus.
to seize upon the Piraeus. Having failed in the
S P A U T A (Ziravra : now Lake of Urrni), a large
undertaking, he was tried by the Spartan ephors,
salt-lake in the west of Media, whose waters but acquitted through the influence of Agesilaus.
were singularly bitter and acrid. It was also H e was slain at the battle of Leuctra, B.C 371.]
called Mariana (Manavb, Xiuvrf) from the name SPHINX (ZQlyij, gen. Zipiyybg), a she-monster,
of the people who dwelt around it.
daughter of Orthus and Chimaera, born in the
S P E E C H E U S (Zirepxeibg : nowElladha), a river
country ofthe Arimi, or of Typhon and Echidna,
in the south of Thessaly, whichrisesin Mount or lastly of Typhon and Chimaera. She is said
Tymphrestus, runs in an easterly direction to have proposed a riddle to the Thebans, and
through the territory of the iEnianes, and to have murdered all who were unable to guess
through the district Malis, and falls into the in-it CEdipus solved it, whereupon the Sphinx
nermost corner of the Sinus Maliacus As a slew herself. (For details, vid. CEDIPUS.) The
river-god Sperclieus is a son of Oceanus and legend appears to have come from Egypt, but
Terra (Ge), and the father of Menesthius by thefigureof the Sphinx is represented some
Polydora, the daughter of Peleus. To this god what differently in Greek mythology and art.
Peleus dedicated the hair of his son Achilles, jThe Egyptian Sphinx is the figure of a lion
in order that he might return in safety from the without wings in a lying attitude, the upper part
Trojai war.
of the body being that of a human being. The
SPE*, the personification of Hope, was wor : Sphinxes appear in Egypt to have been set up
shipped at Rome, where she had several tem- in avenues forming the approaches to temples.
ples, the most ancient of which had been built The common idea of a Greek Sphinx, on the
in B.C. 354, by the consul Atilius Calatinus, other hand, is that of a winged body of a lion,
near the Porta Carmentalis. The Greeks also the breast and upper part being thefigureof a
worshipped the personification of Hope, Elpis, woman. Greek Sphinxes, moreover, are not
and they relate the beautiful allegory, that when always represented in a lying attitude, but apEpimetheus opened the vessel brought to him pear in different positions, as it might suit the
by Pandora, from which all manner of evils fancy of the sculptor or poet. Thus they appear
were scattered over the earth, Hope alone re- with the face of a maiden, the breast, feet, and
mained behind. Hope was represented in claws of a lion, the tail of a serpent, and the
works of art as a youthfulfigure,lightly walk- wings of a bird. Sphinxes were frequently in
ing in full attire, holding in her right hand a traduced by Greek artists as ornaments of arflower, and with the left lifting up her garment. chitectural works.
SPEUSIPPUS (Zirevotirirog), the philosopher,
SPINA. 1. (Now Spinazzino), a town in Galwas a native of Athens,-and the son ofEury- lia Oispadana, in the territory of the Lingones,
medon and Potone, a sister of Plato. H e ac- on the most southerly of the mouths ofthe Po,
companied his uncle Plato on his third journey which was called after it Ostium Spineticum.
to Syracuse, where he displayed considerable It was a very ancient town, said to have been
ability and prudence. H e succeeded Plato as founded by the Greeks, but in the time of Strabo
president of the Academy, but was at the head had ceased to be a place of any importance —
of the school for only eight years (B.C. 347- 2. (Now Spino), a town in Gallia Transpadana,
339). H e died, as it appears, of a lingering on the River Addua.
paralytic illness. H e wrote several works, all
[SPINO, a small stream in or near R o m e
of which are lost, in which he developed the which, Cicero says, together with the Almo
doctrines of his great master.
Nodinus, Tiberinus, and otherflowingwaters,
SPHACTERIA.
Vid. P Y L O S , No. 3.
was invoked in the prayers ofthe augurs.]
S P H ^ R T A (Z<j)atpla: now Poros), an island offSPINTHAEUS (ZirlvBapog), of Heraciea on the
the eoast of Trcezen in Argolis, and between it Pontus, a tragic poet, contemporary with Arisand the island of Calauria, with the latter of tophanes, who designates him as a barbarian
which it was connected by means of a sand and a Phrygian. H e was also ridiculed by the
bank. Here Sphaerus, the charioteer of Pelops, other comic poets.
is said to have been buried.
[SPITHRIDATES (ZmBpibdrnc), a Persian com[SpHiERUs (2^«ipoc). Vid. SPHJEEIA.]
mander sent by Pharnabazus to oppose the pasSpuiERUs (ZQalprg), a Stoic pit. losopher, studsage of the ten thousand threugh Bithynia
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He afterward revolted from the Per- fotle, and was in consequence restored by Pnli

sians, and joined Agesilaus — 2 . Satrap of Lydia ip, by w h o m it had been destroyed.
S T A P H Y L U S (Zrd<j)vXog), son of Bacchus (Dio
ind Ionia under Darius Codomannus, was one
ofthe Persian commanders at the battle ofthe nysus) and Ariadne, or of Theseus and Ariadne
Granicus in B C. 334, in which battle, while Al- and was one ofthe Argonauts. By Chrysothe
exander was engaged with Rhcesaces, Spithri- mis he became the father of three daughters,
dates attacked him from behind, and had raised Molpadia, Rhoeo, and Parthenos.
r.is sword to strike, when Clitus, anticipating the [STASEAS, of Neapolis, a peripatetic philoso(.low, cut off his arm. -'Compare RHCESACES) ] pher, who lived many years at R o m e with M
Piso, and was also on friendly terms with Cl
SPOLATUM.
Vid. S A L W A .
S P O L E T I U M or S P O L E T U M (Spoletinus: now cero ]
Spoleto), a town in Umbria, on the Via Flaminia, STASINUS (Z-aolvog), of Cyprus, an epic poet,
colonized by the Romans B C. 242. It suffered to w h o m some of the ancient writers attributed
severely in the civil wars between Sulla and the poem of the Epic Cycle, entitled Cypria
Marius. At a later time it was taken by Toti- (Kvirpia). In the earliest historical period of
las ; but its walls, which had been destroyed by Greek literature the Cypria was accepted without question as a work of Homer; and it is not
the Goths, were restored by Narses.
till w e come down to the times of Athenaeus
S P O R A D E S (Ziropddeg, sc. vijaoi, fiom oirelpa),
a group of scattered islands in the iEgean Sea, and the grammarians that w efindany mention
off the island of Crete and the western coast of of Stasinus. Stasinus was said to be the sonAsia Minor, so called in opposition to the Cyc- in-law of Homer, who, according to one story,
lases, which lay in a circle around Delos. The composed the Cypiia, and gave it to Stasinus as
division, however, between these two groups his daughter's marriage portion ; manifestly an
of islands was not well defined; and w e find attempt to reconcile the two different accounts,
some of the islands at one time described as which ascribed it to Homer and Stasinus. The
belonging to the Sporades, and at another time Cypria was the first, in the order of the events
contained in it, of the poems of the Epic Cycle
as belonging to the Cyclades.
S P U R I N N A , VESTEITIUS. 1. The haruspex who relating to the Trojan war. It embraced the
warned Caesar to beware of the Ides of March. period antecedent to the beginning ofthe Iliad
It is related that, as Caesar was going to theto which it was designed to form an introducsenate-house on the fatal day, he said to Spu- tion
STATIELLI, STATIELLATES, or STATIELLENSES,
rinna in jest, " Well, the Ides of March are
come," upon which the seer replied, " Yes, they a small tribe in Liguria, south of the Po, whose
are come, but they are not past."—2 A R o m a n chief town was Statiellae Aquae (now Acani) on
general, who fought on the side of Otho against the road from Genua to Placentia.
STATILIA M E S S A L I N A .
Vid M E S S A L I N A
the Vitellian troops in the north of Italy. In
STATILIUS T A U R U S .
Vid, T A U R U S .
the reign of Trajan he gained a victory over the
[STATILIUS, L., a man of equestrian rank, w=is
Bructeri. Spurinna lived on terms ofthe closest
friendship with the younger- Pliny, from w h o m one of Catiline's conspirators, and was put to
death
with Lentulus and the others in the Tulwe learn that Spurinna composed lyric poems.
There are extant four odes, or rather fragments lianum.]
of odes, in choriambic measure, ascribed to Spu- STATIBA (Zrareipd). 1. Wife of Artaxerxes
rinna, and which werefirstpublished by Bar- II., king of Persia', was poisoned by Parysatis
thius in 1613. Their genuineness, however, is the mother «f the king, who was a deadly enem y of Statira.—2. Sister and wife of Darius III,
very doubtful.
SPURINUS, Q. PETILLIUS, praetor urbanus in celebrated as the most beautiful woman of her
B.C. 181, in which year the books of King Nu- time. She was taken prisoner by Alexander,
m a Pompilius are said to have been discovered together with her mother-in-law Sisygambis and
upon the estate of one L. Petillius. Spurinus her daughters, after the battle of Issus, B.C. 333.
obtained possession of the books, and upon his They were all treated with the utmost respect
representation to the senate that they ought not by the conqueror, but Statira died shortly beto be read and preserved, the senate ordered fore the battle of Arbela, 331.—3 Also called
them to be burned. Vii. N U M A . Spurinus BARSINE, elder daughter of Darius III. Vid.
was consul in 176, and fell in battle against the B A R S I N E .
STATIUS M U E C U S .
Vid. M U R C U S .
Ligurians.
S T A B L E (Stabianus : now Castell a Mare di [STATIUS. 1. A literary slave of Q. Cicero,
Stabia), an ancient town in Campania, betweenw h o m he subsequently manumitted, had given
Pompeii and Surrentum, which was destroyed offence to M. Cicero, as appears from the latby Sulla in the Social War, but which continued ter's letters.—2. GELLIUS, a general of the Samto exist as a small place down to the great erup- nites, was defeated by the Romans and taken
tion of Vesuvius in A.D. 79, when it was over- prisoner in B.C. 305 ]
STATIUS, P. PAPINIUS, was born at Neapolis
whelmed along with Pompeii and Herculaneum.
It was at Stabiae that the elder Pliny perished. about A.D. 61, and was the son of a distinguishSTAGIEUS, subsequently STAGIRA (Zrdyetpog,ed grammarian. H e accompanied his father to
Rome, where the latter acted as the preceptor
TdZrdyeipa,bZTayetpa: Zrayeiplrng: nowStavro), a town of Macedonia in Chaleidiee, on theof Domitian, who held him in high honor. UnStrymonic Gulf, and a little north ofthe isthmus der the skillful tuition of his father, the young
which unites the promontory of Athos to Chal- Statius speedily rose to fame, and became pecueidiee. It was a colony of Andros, was found- liarly renowned for the brilliancy of his extemed B.C 656, and was originally called Ortliago- poraneous effusions, so that he gained the prize
rit. It is celebrated as the birth-place of Aris- three times in the Alban contests ; but having
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after a long career of popularity, been vanquish- ic poet of the N e w Comedy, was probably the
pd in the quinquennial games, he retired to Ne- son of Antiphanes, some of whose plays he is
apolis, the place of his nativity, along with his said to have exhibited — 2 . Of Byzantium, the
wife Claudia, whose virtues he frequently com- author ofthe geographical lexicon entitled Ethmemorates H e died about A D. 96. It has nica (EBviKii), of which, unfortunately, we pos
been inferred from a passage in Juvenal (vii., sess only an epitome. Stephanus was a gram82), that Statius, in his earlier years at least, marian at Constantinople, and lived after thf
was forced to struggle with poverty ; but he time of Arcadius and Honorius, and before tluj
appears to have profited by the patronage of of Justinian II. His work was reduced to an
Domitian (Silv , iv , 2), w h o m he addresses inepitome by a certain Hermolaus, whs -lediea
strains ofthe most fulsome adulation. The ex- ted his abridgment to the Emperor Justimat
tant works of Statius are : 1. Silvaium Libri 7.,
II. According to the title, the chief object o
a collection of thirty-two occasional poems, the work was to specify the gentile names demany of them of considerable length, divided rived from the several names of places and
ir.tofivebooks. T o each book is prefixed a countries in the ancient woild. But, while this
fedication in prose, addressed to some friend. is done in every article, the amount of informaThe metre chiefly employed is the heroic hex- tion given went far beyond this. Nearly every
ameter, but four ofthe pieces (i., 6 ; ii., 7 ; iv.,article in the epitome contains a reference to
3, 8) are in Phalaecian hendecasyllabics, one some ancient writer, as an authority for the
(iv., 5) in the Alcaic, and one (iv, 7) in the name of the place; but in the original, as we
Sapphic stanza. 2. Thebdidos Libri XII, an
see from the extant fragments, there were conheroic poem in twelve books, embodying the siderable quotations from the ancient authors,
ancient legends with regard to the expedition besides a number of very interesting particu
of the Seven against Thebes. 3. Achilleidos
lars, topographical, historical, mythological, and
Libri II, an heroic poem breaking off abruptly. others. Thus the work was not merely whal
According to the,original plan, it would have it professed to be, a lexicon of a special branch
comprised a complete history ofthe exploits of 1 of technical grammar, but a valuable dictionary
Achilles, but was probably neverfinished.Sta- of geography. H o w great would have been its
tius may justly claim the praise of standing in value to us, if it had come down to us unmutithe foremost rank among the heroic poets of the lated, may be seen by any one who compares
Silver Age. H e is in a great measure free from the extant fragments of the original with the
extravagance and pompous pretensions; but, on corresponding articles in the epitome. These
the other hand, in no portion of his works do w e fragments, however, are unfortunately very
find the impress of high natural talent and im- scanty. The best editions of the Epitome oi
posing power. The pieces which form the Sil- Stephanus are by Dindorf, Lips , 1825, & c , 4
vae, although evidently thrown off in haste, pro- vols. ; by Westermann, Lips , 1839, 8vo ; and
duce a much more pleasing effect than the am- by Meineke, Berlin, 1849, vol i.
bitious poems of the Thebaid or the Achilleid.
STERCULIUS, STERCUTIUS, or STERQUILINUS, a
The best editions ofthe Silva are by Markland, surname of Saturnus, derived from Stercus,
Lond , 1728, and by Sillig, Dresd, 1827. The manure, because he had promoted agriculture
best edition of the complete works of Statius is by teaching the people the use of manure. This
by Lcmaire, <1 vols. 8vo, Paris, 1825-1830.
seems to have been the original meaning, though
STATONIA (Statoniensis), a town in Etruria, some Romans state that Sterculius was a surand a Roman praefectura, on the River Albinia, name of Picumnus, the son of Faunus, to w h o m
and on the Lacus Statoniensis, in the neighbor- likewise improvements in agriculture are ashood of which were stone quarries, and excel- cribed.
lent wine was grown.
STEROPE (Zrepbirn), one of the Pleiads, wife
STATOR, a Roman surname of Jupiter, describ- of CEnomaus, and daughter of Hippodamia.
ing him as staying the Romans in their flight
STEROPES.
Vii C Y C L O P E S .
from an enemy, and generally as preserving tbe
[STERTINIUS, a Stoic philosopher, w h o m Horexisting order of things.
ace (Sat., ii., 3, 296), in derision, calls the eighth
STECTOEIUM (ZreKrbpiov: now Afioum Karaof the wise men : the scholiast says that he
Hisar ?), a city of Great Phrygia, between Pel- wrote two hundred and thirty books on the
tae and Synnadia.
Stoic philosophy in the Latin language.]
S T E N T O R (Zrevrap), a herald ofthe Greeks in STESICHOEUS (Zmaixopog), of Himera in Sicthe Trojan war, whose voice was as loud as ily, a celebrated Greek poet, contemporary with
that offiftyother men together. His name has Sappho, Alcaeus, Pittacus, and Phalaris, is said
become proverbial for any one shouting with an to have been born B.C. 632, to have flourished
unusually loud voice.
about 608, and to have died in 552, at the age
S T E N T O E I S L A C U S . Vid. H E B R U S .
of eighty. Of the events of his life w e have
S T E N Y C L E E U S (ZrevvKXnpog, Dor. ZrevvKXaonly a few obscure accounts. Like other great
oog : ZrevvKXr/piog), a town in the north of Mespoets, his birth is fabled to have been attended
senia, which was the residence of the Dorian by an omen ; a nightingale sat upon the babe's
sings of the country. After the time of the lips, and sung a sweet strain. H e is said to
third Messenian war the town is no longer men- have been carefully educated at Catana, and
tioned ; but its name continued to be given to afterward to have enjoyed the friendship of
an extensive plain in the north of Messenia.
Phalaris, the tyrant of Agrigentum. Many writS T E P H A N E or -is (ZTsQavn, Zreipavig: now Steers relate the fable of his being miraculously
fanio), a sea-port town of Paphlagonia, on thestruck with blindness after writing an attack
coast ofthe Mariandyni.
upon Helen, and recovering his sight when he
STA-PHANUS (Zrifavog) 1. A n Athenian com- had composed a Palmodia. H e is said to have
53
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been bunej at Catana by a gate of the city, the faithful friend and companion ot Diomeuea
which was called after him the Stesichorean H e was one of the Greeks concealed in the
gate Stesichorus was one of the nine chiefs wooden horse, and at the distribution of the
of lyric poetryrecognizedby the ancients. H e booty, he was said to have received an image
stands, with Alcman, at the head of one branch of a three eyed Jupiter (Zeus), which was in
of the lyric art, the choral poetry of the Do- after times shown at Argos. His own statu"
rians. H e was thefirstto break the monotony and tomb also were believed to exist at Argos
of the strophe and antistrophe by the introriuc- — 5. Father of Cycnus, who was metamorph$ion of the epode, and his metres were much osed into a swan. Hence we find the swan
more varied, and the structure of his strophes called by Ovid Stheneleis volucris and Sthenele
more elaborate, than those of Alcman
His proles. — 6 A tragic poet, contemporary with
odes contained all the essential elements ofthe Aristophanes, who attacked him in the Wasps.
perfect choral poetry of Pindar and the trageSTHENO.
Vii. G O E G O N E S .
dians. The subjects of his poems were chiefly
[STICHIUS (Znxloc), a leader of the Atl eheroic ; he transferred the subjects of the old nian forces in the Trojan war, was slain by Hecepic poetry to the lyric form, dropping, of course,tor ]
the continuous narrative, and dwelling on isoSTILICHO, son of a Vandal capta.n under the
lated adventures of his hero3s. H e also com- Emperor Valens, became one of the most disposed poems on other subjects His extant re- tinguished generals of Theodosius I On the
mains may be classified under the following death of Theodosius, A.D. 395, Stilicho became
heads : 1 Mythical Poems. 2. Hymns, Enco- the real ruler of the West under the Emperor Homia, Epithalamia, Paeans. 3. Erotic Poems, norius ; and his power was strengthened by the
and Scholia. 4 A pastoral poem, entitled Daph- death of hisrivalRufinus (vid. RUFINUS), and by
nis 5 Fables. 6. Elegies The dialect of Ste- the marriage of his daughter Maria to Honorius.
sichorus was Dorian, with an intermixture of His military abilities saved the Western emthe epic. The best edition of his fragments is pire ; and after gaining several victories over
by Kleine, Berol, 1828
the baibarians, he defeated Alaric at the deci[STESICI.ES (Zrnau<Xfig, called by Diodorus
sive battle of Pollentia, 403, and compelled him
KrnotKXijg), was sent by the Athenians with six
to retire from Italy. In 405 he gained another
hundred peltastae to aid the Corcyreans against great victory over Radagaisus, who had invadthe Lacedaemonians under Mnasippus, B.C. 373. ed Italy at the head of a formidable host of barH e was successful, and caused the withdrawal barians. These victories raised the ambition
ofthe Lacedaemonians from Corcyra.]
of Stilicho to so high a pitch that he aspired
STESIMHROTUS (ZrriolpBpoTog), of Thasos,toamake himself master of the Roman empire;
rhapsodist and historian in the time of Cimon but he was apprehended and put to death at
&nd Pericles, who is mentioned with praise by Ravenna in 408.
Plato and Xenophon, and who wrote a work
STILO, L. iELius PR.ECONINUS, a celebrated
upon Homer, the title of which is not known. Roman grammarian, one of the teachers of
H e also wrote some historical works
Varro and Cicero. H e received the surname
STHENEBCEA (Zdeviboia), called A N T E A byof Praeconinus because his father had been a
many writers, was a daughter of the Lyeian praeco, and that of Stilo on account of his comking Iobates, and the wife of Proetus Respect- positions. H e belonged to the aristoeratical
ing her love for Bellerophon, vii. B E L L E E O - party, and accompanied Q. Metellus Numidicus
PHONTES
into exile in B C. 100. H e wrote Commenta[S'rHENELAiDAs(2&i'eAa((5ac),aSpaitanephor, ries on the Songs of the Salii and on the T w elve
who strongly urged the declaration of war against Tables, a work De Proloquiis, &c. H e and his
Athens in the assembly of the Spartans and son-in-law, Ser. Claudius, may be regarded as
their allies before the Peloponnesian war, and the founders of the study of grammar at Rome.
contributed greatly to that determination on the Some modern writers suppose that the work on
part ofthe assembly.]
Rhetoric ad C. Herennium, which is printed in
S T H E N E L U S (ZBeveXog). 1. Son of Perseus andthe editions of Cicero, is the work of this iElius,
Andromeda, king of Mycenae, and husband of but this is mere conjecture.
Nicippe, by w h o m he became the father of AlSTILPO (ZriXirav), a celebrated philosopher,
cinoe, Medusa, and Eurystheus. The lat'ter, aswas a native of Megara, and taught philosophy
the great enemy of Hercules (vii. H E R C U L E S ) , in his native town. According to one account,
is called by Ovid Stheneleius hostis.—2. Son he
of engaged in dialectic encounters with DiodoAndrogeos and grandson of Minos H e accom- rus Cronus at the court of Ptolemaeus Soter;
panied Hercules from Paros on his expedition while, according to another, he did not comply
against the Amazons, and, together with his with the invitation of the king to visit Alexanbrother Alcaeus, he was appointed by Hercules drea. H e acquired a great reputation ; and so
ruler of Thasos -—3 Son of Actor, likewise a high was the esteem in which he was held, that
companion of Hercules in his expedition against Demetrius, the son of Antigonus, spared his
the Amazons; but he died, and was buried in house at the capture of Megara. H e is said to
Paphlagonia, where he afterward appeared to have surpassed his contemporaries in inventive
the Argonauts.—4. Son of Capaneus and Evadne, power and dialectic art, and to have inspired
belonged to the family of the Anaxagoridae in almost all Greece with a devotion to the Mega
Argos, and was the father of Cylarabes; but, rian philosophy H e seems to hive made the
according to others, his son's name was Come- idea of virtue the especial object of his considtes
He was one of the Epigoni, by w h o m eration. H e maintained that '/e wise man
Thebes was taken, and he commanded the Ar- ought not only to overcome eve' / evil, but not
gives under Diomedes in the T-ojan war, being even to bo effected by any.

STIMO.

STRABO

[STIMO, a village of Thessaly, near Gomphi, group of five small islands in the Mediterra
nean, off the coast of Gallia Narbonensis and
mentioned by Livy ]
STIMULA, the name of Semele, according to east of Massilia, on which the Massiliotes kept
an armed force to protect their trade against
some critics, among the Romans.
pirates. T h e three larger islands were called
STIRIA (Zretpia : Zreipievg: ruins on the bay
Porto Rafti), a demus in Attica, southeast of Prote, Mese or Pomponiana, and Hypaea, the
Brauron, belonging to the tribe Pandionis, to modern Porquerolle, Port Croz, and Isle de Lewhich there w a s a road from Athens called vant or iu Titan; the two smaller ones are prob2 reipiann bbog It w a s the birth place of The- ably the modern Ratoneau and Promegne.
STCENI, a Ligurian people in-the Maritime
ramenes and Thrasybulus.
Alps, conquered by Q. Marcius R e x B.C 118,
S T O B A E U S , J O A N N E S ('ludvvng b ZroBalog), derived his surname apparently from being a na- before he founded the colony of Narbo Martius.
S T R A B O , a cognomen in m a n y R o m a n gentes,
tive of Stobi in Macedonia. O f his personal
history w e k n o w nothing. Even the age IH signified a person w h o squinted, and is accordwhich he lived can not be fixed with accuracy, ingly classed with Patus, though the latter word
but he must have been later than Hierocles of did not indicate such a complete distortion of
Alexandrea, w h o m he quotes Probably he did vision as Strabo.
S T R A B O , the geographer, w a s a native of A m a not live very long after him, as he quotes no
writer of a later date. W e are indebted to Sto- sia in Pontus. T h e date of his birth is un
baeus for a very valuable collection of extracts known, but m a y perhaps be placed about B.C.
from earlier Greek writers. Stobaeus w a s a 54. H e lived during the whole ofthe reign of
m a n of extensive reading, in the course of which Augustus, and during the early part, at least,
he noted d o w n the most interesting passages. of the reign of Tiberius. H e is supposed to
T h e materials which he had collected in this have died about A D. 24. H e received a carew a y he arranged, in the order of subjects, for ful education. H e studied grammar under Aristhe use of his son Septimius. This collection todemus at Nysa in Caria, and philosophy undei
of extracts has come d o w n to us, divided into Xenarchus of Seleucia in Cilicia and Bocthus
two distinct works, of which one bears the title of Sidon. H e lived some years at R o m e , and
also
travelled m u c h in various countries. W e
of ''EicXoyal ipvaiKal Sia?.eKTiKal Kal yBiKal
(Ecloga Physica, etc.), and the other the title of learn from his o w n work that he w a s with his
'AvBoXoyiov (Florilegium or Sermones). T h e Ec-friend iElius Gallus in Egypt in B C. 24. H e
loga consist for the most part of extracts con- wrote an historical work ('Ir;rop(Ka "Tirouvij/iara)
veying the views of earlier poets and prose writ- in forty-three books, which is lost. It began
ers on points of physics, dialectics, and ethics. where the history of Polybius ended, and w a s
probably continued to the battle of Actium. H e
T h e Florilegium, or Sermones, is devoted to subjects of a moral, political, and economical kind, also wrote a work on Geography (TeaypaijuKd),
*t:d maxims of practical wisdom. Each chap- in seventeen books, which has come d o w n to
ter of the Eclogae and Sermones is headed by us entire, with the exception of the seventh,
a title describing its matter. T h e extracts quot- ofwhich w e have only a meagre epitome. Straed in illustration begin usually with passages bo's work, according to his o w n expression,
from the poets, after w h o m c o m e historians, w a s not intended for the use of all persons. It
orators, philosophers, and physicians. T o Sto- w a s designed for all w h o had had a good edubaeus w e are indebted for a large proportion of cation, and particularly for those w h o were enthe fragments that remain of the lost works of gaged in the higher departments of adminispoets. Euripides seems to have been an espe- tration. Consistently with this view, his plan
cial favorite with him. H e has quoted above does not comprehend minute description, except
five hundred passages from him in the Ser- w h e n the place or the object is of great interest
mones, one hundred and fifty from Sophocles, or importance ; nor is his description limited to
and above two hundred from Menander. In ex- the physical characteristics of each country ; it
tracting from prose writers, Stobaeus sometimes comprehends the important political events of
quotes verbatim, sometimes gives only an epit- which each country has been the theatre, a noo m e of the passage. T h e best editions of the tice of the chief cities and the great m e n w h o
Eclogae are by Heeren, Gotting, 1792-1801, 4 have illustrated them ; in short, whatever w a s
vols. 8vo, [and by Gaisford, Oxford, 1850, 2 most characteristic and interesting in every
vols. 8vo], and of the Florilegium by Gaisford, country. His work forms a striking contrast
with the geography of Ptolemy, and the dry list
Oxon., 1822, 4 vols. 8vo.
S T O B I (ZraBoi: ZroBalog), a town of Macedo- of names, occasionally relieved by something
nia, and the most important place in the dis- added to them, in the geographical portion of
trict Paeonia, was probably situated on the River the Natural History of Pliny. It is, in short, a
Erigon, north of Thessalonica and northeast of book intended for reading, and it m a y be read ;
Heraciea. It was made a R o m a n colony and a a kind of historical geography. Strabo's lanmuricipium, and under the later emperors w a s guage is generally clear, except in those pasthe capital of the province Macedonia II. or sages where the text has been corrupted ; it is
Salutaris. It w a s destroyed at the end of the appropriate to the matter, simple and without
fourth century by the Goths ; but it is still men- affectation. T h e first two books of Strabo are
tioned by the Byzantine writers as a fortress an introduction to his Geography, and contain
under the n a m e of Stypeum (Zrvireiov). Its sitehis views on the form and magnitude of the
is u n k n o w n ; for the modern Istib, which isearth, and other subjects connected with mathusually supposed to stand upon the site of Stobi, ematical geography. In the third book he begins his description : he devotes eight books to
ies too far to the northeast.
S T C E C H A D E S I N S U L A (now Isle i'Hiires), a Europe ; six to Asi? ; and the seventeenth and
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last to Egyp t and Libya. The best editions of | century B.C , who appears to have lived cn
Strabo are by Casaubon, Geneva .587, and very intimate terms with his tutor.
STRATONICE (Zrparov'iKii). 1. Wife of Antigo
Pans, 1620, fol.—reprinted by Almeloveen, A m
sterdam, 1707, and by Falconer, Oxford, 1807, nus, king of Asia, by w h o m she became the
2 vols, fol.—by Siebenkees, and Tzschucke, mother of Demetrius Poliorcetes—2. Daughtei
of Demetrius Poliorcetes and Phila, the daughLips., 1811, 7 vols. 8vo ; by Coraes, Paris, 1815,
ter of Antipater. In 300, at which time 3he
seq , 4 vols. 8vo ; and by Kramer, Berlin, 1844,
seq., of which only two volumes have yet ap- could not have been more than seventeen years
peared. This last is by far the best critical edi- of age, she was married to Seleucus, king of
Syria. Notwithstanding the disparity of the j
tion.
STEABO, FANNIUS.
1. C , consul B.C. 161 ages, she lived in harmony with the old king foi
with M. Valerius Messala. In their consulship some years, when it was discovered that hei
the rhetoricians were expelled from Rome.—2. step-son Antiochus was deeply enamored of
C , son of the preceding, consul 122. H e owed her, and Seleucus, in order to save the life of
his election to the consulship chiefly to the in- his son, which was endangered by the violence of his passion, gave up Stratonice in mar
fluence of C. Gracchus, who was anxious to prevent his eremy Opimius from obtaining the of- riage to the young prince. She bore three chil
fice. But in his consulship Fannius supported dren to Antiochus : 1. Antiochus II., surnamed
the aristocracy, and took an active part in op- Theos; 2. Apama, married to Magas, king of
posing the measures of Gracchus. H e spoke Cyrene; and, 3. Stratonice.—3 Daughter of the
against the proposal of Gracchus, who wished preceding and of Antiochus 1., was married to
to give the Roman franchise to the Latins, in Demetrius II., king of Macedonia. She quitted
a speech which was regarded as a master-piece Demetrius in disgust on account of his second
in the time of Cicero.—3. C , son-in law of Lae- marriage with Phthia, the daughter of Olymlius, and frequently confounded with No. 2. H e pias, and retired to Syria Here she was put
served in Africa, under Scipio Africanus, in 146,to death by her nephew Seleucus II., against
and in Spain, under Fabius Maximus, in 142. w h o m she had attempted to raise a revolt.—4.
H e is introduced by Cicero as one of the speak- Daughter of Antiochus II, king of Syria, marers both in his work De Republica and in hisried to Ariarathes III., king of Cappadoeia.—5.
treatise De Amicitia H e owed his celebrity in One of the favorite wives of Mithradates the
literature to his History, which was written in Great.
STEATONicEA(Srparoi>(K8(o, ZrisaroviKij: ZrpaLatin, and of which Brutus made an abridgroviKebg, Stratoniceus, Stratonicensis: now rument.
ins at Eski-Hisar), one of the chief inland cities
S T R A B O , SEIUS. Vii. S E J A N U S .
of Caria, built by Antiochus I Soter, who fortiSTEATOOLES (ZrparoKXijg), an Athenian orator,
and a friend of the orator Lycurgus. H e was fied it strongly, and named it m honor of his
a virulent opponent of Demosthenes, w h o m he wife Stratonice. It stood east of Mylasa, and
charged with having accepted bribes from Har- south of Alabanda, near the River Marsyas, a
palus. Stratocles especially distinguished him- southern tributary of the Maeander. Under the
self by his extravagantflatteryof Demetrius. Romans it was a free city, and it was improved
S T R A T O N (Zrpdrav). 1. Son of Arcesilaus of by Hadrian. Near it stood the great temple of
Lampsacus, was a distinguished peripatetic phi- Jupiter (Zeus) Chrysaoreus, the centre of the
losopher, and the tutor of Ptolemy Philadel- national worship ofthe Carians. There is some
phus. H e succeeded Tbeophrastus as head of reason to believe that Stratonicea stood on the
the school in B.C. 288, and, after presiding oversite of a former city, called Idrias, and, still ear
it eighteen years, was succeeded by Lycon. H e lier, Chrysaoris.
[STRATONICUS (ZrparbviKog), of Athens, a disdevoted himself especially to the study of natural science, whence he obtained the appella- tinguished musician of the time of Alexander
tion of Physicus. Cicero, while speaking high- the Great, famed for his wit, and the large numly of his talents, blames him for neglecting the ber of pupils attending bis musical instructions.
most necessary part of philosophy, that which H e is said to have visited Nicocles in Cyprus,
has respect to virtue and morals, and giving and there to have met his death by his too great
himself up to the investigation of nature. Stra- independence.]
S T R A T O N I S TURRIS. Vid. C ^ S A R E A , N o 3
ton appears to have held a pantheistic system,
STRATTIS (Srparnc or Zrpdrig), an Athenian
the specific character of which can not, however, be determined. H e seems to have denied poet of the Old Comedy,flourishedfrom B.C
the existence of any god out ofthe material uni- 412 to 380. [His fragments are collected in
verse, and to have held that every particle of Meineke's Comic. Grac. Fragm., vol. i., p. 428matter has a plastic and seminal power, but 441, edit, minor.]
S T R A T U S (Zrpdrog). 1. (Zrpdriog: ruins nea
without sensation or intelligence; and that life,
Lepenu or Lepanon), the chief town in Acarnasensation, and intellect are but forms, accidents,
and affections of matter. Some modern writ- nia, ten stadia west of the Aehelous. Its terriers have regarded Straton as a forerunner of tory was called STEATICE. It was a stronglySpinoza, while others see in his system an an- fortified town, and commanded the ford of the
ticipation of the hypothesis of monads.—2. Of Aehelous on the high road from iEtolia to AcarSardis, an epigrammatic poet, and the compiler nania. Hence it was a place of military imof a Greek Anthology, devoted to licentious portance, and was at an early period taken possubjects. Vid. P L A N U D E S . — 3 . A physiciar of session of by theiEtolians.—2. A town in Acn
Berytus in Phoenicia, one of whose medical aia, afterward called D Y M E — 3 . A town in the
formulae is quoted by Galen.—4. Also a phy- west of Arcadia, in the territory of Thelpusa,
sician, and a pupil of Erasistratus in the third perhaps the same as the Homeric Stratia,
OSS
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thon in Attiea. The inhabitants were originallj
&TEONGYLE. Vid. NAXOS.
Dryopes,
though they subsequently denied then
STEONGYLION (ZrpoyyvXiav), a distinguish
ed
Greek statuary,flourishedduring the last thirty descent from this people. They took an active
part in the Persian war, and fought at Artemis
or forty years ofthefifthcentury B.C.
ium, Salamis, and I lataeae. They afterward beS T R O P H A D E S I N S U L A (ZrpoipdSeg), formerly
came subject to the Athenians, and paid a yearcalled PLOT^E (liXaral : now Strofadia and
ly tribute of twelve hundred drachmae. The
Strivali), two islands in the Ionian Sea, off the
«;oast of Messenia and south of Zacynthus. town was destroyed in the Lamian war by the
The Harpies were pursued to these islands by Athenian general Phaedrus, and its territory was
the sons of Boreas ; and it was from the cir- annexed to Eretria.
cumstance of the latter returning from these S T Y X (Zrvt;), connected with the verb art yea,
islands after the pursuit that they are supposed to hate or abhor, is the name of the principal
river in the nether world, around which it flows
to have obtained the name of Strophades.
STROPHIUS (Si-po^oc) 1. King of Phocis, son seven times. Styx is described as a daughter
of Crissus and Antiphatia, and husband of Cydra- of Oceanus and Tethys. As a nymph she dwelt
gora, Anaxibia, or Astyochia, by w h o m he be-at the entrance of Hades, in a lofty grotto whic,b
came the father of Astydamia and Pylades Vii. was supported by silver columns. A s a river,
ORESTES.—[2. Father of Scamandrius, mention- Styx is described as a branch of Oceanus, flowing from its tenth source ; and the River Coed in the Iliad (v., 49).]
cytus, again, is a branch of the Styx. By Pallas
S T R U C H A T E S (ZrpovxaTeg), a Median people,
Styx became the mother of Zelus (zeal), Nice
mentioned only by Herodotus (i, 101).
(victory),
Bia (strength), and Cratos (power)
[ S T K Y M E (Zrpvpn: Zrpvpnvbg, Zrpvpijaiog,
and
She was thefirstof all the immortals who took
Zrpvpialog), on the Lissus, a city ofthe Thasii
in Thrace: also claimed as their own by the her children to Jupiter (Zeus) to assist him
Maronitae, w h o contended with the Thasians against the Titans ; and, in return for this, hei
children were allowed forever to live with Jufor its possession.]
S T R Y M O N (now Struma, by the Turks Karasu), piter (Zeus), and Styx herself became the dian important river in Macedonia, forming the vinity by w h o m the most solemn oaths were
boundary between that country and Thrace ''sworn. W h e n one of the gods had to take an
down to the time of Philip. It rose in Mount oath by Styx, Iris fetched a cup full of water
Scomius, flowedfirstsouth and then southeast, from the Styx, and the god, while taking the
passed through the Lake Prasias, and, imme- oath, poured out the water.
S T Y X (ZTV%: now Mavra-neria), a river in the
diately south of Amphipolis, fell into a bay of
the iEgean Sea, called after it STRYMONICUS Si- north of Arcadia, near Nonacris, descending
nus. The numerous cranes on its banks are from a high rock, and falling into the Crathis
The ancients believed that the water of this
frequently mentioned by ancient writers.
river was poisonous; and, according to one tale,
STRYMONII [Zrpvubvioi), the old name, according to Herodotus, of the Bithynians, w h o mi-Alexander the Great was poisoned by it. It
grated into Asia Minor from the banks of the was said, also, to break all vessels made of glass,
River Strymon. Bithynia was sometimes call- stone, metal, and any other material except of
the hoof of a horse or a mule.
id Strymonis.
SUADA, the R o m a n personification of persua
S T U B E R A , a town of Macedonia, in the district
sion, the Greek Pitho (ileiBd), also called by the
Paeonia, probably cn the River Erigon.
diminutive Suadela.
S T Y M P H A L I D E S . Vii. S T Y M P H A L U S .
STYMPHALIS (ZrvpijiaXlg). 1. A lake in Arca-S U A G E L A (ZovdyeXa), an ancient city of Caria,
dia.
Vii. S T Y M P H A L U S . — 2 . A district in Mace- near Myndus, was the burial-place of the old
kings ofthe country.
donia, between Atintania and Elimiotis.
S U A S A (Suasanus: n o w S. Lorenzo), a m u
S T Y M P H A L U S (ZrvpipaXog, ZrvpijinXog: ZrvufdXlbg), a town in the northeast of Arcadia, thenicipium in Umbria, on the Sena.
SUASTUS. Vii. C H O A S P E S , No. 2.
territory ofwhich was bounded on the north by
Achaia, on the east by Sicyonia and Phliasia, on S U B E E T U M or S U D E E T U M (Sudertanus: now
the south by the territory of Mantinea, and on Sovretto), a town in the interior of Etruria.
S U B L A Q U E U M (Sublacensis: n o w Subiaco), a
the west by that of Orchomenus and Pheneus.
The district was one of military importance, small town ofthe iEqui in Latium, on the Anio,
since it commanded one of the chief roads near its source. Near it stood the celebrated
from Arcadia to Argolis. Its name is said to villa of Claudius and Nero (Villa Sublacensis);
have been derived from Stymphalus, a son ofand from it was derived the name of the Via
Elatus and grandson of Arcas. The town it- Sublacensis, which was a branch ofthe Via Tiself was situated on a mountain of the same burtina.
SUBLICIUS P O N S .
Vid. R O M A , p. 748, a.
name, and on the northern side of the Lake
S U B U E . 1. A town of the Laeetani in HispaS T Y M P H A L I S (ZrvuijsaXlg: now Zaraka), on which
dwelt, according to tradition, the celebrated nia Tarraconensis, east of Tarraco, described by
some as a town of the Cosetani, and by others,
birds called STYMPHALIDES (ZrvufaXibeg), destroyed by Hercules. (For details, vid. p. 357,again, as a town of the Ilergstes.—2. (Now
b.) From this lake issued the River Stympha- Subu or Cubu), a river in Mauretania Tingitana,
lus, which, after a short course, disappeared un- flowing past the colony Banasa into the Atder ground, and was supposed to appear again lantic Ocean.
S U B U R A or S U B U R R A .
Vid. R O M A , p. 748, b.
as the River Erasinus in Argolis.
S T Y R A (ra Zrvpa: Zrvpevg: n o w Stura), a S U B Z U P A E A (now Zarvi), a town in Thrace, OH
town in Euboea, on the southwestern coast, not the road from Philippopolis to Hadrianofxilis. 1
SUCCABAR (ZovxdBcopi, Ptol.: now Maiuna \
far from Carvstus, and nearly opposite MaraS37
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an inland c.'ty of Mauretania Caesariensi i, southof whose letters are addressed to him. At the
east of the mouth of the Chinalaph. It was a request of Pliny, Trajan granted to Suetonius
colonia, and is mentioned by Ammianus Mar- the jus trium liberorum; for, though he was marcellinus under tbe name of oppidum Sugar-ba- ried, he had not three children, which number
ritanum.
was necessary to relieve him from various legal
SUCCI or S U C O O R U M ANGUSTI^I. Vid. HaiMus. disabilities. Suetonius was afterward appointS U C R O . 1. (Now Xucar), a river in Hispania ed private secretary (Magister Epistolarum) to
Tarraconensis, rising in a southern branch of Hadrian, but was deprived of this office by the
Mount Idubeda, in the territory of the Celtiberi, emperor, along with Septicius Clarus, the Preand falling south of Valentia into a gulf of the fect of the Praetorians, on the ground of assoMediterranean called after it Sinus Sucronensis ciating with Sabina, the emperor's wife, without
(now Gulf of Valencia).-—2 (Now Cullera),
hisapermission. Suetonius wrote many works,
town ofthe Edetani in Hispania Tarraconensis, of which the only ones extant are, Vita Duo
on the preceding river, and between the Iberus decim Casarum, or the twelve emperors, of
and Carthago Nova.
w h o m thefirstis C. Julius Caesar, and the last
SUDERTUM.
Vid. S U B E R T U M .
is Domitian ; Liber de illustribus Grammaticis
SUDETI M O N T E S , a range of mountains in the Liber de claris Rhetoribus ; Vita Terentii, Hor
southeast of Germany, in which the Albis takes tii, Persii, Lucani, Juvenalis, Plinii Majoris.
its rise.
chief work is his Lives of the Caesars. SuetoS U E L (now Fuengirola), a town in Hispanianius does not follow the chronological order in
Baetica, on the road from Malaca to Gades.
his Lives, but he groups together many things
SUESSA A U R U N C A (Suessanus : now Sessa), a of the same kind. His language is very brief
town of the Aurunci in Latium, east of the Via and precise, sometimes obscure, without any
Appia, between Minturnae and Teanum, on the affectation of ornament. H e certainly tells a
western slope of Mons Massicus. It was situ- prodigious number of scandalous anecdotes
ated in a beautiful district called Vescinus ager,
about the Caesars, but there was plenty to tell
whence it has been supposed that the town about them; and if he did not choose to supitself was at one time called Vescia. It was press those anecdotes which he believed to be
made a Roman colony in the Samnite wars, but true, that is no imputation on his veracity. As
must have been afterward colonized afresh, a great collection of facts of all kinds, the work
since w efindit called j,n inscriptions Col. Julia
on the Caesars is invaluable for the historian
Felix. It was the birth place of the poet Lucil- of this period. His judgment and his honesty
>us
have both been attacked by some modern critics,
SUESSA P O M E T I A (Suessanus), also called PO- but w e are of opinion thai,, on both grounds, a
METIA simply, an ancient and important town of careful study of his work will justify him. The
the Volsci in Latium, south of Forum Appii, friendship of the younger Pliny is evidence in
conquered by the Romans under Tarquinius favor of his integrity. The treatise De illustriPriscus, and taken a second time and sacked bus Grammaticis and that De clasis Rhetoribus
by the consul Servilius. It was one of the are probably only parts of a larger work. They
twenty-three cities situated in the plain after- contain a few biographical and other notices,
ward covered by the Pomptine Marshes, which that are occasionally useful. It has been conare said indeed to have derived their name from jectured that the few scanty lives of the Latin
this town.
poets, already enumerated, belonged to a larger
SUESSETANI, a people in Hispania Tarraconen- work D e Poetis. If this conjecture be true,
sis, mentioned in connection with the Sedetani.the short notice of the elder Pliny may not be
SUESSIONES or SUESSONES, a powerful people by Suetonius. A work entitled De Viris Illusin Gallia Belgica, who were reckoned the bravesttribus, which has been attributed both to Sueof all the Belgic Gauls after the Bellovaci, and tonius and the younger Plinius, is now unaniwho could bring fifty thousand men into the field mously assigned to Aurelius Victor. The best
in Caesar's time. Their King Divitiacus, shortly editions of Suetonius are by P. Burmann, A m before Caesar's arrival in the country, was reck- sterdam, 1736, 2 vols. 4to, and by Baumgartenoned the most powerful chief in all Gaul, and Crusius, Lips., 1816, 3 vols. 8vo.
had extended his sovereignty even over Britain.
SUEVI, one of the greatest and most powerful
The Suessiones dwelt in an extensive and fer- races of Germany, or, more properly speaktile country east of the Bellovaci, south of the ing, the collective name of a great number of
Veromandui, and west of the Remi. They pos- German tribes, who were grouped together on
sessed twelve towns, of which the capital was account of their migratory mode of life, and
Noviodunum, subsequently Augusta Suessonum spoken of in opposition to the more settled
or Suessones (now Soissons).
tribes, who went under the general name of InSUESSULA (Suessulanus: now Torre di Ses- gaevones. The Suevi are described by all the
sola), a town in Samnium, on the southern slopeancient writers as occupying the greater half
of Mount Tifata.
of all Germany; but the accounts vary respectS U E T O N I U S P A U L I N U S . Vid. P A U L I N U S .
ing the part of the coHntry which they inhabitSUETONIUS T R A N Q U I L L U S , C , the Roman his- ed. Caesar represents them as dwelling east
torian, was born about the beginning of the of the Ubii and Sygambri, and west of the Chereign of Vespasian. His father was Suetonius rusci, and their country as divided into one
Lenis, who was a tribune of the thirteenth le- hundred cantons. Strabo makes them extend
gion in the battle of Bedriacum, in which Otho in an easterly direction beyond the Albs, and
was defeated. Suetonius practiced as an advo- in a southerly as far as the sources of the Dancate at Rome in the reign of Trajan. H e lived ube. Tacitus gives the name of Suevia to the
on intimate tarms with the younger Pliny, many whole ofthe east of Germany from the Danube
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SUULGAS (now Sorgue), a river in Gaul, de
to the Baltic. At a later time the collective
name of the Suevi gradually disappeared ; and scending from the Alps, and flowing into the
the different tribes ofthe Suevic race were each Rhone near Vindalum.
S U L L A , C O R N E L I U S , the n a m e of a patrician
called by their distinctive names. In the second half of the third century, however, w e again family. This family w a s originally called R u
Ind a people called Suevi, dwelling between finus (vid, R U F I N U S ) , and thefirstm e m b e r of it
the mouth of the Main and the Black Forest, w h o obtained the n a m e of Sulla w a s P. Corne
whose n a m e is still preserved in the modern lius Sulla, mentioned below (No. 1). T h e origin
Suabia; but this people w a s only a body of bold of the name is uncertain. Most modern writers
adventurers from various German tribes, w h o suppose that it is a word of the same significaassume 1 the celebrated name of the Suevi in tion as Rufus or Rufinus, and refers simply *e
consequence of their not possessing any distin- the red color ofthe hair or the complexion ; bu>
it has been conjectured with greater probability
guishing appellation
S U F E N A S , M N O N I U S , tribune of the plebs in that it is a diminutive of Sura, which w a s a cogB C 56, fought on Pompey's side at the battle nomen in several R o m a n gentes It would be
formed from Sura on the same analogy as puella
of Pharsalia.
S U F E S (now Sbiba), a city of Northern Africa, from puera, and tenellus from tener. There is
no authority for writing the word Sylla, as is
ra the Carthaginian territory (Byzaeena).
S U F E T O L A (now Sfaitla), a city of Byzaeena,done by m a n y modern writers. O n coins and
south of Sufes, of which its n a m e is a diminu- inscriptions w e always find Sula or Sulla, never
tive. It became, however, a m u c h more im- Sylla. 1. P., great grandfather of the dictator
portant place, as a chief centre of the roads in Sulla, and grandson of P. Cornelius Rufinus,
the interior ofthe province of Africa. Its ruins w h o w a s twice consul in the Samnite wars.
Vid. R U F I N U S , C O R N E L I U S
His father is not
are magnificent.
SUIDAS (Zovidag), a Greek lexicographer, of mentioned. H e w a s flamen dialis, and likewise
w h o m nothing is known. N o certain conclu- praetor urbanus and peregrinus in B.C. 212,
sions as to the age of the compiler can be de- w h e n he presided over the first celebration of
rived from passages in the work, since it m a y the Ludi Apollinares.—2. P., son of No. 1, and
have received numerous interpolations and ad- grandfather ofthe dictator Sulla, w a s praetor in
ditions. Eustathius, w h o lived about the end 186 — 3 . L., son of No. 2, and father ofthe dicof the twelfth century of the Christian era, tator Sulla, lived in obscurity, and left his son
quotes the Lexicon of Suidas; and there are only a slender fortune.—4. L. surnamed F E L I X ,
passages in the Lexicon referring to Michael the dictator, w a s born in 138. Although his
Psellus, w h o lived at the close of the eleventh father left him only a small property, his means
century. T h e Lexicon of Suidas is a dictionary were sufficient to secure for him a good educaof words arranged in alphabetical order, with tion. H e studied the Greek and R o m a n literasome few peculiarities of arrangement; but it ture with diligence and success, and appears
contains both words which are found in diction- early to have imbibed that love for literature
aries of languages, and also names of persons and art by which he w a s distinguished throughand places, with extracts from ancient Greek out life. At the same time he prosecuted pleaswriters, grammarians, scholiasts, and lexicog- ure with equal ardor, and his youth, as well as
raphers, and some extracts from later Greek his manhood, w a s disgraced by the most sensual
writers. T h e names of persons comprehend vices Still his love of pleasure did not absorb
both persons w h o are mentioned in sacred and all his time, nor did it emasculate his mind ; for
in profane history, which shows that if-the work no R o m a n during the latter days of the repubis by one hand, it is by a Christian. N o well- lic, with the exception of Julius Caesar, had a
conceived plan has been the basis of this work; clearer judgment, a keener discrimination of
it is incomplete as to the number of articles, character, or a firmer will. T h e slender propand exceedingly irregular and unequal in the erty of Sulla w a s increased by the liberality of
execution. S o m e articles are pretty complete, his step-mother and of a courtesan named Niothers contain no information at all. A s to the copolis, both of w h o m left him all their fortune.
biographical notices, it has been conjectured His means, though still scanty for a R o m a n nothat Suidas or the compiler got them all from ble, n o w enabled him to aspire to the honors of
one source, which, it is further supposed, m a y the state. H e w a s quaestor in 107, w h e n he
oe the Onomatologos or Pinax of Hesychius of served under Marius in Africa. Hitherto he
Miletus. T h e Lexicon, though without merit had only been known for his profligacy ; but he
as to its execution, is valuable both for the liter- displayed both zeal and ability in the discharge
ary history of antiquity, for the explanation of of his duties, and soon gained the approbation
words, and for the citations from m a n y ancient of his commander, and the affections ofthe solwriters. T h e best editions of the Lexicon are diers. It w a s to Sulla that Jugurtha w a s de'try Kiister, Cambridge, 1705, 3 vols. fol. ; by livered by Bocchus; and the quaestor thus
Gaisford, Oxford, 1834,3 vols-, fol ; and by Bern- shared with the consul the glory of bringii g
aardy, 4to, Halle, 1834-50 (not yet complete). this war to a conclusion. Sulla himself w a s to
S U I O N E S , the general name of all the German proud of his share in the success, that he had a
seal ring engraved, representing the surrender
tribes inhabiting Scandinavia
of Jugurtha, which he continued to wear till the
S U I S M O N T I U M , a mountain in Liguria
SULCI (Sulcitanus : n o w Sulci), an ancient day of his death. Sulla continued to serve un.own in Sardinia, founded by the Carthaginians, der Marius with great distinction in the camand a place of considerable maritime and com- paigns against the Cimbri and Teutones ; but
mercial importance. It w a s situated on a prom- I Marius becoming jealous of the rising fame of
ontory oo the southwestein corner of the island. I his officer, Sulla left Marius in 102, and took a
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command under the colleague of Marius, Q. the war against Mithradates to a conclusion
Catulus, who intrusted the chief management After driving the generals of Mithradates oul
of the war to Sulla. Sulla now returned to of Greece, Sulla crossed the Hellespont, and
Rome, where he appears to have lived quietly early in 84 concluded a peace with the king of
for some years. H e was praetor in 93, and in Pontus. H e now turned his arms against Fimthe following year (92) was sent as propraetor bria, who had been appointed by the Marian
into Cilicia, with special orders from the senate party as his successor in the command. But
to restore Ariobarzanes to his kingdom of Cap- the troops of Fimbria deserted their general,
padoeia, from which he had been expelled by who put an end to his own life. Sulla now preMithradates. Sulla met with complete success. pared to return to Italy. After leaving his leHe defeated Gordius, the general of Mithrada- gate, L. Licinius Murena, in command of the
tes, in Cappadoeia, and placed Ariobarzanes on province of Asia, with two legions, he set sa?
the throne. The enmity between Marius and with his own army to Athens. While preparSulla now assumed a more deadly form. Sul- ing for his deadly struggle in Italy, he did not
la's ability and increasing reputation had already lose his interest in literature. H e carried with
led the aristoeratical party to look up to him as him from Athens to R o m e the valuable library
one of their leaders ; and thus political animos- of Apellicon of Teos, which contained most of
ity was added to private hatred. In addition the works of Aristotle and Theophrastus. Vid.
to this, Marius and Sulla were both anxious to APELLICON. H e landed at Brundisium in the
obtain the command of the impending war spring of 83. The Marian party far outnumagainst Mithradates ; and the success which bered him in troops, and had every prospect of
attended Sulla's recent operations in the East victory. By bribery and promises, however,
had increased his popularity, and pointed him Sulla gained over a large number of the Marian
out as the most suitable person for this import- soldiers, and he persuaded many of the Italian
ant command. About this time Bocchus erect- towns to espouse his cause. In thefieldhis
ed in the Capitol gilded figures, representing the efforts were crowned by equal success ; and he
surrender of Jugurtha to Sulla, at which Marius was ably supported by several of the Roman
was so enraged that he could scarcely be pre- nobles, who espoused his cause in different
vented from removing them by force. The ex- parts of Italy. Of these one of the most dis
asperation of both parties became so violent that tinguished was the young Cn. Pompey, who
they nearly had recourse to arms against each was at the time only twenty-three years of age.
other ; but the breaking out of the Social war Vid. POMPEIUS, N O . 10. In the following year
hushed all private quarrels for the time. Mari- (82) the struggle was brought to a close by the
us and Sulla both took an active part in the war decisive battle gained by Sulla over the Samagainst the commc n foe. But Marius was now nites and Lucanians under Pontius Telesinun
advanced in years ; and he had the deep morti- before the Colline gate of Rome. This victory
fication offindingthat his achievements were : was followed by the surrender of Praeneste and
thrown into the slade by the superior energy Ithe death of the younger Marius, who had taker.
of his rival. Sulhi gained some brilliant vic- refuge in this town. Sulla was now master of
tories over the enemy, and took Bovianum, the ;R o m e and Italy; and he resolved to take the
chief town of m e Samnites. H e was elected most ample vengeance upon his enemies, and
consul for 88, and received from the senate the to extirpate the popular party. One of his first
command of the Mithradatic war. The events acts was to draw up a list of his enemies who
which followed—his expulsion from R o m e by were to be put to death, called a Proscription It
Marius, his return to the city at the head of his was thefirstinstance of the kind in Roman
legions, and the proscription of Marius and his history. All persons in this list were outlaws
leading adherents—arerelatedin the life of Ma- who might be killed by any one with impunity,
rius. Sulla remained at R o m e till the end ofthe even by slaves; their property was confiscated
year, and set out for Greece at the beginning of to the state, and was to be sold by public auc87, in order to carry on the war against Mithra- tion ; their children and grandchildren lost theii
dates. H e landed at Dyrrhachium, and forth- votes in the comitia, and were excluded from
with marched against Athens, which had be- all public offices. Further, all who killed a procome the head-quarters ofthe Mithradatic cause scribed person received two talents as a rein Greece. After a long and obstinate siege, ward, and whoever sheltered such a person was
Athens was taken by storm on the 1st of March punished with death. Terror now reigned, not
in 86, and was given up to rapine and plunder. only at Rome, but throughout Italy. Fresh lists
Sulla then marched against Archelaus, the gen- of the proscribed constantly appeared. N o one
eral of Mithradates, w h o m he defeated in the was safe ; for Sulla gratified his friends by placneighborhood of Chaeronea in Bceotia ; and in ing in the fatal lists their personal enemies, oi
tb<5 following year he again gained a decisive persons whose property was coveted by his advictory over the same general near Orchome- herents. The confiscated property, it is true,
nus. But while Sulla was carrying on the war belonged to the state, and had to be sold by pubwith such success in Greece, his enemies had lic auction, but the friends and dependents of
obtained the upper hand in Italy. The consul Sulla purchased it at a nominal price, as no one
Cinna, who had been driven out of R o m e by his dared to bid against them. The number of per
colleague Octavius, soon after Sulla's departure sons who perished by the proscriptions is sluieS
from Italy, had entered it again with Marius at differently, but it appears to have amounted tr
the close of the year. Both Cinna and Marius many thousands. At the commencement ot
were appointed consuls 86, and all the regula- these horrors Sulla had been appointed dictatol
tions of Sulla were swept away. Sulla, how- for as lon£ a time as he judged to be necessary
ever, would not return to Italy till he had broughtThis wa/ toward the close of 81. Sulla'» duof
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object in being invested with the dictatorship Valeria, w h o boie him a daughter aftei hta
w a s to carry into execution, in a legal manner, death. Sulla wrote a history of his o w n life
the great reforms which he meditated in the and times, called Memoirs ("tiropvnpara). II
constitution and the administration of justice. w a s dedicated to L Lucullus, and extended to
H e had no intention of abolishing the republic,twenty-two books, the last of which was finishand, consequently, he caused consuls to be elect- ed by Sulla a few days before his death. H e
ed for the following year, and w a s elected to the also wrote Fabulae Atellanae, and the Greek
office himself in 80, while he continued to hold Anthology contains a short epigram which is
the dictatorship. T h e general object of Sulla's ascribed to h i m — 5 . F A U S T U S , son ofthe dicreforms was to restore, as far as possible, the tator by his fourth wife Caecilia Metella, aud a
ancient R o m a n constitution, and to give back twin brother of Fausta, w a s born not long beto the senate and the aristocracy the power fore 88, the year in which his father obtained
which they had lost. T h u s he deprived the thefirstconsulship H e and his sister received
tribunes of the plebs of all real power, and abol- the names of Faustus and Fausta respectively
ished altogether the legislative and judicial func- on account of the good ft rtune of their father.
tions of the comitia tributa. At the beginning At the death of his father in 78, Faustus and
of 81, he celebrated a splendid triumph on ac- his sister were left under the guardianship of
count of his victory over Mithradates. In a L. Lucullus. Faustus accompanied P o m p e y
speech which he delivered to the people at the into Asia, and w a s thefirstw h o mounted the
close of the ceremony, he claimed for himself walls of the temple of Jerusalem in 63. In 60
the surname of Felix, as he attributed his suc- he exhibited the gladiatorial games which his
cess in life to the favor of the gods. In order father in his last will had enjoined upon him
to strengthen his power, Sulla established mili- In 54 he w a s quaestor. In 52 he received from
tary colonies throughout Italy. T h e inhabit- the senate the commission to rebuild the Curia
ants of the Italian towns, which had fought Hostilia, which had been burned d o w n in the
against Sulla, were deprived of the full R o m a n tumults following the murder of Clodius, and
franchise, and were only allowed to retain the which w a s henceforward to be called the Curia
commercium: their land w a s confiscated and Cornelia, in honor of Faustus and his father.
given to the soldiers w h o had fought under him. H e married Pompey's daughfer, and sided with
Twenty-three legions, or, according to another his father-in-law in the civil war. H e w a s
statement, forty-seven legions, received grants present at the battle of Pharsalia, and subseof land in various parts of Italy. A great num- quently joined the leaders of his party in Africa.
ber of these colonies w a s settled in Etruria, the After the battle of Thapsus in 46, he attempted
population of which w a s thus almost entirely to escape into Mauretania, but w a s taken prischanged. These colonies had the strongest in- oner by P. Sittius, and carried to Caesar. Upon
terest in upholding the institutions of Sulla, his arrival in Caesar's c a m p he w a s murdered
since any attempt to invalidate the latter would by the soldiers in a tumult. Faustus seems
have endangered their newly-acquired posses- only to have resembled his father in his extravasions. Sulla likewise created at R o m e a kind gance. W e k n o w from Cicero that he w a s
of body-guard for his protection by giving the overwhelmed with debt at the breaking out of
citizenship to a great number of slaves w h o had the civil w a r — 6 . P., nephew of the dictator,
belonged to persons proscribed by him. T h e was elected consul along with P. Autronius
slaves thus rewarded are said to have been as Paetus for the year 65, but neither he nor his
m a n y as ten thousand, and were ealled Cornelii colleague entered upon the office, as they were
after him as their patron. After holding the accused of bribery by L. Torquatus the younger,
dictatorship till the beginning of 79, Sulla re- and were condemned
It w a s currently besigned this office, to the surprise of all classes. lieved that Sulla w a s privy to both of Catiline's
H e retired to his estate at Puteoli, and there, conspiracies, and he w a s accordingly accused
surrounded by the beauties of nature and art, of this crime by his former accuser, L. Torquahe passed the remainder of his life in those lit- tus, and by C. Cornelius. H e w a s defended by
erary and sensual enjoyments in which he had Hortensius and Cicero, and the speech of the
always taken so m u c h pleasure. His dissolute latter on his behalf is still extant. H e w a s acm o d e of life hastened his death. T h e i m m e - quitted ; but, independent of the testimony of
diate cause of his death w a s the rupture of a Sallust (Cat, 17), his guilt m a y almost be inblood-vessel, but some time before he had been ferred from the embarrassment of his advocate
suffering from the disgusting disease, which is In the civil war Sulla espoused Caesar's cause
k n o w n in modern times by the n a m e of Morbus H e served under him as legate in Greece, and
Pedicilosus,orPhthiriasis. H e died in 78, in the c o m m a n d e d along with Caesar himself the right
sixtieth year of his age. H e w a s honored with wing at the battle of Pharsalia (48). H e died
a public funeral, and a m o n u m e n t w a s erected in 45.—7. S E R V , brother of N o . 6, took part in
to him in the C a m p u s Martius, the inscription both of Catiline's conspiracies. His guilt w a &
on which had been composed by himself. It so evident that no one w a s willing to defend
stated that none of his friends ever did him a him ; but w e do not read that he w a s put to
tindness, and none of his enemies a wrong, death along with the other conspirators.
without being fully repaid. Sulla w a s married
S U L M O (Sulmonensis). 1. ( N o w Sulmond), a
five times : 1. T o Ilia or Julia, w h o bore him a town of the Peligni, in the country of the Sadaughter, married to Q. Pompeius Rufus, the bines, seven miles south of Corfinium, on the
son of Sulla's colleague in the consulship in 88 ; road to Capua, and situated on two small mount2. T o iElia; 3 T o Ccelia; 4 T o Caecilia M e - ain streams, the water of which w a s exceedtella, w h o bore him a son, w h o died before Sulla, ingly cold : hence w e find the town called by
and likewise twins, a son and a daughter; 5. the poets geliius Sulmc. It is celebrated as th«
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Mrlh-place ol Ovid. It was dsstroyed by Sulla, war, and was appointed by Caesar proconsul oi
but was aftei ward restored, and is mentioned Achaia (46 or 45)
H e died in 43 in the cams
as a Roman colony.—2 (Now Sermoneta), an
of M. Antony, having been sent by the se.iate
ancient town of the Volsci in Latium, on the on a mission to Antony, who was besieging Dec.
Ufens, which had disappeared in Pliny's time. Brutus in Mutina. Sulpicius wrote a great num
SULP;CIA, a Roman poetess, who flourished
ber of legal works H e is often cited by thf
toward the close ofthefirstcentury, celebrated jurists whose writings are excerpted in the Di
for sundry amatory effusions, addressed to her gest; but there is no excerpt directly from him
husband Calenus. Their general character may in the Digest. H e had numerous pupils, the
bo gathered from the expressions of Martial, most distinguished of w h o m were A. Onlius art)'
Ausonius, and Sidonius Apollinaris, by all of Alfenus Varus. There are extant in the collece
w h o m they are noticed There is extant a sa- tion of Cicero's Epistles (ai Fxm., iv ) two let
tirical poem, in seventy hexameters, on the ters from Sulpicius to Cicero, one of which is
edict of Domitian, by which philosophers were the well known letter of consolation on the
banished from R o m e and from Italy, which is death of Tullia, the daughter of the orator. The
ascribed to Sulpicia by many modern critics. same book contains several letters from Cicero
It is generally appended to the editions of Ju- to Sulpicius. H e is also said to have written
venal and Persius.
some erotic poetry. Sulpicius left a son SerSULPICIA G E N S , was one ofthe most ancient vius, who is frequently mentioned in Cicero's
Roman gentes, and produced a succession of correspondence.
distinguished men, from the foundation of the
[SUMETIA (Zovpnria), an ancient city in the
republic to the imperial period. The chief fam- eastern part of Arcadia, in the district Maenailies ofthe Sulpicii during therepublicanperiod lia, said to have derived its name from Sumabore the names of C A M E R I N U S , G A L B A , G A L L U S , teus, a son of Lycaon: after the founding of
R D F U S (given below), SAVERRIO.
Megalopolis, it fell into decay.]
SULPICIUS APOLLINARIS, a contemporary of
S U M M A N U S , a derivative from summus, the
A. Gellius, was a learned grammarian. There highest, an ancient Roman or Etruscan divinare two poems in the Latin Anthology purport- ity, who was equal or even of higher rank than
ing to be written by Sulpicius of Carthage, Jupiter. In fact, he may be regarded as the Juw h o m some identify with the above-named Sul- piter of the night; for, as Jupiter was the god
picius Apollinaris. One of these poems con- of heaven in the bright day, so Summanus was
sists of seventy-two lines, giving the argument the god ofthe nocturnal heaven, and hurled his
f>f the twelve books of Virgil's iEneid, six linesthunderbolts during the night. Summanus had
being devoted to each book.
a temple at R o m e near the Circus Maximus, and
SULPICIUS R U F U S . 1. P., one ofthe most dis- there was a representation of him in the peditinguished orators of his time, was born B.C. ment of the Capitoline temple.
124. H e commenced public life as a supporter
S U N I U M (Zovviav: Zovvievg: now Cape Coof the aristoeratical party, and acquired great lonni), a celebrated promontory forming the
influence in the state by his splendid talents southern extremity of Attica, with a town of
while he was still young. In 93 he was quaes- the same name upon it. Here was a splendic
tor, and in 89 he served as legate of the consul temple of Minerva (Athena), elevated three
Cn. Pompeius Strabo in the Marsic war. In hundred feet above the sea, the columns of
88 he was elected tp the tribunate ; but he de- which are still extant, and have given the modserted the aristoeratical party, and joined Ma- ern name to the promontory. It was fortified
rius. The causes of this sudden change are by the Athenians in the Peloponnesian war,
not expressly stated ; but w e are told that he and remains of the ancient walls, with the temwas overwhelmed with debt; and there can be ple of Minerva (Athena), are stili extant.
little doubt that he was bought by Marius. SulSUNONBNSIS L AOUS (now Lake Sabanjah), a
picius brought forward a la.w 'n favor of Marius lake in Bithynia, between the Ascania Paius
and his party, ofwhich an account is given un- and the River Sangarius, near Nicomedia.
der M A S I U S . W h e n Sulla marched upon R o m e
S U P E E B U S , TARQUINIUS.
Vii. TARQUINIUS.
at the head of his army, Marius and Sulpicius
[SUPERUM, M A R E .
Vii. ADEIA.]
took toflight.Marius succeeded in making his
SUEA, LENTULUS.
Vii. L E N T U L U S , N O . 9.
escape to Africa, but Sulpicius was discovered
SURA, L. LICINIUS, an intimate friend of Train a villa and pat to death.—2. P., probably son jan, and three times consul, in A.D. 98,102, and
or grandson cf tha last, was one of Caesar's le- 107. O n the death of Sura, Traj an honored him
gates in Gaul and in the civil war. H e was with a public funeral, and erected baths to perpraetor in 48. Cicero addresses him in 45 as petuate his memory. T w o of Pliny's letters
imperator. It appears that he was at that time are addressed to him.
in Illyricurn, along with Vatinius.—3. SEEV.,
S U R A (Zovpa: now Surie), a town of Syria,
with the surname LEMONIA, indicating the tribe in the district Chalybonitis, on the Euphrates,
to which he belonged, was a contemporary and a little west of Thapsaeus.
friend of Cicero, and of about the same age.
SURANI or SUAENI (Zovpavol), a people of SarH e first devoted himself to oratory, and he matia Asiatica, near the Portae Caucasiae and
studied this art with Cicero in his youth. H e the River Rha. Their country contained m a m
afterward studied law ; and he became one of gold mines.
the best jurists as well as most eloquent orators
SUEENAS, the general of the Parthians whe
of his age. H e was quaestor of the district of defeated Crassus in B.C. 54. Vii. CRASSUS.
Ostia in 74 ; eurule aedile 69 ; praetor 65 ; and SURIUS (Zovpiog), a tributary ofthe Phasis in
consul SI with M. Claudius Marcellus. H e ap- Colchis, tbe water of which had the power of
)ears to have espoused Caesar's side in the civilforming petrifactions. At its conti'ience witk
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S U S I A N A , -E, or Susis (b_ Zoveiavf/, b. Zovalg
the Phasis stood a town named SURIUM (ZOVpiov). T h e plain through whieh it flows is still nearly corresponding to Khuzistan), one of tht
chief provinces of the ancient Persian empire,
.sailed Suram.
lay between Babylonia and Persis, and between
SuERENTINI C0LLE„. VH. S U R R E N T U M .
S U R E E N T U M (Surrentinus : n o w Sorrento), anMount Parachoatras and the head of the Per*
ancient town of Campania, opposite Capreae, sian Gulf. In this last direction, its coast ex.
and situated on the promontory (Promontorium tended from the junction of the Euphrates with
Minerva, n o w Punta della Campanella) sepa- the Tigris to about the mouth of the Rivet
rating the Sinus Piestanus from the Sinus Pu- Oroatis (now Tab). It w a s divided from Perteolanus. It w a s subsequently a R o m a n col- sis on the southeast and east by a mountainous
tract, inhabited by independent tribes, w h o made
ony, and on the hills (Surrentrni Colics) in its
neighborhood w a s grown one ofthe best wines even the kings of Persia pay them for a safe
in Italy, which w a s strongly recommended to passage. T h e chief pass through these mountconvalescents on account of its thinness and ains was called Susides or Persides Portae (Sowaldeg irvXat, al irvXai al Uepatbeg, Zovaidbeg it
wholesomeness.
S U S A , gen. - O R U M (ra Zovoa : in the Old Test- rpai): its position is uncertain ; perhaps it w a s
ament, Shushan : Zovmog, Susianus : ruins at the pass of Kelahi Sefid, in the upper valley of
Shus), the winter residence ofthe Persian kings, the Tab. O n the north it w a s separated from
stood in the district Cissia ofthe province Su- Great Media by Mount Charbanus, an eastern
siana, on the eastern bank of the River Cho- branch of Mount Zagros, which contained the
aspes. Its n a m e in old Persian signifies Lily, sources ofthe chief rivers of Susiana, the C H O and that flower is said to abound in the plain in A S P E S , the C O P R A T E S , and the E U L ^ S U S (the P A which the city stood. It w a s of a quadrangular SITIGEIS c a m e from the mountains on the east).
form, one hundred and twenty (or, according to O n the west it w a s divided from Assyria by an
others, two hundred) stadia in circuit, and with- imaginary line drawn south from near the M e out fortifications ; but it had a strongly-fortified dian pass in Mount Zagros to the Tigris, and
citadel, containing the palace and treasury of from Babylonia by the Tigris itself. T h e counthe Persian kings. T h e Greek n a m e of this try w a s mountainous and cool in the north, and
citadel, Memnonice or M e m n o n i u m , is perhaps low and very hot in the south, and the coast
a corruption of the Aramaic Maaninon, a fort- along the Persian Gulfwas marshy. T h e mount
ress ; and this easy confusion of terms gave rise ains were inhabited by various wild and indeto the fable that the city w a s founded by Titho- pendent tribes, and the plains by a quiet agrinus, the father of M e m n o n . A historical tra- cultural people, of the Semitic race, called Sudition ascribes its erection to Darius, the son of sa or Susiani.
S U T R I U M (Sutrinus: n o w Sutri), an ancient
Hystaspes, but it existed already in the time of
Daniel. (Dan., viiL, 2.) (There is, however, a town of Etruria, on the eastern side ofthe Saldifficulty as to the identification of the Shushan tus Ciminius, and on the road from Vulsinii to
of Daniel with the Susa of the Greeks, and as R o m e . It w a s taken by the R o m a n s at an early
to the true position of the River Ulai or Eu- period ; and in B.C. 383, or seven years after
iseus, which can cot be discussed within the the capture of R o m e by the Gauls, it was m a d e
•imits of this article.) T h e climate of Susa w a s a R o m a n colony. It w a s celebrated for its fidelvery hot, and hence the choice of it for the win- ity to R o m e , and was, in consequence, besiege*
ter palace. It was here that Alexander and his several times by the Etruscans. O n one occa.
generals celebrated their nuptials with the Per- sion it w a s obliged to surrender to the Etrus
sian princesses, B.C. 325. T h e site of Susa is cans, but w a s retaken by Camillus in the same
n o w marked by extensive mounds, on which day, whence arose the proverb ire Sutrium
are found fragments of bricks and broken pot- There are still remains of the walls and tombs
of the ancient town.
tery, with cuneiform inscriptions.
S U S A R I O N (Zovaaplav), to w h o m the origin of S Y A G E R (Zvaypog) 1. O n e of the alleged ante
the Attic C o m e d y is ascribed, w a s a native of Homeric poets, is said to haveflourishedafte>
Megara, whence he removed into Attica, to the Orpheus and Musaeus, and to have been the firs'
village of Icaria, a place celebrated as a seat of w h o sang the Trojan war — [ 2 . A Lacedaemo
the worship of Bacchus (Dionysus). This ac- nian, deputy from Sparta w h e n the Greeks senl
count agrees with the claim which the Mega- to Gelon of Syracuse to ask his aid agains
rians asserted to the invention of comedy, and Xerxes, rejected, on behalf of his state, Gelon'?
which was generally admitted. Before the time demand to have the supreme c o m m a n d of thp
of Susarion, there was, no doubt, practiced at expedition.]
S Y A G R U S (Zvaypog a,Kpa), the greatest promonIcaria and the other Attic villages, that extempore jesting and buffoonery which formed a tory of Arabia, is described differently by differmarked feature ofthe festivals of Bacchus (Dio- ent ancient writers, but is most probably to be
nysus) , but Susarion w a s thefirstw h o so reg- identified with the easternmost headland ofthe
ulated this species of amusement as to lay the whole peninsula, Ras-el-Had.
S Y B A R I S (ZvBapig). 1. ( N o w Coscile or Sibafoundation of Comedy, properly so called. T h e
Megaric comedy appears to haveflourished,in ri), a river in Lueania, flowing by the city of
its full development, about B.C. 600 and on- the same name, and falling into the Crathis.
ward ; and it w a s introduced by Susarion into It derived its n a m e from the fountain Sybaris,
near Bura, in Achaia.—2. (Zvbaplrng, Sybarita),
Attica between 580-564.
;.< [SUSIA (Zovala : n o w Susen or Suseni), a city a celebrated Greek town in Lueania, was sitof Aria, on the borders of Parthia, probably iden- uated between the rivers Sybaris and Crathis,
tical with the Suphlha of Ptolemy, and assigned at a short distance from the Tarentine Gulf, and
near the confines of Bruttium. it wis founded
by him to Parthia ]
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S Y M M A C H U S , Q. AURELIUS.

8. 0. 720 by Achaeans and Traezenians, and soon 610. — 2 . Contemporary with Darius Hystaspis
attained an extraordinary degree of prosperity to w h o m he was tributary. His daughter was
and wealth. It carried on an extensive com- married to Pixodarus.—3. Contemporary with
merce with Asia Minor and other countries on Artaxerxes II. (Mnemon), ruled over Cilicia,
the Mediterranean, and its inhabitants became when the younger Cyrus marched through his
so notorious for their love of luxury and pleas- country in his expedition against his brother
ure, that their name was employed to indicate Artaxerxes. (Vii. E P Y A X A ]
any voluptuary At the time of their highest
S Y G A M B R I , S U G A M B R I , SIGAMBRI, S Y C A M B R I 01
prosperity their city was fifty stadia, or upward SICAMBRI, one of the most powerful tribes of
of six miles in circumference, and they exer- Germany at an early time, belonged to the Is
cised dominion over twenty-five towns, so that taevones, and dwelt originally north ofthe Ubii
w e are told they were able to bring into the on the Rhine, whence they spread toward the
field three hundred thousand men, a number, north as far as the Lippe. The Sygambri are
however, which appears incredible. But their mentioned by Caesar, who invaded their terripiosperity was of short duration. The Achaeans tory. They were conquered by Tiberius in the
having expelled the Trcezenian part of the pop- reign of Augustus, and a large number of them
ulation, the latter took refuge at the neighbor- were transplanted to Gaul, where they received
ing city of Croton, the inhabitants ofwhich es- settlements between the Maas and the Rhine
poused their cause. In the war which ensued as Roman subjects. The portion of the Sybetween the two states, the Sybarites were com- gambri who remained in Germany withdrew
pletely conquered by the Crotoniats, who fol- further south, probably to the mountainous
lowed up their victory by the capture of Syba- country in the neighborhood of the Taunus.
ris, which they destroyed by turning the waters Shortly afterward they disappear from history,
of the River Crathis against the town, B C. 510. and are not mentioned again till the time of
The greater number of the surviving Sybarites Ptolemy, who places them much further north,
took refuge in other Greek cities in Italy ; but close to the Bructeri and the Langobardi, somea few remained near their ancient town, and where between the Vecht and the Yssel. At a
their descendants formed part of the population still later period w e find them forming an imof Thurii, which was founded in 443 near Syba- portant part of the confederacy known under
ris.
Vid. THURII.
the name of Franci.
S Y B O T A (ra ZvBora : 2u6o'r<oc : n o w Syvota), SYLLA. Vii. S U L L A .
a number of small islands off the coast of EpiSYLLIUM (ZvXXiov : probably ruins near Bol
rus, and opposite the promontory Leucimne in kassku, north of Legelahkoi), a strongly-fortified
Corcyra, with a harbor of the same name on town of Pamphylia, on a mountain forty stadia
the main land. It was here that a naval battle (four geographical miles) from the coast, bewas fought between the Corcyraeans and Co- tween Side and Aspendus.
rinthians, B.C. 432, just before the commence[SYLOSON (ZvXoadv), son of iEaces, younger
ment ofthe Peloponnesian war.
brother of Polycrates, the tyrant of Samos.
SYCH^EUS or SiCHiEus, also called A C E R B A S . Banished by his brother, he went to Egypt, and
Vid. A C E R B A S .
thence to Persia, after the accession of Darius,
SYOHAE, SYCHEM.
Vii NEAPOLIS, N O . 5.
who rewarded him for some previous favor with
[SYCURIUM, according to Livy, a place in Thes- the tyranny of the island of Samos. Syloson
salian Pelasgiotis, at the base of Mount Ossa.] ruled Samos till his death, and was succeeded
[SYEDEA (in Strabo Zvbpn), a town on thein the sovereignty by his son iEaces.]
coast of Cilicia Aspera, between Coracesium
SYLVANUS.
Vii. SILVANUS.
and Selinus.]
SYLVIUS.
Vii. SILVIUS.
S Y E N E (Zvrpsn : Zvnvlrng and Zvnvfirng, SySYM/ETHUS (ZipaiBog : now Giaretta), a river
enites : ruins at Assouan), a city of Upper Egypt,
on the eastern coast of Sicily and at the foot of
on the eastern bank of the Nile, just below the Mount iEtna, forming the boundary between
First Cataract. It has been in all ages the Leontini and Catana, on which stood the town
southern frontier city of Egypt toward iEthio- of Centuripae.
pia, and under the Romans it was kept by a
S Y M E (Zvpn : Zvfialog, Zvuevg: now Symi), a
garrison of three cohorts. From its neighbor- small island off the southwestern coast of Caria,
hood was obtained the fine red granite called lay in the mouth of the Sinus Doridis, to the
Syenites lapis. It was also an important point west of the promontory of Cyn jssema. It was
in the astronomy and geography of the ancients, one of the early Dorian states, that existed in
as it lay )ust under the tropic of Cancer, and the southwest of Asia Minor before the time of
was therefore chosen as the place through which Homer. Its connection both with Cnidus and
they drew their chief parallel of latitude. Of with Rhodes, between which it lay, is indicated
course the sun was vertical to Syene at the by the tradition that it was peopled by a colony
time of the summer solstice, and a well was from Cnidus led by Chthonius, the son of Nep
shown in which the reflection of the sun was tune (Poseidon) and of Syme, the daughter ot
then seen at noon; or, as the rhetorician Aris- Ialysus. Some time after the Trojan war, tho
tides expresses it, the disc of the sun covered Carians are said to have obtained possession of
the well as a vessel is covered by its lid.
the island, but to have deserted it again in conS Y E N N E S I S (Zvevveatg), a common name of
sequence of a severe drought. Itsfinalsettlethe kings of Cilicia. Of these the most import- ment by the Dorians is ascribed to the time of
ant are, 1. A king of Cilicia, who joined with their great migration. The island was reckonLabynetus (Nebuchadnezzar) in mediating be- ed at thirty-five miles in circuit. It had eight
tween Cyaxares and Alyattes, the kings re- harbors anil a town, which was also called Syme.
spectively of Media and Lydia, probably in B.C.
S Y M M A C H U S , Q. A U R E L I U S , a distinguished
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scholar, statesman, and orator in the latter half of admiration both to ancient and modeia scho)
of the fourth century of the Christian era. By ars, and have obtained for him the snrnanw
his example and authority, he inspired for a time of Philosopher. The best edition of his works
new life and vigor into the literature of his is by Morel, Paris, 1612; much improved and
country. H e was educated in Gaul; and, hav- enlarged, Paris, 1633 ; reprinted, 1640. [His
ing discharged the functions of quaestor and "Tuvoi (Hymns), ten in number, are contained
praetor, he was afterward appointed (A D. 365) in Boissonade's Lyrici Graci, Paris, 1825,18mo.]
Corrector of Lueania and the Bruttii; and in
SYNNADA, also S Y N N A S (TO Zvvvada: Zuvva
373 he was proconsul of Africa. His zeal for Sevg, Synnadensis : now probably ruins at Afiomthe ancient religion of R o m e checked for a Kara-Hisar), a city in the north of Phrygia Salwhile the prosperous current of his fortunes, utaris, atfirstinconsiderable, but afterward a
and involved him in danger and disgrace. Hav- place of much importance, and, from the time
ng ieen chosen by the senate to remonstrate of Constantine, the capital of Phrygia Salutaris.
with Gratian on the removal of the altar of Vic- It stood in a fruitful plain, planted with olives,
tory (382) from their council hall, and on the near a mountain from which was quarried the
curtailment of the sums annually allowed for very celebrated Synnadic marble, which was of
the maintenance of the Vestal Virgins, and for a beautiful white, with red veins and spots (Zw
the public celebration of sacred rites, he was vabiKog XlBog, Synnadicus lapis, called also Doordered by the indignant emperor to quit his cimiticus, from a still nearer place, Docimia).
presence, and to withdraw himself to a distance S Y P H A X (Zv<pa%), king of the Massaesylians,
of one hundred miles from Rome. Nothing the westernmost tribe of the Numidians. His
daunted by this repulse, when appointed praefect history is related in the life of his contemporary
of the city (384) after the death of his perse- and rival, MASINISSA. Syphax was taken priscutor, he addressed an elaborate epistle to Va- oner by Masinissa B C. 203, and was sent by
lentiniahus, again urging the restoration of the Scipio, under the charge of Laelius, to R o m e
pagan deities to their former honors. This ap- Polybius states that he was one of the captives
plication was resisted by St. Ambrose, and was who adorned the triumph of Scipio, and that he
again unsuccessful. Symmachus afterward es- died in confinement shortly after. Livy, on the
poused the cause of the usurper Maximus (387); contrary, asserts that he vias saved from that
but he was pardoned by Theodosius, and raised ignominy by a timely death at Tibur, whither
to the consulship in 391. His personal charac- he had been transferred from Alba.
ter seems to have been unimpeachable, as he
SYRACO.
Vii. S Y R A C U S E .
performed the duties of the high offices which
S Y R A C U S E (ZvpaKovaoi or ZvpaKoaaai, Ion
hefilledin succession with a degree of mild- ZvpijKovoat, also ZvpaKovaat, ZvpaKovon: 2i'pr»
ness, firmness, and integrity seldom found Kovaiog, ZvpaKoaiog, Syracusanus ; now Siracuamong statesmen in that corrupt age. The ex- so in Italian, Syracuse in English), the wealthtant works of Symmiehus are, 1. Epistolarumiest and most populous town in Sicily, was sitLibri X., published f.fter his death by his son.
uated on the southern part of the eastc rn coast,
The last book contains his official correspond- four hundred stadia north of the promontory
ence, and is chiefly composed ofthe letters pre-Plemmyrium, and ten stadia northeast of the
sented by him whoa praefect of the city to the mouth of the River Anapus, near the lake oi
emperors under w h s m he served. The remain- marsh called Syraco (Zvpana), from which it
ing books comprise a multitude of epistles, ad- derived its name. It was founded B C. 734,
dressed to a wide circle of relations, friends, one year after the foundation of Naxos, by a
and acquaintances. 2. Nonem Orationum Frag-colony of Corinthians and other Dorians, led
menta, published for thefirsttime by Mai from by Archias the Corinthian. The town was origa palimpsest in the Ambrosian library, Mediolan ,inally confined to the island Ortygia lying im1815. The best editions of the epistles are by mediately off the coast; but it afterward spread
Juretus, Paris, 1604, and by Scioppius, Mogunt,over the neighboring main land, and at the
1608
time of its greatest extension under the elder
[ S Y M P L E G A D E S (ZvuirXnyddeg).
Vid. C Y A N E ^Dionysius
:
it consisted offivedistinct towns,
INSULA ]
each surrounded by separate walls. Some writSYNESIUS (Zvveotog), one of the most eleganters, indeed, describe Syracuse as consisting of
of the ancient Christian writers, was a native four towns, but this simply arises from the
of Cyrene, and devoted himself to the study of fact that Epipolae was frequently not reckoned
Greek literature,firstin his own city, and after-a portion of the city. These five towns were,
ward at Alexandrea, where he heard Hypatia. 1. O R T Y G I A ('Oprvyla), frequently called simply
H e became celebrated for his skill in eloquence the ISLAND (Nauoc or Nijoog), an island of an
and poetry, as well as in philosophy, in which oblong shape, about two miles in circumferae was a follower of Plato. About A.D. 397, ence, lying between the Great Harbor on the
he was sent by his fellow-citizens of Cyrene on west and the Little Harbor on the east. It
an embassy to Constantinople, to present the was, as has been already remarked, the porEmperor Arcadius with a crown of gold, on tion of the cityfirstbuilt, and it contained the
which occasion he delivered an oration on the citadel or Acropolis, surrounded by double walls
government of a kingdom (irepl flaoiXetag)
which Timoleon caused to be destroyed. In
which is still extant. Soon after this he em- this island also was the celebrated fountain of
braced Christianity, and in 410 was ordained Arethusa. It was originally separated from the
bishop of Ptolemais, the chief city ofthe Libyan main land by a narrow channel, which was subPentapolis. H e presided over his diocese with sequentlyfilledup by a causeway; but this
energy and success for about twenty years, and causeway must at a still later time have been
•lied about 430. His writings have been o ejects swept away since we find in the Roman period
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itiat the inland w as connected with the tsain land duct, which w a s constructed by Gelon and in
by means of a bridge.—2. A C H R A D I N A ('A;fpa- proved by Hieron. It w a s brought through
bivn), occupied originally the high ground ofthe Epipolae and Neapolis to Achradina and Ortygia.
peninsula north of Ortygia, and w a s surrounded T h e modern city of Syracuse is confined to tha
on the north and east by the sea. T h e lower island. T h e remaining quarters ofthe ancient
ground between Achradina and Ortygia w a s at city are n o w uninhabited, and their position
first not included in the fortifications of either, marked only by a few ruins. O f these the most
nut w a s employed partly for religious proces- important are the remains of the great theatre,
sions and partly for the burial ofthe dead. At and of an amphitheatre of the R o m a n period.
the time of the siege of Syracuse by the Athe- The government of Syracuse w a s originally 8n
nians in the Peloponnesian w a r (415), the city aristocracy ; and the political power w a s in the
consisted only of the two parts already men- hands ofthe landed proprietors, called Geomori
tioned, Ortygia forming the inner and Achra- or Gamori. In course of time the people, having
dina the outer city, but separated, as explained increased in numbers and wealth, expelled the
above, by the low ground between the two.—• Geomori and established a democracy. But
3. T Y C H E (Ti>xn), named after the temple of this form of government did not last long. GeTyche or Fortune, w a s situated northwest of lon espoused the cause of the aristoeratical
Achradina, in the direction of the port called party, and proceeded to restore them by force
Trogilus. At the time of the Athenian siege of arms ; but on his approach the people opened
of Syracuse it was only an unfortified suburb, the gates to him, and he w a s acknowledged
but it afterward became the most populous part without opposition tyrant or sovereign of Syrof the city In this quarter stood the G y m n a - acuse, B.C. 485. Under his rule and that of
sium.—4. N E A P O L I S (Nsa irbXig), nearly south-his brother Hieron, Syracuse w a s raised to an
west of Achradina, w a s also, at the time ofthe unexampled degree of wealth and prosperity.
Athenian siege of Syracuse, merely a suburb, Hieron died in 467, and w a s succeeded by his
and called T E M E N I T E S , from having within it brother Thiasybulus ; but the rapacity and cruthe statue and consecrated ground of Apollo elty of the latter soon provoked a revolt among
Temenites. Neapolis contained the chief the- his subjects, which led to his deposition and the
atre of Syracuse, which w a s the largest in all establishment of a democratical form of governSicily, and m a n y temples.—5. EpiPOLiB (ot 'Eiri-ment. T h e next most important event in the
jroAaj), a space of ground rising above the three history of Syracuse w a s the siege ofthe city by
quarters of Achradina, Tyche, and Neapolis, the Athenians, which ended in the total dewhich gradually diminished in breadth as it struction of the great Athenian armament in
rose higher, until it ended in a small conical 413. T h e democracy continued to exist in Syrmound. This rising ground w a s surrounded acuse till 406, w h e n the elder Dionysius m a d e
with strong walls by the elder Dionysius, and himself tyrant of the city. After a long and
was thus included in Syracuse, which n o w be- prosperous reign, he w a s succeeded in 367
came one ofthe most strongly fortified cities of by his son, the younger Dionysius, w h o w a s
the ancient world. T h e highest point of Epi- finally expelled by Timoleon in 343. A repubpolae w a s called Euryelus (EvpvnXog), on which lican form of government w a s again establishstood the fort Labdalum (AaBSaXov). After Epi- ed; but it did not last long; and in 317 Syrapolae had been added to the city, the circumfer- cuse fell under the sway of Agathocles. This
ence of Syracuse w a s one hundred and eighty tyrant died in 289 ; and the city being distractstadia, or upward of twenty-two English miles ; ed by factions, the Syracusans voluntarily conand the entire population of tbe city is supposed ferred the supreme power upon Hieron II., with
to have amounted to five hundred thousand the title of king, in 270. Hieron cultivated
souls at the time of its greatest prosperity. Syr- friendly relations with the R o m a n s : but on his
acuse had two harbors. T h e Great Harbor, death in 216, at the advanced age of ninety-two,
still called Porto Maggiore, is a splendid bay his grandson Hieronymus, w h o succeeded him,
aboutfivemiles in circumference, formed by the espoused the side ofthe Carthaginians. A Roisland Ortygia and the promontory Plemmy- m a n army under Marcellus w a s sent against
rium. T h e Small Harbor, also called Laccius Syracuse ; and after a siege of two years, during
(AaKKiog), lying between Ortygia and Achradi- which Archimedes assisted his fellow-citizens
na, w a s capacious enough to receive a large by the construction of various engines of war
fleet of ships of war. There were several stone (vid. A R C H I M E D E S ) , the city w a s taken by Marquarries (lautumia) in Syracuse, which are fre- cellus in 212. F r o m this time Syracuse became
quently mentioned by ancient writers, and in a town of the R o m a n province of Sicily.
[ S Y R A C U S A N U S P O R T U S (ZvpaKoaiog Xiptjv, n o w
which the unfortunate Athenian prisoners were
confined. These quarries were partly in Achra- Porto Vecchio), a harbor on the eastern coast of
dina, on the descent from the higher ground to Corsica, where the Syracusans had probably esthe lower level toward Ortygia, and partly in tablished a factory for their trade : according to
Neapolis, under the southern cliff of Epipolae. Diodorus, it w a s the best harbor in the island.]
S Y E G I S (Zvpyig), according to Herodotus, a
F r o m them w a s taken the sitone ofwhich the
city w a s built. O n one side of these quarries great river of European Sarmatia, rising in the
is the remarkable excavation, called the Ear of country ofthe Thyssagetae, and flowing through
Dionysius, in which it is said that this tyrant the land of the Maeotae into the Palus Maeo'ris.
confined the persons w h o m he suspected, and It has not been identified with certainty.
S Y E I A D E A (Zvpin (teog), "the Syrian godthat he w a s able from a little apartment above
to overhear the conversation of his captives. dess," a n a m e by which the Syrian Astarle or
This tale, however, is clearly an invention. Aphrodite is sometimes designated. This A s
The city w a s sup died with water from an aque- tarte w a s a Syrian divinity, resembling in jnany
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points the Greek Aphrodite. It is not improb-1 south from the Taurus, jnder the names of
able that the latler was originally the Syrian A M A N U S , PIERIA, CASIUS, BAEGYI.US, and LIBAAstarte ; for there can be no doubt that the NUS, and ANTILIBANUS ; and the northern part,
worship of Aphrodite came from the East to between tb° Amanus and the Euphrates, was
Cvprus, and thence was carried into the south also mounta nous. The chief river of Syria
of Greece.
was the O R O N T E S , and the smaller rivers C H A S Y E I A (r, Zvpla, in Aramaean Surja: Zvpog,
LUS and C H R Y S O R E H O A S were also of importance
Syrus, anil sometimes Zvptog, Syrius : now So-The valleys among the mountains were fertile,
ristan, Arab. Esh-Sham, i. e., the land on the left,
especially in the northern part: even the east,
Syria), a country of Western Asia, lying along which is now merged in the great desert ot
the eastern end ofthe Mediterranean Sea, be- Arabi^, appears to have had more numerous
tween Asia Minor and Egypt. In a wider sense and more extensive spaces capable of cultivathe word was used for the whole tract of coun- tion, and supported great cities, the ruins of
try bounded by the Tigris on the east, the which now stand in the midst of sandy wastes
mountains of Armenia and Cilicia on the north, In the earliest historical period, Syria contained
the Mediterranean on the west, and the Arabian a number of independent kingdoms, of which
Desert on the south ; the whole of which was D A M A S C U S was the most powerful. These were
peopled by the Aramaean branch of the great subdued by David, but became again independSemitic (or Syro-Arabian) race, and is includedent at the end of Solomon's reign ; from which
in the Old Testament under the name of Aram. time w efindthe kings of Damascus sometimes
This region may be well described physically at war with the kings of Israel, and sometimes
as the great triangular depression of Western in alliance with them against the kings of Judah,
Asia encircled on the north and northeast by till the reign of Tiglath-Pileser, king of Assyria,
the Taurus and its prolongation to the south- who, having been invited by Ahaz, king of Ju
east, or, in other words, by the highlands of dah, to assist him against the united fonces of
Cilicia, Cappadoeia, Armenia, and Aria; and Rezin, king of Syria, and Pekah, king of Israel,
subsiding on the south and west into the Med- took Damascus, and probably conquered all Syriterranean and the Great Desert of Arabia. ia, about B.C. 740. Having been a part sucEven a wider extent than this is often given to cessively ofthe Assyrian, Babylonian, Persian,
Syria, so as to include the eastern part of Asia and Macedonian empires, it fell, after the battle
Minor, as far as the River Halys and the Euxine. of Ipsus (B.C. 301), to the share of Seleucus
The people were of the same races, and those Nicator, and formed a part of the great kingof the north of the Taurus in Cappadoeia and dom ofthe Seleucidse, whose history is given in
Pontus are called White Syrians (vid. LEUCO-the articles S E L E U C U S , A N T I O C H U S , D E M E T E I U S ,
SYRI), in contradistinction to the people of darker &c. In this partition, however, Coelesyria and
complexion in Syria Proper, who are sometimes Palestine went, not to Syria, but to Egypt, and
even called Black Syrians (2iipo( peXaveg).the possession of those provinces became the
Even when the name of Syria is used in its or- great source of contention between the Ptoledinary narrower sense, it is often confounded mies and the Seleucids. By the irruptions of
with Assyria, which only differs from Syria by the Parthians on the east, and the unsuccessful
having the definite article prefixed. Again, in war of Antiochus the Great with the Romans
the narrower sense of the name, Syria still in- on the west, the Greek-Syrian kingdom was recludes two districts which are often considered duced to the limits of Syria itself, and became
as not belonging to it, namely, PHCENICE and weaker and weaker, until it was overthrown by
PALESTINE, and a third which is likewise often TIGEANES, king of Armenia, B.C. 79. Soon
considered separate, namely, CCELESYRIA ; but afterward, when the Romans had conquered
this last is generally reckoned a part of Syria. Tigranes as well as Mithradates, Syria was
In this narrower sense, then, Syria was bound- quietly added by Pompey to the empire cf the
ed on the west (beginning from the seuth) by republic, and was constituted a province B.C.
Mount Hermon, at the southern end of Antilib- 54 ; but its northern district, C O M M A G E N E , was
anus, which separated it from Palestine, by the not included in this arrangement. As the eastrange of Libanus, dividing it from Phcenice, ern province ofthe Roman empire, and with its
by the Mediterranean, and by Mount Amanus, great desert frontier, Syria was constantly exwhich divided it from Cilicia; on the north posed to tbe irruptions of the Parthians, and,
(where it bordered on Cappadoeia) by the main after them, of the Persians; but it long rechain of Mount Tauius, almost exactly along mained one of the mostflourishingof the provthe parallel of thirty-eight degrees of north lat- inces. The attempt of Zenobia to make it the
itude, and striking the Euphrates just below seat of empire is noticed under P A L M Y E A and
Juliopolis, and considerably above Samosata -. ZENOBIA. While the Roman emperors defendhence the Euphrates forms the eastern bound ed this precious possession against the attacks
ary, dividing Syriafirstfrom a very small por- of the Persian kings with various success, a
tion ot Armenia, and then from Mesopotamia, new danger arose, as early as the fourth centuto about or beyond the thirty-sixth parallel of ry, from the Arabians of the Desert, who began
north latitude, whence the southeastern and to be known under the name of Saracens ; and,
southern boundaries, toward Babylonia and Ara- when the rise of Mohammed had given to the
bia, in the Great Desert, are exceedingly indefi- Arabs that great religious impulse which revonite. (Compare ARABIA.) The western part of lutionized the Eastern world, Syria was the first
the southern boundary fan just below Damas- great conquest that they made from the Eastern
cus, being formed by the highlands of Trachon- empire, A.D. 632-638. In the time immediateitis. The western part ofthe country was in- ly succeeding the Macedonian conquest, Syria
tersected by a series of mountains, running was legardeo' as consisting of two parts; th«
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ooilh, including the whole country down to the pastures, wine, and corn. It contained t««
beginning of the Lebanon range, and the south, towns, one on the eastern side, and one on the
co/'jist'ng of CCELESYRIA in its more extended western side of i he island; ofthe latter tiere
sers<\ The former, which was called Syria are still remains near the modern harbor of MaProper, or Upper Syria (i) dva Zvpia, Syria Suria della Grazia. The philosopher Pherecydes
pe "ior), was divided into four districts or tetrar-was a native of Syros.
ch es, which were named after their respective SYETIS, gen. -IDOS (Zvpng, gen. -iSog and -eag.
iapitals, Seleucis, Antiochene, Laodicene, and Ion. -tog), the Greek name for each of the two
Apiimcne. Under the Romans it was divided great gulfs in the eastern half of tbe northern
into ten districts, named (mostly after their cap- coast of Africa, is derived by ancient writers
ital c.ties) Commagene, Cyrrhestiee, Pieria, Sefrom avpa, to draw, with reference to the quick
ieucis, Chaleidiee, Chalybonitis, Palmyrene, Ap-sands by which, in the Greater Syrtis at least,
amene, Cassiotis, and Laodicene ; but the last ships were liable to be swallowed up; but
is sometimes included under Cassiotis. (Vid. modern scholars generally prefer the derivation
the several articles.) Constantine the Great from the Arabic sert=a sandy desert, which is
separated from Syria the two northern districts, at the present day applied to the country along
namely, Commagene and Cyrrhestiee, and erect- this coast, the R E G I O SYRTICA of the ancients.
ed them into a distinct province, called Euphra- Both were proverbially dangerous, the Greater
tensis or Euphratesia; and the rest of Syria Syrtis from its sand-banks and quicksands, and
was afterward divided by Theodosius II. into its unbroken exposure to the northern winds,
the two provinces of Syria Prima, including the the Lesser from its shelving rocky shores, its
sea-coast and the country north of Antioch, and exposure to the northeastern winds, and the
having that city for its capital; and Syria Se- consequent variableness ofthe tides in it. 1.
cunda, the district along the Orontes, with Ap- SYRTIS M A J O R (b, peydXn Zvpng : now Gulf of
amea for its capital: the eastern districts no Sidra), the eastern of the two. is a wide and
longer formed a part of Syria, but had fallen un- deep gulf on the shores ofTripolita and Cyreder the power of the Persians.
naiea, exactly opposite to the Ionic Sea, or
SYRii« PORTAE (al Zvpiat irvXat: now Pass of
mouth of the Adriatic, between Sicily and PeloBeilan), a most important pass between Ciliciaponnesus. Its greatest depth, from north to
End Syria, lying between the shore of the Gulf south, is about one hundred and ten geographof Issus on the west, and Mount Amanus on ical miles ; its width is about two hundred and
die east. Xenophon, who called the pass (or, thirty geographical miles, between Cephalas
rather, its fortifications) the Gates of Cilicia and
Promontorium (now Ras Kharra) on the west,
of Syria, describes it as three stadia in lengthand Boreum Promontorium (now Ras Teyonas)
and very narrow, with walls built from the on the east. (Strabo gives its width as fifteen
mountains to the sea at both ends (the Cilician hundred stadia, its depthfifteenhundred to
and the Syrian), and gates in the walls (Anab.,eighteen hundred, and its circuit four thousand
i., 4). These walls and gates are not mention- to five thousand). The Great Desert comes
ed by the historians of Alexander.
down close to its shores, forming a sandy coast.
SVEIANUS (Zvpiavbg), a Greek philosopher ofVid. SYRTICA REGIO. The .error of being driven
the Neo-Platonic school, was a native of Alex- on shore in it is referred to in the narrative of
andrea, and studied at Athens under Plutarchus, Saint Paul's voyage to Italy (Acts, xxvii., 17,
w h o m he succeeded as head ofthe Neo-Platonic " fearing lest they should fall into the Syrtis");
school in the early part of thefifthcentury. and the dangeis of a march through the loose
The most distinguished of his disciples was sand on its shoses, sometimes of a burning heat,
Proclus, who regarded him with the greatest and sometimes saturated with sea-water, were
veneration, and gave directions that at his death scarcely less formidable. — SYRTIS M I N O R (y
he should be buried in the same tomb with Syr- piKpb Zvpng: now Gulf of Khabs), lies in the
ianus. Syrianus wrote several works, some of southwestern angle of the great bend formed by
which are extant. Of these the most valuable the northern coast of Africa as it drops down
are the commentaries on the Metaphysics of to the south from the neighborhood of CarAristotle.
thage, and then bears again to the east; in
SYEINX, an Arcadian nymph, who, being pur- other words, in the angle between the eastern
sued by Pan, fled into the River Ladon, and at coast of Zeugitana and Byzaeena (now Tunis)
ner own request was metamorphosed into a and the northern coast of Tripolitana (now
reed, of which Pan then made his flute.
Tripoli). Its mouth faces the east, between
S Y E I N X (Zvpiyi-), a great and strongly-fortified
Caput Vada or Brachodes Promontorium (now
city of Hyrcania, and the capital of the province Ras Kapoudiah) on the north, and the island
under the Greek kings of Syria. Perhaps it is called Meninx or Lotophagitis (now Jerbah) on
only the Greek name of the city called, in the the south. In its mouth, near the northern exnative language, Zadrakarta.
tremity, lie the islands of Cercina and Cercini[SYEO, an Epicurean philosopher at R o m e , tis, which were often regarded as its northern
on friendly terms with Cicero: Baehr thinks he extremity. Its dimensions are differently given,
is the same as the Syro who instructed Virgil partly, perhaps, on account ofthe different points
in the Epicurean philosophy ]
from which they were reckoned. The Greek
S Y R O S or S Y E U S (Zvpog, called Zvply by Hogeographers give the width as six hundred
mer, and Zvpa by a few writers: Zvpiog : now stadia (sixty geographical miles), and the cirSyra), an island in the iEgean Sea, and one of cuit sixteen hundred stadia : the Romans give
the Cyclades, lying between Rhenea and Cyth- one hundred Roman miles for the width, and
nus. It is described by the aneitnts as twenty three hundred for the circuit. The true width
Roman miles in circumference, and as rich in (between Ras Kapoudiah and the eastern point
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ot Jerbah) is about eighty geographical miles,
and the greatest depth, measured westward
T
from the line joining those points, is about
sixty-five geographical miles. In Herodotus, TABAI (TdBat: TaBi/ibc). 1. Now Tavij, a
the word Syrtis occurs in a few passages, with- small inland town of Sicily.—2. (Now Dawas)
iut any distinction between the Greater and the a city of Caria, on the borders cf Phrygia.—3
Less. It seems most probable that he means A city of Persis, in the district of Paraelacene,
to denote by this term the Greater Syrtis, and on the road from Ecbatana to Persepolis.
that he included the Lesser in the Lake TRITABERN.E.
V'.d T R E S T A B E R N J ® .
TONIS.

[TABRACA.

Vid. T H A B P A C A . ]

SYRTICA R E G I O (is ZvpriKy : now the western T A B U R N U S (now Taburno), a mountain belong
part of Tripoli), the special name of that part of
ing half to Campania and half to Samnium. Its
the northern coast of Africa which lay between southern side was very fertile, and was celem e two Syrtes, from the River Triton, at the brated for its olive grounds. It shut in the
bottom of the Syrtis Minor, on the west, to the Caudine Pass on its southern side.
Philaenorum Arae, at the bottom of tha Syrtis
T A C A P E (TaKairn : now large ruins at Khabs),
Major, on the east. It was, for the most part, aa city of Northern Africa, in the Regio Syrtica.
very narrow strip of sand, interspersed with at the innermost angle of the Syrtis Minor, to
salt marshes, between the sea and a range of which the modern town gives its name. Under
mountains forming the edge of the Great Desert the Romans, it at first belonged to Byzaeena,
(now Sahara), with only here and there a few but it was afterward raised to a colony and
spots capable of cultivation, especially about the made the western town of Tripolitana. It had
River Cinyps. It was peopled by Libyan tribes, an indifferent harbor. A little to the west was
the chief of w h o m were the Lotophagi, Macae, the bathing place, called, from its warm minPsylli, and Nasamones; and several Egyptian eral springs, Aquae Tacapitanae (now ElHammatand Phoenician colonies were settled on the el- Khabs).
coast at an early period. The Greeks of CyTACFARINAS, a Numidian in the reign of Tirene disputed with the Carthaginians the pos- berius, had originally served among the auxilsession of this district until it was secured to iary troops in the Roman army, but he desertCarthage by the self-devotion of the PHiLiENi. ed ; and, having collected a body of freebootUnder the Romans it formed a part of the prov- ers, he became at length the acknowledged
ince of Africa. It was often called TRIPOLITA- leader of the Musulamii, a powerful people in
NA, from its three chief cities, A B R O T O N U M , 03A, the interior of Numidia, bordering on Mauretaand LEPTIS M A G N A ; and this became its usual nia. For some years he defied the Roman arms
name under the later empire, and has been but was at length defeated and slain in battle
handed down to our own time in the modern by Dolabella, A.D. 24.
name of the Regency of Tripoli.
T A C H O M P S O (Taxopvjd, also Tacompsos, Plin.,
SYRUS, a slave brought to R o m e some years and MeraKouibd, Ptol.), afterward C O N T R A P S E L before the downfall of the republic, and desig- CIS, a city in the Dodecaschaenus, that is, the
nated, according to the usual practice, from the part of iEthiopia immediately above Egypt,
country of his birth. H e attracted attention, built on an island (now Derar ?) near the eastwhile yet a youth, by his accomplishments and ern bank of the river, a little above Pselcis,
wit, was manumitted by his master, who prob- which stood on the opposite bank. Vid PSELCIS.
ably belonged to the Clodia gens, assumed the
T A C H O S (Taxdg), king of Egypt, succeeded
name oi Publius, from his patron, and soon be-Acoris, and maintained the independence of his
came highly celebrated as a mimographer. H e country for a short time during the latter end
may be said to have flourished B.C. 45. His of the reign of Artaxerxes II. H e invited Chamimes were committed to writing, and exten- brias, the Athenian, to take the command of his
sively circulated at an early period ; and a col- fleet, and Agesilaus to undertake the supreme
lection of pithy moral sayings, extracted from command of all his forces. Both Chabrias and
his works, appears to have been used as a Agesilaus came to Egypt; but the latter was
school-book in the boyhood of St. Jerome. A much aggrieved in having only the command
compilation of this description, extending to up- of the mercenaries intrusted to him. Accordward of one thousand lines in iambic and tro- ingly, when Nectanabis laid claim to the Egypchaic measures, every apophthegm being com- tian crown, Agesilaus deserted Tachos, and esprised in a single line, and the whole arranged poused the cause of Nectanabis, who thus bealphabetically, according to the initial letter of came King of Egypt B C. 361.
the first word in each, is now extant under the
TACITUS.
1. 0. C O R N E L I U S , the historian
title Publii Syri Sententia. These proverbs have
The time and place of his birth are unknown.
been drawn from various sources, and are evi- H e was a little older than the younger Pliny.
dently tbe work of many different hands ; but who was bern A.D. 61. His father was proba considerable number may be ascribed to Sy- ably Cornelius Tacitus, a Roman eques, who is
rus and his contemporaries. The best editions mentioned as a procurator in Gallia Belgica,
ofthe Sententia are by Havercamp, Lugd. Bat,and who died in 79. Tacitus was first promo1708,1727; by Orelli, Lips., 1822 ; and by Bothe,ted by the Emperor Vespasian, and he received
in his Poelarum Latin. Scenicorum Fragmenta,
other favors from his sons Titus and Domitian.
Lips., 1834.
In 78 he married the daughter of C. Julius AgricSYTHAS (ZvBag), a river on the frontiers of ola, to w h o m be had been betrothed in the pretchaia and Sicyonia.
ceding year, while Agricola was consul In the
54
reign of Domitian, and in A.D 88, Tacitus was
praetor, and he assisted as one ofthe quindecem
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rin at the solemnity of the Ludi Seculares mans who w e w best known to the Romans
which were celebrated in that year. Agricola from being near the Rhine. That the hearsay
died at R o m e in 93, but neither Tacitus nor the accounts of more remote tribes must partake
daughter of Agricola was then with him. It is ofthe defects of all such evidence, is obvious,
not known where Tacitus was during the last and w e can not easily tell whether Tacitus emillness of Agricola. In the reign of Nerva, 97, bellished that which he heard obscurely told.
Tacitus was appointed consul suffectus, in the But to consider the Germany as afictionis one
place of T. Virginius Rufus, who had died in of those absurdities which need only be recordthat year, and whose funeral oration he deliv- ed, not refuted. 5. Dialogus de Oratoribus. If
ered. W e know that Tacitus had attained ora- this dialogue is the work of Tacitus, and it prob
torical distinction when the younger Pliny was ably is, it must be his earliest work, for it was
commencing his career. H e and Tacitus were written in the sixth year of Vespasian (c 17).
appointed in the reign of Nerva (99) to conduct The style is more easy than that ofthe Annals,
the prosecution of Marius, proconsul of Africa. more diffuse, less condensed; but there is no
Tacitus and Pliny were most intimate friends. obvious difference between the style of this
Ia the collection of the letters of Pliny there Dialogue and the Histories, nothing so striking
are eleven letters addressed to Tacitus The as to make us contend for a different authortime of the death of Tacitus is unknown, but ship. Besides this, it is nothing unusual for
he appears to have survived Trajan, who died works of the same author, which are written at
117. Nothing is recorded of any children of different times, to vary greatly in style, espehis, though the Emperor Tacitus claimed a de- cially if they treat of different matters. The
scent from the historian, and ordered his works old M S S attribute this Dialogue to Tacitus.
to be placed in all (public) libraries. The fol- The Annals of Tacitus, the work of a mature
lowing are the extant works of Tacitus: 1. Vitaage contain the chief events of the period
which they embrace, arranged under their sevAgricola, the life of Agricola, which was written after the death of Domitian, 96, as w e may eral years There seems no peculiar propriety
probably conclude from the introduction, which in giving the name of Annales to this work,
was certainly written after Trajan's accession. simply because the events are arranged in the
This life is justly admired as a specimen of bi- order of time. The work of Livy may just as
ography. It is a monument to the memory of well be called Annals. In the Annals of Taca good man, and an able commander and ad- itus, the Princeps or Emperor is the centre about
ministrator, by an affectionate son-in-law, who which events are grouped. Yet the most imhas portrayed, in his peculiar manner and with portant public events, both in Italy and the provmany masterly touches, the virtues of one of inces, are not omitted, though every thing is
the most illustrious of the Romans. 2. Histo-treated as subordinate to the exhibition of imria, which were written after the death of Ner-perial power. The Histories, which were writva, 98, and before the Annales They compre- ten before the Annals, are in a more diffuse
hended the period from the second consulship style, and the treatment of the extant part is
of Galba, 68, to the death of Domitian, 96, and different from that of the Annals. Tacima
the author designed to add thereignsof Nerva wrote the Histories as a contemporary; the
and Trajan Thefirstfour books alone are ex- Annals as not a contemporary. They are two
tant in a complete form, and they comprehend distinct works, not parts of one, which is clearonly the events of about one year. The fifth ly shown by the very different proportions of
book is imperfect, and goes no further than the the two works : thefirstfour books of the Hiscommencement ofthe siege of Jerusalem by Ti- tories comprise about a year, and the first four
tus, and the war of Civilis in Germany. It is books of the Annals comprise fourteen years.
not known how many books of the Histories The moral dignity of Tacitus is impressed
there were, but it must have been a large work upon his works; the consciousness of a love
if it was all written on the same scale as the of truth, of the integrity of his purpose. His
great power is in the knowledge of the human
firstfivebooks. 3 Annales, which commence
with the death of Augustus, 14, and comprise mind, his insight into the motives of human
the period to the death of Nero, 68, a space of conduct; and he found materials for this study
in the history of the emperors, and particularfifty-four years. The greater part of the fifth
ly Tiberius, the arch-hypocrite, and perhaps hall
book is lost, and also the seventh, eighth, ninth,
tenth, the beginning of the eleventh, and the madman. His Annals arefilledwith dramatic
end of the sixteenth, which is the last book. scenes and striking catastrophes. H e laborThese lost parts comprised the whole of Calig- ed to produce effect by the exhibition of great
ula's reign, the firstfiveyears of Claudius, and personages on the stage ; but as to the mass
of the people w e learn little from Tacitus. The
the last two of Nero. 4 De Moribus et Populis
Germania, a treatise describing the Germanic style of Tacitus is peculiar, though it bears
nations. It is of no value as a geographical some resemblance to Sallust In the Annals it
description; thefirstfew chapters contain as is concise, vigorous, and pregnant with meanmuch of the geography of Germany as Tacitus ing ; labored, but elaborated with art, and stripknew. The main matter is the description of ped of every superfluity. A single word somethe political institutions, the religion, and the times gives effect to a sentence, and if the
habits of the various tribes included under the meaning of the word is missed, the sense of
denomination of Germani The value of the the writer is not reached. Such a work is probinformation contained in this treatise has often ably theresultof many transcriptions by the
been discussed, and its credibility attacked ; butauthor. In the Annals Tacitus is generally
w e may estimate its true character by observ- brief and rapid in his sketches ; but he is some
irg tho precision ofthe writer as to those Ger- times minute, and almost tedious, when fif
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somes to work out a dramatic scene. Nor does t short time all the people of Etruria were ashe altogether neglect his rhetorical an when he sembled around him. Tages now instructed
has an opportunity for displaying it. The con- them in the art of the haruspices, and died imdensed style of Tacitus sometimes Snakes him mediately after. The Etruscans, who had lisobscure, but it is a kind of obscurity that is dis- tened attentively to his instructions, afterward
pelled by careful reading. Yet a man must read wrote down all he had said, and thus arose the
carefully and often in order to understand him ; books of Tages, which, according to some, were
and w e can not suppose that Tacitus was ever twelve in number.
[ T A G R I 5 (now Yunto in the chain of Sierra de
a popular writer. His real admirers will perhaps always be few; his readers fewer still. Albardos), a mountain of Lusitania, in the neighTbe best editions of the complete works of borhood of Olisippo.]
Tacitus are byOberlin, Lips., 1801, 2 vols. 8vo; T A G U S (Spanish Tajo, Portuguese Tejo, Enby Bekker, Lips , 1831, 2 vols 8vo ; by Orelli, glish Tagus), one of the chief rivers in Spain,
Ziirich, 1846 and 1848, 2 vols. 8vo ; [and by rising in the land ofthe Celtiberians, notweec
Ritter, Cambridge, 1848, 4 vols. 8vo].—2. M. the mountains Orospeda and Idubeda, and, aftii
CLAUDIUS, Roman emperor from the 25th of flowing in a westerly direction, falling into the
September, A.D. 275, until April, A.D. 276.
H e Atlantic. The whole course of the Tagus exwas elected emperor by the senate after the ceedsfivehundred andfiftyEnglish miles. At
death of Aurelian, the army having requested its mouth stood Olisippo (now Lisbon). The
the senate to nominate a successor to the im- ancient writers relate that much gold sand and
perial throne. Tacitus was at the time seventy precious stones were found in the Tagus.
TALABRIGA, a town in Lusitania, between
years of age, and was with difficulty persuaded
to accept the purple. The high character which iEminium and Lagobriga.
T A L A S S I U S or T A L A S S E S .
Vid. T H A L A S S I U S
he had borne before bis elevation to the throne,
T A L A U E A (ra 1'dXavpa : now Turkhal ?), a for
he amply sustained during his brief reign. H e
endeavored to repress the luxury and licentious- tress in Pontus, used by Mithradates the Great
ness of the age by various sumptuary laws, and as a residence, and supposed by some to be
he himself set an example to all around by the identical with Gaziura.
abstemiousness, simplicity, and frugality of his T A L A U S (TdXaog), son of Bias and Pero, and
own habits. The only military achievement of king of Argos. H e was married to Lysimache
this reign was the defeat and expulsion from (Eurynome or Lysianassa), and was father of
Asia Minor of a party of Goths, who had car- Adrastus, Parthenopaeus, Pronax, Mecisteus,
ried their devastation across the peninsula to Aristomachus, and Eriphyle. H e occurs among
the confines of Cilicia. H e died either at Tar- the Argonauts, and his tomb was shown at Argos. The patronymic Tala'ionides (TaXalovidng)
sus or at Tyana, about the 9th of April, 276.
is given to his sons, Adrastus and Mecisteus.
T ^ S N A R U M (Taivapov : now Cape Matapan), a
T A L M I S (ruins at El-Kalabsheh), a city of the
promontory in Laconia, forming the southerly
point of the Peloponnesus, on which stood a Dodecaschaenus, that is, the district of iEthiopia
celebrated temple of Neptune (Poseidon), pos- immediately above Egypt, stood on the western
sessing an inviolable asylum. A little to the bank ofthe Nile, south of Taphis, and north of
north ofthe temple and the harbor of Achilleus Tutzis. Its ruins consist of an ancient rockwas a town also called T . S N A R U M or T^ENARUS, hewn temple, with splendid sculptures, and of
and at a later time CraNEPbLis. It was situa- a later temple of the Roman period, in the midst
ted forty stadia from the extreme point of the of which stands the modern village. There
promontory, and was said to have been built by was a place on the opposite bank called Contra
Taenarus, a son of Jupiter (Zeus), or Icarius, orTalmis.
T A L N A , JUVENTIUS.
Vid. T H A L N A .
Elatus. On this promontory was a cave, through
1 AI.M» (TdXag). 1. Son of Perdix, the sister
which Hercules is said to have dragged Cerberus to the upper world. Here also was a stat- of Daedalus. For details, vid. P E E D I X . — 2 . A
ue of Arion seated on a dolphin, since he is man of brass, the work of Vulcan (Hephaestus).
said to have landed at this spot after his mirac- This wonderful being was given to Minos by Juulous preservation by a dolphin. In the time piter (Zeus) or Vulcan (Hephaestus), and watchof the Romans there were celebrated marble ed the island of Crete by walking round the
island thrice every day. Whenever he saw
quarries on the promontory.
T A G ^ : (Tayal: now Dameghan?), a city men- strangers approaching, he made himself red hot
tioned by Polybius as in Parthia, on the border infire,and then embraced the strangers when
toward Hyrcania, apparently the same place they landed.
which Strabo calls T A P E (Tdiry), and reckons to [TALTHYBiADiE, a family in Sparta, deducing
their origin from Talthybius, holding the office
Hyrcania.
T A G A S T E (ruins at Tagilt), an inland townof herald as an hereditary honor.]
T A L T H Y B I U S (TaXBvbiog), the herald of Agaof Numidia, on a tributary ofthe Bagradas, rememnon at Troy. H e was worshipped as a
markable as the birth-place of St. Augustine.
T A G E S , a mysterious Etruscan being, who is hero at Sparta and Argos, where sacrifices also
d e « ibe; as a boy with the wisdom of an old were offered to him.
[TALUS, a companion of iEneas, slain by Tur<nan. Once when an Etruscan, of the name of
Tarchon, was ploughing in the neighborhood nus in Italy.]
T A M A E A . 1. Or T A M A R I S (now Tambre), a
of Tarquinii, there suddenly rose out of the
ground Tages, the son of a Genius Jovialis, and small river in Hispania Tarraconensis, on the
frandson of Jupiter. W h e n Tages addressed coast of Gallaecia, falling into the Atlantic be'archon, tie latter shrieked with fear, where- tween the Minius and the Promontorium Neupon other Etruscans hastened to him, and in rium.—2. (Now Tamerton, near PlymuutfeV a
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sown of the Damnonu in the south of Britain, into the Mediterranean about half way between
at t':-« "'outli of the Tamarus.
Sidon and Berytus.
T.MAEICI, a people in Gallaecia, on the River
T A N A G E R (now Negro), a river of Lueania,
Tsmara.
rising in the Apennines, which, after flowing in
TAMARIS.
Vid. T A M A R A .
a northeasterly direction, loses itself under the
T A M A R U S (now Tumor), a river in the south earth near Polla for a space of about two miles,
'.f Britain.
andfinallyfalls into the Silarus iear Forum
T A M A S S U S or T A M A S U S (Tauaaeog, Tdpaaog:Popilii.
'Vauaalrng, Taudowg), probably the same as the T A N A G E A (Tdvaypa: Tavaypatog: now (»'.».
Homeric T E M E S E (Teuecn), a town in the middlemadha or Grimala), a celebrated town of Bceoof Cyprus, northwest of Olympus, and twenty- tia, situated on a steep ascent on the left bank
nine miles southeast of Soloe, on the road from ofthe Asopus, thirteen stadia from Oropus, and
the latter place to Tremithus, was situated in two hundred stadia from Plataeae, in the district
a fertile country and in the neighborhood of ex- Tanagraea, which was also called Poemandris.
tensive copper mines. Near it was a celebrated Tanagra was supposed to be the same town as
plain (ager Tamaseus), sacred to Venus. (Ov.,the Homeric Graea. The most ancient wnabMet, x , 644.)
itants are said to have been the Gephyraei, who
T A M B R A X (TapSpaij), a great city of Hyrcania,
came with CadmuB from Phoenicia ; but it was
on the northern side of Mount Coronus, men- afterward taken possession of by the iEoliap
tioned by Polybius. It is perhaps the same Boeotians. It was a place of considerable complace which Strabo calls TaXaBpoKn.
mercial importance, and was celebrated, among
TAMESIS or T A M E S A (now Thames), a river in other things, for its breed offightingcocks.
Britain, flowing into the sea on the eastern At a later time it belonged to the Boeotian concoast, on which stood Londinium. Caesar cross- federacy. Being near the frontiers of Attica,
ed the Thames at the distance of eighty Roman it was frequently exposed to the attacks of the
miles from the sea, probably at Cowey Stakes, Athenians ; and near it the Athenians sustainnear Oatlands and the confluence of the W e y . ed a celebrated defeat, B.C. 457.
There have been found in modern times in the
T A N A I S (Tdvalg). 1. (Now Don, i. e., Water),
ford ofthe river at this spot large stakes, which a great river, which rises in the north of Sarare supposed to have been the same as were matia Europaea (about the centre oi Russia), and
fixed in the water by Cassivellaunus when he flows to the southeast till it comes near the
attempted to prevent Caesar from crossing the Volga, when it turns to the southwest, and falls
liver.
into the northeastern angle ofthe Palus Maeotis
T A M N A (Tdpva), a very great city in the south- (now Sea of Azov) by two principal mouths and
west of Arabia Felix, the capital ofthe Cataba- several smaller ones. It was usually considerm. It maintained a caravan traffic, in spices ed the boundary between Europe and Asia. Its
and other products of Arabia, with Gaza, from chief tributary was the Hyrgis or Syrgis (now
which its distance was reckoned one thousand probably Donets).—2. (Ruins near Kassatchei),
four hundred and thirty-six Roman miles.
a city of Sarmatia Asiatica, on the northern side
T A M O S (Vapdg), a native of Memphis in Egypt, ofthe southern mouth of the Tanais, at a little
was lieutenant governor of Ionia under Tissa- distance from the sea. It was founded by a
phernes. H e afterward attached himself to the colony from Miletus, and became a very flour
service of the younger Cyrus; upon whose ishing emporium. It reduced to subjection sev
death be sailed to Egypt, where he hoped to eral of the neighboring tribes, but in its turn it
find refuge with Psammetichus, on w h o m he became subject to the kings of Bosporus. It
had conferred an obligation. Psammetichus, was destroyed by Polemon on account of an ar
however, put him to death, in order to possess tempted revolt, and, though afterward restored,
himself of his money and ships.
it never regained its former prosperity.
T A M P H I L U S or T A M P I L U S B^IBIUS.
1. C N ,
[TANAIS. 1. A Rutulian warrior under Tur
tribune of the plebs B.C. 204 ; praetor 199, nus, slain by iEneas.—2. A freedman of Maecewhen he was defeated by the Insubrians ; and nas, or, as some say, of L. Munatius Plancus
consul 182, when he fought against the Liguri- mentioned by Horace (Sat., i, 1,105).]
ans with success.—2. M., brother of the last,
TANAQUIL.
Vid. TARQUINIUS.
was praetor 192, and served in Greece both in
[TANARUS, (now Tanaro), a river of Liguria,
this year and the following, in the war against which flows down from the Alpes Maritimae, and
Antiochus. In 181 he was consul, when he after receiving the Stura, Fevos, and Urbis, falls
defeated the Ligurians.
into the Padus (now Po) ]
T A M Y N J H (Tauvvai), a town in Eubcea, on T A N E T U M (Tanetanus: now Taneto), a town
Mount Cotylaeum, in the territory of Eretria, of the Boii in Gallia Cispadana, between Mutina
with a temple of Apollo, said to have been built and Parma.
by Admetus. Here the Athenians under PhoT A N I S (Tdvtg: in the Old Testament, Zoan :
cion gained a celebrated victory over Callias of Tavlrng: ruins at San), a very ancient city of
Chalcis, B.C. 354.
Lower Egypt, in the eastern part ofthe Delta, on
T A M Y R A C A (TauvpaKn), a town and promon-the right bank of the arm of the Nile, which wag
tory of European Sarmatia, at the innermost called after it the Tanitic, and on the southwestcorner of the Sinus Carcinites, which was also ern side of the great lake between this and the
sailed from this town Sinus Tamyraces (Tap- Pelusiac branch of the Nile, which was also
vpaKng KoXirog).
called, after the city, Tanis (now Lake of MenT A M Y R A S or D A M U R A S (Tapvpag, Aauovpag:zaleh). It was one of the capitals of Lowei
now Damur, or Nahr-el-Kadi), a little river ofEgypt under the early kings, and was said by
Phoenicia, rising on Mount Libanus, and falling tradition to have been the residence of the court
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TACKIE (TaoKn: now Bunier-Reight), a city on
the coast of Persis, near the mouth of the Rive?
^TANTALIDES.
Vid. T A N TALUS, N O . 1, ad fin.]
Granis, used occasionally as a royal residence.
I'ANTALUS (TdvraXog) 1. Son of Jupiter The surrounding district was called VaoKyvr).
(Zeus) and Pluto. His wife is called by some
T A O C H I (Tdoxoi), a people of Pontus, on the
Euryanassa, by others Tayg»te or Dione, and borders of Armenia, frequently mentioned by
by others Clytia or Eupryto
Ae was the father Xenophon in the Anabasis.
of Pelops, Broteas. and Niobe. All traditions
TAPE. Vii TAOJE.
agree in stating that he was a wealthy king; but
TAFHI^E I N S U L A , a number of small islands
while some call him King of Lydia, others de- in the Ionian Sea, lying between the coasts of
scribe him as King of Argos or Corinth. Tan- Leucadia and Acarnania. They were also calltalus is particularly celebrated in ancient story ed the islands of the Teleboae, and their inhabfor the terrible punishment inflicted upon him itants were in like mariner named TAPHII (Tdafter his death in the lower world, the causes ijuoi) or TELEBOiE (TnXeSoai). The largest of
of which are differently stated by the ancient these islands is called T A P H U S (Tdipog) by Hoauthois. According to the common account, mer, but T A P H I U S (Tatpiovg) or T A P H I U S A (TaipiJupiter (Zeus) invited him to his table, and com-ovesa) by later writers. They are mentioned in
municated his divine counsels to him. Tanta- Homer as the haunts of notorious pirates, and
lus divulged the secrets thus intrusted to him ; are celebrated in mythology on account of the
and he was punished in the lower world by be- war carried on between them and Electryon,
ing afflicted with a raging thirst, and at the king of Mycenae.
same time, placed in the midst of a lake, the
TAPHIASSUS CTafyiaaabg : now Macrivoro and
waters of which always receded from him as Rigani), a mountain in iEtolia and Locris, propsoon as he attempted to drink them. Over his erly only a southwestern continuation of Mounts
head, moreover, hung branches of fruit, which GGta and Corax.
receded in like manner when he stretched out
TAPHIS (ruins at Tapa), a city of the Dodehis hand to reach them. In addition to all this, caschcenus, that is, the district of iEthiopia imthere was suspended over his head a huge rock, mediately above Egypt, stood on tbe western
ever threatening to crush him. Another tradi- bank of the Nile, south of Tzitzis, and north of
tion relates that, wishing to test the gods, he Talmis. It is also called TaBig and nam'?.
cut his son Pelops in pieces, boiled them, and There was a town on the opposite bank called
set them before the gods at a repast. A third Contra Taphis.
account states that Tantalus stole nectar and
TAPHRiE or T A P H E O S (Tdijspai or Tdipog : Tdambrosia from the table of the gods and gave <j>piog), a town on the isthmus ofthe Chersone
them to his friends ; and a fourth, lastly, relatessus Taurica, so called because a trench or ditch
the following story. Rhea caused the infant was cut across the isthmus at this point.
fi piter (Zeus) and his nurse to be guarded in T A P H U S . Vid. TAPHIJE.
Crete by a golden dog, w h o m Jupiter (Zeus)
TAPOSIEIS (Tairbaeipig, Tairbaipig, Ta<j>ba
afterva d appointed guardian of his temple in i. e., the tomb of Osiris : ruins at Abousir), a c
Crete. Pandareus stole this dog, and, carrying of Lower Egypt, on the northwestern frontier,
him to Mount Sipylus in Lydia, gave him to in the Libya Nomos, near the base of the long
Tantalus to take 'care of. But when Pandareus tongue of land on which Alexandrea stood, celdemanded the dug back, Tantalus took an oath ebrated for its claim to be considered the burialthat he Had never received it. Jupiter (Zeus) place of Osiris. Mention is also made of a Lessthereupon changed Pandareus into a stone, and er Taposiris (b piKpa Tairbaeipig) near it.
threw Tantalus down from Mount Sipylus.
T A P E O B A N E (TairpoBavn: now Ceylon), a great
Others, again, relate that Mercury (Hermes) de-island ofthe Indian Ocean, opposite to the southmanded the dog of Tantalus, and that the per- ern extremity of India intra Gangem. The
jury was committed before Mercury ^Hermes). Greeks first became acquainted with it through
lupiter (Zeus) buried Tantalus under Mount the researches of Onesicritus in the time of
Sipylus as a punishment; and there his tomb Alexander, and through information obtained
was shown in later times. The punishment of by residents in India ; and the Roman geograTantalus was proverbial in ancient times, and phers acquired additional knowledge respecting
from it the English language has borrowed tbe the island through an embassy which was sent
verb " to tantalize," that is, to hold out hopes from it to R o m e in the reign of Claudius. Of
or prospects which can not be realized. The the accounts given of it by the ancients, it is
patronymic Tantalides is frequently given to the
only necessary here to state that Ptolemy makes
descendants of Tantalus. Hence w e find not it very much too large, while, on the other hand,
only his son Pelops, but also Atreus, Thyestes, he gives much too small a southward extension
Agamemnon, Menelaus, and Orestes called by to the peninsula of India.
this name.—2. Son of Thyestes, who was killed
T A P U R I (Td7rojipo( or Tairovpol), a powerful
by Atreus. Others call him a son of Broteas. people, apparently of Scythian origin, who dwelt
H e was married to Clytaemnestra before Aga- in Media, on the borders of Parthia, south of
memnon, and is said by some to have been killed Mount Goronus. They also extended into Marby Agamemnon.—3. Son of Amphion and Niobe. giana, and probably further north on the eastT A N U S or T A N A U S (Tdvog or Tavaeg: now Ka- ern side of the Caspian, where their original
ni), a river in the district of Thyreatis, on the abodes seem to have been in the mountains
eastern coast of Peloponnesus, rising in Mount Balled by their name. The men wore black
Parnon, and falling into the Thyreatic Gulf clothes and long hair, and the women whitg
after forming ths boundary between Argolis clothes and hair cut close. They were mucl
and Cynuria,
addicted to drunkenness.
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h o m they invited to succor them was A ex
TAPURI M O N T E S (TO Tdirovpa bpn), a rangewof
mountains on the east of the Caspian Sea, in- ander, king of Epirus, and uncle <o Alexandar the
Great. Atfirsthe met with considerable sue
habited by the TAPURI.
cess, but was eventually defeated and slan b»
TARAS. Vid. TARENTUM.
the Bruttii, in 326, near Pandosia, on the bank*
TARBELLI, one ofthe most important people ofthe Acheron. Shortly afterward the Tarenin Gallia Aquitanica, between the ocean (hence tines had to encounter a still more formidable
called Tarbellicum aquor and Tarbellus Oceanus)
enemy. Having attacked some Roman ships,
and the Pyrenees (hence called Tarbella Py-and then grossly insulted the Roman ambassarene) Their country was sandy and unpro- dors who had been sent to demand reparation,
ductive, but contained gold and mineral springs. war was declared against the city by the powTheir chief town was A Q U J E T A R B E L L I C ? E or erful republic. The Tarentines were saved for
A U G U S T S , on the Aturus (now Dacqs on tbe a time by Pyrrhus, king of Epirus, who came to
Aiour).
their help in 280; but two years after the deT A R C H O N , son of Tyrrhenus, w h o is said to feat of this monarch and his withdrawal from
have built the town of Tarquinii. (Vid T A E - Italy, the city was taken by the Romans (272)
auiNii.) Virgil represents him as coming to the In the second Punic war Tarentum revolteu
assistance of iEneas against Turnus.
from R o m e to Hannibal (212); but it was reT A R E N T I N U S SINUS (Tapevrlvog KbXirog: now
taken by the Romans in 207, and was treated
Gulf of Tarentum), a great gulf in the south ofby them with great severity. From this time
Italy, between Bruttium, Lueania, and Calabria,Tarentum declined in prosperity and wealth.
beginning west near the Promontorium Lacini- It was subsequently made a Roman colony, and
um, and ending east near the Promontorium it still continued to be a place of considerable
Iapygium, and named after the town of Taren- importance in the time of Augustus. Its intum. According to Strabo, it is one thousand habitants retained their love of luxury and ease;
nine hundred and twenty stadia in circuit, and and it is described by Horace as molle Tarentum
the entrance to it is seven hundred stadia wide. and imbelle Tarentum. Even after the downfall
T A E E N T U M , called T A R A S by the Greeks (Td- ofthe Western Empire the Greek language was
oag, -avrog : Tapevrlvog, Tarentinus: now stTaill spoken at Tarentum ; and it was long one
ranto), an important Greek city in Italy, situaofthe chief strongholds ofthe Byzantine empire
"ied on the western coast of the peninsula of in the south of Italy. The town of Tarentum
Calabria, and on a bay of the sea, about one consisted of two parts, viz., of a peninsula or
hundred stadia in circuit, forming an excellent island at the entrance of the harbor, and of a
harbor, and being a portion ofthe great Gulf of town on the main land, which was connected
Tarentum. The city stood in the midst of a with the island by means of a bridge. On the
beautiful and fertile country, south of Mount northwest corner ofthe island, close to the enAulon and west ofthe mouth ofthe Galesus trance of the harbor, was the citadel; the prinIt was originally built by the Iapygians, who are cipal part of the town was situated southwest
said to have been joined by some Cretan colo- of the isthmus The modern town is confined
nists from the neighboring town of Uria, and it to the island or peninsula on which the citadel
derived its name from the mythical Taras, a son stood. The neighborhood of Tarentum proof Poseidon. The greatness of Tarentum, how duced the best wool in all Italy, and was also
ever, dates from B C 708, when the original celebrated for its excellent wine,figs,pears, and
inhabitants were expelled, and the town was other fruits. Its purple dye was also much
taken possession of by a strong body of Lace- valued in antiquity.
daemonian Partheniae under the guidance of
TAEICHEA, or-%m, or JEM (Tapixeia, -eat, alai:
Phalanthus. Vii. P H A L A N T H U S . It soon be- ruins at El-Kereh), a town of Galilee, at the
came the most powerful and flourishing city in southern end of the Lake of Tiberias, strongly
the whole of Magna Graecia, and exercised a fortified, ajid with a turbulent population, who
kind of supremacy over the other Greek cities gave the Romans much trouble during the Jewin Italy. It carried on an extensive commerce, ish war. It obtained its name from the quantipossessed a considerable fleet of ships of war, ties of the fish of the neighboring lakes which
and was able to bring into the field, with the were salted here.
assistance of its allies, an army of thirty thou- T A E N E (Tdpvn), a city of Lydia, on Mount
sand foot and three thousand horse. The city Tmolus, mentioned by Homer. Pliny mentions
itself, in its mostflourishingperiod, contained simply a fountain of the name.
twenty-two thousand men capable of bearing
T A R P A , SP. Marius, was engaged by Pomarms. The government of Tarentum was dif- peius to select the plays that were acted at his
ferent at various periods. In the time of Da- games exhibited in B.C. 55. Tarpa was likerius Hystaspis, Herodotus speaks of a king (i e ,wise employed by Augustus as a dramatic cena tyrant) of Tarentum ; but at a later period the sor.
government was a democracy. Archytas, w h o
TAEPEIA, daughter of Sp. Tarpeius, the govwas born at Tarentum, and w h o lived about ernor of the R o m a n citadel on the Saturnian
B C 400, drew up a code of laws for his native Hill, afterward called the Capitoline, was tempt
eity. With the increase of wealth the citizens ed by the gold on the Sabine bracelets and col
became luxurious and effeminate, and being lars to open a gate of the fortress to T. Tatiu?
hard pressed by the Lucanians and other bar- and his Sabines. A s they entered, they threw
barians in the neighborhood, they were obliged upon her their shields, and thus crushed her to
to apply for aid to the mother country. Archi- death. She was buried on the hill, and hei
damus, son of Agesilaus, was thefirstwho came memory was preserved by the name of the Tar.
to their assistance in B C. 338; and he fell in peian Rock, which was given to a part of the
battlefightingon their behalf. The next prince
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Ca(,itolii/e
A -egend still exists at Rome, remove to Rome. H e accordingly set out toi
which relates that the fair Tarpeia ever sits in Rome, riding in a chariot with his wife, and acthe heart of the hill, covered with gold and jew- companied by a large train of followers. W h e r
they had reached the Janiculus, an eagle seized
els, and bound by a spell.
his cap, and, after carrying it away to a great
T A R P H E (Tdpijsn), a town in Locris, on Mount
CEta, mentioned by Homer, and subsequently height, placed it again upon his head. Tanaquil, who was skilled in the Etruscan science
called Pharygae.
of ""igury, bade her husband hope for the highTAEQUINIA
Vid T A R Q U I N I U S
Her predictions
TAEQUINII (Tarquiniensis : now Turchina, est nonor from this omen
were
soon verified The stranger was receivnear Corneto), a city of Etruria, situated on a hil
i
and on the River Marta, southeast of Cosa and ed with welcome, and he and his followers were
on a road leading from the latter town to Rome. admitted to the rights of R o m a n citizens He
It was one of the twelve Etruscan cities, and took the name of L TARQUINIUS, to which Livy
was probably regarded as the metropolis of the adds PEISCUS. H I S wealth, his courage, anj
Confederation It is said to have been founded his wisdom gained him the love both of Ancus
by Tarchon, the son or brother of Tyrrhenus, Marcius and of the people. The former apwho was the leader of the Lydian colony from pointed him guardian of his children; and, when
Asia to Italy. It was in the neighborhood of he died, the senate and the people unanimously
Tarquinii that the seer Tages appeared, from elected Tarquinius to the vacant throne. The
w h o m the Etruscans learned their civil and re- reign of Tarquinius was distinguished by great
ligious polity. Vii T A G E S . According to one exploits in war and by great works in peace.
account, Tarquinii was founded by Thessalians, H e defeated the Latins and Sabines; and the
that is, Pelasgians ; but there can be no doubt latter people ceded to him the town of Collatia,
that it was an original Etruscan city, and that where he placed a garrison under the command
Tarchon is merely a personification of the race of Egerius, the son of his deceased brother
of the Tyrrhenians It was at Tarquinii that Aruns, who took the surname of Collatinus
Demaratus, the father of Tarquinius Priscus, Some traditions relate that Tarquinius defeated
settled ; and it was from this city that the Tar- the Etruscans likewise. A m o n g the important
quinian family came to Rome. After the ex- works which Tarquinius executed in peace, the
pulsion of Tarquinius Superbus from Rome, the most celebrated are the vast sewers by whick
Tarquinienses, in conjunction with the Veien- the lower parts of the city were drained, and
tes, espoused his cause, but they were defeated which still remain, with not a stone displaced,
by the Romans. From this time the Tarquin- to bear witness to his power and wealth. He
ienses were frequently engaged in war with the is also said in some traditions to have laid out
Romans; but they were at length obliged to the Circus Maximus in the valley which had
submit to R o m e about B C 310. Tarquiniiwas been redeemed from water by the sewers, and
subsequently made a Roman colony and a mu- also to have instituted the Great or R o m a n
nicipium ; but it gradually declined in import- Games, which were henceforth performed in
ance ; and in the eighth or ninth century of the the Circus. The Forum, with its porticoes and
Christian era it was deserted by its inhabit- rows of shops, was also his work, and he likeants, who founded Corneto on the opposite hill. wise began to surround the city with a stone
There are few remains of the ancient city it- wall, a work which wasfinishedby his successself; but the cemetery of Tarquinii, consisting or, Servius Tullius. The building of the Capof a vast number of subterraneous caves in the itoline temple is, moreover, attributed to the
hill on which Corneto stands, is still in a state elder Tarquinius, though most traditions asof excellent preservation, and contains numer- cribe this work to his son, and only the vow to
ous Etruscan paintings : here some ofthe most the father. Tarquinius also made some changes
interesting remains of Etruscan art have been in the constitution of the state. H e added
one hundred new members to the senate, who
discovered in modern times.
TARQUINIUS, the name of a family in early were called patres minorum gentium, to distinR o m a n history, to which fhe fifth and seventh guish them from the old senators, who were
kings of R o m e belonged. The legend of the now called patres majorum gentium. H e wished
Tarquins ran as follows. Demaratus, their an- to add to the three centuries of equites estabcestor, belonged to the noble family of the Bac- lished by Romulus three new centuries, and to
chiadae at Corinth, andfledfrom his native city call them after himself and two of his friends.
when the power of his order was overthrown His plan was opposed by the augur Attus Naby Cypselus H e settled at Tarquinii in Etru- vius, who gave a convincing proof that the gods
ria, where he had mercantile connections
H e were opposed to his purpose. Fid. NAVIUS. A C married an Etruscan wife, by w h o m he had two cordingly, he gave up his design of establishing
sons, Lucumo and Aruns. The latter died in new centuries, but to each ofthe former centuthe lifetime of his father, leaving his wife preg- ries he associated anotherunder the same name,
nant ; but as Demaratus was ignorant of this so that henceforth there were the first and seccircumstance, he bequeathed all his property to ond Ramnes, Tities, and Luceres. H e increuaed
Lueumo, and died himself shortly afterward. the number of Vestal Virgins from four to six.
But, although Lucumo was thus one ofthe most Tarquinius was murdered after a reign of thirwealthy persons at Tarquinii, and had married ty-eight years at the instigation of the sons of
Tanaquil, who belonged to a family of the high- Ancus Marcius. But the latter did not secure
est rank, he was excluded, as a stranger, from the reward of their crime, for Servius Tullius,
all power and influence in the state. Discon- with the assistance of Tanaquil, succeeded to
tented with this inferior position, and urged on the vacant throne. Tarquinius left two sons
by his wife, he resolved to leave Tarquinii and and two daughters. His two sons, L. Tarquin
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us and Aruns, were subsequently married to ed to Collatia, and there, though it was late i*
the two daughters of Servius Tullius. One of the night, they found Lucretia, the wife of Colhis daughters was married to Servius Tullius, latinus, spinning amid her handmaids. Th«
and the other to M. Brutus, by w h o m she be- beauty and virtue of Lucretia hadfiredthe evil
came the mother of the celebrated L. Brutus, passions of Sextus. A few days afterward he
the first consul at R o m e
Servius Tullius, returned to Collatia, where he was hospitably
whoso life is given under TULLIUS, was mur- received by Lucretia as her husband's kinsman
dered, after a reign of forty-four years, by his In the dead of night he entered the chamber
son-in-law L. Tarquinius, who ascended the va- with a drawn sword: by threatening to lay »
cant throne — 2 . L. TARQUINIUS SUPERBUS com- slave with his throat cut beside her, w h o m he
menced his reign without any of the forms of would pretend to have killed in order to avenge
election. One of thefirstacts of his reign was her husband's honor, he forced her to yield tt>
to abolish the rights which had been conferred his wishes. A s soon as Sextus had departer
•;pon the plebeians by Servius ; and, at the same Lucretia sent for her husband and father. Col
time, all the senators and patricians w h o m he latinus came, accompanied by L. Brutus; Lu
mistrusted, or whose wealth he coveted, were cretius, with P. Valerius, who afterward gained
put to death or driven into exile. H e surround- the surname of Publicoia They found her in
ed himself by a body-guard, by means of which an agony of sorrow. She told them what had
he was enabled to do what he liked. His cru- happened, enjoined them to avenge her diselty and tyranny obtained for him the surname honor, and then stabbed herself to death. They
of Superbus. But, although a tyrant at home, all swore to avenge her. Brutus threw off his
he raised R o m e to great influence and power assumed stupidity, and placed himself at theii
among the surrounding nations. H e gave his head. They carried the corpse to Rome. Bru
daughter in marriage to Octavius Mamilius of tus, who was tribunus celerum, summoned the
Tusculum, the most powerful of the Latin people, and related the deed of shame. All
chiefs ; and under his sway R o m e became the classes were inflamed with the same indignahead of the Latin confederacy. H e defeated tion. A decree was passed deposing the king
the Volscians, and took the wealthy town of and banishing him and his family from the city
Suessa Pometia, with the spoils of which he The army, encamped before Ardea, likewise recommenced the erection of the Capitol which nounced their allegiance to the tyrant. Tarhis father had vowed. In the vaults of this quinius, with his two sons, Titus and Aruns,
temple he deposited the Sibylline books, which took refuge at Caere in Etruria. Sextus re
the king purchased from a sibyl or prophetess. paired to Gabii, his own principality, where he
She had offered to sell him nine books for three was shortly after murdered by the friends of
hundred pieces of gold. The king refused the those w h o m he had put to death. Tarquinius
offer with scorn. Thereupon she went away reigned twenty-four years. H e was banished
and burned three, and then demanded the same B.C. 510. The people of Tarquinii and Vef
price for the six. The king still refused. She espoused the cause of the exiled tyrant, am'
igain went away and burned three more, and marched against Rome. The two consuls ad
still demanded the same price for the remaining vanced to meet them. A bloody battle w a
three. The king now purchased the three books, fought, in which Brutus and Aruns, the son ot
and the sibyl disappeared. H e next engaged Tarquinius, slew each other. Tarquinius nex
in war with Gabii, one of the Latin cities, which repaired to Lars Porsena, the powerful king ot
refused to enter into the league. Unable to Clusium, who marched against R o m e at the
take the city by force of arms, Tarquinius had head of a vast army. The history of this m e m
recourse to stratagem His son, Sextus, pre- orable expedition is related under P O R B E H A .
lending to be ill-treated by his father, and cov- After Porsena quitted Rome, Tarquinius took
ered with the bloody marks of stripes, fled to refuge with his son-in-law, Mamilius Octavius
Gabii. The infatuated inhabitants intrusted him of Tusculum Under the guidance of the latwith the command of their troops ; whereupon ter, the Latin states espoused the cause of the
he sent a messenger to his father to inquire exiled king, and declared war against R o m e
how he should deliver the city into his hands. The contest was decided by the celebrated bat
The king, who was walking in his garden when tie of the Lake Regillus, in which the Romans
the messenger arrived, made no reply, but gained the victory by the help of Castor anQ
kept striking off the heads of the tallest pop- Pollux. Tarquinius himself was wounded, but
pies with his stick. Sextus took the hint. escaped with his life ; his son Sextus is said to
H e put to death or banished all the leading have fallen in this battle, though, according to
men of the place, and then had no difficulty another tradition, as w e have already seen, he
in compelling it to submit to his father. In was slain by the inhabitants of Gabii. Tarquinthe midst of his prosperity, Tarquinius fell ius Superbus had now no other state to w h o m
through a shameful outrage committed by one he could apply for assistance. H e had already
of his sons. Tarquinius and his sons were en- survived all his family; and he now fled to
gaged in besieging Ardea, a city of the Rutu- Aristobulus at Cumae, where he died a wretchlians. Here, as the king's sons, and their cous- ed and childless old man. Such is the stoi)
in Tarquinius Collatinus, the son of Egerius, of the Tarquins, according to the ancient writwere feasting together, a dispute arose about ers ; but this story must not be rer eived as »
the virtue of their wives. A s nothing was do- real history. The narrative contains numer
ing in thefield,they mounted their horses to ous inconsistencies and impossibilities. The
visit their homes by surprise. They first went following is only one instance out of ma ny
We
to Rome, where they surprised the king's daugh- are told that the younger Tarquiiivs, who w.'.t
ters at a splendid banquet. They then hasten- expelled from R o m e in mature age, "was t/w set
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ofthe king who ascended the throne one hund- flowing northeast, through the Miletopr.litet |.%
red and seven years previously in the vigor of cus, into the Macestus.
T A R S U S , T A R S O S (Tapaog, Tapaol, Tepcbg, Baplife ; and Servius Tullius, who married the
daughter of Tarquinius Priseus shortly before nog : Tapaevg, Tarsensis : ruins at Tersus), the
he ascended the throne, is represented imme- chief city of Cilicia, stood near the centre of
diately after his accession as the father of two Cilicia Campestris, on the River Cydnns, about
daughters whom he marries to the brothers of twelve miles above its mouth, in a very large
and fertile plain at the foot of Mount Taurus,
his own wife!
[TARQUINIUS, L , one of those engaged in the the chief pass through which (Pylae Cil;ciae)led
conspiracy of Catiline, turned informer, and ac- down to Tarsus Its position gave it the fill.,
eused M. Crassus of being privy to the design ] benefit of the natural advantages of a fertile
[TARQUINIUS, C O L L A T I N U S . Vii COLLATINUS.] country, and the command of an important high[TARQUITIUS, L., of a patrician family, but so way of commerce. It had also an excellent
poor that he had to serve in the army on foot; harbor, twelve miles from the city, which is
was appointed by the dictator Cincinnatus his filled up with sand. The city was of unknown
antiquity. Some ascribed its foundation to the
master of horse.]
[TARQUITUS, a Latin warrior, son of Faunus Assyrian king Sardanapalus; others to Perseus,
and Dryope, aided Turnus against iEneas, and in connection with whose legend the name of
the city is fancifully derived from a hoof (rapwas slain by the latter.]
T A R R A C I N A (Tarracinensis : now Terracina),aog) which the winged horse Pegasus lost here;
more anciently ealled A N X U R (Anxurates, PL), and others to the Argive chieftain Triptolemus,
an ancient town of Latium, situated fifty-eight whose effigy appears on the coins of the city.
miles southeast of Rome, on the Via Appia and All that can be determined with certainty seems
upon the coast, with a strongly-fortified citadel to be that it was a very ancient city of the Syrupon a high hill, on which stood the temple of ians, who were the earliest known inhabitants
Jupiter Anxurus. It was probably a Pelasgian of this part of Asia Minor, and that it received
town originally; but it afterward belonged to Greek settlers at an early period. In the time
the Volsci, by w h o m it was called Anxur. It of Xenophon, who gives us thefirsthistorical
was conquered by the Romans, who gave it the notice of Tarsus, it was the capital of the Ciliname of Tarracina, and it was made a Roman cian prince Syennesis, and was taken by Cyrus.
colony B.C. 329. Three miles west of the town (Compare CILICIA.) At the time of the Macestood the grove of Feronia, with a temple of donian invasion, it was held by the Persian
this goddess. The ancient walls of the citadel troops, who were about to burn it, when they
of Tarracina are still visible on the slope of were prevented by Alexander's arrival. After
playing an important part as a military post in
Montecchio.
TARr.Xco (Tarraconensis : now Tarragona), the wars of the successors of Alexander, and
8n ancient town on the eastern coast of Spain, under the Syrian kings, it became, by the peace
situated on a rock seven hundred and sixty feet between the Romans and Antiochus the Great,
high, between the River Iberus and the Pyre- the frontier city of the Syrian kingdom on the
nees, on the River Tulcis. It was founded by northwest As the power ofthe Seleucidae dethe Massilians, and was made the head quar- clined, it suffered much from the oppression of
tets of the two brothers P and Cn Scipio, in its governors, and from the wars between the
their campaigns against the Carthaginians in members of the royal family. At the time of
the second Punic war. It subsequently became the Mithradatic war, it suffered, on the one
a populous andflourishingtown ; and Augustus, hand, from Tigranes, who overran Cilicia, and,
who wintered here (B C. 26) after his Canta- on the other, from the pirates, who had their
brwn campaign, made it the capital of one of strongholds in the mountains of Cilicia Aspera,
the three Spanish provinces (Hispania Tarra-and made frequent incursions into the level
conensis) and also a Roman colony. Hencecountry. From both these enemies it was rescued by Pompey, who made it the capital ofthe
w e find it called Colonia Tarraconensis, also
Col. Viclrix Togata and Col. Julia Victrix new
Tar- Roman province of Cilicia, B C. 66. In
the civil war it took part with Caesar, and asraconensis. The modern town of Tarragona is
built to a great extent with the remains of the sumed, in his honor, the name of JULIOPOLIS.
ancient city ; and Roman inscriptions may fre- For this the inhabitants were severely punished
quently be seen imbedded in the walls of the by Cassius, but were recompensed by Antony
modern houses. The ancient R o m a n aqueduct, who made Tarsus a free city. Under Augushaving been repaired in modern times, still sup- tus the city obtained immunity from taxes,
plies the modern city with water; and at a through the influence of the emperor's tutor,
short distance to the northwest of Tarragona, the Stoic Athenodorus, who was a native ofthe
along the sea-coast, is a Roman sepulchre call- place. It enjoyed the favor, and was called by
ed the tower of the Scipios, although the real the names, of several ofthe later emperors. It
place of the burial of the Scipios is quite un- was the scene of important events in the wars
with the Persians, the Arabs, and the Turks,
known.
and also in the Crusades. The people of TarT A R E U N T E N U S PATERNUS.
Vii. P A T E R N U S .
T A R S I A (Tapaly: now Ras Jird or Cape Cer-sus were celebrated for their mental power,
tes), a promontory of Carmania, on the coast oftheir readiness in repartee, and their fondness
the Persian Gulf, near the frontier of Persis. for the study of philosophy. Among the most
The neighboring part of the coast of Car«iania distinguished natives of the place were the Stoics Antipater, Archedemus, Heraclides, Nestor,
was calls 1 Tarsiana.
Zeno, and the two Athenodori; the Academic
T A R S H 3 (b Tdpawg: now Tarza or Balikusri),
s river o Mysia, rising in Mount Temnus, una Nestor; the Epicureans D'»gones, celebrated
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for his powers of improvising, Lysias, who was ruins al Taukra), a colony of Cyrene, on tan
for a time tyrant of the city, and Plutiades ; the northwestern coast of Cjrenaica, in Northern
tragic poets Dionysides and Bion; the sitiric Africa. Under the Ptolemies it was called Ar
poets Demetrius and Boethes, who was also a sinoei, and was one ofthefivecities ofthe Lin
troublesome demagogue ; the grammarians Ar- yan Pentapolis. It becan e a R o m a n colony,
temidorus, Diodorus, and Hermogenes; the his-and was fortified by Justinian It was a chief
torian Hermogenes ; the physicians Herodotus seat of the worship of Cybele, who had here a
and Philo; and, above all, the apostle Paul, who great temple and an annual festival
belonged to one of several families of Jews, who
TAULANTII (TavXdvriot), a people of Illyria, ii
had settled at Tarsus in considerable numbers the neighborhood of Epidamnus, frequently menunder the Persian and Syrian kings.
tioned by the Greek and Roman writers. O R P
T A R T A R U S (Taprapoc), son of iEther and Terra ofthe most powerful kings was Glaucias, a cod(Ge), and by his mother Terra (Ge) the father temporary of Alexander the Great, wno fought
of the Gigantes Typhoeus and Echidna. In against the latter monarch, and at a later period
the Iliad Tartarus is a place beneath the earth, afforded an asylum to the infant Pyrrhus, and
as far below Hades as Heaven is above the refused to surrender him to Cassander.
earth, and closed by iron gates Later poets
T A U N U S (now Taunus), a range of mountains
describe Tartarus as the place in the lower in Germany, at no great distance from the conworld in which the spirits of wicked men are fluence ofthe Mcenus (now Main) and the Rhine.
punished for their crimes ; and sometimes they
TAUEASIA
Vid. TAURINI.
use the name as synonymous with Hades, or the
T A U R E N T U M and T A U R O I S (Tavpoevriov, Tav
lower world in general.
pbetg, -evrog), a fortress belonging to Massilia
[ T A R T A R U S (now Tartaro), a smallriverofand near the latter city, on the southern coast
Cisalpine Gaul, joining one ofthe mouths ofthe of Gaul
Po, and forming marshes (paludes Tar tori flu- TAURI, a wild and savage people in European
minis, Tacit).]
Sarmatia, who sacrificed all strangers to a god
T A R T E S S U S (Taprnaobg: Taprijociog), an dess
an- w h o m the Greeks identified with Artemis
cient town in Spain, and one ofthe chief settle- A n account of this goddess is given elsewhere
ments of the Phoenicians, probably the same as (p. Ill, b). The Tauri dwelt in the peninsula
the Tarshish of Scripture. The position of this which was called after them Chersonesus Tautown has occasioned much dispute Most of rica. Vid. C H E R S O N E S U S , N O . 2.
the ancient writers place it at the mouth ofthe
T A U E I A N U M (now Tauretto), a town of Brut
River Baeiis, which, they say, was originally tium, on the Via Popilia, twenty-three miles
caVled Tartessus. Others identify it, with more southeast of Vibo.
probability, with the city of Carteia on Mount
TAUEINI, a people of Liguria dwelling on the
Calpe, the Rocr of Gibraltar. The whole coun- upper course of the Po, at the foot of the Alps.
*»y west of Gibraltar was also called TARTESSIS. Their chief town was Taurasia, afterward colT A R U S C O N or T A E A S C O N (Tarusconienses: onized by Augustus, and called Augusta Taurinow Tarascon), a town of the Salyes in Gaul,norum (now Turin).
on the eastern bank ofthe Rhone, north of AreT A U E I S (now Torcola), a small island off the
late, and east of Nemausus.
coast of Illyria, between Pharus and Corcyra.
T A J VISIUM (Tarvisanus: now Treviso), a TAURISCI, a Celtic people in Noricum, and
town of Venetia, in the north of Italy, on the probably the old Celtic name ofthe entire popuRiver Silis, which became the seat of a bishop- lation ofthe country. They were subsequently
ric, and a place of importance in the Middle called Norici by the Romans, after their capital
Ages.
Noreia.
T A T I A N U S (Tanavbg), a Christian writer ofthe T A U R O I S . Vid. T A U R E N T U M .
second century, was born in Assyria, and was
T A U R O M E N I U M (Tavpopeviov: Tavpopevirni,
originally a teacher of rhetoric. H e was after- Tauromenitanus : now Taormind), a city on the
ward converted to Christianity, according to eastern coast of Sicily, situated on Mount Tausome accounts, by Justin Martyr, with whom, rus, from which it derived its name, and founded
at any rate, he was very intimate. After Jus- B C. 358 by Andromachus with theremainsof
tin's death Tatian quitted Rome, where he had the inhabitants of Naxos, whose town had been
resided for some time, and returned into the destroyed by Dionysius nearly fifty years before.
East. There he imbibed and promulgated views Vid. N A X O S , N O . 2. Tauromenium soon beof a Gnostic character, and gave rise to a new came a large and flourishing city; but, in consect, called after him Tatiani. Tatian wrote sequence of its espousing the side of Sex Pomnumerous works, ofwhich there is still extant pey against Augustus, most of its inhabitants
an Address to the Greeks (npoc "E?.Xi]vag), were
in expelled from the city, and their place supwhich he points out the superiority of Christi- plied by a colony of Roman veterans : hence w e
anity to the heathen religion. The best edition find the town called Col. Augusta Tauromenitana.
of this work is by Worth, Oxford, 1700
From this time Tauromenium became a place
T A T I U S , T , king ofthe Sabines. Vid. R O M - of secondary importance. The hills in the
ULUS.
neighborhood produced excellent wine. There
T A T T A (b Tdrra: now Tuz-Gol), a great salt are still remains ofthe ancient town, ofwhich
lake in the centre of Asia Minor, on the Phryg- the most important is a splendid theatre cut out
ian table-land, on the confines of Phrygia, Ga- ofthe rock, and capable of holding from thirty
latia, Cappadoeia, and Lycaonia. It supplies thousand to forty thousand spectators, from
the whole surrounding country with salt, as it which w e may form some idea of the populousdoubtless did in ancient times.
ness of Tauromen um.
T A U C H I R A or T E U O H I R A (Tavxeipa, Tevxeipa : T A U S Q S C Y T H ^ I . Vii. ScYTHOTaus'
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TAURUN'OM (now Semlin), a strojgly-fortified T A X I L A or T A X I A L A (TO TdfiXa, 1 a[iaXa), an
•own in Pannonia, at the confluence of the Sa- important city of India intra Gangemj stood is
vus and the Danube.
a large and fertile jlain between the Indus ana
T A U R U S , STATILIUS, a distinguished general of the Hydaspes, and was the capital of the Indian
Octavianus. At the battle of Actium, B.C. 31, king Taxiles in the time of Alexander. Its
he commanded the land forces of Octavianus, position has not been identified. It is nrt, as
which were drawn up on the shore. In 29 he Major Rennell supposed, Attock; and theie is
defeated the Cantabri, Vaccaei, and Astures. no large city remaining which exactly answer
H e was consul in 26 ; and in 16, when the em- to its position.
peror went to Gaul, the government ofthe city
T A X I L E S (TagiXng). 1. A n Indian princs or
and of Italy was left to Taurus, with the title king, who reigned over the tract between the
of praefectus urbi. In the fourth consulship Indus and the Hydaspes at the period ofthe exof Augustus, 30, Taurus built an amphitheatre pedition of Alexander, B.C. 327. His real name
of stone at his own expense. Vii. R O M A , p. was Mophis or Omphis, and the Greeks appear
751, a.
to have called him Taxiles orTaxilas, from the
T A U R U S (6 Tatipoc, from the Aramaean Tur, a name of his capital city of Taxila, near the
high mountain: now Taurus, Ala-Dagh, and modern Attock. On the approach of Alexander
other special names), a great mountain chain he hastened to meet him with valuable presents,
of Asia. In its widest extent, the name was and was in consequence confirmed in his kingapplied, by the later geographers, to the whole dom by the Macedonian monarch
2. A general
of the great chain which runs through Asia in the service of Mithradates the Great, and one.
from west to east, forming the southern margin of those in w h o m he reposed the highest conof the great table land of Central Asia, which it fidence.
divides from the Mediterranean coast of Asia
T A Y G E T E (Tavyern), daughter of Atlas and
Minor, from Syria and the Tigris and Euphrates Pleione, one ofthe Pleiades, from w h o m Mount
valley, from the low lands on the north shore Taygetus in Laconia is said to have derived its
of the Indian Ocean, and from the two great name. By Zeus (Jupiter) she became the mothpeninsulas of India. But this is not a common er of Lacedaemon and of Eurotas.
use of the name. In its usual signification, it T A Y G E T U S , or T A Y G E T U M , or T A Y G E T A (Taiyedenotes the mountain chain in the south of Asia rog, Tavyerov, rd Taiyera, pi), a lofty range of
Minor, which begins at the Sacrum or Chelido- mountains of a wild and savage character, sepnium Promontorium at the southeast angle of arating Laconia and Messenia, and extending
Lycia, surrounds the Gulf of Pamphylia, passing from the frontiers of Arcadia down to the Promthrough the middle of Pisidia; then along the ontorium Taenarum. Its highest points were
southern frontier of Lycaonia and Cappadoeia, called Taletus and Evoras, about three miles
which it divides from Cilicia and Commagene ; south of Sparta. Taygetus is said to have dethence, after being broken through by the Eu- rived its name from the nymph Taygete.
phrates, it proceeds almost due east through the
T E A N U M (Teanensis). 1. A P U L U M (near Ponte
south of Armenia, forming the water-shed be- Rotto), a town of Apulia, on the River Frento,
tween the sources of the Tigris on the south, and the confines of the Frentani, eighteen miles
and the streams which feed the Upper Euphrates from Larinum.—2. SIDIOINUM (now Teano), an
and the Araxes on the north ; thus it continues important town of Campania, and the capital of
as far as the southern margin ofthe Lake Ar- the Sidicini, situated on the northern slope of
sissa, where it ceases to bear the name of Tau- Mons Massicus and on the Via Praenestina, six
rus, and is continued in the chain which, under miles west of Cales. It was made a Roman
the names of Niphates, Zagros, & c , forms the colony by Augustus ; and in its neighborhood
northeastern margin of the Tigris and Euphra- were some celebrated medicinal springs.
tes valley. This main chain sends offbranehes
T E A R U S (Teapog: now Teara, Deara, or Dere),
which are nearly as important as itself In the a river of Thrace, the waters of which were
middle ofthe frontier between Cilici-rfnd Cap- useful in curing cutaneous diseases. Herodopadoeia, east of the Cilician Gates, the A N T I - tus relates that it rises from thirty-eight fountT A U R U S branches off to the northeast. In the ains, all flowing from the same rock, some warn
east of Cilicia, the A M A N U S goes offto the south- and others cold. It falls into the Contadesdus:
west and south. Immediately east ofthe Eu- this into the Agrianes; and the latter again into
phrates, a branch proceeds to the southeast, the Hebrus.
forming, under the name of MASIUS, the frontier T E A T E (Teatinus: now Chieti), the capital of
between Armenia and Mesopotamia, and di- the Marrueini, situated on a steep hill on the
viding the valley of the Upper Tigris from the River Aternus, and on the road from Aternum
waters which flow through Mesopotamia into to Corfinium.
the Euphrates. The Taurus is of moderate
T E C M E S S A (TeKunoaa), the daughter of the
height, for the most part steep, and wooded to Phrygian king Teleutas, whose territory was
the summit. Its general character greatly re- ravaged by the Greeks during a predatory exsembles the mountains of Central Germany.
cursion from Troy. Tecmessa was taken prisT A V I U M (Taovwv, Tatitoy : now probably ruins
oner, and was given to Ajax, the son of Telaat Boghaz Kieui), the capital of the Trocmi, inmon, by w h o m she had a son, Eurysaces.
Galatia, stood on the eastern side ofthe Halys,
T E C M O N (Teirpiav), a town of the Molossi in
but at some distance from the river, and formed Epirus.
the centre of meeting for roads leading to all
TECTJEUS and A N G E L I O N (TeKTaiog Kal 'Ayyeparts of Asia Minor. It was therefore a place Xtav), early Greek statuaries, who are always
af considerable commercial importance. It had mentioned together. They were pupils of Dia temple and bronze colossus of Jupiter (Zeus). poenus and Scyllis, and instructors of Gallon of
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iBgina; and therefore they must have flourith-Hercules also fought against the Meropes n
sd about B C. 548.
Cos, on account of Chalciope, tne beaut fu,
T E C T O S A G E S (TeKToaayeg) 1 In Gallia Vid daughter of Euiypylus, the king of the Meropes.
VOLCS:.—2 In Asia Minor. Vid. G A L A T I A
and against the giant Alcioneus, on the isth
T E C U M or TICIS (now Tecli), ariverin Galliamus of Corinth. Telamon likewise acconroaNarbonensis, in the territory of the Sardones, nied Hercules on his expedition against the A m
called Illiberis by the Greeks, from a town of azons, and slew Melanippe.
this name upon the river.
T E L A M O N (now Telamone), a town and haiboi
TEDANIUS, a river in Illyricum, separating Ia- of Etruria, a few miles south of the River U m pydia and Liburnia.
bro, said to have been founded by Telamon on
T E G E A (Teyea). 1. (Teyedr-ng : now Piali),his
anreturn from the Argonautic expedition. In
important city of Arcadia, and the capital of the its neighborhood a great victory was gained
district TEGEATIS (Teyeartg), which was bound-over the Gauls in B.C. 225. It was here that
ed on the east by Argolis and Laconia, on the Marius landed on his return from Africa in 87.
south by Laconia, on the west by Maenalia, and Telamon was undoubtedly the port ofthe great
on the north by the territory of Mantinea. It Etruscan city recently discovered in its neighWas one of the most ancient towns of Arcadia, borhood, which is supposed to be the ancient
and is said to have been founded by Tegeates, Vetulonia.
the son of Lycaon. It was formed out of nine
[TELAMONIADES.
Vid. T E L A M O N . ]
small townships, which were united into one
T E L C H I N E S (TeXxlveg), a family or a tribe,
city by Aleus, who was thus regarded as the said to have been descended from Thalassa or
real founder of the city. At a later time w e Poseidon
They are represented in three dif
find Tegea divided into four tribes, each of ferent aspects: 1. As cultivators ofthe soil an
which possessed a statue of Apollo Agyieus, ministers of the gods. As such they came from
who was especially honored in Tegea. The Crete to Cyprus, and from thence to Rhodes,
Tegeatae long resisted the supremacy of Sparta ; where they founded Camirus, Ialysus, and Linand it was not till the Spartans discovered the dus.
Rhodes, which was named after them
oones of Orestes that they were enabled to Telchinis, was abandoned by them, because
conquer this people. The Tegeatae sent three they foresaw that the island would be inundathousand men to the battle of Plataeae, in which ted. They then spread in different directions.
they were distinguished for their bravery. They Lycus went to Lycia, where he built the temple
remained faithful to Sparta in the Peloponne- of the Lyeian Apollo. This god had been worsian war; but after the battle of Leuctra they shipped by them at Lindus, and Juno (Hera) at
joined the rest of the Arcadians in establishing Ialysus and Camirus. Nymphs, also, are ealled
rtieir independence. During the wars of theafter them Telchiniae. Neptune (Poseidon) was
Achaean league Tegea was taken both by Cle- intrusted to them by Rhea, and they brought
omenes, king of Sparta, and Antigonus Doson, him up in conjunction with Caphira, a daughter
king of Macedonia, and the ally of the Achaeans. of Oceanus Rhea, Apollo, and Jupiter (Zeus),
It continued to be a place of importance in the however, are also described as hostile to the
time both of Strabo and Pausanias. Its most Telchines. Apollo is said to have assumed the
Bplendid public building was the temple of Mi- shape of a wolf, and to have thus destroyed the
.nerva (Athena), which was the largest and Telchines, and Jupiter (Zeus) to have overmost magnificent building in the Peloponnesus. whelmed them by an inundation. 2. As sorcerIt was erected soon after B.C. 394, in place of a ers ani envious iamons. Their very eyes and
more ancient temple of this goddess, which was aspect are said to have been destructive. Thej
burned down in this year. The architect was had it in their power to bring on hail, rain, ann
Scopas, and the sculptures in the pediments snow, and to assume any form they pleased;
were probably by the hand of Scopas himself.— they further mixed Stygian water with sulphur,
S. A town in Crete, said to have been founded by in order thereby to destroy animals and plants.
Agamemnon.
3. As artists, for they are said to have invented
T E L A M O N (TeXapav), son of Jiacus and En- useful arts and institutions, and to have made
de'is, and brother of Peleus. Having assisted images of the gods. They worked in brass and
Peleus in slaying their half-brother Phocus (vid. iron, made the sickle of Saturn (Cronos) and
PELEUS), Telamon was expelled from iEgina, the trident of Neptune (Poseidon). This last
and came to Salamis. Here he wasfirstmar- feature in the character of the Telchines seems
ried to Glauce, daughter of Cychreus, king of to have been the reason of their being classed
the island, on whose death Telamon became with the Idaean Dactyls ; and Strabo even states
king of Salamis. H e afterward married Peri- that those of the nine Rhodian Telchines who acbcea or Eribcea, daughter of Alcathous, by w h o m companied Rhea to Crete, and there biought up
he became the father of Ajax, who is hence fre- the infant Jupiter (Zeus), were called Curetes.
quently called Telamoniades and Telamonius he- T E L E B O « . Vid. T A P H I S .
ros. Telamon himself was one of the CalydoT E L E B O A S (TnXeBbag), a river of Armenia Manian hunters and one of the Argonauts. H e jor, falling into the Euphrates; probably iden
was also a great friend of Hercules, w h o m he ticil with the ARSANIAS.
joined in his expedition against Laomedon of
[TELEBOAS, a centaur, son of Ixion and Ne.
Troy, which city he was the first to enter. H e phele.]
there erected an altar to Hercules Callinicus or
TELECLIDES (TnXeKXeiSng), a distinguished
Alexicacus. Hercules, inreturn,gave to him Athenian comic poet of the Old Comedy, flourTheanira or Hesione, a daughter of Laomedon, ished about the. same time as Crates and Crati
by w h o m he became the father of Teucer and nus, and a little earlier than Aristophanes. Ha
Trambelus. O n this expedition Telamon and was an earnest advocate of peace, and a grea
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admirer of the ancient manners of the age of On reaching manhood, he consulted tue Delyhiv
Themistooles. [The few fragments remaining oracle to learn his parentage, and was ordered
of his comedies are contained in Me'Vieke's to go to King Teuthras in Mysia. H e thera
Comic. Grac. Fragm., vol. i., p. 130-138, edit.found his mother, and succeeded Teuthras on
the throne of Mysia. H e married Laodice oi
minor]
TELECLITS TyXeKXog), king of Sparta, eighthAstyoche, a daughter of Priam; and he attemptof the Agids, and son of Archelaus. H e was ed to prevent the Greeks from landing on the
slain by the Messenians, in a temple of Diana coast of Mysia. Bacchus (Dionysus), however,
(Artemis) Limnatis, on the borders. His death caused him to stumble over a vine, whereupon
was the immediate occasion ofthe first Messe- he was wounded by Achilles. Being informed
by an oracle that the wound could only be cured
nian war, B C. 743.
T E L E G S N U S (TyXiyovog), son of Ulysses andby him who had inflicted it, Telephus repaired
Circe. After Ulysses had returned to Ithaca, to the Grecian camp; and as the Greeks had
Circe sent out Telegonus in search of his fa- likewise learned from an oracle that without
ther. A storm cast his ship on the coast of the aid of Telephus they could not reach Troy,
Ithaca,, and, being pressed by hunger, he began Achilles cured Telephus by means of the rusi
to plunder thefields.Ulysses and Telemachus, of the spear by which he had been wounded.
being informed of the ravages caused by the Telephus, in return, pointed out to the Greeks
stranger, went out tofightagainst him ; but the road which they had to take.
TELEPTE.
Vid. T H A L A .
Telegonus ran Ulysses through with a spear
TELESIA (Telesinus : now Telese), a town M
which he had received from his mother. At
the command of Minerva (Athena), Telegonus, Samnium, on the road from Allifae to Benevenaccompanied by Telemachus and Penelope, turn, taken by Hannibal in the second Puni;
went to Circe in iEaea, there buried the body war, and afterward retaken by the Romans. I
of Ulysses, and married Penelope, by w h o m he was colonized by Augustus with a body of vet
became the father of Italus. In Italy Telego- erans. It was the birth-place of Pontius, whc.
nus was believed to have been the founder of fought against Sulla, and who was hence suithe towns of Tusculum and Praeneste. H e left named Telesinus.
TELESILLA (TeXioiXXa), of Argos, a celebra
a daughter Mamilia, from w h o m the family of
ted lyric poetess and heroine,flourishedabout
the Mamilii traced their descent.
T E L E M A C H U S (TyXtpaxog), son of Ulysses andB.C. 510. In the war of Argos against Sparta
Penelope. H e was still an infant when his fa- she not only encouraged her countrymen by hether went to Troy; and when the latter had lyre and song, but she took up arms at the hea:
been absent from home nearly twenty years, of a band of her countrywomen, and greatly
Telemachus went to Pylos and Sparta to gather contributed to the victory which they gained
information concerning him.
H e was hospita- over the Spartans. In memory of this exploit,
bly received by Nestor, who sent his own son her statue was erected in the temple of Venue
to conduct Telemachus to Sparta. Menelaus (Aphrodite) at Argos, with the emblems of a
also received him kindly, and communicated to poetess and a heroine ; Mars (Ares) was worhim the prophecy of Proteus concerning Ulys- shipped in that city as a patron deity of womses. From Sparta Telemachus returned home; en ; and the prowess of her female associates
and on his arrival there he found his father, was commemorated by the annual festival callw h o m he assisted in slaying the suitors. Ac- ed Hybristica. Only two complete verses of
cording to some accounts, Telemachus became her poetry are extant, [edited by Bergk, in his
the father of Perseptolis either by Polycaste, Poeta Lyrici Graci, p. 742-3 ]
T E L E S I N U S , PONTIUS.
Vid P O N T I U S .
the daughter of Nestor, or by Nausicaa, the
[TELESINUS, C. LUCIUS, consul A D. 66 with
daughter of Alcinous. Others relate that he
was induced by Minerva (Athena) to marry Suetonius Paulinus. H e was banished by DoCirce, and became by her the father of Latinus; mitian for his love of philosophy ]
T E L E S T A S or T E L E S T E S (TeXioTag, TeXearyg),
or that he married Cassiphone, a daughter of
Circe, but in a quarrel with his mother-in-law of Selinus, a distinguished poet of the later
slew her, for which he was in his turn killed by Athenian dithyramb,flourishedB.C. 398. A
Cassiphone. One account makes Telemachus few lines of his poetry are preserved by Athenaeus, [edited by Bergk in his Poeta Lyrici Grathe founder of Clusium in Etruria.
p. 864-6.]
T E L E M U S (TijXepog), son of Eurymus, and ci,
a
T E L E T H R I U S (TeXeBptog), a mountain in the
celebrated soothsayer.
[ T E L E O N (TeXeav), an Athenian, a son of north of Euboea, near Histiaea.
[ T E L E T H U S A , wife of Ligdus and mother of
Ion, husband of Zeuxippe, and father ofthe Argonaut Butes. From him the Teleontes (TeXi- Iphis Vid. IPHIS, N O . 4.]
[TELEUTIAS (TeXevrlag), a Spartan, was brothovreg) derived their name.]
er on the mother's side to Agesilaus II., by
T E L E P H A S S A (TyXeipaaaa), wife of Agenor, and
mother of Europa, Cadmus, Phoenix, and Cilix. whose influence he was appointed to the com.
She, with her sons, went out in search of Euro- mand of the fleet, in B C. 393, in the war of the
pa, who had been carried off by Jupiter (Zeus); Lacedaemonians against Corinth and the other
After various
but she died on the expedition, and was buried states of the hostile league
successful enterprises in different quarters, he
by Cadmus.
T E L E P H U S (Tf)Xe<]>og), son of Hercules was
and sent as general against the Olyntbians
Auge, the daughter of King Aleus of Tegea. in B.C. 382; but, while making an assault on
A s soon as he was born he was exposed by his this city, he was slain in a sally of the inhabitgrandfather, but was reared by a hind (iXa^og),ants.]
TP:.LEN-B, a town in Latium between tha
and educated by King Corythus in Arcadia
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ater Via Ostiensis and the Via Appia, destroyed tiful and romantic valley in the north of Thes»
by Ancus Marcius.
saly, between Mounts Olympus and Ossa,
[TELLIAS (TeXXiag). 1. Of Elis, a distinguishthrough which the Peneus escapes into the
ed seer, was one of the commanders of the Pho- sea The lovely sceneiy of this glen is fre
eians in a war against the Thessalians a few quently described by the ancient poets and deyears before the invasion of Greece by Xerxes. claimers ; and it was also celebrated as one of
After the defeat of the Thessalians, his statue the favorite haunts of Apollo, who had trans
tvas erected by the Phoeians in the temple at planted his laurel from this spot to Delphi. The
Delphi.—2. One ofthe generals of tho Syracu- whole valley is rather less than five miles in
sans when their city was besieged by the Athe- length, and opens gradually to the east into a
nians during the Peloponnesian war.]
spacious plain. Tempe is also of great import
TELLUS.
Vid. GJEA.
ance in history, as it is the only pass through
T E L M E S S U S or TELMISSUS (Te?*jaioo~bg, TeX/uowhich an army can invade Thessaly from the
aog: TeXprjoaevg, TeXpwoevg). 1. (Ruins at Mei,
north. In some parts the rocks on each side
the port of Macri), a city of Lycia, near the bor-of the Peneus approach so close to each othei
ders of Caria, on a gulf called Telmissicus Si- as only to leave room between them for the
nus, and close to the promontory Telmissis.— stream; and the road is obliged to be cut out
2. A town of Caria, sixty stadia (six geograph- of the rock in the narrowest point. Tempe is
ical miles) from Halicarnassus, celebrated for the only channel through which the waters of
the skill of its inhabitants in divination. It is the Thessalian plain descend into the sea; am
often identified with the former place.
it was the common opinion in antiquity that
T E L O M A R T I U S (now Toulon), a port-town of these waters had once covered the country with
Gallia Narbonensis, on the Mediterranean, is a vast lake, till an outlet was formed for them
rarely mentioned by the ancient writers, and by some great convulsion in nature, which rent
did not become a place of importance till the the rocks of Tempe asunder. So celebrated
downfall of the Roman empire.
was the scenery of Tempe that its name was
T E L O S (TiJXog: Tr/Xtog: now Telos or Piskogiven to any beautiful valley. Thus wefinda
y '•), a small island of the Carpathian Sea, one Tempe in the land of the Sabines near Reate,
of the Sporades, lay off the coast of Caria, through which the River Velinusflowed; and
southwest of the mouth of the Sinus Doridis, also a Tempe in Sicily, through which the River
between Rhodes and Nisyrus. It was also Helorus flowed, hence called by Ovid Tempt
called Agathussa.
Heloria.
TELPHUSSA.
TEMENID/E.

Vid. T H E L P U S A .
Vid. T E M E N U S .

[TEMPSA.

Vid. T E M E S A . ]

T E M P T RA, a town in Thrace, at the foot of a
T E M E N I T E S (Tepevirng), a surname of Apollo,
narrow mountain pass, between Mount Rhodope
derived from his sacred temenus in the neigh- and the coast.
borhood of Syracuse.
T E N C T E R I or T E N C H T E R I , a people of Ger
T E M E N U S (Ti^evoc), son of Aristomachus, was many, dwelling on the Rhine, between the Ruh
one of the Heraclidae who invaded Peloponne- and the Sieg, south ofthe Usipetes, in conjuncsus After the conquest of the peninsula, he tion with w h o m their name usually occurs.
received Argos as his share. His descendants, They crossed the Rhine together with the Usipthe Temenidae, being expelled from Argos, are etes, with the intention of settling in Gaul; but
said to have founded the kingdom of Macedonia, they were defeated by Caesar with great slaughwhence the kings of Macedonia called them- ter, and those who escaped took refuge in the
selves Temenidae.
territories of their southern neighbors the SyT E M E S A or T E M P S A (Temesaeus or Tempsa- gambri. The Tencteri afterward belonged to
nus: now Torre del Lupi), a town in Bruttium,the league of the Cherusci, and at a still latei
on the Sinus Terinaeus, was one of the most period they are mentioned as a portion of tho
ancient Ausonian towns in the south of Italy, confederacy of the Franks.
and is said to have been afterward colonized
[ T E N E A (Tevta : Tsvearng • now Chiliomoii),
%y a body of iEtolians under Thoas. At a still a small town in the interior of Corinthia, said to
later time it was successively in the possession have been colonized by some Trojan captives
of the Locrians, of the Bruttians, and finallybrought from Tenedos by the Greeks. It was
of the Romans, who colonized it in B.C. 196. celebrated as the plsce where (Edipus was
Some of the ancients identified this town with brought up by his supposed fattier Polybus Its
Temese, mentioned by Homer as celebrated for inhabitants could likewise boast that the great
;
ts copper mines; but the Homeric town was er part of the colonists who followed Archias
probably in Cyprus.
to Syraci se were their fellow-citizens. Hav
T E M N U S . 1. (TO Tijpvov bpog: now Morai or
ing subm tted to the Roman power without re
Ak Dagh), a mountain of Mysia, extending sistance, it escaped the destruction that over
eastward from Ida to the borders of Phrygia, whelmed Corinth.]
and dividing Mysia into two parts. It contains
TENEDO-S O T T E N E D U S (TeveSog: TeveSwg: now
the sources of the Macestus, Mysius, Ca'icus, Tenedos), a small island ofthe iEgean Sea, off
and Evenus.—2 (Now Menimen ? or Guzal-Hi- the coast of Troas, of an importance very dissar?), a city of iEolis, in the northwest of Lyd-proportionate to its size, on account of its posiia (some say in Mysia), on the western bank of tion near the mouth of the Hellespont, from
the Hermus, thirty miles south of Cyme. It which it is about twelve miles distant. Its diswas nearly destroyed by an earthquake in the tance from the coast of the Troad was forty
reign of Tiberius, and in that of Titus (Pliny's stadia (four geographical miles), and from Lestime) it no longer existed.
bosfifty-sixstadia: its circuit was eighty stadia
T E M P E (Teprrn, contraction of Tepirea), a beauIt w?s called, in early times, bv the name? a'
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'/ttlydna, Leucophrys, Phcenice, and Lyrnessus.Mount Mimas with the main land of Lydia, 8
."Tie mythical derivation of its usual name is the bottom ofthe bay between the promontories
rom Tenes, son of Cycnus. It had an iEolian of Coryceutn and Myonnesus. It was a flourcity of the same name, with two harbors. Its ishing sea-port, until, to free themselves from
name appears in several proverbs, such as Tev- the Persian yoke, most of its inhabitants retired
to Abdera.
iSiog irtXeKvg, T. uvBpairog, T. avXij-rijg,
T KOKOV. It was still, however, a place of
It appears in the legend of the Trojan war as importance in the time of the Roman emperors.
the station to which the Greeks withdrew their It had two harbors, and a celebrated tc.nple of
Bacchus (Dionysus).
fleet, in order to induce the Trojans to think
that they had departed, and to receive the wood- T E R E D O N (TepnSav : now probably Dorah), a
en horse. In the Persian war it was used by city of Babylonia, on the western side of the
Xerxes as a naval station. It afterward be- Tigris, below its junction with the Euphrates,
came a tributary ally of Athens, and adhered to and not far from its mouth. It was a great emher during the whole of the Peloponnesian war, porium for the traffic with Arabia. It is nc
and down to the peace of Antalcidas, by which doubt the DIEIDOTIS (Atpldung) of Arrian.
1. Wife of M. Oicero, the orator,
it was surrendered to the Persians. At the T E R E N T I A
Macedonian conquest the Tenedians regained to w h o m she bore two children, a son and
their liberty. In the war against Philip III., daughter. She was a w o m a n of sound sense
Attalus and the Romans used Tenedos as a navai and great resolution ; and her firmness of charstation, and in the Mithradatic war Lucullus acter was of no smail service to her weak and
gained a naval victory over Mithradates off the vacillating husband in some important periods
island. About this time the Tenedians placed of his life. O n his banishment in B C. 58, Tethemselves under the protection of Alexandrea rentia by her letters endeavored to keep up CiTroas. The island was celebrated for the beau- cero's fainting spirits, and she vigorously exerted herself on his behalf among his friends in
ty of its w o m e n
T E N E S or T E N N E S (Tewng), son of Cycnus Italy. During the civil war, however, Cicero
and Proclea, and brother of Hemithea. Cycnus was offended with her conduct, and divorced
was King of Colonae in Troas. His second wife her in 46. Shortly afterward he married Pubwas Philonome, who fell in love with her step- lilia, a young girl of whose property he had the
son ; but as he repulsed her advances, she ac- management. Terentia could not have been
cused him to his father, who threw both his son less thanfiftyat the time of her divorce, and
and daughter in a chest into the sea. But the therefore it is not probable that she married
chest was driven on the coast of the island of again. It is related, indeed, by Jerome, that
Leucophrys, of which the inhabitants elected she married Sallust the historian, and subsehim king, and which he called Tenedos, after quently Messala Corvinus ; but these marriages
his own name. Cycnus at length heard ofthe are not mentioned by any other writer, and may
innocence of his son, killed Philonome, and therefore be rejected. Terentia is said to have
went to his children in Tenedos. Here both attained the age of one hundred and three.—2.
Cycnus and Tenes were slain by Achilles. Te- Also called T E R E N T I L L A , the wife of Maecenas,
nes was afterward worshipped as a hero in Ten- and also one ofthe favorite mistresses of Augustus. The intrigue between Augustus and
edos.
Terentia is said to have disturbed the good unT E N O S (Tfjvog: Trjviog : now Tino), a small
island in the iEgean Sea, southeast of Andros derstanding which subsisted between the emand north of Delos. It is about fifteen miles peror and his minister, andfinallyto have ocin length. It was originally called Hyirussa casioned the retirement ofthe latter.
("Tdpovaaa) because it was well watered, andT E R E N T I A N U S M A U R U S , a Roman poet, probably lived at the end of thefirstor the beginning
Ophiussa (Oijaovaaa) because it abounded in
snakes. It possessed a town of the same name of the second century, under Nerva and Trajan,
on the site of the modern S. Nicolo. It had also and was a native of Africa, as his surname,
a celebrated temple of Neptune (Poseidon), Maurus, indicates There is still extant a poem
which is mentioned in the time ofthe Emperor of Terentianus, entitled De Literis, Syllabis, PeTiberius The wine of Tenos was celebrated in dibus, Metris, which treats of prosody and the
antiquity, and is still valued at the present day.different kinds of metre with much elegance and
skill. The work is printed by Santen and Van
T E N T Y R A (TO Tivrvpa : Tevrvplrng, Tentyrites : ruins at Denierah), a city of Upper Egypt,Lennep, Traj. ad Rhen., 1825, and by Lachon the western bank of the Nile, between Aby- mann, Berol., 1836.
T E R E N T I U S A P E R , P , usually called T E R E N C E ,
dos and Coptos, with celebrated temples of
Athor (the Egyptian Venus), Isis, and Typhon. the celebrated comic poet, was born at Carthage
Its people were distinguished for their hatred B.C. 195. By birth or purchase he became the
of the crocodile; and upon this and the con-slave of P. Terentius Lucanus, a Roman senatrary propensities of the people of Ombi, Juve- tor. A handsome person and promising talents
nal founds hisfifteenthsatire. Vid. OMBI. recommended Terence to his master, who afThere are still magnificent remains ofthe tem- forded him the best education of the age, and
ples of Athor and of Isis : in the latter was finally manumitted him. O n his manumission,
found the celebrated Zodiac, whieh is now pre- according to the usual practice, Terence assumed his patron's nomen, Terentius, having
served at Paris.
been previously caller1 Publius or Publipor. The
T E O S (b Teag : Trjlog, Terns : now Sighnjik),
one of the Ionian cities on the coast of Asia Aniria was thefirstplay offered by Terence foi
Minor, renowned as the birth-place of Anacreon representation. The curule aediles referred the
and Hecataeus. It stood on the southern side piece to Caecilius, then one of the most popular
nf the isthmus which connects the peninsula of play-writers at Rome. Unknown and meamb
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ad, 'lVrence began to read from a low stool with w h o m he had very little in common.
us opening scene. A few verses showed the Granting to the elder poet the highest genius
elder poet that no ordinary writer was before for exciting laughter, and a natural force which
him, and the young aspirant, then in his twenty- his rival wanted, there will remain to Terence
seventh year, was invited to share the couch greater consistency of plot and character, closei
and supper of his judge. This reading of the observation of generic and individual distincAniria, however, must have preceded its per- tions, deeper pathos, subtler wit, more skill and
formance nearly two years, for Caecilius died in variety in metre and in rhythm, and a wider
168, and it was not acted till 166. Meanwhile, command of the middle region between sport
copies were in circulation, envy was awakened, and earnest. It may be objected that Terenco'g
and Luscius Lavinius, a veteran, and nol. very superiority in these points arises from his copysuccessful play-writer, began bis unwearied at- ing his Greek originals more servilely. But no
tacks on the dramatic and personal character servile copy is an animated copy, and we have
ofthe author. The Andria was successful, and, corresponding fragments enough of Menander
aided by the accomplishments and good address to prove that Terence retouched and sometimes
of Terence himself, was the means of introduc- improved his model In summing up his merits
ing him to the most retired and intellectual cir- we ought not to omit the praise which has beer
cles of Rome. His chief patrons were Laelius universally accorded him—that, although a forand the younger Scipio, both of w h o m treated eigner and a freedman, he divides with Cicero
him as an equal, and are said tven to have as- and Caesar the palm of pure Latinity. The best
sisted him in the composition of his plays. editions of Terence are by Bentley, Cantab.,
After residing some years at Rome, Terence 1726, 4to, Amstel., 1727, 4to, Lips , 1791, 8vo;
went to Greece, and while there he translated by Westerhovius, Hagae C o m , 1727, 2 vols.
one hundred and eight of Menander's comedies. 4to ; and by Stallbaum, Lips., 1830, 8vo.
H e never returned to Italy, and w e have variTERENTIUS CULLEO.
Vid. C U L L E O .
ous accounts of his death. According to one
TERENTIUS VAEEO.
Vid. V A E R O .
story, after embarking at Brundisium, he was
T E R E S ( T ^ C ) . 1. King of the Odrysae ana
never heard of more ; according to others, he father of SITALCES, was the founder of the great
died at Stymphalus in Arcadia, in Leucadia, or Odrysian monarchy.—2 King of a portion of
at Patrae in Achaia. One of his biographers saidThrace in the time of Philip of Macedon
he was drowned, with all the fruits of his soT E R E U S (Tnpevg), son of Mars (Ares), king of
journ in Greece, on his home-passage. But the Thracians in Daulis, afterward Phocis
the prevailing report was, that his translations Pandion, king of Attica, who had two daughters,
of Menander were lost at sea, and that grief for Philomela and Procne, called in the assistance
their loss caused his death. H e died in the of Tereus against some enemy, and gave him
thirty-sixth year of his age, in 159, or in the his daughter Procne in marriage. Tereus beyear following. H e left a daughter, but noth- came by her the father of Itys, and then coning is known of his family. Six comedies are cealed her in the country, that he might thus
all that remain to us ; and they are probably all marry her sister Philomela, w h o m he deceived
that Terence produced. His later versions of by saying that Procne was dead. At the same
Menander were, in all likelihood, from their time he deprived Philomela of her tongue. Ovid
number and the short time in which they were (Met., vi., 565) reverses the story by stating that
made, mere'iy studies for future dramas of his Tereus told Procne that her sister Philomela
own. His plays were brought forward at the was dead. Philomela, however, soon learnea
following seasons. 1. Andria, "the W o m a n of the truth, and made it known to her sister by a
Andres," so called from the birth-place of Gly- few words which she wove into a peplus. Proccerium, its heroine, wasfirstrepresented at the ne thereupon killed her own son Itys, and served
Megalesian Games, on the fourth of April, 166. up thefleshofthe child in a dish before Tereus.
3. Heeyra, "the Step Mother," produced at the She then fled with her sister. Tereus pursued
Megalesian Games in 165. 3. Heauton-timorouthem with an axe, and when the sisters were
menos, "the Self-Tormentor," performed at the overtaken, they prayed to the gods to change
Megalesian Games, 163. 4. Eunuchus, "the them into birds. Pioene accordingly became
Eunuch," played at the Megalesian Games, 162. a nightingale, Philomela a swallow, and TeIl was at the time the most popular of Terence's reus a hoopoo. According to some, Procne becomedies. 5. Phormio, was performed in the came a swallow, Philomela a nightingale, and
same year with the preceding, at the Roman Tereus a hawk.
Games on the first of October. 6. Adelphi, " the T E E G E S T E (Tergeitinus: now Trieste), a town
Brothers," was acted for thefirsttime at the of Istria, on a bay in the northeast of the Adrifuneral games of L. iEmilius Paullus, 160. The atic Gulf, called after it Tergestinus Sinus. It
comedies of Terence have been translated into was at first an insignificant place, with which
most of the languages of modern Europe, and, the Romans became acquainted in their wars
in conjunction with Plautus, were, on the re- with the lapydes ; but under the Roman dominvival of the drama, the models of the most re- ion it became a town of considerable commerfined play-writers. The ancient critics are cial importance. It was made a Roman colony
unanimous in ascribing to Terence immaculate by Vespasian.
purity and elegance of language, and nearly so
T E R I A (Typelng bpog alirv, Horn.), a mountain
in denying him vis comica. But it should be of Mysia, probably in the neighborhood of Cyarecollected that four of Terence's six plays are icus. Some identified it with a hill near Lampmore or less sentimental comedies, in which sacus, on which was a temple of Cybele.
ti* comica is not a primary element. Moi eover, T E R I A S (now Guaralunga), a river in Sicily
Terence is generally contrasted with P autus, near Leontini.
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TERlBAZUb.

TERTULLIANUS.

[TKSIBASUS or TIRIBAZUS (TriplBaZcg, Ttfibaminus stood in the temple of Jupiter in the Cap
\og), a Persian, high in the favor of Artaxerxesitol. It is said that when this temple was to ba
II., and wnen he was present, as Xenophon founded, all the gods gave way to Jupiter and
says, no one else had the honor of helping the Juno, with the exception of Terminus and Jumonarch mount his horse. At the time ofthe ventas, whose sanctuaries the auguries would
retreat of the Ten Thousand in B.C. 401, Te- not allow to be removed. This was taken as
ribazus was satrap of Western Armenia, and, an onien that the Roman state would reman
when the Greeks had reached the River Tele- ever undiminished and young, a?<l the chapel?
boas on the frontier of his territory, he himself of the two divinities were inclosed within t! e
rode up to their camp and proposed a truce, on walls ofthe new temple It is, however, probj
condition that both parties should abstain from ble that the god Terminus is no other than Ju
molesting each other, the Greeks taking only piter himself, in the capacity of protector of
what they needed while in his country. Teri- boundaries.
[ T E R M U S , a small river of Sardinia, flowing
bazus, however, did not intend to keep his word,
but waited to assail the Greeks in a mountain into the sea on the western or northern coast.]
T E R P A N D E R (Tipirav&pog), the father of Greek
pass, which the latter, on learning his design,
secured, and having, besides, attacked the camp music, and through it of lyric poetry. H e was
ofthe satrap, put the barbarians to flight. Sub- a native of Antissa in Lesbos, andflourishedbesequently he aided the Lacedaemonians until tween B.C. 700 and 650 H e removed from
superseded in B C 392, and again after his res- Lesbos to Sparta, and there introduced his new
toration in B.C 388. Various charges having system of music, and established thefirstmubeen brought against him, he was put on his trial sical school or system that existed in Greece
and triumphantly acquitted After this Arta- H e added three strings to the lyre, which before
xerxes promised him Amastris, and afterward his time had only four strings, thus making it
Atossa, in marriage, and having each time seven stringed. His music produced-a powerbroken his word, Teribazus excited an insurrec- ful effect upon the Spartans, and he was held in
tion, but was betrayed, and slain by the king's high honor by them during his life and after his
death H e was thefirstwho obtained a victory
guards]
in the musical contests at the festival of the
TEEIDATES.
Vid. TIRIDATES
T E E I N A (Terinaeus: now St Eufemia), a town Carnga (676). W e have only three or four fragcn the western coa.st of Bruttium, from which ments ofthe remains of his poetry.
[TERPIUS, father of the celebrated minstrei
the Sinus Terinaeus derived its name. It was
a Greek city founded by Croton, and was origi- Phemius, who is hence called by Homer Ternally a place of some importance; but it was piades (TepiridSr/g).]
TERPSICHORE (Tepijstxbpa), one of the nine
destroyed by Hannibal in the second Punic war.
[TERIN^LUS SINUS (now Gulf of St. Eufemia). Muses, presided over the choral song and danVid. T E R I N A . ]
TEEIOLIS or T E R I S L A C A S T E A , a fortress r

cing. Vid. M U S ; E .
TERRA.
Vid. GiEi.

TEEEAOINA, more usually written T A E E A C I M A
Raetia, which has given its name to the country of the Tyrol. Its site is still occupied by Vid. T A R R A C I N A .
the Castle of Tyrol, lying above Meran, to the[TERRASIDIUS, T., one of Caesar's officers in
Gaul, was sent to the Unelli to obtain corn in
north of the road.
T E E M A N T I A , T E R M E S , or T E R M E S U S (Termes- B.C. 57, but detained a prisoner by them.]
tinus or Termesius : now Ermita ie nuestra Se- [TERTIA, a female actress, and one of the fahora de Tiermes), a town ofthe Arevaci in His-vorite mistresses of Verres in Sicily.]
[ T E R T I A or T E R T U L L A ,
Vid. JUNIA, N O . 2.]
pania Tarraconensis, originally situated on a
T E R T U L L I A N U S , Q SEPTIMIUS F L O R E N S , usu
steep hill, the inhabitants of which frequently
resisted the Romans, w h o compelled them, in ally called TERTULLIAN, the most ancient ofthe
consequence, to abandon the town, and build a Latin fathers now extant. Notwithstanding the
celebrity which he has always enjoyed, our
new one on the plain, B.C. 98.
T E E M E E A (TO Teppepa), a Dorian city in Caria,knowledge of his personal history is extremely
limited, and is derived almost exclusively from
on the Promontory Termerium (Tepuepiov), the
From this w o
northwestern headland ofthe Sinus Ceramicus. a succinct notice by St. Jerome
learn that Tertullian was a native of Carthage,
Under the Romans it was a free city.
the son of a proconsular centurion (an officer
T E R M E S S U S (Tsppnoobg, and other forms:
ruins probably at Shenet), a city of Pisidia, highwho appears to have acted as a sort of aid-deup on the Taurus, in the pass through which camp to provincial governors); that he flourishthe River Catarrhactes flowed
It was almost ed chiefly during the reigns of Septimius Seveimpregnable by nature and art, so that even rus and of Caracalla ; that he became a presbyter, andremainedorthodox until he bad reachec
Alexander did not attempt to take it.
T E R M I N U S , a Roman divinity presiding over the term of middle life, when, in consequence of
boundaries and frontiers. His worship is said the envy and ill-treatment which he experiencec
to have been instituted by Numa, w h o ordered on the part ofthe Roman clergy, he went ove
that every one should mark the boundaries of to the Montanists, and wrote several books ii
his landed property by stones consecrated to defence of those heretics; that he lived-to
Jupiter, and at these boundary-stones every great age, and was the author of many works
year sacrifices should be offered at the festival His birth may be placed about A.D. 160, and V
of the Terminalia. The Terminus of the Ro- death about 240. The most interesting of fc
m a n state originally stood between thefifthand numerous works is his Apologia, or defence t
sixth mile stone on the road toward Laurentum, Christianity. It was written at Carthage, pro
near a,j lace called vesti. Another -public Ter-I ablv during the reign of Severus. Tne writing
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TESIA.

TEUTONES.

•)f Tertullian show that he was a man of varied found in the island of Cyprus, which was given
learning; but his style is rough, abrupt, and ob-to him by Belus, king of Sidon. H e there foundscure, abounding in far-fetched metaphors and ed the town of Salamis, and married Eune, the
extravagant hyperboles The best editions of daughter of Cyprus, by w h o m he became the
the complete works of Tertullian are the edit. father of Asteria.
TEUCRI.
Vid. M Y S I A , T E O A S .
ai Venice, 1744, fol, and that by Sender and
Schutz, 6 vols. 8vo, Hal., 1770. There is a good T E U M E S S U S (Tevpnaabg), a mountain in Bceotia, near Hypatus, and close to Thebes, on the
edition ofthe Apologcticus by Havercamp, 8vo,
Lugd. Bat., 1710, [and of the Apolog. and Ad road from the latter place to Chalcis. It was
from this mountain that Bacchus (Dionysus),
Nationes by Oehler,' Halle, 1849.]
TESTA, 6 TREBATIUS, a Roman jurist, and a enraged with the Thebans, sent the fox which
contemporary and friend of Cicero. H e was committed such devastations in their territory.
T E U T A (Tevra), wife of Agron, king of the
recommended by Cicero to Julius Caesar during
his proconsulship of Gaul, and he followed Illyrians, assumed the sovereign power on the
Caesar's party after the civil war broke out. death of her husband, B.C. 231. In conseCicero dedicated to Trebatius his book of Top- quence of the injuries inflicted by the piratical
ica, which he wrote to explain to him this book expeditions of her subjects upon the Italian
of Aristotle. Trebatius enjoyed considerable | merchants, the Romans sent two ambassadors
reputation under Augustus as a lawyer. Hor- to demand satisfaction, but she not only refusace addressed to him thefirstsatire of the sec- ed to comply with their demands, but caused
ond book. Trebatius was a pupil of Q. Corne- ' the younger of the two brothers to be assassinlius Maximus, and master of Labeo H e wrote ated on his way home. W a r was now declared
against her by the Romans. The greater part
some books De Jure Civili and De Religionibus.
H e is often eited in the Digest, but there is no of her territory was soon conquered, and she
was obliged to sue for peace, which was grantdirect excerpt from his writings.
T E T H Y S (TnBvg), daughter of Ccelus (Uranus)ed to her (B C 228) on condition of her giving
and Terra (Gaea), and wife of Oceanus, by w h o m up the greater part of her dominions.
[TEUTAMIAS (TtvTapiag), a king of Larissa in
she beeame the mother of the Oceanides and
ofthe numerous river-gods. She also educated Thessaly, and father of the Pelasgian Lethus.]
TEUTHRANIA
Vid. M Y S I A .
luno (Hera), who was; brought to her by Rhea.
[TETRAPOLIS, a union of four cities or states ; T E U T H R A S (TevBpag). 1. A n ancient king ot
of these the most important were, 1. The Attic Mysia, who married, or, according to other accounts, adopted as his daughter Auge, the daughTetrapolis (TerpdiroXig rijg 'ATTOC^C), a district
of Attica lying northward from Athens, com- ter of Aleus. H e also received with hospitality
posed of GSnoe, Marathon, Probalinthus, and her son Telephus, when the latter came to Asia
Tricorythus, founded by Xuthus 2. The Dori- in search of his mother. H e was succeeded ia
an. Vid. DORIS. 1. The Syrian (Tijg Zvplag,the
orkingdom of Mysia by Telephus. Vii. T E L EPHUS. Thefiftydaughters of Teuthras, given
ZeXevKig), composed of Antiochia, Apamea, Laas a reward to Hercules, are called by Ovid
odicea, and Seleucia ]
TETRICA, a mountain on the frontiers of Pi- Teuthrantia turba.—[2. A Greek warrior of Magcenum and the land of the Sabines, belonging nesia, slain by Hector before Troy — 3 . A companion of iEneas, slain in battle against tho
to the great chain ofthe Apennines.
TETRICUS, C. PESUVIUS, one ofthe Thirty Ty- Rutuli in Italy.]
T E U T H R A S (TevBpag: now probably Demirjirants, and the last ofthe pretenders who ruled
Gaul during its separation from the empire un- Dagh), a mountain in the Mysian district of
der Gallienus and his successor. H e reigned Teuthrania, a southwestern branch of Temnus.
in Caul from A.D 267 to 274, and was defeat- It contains a celebrated pass, called the Iron
ed by Aurelian in 274 at the battle of Chalons, Gates (Demir Kapa), through which all caravans
on which occasion he was believed to have be- between Smyrna and Brusa (the ancient Prutrayed his army to the emperor. It is certain sias) must needs pass.
TEUTOBURGIENSIS SALTUS, a range of hills in
that although Tetricus, along with his son, graced the triumph of the conqueror, he was imme- Germany, covered with wood, extending north
diately afterward treated with the greatest dis- of the Lippe, from Osnabriick to Paderborn, and
known in the present day by the name of the
tinction by Aurelian.
Teutoburger Wald or Lippische Wald. It is celT E U C E R (Tevicpog). 1. Son of the river-god
Scamander by the nymph Idaea, was the firstebrated on account of the defeat and destruc
king of Troy, whence the Trojans are some- tion of Varus and three Roman legions by the
times called Teucri Dardanus of Samothrace Germans under Arminius, A.D. 9.
[TEUTOMATUS, son of Ollovicon, king of the
came to Teucer, received his daughter Batea
or Arisbe in marriage, and became his success- Nitiobriges, joined Vercingetorix with a body
or in the kingdom. According to others, Dar- of cavalry: being suddenly attacked by Caedanus was a native prince of Troy, and Scaman- sar's soldiers while reposing in his tent, he with
der and Teucer immigrated into Troas from difficulty escaped half naked from the camp.]
Crete, bringing with them the worship of Apollo T E U T O N E S or TEUTSNI, a powerful people in
Smintheus.—2. Son of Telamon and Hesione, Germany, who invaded Gaul and the Roman
was a step-brother of Ajax, and the best archer dominions along with the Cimbri at the latter
among the Greeks at Troy. On his return from end of the second century B.C. The history
the Trojan war, Telamon refused to receive of their invasion is given under CIMBRI. Tha
him in Salamis, because he had not avenged the name Teutones is not a collective name of
death of his brother Ajax. Teucer thereupon the whole people of Germany, as some writ
sai'ed away in search of a new home, which he ef« have supposed, but only of one. particulu
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fHABOR

THAPSACUS

In the lattf
tribe, who probably dwelt on the coast or the of philosophy and mathematics
science, however, w e find attributed to him onij
Baltic, near the Cimbri.
TIIABOR, T A B O R , or A T A B Y R I U M (AraBvpiov,proofs of propositions which belong to the first
of geometry, and wnich could not posL X X . . 'IraBvpiov, Joseph.: now Jebel Tur),elements
an
isolated mountain at the eastern end ofthe plain sibly have enabled him to calculate the eclipses
of Esdraelon in Galilee, between seventeen of the sun and the course of the heavenlj
hundred and eighteen hundred feet high. Its bodies. H e may, however, have obtained his
summit was occupied by a fortified town under knowledge ofthe higher branches of mathematthe Maccabees and the Romans. This is quite ics from Egypt, which country he is said to have
inough to prove that it can not be, as a local visited. Thales maintained that water is the
tradition asserts, the lonely mountain on which origin of things, meaning thereby that it is
aur Saviour was transfigured, although the tra- water out ofwhich every thing arises and intc
dition has been bolstered up by a variation of the which every thing resolves itself. Thales left
modern name of the mountain, which makes it no works behind him.
T H A L E S or T B A L E T A S (QaXijg, QaXbrag), the
lebel Nur, i. e., the Mountain of Light.
musician and lyric poet, was a naT H A B R A C A or T A E E A C A (QdBpaKa, TdBaBpa celebrated
:
now Tabarca), a city of Numidia, at the mouthtive of Gortyna in Crete. On the invitation of
of the River Tusca, and on the frontier toward the Spartans he removed to Sparta, where, by
the influence of his music, he appeased the
Zeugitana.
T H A I S (Oaifr), a celebrated Athenian courte- wrath of Apollo, who had visited the city with
san, who accompanied Alexander the Great on a plague, and composed the factions of the cithis expedition into Asia. Her name is best izens, who were at enmity with each other. H e
known from the story of her having stimulated founded the second of the musical schools which
the conqueror, during a great festival at Per- flourished at Sparta, the first having been essepolis, to setfireto the palace of the Persian tablished by Terpander. The date of Thaletas
kings; but this anecdote, immortalized as it is uncertain, but he may probably be placed
has been by Dryden's famous ode, is in all prob- shortly after Terpander. Vid. T E R P A N D E R .
T H A L I A (QdXeia, QaXia). 1. One of the cine
ability a mere fable. After the death of Alexander, Thai's attached herself to Ptolemy Lagi, •Muses, and, at least in later times, the Muse of
by w h o m she became the mother of two sons, Comedy. Vid. MuSiE.—2. One of the Nereides.
Leontiscus and Lagus, and of a daughter, Irene. — 3 . One of the Charites or Graces.
T H A L A (QdXa), a great city of Numidia, men- T H A L L O . Vid HoRiE.
T H A L N A or T A L N A , M'. JUVENTIUS, was tribtioned by Sallust and other writers, and probably identical with T E L E P T E (TeXeirr-n) or T H Eune
- of the plebs B.C. 170, praetor 167, and conLEPTE, a city in the south of Numidia, seventy- sul 163, when he subdued the Corsicans. The
one Roman miles northwest of Capsa. It was senate voted him a thanksgiving, and he was
the southwestern frontier town toward the so overcome with joy at the intelligence, whish
desert, and was connected by a road with Ta- he received as he was offering a sacrifice, that
cape on the Syrtis Minor. It is probably to be he dropped down dead on the spot.
identified with Ferianah, or with the large ruins [THALPIUS (QdXiriog), son of Eurytus, one of
the suitors of Helen, and therefore compelled to
near it called Meiinah el Kadima.
THALAMiE (QaXduai). 1. A fortified town in take part in the expedition against Troy; he lea
Elis, situated in the mountains above Pylos.— the Epei in ten vessels.]
TIIAMBES (QduBng, Qdpung, Baung), a mount2. A town in Messenia, probably a little to the
ain in the east of Numidia, containing the source
east ofthe River Pamisus.
T H A L A S S I U S , TALASSIUS, or TALASSIO, a Ro- of the River Rubricatus.
T H A M Y D E N I or T H A M Y D I T ^ : (QapvSnvol, Qapvman senator of the time of Romulus. At the
time of the rape of the Sabine women, when a dlrai), a people of Arabia Felix, on the coast of
maiden of surpassing beauty was carried off for the Sinus Arabicus, in the neighborhood of TheThalassius, the persons conducting her, in order moni.
T H A M Y R I S O T T H A M Y R A S (Quuvptg). 1. A n anto protect her against any assaults from others,
exclaimed " for Thalassius." Hence, it is said,cient Thracian bard, was a son of Philammor.
arose the wedding shout with which a bride at and the nymph Argiope. In his presumption he
R o m e was conducted to the house of her bride- challenged the Muses to a trial of skill, and, being
avercome in the contest, was deprived by them
groom.
T H A L E S (QaXijg), the Ionic philosopher, andoi his sight and of the power of singing. H e
one of the Seven Sages, was born at Miletus was represented with a broken lyre in his hand.
about B.C. 636, and died about 546, at the age —[2. A Trojan warrior, companion of iEneas
of ninety, though the exact date neither of his after the fall of Troy; slain by Turnus in Italy.)
THANATOS.
Vii. M O R S .
birth nor of his death is known. H e is said to
T H A P S A , a city of Northern Africa, probably
have predicted the eclipse of the sun, which
happened in the reign of the Lydian king Alyat- identical with RUSICADA.
T H A P S A C U S (QdijiaKog: in the Old Testament.
tes ; to have diverted the course of the Halys
in the time of Croesus; and later, in order to Thiphsach: an Aramean word signifying a ford:
unite the Ionians when threatened by the Per- QcivjaKnvbg: ruins at the ford of El-Hamman,
sians, to have instituted a federal council in near Rakkdh), a city of Syria, in the province
Teos. In the lists of the Seven Sages his name of Chalybonitis, on the left bank of the Euphra
seems to have stood at the head; and he dis- tes, two thousand stadia south of Zeugma, a m
played his wisdom both by political sagacity fifteen parasangs from the mouth of the Rive
and by prudence in acquiring wealth. H e was Chaboras (the Araxes of Xenophon) At th
also one of the founders in Greece of the study place was the usual and, for a lorg time, the ort.
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THEBiE

.ord of the Euphrates, by which a passage was ed Thaumantias, Thaumantis, And Thcumanti*
virgo
made between Upper and Lower Asia
THAPSUS (Qdipog: ddipiog). 1. A city on theT H E ^ E T E T U S (Qeairrirog), .an Athenian, the SOB
eastern coast of Sicily, on a peninsula of the of Euphronius of Sunium, is introduced as one
same name (now Isola degli Magnisi), foundedof the speakers in Plato's Theatetus and Sophisby Dorian colonists from Megara, w h o soon tes, in which dialogues he is spoken of as a noabandoned it in order to found Megara Hybla. ble and well disposed youth, and ardent in the
— 2 . (Ruins at Demas), a city on the eastern pursuit of knowledge, especially in the study of
coast of Byzaeena, in Africa Propria, where geometry.
T H E A G E N E S (Qeayevng) 1. Tyrant of M e g a
Caesar finally defeated the Pompeian army, and
ra, obtained his power about B C. 630, having
finished the civil war, B.C. 46.
T H A S O S or T H A S U S (Bdaog : Bdaiog : n o w Tha-espoused the part of the commonalty agains'
so or Tasso), an island in the north ofthe iEgean the nobles. H e was driven out before his death.
Sea, off the coast of Thrace, and opposite the H e gave his daughter in marriage to Cylon.
mouth of the River Nestus. It w a s at a very Vii. C Y L O N — 2 A Thasian, the son of Timosearly period taken possession of by the Phoeni- thenes, renowned for his extraordinary strength
cians on account of its valuable gold mines. and swiftness H e gained numerous victories
According to tradition, the Phoenicians were at the Olympian, Pythian, N e m e a n , and Isth.
led by Thasus, son of Poseidon or Agenor, w h o mian games, and is said to have w o n thirteen
came from the East in search of Europa, and hundred crowns. H eflourishedB C 480.
T H E A N O (Beoixj), daughter of Cisseus, wifo
from w h o m the island derived its name. Thasos was afterward colonized by the Parians, B C. of Antenor, and priestess of Minerva (Athena)
708, and a m o n g the colonists w a s the poet Ar- at Ilion.
T H E A M O (Beavd), the most celebrated of the
chiloehus. Besides the gold mines in Thasos
itself, the Thasians possessed still more valua- female philosophers ofthe Pythagorean school,
ble gold mines at Scapte Hyle, on the opposite appears to have been the wife of Pythagoras,
coast of Thrace. T h e mines in the island had and the mother by him of Telauges, Mnesarchus,
been most extensively worked by the Phoeni- Myia, and Arignote ; but the accounts respectcians, but even in the time of Herodotus t h e ^ ing her were various. Several letters are ex
were still productive. T h e clear surplus rev- tant under her name ; and, though they are not
enue of the Thasians before the Persian con- genuine, they are valuable remains of a period
quest amounted to two hundred, and some- of considerable antiquity.
THEBiE (9))6<M), in the poets sometimes T H E B B
times even to three hundred talents (£46,000,
£66,000), of which s u m the mines in Scapte (Bribn, Dor. BijBa), afterward DIOSPOLIS M A G N A
Hyle produced eighty talents, and those in the (hibgirc-Xig ueydXn, i. e., Great City of Jove), in
island somewhat less. They possessed at this Scripture, N o or N o A M M O N , w a s the capital of
time a considerable territory on the coast of Thebais or Upper Egypt, and, for a long time,.
Thrace, and were one of the richest and most ofthe whole country. It w a s reputed the oldpowerful tribes in the north of the iEgean. They est city of the world. It stood in about the
were subdued by the Persians under Mardonius, centre of the Thebaid, on both banks of the
and subsequently became part of the Athenian Nile, above Coptos, and in the N o m o s Coptites,
maritime empire
They revolted, however, It is said to have been founded by iEthiopians;
from Athens in B.C. 465, and after sustaining a but this is, of course, only a form of the tradi.
siege of three years, were subdued by Cimon in tion which represents the civilization of Uppei
463. They were obliged to surrender to the Egypt as having come d o w n the Nile Others
Athenians all their possessions in Thrace, to ascribed its foundation to Osiris, w h o named it
destroy their fortifications, to give up their ships,after his mother, and others to Busiris. It apand to pay a large tribute for the future. They pears to have been at the height of its splenagain revolted from Athens in 411, and called dor, as the capital of Egypt, and as a chief seat
in the Spartans, but the island w a s again re- ofthe worship of A m m o n , about B C. 1600. T h e
stored to the Athenians by Thrasybulus in 407. fame of its grandeur had reached the Greeks as
In addition to its gold mines, Thasos w a s cel- early as the time of Homer, w h o describes it,
ebrated for its marble and its wine: T h e soil, with poetical exaggeration, as having a hundhowever, is otherwise barren, and merits, even red gates, from each ofwhich it could send out
at the present day, the description applied to it two hundred war-chariots fully armed. Homer's
by the poet Archiloehus, " an ass's back-bone, epithet of" Hundred-Gated" (harbpirvXai) is reoverspread with wild wood." T h e principal peatedly applied to the city by later writers. Its
town in the island, also called Thasos, w a s sit- real extent w a s calculated by the Greek writers
uated on the northern coast upon three emi- at one hundred and forty stadia (fourteen geo-'
nences. There are still a few remains of the graphical miles) in circuit, and in Strabo's time,
w h e n the long transference of the seat of pow.
ancient town.
[ T H A U M A C I (now Dhbmoko), a city of Phthio- er to Lower Egypt had caused it to decline
tis, in Thessaly, situated on a lofty and perpen- greatly, it still had a circuit of eighty stadia.
dicular rock, which rendered it a place of great That these computations are not exaggerated,
strength. T h e ancients derived its n a m e from is proved by the existing ruins, which extend
the singularity of its position, and the astonish- from side to side of the valley of the Nile, here
ment it caused w h e n first reached (BavuaKol, about six miles wide; while the rocks whieh
bound the valley are perforated with tombs.
from SaHaa, " wonder").
T H A U M A S (Bavuag), son of Pontus and Terra These ruins, which are, perhaps, the most mag(Ge), and by the Oceanid Electra, the father nificent in the world, inclose within their sitt
<>f Iris and the Harpies. Hence Iris is call- the four modern villages *>f Carnac, Luxot. Me
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in the catalogue of the Greek cities wlnci
tttiet Abou, and Gournou ; the two former on the
eastern, and the two latter on the western side fought against Troy, as it was probably supofthe river. They consist of temples, colossi, posed not yet to have recovered from its dev
sphinxes, and obelisks, and, on the western astation by the Epigoni. It appears, however,
side, of tombs, many of which are cut in the at the earliest historical period as a large and
rock and adorned with paintings, which are still flourishing city; and it is represented as posas fresh as if justfinished.These ruins are re- sessing seven gates, the number assigned to it
markable alike for their great antiquity and for in the ancient legends. Its government, after
the purity of their style. It is most probable the abolition of monarchy, was an aristocracy,
that the great buildings were all erected before or, rather, an oligarchy, which continued to be
the Persian invasion, when Thebes was taken the prevailing form of government for a long
by Cambyses, and the wooden habitations burn- time, although occasionally exchanged for that
ed ; after which time it never regained the rank of a democracy. Toward the end of the Peloof a capital city; and thus its architectural mon-ponnesian war, however, the oligarchy finally
uments escaped that Greek influence which is disappears, and Thebes appears under a demoso marked in the edifices of Lower Egypt. cratical form of government from this time til!
Among its chief buildings, the ancient writers it became with the rest of Greece subject to the
mention the M E M N O N I U M , with the two colossi Romans. The Thebans were from an early pe
in front of it, the temple of A m m o n , in which riod inveterate enemies of their neighbors, the
one of the three chief colleges of priests was Athenians. Their hatred of the latter people
established, and the tombs of the kings T o was probably one ofthe reasons which induced
describe the ruins and discuss their identifica- them to desert the cause of Grecian liberty in
tion would far exceed the limits of this article. the great struggle against the Persian power.
In the Peloponnesian war the Thebans naturally
TIIEBJE, in Europe. 1. (BijSai, in poetry Qrfiy,
espoused the Spartan side, and contributed not
Doric Bn6a: QnBalog, fem. QyBdtg, Thebanus,
a little to the downfall of Athens. But, in comfern. Thebais : now Thcba, Turkish Stiva), the
chief city in Bceotia, was situated in a plain mon with the other Greek states, they soon
southeast of the Lake Helice and northeast of became disgusted with the Spartan supremacy,
Plataeae. Its acropolis, which was an oval em- and joined the confederacy formed against Sparinence of no great height, was called C A D M E A ta in B C. 394. The peace of Antalcidas in 387
(Kabpeia), because it was said to have beenput an end to hostilities in Greece; but the
founded by Cadmus, the leader of a Phoenician treacherous seizure of the Cadmea by the Lacolony. On each side of this acropolis is a cedaemonian general Phcebidas in 382, and it?
small valley, running up from the Theban plain recovery by the Theban exiles in 379, led to a
into the low ridge of hills by which it is sepa- war between Thebes and Sparta, in which the
rated from that of Plataeae. Of these valleys, former not only recovered its independence, but
the one to the west is watered by the Dirce, forever destroyed the Lacedaemonian supremand the one to the east by the Ismenus ; both acy. This was the most glorious period in the
of which, however, are insignificant streamlets,Theban annals ; and the decisive defeat of the
though BO celebrated in ancient story. The Spartans at the battle of Leuetra in 371 made
greater part of the city stood in these valleys, Thebes the first power in Greece. Her greatand was built some time after the acropolis. ness, however, was mainly due to the pre emiIt is said that the fortifications of the city were nent abilities of her citizens, Epaminondas and
constructed by Amphion and his brother Zethus; Pelopidas ; and with the death ofthe former at
and that, when Amphion played his lyre, the the battle of Mantinea in 362, she lost the sustones moved of their own accord and formed premacy which she had so recently gained.
the wall. The territory of Thebes was called Soon afterward Philip of Macedon began to exercise a paramount influence over the greater
T H E B A I S (BnSatg), and extended eastward as far
as the Eubcean Sea. N o city is more celebrated part of Greece. The Thebans were induced, by
m the mythical ages of Greece than Thebes. the eloquence of Demosthenes, to forget their
It was here that the use of letters was first in- old animosities against the Athenians, and to
troduced from Phoenicia'into Western Europe. join the latter in protecting the liberties of
It was the reputed birth-place of the two great Greece ; (jut'their united forces were defeated
divinities, Dionysus and Hercules. It was also by Philip, at the battle of Chaeronea, in 338
the native city of the great seer Tiresias, as Soon after the death of Philip and the accession
well as ofthe great musician Amphion. It was of Alexander, the Thebans made a last attempt
the scene of the tragic fate of CEdipus, and of to recover their liberty, but were cruelly punone of the most celebrated wars in the myth- ished by the young king. The city was taken
ical annals of Greece. Polynices, who had by Alexander in 336, and was entirely destroybeen expelled from Thebes by his brother Eteo- ed, with the exception of the temples, and the
eles, induced six other heroes to espouse his house of the poet Pindar; six thousand inhabcause, and marched against the city; but they itants were slain, and thirty thousand sold as
were all defeated and slain by the Thebans, slaves. In 316 the city was rebuilt by Cassanwitb ihn exception of Adrastus, Polynices and der, with the assistance of the Athenians In
Eteoeles falling by each other's hands. This 290 it was taken by Demetrius Poliorcetes, and
is usually called the war of the " Seven against again suffered greatly. Dicaearchus, who flour
Thebes." A few years afterward, " the Epigo- ished about this time, has left us an interesting
ni," or descendants of the seven heroes, march- account of the city. H e describes it as about
ed against Thebes to revenge their fathers' seventy stadia (nearly nine miles) in circumfer
death; they took the city and razed it to the ence, in form nearly circular, and in appearance
ground. Thebes is rot mentioned by Homer somevrha; gloomy. H e says that it is plenti
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luliy provided with water, and contains better in Olympus, and is on friendly terms with Jans
gardens than any other city in Greece ; that it (Hera). She is also described as * prophetic
is most agreeable in summer, on account of its divinity, and is said to have been in possession
plentiful supply of cool and fresh water, and its ofthe Delphie oracle as the successor of Terra
large gardens ; but that in winter it is very- (Ge), and previous tc Apollo. Nymphs believed
unpleasant, being destitute of fuel, exposed to to be daughters of Jupiter (Zeus) and Themis
floods and cold winds, and frequently visited bylived in a cave on the River Eridanus, and the
iieavy falls of snow. H e further represents the Hesperides also are called daughters of Jupitei
people as proud and insolent, and always ready (Zeus) and Themis. She is often represented
to settle disputes by fighting rather than by the on coins resembling the figure of Minerva
ordinary course of justice. It is supposed that (Athena) with a cornucopia and a pair of scales.
the population of the city at this time may have
T H E M I S C Y R A (BeploKvpa), a plain on the coast
been betweenfiftythousand and sixty thousand of Pontus, extending east ofthe River Iris, besouls. After the Macedonian period Thebes yond the Thermodon, celebrated from very anrapidly declined in importance f and it received cient times as the country ofthe Amazons. It
its last blow from Sulla, who gave half of its was well watered, and rich in pasture. At the
territory to the Delphians. Strabo describes it mouth of the Thermodon was a city of the same
as only a village in his time; and Pausanias, name, which had been destroyed by the time of
who visited it in the second century of the Augustus. It is doubtful whether the present
Christian era, says that the Cadmea alone was Thermeh occupies its site. Vii. T H E R M O D O N .
then inhabited. The modern town is also conT H E M I S O N (Qeplaav), a celebrated Greek phyfined to this spot, and the surrounding country sician, and the founder of the medical sect of
is covered with a confused heap of ruins.—2. the Methodici, was a native of Laodicea in
Surnamed PHTHiOTiCiE (QfiBai al $8idnSeg), an
Syria, and lived in thefirstcentury B.O. H e
important city of Thessaly in the district Phthi- wrote several medical works, but of these only
otis, at a short distance from the coast, and the titles and a few fragments remain. The
with a good harbor.—3. A town in Lueania, physician mentioned by Juvenal was probably a
rarely mentioned.
contemporary of the poet, and consequently a
THEBAIS. Vid. iEGYPTUs.
different person from the founder ofthe MethoT H E B E (BiiBn TiroirXaKin), a city of Mysia,dici.
on
the wooded slope of Mount Placus, destroyed
THEMISTIUS (Beuforiog), a distinguished phiby Achilles. It was said to have been the birth- losopher and rhetorician, was a Paphlagonian,
place of Andromache and Chryse'is. It existed and flourished, first at Constantinople and after;r the historical period, but by the time of Stra- ward at Rome, in the reigns of Constantius,
bo it had fallen into ruin, and by that of Pliny it Julian, Jovian,Valens, Gratian, and Theodosius.
had vanished. Its site was near the head of H e enjoyed the favor of all those emperors, and
the Gulf of Adramyttium, where a beautiful was promoted by them to the highest lienors of
tract of country was named, after it, Thebanus the state. After holding various public offices,
campus (TO BrjBng ire&lov).
and being employed on many important em[ T H E C H E S M O N S (QTIXVC, a summit ofthe range bassies, he was made prefect of Constantinople
called P A R Y A D R E S : now Kop Tdgh), a mount- by Theodosius, A.D. 384. So great was the
ain on the borders of Pontus and Colchis, from confidence reposed in him by Theodosius, that,
which the Greek troops of Cyrus under Xeno- though Themistius was a heathen, the emperor
phonfirstgot a view of the sea (Euxine).]
intrusted his son Arcadius to the tutorship of
T H E C O A or T E K O A (Qexba, Joseph.: QeKae, the philosopher, 387. The life of Themistius
LXX.: ruins at Tekua), a city of Judaea, on the probably did not extend beyond 390. Besides
sdge ofthe desert, six miles south of Bethlehem, the emperors, he numbered among his friends
and twelve miles south of Jerusalem, was the the chief orators and philosophers of the age,
birth-place of the prophet Amos. (Vii. also 2 Christian as well as heathen. Not only LibaChron., xi.) In the time of Jerome it was a nius, but Gregory of Nazianzus also was his
mere village.
friend and correspondent, and the latter, in an
T H E L P & S A or T E L P H U S S A (QeXtrovoa, TeXipovaepistle still extant, calls him the " king of arguaa : TeXtyobaiog : ruins near Vanena), a townments."
in
The orations (iroXiriKol Xbyoi) of TheArcadia, on the River Ladon.
mistius, extant in the time of Photius, were
[THELXIEPEIA, one ofthe Sirens. Vii. SIRE- thirty-six in number, ofwhich thirty-three have
NES.]
come down to us in the original Greek, and one
[THELXINOE, one ofthe earlier Muses. Vii. in a Latin version. The other two were supMuSiE.]
1
posed to be lost, until one of them was discovT H E M A N , a city of the Edomites, in Arabia ered by Cardinal Maio, in the Ambrosian LibraPetraea, whose people were celebrated for their ry at Milan, in 1816. The best edition ofthe
wisdom.
Orations is by Dindorf, Lips., 1832, 8vo.
T H E M I S (Qiuig), daughter of Ccelus (Uranus) [THEMISTO (Qepiord), of Cyprus, mother of
and Terra (Ge), was married to Jupiter (Zeus), Homer, according to one tradition.]
by w h o m she became the mother of the Horae,
THEMISTOOLES (BeuiaroKXf/g), the celebrated
Eunomia, Dice (Astraea), Irene, and ofthe Mce- Athenian, was the son of Neocles and Abrotorae. In the Homeric poems, Themis is the per- non, a Thracian woman, and was born about
sonification of the order of things established B.C. 514. In his youth he had an impetueua
by law, custom, and equity, whence she is de- character ; he displayed great intellectual powscribed asreigningin the assemblies of men, er combined with a lofty ambition and desire
aud as convening, by the command of Jupiter of political distinction. H e began his careet
(Zeus), the assembly of the irods. She dwells by setting himself in opposition tp those wtw
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had most power, among w h o m Aristides was expulsion of the Persians from Greece and tht
the chief, liie fame which Miltiades acquired fortification ofthe ports. H e was probably just
by his generalship at Marathon made a deep ly accused of enriching himself by unfair means
impression on Themistooles ; and he said that for he had no scruples about the way of accom
the trophy of Miltiades would hot let him sleep. plishing an end. A story is told that aftpr the
His rival Aristides was ostracized in 483, to retreat of thefleetof Xerxes, when the Greek
which event Themistocles contributed ; and fleet was wintering at Pagasae, Themistocles
from this time he was the political leader in told the Athenians in the public assembly that
Athens. In 481 he was archon eponymtis. It he had a scheme to propose which was benefiwas about this time that he persuaded the Athe- cial to the state, but could not be expounded to
nians to employ the produce of the silver mines the many. Aristides was named to receive
of Laurium in building ships, instead of dis- the secret, and to report upon it. His report
tributing it among the Athenian citizens. His was that nothing could be more profitable than
great object was to draw the Athenians to the the scheme of Themistocles, but nothing more
sea, as he was convinced that it was only by unjust; and the Athenians abided by the report
theirfleetthat Athens could repel the Persians of Aristides. In 471 Themistocles was ostraand obtain the supremacy in Greece. Upon cized from Athens, and retired to Argos. After
the invasion of Greece by Xerxes, Themisto- the discovery of the treasonable correspondence
cles was appointed to the command ofthe Athe- of Pausanias with the Persian king, the Lace
nian fleet; and to his energy, prudence, fore- daemonians sent to Athens to accuse Themistosight, and courage the Greeks mainly owed cles of being privy to the design of Pausanias
their salvation from the Persian dominion. Upon Thereupon the Athenians sent off persons witi
the approach of Xerxes, the Athenians, on the Lacedaemonians with instructions to arrest
the advice of Themistocles, deserted their city, Themistocles (466). Themistocles, hearing of
and removed their women, children, and infirm what was designed against him,firstfled from
persons to Salamis, iEgina, and Troezen; but, Argos to Corcyra, and then to Epiius, where
as soon as the Persians took possession of he took refuge in the house of Admetus, king
Athens, the Peloponnesians were anxious to re- of the Molossi, w h o happened to be from home.
tire to the Corinthian isthmus. Themistocles Admetus was no friend to Themistocles, but
used all his influence in inducing the Greeks to his wife told the fugitive that he would be proremain andfightwith the Persians at Salamis, tected if he would take their child in his arms
and with the greatest difficulty persuaded the and sit on the hearth. T h e king soon came in,
Spartan commander Eurybiades to stay at Sal- and, respecting his suppliant attitude, raised him
amis. But as soon as thefleetof Xerxes made up, and refused to surrender him to the Laceits appearance, the Peloponnesians were again daemonian and Athenian agents. Themistocles
anxious to sail away; and when Themistocles finally reached the coast of Asia in safety.
saw that he should be unable to persuade them Xerxes was n o w dead (465), and Artaxerxes
to remain, he sent a faithful slave to the Persian was on the throne. Themistocles went up to
commanders, informing them that the Greeks visit the king at his royal residence ; and on
intended to make their escape, and that the his arrival he sent the king a letter, in which he
Persians had nowthe opportunity of accomplish- promised to do the king a good service, and
ing a noble enterprise, if they would only cut prayed that he might be allowed to wait a yearoff the retreat of the Greeks. T h e Persians and then to explain personally what brought
believed what they were told, and in the night him there. In a year he made himself master
theirfleetoccupied the whole of the channel of the Persian language and the Persian usages,
ietween Salamis and the main land. T h e and, being presented to the king, he obtained
Greeks were thus compelled tofight;and the the greatest influence over him, and such as no
result was the great and glorious victory, in Greek ever before enjoyed ; partly owing to his
which the greater part of the fleet of Xerxes high reputation and the hopes that he gave tc
was destroyed. This victory, which was due : the king of subjecting the Greeks to the Per
to Themistocles, established his reputation • sians. T h e king gave him a handsome alio"
among the Greeks. O n his visiting Sparta, he ance, after the Persian fashion ; Magnesia supwas received with extraordinary honors by the ' plied him with bread nominally, but paid him anSpartans, w h o gave Eurybiades the palm of nuallyfiftytalents. Lampsacus supplied wine,
bravery, and to Themistocles the palm of wis- and Myus the other provisions Before he could
d o m and skill, with a crown of olive, and the accomplish any thing he died; some say that
best chariot that Sparta possessed. The Athe- he could not perform his promise to the king
nians began to restore their ruined city after A monument was erected to his memory in the
the barbarians had left the country, and The- ! Agora of Magnesia, which place was within his
mistocles advised them to rebuild the walls, and • government. It is said that his bones were
to m a k e them stronger than before. T h e Spar- ! secretly taken to Attica by his relations, and
Jans sent an embassy to Athens to dissuade | privately interred there. Themistocles died in
them from fortifying their city, for which w e 449, at the age of sixty-five. Themistocles uncan assign no motive except a miserable jeal- doubtedly possessed great talents as a statesousy.
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TttEMisroGENEs (Beuioroyevng), oi Syracuse,cribed
i
to the imaginary shepherds of a fictitioiK
Is said by Xenophon (Hell, iii, 1, <S 2), to have Arcadia. H e merely exhibits simple and faithwritten a work on the Anabasis of Cyrus ; but ful pictures of the c o m m o n life of the Sicilian
most modern writers, following the statement people, in a thoroughly objective, although truly
of Plutarch, suppose that Xenophonreallyre- poetical spirit. Dramatic simplicity and truth
fers to his o w n work, to which he prefixed the are impressed upon the pictures exhibited in hi.
name of Themistogenes
poems, into the coloring ofwhich be has thrown
T H E O C L E S (BeoKXijc), son of Hegylus, w a s am u c h of the natural comedy which is always
Lacedaemonian statuary, and one of the dis- seen in the c o m m o n life of a free people. T h e
ciples of Dipcenus and Scyllis. H e therefore collection, which has come d o w n to us under the
flourished about B.C. 550.
n a m e of Theocrit-.s, consists of thirty poems,
, T H E O C L Y M E N U S (QeoKXvpevog), son of Poly- called by the general title of Iiyls, a fragment
phides of Hyperasia, and a descendant of M e - of a few lines from a poem entitled Berenice, and
iampus, w a s a soothsayer, and, in consequen'ce twenty two epigrams in the Greek Anthology.
of a murder, w a s obliged to take toflight,and But these Idyls are not all bucolic, and were
came to Telemachus w h e n the latter quitted not all written by Theocritus. Those idyls,
Sparta to return to Ithaca.
of which the genuineness is the most doubtful,
T H E O C O S M O S (QeoKoapog), of Megara, a statu- are the twelfth, seventeenth, eighteenth, nineary, flourished about B C. 435-430.
teenth, twentieth, twenty-sixth, twenty-sev
T H E O C R I T U S (QeoKptrog). 1 O f Chios, an or- enth, twenty-ninth, and thirtieth. T h e dialect
ator, sophist, and perhaps an historian, in the of Theocritus is a mixed or eclectic dialect, in
time of Alexander the Great. H e w a s contem- which the n e w or softened Doric predominates.
porary with Ephorus and Theopompus ; and the T h e best editions of Theocritus are by Kiessiatter w a s his fellow-citizen and political oppo- jling, Lips , 1819, by Wiistemann, Gothae, 1830,
nent, Theopompus belonging to the aristocratic [by Wordsworth, Camb., 1844, and by Ameis
and Macedonian, and Theocritus to the demo- in the Poeta Bucolici et Diiactici, Paris, 1846.]
cratic and patriotic party, Theocritus is said i T H E O D E C T E S (QeodeitTng), of Phaselis, in P a m to have also given deep offence to Alexander by iphylia, w a s a highly distinguished rhetorician
the sarcastic wit, which appears to have been ! and tragic poet in the time of Philip of Macethe chief cause of his celebrity, and which at ;don. H e w a s the son of Aristander, and a pulast cost hin his life. H e w a s put to death by pil of Isocrates and Aristotle. T h e greater part
Antigonus, in revenge for a jest upon the king's of his life w a s spent at Athens, where he died
single eye N o n e of his works are extant with ',
at the age of forty-one. T h e people of hie nathe exception of two or three epigrams, among tive city honored the m e m o r y of Theodectes
which is a very bitter one upon Aristotle — , with a statue in their agora, which Alexander,
8 T h e celebrated bucolic poet, was a native of w h e n he stopped at Phaselis on his march toSyracuse, and the son of Praxagoras and Phi- ward Persia, crowned with garlands, to show
linna. H e visited Alexandrea during the latter his respect for the m e m o r y of a m a n w h o had
end ofthe reign of Ptolemy Soter, where he re- been associated with himself by means of Arisceived the instruction of Philetas and Asclepi- totle and philosophy. T h e passages of Arisades, and began to distinguish himself as a poet. totle, in which Theodectes is mentioned, show
His first efforts obtained for him the patronage the strong regard and high esteem in which he
of Ptolemy Philadelphus, w h o w a s associated w a s held by tho philosopher. Theodectes dein the kingdom with his father, Ptolemy Soter, voted himself, during thefirstpart of his life,
in B.C. 285, and in whose praise, therefore, the entirely to rhetoric, and afterward he turned his
poet wrote the fourteenth, fifteenth, and seven- attention to tragic poetry. H e w a s a profesteenth Idyls
A t Alexandrea he became ac- sional teacher of lhetoric and composer of oraquainted with the poet Aratus, to w h o m he ad- tions for others, and w a s in part dependent on
dressed his sixth Idyl. Theocritus afterward this profession for his subsistence. N o n e of
returned to Syracuse, and lived there under the works of Theodectes have come d o w n to
Hiero II. It appears from the sixteenth Idyl us. H e wrotefiftytragedies, which were very
that Theocritus was dissatisfied, both with the popular among his contemporaries. His treatise
want of liberality on the part of Hiero in reward- on rhetoric is repeatedly referred to by the aning him for his poems, and with the political state cient writers.
of his native country. It m a y therefore be supT H E O D O R E T U S (QeodupnTog), an eminent ec
posed that he devoted the latter part of his life clesiastic of the fifth century, w a s born at Analmost entirely to the contemplation of those tioch about A . D 393, and w a s made bishop of
scenes of nature and of country life, on his rep- Cyrus, or Cynhus, a small city near the Euresentations of which his fame chiefly rests. phrates, in 420 or 423. H e w a s accused of beTheocritus w a s the creator of bucolic poetry as ing a Nestorian, and w a s in consequence (dea branch of Greek, and, through imitators, such posed at the second council of Ephesus in 449
as Virgil, of R o m a n literature. T h e bucolic but he w a s restored to his diocese at the counidyls of Theocritus are of a dramatic and mi- cil of Chalcedon, in 451, upon his anathematimetic character. They are pictures of the or- zing Nestorius and his doctrines. H e appears
linary life of the c o m m o n people of Sicily; to have died in 457 or 458. Theodoret w a s 9
(Silence their name, elbr/, tlivXXia. T h e pasto-m a n of learning and of sound judgment. T h e
al poems and romances of later times are a most important of his works are, 1. Commenotally different sort of composition from the taries on various books of the Old and N e w
ncolics of Theocritus, w h o knows nothing of Testaments, in which he adopts the method.
he affected sentiment, the pure innocence, and not of a continuous commentary, but of propohe primeval simplicity, which have been as- sing and solving those difficullies whish h*
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thinks likely' to occur to a thoughtful reader. Meleager. There are eighteen of his epigrams
3. A n Ecclesiastical History, in five books,
in the
in-Greek Anthology.
tended as a continuation ofthe History of EuT H E O D O R U S (Of bSupog). 1 Of Byzantium, a
sebius. It begins with the history of Arianism, rhetorician, and a contemporary of Plato, whe
under Constantine the Great, and ends in 429. speaks of him somewhat contemptuously. Ci3. An apologetic treatise, intended to exhibit cero describes him as excelling r?,lher in the
the confnu ations of the truth of Christianity theory than the practice of his art.—2. A philoscontained m the Gentile philosophy. 4. Ten opher ofthe Cyrenaie school, to one branch of
Orations on Providence. The complete edi- which he gave the name of " Theodorians,"
tions of Theodoret are by Sirmond and Gamier, BeoSapeloi. H e is usually designated by ancient
5 vols, fol, Paris, 1642-1684, and by Schulze writers the Atheist. H e was a disciple of the
and Noesselt, Halae Sax, 1769-1774, 5 vols, in younger Aristippus, and was banished fiom Cyien parts, 8vo.
rene, but on what occasion is not stated. H e
THEODORIAS.
Vid. V A C O A .
then went to Athens, and only escaped being
THEODORIOUSOI'THEODERICUS. 1.1. Kingof cited before the Areopagus by the influence of
the Visigoths from A.D. 418 to 451, was the suc- Demetrius Phalereus. H e was afterward bancessor of Wallia, but appears to have been the ished from Athens, probably with D.emetrius
son of the great Alaric. H e fellfightingon the (307), and went to Alexandrea, where he was
side of Aetius and the Romans at the great employed in the service of Ptolemy, son of Labattle of Chalons, in which Attila was defeated, gus, king ofthe Macedonian dynasty in Egypt;
451 — 2 II. King of the Visigoths A.D. 452- it is not unlikely that he shared the overthrow
466, second son of Theodoric I. H e succeeded and exile of Demetrius. While in the service
to the throne by the murder of his brother Tho- of Ptolemy, Theodorus was sent on an embassy
rismond. H e ruled over the greater part of to Lysimachus, w h o m he offended by the freeGaul and Spain. H e was assassinated in 466 dom of his remarks. One answer which he
Dy his brother Euric, who succeeded him on the made to a threat of crucifixion which Lysimathrone. Theodoric II. was a patron of letters chus had used, has been celebrated by many
and learned men. The poet Sidonius Apollina- ancient writers : " Employ such threats to those
ris resided for some time at his court.—3. Sur- courtiers of yours ; for it matters not to Theonamed the G R E A T , king of the Ostrogoths, suc- dorus whether he rots on the ground or in the
ceeded his father Theodemir in 475. H e was air." H e returned at length to Cyrene, where
atfirstan ally of Zeno, the emperor of Constan- he appears to have ended his days — 3. A n
tinople, but was afterward involved in hostili- eminent rhetorician ofthe age of Augustus, was
ties with the emperor. In order to get rid of a native of Gadara, in the country east of the
Theodoric, Zeno gave him permission to invade Jordan. H e settled at Rhodes, where Tiberius,
Italy, and expel th/e usurper Odoacer from the afterward emperor, during his retirement (B.C.
Uountry. Theodo'i; entered Italy in 489, and 6-A.D. 2) to that island, was one of his hearers.
after defeating Odoacer in three great battles, H e also taught at R o m e ; but whether his setlaid siege tc Ravenna, in which Odoacer took tlement at R o m e preceded that at Rhodes is
refuge. After a siege of three years, Odoacer uncertain. Theodorus was the founder of a
capitulated, on condition that he and Theodoric school of rhetoricians, called " Theodorei," as
should rule jointly over Italy ; but Odoacer was distinguished from " Apollodorei," or followers
soon afterward murdered by his more fortunate of Apollodorus of Pergamus, who had been the
rival (493). Theodoric thus became master of tutor of Augustus Caesar at Apollonia. TheoItaly, which he ruled for thirty-three years, tilldorus wrote many works, all of which are lost.
his death in 526. His long reign was prosper- •—4. A Greek monk, surnamed Prodromus, who
ous and beneficent, and under his sway Italy lived in the first half of the twelfth century.
recovered from the ravages to which it had been H e was held in great repute by his contempoexposed for so many years. Theodoric was raries as a scholar and philosopher, and wrote
also a patron of literature ; and among his min- upon a great variety of subjects. Several of
isters were Cassiodorus and Boethius, the two his works have come down to us, of which the
last writers who can claim a place in the litera- following may be mentioned : 1. A metrical roture of ancient Rome. ' But prosperous as had mance, in nine books, on the loves of Rhodanthe
been the reign of Theodoric, his last days were and Dosicles, written in iambic metre, and exdarkened by disputes with the Catholics, and'hibiting very little ability. 2. A poem entitled
by the condemnation and execution of Boethius Galeomyomachia, in iambic verse, on " the battle
and Symmachus, whom he accused of a con- ofthe mice and cat," in imitation ofthe Homeric
spiracy to overthrow the Gothic dominion in Batrachomyomachia. This piece is often apItaly. His death is said to have been hastened pended to the editions of iEsop and Babrius.—
by remorse. It is related that one evening, 5. The name of two ancient Samian artists.
when a largefishwas served on the table, he (1.) The son of Rhcecus, and brother of Telefancied that he beheld the head of Symmachus, cles, flourished about B.C. 600, and was an arand was so terrified that he took to his bed, and chitect, a statuary in bronze, and a sculptor in
died three days afterward. Theodoric was wood. H e wrote a work on the Heraeum at
buried at Ravenna, and a monument was erect- Samos, in the erection of which it may thereed to his memory by his daughter Amalasun- fore be supposed that he was engaged as well
tha. His asbes were deposited in a porphyry as his father. Or, considering the time which
vase, which is still to be seen at Ravenna.
such a buildii g would occupy, the treatise may
THEODORIDAS (Beobapibag), of Syracuse, a
perhaps be ascribed to the younger Theodorus
lyric and epigrammatic poet, who lived about H e was also engaged with his father in the
B.C. 235. H o had a place in the Garland of erection of the labyrinth of Lemnos; and h»
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prepared the foundation of the temple of Diana R o m e in triumph, accompanied by Valentinian
(Artemis), at Ephesus. In conjunction with his and his o w n son Honorius. T w o events in th«
brothei Telecles, he m a d e the wooden statue of life of Theodosius, a W u t this time, m a y be mei,
Apollo Pythius for the Samians, according to tioned as evidence of his uncertain charactei
the fixed rules of the hieratic style.—(2 ) T h e and his savage temper. In 387, a riot took place
son of Telecles, nephew ofthe elder Theodorus, at Antioch, in which the statues of the emperand grandson of Rhcecus, flourished about 560, or, of his father, and of his wife were thrown
in the times if Croesus and Polycrates, and ob- down; but these idle demonstrations were quicktained such renown as a statuary in bronze, that ly suppressed by an armed force. W h e n Theothe invention of that art was ascribed to him, dosius heard of these riots, he degraded Antioch
in conjunc lion with his grandfather. H e also from the rank of a city, stripped it of its pos
practiced the arts of engravingmetals (ropes;7-IA-^, sessions and privileges, and reduced it to tin,
ealatura), and of gem-engraving ; his works in condition of a village dependent on Laodicea.
those departments being celebrated gold and But, in consequence ofthe intercession of Antisilver craters, and the ring of Polycrates.
och and the senate of Constantinople, he parT H E O D O S I O P O L I S (QeoSoaioviroXig : probablydoned the city, and all w h o had taken part in
Erzeroum), a city of Armenia Major, south of the riot. T h e other event is an eternal brand
the Araxes and forty two stadia south of the of infamy on the n a m e of Theodosius
In 390,
mountain w Jiieh contains the sources of the Eu- while the emperor w a s at Milan, a serious riot
phrates: bult by Theodosius II. as a mountain broke out at Thessalonica, in which the impefortress: enlarged and strengthened by Anas- rial officer and several of his troops were murtasius and Justinian. Its position m a d e it a dered. Theodosius resolved to take the most
place of commercial importance. There were signal vengeance upon the whole city A n army
other cities of the name, but none of any great of barbarians was sent to Thessalonica ; the
consequence.
people were invited to the games of the Circus,
T H E O D O S I U S . I. Surnamed the G R E A T , Ro- and as soon as the place was full, the soldiers
m a n emperor of the East A.D. 378-395, w a s I received the signal for a massacre For three
the son of the general Theodosius w h o re- hours the spectators were indiscriminately exstored Britain to the empire, and was beheaded posed to the fury ofthe soldiers, and seven thouat Carthage in the reign of Valens, 376. T h e sand of them, or, as some accounts say, more
future emperor w a s born in Spain about 346. than twice that number, paid the penalty of the
H e received a good education ; and he learned insurrection. St. Ambrose, the archbishop of
the art of war under his o w n father, w h o m he Milan, represented to Theodosius his crime in a
accompanied in his British campaigns. During letter, and told him that penitence alone could
his father's lifetime he w a s raised to the rank efface his guilt. Accordingly, w h e n the emperof D u k e (dux) of Mcesia, where he defeated the or proceeded to perform his devotions in the
Sarmatians (374), and saved the province. O n usual manner in the great church of Milan, the
•he death of his father, he retired, before court archbishop stopped him at the door, and demand
intrigues, to his native country. H e acquired a ed an acknowledgment of his guilt. T h e con
Jonsiderable military reputation in the lifetime science-struck Theodosius humbled himself beDf his father; and after the death of Valens, fore the Church, which has recorded his penance
evho fell in battle against tbe Goths, he was pro- as one of its greatest victories. H e laid asida
claimed Emperor of the East by Gratian, w h o the insignia of imperial power, and in the posfelt himself unable to sustain the burden ofthe ture of a suppliant, in the church of Milan, enempire. T h e R o m a n empire in the East was treated pardon for his great sin before all the
then in a critical position ; for the R o m a n s were congregation. After eight months, the emperor
disheartened by the bloody defeat which they was restored to communion with the church.
had sustained, and the Goths were insolent in Theodosius spent three years in Italy, during
their victory. Theodosius, however, showed which he established Valentinian II. on the
himself equal to the difficult position in which throne of the West. H e returned to Constanne w a s placed ; he gained two signal victories tinople toward the latter end of 391. Valentinover the Goths, and concluded a peace with the ian was slain in 392 by Arbogastes, w h o raised
barbarians in 382. In the following year (383) Eugenius to the empire of the West. This inMaximus assumed the imperial purple in Brit- volved Theodosius in a n e w w a r ; but it ended
ain, and invaded Gaul with a powerful army. in the defeat and death both of Eugenius anS
In the war which followed Gratian was slain; Arbogastes in 394. Theodosius died at Milan,
and Theodosius, w h o did not consider it prudent four months after the defeat of Eugenius, on the
to enter into a contest with Maximus, acknowl- 17th of January, 395. His two sons, Arcadius
edged the latter emperor of the countries of and Honorius, had already been elevated to the
Spain, Gaul, and Britain, but he secured to Va- rank of Augusti, and it w a s arranged that the
lentinian, the brother of Gratian, Italy, Africa, empire should be divided between them, Arcaand Western Illyricum. But w h e n M a x i m u s dius having the East, and Honorius the West.
expelled Valentinian from Italy in 387, Theo- Theodosius w a s a firm Catholic, and a fierce
Josius espoused the cause of the latter, and opponent and persecutor of the Arians and all
marched into the W e s t at the head of a pow- heretics. It w a s in his reign, also, that tha
Brful army. After defeating M a x i m u s in Pan- formal destruction of paganism took place ; and
nonia, Theodosius pursued him across the Alps w e still possess a large number of the laws of
to Aquileia. Here Maximus was surrendered , Theodosius, prohibiting the exercise of the paby his own soldiers to Theodosius, and w a s put gan religion, and forbidding the heathen worship
to death. Theodosius spent the winter at Mi- under severe penalties, in some cases extending
a n , and in the following year (389) he entered to death.—II. R o m a n e m p Tor ofthe Ea«t, A D
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1108-450, was born in 401, and w a s only seven at which time w e know, frcim his own writings,
years of age at the death of his father Arcadius, that he w a s alive. Theognis belonged to the
w h o m he succeeded. Theodosius was a weak oligarch leal party in his native cit), and in its
prince; and his sister Pulcheria, w h o became fates he shared. H e was a nobhs by birth, and
his guardian in 417, possessed the virtual gov- all his sympathies were with the nobles. They
ernment of the empire during tbe remainder of are, in his poems, the ayaBol and koBXol, and the
his long reign. T h e principal external events c o m m o n s the KUKO'I and deiXoi, terms which, in
in the reign of Theodosius were the war with fact, at that period, were regularly used in this
the Persians, which only lasted a short time political signification, and not in their later eth(421-422), and w a s terminated by a peace for ical meaning. H e w a s banished with the leadone hundred years, and the war with the Huns, ers of the oligarchical party, having previously
w h o repeatedly defeated the armies of the em- been deprived of all his property; and most of
peror, and compelled him, at length, to conclude his poems were composed while he w a s an exa disgraceful peace with them in 447 or 448. ile. Most of his political verses are addressed
Theodosius died in 450, and w a s succeeded by to a certain Cyrnus, the son of Polypas. T h e
his sister Pulcheria, w h o prudently took for her other fragments of his poetry are of a social,
colleague in the empire the senator Marcian, most of them of a festive character. They place
and made him her husband. Theodosius had us in the midst of a circle of friends, w h o formed
been married, in 421, to the accomplished Athe- a kind of convivial society : all the members of
nais, the daughter of the sophist Leontius, w h o this society belonged to the class w h o m the poet
received at her baptism the n a m e of Eudocia. calls " the good." T h e collection of gnomic
Their daughter Eudoxia w a s married to Valen- poetry, which has come down to us under the
tinian III., the emperor of the West. In the n a m e of Theognis, contains, however, m a n y
reign of Theodosius and that of Valentinian III. additions from later poets. T h e genuine fragwas made the compilation called the Codex Theo- ments of Theognis contain m u c h that is highly
iosianus. It w a s published in 438. It consists poetical in thought, and elegant as well as forof sixteen books, which are divided into titles, cible in expression. T h e best editions are by
with appropriate rubricae or headings ; and the Bekker, Lips , 1815, and second ed., 1827, 8vo ;
constitutions belonging to each title are ar- by Welcker, Francof., 1826, 8vo ; and by Orelranged under it in chronological order. T h e lius, Turic, 1840, 4to.—2. A tragic poet, confirstfivebooks comprise the greater part ofthe temporary with Aristophanes, by w h o m he is
constitution whichrelatesto Jus Privatum; the satirized.
sixth, seventh, and eighth hooks contain the law T H E O N (Bear). 1. T h e n a m e of two mathefthat relates to the constitution and administra- maticians w h o are often confounded together.
tion ; the ninth book treats of criminal law ; the T h e first is Theon the elder, of Smyrna, best
tenth and eleventh treat of the public revenue k n o w n as an arithmetician, w h o lived in the
and some matters relating to procedure; the time of Hadrian. T h e second is Theon the
twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth younger, of Alexandrea, the father of H Y P A T I A ,
oooks treat of the constitution, and the admin- best known as an astronomer and geometer,
•stration of towns and other corporations ; and w h o lived in the time of Theodosius the elder.
the sixteenth contains the law relating to ec- Both were heathens, a fact which the date of
clesiastical matters. T h e best edition of this the second makes it desirable to state; and
Code, with a commentary, is that of J. Gotho- each held the Platonism of his period. O f Thefredus, which w a s edited after his death by A. on of Smyrna, all that w e have left is a portion
Marville, Lyon, 1665, six vols. fol.; and after- of a work entitled Tav Kara uaBnpariKnv xpnei
ward by Ritter, Leipzig, 1736-1745, fol. T h e pav elg rbv TOV YlXdravog avbyvaoiv T h e porbest edition of the text alone is that by Hanel, tion which n o w exists is in two books, one on
in the Corpus Juris Antejustinianeum, Bonn,arithmetic and one on music : there w a s a third
1837—III. Literary. 1. O f Bithynia, a mathe- on astronomy, and a fourth, Hepl rijg Koaua dpmatician, mentioned by Strabo and by Vitruvi- povtag. T h e best edition is by Gelder, Leyden,
us, the latter of w h o m speaks of him as the in- 1827.
Of Theon of Alexandrea the following
ventor of a universal sun-dial.—2. O f Tripolis, works have come d o w n to us: 1. Scholia on
a mathematician and astronomer of some dis- Aratus. 2. Edition of Euclid. 3. Commentary
tinction, w h o appears to have flourished later on the Almagest of Ptolemy, addressed to his
than the reign of Trajan. H e wrote several son Epiphanius. 4. Commentary on the Tables
works, of which the three following are extant, of Ptolemy.—2 .-ELIUS T H E O N , of Alexandrea, a
and have been published. 1. ZQaiptKa, a treat- sophist and rhetorician of uncertain date, wrote
ise on the properties of the sphere, and of the several works, of which one, entitled Pi }gymcircles described on its surface. 2. Hepl yuepav nasmata (Upoyvpvdopara), is still extant. It is
Kal vvKrdv. 3. Hepl oUnaeuv.
a useful treatise on the proper system ct prep.
T H E O D O T A (Qeodorn), an Athenian courtesan, aration for the profession of an orator, accordand one of the most celebrated persons of that ing to the rules laid d o w n by Hermogenes and
class in Greece, is introduced as a speaker in Aphthonius. O n e of the best editions is by
Xenophon's Memorabilia (iii., 11). She at last Finckh, Stuttgard, 1834.—3. O f Samos, a paintattached herself to Alcibiades, and, after his er, w h oflourishedfrom the time of Philip onmurder, she performed his funeral rites.
ward to that of the successors of Alexander,
T H E O G N I S (Qeoyvig). 1. Of Megara, an ancient T h e peculiar merit of Theon w a s his prolific
elegiac and gnomic poet, is said to have flour- fancy.
isned B C. 548 or 544. H e m a y have been born
T H E O N O E (Beovon), daughter of Proteus a
about 570, and would therefore have been eighty Psammathe, also called Idotbea. Vid. IDOT<
at tho commencement ofthe Persian wars, 490,
T H E 5 P H A » E S (Beofydvng )• 1. C N . P O M '
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PiiErfpiiANEs, of Mytilene, in Lesbos, a learned 8vo.—4. Bishop of Alexandrea ia the katttr par
Greek, and one ofthe most intimate friends of of the fourth and the beginning of the fifth cenPompey. Pompey appeals to have made his ac- turies of our era, and distinguished for his per
quaintance during the Mithradatic war, and soon secutions ofthe Origenists and for his hostility
became so much attached to him that he pre- to Chrysos om
H e died A D.412
A few re
sented to him the Roman franchise in the pres- mains of his works have come down to us — 5
ence of his army, after a speech in which he One of the lawyers of Constantinople who were
eulogized his merits. This occurred about B.C. employed by Justinian on hisfirstCode, on the
62; and in the course of the same year The- Digest, and on the composition of the Instiophanes obtairisd from Pompey the privileges tutes. Vid. JUSTINIANUS. Theophilus is the auoi a free state for his native city, although it thor of the Greek translation or paraphrase of
had espoused the cause of Mithradates. The- the Institutes of Justinian which has come
ophanes came to R o m e with Pompey; and on down to us. It is entitled 'IVOTITOVTO BeofiXov
the breaking out of the civil war, he accompa- 'AvriKevaapog, Instituta Theophili Antecens
nied his patron to Greece. Pompey appointed It became the text for the Institutes in the
him commander of the Fabri, and chiefly con- East, where the Latin language was little
sulted him and Lucceius on all important mat- known, and entirely displaced the Latin text.
ters in the war, much to the indignation ofthe The best edition is by Reitz, Haag , 1751, 2 vols.
Roman nobles. After the battle of Pharsalia, 4to — 6 . T H E O P H I L U S PROTOSPATHARIUS, the au
Theophanes fled with Pompey from Greece, and thor of se veral Greek medical works, which are
it was owing to his advice that Pompey went still extant. Protospatharius was originally a
to Egypt. After the death of his patron, The- •military title given to the colonel of the bodyophanes took refuge in Italy, and was pardoned guards of the Emperor of Constantinople (Spalhr
by Caesar. After his death, the Lesbians paid arii), but afterward became also a high civil digdivine honors to his memory. Theophanes nity. Theophilus probably lived in the seventh
wrote the history of Pompey's campaigns, ii centuiy after Christ. Of his works the two
which he represented the exploits of his patron most important are, 1. Hepl rf/g rov 'AvBpdirov
in the most favorable light.—2. M. POMPEIUS KaraoKevrjg, De Corporis Humani Fabrica, an an
T H E O P H A N E S , son ofthe preceding, was sent to atomical and physiological treatise infivebooks.
Asia by Augustus, in the capacity of procurator, The best edition is by Greenhill, Oxon , 1842.
and was, at the time that Strabo wrote, one of 8vo 2. Hepl Ovpav, De Urinis, oi which the
the friends of Tiberius. The latter emperor, best edition is by Guidot, Lugd. Bat., 1703 (and
however, put his descendants to death toward 1731), 8vo.
the end of his reign, A.D. 33, because their anT H E O P H R A S T U S (Oeotppaarog), the Greek phicestor had been one of Pompey's friends, and losopher, was a native of Eresus in Lesbos, and
had received after his death divine honors from studied philosophy at Athens,firstunder Plato,
the Lesbians.—3. A Byzantine historian, flour-and afterward under Aristotle. H e became the
ished most probably in the latter part of the favorite pupil of Aristotle, who is said to have
sixth century of our era. H e wrote, in ten changed his original name ofTyrtamus to Theobooks, the history of the Eastern empire dur- phrastus (or the Divine Speaker), to indicate the
ing the Persian war under Justin II., from A.D. fluent and graceful address of his pupil; but
567 to 581. The work itself is lost, but some this tale is scarcely credible. Aristotle named
extracts from it are preserved by Photius.—4. Theophrastus his successor in the presidency
Also a Byzantine historian, lived during the of the Lyceum, and in his will bequeathed to
second half of the eighth century and the early him his library and the originals of his own
part of the ninth. In consequence of his sup- writings. Theophrastus was a worthy successporting the cause of image worship, he was or of his great master, and nobly sustained the
banished by Leo the Armenian to the island of character of the school. H e is said to have had
Samothrace, where he died in 818. Theopha- two thousand disciples, and among them such
nes wrote a Chronicon, which is still extant, men as the comic poet Menander. H e was
beginning at the accession of Diocletian in 277, highly esteemed by the kings Philippus, Casand coming down to 811. It consists, like the sander, and Ptolemy, and was not the less the
Chronica oi Eusebius and of Syncellus, of twoobject of the regard of the Athenian people, as
parts, a history arranged according to years, was decisively shown when he was impeached
and a chronological table, of which the former of impiety ; for he was not only acquitted, but
is very superior to the latter. It is published his accuser would have fallen a victim to his
in the Collections ofthe Byzantine writers, Par- calumny, had not Theophrastus generously inis, 1655, fol., Venet., 1729, fol.
terfered to save him. Nevertheless, when the
THEOPHILUS (BeoijiiXog). 1. A n Athenian comphilosophers were banished from Athens in
ic poet, most probably of the Middle Comedy.— B C. 305, according to the law of Sophocles,
3. An historian and geographer, quoted by Jo- Theophrastus also left the city, until Philo, a
sephus, Plutarch, and Ptolemy.—3. Bishop of disciple of Aristotle, in the very next year
Antioch in the latter part ofthe second century brought Sophocles to punishment, and procured
of our era, and the author of one of the early the repeal of the law. From this time Theoapologies for Christianity which have come phrastus continued to teach at Athens withdown to us. This work is in the form of a let- out any further molestation till his death. H e
ter to a friend, named Autolycus, who was still died in 287, having presided over the Lyceum
heathen, but a man of extensive reading and about thirty-five years. His age is differently
eaS learning. It was composed A D. 180, a stated. According to some accounts, he lived
r or two before the death of Theophilus. eighty-five years ; according to others, one
best edition is that by Wolf, H a m b , 1724, hundred and seven year*. H e is said to • lava
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3lo/Sed his life with the complaint respecting ars. Ephorus the historian w a s a lellow-ssa
the short duration of h u m a n existence, that it dent with him, but was of a very different charended just when the insight into its problems acter ; and Isocrates used to say of them, that
w a s beginning. T h e whole population of Ath- Theopompus needed the bit and Ephorus the
ens took part in his funeral obsequies. H e be- spur. In consequence of the advice of Isocraqueathed his library to Neleus of Scepsis. Theo- tes, Theopompus did not devote his oratorical
phrastus exerted himself to carry out the philo- powers to the pleading of causes, but gave his
sophical system of Aristotle, to throw light upon chief attention to the study and composition of
the difficulties contained in his books, and to history. Like his master Isocrates, however,
fill up the gaps in them. W i t h this view he he composed m a n y orations of the kind called
wrote a great number of works, the great ob- Epideiclic by the Greeks, that is, speeches on
ject of which w a s the development of the Aris- set subjects delivered for display, such as eutotelian philosophy. Unfortunately, most of logiums upon states and individuals. Thus in
these works have perished. T h e following are 352 he contended at Halicarnassus with N a u
alone extant: 1. Charaderes (I]BIKOI xopaKTijpeg),
crates and his master Isocrates for the prize
in thirty chapters, containing descriptions of vi- of oratory, given by Artemisia in honor of her
cious characters. 2. A treatise on sensuous husband, and gained the victory. O n his reperception and its objects (irepl aloBnoeag (Kal turn to Chios in 333, Theopompus, w h o w a s a
aioBnrtiv]). 3. A fragment of a work on meta-m a n of great wealth as well as learning, nat
physics (ravfierd rd ipvantd). 4. On the History
urally took an important position in the state ;
of Plants (irepl <pvrdv loroplag), in ten books,
but his vehement temper, and his support of
one ofthe earliest works on botany which have the aristoeratical party, soon raised against
come down to us. 5. On the Causes of Plants him a host oi enemies. O f these, one of the
(irepl Qvrdv alnav), originally in eight books, ofmost formidable w a s the sophist Theocritus
which six are still extant. 6. Of Stones (ireplA s long as Alexander lived, his enemies dared
XlBuv). T h e best editions ofthe complete works not take any open proceedings against Theoof Theophrastus are by Schneider, Lips., 1818- pompus ; and even after the death of the Mace21, 5 vols., and by W i m m e r , Vratislaviae, 1842, donian monarch he appears to have enjoyed for
of which, however, thefirstvolume has only some years the protection of the royal house.
yet appeared. T h e best separate edition ofthe Theopompus w a s supported by Alexander, ana
Charaderes is by Ast, Lips., 1816.
after his death by the royal house ; but lie
T H E O P H Y L A O T U S (BeofvXaKTog). 1. Surnamed w a s eventually expelled from Chios as a dis
S I M O C A T T A , a Byzantine historian, lived at Con- turber of the public peace, and fled to Egypt
stantinople, where he held some public offices to Ptolemy about 305, being at the time sevunder Heraclius, about A.D. 610-629. His chief enty-five years of age. W e are informed that
work is a history of the reign of the Emperor Ptolemy not only refused to receive TheoMaurice, in eight books, from the death of Ti- pompus, but would even have put him to death
berius II. and the accession of Maurice in 582, as a dangerous busy-body, had not some of his
down to the murder of Maurice and his chil- friends interceded for his life. Of his further
dren by Phocas in 602. T h e best edition of fate w e have no particulars. None of the
this work is by Bekker, Bonn, 1831, 8vo. There works of Theopompus have come d o w n to us,
is also extant another work of Theophylaotus, but the following were his chief works: 1. 'EAentitled Quastiones Physica, oi which the best XnviKal laroplai or Zvvral-ig 'PiXXiivmav, A Hisedition is by Boissonade, Paris, 1835, 8vo.—2. tory of Greece, in twelve books, which w a s a
Archbishop of Bulgaria, flourished about A.D. continuation of the history of Thucydides. It
1070 and onward, is celebrated for his com- commenced in B.C. 411, at the point where the
mentaries on the Scriptures, which are founded history of Thucydides breaks off, and embraced
on the commentaries of Chrysostom, and are of a period of seventeen years, down to the battle
considerable value.
of Cnidus in 394. 2. QiXiiririKd, also called
T H E O P O M P U S (Bebiropirog). 1. King of Sparta,
'laroplai (/car' etjoxbv), The History of Philip,
reigned about B.C. 770-720. H e is said to have father of Alexander the Great, in fifty-eight
established the ephoralty, and to have been books, from the commencement of his reign, 360,
mainly instrumental in bringing thefirstMes- to his death, 336. This work contained numersenian war to a successful issue.—2 O f Chios, ous digressions, which in fact formed the greata celebrated Greek historian, w a s the son of er part of the whole work; so that Philip V.,
Damasistratus and the brother of Caucalus, the king of Macedonia, w a s able, by omitting them
rhetorician. H e w a s born about B C. 378. H e and retaining only what belonged to the proper
accompan.ed his father into banishment, w h e n subject, to reduce the work from fifty-eight
the latter w a s exiled on account of his espous- books to sixteen. Fifty-three of the fifty-eight
ing the interests of the Lacedaemonians, but he books of the original work were extant in the
w a s restored to his native country in the forty- ninth century of the Christian era, and were
fifth year of his age (333), in consequence of read by Photius who has preserved an abstract
the letters of Alexander the Great, in which he of the twelfth book. 3 Orationes, which wore
exhorted the Chians to recall their exiles. In chiefly Panegyrics, and what the Greeks callej
what year Theopompus quitted Chios with his ZvpBovXevriKol Xbyoi. O f the latter kind, one of
father is uncertain ; but w e k n o w that before he the most celebrated w a s addressed to Alexan.eft his native country, he attended the school der on the state of Chios. Theopompus ia
ot rhetoric which Isocrates opened at Chios, praised b r ancient writers for his diligence and
and that he profited so m u c h by the lessons of accuracy, but is at the same time said to hava
nis great master as to be regarded by the an- taken more pleasure in blaming than in c o m
eients as the most distinguished of all his schol- mending ; and m a n y of his judgments respect
85.
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ing events and characters were expressed with cammissioned by the generals to repair to lut
such acrimony and severity that several of the scene of action and save as many as possible
ancient writers speak of his malignity, and call of the disabled galleys and their crews. A
him a reviler. The style of Theopompus was storm, it is said, rendered the execution of the
formed on the model of Isocrates, and possess- order impracticable ; yet, instead of trusting ta
ed the characteristic merits and defects of his this as his ground of defence, Theramenes
master. It was pure, clear, and elegant, but thought it safer to divert the popular anger from
deficient in vigor, loaded with ornament, and in himself to others; and it appears to have been
geneial too artificial. The best collections of chiefly through his machinations that the six
the fragments of Theopompus are by Wichers, generals who had returned to Athens were conLugd. Bat., 1829, and by C. and Theod. Muller, demned to death. After the capture of Athens
in the Fragmenta Historicorum Gracorum, Paris,
by Lysander, Theramenes was chosen one of
1841.—3. An Athenian comic poet, of the Old the Thirty Tyrants (404). H e endeavored to
and also ofthe Middle Comedy, was the son of check the tyrannical proceedings of his colTheodectes or Theodorus, or Tisamenus. H e leagues, foreseeing that their violence would be
wrote as late as B C 380. His extant frag- fatal to the permanence of their power. His
ments contain examples of the declining purity opposition, however, had no effect in restrainofthe Attic dialect.
ing them, but only induced the desire to rid
T H E O X E N I U S (Beo&viog), a surname of Apollothemselves of so troublesome an associate,
and Mercury (Hermes). Respecting the festi- whose former conduct, moreover, had shown that
val ofthe Theoxenia, vii. Did. of Antiq., s.no
v.political party could depend on him, and who
T H E R A (Bijpa : Bnpalog: now Santorin), an
isl-earned, by his trimming, the nickname of
had
and in the iEgean Sea, and the chief ofthe Spo- KbBopvog—a boot which might be worn on either
rades, distant from Crete seven hundred stadia, foot. H e was therefore accused by Critias beand twenty-five Roman miles south ofthe island fore the council as a traitor, and when his nomof Ios. It is described by Strabo as two hund- inal judges, favorably impressed by his able deled stadia in circumference, but by modern fence, exhibited an evident disposition to acquit
travellers as thirty-six miles, and in figure ex- him, Oritias introduced into the chamber a numactly like a horse-shoe. Thera is clearly of ber of men armed with daggers, and declared
volcanic origin. It is covered at the present that, as all who were not included in the privday with pumice-stone; and the rocks are burn- ileged Three Thousand might be put to death
ed and scorched. It is said to have been form- by the sole authority ofthe Thirty, he struck
ed by a clod of earth thrown from the ship Argo, the name of Theramenes out of that list, and
and to have received the name of Calliste when condemned him with the consent of all his colitfirstemerged from the sea. Therasia, a leagues. Theramenes then rushed to the altar,
small island to the west, and called at the pres- which stood in the council chamber, but was
ent day by the same name, was torn away from dragged from it and carried off to execution.
Thera by some volcanic convulsion. Thera is W h e n he had drunk the hemlock, he dashed
said to have been originally inhabited by Phoe- out the last drops from the cup, exclaiming,
nicians, but was afterward colonized by Lace- "This to the health ofthe lovely Critias!"
daemonians and Minyans of Lemnos, under the Both Xenophon and Cicero express their adguidance of the Spartan Theras, who gave his miration of the equanimity which he displayed
name to the island. In B.C. 631 Battus con- in his last hour; but surely such a feeiing is
ducted a colony from Thera to Africa, where he sadly out of place when directed to such a m a n
founded the celebrated city of Cyrene. Thera
THERAPNiE (Qepdirvai, also Bepdirvn, Dor. Be
remained faithful to the Spartans, and was one pdirva : Bepairvalog). 1. A town in Laconia, on
of the few islands which espoused the Spartan the left bank of the Eurotas, and a little above
cause at the commencement ofthe Peloponne- Sparta. It received its name from Therapne.
sian war.
daughter of Lelex, and is celebrated in mytholT H E E A M B O (BepdpBa, also BpdpBog), a town of
ogy as the birth-place of Castor and Pollux, and
Macedonia on the peninsula Pallene.
contained temples of these divinities as well as
T H E R A M E N E S (Bnpapevng), an Athenian, sontemples of Menelaus and Helen, both of w h o m
of Hagnon, was a leading member of the oli- were said to be buried here.—2. A town in Bee.
garchical government of the Four Hundred at otia, on the road from Thebes to the Asopus.
Athens in B.C. 411. In this, however, he does [ T H E R A P N E (Bepdirvn). Vid. T H E R A P N E , N O
not appear to have occupied as eminent a sta- 1 ]
tion as he had hoped tofill,while, at the same
THERAS.
Vid. T H E R A .
time, the declaration of Alcibiades and of the
THERASIA.
Vid. T H E R A .
army at Samos against the oligarchy made it
T H E R I C L E S (BnpiKXijg), a Corinthian potlei
evident to him that its days were numbered. whose works obtained such celebrity that tlej
Aword'ngly he withdrew irom the more violent became known throughout Greece by the naiae
anstocrats, and began to cabal against them; of QriprnXeia (sc. irorfipia) or KvXiKeg BypiKX
and he subsequent!) cook not only a prominent (or -at), and these names were applied not only
part in the deposition of the Four Hundred, but to cups of earthen-ware, but also to those of
came forward as the accuser of Antiphon and wood, glass, gold, and silver. Some scholars
Areheptolemus, who had bef n his intimate make Thericles a contemporary of Aristophafriends, but whose death he was now the mean nes ; but others deny the existence of Thericleg
and cowardly instrument in procuring. At the altogether, and contend that the name of thesa
battle of Arginusae in 406, Theramenes held a vases is a descriptive one, derived from the
subordinate command in the Athenian fleet, and figures of animals (dr/pia) with which thfy were
i.e was one of those who, after the victory, wereadorned
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T H E R M A (Bepun: Beppatog), a town in Maeetne two following years. O n his return to Rome
onia, afterward called Thessalonica (vii. T H E S -in 190, a triumph was refused him, through th«
SALONICA), situated at the northeastern extrem- influence of M. Cato, who delivered on the o«
ity of a great gulf of the iEgean Sea, lying be- casion his two orations entitled De deceinllomih
tween Thessaly and the peninsula Chaleidiee, ibus and De falsisPugnis. Thermus was killed
and called T H E R M A I C U S or THERM-SIUS SINUS in 188, whilefightingunder Cn. Manlius Vulso
against the Thracians.—2. M , propraetor in 81,
(Beppalog KbXirog), from the town at its head.
This gulf was also called Macedonicus Sinus : accompanied L Murena, Sulla's legate into.
Asia. Thermus was engaged in the siege of
its modern name is Gulf of Saloniki.
Mytilene, and it was under him that Julius CaeTiiEEMiE (Bepuai), a town in Sicily, built by
the inhabitants of Himera after the destruction sar served hisfirstcampaign and gained his
of the latter city by the Carthaginians. For first laurels.—3. Q., propraetor 51 and 50 in Asia,
where he received many letters from Cicero,
details, vid. H I M E R A .
who praises his administration ofthe province
T H E E M A I C U S SINUS. Vid. T H E R M A .
THERM0D0N(8ep^ui5(jii: now Thermeh), a riverOn the breaking out ofthe civil war he espousof Pontus, in tbe district of Themiscyra, the ed the side of Pompey.
T H E R O N (Bijpav), tyrant of Agrigentum in
reputed country of the Amazons, rises in a
mountain called Amazonius Mons (and still Sicily, was the sou of iEnesidemus, and decalled Mason Dagh), near Phanaroea, and falls scended from one of the most illustrious faminto the sea about thirty miles east of the mouth ilies in his native city. H e obtained the suof the Iris, after a short course, but with so preme power about B.C. 488, and retained it
large a body of water, that its breadth, accord-till his death in 472. H e conquered Himera in
ing to Xenophon, was three plethra (above three 482, and united this powerful city to his own
hundred feet), and it was navigable. At its dominions. H e was in close alliance with Gemouth was the city of Themiscyra ; and there lon, ruler of Syracuse and Gela, to w h o m he
is still, on the western side of the mouth of thehad given his daughter Demarete in marriage
Thermeh, a place of the same name, Thermeh. and he shared with Gelon in tbe great victory
THERMoPYLiE, often called simply PYLiE (Oep- gained over the Carthaginians in 480. On the
uoirvXai, HvXai), that is, the Hot Gates, ordeath
the of Gelon in 478, Theron espoused the
Gates, a celebrated pass leading from Thessaly cause of Polyzelus, w h o had been driven into
into Locris. It lay between Mount CJEta andexile by his brother Hieron. Theron raised an
an inaccessible morass, forming the edge of the army for the purpose of reinstating him, but
Maliac Gulf. At one end of the pass, close to hostilities were prevented, and a peace conAnthela, the mountain approached so close to cluded between the two sovereigns.
T H E E S A N D E R (BepaavSpog), son of Polynices
the morass as to leave room for only a single
carriage between; this narrow entrance formed and Argia, and one of the Epigoni, was married
the western gate of Thermopylae. About a to Demonassa, by w h o m he became the father
mile to the east the mountain again approached of Tisamenus. H e went with Agamemnon to
close to the sea, near the Locrian town of Al- Troy, and was slain in that expedition by Telepeni, thus forming the eastern gate of Ther- phus. His tomb was shown at Elaea in Mysia,
mopylae. The space between these two gates where sacrifices were offered to him. Virgi!
was wider and more open, and was distinguish- (Mm.., ii., 261) enumerates Thersander among
ed by its abundant flow of hot springs, which the Greeks concealed in the wooden horse
were sacred to Hercules : hence the name of Homer does not mention him.
[THEESILOCHUS (BepaiXoxog), a Paeonian chiefthe place. Thermopylae was the only pass by
which an enemy could penetrate from northern tain, an ally ofthe Trojans, killed by Achilles.^
into Southern Greece, whence its great import- T H E R S I T E S (Bepairyg), son of Agrius, the most
ance in Grecian history. It is especially cele- deformed [and ugliest of the Greeks that came
brated on account of the heroic defence of Le- beneath the walls of Troy, and, at the same
onidas and the three hundred Spartans against time, the most loquacious busy body and faultthe mighty host of Xerxes ; and they only fell finder in the Greek army. H e was especially
through the Persians having discovered a path fond of abusing Achilles and Ulysses; and, on
over the mountains, and thus being enabled to one occasion, having assailed Agamemnon himattack the Greeks in the rear. This mountain self with his revilings, Ulysses inflicted sumpath commenced from the neighborhood of mary punishment upon him with his sceptre in
Trachis, ascended the gorge of the River Aso- the assembly ofthe Greeks, and caused him to
pus and the hill called Anopaea, then crossed sit down quietly.] According to the later poets,
the crest of 03ta, and descended in the rear of he was killed by Achilles because he had. ridiculed him for lamenting the death of PentheThermopylae, near the town of Alpeni.
silea, queen ofthe Amazons.
T H E E M U M or T H E R M A (Bep/iov ov rd Qipua),
a town of the iEtolians, near Stratus, with warm T H E S E U S (Qnoevg), the great legendary hero
mineral springs, was regarded for some time as of Attica, was the son of iEgeus, king of Athens,
the capital of the country, since it was the placeand of iEthra, the daughter of Pittheus, king
of Trcezen. H e was brought up at Trcezen ;
of meeting of the iEtolian confederacy.
T H E E M U S , MINUCIUS.
1. Q , served under and when he reached maturity, he took, by his
Seipio as tribunus militum in the war against mother's directions, the sword and sandals, the
Hannibal in Africa in B C. 202; was tribune tokens which had been left by .SJgeus, and proof the plebs 201; curule aedile 197; and praetor ceeded to Athens. Eager to emulate Hercules,
196, when he carried on war with great success he went by land, displaying his prowess by dein Nearer Spain. H e was consul in 193, and stroying the robbers and monsters that infested
sarried on war against the Ligurians in this and the country. Periphetes, Sinis, Phaea the Crow
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mynman sow, Sciron, Cercyon. and Procrustespie against Theseus, who, on his return, Stund

f
ell before him At Athens he w a s immediately himself unable to re-establish his authority,
recognized by Medea, w h o laid a plot for poison- and retired to Scyros, where he met with a
ing him at a banquet to which he w a s invited. treacherous death at the hands of Lycomedes.
B y means ofthe sword which he carried, The- T h e departed hero w a s believed to have apseus w a s recognized by iEgeus, acknowledged peared to aid the Athenians at the battle of
as his son, and declared his successor. T h e( Marathon. In 469 the bones of The&eus were
sons of Pallas, thus disappointed in their hopes discovered by Cimon in Scyros, and brougl t to
Of succeeding to the throne, attempted to se- Athens, where they were deposited in a temple
cure the succession by violence, and declared (the Theseum) erected in honor of the hero. A
war; but, being betrayed by the herald Leos, considerable part of this temple still remains,
were destroyed. T h e capture of the Maratho- forming one ofthe most interesting monuments
nian bull, which had long laid waste the sur- of Athens. A festival in honor of Theseus w a s
rounding country, w a s the next exploit of The- celebrated on the eighth day of each month, esseus. After this Theseus went of his o w n ac- pecially on theeighth of Pyanepsion. There can
cord as one of the seven youths, w h o m the be no doubt that Theseus is a purely legendary
Athenians were obliged to send every year, personage. Nevertheless, in later times the
with seven maidens, to Crete, in order to be Athenians came to regard him as the author of
devoured by the Minotaur. W h e n they arrived a very important politicalrevolutionin Attica.
et Crete, Ariadne, the daughter of Minos, be- Before his time Attica had been broken up into
came enamored of Theseus, and provided him twelve petty independent states or townships,
with a sword with which he slew the Minotaur, acknowledging no head, and connected only by
and a clew of thread by which he found his w a y a federal union. Theseus abolished the sepout of the labyrinth. Having effected his ob- arate governments, and erected Athens into the
ject, Theseus sailed away, carrying off Ariadne. capital of a single commonwealth. T h e festival
There were various accounts about Ariadne; of the Panathenaea w a s instituted to c o m m e m
out, according to the general account, Theseus orate this important revolution. Theseus is
abandoned her in the island of Naxos on his said to have established a constitutional governw a y home. Vii A R I A D N E . H e w a s generally ment, retaining in his o w n hands only certain
believed to have had by her two sons, CEnopion definite powers and functions H e is further
and Staphylus. A s the vessel in which The- said to have distributed the Athenian citizens
seus sailed approached Attica, he neglected to into the three classes of Eupatridae, Geomori,
hoist the white sail, which w a s to have been and Demiurgi. It would be a vain task to atthe signal of the success of the expedition; tempt to decide whether there is any historical
whereupon iEgeus, thinking that his son had basis for the legends about Theseus, and still
perished, threw himself into the sea. Vid. more so to endeavor to separate the historica.
/ E G E U S . Theseus thus became King of Athens. from the legendary in what has been preserved.
O n e of the most celebrated of the adventures T h e Theseus of the Athenians w a s a hero w h o
of Theseus w a s his expedition against the A m a - fought the Ama'zons, and slew the Minotaur,
zons. H e is said to have assailed them before and carried offHelen. A personage w h o should
they had recovered from the attack of Hercules, be nothing more than a wise king, consolidating
and to have carried off their queen Antiope. the Athenian commonwealth, however possible
T h e Amazons, in their turn, invaded Attica, his existence might be, would have no historical
and penetrated into Athens itself; and the final reality. T h e connection of Theseus with Pobattle in which Theseus overcame them w a s seidon (Neptune), the national deity ofthe Ionic
fought in the very midst of the city. B y A n - tribes, his coming from the Ionic town Trcezen,
tiope Theseus w a s said to have had a son named forcing his w a y through the Isthmus into AttiHippolytus orDemophoon, and after her death to ca, and establishing the Isthmia as an Ionic
haTe married Phaedra. (Vii. H I P P O L Y T U S , P H ^ > Panegyris, rather suggest that Theseus is, at
n»A.) Theseus figures in almost all the great least in part, the mythological representative of
heroic expeditions. H e w a s one of the Argo- an Ionian immigration into Attica, which, addnauts (the anachronism ofthe attempt of M e - ing, perhaps, to the strength and importance of
dea to poison him does not seem to have been Ionian settlers already in the country, might
noticed); he joined in the Calydonian hunt, easily have led to that political aggregation of
and aided Adrastus in recovering the bodies the disjointed elements of the state which is
of those slain before Thebes. H e contracted assigned to Theseus.
T H E S M I A or T H E S M O P H O R O S (Beapia, Beopofyb
a close friendship with Pirithous, and aided
him and the Lapithae against the Centaurs. pog), that is, " the law-giver," a surname of DeWith the assistance of Pirithous he carried meter (Ceres) and Persephone (Proserpina), in
off Helen from Sparta while she w a s quite a honor of w h o m the Thesmophoria were celegirl, and placed her at Aphidnae, under the brated at Athens in the month of Pyanepsion.
T H E S P I I E or T H E S P I A (Beaireial, Beairiat, Biocare of iEthra. In return, he assisted Pirithous in his attempt to carry off Proserpina (Per- ireta, Bio-ma : Oeairtevg, Beairtddng, Thespiensi
sephone) from the lower world. Pirithous per- n o w Eremo or Rimokastro), an ancient town in
ished in the enterprise, and Theseus w a s kept Bceotia, on the southeastern slope of Mount Heliu hard durance until he w a s delivered by Her- icon, at no great distance lrom the Crissaean
cules Meantime Castor and Pollux invaded Gulf. Its inhabitants did not follow the examAttica, and carried off Helen and iEthra, Aca- ple of the other Boeotian towns in submitting
demus having informed the brothers where to Xerxes, and a number of them bravely fought
th»y were to be found. (Fid. A O A D E M U S . ) M e - nnder Leonidas at Thermopylae, and perished
nestheus also endeavored to incite tie pea- (vith the Spartans. Their city was burned tc
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san ground by the Persians, but was subse- vader can enter Thessaly from the wed. This
quently rebuilt. In the Peloponnesian war the plain is drained by the River Peneus and its
Thebans made themselves masters of the town affluents, and is said to have been originally a
At Thespiae was preserved the celebrated mar- vast lake, the waters ofwhich were afterward
ble statue of Eros by Praxiteles, who had given carried off through the Vale of Tempe by some
it to Phryne, by w h o m it was presented to her sudden convulsion, which rent the rocks of
native town. Vii PRAXITELES
From the vi- this valley asunder The Lake of Nessonis, at
sinity of the town to Mount Helicon the Muses the foot of Mount Ossa, and that or Rasb'i* ai
are called Thespiaies, and Helicon itself isthe foot of Mount Pelion, are supposed to hav
named the Thespia rupes.
been remains of this vast lake. In addition tti
THESPIS (Becirig), the celebrated father of
the plain already described, there were two
Greek tragedy, was a contemporary of Pisistra- other districts included under the general name
tus, and a native of Icarus, one of the demi in of Thessaly: one called Magnesia, being a long,
Attica, where the worship of Bacchus (Diony- narrow strip of country, extending along the
sus) had long prevailed The alteration made coast of the iEgean Sea from Tempe to the
by Thespis, and which gave to the old tragedy Pagasaean Gulf, and bounded on the west by
a new and dramatic character, was very simple Mounts Ossa and Olympus; and the other betiut very important. H e introduced an actor, ing a long narrow vale at the extreme south
for the sake of giving rest to the chorus, and of the country, lying between Mounts Othrys
independent of it, in which capacity he proba- and CEta, and drained by the River Sperchebly appeared himself, taking various parts in us. Thessaly is said to have been originally
the same piece, under various disguises, which known by the names of Pyrrha, Mmonia, and
he was enabled to assume by means of the linen Molis. The two former appellations belong
masks, the invention of which is ascribed to to mythology; the latter refers to the period
him The first representation of Thespis was when the, country was inhabited by iEoIians,
in B C. 535. For further details, vii. Diet, of
who were afterward expelled from the counAntiq., art. TRAGCEDIA.
try by the Thessalians about sixty years after
THESPIUS (Qeoiriog), son of Erechtheus, who,
the Trojan war. The Thessalians are said to
according to some, founded the town of Thes- have come from Thesprotia; but at what pepiaa in Bceotia. His descendants are called riod their name became the name ofthe counThespiaia.
try can not be determined. It does not occur
T H E S P R O T I (Bccnrporol), a people of Epirus,
in Homer, who only mentions the several prin•nhabiting the district called after them T H E S - cipalities ofwhich it was composed, and does
PROTIA (Qeairparia) or THESPROTIS (BeairpaHg),
not give any general appellation to the country
which extended along the coast from the A m - Thessaly was divided in very early times into
bracian Gulf northward as far as the River Thy- four districts or tetrarehies, a division which
amis, and inland as far as the territory of the w e still find subsisting in the Peloponnesian
Molossi. The southeastern part of the country war. These districts were Hestiaotis, Pelasgio
on the coast, from the River Acheron to the tis, Thessaliotis, and Phthiotis. Th ey compris
Ambracian Gulf, was called Cassopaea, from the however, only the great Thessalian plain ; and
town Cassope, and is sometimes reckoned a besides them, w efindmention ol four other disdistinct district. The Thesproti were the most tricts, viz., Magnesia, Dolopia, QStaa, and Malis
ancient inhabitants of Epirus, and are said to Thus there were eight districts altogether.
have derived their name from Thesprotus, the Perrhabia was, properly speaking, not a district,
son of Lycaon. They were Pelasgians, and since Perrhaebi was the name of a Pelasgie
their country was one of the chief seats of the people settled in Hestiaeotis and Pelasgiotis.
Pelasgie nation. Here was the oracle of Dodo- Vid PERSIUMBI.
1 HESTIMOTIS
('Euriaidng Ol
na, the great centre of the Pelasgie worship 'V.oTiung), inhabited by the Hcstiasbta ('"Eana
From Thesprotia issued the Thessalians, who drat or 'V.onaTai), the northwestern part of
took possession ofthe country afterward called Thessaly, bounded on the north by Macedonia
Thessaly. In the historical period the Thes- on the west by Epirus, on the east by Pelasgiprotians were a people of small importance, otis, and on the south by Thessaliotis : the Pehaving become subject to the kings of the Mo- neus may be said in general to have formed its
lossians.
southern limit.—2. PELASGIOTIS (HeXaoyiang),
THESSALIA (QeaaaXia or BerraXta : BeoaaXog
inhabited by the Pelasgibta (HsXaaytdrai), the
ox BerraXog), the largest division of Greece, waseastern part ofthe Thessalian plain, was boundoounded on the north by the Cambunian Mount- ed on the north by Macedonia, on the west by
ains, which separated it from Macedonia; on Hestiaeotis, on the east by Magnesia, and on the
the west by Mount Pindus, which separated it south by the Sinus Pagasaeus and Phthiotis.
from Epirus ; on the east by the iEgean Sea; The name shows that it was originally inhabited
and on the south by the Maliac Gulf and Mount by Pelasgians ; and one of the chief towns in
fEta, which separated it from Locris, Phocis, the district was Larissa, which was of Pelasand iEtolia. Thessaly Proper is a vast plain, gie origin.—3. THESSALIOTIS (BeaaaXlarig), the
lying between the Cambunian Mountains on southwestern part of the Thessalian plain, so
the north and Mount Othrys on the south, called because it was first occupied by the ThesMount Pindus on the west, and Mounts Ossa and salians who came from Thesprotia. It was
Pelion on the east. It is thus shut in on every bounded on the north by Hestiaeotis, on the
side by mountain barriers, broken only at the west by Epirus, on the east by Pelasgiotis, ana
northeastern corner by the valley and defile on the south by Dolopsa and Phthiotis — 4 ,
of Tempe, which separates Ossa from Olym- PHTHIOTIS (*£ dng), inhabited by the Phlhiota
pus, and is the only road through which an in- (QBidrai), the southeast of Thessaly, bounded
56
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w a s not ci'much practical benefit to the 'Ihes
salian people, and appears to have been on;,;
used by the Thessalian nobles as a means ot
cementing and maintaining their power. Tne
Thessalians never uecame of m u c h importance
in Grecian history. They submitted to the Persians on their invasion ofGreece, and they ex
«ESIA. Vii. M A G N E S I A . — 6 D O L O P I A (AoXoirla), ercised no important influence on Grecian afinhabited by the Dolopes (AbXoireg), a small dis-fairs till after the end ofthe Peloponnesian war
trict bounded on the east by Phthiotis, on the About this time the power of the aristocralio-al
north by Thessaliotis, on the west by Athama- families began to decline, and Lycophron, w h o
Pia, and on the south by CEtaea They were had established himself as a tyrant at Plierae,
an ancient people, for they are not only men- offered a formidable opposition to the great aristioned by H o m e r as fighting before Troy, but toeratical families, and endeavored to extern!
they also sent deputies to the Amphictyonic as- his power over all Thessaly. His ambitious
sembly.—-7. CETiEA (Ohata), inhabited by the schemes were realized by Jason, the successor,
and probably the son of Lycophron, w h o caused
(Etai (Oiraloi) and Mniancs (klvidveg), a district in the upper valley of the Spercheus, lying himself to be elected Tagus about B.C. 374.
between Mounts Othrys and CEta, and bounded While he lived the whole of Thessaly was
on the north by Dolopia, on the south by Phocis, united as one political power, and he began to
and on the east by Malis — 8 . M A M S
Vid M i - aim at making himself master of all Greece,
n e —History of Thessaly T h e Thessalians, as when he was assassinated in 370. T h e office
w e have already seen, were aThesprotian tribe. of Tagus became a tyranny under his successUnder the guidance of leaders, w h o are said to ors, Polydorus, Polyphron, Alexander, Tisiphon,
have been descendants of Hercules, they in- and Lycophron; but at length the old aristovaded tho western part ofthe country, afterward eratical families called in the assistance of
called Thessaliotis, and drove out or reduced to Philip of Macedonia, w h o deprived Lycophron
the condition of Penestae or bondsmen the an- of his power in 353, and restored the ancient
cient iEolian inhabitants. T h e Thessalians government in the different towns. T h e coun
afterward spread over the other parts of the try, however, only changed masters ; for a few
country, compelling the Perrhaebi, Magnetes, years later (344) Philip m a d e it completely subAchaean Phthiotae, etc., to submit to their au- ject to Macedonia, by placing at the head ofthe
thority and pay them tribute T h e population four divisions ofthe country governors devoted
of Thessaly, therefore, consisted, like that of to his interests, and probably members of th.8
Laconia, of three distinct classes: 1. T h e Pe- ancient noble families, w h o had n o w become
iiesta", whose condition w a s nearly the same as little better than his vassals F r o m this time
ihat of the Helots. 2. T h e subject people, cor- Thessaly remained in a state of dependence
responding to the Periceci of Laconia. 3. T h e upon the Macedonian kings, till the victory of
Thessalian conquerors, w h o alone had any share T. Flamininus at Cynoscephalae in 197 again
in the public administration, and whose lands gave them a semblano-.e of independence urdei
were cultivated by the Penestae. For some the protection of the Romans.
T H E S S A L O N I C A (BeooaXoviKn), daughter of
time after the conquest, Thessaly w a s governed
by kings ofthe race of Hercules ; but the kingly Philip, the father of Alexander the Great, '^j his
power seems to have been abolished in early wife or concubine Nicesipolis of Pher<e. She
times, and the government in the separate cities w a s taken prisoner by Cassander along with
became oligarchical, the power being chiefly in Olympias on the capture of Pydna in B.C. 317 ;
the hands of a few great families descended and Cassander embraced the opportunity to
from the ancient kings. Of these, two of the connect himself with the ancient royal house
most powerful were the Aleuadae and the Sco- of Macedonia b3' marrying her. B y Cassander
padae, the former of w h o m ruled at Larissa, and she became the mother of three sons, Philip,
the latter at Cranon or Crannon. These nobles Antipater, and Alexander; and her husband
had vast estates cultivated by the Penestae; paid her the honor of conferring her n a m e upon
they were celebrated for their hospitality and the city of Thessalonica, which he founded on
princely m o d e of life; and they attracted to the site of the ancient Therma. (Vii below.)
their courts m a n y of the poets and artists of After the death of Cassander, Thessalonica w a s
Southern Greece. At an early period the Thes- put to death by her son Antipater, 295.
T H E S S A L O N I C A (BeooaXoviKn, also BeooaXovlsalians were united into a confederate body.
Each ofthe four districts into which the coun- KCM : QeaoaXovtKevg : n o w Saloniki), more antry w a s divided probably regulated its affairs ciently T H E R M A (Beppn : Qcpualog), an ancient
by some kind of provincial council; and, w h e n j city in Macedonia, situated at the northeastern
occasion required, a chief magistrate w a s elect- extremity of the Sinus Thermaieus. Under
ed under the n a m e of Tagus (Tayof), whose the n a m e of T h e r m a it w a s not a place of much
c o m m a n d s were obeyed by all the four districts. importance. It w a s taken and occupied by thfl
His c o m m a n d w a s of a military rather than of Athenians a short time before the commence
a civil natune, and he seems to have been ap- ment ofthe Peloponnesian war (B.C. 432), bn
pointed only n case of war. W e do not k n o w was soon afterward restored by them to Perthe extent of his constitutional power, nor the diccas. It w a s m a d e an important city by Ca3time for which he held his office ; probably sail ier, w h o collected in this place the inhabitneither w a s precisely fixed, and depended on ants of several adjacent towns (about B C
the circumstances ofthe time and character of 315), and w h o gave it the name of Thussalo
the individual. This confederacy, however, nica, in honor of his wife, the daughter of Philip
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or, tliu north by Thessaliotis, on the west by
Dolopia, on the south by the Sinus Maliacus,
and on the east by the Pagasaean Gulf Its inhabitants were Achaeans, and are frequently
called the Achaean Phthiotae It is in this district that H o m e r places Phthia and Hellas
Proper, and the dominions of Achilles — 5 M A G -
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and sister of Alexander the Great. From this Calchas —[2. A Trojan warrior, son of E D O D S

lime it became a large andflourishingcity. Its slain by Patroclus.]
T H E T I S (Beng), one of the daughters of Neharbor was well situated for commercial intercourse with the Hellespont and the iEgean; reus and Doris, was the wife of Peleus, bj
And under the Romans it had the additional ad- w h o m she became the mother of Achilles. As
vantage of lying on the Via Egnatia, which led a marine divinity, she dwelt like her sisters,
from the western shores of Greece to Byzantium the Nereids, in the depth of the sea, with hei
and the East. It was visited by the Apostle father Nereus. She there received Bacchus
Paul about A.D. 53; and about two years after- (Dionysus) on his flight from Lycurgus, and
ward he addressed from Corinth two epistles the god, in his gratitude, presented her with p
to his converts in the city. Thessalonica con- golden urn. W h e n Hephaestus (Vulcan) waa
tinued to be, under the empire, one ofthe most thrown down from heaven, he was likewise reimportant cities of Macedonia; and at a later ceived by Thetis. She had been brought up by
time it became the residence ofthe prefect, and Hera (Juno), and when she reached the age of
the capital of the Illyrian provinces. It is cele- maturity, Zeus (Jupiter) and Hera (Juno) gave
brated at this period on account of the fearful her, against her will, in marriage to Peleus
massacre of its inhabitants by order of Theodo- Poseidon (Neptune) and Zeus (Jupiter) himself
sius, in consequence of ariotin which some of are said by some to have sued for her hand ; but
the Roman officers had been assassinated by when Themis declared that the son of Thetis
would be more illustrious than his father, both
the populace. Vii. THEODOSIUS.
[THESSALUS (BeooaXbg). 1. Son of Hercu- gods desisted from their suit. Others state
les and Chalciope (the daughter of Eurypylus, that Thetis rejected the offers of Zeus (Jupiter),
king of Cos), and father of Phidippus and Anti- because she had been brought up by Hera
phus.—2. A n eminent tragic actor in the time (Juno) ; and the god, to revenge himself, deof Alexander the Great, whose special favor he creed that she should marry a mortal. Chiron
enjoyed, and w h o m he served before his acces- then informed Peleus how he might gain possion to the throne, and afterward accompanied session of her, even if she should metamorphose
herself; for Thetis, like Proteus, had the power
on his expedition into Asia ]
T H E S S A L U S (BeaaaXbg.) 1. A Greek physi- of assuming any form she pleased ; and she had
cian, son of Hippocrates, passed some of his recourse to this means of escaping from Peleus,
time at the court of Archelaus, king of Mace- but the latter, instructed by Chiron, held the
donia, who reigned B C. 413-399. H e was one goddess fast till she again assumed her proper
of the founders of the sect of the Dogmatici, form, and promised to marry him. The wedand is several times highly praised by Galen, ding of Peleus was honored with the presence
who calls him the most eminent of the sons of all the gods, with the exception of Eris or
of Hippocrates. H e was supposed by some of Discord, who was not invited, and who avenged
the ancient writers to be the author of several herself by throwing among the assembled gods
of the works that form part of the Hippocratic the apple, which was the source of so much
Collection, which he might have compiled from misery. Vii. PARIS. After Thetis had become
notes left by his father — 2 . Also a Greek phy- the mother of Achilles, she bestowed upon him
sician, was a native of Tralles in Lydia, and the tenderest care and love Vii. ACHILLES.
T H E U P O L I S (BeoviroXig), a later name given to
one of the founders of the medical sect of the
Methodici. H e lived at R o m e in the reign of the city of Antioch in Syria, on account of its
the Emperor Nero, A D. 54-68, to w h o m he eminence in the early history of Christianity.
T H E U P R O S O P O N (Beov trpbgairov, i. e., the fac
addressed one of his works ; and here he died
and was buried, and his tomb was to be seen of a god: now Ras-esh-Shukeh; Arab. Wcjehin Pliny's time on the Via Appia. H e consid- el-Khiar, i. e., a face of stone), a lofty rugged
ered himself superior to all his predecessors ; promontory on the coast of Phcenice, between
he asserted that none of them had contributed Tripolis and Byblus, formed by a spur of Lebany thing to the advance of medical science, and anon, and running far out to sea Some travelboasted that he could himself teach the art of lers have fancied that they can trace in its side
healing in six months. H e is frequently men- view that resemblance to a human profile which
tioned by Galen, but always in terms of contempt its name implies.
T H E V E S T E (Qeoviorrj: ruins at Tebessa), a conand ridicule. None of his works are extant.
T H E S T I U S (Beariog), son of Mars (Ares) andsiderable city of Northern Africa, on the frontier
Demonice or Androdice, and, according to oth- of Numidia and Byzaeena, at the centre of severs, son of Agenor, and grandson of Pleuron, the eral roads. It was of comparatively late on
king of iEtolia. H e was the father of Iphiclus, gin, and a Roman colony. Among its recently
Euippus, Plexippus, Eurypylus, Leda, Althaea, discovered ruins are afinetriumphal arch and
and Hypermnestra. His wife is not the same the old walls of the city, the circuit of which
in all traditions, some calling her Leucippe or was large enough to have contained forty thou
Laophonte, a daughter of Pleuron, and others sand inhabitants.
T H I A (Beta), daughter of Ccelus (Uranus) and
Deiclarala. The patronymic THESTIADES is
given to his grandson Meleager, as well as to Terra (Ge), one ofthe female Titans, became by
his sons, and the female patronymic THESTIAS Hyperion the mother of Helios, Eos (Aurora),
to his daughter Althaea, the mother of Melea- and Selene, that is, she was regarded as thsdeity from w h o m all light proceeded.
ger.
[THIBRON.
Vid. T H I M B R O N . ]
T H E S T O E (Biorap). 1. Son of Idmon and
T H I L S A P H A T A (now probably Tell Afad, be
Laothoe, and father of Calchas, Theoclymenus, Leucippe, and Theonoe. The patronymic tween Mosul and Sinjar), a town of Mesopots
THESTORIIFS is frequently given to his son mia near the Tigris.
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Tart-uTHA, a fort in the south of Mesopotamia, the eastern side of the Mendesian. mouth oi uu
JU an .sland in the Euphrates. Some identify Nile. It was a chief seat of the worship of tha
it with Olabus, and that with the fort now called god Mendes (the Egyptian Par), under the sym
Zobia or Juba in about 34° north latitude.
bol of a goat; and, according to Jerome, the
[THIMBRON(6//l6p(JJl)OrTHIBRON(6j'6pui;), 1. word Thmuis signifies goat. It was the chief
A Lacedaemonian, was sent as harmost in B.C. city of the Nomos Thmultes, which was after
400, with an army of five thousand men, to aid ward united with the Mendesian Nomos.
the Ionians against Tissaphernes. H e arrived
T H O A N T E A , a surname of the Taurian Artem %
in Asia about the time ofthe return ofthe Greek j derived from Thoas, king of Tauris.
mercenaries of Cyrus from Upper Asia, and at ! T H O A S (Bbag ) 1. Son of Andraemon aftw
once engaged them to serve with him against Gorge, was king of Calydon and Pleuron, is
Tissaphernes and Pharnabazus. With their iiEtolia, and sailed with foi ty ships against Troy
aid he captured several cities.—2 A Lacedae- |— 2 . Son of Bacchus (Dionysus) and Ariadne,
monian, an officer under Harpalus, Macedonian 'was king of Lemnos, and married to Myrina, by
satrap of Babylon. After his death he got pos- jw h o m he became the father of Hypsipyle and
session of his treasures, fleet, and army, and jSicinus. W h e n the Lemnian women killed all
laid siege to Cyrene in Africa. H e took their the men in the island, Hypsipyle saved her
port Apollonia, and would have succeeded but father Thoas, and concealed him. Aftei ward.
for the desertion of his officer Mnasicles, under ,however, he was discovered by the other womwhose direction the Cyreneans recovered most en and killed ; or, according to other accounts,
of what they had previously lost. A force having ,
he escaped to Taurus, or to the island of CEnoe
been sent against him from Egypt under Ophel- near Euboea, which was henceforth called Siias, he was defeated, and soon after fell into the cinus. The patronymic T H O A N T I A S is given to
nands of some Libyans, by w h o m he was deliv- Hypsipyle, as the daughter of Thoas — 3 . Son
ered up, taken to Apollonia, and crucified.]
of Borysthenes, and king of Tauris, into whose
THIN^E or T H I N A (Oivat, Qlva), a chief city of
dominions Iphigenia was carried by Diana (Ar
the SiNiE, and a great emporium for the silk and temis) when she was to Save been sacrificed.
wool trade of the extreme East. Some seek it —[4. Son of Jason and Hypsipyle, grandson of
on the eastern coast of China, others on the No. 2, according to Homer, while others called
fcoutheastern coast of Cochin-China.
him Deiphilus or Nebrophonus. •—5. Son of
T H I O D A M A S (BeioSdpag), father of Hylas, andIcarius and Peribcea, brother of Penelope -King of the Dryopes.
6. A Trojan warrior, slain by Menelaus at the
T H I S (Big: Bivlrng), a great city of Upper
siege of Troy.—7. A Trojan warrior, accomEgypt, capital of the Thinites Nomos, and the panied iEneas to Italy, where he was slain bj
seat of some of the ancient dynasties. It was Halesus ]
either the same place as A B Y D U S (NO. 2), or
T H O M A S M A G I S T E R , a rhetorician and gramwas so near it as to be entirely supplanted by marian, whoflourishedabout A.D. 1310. H e
Abydus.
was a native of Thessalonica, and lived at the
T H I S B E (BioBn), a beautiful Babylonian maid-court ofthe Emperor Andronicus Palaeologus I.
en, beloved by Pyramus. The lovers, living in where he held the offices of marshal (Magistcadjoining houses, often secretly conversed with Officiorum) and keeper of the archives (Chartoeach other through a hole in the wall, as their phylax); but he afterward retired to a monasparents would not sanction their marriage. tery, where he assumed the name of Theodulus,
Once they agreed upon a rendezvous at the and devoted himself to the study of the ancieni
tomb of Ninus. Thisbe arrivedfirst,and, while Greek authors. His chief work, which has
she was waiting for Pyramus, she perceived a come down to us, is a Lexicon of Attic Wouls
'ioness which had just torn to pieces an ox, and (Kara 'AXijsdbnrov bvopdrav 'ArrtKav 'V.KXoy
took to flight. While running she lost her gar- compiled from the works of the elder gramma
ment, which the lioness soiled with blood. In rians, such asPhrynichus, Ammonius, Herodian
the mean time Pyramus arrived, and,findingher and Mceris. The work has some value on acgarment covered with blood, he imagined that count of its containing much from the eldei
she had been murdered, and made away with grammarians, which would otherwise have been
himself under a mulberry-tree, the fruit ofwhich lost; but, when Thomas deserts his guides, he
henceforth was as red as blood. Thisbe, w h o often falls into the most serious errors. The
afterward found the body of her lover, likewise best edition is by Ritschl, Halis Sax., 1831,
killed herself.
1832, 8vo.
THISBE, afterward THISBTE (BioBn, QloBai: [ T H O N

(8UI>), husband of Polydamna, re-

BioBalog, BioBevg: n o w Kakosid), a townnowned
of
for his wealth, a king in Egypt, receiv.
Bceotia, on the borders of Phocis, and between ed Menelaus hospitably when he came thithel
Mount Helicon and the Corinthian Gulf. It was with Helen after the Trojan war, and bestowed
famed for its number of wild pigeons, which rich presents upon him, while Polydamna was
are still found in abundance in the neighbor- equally liberal to Helen. Herodotus makes
hood of Kakosia.
Paris and Helen to have arrived there from
THISOA (Betaba: Beiaodrng), a town in ArSparta, and to have been detained by Thonio
cadia, on Mount Lycaeus, called after a nymph (Bdvig), the guard of the Canobic mouth of the
of the same name.
Nile, until delivered to Proteus,.who kept Helen
[Th.us (Beiovg, n o w Kutufarina), a riveruntil
in the visit of Menelaus in search of her aftei
Northern Laconia, which joins the Alpheus on the fall of Troy.]
the borders of Arcadia.]
[THOOSA (Boaac), Slighter of Phorcys, mothT H M U I S (B/mvlg: ruins at Tmaie, near Maner of Polyphemus by Neptune (Poseidon).]
«s*raA), a city of Lower Egypt, on a canal on
[THooNfOdun). 1. One ofthe giants, slain by
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(no Mceres.—2. Son of Phaenops, a Trojan war- Jian chiefs sold their childrcr. for expjrtatma
rior, slain along with his brother Xanthus by to the foreign merchant; they purchased the)
Diomedes.—3. A Trojan warrior, slain by Ulys •wives from their parents; they punctured on
ses.—4. A Phaeaciau, who distinguished him- tattooed their bodies, and tr-ose of the woraen
self in the games eelebrated by Alcinous ia belonging to them, as a sign of noble birth ; they
despised agriculture, and considered it most
honor of Ulysses ]
to live by war and robbery. Deep
THORICUS (Qbpucog or BopiKog : BopiKtog, honorable
Boptist>i now Thenko), one ofthe twelve ancient drinking prevailed among them extensively,
towns in Attica, and subsequently a demus be- and their quarrels over their wine-cups were
'ongmg to the tribe Acamantis. was situated on notorious even in the time of Augustus. (Hoi
the southeastern coast, a little aDove Sunium, Carm., i., 27 ) They worshipped deities, w h o m
and was fortified by the Athenians toward the the Greeks assimilated to Ares, Dionysus, and
close of the Peloponnesian war. There are Artemis : the great sanctuary and oracle of
their god Bacchus , Dionysus) was in one of the
still extensive remains ofthe ancient town.
loftiest summits of Mount Rhodope. The tribes
T H O R N A X (Bbpval;: now Pavlaika), a mountain in Laconia, northeast of Sparta, on which on the southern coast attained to some, degree of
civilization, owing to the numerous Greek col
stood a celebrated temple of Apollo.
onies which were founded in their vicinity ; but
THOSPITES L A C U S (Baairirig Xlpvn : now Goljik ?), a lake in Armenia Major, through which the tribes in the interior seem to have retained
the Tigris flows. The lake, and the surround- their savage habits, with little mitigation, down
ing district, also called Thospltis, were both to the time of the Roman empire. In earlier
named from a city Thospia (Baoiria) at thetimes, however, some of the Thracian tribes
must have been distinguished by a higher denorthern end ofthe lake.
gree of civilization than prevailed among them
T H R A C I A (BpaKn, Ion QpijKy,, BpniKn, Bpniicln:
a later period. The earliest Greek poets,
Bpat;, pi. epa/ccj-, Ion. Bprfi and BpniiJ, pi.atBptjOrpheus, Linus, Musaeus, and others, are all
Keg, Bpr/lKeg: Thrax, pi. Thraces), was in earlier
times the name of the vast space of country represented as coming from Thrace. Eumolbounded on the north by the Danube, on the pus, likewise, who founded the Eleusinian myssouth by the Propontis and the iEgean, on the teries at Attiea, is said to have been a Thracast by the Pontus Euxinus, and on the west cian, and to have fought against Erechtheus,
by the River Strymon and the easternmost of king of Athens. W e alsofindmention of the
the Illyrian tribes. It was divided into two Thracians in other parts of Southern Greece:
parts by Mount Haemus (now the Balkan), run- thus they are said to have once dwelt both in
ning from west to east, and separating the plain Phocis and Bceotia. They were also spreid
of the Lower Danube from the rivers which over a part of Asia : the Thynians and Bithyn
fall into the iEgean T w o extensive mountain ians, and perhaps also the Mysians, were m e m nanges branch off from the southern side of bers of the great Thracian race. Even XenMount Haemus, one running southeast toward ophon speaks of Thrace in Asia, which extendConstantinople, and the other, called Rhodope, ed along the Asiatic side of the Bosporus as far
east of the preceding one, and also running in as Heraciea. The principal Greek colonies along
a southeasterly direction near the River Nes- the coast, beginning at the Strymon and going
tus. Between these two ranges there are many eastward, were AMIHIPOLIS, at the mouth of the
plains, which are drained by the Hebrus, the Strymon; A B D E R A , a little to the west of the
largest river in Thrace. At a later time the Nestus; DiciEA or Dicaepolis, a settlement of
name Thrace was applied to a more limited ex- Maronea; M A R O N E A itself, colonized by the
tent of country. The district between the Stry- Chians ; S T E Y M E , a colony of the Thasians;
mon and the Nestus was added to Macedonia M E S E M B R I A , founded by the Samothracians ;
by Philip, and was usually called Macedonia and iEsos, a Lesbian colony at the mouth of
Adjecta. Fid. MACEDONIA. Under Augustus the the Hebrus The Thracian Chersonesus was
part of the country north of the Haemus was probably colonized by the Greeks at an early
made a separate Roman province under the period, but it did not contain any important
name of Mcesia (vid. MCESIA) ; but the districtGreek settlement till the migration of the first
between the Strymon and the Nestus had been Miltiades to the country, during the reign of
previously restored to Thrace by the Romans. Pisistratus at Athens. Fid C H E R S O N E S U S . On
The Roman province of Thrauewas according- the Propontis the two chief Greek settlements
ly bounded on the west by the River Nestus, i were those of P E E I N T H U S and SELYMBRIA ; and
which separated it from Macedonia, on the north j on the Thracian Bosporus was the important
by Mount Haemus, which divided it from Mcesia, I town of BYZANTIUM. There were only a few
on the east by the Euxine, and on the south by j Greek settlements on the southwest coast of
the Propontis and iEgean. Thrace, in its wid- | the Euxine ; the most important were those o'
est extent, was peopled in the times of Herod- A P O L L O N I A , O D E S S U S , C A L L A T I S , T O M I , renowned
otus and Thucydides by a vast number of dif- as the place of Ovid's banishment, and ISTRIA,
ferent tribes ; but their customs and character near the southern mouth of the Danube. The
were marked by great uniformity. Herodotus Thracians are said to have been conquered by
says that, next to the Indians, the Thracians Sesostris, king of Egypt, and subsequently tn
were the most numerous of all races, and if have been subdued by the Teucrians and Mysunited under one head would have been irre- ians ; but thefirstreally historical fact respectsistible. H e describes them as a savage, cruel, ing them is their subjugation by Megabazus, the
and rapacious people, delighting in blood, but general of Darius. After the Persians had been
brave and warlike. According to his account, driven out of Europe ty the Greeks, the Thrawhich is confirmed by other writers, the Thra- cians recovered their independence ; and at the
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jeginning of the Peloponnesian war, almost all the mode in which Thrasybulus gave his »Jv:e«
the Thracian tribes were united uncer the do- to Periander as to the best means of secunng
minion of Sitalces, king of the Odrysae, whose his power, is given under PERiANDER.-i^JA eelkingdom extended from Abdera to the Euxine ebrated Athenian, son of Lycus. H e was zeal
and the mouth of the Danube. In the third ously attached to the Athenian democracy, anr
year of the Peloponnesian war (B.C. 429), Sital- took an active part in overthrowing the oli
ces, who had entered into an alliance with the garchical government of the Four Hundred in
Athenians, invaded Macedonia with a vast army B C 411. This ia thefirstoccasion on which
of one hundred andfiftythousand men, but was he is mentioned ; hut from this time he took a
compelled, by the failure of provisions, to return prominent part in the conduct of the war. On
home after remaining in Macedonia thirty days. the establishment of the Thirty Tyrants at AthSitalces fell in battle against the Triballi in 424, ens he was banished, and was living in exile a'
and was succeeded by his nephew Seuthes, who, Thebes when the rulers of Athens were perpe
during a long reign, raised his kingdom to a trating their excesses of tyranny. Being aided
height of power and prosperity which it had by the Thebans with arms and money, he col
never previously attained, so that his regular lected a small band, and seized the fortress ot
revenues amounted to the annual sum of four Phyle. H e next marched upon the Piraeus
hundred talents, in addition to contributions of which fell into his hands; and from this place
gold and silver in the form of presents to a near- he carried on war for several months against
ly equal amount. After the death of Seuthes, the Ten, who had succeeded to the governwhich appears to have happened a little before ment, and eventually he obtained possession of
the close ofthe Peloponnesian war, w efindhis Athens, and restored the democracy, 403. In
powerful kingdom split up into different parts ; 390 he commanded the Athenianfleetin the
and when Xenophon, with the remains of the iEgean, and was slain by the inhabitants of Asten thousand Greeks, arrived on the opposite pendus.— 3 Brother of Gelon and Hieron, tycoast of Asia, another Seuthes applied to him rants of Syracuse. H e succeeded Hieron in
for assistance toreinstatehim in his dominions. the government B.C. 467, and was soon afterPhilip, the father of Alexander the Great, re- ward expelled by the Syracusans, w h o m he
duced the greater part of Thrace; and after the had provoked by his rapacity and cruelty. H e
death of Alexander, the country fell to the share withdrew to Locri, in Italy, and there' ended
of Lysimachus. It subsequently formed a part his days.
of the Macedonian dominions, but it continued
T H R A S Y D ^ I U S (Bpaavbalog), tyrant of Agrigen
to be governed by its native princes, and was turn, was the son and successor of Theron, B.C.
only nominally subject to the Macedonian mon- 472. Shortly after his accession he was defeatarchs. Even under the Romans Thrace was ed by Hieron of Syracuse, and the Agrigentines
for a long time governed by its own chiefs, and immediately took advantage of this disaster to
we do not know at what period it was made expel him from their city. H e made his escape
into a Roman province.
to Greece, but was arrested at Megara, and pubT H R A S E A P ^ T U S , P., a distinguished Roman licly executed.
senator and Stoic philosopher in the reign of
T H R A S Y L L U S or T H R A S Y L U S (BpdavXXog, BpaNero, was a native of Patavium, and was prob- avXog). 1. A n Athenian, who actively assisted
ably born soon after the death of Augustus. H e Thrasybulus in opposing the oligarchical revoappears at an early period of his life to have lution in B.C. 411. H e was one of the com
made the younger Cato his model, of whose life manders at the battle of Arginusae, and was
he wrote an account. H e married Arria, the among the six generals who returned to Athens
daughter of the heroic Arria, who showed her and were put to death, 406 — 2 . A celebrated
husband Caecina how to die ; and his wife was astrologer at Rhodes, with w h o m Tiberius beworthy of her mother and her husband. At a came acquainted during his residence in that
later period he gave his own daughter in mar- island, and w h o m he ever after held in the highriage to Helvidius Priscus, who trod closely in est honor. H e died in A.D. 36, the year before
the footsteps of his father-in-law. After in- Tiberius, and is said to have saved the lives of
curring the hatred of Nero by the independence many persons w h o m Tiberius would otherwise
of his character and the freedom with which have put to death, by falsely predicting for this
he expressed his opinions, he was condemned very purpose that the emperor would live ten
to death by the senate by command of the em- years longer. The son of this Thrasyllus sucperor, A.D. 66. By his execution and that of ceeded to his father's skill, and he is said to
his friend Barea Soranus, Nero, says Tacitus, have predicted the empire to Nero.
resolveii to murder Virtue herself. The paneT H R A S Y M A C H U S (Bpaavpaxog), a native of Chalgyric of Thrasea was written by Arulenus Rus- cedon, was a sophist, and one of the earliest culticus, who was, in consequence, put to death by tivators of the art of rhetoric. H e was a conDomitian.
temporary of Gorgias. H e is introduced by
[THRASIUS (Bpdaiog). 1. A Trojan warrior, Plato as one of the interlocutors in the Politia,
slain by Achilles — 2 . A soothsayer of Cyprus, and is referred to several times in the Phaedrus.
who told Busiris that by sacrificing a stranger
T H E A S Y M E D E S (BpaovpnSng), son of the Pylian
io the gods, he would cause a drought which then Nestor and Anaxibia, accompanied his father on
prevailed to cease; Busiris tried the experi- the expedition against Troy, and returned with
ment with the seer himself.]
him to Pylos.
T H R A S Y B U L U S (BpaavBovXog). 1. Tyrant of
[ T H R A S Y M E L U S ' BpaavpnXog), in the Iliad,
Miletus, was a contemporary of Periander and charioteer of Sarpedon, slain by Patroclus.]
Alyattes, the king of Lydia. H e was intimateTHRASYMENUS.
Vid. T E A S I M E N U S .
s' connected with Thrasybulus. The story of
[THEAUSTUS (Bpavorog, X e n , or Opoucrrog
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Dlod.), a citv ofthe Acrorei in Elis, not far from cf Thucydides. Thucydides a, 48) «?« on*
the borders of Arcadia ]
of those w h o suffered from .ne great plague
[ T H E I A (Bpia), a village of Attica, from which of Athens, and one of the few w h o recovered
the surrounding district w a s called T H E I A S I U S W e have no trustworthy evidence of Thucyc
C A M P U S (TO Bpidaiov iteblov), a part of theEleuides having distinguished himself a? an ora
sinian plain extending between the range of tor, though it is not unlikely hat he did, foi
iEgaleus and Eleusis, along the boiders of the his oratorical talent is shown by the speeches
bay, and to the north of it, and famed for its that he has inserted in his history. H e was,
fertility.]
however, employed in a military capacity, and
THECINIUM (Bpbviov : Bpbviog, Bpovievg : n o whe was in c o m m a n d of an Athenian squadron
Romaii), the chief town of the Locri Epicne- of seven ships at Thasus, B C. 424, w h e n E u
'nidii, on the River Boagrius, at a short distance cles, w h o commanded in Amphipolis, sent foi
irom the sea, with a harbor upon the coast.
his assistance against Brasidas, w h o w a s before
[ T H R I N A K I A (QptvaKia) Vid. SICILIA ]
that town with an army. Brasidas, fearing
[ T H B Y U M (Qpiov, near the modern Agulinitza),the arrival of a superior force, offered favora city in Triphylia in Elis, on the Alpheus, near able terms to Amphipolis, which were readily
the borders of the Pylians, corresponding to the accepted, for there were few Athenians in the
later Epitalium ]
place, and the rest did not wish to m a k e re
T H U C Y D I D E S (BovKvdiSiig). 1. A n Athenian sistance. Thucydides arrived at Eion, at the
statesman, of the demus Alopece, son of Mele- mouth of the Strymon, on the evening of the
sias. After the death of Cimon in B C. 449, same day on which Amphipolis surrendered;
Thucydides became the leader ofthe aristocrat- and though he w a s too late to save Amphipolis,
ic party, which he concentrated and more thor- he prevented Eion from falling into the hand
oughly organized in opposition to Pericles. H e of the enemy. In consequence of this failure,
was ostracized in 444, thus leaving the undis- Thucydides became an exile, probably to avoid
puted political ascendency to Pericles. H e left a severer punishment; for Cleon, w h o w a s at
iwo sons, Melesias and Stephanus; and a son this time in great favor with the Athenians, apDf the former of these, named Thucydides after pears to have excited popular suspicion against
nis grandfather, w a s a pupil of Socrates — 2 . him. There are various untrustworthy ac
The great Athenian historian, ofthe dermis Hali- counts as to his place of residence during his
mus, w a s the son of Olorus or Orolus and Heg- exile ; but w e m a y conclude that he could not
esipyle. H e is said to have been connected safely reside in any place which w a s undei
with the famny of Cimon ; and w e k n o w that Athenian dominion, and as he kept his eye on
Miltiades, the conqueror of Marathon, married the events of the war, he must have lived in
Hegesipyle, the daughter of a Thracian king those parts which belonged to the Spartan alcalled Olorus, by w h o m she became the mother liance. His o w n words certainly imply that,
of Cimon ; and it has been conjectured with during his exile, he spent m u c h of his time
much probability that the mother of Thucydides either in the Peloponnesus or in places which
was a grand-daughter of Miltiades and Hegesip- were under Peloponnesian influence (v., 2 6 ) ;
yle
According to a statement of Pamphila and his work w a s the result of his o w n experi(vid. P A M P H I L A ) , Thucydides w a s forty yeais of ence and observations. His minute description
age at the commencement ofthe Peloponnesian of Syracune and the neighborhood leads to the
war or B C 431, and accordingly he w a s born probable conclusion that he w a s personally acin 471. There is a story in Lucian of Herodo- quainted with the localities ; and if he visited
tus having read his History at the Olympic Sicily, it is probable that he also saw some parts
games to the assembled Greeks; and Suidas of Southern Italy. Thucydides says that he
adds that Thucydides, then a boy, w a s present, lived twenty yeais in exile (v., 26); and as his
and shed tears of emulation ; a presage of his exile commenced in the beginning of 423, he
o w n future historical distinction. But this cel- m a y have returned to Athens in the beginning
ebrated story ought probably to be rejected as of 403, about the time w h e n Thrasybulus libera fable. Thucydides is said to have been in- ated Athens. Thucydides is said to have beer.
structed in oratory by Antiphon, and in philoso- assassinated at Athens soon after his return ;
phy by Anaxagoras ; but whether these state- but other accounts place his death in Thrace
ments are to be received can not be determin- There is a general agreement, however, among
ed. It is certain, however, that, being an Athe- the ancient authorities that he c a m e to a violent
nian of a good family, and living in a city which end. His death can not be placed later than 401.
w a s the centre of Greek civilization, he must The time w h e n he composed his work has been
have had the best possible education: that he a matter of dispute. H e informs us himself that
w a s a m a n of great ability and cultivated un- he w a s busy in collecting materials all through
derstanding h'.s work clearly shows. H e in- the war from the beginning to the end (i, 22),
forms us that he possessed gold mines in that and, of course, he would register them as he got
part oi Thrace which is opposite to the island them. Plutarch says that he wrote the work in
of Thasos, and that he w a s a person of the Thrace; but the work, in the shape in which w t
greatest influence among those in that part of have it, was certainly notfinisheduntil after th*.
Thrace. This property, according to some ae- close of the war, and he was probably engaged
sounts, he had from his ancestors : according upon it at the time of his death. A question has
to other accounts, he married a rich w o m a n of been raised as to the authorship of the eighth
Scaptesyle, and received them as a portion with and last book of Thucydides, which breaks off in
her. Thucydides left a son called Timotheus ; the twentyfirstyear of the war (411). It difand a daughter also is mentioned, w h o is said fers from all the other books in containing no
to have written the eighth book of the History speeches, and it has also been supposed to be
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inferior to the rest as a piece 01 composition. the time of Thucydides, by a m a n w ^ o took grea
Accordingly, several ancient critics supposed pains to ascertain facts by personal inquiry. Ir
that the eighth book w a s not by Thucydides : modern times facts are m a d e k n o w n by printing
some attribute! it to his daughter, and some tc as soon as they occur; and the printed records
Xenophon or Theopompus, because both of them ofthe time, newspapers and the like, are oftea
continued the history. T h e words with which the only evidence of m a n y facts which become
Xenophon's Hellenica c o m m e n c e (perd dis ravra)
history. W h e n w e k n o w the careless w a y ir
m a y chiefly have led to the supposition that he which facts are n o w reported and recorded bj
ivas the author, for his work is m a d e to appear very incompetent persons, often upon very indif
as a continuation of that of Thucydides; but ferent and hearsay testimony, and compare wit!
this argument is in itself of little weight; and such records the pains that Thucydides took tc
oeskles, both the style ofthe eighth book is dif ascertain the chief events of a war, with which he
Cerent from that of Xenophon, and the manner w a s contemporary, in which he took a shares as
of treating the subject, for the division of the a commander, the opportunities which his means
5 ear into summers and winters, which Thucyd- allowed, his great abilities, and serious, earnest
ides has observed in his first seven books, character, it is a fair conclusion that w e have a
s continued in the eighth, but is not observed more exact history of a long eventful period by
by Xenophon. T h e rhetorical style of The- Thucydides than w e have of any period in modopompus, which w a s the characteristic of his ern history equally long and equally eventful.
writing, renders it also improbable that he w a s His whole work shows the most scrupulous care
the author of the eighth book. It seems the and diligence in ascertaining facts; his strict
simplest supposition to consider Thucydides attention to chronology, and the importance that
himself as the author of this book, since he he attaches to it, are additional proof of his hisnames himself as the author twice (viii, 6, 60); torical accuracy. His narrative is brief and
but it is probable that he had not the opportuni concise: it generally contains bare facts exty of revising it with the same care as the first pressed in the fewest possible words; and w h e n
seven books. It is stated by an ancient writer w e consider what pains it must have cost him
that Xenophon m a d e the work of Thucydides to ascertain-these facts, w e admire the selfknown, which m a y be true, as he wrote the first denial of a writer w h o is satisfied with giving
two books of his Hellenica, or the part which facts in their naked brevity, without ornament,
n o w enda with the second hook, for the purpose without any parade of his personal importance,
of completing the history. T h e work of Thucyd- and ofthe trouble that his matter cost him. A
ides, from the commencement of the second j single chapter must sometimes have representDook, is chronologically divided into winters and ed
j the labor of m a n y days and weeks. Such a
summers, and each s u m m e r and winter m a k e a ;principle of historical composition is the eviyear (ii, 1). His s u m m e r comprises the time idence of a great and elevated mind
T h e hisfrom the vernal to the autumnal equinox, and tory of Thucydides only makes an octavo volthe winter comprises the period from the au- u m e of moderate size ; m a n y a modern writer
tumnal to the veinal equinox. T h e division would have spun it out to a dozen volumes, and
into books and chapters was probably made by so have spoiled it. A work that is for all ages
the Alexandrine critics. T h e history of the must contain m u c h in little compass. H e selPeloponnesian war opens the second book of d o m makesreflectionsin the courso of his nar
Thucydides, and the first is introductory to the rative : occasionally he has a chapter of politi
history. H e begins hisfirstbook by observ- cal and moral obseivations, animated by the
ing that the Peloponnesian w a r w a s the most keenest perception of the motives of action
important event in Grecian history, which he and the moral character of man. M a n y of his
shows by a rapid review of the histoiy of the speeches are political essays, or materials for
Greeks from the earliest periods to the com- them ; they aire not mere imaginations of his
mencement of the war (i, 1-21). After his o w n for rhetorical effect; they contain the genintroductory chapters he proceeds to explain eral sense of what w a s actually delivered as
the alleged grounds and causes ofthe war : the nearly as he could ascertain, and in m a n y inreal cause was, he says, the Spartan jealousy stances he had good opportunities of knowing
of the Athenian power. His narrative is inter- what w a s said, for he heard some speeches derupted (c. 89-118), after he has c o m e to the livered (i., 22). His opportunities, his talents.
lime w h e n the Lacedaemonians resolved on war, his character, and his subject, all combined to
by a digression on the rise and progress of the produce a work that stands alone, and in its
power of Athens ; a period which had been kind has neither equal nor rival. His pictures
either omitted by other writers, or treated im- are sometimes striking and tragic, an effect pioperfectly, and with little regard to chronology, duced by severe simplicity and minute particuas by Hellanicus in his Attic history (c. 97). H e larity. Such is the description of the plague
resumes his narrative (o. 119) with the negoti- of Athens. Such, also, is the incomparable hisations that preceded the war ; but this leads to tory of the Athenian expedition to Sicily, and
anothei digression of some length on the trea- its melancholy termination. A m a n w h o thinks
son of Pausanias (c. 128-134), and the exile of profoundly will have a form of expression which
Themistocles (c. 135-138). H e concludes the is stamped with the chaiacter of his mind ; and
book with the speech of Pericles, w h o advised the style of Thucydides is accordingly concise,
the Athenians to refuse the demands of the Pel- vigorous, and energetic. W e feel that al! the
oponnesians ; and his subject, as already ob- words were intended to have a meaning, and
served, begins with the second book. A history have a meaning: none of them are idle. Vel
which treats of so m a n y events, which took he is sometimes harsh and obscure ; and piob
oiace at rt-aeote spots, could only be written, in ably he w a s so, even to his o w n countrynwo
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So.ne ot his sentences are very involved, and
[THURIOS M O N S (TO BOI HOV bpog, according
the connection and dependence ofthe parts are to Plutarch, also called rd 'OpBbirayov bpog), a
often difficult to seize. The best editions of mountain of Bceotia, south of Ohaeronea, on the
Thucydides are by Beklier, Berlin, 1821, 3 vols. right bank ofthe Cephisus, containing the sour.
8vo; by Poppo, Leipzig, 10 vols 8vo, 1821- ces ofthe River Morius.]
1838, of which two volumes arefilledwith pro[ T H Y A M I A (Bvapia), a strong place in the soaili
legomena ; by Haack, with selections from the of Sicyonia, on the borders of Phliasia, and an
Greek Scholia and short notes, Leipz, 1820, 2 object of contention between the two states ]
rols 8vo ; by Goller, 2 vols 8vo, Leipz , 1826, T H Y A M I S (Bvapig: now Kalama), a river in
2d edit, 1836, 2 vols 8vo]; by Arnold, 3 vols. Epirus, forming the boundary between Thes8vo. Oxford, 1830-1835. [2d edit, Oxford, 1840-protia and the district of Cestryna, and flowing
1842 ; 3d edit, with copious indexes, still unfininto the sea opposite Corcyra and near a rsrornished ; by Kriiger, with grammatical and brief ontory ofthe same name.
explanatory notes, Berlin, 1846, 2 vols. 8vo;
THYADES
Vid. T H Y I A .
and by Poppo (school edit.), with brief notes,
T H Y A M U S (Bvapog), a mountain in Acarnania,
Erfurt and Gotha, 1843-1848, still incomplete.] south of Argos Amphilochicum.
T H U L E (QovXy), an island in the northern
[THYATIEA (Bvdreipa rd : now Akhissas, witti
part of the German Ocean, regarded by the an- important ruins), a consideiable city in the
cients as the most northerly point on the whole northern part of Lydia, near Mysia, on the River
earth. It isfirstmentioned by Pytheas, the Lycus, a branch of the Hyllus; according to
celebrated Greek navigator of Massilia, who Strabo, a Macedonian colony ; said to have been
undertook a voyage to Britain and Thule, of built by Seleucus Nicator, or, at least, greatly
which lie gave a description in his work on the enlarged, as others mention an eailior place on
Ocean. All subsequent writers who speak of the site called Pelopia and Euhippe. It was
Thule appear to have taken their accounts from celebrated for its purple dye, but still more as
that of Pytheas. According to Pytheas, Thule an early seat of Christianity and one ofthe sevwas six days' sail from Britain; and the day en churches ofthe Apocalypse.]
and night there were each six months lung.
T H Y E S T E S (Bvearng). son of Pelops and HipH e further stated that in Thule and those dis- podamia, was the brother of Atreus and tha
tant parts there was neither earth, sea, nor air, father ofiEgisthus. His story is given andet
but a sort of mixture of all these, like to the A T E E U S and iEGisTHus.
mollusca, in which the earth, and the sea, and
[THYESTIADES (BveandSng), son or grandson
every thing else were suspended, and which of Thyestes, as iEgisthus is called in the Odyscould not be penetrated e'ither by land or by sea. sey, & c ]
Many modern writers suppose the Thule of
T H Y I A (Bvia), a daughter of Castalius or CePytheas to be the same as Iceland, while oth- phisseus, became by Apollo the mother of Delersregardit as a part of Norway. The Thule phus. She is said to have been thefirstto sac
of Ptolemy, however, lay much farther to the rifice to Bacchus (Dionysus), and to celebrate orsouth, and should probably be identified with gies in his honor. From her the Attic women,
the largest of the Shetland Islands.
who went yearly to Mount Parnassus to celeTHURII, more rarely T H U R I U M (Bovptoi, Bovbrate the Dionysiac orgies with the Delphian
oiov : Bovpiog, Bovptevg, Thurius, Thurinus:
Thyiades, received themselves the name of
now Terra nuova), a Greek city in Lueania, T H Y I A D E S or T H Y A D E S . This word, however,
founded B.C. 443, near the site of the ancient comes from d-ba, and properly signifies the
Sybaris, which had been destroyed more than raging or frantic women.
sixty years before. Vid. SYBARIS. It was built
T H Y M E E A (BvpBpn). 1. A city ofthe Troad,
by tbe remains ofthe population of Sybaris, as- north of Ilium Vetus, on a bill by the side of
sisted by colonists from all parts of Greece, but the River T H Y M B E I U S , with a celebrated templa
especially from Athens. A m o n g these colonists of Apollo, who derived from this place the epiwere the historian Herodotus and the orator thet Thymbraeus. The surrounding plain still
Lysias, the latter of whom, however, was only bears the same name.—2. A wooded district in
a youth at the time, and subsequently returned Phrygia, no doubt connected with T H Y M B R I U H .
to Athens. The new city, from which the re[ T H Y M B R ^ I U S (BvuBpalog).
1. Vid. T H Y M B K A ,
mains of the Sybarites were soon expelled, No 1 — 2 . A Trojan warrior, slain by Diomedes.]
rapidly attained great power and prosperity, and
T H Y M B R I A (BvpBpia), a place in Caria, on the
became one ofthe most important Greek towns Maeander, four stadia east of Myus, with a Chain the south of Italy. Thus w e are told that ronium, that is, a cave containing mephitic vathe Thurians were able to bring fourteen thou- por.
sand foot soldiers and one thousand horse into
T H Y M B E I U M (BvpBpiov : Thymbriani), a small
thefieldagainst the Lucanians. In the Sam- town of Phrygia, ten parasangs west of Tyriaenite wars Thurii received a Roman garrison ; um, with the so called fountain of Midas (Xen.,
but it revolted to Hannibal in the second Punic Andb., i., 2).
war. The Carthaginian general, however, at a
T H Y M B R I U S (BvpBpiog: now Thimbuk), a river
latei time, not trusting the Thurians, plundered of the Troad, falling into the Scamander. At
the town, and removed three thousand five the present day it flows direct into the Helleshundred of its inhabitants to Croton. The Ro- pont ; and, on this and other grounds, some
mans subsequently sent a Latin colony to Thu- doubt whether the Thimbrek is the ancient river.
rii, and changed its name into Copiae; but it
T H Y M E L E , a celebrated mima or actress in
continued to retain its original name, under the reign of Domitian, with w h o m she was a
which it is mentioned by Caesar in the civil war great favorite. She requently acted along witi
as a municipium.
Latinus
s«o

THVMCETES.

TIBERIUS

T HracETEs(Qvpolrng 1. One ofthe elders of R E T H (now Bohr Tubariyeh), the second of tin*
lYoy. A soothsayer had predicted that on a three lakes in Palestine formed by .he course
certain day a boy should be born by w h o m Troy of the Jordan. Vid. JORDANES. Its length is
should be destroyed. On that day Paris was eleven or tweve geographical miles, and .'ti
born to Priam, and Munippus to Thymcetes. breadth from five to six. It lies deep among
Priam ordered Munippus and his mother Cylla fertile hills, has very clear and sweet watei,
to be killed. Hence Virgil (Mn., ii, 31) repre- and is full of excellent fish. Its surface is sev
sents lEneas saying that it was doubtful wheth- en hundred and fifty feet below the level of the
er Thymcetes advised the Trojans to draw the Mediteiranean In the time of our Saviour its
wooden horse into the city, in order to revenge shores were covered with populous villages!.
himself—[2. A Tiojan warrior, accompanied but they are now almost entirely deserted
P?
iEneas to Italy, and was there slain in the war eastern coast belonged to the districts of Dewith Turnus.]
capolis and Gaulonitis.
T H Y N I (Bvvoi), aThiacian people, whose orig- TIBERINUS, one ofthe mythical kings of Alba,
inal abodes were near Salmydessus, but who son of Capetus, and father of Agrippa, is said to
afterward passed over into BITHYNIA.
have been drowned in crossing the River Alba
T H Y N I A (Qvvla) 1. The land ofthe Thyni which was hence called Tibens after him, -ind
in Thrace.—2. Another name for BITHYNIA.—3. of which he became the guardian god.
'Jid. T H Y N I A S .
TIEERIOPOLIS (Ti%)(o{i7roA(c), a city of Greal
T H Y N I A S or T H Y N I A (Bvvlag, Bvvia). 1. (NowPhrygia, near Eumenia
Inadd), a promontory on the coast of Thrace, TIBERIS, also TIBRIS, T Y B R I S , T K Y B R I S , A M
northwest of Salmydessus, with a town of the NIS TIBERINUS, or simply T I B E R I N U S (now Tisame name.—2. (Now Kirpe), a small island ofber or Tevere), the chief river in Central Italy,
the Euxine, on the coast of Bithynia, near the on which stood the city of Rome. It is said to
Promontorium Calpe, also called Apollonia and have been orginally called AXbula, and to have
Daphnusa.
received the name of Tiberis in consequence of
T H Y O N E (Qvdvy), the name of Semele, under Tiberinus, king of Alba, having been drowned
which Bacchus (Dionysus') fetched her from in it. It has been supposed that Albula was the
Hades, and introduced her among the immor- Latin and Tibciis the Etruscan name ofthe rivtals. Hence Bacchus (Dionysus) is also called er. The Tiber rises from two springs of limpid
T H Y O N E U S . Both names are formed from -Bveiv,water in the Apennines, near Tif'ernum, and
" to be inspired."
flows in a southwesterly direction, separating
T H Y R E A (Bvpea, Ion Qvpcn: Bvpearng), the
Etruria from Umbria,, the land of the Sabines,
chief town in Cynuria, the district on the bor- and Latium. After flowing about one hundred
deis of Laconia and Argolis, was situated upon and ten miles itreceivesthe Nar (now Nero),
a height on the bay of the sea called after it and from its confluence with this river its regSINUS T H Y R E A T E S (Bvpedrrig KbXirog). It ular
was navigation begins. Three miles above
for the possession of Thyrea that the celebra- Rome, at the distance of nearly seventy miles
ted battle was fought between the three hund- from the Nar, it receives the Anio (now Tcvered Spartans and three hundred Argives. The rone), and from this point becomes a river of
erritory of Thyrea was called T H Y R E A T I S (BV- considerable importance. Within the walls of
pedrig).
Rome, the Tiber is about three hundred feet
T.2Y3DRUS, T I S D R U S . or T U S D R U S (BvoSpog: wide and from twelve to eighteen feet deep.
ruins ^t El-Jemm), a large fortified city of By- After heavy rains, the river in ancient times, as
zaeena, northwest ofthe promontory Brachodes at the present day, frequently overflowed its
(now Ras Kapoudiah) Under the Romans it banks, and did considerable mischief to the lowwas a free city. It was here that the Emperor er parts of the city. (Hor , Carm, i , 2 ) At
Gordian assumed the purple.
R o m e the maritime navigation of the river beT H Y S S A G E T ^ : (Qvaaayerai), a people of Sar-gins ; and at eighteen miles from the city, and
matia Asiatica, on the eastern shores of the Pa- about four miles from the coast, it divides into
lus Maeotis.
two arms, forming an island, which was sacred
T H Y S S U S (Bvooog or Qvoabg), a town of Mace-to Venus, and called Insula Sacra (now Isola
donia, on the peninsula of Acte.
Sagra). The left branch of the river runs into
TIARANTUS, a river of Scythia and a tributary the sea by Ostia, which was the ancient harbor
ofthe Danube.
of R o m e ; but in consequence of the accumula
[TIASA (Tlaoa : now Magula), a small river tion of sand at the mouth of the left bi anch, the
of Laconia, flowing by Sparta into the Eurotas. right branch was widened by Trajan, and was,
Vid, SPARTA, p.829, a ]
made theregularharbor of the city, under the
TIBARENI or TIBAEI (TiBapnvot, TiBapoi,name
a
of Portus Romanus, Portus Augusti, or
quiet agricultural people on the northern coast simply Portus. The whole length of the Tiber,
of Pontus, east ofthe River Iris.
with its windings, is about two hundred miles
TIBERIAS
1. (TtSepibg: TiBepievg), a city
of waters ofthe river are muddy and yellowThe
Galilee, on the southwestern shore ofthe Lake ish, whence it is frequently called by the Roman
of Tiberias, built by Herod Antipas in honor of poetsflavusTiberis.
The poets also give it
the Emperor Tiberius. After the destruction the epithets of Tyrrhenus because it flowed past
of Jerusalem it became the seat of the Jewish Etruria during the whole of its course, and of
sanhedrim. Near it were the warm baths of Lydius because the Etruscans are said ta have
Emmaus.—2. (TiBepidg, Xlavy b, TiBepiav),been
or of Lydian origin.
G E N N E S A R E T (Vevvydapir, vdap Tevvnodp, ij TevTIBERIUS. 1. Emperor of R o m e A.D. 14-37
"naaplng), also the S E A OF GALILEE (I) (tdXaaaa
His full name was TIBERIUS C L A U D I U S N E R O
rfc TaXtXalag), in the Old Testament, CHINK'SCiESAR. H e was the son of T-' 'luidius Nero
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and ot Livia, and was born on the 16th of No- his adoption to tlie death of Augus. is. Tibenm
vember, B C. 42, bofore his mother married Au- was in command of the Roman armies, though
gustus Tiberius was tall and strongly made, he visited R o m e several times. H e was sent
and his health was very good. His face was into Germany A D. 4. H e reduced all Illyricum
nandsome, and his eyes were large. H e was to subjection A.D. 9 ; and in A.D. 12 he had the
carefully educated, and he became well acquaint- honor of a triumph at R o m e for his German and
ed with Greek and Latin literature. His master Dalmatian victories. On the death of Augus
in lhetoric was Theodorus of Gadara. Though tus at Nola, on the 19th of August, A D. 14,
not without military courage, as his life shows, Tiberius, who was on his way to Illyricum, was
he had a great timidity of character, and was immediately summoned home by his mother
of a jealous and suspicious temper ; and these Livia. H e took the imperial power without any
qualities rendered him cruel after he had ac- opposition, affecting all the while a great reluctquired power. In the latter years of his life, ance. H e began his reign by putting to death
particularly, he indulged his lustful propensities Postumus Agrippa, the surviving grandson of
in every way that a depraved imagination could Augustus, and he alleged that it was done pur
suggest: lust and cruelty are not strangers. suant to the command of the late emperor.
H e affected a regard to decency and to exter- W h e n he felt himself sure in his place, he benals. H e was the prince of hypocrites; and gan to exercise his craft. H e took from the
the events of his reign are little more than the popular assemblythe election ofthe magistrates,
exhibition of his detestable character. In B.C. and transferred it to the senate. The news of
. 1, Augustus compelled Tiberius, much againstthe death of Augustus roused a mutiny among
.is will, to divorce his wife Vipsania Agrip- the legions in Pannonia, which was quelled by
' ina, and to marry Julia, the widow of AgrippaDrusus, the son of Tiberius. The armies on
md the emperor's daughter, with w h o m Tibe- the Rhine under Germanicus showed a disposirius, however, did not long live in harmony. tion torejectTiberius, and, if Germanicus had
Tiberius was thus brought into still closer con- been inclined to try the fortune of a campaign,
tact with the imperial family; but, as Caesar he might have had the assistance of the Gerand L. Caesar, the grandsons of Augustus, were man armies against his unele. But Germani
still living, the prospect of Tiberius succeeding cus restored discipline to the army by his firm
to the imperial power seemed very remote. H e ness, and maintained his fidelity to the new em
was employed by Augustus on various military peror. Thefirstyear of his reign was marked
services. In 20 he was sent by Augustus to by the death of Julia, w h o m Augustus had re
restore Tigranes to the throne of Armenia. It moved from Pandataria to Rhegium. The deatl
was during this campaign that Horace address- of Germanicus in the East, in A.D. 19, relievei;
ed one of his epistles to Julius Florus (i., 12), Tiberius from all fear of a rival claimant to the
who was serving under Tiberius. In 15, Dru-' throne ; and it was believed by many that Gersus and his biother Tiberius were engaged in manicus had been poisoned by order of Tibe
warfare with the Raeti, and the exploits of the nus. From this time Tiberius began to indulge
two brothers were sung by Horace (Carm , iv., with lessrestraintin his love of tyranny, and
4, 14) In 13 Tiberius was consul with P. many distinguished senators were soon put to
Quintilius Varus. In 11, while his brother Dru- death on the charge of treason against the emsus was fighting against the Germans, Tiberius peror (lasa majestas). Notwithstanding his sus
conducted the war against the Dalmatians and picious nature, Tiberius gave his complete conagainst the Pannonians. Drusus died in 9, fidence to Sejanus, who for many years posowing to a fall from his horse. On the news sessed the real government ofthe state. This
ofthe accident, Tiberius was sent by Augustus ambitious man aimed at the imperial power
to Drusus, w h o m he found just alive. Tiberius In 23, Drusus, the son of Tiberius, was poisoned
returned to the war in Germany, and crossed by the contrivance of Sejanus. Three years
the Rhine. In 7 he was consul a second time. afterward (26) Tiberius left R o m e and with
In 6 he obtained tbe tribunitia potestas for five drew into Campania. H e never returned to the
years, but during this year ho retired, with the city. H e left on the pretext of dedicating tememperor's permission, to Rhodes, where he spentples in Campania, but his real motives were his
the next seven years. Tacitus says that his dislike to Rome, where he heard a great deal
chief reason for leaving R o m e was to get away that was disagreeable to him, and his wish to
from his wife, who treated him with contempt, indulge his sensual propensities in private. In
and whose licentious life was no secret to her order to secure still greater retirement, he took
husband; probably, too, he was unwilling to up his residence (27) in the island of Capreae,
stay at R o m e when the grandsons of Augustus at a short distance from the Campanian coast
were attaining years of maturity, for there was The death of Livia (29), the emperor's mother,
mutual jealousy between them and Tiberius. released Tiberius from one cause of anxiety.
H e returned to Rome A D 2. H e was relieved H e had long been tired of her because she wishfrom one trouble during his absence, for his ed to exercise authority, and one object in leavwife Julia was banished to the island of Panda- ing R o m e was to be out of her way. Liv ia's
taria (B C. 2), and he never saw her again. death gave Sejanus and Tiberius free scope, io'.
After the deaths of L. Caesar (A.D. 2) and C. Tiberius never entirely released himself from a
Caesar (A.D. 4), Augustus adopted Tiberius, kind of subjection to his mother, and Sejanu
with the view of leaving to him the imperial did not venture to attempt the overthrow ot
power; and, at the same time, he required Ti- Livia's influence. The destruction of Agripberius to adopt Germanicus, the son of his pina and her children was now the chief purbrother Drusus, though Tiberius had a son Dru- pose of Sejanus : hefinallygot from the tyrant
sus by his wife Vipsania. From the year of (31) the reward that was his just desert, an rg
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nonunions death. Vid SEJANUS. The death of ing year (30), Messala, having pacified Gaul
Sejanus was followed by the execution of his was sent into the East. Tibuljas set out in his
friends ; and for the remainder of the reign of company, but was taken ill, and obliged to reTiberius, R o m e continued to be the scene of main in Corcyra, from whence he returned to
tragic occurrences. Tiberius died on the 16th Rome. So ceased the active life of Tibullus ;
of March, 37, at the villa of Lucullus, in Mise- his life is now the chronicle of his poetry and
num. H e was seventy-eight years of age, and of those tender passions wh;ch were the inhad reigned twenty-two years. H e was suc- spiration of his poetry. 'I he first object of his
ceeded by Caius (Caligula), the son of German- attachment is celebrated under the poetic name
icus, but he had himself appointed no successor. of Delia T o Delia are addressed thefirstsix
Tiberius did not die a natural death. It was elegies of thefirstbook. The poet's attachknown that his end was rapidly approaching, ment to Delia had begun before he left R o m e
and having had a faintingfit,he was supposed for Aquitania. But Delia seems to have been
On
to be; dead. Thereupon Caius came forth and faithless during his absence from R o m e
was saluted as emperor; but he was alarmed his return from Corcyra he found her ill, and
by the intelligence that Tiberius had recovered attended her with affectionate solicitude (Eleg.,
and ealled for something to eat. Caius was so i, 5), and hoped to induce her to retire with him
frightened that he did not know what to do; into the country But first a richer lover apout Macro, the praefect of the praetorians, with pears to have supplanted him with the inconmore presence of mind, gave orders that a quan- stant Delia; and afterward there appears 3
tity of" clothes should be thrown on Tiberius, husband in his way. The second book of Eleand that he should be left alone. In the time gies is chiefly devoted to a new mistress named
of Tiberius lived Valerius Maximus, Velleius Nemesis. Besides these two mistresses TibulPaterculus, Phaedrus, Fenestella, and Strabo; lus was enamored of a certain Glycera. H e
also the jurists Massurius Sabinus, M. Cocceius wrote elegies to soften that cruel beauty, w h o m
Nerva, and others. Tiberius wrote a brief com- there seems no reason to confound either with
mentary of his own life, the only book that the Delia, the object of his youthful attachment, or
Emperor Domitian studied : Suetonius made with Nemesis. Glycera, however, is not knowE
use of it for his life of Tiberius. Tiberius also to us from the poetry of Tibullus, but from the
wrote Greek poems, and a lyric poem on the ode of Horace, which gently reproves him for
death of L. Caesar.—2. A philosopher and soph- dwelling so long in his plaintive elegies on the
ist, of unknown time, the author of numerous pitiless Glycera. The poetry of his contempoworks on grammar and rhetoric. One of his raries shows Tibullus as a gentle and singularly
works, on thefiguresin 'he orations of Demos- amiable man. T o Horace especially he was an
object
thenes (irepl rdv irapd UqpooBevei axnpdrav),
is of warm attachment. Besides the ode
which alludes to his passion for Glycera (Hor.,
Still extant, and has been published.
TIEILIS (now Hammam Miskouten ?), a town Carm., i., 33), the epistle of Horace to Tibullus
o( Numidia, in Northern Africa, on the road from gives the most full and pleasing view of his
Cirta to Carthage, with warm springs, called poetical retreat, and of his character : it is
written by a kindred spirit. Horace does homAquae Tibilitanae.
TIBISOUM, a town of Dacia and a Roman mu- age to that perfect purity of taste which distinguishes the poetry of Tibullus ; he takes pride
nicipium on the River Tibiscus.
TIBISCUS or TIBISSUS, probably the same as in the candid but favorable judgment of his own
The time of Tibullus he supposes to
the P A R T H I S C U S or P A R T H I S S U S (now Theiss), a satires
river of Dacia, forming the western boundary be shared between thefinishinghis exquisite
of that country, rising in the Montes Carpates, small poems, which were to surpass even those
of Cassius of Parma, up to that time the models
and falling into the Danube.
TIBULLUS, ALBIUS, the Roman poet, was of of that kind of composition, and the enjoyment
equestrian family. The date of his birth is un- of the country. Tibullus possessed, according
certain ; but he died young, soon after Virgil. to his friend's notions, all the blessings of life—
His birth is therefore placed by conjecture B.C. a competent fortune, favor with the great, fame,
54, and his death B.C. 18. Of his youth and health ; and he seemed to know how to enjoy
education, absolutely nothing is known. The all those blessings. Thefirsttwo books alone
estate belonging to the equestrian ancestors of of the Elegies, under the name of Tibullus, are
Tibullus was at Pedum, between Tibur and of undoubted authenticity. The third i? the
Praeneste. This property, like that of the other work of another, a very inferior poet, Vbether
great poets ofthe day, Virgil and Horace, had Lygdamus be a real or fictitious name or not.
been either entirely or partially confiscated dur- This poet was much younger than Tibullus, for
ing the civil wars ; yet Tibullus retained or re- he was born in the year of the battle of Mutina,
covered part of it, and spent there the better 43. The hexameter poem on Messala, which
portion of his short, but peaceful and happy life. opens the fourth book, is so bad that, although
His great patron was Messala, w h o m he accom- a successful elegiac poet may have failed when
panied in 31 into Aquitania, whither Messala he attempted epic verse, it can not well be ashad been sent by Augustus to suppress a formi- cribed to a writer of the exquisite taste of Tidable insurrection which had broken out in this bullus. The smaller elegies of the fourth book
province. Part of the glory of the Aquitanian have ill the inimitable grace and simplicity of
campaign, which Tibullus celebrates in language Tibullus. With the exception ofthe thirteenth
of unwonted loftiness, redounds, according to (of which some lines are hardly surpassed by
the poet, to his own fame. H e was present at Tibullus himself), these poems i elate to the love
the battle of Atax (Ande in Languedoc), which of a certain Sulpicia, a woman of noble birth.
broke the Aquitan:an xe&ellion. In the follow- for Cerinthus, the real or fictitious name of a
ers
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eeauli/ul youth. Nor is there any improbability 'Papia, which it still retains ur.rhr tho .-.iighti*
in supposing that Tibullus m a y have written changed form of Pavia.
elegies in the name or by the desire of Sulpicia.
TICINUS (now Tessino), an important river n
tf Sulpicia was herself the poetess, she ap- Gallia Cisaipina, rises ip Mons Adula, and afte/
proached nearer to Tibullus than any other flowing through Lacus ferbanus (now Lag*
writer of elegies. The first book of Elegies Maggiore), falls into the Po near Ticinum. 1»
alone seems to have been published during the was upon the bank of this river that Hannital
author's life, probably soon after the triumph of gained hisfirstvictory over the Romans iy the
Messala (27)
The second book no doubt did defeat of P. Scipio, B.C. 218.
not appear till after the death of Tibullus. With
TIPATA, a mountain in Campania, east of Cait, according to our conjecture, may have been pua, near which the Samnites defeated the Campublished the elegies of his imitator, perhaps his panians, and where at a later time Sulla gained
friend and associate in the society of Messala, a victory over the proconsul Norbanus On this
Lygdamus (if that be a real name), i. e., the
mountain there was a temple of Diana, and also
third book; and likewise the fourth, made up one of Jupiter of some celebrity.
of poems belonging, as it were, to this intimate TIFERNUM. 1. T I B E E I N U M (TifernatGs Tiberi.
society of Messala, the Panegyric by some name- ni, pi. : now Citta ii Castello), a town of Urn
less author, which, feeble as it is, seems to bebria, near the sources of the River Tiber,
of that age ; the poems in the name of Sulpicia, whence its surname, and upon the confines of
with the concluding one, the thirteenth, a frag- Etruria. Near this town the younger Pliny had
ment of Tibullus himself. The best editions of a villa — 2 . M E T A U E E N S E (Tifernates MetaurenTibullus are by Lachmann, Berol., 1829, and,by ses: now S Angela in Vaio), a town in U m Dissen, Gottingen, 1835.
bria, east ofthe preceding, on the River MetauT I B U E (Tiburs, pi. Tiburtes, Tiburtlnus: n o w
rus, whence its surname.—3. A town in SamTivoli), one of the most ancient towns of La-nium, on the River Tifernus.
tium, sixteen miles northeast of Rome, situated
T I F E R N U S (now Bifcrno), a river of Samnium,
on the slope of a hill (hence ealled by Horace rising in the Apennines, and flowing through
supinum. Tibur), on the left bank of the Anio,
the country of the Frentani into the Adriatic.
which here forms a magnificent water-fall. It
T I G E L L I N U S S O P H O N I U S , the son of a native
is said to have been originally built by the Sie- of Agrigentum, owed his rise from poverty and
uli, and to have afterward passed into the pos- obscurity to his handsome person and his unsession ofthe Aborigines and Pelasgi. Accord- scrupulous character. H e was banished to Scyling to tradition, it derived its name from Tibur- laceum in Bruttii (A.D. 39-40) for an intrigue
tus, son of Catillus, who emigrated from Greece with Agrippina and Julia Livilla, sisteis of Cawith Evander. It was afterward one of the ligula. H e was probably among the exi.es rechief towns of the Latin league, and became stored by Agrippina, after she became empress,
subject to R o m e with the other Latin cities on since early in Nero's reign he was again in fathefinalsubjugation of Latium in B C. 338. Un- vor at court, and on the death of Burrus (63)
der the Romans Tibur continued to be a large was appointed praetorian prefect jointly with
andflourishingtown, since the salubrity and Fenius Rufus. Tigellinus ministered to Nero's
beautiful scenery of tho place led many of the worst passions, and of all his favorites was the
most distinguished Roman nobles to build here most obnoxious to the Roman people. H e inmagnificent villas. Of these the most splendid flamed his jealousy or his avarice against tbe
was the villa of the Emperor Hadrian, in the noblest members of the senate and the most
extensive remains ofwhich many valuable spec- pliant dependants of the court. In 65, Tigelliimens of ancient art have been discovered. nus entertained Nero in his iEmilian gardens
Here also the celebrated Zenobia lived after with a sumptuous profligacy unsurpassed even
adorning the triumph of her conqueror Aure- in that age, and in the same year shared with
lian. Horace likewise had a country house him the odium of burning Rome, since the conin the neighborhood of Tibur which he prefer- flagration had broken out on the scene of tho
red to all his other residences. The deity chief- banquet. On Nero's fall he joined with N y m ly worshipped at Tibur was Hercules; and in phidius Sabinus, who had succeeded Fenius
the neighborhood was the grove and temple of B.ufus as praetorian prefect, in transferring tho
the Sibyl Albunea, whose oracles were consult- allegiance of the soldiers to Galba. The people
ed from the most ancient times. Vid. A L B U - clamorously demanded his death. During the
NEA. The surrounding country produced ex- brief reign of Galba his life was spared, but On
cellent olives, and also contained some celebra- the accession of Otho he was compelled to put
ted stone quarries. There was a road from an end to his own life.
R o m e leading to Tibur, called Via Tiburtina,
TIGELLIUS H E R M O G E N E S .
Vii. HErMOGENEB.
which was continued from the town under the
T I G R A N E S (Tiypdvng), kings of Armenia. 1.
name of the Via Valeria, past Corfinium to Adria. Reigned B 0. 96-56 or 55 H e united undei
TICHIS or T E C U M .
Vii. T E C U M .
his sway not only all Armenia, but several ci
TICHIUSSA (Teixtovoaa), a fortress in the terthe neighboring provinces, such as Atropatene
itory of Miletus.
and Gordyene, and thus raised himself to a deTICINUM (Ticinensis: now Pavid), a town of gree of power far superior to that enjoyed bj
the Laevi, or, according to others, of the Insu- any of his predecessors. H e assumed the pompbres, in Gallia Cisalpina, on the left bank ofthe ous title of king of kings, and always appeared
Ticinus. It was subsequently a Roman muni- in public accompanied by some of his tributary
cipium ; but it owed its greatness to the Lom- princes as attendants
His power was alse
bard kings, who made it the cardial of their do- greatly strengthened by his alliance with Mithminions. The Lombards gave '; the name if radates the Great, kir g of Pontus, whose daugb
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ter Cleopatra he had married at an early period Tigranes on a height by the Rivei Nice phonos
of his reign. In consequence ofthe dissensions in the valley between Mounts Masius and Ni
in the royal family of Syria, Tigranes was en- phates. It was strongly fortified, and peopled
abled in 83 to make himself master of the whole chiefly with Macedonians and Greeks, forcibly
Syrian monarchy from the Euphrates to the removed from Cappadoeia and Cilicia; but, aftei
sea. H e was now at the summit of his power, the defeat of Tigranes by Lucullus under itf.
and continued in the undisputed possession of walls, these people were permitted to return to
these extensive dominions for nearly fourteen their homes. The city was, at the same time,
years. At the instigation of his son-in-law partially destroyed ; but it still remained a conMithradates, he invaded Cappadoeia in 74, and siderable place.
is said to have carried off into captivity no less TIGRIS, generally -IDOS and -is (b Tlypig, gen
than three hundred thousand of the inhabit- erally Tiypibog and Tiypiog, also Tiypng, generants, a laige portion of w h o m he settled in his ally Tlypnrog: now Tigris), a great river of
newly fmioded capital of Tigranocerta. Vid. Western Asia, rises from several sources on the
TIGR4NOCEP,TA
In other respects he appears southern side of that part of the Taurus chain
to have furnished little support to Mithradates called Niphates, in Armenia, and flows'southin his war against the Romans; but when the east,firstthrough the narrow valley between
Romans haughtily demanded from him the Mount Masius and the prolongation of Mount
surrender of Mithradates, who had taken ref- Niphates, and then through the great plain which
uge in his dominions, he returned a peremp- is bounded on the east by the last-named chain,
tory refusal, accompanied with an express dec- till it falls into the head of the Persian Gulf,
laration of war. Lucullus invaded Armenia after receiving the Euphrates from the west.
in 69, defeated the mighty host which Tigranes (Compare E U P H R A T E S ) Its other chief tribuled against him, and followed up his victory taries, all falling into its eastern side, were the
by the capture of Tigranocerta. In the fol- N I C E P H O R I U S or C E N T R I T E S , the L Y C U S , the C*
lowing year (68) the united forces of Tigranes PRUS, the P H Y S C U S , the G O R G U S , SILLAS, or D E and Mithradates were again defeated by Lu- LAS, the G Y N D E S , and the C H O A S P E S . It divided
cullus ; but the mutinous disposition of the Assyria and Susiana on the east, from MesopoRoman troops prevented Lucullus from gain- tamia and Babylonia, and (at its mouth) Arabia,
ing any further advantages over the Armenian on the west. The name is sometimes applied
king, and enabled the latter not only to regain to the PASITIGEIS.
his dominions, but also to invade Cappadoeia.
TIGURINI, a tribe ofthe Helvetii, who joined
The arrival of Pompey (66) soon changed the the Cimbri in invading the country of the Alloface of events. Mithradates, after his final de- broges in Gaul, where they defeated the consul
feat by Pompey, once more threw himself upon L. Cassius Longinus, B.C. 107. They formed
the support of his son-in law; but Tigranes, in the time of Caesar the most important ofthe
who suspected him of abetting the designs of four cantons (pagi) into which the Helvetii were
his son Tigranes, who had rebelled against his divided. It was perhaps from this people that
father,refusedto receive him, while he himself the town of Tigurum (now Zurich) derived its
Hastened to make overtures of submission to name, though this name does not occur in any
pompey That general had already advanced ancient writer.
into the heart of Armenia under the guidance
TILPHUSIUM (Ti?,tj>ovcriov, TiXfyoboctio
of the young Tigranes, when the old king re- TiXtjsdaaiov: TiX<jiovowg,I>ov TtXipdalog),
paired in person to the Roman camp, and, pre- in Bceotia, situated upon a mountain of the
senting himself as a suppliant before Pompey, same name, south of Lake Copais, and between
laid his tiara at his feet. By this act of humili- Coronea and Haliartus. It derived its name
ation he at once conciliated the favor ofthe con- from the fountain Tilphusa, which was sacred
queror, who treated him in a friendly manner, to Apollo, and where Tiresias is said to have
and left him in possession of Armenia Proper been buried.
with the title of king, depriving him only of the TIMJBUS (Tipawg) 1. The historian, was the
provinces of Sophene and Gordyene, which he son of Andromachus, tyrant of Tauromenium,
erected into a separate kingdom for his son Ti- in Sicily. Timaeus attained the age of ninetygranes. The elder monarch was so overjoyed at six ; and though we do not know the exact date
obtaining these unexpectedly favorable terms, either of his birth or death, w e can not be fai
that he not only paid the sum of six thousand wrong in placing his birth in B.C. 352, and his
talents demanded by Pompey, but added a large death in 256. Timaeus received instruction
6um as a donation to his army, and continued from Philiscus, the Milesian, a disciple of Isocever after the steadfast friend of the Roman gen-rates ; but w e have no further particulars of
eral. He died in 56 or 55, and was succeeded his life, except that he was banished from Sicily
oy his son Artavasdes.—2. Son of Artavasdes, by Agathocles, and passed his exile at Athens,
and grandson of the preceding. H e was living where he had livedfiftyyears when he wrote
an exile at Rome, when a party of his country- the thirty-fourth look cf his history. The great
men, discontented with the rule of his elder woik of Timaeus was a history of Sicily from
brother, Artaxias, sent to request that he shouldthe earliest times to 264, in which year Polybius
be placed on the throne. T o this Augustus as- commences the introduction to his work. This
sented, and Tiberius was charged with the duty history was one of great extent. W e have a
of accomplishing it, a task which he effected quotation from the thirty eighth book, and there
apparently without opposition (B.C. 20).
were probably many books after this. The value
T I G R A N O C E R T A (rd Tiypavoxepra and y Tiyp ,and authority of Timaeus as an historian have
s. t., in Armenian, the City of Tigranes : ruins
been most vehemently attacked by Polybius in
st Seel), the Inter capital of Armenia, built bv many parts of his vrr>rk. Most of tbe charges
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al Polybius appear to have been well founded ; was finally given up at his o w n instigation.
lut he has not only omitted to mention some But instead of a trial, which 1 e had expected,
ofthe peculiar excellences of Timaeus, but has he w a s sent with the other culprits to Coriath
even regarded these excellences as deserving by Pausanias, and there put to cleath.]
the severest censure. Thus it w a s one of the T I M A N T H E S (TipdvBiig), a celebrated Greek
great merits of Timaeus, for which he is loudly painter at Sicyon, contemporary with Zeuxi^
denounced by Polybius, that he attempted to and Parrhasius, about B.C. 400. T h e mastergive the mytl s in their simplest and most gen- piece of Timanthes w a s his celebrated picture
uine form, as related by the most ancient writ- of the sacrifice of Iphiger.ia, in which A g a m e m ers Timaeus, also, collected the materials of non w a s painted with his face hiddpn in his
his history with the greatest diligence and care, mantle. T h e ancient critics tell ns that the
a fact which even Polybius is obliged to admit. picture showed Iphigenia standing by the altar,
H e likewise paid very great attention to chro- surrounded, among the assistants, by Calchas,
nology, and w a s thefirstwriter wrho introduced whose prophetic voice had demanded her sacrithe practice of recording events by Olympiads, fice, and whose hand w a s about to complete it .
which w a s adopted by almost all subsequent Ulysses, w h o had brought her from her home,
writeis of Greek history. T h e fragments of and Menelaus, her father's brother, all manifestTimaeus have been collected by Gbller, in his ing different degrees of grief, so that, w h e n the
artist had paioted the sorrow of Calchas, and
De Situ et Origine Syracusarum, Lips , 1818, and
by Car. and Theod. Muller, in the Fragmenta the deeper sorrow of Ulysses, and had added all
his powers to express the w o e of Menelaus, his
Historic. Grac , Paris, 1841. — 2 O f Locri, in
Italy, a Pythagorean philosopher, is said to have resources were exhausted, and, unable to give
been a teacher of Plato. There is an extant a powerful expression to the agony ofthe father
work, bearing his name, written in the Doric he covered his head with a veil But this is
clearly not the reason w h y Timanthes hid the
dialect, and entitled irepl ipvxdg Koopov KOI ij>voiog:
but its genuineness is very doubtful, and it is face of A g a m e m n o n . T h e critics ascribe tc
in all probability nothing more than an abridg- impotence what w a s the forbearance of judg
ment of Plato's dialogue of Timaus. T h e best ment. Timanthes felt like a father: he did not
edition is by Gelder, Leyden, 1836 — 3. T h e hide the face of A g a m e m n o n because it w a s
Sophist, wrote a Lexicon to Plato, addressed to beyond the possibility, but because it w a s bea certain Gentianus, which is still extant. T h e yond the dignity of expression. If he made
time at which he lived is quite uncertain. H e A g a m e m n o n bear his calamity as a m a n , he
is usually placed in the third century of the made him also feel it as a man. It became the
Christian era, which produced so m a n y ardent leader of Greece to sanction the ceremony with
admireis of the Platonic philosophy, such as his presence, but it did not become the father to
Porphyry,. Longinus, Plotinus, &c. T h e Lexi- see his daughter beneath the dagger's point.
[TiMAsioN(Tip;aa('(.)p), a Dardanian, served unaon is very brief, and bears the title Tipaiov
vofyiorov'EKrdv rov HXdravog Xe&av. It is evi-der Clearchus in Asia, and afterward joined the
dent that the work has received several inter- expedition of the younger Cyrus against Artapolations, especially in explanations of words xerxes. After the arrest and murder of the
occurring in Herodotus. But it is one of great generals by Tissaphernes, Timasion was chosen
value, and the explanations of words are some in the place of Clearchus, and he and Xenophon.
of the very best which have come down to us as the youngest, had c o m m a n d of the rear
from the ancient grammarians. It has been ed- W h e n the army had reached Cotyora, he enited by R,uhnken, Leyden, 1754, and again, Ley- deavored to extort money as well as the means
den, 1789; and by Koch, Leipzig, 1828 and 1833. of conveyance from some of tfi.<s neighboring
T I M A G E N E S (Tipayevng), a rhetorician and a cities by the report of Xenophon'a intention to
historian, w a s a native of Alexandrea, from found a city in Pontus, but w a s foiled by Xenwhich place he w a s carried as a prisoner to ophon's refusing to lend himself to his designs.
R o m e , where lie w a sfirstemployed as a slave Timasion, in the subsequent movements, continin menial offices, but being liberated by Faustus ued with Xenophon until they crossed over into
Sulla, the son ofthe dictator, he opened a school Europe, and also entered with him into the servof rhetoric, in which he taught with great suc- ice of" Seuthes. After this he probably returncess (Comp. Hor., Ep., i, 19,15.) T h e E m - ed to Asia with the army, w h e n it entered the
peror Augustus induced him to write a history Spartan service under Thimbron.]
T I M A V U S (now Timavo), a small river in the
of his exploits ; but having offended Augustus
by sarcastic remarks upon his family, he w a s north of Italy, forming the boundary between
forbidden the palace ; whereupon he burned his Istria and Venetia, and falling into the Sinus
historical works, gave up his rhetorical school, Tergestinus in the Adriatic, between Tergeste
and retired from R o m e to the house of his and Aquileia. This river is frequently celefriend Asinius Pollio at Tusculum. H e after- brated by the poets and other ancient writers
ward went to the East, and died at D a b a n u m in w h o speak of its numerous sources, its lake
and its subterraneous passage ; but these ac.Mesopotamia.
[ T I M A G E N I D A S (Tipaytvibag or -ISng), a Theban, counts seem, to a great extent, fabulous.
[TIMESIAS (Tiunoiag), or T I M E S I U S (Tt/ir/aiog),
son of Herpys, advised Mardonius in his invasion of Greece to occupy the passes of Mount oi Clazomenae, w a s thefirstfounder of th«e colCithaeron, so as to cut off the re-enforcements ony of Abdera in Thrace H e v a s expelled by
and supplies that were coming through them to the Thracians, but w a s afterward worshipped
the Greeks. After the battle of Plataeae, his sur- as a hero at Abdera by the Tei(. ns, w h o found
render (with that of the other Theban traitors ed a second colony at that pis* o ]
*o the nationrl cause) w a s demanded and he l r T M E S I T H B is (TtpnalBeoc), 3 T^apczuntiai895
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poxents «I the Mossynceci, sent by the Greeks Timaenetus and Demariste, belonged to one «si
under Xenophon to treat with the Mossynceci the noblest families at Corinth His early life
about a passage through their territory: in an w a s stained by a dreadful deed of blood
We
interview between the magistrates of the Mos- are told that so ardent w a s his love of liberty,
synceci and theGreekgenerals,Tiinesitheus act- that when his brother Timophanes endeavored
ed as interpreter ]
to m a k e himself tyrant of their native city, Tl
T I M O C L E S (TipoKXrjg), a distinguished Athe-moleon murdered him rather than allow him to
nian comic poet of the Middle Comedy, w h o destroy the liberty of the state. T h e muriler
lived at a period w h e n the revival of political was perpetiated just before an embassy arrived
energy, in consequence of the encroachments from several of the Greek cities of Sicily, beg
of Philip,restoredto the Middle C o m e d y m u c h ging the Corinthians to send assistance to tha
of the vigor andrealaim of the Old. H e is con- island, which w a s distracted by inteinal diss a nspicuous for the freedom with which he dis- sions, and w a s expecting an invasion of the
cussed public m e n and measures, as well as for Carthaginians. It is said that the Corinthians
the number of his diamas and the purity of his were at the very m o m e n t of the arrival of the
style. H efiourishedfrom about the middle of Sicilians deliberating respecting Timoleon's act,
the fourth century B.C. till after 324, so that at and had not come to any decisionrespectingit;
the beginning of his career he w a s in part con- and that they avoided the difficulty of a decision
temporary with Antiphanes, and at the end of by appointing him to the c o m m a n d ofthe Sicilit with Menander. [The fragments of his C o m - ian expedition, with the singular provision, that
edies aie edited by Meineke in the Comic. Grac. if he conducted himself justly in the command,
Fragm , vol. ii, 798-811, edit, minor ]
they would regard him as a tyrannicide, and
[ T I M O C E A T E S (TipoKpari/g). 1. A Lacedaemo- honor him accordingly ; but if otherwise, they
nian, one ofthe three counsellors sent to assist would punish him as a fratricide. T o whatever
C n e m u s after his first defeat by Phormion in causes Timoleon owed his appointment, his ex
the Corinthian Gulf in B.C. 429. In the second traordinary success more than justified the conbattle there, shortly after, Timocrates having fidence which had been reposed in him His
had the vessel, on board which he himself was, history reads almost like a romance -, and yet
sunk by an Athenian galley, slew himself, and of the main facts of the narrative w e can not
his body w a s washed into the harbor of Naupac- entertain any reasonable doubt. Although the
tus.—2. A n Athenian, w a s one of the commis- Corinthians had readily assented to the requests
sioners for concluding the fifty years' truce be- of the Sicilians in the appointment of a comtween Athens and Sparta in B.C. 421, and also mander, they were not prepared to make many
the separate treaty between these states in the sacrifices in their favor, and accordingly it was
g a m e year.—3 A n Athenian, in B.C. 406, w a s only with ten triremes and seven hundred mera m e m b e r of the Council of Five Hundred, be- cenaries that Timoleon sailed from Corinth to
fore which the generals w h o had conquered at repel the Carthaginians, anrt restore order to the
Arginusae gave in their account. (Perhaps the Sicilian cities. H e reach'd Sicily in B C. 344,
same as No. 2 )—4. A Rhodian, w h o w a s sent and straightway marched against Syracuse, of
into Greece by the satrap Tithraustes in B.C. two quarters ofwhich he obtained possession
395, talcing with him fifty talents wherewith to In the following spring(343), Dionysius, despair
bribe the leading m e n in the several states to ing of success, surrendered tbe citadel to Ti
excite a war against Sparta at home, and so to moleon, on condition of his being allowed to de
compel the return of Agesilaus from his vic- part in safety to Corinth. Vid. D I O N Y S I U S
torious career in Asia. Plutarch calls him Her- Timoleon soon afterward obtained possession of
mocrates — 5 . A Lacedaemonian, w a s one of the the whole of Syracuse. H e destroyed the citaambassadors w h o were sent to Athens in B C. del, which had been for so m a n y years the seal
369 to settle the terms of alliance between the and bulwaik of the power of the tyrants, and
Athenians and the Spartans.—6. A Syracusan, restored the democratical form of government.
w h o c o m m a n d e d a squadron of twelve galleys H e then proceeded to expel the tyrants from the
sent by Dionysius the younger to the aid of other Greek cities of Sicily, but w a s interrupt
Sparta in B C. 366. T h e arrival of this force ed in this undertaking by a formidable invasion
enaoled the Spartans to reduce Sellasia, which of the Carthaginians, w h o landed at Lilybaeum
had revolted from them.]
in 339, with an immense army, under the comT I M O C R E O N (TtaoKpeav), of Rhodes, a lyric m a n d of Hasdrubal and Hamilcar, consisting of
poet, celebrated for the bitter and pugnacious seventy thousand foot and ten thousand horse
spirit of his works, and especially for his attacks Such an overwhelming force struck the Greeks
on Themistocles and Simonides. H e w a s a na- with consternation and dismay. So great was
tive of Ialysus in Rhodes, whence he w a s ban- their alarm, that Timoleon could only induce
ished on the then c o m m o n charge of an inclina- twelve thousand m e n to march with him against
tion toward Persia (pndwpbg); and in this ban- the Carthaginians. But with this small forca
ishment he w a s left neglected by Themistocles, he gained a brilliant victory over the Carthaginw h o had formeily been his friend, and his con- ians on the river Crimissus (339.) This vie
nection by the ties of hospitality. Timocreon tory justly ranks as one of the greatest gained
w a 3 etillflourishingafter B.C. 471, since one by Greeks over barbarians. T h e booty which
of his poems, of which w e have a fragment, Timoleon acquired w a s prodigious ; and some
was an attack upon Themistocles after the exile of the richest of the spoils he sent to Corinth
of the latter. It appears that Timocreor w a a and other cities in Greece, thus diffusing the
B m a n of prodigious strength, which he sustain- glory of his victory throughout the mother coun
ed by great voracity.
try. Timoleon n o w resolved to carry into exe
T I M O L E O N (Tipo?.(av), son of Timodemus or cition his project of expelling all the tyianu
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.rota Sicily. O f these, two ofthe most power- ened circumstances, he spent some time on the
r
ul, Hieetas of Leontini, and Mamercus of Ca- Hellespont and the Propontis, and taught al
tana, had recourse to the Carthaginians for as- Chalcedon as a sophist with such success that
sistance, w h o sent Gisco to Sicily with a fleet he realized a fortune. H e then removed to
of seventy ships and a body of Greek mercena- Athens, where he passed the remainder of bis
ries. Although Gisco gained a few successes life, with the exception of a short residence al
atfirst,the war was, upon the whole, favorable Thebes. H e died at the age of almost ninety
*o Timoleon, and the Carthaginians were there- Timon appears to have been endowed bj nature
fore glad to conclude a treaty with the latter in with a powerful and active mind, and with thaS
338, by which the River Halycus was fixed as quick perception of the follies of m e n which he
the boundary of the Carthaginian and Greek trays its possessor into a spirit of universal endominions in Sicily. It w a s during the war trust both of m e n and truths, so as to make him
with Gisco that Hieetas fell into the hands of a skeptic in philosophy and a satirist in every
Timoleon, and w a s massacred by his order. His thing. H e wrote numerous works both in prose
wife and daughters were carried to Syracuse, and poetry. T h e most celebrated of his poems
where they were executed by the people, as a were the satiric compositions called Silli (alXsatisfaction to the manes of Dion, whose wife Xoi), a word of somewhat doubtful etymology,
Arete and sister Aristomache had both been put but which undoubtedly describes metrical c o m
to death by Hieetas. This is one ofthe greatest positions of a character at once ludicrous and
stains upon Timoleon's character, as he might sarcastic. T h e invention of this species ot
easily have saved these unfortunate w o m e n if poetry is ascribed to Xenophanes of Colophon.
he had chosen. After the treaty between the Vid. X E N O P H A N E S . T h e Silli of T i m o n were is
Carthaginians and Timoleon, Mamercus, being three books, in the first of which he spoke in his
unable to maintain himself in Catana, fled to o w n person, and the other two are in the form
Messana, where he took refuge with Hippon, of a dialogue between the author and Xenophatyrant of that city. Timoleon quickly followed, nes of Colophon, in which Timon proposed ques
and besieged Messana so vigorously by sea and tions, to which Xenophanes replied at length.
lan<1, that Hippon, despairing of holding out, T h e subject was a sarcastic account ofthe ten
attempted to escape by sea, but w a s taken and ets of all philosophers, living and dead ; an un.
put to death in the public theatre. Mamercus bounded field for skepticism and satire. They
n o w surrendered, stipulating only for a public were in hexameter verse, and, from the w a y in
trial before the Syracusans, with the condition which they are mentioned by the ancient wi tthat Timoleon should not appear as his accuser. ers, as well as from the few fragments of thera
But as soon as he w a s brought into the assem- which have come down to us, it is evident tha'
nly at Syracuse, the people refused to hear him, they were very admirable productions of thef>
and unanimously condemned him to death. Thus kind T h e fragments of his poems are collected
almost all the tyrants were expelled from the by Wolke, De Gracorum Sillis, Varsav., 1820;
Greek cities in Sicily, and a democratical form and by Paul, Dissertatio de Sillis, Berol, 1821.of government established in their place. Ti- 2. T h e Misanthrope (d piodvBpuirog), lived in tho
moleon, however, w a s in reality the ruler of Si- time of the Peloponnesian war. H e w a s an
cily, for all the states consulted him on every Athenian, of the demos of Colyttus, and hio
In consematter of importance ; and the wisdom of his father's n a m e w a s Echecratides
rule is attested by theflourishingcondition of quence ofthe ingratitude he experienced, and
the island for several years even after his death. the disappointments he suffered from his early
H e did not, however, assume any title or office, friends and companions, he secluded himself en
but resided as a private citizen among the Syr- tirely from the world, admitting no one to his
acusans. Timoleon died in 337, having become society except Alcibiades, in whose reckless and
blind a short time before his death. H e w a s variable disposition he probably found pleasure
buried at the public expense in the market-place in tracing and studying an image of the world
at Syracuse, where his m o n u m e n t w a s after- he had abandoned ; and at last he is said to have
ward sunounded with porticoes and a gymna- died in consequence of refusing to suffer a sursium, which w a s called after him the Timoleon- geon to come \o him to set a broken limb. O n e
teum. Annual games were also instituted in of Lucian's pieces bears his name.
[ T I M O F H A N E S (Tipoibavng), the brother of Tihis honor.
T I M O M A C H U S (Tipopaxog), a distinguished moleon. Vid. T I M O L E O N . ]
T I M O T H E U S (Tiubdeog). 1. Son of Conon, the
painter of Byzantium, lived in the time of Julius Caesar (according to Pliny), w h o purchased famous general, w a s himself a distinguished
two of his pictures, the Ajax and Medea, for the Athenian general. H e wasfirstappointed to
immense s u m of eighty Attic talents, and ded- a public c o m m a n d in B.C. 378, and from this
icated them in the temple of Venus Genitrix. time his name frequently occurs as one of the
It has been supposed, however, by some mod- Athenian generals down to 356. In this year
ern w iters, that Timomachus lived at an ear- he w a s associated with Iphierates, Menestheus.
and Chares in the c o m m a n d of the Athenian
lier period.
T I M O N (Tluav). 1. T h e son of Timarchus of fleet. In consequence of his conduct in this
Phlius, a philosopher ofthe sect ofthe Skeptics, war, he w a s arraigned in 354, and condemned
flourished in thereignof Ptolemy Philadelphus,to the crushing fine of one hundred talents
about B.C. 279, and onward. H efirststudied (more than £24,000). Being unable to pay the
philosophy at Megara, under Stilpon, and then fine, he withdrew to Chalcis in Eubcea, when.
returned h o m e and married. H e next went to he died shortly after. T h e Athenians subElis with his wife, and heard Pyrrhon, whose sequently remitted nine tenths of the penalty,
tenetp he adopted Drive'-, ^rom Eii-° ' y strait-'.nd allowr-i his so;> '>non to expend tho re
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maintier on the repair of the walls, which the of the Vedra, marking the eastern termii.atioa
famous Conon had restored.—2. Son of Clear- ofthe wall of Hadrian.]
chus, the tyrant of Heraciea on the Euxine,
TINGIS (rj Tiyyig: now Tangier), a city 0?
whom he succeeded in the sovereignty B.C. Mauretania, on the southern coast ofthe Fre
353 There is extant a letter addressed to him turn Gaditanum (now Straits of Gihaltar), was
by Isocrates.—3. A celebrated musician and a place of very great antiquity It was made
poet of the later Athenian dithyramb, was a by Augustus a free city, and by Claudius a colnative of Miletus, and the son of Thersander. ony, and the capital of Mauretania Tingitana.
H e was born B.C. 446, and died in 357, in the
TINIA (now Timia), a small river in Umbria.
ninetieth year of bis age. Ofthe details of his rising near Spoletium, and falling into the Ti
1 fe w e have very little information. H e was ber after receiving the Clitumnus.
atfirstunfortunate in his professional efforts.
[TIPH^E.
Vid. SIPH^E ]
Even the Athenians, fond as they were of nov[TIPHYS (Tl<j>vg), son of Hagnius, or, accordny
elty, were offended at the bold innovations of to others, of Phorbas, born at Tiphae or Siphaa
Timotheus, and hissed off his performance. On in Bceotia, or at Aphormium, in the territory of
this occasion it is said that Euripides encour- the Thespians, was the pilot of the Argo, but
aged Timotheus by the prediction that he would died before the ArgonautsreachedColchis.]
soon have the theatres at his feet. This predic- TIRESIAS (Tetpnoiag), a Theban, son of Eution appears to have been accomplished in the eres and Chariclo, was one ofthe most renownvast popularity which Timotheus afterward en- ed soothsayers in all antiquity. H e was blind
joyed. The Ephesians rewarded him, for his from his seventh year, but lived to a very old
dedicatory hymn to Diana (Artemis), with the age. It was believed that his blindness was
sum of one thousand pieces of gold ; and the lastoccasioned by his having revealed to men things
accomplishment by which the education of the which they ought not to have known, or by his
Arcadian youth wasfinished,was learning the having seen Athena while she was bathing, on
nomes of Timotheus and Philoxenus Timo- which occasion the goddess deprived him of
theus is said to have died in Macedonia. H e sight by sprinkling water upon his face. Charidelighted in the most artificial and intricate clo prayed to Minerva (Athena) to restore his
forms of musieal expression, and he used in- sight, but as the goddess was unable to do this,
strumental music, without a vocal accompani- she conferred upon him the power of underment, to a greater extent than any previous standing the voices of birds, and gave him a
composer. Perhaps the most important of his staff, with the help of which he could walk as
innovations, as the means of introducing all safely as if he had his eyesight. Another trathe ethers, was his addition to the number of dition accounts for his blindness in the followthe strings of the cithara. Respecting the pre-ing manner. Once, when on Mount Cithaeron
cise nature of that addition the ancient writers (others say Cyllene), he saw a male and a feare not agreed ; but it is most improbable, from male serpent together ; he struck at them with
the whole evidence, that the lyre of Timotheus his staff, and as he happened to kill the female,
had eleven strings. It is said that, when Timo-he himself was metamorphosed into a woman.
theus visited Sparta, and entered the musical Seven years later he again saw two serpents,
contest at Carnea, one of the ephors snatched and now killing the male, he again became a
away his lyre, and cut from it the strings, fourman. It was for this reason that Jupiter (Zeus)
in number, by which it exceeded the seven- and Juno (Hera), when disputing whether a man
stringed lyre of Terpander, and, as a memorial or a woman had more enjoyments, referred the
of this public vindication ofthe ancient simplic- matter to Tiresias, who declared that women
ity of music, and for a warning to future inno- enjoyed more pleasure than men. Juno (Hera),
vators, the Lacedaemonians hung up the muti- indignant at the answer, deprived him of sight,
lated lyre of Timotheus in their Scias. With but Jupiter (Zeus) gave him the power of prophregard to the subjects of his compositions, and ecy, and granted him a life which was to last
the manner in which he treated them, w e have for seven or nine generations. In the war of
abundant evidence that he even went beyond the Seven against Thebes, he declared that
the other musicians of the period in the liber- Thebes should be victorious if Menceceus would
ties which he took with the ancient myths, in sacrifice himself; and during the war of the
the attempt to make his music imitative as well Epigoni, when the Thebans had been defeated,
as expressive, and in the confusion of the dif- he advised them to commence negotiations of
ferent departments of lyric poetry; in one word, peace, and to avail themselves of the opportuin the application of that false principle, which nity that would thus be afforded them to take
also misled his friend Euripides, that pleasure toflight.H e himself fled with them (or, acm the end of poetry.—4. A distinguished flute-cording to others, he was carried to Delphi as
player of Thebes,flourishedunder Alexander a captive), but on his way he drank from the
the Great, on w h o m his music made so power- well of Tilphossa and died. His daughter Manful an impression, that once, in the midst of a to (or Daphne) was sent by the victoiious Arperformance by Timotheus of an Or'hianNome gives to Delphi as a present to Apollo. Even
to Athena, Alexander started from his seat and in the lower world Tiresias was believed to reseized his arms.—5. A statuary and sculptor, tain the powers of perception, while the souls
whose country is not mentioned, but who be- of other mortals were mere shades, and there
longed to the later Attic school of the time of also he continued to use his golden staff His
Scopas and Praxiteles. H e was one ofthe art- tomb was shown in the neighborhood of the
ists who executed the bas-reliefs which adorned Tilphusian well near Thebes, and in Macedonia
the frieze of the Mausoleum, about B.C. 352.
likewise. The place near Thebes where he hao
f
TiNA (now Tyne), a river of Britannia, nortlobserved the birds was pointed out as aremar'n

TIRIBAZUS.

TISSAPHERNES

by the Delphic oracle that he should be weceat
ful infivegreat conflicts. Supposing this to be
a promise of distinction as an athlete, he devoted himself to gymnastic exercises ; but the
Spartans, understanding the oracle to refer, not
to gymnastic, but to military victories, madi
great offers to Tisamenus to induce him to taka
with their kings the joint command of their armies. This he refused to do on any terms short
[TIRIBAZUS (TiplBa&g). Vid. TEEIBAZUS.]
'I IEI DATES or T E E I D A T E S (Ti7p<oaTi7f). '.. The of receiving the full franchise of their city, which
second king of Parthia. Vid. A E S A C E S II.—2. the Spartans eventually granted. H e was presKing of Armenia, and brother of Vologeses I. ent with the Spartans at the battle of Plataeae,
Arsaces, No. 23), king of Parthia. H e was B.C. 379, which was the first of the five conmade King of Armenia by his brother, but was flicts referred to by the oracle. The second
driven out of the kingdom by Corbulo, the Ro- was with the Argives and Tegeans at Tegea;
man general, and finally received the Arme- 'the third, with the Arcadians at Dipaea; the
fourth was the third Messenian W a r (465-455);
nian crown from Nero at R o m e in A.D. 63.
TIRO, M. TULLIUS, the freedman of Cicero, to and the last was the battle of Tanagra, with the
w h o m he was an object of tender affection. H e Athenians and *fteir allies, in 457.
TISIA (Tisiates, pi.), a town in Bruttium, in
appears to have been a man of very amiable disposition and highly cultivated intellect. H e was the Sila Silva, of uncertain site.
[TISIAS, of Syracuse, one of the earliest writnot only the amanuensis of the orator, and his
assistant in literary labor, but was himself an ers on rhetoric, a pupil of Corax, who was said to
author of no mean reputation, and notices of have invented the rhetorical art. Vid CORAX.]
TISICRATES, an eminent Greek statuary ofthe
several works from his pen have been preserved
by ancient writers. It is supposed by many school of Lysippus, to whose works those of
that Tiro was the chief agent in bringing to- Tisicrates so nearly approached that many of
gether and arranging the works of his illustri- them were scarcely to be distinguished from the
ous patron, and in preserving his correspond- works of the master.
TISIPHONE.
Vid. E U M E N I D E S .
ence from being dispersed and lost. After the
TISSA (Tissiensis, Tissinensis), a town in Sideath of Cicero, Tiro purchased a farm in the
neighborhood of Puteoli, where he lived until cily north of Mount lEtna.
TISSAPHERNES (Tiaaaipipvng), a famous Perhe reached his hundredth year. It is usually
believed that Tiro was the inventor of the art sian, who was appointed satrap of Lower Asia
of short-hand writing among the Romans ; and in B.C. 414. H e espoused the cause of the
fience abbreviations of this description, which Spartans in the Peloponnesian war, but he did
are common in M S S . from the sixth century not give them any effectual assistance, since his
downward, have very generally been designa- policy was not to allow either Spartans or Athenians to gain the supremacy, but to exhaus';
ted by the learned as Nota Tironiana.
the strength of both parties by the continuance
T I R Y N S (Tlpvvg, -vvBog: TtpvvBiog), an ancient
town in Argolis, southeast of Argos, and one of ofthe war. His plans, however, were thwarted
the most ancient in all Greece, is said to have by the arrival of Cyrus in Asia Minor in 407.
been founded by Prcetus, the brother of Aeris- This prince supplied the Lacedaemonians with
ius, who built the massive walls ofthe city with cordial and effectual assistance. Tissaphernes
the help of the Cyclopes. Proetus was succeed- and Cyrus were not on good terms ; and after
ed by Perseus ; and it was here that Hercules the death of Darius, they were engaged in conwas brought up. Hence w efindhis mother Alc- tinual disputes about the cities in the satrapy
ui§na called Tirynlhia, and the hero himself Ti-ofthe former, over which Cyrus claimed dominrynthius. Homer represents Tiryns as subjection. The ambitious views of Cyrus toward the
to Argos; the town was at a later time destroyed throne at length became manifest to Tissapherby the Argives, and most of the inhabitants nes, who lost no time in repairing to the king
were removed to Argos. Tiryns was built upon with information of the danger. At the battle
a hill of small extent, rising abruptly from the of Cunaxa in 401, he was one of the four gendead level of the surrounding country. The re- erals who commanded the army of Artaxerxes,
main;; of the city are some of the most interest- and his troops were the only portion of the left
ing in all Greece, and are, with those of Myce- wing that was not put to flight by the Greeks
nae, the most ancient specimens of what is called W h e n the ten thousand had begun their retreat,
Cyelopian architecture. They consist of masses Tissaphernes professed his great anxiety to
of enormous stones, rudely piled in tiers above serve them, and promised to conduct them
home in safety. In the course of the inarch
one another.
he treacherously arrested Clearchus and foui
T I S A M E N U S (Tioapevbg.) 1. Son of Orestes
5nd Hermione, was king of Argos, but was de- of the other generals, who were put to death.
prived of his kingdom when the Heraclidae in- After this, Tissaphernes annoyed and harassed
vaded Feloponnesus. H e was slain in a battle the Greeks in their march, without, however,
against the Heraclidae, and his tomb was after- seriously impeding it, till they reached the Car
ward shown at Helice, from which place his re- duchian Mountains, at which point he gave up
mains were subsequently removed to Sparta by the pursuit. Not long after, Tissaphernes, as a
command of an oracle.—-2. Son of Thersander reward for his great services, was invested bj
and Demonassa, was king of Thebes, and the the king, in addition to his own satrapy, with
father of Autesion.—3. An Elean soothsayer, all tLe authority which Cyrus had enjoyed in
i. 'Me family of tho CI} tiadae. H e was assuredWestern Asi?. On his arrival he claimed do899
able spot e/en in later times. The blind seer
Tiresias acts so prominent a part in the mythical history of Greece that there is scarcely any
event with which he is not connected in some
way or other ; and this introduction ofthe seer
in so many occurrences separated by long intervals of time, was facilitated by the belief in
his long life.

TITANES.

1ITUS FLAVIUS.

million over the Ionian cities, which applied to i
guard them. It must be observed that the fi^n,
Spaita for aid. Their request was granted, and of the Titans is sometimes confounded by anthe Spartans carried on war against Tissapher- cient writers with thefightof the Gigantes —
nes with success for some years under the com- 2. The name Titans is also given to those dimand successively of Thimbron, Dercyllidas, vine or semi-divine beings who were descended
and Agesilaus (400-395). The continued want from the Titans, such as Prometheus, Hecate,
of success on the part of Tissaphernes led to Latona, Pyrrha, and especially Helios (the Sun)
grievous complaints against him ; and the and Selene (the Moon) as the children of Hypechaiges were transmitted to court, where they rion and Thia, and even the descendants of
were backed by all the influence of Parysatis, Helios, such as Circe.
eager for revenge on the enemy of Cyrus, her
TITARESIUS (Virapbaiog : now ElassontHko 03
favorite son. The result was, that Tithraustes Xeiaghi), a liver of Thessaly, alsc called Euro
was commissioned by the king to put Tissapher- pus, rising in Mount Titarus, flowing through
nes to death and to succeed him in his govern- the country ofthe Perrhaebi, and falling into the
ment, which was accordingly done (395).
Peneus southeast of Phalanna. Its waters were
T I T A N E S (Tirdveg, sing. Tirdv, Ion. Tnrjveg
impregnated
:
with an oily substance, whence it
fern. TiraviSeg, sing. Tiravig). 1. The sons and
was said to be a branch of tbe infernal Styx.
daughters of Ccelus (Uranus) and Terra (Ge),
TiTHdmis (TiBavbg), son of Laomedon and
originally dwelt in heaven, whence they are Strymo, and brother of Priam. By the piayers
called Ovpaviaveg or Ovpavidai. They were of Eos (Aurora), who loved him, he obtained
twelve in number, six sons and six daughters, from the gods immortality, but not etern&l youth,
namely, Oceanus, Caeus, Crius, Hyperion, Iap- in consequence of which he completely shrunk
etus, Cronus, Thia, Rhea, Themis, Mnemosyne,
together in his old age, whence an old decrepit
Phoebe, and Tethys; but their names are dif- man was proverbially called Tithonus. As he
ferent in other accounts. It is said that Uranus could not die, Eos (Auroia) changed him into a
(Ccelus), thefirstruler of the world, threw his cicada
eons, the Hecatoncheires (hundred-handed)—
TITHOEEA.
Vid N E O N .
Briareus, Cottys, Gyes, and the Cyclopes ArT I T H E A U S T E S (Ti6pavorr/g), a Persian, wnr
ges, Steropes, and Brontes — into Tartarus. succeeded Tissaphernes in his satrapy, and put
Gaea (Terra), indignant at this, persuaded the him to death by order of Artaxerxes Mnemon,
Titans to rise against their father, and gave to B.C. 395. Being unable to make peace with
Cronus (Saturn) an adamantine sickle. They Agesilaus, he sent Timocrates, the Rhodian,
did as their mother bade them, with the excep- into Greece with fifty talents, to distribute
tion of Oceanus. Cronus (Saturn), with his among the leading men in the several states, iu
sickle, unmanned his father, and threw the part order to induce them to exc>'te a war against
.nto the sea : from the drops of his blood there Sparta at home.
arose the Erinyes Alecto, Tisiphone, and MeTITIANUS, JULIUS, a Roman writer, was ths
gaera. The Titans then deposed Uranus (Cce- father of the rhetorician Titianus, who taught
lus), liberated their brothers who had been the younger Maximinus. The elder Titianus
cast into Tartarus, and raised Cronus (Saturn) may therefore be placed in the reigns of Comto the throne. But Cronus (Saturn) hurled the modus, Pertinax, and Severus. H e was called
Cyclopes back into Tartarus, and married his the ape of his age, because he had imitated
sister Rhea. Having been foretold by Gaea every thing. All his works are lost.
(Terra) and Uranus (Ccelus) that he should be TITINIUS, a Roman dramatist, whos-e produo
dethroned by one of his own children, he swal- tions belonged to the department ofthe Coma
lowed successively his children Hestia (Vesta), dia. Togata, is commended by Varro on accouni
Demeter (Ceres), Hera (Juno), Hades (Pluto), of the skill with which he developed the charand Poseidon (Neptune). Rhea, therefore, when acters ofthe personages w h o m he brought upon
she was pregnant with Zeus (Jupiter), went to the stage. It appears that he was younger than
Crete, and gave birth to the child in the Dictaean Caecilius, but older than Terence, and flourished
Cave, where he was brought up by the Curetes. about B.C. 170. The names of upward of
W h e n Zeus (Jupiter) had grown up, he availed fourteen plays, together with a considerable
nimself of the assistance of Thetis, the daugh- number of short fragments, have been preservter of Oceanus, who gave to Cronus (Saturn) ed by the grammarians.
a potion which caused him to bring up the stone
TITIUS SEPTIMIUS.
Vii. SEPTIMIUS.
and the children he had swallowed. United
[TITOEMUS (Tiroppog), a herdsman of iEtolia,
with his brothers and sisters, Zeus (Jupiter) renowned for his great strength, which so fai
now began the contest against Cronus (Saturn) surpassed that of the celebrated Milo of Cro
and the ruling Titans. This contest (usually tona, that the latter is said to have exclaimed,
called the Titanomachia) was carried on in on witnessing a display of his physical powers,
Thessaly, Cronus (Saturn) and the Titans oc- " Oh, Jupiter! hast thou begotten in this man
cupying Mount Othrys, and the sons of Cronus another Hercules for us!"]
(Saturn) Mount Olympus. It lasted ten years, T I T U S F L A V I U S S A B I N U S VESPASIANUS, R o m a n
till at length Gaea (Terra) promised victory to emperor A.D. 79-81, commonly called by his
Zeus (Jupiter) if he would deliver the Cyclopes praenomen TITUS, was the son of the Emperor
and Hecatoncheires from Tartarus. Zeus (Ju- Vespasianus and his wife Flavia Domitilla. H e
piter) accordingly slew Campe, who guarded the was born on the 30th of December, A.D. 40.
O^j sieves, and the latter furnished him with W h e n a young man he served as tribunus milthunaer ana lightning. The Titans then were itum in Britain and in Germany with great
overcome, and hurled down into a cavity below credit. After having been quaestor, lie had the
Tartarus, and the Hecatoncheires were set to command cf a legion and served unde* hit
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ither in the Jewish wars. Vespasian returned on the part ofthe benevolent empeior. In thin
o Italy after he had been proclaimed emperor year he completed the great amphitheat re called
ya thefirstof July, A.D. 69 ; but Titus remain- the Colosseum, which had been commenced by
ed in Palestine to prosecute the siege of Jeru- his father; and also the baths called the baths
salem, during which he showed the talents of of Titus. The dedication of these two edifices
a general with the daring of a soldier. The was celebrated by spectacles which lasted one
siege of Jerusalem was concluded by the cap- hundred days; by a naval battle in the old
ture of the place on the 8th of September, 70. naumachia, andfightsof gladiators : on one day
Titus returned to Italy in the following year alonefivethousand wild animals are said tr
(71), and triumphed at R o m e with his father. have been exhibited, a number which we may
He also received the title of Caesar, and became reasonably suspect to be exaggerated. H e died
the associate of Vespasian in the government. on the thirteenth of September, 81, aiter a reign
His conduct at this time gave no good promise, of two years, two months, and twenty days.
and the people looked upon him as likely to be H e was in the fortyfirstyear of his age. There
another Nero. H e was accused of being ex- were suspicions that he was poisoned by Domicessively addicted to the pleasures of the table, tian. There is a story that Domitian came beof indulging lustful passions in a scandalous fore Titus was dead, and ordered him to be de
way, and of putting suspected persons to death serted by those about him: according to anwith very little ceremony. His attachment to other story, he ordered him to be thrown into a
Berenice, the sister of Agrippa II., also made vessel full of snow, under the pretext of cooling
him unpopular. Titus became acquainted with his fever. Titus was succeeded by his brother
her when he was in Judaea, and after the cap- Domitian. His daughter Julia Sabina was marture of Jerusalem she followed him to R o m e ried to Flavius Sabinus, his cousin, the son of
with her brother Agrippa, and both of them Flavius Sabinus, the brother of Vespasian.
lodged in the emperor's residence. It was said- Titus is said to have written Greek poems and
that Titus had promised to marry Berenice, tragedies; he was very familiar with Greek.
but as this intended union gave the Romans H e also wrote many letters in his father's name
great dissatisfaction, he sent her away from during Vespasian's life, and drew up edicta.
R o m e after he became emperor. Titus sucT I T Y U S (Tirvbg), son of Terra (Gaea), or of
ceeded his father in 79, and his government Jupiter (Zeus) and Elara, the daughter of Orproved an agreeable surprise to those who had chomenus, was a giant in Euboea. Instigated
anticipated a return ofthe times of Nero. His by Juno (Hera), he attempted to offer violence
brother Domitian was accused of having enter- to Latona (Leto) or Diana (Artemis), when she
tained designs against Titus; but, instead of passed through Panopaeus to Pytho, but he was
punishing him, Titus endeavored to win his killed by the arrows of Diana (Artemis) or Apolaffection, and urged him not to attempt to gain lo ; according to others, Jupiter (Zeus) destroyby criminal means that power which he would ed him with a flash of lightning. H e was then
one day have in a legitimate way. During his cast into Tartarus, and there he lay outsti etchwhole reign Titus displayed a sincere desire for ed on the ground, covering nine acres, with two
Ihft happiness of the people, and he did all that vultures or snakes devouring his liver. His dehe could to relieve them in times of distress. struction by the arrows of Diana (Artemis) and
H e assumed the office of pontifex maximus aft- Apollo was represented on the throne of Apollo
er the death of his father, and with the purpose, at Amyclae.
as he declared, of keeping his hands free from
Tius or T I U M (Tlog, Tion, also Tniov: now
olood ; a resolution which he kept. T w o patri- Tios or Tilios), a sea-port town of Bithynia, on
cians, who were convicted by the senate of a the River Billaeus ; a colony from Miletus, and
conspiracy against him, were pardoned, and the native place of Philetaerus, the founder of
treated with kindness and confidence. H e the Pergamene kingdom.
checked all prosecutions for the crime of lasa
T L E P O L E M U S (TXyirbXepog), son of Hercules by
majestas, and he severely punished all informers Astyoche, daughter of Phylas, or by Astydamia,
Thefirstyear of his reign is memorable for the daughter of Amyntor. H e was King of Argos,
great eruption of Vesuvius, which desolated a but after slaying his uncle Licymnius he was
large part of the adjacent country, and buried obliged to take to flight; and, in conformity with
with lava and ashes the towns of Herculaneum the command of an oracle, he settled in Rhodes,
and Pompeii. Titus endeavored to repair the where he built the towns of Lindos, Ialysus, and
ravages of this great eruption : he sent two con- Camirus. H e joined the Greeks in the Trojan
sulars with money to restore the ruined towns, war with nine ships, but was slain by Sarpedon.
and he applied to this purpose the property of
T L O S (TXdg, gen. TA<i : TXaevg, TXairyg : ruthose who had been destroyed, and had left no ins near Doover), a considerable city in the intenext of kin. At the beginning ofthe following rior of Lycia, about two and a half miles east
year (80) there was a greatfireat Rome, which of the River Xanthus, on the road leading ovei
lasted three days and three nights, and destroy- Mount Massieytus to Cibyra.
ed the Capitol, the library of Augustus, the the- T M A E U S . Vid. T O M A E U S .
atre of Pompeius, and other public buildings,
T M O L U S (TpdXog), god of Mount Tmolus Is
besides many houses. The emperor declared Lydia, is described as the husband of Pluto (oi
that he should consider all the loss as his own, Omphale) and father of Tantalus, and is said to
and he set about repairing it with great activity; have decided the musical contest between Apol
he took even the decorations of the imperial lo and Pan.
residences, and sold them to raise money. The
T M O L U S or T I M O L U S (TpuXog: now Kisilji
eruption of Vesuvius was followed by a dread- Musa Dagh), a celebrate/', mountain of Asia
fitl pestilence, which called for fresh exertionsMinor, running east ard west through the ces
sot
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sre of L;i dia, and dividing the plain of the Her- the ruins of a small amphitheatre and soma
mus, on the north, from that of the Cayster, on other Roman remains at the modern towi-.
[TOLUMNIUS, an augur among the Rutu,;una
the south. At its eastern end it joins Mount
Messogis, thus entirely inclosing the valley of who distinguished himself by his bravely, was
the Cayster O n the west, after throwing out the means of preventing the completion of
the northwestern branch called Sipylus, it runs friendly compact between Turnus and iErteas
jar out into the iEgean, forming, under the name and was slain in the subsequent conflict.]
of Mimas, the great Ionian peninsula, beyond T O L U M N I U S , L A E , king of the Veientes, tc
which it is still further prolonged in the island w h o m Fidenae revolted in B C 438, and at
of Chios. On its northern side are the sources whose instigation the inhabitarts of Fidenae
ofthe Pactolus and the Cogamus ; on its south- slew the four Roman ambassadors who har"
ern side those of the Cayster. It produced been sent to Fidenae to inquire into the reasons
of theirrecentconduct. Statues of these amwine, saffron, zinc, and gold.
bassadors were placed on the Rostra at Rome,
T O G A T A , GALLIA.
Vid GALLIA.
TOLBIACUM (now Zulpich), a town of Galliawhere they continued till a late time. In the
Belgica, on the road from Colonia Agrippina to war which followed, Tolumnius was slain in
single combat by Cornelius Cossus, who dedi
Treviri.
cated his spoils in the temple of Jupiter Fere
T O L E H T I N U M (Tolinas, -atis : now Tolentino),
a town of Picenum, on a height on the River trius, the second ofthe three instances in which
the spolia opima were won.
Flusor (now Chiente)
T O L E N U S or T E L O N I U S (now Turanu), a river T O M A E U S or T M A E U S (Tbpapog, Tpdpog : now
in the land ofthe Sabines, rising in the country Tomaro), a mountain in Epirus, in the district
of the Marsi and iEqui, and falling into the Molossia, between the Lake Pambotis and the
River Arachthus, near Dodona.
Velinus.
T O L E T U M (now Toledo), the capital of the Car- T O M E U S (Topevg: now Kondozoni), a mount
petani in Hispania Tarraconensis, situated on ain in Messenia, east of the promontory Corythe River Tagus, which nearly encompasses the phasium.
T O M I or T O M I S (Tbpoi, Topig : Topevg, Tomitown, and upon seven hills. According to tradition, it was founded by Jews, whofledthither ta: now Tomiswar or Jegni Pangola), a town
when Jerusalem was taken by Nebuchadnezzar, of Thrace (subsequently Mcesia), situated on the
and who called it Toledoth, or the " city of gen-western shore of the Euxine, and at a later
erations." It was taken by the Romans under time the capital of Scythia Minor. According
the proconsul M. Fulvius, B.C. 192, when it is to tradition, it was called Tomi (from riuva,
described as a small but fortified town. It was " cut") because Medea here out to pieces tbe
celebrated in ancient, as well as in modern body of her brother Absyrtus. It is said to have
times, for the manufactory of swords ; but it been a colony of the Milesians. It is renowned
owed its greatness to the Gothic kings, who as the place of Ovid's banishment.
T O M Y R I S (Tbpvpig), a queen of the Massagetae
made it the capital of their dominions. It still
who dwelt south of the Araxes (Jaxartes), by
contains many Roman remains.
w h o m Cyrus was slain in battle B.C. 529.
TOLISTOBOGI, T O U S T O B O J I (ToXiaToBbyiot, ToXiaroBbiot, ToXtaroBdyioi). Vid. GALATIA. [TONGILIUS. 1. A dissolute young Roman.
[TOLMIDES (ToXutbng). 1. A n Athenian gen-mentioned contemptuously by Cicero anions
eral, who ravaged the coast of the Peloponne- the favorites of Catiline — 2 . A lawyer undei
sus in B.C. 455, burned the Spartan arsenal at Adrian, noted for his avarice,ridiculedby Jnvo
Gythium, took Naupactus, and settled there the nal.]
Messenians who left their country on its con[TOPAZOS, an island on the western side of
quest by the Spartans. H e afterward under- the Sinus Arabicus. Vid. OPHIODES ]
took an expedition to quell a disturbance in
TORNADOTUS.
Vid. P H Y S C U S , N O . ""
Chaeronea and Orchomenus, but was defeated
[ToRONijsus or T O R O N I C U S SINUS (Topavaiot
and slain.—2. A n Elean, a heiald in the Greek TopaviKog,TopaviaKog KoXirog),ToRolSAicrjs(L
army of Cyrus, considered the best herald of now Gulf of Cassanihra or Hagios-Mamoi).
his day ]
Vii. T O R O N E , N O . 1 ]
T O L O P H O N (ToXotydv : ToXofdviog), also calledT O R O N E (Topuuj): Topavaiog). 1. A town of
C O L O P H O N (KoXofdv), a town of Locris, on theMacedonia, in the district Chaleidiee, and on
Corinthian Gulf.
the southwestern side of the peninsula SithoT O L O S A (now Tolouse), a town of Gallia Nar-nia, from which the gulf between the peninsubonensis, and the capital of tbe Tectosages, was las Sithonia and Pallene was called Sinus Toro
situated on the Garumna, near the frontiers of naicus.—[2. Vii. T O E Y N E . ]
Aquitania It was subsequently made a R o m a n
T O R Q U A T U S , the name of a patrician family of
colony, and was surnamed Palladia. It was the
a Manlia gens. 1. T. M A N B I U S IMPERIOSOS
large and wealthy town, and contained a cele- T O R Q U A T U S , the son of L. Manlius Capitolinus
brated temple, in which great riches were de- Imperiosus, dictator B.C. 363, was a favorite
posited In this temple there is said to have hero of Roman story. Manlius is said to have
been preserved a great part of the booty taken been dull of mind in his youth, and was brought
by Brennus from the temple at Delphi. The up by his father in the closest retirement in the
town and temple were plundered by the consul country. W h e n the tribune M. Pomponius acQ. Servilius Oaepio in B.C. 106; but the sub- cused tbe elder Manlius in B.C. 362, on acsequent destruction of his army and his own count of the cruelties he had practiced in his
anhappy fate were regarded as a divine punish- dictatorship, he endeavored to excite an odium
ment for his sacrilegious act. Henee arose the against him by representing him at the samn
proverb Aurum Tolosanum habet. There are time as a cruel and tyrannical father. As soon
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is the younger Manlius heard of this, he hur- sation against P. Sulla, w h o m ho now chargeu
ried to Rome, obtained admission to Pomponius with having been a party to both of Catiline's
early in the morning, and compelled the trib- conspiracies Sulla was aelended by Horten
une, by threatening him with instant death if sius and by Cicero in a speech which is still
he did not take the oath, to swear that he would extant. Torquatus, like his father, belonged to
drop the accusation against his father. In 361 the aristoeratical party, and accordingly opposed
Manlius served under the dictator T. Quintius Caesar on the breaking out of the civil war in
Pennus in the war agaisst the Gauls, and in 49. H e was praetor in that year, and was stathis campaign earned immortal glory by slaying tioned at Alba with six cohorts. H e subsein single combat a gigantic Gaul. From the quently joined Pompey in Greece, and in tha
dead body of the barbarian he took the chain following year (48) he had the command of Iri(torques) which had adorned him, and placed iteum intrusted to him, but was obliged to sur
around his own neck; and from this circum- render both himself and the town to Caesar,
stance he obtained the surname of Torquatus. who, however, dismissed Torquatus uninjured.
H e was dictator in 353, and again in 349.
H e After the battle of Pharsalia Torquatus went to
was also three times consul, namely, in 347, Africa, and upon the defeat of his party in that
344, and in 340. In the last of these years country in 46 he attempted to escape to Spain
Torquatus and his colleague P. Decius M u s along with Scipio and others, but was taken
gained the great victory over the Latins at the prisoner by P. Sittius at Hippo Regius, and
foot of Vesuvius, which established forever the slain together with his companions. Torquatus
supremacy of R o m e over Latium. Vid DECIUS. was well acquainted with Greek literature, and
Shortly before the battle, when the two armies is praised by Cicero as a man well trained in
were encamped opposite to one another, the every kind of learning H e belonged to the
consuls published a proclamation that no Ro- Epicurean school of philosophy, and i3 introman should engage in single combat with a duced by Cicero as the advocate of that school
Latin on pain of death. Notwithstanding this in his dialogue De Finibus, thefirstbook of
proclamation, the young Manlius, the son ofthe which is called Torquatus in Cicero's letters to
consul, provoked by the insults of a Tusculan Atticus — 6 . A. M A N L I U S T O R Q U A T U S , praetor in
noble ofthe name of Mettius Geminus, accept- 52, when he presided at the trial of Milo for
ed his challenge, slew his adversary, and bore bribery. On the breaking out of the civil wai
the bloody spoils in triumph to his father. Death he espoused the side of Pompey, and after the
was his reward. The consul would not over- defeat ofthe latter retired to Athens, where he
look this breach of discipline, and the unhappy was living in exile in 45. H e was an intimate
youth was executed by the lictor in presence of friend of Cicero, who addressed four letters tc
the assembled army. This severe sentence him while he was in exile.
T O E Q U A T U S SILANUS.
Vid. SILANUS.
rendered Torquatus an object of detestation
[ T O E Y N E (Topvvij) or T O R O N E (Topdvy, neai
among tho Roman youths as long as he lived ;
Perga),
a
haven
in
Thesprotia,
where the fleet
and the recollection of his severity was preserved in after ages by the expression Manliana of Augustus was moored for a short time preimperia.—2. T. M A N L I U S T O R Q U A T U S , consul B C.vious to the battle of Actium ]
T O X A N D E I , a people in Gallia Belgica, between
235, when he conquered the Sardinians; censor 231, and consul a second time in 224. H e the Menapii and Morini, on therightbank of
possessed the hereditary sternness and severity the Scaldis.
T R I B E A , Q , a Roman comic dramatist, who
of his family, and w e find him opposing in the
senate the lansom of those Romans who had occupies the eighth place in the canon of Volbeen taken prisoners at the fatal battle of Can- catias Sedigitus. Vid. SEDIGITUS. The perinae. In 217 he was sent into Sardinia, where od when he flourished is uncertain, but he has
cue carried on the war with success against the been placed about B C. 130. N o portion of his
Carthaginians and the Sardinians. H e was dic- works has been preserved with the exception of
tator in 210.—3. T. M A N L I U S T O R Q U A T U S , con- half a dozen lines quoted by Cicero, [edited in
sul 165 with Cn Octavius. H e inherited the Bothe's Poeta Scenici Latin., vol. vi., p. 29-30.]
TEACHALUS, GALERIUS, consul A.D. 68 with
severity of his ancestors, ofwhich an instance
is related in the condemnation of his son, who Silius Italicus, is frequently mentioned by his
bad been adopted by D. Junius Silanus. Vid. contemporary Quintilian as one of the most
SILANUS, No. 1 — 4 . L. M A N L I U S T O R Q U A T U S , con- distinguished orators of his age.
T R A C H I S or T R A C H I N (Tpa^ic, Ion. Tpj^t'c,
sul B 0. 65 with L. Aurelius Cotta. Torquatus
and Cotta obtained the consulship in conse- Tpax'iv : Tpax'iviog). 1. Also called H E R A C L E A
quence ofthe condemnation, on account of brib- TEICHINIJ3, or H E E A C L E A PHTHIOTIDIS, or sim
ery, of P. Cornelius Sulla and P. Autronius Pae- ply H E R A C L E A (IdpuKXeia ij ev Tpax'ivaig, or 'H
tus, who had been already elected consuls. Aft- b ev Tpaxlvi), a town of Thessaly, in the -lis
er his consulship Torquatus obtained the prov- trict Malis, celebrated as the residence cf H e
ince of Macedonia. H e took an active part in cules for a time.—2. A town of Phocis, on ttt
suppressing the Catilinarian conspiracy in 63; frontiers of Bceotia, and on the slope of Mount
and he also supported Cicero when he was ban- Helicon, in the neighborhood of Lebadea.
T E A C H ONITIS or T E A O H O N (Tpaxavlng, Tpdished in 58.—5. L. M A N L I U S T O R Q U A T U S , son of
No. 4, accused of bribery, in 66, the consuls xav), the northern district of Palestine beyond
elect, P. Cornelius Sulla and P. Autronius Pae- the Jordan, lay between Antilibanus and the
tus, and thus secured the consulship for his fa- mountains of Arabia, and was bounded on the
ther. H e was closely connected with Cicero north by the territory of Damascus, on the east
during the praetorship (65) and consulship (63) by Auranitis, on the south by Ituraea, and ot
»f the latter. In 62 he brought a second accu- the west by Gaulanitis. It was for the mosl
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T R A D U C T A , JULIA.

VRAJECTUiW

part a sandy desert, intersected by two ranges j
of tbe R o m a n emperor. Trajan assumed th<
of rocky mountains, cahed Trachones (Tpa^u- name of Dacicus, and entered R o m e in triumpl
i/eg), the caves in which gave lefuge to numer-(103). In the following year (104) Trajan com
ous bands of robbers. For its political rela- menced his second Dacian war against Decetions under the Asmonaean and IJumaean prin- balus, who, it is said, had broken the treaty.
ces, vii. PAL^ESTINA. Under the Romans it Decebalus was completely defeated, and put an
belonged sometimes to the province of Judaea end to his life (106). In the course of this wai
and sometimes to that of Arabia. It forms partTrajan built (105) a permanent bridge across the
of the Hauran.
Danube at a place now called Szernecz The
[TRADUCTA, JULIA (now Tarifa), a town in piers were of stone and of an enormous size,
Hispania Baetica, owed its origin to the Ro- but the arches were of wood. After the death
mans, who transported (whence the name Tia- of Decebalus Dacia was reduced to the form
ducta) hither the inhabitants of Zelas, a town inof a Roman province ; strong forts were builf
Africa, near Tingis, adding some colonists of in various places, and R o m a n colonies were
their own to the number ]
planted. It is generally supposed that the co)
T E A G I A , T R A G L E , or T R A G U S (Tpayia, Tpa- u m n at Rome, called the Column of Trajan, was
yiai, Tpayiag), a small island (or more than
erected to commemorate his Dacian victories
one) in the iEgean Sea, near Samos, probably O n his return Trajan had a triumph, and he ex
between it and Pharmacussa, where Pericles hibited games to the people for one hundred and
gained a naval victory over the Samians, B.C. twenty-three days. Eleven thousand animals
439.
were slaughtered during these amusementsT R A G U E I U M (now Trau or Troghie), a town and an army of gladiators, ten thousand men,
of Dalmatia, in Illyricum, celebrated for its margratified the Romans by killing one another.
ble, and situated on an island connected with About this time Arabia Petraea was subjected
the main land by means of a mole.
to the empire by A. Cornelius Palma, the govTRAJANOPOLIS. 1. (Now Orichovo), a town in
ernor of Syria; and an Indian embassy came
the interior of Thrace, on the Hebrus, founded to Rome. Trajan constructed a road across the
by Trajan.—2. A town of Cilicia. Vid SELI- Pomptine marshes, and built magnificent bridges
NUS.—3. A town in Mysia, on the borders of across the streams. Buildings, probably manPhrygia.
siones, were constructed by the side of this
T R A J A N U S , M ULPIUS, Roman emperor A.D. road. In 114 Trajan left R o m e to make wai
98-117, was born at Italica, near Seville, the on the Armenians and the Parthians. H e spent
18th of September, 52. H e was trained to the winter of 114 at Antioch, and in the follow
arms, and served with distinction in the East ing year he invaded tne Parthian dominions
and in Germany. H e was consul in 91, and at The most striking and brilliant success attend
hs close of 97 he was adopted by the Emperor ed his arms. In the course of two campaigns
Nerva, who gave him the rank of Caesar and (115-116) he conquered the greater part ofthe
the names of Nerva and Germanicus, and, Parthian empire, and took the Parthian capital,
shortly after, the title of imperator and the trib- Ctesiphon. In 116 he descended the Tigris
unitia potestas His style and title after his and entered the Erythraean Sea (the Persian
elevation to tbe imperial dignity were ImperatorGulf). While he was thus engaged the ParCcesar Nerva Trajanus Augustus. H e was thethians rose against the Romans, but were again
first emperor who was born out of Italy. Nervasubdued by the generals of Trajan. On his redied in January, 98, and was succeeded by Tra- turn to Ctesiphon, Trajan determined to give
jan, who was then at Cologne. His accession the Parthians a king, and placed the diadem on
was hailed with joy, and he did not disappoint the head of Parthamaspates. In 117 Trajan
the expectations of the people. H e was a man fell ill, and, as his complaint grew worse, he set
adapted to command
H e was strong and heal- out for Italy. H e lived toreachSelinus in Cithy, of a majestic appearance, laborious, and licia, afterward called Trejanopolis, where he
inured to fatigue. Though not a man of letters, died in August, 117, after a reign of nineteen
ke had good sense, a knowledge of the world, years, six months, and fifteen days. His ashes
and a soundjudgment. His mode of living was were taken to R o m e in a golden urn, carried ir
very simple, and in his campaigns he shared triumphal procession, and deposited under the
all the sufferings and privations of the. soldiers,column which bears his name. H e left no chilby w h o m he was both loved and feared. H e dren, and he was succeeded by Hadrian. Tra.
was a friend to justice, and he had a sincere de- jan constructed several great roads in the emsire for the happiness of the people. Trajan pire ; he built libraries at Rome, one of which,
did not return to R o m e for some months, being called the Ulpia, Bibliotheca, is often mentioned
employed in settling the frontiers on the Rhine and a theatre in the Campus Martius. His
and the Danube. H e entered R o m e on foot, ac- great work was the Forum Trajanum, in the
companied by his wife Pompeia Plotina. This centre of which was placed the column of Tralady is highly commended by Pliny the younger jan. Under the reign of Trajan lived Sextas
for her modest virtues, and her affection to Mar- Julius Frontinus, C. Cornelius Tacitus, the
eiana, the sister of Trajan. In A.D. 101 Trajan younger Pliny, and various others of less note.
left R o m e for his campaign against the Daci. Plutarch, Suetonius, and Epietetus survived
Decebalus, king of the Daci, had compelled Do- Trajan. The jurists Juventius Celsus and N e
mitian to purchase peace by an annual payment ratius Priscus were living under Trajan.
of money; and Trajan determined on hostiliTRAJANUS PORTUS.
Vid. C E N T U M CELL2E.
ties. This war employed Trajan between two
T R A J E C T U M (now Utrecht), a town of the Bs>
and three years ; but it ended with the defeat tavi, on the Rhine, called at a later time Traien
n{ Decebalus, who sued for peace at the feet <us liheni. or Ad lihenum.
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TREBULA.

T R A L L E S or T R A L L I S (al TpaXXelg, b TpdXXig: T E E B A T I U S T E S T A . Vid. T E S T A .
[TEEBELLIANUS, C. A N N I U S , a Ciliciat pnat&
TpaXXtavdg, Trallianus : ruins at Ghiuzel Hisar,
near i4i<Zin), aflourishingcommercial city of proclaimed himself Roman emperor (one of the
Asia Minor, reckoned sometimes to Ionia and so-called thirty tyrants) A.D. 264, but was de«
sometimes to Caria. It stood on a quadrangular feated and slain in Isauria by one of the genheight at the southern foot of Mount Messogis erals of Gallienus.]
T R E B E L L I U S POLLIO, one ofthe six Scriptoren
(with a citadel on a higher point), on the banks
ofthe little river Eudon, a northern tributary of Historia Augusta,flourished underConstantine
tbe Maeander, from which the city was distant and was anterior to Vopiscus. His name is
eight} stadia (eight geographical miles). The prefixed to the biographies of, 1. The two Vasurrounding country was extremely fertile and leriani, father and son; 2. The Gallieni; 3. Th6
beautiful, and hence the city was atfirstcalled Thirty Tyrants ; 4. Claudius, the last-named
piece being addressed to Constantine. W e learn
Anthea ("AvBeia). Under the Seleucidae it bore
the names of Seleucia and Antiochia It was from Vopiscus that the lives written by Trebelinhabited by a mixed population of Greeks and lius Pollio commenced with Philippus and exOarians. There was a less important city of tended down to Claudius. Of these, all as fai
the same name in Phrygia, if, indeed, it be not as the Valenani, regarding w h o m but a short
fragment remains, have been lost. [For edithe same.
tions, vid. CAPITOLINUS, JULIUS.]
[TEANIPSJE (Tpavivjai), a people of Thrace,
mentioned along with the Melanditae (vid. Ms- T R E B I A (now Trebbia), a small river in Gallia
LANDEPT^E) and Thyni, by Seuthes, in the Anab- Cisalpina, falling into the Po near Placentia.
asis of Xenophon, as forming part of the gov- It is memorable for the victory which Hanniba
gained over the Romans, B.C. 218. This rivei
ernment of his father Maesades ]
is generally dry in summer, but is filled with a
T E A N Q U I L L U S , SUETONIUS. Vid. SUETONIUS.
T R A N S C E L L E N S I S M O N S , a mountain of Maure- rapid stream in winter, which was the season
tania Caesariensis, between Caesarea and tbe when Hannibal defeated the Romans.
TREBONIUS, C , played rather a prominent
River Chinalaph.
[ T R A N S T I B E R I M or T R A N S T I B E R I N A , a region part in the last days of the republic. H e com
menced public life as a supporter of the aristoof Rome. Vid. R O M A , p. 746, a, No. 14.]
eratical party, and in his quaestorship (B.C. 60)
TRAPEZOP5LIS (TpairefaviroXig) a town of Asia
Minor, on the southern slope of Mount Cadmus, he attempted to prevent the adoption of P. Cioon the confines of Caria and Phrygia. Its site dius into a plebeian family. H e changed sides
soon afterward, and in his tribunate of the plebs
is uncertain.
(55) he was the instrument of the triumvirs in
T R A P E Z U S (Tpaire^ovg : Tpsire^ovvnog and
proposing that Pompey should have the two
•evaiog). 1. (Near Mavria), a city of Arcadia,
Mi the Alpheus, the name of which was myth- Spains, Crassus Syria, and Caesar the Gauls and
ically derived from the rpdirs^a, or altar, onIllyricum for another period offiveyears. This
which Lycaon was said to have offered human proposal received the approbation of tbe comisacrifices to Jove. At the time of the building tia, and is known by the name of Lex T ebonia.
of Megalopolis, the inhabitants of Trapezus, For this service he was rewarded by being aprather than be transferred to the new city, mi- pointed one of Caesar's legates in Gaul, where
grated to the shores of the Euxine, and their he remained till the breaking out of the civil
war in 49. In the course of the same year he
city toll to ruin — 2 (Now Tarabosan, Trabezun,
or 7') ebizoni), a colony of Sinope, at almost thewas intrusted by Caesar with the command of
extreme east of the northern shore of Asia the land forces engaged in the siege of Massilia.
Minor. After Sinope lost her independence, In 48 Trebonius was city-praetor, and in the disTrapezus belonged first to Armenia Minor, and charge of his duties resisted the seditious atafterward to the kingdom of Pontus. Under tempts of his colleague M. Caelius Rufus to obthe -Romans it was made a free city, probably tain by force the repeal of Caesar's law respectby Pompey, and, by Trajan, the capital of Pon- ing the payment of debts. Toward the end of
tus Cappadocius. Hadrian constructed a new 47, Trebonius, as pro praetor, succeeded Q. Cas
sius Longinus in the government of Further
harbor; and the city became a place of first-rate
commercial importance. It was also strongly Spain, but was expelled from the province by a
fortified. It was taken by the Goths in the mutiny of the soldiers who espoused the Pom
reign of Valerian; but it had recovered, and peian party. Caesar raised him to the consul
was in aflourishingstate at the time of Justin- ship in Oc'ober, 45, and promised him the prov
ian, who repaired its fortifications. In the Mid- ince of Asia In return for all these honors an
dle Ages it was for some time the seat of a frag- favors, Trebonius was one of the prime mover
ment of the Greek empire, called the empire of in the conspiracy to assassinate Caesar, and
Trebizond. It is now the second commercial after the murder of his patron (44) he went as
port of the Black Sea, ranking next after proconsul to the province of Asia. In the fol
lowing year (43), Dolabella, who had received
Odessa.
T E A S I M E N U S L A C U S (now Logo ii Peiugia),from Antonius the province of Syria, surprised
sometimes, but not correctly, written T H R A S Y - the town of Smyrna, where Trebonius was then
H E N U S , a lake in Etruria, between Clusium and residing, and slew him in his bed.
T R E B U L A (Trebulanus) 1. (Now Tregg\ia)
Perusia, memorable for the victory gained by
Hannibal- over the Romans under Flaminius, a town in Samnium, situated in the southeaster!:
part ofthe mountains of Cajazzo.—2. M U T U S C A
B.C 217.
T R E B A (Tre'ianus : now Trcvi), a town in atown of the Sabines of uncertain &ite.—3. S U B
Latium, near the sourees of t/ie Anio north- FENA, also 3 town cf the Sabines, and of i nee'
tain site
aast of Anajrnu.
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TRERUS

1RIDENTUM

Triarius allowed himself to be attacked at a d'.s
TRSRUS (now Sacco), a river in Laaun, and
advantage, and was defeated with great slaugh
« tributary of the Liris.
TEES T ABSENT.
1. A station on the Via Ap- ter near Zela.—2. P., son of the preceding, ao
pia in Latium, between Aricia and Forum Appii. cused M. iEmilius Seaurus, in 54,firstof repe
[t is mentioned in the account of St. Paul's jour- tundae and next of ambitus. Seaurus was deon both occasions by Cicero.—3 C,f
ney to Rome.—2. (Now Borghelto), a station ifended
n
Gallia Cisalpina, on the road from Placentia to friend of Cicero, who introduces him as one of
the speakers in his dialogue De Finibus, and
Mediolanum
praises his oratory in his Brutus. He fought on
T B E T U M (Tpnrbv: now Cape Bugiaroni, or Ras
Sell Rous i. e. Seven Capes), a great promon-Pompey's side at the battle of Pharsalia. Tri%orj on the coast of Numidia, forming the west- arius perished in the civil wars, probably in Afern headland of the Sinus Olcachites (now Bay rica, for Cicero speaks in 45 of his death, and
adds, that Triarius had left him the guardian ol
of Slorah).
T R E V I R I or T R E ^ ERI, a powerful people in his children.
Gallia Belgica, who were faithful allies of the TRIBALLI, a powerful people in Thrace, a
Romans, and whose cavalry was the best in all branch ofthe Getae dwelling along the Danube,
Gaul. The River Mosella flowed through their who were defeated by Alexander the Great,
territory, which extended westward from the B C. 335, and obliged to sue for peace.
TRIBOCCI, a German people, settled in Gallia
Rhine as far as the Remi. Their chief town
was made a Roman colony by Augustus, and Belgica, between Mount Vogesus and the Rhine,
was called A U G U S T A T R E V I R O R U M (now Trier or in the neighborhood of Strasburg.
TRIBONIANUS, a jurist, commissioned by JusTreves). It stood on the right bank of the Mosella, and became under the later empire one of tinianus, with sixteen others, to compile the DiShe most flourishing Roman cities north of the gest or Pandect. For details, vid. JUSTINIANUS.
Alps. It was the capital of Belgica Prima ; and TRICALA. Vid. TRIOCALA.
T R I C A R A N O N (TpiKapavov : Tpmapavevg ), a
after the division of the Roman world by Diocletian (A.D. 292) into four districts, it became the fortress in Phliasia, southeast of Phlius, on <i
residence of the Caesar w h o had the govern- mountain of the same name.
ment of Britain, Gaul, and Spain. Here dwelt TEICASSES, TEICASII, or TRICASSINI, a people
Constantius Chlorus and his son Constantine in Gallia Lugdunensis, east of the Senones,
he Great, as well as several of the subsequent whose chief town was Augustobona, afterward
emperors. The modern city still contains many Tricassae (now Troyes).
TRIOASTINI, a people in Gallia Narbonensis,
nteresting Roman remains. They belong, however, to the latter period of the empire, and are between the Cavares and Vocontii, inhabiting a
consequently not in the best style of art. The narrow slip of country between the Drome and
nost important of these remains is the Porta the Isere. Their chief town was Augusta TriXigra or Black Gate, a large and massive build-castinorum, or simply Augusta (now Aouste).
TRICCA, subsequently TRICALA (TpiKKij, TpUang i" an excellent state of preservation. In
addition to this, w e have extensive remains of Xa: now Trikkala), an ancient town of Thesthe Roman baths, of the amphitheatre, and of saly, in the district Hestiaeotis, situated on the
the palace of Constantine. The piers of the Lethaeus, north of the Peneus. Homer reprebridge over the Moselle are likewise Roman. sents it as governed by the sons of iEscuIapius ;
At the vi'.'age of Igel, about six miles from and it contained in later times a celebiated temTreves, is a beautiful Roman structure, being a ple of this god
four-sided obelisk, more than seventy feet high, TEICHONIS (Tpixavlg: now Zygos or Vrakhocovered with carvings, inscriptions, and bas- ri), a large lake in iEtolia, east of Stratos and
reliefs. There has been much dispute respect-north of Mount Aracynthus.
T E I C H O N I U M (Tpixdviov : Tpixuvievg), a town
ing the object for which this building was erected ; but it appears to have been set up by two in iEtolia, east of Lake Trichonis.
TRICIPITINUS, LUCRETIUS.
Vid. L U O R E T I *
brothers, named Secundini, partly as a funeral
monument to their deceased relatives, partly to GENS.
celebrate their sister's marriage, which is rep- TRICOLONI (TpiKoXavot: TpiKoXuvevg), a town
resented on one ofthe bas-reliefs by the figuresof Arcadia, a little north of Megalopolis, of
which a temple of Neptune (Poseidon) aione
of a man and w o m a n joining hands.
TEIAEIUS, V A L E R I U S .
1. L., quaestor urbanus remained in the time of Pausanias.
TRICORII, a Ligurian people in Gallia NarboB.C. 81, and propraetor in Sardinia 77, when he
repulsed Lepidus, who hadfledinto that island nensis, a branch of the Sallyi, in the neighborafter his unsuccessful attempt to repeal the laws hood of Massilia and Aquae Sextiae.
T R I C O R Y T H U S (TpiKopvBog: Tpmopvoioe), a deof Sulla. Triarius served under Lucullus as
©no of his legates in the war against Mithrada- mus in Attica, belonging to the tribe Aiantis,
tes, and atfirstgained considerable distinction between Marathon and Rhamnus.
T R I C R A N A (TpUpava: now Trikhiri), an island
by his zeal and activity. In 68 Triarius was
dispatched to the assistance of Fabius, who had off the eoast of Argolis, near Hermione.
T R I D E N T L M (now Trent, in Italian Trento), the
been intrusted with the defence of Pontus, while
Lucullus invaded Armenia, and who was n o w capita] of the TRIDENTINI, and the chief town of
attacked by Mithradates with overwhelming Raetia, situated on the River Athesis (now
numbers. Triarius compelled Mithradates to Aiige), and on the pass of the Alps leading to
assume the defensive, and early in the follow- Verona. Its greatness dates from the Middle
ing year he commenced active operations against Ages, and it is chiefly celebrated on account
the Pontic king. Anxious to gain the victory of the ecclesiastical council which assembled
over Mithradates before the arrival of Lucullus. within its walls A.D 154'
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TRIPTOLEMUS

KIERES or TEIERIS (Tpifipyt n o w Enj"eh ?),TRIPOLIS (TpliroXtg: TpiiroXirr-c), is ciope
.small fortress on the coast of Phaen'eia, be- the name of a confederacy comiosed ot three
ween Tripolis and the Promontorium Theu- cities, or a district containing three cities, but
it is also applied to single cities which had some
prosopon.
T R I E A N U M , a town in Latium of uncertain site, such relation to others as to make the name appropriate. 1. In Arcadia, comprising the three
between Minturnae and Sinuessa.
[TRIMERUS (now Tremiti), an island on thecities of Callia, Dipcena, and Nonacris: its name
coast of Apulia, one ofthe D I O M E D E S I N S U L A is preserved in the modern to w n of Tripolitza.
— 2 . T. PELAGONIA, in Thessaly, comprising the
(q. v.), where Julia, the grand-daughtci of Authree towns of Azores, Doliche, and Pythium.
gustus, died in exile.]
— 3 . In Rhodes, comprising the three Dorian
[TRIMONTIUM.
Vid. PHI.IPPOPOLIS.]
cities Lindus, Ialysus, and Camirus. Vii.Rno
TRINACRIA.
Vii. SICILIA.
D U S:. — 4 . (Now Kash Yeniji), a city on the MaeT E I N E M E S or T E I N E M I A (Tpiveuelg, Tpivepeia
Tpivepeig), a demus in Attica, belonging to theander, twelve miles west of Hierapolis, on the
borders of Phrygia, Caria, and Lydia, to each
tribe Cecropis, on Mount Parnes
ofwhich it is assigned by different authorities.
[TRINIUM (flumen, now Trigno), a smal. river
in the country of the Frentani, afforded a good — 5 . (Now Tireboli), a fortress on the coast of
harbor for ships (flumen portuosum, Plin.).] Pontus, on ariverof the same name (now TiT R I N O B A N T E S , one of the most powerful peo- reboli Su), ninety stadia east of the Promontople of Britain, inhabiting the modern Essex. rium Zephyrium (now Cape Zefreh).—6. (Now
They are mentioned in Caesar's invasion of Tripoli, Tarabulus), on the coast of Phoenicia,
Britain, and they offered a formidable resist- consisted of three distinct cities, one stadium
ance to the invading force sent into the island (six hundred feet) apart, each having its own
walls, but all united in a common constitution,
by the Emperor Claudius.
[TRIO, L. FULCINIUS, a notorious informer un- having one place of assembly, and forming in
der Tiberius, and one of the friends and favor- reality one city. They were colonies of Tyre,
ites of that emperor : in A.D. 20 he accused Pi- Sidon, and Aradus respectively. Tripolis stood
so before the consuls, arid for that service was about thirty miles south of Aradus, and about
still further honored by Tiberius. In A.D. 35 the same distance north of Byblus, on a bold
he was thrown into prison on suspicion, and headland formed by a spur of Mount Lebanon.
It had a fine harbor and aflourishingcom
there put an end to his own life ]
T K I O U A L A or T R I C A L A (TpioKaXa, TpUaXa: merce. It is now a city of about fifteen thou
sanda inhabitants, and the capital of one of th6
TpucaXivog, Tricalinus : near Calata Bellota),
mountain fortress in the interior of Sicily, near pachalics of Syria, that of Tripoli.—7. The disthe Cnmisus, was in the Servile war the head- trict on the northern coast of Africa, between
quarters of the slaves, and the residence of their the two Syrtes, comprising the three cities of
Sabrata (or Abrotonum), (Ea, and Leptis Magleader Tryphon.
TRIOPAS (TptoVac or Tpiosp), son of Neptunena, and also called Tripoiitana Regio. Vii. SYR(Poseidon) and Canace, a daughter of iEolus, orTICA. Its name is preserved in that of the reof Helios and Rhodos, and the father of Iphi- gency of Tripoli, the western part of which anmedia and Erysichthon. Hence his son Ery- swers to it, and in that of the city oiTiipoli,
sichthon is called Triopeius, and his grand-probably the ancient CEa.
T E I P O L I T A N A REGIO. Vid. SYETICA, TRIPOLIS,
daughter Mestra or Metra, the daughter of EryN O . 7.
sichthon, Triopeis. Triopas expelled the PelasT R I P T O L E M U S (TpiirrbXepog), son of Celeus,
gians from the Dotian plain, but was himself
obliged to emigrate, and went to Caria, where king of Eleusis, and Metanira or Polymnia.
he founded Cnidus on the Triopian promontory. Others describe him as son of King Eleusis by
His son Erysichthon was punished by Ceres Cothonea, or of Oceanus and Gaea, or of Trochi(Demeter) with insatiable hunger because he lus by an Eleusinian woman. Triptolemus was
had violated her sacred grove; but others re- the favorite of Demeter (Ceres), and the invent
or ofthe plough and agriculture, and of civilizalate the same of Triopas himself.
TRIOPIA or TRIOPION, an early name of C N I D U S . tion, which is the result of it. H e was the great
TRIOPIUM (Tptd7rioi' : now Cape Krio), thehero in the Eleusinian mysteries. According
promontory which terminates the peninsula of to the common legend, he hospitably received
Cnidus, forming the southwestern headland of Demeter at Eleusis when she was wandering
Caria and of Asia Minor. Upon it was a temple in search of her daughter. The goddess, in
of Apollo, surnamed Triopius, which was the return, wished to make his son Demophon im
centre of union for the states of DORIS. Hence mortal, and placed him in thefirein order to
it was also called the Sacred Promontory (d/cp«- destroy his mortal parts ; but Metanira scream
ed out at the sight, and the child wag consumeo
rfjpiov iepbv).
by the flames. As a compensation for this beT R I P H Y L I A (TpityvXla : T'pityvXiog), the southern portion of Elis, lying between the Alpheus reavement, the goddess gave to Triptolemus a
and the Neda, is said to have derived its name chariot with winged dragons and seeds of wheat.
from the three different tribes by which it was In this chariot Triptolemus rode over the earth,
making m a n acquainted with the blessings of
peopled. Its chief town was P Y L O S .
[TRIPHYLUS (TpftoAor), son of Arcas and Lao- agriculture. O n his return to Attica, Celeua
damia, the legendary hero eponymus of Tri- endeavored to kill him, but by the command of
Demeter he was obliged to give up his country
phylia.]
to Triptolemus,
who now established the worTEIPODISCUS (Tpiirodiaicog: Tpiizobiaiuog:
ruins near Dcrweni), a town in the interior of Me-ship of Demeter, and institued the Thesmophoria. Triptolemus is represented in works ml
garis northwest of Megara.
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TRITiEA.

TROAS.

art aa a youthful hero, sometimes with the peta- coast is much altered by the inroads ol tne
sus, on a chariot drawn by dragons, and holding sands of the Sahara, it seems imposjible to
in his hand a sceptre and corn ears.
identify the river : some suppose that it is repTRiTiBA (Tpiraia: Tpiratevg). 1. A town resented
of
by the Wady-el-Khabs. Some of the
Phocis, northwest of Cleonae, on the left bank ancient writers gave altogether a different >oof the Cephisus, and on the frontiers of Locris. cality to the legend, and identify the Triton with
~ 2 One of the twelve cities of Achaia, one the river usually called L A T H O N in Cyrenaiea ;
hundred and twenty stadia east of Pharae, and and ApolloniusRhodius even transfeis the name
near the frontiers of Arcadia. Augustus made to the Nile.
it dependent upon Patrae.
TEIVICUM (now Trivico), a small town in Sam
[TRiTANTiECHMEs (Tpiravratxpng). 1. A Pernium, situated among the mountains separating
sian satrap of Babylon, son of Artabazus.—2. A Samnium from Apulia.
son of Artabanus, and cousin of Xerxes, was
T E O A S (b Tpadg, sc. xdpa, the feminine ofthe
r»ne of the commanders of the Persian infantry adjective Tpdg: TpaaSevg: now Chan), the terwhen the barbarians invaded Greece in B.C. ritory of Ilium or Troy, formed the northwest480.]
ern part of Mysia. It was bounded on the west
T R I T O or TRITOGENIA (Tpino or Tpiroyeveia,
by the iEgean Sea, from Promontorium Lectum
and Tpiroyevijg), a surname of Minerva (Atheto Promontorium Sigeum, at the entrance of
na), which is explained in different ways. Some the Hellespont; on the northwest by the Helderive it from Lake Tritonis in Libya, near which lespont, as far as the River Rhodius, below
she is said to have been born ; others from the Abydus ; on the northeast and east by the
6tream Triton, near Alalcomenae in Bceotia, mountains which border the valley ofthe Rhowhere she was worshipped, and where, accord- dius, and extend from its sources southward to
ing to some statements, she was also born ; the main ridge of Mount Ida, and on the south
the grammarians, lastly, derive the name from by the northern coast of the Gulf of Adramytrpird, which, in the dialect of the Athamani-tium along the southern foot of Ida ; but on the
ans, is said to signify " head," so that it would be northeast and east the boundaiy is sometimes
the goddess born out of the head of her father. extended so far as to include the whole coast
T R I T O N (Tpirav), son of Neptune (Poseidon)ofthe Hellespont, and part ofthe Propontis, and
and Amphitrite (or Celaeno), who dwelt with his the country as far as the River Granicus, Ihus
father and mother in a golden palace in the bot- embracing the district of Dardania, and sometom ofthe sea, or, according to Homer, at iEgae. what more. Strabo extends the boundary still
Later writers describe him as riding over the further east, to the River iEsepus, and also
sea on horses or other sea-monsters. Some- south to the Caicus; but this clearly results
times w e find mention of Tritons in the plu- from his including in the territory of Troy that
ral. Their appearance is differently described ; of her neighboring allies. The Troad is for the
though they are always conceived as having most part mountainous, being intersected by
the humanfigurein the upper part of their bod- Mount IDA and its branches : the largest plain
ies, and that of afishin the lower part. The is that in which Troy stood. The chief rivers
chief characteristic of Tritons in poetry as well were the SATNOIS on the south, the R H O D I U S on
as in works of art is a trumpet made out of a the north, and the Scamander and Simois in the
shell (concha), which the Tritons blow at thecentre. These two rivers, so renowned in the
command of Neptune (Poseidon) to soothe the legends of the Trojan war, flow from two difrestless waves ofthe sea.
ferent points in the chain of Mount Ida, and
T R I T O N FL., TRITONIS, or TRITONITIS P A L U S unite in the plain of Troy, through which the
(Tpirav, Tpiravtg, Tpiravlng), a river and lake
united stream flows northwest, and falls into
on the Mediterranean coast of Libya, which are the Hellespont east of the promontory of Sigementioned in several old Greek legends, espe- um. The Scamander, also called Xanthus, is
cially in the mythology of Minerva (Athena), usually identified with the Mendereh- Choi, and
w h o m one account represented as born on the the Simois with the Gumbrek; but this subject
Lake Tritonis, and as the daughter ofthe nymph presents difficulties which can not be discussed
ofthe same name, and of Neptune (Poseidon): within the limits of the present article. The
hence her surname of Tpnoyiveia. W h e n the precise locality of the city of Troy, or, accordGreeksfirstbecame acquainted geographically ing to its genuine Greek name, Ilium, is also
with the northern coast of Africa, they identified the subject still of much dispute. First, there
the gulf afterward called the Lesser SYRTIS is the question whether the Ilium of Homer
with the Lake Tritonis. This seems to be the had any real existence ; next, whether the ILInotion of Herodotus, in the story he relates of U M V E T U S of the historical period, which was
Jason (iv., 178, 179). A more exact knowledge visited by Xerxes and by Alexander the Great.
of the coast showed them a great lake be- was on the same site as the city of Priam. The
yond the inmost recess of the Lesser Syrtis, most probable opinion seems to be that which
to which the name Tritonis was then applied. places the original city in the upper part of the
This lake had an opening to the sea, as well as plain, on a moderate elevation at the foot of
a river flowing into it, and accordingly the ge- Mount Ida, and its citadel (called Pergama,
ographers represented the River Triton as ris- Hipyapa) on a loftier height, almost separated
ing in a mountain called Zuchabari, and form- from the city by a ravine, and nearly surrounding the Lake Tritonis on its course to the Less- ed by the Scamander. This city seems nevei
ei Syrtis, into which it fell. The lake is un- to have been restored after its destruction by
doubtedly the great salt lake, in the south of the Greeks. The iEolian colonists subsequentTunis, called El-Sibkdh; but as this lake hasly built a new city, on the site, as they doubtless
fio longer an opening to the sea, and the whole believed, of the old one, but really much loww
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down the plain ; and this city is the T R O J A or the island of Calauria. Trcezen was a veiy a
ILIUM V E T U S of most of the ancient writers. cient city, and is said to have been original!)
After the time of Alexander, this city declined, called Poseidonia, on account of its worship of
and a new one was built still further down the Poseidon (Neptune). It received the name of
plain, below the confluence of the Simois and Trcezen from Trcezen, one ofthe sons of Pelops;
Scamander, and near the Hellespont, and this and it is celebrated in mythology as the place
was called ILIUM N O V U M . Under the Romans, where Pittheus, the maternal grandfather of
this city was honored with various immunities, Theseus, lived, and where Theseus himself was
as the only existing representative of the an- born. Trcezen was for a long time dependent
cient Ilium. Its substantial importance, how- upon the kings of Argos; but in the historical
ever, was entirely eclipsed by that of A L E X A N - period it appears as an independent state. It
D R E A T R O A S . — F o r the general political history was a city of some importance, for w e read thai
of the Troad, see MYSIA. The Teucrians, by the Trcezenians sentfiveships of war to Salaw h o m it was peopled at a period of unknown mis and one thousand heavy armed men to Plaantiquitj, were a Thracian people. Settling in taeae. W h e n the Persians entered Attica, the
the plain ofthe Scamander, they founded the city Trcezenians distinguished themselves by the
of Ilium, which became the head of an extens- kindness with which they received the Atheniive confederacy, embracing not only the north- ans, who were obliged to abandon their city.
west of Asia Minor, but much of the opposite
TEOGILIAE, three small islands, named Psilon,
shores of Thrace, and with allies in Asia Minor Argennon, and Sandalion, lying off the promoniven as far as Lycia, and evidently much in ad- tory of Trogilium. Vid. M Y C A L E .
vance ofthe Greeks in civilization. The myth[TEOGILIUM P E O M O N T O R I U M (TpayiXiov c/rpuical account of the origin of the kingdom is rfipiov). Vid. M Y C A L E . ]
briefly as follows. Teucer, the first king in the
TEOGITIS L A C U S .
Vid. PISIDIA.
Troad, had a daughter, who married Dardanus,
T R O G L O D Y T E (TpayXobbrai, i. e., dwellers m
the chieftain of the country northeast of the caves), the name applied by the Greek geograTroad. Vid. DARDANIA.
Dardanus had two phers to various uncivilized people, who had no
sons, Ilus and Erichthonius; and the latter was abodes but caves, especially to the inhabitants
the father of Tros, from w h o m the country and of the western coast of the Red Sea, along the
people derived the names of Troas and Troes. shores of Upper Egypt and iEthiopia. The
Tros was the father of Ilus, who founded the whole of this coast was called Trogloiytice
city, which was called after him ILIUM, and also, (TpuyXobvriKn).
There were also Troglodyte
after his father, TROJA. The next king was in Mcesia, on the banks of the Danube.
L A O M E D O N , and after him Priam. Vid. PEIAMUS.
T R O G U S , POMPEIUS.
Vid. JUSTINUS.
In his reign the city was taken and destroyed
TROILIUM.
Vii. T R O S S U L U M
by the confederated Greeks, after a ten years'
T R O I L U S (TpaiXog), son of Priam and Ilecaba,
siege. Vid. H E L E N A , A L E X A N D E R , A G A M E M N O N , or, according to others, son of Apcllo. H e fell
A C H I L L E S , H E C T O R , A J A X , U L Y S S E S , N E O P T O L E - by the hands of Achilles.
MUS, iENEAs, & c , and H O M E R U S . T O discuss
T R O J A (Tpom, Ion. Tpoln, Ep Tpoia : Tpug,
the historical value of this legend is not the Tpabg, Ep. and Ion. Tpd'iog, fern. Tpudg, &,o.
province of this work : it is enough to say that Tros, Tro'ius, Trojami3, fern. Troas, pi TroSde
wo have in it evidence of a great conflict, at a and Trolades), the name of the city of Troy o
very early period, between the great Thracian Ilium, also applied to the country. Vii. T R O A S
empire in the northwest of Asia Minor, and the
T R O P H O N I U S (TpaAdviog), son of Erginus, kinr
rising power of the Achaeans in Greece, in of Orchomenus, and brother of Agamedes. Hi
which the latter were victorious ; but their vic- and his brother built the temple at Delphi anc
tory was fruitless, in consequence of their com- the treasury of King Hyrieus in Boeotia Foi
paratively low civilization, and,, especially of details, vii. A G A M E D E S . Trophonius, aftei his
their want of maritime power. The chronolo- death, was worshipped as a hero, and had a celgers assigned different dates for the capture of ebrated oracle in a cave near Lebadea in BceoTroy : the calculation most generally accepted tia. (Vii Did of Antiq , art J I I D U L U M )
placed it in B C. 1184. This date should be
T R O S (Tpdg), son of Erichthonius and Astj
carefully remembered, as it forms the starting oche, and grandson of Dardanus. H e was mar
point of various computations; but it should also ried to Callirrhoe, by w h o m he became thi
be borne in mind that the date is of no historical father of Ilus, Assaracus, and Ganymedes, and
authority. (There is not spaca to explain this
was King of Phrygia. The country and people
matter here.) The subsequent history of the of Troy derived their name from him. H e [reTroad presents an entire blank till w e come to ceived from Jupiter (Zeus) as a compensation
the period of the great iEolic migration, when it for his son Ganymedes a pair of divine horses.'J
merges in that of iEoLis and MYSIA. In writers Vid. G A N Y M E D E S .
of the Roman period, the name Troas is often T R O S S U L U M (Trossulanus : now Trcsso), a
used by itself for the city of A L E X A N D R E A T E O A S . town in Etruria, nine miles from Volsinii, which
T R O C M I or -n. Vid. G A L A T I A .
is said to have been taken by some Ronv'ai
TROES.
Vid. T R O A S .
equites without the aid of foot soldiers ; whence
T R C E Z E N (Tpoi&v, more rarely Tpoi&vn: Tpotthe Roman equites obtained the name of Tros
Zyviog : now Dhamala), the capital of TECEZENIAsuli. Some writers identify this town Wilis
(Tpei&via), a district in the southeast of Argo-Troilium, which was taken by the Romans B.C.
lis, on the Saronic Gulf, and opposite the island 293; but they appear to have been different
of iEgina. The town was situated at some places
little distance from the coast, on which it posT E O T I L U M (TpdnXov : now Tiontello), a town
sessed a harbor called P O G O N (Hdyav), opposite jof Sicily, on the road from Syracuse to Leontini
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TRUENTUM.

TUDITANUS.

T K U E N T U M , a town of Picenam, cm the River tion for talent and legal knowledge. H e wa.
Pruentus or Truentinus (now Tronto).
praetor in 123, and consul suffectus in 118. He
T R U T U L E N S I S P O R T U S , a harbor on the north- was an opponent of Tib. Gracchus, as well as
eastern coast of Britain, near the estuary Taus of C. Gracchus, and delivered some speeches
(now Toy), but of which the exact site is un- against the latter, 123. Tubero is one of the
known,
speakers in Cicero's dialogue de Repubhca. Tbe
T E Y P H I O D O E U S (TpvQtbdapog), a Greek gram-passages in the Digest in which Tubero is cited
marian and poet, was a native of Egypt; but do not refer to this Tubero, but to No. 4.-3
nothing is known of his personal histoiy. H e L , an intimate friend of Cicero. H e was a reis supposed to have lived in thefifthcentury of lation and a school-fellow of the orator, had
the Christian era Of his grammatical labors served with him in the Marsic war, and had aftw e have norecord; but one of his poems has erward served under his brother Quintus as
come down to us, entitled 'IXiov uXaoig, the Caplegate in Asia. On the breaking out of the
ture of Ilium, consisting of six hundred and
civil war, Tubero, who had espoused the Pomninety-one lines From the small dimensions peian party,receivedfrom the senate the provof it, it is necessarily little but a sketch The ince of Africa ; but as Atius Varus and Q. Ligabest editions are by Northmore, Cambridge, rius, who likewise belonged to the aristoeratical
1791, London, 1804; by Schafer, Leipzig, 1808 ;party, would not surrender it to him, he passed
and by Wernicke, Leipzig, 1819.
over to Pompey in Greece. H e was afterward
T E Y P H O N (Tpvipav). 1. DIODOTUS, a usurperpardoned by Caesar, and returned with his son
ofthe throne of Syria during the reign of De- Quintus to Rome. Tubero cultivated literature
metrius II. Nicator. After the death of Alex- and philosophy. H e wrote a history, and the
ander Balas in B.C. 146, Tryphonfirstset up philosopher iEnesidemus dedicated to him his
Antiochus, the infant son of Balas, as a pretend- work on the skeptical philosophy of Pyrrhon.—
er against Demetrius ; but in 142 he murdered 4. Q., son of the preceding. In 46 he made a
Antiochus and reigned as king himself. Try- speech before C. Julius Caesar against Q Ligaphon was defeated and put to death by Antio- rius, who was defended by Cicero in a speech
chus Sidetes, the brother of Demetrius, in 139, which is extant (Pro Q. Ligario). Tubero obafter a reign of three years.—2 SALVIUS, one tained considerablereputationas a jurist. H e
ofthe leaders ofthe revolted slaves in Sicily, had a great knowledge both of Jus Publicum
was supposed to have a knowledge of divina- and Privatum, and he wrote several works on
tion, for which reason he was elected king by both these divisions of law. H e married a
the slaves in 103. H e displayed considerable daughter of Servius Sulpicius, and the daughabilities, and in a short time collected an army ter of Tubero was the mulher of the jurist C,
of twenty thousand foot and two thousand horse, Cassius Longinus. Like his father, Q. Tubero
with which he defeated the propraetor P. Licin- wrote a history. Tubero the jurist, who is often
ius Nerva. After this victory Salvius assumed cited in the Digest, is this Tubero; but there
all the pomp of royalty, and took the surname is no excerpt from his writings.
of Tryphon, probably because it had been borne
TUCCA, PLOTIUS, a friend of Horace and Virby Diodotus, the usurper of the Syrian throne. gil. The latter poet left Tucca one of his heirs,
H e chose the strong fortress of Triocala as the and bequeathed his unfinished writings to him
seat of his new kingdom. Tryphon was defeat- and Varius, who afterward published the Mneid
ed by L. Lucullus in 102, and was obliged to by order of Augustus.
take refuge in Triocala. But Lucullus failed in
T U D E R (Tuders, -tis: now Toil), an ancient
taking the place, and returned to R o m e without town of Umbria, situated on a hill near the
effecting any thing more. Lucullus was suc- Tiber, and on the road from Mevania to Rome.
ceeded by C. Servilius ; and on the death of It was subsequently made a Roman colony.
Tryphon, about the same time, the kingdom de- There are still remains of the polygonal walls
volved upon Athenion, who was not subdued of the ancient town
till 101.
TUDITANUS, SEMPRONIUS.
1. M., consul B.C.
T E Y P H O N I N U S , CLAUDIUS, a Roman jurist, 240, and censor 230.—2. P., tribune of the solwrote under the reigns of Septimius Severus diers at the battle of Cannae in 216, and one of
and Caracalla.
the few Roman officers who survived that fata!
T U B A N T E S , a people of Germany, allies ofthe day. In 214 he was cuiule aedile ; ir, 213 praeCherusci, originally dwelt between the Rhine tor, with Arimintim as his province, and was
and the Yssel; in the time of Germanicus, on continued in the command for the two followtho southern bank ofthe Lippe, between Pader- ing years (212, 211). H e was censor in 209
born, H a m m , and the Armsberger Wald ; and with M. Cornelius Cethegus, although neither
at a still later time in the neighborhood of the he nor his colleague had yet held the consulThuringer Wald, between the Fulda and the ship. In 205 he was sent into Greece with the
Werra. Subsequently they are mentioned as a title of proconsul, for the purpose of opposing
part of the great league of the Franci.
Philip, with whom, however, he concluded a
T U B E R O , iELius
1. Q., son-in-law of L treaty, which was ratified by the Romans. T u
iEmilius Paulus, served under the latter in his ditanus was consul in 204, and received Bruttii
war against Perseus, king of Macedonia. This as his province. H e was atfirstdefeated by
Tubero, like therestof his family, was so poor HannibaI,Jiut shortly afterward lie gained a dethat he had not an ounce of silver plate till cisive victory over the Carthaginian general —
his father in law gave him five pounds of plate 3. C , plebeian aedile 198, and praetor 197, when
from the spoils of the Macedonian monarch.— he obtained Nearer Spain as his province. He
2. Q , son of the preceding, was a pupil of Panae-was defeated by the Spaniards with great loss,
tius, and is caUed the Stoic. H e had a reputa- and died shortly afterward of a wound wide'
oio
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TULLIUS, SERVIUS

ne had received in the battle.—4. M , triV ine ors of the state was M. Tullius Decula, ;oa.
of the plebs 193; praetor 189, when he ott ain- sul B.C. 81, and the next was the celebrated
ed Sicily as his province ; and consul 18-s. In orator M. Tullius Cicero. Vii. CICERO.
his consulship he carried on war in Ligur.a, and
TULLIANUM.
Vii. R O M A , p 753, a.
defeated the Apuani, while his colleague was
TULLIUS, SERVIUS, the sixth king of R o m e
equahy successful against the Ingauni. H e The account of the early life and death of Serwas carried off by the great pestilence which vius Tullius is full of strange marvels, and ean
devastated R o m e in 174.—5. C , praetor 132, and not beregardedas possessing any title to a real
consul 129. In his consulship he carried on historical narrative. His mother, Ocrisia, was
war against the Iapydes in Illyricum, over w h o m one of the captives taken at Corniculum, and
he gained a victory chiefly through the military became a female slave of Tanaquil, the wife of
skill of his legate, D. Junius Brutus. Tudita- Tarquinius Priscus. H e was oorn in the king's
nus was an orator and a historian, and in both palace, and, notwithstanding his servile origin,
obtained considerable distinction.
was brought up as the king's son, since TanaTULCIS, a river on the eastern coast of Spain, quil, by her powers of divination, had foreseen
near Tarraco.
the greatness ofthe child ; and Tarquinius placed
TULINGI, a people of Gaul of no great import- such confidence in him, that he gave him his
ance, who dwelt on the Rhine, between the daughter in marriage, and intrusted him with
Rauraci and the Helvetii.
the exercise of the government His rule was
TULLIA, the name of the two daughters of mild and beneficent; and so popular did he beServius Tullius, the sixth king of Rome. Vii come, that the sons of Ancus Marcius, fearing
TULLIUS.
lest they should be deprived of the throne which
TULLIA, frequently called by the diminutive they claimed as their inheritance, procured the
TULLIOLA, was the daughter of M. Cicero and assassination of Tarquinius. Vid. TARQUINIUS
Terentia, and was probably born B C. 79 or 78. They did not, however, reap the fruit of their
She was betrothed in 67 to C. Calpurnius Piso crime, for Tanaquil, pretending that the king's
Frugi, w h o m she married in 63 during the con- wound was not mortal, told tbe people that Tarsulship of her father. During. Cicero's banish- quinius would recover in a few days, and that
ment Tullia lost herfirsthusband. She was he had commanded Servius, meantime, to dismarried again in 56 to Furius Crassipes, a charge the duties of the kingly office. Servius
young man of rank and large property; but she forthwith began to act as king, greatly to the
did not live with him long, though the time and satisfaction ofthe people; and when the death
the reason of her divorce are alike unknown. of Tarquinius could no longer be concealed, he
In 50 she was married to her third husband, P. was already infirmpossession ofthe royal powCornelius Dolabella, who was a thorough profli- er. The reign of Servius is almost as barren
gate. The marriage took place during Cicero's of military exploits as that of Numa. The only
absence in Cilicia, and, as might have been an- war which Livy mentions is one against Veii,
ticipated, was not a happy one. On the break- which was brought to a speedy conclusion. The
ing out of the civil war in 49, the husband and great deeds of Servius were deeds of peace;
the father of Tullia espoused opposite sides. and he was regarded by posterity as the authot
While Dolabella fought for Caesar, and Cicero of all their civil rights and institutions, just as
took refuge in the camp of Pompey, Tullia re- N u m a was of their religious rites and ordinanmained in Italy. On the 19th of May, 49, she ces. Three important events are assigned to
was delivered of a seven months' child, which Servius by universal tradition. First, he gave
died soon afterward. After the battle of Phar- a new constitution to the Roman state. The
salia, Dolabella returned to R o m e ; but he con- two main objects of this constitution were to
tinued to lead a dissolute and profligate life, and give the plebs political independence, and to
at length (46) a divorce took place by mutual assign to property that influence in the state
consent. At the beginning of 45 Tullia was which had previously belonged to birth excludelivered of a son. As soon as she was suffi- sively. In order to carry his purpose into efciently recovered to bear the fatigues of a jour- fect, Servius made a two-fold division of the
ney, she accompanied her father to Tusculum, Roman people, one territorial, and the other aibut she died there in February. Her loss was cording to property. For details, vid. Diet, of
a severe blow to Cicero. A m o n g the many Antiq , art. COMITIA.
Secondly, he extended
consolatory letters which he received on the the pomcerium, or hallowed boundary of tho
occasion is the well-known one from the cele- city, and completed the city by incorporating
brated jurist Serv. Sulpicius (ai Fam., iv., 5). with it the Quirinal, Viminal, and Esquiline
T o dissipate his grief, Cicero drew up a treatise hills. Vii. R O M A . Thirdly, he established an
on Consolation.
important alliance with the Latins, by which
T U L L I A G E N S , patrician and plebeian The R o m e and the cities of Latium became the
patrician Tullii were one of the Alban houses, members of one great league. By his new conwhich were transplanted to R o m e in the reign stitution Servius incurred the hostility of the
of Tullus Hostilius. The patrician branch of patricians, who conspired with L. Tarquinius
the gens appears to have become extinct at an to deprive him of his life and of his throne.
early period; for, after the early times of the His death was the subject of a legend, which
republic, no one of the name occurs for some ran as follows. Servius, soon after his sue
centuries, and the Tullii of a later age are not cession, gave his two daughters in ~c irriage tc
only plebeians, but, with the exception of their the two sons of Tarquinius Priscus. L. Tar
bearing the same name, can not be regarded as quinius, the elder, was married to a quiet and
having any connection with the ancient gens. gentle wife ; Aruns, the younger, to an aspiring
Thefirstplebeian Tullius who rose to the hon- and ambitious woman. The character of the
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iwo brothels was the very opposite rA the wives with the Sabines; and being again straitened
who had fallen to their lot; for Lucius was infightin a wood called the Wicked Wood, he
proud and haughty, but Aruns unambitious and vowed a yearly festival to Saturn and Ops, and
quiet. The wife of Aruns, fearing that her hus- to double the number ofthe Salii, or priests ot
band would tamely resign the sovereignty to his Mamers. And when, by their help, he had vanelder brother, resolved to destroy both her fa- quished the Sabines, he performed his vow, and
ther and her husband. She persuaded Lucius its records were the feasts Saturnalia and Opato murder his wife, and she murdered her own lia. In his old age, Tullus grew weary of warhusband, and the survivois straightway married. ring ; and when a pestilence struck him and
Tullia now urged her husband to murder her fa- his people, and a shower of burning stones fel
ther ; and it was said that their design was hast- from heaven on Mount Alba, and a voice as of
ened by the belief that Servius entertained the the Alban god; came forth from the solitary
thought of laying down his kingly power and temple of Jupiter on its summit, he remembered
establishing the consular form of government the peaceful and happy days of Numa, and so»jgh*
The patricians were equally alarmed at this to win the favor of the gods, as N u m a had done,
scheme. Their mutual hatred and fears united by prayer and divination. But the gods heeded
them closely together ; and when the conspir- neither his prayers nor his charms, and when
acy was ripe, Tarquinius entered the Forum ar- he would inquire of Jupiter Elicius, Jupiter was
rayed in the kingly robes, seated himself in the wroth, and smote Tullus and his whole house
royal chair in the senate house, and ordered the with fire. Perhaps the only historical fact emsenators to be summoned to him as their king. bodied in the legend of Tullus is the ruin of
At the first news of the commotion, Servius Alba
[ T U L L U S , VOLCATIUS. 1. L., consul B.C. 66
hastened to the senate-house, and, standing at
the door-way, ordered Tarquinius to come down with M'. iEmilius Lepidus. After his consulfrom the throne. Tarquinius sprang forward, ship he lived inretirement,and during the civil
seized the old man, and flung him down the wars took no part in public affaiis. H e had
stone steps. Covered with blood, the king was approved of Cicero's measures against the achastening home, but, before he reached it, he complices of Catiline, and spoke on the subject
was overtaken by the servants of Tarquinius in the senate—2. C , probably son of No. 1,
and murdered. Tullia drove to the senate- fought under Caesar in the Gallic war, and also
house, and greeted her husband as king; but distinguished himself at the siege of Dyrrachiher transports of joy struck even him with hor- u m in B.C. 48.—3. L., son of No. 1, was praetoi
ror. H e bade her go home; and as she was urbanus in B.C. 46, and consul with Octavianus
returning, her charioteer pulled up and pointed in B.C. 33.]
T U N E S or T U N I S (Tvvyg, Toivi;: Twijaatog :
out the corpse of her father lying in his blood
across the road. She commanded him to drive now Tunis), a strongly-fortified city of Northe
m
Africa, stood at the bottom ofthe Carthaan; the blood of her father spirted over the
iarriage and on her dress; and from that day ginian Gulf, ten miles southwest of Carthage, at
'orward the street bore the name of the Vicus the mouth of the little river Catada. At the
time of Augustus it had greatly declined, but it
Sceleratus, or Wicked Street. The body lay
unburied, for Tarquinius said seoffingly, "Rom- afterwardrecovered,and is now the capital of
ulus too went without burial;" and this impi- the regency of Tunis.
T U N G R I , a German people who crossed the
ous mockery is said to have given rise to his
surname of Superbus. Servius had reigned for- Rhine, and settled in Gaul in the country forty-four years. His memory was long cherished merly occupied by the Aduatici and the Eburones. Their chief town was called T U N G R I or
by the plebeians.
A D U A C A T O N G R O R U M (now Tongern), on the road
TULLIUS TIRO
Vii T I R O .
T U L L U M (now Toul), the capital of the Leuci, from Castellum Morinorum to Colonia Agripa people in the southeast of Gallia Belgica, be- pina.
[TURBO. 1. A gladiator of small stature, but
tween the Matrona and Mosella.
T U L L U S HOSTILIUS, third king of Rome, is great courage, mentioned by Horace (" et idem
said to have been the giandson of Hostus Hos- Corpore majorem rides Turbonis in armis Spirtilius, who fell in battle against the Sabines in itum et incessum," Sat., ii., 3, 310-11).—2. A
the reign of Romulus. His legend ran as fol- distinguished commander, and governor foi
lows : Tullus Hostilius departed from the peace-some time of Pannonia under Hadrian ]
TURDETANI, the most numerous people in
ful ways of Numa, and aspired to the martial
renown of Romulus. H e made Alba acknowl- Hispania Baetica, dwelt in the south ofthe provedge Rome's supremacy in tbe war wherein ince, on both banks of the Baetis, as far as Lusithe three Roman brothers, the Horatii, fought tania. They were regarded as the most civilwith the three Alban brothers, the Curiatii, at ized people in all Spain. Their country was
the Fossa Cluilia. Next he warred with Fide- called TUEDETANIA.
T U E D U L I , a people in Hispania Baetica, situanae and with Veii, and being straitly pressed by
their joint hosts, he vowed temples to Pallor ted to the east and south of the Turdetani, with
and Pavor—Paleness and Panic. And after the w h o m they were closely connected. The names,
fight was won, he tore asunder with chariots in fact, appear identical.
T U R I A or T U R I U M (now Guaialaviar), a rivei
Mettius Fufetius, the king or dictator of Alba,
because he had desired to betray R o m e ; and on the eastern coast of Spain, flowing into the
he utterly destroyed Alba, sparing only the tem- sea at Valentia, memorable for the battle fought
ples of the gods, and bringing the Alban people on its banks between Pompey and Sertorius.
T U R I A S S O (Turiassonensis : now Tarrazona)
o Rome, where he gave them the Caelian Hill
v dwell on. Then he turned himself to war a town ofthe Celtiberi in Hispania Tarraconei?
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sit un the r.ead from Caesaraugusta to Numan- municipium, and was the birth-place ol seveia,
aa It possessed a fountain, the water ofwhich distinguished R o m a n families. Cato the cenwas said to be very excellent for hardening sor was a native of Tusculum. Its proximity
to Rome, its salubrity, and the beauty of its
ron.
[TURICUM (Turicensis, now Zurich), a town situation made it a favi rite residence of the
in the territory ofthe Helvetii, on the Limagus Roman nobles during the summe/. Cicero,
among others, had a favorite villa at this place,
(now Litnmat).]
T U R N U S (Tbpvog). 1. Son of Daunus and which he frequently mentions under the name
Venilia, and king of the Rutuli at the time of of T U S C U L A S U M . The site of this villa is not
the arrival of iEneas in Italy. H e was a broth- exactly known; some placing it near Giotta
er of Juturna, and related to Amata, the wife Ferrata, on the road from Frascati to the Alban
of King Latinus ; and he fought against iEneas Lake, and others near La Rufinella. Tbe ruin&
because Latinus had given to the Trojan hero of ancient Tusculum are situated on the sum
his daughtei Lavinia, who had been previously mit of the mountain, about two miles above
promised to Turnus. H e appears in the Mneii Frascati.
TUTICANUS, a Roman poet and a friend it
us a brave warrior; but in the end he fell by
the hand of iEneas—2. A Roman satiric poet, Ovid, who had translated into Latin verse a
was a native of Aurunca, and lived under Ves- portion of the Odyssey.
TUTZIS (ruins at Garshee or Gucrfey Hassan),
pasian and Domitian. W e possess thirty hexameters, forming a portion of, apparently, a long a city in the Dodecaschcenus, that is, the part
satiric poem, the subject being an enumeration of iEthiopia immediately above Egypt, on the
of the crimes and abominations which charac- western bank ofthe Nile, north of Pselcis, and
terized the reign of Nero. These lines are as- south of Talmis.
T Y A N A (Tvava : Tvavevg: ruins at Kiz Hisar),
cribed by some modern scholars to Turnus.
a city of Asia Minor, stood in the south of CapT U R N U S HERDONIUS.
Vii. H E R D O N I U S .
T U R O N E S , T U R O N I or T U R O N I I , a people in the padoeia, at the northern foot of Mount Taurus,
interior of Gallia Lugdunensis, between the Au- on the high road to the Cilician Gates, three
lerci, Andes, and Pictones. Their chief town hundred stadia fiom Cybistra, and four hundred
was CassARODUNUM, subsequently T U R O N I (now from Mazaca, in a position of great natural
strength, which was improved by fortifications.
Tours), on the Liger (now Loire).
TUEPILIUS, S E X T U S , a R o m a n dramatist, Under Caracalla it was made a Roman colony.
whose productions belonged to the department In B.C. 272 it was taken by Aurelian, in the
of Corncedia Palliata. The titles of thirteenwar
or with Zenobia, to whose territory it then
fourteen of his plays have been preserved, to- belonged. Valens made it the chief city of
gether with a few fragments. H e died, when Cappadoeia Secunda. In its neighborhood was
very old, at Sinuessa in B.C. 101. H e stands a great temple of Jupiter, by the side of a lake
seventh in the scale of Volcatius Sedigitus. in a swampy plain ; and near the temple was a
Vii. SEDIGITUS
[His fragments are collected remarkable effervescing spring called Asmabaein Bothe's Poeta Scenici Latinmum, vol. vi., p.on. Tyana was the native place of Apollonius,
the supposed worker of miracles The south77-94.]
TURPIO, L. AMBIVIUS, a very celebrated actor ern district of Cappadoeia, in which the city
in the time of Terence, in most of whose plays stood, was called Tyanitis
TYCHE.
Vid F O R T U N A .
lie acted.
T U E E I S IIANNIBALIS (ruins at Bourj Salektah), T Y C H E . Vid. S Y R A C U S E .
[TYCHHIS (Tvxiog), of Hyle, a mythical artifia castle on the coast of Byzaeena, between
Thapsus and Acholla, belonging to Hannibal, cer, mentioned by Homer as the maker of
who embarked here when hefledto Antiochus Ajax's shield of seven ox-hides, covered with a
plate of brass ]
the Great.
T Y D E U S (Tvbevg), son of CEneus, king of CalyT U E E I S STHATONIS.
Vii. C-«:SAREA, N o 3.
T U S C A N I A (Tuscaniensis : now Toscanella), adon, and Peribcea. H e was obliged to leave
town of Etruria, on the River Marta, rarely men-Calydon in consequence of some murder which
tioned by ancient writers, but celebrated in mod- he had committed, but which is differently deern times on account of the great number of scribed by the different authors, some saying
Etruscan antiquities which have been discov- that he killed his father's brother, Melas, Lycopeus, or Alcathous; others, that he slew Thoaa
ered in its ancient tombs.
or Aphareus, his mother's brother; others, that
TUSCI, TUSCIA. Vid. E T R U R I A
T U S C U L U M (Tusculanus: ruins near Frascati),he slew his brother Olenias ; and others, again,
an ancient town of Latium, situated about that lie killed the sons of Melas, who had revoltten miles southeast of Rome, on a lofty sum- ed against CEneus. H e fled to Adrastus at Armit of the mountains, which are called after the gos, who purified him from the murder, and
town T U S C U L A N I M O N T E S , and which are a con- gave him his daughter Deipyle in marriage, by
tinuation of Mons Albanus Tusculum was w h o m he became the father of Diomedes, who
one of the most strongly fortified places in all is hence frequently called TYDIDES. H e acItaly, both by nature and by art. It is said to companied Adrastus in the expedition against
have been founded by Telegonus, the son of Thebes, where he was wounded by Melanippus,
Ulysses ; and it was always one of the most who, however, was slain by him. W h e n Tydimportant of the Latin towns. Its importance eus Jay on the giound wounded, Minerva (Athein the time of the Roman kings is shown by na) appeared to him with a remedy which she
Tarquinius Supeibus giving his daughter in had received from Jupiter (Zeus), and which
marriage to Octavius Mamilius, the chief of Tus- was to make him immortal. This, hewever,
eulum. At a later time it became a Roman was prevented by a stratagem of Amphiaiaus
aia
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w&o hated Tydeus, for he cut off the heirr of giant. According to Homer, he was concealed
Melanippus and brought it to Tydeus, who di- in the earth in the country of the Arimi (Eta'
vided it and ate the brain, or devoured some of 'Apipoig, oi which the Latin poets have made
theflesh.Minerva (Athena), seeing thh, shud- Inarime), which was lashed by Jupiter (Zeus)
dered, and left Tydeus to his fate, who conse- with flashes of lightning. In Hesiod, Typhaon
quently died, and was buried by Macon.
and Typhoeus are two distinct beings. TyphaT Y L O S or T Y R O S (TtiAoc, Tvpag : now Bdh- on isrepresentedas a son of Typhoeus, and a
iem), an island in the Persian Gulf, off the coast fearful hurricane, who by Echidna became the
of Arabia, celebrated for its pearl fisheries.
father ofthe dog Orthus, Cerberus, the Lernsean
T Y M B E E S or T E M B R O G I U S (nowPursek), a river hydra, Chimaera, and the Sphinx. Typhoeus, on
of Phrygia, rising in Mount Dindymene, and the other hand, is called the youngest son of
flowing past Cotyaeum and Dorylaeum into the Tartarus and Terra (Gaea), or of Juno (Hera)
Sangarius. It was the boundary between Phry- alone, because she was indignant at Jupiter
gia Epietetus and Phrygia Salutaris.
(Zeus) having given birth to Minerva (Athena).
T Y M N E S (Tbpvng), an epigrammatic poet, H e is described as a moaster with one hundred
whose epigrams were included in the Garland heads, fearful eyes, and terrible voices ; he
of Meleager, but respecting whose exact date wanted to acquire the sovereignty of gods and
w e have no further evidence. There are seven men, but was subdued, after a fearful struggle,
of his epigrams in the Greek Anthology.
by Jupiter (Zeus), with a thunderbolt. H e beT Y M P H ^ I (Tvupaioi), a people of Epirus, on
got the winds, whence he is also called the
the borders of Thessaly, so called from Mount father of the Harpies ; but the beneficent winds
T Y M P H E (Tipipri), sometimes, but less correctly,
Notus, Boreas, Argestes, and Zephyrus, were
written S T Y M P H E (Zrvuijsn) Their country was
not his sons. iEschylus and Pindar describe
called T Y M P H J E A (Tvpipaia).
him as living in a Cilician cave. H e is furthei
T Y M P H R E S T U S (Tvpippsiarog : now Elladha),
said
a to have at one time been engaged in a
mountain in Thessaly, in the country of the struggle with all the immortals, and to have
Dryopes, in which the River Spercheus rises. been killed by Jupiter (Zeus) with a flash of
T Y N D A R E U S (Tvvbdpeog), not T Y N D A E U S , whichlightning ; he was buried in Tartarus under
is not found in classical writers, was son of Pe-Mount iEtna, the work-shop of Hephaestus,
rieres and Gorgophone, or, according to others, which is hence called by the poets Typhois Mtson of CEbalus, by the nymph Batia or by Gor- na. The later poets frequently connect Tygophone. Tyndareus and his brother Icarius phoeus with Egypt. The gods, it is said, unable
were expelled by their step brother Hippocoon to hold out against him,fledto Egypt, where,
and his sons ; whereupon Tyndareus fled to from fear, they metamorphosed themselves intc
Thestius in iEtolia, and assisted him in his wars animals, with the exception of Jupiter (Zeus)
against his neighbors. In iEtolia Tyndareus and Minerva (Athena).
married Leda, the daughter of Thestius, and
T Y E A G E T « , TYEIGET-E, O T T Y K A N G E T . * , apeo
was afterward restored to Sparta by Hercules. pie in European Sarmatia, probably a branch of
By Leda, Tyndareus became the father of the Getae, dwelling east ofthe River Tyras.
Timandra, Clytaemnestra, and Philonoe. One
T Y E A N N I O N (Tvpavvtav). 1. A Greek gram
night Leda was embraced both by Jupiter (Zeus) marian, a native of Amisus in Pontus, was orig
and Tyndareus, and the result was the birth of inally called Theophrastus, but received from
Pollux and Helena, the children of Jupiter his instructor the name of Tyrannion on account
(Zeus), and of Castor and Clytaemnestra, the of his domineering behavior to his fellow-discichildren of Tyndareus The patronymic T Y N - ples. In B.C. 72 he was taken captive by LuDARIDJE is frequently given to Castor and Pol- cullus, who carried him to R.ome. H e was
lux, and the female patronymic T Y N D A R I S to given by Lucullus to Murena, who manumitted
Helen and Clytaemnestra. W h e n Castor and him. At R o m e Tyrannion occupied himself in
Pollux had been received among the immortals, teaching. H e was also employed in arranging
Tyndareus invited Menelaus to come to Spar- the library of Apellicon, which Sulla brought to
ta, and surrendered his kingdom to him.
Rome. This library contained the writings of
T Y N D A R I S orTYNDAEiuM (TwSap'ig,Tvvbdpiov:
Aristotle, upon which Tyrannion bestowed con
Tyndaritanus : now Tindare), a town on the siderable care and attention. Cicero speaks in
northern coast of Sicily, with a good harbor, a the highest terms of the learning and ability of
little west of Messana, near the promontory of Tyrannion. Tyrannion amassed considerable
the same name founded by the elder Dionysius, wealth, and died at a very advanced age of a
B.C. 396, which became an important place. It paralytic stroke.—2. A native of Phoenicia, the
was the head-quarters of Agrippa, the general son of Artemidorus, and a disciple of the preof Octavianus, in the war against Sextus Pom- ceding. His original name was Diodes. H e
pey. The greater part of the town was subse- was taken captive in the war between Antony
quently destroyed by an inundation of the sea. and Octavianus, and was purchased by Dymas, a
[TYPJEUS (Tvirawv bpog), a craggy elevationfreedman of the latter. By him he was preIn Elis, between Scilh s and the Alpheus, in the sented to Terentia, the wife of Cicero, who man
direction of Olympia, from which the law de- umitted him. H e taught at R o m e , and wrote
creed that women should be hurled, who had a great number of works, which are all lost.
infringed the regulations excluding them from
T Y E A S (Ttipac, Ttip^e : now Dniester), subse
appearing at the Olympic games ]
quently called DANASTTIS, a river in European
T Y P H O N or T Y P H O E U S (Tvipduv, Tv^aevg, conSarmatia, forming, in the lower part of its
tracted into Tvfydg), a monster of the primitivecourse, the boundary between Dacia and Sai
world, is described sometimes as a destructive matia, and falling into the Pontus Euxinus
feHrricane, and sometimes as a fire-breathing
north of the Danube. At its mouth there war
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R town of the same name, probably on the t i e of the glory offightingbravely for one's native
of the modern Ackjermann
land; and more spirited compositions, in the
[ T Y R E S , brother of Teuthras, one ofthe com- anapaestic measure, which were intended as
panions of iEneas, fought in Italy against Tur- marching songs, to be performed with the music
nus.]
of the flute. H e lived to see the success of his
T Y R I ^ U M (Tvpialov : now Ilghun), a city of
efforts in the entire conquest of the Messenians,
Lycaonia, described by Xenophon (in the Anab- and their reduction to the condition of Helots
asis) as twenty parasangs west of Iconium.H e therefore flourished down to B.C. 668, which
it lay due west of Laodicea.
was the last year of the second Messenian war.
T Y R O (Tupw), daughter of Salmoneus and Al- The best separate edition of the fragments of
cidijs. She was wife of Cretheus, and beloved his poems is by Bach, with the remains of the
by the river-god Enipeus in Thessaly, in whose elegiac poets Callinus and Asius, Lips., 1831.
form Neptune (Poseidon) appeared to her, and
T Y E U S (Tiipoc-: Aram. Tura : in the Old Test
became by her the father of Pelias and Neleus. ament, Tsor: Tvpiog, Tyrius : ruins at Sur), on?.
By Cretheus she was the mother of iEson, of the greatest and most famous cities of the
Pheres, and Amythaon.
ancient world, stood on the coast of Phcenice,
TYRRHENI, TYRRHENIA.
Vid. E T R U R I A .
about twenty miles south of Sidon. It was a
TYRRHENUM MARE.
Vid. E T R U R I A .
colony of the Sidonians, and is therefore called
T Y R R H E N U S ( Tvfipnvog or Tvponvbg), son of
in Scripture " the daughter of Sidon." It gradthe Lydian king Atys and Callithea, and brother ually eclipsed the mother city, and came to be
of Lydus, is said to have led a Pelasgian colony the chief place of all Phcenice for wealth, comfrom Lydia into Italy, into the country ofthe merce, and colonizing activity. In the time of
Umbrians, and to have given to the colonists Solomon, w efindits king, Hiram, who was also
his name, Tyrrhenians Others call Tyrrhenus King of Sidon, in close alliance with the Hebrewa son of Hercules by Omphale, or of Telephus monarch, w h o m he assisted in building the temand Hiera, and a brother of Tarchon. The ple and his palace, and in commercial entername Tarchon seems to be only another form prises. Respecting its colonies and maritime
of Tyrrhenus.
enterprise, vii. PHCENICE and C A R T H A G O .
The
T Y R E H E U S , a shepherd of King Latinus. A s Assyrian king Shalmaneser laid siege to Tyre
Ascanius was hunting, he killed a tame stag be- for five years, but without success. It was
longing to Tyrrheus, whereupon the country again besieged for thirteen years by Nebuchadpeople took up arms, which was thefirstcon- nezzar, and there is a tradition that he took it,
flict in Italy between the natives and the Tro-but the matter Is not quite certain. At the pejan settlers.
riod when the Greeks began to be well acquaintT Y K T ^ U S (Tvpialog or Tipraioc), son of Ar- ed with the city, its old site had been abandonchembrotus, of Aphidnae in Attica. According ed, and a n e w city erected on a small island
to the older tradition, the Spartans, during the about half a mile from the shore, and a mile in
second Messenian war, were commanded by an length, and a little north of the remains of the
oracle to take a leader from among the Athe- former city, which was n o w called Old Tyre
nians, and thus to conquer their enemies, where-(HaXalrvpog). With the additional advantage
upon they choseTyrtaeus as their leader. Later of its insular position, this new city soon rose
writers embellish the story, and represent Tyr- to a prosperity scarcely less than that of its
taeus as a lame schoolmaster, of low family and predecessor; though, under the Persian kings,
reputation, w h o m the Athenians, when applied it seems to have ranked again below Sidon.
to by the Lacedaemonians in accordance with Vii. SIDON. In B.C. 322 the Tyrians refused
the oracle, purposely sent as the most inefficient to open their gates to Alexander, who laid siege
leader they could select, being unwilling to as- to the city for seven months, and united the
sist the Lacedaemonians in extending their do- island on which it stood to the main land by a
minion in the Peloponnesus, but little thinking mole constructed chiefly of the ruins of Old
that the poetry of Tyrtaeus would achieve that Tyre. This mole has ever since formed a pervictory which his physical constitution seemed manent connection between the island and the
to forbid his aspiring to. Many modern critics main land. After its capture and sack by Alexreject altogether the account of the Attic origin ander, Tyre never regained its former conseof Tyrtaeus, and maintain that the extant frag- quence, and its commerce was for the most
ments of his poetry actually furnish evidence part transferred to Alexandrea. It recovered,
of his being a Lacedaemonian. But it is impos- however, sufficiently to be mentioned as a strong
sible to arrive at any positive decision upon the fortress andflourishingport under the early R o
subject. It is certain, however, that the poems m a n emperors. Septimius Severus made it a
of Tyrtaeus exercised an important influence Roman colony. It was the see of a bishop,
upon the Spartans, composing their dissensions and Jerome calls it the most beautiful city of
at home, and animating their courage in the Phoenicia. It was a place of considerable imfield. In order to appease their civil discords,portance in medieval history, especially as one
he composed his celebrated elegy entitled " Le- of the last points held by the Christians on the
gal Order" (Evvouia), which appears to havecoast of Syria. The wars of the Crusades comhad a wondrous effect in stilling the excited pleted its ruin, and its site is now occupied by
passions of the Spartans. But still more cele- a poor village ; and even its ruins are for the
brated were the poems by wbich he animated most part covered by the sea. Even the site
the courage of the Spartans in their conflict of Babylon does not present a more striking ful
with the Messenians. These poems were of filment of prophecy.
two kinds; namely, elegies, containing exhorta- T Z E T Z E S (TfeVftc). 1. J O A N N E S, a Greek gram
tions to constancy and courage, and descriptions marian of Constantinople,flourishedabout A.D
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L150. His writings bear evident traces of the i pecially the two great works Ad Eiiclum anc
?xtent of his learning, and not less of the inor-. the Libii ai Sabinum. H e was banished or de,
dinate self-conceit with which they had filleoprived of his functions under Elagabalus, whi
him. H e wrote a vast number of woiks, of became emperor 217 ; but on the accession of
which several are still extant. Of these the Alexander Severus, 222, he became the emperor's chief adviser. The emperor conferred ofs
two following are the most important: 1. Iliaca,
which consists properly of three poems, collect- Ulpian the office of Scriniorum magister, an'<
made him a consiliarius. H e also held the cf
ed into one under the titles T u irpb 'Opbpov, rd
fice of Praefectus Annonae, and he was likewise
'Ounpov, ical Taped"Opvpov. The whole amounts
to one thousand six hundred and seventy-six made Praefectus Praetorio. Ulpian perished in
lines, and is written in hexameter metre. It isthe reign of Alexander by the hands ofthe sola very dull composition. Edited by Bekker, diers, who forced their way into the palace at
night, and killed him in the presence of l.e e m
Beilin, 1816. 2 Chiliaies, consisting in its present form of twelve thousand six hundred and peror and his mother, 228 His promotion tc
si\ty-one lines. This name was given to it by the office of praefectus praetorio was probably
thefiisteditor, who divided it, without refer- an unpopular measure. A great part of the nuence to the contents, into thirteen divisions of merous writings of Ulpian were still extant in
one thousand lines, the last being incomplete. the time of Justinian, and a much greater quanIts subject-matter is ofthe most miscellaneous tity is excerpted from him by tbe compilers of
Kind, but embraces chiefly mythological and his- the Digest than fiom any other jurist The
torical narratives, arranged under separate ti- number of excerpts from Ulpian is said to be
tles, and without any further connection. The two thousand four hundred and sixty-two ; and
following are a few of them, as they occur: many of the excerpts are of great length, and
Croesus, Midas, Gyges. Codrus, Alctnaeon, & c altogether they form about one third of the
It is written in bad Greek, in that abominable whole body of the Digest The exceipts from
Paulus and Ulpian together make about one,
make believe of a metre called political verse.
Edited by Kiessling, Lips, 1826. — 2. ISAAC, half of the Digest. Ulpian's style is perspicubrother of the preceding, the author of a val- ous, and presents fewer difficulties than that of
uable commentary on the Cassandra of Lyco- many of the Roman jurists who are excerpted
phron, printed in most of the editions of Lyco- in the Digest. The great legal knowledge, tho
phron ; [best edit, by Muller, Lips. 1811,3 vols ]good sense, and the industry of Ulpian place
TZITZIS orTzuTzis (rums south of Debout),,ahim among the first ofthe Roman .jurists ; and
•jUy in the north of the Dodecaschcenus, that is, he has exercised a great influence on the juristhe part of iEthiopia immediately dbove Egypt, prudence of modern Europe through the copia little south of Parembole, and considerably ous extracts from his writings which have been
preserved by the compilers of Justinian's Dinorth of Taphis
gest. W e possess a fragment of a work under
the title of Domitii Ulpiani Fiagmcnta ; it conU.
sists of twenty nine titles, and is a valuable
UBII, a German people, who originally dweltsource for the history ofthe Roman law. The
on the right bank ofthe Rhine, but were trans- best editions are by Hugo, Berlin, 1834, and by
ported across the river by Agrippa in B.C. 37, Bdcking, Bonn, 1836.—2. Of Antioch, a sophat their own request, because they wished to es-ist, lived in the time of Constantine the Great,
cape the hostilities of the Suevi They took and wrote several rhetorical woiks. The name
the name of Agrippenses, from their town C O - of Ulpianus is prefixed to extant Commentaries
LONIA AGRIPPINA.
in Greek on eighteen ofthe orations of DemosU C A L E G O N (OvicaXeyov), one of the elders at
thenes, and it is usually stated that they we;t>,
Troy, whose house was burned at the destruc- written by Ulpianus of Antioch. But the C o m
tion of the city
mentaries have evidently received numerous
UCUBIS, a town in Hispania Baetica, near Cor- additions and interpolations from some gramduba.
marian of a very late period. They are printed
U F E N S (now Uffente), a liver in Latium, flowin several editions of the Attic orators.
ing from Setia, and falling into the Amasenus.
ULPIUS TEAJANUS.
Vid. T E A J A N U S .
U P F U G U M , a town in Bruttium, between ScylU L T O E , " the avenger," a surname of Mars,
lacium and Rhegium.
to w h o m Augustus built a temple at R o m e in
U G E E N U M (now Beaucaire), a town in Gallia
the Forum, after taking vengeance upon the
Narbonensis, on the road from Nemausus to murderers of his great-uncle, Julius Caesar.
Aquae Sextiae, where Avitus was proclaimed
ULihJEiE (Ulubranus, Ulubrensis), a small
emperor.
town in Latium, of uncertain site, but in the
U L I A (now Montemayor), a Roman municip- neighborhood of the Pontine Marshes.
ium in Hispania Baetica, situated upon a hill,
U L Y S S E S , U L Y X E S , or U L I X E S , called O D Y S and upon the road from Gades to Corduba.
SEUS ('OOWUCTC) by the Greeks, one of the prinU L I A E U S or O L A E I O N E N S I S INSULA (now Ole- cipal Greek heroes in the Trojan war. A c
ron), an island off the western coast of Gaul, incording to the Homeric account, he was a son
m e Aquitanian Gulf.
of Laertes and Anticlea, the daughter of AuULPIANUS. 1 DOMITIUS U L P I A N U S , a celebra- tolycus, and was married to Penelope, tho
ted jurist, derived his origin from Tyre in Phoe- daughter of Icarius, by w h o m he became the
nicia, but was probably not a native of Tyre father of Telemachus. But, according to a lat
himself. The time of his birth is unknown. er tradition, he was a son of Sisyphus and AnThe greater part of his juristical works were ticlea, who, being with child by Sisyphus, waa
written during the sole reign of Caracalla, es- married to Laertes, and thus gave birth to him
Qlfi
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•ither after her arrival in I/haea or on her waj gained vne prize. H e is said by some to nav«
thither. Later traditions further state that, be- devised the stratagem of the wooden horse, anc
sides Telemachus, Ulysses became by Penelope he was one of the heroes concealed within it.
the father of Arcesilaus or Ptoliporthus ; and, H e is also said to have taken part in carrying
by Circe, the father of Agrius, Latinus, Telego-off the palladium. But the most celebiated part
nus, and Cassiphone ; by Calypso, of Nausith- of his story consists of his adventures after tna
ous and Nausinous or Anson, Telegonus, and destruction of Troy, whieh form the subject of
Telcdamus ; and, lastly, by Evippe, of Leonto- the Homeric poem called after him, the Odyssey
phron, Doiyclus or Euryalns. The name Odys- After the capture of Troy he set out on his voyseus is said to signify the angry The story ofage home, but was overtaken by a storm and
Ulysses ran as follows : W h e n a young man, thrown upon the coast of Ismarus, a town of
Ulysses went to see his grandfather Autolycus the Cicones, in Thrace, north of the island of
near Mount Parnassus. There, while engaged Lemnos. H e plundered the town, but several
in the chase, he was wounded by a boar in his of his men were cut off by the Cicones. From
knee, by the scar of which he was subsequently thence he was driven by a north wind toward
recognized by Euryclea. Even at that age he Malea and to the Lotophagi on the coast of
was distinguished for courage, for knowledge of Libya. Some of his companions were so muck
navigation, for eloquence, and for skill as a negodelighted with the taste of the lotus that the«
tiator; and on one occasion, when the Messeni- wanted to remain in the country, but Ulysses
ans had carried off some sheep from Ithaca, La- compelled them to embark again, and continued
ertes sent him to Messene to demand reparation.
his voyage. In one day he reached the goatHe there met with Iphitus, who was seeking the island, situated north ofthe country of the Lonorses stolen from nim, and who gave him the tophagi. H e there left behind eleven ships, and
famous how of EuryKis. This bow Ulysses with one he sailed to the neighboring island of
used only in Ithaca, regarding it as too great a the Cyclopes (the western coast of Sicily),
treasure to be employed in thefield,and it was where, with twelve companions, he entered the
so strong that none of the suitors was able to cave ofthe Cyclops Polyphemus, a son of Nephandle it. According to some accounts, he went tune (Poseidon) and Thoosa. This giant deto Sparta as one of the suitors of Helen ; and voured, one after another, six of the companhe is said to have advised Tyndareus to make ions of Ulysses, and kept the unfortunate Ulysthe suitors swear that they would defend the ses and the six others as prisoners in his cave.
chcsen bridegroom against any one who should In order to save himself, Ulysses contrived to
insult him o'n Helen's account. Tyndareus, to I make the monster drunk with wine, and then,
Bhow him his gratitude, persuaded his brother with a burning pole, deprived him of his one
to give Penelope in marriage to Ulysses; or, eye. H e now succeeded in making his escape
according to others, Ulysses gained her by con- with his friends, by concealing himself and them
queringtus competitors in the foot race. Homer, under the bodies ofthe sheep which the Cyclops
however, mentions nothing of all this, and stateslet out of his cave. In this way Ulysses reached
that Agamemnon, who visited Ulysses in Ithaca, his ship. The Cyclops implored his father Nepprevailed upon him only with great difficulty to tune (Poseidon) to take vengeance upon Ulysloin the Greeks in their expedition against Troy. ses, and henceforth the god ofthe sea pursued
Other traditions relate that he was visited by the wandering king with implacable enmity
Menelaus and Agamemnon, and that Palamedes Ulysses next arrived at the island of iEolus ;
more especially induced him to join the Greeks. and the god gave him, on his departure, a bag
W h e n Palamedes came to Ithaca, Ulysses pre- of winds, which were to carry him home ; but
ended to be mad : he yoked an ass and ox to the companions of Ulysses opened the bag, and
a plough, and began to sow salt. Palamedes, the winds escaped, whereupon the ships were
to try him, placed the infant Telemachus before driven back to the island of iEolus, who indigthe plough, whereupon the father could not con- nantly refused all further assistance. After a
tinue to play his part. H e stopped the plough, voyage of six days, Ulysses arrived at Telepylos,
and was obliged to undertake the fulfillment of the city of Lamus, in which Antiphates ruled
the promise he had made when he was one of over the Laeslrygones, a sort of cannibals. This
the suitors of Helen This occurrence is said place must probably be sought somewhere in
to have been the cause of his hatred of Palame- the north of Sicily. Ulysses escaped from them
des. Being now himself gained for the under- with only one ship; and his fate now carried
taking, he contrived to discover Achilles, who him to a western island, iEaea, inhabited bj
was concealed among the daughters of King the sorceress Circe. Part of his people were
Lycomedes. Vid. ACHILLES. Before, however,sent to explore the island, but they were
the Greeks sailed from home, Ulysses, in con- changed by Circe into swine. Euryloehus alone
junction with Menelaus, went to Troy for the escaped, and brought the sad news to Ulysses,
purpose of inducing the Trojans to restore Helen who, when he was hastening to the assistance
and her treasures. W h e n the Greeks were as- of his friends, was instructed by Mercury (Hersembled at Aulis, Ulysses joined them with mes) by what means he eould resist the magic
twelve ships and men from Cephallenia, Ithaca, powers of Circe. H e succeeded in liberating
Neritus, Crocylia, Zacynthus, Samos, and the his companions, who were again cnanged into
coast of Epirus. During the siege of Troy he men, and were most hospitably treated by the
distinguished himself as a valiant and undaunt- sorceress. W h e n at length Ulysses begged foi
ed warrior, but more particularly as a cunning leave to depart, Circe desired him to desceno
spy, and a prudent and eloquent negotiator. into Hades and to consult the seer Tiresias.
After the death of Achilles, Ulysses contended H e now sailed west, right across the river Oi'efo' bis a m o r with the Telamonian Ajax, and anus, and having landed on the otjer side. 'r.
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trie counlry of the Cimmerians, where Hei os tory. it length ho was sent home in a ship
"Joes not shine, he entered Hades, and consult- One night, as he had fallen asleep in his shi,i,
ed Tiresias about the manner in which he might it reached the coast of Ithaca ; the Phaeacin s
reach his native land. Tiresias informed him who had accompanied him carried him on shore,
of the danger and difficulties arising from the and left him. H e had now been away frfim
anger of Neptune (Poseidon), but gave him hope Ithaca for twenty years, and when he awoke ha
that all would yet turn out well, if Ulysses and did not recognize his native land, for Athena,
his companions would leave the herds of Helios that he might not be recognized, had enveloped
in Thrinacia uninjured. Ulysses now returned him in a cloud. As ne was lamenting his fate,
to iEaea, where Circe again treated the stran- the goddess informed him where he was, and
gers kindly, told them of the dangers that yet advised him how to take vengeance upon the
awaited them, and of the means of escaping. enemies of his house. During his absence, his
The wind which she sent with them carried father Laertes, bowed down by grief and old
them to the island of the Sirens, somewhere age, had withdrawn into the country, his mother
near the western coast of Italy. The Sirens Anticlea had died of sorrow, his son Telemachus
sat on the shore, and with their sweet voices had grown up to manhood, and his wife Penelattracted all that passed by, and then destroyed ope had rejected all the offers that had been
them. Ulysses, in order to escape the danger, made to her by the importunate suitors from
filled the ears of his companions with wax, andthe neighboring islands. During the last fewfastened himself to the mast of his ship, until heyears more than a hundred nobles of Ithaca,
was out ofthe reach of the Sirens' song His Same, Dulichium, and Zacynthus had been suing
ship next sailed between Scylla and Charyb- for the hand of Penelope, and in their visits to
dis, two rocks between Thrinacia and Italy. As her house had treated all that it contained a3
the ship passed between them, Scylla, the mon- if it had been their own. That he might be able
ster inhabiting the rock ofthe same name, car- to take vengeance upon them, it was necessarv
ried off and devoured six ofthe companions of that he should not be recognized. Minerva
Ulysses. From thence he came to Thrinacia, (Athena) accordingly metamorphosed him into
the island of Helios, who there kept his sacred an unsightly beggar, and he was kindly received
herds of oxen. Mindful of the advice of Tire- by Eumaeus, the swine-herd, a faithful servant
sias and Circe, Ulysses wanted to sail past, but of his house. While staying with Eumaeus, his
his companions compelled him to land. H e son Telemachus returned from Sparta and Pyi lade them swear not to touch any of the cat- los, whither he had gone to obtain information
tle ; but as they were detained in the island by concerning his father. Ulysses made himself
known to him, and with him deliberated upon
storms, and were hungry, they killed the finest
of the oxen while Ulysses was asleep. After the plan of revenge. In the disguise of a begsome days the storm abated, and they sailed gar he accompanied Telemachus and Eumaeus
away, but soon another storm came on, and to the town. The plan of revenge was now
heir ship was destroyed by Jupiter (Zeus) with carried into effect. Penelope, with great diffia flash of lightning. All were drowned with culty, was made to promise her hand to hirri
the exception of Ulysses, who saved himself by who should conquer the others in shooting with
means of the mast and planks, and after ten the bow of Ulysses. As none of the suitors
days reached the island of Ogygia, inhabited by was able to draw this bow, Ulysses himself took
the nymph Calypso. She received him with it up and then began to attack the suitors. H e
kindness, and desired him to marry her, prom- was supported by Athena and his son, and all
ising immortality and eternal youth if he would fell by his hands. Ulysses now made himself
consent, and forget Ithaca. But he could not known to Penelope, and went to see his aged
overcome his longing after h's own home. Mi- father. In the mean time thereportofthe death
nerva (Athena), who had always protected Ulys- of the suitors was spread abroad, and their relses, induced Jupiter (Zeus) to premise that her atives rose in arms against Ulysses ; but Athefavorite hero, notwithstanding the anger of Nep- na, who assumed the appearance of Mentor
tune (Poseidon), should one day return to his brought about a reconciliation between the peonative island, and take vengeance on tbe suitors ple and the king. It has already been remarkof Penelope. Mercury (Hermes) carried to Ca- ed that in the Homeric poems Ulysses is replypso the command of Jupiter (Zeus) to dismiss resented as a prudent, cunning, inventive, and
Ulysses. The nymph obeyed, and taught him eloquent man, but, at the same time, as a brave,
how to build a raft, on which, after remaining bold, and persevering warrior, whose courage
eight years with her, he left the island. In no misfortune or calamity could subdue, but
eighteen days he came in sight of Scheria, the later poets describe him as a cowardly, deceitisland ofthe Phaeacians, when Neptune (Posei- ful, and intriguing personage. Respecting the
don) sent a storm, which cast him off the raft.last period of his life the Homeric poems give
By the assistance of Leucothea and Minerva us no information, except the prophecy of Tire(Athena), he reached Scheria by dint of swim- sias, who promised him & painless death in a
ming. The exhausted hero slept on the shore happy old age; but later writers give us differuntil he was awoke by the voices of maidens. ent accounts. According vo one, Telegonus,
He found Nausicaa, the daughter of King Alcj- the son of Ulysses by Circe, was sent out by
nous and Arete, who conducted the hero to her his mother to seek his father. A storm cast
father's court. H e was there honored with him upon Ithaca, which he began to plunder in
feasts and contests, and the minstrel Demodo- order to obtain provisions. Ulysses and Telemcus sang of the fall of Troy, which moved Ulys- achus attacked him, but he slew Ulysses, and
ses to tears; and, being questioned about the his body was afterward carried to iEaea. A c
cause of his emotion, he related his whole his- cording to some, Circe recalled Uljsses to life
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ifmut, OI, on his arrival in Tynhenia, he was birth — 2 . The name of a mythical i.emg, »n«
burned on Mount Perge. In works of art Ulys- is said to have reared Artemis (Diana), and ivh«
ses is commonly represented as a sailor, wear- is mentioned by Virgil as one of the nymphs ii
ing a semi-oval cap.
her train. The masculine Upis is mentioned
[ U M B E E N U S , P., one ofthe accomplices of Cat- by Cicero as the father of Artemis (Diana).
iline ; he was a freedman, and had followed the U E .
Vii. E D E S S A .
business of a negotiator in Gaul, and was for U R A N I A (Oipavia). 1. One of the Muses, ?
that reason employed to gain over the ambas- daughter of Zeus (Jupiter) by Mnemosyne. The
sadors of the Allobroges to favor the designs of ancient bard Linus is called her son by Apollo,
the conspirators ]
and Hymenaeus also is said to have been a son
U M B R I A , called by the Greeks O M B E I C A (b of Urania. She was regarded, as her name in'OpBpiKij), a district of Italy, bounded on the
dicates, as the Muse of Astronomy, and was
north by Gallia Cisalpina, from which it was represented with a celestial globe, to which she
separated by the River Rubicon ; on the east points with a small staff.—2. Daughter of Oceby the Adriatic Sea ; on the south by Picenum, anus and Tethys, who also occurs as a nymph
from which it was separated by the River iEsis, in the train of Persephone (Proserpina) — 3 . A
and by the land of the Sabines, from which it surname of Aphrodite (Venus), describing her
was separated by the River Nar; and on the as "the heavenly," or spiritual, to distinguish
west by Etruria, from which it was separated her from Aphrodite Pandemos. Plato repre
by the Tiber. Under Augustus it formed the sents her as a daughter of Uranus (Ccelus), be
sixth Regio of Italy. The Apennines ran gotten without a mother. Wine was not used
through the western part of the country, but it in the libations offered to her.
contained many fertile plains on the coast. Its
U R A N U S (Oipafde), CCELUS, or H E A V E N , someinhabitants, the U M B R I (sing. Umber), called by times called a son, and sometimes the husband
the Greeks UMBRICI (O/iSpiKoi), were one of the
of Gaea (Earth). By Gaea Uranus became the
most ancient races of Italy, and were connect- father of Oceanus, Coeus, Crius, Hyperion, lapeed with the Opicans, Sabines, and those other tus, Thia, Rhia, Themis, Mnemosyne, Phoebe,
tribes whose languages were akin to the Greek. Tethys, Cronos (Saturn); ot tin-. Cyclopes
The Umbri were at a very early period the Brontes, Steropes, Arges; and of the Hecatonmost powerful people in Central Italy, and ex-cheires Cottus, Briareus, and Gyes. Accoi 1tended across the peninsula from the Adriatic ing to Cicero, Uranus also was the father of
to the Tyrrhene seas. Thus they inhabited the Mercury by Dia, and of Venus by Hemera. Uracountry afterward called Etruria; and w e aie nus hated his children, and immediately aftei
expressly told that Crotona, Perusia, Clusium, their birth he confined them in Tartarus, in conand other Etruscan cities were built by the sequence of which he was unmanned and deUmbrians. They were afterward deprived of throned by Cronos (Saturn) at the instigation
their possessions west ofthe Tiber by the Etrus- of Gaea (Terra). Out of the drops of his blood
cans, and confined to the country between this sprang the Gigantes, the Melian nymphs, and,
rive.- aid the Adriatic. Their territories were according to some, Silenus, and from the foam
still further diminished by the Senones, a Gallic gathering around his limbs in the sea sprang
people, who took possession ofthe whole coun- Aphrodite (Venus).
try on the coast, from Ariminum to the iEsis
UllBIGENUS PAGUS. VH. HELVETII
The Umbri were subdued by the Romans B C.
U E B I N U M (Urbinas, -atis) 1. H O R T E N S E (now
307; and after the conquest of the Senones by Urbeno), a town in Umbria and a municipium,
the Romans in 283, they again obtained posses- situated on a steep round rock.— 2. METAUEENSV.
sion of the country on the coast of the Adriatic. (now Urbania), a town in Umbria, on the Rivei
This district, however, continued to be called Metaurus, and not far from its source.
Ager Gallicus down to a late period. The chief U R B S SALVIA. Vid. POI.LENTIA, No. 2.
towns of Umbria were ARIMINUM, F A N U M FORUECI, a town of the Bastetani in Hispanis
T U N E , M E V A N I A , T U D E E , N A R N I A , and SPOLE- Tarraconensis, on the coast, and on the road
TI'JM.
from Castulo to Malaca.
[UMBRICIUS, a diviner, who predicted to Galba, UKCINIUM (now Orcine), a town on the westshortly before his death, that a plot threatened ern coast of Corsica.
him ]
U R G O or G O R G O N (now Gorgona), an island
[ U M B R O , a famous magician, from the coun- off the coast of Etruria, north of Ilva.
try of the Marsi, aided Turnus against the TroU E I A (Urias • now Oria), called H Y E I A (Yptn)
jans, but was slain in battle: he was brother by Herodotus, a town in Calabria, on the road
of the nymph Angitia ]
from Brundisium to Tarentum, was the ancient
U M B E O (now Ombi one), one ofthe largest riv-capital of Iapygia, and is said to have been
ers in Etruria, falling into the Tyrrhene Sea, founded by the Cretans under Minos.
near a town of the same name.
U E I U M , a small town in Apulia, from which
UMMIDIUS QUADRATUS.
Vii. Q U A D E A T U S
the Sinus Urias took its name, being the bay
U N E L L I , a people on the northern coast of on the northern side of Mount Garganus, oppoGaul, on a promontory opposite Britain (the site the Diomedean islands.
modern Cotantin), belonging to the Armorici.
UESEIUS FEEOX.
Vid. F E E O X .
[UNSINGIS (now the Hunze, flowing by Grbnin- [ U E S O (Ovpaav : now Osuha, with ruins and
gr.v.), a conjectural emendation in Tacitus (Ann.,
inscriptions), a city of Hispania Baetica, also
i., 70) foi the Visurgis, a river of Germania,called Genua Urbanorum; this was the last hold
flowing into the Oceanus Germanicus.]
of the partisans of Pompey in Spain.']
U P I S (Ovirig). 1- A surname of Artemis (Di- U R S U S , a contemporary of Domitian, w h o m
anal as the goddess assisting w o m e n in childdissuaded from killing his wife Domitia
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Statius addressed to him a poem of consolation
nn the death of a favorite slave (Silv , ii., 6),
V.
and he also mentions him in the Preface to the
second book of his Silvas.
VACCI, VAGA, or VABA (Ovaya, Bdya : um
USCANA, a large town in Illyria, on a tributary Beja), a *ity of Zeugitana in Northern Africa
of the Aous, and in the district Penestiana.
on the borders of Numidia, on an eastern trib
USIPETES or USIPII, a German people, who, utary ofthe River Tusca, a good day's journej
being driven out of their abodes by the Suevi, south of Utica. It was a great emporium foi
crossed the Rhine and penetrated into Gaul; the trade between Hippo, Utica, and Carthage,
but they were defeated by Caesar, and compelled and the interior It was destroyed by Metellus
to recross the river. They were now received in the Jugurthine war, but was restored and col
by the Sigambri, and allowed to dwell on the onized by the Romans. Its fortifications were
northern bank of the Lippe ; but w e afterward renewed by Justinian, who named it Theodofind them south of the Lippe ; and at a still rias in honor of his wife
later time they become lost under the general
VACC^EI, a people in the interior of Hispania
name of Alemanni.
Tarraconensis, occupying t, e modern Toro, Pa[USPE, the capital of the Siraceni or Siraci, Icncia, Burgos, and Vallaiodd, east of the Asa people of Sarmatia Asiatica.]
tures, south of the Cantabri, west of the CelUSTICA, a valley near the Sabine villa of Hor- tiberi, and north of the Vettones. Their chief
ace.
towns were P A L L A N T I A and INTERCATIA.
UTICA (b 'ITVKIJ or Obr'iKn : 'Irvxaiog, Uticen[ V A C C U S , M. VITEUVIUS, general of the Fun
sis : ruins at Bou-Shater), the greatest city of dani and Privernates in their revolt against the
ancient Africa, after Carthage, was a Phoeni- Romans in B C 330 : he had a house at R o m e
cian colony, older (and, if the chronologers are on the Palatine, which was destroyed (after the
to be trusted, much older) than Carthage Like suppression ofthe revolt and the death of Vacothers of the very ancient Phoenician colonies cus), and its site made public under the name
in the territory of Carthage, Utica maintained of Vacci prata ]
a comparative independence, even during the
[VACUNA, a Sabine divinity,identical with Vicheight of the Punic power, and was rather the toria. She had an ancient sanctuary near Horally of Carthage than her subject. It stood on ace's villa at Tibur, and another at Rome. The
the shore of the northern part of the Cartha- Romans, however, derived the name from vaginian Gulf, a little west of the mouth of the cuus, and said that she was a divinity to w h o m
Bagradas, and twenty seven Roman miles north- the country people offered sacrifices when the
west of Carthage ; but its site is now inland, labors of the field were over, that is, when they
in consequence of the changes effected by the were at leisure, vacui ]
Bagradas in the coast line. Vid B A G E A D A S . In
VADA
1. A fortress of the Batavi in Galli*
the third Punic war, Utica took part with the Belgica, east of Batavodurum—2. V A D A SABRomans against Carthage, and was rewarded BATI.A (now Vado), a town of Liguria, on the
with the greatest part of the Carthaginian ter- coast, which was the harbor of Sabbata or Savo.
ritory. It afterward became renowned to all — 3 . V A D A V O L A T E E R A N A (now Torre di Vado).
future time as the scene ofthe last stand made a small town on the coast of Etruria, in the terby the Pompeian party against Caesar, and of ritory of Volaterrae.
the glorious, though mistaken, self-sacrifice of
VADICASSII, a people in Gallia Belgica, neat
the younger Cato. Vid. C A T O
the sources ofthe Sequana.
U T U S (now Vid), a river in Mcesia and a tribVADIMONIS L A C U S (now Logo di Bassano), a
utary of the Danube, falling into the latter riv- small lake of Etruria of a ciicular form, with
er at the town Utus. It is perhaps the same sulphureous waters, and renowned for its floatriver as the Artanes of Herodotus.
ing islands, a minute description of which its
U X A M A (now Osma), a town of the Arevaci given by the younger Pliny. It is celebrated in
in Hispania Tarraconensis, on the road from history for the defeat of the Etruscans in two
Asturica to Caesaraugusta, fifty miles west of great battles,firstby the dictator Papirius CurNumantia.
sor in B C. 309, from the effects ofwhich the
U X A N T I S (now Ushant), an island offthe north-Etruscans never recovered ; and again in 283,
western coast of Gaul.
when the allied forces of the Etruscans and
U X E L L O D U N U M , a town of the Cadurci in Gal- Gauls were routed by the consul Cornelius Dolia Aquitanica, situated on a steep hill, rising labella. The lake has so shrunk in dimensions
out of the plain, at the foot of which a river in modern times as to be only a small stagnant
flowed. It is probably the same as the modern pond, almost lost in the tall reeds and bulrushCapedenac, on the Lot.
es which grow in it.
U X E N T U M (Uxentinus : now Ugento), a town V A G E D E U S A , a small river in Sicily, between
in Calabria, northwest of the Iapygian promon- Camarina and Gela
tory.
VAGIENNI, a small people in Liguria, whose
UXII (OvUwi), a warlike people, of predatory chief town was Augusta Vagiennorum. Thflii
habits, who had their strongholds in Mount site is uncertain, but they perhaps dwelt near
Parachoathras, on the northern border of Per- Saluzzo.
sis,, in the district ealled U X I A (Ovtlta), but who V A H A L I S
Vid R H E N U S .
also extended ovei a considerable tract of ciun[VALA, C. N U M O N I U S , a friend of Horace, wlm
try in Media.
addressed to him thefifteenthof the first book
of Epistles.]
V A L E N S , emperor of the East A.D. 364-37S
was born about A D. 328. and was made au*
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VALENTINIANUS

p®psi av b.s brother Valentinian. Vid. V A L E N - 364-375, was the son of Gratianus, andwasbois
TIBIUNUS The greater part of Valens's reign is A.D. 32., at Cibalis in Pannonia. His first wife
occupied by his wars with the Goths. At firstwas Valeria Severa, by w h o m he became the
he gained great advantages over the barba- father ofthe Emperor Giatianus. H e held imrians, and concluded a peace with them in 370, portant military commands under Julian and
on the condition that they should not cross the Jovian ; and on the death of the latter in FebDanube. In 376 the Goths were driven out of ruary, 364, Valentinian was elected emperor by
their country by the Huns, and were allowed the troops at Nicaea. A few weeks after his
by Valens to cross the Danube, and settle in elevation Valentinian elected his brother V a
Thrace and the country on the borders of the lens emperor, and assigned to him the East,
Danube. Dissensions soon arose between the while he himself undertook the government of
Romans and these dangerous neighbors, and in the West. Valentinian was a Catholic, though
377 the Goths took up arms. Valens collect- his brother Valens was an Arian ; but he did
ed a powerful army, and marched against the not persecute either Arians or heathens. H e
Goths ; but he was defeated by them with im- possessed good abilities, prudence, and vigor of
mense slaughter, near Hadnanople, on the 9th character. H e had a capacity for military matof August, 378. Valens was never seen after ters, and was a vigilant, impartial, and laborithe battle ; some say he died on thefield,and ous administrator ; but he sometimes punished
others relate that he was burned to death in a with excessive severity. The greater part of
peasant's house, to which he was carried, and Valentinian's reign was occupied by the war.3
which the barbarians set fire to without know- against the Alemanni, and the other harbarians
ing who was in it. The reign of Valens is im- on the Roman frontiers His operations were
portant in the history ofthe empire on account attended with success. H e not only drove the
of the admission of the Goths into the coun- Alemanni out of Gaul, but on more than one
tries south of the Danube, the commencement occasion crossed the Rhine and carried the war
of the decline of the R o m a n power. The fu- into the enemy's country. His usual residence
rious contests between the rival creeds of the was Treviri (Treves). In 375 he went to CarCatholics and the Arians also characterize this nuntum, on the Danube, in order to repel the
Quadi and Sarmatians, who had invaded Pan
reign.
After an indecisive campaign, he took
V A L E N S , A B U E N U S , also called A B U E N I U S , one nonia
of the jurists who are excerptei' in the Digest, up his winter quarters at Bregetio. In this
belonged to the school of the i 'abinians. H e place, while giving an audience to the deputies
of the Quadi, and speaking with great heat, he
flourished under Antoninus Pius
V A L E N S , FABIUS, one of the prin ;ipal generals fell down in afit,and expired suddenly on the
of the Emperor Vitellius in A D. 69, marched 17th of November.—II, Roman emperor A.D
into Italy through Gaul, and, after forming a 375-392, younger son of the preceding, was
junction with the forces of Caecina, defeated proclaimed Augustus by the army after his faOtho in the decisive battle of Bednacum, which ther's death, though he was then only three or
secured for Vitellius the sovereignty of Italy. four years of age. His elder brother GratiaVitellius raised Valens and Caecina to the con- nus, who had been proclaimed Augustus during
sulship, and he left the whole government in the lifetime of their father, assented to the
their hands. Valens remained faithful to Vi- choice ofthe army, and a division ofthe West
tellius, when Antonius Primus, the general ofwas made between the two brothers. ValenVespasian, marched into Italy; but as he had tinian had Italy, Illyricum, and Africa Gratian
not sufficient forces to oppose Antonius after had the Gauls, Spain, and Britain In 383 Grathe capture of Cremona, he resolved to sail to tian was defeated and slain by Maximus, who
Gaul and rouse the Gallic provinces to espouse left Valentinian a precarious authority out of
the cause of Vitellius; but he was taken pris- fear of Theodosius, the emperor of the East;
oner at the islands called Stoechades (now Hi- but in 387 Valentinian was expelled from Italy
eres), off Massilia, and was shortly afterward by Maximus, andfledfor refuge to Theodosius.
In 388 Theodosius defeated Maximus, and re
put to death at Urbinum (now Urhno).
stored Valentinian to his authority as emperoi
VALENTIA. 1. (Now Valencia), the chief town
ofthe Edetani, on the River Turia, three miles of the West. Theodosius returned to Constanfrom the coast, and on the road from Carthago tinople in 391, and in the following year (392)
Nova to Castulo. It was founded by Junius Valentinian was murdered by the general Ar
Brutus, who settled here the soldiers of Viria- gobastes, who raised Eugenius to the throne
thus ; it was destroyed by Pompey, but it was Valentinian perished on the 15th of May, being
soon afterwardrebuiltand made a Roman col- only a few months above twenty years of age.
ony. It continued to be an important place His funeral oration was pronounced by St Amdown to the latest times.—2. (Now Valence), abrose —III, Roman emperor A D 425-455, was
town in Gallia Narbonensis, on the Rhone, and born 419, and was the son of Constantius III.
a R o m a n colony. Some writers call it a town by Placidia, the sister of Honorius, and the
ofthe Cavares, and others a town ofthe Segel- daughter of Theodosius I. H e was declared
launi.—3. A town of Sardinia, of uncertain site, Augustus in 425 by Theodosius II., and was
but which some writers place on the eastern placed over the West; but as ho was only six
coast, between Portus Sulpicii and Sorabile.— years of age, the government was intrusted to
4. Or V A L E N T I U M , a town in Apulia, ten miles his mother Placidia. During his long reign the
from Brundisium.—5, A province in the north empire was repeatedly exposed to the invasions
of Britain, beyond th e Roman wall, which ex- of the barbarians ; and it was only the military
abilities of Aetius which saved the empire from
isted only for a short time. Vid BRITANNIA.
V >( .ENTINIANUS. 1, Roman emperor A.D. ruin. In 429, the Vandals, under Geiserio
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«o<ssed over inte Africa, whi.cn they conquered, EIANUS. Valerian was proclaimed empaioi- b)
and of which they continued in possession till the troops w h o m he was leading against th«
thereignof Justinian. The Goths likewise es- usurper iEmilianus. Valerian proclaimed his
tablished themselves in Gaul; but Aetius final-son Gallienus Augustus, andfirstcarried on
ly made peace with them (439), and with their war against the Goths, w h o m he defeated (257).
assistance gained a great victory over Attila But though the barbarians still threatened tho
and the vast army of the Huns at Chalons in Roman frontiers on the Danube and the Rhine,
451. The power and influence of Aetius ex- the conquests of the Persians, who had crossed
cited the jealousy and fears of Valentinian, the Euphrates and stormed Antioch, compelled
who murdered his brave and futhful general in him to hasten to the East. For a time his
454. In the following year the emperor him- measures were both vigorous and successful
self was slain by Petronius Maximus, whose Antioch was recovered, and the Persian king
wife he had violated H e was a feeble and con- Sapor was compelled to fall back behind the
temptible prince, and had all the vices that in Euphrates ; but the emperor, flushed by his
a princely station disgrace a man's character. good fortune, followed too rashly. H e was surVALERIA.. 1. Sister of P. Valerius Publicola, rounded, in the vicinity of Edessa, by the countadvised the Roman matrons to ask Veturia, the less horsemen of his active foe ; he was enmother of Coriolanus, to go to the camp of Cor- trapped into a conference, taken prisoner (260),
iolanus in order to deprecate his resentment.— and passed theremainderof his life in captiv2. The last wife of Sulla, was the daughter of ity, subjected to every insult which Oriental
M. Valerius Messala, and bore a daughter soon cruelty could devise. After death his skin was
after Sulla's death.—3. G A L E R I A VALERIA, daugh- stuffed and long preserved as a trophy in tho
ter of Diocletian and Prisca, was, upon the re- chief temple of the nation — 2 . Son of the preconstruction of the empire in A.D. 292, united ceding, but not by the same mother as Gallieto Galerius, one ofthe new Caesars. After the nus. H e perished along with Gallienus at Mideath of her husband in 311, Valeria rejected lan in 268. Vid. G A L L I E N U S .
VALERIUS.
Vid. V A L E R I A G E N S .
the proposals of his successor Maximinus, who,
V A L E R I U S V O L U S U S M A X I M U S , M'., was a
inconsequence, stripped her of her possessions,
and banished her along with her mother After brother of P. Valerius Publicola, and was dicthe death of Maximinus, Valeria and her moth- tator in B C. 494, when the dissensions beer were executed by order of Licinius, 315.—4 tween the burghers and commonalty of R o m e
de Nexis were at the highest. Valerius was
MESSALINA.
Vid. M E S S A L I N A .
V A L E R I A G E N S , one cf the most ancient pa- popular with the plebs, and induced them to entrician houses at Rome. The Valerii were of list for the Sabine and iEquian wars, by promSabine origin, and their ancestor Volesus or Vo- ising that when the enemy was repulsed, the
'usns is said to have settled at R o m e with Ti- condition of the debtors (nexi) should be alle.as Tatius. One of the descendants of this viated. H e defeated and triumphed over the
Volesus, P. Valerius, afterward surnamed Pub- Sabines; but, unable to fulfill his promise to
licola, plays a distinguished part in the story of the commons, resigned his dictatorship. The
the expulsion ofthe kings, and was elected con- plebs, seeing that Valerius at least had kept
sul in the first year of the republic, B.C. 509. faith with them, escorted him honorably home.
From this time forward down to the latest pe- As he was advanced in life at the time of his
riod of the empire, for nearly one thousand dictatorship, he probably died soon after. There
years, the name occurs more or less frequently were several descendants of this Valerius Maxin the Fasti, and it was bcrne by the emperors imus, but none of them are of sufficient imMaximinus, Maximianus, Maxentius, Diocle- portance to require special mention.
V A L E R I U S M A X I M U S , is known to us as the
tian, Constantius, Constantine the Great, and
others. The Valeria gens enjoyed extraordi- compiler of a large collection of historical £ necnary honors and privileges at Rome. Their dotes, entitled De Faclis Dictisque Memorabilibin
house at the bottom of the Velia was the only Libri IX., arranged under different heads, the
one in R o m e ofwhich the doors were allowed sayings and doings of Roman worthies being,
to open back into the street. In the Circus a moreover, kept distinct in each division from
conspicuous place was set apart for them, where those of foreigners. H e lived in the reign of
a small throne was erected, an honor ofwhich the Emperor Tiberius, to w h o m he dedicatee
there was no other example among tbe Ro- his work. Of his personal history w e know
mans. They were also allowed to bury their nothing, except the solitary circumstance, redead within the walls. The Valerii in early corded by himself, that he accompanied Sextus
times were always foremost in advocating the Pompeius into Asia (ii., 6, Y 8), the Sextus
lights of the plebeians, and the laws which they Pompeius, apparently, who was consul A.D. 14,
proposed at various times were the great char- at the time when Augustus died. The subjects
ters of the liberties of the second order. Vid. treated of in the work are of a character so
that it would be impossible,
Diet, of Antiq., s. v. L E G E S VALERIAS. Themiscellaneous,
Valeria ges.srasdivided into various families un- without transcribing the short notices placed a
der the republic, the most important of which the head of each chapter, to convey a clear idea
bore the names of C O E V U S , F L A O O U S , L^IVINUS, ofthe contents. In some books the topics se
lected for illustration are closely allied to each
M E S S A L A , PUBLICOLA, and TEIAEIUS.
VALERIA, a province in Pannonia formed by other, in others no bond of union can be traced.
Thus thefirstbook is entirely devoted to matGalerius, and named in honor of his wife. Vid.
ters connected with sacred rites ; the second
PANNONIA.
VALERIANUS
1 Roman emperor A.D. 253- book relates chiefly to certain remarkable civil
260, whose fall name was P. LiriNius V A L E - institutions ; the third, 'mirth,fifth,anil sixth,
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so tbe more prominent social virtues; but in a daring act Of biavery, when the camp of Q
Cicero was besieged by the Nervii iji B.C. 54.]
the seventh the chapters De Strategematis, De
Repulsis, are abruptly followed by those De [ V A R G U L A , a friend of C. Julius Caesar Strabo.
was
noted as a wit.]
Necessitate, De Testamentis Rescissis, De
Ratis
V A R G U N T E I U S , a senator, and one of Catiline'
Testamentis et Insperatis. In an historical point
of view, the work is by no means without value, conspirators, undertook, in conjunction with C
leince it preserves a record of many curious Cornelius, to murder Cicero in B.C. 63, bu<
events not to be found elsewhere; but from their plan was frustrated by information conne errors actually detected upon points where veyed to Cicero through Fulvia. H e was afterwe possess more precise information, it is mani- ward brought to trial, but could find no one ts
fest that we must not repose implicit confidence defend him.
V A R I A (now Varea), a town of the Berones in
in the statements, unless where they are corroborated by collateral testimony. The work Hispania Tarraconensis, on the Iberus, which
of Valerius Maximus became very popular in was navigable from this town.
VARINI, a people of Germany, on the light
the later times of the empire and in the Middle
Ages. It was frequently abridged, and w e still bank of the Albis, north of the Langobardi.
VARIUS.
1. Q. V A R I U S H Y B E I D A , tribune of
possess an abridgment of it made by Julius
Paris. The best editions of the original work the plebs B.C. 90, was a native of Sucro in
are by Torrenius, Leid., 1726, and by Kappius, Spain, and received the surname of Hybrida
because his mother was a Spanish woman. In
Lips., 1782.
his tribuneship he carried a lex de majestate, in
V A L E E I U S F L A C C U S . Vid. F L A C C U S .
[VALGIUS. 1. The fatliei-in law of Rullus, order to punish all those who had assisted or
who proposed the agrarian law in the consul- advised the Socii to take up arms against the
ship of Cicero, which was opposed by the latter. Roman people. Under this law many distinIt appears from Cicero that Valgius had ob- guished senators were condemned ; but in the
tained much confiscated property in the time of following year Varius himself was condemned
Sulla.—2. A., the son of a senator, deserted the under his own law, and was put to death.—2.
Pompeian party in the Spanish war, B C. 45, L. V A E I U S R U F U S , one of the most distinguished
and went over to Caesar.—3. C. V A L G I U S HIPPI- poets of the Augustan age, the companion and
ANUS, the son of Q. Hippius, was adopted by friend of Virgil and Horace. By the latter he
is placed in the foremost rank among the epic
a certain C. Valgius ]
VALGIUS R U F U S , C , a Roman poet, and a con- bards, and Quintilian has pronounced that his
temporary of Virgil and Horace, the latter of tragedy of Thyestes might stand a comparison
w h o m ranks him along with Varius, Maecenas, with any production of the Grecian stage. H e
and Virgil, among those friends of genius whose enjoyed the friendship of Maecenas, and it waa
approbation far more than compensated for the to the recommendation of Varius, in conjuncannoyance caused by the attacks of his detract- tion with that of Virgil, that Horace was indebted for an introduction to the minister, about
ors.
V A N D A L I , VANDALII, or VINDALII, a confeder- B.C. 39. Virgil appointed Plotius Tucca and
acy of German nations, probablv of the great Varius his literary executors, and they revised
Suevic race, to which the Burgundiones, Goth- the iEneid. Hence Varius was alive s» bseones, Gepidae, and Rugii belonged. They dwelt quent to B.C. 19, in which year Virgil died.
originally on the northern coast of Germany, Only the titles of three works of Varius have
but were afterward settled north of the Mar- been preserved: 1. De Morte. 2. Panegyitms in
comanni, in the Riesengebirge, which are hence Casarem Oetavianum. 3. The tragedy Thyestes.
called Vandalici Montes. They subsequently Only a very few fragments of these poems are
appear for a short time in Dacia and Pannonia ; extant.
V A E E O , A T A C I N U S . (Fid.below, V A R R O , N O . 3 . )
but at the beginning of the fifth century (A.D.
V A E E O , CINGONIUS, a Roman senator under
409) they traversed Germany and Gaul, and invaded Spain. In this country they subjugated Nero, supported the claims of Nymphidius to
the Alani, and founded a powerful kingdom, the the throne on the death of Nero, and was put
name of which is still preserved in Andalusia to death in consequence by Galba, being at the
fVandalusia). In A.D. 429 they crossed over time consul designatus.
•nto Africa, under their king Genseric, and con- V A R R O , T E E E N T I U S . 1. C , consul B.C. 216
quered all the Roman dominions in that coun- with L. iEmilius Paulus. Varro is said to have
try. Genseric subsequently invaded Italy, and been the son of a butcher, to have carried on
took and plundered R o m e in 455. The Vandals business himself as a factor in his early years,
continued masters of Africa till 535, when their and to have risen to eminence by pleading the
kingdom was destroyed by Belisarius, and an- causes ofthe lower classes in opposition to the
opinion of all good men. Notwithstanding the
nexed to the Byzantine empire.
V A N G I O N E S , a German people, dwelling along strong opposition of the aristocracy, he waa
the Rhine, in the neighborhood of the modern raised to the consulship by the people, who
thought that it only needed a man of energy at
Worms.
the head of an overwhelming force to bring the
VAEAGEI.
Vid V E R A G R I .
[VARD-SSI, an Illyrico-Dalmatian nation, w h o m war against Hannibal to a close. His colleague
was L. iEmilius Paulus, one ofthe leaders ofthe
Pliny styles " populatores quondam Italiae."]
V A R D U L I , a people in Hispania Tarraconen- aristoeratical party. The two consuls were desis, west of the Vascones, in the modern Gui- feated by Hannibal at the memorable battle of
Cannae. Vid. HANNIBAL. The battle was fought
jmzcoa and Alava.
[ V A R E N U S , L., a centurion in Caesar's army, by Varro against the advice of Paulus. The R o
distinguished himself along with T. Pulfio, by man army was all but an-jihilated. Paulus a m
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are particularly valuable, in so far as thej
sKis.ost all the officers perished. Varro wastse
erne
of ihe few w h o escaped and reached Venusia in have been the means of preserving many terma
safety, with about seventy horsemen. His con- and forms which would otherwise have heea
duct after the battle seems to have been deserv- altogether lost, and m u c h curious information
ing of high praise. H e proceeded to Canusium, is here treasured up connected with the ancient
where the remnant ofthe R o m a n army had taken usages, both civil and religious, of the R o m a n s
refuge, and there adopted every precaution T h e best editions are by Spengel, 8vo, Berol.,
which the exigencies of the case required His 1826, and by Muller, 8vo, Lips , 1833. 3 Senconduct w a s appreciated by the senate and the tentia. O n e hundred and sixty-five Sententia,
people, and his defeat w a s forgotten in the serv- or pithy sayings, have been published by Devit
ices he had lately rendered. O n his return to under the n a m e of Varro, Patav., 1843. It is
the city all classes went out to meet him, and manifest that these sayings were not strung tothe senate returned him thanks because he had gether by Varro himself, but are st raps gleaned
not despaired of the commonwealth. H e con- out of various works, probably at different times
tinued to be employed in Italy for several suc- and by different hands. 4. Antiquitatum Libri,
cessive years in important military c o m m a n d s divided into two sections. Antiquitates Rerum
till nearly the close of the Punic war.—2. T h e humanarum, in twenty-five books, and Antiquicelebrated wnter, whose vast and varied erudi- tates Rerum divinarum, in sixteen books. Tbis
tion in almost every department of literature w a s Varro's great work ; and upon this chiefly
earned for him the title of the " most learned his reputation for profound learning w a s based •
of the Romans." H e w a s born B C. 116, and but, unfortunately, only a few fragments of it
was trained under the superintendence of L. have come down to us. With the second sec-•Elius Stilo Praeconinus, and he afterward re- tion of the work w e are, comparatively speakceived instruction from Antiochus, a philoso- ing, familiar, since Augustine drew very largely
pher of the Academy. Varro held a high naval from this source in his " City of God." 5 Satc o m m a n d in the wars against the pirates and ura, which were composed, not only in a variety
Mithradates, and afterward served as the lega- of metres, but contained an admixture of prose
tus of Pompeius in Spain in the civil war, but also. Varro, in these pieces, copied to a certain
w a s compelled to surrender his forces to Caesar. extent the productions of Menippus the GadaH e then passed over into Greece, and shared rene (vid. M E N I P P U S ) , and hence designated them
They appear
the fortunes of the Pompeian party till after the as Satura Menippea s. Cynica
battle of Pharsalia, w h e n he sued for and ob- to have been a series of disquisitions on a vast
tained the forgiveness of Caesar, w h o employ- variety of subjects, frequently, if not uniformly,
ed him in superintending the collection and ar- couched in the shape of dialogue, the object
rangement of the great library designed for pub- proposed being the inculcation of moial lessons
lic us'e. For some years after this period Varro and serious truths in a familiar, playful, and
T h e best edition of the
remained in literary seclusion, passing his time even jocular style
chiefly at his country seats near Cumae and Tus- fragments of these Saturrn is by CEhlei, M. Teeulum, occupied with study and composition. rentii Varronis Saturarum MenippearumRcliquia,
Upon the formation of the second triumvirate, Quedlingb., 1844. O f the remaining works of
his name appeared upon the list of the pro- Varro w e possess little except a mere catalogue
scribed ; but he succeeded in making his escape, of titles.—3. P., a Latin poet of considerable
and, after having remained for some time con- celebrity, surnamed A T A C I N U S , from the Atax,
cealed, he obtained the protection of Octavianus. a river of Gallia Narbonensis, his native provT h e remainder of his career w a s passed in tran- ince, w a s b o m B.C 82. O f his personal history
quillity, and he continued to labor in his favor- nothing further is known. H e is believed tc
ite studies, although his magnificent library had have been the composer ofthe following works,
been destroyed, a loss to him irreparable. His of which a few inconsiderable fragments only
death took place B.C. 28, w h e n he w a s in his have come down to us ; but some of them ougte
eighty-ninth year. Not only was Varro the most perhaps to be ascribed to his illustrious con
learned of R o m a n scholars, but he w a s likewise temporary M . Terentius Varro : 1. Argonaulica,
the most voluminous of R o m a n authors. W e probably a free translation of the well-known
have his o w n authority for the assertion that he poem by Apollonius Rhodius. Upon this piece
had composed no less than four hundred and the fame of Varro chiefly rested. It is referred
ninety books ; but of these only two works have to by Propertius, by Ovid, and by Statius. 2.
come d o w n to us, and one of them in a mutila- Chorographia s. Cosmographia, appears to have
ted form. T h e following is a list of the princi- been a metrical system of astronomy and geogpal works, both extant and lost: 1. DeReRustica raphy. 3. Libri Novates, appears to have been
Libri III, still extant, w a s written w h e n the au- a poem upon navigation.
V A E U S , a cognomen in many R o m a n gentes,
thor was eighty years old, and is the most important of all the treatises upon ancient agriculture signified a person w h o had his legs benl inn o w extant, being far superior to the more vo- ward, and w a s opposed to Valgus, which signi
luminous production of Columella, with which fled a person having his legs turned outward.
V A E U S , A L F E N U S . 1. A R o m a n jurist, w a s a
alone it can be compared. T h e best editions
pupil of Servius Sulpicius, and the only pupil
are in ihe Scriptores Rei Rustica veteres Latini
by Gesner, 4to, 2 vols, Lips., 1735, and by of Servius from w h o m there are any excerpts
Schneider, 8vo, 4 vols., Lips., 1794-1797. 2. in the Digest. T h e scholiast on Horace (Sat.,
De Lingua Latina, a grammatical treatise which i., 3, 130) tells us that the " Alfenus vafer" of
ixtended to ' wenty-four books; but six only Horace w a s the lawyer, and that he was a na
(v.-x.) have been preserved, and these are in a tive of Cremona, where he carried on the trade
mutilated condition T h e remains of this treat- of a barber or a botcher of shoes ;for tlrt re are
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Both readings, sutor and tonsor); that he same hills covered with wood, which erte.ids noil*
co Rome, wrhere he became a pupil of Servius ofthe Lippe from Osnabrdck to Paderbcrn, and
Sulpicius, attained the dignity of the consulship, is known in the present day by the name of the
and was honored with a public funeral.—2. A Teutoburgerwald or Lippische Wald. 1 he batgeneral of Vitellius, in the civil war in A.D. tle lasted three days, and ended with the entire destruction ofthe Roman army. Varus put
S9, and perhaps a descendant of the jurist.
V A E U S , ATIUS. 1. P., a zealous partisan of an end to his own life His defeat was followPompey in the civil war, was stationed in Pice- ed by the loss of all the Roman possessions be
num on the breaking out of the civil war in B.C. tween the Weser and the Rhine, and the lattel
49. He subsequently crossed over into Africa, river again became the boundary of the Romas
and took possession ofthe province, which was dominions. W h e n the news of this ilefea'
then governed by Q. Ligarius. Vid. LIGARIUS. reached Rome, the whole city was thrown intt
In consequence of his having been propraetor of consternation ; and Augustus, who was botl
Africa a few years previously, Varus was well weak and aged, gave way to the most violerf
acquainted with the country and the people, and grief, tearing his garments, and calling upon Va
was thus able to raise two legions without much rus to give him back his legions. Orders were
difficulty
Meantime, L. iElius Tubero, w h o issued, as if the very empire was in danger;
lad received from the senate the province of and Tiberius was dispatched with a veteran
Africa, arrived to take the command ; but Va- army to the Rhine.
V A R U S (now Var or Vara), a river in Gallia
rus would not even allow him to land, and compelled him to sail away. In the course of the Narbonensis, forming the boundary betweei
same year, Varus, assisted by King Juba, defeat-this province and Italy, rises in Mount C e m a it
ed Curio, Caesar's legate, who had crossed over the Alps, and falls into the Mediterranean Bet
from Sicily to Africa. Vid. CURIO. Varus between Antipolis and Nicaea.
V A S A T E S , a people in Gallia Aquitanica, on the
fought with the other Pompeians in Africa
against Caesar in 46; but after the battle of Garumna, whose chief town was Cossium (now
Thapsus he sailed away to Cn. Pompey in Spain. Bazas), on the road from Burdigala to Elusa.
V A S C O N E S , a powerful people on the northern
H e fell at the battle of Munda, and his head was
carried to Caesar. — 2. Q. ATIUS V A R U S , com- coast of Hispania Tarraconensis, between the
mander of the cavalry under C. Fabius, one of Iberus and the Pyrenees, in the modern NaCaesar's legates in Gaul, and probably the same varre and Guipuzco. Their chief towns were
as the Q. Varus w h o commanded the cavalry P O M P E L O N and CALAGUREIS. They were a brave
under Domitius, one of Caesar's generals in people, and fought in battle bare-headed. UnGreece in the war with Pompey. It is sup- der the empire they were regarded as skillful
posed by many modern writers that he is the diviners and prophets. Their name is still resame person as the Varus to w h o m Virgil dedi- tained in that of the modern Basques.
V A S C O N U M SALTUS.
Vid. P Y R E N E .
cated his sixth eclogue, and whose praises the
V A S I O (now Vaison), a considerable town ot
poet also celebrates in the ninth (ix., 27), from
which poems w e learn that Varus had obtained the Vocontii in Gallia Narbonensis.
[VASIUS, T , one of the conspirators agains
renown in war.
V A E U S , QUINTILIUS.
1. SEX., quaestor B C. Q. Cassius Longinus, propraetor of Furthei
49, belonged to the Pompeian party. H e fell Spain in B.C. 48.]
V A T I A ISAURICUS, P. SERVILIUS. 1. Consul in
Into Caesar's hands at the capture of Corfinium,
but was dismissed by Caesar. H e afterward B.C. 79, was sent in the following year as profought under Brutus and Cassius against the consul to Cilicia, in order to clear the seas of
triumvirs ; and after the loss of the battle of the pirates, whose ravages now spread far and
Philippi, he fell by the hands of his freedmen, wide. H e carried on the war with great ability
who slew him at his own request — 2 P., son and success, and from his conquest ofthe Isauri
of the preceding, was consul B C. 13, and was he obtained the surname of Isauricus. After
subsequently appointed to the government of giving Cilicia the organization of a Roman prov
Syria, where he acquired enormous wealth. ince, lie entered R o m e in triumph in 74. After
Shortly after his return from Syria he was made his return Servilius took a leading part in pubgovernor of Germany (probably about A.D. 7). lic affairs. In 70 he was one of the judices at
Drusus had conquered a great part of Central the trial of Verres ; in 66 he supported the rogaGermany as far as the Visurgis (now Weser); tion of Manilius for conferring upon Pompey the
and Varusreceivedorders from Augustus to in- command ofthe war against the pirates; in 63
troduce the Roman jurisdiction into the newly- he was a candidate for the dignity of pontifex
conquered country. The Germans, however, maximus, but was defeated by Julius Caesar; in
were not prepared to submit thus tamely to the the same year he spoke in the senate in favor
Roman yoke, and found a leader in Arminius, a of inflicting the last penalty of the law upon the
noble chief of the Cherusci, who had previously Catilinarian conspirators ; in 57 he joined tho
served in the R o m a n army. Arminius organ- other nobles in procuring Cicero's recall from
ized a general revolt of all the German tribes banishment; in 56 he opposed the restoration
between the Visurgis and the Weser, but kept of Ptolemy to his kingdom ; and in 55 he was
his design a profound secret from Varus, with censor with M. Valerius Messali Niger. H e
w h o m he continued to live on the most friendly took no part in the civil wars, probably on acterms. W h e n he had fully matured his plans, count of his advanced age, and died in 44.—2.
he suddenly attacked Varus, at the head of a Praetor 54, belonged originally to the aristoeratcountless host of barbarians, as the Roman gen- ical party, but espoused Caesar's side on the
eral was marching with his three legions through breaking out of the civil war, and was consu
i with
% pass ofthe Saltus Teutoburgiensis, a range
ot Caesar in 48. In 46 he governed thee pro"
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in <!e of Asia as proconsul, during which time Militaris, dedicated to the Emperoi Valentmiac
Cicero wrote to him several letters. After the II. The materials were derived, according to
death of Caesar in 44, he supported Cicero and the declaration of the writer himself, from Cato
the rest of the aristoeratical party, in opposition the Censor, De Disciplina Mililari, from Cor
to Antony. But he soon changed sides again, nelius Celsus, from Frontinus, from Paternus,
became reconciled to Antony, and was made and from the imperial constitutions of Augustus,
Trajan, and Hadrian. The work is divided into
, consul a second time in 41.
[VATICANUS M O N S .
Vid. R O M A , p. 747, b, five books. The first treats of the levying and
training of recruits, including instructions foi
/48, a.]
VATINIUS. 1. P., a political adventurer in the the fortification of a camp ; the second, of the
last days of the republic, who is described by different classes into which soldiers are divided,
Cicero as one of the greatest scamps and vil- and especially of the organization of the legion;
lains that ever lived. His personal appearance the third, of the operations of an army in the
was unprepossessing ; his face and neck were field ; the fourth, of the attack and defence of
eovered with swellings, to which Cicero alludes, fortresses ; thefifth,of marine warfare. The
value of this work is much diminished by the
calling him the stsuma civitatis. Vatinius was
quaestor B.C. 63, and tribune of the plebs 59, fact that the usages of periods the most remote
when he sold his services to Caesar, who was from each other are mixed together into one
then consul along with Bibulus. It was Vatin- confused mass, and not unfrequently, w e have
ius who proposed the bill to the people by reason to suspect, are blended with arrangewhich Caesar received the provinces of Cisal- ments which never existed, except in the fancy
pine Gaul and Illyricum forfiveyears. Vatini- of the author. The best edition is by Schweus continued to take an active part in political belius, Norimberg, 1767, and by Oudendorp and
affairs. In 56 he appeared as a witness against Bessel, Argent, 1806.
Milo and Sestius, two of Cicero's friends, in con- [VEHILIUS, praetor B.C. 44, refused to receive
sequence of which the orator made a vehement a province from Antony, and said that he would
attack upon the character of Vatinius, in the obey the senate alone.]
[VEIANIUS, a celebrated gladiator in the time
speech which has come down to us. Vatinius
was pr<etor in 55, and in the following year (54) of Horace, who had retired to a small estate in
he was accused by C. Licinius Calvus of having the countiy, after dedicating his arms in the
gained the praetorship by bribery. H e was de- temple of Hercules at Fundi in Latium.]
VEIENTO, FABRICIUS, was banished in the rei£
fended on this occasion by Cicero, in order to
please Caesar, w h o m Cicero had offended by his of Nero, A.D. 62, in consequence of his having
former attack upon Vatinius. Soon afterward published several libels. H e afterward returnVatinius went to Gaul, where w efindhim serv- ed to Rome, and became in the reign of Domiing in 51. H e accompanied Caesar in the civil tian one of the most infamous informers and
war, and was made consul suffectus for a few flatterers of that tyrant. H e also enjoyed the
days, at the end of December, 47. At the be- friendship of Nerva.
ginning of the following year he was sent into - VEII (Veiens, -entis, Veientanus : now Isola
Illyricum, where he carried on the war with Farnese), one of the most ancient and powerfu
success. After Caesar's death he was compell- cities of Etruria, situated on the River Cremera,
ed to surrender Dyrrhachium and his army to about twelve miles from Rome. It possessed
Brutus, who had obtained possession of Mace- a strongly-fortified citadel, built on a hill rising
donia, because his troops declared in favor of precipitously from the deep glens which bound
Brutus. — 2. Of Benventum, one of the vilest it, save at the single point where a narrow ridge
and most hateful creatures of Nero's court, unites it to the city. It was one of the twelve
equally deformed in body and in mind. H e was cities of the Etruscan Confederation, and appaoriginally a shoemaker's apprentice, next earned rently the largest of all. As far as w e can judge
his living as one of the lowest kinds of scurrasfrom its present remains, it was about seven
or buffoons, andfinallyobtained great power miles in circumference, which agrees with the
and wealth by accusing the, most distinguished statement of Dionysius, that it was equal in
men in the state. A certain kind of drinking- size to Athens. Its territory (Ager Veiens) was
cups, having nasi or nozzles, bore the name ofextensive, and appears originally to have exVatinius, probably because he brought them into tended on the south and east to the Tiber; on
fashion. Juvenal alludes (v., 46) to a cup of the southwest to the sea, embracing the salinae
or salt-works at the mouth of the river; and
this kind.
on the west to the territory of Caere. The CiVA/RENUS.
Vid. PADUS.
VECTIS or V E C T A (now Isle of Wight), an isl-minian forest appears to have been its northand off the southern coast of Britain, with which western boundary; on the east it must have
the Romans became acquainted before their embraced all the district south of Soracte and
conquest of Britain, by means of the inhabit- eastward to the Tiber. The cities of Capena
ants of Massilia, who were accustomed to visit and Fidenae were colonies of Veii. Veii was a
this island for the purpose of obtaining tin. It is powerful city at the time of the foundation of
related by Diodorus that at low water the space Rome, and the most formidable and dangerous
between Vectis and the coast of Britain was al- of hor neighbors. The Veientes were engaged
most entirely dry, so that the Britons used to in ai.nost unceasing hostilities with R o m e for
bring tin to the island in wagons. It was con- more than three centuries and a half, and w e
quered by Vespasian in the reign of Claudius. have records of fourteen distinct wars between
the two nations. Veii was at length taken by
V E D I U S POLLIO.
Vid POLLIO.
V E G E T I U S , FLAVIUS R E N A T U S , the author of a the dictator Camillus, after a siege which is said
I toRei
have lasted ten vears. The city fell into his
treaKiso Rei Wilitaris Inst'tuta, or Epitome
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hands, according to the common story, by means VSLINUS (now Velino), a river in the tei iitorj
of a cumculus or mine, which was carried by of the Sabines, rising in the central Apennines.
Camillus from the Roman camp under the city and falling into the Nar. This river in the
into the' citadel of Veii. So well built elnd spa- neighborhood of Reate overflowed its banks
cious was Veii, that the Romans were anxious, and formed several small lakes, the largest of
after the destruction of their own city by the which was called L A C U S V E L I N U S (now Pie it
Gauls in 390, to remove to Veii, and are said to Lugo, also Logo delle Marmore). In order to carjaave been only prevented from carrying their ry off these waters, a channel was cut througl
purpose into effect by the eloquence of Camillus. the rocks by Curius Dentatus, the conqueror
From this time Veii was abandoned ; but after of the Sabines, by means of which the waters
the lapse of ages it was colonized afresh by of the Velinus were carried through a narrow
Augustus, and made a Roman municipium. gorge to a spot where they fall from a height of
T
h e new colony, however, occupied scarcely a several hundred feet into the River Nar. This
third of the ancient city, and had again sunk fall, which is one of the most celebrated in Eli
into decay in the reign of Hadrian. From this rope, is known at the present day by the name
time Veii disappears entirely from history, and, of the Fall of Terni, or the Caduta delle Maron the revival of letters, even its site was long more
VELITR^: (Veliternus: now Velletri), an an
an object of dispute, it is now settled, however, beyond a doubt, that it stood in the neigh- cient town of the Volscians in Latium, but sub
sequently belonging to the Latin league. It
borhood of the hamlet of Isola Farnese, where
several remains of the ancient city have been was conquered by the Romans, and colonized
discovered. Of these the most interesting is at an early period, but it frequently revolted
its cemetery; but there is now only one tomb from Rome. It is chiefly celebrated as ths
remaining open, which was discovered in the birth-place ofthe Emperor Augustus.
V E L I U S L O N G U S , a Latin grammarian, known
winter of 1842-3, and contains many interesting
to us from a treatise De Orthographia, still exremains of Etruscan art.
VEIOVIS, a Roman deity, whose name is ex- tant, printed in the " Grammaticae Latinae Aucplained by some to mean " little Jupiter," while tores Antiqui" of Putschius, 4to, Hanov , 1605.
others interpret it " the destructive Jupiter," Velius also wrote a commentary on Virgil, which
and identify him with Pluto Veiovis was prob- is mentioned by Macrobius.
V E L L A U N O D U N U M (now Beaumc), a town ofthe
ably an Etruscan divinity of a destructive nature, whose fearful lightnings produced deaf- Senones in Gallia Lugdunensis.
VELLAVI.
Vid. V E L A U N I .
ness in those who were to be struck by them,
[VELLEIUS C , a R o m a n senator, Introduced
even before they were actually hurled. His
temple at R o m e stood between the Capitol and by Cicero as one of the supporters of the Epi*
the Tarpeian Rock; he was represented as a curean philosophy in his " DeNatura Deorum:"
he was a friend ofthe orator L. Crassus.]
youthful god armed with arrows.
VELABEUM.

Vid. R O M A , p. 749, a.

VELLEIUS PATERCULUS.

Vid. P A T E R C U L U S .

VELLOCASSES, a people in Gallia Lugdunen
V E L A U N I or VELLAVI, a people in Gallia Aquitanica, in the modern Velay, who were origin-sis, northwest of the Parisii, extending along
the
Sequana as far as the ocean : their chief
ally subject to the Arverni, but subsequently
town was R A T O M A G U S .
appear as an independent people.
V E L E D A , a prophetic virgin, by birth belonged VENAFRUM(Venafranus: now Venafri),atowr
to the Bructeri, and was regarded as a divine in the north of Samnium, near tne River Vulbeing by most of the nations in Central Ger- turnus, and on the confines of Latium, celebramany in the reign of Vespasian. She inhabited ted for the excellence of its olives.
V E N E D I or VENEDiE, a people in European
a lofty tower in the neighborhood of the River
Luppia (now Lippe). She encouraged Civilis Sarmatia, dwelling on the Baltic east of the
in his revolt against the Romans, but she was Vistula. The SINUS V E N E D I C U S (now Gulf of
afterward taken prisoner and carried to Rome. Rija), and the VENEDICI M O N T E S , a range of
V E L I A or E L E A , also called H Y E L E (EXea, mountains between Poland and East Prussia
'YeXn, the different forms are owing to the word were called after this people.
having originally the iEolic digamma, which the V E N E R I S P R O M O N T O R I U M . Vid. P Y R E N E S P R O Romans changed into V: Velienses or Eleates, M O N T O R I U M .
pi.: now CasteW a Mare delta Brucca), a Greek V E N E R I S P O R T U S or PYRENiEi P O R T U S , a seatown of Lueania, on the western coast, between port town of the Indigetes in Hispania TairaPsestum and Buxentum, was founded by the conensis, near the Promontorium Veneris, and
Phocaeans, who had abandoned their native city on the frontiers of Gaul.
VENETIA. 1. A district in the north of Italy,
to escape from the Persian sovereignty, about
B.C. 543. It was situated about three miles was originally included under the general name
east of the River Hales, and possessed a good of Gallia Cisalpina, but was made by Augustus
harbor. It is celebrated as the birth-place of the tenth Regio of Italy. It was bounded on
the philosophers Parmenides and Zeno, who the west by the River Athesis, which separated
founded a school of philosophy usually known it from Gallia Cisalpina; on the north by the
under the name of the Eleatic. It possessed a Carnic Alps ; on the east by the River Timacelebrated temple of Demeter (Ceres). Cicero, vus, which separated it from Istria ; and on the
who resided at Velia at one time, frequently south by the Adriatic Gulf. This country was,
mentions it in his correspondence ; and it ap- and is, very fertile, and its inhabitants enjoyea
pears to have been reckoned a healthy place. great prosperity. The chief productions of the
(Hor., Ep., i., 15.) In the time of Strabo it had country were excellent wool, a sweet but much
prized wine, and race-horses. Dionysius. tin
ceased to be a town of importance.
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tyrant of Syracuse, is said to have kept a stud Carwent), a town of the Silures in 3ritam. IK
of raoe horses in this country. Its inhabitants, Monmouthshire.
the VENETI, frequently called H E N E T I ('Evero'i)V E N T I (uveuoi), the winds. They appear ptrby the Greeks, were commonly said ti be de- sonified, even in the Homeric poems,' but, at
scendants of the Paphlagonian Heneti, w h o m the same time, they are conceived as ordinaiy
Antenor led into the country after the Trojan phenomena of nature. The master and ruler
war; but this tale, like so many others, has of all the winds is iEolus, who resides in tho
evidently arisen from the mere similarity of the island iEolia (vid. iEoLus); but the othei gods
name. Others supposed the Veneti to be a also exercise a power over them. Homer men.
branch of the Celtic Veneti in Gaul; but this tions by name Boreas (north wind), Eurus (east
supposition is disproved bv the express testi- wind), Notus (south wind), and Zephyrus (west
mony of Polybius, that they spoke a language wind). W h e n the funeral pile of Patroclus
entirely different from the Celtic; and that they could not be made to burn, Achilles promisee
had no connection with the Celts, may be in- to offer sacrifices to the winds ; and Iris accordferred from the fact that they were always' on ingly hastened to them, and found them feast
hostile terms with the Celtic tribes settled in ing in the palace of Zephyrus in Thrace. B o
Italy. Heiodotus regards them as an Illyrian reas and Zephyrus thereupon straightway crossrace ; and all writers are agreed that they did ed the Thracian Sea into Asia, to cause the file
not belong to the original population of Italy. to blaze. According to Hesiod, the beneficial
In consequence of their hostility to the Celtic winds, Notus, Boreas, Argestes, and Zephyrus,
tribes in their neighborhood, they formed at an were the sons of Astraeus and Eos ; and the deearly period an alliance with R o m e ; and their structive ones, such as Typhon, are said to bo
country was defended by the Romans against the sons of Typhoeus. Later, especially philotheir dangerous enemies. On the conquest of sophical, writers endeavored to define the winds
the Cisalpine Gauls, the Veneti likewise be- more accurately, according to their places in the
came included under the Roman dominions ; compass. Thus Aristotle, besides the four prinand they were almost the only people in Italy cipal winds (Boreas or Aparciias, Eurus, Notus,
who became the subjects of R o m e without of- and Zephyrus), mentions three, the Meses, Caifering anyresistance.The Veneti continued cias, and Apeliotes, between Boreas and Eurus;
to enjoy great prosperity down to the time of between Eurus and Notus he places the Phcethe Mareomannic wars, in the reign of the E m - nicias ; between Notus and Zephyrus he has
peror Aurelius ; but from this time their coun- only the Lips ; and between Zephyrus and Bo
try was frequently devastated by the barba- reas he places the Argestes (Olympias or Scirians who invaded Italy; and at length, in the ron) and ths Thrascias. It must further be obfifth century, many of its inh itants, to escapeserved that, according to Aristotle, the Eurus
ths ravages ofthe Huns under Attila, took ref- is not due east, but southeast. In the Museum
uge in tbe islands off their coast, on which now Pio-Clementinurn there exists a marble monustands the city of Venice. The chief towns of ment upon which the winds are described with
Venetia in ancient times were PATAVIUM, A L their Greek and Latin names, viz., Septentria
TIHUM, and AQUILEIA. The two latter carried on (Aparciias), Eurus (Euros or southeast), and
an extensive commerce, and exported, among between these two Aquilo (Boreas), Vnltnrnus
other things, large quantities of amber, which (Caicias), and Solanus (Apheliotes). Between
was brought from the Baltic through the inte- Eurus and Notus (Notos) there is only one, the
rior of Europe to these cities.—2. A district in Euroauster (Euronotus); between Notus and
the northwest of Gallia Lugdunensis, inhabited Favonius (Zephyrus) are markedAustro-Africus
by the Veneti, who were a brave people, and (Libonotus) and Africus (Lips) ; and between
the best sailors in all Gaul. Off their coast Favonius and Septentrio w efindChorus (Iapyx)
was a group of islands called I N S U L A V E N E - and Circius (Thracius). The winds were repTfCiE.
resented by poets and artists in different ways ;
V E N E T U S LACUS.
Vii. BRIGIHTINUR L A C U S
the latter usuallyrepresentedthem as beings
VENILIA, a nymph, daughter of Pilumnus, with wings at their heads and shoulders. The
sister of Amata (the wife of King Latinus), and most remarkable monument representing the
mother of Turnus and Juturna by Daunus.
winds is the octagonal tower of Andronicus
V E N N O N E S , a people of Raetia, and, according Cyrrhestes at Athens. Each ofthe eight sides
•o Strabo, the most saw.gs of the Raetian tribes,of the monument represents one of the eight
inhabiting the Alps near the sources of the principal winds in aflyingattitude. A movAthesis (now Aiige).
able Triton in the centre of the cupola pointed
[VENNONIUS. 1. A n early Roman <innalist, with his staff to the wind blowing at the time.
placed by Cicero immediately after Fannius in All these eight figures have wings at theii
his enumeration of Roman historians. N o frag- shoulders, all are clothed, and the peculiarities
ments of his works remain ; a few references of the winds are indicated by their bodies and
are collected by Krause, Histor. Rom. Fragm ,various attributes. Black lambs were offered
p. 175-6.—2. SEXTUS, one of the instruments as sacrifices to the destructive winds, and white
of Verres in oppressing the Sicilians.—3. C , a ones to favorable or good winds. Boreas had a
money-lender (negotiator) in Cilicia, a friend temple
of
on the River Ilissus in Attica; and
Cicero, solicited, but unsuccessfully, a prafec-Zephyrus had an altar on the sacred road to
tura from the latter.]
Eleusis.
V E N T A . 1. B E L G A R U M (now Winchester), the VENTIDIUS BASSUS, P., a celebrated Roman
shief town ofthe Belgae in Britain. The mod- general, was a native of Picenum, and was
ern city still contains several R o m a n remains. taken prisoner by Pompeius Strabo in the So*
—3. ICENORUM. Vid. ICENI.—3. S I L U R U M (now cial war (B.C. 89), and carrie 1 to Rome, W h e s
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ae grew up to man's estate, he got a poor living to make strings for their bows; and othei*
by undertaking to furnish mules and vehicles again, supposed it to refer to the fancies anc
for those magistrates who went from R o m e to caprices of lovers, cohere signifying "to lease."
administer a province. In this humble employ- But it probably refers to the fact that on hei
ment he became known to C. Julius Caesar, wedding-day the bride, either actually or sym
w h o m he accompanied into Gaul. In the Civii bolically, cut off a lock of hair to sacrifice it to
war he executed Caesar's orders with ability, Venus. In these, the most ancient surnames
and became a favorite of his great commander of Venus, we mustrecognizeher primitive chai
H e obtained the rank of tribune of the plebs, acter and attributes. In later times her wo?.
ind was made a praeto- for B.C. 43. After Cae- ship became much more extended, and her idensar's death Ventidius s'ded with M. Antony in tification with the Greek Aphrodite introduced
the war of Mutina (43), and in the same year various new attributes. At the beginning if
was made consu. suffectus. In 39 Antony sent the second Punic war, the worship of Venus
Tentidius into Asia to oppose Labienus and the Erycina was introduced from Sicily, and a temParthians. H e conducted this war with distin- ple was dedicated to her on the Capitol, to
guished ability and success. In thefirstcam- which subsequently another was added outside
paign (39) lie defeated the Parthians and Labi- the Colliue gate. In the year B C. 114, a Vesenus, the latter of w h o m was slain in his flight tal virgin was killed by lightning; and as the
after the battle; and in the second campaign general moral corruption, especially among the
!38) Ventidius gained a still more brilliant vie-Vestals, was believed to be the cause of this
ory over the Parthians, who had again invaded disaster, the Sibylline books, upon being conSyria. Paeorus, the king's son, fell in this bat-sulted, commanded that a temple should be built
tle. Antony, however, far from being pleased to Venus Verticordia (the goddess who turns
with the success of Ventidius, showed great the hearts of men) on the Via Salaria. Aftei
iealousy of him, and dismissed him from his the close of the-Samnite war, Fabius Gurges
employment. Yet his services were too great founded the worship of Venus Obsequens and
to be overlooked, and he had a triumph in No- Postvorta ; Scipio Africanus the younger, that
vember, 38. Nothing more is known of him. of Venus Gemtrix, in which he was afterward
Ventidius was often cited as an instance of a followed by Caesar, who added that of Venus
man who rose from the lowest condition to the Victrix. The worship of Venus was promoted
highest honors; a captive became a Roman by Caesar, who traced his descent from iEneas,
consul and enjoyed a triumph; but this was in who was supposed to be the son of Mais and
a period of revolution.
Venus. The month of April, as the beginning
[ V E N U L U S , a Latin chieftain (according to of spring, was thought to be peculiarly sacred
Servius, originally from Argos), sent by Turnus to the goddess of love. Respecting the Greek
to Diomedes to persuade him to lend aid against goddess, vid. APHRODITE.
iEneas and the Trojans: he was subsequently
V E N U S I A (Venusinus: now Venosa), an an
captured by Tarchon, and carried off the fieldcient town of Apulia, south of the River Aufi
after a fierce struggle.]
dus, and near Mount Vultur, situated in a roVisus, the goddess of love among the Ro- mantic country, and memorable as the birthmans. Before she was identified with the Greek place of the poet Horace. It was originally a
Aphrodite, she was one of the least important town of the Hirpini in Samnium ; and after its
divinities in the religion ofthe Romans; but original Sabellian inhabitants had been driven
still her worship seems to have been establish- out by the Romans, it was colonized by thf
ed at R o m e at an eaily time. There was a latter, B.C. 291, and formed an important milistone chapel with an image of Venus Murtea or tary station. Here the remnants ofthe Roman
Murcia in the Circus, near the spot where the army took refuge after the fatal battle of Cannae,
altar of Consus was concealed. This surname 216.
was said to be the same as Myrtea (from myrV E E A G E I or V A E A G E I , a people in Gallia Beltus, a myrtle), and to indicate the fondness of gica, on the Pennine Alps, near the confluence
the goddess for the myrtle-tree. In ancient of the Dranse and the Rhone.
times there is said to have been a myrtle grove
[VEEANIUS, Q , appointed by Tiberius Caesar
in front of her sanctuary below the Aventine. legatus or governor of Cappadoeia, when that
Another ancient surname of Venus was Cloa- country was reduced to the form of a Roman
nina, which is said to have been derived from province, A.D. 18. Veranius was one of the
her image having been found in the great sew- friends of Germanicus, and took an active part
er (cloaca); but this tale is nothing but an ety-in the prosecution of Cn Piso. H e was consul
mological inference from the name. It is sup- in A.D. 49, and in A.D. 58, under Nero, he sucposed by modern writers that this surname sig- ceeded Didius Gallus as governor of Britain,
nifies the " Purifier," from cloare or clucrc, "but
to died there within a year.]
wash" or "purify." The statue of Venus unV E E B A N U S L A C U S (now Lago Maggiore), a lake
der this surname was set up by T. Tatius in a in Gallia Cisilpina, and the laigest lake in al)
temple near the forum. A third ancient sur- Italy, being about forty miles in length fiom
name of Venus is Calva, under whieh she had north to south: its greatest breadth is eight
two temples in the neighborhood of the Capitol. miles. It is formed by the River Ticinus and
Borne believed that one of them had been built other streams descending from the Alps; ana
oy Ancus Marcius, because his wife was in the River Ticinus issues from its southern exdanger of losing her hair ; others thought that tremity. [In it are the Borromcan islands, the
it was a monument of a patriotic act of the admiration of travellers ]
Roman women, who, during the S'ege of the
VERCELLiE (Vercellensis: now Veicelli), the
Sauls, cut off their hair and gave it to the men chief town ofthe Libici in Gallia Cisalpina, and
59
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VLRCINGETORIX.

VERRES.

siibsequently a Roman municipium, and a place less to Dolabella as he had been to Carbo, &ai
turned evidence against him on his prosecution
of considerable importance.
VERCINGETOEIX, the celebrated chieftain of by M. Seaurus in 78. Verres was praetor u>the Arverni, who carried on war with great banus in 74, and afterwan pro-praetor in Sicily.
ability against Caesar in B. C. 52. The history of where he remained nearly three years (73-71)
this war occupies the seventh book of Caesar's The extortions and exactions of Verres in th*.
Commentaries on the Gallic war. Vereingeto- island have become notorious through the cele
rix fell into Caesar's hands on the capture of brated orations of Cicero. N o class ofthe inAlesia, was subsequently taken to Rome, where habitants of Sicily was exempted from his avalie adorned the triumph of his conqueror in 45, rice, his cruelty, or his insults. The wealthy
had money or works of art to yield up ; the
and was afterward put to death.
V E E E T U M (Veretinus: now Alessano), moremiddle classes might be made to pay heavier
anciently called BARIS, a town in Calabria, on imposts ; and the exports ofthe vineyards, the
the road from Leuca to Tarentum, and six arable land, and the loom, he saddled with
heavier burdens. By capricious changes or
hundred stadia southeast of tbe latter city
VEEG.33, a town in the interior of Bruttium, violent abrogation of their compacts, Verres
reduced to beggary both the producers and the
of uncertain site.
V E R G E L L U S , a nvulet in Apulia crossing the farmers of the revenue. His three years' rule
plain of Cannae, which is said to have been desolated the island more effectually than the
choked by the dead bodies of the Romans slain two recent Servile wars, and than the old struggle between Carthage and R o m e for tbe posin the memorable battle against Hannibal.
session ofthe island. So diligently did he emVERGILIUS.
Vid. VIRGILIUS.
ploy his opportunities, that he boasted of having
VEEGINIUS.
Vid VIEGINIUS.
V E E O L A M I U M or V E R U L A M I U M (now Old Veru- amassed enough for a life of opulence, even i(
im, near St. Alban's), the ohief town of the he were compelled to disgorge two thirds of his
Catuellani in Britain, probably the residence of plunder in stifling inquiry or purchasing an acthe King Cassivellaunus, which was conquered quittal. A s soon as he left Sicily, the inhabitby Caesar. It was subsequently made a Roman ants resolved to bring him to trial. Tbey communicipium. It was destroyed by the Britons mitted the prosecution to Cicero, who had been
under Boadicea, in their insurrection against Lilybaean quaestor in Sicily in 75, and had prom
the Romans, but wasrebuilt,and continued to ised his good offices to the Sicilians whenevei
they might demand them. Cieero heartily enhe an important place.
VEROMANDUI, a people in Gallia Belgica, be- tered into the cause ofthe Sicilians, and spared
tween the Nervii and Suessiones, in the mod- no pains to secure a conviction of the greal
ern Vermandois. Their chief town was A U G U S T Acriminal. Verres was defended by Hortensius
and was supported by the whole power of the
V E E O M A N D U O E U M (now St. Quentin).
V E E O N A (Veronensis : now Verona), an im- aristocracy. At first his partisans attempted to
portant town in Gallia Cisalpina, on the River stop the prosecution by bribes, flatteries, and
Athesis, was originally the capital ofthe Euga- menaces; but, finding this to be impossible,
nei, but subsequently belonged to the Cenomani. they endeavoured to substitute a sham proseAt a still later time it was made a Roman col- cutor in the place of Cicero. Hoitensius thereony, with the surname Augusta ; and under the fore offered as prosecutor Q. Caecilius Niger,
empire it was one of the largest and most flour-who had been quaestor to the defendant, had
ishing towns in the north of Italy. It was the quarrelled with him, and had consequently, it
birthplace of Catullus, and, according to some was alleged, the means ofexposing officially his
accounts, ofthe elder Pliny, though others make abuse of the public money. But the Sicilians
him a native of C o m u m . It is celebrated on rejected Caecilius altogether, not merely as no
account ofthe battle fought in its neighborhood match for Hortensius, but as foisted into the
in the Campi Raudii, by Marius against the cause by the defendant or his advocate. By a
Cimbri, and also by the victory of Theodoric technical process of the Roman law, called Divthe Great over Odoacer. Theodoric took up inatio, the judices, without hearing evidence, dehis residence in this town, whence it is called termined from the arguments of counsel alone
by the German writers of the Middle Ages who should be appointed prosecutor. They deDietrichs Bern, to distinguish it from Bern in cided in Cicero's favor. The oration which
Switzerland. There are still many Roman re- Cicero delivered on this occasion was the Divmains at Verona, and, among others, an amphi- inatio in Q. Cacilium. The prelensionf of Caecilius were thus set aside. Yet hope did not
theatre in a good state of preservation.
V E E E E S , C , was quaestor B.C. 82, to Cn. Pa- forsake Verres and his friends. Evidence foi
pirius Carbo, and therefore, at that period, be- the prosecution was to be collected in Sicily itlonged to the Mai ian party. He, however, de- self. Cicero was allowed one hundred and ter>
serted Carbo and went over to Sulla, who sent days for the puipose. Verres once again at
him to Beneventum, where he was allowed a tempted to set up a sham prosecutor, who un
share of the confiscated estates. Verres next dertook to impeach him for his former extorappears as the legate of Cn. Cornelius Dolabella, tions in Achaia, and to gather the evidence irpraetor of Cilicia in 80-79, and one of the most one hundred and eight days. But the new prose
rapacious of the provincial governors On the cutor nevei went even so far as Brundisium ic
death of the regular quaestor C. Malleolus, Ver- quest of evidence, and the design was abanres became the pro quaestor of Dolabella. In doned. Instead of the one hundred and ten
Verres lY-Ubella found an active and unscru- days allowed, Cicero, assisted by his cousin
pulous agent, and, in return, connived at his Lucius, completed his researches infifty,anil
excesses. But the pro quaestor proved as faith- returned with a mass of evidence and a crowd

VERRUGO.

VESPASIANUS. T. FLAVIUS SABINliS.

ot witnesses gathered from all parts of the isl- nus was in love with Pomona, he assumed all
and. Hortensius n o w grasped at his last chance possible forms, until at last be gained his end
of an acquittal, and it w a s not an unlikely one. by metamorphosing himself into a blooming
Could the lmneachtnent be put off to the next youth. Gardeners accordingly offered to him
vear, Verres w a s safe
Hortensius himself the first produce of their gardens and garlands
would then be consul, with Q. Metellus for his of buddingflowers.The whole people celebracolleague, and M . Metellus would ie praetor ur- ted a festival to Vertumnus on the 23d of AuDanus. For every firm and bonesr: judex w h o m gust, under the name ofthe Vortumnalia, denottbe upright M . Acilius Glabrio, then praetor ur- ing the transition from the beautiful season of
oanus, had named, a partial or venal substitute autumn to the less agreeable one. H e had a
would be found. Glabrio himself would give temple in the vicus Tuscus, and a statue of him
place as quaesitor or president ofthe court to M . stood in the vicus Jugarius, near the altar of
Metellus, a partisan, if not a kinsman, of the Ops. The story of the Etruscan origin seems
defendant. It w a s already the month of July. to be sufficiently refuted by his genuine Roman
T h e games to be exhibited by Cn. P o m p e y were name, and it is much more probable that the
fixed for the middle of August, and would oc- worship of Vertumnus was of Sabine origin.
cupy a fortnight; the R o m a n games would im- The importance of the worship of Vertumnus
mediately succeed them, and thus forty days in- at R o m e is evident from the fact that it was
tervene between Cicero's charge and the reply attended to by a special flamen (flamen Vortumof Hortensius, w h o again, by dexterous adjourn- nalia).
V E E U L J E (Verulanus : now Veroli), a town o,
ments, would delay the proceedings until the
games of Victory, and the c o m m e n c e m e n t of the Hernici in Latium, southeast of Aletrium
the n e w year. Cicero therefore abandoned all and north of Frusino, subsequently a Romar
thought of eloquence or display, and merely in- colony.
VERULAMIUM.
Vii. V E R O L A M I U M .
troducing his case in the first of the Verrine
V E R U S , L. A U E E L I U S , the colleague of M. Auorations, rested all his hopes of success on the
weight of testimony alone. Hortensius w a s relius in the empire, A D. 161-169. H e was
quite unprepared with counter-evidence, and born in 130, and his original name was L Ceion
after the first day he abandoned the cause of ius Commodus. His father, L. Ceionius ComVerres. Before the nine days occupied in hear- modus, was adopted by Hadrian in 136 ; and on
ing evidence were over, Verres quitted the city the death of his father in 138, he was, in purin despair, and w a s condemned in his absence. suance of the command of Hadrian, adopted,
H e retired to Marseilles, retaining so m a n y of along with M. Aurelius, by M. Antoninus. On
ais treasures of art as to cause eventually his the death of Antoninus in 161, he succeeded to
proscription by M . Antony in 43. Ofthe seven the empire along with M. Aurelius. The histoVerrine orations of Cicero, two only, the D'w- ry of his reign is given under AURELIUS. Verus
•natio and the Actio Prima, were spoken, while died suddenly at Altinum, in the country of the
the remaining five were compiled from the de- Veneti, toward the close of 169. H e had been
positions after the verdict. Cicero's o w n divi- married to Luciila, the daughter of his colleague
VESCINUS AGER.
Vii. S U E S S A A H R U N C A .
sion ofthe impeachment is the following :
VESEVUS.
Vii. V E S U V I U S .
C I. In Q,. Coecilium or Divinntio.
V E S O N T I O (now Besancon), the chief town of
.. Preliminary } 2. Proccmiam—Actio Prima—
the Sequani in Gallia Belgica, situated on the
(, Statement of the Caso.
River
Dtibis (now Douhs), which flowed around
These alone were spoken :
the town, with the exception of a space of six
3
„ n™n™. f - Verres's official life to B.C. 73.hundred feet, on which stood a mountain, form5 Urations
/ . T • J- t- o- -iing the citadel ofthe town, and connected with
founded on
Jnrisdictio Sicihensis.
the latter by means of walis. Vesontio was an
-i ~ T»
-S 5. Oratio Frumentaria.
important place under the Romans, and still
theDepo- " U
DeShrnis.
contains ruins of an aqueduct, a triumphal arch,
sihons.
|_7_
D o Snppliciis.
and other Roman remains.
These were circulated as documents or maniV E S P A S I A N U S , T. F L A V I U S SABINUS, R o m a n
festoes of the cause after theflightof Verres.
emperor A.D 70-79, was born in the Sabine
V E E R U G O , a town ofthe Volsci in Latium, of country on the seventeenth of November, A.D.
'incertain site.
9. His father was a man of mean condition, of
VERTICORDIA.
Vid. V E N U S .
Reate, in the country of the Sabini. His mothV E E T U M N U S or V O E T U M N U S , is said to have er, Vespasia Polla, was the daughter of a praebeen an Etruscan divinity, whose worship was fectus castrorum, and the sister of a Roman
introduced at R o m e by an ancient Vulsinian senator. She was left a widow with two sons,
colony occupying atfirstthe Caelian Hill, and Flavius Sabinus and Vespasian. Vespasian
afterward the vicus Tuscus. The name is evi- served as tribunus militum in Thrace, and was
dently connected with verto, and formed on thequaestor in Crete and Cyrene. H e was after
analogy of alumnus from alo, whence it must ward aedile and praetor. About this time he
signify " the god who changes or metamorpho- took to wifo Flavia Domitilla, the daughter of a
Bes himself." For this reason the Romans con- Roman eques, by w h o m he had two sons, both
nected Vertumnus with all occurrences to which of w h o m succeeded him. In the reign of Clauhe verb verto applies, such as the change of dius he was sent into Germany as legatus ieseasons purchase and sale, the return of riversgionis; and in 43 he held the same command
,o their proper beds, &c. But, in reality, the in Britain, and reduced the Isle of Wight. He
god was connected only with the transforma- was consul in 51, and proconsul of Africa unlon of plants and their progress from blossom der Nero. H e was at this time very poor, an<?
»} fruit. Hence the story, tha' when Vertum931
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»as accused of getting m o n e y by dishonorable identical with the Greek H E S T I A both ir. nan.,
means But he had a great military reputation, and import. Sne was the goddess ofthe health
and he was liked by ihe soldiers. Nero after- and therefore inseparably connected with the
ward sent him to the East (66), to conduct the Penates; for iEneas w a s belie fed to have
war against the Jews. His conduct of the Jew- brought the eternal fire of Vesta from Troy
ish war had raised his reputation, w h e n the war along with the images of the Penates ; and the
broke out between Otho and Vitellius after the praetors, consuls, and dictators, before entering
death of Galba. H e w a s proclaimed emperor upon their official functio: s, sacrificed, nnt only
at Alexandrea on thefirstof July, 69, and soon to the Penates, but also lo Vesta at Lavinium
after all through the East. Vespasian came to In the ancient R o m a n house, the hearth w a s the
R o m e in the following year (70), leaving his son central part, and around it all the inmates dailj
Titus to continue the war against the Jews assembled for their c o m m o n meal (casna); every
Titus took Jerusalem after a siege of five meal thus taken w a s a fresh bond of union and
months ; and a formidable insurrection of tho affection a m o n g the m e m b e r s of a family, and
Batavi, headed by Civilis, w a s put down about at the same time an act of worship ofVes.ta,
the same period. Vespasian, on his arrival at combined with a sacrifice to her and the PeR o m e , worked with great industry to restore nates. Every dwelling-house therefore was. in
order in the city and in the empire. H e dis- some sense, a temple of Vesta; but a public
banded some of the mutinous soldiers of Vitel- sanctuary united all the citizens of the state
lius, and maintained discipline among his own. into one large family. This sanctuary stood in
H e co-operated in a friendly manner with the the Forum, between the Capitoline and Palasenate in the public administration. T h e sim- tine hills, and not far from the temple of the
plicity and frugality of his m o d e of life formed Penates. T h e temple w a s round, with a vaulta striking contrast with the profusion and lux- ed roof, like the impluvium of private houses, so
ury of some of his predecessors, and his exam- that there is no reason to regard that form as
ple is said to have done more to reform the an imitation of the vault of heaven. T h e godmorals of R o m e than all the laws which had dess w a s not represented in her temple by a
ever been enacted H e lived more like a pri- statue, but the eternalfireburning on her hearth
vate person than a m a n w h o possessed supreme or altar w a s her living symbol, and w a s kept
power: he w a s affable and easy of access to all up and attended to by the Vestals, her virgin
persons
T h e personal anecdotes of such a priestesses. A s each house, and the city itself,
m a n are some of the most instructive records so also the country had its o w n Vesta, and the
of his reign. H e w a s never ashamed of the latter w a s worshipped at Lavinium, the metropmeanness of his origin, and ridiculed all attempts olis of the Latins, where she w a s worshipped
to m a k e out for him a distinguished genealogy. and received the regular sacrifices at the hands
W h e n Vologeses, the Parthian king, addressed of the highest magistrates T h e goddess herto him a letter commencing in these terms, self w a s regarded as chaste and pure, like lit!
" Arsaces, king of kings, to Flavius Vespasia- symbol, thefire; and the Vestals w h o kept up
nus," the answer began, "Flavius Vespasianus the sacred fire were likewise pure maidens
to Arsaces, king of kings." If it be true, as it Respecting their duties and obligations, vii
is recorded, that he w a s not annoyed at satire Diet, of Antiq., art. V E S T A L E S . O n thefiistof
or ridicule, he exhibited an elevation of charac- March in every year, her sacredfire,and the
ter almost unparalleled in one w h ofilledso ex- laurel tree which shaded her hearth, were re
alted a station. H e k n e w the bad character of newed, and on thefifteenthof June her temple
his son Domitian, and as long as he lived he was cleaned and purified. T h e dirt was carried
kept him under pioper restraint. T h e stories into an angiportus behind the temple, which
that are told of his avarice and of his modes of was locked by a gate that no one might entci
raising money, if true, detract from the dignity it. T h e day on which this took place w a s a
of his character; and it seems that he had a iics nefastus, the first half of which was thought
taste for little savings, and for coarse humor. to be so inauspicious, that the priestess of Juno.
Yet it is admitted that he w a s liberal in all his w a s not allowed to c o m b her hair or to cut hei
expenditure for purposes of public utility. In nails, while the second half w a s very favorable
71 Titus returned to R o m e , and both father and to contracting a marriage or entering upon other
son triumphed together on account of the con- important undertakings. A few days before
quest ofthe Jews. T h e reign of Vespasian w a s that solemnity, on the ninth of June, the Vestamarked by few striking events T h e most im- lia w a s celebrated in honor of the goddess, on
portant w a s the conquest of North Wales and which occasion none but w o m e n walked to the
the island of Anglesey by Agricola, w h o w a s temple, and that with bare feet. O n one of
sent into Britain in 78. In the s u m m e r of 79, these occasions an altar had been dedicated la
Vespasian, whose health w a s failing, went to Jupiter Pistor. Respecting the Greek goddess,
spend some time at his paternal house in the vid H E S T I A .
V E S T I N I , a Sabellian people in Central Italy,
mountains ofthe Sabini B y drinking to excess
of cold water, he damaged his stomach, which lying between the Apennines and the Adriatic
was already disordered. But he still attended Sea, and separated from Picenum by the River
to business, just as if he had been in perfect Matrinus, and from the Marrueini by the River
health; and on feeling the approach of death, Aternus. They are mentioned in connection
ne said that an emperor should die standing; with the Marsi, Marrueini, and Peligni; but
and, in fact, he did actually die in this posture, they subsequently separated from these tribes,
M the twenty-fourth of June, 79, being sixty- and joined the Samnites in their war against
R o m e . They were conquered by the R o m a n s
ine years of age.
V E S T A , one of the great R o m a n divinities, B.C. 328, and from this time appear as the aJU
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VESULUS.
lies of P-ome. f hey joined the other allies in
the Marsic war, and were conquered by Pompeius Strabo in 89. They made a particular
kind of cheese, which was a great favorite with
the Romans.

V E T U S , ANTISTIUS.
V E T U L O N I A , V E T U L O N I U M , or VETULONII, as

ancient city of Etruria, and one of the twelve
cities ofthe Etruscan confederation. From this
city the Romans are said to have borrowed thf
insignia of their magistrates—the fasces, sella
curulis, and toga praetexta—as well as the use of
VESULUS.
Vid. A L P E S .
V E S U V I U S , also called V E S E V U S , VESBIUS, or the brazen trumpet in war. After the time ofthe
VESVIUS, the celebrated volcanic mountain in Roman kings w efindno further mention of Ve.
Campania,risingout of the plain southeast of tulonia, except in the catalogues of Pliny and
Neapolis. There are no records of any erup- Ptolemy, both of w h o m place it among the intion of Vesuvius before the Christian era, but land colonies of Etruria. Pliny also states thai
the ancient writers were aware of its volcanic there were hot springs in its neighborhood nof
nature from the igneous appearance of its rocks. far from the sea, in whichfishwere found, notThe slopes ofthe mountain were extremely fer- withstanding the warmth of the water. The
tile, hut the top was a rough and sterile plain, very site of the ancient city was supposed to
on which Spartacus and his gladiators were be- have been entirely lost; but it has been dissieged by a Roman army. In A D. 63 the vol- covered within the last few years near a small
cano gave thefirstsymptoms of agitation in village called Magliano, between the River Osa
an earthquake, which occasioned considerable and the Albegna, and about eight miles inland
damage to several towns in its vicinity; and It appears to have had a circuit of at least foui
on the 24th of August, A.D. 79, occurred the and a half miles.
first great eruption of Vesuvius, which over- V E T U R I A G E N S , anciently called VETUSIA, pawhelmed the cities of Stabiae, Herculaneum, trician and plebeian TheVeturii rarely occur
and Pompeii. It was in this eruption that the in the later times of the republic, and after B C.
elder Pliny lost his life. Vid PLINIUS. There 206, when L. Veturius Philo was consul, their
have been numerous eruptions since that time, name disappears from the Fasti. The most diswhich have greatly altered the shape of the tinguished families in the gens bore the names
mountain Its present height is three thousand C A L V I N U S , CIOURINUS, and PHILO.
V E T U R I U S M A M U E I U S is said to have been the
two hundred feet.
V E T E E A or C A S T R A V E T E R A .
Vid. C A S T E A , armorer who made the eleven ancilia exactly
like the one that was sent from heaven in the
No. 5
His praises formed one of the
V E T R A N I O , commanded the legions in Illyria reign of N u m a
and Pannonia at the period (A.D. 350) when chief subjects of the songs of the Salii. Even
Constans was treacherously destroyed and his the ancients themselves doubted in the rethione seized by Magnentius. Vetranio was ality of his existence: Varro interpreted his
prcclaimed emperor by his troops; but at the name as equivalent to vetus memoria. Some
end of ten months heresignedhis pretensions modern writers regard Mamurius Veturius al
in favor of Constantius, by w h o m he was treat- an Etruscan artist, because he is said to hav
ed with great kindness, and permitted to retire made a brazen image of the god Vertum
to Prusa, in Bithynia, where he passed the re- nus.
VETUS, ANTISTIUS. 1. Propraetor in Further
maining six years of his life.
VETTIUS, L., a Roman eques, in the pay of Spain about B.C. 68, under w h o m Caesar served
Ciceio in-B.C 63, to w h o m he gave some val- as quaestor.—2. C , son ofthe preceding, quaesuable information respecting the Catilinarian tor in 61, and tribune of the plebs in 57, when
conspiracy. H e again appears in 59 as an in- he supported Cicero in opposition to Clodius.
former. In that year he accused Curio, Cicero, In the Civil war he espoused Caesar's party,
L. Lucullus, and many other distinguished men, and w e find him in Syria in 45 fighting against
of having formed a conspiracy to assassinate Q. Caecilius Bassus. In 34 Vetus carried on
Pompey. This conspiracy was a sheer inven- war against the Salassi, and in 30 was consd
tion for the purpose of injuring Cicero, Curio, suffectus. H e accompanied Augustus to Spain
and others; but there is difficulty in determin- in 25, and on the illness ofthe emperor contining who were the inventors of it. Cicero re- ued the war against the Cantabri and Astures,
garded it as the work of Caesar, w h o used the w h o m he reduced to submission.—3. C , son of
tribune Vatinius as his instrument. At a later No. 2, consul B.C. 6; and as he lived to see
period, when Cicero had returned from exile, both his sons consuls, he must have been alive
and feared to provoke the triumvir, he threw at least as late as A.D. 28. H e was a friend of
the whole blame upon Vatinius. Vettius gave Velleius Paterculus.—4. L., grandson of No. 3,
evidencefirstbefore the senate, and on the and consul with the Emperor Nero, A.D. 55.
next day before the assembly of the people; In 58 he commanded a Roman army in Gerbut his statements were regarded with great many, and formed the project of connecting the
suspicion, and on the following morning he was Mosella (now Moselle) and the Arar (now Sofound strangled in prison, to which the senate one) by a canal, and thus forming a communihad sent him. It was given out that he had cation between the Mediterranean and the
committed suicide ; but the marks of violence Northern Ocean, as troops could be conveyed
were visible on his body, and Cicero at a later down the Rhone and the Saone into the M o
selle through the canal, and down the Moselle
time charged Vatinius with the murder.
into the Rhine, and so into the ocean. Vetiu
VETTIUS SOATO.
Vid. SCATO.
V E T T O N E S or V E C T O N E S , a people in the inte- put an end to his life in 65, in order to antici
rior of Lusitinia, east of the Lusitani and westpate his sentence of death, which Nero had re
ef the Carpi! mi, extending from tha Durius to solved upon. Vetus was the father-in-law o
Rubellius Plautus.
be Tagus
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destroyed
by the Veientes in 477. Ovid SJJI
VIADUS (now Oder), a river of Germany, fall
that the Fabii perished on the Ides of Febi nary ,
ing into the Baltic.
but all other authorities state that they were
VIBIUS P A N S A .
Vid P A N S A .
destroyed on the day on which the Romana
VIBIUS SEQUESTER.
Vid S E Q U E S T E E .
VIBO (Vibonensis : now Bivona), the R o m a n were subsequently conquered by the Gauls a
form of the Greek town HIPPONIUM (liriruviovthe
: Allia, that is, on the lflth before the Kal
ends of Sextilis, June the 17th. The whole
'Iiriravidriig), situated on the southwestern coast
of Bruttium, and on a gulf called after it SINUS Fabia gens perished at the Cremeia with the
VIBONENSIS orHipi'ONiATEs. It is said to have exception of one individual, the son of Marcus.
been founded by the Locri Epizephyrii; but it from w h o m all the later Fabii were descended.
was destroyed bythe elder Dionysius, who trans- — 3 . M , brother of the two preceding, was conplanted its inhabitants to Syracuse. It was aft- sul 483, and a second time 480 In the latter
erward restored ; and at a later time it fell intoyear he gained a great victory over the Etrusthe hands ofthe Bruttii, together with the other cans, in which, however, his colleague the conGreek cities on this coast. It was taken from sul Cincinnatus and his brother Q. Fabius were
the Bruttii by the Romans, who colonized it killed.—4. Q., son of No. 3, is said to have been
B C 194, and called it V I B O VALENTIA. Cicero the only one of the Fabii w h o survived the despeaks of it as a municipium ; and in the time struction of his gens at the Cremera, but he
of Augustus it was one of the most flourishingcould not have been left behind at R o m e on account of his youth, as the legend relates, since
es in the south of Italy.
VIBULANUS, the name of the most ancient he was consul ten years afterward. H e was
amily ofthe FABIA G E N S . It was so powerful consul 467, a second time in 465, and a third
in the early times of the republic that three time in 459. Fabius was a member of the secbrothers of the family held the consulship for ond decemvirate (450), and went into exile on
seven years in succession, B C. 485-479. The the deposition of the decemvirs
VIBULLIUS R U F U S , L., a senator and a friend
last person of the gens who bore this surname
was Q Fabius Vibulanus, consul 412 This of Pompey, w h o made him praefectus fabriim
Vibulanus assumed the agnomen of Ambustus ; in the Civil war. H e was taken prisoner by Caeand his descendants dropped the name of Vibu- sar at Corfinium (49), and a second time in
lanus and took that of Ambustus in its place. Spain later in the year. W h e n Caesar landed
In the same way Ambustus was after a time in Greece in 48, he dispatched Vibullius to Pomsupplanted by that of Maximus — 1 . Q. FABIUS pey with offers of peace. Vibullius made the
VIBULANUS, consul 485, when he carried on war greatest haste toreachPompey, in order to give
with success against the Volsci and iEqui, and him the earliest intelligence of the arrival of
consul a second time in 482. In 480 he fought his enemy in Greece.
V I C E N T I A or VICETIA, less correctly V I N C E N under his brother Marcus (No. 3 against the
Etiuscans, and was killed in battle — 2 . K., TIA (Vicentinus: now Vicenza), a town in Venetia,
in the north of Italy, and a Roman munibrother of the preceding, was quaestor parricidii
in 485, and along with his colleague L. Valerius cipium on the River Togisonus.
accused Sp Cassius Viscellinus, w h o was, in VICTOR, SEX. AURELIUS, a Latin writer, flourconsequence, condemned by the votes of the ished in the middle ofthe fourth century under
populus. H e was consul in 484, when he took the Emperor Constantius and his successors
an active part in opposing the agrarian law, H e was born of humble parents, but rose to dis
which the tribunes of the people attempted to tinction by his zeal in the cultivation of literabring forward. In 481 he was consul a second ture. Having attracted the attention of Julian
time, and in 479 a third time, when he espoused when at Sirmium, he was appointed by that
the cause of the plebeians, to w h o m he had be- prince governor of one division of Pannonia.
come reconciled. A s his propositions were re- At a subsequent period, he was elevated by
jected with scorn by the patricians, he and his Theodosius to the high office of city praefect,
houseresolvedto quit R o m e altogether, where and he is perhaps the same as the Sex. Aurethey were regarded as apostates fy their own lius Victor w h o was consul along with Valenorder. They determined to found a settlement tinian in A.D. 373. The following works, which
on the banks of the Cremera, a small stream present in a very compressed form a continuthat falls into the Tiber a few miles above Rome.ous record of Roman affairs, from the fabulous
According to the legend, the consul Kaeso went ages down to the death of the Emperor Theobefore the senate, and said that the Fabii were dosius, have all been ascribed to this writer;
willing to carry on the war against the Veientes but the evidence upon which the determination
alone and at their o w n cost. Their offer was of authorship depends is very slender, and in
joyfully accepted, for the patricians were glad all probability the third alone belongs to the
to see thew* expose themselves voluntarily to Sex. Aurelius Victor w h o m w e have noticed
such dangers. On the day after Kaeso had above: 1. Origo Gentis Romana, in twentymade the proposal to the senate, three hundred three chapters, containing the annals ofthe Roand six Fabii, all patricians of one gens, assem- man race, from Janus and Saturnus down tc
bled on the Quirinal at the house of Kaeso, and the era of Romulus. It is probably a produc
from thence marched with the consul at their tion of some of the later grammarians, who
head through the Carmental gate. They pro- were desirous of prefixing a suitable introduc
ceeded straight to the banks of the Cremera, tion to the series. 2. De Viris illustribus Urbi
where they erected a fortress. Here they took Roma, in eighty-six chapters, commencing with
up their abode along with their families and the birth of Romulus and Remus, and concludclients, and for two years continued to devas- ing with the death of Cleopatra. 3. De Casan
ate the territory of Veii. They were at length bus, in forty-two chapters, exhibiting short biog
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laphles of the emperors frcru Augustus to Con- printed in the Grammatica Latinos Auctorei A*
stantius. 4. Epitome de Casaribus, in forty-liqui of Putschius, Hannov., 1605, [and ir. the
eight chapters, commencing with Augustus and Scriptores Lat. Rei Metr. by Gaisford, Oxford,
concluding with Theodosius. These lives agree 1837.] The fame enjoyed by Victorinus as s
for the most part almost word for word with the public instructor does not gain any accessioa
preceding, but variations may here and there from his works. The exposition of the De Inbe detected. Moreover, thefirstseries term- ventione is more difficult to comprehend tha'.
inates with Constantius, but the second comes the text which it professes to explain. —• 4.
down as low as Aicadius and Honorius The M A X I M U S VICTOEINUS. W e possess three short
bes* edition of these four pieces is by Arntze- tracts: 1. De Re Grammatica; 2 De Carmine
nlus, Amst. et Traj. Bat, 1733, 4to.
Heroico ; 3. De Ratione Metrorum; all apparentVICTOR, PUBLIUS, the name prefixed to an enu- ly the work of the same author, and usually as
meration of the principal buildings and monu- cribed in M S S . to a Maximus Victorinus; but
ments of ancient Rome, distributed according whether w e ought to consider him the same
to theregionsof Augustus, which has generally with the rhetorician who flourished under Conbeen respected as a work of great authority by stantius, or as an independent personage, it is
Italian antiquaries. The best modern scholars, impossible to decide. They were printed in the
nowever, are agreed that this work, and a sim- collection of Putschius, Hannov., 1605. and in
Sar production ascribed to S E X T U S R U F U S , can that of Lindemann, Lips., 1831.
:«ot be received in their present state as anVICTRIX.
Vid V E N U S .
cient at all, but must be regarded as mere pieces
[VIDRUS (now Vechtl), a small stream of Gerof patch work, fabricated not earlier than the mania, between the Rhenus and the Amisia ]
fifteenth century.
VIDUCASSES, a tribe of the Armorici in Gallia
VICTORIA,the personifi.ation of victory among Lugdunensis, south of the modern Caen.
the Romans. It is said that Evander, by the
V I E N N A (Viennensis : now Vienne), the chir''
command of Minerva, dedicated on Mount Pal- town of the Allobroges in Gallia Lugdunensis,
atine a temple of Victoria, the daughter of Pal- situated on the Rhone, south of Lugdunum. It
las. On the site of this ancient temple a new wassubsequentlyaRoman colony, and a wealthy
one was built by L. Postumius during the war and flourishing town. Under the later emper
with the Samnites, and M. Porcius Cato added ors it was the capital of the province, called afl to it a chapel of Victoria Virgo. In later times er it Gallia Viennensis. The modern town con
there existed three or four sanctuaries of Vic- tains several Roman remains, of which the mos
tory at Rome. Respecting the Greek goddess important is a temple, supposed to have been
of Victory, vid. N I C E
dedicated to Augustus, and now converted into
VICTORIA or VICTORINA, the mother of Victo- a museum.
rinus, after whose death she was hailed as the
[VIGELLIUS, M., a Stoic philosopher, who lived
mother of camps (Mater Castrorum); and coinswith Panaetius ]
were struck bearing her effigy. Feeling une[VIGENNA (nor? Vienne), a river of Gal'ia
qual to the weight of empire, she transferred rising in the country of the Lemovices, anoi
her powerfirstto Marius, and then to Tetricus, falling into the Liger (now Loitc) ]
by w h o m some say that she was slain, while
VILLIUS A N N A L I S .
Vid. A N N A L I S .
others affirm that she died a natural death.
VIMINALIS.
Vid. R O M A .
VICTORINUS
1. One of the Thirty Tyrants,
VINCENTIUS, surnamed LIRINENSIS, from the
was the third ofthe usurpers who in succession monastery in the island of Lerins, where he ofruled GaiA during the reign of Gallienus. H e ficiated as a presbyter. H e was by birth a nawas assassinated at Colonia Agrippina by one of tive of Gaul, and died in the reign of Theodohis own officers in A.D 268, afterreigningsome- sius and Valentinian, about A.D. 450. His
what more than a year.—2 Bishop of Pettaw, on fame rests upon a treatise against heretics,
the Drave, in Styria, hence distinguished by the composed in 434. It commonly bears the title
epithet Petavionensis or Pictaviensis, flourished
Commoniios ium pro Catholicafideiontiquitate
A.D. 270-290, and suffered martyrdom during universitate adversus profanas omnium Hareti
the persecution of Diocletian, probably in 303. rum novitates. The standard edition is that oi
H e wrote commentaries on the Scriptures, but Baluzius, 8vo, Paris, 1663, 1669, 1684.
all his works are lost — 3 . C. M A R I U S VICTOEIV I N D / L U M , a town of the Cavares in Gallia
NUS, surnamed Afer from the country of his Narbonensis, situated at the confluence of the
birth, taught rhetoric at R o m e in the middle of Sulgas and the Rhone.
the fourth century with so muchreputationthat
VINDELICIA, a Roman province south of the
his statue was erected in the Forum of Trajan Danube, bounded on the north by the Danube
In his old age he professed Christianity ; and which separated it from Germany, on the wes..
when the edict of Julian, prohibiting Christians by the territory of the Helvetii in Gaul, on the
from giving instruction in polite literature, was south by Raetia, and on the east by the River
promulgated, Victorinus chose to shut up his OJEnus (now Inn), whicii separated it from Norschool rather than deny his religion. Besides icum, thus corresponding to the northeastern
his commentaries on the Scriptures, and other part of Switzerland, the southeast of Baden,
theological works, many of which are extant, the south of Wiirtemberg and Bavaria, and the
Victorinus wrote, 1. Commentarius s. Expositio
northern part of the Tyrol. It was originally
tn Ciceronis libros de Invenlione, the best part
edition
of the province of Raetia, and was con
if which is in the fifth volume of Orelli's edi- quered by Tiberius in the reign of Augustus.
.ion of Cicero. 2. Ars Grammatica de Ortho-At a later time Raetia was divided into twc
graphia et Ratione Metrorum, a complete andprovinces,
voRatio Prima and Ratio Sccimaa,
wminous treatise upon metres, in four books, the latter ofwhich names was gradually sup
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planted by that of Vindelicia. It was drained west of Hispar.,ia Tarraconensis, farming trw
by the tributaries of the Danube, of whieh the boundary between the Cantabri and Astures
V I N D O B O N A (now Vienna, English; Wien. Ger
most important were the Licias or Licus (now
Lech), with its tributary the Vindo, Vinda, orman), a town in Pannonia, on the Danube, was
originally a Celtic place, and subsequently a
Virdo (now Wertach), the Isarus (now Isar), and
Gilnus (now Inn). The eastern part ofthe La- Roman municipium. Under the Romans it be
cus Brigantinus (now Lake of Constance) alsocame a town of importance ; it was the chief
belonged to Vindelicia. The greater part of station of the Roman fleet on the Danjbe, am;
Vindelic a was a plain, but the southern portion the head quarters of a Roman legion. It was
was occupied by the northern slopes ofthe Alpes taken and plundered by Attila, but continued to
Raeticae. It derived its name from its chief in- be a flourishing town under the Lombards. If
habitants, the VINDELICI, a warlike people dwell- was here that the Emperor M. Aurelius died,
ing in the south of the country. Their name is A D . 180.
said to have been formed from the two rivers
VINDONISSA (now Windisch), a town in Gallia
Vindo and Licus ; but it is more likely connect- Belgica, on the triangular tongue of land beed with the Celtic word Vind, which is found in tween the Aar and Reuss, was an important
the names Vindobona, Vindomagns, VindonisRoman fortress in the country of the Helvetii.
oa, &c. The Vindelici were a Celtic people, Several Roman remains have been discovered
and were closely connected with the Raeti, with on the site of the ancient town ; and the founw h o m they are frequently spoken of by the an- dations of walls, the traces of an amphitheatre,
cient writers, and along with w h o m they were and a subterranean aqueduct are still to be
subdued by Tiberius, as is mentioned above. seen.
The other tribes in Vindelicia were the Brigan[VINICIANUS, M. C E L I U S , tribune ofthe plebs
tii on the Lake of Constance, the Licatii or Li- B.C 53, exerted himself to raise Pompey to
cates on the Lech, and the Breuni in the north the dictatorship, and was, in consequence, deof Tyrol, on the Brenner. The chief town in feated when he became a candidate for the cuthe province was Augusta Vindelicorum (now rule aedileship in B.C. 51. In the Civil war he
Augsburg), at the confluence of Vindo and theespoused the cause of Caesar, who left him'in
Licus, which was made a Roman colony A D. Pontus with two legions after the conquest of
14, and was the residence of the governor of Pharnaces in B C. 48.]
the province. This town, together with the
[VINICIUS orViNucius. 1. L., tribune ofthe
other towns of Vindelicia, fell into the hands of plebs B C. 51, put his veto on a senatusconths Alemanni in the fourth century, and from sultum, directed against Caesar: perhaps the
Shis time the population ofthe country appears same Vinicius as the one who was consul sufto have been entirely Germanized.
fectus in B.C. 33.—2 M., born at Cales, in CamV I N D E X , C. JULIUS, propraetor of Gallia Cel- pania, was consul with 0. Cassius Longinus in
tica in the reign of Nero, was the first of the A.D. 30, in which year Paterculus dedicated his
Roman governors who disowned the authority work to him. Vii. P A T E E C U L U S . In A D. 33
of Nero (A D. 68). H e did not, however, as- Tiberius gave Julia Livilla, daughter of Gerpire to the empire himself, but offered it to Gal- manicus, in marriage to Vinicius ; he was conba. Virginius Rufus, the goveinor of Upper sul a second time in thereignof Claudius, A.D
Germany, marched with his army against Vin- 45 ; though in the following year he was put to
dex. The two generals had a conference be- death by Messalina, to w h o m he had become
fore Vesontio (now Besangori), in which they
an object of suspicion, and whose advances be
appear to have come to some agreement; but had repulsed ]
as Vindex was going to enter the town, he was
VINIUS, T., consul in A.D. 69 with the Emattacked by the soldiers of Virginius, and put peror Galba, and one of the chief advisers of
an end to his own life.
the latter during his brief reign. H e recom[VINDICIANUS, an eminent physician in the mended Galba to choose Otho as his successor,
time of Valentinian, A.D. 364-375: there are but he was, notwithstanding, killed by Otho's
extant a letter addressed by him to the em- soldiers after the death of Galba.
peror, and a poem on the medical art usually
VIPSJINIA AGRIPPINA. 1. Daughter of M. Vipascribed to him, though others assign it to Mar- sanius Agrippa by hisfirstwife Pomponia, the
cellus Empiricus. The poem is appended to daughter of T. Pomponius Atticus, the friend of
several editions of Celsus, and is contained also Cicero. Augustus gave her in marriage to his
in Burmann's Poeta Latini Minores )
step son Tiberius, by w h o m she was much beVINDICIUS, a slave, who is said to have given loved ; but after she had borne him a son, Druinformation to the consuls of the conspiracy sus, Tiberius was compelled to divorce her by
which was formed for the restoration of the the command ofthe emperor, in order to marry
Tarquins, and w h o was rewarded in conse- Julia, the daughter of the latter. Vipsania aftquence with liberty and the Roman franchise. erward married Asinius Gallus. She died in
H e is said to have been thefirstslave manu- A D. 20.—2. Daughter of M. Vipsanius Agrippa
mitted by the Vindida, the name ofwhich was by his second wife Julia, better known by ths
derived by some persons from that of the slave; name of Agrippina. Vid. AGRIPPINA.
but it is unnecessary to point out the absurdity
VIPSANIUS AGEIPPA, M .
Vid. AGEIPPA.
at this etymology.
VIRBIUS, a Latin divinity worshipped along
VINDILI. Vid. VANDILI.
with Diana in the grove at Aricia, at the foot
VINDILIS (now Belle Isle), one of the islof the Alban Mount. H e is said to have been
ands of the Veneti, off the northwestern coast the same as Hippolytus, w h o was restored to
of Gaul.
life by iEsculapius at therequestof D.ana Hn
VINDIUS or VINNIUS, a mu mtain in the north- was placed by this goddess under the care <t f ths
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nymph Aricia, and received the name of Virbius. Eclogues had all been completed, and piobablj
By this nymph he became the father of a son, before the Georgica were begun (Georg., iv..
who was also called Virbius, and w h o m his 565). The epic poem of Virgil, the Mneid, was
mother sent to the assistance of Turnus against probably long contemplated by the poet. While
apneas.
Augustus was in Spain (27), he wrote to Virgil
V I E D O . Vid. VINDELICIA.
to express his wish to have some monument of
[VIEGILIANUS, Q FABIUS, the legatus of Ap- his poetical talent. Virgil appears to have compius Claudius Pulcher in Cilicia in B.C. 51. H e menced the iEneid about this time. In 23 died
espoused the cause of Pompey on the breaking Marcellus, the son of Octavia, Caesar's sister, jy
cut ofthe Civil war in B.C. 49.]
her first husband ; and as Virgil lost no opporVIKGILIUS or V E E G I L I U S M A E O , P., the R o m a n tunity of gratifying his patron, he introduced
poet, was born on the 15th of October, B.C. 70,into his sixth book of the iEneid (883) the wellat Andes (now Pietola), a small village nearknown allusion to the virtues of this youth, who
Mantua, in Cisalpine Gaul. Virgil's father prob- was cut off by a premature death. Octavia is
ably had a small estate which he cultivated: said to have been present when the poet was
his mother's name was Maia. H e was educa- reciting this allusion to her son, and to have
ted at Cremona and Mediolanum (now Milan), fainted from her emotions. She rewarded the
and he took the toga virilis at Cremona on the poet munificently for his excusable flattery. Aa
day on which he commenced his sixteenth year, Marcellus did not die till 23, these lines were
in 55 It is said that he subsequently studied of course written after his death, but that does
at Neapolis (now Naples), under Parthenius, anot prove that the whole ofthe sixth book was
native of Bithynia, from w h o m he learned written so late. A passage in the seventh book
Greek. H e was also instructed by Syron, an (606) appears to allude to Augustus receiving
Epicurean, and probably at Rome. Virgil's back the Parthian standards, which event bewritings prove that he received a learned edu- longs to 20. W h e n Augustus was returning
cation, and traces of Epicurean opinions are from Samos, where he had spent the winter of
apparent in them. The health of Virgil was 20, he met Virgil at Athens. The poet, it is
always feeble, and there is no evidence of his said, had intended to make a tour of Greece,
attempting to rise by those means by which a but lie accompanied the emperor to Megara and
Roman gained distinction, oratory and the prac- thence to Italy. His health, which had been
tice of arms. After completing his education, long declining, was now completely broken, and
Virgil appears to have retired to his paternal he died soon after his arrival at Brundisium on
farm, and here he may have written some of the twenty-rsecond of September, 19, not having
the sm'all pieces which are attributed to him, thequite completed hisfifty-firstyear. His reCulex, C'-.ris, Morclum, and others. After
the were transferred to Naples, which had
mains
'sattle of Philippi (42) Octavianus assigned to been his favorite residence, and placod on the
\s'iB soldiers lands in various parts of Italy ; and
road from Naples to Puteoli (now Pozzuoli),
ihe neighborhood of Cremona and Mantua was where a monument is still shown, supposed to
one of the districts in which the soldiers were be the tomb of the poet. The inscription said
planted, and from which the former possessors to have been placed on the tomb,
were dislodged. Virgil was thus deprived of " Mantua me genuit, Calabri rapuere, tenet nunc
his property. It is said that it was seized by a
Parthenope. Cecini pascua, vura, duces,"
veteran named Claudius or Clodius, and that
we can not suppose to have been written by t
Asinius Pollio, who was then governor of Gallia
poet. Virgil named, as heretics in his testaTranspadana, advised Virgil to apply to Octament, his half-brother Valerius Proculus, to
vianus at R o m e for the restitution of his land;
w h o m he left "one half of his property, and also
and Octavianus granted his request. It is supAugustus, Maecenas, L. Varius, and Plotius Tuc
posed that Virgil wrote the Eclogue which stands
ca. It is said that in his last illness he wished
first in our editions to commemorate his gratito burn the iEneid, to which he had not given
tude to Octavianus. Virgil became acquainted
the finishing touches, but his friends would not
with Maecenas before Horace was, and Horace
allow him. Whatever he may have wished to
(Sat.,i.,5, and 6,55, &c.) was introduced to Maebe done with the iEneid, it was preserved and
cenas by Virgil. Whether this introduction was
published by his friends Varius and Tucca. The
in 41 or a little later, is uncertain ; but w e may
poet had been enriched by the liberality of his
perhaps conclude, from the name of Maecenas not
patrons, and he left behind him a considerable
being mentioned in the Eclogues of Virgil, that
property, and a house on the Esquiline Hill, near
he himself was not on those intimate terms with
the gardens of Maecenas. H e used his wealth
Maecenas which ripened into friendship until
liberally, and his library, which was doubtless a
after they were written. Horace, in one of his
good one, was easy of access. H e used to send
Satires (Sat., i., 5), in which he describes the
his parents money every year. His father, who
journey from R o m e to Brundisium, mentions
became blind, did not die before his son had atVirgil as one of the party, and in language
tained a mature age. T w o brothers of Virgil
which shows that they were then in the closest
also died before him. In his fortunes and his
intimacy. The most finished work of Virgil,
friends Virgil was a happy man. Munificent
his Georgica, an agricultural poem, was underpatronage gave him ample means of enjoyment
take! at the suggestion of Maecenas (Georg.,
and of leisure, and he had the friendship of all
iii., 41). The concluding lines of the Georgica
the most accomplished men of the day, among
were written at Naples (Georg., iv., 559), and
w h o m Horace entertained a strong affection foi
the poem was completed after the battle of Achim. H e was an amiable, good-tempered man.
tium, B C. 31, wt-Ie Octavianus was in the East.
free from the nwai Bass' ins of envy and jeal
Comnare Georg., iv, 560, and ii., 171. His
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$s».2j : a«d 'i ail bu4 health he w a s prosperous. gil the mei t of striking originality his clsief*
Hia faiac, which w a s established in his life-time, merit consists in the skillful hardling jf burrow
»vas cherished after his death, as an inheritance ed materials. Ais subject, which w a s by no
in which eveiy R o m a n had q share; and his means promising, he treated in a manner both
works became school-books even before the instructive and pleasing; for he has given
death of Augustus, and continued such for cen- m a n y useful remarks on agriculture, and diverturies after T h e learned poems of Virgil soon sified the dryness of didactic poetry by numergave employment to commentators and critics. ous allusions and apt embellishments, and soma
Aulus Gellius has numerous remarks on Virgil, occasional digressions without wandering too
and Macrobius, in his Saturnalia, hasfilledfour far from his main matter. In thefirstbook he
books (iii.-vi.) with his critical remarks on Vir- enumerates the subjects of his poem, among
gil's poems. O n e of the most valuable com- which is the treatment of bees ; yet the manmentaries on Virgil, in which a great amount of agement of bees seems but meagre material foi
curious and instructive matter has been pre- one fourth of the whole poem, and the author
served, is that of Servius. Vid. S E R V I U S
Vir- accordingly had to complete the fourth book
gil is one of the most difficult of the Latin witli matter somewhat extraneous—the long
authors, not so m u c h for the form of the ex- story of Aristaeus. T h e Georgica is the most
pression, though that is sometimes ambiguous finished specimen of the Latin hexameter which
enough, but from the great variety of knowledge w e have ; and the rude vigor of Lucretius and
that is required to attain his meaning in all its the antiquated rudeness of Ennius are here refullness. Virgil w a s the great poet of the Mid- placed by a versification which in its kind can
dle Ages too. T o him Dante paid the homage not be surpassed. T h e Georgica are also the
of his superior genius, and owned him for his most original p o e m of "Virgil, for he found little
master and his model. A m o n g the vulgar he in the Works and Days of Hesiod that could
had the reputation of a conjurer, a necromancer, furnish him with Lints for the treatment of his
a worker of miracles : it is the fate of a great subject, and w e are net aware that there was
n a m e to be embalmed in fable. T h e ten short any work which he couid exactly follow as a
poems called Bucolica were the earliest works whole. For numerous Bingle lines he was inof Virgil, and probably all written between 41 debted to his extensive rsading of the Greek
T h e Mneid, or adventures of iEneas
and 37. These Bucolica are not Bucolica in poets
tie same sense as the poems of Theocritus, after the fall of Troy, is an epic poem on the
which have the same title. They have all a model of the Homeric poems. It was founded
Bucolic form and coloi ing, but some of them upon an old R o m a n tradition '.list iEneas and
have nothing more. They are also called Eclo- his Trojans settled in Italy, and were the foundgae or Selections, but this n a m e m a y not have ers of the R o m a n name. In the iirsi book w e
originated with the poet. Their merit consists have the story of iEneas being driven by a
a their versification, which w a s smoother and storm on the coast of Africa, and boieg hospimore polished than the hexameters which the tably received by Dido, queen of Cartuige, tc
R o m a n s had yet seen, and in m a n y natural and w h o m he relates in the episode of the second
simple touches. But as an attempt to transfer and third books the fall of Troy and his wanderthe Syracusan muse into Italy, they are certainly ings. In the fourth book the"p'oet has elaboa failure, and w e read the pastorals of Theo- rated the story of the attachment of Dido and
critus and of Virgil with a very different degree iEneas, the departure of iEneas in obedience
of pleasure. T h e fourth Eclogue, entitled Pol- to the will of the gods, and the suicide of the
lio, which m a y have been written in 40, after Carthaginian queen. T h e fifth book contains
the peace of Brundisium, has nothing of the the visit to Sicily, and the sixth the landing of
pastoral character about it. It is allegorical, iEneas at Cumae in Italy, and his descent to the
mystical, half historical and prophetical, enig- infernal regions, where he sees his father Anmatical—any thing, in fact, but Bucolic. T h e ehises, and has a prophetic vision of the glorious
first Eclogue is Bucolic in form and in treatment, destinies of his race and ofthe future heroes of
with an historical basis. T h e second Eclogue, R o m e . In thefirstsix books the adventures of
the Alexis, is an amatory poem, with a Bucolic Ulysses in the Odyssey are the model, and thesa
coloring, which, indeed, is the characteristic of books contain more variety of incident and sitall Virgil's Eclogues, whatever they m a y be in uation than those which follow. T h e critica
substance. T h e third, thefifth,the seventh, have discovered an anachronism in the visit of
and the ninth are more clearly modelled on the iEneas to Carthage, which is supposed not to
form ofthe poems of his Sicilian prototype ; and have been founded until two centuries after the
the eighth, the Pharmaceutria, is a direct imita- fall of Troy, but this is a matter which w e m a y
tion ofthe original Greek. T h e tenth, entitled leave without discussion, or admit without alGallus, perhaps written the last of all, is a love lowing it to be a poetical defect. T h e last six
poem, which, if written in elegiac verse, would books, the history of the struggles of iEneas in
be more appropriately called an elegy than a Bu- Italy, are founded on the model of the battles
colic. T h e Georgica, or "Agricultural Poem,'' of the Iliad. Latinus, the king of the Latini,
in four books, is a didactic poem, which Virgil offers the Trojan hero his daughter Lavinia in
dedicated to his patron Maecenas. H e treats of marriage, w h o had been betrothed to Turnus,
the cultivation of the soil in thefirstbook, of the warlike king of the Rutuli. T h e contest ij
fruit-trees in the second, of horses and other ended by the death of Turnus, w h o falls by the
cattle in the third, and of bees in the fourth. hand of iEneas. T h e fortunes of iEneas and
In this poem Virgil shows a great improve- hisfinalsettlement in Italy are the subject of
ment both in his taste and in his versification. the iEneid, but the glories of R o m e and of the
Neither in the Georgics nor elsewhere has Vir- Julian house, to which Augistus belonged, an
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©directly the poet's theme. In thefirstbook short pieces in various metres, classed uride?
the foundation of Alba Longa is promised by the general n a m e of Catalecta. That addressed
Jupiter to Venus (Mi.eid, i., 254), and the trans" A d Venerem" shows that the writer, whoever
fer of empire from Alba to R o m e ; from the he was, had a talent for elegiac poetry. Of the
line of iEneas will descend the "Trojan Cae- numerous editions of Virgil, the best are by
sar," whose empire will only be limited by the Burmann, Amsterdam, 1746, 4 vols, 4to ; by
ocean, and whose glory by the heavens. T h e Heyne, 1767-1775, Lips., 4 vols 8vos of which
future rivalry between R o m e and Carthage, and the fourth edition contains important improvethe ultimate triumphs of R o m e are predicted ments by W a g n e r , Lips, 1830, 5 vols. 8 ? o ,
The poems abound in allusions to the history of and by Forbiger, Lips., 1845-1846, 3 vols. 8vc
R o m e ; and the aim of the poet to confirm and (second edition).
embellish the popular tradition of the Trojan
[VIRGILIUS, C , praetor B.C 62, had Q. Cicerc
origin of the R o m a n state, and the descent of as one of his colleagues. Next year, B C. 61,
the Julii from Venus, is apparent all through the he governed Sicily as propraetor, where P. Clopoem. It is objected to the iEneid that it has dius served under him as quaestor. H e w a s
not the unity of construction either ofthe Iliad still in Sicily in B C. 58, w h e n Cicero was banor of the Odyssey, and that it is deficient in that ished, and refused to allow the latter refuge in
antique simplicity which characterizes these his province. In the Civil war Virgilius estwo poems. iEneas, the hero, is an insipid poused the cause of Pompey, and had the comkind of personage, and a m u c h superior interest m a n d of Thapsus, together with a fleet, in B.C.
is excited by the savage Mezentius, and also by 46. After the battle of Thapsus, Virgilius at
Turnus, the unfortunaterivalof iEneas. Virgil first refused to surrender the town, but subseimitated other poets besides Homer, and he has quently, seeing resistance hopeless, he surrenoccasionally borrowed from them, especially dered the place to Caninius Rebilus ]
from Apollonius of Rhodes
If Virgil's subject
V I R G I N I A , daughter of L. Virginius, a brave
was difficult to invest with interest, that is his centurion, w a s a beautiful and innocent girl,
apology; but it can not be denied that m a n y betrothed to L. Icilius. Her beauty excited the
parts of his poem are successfully elaborated, lust of the decemvir Appius Claudius, w h o got
and that particular scenes and incidents are one of his clients to seize the damsel and claim
treated with true poetic spirit. T h e historical her as his slave. T h e case was brought before
coloring which pervades it, and the great amount the decemvir for decision ; her friends begged
of antiquarian learning which he has scattered him to postpone his judgment till her father
through it, make the iEneid a study for the his- could be fetched from the camp, and offered to
torian of R o m e . Virgil's good sense and taste give security for the appearance of the maiden.
are always conspicuous, and make up for the Appius, fearing a riot, agreed to let the cause
defect of originality. A s a whole, the iEneid stand over till the next day ; but on the followleaves no strong impression, which arises from ing morning he pronounced sentence, assigning
the fact that it is not really a national poem, Viiginia to his freedman. H e r father, w h o had
like the Iliad or the Odyssey, the m o n u m e n t of c o m e from the camp, seeing that all hope was
an age of which w e have no other literary mon- gone, prayed the decemvir to be allowed to
ument ; it is a learned poem, the production of speak one word to the nurse in his daughter's
an age in which it does not appear as an em- hearing, in order to ascertain whether she was
bodiment of the national feeling, but as a mon- really his daughter. T h e request w a s granted;
ument of the talent and industry of an individ- Virginius drew them both aside, and snatching
ual. Virgil has the merit of being the best of up a butcher's knife from one of the stalls,
the R o m a n epic poets, superior both to Ennius plunged it in his daughter's breast, exclaiming,
w h o preceded him, and on w h o m ' h e levied con- " There is no w a y but this to keep thee free."
tributions, and to Lucan, Silius Italicus, and Va- In vain did Appius call out to stop him. T h e
lerius Flaccus, w h o belong to a later age.
T h e crowd made w a y for him ; and, holding his
passion for rhetorical display, which character- bloody knife on high, he rushed to the gate of
izes all the literature of R o m e , is m u c h less the city, and hastened to the R o m a n camp.
offensive in Virgil than in those w h o followed T h e result is known. Both camp and city rose
him in the line of epic poetry. T h e larger edi- against the decemvirs, w h o were deprived of
tions of Virgil contain some short poems, which their power, and the old form of government
are attributed to him, and m a y have been among was restored. L. Virginius w a s thefirstw h o
his earlier works. T h e Culex, or Gnat, is a kind was elected tribune, and he hastened to take
of Bucolic poem, in four hundred and thirteen revenge upon his cruel enemy. B y his orders
hexameters, often very obscure ; the Ciris, or Appius w a s dragged to prison to await his trial,
the mythus of Scylla, the daughter of Nisus, and he there put an end to his o w n life in order
king of Megara, in five hundred and forty-one to avoid a more ignominious death.
hexameters, has been attributed to Cornelius
V I R G I N I A or V E R G T N I A G E N S , patrician and
Gallus and others ; the Moretwm, in one hundred plebeian. T h e patricianVirginii frequentlyfilled
and twenty-three verses, the n a m e of a com- the highest honors of the state during the early
pound mess, is a poem in hexameters, on the years of the republic. They all bore the cogdaily labor of a cultivator, but it contains only n o m e n of Tricostus, but none of them are of
the description of the labors of the first part of sufficient importance to require a separate no
tbe day, which consist in preparing the More- tice.
turn ; the Copa, in elegiac verse, is an invitaVIRGINIUS, L., father of Virginia, whose i ftigw
tion by a female tavern-keeper or servant at- fate occasioned the downfall of the decemvirs
tached to a Caupona, to passengers to come in B.C. 44E. Vid. VIRGINIA.
and emov themselves. There are also fourteen
V I R G ! (Cius R U F U S , consu. A 'P 53, and go»
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firnor of Upper Germany at the time of the re ferred remaining in the equestrian Di'dcr: h
volt of Julius Vindex in Gaul (68). The sol- was the father o"f the twoVisci, wno arc praisei
diers of Virginius wished to raise him to the as poets, and were on intimate terms with Hor
empire ; but he refused the honor, and marched ace.]
against Vindex, who perished before Vesontio.
VISTULA (now 1 istula, English ; Weichsen
Vid. VINDEX. After the death of Nero, Vir- German), an important river of Germany, form
ginius supported the claims of Galba, and ac- ing the boundary between Germany and Sauna
companied him to Rome. After Otho's death, tia,risingin the Hereynia Silva, and falling ints
the soldiers again attempted to proclaim Virgin- the Mare Suevicum or the Baltic.
ius emperor, and, in consequence of his refusal
VISUEGIS (now Weser), an important river of
of the honor, he narrowly escaped with his life. Germany, failing into the German Ocean. Pto Virginius died in the reign of Nerva, in his third emy makes it rise in Mount Melibceus, because
consulship, A.D 97, at eighty-three years of age. the Romans were not acquainted with the soi .thH e was honored with a public funeral, and his e m course of the Weser below Minden.
panegyric was pronounced by the historian TacVITELLIUS. 1. L., father of the emperor,
itus, who was then consul. The younger Pliny, was a consummate flatterer, and by his arts
of w h o m Virginius had been the tutor or guard- gained promotion. After being consul in A.D.
ian, also mentions him with praise.
34, he had been appointed governor of Syria,
VIRIATHUS, a celebrated Lusitanian, is de- and had made favorable terms of peace with Arscribed by the Romans as originally a shepherd tabanus. But all this only excited Caligula's
or huntsman, and afterward a robber, or, as he jealousy, and he sent for Vitellius to put him to
would be called in Spain at the present day, a death. The governor saved himself by his abguerilla chief. His character is drawn very ject humiliation and the grossflatterywhich
favorably by many of the ancient writers, who pleased and softened the savage tyrant. H e
celebrate his justice and equity, which was paid the like attention to Claudius and Messaparticularly shown in the fair division of the lina, and was rewarded by being twice consul
spoils he obtained from the enemy. Viriathus with Claudius, and censor.—2. L., son of the
was one of the Lusitanians who escaped the preceding, and brother of the emperor, was contreacherous and savage massacre of the people sul in 48. H e was put to death by the party of
by the proconsul Galba in B C. 150. Vii. G A L B A , Vespasian on his brother's fall.—3 A., Roman
No. 2. H e was destined to be the avenger of emperor from January 2d to December 22d,
his country's wrongs. H e collected a formida- A.D. 69, was the son of No. 1 H e was consul
ble force, and for several successive years he during thefirstsix months of 48, and his brothdefeated one Roman army after another. At er Lucius during the six following months. H e
length, in 140, the proconsul Fabius Servilianus had some knowledge of letters and some eloconcluded a peace with Viriathus in order to quence. His vices made him a favorite of Tisave his army, whieh had been inclosed by the berius, Caius Caligula, Claudius, and Nero, who
Lusitanians in a mountain pass, much in the loaded him with favors. People were much sursame way as their ancestors had been by the prised when Galba chose such a man to comSamnites at the Caudine Forks
The treaty mand the legions in Lower Germany, for lie had
was ratified by the senate ; but Servilius Caepio, no military talent. His great talent was eatwho had succeeded to the command of Further ing and drinking. The soldiers of Vitellius proSpain in 140, renewed the war, and shortly aft- claimed him emperor at Colonia Agrippinensis
erward procured the assassination of Viriathus (now Cologne) on the 2d of January, 69. His
by bribing three of his friends.
generals Fabius Valens and Caecina marched
V I R I D O M A R U S . 1. Or B R I T O M A R T U S , the lead- into Italy, defeated Otho's troops at the decisive
er of the Gauls, slain by Marcellus. Vii. M A R - battle of Bedriacum, and thus secured for ViCELLUS, No, 1.—2. Or V I E D U M A R U S , a chieftain tellius the undisputed command of Italy. The
of the iEdui, w h o m Caesar had raised from a soldiers of Otho, after the death of the latter,
low rank to the highest honor, but who after- took the oath of fidelity to Vitellius. Vitellius
ward joined the Gauls in their great revolt in reached R o m e in July. H e did not disturb any
B.C. 52.
person in the enjoyment of what had been given
[VIRIDOVIX, the chieftain of the Unelli, was by Nero, Galba, and Otho, nor did he confisconquered by Q. Titurius Sabinus, Caesar's le- cate any man's property. Though some of
gatus in B.C. 56]
Otho's adherents were put to death, he let the
VIETUS, the Roman personification of manly next of kin take their property. But, though h'3
valor. She was represented with a short tunic, showed moderation in this part of his conduct,
her right breast uncovered, a helmet on her he showed none in his expenses. H e was a
head, a spear in her left hand, a sword in the glutton and an epicure, and his chief amuseright, and standing with her right foot on a hel-ment was the table, on which he spent enor
met. A temple of Virtus was built by Marcel- mous sums of money. Meantime Vespasian,
lus close to one of Honor. Vii. H O N O R .
who had at first taken the oath of allegiance to
VISCELLINUS, SP. CASSIUS.
Vii. CASSIUS, Vitellius, was proclaimed emperor at Alexan
No. 1.
drea on the 1st of July. Vespasian was speed[Viscus. 1. Surnamed Thurinus, probably ily recognized by all the East; and the legions
from his native place Thurii in Calabria, a poet of Illyricum, under Antonius Primus, entered
and friend of Horace and Maecenas, one of the the nort/i of Italy and declared for Vespasian.
guests 3X the supper of Nasidienus described by Vitellius dispatched Caecina with a powerful
Horace (Sat, ii., 8, 20).~-2. VIBIUS VISCUS, a force to oppose Primus; but Caecina was not
Roman knight, who, though possessed of great faithful to the emperor. Primus defeated the
wealth and enjoying the favor of Augustus, pre- Vitellians in two battles, and aflerwanl uok
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a.iu pillaged the city of Cremona. Primus then temples and the four orders of architecture «MI,.
matched upon Rome, and forced his way into ployed in them, namely, the Ionic, Corinthian,
the city, after much fighting. Vitellius was Doric, and Tuscan. The Fifth Book relates tc
seized in the palace, led through the streets public buildings, the Sixth to private houses,
with every circumstance of ignominy, and drag- and the Seventh to interior decorations. The
ged to the Gemoniae Scalae, where he was killed Eighth'is on the subject of mater; the mode o:
with repeated blows. His head was carried finding it; its different kinds; and the various
about Rome, and his body was dragged into the modes of conveying it for the supply of cities
Tiber; but it was afterward interred by his The Ninth Book treats of various kinds of sun
wife Galeria Fundana. A few days before the dials and other instruments for measuring time;
death of Vitellius, the Capitol had been burned and the Tenth of the machines used in buildin the assault made by his soldiers upon this ing, and of military engines. Each book has a
building, where Flavius Sabinus, the brother of preface, upon some matter more or less conthe Emperor Vespasian, had taken refuge.
nected with the subject; and these prefaces
[VITIA, the mother of Fufius Geminus, was are the source of most of our information about
put to death by Tiberius in A.D. 32 because she the author. The best editions of Vitruvius are
had lamented the execution of her son, who those of Schneider, 3 vols., Lips., 1807, 1808,
had been consul in A.D. 29 ]
8vo ; of Stratico, 4 vols , Udino, 1825-30, with
VITRUVIUS POLLIO, M., the author of the cel- plates and a Lexicon Vilruvianum; and of'Mariebrated treatise on Architecture, of w h o m w e ni, 4 vols., Rom., 1836, fol.
know nothing except a few facts contained in
[VIVISCI.
Vii BITURIGES, No. 2.]
scattered passages of his own work. H e apV O C A T E S , a people in Gallia Aquitanica, dwellears to have served as a military engineer un- ing in the neighborhood of the Tarusates, Soser Julius Caesar, in the African war, B.C. 46, siates, and Elusates, probably in the modern
and he was broken down with age when he Tursan or Tcursan.
composed his work, which is dedicated to the
V O C E T I U S (now Bbzbcrg), a mountain in GalEmperor Augustus. (The name of the emper- lia Belgica, an eastern branch ofthe Jura.
or is not mentioned in the dedication, but there
VOCONIUS SAXA.
Vii. S A X A .
can be no doubt that it was Augustus.) The
VOCONTII, a powerful and important people in
object of his work appears to have had refer- Gallia Narbonensis, inhabiting the southeastern
ence to himself as well as to his subject. H e part of Dauphine, and a part of Provence, beprofesses his intention to furnish the emperor tween the Drac and the Durance, bounded on
with a standard by which to judge ofthe build- the north by the Allobroges, and on the south
ings he had already erected, as well as of those by the Salyes and Albioeci. Their country conwhich he might afterward erect; which can tained large and beautiful valleys between the
have no meaning, unless he wished to protest mountains, in which good wine was gro vn.
against the style of architecture which prevail- They were allowed by the Romans tc live uned in the buildings already erected. That this der their own laws, and, though in a Roman
was really his intention appears from severa] province, they were the allies and not the sub
other arguments, and especially from his fre- jec's of Rome.
quent references to the unworthy means by
V O G E S U S or V O S Q E S U S (now Vosges), a range
which architects obtained wealth and favor, of mountains in Gaul, in the teiritory of the
with whieh he contrasts his own moderation Lingones, running parallel to the Rhine, and
and contentment in his more obscure position. separating its basin from that of the Mosella
In a word, comparatively unsuccessful as an The rivers Sequana (now Seine), Arar (now Saarchitect, for w e have no building of his men- dne), and the Mosella (now Moselle),risein
tioned except the basilica at Fanum, he attempt- these mountains.
ed to establish his reputation as a writer upon
VOLANDUJI, 3 strong fortress in Armenia Mathe theory of his art; and in this he has been jor, some days'journey west of Artaxata, mentolerably successful. His work is a valuable tioned by Tacitus (Ann , xiii., 39).
compendium of those written by numerous
VOLATEER^S (Volaterranus ; now Volaterra),
Greek architects, w h o m he mentions chiefly in called by the Etruscans V E L A T H R I , one of the
the preface to his seventh book, and by some twelve cities of the Etruscan Confederation,
Roman writers on architecture. Its chief de- was built on a lofty hill, about eighteen thou
fects are its brevity, of which Vitruvius him- sand English feet above the level of the sea
self boasts, and which he often carries so far as rising from a deep valley, and precipitous oi,
to be unintelligible, and the obscurity of the every side. The city was about four or five
style, arising in part from the natural difficulty miles in circuit. It was the most northerly city
of technical language, but in part also from the ofthe Confederation, and possessed an extensauthor's want of skill in writing, and sometimes ive territory. Its dominions extended eastward
from his imperfect comprehension of his Greek as far as the territory of Arretium, which wa*
authorities. His work is entitled De Archilec-fifty miles distant; westward as far as the Medtura Lib~i X. In the First Book, after the dediterranean, which was more than twenty miles
ication to the emperor, and a general descrip- off; and southward at least as far as Populonla,
tion of the science of architecture, and an ac- which was either a colony or an acquisition of
count of the proper education of an architect, Volaterrae. In consequence of possessing the
he treats of the choice of a proper site for a two great ports of Luna and Populonia, Volacity, the disposition of its plan, its fortifications, terrae, though so far inland, was reckoned as one
and the several buildings within it. The Sec- ofthe powerful maritime cities of Etruria. Volmi Book is on the materials used in building. aterrae is mentioned as one of the five cities
Tbe Thiid and Fourth Books are devoted to which acting independently of the rest of Etru

VOLATERRA.VA V A D A

VOLUSIANUS.

-ia, determined to aid the Latins against Tar[VOLSCENS, a Rutulian warrior in the ar.nj
quinius Priscus ; but its name is rarely men- sfTuinus ; he encountered Nisus andEuryalus
tioned in conniption with the Romans, and w e as they were returning from their exf edition to
have no record of its conquest by the latter. the Rutulian camp, loaded with booty, slew Eu
Volaterrae, like most of the Etruscan cities, ryalus, and was himself slain by Nisus.]
espoused the Marian party against Sulla; and VOLSCI, an ancient people in Latium, but
such was the strength of its fortifications, that originally distinct from the Latins, dwelt on
it was not till alter a siege of two years that both sides of the River Liris, and extended
the city fell into Sulla's hands. Cicero speaks down to the Tyrrhene Sea. Their language
of Volaterrae as a municipium, and a military was nearly allied to the Umbrian. They were
colony was founded in it under the triumvirate. from an early period engaged in almost unceasIt continued to be a place of importance even ing hostilities with the Romans, and were no;
after the fall of the Western Empire ; and it completely subdued by the latter till B.C. 338,
was for a time the residence of the Lombard from which time they disappear from history.
kings, whofixedtheir court here on account of
VOLSINII or VULSINII (Volsiniensis : now Bolthe natural strength of the site. The modern sena), called VELSINA O T V E L S U N A bytheEtiustown covers but a small portion ofthe area oc- cans, one ofthe most ancient and most powercupied by the ancient city. It contains, how- ful ofthe twelve cities ofthe Etruscan Confedever, several interesting Etruscan remains. eration, was situated on a lofty hill on the northOf these the most important, in addition to the eastern extremity of the lake called after it
ancient walls, are the family tomb of the Cae- L A C U S VOLSINIENSIS and VULSINIENSIS (now
cinae, and a double gateway, nearly thirty feet Logo di Bolsena). Volsinii isfirstmentioned
deep, united by parallel walls of very massive in B C. 392, when its inhabitants invaded tho
character.
Roman territory, but were easily defeated by
VOLATE.IEANA V A D A .
VU. V A D A , No. 3.
the Romans, and were glad to purchase a twenVOLCJS, a powerful Celtic people in Gallia ty years' truce on humiliating terms. The VolNarbonensis, divided into the two tribes ofthe sinienses also carried on war with the Romans
Volcae Tectosages and the Volcae Arecomici, in 311, 294, and 280, but were on each occasion
extending from the Pyrenees and the frontiers defeated, and in the last of these years appear
of Aquitania along the coast as far as the to have been finally subdued. On their final
Rhone. They lived under their o w n laws, subjugation their city was razed to the ground
without being subject to the Roman governor by the Romans, and its inhabitants were comof the province, and they also possessed the pelled to settle on a less defensible site in the
Jus Latii. The Tectosages inhabited the west- plain The new city, on which stands the modern part of the country from the Pyrenees as ern Bolsena, also became a place of importance.
far as Narbo, and the Arecomici the eastern It was theb'uth place of Sejanus, the favorite of
part from Narbo to the Rhone. The chief town Tiberius. Ofthe ancient city there are scarcely
of the Tectosages was TOLOSA. A portion of any remains It occupied the summit of the
the Tectosages left their native country under highest lull, northeast of Bolsena, above the reBrennus, and were one of the three great tribes mains of a Roman amphitheatre. From the
into which the Galatians in Asia Minor were Lacus Volsiniensis the River Marta issues ; and
divided. Vii GALATIA.
the lake contains two beautiful islands.
V O L O A T I U S SEDIGITUS. Vid. SEDIGITUS.
[ V O L T U M N A , an Etrurian goddess, at whose
[VOLCATIUS T U L L U S , C , a R o m a n officer, who temple on Mons Ciminius (q. v.) the Etrurian
was left by Caesar in charge of the bridge over Confederation used to hold their general asthe Rhine when he was setting out on the ex- semblies.]
pedition against Ambiorix.]
V O L T U R C I U S or V U L T U R C I U S , T., of Crotona,
V O L C I or VULCI.
1. (Volcientes, pi.: n o w one of Catiline's conspirators, was sent by LenVulci), an inland city of Etruria, about eighteentulus to accompany the ambassadors ofthe Almiles northwest of Tarquinii, was about two lobroges to Catiline Arrested along with the
miles in circuit, and was situated upon a hill ambassadors on the Mulvian bridge, and brought
of no great elevation. Of the history of this before the senate by Cicero, Volturcius turned
city we know nothing. It is only mentioned in informer upon obtaining the promise of pardon.
the catalogues of the geographers and in the [VoLTURNUS
Vid. VULTURNUS.]
Fasti Capitolini, from which w e learn that its
V O L U M N I A , wife of Coriolanus. Vid. CORIOcitizens, in conjunction with the Volsinienses, L A N U S .
V O L U P I A or V O L U P T A S , the personification of
were defeated by the consul Tib. Coruncanius,
B.C. 280. But its extensive sepulchres, and sensual pleasure among the Romans, was honthe vast treasures of ancient art which they ored with a temple near the porta Romanula.
[ V O L U S E N U S Q U A D E A T U S , C , a tribune of
contain, prove that Vulci must at one time have
been a powerful and flourishing city. These soldiers under Caesar in his Gallic wars, is
tombs were only discovered in 1828, and have spoken of by the latter as a brave and prudent
yielded a greater number of works of art than officer, and was therefore employed on several
have been discovered in any other parts of difficult and dangerous enterprises. At a later
Etruria.—2. (Volcentes, Volcentani, pi. : nowperiod in the war he was praefectus equitum in
Vallo), a town in Lueania, thirty-six milesthe contest with Commius, king of the Atrebasoutheast of Paestum, on the road to Buxentum. tes, under Antony, and afterward, as tribune of
the plebs in B.C. 43, was one ofthe supporteu
V O L E R O PUBLILIUS
Vid. PUBLILIUS.
of Antony.]
[VOLESUS.
Vid. V O L U S U S . ]
VOLUSIANUS, son ofthe Emperor Trebonianus
VOLOGESES, the name offivekings of Parthia.
Gallus, upon w h o m his lathe- conferred thf
V>d A R S A C E S Wos. 23, 27, 9S 29,30.
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title of Caesar in A D. 251, and of Augustus in Fornacalia or Furnalia, Vulcan being the go*'
252, He was slain along with his father in of furnaces ; but his great festival was ealleci
Vulcanalia, and was celebrated on the 23d on
254.
Vid. G A L L U S .
VOLUSIUS MiEcilNus, L., a jurist, was in the August. The Roman poets transfer all the sto
consilium of Antoninus Pius, and was one of the ries which arerelatedof the Greek Hephsestus
teachers of M. Aurelius. Maecianus wrote sev- to their own Vulcan, the two divinities having
eral works • and there are forty-four excerpts in the course of time been completely identi
from his writings in the Digest. A treatise, lied. Respecting the Greek divinity, vid H E
De Asse et Ponderibus, is attributed to him, butFHJESTUS.
VULCI.
Vid. V O L C I .
there is some doubt about the authorship. It
V U L G I E N T E S , an Alpine people in Gallia Natis edited by Bdcking, Bonn, 1831.
Vot.usus or VOLESUS. [1. One of the most bonensis, whose chief town was Apta Julia
iistinguished chiefs in the army of Turnus ; (now Apt).
VULSINII
Vid. VOLSINII.
had command of the infantry of the Volsci and
V U L S O , MANLIUS. 1. L., consul B.C. 256 wJtli
the Rutuli.]—2. The reputed ancestor of the
Valeria gens, who is said to have settled at, M. Atilius Regulus. H e invaded Africa along
with his colleague. For details, vid. R E G U L U S ,
R o m e with Titus Tatius. Vid. V A L E R I A G E N S .
[ V O L U X , the son of Bocchus, king of Maure- No. 3. Vulso returned to Italy at the fall of
tania, sent by his father, at the head of a large the year with half of the army, and obtained thebody of cavalry, to meet Sulla, and escort him honor of a triumph. In 250 Vulso was consul a
second time with T. Atilius Regulus Serranus,
to the royal presence.]
V O M A N U S , (now Vomano), a small river in and with his colleague commenced the siege of
Lilybaeum — 2. C N , curule aedile 197, praeto
Pieenum.
V O N O N E S , the name of two kings of Parthia. with Sicily as his province 195, and consul 189
H e was sent into Asia in order to conclude the
Vid. A R S A C E S , Nos. 18, 22.
VOPISCUS, a Roman praenomen, signified a peace which Scipio Asiaticus had made with
twin child who was born safe, while the other Antiochus, and to arrange the affairs of Asia
twin died before birth. Like many other an- H e attacked and conquered the Gallograeci oi
cient Roman praenomens, it was afterward used Galatians in Asia Minor without waiting for any
formal instructions from the senate H e set
as a cognomen.
VOPISCUS, FLAVIUS, a native of Syracuse, and out on his return to Italy in 188, hut in his
march through Thrace he suffered much from
one of the six Scriptores Historia Augusta, flourished about A D. 300. His name is prefixed to the attacks of the Thracians, and lost a cor.
the biographies of, 1. Aurelianus; 2. Tacitus; siderable part of the booty he had obtained ir
3. Florianus ; 4. Probus ; 5. The four tyrants, Asia. H e reached R o m e in 187 His triumpb
Firmus, Saturninus, Proculus, and Bonosus ; was a brilliant one, but his campaign in Asii,
6. C a m s ; 7. Numerianus ; 8. Carinus ; at this had a pernicious influence upon the morals of
point he stops, declaring that Diocletian, and his countrymen. H e had allowed his army ev
those who follow, demand a more elevated style ery kind of license, and his soldiers introduces
of composition. For editions, vid. CAPITOLINUS.into the city the luxuries of the East.
[VULTEIUS M E N A , an auctioneer in Rome, a
[ V O R A N U S , a person mentioned in the Satires
of Horace as a notorious thief, said to have been freedman ofthe family ofthe Vulteii or Volteii
who was leading a happy life till Marcius Phi
a freedman of Q. Lutatius Catulus.]
lippus took him under his protection and at
VOSGESUS.
Vid. V O G E S U S .
tempted to better his condition; from the ill ef
VOTIENUS MONTANUS.
Vid. M O N T A N U S .
fects produced by this change or elevation, Hor
V U L C A N L E INSULA.
Vid. iEoLi^E I N S U L A .
V U L C A N U S , the R o m a n god offire,whose ace draws a lesson of instruction.]
name seems to be connected with fulg ere, ful- V U L T U E , a mountain dividing Apulia and Lu
gur, and fulmcn. His worship was of consid- cania near Venusia, is a branch of the Apenerable political importance at R o m e , for a tem- nines. It is celebrated by Horace as one of
ple is said to have been erected to him close x>} the haunts of bis youth. From it the southeas
the comitium as early as the time of Romulus wind was called V U L T U E N U S by ihe Romans
[VULTUECIUS, T. Vii. VOLTUECIUS.]
and Ta'.ius, in which the two kings used to
V U L T U R N U M (now Castel ii Volturno), a town
meet and settle the affairs of the state, and
near which the popular assembly was held. in Campania, at the mouth ofthe River Vultur
Tatius is reported to have established the wor- nus, was originally a fortress erected by the Roship of Vulcan along with that of Vesta, and mans in the second Punic war. At a later time
Romulus to have dedicated to him a quadriga it was made a colony.
V U L T U E N U S (now Volturno), the chief river
after his victory over the Fidenates, and to
have set up a statue of himself near the tem- in Campania, rising in the Apennines in SamV>le. According to others, the temple was built nium, and falling into the Tynhene Sea. Its
by Romulus himself, who also planted near it principal affluents are the Calor (now Galore),
the sacred lotus-tree which still existed in the Tamarus (now Tama.ro), and Sabatus (now Sadays of Pliny. These circumstances, and what bato).
is related of the lotus-tree, show that the temple of Vulcan, like that of Vesta, was regarded X.
as a central point of the whole stale, and hence [XANTHICLES (/ZavdiKXi/g), an Achaean, chosen
it was perhaps not without a meaning that the general by the Greek mercenaries of Cyrus ir,
temple of Concord was subsequently built with- the place of his countryman Socrates, when tho
in the same district. The most ancient festi- latter had been treacherously seized by Tissa
val in honoi of Vulcan seems to have been the
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pnernes, B.C. 401, along with Clearchus. W h e n against the Romans under BrclLE. Tbe citj
the army reached Cotyora, Xanthicles was one was never restored after its destruction on the
of thosefinedfor a deficiency in the cargoes of latter occasion. Xanthus was rich is temples
the ships whieh had brought the soldiers from and tombs, and other monuments of a most inTrapezus, and of which he was one of the com- teresting character of art. Among its temples
missioners J
the most celebrated were those of Sarpedon and
XANTHII-J E (SiavBlirirn), wife of Socrates, of
said
the Lyeian Apollo ; besides which there was
to be a w o m a n of a peevish ana quarrelsome a renowned sanctuary of Latona (TO Anrdov),
ilispositicn.
near the River Xanthus, ten stadia from ita
X A N T H I P P U S (advBiirnog). 1 Son of Ariphron
mouth, and sixty stadia from the city. Thb
and father of Pericles. In B C. 490, he im splendid ruins of Xanthus have recently been
peached Miltiades on his return from his un- thoroughly explored by Sir C. Fellowes and his
successful expedition against the island of Pa- coadjutors, and several important remains of its
ros. H e succeeded Themistocles as command- works of art are now exhibited in the British
er ofthe Athenian fleet in 479, and commanded Museum under the name of the Xanthia i Marthe Athenians at the decisive battle of Mycale. bles
=-3. The elder of the two legitimate sons of
X E N A R C H U S (Sevapxog). 1. Son of Sophron,
Pericles, Paralus being the younger. For de- and, like his father, a celebrated writer of mimes.
tails, vid. PARALUS. — 3. The Lacedaemonian, H eflourishedduring the Rhegian war (B.C.
who commanded the Carthaginians against Reg- 399-389), at the court of Dionysius — 2. A n
ulus. For details, vid. R E G U L U S , N O 3. Xan- Athenian comic poet of the Middle Comedy,
thippus appears to have left Carthage a short who lived as late as the time of Alexander the
time after his victory over Regulus.
Great. [The fragments of his comedies are
[ X A N T H O (BavBd), a daughter of Oceanus and given by Meineke, in his Comic. Grac Fragm.,
Tethys. one of the nymphs in the train of Cy- vol. ii, p. 811-15, edit, minor.]—3. Of Seleucia
rene._
in Cilicia, a Peripatetic philosopher and gram[ X A N T H U S (SdvBog), a son of Phaenops, broth-marian in the time of Strabo, who heard him.
er of Thoon, a warrior in the Trojan army, slain H e taughtfirstat Alexandrea, afterward at Athiy Diomedes.]
ens, and last at Rome, where he enjoyed the
X A N T H U S (SdvBog). 1. A lyric poet, older friendship of Augustus.
han Stesichorus, who mentioned him in one at
X E N I A D E S (Sevtdbng), a Corinthian, who beeast of his poems, and who borrowed from him came the purchaser of Diogenes the Cynic
in some of them. Xanthus maybe placed about when he was taken by pirates and sold as a
B.C. 650. N o fragments of his poetry survive. slave.
— 2 . A celebrated Lydian historian, older than
[XENIAS (Sevlag) 1- A Parrhasian, one of
Herodotus, who flourished about B.C. 480. The the commanders of mercenaries in the service
genuineness ofthe Four Books of Lydian Histo-of Cyrus the younger, w h o m he accompanied,
ry which the ancients possessed under the name with a body of three hundred men, to court
of Xanthus, and of which some considerable when he was summoned thither by his father
fragments have come down to us, was question- Darius in B C. 405 After the return of Cyrus
ed by some ofthe ancient grammarians them- to Western Asia, Xenias commanded for him
selves. There has been considerable contro- the garrisons in the several Ionian states, and
versy respecting the genuineness of this work with the greater portion of these troops, viz.,
among modern scholars. It is certain that four thousand heavy armed men, he joined the
much ofthe matter in the extant fragments is prince in his expedition against Artaxerxes.
spurious ; and the probability appears to be that At Tarsus a large body of his troops and of
the work from which they are taken is the pro- those of Pasion left their standards for that of
duction of an Alexandrean grammarian, found- Clearchus ; and Cyrus having allowed the latter
ed' upon the genuine work of Xanthus. [The to retain them, Xenias and Pasion abandoned the
fragments of Xanthus are collected in Creuzer's army at Myriandrus, and sailed away to Greece
Historicorum Grac. Antiquiss. Fragmenta, —Hei2 . A n Elean of great wealth, was a proxenus
delb.,1806; and in Muller's Hi*? Grac. Fragm., of Sparta, and connected by private ties of hosvol. i, p. 36-44, Paris, 1841.]
pitality with King Agis II. In B.C. 400, during
X A N T H U S (SdvBog), rivers. 1. Vid. SCAMAN- the war between Sparta and Elis, Xenias and
DER.— 2. (Now Echcn Choi), the chief river of his oligarchical partisans made an attempt to
Lycia, rises in Mount Taurus, on the borders overpower their opponents and to subject their
of Pisidia and Lycia, and flows south through country to the Spartans, but they were defeated
Lycia, between Mount Cragus and Mount Mas- and driven into exile by Thrasidaeus, the leader
sieytus, in a large plain called the Plain of Xan- of the democracy ]
thus (rb SdvBiov ireSiov), falling at last into theXENIPPA (now probably Uratippa), a city of
Mediterranean Sea a little west of Patara. Sogdiana, mentioned by Curtius.
Though not a large river, it is navigable for a
X E N O C L E S CaevoKXrjg)
1. A n Athenian tragic!
sonsiderable part of its course.
poet, son of Carcinus, who was also a tragic
X A N T H U S (SdvBog: SdvBtog, Xanthius : ruins
poet, and a contemporary of Aristophanes, who
it Gunik), the most famous city of Lycia, stood attacks him on several occasions. His poetrj
on the western bank of the river of the same seems to have been indifferent, and to have rename, sixty stadia from its mouth. Twice in sembled the worse parts of Euripides; but he
the course of its history it sustained sieges, obtained a victory over Euripides B C. 415.
which terminated in the self-destruction of the There was another tragic poet of the name of
inhabitants with their property,firstagainst the Xenocles, a grandson of the preceding, of w h o m
Persians under Harpagus, and long afterward no particulars are recorded.—2. An Athenian
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aichitect, of the demos of Cholargos, was one the universe, tvhich is expressed by Aristotle
ofthe architects who superintended the erection in the words, that, directing his glance on the
of the temple of Ceres (Demeter) at Eleusis, in whole universe, Xenophanes said, " God is the
One." [His fragments are contained in Kar
the time of Pericles.
X E N O C R A T E S (SevoKpurng). 1. The philoso-Bten'sXenophanis Col. CarmimimReliquia,'Qr\ix
pher, was a native of Chalcedon. H e was born ellis, 1830.]
B.C. 396, and died 314, at the age of eighty-two. .{ENOPHON (Sevoipdv). 1. The Athenian, was
H e attached himself first to iEschines the So- the son of Gryllus, and a native of the demua
cratic, and afterward, while still a youth, to Erchla. The time of his birth is not knc wn, bu
Plato, w h o m he accompanied to Syracuse. Aft- it is approximated to by the fact that Xenophon
er the death of Plato he betook himself, with fell from his horse in the flight after the battle
Aristotle, to Hermias, tyrant of Atarneus; and,of Delium, and was taken up by Socrates, the
after his return to Athens, he was repeatedly philosopher, on his shoulders, and carried a dissent on embassies to Philip of Macedonia, and tance of several stadia. The battle of Delium
at a latev time to Antipater during the Lamian was fought B.C. 424 between the Athenians
war. H o is said to have wanted quick appre- and Boeotians, and Xenophon therefore coulc"
hension and natural grace; but these defects not well have been born after 444. The time
were more than compensated by persevering of his death, also, is not mentioned by any an
industry, pure benevolence, freedom from all cient writer. Lucian says that hj attained to
selfishness, and a moral earnestness which ob- above the age of ninety, and Xenophon himself
tained for him the esteem and confidence ofthe mentions the assassination of Alexander of
Athenians of his own age. Yet he is said to Pherae, which happened in 357. Between 424
have experienced theficklenessof popular fa- and 357 there is a period of sixty-seven years,
vor, and, being too poor to pay the protection- and thus w e have evidence of Xenophon being
alive nearly seventy years after Socrates saved
money (psroiKtov), to have been saved only by
the courage of the orator Lycurgus. H e be- his life at Delium. Xenophon is said to have
came president of the Academy even before the been a pupil of Socrates at an early age, which is
death of Speusippus, who was bowed down by consistent with the intimacy which might have
sickness, and he occupied that post for twenty- arisen from Socrates saving his life. The most
five years. The importance of Xenocrates is memorable event in Xenophon's life is his conshown by the fact that Aristotle and Theophras- nection with the Greek army, which marched
tus wrote upon his doctrines, and that Panaetius under Cyrus against Artaxerxes in 401. Xenoand Cicero entertained a high regard for him. phon himself mentions (Anab., iii, 1) the cirOf his numerous works only the titles have cumstances under which he joined this army.
come down to us.—2. A physician of Aphrodis- Proxenus, a friend of Xenophon, was already
with Cyrus, and he invited Xenophon to come
ias in Cilicia, lived about the middle of the first
century after Christ. Besides some short frag- to Sardis, and promised to introduce him to the
ments of his writings, there is extant a little Persian prince. Xenophon consulted his master Socrates, who advised him to consult the
essay by him, entitled Hepl rijg dirb rdv 'Evidpav
Tpoff/g, " D e Alimento ex Aquatilibus," whichoracle of Delphi, for it was rather a hazardous
is an interesting record of the state of Natural matter for him to enter the service of Cyrus,
History at the time in which he lived. Edited who was considered to be the friend of the Lacedaemonians and the enemy of Athens. Xeno
by Franz, 1774, Lips., and by Coray, 1794, Neap.,
and 1814, Paris.—3. A statuary of the school of phon went to Delphi, but he did not ask the god
Lysippus, was the pupil either of Tisicrates or whether he should go or not: he probably had
of Euthycrates. H e also wrote works upon the made up his mind. H e merely asked to what
gods he should sacrifice in order that he might
art. H e flourished about B.C. 260.
be successful in his intended enterprise. SocX E N O C R I T U S (SevoKpirog), of Locri Epizephyrii,-in Lower Italy, a musician and lyric poet, rates was not satisfied with his pupil's mode
was one of the leaders of tbe second school of of consulting the oracle, but as he had got an
Dorian music, which was founded by Thaletas, answer he told him to go ; and Xenophon went
to Sardis, which Cyrus was just about to leave.
and was a composer of Paeans.
X E N O P H A N E S (Sevofdvng), a celebrated philos-H e accompanied Cyrus into Upper Asia In
the battle of Cunaxa, Cyius lost his life, hii
opher, was a native of Colophon, and flourished
between B.O- 540 and 500. H e was a poet as barbarian troops were dispersed, and the Greeks
well as a philosopher, and considerable frag- were left alone on the wide plains between the
ments have come down to us of his elegies, and Tigris and the Euphrates. It was after the
of a didactic poem " On Nature." According treacherous massacre of Clearchus and other
to the fragments of one of his elegies, he had of the Greek commanders by the Persian saleft his native land at the age of twenty five, trap Tissaphernes that Xenophon came forward.
and had already lived sixty-seven years in Hel- H e had held no command in the army of Cyrus,
las, when, at the age of ninety-two, he com- nor had he, in fact, served as a soldier. H e was
posed that elegy. H e quitted Colophon as a now elected one of the generals, and took the
fugitive or exile, ai.d must have lived some time principal part in conducting the Greeks in theii
at Elea (Velia) in Italy, as he is mentioned as memorable retreat along the Tigris over the
the founder of the Eleatic school of philosophy. high table-lands of Armenia to Trapezus (TreH e sung in one of his poems of the foundation bizond), on the Black Sea. From Trapezus the
of Velia. Xenophanes was usually regarded /n troops were conducted to Chrysopolis, which is
antiquity as the originator of the Eleatic doc- opposite to Byzantium. The Greeks were in
trine of the oneness of the universe. The great distress, and some of them, under XenoDeity was in his view the animating power of phon, entered the service of Seuthes, king of
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Thrace. As the Lacedaemonians under Thim- m a y have been a few years later. 1 he follow
bron were now at war with Tissaphernes and ing is a list of Xenophon's works : 1. T h e Anaha,
Pharnabazus, Xenophon and his troops were in- sis ('AvdBaatg), or the History ofthe Expedition
vited to join the army of Thimbron, and Xeno- of the Younger Cyrus, and ofthe retreat of the
phon led them to Pergamus to join Thimbron, Greeks, w h o formed part of his army. It is di399. Xenophon, w h o w a s very poor, had m a d e vided into seven books. This work has immoran expedition into the plain of the Caicus with talized Xenophon's name. It is a clear and
his troops before they joined Thimbron, to plun- pleasing narrative, written in a simple style,
der the house and property of a Persian named free from affectation ; and it gives a great deal
Asidates. T h e Persian, with his w o m e n , chil- of curious information on the country whieh
dren, and all his movables, w a s seized; and w a s traversed by the retreating Greeks, and on
Xenophon, by this robbery, replenished his the manners of the people. It w a s the first
empty pockets (Anab , vii, 8, 23). H e tells thework which m a d e the Greeks acquainted with
story himself as if he were not ashamed of it. some portions of the Persian empire, and ii
Socrates w a s put to death in 399, and it seems showed the weakness of that extensive m o n probable that Xenophon w a s banished either archy. T h e skirmishes of the retreating Greeks
shortly before or shortly after that event. Xen- with their enemies, and the battles with some
ophon w a s not banished at the time w h e n he of the barbarian tribes, are not such events
w a s leading the troops back to Thimbron (Anab., as elevate the work to the character of a milivii., 7, 57), but his expression rather seems to tary histcy, nor can it, as such, be compared
imply that his banishment must have followed with Caesar's Commentaries. 2. T h e Hellenica
soon after. It is not certain what he w a s do- ('EXXnviKa) of Xenophon are divided into seven
ing after the troops joined Thimbron. A s w e books, and comprehend the space of forty-eight
know nothing of his movements, the conclusion years, from the time w h e n the history of Thuought to be that he stayed in Asia, and prob- cydides ends (vii T H U C Y D I D E S ) to the battle of
ably with Thimbron and his successor Dereyl- Mantinea, 362. T h e Hellenica is generally a dry
lidas. Agesilaus, the Spartan king, w a s com- narrative of events, and there is nothing in the
manding the Lac;edaemonian forces in Asia treatment of them which gives a special interagainst the Persians in 396, and Xenophon w a s est to the work. S o m e events of importance
with him at least during part of the campaign. are briefly treated, but a few striking incidents
W h e n Agesilaus w a s recalled (394), Xenophon are presented with some particularity. 3. T h e
accompanied him; and he w a s on the side of Cyropadia (Kvporraibeia), in eight books, is a
the Lacedaemonians in the battle which they kind of political romance, the basis of which is
fought at Ooronea (394) against the Athenians. the history of Cyrus, the founder of the Persian
It seems that he went to Sparta with Agesilaus monarchy. It shows h o w citizens are to bo
after the battle of Coronea, and soon after he m a d e virtuous and brave; and Cyrus is the
settled at Scillus, in Elis, not far from Olympia, model of a wise and good ruler. A s a history it
a spot of which he has given a description in has no authority at all. Xenophon adopted the
'.ho Anabasis (v., 3, 7, & c ). Here he was join- current stories as to Cyrus and the chief events
ed by his wife Philesia and his children. His of his reign, without any intention of subjecting
children were educated in Sparta. Xenophon them to a critical examination ; nor have w e
was n o w an exile, and a Lacedaemonian so far any reason to suppose that his picture of Peras he could become one. His time during his sian morals and Persian discipline is any thing
long residence at Scillus was employed in hunt- more than afiction.Xenophon's object w a s to
ing, writing, and entertaining his friends ; and represent what a state might be, and he placed
perhaps the Anabasis and part of the Hellenica the scene of hisfictionfar enough off to give it
were composed here. T h e treatise on hunting the color of possibility. His o w n philosophical
and that on the horse were probably also writ- notions and the usages of Sparta were the real
ten during this time, when amusement and ex- materials out of which he constructed his politercise of that kind formed part of his occupa- ical system. T h e Cyropaiia is evidence enough
tion. Xenophon was at last expelled from his that Xenophon did not like the political constiquiet retreat at Scillus by the Eleans after re- tution of his o w n country, and that a well-ormaining there about twenty years. T h e sen- dered monarchy or kingdom appeared to him
tence of banishment from Athens w a s repealed preferable to a democracy like Athens. 4. T h e
on the motion of Eubulus, but it is uncertain in Agesilaus ('AynaiXaog) is a panegyric on Agesi
what year. In the battle of Mantinea, which laus II., king of Sparta, the friend of Xenophon.
was fought 362, the Spartans and the Athe- 5. T h e Hipparchicus ('lirirapxixog) is a treatise
nians were opposed to the Thebans, and Xeno- on the duties of a commander of cavalry, and it
phon's two sons, Gryllus and Diodorus, fought contains m a n y military precepts. 6. T h e De Re
on the side of the allies. Gryllus fell in the Equestri, a treatise on the Horse (liririKn), w a s
same battle in which Epaminondas lost his life. written after the Hipparchicus, to which treatise
There is no evidence that Xenophon ever re- he refers at the end ofthe treatise on the Horse.
turned to Athens. H e is said to have retired T h e treatise is not limited to horsemanship, as
to Corinth after his expulsion from Scillus, and regards the rider: it shows h o w a m a n is to
ns w e k n o w nothing more, w e assume that he avoid being cheated in buying a horse, h o w a
died there. T h e Hipparchicus and the treatise horse is to be trained, and the like. 7. T h e
on the revenues of Athens were written after Cynegeticus (KvvnyertKbg) is a treatise cn huntthe repeal of the decree of banishment. T h e ing; and on the dog, and the breeding and trainevents alluded to in the Epilogus to the Cyropas- ing of dogs ; on the various kinds of game, an<*
iia (viii., 8, 4) show that the Epilogus at leastthe m o d e of tak :g them. It is a treatise wri«
was written after 362. T h e time of his death ten by a genuine sportsman, w h o loved the e.%
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eicise and the excitement of the chase ; and it and doing services.
5. OSconomitui (Okovop
m a y be read with delight by any sportsman w h o tKog) is a dialogue between Socrates and Crito.
deserves the name.? 8, 9. T h e Respullica Lace-bulus, in which Socrates gives instruction in
iasmoniorum and Respubliea Atheniensium, the the art called CEconomic, which relates to the
two treatises on the Spartan and Athenian administration of a household and of a man's
states (AaKebaipoviav HoXirela, and 'ABvvclavproperty. This is one of the best treatises cf
UoXireia), were not always recognized as gen- Xenophon. All antiquity and all modern writuine works of Xenophon, even by the ancients. ers agree in allowing Xenophon great merit
They pass, however, under his name, and there as a writer of a plain, simple, perspicuous, and
is nothing in the internal evidence that appears unaffected style. His mind w a s not adapted
to throw any doubt on the authorship. T h e for philosophical speculation : he looked to the
writer clearly prefers Spartan to Athenian insti- practical in all things ; and the basis of his
tutions. 10. T h e De Vectigalibus, a treatise onphilosophy was a strong belief in a divine m e the Revenues of Athens (Hbpot y irepl HpogdSav)diation in the government of the world. T h e
is designed to show how the public revenue of best edition of Xenophon's complete works is
Athens m a y be improved. 11. T h e Memorabilia by Schneider, Lips., 1815, 6 vols. 8vo, [ofwhich
of Socrates, in four books ('Airopvypovevparathefirst,second, and fourth volumes have been
ZaKpdrovg), w a s written by Xenophon to defend re-edited and m u c h improved by Bornemann,
the m e m o r y of his master against the charge containing, thefirst,Cyropadia, Leipzig, 1838 ;
of irreligion and of corrupting the Athenian the second, Anabasis, 1825; the fourth, Memorayouth. Socrates is represented as holding a bilia, 1829; and the sixth, containing the Opusseries of conversations, in which he develops cula politico, equestria, venatica, by Sauppe, 1838
and inculcates moral doctrines in his peculiar the best sepaiate editions of the more important
fashion. It is entirely a practical work, such works are, of the Cyropadia, by Poppo, Leipas w e might expect from the practical nature zig, 1821, and by Jacobitz, Leipzig, 1843; of
of Xenophon's mind, and it professes to exhibit the Anabasis, by Poppo, Leipzig, 1827, and by
Socrates as he taught. It is true that it m a y Kriiger, Halle, 1826; of the Memorabilia, by,
only exhibit one side of the Socratic argument- Kiihner, Gotha, 1841; ofthe Historia Graca,
ation, and that it does not deal in those subtle- from the text of Dinolorf, with selected note,g,
ties and veibal disputes which occupy so large at the University Press, Oxford, 1831: in addia space in some of Plato's dialogues. Xeno- tion m a y be mentioned, as useful in the study of
phon w a s a hearer of Socrates, an admirer of Xenophon, Sturz's Lexicon Xenophonteum, 4
his master, and anxious to defend his memory. vols. 8vo, 1801-1804.]—2. T h e Ephesian, the
T h e charges against Socrates for which he suf- author of a romance, still extant, entiled Ephefered were, that " Socrates w a s guilty of not siaca, or the Loves of Anthia and Abrocomas
believing in the gods which the state believed ('HipeaiaKd, rd Kara 'AvBlav Kal 'ABpoKopnv). T b e
in, and of introducing other n e w daemons (Sat- style of the work is simple, and the story is
ubvta): he w a s also guilty of corrupting the conducted without confusion, notwithstanding
youth. ' Xenophon replies to these two charges the number of personages introduced. T h e adspecifically ; and he then goes on to show what ventures are of a very improbable kind. T h e
Socrates's m o d e of life was. T h e whole treatise age w h e n Xenophon lived is uncertain. H e is
is intended to be an answer to the charge for probably the oldest ofthe Greek romance writwhich Socrates w a s executed, and it is, there- ers. T h e best editions of his work are by
fore, in its nature, not intended to be a completePeerlkamp, Harlem, 1818, and by Passow, Lips.,
exhibition of Socrates. That it is a genuine pic- 1833.
ture ofthe m a n is indisputable, and it js the most X E R X E S (SepZng). 1. King of Persia B.C.
valuable memorial that w e have of the practical 485-465. T h e n a m e is said by Herodotus (vi.,
philosophy of Socrates. 12. T h e Apology of Soc- 98) to signify the warrior, but it is probably the
rates ('AiroXoyla ZaKpdrovg irpbg rovg diKaarbg)
same word as the Zend ksathra and the Sanis a short speech, containing the reasons which crit kshatra, " a king." Xerxes w a s the son of
induced Socrates to prefer death to life. It is Darius and Atossa. Darius w a s married twice.
not a first-rate performance, and is considered B y hisfirstwife, the daughter of Gobryas, he
Dy some critics not to have been written by had three children before he was raised to the
Xenophon. 13. T h e Symposium (Zvpirbaiov), throne ; and by his second wife, Atossa, the
«r Banquet of Philosophers, in which Xenophon daughter of Cyrus, he had four children after
delineates the character of Socrates. T h e he had become king. Artabazanes, the eldest
speakers are supposed to meet at the house of son of the former marriage, and Xerxes, the
Callias, a rich Athenian, at the celebration of eldest son of the latter, each laid claim to the
the great Panathenaea. Socrates and others succession ; but Darius decided in favor of
are the speakers. T h e piece is interesting as Xerxes, no doubt through the influence of his
a picture of an Athenian drinking party, and of mother Atossa, w h o completely, ruled Darius.
the amusement and conversation with which Xerxes succeeded his father at the beginning of
it w a s diversified. T h e nature of love and 485. Darius had died in the midst of his prepfriendship is discussed. 14. T h e Hiero ('lepavarations against Greece, which had been inter% TvpawiKbg) is a dialogue between King Hiero rupted by the revolt of the Egyptians. T h e
and Simonides, in which the king speaks of the first care of Xerxes w a s to reduce the latter
dangers and difficulties incident to an exalted people to subjection. H e accordingly invaded
station, and the superior happiness of a private Egypt at the beginning of the second year of
man. The poet, on the other hand, enumerates his reign (B C. 484), compelled the people again
the advantages which the possession of power to submit to the Persian yoke, and then re>iv«>s, Pitid tha means which it offers of obliging turned to Persia, leaving his brother Aclia*
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menes go rernor of Egypt. The next four years Leonidas wasfightingwith the land forces of
wero devoted to preparations for the invasion Xerxes, ths Greek ships at Artemisium attack.
of Greece. In the spring of 480 he set out from ed the Persian fleet. In the first battle the
Sardis on his memorable expedition against Greeks had the advantage, and in the following
Greece. H e crossed the Hellespont by a bridge night the Persian ships suffered still more from
of boats, and continued his march through the a violent storm. T w o days afterward the conThracian Chersonese till he reached the plain test was renewed, and both sides fought with
of Doriscus, which is traversed by the River the greatest courage. Although the Greeks at
Hebrus. Here he resolved to number both his the close still maintained their position, and had
land and naval forces. Herodotus has left us a destroyed a great number ofthe enemy's ships,
most minute and interesting catalogue of the yet their own loss was considerable, and half
nations comprising this mighty army, with their the Athenian ships were disabled. Under these
various military equipments and different modes circumstances, the Greek commanders aban
offighting.The land forces contained forty- doned Artemisium and retired to Salamis, oppo
six nations. (Herod., vii., 61, foil.) In his site the southwest coast of Attiea. It was now
march through Thrace and Macedonia, Xerxes too late to send an army into Bceotia, and Attica
received a still further accession of strength ; thus lay exposed to the full vengeance of tht
and when he reached Thermopylae, the land and invader. The Athenians removed their worn
sea forces amounted to two million, six hundred en, children, and infirm persons to Salamis.
and forty-one thousand, six hundred and ten iEgina, and Trcezen. Meantime Xerxes march
fighting men. This does not include the at- ed through Phocis and Bceotia, and at length
tendants, the slaves, the crews ofthe provision- reached Athens. About the same time that
ships, & c , which, according to the supposition Xerxes entered Athens, hisfleetarrived in the
of Herodotus, were more in number than the bay of Phalerum. H e now resolved upon an
fighting men; but, supposing them to have been engagement with the Greekfleet.The history
equal, the total number of male persons who of this memorable battle, of the previous disaccompanied Xerxes to Thermopylae reach the sensions among the Greek commanders, and of
astounding sum of five million, two hundred the glorious victory of the Greeks at the last,
and eighty-three thousand, two hundred and is related elsewhere. Vid. THEMISTOCLES. Xerx
twenty! Such a vast number must be dis- es witnessed the battle from a lofty seat, which
missed as incredible ; but, considering that this was erected for him on the shores of the main
army was the result of a maximum of effort land, on one of the declivities of Mount iEgathroughout the empire, and that provisions had lecs, and thus beheld with his own eyes the debeen collected for three years before along the feat and dispersion of his mighty armament.
line of march, w e may well believe that the Xerxes now became alarmed for his own safenumbers of Xerxes were greater than were ever ty, and resolved to leave Greece immediately.
assembled in ancient times, or perhaps at any H e was confirmed in his resolution by Mardoknown epoch of history. After the review of nius, who undertook to complete the conquest
Doriscus, Xerxes continued his march through with three hundred thousand of his troops.
Thrace. On reaching Acanthus, near the isth- Xerxes left Mardonius the number of troops
mus of Athos, Xerxes left hisfleet,which re- which he requested, and with the remainder
ceived orders to sail through the canal that had set out on his march homeward. H e reached
been previously dug across the isthmus—and the Hellespont in forty-five days from the time
of which the remains are still visible (vid. of his departure from Attica. On arriving at
A T H O S ) — a n d await his arrival at Therme, aft- the Hellespont, he found the bridge of boats deerward called Thessalonica. After joining his stroyed by a storm, and he crossed over to Asia
fleet at Therme, Xerxes marched through Mac-by ship. H e entered Sardis toward the end of
edonia and Thessaly without meeting with any the year 480. In the following year, 479, the
opposition till he reached Thermopylae. Here war was continued in Greece; but Mardonius
the Greeks resolved to make a stand. Leoni- was defeated at Plataeae by the combined forces
das, king of Sparta, conducted a land force to of the Greeks, and on the same day another
Thermopylae ; and his colleague Eurybiades victory was gained over the Persians at Mysailed with the Greek fleet to the north of Eu- cale in Ionia. Next year, 478, the Persians lost
boea, and took up his position on the northern their last possession in Europe by the capture
coast, which faced Magnesia, and was called of Sestos on the Hellespont. Thus the strugArtemisium from the temple of Artemis be- gle was virtually brought to an end, though the
longing to the town of Hestiaea. Xerxes ar- war still continued for several years longer.
rived in safety with his land forces before Ther- W e know little more ofthe personal history of
mopylae, but hisfleetwas overtaken by a vio- Xerxes. H e was murdered in 465, after a reign
lent storm and hurricane off the coast of Sepias of twenty years, by Artabanus, who aspired to
in Magnesia, by which at least four hundred become king of Persia. Xerxes was succesd
• ships of war were destroyed, as well as an im- ed by his son A R T A X E R X E S I.—II. The only lemense number of transports. Xerxes attempt- gitimate son of Artaxerxes I., succeeded hi?
ed to force his way through the Pass of Ther- father as King of Persia in 425, but was murmopylae,
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XIPHONIA.

Z A L E JCUS

peror Michael VII. Ducas, w..o reigned from an early period. It is said to have derived its
A.D. 1071 to 1078. The work is executed with name from Zacyrahus, a son of Dardanus, who
carelessness, and is only of value as preserving colonized the islatd from Psophis in Arcadia;
the main facts of the original, the greater part and, according to an ancient tradition, the Zaof which is lost. It is printed along with Dion cynthians founded the town of Saguntum in
Spain. Vid. S A G U N T U M . The island is frequentCassius.
XIPHONIA (Stfavta : n o w Capo di S. Croce), ly
a mentioned by Homer, .who speaks of it as the
omontory on the eastern coast of Sicily, above "woody Zacynthus." It was afterward colo
Syracuse, with a harbor (2i<j>dveiog Xtuijv). nized by Achaeans from Peloponnesus. It formed part of the maritime empire of Athens, and
Xoi's or CHOI'S (Sbig, Song, Xblg), an ancient
city of Lower Egypt, north of Leontopolis, on continued faithful to the Athenians during the
an island of the Nile, in the N o m o s Sebennyti- Peloponnesian war. At a later time it was subcus, the seat, at one time, of a dynasty of Egyp- ject to the Macedonian monarchs, and on the
tian kings. It appears to have entirely perished conquest of Macedonia by the Romans passed
under the R o m a n empire, and its site is very into the hands of the latter. It is n o w one of
doubtful. S o m e identify it with the Papremis the Ionian islands under the protection of Great
Britain.
of Herodotus.
X U T H U S (SotBog), son of Hellen by the nymph Z A D R A C A R T A (ZabpaKapra), one ofthe capita]
Orseis, and a brother of Dorus and iEolus. H e cities and royal residences in Hyrcania, lay at
was king of Peloponnesus, and the husband of the northern foot of the chief pass through
Creusa, the daughter of Erechtheus, by w h o m he Mount Coronus. (Compare TAP^2.)
Z A G R E U S (Zaypevg), a surname of the mystic
became the father of Achaeus and Ion. Others
state that after the death of his father Hellen, Dionysus (Aibvvaog xBbviog), w h o m Zeus (JuXuthus was expelled from Thessaly by his piter), in the form of a dragon, is said to have
brothers, and went to Athens, where he mar- begotten by Persephone (Proserpina), before
ried the daughter of Erechtheus. After the she was carried off by Pluto. H e was torn to
death of Erechtheus, Xuthus, being chosen ar- pieces by the Titans; and Athena (Minerva)
bitrator, adjudged the kingdom to his eldest carried his heart to Zeus (Jupiter).
Z A G R O S or -us (b Zdypog and TO Zdyptov bpog,
brother-in-law Cecrops, in consequence of which
he was expelled by the other sons of Erech- n o w Mountains of Kurdistan and Louristan), the
theus, and settled in iEgialus in Peloponnesus. general name for the range of mountains formX Y L I N E , a town of Pisidia, between Corbasa ing the southeastern continuation of the Tauand Termessus, mentioned by Livy (xxxviii., rus, and the eastern margin of the Tigris and
Euphrates valley, from the southwestern side
15).
X Y O T A or X Y N L E (Svvla : Svvievg: now Tau-of the Lake Arsissa (now Van) in Armenia, to
kli), a town of Thessaly, in the district of Phthi-the northeastern side of the head of the Perotis, east ofthe lake ofthe same name (ij Svvidgsian Gulf, and dividing Media from Assyria anc!
Susiana. More specifically, the name Zagros
"u/ivy : n o w Nizero or Dereli).
was applied to the central part of the chain, the
X Y P E T E (Sviriry: Svireraidv, Svireredv, Bvircnorthern part being called the mountains ofthe
taiavevg, Svirerevg, Svirinog), said to have been
anciently called T R O J A , a demus of Attica be- Cordueni or Gordyiei, and the southern part
Parachoathras.
longing to the tribe Cecropis, near Piraeus.
Z A I T H A or Z A U T H A (ZavBd), a town of MesoZ.
potamia, on the eastern bank of the Euphrates,
Z A B A T U S (ZdBarog). Vid. L Y C U S , N O . 5.
[ZABDICENE, a district in Mesopotamia, in twenty R o m a n miles south of Circesium, remarkable as the place at which a monument
whieh was a city named Zabda or Bezabda.]
Z A B E (ZdSn), a name applied, under the later was erected to the murdered Emperor Gordian
emperors, to the southern part of Numidia, as by his soldiers.
Z A L E U C U S (ZdXevKog), the celebrated lawgiver
far as the border of the Great Desert.
[ZABUS, a river of Assyria, called by the Mac- of the Epizephyrian Locrians, is said by some
to have been originally a slave, but is described
edonians Caprus. Vid. C A P R U S . ]
by others as a m a n of good family. H e could
Z A C Y N T H U S (Zdicvvdog: ZaKvvBiog, Zacynthius: n o w Zante), an island in the Ionian Sea, not, however, have been a disciple of Pythagooff the coast of Elis, about forty miles in cir- ras, as some writers state, since he lived upcumference. It contained a large and flourish-ward of one hundred years before Pythagoras
ing town of the same name upon the eastern The date of the legislation of Zaleucus is ascoast, the citadel of which was called Psophis. signed to B.C. 660. His code is stated to have
There are two considerable chains of mount- been thefirstcollection of written laws that the
ains in the island. The ancient writers men- Greeks possessed. The general character of
tion Mount Elatus, which is probably the same his laws was severe; but they were observed
fis the modern Scopo in the southeast of the isl-for a long period by the Locrians, w h o obtained,
and, and which rises to the height of one thou- in consequence, a high reputation for legal orsand five hundred and nine feet. Zacynthus der. A m o n g other enactments, w e are told that
was celebrated in antiquity for its pitch wells, the penalty of adultery was the loss of the eyes.
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ZENO.

tion, however, on a sudden emergency in time name for the river on which Bactra stood, an<
of war, Zaleucus transgressed his own law, which is usually called Bactrus. Vid. B A C T R A
which was remarked to him by one present; The people on its banks were called Zariaspae
whereupon he fell upon his own sword, declar- : Z E L A or ZIELA (ra ZrjXa : now Zilleh), a cit)
ing that he wou d himself vindicate the law. in the south of Pontus, not far south of Amasia,
Other authors tell the same story of Charon- and four days' journey east of Tavium. I(
das, or of Diocles.
•
stood on an artificial hill, and was strongly forZ A L H O X I S or Z A M O L X I S (ZbXpoi-ig, ZupoXi-ig),
tified. Near it was an ancient and famous tem
said to have been so called from the bear's skin pie of Anaitis and other Persian deities, in whici-j
(ZbXpog) in which he was clothed as soon as he great religious festivals were held. The surwas born. H e was, according to the story cur- rounding district was called Zeletis or Zelltis.
rent among the Greeks on the Hellespont, a At Zela the R o m a n general Valerius Triarius
Getan, who had been a slave to Pythagoras in was defeated by Mithradates ; bul the city is
Samos, but was manumitted, and acquired not more celebrated for another great battls, that in
only great wealth, but large stores of knowledge which Julius Caesar defeated Pharnaces, and of
from Pythagoras, and from the Egyptians, w h o m which he wrote this dispatch to R o m e : V E N I :
he visited in the course of his travels. H e re- VIDI : Vici.
turned among the Getae, introducing the civili- [ Z E L A E C H U S (ZqXapxog), an inspector of the
zation and the religious ideas which he had market (dyopavbpog) among the Greek mercenagained, especially regarding the immortality of ries of Cyrus, attacked by the soldiers for some
the soul. H e was said to have lived in a sub- real or imaginary misconduct in his official duty
terraneous cave for three years, and after that while they were at Trapezus ; avoided the at.
to have again made his appearance among the tack, and escaped from Trapezus by sea ]
Getae. Herodotus inclines to place the age of
ZELASIUM, a Thessalian town in the district
Zalmoxis a long time before Pythagoras, and Phthiotis, of uncertain site.
expresses a doubt not only about the story itZELIA (ZeXeta), an ancient city of Mysia, at
self, but as to whether Zalmoxis were a man, the foot of Mount Ida, and on the River iEseor an indigenous Getan deity. The latter ap- pus, eighty stadia from its mouth, belonging to
pears to have been the real state of the case. the territory of Cyzicus. At the time of AlexThe Getae believed that the departed went to ander's invasion the head-quarters of the Perhim.
sian army werefixedhere.
Z A M A R E G I A (Zdpa: Zamensis : now ZowaZ E L U S (ZyXog), the personification of zeal oi
reen, southeast of Kaff), a strongly-fortified citystrife, is described as a son of Pallas and Styx,
in the interior of Numidia, on the borders of the and a brother of Nice.
Carthaginian territory. It was the ordinary
Z E N O , Z E N O N (Zrjvav). 1. The founder of the
residence of King Juba, who had here his treas-Stoic philosophy, was a native of Citium in Cy
ury and his harem. It was the scene of one of prus, and the son of Mnaseas. H e began at an
the most important battles in the history ofthe early age to study philosophy through the writworld, that in which Hannibal was defeated by ings of the Socratic philosophers, which his faScipio and the second Punic war was ended, ther was accustomed to bring back from Athens
B.C. 202. Strabo tells us that it was destroyed when he went thither on trading voyages. At
by the Romans; but if so, it must have been the age of twenty-two, or, according to others,
restored,' for w efindit mentioned under the em- of thirty years, Zeno was shipwrecked in the
pire as a colony and a bishop's see. Pliny and neighborhood of Piraeus ; whereupon he was led
Vitruvius speak of a fountain in its neighbor- to settle in Athens, and to devote himself en
hood. There were unimportant places of the tirely to the study of philosophy. According to
same name in Cappadoeia and Mesopotamia.
some writers, he lost all his property in the shipZANCLE.
Vid. M E S S A N A .
wreck ; according to others, he still retained a
Z A P A O E T E N E , a city in the southeast of Par- large fortune ; but, whichever of these accounts
thia, m the mountains of the Zapaorteni.
is correct, his moderation and contentment be
Z A R A D R U S (now Sutlej), a river of Northerncame proverbial, and a recognition of his virtues
India, now the southern boundary ofthe Punjab.shines through even the ridicule of the comic
Itrisesfrom two principal souices beyond the poets. The weakness of his health is said to
Himalaya, and falls into the Hyphasis (now havefirstdetermined him to live rigorously and
Gharra).
simply; but his desire to make himself indeZARANGiE or -I, or SARANGiB (Zapdyyoi, Za-pendent of all external circumstances seems to
pdyyai), a people in the north of Drangiana, onhave been an additional motive, and to have led
the confines of Aria. The close resemblance him to attach himself to the cynic Crates. In
of their name to the generic name of all the opposition to the advice of Crates, he studied
people of Drangiana, that is, Drangae, suggests under Stilpo of the Megaric school; and he sulta doubt whether they ought to be specifically sequently received instruction from the two
distinguished from them.
other contemporary Megarics, Diodorus Cronus
. Z A R A X or Z A R E X (Zdpaf, Zdpn!;). 1. The cenand Philo, and from the Academics Xenocrates
tral part of the chain of mountains, extending and Polemo. The period which Zeno thus dealong the eastern coast of Laconia from Mount voted to study is said to have extended to
Parnon, on the frontiers of Argolis, down to the twenty years. At its close, and after he had
promontory Malea.—2. (Now Jeraka), a town on developed his peculiar philosophical system, he
the eastern coast of Laconia, at the foot of ti>e opened his school in the porch adorned with the
mountain of the same name.
paintings of Polygnotus (Stoa Poscile), which, at
ZARIASPE. Vid. B A C T E A .
an earlier time, had been a place in which poets
ZARIASPIS an ?arliei, probatly Pie native met From this place his disciples were calks*
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Mteics Among the warm admirers of Zeno was ried to Rome, where she adorned the iriunijik
Antigonus Gonatas, king of Macedonia. The of her conqueror (274). Her life was spared by
Athenians likewise placed the greatest confi- Aurelian, and she passed the remainder of hei
dence in him, and displayed the greatest esteem years with her sons in the vicinity of rjhm
for him ; for, although the well known story that (now Tivoli). Longinus lived at her court, and
they deposited the keys ofthe fortress with him, was put to death on the capture of Palmyra
as the most trustworthy man, may be a later Vid. L O N G I N U S .
invention, there seems no reason for doubting
Z E N O B I A (ZnvoBia : now Chelebi or Zelebi), a
the s'lthenticity of the decree of the people by city of Chalybonitis, in Syria, on the west bank
wlrich a golden erown and a public burial in the ofthe Euphrates, three days'journey both from
Ceramicus were awarded to him. The Athe- Sura and from Circesium. It was founded b
nian citizenship, however, he is said to have de- Zenobia.
ii ined, that he might not become unfaithful to ZENOBIUS (ZnvoBiog), lived at R o m e in the
his native land, where, in return, he was highly.ime of Hadrian, and was the author of a colesteemed. W e do not know the year either of .eetion of proverbs in Greek, which have come
Zeno's birth or death. H e is said to have pre- down to us. In this collection the proverbs are
sided over his school for fifty-eight years, and arranged alphabetically, and divided into hundto have died at the age of ninety-eight. H e is reds. The last division is incomplete, the tosaid to have been still alive in the one hundred tal number collected being five hundred and
and thirtieth Olympiad (B.C. 260). Zeno wrote fifty-two. It is printed in the collection of
numerous works; but the writings of Chrysip- Schottus (Hapoiplat 'FMnvwai, Antwerp, 1612),
pus and the later Stoics seem to have obscured [in the Parosmiographi Giaei of Gaisford, Oxthose of Zeno, and even the warm adherents of ford, 1836, and of Leutsch and Schneidewin,
the school seem seldom to have gone back to Gottingen, 1839.]
the books of its founder. Hence it is difficult
Z E N O D O R U S , a Greek artist, who made for Neto ascertain how much of the later Stoic philos- ro the colossal statue of that emperor, which he
ophyreallybelongs to Zeno — 2 . The Eleatic set up in front of the Golden House, and which
philosopher, was a native of Elea (Velia) in was afterward dedicated afresh by Vespasian
Italy, son of Teleutagoras, and the favorite dis-as a statue of the Sun. It was one hundred
ciple of Parmenides. H e was born about B.C. and ten feet in height.
488, and at the age of forty accompanied ParZ E N O D O T I U M or -IA (ZnvoSbriov, Znvoborta), a
menides to Athens. Vid. PARMENIDES. H e ap- fortress in the north of Mesopotamia, on the
pears to have resided some time at Athens, and small tributary of the Euphrates called Bilecha,
is said to have unfolded his doctrines to men a little above Nicephorium, and below Ichnas.
like Pericles and Callias for the price of one It was a Macedonian settlement, and the only
hundred minae. Zeno is said to have taken part one of the Greek cities of Mesopotamia whicl
in the legislation of Parmenides, to the mainte- did not revolt from the Parthians at the ap
nance of which the citizens of Elea had pledged preach of Crassus
themselves every year by an oath. His love
Z E N O D O T U S (Znvbdorog). 1. Of Ephesus, i>
of freedom is shown by the courage with which celebrated grammarian, was thefirstsuperin
ne exposed his life in order to deliver his native tendent ofthe great library at Alexandrea, anc
country from a tyrant. Whether he perished flourished under Ptolemy Philadelphus about
in the attempt, or survived the fall of the tyrant, B.C. 208. Zenodotus was employed by Philais a point on which the authorities vary. They delphus, together with his two great contempoalso state the name of the tyrant differently. raries, Alexander the iEtolian, and Lycophron
Zeno devoted all his energies to explain and the Chalcidian, to collect and revise ail the
develop the philosophical system of Parmeni- Greek poets. Alexander, w e are told, underdes. Vid. P A R M E N I D E S . — 3 . A n Epicurean phi- took the task of collecting the tragedies, Lycolosopher, a native of Sidon, was a contemporary phron the comedies, and Zenodotus the poems
of Cicero, who heard him when at Athens. H e of Homer and of the other illustrious poets.
was sometimes termed Coryphaus Epicureorum.Zenodotus, however, devoted his chief attenH e seems to have been noted for the disrespect- tion to the Iliad and Odyssey. Hence he is
ful terms in which he spoke of other philoso- called thefirstReviser (AiopByrbg) of Homer,
phers. For instance, he called Socrates the At- and his recension (AibpBaaig) oi the Iliad and
tic buffoon. H e was a disciple of Apollodorus, Odyssey obtained the greatest celebrity. The
and is described as a clear-headed thinker and corrections which Zenodotus applied to tbe
perspicuous expounder of his views.
text of Homer were of three kinds. 1. H e exZENSBIA, queen of Palmyra. After the death punged verses. 2. H e maiked them as spuriof her husband Odenathus, whom, according to ous, but left them in his copy. 3. H e introsome accounts, she assassinated (A.D. 266), she duced new readings, or transposed or altered
assumed the imperial diadem as regent for her verses. The great attention which Zenodotus
eons, and discharged all the active duties of a paid to the language of Homer caused a newsovereign. But not content with enjoying the epoch in the grammatical study of the Greek
independence conceded by Gallienus and toler- language. The results of his investigations reated by Claudius, she sought to include all Syr specting the meaning and the use of words
ia, Asia, and Egypt within the limits of her were contained in two works which iie pubsway, and to make good the title which she lished under the title of a Glossary (TXaaaai),
elaimed of Queen of the East. By this rash and a Dictionary of barbarous or foreign phraambition she lost both her kingdom and her lib- ses.—2. Of Alexandrea, a grammarian, lived
erty She was defeated by Aurelian, taken pris after Aristarchus, whose recension of the H o
»nei on the capture of Palmyra (273), and car- meric poems he attacked.
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north. Calais is also mentioned as the f junde;
ZJPHYRA. Vid. HALICARNASSUS.
Campanian town of Cales.
Z E P H Y R I U M (Zepvpiov, sc. aKparripiov, i. ofthe
e,, the
western promontory), the name of several prom-Z E T H U S (Z^0OC), son of Jupiter (Zeus) an<S
ontories of the ancient world, not all of which, Antiope, and brother of Amphion. For details,
however, faced the west. The chief of them vid. A M P H I O N .
ZEUGIS, Z E U G I T A N A R E G I O (b Zevyiiary .
were the following : I. In Europe. 1. (Now
Capo di Brussano), a promontory in Bruttium, northern part of Tunis), the northern district
forming the southeastern extremity ofthe coun- of Africa Propria. Vid. AFRICA.
Z E U G M A (Zevyua, i. e., Junction: now probably
try, from which tk<s Locri, who settled in the
neighborhood, are said to have obtained the Rumkaleh), a rity of Syria, on the borders of
Commagene and Cyrrhestiee, built by Seleucus
name oi Epizephyrii. Vii. p. 445, b.—2. A promontory on the western coast of Cyprus.—II. In Nicator, on the western bank of the Euphrates,
Asia. 1. In Pontus (now Cape Zefreh), ahead-at a point where the river was crossed by a
land west of TRIPOLIS, with a fort and harbor bridge of boats, which had been constructed by
of the same name.—2. Vii. C A E I A . — 3 . In Cili- Alexander the Great: hence the name. Afterward, when the ford of Thapsaeus became imcia (now probably Cape Cavaliere), a far-projecting promontory, west of Promontorium passable for travellers, on account of the hordes
Sarpedon. Some make it the headland east of of Arabs who infested the banks of the Lower
Promontorium Sarpedon, and just south of the Euphrates, the bridge at Zeugma gave the only
mouth of the Calycadnus, which Polybius, Ap- passage over the river.
Z E U S (Zevg), called JUPITER by the Romans,
pian, and Livy call by the same name as the
river, Calycadnus—III. In Africa (now Kasserthe greatest of the Olympian gods, was a son
Maarah), a headland on the northeastern coast of Cronos (Saturn) and Rhea, a brother of Poseidon (Neptune), Hades (Pluto), Hestia (Vesof Cyrenaiea, west of Darnis.
Z E P H Y E U S (Zetj>vpog), the personification ta),
of Demeter (Ceres), Hera (Juno), and was also
the west wind, is described by Hesiod as a son married to his sister Hera (Juno). W h e n Zeus
of Astraeus and Eos (Aurora). Zephyrus and (Jupiter) and his brothers distributed among
Boreas are frequently mentioned together by themselves the government ofthe world by lot,
Homer, and both dwelt together in a palace in Poseidon (Neptune) obtained the sea, Hades
Thrace. By the Harpy Podarge, Zephyrus be- (Pluto) the lower world, and Zeus (Jupiter) the
came the father of the horses Xanthus and heavens and the upper regions, but the earth
Balius, which belonged to Achilles; but he became common to all. According to the Howas married to Chloris, w h o m he had carried meric account, Zeus (Jupiter) dwelt on Mount
off by force, and by w h o m he had a son Car- Olympus in Thessaly, which was believed to
penetrate with its lofty summit into heaven itus.
[ Z E E N A (Zernensis), a city of Dacia, a Ro- self. H e is called the father of gods and men,
man colony, situated a short distance east of the most high and powerful among the immortals, w h o m all others obey. H e is the supreme
the Pons Trajani: it is sometimes called Coloruler, who, with his counsel, manages every
nia Zernensium.]
thing;
the founder of kingly power, and of law
Z E E Y N T H U S (ZfipvvBog : ZnpvvBtog), a town
of
Thrace, in the territory of iEnos, with a temple and of order, whence Dice, Themis, and Nemeof Apollo and a cave of Hecate, who are hence sis are his assistants. For the same reason, he
protects the assembly of the people (byopalog),
called Zerynthius and Zerynthia respectively.
Some writers, however, place the Zerynthian the meetings of the council (jiovXalog), and as
he preside; over the whole state, so also over
cave of Hecate in Samothrace.
house and family (epKelog).
H e also
Z E T E S (Zr/Tng) and CALAIS (KdXa'ig), sonsevery
of
Boreas and Orithyia, frequently called the Bo- watched over the sanctity of the oath (bpKiog)
EEAD^:, are mentioned among the Argonauts, and the laws of hospitality (%eviog), and proand are described as winged beings. Their sis- tected suppliants (JKeoiog). H e avenged those
ter Cleopatra, who was married to Phineus, who were wronged, and punished those who
king of Salmydessus, had been thrown with her had committed a crime, for he watched the dosons into prison by Phineus at the instigation ings and sufferings of all m e n (eirbftog). H e
of his second wife. Here she was found by was further the original source of all prophet
Zetes and Calais, when they arrived at Salmy- ic power, from w h o m all prophetic signs and
dessus in the Argonautic expedition. They lib- sounds proceeded (iravouQalog). Every thing
erated their sister and his children, gave the good as well as bad comes from Zeus (Jupiter),kingdom to the latter, and sent the second wife according to his own choice, he assigns good oi
of Phineus to her o w n country, Scythia. Oth- evil to mortals ; and fate itself was subordinate
ers relate that the Boreadae delivered Phineus to him. H e ie armed with thunder and lightfrom the Harpies ; for it had been foretold that ning, and the shaking of his aegis produces storm
the Harpies might be killed by the sons of Bo- and tempest: a number of epithets of Zeus
reas, but that the sons of Boreas must die if (Jupiter) in the Homeric poems describe him
they should not be able to overtake the Har- as the thunderer, the gatherer of clouds, and
pies. Others, again, state that the Boreadae per-the like. H e was married to Hera (Juno), by
ished in their pursuit of the Harpies, or that w h o m he had two sons, Ares (Mars) and H e
Hercules killed them with his arrows near the phaestus (Vulcan), and one daughter, Hebe.
island of Tenos. Different stories were rela- Hera (Juno) sometimes acts as an independent
ted to account for the anger of Hercules against divinity; she is ambitious, and ret els against
the Boreadae. Their tombs were said to be in her lord, but she is nevertheless inferior to him,
Tenos, adorned with sepulchral stelae, one of and is punished for her opposition ; his amour?
which moved whenever the wind blew from the with other goddesses or mortal women are no
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concealed from her, though they generally rouse
Mnemosyne ; o* Apollo and Artemis (Diana) t>
her jealousy and revenge. During the Trojan Leto (Latona); and of Hebe, Ares (Mars), and
war, Zeus (Jupiter), at the request of Thetis, Ilithyia by Hera (Juno). Athena was born out of
favored the Trojans, until A g a m e m n o n repaired the head of Zeus (Jupiter); while Hera (Juno),
the wrong he had done to Achilles. Zeus (Ju- on the other hand, gave birth to Hephaestus
piter), no doubt, was originally a god of a por- (Vulcan) without the co-operation of Zeus (Ju.
tion of nature. Hence the oak, with its eatable piter). T h e family ofthe Cronidae accordingly
fruit, and the fertile doves, were sacred to him embraces the twelve great gods of Olympus,
at Dodona and in Arcadia. Hence, also, rain, Zeus (Jupiter, the head of them all), Poseidon
storms, and the seasons were regarded as his (Neptune), Apollo, Ares (Mars), Hermes (Merwork; and hence, likewise, the Cretan stories cury), Hephaestus (Vulcan), Hestia (Vesta), Deof milk, honey, and the cornucopia. In the Ho- meter (Ceres), Hera (Juno), Athena (Minerva),
meric poems, however, this primitive character Aphrodite (Venus), and Artemis(Diana). These
of a personification of certain powers of nature twelve Olympian gods, w h o in some places
is already effaced to some extent, and the god were worshipped as a body, were recognized
appears as a political and national divinity, as not only by the Greeks, but were adopted also
the king and father of men, as the founder and by the Romans, who, in particular, identified
protector of all institutions hallowed by law, their Jupiter with the Greek Zeus. In surveycustom, or religion. Hesiod also calls Zeus ing the different local traditions about Zeus, it
(Jupiter) the son of Cronos (Saturn) and Rhea, would seem that originally there were several,
and the brother of Hestia (Vesta), Demeter or at least three, divinities which in their re(Ceres), Hera (Juno), Hades (Pluto), and Po- spective countries were supreme, but which in
seidon (Neptune). Cronos (Saturn) swallowed the course of time became united in the minds
his children immediately after their birth; but of the people into one great national divinity
when Rhea was pregnant with Zeus (Jupiter), W e may accordingly speak of an Arcadian, DoBhe applied to Uranus (Ccelus) and G e (Terra) donaean, Cretan, and a national Hellenic Zeus.
to save the life of the child. Uranus (Ccelus) 1. The Arcadian Zeus (Zevg AvKalog) was born,
and G e (Terra) therefore sent Rhea to Lyctos according to the legends of the country, in Arin Crete, requesting her to bring up her child cadia, either on Mount Parrhasium or on Mount
there. Rhea accordingly concealed Zeus (Ju- Lycaeus. H e was brought up there by the nymphs
piter) in a cave of Mount iEgaeon, and gave to Thisoa, Neda, and Hagno. Lycaon, a son of
Cronos (Saturn) a stone wrapped up in cloth, Pelasgus, erected a temple to Zeus Lycaeus on
which he swallowed in the belief that it was Mount Lycaeus, and instituted the festival of the
his son. Other traditions state that Zeus (Ju- Lycea in honor of him. Vid. Lycraus, L Y C A O N
piter) was born and brought up on Mount Dicte N o one was allowed to enter this sanctuary
or Ida (also the Trojan Ida), Ithome in Messe- of Zeus Lycaeus on Mount Lycaius. 2. T h e
nia, Thebes in Bceotia, iEgion in Achaia, or Doionaan Zeus (Zeitg Aadavalog or HeXaayiKog)
Olenos in iEtolia. According to the c o m m o n possessed the most ancient oracle in Greece, at
account, however, Zeus (Jupiter) grew up in Dodona in Epirus, from which he derived his
Crete. In the mean time, Cronos (Saturn), by name. At Dodona Zeus was mainly a prophetic
a cunning device of G e (Terra) or Metis, was god, and the oak tree w a s sacred to him; but
made to bring up the children he had swal- there, too, he was said to have been reared
lowed, and first of all the stone, which was by the Dodonaean nymphs (Hyades). Respectafterward set up by Zeus (Jupiter) at Delphi. ing the Dodonaean oracle of Zeus, vii. Diet.
The young god n o w delivered the Cyclopes of Antiq., art. OEAOULIIM. 3. T h e Cretan Zeut
from the bonds with which they had been fet- (Zeisg AiKralog or Kpnrayevyg). W e have altered by Cronos (Saturn), and they, in their ready given Hesiod's account of this god. H e
gratitude, provided him with thunder and light- was brought up in a cave of Mount Dicte by
ning. O n the advice of G e (Terra), Zeus (Ju- the Curetes and the nymphs Adrastia and Ida,
piter) also liberated the hundred-armed Gigan- the daughters of Melisseus. They fed him with
tes, Briareos, Cottus.^and Gyes, that they might the milk of the goat Amalthea, and the bees of
assist him in hisfightagainst the Titans. The the mountain provided him with honey. Crete
Titans were conquered and shut up in Tartarus, is called the island or nurse of the great Zeus,
where they were henceforth guarded by the and his worship there appears to have been very
Hecatoncheires. Thereupon Tartarus and G e ancient. 4. The national Hellenic Zeus, near
(Terra) begot Typhoeus, w h o began a fearful whose temple at Olympia, in Elis, the great nastruggle with Zeus (Jupiter), but was con- tional panegyris was celebrated once in four
quered. Zeus (Jupiter) n o w obtained the do- years. There, too, Zeus was regarded as the
minion of the world, and chose Metis for his father and king of gods and men, and as tha
wife. W h e n she was pregnant with Athena supreme god ofthe Hellenic nation. His status
(Minerva), he took the child out of her body there was executed by Phidias, a few years be
and concealed it in his head, on the advice of fore the outbreak of the Peloponnesian war, tha
Uranus (Ccelus) and G e (Terra), w h o told him majestic and sublime idea of this statue having
that thereby he would retain the supremacy of been suggested to the artist by the words of
the
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ZEUXIDAMUS.

ZONARAS

sacrifices generally consisted of goats, On
bulls,
discoveitng his error, Zeuxis honorablj
and cows His usual attributes are the sceptre, yielded the paim to Parrhasius, saying that he
eagle, thunderbolt, and a figure of Victoiy in himself had deceived birds, but Parrhas:us an
his hand, and sometimes also a cornucopia. artist. Besides this accuracy of imitation, mafiv
The Olympian Zeus sometimes wears a wreath ofthe works of Zeuxis displayed great dramatic
of olive, and the Dodonaean Zeus a wreath of power. This appears to have been especially
oak leaves. In works of art Zeus is generally the case with his Infant Hercules strangling th
represented as the omnipotent father and king Serpent, where the chief force of the composiof gods and men, according to the idea which tion consisted in the terror of Alcmena and A m
had been embodied in the statue of the Olym- phitryon as they witnessed the struggle. A n
pian Zeus by Phidias. Respecting the R o m a n other picture, in which he showed the same
god, vid. JUPITEE.
dramatic power, applied to a very different subZ E U X I D A M U S (ZevtJtSapog). 1. King of Sparta,
ject, was his Female Hippocentaur, and which
and tenth ofthe Eurypontidae. H e was grand- was lost in a shipwreck off Cape Malea, on its
son of Theopompus, and father of Anaxidamus, way to Rome, whither it had been sent by Sulla.
who succeeded him.—2. Son of Leotychides,
ZIKLAO (ZeKeXXa, ZeiteXd), a town in the southking of Sparta. H e was also named Cyniscus. west of Palestine, belonging to the Philistines
H e died before his father, leaving a son, Archi- of Gath, whose king Achish gave it to David
damus II.
for a residence during his exile from the court
ZEUXIS (Zev&g), the celebrated Greek painter,of Saul. On David's accession to the kingdom,
who excelled all his contemporaries except Par- it was united to Judah.
'hasius, was a native of Heraclea (probably of
[ZILIA, Z E L I S (ZbXig), Z E L E S (ZeXng), Z E L A *
the city of this name on the Euxine), and flour- or ZILIS (now Ar-Zila), an ancient Punic city
ished B.C. 424-400. H e came to Athens soon in Mauretania Tingitana, at the mouth of a river
after the beginning of the Peloponnesian war, ofthe same name, south of Tingis; after the
when he had already achieved a great reputa- time of Augustus, a Roman colony, with the aption, although a young man. H e passed some pellation Julia Constantia: according to Strabo,
time in Macedonia, at the court of Archelaiis, its inhabitants were transferred to a town ia
for w h o m he decorated the royal palace at Pella Spain. Vid. T E A D U C T A JULIA.]
with paintings, probably soon after 413. H e
ZIOBETIS ([not Zioberis as commonly written,
must have spent some time in Magna Graecia, vid. Zumpt ad Curt, vi., 10], now Jinjeran), a
as w e learn from the story respecting the pic- river of Parthia, [the same as the Stiboetes
ture of Helen, which he painted for the city of (ZTiBoirng) of Diodorus, flows a short distance,
Croton ; and it is also probable that he visited then disappears under ground ; after a subterSicily, as we are told that he gave away one ranean course of three hundred stadia it reof his pictures to the Agrigentines. His travels appears, and flows on in a broader current until
through Greece itself were no doubt extensive it unites with the Ridagnus. Forbiger, follow
W e find him at Olympia, where he made an os- ing Mannert, considers the united stream the
tentatious display, before the eyes of all Greece,C H O A T E E S of Ammianus (now Adschi-Su).]
of the wealth which his art had brought him,
ZION.
Vid. J E E U S A L E M .
by appearing in a robe embroidered with his
Z O A E or T S O A E , Z O A E A or Z O A E A S 'Zbap, Zo
own name in letters of gold. After acquiring apa : L X X , Zssydp and Zbyopa : now probably
a great fortune by the exercise of his art, he ruins in Ghor el Mezraa, on the Wady el Deraah),
adopted the custom of giving away his pictures, originally called B E L A , a city on the southeast
because no adequate price could be set upon of the Dead Sea, belongingfirstto the Moabites,
them The time of his death is unknown. The and afterward to the Arabs. In the time of
master-piece of Zeuxis was his picture of Helen, Abraham it was the smallest of the " cities of
in painting which he had as his models the five the plain," and was saved, at the intercession
most beautiful virgins of Croton, w h o m he was of Lot, from the destruction which fell upon
allowed to select for this purpose from among Sodom and Gomorrha
all the virgins of the city. It was painted for
ZCETIUM or ZCETEUM (Zoirwv, Zoireiov : Zojthe temple of Juno at Croton This picture retevg), a town of Arcadia, in the district Eutreand its history were celebrated by many poets, sia, north of Megalopolis.
who preserved the names of thefivevirgins
ZOILUS (ZatXog), a grammarian, was a native
upon w h o m the choice of Zeuxis fell. The ac- of Amphipolis, andflourishedin the time of
curate imitation of inanimate objects was a de- Philip of Macedon. H e was celebrated for the
partment ofthe art which Zeuxis and his young- asperity with which he assailed Homer. H e
er rival Parrhasius appear to have carried al- found fault with him principally for introducing
most to perfection. The well-known story of fabulous and incredible stories in his poems.
the trial of skill in that species of painting be- From the list that we have of his writings, it
tween these two artists, if not literally true, in- also appears that he attacked Plato and Isocradicates the opinion whiert was held in ancient tes. His name became provei bial for a captious
times of their powers of imitation. In this con- and malignant critic.
test the picture of Zeuxis represented a bunch
Z O N A E A S , J O A N N E S ('\udvvng b Zavapag), a
of grapes, so naturally painted that the birds celebrated Byzantine historian and theologian,
flew at the picture to eat the fruit; upon which lived in the twelfth century under the emperors
the artist, confident in this proof of his success,Alexun I. Comnenus and Calo-Joannes. Becalkd upon his rival no longer to delay to draw sides Ills theological works, there are still exaside the curtain and show his picture ; but the tant, ]. Annales (xpoviKov), in eighteen books,
picture ot Parrhasius was the curtain itself, from t ie creation of the world to t<-,e death of
which Zeuxis had mistaken for real drapery. IAlexis in 1118. It is compiled from variom
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Z'SGANTES.

Ureisk authors, whose very words Zonaras fre- probably of Bactrian origin, and from thenca
quently retains. Tee earlier part is chiefly spread eastward; and the tradition which reptaken from Josephus ; and in the portion which resents Zoroaster a Mede sprang up at a latei
relales to Roman history, he has, for the most time, when the chief seat of his religion was in
part, followed Dion Cassius. In consequence Media, and no longer in the further East. There
of the latter circumstance, the Annals of Zona- were extant in the later Greek literature sevras ate of great importance in studying the early eral works bearing the name of Zoroaster; but
history of Rome. Ofthe first twenty books of these writings were forgeries of a later age, anc
Dion Cassius w e have nothing but the abstract belong to the same class of writings as thf
of Zonaras; and even of the later books, of works of Hermes Trismegistus, Orpheus, & o
which Xiphilinus has made a more full epitome, There is still extant a collection of oracles as
Zonaras has preserved many statements of cribed to Zoroaster, which are of course spuri
Dion which are entirely omitted by Xiphilinus. ous.
They have been published by Morell
The best editions are by D u Fresne du Cange, Paris, 1595; by Obsopaeus, Paris, 1507, and bj
Paris, 1686, fol.; and by Pinder, Bonn, 1841, others.
Svo. 2. A Lexicon, edited by Tittmann, Lips., [ZORZINES or ZORSINES, king of the Siraci, a
1808, 4to.
people of Sarmatia Asiatica, in whose territory
Z O N E (Zuvn : Zavulog), a town of Thrace, onwas the city U S P E , taken by the Romans in tbe
a promontory of the same name in the iEgean, reign of Claudius.]
where Orpheus is said to have sung.
[ZOSIMUS, a learned freedman of the youngei
Z O P Y R U S (Zdirvpog). 1. A distinguished Per-Pliny, remarkable for his talents as a comedian
sian, son of Megabyzus. After Darius Hystas- and musician, as well as for his excellence as
pis had besieged Babylon for twenty months in a reader.]
rain, Zopyrus resolved to gain the place for his ZOSIMUS (Zdmuog), a Greek historian, who
master by the most extraordinary self-sacrifice. lived in the time of the younger Theodosius.
Accordingly, one day he appeared before Darius H e wrote a history of the Roman empire in six
with his body mutilated in the most horrible books, which is still extant. This work must
manner; both his ears and nose were cut off, have been written after A.D. 425, as an event
and his person otherwise disfigured. After ex- is mentioned in it which took place in that year.
plaining to Darius his intentions, he fled to Bab- Thefirstbook comprises a sketch of the history
ylon as a victim of the cruelty of the Persian of the early emperors, down to the end of the
king. The Babylonians gave him their confi- reign of Diocletian (305). The second, third,
dence, and placed him at the head of their troops. and fourth books are devoted to the history of
H e soon found means to betray the city to Da- the fourth century, which is treated much less
rius, who severely punished the inhabitants for concisely. Thefifthand sixth books embrace
their revolt. Darius appointed Zopyrus satrap the period from 395 to 410, when Attalus was
of Babylon for life, with the enjoyment of its deposed. The work of Zosimus is mainly
entire revenues.—[2. The son of Megabyzus, (though not altogether) an abridgment or comand grandson of the preceding, revolted from pilation of the works of previous historians. Hia
the Persians, andfledtoAthens.]—3. The Phys- style is concise, clear, pure, and not unpleasing.
iognomist, attributed many vices to Socrates in His chief fault as an historical writer is his negan assembly of his disciples, who laughed at lect of chronology. Zosimus was a pagan, and
him and at his art in consequence ; but Socrates comments severely upon the faults and crimes
admitted that such were his natural propensi- ofthe Christian emperors. Hence his credibil
ties, but said that they had been overcome by ity has been assailed by several Christian writphilosophy.—[4. A Thracian, a slave of Pericles, ers. There are, no doubt, numerous eirors of
assigned by him, as the least useful, from old judgment to be found in the work, and someage, of all his slaves, to Alcibiades as his paeda- times (especially in the case of Constantine) an
gogus ]—5. A surgeon at Alexandrea, the tutor intemperate expression of opinion, which someof Apollonius Citiensis and Posidonius, about what exaggerates, if it does not distort, the truth
the beginning of the first century B.C, H e in- But he does not seem fairly chargeable with devented an antidote, used by Mithradates, king liberate invention or willful misrepresentation
of Pontus.
The best editions are by Reitemeier, Lips.,
Z O R O A S T E R or Z O R O A S T R E S (Zapoaarpng), the 1784, [and by Imm. Bekker, Bonn, 1837.]
Z A R A T H U S T R A of the Zendavesta, and the ZERZ O S T E R (now Cape of Vari), a promontory on
D O S H T of the Persians, was the founder of the the west of Attica, between Phalerum and Su
Magian religion. The most opposite opinions nium. It was a sacred spot, and contained al
have been held both by ancient and modern tars of Leto (Latona), Artemis (Diana), and
writers respecting the time in which he lived; Apollo.
but it is quite impossible to come to any concluZ Y H A N T E S or GvGAifTEs (Zvyavreg, Tvyavrrg\
sion on the subject. A s the founder of the Ma- a people of Libya, w h o m Herodotus places or
gian religion, he must be placed in remote anti- the western side of the Lake Triton. Others
quity, and it may even be questioned whether mention a city Zygantis ar.d a people Zyges on
such a person ever existed. T'ais leligion was the coast of Marmarica
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in the construction of these Tables, the same authorities have been used as those referred to
ie articles in the body of the work.

Particular acknowledgment is due of the assistance which

Bas been derived from the Tables of Hussey and W u r m .

T h e last two Tables (of Greek and Ro-

m a n money) have been taken without alteration from M r . Hussey's, because they were thought
incapable of improvement, except one adc'ition in the Table of Attic Money.

All the calcula-

tions, however, have been m a d e de novo, even where the results are the same as in M r . Hussey's
Tables.
T h e Tables are so arranged as to exhibit the corresponding Gieek and R o m a n measures ir
direct comparison with each other.

In some of the Tables the values are given, not only in oui

several measures, but also in decimals of a primary unit, for the purpose of facilitating calculations. In others, approximate values are given, that is, values which differ from the true ones by
some small fraction, and which, from their simplicity, will perhaps be found far more useful fa;
ordinary purposes than the precise quantities, while the error, in each ease, can easily be corrected.

Fuller information will be found under M E N S U R A , N U M M U S , P O N D E R A , and the specific

Blames, in the D I C T I O N A R Y O F G R E E K A N D R O M A N

T&blo
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IV. Roman
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RULE S
FOR

THE

COKVEUBIAN OF THE OLYMPIADS AND THE YEARS OF ROME (A (J.C INTO YEARS
B E F O R E A N D A F T E R T H E B I R T H O F CHRIST.

THE Olympiads commenced in the year 3938 of the Julian period, or B.C. 776 Each Olyra
piad contains 4 years. The year of R o m e commenced B.C. 753.
T o ascertain the years before or after Christ of any Olympiad, take the number of Olympiads
actually completed, multiply that number by 4, and if tho product be less than 776, subtract that
product from 776; the remainder will be the years before Christ. If the product be more than
776, subtract 776 from that product, and the remainder will be the years after Christ.
W e thus obtain the year before or after Christ of the last complete Olympiad: w e must now
include the single years of the current Olympiad. T o put down these correctly—if before Christ,
subtract the last completed year (viz., the number 1, 2, or 3 immediately preceding); if after Chri
add the current year; the product will be the year before or after Christ, corresponding to the
current year of the current Olympiad.
For Example : Let the 3d year of the 87th Olympiad bo the year to be converted. Tho number of Olympiads actually completed is 86 ; multiply that number by 4, and the total will bo 344
Subtract this number (being less than 776) from 776, and the remainder will be 432; subtraot
further the last completed year of the current Olympiad (viz., 2), and the year 430 before Christ
will be the corresponding year.
Suppose it were the 2d year of the 248th Olympiad. Multiply 247, the number of Olympiads
actually completed, by 4, and the total will be 988; as that number is larger than 776, deduct 776
from 988, and the remainder, 212, will be the year ofthe last complete Olympiad : add 2 for the
current year of the current Olympiad, and 214 after Christ (A.D. 214) will be the corresponding
vear.
T o find the year before or after Christ which corresponds to any given ^ear of the Building ol
Rome, add 1 year (for the current year) to 753, and from the total, 754, subtract the given year
of R o m e ; the remainder will be the corresponding year before Christ. If the given year of Rome
exceed 753, subtract 753 from the given number, and the remainder will be the corresponding
year after Christ.
For Example : Caesar invaded Britain in the year of R o m e 699. Deduct 699 from 754, and
that event is seen to correspond with the year B.C. 55. The Romans finally left Britain in tks
year of R o m e 1179. Subtract 753 from 1179, and the remainder, 426, will be the year of oai
Lord in which that event took place.
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Coroebus the Elean gains the victory in the foot race 693 Simonides of Amorgos, the lyric poet, flourished.
at the Olympic games. The Olympic games were
Glaucus of Chios, a statuary in metal,flourished.Ha
was distinguished as the inventor of the art of solinstituted by Iphitus the Elean about B.C. 834, but
dering metals.
the Olympiads were not employed as a chronolog690 Foundation of Gela in Sicily, and of Phaselis in Pamical era till the victory of Coroebus.
phylia.
775 Arctinus of Miletus, the Cyclic poet, flourished.
687 The empire of the Medes is computed by Herodotus
774 Pandosia and Metapontum, in Italy, founded.
to commence from this date, the 23d year of their
765 Cinifithon of Lacedaamon, the Cyclic poet, flourished.
independence. It lasted 128 years, and terminated
761 Eumelus flourished.
in B.C. 559.
753 Antimachus of Teos flourished.
Archiloehusflourished.See B.C. 708.
750 Miletus at the height of its power. Many of its colo685 The beginning of the second Messenian war.
nies founded about this time or a little later.
"48 Phidon, tyrant of Argos, celebrates the 8th Olympic 683 First annual archon at Athens.
games. He introduced copper and silver coinage,
Tyrtaeus, the Athenian poet, came to Sparta after the
and a new scale of weights and measures, throughfirst success of the Messenians, and by his martial
out the Peloponnesus.
songs roused the fainting courage of the LacedaeThefirstannual Prytanis at Corinth, 90 years before
monians.
the reign of Cypselus.
G78 Ardys, king of Lydia, succeeded Gyges.
714 Eumelus of Corinth, the Cyclic poet, flourished.
675 Foundation of Cyzicus by the Megarians
743 The beginning of thefirstwar between the Messeni- 674 Foundation of Chalcedon by the Megarians.
ans and the Lacedaemonians,
672 The Pisataa, led by Pantaleon, revolt from the Eleens,
736 Callinus of Ephesus, the earliest Greek elegiac poet,
and espouse the cause ofthe Messenians.
flourished.
Alcman, a native of Sardis ia Lydia, and the chief lyrrjsNaxos, in Sicily founded by the Chalcidians of Euic poet of Sparta, flourished.
boaa.
670 Psammetichus, king of Egypt, begins to reign.
734 Syracuse founded ay Archias of Corinth.
669 The Argives defeat the Lacedaemonians at Hysioe.
730 Leontium and Catana, in Sicily, founded.
668 End of the second Messenian war, according to Pau
?28 Megara Hyblrea, in Sicily, founded.
sanias.
Philolaus of Corinth, the Theban lawgiver, flour-665 Thaletas of Crete, the lyric poet and musician, flour'
ished.
ished.
End ofthefirstMessenian war. The Messenians were 064 A sea-fight between the Corinthians and Corcyraeans,
obliged to submit after the capture of Ithome, and
the most ancient sea-fight recorded.
to pay a heavy tribute to the Lacedaemonians.
662 Zaleucus, the lawgiver in Locri Epizephyrii, flour791 Sybaris, in Italy, founded by the Achaeans.
ished.
718 W a r between the Lacedeemonians and Argives.
657 Byzantium founded by the Megarians.
716 Gyges begias to reign in Lydia. This dynasty reigned,656 Phraortes, king of Media, succeeds Deioces.
^.according to Herodotus, 160 years, and terminated 655 The Bacchiads expelled from Corinth. Cypselua
B.C. 546 by the fall of Croasus.
begins to reign. He reigned 30 years.
/13 Astacus founded by the Megarians.
654 Foundation of Acanthus, Stagira, Abdera, and Lamp.
Callhms of Ephesus flourished.
sacus.
no Croton or Crotona, in Italy, founded by the Achaa- 651 Birth of Tittacus, according to Suidas.
ans. Soon after the foundation of Croton the Ozo- 648 Himera in Sicily founded.
lian Locrians founded the Epizephyrian Locri in 647 Pisander, the epic poet of Camirus, in Rhodes, flourItaly.
ished.
TO9Deioces begins to reign in Media. The Medes revolt- 644 Pantaleon, king of Pisa, celebrates the Olympic games
ed from the Assyrians after the death of SennacheTerpander flourished.
rib in B.C. 711. The Assyrians, according to He- 635 Sardis taken by the Cimmerians in the reign of Ardys,
rodotus, had governed Upper Aaia for 530 years. 634 Phraortes, king of Media, slain by the Assyrians, and
This account gives B.C. 710 -j- 520 = B.C. 1230 for
succeeded by his son Cyaxares. Irruption of tha
the commencement of the Assyrian dominion. The
Scythians into Asia, who interrupt Cyaxares in tho
Median kings reigned 150 years. See B.C. 687 and
siege of Nineveh.
559.
631 Cyrene, in Libya, founded by Battus of Thera
Tarentum founded by the Lacedaemonian Parthenire, 630 Mimnermus flourished.
under Phalanthus.
629 Foundation of Sinope by the Milesians. Sadyattea,
Thasos and Parium, on the Propontis, founded by the
king of Lydia, succeeds Ardys.
Parians.
625 "*eriander succeeds Cypselus at Corinth. He reigned
Archiloehus of Paros, the Iambic poet, accompanied
40 years.
the colony to Thasos, being then in theflowerof
Arionflourishedin the reign of Periasder
his age.
621 Legislaticn of Dracon at Athena.
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890 Attempt of Cylon to m a k e himself master of Athens. 560 Pisistratus usurps the government )f / thcns.
H e had been victor in the Olympic games in B.C.
Thales is nearly eighty years of age.
640. Assisted by Theagenes, tyrant of Megara,
Ibycus of Rhegium, the lyric poet, flourished.
whose daughter he had married, he seized the cit- 559 Cyrus begins to reign in Persia. The Median emptor
adel, but was there besieged by the archon Megaended. See B.C. 687.
cles. the Alcmaeonid. Cylon and his adherents surH«raclea, on the Euxine, founded.
rendered on a promise that their lives should be
Anacreon begins to be distinguished.
spared, but they were put to death.
556 Simonides of Ceos, the lyric poet, bora.
€17 Alyattes, king of Lydia, succeeds Sadyattes.
553 Stesichorus died.
$16 Neco, king of Egypt, succeeds Psammetichus.
549 Death of Phalaris of Agrigentum.
€12 Peace between Alyattes, king of Lydia, and Miletus, 548 The temple at Delphi burned.
in the 12th year ofthe war.
Anaximenes flourished.
61". Pittacus overthrows the tyranny of Melanchrus at 546 Sardis taken by Cyrus, and the Lydian monarcoj
Mytilene.
overthrown.
Sappho, Alcaeus, and Stesichorus flourished.
Hipponax, the Iambic poet, flourished.
610 Birth of Anaximander.
544 Pherecydes of Syros, the philosopher, and Theognis
807 Scythians expelled from Asia by Cyaxares, king of
of Megara, the poet, flourished.
Media, after holding the dominion of it for 28 years. 539 Ibycus of Rhegium, the lyric poet, flourished.
606 Nineveh taken by Cyaxares.
538 Babylon taken by Cyrus.
Combat between Pittacus and PLrynon, the comXenophanes of Colophon, the philosopher, flourished
mander ofthe Athenians.
535 Thespis, the Athenian,firstexhibits tragedy.
Alcaeus fought in the wars between the Mytilenaeans 532 Polycrates becomes tyrant of Samos.
and Athenians, and incurred the disgrace of leav- 531 T h e philosopher Pythagoras and the poet Anacreon
ing his shield on the field.
flourished. All accounts m a k e them contemporary
600 Psammis, king of Egypt, succeeds Neco.
with Polycrates.
Massilia, in Gaul, founded by the Phocaeans.
529 Death of Cyrus and accession of Cambyses as king
599 Camarina, in Sicily, founded 135 years after Syracuse.
of Persia.
596 Epimenides, the Cretan, came to Athens.
527 Death of Pisistratus, 33 years after hisfirstusurpation.
505 Apries, lung of Egypt, succeeds Psammis.
525 Cambyses conquers Egypt in thefifthyear of hia
Birth of Croasus, king of Lydia.
reign.
C o m m e n c e m e n t of the Cirrhaaan or Sacred W a r ,
W a r of the Lacedaemonians against Polycrates of Sawhich lasted 10 years.
mos.
304 Legislation of Solon, w h o w a s Athenian archon in
Birth of JEschylus.
this year.
Anacreon and Simonides came to Athens in thf Taiga
392 Anacharsis came to Athens,
of Hipparchus.
?©1 Cirrha taken by the Amphictyons.
523 Chaarilus of Athensfirstexhibits tragedy.
Arcesilaus I., king of Cyrene, succeeds Battus I.
522 Polycrates of Samos put to death.
S89 C o m m e n c e m e n t of the government of Pittacus at 521 Death of Cambyses, usurpation of the Magi, ai I ac
Mytilene. H e held the supreme power for 10 years
cession of Darius, son of Hystaspes, to the Persian
under the title of iEsymnetes.
throne.
Alceeus the poet in exile, and opposed to the governHecataeus and Dionysius of Miletus, the histoilMW,
ment of Pittacus.
flourished.
586 T h e conquest of the Cirrhaeans completed and the 520 Melanippides of Melos, the dithyrambic poet, fioar
ished.
Pythian games celebrated.
The seven wise m e nflourished.They were, accord- 519 Plataeae places itself under the protection of Athene,
Birth of Cratinus, the comic poet.
ing to Plato, Thales, Pittacus, Bias, Solon, Cleobulus, Myson, Chilon. T h efirstfour were universally 518 Birth of Pindar.
acknowledged. Periander, w h o m Plato excluded, 514 Hipparchus, tyrant of Athens, slain by HarmodrK<<
and Aristogiton.
w a s admitted by some.
Sacadas of Argos gained the prize in music in the 511 Phrynicus, the tragic poet, flourished.
510 Expulsion of Hippias and his family from Athens.
first three Pythia, B.C. 586, 582, 578.
The ten tribes instituted at Athens by Clisthenes.
585 Death of Periander.
Telesilla of Argos, the poetess, flourished.
582 Clisthenes of Sicyon, victor in the second Pythia.
Agrigentum founded.
504 Charon of Lampsacus, the historian, flourished.
503 Heraclitus of Ephesus, the philosopher, and Lasu
561 T h e dynasty ofthe Cypselidae ended.
of Hermione, the lyric poet, flourished.
579 Pitcacus resigns the government of Mytilene.
S75 Battus II., king of Cyrene, succeeds Arcesilaus I, Na- 501 Naxos besieged by Aristagoras and the Persians
Upon the failure of this attempt, Aristagoras deval empire of the Phocaeans.
termines to revolt from the Persians.
372 The w a r between Pisa and Elis ended by the subjecHecataeus the historian took part in the deliberation*
tion ofthe Pisans.
jEsopus flourished.
of the Ionians respecting the revolt.
570 Accession of Phalaris, tyrant of Agrigentum. H e 500 Aristagoras solicits aid from Athens and Sparta,
reigned 16 years.
Birth of Anaxagoras the philosopher.
569 Amasis, king of Egypt, succeeds Apries.
499 First year of the Ionian revolt The Ionians, assisted
by the Athenians, burn Sardis.
Death of Pittacus, 10 years after his abdication.
B68 The Panathenaea instituted at Athens.
iEschylus, aged 25,firstexhibits tragedy.
Eugamon flourished.
498 Second year of the Ionian revolt Cyprus recovered
884 Alalia, in Corsica, founded by the Phocaeans.
bytiiePersians.
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£97 Third yeai o. ihe Ionian revolt. Aristagoras slain in 479 Antiphon, the Athenian orat )r, born,,
Choarilus of Samos, the epic poet, probably born.
Thrace.
I?eath ci Pythagoras, according to Eusebius
478 Sestos taken by the Greeks. Hieron succeeds Gelon
896 Fourth /ear of the Ionian revolt Histiaaus comes
The history of Herodotus terminates at the siege of
d o w n to tbe coast
Sestos.
Birth of Hdlanicus of Mytilene, the historian.
477 In consequence of the haughty conduct of Pausaniasj
fi95 F'ifth year of the Ionian revolt
the maritime allies place themselves under the auBirth of Sophocles.
premacy of Athens. C o m m e n c e m e n t of the Athe494 Sixth and last year of the Ionian revolt T h e Ioninian ascendency or empire, which lasted about sevans defeated in a naval battle near Miletus, and Mienty years—sixty-five before tbe ruin of the Atheletus taken.
nian affairs in Sicily, seventy-three before the cap493 T h e Persians take the islands of Chios, Lesbos, and
ture of Athens by Lysander.
Tenedos. Miltiadesfledfrom the Chersonesus to
Epicharmus, the comic poet,flourishedin the reiga
Athens. H e had been in the Chersonesus twentyof Hieron.
two years, having succeeded his brother Stesagoras 476 Cimon, commanding the forces of the Athenians and
in the government in B.C. 515.
of the allies, expels the Persians from Eion, on the
492 Mardonius, the Persian general, invades Europe, and
Strymon, and then takes the island of Scyros, where
unites Macedonia to the Persian empire.
the bones of Theseus are discovered.
491 Darius sends heralds to Greece to demand earth and
Phrynichus gains the prize in tragedy.
water.
Simonides, aet 80, gains the prize in the dithyrambic
W a r between Athens and iEgina.
chorus.
»
Demaratus, king of Sparta, deposed by the intrigues 474 Naval victory of Hieron over the Tuscans.
of his colleague Cleomenes. H efliesto Darius.
Death of Theron of Agrigentum.
490 Datis and Artaphernes, the Persian generals, invade 472 T h e Persa of iEschylus performed.
Europe. They take Eretria in Euboaa, and land in 471 Themistocles, banished by ostracism, goes to Argos.
Attica under the guidance of Hippias. They are
Pausanias convicted of treason and put to death.
defeated at Marathon by the Athenians under the
Thucydides, the historian, born.
c o m m a n d of Miltiades.
Timocreon of Rhodes, the lyric poet,flourishedin the
ffischylus fought at the battle of Marathon, aet. 35.
time of Themistocles.
43P Miltiades attempts to conquer Naxus, but is repulsed. 469 Pericles begins to take part in public affairs, forty
H e is accused, and, unable to pay thefine,in which
years before his death.
he w a s condemned, is thrown into prison, where 468 Mycenaa destroyed by the Argives.
he died.
Death of Aristides.
Panyasis the poet, the uncle of Herodotus, flourished.
Socrates born.
£9? Chionides, the Athenian comic poet,firstexhibits.
Sophocles gained hisfirsttragic victory.
4S6 Revolt of Egypt from the Persians in the fourth year 467 Death of Hieron.
after the battle of Marathon.
Andocides, the orator, born.
485 Xerxes, king of Persia, succeeds Darius.
Simonides, aet. 90, died.
Gelon becomes master of Syracuse.
466 Naxos revolted and subdued.
484 Egypt reconquered by the Persians.
Great victory of Cimon over the Persians at the Itiv
Herodotus b o m .
er Eurymedon, in Pamphylia.
iEschylus gains the prize in tragedy.
Themistoclesfliesto Persia.
Achaeus, the tragic poet, b o m .
After the death of Hieron, Thrasybulus ruled Syra
433 Ostracism of Aristides. H e w a s recalled from bancuse for a year, at the end of which time a demoishment three years afterward.
cratical form of government was established.
481 Themistocles the leading m a n at Athens. H e perDiagoras of Melos flourished.
suades his countrymen to build afleetof 200 ships, 465 Revolt of Thasos.
that they might be able to resist the Persians.
Death of Xerxes, king of Persia, and accession of Art80 Xerxes invades Greece. H e set out from Sardis at
taxerxes I,
the beginning of the spring. T h e battles of Ther- 464 Earthquake at Sparta, and revolt of the Helots and
mopylae and Artemisium were fought at the time
Messenians.
of the Olympic games. T h e Athenians deserted
C i m o n marches to the assistance of the Lacedaemotheir city, which was taken by Xerxes. T h e battle
nians.
of Salamis, in which thefleetof Xerxes w a s deZeno of Elea flourished.
stroyed, w a s fought in the autumn.
463 Thasos subdued by Cimon.
Birth of Euripides.
Xanthus of Lydia continued to write history in tha
Pherecydes of Athens, the historian, flourished.
reign of Artaxerxes.
173 After the return of Xerxes to Asia, Mardonius, w h o 461 Cimon marches a second time to the assistance of the
was left in the c o m m a n d of the Persian army,
Lacedaemonians, hut his offers are declined by the
passed the winter in Thessaly. In the spring
latter, and the Athenian troops sent back. Ostrahe marches southward, and occupies Athens ten
cism of Cimon.
months after its occupation by Xerxes. At the
Pericles at the head of public affairs at Athens.
battle of Plataeae, fought in September, he is defeat- 460 Revolt of Inaros, andfirstyear of the Egyptian W K
ed by the Greeks under the c o m m a n d of Pausanias.
which fasted six years. The Athenians sent assist
O n the same day the Persianfleetis defeated off
ance to the Egyptians.
Mycale by the Greek fleet. Sestos besieged by the
Democritus and Hippocrates %ora,
Greeks in the autumn, and surrendered in the fol- 459 Gorgias flourished.
458 Lysias born.
lowing spring
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158 The OresUia of iEschylus performed.
439 Athens at the height of its glory.
457 Battles in the Megarid, between the Athenians and 437 Colony of Agnon to Amphipolis.
Corinthians. T h e Lacedaemonians march into DoThe prohibition of comedy repealed.
ris, to assist the Dorians against the Phoeians. • O n436 Isocrates born.
their return, they are attacked by the Athenians at
Cratinus, the comic poet, gains the prize.
Tanagra, but the latter are defeated, T h e Atheni- 435 W a r between the Corinthians and Corcyrieans sa
ans commence building their long walls, whieh
account of Epidamnus. T h e Corinthians defeated
were completed in the following year.
by the Corcyraeans in a sea-fight
Panyasis, the uncle of Herodotus, put to death by 431 The Corinthians m a k e great preparations tc €&rry u&
Lygdamis.
the war with vigor.
456 The Athenians, c o m m a n d e d by Myronides, defeat the
Lysippus, the comic poet, gains the prize.
Thebans at CEnophyta.
433 The Corcyraeans and Corinthians send embassies m
Recall of Cimon from exile.
Athens to solicit assistance. The Athenians form s
Herodotus aet. 25. Thucydides aet. 15.
defensive alliance with the Corcyraeans.
Herodotus is said to have recited his history at the 432 Pile Corcyraeans, assisted by the Athenians, defeat the
Corinthians in the spring. In the same year PotiOlympic games w h e n Thucydides was a boy. T h e
daea revolts from Athens. Congress of the Pelo.
recitation nay therefore be placed in this year, if
ponnesians in the autumn to decide upon war with
the tale be true, which is very doubtful.
Athens.
Death of iEschylus, aet. 69.
Andocides the orator, one of the commanders of tho
455 T h e Messenians conquered by the Lacedaemonians in
Athenian fleet to protect the Corcyraeans againsi
the tenth year of the war. Tolmides, the Athenian
the Corinthians.
general, settles the expelled Messenians at NaupacAnaxagoras, prosecuted for impiety at Athens, with
tus. See B.C. 464. Tolmides sails round Pelopondraws to Lampsacus, where he died about foui
nesus with an Athenianfleet,and does great injury
years afterward.
to the Peloponnesians.
Aspasia prosecuted by the comic poet Hermippns
E n d of the Egyptian war in the sixth year. See B.C.
but acquitted through the influence of Pericles.
460. All Egypt conquered by the Persians, except
Prosecution and death of Phidias.
the marshes, where Amyrtaeus continued to hold
431 First year of the Peloponnesian war. The Theban«
out for some years. See B.C. 449.
m a k e an attempt upon Plataeae two months before
Euripides, aat. 25,firstgains the prize in tragedy.
midsummer. Eighty days afterward, Attica is in454 Campaign of Pericles at Sicyon and in Acarnania.
Cratinus, the comic writer, flourished.
vaded by the Peloponnesians. Alliance betweea
451 Ion of Chios, the tragic writer, begins to exhibit.
the Athenians and Sitalces, king of Thrace.
150 Five years' truce between the Athenians and PeloponHellanicus aet. 65, Herodotus aat. 53, Thucydides a>t
nesians, m a d e through the intervention of Cimon.
40, at the commencement ofthe Peloponnesian war
Anaxagoras, aet. 50, withdraws from Athens, after reT h e Medea of Euripides exhibited.
siding there thirty years.
430 Second year of the Peloponnesian war. Second in
Crates, the comic poet, and Bacchylides, flourished.
vasion of Attica.
<49 Renewal of the war with Persia. The Athenians send
The plague rages at Athens.
assistance to Amyrtaeus. Death of Cimon, and vic- 429 Third year ofthe Peloponnesian war. Potidaaa surrenders to the Athenians after a siege of more than
tory of the Athenians at Salamis, in Cyprus.
445 Sacred war between the Delphians and Phoeians for
two years. Naval actions of Phormio in the Cc\
the possession of the oracle and temple. T h e Lacrinthian gulf. C o m m e n c e m e n t ofthe siege of Pla
taeae. Death of Pericles in the autumn.
edaemonians assisted the Delphians, and the AtheBirth of Plato, the philosopher.
nians the Phoeians.
Eupolis and Phrynichus, the comic poets, exhibit
447 T h e Athenians defeated at Coronea by the Bceotians.
445 Revolt of Eubcea and Megara from Athens. T h e five 428 Fourth year of the Peloponnesian war. Third inva
sion of Attica. Revolt of all Lesbos except M e years' truce having expired (see B.C. 450), the Lacthymna. Mytilene besieged toward the autumn
edaemonians, led by Plistoanax, invade Attica. AftDeath of Anaxagoras, aet. 72.
er the Lacedaemonians had retired, Pericles recovT h e Hippolytus of Euripides gains thefirstprize.
ers Euboaa. The thirty years' truce between Athens
and Sparta.
Plato, the comic poet,firstexhibits.
iii Pericles begins to have the sole direction of public af- 427 Fifth year of the Peloponnesian war. Fourth invafairs at Athens. Thucydides, the son of MUesias,
sion of Attica. Mytilene taken by the Athenians
the leader ofthe aristoeratical party, ostracized.
and Lesbos recovered. T h e demagogue Cleon beMelissus and Empedocles, the philosophers, flourgins to have great influence in public affairs. Plaished.
taeae surrendered to the Peloponnesians. Sedition
443 T h e Athenians send a colony to Thurii, in Italy.
at Corcyra. T h e Athenians send assistance to tha
Herodotus, aet 41, and Lysias, aat 15, accompany this
Leontinians in Sicily.
colony to Thurii.
Aristophanes, the comic poet,firstexhibits. H e garaa
H I Euripides gains thefirstprize in tragedy.
the prize with the play called Aana^f, which ia
4-10 Samos revolts from Athens, but is subdued by Perilost.
cles in the ninth month.
Gorgias ambassador from Leontini to Athens. H e
Sophocles, aet. 55, was one ofthe ten Affcenian generwas probably n e w nearly sixty years of age.
als w h o fought against Samos.
426 Sixth year of the P eloponuesian war. T h e Pelopon
MeliBsus, the philosopher, defends Samos against Pernesians do not h v a d e Attica in consequence of an
icles.
earthquake.
A decree tv pirihibit comedy at Athene
Lustration of J)P1OS.
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438 T h e Babylonians of Aristophanes.
cuse. Gylippus, the Lacedemonian, ternes to tb*
425 Seventh year of the Peloponnesian war. F,ifth invaassistance of the Syracusans.
*
sion of Attica. Demosthenes takes possession of
The Birds and Amphiaraus (a, lost drama) of Aris
tophanes.
Pylos. The Spartans in the island of Sphacteria
Amipsias, the comic poet, gains the prizf with hii
surrendered to Cleon seventy-two. lays afterward.
Eruption of Mount jEtna.
KitijiavTal.
Accession of Darius Nothus.
413 Nineteenth year of the Peloponnesian war Invas^tn:
The Acharnians of Aristophanes.
of Attica and fortification of Decelea, on the advics
of Alcibiades.
434 Eighth year of the Peloponnesian war. Nicias ravaThird campaign in Sicily. Demosthenes sent with A
ges the coast of Laconia and captures the island of
large force to the assistance of the Athenians. TivCythera. March of Brasidas into Thrace, w h o obtal destruction of the Athenian army andfleet.Nitains possession of Acanthus and Amphipolis. T h e
cias and Demosthenes surrender and are put to
Athenians defeated by the Thebans at Delium,
death on the 12th or 13th of September, 16 or 17
Socrates and Xenophon fought at the battle of Delium.
days after the eclipse ofthe moon, which took place
Thucydides, the historian, c o m m a n d e d at Amphipolis.
on the 27th of August
T h e Knights of Aristophanes.
H e g e m o n of Thasos, the comic poet, w a s exhibiting
<23 Ninth year of the Peloponnesian war. Truce for a
his parody of the Gigantomachia w h e n the news
year.
arrived at Athens of the defeat in Sicily.
Thucydides banished in consequence of the loss of
412 Twentieth year of the Peloponnesian war. T h e LesAmphipolis. H e was 20 years in exile.
bians revolt from Athens. Alcibiades sent by the
T h e Clouds of Aristophanesfirstexhibited.
Lacedaemonians to Asia to form a treaty with the
Antiochus of Syracuse brought d o w n his history to
Persians. H e succeeds in his mission, and forms a
this date.
treaty with Tissaphernes, and urges the Athenian
*22 Tenth year ofthe Peloponnesian war. Hostilities in
allies in Asia to revolt T h e Athenians m a k e use
Thrace between the Lacedaemonians and Atheniof the 1000 talents deposited for extreme emergans. Both Brasidas and Cleon fall in battle, Atheencies.
nian citizens at this time computed at 20,000.
T h e Andromeda of Euripides.
T h e Wasps of Aristophanes, and second exhibition
411 Twenty-first year ofthe Peloponnesian war. Democof the Clouds.
racy abolished at Athens, and the government inDeath of Cratinus.
trusted to a council of Four Hundred. This counProtagoras, the sophist, comes to Athens.
cil holds the government four months. The Athe421 Eleventh year of the Peloponnesian war. Trace for
nian army at Samos recalls Alcibiades from exile
fifty years between the Athenians and Lacedaemoand appoints him one of their generals. H e is aftnians. Though this truce w a s not formally deerward recalled by a vote of the people at Athena,
clared to be at an end till B.C. 414, there were, notbut he remained abroad for the next four years at
withstanding, frequent hostilities meantime.
the head of the Athenian forces. Mindarus, tha
Thre Tslapims and K6\aKss of Eupolis.
Lacedaemonian admiral, defeated at Cynossema,
120 Twelfth year of the Peloponnesian war. Treaty beAntiphon, the orator, had a great share in the estabtween the Athenians and Argives effected by moans
lishment of the Four Hundred. After their downof Alcibiades.
fall he is brought to trial and put to death.
T h e "Aypioi of Pherecrates. T h e AftrAwcof of EuThe history of Thucydides suddenly breaks off in tha
polis.
middle of this year.
419 Thirteenth year of the Peloponnesian war. AlcibiaT h e Lysistrata and Thesmophoriazusm of Aristophanes
des marches into Peloponnesus.
Lysias returns fiom Thurii to Athens.
T h e Peace of Aristophanes.
418 fourteenth year ofthe Peloponnesian war. The Athe- 410 Twenty-second year ofthe Peloponnesian war. Mis
darus defeated and slain by Alcibiades at Cyaicua.
nians send a force into Peloponnesus to assist the
Argives against the Lacedaemonians, but are defeat 409 Twenty-third year ofthe Peloponnesian war.
The Philoctetes of Sophocles.
cd at the battle of Mantinea. Alliance between Sparta and Argos.
Plato, aet 20, begins to hear Socrates.
U " Fifteenth year ofthe Peloponnesian war.
408 Twenty-fourth year of the Peloponnesian war. Al416 Sixteenth year of the Peloponnesian war. The Athecibiades recovers Byzantium.
The Orestes of Euripides.
nians conquer Melos.
Agathon, the tragic poet, gains the prize.
T h e Plutus of Aristophanes.
115 Seventeenth year of the Peloponnesian war. T h e 407 Twenty-fifth year of the Peloponnesian war. Alcfbi
Athenian expedition against Sicily. It sailed after
ades returns to Athens. Lysander appointed the
Lacedaemonian admiral and supported by Cyrus,
midsummer, commanded by Nicias, Alcibiades, and
Lamachus. Mutilation of the Hermes at Athens
w h o this year received the government of the countries on the Asiatic coast. Antiochus, the lieutenant
before thefleetsailed. The Athenians take C ataof Alcibiades, defeated by Lysander at Notium in
na. Alcibiades is recalled h o m e : he makes his escape, and takes refuge with the Lacedaemonians.
the absence of Alcibiades. AHbiades is in conseAndocides, the orator, imprisoned on the mutilation
quence banished, and ten n e w generals appointed
of the Hermae. H e escapes by turning informer.
Antiphanes, the comic poet, born.
H e afterward went to Cyprus and other countries. 406 Twenty-sixth year of the Peloponnesian war. Colli
Xenocles, the tragic poet, gains thefirstprize.
cratidas, w h o succeeded Lysander as Lacedaemo
Archippus, the comic poet, gains the prize.
nian admiral, defeated by the Athenians in the sea414 Eighteenth year of the Peloponnesian war. Second
fight off the Arginusse islands. T h e Athenian gencampaign in Sicily T h e Athenians invest Syraerals condemned tc death, because they had not
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picked up the bodies of those w h o had fallen in the 396 Sophocles, the grandson of the great Sophocles, h«
gins to exhibit this year in his a w n name. See B.C
battle. •
i06 Dionysius becomes master of Syracuse.
401.
Death of Euripides.
Xenocrates, the philosopher, horn.
Death of Sophocles.
395 Second campaign of Agesilaus in Asia. H e defeats
Philistus of Syracuse, the historian, espoused the
Tissaphernes, and becomes master cf Westers
cause of Dionysius.
Asia. Tissaphernes superseded by Tithraustea
105 Twenty-seventh year ofthe Peloponnesian war. Lyw h o sends envoys into Greece to induce the Greek
sander defeats the Athenians off JEgospotami, and
states to declare w a r against Lacedaemon. C o m
takes or destroys all theirfleetwith the exception
mencement of the w a r of the Greek states against
of eight ships, whichfledwith Conon to Cyprus.
Lacedaemon. Lysander slain at Haliartus.
T h e Frogs ojf Aristophanes acted in February at the
Plato, aet. 34, returns to Athens.
394 Agesilaus recalled from Asia tofightagainst the Greek
Lenaea.
$04 Twenty-eighth and last year of the Peloponnesian
states, w h o had declared w a r against Lacedaemon
war. Athens taken by Lysander in the spring, on
H e passed the Hellespont about midsummer, and
the 16th of the month Munychion. Democracy
was at the entrance of Boaotia on the 14th of Auabolished, and the government intrusted to thirty
gust. H e defeats the allied forces at Coronea. A
m e n , usually called the Thirty Tyrants.
little before the latter battle, the Lacedaemonians
T h e Thirty Tyrants held their power for eight months,
also gained a victory near Corinth; but abo at the
till Thrasybulus occupied Phyle and advanced to
same time, Conon, the Athenian admiral, end Pharnabazus, gained a decisive victory over Pisander,
the Piraeus.
the Spartan admiral, off Cnidus.
Death of Alcibiades during the tyranny of the Thirty.
Lysias banished after the battle of iEgospotami.
Xenophon accompanied Agesilaus froir. Ada, and
fought against his country at Coronea. H e was, in
403 Thrasybulus and his party obtain possession of the
consequence, banished from Athens. H e retired
Piraeus, from whence they carried on war for sevunder Lacedaemonian protection to Stilus, where
eral months against the Ten, the successors ofthe
he composed his works.
Thirty. They obtain possession of Athens before
Theopompus brought his history d o w n to this year
Hecatombaeon (July) , but the contest between the
It embraced a period of 17 years, from the battle
parties w a s notfinallyconcluded till BoSdromion
of Cynossema, B.C. 411, to the battle of Cnidcs,
(.'September). T h e date of the amnesty, by which
B.C. 394.
the exiles were restored, w a s the 12th of Bo8dro393 Sedition at Corinth and victory of the Lacedaemonimion. Euclides w a s archon at the time.
Thucydides, aet 68, Lysias, and Andocides return to
ans at Lechteum. Pharnabazus and Conon ravage
the coasts of Peloponnesus. Conon begins to reAthens.
401 Expedition of Cyrus against his brother Artaxerxes.
store the long walls of Athens and the fortificatioaa
of the Piraeus.
H o falls in the battle of Cunaxa, which was fought
in the autumn. His Greek auxiliaries c o m m e n c e 392 T h e Lacedaemonians under Agesilaus ravage the Cotheir return to Greece, usually called the retreat
rinthian territory, but a Spartan mora is cut tffi
pieces by Iphierates.
of the T e n Thousand.
The JEcclesiazusa of Aristophanes.
First year of the w a r of Lacedaamon and Elis.
Xenophon accompanied Cyrus, and afterward w a s 391 Expedition of Agesilaus into Acarnania,
Speech of Andocides " O n the Peace." H o is banthe principal general of the Greeks in their retreat.
ished.
Ctesias, the historian, w a s physician at the court of
Plato, the comic poet, exhibits.
Artaxerxes atthis time.
T h e CEdipus at Colonus of Sophocles exhibited, after 390 Expedition of Agesipolis into Argolis. T h e Persian!
again espouse the cause ofthe Lacedaemonians, and
his death, by his grandson Sophocles. See B.C. 406.
Conon is thrown into prison. T h e Athenians assist
Telestes gains a dithyrambic prize.
Evagoras of Cyprus against the Persians. Thra
400 Return ofthe T e n Thousand to Greece.
sybulus, the Athenian commander, is defeated and
Second year ofthe w a r of Lacedaemon and Elis.
slain by the Lacedaemonian Teleutias at Aspendus.
T h e speech of Andocides on the Mysteries: he is n o w
389 Agyrrhius sent, as the successor of Thrasybulus, t«
about 67 years of age.
Aspendus, and Iphierates to the Hellespont.
899 T h e Lacedaemonians send Thimbron with an army
Plato, aet. 40, goes to Sicily : thefirstof ike three voy
to assist the Greek cities in Asia against Tissapherages.
nes and Pharnabazus. T h e remainder of the T e n
JEschines born about this time.
Thousand incorporated with the troops of Thimbron. In the autumn Thimbron w a s superseded 388 Antalcidas, tho Lacedaemonian commander on tne
Asiatic coast opposed to Iphierates and Chabrias
by Dercyllidas.
The second edition ofthe Plutus of Aristophanes.
Third and last year of the war of Lacedaemon and
387 T h e peace of Antalcidas.
Elis.
Antiphanes, the comic poet, begins to exhibit.
Death of Socrates, aet 70.
386 Restoration of Plataeae, and indepwidence ofthe town*
Plato withdraws to Megara.
of Boaotia.
388 Dercyllidas continues tho w a r in Asia with success.
Ctesias brought his Persian History d o w n to this year. 385 Destruction of Mantinea by the Lacedaemonians u n
der Agesipolis.
Astydamas, the tragic poet,firstexhibits.
Great sea-fight between Evagoras and the Persians.
Philoxenus, Timotheus, and Telestes flourished.
384 Birth of Aristotle.
397 Dercyllidas still continues the w a r in Asia.
396 Agfcsilaus supersedes Dercyllidas. First campaign 382 First year of the Olynthian war. T h e Lacedaemon)
ans c o m m a n d e d by Teleutias.
of AgesilauB in Asia. H e winters at Ephesus.
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382 Phcebldafi seizes the Cadmea, the citadel of Thebes. 370 Expedition of Agesilaus into Arcadia.
Jason of Pherae slain. After the interval ol a yea*
This was before Teleutias marched to Olynthus.
Alexander of Pherae succeeds to his pewer in
Birth of Demosthenes.
Thessaly.
381 Second year of the Olynthian war. Teleutias slain,
369 First invasion of Pelopcnnesus by Use Thebans.
and the c o m m a n d taken by Agesipolis.
They remain in Peloponnesus foui months, and
380 Third year of the Olynthian war. Death of Agesipofound Messene.
lis, w h o is succeeded by Polybiades.
368 Second invasion of Peloponnesus by the Theban*.
T h e Panegyricus of Isocrates.
TW Fourth and last year of the Olynthian war. T h e
Expedition of Pelopidas to Thessaly. H e is imprisOlyntbians surrender to Polybiades.
oned by Alexander of Pherae, but Epamincndsn
Surrender of Phlius, after a siege of 20 months, to
obtains his release.
Agesilaus.
Eudoxus flourished.
The C a d m e a recovered by the Theban exiles in the
Aphareus begins to exhibit tragedy.
367 Archidamus gains a victory over the Arcadians.
winter.
Embassy of Pelopidas to Persia.
T7E Cieombro a s seat into Boaotia in the middle of winter, but returned without effecting any thing. T h e
Death of the elder Dionysius of Syracuse, after a reign
Lacedaemonian Sphodrias makes an attempt upon
of 38 years.
the Piraeus, The Athenians form an alliance with
Aristotle, aet 17, comes to Athejis.
the Thebans against Sparta. First expedition of 366 Third invasion of Peloponnesus by the Thebans.
Agesilaus into Boaotia.
The Archidamus of Isocrates.
365 W a r between Arcadia and Elis.
Death of Lysias.
364 Second campaign of the war between Arcadia and
377 Second expedition of Agesilaus into Bceotia
Elis. Battle of Olympia at the time ofthe games.
37*i Cleombrotus marches into Bceotia, and sustains a
slight repulse at the passes of Cithaeron.
Demosthenes, aet. 18, delivers his oration agaijfet
T h e Lacedaemonianfleetconquered by Chabrias off
Aphobus.
Naxos, and the Athenians recover the dominion of 362 Fourth invasion of Peloponnesus by the Thebans
Battle of Mantinea, in June, in which Epaminondas
the sea.
Tenth and last year of the w a r between Evagoras
is killed.
Xenophon brought d o w n his Greek history to tb«
and the Persians.
battle of Mantinea.
Demosthenes left an orphan in his seventh year.
iEschines, the orator, aet. 27, is present at Mantinea.
Anaxandrides, the comic poet, flourished.
375 Cleombrotus sent into Phocis, which had been invaded 361 A general peace between all the belligerents, with the
exception ofthe Lacedaemonians, because the latter
by the Thebans, w h .> withdraw into their o w n counwould not acknowledge the independence of the
try on his avrl rai.
Messenians.
Araros, the son of Aristophanes,firstexhibits comedy.
Agesilaus goes to Egypt to assist Tachos, and dies lm
the winter, w h e n preparing to return home.
Eubulus, the comic poet, flourished.
Birth of Dinarchus, the orator.
374 T h e Athenians, jealous of the Thebans, conclude a
peace with Lacedaemon. Timotheus, the Atheni- 360 W a r between the Athenians and Olyntbians for the
possession of Amphipolis. Timotheus, the Atheni
an commander, takes Corcyra, and on his return
an general, repulsed at Amphipolis,
to Athens restores the Zacynthian exiles to their
Theopompus commenced his history from this yearcountry. This leads to a renewal of the war between Athens and Lacedaamon.
359 Accession of Philip, king of Macedonia* set. ?3. H e
Second destruction of Plataeae.
defeats Argaeus, w h o laid claim to the throne, deJason elected Tagus of Thessaly.
clares Amphipolis a free city, and makes peace with
the Athenians. H e then defeats the Paeonians and
Isocrates advocated the cause of the Plataeans in his
Myrians.
HXaraiKog.
Death of Alexander of Pheraa, w h o w a s succeeded
373 T h e Lacedaemonians attempt to regain possession of
Corcyra, and send Mnasippus with a force for the
by Tisiphonus.
purpose, but he is defeated and slain by the Corcy- 358 Amphipolis taken by Philip. Expedition cf the Atheraeans. Iphierates, with Callistratus and Chabrias
nians into Euboaa.
as his colleagues, sent to Corcyra.
357 Chios, Rhodes, and Byzantium revolt from Athens.
Prosecution of Timotheus by Callistratus and IphieFirst year ofthe Social W a r . Chares and Chabrirates. Timotheus is acquitted.
as sent against Chios, but fail in their attempt upon
.172 Timotheus goes to Asia. Iphierates continued in the
the island. Chabrias killed.
c o m m a n d of afleetin the Ionian Sea.
T h e Phoeians seize Delphi. C o m m e n c e m e n t of tho
T h e most eminent orators of this period were LeoniSacred W a r . T h e Thebans and the Locrians are
das, Callistratus, Aristophon the Azenian, Cephathe chief opponents ofthe Phoeians.
lus the Colyttian, Thrasybulus the Colyttian, and
Dion sails from Zacynthus and lands in Sicily about
Diophantus.
September.
Astydamas gains the prize in tragedy.
Death of Democritus, aet 104, of Hippocrates, aet. 104,
W t Congress at Sparta, and general peace, from which
and of the poet Timotheus.
the Thebans were excluded, because they would 356 Second year ofthe Social w a r
not grant the independence of the Boeotian towns.
Birth of Alexander, the son of Philip ani Olympian
at the time of the Olympic games.
T h e Lacedaemonians, commanded by Cleombrotus,
Potidaea taken by Philip, w h o gives it to Olynthusinvade Boaotia, but are defeated ny the Thebans
Dionysius the younger expelled f-cm Syracuse bj
under Epaminondas at the battle of Leuctra.
Di en. after a reign of 12 years.
Foundation of Megalopolis
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356 Philisius, the historian, espouses the side of Dionys- 339 Xenocrates succeeds Speusippus at t?ie Acaaetny.
ius, but JS defeated and slain.
338 Philip is chosen general of the Amphictyons, to curry
The speech of Isocrates De Pace,
on the w a r against Amphissa. H e marches through
S5E Third and last year of the Social W a r . Peace conThermopylaa, and seizes Elatea. T h e Athenians
cluded between Athens and her former allies.
form an alliance with the Thebans; but their united
354 Trial and condemnation of Timotheus.
forces are defeated by Philip at the battle of ChaaDemosthenes begins to speak in the assemblies of the
ronea, fought on the 7th of Metageitnion (August).
Philip becomes master of Greece. Congress at
people.
Corinth, in which war is declared by Greece againsd
353 Philip seizes upon Pagasae, and begins to besiege MePersia, and Philip appointed to conduct it
thone.
Death of Isocrates, aet 98.
Death of Dion.
3£2 Philip takes Methone and enters Thessaly. H e do- 337 Death of Timoleon.
feats and slays Onomarchus, the Phocian general, 330 Murder of Philip, and accession of his son Alexanaer,
aet. 20.
expels the tyrants from Pherae, and becomes masDinarchus, aet. 26, began to compose orations.
ter of Thessaly. H e attempts to pass Theimopy335 Alexander marches against the Thracians, Tribalh,
lae, but is prevented by the Athenians.
and Illyrians. While he is engaged in the war,
W a r between Lacedaemon and Megalopolis.
Thebes revolts. H e forthwith marches southward
T h efirstPhilippic of Demosthenes.
and destroys Thebes.
351 Speech of Demosthenes for the Rhodians,
349 The Olynthians, attacked by Philip, ask succor from
Philippides, the comic poet, flourished,
334 Alexander commences the war against Persia. H e
Athens.
crosses the Hellespont in the spring, defeats the
The Olynthiac orations of Demosthenes.
Persian satraps at the Granicus in the month Thar348 Olynthian war continued.
gelion (May), and conquers the western part of
The speech of Demosthenes against Midias.
Asia Minor.
347 Olynthus taken and destroyed by Philip.
Aristotle returns to Athens.
Death of Plate aet 82. Speusippus succeeds Plato.
Aristotle, upon the death of Plato, went to Atarnae. 333 Alexander subdues Lycia in the winter, collects his
Anaxandrides, the comic poet, exhibits.
forces at Gordium in the spring, and defeats Darius
at Issus late in the autumn.
343 Peace between Philip and the Athenians.
Philip overruns Phocis and brings the Sacred war to 332 Alexander takes Tyro, after a siege of seven months,
in Hecatombaeon (July). H e takes Gaza in Sepan end, after it had lasted ten years. All the Photember, and then marches into Egypt, which subcian cities, except Abae, were destroyed.
mits to him. In the winter he visits the oracle of
Oration of Isocrates to Philip.
Oration of Demosthenes on the Peace.
A m m o n , and gives orders for tho foundation of Al
exandrea.
34S Speech of Machines against Timarchus.
Stephanus, the comic poet, flourished.
144 Timoleon sails from Corinth to Syracuse, to expel
331 Alexander sets out from Memphis in the spring,
the tyrant Dionysius.
marches through Phoenicia and Syria, crosses the
Aristotle, after three years* stay at Atarnae, went to
Euphrates at Thapsaeus in the middle of the sumMytilene.
mer, and defeats Darius again at Arbela or GaugaT h e second Philippic of Demosthenes.
mela on the 1st of October. H e wintered at Per343 Timoleon completes the conquest of Syracuse.
sepolis.
Dionysius was thusfinallyexpelled. H e had regained
In Greece, Agis is defeated and slain by Antipater.
the sovereignty after his first expulsion by Dion.
Disputes between Philip and the Athenians. A n Athe- 330 Alexander marches into Media, and takes Ecbatana.
From thence he sets out in pursuit of Darius, w h o
nian expedition is sent into Acarnania to counteract
is slain by Bessus. After the death of Darius, AlPhilip, w h o w a s in that country.
exander conquers Hyrcania, and marches in purT h e speech of Demosthenes respecting Halonnesus.
suit of Bessus through Diangiana and Arachosia,
T h e speeches of Demosthenes and zEsehines, Tlzpt
toward Bactria.
HapaTTpea6cia^
T h e speech of iEschine3 against Ctesiphon, and the
342 Philip's expedition to Thrace. H e is opposed })j Dispeech of Demosthenes on the Crown. jEschines,
opithes, the Athenian general at the Chersonesus.
after his failure, withdrew to Asia.
Aristotle comes to the court of Philip.
Speech of Lycurgus against Leocrates.
Death of Menander.
Philemon began to exhibit comedy, during the reign
Isocrates, aet 94, began to compose the Panathcnaic
oration.
of Alexander, a little earlier than Menander.
329 Alexander marches across tho Paropamisus in the
$41 /hilip is still in Thrace, where he wintered.
winter, passes the Oxus, takes Bessus, and reaches
i"he oration of Demosthenes on the Chersonesus, in
the Jaxartes, where he founds a city Alexandrea.
which he vindicates the conduct of Diopithes, and
H e subsequently crosses tho Jaxartes, and defeats
tha third and fourth Philippics.
the Scythians. H e winters at Bactra.
Birth of Epicurus.
&tf Philip besieges Selymbria, Perinthus, and Byzantium. 328 Alexander is employed during the whole of tjate cam
paign in the conquest of Sogdiana,
Isocrates completes the Panathenaic oration. See
Crates, the cynic, flourished.
B.C. 342.
Eohorus brought d o w n his history to the siege of Pe- 327 Alexander con pletes the conquest of Sogdiana earlj
in the spring H e marries Roxana, the daughter
rinthus.
of Oxyartes, a Bactrian prince. After the subjuga339 B m e w a l of the w a r between Philip and the Athenition of Sogdiana, Alexander returns to Bactra, from
ans. Phocion compels Philip to raise the siege
both of Byzantium and Perinthus.
whence he marches to invade India. H a crnsse*
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rners surrendered by the Argyraspids, and put tc
the Hydaspes, and defeats Porus. H e continues
death. Antigonus becomes master of Asia. Seleu
his march as far as the Hyphasis, but is there comcusfliesfrom Babylon, and takes refuge with Ptole
pelled by his troops to return to the Hydaspes. In
m y in Egypt.
the autumn he begins to sail d o w n the Hydaspes
Cassander takes Pydna, and puts Olympias to death
and the Indus to the ocean, which he reached in
H e marries Thessalonice, the daughter of Philip,
July in the following year.
and keeps Roxana and her son Alexander JV. ir.
396 Alexander returns to Persia with part of his troops
custody. Cassander rebuilds Thebes.
through Gedrosia. H e sends Nearchus with the
fleet to sail from the mouths of tho Indus to the Per-315 Coalition of Seleucus, Ptolemy, Cassander, and l.y
simachus against Antigonus. First year of the war
sian Gulf. Nearchus accomplishes the voyage in
Polemon succeeds Xenocrates at the Academy.
129 days.
325 Alexander reaches Susa at the beginning of the year. 314 Second year of the war against Antigonus. SuccessToward the close of it he visits Ecbatana, where
es of Cassander in Greece. Antigonus conquers
Hephaastion dies. Campaign against the Cossaei
Tyre, and winters in Phrygiain the winter.
Death ofthe orator jEschines,, aet. 75.
324 Alexander reaches Babylon in the spring.
313 Third year of the war against Antigonus,
Harpalus comes to Athens, and bribes m a n y of the 312 Fourth year of the war against Antigonus. Ptolemy
and Seleucus defeat Demetrius, the son of AntigoGreek orators.
Demosthenes, accused of having received a bribe
nus, at Gaza. Seleucus recovers Babylon on tho
from Harpalus, is condemned to pay a fine of 50
1st of October, from which the era of the Selencfdaa commences.
talents. H e withdraws to Trcezen and iEgina.
323 Death of Alexander at Babylon in June, after a reign 311 General peace.
Murder of Roxana and Alexander IV. by Cassander
of twelve years and eight months.
Division ofthe satrapies a m o n g Alexander's generals. 310 Hercules, the son of Alexander and Barsine, a pretender to the throne.
The Greek states m a k e w a r against Macedonia, usuPtolemy appears as liberator of the Greeks. Renewally called the Lamian war. Leosthenes, the Athenian general, defeats Antipater, and besieges Lamia,
al of hostilities between him and Antigonus.
Agathocles lands in Africa.
in which Antipater had taken i-efuge. Death of LeEpicurus, aet 31, begins to teach at Mytileno and
osthenes.
Lampsacus.
Demosthenes returns to Athens.
Hyperides pronounces the funeral oration over those 309 Hercules murdered by Polysperchon.
w h o had fallen in the Lamian war.
308 Ptolemy's expedition to Greece.
Epicurus, aet 18, comes to Athens.
307 Demetrius, the son of Antigonus, becomtis master of
Death of Diogenes, the cynic.
Athens. Demetrius Phalereus leaves the city
322 Leonnatus comes to the assistance of Antipater, but
The orator Dinarchus goes into exile.
is defeated and slain. Craterus comes to the assist- 306 Demetrius recalled from Athens. H o defeats Ptoleance of Antipater. Defeat of the confederates at
m y in a great sea-fight off Salamis in Cyprus. Aftthe battle of Crannon on the 7th of August. E n d
er that battle Antigonus assumes the title of king,
of the Lamian war. Munychia occupied by the
and his example is followed by Ptolemy, Seleucus
Macedonians on the 19th of September,
Lysimachus, and Cassander.
Antigonus
invades Egypt, but is compelled to retreat
Death of Demosthenes on the 14th of October.
Epicurus settles at Athens, where he teaches about
Death of Aristotle, aet. 63, at Chalcis, whither he had
36 years, till his death, at the age of 72.
withdrawn from Athens a few months before.
821 Antipater and Craterus cross over into Asia, to carry 305 Rhodes besieged by Demetrius.
on war against Perdiccas. Craterus is defeated and 304 Demetrius makes peace with the Rhodians, and returns to Athens.
slain by Eumenes, w h o had espoused the Bide of
Perdiccas. Perdiccas invades Egypt, where he is 303 Demetrius carries on the w a r in Greece with success
against Cassander.
slain by his o w n troops. Partition of the provinces
at Triparadisus.
302 W a r continued In Greece between Demetrius and
Cassander.
Menander, aet. 20, exhibits hisfirstcomedy.
Demochares, the nephew of Demosthenes, banished.
320 Antigonus carries on war against Eumenes.
Archedicus, the comic poet^ flourished.
319 Death of Antipater, after appointing Polysperchon re301 Demetrius crosses over to Asia.
gent, and his son Cassander chiliarch.
Battle of Ipsus, in Phrygia, about the month of A u
Escape of Eumenes from Nora, where he had been
gust, in which Lysimachus and Seleucus defeat Anlong besieged by Antigonus.
tigonus and Demetrius. Antigonus, aet 81, falls in
Demades put to death by Cassander.
the battle.
318 W a r between Cassander and Polysperchon in Greece.
Hieronymus of Cardia, the historian, flourished.
The Athenians put Phocion to death. Athens is
conquered by Cassander, w h o places it under the 300 Demetrius obtains possession of Cilicia, and marrlea
his daughter Stratonice to Seleucus.
government of Demefcti&s Phalereus.
Birth of Lycon, the Peripatetic.
517 E u m e n e s is appointed by Polysperchon commander
of the royal forces in tho East, and is opposed by 297 Demetrius returns to Greece, and makes an attempt
upon Athens, but is repulsed.
Antigonus. Battle of Gabiene, between Eumenes
Death of Cassander, and accession of his son Philip.
and Antigonus.
29P Death of Philip, and accession of his brother Antipater
Death of Arridaeus, Philip, and Eurydice.
Demetrius takes Salamis and ^Igiua, and lays sie$6
Olympias returns to Macedonia, and is besieged by
to Athens.
Cassander at Pydna.
Pyrrhus returns to Er'rus.
H 6 I«st battle between Antigonus and Euraenca. Bu-
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241 Agis IV,, king of Sparta, put to death In consequent
295 Demetrius takes Athens
of his attempts to reform the state.
294 Demetrius makes an expedition into Peloponnesus.
Civil war in Macedonia between the two brothers 239 Death of Antigonus, and accession of his son Deme>
Antipater and Alexander.
trius II.
236 Cleomenes III. becomes King of Sparta.
Demetrius becomes king of Macedonia.
229 Death of Demetrius II., and accession of Antigonus
£92 Demetrius conquers Thebes.
Doson, w h o was left by Demetrius guardian of bis
Dinarchus returns from exile.
291 Lysimachus defeated, and taken prisoner by the Getaa.
son Philip.
227 Cleomenes commences w a r against the Achaean
Second insurrection of Thebes against Demetrius.
Pyrrhus invades Thessaly, but is obliged to retire beleague.
2£6 Cleomenes carries on the w a r with success againsn
fore Demetrius.
Death of Menander, aet 52.
Aratus, w h o is again the general of the Achaean
league.
290 Demetrius takes Thebes a second time. H e cele225 Reforms of Cleomenes at Sparta.
brates the Pythian games at Athens.
•^9 Demetrius carries on w a r against Pyrrhus and the 224 T h e Achaaans call in the assistance of Antigonus Doson against Cleomenes.
etolians. H e marries Lanassa, one of the wives
of Pyrrhus, and the daughter of Agathocles.
222 Mantinea taken by Antigonus and Megalopolis by
Cleomenes.
Posidippus, the comic poet, begins to exhibit
288 Death of Agathocles.
221 Antigonus defeats Cleomenes at Sellasia, and obtains
287 Coalition against Demetrius. H e is driven out of
•possession of Sparta. Cleomenes sails to Egypt,
where he dies. Extinction of the royal line of tbe
Macedonia, and his dominions divided between Lysimachus and Pyrrhus.
Heraclidae at Sparta.
Demetrius sails to Asia.
220 Death of Antigonus Doson, and accession of Philip
Pyrrhus driven out of Macedonia b y Lysimachus,
V., aet. 17.
after seven months' possession.
The Achaeans and Aratus are defeated by the etolians. T h e Achaeans apply for assistance to Philip,
Strato succeeds Theophrastus.
£86 Demetrius surrenders himself to Seleucus, w h o keeps
w h o espouses their cause. C o m m e n c e m e n t of the
him in captivity.
Social war.
285 Ptolemy II. Philadelphus is associated in the kingdom
The history of Aratus ended in this year, and that cf
Polybius commences.
by his father.
219 Successes of Philip. H e invades IEtolia and EHs,
£84 Demetrius, aat 54, dies in captivity at Apamea, in Syria.
and winters at Argos.
283 Death of Ptolemy Soter, aat. 84.
Phylarchus, the historian, flourished.
881 Lysimachus is defeated and slain by Seleucus at the
218 Continued successes of Philip. H e again invades
battle of Corupedion.
§80 Seleucus murdered by Ptolemy Ceraunus, seven
Etolia, and afterward Laconia.
months after the death of Lysimachus.
217 Third and last year of the Social war. Peace conAntiochus I., the son of Seleucus, becomes King of
cluded.
Asia, Ptolemy Ceraunus King of Thrace and Mace- 215 Philip concludes a treaty with Hannibal.
214 Eratosthenes flourished.
donia.
,
Pyrrhus crosses into Italy.
213 Philip removes Aratus by poison.
Irruption of the Gauls and death of Ptolemy CerauBirth of Carneades.
nus. H e is succeeded by his brother Meleager, w h o 212 Death of Archimedes at the capture of Syracuse by
reigns only two months.
the Romans.
Rise of the Achaean league. •
211 Treaty between R o m e and the etolians against Philip
Demosthenes honored with a statue on the motion of 210 The R o m a n s take egina.
his nephew Demochares.
209 Philip invades Elis.
Birth of Chrysippus.
208 Philip marches into Peloponnesus to assist the Acb.esans.
k tf Antipater King of Macedonia for a short time. Sosthenes, the Macedonian general, checks the Gauls.
Philopoamen is elected general of the Achaean league,
The Gauls, under Brennus, invade Greece, but Brenand effects important reforms in the army.
nus and a great part of his army are destroyed at 207 Philopoamen defeats and slays Machanidas, tyrant of
Delphi. Death of Sosthenes.
Lacedaemon, at the battle of Mantinea.
Death of Chrysippus, w h o w a s succeeded by Zens
HIV Antigonus Gonatas becomes King of Macedonia.
Zeno of Cittiumflourishedat Athens.
of Tarsus.
#?£ Birth of Eratosthenes.
205 The etolians m a k e peace with Philip.
Philip's treaty with R o m e .
§7J£ Pyrrhus returns to Italy,
202 Nabis, tyrant of Lacedaamon, takes Messene.
Birth of Esphorion.
Philip makes war upon the Rhodians and Attalus.
273 Pyrrhus invades Macedonia, and expels Antigonus
201 Philopcemen, general of the Achaeans, defeats Nabii
Gonatas.
Philip takes Chios, and winters in Caria.
272 Pyrrhus invades Peloponnesus, and perishes in an
200 Philip returns to Macedonia. W a r between Philij
attack on Argos. Antigonus regains Macedonia,
and R o m e , which continuestillB.C. 197. See tha
270 Death of Epicurus, set 72.
R o m a n Tables.
262 Death of Philemon, the comic poet, aet. 97.
Aristophanes, the grammarian, flourished.
251 Aratus delivers Sicyon, and unites it to the Achaaan
197 Philip defeated at the battle of Cynoscephaiw.
league.
196 Greece declared free by Flamininus at the Isthmian
250 Arsaces founds the Parthian monarchy.
games.
?43 iratus, a second time general of the Achaaan league,
194 Death of Eratosthenes, aet. 8C
delivers Corinth from the Macedonians
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192 Philoposmen defeats Nabis, w n o Is afterward slain by 179 Death of Philip and accession of Perseus.
the etolia/**. Lacedaemon is added by Philopce- 171 W a t between Perseus and R o m e , which continues
till B.C. 168. See the R o m a n Tables.
m e n to the Achaean league.
Antiochus comes into Greece to assist the etolians 168 Defeat and capture of Perseus by emilius Paulus.
Division of Macedonia.
against the Romans. H e winters at Chalcis.
191 Antiochus and the etolians defeated by the R o m a n s 167 One thousand of the principal Achaaans are sent to
at the battle of Thermopylae.
Rome.
Polybius is among the Achaean exiles.
190 The R o m a n s besiege AmphisS'a, and grant a truce to
the etolians.
151 Return ofthe Achaean exiles.
189 The Romans besiege Ambracia, and grant peace to 149 Andriscus, pretending to be the son of Perseus, layi
the etolian s.
claim to the Macedonian throne.
188 Philopcemen again general ofthe Achaaan league, sub- 148 Andriscus conquered by Metellus.
jugates Sparta, and abrogates the laws of Lycurgus. 147 Macedonia reduced to the form of a R o m a n province.
183 The Messenians revolt from the Achaean league.
W a r between R o m e and the Achaeans.
They capture and put to death Philopcemen, aet 70. 146 Destruction of Corinth by M u m m i u s . Greece )jf»
comes a R o m a n province. [Although this is dec Jed
i93 Polybius, the historian, carries the urn at the funeral
ia en able dissertation, by C. 5". Hermann.}
«f PfeUepcscaen,
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P. Postumius Tubertus.
753 Foundation of R o m e on the Palatine Mount, on the
Palilia, the 21st of April. This is the era of Varro. 504 Coss. P. Valerius Poplicola IV.
According to Cato, R o m e was founded in B.C. 751;
T. Lucretius Tricipitinus II.
according to Polybius, in B.C. 750; according to
Appius Claudius removes to R o m e .
503 Coss. P. Postumius Tubertus H.
Fabius Pictor, in 747.
753 Itomulus, first R o m a n king, reigned thirty-seven
Agrippa Menenius Lanatus.
to
years. Rape of the Sabine w o m e n
Conquest
Death of P. Valerius Poplicola.
716 of the Caeninenses, Crustumini, and Antemnates. 502 Coss. Opiter Virginius Tricostus.
W a r and league with the Sabines, w h o settle on
Sp. Cassius Viscellinus.
the Capitoline and Quirinal, under their king Ta- 501 Coss. Postumus Cominius Auruncus.
T. Lartius Flavus s. Rufus.
tius. Tatius slain at Laurentum. W a r s with FiInstitution of the dictatorship. T. LartlLS Fiavna &
denae and Veii.
716 Interregnum for a year.
Rufus w a s thefirstdictator, and Sp. Cassiua Vl»
716 N u m a Pompilius, second R o m a n king. The length
cellinus thefirstmagister equitum.
to
of Numa's reign is stated differently. Livy makes 500 Coss. Ser. Sulpicius Camerinus Cornutus
673 it 43 years; Cicero, w h o follows Polybius, 39 years.
M . Tullius Longus. Died,
Constant peace during Numa's reign. Institution 499 Coss. T. ebutius Elva.
of religious ceremonies and regulation of the year.
P. Veturius Geminus Cicurinus.
673 Tullus Hostilius, third R o m a n king, reigned 32 years, 498 Coss. T. Lartius Flavus s. Rufus II.
to
Destruction of Alba, and removal of its inhabitants
Q. Closlius (Volcula) Siculus.
Diet. A. Postumius Albus Regillensis.
641 to R o m e . W a r with Veii and Fidenae. League
Mag. Eq. T. ebutius Elva.
with the Latins.
640 Ancus Marcius, fourth R o m a n king, reigned 24 years.
Battle of Lake Regillus, in which the Latins are deto
Origin of the plebeians, consisting of conquered
feated by the Romans. S o m e writers place thia
616 Latins settled on the Aventine. Extension of the
battle in B.C. 496, in which year Postumius was
city. Ostia founded.
consul.
616 L. Tarquinius Priscus,fifthR o m a n king. Greatness 497 Coss. A. Sempronius Atratinus.
M . Minucius Augurinus.
to
of the R o m a n monarchy. Great public works un578 dertaken. Conquest of the Sabines and Latins. 496 Coss. A. Postumius Albus Regillensis.
T h e senate increased to 300. T h e number of the
T. Virginius Tricostus Caaliomontanus.
equites doubled. Institution of the minores gentes.
Tarquinius Superbus dies at Cumaa.
678 Servius Tullius, sixth R o m a n king, reigned 44 years. 495 Coss. Ap. Claudius Sabinus Regillensis.
P. Servilius Priscus Structus.
to
H e adds the Esquiline and Viminalis to the city,
Oppression of the plebeians by the patricians. T h s
534 and surrounds the city with a stone wall. Constitribes increased from 20 to 21 by the addition of the
tution of Servius Tullius. Institution of the 30 pletribus Claudia.
beian tribes, and ofthe comitia centuriata.
534 L. Tarquinius Superbus, last R o m a n king. The con- 494 Coss. A. Virginius Tricostus Caaliomontanus.
to
stitution of Servius Tullius abrogated. Tarquin beT. Veturius Geminus Cicurinus.
••510 comes ruler of Latium. Makes war upon the VolDiet. M \ Valerius Volusus Maximus.
scians, and conquers Suessa Pometia. Sends coloMag. Eq. Cl. Servilius Priscus Structus.
nies to Signia and Circeii. Expulsion of the TarFirst secession of the plebs to the Sacred M o u n t Ia
quins and establishment of the republic.
stitution of the Tribuni plebis and ediles plebls
Colony sent to Velitrae.
B0$ Coss. L. Junius Brutus. Slain in battle.
L. Tarquinius Collatinus, Abdicated.
493 Coss. Sp. Cassius Viscellinus II.
Postumus Cominius Auruncus H.
Sp. Lucretius Tricipitinus. Died.
Treaty with the Latins concluded by Sp. Cassiua
M . Horatius Pulvillus.
W a r with the Volscians, and capture of Corioli
P. Valerius Poplicola.
W a r with the Etruscans, and death of Brutus in bat- 492 Coss. T. Geganius Macerinus.
P. Minucius Augurinus.
tle. First treaty with Carthage.
Lex Icilia. Famine at R o m e . Colony sent to Norba
506 Coss. P. Valerius Poplicola II.
491 Coss. M Minucius Augurinus II.
T. Lucretius Tricipitinus.
A. Sempronius Atratinus II.
W a r with Porsena, king of Clusium.
M . Coriolanus goes into exile among the Volscians.
m Coss. P. Valerius Poplicola III.
490 Coss. Q. Sulpicius Camerinus Cornutus.
W Horatius Pulvillus II.
Sp. Lartius Flavus s. Rufus II.
Dedication of the Capitoline temple by the consul
489 Coss. C. Julius Julus.
Horatius.
P. Pinarius Mamercinus Rufus.
SOtS Coss Sp. Lartius Flavus s. Rufus.
The Volscians, commanded by C o r e senna, o fool
T. Herminius Aquilinus.
Rome.
60fl Cess IT Valerius Volusus.
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188 Coss. S p Nautius Rutilus.
Sex, Furius Medullinus Fusus.
Successes of Volscians. Retreat of Coriolanus.
487 Coss. T. Sicinius Sabinus.
C. Aquilius Tuscus.
496 Coss. Proculus Virginius Tricostus Rutilus.
Sp. CasB;us Viscellinus III.
League concluded by Sp. Cassius with the Heri-ici.
First agrarian law proposed by Sp. Cassius.
485 Coss. Ser. Cornelius Cossus Maluginensis.
Q. Fabius Vibulanus.
Condemnation and death of Cassius.
484 Coss. L. emilius Mamercus.
K. Fabius Vibulanus.
483 Coss. M . Fabius Vibulanus.
L. Valerius Potitus.
W a r with Veii, which lasts several years. Power of
the Fabia gens.
482 Coss. C. Julius Julus.
Q. Fabius Vibulanus IL
481 Coss. K. Fabius Vibulanus II.
Sp. Furius Medullinus Fusus.
480 Coss. Cn. Manlius Cincinnatus.
M . Fabius Vibulanus II.
Manlius falls in battle against the Etruscans.
479 Coss. K . Fabius Vibulanus III.
T. Virginius Tricostus Rutilus,
T h e Fabia gens undertakes the w a r with Veii, and
stations itself on the Cremera.
478 Coss. L. emilius Mamercus H.
C. Servilius Structus Ahala. Died.
Opiter Virginius Tricostus Esquilinus.
477 Coss. C. Horatius Pulvillus.
T. Menenius Lanatus.
Destruction ofthe Fabii at the Cremera.
476 Coss. A. Virginius Tricostus Rutilus.
Sp. Servilius Priscus Structus.
T h e Veientes take the Janiculum.
475 Coss. P. Valerius Poplicola.
C. Nautius Rutilus.
Impeachment of the ex consul Servilius by the tribunes.
474 Coss. A. Manlius Vulso.
L. Furius Medullinus Fusus.
T h e census taken. Lustrum VDI. Forty years' truce
with Veii.
473 Coss. L. emilius Mamercus III.
Vopiscus Julius Julus.
Murder ofthe tribune Genucius.
472 Coss. L. Pinarius Mamercinus Rufus.
P. Furius Medullinus Fusus.
Publilius Volero, trib. pi., proposes the Publilia lex.
471 Coss. Ap. Claudius Sabinus Regillensis.
T. Quinctius Capitolinus Barbatus.
Publilius, again elected trib. pi., carries the Publilia
lex, which enacted that the plebeian magistrates
should be elected by the comitia tributa. W a r s
with the equians and Volscians. Ap. Claudius,
the consul, deserted by his army.
470 Coss. L. Valerius Potitus II.
Ti. emilius Mamercus.
Impeachment of the ex-consul Ap. Claudius, w h o
dies before his trial.
($fo Coss. A. Virginius Tricostus Caaliomontanus.
T. Numicius Priscus.
468 Cbes. T. Quinctius Capitolinus Barbatus n.
Q. Servilius Priscus Structus
Antium takeo by the Romans.
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467 Coss. Ti. emilius Mamercus II.
Q . Fabius Vibulanus.
Colony sent to Antium.
466 Coss. Sp. Postumius Albus Regillensis.
Q. Servilius Priscus Stractus H,
465 Coss. Q. Fabius Vibulanus II.
T. Quinctius Capitolinus Barbatus Z1L
W a r with the equians.
461 Coss. A. Postumius Albus Regillensis.
Sp. Furius Medullinus Fusus.
W a r with the equians.
463 Coss. P. Servilius Priscus Structus,
L. ebutiu3 Elva.
Pestilence at R o m e .
462 Coss. L. Lucretius Tricipitinus.
T. Veturius Geminus Cicurinus.
C. Terentillus Ar3a, trib. pi., proposes a revision ol
tiie laws. The consuls triumph over the Volsciang
and equians.
461 Coss. P. Volumnius Amintinus Gallus.
Ser. Sulpicius Camerinus Cornutus.
Struggles between the patricians and plebeians re
specting the law of Terentillus, which are continued till B.C. 451. Accusation and condemnation
of K. Quinctius, the son of Cincinnatus
460 Coss. C. Claudius Sabinus Regillensis.
P. Valerius Poplicola II. Died
L. Quinctius Cincinnatus.
During the contentions of the patricians snd plebei*
ans, the Capitol is seized by Herdonius. T h e con1
sul Valerius is killed in recovering it.
459 Coss. Q. Fabius Vibulanus III.
L. Cornelius Maluginensis.
W a r with the Volscians and equians Antium re
volts, and is conquered. Peace with the equians
458 Coss. L. Minucius Esquilinus Augurinus.
C. Nautius Rutilus II.
Diet. L. Quinctius Cincinnatus.
Mag. Eq. L, Tarquitius Flaccus.
W a r with the equians and Sabines. T h e R o m a n
army shut in by the enemy, but delivered by thfl
dictator Cincinnatus.
457 Coss. C. Horatius Pulvillus II.
Q. Minucius Esquilinus Augurinus.
Tribunes of the plebs increased from five to ten.
456 Coss. M . Valerius (Lactuca) Maximus.
Sp. Virginius Tricostus Caeliomontanus.
The Mons Aventinus is assigned to the plebeians by
the law of the tribune Icilius.
455 Coss. T. Romihus Rocus Vaticanus.
C. Veturius Geminus Cicurinus.
Victory over the equians.
454 Coss. Sp. Tarpeius Montanus Capitolinus.
A. Aternius Varus Fontinalis.
The patricinns yield. See B.C. 461. Three commissioners are sent into Greece to become acquainted
with the Grecian laws.
453 Coss. Sex. Quinctilius Varus.
P. Curiatius Festus Trigeminus
A famine and pestilence.
452 Coss. P. Sestius Capitolinus Vaticanus,
T. Menenius Lanatus.
The ambassadors return from Greece. It is resolved
to appoint Decemviri, from w h o m there should b*
no appeal (provocatio).
451 Coss. Ap. Claudius Crassinus Regillensis Sabinus II
Abdicated.
T. Genucius Augurin js. Abdicated
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451 JDto*iffW Ap. Claudius Crassinus Regillensis Sabi- 441
nus.
440
T. Genucius A ugurinus.
Sp. Veturius Crassus Cicurinus.
C. Julius Julus.
A. Manlius Vulso.
Ser. Sulpicius Camerinus Cornutus,
439
P. Sestius Capitolinus Vaticanus.
P. Curiatius Festus Trigeminus.
T. Romilius Rocus Vaticanus.
Sp. Postumius Albus ttegillensis.
L a w s ofthe T e n Tables promulgated.
b$ Decctnviri. Ap. Claudius Crassinus Regillensis Sabinus II.
438
M. Cornelius Maluginensis.

Coss. C. Fwius Ptxilus Fusua.
M \ Papirius Crassus,
Coss. Proculus Geganius Macerinus.
L. Menenius Lanatus.
A famine at R o m e . A Prmfecius Annonee appointed
for thefirsttime. Sp. Maalius distributes c o m tQ
the poor.
Coss. T. Quinctius Capitolinus Barbatus VI.
Agrippa Menenius Lanatus.
Diet. L. Quinctius Cincinnatus II.
Mag. Eq. C. Servilius Structus Ahala.
Sp. Maalius s u m m o n e d before the dictator, andkif&d
by the maglster equitum w h e n he refused to obej
the summons.
III. Tribuni Militum consulari potestate (Liv.,iv., IS).
T h e inhabitants of Fidenae revolt, and place themL. Sergius Esquilinus.
selves under the protection of Veii. Murder of the
L. Minucius Esquilinus Augurinus.
R o m a n ambassadors.
T. Antonius Merenda.
437 Coss. M . Geganius Macerinus III.
Q, Fabius Vibulanus.
L. Sergius (Fidenas).
Q. Poetilius Libo Visolus.
Diet. M a m . emilius Mamercinus.
K. Duilius Longus.
Mag. Eq. L. Quinctius Cincinnatus.
Sp. Oppius Cornicen.
M \ Rabuleius.
Fidenae reconquered. T h e Veientes defeated.
T w o additional tables are added, thus making the 436 Coss. M . Cornelius Maluginensis.
laws of the Twelve Tables.
L. Papirius Crassus.
449 Coss. L. Valerius Poplicola Potitus.
435 Coss. C. Julius Julus II.
M . Horatius Barbatus.
L. Virginius Tricostus.
T h e decemvirs continue illegally in the possession of
Diet. Q Servilius Priscus Structus 'Fidenas).
power. In consequence of the death of Virginia,
Mag. Eq. Postumus ebutius Elva Coraie««.
the plebeians secede to the Mons Sacer. T h e deCejiss. C. Furius Pacilus Fusus.
cemvirs deposed, and the old form of government
M . Geganius Macerinus.
restored. Valerius and Horatius appointed consuls. 434 III. Trib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., iv., 23.)
T h e Leges Valeriae Horatiae increase the power 433 III, Trib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., iv., 25.)
of the plebeians. Successful w a r of the consuls
Diet. M a m . emilius Blamercinus II.
Mag. Eq- A. Postumrus Tubertus.
against the equians and Sabines.
T h e Lex Mmilia of the dictator limits the dur&Skffl
44€ Coss. Lar Herminius equilinus (Continisanus).
T. Virginius Tricostus Caeliomontanus.
ofthe censorship to eighteen months.
432 III. Trib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., iv,, 25.)
Lex Irebonia.
431 Coss. T. Quinctius Pennus Cincinnatus
447 Coss. M . Geganius Macerinus.
C. Julius Mento.
C. Julius Julus.
Diet. A. Postumius Tubertus.
The quaestors are for thefirsttime elected by the
Mag. Eq. L. Julius Julus.
people, having been previously appointed by the
Great victory over the equians and Volscians st
consuls.
Mount Algidus.
446 Coss. T. Quinctius Capitolinus Barbatus IV.
430 Coss. C. Papirius Crassus.
Agrippa Furius Medullinus Fusus.
L. Julius Julus.
W a r with the Volscians and equians.
429 Coss. L. Seigius Fidenas II.
445 Coss. M . Genucius Augurinus.
Hostus Lucretius Tricipitinus.
C. Curtius Philo.
Lex Canuleia establishes connubium between the pa- 428 Coss. A. Cornelius Cossus.
T. Quinctius Pennus Cincinnatus IL
tricians and plebeians: it is proposed to elect the
consuls from the patricians and plebeians, but it is 427 Coss. C. Servilius Structus Ahala.
enacted that Tribuni militum with consular power
L. Papirius Mugillanus II.
shall be elected indifferently from the two orders.
W a r declared against Veii by the vote ofthe comitia
444 Coss. L. Papirius Mugillanus.
centuriata.
L. Sempronius Atratinus.
426 IV. Trib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., iv., 31.)
Three Tribuni militum with consular power appointDiet, M a m . emilius Mamercinus IIL
ed, but they are compelled to abdicate from a defect
Mag. Eq. A. Cornelius Cossus.
in the auspices. Consuls appointed in their place.
W a r with Veii. Fidenae again revolts, is retaken ead
443 Coss. M . Geganius Macerinus II.
destroyed.
T. Quinctius Capitolinus Barbatus \.
425 IV. Trib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv, iv., 35.)
Cknsores. L. Papirius Mugillanus.
Truce with Veii for twenty years.
L. Sempronius Atratinus.
424 IV. Trib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., iv., 35.)
Institution of the censorship. T h e history of DionysCenss. L. Julius Julus.
L. Papirius Crassus.
ius breaks off in this year. Victory over the Volscians.
423 Coss. C. Sempronius Atratinus.
Q. Fabius Vibulanus.
M S COBS. M. Fabius Vibulanus.
W a r with the Volscians Vulturnum take? by tfitf
Postumus ebutius Elva Cornicen,
Samnites.
Colony founded at Ardea
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400 Anxur recovered by the Romans.
432 IV. Trib, Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., iv 42.)
399 VI. Trib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., v., 13.)
421 Coss. N. Fabius Vibulanus.
A pestilence at R o m e . A Lectisternium instituted
T. Quinctius Capitolinus Barbatus.
for the first time.
The number of the quaestors increased from two to
398 VI. Ti ib. Mil. cons. r.ot. (Liv , v., 14.)
four.
A n embassy sent to consult the oracle at Delphi
420 IV. Trib. Mil. cons pot. (Liv., iv., 44.)
Conquest of the Greek city of Cumae by the Campa- 397 VI. Trib. MIL cons. pot. (Liv., v., 16.)
396 VI. Ttib. Mil. cons.poU (Liv., v., 18.)
nians.
Vict, M . Furius Camillus.
419 IV. Trib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., iv., 44.)
Mag. Eq. P. Cornelius Maluginensis.
418 III. Trib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., iv., 45.)
Capture of Veii by the dictator Camillus
Diet. Q. Servilius Priscus Fidenas II.
395 VI. Trib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., v., 24.)
Mag. Eq. C. Servilius (Structus) Axilla,
394 VI. Trib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., v., 26.)
Censs. L. Papirius Mugillanus.
Peace m a d e with the Falisci.
M a m . emilius Mamercinus.
Defeat of the equians, Lavici taken, and a colony 393 Coss, L. Valerius Potitus. Abdicated.
P. Cornelius Maluginensis Cossus. Abdicates
sent thither.
L. Lucretius Flavus (Tricipitinus).
417 IV. Trib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., iv., 47.)
Ser. Sulpicius Camerinus.
416 IV. Trib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., iv., 47.)
Ce?iss. L. Papirius Cursor.
415 IV. Tub. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., iv., 49.)
C. Julius Julus, Died.
414 IV. Trib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., iv., 49.)
M . Cornelius Maluginensis.
W a r with the equians. Bola conquered. PostuDistribution of the Veientine territory among the
mius, the consular tribune, killed by the soldiers.
plebeians.
F r o m this time the power of the equians and
Volscians declines, chiefly through the increasing 392 Coss. L. Valerius Potitus.
M. Manliua Capitolinus.
might of the Samnites.
391 VI. Ttib. Mil. cons.pot. (Liv., v., 32.)
413 Coss. A. Cornelius Cossus.
Camillus banished. W a r with Volsinii. T h e Gaute
L. Furius Medullinus.
invade Etruria and lay siege to Clusium.
412 Coss. Q. Fabius Vibulanus Ambustus.
390 VI. Trib. Mil cons. pot. (Liv., v., 36.)
C. Furius Pacilus.
411 Coss. M . Papirius Mugillanus.
Diet. M. Furius Camillus II.
C. Nautius Rutilus,
Mag. Eq. L. Valerius Potitus.
410 Coss. M \ emilius Mamercinus.
R O M E T A K E N B Y T H E G A U L S . The Romans are a«
feated at the battle of tbe Allia on the 16th of July
C. Valerius Potitus Volusus.
(Niebuhr, vol, ii., note 1179), and the Gauls entered
Jf. Maenius, tribune of the plebs, proposes an agrarian
R o m e on the third day after the battle. Camilliu
law.
recalled from exile and appointed dictator. The
409 Chss. Cn. Cornelius Cossus.
Gauls leave R o m e after holding :t seven months.
L. Furius Medullinus IL
Three of the four quaestors are plebeians, being the 389 VI. Trib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., vi., 1.)
Diet. M . Furius Camillus III.
firsttimethat the plebeians had obtained this office.
Mag. Eq. C. Servilius Ahala.
4A.6 III. Trib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., iv., 56.)
R o m e rebuilt. The Latins and Hernicans renounce
Diet. P. Cornelius Rutilus Cossus.
their alliance with Rome. R o m e attacked by the
Mag. Eq. C. Servilius (Structus) Ahala.
surrounding nations, but Camillus gains victor***
407 IV. Trib. Mil. eons. pot. (Liv., iv., 57.)
over them.
Expiration of the truce with Veii. See B.C. 425.
The truce w a s m a d e for twenty years; but the 388 VI. Tub. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., vi., 4.)
.years were the old R o m a n years of ten months. 387 VI. Trib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., vi., 5.)
The R o m a n s defeated by the Volscians.
The number of the R o m a n tribes increased from Si
406 IV. Trib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., iv., 58.)
to 25, by the addition of four n e w tribes, the Stellatina, Tiomentina, Sabatina, and Arniensis
W a r with the Volscians. Anxur, afterward called
Tarracina, taken. W a r declared against Veii. Pay 386 VI. Trib. Mil. cons.pot. (Liv., vi, 6.)
decreed by the senate to the R o m a n soldiers for the
Defeat ofthe Antiates and Etruscans.
first time.
385 VI. Trib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., vi., 11.)
405 VI. Trib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., iv., 61.)
Diet. A. Cornelius Cossus.
Siege of Veii, which lasts ten years. See B.C. 396.
Mag. Eq. T. Quinctius Capitolinus.
404 VI. Trib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., iv., 61.)
Defeat of the Volscians. A colony founded at SatriA n eclipse of the sun recorded in the Annales Maxicum. T h e patricians accuse M . Manlius Capitoll
m i as occurring on the Nones of June. (Cic, de
nus of aspiring to royal power.
Rep., L, 16.)
384 VI. Trib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., vi., 18.)
403 VI. Trib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., v., 1.)
Manlius is brought to trial, condemned, and put So
Censs. M . Furius Camillus.
death.
M. Postumius Albinus Regillensis.
383 VI. Trib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., vi., 21.)
Livy counts the censors among the consular tribunes,
The Ager Pomptinus assfgned to the n'eboiaaa. A
w h o m he accordingly makes eight in number.
colony founded at Nepete.
102 VI. T)ib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., v., 8.)
382 VI. Trib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., vi., 22)
Defeat of tbe R o m a n s before Veii. Anxur recovered
W a r with Praeneste.
by the Volscians.
381 VI Trib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., vi., 22.)
40* VI. Trib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., v., 10.)
W a r with Praeneste and the Volsciana.
400 VI Trib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., v., 12.)
380 VI. Trib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., vi., S7.>
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380 itetss. C. Sulpicius Camerinus. Abdicated.
by the people, Efi.rraquake at Rome. Silf-ders
tion of Curtius.
Sp. Pcstumius Regillensis Albinus. Died.
361 Coss. C. Sulpicius Peticus II.
Diet T. Quinctius Cincinnatus Capitolinus.
C. Licinius Calvus Stolo II.
Mag. Eq. A. Sempronius Atratinus.
Diet. T. Quinctius Pennus Capitolinus Crispinua.
Praeneste taken by the dictator.
Mag. Eq. Ser. Cornelius Maluginensis.
i79 VI. Trib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., vi., 30.)
Invasion ofthe Gauls. T. Manlius kills a Gaul in sis
378 VI. Trib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., vi., 31.)
Censs. Sp. Servilius Priscus.
gle combat, and acquires the surname of Toi quatua
Q. Cloelius Siculus.
360 Coss. C. Poetelius Libo Visolus.
377 VI. Trib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., vi., 32.)
M. Fabius Ambustus.
376 VI. Tnb. Mil. cons. pot. Their names are not men- Diet. Q. Servilius Ahala.
tioned by Livy, but Diodorus (xv., 71) has preMag. Eq. T, Quinctius Pennus Capitolinus Crispt*
nus.
served the names of four of them.
W a r with the Gauls and Tiburtines, who are defeatea
The R O G A T I O N E S LICINIJE proposed by C. Licinius
by the dictator.
and L. Sextius, the tribunes of the people, to improve the condition of the plebeians, and to in- 359 Coss. M. Popilius Laenas.
Cn. Manlius Capitolinus Imperiosus.
crease their political power.
375 C. Licinius and L. Sextius re-elected tribunes every 358 Coss. C. Fabius Ambustus.
C. Plautius Proculus.
to
year; and as the patricians would not allow the
Diet. C. Sulpicius Peticus.
371 Rogations to become laws, the tribunes prevented
Mag. Eq. M. Valerius Poplicola.
the election of all patrician magistrates during these
Plautius defeats the Hernicans, and Sulpicius th€
years.
Gauls. Fabiusfightsunsuccessfully against the
370 VI. Trib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., vi., 36.)
Tarquinienses. Renewal of the alliance with LaC. Licinius and L. Sextius, who are again elected
tium. Lex Pootelia de ambitu, proposed by the tribtribunes, allow consular tribunes to be chosen this
une Poetelius. The number of tribes increasea
year, on account of the war with Velitrae. Licinifrom 25 to 27 by the addition of the Pomptina and
us and Sextius continue to be re elected down to
Publilia.
B.C. 367.
357 Coss. C. Marcius Rutilus.
369 VI. irib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., vi., 36.)
Cn. Manlius Capitolinus Imperiosus II.
368 VI. T? (b. Mil. cevs, pot. (Liv., vi., 38.)
Lex Duilia et Maania de unciario fenorc, restoring tha
Diet. M. Furius Camillus IV.
rate of interestfixedby the Twelve Tables. Lex
Mag. Eq. L. emittus Mamercinus.
Manlia de vicesima manumissomm.
Diet, P. Manlius Capitolinus.
Privernum taken. C. Liciniusfinedforan isfrscton
Mag. Eq. C. Licinius Calvus.
of his own law,
SC7 VI. Trib. Mil. cons. pot. (Liv., vi., 42.)
356 Coss. M. Fabius Ambustus II.
Diet. M. Furius Camillus V.
M. Popilius Laenas II.
Mag. Eq. T. Quinctius Cincinnatus Capitolinus.
Diet. C. Martius Rutilus.
The R O G A T I O N E S L I C I N I A passed. One of the conMag. Eq. C. Plautius Proculus.
suls was to be chosen from the plebeians; but a
new magistracy was instituted, the praatorship,
which was to be confined to the patricians. Camillus, the dictator, conquers the Gauls, and dedi-355
cates a temple to Concordia to celebrate the reconciliation of the two orders.
W>6 Coss. L. emilius Mamercinus.
354
L. Sextius Sextinus Lateranus.
Censs. A. Postumius Regillensis Albinus.
C. Sulpicius Peticus.

F I R S T P L E B E I A N D I C T A T O R , C. Marcius Rutilus, con

quers the Etruscans.
Coss. C. Sulpicius Peticus III.
M. Valerius Poplicola,
Both consuls patricians, in violation of the Licinl&a
law.
Coss. M. Fabius Ambustus III.
T. Quinctius Pennus Capitolinus Crispinus.
Both consuls again patricians. League with the San>
nites.
F I R S T P L E B E I A N C O N S U L , L. Sextiut.
353 Coss. C. Sulpicius Peticus IV.
F I R S T P R - S T O R , L. Furius Camillus.
M. Valerius Poplicola Ii
Sfi5 Coss. L. Genucius Aventinensis.
Diet. T. Manlius Imperiosus Torquatus.
Q. Servilius Ahala.
Mag. Eq. A. Cornelius Cossus Arvina.
Pestilence at Rome. Death of Camillus.
War with Caare and Tarquinii. Truce made witfc
3G4 Coss. C. Salpicius Peticus.
Caere for 100 years.
C. Licinius Calvus Stolo.
352
Coss.
P. Valerius Poplicola.
The pestilence continues. Ludi scenicifizetInstiC. Marcius Rutilus IL
tuted.
Diet. C. Julius Julus.
J63 Coss. Cn, Genucius Aventinensis.
Mag. Eq. L. emilius Mamercinus.
L. emilius Mamercinus II.
Qumqueviri Mensarii appointed for a general liquid*
Diet. L. Manlius Capitolinus Imperiosus,
tion of debts.
Mag. Eq. L. Pinarius Natta.
351 Coss. C. Sulpicius Peticus V.
Censs. M. Fabius Ambustus.
T. Quinctius Pennus Capitolinus Crispinua It
L. Furius Medullinus.
Diet. M. Fabius Ambustus.
9Sa Coss. Q. Servilius Ahala II.
Mag. Eq. Q. Servilius Ahala.
L. Genucius Aventinensis II.
Censs. Cn. Manlius Capitolinus Imperiosus.
Vict. Ap. Claudius Crassim.s Regillensis.
I
C
.
Marcius Rutilus.
Mag. Eg. P. Cornelius Scapula.
Half of the Tribuni Militum for thefirsttimeelected
FIRST P L E B E I A N CENSOR-, C. Marcius Rutilus. W w
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Leges Publiliaa, proposed by the dictator, (1.) give
with the Tarquinienses, to w h o m a truce for 40
to the plebiscita the force of leges (tit plebttdta om
years is granted.
nes Quirites tenerent) ; (2.) abolish the veto of th«
^50 Coss. M, Popilius Laenas III.
curiae on the measures of the comitia centuriata
L. Cornelius Scipio.
(3.) enact that one of the censors muBt be a pleDiet. L. Furius Camillus.
beian.
Mag. Eq. P. Cornelius Scipio.
338 Coss. L. Furius Camillus.
The Gauls defeated by the consul Popilius.
C. Maanius.
Si^l Coss. L. Furius Camillus.
Subjugation of Latium concluded.
Ap. Claudius Crassinus Regillensis. Died.
337 Coss. C. Sulpicius Longus.
Vict. T. Manlius Imperiosus Torquatus IL
P. elius Paetus.
Mag. Eq. A. Cornelius Cossus Arvina II.
Diet. C. Claudius Crassinus Regillensis.
Both consuls patricians. The Gauls defeated by the
Mag. Eq. C. Claudius Hortator.
consul Camillus. M. Valerius Corvus kills a Gaul
F I R S T P L E B E I A N P E J E T O B , Q. Publilius Philo. The
in single combat
praetorship was probably thrown open to the pie
S48 Coss. M. Valerius Corvus.
beians by his laws.
M. Popilius Laenas IV.
336 Coss. L. Papirius Crassus.
Diet. C. Claudius Crassinus Regillensis.
K. Duilius.
Mag, Eq. C Livius Denter.
Peace with the Gauls.
Renewal of the treaty with Carthage.
335 Coss. M. Valerius Corvus (Calenus) IV
347 Coss. T. Manlius Imperiosus Torquatus.
M. Atilius Regulus.
C. Plautius Venno Hypsaeus,
Diet. L. emilius Mamercinus Privernas
Reduction of the rate of interest
Mag. Eq. Q. Publilius Philo.
346 Coss. M. Valerius Corvus II.
Cales taken.
C. Poetelius Libo Visolus.
Second celebration of the Ludi Saculares. W a r 334 Coss. T. Veturius Calvinus.
Sp. Postumius Albinus (Caudinus)
with the Volscians. Satricum taken.
Diet. P. Cornelius Rufinus.
•J45 Coss, M. Fabius Dorso.
Mag. Eq. M. Antonius.
Ser. Sulpicius Camerinus Rufus.
Colony sent to Cales.
Diet. L. Furius Camillus II.
333 Coss. (L. Papirius Cursor,
Mag. Eq. Cn. Manlius Capitolinus Imperiosus.
C. Poetelius Libo Visolus II.)
W a r with the Aurunci. '
The consuls of this year are not mentioned by any
541 Coss. C. Marcius Rutilus III.
ancient authority, and are inserted here on cn©
T. Manlius Imperiosus Torquatus II.
j'ecture.
Diet, P. Valerius Poplicola.
332 Coss. A. Cornelius Cossus Arvina It
Mag. Eq. Q. Fabius Ambustus.
Cn. Domitius Calvinus.
edes Monetae dedicated.
Diet. M. Papirius Crassus.
M 3 Coss. M . Valerius Corvus III.
Mag. Eq. P. Valerius Poplicola,
A. Cornelius Cossus Arvina.
Censs. Q. Publilius Philo.
FIRST S A M N I T E W A R . The Campanians place themSp. Postumius Albinus.
&slves under the protection of the Romans, who
The civitas given to the Acerrani. T w o new tribei
send the two consuls against the Samnites. Valeadded, Macia and Scaptia. The Samnites and Lurius defeats the Samnites at Mount Gaurus.
caniansfightwith Alexander, king of Epirus, wh«
342 Coss. C. Marcius Rutilus IV.
makes a treaty with the Romans.
Q. Servilius Ahala.
331 Coss. M. Claudius Marcellus.
Diet. M. Valerius Corvus.'
C. Valerius Potitus Flaccus.
Mag. Eq. L. emilius Mamercinus Privernas.
Diet. Cn. Quintilius Varus.
Insurrection of the Roman army at Capua. Various
Mag. Eq. L. Valerius Potitus.
concessions made to the plebeians: that no one
should hold the same magistracy till after the ex- 330 Coss. L. Papirius Crassus II.
L. Plautius Venno.
piration of ten years, that no one should hold two
Revolt of Fundi and Privernum.
magistracies in the same year, and that both consuls might be plebeians. Lex Genucia forbade the 329 Coss. L. emilius Mamercinus Privernas II.
C. Plautius Decianus.
taking of interest.
Privernum taken. The civita3 given to the Priver
M l Coss. C. Plautius Venno Hypsaeus II.
nates. A colony sent to Anxur (Tarracina).
L. emilius Mamercinus Privernas.
328 Coss. C. Plautius Decianus (Venox) H
Peace and alliance with the Samnites.
P. Cornelius Scipio Barbatus
*40 Coss. T. Manlius Imperiosus Torquatus HI.
A colony sent to Fregellaa.
P. Decius Mus.
327 Coss. L. Cornelius Lentulus.
Diet. L. Papirius Crassus
Q. Publilius Philo II.
Mag. Eq. L. Papirius Cursor.
Diet. M. Claudius Marcellus.
L A T I N W A B . Self-devotion of Decius and defeat of
Mag. Eq. Sp. Postumius Albinusthe Latins al Mount Vesuvius. The Latins become
W a r with Palaepolis.
the subjects of Rome.
326 Coss. C. Poetelius Libo Visolus HI.
8T9 (Joss. Ti. emilius Mamercinus.
L. Papirius Mugillanus (Cursor IL>
Q. Publilius Philo.
S E C O N D S A M N I T E W A R . Palaepolis taken. LexFoe
Diet. Q, Publilius Philo.
telia et Papiria enacted hat no plebeian should be
Mag, Eq. D. Junius Brutus Scaeva.
come a nexus.
The iiatins renew the war and are defeated. The
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312 Censs. Ap. Claudius Caecua
325 Coss. L. Furius Camillus H.
C. Plautius (Venox).
D. Junius Brutus Scaava.
Diet. L. Papirius Cursor.
The censor Claudius constructs the Via Appia *it*
Mag. Eq. Q. Fabius Maximus Rullianus. Abdicated.
the Aqua Appia; and, in order to gain popularity
L. Papirius Crassus.
distributes the libertini among all the tribes.
£24 The Dictator and Magister Equitum continued in of- 311 Coss. C. Junius Bubulcus Brutus III.
fice this year by a decree of the senate, without any
Q, emuius Barbula II.
consuls. Defeat of the Samnites.
The Etruscans declare war against the Romans, 6sfi
323 Coss. C. Sulpicius Longus II.
are defeated. Victory over the Samnites.
Q. Aulius Cerretanus.
310 Coss. Q. Fabius Maximus Rullianus II.
322 Coss, Q. Fabius Maximus Rullianus.
C. Marcius Rutilus (Censorinus).
L. Fulvius Curvus.
The Etruscans again defeated. Ap. Claudius conttn
Diet. A. Cornelius Cossus Arvina.
ues censor after the abdication of his colleague, in
Mag. Eq. M. Fabius Ambustus.
defiance of the Lex emiha. The Samnites and
The Samnites defeated.
Etruscans defeated.
321 Coss. T. Veturius Calvinus II.
309 Diet. L. Papirius Cursor II.
Sp. Postumius Albinus II.
Mag. Eq. C. Junius Bubulcus Brutus II.
Diet. Q. Fabius Ambustus.
N o consuls this year. The Samnites and Etruscans
Mag. Eq. P. elius Paetus.
again defeated.
Diet. M. emilius Papus.
308 Coss. Q. Fabius Maximus Rullianus III.
Mag. Eq. L. Valerius Flaccus.
P. Decius Mus II.
Surrender of the Roman army to the Samnites at the
The Samnites again defeated. W a r with the Marsi
Caudine Forks. The Romans refuse to ratify the
and Peligni.
peace with the Samnites made by the consul, and 307 Coss. Ap. Claudius Caecus.
continue the war.
L. Volumnius Flamma Violens.
320 Coss. Q. Publilius Philo III.
Censs. M. Valerius Maximus.
L. Papirius Cursor II. (III.).
C. Junius Bubulcus Brutus.
Diet. C. Maenius.
Fabius, proconsul, defeats the Samnites at AUlfa*.
Mag. Eq. M. Foslius Flaccinator.
306 Coss. P. Cornelius Arvina.
Diet. L. Cornelius Lentulus.
Q. Marcius Tremulus.
Mag. Eq. L. Papirius Cursor H.
Diet. P. Cornelius Scipio Barbatufl.
Diet. T. Manlius Imperiosus Torquatus.
Mag. Eq. P. Decius Mus.
Mag. Eq. L. Papirius Crassus.
Insurrection and subjugation ofthe Hernicans.
319 Coss. L. Papirius Cursor III. (Mugillanus).
305 Coss. L. Postumius Megellus.
Q. Aulius Cerretanus II.
Ti. Minucius Augurinus. Slain in battle.
Defeat of the Samnites by Papirius.
M. Fulvius Curvus Paetinus.
118 Coss. M. Foslius Flaccinator.
Victorious campaign against the Samnites. Bovia
L. Plautius Venno.
n u m taken.
Censs. L. Papirius Crassus.
304 Coss. P. Sulpicius Saverrio.
C. Maenius.
P. Sempronius Sophus.
Truce made with the Samnites for two years, T w o
Censs. Q. Fabius Maximus Rullianus.
new tribes added, Ufentina and Falcrina,
P. Decius Mus.
317 Coss. C. Junius Bubulcus Brutus.
Peace concluded with the Samnites. Trie equiani
Q. emilius Barbula.
defeated with great slaughter. Peace with the
316 Coss. Sp. Nautius Rutilus.
Marrueini, Marsi, Peligni. The censors place ail
M. Popilius Laenas.
the libertini in the four city tribes.
Diet. L. emilius Mamercinus Privernas U.
Cn. Flavius makes known the civile jus, and publishMag. Eq. L. Fulvius Curvus.
es a calendar ofthe dies fasti and nefasti.
The Samnites renew the war.
303 Coss. L. Genucius Aventinensis.
315 Coss. Q. Publilius Philo IV.
Ser. Cornelius Lentulus (Rufinus).
L. Papirius Cursor IV.
Colonies sent to Sora and Alba.
Diet. Q. Fabius Maximus Rullianus.
302 Coss. M. Livius Denter.
Mag. Eg. Q. Aulius Cerretanus. S&rfn in battle.
M. emilius Paullus.
C. Fabius Ambustus.
Diet. C. Junius Bubulcus Brutus.
314 Coss. M. Pcetelius Libo.
Mag. Eq. M. Titinius.
C. Sulpicius Longus H L
The equians renew the war, but are easily defeated
Diet. C. Maenius II.
by the dictator.
Mag. Eq. M. Foslius Flaccinator II.
301 Diet. Q. Fabius Maximus Rullianus n,
Victory over the Samnites. Insurrection and subjuMag. Eq. M. emiliua Paullus.
gation of the Campanians.
Diet. M. Valerius Corvus H.
313 COBS. L. Papirius Cursor V.
Mag. Eq. C. Sempronius Sophus.
C. Junius Bubulcus Brutus U.
No consuls this year. W a r with the Marsi and EtrusColonies founded by the Romans at Saticula, Suessa,
cans.
and the island Pontia.
300 Coss. Q. Appuleius Pansa.
312 Coss. M. Valerius Maximus.
M. Valerius Corvus V.
P. Decius Mus.
The Lex Ogulnia increases the number of the ponDiet. C. Sulpicius Longus.
tiffs and augurs, and enacts that four ofthe pontiff*
Uag. Ef. C. Junius Bubulcus Brutus.
'
andfiveof the augurs shall always be plebeians.

R O M A N HISTORY.
B.C.
100 The Lex Valeria deprovocationc re-enacted the former
law. which had been twice before passed on the
proposition of different members of the same grms. 285
&$$ Coss. M. Fulviug Paatinus.
284
T. ManSus Torquatus. Died.
M. Valerius Corvus VI.
283
Censs. P. Sempronius Sophus.
P. Sulpicius Saverrio.
T w o new tribes formed, the Aniensis and Terentina.
A colony sent to Narnia among the Umbrians.
2i*8 Ctas. L. Cornelius Scipio.
Cn. Fulvius Maximus Centumalus.

98.

the plebeians. The Lex Maania was vety probably
passed in this year.
Coss. C. Claudius Canina.
M. emilius Lepidus.
Coss. C. Servilius Tucca.
L. Caecilius Metellus Denter.
Coss. P. Cornelius Dolabella Maximus
Cn. Domitius Calvinus Maximus.
Censs
Q. Caedicius Noctua. Abdicated.
The Gauls besiege Arretium, and defeat the Romans,
In the course of the same year the Gauls and Etnifr
THIEI'' S A M N I T E W A R . The Samnites invade the
cans are defeated by the Romans.
territory of the Lucanians, the allies of the Romans,
282 Coss. C. Fabricius Luscinus.
which occasions a war. The Samnites defeated at
Q. emilius Papus.
Bovianum; the Etruscans at Volaterrae. Colony
The Boii defeated: peace made with them. The
founded at Carseoli.
Samnites revolt, but are defeated together with the
297 Coss. Q. Fabius Maximus Rullianus IV.
Lucanians and Bruttians. The Romans relieve
P. Decius Mus III.
Thurii. The Tarentines attack a Roman fleet
The war continued in Samnium, The Etruscans re- 281 Coss. L. emilius Barbula.
main quiet this year.
Q. Marcius Philippus.
96 Coss. L. Volumnius Flamma Violens II.
P Y R R H U S A R R I V E S I N ITALY. H e came upon the in
Ap. Claudius Caecus II.
vitation of the Tarentines, to assist them in their
The war continued in Samnium, and also in Etruria.
war against the Romans.
295 Coss. Q. Fabius Maximus Rullianus V.
280 Coss. P. Valerius Laavinus.
P. Decius Mus IV.
Ti. Coruncanius.
Great defeat of the Samnites, Etruscans, Umbrians,
Diet. Cn. Domitius Calvinus Maximus.
and Gauls at Sentinum.
Mag. Eq
294 Coss. L, Postumius Megellus II.
Censs
M. Atilius Regulus.
Cn. Domitius Calvinus Maximus.
Censs. P. Cornelius Arvina.
The Romans defeated by Pyrrhus near Heraelea.
C. Marcius Rutilus (Censorinus).
279 Coss. P. Sulpicius Saverrio.
W a r continued in Samnium and Etruria. Three
P. Decius Mus.
cities in Etruria, Volsinii, Perusia, and Arretium,
The Romans again defeated by Pyrrhus near Ascusue for peace: a truce is made with them for 40
lum.
years.
278 Coss. C. Fabricius Luscinus II.
-63 Coss. L. Papirius Cursor.
Q, emilius Papus II.
Sp. Carvilius Maximus.
Pyrrhus passes over into Sicily. The Romans carry
Tho Samnites defeated with great loss. First sunon the war with success against the nations of
dial set up at Rome.
Southern Italy, who had sided with Pyrrhus.
£>2 Coss. Q. Fabius Maximus Gurges.
277 Coss. P. Cornelius Rufinus II.
D. Junius Brutus Scaava,
C. Junius Brutus Bubulcus II.
The consul Fabius defeated by the Samnites; but his 276 Coss. Q. Fabius Maximus Gurges II.
father, Q. Fabius Maximus, gains a great victory
C. Genucius Clepsina.
over the Samnites, from which they never recover.
Diet. P. Cornelius Rufinus.
Pontius, the Samnite general, taken prisoner.
Mag, Eq.
291 Coss. L. Postumius Megellus III.
Pyrrhus returns to Italy.
*
C. Junius Brutus Bubulcus.
275 Coss. M'. Curius Dentatus II.
The Samnites hopelessly continue the struggle. CoL. Cornelius Lentulus.
minium taken. A colony sent to Venusia.
Censs. C. Fabricius Luscinus.
290 Coss. P. Cornelius Rufinus.
Q. emilius Papus.
M \ Curius Dentatus.
Total defeat of Pyrrhus near Beneventum. H e leavM
Both consuls invade Samnium. The Samnites subItaly.
mit, and sue for peace. Conclusion of the Samnite 274 Coss. M'. Curius Dentatus III.
wars, which had lasted 53 years. See B.C. 343.
Ser. Cornelius Merenda.
389 Coss. M. Valerius Maximus Corvinus.
273 Coss. C. Claudius Canina II.
C. Fabius Dorso Licinus. Died.
Q. Caedicius Noctua.
C. Fabricius Luscinus III.
Triumviri Capitales instituted. Colonies sent to CasEmbassy from Ptolemaeus Philadelphus to R o m e
trum, Sena, and Hadria.
Colonies sent to Posidonia and Cosa.
288 Coss. Q. Marcius Tremulus II,
272 Coss. L. Papirius Cursor II.
P. Cornelius Arvina II.
287 Coss. M. Claudius Marcellus.
Sp. Carvilius Maximus II.
C. Nautius Rutilus.
Censs. M \ Curius Dentatus.
286 Coss. M. Valerius Maximus Potitus.
L. Papirius Cursor.
C. eiius Paatus.
Conclusion of the war in Southern Italy. Tarentaxa
Diet. Q. Hortensius.
submits.
Last secession of the plebs. The Lex Hortensia of 271 Coss. C. Quinctius Claudus.
the dictator co lfirm? more fuily the privileges' of
L. Genucius Clepsina.
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271 Rhenium is taken, and the soldiers ofthe Campanian 256 Coss. L. Manlius Vulso Longus.
legion, w h o had seized the city, are taken to R o m e
Q. Caedicius. Died.
and put to death.
M . Atilius Regulus II.
270 Coss. C. Genucius Clepsina II.
Ninth year of the first Punic war. The twt consuia
Cn. Cornelius Blasio.
Manlius and Regulus, defeat the Carthaginians b?
369 Coss. Q. Ogulnius Gallus.
sea and land in Africa. Success of the R o m a n
C. Fabius Pictor.
arms in Africa. Manlius returns to R o m e witi
Silver m o n e yfirstcoined at R o m e .
part ofthe army. Regulus remains in Africa.
368 Coss. Ap. Claudius Crassus Rufus.
255 Coss. Ser. Fulvius Paatinus Nobilior.
P. Sempronius Sophus.
M . emilius Paullus.
The Picentines defeated and submit to the Romans.
Tenth year of thefirstPunic war. Regulus conrlp
Colonies founded at Ariminum and Beneventum.
ues the war in Africa with great success, defeats to.Carthaginians, and takes Tunis, but is afterwar.,
267 Coss. M . Atilius Regulus.
defeated by the Carthaginians under the comman*,
L. Julius Libo.
of Xanthippus, and taken prisoner. The R o m a m
T h e Sallentines defeated and Brundisium taken.
equip a largefleet,which defeats the Carthaginiaaa,
266 Coss. N. Fabius Pictor.
D. Junius Pera.
and carries off from Africa the survivors of the
a r m y of Regulus; but on its return to Ita'y It ia
T h e Sallentines submit. Subjugation of Italy completed.
wrecked, and most of the ships are destroy^.
254 Coss. Cn. Cornelius Scipio Asina II.
265 Coss. Q. Fabius Maximus Gurges III.
A, Atilius Calatinus II.
L. Mamilius Vitulus.
Eleventh year of the first Punic war. T h e fclomaa^,
Censs. Cn, Cornelius Blasio.
in three months, build another fleet of 220 ships
C. Marcius Rutilus II. (Censorinus).
264 Coss. Ap. Claudius Caudex.
They take Panormus.
253 Coss. Cn. Servilius Caepio.
M . Fulvius Flaccus.
C. Sempronius Bleesus,
F I R S T P U N I C W A R . First year. T h e consul ClaudiCenss. D. Junius Pera. Abdicated.
us crosses over into Sicily, and defeats the CarthaL. Postumius Megellus. Diea
ginians and Syracusans. Gladiators exhibited for
Twelfth year of thefirstPunic war. The two conthefirsttimeat R o m e .
suls ravage the coast of Africa. O n their return to
203 Coss. M \ Valerius Maximus (Messala).
M \ Otacilius Crassus.
Italy, the R o m a nfleetis again wrecked. T h e senDiet. Cn. Fulvius Maximus Centumalus.
ate resolve not to build another fleet. Tib. CorunMag. Eq. Q. Marcius Philippus.
canius thefirstplebeian Pontifex Maximus
Second year of thefirstPunic war. T h e two consuls 252 Coss. C. Aurelius Cotta.
cross over into Sicily, and raise the siege of MessaP. Servilius Geminus.
na. Hiero makes peace with the Romans.
Censs. M \ Valerius Maximus Messala.
°f.2 Coss. L. Postumius (Megellus).
P. Sempronius Sophus.
Q. Mamilius Vitulus.
Thirteenth year of thefirstPunic war. The two con
Third year of thefirstPunic war. T h e two consuls
suls carry on the war in Sicily. Capture of Himera
lay" siege to Agrigentum, which is taken after a 251 Coss. L. Caecilius Metellus.
C. Furius Pacilus.
siege of seven months.
Fourteenth year of thefirstPunic war. T h e two
261 Coss. L. Valerius Flaccus.
consuls carry on the war in Sicily.
T. Otacilius Crassus.
Fourth year of the first Punic war. The Carthagini- 250 Coss. C. Atilius Regulus (Serranus) II
L. Manlius Vulso (Longus) II.
ans ravage the coast of Italy.
260 Coss. Cn. Cornelius Scipio Asina.
Fifteenth year of thefirstPunic war. Great victory
C. Duilius.
of the proconsul Metellus at Panormus. Regulus
Fifth year of thefirstPunic war. T h e R o m a n s first
sent to R o m e to solicit peace, or, at least, an exbuild a fleet. T h e consul Duilius gains a victory
change of prisoners. T h e Romans, eti the contrary, resolve to prosecute the w a r with the greatest
by sea over the Carthaginians.
^59 Coss. L. Cornelius Scipio.
vigor. A n e wfleetbuilt. T h e two consuls lay
siege to Lilybaaum.
C. Aquilius Florus.
Sixth year of thefirstPunic war. The consul Cor[Arsaces founds the Parthian monarchy.]
nelius attacks Sardinia and Corsica, His colleague 2-19 Coss. P. Claudius Pulcher.
carries on the w a r in Sicily.
L. Junius Pullus.
358 Coss. A. Atilius Calatinus.
Diet. M . Claudius Glicia. Abdicated.
C. Sulpicius Paterculus.
A. Atilius Calatinus.
Censs. C. Duilius.
Mag. Eq. L. Caecilius Metellus.
Sixteenth year of thefirstPunic war. T h e consul
L. Cornelius Scipio.
Claudius defeated by sea. H e is commanded by
Seventh year of thefirstPunic war. The two conthe senate to nominate a dictator, and nominate^
suls carry on the w a r in Sicily, but without m u c h
in scorn, Glicia, w h o had been his scribe, but w h e
success.
is compelled to resign. Thefleetof the other con857 COBS, C. Atilius Regulus (Serranus).
sul is wrecked. T h e dictator Atilius Calatinus
Cn. Cornelius Blasio II.
crosses over into Sicily, being thefirstdictator
Diet. Q. Ogulnius Gallus.
w h o carried on w a r out of Italy.
Mag. Eq. M. Laetorius Planeianus.
Eighth year of thefirstPunic war. T h e consul Atili- 248 0?ss. C. Aurelius Cotta II.
P. Servilius Geminus H .
us gains a naval victory off Tyndaris.
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C. Licinius Varus.
248 Seventeenth year of thefirstPunic war. The consuls earry on the war in Sicily.
Censs. L. Cornelius Lentulas Caudinus.
847 Coss. L. Caecilius Metellus II.
Q. Lutatius Cerco. Died.
N. Fabius Buteo.
The Transalpine Gauls cross the Alps on the in vita
Censs. A. Atilius Calatinus.
tion of the Boii; but, in consequence of dissension*
A. Manlius Torquatus Atticus.
with the Boii, they return home.
The R o m a n s carry on war with the Ligurians and
Kighteenth year of thefirstPunic war. Hamilcar
Corsicans.
Barca appointed general of the Carthaginians. H e
ravages the coasts of Italy. T h e citizens at the cen- 235 Coss. T. Manlius Torquatus.
C. Atilius Bulbus II.
sus are 251,222.
[Birth of Hannibal]
The Sardinians rebel at the instigation ofthe Carthaginians, but are subdued. T h e temple of Janus is
346 Coss. M', Otacilius Crassus II.
M . Fabius Licinus.
shut for the second time.
Vict. Ti. Coruncanius.
The poet Naevius flourished.
234 Coss. L. Postumius Albinus.
Mag. Eq. M . Fulvius Flaccus.
Nineteenth year of thefirstPunic war. During this
Sp. Carvilius Maximus.
Censs. C. Atilius Bulbus.
year, and for several successive years, the war is
A. Postumius Albinus.
chiefly defensive. Both parties are exhausted with
W a r with the Ligurians, Corsicans, and Sardinians,
the struggle. Hamilcar carries on the war with
w h o were secretly urged by the Carthaginians to
great skill.
245 Coss. M . Fabius Buteo.
revolt
C. Atilius Bulbus.
Birth of M. Porcius Cato.
233 Coss. Q. Fabius Maximus Verrucosus
Twentieth year of thefirstPunic war.
M \ Pomponius Matho.
244 Coss. A. Manlius Torquatus Atticus.
W a r with the Ligurians and Sardinians.
C. Sempronius Blaesus II.
232 Coss. M . emilius Lepidus.
Twenty-first year ofthefirstPunic war.
243 Coss. C. Fundanius Fundulus.
M . Publicius Malleolus.
The two consuls carry on w a r in Sardinia. The
C. Sulpicius Gallus.
agrarian law of the tribune C. Flaminius.
Twenty-second year ofthefirstPunic war. The consul Fundanius defeats Hamilcar in Sicily. A sec- 231 Coss. M . Pomponius Matho.
C. Papirius Maso.
ond praetor appointed for thefirsttime.
Diet. C. Duilius.
£42 Coss. C. Lutatius Catulus.
Mag. Eq. C. Aurelius Cotta.
A. Postumius Albinus.
Censs. T. Manlius Torquatus. Abdicated
Twenty-third year of the first Punic war. T h e RoQ. Fulvius Flaccus. Abdicated.
mans again build a fleet
The Sardinians and Corsicans subdued. Sp. CarviU
941 Coss. A. Manlius Torquatus Atticus II.
us divorces his wife, thefirstinstance of divorce &4
Q. Lutatius Ce* >?.
R o m e . Other dates are given for this event
Censs. C. Aurelius Cotta.
230 Coss, M . emilius Barbula.
M. Fabius Buteo,
M . Junius Pera.
Twenty-fourth and last year of thefirstPunic war.
Censs. Q. Fabius Maximus Verrucosus.
T h e proconsul Catulus defeats the Carthaginians
M . Sempronius Tuditanus.
by sea, off the egates. Peace m a d e with the CarW a r with the Ligurians.
thaginians. Sicily becomes a R o m a n province.
Revolt and conquest of the Falisci. W a r of the 229 Coss. L. Postumius Albinus II.
Cn. Fulvius Centumalus.
Carthaginians with the mercenaries. T h e citizens
W a r with the Illyrians, w h o are easily subdued.
at the census are 251,000.
Death of Hamilcar in Spain, w h o is succeeded in
240 Coss. C. Claudius Centho.
the c o m m a n d by Hasdrubal.
M . Sempronius Tuditanus.
4. colony sent to Spoletium. T h e Sardinians revolt 228 Coss. Sp. Carvilius Maximus II.
Q. Fabius Maximus Verrucosus II.
from Carthage.
Postumius, the proconsul, w h o had wintered In Illyr
Livius Andronicus begins to exhibit tragedies at
icum, makes peace with Teuta, queen ofthe Illyri
Rome.
ans. First R o m a n embassy to Greece. Hasdmba*
939 Coss, C. Manlius Turrinus.
makes a treaty with the Romans.
Q. Valerius Falto.
Q. Ennius, the poet, born.
227 Coss. P. Valerius Flaccus.
M. Atilius Regulus.
SS38 Coos. Ti. Sempronius Gracchus.
N u m b e r of praetors increased from two to four
P. Valerius Falto.
T & o R o m a n s carry on war with the Boii and Liguri- 226 Coss. M . Valerius Messala.
L. Apustius Fullo.
ans. The Floralia instituted. Conclusion of the
war of the Carthaginians against their mercenaries 225 COSS. L. emilius Papus.
C. Atilius Regulus. Slain in battle
after it had lasted three years and four months.
Censs. C. Claudius Centho.
The Carthaginians are obliged to surrender SarM . Junius Pera.
dinia and Corsica to the Romans. Hamilcar sent
into Spain.
237 Coss. L. Cornelius Lentulus Caudinus.
Q. Fulvius Flaccus.
W a r continued with the Boii and Ligurians.
£36 Coss. P. Cornelius Lentulus Caudinus

W A R

WITH

T H E GAULS.

T h e Transalpine Gauii

cross the Alps and join the Cisalpine Gauls. Their
united forces defeated by the consul emilius. The
consul Atilius falls in the battle.
Q. Vabius Pictor, the historian, served ba the Gallic
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war. H e was a contemporary of the historian L, 216 Coss. C. Terentius Varro.
Cincius Alimentus,
L. emilius Paulus L. Slain in battfa
Diet. M. Junius Pera.
224 Coss. T. Manlius Torquatus H.
Q, Fuivias Flaccus II.
Mag. Eq. Ti. Sempronius Gracchus.
Diet, sine Mag. Eq. M. Fabius Buteo.
Diet. L. Caecm'ug Metellus.
Third year of the second Punic war. Great uefc&l
Mag. Eq. N. Fabius Buteo.
of the R o m a n s at the battle of Cannae, on the 2d
SecGnd year ofthe Gallic war. The Boii submit.
of August Revolt of Capua and m a n y other citw,*
Plautus, peihaps, began to exhibit in this year. See
The war continued in Spain* Death of Hiero.
the article P L A U T U S .
323 Coss. C. Flaminius.
215 Coss. Ti. Sempronius Gracchus,
P. Furius Philus.
L. Postumius Albinus HI. Slain in battle,
Third year ofthe Gallic war. The consul Flaminius
M , Claudius Marcellus II. Abdicated.
crosses the Po and defeats the Insubrians.
Q. Fabius Maximus Verrucosus III.
S2J. Coss. Cn. Cornelius Scipio Calvus,
Fourth year of the second Punic war. The waT t«»
M. Claudius Marcellus.
gins to turn in favor of the Romans. Marcellus
Fourth and last year of the Gallic war. The Insubrigains a victory over Hannibal near Nola. The Roans, defeated by the consul Marcellus, submit to the
mans conquer the Carthaginians in Sardinia. SucRomans. The consul Marcellus wins the spolia
cess of P. and Cn. Scipio in Spain. Treaty of H a n
opima.
nibal with Philip, king of Macedon. The pumptua<
221 Coss. P. Cornelius Scipio Asina.
ry law of the tribune C. Oppius.
M. Minucius Rufus.
214 Coss. Q, Fabius Maximus Verrucosus IV.
Diet. Q. Fabius Maximus Verrucosus
M. Claudius Marcellus III.
Mag. Eq. C. Flaminius.
Censs. M . Atilius Regulus. Abdicated.
W a r with the Istri, w h o are subdued. Hannibal sucP. Furius Philus. Died.
ceeds Hasdrubal in the c o m m a n d of the CarthaginFifth year of the second Punic war. Hannibal in the
ian army in Spain.
neighborhood of Tarentum. Marcellus is sent into
220 Coss. L. Veturius Philo.
Sicily. H e besieges Syracuse, but turns the siege
C. Lutatius Catulus,
into a blockade. W a r continued in Spain
Censs. L. emilius Papus.
213 Coss. Q. Fabius Maximus.
C. Flaminius.
Ti. Sempronius Gracchus II.
The censors place the libertini in the four city tribes.
Diet. C. Claudius Centho.
flaminius makes the Via Flaminia and builds the
Mag. Eq. Q. Fulvius Flaccus.
Circus Flaminius. The citizens at the census are
Sixth year of the second Punic war. Hannibal con
270,213.
tinues in the neighborhood of Tarentum. Marcel819 Cess. M . Livius Salinator.
lus continues the siege of Syracuse. Successes of
L. emilius Paulus.
P. and Cn. Scipio in Spain. They think of crossSecond Illyrian war against Demetrius of Pharos,
ing over to Africa. W a r between the Romans and
w h o is conquered by the consul emilius. Hanni
Philip.
bal takes Saguntum after a siege of eight months, 212 Ooss. Q. Fulvius Flaccus III.
and winters at Carthago Nova.
Ap. Claudius Pulcher.
T h e poet Pacuvius bornfiftyyears before Attius.
Seventh year of the second Punic war. Hannibal
First medical shop opened at R o m e by Archagathus,
takes Tarentum. Marcellus takes Syracuse. P.
a Greek, to w h o m tho R o m a n s granted the jus Quiand Cn. Scipio defeated and slain in Spain. Instiritium.
tution of the Ludi Apollinares.
S!18 Coss. P. Cornelius Scipio.
Death of Archimedes.
Ti. Sempronius Longus.
211 Cos9. Cn. Fulvius Centumalus.
S E C O N D P U N I C W A R . First year. Hannibal began
P. Sulpicius Galba Maximus,
his march from Carthago Nova at the commenceEighth year of the second Punic war. Hannibal atment of spring, and reached Italy infivemonths.
tempts in vain to raise the siege of Capua. The
H e defeats the R o m a n s at the battles of the Ticinus
R o m a n s recover Capua. P. Scipio is sent into
and the Trebia, and winters in Liguria. Cn. Scipio
Spain toward the end ofthe summer. The etoli.
carries on the war with success in Spain.
ans desert Philip and conclude a treaty with the
L. Cincius Alimentus wrote an account of Hannibal's
Romans.
passage into Italy.
210 Coss. M . Claudius Marcellus IV.
117 Coss. Cn. Servilius Geminus.
M , Valerius Laevinus.
C. Flaminius II. Slain in battle.
Diet. Q. Fulvius Flaccus.
M. Atilius Regulus II.
Mag. Eq. P. Licinius Crassus Dives.
Diet. Q. Fabhi3 Maximus Verrucosus II.
Censs. L. Veturius Philo. Died.
P. Licinius Crass as Dives. AbdicatedMag. Eq. M . Minucius Rufus.
Ninth year of the second Punic war. Hannibal %ht»
Diet. L. Veturius Philo.
a drawn battle with Marcellus. In Sicily, Laevinua
Mag, Eq. M . Pomponius Matho.
takes Agrigentum. In Spain, Scipio takes CarthaSecond year of the second Punic war. Hannibal
marches through the marshes into Etruria, and dego Nova. The citizens at the census are 137,108.
feats Flaminius at the battle of the Lake Trasime- 209 Coss. Q. Fulvius Flaccus IV.
Q. Fabius Maximus Verrucosus V.
mis. Fabius Maximus, elected dictator by the people, will not risk a battle. Hannibal marches into
Censs. M . Cornelius Cethegus.
P. SPW»pronius Tuditanus.
Apulia, where he passes the winter. The war conTenth year of tb« second Punifl war. The conem
tinue! in Spain.
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Fabius recovers Tarentum. In Spain, Scipio gains 201 Coss. Cn. Cornelius Lentulus
P. elius Paetus.
a victory near Baecula. In this year the n u m b e r
Eighteenth and last year of the seconl Punic was
of R o m a n colonies was thirty.
Peace granted to the Carthaginians.
£68 Coss. M . Claudius Marcellus V. Slain in battle.
T. Quinctius (Pennus Capitolinus) Crispinue. 200 Coss. P. Sulpicius Galba Maximus II.
C. Aurelius Cotta.
Died.
Renewal of the w a r with Philip, king of Macedonia
Diet, T. Manlius Torquatus.
Sulpicius sent into Greece. W a r with the Inaubrt
Mag. Eq. C. Servilius.
an Gauls. Colony sent to Venusium.
Eleventh year of the second Punic war. T h e two
consuls defeated by Hannibal near Venusia j Mar- 199 Coss. L. Cornelius Lentulus.
cellus is slain. Continued success of Scipio in
P, Villius Tappulus.
Censs. P. Cornelius Scipio Africanus.
Spain. Hasdrubal crosses the Pyrenees and winters in Gaul.
P. elius Paetus.
W a r eontinued against Philip and the Gauls. Suipt
307 Coss. C. Claudius Nero.
M . Livius Salinator II.
cius succeeded in the c o m m a n d in Greece by V3Diet. M . Livius Salinator.
lius. Colony sent to Narnia.
Mag. Eq. Q . Caecilius Metellus.
198 Coss. Sex. elius Paetus Catus.
Twelfth year of the second Punic war. Hasdrubal
T. Quinctius Flamininus.
crosses the Alps and marches into Italy; is defeatW a r continued against Philip and the Gauls. Villiua
ed on the Metaurus and slain. T h e R o m a n s carry
is succeeded by Flamininus.
on the w a r in Greece against Philip: they take 197 Coss. C. Cornelius Cethegus.
Oreum, in Euboaa. Continued success of Scipio
Q. Minucius Rufus.
In Spain.
W a r continued against Philip and the Gauls. Defeat
Livius Andronicus w a s probably still alive in this
of Philip by Flamininus at the battle of Cynoscephayear.
lae, in the autumn. Peace concluded with Philip.
N u m b e r of praetors increased to six. L e x Poreia
906 Coss. L. Veturius Philo.
de provocatione.
Q. Caecilius Metellus.
Thirteenth year of the second Punic war. T h e con- 196 Coss. L. Furius Purpureo.
M , Claudius Marcellus.
suls march into Bruttii. Hannibal remains inactive.
W a r continued against the Gauls. T h e consuls d«»
Scipio becomes master of Spain; he crosses over
feat the Insubrians and the Boii. Flamininus proInto Africa, and makes a league with Syphax.
claims the independence of Greece at the Isthmian
306 Coss. P. Cornelius Scipio (Africanus).
games. Hannibal takes refuge at the court of AnP. Licinius Crassus Dives.
tiochus. Triumviri Epulones created by the L e x
Vk£. Q. Caecilius Metellus.
Mag. Eq. L. Veturius Philo.
Licinia.
Fourteenth year of the second Punic war. T h e w a r 195 Coss. L. Valerius Flaccus.
eontinued in Bruttii. Scipio crosses over into SicM . Porcius Cato.
ily, where he passes the winter. Peace concluded
W a r continued against the Gauls. Flamininus inarcnbetween R o m e and Philip.
es against Nabis, the tyrant of Sparta. Liberation
304 Coss. M . Cornelius Cethegus.
of Argos. Order restored in Spain by the consul
P. Sempronius Tuditanus.
Cato. T h e L e x Oppia repealed.
Censs. M . Livius Salinator.
Birth of Terence.
C. Claudius Nero.
194 Coss. P. Cornelius Scipio Africanus IJ
Fifteenth year of the second Punic war. T h e w a r
Ti. Sempronius Longus.
continued in Bruttii. Hannibal conquered near
Censs. Sex. elius Paetus Catus.
Croton. Scipio crosses over to Africa. T h e citiC. Cornelius Cethegus.
W a r continued against the Gauls. Flamininus and
zens at the census are 214,000.
Cato return to R o m e , and triumph. T h e R o m a n *
Ennius, the poet is brought to R o m e by the quaestor
found several colonies this year, in Campania, L a
Cato, from Sardinia.
cania, Apulia, and Bruttii, In this year the sena$03 Coss. Cn. Servilius Caapio.
tors receive separate seats at the R o m a n games.
C. Servilius.
The citizens at the census are 143,704.
Did. P. Sulpicius Galba Maximus.
193 Coss. L. Cornelius Merula.
Mag. Eq. M . Servilius Pulex Gemimie.
Q. Minucius Thermus.
Sixteenth year of the second Punic war. Scipio
W a r continued against the Gauls. Ambassadors sen i
prosecutes the w a r with success in Africa. Defeat
to Philip.
of the Carthaginians and Syphax; Syphax is taken
prisoner. Hannibal leaves Italy, and crosses over 192 Coss. L. Quinctius Flamininus.
Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus.
to Africa.
W a r with the Gauls continued. Philip crosses over
SUB Coss. M . Servilius Pulex Geminus.
into Greece on the invitation of the etolians.
Ti. Claudius Nero.
Diet. C. Servilius.
The Pamulus of Plautus probably represented in title
Mag. Eq. P. elius Paetus.
year.
Seventeenth year of the second Punic war. Hanni- 191 Coss. P. Cornelius Scipio Nasica.
M \ Acilius Glabrio.
bal is defeated by Scipio at the decisive battle of
W A R W I T H A N T I O C H U S . T h e consul Acilius defeats
Z a m a . T h e Carthaginians sue for peace. After
Antiochus at Thermopylae. T h e R o m a n s defeat the
this year no dictator w a s appointed foi 1 20 years,
fleet of Antiochus. H e winters in Phrygia. T h e
till Sulla.
consul Cornelius defeats the Brit, w h o submit Thn
n«ath of the poet Naavius
B.C.
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colony of Bononia founded in their country in the
following year.
191 T h e Pseudolus of Plautus probably represented in
this year.
190 Coss. L. Cornelius Scipio (Asiaticus).
C. Laelius.
The consul L. Scipio crosses into Asia, and defeats
Antiochus at the battle of Magnesia. Peace m a d e
with him, but not ratified till B.C. 188.
169 Coss. M . Fulvius Nobilior.
Cn. Manlius Vulso.
Censs. T. Quinctius Flamininus.
M . Claudius Marcellus.
The consul Fulvius subdues the etolians. Peace
m a d e with them. The consul Manlius conquers
the Galatians in Asia Minor. T h e citizens at the
census are 258,318.
Ennius accompanies Fulvius into etolia.
188 Coss. M . Valerius Messala.
C. Livius Salinator.
Manlius remains in Asia, and ratifies the peace with
Antiochus. H e returns h o m e through Thrace and
Macedonia, and is attacked by the Thracians.
18/ Coss. M . Gemilius Lepidus.
C. Flaminius.
*he two consuls carry on war against the Ligurians.
L. Scipio accused of embezzlement in the war with
Antiochus, and is condemned. H e was accused
by the Petillii, tribunes of the plebs, at tho instigation of Cato.
19>1 Coss. Sp. Postumius Albinus.
Q. Marcius Philippus.
W a r continued against the Ligurians. The Senatusconsu.teira de Bacckanalibus.
Ii5 Voes Ap. Claudius Pulcher.
M. Sempronius Tuditanus.
W a r continued against the Ligurians. P. Scipio Africanus accused by M . Naavius. H e retires from
R o m o before his trial.
184 Coss. P. Claudius Pulcher.
L. Porcius Licinus.
Censs. L. Valerius Flaccus.
M. Porcius Cato.
W a r continued against the Ligurians. Cato exercises his censorship with great severity; expels
Flamininus from the senate, and deprives L. Scipio
of his equus publicus.
Death of Plautus.
183 Coss. M . Claudius Marcellus.
Q Fabius Labeo.
W a r continued against the Ligurians. Death of Scipio Africanus. (The year of his death is variously
stated.) Death of Hannibal.
183 -Joss. Cn. Baebius Tamphilus.
L. emilius Paulus.
W a r continued against the Ligurians. T w o praetors
sent into Spain.
til Coss. P. Cornelius Cethegus.
M. Bsebius Tamphilus.
W a r continued against the Ligurians. T h e Ligures
Ingauni submit to the Romans. L e x Cornelia Baebia de ambitu. The sumptuary law of the tribune Orchius. Discovery of the alleged books of
Numa.
180 Coss. A. Postumius Albinus.
C. Calpui nius Piso. Died,
Q. Fulvius Flaccus.
W a r continued against the Ligurians. T h e LigureB

Apuani transplanted to Samnium, C c k n y sect *
Pisa. T h e L e x Annalis of the tribune Villius fixe*
the age at which the magistracies might be held
179 Coss. L. Manlius Aeidinus Fulvianus.
Q. Fulvius Flaccus.
Censs. L. emilius Lepidus.
M . Fulvius Nobilior
W a r continued against the Ligurians. They are d©>
feated by the consul Fulvius. Tib. Gracchus, the fa
ther ofthe two tribunes, subdues the Celtiberians in
Spain. Death of Philip, king of Macedonia, and sc*
cession of Perseus. The citizens at the census are
273,294.
Caecilius, the comic poet, flourished.
178 Coss, M . Junius Brutus.
A. Manlius Vulso.
W a r with the Istrians.
177 Coss. C. Claudius Pulcher
Ti. Sempronius Gracchus.
Subjugation of the Istrians b y the consul ClaudhiB,
w h o also defeats the Ligurians. Colonies founded
at Luna and Lucca. T h e consul Gracchus carries
on war against the Sardinians, wb,o had revolted
176 Coss. Q. Petillius Spuiinus. Slain in battle.
Cn. Cornel. Scipio Hispallus. Died.
C. Valerius Laavinus.
W a r continued against the Ligurians. T h e consul
Petillius defeated and slain by the Ligurians. Gracchus subdues the Sardinians.
175 Coss, P. Mucius Scaevola.
M. emilius Lepidus II.
W a r continued against the Ligurians, w h o are defeat
ed by the consuls, Gracchus returns to R o m e , and
triumphs over the Sardinians. Origin cf the proverb Sardi venales.
174 Coss. Sp. Postumius Albinus Paullulus.
Q. Mucius Scaevola.
Censs. Q. Fulvius Flaccus.
A. Postumius Albinus.
The censors order the streets of R o m e to be paTcrt
The citizens at the census are 269,015.
173 Coss. L. Postumius Albinus.
M . Popillhis Laenas.
Popillius defeats the Ligurians.
Ennius is n o w in his 67th year.
172 Coss. C. Popillius Laenas.
P. elius Ligus.
Eumenes comes to R o m e to denounce Perseus
171 Coss. P. Licinius Crassus.
C. Cassius Longinus.
W A R W I T H P E R S E U S . First year. The consul Licinius carries on the war with success against Per
seus. H e winters in Bceotia and Thessaly.
170 Coss. A. Hostilius Mancinus.
A. Atilius Serranus.
Second year of the war against Perseus. T h e consul
Hostilius Mancinus c o m m a n d s in Macedonia.
Birth ofthe poet Accius or Attius.
169 Coss. Q. MarchiK Philippus II.
Cn. Servilius Caepio.
Censs. C. Claudius Pulcher,
Ti. Sempronius Gracchus.
Third year of the war against Perseus. The consn
Marcius commands in Macedonia. The L e x Voce*
nia. The libertini placed in the four city tribes bj
the censor Gracchus. T n e citizens at the census
are 312,805.
Death of Ennius.
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L66 Cuss. L. e mi lias Paulus II.
C. Licinius Crassus.
Fourth and last year of the w a r against Perseus.
The consul emilius Paulus defeats Perseus at the
battle of Pydna, on the 22d of June. Perseus shortly afterward taken prisoner. E n d of tho Macedo- 154
nian monarchy. W a r with the Illyrians : the war
is ended in 30 daysDeath of Caecilius, the comic poet
t67 Coss. Q. elius Paetus.
BI. Junius Pennus.
emilius Paulus settles the affairs of Greece. H e destroys seventy towns in Epirus. More than 1000
principal Achaean3 are sent to R o m e : among them 153
is the historian Polybius.
56 Coss. M . Claudius Marcellus.
C. Sulpicius Gallus.
The consuls defeat the Alpine Gauls and the Ligurians.
152
The Andria of Terence exhibited.
165 Coss. T. Manlius Torquatus.
Cn. Octavius.
T h e Hecyra of Terence exhibited.
164 Coss. A. Manlius Torquatus.
Q. Cassius Longinus. Died.
Censs. L. emilius Paulus.
Q. Marcius Philippus.
The citizens at the census are 327,022.
163 Coss. Ti. Sempronius Gracchus II.
M'. Juventius Thalna.
The Corsicans rebel, but are subdued by the consul
Juventius.
T h e Heautontimorumenos of Terence exhibited.
Ui2 Coss. P. Cornelius Scipio Nasica. Abdicated,
C. Marcius Figulus. Abdicated.
P. Cornelius Lentulus.
Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus.
16J Coss. M . Valerius Messala.
C. Fannius Strabo.
T h e philosophers and rhetoricians banished from
R o m e . The sumptuary law of the consul Fannius.
The Eunuchus and Phormio of Terence exhibited.
160 Coss. L. Anicius Gallus.
M. Cornelius Cethegus.
T h e Pontine marshes drained. Death of L. emilius
Paulus.
T h e Adelphi of Terence exhibited at the funeral
games of emilius Paulus.
J59 Coss, Cn. Cornelius Dolabella.
M. Fulvius Nobilior.
Censs. P. Cornelius Scipio Nasica,
M. Popillius Laenas.
The citizens at the census are 338,314. A waterclock set u p at R o m e by the censor Scipio.
Death of Terence.
158 Coss. M. emilius Lepidus.
C. Popillius Laenas II.
157 Coss. Sex. Julius Caesar.
L. Aurelius Orestes.
Ariarathes V. Philopator comes to R o m e . A colony
was founded at A u x i m u m , in Picenum.
156 Coss. L. Cornelius Lentulus Lupus.
C. Marcius Figulus II.
The consul Marcius carries on w a r against the Dalmatians.
155 Coss. P. Cornelius Scipio Nasica II.
M. Claudius Marcellus II.
Tbe consul Scipio subdues the Dalmatians. T h e
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Athenians send an embassy to R o m e , consisting
of the philosophers Diogenes, Critolatia, and Carneades, to obtain a remission of the fine of 500 talents, which they had been sentenced to pay aftei
the w a r with Perseus.
Coss. Q. Opimius.
L. Postumius Albinus. Died.
M*. Acilius Glabrio
Censs. M . Valerius Messala.
C. Cfssius Longinus.
The consul Opimius is sent against the Oxybil, Trana
alpine Gauls. The citizens at the census are 324,000.
The poet Pacuvius flourished.
Coss. Q. Fulvius Nobilior.
T. Annius Luscus.
In this year the consuls for thefirsttime enter on
their office on the 1st of January. W a r with the
Celtiberians in Spain begins. It is conducted unsuccessfully by the consul Nobilior,
Coss. M . Claudius Marcellus III.
L. Valerius Flaccus. Died.
The consul Marcellus conducts the war in Spain with
more success.
151 Coss. L. Licinius Lucullus.
A. Postumius Albinus.
The consul Lucullus and the praetor Sulpicius Galba
conduct the w a r in Spain. Lucullus conquers the
Vaccaei, Cantabri, and other nations; but Galba is
defeated by the Lusitanians. Return ofthe Achaean exiles.
Postumius Albinus, the consul, was a writer of Roma*.
history.
150 Coss. T. Quinctius Flamininus.
M'. Acilius Balbus.
Galba, at the beginning of the year, most treacherous*
ly destroys the Lusitanians. Viriathus w a s among
the few w h o escaped.
Cato, aet. 84, brought d o w n his Origines to this period.
149 Coss. L. Marcius Censorinus.
M \ Manilius,
T H I R D P U N I C W A R . First year. The consuls land
in Africa. Death of Masinissa, aet P0. T h e L e x
Calpurnia of the tribune L. Calpurnius Piso de repetundis (malversation and extortion by the governors of the provinces), which w a s thefirstlaw on
the subject A pseudo-Philippus, named Andris
cus, appears in Macedonia, but is defeated and slabs
within a year.
Death of Cato, aet 85.
L. Calpurnius Piso, the author of the law de repetMf
dis, was an historian.
148 Coss. Sp. Postumius Albinus Magnus.
L. Calpurnius Piso Caesonius.
Second year of the third Punic war. 'The pseudoPhilippus defeated and taken prisoner by Q. Metel
lus, the praetor. Success of Viriathus in Lusitania
Birth of Lucilius.
147 Coss. P. Cornelius Scipio Africanus emiliauus.
C. Livius Drusus.
Censs. L. Cornelius Lentulus Lupus.
L. Marcius Censorinus.
Third year of the third Punic war. Scipio crosses
over to Africa. W a r declared between R o m e and
the Achaaans. Continued success of Viriathus In
Lusitania. T h e citizens at the census are 322,000.
143 Coss, Cn. Cornelius Lentulus.
L. M u m m i u s Achaicus.
Fourth andlast year ofthe third Punic war. Carthage
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taken by Scipio and razed to the ground : its territory m a d e a R o m a n province. T h e Achaaans defeated by M u m m i u s , Corinth taken, and the R o m a n 136
province of Achaia formed (but vid. p. 000 of Tables). Continued success of Viriathus in Lusitania.
Cassius Hemina, the historian, flourished.
C. Fannius, the historian, serves with Scipio at Car
thage.
L45 Coss. Q. Fabius Maximus emilianus.
L. Hostilius Mancinus.
T h e consul Fabius c o m m a n d s in Spain against Viria135
thus, and carries on the w a r successfully.
144 Coss. Ser. Sulpicius Galba.
L. Aurelius Cotta.
Fabius continues in Spain as proconsul
143 Coss. Ap. Claudius Pulcher.
134
Q. Caecilius Metellus Macedonicus.
C o m m e n c e m e n t of the Numantine war. T h e consul
Metellus c o m m a n d s in Nearer Spain, to carry on
the war against the Numantines. T h e praetor Q.
Pompeius continues in Further Spain, to carry on
the war against Viriathus and the Lusitanians. M e tellus prosecutes the w a r with success, but Pompeius is defeated by Viriathus. Another pretender 133

he is defeated by the Namaiitines, and makes «
peace with them, which the senate refuses to ratify
Coss. L. Furius Philus.
Sex. Atilius Serranus.
Censs. A p Claudius Pulcher.
Q. Fulvius Nobilior.
Brutus remains in Further Spain as proconsul, ar.a
subdues the Gallaeci. T h e proconsul Lepidus, w h o
*md succeeded Mancinus in Nearer Spain, is defeated by the Vacciei. T h e citizens at the census are
323,923.
Coss. Ser. Fulvius Flaccus.
Q. Calpurnius Piso.
T h e consul Piso succeeds Lepidus in Nearer Spain,
but carries on the w a r without success. T h e consul Flaccus defeats the Vardaei in Illyricum.
Coss. P. Cornelius Scipio Africanus emilianus II.
C. Fulvius Flaccus.
Scipio ia elected consul to end the Numantine war.
H e receives Nearer Spain as his province, and carries on the w a r with vigor. Servile w a r in Sicily:
the consul Fulvius sent against the slaves.
Sempronius Asellio, the historian, servod at Numantia
Coss. P. Mucius Scaevola.
L. Calpurnius Piso Frugi.
in Macedonia defeated and slain.
Numantia taken by Scipio and destroyed. The consul
142 Coss. h. Caecilius Metellus Calvus.
Piso defeats the slaves in Sicily. Tib. Gracchus,
Q. Fabius Maximus Servilianus.
tribune of the plebs, his legislation and murder.
Censs. P. Cornelius Scipio Africanus (emilianus).
132 Coss. P. Popillius Laenas.
L. M u m m i u s Achaicus.
P. Rupilius.
Q . Metellus continues in Nearer Spain as proconsul.
E n d of the Servile war in Sicily. Return and tat
T h e consul Servilianus, in Further Spain, carries
u m p h of Scipio.
on war against Viriathus. T h e citizens at the cen131 Coss. P. Licinius Crassus Mucianus.
sus are 328,442.
L. Valerius Flaccus.
M . Antonius, the orator, born,
Censs. Q. Caecilius Metellus Macedonicus,
Fannius, the historian, serves in Spain.
Q . Pompeius Rufus.
II Coss Cn. Servilius Caepio.
T h e consul Crassus carries on w a r with Aristonicus
Q. Pompeius,
in Asia. T h e affairs of Sicily settled by Rupilius,
Fabius Servilianus remains as proconsul in Further
the proconsul. C. Papirius Carbo, tribune of the
Spain: is defeated by Viriathus, and makes a peace
plebs, brings forward laws which are opposed by
with him, which is ratified by the senate. T h e conScipio Africanus and the aristocracy. Both censul Pompeius succeeds Metellus in Nearer Spain:
sors plebeians for the first time. The citizens are
his unsuccessful campaign.
317,823.
IfiO Coss. C. Laelius Sapiens.
130 Coss. C. Claudius Pulcher Lentulus.
Q. Servilius Caapio.
M . Perperna.
Caepio succeeds Fabius in Further Spain, renews the
Aristonicus defeats and slays Crassus. H e is defeatwar with Viriathus, and treacherously causes his
ed and taken prisoner by the consul Perperna.
assassination. Pompeius continues as proconsul in
Nearer Spain j is defeated by the Numantines, and 129 Coss. C. Sempronius Tuditanus.
M \ Aquillius.
makes a peace with them, hut afterward denies that
T h e consul Aquillius succeeds Perperna in Asia. Arhe did so.
istonicus put to death. T h e consul Sempronius car*
Crassus, the orator, b o m ,
ries on w a r against the Iapydes. Death of Scfpk'
Attius, aat. 30, and Pacuvius, aet. 80, both exhibit In
Africanus, at the age of 56.
this year.
139 Coss. Cn. Calpurnius Piso.
128 Coss. Cn. Octavius.
M . Popillius Laenas.
T. Annius Luscus Rufus.
Caepio remains as proconsul in Further Spain. The 127 Coss. L. Cassius Longinus Ravilla.
L. Cornelius Cinna.
consul Popillius succeeds Pompeius in Nearer
126 Coss. M . emilius Lepidus.
Spain.
L. Aurelius Orestes.
136 Coss. P. Cornelius Scipio Nasica Serapio.
T h e consul Aurelius puts d o w n a rebellion in Sardinia
D. Junius Brutus (Callaicus).
C. Gracchus goes to Sardinia as quaestor. M . Jn*
T h e consul Brutus succeeds Caapio in Further Spain:
nius Pennus, tribune of the plebs, carries a law orhe subdues Lusitania. Popillius remains as consul
in Nearer Spain, and is defeated by the Numantines.
dering all aliens to quit R o m e . The Ludi Secular
I X Coss. M . emilius Lepidus Porcina.
res celebrated for the fourth time.
125 Coss. M . Plautius Hypsaeus.
C. Hostilius Mancinus. Abdicated,
M . Fulvius Flaccus.
Brutus remains in Further Spain as proconsul, and
completes the subjugation of Lusitania. The conCenss. Cn. Servilius Caepio.
h. Cassius LMngims Ravilla.
sul Mancinus stwceeds Popillius in Nearer Spain:
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112 Jugurtha kills Adherbal. The consul D n BUS C O B *
I K Tfee consul flaccus sabdues the Salluvii in Transmands in Thrace, and defeats the ScordierJ
alpine Gaul. L. Opimius, tbe praetor, destroys Fregellae, which had revolted. Aurelius remains in 111 Coss. P. Cornelius Scipio Nasica. Died.
L. Calpurnius Bestia.
Sardinia with Gracchus. 1 be citizens are 390,736.
124 Coss. C. Cassius Longinus.
J U G U R T H I N E W A R . First year. The consul C a pur
C. Sextius Calvinus.
nius Bestia is bribed by Jugurtha, and grants hint
W a r in Transalpine Gaul continued. The consul
peace.
Calvinus defeats the Allobroges and Arverni. C. 110 Coss. M. Minucius Rufus.
Sp. Postumius Albinus.
Gracchus returns to R o m e from Sardinia.
Second year of the Jugurthine war. Jugurtha comet
323 Coss. Q. Caecilius Metellus (Balearicus).
to R o m e , but quits it again secretly, in consequence
T. Quinctius Flamininus,
ofthe murder of Massiva. The consul Albinus comC. Gracchus, tribune of the plebs, brings forward his
mands in Africa, but returns to R o m e to hold thft
Leges Semproniae. A colony sent to Carthage.
comitia, leaving his brother Aulus in the c o m m a n d
Sextius Calvinus remains in Transalpine Gaul as
The consul Minuciusfightsagainst the Thracians.
proconsul. The consul Metellus subdues the Ba109 Coss. Q,. Caecilius Metellus (Numidicus).
learian islands.
M . Junius Silanus.
L. Coalius Antipater, the historian,flourishedin the
Censs. M . emilius Seaurus. Abdicated
time of C. Gracchus.
M . Livius Drusus. Died.
t22 Coss. Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus.
Third year of the Jugurthine war. Aulua is defeated
C. Fannius Strabo.
in January by Jugurtha, and concludes a peace,
C. Gracchus tribune ofthe plebs a second time. C o m which the senate refuses to ratify. The consul
pletion of the conquest of the Salluvii in TransalMetellus sent into Africa, and carries on the wax
pine Gaul, and foundation of Aquae Sextiae by the
with success. The consul Silanus is defeated by
proconsul Sextius Calvinus.
the Cimbri. The proconsul Minucius defeats the
121 Coss. L. Opimius.
Thracians.
Q. Fabius Maximus (Allobrogicus).
Birth of T. Pomponius Atticus.
Death of C. Gracchus. The proconsul Domitius defeats the Allobioges. The consul Fabius likewise 108 Coss. Ser. Sulpicius Galba.
L. Hortensius. Condemned.
defeats the Allobroges and Arverni, w h o submit to
M . Aurelius Seaurus.
the Romans.
Censs. Q. Fabius Maximus Allobrogicus.
120 Coss. P. Manilius.
C. Licinius Geta.
C. Papirius Carbo.
Fourth year of the Jugurthine war. Metellus conCenss. L. Calpurnius Piso Frugi.
tinues in the c o m m a n d as proconsul, and defeat*
Q. Caecilius Metellus Balearicus.
Jugurtha.
U S Coss. L. Caecilius Metellus (Dalmaticus).
107 Coss. L. Cassius Longinus. Slain.
L. Aurelius Cotta.
C. Marius.
C. Marius tribune of the plebs.
The orator L. Crassus (aet. 21) accuses Carbo.
Fifth year of the Jugurthine war. The consul Mariui
118 Coss. M . Porcius Cato. Died.
succeeds Metellus in the c o m m a n d . The consul
Q. Marcius Rex.
Cassius defeated and slain by the Cimbri and their
allies.
T h e consul Marcius conquers the Stoani, a Gallic nation. A colony founded at Narbo Martius. Death 106 Coss. C. Atilius Serranus.
Q. Servilius Caepio.
of Micipsa.
117 Coss. P. Caecilius Metellus Diadematus.
Sixth and last year of the Jugurthine war. Marius
continues in the c o m m a n d as proconsul. Jugurtha
Q. Mucius Scaevola.
The consul Metellus subdues the Dalmatians. Ambasis captured. Birth of Cn. Pompeius on the 30th
of September.
sadors are sent to Numidia, w h o restore Adherbal.
116 Coss. C. Licinius Geta.
Birth of Cicero at Arpinum on the 3d cf January.
Q. Fabius Maximus Eburnus.
105 Coss. P. Rutilius Rufus.
Birth of Varro.
Cn. Mallius Maximus.
115 Coss. M . emilius Seaurus.
The Cimbri defeat Q. Servilius Caepio, proconsul,
M. Caecilius Metellus.
and Cn. Mallius, consul.
Censs. L. Caecilius Metellus Dalmaticus,
104 Coss. C. Marius II.
Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus.
C. Flavius Fimbria.
T h e citizens at the census are 394,336.
Triumph of Marius. Preparations against the Clia
114 Coss. M . Acilius Balbus.
bri, w h o march into Spain. T h e L e x E ccutia of
C. Porcius Cato.
the tribune Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus gives to th«
T h e consul Cato defeated by the Scordlsd in Thrace.
people the right of electing the priests.
Birth of the orator Hortensius.
103 Coss. C. Marius III.
113 Coss. C. Caacilius Metellus Caprarius.
L. Aurelius Orestes. Died.
Cn. Papirius Carbo.
Continued preparations against the Cimbri.
C o m m e n c e m e n t of the war against the Cimbri and
T h e Tereus of Attius exhibited.
Teutoni. They defeat the consul Carbo near NoDeath of Lucilius.
reia, but, instead of penetrating into Italy, cross into 102 Coss. C. Marius IV.
Gaul. The consul Metellus carries on the war sucQ. Lutatius Catulus.
cessfully against the Thracians.
Censs. Q- Caacilius Metellus Numidicus.
C. Csecilius Metellus Caprarius.
IIS Coss. W. Livius Drusus.
The Cimbri return from Spain into Gaul. fCarta*
JU Calnnrnius Piso Ceescnius.
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lum taken. T h e franchise granted to all the cos
federate towns of Italy, and the Latin franchise tu
the Transpadani. The n e w citizens eni*olledby the
census in eight n e w tribes.
Cicero serves under Pompeius in the Marsic war
88 Coss. L. Cornelius Sulla (Felix*
Q. Pompeius Rufus. Slai?u
End ofthe Marsic war. The Samnites alone continue
in arms, Sulla receives tho c o m m a n d of the war
against Mithradates. This occasions the civil warfl
of Marius and Sulla. Marius expels Sulla from
R o m e , and receives from the tribes the c o m m a n d
of the Mithradatic war. Sulla marches upon R o m e
with his army, enters the city, and proscribes M a
rius and the leading m e n of his party.
Cicero hears Philo and Molo at R o m e .
87 Coss. Cn. Octavius. Slain. •
L. Cornelius Cinna. Abdicated.
L. Cornelius Merula. Slain.
Sulla crosses over to Greece to conduct the war
against Mithradates. H e is opposed by Archelaus,
the general of Mithradates; lays Biege to Athens
T h e consul Cinna espouses the side of Marius.
Cinna and Marius enter R o m e , and massacre their
opponents. T h e consul Octavius, the orator M.
Antonius, and other distinguished m e n , put to
death.
Sisenna, the historian described these times.
Birth of Catullus.
86 Coss. L. Cornelius Cinna II.
C. Marius VII. Died.
L. Valerius Flaccus II.
Censs. L. Marcius Philippus.
M . Perperna.
Death of Marius, aet. 70. Sulla continues tbe war
against Mithradates; takes Athens on the 1st of
March; defeats ArchelaUs in Boaotia. Flaccus, w h o
is elected consul in Marius's place, receives the
c o m m a n d of the Mithradatic war, and crosses over
to Asia; he is murdered by Fimbria.
Birth of Sallust
65 Coss. L. Cornelius Cinna IIL
Cn. Papirius Carbo,
Sulla begins to treat with ArchelaUs respecting the
terms of peace. Fimbria prosecutes the w a r in
Asia with success against Mithradates.
84 Coss. Cn. Papirius Carbo II.
L. Cornelius Cinna IV. Slain.
Peace concluded between Mithradates and Sulla.
After the conclusion of the peace, Sulla marches
against Fimbria, w h o kills himself.
83 Coss. L. Cornelius Scipio Asiaticus.
L. Norbanus Balbus.
Sulla returns to Italy at the beginning of the year.
Civil war between him and the Marian party. C n
Pompeius (aet. 23) takes an active part in Sulla's
favor. Q. Sertoriusfliesto Spain. T h e Capitol
burned on the 6th of July. L. Murena, the propraetor, renews the w a r against Mithradates.
82 Coss. C. Marius. Slew himself.
Cn. Papirius Carbo III. Slain.
Diet. L. Cornelius Sulla Felix. '
T H E M A R S I C O R S O C I A L W A R . T h e L e x Julia of the
consul gives the franchise to all the Latins*
Mag. Eq. L'. Valerius Flaccus.
Victories of Sulla and his generals. Capture of ires83 Coss. Cn. Pompeius Strabo.
L. Porcius Cato. Slain.
neste, and death of the younger Marius, the consul,
Censs. P. Licinius Crassus.
Sulla is undisputed master of Italy. H e is appoint
L. Julius Caesar.
ed dictator for an indefinite period ; proscribes hie
Successes of the R o m a n s in th? Marsit* war Ascuopponents. Cn. Pompeius is sent to Sicily, to ca?

completely defeats the Teutoni at the battle of
Aquae Sextiaa. T h e consul Catulus stationed in
Northern Italy. A second servile war arises iu
Sicily, and w a s ended by the proconsul Aquilius
in B.C. 99. It w a s badly conducted by L. Lucullus and C. Servilius,
Ml Coss. C. Marius V.
M \ Aquilius.
Jtfarius joins the proconsul Catulus in Northern Italy.
They defeat the Cimbri in the Campi Raudii, near
Verona. T h e consul Aquilius sent against the slaves
in Sicily.
100 Coss. C, Marius VI.
L. Valerius Flaccus.
Sedition and death of L. Appuleius Saturninus, the
tribune of the plebs. Banishment of Metellus Numidicus. Birth of C. Julius Caesar on the 12th of
July.
99 Coss. M , Antonius.
A. Postumius Albinus.
Return of Metellus Numidicus to R o m e . T h e servile
war in Sicily ended by M'. Aquilius, tho proconsul.
98 Coss. Q . Caecilius Metellus Nepos.
T. Didius.
W a r with the Celtiberians breaks out Didius commands in Spain. Q. Sertorius serves under him.
L e x Caecilia.
97 Coss. Cn. Cornelius Lentulus.
P. Licinius Crassus.
Censs. L. Valerius Flaccus.
M . Antonius.
Didius remains in Spain as proconsul andfightssuccessfully against the Celtiberians.
9$ Coss. Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus,
C. Cassius Longinus.
Ptolemaeus, king of Cyrene, dies, and leaves M s kingd o m to the Romans.
95 Coss. L. Licinius Crassus.
Q. Mucius Scaevola.
Birth of Lucretius.
94 Coss. C. Ccelius Caldus.
L. Domitius Ahenobarbus.
93 Coss. C. Valerius Flaccus.
M . Herennius.
S2 Coss. C. Claudius Pulcher.
M . Perperna.
Censs. Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus,
L. Licinius Crassus.
Sulla, propraetor, is sent to Asia; he restores Ariobarzanes to the kingdom of Cappadoeia, and receives an embassy from the king of the Parthians,
thefirstpublic transaction between R o m e and Parthia.
81 Coss. L. Marcius Philippus.
Sex. Julius Caesar.
M . Livius the tribune of the plebs. His legislation.
H e attempts to give the franchise to the Italian allies, but is assassinated by his opponents.
Death of the orator Crassus.
5*0 Coss. L. Julias Caesar.
P. Rutilius Lupus. Slain.
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ry on war against the Xarkns. Q . JJertorius holds
out in Spain.
82 Birth of P. Terentius Varro Atacinus, the poet
Birth of C. Licinius Calvus, the orator.
81 Coss. M . Tullius Decula.
Cn. Cornelius Dolabella.
Sulla continues dictator. His legislation. Successful
campaign of Cn. Pompeius in Africa; returns to
R o m e , and triumphs.
Cicero's (aet. 26) oration Pro Quintio.
Valerius Cato, the grammarian and poet, flourished.
80 Coss L. Cornelius Sulla Felix II.
Q. Caacilius Metellus Pius.
Sulla continues dictator, but holds the consulship as
well. Siege and capture of Mytilene, in Asia: C.
Julius Caesar (aet 20) was present at the siege.
Cicero's (aet 27) oration Pro Sex. Roseio Amerino.
79 Coss. P. Servilius Vatia (Isauricus).
Ap. Claudius Pulcher.
Sulla lays d o w n his dictatorship. Metellus, proconsul, goes to Spain to oppose Sertorius.
Cicero (aet 28) goes to Athens,
78 Coss. M . emilius Lepidus.
Q. Lutatius Catulus.
Death of Sulla, aat 60. The consul Lepidus attempts to
rescind the laws of Sulla, but is opposed by his colleague Catulus. Metellus continues the war against
Sertorius. P. Servilius Vatia is sent as proconsul
against the pirates on the southern coasts of Asia
Minor.
Cicero (aet 29) hears Molo at Rhodes.
Sallust's history began from this year.
T7 Coss. D. Junius Brutus.
M a m . emilius Lepidus Livianus.
Lepidus takes up arms, is defeated by Catulus at the
Mulvian bridge, and retires to Sardinia, where he
dies in the course of the year. Sertorius is joined
by M . Perperna, the legate of Lepidus. Cn. Pompeius is associated with Metellus in the c o m m a n d
against Sertorius.
Cicero (aat. 30) returns to R o m e .
16 Coss. Cn. Octavius.
L. Scribonius Curio.
Metellus and Pompeius carry on the war against Sertorius unsuccessfully.
Cicero (eet. 31) engaged in pleading causes.
Birth of Asinius Pollio.
]f5 Coss. L. Octavius.
C. Aurelius Cotta.
W a r with Sertorius continued. T h e proconsul P.
Servilius Vatia, w h o was sent against the pirates
in B.C. 78, subdues the Isaurians, and receives the
surname of Isauricus. T h e proconsul C. Scribonius Curio c o m m a n d s in Macedonia, subdues the
Dardani, and penetrates as far as the Danube.
Cicero (aet 32) quaestor in Sicily.
4 Coss. L. Licinius Lucullus.
M . Aurelius Cotta.
W a r with Sertorius continued. Renewal ofthe war
with Mithradates: Lucullus appointed to the comm a n d ; he carries on the w a r with success, and
relieves Cyzicus, which was besieged by Mithradates.
Cicero (aet. 33) returns from Sicily to R o m e .
T3 Coss, M . Terentius Varro Lucullus.
C. Cassius Varus.
W a r with Sertorius continued. Mithradates is defeated by Lucullus near Cyzicus C o m m e n c e m e n t
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ofthe war in Italy against the gladiators c o m m a n d
ed by Spartacus. The consul M . Lucullus succeeds
Curio in Macedonia, and subdues the Bessi in this
or the following year.
72 Cbss. L. Gellius Poplicola.
Cn. Cornelius Lentulus Clodianua
Murder of Sertorius; defeat and death of Perperna
end of the war in Spain. Lucullus follows Mithra
dates into Pontus. The two consuls are defeated
by Spartacus.
71 Coss. P. Cornelius Lentulus Sura.
Cn. Aufidius Orestes.
W a r with Mithradates continued. Mithradates flies
into Armenia to his son-in-law Tigranes. Spartacus defeated and slain by M . Licinius Crassus, praator. Pompeius, on his return from Spain, falls'in
with and destroys some ofthe fugitives.
70 Coss. Cn. Pompeius Magnus.
Licinius Crassus Dives.
Censs. L. Gellius Poplicola.
Cn. Cornelius Lentulus Clodianus,
W a r with Mithradates continued, but no active operations this year. Lucullus is engaged in regulating
the affairs of Asia Minor: Mithradates remains in
Armenia. Pompeius restores to the tribunes the
power of which they had been deprived by Sulla.
T h e L e x Aurelia enact3 that the judices are to bs?
taken from the senators, equites, and tribuni aerarii.
instead of from the senators exclusively, as Sulla
had ordained.
Cicero (aet 37) impeaches Verres; he delivers the
orations In Q. Caciliwn Divinatio and Actio I. in
Verrem.
Birth of Virgil.
69 Coss. Q. Hortensius.
Q . Caecilius Metellus (Creticus).
W a r with Mithradates continued. Lucullus invades
Armenia, defeats Tigranes, and takes Tigranocerta,
T h e Capitol dedicated by Q. Catulus.
Cicero (aat 38) curule aedile. His orations Pro M.
Fonteio and Pro A. Cacina.
68 Coss. L. Caecilius Metellus. Died.
Q. Marcius Rex.
W a r with Mithradates continued. Lucullus defeats
Tigranes and Mithradates on the Arsanias, and lays
siege to Nisibis, Q. Metellus, proconsul, conducts
the war in Crete.
67 Coss. C. Calpurnius Piso.
M'. Acilius Glabrio.
W a r with Mithradates continued. Mutiny in the army
of Lucullus. H e marches back to Pontus, whithet
Mithradates had preceded him, and had defeatsd C.
Triarius, the legate of Lucullus. T h e war against
the pirates is committed to Cn. Pompeius by the
L e x Gabinia. Metellus concludes tYe war in Crete
either in this or the following year. L. Roscius
Otho, tribune of the plebs, carried a law that the
equites should have separate seats in the theatre.
M . Terentius Varro serves under Pompeius in the
war against the pirates.
66 Coss. M \ emilius Lepidus.
L. Volcatius Tullus.
W a r with Mithradates continued. T h e conduct of il
is committed to Cn. Pompeius by the L e x Manilia.
H e had already brought the war against the pirates
to a close. H e invades Armenia, and mnfces peace
with Tigranes. Mithradates retires infcu. the C « »
merian Bosporus,
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oc.
powers, forfiveyears. Piolemaeus Auletes (eaae*
66 Ci<**ro (aet 41), praetor, delivers the orations Pro
Lege Manilia and Pro A. Cluentio.
to R o m e .
Cicero (aet. 50) recalled from banishment.
65 Coss. P. Cornelius Sulla,
>Did not enter upon office.
P. Autronius Paetus,
56 Coss. Cn. Cornelius Lentulus Marcellinus.
LB. i
^. Aurelius Cotta.
L. Marcius Philippus.
L- Manlius Torquatus.
Caesar's (aet. 44) third campaign in Gaul. M e cosiCenss. Q. Lutatius Catulus. Abdicated.
quers the Veneti in the northwest of Gaul. Csasaf
M . Licinius Crassus Dives. Abdicated.
met Pompeius and Crassus at Luca in April, and
W a r with Mithradates continued. Pompeius pursues
m a d e arrangements for the continuance of theii
Mithradates, andfightsagainst the Albanians and
power. Clodius is curule aadile.
Iberians. Catiline'sfirstconspiracy. Caesar (aet.
Cicero's (aet. 51) orations, (1.) Pro Sextio; (2.) In Vatinium; (3.) De Harvspicum Responsis ; (4.)DePrff*
35) is curule aedile.
vinciis Consularibus; (5.) Pro M. Cmlio Rufo} (6
Birth of Q. Horatius Flaccus.
Pro L. Cornelio Balbo.
M Coss. L. Julius Caesar.
C. Marcius Figulus.
55 Coss. Cn. Pompeius Magnus H.
Censs. L. Aurelius Cotta.
M . Licinius Crassus II
Pompeius returns from the pursuit of Mithradates.
Censs. M . Valerius Messala Niger.
H e makes Syria a R o m a n province, and winters
P. Servilius Vatia Isauricus.
there.
Caesar's (aet. 45) fourth campaign in Gaul. H e cross
Cicero's (aet 43) oration In Toga Candida.
es the Rhine: he invades Britain. Assignment oi
Si Coss. M . Tullius Cicero.
the provinces to the triumvirs by the L e x TreboC Antonius.
nia. Caesar receives the Gauls and Illyricum for
Death of Mithradates. Pompeius subdues Phoenicia
five years m o r e ; Pompeius the Spains, and Crasand Palestine, and takes Jerusalem after a siege of
sus Syria. Ptolemaeus Auletes restored to Egypt
three months. Catiline's second conspiracy detect
by A. Gabinius.
ed and crushed by Cicero. Birth of Augustus.
Cicero (aat 52) composes his De Oratore. His speech
Cicero (aet. 44) delivered m a n y orations in his consulIn Pisonem.
ship. Those which are extant were delivered in
Virgil (aet 16) assumes the toga virilia.
the following order: (1.) De Lege Agraria; (2.) 54 Coss. L. Domitius Ahenobarbus.
Pro C. Rabirio; (3.) In Catilinam; (4.) Pro MuAp. Claudius Pulcher.
Caasar's (aet. 46) sixth campaign in Gaul. His second
rena.
expedition
into Britain: w a r with Ambiorix in the
6£ Cbss. D. Junius Silanus,
winter. Crassus marches against the Parthians.
L, Licinius Murena.
Cicero (aet 53) composes his De Republlca. His era
Defeat and death of Catiline. Pompeius returns to
Italy. Caesar (aet 38) is praator; Cato ia tribune
tions Pro M. Scauro, Pro Plancio, Pro C Rabiris
of the people.
Postumo.
Cicero's (aet. 45) oration Pro P. Sulla.
53 Coss. Cn. Domitius Calvinus.
M . Valerius Messala.
81 Coss. M . Pupius Piso Calpurnianus.
Caesar's (aat 47) seventh campaign in Gaul. H e again
M . Valerius Messala Niger.
crosses the Rhine. Defeat and death of Crassua
Triumph of Pompeius on the 28th and 29th of Sepb y the Parthians.
tember. Trial and acquittal of P. Clodius. Caasar
Cicero (aet. 54) elected augur.
(aet. 39), propraetor, obtains the province of Fur52 Coss. C n Pompeius Magnus III. Sole consul for tU
ther Spain.
first part of the year.
Cicero's (set. 46) oration Pro Arckia.
Ex Kal. Sextil. Q. Caecilius Metellus Pius Scipfo,
i?0 Coss. L. Afranius.
Caesar's (aet 48) eighth campaign in Gaul. Insurroc
Q. Caacilius Metellus Celertion in Gaul; Caesar takes Alesia and Vercir^fep
Caesar's victories in Spain. H e returns to R o m e .
rix. Death of Clodius in January: riots at R o m e .
His coalition with Pompeius and Crassus, usually
Pompeius sole consul.
called the First Triumvirate.
Cicero's (aet. 55) oration Pro Milone. H e compose*
59 Coss. C. Julius Caasar (aat. 41).
his De Legibus.
M . Calpurnius Bibulus.
Death of Lucretius.
T h e agrarian law of Caesar. T h o acts of Pompeius
51 Coss. Ser. Sulpicius Rufus.
in Asia ratified. Caesar receives the provinces of
M . Claudius Marcellus.
Cisalpine and Transalpine Gaul and Illyricum for
Caesar's (aet 49) ninth campaign in Gaul. Subjugs,
five years.
tion of the country. T h e consul Marcellus pr®
Cicero's (aet 48) oration Pro L. Flacco.
poses measures against Caasar.
Birth of T. Livius, the historian.
Cicero (aat 56) goes as proconsul to Cilicia
93 Coss. L. Calpurnius Piso Caasoninus.
50 Coss- L. emilius Paulus.
A. Gabinius.
C. Claudius Marcellus.
Caesar's (aet. 42) first campaign ia Gaul; he defeats
Censs. Ap. Claudius Pulcher.
the Helvetii and Ariovistus. P. Clodius is tribune
L. Calpurnius Piso Cteeoninus.
ofthe plebs.
Caesar (aet. 5G) spends the year in Cisalpine Gaul
Cicero (aet. 49) is banished.
Measures of Pompeius against Caesar.
ft? COBS. P. Cornelius Lentulus Spinther.
Dicero (aat. 57) leaves Cilicia, and reaches Brundisi
Q. Caacilius Metellus Nepos.
u m at the end of the year.
Caasar's (aet. 43) second campaign in G a u H e defeats the Belgaa. T h e superintendence if the anDeath of Hortens'us.
n n m committed to Pompeius, with extraordinary
Sallust is expelled the senate
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48 Ceea C. Claudius Marce'dus.
44 M U R D E R OF CJESAR (aet. 56) Dnthel5tn jfMarch. Oc
tavianus, on the death of Caesar, comes from Aool
L. Cornelius Lentulus Crus.
Ionia to Rome. M. Antonius withdraws from Romb,
Diet, without Mag. Eq. C. Julius Caesar.
and proceeds to Cisalpine Gaul at the end of Noveni
Commencement of the civil war between Caesar (aet
ber, to oppose D. Brutus: he is declared a public
51) and Pompeius. Caesar marches into Italy, and
pursues Pompeius to Brundisium. Pompeius leaves
enemy by the senate.
Ciceio (aet. 63) composes his Tusculanm Ti.spv.iano
Italy in March, and crosses over to Greece. Caesar
7ies, De. Natura Deorum, De Divinatione^ DA Fate
goes to Rome, and then proceeds to Spain, where
De Amicitia, De Senectute, De Gloria, Topica, De O
he conquers Afranius and Petreius, the legati of
Jiciis. His orations Pkilippica I., in the senate; Ph
Fompeius. H e returns to Rome, is appointed diclippica II. (not spoken); Philippica III.t in the sen
tator for the election of the consuls, resigns the ofate; Philippica IV., before the people.
fice at the end of 11 days, and then goes to Brun43 Coss. C. Vibius Pansa. Died.
disium, in order to cross over into Greece.
A. Hiitius. Slain.
Cicero (aet, 58) comes to Rome, but crosses over to
C. Julius Caesar Octavianus. Abdicated.
Greece in the month of June.
C. Cariinaa.
18 Coss. C, Julius Caesar II.
Q. Pedius. Died.
P. Servilius Vatia Isauricus.
P. Ventidius.
Caesar (aet. 52) lands in Greece, defeats Pompeius at
Siege of Mutina: death of the consuls Pansa and HITthe battle of Pharsalia in the month of August
tius. M. Antonius is defeated, andfliesto Gaul.
Murder of Pompeius (aet. 58) before Alexandrea.
Octavianus comes to Rome, and is elected consul.
Caesar comes to Egypt: Alexandrine war.
Cicero (aet, 59) returns to Italy after the battle of
The murderers of Caesar outlawed. S E C O N D T R I
U M V I R A T E formed by Octavianus, Antonius, and LePharsalia, and arrives at Brundisium.
pidus : they take the title Triumviri Reipublica Con7 Diet. C. Julius Caesar II.
stiluendce: they proscribe their enemies.
Mag, Eq. M. Antonius.
Coss. Q. Fufius Calenus.
Cicero (aat. 64) proscribed and put to death, tne i&
P. Vatinius.
maining Philippic orations delivered in this year
Birth of Ovid.
Caesar (aet. 53) dictator the whole year. The consuls
Death of Laberius, the mimographer.
Calenus and Vatinius were only appointed at the
end ofthe year. Caesar concludes the Alexandrine
42 Coss. L. Munatius Plancus.
war, marches into Pontus, and conquers PnarnaM. emilius Lepidus II.
Cefiss. L. Antonius Pietas.
ees; arrives In Italy in September. H e crosses
P. Sulpicius.
0"4?r to Africa before the end of the year, to carry
W a r in Greece, between the triumvirs and thp repttSi
cat war against the Pompeians.
Cicero (aat. GO) meets Caesar at Brundisium, ia parlican party. Battle of Philippi, and death of Caa
doned by him, and returns to Rome.
sius. Second battle of Philippi, and death of Bru16 Coss. C. Julius Caesar III.
tus. Oirth of Tiberius, afterward emperor.
M. emilius Lepidus.
Horace (aet. 23)fightsat the battle cf Philippi.
Caasar (aet. 54) defeats the Pompeians at the battle of 41 Coss. L. Antonius Pietas.
Thapsus in April. Death of Cato, aat 48. Caesar
P. Servilius Vatia Isauricus II.
returns to R o m e and triumphs. Reformation of
W a r of Perusia. The consul L. Antonius and Fulvia,
the calendar by Caesar.
the wife of M Antonius, oppose Octavianus. A n
tonius is besieged in Perusia toward the end of the
Cicero (aet. 61) composes his Brums and Partitiones
year.
Oratories. His orations Pro Marcello and Pro Li40 Coss. Cn Domitius Calvinus II. Abdicated.
gario.
C, Asinius Pollio.
Sallust praetor, and accompanies Caesar in the African war.
L. Cornelius Balbus.
15 Diet. C. Julius Caesar III.
P. Canidius Crassus.
Mag. Eq. M. emilius Lepidus.
Capture of Perusia. Death of Fulvia. Reconciliation
Cos. without colleague. C. Julius Caesar IV
between Octavianus and M. Antonius, who conclude
Coss. Q. Fabius Maximus. Died.
a peace at BrundiBium: M. Antonius marries OctaC. Caninius Rebilus.
via, the sister of Octavianus. Labienus and the
C. Trebonius.
Parthians invade Syria.
Cornelius Nepos flourished.
Caesar (aet. 55) defeats tne Pompeians in Spain at the
39 Coss. L. Marcius Censorinus.
battle of Munda in March. Triumph of Caesar.
C. Calvisius Sabinus.
H e is made consul for ten years, and dictator and
Octavianus and Antonius have an interview with Sex
censor for life.
Cicero (aet. 62) divorces Terentia; marries Publilia;
Pompeius at Misenum, and conclude a peace with
loses his daughter Tullia; divorces Publilia. H e
him. M. Antonius spends the winter at Athens
composes his Orator, Academica, De Ftnibus. Ills Ventidius, the legatus of Antonius, defeats the Par
oration Fro Deiotaro.
thians : death of Labienus. Birth of Julia, thy
14 Diet. C. Julius Caasar IV.
daughter of Octavianus..
Mag, Eq. M. emilius Lepidus II.
Horace (aet. 26) is introduced to Maecenas by VirgU
and Varius.
Mag. Eq. C. Octavius.
Mag. Eq. Cn. Domitius Calvinus. Dia not enter upon SB Coss. Ap. Claudius Pulcher
Cess. C. Julius Caesar V. Assassinated.
C. Norbanus Flaccus.
M. Antonius.
W a r between Octavianus and Sex. Pompeius. Octo
P. Cornel'us Dolabella
vianua marries Livia. V entidius again defeats th*
63
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Parthians, and drives them out of Syria. Death
of Paeorus. Sossius, the legatus of Antonius, conquers the Jews.
38 Horace (aet. 27) is engaged upon thefirstbook of his
Satires.
37 Coss, M. Agrippa.
L. Caninius Gallus. Abdicated.
T. Statilius Taurus
Antonius comes to Italy. Renewal of the Triumvirate for another period offiveyears. Octavianus
employs this year in preparations against Sex. Pompeius. Agrippa crosses the Rhine.
Varro (aet. 80) composes his De Re Rustica.
36 Coss, L. Gellius Poplicola. Abdicated.
M . Cocceius Nerva. Abdicated.
L. Munatius Plancus II.
C. Sulpicius Quirinus.
Defeat of Sex. Pompeius, w h ofliesto Asia. Lepidus
ceases to be one of the triumvirs. M . Antonius invades the Parthian dominions late in the year, and
is obliged to retreat with great loss.
35 Coss. L. Cornificius.
Sex. Pompeius.
Sex. Pompeius (aet. 39) is put to death m Asia. Octavianus defeats the niyrians.
34 Coss. L. Scribonius Libo.
M . Antonius. Abdicated.
L. Sempronius Atratinus.
Ex Cat, Jul. Paul, emilius Lepidus.
C. M e m m i u s .
Ex Kal. Nov. M . Herennius Picens.
Octavianus defeats the Dalmatians. Antonius invades
and subdues Armenia.
Death of Sallust
33 Coss. Imp. Caesar Augustus II. Abdicated.
L. Volcatius Tullus.
P. Autronius Paetus.
Ex Kal. Mai. L. Flavius.
Ex Kal. Jul. C. Fonteius Capito.
M \ Acilius (Aviola).
Ex Kal. Sept. L. Vinucius.
Ex Kal. Oct. L. Laronius.
Rupture between Octavianus and Antonius. Both
parties prepare for war. In this year Octavianus
is called, in the Fasti, Imperator Caasar Augustus,
though thetitlesof Imperator and Augustus were
not conferred upon him till B.C. 27. Agrippa aedile.
Horace (aat. 32) probably publishes the second book
of his Satires.
32 Coss. Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus,
C. Sosius.
Ex Kal. Jul. L, Cornelius,
Ex Kal. Nov. N. Valerius.
Antonius divorces Octavia. W a r declared against
Antonius at the conclusion of the year.
Death of Atticus.
SI Coss. Imp. Caasar Auguytus III.
M . Valerius Messala Corvinus.
Ex Kal. Mai. M. Titius.
JEz Kal. Oct. Cn. Pompeius.
Antonius defeated at the battle of Actium on the 2d
of September. Octavianus proceeds to the East
Horace (aetat 34) probably publishes his book of
Epodes.
30 Coss. Imp. Caesar Augustus IV.
M. Licinius Crassus.
Ex Kal. Jul. C. Antistius Vetus,
Ex Td.Sept. M , Tullius Cieero.

Ex Kal. Nov, L. Saenius.
Death of Antonius (aet 51) and Cleopatra. Egypt
m a d e a R o m a n province. Octavianus passes the
winter at Samos,
OCTAVIANUS SOLE RULER OF T H E R O M A N W O R L D .
Cornelius Gallus, the poet, appointed praefect oi
Egypt
29 Coss. Imp. Caesar Augustus V.
Sex. Appuleius.
Ex Kal. Jul. Potitus Valerius Messala.
/
Ex Kal. Nov. C. Furnius.
C. Cluvius.
Octavianus returns to R o m e and celebrates three triumphs, Dalmatian, Actian, Alexandrine. Temple
of Janus closed.
28 Coss. Imp. Caasar Augustus VI.
M . Agrippa II.
Census taken by the consuls. The citizens at the
census are 4,164,000.
Death of Varro.
27 Coss. Imp. Caesar Augustus VII.
M , Agrippa III.
Octavianus receives the title of Augustus, and accepts
the government for ten years. Division of the provinces between him and the senate. Augustus goes
into Spain. Messala triumphs on account of his
conquest of the Aquitani, probably in the preceding
year.
Tibullus accompanied Messala into Aquitania.
26 Coss, Imp. Caesar Augustus VHI.
T. Statilius Taurus II.
Augustus conducts the w a r in Spain. Death of Css
nelius Gallus.
25 Coss. Imp. Caesar Augustus IX.
M. Junius Silanus.
Augustus continues to conduct the war in Spain, and
subdues the Cantabri. The Salassi subdued by A
Terentius Varro, and the colony of Augustus Praetoria (Aosta) founded in their country. T h e temple of Janus shut a second time. Marcellus marries Julia, the daughter of Augustus.
24 Cos3. Imp. Caasar Augustus X .
C. Norbanus Flaccus.
Augustus returns to R o m e , elius Gallus marches
against the Arabians.
Virgil is n o w employed upon the eneid.
Horace (aet 41) publishes thefirstthree books of hi*
Odes in this or the following year.
23 Coss. Imp. Caesar Augustus X L Abdicated.
A. Terentius Varro Murena. Died
L. Sestius.
Cn. Calpurnius Piso.
Augustus is invested with the tribunician power ins
life. Death of Marcellus. A n embassy from the
Parthians: Augustus restores the son of Phraates,
but keeps Tiridates at R o m e .
22 Coss. M . Claudius Marcellus eserninus
L. Arruntius.
Censs. L. Munatius Plancus.
Paul, emilius Lepidus.
Conspiracy of Murena detected and punished. Can.
dace, queen of the ethiopians, invades Egypt Ra>
volt of the Cantabri in Spain.
21 Coss. M . Lollius.
Q. emilius Lepidus.
Augustus goessto the East, and spends the winter al
Samos. Agrippa marries Julia, the daughter a?
Augustus and widow of Marcellus.
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20 Coss. M . Appuleius.
P. Silius Nerva.
The Parthians restore the R o m a n standards, Ambassadcrs come to Augustus from the Indians. Augustas winters again at Samos. Birth of C. Caesar, the
grandson of Augustus.
IS Coss C. Sentius Saturninus.
Q. Lucretius Vespillo.
Ex Kal. Jul. M . Vinucius.
Augustus returns to R o m e . The Cantabri are finally
subdued.
Death of Virgil.
18 Coss. P. Cornelius Lentulus Marcellinus.
C. Cornelius Lentulus.
Augustus accepts the empire for five years. T h e
L e x Julia of Augustus De Maritandis Ordinibus.
Death of Tibullus.
Horace (aet 47) publishes thefirstbook of his Epistles about this time.
17 Coss. C. Furnius.
C, Junius Silanus.
The Ludi Saculares celebrated. Birth of L. Caesar, the
grandson of Augustus. Agrippa is sent into Asia.
Horace (aet 48) writes his Carmen Stzculare.
16 Coss. L. Domitius Ahenobarbus.
P. Cornelius Scipio,
Ex Kal. Jul. L. Tarias Rufus.
Agrippa is in Asia, where his friendship is cultivated
by Herod. The Germans defeat the R o m a n army
under Lollius. Augustus sets out for Gaul.
15 Coss. M. Livius Drusus Libo.
L. Calpurnius Piso.
Augustus remains in Gaul. Tiberius and DruBUS subdue the Raeti and Vindelici.
'4 Coss. M . Licinius Crassus.
Cn. Cornelius Lentulus Augur.
Augustus remains in Gaul.
13 Coss. Ti. Claudius Nero (afterward T I Caesar Augustus).
P. Quinctilius Varus.
Augustus returns from Gaul, and Agrippa from Asia.
Horace (aet. 52) publishes the fourth book of his Odes.
IS Coss. M . Valerius Messala Barbatus Appianus. Died.
P. Sulpicius Quirinus. Abdicated,
C Valgius Rufus. Abdicated,
C. Caninius Rebilus. Died.
L. Volusius Saturninus.
Death of Agrippa m March, in his 51st year. Death
of Lepidus. Augustus becomes pontifex maximus.
11 Coss. Q. elius Tubero.
Paul. Fabius Maximus.
Drusus carries on war against the Germans, and Tiberius against the Dalmatians and Pannonians. Tiberius marries Julia. Death of Octavia, the sister
of Augustus.
U) Coss. Julius Antonius.
Q. Fabius Maximus Africanus.
Augustus is in Gaul. H e returns to R o m e at the end
of the year with Tiberius and Drusus. Birth of
Claudius, afterward emperor.
9 Coss. Nero Claudius Drusus Germanicus. Died.
T. Quinctius (Pennus Capitolinus) Crispinus.
Drusus sent agaifcst the Germans, and dies during the
war.
The history of Livy ended with the death of Drusus.
8 Coss. C. Marcius Censorinus.
C. Asinius Gallus.
Augustus accepts the e mpire a third time. The month

of Sextilis receives his name. Tiberius succeeds
his brother in the war against the Germans. Cen
sus taken by Augustus. Death cf Maecenas
Death of Horace, aet. 57.
' Coss. Ti. Claudius Nero II.
Cn. Calpurnius Piso.
Tiberius returns to R o m e from Germany, but somi
afterward sets out again to the same country.
i Coss. D. Laalius Balbus.
C. Antistius Vetus.
Tiberius receives the tribunician power forfiveyears,
and retires to Rhodes, where he remained seven
years.
> Coss. Imp. Caesar Augustus XII.
L. Cornelius Sulla.
C. Caesar receives the toga virilis.
; Coss. C. Calvisius Sabinus.
L, Passienus Rufus.
B I R T H O F JESUS CHRIST.

Death of Herod, king of

Judaaa.
I Coss. L. Cornelius Lentulus.
M. Valerius Messalinus.
Birth of Galba, afterward emperor.
! Coss. Imp. Caesar Augustus XIII. Abdicated
M . Plautius Silvanus. Abdicated.
Q. Fabricius.
L. Caninius Gallus.
L. Caasar receives the toga virilis. Banishment of

Julia.
Ovid publishes his p o e m De Arte Amandt
. Coss. Cossus Cornelius Lentulus,
L. Calpurnius Piso.
B I B T H O F J E S U S C H R I S T , according to the c o m n w a

era. C Caasar is sent into the East

).
. Coss. C. Caasar.
L. emilius Paulus.
W a r in Germany.
! Coss. P. Vinucius.
P. Alfenius Varus.
Ex Kal. Jul. P. Cornelius Lentulus Scipio.
T. Quinctius Crispinus Valerianus.
Interview of C. Caesar with Phraates, king of Parthia.
L. Caasar dies at Massilia, on his w a y to Spain. Tiberius returns to R o m e .
Velleius Paterculus serves under O. Caasar.
J Coss. L. elius Lamia
M. Servilius.
Ex Kal. Jul. P. Silius.
L. Volusius Saturninus.
Augustus accepts the empire for a fourth period of
ten years.
1 Coss. Sex. elius Catus.
C. Sentius Saturninus.
Ex Kal. Jul. C Clodius Licinus.
Cn. Sentius Saturninus.
Death of C. Caasar in Lycia. Tiberius adopted oy Augustus. Tiberius sent to carry on the war against
the Germans.
Velleius Paterculus serves under Tiberius in G e *
many.
Death of Asinius Pollio.
5 Coss. L. Valerius Messala Volesus.
Cn. Cornelius Cinna Magnus.
Ex Kal. Jul. C. Ateius Capito.
C. Vibius Postumus.
Second campaign of Tiberius in Germany

tffiti
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18 Coss. T L Caasar Augustusfil.AbdinaieaL
0 C O M M. emilius Lepidus.
Germanicus Caesar .fl
L. Airuntius. Abdicated.
L. Seius Tubero.
L. Nonius Asprenas.
Tiberii 5.—Germanicus is in the East
Third campaign of Tiberius in Germany. Revolt of
Death of Ovid and of Livy.
the Pannonians and Dalmatians.
19 Coss. M . Junius Silanus.
7 Coss. A. Licinius Nerva Silianus.
L. Norbanus Balbus.
Q. Caecilius Metellus Creticus.
Tiberii 6.—Germanicus visits Egypt, and returns U
Germanicus is sent into Germany. First campaign
Syria, where he dies in his 34th year. Drusus carof Tiberius in Illyricum against the Pannonians and
ries on war in Germany with success. The Jew*
Dalmatians.
are banished from Italy.
Velleius Paterculus quaastor.
20 Coss. M . Valerius Messala.
8 Coss. M . Furius Camillus.
M . Aurelius Cotta.
Sex. Nonius Quinctilianus.
Tiberii 7.—Agrippina, the wife of Germanicus, cornea
Ex Kal. Jul. L. Apronius.
to R o m e . Trial and condemnation of Piso.
A. Vibius Habitus.
21 Coss. Ti. Caesar Augustus IV.
Second campaign of Tiberius in Illyricum.
Drusus Caesar II.
9 Coss. C. Poppaeus Sabinus.
Tiberii 8.—Junius Blaesus is sent into Africa against
Q. Sulpicius Camerinus.
Tacfarinas.
Ex Kal. Jul. M . Papius Mutilus.
Q. Poppaeus Secundus.
22 Coss. D. Haterius Agrippa.
C. Sulpicius Galba.
Third and last campaign of Tiberius in Illyricum.
Ex Kal. Jul. M . Cocceius Nerva.
Subjugation of the Dalmatians. Defeat of QuintilC. Vibius Rufinus.
ius Varus, and destruction of his army. T h e RoTiberii 9.—Tne tribunician power is granted to Drumans lose all their conquests in Germany east of
the Rhine. Birth of Vespasian, afterward emperor.
sus.
23 Coss. C. Asinius Pollio.
Exile of Ovid.
C. Antistius Vetus.
10 Coss. P. Cornelius Dolabella.
Tiberii 10.—Death of Drusus: he is poisoned by B e
C. Junius Silanus.
janus.
Ex Kal. Jul. Ser. Cornelius Lentulus Malugi24 Coss. Ser. Cornelius Cethegus.
nensis.
L. Visellius Varro.
Tiberius again sent to Germany.
Tiberii 11.—End of the African war by the tfiath cS
11 Coss. M. emilius Lepidus.
T. Statilius Taurus.
Tacfarinas.
Ex Kal Jul. L. Cassius Longinus.
Birth of the elder Pliny.
25 Coss. M . Asinius Agrippa.
Tiberius and Germanicus cross the Rhine, and carry
Cossus Cornelius Lentulus.
on war in Germany.
Tiberii 12.—Cremutius Cordus, the historian, Ift ac13 Cos3. Germanicus Caasar.
cused, and dies of voluntary starvation.
C. Fonteius Capito.
Ex Kal. Jul. C. Visellius Varro.
26 Coss. C. Calvisius Sabinus.
Cn. Cornelius Lentulus Gaetulicus.
Tiberius returns to R o m e and triumphs.
Ex Kal. Jul. Q. Marcius Barea.
Birth of Caligula.
T. Rustius N u m m i u s Gallus.
Ovid publishes his Tristia.
Tiberii 13.—Tiberius withdraws into Campania, and
13 Coss. C. Silius.
never returns to R o m e . Poppaeus Sabinus carries
L. Munatius Plancus.
on war successfully against the Thracians.
Augustus accepts the empire afifthtimefor ten years.
27 Coss. M . Licinius Crassus Frugi.
T4 Coss. Sex. Pompeius.
L. Calpurnius Piso.
Sex. Appuleius.
Census taken: the citizens are 4,197,000. Death of
Tiberii 14.
Augustus at Nola, in Campania, on the 19th of Au- 28 Coss. Ap. Junius Silanus.
P. Silius Nerva.
gust, in the 76th year of his age.
Suf. Q. Junius Blaesus.
T I B E R I U S (aat 56) succeeds Augustus as emperor.
L. Antistius Vetus.
Revolt of the legions in Pannonia and Germany.
Tiberii 15.—Death of Julia, the grand-daughter of Aa*
Death of Agrippa Postumus, the grandson, and of
gustus. Agrippina, the daughter of Germanicus, U
Julia, the daughter, of Augustus.
married to Domitius Ahenobarbus: Nero was th<
15 Coss. Drusus Caesar.
issue of this marriage. Revolt of the Frisii.
C. Norbanus Flaccus.
29 Coss. L. Rubellius Geminus.
Tiberii 2.—Germanicus carries on war against the
C. Fufius Geminus.
Germans.
Suf. A. Plautius.
16 Coss. T. Statilius Sisenna Taurus.
L, Nonius Asprenas,
L. Scribonius Libo.
Tiberii 16.—Death of Livia, the mother of Tiberias.
Ex Kal. Jul. P, Pomponius Graecinus.
30 Coss. M . Vinucius.
Tiberii 3.—Germanicus continues the w a r in GermaL. Cassius Longinus.
ny, but is recalled by Tiberius. Rise of Sejanus.
'7 Coss. C. Caecilius Rufus.
Svf. C. Cassius Lcnginus.
Ii. Naavius Surdinus.
L. Pomponius Flaccus.
Tiberii 4.—Germanicus returns to R o m e and triTiberii 17.
umphs. H e is sent into the East. Great earthAsinius Gallus is imprisoned.
Velleius Paterculus writes his history in Uris y e »
q m k s hi Asia. W a r in Africa against Tacftriaas.
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42 Coss. Ti. Claud. Caes. Aug. Germanicus H
31 Coss. Ti. Caesar Augustus V.
C. Caecina Largus.
L. elius Sejanus.
Suf. Kal. Mart. (C. Vibius Crispus)
Suf. VII. Id. Mai. Faust, Ccraelius Sulla.
Claudii 2.—Mauretania is conquered and div xled into
Sextidius Catullinus.
two provinces. Deaths of Paetus and Arria,
Kal. Jul. L. Fulcinius Trio.
Asconius Pedianus flourished.
Kal. Oct. P. Memmius Regulus.
43 Coss. Ti, Claud. Caes. Aug. Germanicus III.
Tiherit 18.—Fall and execution of Sejanus.
L. Vitellius II.
32 Coss. Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus.
Suf. Kal. Mart, (P. Valerius Asiat).
M. Furius Camillus Scribonianus.
Claudii 3.—Expedition of Claudius into Britain.
Suf. Kal. Jul. A. Vitellius.
Martial born March 1st.
Tiberii 19.—Birth of Otho.
*3 Coss. Ser. Sulpicius Galba (afterward Caes. Aug). 44 Coss. L. Quinctius Crispinus Secundus.
M. Statilius Taurus.
L. Cornelius Sulla Felix.
Claudii 4.—Claudius returns to R o m e and triumphs
Suf. Kal. Jul. L. Salvius Otho.
Death of Agrippa, king of Judea.
Tiberii 20.—Agrippina and her son Drusus are put to
45 Coss. M. Vinucius II.
death.
Taurus Statilius Corvinus.
Death of Asinius Gallus and of Cassius Severus.
Suf. M. Cluvius Rufus.
34 Coss. L. Vitellius.
Pompeius Silvanus.
Paul. Fabius Persicus.
Claudii 5.
Tiberii 21.
Domitius Afer flourished.
Birth of Persius.
46 Coss, ... Valerius Asiaticus II.
35 Coss. C. Cestius Gallus Camerinus.
M. Junius Silanus.
M. Servilius Nonianus.
Suf. P. Suillius Rufus.
Tiberii 22.
P. Ostorius Scapula.
36 Coss. Sex. Papinius Allienus.
Claudii 6.
Q. Plautius.
47 Coss. Ti. Claud. Caes. Aug. Germanicus IV.
Tiberii 23.
L. Vitellius III.
37 Coss. Cn. Acerronius Proculus.
Suf. Kal. Mart. (Ti. Plautius Silvanus eiioC. Petronius Pontius Nigrinus.
nus.)
Svf Kal. Jul. C. Caesar Augustus Germanicus.
Claudii 7.—Ludi Saaculares celebrated. Corbulo comTi. Claudius (afterward Caea.
mands in Lower Germany, and reduces the Frisii
Aug.).
to submission.
Death of Tiberius (aet. 78), March 16th.
48
Coss.
A. Vitellius (afterward Aug.).
C A L I G U L A emperor (aet. 25). H e puts to death TibeL. Vipstanus Poplicola.
rius, the son of Drusus. Birth of Nero.
Suf. Kal. Jul. L. Vitellius.
J8 Coss. M. Aquilius Julianus.
(C. Calpurnius Piso.)
P. Nonius Asprenas.
Censs. Ti. Claudius Caes. Aug. Germanicus.
Caligulaa 2.—Death of Drusilla, the sister of Caligula.
L. Vitellius.
Birth of Josephus.
Claudii 8.—Messalina, the wife of Claudius, is put Va
33 Coss. C. Caesar Augustus Germanicus II.
death.
L. Apronius Caasianus.
49 Coss. Q. Veranius.
Suf. Kal. Febr. Sanquinius Maximus.
C. (A.) Pompeius Gallus.
Jul. Cn. Domitius Corbulo.
(Suf. L. Memmius Pollio.
Sept. Domitius Afer.
Q. Allius Maximus.)
Caligulae 3.—Herod Antipas, tetrarch of Galilee, is
Claudii 9.—Claudius marries Agrippina.
deposed, and his dominions given to Agrippa. CaSeneca recalled from exile.
ligula sets out for Gaul.
50 Coss. C. Antistius Vetus.
JO Coss. C. Caasar Augustus Germanicus III. (Sole conM. Suillius Nerulinus.
ml)
Claudii 10.—Claudius adopts Domitius Ahenobarbui
Suf. Id. Jan. L. Gellius Poplicola.
(afterward the Emperor Nero), the sen of AgrippiM. Cocceius Nerva.
na. In Britain, the Silures are defeated by Ostori(Kal. Jul. Sex. Junius Celer.
us, and their leader, Caractacus, is captured
Sex. Nonius Quinctilianus.)
Caligulaa 4.—Caligula is at Lugdunum (Lyon) on the 51 Cess. Ti. Claud. Caes. Aug. Germanicus V.
Ser. Cornelius Orfitus.
1st of January. His mad expedition to the Ocean:
Suf. Kal. Jul. (C. Minicius Fundanus,
he returns to R o m e in triumph.
C. Vetennius Severus.)
Philo Judaaus is sent from Alexandrea as an ambasKal. Nov. T. Flavius Vespasianus (ajlet
sador to Caligula,
ward Caes. Aug.).
The poet Lucan is brought to Rome.
Claudii 11.—Nero receives the toga virilis, Burrui
11 Cass. C. Caasar Augustus Germanicus IV.
Cn. Sentius Saturninus.
appointed praafect of the praetorians by the in3u
Suf. VII. Id. Jan. Q. Pomponius Secundus.
enco of Agrippina.
Caligula (aet. 29) slain, January 24th.
£2 Coss. Faustus Cornelius Sulla.
C L A U D I U S emperor (aet. 49). Agrippa receives Judea
L. Salvius Otho Titianus.
(Suf. Kal. Jul. Servilius Barca Soranus,
and Samaria. The Germans defeated by Galba and
C. Licinius Macianus.)
Gabinius.
Kal Nov L. Cornelius Sulla.
Seneca publishes his De Ira Libri tres. He is exiled
T. Flavius Sabinus.
in Shis year
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ClaUdli 12.
C. Suetonius Pauliinus.
53 Coss, D. Junius Silanus.
Neronis 13.—Tiridates comes tj Komej «nd receive*
Q. Haterius Antoninus.
the crown of Armenia from the emperor. Nero
Claudii 1 3 — N e r o marries Octavia, the daughter of
then goes to Greece. The Jewish war begins, and ia
Claudius.
continued for some years. It isfinishedin A D. 70,
54 Coss. M . Asinius Marcellus.
Martial comes to R o m e .
M \ Acilius Aviola.
57 Coss. L. Fonteius Capito.
Claudius (aat 63) poisoned October 12th.
C. Julius Rufus.
N E R O emperor (aet 17). Corbulo appointed to the
Neronis 14.—Nero, in Greece, enters the contests e§
c o m m a n d in Armenia, and continues in the East
the Olympic games. H e puts Corbulo to death
H e returns to R o m e at the end of the year. Vessome years.
pasian conducts the war against the Jews.
55 Coss. Noro Claud. Caes. Aug. Germanicus.
38 Coss. Silius Italicus. Abdicated.
L. Antistius Vetus.
Galerius Trachalus. Abdicated.
Neronis 2.—Britannicus (aet. 14) is poisoned.
Nero Claud. Caes. Aug. Germanicus V. (wtthtnu
56 Coss. Q. Volusius Saturninus.
colleague).
P. Cornelius Scipio.
Suf. Kal. Jul. M . Plautius Silvanus.
Neronis 3.
M. Salvius Otho (afterward
Seneca publishes his De Clementia Libri II.
Caas. Aug.).
57 Coss. Nero Claud. Caes. Aug. Germanicus XL
Suf. Kal. Sept. C. Bellicus Natalis.
L. Calpurnius Piso.
P. Cor. Scip. Asiaticus.
Suf. L. Caasius Martialis.
In Gaul, Vindex revolts, and proclaims Galba emNeronis 4.
peror. Nero (aet. 30) kills himself on June 9th.
58 Coss. Nero Claud. Caes. Aug. Germanicus H L
G A L E A empei or. Vespasian continues the war against
M. Valerius Messala.
the Jews.
Neronis 5.—Corbulo drives Tigranes out of Armenia,
and takes Artaxata, his capital. Nero is in love with 69 Coss. Ser. Sulpicius Galba Caesar Augustus II.
T. Vinius (Junius). Slain.
Poppaea Sabina, the wife of Otho. Otho is sent into
Ex Kal. Mart. T. Virginius Rufus.
Lusitania, where he remained ten years.
59 Coss. C. Vipstanus Apronianus.
L. Pompeius Vopiscus
C. Fonteius Capito.
Ex Kal. Mai. M . Caalius Sabinus.
T. Flavius Sabinus.
Neronis 6.—Agrippina, the mother of Nero, is murEx Kal. Jul. T. Arrius Antoninus.
dered by his order.
P. Marius Celsus II.
Death of Domitius Afer.
Ex Kal. Sept. C. Fabius Valens.
60 Coss. Nero Claud. Caes. Aug. Germanicus IV.
A. Licin. Caec. Condemnea,
Cossus Cornelius Lentulus.
Ex pr. Kal. Nov. Roscius Regulus.
Keronis 7.— Complete subjugation of Armenia by CorEx Kal. Nov. Cn. Caacilius Simplex.
bulo. T h e Quinquennalia instituted by Nero.
C. Quinctius Atticus.
b*l Coss. C. Petronius Turpilianus.
G A L B A (aet 73) is slain January 15th. Otho had formed
C. Caesonius Paetus.
a conspiracy against him.
Neronis 8.—Insurrection in Britain under Boadicea:
O T H O (aet 36) emperor from January 15th to hia
she is conquered by Suetonius Paullinus. Galba
death, April 16th, was acknowledged as emperor
commands in Spain, where he continuedtillhs
by the senate on the death of Galba.
was elected emperor.
V I T E L L I U S (aet. 54) was proclaimed emperor at CoBirth of Pliny the younger.
logne on January 2d, acknowledged as emperor by
62 Coss. P. Marius Celsus.
the senate on the death of Otho, and reigned till
L. Asinius Gallus.
his death, December 22d.
Suf. L. Annaeus Seneca.
V E S P A S I A N (aet. 60) was proclaimed emperor at AlTrebellius Maximus.
exandrea on July 1st, and was acknowledged aa
jSTeronis 9.—Nero divorces Octavia, and puts her to
emperor by the senate on the death of Vitellius,
death shortly afterward. H e marries Poppaaa SaO n the death of Galba followed the civil war between
bina. Death of Burrus, the praetorian praefect
Otho and Vitellius. The generals of Vitellius march
Death of Persius.
into Italy, and defeat the troops of Otho at the bat63 Coss. C. M e m m i u s Regulus.
tle of Bedriacum. Thereupon Otho put an end to
L. Virginius Rufus.
his o w n life at Brixellum, April 16th. Vitellius is
Neronis 10.
in Gaul at the time of Otho's death; he visits tho
Seneca completes his Naturales Qjuastiones after this
field of battle toward the end of May, and then proyear.
ceeds to R o m e . Meantime the generals of Vespa64 Coss. C. Laecanius Bassus.
sian invade Italy, take Cremona, and march upon
M. Licinius Crassus Frugi.
Rome.' They force their w a y into R o m e , and kill
Neronis 11.—Greatfireat R o m e . First persecution
Vitellius, December 22d. The Capitol burned. The
of the Christians.
war against the Jews suspended this year.
15 Coss. A. Licinius Nerva Sllianus.
Coss, Imp. T. Flavius Vespasianus Augustus U
M. Vestinus Atticus.
T. Caasar Vespasianus.
Neronis 12.—Fiso's conspiracy against Nero detected
Ex Kal. Jul. C. Licinius Mucianus II.
and suppressed. Death of Poppaea Sabina.
P. Valerius Asiaticus
Seneca the philosopher, and Lucan the poet, put to
Ex JK*„ Nov. L. Annius Bassus,
death.
C Caacina Paetus.
66 Coss. C, Lucius Telesinus.
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JO Vespasian! 2. —Vespasian proceeds to Italy, and leares 81 Coss. L. Flavius Silva Nonius Bassus.
Asinius Pollio Verrucosus,
his son Titus to carry on the war against the Jews.
Ex Kal. Mai. L. Vettius Paullca.
Titus takes Jerusalem, after a siege of nearly five
T. Junius Montanus.
months. Insurrection in Batavia and Gaul, headed
Death of Titus (aet. 40) on September 13th.
by Civilis; it commenced in the preceding year,
D O M I T I A N emperor (aet 30). Fourth campaign oi
before the capture of Cremona. It is put d o w n in
Agricola in Britain.
this year by Cerialis.
82 Coss. Imp. Caesar Domitianus Augustus VIII.
ft Coss. Imp. T. Flavius Vespasianus Augustus III.
T. Flavius Sabinus.
M. Cocceius Nerva (afterward Imp. Caes. Aug.).
Domitiani 2.—The Capitol restored. Fifth campaiga
Ex KaU Mart. T. Caesar Domitianus.
of Agricola in Britain.
Cn. Pedius Castus.
83 Coss. Imp. Caesar Domitianus Augustus IX.
C. Valerius Festus.
Q. Petilius Rufus II.
tespaeiani 3.—Titus returns to Italy. Triumph of
Domitiani 3.—Expedition of Domitian against tha
Vespasian and Titus. The temple of Janus closed.
Catti. Sixth campaign of Agricola in Britain: ha
73 Coss. Imp. T. Flavius Vespasianus Augustus IV.
defeats the Caledonians.
T. Caesar Vespasianus II.
Vespasiani 4 — C o m m a g e n e is reduced to a province. 84 Coss. Imp. Caesar Domitianus Augustus X.
Ap. Junius Sabinus.
73 Coss. T. Caesar Domitianus II.
Domitiani 4.—Domitian returns to R o m e and triM . Valerius Messalinus.
u m p h s ; he assumes the title of Germanicus, and
Vespasiani 5.
receives ten consulships and the censorship for
74 Coss. Imp. T. Flavius Vespasianus Augustus V,
life. Seventh campaign of Agricola in Britain: te
T. Caesar Vespasianus III. Abdicated.
defeats Galgacus.
Ex Kal. Jul. T. Caesar Domitianus III.
85 Coss. Imp. Caesar Domitianus Augustus XI.
Censs. Imp. T. Flavius Vespasianus Augustus.
T. Aurelius Fulvus.
T. Caesar Vespasianus.
Domitiani 5 —Agricola recalled to R o m e .
Vespasiani 6.—Censors appointed for the last time.
T h e dialogue De Oratoribus is written in the 6th of 86 Coss. Imp. Caesar Domitianus Augustus Xll.
Ser. Cornelius Dolabella Petronianus
Vespasian.
Suf. C. Secius Campanus.
T5 Coss. Imp. T. Flavius Vespasianus Augustus VI.
Domitiani 6.—Tho Dacians, under Decebalus, ma&w
T. Caasar Vespasianus IV.
war upon the Romans. Birth of Antoninus Pius
Ex Kal. Jul. T. Caesar Domitianus IV.
87 Coss. Imp. Caesar Domitianus Augustus XIIL
M . Licinius Mucianus III.
A. Volusius Saturninus.
Vespasiani 7.—Temple of Peace completed.
Domitiani 7.
?$ Coss, Imp, T. Flavius Vespasianus Augustus VIL
88 Coss. Imp. Caesar Domitianus Augustus XIV.
T. Caesar Vespasianus V.
L. Minucius Rufus.
Ex Kal. Jul T. Caes. Domitianus V. (T. PlauDomitiani 8.—The Ludi Saeeulares celebrated
tius Silvanus eiianus II.).
Tacitus praetor.
Vespasiani 8.—-Birth of Hadrian.
89 Coss. T. Aurelius Fulvus II.
f! Coss. Imp. T. Flavius Vespasianus Augustus VIII.
A. Sempronius Atratinus
T. Caesar Vespasianus VI.
Domitiani 9.
Ex Kal. Jul. T. Caesar Domitianus VI.
Quintilian teaches at R o m e .
Cn. Julius Agricola.
Tacitus leaves R o m e four years beforetiiedeath o*
Vespasiani 9.—Pliny dedicates his Historia Naturalis
Agricola. See A.D. 93.
to Titus, when consul for the sixth time.
90 Coss. Imp. Caasar Domitianus Augustus X V .
1Q Coss. L. Ceionius C o m m o d u s .
M. Cocceius Nerva II.
D. Novius Priscus.
Domitiani 10. — The philosophers expelled from
Vespasiani 10.—Agricola takes the c o m m a n d in BritR o m e . Domitian defeated by the Quadi and Mar
ain : he subdues the Ordovices, and takes the island
comanni. H e purchases a peace of Decebalus.
of Mona.
Pliny (aet. 29) praetor.
79 Coss. Imp. T. Flavius Vespasianus Augustus IX.
91 Coss. M'. Acilius Glabrio.
T. Caesar Vespasianus VII.
M . Ulpius Trajanus (afterward Imp Caes. Aug \
Death of Vespasian (aat 69), June 23d.
Suf. Q. Valerius Vegetus.
T I T U S emperor (aet 38). Second campaign of AgricP. Met(ilius Secundus).
ola in Britain. Eruption of Vesuvius on August
Domitiani 11.—Domitian celebrates a triumph on ac24th, and destruction of Herculaneum and Pompeii.
count of his pretended victory over the Dacians,
Death of the elder Pliny (aet. 56) in the eruption of
Insurrection of L. Antonius in Germany, w h o U
Vesuvius. The younger Pliny was n o w 18.
defeated by the generals of Domitian.
90 Coss. Imp. Titus Caesar Vespasianus Augustus VIII.
92 Coss. Imp. Caesar Domitianus Augustus X V I .
T. Caasar Domitianus VII.
Q. Volusius Saturninus.
Suf. L. elius Plautius Lamia.
Ex Id. Jan. L. Venu(leius Apronianus).
Q. Paetumeius Fronto.
Ex Kal. Mai. L. Stertinius Avitus.
Suf. M . Tiliius (Tittius) Frugi.
T. Vinicius Julianus.
'Kti 2.—Greatfireat R o m e . Completion of the A m phitheatre (Colosseum) and Baths commenced by
Vespasian: Titus exhibits games on the occasion
for 100 days. Third campaign ef Agricola in Britain : he advances as far as the Frith of Tay.

Ti
Ex Kal. Sept. C. Junius Bflanus.
Q. Arv
Domitiani 12.
£3 Coss. Pompeius Collega.
Cornelius Priscus.
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Suf M . Lollius Paullinus Valerius Asiaticus 103 Coss. Imp. Caesar Nerva Trajanus Augustus V
Saturninus.
L. Appius Maximus II.
(Suf. C. Minicius Fundanus.
C. Antius Aulus Julus Torquatus.
Domitiani 13.—Sarmatian war. Domitian set forth
C. Vettennius Severus.)
In May, A.D. 93, and returned in January A..D. 94.
Trajani 6.—Trajan defeats the Dacians, and grante
Death of Agricola (aet. 56).
peace to Decebalus. H e returns to R o m e , tti
Josephus (aet. 56)finisheshis Antiquities.
umphs, and assumes the n a m e of Dacicvs.
H Cess. L. Nonius Torquatus Asprenas,
Pliny arrives at his province of Bithynia in Septeze
ber.
T. Sextius Magius Lateranus.
Suf, h. Sergius Paullus.
104 Coss
Suranus.
Domitiani 14.
P. Neratius Marcellus.
Trajani 7.—Second Dacian war. Hadrian serves anStatius publishes his Thebais about this time.
der Trajan in this war.
99 Coss. Imp. Caesar Domitianus Augustus XVII.
Pliny writes from his province to Trajan concerning
T. Flavius Clemens.
the Christians.
Domitiani 15.—The consul Clemens put to death.
Martial (aat 62) publishes book xii. at Bilbilis, in Spain.
Persecution of the Christians.
105 Coss. Ti. Julius Candidus II.
96 Coss. C. Manlius Valens.
C. Antius Aulus Julius Quadratus II.
C. Antistius Vetus.
Trajani 8.—Dacian war continued. Trajan builds a
Domitian (aet. 44) slain September 18th.
stone bridge over the Danube.
N E R V A emperor (aet 63).
106 Coss. L. Ceionius C o m m o d u s Verus.
97 Coss. Imp. Nerva Caasar Augustus III.
L. Titius Cerealis.
T. Virginius Rufus III.
Trajani 9.—End of the Dacian war, and death of D o
Nervae 2 — M . Ulpius Trajanus is adopted by Nerva.
cebalus. Dacia is m a d e a R o m a n province. Tra
Frontinus is appointed Curator Aquarum.
jan returns to R o m e , and triumphs a second time
98 Coss. Imp. Nerva Caesar Augustus IV.
over the Dacians. Arabia Petraea conquered by
Nerva Trajanus Caesar II.
Cornelius Palma.
Eft Kal. Jul. C. Sosius Senecio.
107 Coss. L. Licinius Sura III.
L. Licinius Sura.
C. Sosius Senecio IV.
Ex Kal. Oct. Afranius Dexter.
Suf. .... Suranus II.
Death of Nerva (aet. 65), January 25th.
C. Julius Servilius Ureus Servi&nwa
T R A J A N emperor (aet, 41). 'j^rajan, at his accession,
Trajani 10.
is at Cologne.
108 Coss, Ap. Annius Trebonius Gallus.
PUny is appointed Praefectus erarii.
M . Atilius Metilius Bradua.
89 Coss. A. Cornelius Palma.
Suf. (C. Julius Africanus.
C. Sosius Senecio (II.).
Clodius Crispinus)
Trajani 2.—Trajan returns to R o m e .
L. Vcrulanus Severus
Martial publishes a second edition of book x. cf his
Epigrams.
Trajani 11.
109 Coss. A. Cornelius Palma II.
138 Coss. Imp. Caesar Nerva Trajanus Augustus III.
C. Calvisius Tullus II.
Sex. Julius Frontinus III.
Ex Kal. Mart. M . Cornelius Fronto.
Suf. P. elius Hadrianus (afterv.ard lnrp.
Ex Kal. Sept. C. Plinius Caacilius Secundus.
Caes. Aug.).
Cornutus Tertullus.
M. Trebatius Priscus.
Ex Kal. Nov. Julius Ferox.
Trajani 12.
Acutius Nerva.
110 Coss. Ser. Salvidienus Orfitus.
M . Peducaeus Priscinus.
L. Roscius elianus.
Suf. (P. Calvisius Tullus.
Ti. Claudius Sacerdos,
Trajani 3.
L. Annius Largus)
Trajani 13.
Pliny, consul, delivers his Panegyricus in the senate
in the beginning of September. Pliny and Tacitus Ill Coss. M . Calpurnius Piso.
accuse Marius Priscus.
L. Rusticus Junianus Bolanus.
Suf. C. Julius Servilius Ursus Servianus h
Martial probably published book xi. at R o m e in this
L. Fabius Justus.
year. In the course of the year he withdrew to
Trajani 14.
Spain, from which he had been absent 35 years.
112 Coss. Imp. Caesar Nerva Trajanus Augustus VI.
101 Coss. Imp, Caesar Nerva Trajanus Augustus IV.
T. Sextius Africanus.
Sex. Articuleius Paetus.
Trajani 15.
Ex Kal. Mart. Cornelius Scipio Orfitus.
113 Coss. L. Publicius Celsus II.
Ex Kal. Mai. Baebius Macer.
C. Clodius Crispinus.
M. Valerius Paullinus.
Ex Kal Jul. C. Rubrius Gallus,
Trajani 16.—The column of Trajan erected,
114 Coss. Q. Ninnius Hasta.
Q. Caelius Hispo.
s
itajani 4.—First Dacian war. Trajan c o m m a n d s in
P. Manilius Vopiscus.
Trajani 17.—Parthian war. Trajan leaves Italy in ths
person, and crosses the Danube. Hadrian quaestor.
autumn, and spends the winter at Antioch.
IBS Coss. C. Sosius Senecio III.
L. Licinius Sura II.
.15 Coss. L. Vipstanus Messala.
M. Pedo Vergilianus.
Ex Kal. Jul. M \ Acilius Rufus.
C. Caecilius Classicus.
Trajani 18.—Parthian war continued. Trajan con
. Tralani 5 -Dacian war continue**.
quers Armenia. Great earthquaVe at Antiorb ai
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Hadriani 13.—Hadrian passes the vc Inter at Athena.
Coss. Q. Fabius Catullinus.
M . Flavius Aper,
Hadriani 14.—Hadrian visits Judea and Egypt
Coss. Ser. Octavius Laanas Pontianus.
M . Antonius Rufinus.
Hadriani 15.—Hadrian visits Syria. The Jewish waa
begins.
Coss. C. Serius Augurinus.
C. Trebius Sergianus.
Hadriani 16.—The Jewish war continues. T h e Bdu*
turn Perpetuum promulgated.
Coss. M . Antonius Hiberus.
N u m m i u s Sisenna.
Hadriani 17.—The Jewish w a r continues.
Coss. C. Julius Servilius Ursus Servianus III
C. Vibius Juventius Varus.
H A D R I A N emperor (aet. 42). H e was at Antioch at
Hadriani 18.—The Jewish war continues.
the death of Trajan.
Lupercus.
118 Coss. Imp. Caasar Trajanus Hadrianus Augustus II. 135 Coss
.... Atticus.
Ti. Claudius Fuscus Salinator.
Suf. . . . Pontianus.
Hadriani 2.—Hadrian comes to R o m e : he sets out
. . . Atilianus.
for Mcesia, in consequence of a w a r with the SarHadriani 19.—The Jewish war continues.
matians; a conspiracy against him discovered and
suppressed; he returns to Italy, and intrusts the 136 Coss. L. Ceionius C o m m o d u s Verus.
Sex. Vetulenus Civica Pompeianus.
c o m m a n d of Dacia to Marcius Turbo.
Hadriani 20.—The Jewish war ended. Hadrian adopts
Juvenal flourished.
L. elius Verus, and confers upon him thetitleof
119 Coss. Imp. Caesar Trajanus Hadrianus Augustus III.
Caasar.
C. Junius Rusticus.
Hadriani 3.-—Turbo is appointed praetorian praefect 137 Coss. L. elius Verus Caesar II.
P. Coalius Balbinus Vibulius Pius.
in the place of Attianus, and Clarus in the place of
Hadriani 21.
Similis.
138 Coss
Niger.
ISO Cb*ff. L. Catilius Severus.
Camerinus.
T. Aurelius Fulvus (afterward Imp. Caas. AntoDeath of L. Verus, January 1st Hadrian adept*
ninus Aug. Pius).
Antoninus Pius, and gives him the title of Caesar
Hadriani 4 —Hadrian begins a journey through all the
February 25th. Death of Hadrian (aet. 62), Jurj
provinces of the empire. H e visits Gaul and Ger10th.
many.
A N T O N I N U S P I U S emperor (aet 51).
I K Coss. M . Annius Verus II.
139 Coss. Imp. T. el. Caasar A n t Augustus Pius II.
Augur.
Hadriani 5.—Hadrian visits Britain and Spain. H o
C. Bruttius Praesens II.
Antonini 2.
passes the winter at Tarraco, in Spain. Eirth cf
140 Coss. Imp. T. ei. Caesar Ant. Augustus Pius IIL
M. Aurelius.
M . elius Aurelius Verus Caesar (afterward I m p
122 Coss. M \ Acilius Aviola.
C. Corellius Pansa.
Augustus).
Hadriani 6.—Hadrian visits Athens, where he passes
Antonini 3.
141 Coss. M . Peducaeus Stloga Prlscinus.
the winter.
T. Hoanius Severus.
123 Coss. Q. Articuleius Paetinus.
Antonini 4.—Death of Faustina.
L. Venuleius Apronianus.
142 Coss. L. Statius Quadratus.
Hadriani 7.
C. Cuspius Rufinus.
124 Coss. M \ Acilius Glabrio.
Antonini 5.
C. Bellicius Torquatufl.
143 Coss. C. Bellicius Torquatus.
Hadriani 8.
Ti. Claudius Atticus Herodes.
125 Coss. Valerius Asiaticus II.
Antonini 6.
Titius Aquilinus.
Fronto flourished.
Hadriani 9.—Hadrian is at Athens.
144 Coss. P. Lollianus Avitus.
126 Coss. M . Annius Verus III.
C. Gavius Maximus,
. . . Eggius Ambibulus.
Antonini 7.
Hadriani 10.—Birth of Pertinax. Death of SimJis.
Valentinus, the heretic, flourished.
127 Coss. T. Atilius Titianus.
145 Coss. Imp, T. el. Caes. A n t Aug. Plus IV,
M . Squilla Gallicanus.
M . Aurelius Caesar II.
Hadriani 11.
Antonini 8.
128 Coss. L. Nonius Torquatus Asprenas XL
146 Coss. Sex. Erucius Clarus IL
M . Annius Libo.
Cn. Claudius Severus.
Hadriani 12.
Antonini 9.—Birth of Severus.
139 Cess. P. Juventius Celsus II.
Q . Julius Balbus.
14? Coss. C. Annius Largus.
Suf. C. Neratius Marcellus IL
C. Prast Pacatus Messalinus.
Cn. Lollius Gallus.
Antonini 10.—M. Aurelius marries Fiuetin*. & a &u

& e beginning of the year. Sedition 0/ the Jews in
130
Greece and Egypt
Martyrdom of Ignatius.
116 Coss. (emilius) elianus,
131
(L.) Antistius Vetus.
Trajani 19.—Parthian war continued. Trajan takes
Ctesiphon, and sails d o w n the Tigris to the ocean.
Revolt of the Parthians suppressed by the generals
of Trajan. Trajan assumes the n a m e of Parthicus. 132
IV Coss. Quinctius Niger.
C. Vipstanus Apronianus.
Ex Kal. Jul. M . Erucius Clarus.
133
Ti. Julius Alexander.
Sedition ofthe Jews in Cyrene and Egypt suppressed.
Trajan (aat. 60) dies at Selinus, in Cflicla, on his re134
turn to Italy, August 8th.
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peror's daughter, and receives the tribunician pow- 164 Coss, M. Pompeius Macrin.is.
F Juventius Celsus.
er. The Ludi Saaculares celebrated.
Aurelii 4.—Parthian war continued. Marriage of V*v
Galen f&k 17) begins to study medicine.
rus and Lucilla.
Appian published his Histories about this teJie.
165 Coss. M. Gavius Orfitus.
348 Coss
Torquatus.
L. Anius Pudens.
Salvius Julianus.
Aurelii 5.—Parthian war continued.
Antonini 11.
166 Coss. Q. Servilius Pudens.
i4& Coss. Ser. Scipio Orfitus,
L. Fufidias Pollia.
Q. Nonius Priscus.
Aurelii 6.—Parthian war finished. Triumph of IA.
Antonini 12.
Aurelius and Verus. C o m m o d u s receives the till*
SSO Coss
Gallicanus.
of Caasar,
. . Antistius Vetus.
Martyrdom of Polycarp.
Antonini 13.
167 Coss. Imp. Caes. L. Aur. Verus August. III.
Marcian, the heretic, flourished.
M . Ummidius Quadratus.
151 Coss. Sex. QumtiUus Condianus.
Aurelii 7.—A pestilence at R o m e . W a r with the Mar
Sex. Quintilius Maximus.
comanni and Quadi. Both emperors leave R o m e
Antonini 14.
in order to carry on this war, and winter at Sir
Justin Martyr publishes bis Apology.
mlum.
152 Coss. M. Acilius Glabrio.
Galen (aet. 37) practices medicine at R o m e during tbfl
M. Valerius Homullus.
pestilence.
Antonini 15.
168 Coss. L. Venuleius Apronianus II.
Hegesippus flourished.
L. Sergius Paullus II.
153 Coss. C. Bruttius Praesens.
Aurelii 8.—The barbarians submit to the emperors
A. Junius Rufinus.
but soon renew the war.
Antonini 16.
Athenagoras writes his Apology.
154 Coss. L. eiins Aurelius C o m m o d u s (afterward Imp.
169 Coss. Q. Sosius Priscus Senecio.
Caes. Aug.).
P. Coolius Apollinaris.
T. Sextius Lateranus.
Aurelii 9.—Death of Verus (aet 39).
Antonini 17.
170 Coss. M. Cornelius Cethegus.
Birth of Bardesanes.
C. Erucius Claru3.
15S Coss. C. Julius Severus.
Aurelii 10.—Aurelius continues the war against toe
M . Junius Rufinus Sabinianue.
Marcomanni.
Ex. Kal Nov. Antius Pollio.
171 Coss. T. Statilius Severus.
Opimianus.
Antonini 18.
L. Alfidius Herennianus.
Aurelii 11.
£$& Coss. M. Ceionius Silvanus.
172
Coss
Maximus.
C. Serius Augurinus.
Antonini 19,
Orfitus.
"57 Coss. M . Civica Barbarus.
Aurelii 12.—Aurelius continues the war against tho
M . Metilius Regulus.
Marcomanni; he assumes thetitleGermanicus,
which is also conferred upon C o m m o d u s
Antonini 20.
173 Coss. M . Aurelius Severus II.
158 Coss. Sex. Sulpicius Tertullus.
C. Tineius Sacerdos.
Ti. Claudius Pompeianus.
Aurelii 13.
Antonini 21.
159 Coss. Plautius Quintillus.
174 Coss.
Gallus.
Statius Priscus.
Flaccus.
Antonini 22.
Aurelii 14.—Aurelius continues the war against m e
Galen (aet. 29) at Pergamus.
Marcomanni. Victory over the Quadi. Miracle
J 60 Coss. Ap. Annius Atilius Bradua
ofthe Thundering Legion. (Vid. p. 131, b.)
175 Coss. Calpurnius Piso.
T. Clodius Vibius Varus.
Antonini 23.
M. Salvius Julianus.
Aurelii 15.—Peace concluded with the Marcomanni
161 Coss. M. elius Verus Caesar III.
L. elius Aurelius C o m m o d u s II.
and the other barbarians. Revolt of Cassius AvidiDeath of Antoninus Pius (aat. 74), March 7.
us in the East: he is elain after three months. Aurelius goes to tbe East. C o m m o d u s receives the
M. A U R E L I U S (aet. 39) emperor. H e associates with
toga virilis. Death of Faustina,
him in the empire L. V E R U S (aat 31). There are
thus two Augusti. Birth of C o m m o d u s , eon of M . 176 Coss. T. Vitrasius Pollio II.
M . Flavius Aper II.
Aurelius, on August 31st
182 Coss. Q. Junius Rusticus.
Aurelii 16.—Aurelius visits Athens on his return from
0. Vettius Aquilinus.
the East H e triumphs on December 23d with
Suf. Q. Flavius Tertullus.
Commodus.
Aur6fil 2 . — W a r with the Parthians. Verr sets forth 177 Coss. Imp. L. Aurelius C o m m o d u s Aug.
to the East, to conduct the w a r againr $&e ParthiM. Plautius Quintillus.
ans, M. Aurelius remains at R o m e .
Aurelii 17.-»-Commodus receives the tribunician p o w
183 Coss\ M , Pontius Laelianus.
er. Persecution of the Christians in Gaul
...... Pastor.
Irenaeus becomes Bishop of Lyon in Gaul.
Suf. Q. Muatius Prlecus.
178 Coss. Gavius Orfitus.
Aurelii 3.—Parthian war continued
Julianus Rufus.
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Aurelii 18. —Renewal of the war with the Marcoman- 193 Coss. Q. Sosius Falco.
C. Julius Erucius Clarus.
ni and the northern Varbarians. Aurelius sets out
Suf. Flavius Claudius Sulpicianus.
with Commodus to Germany. Earthquake at
L. Fabius Cilo Septimianus
Smyrna.
Suf. Kal. Mai. Silius Messala.
1.79 Coss. Imp. L. Aurelius Commodus Aug. II.
Suf. Kal. Jul. elius.
P. Marcius Verus.
Probus.
Ex Kal. Jul P. Helvius Pertinax (afterward
Imp. Caes. Aug.).
P E R T I N A X (aet 66) emperor, reigned from January
M. Didius Severus Julianus (after1st to March 28th, when he was slain. Thereupon
the praetorian troops put up the empire to sale,
ward Imp. Caes. Aug.).
which was purchased by M. Didius Salvius Julianus.
Aurelii 19,—Defeat ofthe Marcomanni.
JULIANUS (aet 56) emperor, reigned from March 28th
180 Coss. C. Bruttius r'raesens.
to June 1st
Sex. Quintihus Condianus.
Death of M. Aurelius (aet. 53) at Vindobona (Vienna) S E P T I M I U S S E V E R U S (aet. 46) is proclaimed emperor
by the legions in Pannonia. H e comes to R o m e
or Sirmium, March 17th.
and is acknowledged as emperor by the senate.
C O M M O D U S (aet 19) emperor. Commodus makes
After remaining a short time at Rome he proceeds
peace with the Marcomanni and other barbarians,
to the East, where the legions had declared Pesfienand returns to Rome.
nius Niger emperor. Severus confers the title of
181 Coss. Imp. M.Aurelius CommodusAntoninusAug. HI.
Caesar upon Clodius Albinus in Britain.
L. Antistius Burrus.
194 Coss. Imp. Caas. L. Septimius Severus Augustus II.
Commodi 2.
D. Clodius Albinus Caesar.
182 Coss.
Mamertinus.
Severi 2.—Defeat and death of Niger. Severus laya
Rufus.
siege to Byzantium, which continues to hold out
Ex Kal Jul emilius Juncus.
after the death of Niger.
Atilius Severus.
195 Coss. Scapula Tertullus,
Commodi 3.
Tineius Clemens.
*83 Coss. Imp.lVLAureliusCommodusAntonintiaAug.lv.
Severi 3.—Siege of Byzantium continued. Severus
C. Aufidius Victorinus II.
crosses the Euphrates, and subdues the MesopotaEx Kal. Febr. L. Tutilius Pontius Gentianus.
mian Arabians.
Ex Kal. Mai. M. Herennius Secundus.
196 Coss. C. Domitius Dexter II.
M. Egnatius Postumus.
L. Valerius Messala Thrasia Priscus
T. Pactumeius Magnus.
Severi 4.—Capture of Byzantium. Severus returns
L. Septimius F
to Rome. H e confers thetitleof Caesar upon his
Commodi 4.— Conspiracy of Lucilla, the sister of
son Bassianus, w h o m he calls M. Aurelius AntoniCommodus, against the emperor, but it is supnus, but who is better known by his nickname Caracalla. Severus proceeds to Gaul to oppose Alba184 Coss. L. Cosscnius Eggius Marullus
nus.
Cn. Papirius eiianus.
197 Coss. Ap. Claudius Lateranus.
Suf. C. Octavius Vindex.
Rufinus.
Commodi 5.—Ulpius Marcellus defeats the barbarians
in Britain.
Severi 5.—Albinus defeated and slain by Severus,
185 Coss.
Maternus.
February 19th. Severus proceeds to the East to
Bradua.
carry on war against the Parthians.
Commodi 6.—Death of Perennis.
198 Coss
Saturninus.
Birth of Origen.
Gallus.
186 Coss. Imp. M. Aurelius Commodus Antoninus Aug. V. Severi 6.—Severus carries on the Par'hian war with
(M\ Acilius) Glabrio II
success: he takes Ctesiphon. Caracalla is declared
Commodi 7.
Augustus, and his brother, L. Septimius Geta, Caa187 Coss
Crispinus.
sar.
eiianus.
199 Coss. P. Cornelius Annulinus IL
Commodi 8.
M. Aufidius Fronto.
188 Coss
Fuscianus II.
Severi 7.—Severus lays siege to Atra, but Is repulsed
M. Servilius Silanus H.
200 Coss. Ti. Claudius Severus.
Commodi 9.—Birth of Caracalla.
C. Aufidius Victorinus.
189 Coss. Junius Silanus.
Severi 8.—Severus continues in the East.
Servilius Silanus.
201 Coss. L. Annius Fabianus.
Commodi 10.—Death of Cleander.
M. Nonius Arrius Mucinus.
Severi 9.—Severus continues in the East with Car&
190 Coss. Imp. M. Aurelius Commodus Antoninus Aug. VI.
calla. Caracall& receives the toga virilis,
M. Petronius Septimianus.
202 Coss. Imp. Caes. L. Septim. Severus Aug. III.
Commodi 11.
Imp. Caas. M. Aurel. Antoninus Aug.
191 Coss. (Cass)ius Pedo Apronianus.
Severi 10.—Persecution of the Christians. Seven**
M. Valerius Bradua (Mauricus),
returns to Rome. H e celebrates the Decenoali*
Commodi 12.—Fire at Rome. Commodus assumes
the name of Hercules.
and the marriage of Caracalla and Plautilla
(92 Coss. Imp. L. elius Aurelius Commodus Aug. VII. 203 Coss. C. Fulvius Plautianus II.
P. Helvius Pertinax II.
P. Septimius Geta.
C o m m o M 13*—Commodus (aet 31) slain on DecemSeveri 11. — Plautianus slain. The arch of Severus
celebrating his victories, is dedicated \n thie year.
ber V at
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payment of a large s u m of msney. H e then ra
On gen (aat. 18) teaches at Alexandrea.
tires to Syria.
504 Coss. L. Fabius Cilo Septimianus H.
Dion Cassius is at R o m e at the time u f CaracauVd
M. Annius Flavius Libo.
death.
Severi 12.—The Ludi Saeculares are celebratec
218 Coss. Imp. Caas. M. Opil. Sev. Mac. Aug. II.
205 Coss. Imp. Ceas. M . Aurel. Antoninus Aug. II.
C. Oclatinus Adventus.
P. Septimius Geta Caesar.
Suf. Imp. Caes. M. Aurelius Antoninus (Ela
Severi 13.
gabalus) Aug.
206 Coss M. N u m m i u s Albinus.
Fulvius emilianus.
Sedition of the army during their winter in Syria: a
great part espouse the cause of Elagabalus, MaSeveri 14.
crinus is defeated near Antioch, June 8th, and is
-07 Coss, .... Aper.
shortly afterward put to death.
. . Maximus.
E L A G A B A L U S (aet. 14) emperor. H e winters at Nico.
Severi 15.—War in Britain.
Tertullian publishes his work against Marcion,
media.
Dion Cassius is governor of Pergamus and Smyrna.
S&8 Coss. Imp. Caas. M . Aurelius Antoninus Aug. III.
219 Coss. Imp. Caesar M. Aurelius Antoninus (Elagabalus}
P. Septimius Geta Csasar II.
Aug. II.
Severi 16.—Severus goes to Britain with his two sons
Q. Tineius Sacerdos II.
Caracalla and Geta.
Elagabali 2.—Elagabalus comes to R o m e .
209 Coss. Civica Pompeianus.
220 Coss. Imp. Caas. M. Aurel. Anton. (Elagabalus) Attg.
Lollianus Avitus.
III.
Severi 17. — Severus invades Caledonia. Geta reP. Valerius Eutychianus Comazon II
ceives thetitleof Augustus.
Elagabali 3.
Tertullian writes his treatise De Pollio.
221 Coss. Gratus Sabinianus
J10 Coss. M'. Acilius Faustinus,
Claudius Seleucus.
Triarius Rufinus.
Severi 18.—The wall in Britain completed by SeveElagabali 4.—Elagabalus adopts and confers the titTo
rus.
of Caesar upon Bassianus Alexianus (aet 13),better
k n o w n by the name of Alexander Severus.
Papinian, the jurist and the praefect ofthe praetorians,
was with Severus in Britain.
222 Coss. Imp. Caes. M , Aurel. Anton. (Elagabalus) Aug
211 Coss. (Q. Hedius Rufus) Lollianus Gentianus.
IV.
Pomponius Bassus.
M . Aurelius Alexander Caesar.
Death of Severus (aat. 64) at Eboracum (York), FebElagabalus (aat. 18) slain March 11th.
ruary 4th.
A L E X A N D E R S E V E R U S emperor (aet. 14)
The jurists Ulpian and Paulus are among the csusb
C A R A C A L I - A (aet. 23) emperor; but his brother G E T A
(aet. 22) had been associated with him in the emsellors of Alexander Severus.
pire by their father. Caracalla and Geta return to 223 Coss. L. Marius Maximus II.
L. Roscius eiianus.
Rome.
Tertullian publishes his letter ad Scapulam.
Alexandri 2.
224 Coss. Claudius Julianus II.
212 Coss. C. Julius Asper II.
L. Bruttius Quinctius Crispinus.
C. Julius Asper.
Alexandri 3.
Caracallae 2.—Geta murdered by his brother's orders.
Fuscus II.
Papinian and m a n y other distinguished m e n put to 225 Coss
Dexter.
death.
Alexandri 4.
313 Coss. Imp. M . Aurelius Antoninus Aug. IV.
226 Coss. Imp. Caes. M. Aur. Sev. A e x . Aug. II.
D. Caalius Balbinus II.
Marcellus IL
Suf. (M. Antonius Gordianus (afterward Imp.
Alexandri 5.—The Parthian empire overthrown oy
Caas. Aug.).
Artaxerxes (Ardishir), w h o founds the n e w Persian
Helvius Pertinax.)
kingdom of the Sassanidae.
Caracallae 3.—Caracalla goes to Gaul.
Origen at Antioch.
214 Coss
Messalla.
227 Coss
Albinus.
Sabinus.
. . . . . . . Maximus.
Caracallae 4.—Caracalla attacks the Alemanni, visits
Alexandri 6.
Dacia and Thracia, and winters at Nicomedia.
215 Coss.
Laatus II.
228 Coss.
Modestus II.
Probus.
Cerealis.
Alexandri 7.—Ulpian killed by the soldiers.
Caracallae 5.—Caracalla goes to Antioch and thence
Origen a presbyter.
to Alexandrea,
229 Coss. Imp. Caes. M . Aur. Sev. Alex. Aug. III.
216 Coss. Vatius Sabinus II.
Cornelius Anulinus.
Cassius Dio II.
Alexandri 8.
Caracallae 6. — Caracalla passes the Euphrates and
Dion Cassius consul a second time: aftei his seeOBd
makes war against the Parthians. H e winters at
consulship, he retired to Bithynia,
Edessa.
Origen composes several works at AJsxandteft.
817 Coss. C. Bruttius Praesens.
230 Coss. L. Virius Agricola.
T. Messius Extricatus II. '
Sex. Catius Clementinus.
Caracalla (aat. 29) slain near Edessa, April 8th.
Alexandri 9.
M A C R I N U S (aet. 53) emperor. H e confers thetitleof
Caesar upon his son Diadumenianus. H e is de- 231 Coss. . . . Claudius Pompeianus.
T. Fl. . . . Pelignianus.
feated by the Pathians, and purchases peace by the
A.D.
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against the Persians. Sapor I. cucceeds his ffcthei
Alexandri 10. -Alexander marches against the PerArtaxerxes as King of Persia.
sians.
242 Coss. C. Vettius Atticus.
Origen leaves Alexandrea and settles at Caasarea.
C. Asinius Praetextatus.
232 Coss
Lupus.
Gordiani 5.—Gordian, with the assistance offe&Bfa
Maximus.
ther in-law Misitheus, defeats the Persians.
Alexandri 11.—Alexander defeats the Persians in MesPlotinus is in Persia.
opotamia, and returns to Antioch.
Gregory of Neocaesarea is the disciple of Origen at 243 Coss. L. Annius Arrianus. »
C. Cervonius Papus.
Caesarea.
233 COBS
Maximus.
Gordiani 6.—Death of Misitheus.
244 Coss, (L. .Armenius) Peregrinus.
Paternus.
(A. Fulvius) emilianus.
Alexandri 12.—Alexander returns to Rome and triGordian (aat 18) is slain by the contrivance of Phil
umphs.
ip, the praetorian praefect in Mesopotamia, in tlw
Birth of Porphyry.
spring.
234 Coss
Maximus II.
(C. Ccelius) Urbanus.
PHILIPPUS I. emperor. Philip confers the title of Ca
Alexandri 13.—Alexander carries on war against the
sar upon his son, the younger Philip, and returns ti
Germans.
Rome.
235 Coss.
Severus.
Plotinus is at Rome.
245 Coss. Imp. Caesar M. Julius Philippus Augustus.
Quinctianus.
Alexander (aet. 27) slain by the soldiers in Gaul, Feb. . . Junius Titianus.
ruary 10th. His mother Mammaea slain along with
Philippi 2.—War with the Carpi, on the Danube.
246 Coss
Praesens.
him.
Albinus.
M A X I M I N U S emperor.
Origen writes his De Martyrio.
Philippi 3.
236 Coss. Imp. Maximinus Pius Aug,
Origen (aet 61) composes his work against CeLsufl
Africanus.
about this time.
Maximini 2.—Maximinus defeats the Germans.
247 Coss. Imp. Caasar M. Julius Philippus Augustus II.
237 Coss. (P. Titius) Perpetuus.
M. Julius Philippus Caesar.
(L. Ovinius Rusticus) Cornelianus.
Philippi 4.—Philip bestows the rank of Augustus upon
Suf. Junius Silanus.
his son, the younger Philip.
Messius Gallicanus.
248 Coss. Imp. Caasar M. Julius Philippus (I) Aug. III.
Imp. Caasar M. Julius Philippus (II.) Aug. II.
Maximini 3.—Maximinus again defeats the Germans
Philippi 5.—The Ludi Saeculares are celebrated.
and winters at Sirmium.
Cyprian is appointed Bishop of Carthage.
9*48 Coss.
Pius.
249 Coss. (A. Fulvius) emilianus II.
Proculus Pontianus.
. . Junius Aquilinus.
Suf. Ti. Claudius Julianus.
. . Celsus eiianus.
The two Philips are slain in September or October,
G O R D I A N U S I. and II., father and son, were proclaimat Verona.
D E C I U S emperor. H e confers thetitleof Caesar upon
ed emperors in Africa, and are acknowledged by
his son Herennius Etruscus.
the senate : they were proclaimed in February and
were slain in March. After their death, M. Clo- 250 Coss. Imp. Caesar C. Messius Quintus Trajanus Dedius Pupienus M A X I M U S and D. Caelius B A L B I N U S
cius Aug. II.
are appointed emperors by the senate: they confer
Annius Maximus Gratus.
the title of Caesar upon Gordianus, a grandson of
Decii 2.—Great persecution against the Christians, in
Gordianus I. Maximinus hears of the elevation of
which Fabianus, bishop of Rome, perishes.
the Gordians in his winter quarters at Sirmium, and 251 Coss. Imp. Caesar C. Messius Quintus Trajanus D o
cius Aug. III.
forthwith marches toward Italy. W h e n he reaches
Q. Herennius Etruscus Messius Decius Caesar.
Hemona, about 240 miles from Sirmium, he hears
Decius carries on war against the Goths. H e is slain
of the elevation of Maximus and Balbinus. H e
in November, together with his ' son Herennius
reaches Aquileia (60 miles from Hemona), and is
Etruscus.
there slain by his soldiers, along with his son MaxiG A L L U S Trebonianup emperor. The title of Augus
mus, in April. Maximus, the emperor, was then at
tus is conferred upon Hostilianus, a younger son
Ravenna: he returns to Rome, and is slain along
of Decius. Gallus confers the title of Caesar upon
with Balbinus, about the middle of June. The solhis son Volusianus.
diers proclaim
252 Coss. Imp. Caas. C. Vibius Trebonianus Gallus Aug.H.
G O R D I A N U S IIL emperor (aat. 12).
C. Vibius Volusianus Caesar.
£19 Coss Imp, Caes. M. Antonius Gordianus (IU.) Aug.
Galli 2.—Volusianus is elevated to the rank cf AugusM. Acilius Aviola.
tus. Gallus returns to Rome. Commencement cf
Gordiani 2.
a great pestilence, which rages for 15 years. Death
Philostratus flourished.
of Hostilianus.
240 Coss
Sabinus XL
253 Coss. Imp. Caasar C. Vibius Volusianus Augustus IL
Venustus.
M. Valerius Maximus.
Gordiani 3.—Sedition in Africa suppressed.
Galli 3.—eMiLiANus is proclaimed emperor in Mce*
M l Cos. Imp. Caas. M. Antonius Gordianus (III.) Plus
sia. V A L E R I A N U S is proclaimed emperor in Hsatia
Fel. II.
Death of Origen (aat. 68).
Gordiani 4.—Gordian marries the daughter of Misithftus, and sets out to the East to carry on the war254 Coss. Imp. Caes. P. Licinius Valerianus Augustus I?
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Imp. Caes. P. Licinius GaJienus Augustus,
266
emilianus marches into Italy. Gallus and Volusianus slain by their o w n troops in February, emilianus slain by his o w n troops in May. V A L E R I A N U S 267
emperor. His son G A L L I E N U S is m a d e Augustus.
255 Coss. Imp. Caes. P. Licinius Valerianus Augustus IH.
Imp. Caesar P. Licinius Gallienus Augustus II.
Valeriani et Gallieni 3.—The barbarians begin to invade the empire on all sides. The. Goths invade
Illyricum and Macedonia. Gallienus is in Gaul.
356 Coss. (M.) Valerius Maximus II.
263
(M', Acilius) Glabrio.
Val. et Gallieni 4.—The Franks invade Spain.
$57 Coss. Imp. Caesar P. Licinius Valerianus Aug. IV.
Imp. Caesar P. Licinius Gallienus Aug. III.
{Suf. a. d. XI. K. Jun. M . Ulpius Crinitus.
L. Domitius Aurelia- 269
nus (afterward Imp,
Caas, Aug.).
Val. et Gallieni 5.—Aurelian defeats the Goths.
270
258 Coss. M e m m i u s Tuscus.

Coss. Imp. CaeCar P. Licinius Gallienus VIS.
Sabinillus.
Gallieni 14.
Coss.
Paternus.
Arcesilaus.
Gallieni 15.—Odenathus is slain, and is succeeded bj
his wife Zenobia, w h o governs with Vabalathua
Postumus is slain: m a n y usurpers in succession
assume the empire in Gaul: it is at last in possession of Tetricus.
Coss
Paternus II.
Marmianus.
Gallienus slain in March by the arts of Aureoius.
C L A U D I U S II., surnamed Gothicus, emperor. Aureolus slain. Claudius defeats the Alemanni.
Porphyry retires to Sicily.
Coss. Imp. Caasar M . Aurelius Claudius Aug. II
Paternus.
Claudii 2.—Claudius gains a great victory over tho
Goths. Zenobia invades Egypt
Coss
Antiochianus.

Orfitus.
Claudius again defeats the Goths. Death of Claudius,
Val. et Gallieni 6.—Valerian sets out for the East, to
at Sirmium, in the summer. Aurelian proclaimed
carry on war against the Persians. Persecution of
emperor at Sirmium, and Quintillus, the brother
the Christians. While the empire Is invaded by the
of Claudius, at R o m e . Quintillus puts an end to
barbarians, and Valerian is engaged in the Persian
his o w n life.
war, the legions in different parts ofthe empire proA U R E L I A N emperor. H e comes to R o m e , and then
claim their o w n generals emperors. These usurpproceeds to Pannonia, to repel the barbarians. Beers are k n o w n by the n a m e of the Thirty Tyrants.
fore the end of the year he returns to Italy, to at
Postumus is proclaimed emperor in Gaul. The
tack the Marcomanni and Alemanni, w h o are in
Goths take Trapezus.
Martyrdom of Cyprian.
Italy.
Death of Plotinus in Campania.
259 Coss
emilianus.
Paul of Samosata deposed.
Bassus.
271 Coss. Imp. Caasar L. Domitius Aurelianus Aug. Jl.
Val. et Gallieni 7.—The Goths plunder Bithynia.
Ceionius Virius Bassus II.
260 Coss. P. Cornelius Saacularis H.
Aureliani 2.—Aurelian defeats the Marcomanni and
. . Junius Donatus (II.).
Alemanni in Italy. Aurelian returns to R o m e , and
Val. et Gallieni 8.—Saloninus, the son of Valerian, put
begins to rebuild the walls.
to death by Postumus. Valerian is taken prisoner
Quietus.
by Sapor, the Persian king. The Persians are driv- 272 Coss.
Voldumianus.
en back by Odenathus, the ruler of Palmyra. InAureliani 3.—Aurelian goes to the East, and flakes
genuus and Regalianus are proclaimed emperors.
war upon Zenobia, w h o m he defeats and besieges
261 Coss. Imp. Caesar P. Licinius Gallienus Aug. IV.
in Palmyra. Hormisdas succeeds Sapor as King
L. Petronius Taurus Volusianus.
of Persia.
Gallieni 9.—Macrianus, Valens, and Calpurnius Piso
Manes flourished.
are proclaimed emperors: the two latter are easily
put down, but Macrianus marches from Syria to at- 273 Coss. M . Claudius Tacitus (afterward Imp. Caasar
Aug.).
tack Gallienus.
. . Placidianus.
Wi2 Coss, Imp. Caesar P. Licinius Gallienus Aug. V
........ Faustinus,'
Aureliani 4.—Aurelian takes Zenobia prisoner. H e
Gallieni 10.—Aureolus is proclaimed emperor: he deproceeds to Egypt, and puts d o w n the revolt of
Firmus. Varanes I. succeeds Hormisdas as King
feats and slays Macrianus, with his two sons, in Ilof Persia.
lyricum. T h e Goths ravage Greece and Asia Minor.
The Persians take and plunder Antioch.
Longinus put to death on the capture of Palmyra.
2* 4 Coss. Imp. Caesar L. Domitius Aurelianus Aug. IIL
263 Coss.
Albinus TI.
C. Julius Capitolinus.
Maximus Dexter.
Aureliani 5.—Aurelian goes to Gaul to put d o w n TeS
Gallieni 11.
ricus, w h o had reigned there from the end of A.D
Porphyry is at R o m e in this and the following year
267. Submission of Tetricus. Aurelian returns to
364 Coss. Imp. Caesar P. Licinius Gallienus Aug. VI.
R o m e and triumphs: both Zenobia and Tetricua
Saturninus.
adorn his triumph. Aurelian founds a temple to
Gallieni 12.—Odenathus is declared Augustus. First
the Sun.
council upon Paul of Samosata.
<>75 Coss. Imp. Caesar L. Domitius Aurelianus Aug. IV.
S65 Coss. P. Licinius Valerianus Valeriani Aug. f, H.
T. Nonius Marcellinus.
(L. Caesonius) Lucilius (Macer Rufinianus.)
Suf. Aurelius Gordianus.
Gallieni 13.—Postumus continues emperor in Gaul,
Vettius Cornificius Gordianus.
and repels the barbarians: he associates Victorinus
Aurelian slain in March. After an interregnum of sis
with him in the empire.
Deatfc of Dionysina of Alexandrea.
months, M. Claudius Tacitus is proclaimed emperor
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287 Coss. Imp. Caas. C. Val. Diocletianus Aug tTt.
T A C I T U S emperor.
Imp. C03S. M. Aur. Val. Maximianus Aug.
27fi Joss. Imp. Caasar M. Claudius Tacitus Aug. IL
Diocletiani 4 : Maximiani 2.—Maximianus again de
emilianus.
feats the barbarians in Gaul. Carausius assumes
Suf. elius Scorpianus.
the purple in Britain.
Death of Tacitus. Florianus, the brother of Tacitus,
is proclaimed emperor at R o m e , and M. Aurelius 288 Coss. Imp. Caes. M . Aur. Val. Maximianus Aug. II.
Pomponius Januarius.
Probus in the East. Florianus sets out to the East
Diocletiani 5: Maximiani 3.- Preparations &? Maxim
to oppose Probus, but is slain at Tarsus.
PJBOBUS emperor. Varanes II. succeeds Varanes I.
ianus against Carausius.
as King of Persia.
289 Coss. M. Macrius Bassus.
L. Ragonius Quintianus.
S77 Coss. Imp. Caasar M. Aurelius Prooaa Aug.
Diocletiani 6 : Maximiani 4.—Naval war befcween O w
M. Aurelius Paullinus.
rausius and Maximianus. Carausius defeats Max*
Probi 2.—Probus defeats the barbarians in Gaul.
imianus.
278 Coss. Imp. Caesar M. Aurelius Probus Aug. II.
Mamertinus delivers his Panegyricus Maximiano.
Lupus.
Probi 3.—Probus defeats the barbarians in Illyricum. 290 Coss. Imp. Caas. C. Valerius Diocletianus Aug. IV.
Imp. Caes. M . Aur. Val. Maximianus Aug. IH.
279 Coss. Imp. Caasar M . Aurelius Probus Aug. HI.
Diocletiani 7 : Maximiani 5.—The emperors grant
Nonius Paternus II.
peace to Carausius and allow him to retain indeProbi 4.—Probus reduces the Isaurians and the Blempendent sovereignty.
myes. Saturninus revolts in the East
Lactantiusflourishedin the reign of Diocletian.
280 Coss
Messalla.
291 Coss
Tiberianus II.
Gratus.
Probi 5.—Saturninus is slain. Probus returns to
Cassius Dio.
Diocletiani 8: Maximiani 6.—Diocletian and Maximi*
R o m e , and then proceeds to Gaul, where he puts
anus have a conference at Milan. Maximianus celd o w n the revolt of Proculus and Bonosus, either in
ebrates the Quinquennalia.
this year or the following.
Mamertinus delivers the Genethliacus Maximians
Cyrillus is Bishop of Antioch.
281 Coss. Imp. Caesar M. Aurelius Probus Aug. IV.
292 Coss.
Hannibalianus.
Asclepiodotus.
Tiberianus.
Diocletiani 9: Maximiani 7.—Constantius Chlorus and
Probi 6.
Galerius are proclaimed Caesars ; and the govern£82 Coss. Imp. Caesar M , Aurelius Probus Aug. V.
Victorinus.
m e n t of the R o m a n world is divided between tin
two August! and the two Caesars. Diocletian had
Probus is slain at Sirmium in September.
C A K U S emperor.
the government of the East, with Nicomedia as bis
residence: Maximianus, Italy and Africa, with Mi283 Coss. Imp. Caes. M. Aurelius Carus Aug.
M . Aurelius Carinus Cari Aug. £ Caesar.
Ian as his residence: Constantius, Britain, Gaul, and
Suf. M . Aurelius Numerianus Cari Aug. f.
Spain, with Treves as his residence : Galerius, IllyrCaasar.
icum, and the whole line of the Danube, with SiiMatronianus.
m i u m as his residence.
Carinus and Numerianus, the sons of Carus, are as- 293 Coss. Imp. Caas. C. Valerius Diocletianus Aug. V.
sociated with their father in the empire. Carinus
Imp. Caas. M . Aur. Val. Maximianus Aug. IV.
3s sent into Gaul; and Carus, with Numerianus, proDiocletiani 10 : Maximiani 8.—Carausius is slain by
ceeds to the East. Carus subdues the Sarmatians
Allectus, w h o assumes the purple, and maintains
on his march from Sirmium to the East Carus
the sovereignty in Britain for three years. Varanes
carries on the war against the Persians with sucIII. succeeds Varanes II. as King of Persia, and is
cess, but dies near Ctesiphon.
himself succeeded by Narses in the course of the
284 Coss. Imp. Caes. M . Aurelius Carinus Aug. II.
same year.
Imp. Caes. M . Aurelius Numerianus Aug. II.
294 Coss. Fl. Val. Constantius Caasar.
Suf. C. Valerius Diocletianus (afterward Imp.
Gal. Val. Maximianus Caesar.
Aug.).
Diocletiani 11: Maximiani 9,
Annius Bassus.
295 Coss
Tuscus.
(Suf. M . Aur. Valer. Maximianus [afterward
Anulinus.
Diocletiani 12 : Maximiani 10.—Defeat of the Carpi.
Imp. Caas. Aug.]
M . Junius Maximus.)
296 Coss. Imp. Caas. C. Valerius Diocletianus Aug. V L
Numerianus returns from Persia with the army, buf
Fl. Val. Constantius Caasar II.
Diocletiani 13: Maximiani 11.—Constantius recover*
is slain by Aper at Perinthus in the beginning o
Britain.
September.
Arnobius published his work Adversus Gentes.
D I O C L E T I A N emperor.
297 Coss. Imp. Caas. M. Aur. Val. Maximianus Aug. V.
285 Coss. Imp. Caes. C. Valerius Diocletianus Aug. II.
Gal. Val. Maximianus Caesar II.
Aristobulus.
Diocletiani 14: Maximiani 12. — Diocletian defeat*
Diocletiani 2 . — W a r between Diocletian and Carinus
Achilleus in Egypt Maximianus defeats the Quin
in Mcesia. Carinus is slain. Diocletian winters at
quegentiani in Africa. Galerius carries on wai
Nicomedia,
against the Persians unsuccessfully
286 Coss. M , Junius Maximus II.
Eumenius delivers the Panegyricus Constants
Vettius Aquilinus.
Diocletiani 3 . — M A X I M I A N U S is declared Augustas on 298 Coss. Anicius Faustus (IL).
Virius Gallus.
April 1st, and is sent by Diocletian into Gaul- MaxOieWetianilS: Maxireiani l&™Galeri©ji sollccS!? Srest
imianus defeats tfie barbarians in Gaul.
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forces und defeats the Persians in Armenia. Narses 309 First year after consulsntp <*> M, Aur. Val. Maxiia:*
nus X.
concludes a peace with the Romans.
Imp. C. G. V. Maxim!
J*99 Coss. Imp. Caes. C. Valerius Diocletianus Aug. VII,
anus Aug. VIL
Imp. Caes. M. Aur. Val. Maximianus Aug. VI.
Ccnstantini 4 : Galerii 5 : Licinii 3.— Sapor II. sue
Diocletiani 16 : Maximiani 14.—Defeat of the Marcoceeds Hormisdas II. as King of Persia.
manni.
Rumenius delivers his oration Pro Instanrandis310 Second year after considship of M. Aur. Val. Maximal
anus X.
Scholis.
Imp. C. G. V. Majtfta.
SQQ Coos. Fl. Val. Constantius Caesar III,
ianus Aug, VIL
Gal. Val. Maximianus Caasar III.
Constantini 5: Galerii 6: Licinii 4.—Maximianus, the
Diocletiani 17: Maximiani 15.
colleague of Diocletian, is put to death at Massilia.
301 Coss
Titianus II.
Eumenii Panegyricus Constantino.
Nepotianus.
Diocletiani 18 : Maximiani 16.—Hormisdas It. suc- 311 Coss Imp. Caes. Gal. Val Maximianus Aug. VIU.
(Imp. Caes. Val. Licinianus Licinius Aug.)
ceeds Narses, king of Persia.
Constantini 6: Licinii 5.—Edict to stop the persecu302 Coss. Fl. Val. Constantius Caesar IV.
tion of the Christians. Death of Galerius. Licinius
Gal, Val. Maximianus Caesar IV.
and Maximinus divide the East between them.
Diocletiani 19: Maximiani 17.—Diocletian and MaxEumenii Gratiarum Actio Constantino.
imianus triumph.
303 Coss. Imp. Caas. C. Valerius Diocletianus Aug. VIIL 312 Coss. Imp. Caas. Fl. Val. Constantinus Aug. 11.
Imp. Caes. Val. Licinianus Licinius Aug. II,
Imp. Caas. M. Aur. Val. Maximianus Aug. VII.
Constantini 7 : Licinii 6.—War of Constantine and
Diocletiani 20 : Maximiani 18. — Persecution ofthe
Maxentius. Constantine marches into Italy. MaxChristians. Diocletian celebrates the Vicennalia at
entius isfinallydefeated at Saxa Rubra, not far from
Rome.
the Cremera, and perishes in his flight, in the Tiber,
304 Coss. Imp. Caes. C. Valerius Diocletianus Aug. IX.
Oct. 27. The Indictions commence Sept 1st
Imp. Caas. M. Aur. Val. Maximianus Aug. VIII.
Iambliohus flourished.
Diocletiani 21: Maximiani 19.—Diocletian enters upon
his consulship at Ravenna on January 1st and is at 313 Coss. Imp. Caes. Fl. Val. Constantinus Aug. III.
Imp. Caes. Val. Licinianus Licinius Aug. III.
Nicomedia at the close of the year.
Constantini 8 : Licinii 7.—Constantine and Licinius
305 Coss. Fl. Val. Constantius Caasar V.
meet at Milan; Licinius marries Constantia, the
Gal. Val. Maximianus Caesar V
sister of Constantine. W a r between Licinius and
Diocletian abdicates at Nicomedia on May 1st, and
Maximinus: the latter is defeated at Heraclea on
compels Maximianus to do the same. Constantius
April 30th, and dies a few months afterward at Tarand Galerius, the Caesars, are declared Augusti; and
sus. Constantine and Licinius thus become the
Severus and Maximinus Daza are declared the
sole Augusti. Edict in favor of the ChriBtiana
Caesars.
Death of Diocletian.
C O N S T A N T I U S I. and G A L E R I U S emperors.
314 Coss, C. Ceionius Rufius Volusianus n.
IBCafi Cms. Imp. Caes. Fl. Val. Constantius Aug. VI.
Annianus.
Imp. Caas. Gal. Val. Maximianus Aug. VI.
Constantini 9: Licinii 8.—War between Constantlna
Suf. P. Cornelius Anulinus.
and Licinius. Licinius is defeatedfirstat Cibalis in
Coastantii2: Galerii 2. — Death of Constantias at
Pannonia, and afterward at Adrianople. Peace is then
York, in Britain. C O N S T A N T I N U S , who was in Britconcluded on condition that Licinius should resign
ain at thetime,assumes the title of Caesar, and is
to Constantine Illyricum, Macedonia, and Achaia.
acknowledged as Caesar by Galerius. S E V E R U S ,
the Caasar, was proclaimed Augustus by Galerius. 315 Coss. Imp. Caes. Fl. Val. Constantinus Aug. IV,
Imp. Caes. Val. Licinianus Licinius Aug. IV.
M A X E N T I U S , the son of Maximianus, is proclaimed
Constantini 10: Licinii 9.
emperor by the praetorian troops at Rome, but his
Sabinus.
authority is not recognized by the two Augusti and 316 Coss
Rufinus.
the two Caesars. The commencement of Constantine's reign is placed in this year, though he did not Constantini 11: Licinii 10
receive the title of AugustustillA.D. 308.
317 Coss.
Gallicanus.
C O N S T A N T I N U S I. begins to reign.
Bassus.
Vopiscus publishes the life of Aurelian.
Constantini 12: Licinii 11.—The rank of Caesar Is cos307 Coss. M. Aur. Val. Maximianus IX.
ferred upon Crispus and Constantine, the sons of
Fl. Val. Constantinus Caesar.
the Emperor Constantine, and upon Licinius, the
Constantini 2: Galerii 3.—Severus is defeated and
son ofthe Emperor Licinius.
slain by Maxentius in Italy. Galerius makes an un- 318 Coss. Imp. Caes. Val. Licinianus I icinius Aug. V.
successful attack upon Rome.
Fl. Jul. Crispus Caesar.
LICINIUS is declared Augustus by Galerius. Galerius
Constantini 13: Licinii 12.
confers the title of Filii Augustorum upon Constan319 Coss. Imp. Caes. Fl. Val. Constantinus Aug. V.
tine and Maximinus.
Fl. Val. Licinianus Licinius Caasar.
308 Coss. M. Aur. Val. Maximianus X.
Constantini 14: Licinii 13.
Imp. Caas. Gal. Val. Maximianus Aug. VII.
320 Co3s. Imp. Caes. Fl. Val. Constantinus Aug V ) .
Constantini 3 : Galerii 4 : Licinii 2. — Galerius deFl. Cl. Constantinus Caesar.
ConstantinilS: Licinii 14.—Cilspus defeats the Frssfci
clares Constantine and Maximinus Augusti. There
are thu3 four Augusti : 1. Galerius. 2. Licinius.
in Gaul.
3. Constantine. 4. MaximinuSj besides the usurper 321 Coss Fl. Jul. Crispus Caesar IL
Fl. Cl. Constantinus Caesar II
Maxentius.
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Constantini 16: Licinii 15.
Nazarii Panegyricus Constantino.
322 Coss. Petronius Probianus.
Anicius Julianus.
Constantini 17: Licinii 16.—Constantine defeats the
Sarmatians, and pursues them across the Danube.
323 Coss. Acilius Severus.
Vettius Rufinus.
Constantini 1 8 . — W a r between Constantino and Licinius. Constantine defeats Licinius near Adrianople on July 3d, and again at Chalcedon on September 18th. Licinius surrenders himself to Constantine. Constantius, the son of Constantine, is appointed Caesar November 8th. Constantine is n o w
sole Augustus, and his three sons, Crispus, Constantine, and Constantius, are Caesars.
#24 Coss. Fl. Jul. Crispus Caesar III.
Fl. Cl. Constantinus Caesar III.
Constantini 19.—Licinius is put to death by c o m m a n d
of Constantine.
325 Coss
Paullinus.
Julianus.
Constantini 20.—The Vicennalia of Constantine. T h e
Christian council of Nicaaa (Nice): it is attended
by 318 bishops, and adopts the word QJXQOVGIOV.
126 Coss. Imp. Caas. Fl. Val. Constantinus Aug. VII.
Fl. Jul. Constantinus Caasar.
Constantini 2i.—Constantine celebrates the Vicennalia at R o m e . Crispus and the younger Licinius
are put to death. Constantine leaves R o m e , and
i&ver returns to it again.
327 Coss
Constantinus.
Maximus.
Constantini 22.—Death of Fausta. Constantine founds
Helenopolis, in honor of his mother Helena.
328 Coss.
Januarinus.
Justus.
Constantini 23.
Libanius (aat 14) is at Antioch.
329 Coss. Imp. Caes. Fl. Val. Constantinus Aug, VIII.
Fl. Cl. Constantinus Caesar IV.
Constantini 24.
330 Coss.
Gallicanus.
Symmachus.
Constantini 25.—Dedication of Constantinople, which
. Constantine makes the capital of his empire.
331 Coss (Annius) Bassus.
Ablavius.
Cr.estantini 26.—Birth of Julian.
Lirth of Hieronymus (St. Jerome).
332 Coss.
Pacatianus,
Hilarianus.
Constantini 2 7 . — W a r with the Goths: they are defeated by Constantine Caesar.
533 Coss. Fl. Jul. Delmatius (afterward Caesar),
Zenophilus.
Constantini 28.—Constans, the son of Constantine, is
m a d e Caesar. Famine and pestilence in Syria.
334 Coss. L. Ranius Acontius Optatus.
Anicius Paullinus.
Constantini 29.—The Sarmatians receive settlements
in the empire. Calocaerus, a usurper in Cyprus, is
slain by Delmatius.
135 Coss. Julius Constantius.
Ceionius Rufus Albinus.
Constantini 3 0 . — T h e Tricennalia of Constantine.
Delmatius or Dalmatius, and Hanniballianus, the
nephews of the emperor, are m a d e Cesars. A
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fresh distribution of the provinces m a d e amoag
thefiveCaesars.
Athanasius, bishop of Alexandrea, is deposed by the
council at Tyre, and goes into exile.
336 Coss. Fl. Popillius Nepotianus.
Facundus.
Constantini 31.—Marriage of Constantius.
337 Coss
Felicianus.
T. Fabius Titianus.
Death of Constantine in M a y : he is baptized betoi*
his death by Eusebius of Nicomedia. H e w a s at
the time making preparations for w a r with the
Persians.
C O N S T A N T I N U S II., C O N S T A N T I U S II., and

CONSTANS

are declared Augusti. The Caesars Delmatius and
Hanniballianus, and the other relations of the late
emperor, are put to death.
338 Coss.
Ursus.
. Polemius.
Constantini IL, Constantii IL, Constantis 2.—Constau
tius carries on the w a r against the Persians. First
siege of Nisibis by the Persians.
Athanasius returns from exile.
339 Coss. Imp. Caes. Fl. Jul. Constantius Aug. II
Imp. Caes. Fl. Jul. Constans Aug.
Constantini IL, Constantii IL, Constantis-3.—Constan
tius carries on the w a r against the Persians. Constantine is at Treves, and Constans at Sirmium
340 Coss, . :
Acindynus.
L. Aradius Val. Proculus.
Constantii IL, Constantis 4 . — W a r between Constantino II. and Constans. Constantine IL is defeated
and slain: Constans, in consequence, becomes seta
emperor of the West.
Acacius succeeds Eusebius as Bishop of Caesarea
341 Coss. Antonius Marcellinus.
Petronius Probinus.
Constantii IL, Constantis 5.—Constans carries ov. "»«r
against the Franks. A law against pagan sacrifices
promulgated. Arian synod of Antioch. Athanasius
is deposed by the synod of Antioch: he goes to
R o m e , and is protected by Constans.
342 Coss. Imp. Caes. Fl. Jul. Constantius Aug. III.
Imp. Caes. Fl. Jul. Constans Aug. II.
Constantii IL, Constantis 6.—Constans defeats the
Franks. Sedition at Constantinople.
343 Coss. M . Maecius M e m m i u s Furius Placidus.
(Fl. Pisidius) Romulus.
Constantii IL, Constantis 7.—Constans, in Britain, carries on w a r against the Picts and Scots.
Firmicus Maternus addresses his work De Errort
Profanarum Religionum to Constantius and Constans.
344 Coss
Leontius.
Sallustius.
Constantii IL, Constantis 8.—Earthquake in Pontus
345 Coss
Amantius.
Albinus.
Constantii IL, Constantis 9.—Earthquakes in Greece
and Italy.
346 Coss. Imp. Caes. Fl. Jul. Constantius Aug. IV.
Imp. Caes. Fl. Jul. Constans Aug. III.
Constantii H., Constantis 10.—Second siege of Nisibis
by the Persians.
Libanius is at Nicomedia.
347 Coss
Rufinus.
Eusebius.
Constantii II. Constantis 11,—Council of Sardio*
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ConstantiiH. 21.—Second campaign cf Julian ie 5s
which pronounced the Council of Nice to be sufficient.
feats the Alemanni, and crosses the Rhine C o n
Athanasius restored by the Council of Sardica.
stantius visits R o m e .
A m m i a n u s Marcellinus is at Sirmium.
Themistius's oration nepl 0iXav0pa)7rmj.
34S Coss. Fl. Philippus.
358 Coss.
Datianus.
Neratius Cerealis.
Fl. Salia.
Constantii H. 22.—Third campaign of Julian: he de
Constantii IL, Constantis 12.—The Persians invade
feats the Franks, and again crosses the Rhine. C o n
Mesopotamia: battle of Singara.
Prudentius born.
stantius crosses the Danube, and carries on w «
•49 Co3s
Limenius.
against the Quadi. Earthquake at Nicomedia
Aco Catulinus.
Aurelius Victor flourished.
Constantii IL, Constantis 13.
359 Coss. Fl. Eusebius.
Libanius's Panegyric upon Constantius and Constans.
Fl. Hypatius.
Athanasius returns to Alexandrea.
Constantii H. 23. — F o u r t h campaign of Julian: he
350 Coss
Sergius.
crosses the Rhine a third time, and lays waste the
Nigrinianus.
country of the Alemanni: he winters at Paris. SaConstantii II. 14.—Death of Constans at Helena.
por invades Mesopotamia, and takes Amida after a
Magnentius assumes the purple at Augustodunum
long siege. Synods of Ariminum and Seleucia.
(Autun), in Gaul, Nepotianus at R o m e , and VetraA m m i a n u s Marcellinus serves in the w a r against Sapor.
nio at Mursa, in Pannonia. Nepotianus is slain in
28 days after his elevation. Constantius marches 360 Coss. Imp. Caas. Fl. JuL Constantius A u g X .
to the West, and deposes Vetranio in December, 10
Fl. Cl. Julianus Caesar III.
months after his elevation. Third siege of Nisibis
Constantii II. 24.—Julian is proclaimed Augustus by
by the Persians during the absence of Constantius
the soldiers at Paris. Constantius winters at Conin the W e s t
stantinople, and carries on war in person against
351 Coss. Magnentius Aug.
Sapor. Successes of the Persians, w h o take SinGaiso.
gara. Constantius winters at Antioch.
Constantii II. 15.— Constantius appoints his cousin 361 Coss. Fl. Taurus.
Gallus Caesar, and sends him to the East to conduct
Fl. Florentius.
the war against the Persians. Magnentius appoints
Preparations for war between Constantius and Julian,
his brother Decentius Caesar. W a r between ConConstantius sets out for Europe, but dies on his
Btantius and Magnentius. Constantius defeats Magmarch in Cilicia. Julian meantime had m o v e d
nentius at the battle of Mursa. Julian abandons
d o w n the Danube to Sirmium, and heard of th*
Christianity.
death of Constantius before reaching Constantinople
J U L I A N U S emperor.
3913 Coss. Decentius Caes.
Aurelius Victor still alive.
Paullus.
Constantii II. 16.—Constantius drives Magnentius into 362 Coss. Cl. Mamertinus.
FL Nevitta.
Gaul. Revolt of the Jews.
Juliani 2.—Julian spends the first part of the year &
353 Coss. Imp. Ca?s. F L Jul. Constantius Aug. VI.
Fl. JuL Constantius Gallus Caesar II.
Constantinople and then sets out for Antioch, where
he winters. H e favors the pagans.
Constantii II. 17.—Magnentius is defeated by ConstanJulian
wrote his Ccesares and m a n y of his other worka
tius in Gaul, and puts an end to his o w n life. Marin this year.
riage of Constantius and Eusebia. Gallus acts with
Libanius is patronized by Julian.
cruelty at Antioch,
Athanasius, w h o had returned to Alexandrea, is driven
A m m i a n u s Marcellinus in the East with Ursicinus.
out again by Julian.
Libanius is at Antioch.
363 Coss. Imp. Caes. Fl. Cl. Julianus Aug. IV.
354 Coss. Imp. Caas. Fl. Jul. Constantius Aug. VII.
Fl. Sallustius.
Fl. Jul. Constantius Gallus Caesar IU.
Julian attempts to rebuild the temple of Jerusalem.
Constantii II. 18.—Constantius is in Gaul in the early
H e sets out from Antioch against the Persians, enpart of the year, and winters aJ Milan. B y his orters Mesopotamia, takes several towns, crosses the
ders Gallus is put to death at Pola, in Istria.
Tigris, but is obliged to retreat through want of
Ammianus Marcellinus is at Milan.
provisions: in his retreat he is slain.
Birth of Augustine.
J O V I A N emperor. H e is compelled to conclude a dis355 Coss. Fl. Arbitio.
graceful peace with the Persians: he winters at
Fl. Lollianus.
Aneyra.
Constantii II. 19.—Silvanus assumes the purple in
Athanasius is restored by Jovian.
Gaul, but is slain. Julian is declared Caesar, and
appointed to the c o m m a n d of Gaul. Synod of Mi- 304 Coss. Imp. Caes. Fl. Jovianus Aug.
F L Varronianus Joviani Aug. f. N. F
lan, b y which Athanasius is condemned.
Jovian dies in February.
Gregory of Nazianzus and Basil of Caesarea study at
V A L E N T I N I A N I. is proclaimed emperor on February
Athens together.
6th. H e associates his brother V A L E N S with hint
356 Coss. Imp. Caas. Fl. Jul. Constantius Aug. VIIL
in the empire. Valentinian undertakes the governFl. Cl. Julianus Caesar.
ment of the W e s t and gives to Valens the East
Constantii H. 20.—First campaign of Julian in Gaul.
Eutropius concludes his history.
Athanasius is expelled from Alexandrea, and retires
365 Coss. Imp. Caes. Fl. Valentinianus Aug,
to the desert
Imp. Caas. Fl. Valens Aug.
5ffl Coss, Imp. Caas. Fl. Jul. Constantius Aug. IX.
Valenthrani I. Valentis ^.—Valentinian sets out foi
FL C L Julianus Caesar H.
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Gaul to repel the Alemanni. Revolt of Procopius
In the East. W a r between Valens and Procopius,
Libanius (aet 51) composes his Funeral Oration on
Julian.
J66 Coss. Fl. Gratianus Valentinian! Aug. f. N, P.
Dagalaiphus.
Valentiniani I., Valentis 3.—The Alemanni are defeated in Gaul. Procopius is defeated and slain.
Apollinarius, the heretic, flourished.
35f7 Coss. Fl. Lupicinus.
Fl. Jovinus.
Valentiniani I., Valentis 4.—Valens carries on war
against the Goths. In Britain TheodoBius defeats
the Picts and Scots. G R A T I A N U S , the son of Valentinian, is declared Augustus.
368 Coss. Imp. Caes. Fl, Valentinianus Aug. II.
Imp. Caes. Fl. Valens Aug. II.
Valentiniani I., Valentis 5: Gratiani 2.—Second campaign of the Gothic war. T h e Alemanni take and
plunder Moguntiacum. Valentinian crosses the
Rhine and defeats the Alemanni.
369 Coss. Fl. Valentinianus Valentiniani Aug. f. N. P.
, Victor.
Valentiniani I., Valentis 6: Gratiani 3.—Third campaign of the Gothic war. Valentinian fortifies the
Rhine.
879 Coss. Imp. Caas. Fl. Valentinianus Aug. III.
Imp. Caes. FL Valens Aug. III.
Valentiniani I„ Valentis 7: Gratiani 4.—Valens concludes a peace with the Goths. Irruption of the
Saxons: they are routed by Severus.
371 Coss. Imp, Caas. Fl. Gratianus Aug. H.
Sex. Anicius Petronius Probus.
Valentiniani I., Valentis 8: Gratiani 5.—Valentinian
passes the Rhine.
ITS Csss. Fl. Domitius Modestus.
Fl. Arintheus.
Valentiniani I., Valentis 9 : Gratiani 6. — Revolt of
Firmus in Mauretania.
?73 Coss. Imp. Caas. Fl. Valentinianus Aug. IV.
Imp. Caas. FL Valens Aug. IV.
Valentiniani I., Valentis 10: Gratiani 7.—Theodosius
sent against Firmus.
Death of Athanasius on M a y 2d.
374 Coss. Imp. Caes. Fl. Gratianus Aug. HI.
C. Equitius Valens.
Valentiniani I., Valentis 11: Gratiani 8.—The Quadi
and Sarmatians invade Pannonia. Murder of Para,
king of Armenia, by order of Valens.
375 Coss. Post Consulatum Gratiani III.
Equitii.
Valentiniani I., Valentis 12: Gratiani 9.—Valentinian
goes to Carnuntum and represses the barbarians.
H e dies at Bregetio November 17th.
V A L E N T I N I A N IL, the younger son of Valentinian I.t
is proclaimed Augustus.
Ambrosius bishop of Milan.
Epiphanius writes Hepl a'tpiasav*
175 Coss. Imp. Caes. Fl. Valens Aug. V.
Imp. Caes. Fl. Valentinianus (II.) Aug.
Valentis 13 : Gratiani 10 : Valentiniani II, 9 . — T h e
H u n s expel the Goths. T h e Goths cross the Danube, aud are allowed by Valens to settle in Thrace.
Theodosius slain at Carthage.
577 Coss^ Imp. Caes. Fl. Gratianus Aug. IV.
FL Merobaudes.
Valentis 14 : Gratiani 11: Valentiniani X 3 — The
Goths rebel: w a r with the Goths.

378 Coss. Imp. Fl. Valens Aug. V.
Imp. Fl. Valentinianus (II) A ag. II.
Valentis 15 : Gratiani 12 : Valentiniani II 4.—Ths
Goths defeat the R o m a n s with immense tlaughtei
near Adrianople: Valens falls in the battle. G r a
tian had previously defeated the Lentienses Alemanni at Argentaria, and was advancing to the a*
sistance of Valens, w h e n he heard of the death of
the latter.
A m m i a n u s Marcellinus concludes his history.
The Chronicon of Hieronymus ends at the death r*
Valens.
379 Coss. D. Magnus Ausonius.
Q. Clodius Hermogenianus OJybrius.
Gratiani 13 : Valentiniani II. 5: Theodosii I. 1.
T H E O D O S I U S I. is proclaimed Augustus by Gratianus,
and placed oveifcle East Theodosius defeats the
Goths. The L;mbards appear. Artaxerxes succeeds Sapor [I. as king of the Persians.
Ausonius returns thanks to Gratian, w h o had appointed him consul (ad Gratianum gratiarum actio vre
consulatu).
380 Coss. Imp. Fl. Gratianus Aug. V.
Imp. FL Theodosius (I.) Aug.
Gratiani 14: Valentiniani II. 6: Theodosii I. 2.—Theodosius again defeats the Goths. H e expels the
Arians from the chuiches, and is zealous for thfl
Catholic faith.
Death of Basil of Caesarcc
381 Coss. Fl. Syagrius.
F L Eucherius.
Gratiani 15: Valentiniani II. 7: Theodosii 1. 3.—Death
of Athanaric, king of the Visigoths, Council of
Constantinople.
Gregory of Nazianzus is declared bishop of Constcntinople: he withdraws into retirement, and Neeta*
rius is chosen in his stead.
382 Coss. Antonius.
Afranius Syagrius.
Gratiani 16 : Valentiniani. II. 3 rheodosii L 4. •—
Peace with the Goths. Alaric ^gins to reign.
Ausonius brought d o w n his Fasti to the consuls of
this year.
383 Coss. Fl. Merobaudes II.
Fl. Saturninus.
Valentiniani IL 9: Theodosii I. 5 . — A R C A D I U S is proclaimed Augustus by his father Theodosius. Revolt of Maximus in Britain. W a r between Gratianus and Maximus in Gaul. Gratianus is slain
Theodosius makes a peace with Maximus, by which
Maximus is acknowledged emperor of Spain, Gaul,
and Britain, and Valentinian is secured in the pos
session of Italy and Africa, Accession of Sapor n i ,
king of Persia.
384 Coss. Fl.Ricomer.
Fl. Clearchus.
Valentiniani II. 10: Theodosii I. 6.—Birth of Hone*.
rius, the son of Theodosius. Treaty with Persia,
Symmachus, praefect of the city, addresses the emperors, urging them to replace the altar of Victory
in the senate; but is opposed by Ambrose,
385 Coss. Imp. FL Arcadius Aug.
Bauto.
Valentiniani II. 11: Theodosii L 7.—SacriSces p<rc
hibited in the East by a law of Theodosius,
Augustine is at Milan.
386 Coss. Fl. Honorius Theodosii Aug. f N, P
Euodius.
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Valentiniani II. 12 i Theodosii L 8.—The Greofhingi 396 Coss. Imp, FL Arcadius Aug. IV.
conquered on the Danube, and transplanted to
Imp. Fl. Honorius Aug. III.
Arcadii et Honorii 2.—Alaric ravages the south ol
Phrygia.
Greece. Stilicho's secondexpedition against Alaric,
Hieronymus (St Jerome) visits Egypt and returns to
Claudian's De III. Consulatu Honorii Aug. and /«
Bethlehem.
Rujlnum. Hieronymus (St Jerome) continues te
Chrysostom a presbyter.
write.
18? Coss. Imp. Fl. Valentinianus (II.) Aug. III.
Eutropius.
397 Coss. FL Caesarius.
Valentiniani II. 13: Theodosii I. 9.—Sedition at AntiNonius Atticus.
Arcadii et Honorii 3.—Revolt of Gildo in Africa, an*
och. Valentinian is expelled from Italy by Maxconsequent scarcity of food at R o m e . Birth ai
imus. Theodosius prepares for war with Maximus.
The orations of Libanius and Chrysostom respecting
Flacilla, the daughter of Arcadius.
the riots at Antioch.
Symmachus writes (Ep., iv., 4) to Stilicho.
368 Coss. Imp. FL Theodosius (I.) Aug. II.
Death of Ambrose.
Cynegius.
Hieronymus (St. Jerome) continues to write.
Valentiniani II. 14: Theodosii I. 10.—War between 398 Coss. Imp. Fl. Honorius Aug. IV.
Theodosius and Maximus. Maximus is slain at AquiFl. Eutychianus.
leia : his son Victor is slain in Gaul by Arbogastes,
Arcadii et Honorii 4.—Marriage of Honorius with
the general of Theodosius. Theodosius winters at
Maria, the daughter of Stilicho. Defeat and death
Milan. Accession of Varanes IV., king of Persia.
of Gildo.
389 Coss. Fl. Timasius.
Claudian's De IV. Consulatu Honorii Aug., EpitkalaF L Promotus.
mium Honorii Aug. et Maria, De Bello Gildonico.
Valentiniani II. 15 : Theodosii I. 11. — Theodosius
Chrysostom succeeds Nestorius as bishop of Convisits R o m e . H e winters at Milan.
stantinople.
Drepanius delivers his Panegyricus at R o m e in the 399 Coss. Eutropius. Slain in office.
presence of Theodosius.
FL Mallius Theodorus.
3'jQ XJoss. Imp. Fl. Valentinianus (II.) Aug. IV.
Arcadii et Honorii 5.—Birth of Pulcheria, the second
Neoterius.
daughter of Arcadius. Tribigildus ravages Phrygia,
Valentiniani II. 16 : Theodosii I. 12. — Massacre at
Fall of Eutropius in his o w n consulship: he is first
Thessalonica by order of Theodosius: he is in conbanished to Cyprus, and then recalled and put to
sequence excluded from the church at Milan by
death at Chalcedon. Accession of Yezdijird L,
Ambrose for eight months. The temple of Serapis
king of Persia.
at Alexandrea is destroyed.
Claudian's In Fl. Mallii Theodon consulatum and 7*
Death of Gregory of Nazianzus.
Eutropium.
301 Coss. Tatianus.
400 Coss. Fl. Stilicho.
Q. Aurelius Symmachus.
Aurelianus.
Valentiniani II. 17: Theodosii I. 13.—Theodosius reArcadii et Honorii 6.—Revolt of Gainas: he is de
turns to Constantinople.
feated, and retires beyond the Danube.
392 Coss. Imp. Fl. Arcadius Aug. II.
Claudian's In Primum Consulatum Fl. Stilichonis.
Fl. Rufinus.
Sulpicius Severus flourished,
Theodosii 1.14.—Valentinian IL is slain by Arbogastes, 401 Coss. Fl. Vincentius.
FL Fravitta.
w h o raises E U G E N I U S to the empire of the W e s t
Hieronymus writes his work De Viris Rlustribus.
Arcadii et Honorii 7.—Gainas is slain in Thrace, and
•J83 Coss. Imp. Fl. Theodosius (I.) Aug. in.
his head is brought to Constantinople. Birth of
Abun dan tius.
Theodosius IL, the son of Arcadius.
Theodosii 1 . 1 5 . — H O N O R I U S is proclaimed Augustus 402 Coss. Imp. Fl. Arcadius Aug. V.
by his father Theodosius. Preparations for war
Imp. Fl. Honorius Aug. V.
Arcadii et Honorii 8.—Alaric invades Italy.
between Theodosius &ai Eugenius.
Hieronymus (St Jerome) publishes his work In Jo
Hieronymus writes Adv. Rufinum, and other works,
403 Coss. Imp. Fl. Theodosius (II.) Aug.
vianum.
Fl. Rumoridus.
3$4 Coss. Imp. Fl. Arcadius Aug. Ill,
Arcadii et Honorii 9.—Battle of Pollentia, and retreal
Imp. F L Honorius Aug. H.
of Alaric.
Theodosii 1.16.—War between Theodosius and EuClaudian's De Bello Getico,
genius. Victory of Theodosius near Aquileia: EuPrudentius writes In Symmackum.
genius is slain, and Arbogastes kills himself two days
Chrysostom is banished by means of Eudoxia: a tuafter the battle.
mult followed, and he is recalled.
185 Coss. Anicius Hermogenianus Olybrius.
404 Coss. Imp. Fl. Honorius Aug. VI.
Anicius Probinus.
Aristaanetus.
Death of Theodosius at Milan.
Arcadii et Honorii 10. — Havages of the Isaurians.
A E C A D I U S (aat. 18) and H O N O R I U S (aet. 11) emperors:
Death of Eudoxia.
Arcadius of the East, and Honorius of the W e s t
Claudian*s De VI, Cottsulatu Honorii Aug.
Honorius is committed to the care of Stilicho.
Chrysostom is banished a second time.
Marriage of Arcadius. Arcadius is at first governed
by Rufinus, w h o is slain in November, and then by 405 Coss. Fl. Stilicho II.
Ar themius.
Eutropius. Alaric ravages Thrace and the north
Arcadii <*t Honorii 11.—The ravages of the Isaurianj
of Greece. Stilicho crosses the Alps to attack him.
contir ue. Radagaisu* '"uvades Italy, but is defeated
Claudian, the poet flourished.
Socrates tbe ecclesiastical historian, flourished.
by Stilish i.
iv.
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416 Coss. Imp. F L Theodosius (II.) Aug. VII.
Chrysostom is in exile at Cucusus.
Junius Quartus Palladius.
106 Coss. Imp. Fl. Arcadius Aug. VI.
Anicius Petronius Probus.
Honorii 22:.Theodosii II. 9.—Wallia makes peace
Arcadii et Honorii 12.—The ravages of the Isaurians
With Honorius, restores to him his sister Placidia.
and surrenders Attalus.
continue. T h e Vandals enter Gaul.
Chrysostom is in exile at Arabissus.
Pelagius is in Palestine, where Hieronymus (St Je
rome) is still alive.
Hieronymus writes Adversus VigUantium.
Rutilius Numatianus writes his Itinerarium,
*07 Coss. Imp. Fl. Honorius Aug. VII.
H7 Coss. Imp. Fl. Honorius Aug. X L
Imp. Fl. Theodosius (II.) Aug. II.
F L Constantius II.
Arcadii et Honorii 13.—The ravages of the Isaurians
Honorii 23: Theodosii II. 10.—Honorius, w h o has no
continue. Revolt of Constantine in Britain. Death
children, gives his sister Placidia in marriage to
of Chrysostom on his w a y from Ara jissus to Pityus.
Constantius. W a r of the Goths in Spain.
108 Coss. Anicius Bassus.
Orosius ends his history.
Fl. Philippus.
Honorii 15: Theodosii II. 1.—Death of Arcadius and 418 Coss. Imp. FL Honorius Aug. XII..
Imp. F L Theodosius (II.) Aug. VIII.
accession of T H E O D O S I U S II. (aet 7). Stilicho is
Honorii 2 4 : Theodosii II. 11. — T h e Goths subdue
slain atRavenna. Alaric invades Italy and.besieges
Spain, and return to Gaul: death of Wallia, w h o
R o m e : he retires on the payment of a large s u m
is succeeded by Theodoric I. Aquitania is ceded
of money,
to the Goths, whose king resides at Tolosa.
409 Coss. Imp. Fl. Honorius Aug. VIII.
419 Coss. Monaxius.
Imp. Fl. Theodosius (II.) Aug. III.
Plintas.
Honorii 15: Theodosii II. 2.—Alaric besieges R o m e
Honorii 25 :—Theodosii II. 12.—Birth of Valentinian
a second time, and by his influence A T T A L U S is
III., the son of Constantius and Placidia. W a r beproclaimed emperor in place of Honorius. Platween the Suevi and Vandals in Spain.
cidia, the daughter of Theodosius I., is taken prisoner by Alaric. Revolt of Gerontius in Spain : he 420 Coss. Imp. Fl. Theodosius (II.) Aug. IX.
Fl. Constantius III.
proclaims Maximus emperor. T h e Vandals invade
Honorii 26: Theodosii II. 13.—Accession of Varanes
Spain.
V., king of Persia. Persecution of the Christians
410 Coss. Fl. Varanes.
in Persia.
(Tertullus).'
Honorii 16: Theodosii II. 3. — Attalus is deposed. 421 Coss. Eustathius.
Agricola.
Alaric besieges R o m e a thirdtime,which he takes
Honorii 27: Theodosii II. 14.—Constantius is declar
and plunders. Death of Alaric near Rhegium, on
ed Augustus, but dies at the end of seven months
his w a y to Sicily. H e is succeeded by Ataulphus.
Theodosius marries Eudocia (originally named
T h e history of Zosimus ends.
Athenais). W a r with the Persians.
Birth of Proclus.
ill Cos. Imp. Fl. Theodosius (II.) Aug. IV. (without col'422 Coss. Imp, Fl. Honorius Aug. XIII.
Imp. FL Theodosius (II.) Aug. X.
league).
Honorii 28: Theodosii II. 15.—Birth of Eudoxia, the
Honorii 17: Theodosii II. 4,—War between the usurpdaughter of Theodosius and Eudocia. Peace coners Constantine and Gerontius. Expedition of Concluded with the Persians.
stantius, the general of Honorius, against Constantine and Gerontius. Death of Constantine and Ge- 423 Coss. Asclepiodotus. .
rontius.
Fl. Avitus Marinianus.
412 Coss. Imp. FL Honorius Aug. IX.
Honorii 29: Theodosii II. 16.—Death of Honorius in
Imp. Fl. Theodosius (II.) Aug. V.
August
Honorii 18: Theodosii II. 5.—Jovinus is proclaimed 424 Coss. Castinus.
Victor.
emperor in Gaul. Ataulphus makes peace with
Honorius and enters Gaul.
Theodosii II. 17.—Valentinian, the son of Constats
Cyril succeeds Theophilus at Alexandrea.
tius and Placidia, is appointed Csesar by TheodO'
113 Coss. Lucius.
sius at Thessalonica. Joannes immediately asHeraclianus. Slain in office.
sumes the purple at Ravenna.
Honorii 19 : Theodosii II. 6.—Jovinus is slain in Gaul 425 Coss. Imp. Fl. Theodosius (II.) Aug. X L
by Ataulphus. Heraclianus revolts in Africa and
Fl. Placidius Valentinianus Caesar.
invades Italy, but is defeated and slain
Theodosii II. 18: Valentiniani III. 1 . — V A L E N T I N I A N
*] 4 Coss. Fl. Constantius.
III. is declared Augustus, and placed over the W e s t
Fl. Constans,
Defeat and death of the usurper Joannes. Aetia«
Honorii 20: Theodosii II. 7.—Marriage of Ataulphus
attacks the Goths in Gaul.
and Placidia, the daughter of Theodosius 1. At*
Philostorgius concludes his history.
talus is again proclaimed emperor by Ataulphus. 426 Coss. Imp. FL Theodosius (II.) Aug. XII.
Ataulphus passes into Spain. Pulcheria, the sister
Imp. Fl. Placidius Valentinianus (III.) Awg. IL
of Theodosius IL, is proclaimed empress at ConTheodosii II. 19 : Valentiniani III. 2.
stantinople. Persecution of the Christians in Persia.
Proclus studies at Alexandrea.
115 Coss. Imp. Fl. Honorius Aug. X.
427 Coss. Hierius.
Imp. F L Theodosius (II.) Aug. VI.
Ardaburius.
Honorii 21: Theodosii II. 8.—Ataulphus is slain in
Theodosii II. 20; Valentiniani TIL 3.—RevoItoJ Brof
Spain, and is succeeded by Wallia.
facius in Africa.
Orosius writes his Apologia contra Pelagium de Ar- 428 Coss. Fl. Felix.
hitrii Libertate.
Taurus.
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Litorius. the R o m a n general. Peace is Kiade mti
Theodosii II. 21: Valentiniani III, 4.—Aetius carries
the Goths. Carthage is taken by Genseric.
on war in Gaul against the Franks. Death of Gun*
Nestorius is still living in exile.
deric, king of ihe Vandals, and accession of GenCoss. Imp. Fl Placid. Valentinianus (IH.) Aug. V<
seric.
Anatolius.
Nestorius, the heretic, appointed patriarch of C o n
Theodosii II. 33: Valentiniani IIL 16.—Genseric lo
stantinople.
vades Sicily.
129 Coss. Florentius.
Leo is m a d e Bishop of R o m e .
Dionysius.
Theodosii II. 22: Valentiniani IH. 5.—The Vandals
Salvianus publishes bis work De Gubernaticnf Dei
crpss over into Africa under their king Genseric: 441 Cos. Cyrus (without colleague),
Theodosii H. 34: Valentiniani III. 1 7 . — W a r with ths
they were called into Africa by Bonifacius.
Vandals. The Huns, under Attila, pass the Danub*
W O Coss. Imp. F L Theodosius (II.) Aug. XIII.
and lay waste Illyricum.
Imp. FL Placidius Valentinianus (III.) Aug. III.
Theodosii II. 23: Valentiniani III. 6.—Bonifacius is 442 Coss. Eudoxius.
Fl. Dioscorus.
reconciled with Placidia. W a r of Bonifacius with
Theodosii II. 35: Valentiniani IIL 18.—The H u n s conthe Vandals. Siege of Hippo.
Death of Augustine (aet 75).
tinue their ravages in Illyricum and Thrace.
431 Coss. Bassus.
443 Coss. Petronius Maximus II.
Paternus s. Paterius.
Fl. Antiochus.
Theodosii II. 24: Valentiniani III. 7. Capture of
Theodosii II. 36: Valentiniani III. 19.
Hippo. Defeat of Bonifacius, w h o leaves Africa. 444 Coss. Imp. Fl. Theodosius (II.) Aug. XVIII
The Vandals masters of the greater part of Africa.
Albinus.
Council of Ephesus.
Theodosii II. 37 : Valentiniani III. 20.—Eudocia reNestorius is deposed at the council of Ephesus.
tires to Jerusalem.
4!J2 Coss. Aetius.
445 Coss. Imp. Fl. Placid. Valentinianus (III.) Aug. VI
Valerius.
Nonius s. Norous.
Theodosii II. 25: Valentiniani III. 8 . — W a r between
Theodosii H. 38: Valentiniani III. 21.
Bonifacius and Abtius. Death of Bonifacius.
446 Coss. Aetius III.
453 Coss. Imp. Fl. Theodosius (IL) Aug. X I V .
Q. Aurelius S y m m a c h u s .
Petronius Maximus.
Theodosii II. 39: Valentiniani III. 22.—In Spain, tha
Theodosii II. 26: Valentiniani III. 9.
Vandals defeat Vitus, the R o m a n general, and lay
434 Coss. Ariovindus.
waste the R o m a n dominions. T h e Britons beg asAspar.
sistance of Aetius to defend them against the PicU
Theodosii II. 27: Valentiniani III. 10.—Attila and his
and Scots, but it is refused them.
brother Bieda become kings of the Huns. Honoria 447 Coss. Callepius s. Alypius.
(aet. 16), the sister of Valentinian, is banished from
Ardaburius.
Constantinople on account of incontinency: she is
Theodosius II. 40: Valentiniani III. 23.—Attilacrosses
said, in consequence, to have written to Attila to
the Danube, and lays waste the provinces cf the
offer herself as his wife, and to invite him to invade
Eastern empire in Europe: he penetrates as far as
the empire.
Thermopylae. Arrival of the Saxons in Britain.
Vincentius Lirinensis writes Adversus Hareticos.
448 Coss. Rufius Praetextatus Postumianus.
435 Coss. Imp. Fl. Theodosius (II.) Aug. X V .
Fl. Zeno.
Imp. Fl. Placid. Valentinianus (III.) Aug. IV.
Theodosii II. 41: Valentiniani III. 24.—Embassies to
Theodosii II. 28: Valentiniani III; 11.—Peace with
and from Attila. Rechiarius, the king of the Suevi,
Genseric. Aetius defeats the Burgundians in Gaul.
ravages the R o m a n dominions in Spain.
136 Coss. Fl. Anthemius Isidorus.
Priscus, the Byzantine writer, accompanies the emSenator.
bassy to Attila.
Theodosii II. 29: Valentinisai III. 1 2 . — W a r with the 449 Coss. Protogenes.
Burgundians and the Goths in Gaul. Theodoric,
Asterius.
king ofthe Goths, lay« siege to Narbo.
Theodosii II. 42: Valentiniani IIL 25.—A n e w embas«
437 Coss. Aetius II.
sy is sent to Constantinople. Council of Constan
Sigisbuldus.
tinople, which condemns Eutyches. Council of
Theodosii II. 30: Valentiniani III. 13.—The w a r with
Ephesus, which condemns Flavianus.
the Burgundians and Goths continues. Aetius de- 450 Coss. Imp. Fl. Placid. Valentinianus (III.) Aug. VIL
feats the Burgundians, and raises the siege of NarGennadius Avienus.
bo. Genseric persecutes the Catholics in Africa.
Valentiniani IH. 26: Marciani 1.—Death of TheodoValentinian comes to Constantinople and marries
sius, w h o left no children.
Eudoxia, the daughter of Theodosius.
M A R C I A N is declared emperor of the East: he marries
Proclus in Athens.
Pulcheria. Attila threatens both the Eastern and
138 Coss. Imp. F L Theodosius (II.) Aug. X V I .
Western empires.
Anicius Acilius Glabrio Faustus.
451 Coss. Imp. Fl. Marcianus Aug.
Theodosii II. 31: Valentiniani III. 14.—The w a r with
Adelphius.
the Goths continues. T h e Codex Theodosianus Is
Valentiniani III. 27: Marciani 2.—Attila invades Gaul
published.
H e is defeated at Chalons by Aetius and Theodoric,
439 Coss. Imp. FL Theodosius (II.) Aug. XVII.
the king of the Goths. Theodoric falls in the battle,
Festus.
and is succeeded by his son Torismond. Council
Theodosii IL 32: Valentiniani III. 15.—Theodoric,
of Chalcedon, at which Marcian w a s present
w h o is besieged at Tolosa, sallies forth and defeats 452 Coss. Asporacius.

ROMAN HISTORY.
A.D
Leonis 5; Majoriani 5.—Majorian returns to Italy
Fl. Hercu anus.
where he is deposed and put to deathfcyor3er ol
Valentiniani IIL 28: Marciani 3.—Attila invades Italy,
Ricimer, w h o raises Libius Severus to the ftmpirf
and takes Aquileia after a siege of three months :
S E V E R U S emperor of the W e s t
after ravaging the whole of Lombardy, he recrosses the Alps. Death of Torismond, and accession 462 Coss. Imp. Fl. Leo (I.) Aug. IL
Imp. Lib. Severus Aug.
of Theodoric II
Leonis 6: Severi 2.—Genseric renews tne war, aad
Leo, bishop of R o m e , was sent as ambassador to Attila.
ravages Italy. Theodoric II. renews the w a r io
153 Coss. Vincomalus.
Gaul, and obtains possession of Naibo.
Opilio.
Valentiniani III. 29: Marciani 4.—Death of Attila and 463 Coss. F L Caacina Basilius.
Vivianus.
dispersion of his army. Death of Pulcheria.
*o4 Coss. Ae'tius.
Leonis 7: Severi 3.—Theodoric II. attempts to (Astain possession of the whole of the R o m a n domin.
Studius.
ion in Gaul, but is defeated by egidius. Theodoria
Valentiniani HI. 30: Marciani 5.—Aetius is slain b y
rules over the greater part of Spain.
Valentinian.
155 Coss. Imp. FL Placid. Valentinianus (HI.) Aug. Vni. 464 Coss. Rusticus.
Fl. Anicius Olybrius.
Procopius Anthemius (aftencard Imp. Aug.).
Leonis 8: Severi 4.—Death of egidius.
Marciani 6.—Valentinian is slain in March by Petro465 Coss. Fl. Basiliscus.
nius Maximus, whose wife he had violated.
Herminericus s. Arminericus.
M A X I M U S is proclaimed emperor of the West, but
is slain in July, w h e n Genseric w a s approaching
Leonis 9.—Death of Severus. N o emperor of U e
Rome.
West is appointed for this and the following year:
Genseric takes and plunders R o m e .
Ricimer keeps the power in his o w n hands
A V I T U S is proclaimed in Gaul emperor of the W e s t 4G6 Coss. Imp. Fl. Leo (I.) Aug. HI.
in July, through the means of Theodoric II., king
(Tatianus.)
of the Goths.
Leonis 10.—Theodoric II. is slain by his brother Ev
ric, w h o succeeds him.
Leo intercedes with Genseric.
456 Coss. Varanes.
467 Coss. Pusaaus.
Joannes.
Joannes.
Marciani 7.—Theodoric invades Spain, conquers the
Leonis 11: Anthemii 1.—Ricimer applies to Leo to
Suevi, and kills their king Rechiarius. Ricimer,
appoint an emperor of the West: Leo appoints
the commander of Avitus, gains a naval victory
Procopius Anthemius.
over Genseric. Avitus is deposed by means of RiA N T H E I H I U S emperor of the W e s t H e gives hiff
daughter in marriage to Ricimer.
cimer.
Sidonius Apollinaris comes to R o m e .
Sidonius Apollinaris, the son-in-law of Avitus, writes
468 Cos. Imp. Proc. Anthemius Aug. II. (without Co
his Panegyricus Avito.
league).,
457 Coss, Fl. Constantinus.
Leonis 12: Anthemii 2 . — W a r with Genseric. T h e
Rufus.
R o m a n forces land in Africa, but the expedition
Leonis 1: Majoriani 1.—Death of Marcian at the beginning of the year.
fails through the misconduct of Basiliscus.
L E O I, emperor of the East, is raised «o the empire
Sidonius Apollinaris writes his Panegyricus Anthemio
by Aspar.
bis Cbnsuli.
M A J O R I A N , emperor of the West, is raised to the em- 469 Coss. Fl. Marcianus.
pire by Ricimer.
FL Zeno (afterward Imp. Caes. Aug.).
458 Coss. Imp. Fl. Leo (I.) Aug.
Leonis 1 3 : Anthemii 3.—Zeno, the Isaurian, after
Imp. Jul. Majorianus Aug.
ward the emperor, marries Ariadne, the daughter
Leonis 2: Majoriani 2.—The Vandals land in Africa
of Leo. This excites the jealousy of the powerfu
and are defeated. Naval preparations of Majorian
minister Aspar.
against the Vandals. Majorian crosges the Alps in 470 Coss. Jordanes.
the winter, in order to settle the affairs of Gaul beSeverus.
fore invading Africa. Earthquake at Antioch. AcLeonis 14: Anthemii 4.—Euric, king of the Visigoths,
cession of Firoze or Peroses as a king of Persia.
takes Arelate and Massilia, and defeats the Britons
w h o had come to the assistance ofthe provincials
Sidonius Apollinaris addresses his Panegyricus Majo471 Coss. Imp. Fl. Leo (I.) Aug. IV.
riano.
Anicius Probianus.
459 Cbss. Patrieius.
Fl. Ricimer.
Leonis 15: Anthemii 5.—Aspar is slain by order of
Leo.
Leonis 3: Majoriani 3.—Majorian defeats Theodoric
II., king of the Goths; peace is concluded between 472 Coss. Festus.
Majorian and Theodoric.
Marcianus.
Leonis 1 6 . — W a r between Ricimer and Anthemius.
400 Coss. Magnus.
Apollonius.
Ricimer appoints Anicius O L Y B R I U S emperor, and
Leonis 4: Majoriani 4.—Majorian marches into Spain,
lays siege to R o m e , which he takes by storm in
July: Anthemius perishes in the assault Both RJe
intending to pass over into Africa, but hisfleetis
completely destroyed by the Vandals at Carthageimer and Olybrius die later in the year.
rja. Majorian concludes a treaty with Genseric; 473 Cos. Imp. Leo (I.) Aug. V. (witkout colleague).
Leonis 17.—Leo associates with him in tho empire
he returns to Gaul, and winters there.
his grandson Leo. G L Y C E R I U S is proclaimed « m
461 Coss, Severinus.
peror in the W e s t
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A.D.
makes his o w n son R O M U L U S A U G U S T U L U S em
474 Cos. Imp. Leo (H.) Aug. (without colleague).
peror ofthe West
Death of Leo I., and accession of L E O II. The latter
associates his father with him in. the empire. Leo476 Coss. Fl. Basiliscus II.
Armatus.
II. dies toward the end of the year, and is succeedZenonis 3.—The barbarians invade Italy under Od»
ed by Z E N O . Glycerius is deposed, and JULIUS
N E P O S appointed emperor of the W e s t
acer. Orestes is defeated and slain. Romulus A U
475 Cos. Imp. Zeno Aug. II. (without colleague).
gustulus is deposed. Odoacer is acknowledged a«
Zenonis 2.—Julius Nep os is deposed by Orestes, who
King of Italy. E N D O F T H E W E S T E R N E M P I R E .

The preceding Chronological Tables have been drawn up chiefly from the Fasti Hellenici and Fasti Romani of MiT
Clinton, from the Griechische and Rdmisckt Zetitafeln by Fwcher and Soetbeer, and from the Annales Veterwn R
nvnm at Populorwn by Zumpt.

PARALLEL YEARS.
b.C.

CO,

776
775
774
773
772
771
770
769
768
767
766
753
K4
763
762
761
760
759
758
757
756
755
754
753
752
751
750
749
748
747
746
745
744
743
742
741
740
739
738
737
736
735
734
733
732
731
730
729
728
727
726
725
724
723
722
721
720
719
718
717
716
715
714
713
712
711
710
709
708
707
706
705
704
703
702
701
700
699
698
697
696
695
694
693
692
«91
£90

OI..

1.1
2
3
4
2.1
2
3
4
3.1
2
3
4
4.1
2
3
4
5.1
2
3
4
6.1
2
3
4
7.1
2
3
4
8.1
2
3
4
9.1
3
3
4

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14 10.1
2
15
3
16
4
17
18 11.1
o
19
3
20
4
21
22 12.1
2
23
3
24
4
25
26 13.1
2
27
3
28
4
29
30 14.1
31
2
3
32
33
4
34 15.1
2
35
3
36
4
37
38 16.1
39
2
3
40
41
4
42 17.1
43
2
3
44
4
45
46 18.1
47
2
48
3
49
4
50 19.1
51
g
52
3
53
4
54 20 1
55
2
56
3
57
4
58 31.1
59
2
60
3
61
4
62 22.1
63
2
64
3

B.C. O.C.

OL

689 65
4
688 66 23.1
687 67
2
686 68
3
685 69
4
684 70 24.1
683 71
2
682 72
3
681 73
4
680 74 2J.1
679 75
2
678 76
3
677 77
4
676 78 20.1
675 79
2
674 80
3
673 81
4
672 82 27.1
671 83
2
670 84
3
669 85
4
668 86 28.1
667 87
2
666 88
3
665 89
4
664 90 29.1
663 91
2
662 92
3
661 93
4
660 94 30.1
659 95
2
658 96
3
657 97
4
656 98 31.1
655 99
2
654 100
3
653 101
4
652 102 32.1
651 103
2
650 104
3
649 105
4
648 106 33.1
o
647 107
646 108
3
645 109
4
644 110 34.1
643 111
2
642 112
3
641 113
4
640 114 33.1
639 115
2
638 116
3
637 117
4
636 118 36.1
635 119
2
634 120
3
633 121
4
632 122 37.1
631 123
2
630 124
3
629 125
4
628 126 38.1
627 127
2
626 128
3
625 129
4
624 130 39.1
623 131
2
622 132
3
621 133
4
62Q 134 40.1
619 135
2
618 136
3
617 137
4
616 138 41.1
615 139
2
614 140
3
613 141
4
612 142 42.1
611 ,143
2
610 144
3
609 145
4
608 146 43.1
607 14?
2
606 148
3
605 149
4
604i 150 H.l
603 151
2

OL, B.C. v.c. OL B.C. u.c. OL. B.C. U.C.I OI. B.C. U.C. Ot
2 428 326 88.1 341 413
4 254 500
602 152
3 515 339
1
3 427 327
2 340 414 110.1 253 501
4
601 153
4 514 240
o 252 502 132.1
4 426 323
3 3S9 415
600 154 45.1 513 241
4 318 416
3 251 503
2
599 155
2 512 242 67.1 425 329
2 424 330 89.1 337 417
4 250 504
3
598 156
3 511 243
3 423 331
2 336 418 111.1 249 505
4
597 157
4 510 244
133.1
46.1
4
422
332
3
335
419
2
248
506
596 158
509 245
3 247 507
4 334 4201
595 159
2 508 246 68.1 421 333
4 246 508
2 420 334 90.1 333 4211
594 160
3 507 247
h
4
3 419 335
2 332 422112.1 2451 509
593 161
4 506 348
244 510 134.1
4
418
336
3
331
433
2
47.1
592 162
505 349
591 163
2 504 350 69.1 417 337
4 330 424
3 243 511
2
2 416 338 91.1 329 425
4 242 532
3
590 164
3 503 251
3
3 415 339
2 328 426 113.1 241 513
589 165
4 502 252
4 414 340
3 327 437
2 240 514 135. J
588 166 48.1 501 253
587 167
2 500 254 70.1 413 341
4 326 438
3 239 515
*
2 412 342 92.1 325 429
4 238 516
3
586 168
3 499 255
3 411 343
2 324 430 114.1 237 517
4
585 169
4 498 236
136.1
4 410 344
3 333 431
2 236 518
584 170 49.1 497 257
583 171
2 496 258 71.1 409 345
4 322 432
3 235 519
2
2 408 346 93.1 321 433
4 234 520
3
582 172
3 495 259
4
3 407 347
2 320 434 115.1 233 521.
581 173
4 494 260
4 406 348
3 319 435
2 232 523 !37.1
580 174 50.1 493 261
4 318 436
3 231 523
2
579 175
2 492 363 72.1 405 349
2 404 350 94.1 317 437
4 230 524
3
578 176
3 491 263
3 403 351
2 316 438 116.1 229 525
4
577 177
4 490 364
4 402 352
3 315 439
2 228 526 138.1
576 178 51.1 439 265
4 314 440
3 227 527
2
575 179
2 488 266 73.1 401 353
2 400 354 95.1 313 441
4 226 528
3
574 180
3 487 267
3 399 355
2 312 442 117.1 225 529
4
573 181
4 486 368
4 398 356
3 311 443
2 224 530 139.1
572 182 52.1 485 269
4 310 444
3 223 531
2
571 183
2 484 270 74.1 397 357
2 396 358 96.1 309 445
4 222 532
3
570 184
3 483 371
3 395 359
2 308 446 118.1 221 533
4
569 185
4 482 372
4 394 360
3 307 447
2 220 534 140.1
568 186 53.1 •481 273
75.1
393
361
4
306
448
3
219
535
2
567 187
2 480 274
2 392 362 97.1 305 449
4 218 536
3
566 188
3 479 275
119.1
3
391
363
2
304
450
217
537
4
565 189
4 478 276
4 390 364
3 303 451
2 216 538 141.1
564 190 54.1 477 277
76.1
389
365
4
302
452
3
215
539
2
563 191
2 476 278
3 388 366 98.1 301 453
4 214 540
3
562 192
3 475 279
130.1
3
387
367
2
300
454
213
541
4
561 193
4 474 280
4 386 368
3 299 455
2 212 542 142.1
560 194 55.1 473 281
77.1
385 369
4 298 456
3 211 543
2
559 195
2 472 282
3 384 370 99.1 297 457
4 210 544
3
558 196
3 471 283
3 383 371
2 296 458 121.1 209 545
4
557 197
4 470 384
4 382 372
3 295 459
2 208 546 143.1
556 198 56.1 469 285
4 294 460
3 207 547
2
555 199
2 468 286 78.1 381 373
2 380 374 100.1 293 461
4 206 548
3
554 200
3 467 287
3 379 375
2 292 462 122.1 205 549
4
553 201
4 406 388
4 378 376
3 291 463
2 204 550 144.1
552 202 57.1 465 389
4 290 464
3 203 551
2
551 203
2 464 290 79.1 377 377
2 376 378 101.1 289 465
4 202 552
3
550 204
3 463 291
3 375 379
2 288 466 123.1 201 553
4
549 205
4 462 292
4 374 380
3 287 467
2 200 554 143.1
548 206 58.1 461 293
4 286 468
3 199 555
2
547 207
2 460 294 80.1 373 381
2 372 382 102.1 285 469
4 198 556
3
546 208
3 459 295
3 371 383
2 284 470! 124. 1 197 557
4
545 209
4 458 296
4 370 384
3 283 471
2 196 558 146.1
544 210 59.1 457 297
4 282 472
3 195 559
2
543 211
2 456 298 81.1 369 385
2 368 386 103.1 281 473
4 194 560
3
542 212
3 455 299
3 367 387
2 280 474 125.1 193 561
4
541 213
4 454 300
4 366 388
3 279 475
2 192 562 147.1
540 214 60.1 453 301
4 278 476
3 191 563
2
539 215
2 452 302 82.1 365 389
2 364 390 104.1 277 477
4 190 564
3
538 216
3 451 303
3 363 391
2 276 478 126.1 189 565
4
537 217
4 450 304
4 362 392
3 275 479
2 188 566 148.1
536 218 61.1 449 305
4 274 480
3 187 567
2
535 219
2 448 306 83.1 361 393
2 360 394 105.1 273 481
4 186 568
3
534 320
3 447 307
3 359 395
2 272 482 127.1 185 569
4
533 221
4 446 308
149.1
4
358
396
3
271
483
2
184
570
62.1
532 222
445 309
4 270 484
3 183 571
2
531 223
2 444 310 84.1 357 397
2 356 398 106.1 269 485
4 182 572
3
530 224
3 443 311
3 355 399
2 268 486 128.1 181 573
A'
529 325
4 442 312
150.1
4 354 400
3 267 487
2 180 574
528 226 63.1 441 313
4 266 488
3 179 575
2
527 227
2 440 314 85.1 353 401
2 352 402 107.1 265 489
4 178 576
3
526 228
3 439 315
3 351 403
2 264 490 129.1 177 577
4
525 229
4 438 316
2 176, «7f 151.1
4 350 404
3 263 491,
524 230 64.1 437 317
4 262 492
3 175 579
2
523 331
2 436 318 86.1 349 405
2 348 406 108.1 261 493
4 174 580
3
522 332
3 435 319
4 434 320
3 347 407
2 260 494 130.1 373 581
4
521 333
4 346 408
3 259 495
2 172 582 152.1
520 334 65.1 433 321
4 258 496
3 171 583
2
519 335
2 432 322 87.1 345 409
2 344 410 109.1 257 497
4 170 584
3
518 236
3 431 323
3 343 411
2 256 498 131.1 169 585
4
517 237
4 430 324
4 342 412
3 j 255 499
2 !68 586 153,1
516 238 66 1 429 325

B.C. tJ.C.

PARALLEL YEARS.

1»18

A.D. u.c. OL. A.D. u.c. OL. A.D.I U.C. OL. A.M. 17. S. OI.
3. tic OL B.C. 1 » ClWL
17 770 199.1 109 862 222.1 201 954 245.1 293 1046 268 1
2 75 flfs| 2
i7| 587
2 202 955
2
2 110 863
2 294 1047
3
18 771
3 74 680
A "388
3 203 956
3
19 772
3 111 864
3 295 1048
73
4
J89
4
681
S5
4 204 957
4
4 112 865
4 296 1049
20 773
)4 590 154.1 72 682 , _ 7.1
113
866
223.1
205
246.1
200.1
958
297
1050
269.1
71
683
21
774
2
2
591
3
2 206 959
2 298 1051
2 114 867
2
3
3
70 684
23 775
2 592
3 207 960
3 299 1052
3 115 868
3
69 685
4
23 776
4
1 593
4 116 869
4 208 961
4 300 1053
4
34 777
,0 594 155.1 68 686 1.78.1
870
224.1
209
301
117
962
247.1
1054
270.1
2
778
201.1
687
35
595
2
67
9
2 210 963
2 118 871
2 302 1055
2
e 596 3 66 688 3 26 779
3 211 964
3 119 872
3 303 1056
3
4
4
37 780
65 689
7 597
4 212 965
4 304 1057J
4 120 873
4
38 781
64 690 179.1
rfi598 156.1
121
874
213
906
782
225.1
248.1
1058
271.1
691
2
29
202.1
305
2
63
S 599
fl
2 214 967
2
2 122 875
306 1059
3
3
30 783
i 600
62 692
3 215 968
3 123 876
3 307 1060
3
61 693
4
31 784
601
4
4 216 969
4 308 1061
4 124 877
4
33 785
60 694 180.1
602 157.1
o
33 786 203.1 125 878 226.1 217 970 249.1 309 1062 272.1
2
59 695
i 603
2 218 971
2 126 879
2 310 1063
2
3
34 787
3
58 696
0 604
3 21? 972
3 127 880
3 311 1064
35 788
3
4
4
57 697
9 605
4 128 881
4 220 973
36 789
4 312 1065
4
56 698 181.1
8 606 158.1
Q
o
37 790 204.1 129 882 227.1 221 974 250.1 313 1066 273.1
55 699
7 607
2 222 975
2 130 883
2 314 1067
2
3
38 791
3
54 700
6 608
3 223 976
3 131 884
3 315 1068
3
4
39 792
4
53 701
5 609
4 224 977
4 316 1069 . 4
40 793
4 132 885
52 702 182.1
4 610 159.1
2
41 794 205.1 133 886 228.1 225 978 251.1 317 1070 274.1
2
51 703
3 611
2 226 979
3
2 134 887
3 318 1071
2
42 795
3
50 704
2 612
3 227 980
3 135 888
3 319 1072
4
43 796
3
4
1 613
49 705
136
889
4
228
981
4
1073
4
320
4
706
183.1
44
797
614
160.1
48
0
2
45 798 206.1 137 890 229.1 229 982 252.1 321 1074 275.1
2
47 707
9 615
891
2
230
983
2
1075
3
46
799
2
138
322
2
616
3
46
708
8
3 231 984
3 323 1076
3 139 892
3
4
47 800
4
45 709
7 617
140
893
4
232
985
4
801
324
1077
4
48
4
710
184.1
618
161.1
44
6
2
49 802 207.1 141 894 230.1 233 986 253.1 325 1078 276.1
2
43 711
5 619
142
895
2
234
987
1079
50
803
2
326
2
712
3
2
3
42
4 620
3 235 988
3 327 1080
3
4
51 804
3 143 896
4
41 713
3 621
4 236 989
4 328 1081
4
52 805
4 144 897
40 714 185.1
2 622 162.1
2
53 806 208.1 145 898 231.1 237 990 254.1 329 1082 277.1
39 715
1 623
2
3
146
899
2
238
991
2
1083
54
807
330
2
2
3
38 716
0 624
3 239 992
3 331 1084
55 808
3
4
3 147 900
4
?7 717
9 625
148
901
4
240
993
1085
56
809
4
332
4
186.1
4
36 718
8 626 163.1
2
2
57 810 209.1 149 902 232.1 241 994 253.1 333 1086 278.1
35 719
7 627
2
903
2
242
995
2
1087
150
2
811
334
3
58
3
34 720
6 628
3 243 996
3 335 1088
3
4
59 812
3 151 904
4
33 721
,5 629
905
4
244
997
152
4
336
1089
187.1
60
813
4
4
32 722
>4 630 164.1
61 814 210.1 153 906 233.1 245 998 256.1 337 1090 279.1
2
2
31 723
3 631
154
907
2
246
999
2
1091
62
815
338
2
3
2
3
30 724
2 632
3 247 1000
3 339 1092
63 816
3
4
4
3 155 908
1 633
29 725
909
248
4
1093
817
156
4
1001
340
4
64
4
28 726 188.1
0 634 165.1
65 818 211.1 157 910 234.1 249 1002 257.1 341 1094 280.1
2
9 635
2
27 727
911
2
250
1003
1095
3
66 819
2 342
2
2 158
26 728
3
8 636
3 251 1004
3 343 1096
3
4
67 820
3 159 912
25 729
4
7 637
4 252 1005
4 344 1097
68 821
4 160 913
4
24 730 189.1
6 638 166.1
2
69 832 212.1 161 914 235.1 253 1006 258.1 345 1098 281.1
23 731
2
5 639
2 254 1007
70 823
2 346 1099
2
3
2 162 915
3
22 732
4 640
3 255 1008
3 347 1100
3
4
71 824
3 163 916
21 733
4
13 641
4 256 1009
4 348 1101
4
72 835
4 164 917
20 734 190.1
12 642 167.1
73 826 213.1 165 918 236.1 257 1010 259.1 349 1102 282.1
2
11 643
19 735
2
2 258 1011
2 350 1103
3
74 827
2 166 919
2
3
18 736
10 644
3 259 1012
3 351 1104
3
75 828
4
3 167 920
4
17 737
39 645
4 260 1013
76 829
4 168 921
4 352 1105
4
16 738 191.1
D8 646 16S.1
77 830 214.1 169 922 237.1 261 1014 260.1 353 1106 283.1
2
2
15 739
07 647
2 262 1015
2 354 1107
3
78 831
2 170 923
3
3
14 740
1)6 648
3 263 1016
3 355 1108
3
79 832
3 171 924
4
4
13 741
S5 649
4 264 1017
4 356 1109
80 833
4 172 925
4
12 742 192.1
04 650 169.1
926
173
265
1018
261.1
1110
834
238.1
357
284.1
743
81
2
11
2
215.1
03 651
2 358 1111
2
82 835
2 174 927
2 266 1019
3
3
10 744
02 652
3 267 1020
3 359 1112
83 836
3 175 928
3
4
4
9 745
01 653
4 268 1021
4 360 1113
84 837
4
4 176 929
8 746 193.1
00 654 170.1
1022
2
930
269
262.1
1114
216.1
177
239
1
361
285.1
85
838
2
7 747
99 655
2
2 -270 1023
2 362 1115
3
86 839
2 178 931
6 748
3
98 656
3 363 1116
3 271 1024
3
87 840
3 179 932
4
4
5 749
97 657
4 272 1025
4 364 1117
4
4 180 933
88 841
4 750 194.1
96 658 171.1
2
2
89 842 217.1 181 934 240.1 273 1026 263.1 365 1118 286.1
3 751
95 659
2 274 1027
2 366 1119
2
3
90 843
2 182 935
3
2 752
94 660
3 275 1028
3 367 1120
3
91 844
3 183 936
4
1 753
4
93 661
4 368 1131
4 276 1029
92 845
4 184 937
4
92 662 172,1 4. J)
1030
846
185
938
241.1
277
264.1
369
1122
93
287.1
1 754 193.1
218.1
91 663
2
o 186 939
2 370 1123
2 278 1031
2
3
94 847
3
2 755
90 664
3 187 940
3 279 1032
3 371 1124
3
3
95 848
3 756
4
89 665
4 280 1033
4 S72 1125
4
96 849
4 757
4
4 188 941
88 666 173.1
2
97 850 219.1 189 942 242.1 281 1034 265.1 373 1126 288.1
5 758 196.1
87 667
2 374 1127
2 282 1035
2
98 851
2 190 943
3
6 759
2
86 668
3 375 1128
3 283 1036
3
99 852
3 191 944
7 760
3
4
85 669
4 376 1129
4 284 1037
4
4 100 853
4 192 945
84 67C 174.1
8 761
c 762 197.1 101 854 220.1 193 946 243.1 385 1038 266.1 377 1130 289.1
8; 6711
2
2 378 1131
2 194 947
2 286 1039
2
2 102 855
3
8 ! 67J
1C 76C
3 379 1132
3 287 1040
3 103 856
3 195 946
3
8 L 67 1
4 13 764
4 288 1041
4 380 1133
4
4 196 94S
4 104 857
81J 671175.1 IS! net
7 9 675
2 i:1 761 198.1 105 85£ 221.1 197 95C 244.1 389 1042 267.1 381 1134 290.1
951
2
290
1043
2
1135
85S
2
198
382
1
76"
2
7 3 67s
a
IOE
3 291 1044
3 383 1136
3 199 955
3
15 76 i
7 7 677
4
3 10" 86C)
4 292 1045
4 384 1137
4
6 678176.1
5j 76>
4 20C 953
4 1 log! 86L

a
a

!'

*

11 1

A.D. cc,
385 1138IS
386 13391
387 1140'
388 1141
389 1342 £
390 1143
391 1144
392 1145
393 1146 S
394 1147
395 1148
396 1149
397 1150 9
398 1151
399 1152
400 1153
401 1154 J
402 1155
403 1156
404 1157
405 1158 i
406 1159
407 1160
408 1161
409 1162 5
410 1163
411 1164
412 1165
413 1166 S
414 1167
415 1168
416 1169
417 1170'
418 1171
419 1172
420 1173
421 1174
422 1175
423 1176
424 1177
425 1178
426 1179
427 1180
428 1181
429 1182
430 1183
431 1184
432 1185
433 1186
434 1187
435 1188
436 1189
437 1190
438 1191
439 1192
440 1193
441 1194
442 1195
443 1196
444 1197
445 J198
446 1199
447 1200
448 1201
449 1202
450 1203
451 1204
452 1205
453 1206
454 1207
455 1208
456 1209
457 1210
458 1211
459 1212
460 1213
461 1214
462 1215
463 1216
464 1217
465 1218
466 1219
467 1220
468 1221
469 1222
470 1223
471 1224
472 1225
473 1226
474 1227
475 1228
476 1329

THE ATHENIAN ARCHONS EPONYM),
FEOM B.C. 496 TO B.C. 292.
BC.
496
n 495
494
493
\g 492
491
490
489
73 488
487
486
485
74 484
483
1,

•182

481
75 480
479
478
477
76 476
475
474
473
77 472
471
470
469
78 468
467
466
465
79 464
463
462
461
460
» 459
458
457
81 456
455
454
453
82 452
451
450
449
83 448
447
446
445
84 444
443
442
441
es 440
439
438
437
86 436
435
434
433
87 432
431
430
439
33 428
427

Hipparchus.
Philippus.
Pythocritus.
Themistocles.
Diognetus.
Hybrilides.
PtiEenippus.
Aristides.
Anehises.
Philocrates.
Leostratus.
Nicodemus.
Themistocles!
Cebris ?
Calliades.
Xanthippus.
Timosthenes.
Adimantus.
Pheedon.
Dromoclides.
Acestorides.
Menon.
Chares.
Praxiergue
Demotion.
Apsephion.
Theagenidea.
Lysistratus.
Lysanias.
Lysitheus.
Archidemides
Tlepolemus.
Conon.
Evippus.
Phrasiclides.
Philocles.
Bion.
Mnesithides.
Callias.
Sosistratus.
Ariston.
Lysicrates.
Cnserephanes
Antidotus.
Euthydemus.
Pedicus.
Philiscus.
Timarchides.
Callimachus.
Lysimachides.
Praxiteles.
Lysanias.
Diphilus.
Timocles.
Morychides.
Glaucides.
Theodorus.
Euthymenes.
Lysimachus.
Antiochides.
Crates.
Apseudes.
Pythodorus.
Euthydemus.
Apollodorus.
Epaminon.
Diotimus.
Eucles (Euclidss).

OL B.C.
426
425
89 434
423
422
421
90 420
419
418
417
91 416
415
414
413
92 412
411
410
409
93 408
407
406
405
94 404
403
402
401
95 400
399
398
397
96 396
395
394
393
97 392
391
390
389
98 388
387
386
385
99 384
383
382
381
100 380
379
378
377
101 376
375
374
373
102 372
371
370
369
103 368
367
366
365
104 364
363
362
361
105 360
359
358

Euthynus.
Stratocles.
laarchus.
Amynias.
Alcaeus.
Aristion..
Astyphilus.
Archias.
Antiphon.
Euphemus.
Arimnestus.
Chabrias.
Pisander.
Cleocritus.
Callias.
Theopompus.
Glaucippus.
Diodes.
Euctemon.
Antigenes.
Callias.
Alexias.
(Pythodorus).
Euclides.
Micon.
Xeneenetus.
Laches.
Aristocrates.
Ithycles.
Suniades.
Phormion.
Diophantus.
Eubulidcs.
D e m o s tiatus.
Philocles.
Nicoteles.
Demostratus.
Antipater.
Pyrrhion.
Theodoras.
Ivlystichides.
Dexitheus.
Diotrephes.
Phanostratus.
Evander.
Demophilus.
Pytheas.
Nicon.
Nausinicus.
Callias.
Charisander.
Hippodamas.
Socratides.
Asteus.
Alcisthenes.
Phrasiclides.
Dysnicetus.
Lysistratus.
Nausigenes.
Polyzelus.
Cephisodorus.
Chion.
Timocrates
Chariclidea
MOIQU.

Nicophemus.
Callimedes.
Eucharistus.
Cephisodorus.

OL. B.C.
357
106 356
355
354
353
107 352
351
350
349
108 348
347
346
345
109 344
343
342
341
110 340
339
338
337
111 336
335
334
333
112 332
331
330
329
113 328
327
326
325
114 324
323
322
321
115 320
319
318
317
116 316
315
314
313
117 312
311
310
309
118 308
307
306
,305
119' 304

Agathocles.
Elpines.
Callistratus.
Diotimus.
Theodemus.
Aristodemus
Thessalus.
Apollodorus.
Callimachus.
Theophilus.
Themistocles.
Archias.
Eubulus.
Lyciscus.
Pythodorus,
Sosigenes.
Nicomachus.
Theophrastus
Lysimachides
Chfflrondas.
Phrynichus.
Pythodemus.
Eva3netus.
Ctesicles.
Nicocrates.
Nicetas (NicerafrfS?
Aristophanes.
Aristophon.
Cephisophon.
Euthycritus.
Hegemon.
Chremes.
Amides.
Hegesias.
Cephisodorus
Philocles.
Archippus.
Nesechmus.
Apollodorus
Archippus.
Demogenes
Democlides.
Praxibulus.
Nicodorus.
Theophrastus
Polemon.
Simonides.
Hieromnemoia
Demetrius.
Charinus.
Anaxicrates.
Coroebus.
Xenippus.
Pherecles.
Leostratus.
Nicocles.
Calliarchus
Hegemachue.
Iluctemon.
Mnesidemus.
Antiphates.
Nicias.
Nicostratue.
Olympiodora*

303
302
301
130 300
299
298
297
121 296
295
294
393
123 292 Pbilippua.
291
290 —
289 ——
•

LISTS OF KINGS.
I KINGS

OF EGYF n

I n B.C. B C
reigned 57 617-560
1
14 560-541

Vra. 01. B.C. B.C. 4. Alyattes

L Psaittnieu'chus
& Neco
3. Psammis
4. Apries
5. Amasis
6. Peammenitus

reigned 54 0
0
n
6 0
u
25 0
M
44 0
0 6

"

11. KINGS O F MEDIA.
TrB.

reJaned 33
«
22
"
40
35

1. Deioces
2. Phraortes
3* Cyaxares
4. Astyages

III. K I N G S O F LYDIA.
Yr>.

reigned 38
"
49
"
12

"

"

"

1. Gyges
2. Ardys
3 Sadyattes

671-617 5. Croesus
617-601
IV. K I N G S O F FERSIA
601-595
595-570
Tre. m. B.C B.C
reignee 30 0 559-523
570-526 1. Cyrus
u
7 5 529-522
526-525 2. Cambyses
3. Smerdis
0 7 522-522
4. Darius I. Hystaspis.
36 0 521-485
5. Xerxes I.
u
20 0 485-465
B.C. B.C.
(1
6. Artabanus
0 7 465-465
709-656
It
40 0 465-425
656-634 7. Artaxerxes I. Longimanus
0 2 425-425
634-594 8. Xerxes II.
9. Sogdianus
u
0 7 425-425
594-559
it
10. Darius 11. Nothus
19 0 424-405
11. Artaxerxes 11. Mnemon
46 0 405-359
21 0 359-338
B.C. B.C. 12. Ochus
2 0 338-336
716-678 13. Arses
a
4 11 336-331
678-629 14. Darius III. Codomannus
629-617

"
"
"

V. KINGS OF SPARTA.
1. ARISTODEMUS.
2. EUHYSTHENK8.
3. Agia I.
4. Echestratus.
5. Labotas.
6. Doryssus.
1. Agesilaus L
8. Archelaus.
9. Teleclus.
10. Alcamenes.
11 Polydorus.
12. Eurycrates.
13. Anaxander.
14. Eurycratides.
15. Leon.
16. Anaxandrides
17. Cleomenes
18. Leonidas
19. Plistarchus
80. Plistoanax
81. Pausanias
82. Agesipolis I.
23 Cleombrotus L
24. Agesipolis II.
25. Cleomenes II.

2. P B O C L E S .

3. Sous.
4. Eurypon
5. Prytanis
6. Eunomus.
7. Polydectes.
8. Charilaus.
9. Nicander.
10. Theopompus.

To.
29
«
u
11
rt 22
50
«
a
14
** 149
it
u
1
it
61
H

26. Areus I.
27. Acrotatus
28. Areus II.
29. Leonidas II.
30. Cleombrotus II.
Leonidas again.
31. Cleomenes III.
\4. Agesipolis III.

B.C. BC.

520

nltfmd

11. Zeuxidamus.
32. Anaxidamus.
13. Archidamus I.
14. Agesicles.
15. Ariston.
16. Demaratus.
17. Leotychides

520-491
491-480
480-458
458-408
408-394
394-380
380-371
371-370
370-309

18. Archidamus II.
19. Agis II.
20. Agesilaus II.

236-220

27. Eurydamidas.
28. Archidamus V.

Tts. B.C B.C

reigned 22 491-469
t

21. Archidamus III.
22, Agis III.
23. Eudamidas I.
309-265
24. Archidamus IV.
44
1 265-[264] 25. Eudamidas II.
[8] [264]-[256] 26. Agis IV.

«
1

42 469-427
29 427-398
37 398-361

'•

23 361-338
8 338-330

« I]
U

II

16

<i

20. Demetrius Poliorcetes
reigned 7 0 294-287
21. Pyrrhus
u
0 7 287-286
It
22. Lysimachus
5 6 286-288
Ptolemajus Ceraunus
Meleager
Antipater
M
Sosthenes
3 0 280-273
540]-[500]
Ptolemasus
500]-[454]
Alexander
4541- 413
Pyrrhus again
0 413-399
M
44 0 283-239
0 399-394 23. Antigonus Gonatas
If
24.
Demetrius II.
10 0 239-229
0 394-393
M
9 0 229-220
0 393-369 25. Antigonus Doson
42 0 220-178
0 369-367 26. Philippus V.
U
11 0 176-167
0 367-364 27. Perseus
0 364-359
VII. K I N G S O F SYR/A.
0 359-336
Trs B C. B.C
0 336-323
1. Seleucus I. Nicator
reigned 32 312-280
0 323-316
2. Antiochus I. Soter
19 280-261
0 316-315
3. Antiochus II. Theos
u
15 261-246
0 315-296
H
20 246-2M
4. Seleucus II. Callinicus
0 296-295

Yra. ra. B.C. B.C.

.

reigned
w ^

»
u
u
fl

«
M

a
if

a
u
t

14
5
1
24
2
3
5
23
13
7
1
19
1

244-240

I'M. m. B.C. B.C

VI. KINGS O F M A C E D O N I A .
1. Perdiccas I.
2. Argaaus.
3. Philippus I.
4. Aeropus.
5. Alcetas.
6. Amyntas I.
7. Alexander L
8. Perdiccas II.
9. Archelaus
10. OreBtes and Aeroptts
11. Pausanias
12. Amyntas II.
13. Alexander II.
Ptolemaus Alorites
14, Perdiccas III.
15. Philippus II.
IS. Alexander III. the Groat
L7. Philippus IIL Arideeus
Olympias
18, CasBander
19 Philippus IV

4

"

"

LISTS OF KISN9S

103'

Yrs. B C. B.C
B.C. B.C.
reigned 6 42- 36
Seleucus III. Ceraunus
226-223 12. Ariarathes VII.
A.D.
Antiochus III. the Great
223-187 13. ArchelaUs
»
50 36-15
Seleucus IV. Philopator
187-175
Antiochus IV. Epiphanes
175-164
XIIL KINGS O F PARTHIA.
Antiochus V. Eupator
164-162
The kings of Parthia are given in chronological ordct
Demetrius I. Soter
162-150 under A R S A C E S .
Alexander Bala
150-146
XIV. KINGS OF PERSIA (SASSANID*).
Demetrius II. Nicator )
A list of these kings is given on p. 777-S.
Antiochus VI.
V
" 9 137-128
Trypko
J
XV. KINGS OF R O M E
"
128-125
Antiocnus VII. Sidetes
Yrs. B C. B O.
14. Demetrius II. Nicator (again)
125-125
1.
Romulus
reigned 38 753-715
125-95
15. Seleucus V.
2.
Numa
Pompilius
"
42 715-673
16. Antiochus VIII. Grypus >
673-641
"
32
3. Tullus Hostilius
17. Antiochus IX. Cyzicenus J
641^616
"
24
4. Ancus Marcius
"j
95-83
616-578
18. Seleucus VI.
"
38
5. L. Tarquinius Priscus
Antiochus
X.
Eusebes
I
578-534
19.
«
44
6. Servius Tullius
Philippus
I
534-510
20.
7. L. Tarquinius Superbus
14 83- 69
XVL EMPERORS OF ROME.
21. Demetrius III. EUCBBTOS r
4 69-65
Yrs. A.D. A.D
22. Antiochus XI. Epiphanes j
Augustus
Dionysus J
14
23.Antiochus XII.
VIII.
O F EGYPT.
reifned 23 14-37
Tigranes, king
ofKINGS
Armenia
Tiberius
Yre. B.C. B.C.
4 37-41
Antiochus XIII. Asiaticus
Caligula
1. Ptolemsus I. Soter
reigned 38 (40) 323-285
"
13 41-54
2. Ptolemaaus II. Philadelphus
"
36 (38) 285-247 Claudius
"
14 54- 68
3. Ptolemseus III. Evergetes
'•
25
247-222 Nero
4. PtolemfBus IV. Philopator
"
17
222-205 Galba
69- 69
5. Ptolemseus V. Epiphanes
"
24
205-181 Otho
10 69-79
6. Ptolemceus VI. Philometor
35
181-146 Vitellius
o 79-81
7. Ptolemteus VII. Evergetes II.« 29 146-117
Vespasian
15 81- 96
or Physcon
Titus
19 96- 98
S. Ptolemeeus VIII. Soter II. or36 117- 81
Domitian
98-117
Lathyrus
Nerva
21 117-138
[Ptolemffius IX. Alexander I.]
Trajan"
81-80
23 138-161
Cleopatra.
Hadrian
19 161-180
Ptolemaaus X. Alexander IL
80-51 Antoninus Pius
8 161-169
21
9. Ptolemaaus XI. Dionysus or
51-30 e M. Aurelius
12 180-192
Auletes
I L. Verus
193^-193
10. Cleopatra
Commodus
193-193
[Ptolemffius
Pertinax
IX.XII.
KINGS O F P E R G A M U S . •
18 193-211
Ptolemajus XIII.]
Yrs B.C. B.C. Julianus
6 211-217
1. Philetserus
reigned 17 280-263 Septimius Severus
1 211-212
22 263-241 < Caracalla
2. Eumenes I.
1 217-218
44' 241-197 ) Geta
3. Attalus I.
4 218-222
38 197-159 Macrinus
4. Eumenes II.
13 22*335
21 159-138 Elagabalus
5. Attalus II. Philadelphus
3 235-238
5 138-133 Alexander Severus
6. Attalus III. Philometor
238-238
Maximinus
X. KINGS O F BITHYNIA.
238-238
. Yrs. B.C. B.C < Gordianus I. }
238-244
1. Zipoetes.
\ Gordianus II. J
244-249
reigned[28] 278 -[250; C Pupienus Maximus i
2. Nicomedes I.
249-251
22] [250]-[228
3. Zielas
i Balbinus
$
251-254
481 228-[180' Gordianus nl.
4. Prusias I.
253-253
31] [180]-149" Philippus
5. Prusias II.
253-260
58 149 - 91 Decius
6. Nicomedes II. Epiphanes
253-268
17
S I - 74 Trebonianus Gallus
' Nicomedes III. Philopator
268^270
X L KINGS O F P O N T U S .
iEmilianus
270-275
Yrj. B.C. B.C. ( Valerian
275-276
Ariobarzanes I,
( Gallienus
276-276
Mithradates I.
1 276-282
283-284
Claudius II.
26
363337
Ariobarzanes IL
21 284-303
35 337 - 302 Aurelian
282-283
Mithradates II.
36 302 - 266 Tacitus
19 286-309
Mithradates III.
[26 266- 240] Florianus
1 305-306
Ariobarzanes IH.
50 [2401- 190] Probus
6 305-311
Mithradates IV.
34 [190]- 156] Carus
31 306-337
Pharnaces I, *
36 [156]- 120] C Carinus
I
16 307-323
57 120- 63 \ Numerianus $
Mithradates V. Evergetes
3 337-340
16
6
3
47
Mithradates VI. Eupator
C Diocletian
24 337-361
Pharnaces
II.KINGS O F OAPPADOCIA.
XII.
\ Maximian
13 337-350
Yrs. E C B.C. Constantius I. Chlorus
2 361-363
Datames.
e Galerius
1 363-364
WESTERN
EMPIRE.
Ariamnes L
2 Constantine I. the Great
Yrs. A.D. A.D
Ariarathes I.
(
Licinius
reigned 7 315-308 Valentinian L
reigned 11 364-37*
' Ariarathes IL
'Gratian
C Constantine IL
16 367-383
"Ariamnes II.
<
Constantius
IL
Valentinian II.
" 17 375-392
Ariarathes IH,
t Constans I.
I. (Emperor ofthe West
58 220-162 Theodosius
Ariarathes IV.
32 162-130 Julian
as well as of the East)
"
3 392-395
.'Ariarathes V.
34 130- 96 Jovian
Honorius
"
28 295-423
AriarathesVVL
30 93- 63 Theodosius II. (Emperor ofthe West
. Ariobarzanes I.
SI 63-42
as well as ofthe East)
«
8 423-438
. Ariobarzanes II.
Yr».
reigned 3
«
36
«
12
«
11
»
2
«
12
"
5
« 146-137

1023

LISTS OF KINGS.

Yrs. A.D. A.D.
Valentinian IH.
reigned 30 425-455
Petronius Maximus
«
455-455
Avitus
"
1 455-456
Majorian
"
4 457-461
Libius Severus
»
4 461-465
Anthemius
"
5 467-472
Olybrius
"
472-472
Glycerius
"
473-474
Julius Nepos
'•
474-475
Romulus Augustulus
"
475-476
E A S T E R N EMPIRE.
Yrs. A.D. A.D.
Valens
reigned 14 364-378
Theodosius I.
"
16 378-395
Arcadius
«
13 395-408
rheodosius II.
"
42 408-450
Marcian
"
7 450-457
Leo I. Thras
"
17 457-474
Leo II.
"
474-474
Zeno
27 474-491
17
Anastasius I
9 491-518
Justin I.
39 518-527
Justinian L
527-565
Justin II.
13 565-578
Tiberius II.
4 578-582
Mauricius
20 582-602
Fhocas
8 602-610
Heraclius I.
31 610-641
Constantine ill., also called >
641-041
Heraclius IL
5
641-641
Heracleonas
27 641-668
Constans II,
17 668-685
Constantine IV. Pogonatus
10 685-695
Justinian II. Rhinotmetus
3 ,695-698
Leontius
6 698-704
Tiberius Absimarus
7 704-711
Justinian n. (again)
2 711-713
Philippicus or Philepicus
3 713-716
Anastasius II.
1 716-717
Theodosius III.
24 717-741
Leo III. Isaurus
34 741-775
Constantine V. Copronymus
5 775-780
[Artavasdes, usurper.]
17 780-797
Leo IV. Chazarus
5 797-802
CoEstaatine VI.
9 802-811
Irene
811-811
Nicephorus
2 811-813
Stauracius
7 813-820
Michael I. Rhangabe
9 820-829
Leo V. Armenius
12 829-842
Michael II. Balbus
25 842-867
Theophilus
(
19 867-886
Michael HI.
25 886-911
Basil I. Macedo
48 911-959
Leo VI. Sapiens
1 911-912
Constantine VIL Porphyrogenitus 35 919-944
Alexander, colleague of Constan-1
tine VII.
J
Homanus I. Lecapcmu, colleague 1
nf Constantino VIL
(

Irs.
Constantine VIII., Stephanus,}
sons of Romanus I., reigned > reigned
five weeks
J
Romanus II.
4
Nicephorus II. Phocas
6
Joannes I. Zimisces
7
Basil II., colleague of Joannes I. } u
56
for seven years
>
Constantine IX., colleague of Basil
52
II. for forty-nine years
Romanus III. Argyrus
6
Michael IV. Paphlago
7
M
Michael V. Calaphates
PC
Zoe and Theodora
Constantine X. Monomachus
u
12
Theodora (again)
2
Michael VI. Stratioticus
1
if
Isaac I. Comnenus
2
Constantine XI. Ducas
u
8
i
f
Romanus IV. Diogenes
4
Michael VIL Ducas
u
7
Nicephorus III. Botaniates
u
3
Alexis or Alexius I. Comnenus
37
Joannes II. Comnenus or Calo- i
11
25
Joannes
5
11
Manuel I. Comnenus
38
Alexis I. or Alexius IL Comnenus 11
2
<f
Andronicus I. Comnenus
2
Isaac II. Angelus
10
Alexis or Alexius III. Angelus
8
II
Alexis or Alexius IV. Angelus
1
it
Alexis or Alexius V. DucaB

»
«
«

*:
«

"
<(

"

«
"

A.D A.D
944-944
959- 963
963- 96S
969- 976
969-102?
976-1028
1028-1034
1034-1041
1041-1042
1042-104S
1042-1054
1054-1056
1056-1057
1057-1059
1059-1067
1067-1071
1071-1078
1078-1081
1081-1118
1118-1143
1143-1181
1181-1183
1183-1185
1185-1195
1195-1203
1203-1204
1204-1204

LATIN E M P E R O R S O F C O N S T A N T I N O P L E .
Yrs. A.D. A.D
reignec 1 1204-1205
a
10 1206-1216
1217ci
7 1221-1228
H
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Manuel IL Paleeologus
M
Joannes VIL Paleeologus
II
Constantine XIII. Falaaologus
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3
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T A B L E XI.
GEECIAN WEIGHTS.
1. Ratios of the three chief Systems.
JSginetan : Euboic or old Attic
iEginetan : Solonian or later Attic*
Euboic : Solonian

:: 6 : 5
:: 5 : 3
:: 138f : 100
or:: 100 : 72
or:: 25 : 18
The JEginetan Talent=6000 ^ginetan Drachma:=7200 Euboic=10,000 Solonian
Euboic
" =5000
"
=6000
" = 8333| "
Solonian* " =3600
"
=4320
" = 6000
"

* Also called the Attic Silver Talent. When Attic weights are spoken of without any further distinction, these
are generally intended.

Exact*

2. .Sgiaeian Weights.
Obol fO/3oXo'r)

Approximate.

lb.

OZ.

grs.

lb.

OZ.

it

ii

ti

tt

18-472J
110-831
145-83Jf

tt

I

tt

100

600 j 100 | Mina (Mra)
1
| 36,000 | 6000 | 60 | Talent (TdXavrov)..95

9

grs.

20
it

X
ti
tt

it

* In this and the other tables the English weights used are those of the avoirdupois scale asfixedby statute
namely, the grain == the Troy grain, the ounce = 437£ grains, the pound = 16 ounces = 7000 grains.
t O r J of an ounce.

Exact.

3. Euboic or Attic Commercial Weights.*
Obol
600

| 100 j Mina

Approximate.

lb.

oz.

grs.

lb.

oz.

tt

ti

ft

it

ti

tt

15-39311
92-3611$
48-611$
291-631

ft

tt

931

tt

tt

it

tt

1
79

5
2

80

grs.

* See Vici. of Antiq., p. 933, b., 934, a. It is here assumed that the Attic commercial mina was exactly 138^ eHver
drachmas, not 138, as stated in the decree. T h e difference is not quite half a grain in the drachma.

Exact.

4. Attic Commercial Weights Increased.*
1 Mina=150 Drachmae (silver)
5 Mints = 6 Minse (commercial)
1 Talent=65 Minae (commercial)

1

Approximate.
grs.

lb.

350

1*

145-8-1

90

6
14

grs.

* See Diet of Antiq., page 934, a.
t Here, as in the preceding table, the commercial mina is taken as equal to 138| drachmas, not 138.

Exact.

5. Attic Silver Weights.
Obol
600 | 100 | Mina
36,000 | 6000 | 60 | Talent

Approximate.

lb.

oz.

gr«.

lb.

oz.

grs.

ft

it

tt

a

ft

it

11-0833J
G6-5*
87-5f

tt

it

12
70

15
57

tt

1
60

tt

tt

tt

tt

* This value is, if any thing, too small. Bockh makes it $7-4. Respecting other sca'ea of weight, see P O N D E R * ,
to Diet, of Antiq.
t O r l of an ounce.
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